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THE ZOOLOGICAL PARK.

THE management of the National Zoological Park in

Washington has recently been attacked in one or

two papers of Washington and New York, and appar-

ently on wholly insnfficient grounds. A resolution,

recently introduced in the House by Mr. Enloe, of Ten-

nessee, serves as a text for a disquisition on bad manage-

ment and misapplication of funds, but no facts justifying

the attack are brought to light.

It is true as stated that the bill for the organization of

the Park became law May 1, 1890, but as has been duly

set forth in the Forest and Stkeam, there was required

a long time to acquire title to the lands selected for the

Park, for it was owned by a number of persons, some of

whom refused to sell, so that the land had to be con-

demned. It was therefore impossible to begin the neces-

sary improvements until late in the fall, and the winter

weather has made building operations progress but slowly.

It is certainly to be desired that the work should go on

as rapidly as possible, for the animals are now suffering

greatly from their cramped quarters, and one of the

rarest of the animals—the mountain sheep—has died

from lack of exercise. It is clear, however, that the

animals cannot be removed until quarters are provided

for them, and it is stated that it was impossible to pro-

vide these last autumn. Moreover, the arrangement of a

great zoological park is something that has to be care-

fully planned. The Park is to be occupied not for one

week, but for all time, and care and deliberation are

required in making permanent arrangements.

The claim that about three-quarters of the Park is to

be devoted to purposes other than the care of the animals

is not, so far as we can learn, supported by facts. If

large animals, like buffalo, elk and deer are to thrive,

t/bey must have plenty of room, and we understand from

high authority that the portion "reserved," or a large

part of it, is to be pasture and range for these large

animals. If this is the case it is well that it should be

reserved. The average citizen would perhaps like to

have all the animals shut up in small cages, and wishes

to get close enough to them to poke them with his cane,

but if the animals are to do well they must have a good

deal of liberty so that they can get exercise, and be

healthy.

All the facts connected with this Park will probably be

brought before Congress before long. Meantime we may
have something more to say on the subject.

THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.

THE end of the last session of the Fifty-first Congress

is at hand, and as yet no action has been taken by

the House of Representatives on the Senate bill for the

protection and maintenance of the Yellowstone Park.

This bill, as it passed the Senate, deserved the support

of every citizen. After it reached the House, however,

it was amended in Committee and had a rider attached

to it, which authorizes the granting of a right of way to

a railroad through the Park. The amendment has met

with unsparing condemnation from press and public,

and has made the whole bill unpopular, giving to people

who know but little about the subject an impression that

the whole measure is a railway grabbling scheme.

This is not true. As we have repeatedly said, the bill

is a thoroughly good one, except for the proposition to

grant the right of way to a railroad. If this amendment

were cut off the bill ought to pass. Those who feel an

interest in the Reservation should understand that this

greedy railroad corporation is trying to use this much-

needed biU in order to carry through the House its

scheme procuring a monopoly of railroad trafiac in the

Park.

In the upper House of Congress there is but one feeling

as to this matter. Senators regard the passage of this

bill as of great importance. Senator Carey, of Wyoming
—in which State the Park for the most part lies—is said

to be heart and soul in favor of the bill without the

amendment. In the House the volume of business is so

large that it is difficult to bring up this bill. If it could

come to a vote, and if members generally could be shown

how good the measure was as it came from the Senate,

and how bad is the amendment which has been attached

to it, we have no doubt that the change would be rejected

and the bill passed in its original shape.

In another column we report the action of the Boone

and Crockett Club on this subject. The feeling expressed

by this organization is shared by similar associations all

over the country. The newspapers—so far as we know,

without exception—are on the side of law and order

within the Park and of the preservation of its forests, its

natural wonders and its game. A very large proportion

of the more important newspapers have said that the pas-

sage of this bill is an urgent necessity.

At this very moment the Park is practically imguarded,

Capt. Boutelle, the superintendent, has been ordered into

the field on account of the Indian troubles, and Lieut.

Edwards, with ten or a dozen men, is left alone to guard

the Park.

It is greatly to be desired that this bill in proper shape

may pass the House during the present session, but mem-
bers should see to it that the Senate bill is not used to

carry through the railroad amendment. If the railroad

company wishes to secure a monopoly of traffic in the

Park, it should go to Congress and ask for this privilege

on the merits of the question.

The chances of the bill coming up between now and

March 4 depends largely on the feeling of the chairman

of the Public Lands Committee. It is earnestly to be

hoped that he can be induced to bring up the measure.

For about ten years the Forest and Stream has been

urging the passage by Congress of a bill to provide proper

protection for the Park. We have printed on this sub-

ject hundreds of columns from the pens of the men who
know most about the Park and its needs. Although the

legislation for which we have been hoping has not yet

come, our efforts have not been without result. It has

been a long campaign of education, enforced—as to a

small proportion of the public—by object lessons drawn

from the pages of nature's book which lie open in the

National Park. A general interest has been awakened

in this beautiful spot, and the newspapers of all classes

noY? call frequent attentloiv to its needs. Thus tbe work

that we have done has told, and we may hope that the

day is not far distant when such a bill as is desired by

the real friends of the Park may become a law.

THE SUNAPEE TROUT.

IN this number of Forest and Stream will be found a

valuable contribution to the history and relations of

the golden trout, or Sunapee trout {Salveliniis aureolus).

It is gratifying to find that so eminent an ichthyologist

as Dr. Jordan, after a study of the materials first dis-

cussed in this journal by Dr. Bean, agrees with the latter

in considering aureolus as probably native to New Eng-

land lakes and not introduced from Europe. Dr. Bean

finds the gill rakers in saibling from Bavaria precisely as

in the Norwegian specimens. Col. Hodge has pointed

out the difference between the two trout in spawning

habits and adaptability to domestication. The saibling,

however, is said to spawn in lakes as well as streams.
^ Now we incline most strongly to the belief that the

saibling and the golden trout have been sufficiently

talked about in technical phrase and we prefer to let

these two Dromios rest in their respective haunts unless

some brother of the angle will tell us how he went

fishing for one or the other or both together.

SNAP SHOTS.

JUST as we go to press the news comes to us from

Washington that Capt. Geo. Anderson of the Sixth

Cavalry has been appointed Superintendent of the Na-

tional Park. It is stated elsewhere that Capt. F. A. Boutelle

was ordered several weeks ago to take the fi.eld on account

of the Indian troubles, and it has been supposed for some

time that in the spring he would probably be sent to

join his regiment in the South, as he would then have

served two years as Superintendent of the Park. These

two years have been eventful ones for the reservation,

and the friends of Captain Botitelle may well look back

with pride and satisfaction on what he has accomplished

since his appointment. He has worked hard to render

the visiting public more comfortable, and has done a

vast deal for the protection of the forests and the game.

Through his efforts the barren waters of the National

Park have been stocked with valuable food fish, and

future generations of anglers for all time will rise up and

call Captain Boutelle blessed. Captain Anderson, the

new Superintendent, is a brave and good officer with a

fine record. His service has been mainly in the South-

west against the Apaches and other hostile tribes there,

but he has many of the qualifications needed in a Super-

intendent of the Park.

It is hardly fair to criticise the idea of traveling and

seeing the world, but when one attempts to crowd

traveling and seeing the world into his fishing vacation

he is pretty likely to be disappointed in the one way or

the other; either his trouting is naught, or he goes to

the streams, the lakes and the woods where he knows

the grotind. In short, it is with trouting as with every-

thing else, it takes a good part of a lifetime to become

familiar with even a small part of the world. Then

there is the homelike feeling which begins to cling around

even the lean-to in the woods or the tent; we hate to see

it torn down, and we all want to see it again next year.

Then there is the stream and the pools, the lakes and the

bold, rocky shores, where "the trout do hide." There is

the very spot where we hooked that large one laet year.

There is no new spot just like it. Permanent camps are

getting to be the fashion, and a good and comfortable

fashion it is.

There is an incident of one of the late Dr. Ferber's fish -

ing excursions to Florida, which admirably illustrates

the kind heart and unselfishness of the man. On an

island in Charlotte Harbor one time Dr. Ferber found a

man very ill with typhoid fever, contracted during a

cattle hunt in the Everglades. Dr. Ferber devoted him-

self assiduously to his patient, and by his skill and atten-

tion brought him safely through. The grateful man
insisted upon the Doctor's acceptance of a small island

in the harbor as a reward for his services, but this Dr.

Ferber would not hear to. "That island," said he after-

ward, "came to be worth a thousand dollars. It is not

every angling doctor that can pick up thousand dollar

islands wben he goes fishing."
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IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
lA-.—OTCATOWIS.

EVERYBODY knows where Mcatowisis, how to reach
it, and what he can get when he is there; but why is

it that so few know how to spell it? It is Nicatowis, not
Nicatous, nor Nickertous—as may easily be demonstrated.
Nicatow, in Indian, is the fork, and primarily the junction
of the east and west branches of the Penobscot at Medway,
which itself was formerly called Nicatow. "I asked the
fellers down there if that was the place called Nigger-
town," said old Derb, the Kennebec cook on the survey
of '61, "and they laffed at me." Nicatowzs is the diminu-
tire—the Little Fork. It was formerly applied to the con-
fluence of the main stream Passadumkeag and what is

now called the Nicatowis Bra.nch. The lake above was
Giassobpe, or Clear Water Lake, into which flowed Gias-

sobeesis—Little Clear Water Lake—now corrupted into

Gassobeeis. This latter name is evidence on its face that

a larger lake of the same system, which could have been
nothing but the present Nicatowis, must have been called

Giassobee, for is or sis is strictly a comj)arative term, ex-

actly equivalent to lesser. So that not only is Nicatowis
a misnomer in its root meaning, but we can prove that
another name must necessarily have been applied to the
lake, which name was Giassobee. It is now too late to

correct the error in names, but the spelling should be
reformed to Nicatowis, which is good Indian and repre-

sents the correct pronunciation.
Not that hundreds of people do not say Nicatous, but

they mean to use the other form. A clear cut and ele-

gant pronunciation is not characteristic of Maine people;
they clip and slur their words whenever possible.

Strangers usually make too hard work of their Indian,
like the one who called Mattawamkeag, Matwampsump-
kehac; the native-born soften Passadumkeag to Papsy-
dunky or even to Parsdunky. Olamon becomes Old Lemon,
Nesowadnehunk, Som-dyhunk; Chesuncook is Suncook,
and Caucomgomocsis, familiarly known as "The
Sis." No wonder there is difficulty in deciding the proper
foriu. Again sometimes three or four names for the
same place are in current use, as Little Telos Lake,
which is called Telosilos, Telosinis and Tellisannis, as
well as Pataquongamis and Round Pond, Abol also is

known by fom* or five different names. There is no
standard authority for either spelling or pronunciation.
The State maps and reports are hopelessly incorrect; the
pronunciation of the people is hard to catch and often
corrupt or abbreviated beyond recognition; most of the
Indians themselves do not know what the names mean;
and most of the well-intentioned people who have tried

to help us out of the mud have only made matters worse
by becoming mired themselves. The notable exceptions
have been Thoreau and Mr. Hubbard, who have probably
done more than all others taken together to give iierman-
ence to some of our Indian names and secm'e for these a
uniform orthography. Yet, now and then, though rarely,
an error has crept past even theii" vigilance. For ex-
ample, to the rounded hill with one sheer side which
rises above the wooded level east of Chesuncook,
Mr. Hubbard gives the name Sowbunge Mountain, prob-
ably copying, and undoubtedly copying correctly, the
form given by some lumberman or hunter; but where in
Sowbunge does one find the beauty and the elegance of

the original Sowangawas, the Eagle's Nest? Who shall

say what Mattagoodus and Pattygumpus once were, or
whether there ever was any poetry in Crosshuntic?
For sins of ignorance and sins of omission no doubt

there is pardon; but what shall be said of people who de-
liberately rename us; who come on trips of exploration,
and, going home, announce themselves the discoverers of
lakes which were lumbered and hunted on before they
were born; who, perceiving that our ponds are lakes,

wrench away the name which some pioneer had left to

the pond of his choice as his only memorial, to dub it

Echo Lake, or Eagle Lake, or Green LakeV Aren't there
enough such prosy names in the world already without
prosy people being allowed to make more of them? Bet-
ter Shin Pond, Tumble-down-Dick, Pollywog and Poke-
Moonshine to the end of their days than to be added to

the list of Echo Lakes, Long Lakes and Mud Ponds which
already exceeds in length the line of Banquo's progeny.
Two names, supplanted by accident it may be, should be
restored in the next edition of Hubbard's map. Both lie

in Seven in Fifteen—Rowe Pond of the map, which is

Ross's Pond, named for John Ross, the Bangor lumber-
man; and Poland Pond so called, which is by good rights
Island Pond, as the large island in it shows. The Sapomp-
keag of the map is the Napompkeag of the white hunters,
but the Indians call it Labombic and say that it means
rope. These are most likely printers" errors and excus-
able; but when it comes to malicious rechristening—why,
how would you feel if your name were St. Vincent and a
stranger told you that it was Robinson, or if not that it

ought to, and he would see to it that you came when he
called you?
In a country where all communication must be by

water, those places are most important which command
the routes between the most rivers. Nicatowis does this
preeminently. From it, by short carries, one may reach
Brandy Pond on the head of Union River, the Sabao
Lakes on the West Machias, and, by way of Gassobeeis,
the Middle Machias Lakes; through these the St. Croix
•watex'S are easily accessible. Nicatowis is also not far
distant from the head of the Narraguagus. Thus it is

the highway to all the principal canoeing waters in east-

ern Maine. Chamberlain in the north and Nicatowis in
the east are the two strong points in the Maine woods

—

aTid Darling holds the latter, not by accident let us be-
lieve.

But Nicatowis itself, though the principal feeder of the
Passadumkeag, is on the shorter of the two branches. The
other, known as the Main Stream, wanders down a
general southwesterly course through broad meadows,
rising in ponds, but principally dependent upon its brooks
—Brown, the two Taylors, Wyman and others—until it

receives the Nicatowis Branch at the Fork about twelve
miles below the lake, thence it flows westerly, still

through low land and meadows, enlarged by the tribute

fjtt the two Lord Brooks, the Mattagascal, Scootahzin and
Cold Stream—a placid course, little broken by rapids and
only once expanding into a lake, emptying into the
Penobscot about thirty-five miles above Bangor.
Last yeaj when Darling was arrested, several news-

papers published the statement that Nicatowis is "fifty

miles from the. nearest railroad station, and to reach it

one must travel over a rough road." Without attempt-
ing to state the actual distance, it may be said that we
hauled from Enfield to the Gilman House, seven miles
from the lake, in four hours and a half, including stops,

and the road was as good as any of equal length in eastern
Maine. Those who gave the information may take either
horn of the dilemma on which they prefer to hang them-
selves, but these are the facts: it is not a very long nor a
very hard day's walk to go fx'om the railroad to Nicatowis.
Though neither a handsome nor an ugly lake, the

friends of Nicatowis are safe when they praise its good
looks. It has featui-es, and some lakes have none. It is

a wooded lake, surrounded by low swells which nowhere
approach the dignity of mountains; very irregular in

shape, indented with long points and further broken by
islands; bounded by hard shores, which, though sheer and
without sunken rocks, are nevertheless forbidding to the
canoeman and afford camping places only where inter-

rupted by some little beach of gravel or disintegrated
granite. It is a granite lake—shores of loose granite,
ledges of granite, islands with solid foundations of the
best of granite, and a back country full of it. Now gi-anite

never has any suggestions of soft corners and cosiness; it

is rugged and dowgright—real New England stuff: on the
other hand, it always presents a tidy appearance. It may
be because granite abounds that the first impression of
Nicatowis upon a stranger is that it is rough but clean.
Of its irregularity nothing need be said, for such matters
are not made clearer by description. For one item, two
sets of narrows divide it into three parts of almost equal
length, and these are further subdivided by points into

bays and coves, one of which, West Lake, is recognized
by a name of its own, while others, like Duck Cove,
though smaller, are still of considerable extent. When
we went up the lake I attempted to map it, and succeeded
fairly well in getting in most of the islands and curves as
far as Norway Point, by aid of all the information I could
extract from the others as to which were islands and what
main land and what was out of sight; but when from
Darling's we saw the lake spread out with all its bays and
islaijds, and knew that there was much more unrevealed,
my map terminated suddenly with the remark, "And so
on, to infinity."

v.—"TO GASSOBEEIS AND CAMPED."

AVhen we started Wednesday morning the loons were
flying overhead, which we usually account a sign of wind,
but we made the run to Darling's with only a light breeze
following. We stopped there a moment for old acquaint-
ance sake, but, as Mr, Darling was in Lowell, stayed only
long enough to get a view of the lake and to look at the
establishment which has been built since father was
there last. It seems superfluous to write any description
of Darling's—-a log house of one room, a lean-to and a
loft; situated on a rocky promontory running out between
West Lake and the main Nicatowis; clean and comfort-
able within, and well supplied with tables and benches;
but we greatly admired the strong strategic value of the
place and in the selection recognized Darling's well-

known astuteness. Surrounded on three sides by water
it commands an extensive view of every avenue of
approach by water, while on the fourth side a cleared
field, extending back many rods, is well defended, if one
can judge from the lay of the land, by thick and tangled
woods, diificult to penetrate.
Gassobeeis Stream, for which we were heading, lies

about east from Darling's behind the long point which
runs out from the east shore, forming part of the upper
narrows. The stream is usually rather shallow, so that
in several places the passengers commonly have to get
out and "farm it" while the guide "waits on her," to use
technical terms. But this year the water was high and
had been raised artificially by putting in two little dams
which flowed out part of the rapids. One of these caused
no trouble, but concerning the other there is a tale.

Father is better than a guide book to tell you in ad-
vance what you are coming to, for he never forgets a
place once having seen it, and he knows Gassobeeis
Stream perfectly, every rock and turn in it. Accord-
ingly, before we reached the place, he told us of some
shoal water ahead, past which he and I must walk.
There was a steep bank at the lower end of the carry, he
said, and at its head an old dam with a sluiceway built

high for gates; below it was a hollow log which Sebattis

used to call his cannon. We came to the foot of the
quick water. The bank was there with a path running
up it through plenty of buckhorn brakes nearly waist
high and as wet as rain could make them. We went up
the hill and down it, and then the carry dived under
water for a space. Father was amazed; that carry never
had been flowed in his day. Then I told him that from
the top of the hill I had seen a small dam just round the
turn below which we got out. "But the dam was not
there," objected he, as willing to believe that the water
was running up hill as that he was mistaken. Neverthe-
less a dam I had seen, and this was the flowage of it. So
we struck out for the stream, through "squaw bush"
(Cornus stolonifera), alders and blue joint grass, all very
wet and sufficiently thick, got loganned, backed out and
tried again, found a place at last where, by venturing on
some old, slimy, and presumably rotten, sticks, I got
across dry-footed and he with one boot full of water; at

last got to the canoe again, Father still insisting that the

place wasn't natural. Soon we met bubbles floating

down. "That means quick water," said he, "but there

can't be any above this, for the dam is the head of

things." Then, suddenly, round a tm-n, as if to speak for

itself, up rose the old dam, shining and black as of yore,

with the water running through the old sluiceway and
Sebattis's "cannon" still there. The dam below, which
Father had not seen at all, was one of the temporary
affairs, and as Job and I were both strangers to the place
our testimony had not served for his enlightenment.
Gassobeeis is pretty as such streams go. All navigable

streams are apt to be disappointing to those whose ideas

are drawn entirely from pictures and their own fancies,

who look for noble forests free from underbrush, traversed

by clear streams with gravelly beds on which lie "silver

scalit fishes,"

"With (ynnys Bcbynaad broun as synopar

And chyssell talys."

Such are seldom met in i*eal life. Real streams are apt
to run through meadows, bogs or flowed land; or if other-

wise it is usually the worse for the canoeman. Their
banks are thick with alders and scrub growth; were it

not so that would be the worse for the hunter. And
their dark waters suggest bullfrogs and mud turtles in-
stead of the red-finned trout which actually inhabit them.
The lower part of Gassobeeis Stream runs through alder
ground and birches; the upper part is a bog brook and
must have been a famous beaver country in the old days.
Lambkill, sweet gale, leather leaf , rhodora and all the
heaths grow in abundance along the banks, giying a soft
and pleasant tone to the landscape. I like bogs; they are
very restful to look at, and always mean "plain sailing,"
When we reached Gassobeeis Lake we found that

Father's old camp ground among the Norways on the left

had been burned over, and the rain recommencing, we
were forced to take the first spot available. Yet not even
camping in the rain is a hardship; it only makes work
more the livelier. All help in unloading and covering the
goods, one looks for the ridgepole, one for the crotches,
tent pins are cut from the nearest bush and in how short
a time the tent is up. No matter if it is damp at first,

it soon dries. And the water shakes off the boughs so
thoroughly that the bed is not very damp. , It is one of
Father's fancies always to have some splits of cedar or a
piece of spruce bark or canvas to lay down along the sides
of the tent for the double purpose of preventing small
articles being lost and keeping the camp stuff dry. We
always carry something of the kind in the canoe with us,
abandoning it only when we come to a carry. He also
leaves on the back tent-pole an inch or two of the side
limbs, which make strong and convenient hooks for hang-
ing clothing and guns.
We carry as little baggage as we can and then always

have too much. The tent and blankets, a firkin for small
groceries and a box for flour and bacon, cooking utensils

and clothing make up considerably more than the bulk
of the outfit. There is no room in one canoe for three
people and the luxuries of camping out, if by these one
understands folding camp-stools and rubber air beds, ad-
justable tables and patent camp stoves, frying-pans with
hinged handles and all the other folding and unfolding
nuisances which are advertised to make miserable the
lives of sportsm.en. Place your load with a two-mile
carry always in mind, and there's many an indispensable
will stay at home in the corner without being missed
When the books and opera glasses and sun umbrellas be^in
to appear, the old stager knows you are green and pities

your guide. Don't take too many clothes. You are per-

suaded into it in the vain belief that you will want to

change now and then, or that when you come out you
will want to put on something different from the clothes

you have worn and slept in for a month. It is a delusion.

Cleanliness is no more natural to the uncivilized man than
godliness. You wiU find that you can always pick out
the guide because he is the best dressed man in the party:

and, on the other score, after four weeks' jaunting in a rub-
ber bag, your best suit might very well be mistaken for

your worst; in either case, all you have on smells of smoke
and fir boughs, and will smell of it for weeks to come,
though you may be unconscious, so that you need not sup-

pose that your fellow travelers do not know where you
have been. If you take extra clothing on chances of

getting wet the chances are ten to nothing that if you are
wet enough to shift it will be by a general capsize and your
spare clothes will be as wet as the others; or you may be
drowned and so not need them after all. But if you
persist in carrying what you do not want, don't take old

ones. "The woods is the worst place in the world to wear
out old clothes," say the hunters. For myself I shall

never again take an extra dress. With a short skirt for

the woods and a long one for occasions, a woman can go
into the woods and return as far as Bangor in safety if

not without shame. I have tried it.

We do not carry any canned provisions except con-
densed milk. They are heavy and inconvenient to pack,
and we would rather have simpler fare and fewer turns
on the carries. Flour and potatoes -will preserve life, and
the Spartan discipline of being obliged to procure your
luxuries or go without them, adds flavor to them. Father
declai"es that when his pole and gun will not supply him
something with bones in it, he will no longer go in the

woods. So far, for the first day or two, we never have
failed at a single meal to have meat or fish of some kind
in the kettle, though sometimes thrift has caused the rem-
nants or the supper to coldly furnish forth the breakfast

table. But we are not too proud to accept a gift, which
helps out sometimes. Fannie P. Hardy.

THE WOODCOCK'S WHISTLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Woodcock shooting has been my particular and favor-

ite sport for now nearly seventeen years, and never for

an instant have I doubted the ability of the bird to pro-

duce the whistle with his bill, or correctly speaking, with
his throat, which explains why some who have held the

live bird up by the bill, and hearing it whistle, have
naturally thought that the sound was caused by the flap-

ping of the bird's wings. But if you stop to consider, the
whistle is one continuous quivering soundj made ever so

much faster than the wings of the bird are at the time
moving. To produce this continuous unbroken whistle

they would have to move with such rapidity that the eye
could not follow them. Imagine a kingfisher being able

to move his wings quick enough to produce that long
shrill chuckle which he gets off just after having darted
down and picked up a minnow. This whistle, chuckle
or yell of his is done while the fish is being carried in his

bill, and we all know that his laugh is not caused by the

wings; and the bill being closed to hold the fish the sound
must come from the throat.

I turn to my record of woodcock shooting and note

that on Sept. 33, 1885, Mayor Brooks and myself were at

Nine-Mile River, and that we brought to bag twenty-two
cock and five grouse; and on that occasion I recollect per-

fectly, as we were coming out of the cover to the open
field to lunch one of my spaniels put up a cock. I just

caught a glimpse and let go, and on picking the bird up
found that I had broken one of his wings; so I carried him
out to the field, and while we were eating lunch let him
run about, as I was interested in getting the position of

his tail and wished to see him spread it out and turn it

up over his back since I desired to mount one in a correct

woodcock position. If I went near the bird up would
go his tail, down woul4 djrop his uninjured wing, and he
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would make an attempt to spring from the ground, at the
same time uttering a quick tremulous whistle. I held
him up the bill, when he woaid make the same sound,
and this little chap had only one wing to flap.

I haTe seen a cock jump up in front of my spaniels and
go off without a sound; I havo marked him down, put
him up again and he has whistled "like a house alire."
I have watched them evening after evening coming out
of the covers to the roadside to feed. Some would come
along quietly without a sound, others again would keep
up a continuous whistle. In the May and .June evenings,
when T have been coming home from a day's trouting, I

have watched them start up from the roadside and go
slowly up into the air, circling roimd and round, going
higher and higher, and all the time going tioo, two, tioo,

(a noise very similar to a sandpiper's when you start
him first from a lake shore). The woodcock would go
round and round, making this noise faster and faster,
untJ at last he woiild burst out into his sharp, long,
tremulous whistle, and then come darting down to the
ground, and when he would alight down he would squat
andthenj ou would hearhim— s-p-e-a-Zc, sp-e-a A;, s-p-e-a-k
—a sound like that of the night hawk; and yon would
hea,r the other cock round about answering Mm. After
a little while up he would jump and go through the cir-
cling performance again, beginning his tioo, two, two,
going faster and faster until the sound was merged into
his long, quivering whistle, when down he would come
to the earth again. Any one who has seen and watched
the c; ck doing as described would never doubt how the
sound was produced, and would give them credit if able
to make one sound with their throat to be able to make
them all. No one believes the sTceep of the snipe is made
by the wings, nor is the booming notes they utter when
circling around in the air overhead of a spring evening,
as their actions then are similar to those of the cock.
Here is an experiment that was tried some twelve

years ago in this city by the late Robt. Narrow, president
I think of the association at that time called the Natural
Science Association, and by which name it is know at
the present day. A woodcok hen was killed, so as not to
injure the throat, and brought to the meeting. Two or
three of the first large quill feathers were cut oE close to
one of the wings. The stumps of the quills left in the
wing were put into the mouth and blown into hard; re-
sult was a sound coming from the throat of the hen
similar to that made by the bird when alive, proving con-
clusively the existence of an aii- passage from the quill
feathers of the wing to the throat of the bird.
Halifax, N. S. H. AUSTIN.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Being interested in birds, and more or less of a sports-

man, I have followed this discussion with more than
passing interest. According to my small experience,
both may be in the right, though I think one more than
the other; for, as shown below, it has vocal notes which
resemble somewhat the sound produced by a flushed bird.
While walking through a small piece of woods in the

middle of May, I flushed a woodcock which flew only
about fifteen feet and settled down in the dry oak leaves
which had fallen the previous fall. In her short flight
the sharp whistling sound was absent, and instead she
produced a twittering which was lower, softer and with-
out that pecuUar metallic sound about it; these sounds
must have been vocal as they were still continued after
she had alighted among the leaves, in plain view, where
no motion was noticeable. After looking around in the
leaves I found four young birds, so these twitterings may
be resorted to only when flushed in some such peculiar
circumstances, and may or may not be produced every
time the bu-d is flushed. Even if they were, would be
drowned by the whistle, which I take to be produced by
the wings, although the twitterings were loud enough to
be heard some distance, and resembled the sound produced
by a strong-flying bird, lacking the peculiar whistling
character.
One day last fall in a game of foot-baU the ball

was kicked high mto the air, and while in its flight pro-
duced a whistlmg sound which resembled exactly that of
the woodcock. On examining as to the cause, I found
that the lace had come untied and the ends, some 4 to 6
inches, were hanging loose, which, together with the rapid
twisting of the ball, produced the delusive sound.

A H P
Laubencevillb, N. J.

• .
.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In my opinion Mr. Henry B. Nicol, in his article on

woodcock, comes about as near to the mark as any of
your gentlemen writers. I have kiUed many of these
birds and have watched them in close season for days
and weeks, but only once did I hear what I supposed to
be a male bird make any noise with his bill when flushed.
It was on a very warm day in July, about 10 A. M., andwhen the bird made the noise he was within 6 or 7ft
from \vhere I was standing. It was a plaintive cry',
something like the scaipe of a snipe, as loud, but not
as sharp or decisive; it sounded more like cre-eJc, cre-ek
lo emit the sound the bird opened the bill quite wide
and was flying at about medium speed, his wings were
silent at the time. How can any one doubt that the twit-
ter of a flushed woodcock is produced by his wings?
Newark, New Jersey. J. Gantz.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Apropos of wing vs. mouth whistling, has none of your

correspondents noticed the fact that common doves make
a round, ftiU, musical whistling note in flying? This they
certaisily do both when starting on and alighting from
a flight. I have noticed that it is or seems to be coinci-
dent with the closing or downward motion of the wings
ihis indicates that it is made with the wings. Might
not an investigation and comparison of this bird throw
light upon the woodcock controversy? More anon.
Kentttoky.

A Giant Squid.—The Halifax Recorder, of Newfound-
land, of recent date, contains the following item of the
capture of a giant squid: "A huge squid or cuttlefish,
d^tt. m length, was stranded on the beach at Island CoveN

.
i a few days ago. The tentacles were 21ft. in length

and the body larger than that of a horse." By reference
to the Fishery Industries of the United States we find
that the giant cuttlefishes, which inhabit the North Atlan-
tio and are ocoasionally stranded upon the beaohea of
liewfoundland, represent two speries the genus J^rchi-

teuthis. Each of these sjiecies has a maximum length
of gOft. and its weight is measured by thousands of
pounds. Large individuals are rightfully dreaded by the
fishermen on account of their prodigious strength and
great ferocity. The sharp curved teeth of even the com-
mon squid are formidable weapons of attack and in cut-
tles—with tentacles upward of 20ft. in length—the seizing
and tearing capacity must be terrific. These giant
animals are very useful to the fishermen for bait.

California Academy of Sciences.—Officers elected
for 1891: President, H, W. Harkness: First Vice-Presi-
dent, H. H. Behr; Second Vice-President, Geo. Hewston;
Corresponding Secretary, Frederick Gutzkow; Recording
Secretary, J. R. Scupham; Treasurer, L. H. Foote; Libra-
rian, Carlos Troyer; Director of Museum, J. G. Cooper;
Trustees—Chas. F. Crocker, D. E. Hayes, W. C. Burnett,
Geo. C. Perkins, E. J, Molera, Irving M. Scott, John
Taylor.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of the

Gfone Latos.

BOONE AND CROCKETT CLUB MEETING.
I'^HE annual meeting and dinner of the Boone and

. Crockett Club took place at Washington on Wed-
nesday, Jan, 14, and was an unusually interesting and
pleasant occasion.
At the meeting, which was held before the dinner,

certain routine business was transacted, aew members
were elected and resolutions—to be given later—with re-
gard to the Yellowstone Park were passed.
The dinner was held at the Metropolitan Club, and the

president of the club, Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, of the
Civil Service Commission, occupied the chair. On his
left sat Mr, Proctor, the Secretary of War, and on his
right Speaker Reed. Mr. Grinnell sat [at the foot of the
table, with Mr, Noble. Secretary of the Interior, on his
right and Secretary Langley, of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, on his left. Among others present were Congress-
men Breckenridge, Lodge and McComas, Mr. Arnold
Hague, of the U. S. Geological Survey; Mr. W, Hallett
Phillips, of Washington; Mr. Brown, of Providence, Mr.
Nichols, of Boston: Mr. Deering, of Chicago; Mr, Gordon
Gumming, of Virginia, and Mr, Chanler, of New York.
After the cigars had been brought on the president

rose, and in a few well chosen words explained
the objects of the club and the special reasons which
brought tliis delegation to Washington at this time. This
was, he said, to urge the passage by the House of Repre-
sentatives of the Senate bill for the protection of the
Yellowstone National Park. He then read the resolu-
tions which had been passed at the business meeting,
which were as follows:

Resolved, That the Boone and Crockett Club, speal<ing lor
itself and for hundreds of clubs and associations througnowt the
country, urges the immediate passage by the House of Hepresen-
tatives of the Senate bill for the protection and maintenance of
the YeUowstone National Park.
Besolved, That this club declares itself emphatically opposed to

the granting a right of way to the Montana Mineral Railroad or
to any other railroad through the YeUowstone National Park
Resolved, That this club heartily approves of the efforts now

being made to preserve the groves of big trees in Cal'fornia and
desires to express Its thanks to the Secretary of the Interior for
his interest in this matter.

Mr. Roosevelt then asked Mr. Phillips, of the U. S.
Supreme Court Bar, to state to those present what had
been done

,
toward securing adequate legislation for the

protection of the National Park and what the present
condition of the bill is.

Mi\ Phillips's presentation of the case was clear, concise
and telling. He called attention to the fact that the
organic act establishing the National Park provided no
laws nor rules for its government, but while placing it
under the charge or the Secretary of the Interior and
authorizing that officer to make regulations for its gov-
ernment and protection, it prescribed no means for en-
forcing the regulations w-hich the Secretary might lay
down. Persons interested in the National Park have for
eight years been endeavoring to obtain from Congress the
legislation which would aftord protection in this reserva-
tion to life and property, and would prevent the destruc-
tion of the forests, natural wonders and the game found
within its borders. At four sessions of Congress bills
embodying these provisions have passed the Senate, on
the last two occasions by unanimous vote. But in the
House a stumbling block has always been found in tlie
efforts of a lobby to attach to the biU a rider which pro-
vided for the granting a right of way to a railway through
the Park. The friends of the Park have fought this
amendment from the beginning. It is not so much this
particular railroad that they are fighting as the principle
involved. If one railroad is permitted to run its lines
through the Park in any direction this same privilege
cannot be denied other corporations, and it would not be
long before this National reservation would be grid-
ironed by tracks. The danger of such a state of things to
the forests is well known by all who have traveled among
the pine clad mountains of the West and need not be ei>
larged on here. The importance of passing a bill which
shall protect the Park and the equal importance of pre-
venting railroads entering it is felt by every one who has
visited that beautiful region, but it is now so late in the
session, and there is so much business before the House
of Representatives, that it is difficult to see how the bill
now in the hands of the Public Lands Committee can be
brought up. We desire, however, to interest members of
the House in tliis matter, and if possible to get a vote on
the bill, and if among the gentlemen present there are
any who can suggest the best means for doing this we
shaU be glad to hear them.
Some desultory conversation followed, during which a

number of questions relating to the Park were asked by
gentlemen present, and were answered by Messrs. Roose-
velt, Hague and Phillips. Mr. Roosevelt explained very
clearly the way in which the fires in the National Park
are started and spread, and called attention also to the
function performed by the forest floor, which being en-
tu-ely made up of decaj^ing vegetation retains and gives
forth gradually the moisture which it receives from the
rains and the melting snows.
Mr. Gordon Gumming spoke of a similar condition of

tamgs In Scotland, where pine forests whea burning

burn down to the rock, all the organic matter of the
forest floor being consumed and nothing being left which
w^ill give sustenance to a subsequent growth of timber.
He spoke also of the disastrous consequences to the
Scotch trout streams which have foUowetl the draining of
the peat bo^s and meadows through which they flowed.
Recently, since the land has become so valuable for
farming, such bogs and meadows have been drained with
the result that the streams that used to maintain an
equable current are now, during times of rain or melting
snow, flooded for a day or two and then become almost
dry, so that but few fish are obtained where before this
draining took place salmon were abundant. Such a con-
dition of things would prevail there were the forests of
the Yellowstone Park to be destroyed.
At the request of the president, Secretary Noble spoke

somewhat briefly on the lines of his annual report, ex-
pressing his personal conviction that the Yellowstone
Park ought to be guarded with the utmost care. The
vast increase of population in this country, and the way
in which the portions formerly uninhabited are now filling
up, shows that within not very many years there will be
left within our borders no spot where cultivation and
improvement by man shall not have taken place. It is

quite certain that if such breathing spaces and preserves
as the Yellowstone and Yosemite parks are to be retained,
legislation necessary to accomplish this object must come
at once. Mr. Noble spoke of the value of the forests in
protecting the streams which furnish water for irrigation
over a vast tract of country on either side of the main
range of the Rocky Mountains; of the fact that our large
game is rapidly disappearing, and of the necessity of pro-
tecting the natural wonders which in the Yellowstone
Park are collected in such wonderful i^rofusion. Allu-
sion was also made to the importance of protecting the
forests everywhere, and incidentally to the action taken
recently for the preservation of the groves of big trees in
California, He spoke also of the good service performed
by the troops authorized by the Secretary of War to
guard the National Park, and of Capt, Boutelle's interest
in the matter and good work that he had done. Secretary
Proctor, with a good deal of humor, complimented the
Secretary of the Interior on his excellent judgment in
coming to the War Department for help in this matter.
The president called upon Professor S. P. Langley, of

the Smithsonian Institution, to give his opinion with
regard to the rapidity with which the larger indigenous
animals of the United States are being destroyed. Mr.
Langley stated briefly that so fax as he could learn
from consultation of the best authorities, the large game
of the United States would be practically extinct within
the life of the present generation of men.
The president then asked Mr, Grinnellto relate some of

his experiences with regard to large game in the West
during the years that he had spent there, and the latter
gave some facts showing the enormous abundance of
buffalo just after the completion of the first of the Pacific
railroads, and of the great numbers of elk to be found in
much more recent days in isolated localities of the Rocky
Mountains, On the other hand, at the present day there
is scarcely a place where any one can go with a certainty
of finding elk abundant except on, or near, the borders of
the YeUowstone Park. The buffalo have been for years
practically extinct, so far as the United States goes, the
only bands of any importance being in the National Park.
Antelope, blacktail deer, mountain sheep, and other
species of large game must follow in the footsteps of the
buffalo and the elk, although thek extinction will be
much more gradual.
The discussion of this and kindred subjects was con-

tinued to a late hour, when the meeting broke up.

MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
THE annual meeting was held at the United States

Hotel, Boston, Wednesday evening, Jan. 14, 125
being present.
The following gentlemen were elected members of the

association: Geo. Bruce, Wm. Henry Hutchinson, Chas.
S. Stearns, De Forest W. Chase, Geo. A. Cooper, Frank
Keene, Francis Tufts, James O. Gray, Erwin R. Graves,
Geo. H. Moore, James H. Lake, Dr, J. W. Ball, Dr. W.
Hunt, John B, Farrell, Fred B, Rice, Morris F. Whiton,
Francis G. Benedict, Geo. H. Kimball, Henry B. Weston.
Twenty-nine applications for membership were received.
The committee on game importation reported the fit-

ting up of a large room in which to keep the large num-
ber of birds which are expected very shortly, where they
can be cared for until distributed in different parts of the
State,

It is proposed to engage a room which will be a head-
quarters for the association, in which a library will be
placed and where the members and friends can meet,
and in which the different committees can hold their
meetings.

Officers for 1891 were elected as follows:
President, Edward A. Samuels, 86 State street, Boston,
Vice-Presidents, Hon. Jas. F, Dtvinell, Augustus

Hemenway, John T, Stetson, Warren Hapgood, Edw. E.
Hardy, Edw, J. Brown and Geo. W, Wiggin,
Treasurer, Frederick R, Shattuck, 44 Kilby street,

Boston.
Secretary, Richard O. Harding, 304 Washington street,

Boston.
Librarian, John Fottler, Jr,
Executive Committee, John P. Woodbury, Henry H.

Kimball, Chas. G. Gibson, Ivers W. Adams, John N.
Roberts, Edw. E. Small, Heber Bishop, Edward Brooks,
Outram Bangs, W. F. Keith, John E. Thayer and Rollin
Jones.
Membership Committee, Edw. T. Barker, Waldron

Bates and Wm. O. Blake.
Fund Committee, Benjamin C. Clark, Samuel Hanson

and Daniel T Curtis.

Antoine's Little Corner.—Framingham, Mass., Jan.
18.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have read with so
much enjoyment Antoine Bissette's letter in your issue
of 15th inst,, that I must say a word about it. I think it
overlays anything he has written previously, and that is
saying a good deal. Full-charged with keen points and
apt illustrations it has the merit—not a smaU one—of
being wit and wisdow combined and condensed. That
you will give him his "leetly corner" every time he asks
for it, and that he may apply often, I guai-antee is the
wish of thousands of your readerg, including—F, C,
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WILDFOWL IN OREGON.— 1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
While the gunners of the Eastern, Middle and Prairie

States are putting their guns away, regretfully bidding

the wildfowl shooting of 1890 a farewell, we of the Web-
foot State are just beginning to load shells and whistle

up our dogs for ducks.
It is true that the game is annoyingly tardy in putting

in an appearance this fall, but this is in consequence of

the unusually pleasant weather which still continues.

Bat they are iDeginning to arrive, and while their Eastern
cousins have bade you good-bye for the more genial

climate of the Gulf these are coming to spend the winter

with us. Our best shooting is generally about the holi-

days, but from the first of November until the following

April good shooting may be looked for whenever the

weather is favorable. Seldom do our lakes freeze over.

When such a misfortune does overtake the migratory
feathered game here they simply drop down to the tide

flats or go up the Willamette AT'alley to the stubble fields

and patiently await the "thaw." It is, however, un-
usually severe weather for Oregon when the mud hens
fail to keep a good air hole open for their lords and mas-
ters, the canvasbacks. By the way, a pension should be

> awarded the man who invents an active mud hen decoy,

for canvasbacks will decoy to a bunch of energetic mud
hens when nothing fashioned by the hand of man will

induce them to come down.
Not only the woodduck, but mallard and even canvas-

backs hatch and rear their young about the ^assy sloughs

and wapato ponds along the lower Columbia on Sauvie's

Island. Sauvie's Island! or Sofa's Island for short, who
that ever hunted wildfowl in western Oregon has not
heard of it? The small boy's ambition and dream and the

duck hunter's paradise. The name is as familiar to the

hunters of the Northwest coast as that of Chesapeake
Bay is to those of the East.

It is an island, as its name would imply, and yet not an
island. It is a strip of low land lying in Multnomah and

ibia counties, Oregon, about 17 miles long by 5 milesColumbia , ^ . - .

in width, bounded on the east by the Columbia and lower
Willamette rivers, and otherwise an arm of the Willa-

mette known as the Willamette Slough, a deep, turbid

river itself that leaves the Willamette proper about seven
miles below Portland and empties into the great Colum-
bia at St. Helens. It is a labyrinth of slotxghs, wapato
ponds and small lakes, the largest. Big Sturgeon Lake,
being about five miles long by two in width. If ever

nature exerted herself to make a perfect resting and feed-

ing place for wildfowl it was when she got to that part of

her labors commonly known as Sauvie's Island. It

derived its name from an old French Canadian who settled

there in the early days of the Hudson's Bay Company

Hark! hark! what music? from the rampart hills,

How like a far-off bugle, sweet aad clear.

It searches through the listening wilderness!

A swan! I know it by the trumpet tone;

Winging her pathless way in the cool heavens.

Piping her midnight melody, Ehe comes.

Every thoughtful sportsman sorrowfully recognizes the

fact that the days of game, whether fish, flesh or fowl,

are numbered. There is not much said or written about
it because it is a painful subject, but it is nevertheless a
settled fact, and, the more's the pity. Among the first

feathered game to disappear from the face of the earth

win be that most notable, majestic and beautiful of them
all, the American swan and his cousin, the trumpeter
swan. In many places where they were moderately
plenttfvil a quarter of a century ago they are now un-
known. Some people pretend, by way of explanation,

that they have simply changed their path of migration to

less settled districts, but that does not explain the fact

there is no place on the American continent now where
they are really plentiful, and these good friends of the

noblest of all the feathered tribe are called upon to ex-

plain their explanation.
The fact is that the swan, like the bison, is a large

bright target, and death loves a shining mark. That
most graceful, most beautiful ana emblematic of royal

purity of all water fowl will soon be known only in

tradition—a tradition of those other days of hunter life

in the half-forgotten past.

Many of the States have imderta,ken the enactment of

laws for the puotection of swan, but those laws aouom-
plish no good. The Oregon statutes inform us that it

shall be unlawful for any person between the first day of

May and the first day of September of each year to take,

kill, injure or destroy, or h4.ve in possession, sell or offer

for sale any wild swan, etc. That sounds like lots of

protection; but Great Guns! what hunter ever had the
opportunity to do any of those terrible things to a swan
in Oregon between the first day of May and the first day
of September.
But let us "fiddle while Eome burns" and enjoy the fun

while it lasts. We may not be able to do as some of the

army officers of Vancouver barracks did on Green's Lake
several years ago- stuff pillow cases with straw and with
these decoys shoot thirty-five swan by moonlight in one
night, but we will do our best toward annihilation.

There is m doubt that a swan is easily fooled. I know
hunters that can turn a swan in his flight and bring him
within easy range by imitating his call, and when one
of a band is downed, the others are easily bagged as i

rule. The words of Lefiingwellin "Wild Fowl Shooting-

coming from the Mississippi Valley are suggestive. He
says: "In the Western States this noble bird is almost ex-

tinct; they have been comparative strangers, except at

rare intervals. Not far in the distant past they were an-

nually sieen with us on the lakes and rivers and frequently
feeding in immense bayous."
No doubt the swan are more plentiful west of the Cas

cadeKange than anywhere else on this continent. In
midwinter Big and Little Sturgeon lakfs, Morgan's Lake
Foley Lake and the Big Wilmot Lake on Sauvies Island,

Green's Lake in Washington (opposite Sauvie's Island) and
Willow Bar in the Columbia River are resorted to for feed

and rest by swan in considerable numbers. They belong
to the duck family, and as is well known, that entire

family is very partial to the tender, juicy, nutritious wa-
pato; and while the swan, like the mallard, will not dive

deep for food (as do the canvasbacks), they are enabled

by the aid of their long, muscular necks and strong bills,

to tear the wap 'tos out of the soft mud of their favorite

feed lakes, and thus satisfy their rapacious appetites. A
wapato lake used during a moonlit night by swan has th

appearance next morning of having been subsoiled by

drove of ravenous hogs. A full-grown swan will easily

devour a peck of wapatos in a single night, and leave a
good breakfast of the smaller tubers floating in the turbid
waters for the widgeon.
One of the most beautiful of sights is to witness the
rrival of their spectral squadrons at Big Sturgeon Lake
from the north. This lake is a great resting or loafing

alace for all kinds of water fowl. The swans have
aeen pursued, abused and deviled so much that they are
getting educated. As the winter sets in in earnest {i. e.,

when the rains come) the swana come trooping down
from the north and gather at this lake. I have often

watched them. The storm clouds and wind give the lake
gloomy appearance. You hear the distant bugle calls,

but so faraway that the birds, notwithstanding their white-
ness and immense size, are not discernible. At last you
see a faint, wavering streak of white away in the north
among the clouds, more like a glance of the sun through
a rift in the clouds than a moving mass of life. They
maintain their lofty flight until over the lake, and then
with a grand flourish of trumpets suddenly set their

wings and descend straight into the center of the lake.

Then follows a lot of light talk and a general brushing
up. Soon there comes another flock in the same way.
As the late arrivals hear their incoming friends, they an-
swer, and then such whooping and trumpeting as makes
one's ears ring.

So each succeeding flock is received by those already
arrived; and during all this time any observing person
can discern more m their whooping and yelling than
limply a disposition to make noise.

Swan, like all other water fowl, have undoubtedly a
language of their own. Listen to the flute-like tones from
the snowy throats of the glad birds, that, possibly, have
not seen each other since they left that same lake on their

long pilgrimages to the North
,
telling of their wanderings,

their joys and sorrows among the crystal lakes around the
pole. When they come in or go out of a lake, it is with a
general hue and cry; but while resting or feeding their

tones are the purest, sweetest and most melodiously
tender imaginable.
May not theirs be a life of love as pure and spotless as

their robes of white, jeweled with the most perfect grace
and melody. Multnomah.
Portland, Oregon, Nov. 18.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III, Jan. 17.—It was the misfortune of the

writer to miss among other good things last week
the big game dinner given by Billy Werner to the Pos-
sum Club. Report runs that this was a screaming suc-

cess. The tables were handsomely decorated, two pea-
cocks, a fine wild turkey, the nicely mounted heads of

a deer and an elk being among the furnishings of the
board. Above the antlers of the elk there towered to the
ceiling of the room a genuine persimmon tree, and from
a branch of this and suspended by his tight-curled tail

there hung a real possum. The menu, nicely litho-

graphed, set forth among other things, "Suckers from
the Kow River, 5 ground traps, sauce a la 448," "Klein-
man ducks, Elliott (in the) sauce," "chicken from Fel-

ton's farm—'you may tie it, but you can't beat it'," etc.,

etc. Toasts of the evening were "Sports of the Field,"

Dr. N. Rowe; "Chicago Sportsmen," H. D. NichoUs; "the
Higher Aims of the Sportsman," Wolfred N. Low; "Trap
Shooting, Past, Present and Future," Chas. E. Felton;
'Sports in General," Harry C. Palmer; "The Anatomy of

the Possum," Dr. J. M. Hutchinson. The "Rod and Gun"
reply fell to the Forest and Stream representative, but
the latter was absent. The Possum Club is flourishing to

the point of aggressive prosperity. Mr. Werner is

certainly to be complimented upon the success of his

banquet,
Mr, C. E. WiUard, well known among the shooters of

the West, has severed his relations with the Standard
Cartridge Co., and this week enters upon his duties as

agent in the West for the Colt Patent Fire Aruis Co., of

Hartford. Chicago will be his headquarters, and he will

not travel further west than Omaha.
Mr. C. D. Gammon and Mr. Harry Loveday leave next

Monday for a duck shooting trip on the sunk marsh of

New Madrid and will shoot there till Feb. 8, when they
meet at Cairo the excursion of Northern shooters, now
arranging to shoot some matches with Southern shooters

at New Orleans and Pensacola.
The removal of the great cattle herds from the Chero-

kee Strip, 1. T. , has c lused the invasion of lower Kansas
by numbers of gray wolves, which are proving destruc
tive to stock.

Buffalo Jones is in the city this week. He has a new
overcoat. It looks like dull chinchilla, but in reality it

is made of buffalo cloth, woven altogether from buffalo

fur or wool. The coat is faced with dark buffalo fur.-

There is no coat like this in the world. Buffalo Jones
also has some photographs of members of his herd, in-

cluding some nice half-breeds a few months old. The
crosses are all doing well. The moving of part of the

herd to Salt Lake City was disastrous, and there are only
'7 full-blood calves this year against 31 last. This big
herd will be exhibited at the "World's Fair here in 1893.

Three syndicates are figuring about it now. Buffalo

Jones is telegraphing Buffalo Bill to-day, out at Pine
Ridge Agency, and they are to meet soon and talk over
some sort of a scheme for 1893 and the Fair.

The Nee-pe-nauk Shooting Club met at the Grand
Pacific and elected the following officers for the ensuing
year: President, Morris Sellers; Vice-President, Edward
E. Flint; Treasurer, -James F. Casler; Secretary, Edward
J. Rowley. Directors, Morris Sellers, E. E. Flint, Ira F.

Younglove, Charles P. Troego and James F. Casler.

Mr. S. N. Leek, the Rocky Motmtain guide mentioned
not long ago in these columns, who lives at Jackson's

Hole, via Kaintuck, Idaho, writes me, under date of

Jan. 12: "We are having a very light winter here, and
all kinds of game are doing well. The elk have not yet

been driven out of the mountains, and if we do not have
any heavy storms before long they will recruit up some-
what. Last winter was very hard on the elk. I would
estimate 30 or 40 per cent, of them were winter killed."

The winter in this region continues very mild. The
quail will do well.

Mr. Paul North, of the Cleveland Target Co., was in

the city last Saturday on a brief business trip.

Jan. 6'.—There have cropped out the facts concerning a
little affair which the upper circles of Grand Calumet
Heights Club have for some time tried to keep suppressed.

Indeed, up to the very last moment, the most frantic
efforts have been made to that effect by friends of the in-
terested parties, so much so that only duty to the public
could lead me to give the facts at all. The affair occurred
last fall, and the actors therein were Dr. H., a prominent
dentist on State street, and his friend Mr. Kossuth M. It
may be I ought to give the full names, but if the gentle-
men don't act just right about this, I can do that later

on, so it doesn't make much difference. Well, Dr. H.
and Mr. M. were going on an exploring voyage one day
last fall. They intended to explore the Grand Calumet
River, clear down to its mouth in the briny deep of Lake
Michigan, Of course this meant a long trip, and a long
trip meant abundant supplies, and that necessitated
crowding their boat a good deal, but by careful arrange-
ment they managed to get along. Thp fishing rods, and
the Winchester rifle and the ApoUinaris water they put
in the stern of the boat, and after throwing some old
coats and things over them they made a pretty fair seat
for Dr. H. , who occupied that end of the boat, It is a
reprehensible practice, this way of throwing guns loose
into a boat, and though these men may resent the cen-
sure, it is only just to say that the accident which ensued
was just what might have been expected.
The heavily loaded boat made its way slowly down the

stream, Mr, M, was rowing, Dr, H. was steering and
paddling. The hurriedly arranged seat in the stern was
not altogether comfortable, but not much attention was
paid to this for some time. The morningwore away. A
point was reached five miles below the club house.

Dr. H. became a trifle weary from his cramped position.
He reached behind him to arrange more comfortably the
articles upon which he was sitting. There was a sudden
lurch of the boat. And then, in that way, no one ever
knows just how, there occurred the accident which
might have been expected. These sickening accidents
always are occurring, but they do not seem to teach
more caution.
There was a loud explosion, muSled by the covering of

coats, etc., which lay uppermost in the stern of the boat.
Dr. H. threw his hand behind him.
"My God, I'm shot!" cried he. His face was pale from

the sudden shock and pain.
"Are you hurt much, Doctor?" asked Mr. M., himself

pale with fright. "Where is it?"

"Here," said Dr. H., setting his teeth firmly together
to control the pain, "I can feel the blood running. Pull
ashore. I don't know whether you can get me to the
club house or not. It is terrible to die here in these sand
hills, away from my wife and children!"
Mr. M. pulled the boat ashore and helped his compan-

ion out. He was pale, but bore his suffering manfully.
TeiTibly careless of me!" he murmured,
Mr. M, removed his friend's coat and vest. The re-

maining garments were indeed wet as he had said.

"Did you—did you say blood. Doctor?" asked Mr. M.
"Yes," whispered Dr, H., holding up his hand, "see?"
But his hand was white, not redl

A strong revulsion passed over Dr. H. He gulped a
little in his throat and sat up.
"Bring that d—d gtm up hfre," he said.

So Mr. M. got the gun. There was no shell, empty or
otherwise, in the barrel.

"Count the ApoUinaris!" hissed Dr. H. between his
teeth.

So Mr. M. counted the bottles. He found one bottle

empty. The coats were all wet. The heat of the day,
the motion of the boat, or something, had caused one of

the bottles to "go off." On discovering this Mr. M. sat

right down in the mud, on the edge of the river, and
shouted, screamed and yelled, and rolled over and over
with laughter. If he had only held still. Dr. fl. would
have shot him, right there; but after a while he too began
to laugh, and soon both were helpless.

The voyage of exploration was abandoned. Dr, H.
pleaded with Mr. M. for hours, and the latter promised
faithfully never to say a word. But you know how such
things are. Three weeks after this, as Dr. H. was sit-

ting at dinner with several members, down at the club, a
voice behind his chair exclaimed, "My God, I'm shot!"

That settled it. The worthy doctor sprang from his chair

as if he had reaUy been shot. Since then he has had no

Eeace at the club, and now this is the latest and the pub-
c story of Dr. H.'s adventure with the Appolinaris

bottle.

Jan. 19.—The late little trip to the Antioch lakes, though
taken for the serious purpose of finding out something
about the ice fisheries, was not devoid of its amusing
features. We numbered four, a cigar man, a newspaper
editor, another newspaper man, who ever since the late

Indian troubles has been longing to go out as a war cor-

respondent, and that bronzed and rugged-looking genius

of 108 Madison, aged anywhere from 35 to 80, who is

generally spoken of in that establishment as "Old Man
Hirth." Mr. Hirth was a color-bearer in the late war,

but he has not been doing much fighting lately, and we
all sized him tip for a tenderfoot, and concluded we would
freeze him, lose him, and beat him shooting with his own
rifle. Indeed, our charitable designs in this matter went
so far that, upon the gentleman's expressing his willing-

ness to enter into a little target shooting arrangement, on
a jackpot basis, 5 cents a corner, we informed him cheer-

fully that we would by tMs means compel him to pay all

the expenses of the trip. We were going to have some
fun with the "old man." Om- buckboard ride, three

miles or so at midnight, was pretty tough, but somehow
the old color-bearer didn't seem to mind it. He was get-

ting along all right. It was a little cold otit on the ice the

next day, but the rest of us seemed to notice that more
than the "old man," and when we heaved the big pickerel

out of the hole in the ice he had more fun than anybody.
After shooting it full of holes with a .22 pistol, he ap-

propriated the fish and ever after claimed to have caught

ft by himself, on a pearl spoon. And then he wanted to

go rabbit hunting, out in the cold, cold snow, and was
disappointed because we wouldn't all go out and ramble
with him in the woods. And after that he wanted to

shoot at a target, 5 cents a corner, as per our first agree-

ment. We thought we had him then, but it was just the

other way, and instead of his paying our expenses we paid

his. Never was so disappointing a man to have fun with,

though he looked innocent enough, too. We didn't have

any fun at all with him, to speak of. He developed an
alarming familiarity with a good many kinds of gaits.

This week the cigar man is reserved and taciturn about

ice fishing, the newspaper editor has a tenible cold, and

the war correspondent is sick in bed with pneumonia; but
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the old color-beaa-er, the one we were going to have the

inn with, is still selling goods at the old stand, and
placidly telling everybody about a pickerel, of constantly

increasing size, which he caught on a spoon tiirough the

ice, and had to shoot to keep from overpowering him.

Mr. Hirth's story of his desperate wrestle on tlie ice with
that pickerel is, I am told, growing to be a weird and
thrilling affair, and there is no telhng where it will end,

for the rest of us are all too sick to go down-town to con-

tradict him. 1 can't help thinking that the "old man"
had more fun than vve did on that trip. E. Houas.

OHIO'S OLD-TIME HUNTING GROUNDS.
\* / E here print the first pages of extracts from the
\l hunting diary of a well-known Ohio sportsman,

copied and sent to the Forest Ahv Stream by the late

Dr. E. Sterling, of Cleveland. In his notes accompany-
ing the extracts Dr. Sterling wrote: ' He began the diary

when in his eighteenth year, and it contains much of in-

terest relating to the early days of this (at that time)

western country, the abundance of game and ways of

the pioneer's life. These extracts extend, as you see, to

iM'i, said relate to hunting in this State. , the author

of the diary, belonged to an old family here, his grand-
father coming to the Reserve in 1798,' his father in 1800

and himself born here. His father was a regular Indian
trader, keeping his stock of goods here and dealing with
the red men for a hundred miles around. , you
might say was born in the wilderness. His early educa-

tion was with the old smooth-bore rifle. He was the

best woodman and deer hunter 1 ever met with; and like

an Indian an ordinary shot,

"I inclose a pen and ink sketch, made froxu memory,
of one of the camps on Cass River, Mich., which I would
like to have you insert in Fosest and Stream. Although
it was made from memory, a friend who saw it the other

day recognized it immediately. The place is nine miles
above the county town of Tuscola, and at tlie time was
almost an undisturbed forest. From the cabin the river

for a mile down stream
was straight as a ca-

nal. Above and below
the cabin on either

side for two miles the
river ran through
dense hemlock low-
la,nds and swamps,
save where a narrow
ridge of pine land in-

tervened, on which
the hunting lodge was
built, as shown in my
sketch. It was the
best runway in all

creation. It would
only take half the eye
of the common huntt r

to see what a glorious

crossing place for
game the camp stood

on. informed me
that one day in Octo-
ber he counted 27 elk

cross the river where
the dugout is tied in

one drove. This
'Thumb of Michigan,'

as this point between
SaginawBay and Lake
Huron was called in

those days, was really

overstocked [as civili-

zation advanced north
with its clearings.

They were here really hemmed in; from here there was
no escape, and only the many dense swamjjs and swales
continued the existence of game as long as it did."

deer hunt. The next morning after arriving at Fuller's

tavern, we struck into the woods and soon came on the

tracks of ten deer, all in one drove. After following them
a long way we succeeded in killing a fine doe crossing

their ti'acks in front of me. She fell at once, and upon
going up to it I found that I had broke its back, I cut its

throat, took out its entrails, and ctitting a crotch stick,

hooked it into its jaw and drew it in the snow some four
miles to the tavern. The second day I saw several deer

and got three good shots but no deer. My sights, I think,

are too fine for the woods, or something else is the matter.

However, I killed five porcupines. I found them on the

tops of trees eating the bark; they made a very tempting
and beautiful mark. The third day I saw great numbers
of deer and got several shots, but owing to my bad sights

got none.
On the fourth day, the snow still being good, I went

out again and soon struck the track of a very large buck.

I followed him for five or six hours, saw him several

times, but always with his flag hoisted, until luckily I

discovered him very carefully coming toward me on his

back track. I let him come within eight rods of me when
I fu-ed. At the report of my gun he suddenly stopped,

looked around a moment, and then bounded off. I had
the buck fever when I shot at him, my arms and legs

trembled violently, and that, no doubt, was the reason I

missed him. I felt so vexed and mortified at not hitting

him, I went home the next day, though the snow and
weather were favorable, [In the last hunt of the year to

"Avon Center" we note from the diary a great sunilarity

to the former expeditions, but we extract a few notes of

the most interest.] The deer are commencing to collect

in great droves; to-day we saw 10 in one and 10 and 19 in

another, but succeeded in getting none. However,
toward night we started two does out of a tree-top and
shot one, a fine fat animal. The next day started a drove
of over twenty deer. After a while, seeing the whole
drove only twenty rods ahead of me, getting down in the
snow and resting'my rifle on my knee, I singled ont one
of them and tired. "Going to the spot where the deer

Cleveland, Dec. 3, Started this morning in a
sleigh for Avon, eighteen miles west, on a deer hunt.
Arrived at the Kinney Tavern on French Creek, about 3
P. M., where I made preparations for a bunt. The next
morning was clear and tracking in the snow excellent, I
started into the woods and soon found many fresh tracks
which I followed, but being inexperienced in deer hunt-
ing I got no shots, although I saw quite a number. So
toward night I returned to the tavern with a live possum
3 picked up on the way. At night a serenading band of
8 ime twenty persons came to the tavern to drink and pre-
pare themselves for the purpose of greeting and doing
honors to Mr. F., an old bear hunter, who had just re-

turned from the Columbus State Prison, where he had
been serving the State for some time to make amends for
passing counterfeit money.
The next morning I started into the woods at the brea.k

of day in company with an old hunter; we came to a place
in the woods where he said an old buck lived, and if we
worked it cunning we might get him: he told me to go to

a certain place on a ridge and stand, and make as much
noise as I liked in going there, and he would go to another
place and stand. I went to the place designated, but
made as little noise as possible, and taking my station be-
hind a large chestnut, waited to see what would happen,
A short time after being there I discovered an old buck
bounding along to the very spot where I stood. After
coming within about six rods of me he stopped and looked
back on his back track, I took advantage of the oppor-
tunity and fired. Immediately he wheeled and ran otf

into the woods again. I loaded my rifle and went to where
he had stood, found blood and followed his track on for
about half a mile. I found him between two logs, dead.
The old hunter having heard me fire came up, and assist-

ing me we soon hung up the old buck. Diu'ing the day
we saw two bucks fighting, but did not get a shot at them.
It now commenced raining, so we hurried back to the
tavern. The next morning it was' very cold, and as all

the snow was gone we returned home to Cleveland, with
directions to send our buck after us. The next morning
getting up quite early, on going to the kitchen door the
first thing- 1 saw was my old buck standing up as straight
and natural as life. I took him to my workroom, thawed
him out, skinned htm and prepared his hams for drying.
This was the first deer I ever shot. I felt very much
elated at my success in killing him.

Pee. 30, J836,—l returned to "Avou Center" for another

THE OLD CAMP ON CASS RIVER.

stood that I shot at I found hair and blood. Following
the track up, I at last saw the deer lying down and as I

supposed was dead. I placed my rifle beside a tree and
was going toward him to cut his throat, when he jumped
up and ran off at full tilt. I followed his track two miles
or more when I again discovered him lying down. I took
good sight this time and finished him. After cleaning
him I passed my handkerchief through a hole in his neck,
looked at my compass and commenced dragging him in

the direction of the tavern. A violent snow storm com-
ing on, I got bewildered and wandered about in the woods
till night, when I came out on a road one mile from
Beebe's tavern, on the south ridge, eight miles from
where T started in the morning. I staid here over night
and made arrangements for sending my deer to Cleve-
land.
On my way back to Fuller's Tavern in the morning I

saw many deer and several flocks of turkeys, one of over
two dozen, but got none. This day a hunter killed a
large buck within fifty rods of the tavern, and not thirty
rods from where a collection of some twenty people were
burying a man who had been accidentally killed a few
days before.

On the 5th day I followed a large drove from daybreak
until 2 P. M. without getting a shot. After consulting
with myself for a while I concluded to return to the
tavern and recruit for the morrow. The next day I

started for the south woods. When less than eighty rods
from the tavern I started six deer, tired and missed them
entirely, three of them standing in a lump, so in the
dim morning light as to look like one huge animal. Fol-
lowing in their direction I soon came on the tracks of

two together, and in a short time saw one of them stand-
ing twenty rods off. I immediately drew up my rifle

and fired at it. It never moved. Loading as soon as
possible I took aim, low down its side as I supposed, and
again fired. This time it jumped and ran off like light-

ning. Going up to where it stood I found plenty of hair,

and following the track a short distance found blood.
From the way it tracked in the snow I saw that I had
broken its hip. It ran pretty smart for a mile or more,
when getting exhausted from loss of blood it lay down
very often; jumijing up at last very near me I fired and
missed, when, being vexed at my ill-success, I took after
it without taking the trouble to load my gun, and out-
running it caught it by the head and ears and cut its

throat with my knife. It proved to be an old doe in
middling order.
A rain in the morning gave unmistakable signs of no

sleighing and a very bad road home, so we packed up at

once and left, So ended our hunting for 1836, and so
our first deer hunts,

TRAMPS OF A TENDERFOOT,
II.—MY FIRST ELK.

IT was my first hunting trip to the mountains. We had
had a hard trip across the Laramie Plains, as we had

walked most of the 135 miles, and now we had been
hunting some ten days with but poor success.

It is true we had killed a few deer; and one of the
party had even killed two cow elk; and another had
soared and been scared by a mountain lion; but game had
been scarce and we came back to camp from many a
weary tramp empty handed.

I wanted to kill an elk with a fine pair of antlers, and
to that end I woi-ked industriously, but only a fleeting

vision of three elk at a distance as they disappeared in the

brush late one evening had so far rewarded my quest.

We moved camp several miles, hoping to have better

success, but no game of account fell to otir rifles. Then
the boys began to talk of starting home. One afternoon
I went to the old camp to get a deer head and scalp that

I had forgotten when we moved. The sky was overcast

with heavy-laden clouds and occasional gusts of snow
whirled around the mountain peaks.

I reached the old camp in due time and secured the

head, and started to return. Wlien within about two
miles of camp I saw a band of six or eight elk feeding in

an open space about half a mile above me on a small
stream. Quickly getting into the willows I waded,
crawled and worked my way through the dense brush as

quietly as possible, until when within about 250yds. of

the band I came to an open space from which they were
in full view.

it was a fine sight as I sat there in the brush and
watched them as they quietly fed on unconscious of

danger. Selecting out the largest one I carefully sighted

my rifle, and with a slight pressure of the trigger there

was a flash and a roar and the .45 90 bullet had sped on
its mission.
Away went the entire band, and the one I had shot at

turning squarely around made for the brush opposite.
As he went into the
timber with a rush,
with head uj) and ant-
lers laid back, it was
a fine sight. Appar-
ently he was untouch-
ed,'"^ and he moved
with proud and even
defiant step, worthy
the brush of a painter.

I followed quickly,
and had rot gone fifty

yards until I came on
him lying prostrate.

He was a magnificent
specimen and of un-
usual size

Quickly dressing
him, as it was now
nearly dark, I hast-

ened to camp for help

to hang him up. We
were soon back, and
before midnight had
his head off and the
carcass hungup. This
was a proud evening
for me. Reader, have
you after long and
tedious hunting met
v^itl like success when
about to give up? Then
you can realize my
feelings.
In my "den" at

home there hangs on the wall one of my most prized
trophies of the hunt, the mounted head of this "my
first elk." H.
Edgar, Meb.

Those Nova Scotia Licenses.—Halifax, Dec. 29.—
Editor Forest and Stream: I am in receipt of your let-
terof 4th inst., together with copies of your paper of same
date, including communication respecting Nova Scotia
game licenses, also a copy of your Book of the Game
Laws, for all of which accept my thanli.-." The Nova
Scotian laws as published in your book are quite correct,
and I will notify you of any changes important for you
to know. The Digby hotel keeper has been obliged to
refund the money taken by him for the bogus licenses,
and the same is now in the hands of the Government,
where it belongs. No such thing will be attempted in
the future. From a remark in your letter I infer that
you think that this man had some authority to issue
licenses by reason of having formerly been a game
warden and a magistrate. But you must distinctly un-
derstand that this is not so. There is no pretense of .any
such right, and he does not for a moment make such a
contention. All licenses are issued at Halifax and sold
in the different counties by the clerk of the county. The
papers issued by the Digby man are purely worthless.
All non-residents are obliged to get them before hunting.
It cannot therefore be said that the imposing of licenses
is not impartially carried out, since the law requires all
to have them. The .only difference between one man
and another is that one may escape before capture, while
another may be caught and fined. But this will always
be, to some extent at least.—C. S. Harrington.

Kansas Game.—Emporia, Kan.—I thint: tliat the
Chinese and Japanese pheasants would do well here, and
I would thank any of your readers to tell me through the
Forest and Stream where I can procure some of the
birds to put out here next spring. We have fine bottom
lands along tbe rivers, and on the uplands heavy, fine
timber and plenty of cover on the bottoms and plenty of
feed also; the majority of bottom farms have fine hedges.
We have plenty of prairie chickens, and I think as fine
quail shooting as could be asked for. I was out for about
four hours on Dec. 20 and got a bag of twenty-six Bob
White quail, ten rabbits and one fox squirrels. We have
worlds of rabbits, both the little gray fellows and the jack
rabbit. We were to have a grand chase to-day with the
jacks and greyhounds, as we have some of the finest run-
ning dogs to be found; but this morning finds everything
covered with ioe.—G. C. J,
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The Mysterious Tenant op a Tree.—Within the
limits of the city of New York is a great swamp dense
and treachei-oTia the year round. It Jies in a tract of
country lately set aside by the city and called Van Cort-
landt Park. One afternoon in the early spring of 1887, I

was poking about among the trees and bushes on the out-
skirts of this swamp watching a wary hawk and some
restless noisy crows that were perhaps beginning to build
their nests in the tops of the swamp oaks. Several old
crows' nests were found: also one composed of large sticks
high among the upper hmbs of aswamp oak. I carefully
scrutinized the latter through my field glass, and I saw
that it was not a new one, yet it was occupied, and the
occupant's feathers or fur seemed to wave in the light
breeze, I threw sticks at it, but could not see signs of
life. A bird would surely have left. Then I pounded
the trunk of the tree, thrashed a,bout the tops of saplings
and boat the bushes, but still there was no movement.
Then I cut a stout stick, a yard long, and determined to

climb the tree and find out its tenant. The tree was one
of a bunch of four or five that sprung from a common
base, and the group was surrounded by water. Small
limbs had gi-own pretty thickly from butt to top, so that
climbing could not be difficult. The platform of sticks,

evidently a deserted crows' nest, was supported close to
the main stem by several limbs and many others grew
above and around it. My fir^t impulse was to strike the
bunch of red fur with my stick, but the limbs prevented
that. All the while it had not stirred. If I could only
make it move, perhaps I could deal an effective blow at

it. So, reaching out at arm's length, I gave a strong poke
into the mass of fur. It instantly arose upon its forelegs,

stared a moment in bewildmen't and surprise, and the
very next instant, with a wild leap, went tumbling over
the side of the nest into a pool of water fully 40ft. Ijelow.

Then, slowly dragging its tail, it crawled away, wet and
forlorn, into a dense growth of brambles out of sight.

The mysterious creature was a red fox. Not 40yds. from
this very tree was a railroad track upon which many
ti-ains a day had been passing. The home had not been
hard for him to reach on account of the numerous limbs
which served as roimds to his ladder. Here, he had,
doubtless, slept day after day in the midst of civilization,

with a feeling of such security that he would not deign
to move until a stick was thrust rudely against his ribs.

It is commonly believed that foxes resort only to burrows
in the ground or holes among rocks. But this individual,
with danger on so many sides, was, no doubt, driven by
some great necessity to attempt the almost incredible
feat of sleeping in a tree-top.

—

S. T. Adney in Indepen-
dent.

KENTtJCKy.—Spencer Co., Ky., Jan. 12.—The shooting
season ,iu8t past has been a very good one. Quail have
abounded, and a pheasant has been picked up in the
eastern portion of the county, in the hills of Beech and
Crooked Creeks, where there is still vast, almost unbroken,
forest. Hares have been plentiful, but the sport is so
little appreciated that only market hunters have enjoyed
it. There is not a beagle in the county. If their merits
were known it would be but a short time before hare-
hunting would be the most popular of sports. There can
be few amusements more interesting than that of having
the little trailers drive the hares out of cover where a good
shot could pick them off ad libitum. The big fish-pond
and game-preserve scheme has not materialized. Senator
Grilbert has gone hunting a State office, and no one seems
now to be pushing the enterprise. I am certain the plan
was practieable, and would pay stockholders big interest

on their money.—J. S. M.

Forest and Stream Powder Tests.—New York,
Jan. 19.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In reply to the
letter of Messrs. Von Lengerke & Detmold in last week's
issue, and also to the complaint of the manager of the
American Wood Powder Co., that my Colt gun, which
was used in the powder tests at Claremont under your
management, was a large 13-gauge, I beg to state that
the gun was tested by Mr. J. Dannefelser, No. 9 Chambers
street, and myself, and it was found a very small 13-bore.

A No. 12 wad required considerable pressure to go from
chamber to choke. I hope this will satisfy those inter-

ested in that test as being fair to all concerned, as I did
the shooting with my gun on that day without any inter-

est other than a record for my gun.

—

Edwin A. Susimers.

Snow and Rifle Sights.—Editor Forest and Stream:
A couple of items, one by "Hunter" and the other by Mr.
Lyman, remind me that I have also been troubled when
hunting deer in the timber, when the snow adheres to the
branches and underbrush, by having the sights of my
rifle, both front, open and the Lyman, choked with fall-

ing snow, or the view of the front sight obstructed by
snow lodging on the barrel, especially so if the snow be
damp. I overcome the difficulty by reversing the usual
method of carrying the gun; that is to say, by carrying it

bottom side upward,—H. L.

A Sight Attachment,—Let "Ahmeek" (issue Jan. 8)

take a small rubber ball, such as is used by children as a
plaything, cut it in half, or allow two-thirds in one posi-

tion. In the part used make a small hole to tightly fit

over projection in sight. Place in position, and the larger
portion being toward face will serve to obviate the trouble
complained of. The mode of application, etc., will sug-
gest itself applicable to all peej) sights.

At Hagen, in Prussian Westphalia, the attention of an
official was aroused by the barking of a dog on the railway.
Thinking there was something amiss the man followed the
animal, and found that its master, a sportsman, while
walking homeward on a low railway embankment, bad been
seized with a giddiness and had fallen in a state of insensi-
bility on to the metals. Guided by the dog the man soon
reached the spot where its master lay and succeeded in re-
moving him. A few minutes later a train passed.

—

London
Daily News.

A Book Aboui Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawaee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," givlns? a table of content?
and Bpeclmen illnstratlonia from the voinme.—.4dB.

Forest and Stream, Box 3,832, N. Y. city, has desoriptlve Illus-

trated circulars of W. B. LefflngweU's l>ook, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wMch will be mailed free on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Naixit." "Q-loan." "Dick Swiveller," '*Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the beet treailee on the BBbJeot
extaat.

'^m mid ^iv^f fishing.

The full texts of the game flsh laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of
tJic (Jame Laws,

THE SUNAPEE TROUT.
Salvelinus alpimis OAireolus,

FOR some time past ichthyologists and anglers alike
have been deeply interested in the question of the

name and origin of the splendid trout of Sunapee Lake.
Is it a distinct and peculiar species which has always been
with us, or is it simply the Em-opeati charr or saibling
which has been lately brought over from Em'ope? Two
of om- highest ichthyological authorities have expressed
themselves with some j)03itiveness in regard to this matter.
Dr. Tarleton H, Bean, of the U. S. Fihh Commission, has
described the fish in question as a distinct species, under
the name of Salvelinus aureolus, while Mr. Samuel Gar-
man, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, has de-
clared it to be fully identical with the European SaZyeZmws
alpinus, the charr, saibling, ealbling or ombre chevalier o{
the rivers and lakes of northern Europe. On the supposi-
tion of the identity of the Sunapee trout with the
European form, its occurrence in the lakes of Maine has
been attributed to a recent plfi ntof saibling eggs brought
from Germany by the U. S. Fish Commission. The pos-
sibility that this trout is a hybrid between the saibling
and the European trout or "brown trout" (Salmo fario),
has been also suggested.
The study of the species of charr is a very difficult one.

The specific differences are slight and the individual
variations surprisingly great. The presence of a large
amount of material is necessary in order to reach any
conclusion. Those conclusions which now seem to me
probable I wish to' present in the most modest manner
possible, for they are liable to be wholly overturned when
the waters between Maine and Greenland are more fully
explored.
For the purposes of the present study. Dr. Bean has

very kindly lent me a considerable amount of material,
from the National Museum, by consent of Dr. Goode.
This consists of the following specimens;

Salvelinus alpinus—10.249. from Europe; 17,456 (two
speciinens), Bergen; 39,924, Sterling Lake, N. J. (intro-
duced).
Salvelimis atireohis—Yrom Sunapee Lake, 37,408,

37,409, 37,410, 39,334, 39,335, 39,900.
Salvelinus—A hybrid of Salvelinus alpinus, male, with

Salmo fario, female, 2 years old, received from Norway,
17,451.

Salvelinus {nitidus)—M,QSi, Disco, Greenland.
Salvelimis (arc^wrus)—36,097, mouth of St, Lawrence

River; 37,670, lake near Quebec.
Besides these specimens I have received several speci-

mens of Salvelinus atireolus from Sunapee Lake and
Dan Hole Pond through the kindness of Mr. A. N.
Cheney and others. From Dr. Bean I have also speci-
mens of S. oquassa from Rangeley Lake, and at S. fon-
tinalis agassizii from Monadnock Lake. There is, how-
ever, no present question of the distinctness of the Suna-
l^ee trout from either fontinalis or oqtiassa, though its

relations to the latter are very close.

From the material in hand the following conclusions
seem justifiable, and I am pleased to find that these
results agree in the main with the observations both of
Dr. Bean and of Mr. Garman.

1. In comparing the specimens of aureolus with, those
of alpinus I find a very close agreement in all external
respects, some of the specimens in hand coinciding, as
Mr. Garman has noticed, in almost every detail with one
of Dr. F. A. Smitt's colored figures of alpinus from
Sweden. I find, however, the following distinctions con-
stant in these specimens, these differences being sub-
stantially those already pointed out by Dr. Bean.
In aureolus the gill rakers, 6-^11 or 6+13 in number,

are quite short, less than one-third diameter of eye, and
angularly bent outward, the oldest specimens "having
them shortest in i)roportion and most curved.
In alpinus the gill rakers are 7+15 or 7+14 in number,

longer and straighter than in aureolus, two-fifths length
of eye in specimens of the same length as those of
aureolus measured. In form of gill rakers and in all

other respects the specimen from Sterling Lake intro-

duced (from Germany) agrees fully with the Norwe-
gian saiblings.

In aureohis the pectorals are shorter (If in head) and
the dorsal lower than in alpinus. In the latter the pec-
toral is li to li in head.
Other apparent differences, which may depend wholly

or in part on the condition of the specimens are these:
The hyoid (hypobranchial) teeth in aureolus are smaller
and in a broader series than in alpinus, the stomach a
little thicker and the pyloric coaca smaller. I doubt the
constancy of these characters. The specimens of aureo-
lus are al.?o a little more robust in form, a character of
trifling value among trout.

Dr. Day has recently maintained, and he has shown
good cause for his opinion, that the six or eight nominal
species of charr ascribed to the waters of Great Britain
are all forms of one

—

Salvelimis alpinus. Recent conti-
nental writers seem to share this view, long ago advanced
by Agassiz, who placed all the charrs of Europe, includ-
ing Iceland, in a single species, alpinus. Dr. Day has
shown that the species is subject to great variation in the
development of the pectorals. None of the European
writers have paid much attention to the gill rakers. Dr.
Gihither has counted in English specimens 9 and 11 gill

rakers on the lower limb. If these counts are correct,

the number would vary from 6+9 to 9+15. But this

count may be questioned , as it is not unlikely that some
of the smaller ones have been omitted in Dr. Giinther's
enumeration. When all these facts are taken into con-
sideration, the only character left to distinguish the Sun-
apee charr from the saibling is the curved form and per-

haps lesser number of its gill rakers.

This problem is complicated by the existence of other
saibling-like charrs in lakes of Canada and Greenland.
It is evident, too, that some of these are even more like

the saibling than the Sunapee trout is, a fact which Dr.
Bean has already pointed out in a letter to me.
The specimen above mentioned from Disco, Greenland,

is a fine trout, 15in. long, wholly silvery in color, a fact
which shows that it was taken in the sea. This specimen

has the gill rakers slender and straightish, 9+15 in num-
ber, the longest 2^ in eye. In this respect it agrees per-
fectly with the saibling, but in the form of the body and
the shortish fins (the pectoral If in head) it more resembles
the Sunapee trout. This Greenland flsh represents the
species called Salvelimis nitidus (Richardson). This has
been thought to be simply th^- female of a long-hnned
Greenland trout called Salvelinus staqnalis (Fabricius).
Perhaps nitidus is the female and stagnalis the male, or
perhaps stagnalis is based on river and nitidus on eea-run
specimens. Apparently the two are not distinct fpecies
and I do not see how either can be separated from alpinus.
Apparently, also, nitidus only differs from aureolus in
having the gill rakers of the alpinus. An unpublished
engraving of another Greenland trout (nitidtis) agrees
perfectly in form and color with aureolus, but the gill
rakers are not shown.
In view of all these fact?, I have no hesitation in re-

garding these Greenland charrs as forms of the saibling.
That the saibling should extend its range afross to Green-
land need not surprise us. It is found in all the mountain
lakes of Europe from Austria to Spitzbergen. It enters
the northern seas and swarms in the ponds of Iceland. In
late autumn, in the North Pacific, black-spotted trout
(Salmo inyMss) and the Dolly Varden cliarr [Salvelinus
maZma) freely enter the ocean, and they inhabit aUke both
sides of Behring's Sea. The saibhng could as easily reach
Greenland from Iceland as to cross to Iceland from the
Scottish coasts.
Two other specimens before us are also of interest in.

this connection. One of these, a young trout, lOiHn. in
length, with parr marks and without red pputs, is from a
lake near Quebec. The other, 9fin. long, was taken in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence. This specimen is very dark in
color, almost like a blueback. It has no red spots and its
scales have the silvery lustre which is acquired on enter-
ing the sea.

These two specimens seem to agree with each other in-

essentials. They have straightish gill rakers like the
saibling, but their number of these appendages (7+12
and 7+14) is intermediate between the saibling and the
Sunapee trout. The pectoral fins are also intermtdiatein
length, 1| in head in one specimen. If in the other. The
opercular bones seem more straight than in any other
specimens examined, but this appearance may be due to
the fact of the partial drying of the skin over the bones
before the fish was put into alcohol. These specimens are
apparently intermediate between the saibling and the
Sunapee trout, and again intermediate between the Green-
land nitidus and the Sunapee fish. The specimen from
Quebec agrees in allrespects, waiving non-essentials, with
Dr. Giinther's figure of Salvelinus arciurus, the ":iorthern-
mostSalmonoid known," from the northern limit of British
America. Dr. Bean has suggested to me that this speci-
men may be the unrecognized Salvelinus rossi of Rich-
ardson, This view may be correct, but Richardson's
description is so vague that we can only be sure that his
fish was some one of the alpimis set. with red spots and a
red belly, perhaps a nitidus or stagnalis.
The Sunapee charr is certainly not a hybrid between,

the saibling and any other species, European or Ameri-
'

can. The hybrid alpinus fario, examined by me, has
the scales adherent as in 'alpimis, but almost as large
(135 series) as in Salmo fario. Its gill rakers, 6+11 or 18,
are stiffish and nearly straight; there are a few teeth on
the shaft of the vomer [fano has m.any, the species of
Salvelinus none at all) and the color is very eccentric.
The body is dark and is clouded all over with sharply
defined yellowish reticulations, which extend on the head
and fins. Its coloration somewhat resembles that of a
pike. It has neither the red spots of alpinus nor the
black spots of fario.
In this connection we may briefly notice the other

nominal species of charr described from British America
and Greenland. Salvelinus arcturus seems to be a form
or variety of alpinus as already noticed. The same
is true of Salvelimis nitidus and of Salvelinus stagnalis.
Salvelimis alipes is the same as stagnalis and rossi prob-
ably identical with nitidus, as is also Salvelinus hearnii.
Salvelinus hoodi was based on a mixed lot of Salvelimis
fontinalis and S. namaycush. Salvelinus hudsonicus,
canadensis and immaculatus are fontinalis, the latter
name given to sea-run specimens. But for all we know
the alpinu'i may run out to sea as well and become im-
maculatus too. Salvelinus naresi, from the Arctic re-
gions, seems to be the same as oquassa.

If these views be correct we have in America five
species of charr, each highly variable and running into
many local varieties.

1. Salvelimis namaycush.—The Great Lake trout, from
Maine to "Wisconsin, and Idaho, northwestward to
Alaska.

f. Salvelinus malma.—The Dolly Varden trout, frotn
the Sacramento Basin to Siberia, west of the Cascade
Mountains.

S. Salvelinus alpinus.—The charr or saibling or omhre
chevalier of Europe, from Maine to Boothia and across to
Greenland, Iceland and all Europe; a well marked variety
being the Sunapee charr (Salvelinus alpinus aureolus).
Other varieties of doubtful standing are alipes, nitidus
and arcturus.

4. Salvelinus oquassa.—The blueback, Rangeley Lakes
to Boothia.

o. Salvelinus fontinalis—The brook trout or speckled
trout, from the Saskatchawan country to Labrador, and
south in the mountains to Georgia; its range more south-
erly than that of the others and not crossing the Rocky
Mountains.
As for the Sunapee charr itself we may say that it

seems to be distinguished from all the other forms of
charr by its gill rakers. It is probably not a distinct

species, and it is probably native to the waters in which
it is now found, and not an importation from Europe.
Should it appear, however, that the saibling in that part
of Germany from which specimens have been brought to
America have gill rakers like these of the Sunapee trotit,

this opinion would be reconsidered. Other lakes of
Maine, Quebec, Labrador and Boothia must be explored.'

before these questions can be definitely settled.

It is interesting to notice that just as the right of the
saibling to be regarded as a native American has been
questioned in this cormtry, so has its citizenship in Eng-
land been also denied,

Dr, Day tells us that in olden times the people were
"taught that three sons of the church introduced these
fishes into Wales from Rome, and placed two in each of
th« lakes of Llanberriee, Llynumber and Trevennyn,"
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Perhaps we are justified in auppositig that by the same
persons and at the same time two were placed in Sunapee
Lake, two in Dan Hole Pond, and two in the sea at

Disco. David Stabr Jordan.
The TJjsriVBBSiTT OfflNnrANA, Bloommgton, lad,, Jau. 7.

FOX RIVER FISH AND GAME ASSOC'N.
(~MJICAGO, 111., Jan. 15.—As many readers of Forest
J AND Stream know, the large and small lakes of

what is known as the Fox Lake system, lie about fifty

miles to the north of Chicago. The Fox River drains
these lakes for the most part, and also supplies them with
fish. The Fox River runs into the Illinois River, and the
Illinois again into the Mississippi. These lakes, if Jeft

unsupplied with other than their natural increase of fish,

would in time probably become quite exhausted. The
keeping open of the great waterway from the Mississippi

up to the lakes is therefore a great desideratum for the
Chicago anglers, and for those anglers who live yet closer
to these waters. To stock tJtie lakes and streams, and to

Firevent illegal and wasteful methods of taking the fish

rom them, is a question of equal or greater importance.
Briefly, to do these very things is the mission of the Fox
River Fish and Gajne Association. Time and again
attention has been called to this organization in these
columns. It is the one and only protective society in the
State of Illmois which amounts to a row of blue beans in
actual protection of fish or game. It deserves credit. It

works. It performs. It does something besides talk.

Singular, unique, peculiar, almost startling it is in this

regard. What it has done by way of opening up the
dams on the Fox, of breaking up netting on the Illinois,

and otherwise heljjing the Fox River chain of watersj
has already been recounted duly in this journal.
The Fox River Association held its third annual meet-

ing Thursday, Jan. 14, at 3 P. M., at the Sherman House
of this city. There was a good attendance. The associ-
ation is not com])Osed of a union of clubs, but of a union
•)f individuals. Its success is the success largely of pri-

'^ate eifort, though it is growing constantly by accessions
from sportsman's clubs lower down the rivers'. Ah might
be expected, therefore, the proceedings were marked by
heir informal simplicity and directness. The Fox River
issociation has no style about it to speak of, no pomp,
)ride and circumstance of glorious war, but as a certain
jsteemed friend would say, it is "with 'em at every sta-

ion of the road." The brevity and businesslike character
!! this meeting was delicious." The auditing of accounts
vas short, the reading of the minutes of the last meeting
vVds short, and the address of President Cole was short,
ike wise to the point. Mr. Cole said:

Co the Menibere nf the Fox BiverFish and Game Association:
GKMTLEIU13N— i can ihiuk of no better introduction of our annual

reiiorc than Dy iiGOMat; from the Hy leaf of our book of by-laws:
r'Tlie objrii-if 111 this Association are to help io the enforoeinent of
Ish aud gaifle laws, to press for the enactment of dpw statutes
(or the preservtitiuti of fish and gatae, and to see that proper fish-
ways are put ia t!.ll the dams in i*'ox River."
DitrivjgiliK tirst two yews our efforts were directed mainly to

the flest and Recoud oi»jects mentioned above; of the success of
saui oi'ji^ct.- you were informed ayearaao.
The feiiuatioLi that confronted your directors at their first meet-

ing of the past Vf ar was a depleted treasury, and an apparent
indifference or luglfc'". on the part of the members generally that
was vei y liiscouragintr to say the least. How that difficulty was
overeoiue you wlJ learn from the treasurer's report.
Mot to hore you too much with details we have to report that

all the (iains in Fox River are provided with efUcient fishways,
buili. a(-[;ordiug to plans aud apeciflcations furnished by the Fisli
Commias' oners, except one small dam at South Elgin, where there
is an unused canal or sluiceway that has been fit'ed up experi-
mentally with the understanding that if it does not work satis-
factorily a regular fishway will be substituted.
On March x'llastwe employed F. L, Buck, of Elgin, and ob-
ained for him au appoiu'ment as warden. He covered all the
ground fromi^'ox Lake to the mouth of Fox River at Ottawa, and as
a result of Jiis work we can repDrt seventeen convictions for the
violation of the fish laws and seven convictions for the violation
of game laws. He also distributed copies of the laws, posted
notices, etc., etc., and warned persons all along the line. Aud
best of all he seized and destroyed thirtj-four nets which he
found set in ditferent parts of the river. Mr. Buck resigned Kov.
1 to accept another position, after a summer's Avork that accom-
plished more for the advancement of fish and game protection
than we could have anticipated at the beginning of the season.
We have been told repeatedly by the Secretary of our State

Fish Commission. Dr. Barilett, that our work on the Fox River
has been of great help to him all over the State, in that It has
aroused a sentiment for the cause that is resulting in the forma-
tion o[ clubs that are giving their attention more and more to
this matter of protecti(vn.
Before closing we wi?h once more to revert to the matter of

finance. We can do \'ery little without fitnds. If all persons in-
terested i)t our crganiZHtion would make even a slight effort this
fund eouid easily be obtained. Our annual dues are but SI ard a
lite membership costs but $10. All that is necessary is to send
the caeli wtth name and address to the treasurer, as all are elig-
gible aud (here is no initialion fee. If each member of the As-
fiociatiou will make it his special effort to procure one or more
memb'U's, tlie cotaparativ© small amount of cash needed will
soon be forthcoming. Respectfully submitted for the hoard of
directors, Geo. E. Cot.e, President.

The report of the meeting of the Board of Directors was
then made, briefly detailing the committees and the work
they had done. Mr. John Wilkinson, minister of the ex-
chequer, then made his report, in many ways the most
important of any. Mr. Wilkinson showed the budget to
be as follows:

CBEUITS.
Cash on hand, beginning of year |158 35
Aitnual dues 57 00
Life memberships 250 00
Contributions 239 70

Total 695 05

EXPENLlTtTBES-
Prosecuting cases 25 00
Paid warden F. L. Buck.

, 476 57
Printing aud p istage 54 95
Examiuing dams 38 67
Hauling fish for planting 8 00

Total 603 19

Balance on hand 91 86

The report offers quite a good showing. The "contri-
butions" named among the som-ces of income contain
among them the following: James W, Nye, $5; White
& Wills, sporting goods dealers, $5; James H. Fisk, sport-
ing goods dealer, |5; H. N. May, $5; A. G. Spalding &
Bros., sporting goods dealers, $25;"Hibbard, Spencer, Bart-
lett & Co,, $25; the Jenney & Graham Gun Co., sporting
goods dealers, |3o; the John Wilkinson Co., sporting
goods dealers, $25; E. J. Lehman, $2o; the Fox Lake
Pishing Club, $101 (which shows the prominence of this
club in the work); C. F. Hills, $10; through C. F. Hills
and Gfeo. E. Cule, $30; Geo. E. Cole |34.70, and others.
In. return for above, memberships in the association were
issued to the extent of $95, but the total available cash
from this source amounted to $239.70. Thus it may be
»een that in some instances at least, both firms and indi-

viduals have given cash as help in a worthy project to
help preserve fish and game.
The Fox River Association, however, does not claim to

do much in the way of protecting game. The less it does
the better. It is doing some work on fish. It ought to
stick to this, especially in its own younger and weaker
days. All conservative business thought shows the folly
of branching out into many lines of business. One
business well jjushed is better. In a beautifully
worded resolution the Illinois State Sportsmen's As-
sociation resolved to "conjoin" with the Fox River Asso-
ciation, in courtesy to its committee present. The "con-
join" business ceased when the meeting of the Illinois

Sta.te Sportsmen's Association adjourned, just as every-
body knew it would cease. The State association is an
admirable body in its own way and for its own purposes,
but it does not genuinely and honestly class game pro-
tection among those purposes. Since it does not and can-
not ck im such piu-poses, what has the Fox River Associa-
tion to gain by acting with it, since its own purposes are
those of protection and nothing else? The union would
be only one of courtesy, and not one of practical and
mutual interest. Let the Fox River Association saddle
itself with no complicating responsibilities, but run free
in its own field of practical results. Beyond its own feel-

ing of com-tesy in the matter, none will see the force of

this quicker than the State Sportsmen's Association.
Indeed, it would be better if the Fox River Fish and Game
Association should strike the word "game" quite out of
its name as well as out of its purposes. Let others pay
for wardens to watch for illegal ducks, and let this asso-
ciation attend to the fish. The sense of this is apparent.
The only wish behind it is to see this association go on
and not go back, and present at least one decent chance
to a newspaper wanting to chronicle an occasional bit of
success in practical protection.

Directly bearing on all this was the report of the com-
mittee on game, Messrs. Baird, Burket and Hamburger.
Mention was made some time ago of the cases brought
by Messrs. Baird and Bartree against the South Water
street men, Henry Sloan and J. B. Brousseau, for selling
illegal game. In his report Mr, Baird told how he and
his assistant didn't do anything in these cases. He scored
the fat-witted Brusewitz, the Chicago warden, roundly,
as did others also.

Mr, Hills, reporting for the committee on fish, tersely
announced "There was pretty good fishing last season in
the Fox Lake country."
The committee on legal and political action had little

to report, Mr, Hertz spoke at some length upon the ad-
visability of having a bill introduced prohibiting the
abominable practice of fishing through the ice. Mr.
Hertz told of one Elgin party who in three days caught
3,800lbs. of fish in Pistakee Lake last December. T.Se
extent of the outrages was not generally known, but if

known the Legislature might pass a prohibitory law.
Mention was however called to the fact that previous
efforts in this direction had been unavailing.

Messrs. Prussing, Burkett and Glenn, appointed com-
mittee on election of the board of directors, retired to
confer, and in their absence the prpsident called xrpan
State Commissioner Bartlett. Dr. Bartlett was received
with enthusiasm. He stated that the Fox River Associ-
ation was the first organization that ever gave him any
help in his work, and its help had been notable. He
complimented the association highly. Dr. Bartlett had
found that usually the men who complained the most
about game violations were the most ready to object
when he came to enforcing the law in their neighbor-
hood. There had, however, been some work done, and
thanks to this conjoint work we could now look upon a
waterway open to fish from the Mississippi up to the
lakes, no dam in the whole distance being now an ob-
stacle to the fish. On the Illinois River nothing could
ever be done till the last year. In that time over 500
nets had been destroyed and seventy convictions secured.
It was deplorable that the Legislature had given an ap-
propriation of only $2,000. The fish wardens had to de-
pend solely on fines for revenue. One warden, failing to
make his case in justice court, had been arrested himself
and nearly thrown into jail. Proceedings in justice
courts had been found useless, and the Commissioner
had adopted the plan of seizing the nets and letting
the other fellow do the suing, which broitght the
cases into the Circuit Coxirts. Thanks to the aid
of the president of the association, the Commission
had been enabled to buy a little steamer of iU
own, and it now patrolled the Illinois River very
thoroughly. In the work of propagation, 40 carloads of
matiu-ed fish had been distributed, besides fry. Dr. Bart-
lett deplored the putting in power of such' idiots as the
Chicago warden, Brusewitz, but had no doubt that a
petition to Gov. Fifer would lead to his promiit dismissal.
The system of district fish wardens was working very well,
the Quincy warden doing especially well. Replying to a
question from Mr. Hills in regard "to the cutting off" and
netting of fish that had run out in high water into the
Illinois River sloughs. Dr. Bartlett replied that this was for-
merly practiced largely. The Commission had taken up
one net so employed whose wings were 1,200ft. long.
Another net was 1, 000ft. long. "You mttst get hold of
the net." said he, "and confiscate that, by 'holding it .for

storage' pending cuit. He had seen four acres covered as
a drying ground by the hoop-nets of one firm. Market-
tishing is carried on in the Illinois to a terrible extent."
Dr. Bartlett also favored a law against ice fishing.

Dr. N. Rowe, president of the Illinois State Sports-
men's Association, was called on, and contrasted the his-
tory of game protection with that of fish protection. The
way of the game protector he had found a thorny one.
He would favor a bill to put the matter of game protec-
tion m the hands of the Fish Commissioner. He favored
a condensation and concentration in the work. Instead
of many bills and measures we should unite, both associ-
ations standing on some plain and simple measures.
Mr. Cole pointed out the obviotxsly unwise and im-.

practical features of an effort suggesting any such double
work for the Fish Commission under that or any other
name. Cooperation might do, but amalgamation would
be highly unwise, and would defeat the purposes of both
fish and game protection. The suggestion met with no
favor.
The FoRBST AND STEEAjyi representative detailed the

extent of the ice fishing in Lake Maria, Lake Catharine
and Channel Lake as witnessed on a recent trip and men-
tioned the outrageous fish pens of Lake Senachwine, on
the Illinois River, where masses of diseased and half

dead fish are crowded together for weeks at a time and
ladled out for shipment as the market dictates. It was
suggested that the association make members of the sum-
mer resort men along the upper lakes and then induce
them to stop their ice fishing.

The committee on election reported and recommended
the following to constitute the board of directors for the
ensuing year: From Pistaqua Lake region. Coroner
Henry L. Hertz and Clarence A. Knight; from the North-
western Pleasure Club, John Stephens; from Fox Lake
Fishing Club, Chas, F, Hills and Geo. E. Cole; from
Crabapple Island region, John Wilkinson ; from Mineola
Club, L. M. Hamburger; from the East Shore region,
Geo. R. Davis and O. J. Weidner; from the North Shore
region, Jas. Gardner.
The board of directors will early meet and elect the

officers of the association for the ensuing year.
E. Hough,

FISH AND GAME IN WEST VIRGINIA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Hunting this season was pretty good here. Some of

my friends who joined me were very successful. The
greatest drawback on those from a distance was the mild
weather; when they killed a deer or two they had to cut
short their hunt to save the game. Turkey were unusu-
ally plentiful. I attribute it to the favorable winter of
'89-90. We had some bear this fall , but none of my party
had the luck to bring down any. I hg,ve had the good
fortune to kill three nice bears since you were with us;
one weighed 3361bs. My eleven-year- old boy killed a
very large wildcat near my deer park during the month
of December, My brother John also came across a wild-
cat killing a small deer this last hunting season. We
have some good trout streams, or at least they are con-
sidered so by all the anglers who have tried them. Mr.
A. F. Rees and Mr. Ripley Hitchcock, of New York city,

have tested our streams to their satisfaction. One is

known as Wate's Run. The largest fish are never longer
that 15 or 16in. A stream called Trout Run, abotit three
miles west of me, is noted for its good trout fishing, I
don't know what the best specimens taken out weighed,
but a friend and myself on one occasion took out of a
pond, or hole as we call it, 23 nice trout in one day, the
largest IG Jin. long. There are two more trout streams only
a few miles from my place. One is styled Stony Creek and
the other is known as Pond Run; both are beautiful, cold
and clear streams. Capon River, four miles distant, is a
splendid black bass stream ; it contains a vast number of
fine bass, the largest weighing 5| to 61bs. I hope it will
lie our luck to have you visit us another hunting season.
Should you have any friend who wishes to catch trout send
him here and I will give him good attention, I have built
a new and comfortable dwelling since you were with tis,

and am better prepared to entertain my friends,

T. B, Wilson.
Capon Iron Works, West Va.

[The home of the Wilson brothers, in Hardie county, has
long been noted as a hunting locality, and we can testify,

from personal experience, to the hospitality of the people
and the abundance of deer, turkeys and pheasants. Gaj>on
Iron Works is best reached by the B. & O. Railroad to
Woodstock and thence 13 miles by horse over easy moun-
tain trails. The cost of boarding is merely nominal. Deer
are driven to guns posted on their runways.]

A CARP'S DINNER.
MIRABILE DICTU! Strange things happen in far-off

places. It is not uncommon in opening fish to
find various and divers sundries within their maws. On
Lake Superior the great lake trout, the namayemli of the
Ojibbewas, seem to always be ready and wilUng to accept
any of such things as are thrown from the cook's galley
of the steamers and sailing vessels which plow its pellu-
cid waters. It is not uncommon to find a fork or spoon,
beef bones, potatoes, broken wine glasses, corn cobs, and
even a bunch of keys are among the treasure trove from
their omnivorous collection bags. But now a carp comes
to the front as a container of the neatest outfit of any-
thing yet seen on the great unsalted sea. On Christmas
morning Capt. McCormick, an old salt and fish man,
saw two fine large German carp on sale in Duluth.
Struck with their appearance, aud thinking to please his
friend, the Doctor, he purchased one and .sent it to him
with the compliments of the season. Of course the Doc-
tor was pleased with the gift and ordered it tabled. You
can imagine the astonishment of all when it was opened
to find within a silk-lined case containing a large meer-
schaum pipe and cigar holder, all in good order, too. It

was a genuine carp, imported from Germany, of the vari-
ety called pawner mdche. The Doctor has it yet carefully
preserved, and the smoker's apparatus, too, which he
shows to his friends with very great pleasure,

R. O. Sweeney, Sr.
DuLtTTH, Minn.

SUSQUEHANNA RIVER FISHING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In September, 1888, the Messrs, Hanlon, Prof. Siler, of

Harrisburg, and Mr, C. H. Sangrey, of Washington
Boroughj in eight hours' fishing caught 93 "salmon," or
pike perch, and 10 bass. One of the salmon weighed
S^lbs., another 61bs., and a nurhber ranged from. § to 51bs.
The largest of the bass tipped the beam at 4^^1bs.

In September, 1889, near Creswell Station, Messrs. John
Yeley and W. B. Charles took from a small area of water
(not more than 300x40ft.), 68 "salmon" in a few hours, the
largest weighing 51bs., and the entire catch averaging
fibs.

During the season of 1889, a royal specimen of the Sus-
quehanna "salmon" was taken with rod and line near Mud
Island, by Mr. John Keech. This fine fish was one of the
largest of its species ever taken from the river, in this
locality, and weighed lllbs. 3oz.

In July, 1889, Messrs. Sangrey and Brush caught, in
two and a half hours, 32 "salmon," the laxgest ranging
from 3 to Slbs. in weight,
June 15, 1890, Mr. Harvey Brush took in a.bout three

hours fishing, 16 bass, one individual weighing 31b8.

In the month of July, 1890, after being out one day for
about eight houas, Messrs. W. B. Charles and Jolm
Myskin caught 30 "salmon," the largest 21b8. in weight.

Stehkan,
Statb JJOBM4.L SCHOOL, MiLLEBBViuja, Pa., Jan. 13.
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ANGLING NOTES.

IT is a well known fact that fisli are not half as particu-
lar about tackle as fishermen themselves. A trout

will sometimes rise to a bit of red flannel or white rag as

quickly as to the most careful imitation of a natural in-

sect. While it would no doubt be better to have our flies

more correctly named, particularly those which are copies

of insects, we all know it would not add one particle to

their killing qualities.

A correspondent in one of the weekly papers asks why
the imitations of natural fli^s are not scientificially

named, and mentions the General-Hooker as an example.
This fl.y, wrongly called Seth-Green, was first tied by
John McBride, of Caledonia, N. Y. , who died many years
ago and therefore cannot give us an explanation ; but the
probabilities are he did not know the proper name, and
we take it there are few, if any, of our anglers sufficiently

posted in natural history to give the correct appellation
of the many flies to be found along a trout stream. If

there are such we should be glad to have a list, and will

do all we can to bring it into use.

"With the exception of the t\ hite-miller, gray and green
drakes, blaok-gnat, stone-fly, cowdung and a few others,

the correct scientific names are unknown to most of us.

Then again the names of these flies have been known
and accepted by anglers and dealers all over the country
for many years, and a change would naturally create
much confusion.
Unfortunately for the "school of exact imitation," the

majority of flies that the trout prefer are what are called

fancy flies and have received fancy names from the in-

dividual who first lied them. Take for instance the
scarlet-ibis, grizzly-king, queen-of-the-lake, Jenny-Lind,
blue-jay, silver- doctor, Montreal, Abbey, and a host of

others which are known everywhere as the most taking
flies in use, what do thej represent and why do trout
prefer them nine times out of ten to the closest imitations?

And with bass and salmon it is still worse. With these
fishes it seems to be more a question of color than any-
thing else and the flies they prefer are made up of the
most startling combinations of all the hues of the rain-

bow, and pages have been written trying in vain to ex-
plain why they take them and what they take them for.

There are now several anglers trying to obtain natural
flies for the jjurpose of having them imitated and we
may be able later on to give the result of the experiment.
One of the greatest difficulties will be the fact that each
section of the country will be found to have its own
variety of flies, to say nothing of the variation in size on
different sized waters.
In the meantime trout and bass will go on taking the

old favorites notwithstanding the absence of the big
Latin and Greek names. One step in the right direction
would be to educate people to mention fishes by their

right names and thus correct the confusion that now
exists. In own part of the country a big-mouth black
bass is called a trout, while a few mQes from there the
same fish is called a chub. In Florida a spotted weakfish
goes under tbe name of sea trout, and in some sections
wall-eyed pike are known as salmon, and so on. Writers
to the various papers and magazines are to blame for this,

if they would call "rabbits" by the correct name of hares,
aiid not speak of "partridges" when talking of ruffed
grouse, efc, people would soon adopt the correct nomen-
clature of fish and game, Scaklet-Ibis.

ANGLING RETREATS OF MAINE.-L
GENERALLY those who have written about the Maine

forests, streams, lakes, ponds and softly-running
brooks have been visitors from abroad and not residents
of our own Pine Tree State.

In attempting to inform the readers of Forest and
Stream of the certain retreats in the woods of Maine,
where large numbers have and many more may enjoy
the pleasures of camp life, trout and landlocked salmon
fishing, and the shooting of large and small game, I have
no apology to offer. Being a near resident to the places
and scenes which I shall attempt to describe "I know
whereof I affirm," and I hope these lines may lead others
to these green and sylvan woods, grand old mountains
and charming j)onds, lakes and rivers, there to enjoy the
delights which I have myself experienced.
The immense throng of city denizens v/ho are vaca-

tionists for weeks and months, and who are devoted fol-

lowers in their annual pilgrimages of Peter the Apostle
and the sainted Walton, are assuredly multiplying in the
American nation. Many seek the seashore and yet num-
berless others the mountains and quiet nooks of the hill

country. Others are charmed by green fields, clear skies
and fine scenery, but all of them are fascinated by the
alluring trout and gamy salmon in the remote forest

lakes, around which dwell the fleet deer and where the
moose h.as his own abiding place.
Owing to the fact that more than one-half of the area

of the State of Maine is yet covered with a verdant for-

estry, that one-tenth of its broad domain is inland water-
ways; that its vast forests are inhabited by the game of
primitive times, and its waters by the fish of the aborig-
inals, and that natm-e has fashioned within our realm
some of the grandest scenery in the world, we are
rapidly becoming the summer' home for countless dwel-
lers in the great marts of the republic.
In all of northern Maine there is no portion that is

more entirely a beautiful lake country than is the north-
western part of Piscataquis county. Within a radius of
ten miles of Munson are some thirty or more lakes and
ponds where spotted and lake trout are abundant.
Here the tourist can select just such an onting as his

health will permit or his tastes and inclinations may dic-

tate. He can tarry at a modern and well appointed hotel
and drive over pleasant country roads, feasting his eyes
upon delightful landscapes, to a different trout pond each
day for weeks, or he can penetrate the lone wilderness
and camp beside the still waters in nature's own loflges

and repose upon cedar "twigs" and spruce branches
under aged forest trees, amid the

Music of birds and rustling of young boughs.
And sound of svsraying branches and the voice

Of distant watex'falls.

It is occasionally suggested by visitors and strangers
that we who are domiciled amid all this wealth of
grandeur and wild beauty, among these lakes of trout
and near the stealthy retreats of the moose, deer and
bear, do not entertain a just appreciation of what has
been bo lavishly bestowed upon us, But this is. I beHeve,

an imputation without foundation. From the rough old
hunter and weather-beaten trapper, whose homes are
among the spruce trees, to the more favored sons and
daughters who are "to the manner born" all have an
abiding love for the mountains, lakes and forests. As
evidence of this I cite the following lines from the pen of
a Piscataquis writer of some note, Anna Boynton Averill:

My native wilds! For years nntold
The morning touched your hills with gold.

The north wind swept your fragrant glooms,
And bore the larch and pine perfumf s

Across youT lakes of lily blooms.

The flr, the hemlock and the pine
Sang on the heights— 8.nd mos- and vine

Made many a far, dim valley sweet
And shadowy, for the shy fawn's feet.

In silvery solitudes, the loon
Laughed with the echoes, and the moon
Made splendor on the mountaina, when
The Storm King slept, unseen vi men.

0 woods, and lakes, and wandering streams!
Ye have awakened from your dreams.
Your sweet breath blew abroad. Beware!
The gay world comes and finds you fair.

Will all wild things take wing away?
1 ween I would an' I were they.

Up these deep waterways I'd fare.

If I were wolf, or moose, or bear,

Or bird, or fawn, or fox, or hare!

O Northern wildf I you surely hold
In your great heart some refuge old.

Safe hid and far and deep and dumb.
Where the gay world will never come.

J. F. S.
MuNSON, Me.

OTSEGO BASS TAKE THE HOOK.
OTSEGO Lake has lately closed. Upon the ice, about

six inches thick, and within fifty or one hundred
rods of the vilage may be seen alread'y a solid clump of
fishermen's huts, twenty- five or thirty in number, each
having one or two occupants. All are busy from morning-
till night, though the sport is very unequally, and, as the
"shorts" aver, very inequitably divided. About half a
dozen "experts" seem to get the bulk of the dainty spoil.

The huts are huddled together, not because the bass are
confined to any particular locality, for the lake is full of
them, but because they are lured to this spot by immense
numbers of the tiny lake-shiners, which are set free in
each hut under the ice, and upon which, contrary to all

former theories, they seem ohiefiy to subsist.

The fish, some of which reach a weight of three or four
pounds, but average less than a pound, are taken partly
on the bottom, but mostly near the surface, and in plain
sight, which fact, as they are hard pullers and lightning-
like in their movements, adds greatly to the fascinating
sport.

As they are now biting freely, the daily capture
amounts to about one hundred and fifty fish. Although
at times hundreds may be seen at once, not one will touch
the bait. The very next instant, perhaps, or if moved by
a common impulse, they will dart after it, almost en
masse, like a school of perch.
To watch their strange gymnastics during their wanton

moods produces an excitement as agreeable in itself as it

is impossible to describe.
The fish all find a ready market at fifteen to twenty

cents per pound.
Only yesterday afternoon I purchased five, weighing

together six pounds, from a young man who had twenty-
four in his basket, all of them taken within a few hours
previous.
In reply to the question, "Did you see many more than

you caught?" he said promptly, "About a million." To
save my reputation, as well as that of Forest and
Stream, I have, on careful reflection, decided to make a
deduction of one hundred and ten, which would leave the
number that he actually saw nine hundred and ninety-
nine thousand eight hundred and ninety! This is the
exact truth—but let it not be forgotten that even "truth
lies in the bottom of the well!" Elihu Piiinney.

Ante Bellum Oysters.—In a book entitled "Our Twin
Cities," published at Norfolk, Va., we find the following
characteristic reminder of the superior size of Lynnhaven
oysters in the "good ole times befo' de wah," A visitor

has been commenting upon the excellence of some oysters
placed before him by a sable cook in a Norfolk restau-
rant, and to him the cook replies: "But, Mas' Boss, you
had orter seen them Lynnhavens befo' de wah. I use ter

cook fer Mas' Bray Walters—him dat died in de great
pestilence. 'Jerry,' he said to me one day, Mas' Bray did,

'dere's a Baltimo' man done bet me a basket ob champagne
he could eat a dozen Lynnhavens fer lunch any day.
Now, I want you to fix him. Then he whispered in my
ear, Mas' Bray did. So I sent him up a nice dish fried
in crumbs, and by'm bye Mas' Bray called me up in de
dining-room, and dere sot de Baltimo' gentleman stalled

at eleven, and one piece still left, and acknowledging de
corn. Mas' Bray said, 'Jerry, tell the gentleman what he
has eaten; he says he has only eaten eleven oysters, and
is ready to pay the bet.' 'Mas' Boss,' says I, 'you ain't

eaten no oysters!' He jumped up with a big 'dam!' and
say, 'You black rascal, what in the botheration you been
feeding me on?' 'Sot down, Mas' Boss,' I said, 'tot down.
Nothing gwine ter hurt ye. You only done eat eleven
pieces ob one ob dem big Lynnhavens.' "

Potomac River Fishes.—Yellow perch are moderately
common in the Potomac, but there is a scarcity of eels

and catfish. The Evening Star reports the capture of
more than thirty barrels of white perch near Lower Cedar
Point under peculiar circumstances. The fish appeared
to have come to the surface to bask in the sun and were
chilled and blown ashore by a sudden change of wind to

a gale with low temperature. Schools of white perch are
benumbed in this way not infrequently, but in regions
further to the southward, as, for example, in the G ulf of

Mexico and the West Indies, the baleful influence of

cold winds is a common and fruitful cause of mortality
among fishes.

Protector Hawn.—Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. lA—Editor
Forest and Stream: The Anglers' Association of Syracuse
have had three victories in one day. One, the appoint-
ment of Harrison Hawn as State Game Protector ; and
the others convictions of two of the worst illegal fisher-
men on Oneida Lake who run from ten to eighteen trap
nets; they were fined SlOO each. We have another im-
portant case this week which is a test case and every
means will be taken to defeat us. The members are wild
with joy to-day. Should not think Mr. Blackford would
appoint such a man as Mr. Hawn if Mr, Collins's words
were correct. The Commissioners know what they are
doing; they mean protection. You will see clearer waters
than ever in Central New York. The fact is, a certain
few have not wanted to give the Association credit for
what they have done. We claim we have accomplished
more than any other association for the short time we
have been engaged in this work. Three cheers for the
Commissioners, also for Pres. Blackford and J. Warren
Pond.

—

Onondaga Anglers' Association,

Pennsylvania Notes.—Sullivan County, Pa.—Only a
few deer have been taken during this winter. They are
like the shadows of the past, here to-day, gone to-morrow.
I celebrated my 66th birthday in that region trout fishing.
Three of us caught about 200 small ones and they gave us
rare enjoyment notwithstanding their small size. I have
not yet been able to sati.'sfy myself as to whether the wall-
eyed pike and our yellow bass are identical. The resem-
blance between them is very great, Mr. T. F. Brown
caught a yellow bass, which measured 31in. in length and
weighed 13i-lbs., at Browntown, in October last. I did
not have time to fish for black bass, but went out twice
with a spoon hook for pickerel, I caught 13, and one of
them was 24jin. long. He gave me exquisite pleasure in
landing him. Altogether the spoon fishing is exhilarating,
for success depends upon vigilance and activity.

—

Geo.
W. Lung.

Washington Angling Association, — At a recent
meeting of this association the election of oflicers for the
ensuing year resulted in the choice of Dr. Smith Town-
shend as president; W. K Mendenhall, . vice-president;
Tbeo. Friebus, secretary; W. P. Fearson, treasurer, and
Samuel Einstein as manager. Steps were inaugurated
for stocking the Potomac River below the Great Falls
with small-mouth black bass. Resolutions were adopted
expressing regret at the untimely death of Surgeon-Gen-
eral Baxter, one of the best known and beloved among
Washington anglers,—T. (Washington, D. C ).

QUEBEC FISH AND GAME PROTECTION CLUB.
MONTREAL, .fan, 13.—The annual meeting of the Fish and Game

Protection Club was held in the club's rooms on St. Franrois
Xavier street on Saturday afternoon last. The prKsident, Mr.
George W. Stephens, occupied the chair. The following report
was read by Iho secretary, Mr. A. N. Shewan, and the impni-cant
recommendations therein contained were unanimously indorsed
by the meeting:
Your committee have much pleasure in presenting: the annual

report of the club for the year IgPO, which i.s the thirty-second
year of its existence, lii many ways it has been a memorable
year in the life of the club, and it is necessary Cor those who have
an interest in the pre.servation of game and game tiBh to rally to ^
its support, for altnough we have good laws they are scarcely en-
forced, atleast in thia Province, except through the action taken
by this chib. The unrortuna''e failure ot the Fish and Game Club
caused a very large number of the members of that club to ^v^tll-

draw their names from iheF. and G. P. C , forgettin;< thstthe
two clubs, thoueh very similar in name, had torally distinct nb-
jecta in view; that of this club bemg exclusively the carrsing out
of the laws for the protection of fish and game and the watching
of new legislation affecting these subjects, while the Fish and
Game Club is an organization, having for its cliief obieet tlie

drawing together in a social way of the genuine sportsmen of this
province, and its only connection with this elnb is that every
member of the Fish and Gauiic Clnh must be a member of the -

Fish and Game Protoction Club. It wonld certainly be a pity to
see the Fish and Game CI ab Slop, but we are happy to say there
is little fear of this, as thanks to the energy of some of the old
members, there is every reason to believe the Fish and G-ame
Club will soon be in a better position than ever before, and be, as
it has been for years, the chief support of this club.
Notwithstanding what has been said about the loss of mem-

bership, this has been, perhaps, the busiest year the club has had
since its foundation in 1858. Under its auspices fort.v-Iive actions
have been taken in the Police Court tor infractions of the fish and
game laws, and il has failed to get a verdict in its favor in but
two. We think this tJie largest number in one year since tiie or-
ganization of the chxb. As these actions have not nil been taken
m the district of Montreal, courts have been held for the trial of
cases at L'Assomption, Cbateauguay and Beanharnoie. The club
has had to take Judge Desnoyers to these places, entailing a large
amount of extra expense. Could the local jusrices of the peace
be trusted, it wonld not bd an expensivf mat ter to li:ive those
tried in the district where they occur. Of cases tried ouisidi' the
city six were at Cbateauguay fornnlawfulnetUng, in tive of Avhieh
a verdict was had for the club; in rhe three trie J at L'Assomp'don
the club was successful in all; there were four cases at Beauhar-
nois for slaooting duck out of season, and three convictions were
had, sentence in one case being suspended. The success that has
attended the club in these cases is due in a large measnre to the
elforts of Mr.W. S. Walker, who has acted as attorney for the
club during the past year. All these precautions have entailed a
considerably increased expenditure, and the smaller membership
of the club has caused the funds to be at a lower ebb than they
have been for a good many years. It is to be hoped that t he mem-
bers who take an interest in our fish and game will endeavor d nr-
ing the next year to see that the membership is largely increased,
so that our sticcessors may not be hampered for thesinews of War.
While your committee has been doing its best to prevent actual

InfriDgement of the law, it has also tried to stop what it con-
sidered bad legislation. At the annual meeting last year tUten-
t ion was drawn to the fact that a bill was before the Quebec
Legislature lengthening the open season for duck shooting during-
the spring to the Ist of May. As the club had, after years of
effort, got the close season for duck changed to the 15th of April
—a small concession, and certainly not enough in the opinion of
any one conversant with the subject, to save the breeilin<; dncks,
it was determined to oppose the bill, and for the purpose a depu-
tation was named to go to Quebec, but the bill was rushed tprough
so auickly that it became law before they got away. However,
petitions against the proposed change were forwarded to Mr.
John S. Hall, M.L.A.. who acknowledged their receipt on Jan. 30,

but as they came too late he could only present them so that they
might be on record. Another step in backward legislation was
tried in the session of the Quebec Parliaraen t just closed, when a
member introduced a bill allowing the bounding of deer at certain
seasons of the year. The bill, however, was defeated in conse-
quence of the opposition of Messrs. Mercier, Boyer, Taillon, Mc-
Shane and others. The thanks of the club are due to these gen-
tleman in this matter.
On March 18 a general meeting of the club was called to see if

any steps could be taken to put a stop to the unlawful slaughter
of ducks on Lake St. Francis— chiefly by Americans. Several
plans were suggested and the secretary wrote to Rem. Mr. Hardy,
Commissioner of Crown Lands of Ontario, stating the facts, la
acknowledging the receipt of this letter Mr. Haidy stated that
the Government intended looking into this matter, and through
the newspapers we see that the Ontario Government has appointed
a Game Commission anJ that the Lake St. Francis matter has
been before them. It is to be bupcd that the iccoming committee
will be able to come to such an undcrataTdmg with the Ontario
Government so that all parts of Lakr.' St. Fr^nr-is r- m be eflectn-
ally guurdf^d from j.oaclier- and pot-hunters. It ;s rhe cits'om of
tnese grutlemeu to slioot withour license in the part of Lake St.

Francis w^lilch is Qatbcc, and when they see anv d^mger of
MV^est betel'L t ' m rel\'e-P to t-pe Ontario part of the lake and
laugh at our game wardens. On June 14 Messrs. Atwater, Boult-
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bee and tlie secretary went to Ottawa and had a long interview

with the Ho-a- Mr. Tupper, raiTjiaier of fisheries, and his deputy,

Lieun-Col. Tilton. As a result of this interview the conamittee

were desired to Euhmit to the Government in writinff what, the

oluta wished. Ou July 7, bv authority of the committee, a letter

signed hy the president, vice-president and secretary was for-

warded to Col. Tilton and ft still under consideration of the Gov-
ernment. To the principal points in this letter special attention

is called. They axe fis follows:
1. That Chatauguav, de Lisle, and Beaudette rivers have iish-

ways put in, and that the sawdust act be strictly enforced in these

'^^l^fThat the number of licensed nets on these rivers be reduced
at least one-half, and that no netting licenses be issued w'tmn
ten miles of Montreal, this limit being reserved lor rod and line

^3. That MisBisquoi Bay he clblsed tp net fishing for five years

from May 1, 1891. „. ^,
4 That the mesh or net used be not less than 2in. on the square

^S.'^The'ciub desire to asli the appointment of Alfred Marsoin as

flsh warden, to act in concert with John Moms, of St. Lambert,
over the whole district mentioned above, and that local wardens
be abolished in these localities.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^
6. That the close seasons for lake fgray) trout and brook trout

commence at the same time. Oct. 1, and end at the same time.

May 1, except that after Ash Wednesday people in the country be

allowed to catch flsh for their own me.
, , , ^

7. That the close season for bass, maskmonge and dore end the

same time, .lune 15.
. , x, . t.^ j.

With regard to section 3, a great many think that we ought to

try and get all netting abolii?hed from the Cascades to Bout de
Tile, in the Sr. Law rencp, and on all waters washing Montreal
Inland and Isle Jesiis. Were these concessions granted, there is

little doubt but in a few year.s there wouhl be good fishing with
rod and line for thousands in Montreal who have only a day or

iialf a day at a time for an outing.
At a meeting of your committee on the 6th June, it was moved

by Mr. Boyer, and seconded by Mr. Atwater, that application he
made to the Quebec Government for an appropriation to assist the
club witli its work. For various reasons this application has not
vet been presented, hut your committee think that, considering
the work the club is doing, and what it has done in the past, it is

far more entitled to recognition from the Grovernment than many
clubs which receive assistance from the Government in this city.

A writer in the daily press a short time ago suggested the propriety
of our provincial Government issuing gun licenses—persons not
belonging to the province already have to pay, or are supposed t o

pay, for leave to shoot in the province—but though the idea of

issuing licenses for the right to shoot was a very good one, the
writer's idea of statistics must have been very vague, when he
fancied that a reventie of $300,000 could be got thus. If he had
said that a revenue of $30,000 could be obtained he would be
within the mark and the Government would not only be able to

pay competent and reliable men to loolc after and preserve our
game and game fish, but leave a surplus for the (Joveinment, and
license to shoot nped not cost more than $3 or $d per annum.
A statement of the financial position of the club will he sub-

mitted to you by the treasurer, and when the amount of work
done during the past year is taken into account we think we are
justified in sayihgthat the work has been done with due econ-
omy. For the reasons stated at the beginning of their repcrt the
membership is smaller t,ha.n it has been for several years, and it

it is to be hoped that the members will make an endea vor to add
to their number. In this connection the thaniss of the club are
due to Mr. Boulter, who has been indefatigable in obtaining new
members.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, George Boulter; Vice-President, T. C. Brainerd; Secretary,
A, N. Shewan; Treasurer, H. A. Becket. Committee: L H. Stearns,
L. A. Boyer, George H'^rne. A. A. Wilson, W. H. Parker, T. V. E.
Brown, H. W. Atwater, H. R. Ivcs, A. Boyer, M.L. T. Hiam,
G. W. Stephens, A. Dawes, B. L. Clarke, E. A. Cowley, Dr. Finnic

it has been fully demonstrated that it is a proper and profit-

able work for the State to engage in, and should receive the
encouragement it deserves. The excellent trout, black bass
and landlocked salmon flshine; which our 800 or 400 square
miles of lakes and streams afford a,ttracts many visitors to

our State, and prolongs their stay. The total number of

young fish distributed the past year is 1,761,000. The great
increase of deer in the northern part of the State is the re-

sult of their protection, and of abetter observance of the
law. It is claimed, and is probably trae, that there are more
deer than sheep in Coos county. Towns should select men
who will faithfully execute the laws protecting flsh and
game during thei rbreeding season. I recommend legislative
encourgemeut of the work of this Commission."

REARING TROUT AND CARP TOGETHER.—Mr.
Philo Ogden, of Durango, CoL, has discovered that he can
rear carp and trout together without detriment to either.

During the large portion of the year the trout feed chiefly

upon insects, niany of which are very destructive to young
carp, and in the winter when there is a scarcity of insectis

the carp settle down into the mud and the trout satisfy their
appetites with snails and minnows which do not hibernate.
Both trout and carp are doing well for Mr. Ogden.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.

REARING TROUT FOR MARKET.
Editor Forest and Stream.:
I have read in your issue of Jan. 1 an article by Mr. Milton

P. Peirce on "Failure of Trout Culture," in which he kindly
asks you to name a solitary person who has made a success
in raising trout for the market.

If Mr. Peirce will take the trouble to visit the Clear Water
Trout Ponds, at Carolina, R. I., owned by Messrs. J. W.
Hoxie & Co., or the Old Colony Trout Ponds, located here,

I think he will at once be convinced that trout raising is a
success. Messrs. Hoxie & Co. have for the past five years
marketed 10,0001bs. of trout a year, besides what they have
sold to sportsmen, and they will have that amount to sell

next year, and all from artificial hatching.
Pardon me if I state what I am doing at the Old Colony

Trout Ponds, I have in two of my ponds some 15,000 trout
which will be two years old next March. These trout will
average }4Yb. each next April, and therefore weigh not far
from 7,500 pounds. I propose putting nearly all of them on
the market next spring, keeping only enotxgh over to breed
from next fall. I have also, in addition to the above, some
5,0001bs. of two-year and three-year old trout, from which I

have taken 3,000,000 eggs during the past season. I have
also, in addition to the above, some 50,000 trout fry of last
season's hatcMhg; many of them are now five inches long.
I shall stock my ponds anew with these fry (or yearlings
they will be in the spring) as soon as I dispose of the older
fish, and these the following j'ear will average }4lh. each.
To give an idea of the amount of food such a stock of trout

will eat, I will state that I am now feeding SOOlbs. of meat
daily to them.

I am aware that there have been many failures in trout
raising, and probably very few have made it a success, but it

is either from the want oc proper facilities or because they
failed to give it the care and attention that is necessary to
success. W. L. Gilbert.
Pltmouth, Mass.

MICHIGAN FISHCULTURE.

WE have received from the Fish Commissioners of
Michigan a copy of their ninth biennial report for

the period extending from Dee. 1, 1888, to Oct 1, 1890. This
is unquestionably one of the most valuable of the excellent
series of reports published by this Commission. It com-
prises 216 octavo pages and 23 plates. The half-tone illu.s-

trations of fishcultural .stations and operations are among
the very best that we have seen, and the plates accompany-
ing Prof. Reighard's memoir on the development of the
wall-eyed pike have been very satisfactorily reproduced by
one of the relief processes.

We are unable for want of time to give more than a pass-
ing glance at the contents of this valuable document, re-

serving it;s detailed examination for another occasion. The
report contains statistics of the fisheries, accounts of new
work accomplished and of the routine work of the fishcul-

tural stations, details of the scientific work involved in the
examination of the waters, notes on the habits of important
food species, data concerning the complete success in stock-
ing streams in which trout were not native, record of the
planting of the species propagated and a list of hundreds of
streams which have been stocked with brook trout since
1§85 and were thrown open for fishing May 1, 1890.

The principal article in the appendix is the one already
referrecl to by Prof. Jacob Reighard on the development of
the wall-eyed pike, but we must defer the consideration of
this and many other important items until a future time.

SUCCESS OF FISHCULTURE.—The following estimate
of the value of flshculture and the protection of fish and
game is from the inaugural address or Gov. Tuttle. of New
Hampshire: "The artificial propagation amd free distribu-
tion of food and game fishes is an undertaking of economic
importance to the State. It is no longer an experiment, for

DOG SHOWS.
Jan. 20 to 25.—First Annual Dog Show of the Louisiana Poultry

and Pet Stock Association, at New Orleans, La. A. E. Shaw, Sec-
retary, Box 1658.

Jan. 20 to 25.—Dog Show of the Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, at Augusta, Ga. A. H. Vonderleith, Secretary.
Jan. 21 to 26.—Dog Show of the Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock

Association, at Elmira, N. Y. Carl Hart. Secretary.
Jan. 27 to 30.—Inatignral Dog Show of the South Carolina Ken-

nel Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers, Secretary.
Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore, Md. W. Stewart Diflfeuderfler, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Diiqnesno Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 37.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March .31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Sc cretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog .Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. O. M. Munhall, Si'cretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kcimel Club, at

Youngstown, 0.
FIELD TRIALS.

Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials
Club. T. M. Brunby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

CHARLESTON DOG SHOW.
''pHIS interesting little show was held in connection with
i the South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association.
Though advertised to commence Jan. 13, it was not till the
next day at 3 P. M. that everything was in ship .shape for
judging. Owing to the great distance from Noruhern ken-
nels and the season of the year, the entry list was, as might
be expected, not a very large one. At the same time the
class of dogs present was far ahead of anything yet seen so
far South, and must have been gratifying to the promoters
of the affair. In a sense, the dog show was a sort of side
show to the great gathering of poultry and chicken
raisers, who literally swarmed Irom ail parts of the country,
but we fancy that, judging from the attendance, the dogs
proved even a greater attraction than the roosters to ttie

people of Charleston. A continual stream of visitors passed
through the aisles nearly all the time the show was open,
and no doubt the venture proved a success financially. The
160 exhibits were benched by Spratts Co., in their usual efli-

cient manner, and the feeding was properly and carefully
attended to. The hall was tastefully decorated, and this
combined with the neat benching made a very pleasing
effect. The disinfecting was eflicient, for at no time, though
the weather was warm and very humid, was there the
slightest smell. With more experience in such matters,
several little items which require attention to constitute a
perfect show will, no doubt, be properly attended to in
future.
The dogs were benched without regard to their proper

numbers and in few cases did the bench number correspond
with the tag on the dogs; and another time it would be
better to put the prize labels up as soon after the judging
as possible, as it is hardly fair to the visitors of a show to
expect them to pay their money and then be no wiser when
they came out, as to which is the winner, than when they
entered the building. Mr. Mclnness, who looked after the
dog show more particularly, was courteous and obliging to
a degree, and I trust these few hints will be accepted in the
same spirit in which they are given. Like many other un-
dertakings the proper running of a dog show cannot be
learnt in a day. Many well known dogs were present, but I
would have been better pleased had more local ones been
entered. Here is a good field for the disper.sion of surplus
stock from Northern kennels, collies and St. Bernards in
particular. With Mr. Dtffienderffer's nice team of St. Ber-
nards this breed did not lack In quality and the Oriole Ken-
nels made a good show with their fox-terriers, nearly a
dozen of which were entered. Pointers and the setter
classes, especially Irish, were well filled and, of course,
with the Philadelphia contingent, well represented. Some
good dogs put in an appearance in the terrier and pug
classes. Spaniels were also a display of good quality. Dr.
H, Clay Glover judged the pointers and setters and H. W.
Lacy the rest of the classes. In none of the classes was the
competition very keen, so theii* duties were comparatively
easy.
No mastiffs were entered, and here I may remark that the

club made a mistake in giving the bulk of the prize money
to the challengs classes, for T am certain had they left out
the cJiaUenge classes and devoted the "kudos" to the open
division, a larger number of entries would have resulted,
though where they could have put them would be difiicult
to say, as the hall was just comfortably filled as it was.
With these few remarks I will proceed to a review of the
awards.

ST. BBESTARDS

were the the first to enter the ring. The struggle lay be-
tween Warwick, Jr., and Lord Baltimore, as Bawn of Ken-
dal's lack of condition, want of markings and faulty hind-
legs ^t him out of the hunt, though given vhc. Warwick,
Jr.'s, better head, color and limbs sufficed to put him ahead
of the giant Lord Baltimore, vsho, though he has improved
since Baltimore, is too long in face,light in color and straight
behind to roake him very formidable. In the bitch class two
nice ones from the Maryland Kennel s«"cured the "money.
Pleiad, recently imported, made her first appe-^rance in this
country, and though she is not a crack, still she has many

good points, principally in head, bone and depth of body.
She beats Blodwen considerably in bone, though one foot
turns out rather badly, still her nice markings and typical
head just put her ahead of her kennel mate. The other entry
was too poor to notice. In thepuppy class afair little bitch in
Roulette, a bit long in head but nicely marked, took the
prize and was afterward sold to Mt-. E. Penge, the owner of
Bawn of Kendal.
In smooths the only entry was the well known and typical

little dog. Lord Hector, a sort of pocket edition of his hand-
some sire. This win will now put him in the challenge class.
ROUC4II C0ATE13.—Challenge—Dogs; Ist, J. W. Kemble's

Warwick, Jr.; 2d, W. Stewart Diffenderffer's Lord Balti-
more. Very high com., E. Peuse's Bawn of Kendai.
Bitches: Ist, W: Stewart Dift'enderft'er's Pleiad; 2d, W.
Stewart Diffenderffer's Blodweu. Puppies: 1st, W. Stewart
Diffenderffer's Roulette,—Smooth-COATBD—Dogs: 1st, W.
Stewart Diffenderffer's Lord Hector.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.
Only two appeared in this class, and being good big black

dogs, the one with the thickest bead got the prize. New-
foundlands need attention in Charleston as well as elsewhere.
The prizes should really have been withheld, as their coats
were too curly.
Dogs and bitches: 1st, James O'Cameron's Rover: 2d,

John Amengual's Carlo.
DEBBHOUNDS.

Only one entry, and this a well-known winner—B. S. Der-
ing's Nora, described in our Toronto report. She was nicely
shown.
Dogs and bitches: lat, B. S. Dering's Nora.

DALMA-TlANS.

I was surprised to meet two fairish specimens of this neg-
lected but handsome breed. Tbe dog, Jeff, was by far the
best, both in head, legs, feet and spots, though both are
splashed too thickly on shoulders and loin.

Dogs and bitches: 1st and ad, Dr. T. W. Tuggle's .Jeff and
Bell.

GREYIiOUNDS.

Two very fair dogs turned up in Balkis II. and Monarch.
The former, a son of Mother Demdike, has the faulty back,
v\h:-i and feet of bis dam, but heahs the other dog in head and
legs. In bitches a brjtter than eit her was also showti by Mr.
Whitou in Spinaway, who looks like goin^ a bit. She is

by Lord Neversettle out of Partera. She completely
smothered her opponent Fanny, whose Italian greyhoundy
look and poor condition ought reallj'' to have put her out of
r.he money altogether.
Open—Dogs: Lst, Woodhavi^n Kennels' (L, C. Whiton &

Co.) Balkis II.; 3d, Dr. Johu May, .Jr.'s Monarch. Bitches:
1st,' Woodhaven Kennels' Spinaway; 2d, Woodbury Ken-
nels' Fanny. Best iu the show, Spinaway.

POINTERS.

Ia the heavy weight class for dogs a rather heavy and
coarse dog, Alto, won, over Bruno, beating the latter in
head, legs and ribs. In the corresponding IMtch class Jess
had things to herself; she is faulty in head and front. In
the light weight dogs Pomraery Sec had a somewhat easy
win over Boss of Hall's Island, which l.Ttter 1 think just
about takes the Spratts iu nomenclature, he loses to the
winner in ribs, head and legs. Two very nice bitches turned
up in the next class, and it was a rather even match, though
eventually Lady Graphic's better barrel, shorter back and
more showy action, just beat the sweet-headed Rosa May,
who has oiie of the nicest he;ids I have seen for some time;
she is a daughter of the well-known Fritz, and has won
several prizes in the South. Daisy, vhc, is straight in
stifles, wild eyed, and a bit out in front. Rob Roy, the
puppy, was a poor one.
Dogs: 551bs. and over—1st, H. B. Briton's Alto; 2d, R.

Graham's Bruno. Bitches: 1st, J. W. Kemble's Jess. Under
.551bs,—Dogs: 1st, N. H. Hyland's Pommery Sec; 2d, T. S.
luglesby's Boss of Hall's Isianii. High com.,W.W. Power's
Toby. Bitches: W. H. Hvlanl's Lady Graphic; 2d, -J, P.
Cartwright's Risa May. Very high com., W. St. J. Jer-
vey's Daisy. Beat pointer, Pommery Sec.

ENGLISH SETTEES.

A good looking son of Roi d'Or was returned the winner
in the dog class, and barring a trifling lightness in muzzle,
little fault can be found wit^h hi in, as he looks a workman
all over and flt for any company. Carlton Pero, second, is

boo coarse and heavy in head, though good in legs and feet.

Dashing Kent, vhc.', is too straight-faced and wide in front.
In bitches Tick, the winner, is a nicely made one, though
small, also a bit light in muzzle, beats Molly in pasterns
a^d form generally. Rosa Brown, he, beats the c. card Lot-
tie, in head and body, the latter being too coarse and heavy
throughout. Tick was the only entry in puppies.
No challenge entries. Open—Dogs: 1st, J. P. Dessaussur&'s

Sam Slick; 2d, J. W. Kimble'.s Carlton Pero. Very high
com. , J. W. Kimble's Dashing Kent. Birches: Ist," H, A.
Bridge's Tick; Woodbury Kennels' Molly; B. Mclnness's
Rosa Brown. Com., A. B. Connor's Lottiie. Puppies: 1st,

H. A. Bridge's Tick. Best English settei-, Sam Slick.

lEISH SETTEES.

In challenge bitches two good ones faced the judge, both
stars in fact—Molly Bawn and Ruby Glenmore. It was a
tight go between them. Ruby did not show herself well,
but the only advantage she has is in color, Molly just beat-
ing her in character of head and front, Ruby being some-
what weak in pasterns, and also is not so good in hocks as
the winner. Molly looked quite gay for her j'ears; in fact
much better than she has for some time. Eight showed up
in the dog class, but outside of the winners there was little

merit. Kildare, well known, would livve been an easy win-
ner but for his condition, for his typical head is ail that
pulled him in a winner; he really ought not to have been
shown so poor in coat and flesh. Merlin loses in shoulders,
head and neck, though good in body and bone. Eleo, re-
serve, is a taking little dog, though lacking a trifle in type,
but is of good color. Jack Heywood, vhc.', loses in head,
too. .Terry C. is coarse and light in color. In bitches -Jean-

nette, an old friend, was placed rightly over Leda Glencho,
also well known, iu her present shape, the latter appearing
with her bag all down as if in whelp, not looking by any
means the clean-cut animal that won at Baltimore last
spring, Winnie II. is well known, and Madge, vhc, has a
fair head only, but nice body and front. Lulu, though en-
tered, was absent. Rosa, c, is off color and small.
Challenge—Bitches: 1st, Woodbury Kennels' Molly

Bawu. Reserve, W. L. Washington's Ruby Glenmore. Open
—Dogs: 1st, W. L Washington's Kildare; 2d, B. H. Price's
Merlin. Very high com., reserve, Seminole Kennels' Eleo.
Very high com., N, P. Colson's Jack Heyward; C. H.
Hemme's Jerry. Bitches: 1st, Oriole Kennels' Jeannett«;
2d, W, W. Kendal's Leda Glencho. Reserve, N. L. Washing-
ton's Winnie II. Very bigh com., J. W. Kemble's Madge;
Com., Sunset Kennels' Rosie.

GOEDON SETTERS.

Challenge bitches saw the well-known Roxie, in fair bloom,
the winner in the absence of Rose. In open dogs Duke of
Kent is just fail-, a bit heavy in head, good legs and feet.

The other entry had no part of the necessary 62}4 per cent.
In bitches Viola, light in eye, fair head, might be better in
tan, was alone.
Challenge Class—Bitches: 1st, H, F. Smith's Roxie. Open

—Dogs: 1st, J. S. Gans's Duke of Kent; 3d, withheld. Open
—Bitches: 1st, Jos. F. Gans's Viola.

SPANIELg.

In the dog class there was only one with, much pretensions
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to type. Black Diamond, looking in good shape, easily de-
feated Tuck, who is too curly coated and far too long in
the legs. In challenge cocker bitches that nice little cocker
Novel was alone, she was nicely shown. Black Duke only
just succeeded in getting in front of Banjo, who is a little
too cobby at present. Duke just beats him in bone, and is

cleaner in neck and shoulders, where the other is too .short
and heavy, Banjo is shorter backed but not so straight in
coat. Idea had an easy win in bitches, she has filled out
nicely since Ottawa. Bessie W., though not in good flesh,

beat Hasel Obo in coat, which is too curly. In any other
color Red Doc, well known, was alone, and so was Beauty,
who is too much out in front.
Field Spakiels—Dogs: Ist,B. P. Lewis's Black Diamond;

3d, L. L, Martin's Tuck. Challenge Cockers—Bitches: lat,

George H. Bush's Novel. Open—Dogs: 1st, B. F-. Lewis's
('agent) Black Duke; 2d, W. Barnes's Banjo. Bitches; 1st
and 2d, Geo. H. Bush's Idea and Bessie W. Very high com.,
W, Barnes's Hasel Obo. Any other Color—Dogs: 1st, W.
Barnes's Red Doc. Bitches: Ist, Woodbury Kennels' Beauty.

COLLIES.

Bonnie Brae was alone in the challenge class for bitches,
she was hardly in her usual bloom. Roslya Dandy far out-
classed the others in the dog class. Dr. May's dog is too
thick in head, but is in nice coat. The others were the usual
out of town type. In bitches Mischief's nice body and coat
won the i^rize, though her head is too short and thick;
Beatrice is better in this respect, though far from correct.
The others, though nice in coat, were very faulty in head,
eyes and limbs. Beatrice won the puppy prize without
competition.
Challenge-Bitches; 1st, W. D. Hayes's Bonnie Brae.

Open—Dogs: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Roslyn Dandy; 3d, Dr.
Tohn May, Jr.'s -. Com., Chas. Inglesby's Rex Maximus
and Kir'by S. Tupper's Charleston Scott. Bitches: Ist,

Seminole Kennels' Mischief; 3d, Dr. John May's Beatrice.
Com., A. P. Hazard's Rowena and Albert Bertling'sCoomas-
sie. Puppies—1st, Dr. John May's Beatrice,

POODLES.
Dr. S. G. Dixon's black dog Paris won the only entry, and

were he clipped would be just a fair one.

PUGS.
Bob Ivy, in challenge dogs, was alone, and looked as well

as I ever saw him; he improves with age. Vesta also had
matters to herself in the corresponding class. Bradford
Rowdy just managed to secure the blue ribbon, being in
better condition than Kash, Jr., who excels him slightly in
head and body. In bitches Nellie Bly, a littte above herself
in flesh, somewhat easily beat the long-muzzled Daisy K,

,

and Nelly got all she deserved with he. She is faulty in
head and body. In puppies, Kash, Jr., despite his condition,
won easily over Nellie.
Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy, Bitches:

1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Vesta. Open—Dogs: 1st, Woodbury
Kennels' Bradford Rowdy; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Kash, Jr.
Bitches: 1st, Roger S. Harrison's Nellie Bly; 2d, Woodbury
Kennels' Daisy K. High com., Frank R. Street's Nellie.
Puppies—1st, Seminole Kennel'.s Kash, Jr.; 2d, C. A. Monta-
gue's Nellie.

BULL-TEEPaEKS.
In dogs Woodbury Kennels' White Stubbs was alone: he

was looking well. Meg Merrilies also won in her class with-
out competition, though a wash would have done her good;
she was otherwise in fine shape, and Stubbs was almost fit

for a battle.
BA.SSETS.

Associated Fanciers' Mauprat was alone and looked truly
disgusted when the .secretary asked "What in heaven's
name is that thing?"

DACHSHUNDE.
B. F. Lewis's now well known Gill was alone and won;

she was looking sleek and well.

BEAGLES.

Little Duke, shown fat, but as lively as ever, had the
challenge class to himself. Couut, in open dogs, is too long
and straight-faced and a bit on the large size. Prince Fay
was absent. Quite a nice little bitch in Flossy turned up in
the next class and was far ahead of Countess Fay in head
and body. Spider, he, is a bit large and eoai-se. Baby,
though a rather nicely made one, is a bit pig-jawed. Snow
was over size—15?4in.
Challenge—Dogs: 1st, H. Bennett's Little Duke. Open-

Dogs: 1st, Sunset Kennels' Count. Bitches, 1st, Sunset
Kennels' Flossy; 2d, Associated Fanciers' Countess Fay.
High com., H. j. Bennett'.s Spider. Com., Sunset Kennels'
Baby. Puppies: 1st withheld; 2d, Sunset Kennels' Baby.

(•'OX-TEEPvIERS.

Challenge dogs had the old-time Blemton Volunteer for
the winner, looking well, and in the corresponding class
Blemton Brilliant, getting a bit wide and thick, was also
alone. Suffolk Risk's good front and long pitnishing head
put him;ahead of Oriole Trap, though the former looked a
trifle leggy alongside him. Boots is a fairish one, nice head
but a little long cast in body; feet are also faulty. Blemton
Ransack is far too thick in head, otherwise a nice cobby,
good-legged little fellow. In bitches. Verdict beats Mar-
joram in legs, feet and bone. Vice, though too small, beat
Nelly in coat and back. Hillside Diana loses in skull, too
thick, and also in legs and feet. Hillside Marchioness is

almost blind in one eye from an ulcer, but has nice body,
legs and feet, and would have been placed higher but for
the eye. Two fair little puppies were shown, and Marchioness
had again to fall back for the above reason.
Challenge—Dogs: 1st, Oriole Kennels' Blemton Volun-

teer. Bitches: 1st, Oriole Kennels' Blemton Brilliant.
Open—Dogs; 1st, C. L. Wilton's Suffolk Risk; 2d, Oriole
Kennels' Oriole Nap. Reserve, E. P. Jervey's Boots. Very
high com., Oriole Kennels' Blemton Ransack. Bitches: 1st,

.Oriole Kennels' Verdict; 2d, Oriole Kennels' Blemton Mar-
joram. Very high com.. Oriole Kennels' Vice. High com.,
C. D. McCoy's Nelly. Com., A. E. Shaw's Hillside Diana.
Puppies: lat and 2d, Oriole Kennels' Oriole Rage and Oriole
Dixie. High com., A. E. Shaw's Hillside Marchioness,
Though several vrire hairs were entered and shipped, they

did not arrive at the show.
lEISH TEHEIEBS.

The old stager, Lewis & Jarrett's Burnsides, had it all to
himself; he was in full feather.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.

Sunset Kennels' Fanny Fern, an old winner, was alone in
the challenge class. In bitches. Sunset Kennels' ^ Brawnie,
rather a nice one, was the only entry and was given the
prize. She is a bit short-faced, but good in coat, bone and
body.

BLACK AND TAN TEREIEES.

RocheUe Kennels had no competition against their The
Senator in dog class. It is not too much to say he was
in much better shape as regards flesh, but his coat will need
special attention for New York. In bitches English Ladj' is

a nice stamp of bitch, not so good in miirkings as the dog,
but better in ears and condition. Fancy lacks pencilinga
and thumb marks and her tan is washy.
Open—Dogs: 1st, RocheUe Kennels' The Senator. Bitches:

1st, Rochelle Kennels' English Lady; 2d, Miss Clara Rit-
ter's Fancy.

SKY TERRIERS.

CliflEord A. Shinn's well-known Sir Stafford had the chal-
lenge class to himself and was shown in very nice shape . In
open dogs the well-knovra Lovett scored alone, and in bitches

Lady Countess, light in color, but in better coat than I
have seen her before, had no competition. Afterward Sir
Stafford and Lovett came together for a special. The former
won, beating the latter in head, ears, length of body and
bone.
Challenge-Dogs and Bitches; 1st, Clifford A. Shinn's Sir

Stafford. Open—Dogs: 1st, Woodbury Kennels' Lovett.
Bitches—1st, M. H. York's Lady Countess.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.
A. P. Hazard showed two fair ones; the winner. Fedora, is

too full in the skull, but has better legs and feet and depth
of chest than the pup Dan.

MISCELLANEOUS CLASS.
Only a fair little toy-terrier showed up in this class, and if

the hair can be kept on it woiild do to show elsewhere.

SPECIALS.

Best kennel St. Bernards, Maryland Kennels; fox-terriers.
Oriole Kennels; spaniels, Geo. H,' Bush; beagles. Sunset Ken-
nels; best St. Bernard, Pleiad; best fox-terrier, Suffolk Risk;
best black aud tan terrier. The Senator; best Skye terrier. Sir
Stafford; best Newfoundland, Rover; best sporting dog, J. P.
De Saussure's Sam Slick; best non-sporting dog. Sir Stafford;
best English setter, Sam Slick; best Irish setter, Kildare;
best kennel in the show, Geo. H. Bush's spaniels. H. W. L.

SOUTHERN SPORTSMEN'S ASSOC'N TRIALS.
Monday, Jan, 12.

'PHE trials held at Lafayette, La., did not open favorably,
J- as the weather was cloudy and windy. Toward noon
it was warmer, getting cold again toward evening. Owing
to recent heavy rains the grounds were unfavorable and
very heavy for walking. Cover was very heavy, especially
so in the bottoms, and rendered good work almost impossi-
ble. The birds are very wild, and conseouently little satis-
factory work can be done. The Members' Derby closed
with six entries.

WUJT LWe AffD THE GHOST.
F. F. Myles's English setter dog Wun Limg and Omer

Villere's English setter dog The Ghost; the latter by Bob
McCargo—Winnie D. They were put down in an open field
and ran for half an hour, Wun Lung doing best work on
birds, being staunch and using good judgment—one of the
best puppies I have seen. The Ghost, on the contrary, was
not up to his work, flushing and chasing several times.
Wun Lung won easily.

ROMP AND JESSE JAMES.
Mr. J. K. Renaud's white pointer dog Romp with Mr, F.

F, Myle-s's black, white and tan dog Jesse James, by Yazoo
—Dimple, were cast off at 9:1T and ran until 10:03. Romp
did most of the work on birds, two bevies being found. He
had better pace, range and judgment. During the heat he
unfortunately cut himself in the foreleg on a wire fence,
but stuck to it quite pluckily and eventually won. Jesse
James was not under good control.

NELLIE BLY AND YUM YUM.
Mr. F. F. Myle's English setter bitch Nelly Bly, by Bruce

—Enid, against C. A. Geison's Yum Yum, starting at 10;lo
continued till 10:51, then ordered up till other ground was
reached at 11:05, when they were sent off again. Soon after,
birds were flushed by horsemen in an open cornfield. The
dogs were worked to them, each scoring a point, though
they ought to have scored more. Nelly had best speed and
range, but her work on bii-ds was not good. Nelly was
declared the winner at 13:15 P. M.

Second Series.

WUN LUNG AND ROMP.
These two were sent away at 13:56 in an open field. Romp

showed signs of the cut he had received, and, though game,
he could not do his be.st. He found the two bevies in the
heat, doing best work on birds, working with rare judgment,
but this did not overcome the better pace, range, style
and single-point work of Wun Lung, who eventually won,
with nothing to spare.
Nelly Bly ran a bye.

Third Scries.

WUN LUNG AND NELLY BLY.

liuncheou over, at 3:26 these two were put down for first

money. Wun Lung pointed a sparrow. Then pointed
staunchly near ditch—his actions denoted great excitement
—and a possum was found. Mr. Miles amused himself and
others by holding it up by the tail. Nelly then tried to locate
birds but failed. In the same cottonfield Wun made a flush,
he next stopped to wing aud made a point, bird flushing
directly afterward. He then roaded a bird some distance
and secured a good point. Nelly followed with a point, but
nothing was found. Dogs ordered up at 3:12. Wun Lung
won. He was better in style, pace and range, though there
was little work done on birds by either dog,s. This decided
first money.
By request of those interested the club's officers consented

that the other prizes should be awarded without further
running. The judges then placed Romp .second. Nelly Bly
and The Ghost dividing third. Thus ended the Derby.

SUMMARY.
First Series.

F. F. Myles's Wun Lung beat Omer Villere's The Ghost.
J. K. Renaud's Romp beat F. F. Myles's Jesse James.
F. P. Myles's Nelly Bly beat C. A. Geison's Yum Yum.

Second Scries.

Wun Lung beat Romp.
Nolly Bly a bye.

Third Series.

Wun Lung beat Nelly Bly and won first prize.
Romp, seaond.
Nelly Bly and The Ghost divided third.

THE ALL-AGED STAKE (MEMBERS').
The running of this stake began at once and dogS were

drawn to run as follows:
Omer Villere's pointer Crocket against J. K. Renaud's

pointer Romp.
A. Cardona's pointer dog Dan against R. B. Parker's set-

ter dog Glen.
F. F. Myles's setter dog Bob McCargo against Omer Vil-

lere's setter bitch Queen Ella Noble.
R.W. Foster's setter dog Capt. Bethel against F. F. Myles's

setter Ben Hur.
J. K. Renaud's pointer Lottery against F. F, Myles's setter

bitch Nelly Bly.
Omer Villere's setter dog Lee against F. F. Myles's Win-

nie D.
F. F, Myles's Gordon setter dog Stubble against N. T.

Harris's setter bitch Dimple.
As Mr. J. K. Renaud had to serve as judge, they wei*e not

run in the above order. He withdrew his entries of Romp
and Lottery. The running followed as given in the follow-
ing account.

First Series.

GLEN AND DAN.
Mv, R, B. Parker's English setter dog Glen and Mr. A.

Cardona's liver and white pointer dog Dan were put down
at o:36. This was a long and unsatisfactory heat on bad
grounds, with heavy cover, giving dogs hard work with
little satisfaction to judges, as they could with difficulty

see the work done. Good work was impossible. Glen was the

better m pace, range and style, doing best work on game.
Dogs ordered up at 4:50. Glen won. A start for town was
then made. But as a bevy was soon flushed, which
settled in an open field quite near, the next brace was then
called and was sent on. Messrs. Harris and Renaud were
the judges.

BOB M'CAEGO AND QUEEN 6LLA NOBLE.
F. F. Myles's English setter dog Bob McCargo and Omer

Villere s English setter bitch Queen Ella NobFe had a short
run, but little work. The Queen found a point, was steady
and retrieved. She had better speed, though Bob McCargo
had better range.

BEN HUR AND CAPTAIN BETHEL.
R. W. Foster's English setter dog Captain Bethel, by

Gordon—Blanch, against F. F. Myles's English setter dog
Ben Hur, by Paul Gladstone—Lottie, were cast off at 9;10.
Shortly after, birds flushed in a cornfield. The bevy settled
in heavy cover. Sending the dogs in each secured a point.
Captain working in open, made a point and Ben Hur was
called up to back, but nothing was found, but the Captain
had been held too long and bird had ample time to get away.
Ben next pointed in corn, the Captain backed well but
spoiled the good work by drawing in ahead. Nothing was
found to the point. The dogs were then taken up and
moved quite a distance and put down again after 43on. In
corn a single bird flushed, Ben pointing a bevy; Mr. Myles
shot and killed; Ben broke shot and made an indifferent re-
trieve. The heat then ended at 10:53 in favor of Ben Hur.
This decision was rendered too quickly, as really not enough
work had been done. Captain's good speed and range offset
Ben Hur's limited work on birds. At this point Mr. Renaud
withdrew both Nelly Bly and Lottery in order that hemight
judge.

LEE AND WIN:NIE D.

Omer Villere's English setter dog Lee against F. F.
Myles's setter bitch Winnie D. were cast off at 11:07. Lee
started off with a flush, then pointing some remaining birds,
but in a short time he moved on and flushed. Winnie, going
at good speed, dropped to a point, the birds soon after
fiushed wild. Moving on to cotton patch Lee pointed and
Winnie backed; roading on Lee finally located birds in
weeds by a ditch; flushing birds, Lee started to chase but
stopped to order, Each made a flush, near hedge, on scat-
tered birds. Lee followed with a point on some birds in
hedge, and heat ended 11:20. Lee winning, having done the
best work on birds. Winnie was better in pace and range.

CROCKET AND NELLIE BLY.
Omer Villere's Crocket against F. F. Myles's English set-

ter bitch Nellie Bly (Bruce—Enid), were put down at 11:49.
Mr. Fo.ster acted as judge instead of Mr. Harris. The dogs
were given a long heat in order to decide their merits.
Finally, at 1:33, they were ordered up for want of merit, and
were consequently out of the race.

DIMPLE AND STUBBLE.
N. T. Harris's English setter bitch Dimple against F. F.

Myles's Gordon dog Stubble. At 2:13 this brace started off
at a good speed, ranging wide. Dimple found first, pointing
a bevy in a cotton field, She was steady to wing. Moving
on she soon pointed another bevy, winning the heat at the
end of thirty minutes. Dimple worked her ground well.
Equal in speed and range. This brought the first series to a
close.

Second Series.

GLEN AND QUEEN ELLA NOBLE.
Cast off at 3:15, the heat commenced in a cornfield. Glen

soon flushed a bevy and was unsteady to wing. Glen iJointed
a single one of the scattered birds; it rose quickly afterward.
He next pointed and a single bird got up behind him. Queen
came around that way and pointed the remaining birds of
bevy. Glen was entitled to the credit of the find, the birds
flushed, a few at a time, beyond the briers. Queen afterward
made an undecided point. Then each dog pointed false.
The next work was in a cornfield, where Glen pointed and
birds flushed. The bii'ds were followed into heavy cover and
flushed as one of the judges rode in. In the open Glen
pointed twice and flushed once. The heat soon after imded,
Glen winning. He was best in style, speed and range.

BEN HUR AND LEE.

This brace was cast off at 4:40, running 38 minutes.
Neither ranged well. Lee did the best work on birds found,
making three points, Ben nothing. Neither did good work.
Lee Avon. Dimple having a bye in this series, I'an it out.

Third Series.

GLEN AND DIMPLE.
They started in a cornfield. Dimple pointing a bevy. Glen

coming up, scented, drew on and flushed, and was a little un-
steady, stopping to order. The remaining birds then flushed
wild; going to scattered birds Glen pointed and Dimple
backed, then moved on. Glen started to chase when birds
flushed, but stopped to order after going a few yards. Di mple
next made a good point. Glen following with three points on
singles. Dogs ordered up at 5:53. The heat and first prize
was given to Glen, a bacl decision. Dimple besides having
the best range and speed and work generally of a high
class, had credit of a find and point on a bevy aud a good
Eoint on a single bird, while Glen's points were on single
irds of the bevy Dimple had found, and his work was not

of the quality of hers and should not have been placed over
it. Dimple proved herself the best dog in the stake, and
should have won first. Loe had a bye in this series.

Fourth Scries.

GLEN AND LEE.

They started about 11:07: weather was quite warm. Lee
first pointed in a cottonfield; nothing found. After going
some distance Lee pointed again and Glen backed; he moved
on, Glen roaded, then drew on, pointed a bevy, and was
steady to shot. Glen was better in speed, range and style.
Dogs ordered up at 13:10, Glen winning.

Fifth Series.

LEE AND DIMPLE.

The deciding heat for second prize was not a long one, the
point work being about equal, Dimple winning by her sii-

perior pace and range. Lee was then awarded third.

SUMMARY,
First Series.

Glen beat Dan.
Queen Ella Noble beat Bob McCargo.
Ben Hur beat Captain Bethel.
Lee beat Winnie D.
Nelly Bly and Crocket (i-uled out).
Dimple beat Stubble.

Second Series.

Glen beat Queen Ella Noble.
Lee beat Ben Hur.
Dimple a bye.

Third Scries.
Glen beat Dimple.
Lee a bye.

Fourth Series.

Glen beat Lee and won first prize.
Dimple beat Lee and won second prize.

Lee w^s awarded third prize. ..

Wednesday.
The day was very favorable for good work. A start was

made about ,
one mile to .the east of the town. The judges

were N. T. Harris, Omer Villere and Dr. Clegg,
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ALL-AGE STAKE.
First Series.

PIXK B. ANB BRUNETTE.
J. A. MoCargo's English getter dog Piak B.. by Startle S.

—Clio, handled by E,. P. McCargo, and J. J. Manson's black
pointer bitch Brunette, handled by J. E. Watson, were sent
away at 9:21, Pink B. had an easy time of it, doing the best
work on game. Speed, range and style was altogether in
liis favor, Brunette ranging'poorly, dogs up at 11:08.

DAVE B. ASD JENNIE AIAY.

J. A. McCargo's dog Dave B., by Startle S.—Clio, was
llandled by R. P. McCargo, and P. R. Hitchcock's Eng-
lish setter bitch Jennie May, by Roderigo—Bo-Peep, was
handled by J. M. Aveat. They were put down at 10:17, May
first finding and pointing a single in good style near a
hedge row; further on she flushed. She then made a point
in a cotton field, flushed and chased. Dave then pointed a
bevy, which flushed while May was being brought up to
back. Pace and range about equal. Down SOm. Dave was
given the heat.

RUPERT AND MAMIE G.

P. E. Gregory & Bro.'s English setter bitch Mamie G., by
Bryce—Dora Gladstone, was bandied by G. R. Howse, and
J. M. Avent's English setter dog Rupert, by Roderigo—Bo-
Peep, handled by owner, were cast off in pretty open
ground. Mamie was the first to find and point a bevy,
afterward finding a wounded bird left behind. As it flut-
tered away she tried to catch it—it was excusable in a
puppy. She next pointed a single. Rupert followed with
a point on a bevy, Mamie backed; both steady to shot. In a
cornfield further on Mamie pointed a single. At the same
time Rupert was making a point. At 12:07 the heat ended.
It was rather a near thing. Mamie had slightly the best of
the other in speed and range, and won.
A move was made for lunch.

riNGAL AND FOLLY.

J. E. Dager's English setter dog Fingal, by Toledo Blade
—Lady Gloss, handled by D. E Rose, and J. M. Avent's
bitch Folly, by Roderigo—Countess House, was handled by
her owner. They were cast off in open ground, neither dog
doing good work. A bevy was marked down, but owing to
the whistling and calling the birds rose wild. Fingal then
pointed, and"was held on point some time for Folly to come
up and back—birds moved on. Fingal roaded .some dis-
tance. Folly then flushed the birds. A point was then
made by Folly, but nothing found. Fingal pointed a single.
Dogs ordered up at 2:47, both showed good range and speed.
Folly was not under good control

OUR PET AND NELLT BLY.

B. M. Stephenson's English setter dog Our Pet and F. F.
Myles's English setter bitch Nelly Bly, by Bruce—Enid,
was handled by S. J. McCartney, and our Pet by his owner.
They were cast oflE at 2:52 in the open. The heat was all one-
sided, Our Pet doing all the work on birds, and was best in
all other respects, and, of course, won. Ordered up at 3:15.

WUN LUN& AND MARUDERITE.
N. T. Harris's Engli.sh setter dog Wun Lung, by Capt.

Bethel—Fay, was handled by S. J. "McCartney, and D. E.
Rose's Marguerite, by Gath'a Hope—Sue J., was handled by
owner. Dogs started at 3:17; Wun Lung starting very fast,
having great speed and good range throughout the beat—he
is a good puppy. He did the best work on birds, winning
the heat rather easily. Mr. Harris (owner) excused himself
from judging in heat.

GRADT AND JIM B.

R. M. Smith's English setter dog Grady, by Yazoo—Dim-
ple, was handled by R. P. McCargo, and R. E. Lutz's Irish
Setter Jim Batey was handled by G. R. Howse, and sent
away at 3:57. Jim pointed first and secured another soon
after, Grady then flushed a single. Jim B. was best in speed
and range, thoitgh both were only fair. Ordered up at 4:35;
Jim B. was declared the winner,

FOX D. AND TRIXET BELTON.
R. P. McCargo's English setter dog Pox D. was handled

by owner, and W. J. Baughn's bitch Trixey Belton, by
Duke Belton—Nellie Gray, handled by owner, were put
down at 4:43 in the open. Fox pointed a bevy in a cornfield.
Trixey followed with a point on a single bird and then
flushed it. Moving on both pointed on a bevy. Fox flushed
an outlying bird and the balance flushed wild. Both then
pointed about the same time,;moving on they roaded, and the
bird before Trixey flushed wild. Fox D. was given the heat.
The pace and range was fair, that of Pox the best;.

Second Serieti.

PINK R. AND MAMIE G.

They started at 5:22 and run twenty-eight minutes, leaving
the heat undecided. Mamie had pointed a bevy. Pink B.
two singles. Range and pace slightly in favor of Mamie G.
Dogs were then ordered up until morning.

Thursday.
The day opened cloudy, very wet under foot, having rained

hard during the night. On this account hunting was done
on the higher ground run over yesterday. It fortunately
cleared off by noon. The unfinished heat was the first one
called. A late start was made within one mile of town.
At 10:12, after a short run, both dogs winded birds. Mamie
to the left about 15yds. away. She proved to be nearest the
birds, and reading down a corn row, a single bird flushed
wild. Mamie pointed a single just to the left. Pink came
up in time to see the flush and make a short chase. Moving
on Mamie pointed the bevy again, but it ran on. The dogs
reading nearly a quarter of a mile away. Mamie stopped
just in time to avoid a flush. Crossing cotton patch Mamie
found ag in, and roading on he got one point, others flush-
ing wild ahead. Mamie had the best range and speed, Pink
B. the best style. Mamie won.

DAVE B. AND FINGAL.
This brace was put down at 11:14 in a cornfield. Fingal

made an unsteady point, Dave backing well. Fingal moved
on, pointed again, this time a sparrow, Dave B. proving a
good backer. After a short run in at the lower end of the
cornfield Fingal pointed on foot scent; no bird found by Mr.
Rose. Near by Dave B. pointed a single in good style, and
near fence afterward secured another point and two flushes.
Dogs ordered up at 11:35 to find better ground. Does were
put down again at 12:12. After about a fifteen-minutes' run
Dave B. flushed a bevy in a eornfleld. Following them Fin-
gal pointed near a heavy cane thicket, where two birds were
seen to light; nothing found. Crossing the fence Dave B.
found a bevy. Following scattered birds he made two points
on singles. Fingal was better in range, speed and style, but
did not get to the right places at the proper time. A little
point work would have won him the heat.

WUN LUNG AND OUU PET.
Cast off at 10:04, Wun Lung going very fast Pet made an

undecided point, Wun Lung backing promptly when called
ap. Pet moved on in time to avoid a false point. Soon
alter she made a point on larks—again Wun Lung backed—
dogs_ ordered up at 1:30 to go to lunch. After lunch, and a
10 minutes run, .she poiutpd and moved on, Wun Lung near
by pointed and soon moved on. On the next hill Pet pointed
and then moved on, ronding birds, she secured a point and
a flush. Both dogs then roaded to the edge of cotton patch,
when birds flushed. ""-^ - " " ^

into corn, when Pet flushed a single. In sedge grass, near
corn, Wun Lung pointed a bevy in fine style, part of the
birds flushed wild. Pet coming down in front of Wun Lung
flushed the balance of the bevy. Moving on Pet fltished a
single and then pointed false. Near by Wun Lung pointed
a small bevy of birds. Pet was unsteady to wing most of
the time, Wun Lung steady throughout. He hunts his
ground with the judgment of an old dog, is very fast and
thoroughly staunch. Wun Lung was declared the winner.

JIM BATET AND FOX D.

This race did not last long, ,Tim B doing all that was done
in eornfleld bottom; handler called point just as the birds
got up. Jim B. moved on a little distance and made a good
point on balance of bevy. After 10 minutes' run he pointed
another bevy at the edge of woods: be was kept on point for
Fox to back. He became rattled by the calling and whist-
ling and put the birds tip. He won the heat easily.

DAN B. AND MAMIE G.

Mamie G, was the first to find and a point was said to have
been made. Moved on and swinging round ahead of birds
she pointed again: birds flushed. In the meantime Dan B,
was brought round and on the left side of road, through cot-
ton patch, both dogs pointed. Moving on Dan B. located a
single, making a stylish point, Five yards ahead he pointed
another single. Further on Mamie G. struck scent, roaded
quite a distance, and finally flushed a bevy very cl ose to her.
Dogs then ordered up and heat given to IDan B. Mamie G,
was the best in pace and range, but not very obedient. Dan
B. was thoroughly staunch and was better in style.

WUN LUNG AND JIM B.

Wun Lung was best at all points—much the best in
speed, range, and style. His point work was the best. After
30 minutes' run Wun Lung was given the heat. This closed
the running for the day. Wun Lung and Dave B. are down
for first place to-morrow.

Fnday.
Weather cool and cloudy; the grounds worked over not so

good as those of yesterday and day before. A large part of
them were more or less covered with water between the cotton
rows. The first heat of the day was to decide first prize in the
Derby. The start was made at about 8:47. two miles south
of the town.

WUN LUNG AND DAVE B.

Dave B., after a short run, pointed in cottonfield and two
birds were flushed; Lung backed. To the left Lung pointed,
moved on, but failed to locate, After about 10 minutes' run
both dogs made points, each having a bevy. Wung Lung
ran in and flushed. Dave B. was .steady to flush and shot.
They were then ordered up after 30 minutes' run, Dave B.
winning first prize. It was decided to run Mamie G. and
Fingal to decide which should run Wun Lung for second
money.

FINGAL AND MAMIE G.

Cast off at 9:32 in open cottonfield. Soon after a bevy was
flushed by boys runnmg through cotton. After some fur-
ther running Fingal poi nted a bevy, Mamie backed well
and then left it. Just afterward she roaded the bird and
finally located it nicely, but moved arotmd, jumping in to
flush. Fingal afterward pointed, bird flushed between Rose
and the dog. Fingal better in style, Mamie best in range
and speed. Fingal was given a rest before running against
Wun Lung for second money, by running two heats in the
All-Age Stake.

FINGAL AND WUN LUNG.
This heat was decided in 30m.. Wun Lung, after 10 to

lom. run, pointed a bevy after flushing an outlying bird.
Following the scattered birds Fingal pointed single, was
steady to shot and was well backed by Lung. Dogs ordered
on and each made a flush. Fingal was then awarded third.

ALL-AGE STAKE.
The All-Age Stake closed with 16 entries.

HOOSIEK BEN AND BEN HUK.
W. J. Baughn's English set ter Hoosier Ben, by Roderigo—Rufra's Cross, handled by owner, .'ind P. F. Myle's English

setter dog Ben Hur, by Paul Gladstone—Lottie, were put
down at 10:35. They were slow and had good opportunities
for good point work, Ben Hur possibly making one point.
Ben made several but flushed too much. He was fair iu
pac? and style. At the end of 30m. the brace was ordered
up for want of merit. Ben Hur did not seem himself at all,

DAISY HOPE AND TRIBULATION.
W. W. Titus's English setter bitch Daisy Hope, by Gath's

Hope—Daisy F., was handled by D, E, 'Rose, and B. M.
Stephenson's pointer dog Tribulation, by Beppo III.—Lass
of Bow, was handled by owner, and were cast off at 11:10,
both going at a good pace. Tne heat throughout was a
good one. The spotting system shows itself in a case like
this to be the only fair rule under which to run these trials.
Dai.sy Hope was the wider ranger. There was little differ-
ence in speed if any. Tribulation had the best style. Daisy
did most of the point work, which included the finding of a
bevy. Neither did any flushing. The heat was as good as
any of the meeting. If spotting system was used Tribula-
tion would certainly have another chance. This is a hint to
the management for future use.

COR.SAIR AND JACK.
B. M. Stephenson's English setter dog Corsair, by Dan

Gladstone—Haidee, was handled by owner, and R. P. Mc-
Cargo's English setter dog Jack, was handled by owner and
cast off at 1;.50, both going at a good .speed.

" Corsair the
faster and ranging widest. Corsair did most of the point
work and won rather easily in the allotted time, 30m.

CAPTAIN BETHEL AND MARK.
R. W. Poster's English setter dog Captain Bethel, by Gor-

don—Blanche, and C. J, Thompson's Irish setter dog"Mark
were put down in cotton and cornfield. The ground was
wet and heavy under cover in corn. Two points on singles
were made in thirty minutes by each and Captain Bethel a
questionable flush of a bevy. Captain was much the best in
pace, range and style. Mark seemed afraid of horsemen and
spectators. Captain Bethel was given the heat.

TENNESSEE CHARLEY AND FRED GATES.
B. M. Stephenson's English setter dog Tennessee Charley

by Fred W.—Ida S , was handled by owner, and Hamiltoii
and Jackson's English setter dog Fred Gates was handled
by D. E, Rose. They were cast off at 3:07, both starting
wild, Charley having best pace and range, Fred Gates not
going nor working in his usual form. Working for some
time with little result, Tennessee Charley pointed a bevy.
Fred came in from a cast and made a point some yards ahead
and right in the middle of the birds; both steady to flush
Moving on Charley found another bevy; Fred repeated his
performance, coming from the left again, dropping to a point
in cotton row about three yards ahead of Charley. Fred
ended the heat by a point on a single. Charley won the
heat.

SIMONIDES AND ANTONIO.
N. T. Harris's English setter dog Simonides, by Gath's

Hope—Gladys, was handled by D. E. Rose, and J. M. Avent's
English setter dog Antonio, by Roderigo—Bo Peep, were
east oft" iu cottonfield, both going fast and ranging well.
After running some time Antonio pointed on foot scent, go-
ing fiu'ther on, he pointed a bevy in edge of sedge grass, and,
afterward got a single. Going down a corn row at speed he

possible point. Antonio was declared the wimier when time
was up.

GLEN AND BRUNETTE.
R. B. Parker's English setter dog Glen was handled by

R. P. McCargo, and J. J. Manson's pointer bitch Brunette
was handled by J. Watson. These two were sent off for 30
minutes, but no birds were found, though Glen was far
superior in all that constitutes a field dog, and was awarded
the heat. This brought the work to a close for the day,

Saturday.
CASSIO AND STUBBLE.

The morning opened cloudy and cool. Wind in the west.
A start was made at 7 o'clock, but as Stubble's handler was
not on hand we started without him, and the heat was given
to Cassio.

Second Series.

DAISY HOPE AND STUBBLE.
They were put down less than a mile from town in cotton

and cornfield. Both started fast. Daisy found first and
pointed a bevy in good style. She retrieved well to a kill.
Some distance to the left Corsair pointed and then roaded
to a flush, following with a point on single bird. Corsair
came in ahead of Daisy Hope while she was roading and
flushed a single bird, and two flushed ahead of Hope. Going
to another field Corsair flushed a bevy. On the scattered birds
Daisy pointed a single bird. Daisy was the winner after 45
minutes run.

TENNESSEE CHARLEY AND CAPTAIN BETHEL.
Captain Bethel flushed a single bird after some hard work.

After a run of nearly a mile, Captain Bethel pointed a bevy.
Charley coming in from the left side, down a cotton row,
wheeled to a point. Neither dog could see the other. A
large bevy flushed to a thicket but was not followed.
Another long run, when Capt. Bethel pointed some distance
away, but before handler could get to him he moved on and
a bevy was flushed near. Charley then, to the right, pointed
a single. Then Bethel flushed. After a short run, dogs
were ordered up and Charley won.

ANTONIO AND GLEN.
They were put down at 10:35 in cottonfield, where the last

brace was ordered up. Both started at a good gait, Antonio
the more stylish and wider ranger. Glen was supposed to
have flushed a bevy in cotton patch, and bevy settled in
woods. Antonio did all the finding in fine style. Glen
made one point to his discredit by refusing to back and
taking Antonio's point. At the end of 30 minutes Antonio
won.
Cassio ran a bye.

Third Series.

CASSIO AND DAISY HOPE.
Cassio ran a good heat. Daisy did badly, not doing her

usual work at all. She scored a false point soon after start-
ing. After a short run Cassio pointed staunchly 200yds.
away; the bevy flushed wild, taut he retained his point until
Avent got to him; he tried hard to get up the birds, not
knowing they had flushed. Moving on each secured a point
on a bevy, and Daisy retrieved a bird killed by Rose. In
sedge grass Daisy made a flush. Moving on to cornfield bot-
tom both dogs passed near a bevy, which was flushed by
horsemen. In the same sedge grass Daisy made a flush,
then a point. Cassio followed with u false point. This
ended 30-minute heat. Cassio was given the heat. Daisy
did not go in her usual fast style, putting little spirit in her
work, while Cassio was just the opposite.

ANTONIO AND TENNESSEE CHARLEY.
They were cast off at 12 M. in a cotton patch. Antonio

hunting with judgment found a bevy. Avent flushed but
missed. Further on, in cornfield, Charley pointed and moved
on after running birds; he finally located a small bunch.
Antonio having made cast to the right came in 40yds. ahead
of Charley and wheeled to a point; two birds were flushed.
Going to the left and through hedgerow to the next both
dogs were fotxnd on a point. Each handler claimed what
proved a false point. A little further on Antonio pointed.
No bird could be found by Avent, though a little further on
a single bird wa8flu.shed, A long run ensued, when Char-
ley in .sedge grass flushed a single, just after Antonio had
pointed a rabbit near by. In cotton, Charley and Antonio
were found on a point; a single was flushed to Antonio's
point, but Charley moved on; a bevy flushed near by which
he should have pointed. Antonio then won the heat. He
was much the better in speed, range and style.

ANTONIO AND CASSIO.

At 1:22 Antonio and Cassio were put down to run for first
prize. Cassio soon made a flush of bevy. Shortly afterward
Antonio was missed. It was some time before he was found
in an adjoining field on a point. A bird was killed when
bevy was flushed. Antonio did not retrieve, though Cassio
brought it nicely. A few birds were marked down in sedge
grass. Going on, Cassio flushed a single, Antonio mean-
while making a point on another near by, bird flushed and
killed, Cassio retrieved. Going on to cornfield bottom An-
tonio quickly made good points on two bevies. Antonio won
easily m half an hour.

SIMONIDES AND TENNESSEE CHARLEY.
These two were put down to see which should run Cassio

for second place. The dogs were put down in a cornfield,
and before going a hundred yards Simonides dropped to a
point. It proved a large bevy, and settled in a thicket hedge
where it was impossible to go. After a run of fifteen
minutes more Simonides was given the heat.

CASSIO AND SIMONIDES.
Simonides kept up his good work in pace and range. He

pointed one bevy and two singles. Cas.sio flushed a bevy
and pointed one. His pace and range was also good. After
running half an hour Simonides won second money.
Cassio and Tennessee Charley then divided third. MAX.

GREEISJVILLE, S. C, DOG SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Kindly permit me to say to your readers, in answer to

numerous inquiries on the subject, that the South Carolina
Kennel Association is a member of the A.K.C. and that
wins at our coming show will "count." In addition to the
regular and special prizes offered in our premium list, Mr
E. M. Armstrong, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has kindly donated the
following specials to be competed for at our show, viz.: A
handsome cup for the best Irish setter bitch in the show: a
handsome sporting dog collar for the best Irish setter dog or
bitch ; same for best three Irish setters owned by one ex-
hibitor; same for best Irish setter dog in open class; same for
best Irish setter bitch iu open class; same for best brace of
Irish setters owned by one exhibitor; same for best bitch of
any breed in sporting classes. Our entries close Jan. 20.

F, F. Capers, Sec—Treas.
Greenville, S. Q., Jan. 12.

^ Returning both dogs were found on
|

flushed a single. He afterward, put up another. Crossincr a
ipint, Wun Lung as he was in the best position, very likely

j
ravine he got two points on singles. Simonides did not do

secured the point finst. After flush of birds, dogs were sent much, seemed out of sorts, making a flush or two and one

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW.-[Special to Forest and
Stream.l—New Orleans, Jan. 20.—This show opened to-day
with about 200 entries, and they are as fine a lot of doga as
can be found anywhere on the bench. Among the exhibi-
tors are J. M. Avent, B. M. Stephenson, James Hennessey,
B. P. Lewis, Fred P. Kirby, H. F. Peck (Oiiole Kennels) and
John Naylor. H. A. Bridge, superintendent, is looking out
for the interest of the dogs. Molly Bawn was sold to H. F.

'

Peck to-day. Price private,—G.
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DOG CHAT.

THE Canton, O., Bepository tells this little story: One
part of the bench show held in the Tabernacle last

week, had an amusing ending on Monday. As is usual on
such occasions, the people tating a hand in a demonstration
of that kind became enthusiastic on one point and must do
something immediately to satisfy themselves. Accordingly
a number of the owners of different dogs organized a fox
hunt. They procured a wild fox and repaired to the vicinity
of Hurford's Hill. The party had about thirty-five dogs of

various breeds and colors, and including the foxhound which
had taken first premium' and which the owner claims to be
the best in the country. According to the plans the fox was
to be given a start of half an hour. All impatient for the
hunt, the fox was released. Away he went. Then came the
wait. But in the mean time a fox htmt, without the "half
hour start" clause, was gotten up and a farmer with his two
sons let loose their three hounds, and, of course, had the fox
in short order. Imagine the disappointment of the hunting
party on seeing the triumphant return of the smaller crowd
with the emblem of victory, the fox's tail.

We hear that the Pittsburgh dog show arrangements are
coming along nicely, and that premium lists will be out in

the course of a week.

A meeting of the Irish Setter Club of America will be held
at the coming bench show of the Wetsminster Kennel Club.
All members of the club are requested to be present, as busi-

ness of importance will be transacted.

The American Pet Dog Ulub at their recent meeting
passed resolutions in favor of the proposed dog hospice for
New York. "We hear that the Herald is perfecting its ar-

rangements to form this hospice. It will be under a board
of directors consisting of gentlemen well known in society
and sport.. We believe that Dr. Glover will be the veterin-
arian. It is the intention of the organizers that the manage-
ment of the undertaJdng shall be in the hands of men
familiar with kennel matters. This is the best and only
way to succeed.

The National Beagle Club is on the Avarpath and fully
intend to show that their club is not merely a post in the
gap. At Boston they will give $20 cash for the best kennel
of four beagles, a 810 piece of plate for best dog in open
class and the same for the best bitch. Best novice class dog
and bitch will each have a similar piece of plate, and for the
best dog or bitch in the show another $10 piece of plate will
be given. The following gentlemen have contributed to the
donation fund: Messrs. H. L. Kreuder $35, F. W. Chapman
$30, O. W. Brooking $15, with more to follow.

At Baltimore a piece of plate, value S15. will be given for

best kennel of four, a $10 piece of plate for best dog and the
same for best bitch. Pittsburgh is to have the same.

Owing to the pressure on our columns this week, several
letters must lie over, including this week's batch of the
cocker controversy. There is a good deal of the Irishman's
pig in the latter, despite every precaution it. will persist in
running the Avrong way. This little recess will allow those
taking part in it a chance to cool off and think better of it.

Hereafter anything which may savor of personality and
which does not pertain to the question under discussion,

will be rigidly excluded.

A correspondent writes that the following are the officers

elected by the Dayton Kennel Club for this year: Pres.,

Gustav Sanders: Sec.-Treas., Dr. D. G. Porter; Directors,

Charles G. Stoddard, Thomas B. Hannah. E. F. Cooper,
Charles Whealen, Scott McDonald, D. 6. Porter and G.
W. Sander; Shooting Committee, Scott McDonald, T. B.
Hannah and Gustav Sander. Messrs, Gustav Sander and
Charles Whealen have sent South six pointer puppies, six

months old. by Luck of the Goat out of Meteor's Trinket, to

be trained for the Southern Field Trials Derby to be run
next winter. Dr. Moebtis, of Alabama, is handling three of

the puppies, and Nat Nestaitt, of Mississippi, has the other
three.

In order to accommodate exhibitors who are anxious to

show at New Orleans, as well as at Greenville, the South
Carolina Kennel Association has decided to postpone the
opening day of their inaugural show to Jan. 28. This
w\ll make the show days the 38th to 31st instead of 27th to
30th, as advertised, and the judging to commence on the
39th instead of the 28th, The entries close Jan. 20.

Some good black and tana are being disjtersed throughout
the country, evidently proving that this smart terrier is

gaining ground in public favor. Di-. Foote writes us he has
sold Rochelle Knickerbocker, winner of second, Boston and
New York, and first, Buffalo, 1890, to Mr. Michel Hilgert,

St. Joseph, Mo. That nice-looking daughter of Meersbrock
Maiden. Rochelle Nadjy, second, Detroit; third, Toronto;
first, Ottawa, and first Danbury, finds a home with Mr.
Joseph J. Lang, of Buffalo, N. Y.

In connection with this sale it may be noted that these
terriers are from the first litter of black and tans Dr. Foote
ever bred. They are by champion Vortigern out of cham-
pion Meersbrook Maiden,

We learn from Mr. Chas. D. Cugle, the secretary, that the
following have been elected as oflScial judges of the Bull
Dog Club of America: Cbas. D. Cugle, Box 602, Baltimore,
Md';; B. Sheffield Porter, 38 Hillhouse ave.. New Haven, Ct.;

John E. Thayer, Lancaster, Mass.; Jas. Mortimer, Babylon,
L. 1.: Wm. Mariner, 405 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. Bench
show committees, please take notice. The first annual meet-
ing of this club will take place at the New York show at 8

P, M., Feb. 24. Though this club has kept very quiet lately

as to their doings, it is not too much to say that their first

move has put them in the first rank with a bound, as a

glance at the very liberal prizes they will offer conclusively
shows. Their efforts certainly deserve the support of all

those who in the slightest way lean toward that good old
breed—the bulldog.

Tt will probably interest our readers to know that Spratts
Co. have just received at their kennels at Nbrthvale, N. J.,

the three Barzois, Ivan, Czar and Czarina, owned by Mr.
Paul H. Hacke, of Pittsburgh, and expect to receive early
next week Zloeem and Prokaza from England, on account of

the same gentleman. All five dogs will be left with them
to prepare tor the coming shows of the National Greyhound
and Westminster Kennel Clubs.

The premium list of the fifteenth annual show of the
Westminster Kennel Club has been out some time. The
club has been liberal as usual. The large breeds and those
of most importance in our shows have the same amount of

money as last year, in fact all the classes to the number of
177 are well treated. It is only in the matter of entry fee

that there may be some grumbling. This has been raised to

$0 for a single entry, and $3 each additional one. In the
case of those breeds where the prizes are $30, 810 and $5, etc.,

this is all right, but in the 110 and $5 classes it cuts down
the profits to tlie exhibitor somewhat. The puppy classes

for mastiffs and St. Bernards have a limit of 18 months, and
we hope this will be the means of keeping the very young
ones away and let in those dogs which, though well de-
veloped, are hardly able to cope with their fully-matured

competitors in the open classes. It is in the special prize
list that the show is extremely rich, and which illustrates
better than any one can write the development of canine
interests in this country. Such a display of special priacs
as are set forth, both by the W. K. C. themselves and the
different specialty clubs, must be particularly gratifying to
those who have the true interests of dogdom at heart. The
bench show committee is composed of Messrs. Thomas H,
Terry, Winthrop Rutherfurd, F. R. Hitchcock, H. B,
Cromwell and Fred Hoey. The judges we have already
named, though we hear that Mr. A. D. Lewis will not
oiBciate in the collie ring. Spratts Co. will bench and feed
as usual, and a new disinfectant will be used in Walker's
Soluble Creosote. Mr. Mortimer will, in the coui-se of a
week or so, take up his quarters at the old stand, and be
ready for the entries which it is confidently expected will
exceed those of any previous year.

We hear that the taking of testimony before the referee
in Malcolm vs. Maryland K. C. has been going on during
the last week. Both sides ,seem to have no fear of the
result, and the struggle will evidently be a bitter one. By
the way, we hear it is dangerous work to mention "Manhat-
tan" in the presence of the M. K. C, secretary.

We hear that the boys at the Canton, Ohio, show wanted
their prize money on the last day of the show, as usual, and
because it was not forthcoming they took their dogs out of
the building at 4 P. M. Saturday, and the management only
took in $2.25 at the gate in consequence. Several of the boys
were "dead broke," not having even enough to get home
with, having depended on their winnings to see them
through.

The fanciers of Columbus, O., are talking of having a show
in May, after the big shows are over. Big money will be
offered, and there is little doubt but that it would be a
success.

We understand. that the Rochester people are negotiating
with the Buffalo Kennel Club to have a show one week after
the other. How woiild it do for those two clubs to join
forces for one show? Thus a good one could be given, for we
are sure that exhibitors would rally to them.

We learn that the crack greyhound Gem of the Season has
been imported at a large price.

Mr. Sears informs us that Sir Bedivere is expected to
ai-rive on the 24th,

It is our painful duty to record the recent death of two
well known fanciers, Mr. James Lindsay, who died Jan. 13,

may be said to have done as much as any man in this
country, in his quiet way. to bring forward the collie to
public notice. In the early 80s and before the advent of the
Chestnut Hill Kennels, his kennel was one of the best. Many
of his dogs were purchased by the Chestnut Hill Kennels of
which he was the first superintendent. Since then he has
taken little active part in shows, though still a member of
the N. J. K, C. and the Collip Club. Another gentleman
the news of whose death will be received with much regret
by his many friends, is Mr Nathaniel Seabxiry, of Provi-
dence. As secretary of the Rhode Island Kennel Club and
delegate to the A. K, C. he was well and favorably known.
New England circles have lost a good friend. He died after
a very short illness on Sunday, Dec. 21, of typhoid fever.

Mr. W. J. Comstock writes us that he has received, per
S. S. Nevada, the Irish setter bitch Dunmurry (E. K. C. S.
B. 38,143), from the kennels of E. J. Charley, Seymour Hill,
Dunmurry, Ireland. She was whelped May 16, 1888, and is

by Smith's Napper out of Kate. Dunmui'ry has won first,

Bangor, 1889; first, Edinburgh, 1889; first, Birmingham,
1889; first, Great terrier show, 1890; first and silver medal
with Mars for best brace at the Great terrier show, London,
1890, and first, Sligo, 1890. She has thus won seven points
toward becoming^ a champion. In the press notices in
England she is mentioned as the best specimen brought
out last year. She will be shown at New Yoi-k, and "we
trust that Mr. Comstock's pluck will not get the same
set back that it did laat year in the loss of Breda
Florence. Mr. Frank Comstock received by the same .steamer
the two black and tan terriers Jasjier and Louie, so that now
this kennel will make a sti'ong bid for the prize at New
York.

Maryland Kennel Club has succeeded, through the Gover-
nor, in securing a splendid building for their show next
March. This is the Fifth Regiment Armoi-y. It will com-
fortably hold 700 dogs, and will be a great improvement on
the one last year.

During the last nine months Mr.Phister's greyhounds have
done some tall traveling. Coming originally from Colonel
North's kennels at Eltham, they journeyed to London; from
London to Liverpool: from Liverpool to New York; from New
York to Mr. Phister's kennels at Walnut Hill, Cincinnati;
from there to Denver, Col., in charge of the Rookwood
people; from Denver back to Emporia, Kas.; from Emporia
to Great Bend, Kas., a distance of 150 miles, on foot; at
Great Bend they took part in the annual meet of the Ameri-
can Coursing Club; from there to Hutchinson, Kas., where
Nettlefield divided the sweepstakes; from there back to
Denver, Col.; from Denver direct to San Francisco, Cal.,

from San Francisco to Merced, Cal., where they again
coursed the fleet-footed jack rabbits; from Merced back
to Frisco, returning from Frisco via Great Bend to Lexing-
ton, and from Lexington direct to Cincinnati, making at a
rough estimate something like 11,000 miles, or nearly one-
half the distance around the world in nine month.s. We
ai'e pleased to .say that baiTing a little weakness Norwegian
is himself again. They will be on hand at .the New York
show.

The Mayor of Charleston tendered the visitors to the show
an excursion round the harbor on Friday, the Ifith, which
was very much enjoyed by both the dog and chicken men,
the latter, with their better halves, predominating twenty
to one. The trip lasted three hours. Steaming out to Fort
Sumter, which lies almost deserted in the bay, the company
scattered over the ramparts and loading themselves with
curiosities, shells and pieces of the gun carriages, passed a
pleasant hour while the soldier guide expatiated on the
stirring times which the old fort bad seen during the ever
memorable contest. Then we steamed up the harbor past
Fort Moultrie, Castle Pincknej and the Battery, and then
up the Ashley River some miles, then back again to the
wharf on the Cooper River, when every one expressed them-
selves as delighted with the coui-teous attention and the
pleasant trip.

Our suggestion that charges against individuals brought
before the A. K. C. should be accompanied by a deposit has
met with unqualified appi-obation. The Gordon Setter Club
delegate will bring the matter before the club, and Mr,
Vredenburgh will make the suggestion in his annual report
next month. It is a much needed reform nowadays when
kennel interests and transactions are spreading so rapidly.

The secretary thinks it should not be less than $20,

The esptries for the National Greyhound Club are coming
in quite satisfactorily, some 30 greyhounds being already
entered. In the challenge classes a bronze medal will be

given as second prize. Speaking of this club, we hea,r that
a protest has been filed with the secretary of the A. K. C.
against the inauguration of a greyhound stud book, Main-
taining that as this .specialty clubisamember of the A. K. C,
it holds itself bound to uphold the Kennel Club Stud Book,
but by having a pi-ivate stud book such will be inimical to
the interests of the A. K, C. publication. If the strict read-
ing of the constitution is adhered to, no doubt it will result
in either the N. G. C. A. giving up the A. K. C. or the Stud
Book. They will most likely have to do one or the other.

NOTES FROM WASHINGTON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Dog matters in Washington are in a flourishing condition,

and general interest in the bench show to be held on March
17, 18, 19 and 30, is daily increasing. Nineteen new and
enthusiastic members were recently elected at the annual
meeting, Under the efficient management of the bench
show committtee, which is composed of bu.sy and pushing
members, the event promises to oe a very memorable record
in canine affiairs in this, the national capital.
Extensive arrangements will be made to bench between

400 and 450 dogs. The premium list will be liberal, and
.such as to insure desirable entries, both as to number and
character. There will be 115 classes and $2,100 will be
awarded in regular prizes. The specials will also be attrac-
tive, and if dog men of the country don't fill the classes, it
will not be because liberal inducements have not been held
out to them.

In add-^.tion to the prize list, the character of the building
in which the show will be held, is unique, and far .surpasses
most buildings in which dogs are shown on similar occasions.
It is the Washington Riding Academy. The riding room
is above the ground and is a very spacious affair, is 107ft.
long and 9Sft. wide, without an obstacle or a break from
wall to wall. In this space the dogs will be benched.
Around this space, and about 15ff from the floor, is a neat
comfortable gallery, capable of comfortably seating about
700 persons. This gallery is the only obstacle to break the
clear elevation to the roof, which is 60ft. high, splendidly
lighted by windows running around the 3 sides of the build-
ing, and is also lighted and ventilated from the roof. The
building is heated by steam, and the temperature can be
perfectly regulated to insure health and comfort t o man and
beast—in fact a perfectly heated, lighted and ventilated
bench show, a thing not generally met with. A line of cars
passes the door and is easy of access. The bench show com-
mittee has for some time" held under con.siderati on what is

likely to prove a novel and very attractive feature; and it

has now decided to undertake the experiment.
On the fifth day. after the dogs and benches have been re-

moved and everything cleared out, except, the ring inclosed
for Prof, 'Parker's troop of trained dogs, which will give two
performances on each of the four days, and will also he re-

tained for the fifth day, there will be a grand fox drag or
chase with hounds, horses and riders. There will be about
25 hounds, 7 or 8 riders, dressed in gay colored satin suits,

and they will jump the hurdles and ride after the hounds.
This performance will be followed by an exhibition of the
troop of trained dogs, and will wind up the show. This will
be the first performance of the kind ever held at a bench
show, and the managers hope it will prove a great attaction
and a social event. A famous local pack of hounds will be
entered for the exhibition. The prize list will shortly be
ready for distribution, and any information regarding
entries, etc., will be cbeerfuUy furnished by the .secretary

and members of the committee.
Feeckf.ick S, WJiJ3STER, Secretary.

Washington, D, C, Jan. 12,

GORDON SETTER CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream :

At a special meeting of the executive committee of the
Gordon Setter Clnh df AnieL-ica, held at 1293 Broaxlway, this
city, Jan. 10. the following members were present: Dr. H.
Clay Glover, Dr. J. M. Lordly, L. A. Van Zandt, Dr. John
H. Meyer and Dr. J. P. Clarke.
The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

On motion of Dr. Meyer the delegate to the American Ken-
nel Club was instructed to ask that body to request bench
show committees to drop the term "black and tan" setter,

using only Gordon for the class. It was moved that the
delegate be instructed also to bring a motion before the
A. K. C. requiring that all Gordons in future shall have
three generations of Gordon ancestors instead of 63J-2 per
cent. Moved that the delegate to A. K. C. bring a motion
before that body requiring that in future all charges brought
against a member shall be accompanied by a suitable de-
posit ($10 or $15). Moved by Dr. Meyer that inasmuch as Mr.
Harry Malcolm has used all his endeavors to discourage
comp"etition at bench shows and field trials, in direct coh-
fiict to Section It of the by-laws, he is a detriment to the
club, and he therefore respectfully suggests that he be re-

quested to resign his membership therein. The secretary
was instructed to communicate with the Mas,sachusetts
Kennel Club in the matter of speci.als at their show, stating
that the finances of the club do not warrant their offering a
money special, but that they will use their best endeavors
to make their show a success.
The resignation of Dr. Meyer as a committee of one on

bench shows and field trials was accepted with regret.
Communications from Clarence' M. Johnson and the

Duquesne Kennel Club were held for further consideration.

The resignation of Mr. J. D. Sperry was accepted with
regret, and Mr. James B. Blossom was elected to fill the
vacancy thus caused in the executive committee. Election
of members followed, and the following new members were
elected; Messrs. W. S. Lee, Abm. Quackenbusb, Carlton C.

M. Hunt. C. H. Pepper, Geo. Bleistein, B. Frank Hall and
Chas. S. Hirst.
A committee of three wei'e elected to consist of Dr. H. C.

Glover, James B, Blossom and L. A. Tan Zaudt, to be
known as the bench show and field trial committee. Re-
turning to new business the following additional specials

will be given at the next Westminster Kennel Club show,
Feb. 24: $5 to second, third and fourth, open dog and bitch

classes; So to first and second, novice class.

The meeting adjourned until Jan. 14 at 7:30 P, M.
L. A. Van ZANDT.

YONKEBS, N. Y.

MURDER. OF HELEN KELLER'S BOG.-Editor Forest
and. Stream: Nothing in mastiff breeding has ever given
me the pleasure that it did to give a puppy to the little

blind mute Helen Keller, and no dog of my breeding
ever made me as proud of it fis did this one by its faithful

devotion to its owner, refusing to eat and whining over the
house for some days after her departure; and you can judge
of my wrath at hearing that the poor inoffensive animal
had been shot by a policeman in the common of Sheflield,

Ala., by virtue of a city ordinance providing for the killing

of all dogs not accompanied by their master. As to t b •

brute that shot the dog, and the greater brutes who enacted
such a brutal ordinance, I will heap coals of fire on their

heads by hoping they may see this and know what the dis-

tressed child said: "They could not have known what a

good dog Lioness was or they wouldn't have done it." Such
enactments are disgraces to any civilized comn miity. The
right to suporess useless vagrant dogs is unquestionable,

but that right must be exei-cised vrith discretion, and the

requirement of reason and justice is that the dogs be taken

and held a reasonable time for redemption.—W. Wape
(Hulton, Pa., Jan. 13).
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THE BULLDOG CLUB.
Editor Fnrctit and Stream-
Eegardinti Hpecial No. 9 for best stud dog and special No.

10 for best brood bitch, offered by tbe Bulldog Cl^^b of

America for competition by members only at tbe New York
show, entries for the above two specials clo.sing with me
Feb. 12. inquiries have been made as to whether any extra
charge is made for these. I desire to make public the reply
that no extra charge is made for these or any other specials

offered by the Bulldog Club. We wish to encourage Amer-
ican bree'ders, and only stipulate that owners must be club
members to compete for prizes offered by the club. We
have several unique surprises in store, and intend showing
specialty clubs and the public in general what it is to boom
a breed and encourage breeders.
Our charter membership closes Feb. 9. Until that time

members will be admitted for $10, yearly dues; but after

that date it will cost $1.5 initiation fee in addition to the $10

dues; so those interested in bulldogs had better join now
and save the S1.5. Only those who are paid up members by
Feb. 9 (day of closing of New York entries) will be entitled

to compete for club specials at New York. By the way. I

wonder if all your reaaers have noticed what is offered for

bulldogs at New York? Four solid silver cups, value $550;

eleveu solid silver club medals, value §110; twenty cash
prizes, value $118; making a grand total of §778 in eight
classes. Can anj^ one ask or wish for more inducements to

show a dog? Fifteen specials, twenty cash prizes, challenge,

weight, puppy and novice classes. Who could want more?
Every one who owns a bulldog or bitch and is a member of

the club has a chance at these specials without extra charge,
and if he neglects to join us and enter each and every one of

his kennel at New York before Feb. 9—well, he'll be sorry
or I will miss my guess. In addition to the specials offered

at New York, we will offer club medals at an Eastern,
Southern and Western show this spring; so all owners, in-
tending owners, or those interested in the breed ought to get
in on the ground floor as chai-ter members for $10 before
Feb. 9. All our money goes into specials, so the more mem
bers this year the more specials next year. -Join now and
save money. Chas. D. Cctgle,

Sec'y Bulldog Club of America.
BAliTiMOBB, Md., Jan. 17.

BINGHAMTON DOG SHOW.
\8vecialEevortA

THIS little show was held Jan. 6 to 9. As entries did not
close until tbe night before the show they had no cata-

logue, therefore it is impossible to give the names of all the
dogs that were at tbe show. Greyhounds and fox-terriers
were very good. Duniobin Kennels' greyhound bitch Maud
Torrington won the special for best.

The winner in open class fox-terrier dogs brought out a
new one, Dot, by Seminole—Dot II., a nice cobby little dog,
best of coat, legs and feet. He is owned by Mr. Wheeler,
Hotel Crandall, Binghamton. Of course the advocates of
the big whippet style of fox-terriers will say it was wrong,
but of what use is a fox-terrier unless he can go where a fox
does, and a fox can go into any hole he can get his head
into? Clarence Rathbone and John A. Logan, .Jr., showed
some fine terriers.

W. L. Washington won three firsts in Irish setters, but if

Mr. Bowman, of Elmira, had been there to handle his bitch
Quail, she would surely have won in the open class. I con-
sider her the equal of any Irish setter bitch in America.
The great oarsman Charles Courtney appeared in a new
role, that of exhibitor in the pointer class, and he surely has
a good one in a l4-months-old son of champion Graphic, a
good all-round dog with the exception of his Graphic stern.
Graphic, .Jr., is a dog that is sure to make his mark.
Mr. A. J. Skellie's Spot and Dr. Wesley Mills's Devon

Nell were equal 1 first in bitches. Nell is the best, but was
shown in poor shape. Four good deerhounds and four very
fair English setters were shown. The dog that attracted a
lot of attention was the Welsh terrier Rowton Vixen, lately
imported by "Nam quoit." V.

ROCHESTER NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream-
In the article on Flour City Kennel I should have written

Miss Caution instead of Lady Caution and Judge is a son of
Beaufort instead of by a son of Beaufort. Judge is his ken-
nel name, he is registered as Beaufort, Jr
Mr. Whitney also owns another mastiff which, being at

his barn, I did not see. He is called Horace and is by Mint-
ing out of Duchess.

I also misunderstood the name of the Irish setter I called
Belford, it should be Balfour.

It is very disagreeable to make such errors, but I have no
excuse to offer and therefore I beg the space to correct them.
The cockers are Obo stock.
There will be a bench show in connection with the first

annual exhibition of the Ontario Poultry and Pet Stock
Association, to be held at Canandaigua, Jan. 20 to 23. The
premiums will be the entry fees (%:l.o0), less 50 cents for each
entry, divided into three prizes of .50, 30 and 20 per cent. It
is understood that several dogs from this city will be there,
including some of Mr. Whitney's, who will' probably also
exhibit at Boston, Baltimore, Pittsburgh and New York.
Without doubt be has as good stock in his kennel as there

is in the country and the older breeders must look to their
laurels if they would not be worsted. Osceola. I

RoCHESTEE, N. Y., Jan. 16.

MICHIGAN KENNEL CLUB SPECIALS.-fidttor Por-
es* and Strea m: We would like to know what the Michigan
Kennel Club are going to do about the kennel prizes won at
their Detroit show? The entries were all made in good
faith and should be paid as advertised in the leading papers;
it is now four months since the show and there are no signs
of a settlement yet. Up to the day of judging the dogs, we
(the exhibitors) were led to believe that we were to receive
cash prizes, but on that day they substituted plated cups in
lieu of cash. We would at the present writing be satisfied
with silver cups but it seems bad taste to offer plated ware.
—EXHIBITOES.

BENCH SHOWS AND JUDGING.—Baltimore, Md.,
Jan. 19.—Editor Forest o/iid Stream: The remark in my
letter, which you had the kindness to publish in your last
issue, contains an error about the judging of great Danes at
Philadelphia in 1889. Mr. James Watson informed me that
he judged that class then, and it is not more than right for
me to declare that I never heard nor read anything deroga-
tory to that gentleman's character. I received information
( hat the individual I alluded to judged at Philadelphia in
1887 or 18S8.-.J. H. H. Maenner.

HAS ONLY ONE CUKL.-Columbus, O., Jan. 13.-
Lditor Forest and Stream: You will please favor us by
correcting a mistake in the report of the Canton, 0., show.
In speaking of Penrice, the winning pug, it .says he has a
fine double-curled tail, which is not right; his tail is single
ciirled, but is very tight and could not be cai-ried better, as
will be seen in all the Eastern shows the coming season,
where many lovers of pugs will have the pleasure of seeing
the proudest little dog tliat has ever stepped into the ring to
be judged.—T, A. HOWARD.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, whlcb »re fur-

nished free on receiptor stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for

retaining: duplicates) are sent for 30 oent8<

NAMES CLAIMED.
tfW" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

PaiiUne Burr. By James L. Smith, Hackettstown, N. J , for
white and orange English setter bitch, whelped Jan. 3, 1890, by
Paul Gladstone (Gladstone-Lavallette) out of Latonia (Count
Noble-Dido II.),

BRED,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Gyp—Bow Bonclhu Wm. H. Wliite's (Walnut Hill, Mass.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Gyp (Bowen's Ned—Bo wen's ) to Gordondale
Kennels' Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—Bo-Peep), Jan. 6.

LiUian Bondliu—Prince Kent. L. A. Pearl's (Hampton, Conn.)
Entrlish setter bitch Lillian Bondhu (Buckellew— Frolic Bondhu)
to Gordondale Kennels' Prince Kent (Royal Kent—Princess Dot),
Dec. 28.

Lone Star Beauty—Brazos. J. Leicbt's (Beeville, Tex.) pointer
bitch Lone Star Beauty (Lightly 's Jeff—Heaslip's Zipp) to True-
hart's Brazos (Spring—Daisy), Dec. 23.

Dell—Ckmnt. G. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St. Bernard
bitfb Dell (Everest—Sequa) to his Count (champion Apollo—
cl ampion Miranda), Dec. 7.

Bayadere—Alton. G. W. Patterson (Lake View, Mass.) St. Ber-
nard hl ch Bayadere (champion Bayard—Brim hilda) to E. H.
Moore's Alton (champion Plinlimmon—champion Queen Jura),
Nov. 18.

Flo—Champion Bradford Harry. Chas. N. Symonds'.- (Salem,
Mass.) Yorkshire terrier bitch Flo (Bright—Fan) to P. H. Coomhs's
champion Bradford Harrv (Orawsha.w's Bruce—Beal's Lady),
Jan. 6.

Peggy—Fortswood Tiam: Wm. Hiofeey's (New York) bull bilch
Pegeiy (Boxer—Boss) to J. H. Matthews's Portswood Tiger (Paul
Cliftord—HuRsey), Dec. 23.

Gordon Nell—Murkland Ranger. O. T. Brownell's (New Bedford",
Mass.) Gordon setter bitch Gordon Nell (Malcolm V.—Dina) to his
Murkland Ranger (Murkland R.—Beaulahj, Dec. 14.

Bell—MurMand Ranger. C. T. Brownell's (New Bedford, Mass.)
Gordon setter bitcb Bell (Tom — Cremone) to his Murkland
Ptanger (Murkland R.-Beaulah), Nov. 28.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Kitty Edward Lover's (Philadelphia, Pa.) black and tan terrier
bitch Kitty (Ben—Fortime), Jan. 15, five (four dcgf), by his Vcrri-
gern II. (champion Vortigern—Luce).
Sandy. Edward Lever's (PInladelpbia, Pa.) Irish terrier bitcb

Sandy (champion Deunis—Sandycroft Vim). Jan. 13, six (two dogs),
by W. J. Comstock's Mars (Benedict- lerne).
Jessie Jones. The Lou p Kennels' ( Broken Bow, Neb.) Irish f^ett er

bi'ch Jessie Jones, Jan. 13, ten (seven dogs), by their .ferry Jarvis
(Elcho, Jr.—Maid).
Lady Leeds. C. S. Baker's (New Yorlj) St. Bernard bitch La'iy

Leeds, .Tar. 10, five (three dog?), by C. Pfliderer's Marks (Courage
II.—Flora).
Gcnesta- J. W. M. Cardeza's (Philadelphia, Pa.) pointer bitch

G^nesta (King of Kent—Horf), Jan. 13, five (three dogs), by his
Dick of Delphos (D'ck—Floss II ).

Daisy Hunter. J. H. and J. A. Hunter's (Sanborn, Ind.) English
setter bitch Taisy Hunter (Gath's Hone-Daisy F.), Jan. 1, three
(one dog), bv Sbtlley Hudson's Dad Wilson.
Ruhy Whistle. B. O. Van Bokkelew'.=i (Seattle, W. T.) English

setter Ijitch Ruby Whistle (Pegbid—Lady Athol), a litter bj
owner's Blacklocli (Jean Val Jean—Sbeena Van).

Floe. B. O. Van Bokkelew's (Seattle, W. T.) Irish setter bitch
Floe, Dec. 3.5. thirteen (eight dogi=), by his Mars.

SALES.
t^" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Stella.. Black and tan terrier bitch, wbelped Sept. 30, 1889, by
Voitigern out of Luce, by Edward Lever, Philadelphia, Pa., to
Charles Wilson, Chicago, 111.

Mollie 0. Red Irish setter bitcb, whelped No^r. 3, 1890, by rarless
out of Jessie Loraine, by David Larson, Elgin, 111., to John B.
Whalen, Sycamore, 111. Also a pup (f same litter to Walter S.
D.ivis, Jacksonville, 111.

Piiot. BlacTs and tan (lOrdon setter doer, whelped Oct. 35. 1889,
hv Murkland R. out of Matid. by C. T. Brownell, New Bedford,
Mass , to Dr. S. Fleet Speir, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Davdy. Black and tan (rordon setter dog, whelped Nov. 20 1891,

by Grouse out of Rose, by C. T. Brownell, New Bedford, Blass , to
J. C. Sterns, Hartford, Oons.
Duke. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped Aug. 13, 1890.

by Murkland, R. out of Maud, by C. T. Brownell, New Bedford,
Mass., to F. S. Wilson, Boston, Mass.
Brandy Boy. Sable and white collie dog, whelped Dec. 12, 1889,

by Clipper out of Lady Watson, by C. G. Hinckley^ Lee, Mass., to
H. H. B. Angell, New York city.

Ro:cie. Sable and white collie bitch, whelped Dec. 12, 1889, by
Clipper out of Lady Watson, by C. G. Hinckley. Lee, Mass., to A.
K Kyle, Passaic, N. J.

Tip. Sable and white collie dog. whelped Dec. 13, 1889, by Cl'p-
P' r out of Lady Watson, by C. G. Hinckley, Lee, Mass., to William
Rogers, Stockbridge, Mass.
Lord Fauntleroy. Black, tan and whitQ coll'e dog, whelned

May 16, 1889. bv Clipper out of Mavis, by C. G. Hinckley, Lfe.
Mass.. to H. H. B. Angell, New York city.

Prtde of Lee. Sable collie dog, wheJped Jidy 16, 1889, by Glen-
carin out of Fannie Brown, by C. G. Hinckley. Lee, Mass., to D
A Hayes. Johnstown, N. Y.
Lady TTatson. Sable and white Scotch collie bitch, whelped

June 16, 1887, by Glenlivat out of Nellie McGregor, by C. G.
Hmckley, Lee, Mass., to Geo. Sherman, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Cock Rohin. White bulldog, whelped March 3. 1890, by Ports-

wood Tiger out of Grit, by John H. Matthews, New York, to E
Willard Roby, New York.
Ino—Neilie Dale whelps. Liver and white ticked pointer does,

wbelppd Sept. 7, 1890, by Ino out of Nellie Dale, bv Lyman W.
Clute; one each to Isaac T. Broadie, Peekskill. N. Y.; A. M. Sar-
gent, Brownsville, Pa.; Geo. A. Ward, Glenville, N. Y.; Frank J.
Gleason, Burnt Hills, N. Y.: lemon and white, one each to John
Dawson. S henectady, N. Y.; A. M. Sargent, Brownsville, Pa.;
John A. Deweese, Denver. Col ; and a bitch to John A. Deweese,
Denver, Col.

PRESENTATION.
Girl. E, Link, Terre Haute, Ind., black pointer bitch Girl, by

Joe Pape out of Topsy W., to S. B. A. Watson, Jersey City, N. J.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature,

T. DE C—Will you kindly tell me what can be done for a setter
dog that is always losing his hair? He seems in good health.
Ans. Rub the dog well with a mixture of one quart lard oil, a
quarter of a pound sulphur lac, and a quarter of black antimony.
Let this stay on for two or three days, then wash off with warm
water and castile soap. Repeat if necessary.

Brooklyn.—As a constant reader of your valuable journal I
take the liberty of troubling you for some information pertaining
to a valuable Gordon setter which I have owned for some time.
That the animal is a valuable one I have no doubt, as several gen-
tlemen of good authority have so stated their opinion, and parti-
cularly as she answers faithfully to the descr-fptinn of a thorough-
bred Gordon setter as given by "Stonehenge."" What the animal's
pedigree is I do not know, and furthermore I have no way of pos-
sibly finding nut. Now what I would like to know, as the animal
is a bitch, is there any way in which I can secure for her offspring
in the future, should I choose to breed her, any kind of a good
pedigree. 1 would also like to obtain your opinion as to what is
the best mange cure on the market, and as to whether it makes
much ditferenoe if the mange be of the follicular or sircoptic
type. Ars. Time, and by breeding your dcg's offspring to dogs
of recognized pedigree is of course tbe only way your dogs can ac-
quire a pedigree. You cannot manufacture one. You could enter
youi' bitch at a show held under A. K. O. rules hy listing it in the
Kennel Gazette for a 33-cent. fee, and should it wi-n at a kennel
cluo show It is entitled t" a free registration in the A. K. C. Stud
Book, and there gets a registered number Glover's mange cure
is a good remedy, it will do for eittier kind of mange, and so will
the others advertised in our columns.

D. T. G., Binghamton, N. Y--1 want some advice from you
regarding a dog. It is a c^-llie, about seven months old. We
have tried to be very careful with'him in bringing him up, and

have him broken very well to the house. He has one very serious
fault, which we have been unable to overcome, i, e., running
away. When he is in the house he will always come when called,
but out doors will sometimes go delibera'ely away from us and be
gone ten or fifteen minutes. On one occasion I whipped him
severely when he ran away, while calling him, but do not believe
that has done him very much good. In all other respects he
minds beautifully. If you can suggest a remedy it will be a great
favor. Another thing,, he is a very poor cater. I don't think he
averages six ounces of solid food a day, and that bread and butter,
with very little meat. Ans. We should advise you to take him
out with a long chain or strap attached, and should he show any
inclination to leave you, cheo'ic him sharply with it, at the same
time make him understand that he must come to heel when
ordered. When you think he understands what is required, un-
chain him, and should he still wish to run off when called back,
punish him. He will no doubt with a little careful handling very
soon understand what you desire. Give him a two-grain quin ine
pill every other night for a week.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
MANHATTAN CLUB SCORES.

The f flowing is the result of a very lively riflf matcii. which
came to a close Thursday, Jan. 15 at the ne w Manhattan Athletic
Club ranges, after two wpeks of very close shontiuf. The con-
ditions were any .33cal. rifle, po'iition nff-hand , at a lJ4in. buUeeye
countiT-g H 9 ar.d 10 distance 12.5ft- The prizes w^re three hand-
Bom'- -il-er fup= vnlui-d ,it $f<0. §60 and |3li and a Stevens .23cal.

pi.st"!. The ratit.-'li •• an a vev\ • losi^l.'. con p-tp',! .me as to second,

tVird and fourth place up to the last day. whe i Capt. Money suc-
ceeded in dravring from sixth 10 third place. Tae first place was
taken by Dr. W. R. Pryor very early in the match and he was
never headed, making two 87s. Following are the scores in full:W R Pryor ...87 87 86 86 81-130 A R Angell ....75 7.5 70 68 67—355
S Smith 86 84 84 84 83- 431 H C Shriver...74 73 71 68 68—354
Capt A Money 85 83 83 83 79—413 J C Devereux. 72 71 71 70 69-353
S Stagg 85 80 80 80 79—404 R H Smith ... .70 70 62 58 53-313
C!Summerville87 81 78 76 75—397 O W Minor.... 67 64 62 61 55—3(J9

J D Foot 76 76 76 75 75-378 H T Sinclare . ..65 60 S8 58 57—298
J C Taylor 77 76 75 74 74-376

THE ZETTLER SHOOT.-The three days' shoot at the Bowery
range, oo Jan. 13. 13 and 14, was a fine success. The out of-rown
organizations which were represented we^e the Queens Rifle Club,
the Miller Rifle Club, the Williamsburgh Shooiing Society, tbe
Excelsior Rifle Club, of Jersey City^ and the Franklm Rifle Club,
of Hartford. Of New York clubs the Harlem Rifle Club, tbe Tur-
tle Bay and tbe Empire Rifle Club sent some good men. who all
went home with prizes. It was expected that Newark would send
a few of its representatives, but Mr. Wiegmann, of tbe Our Own
Rifle Club, arrived on Wednesday, as the sole Newarker, and,
after shooting a few scores, put up two of 75 each in rapid succes-
sion. Shooting lasted until after 12 o'clock, when the bullseyes
were measured, and President Walther handed the prizes to the
different winners. The scores were as follows: Twenty-flve-ring
target, two scores to count for the first 5 prizes: L. Flach. M.
Dorrler, H. Holges, J. A. Boyken and G. D. Wiegmann scored 150
points and divided the first 5 pr'zes. H. Walther, A. Stahl and O.
Hutch had 75 to their credit and took sixth, seventh and eighth
prizes. For the remaining 7 prizes there were 12 contestants with
scores of 74. The 73 class was made up of 7 shooters, and 72 was
tcored by 10. The prize winners on the bullseve target and their
scores, every dngree measm-ing Hjoooin., were as follows: H.
Hodges 9, G. E. Jan-zer 11, B. Waliher 13.5. G. D. Wfigmann 13,
M. Doriler 18. 0. G Zrttlpr 14 5 V, Sfeinbach 14.5, L. Vog. 1 18, L.
Fl.-ich 30, J. A. Boyken 20.5. Tne othtr close senr^g were: Over-
^•augb 33. Baumgart48. M. B.'.Enge' 24. U. T. Keyes 52,5, Bodfn-
Btab 36, Lovelace 44.5, Pop" S7, D. Miller 21, Busse 34, Capt. Dewey
41, Kleinbub 39, Ross 83. Stahl 46, Klingelhoefer 23.5, F. Fabarius
31.5, B. Zettler 33, E. Fisher 32.5, W, Vorbach 33, Weeks 24.5.
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MASSACHUSETTS RIFLE ASSOClATrON.
Boston, Jan. 13.-Riflemen, members of theMaFsaehusetta Rifle

Aesociation, from all parts of the Slate met this evening at the
Hotel Thnrndike, where they held their atimial reuniou and elec-
tion of oflficers. The business meeting was called io order at 6
o'clock hy President Lucius L. Hubbard. The attenriance was
the largest in the iiistory of the Association, about 75 members
and their friends beint' pr sent, A c'ub seal and colors, the latter
black and while, f ere ariopted. The idea of the ereciion of a
new club house at the range at Walnut HiU was broached, but
after a little discnssion it was referred to the directrrs. Dr.
Heber Bishop and Walter C. Cady were admitted to membership.
The election of officers resul'ed as follows: President, Lticius
L. Hubbarf3; Vice-Presidents. J. B. Fellows. J. A. Frye; Secretary,
Heiu'y S. Harris; Treasurer, W. H. Prescott. Directors, D, L. P.
Chase, O. it. Dickey, J. B. Fellows. J. P. Froat. J. A. Frye, H. S.
Harris, G. W. Hinman. L L. Hubbard, J. E. lielley, N. C. Nash,
W. C. Prescott, F. .7. Rahbeth. H. J. B.ockwell, W. P. Thompson
and G. Woodrutf. The floancial condition of the Association was
shown to be in a most satisfactory condition and the total mem-
bership to be 200.

After the business meeting the memhera filed into the dining
room and sat down to dmner. After fuU J astice had been paid to
the me?iM and cigars had been passed around, President Lucius
L. Hubbard began the afternoon exercises. He hoped the organ-
ization would continue, in the future as in the past, making full
scores and upholdmg Massachusetts in her superiority in rifle
matt rs. He alluded to the probable new club bou?e and to the
high scores m'lde with the pistol, and then introduced Col. H. T.
Rockwell, who was loudly applauded as he rose to spe-iii fdr the
younger members of the Associatiou and also for the young men
of the State militia. Having closed his connection with the State
militia he cmld honestly say that since 1874 and 1875 this Associa-
tiouhas exerted a powerful and good influence on tlie militiamen.
Cart. William H. Jackson was called upon as the next speaker.

On Nov. 10, 1875, he said, this association flre'l the flrst sliot, and if

it hadn't been for this association the militia of this State
wouldn't have fired a shot worth looking at. It was because we
urged tt along and gave them Col. Rocskwell that they have ac-
compl shed such good results, (.Vpplaus^e.) Without Co'. Rockwell
at the head to serve as an incentive, the militia would iiave gone
along in the same old way.
The first shot fired by the association at its range at Walnut

Hill was on June Ifl, 1878, and this was also the first spring
meeting.
The fact that the associatiou had sent a team to Englnnd which

had come home. victoriouH, as had also a team sent to Creed naoor,
and that Mass^cbuaea.s stands far ahead of all other States iu
matters pertaining to mark.sman&hip, were pointed out by the
speaker.
Ohaii man James A. Frye, of the prize committee, then awarded

those won by the memoers during the past year.
Mr. Bai stow received a gold haedal for the highest ofi'-hand

score; Mr. Harris for the best oistol score (which is also the best
American record); James N. Frye, the Keystone trophy; and Mr.
Rabbeth, a medal for the best military riflfi score. Medals
won by ihe directors and those for the dillerent matches were
distributed.
Speeches were then made bv Drg. C. H. Gerrisb, Heber Bishop,

Messrs. J. E. Leach, G. Whoeler, J. U. Frye and others.

N. Y. CITY.—The Harlem Rifle Club lias just closed its yearly
competition, in which twenty-five members to 'k part. The
shooting was done on the club's range on Toird avenue, between
113th and lUth streets. Bronze, silver and gold badges were dis-
tributed among the marksmen m iking ten scores of 103, 107, and
112 or better on the 12-ring Massa?huse( ts target, lJ4-inch hulls-
eye. The totals and averages of the winning competitors, ten
scores to count, were as follows :

THE TRAP.

Silver Medals— T. Barry, total, l.llfi ; percenta.ge. 94.00 ; William
Tucker. 1,099, percentage, 91.58 ; W. Weeks, 1.100, peiceaiage, 91.67 :

E. W. Busby, 1.093, percentage 01.08; W. H. Cochran, 1,099, per-
centage, 91.58 ; C, Mi ttnacht, 1,093, percentagp, 9158; J. R. Hard,
1,086, percentage, 90.50.

Bronz« Medals-W. C. Walsb, 1,059, percfntagc, 83.25 ; H. C.
Keyes, 1,057, percentage, 88.08; C. Brusle, 1,056, percentage. 87.93;
R. Kurz. 1,0B6, percentage, 88.83 ; W. P. Beekman, 1,053, percent-
age, 87.78; VV. S. Hart, 1,059, percentage, 83,35; G. Mueller, 1,05.B,

percentage, 87 75; V. Krayer, 1,047, psrcentage, 87.35.
The highest record scores made during the year were: Boy ken,

119; Keller, 118; Henry, 117; Hutch, 116; Barry, 115; Cochran,
114; Bushy, 114 ; Tucker, 113 ; Hard, 113 ; Keyes 112 ; Weeks, 112 ;

M'ttnar-hl, 112; Bodensiab. 113 ; Mueller, 113; Walsh. Ill ; Krayer,
111; Beekman, 110; Kurz, 110 ; Uulanv, 108 ; Brusle, ms ; Hart 108-
Keysfriau, 108; Denker, 108; Melaney. 106: Eiaer. 101; Van Der
Gurde. 100; Williams, O.S; Grammont. 97 ; Donuellv, 90 : Peterson,
86; McOliniock, 97.

SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 11 .-Shell Mound Park was crowded
to-day hy marksmen representing the different companies of the
NIational Guard. The Third Regiment Tobin trophy was in com-
petition. Comi>any B of ihat regiment being I he only one toenter
the cutest, won the prize with but little effort. The San Fran-
cisco Schneizan Verein competed for the medals of their com-
pany, and entered into the contest with much spirit and enthusi-
asm. The Independent Rifles completed their monthly medal
score. Tlje score made by the members who participated in tne
trophy shoot were not as high as expected, but as there was no
opposition to Company B the men were not as particular as they
otherwise would have been. A private match of 100 shots with
Springfleld rifles, under Creedmnor rules, was shot between Wil-
liam Glindeman and A. Ehrenpfort, two members of Company B,
Third Regiment. The scores were: W. Glindeman 413, A. Eh-
renpfort 430, Philo Jacoby. president of the California Schuetzen
Club, in company with Major Klose and Captain Thompson of the
San Quentin Guard, visitea tne new shooting park near San Ra-
fael to day. Major Klnse and Ojptain Thompson state that they
are about to bnilti a rangt^ at San Quentin and desired to get the
latest iaformai ion in regard t o sucii matter.s. The ne -v range near
San Rafael is almost completed. A laige building liOft, long,
containing a fine stand for spectators, has been erected. There
are twenty targets, and every convenience for the use of riflemen
will be 1 rovided.

CANADIAN OFF-HAKD RIFLE ASSOCIATION.-The third
match of the series was snot Jan, 9 over the several ranges of
clubs, and was in every particular a grand success. Midland
came out ahead in (he team match, and J. W. Crossley of King
City won i he silver tropliy with a score of 90 and hMlr the entrance
money added; 10 shots each at 100 and SOOi'd*. The scores are as
follows: Midland 495, Aurora 467, Orillia 468, Tottenham 452,
King City 414, Uhthoff 400, Bolion 393, Second Orillia 392, Barrie
384. Byng Inlet 381, Parry Sonnil 325, Waubausbene 332. The next
match will be shot on Feb. 18.

BOSTON, Jan. 17.—The weekly shoot of the Massachusetts Rifle
Associatiou was held to-day at its range, and although the con-
di'ions were unfavorable, several fine scores were made in the
oflhand m>itche.a. Following are the b°st scores finished to-day,
distance 200, ds., standard American targets: AH-comers' off-
hand match—W. Charles 89. H. Gushing 85, A. S. Hunt 85 All-
comers' rest match—S. Wilder 109, J. Francis 107, M. R. Barter
105, A. P. Loring 103, T. Warren 97, J. B. Hobbs 96, D. Martin 94.
M. T. Day 91, B, Jameson 90, C. H. Emery 87. Pistol match, 50yds.
-W. Charles 93, G. L. Hosmer 93, A. S Hunt 85. M. R. Barter 68.
A. D. Stephens 68, D. Martin 63.

HOBOKEN, j\. J.—A good programme, for compel Ition in the
gallery is that of the Miller Rifle Club, of Hoboken. named after
D. Miller, foimerly a member of the Zettlers and the lounder of
the New Jersey organization which carries his name. Shooting
will take place on Feb. 1 at 1 P. M., Feb. 4 at 714 P- M., and Feb. 8
at 10 A. M., and close at 9 P. M. sharp. The conditions will be any
23 cal. rifle, 25 riag target, 50 cents entry, without limit, best two
scores of each shooter to count. There are seven cash pi izes from
$30 down to $1, a fine 83-oal. Ballard rifle with 500 shells, a self-
cocking revolver, and a gold-headed umbrella, put up as rewards
for good marksmanship,
PISTOL CRACKS.—F. Lloyd, the pistol shot, has gone to

Europe, and will spend the rest of the winter at Nice and Monte
Carlo. The Bennett brothers, the well-known pistol shooters who
have been giving exhibitions in Paris, have returned from Europe.
F. E. Bennett, the younger brother, will go to Texas and southern
California, his heslth making a sojourn in a milder climate im-
perative. After their return from the West, W. Bennett and Mrs.
Bennett will probably cross the ocean again and resume their
Paris engagement,
GENERAL BENET.—Gen. S. V. Benft, Chief of Ordnance

United States Army, is to-day placed on the retired list of the
Army.

HEREON HILL GUN CLUB.-Pittsburgh. Pa., .Taa. 20.-There
will be a three-day trap-shooting tournament h.eld at Pittsburgh,
P3,,, oil May 5, 9 aod ?,-;Bt5j[Bp E. S^:awb«, Secretary,

Scores for puhUcation shfiuld tie made out on the printed bianks
prepared by the Foregt and Stream, and furnimed aratis to club
S6creta/r%e». Correspondents who favor us iiyith club scores arte par-
tietOarlD regtieated to %vrite on one side 0/ the paper only.

WESTERN TRAPS.
CHICAGO, Uh, Jan. 17.—The Illinois State Sport.smen's A=s.3ci-

ation met by its directors last Fridav evening, and claims aa
the dates for n> xt annual tournament June 9, and the Ave days
immediately following. This tournament will he a grand one it
is thought. The Audubon Club wOl probably guarantee a purse
of $1,000, besides the other heavy guarantees. The snoot will be
under the aui^pices of the Audubon Club.
The Audubon Ciub met to elect offloers one evening this week,

but adjourned, no quorum being present.
The Ft. Dearborn Club oflicers for the ensuing vear are: Pres..

H. D. NiohoUs, Vice-Pres., W. L. Shepard; Seo.-Trea^., W. P.
Musaey: Board of Managers, C. D. Gammon, Henry Ehlers and
Harry Loveda^-.
Both of the Ft. Dearborn medals were won for last year by Geo.

Kleinman, who holds the live-Wrd medal on 3 winnings out of 9
shoots, and the artificial target medal on 6 out of 9. The four
prizes for beat averages on live birds were as follows: Abe
Kleinman first, m% per cent., a suit of buntinff clothes; W. P
Mussey second, 93 per cent., a gun case; C. E. Willi.rd third, '.)V.

per cent., 500 shells; Geo. Kleinman fourth, &9i'„; per reni..apr..r
of hunting boots. The first average on artiliciafs was Gan. Klein-
man, Sl^c, per cent. The two medals won by the latter are valued
at $50 each. At the flrst regular shoot of tbf\ Ft. Dearborn for
1891 the following were Ihe scores. At live birds:W H Skinner..112111122G0311O-12 H Ehlers. . : . .231131110121102—13
G K Kleinman]2321201U21113—14 C E Willard.. .1111.21020010131-11W P Mnssey...0001112 1 0120132—10 C B Dick^ 01OU03:;O0D10101— 0
J E Pnoe 211121121022131—14 H W Loved ay ,12001 ,2110112010 -10
C D Gammon..l22l201121]0211-13 C Nitschke,., 100101100003101— 7W L Shephard022121]2210ill3—13 Geo Airey 002101100.231311—10
Geo. Kleinman and J. £. Price tied on medal.
At artificial 'argets:

GKl6inm'nlllll011111110110110-16 NitaehkcOllOUOlOllllOl 11111—15
Skinner. ..lOllOllGOlllllllllll—lfi Airey OlOOOUw
Geo. Kleiimian won the medal in shottt-otf

.

On the same afternoon an interesti'^g little competiti"n oc-
curred between Mr. W. P. Mussey and Mr. R. R. Wadsworl 1>, 25
live birds, for fun. Mr. Mu5sey won, 21 to 19. He is lilctl v enough
trying his new-bored gun for 1 bp race in which he and M r. Wads-
worth shoot Messrs. Turtle and Haskell. A good deal of money is
going up on this race, but Billy and Roll ouglitn'i to care, because
they called it plain robbery from the first.

At Des Moines, Iowa. Jan. 13, the Board of Directors of the Iowa
Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, congigticg of J,
G. Smitli, Algona; Charles W. Budd, George L, Converse and
Nelson Royal, of Des Moines, met and arranged to hold tl^e next
annual State shoot at the grounds of the H'ghland Gun Club, of
Des Moines, May 19, 20 and 31 next.
The Burlington, Iowa shoot is expected to be a succesp. Clinlon

nest. That will about clope the winter tournaments around here,
will it not? The ball will get a big roll at Detroit next Spring,
though.
Jan. iS—The stalwart foi-m of Lew Harrison, of Minneapolis,

is to hs seen to-day towering among his Chicagi friends. Mr.
Harrison will be in town three or four days, hoping to see some
matches shot here betvveen Mr. J. A. R, Elliott, of Kansas Citv,
and some Chicago parties. Mr. Elliott arrived in toivn this morn-
ing, and says he will go back lo-moriow unless a match or
matches can be arranged.
Mr. Fred Quimby, of Mew York, is also in the village, and will

remain for ahout a week. It is thought he is aft>'r Geo, Hofmaon,
who has been heard to lay claim to the title of Blae Island cham-
pion. Fred is looking a good deal like Fred.
The ma'^ches at MaK-saw-ba grounds Saturda v were verv inter-

esting. That ''casti of robbi»ry" that Messrs. Mussey and Wad--
woith talked about came pretty near not being such a bad case of
robbery after all, there bemg only cne bird to spate. The totals
of the score were:
R B Wadsworth 45 W H Ha-^kelJ 12W P Mussey 40-8:5 RAT nrlle 42-34
Just before this race BUly Mitssey had the misfortune to break

the bridge of his elegant side-bar glasses, and the skillful optician
who repaired them brnke out on« of tiie window panes in doing
so. He did not say anything about this, but just put in another pane
of glasf,, witbout mueh reterenee to Its optical* luagnifying quali-
ties. The consequence was that Billy could see fwn pigeons all
the time, one U- good way off and nno right close up. " He may
thTefore he siid to havn ^hol ai 100 pigeons in his score, and if he
got 40 that isn't bad.
Mr, Musse>' and Mr. R. C. Stevens also got together on this Mat-

saw- ba occasion for a single barrel race, '^"25 and 35," and once
more B'lly won. Sc ore. Mussey 19, Stevens 16.

We may have an Elliott race or so to chromelc here this week
some time. E, HotJGH.

WATSON'S PARK, Burnslde, 111., Jan. 8.-Chicago sportsmen,
for Shooting Eeriew cup, 20 live birds, $10 entrance, American
Association rules, use of one barrel only:
F Willard. 11101111111 111100111-17 Anson HlllllllOlOlOllllOl-16
Kleinman..lll01111111111111111-19 Wadswor'bOOlOlllIlOmiUOlU-lS
Atwater . . .OlllllimilllOlllOl-17 Foss ..... - .lOOOllOlllOlllluOlOl-13
Skinner, ..OlUOOlimiOmoOOO-13 Rock 11111011110100111111-16
L Willard. 01001111111111111000-14 Eirh 11111011111101111101-17
Babeuf imiOOllOllOnillOl-15 Turtle 00111101111111100110-14
Geo. Farmer, F. Place, J. E. Pi ice, C. S. Wilcox, W. L. ^^^clls,

Ike Watson, John Whitney, W. Dillyn, A. Lockington, Geo. Airy,
H. Ehlers, J. R tbbing and M. Wolf withdrew.
Jan. 10.—Pullman Gun Clun, lu live birds, Illinois Slate rules;

C WiUiams 0123120100-0 C Seleeth 2100201011-6W Dallvn 000301)1222—5
JK Finn 21102H100—

7

E M Gardner 0112221010-7
T W Warpole 3011013103-7

G Fieldhonse 022022O-'00—

5

Wm McOonnell.. , .0213310101—7
P Teenle 2010000201—

4

John Cox 3111120201—8
RAVBLtaOG.

FRENCHTXiWN, N. J., Jan. 15.—Shoot given byW. C.Apgar,
of National Hotel. The day was all that could ho desired aud the
birds were a gnod lot. First event, miss and out, American Asso-
ciation rules, $1 entrance:
M J Lindsley 3 E Hoffman 0 AM McMutrie 0W C Apgar 1 G. Tunnison 3 A Case 2
O Heist 4 J Von Master 3 H Milburn 2
AHBi-inker 3 Col Stackhouse. ..4 R (lano ,.0
HEilenberger 3 J O'Neil 1 w Haljes 3
J Wanford 1 Brink.. 0 Pllaljea 0
J as Garner 4
Ties on 4 div.
Second event, 4 birds, 3 moneys, $4 entrance. Third event, same

conditions;
Lindsley 3 4 Warford 3 4 W Haljes 1 3
Apgar 3 4 Van Master 3 3 Eilenherger "4 3
Case 3 Wanda 3 Tunnison 3
Garner 4 3 Brinker 3 3 Hoffman 3
Heist 3 3 McMutrie 3 4 Gano 3
Stackhouse 3 O'Neil 4 4 Cafy 4
Milburn 3 Brink 4 4 Loper 3
Miss and out. one barrel, won by Brinker and Oaty.
PHILADELPHIA CLUBS.—The annual meeting for election of

officers for 1891 of the John F. Pole Gnn CiuQ was held on Jan. 8
and result e< I in the selection of the foUowiug officers: Pi e.*ide.^t,
Thomas Lamar; Vice-President, George Single.v: Secretary, David
Hays; Treasurer, David Singley; Asst. Captain, J. G. Lower;
Official Scorer, J. E. Riday. Snooting grounds. Rope Ferry Road,
east of Philadelphia Driving Park. C. C. Caldwell is the captain,
and his address is Nineteenth and Mifflin streets, Twenty-isth
Ward, The Bierkel Gun Club has elected the following officers
to serve for one year: John Sisom, President: Goo. Leflerts, Vice-
President: Benj. Glenn, Treasurer; Wm. E. Broiigh, Secretary.
Chas. Klotz, Official Scorer; Edward Penn, Assi tant Official
Scorer; Jos. Sisom, Field Captain; O. Scandlin, Assistant Field
Captain; Wm. Candy, Director.

BROOKLYN, Jan. 14.—The attendance of the membprs of the
Coney Island Rod and Gun Club at Woodlawn Park, L. I., to-dav,
was one of the best seen this season. It wa.s the regular monthly
shoot of the club, and the princiiial prvin was the Schliemann
medal, with the ustial extra club prii^es. Twenty-four members
went tothe traps to shoot under the usu*,! club rules. H. Mc-
Laughlin, R. Dwyer aud D. Monsees killed 7 birds each aud tied
for Hi st prize. On shooting off H. McLaughli!i outskot D. Mon-
sees in the seventh round and woti the liadi^c and first monev.
The other ties for second and third place wt-re not shot off on
account of scarcity of birds, so the winners in each class divided.
Jan. 26.—The Parkw^v Gun Club held its first shoot of the year

to-day at the Dexter Park shooting grounds. Only 11 members
went to the traps to shoot for the club badges and extra prizes.
J. Blake veas the only man to kill 7 straight and took the emblem.
The others were satiated to divide the second money,

ALGONA, Iowa, Jan. 8.—A very pleasant shoot took place be-
twt en Charlie Budd, Charlie Grim and John G.Smith. "Uncle
John" furnished the birds and a better lot never left the trap.
They did not need any scare ron^s to start the birds. When the
traps opened away went the birds like lightning. The hoys had
to shoot the match in the mornine on account of Charlie Budd,
who bad to he in Des Moines that night. A cold, white frost
covered everyt'dng, and the shooters were obliged to face the sun.
It was almost, impossible to see some of the birds as they went
over the snow. The "northern birds" are very tough in cold
weather, and most of the birds that got over the short bounds
dropp d d*ad out- of bounds. Hardly a bird escaped without
being hard hit. Many of the birds would get out a few feet and
drop dead. Uncle John went to the trap flrst. His first bird was
a strong right auarterer, which he killed with the second barrel.
Charlie Bitdd was next with a left incomer, which he killed with
second Then came Charlie Grim. His flrst bird was a left in-
com r, which he stopped with his flrst. Charlie Grim had verv
hard luck. Many of his birds dropped dead out of bounds. A
large company was present and all seemed to enjoy the shoot very
much. Had the shoot taken place in the afternoon there would
have been two thousand people in attendance. Both Budd and
Grim are ereat favorites hero, and;every shooter in the Northwest
knows "Unr le John." He is a terror to wild geese, canva' backs
aud redhead ducks, and when he is on a "duck pa8=." a wild duck
that comes within 50yds. of his gun has but little chance to get
a way. Score:
Smith 2103011120113111033131133

11020320 1320103231031 11102
1102320201313201131133211-59

Budd 3111013103112033122022111
1220210230121021211112133
2111111003311211011210111-63

Grim 1101 20 1 031 10121222131001

3

1U20021.00120011020012003
1202201120211111211101311-54

S. S. Sbssioks, Sec'y.

TORONTO, Jan. 10.—The match between Capt. Tymon and Mr.
Dowland for the McDowall champi onship cup at 30 birds each, 15
with the use of both barrel;) and 15 with one barrel only, was shot
this afternoon at St.ark's grounds and proved to be a most inter-
esting exhibition of skill with the shotgun. Mr. Dowland killed
26 out of 27, at which point his opponent being unable to equal his
score the shootiug ended.
Jan. 17.~Mv. George Henry, undaunted by Mr. Dowland's fine

sho ding in his recent match for the McDowall cup, has chal-
lenged him to shoot for it. Henry was defeated by Dowland for
this cuj) in December, but thinks he can ca'ch up with him this
time. The match will be shot on Saturday afternoon, Jan. 24,
Jan 27.—The members of the Owl Gun Club held their semt-

anni-.al shoot for the Moore cup at Stark's grounds. Eastern
avenue, on Friday and Saturday, the IG'h and 17th. On account
of the very severe weather the attendance was not large, but the
.'iiooting was above the average. The competition was very ex-
cifing. Four members have won the cup twice, and on its being
won three times by any one it becomes his property. Mr. Chas.
Ayre won it tor the flrst time on Saturday, proving himself this
3 ear the champion Owl.

FREEHOLD, N. J., Jan. 20,-The higgest shooting event that
has been held in this county for some time past came off to-day
on the grounds of the Freehold Club. It was a team shoot. Four
teams of twelve men representing the Daiton Club, the Now
Brunswick Club, the Freehold Club, and the Riverside Club of
Red Bank took part. The prize was a handsome silver punch
howl, with silver cup and tray. Each club paid an equal share
for the purchasing of the prize. The conditions were as follows :

Kive tTrtps, twenty clay birds to a man, American Association
rule to govern. A representative from each team was chosen for
judge, and Carl Von Lengerke was chosen referee. The men sliotm squares of four from each team. The result was as follows ,

Riverside Team, 186; Dtyton Club, 179; New Brunswick Team:
187; Freehold Team, 166. The betting before the match was in
favor of the Riverside team, but on the first eighty birds of each
team the Dayton Club got 1-5 in the lead and wete the favorites.
Some of the Riverside men, who thought their ciub would win,
got 3 to 1 for their money, and there was lots of it to he had.

WELLINGTON, Mass., .Jan. 17.—The severe storm to-day fiid
not prevent a good attendau'eat the grounds of the Wellington
Club. Nearly a score oC men faced tne traps and t'ied to "find"
the blue rocks and clay pigeons that flew with great speed In
almost every d'rectiou from the traps. Tnere are few clean
scores, but still some good shooting was done for such a dav. In
the single cup match, at 15 singles and 5 pairs standards, Cowee
won by breaking 23. The other scores were: Leslie and Stoue 20;
Herrick 19; M^lehcr aud Perry IS; Bradbury, Gore, Sanborn and
Moore 16. The special match at 25 bluerocks, for a silver mustard
mug, was won by Leslie with 21. TUe other score? were; Gore
and Stone 20; Melcher and Bond 18; Perry 17; Perrick, Bradbury
anel Moore 16; Stanton ami Cowee 15. Twenty-four sweepstake
matclies followed. A new rule was adopted which does away
with shooting off ties, so that the money is divided according to
the scores made.

HARTFORD GUN CLUB.-Hartford, Conn., .Tan. 15.-Inclosed
And announcement of the formation of the Hartford Gun Club.
With our excellent facilities, large membership and experienced
trap-shooters who are in the club, we expect to have one of the
most successfnl organizations in the State or New England. The
Hartford Gun Club was organized Tuesday night, .Tan. 13, in the
Franklin Rifle Club rooms. The following officers were elected:
Allen Willey, President; John Holt, Vice-President; C. H. Bur-
bridge, Secretary; Sidney E. Clarke, Treasurer; Directors, John
Melrose, S. J. Besi.or, F. H. Whittlesey, E. R. Paxou and 0. Whit-
ney. The committer on eonatituciou and by-laws will report on
the 20th. The club starts with 35 members, and a club house,
traps, platforms and all the accessories for trap-suootmg at their
grounds at, Union Orovo. F. H. Whittlosoy donated the club a S5

I silver pitcher, to bo shot for at the ftrat annual shoot.—Allkn
j

WiLLET.

I

LONDON. Out., Jan. 19.—The programme for the big winter
shooting t nirnament to be held in this city Jan. 26, 37, 38, 29 and
30, under the anspices of the London Gun Club, has juat been
issued, and offering such liberal prizes as it does, it will no doubt
attract all thv. leading shots to thi.s city.

I
RED BANK, N. J„ .lau. bj,—The Hiveiiiide Gun Club had their

' monthly live-hird shoot to-day. aud 1 here was a good attandance.

I

The opening event was the club handicap at 7 birds. John Bergen
won witli 7. Six miss and out races followed. Final event.—Team
shoot, 1 bird.-, each, losers to pay for all the birds: H. C. ^^^l^Le,

! £. M. Cooper and A. Ivinn wore the winning team, killing 9.

I

The losing team was Fred Beale, John aud Jam->8 Cooper.

GUN PRACTICE AT HOME.—The pneumatic supplemental
I

gun barrel is a little device which enables home practice to he
taken with a field gun—a single pellet is discharged each time

I without either fire, smoke or noise. There is a barrel of bi'a,ss

tubing which Is inserted in the barrel and the pressing down of
the piston head sets the weapon, which is discharged by the

I ordinary trigger puU, The cost of sample is but S3 50 from B. K.
Tryon, the well-known gua dealer of 10 North eth street, PMla-

! delphia.
' ORILLIA, Out., Jan. 14.—In a match for a stake of $10 a side at
25 bluerocks Jake Gaudanr, the oarsman, shot 20 to Mr. J. Her-

I
bert'slS, which, considering tbe snowstorm, was very good shoot-
ing.

Ko Notice Taken of Anonytnoas Oorregpondenta.

A. W. J., New York.—Will you let me know through your paper
where and how the dogs are entered for the dog show, and when
the entries are closed. Ans. Write to Mr. James Mortimer,
44 Broadway, New York, for list and information.

S S., Detroit, Mich.—I liave a pointer bitch, thoroughly broken,
but have a pedigree of her mother only. She la a fine specimen,
and 1 wish to enter her with a litter of pups; Howard Barnes's
(of Detroit) Lansdowne was tbe dog used. Now, could you inform
me if she would stand a show? Ans. Your question is cert linly a
puzzler; we cauno' answer it. Your hitch before st e cmo >ie

shown under A. K. C. rules must be Hated in the Kennel Gazelte.
Write to A. P. Vredenburgh, 44 Broadway, New York.

Names and Pohtraits ov Bibds, by Gurdon Trumbnli. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kilL Clotfe, fflO pages, price Whi sale by FOBMT
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Regatta Committee.

W. C. A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, JAN. 10.

THE annual meeting of tlie Executive Committee of the W. O. A.
was lield nt, the Wellington, Chicngo, on Jan. 10, Com. D. H.

Crane presiding. Tb' re were present of the committee. Com. D.
H. Crane, A'ice-Com. N. B. (look, Kear-Com. O.A.Woodruff.
SPC'y-Treas. J. H. Ware, C. J. Stedman and G. H. Gardner.
Messrs, J. li. Baitlett and H. D. Crane of the Regatta Comrnittee
were tilso in aHendanco. In addition to the foiegoing the follow-
ing members of the Association were present by courtesy of the
TCxeculive Coram ttee: Hon. U. W. Gardner, of Oleveltind; Geo.
B. B1la.rd and Chaa. WeeJts. of Cincinnati; T. J. Kirkpatrick,
Springfield. O.; G G. Case, a. B. Mettler. J. H. HpJraer, .Tackscn.
Mich.; H. C. Morse, Peori.a, 111.; C. J. Boiisfie.id. Bay City, Mioh ;

W. H. Crawford, Dayton, 0.; Geo. M. Muuger, 0. F. Munger, H.
C. Waters, C. W. Lee,N. H. Ctok, W. M. Dunham, A. W. KUchin,
and C. S. i-!haw. of Chicago.
The first suV'ject presented for discussion was the location of the

next meet. A moiion was at once made and seconded that the
meet next summer be held at Ballast Island, Dike Erie, as for-
merly. A short talk was indulged in regarding the feasibility of
Iccatmgthe camp at Lps Oheneaux Islands, near Mackinac, thus
afTording new waters for cruising. Hownver, the great amou at of
labor and additional expense that would be enl ailed by such a
radical change, in addition to the inaceessihiJity oi the proposed
aire, made it a rather one-sided questiou. Besides, a general fond-
ness for the old camping place was expi-essed by those present,
and a eall for the question brought out a unanimous vote in favor
of Ballast.
A few lunar obser%^atious disclosed tbe fact that should llie

camp be held from July 11 to 26, inclusive, moonlight evenings
wotild he enjoyed during the whole period, and a unanimous vote
quickly settled ihese dates as the time for the next meet.
Col. J. R. r.artlett, as chairman of the regatta committee, then

presented their repnrt to tke meeting, preceding it with a few re-
marks giving reasons in favor of the proposed programme of
i-aces. By recommeDdation of the regatia coaimittee, and con-
sent of the Hon. Geo. W. Gardner, tlie donor of the cup to the
j^soeiatiou, tbe Gardner cup was declared open to Class G canoes,
thus mnkintr this a free-for-all cup race. Some very pretty racing
should result, and the future holder of this cup can congralulate
himself upon his prowess, for competition between the classes is
keen and a victory in this race now means a supremacy of the
whole fleet.

A motion was then made that tbe programme of races and
amendments to the sailing rules as proposed by the regatta com-
mittee be adopte.l, which was carried unanimously.
It was proposed that Article 1. of the by-laws be amended by the

aduiiion of the following: "Every member attending the annual
W. C. A. camp shall pay one dollar for camp expenses." Adopted
unanimously. This was followed by an informal discussion re-
garding some minor questions, after which a motion to adjotirn
prevailed. J. H. Ware, Sec'y-Treaa. W. 0, A.
Chicago, Jan. 14.

PBOQRAMME OW BACKS FOR 1891.

No. 1 . Paddling, Class J .. 3^ mile.
No. 2. Paddling, Class II.,% mile. Record event.
No. 3. Paddling, Class Hi., 4^ mile. Record event.
No. 4. Sailing and paddling, Classes A and B, 1}^ miles; sail

first half mile, paddle second and sail third. Record event.
No. a. Sailing, for Gardner cup, free for all classes, best two

heats in three, each heat to be two turns of the course, or 3 miles.
Record event for A and B.
No. 6. Sailing, for the W. 0. A. Trophy, Classes A and B, best

two heats in three, each heat two turns of the course, or 3 miles.
Record event.
No. 7. Sailing, for Longv^orth cup, Class C, best two heats in

three, each heat two ttirns of the course, or 3 miles.
No. 8. Sailing, man overboard, free for all classes. At a given

signal crew to throw a paddle overboard to leeward, pick it up
and continue on course across the line.
No. 9, Sailing, passenger race, free for all classes, 3 miles.
All races will be governed by the W. 0. A. rules.
(Signed) J. R. Bartlett,"

O. H. Root,
H. D. Cbank,
B. M. King,

The racing rules were amended by the addition of the following,
relating to the cup races:

RULE XXV.
Sec. 1. Each cup race shall consist of three heats; each beat

shall be two turns of the course, or three miles, and shall be sailed
within one hour and thirty minutes to he counted. No two heats
In any race shall be sailed the same day unless directed by the
regatta committee.
Sec. 3. A canoe not winning one heat in three shall not start

for a fourth unless such canoe shall have made a dead heat.
Sec. 3. A dead heat shall be counted in the race, and shall be

considered a heat which is undecided only as between the canoes
making it, and it shall be considered a heat that is lost by all the
other competing canoes.
Sec. 4. Whenever each of the canoes making a dead lieat would

h.vn been entitled to terminate the race had it won said dead
heat, they only shall start again.

Sec. -5. A canoe must win two heats to be entitled to the cup.
S' C. 6. When more than one canoe remains in the race, entitled

to be placed at the finish of the last heat, the second best canoe
sliall receive the second priz^, if any there be.
Sec. 7. In deciding the rank of canoes other than the winner,

among such as remain in the race entitled to be placed at the con-
elusion of t^e last heat thereof, the several positions which have
been assigned to each, canoe so contending shall be considered as
to every heat in the race. That is, canoes having won a heat and
made a dead heat, better than a canoe that has won a heat only;
a canoe winning a heat, better than one maklne a dead heat; a
dead heat better than no heat; a canoe that has been placed sec-
ond one heat better than a canoe that has been placed third any
number of times.

Sec. 8. When two or more canoes appear equal in rank in the
summary of tlie race, they shall cast lots for the second prize, if
any there be.

Sec. 9. In ease these provisions shall not give a specific decision
as to second prize, the judges of the race are to make the award
according to their best judgment, but in conformity with the
principles of this rule.

The Chicngo C. C. is modest and doesn't wish to say a word
about the dinner that followed the meeting, but really the letters
of compliment which have been pouring in from guests now re-
turned to their homes are not to be gainsaid, and history will not
have it any way except that the city by the lake has surpassed all
similar efforts up to date. As the Hon. Geo, W. Gardner, of Cleve-
land, expressed it, "Chicago has out-Cbicagoed herself." Un-
biased judgment must say that she has done very quietly and un-
pretentiously, and with the modesty which is the better part of a
genuine hospitality.
When Manager Bemis, of the Richelieu, cast his eye over the

tables up in tbe big domed banqueting hall of that famous hos-
tlery he smiled in a way to do one's sou) good. "These are the
prettiest tables I ever set," said h.e. And he sent for a photog-
rapher. To-day there are extant pictures of the Greek cross
table of that memorable banquet, showing the little round table
in the center with its towering mass of bloom, and all the deft
arrangement of the choicest linen, the rarest cut-glass and the
finest silver the Richelieu ever laid before a guef-t the most dis-
tinguished. The purely material processes of eating and drink-
iug became refined and spiritualized at this Greek cross board.
Moreover, the close ar d compact arrangement brought all the
party close together and well within reach of the silverv, lutelike
tones of Chairman Marks. The r;ie;!W—but will it not bring tears
to the eyes to discuss such good things, gone forever? The menu
is worthy of reproduction, but black and white will not reproduce
the soft tones of the copper etching, and only those who sat at
the board that night may know the tiue fitness of tlie quaint de-
signs, conceived by the committee on arrangements, which fell
here and there upon the carte. The name of oacli guest was
blazoned on his menu, and doubtless it would take much fine gold
toiTiduce any member present to part therewith. The card showed
a verv definite programme for the evening, further borne out by
tlie very clever idea of the printed "Songs of the W. C. A." neatly
folded in. Among these songs were historic ones, such as these:
"There is a Tavern in the Town," "America," "Golden Slippers,"
"Hear dem Bells," "Put on de Golden Sword," and "Aukl Lang
Syne." The lilt of these tunes is part of every heart that sits hr-
liind a sail or wields a blade, and being provided here with the
words, which sometimes prove elusive, the boys all sang—and liow
they did sing! In canoeing there are no comparisons. Each new
experience is the best of all. The C. C. C. banquet to the W. C,
A. Is only the last best thing: yet probably some days subsequent
to this almost any one of the young and old boys who turn a re-
trospective paga of thiB pretty little menu, memorial and pro-

:

gramme of the evening will smile as he thinks of the time, and
murmur. "It was a corker!"
The tables were spread for forty-eight, and up to the last

moment it was thought that nearly that number would be present.
Sickness kept gome guests away, and letters of regret came in till
only forty good mi'u a,i;d true sat down at the hour appointed.
Among others there were present the following from without the
city: Hon. G. W. Gardner, of Cleveland, O."; G. H. Gardner,

Kirkpatrick, Springfield, O.; O. A. Woodruff, Dayton. O.: W, H.
Crawford, Dayton, O.; H. D. Spencer, Bloomington, O., S. B.
Mettler, Jacksun, Micb.: G. G. Case, Jackson, Mich.; John Hel-
mer, .Jackson, i^Uch.; H, C. Morse, Peoria, 111.; C. S. Boustield,
Bay Cii y. Mid). The (Jhicago contingent included Commodore
D.H. Crane, Mepsrs. L. S. Marks, J, H. Ware, C. W. Lee, P. F.
MuDgpr, N. B. Cook, h\ S. Waters, G. M. Munger, Dr. Matteson.
N. H, Cook, H. C. Waters, H. B. Black, W. M. Dunham, A. W!
Kitcbiu, H. B. Cook, D. M. Lord, R. P. Marks, C. E. Stevens, B. S.
Shaw and W. E. Lewis.
Telegrams and letters nf regret were read from Mr, Porteous,

Purser N. D., A. C. A.; Vice-Oom. Cartwrigbt, Seo'y Brazer,Vice-
Cora. Dorland,Vice-Com. Cotton,Vice-Com. Wiune. Reade Bailey,
Gaddis, Sluras, Clark, L. B. Palmer, Grandpa Gates and many
otbors.
The arrangements of the evening were perfect, and more need

not he said as to that. But credit should be given the C. C. C.
committee, who had the arrangement in charge. Messrs. J. H.
Ware, C. W. Lee, L .1. Marks, D. H. Crane and J. B, Kergh. or
those of them who did the actual work, deserve compliment cer-
tainly. This journal would he remiss in courtesy did it not return
sincere thanks to Purser Lee for au assistance unusual and kind.
As was mentioned, Mr. L. .f, Marks was in the chair. Mr.

Marks is a young man of tall and dignified appearance, and a
tarovvn and bcHming eye. Mr, Marks is different from most men
in anatomical coustrucMon, in that histougue is hung in the mid-
dle, loose at each extremity and with brains in both ends of it.

As presiding officer and toast masier, Mr. Marks made a hloomin'
success of it. It may have been due to his great natural dignity, or
to the obvious wish to follow out a definite programme, or indeed
most likely to the good sense of all present, but it is certainly true
that up to the very last moment the ladyless assemblage was
orderly and quiet as a set of deacons. Each speaker was received
with courtesy and full attention. Let other banqueters bear this
in mind, especially in conjunction with the singular fact the party
sat down to dinner at 7:3U and did not rise till 1:.30 the following
morning. Of liie whole six hours there was not a dull moment,
and yet there was never a boisterous word. It may be in bad
taste to comment on this, but any one knows what such comment
really implies of compliment to canoeists as a class.

It was late in the evening when the mandolin orchestra was
shamed into temporary silence by the silvern voice of chairman
Marks, who requested Col. J. R. Bartiett. of Fremont, Ohio, to
arise and make some remarks about the "W. C, A."
CoL Bartiett was "stuck" on Ballast Island, where the past

meets have been lield. la fact, to such an exl:ent did his adhe-
siveness attuin that he burst into a wild lyric strain of poesy
about "Old Ballast." This made him fool better and he told why
he liked "Old Ballast" and the W. C. A. The Colonel will never
forget how, a lew years ago, when he was a perfect stranger at
the meet, he sailed across the stormy waves up to coast of Ballast
and was received with yells of "Bartleti! Bartlettl" from men he
never saw and who had never seen him before. They had spied
the heraldry of his approacshing sail, and looking up his number
in the Year Book recognized him in advance and called out,
"What's the matter with Bartleti?" Col. Bartiett thought t here
was only one BiUast Island and never would be more than one
W. 0. A. He sat down to take on more ballast amid prolonged
applau e.

Mr. H. C. Waters, a Hyde Park canoeist, whose baritone voice is
so heavy that he can't take it out sailing with him, now gave a
very pleasant vocal solo, and then Mr. R. P. Marks responded
to the toast "Our Guests," Mr, M. G. Nixon was to reply to this
toast hut was by sickni ss prevented from attending. Mr, Marks
was summoned on short notice and out of hand made a rattling
address of welcome which sdded a cubit to the stature of every
non-resident present, Mr. Marks concluded:

" While sitting here to-night I have gone back in fancy to those
vacation days in the waters of Put-in-Bay, and I see the little
Ina pufiing back and forth from point to point, freighted with
excurtionists ; the white-wirged canoes scattered here and there
over the surface of the water, scudding before the wind ; the boat-
house lauding alive with canoeists preparing for a sail, with the
ever present Jimmy Shiras in the boat-house tinkering with his
tackle ; a gang of thirsty fellows around the old ice chest of the
Chicago tent, waiting for the " experts ' to mix them a glass of ice
water; groups of twos and threes of hungry stomachs wending
their way toward the dinuing-hall after one of those dinners
widch would make Mrs. Richelieu turn green with envv ; and
lastly, the old camp-fire arottnd which you pass the hours till late,
with story and song. Again I was thinking while sitting here, of
w^hat would have happened if any one of us had dared to appear
on Ballast Island in dress suit. 1 imagine he would have received
such a ducking as has not been seen since our good friend Mr,
Cook upset in that unfortunate race last summer.
"Permit me to say thatl hope your association will continue

its piosperity with no clashing between Classes A, B, nor C, and
should you grow so as to finally introduce Class X, I promise
to buy the Great Eastern and join your association. Permit me
also to thank you tor your courtesy and hospitality, a,nd to con-
gratulate you as an association in having as part of your organi-
zation such a company as the Chicago Club to furnish such a
diiiuer as this we have risen from, but what else could you expect
from a club, the possessor of such a well appointed Kitdien. such
artistically decorated Tf'are, two such excellent Coolfs, plenty of
Wuod that is pretty hard to beat and a Crane that every good
house-wife must admit is admirably well placed."
Mr. C. S. Shaw, a Canadian canoeist, who is a close relative of

Orpheus, now sang a brave baritone baUad. In this way, Mr.
W' aters and Mr. Shaw alternated throughout the evening, one or
the other singing a solo after each speech. Never was a nicer
evening.
"Brotherhood of Canoeists" was upheld by Hon. Geo. W. Gard-

ner, of Cleveland, O., much beloved by all of the craft. Mayor
Gardner is the head of the syndicate which owns Ballast Island,
the scene of the \^'estern meets, and his uniform kindness to
canoe people has endeared him to the hearts of all. He arose
amid prolonged applause. Mayor Gardner said:
"Mr. Chairman and Friends: Another leaf has been taken from

the calendar. The log of the past season, full of the most happy
recollections, has been closed, and we open the new book for
records such as can come only from the great outdoor world with
its lurid charms for genial gentlemen, who, possessing pluck, skill
and staying qualities, are, m ihe gentlemanly sport peculiar to
the Brotherhood of Cancers, their owti masters,gathering strength
from contact with the free forces of the universe, wind, waves,
rain and sunlight, and courting contests in manly antagonism.
There is something healthy in this brief return to the state of na-
ture from which modern life is so remote; to paddle or sail from
the artificial into the natural world which is before ua, is to out-
live and outlast our civilization.
" The days may not always be glorious in bright sunshine and

flpecy clouds, but the cancer's life brings out genius in model,
strength, outfit, rig and buoyancy that rises to every sea, begetting
romantic charm and attractive excitement—strength for the
weak, health for the sick, hope for the despondent, appetite for
the dyspeptic, peace for the weary, joy for the moody, and im-
measurable bliss for all who don the togs and with paddle-
though it may grow heavy at times and show the weak points in
muscle, or with sail, which may cause an intimate atisorption,
satisfying the most credulous, that water is very wet, yet the web
and woof of his enjoyment is so beautifully woven as to remain
with him— ' a thing of beauty and a joy forever.'
"There may be those of us who have been a trifle lubberly at

times, but we don't hang in stays nor are we a travesty upon
the brotherhood as sailors or gentlemen, and it is just pos-
sible that we all of us, at all times, might not be quickly recog-
nized, because of the nut brown exposure and little bits of sun-
burnt cuticle, covering spots not otherwise enveloped in togs
peculiar to us as canoeists, but we do not lay claim to an excess of
egotism, however little there may be a smack of it, when we say
we are willing to admit the educating influence of our associa-
tion—neither will we bulge or magnify non-essentials, for that
would bo to forget our unity of purpose.
"While but comparatively few excel in athletics, constant exer-

cise is the best of toed for physical well being. That physical cul-
ture, hand in hand with mental development, brings the most
d( sirable results must he admitted, for much of the popularity of
the older colleges of the East, especially, is due largely to the
attention given to tbe different athletic sports, prominent among
which as a permanent feature is aquatics. If it were otherwise
thfi mental development would be built up at tfie terrible expense
of vitality, and results are, we ha ve sportsmanlike and gentle-
manly contests attracting large interest throughout the country,
"With this attractive feature comes eadarance and power,

which gftunot in aiU its oonnectiqas and RSSooiatlonB be deejned ao

extravagant development of certain lines or prejudicial to a per-
fection in other faculties.
"In the specialty of our brotherhood there is much material of

interest to all to be worked up by reflective study in camp-fire
and experiment for action under paddle and canvas.
"It is something marvelous, the great accession to'the ranks of

canoeists all over the country. There is a belief that to the thous-
ands who have thus been attracted there is a fascination that can-
not bo withstood,
"Our brothers of the A. C. A., who for a decade past have been

in line of steady growth in membership and progress in all that is
implied in modern canoeing, who can give us so much in song,
sketch and story, are entitled to receive, and we hereby tender to
them our hearty congratulations. Their activity has been a stim-
ulant to this, the younger association, and though not our Alma
Mater, for we "bate' her—when we can—we plead guilty to being
accessory to the accomplishment of an object hs an organization,
and in this there is an accepted unity ol: purpose in the entire
brotherhood of canoeists.
"I am reminded, as we sit by this bountiful board enjoying the

generous hospitality of our brothers of the Chicago 0. C, who
have gathered the brotherhood from many of our local clubs for
a .season in communion of the most pleasant character ichagin-
able, of the< live feelings of personal regard co-existing in the
brotherhood of the Western Canoe Association, to which we all
claim the closest allegiance.
"May this friendship over continue, for with it will follow not

only an assured success, which has neen attained, but a lesson
taught us from the past of the passibilities of the future. And
now, my brother canoeists, the order is given me. 'Your watch
below deck, shipmate,' so PlI lay to and go below."
Mayor Gardner's remarks upon the mother association, the A.

C. A., were received with continued applause.
Mr. P. F. Munger was called upon ro assume the responsibility

of replying to the delicate proposition "Our Sweethearts and
Wives." Mr. Munger said;
"Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: It is so many years since I have

had any experience of the former half of this subject, that I can
hardly speak by the card. I have heard of late years of the
summer girl, the sea side girl, etc, etc., but the sweetheart that I
used to know of was the old fashioned, all around girl. It may be
that the new style also includes the canoe girl. I have been tbinlc-
ing how I could say something ftmny on this subject, for it is
humorous talk that is most liked on an occasion like this; hut
being a married man of many years standing, and remembering
that the characteristic that chiefly distinguishes the wise man
from the fool is the ability to proHt by experience, I have con-
cluded that I will not attempt to say anything funny about wives.
It is a subject that must be approached with respect and dis-
cretion.
"In its romantic phase this topic has so often been presented with

wealth of imagery and poetical inspiration, that for me to assume
to say one word that had not alrpady been said, or to add one jot
or tittle to the love and devotion due our wives and sweethearts,
would he like carrying coals to Newcastle or sprinkling perfume
on the violet.
"But there are sides of this subject that are delightfully human

rather than idealistic, and all the more refreshing for being so.
The rose is no Ipss the queen of flowers because it has a thorn, and
our dear ones are not always angels except in name. And let us
stop a moment to consider how graeiouf-ly an all wise Providence
has ordered this thing. If they really were angels they would be
so good that we could not appreciate them; and then how embar-
rassing upon taking a friend nome unannounced, to find that your
wife has gone out flying to try a pair of new. fashioned wings and
bad taken her harp along. No, we prefer them, as they are, with
enough of the worldly admixture to give life a ze'=<t.

"To those of us who are not looking backward, hut like the
Irishman have their experience before them, our subject is sur-
rounded by a halo than discloses only the colors of thii rainbow
or the brilliant glow of sunset tint". But to those of us who know
the sweetheart of old as the wife of the present are discernible
the more subdued but less evanescent colorings which denote the
presence of the qualities that make life happy and without which
beauty is a mockery.
"Perhaps It was an error not to have included the wife in her

more important character as mother in th's toast, for to the
mother is due the inculcations in our impressionable minds of a
respect for it not love of one phase of our chosen sport. But for
the early maternal corrections, applied to that part of our anat-
omy that most appealed to our understanding, this banqueting
board would not be honored to-night by the presence of so many-
men eminent in their chosen walks of life, nor by so many more
of us who are willing to set the world on fire but don't know how
to do it.

_ "The great interest evinced in the recent political agitation in
Kilkenny is an unconscious evidence of the esteem in wliich we
hold our womankind. Not that the idea of putrnacity or quar-
relsomeness, which the mention of that famous I' ish locality sug-
gests, has any couuectlou wit,h our peace-loving subject. Oh, no!
But it is a fact that our wives are the most potent and orthodox
of home rulers, and our sweethearts no doubt expect to be.
"It is interesting to note the development of a timid, trusting,

dependent sweetheart. At first her norizon only has scope to
take in her hero, who is so competent to paddle his own canoe
and would like to take her aboard too. In due course of time they
ship together in the matrimonial canoe, and glide down the placid
river of life mid banks fringed wit h perfume laden flowers, sweet
flag, skunk cabbage, lin cans and dead horses, objects familiar
to all cruisers. She soon tires of only being a passenger and longs
for a more active participation in the work. She assumes a paddle
and becomes indeed a helpmeet. The placidity of the waters is
occasionally disturbed by rapids and storms, but our fair paddler,
gaining confidence from her experience, not only assists but takes
a hand in the guiding, and occasionally is the sole pilot, though
our brave canoer is complacent in the thought that he is doing Si
the steering himself.
"Milliner Rapids and Hired Girl Dam, (which by the way is adam with a great big D) are safely passed, and even banquet

shoals by dint of hard work are gotten through, and the little
craft comes to rest at last in the tranquil bay of domestic felleiv,
stirred occasionally to hH .sure by puffs and squalls, but neverthe-
less a sweet haven of rest,
"Yes, to our wives and sweethearts we owe much that goes to

make life worth the living, but most to the wife. She beautifies,,
adorns and makes attractive our homes; she mends our socks,
sews on our buttons, tells us not to stay out late, deprecates the
necessity of our attending a banquet from which she is barred,
and under guise of a kiss smells our breath when we get home.

' But there are times when it is perhaps more pleasant to eon-
template her in the abstract; when (let it not be recorded against
me) distance lends enchantment. Tnat this is such an occasion,
and that this accounts for her absence here to-night, I leave it to
each guilty conscience to determine."
"Ballast Island" was the theme which gave Mr. Geo, W. Ellard

the inspiration for a lt> e and touching talk. Mr, Ellard was one
of the founders of the A, C, A. and one of the early commodores.
The hoys listened with the closest attention to his every word and
applauded him to the echo when he had concluded. In the course
of his speech Mr, Ellard remarked:
"There have been, from time to time, some slight murmurings

of discontent. There have been some who seemed to have a de-
sire for pastures, pardon me I mean waters, nesv. Bat their griev-
ances were mostly imaginary and passed away, or will pass away,
like the shadow of a summer cloud. Some few have left us and I
sorrow for it as we all do. But if, after this meeting, any mem-
ber desires to try the Feejee or the Falkland Islands, or the
newly-acquired German possession on the Gilbert or Marshall
Group, I will only say 'Joy be with you,' but 1 don't think you
will blame me if I say 'You won't be missed.' The Irishman
claims, in the language of his native poet, that his island is 'the
first flower of the earth, the flist gem of the sea;' and I claim for
Ballast that she is an emerald in a sapphire setting, with a sward
and a foliage as green and fresh as nature's hand can make them,
and surrounded by waters, bright and sparkling, as 'deeply,
darkly, beautiful blue,' as the Bay of Naples. 1 never visit Ball
last but I feel as if I had got a renewal of my lease of life I
never leave it but with keen regret, and as the outline of the
island fades from the view 1 feel, with the old ode to Venice.
'What sweet recollections cling to my heart as thy fast-fading
shores from my vision depart." Shipmates, I have a sentime nt
to offer, and I will ask you to fill your glasses and drink to it
standing. Ballast Island—The birth place of the W. C. A., the
cradle of its childhood, the home of its manhood and the haven
of its age!"
The toast to "Tbe Press" was to have been acknowledged by the

Forest and Stream representative, but he being absent through
sickness the reply was made by Mr. H. D. Spencer, a hack-slidden
newspaper man, who is now studying law at Bloomington, III.
Mr. Spencer is an ardent canoeist and a rattling good speaker
withal. He showed the intimate relation between the press and
the honorable sports of the field.
"The Ace of Clubs" was the closing formal speech, and Mr. J.

B. Keogh made it one of the pleasantest. The ace of clubs is the
totem or the Chicago Canoe Club, and the sign by which it con-
quers and the token of a top-card organisation. Mr. Keogh re»
ceuntad in a series of amnsjog anecdotes the adventures w^REerta
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th.e burgee bearing this strange device may lead one. He con-
vulsed his hearers with laughter find applause, and left a pretty
keyBtone to the oratory of the eveniug.
The body assembled now sang with great gusto that cheerful

air "Put on de Golden Sword," led by Mr. Crane. Then followed
stories and song, and song and stories. The two big punch bowls
got a ti-ifle more hollow looking. "Auld Lang Syne" w b sung,
and finally, amid a grand circular war-dance, the air of "Home
Sweet Home" prevailed, and the entertainment which tlie Chicago
boys had so hard and so succesafully tiled to make a pleasant one
was at an end. E. Hough.

A CANOE CRUISE DOWN THE SUSQUEHANNA
IConduded from Page .W.]

LOOKING over the waters we both questioned about Commo-
dore, and were disappointed to see him dodging the rocks

tlirough the shore channels. Then casting our eyes down the
river we saw Mac and Ed resting on their paddles as though
nothing extraordinary had happened. It was the work of but a
few moments till we had our canoes bailed out, standing in the
meanwhile in water up to our waist to keep the canoes from hav-
ing holes bored Into them by being dashed on the ledges by the re-
action of the numerous whirlpools. Ouring this pleasant opera-
tion exclamations came from the Doctor: "My good nickle-
plated rudder gone. Well, and where is my liat? Yes, and I
busted my hatch, and the bulkhead is gonel" And looking fur-
ther he found lhat he could count the things that were saved in
a much shorter time than he could sum up the lost, as the saved
were far in the minority. As for me it did not matter, as this
was not my first swamp. Vaulting into our craft we ran the sec-
ond rapid, and were then surprised to see the others up at the
station aou e atShenk's Ferry.
At their hail to come and get a drink of coffee we went in,

water-soaked and muddy to partake of the refreshments. While
sipping our coffee we were entertained by an old rafcsman, ftUed
to ihe brim with Highspire whisky. He made us miserable by
his praise of himself: how h« rau the channels in this and that
stage of the water, uniil we were glad to pay for ourcoffte and
leave.
Our next thoughts were turned toward a c.^mp for the night.

We encountered rough water tor two miles, when we ran in on
shore at York Furnace, preparatory to establishing a camp. There
we could find no wood, but on looking just opposite on the island
we saw an elegant spot and plenty of fire-wood; so we at once re-
embarked. Landing, we bad to carry our things about 150ft.. but
were well repaid for it, as the spot was situated on a bluflE and the
grass high, whiehmade the most delightful camp since the start.
After taking everything out of our canoes, and turning them
over on the pebbly shore, we cai-ried our possessions up to the
camp site and then started a roaring fire.

In the meantime a smaller fire was lighted and supper put on. A
rope was then SLretcbed around the camp-fire, and on it we hung
our clothes and blankets to dry.
After eating by the lantern's light in the tent which we pitched,

we prepared to bunk for t.be night. This night, amid all the
hardships that the day brought to us, was tbe most enjoyable.
We had as beautiful a place as the eye of man ever rested on,
seemingly surrounded, on account of the many curves that the
river lakes, by the most picturesque mountains.
Just before turning in we enjoyed one of the most beautif al

night scenes. Far away to the east on the ton of the long ledge
of mountains, could be seen a light, looking in the distance like a
huge camp-fire of some huntsman. After a little wait'ng we
could see it creeping up and up, now and then hiding from view,
behind the thick foliage, and at last our waiting was rewarded,
as the moon, the beautiful orb of night, rose from behind the
mountain top, shining down into tbe valley in all its glory.
"WelL I am going to turn m, I am tired," came from Mac, and
following suit we all turned in and were soon resting in the arms
of Morpheus.
TiTeBday, Aug. 13, found us up at 6:30, and we wrote some postals

and handed them to the ferryman who came across to the hotel
on the west shore. Breakfast over, we again packed up and
started on our jom ney. We encountered rapids at every hundi'ed
yards, and after running a mile of very rough water we rounded
the bend near Sucquan station. There we went through some
heavy waves that necessitated a stop to hail out. Just here is

where the two channels of the bay meet, and the water runs
between a ma^s of boulders, towering above the water's edge to a
height of 50 to 75ft. The water at this point and at McCaU's
Ferry, two mQes below, is said to be 100 to 150ft. deep. The river
is also full of curves, and with the rapidity of the current, the
whirlpools and the eddies are abundant, making paddling diffi-

cult and tiresome.
Paddling through this wild stretch of country, we observed on

our riglit a beautiful club house, situated on a very high bluif

.

overlooking the river, and on questioning a few workmen on tlie
railroad, we found it to be the Ridgway Fishing Club, of York, Pa.
A short distance further down we passed McCall's Ferry, at

which place we saw a number of fishermen ana, of course, pro-
pounded to them tbe same old story, of how far it was to different
places below and whether we would encounter any rough places.
In answer to which thev told us a book f-uU, but we knew in a
short while that what they told us wis only a fisherman's story.
The river below gradually widens out and takes a straighter
course, and as the wind was blowing with terrific force against
our faces we moved uncomfortably slowly.
Doctor turning in his canoe called out, "Do you hear that, fel-

lows?" and it needed no explanation, as coming from far ia the
rt'stance could be heard the roar of some more falls or rapids, we
knew not which. Working along under headwinds, for a time,
we sighted the tiead of the rapids and were soon upon them.
The Doctor headed for shore and we all followed and got out

and examined tbem. After holding a council we again took up
our paddles and in two hours, by wading, paddling and lifting
our canoes over large rocks, we succeeded at last in covering llae
hundred yards of tlie worst rapids that we had to contend with,
and on inquiring found them to be the noted Cully's Falls. The
distance of three miles to File's Endy was covered in a short time,
at which plat e we made a brief stop and inquired further of the
river.
At this point it is wide and along the Lancaster side is very

swift. We skirted close to the shore, as the trees overhung the
river and made a beautiful shady paddle, going along at the rate
of 6 or 8 miles an hour. Back at Cully's Mac and I tied our
cravats to our pennants to dry, but as we were nearing Peach-
Bottom. 4 miles below Fite's Eddy, Mac found both pennant and
cravat gone and was without that piece of attire for the rest of
the trip. After landing at Peach-Botlom and tyine: our painters
fast to an old steamboat, we got out and went up to the hotel and
made a purchase of some milk and sandwich, the sandwiches
measuring about 8x3in. Disposing of this luncb. we went back to
the canoes and helped our commodore to pack up, preparatory to
shipping home. Our hearts full of sorrow for poor commodore
we cast off our painters and amid farewells, ending up with the
club yell, Rah! Kab! Rel H. C. C. and a tiger, we moved off.

The run from Peach Bottom to Bald Friar 4 miles below was a
very fascinating paddle, the water being rapid but smooth. After
passing Bald Friar it was difficult to find a channel through a fish
dam, whicti made it necessary for us to get oa a small island and
examine it from below. Liunching oar canoes again, we ran the
dam without any trouble and we were now on the alert for a so-
called Hollow Rock, a dangerous place, which we had been cau-
tioned about at Peach Bottom. Hearing the roar of heavy rapids
ahead of us, and not seeing the river for a considerable distance
below, we knew that we had a very steep rapid to go through, or
else we were nearing the breast of a, dam.
The idea of dropping suddeuly over a falls was not pleasant, so

running to the left, we stopped on a neck of land, and there the
Doctor and I got out and waded to the edge of the turmoil. We
found it to be a succession of rocks, with the water boiling and
beating itself into foam, making such a noise that to hoar one
talk was imposaible. Tramping back and getting into our craft,
the Doctor started out and struck the channel and went through
like an arrow, for it seemed but an instant until he was in smooth
water, waving his hat for use to come ahead.
Mac pushed ofi', but on account of a small whirpool was unable

manage his canoe, and with a scared look on his face went over
backward, but strange to say. bobbed up at the foot in shipshape
condition. Ed concluded still to change the mode of running
rapids by sretting into his canoe, while I kept hold of one end with
a rope, whieh nearly ended in a ducking for me,
Left to myself, I had to manage the best I knew how, as the

other boys were loOyds. below me. So wading along the shore
until I got to the head, I got into my canoe with more or less
difficulty and succeeded in skirting along the shore, making the
run without accident.
Coming up with the boys, I found that they had ascertained

from several men on sbore, that the place which we had just come
through was Hollow Rock, which was a surprise to us, and a very
agreeable one. Now, from information gathered along the route,
we learned that after passing Hollow Rook v?e had nothing more
to encounter in the way of rapids.
Strong head -winds and a slight rain make us a little dis-

cpurated, and to flad a euitaW« eawp wat our next ambition.

The current of the river takes a sweep to the right about one-
quarter mile below Hollow Rock. Here we found ourselves on
the right hand shore and soon approached a large frame bridge
that crosses the river. Seeing a number of surveyors, we inquired
the nam« of it, but tiiey did not know—"Just arrived,"—they said,
and it was not until afterward that we found out that it was the
Conewanao bridge, opposite Conewango Station on the P. D andC.
R. R.
Paddling from under the bridge Mac said, "Look down there,

see that bridge, that's Havre de Grace, I'll bet a dollar," and far
in the distance we could see a span of the bridge at Havre de
Grace. This sight revived the boys' spirits, and further down
could be seen an island, where we concluded to camp for the niglil.
Passing through a succession of small rapids, we heard Ed
grumbling to himself, and found out that he had hit a rock and
stopped. Working on down, we ran in on the island that we set
out tor as our stopping place, and Doctor got out to reconuoiter,
but pronounced It unfit for a night's stay, and as we had few if

any provisions, we decided, one and all, to go over lo shore and
buy some food and camp there. Suiting the action to the word,
we went across, and while Mac and the Doctor went on a foraging
expedition, Ed and I took a nap. The boys reappeared laden
with a dozen ears of corn, a dozen eggs, two quarts of milk, and a
loaf of bread, all for the sum of 50 cents.
Cruising along the mainland for a sliort distance we ran in on

shore. Carrying our canoes up the gi'assy bank we made our fire,
preparatory to getting supper. This being accomplished, supper
was soon underway. Mac and Ed atlended to that part of the
grogramme, while the Doctor and I put up shelter for the night,
upper soon over, we covered up the canoes and their contents

carefully, as the sky was dark and the .ilr was heavy, cautioning
us to make read v for a rain, and rain ft did before we were ready
for it.

Ed intended to sleep in his canoe, but was so long in making his
cot that the rain cut him short, and hence he had to sleep in the
tent with us. It poured all night, and on rising in the morning I
found my canoe half full of water after all the trouble I took in
covering it up.
Breakfast was prepared with ditficulty, as the wood was wet;

but after Doctor exercised himself in coaxing and blowing he got
the fire under way and cooked some coffee and eggs. About this
time a little pickanainy appeared among us so suddenly 1;hat
we cast our eyes upward expecting to see a few more drop oft' the
trees overhead. By questioning the little dark-skinued fellow we
found out that he cou d get us some milk, and forthwith we sent
him for it with two jars. A few minutes' wait brought the pick-
anniny and then we sat down to breakfast. The esgs in particu-
lar at this meal were excellent, and we were only too sorry that
at that late day we found how good a cook the Doctor was.
Those eggs were the only things hP cooked on the trip, and we

praised them up so as not to discourage him if he should ever at-
tempt it again. Clearing up the remams of our breakfast we gave
them to the small African, who to repay us, took our utensils
up to his house and had them scoured and cleaned, the first time
they had had any soap since they came into our hands. Packing
up our kit into as small a space as possible, as we would reach
our destination in au hour's paddle we launched our canoes. In
the meanwhile the youngster camo down with his fishing rod,
and after some persuasion I got the loan of it, and in a short time
caught him a fine string of fish much to his amazement and de-
light. An old fisherman sailed into our landing and got out to
examine the little shells, as he called them. In answer to our
inquiry of how far it was to the port, he said it was 3 miles, as he
sailed up and down every dav.
Pushing off we paddled off around the curve and saw Port De-

posit ahead, but the distance was only one-half mile, so we put
that fisherman's lie down with the rest.
Our run to port was pleasant and the waves were rolling up

from the hay, making our light craft bob up and down like so
many corks.
We made a landing opposite the station, and at once went up to

the hotel and there took a bath and brushed ourselves up in our
neatest.
Crossing the street from the hotel we got shaved aad there it

was decided to end the trip.
The Doctor and I expected to go on, but on account of being

poisoned on my hands and other impediments, much to Doctor's
discomfiture, I decided not to. We just had time to get our canoes
to the station and to buv our tickets when the conductor shouted,
"All aboard," and we started homeward, Tru-de.

THE HOISTING SAIL COMPETITION.
We have received from Mr. Zarega the following cotiditions

governing the contest for the prize offered by him: For the best
hoisting and lowering rig, competition to take place on July 6,

from 1 P. M, until sundown. Place, Brooklyn C. C; judge, Mr.
W. P. Stephens, whose decision shall be final. Contest open to
the members of New York C. C, Brooklyn C. C. and the canoe
clubs of the Passaic River. Entries to be made in writing and to
he sent to Mr. W. P. Stephens, at the office of Forbsi and
Si'BBAM. A second prize will be offered if five, and a third if ten
entries are made before April 1. Conditions governing the con-
test ai'e as follows: Rig to consist of at least two sails. Canoes
must be underway and sails hoisted and properly furled at com-
mand of judge. The contest is to be determined by points, wnieh
are to be counted as follows: Perfection in hoisting, 3 points; per-
fection in lowering and properly furling, 3 points. Perfection in
balance (to be determined by sailing without rudder and with
fixed centerboard or centerboards, over a short course to wind-
ward and return), 5 points; merit and beauty of design, 3 points;
neat and seamanlike finish, 3 points. Possible score, 17 points.
Should the score of any boats tie, such boats must be rejudged,
and on the same day if possible. Double entries permitted, but
only one prize awarded to any competitor. Reeling not con-
sidered.

MAS3AS0IT C. C—The Massasoit wigwam in Boston Harbor,
was aflame with life and enthiisiMsm on the eveniner of Jan. 13, on
the occasion of the annual banquet of the Massasoits. Gaily
decorated for the occasion was the club-house, which stands iso-
lated on the margin of the bay, looking on to the sometimes rip-
pling, sometimes surging waters, the scene of so much summer
activity and pleasure, surrounded by a large company of yachts
and smaller boats, whose towering masts constituie a forest, in
the midst of which the pile-built wigwam is successfully hidaon
from the rude gaze of an unsympathetic puolic. After som e
time had been spent by the Massasoits, the neighborins Puritans
and the Lynn Sagamores In fraternal chat, the more serious
business of the es'ening was taken in hand, aad the canoeists sat
down to a declectable and substantial repast. Att^r our " inner-
man " had been satisfied and refreshed, -J. A. Frizzell was ap-
pointed toastmaster, and the usual toasts were duly proposed,
and as duly responded to. Vice-Com. Cartwright, of the A. C. A.,
then gave us a talk on the usefulness of the Association, and the
obligation there was on every canoeist to support it by joining.
Singing was the next form of jollity, and this with the repeated
impetus extracted from the seemingly unquenchable puiich-
bowl, lasted until tlie dim gray dawn began to appear, and like
Hamlet's ghost, we were led to exclaim "We scent the morning
air, and must away."—Jambs J. Brooks, Sec'y Massasoit C. C.

NORWALK C. C.-The Norwalk C. C. held its annual dinner at
the boat house. South Norwalk, on Dac. 27. The annual meeting
took place before the dinner, and ofla-ers were elected for 1891:

Com., J. O. Greeve; Sec'y-Treas., Tho«. Benedict, Jr.; Captains, L.
M. Searles and Ross Burchard. About fifteen guests and ten
members were present. After the spread the tables were removed
and a lantern exhibition of club camps and cruises was given by
Mr. Benedict. The club house was tastefully decorated with
flags, paddles, etc., and a very enjoyable evening was passed. The
fine club house, built on the "knoll," Wilson's Point, was finished
too late for any formal opening last season, but the members have
under consideration races and a reception for Decoration Day
next.
THE TURTLES' SLEIGHRIDE.—On Jan. 9 the Mohiran C. C.
had a grand midwinter frolic, under the leadership of Capt.
Winne; an expedition in two large sleighs to the elub'^s summer
house down the river, whei'e Mate Wheeler and his aids had gone
in advance to prepare fires and a feast. The hill near the house
was converted into a toboggan slide, lighted by a bonfire and
Chinese lanterns; the canoeists bringing toboggans wit'i them.
Music was furnished by the banjos and guitars, and a grand feast
was spread in the pretty little club house, the party reaching
home very late. Ca^pt. Winn6 has not only gone far toward re-

viving the old-time spirit of the Turtles in summer but he has
kept the club alive and united all winter.
PURITAN CLUB.— Annual meeting, Jan. 17, officers elected:

Com., Edw. S. Gilmore; Vice-Corn., J. S. Dean; Rear Oom., .los.

E. Hill; Treas., Lothrop Hodge; Sec, James W. Cartwright, Jr.,

611 Washington street, Boston; Board of Directors, above officers

and Francis J. Baxter and Samuel A. Brown; Membership Com.,
Geo. B. Underwood, J. E, Hill, J. S. Dean; House Com., E. S. Gil-
more, Howard E. Jepson; Meas., John R, Robertson. Financial
condition sound. Prospects bright. Fleet comprises 20 canoes, 8

canoe yawls. 6 new in 1890.

A. 0. A.MBMBERaHIP.-AtlantlaDlvisloiw J,8. AgueWi Tren-
ton, N. J.

SINGLESTICK RACING IN 1 890.

THE 40ft. class.

WHETHER or no the past season in the iOft. class has justified
the brillant predictions of last winter and proved a great

success, our readers mayiudge for themselves from the accom-
panylne table of races; this much is plain, that the races have
surpassed in number those of any class in previous years, that a
large proportion of these contests have been spirited and exciting,
and that there is nothing in the results of the season of 1800 to
contradict the conclusions drawn in 1889 as to the superiority of
the moderate type of keel boat over all others. The promise of
the winter was unusually bright, while many of the old forties.
Banshee, Chiquita, Baboon, Xara,, Pappoose, Nymph, Gorilla,
Alice and Verena, had retired from the I'acins, and though but
three new boats were building to repla,ce them; these were all
racers and of the latest model and build. At the same time there
were still a number of the '89 boats that were preparing for an-
other trial, Liris, Mariquita, Tomahawk, Minerva, Helen and the
untried Choctaw. Nearly all of these were undergoing important
alterations, mainly in the direction of Minervaizing.
Helen was altered by rtiking her sternpost, cutting away the

forefoot, lowering her ballast and the substitution of an entirely
new sail plan; Mariquita was also taken in hand in the same way,
her ballast being lowered by recasting in wider piece of her entire
keel, with two extra tons added, the forefoot being cut away:
while Liris received a new rig, somewhat smaller than her origi-
nal sail plan, including an outfit of Lapthorne canvas. Toma-
hawk was but little changed, being painted black in place of
white, but the hull being unaltered, Minerva was unchanged in
hull, but had a new suit of Lapthorne canvas and new gear, her
spars being the same. Before the season opened she changed
owners, being sold by Admiral Tweed to a brother of Mr. Royal
Phelps Carroll, owmer of Gorilla, Capt. Charles Barr still retain-
ing command of her. Another of ihe '89 boats was Choctaw, a
Burgess centerboard, similar to Nymph, completed late in the
season and not raced that year. Her owner, Mr. Arnold Thayer,
proposed to race her, and she was fitted out early in the season.
The only new boats, those before mentioned, were from Mr.

Burgess's designs, the first, of them, being for Messrs. Charles F.
and George O. Adams, former owners of Pappoose and Baboon.
Gossoon, the new craft, was a keel boat, like both of her sisters,
but considerably narrower, being but 12ft. extreme beam, or 61n.
less than Pappoose, a boat 4ft. shorter. The construction, with
alternate steel and oak frames, was considerably lighter than the
previous Burgess boats, and she was fitted throughout for racing,
every effort being made to save weight in hull and rig. In
m^irked distinction to most recent yachts, she, like Volunteer,
weighed less than was estimated, floating above her lines and with
a waterline of but 3!)tt. Bin. when finally raced, and this after she
had been coppered in place of the usual bronze paint. A sister
boat to Gossoon was Mr. C. H. W. Foster's Ventura, a centerboard
boat of deeper and narrower model than any of her predecessors,
and V7ith the same construction as Gossoon. She was but 12ft.
(j'n. beam, about 3ft. less than Nymph and Verena. while her draft
was about 7ft. 6in. Beside these two buUt by the Lawleys, another
centerboard racer, one foot wider and not quite so deep as Ven-
ture, but of the same construction, was built hy Piepgrass for Mr.
E. D. Morgan. As each nf the se boats differed from all the old cues
as well as from the other two, they formed an important addition
to the 40ft. racing fleet.

The first race of the year was the littlf sweepstakes on May 30
between Helen and Ventura, won by the former, at Marblehead;
but the real opening of the sefison was in the sweepstakes of the
Seawanhaka C. Y. C. on New York Bay, a week later. Although
the race had been long announced and entries made, the boats
preparing for it, yet the race day, June 7, found the fieet all be-
lated, only Minerva and Choctaw being anywhere near the line at
the appointed hour. The conditions of the race included a one
gun start at 11 A.M., waiting for no one, but when the gun fired
only two yachts out of six entries crossed. Liris finally came
down with a hand'cap of 13m.; Helen, on from Boston for this
race, was 1:30 astern of her; Tomahawk was so late that she soon
dropped out, while Mariquita broke her bohgtay on the way froih
Bay Ridge to the line, just below the Narrows, and could not
start. T"hough the wind was light and variable there might still

havs been a good race had the boats cro-ssed with the gun, but as
it was there was a procession, led by Minerva, steered for the
first time by Mr. Bryan Alley, with Choctaw, steered by young
Mr. Fish, anywhere within 5m. of her astern. This continued
until the Hook was reached on the way in, when by some clever
work with the tides Liris, steered by Mr. Lovejoy, cut in ahead,
being first at Buoy 10. with Choctaw just astern and Minerva
third. From here in there was more or less fluking, Minerva
finally finishing ahead, whie Ohoct,aw took the second prize.
Liris succeeded in making up all of her handicap, making the
best time over the course, but as all times were taken from the
gun this counted nothing. The race proved little, through the
vaiiable conditions and the very uneven start.
The main cause of the delay was the overmeasurement of

nearly all the boats, Liris, Minerva and Choctaw in particular
running so far over 40ft. that it was necessary to strip them very
close to get them in. This caused much delay in the two or three
days preceding the race.
Only two days later Minerva, Liris. 'Helen and Choctaw met

again in the spring regatta of the Larchmont Y. C. in a faii'ly

good breeze, Liris beating Minerva by less than a minute. Hehn
made a very fair showing, being within a couple of minutes of the
winner; but it was evident that though much better than in her
first year she had no place withMmerva. She started at once for
Boston, afterward sailing one race on June 17 against Ventura,
who beat her; this ended her racing and she ttrmed cruiser.
Only three forties started in the Atl ntic Y.C. annual regatta of

June 17, but as one of these was Minerva and anothej- Chispa, a
yacht that had never raced, though out all of the previous yea.r,

and reputed to be very fast, a good contest was promised, an
added featm-e being the presence of Choctaw, who had been sail-

ing very well in the brushes about the bay. Thongh the weather
was rather too fine for good racing there was a very fair race be-
tween the three, with Minerva a long way in the lead nearly all

day. When near the end of the race, however, through an inex-
cusable blunder she went on the wrong side of a channel buoy,
thus being disqualified. Tlie corrected times showed her nearly
5m. ahead of Chispa, but her blunder gave first prize to the latter.,
Mr. Carroll at once challensed Oom. Lawton for a match and the
challenge was accepted, the race being arranged for June 28, for
$:250 per side; but when the day came Mr. Carroll had gone off

cruising in Minerva, and the race was never sailed.
The Corinthian Y. C. regatta followed the Atlantic, Minerva

parting her hobstay within a few minutes of the start, and with-
drawing after an ineffectual attempt to repair damages. This
left Choctaw, Tomahawk, Mariquita and Broncho, thf» latter not
finishing. Cnoctaw won, with Tomahawk second. Next day in
the drift of the New York Y. C. Minerva was ready at the line,
beating the other three by over half an hour.
All the races thus far had been sailed in light breezes and

smooth waters, but two days later, in the annual regatta of the
Seawanhaka C. Y.t*'., there was a strong wind from S.B. and a
roll of sea from the Spit nut to the Scotland. A cold drizzle of
rain made the day anything but cheerful save to racing men.
With a long beat from off Bay R dge to the Scotland, something
that is a notable exception over this course; there was a fine race
for the spectators. The event of the day was the sailing of Mari-
quita. though she had shown considerable improvement over her
first year in the previous races, especially in the way she carried her
canvas, she had won nothing better than three third places in as
many starts, but on this occasion she woke up, and soon left both
Minerva and Liris astern. She gained some advanlage from the
rain, which only made her old cotton m-uusail set better, while it

spoiled for a time the new English canvas of Minerva and Liris,
but the miin factor was the very skillful handling of Mr. Burgess
himself, who was in command for the day. She not only carried
her canvas better than the other two. but in the seas outside the
Hook she went along dryer and easier than either. At the same
time Minerva was within her allowance of her all day, and would
presumably have won in any event, but her chances were im-
proved by the loss of Mariquita's topmast at Buoy 10 on the way
home. Off the wind in this breeze the loss was comparatively
small, and barring the mishap Mariquita could hardly have gained
enough in the few miles to the finish to give her the race. Minerva
won, in addition to the regular prize, the Leland cup, with Oom.
Center's prize for her helmsmm, Mr. Alley.
On the following Monday a special sweepstakes for the 40ft.

class was sailed by the Seawanhaka C. Y. 0 , only Minerva, Choc-
taw and Liris starting, though the day promised well for a race,
with a moderate S.E. wind. This was deceptive, however, as the
wind fell light and tricky. Minerva won without any particular
effort, winning the regular prize and the Carroll cup of '89, Liris

ftnd Chootaw making a hot race astern, finishing even after a most
complicated spries of lufttag matches across the bay, Choctaw
ooliwiiwestly taking tue rtice on correotad time. 7his fin i -ihed the
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2

P

d. w.

1

1

1

1

1

S

13.4 13.4

5

d. w.

1

3

d. w.

g. w.

d. w.

d. w.

Wind and

Weather.

Light, clear

—

Mod. , clear... ..

Fresh, clear....

Mod., clear. . . .

Mor!., clear

Mod., clear

Drift, clear....

Strong, rainy..

Light, clear....

Light to mod..

Light, clear..

.

Strong to mod..

Mod., clear . .

.

Strong, clear..

Light, clear

Light, clear

Mod., clear

Light, clear

Fresh
^

Strong 1-

Light j

Mod., rainy. . I

Light, clear., f

Light, clear. ..

Light, rainy...

.

Light

Drift

Light, clear

Light, flukr....

Strong, stormy

Strong, stormy

Strong, stoimy

Strong, clear...

Strong, rainy..

Notes.

Liris, Helen and Tomahawk handicapped.

Minerva disqualified, wrong course.

Moderate sea outside, Leland cup.

$25 sweepstakes and Carroll cup.

Tbelma 1, Milicete 3, G-ossoon lost topmast.

Gould cup and cash prize.

Pappoose withdrew.

Moccasin broke tiller,
i Qj^^ p^.^^

Moccasin grouaded. ^

^"^^ J'^^^^s.

Special race, Newport.

Hemmenway & Thayer cup, for winner of
series (two out of three races).

Mod. sea. Tnese mat ches sailed under mean
of N. Y. and Eastern allowances.

Sasqua 1, Polly 2, Broncho 3.

Jessica finished fourth.

Milicete wins ^300, Go.s8oon broke gammon.

Heavy sea. Alga 2, Thelma 3, Milicete 4,.

Heavy sea, Liris broke tiller.

Heavy sea.

Heavy sea, match won by Jessica.

Private match decided on this race.

Starts

Firsts

Seconds

Total

Total of prize'. Full-faced figures indicate prizes.

Nos. 14 and 15. races on runs of New York Y. C. Cruise, count as one rac".

^' ^
2
^ ^

' ^" '^^^^^^^ corrected length; W. L., classed by waterline; s.o., sail over; (/., grounded; d., disahled; w., withdrew; n.t., not timed; p., disqualified; m., private match.

races in New York Bay, with Minerva easily first and nobody in
particular second.
On July 4 at Larehmont Minerva, Liris. Mariquita and Choctaw

were the starters, in a light anfl flaky race. Minerva won by over
2m. from Liris, with Mariquita far astern and Choctaw with-
drawing. In addition to the regular prize Minerva won the
Gould cup.
Thus far nothing had been heard from Gossoon, but she had

been sailing about Marblehead to stretch her sails and gear. Her
first race was the July 4 sweepstakes with Ventura and the two
46-footers, Thelma and Milicete, in which she lost her hollow top-
mast when holding the lead in the middle of the race, disabling
her completely. Ventura did poorly in this race and was not
timed. The meeting of Minerva and Gossoon was looked for-
ward to with an interest almost as deep as that of the Cup races,
hut unfortunately the first race, the Eastern Y. C. annual, on
July 10, was a failure, not being sailed to a finish. In the light
and variable winds through which the yachts drifted all dav.
Gossoon did rs.ther the better work, while her sisters, Ventura
and Pappoose, were far astern of Minerva. Next day there was a
fine breeze and a tumble to the waves, making good racing; Gos-
soon and Minerva running and reaching the first twelve miles
with but 18s. between them; but on the wind Gossoon gained over
3m.. winning by 2m. 20s. corrected time. Ventura beat both the
others down wind, in part owing to her sailing her own course
while they were fighting in company; but on the wiad she did
very poorly, finally giving up. Pappnose also did not sail the
race out, tnese two days being her only trials during the season.
Following this race, wbich still left sufficient uncertainty to

make the coming contests very interesting, was a lull of three
weeks before the forties met again in the New York Y. C. cruise.
Gossoon sailed in the Goelet cup race, doing very well for her
size, but the first class race of tbe cruise was for the Iselin cup,
$250, sailed off Newport, 12 miles to windward and return, on
Aug. 2; the wind being but moderate with a clear day and smooth
water. Starting 4m. after Minerva, Gossoon bad nearly caught
her within the first 20m., and all looked for a clear walk -over for
th. Burgess boat, but after this sudden gain Gossoon failed to
cai ry out the programme, and at the turn was still a little be-
hind her Time, which little in the long run home she failed to
make up, Minerva fiaally winning by 493. This was the maiden
race of the centerboard Moccasin, and though she was but third,
being lOm. astern of Minerva, it is the best out of her five starts.
Mariquita, though again steered by Mr. Burgess, did nothing in
this race save to beat Choctaw, the two never being fairly in it
with Gossoon from the start.
Liris was with the fleet in cruising trim, and did not enter this

race, but she took part in the two runs from Vineyard Haven to
New Bedford, and from that port to Newport. On the first run
only Gossoon, Liris and Moccasin started, Minerva having put
into New Bedford for a topmast to replace one lost on the run to
the Haven, which does not count as a race. Liris was delayed
shortly after the start by going to the assistance of a yacht in dis-
tress, while Moccasin broke her rudderhead and withdrew. On
the second run she was again in hard luck, taking the ground and
beine towed off, which put her out of the race. This race was
very fluky and amounted to little, but Minerva won with Gof soon
second, Lu-is not being tim^d. The final race of the cruise, a
special event for a S200 prize given by the club, found Mariquita
in again with the other four. As on the previous day the wind
was light and fluky; Minerva was Im. 153. ahead of Gossoon at the
end of the 9 knots beat out, but Gossoon overtook her coming in,
finally winning by 3m. 34s. Mariquita and Liris were never in
the race, being over 15m. astern of Minerva at the finish, while
Mocoasin varied proceedings by smashing her centerboard and
giving up.

The Corinthian Sweepstakes followed the close of the New York
cruise, aslant year, the course and conlitioas, even to the wind
and wexther, being practically tue same. The starters were Gos-
soon, Minerva, Mariquita, Cnoctaw, l^iris. Ventura and Moccasin.
Minerva, with Mr. Will Fife on board, ihough he took no part in
the sailing, was in trouble before the start, carrying away some of
her topmast gear, and crossed the line 10m. astern of Gossoon,
with a handicap of 5m. In actual time she beat Gossoon nearly
4m. on the windward leg of 8)4 miles, lost half a minute on the
final leg, a reach home. Thus, in actual time, she did the best
work of the dav, but her big handicap made her official elapsed
time 2m. 1.3s. greater than Gossoon's. This is so n^ar to her allow-
ance from Gossoon that it was a matter of very close measurement
between them as to the winner, and a lengthy correspondence has
resulted between the club and Messrs. Burgess and Adams. We
understand that by the official measurements of Mr. Hyslop for
both boats, which it was agreed in advance were to govern this
race, the prize goes to Minerva by a few seconds, but in so far as
the merits of the boats are concerned this is a small matter in
view of her large handicap which she succeeded in working off.
Mar'quita made the best showing of the year in this race, save in
the Seawanbaka annual, being third boat, and within one minute
of the leaders. Liris was a couple of minutes astern of her, while
Ventura and Choctaw were never in it. Moccasin broke down
and withdrew, as usual.
The race now shifted to Marblehead, and the Beverly Y. C. gave

a special race for the forties, after which the Corinthians of that
pretty port followed their brothers of New I'orli in a repetition of
the very successful series of the year before. The Beverly I''. O.
race was sailed on Aug. 17, the course being 10 miles to windward
from M -rblehead Rock and return, the weather being light and
fluky. Minerva was 9min. ahead of Mariquita at tue outer mark,
and nearly 15 ahead of G-ossoon the fourtu boat, Ventura, parting
her bobstay and withdrawing. Minerva finallv beat Mariquita
by llmin. and Gossoon by 15 min.
This year there were 3 instead of 5 races in the Corinthian

series, the prize being a $300 cup presented by Messrs. Augustus
Hemmenway, of Chiquita, and Bayard Thayer of Pappoose. The
first race was very much of a fluke, Ventura beating Gossoon
17min. and Minerva nearly 33min. in 24 knots, Mariquita being
second. The second race, m a strong br* eze and sea, was won by
Minerva by 2sec. only from Gossoon, M iriquita being 3min. astern
and Ventura 7. The sail-olf between Minerva and Ventura, in a
light and baffling wind and some sea. was won by Minerva in
S4min. for 20 knots, thus giving her the cud, as in 1889.
Up to this time Minerva had beaten Gossoon five times out of

eight races, or counting the Corinthian sweepstakes for Gossoon,
as was claimed, the score would be even. To settle it fluallyt Gos-
soon challenged Minerva for a series of three private matches for
$100 per .side, the mean of the allowance of the Eastern and New
York clubs to be used. In the first race, on a rainy day with a
strong wind and a good sea. Gossoon won by 5m.; and on the
second, with a moderate breeze and less sea, she won by nearly
4m.
The rest of the racing of 1890 is soon told. Gossoon and Ventura

sailed two private matches oflf Marblehead, Gossoon winning
both, then she started in a priv-ate match with the 46ft. center-
board Milicete, losing her gammon iron when near the end of the
race and with a good lead. This kept her out of the Eastern fall
regatta, the last event of the year at Marblehead, in which Ven-
tura was classed with the 48ft. boats, beating them by the aid of
their own tardiness in starting, all but she being handicapped
badly.
The season ended at Larehmont, where several particularly

good races were sailed. The two club races of Sept. 6 and 8 were
Bailed in light ant' flaky weather, thowgh Minerva won both very

easily; but they were followed by two dajs of rough sailing in a
N.E. gale, the races heingboth private matches between Minerva
and L'ns. In the first Liris broke her tille", being obliged to give
up, though Minerva completed the course in the worst weather inwhich the forties have yet raced. Next day the weather was still
worse, Minerva sailing with three reefs in and Liris two, Minerva
winning by 7m. Nest day Liris sailed a private match with the
46tt. Jessica, and was again beaten, the race being mainly run-
ning and reaching in a good breeze and disturbed water A day
later Mariquita and Liris met for the last time in the resatta
given by the Manhattan Athletic Club of New York, an organiza-
tion which has lately included yachting and canoeing among itsmany specialties. Mariquita and Liris decided also a private
match by the result of this race, both prizes going to Mariquita.
This ended the season in the 40ft. class, the total resulis beingsummed up m the table. As in the previous tables, we have

counted the first places won, whether each carried a prize or not
and also the second place where four or more started. We also
give the actual number of prizes won by each vacht, including
special cups. Leaving out Chispa's percentage of 100, through a
total of one win to the same number of starts, Minerva stands at
the head, with a score of 15 first places for 23 starts, or a per
centage ot .65, Gossoon being next, with 7 firsts to 16 starts or 44
per cent. The others are so far behind these two that no com-
parison is necessary. Between Minerva and Gossoon thfi score of
10 races stands 5 lo 5, so that honors are even; but it would be very
unfair to Minerva, the single representative of Mr. Fife, to com-
pare her only with one picked boat from the large Burges« fleet
Throng li the seasxm three new racing boats sailed against

Minerva; Gissoon, Ventura and Moccasin; 11 races being sailed,
of which Minerva has won 6, Gossoon 4 and Ventura 1. In compet-
ing against the entire Burgess fleet, in 21 races, Minerva has made
that number of starts against 46 for the entire fleet, her score
being 14 firsts, 4 seconds, 1 fourth and 1 break down, beside which
IS the Atlantic Y. C. regatta, in which she outsailed two of the
other boats, though disqualified for a blunder. She and Gossoon
stand so tar ahead of the fleet that the doings of the others is of
secondary interest.
The Burgess centerboard boats have done nothing, showing a

total ot 4 first places for 25 starts. Choctaw has once beatenTomahawk and Mariquita; the new Ventura, though pluokily
and persistently raced, has once beaten Minerva and (iossoon,
the race being a flaky one. Moccasin's achievements are limited
to a third place out of 5 starters and 4 breakdowns. Mariquita
has been considerably improved by the alterations in her keel
and ballast, and has been very steadily raced, but she won only a
single race, that with Liris on Sept. 13. Her best work was in the
Seawanbaka annual, but beyond that her next achievement was
only a third prize in the Corinthian sweepstakes. She has, how-
ever, succeeded in beating Liris, coming in ahead 5 times out of the
8 races they have s dled together. Liris has but one first to show
for a large number of starts, beating Minerva once in the early
part of the season. Gorilla and AJice have also joined the
cruisers.
This year's racing has settled the fate of a number. Helen has

been sold for a cruiser, Pappoose has been sold to race on the
lakes, where she will be in the 46ft. class, with the 30-rater Vreda;
Mariquita is for sale, her owner having a n^w Burgess 46-footer
underway; Minerva is also for sale, Choctaw has already been
sold for a cruiser, as well as Awa, whom we have not included in
the table as she has sailed only a few local races. Liris is now
being altered for cruising, a cockpit and wheel being added.
Tbe future of the class for 1891 is yet uncertain, but the Boston

48tt. boom nas not reached such formidable proportions as to
threaten the complete extermination of the 40ft. olass; a new 40 is
pcFOinised from a cleajgn by Mr. John B. Paine, who haa been »o
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successful in the 24ft. Swordflsb and the 20ft. Hornet, and she
would doubtless enliven the racing if built. Gossoon may be ex-
pected to go a little faster in her second season than in her first,
while Minerva is not yet beaten off the field. Hor old skippsr,
Capt. Chas. Barr, has found a new berth, and she herself is for
sale, 80 it is uncertain whether she will be raced at all, and if so,
how well she will be sailed. The only new boat thus far is the
Paine crafr, Mr. Burgess having orders for 46ft. and 30 racers,
but no forties, while JS'ew Yorli is building notniag at all.

FOREIGN YACHTS IN AMERICAN WATERS.
FOR ten years after the first races for the America's Cup, in

18V0-71, British yachts were unknown in American waters;
now and again a large steamer or schooner called at a few ports
in cruising, but racing yachts, and especially small craft, were
unknown. In 1881 Madge wa^ sent out here by Mr. Jas. Coats to
race with Araprican yachts, the result being now a matter of his-
tory. Madpe was followed by Maggie, Stranger, Ulidia, Q-enesta,
Clara, Galatea, Shona, Delvin, Thistle, and later by Minerva and
Jessica.
Under a provision of the Revised Statutes of the Uuited States,

Section No. 4316, all of these yachts have been allowed the same
privileges as American-built craft. Including an immunity from
tonnage cha'-ges, whether used about the coa^tonly or on the seas.
In the cases of Madge and others that have been imported by
steamer, import duties have been collected, but in all other re-
spects they have been as tree as American yachts, their owners
in some cases flying the American yacht ensign. The exact status
of these vessels has never been clearly defined, but as a matter of
courtesy that is common among nations they have been accorded
the usual privileges of pleasure vessels.
Within the past two weeks a very important bill has been intro-

duced in the Senate by Senator Frye, of Miine, which reads as
foUows:
"A bill to regulate the rights and privilege^ of pleasure vessels

and yachts of foreign build and ownership.—Be it enacted by the
Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, Tnet Section 4316 of the Revised
Statutes is hereoy amended by ttie addition after the word 'tax'
of certain provisions contained in the words following, to wit:
Any such vessel, however, remaining in the United States a
longer period than six months in any one year, or sold to or be-
coming the property of a citizen of the United States, or char-
tered from the owner, shall become subject to duties at the rate
of twenty dollars per gross ton, aad if navigated in the United
States shall become subject to a tonnage tax of one dollar per ton
at every port at which she may arrive. Any vessel, whether used
as a pleasure vessel, yacht or othervcise, and whether of foreign
or domestic build or ownership, not documented by the Govern-
ment of the United States and not otherwise provided for by law,
found navigating between district and district, or between diller-
ent places in the same district, shaU be liable to a fine of $100.
Any vessel not documented as a yacht of the United States, dis-
playing the yacht ensign prescribed by law. shall be liable to a
fine of $30."
The provisions of the proposed law are plainly expressed and

easily understood; in the case of visiting yachts, such as Genesta,
Galatea and Thistle, they will be allowed to sail in American
waters for six months in any year, but no longer; for instance, if
Lieut. Henn should pay another friendly visit in Galatea, as he
did in 1886-7, arriving in August of the former year and staying
unt'l October of the latter, he would be compelled to pay duty on
his yacht about $1,800, and beside this a tax of $89 to $90 at every
port at which he called, besides being liable to a fine of $100 every
time he got under way.
In the case of such yachts as Minerva, Clara and Jessica, owned

by Americars, not even the six months grace is allowed, but if
the proposed bill becomes a law these yachts will be compelled to
pay duty, and after that will be unable to leave their moorings.
Their owners will have the choice of breaking them up fortlie
lead and copper, or of making house-boats of them.
The hot competition which has been carried on for years be-

tween American and British designers will be very quickly
ended, not by honest victories over the British craft on the race
courses, but. by the cheaper and simpler process of prohibiting
them from sailing at fill. With Clara out of the way Anoconda,
though she has never beaten the cutter, can claim to be the
fastest of her class. In the same way anv possible danger of a
defeat of t^e new Burgess 46.footer by Jessica, will l>e removed.
Jn the 40ft. clas». as we show elsewhere tbis week, 1 he honors of
the year go to Mmerva, she and Goss-on being even in the races
in which they have met, while she has beaten all the rest of the
class easily. With her out of the way Mr. Bureess can safely
claim the supremacy in the 40ft. as well as the 46ft. class.
The proposed bill is an admirable complement to the new deed

of gift; that document virtually stops racing in the larger classes
but stiU fails to reach the case of small yachts like Clara and
Minerva, which have crossed the ocean and beaten the home
craft. All of this is remedied by the new bill; it will still be pos-
sible for British yachtsmen to send their yachts over here for a
short time, but why should they trouble themselves to do so
when it is evident that Americans do not want international
races and have taken all possible means to protect themselves
from challengers in any class?
Should the bill become a law foreign yachtsmen can place but

one interpretation upon it and its fellow, the new deed of gift;
that they are not wanted on this side and, though there are cer-
tain conditions under which they may come, their absence will
be much more precious 1 ban their presence.
The great factor in the advance of American yachting since

1880 has been the continual presence and competition, often with
success, of the British yachts. Madge and her sisters, down to
Minerva, have served as models, their good points have been
closely copied, their bad ones have shown us what to avoid; now
that we have presumably learned aU that is possible from them,
it IS proposed to remove any danger of further defeat by prohioit-mg them from racing.
The proposed bill is an excellent one—for the pockets of Ameri-

can designers and builders-but it is a most unjust one to the
many American owners of imported yachts, who are robbed of

ul "Property without redress. We do not know who are behind
the bill, but we look for its condemnation at the hands of every
American yachtsman who values fairplay before any false claims
for national supremacy gained by barring out all rivals.
The greatest nope for Americiin designing lies in free and un-

restricted competition with all nations, and not in a system of
protection which handicap? all rivals and restricts competition to
American craft alone.

BAY OF QUINTE.
THE alteration in the ballasting of the sloop Norah, which I

foreshadowed in a former letter, has been made. Seven
thousand pounds of lead have been taken from under the floor,
cast luto a keel and placed on the outside A good job has been
done by Mr. John Allen, our local shipwright, who has. by various
devices, niost sensibly strengthened the backbone of the yacht
and ntted it for the burden which has thus been imposed upon it.
This work has been done in anticipation of a challenge from the
Atalanta for the Fisher cup. which Mr. Bell has seeming good
reason tor believing that his fine craft can successfully defend.
Nothing has as yet been done to the Atalanta; indeed, it is ques-

tionable it they have as yet matured their plans. Let me tell
them, that to have a chance of winning the Fisher cup they must
put their craft in better trim tt an she has ever been.
Thus, you see, we will have some interesting races between our

two big ones, which are certainly the fastest yachts on fresh
water.
.Apropos to the proposal at the L. Y. R. A. meeting to expel
the B. Q. Y.C., it seems to have been made with the object of
arousing to action the old standbys of our once-famous and pow-
erful organization, which a few years ago had the best racing
record of any club in the world. This once splendid organization,
which was the means of reviving genuine vachting on Lake On-
tario, was unfortunate in losing by removal some of its most use-
ful members; gradually dry rot set in. and now the association is,
It not dead, at least moribtmd. I have, however, hopes that a
better spirit will prevail during tlie coming season. As to the
indebtedness to the L. Y. R. A. the money conld be raised in half
an hour to-morrow morning if only some one would undertake to
do so—but there's the rub. Port Tack.

« ICE YACHTING.-On Jan. 16 the race for the Van Nostrand
Challenge Championship Cup of America was sailed on Orange
Lake, the course being 20 miles, 10 rounds of a 3 mile course. Tue
wind from the north, light to moderate. The starters were

:

Scud, J. Darby 1 22 43
Windward, Chas. H'gginson i 37 28
Lady of the Lake, Wm. Pinkney 1 28 22
Dragon, Chas. Merritt Disabled
Dragon led for the first 4 miles, when the clew of her mainsail

carried away, and she withdrew, after which Scud, the famous
Shrewsbury boat, won easily, as above. The judges were : Judge
Charles F. Brown, of the Second Division Court of Appeals ; Dr.
A. A. Waldron, Gardner Tan Nostrand, ex-Alderman B. B.
Moore and Vice Commodore Willett Kidd.

Hufnagle : Trustees, W. L. Brigham. B. Alexander, J. Stilger, A.
A. Buoholz and Conrad Roth; Finance Committee, J. Langer-
fleld, Frank Dreschler and Rufus Darrow, Jr.

; Representatives
to the New York Y. R. A., R. V. Freeman, J. Stilger, and H. F.
Allen.

NEW Y'ACHTS. -Mr- Burgess has an order for a 26ft. l.w.l.
boat for Holland. Lawley & Sou have an order for a 51ft. steam
launch. They have in frame the Belmont and Vanderbilt boats,
and will soon have the Thayer boat timbered.

Meas., Howard Whitcomb. Executive Committee, Wm. S. Eaton,
Jr.. F. E. Peabody. Regatta Committee, Geo. C. Adams, W. W.
Keith, Geo. A. Stewart, Geo. W. Mansfield, Wm. P. Fowle Mem-
bership Committee, Arthur Binney, W. A. Harvey, S. W. Sleeper,W. N. Merriam, J. W. Hodgkins. House Committee, P. A. Sea-
mans, P. M. Wood, Henry Taggard. Board of Judges, Daniel
Applet^n, W. N. Merriam, Fred L. Rhodes, Lawrence Whitcomb,
G. W. Mansfield.

,A?9,9.^'"XN Y. C.-Offlcers 1891: Com., R. F. Sutton, sloop.
Mull; Vice-Com., Chas. E. Simmons, White Wings; Rear-Com.,
9^'^: P- Lyons, Grace; Meas.. H. W. Kilbourne; Pres.. D. Reilly;
Sec'y, Wm. Cagger; Treas., W. H. Buck; Membership Committee,
A. G. Walden. Wm. Dodman and W. A. Tavlor; Regatta Com-
mittee, G. W. Hume, A. S. Rischofler and J.'V. P. Shields; Trus-
tees, E. H. Chandler. Albert Clunan, .lohn Cottier, P. H. J. Geau-
not, George P. Foote, E. C. Fitzgerald, Claude Berrard and R. O.
Hopkins.
LYNN Y. C.-Offlcers, 1891: <^m., P. E. Baker; Vice-Com., S. L.

Saunders: Sec'y. P. B. NewhuU; Treas., J. W. Altwill; Meas., A.
W\J^^^- Directors, E. B. NewhuU, H. L. Parker, J. W. Haines,
E. H. Taylor, W. E. Neal. Regatta Committee, H. P. Armstead,
C. H. Crowell, J. H. Tutts. C. R. Cuss, E. C. Smith. Membership
Committee, W. A. Estes, Frank Holbrook, Arthur Putnam.—F. E.
Newhull, Sec'y.ANEW 46-FOOTER.-Mr. A. Gary Smith has just completed
the design for a 48f f

. keel racer of about 13ft. beam and 10ft. 6in.
draft, a very handsome boat of the modern type, with clipper
stem. It is not decided whether the yaclit will he built.NAUTICAL MAGAZINE.-With ihe 60th volume of this stan-
dard periodical, beginnmg with Jan. 1891, the size of the book is
considerably increased. The number contains more than the
usual amount of practical matter concerning commerce and
navigation.
ROSALIND.—Mr. C. S. Eaton's 30-footer has been sold to

Horace F. Smith, of Germantown, Pa. Mr. Eaton has now a new
65ft. steam yacht at Lawley's.
CORINTHIAN NAVY.—The annual meeting of the Corinthian

Navy will be held on Jan. 27 at the Marlborough Hotel, at 8 P. M.MABEL F. SWIFT.-This sloop, designed by Mr. J. Borden,
has lately been sold to Com. Rowe, Columbia Y. C, New York.

Anglers contemplating a trip to Florida this coming season will find it to their advantage to inspect oui
celebrated

Tarpon Rods, Reels and Lines.
The largest tarpon (184 lbs.) ever killed on a rod and reel was taken with one of our Noibwood Tarpon Rods.

They arc pronounced "PERFECT" by all who have used them.

OUR NEW SOFT LINEN TARPON SNELIi IS THE BEST.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturera of every dessrlptlon of

1 3xr Es ]F- 1sH I isr ta.csk.il
18 Vesey Street fFourth door from the Agtor House), New York.

Small 'Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
I FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y

Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbrrs' >. .

win now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, wherw
he will give the same personal attentioa to all
work intrusted to his care as formerly.

W

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

IKToi; Sold at

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 88-page Oataloffne of Aitmn and 4iiimiiiiition.
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Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1890.
Here I am agrain as usual cuttiner the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklj^n.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk wliippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

10|ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $3 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Moimted " 3 82
No, 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Sp'it Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in woodi form, length

8i, 9, 94, 10ft . weight 9, 1()J, 12, ISoz Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted • • • " 3 33
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake TrolUng Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz. , " 3 75
No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint ,

" 3 75
No. 380, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butb, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, 'Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; lOOyds., $1,35. Hard Paibber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.
Slidmg Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $2.35; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.76. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOfb., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 800ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 13 thread 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, ^'6g, Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz ., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz, ; treble gut, 30c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTEBS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St-, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Steam Yachts and Launches
THEIR

lAGHINEST AND HANAGEMENT.
A Review of the Steam Engine as applied to Yaclits; Laws Governing

Yaclits in American Waters ; Kules for Racing ; Rules for Build-
ing; Pilot Regulations; Speitific Types of Machinery;

Design of Hulls; Etc. With 96 Illustrations.

XT IV :hc^RX> "3?.

CONTENTS.
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SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.
Pew new buyers of steam yachts have more than a vague comprehension of the driving power of their vessels, aud few

have the time or inclination to enter upon a prolonged scientific study of the theory of steam machinery, particularly when
the practical i-esults to them do not seem propoi-tional to the efforts put forth. This volume is intended to be sufficiently

comprehensive, and elementary at the same time, to suit the yacht owner's object of accj^uiring a general understanding ol

the subject as a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—From Aidhor's Preface.
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ket; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

D 36 New Street, Eevoive«.32&.38.
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Gunners, read this and practice till you can hit anything that hops, runs or flies. One pound of No. 1 shot
elves you 1200 rounds with your own gun. Practice limited only by sliooters enthusiasm. Our pneumatic auxil-
iary gun barrels can be Inserted lu any ordlnai-y breech-loading shotgun in a moment, converting j'our gun into
an air gun to practice with. By pulling trigger of your Kun precisely as If using shells, a single pellet of No. 1

shot is discharged that will break any c ay pigeon or kill small game at short range. No Are, smoke or noise,
and no trouble to load ; can be u^ed anywheie. Wi'l teach you to hit with centre of load and kill neatly Instead
of crippling. Such practice is Invaluable to any club shooter or sportsman. When ordering give gauge and length
of your gun barrels. Sold by dealers or samples sent on receipt of price, $3.50 ; 10, 12 and 14 gauge only.
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By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.")

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the verj
beginiiing, describes and explains the rudiments in the simplest and plainest way possible
Everything is made intelligible for beginners and besides this ABC teaching there are sc

many hints and wrinkles that the oldest canoeist afloat wUl find pleasure and profit in thf
study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duflle between its covers. The
subjects treated are the choice of a cauoe, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes anc
rules. The text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of the
book is enhanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages 168; uniform with "Canof
BuUding." Price, postpaid, $1.00.
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Illustrated. Monthly Magazine,
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JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO.,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is tlie subject of a nevy book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.
It gives avast amount of information about

how to live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and pat them up, it tells of camp
flres, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully
illustrated. Price $1.25.
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FIRST LESSONS

3taiilarili ui Foil! of JiiIpiE
JOB

ALL BREEDS OF DOGS.
Being the Standards of "Stonehenge" and also

those adopted by Specialty Clubs,

Kevised to I>ate.

Price, 60 Cents.

8XDREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00.
318 Broadway, New York.

T.OKnoN: DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finob T-ane.

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth generation
with a lettered Index for ready reference. $3.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00
818 Broadway, New yoiSu
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Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 13yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six Qonsecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
lioris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,
Sportsmen's Wear

AND
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CANVAS SHOOTING COAT, -

CORDUKOY SHOOTING COAT,
CARTKIDGE BEt,T, - - .
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COMPI.BTE STTIT (CANVAS), -

COMPLETE SUIT (OOBDUaOY), -

si.oo
5.00
.25
.50
.50

3,75
13.00

All goods of OTir make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege cf examination.

OATAI.OGUE AND SAMPI.ES I'BEI!.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.,
lOS MacLison Streex, Cliioago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

The Spaniel and its Training.
By F. H. F. MERCER.

A complete manual of the care, management and training of the Spaniel by a practical

sportsman and an enthusiast on this breed. The volume is illustrated by admirable portraits

of all the more important breeds of spaniels, and contains the standards adopted by the
English and American Spaniel Clubs. The work is highly praised by the sporting press

generally, and is indispensable to every owner.

PRICE $1.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
DAVISS & CO., I^ndoii» England.

FEKGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
WITH

SILVER PLATED LOCOMOTIVE EEPLEOTOES.

unTversai lamp.
With Ai^jnstaWe Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.

Comblaes Head Jack,
Boat Jack, Fishing Iiamp,
Camp Iiamp, Dash. Xiamp,
Belt Lantern, Hand Ijan-

tern, etc.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

Can be used on any Mnd or any part of a dash
or vehicle. Bur" s kerosene without a chimney.
Wick is regulated from outside of lamp.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 65 Fulton St. N Y.

SciBitlfic EflDcatioi of Dop
FOR THE GUN.

A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practicil experience
of thirty-seven years. A review in Forest
AND Stream says:

"This work is a very well written treatise upon
the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one. but it is
very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price 12.50, postpaid, by the
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

Glimpses of Animal Life
BY

WILLIAM JONES, F.S.A.

A delightful book giving most entertaining
accounts of the intelhgence of animals, and
of many curious habits of certain little known
species. Every one who is interested in
nature or in animal life will find entertain-
ment in this volume.

Cloth, pp. 339. Price $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway. N. Y
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The Collie or Sheep Dog
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

BREED.
By RAWDON B. liEE.

Demy 8vo.. 157 pages, printed on plate paper
with illustrations. Price $1.50. For sale by

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway. New York.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
fBIOS 91.00.

B-OB SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

FOX-TEERIERS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Raby Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER $35.00
RECKONER $35.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS
LANCASTER, Mass.

IN THE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.^
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, despribed in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
noOMRM. 1 ICxcbftnge Block. BariKor. M»

TN THE STUD: THE ENGLISH CHAM-
X pion bull-terrier King of Hearts, the famous
Irish terrier Breda Bill, the Yorkshires Toons
Royal. Fishpool Gem, Prince Al, Toons Bright.
NORTHFIELD YORKSHIRE KENNELS,
Salem, Mass. Geo. S. Thomas, Manager.

DOGS FOR SALE.
If you want to buy a good dog of any kind

write for what you want to

FRANK HOPE,
464 N. 9th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

COLLIES
AND

IRISH TERRIERS.
CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,

P. 0= Bos 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE PERSISTENCY OF PESTS.

FROM the sowing and planting of his seed, almost,

indeed from the turning of the furrow, the farmer

enters upon a contest with the weeds, for a place in which
his crops may grow, and if lie or the crops are not van-

' quished, as the weeds never are, the warfare continues

till harvest time.

While he, with infinite labor, prepares the ground and
' sows his seed with all care, praying that drouth may not

wither nor floods drown it, and that frosts may not cut

down the tender plants, the wir.ds of heaven and the

fowls of the air scatter broadcast the seeds of the noxious

weeds, or they lie dormant in the ground awaiting oppor-

tunity, and then they germinate in sterile place-", fence

corners and nooks of the wayside, and flom-ish alike in

scorching sunshine and in sodden soil.

They defy the latest and the earliest frosts, grow with

their roots in the air; and cut down, spring up, grow on,

blossoming and rixDcning their seed in creeping stealth

and even unscathed by blight; and so flourish in spite of

all unkindliness of man or stress of nature, that the hus-

bandman wishes Ihey might by some freak of demand
become the useful plants, his present crop the undesired

ones.

Somewhat of the position that weeds stand opposed to

the plants which the husbandman depends upon for his

livelihood, vermin hold toward the beasts and birds, upon

which the sportsman depends for hia recreation.

While they whose jprotection men endeavor to main-

tain during the season of procreation, and at times when
scarcity of food prevails, decrease often to complete

' extinction, the vermin, whom the hand of man is always

against, continue to increase and multiply or at least hold

^ their own.

To them as to the weeds nature seems to deal a kinder

hand, and spares, even nourishes, while she destroys their

betters.

The snow crust, that walls the quail in a living tomb,

makes a royal banqueting hall for the pestiferous field

mice, where they feast and i-evel in plenty, secure from

all their enemies, feathered or furry. It impounds the

deer, but gives free range to the wolf and to his as piti-

less two-legged brother, the crust hunter.

The wet seasons that drown the callow woodcock and
grouse work no harm to the ravenous brood of the hawk
and owl, nor to the litter of fox, mink or weasel. Wet
or dry, hot or cold, the year fosters them throughout its

varied round.

Winged ticks kill the grouse, but the owl endures their

companionship with sedate serenity and thrives with a

swarm of the parasites in the covert of hia feathers.

The ekunk has been in bad odor siace man's first ac-

quaintance Avith him, and has always been killed on

sight as a pest that the world would be the sweeter for

being rid of. In later years the warfare against him has

received an impetus from the vahxe of his fur, but

though this has gone on relentlessly for a quarter of a

century, or more, his tribe still live to load the air with a

fragrance that incites the ambitious trapper to further

conquest.

All the year round all the farmers and their boys wage
war upon the crows, but each returning autumn sees the

columns of the black army moving southward with ap-

parently unthinned ranks, while, year by year, the

harried, platoons of ducks and geese return fewer and less

frequent.

Those detested foreigners, the English sparrows, in-

crease and multii)ly in spite of bitter winters and right-

eous persecution, while our natives, the beloved song

birds, diminish in numbers.

Thus on every hand we find the undesirable in ani-

mated nature, the birds and beasts that we.would gladly

be rid of, maintaining their numbers, while those whose
increase we desire are losing ground and tending toward

extinction.

The prospect for the sportsman of the future is indeed

gloomy, unless he shall make game of the pests and be-

come a hunter of skunks and a shooter of crows and

sparrows. Who can say that a hundred years hence the

leading sportsmen of the period will not be wrangling

over the points and merits of their skunk and woodchuck

dogs and bragging of their bags of crows and sparrows?

SNAP SHOTS,

THE second International Ornithological Congress will

be held at Whitsuntide. 1891, at Budapest, Hungary.

Those who expect to attend should be present by May 16,

and names will be registered and detailed programmes

issued on and after May 14, at the central office of the

National Museum. The programme as stated is as follows

:

May 17, opening ceremony of Congress and exhibition;

May 18, formation of special committees and sections;

May 19, reading of papers and special committee work;

May 20, concluding session of the Congress; May 21, com-

mencement of excursions. The sections into which the

Congress will be divided are as follows: Systematy,

Biology, Anatomy, Avigeography, Oology, Migration

and Economical Ornithology. Persons who intend to

read papers should advise the committee of the precise

titles of their contributions and the sections before which

they will come before April 30. Such communications

should be addressed to the Hungarian Scientific Com-
mittee, National Museum , Budapest, Hungary.

The Audubon monument fund, which was set on foot

two years ago, has languished. The committee of the

New York Academy of Sciences having the undertaking

in charge have secured a design of a monument to cost

$10,000. The scheme of making the subscription a

national one appears to have been abandoned; and it is

now proposed to make an effort to secure in New York

100 subscribers who wiU contribute $100 each, and to

have the monument completed and dedicated next Octo-

ber.

In our columns of Dec, 25, 1890, we called attention to

the effort in northeastern Pennsylvania to occomplish the

repeal of the law framed for the protection of pickerel

from Dec. 1 to June 1, which period covers their spawn-

ing season. Some newspapers of Montrose and other

towns in the same county are advocating a change of

the law and one of them goes so far as to recommend
the seining out of all pickerel weighing |lb. or upward.
Mr. G. W. Bunnell, of Auburn, joins us in defending the

wisdom of the act in question and he has recently ex-

pressed his opinion in one of the newspapers mentioned.

Our confidence in the gentlemen who influence legislation

in matters pertaining to Pennsylvania fishes is such that

we feel sure of the wisdom of their action, and there

ought to be no question as to the necessity of protecting

spawning fishes. If the pickerel is a favorite with any

class of fishermen let them show their appreciation of it

by applying to its care the same common sense principles

which govern their treatment of other animals.

Readers of early volumes of Forest and Stream will

recall the series of hunting sketches contributed by El

Cazador, in which were quaintly described the experi-

ences of an old Californian woodsman. Their author

was Maj. H. W. Mitchell, of Los Angeles, Cal., a man of

high standing in the community, and one who as sheriff

had won the admiration of his fellows for his proved

coiu'age and brave discharge of hia duty. Intelligence of

his melancholy death has just come to us. With two
comrades Maj. Mitchell was deer hunting on the Los

Angeles River. A deer had been wounded and the three

hunters separated to pursue the game. Shortly after this

one of them, seeing what he took to be the deer, shot

twice; and running up discovered that he had killed Maj.

Mitchell. Thus by an irony of fate, alas! not infrequent,

a brave man who has dared and achieved heroic endeavor

and gone unscathed through rivers of peril, meets death

at last by some ignominious cause.

The enterprising citizens of Southern Pines, North Car-

olina, have issued a proclamation inviting the whole

country to join them in "a week of old-time Southern

sport,"' beginning Feb. 4. The enticing programme maps

it out thus: Wednesday, reception of visitors. Thurs-

day, quail hunt. Friday, rabbit chase. Saturday, squir-

rel hunt. Sunday, services at white and colored churches,

Monday, wild turkey hunt. At night, coon hunt. Tues-

day, fox chase. Wednesday, deer hunt. This programme
will be interspersed with a "Southern barbecue, a possum

supper and banjo picking, dancing, singing, mouth organ

and reed playing by colored men and women." And we will

add on behalf of the citizens' committee that any reader

of Forest and Stream, who cannot make it convenient to

be present on this occasion, may find ample sola.ce in read-

ing the third page of coOn hunting literature, which will

be given in our issue of Feb. 5.

In our issue of Jan. 1, President Blackford, of the New
York Fish Commission, wrote in reply to the charges by

Mr. John D. Collins, of Utica, that Protector Drew had

been discharged because he intercepted illicit shipments

of fish to Mr. Blackford

:

1 challenge Mr. John D. Collins to produce the proof or evidence

for his statements, or stand convicted of being a willful and
malicious slanderer. I also challenge him to produce any evi-

dence that I have ever done anything as a buyer or seller of iish

that has been inconsistent with my position as a Commissioner

for the State of New York.

Five weeks have elapsed, but Mr. Collins has produced

nothing to substantiate his statements. There may have

been people who read these charges, and not knowing

the character of the Commissioner believed Mr. Collins.

Who believes him now?

There was a time when, of all newspapers, the New
York Sun was noted for the crispest and pertest and

tersest paragraphs of news. In those days Mr. Dana

surely never would have allowed the vicious circle-round-

the-owl-and-finally-twist-its-head-off style which con-

verts "a number of fishermen" into "a number of gentle-

men interested in the sport of luring the finny tribe from

the deep by the means of hook, bait and line."

In their report for the year 1890, just to hand, the

Massachusetts Commissioners report that the operation of

the non-export game law, enacted last year, has already

shown excellent results, having practically stopped the

invasion of the Commonwealth by men from other States

for market-hunting. It is gratifying to learn that com-

mon carriers have shown themselves in hearty sympathy

with the law.
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THROUGH THE OLYMPICS ON AN ELK
TRAIL.-I.

BEFOEE the Olympic region, between Paget Sound,
the Straits of San Juan and the Pacific, has been

fully explored; er© the trout have been all caught out of

the streams and lakes, or the elk and deer exterminated

—

while the country still lias the charm of theunknown and
is an object of some interest and curiosity—let me give
your readers an account of a tramp that I took with two
old schoolmates in the latter part of August, '*9.

One of my comrades we will call the Cayuse—he was
so designated among ourselves because of his former con-
nection with a periodical whose brilliant but very brief

career in Seattle is never to be forgotten, i. e., the Spotted
Cayxise. The other was the Marine, a name given him in
gratitude by certain friends who had suffered shipwreck
through his skill in the management of a catboat. 1, too,

had a nickname, but can only remember that it was un-
complimentary and emmently inappropriate.
For a month the Cayule and I had lived royally at the

Marine's ranch on the shore of Lake Cushman—so-called
from the old trapper Cushman, who first hunted the val-
ley of the Skokomish—the tome of trout and wild duck
galore and delicious. A t least the trout were delicious.
The ducks, I grieve to say, we never could, for some rea-
son, approach readily enough to taste, though we tried
our best. I imagine they were exceedingly tough and
full of small shot.

For a long time we had intended to go through the
mountains, which, at that time, were totally unexplored.
Parties had gone part-way iip, but none, so far as it is

known, had ever reached the top of the main divide—and
I may safely say that we were the first to do so.

However, it did us no particular good to be the first, so
if anybody feels wronged by the claim, and thinks he got
there ahea.d of us, he is very welcome to the distinction.
Our trip was delayed a long time, because the Marine

had a house to build, and, whenever a startwas proposed,
said that he could not spare the time, but must get to
work on his house by Monday next.
But the summer was nearly over, and we were told that

a party of three were going up, and would be glad of our
company.
The three were experienced woodsmen, and the chance

of going with them was too good a thing to miss. So we
set out, leaving the Marine's house in the misty future—
where it stood for a long time after.

Our friends were: Vick, a settler of the Skokomish
Valley: Cross-eyed Chris, a trapper and backwoodsman in
general, who had had pai-t of an ear bitten off in a fight,
and who must have stepped straight out of a dime novel
of the old school; and Joe, a logger.
I'm not sure that they wanted us—for they started off

very early one morning in a pouring rain (one of the
luxuries to which the "glorious climate of Puget Sound"
constantly treats its admirers from August to June fol-

lowing) and they gave us only about an hour's notice.
But, whether they wanted us or not, I learned on that
expedition that the woodsman in the wilderness is a host
in his home, and whatever these three could do to make
it pleasant and comfortable for the rest of us they did
with a hearty goodwill.
Not having time to get ready, we started as we were.

The plan was to trace to its source the Skokomish River
(which flows southeast from the mountains through Lake
Cushman and empties into Hood's canal), thence to
cross the divide- to the source of the Quinaiult River
(which flows southwest, widens into Lake Quinaiult and
seeks the Pacific at Gray's Harbor). The hunting was
good on the mountains; we meant to stay there a while
and shoot elk and boar otherwise to push on down the
river to Lake Quinaiult, where there is a Siwash reserva-
tion, and explore the country between.
The first day was a hard one. The rain came in tor-

rents; and after we passed Butler's cabin, the last one up
the river, and about four miles from the Marines, our
way led through the thick underbrush; and every bush
we touched meant a new drenching.
At noon we halted and took a short but appropriate

lunch. Joe earned a tin pail hanging loosely from the
handle of a frying-pan which protruded from his pack.
He was repeatedly warned that he would lose it; and
when at last it rolled over the edge of the cafion into the
river our delight knew no bounds. Not so much for
the opportunity of saying * 'Told you so" as for the chance
afforded us of welcome rest, while Joe retraced reluctant
steps to a point where the river could be reached and
there waited the advent of the fugitive, which sank just
before it could be reached.
What a stream the Skokomish is—from the Siwash

skookum, mighty, and mish, river. Small in volume, but
tremendous in foi'ce; water of a hue like clear beryl, torn
here and there into purest foam.
Through the valley it roars—down the foothills it thun-

ders in heavy falls and rapids—high in the mountains, a
thread of ice-cold water, it goes ringing and rippling down
long cascades into rocky basins and through the echoing
woodlands—till one lying half awake in camp, seems to
hear a troop of joyous beings laughing and singing on the
hills above him, and falls asleep to dream of old Greece.
No wonder—if their Olympus was like ours— they peo-
pled their hills and groves with bands of choral nymphs
and laughing satyrs. The voice of the mountain stream
is sweet and clear, wild and unearthly in the night—but
hold on! Pegasus would tear his wings to pieces in this
thick underbrush, and if I don't look sharp I shall follow
Joe's pail down the rocks. And who will swear for me
as Joe did for his pail?

And so we stumbled on—weary and worn out, till the
huge hemlock and fh- and cedar towering above the land
in the pride of their 300ft. of height grow darker still,

and the clouds shut down about us and night came on
chill and heavy with the rain. Then we are glad to put
down our packs—a good 501bs. each strapped to our shoul-
ders—ham and bacon, flour and salt, sugar and dried
apples and baking powder, cartridges, cooking utensils,
tobacco, etc., etc., all rolled up in our blankets and tightly
bound for compactness—glad to lay down our heavy and,
so far, useless Winchesters, while Vick and Joe cut logs
and brought pitch knots for the fire, and Chris undid the
packs and prepared to cook supper, and the rest of us cut
boughs of young balsam and piled them thick upon the
ground for a couch. A blanket spread lengthwise over

these, and the rest of the blankets over the six of us
abreast, for covering, formed our bed. Three of us
spread the tent—an A justbig enough for our party—and
cooked a good supper, and the camp-fire roared and
crackled and lit up the tall columns of the trees about us
and showed the dripping arches of our dark green roof,
far overhead.
The trunks were overgrown with thick moss, and moss

hung long and heavy and wet from the boughs of the
vine maples, and in it along the trunks and lower
branches of many trees grew graceful ferns that hung
still and feathery in the windless air. A fairy scene on
a gigantic scale.*

The Marine and I passed a thoroughly uncomfortable
night, listening to the snoring of the Cayuse and the three
backswoodsmen, while the Cayuse's dog—a beautiful
setter whose name I forget, 'twas something like Boots

—

crawled to and fro, wet and mournful over our prostrate
forms.
Early in the morning Chris arose and awakened us

with a tremendous yell—to which I attribute the fact
that we saw no game till that evening—and we rose re-
luctantly, ate our breakfast and started again, with packs
somewhat lightened. Now we had come well into the
foothills, and traveling was no joke.
We could not go close by the river, for the stream was

rushing through a deep canon for below us, the hill

sloped so steeply toward the brink that walking along the
side was very hard on the joints, and the ground was
slippery with fir needles. Huge fallen trees, often 8 or
Oft. thick at the base, blocked our way, and a heavy
undergrowth of blueberry bushes proved a serious diffi-

culty, both because it was hard to push through them,
wet and tangled as they were, and because the Marine
and the Cayuse would stay behind to indulge their fond-
ness for the berries, and then call to the rest of us to show
them the way. (I understand that they make similar
comj)laints, but wiU not waste time in denying them.)
We went in single file, the unhappy man in front, who

ever he happened to be, shaking the bushes as he went,
to take the edge off the inevitable shower bath that the
leaves held in store for us.

Our object was to find the elk trail—the pathwhich the
elk have made descending, generation after generation, to
the valleys in the early snowtime and returning again
when the beat of summer drives them back to the peaks,
to feed secure from flies and drought in the rich green
pastures that lie near the eternal snow. When they herd
in the river-bottom (by wliioh I do not mean the bottom
of the river; 'tis the Western phrase for the valley thi-ough
which a stream flows, and the low lands near its mouth)
they stand huddled together in the snow like cattle, and,
like cattle, can be shot down. But the settlers have
hitherto sternly forbidden any wanton destruction of the
big game, killing only what they needed. But since
tradesmen have set a high price on the antlered heads, I
fear the poor "moollock," as the Siwash call the elk, will
soon be either exterminated or reduced to a race of
Amazons.

steep slant and thick gi'owth of bush and then went rigli
up in perpendicular walls of rock.
We pushed ahead, Chris fighting his way through th^

brush like a cat, Vick winding his long limbs in and oU'
with singular speed under the circumstances, Joe pusln
ing away like a thick, sturdy little bull by main forc€';

and the rest of us profiting by their excellent examples.
'

Toward evening the bed of the stream became accetj
sible again, and the flow of water was now so small w

|

could travel in it, but icy cold. Joe was the only ma^
who spoke. He was the profanest man I ever saw an
the fittest at this time for spokesman. Then we foun,
ourselves in open air and under the clear sky—for th'
rain had stopped—before us the sharp peaks of the firs;

range in near view.
We crossed a clear field, a broad green meadow whei

there was a great village of marmots—or "mountai;
beaver" as they are called—an animal really much like :

woodchuck, but larger, and at a distance rather reseml
ling the beaver. Brown, shaggy, short bushy tail, ver
good to eat. The only one I ever saw was shot by th
Cayuse on a former expedition among the foothills. A'

that time we spent a great part of two days and seven:
nights close to a multitude of their holes, but that of th
Cayuse was the only one we saw. Yet in the mornin
every hole had a little handful of freshly plucked leave
in front of it. The Cayuse killed his just at dusk.
We crossed the field and were going down a steep ban'

to another branch of the Skokomish—a mere brook s!

near its source. Joe, who was ahead, called out, "F'l
boys, there's a bear!" I was sliding down behind bin
having fallen at the top of the bank, but caught a bus:
and stopped, but before I could see the bear or get a foo
ing I felt a tremendous thump in the small of my baci
from the Marine, who had also slipped. The bush broi
and away we went. At the same instant right over x

the rifles of Vick and the Cayuse went off, and Joe
below us, and we arrived in a heap at the bottom in thr
to see the bear vanish at the top of the opposite hanl
He was badly wounded and left a great trail of bloc
behind him, but though we hunted till nearly dark 1,

was not to be found.
Then as it was too late to find a better camping grour;

we had to stay where we were at the bottom of the gorg^
close by the stream. There was just one place where
could lie abreast and have a fire at our feet, and this w{
covered with brake and small bushes, which we cut wit:

our knives, but the stubble was too sharp for comfor
The place too was not as level as it had looked and w!
so situated that our line as we lay extended sidewaj
down hill. We did not pitch the tent but used it as £

extra blanket. As the man at the lower end of this r
poseful couch was crowded out by the weight of the fi'

others above him, and rolled off, he would pick himse
up and start over again at the upper end of the bed—ju
as a small boy rises to the head of his class—the next i'

turn following his example in due course.
As we ate supper the crisp wind from the peaks mat'

us shiver in our wet clothes. Francis Dana,
In summer it is almost impossible to get near them, and

if a man would follow them up the hills, he must endure
heavy toil and much hunger, but he will generally sleep
well and soundly o' nights, if he can find a level spot to
lie down in.

In the course of centuries they have succeeded in mak-
ing a very respectable path, not passable for any beast of
burden, but a man can follow it if he wants to. And
such a path we were trying to find; for this is the only
way of traveling such country as one must go through to
reach the heights.
Now the Marine and I had made a previous exploration

of the river, a little beyond the canon near whose head
we now were, and had been deterred from further dis-

coveries only by the fact that we needed more solid sus-
tenance than huckleberries, and had rashly eaten up our
provisions. Besides, it had been necessary for us to go
back at that time with view to initiating the construction
of the projected house.
On that occasion we had traveled some distance by the

elk trail, and, therefore, both knew where to find it.

The others, however, did not put entire confidence in our
guidance, for each of us had somehow an entirely differ-

ent idea as to where the trail was to be found.
So they waited while the Marine and I, each confident

that the other was wrong, set forth to find it. We lost

ourselves and each other, and found no trail. But after
we got back to the party we pushed on at haphazard for
a while, and at last all came on it at once.
We also found a spring, which was most welcome, for

wet leaves don't go far toward satisfying a thirsty man,
and since we had been obliged to leave the river we had
had no water. At some distance ahove the canon the
trail led down to the river and disappeared. Probably the
elk go straight up the river bed at this point, a feat which
was rather beyond even the long legs of Vick; for the
stones in the river are covered with a thin, transparent
slime, and too slippery to walk on where the current has
any force, even though the water be shallow. So we
slipped and tumbled across the stream and some way up
the opposite elope, then pushed our way along through
bushes and over the loose rocks as best we could.
Our position was as follows: The hillside barely es-

caped being perpendicular by the least jjossible slant.

The ground gave very poor footing, being composed of a
loose soil and flat, slaty stones that had slipped down
from the crest. This was overgrown with a thick mass
of alder and vine maple, each stalk growing down hill on
a slant from the root for several feet before it began to
cm-ve upward. The only way was to hold on tight near
the roots and crawl between the stems.

Several hundred yards below us roared the stream be-
tween its precipitous walls. Where the alder and vine
maple left off below us were jagged rocks that had rolled
from the heights above, overgrown for the most part
with roots and bushes, so that the space between them
formed well-set man traps and greatly endangered the
legs of the unwary. Along the stream and over the
rocks was a rank gi-owth of a delectable plant, rightly
called "devil's club"—a bush with a broad innocent look-
ing bright green leaf shaped like a maple. The xinder-
side of the leaf and the whcle stalk is covered with thorns
from one to three quarters of an inch long, finer than
needles and breaking oft' easily to attach themselves to
the unfortunate person who touches them. In short, the
plant is a sort of vegetable porcupine. I shall never
forget the first time that I cast myself down to rest

among these innocent shrubs. Above us the hill kept its

[TO BE CONTINUED, J

IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWU
IV.—THE LAKE OP PLEASANT MEMORIES.

ASSOBEEIS is a lovely lake. High land compa sses i

T On one side the hills rise toward Sabas. In tl

north Duck Lake Mountain shows a changing side, gret
or blue, mellowed into purple by the sunset. The lal

itself is rather more than two miles long by a mile (

width, suirounded by hard, dry shores, free from dei
wood, green and inviting. Near the shoi-es the water
shoal, and the ice, forming on it in past ages, has tak<
up all the large rocks save a very few and carried the.

into the sea-wall on the shore, leaving the bottom hai
and clean. In this shallow water, especially near the ou
let, the lake is grown up to rushes and water lilies, tl

former dressing it till it looks like a grass field, the latt

in their season making it a parterre of hundreds of acr
of the loveliest blossoms. Trout are the fish here; tl

only pickerel which I ever heard to be caught was •

maimed and deformed that it was probably dropped here I

some fishhawk flying over from Fourth Lake. Gassobee
is a paradise for small game; all wild things seem to lo"

it. The ducks sail off among the rushes conversing wi
each other, the deer wade out into the shallows to fe'

and escape the flies, and the bears follow the shores f;

cranberries and huckleberries in their season.
Here Father had a camping place just to his min

Many pleasant memories clustered about it, and wbetVi
he thought of it in summer or winter it was alwayshome
home and a quiet haven after stormy Nioatowis, hor
and a clean caravansary after the slime and desolation

[
Fourth Lake. Here they could get all the ducks th'

' wanted and trout from the pool on the stream, or venis^

if they wished it. Here, after the blankets were spre;

down after supper and the fire built up for the night, E
Sebattis used to repeat that story whose repetition nev
wearies, the old "Sung um joyfully," always preludu
the tale with the query, "Never we told it you that tii

how she sung it 'Joyfully' Old Isaac?"
Gassobeeis seems to belong to Sebattis more than

any one else. He, too, loved it well. He enjoyed t
"great deal scenery" and the good living, and he ofti

expressed the wish to Father that their wives might
there to share it

—"our women," as he used to put it wi
an air of pride and ownership. He frequently told t
story of his courtship, dwelling with satisfaction on t

times when he "was great deal favor with old foil

specially young ones." He was a man ®f fine sensibiliti

despite the two hundred and sixty odd pounds of fle

which obscured the inner light to strangers, alive

beauty, exquisitely humorous, softer-hearted than ev-

the generality of woodsmen. "These hard hearts,"
which Lear complains, find few hiding places in t

woods; is there a cure in nature for them? Sebattis wov
not indulge in even the brutality of kindness when t

kindness could only save his own feelings. "We cut y
t'roat tomor' mornin'," he said to the baby seal that mi;
starve for lack of milk, but for the night he fondled!
and made it happy. He was a consummate racontei
With how much pathos he told the story of the death
little Johnny, With what appreciation he described t

man to whom he sold the blackfish oil, so that Just:

herself seemed to wink at their deceiving such a judge
oil. A literary instinct guided him to the telling poii

of Ws narrative, and he grasped them with a firm har
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repetition he used when effective, but never the aimless

retrogressions of the ignorant and unskilled; when he
digressed it was to express some quaint, original thought
or call up some philosophical question. He never dotibted

that bis stories were wortb hearing and he never
apologized for their length. He was a master of the use

of details and had to tell long stories. He never quarreled
with his genius nor cropped the tail of his Pegasus. If

his audience got to sleep under a double number he re-

proachfully asked, '-What for you gone sleep? Why you
Son' gone wake?" and began again at the point where he

.iudged the thread had been broken. Hunting stories, his

trials as governor, old legends, stories of porpoise shooting

at Quoddy and tales of the sea were in his repertory: and
all began alike with, "Never we told it you that time
when —" as if all had been many times rehearsed to dif-

ferent audiences. Ahwassus, the Bear, the other Indians
tiave nicknamed him. He says that bears can talk, but
ivon't. He always talks to them when he meets them,
jails them cowards, says they understand Indian because
ihey look ashamed. Brother to brother it must be when
they meet—ihe Indians were right in calling him
4-hwaBgua, the Bear; each big, and fat, and strong, with
m-own faces and little eyes, strong sense and sagacity. It

ivas Gassobeeis that revealed thee, O Sebattis Wassns.
We got two ducks and some berries while at (laasobeeis

Tjs time, but nothing else except a box. Ducks were
ot abundant here this year. Toward evening we heard
1 the west a strange, rumbling noise, not thunder—the
uy was clear—a distant, low-pitched sound that seemed

as much in the earth as in the air. The others said it

sounded like rolling logs from a brow landing, Lut I could
liken it to nothing except the noise in Lorna Doone,
which rose from the moors at eventide and died away in
wailing. In the morning, after the fog cleared, we made
ready to go to Machias. True to his principles, never to

lug an exti'a pound. Father began his preparations by
sorting out all that we could leave behind. Even fi*om

our load there was a considerable pile laid aside to be
hidden—all our spare clothes, except boots and stockings,
for one thing, and our best hats, which were stored under
the box found the day before. We took with us only the
necessaries of life, and as few of them as po.^sible, only a
week's rations of flour, pork and potatoes, and no lux-

uries except a gallon can. which was used indifferently
for spring water, berries and to keep small game from
flies, and two grape baskets, which are convenient for
such small stores as tea, salt and pepper—in all two turns
apiece including the canoe. When we set out the wind
was east and the sky but half clear. Loons were flying.

We made our way to the head of the lake and foimd the
carry without difficulty by steering just to the left of the
last island. With this direction in mind the carry is not
hard to find, for it is a winter road leading straight down
to the lake across the bog.

GASSOBEEIS CARRT.

There is a story, now water-logged and condemned but
4ill afloat, of the notoriously profane man who was so
aken aback on discovering that the tailboard of his cart
was out and his load of ashes was distributed the whole
length of the hill, that all he could say was, "Swearing
won't do it justice." More might be said of Gassobeeis
Carry—nothing more apposite. I have seen all sorts, but
though there may be worse carries, I have yet to see that
kind. Ifc isn't as blind to follow as some, nor as rocky as
some, nor as long as others, and possibly not quite as wet;
but in its palmiest days its water privileges very nearly
equal those of the famous Mud Pond Carry, and in its

variety, which age does not wither nor custom stale, it

completely distances that much condemned place. Yet
in the encouraging guide book phrase, "Even ladies have
been known to undertake it." But an unincumbered
man or even a woman ought not to complain of anything
short of impassability. The tune changes when a man
must stagger along over rocks, roots and swamps beneath
all the load he can rise under, or still worse with a canoe
on his head, than which no Eastern despot was ever more
prompt to make one's neck the price of a misstep. From
Gassobeeis to Fourth Lake is not only a hard road but a
ong carry, not less than two miles—two good Maine
liles at that, says Father, who has lugged on it these
aany times. We have several kinds of miles here—the
hort mile, the mile, the long mile, and "the good long
laine mile," which is the Scotch mile and a bittock.
At the beginning of the carry the load was bound up

nto packs and lugging bands adjusted. I had secured
wo coats and buckled them to my bag—which by a long
and persistent course of obstinacy I have secured the
right to carry myself—and had just tied a pair of shoes
beneath, when the fraud was discovered and the shoes
seized as contraband. However, being rear guard, it was
possible to secure something else, the can and a hatchet per-
haps, after the advance was already on the march. Off
we started one foot before the other, at a pace very like a
trot for one no taller than myself, Father at the head of
the train, Jot next under a hump like a camel's, my mack-
intosh and rubber boots in the rear; through lambkill and
rhodora waist high and wetter than ordinary water; over
a footing of sphagnum so thick and yielding that it was
like walking on a feather bed laid on springs. There was
a quarter of a mile of that carry, and, in spite of predilec-
tions for bogs alreadv expressed, I think there are better
places for carries. Up hiU we posted as if on the king's
business, over stones and fallen trees, nor stopped until
we reached the height <jf land; fairly long stages, made
as quickly as possible, and short stops, is Father's rule for
carries; rest in walking back for the next load.

"V/hat will you have for refreshments?" I asked, as
they went back'for their second turn. "Ice cream," said
Father. In their absence I provided them the best sub-
stitute which the woods afford—a heaped handful of
jnowberries (Chiogenes Mspidula). The tiny vines were
iiatted over the old crumbling logs and all bore pearly
jerries. I had never before seen it fruiting so abund-
intly. This is the nonesuch of our berries, a little too
;ood and rare for common use, but unequalled when en-
ioyed separately, when the gust is allowed to linger on
;he palate until the full savor of its spiciness is dissolved,
[t is the crowning achievement of the heaths—the most
'eminine of them all, pure in blossom and fruit as the
3now from which it gets its name, dehcate in all its
itructure, shy in its habit, and although hardy and ever-
green wherever it is, reaching its full perfection only
when it finds root and support, yea, and its Hfe in that on
•which it lavishes all its graces and beauties and excellen-
eies.

The second stage was short, extending only to the fork

in the road where the index on the dead pine points to

the left and the Machias Lakes. On the left before you
reach this is a "bear-biting tree," a pine, I believe, which
Father pointed out to me. I should not have noticed it

myself; and, indeed, it was not until I had seen half a
dozen such, that I was able to distinguish them from
trees which had been shot at, scored with a pick-hand-
spike or otherwise accidentally injured. The marks,
which are from 3 to 8ffc. from the ground, are often over-
grown and pitchy, and would not be taken by any one
but an expert for the work of an animal. They are
found in firs, pines and spruces, most frequently in the
former, and invariably, Father says, in trees that have a
conspicuous place along some road or carry, at the fork
of logging roads or the edge of a landing—never in the
deep woods. The marks are made by the great canine
teeth which are set in so deeply that they rend the tree
as if a rifle ball had been shot through the side. Usually
the same tree will be bitten many times by bears of
different sizes or else several trees not very far apart will
be marked. "Tell the man who made that," said the old
Greek painter, pointing from his friend's drawing to his
own more perfect one, "that the man who made this

would like to see him.'' Because these trees stand in

prominent places and the bears always rise to their full

height in biting them, it has been supposed that they in-

dicated, like the old Greek's line, the identity of the
author. The tree on this carry has proved the correct-
ness of the supposition. Several years ago Avhen carry-
ing across to Maichias, Father examined the tree carefully;
returning a few days later, he was surprised to see a new
bite so far above all the others that its height astonished
him. Closer investigation of a mossy log at the foot of
the tree revealed the tracks of a very large bear, who,
shrewder than the rest, had stood on the log while mak-
ing his mark. It was a plain challenge to the world of
bears to bring forward some one taller than that. I

wonder whether he ever saw it afterward and remem-
bered his own cunning with an inward chuckle, for no
doubt they do rememlier.
The third stage was long, very long it seemed, extend-

ing even to the cross-road to Unknown and the Hemen-
way farm. It is this that gives the carry its bad name-
rocky, mossy, slippery, the holes between the rocks filled

with moss and water. Then there are slippery skids in the
way just frequently enoughalways to catch you unawares,
fallen trees here and there, and a good bit of swamp em-
bellished with sawgrass, tall brakes, moss, rotting and
slimy skids, hussocks which isromise good footing till you
land on them and water which may be mid-leg deep
and may be a good deal deeper. By the time the swamp
is reached, the lugging bands have slackened and the pack
has begun to sag; you would raise your hands to relieve
your throat of the band which is choking you, but both
are full, every cramped and aching finger"hung with a
separate article which cannot be set down, and on you go
splashing doggedly through the water or jumping from
hussock to hussock, while the pack sinks lower and
bounces harder and chokes more with every jump, and
the mosquitoes which sit on the alders here fi-om March
to December rub their bills on their sleeves and pitch into
you, seeing that you can't help yourself. A mosquito
has no regard for the rules of the game. It may be your
luck when you cross this carry in the dry season of 1891
to be able to call it pleasure. I admit that I could smile
at it while experiencing it in wet 1890; but not even my
wildest dreams of pleasure include Gassobeeis Carry until
it has been averaged in with so much else £laat the pro-
portion of Gassobeeis is infinitely small.
We took dinner at the cross-roads—less dinner than

table decorations, for while the men had been lugging
their second turn the woods around had paid tribute to
me. Although it was well along in September the "ivory-
leaf plums {GaiiUheriax>roeumbens) of the year before
were still hanging beneath their glossy leaves.
The fourth stage was short, memorable only because

the cold which had been following all the way across the
carry now overtook me and proved a misfit several sizes

too large. It was the old story of taking too good care
of one's self. To avoid getting wet I had worn my
mackintosh and this was the result: The long skirt
clinging to the wet rubber boots at every step doubled
the exertions of walking, the rain on the bushes wet it

from the bottom nearly to the w^aist on the inside and the
perspiration condensing on the shoulders wet it from the
top downward nearly as far. It was, in fact, a drip-
ping rubber sheet. Constant exercise while waiting and
careful wiping did not avert the mischief. Henceforward
I eschew rubber garments unless it is actually pouring.
Better by far be wet and stay wet, cold and miserable
than be forced to cool off too suddenly. It is a poor con-
stitution that can't stand considerable of the former, and
the strongest should not be expected to undergo the
latter.

The Machias end of the carry is even less cheering than
the Gassobeeis terminus. The journal calls it "an unwhole-
some-looking place." and in my own mind it is associated
with the Ancient Mariner and "a million million slimy
things." When you get here you will wish you hadn't
come. Marshes half a mile wide extend back to the "dry
kyle" which fences the woods with dead trees, standing
or fallen, grim, gaunt and gray. Loose-strife tangles the
wet marsh and lily-pads and "moose-ear" half cover the
stagnant stream which twists about without rule or direc-

tion, too lifeless to run straight. The place is given over
to pickerel, mud turtles and "slimy things that crawl
with legs." Penobscot people call it Penobscot Brook,
but Machias folk seem to know it best by the name of Cy's
Gulch, an appropriately outlandish name, for g-ulch is a
term seldom heard here and this is anything but a gulch,

Fannib p. Hardy.

"That reminds me."

" TTTHY, Jim, you don't seem to kiU anything, what's
VV the matter?"
"The birds are wild as the wind and rise clear out of

range."
"But you haven't shot at one over SOyds. to-day."
"Well, that's a long distance."
"But you told me your gun would kill about every time

at 80yds."
"WeU, the fact is, I've got such a tarnal headache that

I can't shoot worth a cent."

THE PORCUPINE,
YOUR clever correspondent, L. T. Flower, asks, "Can

any one tell ua of any good this animal does or
state any sufficient reason w^hy it should not be killed

on sight?"
I propose therefore to accept the challenge and give a

few reasons, appealing in the first place to history, by
which it will be seen that as great Kome was once saved
by the cackling of geese so the life of a distinguished
niissionary, who was traveling through the forests of
New Brunswick in the winter of the year 1677, was saved
by means of a pair of porcupines. This missionary was
Father Christian Le Olerc and he was on a pastoral visit

from Nepisiguit to the Miramichi, called then the Saint
Croix. The party consisted of himself, a French gentle-
man and an Indian and his squaw. They were lost in
the woods.
The party, the members of which were absolutely with-

out food and nearly starved to death, had fallen in with
another Indian who had dreamed of having killed a
moose, and who had assured Father Le Glere that this
dream would bring them on a moose's track, and that
they soon would have plenty of food. But here is the
continixation of the story in Father Le Clerc's own words,
which I have translated into English: "In order to con-
found his extravagant credulity and to convince him (the
Indian) of the care which God takes of his servants, prov-
idence permitted us when we were thinking least of it to
find two large porcupines abotit 4 o'clock in the after-
noon. These animals, which resemble the hedge-hog
very much that one sees in France, were denned in the
hollow of a tree, vt^hose bark, as it served for their food,
they had eaten. Each commonly has his own den, and
our Indian was as much surprised as we were to see them
denning together. The first one which was taken they
loaded upon my shoulders to take to the squaw who bad
already lighted the fire, in order to do the cooking in the
kettle. We made a good meal of it; the soup seemed as
savory to us as a good consomme, and we in reality ex-
perienced the truth of the proverb which says that there
is no better sauce than a good appetite.

"We carried the other porciq^ine to the camp of our
Indian, where he found eight persons in whose attenuated
and fleshless countenances could be plainly seen the little

nourishment which they had taken, and the hunger
which these poor unfortunates had suffered for the month
that they had been camped on the bank of a river (N.W.
Miramichi), where they had fished trout in very small
quantity. They had but five of these for their whole
provision when we arrived where they were. These were
placed in the pot with our porcupine, which we ate
together."
The Micmac or shore Indians are very partial to the

porcupine as an article of food, the Abenakis not esteem-
ing it so highly, much preferring the flesh of the musk-
rat, which the former Indians do not care about, indeed
the Micmacs call the Abenakis (of St. John River at any
rate) muskrat or musqttash Indians.
The Indians make use of the quills of the porcupine,

which they dye to ornament their bhch bark boxes with.
Some of this work is very pretty. When the white
hunters of our forests find a porcupine they very often
make use of his flesh for food. The black cat or fisher is

very partial to the flesh of the porcupine, and will dare
all the dangers of his quills to secure one; and the hunter
often finds that the fisher which he has captured carries

some of these quills in his hide.

The porcupine is very fond of fat or grease of any kind.
It frequents old camiis, and one almost always sees some
part of the deacon-seat on which grease has been spilled

gnawed away by the sharj) teeth of this animal.
I admit that the porcupine does eat the bark of trees.

I do not think, howeve]-, that he girdles them so that they
die. His chief food in winter seems to be the leaves and
small boughs of the sapling hemlock. He is a good
climber, but slow; in fact, he is a very slow walker and
his movements are far from graceful. As Mr. Flower
says, the porcupine can strike quick and dextrous blows
with his tail. I have cut a piece of beech and stirred up
a porcupine in his den by means of it. and on withdraw-
ing the stick found the hard wood filled with quills which
had been driven into it by the animal's tail,

With Mr. Flower I admit the damage which one of
these animals can do to a field of buckwheat, but I do not
think that they are specially notorious for trespassing
on man's domain, chiefly confining themselves to the for-

est. They are very fond of making their dens among
loose rocks. The interior of Nova Scotia, which is very
rocky and has little soil, is the best ground which I have
ever seen for porcupines, Edward Jack,
Fredericton, Canada.

Wild Geese.—San Luis Potosi, Mexico.—In California
I often heard the Hutchinson goose, that is the small one
marked like the Canada "honker," called brant. I occa-
sionally saw white ones there, but they were not so abun-
dant as the white-fronted or laughing goose. This is the
variety we have here in Mexico. I saw in a flock of

them not long since one that showed white, but I could
not tell whether it was a different kind or not. I have
never seen either the Canada goose or the Hutchinson
here, though I remember that in the National Museum at

the City of Mexico there is a Canada goose labeled
"Toluca Valley," a point near that city. This museum
has quite an interesting natural history exhibit, by the
way, though the specimens are wretchedly mounted, and
visitors usually take more interest in the antiquities.

—

Aztec.

Bm Horns.—St. John, N. B.—In your paper of Jan. 15

I see that Dr. C. B. Parker mentions, in an account of a
moose hunt in Kibby Valley, that they killed a moose
whose antlers spread a little over 4ft. Sin., blades of the
horns wide, evenly balanced and each containing
II prongs, and pronounced by good authority as large as

any on record. I would like to mention one that was in

this city last fall, which tops the list in this country. A
Mr. Smith, of Bear Rive*, Nova Scotia, in last September
shot two moose inside of twenty minutes, which were
mounted by J. H. Carnell, of this city. The largest horns
measured 5ft. 4in. spread, blades of the horns 15in. and
34 points. The other one was but a little smaller. Can
any one beat this.—R. O'S.
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THE BLUE-STRIPED TRIGGER FISH.
LAST October while in New Hampshire we learned

from Mr. Charles Bassett, of the firm of George B.
Appleton & Co., Boston, Mass,, that a curious fish had
been taken at Wood's Holl, Mass., and forwarded by his
firm to the Museum of Comparative Zoology, at Cam-
bridge, Mass. From Mr. Bassett's dpscription we easily
recognized the fish to be one of the trigger fishes, a
species of Balisfes. The fish was exhibited by Messrs.
Appleton & Co., in Boston, and attracted much attention.
Recently we have received from Mr. R. O. Harding,
^Secretary of the Massachusetts Association, a letter in-
closing a description of this trigger fish by Prof. Samuel
Garman, of the museum above mentioned.
The blue-striped trigger fish is only an accidental

visitor as far north as Cape God. It is common in the
Gulf of Mexico and the West Indies. The fish is remark-
able for its shape and the peculiarities of its teeth and stiff

'dorsal spines, the first of which resembles a trigger in
shape and can be immovably fixed at will. There is a
figure in the Fishery Industries of the United States of a
related but less handsome species, Balistes capriscus.
This illustration will give the reader a good idea of the

general form, but the blue-striped species (vetuta) has the
lobes of the tail fin much more produced than in the
capriscus, and may readily be distinguished by its colors.
The general color is dark brown: there is a vivid blue
ring on the snout and each side of the head contains two
parallel stripes of the same color. The dorsal and anal
fin, and the root of the tail fin, are also marked by a blue
band. The outer margin of the anal and caudal fins are
blue, and there is a crescent-shaped band of the same color
a little behind the root of the tail. The other species
(capriscus) has been taken as far north as Wood's Holl a
number of times. Its color is a uniform dull grayish-
brown. The small size of the mouth of the trigger fishes
and their large and projecting teeth would not suggest
their adaptability for capture by hook and line, but in
the spring of 1885, when the steamer Albatross was at
Cozumel, Lieut. Asher C. Baker, of that vessel, demon-
strated the fact that the species can readily be taken at
the su.rface by using small hooks baited with cut clam or
pieces of fish. In the Bermudas the common trigger fish
is considei-ed as a valuable food fish, but in the Gulf of
Mexico, according to Mr. Silas Stearns, "in regions where
it is not eaten it is regarded as a pest by the fishermen
from its habit of stealing bait from their hooks. Its
manner of taking the bait is rather peculiar, for instead
of pulling the line backward or to one side it raises it
upward so quietly that the fisherman does not perceive
the motion, and then, by careful nibbling, cleans the
hook without injury to itself."

The Balistes capriscus is known as the leather jacket at
Pensacola, and it is considered one of the most difficult
fishes to land, because its sharp and powerful teeth en-
able it readily to cut the line or break the hook. The
skin of the trigger fishes is used as a substitute for sand-
paper in Florida, the Bahama Islands and the Bermudas.
Our figure is from a drawing by Mr. Harding,

WHAT THE A. O. U. HAS DONE.
AT the eighth annual meeting of the American Orni-

thologists' Union, held at Washington last Novem-
ber, Mr. J. A. Allen, Avho has been president since the
founding of the Union, delivered a retrospective address
touching briefly on the work done by the Linion since its
origin. We are now in receipt of the text of the address,
which has just been printed.
Mr. Allen speaks of the organization of the Union in

1883, and of its being an outgrowth of the Nuttall Ornith-
ological Club of Cambridge, Mass., which had turned over
to the Union its quarterly journal, then known as the
Nuttall Bulletin, and what has since become the Auk.
One of the earliest tasks which presented itself after the
founding of the Union was to reconcile the difl'erences
which then existed in regard to the nomenclature em-
ployed by ornithologists. The result of the labors of its
committee was the publication of the octavo volume of
400 pages which embraces a Code of Nomenclature and
the Classified Check List of North American Birds, the
importance of which is everywhere acknowledged. The
work of the committee on the Status of the European
House Sparrow is well known. The information which
it gathered has been turned over to the Division of Econ-
omic Ornithology of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
The same may be said of the work of the committee on
the Geographical Distribution of North American Birds,
which almost at once outgrew the resources of the Union,
At the second congress of the Union a committee was

appointed on Protection of North American Birds. The
work of this committee was humanitarian and utilitarian
rather than scientific. It did much to enlighten public
opinion in respect to the extent of the destruction of birds
for millinery purposes and its lamentable results. On
this subject it published two bulletins, secured the en-
actment of excellent laws for the protection of birds in
several States and co-operated with societies for the pre-
vention of cruelty to animals in protecting birds. It was
also the origin of the Audubon Society, with its widely
scattered chapters, and of numberless lesser societies es-
pecially devoted to the protection of birds. The influence
it exercised, directly and indirectly through the public
press has been beyond estimate. Within a short time
after the publication of its first Bulletin, son? birds, and
in fact our native birds generally, nearly disappeared as
adjuncts of the milliners' art, and the consequent decline
in this country of the "feather trade" forced several of
the leading dealers in bird skins for millinery purposes

into bankruptcy. There is no doubt that to the direct
and indirect results of this committee's energetic crusade
are largely due the markedly improved sentiment respect-
mg bn-d slaughter for millinery purposes, and its great
decline in this country during the last four or five years.
The important work done by the Union's journal, the

Aulc, is fittmgly referred to, and then Mr. Allen passes
on to a consideration of the activity in ornithology in the
last seven years, and the work done by its iildividual
members.
The LTnion has had a steady growth, and at the begin-

nmg of the last congress had on its rolls 49 active. 25
honorary, 68 corresponding and 258 associate members.
Active and honorary members are limited to 50 and 25
respectively.

Zoological Park Appointment.—Mr. W. H. Black-
burne, who has long been connected with Barnum &
Bailey's Circus, has been appointed principal keeper of
the Zoological Park at Washington, D. C. Mr. Black-
burne has had a long experience in caring for caged
circus animals, but the conditions in a zoological park
are somewhat different, and just how well fitted he may
be to take charge of such a park we do not know.

The Biological Society of Washington.—The
eleventh anniversary meeting of the Biological Society of
Washington was held in the lecture room of the Colum-
bian University on Saturday evening, Jan. 24, at 8:30
o'clock. The retiring president, Professor Lester F. Ward,
delivered an address entitled "Neo-Darv^-inism and Neo-
Lamarckism,"

i^m^ §Hg md §tttj.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the ^ooTc of the
Cfame Laws.

IN ENGLISH FIELDS AND COVERS.
A T a recent dinner party my neighbor amused me
1\- with a description of an American gentleman's first
shooting party at Sir John 's. The whole account
indicated how little is known by some, otherwise well-
informed, Americans about this favorite English sport.
The fact that the American wore thin boots to go tramp-
ing through the covers, and that when a rabbit was shot
by one of the company he plunged into the underbrush
to fetch it, were signs of ignorance that the Englishman
laughed at, but he admired the determined manner in
which the Yankee proceeded to question every action
with the evident object of gaining information. For
those who are unable to enjoy a "personally conducted"
investigation a few words may not be out of place.
Preserving and shooting are not matters of a moment.

Throughout the summer the gentleflien of the house
anxiously inquire into the welfare of the birds and the
prospects of autumnal sports. The game keeper watches
with practiced eye the conduct of the game, he keeps
the pheasants confined in wire inclosures in the breeding
season, employs the barnyard fowls to hatch the eggs
and then tenderly rears the young birds. He provides
proper food for all and, mayhap, lays a dainty trafl of
raisins to tempt birds from his neighbors' preserves.
Game licenses are obtained (costing about $10), new

sporting -dogs are added to the kennels, and before the
first September sun has risen all is in readiness. The
master appears in stout tweed breeches, his great boots
strapped about the leg, a close-fitting cap covers his head,
a carti'idge bag is slung across his shoulders.
The season opens on the first day of September, and the

favorite guests are invited for shooting on this occasion.
The master has a large enough party staying in his house
or he asks some other "guns," who drive over from their
distant country homes, bringing their wives or daughters
with them.
By 10:30 A. M. the sportsmen are started across the

fields with one or two sporting dogs—setters, retrievers
or terriers—at their heels, while the keeper and his assist-
ants follow at a respectful distance. They march on till

they reach the appointed turnip fleld. At the word of
command the dogs set to work; back and forth they go,
with noses close to the ground, till on finding a scent the
setter strikes the proper attitude, the sportsmen come up
just as the birds either scuttle ofl! through the furrows or
fly up as marks for the ready guns, several of the covey
fall and the rest are ofl' beyond reach. The dogs are
again sent on and another covey is soon up. As the party
pass on following the game, the keeper and his assistants
pick up the birds, and the netted bag with its canvas lin-

ing soon grows plump if sport is good. Occasionally the
terriers are urged into a hedge and a couple of white tufts
flicker by. and a brace of rabbits or hares is presently
gathered in by the keeper.
The ground game, i. e., rabbits and hares, are the per-

quisites of the tenant in whose hedge the "pussies" are
shot, endless controversies arise as to the ownei'ship of
the different sides of a hedge, for the tenant farmer, if

he is of a poaching disposition, will set his guns on the
wrong side of the hedge, and perhaps entraps some birds
to whit;h he is not entitled. Meanwhile our shooting
party is working its way through the fields to the spot
appointed for lunch, which is taken picnic-fashion, al
fresco, or eaten under cover, if the day proves too damp
for an out-of-door collation. A substantial meal it must
be, as the men are sure to be "as hungry as hunters."
And ten great hampers reveal many seasonable delica-
cies. The ladies have joined the party here and listen to
the story of the day's sport,

"What were you doing lying on your back, Harry, up
in that field?"

"You would hare done the same, Jack, if a fellow
pointed his gun at you."
"That reminds me, chimes in another, you know what

a shot Smith is, he nearly killed me the other day."
"Exactly, I think he must have a grudge against us

and wants to annihilate the family."
The month passes away and the fields are shot over

several times a week and then "Master" joins other shoot-
ing parties, sometimes taking with him his own man and
dog, but only on rare occasions, though I have heard of a
man developing great popularity at this season, because
he has a favorite sporting dog. Often the Master comes
home enraged with some poaching farmer who has shot
every one of a covey that were known to frequent a dis-

tant field, and to-day when the Master went to bag them
he found only a heap of feathers.
October commences, perhaps, with a bright autumnal

day such as are so common at that season in America,
but unusual here. To-day the pheasant shooting opens
and the Master and his friends drive off to the covers on
the hill, to the thick grove of larches with a scrub oak
undergrowth, where the shy birds hide. The party now
is augmented by a number of beaters, who with stout cud-
ets lay about them in the underbrush to frighten up the
irds. The gu^is divide, some going into the thicket with

the beaters and the others stand outside, a gunshot apart,
moving gradually around the covers. The birds, when
started, fiy up and the bright plumaged cock forms a
mark for the sportsman, but his mate is often spared for
breeding another season.
The ladies are out to-day and go round the covers with

the outer guns until some take fright at the spent shot
that rattles around them like hail and they retreat to a
safer vantage ground. Sometimes a drive is instituted.
This sounds much more complicated when described than
it really is. Two parallel jmths or "drives" have been
cleared through the covers with by-paths connecting
them. The beaters with two sportsmen start at the upper
end of the place between the paths, while two guns are
placed at the ends of the first by-path; these shoot at the
game as it flies before the beaters. As the latter approach
where the guns are stationed the sportsmen move on to
the next by-path and whistle their signal to the beaters,
who continue to drive on the game. In this way the
covers are shot over.
As the season advances the game grows shyer and

scarcer; naturally enough, you would say if you saw the
bags brought in and had an opportunity of entering the
well filled tidy larder—but sometimes the sportsmen are
lured away by hunting or other amusements till the lady
of the manor threatens to follow the old fashion of serv-
ing a dish of spurs when the larder is depleted.
The November days are so short that little shooting

can be accomplished, but the wild pigeons afford a vari-
ety in the sport, for after a day's work, when few par-
tridges have been secured toward sunset, which is very
near 3:30 P. M., you may see the guns wending their way
toward a group of trees, in which it is rumored the
pigeons roost. Sometimes they have luck enough to bring
in a brace, but the birds are shy, though often on a Sunday
they wiU perch boldly near the house, for they seem to
know that is a "close" day for them. These birds are a
very acceptable addition to the larder, for when well
cooked and highly seasoned they form a most palatable
dish, even preferred by some people to other game.
Toward Christmas the cry of the wild duck is heard,

and a sharp watch is kept near the ponds on which they
alight; they sometimes pause a couple of days in their
flight or in favored localities they will spend the winter.
Shooting continues all winter until the close time for

most game begins, on Feb. 2; but even then the spring
affords rook shooting; this usually is in season toward
Easter, when the young birds are about a month old.
Not only are the old birds too "smart" in hiding behind
the boughs of the trees, high up in which they have built
their clumsy nests, but they are far too tough to be eaten.
There is not the same prejudice against them that we
have for crows, for the rooks are granivorous birds. I
had, however, imagined rook pie to be a very untempt-
ing dish, but when urged to eat some by those who liked
it I was surprised to find the meat very dehcate, not un-
like that of pigeons. Only the breast is used in the pie,
and the skinning and j^reparation is a diflficult process.
There are some matters of etiquette connected with

shooting that should be mentioned. For instance, when
one is invited to join a shooting party none of the game
that falls before his steady aim becomes his, but belongs
to the owner of the place, but occasionally the "master"
may present a brace of birds to some lady of the party
whose larder he may suspect is not already well stocked.
Sometimes the clergyman of the parish does not care for
the shooting on his glebe and gives it to the "squire," who,
as a rule, keeps the minister's table supplied with game.
Each guest at a shooting party is expected to tip the
keeper and his assistants. Often a gold piece is slipped
into the keeper's hand. If he has had his horse put up
in the stable a coin is given to the groom. So through-
out it all shooting is an expensive amusement; with the
cost of guns, cartridges, licenses and fees, a pretty heavy
drain is made upon the purse, even where one has the
shooting with his house and does not have to hire from a
neighbor; even when he has his own preserves he may
have to buy the privilege of shooting over some little

farm that divides his fields. Still there is little complaint
on the score of expense, as the English are so keen for
this amusement, and an American soon learns the ropes
and enjojs the sport thoroughly if he gets a chance.

Frances B. James.

WILDFOWL IN OREGON.-II.

NOW the boys must choke down their indignation and
deal gently with me while I pay my respects to the

great blue heron. Not that he is a game bird in any
accepted sense of the term, but a duck lake or slough in
this country (or, in fact, almost any other) without this
quiet, dignified form stuck at respectable intervals here
and there would be like the play of Hamlet with Hamlet
left out. Not being an ornithologist myself, I will call

your attention to Webster's descriptio^i of a heron, to wit:
"A wading bird with long legs and neck." I guess Mr.
Webster is correct. That's about all there is of him, and
the grotesque figure at the bar fills the bill.

Herons, we are told, are distributed over nearly the
whole of the civilized world, but in this particular part of
creation they are known to the hunters by a less eupho-
nious appellation. These solitary sentinels are created, of
course, for some good purpose, but the average hunter
has not yet discovered what that purpose is. Certainly
not for food. Possibly for taxidermists to experiment on.
The pot-hunter can tell you one thing for which they are
most excellent—warning ducks of impending danger.
How many boys there are that can tell you of lost oppor-
tunities on ducks, coupled with an expletive for the bene-
fit of these long-necked, keen-eyed monuments. Many a
"kid" and even mature pot-hunter has crawled through
mud and saw-grass hundreds of yards to get a raking shot
at a half discovered flock of mallard, teal or woodduck
feeding in some secluded nook out of the wind, only to be
greeted at the supreme moment by that infernal, blood-
curdling, agonizing yell that can be compared to nothing
else that ever greeted the human ear. Those who have
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never heard, it can read Dante and draw on their imagina-

tions. But the ducks understand its meaning and away
they go. They stand not on the order of their going, but

goat once.
Probably no chapter on wildfowl shooting ever before

even complimented this bird with an obituary notice; but

Ms very meanness entitles him to some consideration,

and his stoical indifference of the opinions of hunters in

general makes him game. If you want to laugh the

biliousness out of your system lie down close in the grass

when you see one flying your way, particularly if he is

flying low. Wait until he gets over you, then jump up,

swing your hat and yell. You don't need to shoot. Save

your ammunition and you will have just as much sport,

Je can neither go forward, backward, up nor down. In

his great effort to do something he succeeds in doing

nothing, bu.t to double up and open out like a big jack

knife^ or in other words, "hump himself." If you don't

believe it, try it: it is really funny.
Many a good joke could be told about this bird of ill-

omen which might compromise the reputations of some
of our best hunters.

On one of the trips of the old hunting boat Gold Dust

to Sauvie's Island one of these hoodoo birds was tipped by
acme hunter, probably on an old gi'udge. After the bird

Struck he solemnly gathered himself up, plumed himself,

shook the mud from his heels and boldly started to walk
across the meadow to a neighboring pond. Some one on

the waiting boat discovered him, and in a short time the

crew, from' the engineer down, armed with every con-

ceivable weapon except a gun were in hot pursuit, believ-

ing that they were about to capture a young sandhill

crane. Finally a discharge

from a stick of cord wood
brought the game to bag, and
had it not been for blunt

Judge Whally, who came
aboard late and not in on the
scheme, that crane would
ertainly have graced the

table of some quasi-nimrod.
When they are wounded

fare mast be exercised in

ipproaching them . Theii- ap-

»arent quiet indifference to

heir fate bodes evil. That
ang, pointed stiletto - like

iU, so handy in picking

p small fish, frogs, lizards,

itc, when held in reserve and
%sed at the proper time on
she unsuspecting sportsman
>r setter, makes a most pro-

found impression. Instinct

md long experience in cal-

sulating distances and study-

.ng opportunities has ren-

iered them efficient. Never
let your dog go near one
when the bird is wounded.
Like Josh Billings's mule, the
heron will stoically bide his

time. Charley Johnson, one
of Portland's most enthusi-

astic S]?ortsmen, can give in-

quiring ones further informa-
ation on this point. Charley
is one of those earnest hunters
who iind more than simple
killing in the sport of hunt-
ing. Well, he crippled one
of these birds, and its glossy
plumage and calm look of

confidence imbued him with
a desire to bring the bird

home alive, presumably that

he might be the better able

to illustrate points of beauty
in the despised creature. He
took his seat in Lhe boat, with
the prize nestling between
his knees, while Capt. Riley plied the oara. Charley
pi'oceeded to expatiate upon the ornithological subject
at hand, the captive all the while looking him in the face
with what was assumed to be ill-concealed gratitude.
Finally Charley reached the end of a long sentence and
a period was needed. The grateful bird furnished one
square on the bridge of Charley's nose. It was the
oppoi'tunity heretofore mentioned and the bird was equal
to the occasion.

But something about geese, ducks and snipe will prob-
ably be more interesting to your readers and in my next
I propose to tell them something about the most wonder-
ful country in the world for game of this character.

Portland, Oregon. S. H. Greei^E.

[The first paper of this series, published last week, was
erroneously signed "Multnomah."]

Winchester Repeating Arms Co. for .40cal, Ballard,

Sharp, Remington and single-shot Winchester rifles con-

tains 90grs. powder, which, by the foregoing method of

stating the problem, shows that a No. 12 will burn over
6drs.
Again, take the Winchester express single-shot rifle,

.40, "the .shell for which is charged with llOgrs., over
4drs., making over 7drs. for a No. 12 bore.

The critics may say those rifles were long-range. Ex-
actly so, and that is one of the objects of heavy charges;

or they may say the barrels were 32in. in length. Then
take into consideration in the computation that length,

and still it will be found a No. 12 will burn much more
than 4+drs.
Some of the Winchester repeating arms, model 1886,

.45, length of barrel 26in., use 90grs.; .40, b2grs.; .50, 110.

Taking the latter caliber and amount of powder in stating

the proposition, and it will be seen that a No. 12 bore,

26in. barrel, will burn over 6drs. powder. The question

discussed above is not how njuch powder a man can
stand under, but how much will a No. 12 bore gun burn.
Comparatively but a few men, unless they ^ere hunt-

ers for the market, have had a greater opportunity, and
improved it, than I have to hunt quail, prau-ie chickens,

ducks, geese, swans and sandhill cranes. From 1855 I

have lived'within fotir hours' drive of BeaA^er Lake and
the Kankakee swamps and marshes—that paradise for

the hunter until within a few years. I have had hunting-

friends visiting here by the score, who sported as much
as myself. We all learned by experience, to use heavy
charges of powder, as there would be, of com-se, a good-
na.tured spirit of rivalry among us. There was so much

AS DELICATELY PUT AS POSSIBLE.

Bristo w.—Funny thing about that moose. He was at least a mile away when I plunked him, and I hit
him within an inch of the spot I airned for.

Gordon.—Was he standing or lying ?

BrisUno.—Standi ng.
Oordon.—There's the tremendous difference between you and the moose, Charlie,

ing their hounds, and have a hunt with him, good-
naturedly chaffing him by saying they would beat him in

the hunt.
My friend wanted my gun for that hunt, I let him

have it and some shells loaded with 5drs. of powder and
No, 9 buckshot. Afterward I received a note from him,
saying he had gotten away with his Kentucky friends;

that he killed five deer at six shots.

I learned to use heavy charges of powder and pad my
sleeve under the following circumstances. One fall, about
3 856, thousands of pigeons one day came into a small

body of timber near town for mast. Soon there were over
seventy guns, estimated at that, in the timber. The firing

was about as rapid as could be made. I was present with a

12-bore gun, made for me byW.W. Billinghurst, Rochester,
N, Y.
There were so many persons in the timber shooting that

I could not obtain all the shooting I desired; some fellow
would run in between me and the bird and fire.

I then charged my gun with 4drs. of powder as an ex-

periment, and when a fellow would run in ahead of me
when a bird came around, I would fire over the head of

the interloper and get the bird. Without that heavy
charge I coidd not reach the game, I made so many and.

sticcessful long shots that day as to attract attention.

Tiie success was supposed by the spectators to lie in the
superiority of the gun. On that occasion all I had to pro-
tect my arm from the recoil of the gun was the sleeve of

a linen coat and a shirt sleeve. When I quit shooting my
arm was much bruised and painful. After that I padded
my sleeve.

In thirty-five years of shooting I never had my head
affected but twice. On one
occasion I was at the lake
shooting from my boat,which
I ran into the flats for cover.
I used two guns, I returned
to camp for dinner with over
an hundred head of ducks,
geese and brant. The game
was wild, and of coui'se I

made many miss shots, tak-
ing chances. After dinner I

went out again, feeling per-
fectly well; but after firing

for a few times had to quit
for the day, the firing hurt
my head so much.
On the other occasion I was

shooting at a pcnd, where
the game came m for water
from time to time during
the day from their feeding
grounds on the grain fields.

I had to lie on the ground
on my left side and without
cover, the color of my cloth-

ing blending with the earth,

and had to shoot from that
position. I had fine sport,

ending up with a serious

headache, A friend withme
occupying a like position

came out about the same way.
The only wonder is that in

shooting so much I have been
so free from unplea&ant re-

sults. Duiing the fall that I

speak of shooting from this

boat I fired away at ducks,
geese, brant and swan over
751bs, of shot, saying nothing
about the amount fired at

quail and chickens. That
amount, however, was rather
more than an average for a

[From. Life.

LOADING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your paper of Nov. 27, I stated that I agreed with

one of your contributors that heavy charges of powder
would bring larger bags of game than light charges; that

I had experimented with light and heavy charges; that I

used 4 to 4| drs, in a No. 12 gun, and 5 drs. in a No. 10,

and that to overcome the recoil from such charges I

padded the .sleeve of my coat, etc. The object of heavy
charges is range and penetration.
That item has met with criticism, and one of your con-

tributors, Dec. 27, say in substance that a 28 or 30in. bar-

rel No. 12-bore will not burn that amount of powder.
He is much mistaken, or the ordnance department of the
U. S. Army, and the manufacturers of fixed ammimition
and those who use it, are much "off." I presume those
critics vvill not claim that the ability to hmn powder de-

creases as the size of the bore is increased. The bore of

a No. 12 gun is about fin., or .75. There are 7,000grs.

Troy in lib, avoirdupois, making 37 3gr8. to the dram.
The standard U. S. cartridge for ,45 rifle contains 70grs,

powdei^. Let us state the following problem and solve it.

If a .4o-cal. will burn 70grs, powder, how much will a
.75-cal. burn? .75x.70-5-.45=ll6.6-'-27.3=over 4drs. pow-
der. It does not follow that because the Government
standard is 70gr8. a .45-cal. will burn no more than 70gr8.

Some of the fixed ammunition manufactured by the

shooting that the game would become shy. and hence the
necessity for shooting at long range.
Sportsmen here accustomed to use heavy charges would

shoot at game that a man accustomed to use light charges
would not think of shooting at, and they enlarge their

bag of game. A man who is accustomed to use heavy
chai-ges with a padded sleeve never thinks of or feels re-

coil.

I would not dare to use a 7lb. gun with such charges.
In fact, my sporting friends in those days would not take
such a gun as a gift on condition that tliey use it. Our
guns ranged in weight from 9Jibs,

I have an excellent 12-bore gun, weight 8J, made to

order, in which I use 4 to 4Jdr9, I had a IS-bore, 32in,

barrels, an excellent gun, which I charged with 4Jdrs.
It weighed lOlbs. My 10 -bore guns were 32in, All my
12-bore were 30in. The result of my experience and ob-
servation is, there is nothing gained by length over 30in.

In 1;he shot bari-el, No. 12, which I use in hunting deer, I

now use invariably 4+drs. powder, 9 buckshot, wadded.
This standard with me is the result of over thirty-five

years' experience.
I have had friends from abroad on visit with me, with

light guns, for the puri^ose of shooting at the lake and
marshes. Those guns were invariably failures then, by
reason of the inalsility to use heavy charges of powder.
On such occasions I would let the friend use mine.
When ducks would run plenty here our boys and

young men would camp out in squads for a few days'
hunt at different times. On one occasion, as a squad were
about starting out, one of the boys came to me and said
the other boys were continually "getting away with"
him; that he had a good lieavy No. 10 gun, and he did
not think he was nervous, and asked me for advice. I

told him to charge his gun with udrs. powder and l^oz.

No, 4 shot, and to stuft' his coat sleeve with rags so as to
break the recoil. On his return he called on me and said,

"Mr. L., I did as you told me, the gun kicked like

thunder, but I got away with the boys this time."

I spent a few days in southern Missouri with a friend
in hunting deer and turkey. They usually hunted deer
on horseback with hounds. I had a lO-bore shotgun with
me, and occasionally put in a few days hunting quail,

and made some long shots which my friend admired.
WhUe there that friend received a note from some of bis

friends abroad, saying they wouldpay him a visit, bring-

season
My friends and myself were

able to have good guns, and
had them; knew what good
powder was and used it;

used different brands and size of grain, grains of the size

of the Hazard No. 4 Gov. shooting to FFG, We found

of course that the coarse grain would not produce as

great a recoil as the finer, with us the finer was the more
effective.

There was one thing upon which myself and my sport-

ing friends did not agree. There were about as many
opinions as friends. This was as to the best size of shot

to use for ducks and geese. After considerable experi-

ence and observation I became satisfied that the dis-

agreement was occasioned by the different guns, one gun
shooting one size of shot beltter than another size, each
man judging from the shooting of his own gun. If

game is so near that (figuratively speaking) you can. rap

it over the head with your cane, light charges will do, but

in a day's shooting, when some of the game is at long

range and some at ehort rainge, the man who unifoi-mly

charges heavily, everything else being equal, will come
in at night with the larger'bag of game.
Some of your readers may say, I seem to have had con-

siderable experience in shooting-'on the wing, and as much
has been said in your paper about the method of holding

the gun, would like to know mine. The method I use is

common with all my sporting acquaintances. When the

iDird is flying across the line of aim we aim at the bird

and continue to carry the gun at the aim until the gun is

discharged. If the shot is a long one aim higher than
ordinarily, on account of gravity. If the bird is flying

very rapidly, and it is difficult to take a good arm thereof,

we do as well as we can and at the instant of pulling the

trigger throw the aim a little ahead of the bird,

I never have had these methods fail me but once.

Three friends and myself were up the river for ducks.

We camped near a point where the river made a large

bend in the form of an ox bow. The point of turn to the
point of the retmrn of the river to assume its natural
course was about 200yds. across and open. The river up
stream from the turn for a mile or more was nearly
straight. That day there were many small ducks, the
name of which I do not know, but called here by sports-

men "lightning flyers," on account of theh- rapid flight.

My three friends went up the river in a boat, and obtain-

ing good cover commenced shooting; they were good
shots and fired many times.

I took position between those points and commenced
shooting after voj usual method, and fired many times
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but killed nothing. I could see up the river a sufficient
distance to see the game approaching in season. They
all flew about the same height above the ground.

I finally adopted the plan, when I saw the birds ap-
proaching, of aiming about the line of flight, keeping
both eyes ojpen; and when the birds were within about
15ft. of the line of aim, fired. By tha,t method I obtained
about three birds at five shots.
My friends returned to camp, but had killed nothing.

One of them came out where I was shooting and com-
menced firing. He was as good a shot as myself, but
killed nothing. Finally he inquired how I managed to
hit the birds. I informed him. He tried the experiment
and succeeded as well as I did.
That friend said that when he and the other two friends

were up the river in that boat, distant about a mile, they
would shoot, and then it would seem that about as soon
as their gun was discharged they would hear the report
of my gun, the flight of the birds was so rajjid. H. S.

THE DOG FOR GROUSE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In yours of the 8th Mr. Gordon wants to know what

kind of a dog to get for hunting "partridges," which
scare him "out of his boots" when they get up all of a
sudden. Though this is doubtless a figger o' speech, the
first requisite in the business is for Mr. G. to conquer the
tendency to get panicky, for unless he does, dog or no
dog, he will get very few birds. And I would advise him
to persist in shooting on the wing whether he gets any
game for a while or not. He don't want to pot-shoot
birds. I know he don't. He says so. If he did he'd get
a little whilfet of a dog that would scare a bird up into a
tree and then stand and bark until his master sneaked up
and murdered it. I'm very glad he is above such
practices. Let him persevere until he shoots his iirst bird
artistically, when he will find that he hasn't anywhere
near arms enough with which to hug himself.
He wants to "know somewhere near where a bird is."

That's laudable, I don't blame him. It is one of the
first things to know when he is afield, and as he can
know much better with the assistance of a good dog, that
is what he ought to have. But wliat breed? That opens
up considerable of a subject as regai-ds grouse shooting,
I have hunted "partridges" a few, in widely difl'erent

sections of our country, under many varying conditions,
with setter, spaniel and mongrel, and although I know
that I shall be tabooed by a large class of spaniel men I
advise Mi-. G. to get a setter, I do this not because I own
one and can't see any good in any other dog, nor because
I own a cocker and can't see anything admirable in him.
Oh no! Far from it. Money could scarcely buy him. If
ever the hackneyed appellation "merry little cocker"
fitted like a "duck's foot in the mud," it does in Tobe's
case. He is the jolliest, good natiu'edest, indefatigablest,
perseveringest, untiringest, little black ubiquity on legs
there ever was. As a house dog he is a treasure, when
he does'nt get suddenly sick, as he does sometimes before
you can open the door. Even then he does his best to get
out in time. He is wonderfully intelligent and sensitive,
and a good watch dog. He is the terror of stray cats,
though with our white Malt-abby he is on the veiy best
of terms, and has heaps of fun. He is several years her
senior, and of com-se as becomes a well-bred dog submits
to many indignities complacently, though he knows very
well wiien he has just about rations enough for his own
use, and she suggests a division thereof. It is very
amusing to see her, as he is soberly jogging along think-
ing of something important, make a sidewise spring or
two and land on his bacU, where she goes through the
motions of using teeth and claws with a great show of
business, and when he rolls her over and over on the
floor, his is only show as much as was hers. But his fun-
niest caper is with stray curs. He knows that I have a
great aversion to such wnd if he sees one on the premises,
from the window, sounds the alarm forthwith, but if he
is outside when one arrives, and I am not around, the
way he hobnobs with that dog, and puts in the time for
all it is worth is funny to see, but let me appear suddenly
on the scene, and trouble begins. With snarl and spring
and back up Tobe attacks the nuisance with all the fury
his little skin will hold, working himself up to a desperate
pitch, whicii has a surprising effect on the interloper,
which is unable; at once to determine whether it is for fun
or keeps, or to account for this sudden change in the
weather. A small dog is generally panic-stricken at once
and makes for neutral ground, but a larger one hesitates
to show the white feather, seemingly saying, "You
little whiffet, what do you mean? If it was'nt for your
master I'd twist your neck for you," and then trots off

stiff-tailed, unless demoralized by a whizzing stone or
stick. Tobe follows to a judicious distance, though never
80 far as to be beyond reach of the reserves, and then
trots pi'oudly back saying by aU his demeanor, "I'm the
boy that can clean 'em out."
He has been taught a number of cute tricks, but I think

his specialty is the tea-party j)erformance, in which my
little daughter also appears. A little table is set and
loaded with various goodies. Tea or coffee is poured.
Tobe hojis into a little chair at one aide, and is fitted with
a napkin underneath his chin. He has a little plate and
saucer, from which he takes the solids and liquids, but
never presumes to touch anything until helped. He pre-
fers tea or coffee well sweetened. As he sits there with
head slightly dropped watching his mistress from under
his eyebrows, his attitude and expression are very comi-
cal, which, of course, provoke laughter from the audience.
Then the bud of a tail wags good-naturedly, and Tobe
says evidently, "That's all right. As long as I'm having
a good time and feed, you're welcome to all the amuse-
ment you can get out of the performance," But when he
wants something very badly indeed, and can't ask for it

in English, comes and aits down by me, resting his chops
on my leg, and steadfastly gazes at me with his beautiful
hazel eyes, I capitulate then and there, and am ready
each time to make afiidavit that a good dog is one of
Heaven's best gifts to man.
Tobe is a working cocker and came from J, Otis Pel-

lows'd kennels over four years ago. There is no mink-
weasel-otter type about him. He is a business chunk.
He stands something over a few inches at the shoulder,,
more than that from occiput to caudal, which latter is

just half long, is jet black with exception of star in breast,
is finely feathered, has wavy coat, weighs as much as he
ought, and is as plucky a little treasure in bush, windfall,

briers or brambles as ever stood on legs. He had a pedi-
gree and has it yet, I guess, though I have lost it.

So much for a cocker. Would I swap him for a setter?
Ask my youngest olive-branch, if you want to get into
difficulty. Yet I do not hesitate to aver my belief that I
can get more grouse with a well-broken setter than with
a cocker. Briefly these are my reasons: With either dog,
close in-working is necessary. A cocker flushes the bird,
you know not when nor where. Be you never so watch-
ful, it will too often take you unawares, and generally at
great disadvantage, as regard cover of bush or tree. As
to this point of flushing, whether the bird goes away or
into a tree, honors are even betvs'een the dogs. A keen
cocker will too often get just a little too far away before
you are aware of it, and then, of course, is just when he
flushes the bu-d. A well-broken stanch setter is just one
point ahead on a point. He shows just as surely as the
cocker when scent is hot, and if he flushes, you have equal
chances as with the little dog; if he points, you choose
your own position. Of course a grouse will not always
lie to the dog, but there is always the possibility of its
doing so, and this makes the setter, in my estimation,
much more desirable, I am considering the" grouse only.
If quail are about, that is additional reason why a setter
is preferable. I would choose a rather small-sized dog,
for then they would be not much more objectionable as
house companions than the spaniel, and other things
being equal, they are just as good hunters. Let Mr, G.
get a well-bred setter puppy not over two or three months
old, and with all the jiatience he can beg, borroAv ®r steal,
train him by Hammond's method, and he will in all
probability have a dog that will be a constant delight.
Verbum saj:).

I notice Mr. Bishop's correction anent the groxxse-
goshawk incident and criticism by me, I am glad to be
corrected, and am glad Mr. B. is with me. We always
hkeio be in good company, you know. We'll shift the
responsibility where it belongs and try and read the lines
more correctly next time. O, O, S.

A LETTER FROM GERMANY.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read with much interest your editorial in the issue of
Dec. 18 and headed "Shot Count and Weight,"
German gunners have been endeavoring for several

years to establish a standard set of gauges for both soft
and chilled—here called hard—shot, but have so far only
partly accomplished the desired results. The initial
steps were taken by the most prominent sporting club in
the country, the Allgemeine Deutsche Jagdschutz Verein
(General German Game Protective Association), and
several shot manufacturing concerns have since adopted
the standard fixed by the club. Of course this standard

only refers to and covers the
question of the size, not the
weight of shot. I annex a very
simple and cheap shot measure
(price five cents) as used in this
country. This measure has on
the left near the larger figures a
narrow groove, in which ten
pellets of shot are placed in a
row. The number of the shot
thus measured is now visible on
the right, the diameter on the
left side of the measure. For
instance, by placing ten pellets
of standard shot No. 5 in the
groove the line touched by the
last (tenth) pellet will point to
No. 5 on the right and figure 3

on the left side of the measure,
the last figure showing that the
diameter of each pellet is three
millimetres. Each additional
size either reduces or increases
the diameter by just one-fourth
of a millimetre. As will be seen
shot No. 5 is 3, shot No. 1 4
millemitres in diameter.
This simple measure is a never

failing gauge for fixing the size

of shot, but as to securing a uni-
formity for weight does not
cover the object sought for by

^-
' gunners. In cases where also a

uniformity by weight is desired gunners here rssort to
the shot counter, an apparatus nearly as simple in con-
struction and handling as the shot measure, and no
doubt known also in America.
By changing the milhmetres into fractions of inches

the same can easily be converted into a measurere suited
for America and American shot.

In the same number of your paper referred to before
appears an article headed "The Ohio Season." I must
confess that to one living in a country where the laws
are enforced regardless of person or standing the account
rendered by the Dayton gentleman in relation to the vio-

lation of the game laws in that State are an extreme sur-

prise. When the game season closes here it is closed,

and neither the gunners nor farmers, boys, pot or market
hunters will dare to violate or defy the law. Market and
pot-hunters are fortunately unknown in this country,
and farmers are not permitted to hunt on their own
grounds unless these grounds cover 300 acres in an un-
broken or undivided piece; thus only a comparatively
small number of farmers enjoy the privilege of their

American brothers, and these few do and must respect the
game laws the same as the rest of the hunters who have
rented. their hunting grounds.

It is true we have some game poachers in Germany,
but the mischief done by them is comjiaratively small,

A violation of the game laws is punished here by a
fine, imprisonment, and if it is a bad case, by a with-
drawal of the hunting permit for a time of tvvo to five

years. Every one carrying a gun is obliged to take out
a hunting permit or license, and these are only granted
to men whq have never been convicted of any criminal
offense.
Game dealers are not allowed to place on sale any kind

of game for which the season is closed. Dogging or
chasing game on horseback is ijrobibited by law.
Our game laws are a blessing for all true sportsmen,

and through them Germany still offers great sport to

gunners. Armin Tenner.
Bbrlen, Germany, Jan. 8.

A WORD FOR LIGHT GUNS.
AFTER all the best gun for this country is the one

that is the easiest to carry." So spoke my hunt-
ing companion as we toiled somewhat slowly after our
dogs up a rather steep side hill one day iff October several
years ago.
We had experienced one of those xxnsuccessful days

that sometimes fall to the lot of the shooter in Connecti-
cut, at least, and now near its end, after having looked
everywhere we could think of in vain, we were making
toward our team and for want of better occupation for
the mind were discussing the relative merits of the dif-
ferent styles and weights of guns.
My shoulders were aching somewhat from the steady

all-day pressure of an S^lbs, 12-bore Bonehill at the time
and the remark set me to thinking. For that day, at
least, a two-pound gun would have killed as much game
as either of us had in our pockets; taking the days as
they ran would not several pounds less than I was then
carrying furnish me much more comfort and perhaps
almost as many birds,
For twenty-five years I had carried as heavy a gun as I

could tramp under and loaded it with as much powder as
I could stand back of, and at no time had I ever done anv
very remarkable execution among the birds.
The "bird hunters" of my boyhood days, before the era

of breechloaders, all carried 'ligbt guns, 14, 16, 18 and
even 20-bores, as I remember them, and yet their game
bags (pockets were not bo plenty then as now) were
always well filled, and if such guns would kill game then
why not at the present time.
My early instructors were fox and squirrel hunters,

and troubled not the whistling woodcock (which whistle
aforesaid is certainly made with his wings) nor the whir-
ring quail (which does not whirr with his beak any more
than the woodcock vvhistles with his), and no giin was
worth the room it occupied in the house unless it shot
double Bs well. So 30 inches of barrel. No, 9-gauge and
about lOlbs. in weight made up my first shooting piece,
and the black and blue marks on my growing ehoxdders
at the end of a day's hunt did not at that time lessen my
admiration for that terrible engine of destruction,
A few years later, after my earliest canine friend had

gone, not without deep regret on my part, to the place
where all good dogs go, even if they are of unknown ped-
igree and hunt "varmounta" alone, I obtained a setter
pup, and finding that my 30in. barrel struck too many
trees when tryuig to point it in the direction of the July
cock, I cut off 4in, ; but still it was a solid arm, and 1 had
quite come to believe that the occasional long shots
which I made with it could be duplicated by nothing
lighter. So the breechloaders which succeeded it pat-
terned after it much in weight, if not in other respects.
As I shoved the one I first mentioned into its case and

then into the wagon a half hour after the "above remark
of my friend, I wondered still more as my shoulders felt
the relief from the strain, whether or not he was not
right. "The bulk of our birds fall dead, if they fall at
all, insiside of SOyds, Five times as many are missed
clean at 80yds, as are killed at 40, Why will not a light
gun kill at those distances? It will. I will buy one," So
T reasoned and resolved, and resolving so I did. First I
bought, still a little fearful of the result of the experi-
ment, a cheap 16-bore, marked J, Manton, weighing
about 61bs, I shot it two years, and although I felt that
I must load it so heavy that the recoil war very unpleas-
ant and kept alive the physical dread of a ^ , . hich had
stayed by me for twenty years, and caus 3 to miss
more birds than all other causes put together, still I killed
more birds in proportion to the number of shots with
it, than with anything that I had owned up to that
time.
The experiment working so well, I gave that gun away

and bought a 16-bore ToUey hammerless, which, after I

had cut it off to 36in,, weighed 6^1bs, About this time I

became a convert to wood powder, and my shooting at
once improved 50 per cent.

,
part of it due to the fact that

the new gun fitted fairly well, and quite a good share of
it to the fact that I could now pull the trigger without at
the same time pulling as though I wanted to run away
from the gun; for now, for the first time in my life, I was
shooting a gun that did not "kick."

For two years I carried it and was fairly well satisfied.

With IJoz. of shot and SJ^drs, Schultze powder it gave as
good pattern as any 12-bore gun that I had ever seen, and
the penetration was always sufficient for all ordinary dis-

tances, with no recoil. A year ago last fall, however, I

chanced to step into Von' Lengerke & Detmold's, on
Murray street, and there for the first time saw a Fran-
cotte featherweight 12-bore hammerless, 36in. barrel, olbs.

14oz, I heard their story about the performances of the
gun, handled it, and said get me a 16-bore, olbs, weight,
and I think I shall have the best gun in the country for
upland shooting. One of the members of the firm said
he thought such a piece would certainly be there before
the next season, but the months rolled by and it came
not.
The mischief had been done as far as I was concerned,

how^ever; a 51b. gun I must have, if not in 16 then 30-

bore, I tried our American makers, but could get noth-
ing better promised than 5|^lbs,, but on the 20tli of Sep-
tember, fi ?e days before the season opened, Squires, on
Broadway, received a shipment of Greeners among which
was a 30-bore, 26in, barrel, 41bs. 15oz. gun. I had no
special predilection for the Greener, but w^inted a gun of
that weight, so I bought it and found both barrels full

choke; for what purpose they were so made I can't con-
ceive. However, that didn't trouble me much, for I soon
took practically all of the choke out of the right barrel
and modified the left somewhat, and then started to shoot
the gun. Before going to the fields I targeted it care-
fully and worked at the bore until, loaded with 2drs.

of Schultze powder and loz. of No, 8 shot, the right bar-
rel distributed 130 pellets evenly over a SOin. circle at

40yd8,, and the left barrel 250 and 260 on the same circle

at the same distance.

I tried no sheets of paper for penetration, but after

studying the face of the board fence upon which my
papers were placed for a m'nute, and finding that the
shot were driven into the pine boards out of sight, I said
"this will kill birds," and spent no more time on that
branch of the subject. The result of the season's shoot-
ing fully justifies the prophecy then made. With no
gun that I have ever had in my hands have I ever made
so good an average on quail, woodcock and partridge.

Nor have I ever killed birds further than with this toy.

During a week's hxmt in Vii-ginia I met many shooters
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who in the morning handled the "pop gun" with amused
contempt, and at night, at the end of a day's shoot, looked

at it with astonishment, after having seen bird after bird

fall before it quite as far away as they could kill them
with their 13-bore8.

There is no peculiar merit in this particular gun, but I

think that it is true that any 20-bare gun with a proper

charge will giA^e very nearly as good penetration as an
8-bore, though, of course, not being fitted for so mrich

shot. Probably f or i of an ounce of shot would give

better penetration with this than the full ounce does, but

I want the spread of the ounce and I get penetration

enough to kill and do not care for more.
If, however, it is true that I lose anything in penetra-

tion by laying aside the cannons I used to carry, I

certainly gain more in handiness of weapon and lack of

fatigue of body and consequently precision of aim than
I lose. ,

This gun is always in my hand, and not being shifted

wearily from one shoulder to the other just as an old

partridge starts. It comes to the eye in a second with an
untired muscle supporting it, and the bird is very lucky
or very wild that gets 30yds. from its muzzle before the

shot are after him.
Possibly with black powders the recoil when loaded

for good 'penetration would be uncomfortable, but the

days of black powder are numbered, and with the

nitrates will ome back again the light guns, which the

era of breechloaders displaced. Four years ago 1 met a
couple of fellows in Litchfield county returning from a

two days' hunt with eighty-five woodcock and partridge

in their wagon. "Why don't I have as good luck as you?"
said L "You use too big a gun," said one and passed
me over his 30-bore Pat Mullins. "Can you kill par-

tridges witu that?" I said. "I think tiiey die of fright

when I point it at them," he replied, "at any rate there

they are." And he was right ; there they laid, the biggest
bunch I have ever seen killed by two men in the same
time. 20-BoEE.

ROCHESTER AND VICINITY.
Editor Forest and Stremn

:

A committee from the Monroe Sportsman's Association
went before the supervisors of Munroe county last Friday.
Supervisor Page introduced the following resolution:

No person shall shoot, or otherwise kill, or have in Ms or her
possession, except alive and for the purpose of propagation, any
quail, except during the month of November In each and every
year; and any persfm violating this section shall be stih,iect to a
fine of ^25 for each offense. For partridge, grouse or pheasant,
the close season is fixed between Dec. 31 and Oct. 1. That for
woodcock between Nov. 30 and Sept. 1. Any person Belling the
various named birds out of reason, or snaring or trapping the
same, shall be fined 825 and committed to .iailfor thirty days. No
person shall hiint or kill any of the said game upon any farm or
lands without permission of the owner or lessee; and any violation
of this section will sulaject the transgressor to a fine of §25 and
thirty days in jail.

The committee was granted the privilege of the floor

and W. S. Kimball, W. H. Bowman, R. E. Fanning and
ex-Supervisor .J. H. Brown spoke in favor of the protec-
tion and propagation of game, urging the board to pass
the resolution presented with that view.
The board will consider the resolution next Thursday.

One thousand^ quail of the 5,000 contracted for arrived
last wee> . .vhave seen them and they are a splendid lot

of birds ,, ''V,)y a few have died and those mostly from
overeating v^.fore they were supplied with gravel, as a
post moi-tem examination of a number of crops and giz-

zards showed. They will be divided into lots of twenty-
iive and each bunch will have a coop by itself.

It is settled that the Association will also procure a
number of pheasants from Oregon. It is to be hoped
that these birds will be absolutely protected for a number
of years.
Does this association mean business? Well, I rather

think so. Mr. Redmond's assertion, made in this journal
some months ago, that "Rochester compared favorably
with any city as a sportsman's center," bids fair to prove
true.

I inclose circular and card prepared by the Monroe
Sportsman's Association for circulation among the land
owners of this vicinity. The executive committee pro-
poses to get a list of the farmers, and by this means in-

sure a large membership. But it is also intended that
parties living in other counties should become members,
therefore the association, through the Forest and
Stream, invites all who are interested to communicate
with the secretary, Mr. Edmond Redmond, who will

send the circular and other infoi-mation. Osceola.
Rochester, N. T., .Fan. 26.

A PENNSYLVANIA DECISION.

WE are indebted to the courtesy of Mr. S. L. Boggs,
of Pittsburgh, for the fuU text of the following

decision, to which reference was made in our issue of
Jan. 15:

CoMMONWEiLTH ^ Western District, No, 217,
vs. [ October Term, 1890,

Wm, Wilkinson,
(

Quarter Sessions of
AjypeUant, J Allegheny County.

Paxson, C. J.

The defendant was convicced in the court below of a
violation of the game laws. The jury found, specially,
that he had in his possession for sale, and exposed for
sale, in the city of Pittsburgh, on the eighth day of Feb-
ruary, 1890, twenty quails. But they also find " that said
quails were not killed in the State of Pennsylvania, but
were ordered by telegraph by the defendant from a firm
in St. Louis, Missouri, where it was at the time lawful to
kill and sell said quails; that said quails were so ordered
on December, 33, 1889, and were delivered by the Adams
Express Company, and paid for on December 30, 1889, by
the defendant."
Upon this state of facts the court below entered judg-

ment for the Commonwealth upon the verdict, and sen-
tenced the defendant to pay a fine of two hundred dollars
(|300) to the Commonwealth; or in default thereof, to
undergo an imprisonment of two hundred days.
The proceedings were founded upon the ninth section

of the act of June 3, 1878, Pamphlet Laws, 161 , which
enacts that "No person shall kill, or expose for sale, or
have in his or her possession, after the same has been
killed, any quails or Virginia partridge, between the fif-

teenth day of December, in any year, and the tirst day of
November next following, under a penalty of ten dollars

(.|10) for each bird so killed, exposed for sale, or had in
tii8 possession.''' A later act changed the time of killing
tpaijs, but that is not of importance.

i

By the thirty-fifth section of said act, it is provided:
"In all cases of arrests made for the violation of each and
any of the foregoing sections of this act, the possession of

the game, fishes, birds, animals, fowls, nets or other de-

vices provided for or so mentioned, shall be prima facie
evidence of the violatioti of said act."

The manifest object of this act was the preservation of

game within this Commonwealth. We cannot assume
that it was intended to preserve game elsewhere. And it

w(auld be a forced construction to hold that it was in-

tended to exclude from our market quails or other game
killed in other States, where, by the laws of those States,

the killing of them was lawful. A careful reading of the

language of the act shows that it applies only to game
killed in this State out of season, "No person shall kill

* * any quails." This means that no person shall

kill quails within this Commonwealth, except during the
period allowed by law. The law was not intended to

have any extTa territorial effect, and if it was, it would
be nugatory. After prohibiting the killing of quails,

the act further declares, "or have in his or her posse.-sion

after tlie same has been killed, etc," What does the

word "same" here refer to? Clearly, the antecedent
game, the killing of which had already been prohibited.

The plain meaning of the act, as we view it, is, that no
quails shall be killed in this State between the dates

specified, and no person shall have in his possession, or

offer for sale, any quails so killed in this State.

The construction claimed for the act by the Common-
wealth, would render any one a criminal who lawfully
killed quails in another State, and brought them here for

his own use. It would he prinia-facie evidence of a vio-

lation of this act, and, if he could not show in a defense
that he killed them outside of this Commonwealth, he
would have no defense at all.

The matter is too plain to require elaboration. The
judgment is entered for the defendant below, non ob-

stante verid'icto.

MAINE DEER INTERESTS.
THE bad slaughter of deer in Maine by hounding the

past season, I am afraid, is already being followed
by the crust-hunters. The feeling is that the Commis-
sioners are powerless to hinder this crust-hunting till new
laws are passed, or at least till new appropriations are
provided by the Legislature now in session. The crust-

liunters feel that the bounders have had more than their

share of the game, without molestation of the law, and
now that the hounding season is over, they must destroy
the few deer left in their yards, hemmed in by the deep
crusted snows. Already the snow is very deep in the
woods, and the deer have been driven early to the yards.
Each of the latter snow storms have been followed by a
rain, and the snow has been solidly crusted over. I saw
several deer in the Boston market the other day—just

arrived from Maine. They had not been killed many
days: certainly since the close season began, Jan. 1. It is

only reasonable to suppose that they had been crxisted iji

the deep snow. What will be the result to the Maine
deer if this is to be kept up nearly three months longer?
The deep snows last in that northern region till well into
April, and the crust-hunters are fond of plying their

nefarious sport late, for the reason that the weather is not
as cold and the snow is deep enough to enable them to

catch every deer in the yard in a very short time and with
very little trouble. This ciust-hunting is not done by
sportsmen. Indeed, it is not generally done by the guides
who work for sportsmen in the open season. It is done
by the shiftless drones of the towns and villages, who are
too lazy to hunt deer in a reasonable way. But worst of

all, it is done by the skin-hunters, who get a few dollars

for moose and deer skins. They take all there are in the
yard, reckoning that it will be their only chance; and
little they care for game in the future. I would not trust

them, even if the last pair of deer in that State were in
the yard and the skin hunters knew it—I would not trust

them to spare their lives for the sake of the game of the
future. No. They would not sj)are them. They would
kill them and get the few dollars their hides would bring.

The Governor of Maine has appointed a committee on
fisheries and game that will be very likely to propose
wholesome amendments to the fish and game laws,
amendments in line with the recommendations of the
Commissioners. This comes from the good sense of Gov-
ernor Burleigh, but what form of law the lumber people
will allow to be carried through is a question.

Spkci^u^.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The undersigned hereby offers the sum of $40 to any

l^eison who will furnish evidence that will lead to the
conviction of any person or persons, engaged in illegally

killing deer in the towns of Dixfield, Mexico, Roxbury,
Carthage, Weld, or Byron, Maine, during the winter of

1891. Also $10 reward for killing any dog engaged in
killing or chasing deer; the last offer holding good until
further notice. N, C. LoCKE.
S.AI.EM, Mass.

VERMONT FISH AND GAME LEAGUE.
KUTLAND, Vt. Jan. 36.- At the meeting of the Vermont Fish

and trame League held here on the 31st inst., there was a good
attendance from abroad, and the reports received indicate thai
the purposes of the League have the full sympathy of the public,
and that its usefulness is widelv recogniaed. Henry R. Dorr,
president, occupied the chair. A. J. Merrill, W. R. Peake and W.
Seward Webb were appointed a committee to investigate the cost
aTid practicability of importing game birds from foreign States or
countries; and to suggest proper legislative measures for ibe pro-
tFction of stich gams birds if procured. At the suggestion of
Walter H. Childs, of Brattleboro, the chair was authorized to ap-
point a committi^e of three for the purpose of consulting with
associations in New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Connecticut,
with a view of securing legislation to improve the fishways at
Holyoke and other points on the Oonnecticut Piiver, so as to per-
mit the passnge of salmon and shad to its head svaters. H. R.
Dorr. Chas, C. AVarren, M. B. Colburu. Wm. Walker and J. W.
Titcomb were appointed a committee to confer with the fish com-
missioners and fish and game associations of neighboring States in
regard to securing uniform laws for the protection of fish and
game common to each. The president, secretary and treasurer
were appointed a committee to decide where the annual meeting
will be held, with power to appoint sub-committees to arrange for
a banquet at that time.
The matter of providing ampler flshways in the Connecticut

liver is of larger interest than is generally appreciated. The nets
stretched across the river in Connecticut, and the dams in Mas-
sachusetts, prevent the passage of salmon and shad to the northern
waters of the river, where, perhaps, the finest salmon pools in New
England are ready to be reoceupied by t)ae fish with which they
were formerly populated before the stream was blocked.
Among the" members of the league present from out of town

wer« Hon. W. B. Peake, Bristol; Hon. Hiram Atkins. Montpelier;
and Charles F. Orvis, Manchester. 0. H. Wilson of Glen Falls,

I N. y., vfm P-lso preseTit. Mr. Wilson, whose nopi de plume;

"Gantrlc" is familiar to New England sportsmen, is an earnest
worker for fish protection in Vermont, and is always a welcome
guest among Vermont fishermen.
The Vermont Fish and Game League now numbers 123 memhers.

Its outlook is excellent, and the general interest in the protection
of fish and game which the organization has aroused indicates
that substantial benefit to the State will result from the work of
the league. The hill which Congressman Grout has introduced
appropriating funds for the location of a fish hatchery in Vermont
was brought to the attention of the league, and his efforts in this

direction, which are expected to he successful, are heartily appre-

The "annual meeting of the league comes in the montli of
November at which time the league will undoubtedly celeljrate

the close of its first years' work with a banaaet. Wheelock,

LEGISLATION AT ALBANY,
[Correspondence nf For&si and Stream.'\

ALBANY, .Tan. 36.—Assemblymau Bush has offered the follow-
ing whiclj has been passed by the Assembly, ex-Speaker

Husted declaring that the resolution was just and important: Re-
xolvixl, Thai; the Committee on Public Lands and Forestry be iind
it is hereby aiithorized to undertake and prosecute during the
present session of the Asseml^ly, a general inquiry concerning the
administration of the laws in relation to the Forest Commission,
and to report what, if any, changes in the present laws are neces-
sary to better protect The forests belonging to the State, with
power of itself, or by any sub-committee of its own members,
which it may appoint, to summon witnesses and to examine them
under oath, to send for and examine hooks and papers and to hold
meetings at such times and places as to sucli committee or sub-
committee may seem requisite and proper, and the committee is

hereby authorized to employ a stenographer.
Assembly Beakes has introduced a hill making the season for

hunting deer in Sullivan county from Oct. 1 to Dec. 1, and allow-
ing venison to be sold from Oct. 1 to Dec. 15.

Assemblyman Brundage has introduced a bill appropriating
f5,IX)0 for a fish hatchery in Urbana.
Assemblyman Rice, of Ulster county, has introduced a hill to

repeal the act of 1887 for the preservation of shad in the Hudson
River.

It is thought that the statement made against Mr, Basselin,
one of the Forestry Commissioners, in regard to the map of the
Adirondack Park, will force his resignation as a member of the
board. The fact that, as is alleged, he insisted on having the line
defining the park so far within t he line defining the wilderness,
just at the very point where, in Herkimer county, it would leave
his own territory outside of the park, shows that, as a Forestry
Commissioner, he is unfit to have in charge the great interests
of the people relating to the Adirondack Park. A man with
sucli interests as Basselin ought never to have been appointed to
this place, and it is said that the other members of the Commis-
sion h" ve all along been blamed for things that Basselin insisted
upon and which their own judgment toJd them were wrong. In
this case, however, it looks as if Basselin had insisted once too
often, and that be will have to go. It is said that Gov. Hill has
been ready to have him go for some time past, but that he would
rather have the move made by Basselin than to make it himself.

THE CHATHAM FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION
OP CHATHAM, MORRIS CO., N. J.

THE annual dinner of the Chatham Fish and Game Association
was held on Wednesday evening, Jan. 31, at the Fairview

house, Chatham, N. J. The officers of the association are: Geo.
Shepard Page, President; W. W. Ogden, Vice-President; William
Elder, Secretary and Treasurer. Mr. Page presided. An excellent
dinner was served, at the close of which the president referred to
the extremely favorable position occupied by the grounds of the
association, its rapid growth in membership, very eligible loca-
tion of its house and stand for trap shooting. He urged the
necessity of incorporation, the liberation of quail and other game
birds, in order that the extensive gj-ounds controlled by the asso-
ciation might be more liberally stocked. The territory of the as-
sociation is contiguous to the upper Passaic, mamly on the line of
the townships of Chatham, Hanover, Madison and Summit.
Eight thousand acres are now under lease. Farmers willingly
grant these leases in consideration of the agreement on the part
of the association to post warning notices against trespassers, or
employ wardens in tne open season and allow shooting only to
members of the club and those to whom permission cards ate
given. As these grounds are so near New York, .lersey City and
Newark, they have been overrun by sportsmen and poachers, and
the game had been largely f^hot off. Since the creation of the as-
sociation, the protection afforded has resulted in a marked in-
crease in the quail, partridge, woodcock, snipe, ducks and rabbits.
Comparatively few persons unsupplied with the tickets of the as-
sociation now visit the ground. The sport, therefore, during the
past faU season and during the present winter, up to the first of
January, has been very good. The wide expanse of meadows and
wet ground adjoining the lower Passaic affords admirable feeding
ground for many varieties of ducks. It is only necessary to plant
wild rice in order to secure a great increase in the number of tlie

ducks, as w^ell as to make it an extensive breeding ground for
them. It is the intention of the association to plant wild rice at
favorable points.
Mr. William Elder confirmed the favorable report of the presi-

dent, urged the establishment of a home, centrally located in'

Chatham, where the meetings of the association could be held,
and with opportunities for athletic sports, such as bowling, lawn
tennis and billiards, a library of books and papers pertaining to
field sports, and adapted as a meeting place not only for the mem-
bers of the association, but also for their families. He stated
that the association had no debts, and there was a good balance
in tlie treasury.
Mr. W. W. Ogden, in a very interesting manner, replied to the

toast, "Field Sports in the Passaic VallBy." He believed that no
other association of the same character could say that it num-
bered among its members a sportsman who had "ifrequently shot
over the same ground now controlled by this association in the
company of Frank Forrester. This could he said of Mr. William
T. Bndd", now in his eighty-first year. He gave many remarkable
experiences, in some of which, he had taken part. He believed
that the great scores of forty or fifty years ago, among game birds,
could be repeated, with proper protection and re-stocking. He
referred to the remarkable success of sis guns on the lid and 4th of
July, at the opening of the woodcock season and within a recent
date, w^hen 120 woodcock were killed, all this within ten acres of
ground, and within a mile and a half of where the association was
now assembled. He believed these grounds to be more favorable
tor a larger variety of game birds than any other of which he had
knowledge. He had no doubt that the area of leased ground could
be easily increased, and that the twelve square miles now con-
trolled could be readily quadrupled. He alluded to the stocking
of the Passaic with black bass by the Iiresident not many years
ago, making it now one of the best waters for that game fish in
the vicinity of New York.
Mr. Charles Lum, in a very humorous speech, replied to the

toast of but one word, "Punch." He was followed by the Rev. C.
N. Chnroh, Messrs. Yeaman, F. H. Lum, Pool and W. H. Lnm,
the closing toast to the ladies being appropriately responded to by
Mr. J. H. .Jephson, of Newark.
Mr. F. H. Lum, in a very practical speech, advocated that im-

mediate steps should be taken to secure groutid and erect a home
for the assoination. He suggested that bonds for $50 and $100
hearing 5 per cent interest be created, and emphasized the sug-
gestion by agreeing to take a portion of the amount himself. His
proposition was warmly indorsed by other members, the result
being that a liberal percentage of the entire amount was sub-
scribed for and a committee appointed to carry into effect the
recommendation. Several new members w^ere proposed. A com-
mittee was appointed to incorporate the association, also a com-
mittee to secure quail and liberate them in the early spring. The
secretary was instructed to send a remonstrance from the associ-
ation to the Legislature to protest against the enactment of tlie
proposed law for the Stale of New Jersey, prohibiting the shoot-
ing of quail for five years. P.

Names and Pobtkacts os Birds, by Gurdon Trumbuu. A
book particularly interesting to gujxners, for by its use they can
Identify without question sil the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth. 230 pages, price 83.50. For sale by Forkst
IJTD .Struav.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a desciiptive circular of Mr. GrinneU's book,
'Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
iTK^ «T>»^'Tn«Ti ill-natratloTio from tbo vnlnme.- .4

Forest and Stream, Box 3,832, N. Y. city, has deseriptlve Illus-
trated circulars of W. B. LefflngweH's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wliich will be mailed free on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swlveller," ''Sybillene" and
other competant Rtithorltlos to Ije tUe best tfeatJ^ On t3j^ ssbj^t
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'^m mid ^iv^r f0Bhmg.

The full texts of the game flsh laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the BooJi of

the Game Laws.

POTOMAC RIVER BLACK BASS.

ONE evening about the middle of April, 1888, my two
brothers and four friends decided to take a trip to

the Big Falls of the Potomac Rriver, fourteen miles from
Washington, and try the bass, which to our great de-
light we found by numerous inquiries had been biting
very freely for the past ten days. We made arrange-
ments to meet our three friends at Rigg's Hotel at 2:30
the following morning. We all parted in high glee, and
started home to get together our tackle. It is useless to
mention to our readers how slowly the hours passed.
While overhauling our tackle I found my leaders about
worn out. My brothers, whom we will call Molie and
Gordon for short, wanted more hooks, sinkers, lines, etc.

,

so we all decided to go down town to M. A. Tappan's and
get a supply. We hadn't been in there live minutes,
when in walked Walter J., one of our party, and one of
the most enthusiastic sportsmen among us, to get a new
line. The door had hardly closed, when Lewis, Bert and
Lapin arrived. We were all together again for the
second time that evening. After talking fish and fishing
tackle for an hour, and buying about twice as much as
we needed, we parted again, to meet in four hours and
thirty minutes. All of us hiu'riedhome to get what little

sleep we could. Molie set the alarm, placing the arrow
at 1, as he was to go for a team some distance off.

We had but fairly gotten into the land of dreams, where
I was silting on a large rock overlooking the big eddy at
the falls, quietly fishing, when the click of my reel began
to hum; all of the boys were crowding around me, as I
was playing the big flsh with the air of a professional and
saw him break water for the first time, when I jumped
out of bed and heard the last echo of the alarm clock and
saw my brothers climbing out of bed. While Molie had
gone for the team and I was getting everything together,
Gordon had the little oil stove in operation and soon had
a pot of hot coffee, eggs, bread, bulter, etc., when in
walked Walter and Lewis to breakfast with us, instead
of going to the hotel, and very glad we were to have
them. In a few minutes we heard the rattling of a team,
and sure enough it was Molie. After eating breakfast
and waking every one in the house, and I expect one or
two houses on either side of us, we put our traps in the
wagon, piled in ourselves and started on a brisk trot for
the Eiggs House.
Drawing near we saw Bert and Lapin waiting for us.

They soon got in, and, everything being ready, we gave
three low cheers, Molie tightened the reins and spoife to
the horses without effect, tried again with the same re-
sult, jerked the lines, but no good. The driver then
applied the whip, but instead of going ahead the horses
went straight up and down. Things began to look serious
and unpleasant, as several persons were standing around
Avatching our efforts to make the horses move on. We
aU got out, patted them, talked kindly to them, said a
few bad words, but still they stood in the same place.
Things began to look blue sure enough, for we wanted to
reach the fishing grounds by daylight and had no time to
spare. I thought of the twitch, which 1 had tried before
with good effect, and with the aid of two lead pencils
and a stout piece of twine the horses were soon moving
up the avenue at a brisk trot. The twitch was then taken
off, I jumped in and we went along for half a mile when
the nags stopped again. I repeated the same operation
with good effect until half way to the falls, when it had
to be repeated. The boys proposed that I should continue
right along holding to the twitch, but I didn't see it in
that light. We finally arrived at the hotel about a half
hour before daylight, and found a dozen others ahead of
us.

We put our horses up and started to find bait. We did
not have to go far, as three or four men at the hotel had
plenty to sell. Minnows 15 cents per dozen, and crawfish
25 cents pei- dozen. After everything* was in order we,
with about twelve or thirteen others, lounged aj-ound the
veranda, waiting for daylight. Pretty soon one of the
attaches of the liotel made hia appearance and asked how
many of us^wanted breakfast, which would be ready at
7 o'clock, and not getting an encouraging reply he said,
"Gentlemen, it will be useless for you to go to the river
before 8 or 9 o'clock, as the bass do not bite until about
that time." Out of the nineteen or twenty fishermen
that stood around twelve bit and ordered breakfast. At
the rays of light we started for the big eddy, about
800yds. away, and when we reached it we saw four
natives hauling in bass at a great rate. They already
had about fifteen fish. It did not take tis long to get our
tackle in order, and seeing tliat the fishermen before us
were using crawfish we used the same bait. I made the
first cast of our party^ and my bait had hardlv time to
reach the bottom when I hooked a fish. By tlie frantic
rashes it made and the way my pole bent all attention
was turned to me, and lines were taken out to give me
room to play my fish, and all waited for results. I grad-
ually worked my way around to a little strip of sandy
beach that extended about 15ft. in length and about 7ft.
back to a wall of rocks; all the time my line was cutting
the water from right to left, now taking in line as fast as
possible as he makes a dart toward me, and giving him
more line as he makes for the other side of the eddy, and
it is all T can do to keep him from under those rocks to the
left. Now for the first time he breaks water and throws
himself into the air. "What a beauty," comes from all as
he disappears again, while I am wondering if 1 am going
to land him or lose him. At last he is pretty well
played out; occasionally he would make a rush from
right to left, and after a big fight I had him within 6ft.
of the sandy beach. Not having a dip-net I had to land
him on the beach and finally pulled him in. When out
of the water fully 13in. on the beach he made his last
effort to free himself and succeeded. Now, it was a race
between us, and 1 rushed into the water after him, as he
was flopping and splashing around. I kicked and scooped
with my hands with the hope of again landing him and
partly succeeded once, but he finally slipped between my
legs into deep water and was gone. I half wished I
hadn't come fishing, but what's the use getting mad.
there aa-e lots more in there. So I took all jeers and fun
poked at me by the rest good-naturedly. We all baited

and cast in again, and for three-quarters of an hour what
glorious fun we had, standing on the narrow strings of
beach side by side, not having enough room to make half >

a cast. When two or three hooked a flsh at the same
time, then there was a general mixture of lines and fish
causing a number to be lost. Finally the number of our
crawfish was reduced to two. The lucky ones, Gordon
and Bert, who had those, caught three "bass, while the
rest of us had to content ourselves with minnows, which
proved poor bait that day, as the bass would not touch
them. At the edge the basin or outlet on the opjfosite
side sat a lone fisherman about 45ft. above and directly
over the water. He was using a stiff home made
rod and crawfish for bait. He was fishing on the edge of
the swift-running water, and about every hour he hooked
and hauled up a beautiful bass. The fish he caught were
about the size of shad and would average about 41bs. in
vT^eight.

As no more crawfish were to be had, and we hadn't had
a bite for two hours, we spread out our lunch, after which
we lighted our pipes and took a sun bath. Some of the
boys were soon sleeping soundly and the rest of us tied a
light rope around the leg of B., and taking a half hitch
around the leg of L. we made fast the other end to the
leg of M, , and then went off to see if we could find some
angle worms, getting about two dozen. Gordon, Walter
and Lapin took the old stand on the beach, while I
climbed over the rocks to the other side of the pool, to
try my luck. Baiting and casting in, I soon had a nibble,
and then a bite, and in half a minute I had landed my
fivsh: another cast was made with the same result. After
that the fish would not bite. Gordon, becoming desper-
ate, started oft' to get some crawfish if there were any
within a mile or so to be had. After an absence of half
an hour he came back bringing 15, which he bought from
a boy for 35 cents. He had to pass where the sleepers
were, and got to them just in time to see L. try to turn
over and disturb the others, who in turn began to twist
and kick, and in a few seconds they were all in a heap,
each one trying to free himself from the others.
After they were straightened out we again turned to

the fishing, and were at it but a short time when Gordon
hooked a large fish which was making his line cut the
water in great shape?. At the same time I had a bite, but
dropping my rod and calling to \Valter to attend to it, I
went to the assistance of Gordon, determined to help him
save that fish if possible. While Gordon was playing the
fish, which we could see was a large one, he cleared the
water three times and showed himself in the air. Walter
picked up my rod and landed a fib. bass. Gordon's fish
was about played out when he hauled him out on the
beach, but as he touched the sand one flap with his tail
freed him from the hook, I was expecting as much, and
had stationed myself close to the water's edge, and threw
myself on the beach parallel with the water, as the fish

made desperate efforts to get away. Gordon soon had
him on the string. Then we all examined and admired
the fish, which we concluded would weigh over 2lbs,
With this last instalment of crawfish we took seven bass,
and after using all of our bait we decided to leave for
home.
Lewis had his camera along and photographed us among

the rocks. Upon counting our bass we found our total
catch was 23 fine fish. Gordon caught the largest by
three-quarters of a pound. Walter claimed to have taken
the greatest number, and to i:)rove it he said he had cut a
wedge-shaped piece out of the tail of each fish he caught.
This gave him two^hirds of the whole catch.
We held a council of war upon this and came to the

conclusion that he not only cut his own fish, but one-half
of oiu-s also. He protested and so did we. As the ma-
jority rules, we divided the catch equally. We packed
our things in the wagon, and threatened to make Walter
ride the off horse home if he didn't keep quiet about
those fish. Our horses stopped at the foot of a hill and
would not stir until we unhooked and changed them; by
this we knew that they had been hitched up wrong all

the time, for we had no further trouble with them. As I

look at the photograph upon the wall before me now it

seems as if it was yesterday. If 1 am here the coming
summer the fishing season will find me at the falls, or at
Goose Creek, a few miles further up the river, as often as
my time will permit. In the latter stream there is fine
bass fishing at times.

I have just finished packing my grip and will start for
a two or three-months' trip through Florida, and I shall
try to furnish the readers of Forest at^b Stream a few
fishing notes from that State. Cliff.
Washinqtois, D. C

BASS IN CALM AND STORM.
WE had driven one August morning some four miles

through a delightful Maine region, where from
hilltops commanding views of the White Mountains in
one direction and the winding waters of the Sebago Lake
system in the other, we pitched down into little valleys
and runs with the clustering branches of beech and maple
meeting and interlocking overhead, and caught now and
again the rippling music of a trout stream jjouring its

yellow-brown waters over some mossy log. Less traveled
roads and lanes branched from our course, with rich,

grassy swards growing luxuriantly between horse path
and wheel ruts. The golden rod, midsummer's mile post,
was beginning to light its golden torch wherever the sun
had penetrated. A flock of young grouse, which scurried
from the road ahead and peered out at us from under a
low-branching hemlock as we passed, too, indicated by
their size that autumn was approaching with no uncer-
tain tread; but later on, when we sat at anchor, our light
boat mirrored in the unruffled bosom of as gemlike a bit

of lake as ever "nestled amid hills," and mopped from our
faces the outpouring sweat, we could contemplate com-
ing cold without regret. I can easily picture the look of
disdain on certain countenances when 1 acknowledge that
we were still fishing for bass with grasshoppers, but such
was the fact nevertheless. Previous trips to this water
had demonstrated that these particalar bass were addicted
to "hopper eating,'' and with nothing else could we tempt
them; so hoppers it was.
While the boat lies motionless and we expectantly wait

for a coming bass I will introduce you to our party. That
fellow in the stern, whose jovial face is swelling and blis-

tering in the hot sun, is a tailor, alias Fatty—a fellow
who will tm'n ou^t at any hour of night to go on a fishing
trip and come home happy whether it has been a "fishing
day" or not. He with negligee shirt shirt adjusted in
Buoh I'egcilar folds with ti« so scientifically knotted and

steel-colored gloves which are attached to his shirt sleeves
'<

with court plaster, is a counter-jumper—one who affects :

to dislike angling, but has taken the trip "just on Fatty's
account." The other occupant of the boat is the writer,
and for obvious reasons I cannot say much in praise of
him , therefore I desist. A reel suddenly clicks, the coun-
ter-jumper's rod bends and vibrates, an angry bass leaps
in the air, scattering many-hued drops of water into the
sunshine and again seeking its element, where it exhibits
all the feats set down in the repertoire of a good healthy
bass; all in vain, he is soon in the landing-let and a min-
ute later pulls down the scales at 2^1bs. Whiz! whiz! It
is some ten minutes later, and again it is the counter-
jumper's reel that is screaming. Again there is a fine
bass shaking himself in the air, but when he drops be-
neath the surface the line faUs slack, there is no graceful
bend continued in the rod, a dead grasshopper floats where
the late combat was carried on and the counter-jumper
resumes his seat in silence and .seeks for a new hook in
his tackle box.
"Too bad, C, you lost him," says Fatty, No answer,

oh no, he cared nothing about fishing, not he. Fatty and
the vpriter had both had more or less luck when noontime
had come. While eating our lunch amid the boles of
forest trees with the smell of fern and balsam as appe-
tizers, mutterings of thunder came to us from up Mt,
Washington way,
"Now, boys," remarked the writer in a sort of paternal

way, "we may get a heavy shower this afternoon, I will
do as you say, fish it out or start for home now; for my
part I am a thorough countryman, used to the elements,
and a ducking more or less counts for nothing; but with
you it is different, and I am ready to stick to the fishing
or give it up," and he tz'ied to put on such a look and air
of superiority as we should presume some veteran plains-
man might assume with the freshest of tenderfeet,
"Fatty and I have our mackintoshes, a.ndl think we can
stand it," said the counter-jumper. "Yes," assented
Fatty, "and you can have a rubber poncho by going to
the carriage for it." "No, thanks," said the writer, as
indignantly as if he had been offered a nursing bottle,
for he had a settled belief that the shower would "go
around."
We were soon anchored at our favorite grounds, but the

fish had evidently not returned for the afternoon session.
Up in the northwest was a large bank of black, threaten-
ing clouds, rolling up larger and larger; their every move-
ment seemed to foi'ce out roars of thunder, which in-
creased in volume as the storm approached. Flashes of
lightning rent the clouds asunder like sheets of flame and
then darted away among the hills in zig-zag lines.

Several crows perched on a dead pine gave forth discor-
dant cries and then sought the deeper woods. A broad-
winged hawk circled overhead, its under parts looking
satiny white against the murky blackness of the storm
cloud, A few uncertain puffs of wind and then down
from the northwest, bowing huge trees before it and
whitening with foam the lake's svirface, came wind and
storm in united fury. Suddenly objects but a few rods
away were shut from view, and like a deluge the rain
struck us. The others had drawn on their mackintoshes,
but the writer had pinned all of his faitli on a shooting
coat which had once been recommended as waterproof;
but that day was past, for the first sheet of water that
fell penetrated to the skin and left him gasping as he used
to in his boyhood days when he endeavored to hasten the
season by "goin' in swimmin'" within a fortnight after
the departure of the ice, but this, however, was a more
continuous gasp, for each succeeding sheet of water
seemed colder than the preceding. However, other
matters demanded attention: there was a tugging at his
rod, which denoted the presence of a bass of no mean
proportions, and, too, the boat was drifting shoreward at
a rattling pace considering that it was dragging an anchor.
"Net this fish for me quick C," cried Fatty excitedly.

The counter-jumpr picks up the net and his own reel

begins to chatter like an alarm clock. For a few minutes
the au- seemed filled with vibrating rods, leaping bass,
thunder, lightning, rain and excited exclamations. A
huge tree on shore was heard to fall with a tremendous
crash; our boat was now filled with water to the thwarts
and pulling in our dragging anchor we guided her on to
a sand beach, where she was soon emptied, and now,
wonder of wonders, there were five bass more than when
we took our noontime lunch, yet none had any recollec-

tion of catching but the three we had taken, almost
simultaneously, in the height of the storm. Evidently
some one had been too excited to know when he caught
fish, but we shall never know who. The storm for the
present had passed and we again anchored and cast in
our grasshoppers, but there was no response from the
depths below. We were admiring the puffs of fog hang-
ing to the hillsides when again from the northwest came
indications that another installment of the storm was
nearly due.
"Boys," said the writer, with becoming humility, "I

said earlier in the day that one ducking, more or less,

didn't matter to me, but when it comes to taking two,
more or less, I weaken; let's go home." "Agreedl" the
others exclaimed; up came the anchor, and away we
pulled for the landing, impelled to haste by the
increasing thunder peals. Once ashore, we made a
break for the farmhouse, where we had left our horse, and
just as the storm again broke we entered the bam with
rods, lunch baskets and fish. The writer was not possessed
of a dry thread and it was with a feeling of great thank-
fulness" he espied an empty shorts sack in one corner.

Three holes were quickly cut in it, off came the wet shirt

and on went the improvised one of shorts sack. It was a
poor fit, but it was dry; it was rough in texture, but that
same roughness created a friction that was not unwelcome
to a cold body, where "goose flesh" had reigned sujDreme;

it was minus sleeves, but no sleeves were better than wet
ones that clung to you like court plaster, and what it

lacked in ornamentation Fatty, the tailor, supplied by
weaving into the front a delicate lacing, shredded from a
corn leaf. The storm ceased, the sun reappeared, and we
di-ove home over a road washed clean as a floor.

J. C. Mead.
NoAtu Betdgeton, Me.

North Bridoeton, Me., Jan. 20.—We are now so

bmied in snow that very little ice fishing is being done
in this section. Landlocked salmon fishing at Sebago
Lake usually opens the fishing season in Maine, This

usually comes on about the first of May or directly after

the ioe breaks up,—M.
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CARP IN LAKE ERIE.

WHILE passing through the fish market in this city

about two years ago I saw exposed for sale a Ger-

man carp. It was about 20in. in length and weighed
ISlbs. It was a scale carp, very dark in color, and very
beautiful. I asked the dealer, and he said the fish was
caught in the nets set out in the lake from this port. I

did not see any more or hear of any others being sold in

the market until within the last two weeks, when they

have been plenty. These were caught in the lake at Port

Clinton. They were mostly about 7in, in length, and
varied from the mirror to the scale varieties. One was
very large, and much like the first one I saw two years

ago. Some of the others had no scales; others had a few
very large scales, w%ile others were covered evenly with
the regular carp scale. I have no means of knowing how
they got into the lake; but the interesting fact is, that

they are there in great numbers and are thriving wonder-
fully. They sell at the same price as the yellow and blue

pike caught in the lake. Being grown in such pure cold

water, their growth is not as rapid as it would be in

warmer water: bat the flesh is firmer and of a better

equality. This goes to prove that if it is difficult to stock

the streauisand ponds and lakes with what are considered

better fish, they can soon be filled with carp; and while
they may. commonly not be as fine a table fish as some
others, there can be no doubt that they will adapt them-
selves to almost any circumstances and thrive well where
others would not do well at all. There was a great craze

about them when they were first introduced, and now we
have gone to the other extreme. As a people, we are too

notionate and impulsive. We all go crazy over some-
thing new to-day and drop it entirely to-morrow. Now,
while the carp, when raised in some stagnant little pud-
dle, may not be very desirable food, it is just what any
sensible person would have expected. It is stating a fact

that cannot be controTerted when I declare that tbese
fish, when raised in pure water and on good food, are
very firm in flesh and excellent for the table. There aA'e

literally thousands of acres of water scattered throughout
our country, which are now furnishing scarcely any fish,

which woiild, if planted wifh young carp, in a few years
furnish tons of good edible fish to thousands of our people
who a,re scarcely ever fortunate enough to get any fresh

fish of any kind. If they can live and thrive as these have
done, among the millions of carnivorous fish, they can
live any where. Homerus.
CiiEvWiAND, Ohio.

ANGLING RETREATS OF MAINE.
II.— THE MONSON LAKES AND POKDS.

fpHE township of Monson is situated in the north west-
i. ern part of Piscataquis county, whicli has within

its limits the largest and most magnificent sheet of inland
•water (Moosehead) wholly within New England, and the
highest and most famous mountain in the State (Katah-
din), often erroneously placed by map makers and writers
in the adjoining couiity of Penobscot. Morson is fur-

teen miles below the foot of MooBohead Lake, ten miles
West of Sebec Lake and six miles north of the Bangor &
Piscataquis Eiilroad, being connected with this line by a
narrow-gauge road. It is only twenty miles by rail to

the Piscataquis terminus of the Maine Central system
and twenty-five miles by rail to that great highway
of nations, the Canadian Pacific Railway. This town is

about 1,000ft, above the level of the sea, and the air is

pure a,nd healthy. Hay fever and all malarious diseases
are entirely unknown and impossible in this region.

Three-quarters of its territory is yet an unbroken wil-

derness, and many of its highest hills are still covered
with a native growth of spruce, fir, cedar, white and
yellow birch, poplar, pine, maples, ash, hemlock, etc.

The largest sheet of water within its borders is Lake
Hebron, more than three miles in length, at the foot of
which nestles a pretty and picturesque village. Here is

a summer hotel of grand proportions and excellent facil-

ities, and on its snores are summer cottages. A local

company are selling cottage lots, and quite a large num-
ber will be built here during the season of 1891. This
lake is surrounded by mountains and sloping hills of
forestry farms and pleasant farm habitations with the lofty
and pine clad peaks of Russell and Bald mountains in the
adjoining town of Blanchaxd standing as grim as sentinels
over all. The landscape from any point of view is de-
lighting and pleasing.

It contains the spotted square-tail trout (Salmo fontin-
alis), ranging in weight as high as 51bs. Lake trout
{Salvio confinis) are often taken which weigh 6 and 71b3.,

and some weighing 81bs. have been caught here within a
few years past. The spotted trout rise to a fly, and a
favorite method of taking them is by trolling, sometimes
with flies and sometimes with a single hook baited with
angleworm. The lake trout fishing is usually in about
40 or 45ft. of water, with minnows, shiners and small
chubs for bait. The natural supply of fish here has never
been depleted by poaching, and in addition to this several
hundred thousand trout fry have also been planted.
Taking lake trout with a light rod and reel is exciting

sport for one who has no scruples against being dubbed a
common bait fisherman, for they are very gamy. Their
meat is nearly white and exceedingly sweet and tender.
The Fish Commissioners of the State planted European
whitefish here four years ago, and they are seen in large
schools and are beginning to be taken by our own peojile.

Sail and row boats and canoes of all descriptions are
on the lake, and the steamer Molly Tomah makes hourly
trips during the summer season. Besides Lake Hebron
there are witliin this town twenty-three or twenty-four
other ponds, as follows: The two Spectacle ponds, Tib-
bets, McLarign North Pond, McLarign South Pond, Bell,
Lillie, Ward, the Twin Doughty ponds, Strout, Doe,
Duck, Monson or G-oodale, Squaghquign, Meadow, Jacobs,
Thatcher, Curtis, Doughty Bog Pond, Jumper and Eigh-
teen Pond.
The two Spectacle ponds are in the northwest part of

the town on the county road to Moosehead Lake, the old
highway passing over the narrows between the two. They
are designated as Spectacle East and Spectacle Wett
ponds. Their name was derived from their shape, both
being round and the two together resembhng a pair of
eye-glasses. Dense forests surround them and spotted
trout are plentiful in each. The eastern or lower one is

the larger one, it being one mile from the narrows to its

foot. The Rev. O. F. Staft'ord, D.D., now of Deering,
Maine, secjured spijie liberal catches there in the season of

1889. Trout are sometimes taken there which weigh 3

and 4lbs. each. Its outlet is a rapid stream emptying into
Monson Pond and fi-om thence into the Wilson River.
Childs Falls, a beautiful and grand looking cascade in

the wilderness and which have long been of interest to
the tourists, are on this stream. They are some 40ft. high
and rush and tumble over huge piles of slate rock. The
lovers of brook fishing frequently traverse its banks for
the lively brooklet trout and are always weU rewarded
for their undertaking.
On the west side of the road to Elliottsville plantation

about four miles from Lake Hebron is Meadow Pond,
one-fourth of a mile from the highway. This is a pretty
little pond, covering fifty acres or more of land entirely

surrounded by old growth forestry and is in shape nearly
round. Trout weighing 2 and 3lbs. are often taken with
a fly at this pond.
About one mile through the white birch woods in an

easterly direction from Meadow is South Pond, another
famous and popular resort for fly-fishermen. This is con-
siderably larger than the former. These trout are remark-
able for their superior beauty and very small ones are
rarely taken. The outlet of each of these ponds winds
through forestry and the forest waste and ruins of ages
to Wilson River. J. F. S.

Monson, Me.

AMERICAN TROUT FLY IMITATIONS.

I HAVE been thirty years a fly-fisher, and during that
time have been an amateur rod maker, and always

tie my own flies. I have just finished a black bass min-
now, and trout fly-rod, of bois d'arc, as presents to friends.
Getting up these fixings I call angling indoors and take
almost as much pleasure in it as in catching fish. I have
now a nice little trout stream on my own farm and can
enjoy and study these beautiful fish at will.

For many seasons I was resident physician at old Raw-
ley Springs, on Dry River, which, take it all in all, is one
of the finest trout streams in this country. The trout
are larger than in any stream at the South, except Green-
brier. The casting is as unobstructed as on an ox^en lake.
There are no flies or insect pests of any sort at all. No
stream afi'ords finer opportunity for studying mountain
trout in their native place.
One summer, at Rawley, I made up a fly at random,

using some remnants of floss and feathers, just what I

happened to have, at the request of a friend, to show his
wife how a fly was made. When it was finished it was
thus made: Lower third of body golden yellow, U}}]i8r

two-thirds dark red floss, this tipped and ribbed with
gold: hackle black center, red tips (coch-a-bondu); wings,
the striated feathers of lesser blackhead duck. To show
that trout would actually take this fly I went, after sun-
set, to a pool, near the springs, used by gentlemen as a
bathing pool, and at the first cast took a splendid trout
13in. long.
For years I liave found this fly the very best for the

larger trout of Dry River. I tie one with the wings on a
No. 8 Carlish Kirby for stretcher, one without wings,
Palmer fashion, on a No. 10 Aberdeen for dropper, and
with that cast, after sunset, I have caught more i)ig trout
than with any other I ever tried. The same combination
tied on No. 3 and 5 Sproats is splendidly killing for black
bass.

Now what is the original insect for which theoretically
the fish mistake that fly? Held in the fingers dry, or
pinned to card, it recalls no insect known to me, but on
a very short line cast, as in fishing, and drawn close to
your feet as you stand in water knee deep, in the dusk
of evening, it does exactly resemble in appearance a
common fii-efly or lightning bug. Taking the hint, with
a specimen before me, I tied one which was an exact
imitation and after thoroughly testing the matter I came
to the conclusion that the original fonn was much more
attractive both to trout and bass. I therefore abandoned
the lightning bug theory. I now suspect (a "working
hypothesis") that the above described fly is easily seen
and not suspiciously gaudy, and the fish take it for some-
thing alive in the nature of a bug go©d to eat.

In order to see whether the trout were feeding at that
hour on any fly of the least resemblance to any artificial

fly I examined the stomachs of all the big ones I caught,
I found that they mostly contained crawfish, small min-
nows and worms; no flies.

Therefore, I started another "working hypothesis," to
wit, during the daytime these big trout are iDottom feed-
ers; certainly you can't get one of them to rise to any
kind of artificial fly in any of those mlich-frequented
pools until it is nearly dark. At dusk they begin to feed
on the surface, and at that hour an exjjerienced angler
will generally get the largest one in the pool at the first

cast, the fly being bright enough to show well and not
gaudy enough to scare the fish or rouse their suspicion.
That is the very hour when the air is full of lightning
bugs. Yet I have an idea that fish don't like lightning
bugs, for using them as bait I find to be a dead failure.

If my opinion that the largest trout are bottom feeders
by day and surface feeders at night is correct, this will
account for the well-attested fact that they are very
rarely taken in the day time, either in Dry River or any
other, and are taken almost to the exclusion of smaller
sizes from dusk until it is too dark either to see how to

fish or to avoid treading on a rattler or copperhead.
Hence also we may understand why the antipodal hour
at the other end of night—that is to say, from dawn to
broad daylight—is not near equal to that from dusk to

dark.
I begin to feel almost a stranger to readers of Forest

iND Stkeam, and would not at this time venture upon
their patience with anything fishy, except that I know
that like that "time-honored Lancaster," of whom we
read, angling hath an "infinite variety, which time
cannot wither nor custom stale." Out of my experience
by many waters allow me just to suggest that I never
put a tail on a fly any more. I dress them as near no-
thing to be anything, as, well, say a leading actress of
the day. Most flies have too much body, too much
hackle, too much wing, too much tail, too much every-
thing. I hate, I despise, I do detest a big, loose, hairy,

feathery, gaudy fly, and I am fully convinced that not
only trout, but even big-mouthed black bass are of the
same mind that I am. A happy New Year to Forest
AND Stream and all its readers! And now, if nobody
"jumps on me" about this I may have something else to

say about the big trout of Dry River at another time.^ M. G. Ellzey, M.D.

GREENLAND ESQUIMAUX FISH HOOK.
WITHIN a few minutes after the bark Argenta, ply-

ing between Philadelphia and the Arsuk Fiord,
Greenland, in the cryolite trade, had moored at her docks
at the Danish settlement called Tvigtut, an Esquimaux

came over the gangway carry-
ing a string of Arctic codfish.
This was on Sept. 25 last. The
Arctic codfish was described
and pictured very interestingly
in a recent number of the Forest
and Stream, as well as the
method of catching them
through the ice on the Alaska
coast. It is likely, therefore,
that the Greenland method of
taking them in open water may
be interesting to sportsmen as

well as naturalists.

The Greenland Esquimaux
uses what is probably the largest
hook in the world for the size of
the fish taken, for it is about as
long as the fish itself. The one
here pictured had been in use
for several years, but was still

in good condition for work. It

is more properly a jig than a
hook, for the fish are always
caught under the gills or the
belly by the hook. Itslength over
all, not counting the seal-leather
loop • to which the line was
fastened, is lOiin. The iDoints

of the hook are 2|in. apart.
Beginning at the top there is a
J)iec6 of hollow bone l^^in. long in
wliich the loop is secured by two
dowels, or treenails, passing
through and through the bone
and loop. These pegs are ac-

curately fitted and, though
slender, are of ample sti'ength.

Next to the bone is a wedge-
aha^ped piece of greenstone, of
the kind used extensively by the
Esquimaux in marking their seal-

oil lamps. It is 2|^gin. wide at
the top, by i-t^,^m. long and lin,

wide at the bottom. But while
it tapers from the top down
when looking at it square in
front, it is more than a quarter-
inch thicker at the bottom than
at the top. Why this peculiar
form was given to the stone I

could not learn, because I could
not talk the language or find an

interpreter who could make the owner understand what
I wanted to know, but the owner said greenstone was
used because it was the color of the water of the fiord.

The lure consists of four seal teeth and a bit of red
flannel fastened with strings and pegs to the face of this

stone. They hang loosely so that they ^vill flourish about
as the jig moves up and down in the water.
The two hooks were secured together by casting some

lead about the shanks, and the lead was then smoothed
otf, flattened on top and lashed to the bottom of the stone.

The joints, like the scarf between the bone and the top
of the stone, showed first-class workmanship.
As appears from the illustration, the hooks are barbed,

but in catching the fish the hooks, I was told, rarely pene-
trated as far as the barb. The hooks are obtained from
the whites.
The fish were at that time caught in w^ater about 300ft.

deep, but at other seasons are found in much shoaler
water. I saw one Esquimaux fishing from his kayak.
He lowered the hook on the end of a linen line, that was
about the thickness of a carpenter's chalk-line. When it

reached the required depth, that is within two or three
feet of the bottom, as he explained by holding his hands
about as far apart as he could reach and then within
about two feet of each other, he began jigging the line up
and down, lifting it say six inches and lowering it again
and occasionally raising it a foot or more. My Danish
companion said a white man could not tell when a fish

was on the end of such a long line, but I guess a white
man could learn to tell if he tried long enough. When a
fish was caught it was hauled up and strung on a line of
seal leather. I did not see one hauled out, for the fishing
was bad that day and my time limited, but I was told
that the fish seeing the lure waving about ran their noses
against it and were then caught as the hook was raised up.
There were three ships at Iviglut while I was there,

and they were supplied with all the codfish the crews
wanted. The Esquimaux wanted hard-tack or tobacco in
exchange, but commonly took hard-tack. There was no
regular price. The native brought a string of fish

—

ordinarily a dozen or so—and got sometimes one dozen
and sometimes two dozen sea biscuits in return, according
to the humor of the ship's steward. The fisherman always
went away smiling, whether he got much or little.

The owner of the fish hook offered it to me for a plug
of smoking tobacco. John R. Spears.

Whitefish and Trout.—At the station of the IJ. S,
Fish Commission at Alpena, Mich., the total number of
whitefish eggs collected during the spawning season was
50,920,000. Of this number two employees of the Com-
mission took 1,920,000 from Dec. 1 to" 6, at Beaver Island,
Lake Michigan. The loss of eggs during December was
only six per cent, of the total. About one-third of the
eggs were obtained from fish caught in gill nets. The
temperature of the water ranged from 33 deg. on Dec. 1 to

32J deg. on the Slst. On the last day of December there
were available for distribution from the station at North-
ville: Lake trout eggs, 2,500,000; brook trout eggs, 140,000;
Loch Leven eggs, 120,000; Von Behr [S. fario) eggs,
220,000.

Somerset, Ky.. Jan. 17.—Our hunters ai-e devoting
most of their spare moments to the quail, but I notice that
while in the earlier part of the season bags of from 35 to
.50 were numerous, the number now averages 10 or 12 per
day. Our fishing club members are only waiting for the

, river to get in good shape, as the pike and wall-eyed pite
i will bite most any day this time of the year,

—

H,
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ANGLING NOTES.
TAST week the Forest and Stream spoke of the disad-
^ vantage anglers labor under when fishing for the

first time in strange waters. There is probably nothing
so condusive to a well-filled creel as a thorough knowledge
of the waters one expects to fish, be it lake or stream.
This applies particularly to trout fishing, though to a cer-
tain degree true of all kinds.
No matter how much experienced an angler may have

had, or how well he fishes, his first visit to a new locality
is apt to prove unsatisfactory and a disappointment.
There are often long stretches of good-looking water that
hardly contain a trout, while some insignificant back-
water, generally overlooked, may teem with good fish.

These little backwaters often have a small spring
trickling in at the further end, and if carefully fished,
particularly in warm weather, will yield some very hand-
some trout.

There was a stretch of still water on the Lycoming,
right in the village of Ealston, Pa., which the writer for
the first few visits never thought worth fishing, as it was
so public and close to several dwellings. Coming back a
little earlier than usual one evening I thought I would
try it, and to my surprise I took several unusually large
and weU-fed trout. Probably every one had negle'cted it

for the same reason I had.
As all anglers know, these fish are very partial to cer-

tain spots in the stream; a good pool will almost always
contain a big trout who seems to be the boss of that
locality. If he is caught, another will be found there in-

side of twenty-four hours. As the season advances these
fish change their location and seek the headwaters or
pools into which cold springs empty. Often tliese springs
are at the bottom of the lake or in the bed of the stream,
and therefore hard to find ; so that sometimes jjarts of
streams that have plenty of fish early in the spring are
entirely barren in warm weather. These places can
sometimes be located by watching them just before sun-
rise, when a little mist will be seen over these cooler
spots.

Then, again, there are often good localities up the
smaller streams. I remember such a one up Frozen
Eun. near Ealston, where it empties into the main stream.
It was but a little rivulet, that looked entirely to insig-
nificant to be worth fishing with the fly; but one day
when the Lycoming was SAvollen by heavy rains and fish-

ing was impossible, 1 walked up for a mile, tempted more
by the big strawberries than any prospect of trout, wiien
suddenly I came upon an old, deserted and half-decayed
mill pond, surrounded by woods. The water was dark
and clear, and a nice bit of white sand beach at the upper
end afforded room for a back cast. I killed nineteen
beautiful trout before I left that afternoon, and on every
subsequent visit to Ealston 1 always tried that lonely little

mill pond away back in the hills. Scarlet-Ibis.

Connecticut River Pike.—Albany, N. Y.—When I

was at Grreenfield, Mass., last week, a party there told me
he had taught maskinonge in the Connecticut Eiver.
When 1 intimated that they must be northern pike he
said he saw one caught weighing BOlbs. Have you or any
of your contributors any kno wledge of this fact?—Dexter.
[We find in Dr. Goodes "American Fishes" the following
statement concerning reports of muskellunge in this river;

"It has frequently been said in print that muskellunge
were introduced into a pond near Bellow's Falls, Mass.,
in 1838, and that they have since escaped into the Con-
necticut, where they have become abundant. This is a
great mistake. I have examined several of these would-
be muskellunge from the, Connecticut, but ail of them
proved to be over-grown jjike. This .species probably does
not occur in the Connecticut." The pike is credited in
Germany with a maximum weight of 701b«. Frank
Buckland saw an example weighing 36lbs., and a Scotch
specim,en of 731bs. is recorded. Continental Europe is

said to have furnished an individual weighing 1451bs.

There is no doubt that the pike under favorable condi-
tions reaches the weight referred to by "Dexter," and the
probability is that the Connecticut Eiver specimen
belonged to this species. The capture of such a fish must
have been a sight worth seeing.]

NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH COMMISSION WORK.

WE have received the report of the Commissioners of
Fish and Game, of New Hampshire, for the year

ending Dec. 1, 1890. The popular appreciation of tlie work
of fish breeding is amply manifested Ijy the greatly increased
demand for young trout. Eight years ago 60,000 fry were
allotted to tfie whole State, but now fully twice that number
are distributed in a single couuty. The work of the Com-
mis.sion is devoted chiefly to the cultivation of indigenous
fishes and the introduction of species whose adaptability to
New Hampshire's streams and lakes has been established.
The lake trout has reached a high standard of excellence in
Newfound Lake, due to its large size, the color and flavor of
its flesh and its eiame qualities. The Commissioners hail
Avith delight the increase in the number of fish and game
leagues in various parts of the State, because "they create a
healthy sentiment in regard to the necessity for a close sea-
son for fish and game, and a due regard for the game laws in
the localities where the leagues are established, and educate
the people to a better knowledge of the value of the streams
and lakes in their section of the State."
The ponds and lakes of Nfew Hampshire have an area of

nearly 300,000 acres, exclusive of Lake Winnipesaukee, and
the rivers and creeks are estimated to cover 100,000 acres
more. The Commission has a list of 5.58 ponds and lakes,
including a description of the bottom, their area and the
kinds of fish found in them. Pickerel, perch and hornpouts
exist in 831 lakes, black bass have been introduced into 113,

landlocked salmon into T3, and in 39 ponds brook trout and
lake trout are native. The good results of planting lake
trout and landlocked salmon ai-e plainly evident in Sunapee
and Newfound lakes, which furnish as good fishing as can
be found anywhere in New England. The landlocked salmon
reach a weight of IGlbs. and the lake trout about the same.
This remarkable growth is attributed to the abundance of
landlocked smelt introduced as food for the trout and
salmon.
The Commissioners called the attention of the Legislature

to the de.sirability of examining the waters of Great Bay
with a view to the cultivation of oysters, which at one time
existed there in large numbers, but have now, by overfishing
or dredging, become extinct.
Many complaints have been received of the great damage

done to numerous fine trout streams by sawdust and mill
r^|u.se T'ljs! ie a matter ontside of the Commissioners? •

jurisdiction and must be considered by the Legislatm-e. It
is .stated tha,t many of the purest and coldest streams, which
abounded with fine trout a few years ago, are now so polluted
by a foul mass of decayed sawdust that the vegetation has
been destroyed, the insect life exterminated, and the trout
driven away. The Commissioners quote a statement to the
effect that not only are fish seriously injured by sawdust,
but that epidemics of typhoid fever have been traced to the
oUution of the water by organic matter .such as bark, saw-
ust and sewage. This is a subject which is attracting a

good deal of attention and causing a vast amount of dis-
cussion, and it is certainly deserving of complete inves-
tigation and control by legislative action.
The report of Col. Elliott B. Hodge, a member of the Com-

mission and superintendent of the five hatching stations,
follows that of the Commissioners. Col. Hodge records as
many as 50 salmon at one time in the large pool, below the
falls at Livermore. Sixty salmon were taken and placed in
the reservoir at the Plymouth hatchery. Two hundred
thousand eggs were obtained from these salmon in October
and the fish were returned to the river. Many salmon were
seen spawning in the river late in October.

^ "Many of these fish were smaller than u.sual for this river.
Some of the females, which gave spawn, would not weigh
over 6 or 71bs. The largest male taken weighed 251bs. , female
201bs." Over a million brook trout eg£cs are now being-
developed at Plymouth, an increase of 800,000 over 1885.
Col. Hodge bought upward of (5,000 wild trorit, measuring 4
to Bin. in length, lor §3 per hundred delivered at the
hatchery. Since the adoption of the landing nets for salmon
and brook trout, described in Forest ai^d Strea^ai of Oct.
30, 1890, not a single fish has been injured by handling and
fungus has been entirely absent. Los.ses of trout were
occasioned at Plymouth by kingfishes and minks. Thirty of
the former were caught in traps during the last season.
The total distribution of fry for 1890 was as follows;

Brook trout, 641,000; lake trout, 535,000; Loch Leven trout.
23,000; Alpine lake trout, 8,000; salbling, 4,000; California
trout, 20,000; golden trout. 102,000; Penobscot salmon, 240,000;
landlocked salmon, 180,000: total 1,756,000.
At the Bristol station, which was complpted in September,

1889, 525.000 eggs of lake trout were taken in Newfound
Lake. These were hatched and planted in the lake at a
total cost of about 32 cents per thousand. At Weil's, where
the fish are much smaller than those in Newfound, 360,000
eggs of lake troiit were obtained. At the Keene station no
eggs have yet been collected. Breeding ponds will be con-
structed in the spring and supplied with a stock of brook
trout.

Illegal fishing is still practiced in New Hampshire and
spearing on the spawning beds is still exerting its baleful
influence on the flsh supply of the State. Numerous arrests
and convictions have been made with salutary effect on the
public regard for protective laws. The flsh and game detec-
tive, Mr. B. P. Chadwick, reports violations of the laws in
relation to lobsters and the arrest of five individu?ds in Rye,
Nashua and Portsmouth, who paid fines ranging from $20
to S120 and costs. He finds that the lobster laws should be
amended so as to make it an offense to catch and sell egg
bearing lobsters. Hunting and fishing on Sunday are on the
increase, much to the annoyance of church going people.
Before leaving this subject we must call the attention of
our readers to the fact that the Alpine trout above men-
tioned is a recent introduction by the IT. S. Pish Commis-
sion from Switzerland. It is a black spotted species related
to the common fario, which is now so well established in its
new home in American waters.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWa

Jan. 27 to 30.—Inaugural Dog Show of the South Carolina Ken-
uef Association, at Greenville, S. C. F. F. Capers. Secretary.
Feb. 24 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westrr.inster

Kennel Club, at New York. James Mortimer, Superintendeut.
March .3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md. W. Stewart DiffenderfEer, Secretary.
March 10 to 18.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesns Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg. Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 24 to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Seoretai-y.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kenae.l Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Si cretary,
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoulah Ken-

nel Clul), at Chicago, III. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. 0. M. Munhall, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kermel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
FIELD TRIALS.

Feb. 2.—Third Annual Field Trials of the Southern Field Trials
Club. T. M. Brutiby, Secretary, Marietta, Ga.

COCKER SPANIELS OF 1 S90.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. A. C. Wilmerding quotes me as having stated that

Doc was not for competition at New York, 1890, because "he
was afraid of .Jersey." What I actually did write was that
Doe "was probably afraid of Jersey." Without authentic
information I could not have said for certain why a dog did
not compete, so 1 qualified the statement. Mr. Wilmer-
ding's explanation that he owned Doc at the time of the New
York show is ciuite satisfactory. It was on account of my
not having noticed that the dog had changed ownership that
I thought it probable he had been kept hack so as not to
meet Jer-sey. The statement is cheerfully withdrawn and I

apologize to Mr. Wilmerding for having made it.

Mr. Wilmerding expresses much surprise that I should
have fallen into the error of saying that Mr. Mercer owned
Doc. If Mr. Wilmerding will refresh his memory I think he
will find that Doc was recently in Mr. Mercer's kennels, at
Ottawa, and that he was advertised in the stud over Mr.
Mercer's signature. If this be true there is scarcely room
for great astonishment, as it was this that misled me. It is

not perfectly clear to me why Mr. Wilmerding attaches so
very much importance to these comparatively trivial mat-
ters, yet ignores the fact that Mr. Mercer, over the signature
of "Gothamite," has made misstatements about certain
judges and certain dogs for no other apparent reason than
that of forcing Mr. Wilmerding'sand Mr. Mercer's dogs into
prominence and keeping them there. While I can readily
understand why Mr. Wilmerding is particularly anxious to
see "a calm and non-combative series of communications on
the'cocker," I must confess to being somewhat disappointed
that our president should be so deeply concerned about
trifles, yet entirely indifferent abotit things which sap the
very life out of dog shows and make the judging of dogs
worse than a farce. Possibly Mr. Wilmerding has been in-

formed that a prominent fancier will move that, in the event
of Mr, Mercer not retracting the willful misstatements he
has made, he be expelled from the Spaniel Club, and in an-
ticipation of this is reserving his energies for a thorough
investigation of the matter before that tribunal. But many
of bis old admirer^ ar*? not only erreatly disappointed bu^

orely grieved that he did not come out with a strong denun-
ciation of the course pursued by one who is known to be the
man that recently had charge of Mr. Wilmerding's dog
Doc.
Let me suggest that your correspondents keep their re-

marks wdthin a reasonable distance of the pivotal cpiestion,
which is not "cocker type," but truth versus what Mr. Wil-
ley has correctly designated as slander. In the veiy firat com-
munication published in this discussion Mr. F. B.'F. Mercer,
over what our Hulton friend calls the "anonyme" of ''Gotha-
mite," asserted that Mr. Watson and myself "started the
long and low craze" in cockers, whereupon in a letter free
from "personalities" or comments of any kind, I demanded
proof to support that assertion. Mr. Mercer, instead of pro-
ducing evidence or retracting his misstatement, sent for
publication in this paper, still concealing himself behind the
shield of "Gothamite, ' an answer which has been generally
condemned not more on account of the trickery so manifest
on the face of it than for the writer's tacitly admitted low
estimate of the good sense and intelligence of the readers of
Forest AXD Stream. Here is his peculiar reply: "To Mr.
Chas. H. Mason would say that I don't propose to spend
several hours looking np his writings to convict, and don't
need to, because it is a well known fact that he has borne a
leading part in encouraging the long and low craze."—
Forest asd Stream, Dec. 18. Mr. Mercer did not propose
to spend several hours to look up my writings because there
are no writings which would .sustain him to look up. Then
why did he not say so? And why did he drop the word
"started" and ask ns to take leave of our senses in believing
him that "started" and "encouraging" have one and the
same meaning? Would a truthful and genuine dog fancier
resort to such devices?
Mr. Mercer's next move was to get an advertisement out

of me to help the Doc boom. (I am good enough to be
quoted and misquoted when the use of my name will help
the boom, but when my criticisms are unfavorable Avhy
then they are worthless and the writer of them is a very
wicked man.) This is how Mr. Mercer, now over his ovm
name, puts it: "B:e [C. H. M.] 'spotted' champion Doc for
a good one several years ago, repeatedly saying that were he
in condition the prize money was at his mercv."—Forest
AND Steea.M, Dec. 18. Now, had I "repeatedly" said that
prize money was at Doc's mercy I would tacitly have ad-
mitted that Doc was the be.st cocker in America. "Repeat-
edly" would likely take in all the reports I have ever written
on the dog, because I have not criticbsed him more thaii
three or four times. If Mr. Mercer had stated that upon a
certain occasion, when Doc was .shown against 07ie com-
petitor and that competitor a deteriorated one, I reported
that the prizes w^ould have been at Doc's mercy had he been
in condition, then Mr. Mercer would have vi'ritten the truth,
But neither Mr. Mercer nor finybody else could show by an
atom of e-^ddence that I "repeatedly" stated that prize
money would be at Doc's mercy, because in only one report
have I written anything of the sort. Mr. Mercer knew this
and so was unable to "find time'' to look up a criticism that
needed no looking up because every sp?^ iel man knew
where to find it. I will quote this report -o far as it per-
tains to Doc, to .show Mr. Wilmerding and others the kind
of argument Mr. Mexcer has resorted to since this discussion
commenced:
"Obo II. did not turn up for competition in the champion class

for dogs, leaving Brant and Doc to fight out the battle. Brant
M'on, but it was condition that took him to the front. Hissltull
has thicliened considerably, causing his weak muzzle to look
lighter and snipier than ever, and he ia r ot nearly as good as he
was when he made his debut at Bufif;5lo last year. Doc was light
in fle.sh and his coat all out of condition. What a pity that men
should throw prizes away when thev have Ihem at their mercy."
—FOBE.ST AND Sthbam, April 13, lSb'8.

This is the "repeatedly" that Mr. Mercer could not "find
time" to look upjthe .statemen t thatwas distorted so as to make
it appear that in my opinion Doc was able to beat any cocker
on the bench. But that 1 did not consider Doc the equal of
the cracks was demonstrated when £ placed him behindMiss
Obo II., Jersey, and probably one or two others. The fol-
lowing report is further evidence that there has been noin-
consistency on my part in regard to this dog:

"In the challenge class for cookers those old compp.titors. Miss
Obo II., Chloe W. and Doc, again faced the judge. We have been
strumming it into spaniel men for the last two years that neither
Chloe W. nor Doc ia within many points of Miss Obo's form; but,
notwithstanding this, Mr. Wilmerding has on three or four oc-
casions placed Doc over Miss Obo. We are pleased to find that at
this late hour in the day he has come over to our way of thinking.
Miss Obo II. won with many points to spare. Between Doc and
Chloe W. it is a very close thing, and we were preoared to see
either of them win. On this occasion Doc, probably on account of
his having been considered better than Miss Obo II., took second.
Chloe W. is as good as hp."—Fokest ast) .Stream, March 11, 1889

Having written this I could not, in justice to either For-
est AND Stream, exhibitors and breeders of spaniels or
myself, permit Mr. Mercer's trickily worded advertisement
to go unchallenged; so I again demanded evidence to sup-
port what I knew was an incorrect statement. Mr. Mercer^s
reply was on a level with his conduct .since this discussion
opened. It displayed the same disposition to sneak out and
evade the question that has characterized every answer he
has made to my ciuestions. A straightforward and manly
acknowledgment of an error (had it been one) was all that
would have been needed to right a wrong and insure respect,
if not success. But Mr. Mercer does not seem able to give a
straight answer unless it is forced out of him, and so he tried
the bid dodge. This is it: "I think it was in a report of one
of the spring shows of 1888 that 1 observed the rcnuirk by
Mr. Mason. I have the ^^aper somewhere among hundreds
of others, and when I can find time shall looliTit up. For
the rest 'hearsay' is all I have to go on." Is not this a dis^
ingenuous attempt to shirk the real question? My request
was for evidence in support of the untruthful assertion that
I had "repeatedly" said that prize money was at Doc's mercy.
How could a critic in o n e report of a dogshow "repeatedly"
state what Mr. Mercer has asserted? If Sli'. Mercer had been
sincere he would hare acknowledged his error instead of
trying to make ns believe that criticisms which could only
appear in a number of reports had appeared in one. If he
was particularly anxious to score a point over me lie should,
for the time being, have discontinued his juggling tricks!
He might by his method of arguing make Si and 2 into 33,

but in his little contract with me he may not find it an easy
matter to make one into two.
Mr. Wilmerding wall see from this brief review of the

origin and progress of this dhscuasion that cockers are not
the theme. The thing began by Mr. Mercer ("Gothamite")
making a misstatement about me, and could I do anything
else than show he had made a misstatement? I asked for
evidence to sustain a grotmdless assertion. That evidence
was not forthcoming and never will be for it does not exist.

Such being the case I deemed it only proper to expose the
"Gothamite" (Mercer) scheme to get rid of certain judges
and dogs for reasons which must be apparent to everybody.
Mr. Mercer's friends now appeal to you to have the discus-
.sion switched on to a siding. This, of course, is done with
a view to saving the little that is left of Mr. Mercer and his
argaments V^), but like the Doc boom it will not go through.
Nobody said a word about "personalities" when Mr. Mercer
umagihing that he was safely concealed by the mask of
"Gothamite") made sneakish and untruthful statements
about men and dogs. Nobody shouted "personalities" when
Mr. Mercer tried to juggle his false accusations through the
smallest of holes. No correspondent considered his conduct
anything but the ethics of controversy, or his absolutely
misleading and vindictive utterances anything but the com-
meacement of a "calm and non-combative series of commu-
nications on the cookers:" or at least if a correspondent did
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consider Mr. "Gothamite" Mercer personal, he tacitly in-

dorsed him by saying nothing tben and a great deal now.
It was a part of the racket. Why then, when some of us
make incontrovertible statements are these statements
called "personalities" ?

Nobody is more opposed to the introduction of personali-

ties into a discussion of any subject than T am. But when a

man has proved bv his own statements, over his own signa-

ture, that no sharp curve is too sharp for him to take theu I

want to show what he expects to find on the curve; and I

fail to see why tracing truthfully and consistently every

step leading to that curve should be considered personal.

More especially do I fail to detect anything personal when
^i-^j *. —. ^ ^1 ^ .^n*- Itvt fhcif. mQn'c txTT'ii-l'on

have a right to demand this. ITsmg a pseudonym, he has
made statements which neither he nor anybody else can
verify. These misstatements ought to be retracted and a
most ample apology made before the writer of them is

allowed to discuss either dogs or any thing else.

Mr. Mercer's mistake, of course, was not in writing his

fir.st letter over a pseudonym. He had a perfect and indis-

putable right to do that provided he started in with an hon-

orable motive. But he had no right, no one has the right, to

make a mis-statement about others, neither over a pseu-

donym nor over his own name. And no one, having made
such inisstatemeuts, either ignorantly or purposely, can

refuse to reti^act his misstatements when they are shown to

be such.
. ,

I need not add that if a writer is genuinely concerned to

deal with facts, to get at the truth, to discuss a question as

truthful gentlemen discuss it, to give others their exact due,

he will uot require prodding to hasten to correct such mis-
statements as in this particular case "Gothamite" (Mercer)

has made about Mr. Watson and myself and also about cer-

tain dogs.
Mr. Mercer's conduct thus precludes self-respectmg people

from noticing anything he may write or say in the future,

until he shall have reti-acted arid apologized. Nobody can
possibly be benefited by discussing dog matters with men
who distort facts, evade real issues, and put forth arguments
which are not only empty of points and knowledge, but silly

as well.
' Charles H. Mason.

New York., Jan. 17.

Editor Forest and Stream:
To briefly reply to Mr. Chas. H. Mason's letter, which is

clearly pointed at me under the supposition that I am
"Gotliamite," I say that. First, I do not and never did own
Doc. Second, as I own the Clumbers which would be .J ohnny
and Drake's'most dangerous opponents, 1 cannot compre-
hend of what benefit it would be to me to depreciate Judges
that are inimical to them, Mr. Mason wrote iu 188T that he
did not process to be a judge of Clumbers. Since then he
has seen only my dogs, and it seems to me he assumes a
good deal in writing as he does of a .subject on which he
does not assiviie to have authority. Third, I have no inter-

est whatever'iu the sale of "The Spaniel and Its Traiuing,"
consequently its advertisement would be of no benefit tome.
Fourth, I have not purchased a cocker for some years.

Fifth, I did not get a couple of dogs four years ago from Mr.
Vieth. Sixth, Johnny and Drake, who Mr. Mason infers I

got in '87. I got in August, 188i, and they were not my first

Clumbers. Seventh, fu 1885 I was breeding Clumbers and
cockers, though Mr. Mason states that I did not own a dog
prior to 1887. Eighth, I have been to more than six dog
shows in my life. Mr. Mason's apologies are now in order.

F. H. F. Mercer.
Ottawa, Canada.

Editor Forest and Stream:
"It is, I believe, untrue that I , "Doc was light In flesh and his

'repeatedly' said prize money
]
coat all our. of condition. What
a pity it is that men .should
thro^y prizes away when they
have iliem at their mercy."—
Chas. H. Maso7i in Forest and
Stream, Bzc. 12, '88.

would be at Dor 's mercy if the
dog were in good condition.
Therefore, I call upon Mr. F. H.
F. Mercer to produce proof,
etc."—Chas. H. Mason in Forest
and Stream, Dec. 26, '90.

Some more parallel lines for the printer to worry over.

Mr. Mason appears to forget that I have announced my readi-
uess to withdraw the above uoted statement should he deny
the impeachment. It would be well for him to reserve some
of his teaching for home use and to practice a few of the
axioms he preaches. He has made several statements about
me personally that are entirely at variance with the facts, but
I have yet to read an ajjology or retraction from him. In a
letter not yet published by you I have shown in detail how
wofully he has erred, not to use a stronger term, in his two-
column letter of a fortnight ago. It is unnecessary, there-
fore, to touch" on the questions therein dealt with, here.

The Clumbers, as usual, bear the burthen of Mr. Mason's
" song, so I suppose I must consider what he says. With
many apologies to j'our readers, therefore, I shall refute some
of the statements which he defies me or any man to prove
untrue.

1. Never having read "Our Prize Dogs," Mr. Mason's
criticisms therein of Johnny and Drake could uot have in-

fluenced me in retiring the former (the latter is not retired.)

Johnny was retired before "Oitr Prize Dogs" was published.
"The well knovro Clumber spaniel Johnny has been re-

tired from competition on the show bench."

—

Forest and
Stream, July 5, ^88. Thus we see that the criticisms in "Our
PriKC Dogs" could not have affected the retirement of cham-
pion Johnny, while Drake not having been retired, the criti-

cisms could not "result in his withdrawal from the show
bench." 2. Johnny and Drake have never competed for a
prize since "Out- Prize Dogs" was published, therefore they
could not win them. S and 4. I will leave time to answer. 5.

Judgingfrom Mr. Mason's.standpoint, winnings in England,
Snow, having won first at Birmingham t-svice, first Barn
Elms and many other prizes, must be considered "a good
dog" (bitch), I 'owned her some time prior to 1889. 6. It

would be profitless to consider.
Mr. Mason claims most of the credit for the importation

of Boss III. and Bromine. Let us see how much he deserves
of it. In '87 I secured the then invincible champion Psycho,
Cynic, Snow, Cherie, Clover aud a couple of other crack
English Clumbers to come to this country. From some
hitch or other the arrangement, most regrettably, fell

through. This evidences how matters stood with me long
before Mr. Mason commenced his "downing" campaign.
Mr. T. C. Bate, who imported Boss III. and Bromine, never
read, and probably never heard of, Mr. Mason's criticisms
on the American Clumbers. He was thinking of going in
for dogs in the spring of '89. I happened to be in his office

one day on a visit to his brother. Johnny was with me, and
Mr. Bate expressed admiration for him. The talk went on
to dogs and ended in my lending him several dog books to
read, and especially articles by me iu various publications,
on Clumbers. He caught the fever, bought a pair of young
bitches here and later imported Boss III. At that time I am
stu'e he had never heard of Mr. Chas. H. Mason. After Boss
arrived I received a letter from Mr. H. H Simmons, of
Sevenoaks, England, f fferiug me Bromine and Snow. I went
to Mr. Bate and, by diat of perseverance, persuaded him to
import the former. I have Mr. Simmons' letter in which he
thanks me for my kindness in having sold Bromine for him,
and states that Mr. Bate had written that he purchased her
only on my recommendation. I had the good of the breed
sufficiently at heart to rejoice at this important addition to
the snare ranks of American Clumbers. Who then is en-
titled to "claim credit fo;- the importation of Boas III., etc.?

Mason or Meroar'-' Altihouoth Johnny and Drnk^^. for good

and sufficient reasons, were not shown against Boss III. and
Bromine, I showed others again.st them, even in the face of

certain defeat, thus Mr. Mason's statement that I did not
exhibit against Boss III. and Bromine is untrue.
Mr. Mason says that the question before the house is whether

"Gothamite" and I are one and the same. Pardon my
obtu.seness, Mr. Editor, but really I thought the "question"
was the "Cocker Spaniels of 1890." |It i.s supposed to be.]

Some people are extremely fond of giving advice toothers.
Mr. Mason is one of them. "Give and take" is fair play.

Let him then act up to his asseverations. Having made
".statements which he cannot substantiate" he must now, if

he has the courage of his published convictions, apologize
and retract. F. H. F. Mercer.
Ottawa, Canada.

Editor Forest and Stream:
After reading the various letters, and taking them into

consideration, are we not to conclude that this was a discus-

sion started for a selfi.sh motive and not for the good of the
breed? Mr. Mason has followed the originators of the
scheme quite sharply. Mr. Mercer now admits he knows
M^ho "(lOthamite" is, which I have never doubted. They
have seemed to chime together so nicely in their letters

right aloug. He now wishes to have personalities dropped.
Should this not have been thought of at the start? Mr.
Mercer states in reply to my letter that "I have only Mr.
Mason with me, quoting Mr. Watson as indorsing Mr. Fel-

lows'snice little bitch Velda," a specimen I have no recol-

lection of a single spaniel man insinuating was not a good
one, and not honoring Mr. Fellows for producing such.
His indorsing her is no evidence that he indorses Mercer's
views. Facts and those proved to be such are accepted as
evidence I believe. Mr. Mercer has made the statement, "I
should have liked to have seen Dolly Obo placed over .Jersey

in the challenge class." Right there I have him, for at that
same show Mr. Watson positively stated that Dolly co«?cZ

not beat Jersey, an opinion that any competent judge would
indorse.
His statement, "There is not much to be said in answer to

Messrs. Willey, Nelles and Mason on. the question of the
cocker type. Our views of what a cocker spaniel should be
dififer so entirely." There is no question on that point.

Whether Messrs. Mason, Nelles and myself are right, or
Mercer. I will leave it to your readers' good judgment. He
admits he was unknown as a dogman before 1887, yet claims
he has now been breeding, I take it from his letters, about
nine years, in all this time where has he produced a good
specimen? If ray advice—to show his knowledge before
posing as a critic—was, as heterms it, a piece of impertinence,
what shall we say regarding this would be self-appointed
teacher and critic!

He Avishes to know why .Jersey should be called a typical
cocker. During the season of 1890 my dogs were exhibited at
three .shows only, namely, New York, Boston and Buffalo.
At Buffalo and"New York was placed the SlOO silver cup,
donated by the American Spaniel Club, for the best Ameri-
can-bred cocker. Lender Mr. Wilmerding as judge, Jersey
won that cup at New York, and again at Btiffalo under Mr.
Mason. Having won this cup twice, and being the only
cocker who ever has won it, that certainly entitles him to
all the honors I have claimed for him. Yet this is the dog
which "Gothamite" or Mercer has designated as the fish-

headed, sway-backed, weak-jointed , almost coatless aud
lifeless Jersey. Mr. Mercer refers to my not judging, to im-
ply that my services were not in demand, I suppose. I will
say that I have no desire to officiate in the ring. I have re-

fused many times to judge at our most prominent shows,
moreover I have no desire to pose as an authority or assume
Mr. Mercer's position. My reputation as a breeder has
been won in an upright and honorable manner. My .spaniels
which I have exhibited have won their honors in honest
competition, as every honorable exhibitor should expect. I
have not aspired to rush into print in every paper that wotild
publish my letter's, and then blowing myself and dogs into
notoriety. A dog which requires these has no place in my
kennel. How well I have .succeeded as a breeder and ex-
hibitor the record of shows and pedigrees of the most noted
cockers now on the bench will show. I frankly admit that
there is room for improvement, and it will be my aim in the
future as it has in the past to make it smaller. I think I

know the weak spots as well as any person who gives them
a casual glance now and then, but to devote my time dis-

cussing and criticising them with every erratic critic, I must
decline. J. P. Willet.

'Editor Forest and Stream:
The contribution of "Gothamite" in your i.ssue of Nov. 20

has brought a^veritable hornet's nest about his ears, more
than realizing, I fancy, whatever anticipations he may have
had of creating a stir in the spaniel community. There can
be but one opinion of the writer who conceals his identity
in a discussion where his opponents are advocating their
opinions over their own signatures. Should these letters
pro and eon (too manj^ is.sues, are there not? Stick to the
text, gentlemen) be kept up I trust he will have the cour-
age and manliness to discard his norn dc plnme and stand
upon the footing of his past record alone. We can all de-
cide then whether it entitles him to our favorable considera-
tion or otherwise. If, however, as Mr. Mason very dis-
tinctly alleges, "Gothamite" and F. H. F. Mercer are so
closely connected that they have never been separated, we
must be re.signed to see "Gothamite's" utterances like the
famous letters of Junius, "pass into histoi-y, shrouded in
mystery."
His statements to the effect that Mea.srs. Mason and Wat-

son started the "long and low" craze, is certainly uot cor-
rect. With dogs of this type placed before them to judge,
they in a degree indorsed it by granting prizes, btit how
could tney have done otherwise:-' It is undeniable that the
fancy for breeding a dog with a long back and short legs has
been carried to excess, but nevertheless a reversal to "Uncle
Dick's" hobby would in my estimation be leaping to the op-
posite extreme and is more to be avoided than recommended.
"Gothamite" is pleased to pass severe strictures upon Jersey.
It is rather remarkable th.at none of the well-known judges
who from the time .Jersey made his debut in the show ring
until to-day, have been awarding him ribbons, discovered
these grave" defects, which the all-discerning "Gothamite"
has brought to light. Let me say mj'' dear "Gothamite" (or
"Ottawa-ite," whichever it may be), that when you can put
your finger on another "fish-headed, sway-backed" dog like
Jersey, do it at once. It Avon'tbe necessarj"^ to go to New
Y^ork and pick him out from the aiTay of talent at the beuch
.show in this instance. Rescue him from obscurity any-
where, and he will give you the reputation you so .sadly lack.
With reference to Mr. Mercer's Clumbers it appears to me
that the criticism passed upon them by Chas. H. Mason re-

sulted at least in the importation of fresh blood to recruit
the renowned Ottawa Kennels (as Mr. Mercer with charm-
ing modesty says the best in the world). Whether the lot

shown at Ottawa last year, which comprised some fifteen
specimens, represented the pick of his kennel or uot I cannot
say: it is safe to assume that they did, but among them all

there was onlyone Cluml^er, Bromine, who won second prize.

The rest were most emphatically an inferior collection.

To look at cockers again; Doc, that much-praised, much-
maligned little dog, has, as I have frequently said, very few
good points. His head is typical and his ribs are well
.sprung. Outside that his greatest friends, if they be judges
at the same time, can say nothing favorable to him. When
we want to establish a new.type, for heaven's sake let us not
turn to Doc as a model.

I have written these few lines not beeau.se I have a deaii-e
t-'v embroil myself m the curreflt disptiter, on the contrary,

this is my last letter, lent more as a protest against the In-

consistencies of "Gothamite" and in support of Mr. Mason's
attitude throughout. Judges of his .stamp, fearless men
with the courage of their convictions are what we want.
Mr. Mason may at times be incorrect in judgmeut, but his
influence and arguments are, and during my acquaintance
with him have been, nearly always on the right side.

G. Bell.
ToHONTO, Jan. 21.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Now the question that must interest you spaniel men

really the most of all is who is "Gothamite?" His identity
means s|50O for the American Spaniel Club IF
This club will get five hundred copecks from the great

and only Mason, if "Gothamite" is uot Mercer, hut alas, if

it be proven that "Gothamite" is Mercer, then will said club
experience the heavy loss of said five hundred copecks,
because of its not gaining that which it anticipated. Trixly
Mr. Gothermeris not Mercite, and we know it, or vice versa.
However, Bre'r Mason may just as well shove that five

hundred along and we will hold it "pending investigation,"
for fear Bre'r Peshall might lay hands upon it and work it

edgewise into the "Peshall gig," 13-38 38, or that Bre'r Vre-
denburgh should manipulate it to swell the A. K. C. funds
for 1890. Five hundred is small and the gazing committee
would never see it.

But, all this seems to have very little bearing on the text
"Cocker Spaniels of 1890." Just the same, there is pretty
nearly as much here about dogs, and nearly as much about
other people, as in some of the letters we have had before
this. Yours for peace, SLY DOG.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Before writing the few subsequent words, I might say

that, except by letter and having purchased a few puppies,
also having had the stud services of two of their dogs, I nave
no acqtiaintance whatsoever with any of the spaniel men
now engaged in the cocker controversy.
That Mr. F. H. F. Mercer and "Gothamite" cannot possi-

bly be one and the same pei'son, I think the following is

conclusive proof. "Gothamite" writes in his letter dated at
New York city, Nov. 9, issue Forest and Stream, Nov. 20,

"I never saw' spaniels judged so badly as at Toronto, etc.

There, in open black dogs, a nice puppy, Ivildare, got noth-
ing whatever. This is so promising a dog that I feel sure
under his new name, Obadiah, he will appear prominently
in the prize Tists of future shows,"
"Gothamite," by the above, certainly implies (in fact says)

that he was present at the Toronto bench show, and saw the
cocker spaniel Kildare. Mr. Mercer writes, issue Forest
AND Stream, Dec 18, "Unnoticed Obadiah (nee Kildare) I

have not seen, but Mr. Geddes recently showed me his photo,
and if it is to be relied upon, he is indeed a nice dog." I

have no interest whatever in Kildare more than wishing the
little fellow well, having sold him to Mr. Geo. Bell, of To-
ronto. Henry B. Nicol.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I looked in vain over your issue of the 23d inst. to see if

Mr. C. H. Mason's offer of $500, in your previous issue, had
been accepted. Bvidentlv the sum w^as not large enough to
draw the badger, His lair has been too carefully overhauled
and he has now gone on another tack.
The time has now come for "Gothamite" to acknowledge

the fair Dominion of Canada as his home, and that his
criticism of Jersey, even if dictated, was not more to belittle

•Jersey than to draw attention to the wonderful and (on
paper) invincible Doc, who, since his fifth year and change
of ownei'ship, seems to have developed qualities which the
best judges failed to detect when he was in his prime.

E. M. Olbham.
New York, Jan. ^6.

Editor Fore><t and Stream:
One writer on the "Cockers of 1890" says in PoREST AND

Stream, "There has been no general improvement of late."

This I doubt, and to prove it I will ofli'er a special of $10 for
the best cocker bitch in the show, provided Miss Obo II., the
best bitch of 1889, and Bene Silk, are entered to uphold the
above quotation. The rest I feel safe in trusting to the
younger, and I trust, improved bitches.

I will also offer *10 for the best type of cocker for field

work, both to be awarded by Mr. Watson or "Uncle Dick"
Fellows, the two best posted' cocker judges in this country
to my notion. These specials are to be competed for at the
Cleveland Kennel Club show in April next. I should like
to hear from Messrs. Willey, Whitman and others, if fny
oft'ers meet their approval. I am glad to see you shut off

those who insist on making this question avenues of person-
alities. A. W, P<S.ncoa,st.

AuBDRNDALE, Ohio, Jan. 35.

Editor Forest imd Strea m:
Mr. Mercer, by failure at once to deny the charge that he

is "Gothamite" has thereby admitted it. Such being the
case he will see that be must without delay withdraw his
original statement regarding Mr. Mason and myself.
Viewed in the present light of facts, Mr. Mercer has
placed himself in an unpleasant position, but he has only
himself to blame, and it shotild be a warning to other
novices to be careful how they write on .subjects they know
nothing of. I now await Mr. Mercer's retraction and
apology. Jas. Watson.

Editor Forest and Stream: •
Having read the various letters on cocker spaniels in your

paper of late I wish to say I fully indorse Mr. C. H. Ma.son's
views, especially his article in Forest amd Stream of Jan.
1, on the improvement in cocker spaniels during 1890.

When one enters into a discussion on cockers, with as able a
man as Mr. Mason, it is quite necessary to be fully posted
on the subject before starting to discuss. Geo. H. Bush.
BuFPAiiO, N. Y., Jan. 24.

Editor Forest and. Stream:
When I predicted that "Gothamite" would- "break his

young neck" 1 had no idea that Mr. Mason would put an
end to his inglorious career as neatly and speedily as he did.
Now that one-half of this inexperienced young man has
been retired, Mr. F, H. F. Mercer is doing the talking for
both, and a pretty mess he is making of it. His telling us
that he knows who "Gothamite" is is on a par with most of
his other statements, it is inclined to be funny. If Mercer
does not know Mercer, who does know Mercer?
There is no getting away from the general belief that in

all human probability a nice little scheme was planned to
boom a dog and a judge at the expense of better dogs and
vastly better judges. But for Mr. Mason's clearsightedness
that scheme would .surely have been put through.
Look here, Mr. Mercer, "cocker type" is out of the ques-

tion. "Gothamite" made untruthful statements about two
of our best judges and "slandered" the best cocker dog in
America. Mr. Mason, Mr. Watson and little Jersey each
have a reputation to lose. Before you can be permitted to
discuss dogs we want to know: Did "Gothamite" concoct a
scheme whereby the cocker spaniel Doe was to be placed
over Jersey? Was it a part of that scheme to push Mr.
West to the front to the exclusion of older, more experi-
enced and better- judges? Did that scheme provide that
misstatements shoitld be made about Mr. Mason because he
placed Jersey over Doc, and about Mr. Watson because he
did not think well of certain dogs owned by Mr. Mercer?
Shall a writer in an intrenched position be permitted to
T^iake statements he would n,ot dare t'O over hU own sigj?.(^'
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tm-e? Did anybody besides "Gothamite" bave a hand in
that scbeme? Wben these questions have been considered
and dismissed, the subject of cocker type can be discussed in
a friendly way by those fanciers who are content to state
facts.
Mr. Wilmerding wants peace. "Sly Dog" wants peace.

Sly dogs as a rule are sly. The writer wants peace, but it

ranst be peace ^vith honor. There can be no honor without
justice; so he signs himself yours for justice, Obo.
January 19.

Editor Forest and Stream;
The cocker spaniel discussion has gotten into a most de-

plorable condition. Beginning as a discussion of cockers, it
is now only a discussion of personalities. It had been hoped
that the miserable squabbles between Messrs. Washington
and Coverb had so surfeited readers that writers would take
heed to their ways, taut these hopes do not promise fruition.

The OnIjOOicer.

[The foregoing letters indicate a consensus of opinion
among spaniel men that "Gothamite" should withdraw his
erroneous assertions respecting certaiu judges. Beyond sttch
a "personal statement" from him. we shall permit no further
"personalities," but communications relating to "Cocker
Spaniels of 1890" will be welcomed at any time. Our idea
of a discussion of this sort is something that will settle for
all time the question of proper cocker type, the diference
between a smallfield spaniel and a true cocker.]

DOG CHAT.

AT the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Duquesne Kennel Glut), held at the Hotel Schlooser,

on Jan. 20, the following gentlemen were selected, and the
offic-ials of the club for the next year will be: President, S.
L. Boggs; Vice-President, ,1. O'Hara Denny; Treasurer, W.
E. Patrick; Secretary, W. E. Littell. Board of Governors:
John Moorhead, Jr., J. H. Ljle, Dr. J. S. Phillips, J. O'Hara
Denny, W. E. Littell, John M. Chaplin, and J. O. Home.
Bench Show Committee: J. O. Horne, J. O'Hara Denny,
W. E. Littell, John Moorhead, Jr., and F. H. Denny. At
the coming dog show, March 11-14, Mr. John Davidson will
judge English, Irish and Gordon settei's. pointers and grey-
Jiounds. Mr. James Mortimer will judge mastifJs, St.
Bernards, Great Danes, Newfoundlands, Chesapeake Bay
dogs, Clumber, field and cocker spaniels, collies, bulldogs,
bull-terriers, dacbshunde, fox-terriers, pugs, Italian grey-
hounds and miscellaneous classes. Mr. Joseph Lewis will
judge beagles, foxhounds, bloodhounds, Bassett hounds.
King Charles, Blenheim, ruby, Prince Charles and Irish
water spaniels. The list of specials that will be offered at
their show is particularly large, but want of space will not
permit of our publishing it in full. Among the principal
ones are kennel prizes of 120 for mastifits, St.' Bernards, both
breeds, collies, pointers, English, Irish and Gordon setters,
foxhounds, pugs, beagles, fox-terriers, Newfoundlands, grey-
bounds, cocker spaniels and deerhounds. Nearly every breed
gets a cash special of §5 to SlO, and the specialty clubs are
liberally represented. Doubtless this list will be materially
increased before the show, so that the coming exhibition wifl
have quite an old-time flavor about it in this respect al3 least.
This club has adopted .something new in their letterhead.
This is a small circle with the Duquesne Kennel Club, Pitts-
burgh, March 11 tn 14, in the middle, and radiating from the
outer edge of the circle are twenty linos on which are printed
the number of hours distant from Pittsburgh of twenty of
the principal cities that have kennel clubs and are principal
kennel centers.

Messrs. W. J. and Frank P. Comstock and Edward Bick-
nell have joined forces,and claimed the name ofNarragansett
Kennels for their kennel of Irish and black and tan terriers,
schipperkes and Japanese spaniels. Mr. Comstock writes us
that the black and tan terrier Louie, recently imported,
whelped a nice litter Jan. 17, by Jasper (Sir Edward II.-—
Lloyd's Rose).

It strikes one as peculiar that the Newfoundland does not
receive more attention at the hands of breeders and exhibi-
tors in this coimtry. Besides being one of the handsomest
breeds, they are noted for their docility and the many oc-
casions in which they have displayed their intelligence and
bravery in rescuing people from a watery grave. Only last
Wednesday we i-ead of a child ten years old, living at Berlin,
who, while trying to lift a pail of water from the mill pond,
overbalanced herself and fell into deep water. The family
dog, a Newfoundland, heard her screams as she rose to the
surface the second time, and jumping in, succeeded in catch-
ing her by the hand and so swimming with her to shore,
where, dragging her half way out of the water, his bark for
help was quickly answered and the child was saved. Many
stories of a like description could be told of this noble
animal. That he is appreciated in England is proved by the
large classes one sees at the different shows. While many
are casting around for new breeds to boom, why not try and
raise some of the older and more deserving to' their proper
position.

Spratts Co.'s imported "bench raiser," M. Murphy, has
evidently impres.sed the good people of the South, for we
find him dubbed Captain in one of the New Orleans papers,
where he seems to have pleased both chicken and dog men
with the benching arrangements.

« The greyhound Volunteer, owned by Mr. H. P. Thompson,
of Toronto, Can., died last week from a ruptured stomach.
He had won several prizes.

A noted great Dane in Canada, Mr. Roedler's Lord, im-
ported from Germany and considered the best dog of the
breed in Canada, was poisoned recently. His record was:
1st, Loudon, 1888; 1st, London, Toronto, and vhc. New York.
1889; and second to Melac at Toronto. 1890. Death has been
busy among the best dogs in Canada, for we have also the
news of the death of the noted black cocker Sensation, owned
by Mr. .J. W. Bunting, of Toronto. She was literally a sen-
sation, for though of unknown pedigree, under Mr. Bell's
careful handling she swept the decks at the New York show
of 1889. Though she has gone oft' considerably the last year
or so she has still done a good deal of winning. She died in
parturition.

The Hamilton Kennel Club was to have another members'
show last Monday for terriers. Mr. Geo Bell was to be the
judge. We hear that the Canadian division will come down
in full force at the W. K. C. show, bringing with them a large
entry of dogs, of course the majority of which will be
spaniels. We trust that when they get together the pipe of
peace will circulate and the proper type of "cockers of 1891"
will be the only topic discussed.

One of those provoking slips of the pen made us state last
week that Sir Bedivere would arrive on the 24th instead of
sail on that date. It was all the more provoking in that it

caused two well-known St. Bernard men to take profitless
journeys to Boston to see the crack. There is some little
consolation to be drawn from it however. Two other kennel
papers had it right, so it only proves that the dog men look
to FOEEST AND Steeam for their news. We promise these
gentlemen therefore tn square matters at New York when
we meet. Sir Bedivere's latest price is S13,.500—Next.

An auction isals of dogs in the show was to take place at

New Orleans on Saturday evening last, and no doubt a good
many of the northern dogs will change hands, especiallv in
the terrier section.

There is trouble in the round-headed bull and terrier camp
at Boston, and dire threats are made by one disappointed
exhibitor of keeping his dogs at home this year. It is need-
less to say that he did not win last year. Though the.se
dogs are as identical to Boston as its baked beans, it would
be no great loss were the classes done away with. There is
precious little satisfaction in either judging them or show-
ing them, for no one seems to know on what lines they are
to be judged.

Mr. Purbeck is practical, he denies the rumor that he paid
-$3,000 for the greyhound Gemot the Season and adds that
he would not pay that sum for any dog on earth, and he's
not far wrong.

Mr. Keyes, of the Rideau Kennels, Ottawa, Canada, will
accept our thanks for the plea-sing photo of his good little
cocker bitch Rideau Flossy. We shall publish it as show-
ing the difference in type two acceptably good cockers mav
be, as type goes at present.

Our illustration this week is the noted black cocker bitch
Idea, ovraed by Mr. Geo. H. Bush, president of the Buffalo
Kennel Club. Idea is by King of Obos (Obo II.—Darkle)
out of Snow IL (Obo—Snow), and was bred by Mr. Geo. Bell,

of Toronto, Can. Her winnings are: 2d, open, 1st, novice
and puppy classes, Toronto, 1890; 1st, open, puppyand novice
classes, at Ottawa. 18&0; 1st Charleston and 3d New Orleans
(to Be.ssie W.), 1891. These are the only times she has been
shown. While she has her faults, she is still one of the best
of the "Cockers of 1890."

Mr. B. F. Wilson has the sympathy of bis fellow breeders
in the loss of that grand sire of held dogs, the English setter
Count Noble. This noted dog died at Sewicklej', Pa., last
Wednesdy morning. The dog was taken sick immediately
after eating his dinner and, despite all the doctor could do.
death claimed him. Count Noble was imported by Mr. D. C.
Sanborn, of Michigan, since whose death he has been in the
possession of Mr. Wilson. He was whelped in August. 1879.
Sired by the noted Count Wind'em, and claiming as his dam
the well-known Nora, his pedigree was of the bluest. It
was on the field and as a sire of field 1rial winners that this
dog must be ever rememt>ered. In 1880 he won the National
Derby. In the Brace Stakes with Nellie he won second
prize. In the Pennsylvania Trials' All-Aged Stake he
divided first money, and was third in the Fairmont. Minn.,
Trials. A few only of the noted dogs he has sired can be
mentioned here, among them recur to us .such names as
Gath, Roderigo, San Roy, Prince Noble, .Ir.. Roger, Bo-
hemian Girl, Katie Noble and King' Noble. Following so
soon after the death of Gladstone, the English setter breeders
have indeed sustained a loss, though in the natural order of
things he had almost lived beyond his powers.

Mr. Jarrett, manager of the Chestnut Hill Kennels, ar-
rived home last week, bringing with him from England five
dogs. Instead of bringing Christopher he cho.se a youngster
by Edgbaston Fox out of Purity that is said to 'be a hard
nut to crack. E.oslyn Sensation also returned with him.
The noted field trial Irish setter Tearaway, for Mr. Geo. H'.

Covert, of Chicago, also came in the same vessel.

A meeting of the advisory committee of the A. K C. will
be held this evening (Wednesday), when several important
charges against dift'erent members of dogdom will be inves-
tigated.

We hear that those stars of the fox-terrier world. Venio
and Vesuvienne, are now at the kennels of Mi\ John E.
Thayer, Lancaster, Mass. If this is the case, competition in
fox-terrier classes will be lively this spring.

The W. K. C. has opened its office at 44 Broadway for
receiving entries and transacting business connected with
the coming show.

At the auction sale of dogs at New Orleans, buyers were
few. Fred Kirby was the auctioneer. Bull -terrier White
Stubbs brought §150 and Warwick, Jr., ran up to f^lfiQO, as
it is said, but was withdrawn. The highest bid for the
English setter Dimple was 81,000—rejected. Another sale
was to be held on Sunday evening. ^

The newly formed Whippet Racing Club, whose existence
has been brought about through the exertions of the editor
of Canine World, will hold its first meeting next month.
A 200yds. handicap will be run with |500 added money. This
ought to draw the best dogs in the world, and such prizes at
meetings projjerly conducted, will soon place whippet racing
among general sports to be indulged in by high and low, as
they may desire.

To show what an extensive affair Mr. Ci-uft's coming great
terrier show is to be, we may mention that there are 477
classes provided for already. Strange as it may seem, bull-
terriers, in the schedule, had only one class for dogs and
bitches; this has been attended to by request.

It is very likely that some wire-haired beagles will be seen
at Boston. A certain beagle man proposes to import some, if
they can be secured.

Mr. W. L. Washington, of Pittsburgh, Pa., has made
another valuable addition to his kennel of Irish setters by
the purchase of the beautiful champion Irish setter bitch
Molly Bawn (5841), who for years was the undefeated cham-
pion of the American benches. She was bought at the New
Orleans bench show (exclusive mention of the purchase
through Mr. Peck was made in our last is.sue), and has been
bred to Mr. Washington's Kildare, %vho has now won his
way into the challenge class under five different judges.
Molly Bawn is six years old. She was sired by champion
Glencho out of Biddy, and is well known to all lovers of
sporting dogs. She has a record that had never been equalled
up to the time it was made. Her principal winnings are too
well known to need repeating here. Molly Bawn i.s also
a thoroughly broken field dog. With the addition of MoUy

Bawn Mr. Washingt.on will be able to bench four entries in
the challenge classes at the New York show.

Mr. Lifctlefield, proprietor of the Lake View Kennels,
wntes:_ 'Your kennel department far surpasses any other
paper m this country. But as an advertising medium I
derive the most profit. It reaches a class of readers that I
have tried through other papers to find—those that appreci-
ate a good article and are willing to pay for it." We do not
solicit encomiums of this sort, but when they are received
spontaneously and with a request for further advertising
space, they are always gratifying and prove tiiat our claims
are oust.

learn that the special prize list of the Washington
^--ity Kennel Club's coming show in March is increasing
rapidly, the latest additions being a cup for the best fox-
temer in open or puppy classes, and a cup, value $30, which
will probably be given as a kennel prize for St. Bernards.

They draw things pretty fine sometimes in Englisb courts.A well known coursing man recentlv answered a summons
before a London police court for not having his greyhounds
muzzled in the street. He claimed exemption from the muz-
zling order, under a clause that said grevhounds and deer-
hounds, among other sporting dogs, were exempt from
wearing muzzles when being exercised and in charge of a
competent person. The judge held that taking the dogs
along a public street, though led by a chain, to their exer-
cising ground, was not part of the exercising. That com-
menced when the fields are reached, and that the dogs must
be muzzled till they got to the fields. The defendant con-
tended that according to "Stonehenge" and other authori-
ties, walking along- the roads was part of greyhound exer-
cising. The question was purelv a technical one, and the
defendant was fined 2 cents and 50cents costs. This decision,
if adhered to, will affect packs of hounds such as the Queen's
when they go out to exercise.

The American Spaniel Cliib #tll Appoint a competent
person to look after the club members' entries at the New
York show, and if this supervision proves successful it will
be continued at subsequent large shows. •

Our attention has been called to a pamphlet issued by
Dr. W. W. Bradley, who has a grievance against the Asso-
ciated Fanciers. In it he sets forth under oath before a
notary public in North Dakota, that last August, having
received special list No. 12 of the Associated Fanciers, be
purchased two dogs from them, Dom, an English mastiff",
and a certain St. Bernard. He sent the company 6100 with
the request that the dogs be kept till Sept. 10. They agreed
to the.se terms and accepted the money, stating that Dom
weighed then about 1431bs., though in the list lie is quoted
at loOlbs., and that the dog would win in a second class
show. He wrote the company to express the dogs to Ran-
somville, N. Y., where he then was, on Sept. 10. He waited
there till the 14th, but no dog arrived nor did he hear from
the Association. He then wrote them to express the dogs to
Buffalo on the 17th. He arrived there on the 18th, but no
dogs had come. He then wired them: "When and where
can I find my dogs?" He says that repeated messages were
sent asking for an answer. It was not till the following
Saturday that he managed to get an answer by telephone,
that they had not answered the telegrams because they sup-
posed he would receive their letter, explaining that the St.
Bernard not away while being taken to the depot, but that
they would ship Dom, themastiff , tnat night at 7 o'clock, On
the"Monday he again wired to l)Oth their office and kennels,
and found that no dog had been s h ipped to him. Not hearing
anything further, he then left for his home, Milnor, N. D.
On the 29th the Associated Fanciers wrote him, "No doubt
you con.sider the Associated Fanciers the greatest frauds on
earth, and I do not blame you. Here is what 1 am willing to
do—to send you the mastifl and the St. Bernard, if he turns
up. If he does not turn up, we will ship another and a
better one; also to pay all your expense.*, if reasonable, or to
refund you your money if so desired and pay your expenses."
Mr. Bradley then wrote them demanding payment of the
SlOO and Sil.'' expenses, at the same time forbidding them to
send any dog, as they had not filled their contract. He says
that in'deliance of 'this they expressed to him on Oct, 27 a
mastiff C') iu good iiesh that weighed lOllbs. He refused to
accept it, as it was not the dog he had bought. He has not
received any part of the money he sent the company, nor
anything on account of expenses. This is sworn to before
Chas. E. Wolfe, Notary Public of Sargent county, N. D.
Two other men swear before the same notary that they
weighed the dog and found it to be lOlltis. and in good Hesb".
This is Dr. Bradley's sworn .statement of the affair, and as
these pamphlets are being scattered broadcast, it behooves
the Associated Fi.nciers to state their side of the case, as the
above certainly demands it. We have received several letters
on the subject from people inclosing affidavits as to Dr.
Bradley's good .standing and character.

Mr. Mortimer writes us that the following specials have
been offered for the W. K. C. show in February: Besides
the Gordon Setter Club's .specials, which have already been
published in these columns, Mr. Rowland P. Keasby, of
New York, offers $10 for the best field spaniel brood bitch,
to be shown with two of her get, the get onlj'- to be judged,
and open only to members of the Spaniel Club. Also the
American Spaniel Club sweepstakes of 1891, for field span-
iels whelped in 1890, will be decided. Entry foe .S3 each,
with SlO added by the club, to be divided as follows: Forty
per cent, to winner, thirty per cent, to breeder of winner,
twenty per cent, to second, ten per cent, to third, open to
members only. Entries close Feb. 9. Also a sweepstakes
for cocker spaniels, with the .same conditions. All entries
to above .stakes to be also entered in their respective classes
at their show. Entries to be made with the secretary of the
American Spaniel Club, Geo. H. Whitehead, 441 Chestnut
avenue, Trenton, N. J. N. Rowe offers the American Field
English Setter Cup, value SlOO, for the best Eiiglish setter in
the show. VV^e are asked to correct an error which appears
in their premium list concerning the old English Mastiff
Club's Forty Guinea Cup. The latter is offered by the old
English Mastiff Club, and not the American Mastiff Club,
and is for competition among the members of the former
club. There will also be a class for great Dane puppies
under 18 months old and another for bull-terriers under
801bs. weight. The management will gladly divide any
cla.ss by sex where five entries of either sex are received. Mr.
Daniel Downey, of Boston, offers §10 for the best Yorkshire
terrier, bred in America.

We have not space to spare for the publication of Mr.
Watson's letter to the Fanciers' GazeWe; suffice it to say
that in heaping his mountain on their mole hill he has left
nothing of them iu sight to swear by.

Mr. R. P. Mayhew has the satisfaction of having got two
kennel papers into a legal snarl owing to his remarks about
Mr. Krehl, of the Sioclc-Kceper. This geutlemaii has
brought suit in the High Court of Justice in England
against the FavcicfH' (jiaze.tAc for the publication of Mr.
Mayhew's letter. In the issue to hand of Fanciera' Gazette
theymake an ample apology in the following terms; "We
consider, on a re-perusal of the letter, that it contains an
attack on Mr. Krehl's character which should not have
been made. We desire, therefore, to repeat the expression
of our deep regret to Mr. Krehl that the Fanciers' G-azette
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like the cat in tlie inoukey and chestnnt episode.

"Nutcracker," in the English S/oc/iviTccpcr, has been

warned by that paper to attend strictly to American news
and leave personalities and a discussion of our poor judges

alone for the present. By the way, why don't "Nutcracker"
rechristen himself "Phonograph?"

Just as we go to press Ave have received the premium list

of the Maryland Kennel Club's show, March 3 to 5. The
prizes in the principal breeds are liberal, $10 for each sex in

challenge classes and .$15, 110 and $5 in many of the open
classes. With the growing interest in terriers and toy

spaniels, we think that bench show committees might help

them along by making the prizes in these classes somewhat
larger. The entries close Feb, 18 with Mr. W. Stewart Dif-

fenderffer, 330 North Charles street, Baltimore, Md. We
have also received a number of premium lists and blanks,

which can be had on application. Judges will be announced
later.

America will claim another crack King Charles spaniel

shortly. This is Ben Lomond IL, a grandson of champion
Bend'or.

Mr. ¥. H. Perry, Des Moines, Iowa, in sending us an adver-
tisement says that he has added a number of new bitches to

his kennels, and expects to handle dogs quite extensively.

He also adds: "I congratulate you on your improvement in

your kennel columns." Thanks.

We are alwavs pleased to see extracts from Forest and
Stream published in other papers when due credit is given,
as such straws show which way the wind blows, and where
our contemporaries look for the latest news in kennel circles.

We are sorry to find om- esteemed contempory, the Fhila-

tices are misleading to say the least, and below the dignity
of such an enterprising paper as the Item.

CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER CASES.
Editor Forest, and Stream:
When Addison K. Strong cruelly shot and mutilated my

handsome pointer Troy and Recorder Darwin acquitted him
of the charge of "cruelty to animals," following Strong's
testimony that he had loaded the gun with fine shot to

"tickle" the dog up with no intention to kill, and the
aiTair had been "reported in your columns (March 6, 1890)

Mr. Wade, of Hulton, Pa., took the matter up. He stated
that he failed "to see where the judicial officer was so
stupid," and on the face of the returns Addison K, Strong
had his "respects and congratulations," and he wished he
would become doggy (March 30). In last week's issue Mr.
Wade condemns in rather strong terms an officer of Shef-
field, Ala., who in plain pursuit of his duty as a jDublic

guardian killed a mastifl' (a breed that Mr. Wade has said
scares both human beings and horses) that, vagrant-like,
was roaming the common in that town. Hadn't Mr. Wade
better use a little of that cool deliberation that he advised in

such cases? And as for putting one's self in another's place
I can faintly imagine what he would have done had he been
in my place' bj^ what he does in a case where he is entirely

wrong. Wrong from the fact that the only blameworthy
person in this case is the one who had the dog in charge and
neglected to obser\^e the ordinance which, however unwise
it looks to us, may have become a necessity in a Southern
community. I can truly sympathize with the sadly affected

Helen Keller, as my pointer was the companion of a little

one, who when the poor dog lay riddled with shot and his
ear blown ofE, said of the aggressor: "He was a mean, mean
man, for Troy was a good dog." W, H. MUKPHT.
0GDEN8BURG, Jan. 26,

. BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB'S MEET.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The reeular annual meeting of the Brunswick Fur Club

will be held at East Wakefield, N. H., commencing Feb. 9

and continuing for a week or ten days. At the beginning of

the meet the annual election of officers will take place and
regular business of the club be transacted, after which
daily hunts will be the order. As thesnow is deep it would be
well for visitors to provide themselves with snowshoes; and
as good fishing through the ice is convenient those liking that
sport might put their fishing gear in their outfit. Arrange-
ments have been made to accommodate all comers at two
taverns close to Ihe railway station, and board will be 81

a day. Mr. Samuel Kershaw, the hotel proprietor, will look
out for hunters on their arrival.

East Wakefield is on the Conway division of the Boston
& Maine Railroad, and can be reached from Boston by either

the Lowell, Nashua and Rochester, changing ears at the
latter place, or the Boston & Maine and Conway division.

From western Massachusetts the best way to go would be
to take the Worcester, Nashua & Rochester, changing at

Rochester. The Maine members would find it most con-
venient to take the Portland & Rochester, changing at
Rochester.
East Wakefield is in the foothills of the White Moun-

tains and a noted place for foxes. One hunter killed ten
in a week there last October. All members of the club are
urgently requested to be present on Feb. 9; and any fox
hnnter in good standing from any part of the country will

be given a hearty welome. A. C. Heffengeb,
Vice-Pres. B. F. C.

Portsmouth, N,-!!., JaiiSl.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

HERE is a lesson that all writers on canine matters
would do well to profit by. No writer in that field

stands as high as "Ashmont," not only on medical matters,
but in every department of canine affairs. "Ashmont" shuns
controversial writings on any point, never doing any unless
driven to it, and then confining himself to the defensive.
This may seem a summary relegation of other writers than
"Ashmont" to secondary positions, but is not the statement
strictly correct?
Mr. Mason and Mr. Watson are totally at fault in their

ethics as to the wrong of Mr. Mercer settine forth one view
over his own name and another over the name of "Gotham-
ite" (prestiming for illustration's sake the fact is so). An
anonymous writer has no standing as to facts: no reader is

supposed to attach any weight to anonymous statements of

any kind whatever. It would be ridiculous to hold any
other view. This is shown by the occasional incident of an
editor indorsing the personal character and knowledge of

an anouyme when a statement as to fact is made. So sup-
po.sing Mr. Mercer has stated opposing views in a dual
capacity, where is the moral wrong? If he stated aught as
within his knowledge, as a fact he was testifying to, and
that statement was not his own belief, he was wrong, and
on this point I am not prepared to speak, but if his state-

ments were general or inferential it is ridiculous to attach
obliquity to him for it. Not only is this true in morals and
ethics, but it is abundantly supported by precedent. Noth-
ing is more common for a writer who wishes to arOuse
active interest in a subject than his engaging writers to op-

pose his views in print, thereby keeping itp an. interest in

the subject that would otherwise die out. I knew of one of

the most distinguished dog lovers in England, a man far

above even the suspicion of double dealing, who engaged
and paid a writer to oppose his arguments, simply to arouse
interest in his effors to revive a practically extinct breed. I

furnish the editor with the names and perhaps he will kindly
indorse my statements. [Our correspondent's statement is

correct.] "l am the most surprised and pained at noting Mr.
Watson's taking this position, for surely an overhauling of

the "Porcupine" writings will develop just what he hypo-
tbetically blames Mr. Mercer for.

The receipt of the Westminster Kennel Club's premium
list has reminded me of a forgotten duty. Gentlemen all,

lift your hats to Mr. J. Otto Donner, president of the W.
K. C, and to Mr. W. H, Child, delegate of the Philadelphia
Kennel Club. The retirement of two such men from active
participation in kennel affairs was the most discouraging
cloud in our skies, and their return promises better things
to come. The miserable, degrading, petty squabbles over
grievances, the making of kennel interests mere vehicles for

the gratification of petty personal spites, and conversion of

a ruling body in kennel affairs into a mere instrurnent for
personal gratifications could never have happened with such
men as Messrs. Donner and Child active in kennel matters.
What a gratification to such men as Messrs. Moore, Sears,
Perry, Fay, Smith, Porter, Hemingway, Hearn, Thompson,
Huntington, etc., etc., this bow in the clouds must be? What
a "National Kennel Club" aconfederacyof the New England,
Westminster, Philadelphia and Mascoutah kennel clubs
would make?

.
The Onlooker.

EASTERN COURSING CLUB'S MEET.

THE second annual running meeting of the Eastern Cours-
ing Club was brought off on the '20th of January, and

may be regarded as marking the beginning of real coursing
in the East. The club decided in December last to hold its

annual meeting in January, and a committee which was
appointed at that time immediately began preparations
which culminated in an enjoyable meeting of representative
Eastern conrsing men, and in the prettiest coursing that has
been seen east of the Missouri.
The ground selected for the coursing has plenty of cover

for the hares, and having been given perfect liberty and suf-

ficient time to become accustomed to their surroundings, it

was only needful that there should have been a larger num-
ber of hares to have made a delightful day's sport. The dif-

ficitlty in finding the hares, added to the hardness of the
ground, made it impossible to conclude the running, and
after going through the card once, the stake was divided
among the six dogs remaining in. It is a pleasure to record
that the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
was not represented at the meeting. The case would cer-

tainly have gone very hard with them had they sought to

interfere, for the coursing was done in the open country, and
the hares proved qirite able to take care of themselves.
One interested spectator, who had never before witnessed

anv cour.sing, said, that after thinking it all over he could
not understand why the S. P. C. A. should interfere to pre-
vent coiirsing, in which the greyhounds, running by sight
only, either catch their game quickly and kill it instanta-
neously or let it go free to a safe retreat, and at the same
time make no objection to the himting of hares with packs
of beagles, in which the element of cruelty is so much more
apparent.

It is thoitght by many that the society would not have in-

terfered with coursing last year had it not been for the med-
dlesome activity of a member of the society from New Jer-
sey, who invaded Long Island soil with the a vowed purpose
of''putting a stop to coursing at any cost. His success was
not very gratifying, for at the close of the season be went
home with the verdicts of three Long Island juries, which
declared that there was no cruelty in the .sport. The fact

that the .Jerseyman referred to is supposed to be at present
very busily engaged in "doggy" matters of far more personal
interest to himself than coursing may possibly account for
the absence of the S. P. C. A.
The dogs entered for this meeting were of much higher

class than those that ran last year, running dogs having
taken the place of dogs only fit for the bench .show. Dr. M.
H, Cryer, of Philadelphia, a true sportsman, who was
brought up near the classic Waterloo ground, judged the
meeting and gave perfect satisfaction to all.

Mr. J. Black's imported bitch Dolly Dollar did not have a
chance to show what she might have done under favorable
circumstances. She was slipped with Mr. R. Lambert's
Sweep, but the slips breaking, the dogs were picked up after
running strapped together for a short distance, and being
started a second time ran a fluky trial which could hardly
have been satisfactory to either owner. Grace Brlaut had
the foot of Waverly, and in the early part of a course of

moderate length, scored a number of points which the fawn
had not had time to wipe off when he turned the hare to the
bitch to kill. Mr. A, L. Page's handsome black dog Charles
Davis acquitted herself creditably, and very decisively beat
Mr. Growtage's Zoe in a long and interesting course in

which the hare outran both dogs and went to cover.

Thanks are due to the owner and to the tenants for their

kindness in permitting the coursing to take place over the
estate. If a few men would combine and purchase this

estate, and stock it with hares, they would not only place
coursing upon a firm basis but would have an excellent in^

vestment. Let some wealthy patron of coursing now come
forward and the success of the sport will be assured beyond
a doubt.

SXTMSTAEY.

American Field Club Stake, for all ages, at SIO each. National
Greybourd Clab rules, 13 subscribers:

Mr. J. H. Watson's f.;b. Dry- I
J,

) Mr. W. Schumacher's red
time ) ( dog Colonel(absent),

"'Lucy-DScSl i
^^-^^

\
N. Q. Pope's (absent).

Mr. R. Beard's be. d. Romp j- beat \ Mr. N. Q. Pope's (absent).

Mr. A. L. Page's bk. d. { ^ „,
Charles Davis (

"^"'^

Mr. F. Hemming n's (Mr. I ^
Black's) r. b. Dolly Dollar f

^^^^

Mr. F, Hemming n's (Mr. J.
(.

Black's) hk.b. Grace Briant j .

.

Mr. C. Reinhard's bk. b. Cheerful Girl a bye, di'. I.

Stake divided.
J. H. W^.

THE O. E. M. C. CUP.—New York, Jan. 22.~Editor
Forest and Stream: At the Westminster Kennel Club's
fifteenth annual bench show, to be held in New York, Feb.
24 to 27, and at the third annual dog show of the Mascoutah
Kennel Club, to be held at Chicago, April 8 to 11, the Old
English Mastiff Club's forty guinea challenge cup, for the
best in all mastiff classes, will be competed for. This com-
petition is restricted to members of the Old English Mastiil
Club, entry fee 110, one-half of which goes to the winner.
Entries forthe Westminster Kennel Club Show, to be made
before Feb. 15 with R. H. Derby, 9 W. 35th street, New York
city; for the Mascoutah Kennel Club Show, before March 15

with R. P. H. Durkee, Tacoma Building, Chicago. 111. For
the committee, R. P. H. DlXBKEE, R. H. DERBY, P. T.

Undebhill. '

DEATH BY DISTEMPER AT LEXINGTON.—Char-
lottesville, Va., Jan. 22.—Editor Forest and Stream: Mr.
Dexter has lost another valuable pointer from distemper,
Moonshine, litter si.ster to Rip Rap. Ought it not to be
compulsory for handlers attending field trials to report any
suspicious cases of .sickness among their dogs to the field

trial authorities?—C. E. McMukdo.

. (Mr. W. B. Growtage's r. b.
' 1 Zoe.
J Mr. R. Lambert's bk. w. d.
( Sweep.
I Mr. B. C. M. Fitzgerald's f.

d. Waverly.

NEW ORLEANS DOG SHOW.
THIS show opened Jan. 21 and continued till the Sunday

night following. There were in all about the same
number of dogs benched as at Charleston. Many of the win-
ners, in fact the majority, were the same that won in that
city. Several of the decisions were upset, though, notably
the placing of Bessie W., the cocker spaniel, over her kennel
mate Idea, and Blemton Trap the fox-terrier, over SulJolk
Risk; but then if judges were all of one mind, where would
be the fun of exhibiting. It is this delightful uncertainty
that creates the charm—to the winners. The attendance
was good, and the people of New Orleans seemed to take
great interest in the fine collection of dogs present. The
bloodhound Jack the Ripper was an object of great interest,

and especially as he secured the special for best dog in the
show.
The appearance of Mr. J, M. Avent with his noted field

trial setters and American foxhounds, served to increase the
quality in those classss. The catalogue was hardly so well
arranged as it might have been. The benching and feeding
in the hands of Spratts Co. was well done, and the Sanitas
disinfectant kept the building free from offensive odors.
Messrs. John Davidson and J. M. Tracy did the judging.
The list of winners is as follows:

MASTIFFS.—Doffs; 1st, Mrs. O. V. Sieinwher's Tiger (only entry).
Bitclm: Ist, C. Huber's Nellie (only entry). Puppies: 1st, 0. Ru-
ber's Nellie (only entry).

ST. BERNARDS.—Doffs: 1st, J. W, Kemble's Warwick, Jr.; 2d,
Mrs. G. W. Scntell, Jr.'g. Major S. Floppies: 1st, Mrs. G. W. Sen-
tell, Jr.'s, Major S.

DEERHOUNDS.—Challenge—Ist, Brinley Silvester's NoraO
GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—Doff: Rookwood-Landseer Ken-

nels' Master Rich. Bitch: Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' Miss
Rose.—Open—Doo?: Ist, Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' Trouba-
dor; ad, Wo^dhaven Kennels' Balkis II. Bitches: 1st, Wood-
haven Kennels' Spinaway; 3d, Rookwood-Landseer Kennels' Clip-
setta.

POINTERS.—Open—OvEK BoIjES.—Dogs: 1st, withlield; 2d, J.
Hennessy's Bowsbaft. Very high com., Omer Villere's Crockett.
—OvEK sOIjBB.—Bitches: fst, Mountain City Kennels' Rosa
May; 3d, Anthony Faljo's L-idy Kate: 3(1, J. W. Kemble's .less.-
Ch allenge-Undeb 55lbs —Dog: W. H. Hyland's Pommery Sec—
Open—Dogs: 1st, B. M. Srephensrm's Tribulation; 2d, F. F. Myles's
Weston (only entries).—Under 50lbs.—RftcJiC*-: 1st, J. Hennessy's
Thilma; 2d, W. H. Hyland's Lady Graphic. Yery high com., B,
M. Steplienaon's Tennessee Sue.

ENGLISH SETTER S.-£)ocfs; 1st, J. M. Avent's Roderigo; 2d,
N. T. Harris's Don Roderigo. Very high com., J. M. Avent's
Cinch. High com., Omer Villere's Robert E. Lee and H. G. Bang-
ban's Hoosier Ben. Cnm., .J. M. Avent's Antonl". Bitches: Isl,

J. M. Avent's Miss Thompson; 2d, C. A. Gessen's Ynm Vnm Very
high com., W. Mayroonne's Topsey II. and F. R. Hitchcock's Jen-
nie May. High com., Omer Villere's Queen Ella Noble. Com,,
H. J. Baughan'sTrixey Belton. Puppies: 1st, H. A. Bridge's Tick;
2d, H. J. B=iuglian's Lufra B.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dofirs: 1st, Geo. H. Covert's
Di"k Swiveller. Bitches: 1st, W. L Waaoington's Rnby Glenmore.
—Open—X)ogs; 1st, W. L. Washington's Kiklare; 2d, Geo. H.
(^overt's Red River Glencho. Very high com., T. H. Price's Mer-
lin. Bitches: 1st, W. L, Washington's MJinnie II.; 2d, J. A. Logan,
Jr.'s Jeannette. Very high com., W. W. Kerdall's Leda Glencho.
High com., Geo. H. Covert's Tillie Boru and Glidelia.

GORDON SETTERS.-CHALLENGE-Doffs; 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's
Ivanhoe. Bitches: 1st, W. S. Hammett's Rose.-Open—Doe-s; 1st,

F. F. Myles's Stnbble; 2d. J. Hennessy's Romulus. Bitches: Ist,
Dr. S. G. Dixon's Blossom; 2d, Jos. S. Gaus's Viola.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.—Do&s; 1st and 2d, J. M. Avent's
Foxes Rock and Rob. Bitches: 1st and 2d, J. M. Avent's Flora
and Nellie.

SPANIELS.— FiELU — Lt, B. F. Lewis's Black Diamond.—
Cockers- BL.4CK—CHALLE.N'GE—Dof/s; 1st, Geo. Douglas's Black
Duke. Bitches: 1st, (^eo. H. Bush's Novel,—Open— £)oofs; 1st,
W. Barnes' Banjo. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Geo. H. Bush's Bessie
W. and Idea. Very high com.. W. Bflrnes' Hazel Obo.—A»Y
Other Color—Dogis.' 1st, W. Barnes' Red Doc. JBitohcs: Ist,

Woodbury Kennels' Beauty.
COLLIES.—OHALLENGE—lst, W. D. Hayes'.s Bonnie Brae.—Open

—Dogs: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Roslyn Dandy. Bitches: 1st.

Seminolf! Kennels' Mischief; 2d, G. W. Senteli, Jr.'s Benlah S.

POODLES.-lst, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Paris.

DAOHSHUNDE.—1st. B. F. Lewis's Gill,

BULL-TERRIERS. - Doff.?; 1st, Woodbury Kennels' White
Slubbs. Bitches: 1st, Woodburj- Kennels' Meg Merrilies; 8d. J.

H, Naylor's Dinah.—Other thajt White—1st, N. T. Harris'
Helen.
BEA(3LES.—Challenge—1st, H. Bennett's Little Duke—Open

—Dogs: 1st, Sunset Kennels' Count. Bitches: 1 si. Sunset Ken-
nels' Flossy; 2d, Associated Fanciers' Countess Fay. Puppies:
1st, B. F. Lewis's Baby.
FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—£)0f/; Oriole Kernels' Blem*on

A^olunteer. Bitch: Oriole Kennels' Blemton Brilliant.— Open—
Dogs: 1st. Oriole Kennels' Oriole Trap; 2d, C. D. Pnrroy's Suffolk
Risk. Very high com., Oriole Kenrels' Blemton Ransack.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, Oriole Kennels' Verdict and Blemton Etbel.
Very higlicom.. Oriole Kennels' Beverwyck Hee ite and Blemton
Vice, High com.. Oriole Kennels' Blemton Marjoram and Dixie
Kennels' Marchioness. Com., Dixie Kennels' Hillside Rue. Pup-
pies: 1st, Dixie Kennels' Hillside Marchioness: 2d, E. W. Kirk's
Snot.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Doffs; 1st, Rochelle Kpnnels^
The Senator. Eitchea: 1st, Rochelle Kennels' English Lady; 2d,
Clara PJitter's Fancy.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Challenge—J. H. Naylor's Rosie.—

Open—Bite/) es; 1st, Sunset Kennels' Brownie.
SKYE TEBRIERS.-Dofl-s: 1st. C. A. Shinn's Sir Stafford; 2d,

Woodbury Kennels' Lovett. Bitches: Ist, M. H. York's Lady
Countess.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-lst, John Cummins's Dandy.
DaNDIE DINMONTS.-lst, N. E. HofC's Border Dandy.

PUGS.-Challenge—Doa." Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy. Bitch
Dr. M. H. Cryer's Vesta.—Open—Dogs; 1st. J. Bromback's Brad-
ford Rowdy: 2d, Seminnle Kennels' Kaah, Jr. Bitches: 1st, R. T.
Harrison'.-^ Nellie Ely; 2d, H. T. Coltam's Lady. Vf-ry high com.,
Woodbury Kennels' Daisy K. Pwppies; Ist, Seminole Kennels'
Kash, Jr.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Lewis & Jarrett's Burn-
side.

anSCELLANEOUS.—Over 35LBS.-lst, Mrs. R. V. Ratchford's
Jack the Ripper (bloodbound).—Under 25lb3.—1st, Associated
Fanciers' Mauprat (Basset).
TOY TERRIERS.-lst, Woodbury Kennels' Tillie.

'

Among the special prizes for dogs were two for tbe best dogs in
the show. The prizes were $25 for the first and $10 for second.
The .fudges awarded the first special to Jack the Ripper, the blood-
hound, owned by Mrs. R. V. Ratchford, of Jackson, Mifs ; second
prize to the pug dog Bob Ivy, owned by Dr. M, H. Cryer, of Phila-
delphia. V.

SIR BEDIVERE AND ALTON.—Boston, Mass.—EdUor
Forest and Stream: In your issue of the loth inst., the fol-

lowing appears: "Notwithstanding all this talk about Sir
Bedivere, it must be remembered that there is a dog in this
country yet undefeated in the best company, and who has
not yet met the champion; this is Alton." Thinking the
writer of the above had been misinformed, and being under
the impression they had met, I took the trouble to look
through a file of the Stock Keeper (English) and found that
they met at Windsor (St. Bernard Club show), June, 1889,
and competed for the 100 guinea challenge cup offered for the
best dog in tbe show. Sir Bedivere won this, beating all

rough and smooths, including Watch, Alton and others; he
also won the Halsey Trophy, Watch being his nearest rival.

I also And that they met at Manchester, March, 1890, and
competed for the 2.o-guinea Deakiu challenge cup offered for
the best non-sporting dog in the show. At the ring-side
were the St. Bernard champion Sir Bedivere, British
Monaich, the bulldog champion; Metchley Wonder, the
collie, and Alton, Mr. Smith's winner in the open St. Ber-
nard class. Aaain Sir Bedivere won, thus repeating his
victory of the iirevious year. Metchley Wonder won the re-
serve.—F, A. BACHELLEE,
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BULLDOG CLUB,
Editor Forest and Stream:
New members to the BuIMor Club are coming in slowly.

Six new members have been added in the past few days,
but they should come in more rapidly than that. Quite a
few are inquiring, and saying that they will join before our
charter membership closes Feb. 9, but it is liable to slip their
memory, and when Feb. 9 has passed and they find that they
have m'issed the chance to joiiiwith us as a charter member
for $10 dues, and they remember that after that date they are
required to pay $15 initiation fee, in addition to the $10 dues,
they will be sorry that they did not come in a week before
rather than miss connections by a day.
Remember, |778 is offered at the New York show, in the

way of cups, medals and cash. Remember, "members only"
of the Bulldog Club compete for cups and medals offered by
the club at the New York show, or any other show, so ,1oin

us at once, and be sure and fill up bulldog entries at New
York at the same time. We will issue a special "souvenir"
catalogue at New York, giving full particulars of each and
every entry of bulldogs owned by the club.
Members' dogs inserted in this "souvenir" will have their

full pedigree jarinted out, and one page allotted to each entry.
Entries for this "souvenir" cost nothing, provided you are
a member of the B. D, C, as only members' entries will be
admitted. Understand, this "souvenir" has nothing to do
with the W. K. C.'s catalogue. Entines for the New York
show must be made in proper form to Mr. Mortimer, and

rfif course they go into the W, K. C.'s official catalogue.
TChe Bulldog Club's "souvenir" is a private affair of the Bull-
dog Club, and is for "metubers only." Don't delay, but
join with us, all you who in the slightest way are inter-
ested in that good old breed—the bulldog—no matter
whether .you are an owner or not. We want 50 members by
Feb. 9, and .50 bulldogs entered and shown at New York. It

is possible and not asking much, so why not?
Chas. D. Cu&le, Sec'y.

BAIiTIMOBB, Mrl., Jan. S6.

GORDON SETTER FIELD TRIALS.—New York, Jan.
26—Editor Forest and Stream: There was considerable
discussion at the meeting of the executive committee of the
Gordon Setter Club on the 10th inst. upon the subject of
bench shows and field trials, the result being the election of

a committee of three to be known as the Bench Show and
Field Trials Committee, as published. Part of the duties of

the committee will be to confer with the Irish Setter Club,
with a view of arriving at some concert of action in arrang-
ing for next autumn's field trials, obtaining a judge, grounds,
etc. As a meeting of the Irish Setter Clnb is called for at
the New York dog show next month, and subscriptions are
being made by Irish setter men for field trial purposes, it is

hoped that much practical good may result from this timely
agitation of the subject, and that clubs may have formulated
some good plan by the time the show is opened. If we all

pull together there must lie success. Subscriptions from
Gordon setter men are promised also for their field trial fund-
The Gordon Setter Club's special prizes at Madison Square
Garden amount to $65 in money, making, with those offered
by the Westminster Kennel Club, $280 in cash; in addition
to which there is the American Field's silver vase valued
at $100, to be competed for by Gordons owned by members of

the Gordon Setter Club six months before the opening of

the show, Feb. 24 next. These inducements ought to draw
out a large exhibit of Gordons. Let every lover of that beau-
tiful setter send his best animals, and after the show do his
best to make the coming Gordon Setter Field Trials a tri-

umph.—Mbmbkp. OF THE GOKDON SETTER CLTJB.

KENNEL NOTES.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering: questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

C. H., ]>Jant3coke, Pa.—I am the owner of a fine setter pru), six
months old. She appears to be stunted in her growth, as there
are others of the same litter that are as large again. Please let
me know through your columns lyhat I can do for her. She eats
well hut is very 1 bin. Ans. She probably has Avorms. Fast the
bitch for twenty-four hours, after having administered a dessert-
spoonful of castor oil, then give half a drachm of areta nut iu a
jiU of lard, an hoar afterward repeat the pill and if in half an
^lour or so the worms are not ejected give another spoonful of
castor oil. For a week or so after feed soft food, sucli as soups etc,

M. F. S., Troy, N. Y.—Will you kindly answer the following^
1. What are the symptoms of distemper, shown in a St. Bernard
puppy 6 months old? 3. What is the proper trpatment of such
disease In such a dog? 3. My dog has been very loggj- for the past
week and his bowels have been very loose. He has also lest his
appetite. What can be the matter with him? Ans. 1. The symp-
toms of distemper are: First a dulness and disinclination to
exertion, loss of appetite and shivering. Then every symptom of
a common cold is apparent, with watery di.soharges from the eyes
and nose, accompanied by sneezing; then a husky rough and
fever, the latter becomes higher, nose hot and dry and inside of
eyelids become inflamed. If not attended to the discharges from
nose and eyes become so tliick that the eyelids are glued together
and crusts form round the nostrils, and the breath smells offen-
sive. Unless taken in hand these signs of distemper become
accentuated and more than likely complications ensue, resulting
in death. 2. Directly symptoms of distemper appear, give the
dog a small dose of castor oil, then an eight-grain quinine pill,

this W'll often moderate the fever, if not give the following every
two hours and discontinue when the fever goes down. Dose one
teaspoonfn):

Tr. aconite rad gtt. xxx
Potass, eliloratis 3 i

Ammon. mur Z- ss
Spts. selb. nit 5 '

Aqua 5 ij

Remove the discharge from no&e and eyes hy bainiug with a
solution of borax and water. Keep the dog in warm and well-
ventilated quarters and feed on nourisbing !^oft food, such as
broths, milk and beef tea, made in your own kitchen. A little

raw beef chopped up is often eaten when everything else is

rejected 3. He may have distemper. Anyhow, give him a two-
grain quinine pill twice a day, leed no solid food and report
result.

Motes maat be sent on prepared blanks, which are far>

nlshed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of ZOO of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

English Lady—TM Senator. R,ochelle Kennels' (New Rochelle,
N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch English Lady (Gordon— Ress) to
their The Senator (Patrick—Pink), Deo. 35.

BaUyi'ush—Slavs. W. J. Oomstnck's ( Providence. R. I ) Irish ter-

rier hitch Ballyrush to his Mars (Benedict—lerne), Jan. 4.

Katie Coimo7-—Mars. W. J. Gomstock's (Providence, R. I.) Irish
terrier bitch Katie Connor (Benedict—Breda Florence) to his
Mars, Nov. 33.

Thisbe—Sniierlms. C. Wagner's (Brooklyn, N. "i .) St. Bernard
bitch Thisbe (Barry—Lucy) to Welz & Zerwick's Superbus (cham-
pion Plinltmmon—Lady Onslow), Jan. 23.

NellU Belton—Tecl Lleivenin. Unrest Kennels' (Croton, N. Y.)

English setter bitch Nelhe Belton (Warwick Albert—Princess
Belton) to W. B. Peet's Ted Llewellin (champion Druid—Jessie;,

Jan. 16.

LittU Nell—Dick Swiveller. Geo. H. Covert's (OhicagorlU.) Irish
setter bitch Little Nell to his champion Hick Swiveller, Dec. 20.

GUdeUa—iyic'h Siviveller. G. H. Covert's (Chicago, 111.) Irish set-

ter bitch Glidelia to liis champion Dick Swiveller, Dec. 15.

Stella 1 v.—Bed River OUmho. G. H. Covert's (Chicago, 111.) Irish
setter bitch Stella IV. to hl» Red River Glencho, Dec. lo.

JiR—Brant. Dr. Nicol's (Cookstown, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch
Jill (Doctor—Lucy) to C. M. Nelles's champion Brant (Oho II.—
Bonita), Jan. 17.

WHELPS.
|^°° Prepared Blanks sent free on appltcatlon.

Lonie. F. P. Comstock's (Providence, R. I.) lilack and tan ter-

rier bitch Lonie (champion Beaconsficld—Nelly), Jan. 17, two (one
dog), by his Jasper (Sir Edward II.—Llovd's Bose).

Fof. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull bitch Vol (Ogracioiis
— Volante), Dec. 15, six (three ck)gs), by Mr. Dutton'.s Sheffield
Monarch (champion British Monarch-Sheffield Bess); three
bitches and one dog since dead.
Biddy Clare. L. N. Hilsendegen's (Detroit, Mich.) Irish setter

hitch Biddy Clare (Elchn, Jr.—Meg). Jan. 14, sixteen (five dogs), by
his Dan O'Connell (Sarsfield—Ooe F.).

LallaRookh. L. N. Hilsendegen's (Detroit, Mich.) Irish setter
bitch Lalla Rookh (Eloho, Jr.—Bessie Glencho), Jan. 18, nine (five

dogs), by his Dan O'Connell (Sarsfield—Coe F.).

KUdare Ruby. G. H. Covert's (Chicago, III.) Irish setter bitch
Kildare Ruby, Jan. 4, ten (five dogs), by his champion Dick Swiv-
eller.
Ed(/ewood BeUe. F. F. Dole's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-terrier

hitch Edgewood Belle (Prince—Nell), Dec. 17, eight (four dogs), by
Fred Hinks's Regent (champion Ambition— Qaeen of Spain); four
dogs since dead.
Venom Queen. E. R. Thompson's (Troy, N. Y.) bull-terrier bitch

Venom Qaeen (Trentham Baron—Venom), Jan. 1. eight (seven
dogs), by F. F. Dole's Hinks (White Sara—Duchess III.).

White Daisy. R. H. Carnahan's (New Haven, Conn.) bull-terrier
bitch VVhite Daisy (Bendigo—Rose), De'^. 37, nine (six dogs), by F.

F. Dole's Hinks (Wnite Sam—Duchess III.).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Boh Gates, Jr. White and orange. English setter dog, whelped
July 5, 1889. by Bob Gate? out of Flo Maclia, by F, Thurlo, New-
htiryport, Mass.. to Geo. W. LaBue. New York.
Blue Bldge Belle. White atid orang« English settpr hitch,

whelped .fuly 4, 1889. by Wild Rake out of Miss Nellie (J., by H«rry
Walter, Mineral Point, O., to Geo. W. LaRue, New Y'^ork.

Otto Donner. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped
Aug. 3, 1886, by Count Noble out of Gladys, hy Geo. W. La Rue,
New York, to Dr. H. H. Kane, same place.
Mikado—Bang's Mollie wlielps. Lemon and white pointers,

whelped Sept. 14, 1890, by Bar Harbor Kennels, Bar Harbor, Me.,
a hitch to Beekman Hemingtou, Morristown, N. J., and a dog to

S. M. Tyler, Providence, R. I,

EMby Swiveller. Red Irish setter bitch, by G. H. C ivert, Chicago,
ni., to C. p. Jones, Lathrop, Mo.
Miss Swiveller. Bed Irish setter hitch, hy G. H, Covert, Chicago,

Hl.i to G. C. Hamilton, Athens, Ga.
Master Swiveller. Red Irish setter dog, by H. Cotert, CJhicago,

IlL. to J. C. Clone, Los AJigeles, Oal,

Swivellette. Red Irish setter hitch, hy G. H. Covert, Chicago,
111., to C. M. Acklen, Washington, D. C.
Count Swiveller and Princess Bijyal. Red Irish setter dog and

hitch, by G. H. Covert, Chicago,lll.,toO.M. Rounds, San Antonio,
Tex.
Princess S^viven€r and Geen Royal. Red Irish setter hitches, hy

G. H. Covert, Chicago, 111., to Thos. M. MrKee. Jf annette, Pa.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
BOSTON, Jan. 24.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-

setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day, with a large
attendance of riflemen. The conditiors were good, with a light 6

to 9 o'clock wind. Good scores were made in most of the matches.
Following are to-day's scores, distance 20O.yds , Standard Ameri-
can target, re-entries allowed each week:

All-Comers' Rest Match.
T Warren 106 M T Day 103 D Martin i>S

A H Ballard 106 A B Loring lOa J French 87
DO Lyman 105 A N Mann 9» JBHobbs.., 82W Peters 105 IB Thomas 95

All-Comers' Off-Hand Mateh.W Charles' 81 A Sharp 69 D Martin 65

BO Sydney 78 T B Smith 69 F G Molmes 64

Pistol Match—5oYds.W Charles 83 A N Mann 76 MTDay 73

OM Howard 83 S C Sydney 75 H Joseph 67

O D Gray 78 AG Stevens 75

NEW YORK PISTOL CLUB, Jan. 24.-The New Y'ork Pistol
and Revolver Cluh's weekly meetings at their headquarters, 12

St. Marks place, are always well attended, and this evening was
no exr-eption to the rule. The scores: Six shots on the Zettler
amateur target, possible oO points, 40ft. distance: A. Stein, .44ca].,

57. H. Of hi, .38ch1., 34; B. Walther. .44cal., 54; G.E. Jantz'-r. .38cal.,

53;J. Walz, .33cal. pistoL 53: F. Hecking, .38cal., 51;V. B.Daly,
.44cal.. 51.

NEW YORK RIFE CLUB. Jan. 23.—The membership of the
New Y'"orli Rifle Club and the work done by the members on long
and short ranee are increasing slowly but surely, and the clnb
will soon be in a position to give some of the crack organizations
in this city and in New England a hard tussle in a team race. At
tlie regular gallery shoot of the club on their range at 12 St. Marks
place this evening, 63 entries were made. The result showed that
the allotment of handicaps hy the executive committee gives the
experts and the beginners a very even chance. The 25-ring target
reduced for 100ft. distance was used. The handicaps and hest
scores of each man were: Dr. E. Chadbourn receiA^ed 7 points,

342; T. J. Dolan, scratch. 388; J. M. Herrington, 1 pomt, 336; J.

Duane, 6 ooints, 2*35; V. B. Daly, 7 points, 335: J. DannefeLer, 13

points, 234; T. J. Loyd, 5 points, 333: N. O'Donnell, 8 points. 330; Dr.
Cantrell, 15 points, 3.39; Major Shorkley, 7 points, 323; Mr. Chaplin,
15 points, 330.

EXIT BALLARD.—The Marlin Co., for sometime past makers
of the Ballard rifle, announce that the making of this rifle is to

be discontinued, and that orders for parts will be taken subject to

the articles called for heing in stock.

CONLIN'S EXPERTS.—The rest rifle match that has been
going on at Oonlin's gallery, corner of Broadway and Thirty-first

street, was ended on Jan. 23. Jt was for five gold badges, distance
100ft., any .22cal. rifle, expert targets used, the three best scores to

count, made in ten days' time. To give au idea of how close the
shooting was a silver half-dime will cover all of the winner's
shots. Tlio match was very closely contested; there were 30 en-

tries. The following are the five best that were made, possi ble 70:

G L AA^lliams 68 68 67—203 G E Jantzer 64 65 67—196
J E Elliott 66 66 66—198 O M Donley .66 65 63—194

J BBurt 66 05 65-196
A new match will commence Jan. 38 and end Feb. 7, 7 bullseyes,

rest shooting with rifle for elegant gold badge.

THE TRAP.

BR'ER GAWGE AND MR. ELLIOTT.
Chicago, Dl., Jan. 34.—Once more It has been pretty well dem-

onstrated that there can't any Kansas City airship sail into this
place a nd carry off a great big bluff. Bre'r Gawge Kleinman has
again administered a severe rebuke to one Mr. Elliott, of Kansas
City.
Early in the week, as was announced duly, Mr. Elliott arrived

in Chicago. He wanted to shoot a match and he wanted to shoot!
it right away. He didn't want to wait a minute. He had made
no previous announcement of his coming, hut he wanted to shoot
a match right off, and if one couldn't he concluded he was going
home that evening. This method of procedure was a trifle unique
in the eyes of serious men, but it had this advantage: If Mr.Elliotfc
could not get a match inside of 24 hours he could go back to his
Kansas City friends and say to them: 'Wou see these men, Georg©
and Abe Kleinman, beat me hefore when I was out of form, but
when I am in good shape I can't get on a match with either of-

them. They're dead scared of me. It's too had I can't get a
decent race to shoot when I want to. But I had to come back
without one."

"

Now that is just what Chicago ought to have done with Jim
Elliott, '-be ought to have let him go back and wait awhile. Abe
Kleinman declined to shoot. "I ain't jumpln' to .shoot matches
every time you boys call on me," said Abe. "l don't have to shoot
Jim Elliott every time he asks me to. Let him go get a record
first, and then send up word about two days ahead of time.
I may think of it. The Kleinman family is running itself, and
it ain't no regular match box with the lid wide open and a sign

one.' I've been in jail for two weeks, over therein a jury
. I don't want to shoot Jim Elliott, and i ain't going to—not

Scores for publication slwuld be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Voreel and Stream, and furnished gratis to club

secretaries. Correspo7idents who favor us with club scores are pa/r-

iicularly requested to wr^ite on one side of the paper 07ily.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Feb. 17-20.—Annual Winter Tournament Davenport (la.) Gun
Club. Live birds and inanimates. Address J. F. Kray, Sec'y.

March 34 26.—Detroit Gun Club Tournament, with Inter-State
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.
April 28-30.—New London (or New Haven) Tnter-State Associa-

^^May 5-6.—Algona (la.) Gim Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith. Sec'.v.

May 19-21.—Washinarton (D. C.) Inter-State Association.

TOURNAMENT DATES.—New Y''ork, Jan. 31.—We would like

to claim dates in fixtures for the Detroit (ion Cluh tournament,
assisted by the Inter-State Manufacturers and Dealers' Associa-
tion, ;c4tli. 35th and 26th of March. Dates for elt her New London
or New Haven toui-nament, assisted by the Inter-State Manufat-
turers and Dealers' Association, 38th, 29th and 30lh of April.

Dates for Washington, D. C, tournament, assisted hy the Inter-

State Manufacturers and Dealers' Association, 19th, 20th, and 31st

of May.—Standard KEys'xoNE TabgetCo , H.A.Penrose, Pres.

ALGONA, 111., Jan. 21.—The Algona Gun Club will hold a shoot-

ing tournament May 5 and 6, targets and live birds, open to alL—
JohnG. Smtte. .

. 1 .
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unless he gets me mad." Abe added the last rather reflectively,
and pounded down the wads in the shells he was loading with a
,su=picious amount of energy. "George shan't shoot him, either,"
he said a moment later. "George is sick and not fit to shoot.
Besides, I don't like the principle of this thing. We ain't cham-
pions, but we got a right to make the silver cup champions go get
a record before we beat 'em anymore. .Tim hasn't beat anybody
since we lieat him. All he has done was to go down home and go
into training and practice all the time. Y'hu fellows that talk
match ought to know that you are hotting against the other man's
game. George shan't shoot him, and I won't. Not unless I get
mad."
And George said he wouldn't shoot him. But the first thing

Abe heard was that George had agreed to shoot Elliott, 1(X) birds,
$300 a side. Thus, doubling his het, Mr. Elliott stood a chance to
save his original losses. And thus he had to stay over till Friday
and had to stioot the match. The matter was not of George Klein-
man's making or seeking, hut was concluded by friends who
hacked him and who felt sure he could win.
Three years ago George Kleinman was a physical giant, a man

of large frame, robust and heavy. He has had a heart trouble for
over two years, and to-day one who had only seen him then would
not know him. He is gaunt, thin and slender-looking. Yesterday
he stood in the cold wind looking pinched and blue, and almost
had a chill while he was shooting. As the race drew to a close
and it became certain that he would win, his more intimate
friends passed among the crowd and whispered, "Boys, be careful
and don't pick George up on your shoulders if he wins, for you
might hurt him." That is the kind of a man who beat Jim Elliott
a little while ago, and beat him again yesterday, who, many of his
friends think, can beat him at any station this side of the river
Jordan.
So far as could be judged hy his looks, Mr. Elliott was in perfect

health and condition. It is to he presumed he thought himself in
form, or be would not have come up from Kansas City. At any
rate, he shot a game and nervy race, aad showed himself a shooter
all the way through. He stood to win the race, and ough t by het-
ticg judgment to have had tbe favor in odds of SlOO to $90. To-day,
however. It would oe unwise to lay such odds on him, or perhaps
even to callit oven. His record is gone, as against these twomen.
They have beaten him three times straight. He is not a cham-
pion. His title by virtue of a certain cup he holds is simply a hit-
ter emptiness and significant of nothing but the unworthiness
possible in such so-called championships. One winning now
would not make him equal, even should the Chicago boys adopt
the poll' y of giving him another chance to retrieve his honor,
which they will hardly do. But while certain prejudice in favor
of George Kleinman, from a respect for his modesty and unpre-
I entiousness, and contrasted with that arrogance of success
which led jVIr. Elliot to think himself the invincitjle champion of
America, and this to the extent of saying to George and Abe
Kleinman: "Why, on hard birds I outclass you boys 7 or 8 birds in
the 100." I none the less think that no writei', through local or
other prejudice, ought to jump on a defeated man. Mr. Elliott
has the sympathy of many here. His defeats here are in a way of
more value to him than twice as many victories. He is learning
something, and is likely to gain more respect here than he ever
ha d before. He has many quali tities to make him a popular man.
About three more defeats and he will be a rattling good fellow.
There are plenty of people who can't stand too much prosperity,
and it's no disgrace to be one of those for a while, if you fall out
of it in time. Meanwhile, do not let any innocent think Jim
Elliott is not a pigeon shot, for he is. On Kansas City grounds
he could probably beat George Kleinman to-morrow. He could
not heat Abe Kleinman there. He could beat Charles Budd
there, but not in Chicago, on hard winter birds. There is much
talk to-day here about who is actually the best pigeon shot of
America. Barring Carver and perhaps Bogardus, it is very prob-
able that, in a series of 100-bird races, enough to properly test the
men, Abraham Kieinman would show himself the best pigeon
shooter for money in the coutry. This is quite aside from the
"championship" business, however.
But about Bre'r Gawge and Mr. Elliott. Fokust and Stkeam

and everybody else had been making so much fun of Bre'r Gawge's
Prize Machine gun that he grew afraid of it. On Thnrsday he
got hold of a new L3-gauge Greener, belonging to Roll Organ.
This gun had never had a shot fired through it. George used it in
several little sweeps, and killed 37 out of 39 with it. It svas rather
closer than his old gun. The latter had begun to shoot open, and
George couldn't get the bulges .around the muzzle pounded hack
to suit him. He concluded to shoot the Greener, which fitted him
pretty well in the race. Would any other man have gone into
such a race with a gun he had shot once heforei* This alone was
a risky business, as events in the match showed clearly. Mr. El-
liott shot his 12-gauge Greener, using the New Y'orli load. George
used .Schnltze shells of Abe's loading, 73^ chilled Tatham in the
right, soft Chicago 7s in the left.

The attendance at the grounds at Watson's Park, Burnside,
was the largest seen for years, and much larger than that brought
out by any State tournament. There were about 400 people on
hand,' the seats and sheds being packed full. An element from
Pullman and neighboring work people towns was on hand, and
from this occasional cheers were heard when Mr. Elliott missed a
bird. The Chicago men did their hest to stop this disgusting
feature. Next time a half-dollar entrance fee should be charged
to out out this rabble. The race was a gentleman's affair, how-
ever, no open betting heing tolerated, and ail the gentlemen
present remembering clearly that the visitor was quite alone in

the enemy's territory. No one was up from Kansas City. Con-
siderable money was wagered, and Mr. Elliott had supporters in
the crowd to the extent of a good many hundred dollars, among
these being several Chicago men.
The day was cold. The birds were good and strong, the great

hulk of them prompt starters axd many^ of them exceedingly
fast. There is some talk that Elliott was favored hy the birds.
There always is such foolish talk, and there always will be men
who think they can look at a detailed score and figure out just
what each man ought to have done. I don't believe in such stuff
for a minute. In the score appended the direction of each bird
has been given carefully, but no such score can faithfully repro-
duce a race, because it cannot describe the quality of each bird.

Two birds may he marked "D," for "driver." but one may be very
fast and one very slow, so that the proper credit of the kill is

quite lost. The public is wisest which believes that these two
men shot at birds on the average practically equal. Brilliant and
phenomenal kills were nearly equally distrihu ted. (Jeorge Klein-
man saved two birds hardly a toot inaide the line. Elliott lost

two just over. He aleo lost an incomer, dead just across the line,

which he failed to gather through sheer carelessness. Had these
three instances been different in rhe tide of pure luck, not skill,

Elliott would have won. Thus may he seen the exciting nature of
this match, and its fairness, and its evenness. We must look
away from the detailed score, careful and ac urate as it is. Geo.
Kieinman can win more races than J. A. R. Elliott, because he
has the better theory of shooting at the trap. In this race he used
his second quicker than he was ever known to before, but he
never fired it in the air. Elliott's style is due to make him lose,

sooner or later. A model in position and brilliancy, he still has
that foolish Eastern "bang hang" notion too deeply settled in his

head. A close observation showed that Elliott lost the effect of
his second nine times in the 100 birds, hy shooting where there
wasn't any bird. This was on his 9ih, 10th, 11th, 16th, 20th, 29th,

53d, 74th and 83d. It is true that of these nine birds his first har-
' rel stopped all but one, but suppose a bird had recovered and gone
out, as may well happen? You do not see this "bang-bang"
theory in the Kleinman shooting. Used to careful shooting on
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the marsh, these men judge each bird by itself, not applying a set
theory to all. When George saw a fast one going out, he spatted
in the second as fast as anybody, bnt when he saw a bird faUtng
to the ground he wailed till it got there, and didn't snap at it in
the air. This is the theory of winning shooting, to .iudge each
bird by itself, and do it qiiick as lightning. That is why the
Jileinmans win. Is Mr. EUiv/tl beginning to think of this? In
his last 50 birds he only tbrew away the second three times, in tbe
first 50, six times. Has Br'er Gawge set him to ttiinlting? Now,
fir'er Gawge, he mostly shoots where the bird is.

George lost bis 6th bird, also his lOtb, and then cooDy ran 3T
straight; he missed then, and missed again 6 birds later on, and
then ran 27. Then, to the distnay of everybody, he dropped i birds
out of 7, so that instead of leading Elliott 5 birds, he only led him
1 It will be noticed be missed 2 incomers in succession. These
were both fast birds, and twisters. George was very deliberate
with both, and did his best. He said he thought the new gun was
a shade straight for him. Probably it was also a shade closer in

its shooting. At this stage of the game George was very cold, and
it looked as (hough he would go to pieces. But he CLUieted fears by
smashing down his next, a lightning tailer to the left, and then
ran his 13 remaining straight, Elliott missing one after that. It
will be seen that Elliott was working up hill most of the time. At
20 he had George tied. At 40, George led him 2 birds. At 60,

Creorge led him i birds. At SO, George led bim 5 birds. At 88.

Elliott was at his opponent's heels, but he never headed bim from
the 20 hole, though he shot a very plucky and pretty race indeed.
Some of the birds were swift in the extreme, and the kills often

brought out biirsfs of applause for both shooters. Elliott's 48th
hlrd was a screaming blue, and his 49ih a lusty red fellow. When
he had cut down these and the yl.st, also very swift, his stock i ose
for tbe moment. His 63d bird, lost, extracted a grin from Jim, who
watched him streak it across the line, and so did the 93d, also a
corker. His 95th was a very quick one also. His 100th he killed
carelessly as it started up and in. A crowd wiU filways applaud a
shot that kills a bird lilgh in the air, and it had a chance on
George's S8th,.3Ist and 4.3d birds, all of which jumped high. His
54th was a fast bluerock anri his 57th a twister, on which he used
a deliberate second admirably. Fifty-eight fell just inside, 66 was
a corker and needed tbe lightning second barrel he got; "6 was a
screnmer, and bv luck fell just inside; 83 got a second about
simultaneous with the first; 84 was badly handled, but 85

caught by a quick second; 87 was bad work and so was
88, but Br'er Gawge was not rattled. His 99th bird was a fast and
high red bird, and as he bowled it over the hats went into the air
everywhere. His 100th he grassed with equal brilliancy and
closed a remarkable match.
Mr. Fred Quimby, of New York, refereed the match, American

rules, 50yds. and fiead line. The foUowiug Is the score by flights.
Read D, ' driver;" LD, "left driver;" RQ, "right quarterer;" I,

"incomer;" T.^towerfr,'" etc. Birds that were slow or lingering
over the traps were marked H, as "hoverers." One or two, which
thus started off slow, are marked HD, "hovering Orlver'" (or slow
straightaway), etc., etc.
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After the shoot was over Br'er Gs.wge got into his historic
ouggy and drove home to Irondale again, but the old gray horse
wasn't there, and I'm afraid it has died. Ahe, John, Henry and
Will Kleinman were all on the groandsln case of any emergency.
Henry has the new Greener the boys gave him, but it don't quite
suit him just yet and he may change it. No telling when he may
need it, you know. Abraham Kleinman has a young daughter
who is becoming quite a good glass ball shot on the wing with the
rifle. Tbey say that last night Miss Kleinman approached her father
and pleadingly said, "Papa, when are you going to let me shoot a
match with Mr. Elliott?" And with tears in his eyes Abe re-
plied, "Not until the rest of the family get through with him,
daughter.'"

The Possum Club last night entertained Mr. Elliott and the
many visiting sportsmen now in the city by a dinner of^its charac-
teristic style. There were between 40 and 50 gentlemen present,
among others Mr. Fred Quimby, of New York; Mr. Paul North, of
Gleveland; Mr. Lew Harrison, of Minneapolis, Dr. Swartz, Mr.
Haywood and others, of Crown Point. Mr. R. B. Organ was in
the chair. The club table filled at 7 P. M., and an overflow meet-
was held in another room. After the serious work the fun began.
A sort of tough noise was heard, whereby it was inferred that
Mr.McFarland had sung a song. Messrs. North, Quimby and Har-
lison were ordered to tell what ihey thought they knew, anyhow.
Mr. Harrison thinks he wOl start a chapter of the Possum Club
In Minneapolis. Paul North thought a club of the kind in each big
city would help game protection.
Jo Card said he couldn't talk but he would shoot anybody on

earth. Mike Eich: "I guess L. R. Brown has got you!" Colonel
Felton spoke also, but persisted in his base hyphenated habit of
calling this the O'possum Club. This will yet lead to his expul-
sion. Dr. Swartz, who looks like Chauncey Depew, had to carry
out the likeness in a speech. Dr. Rowe, Billy Mussey and Fobest
Airo Stream all were called, and then Mr. Wells, the artist who
designed the club menus—and who, by the way, is well-known
among shooters as the author of the popular lithographs "Mal-
lard" and "Teal"—gave the club a nice entertainment in the
form of some caricature sketches in colored crayons. Under his
deft fingers the fat form of ''Doc. Hutch" took laughable resem-
blance and Geo. H. Farmer was labeled and recognized by the
mark in the corner, "*—D.O.B., dead out of bounds." Then tbe
artist made a rear view of a freight train, marked "K. C." A
solitary figure was mounted on the top of a car, looking longingly
at a barrel marked "$." "Elliott going home" was the name of
this, which made Jim laugh. Col. Felton, in fall war paint, and
with the hat, and marked "46," in commemoration of his famous
tie with Jim Riley, next caught the club in its risibles, and then
followed Jim Riley himself with a chip on his shoulder. "Here is
the chip." said the artist, and drew it large. Mr. Wells was
thanked by the club for his entertainment.
Mr. Nicholls was chosen chairman for the next meeting, and

made 12 speeches, all long, explaining why he didn't think that
was right. Mr. Low explained to him that he was chosen on the
ground of general unfitness for the place. A motion was put to
make Mr. Nlcholls's election unanimous, but this was lost again
and again, and had to be given up. Cap Duse wished to hear from
Fred Pfeffer, late of tbe Brotherhood League. Both of these gen-
tlemen announced that they had buried the hatchet and would
Bin no more. Tbey would have shaken hands, but couldn't reach.
Mr. Low moved that the incoming president should name a com-
mittee to report a scheme on organization. Discussion was had
on this, but it was left for later action to determine whether a
movement should be made to unite all the trap clubs of Chicago
under this head organization. Mr. Elliott was called upon. He

said: "You all know I am not a speaker. 1 did think I was a
shooter, but now I don't say much about that either. I hope to
come again with the Kansas City boys, and see them aU enter-
tained as nicely as I have been." The meeting adjourned amid
general jollity. E. Hough.

WORCESTER, Mass., Jan. 22.—At the regular meet this week,
at Coal Mine Brook Range, of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club,
the attendance was good and the shooting very good. The princi-
pal event was the merchandise contest, begun nearly one year
ago and closes next month. Each man has a possible 25 Vlay
pigeons, the score of each man who had a total of 15 to his credit
follows:
Chas Forehand 1101111011111111111111111-23
G J Rugg iioiniiiiiiiiiiiinoim—33W L Davis 1111011111111111111111110-23
Geo Samn-^on 111111 111 111 01 11 00 1 111011—21
A B Bowdish 1111111011101110111111110-21
E T Smith 1111111 1 lion 111 001111011-21
E BBurbank 11011 1001101111111101111-20
M DGilman .1100010111111111110101111—19
E W Johnson lOlOlOlllinilOiniOtXUll-lS
A L Gilman lOOllOlllOlIOllllOllUlUl—18
E B Holden IIIOIIOOUIOIIIIOIOIIIIOI—18W R Dean 1110101111100110111111010-18
E F Swan 0111011111101101110101010—17
Ch.-irles Howe IIUIIIIOIOUIOIOIUOIIOOI—17
A B F Kenney lllOO'OOltWllinillOliOUl—16
C A Parker 1101100101111010001110110—15
H W Webber : llllllO'dlOOllOniOllOlMI—15
The other members who engaged in this? contest and t heir totals

are: E. S. Knowleslt, Fred Forehand 13, E. H. Hill 18, Charles
Ciompton 10, C H. Goodell 6, A. D. Fisk 4. The first sweep was a
run of 15, and 26 entered the contest, the result was: Rugg,
Sampson, Davis and Smith each scored 14. and oiv. first; Bowdish,
Swan, .fohnson, M. D Gilman nnd Holdendiv. third; and Burbank
shut oil a tie with fhreo and was fourth. In the second half. Bur-
bank, DjiAHs and Bugg fiivt; Bowdish, M. D. and A. L. Gilman div-.

second; Johnson, Smith and Sampson third; Hill fourth. In the
second .sweev, 15 entries, end each m9,n had a possible 10 clay
pigeons, the result was: M. D. Gilman 15, and was first; Sampson
and Smith each 9, and div. second; Bugg, A. L. Gilman, Bowdish
and Howe were tied for third, which was shot olf and finally
secured by Ruggand Gilman div. third;Parker fourth. Thethird
and last sweep was a possible 10 clays, which were secured by
M. D Oilman and Bugg, who div. first; Burbank and Smith div.
sec and; A. L. Gilman third.

MURPHY VS. FLOYD-JONES.—Jan. 23.-The fine grounds of
the Westminster Kennel Club at Babylon, L. I., were to-day
again the scene of a live-bird match for a high stake between two
members of that association. The match for §1,000 a side had
been arranged on the day following the opening of the Larchmont
Y. C.'s new shoDting gr'->unds at Larchmont Manor, between Ed-
gar Murphy and C. W. Floyd-Jones, two of the best shots in New
York clubdom. As a matter of course, their many friends and
acquaintances turned out in force to-day, the bad weather not-
withstanding. Betting was very heavy, with the odds slightly in
favor of Murphy, while individual bets on single birds were made
without number. The conditions called for 100 birds each man.
Murphy to shoot at 31yds. and Jones at 29yd8. rise. Hurlingham
rules, but Monaco (21yds.) boundary. Both men used Francotte
guns, weighing 7Mlb?. Mr. Murphy was handicapped, in so far
as the stock on his weapon was not entirely finished. The special
match shells were loaded with 45grs. E. C. powder and IJ^oz. of
chilled shot. No. 6 and No. 7, for Murphy, while Jones used 45grs.
Schultze powder and the same kind of shot as his opponent. A
finer lot of birds never left the traps at the Westminster grounds,
although any number o£ contests have taken place there, and
this, together with the disagreeable weather, made shooting unusu-
allv difficult, and explains the comparatively low scores. Floyd-
Jones practically lost the match in the 35 first rounds by missing
3 birds with his second barrel, the pigeons sitting on the ground.
He recovered later on, but Murphy won with 75 to 73 for Floyd-
Jones.

TOBONTO. Jan. 20 —The first of a series of five shoots for a
handsome silver cup. a piece of plate presented by the Toronto
Stiver Plating Company, and 500 cartridges presented by the club,
took place to-day on the club grounds. The weather being very
Qne, a large number of members turned out, and the shooting was
good, as the following scores will show; 13 sparrows each, handi-
cap rise, use of two barrels:W Donge 11 G H Briggs 10 C Hinton 8

D Blea 11 E Campbell 10 E Dollery 8W MoDowall 11 G Jones 10 W Smith 7
P Wakefield 10 DC Walton 9 T Boswell 7
WBlea 10 J Barrett 9 F Davidge 6
G Henry 10 C Kemp 8

Jan. 3;?.—Torontouians have formed a new shooting club under
the name of the Toronto Shooting and Game Protective Associ-
ation. There were a number of Toronto's prominent shooting
men present, and the following were elected for the different
offices for the ensuing year: President. Mr. J. E. Eobertson; Vice-
President, Mr. C. H. Briegg; Secretarr, Mr. Geo. H. Orr; Treasurer,
Mr. C. J, Winehell; Committee—Messrs. J. Forman, T. C. Verity,
Geo. Thomas and Wm. Hope.
Jan. 33.—The members of the Toronto Gun Club held a shoot on

Stark's athletic grounds this afternoon; 15 sparrows per man.
There being a dark background, the scores were, everything con-
sidered, iirsf-class. The members were divided into three classes
as follows: B'irst class:
B PearsaU 13 Dr Hunter 10 W McDowall 8
DBlack 13 H George 10 J Bice .......7
G Pears 11 W Dodge 8 W Pelstead 7
J James 10
On shoot-off: PearsaU first, James third, Dodge fourth.
Second class:

0 Ayre .13 T Loudon 8 T S Bayles 8
G Henry 8 T Sawdon 8
Loudon third. Third class:

J Ayre 7 J Boss.. 6 H Caldwell 5

ALGONA. Iowa, Jan. 14.—C. W. Budd arrived this morning, and
with Chas. Grimm and John G. Smith had a match, each shooting
75 birds. The early hour was necessary that Budd might get away
at noon, and many who would have witnessed the match did not
get in. But a good crowd was present, and the shooting more en-
tertaining than usual, because more difficult. A light snow was
on the ground, and the early morning sun shining in the shooters'
faces, made clear sight almost impossible. Besides the birds were
very lively and got away with great speed. Mr. Budd said they
were the best lot of birds he had shot at during the past year. The
missing was general at first, Budd losing 8 out of 50, Smith 13 and
Grimm 17. They held this ratio to the end, Budd closing with 63,
Smith 59 and Grimm 54. Dr. West acted as umpire and S. S. Ses-
sions scorer. Many present thought Mr. Smith made some of the
finest shots, and the score shows that on an average he shot at the
hardest birds. Grimm was unlucky in having a number of his
birds drop dead out of the boundary, though all sufCered the same_

NEWARK, Jan. 20.—The Union Gun Club, of Springfield, inau-
gurated its 1891 shooting season to-day and some good scores were
made. Among those who took part in the sport were B. H.
Breintnall, of this city. Dr. Zeglio, of Bockaway, and Ed. C. Col-
lins, of Hoboken. The opening event was at 10 Keystones, 81
entrance: Miller and Zeglio broke 10 each, Breintnall 9 and Col-
lins 7. In the second event, under the same conditions, MiUer
and Collins 10, Zeglio B and Breintnall 5. The regular club event,
for club prizes, the conditions being 20 singles and 5 pairs of tar-
gets, resulted as follows: Collins 31, Miller 20, Briant 19, Silver 18,
Breintnall 17. Zegilo 16, Rollm Terry 12.

Jan. 21.—The Amateur Gun Club was organized at 31 Jay street
last week with the following officers: Pres., W. Eckert; Vice-
Pres., J. Bobinson; Sec'y. H. Mandershled; Fin. Sec'y, J. Mistier;
Treas., B. Gehring; Reporter, S. Lum. The club is arranging for
a series of shoots at artificial birds.

WHEELING, W.Ta., Jan. 30.—R. B. Burt and J. A. Penn
against Dr. Myers and G. O. Smith, Hurlingham rules, for birds
and supper:
B B Burt U10121021— 8 Dr Myers U20113201— 8
J A Penn 1313112213-10-18 G O Smith 0120012002— 5—13
The Island Gun Club, of Wheeling, W.Va., will give a two days'

tournament at bluerocks and Keystones, to take place some time
in May or June, and will guarantee S300 to be shot for. New gun
clubs are being formed at Bellaii-e, O., and Steubenville, O., and
considerable interest in trap shooting is being manifested. During
February a sories of contests will take place to determine the
champion target shot of West Virginia, western Pennsylvania
and eastern Ohio. Shooters east of Altoona barred. There will
be two matches, one at 50 singles and one at 35 jiairs Keystones,
the singles to be shot from 5 unknown traps, and the doubles from
3 traps. There will be a gold badge donated by P. F. Davison to
the winner, emblematic of such championship. These contests
will take place at Pittsburgh, Pa., on the Squirrel Hill Gun Club
grounds, under the supervision ol F. F. Davison, o£ Allegheny, Pa

HAOKENSAOK AND CLOSTER.~In response to a challenge
from the Oloster Gun Ciub to shoot a friendly match. Capt. Geo.
W. MacDonald, Jr., took ten of his tried and trusty wing-shots to
Closter. N. J., on Wednesday morning. On arrival they were met
at the depot and escorted to the Union Hotel, where a handsome
collation awaited them. The scores show that the home team
never were "in it," although they made a grand rally on the last
rounds, and were only beaten by 5 birds.
Hackensflck Club, First Squad.
G W MacDonald 18
MHalstead .Ifi

1 Van Blarcom 11W C Waggoner .18

Geo Gress 6-67
Second /Squad.

H MacDonald ........ 9
Geo Coe .11

J Terhune 17
R Yearance 12

Closter Club, First Squad,
JVeene 10W Linderman 11
RTurnure 13
A Kuhn 5
E Ferdon 16—,54

Second Squad.
H Parcells 11
F Ahrens... 14
J Linderman 12
J Hoffman 11W S Bicardo 8—57—124 P Post 17—«5—119

Several sweepstakes were shot before and after the match, in
one of which, with 17 entriesj W. C. Waggoner took first money
and Richard Yearance second money. Mine hosts Wm. Getting,
Chas. Kost and John Hopkins accompanied the team, and did
wonders in keeping the shooters' nerves up to the proper pitch.—
W. C. 'Waggoneh, Sec.

MATTAWAN.N. J , Jan.22.—The first monthly shoot of the
Midway Gun Club was largely attended to-day. The gold badge
was won by James B^dle by a score of 7 out of 8, James Van
Brakle secured second prize by killing 6 out of 8. The $25 sweep-
stake shoot was won by Henry Holznagle. In the shoot between
Landlord W^eikert, of the Pavilion Hoteh and ex-Collector Abram
Morris, atlO birds each, the former won by killing 9 straight birds.

LONG BRANCH, N. J., Jan. 22.-The Central Gun Olub. of Long
Branch, had their aunual shoot at their new grounds at Pleasure
Bay to-day. Eleven members took jiart, shooting at 10 birds each.
The following is the score: George Cubberly 0, Phil Daly, Jr., 9,
A. P. Cubberly 9, J. Van Dyke 9, E. W. Price 9, William C. Price
10, E. W. Reid 8, E. H. Price 6, W. Barbour 7, A, Newman 6 and J.
L. Prices. In the sweepstakes which followed, miss and out,
there were eight entries. First money was won by A. P. Cubberly.
In the next shoot the money was divided between W. C. and E. W.
Price. In the final shoot of seven entries money was divided be-
tween B. W. Price, John L. Cubberly and C. W. Price.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Jan. 34.—The pleafeant weather to-day
attracted a large number of sportsmen to the grounds of the
Wellington Gun Club. In the silver cup match, at 15 singles and
five pairs standards, Leslie and Williams tied with 33 each, and in
the .shoot-off Leslie won. The other scores in this match were:
Perry and Stanton, 20; Cowee, Wheeler, Snow, Green and Purdy
19; Bradstreet. Stone and Wheeler, 18; Dill, 17; Gore, IO4 Bowker, 15.
Perry won the trophy match, the prize being a silver mustard
mug, by breaking 31 out of 35 standards at unknown angles. The
other scores were: Wheeler and AViUiams, 20; Leslie, 19; Cowee
and Bowker, 18; Gore, Sanborn, Stanton and Snow, 17; Stone, 16;
Melcher, 15.

PHILADELPHIA, Jan. 16.—At a special meeting of the Parker
Gun Club, held this evening, the club was reconstructed by elect-
ing a full set of officers to act for the ensuing year, after eliminat-
ing all delinquents, and awarding their proportionate share to
those who desire to withdraw or were not in accord with the
principles upon which the club was originally founded. The
officers elected were: President, Stephen J. Hothersall; Vice-
President, Wm. Bradbury; Treasurer, John Martin; Secretary,
Wm. .Jones, 2810 Fllmore street; Field Captain, John H. Kerr; As-
sistant Captain, John Adair; Official Scorer, Charles Riotte;
Stewart, Harry Fell; Trustees, Bobert Bradbury, P. Hey and
William Morrison. The members will shoot weekly on their
grounds at Hart Lane and Junction Bailroad, and club shoots will
he held monthly. Mr. Martin will shoot off his 13-gauge breech-
loading gun on Washington's Birthday, cha«ces -50 cents, at blue-
rocks. Birds free.

RED BANK, N. J., Jan. 23.—The Biverside Gun Club shot at
clay-birds to-day. The result of the several events was as follows:
First event. 10 singles: E. M. Cooper 7, Davis 6, O. Hesse 5, Second
event, 10 singles: O. Hesse 8, Wm. Little 7, Ford 5, E. M. Cooper,
T. Davis, Afa Whaymer and Ivins each 3. Third event, 10 singles:
O. Hesse 9v Ford and E. M. Cooper each 6, Asa Whaymer 4, T.
Davis 5. A. Ivins 3, A. R. Coleman and Wm. Little 3 each. Fourth
event: Cooper 8, Throckmorton 6, A. Ivins and E. Price each 4,W.
C. Price and Wm. H. Little each 3.

BERGEN POINT, N. J., Jan. 33.-Six lively competitions at
clay-pigeon shooting were contested this afternoon before the
traps on the organization's grounds at Bergen Point by the gun
detachment of the New Jersey Athletic Club. First event, 10
targets. Keystone system: First prize. E. E. Bigoney; second, C.
A. Pope: third, A. F. Compson. Second event, 10 bluerocks: C. A.
Pope first. E. Warrington second, A. F. Compson third. Third
event, first contest of the series at 30 birds and class handicap, for
the club's medals for 1801: E. L. Vredenburgh won with 17.
Fourth event, for two prizes at 10 birds each: First prize, E. L.
Vredenburgh on shoot-otf with Pope, E. Warrington second.
Fifth event, 5 pairs and 5 singles, for three prizes: Vredenburgh
first, Bigoney second, Compson and Pui'dy divided third. Sixth
event, walking match at 10 birds, three prizes: Bigoney first.
Pope second, Vredenburgh third.

BEADING, Pa., Jan. 24.—The following is the score of the glass
ball shooting match at Hoch's Hotel, Dryville, to-dav, 15yds, single
trap, 16 balls: Simon Stoudt 9, Charles. Stoudt 7, John Hoch 6,
Henry Wagenhorst 5, Daniel Bahn 4, George Smith 7, Morris
Wagenhorst 6, Ezra Hoch 4.

DAVENPORT, Iowa, Jan. 20.—Will you kindly give notice of
the annual winter tournament of the Forest Gun Club, at Daven-
port, Iowa, Feb. 17 to SO? Live birds and inaminate targets, modi-
fied American Shooting Association rules, allowing l^oz. shot for
any gauge gun, and gun to be held below the armpit until shooter
calls "pull." Mr. J. F. Kray is the secretary, to whom communi-
cations and applications for programmes should be addressed.—
F. O. Davis, President.

BUFFALO, .Jan. 24.—Match between Jacob Koch and Otto
Besser, Jr. Besser's left barrel broke after the first shot, causing
him to use only the right barrel until the finish. The score at
the finish stood; Koch 79, Besser 82.

WAR CANOE RACING.
THE suggestion of an inter-division race between war canoes,

lately made by Mr. E. H. Barney, is too good a one to to be
neglected, and in order to start tbe matter the regatta committee
of the Atlantic Division has been requested to consider a plan by
which the Division will offer a handsome banner as a prize to be
competed for at the annual meets by one war canoe from each
Division. It is suggested as a part of the plan that the Atlantic
Division shall issue challenges to the other three Divisions for
such a race, and that in each Division a captain of the war canoe
shaU be appointed from one of the clubs owning a canoe. The
Division can well afford if necessary to pay a part of the expense
of transportation for the canoe to the meet. The captain of the
crew will hav^e charge of the canoe, selecting the members of his
crew from his own club, and at the same time posting himself as
to members from other parts of the Division who will be at the
meet and are willing to join. It is probable that many of the
large clubs will be willing to provide a man or two who is in fair
training and will join the crew. There will be a week or more
for practice at the meet. It may be necessary, in order to make
each crew a representative one of the Division, to prohibit more
than four men from one club. The race in itself, four of these
huge craft with crews of seventeen or nineteen men in uniform,
would be an entirely novel feature, and one that would as a spec-
tacle surpass aU the other races. The rivalry between the Divi-
sions, and the honor of displaying the trophy in camp as the
holders for the year, should make the event a permanent and
valuable addition to the programme.

"GENERAL PURPOSE" CANOE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It has occurred to me that it would assist the members of the
regatta committee in forming their opinions as to what consti-
tuted a "general purpose canoe," if some of those interested
would send their views either to members of the committee or to
be published in the Fobkst and Stream.
Now is your time to kick, boys! before we put a shoe on you

which pinches. If you have a good suggestion please share it with,
the committee. W. G. MacKjendbick-

[We will be glad to glva space to a diacusaion of this importaat
subject.]
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PURITAN C. C.

THE Mlovs^ing invitation has been sent out by tlie Puri-
tan C. O. "We would not surprised if it was a very

late hoor before tlie "drill" was "all over:" Gfreet{?(c/—Dear Sir:

You ai-e cordially invited to be present at the first winter Pipe and
Beer ISTigbt of tbe Puritan C. C at their clubhouse, 821 East Sixth
street. City Point, Boston, Miss., on Saturday evenine, Jan. 24,

1891. Strictly "Stag." Old clothes. Amusement from 8 P.M. to .

James W. CARTWRionT, Jh., Secretary.

The following report has since been received:
The sigliing of the wind among the bare branches of the tall

poplars on tlie grounds had ceased. The moon threw a soft light

over everytliing, being especially beautiful as one glanced sea-

wari1 , where wiili tbe exception of its bright glaze, it dimly lighted

up the bay, so that oue could see plainly points at quite a dis-

'^ArT'old square house on the edge of tbe bay was brightly liglited,

and sounds of merriment could be beard issuing therefrom.

As one drew nearer the sounds assumed a more distinct char-

acter, and if, as in the case of the writer, he had -'stepped on
Jessup's Neck, he recognized the familiar strain "Gib me, Oh gib

me, Oh liow I wish you would, dat water million growin' on de

^Tt^was the first winter "Pipe and Beer Night," of the Puritan O.

C, given to its boating friends on Jan. 24.

Upon entering the lower story o£ the house, the visitor was con-
fronted with the bright glare of numerous lanterns, by the liglit

of which the fleet was to be seen calmly.reposing, each upon its

berth. Tliere were many types of canoes, from the razor like

Imp to the pot-bellied Old Calamity, some hrand new, and others
•usty enough to look like the ancient Mayflower of the 1620 Puri-
tans, which noble ship has been chosen in fac-simile as the
totem of the club.

. . r. . ,

But the busy hum of many vo ces m the rooms a.bove. torbade a
very long so.1ourn wiUi the fleet. Finding the stairway and
ascending to 'the upper story, one was again met with plenty of
light from lamps, Japanese lanterns, etc. The light was not bril-

liant on account of the density of the fumes of tobacco rising

from many pipes, and the newcomer noticed a couple of sturdy
canoeists busily engaged in shoveling the smoke out of the open
doorway. . -, . .

Tables and chairs were conveniently scattered about, and seated
at tlie same or standing in groups conversing, were our confrferes

in our glorious sport.

The long clay pipes, and glasses of amber tinted beer, threw one
hack to the times of Van Twiller and Stuyvesantin New Amster-
dam; but the language was not Dutch, being good plain English,
witli plenty of laughter to make the aged browned rafters of the
club-room tingi The voices sank to a low hum, at the sounds of

the guitars accompanying the voices of "Happy John" and his
companions, colored minstrels procured for the occasion. Their
songs etc. were well rendered to the evident enjoyment of the
guealJs, who numbered about sixty.

On the table lay the keg running an almost steady stream, to

nueuch. the thirst of the dry canoemen, and a light lunch was pre-
pared for all who desired a foundation.

As each new comer entered he was relieved of overcoat, etc,
and then presented to Com. Gilmore, the newly elected head of

the Puritan tribe, Vice-Corn. Cartwright of the Eastern Division,

a member of the club made every one at home and at ease as he
circulated among the aquaticusses assembled.
One by one the lights went out and the room was soon dark,

save that the space occupied erstwhile by a door to the back room
of the liouse. was a brightly lighted blank.
Once more the strains of the "Water million growin' on de

viue" sounded forth, and simultaneously a stereopticen picture of

Jessup's Neck with its array of tents, flags and other features,

fell upon the screen. One could almost see W. marching around in

his shirt-tail at the end of a long line of campers, headed by the
"Jag Harbor water melon band." More views of the meet were
shown including the three K's, Ko-ko. Kraemer, and the Ko-ko-
ko-ho, and to the partakers of last year's, came the solemn vow to

be present at next year's meet, "if it took a leg."

tiThe third keg was rolled in amid the tumultuous applause of
the now patriotic ca.noeists, and they let the eagle scream with a

So' the evening passed, songs and reci'atioiis, and the great and
only "razzle-dazzle" dance hy "Bob" Webber of the Lawrence C.
0. and Seoietary Cartwright of the home club.

Slowly the men withdrew in time to take the 1 A. M. horse car
to the city and the P. and B. night was ended by their songs as
they took their sheets close aboard, and luffed around the corner,

some having their painters hitched to safer though slower going

''''Ttnts it is that canoeing lasts the year round and between the
men onrinKS that bond of good-fellowship so characteristic of our
^ori. P. E. N. Pusher, MCDLXXXIV.

PRIZE FLAGS FOR CANOE RACES.

FOPi many years it has been the custom in the American Canoe
Association to confine the iirizes, other than a few trophy

cups, almost exclusively to silk flags, the majority of these being
made and presented hy members or by ladies interested in the
Association, or by the various clubs. Nearly all of these flags

are of amateur make, in fact it has been found difiicult to pro-
cure suitable ones in cases where part of the flags have been pur-
chased. Taking the A. C. A. and division races (^uite a number
of flags are required each year, 25 being given in the A. 0. A.
races of last feason. Out of the large membership of the Asso-
ciation there are many who are willing to make the necessary
number, but very few of them know just what is wanted and
how to go to woik to make a fl«g. As there are many among our
readers who have presented flags made by themselves or their

friends we would be glad to have from some of them directions

for the. work, describing the proper materials for field and trim-
ming, the mode of cutting and sewing, embroidering, mounting,
etc. Some of the old regatta committee men can perhaps tell us
j ust the sizes of flag that are needed for first and second prizes,

and if any wish to exercise their artistic tastes in preparing
designs for the use of those who can make the flags, but have no
taleiit in designing, we will be very glad to publish them. Tbe
present is the season for such work, and we hope to hear from
many who can give hints and suggestions in the matter.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.—On Jan. 33 a minting of the executive
committee of the Atlantic Division was held at the fencing rooms
in New York, Vice-Corn. Dorland presiding. Beside the members
of the committee several of the ex-oflicers of the Division were
present by invitation of the vice-commodore. A number of mat-
ters connected with the Division were Oiscussed, the principal
one being the meet. It was decided to hold it from June 36 to July
6, the old gtouud camp at Chesquake CreeJt being the favorite lo-

cation If it can be obtained. The regatta committee presented a
programme of races and an appropriation was made tor the ex-
penses of the prizes, etc. At the same time it is dfeeired that
canoeists shall lurnish prize flags, as in the past, as it is difficult to

obtain suitable flags by purchase. The regatta committee was re-

quested to consider the practicability^ of organizing a Division

crew for a war canoe race, such as was proposed by Mr. Barney,
the idea being to uee one of the war canoes now owned in the
Division, appomting a captain of the crew, who would select his

crew from members of the Division at the A. O. A. meet. In con-
nection with this scheme it was also proposed that the Atlantic
Division should oS'er a prize banner, to be competed for each year
hy war canoes from each Division, at tbe same time challenging
the other Divisions. The question of increasing the membership
and of interesting unattached canoeists within the Division was
carefully discussed, and it was decided to prepare a circular to bo
sent throughout the Division, stating the nature and objects of the
A. C, A. and the manner of joining it.

NARRAGAKSETT BOAT CLTIB.—At the annual meeting of

the Narragansett B. C, of Providence^ R. I., on Jan. 13, the fol-

lowing officers were elected: Pres., Hiram Kendall; Vice-Pres.,
John Shepard, .Tr.; Sec'y, Chas, E. Hudson; Treas., Chas. W.
Rhodes; Capt., Chas. H. Gurney; Lieut., Frank A. Sheldon; Gov-
ernors, Jas. S. Ahorn, A. B.Flint, Jeffrey Davis; Auditor, Frank
Bowen. The membership of the club has been one of the largest
during the season of 18'JO: the easy facilities which the cable
tramway has offered for reaching the club house bringing a large
increase". The burning of the boat house on Dec. 6, 1890, cast a
shade of sorrow on the club, as there were a great many valuable
prizes in the shape of silver cupa, silken bauners, etc., which were
destroyed that cannot be replaced. However, a large, elegant
and substantial club house will be erected in the spring (if the
plans that the building committee have accepted are any crite-

rion) that will recompense in some ways for the losvS of the old

one. With a new boat house and present excellent accommoda-
tions for reaching it our nest season promises to be most prosper-
ous.—ChaS. E. HiiDSON,Sec'y, P. O. Box 1037, Providence, R. I.

lANTHE O. C—The annual dinner of the lanthe C. C. was held
at Morello's, in New York, on Jan. 3*. Com. Lawson, Vice-Com.
Dorland, and eeveral other guests were preaent, In addition to a
jfuU attendance from tli« olub.

CRESCENT C, C.-The annual election of the Crescent C. C,
of GreenviUe, N. J., was held on Jan. 14, the following officers

being elei^ted: Com.. Dr. O. P. Coe; Vice-Corn., Edward W- Edd-
inger; Sec'y, Joseph P. Greaves; Treas., Wm. H. Hillier. While
the club lias been pnfortunate in losing its house and a number of
boats by fire, its members are in no way discouraged. Plans for
a new house have been accepted 8.nd steps taken to begin work as
soon as possible.

THE A. C. A. SUPPLEMENT.-The first supplement to ScM
and Paddle, containing all the A. C. A. news from the regular
January number, has been sent out to all A. C. A. members who
are not subscribers to the paper. With it is inclosed an applica-
tion blank, with a statement of the aims and extent of the Asso-
ciation, and directions for applying for membership. These sup-
plements will be issued through the year.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Eastern Division: Edward S. Gil-

more, Charlestovvn„Bo8ton; Lander M. Kouve, Edwin S. Webster,
Boston. Atlantic Division: Otis D. Goodall, Washington, D. C
Centrnl Division: E. W. Delano, Rochester, N. Y.

HARTFORD C. C—The annual meeting was held Jan. 20 and
the following officers elected: Pres., Dr. G. L. Parmele, Treas,, W.
B. Davidson; Secy, P. B. Lewis; Com., J. D. Parker: Executive
Committee, the above officers and E. H. Crowell.

ANOTHER CRUISE IN THE VELMA.

ON July 3, 1890, about 10 P. M., the little cruising cutter Velma*
left Lynn for a trip down the coast of Maine for the third

consecutive year. The night was clear, with a good moon and a
very light air in the harbor. We intended to anchor at Nahant
and leave early in the morning, but an old sea was setting in upon
Bass Point, and we thought it would be uncomfortable to lay
there the first night out; so we stood around Nahant with a breath
of air and laid our course for Cape Ann Lights. The Lynn Y. C,
cruised to Essex River and were to be there on July 4. As we
drifted by Shag Rocks a sloop came out between them and the
shore, carrying a big clubtopsail. We had thought to take things
easv through the night and carry lower sail only, but that changed
our minds: so we sent up our club also. We had three men and a
boy for the crew, but the skipper and boy steered all night, as the
others did not feel just right inside. The breeze freshened quite a
deal and sent us along well with started sheets; we kept the
sloop's sail in sight until nearly daybreak, and when near Thatch-
er's Island Lights found we had passed her, as we kept off shore
and held a betl er wind.

VVe passed Cape Ann at 4 A. M., and the sloop led us into Rock-
port harbor, where we got breakfast. Starting again at 8:30 we
went across Ipswich Bay, and entering Essex River dropped
anchor at 11 A. M. where the tide ran very strongly. In the after-
noon the steam yacht Trio came in with two boats in tow, another
came in later, so we had quite a fleet. Next morning we found
ourselves a cable's length down stream, the strong tide had
broken out our anchor, and we had dragged until we got into a
weaker current.
We had a ciamhake and fireworks and enjoyed ourselves well

for a cotiple of days, leaving on Sunday morning at 11:45 in tow of
the Trio, She cast us off when over the bar, and we stood across
for Portsmouth with a light wind and set spinaker. After a while
we ran into L'ttle Harbor and anchored near the Wentworth at
nearly 6 P. M.. where we found plenty of water at all tides. In
the morning we drifted out past the hell buoy at 10 A. M. and
started down toward Portland; the wind was very light all day
and dropped entirely at 5 P. M.; we were then near Cape Porpoise
with the tide about half out, we towed into Cape Porpoise Harbor
easily against the tide, although the coast pilot said it ran strong,
but after having experience with the tide in Essex River and- also
the Kennebec, we thought it rather a light one. We picked up a
mooring which a flsherinan showed us and had a nice berth for
the night. »

We started out in the morning under lower sail close hauled,
with a heavy breeze from S.W., made a couple of tacks and
shaved close by Old Prince at 7:30, and started sheets and set top-
sail. The wind came stronger and stronger, and the sea rose, but
we hung on to the topsail until the mainsheet ringbolt began to
draw out. The boat's painter was made fast to it, and the jerk in
the heavy following sea started it out, as it was not through a
beam as we intended to have it. Securing the ring with a lashing,

we took in the topsail and let her drive, passing Cape Elizabeth
at 10:4i, having made nine nautical miles in one hour and a half,

better speed than we thought the little boat capable of.

We passed Portland Head and ran up the channel and around the
breakwater at noon, and beat up tovvard the yacht club and
anchored; quite a contrast to the year before, when we were
nearly four hours getting in from Portland Head near midnight
and in a heavy rain. Wednesday we lay at anchor and Thursday
we went up to Chandler's Cove and back. Ffiday one of the crew
left for home, and Sunday another left, leaving the skipper and
hoy alone.
Monday we shipped as mate Mr. H. E. Feinemau, who had been

with us twice before, aud leaving Portland at 3 P. M., with a good
south wind, we ran up to Potts Harbor and anchored in the
entrance to the Basin at 5 P. M.. we were having fine weather.
We left early iu the morning, beating out against the tide with a
very light air. Coming out of Mericoneag Soimd we got a heavy
wind and sea, made a number of tacks to gel by Turnip Ledge,
and eased sheets for Cape Small Point. The sea was breaking
very heavily on Bald Head Ledge, we went inside and passed
Seguin at 8 A. M., the wind and sea were heavy until we passed
the Cuckolds and ran into Fisherman's Passage. In Muscongus
Bay we got a heavy thunder shower and hard rain, running under
jib" alone until the rain ceased. We passed a big ymwl with top-

sails aloft bound in toward Booth B&y, then the wind got very
pght and ahead at times; we went bv Egg Rock Beacon and
through Da\ns Straits and anchored at Port Clyde at 4 P. M.
On Wednesday, July 16, we left early with a light wind, and

after passing Mosquito Island got a good breeze until near White
Head, then, with light air and calms, we drifted slowly up Muscle
Ridge to Ash Island, and then stood across to Brown's Head,
getting a good wind after a while. We went through Fox Islands
Throughfare with a squally wind, in company with some schooner
yachts, and passed Channel Rock at 4 P. M., then hauled close on
the wind for Mark Island, we were becalmed awhile and at last

anchored at Green's Landing at 7 P. M. In the morning we went
ashore and left the oil stove burning, it took to smoking and
plastered the fo'castle and part of cabin with soot, so that soap
and elbow-grease in abundance were required to clean things, but
finally we were snugged up and started out at 3:45 P. M. with very
light air, but caught a good breeze in Jericho Bay and went
through York IMarrows at 6 o'clock; then lost the wind and finally

picked up a mooring in Mackerel Cove, Swan's Island, at 7:40 P.M.
In the morning it was blowing fresh, and some fishermen who

came iu said it was rough in Blue Hill Bay; so we close-reefed the
mainsail and set the small jib and beat out around Cranberry
Point; and after starting sheets shook otit the reefs. We passed
Bass Head at 10:50 and beat into Mt. Desert Passage against the
tide. We had a succession of calms and nice breezes in Freuch-
man's Bay and dropped anchor in Bar Harbor at 7:30 P.M. Uncle
Sam's war ships were here, and the Eastern Y. O. fleet was at

anchor in the Harbor. We started out next day, wind light, then
calm, and afterward it began to blow strong and rain heavily; we
had got down to the jibs and were close-hauled trying to get out
of the bay. At last we hove to under staysail; and finding after a
while that the storm gave no signs of letting up we headed across
to Schoodic Mountain, and running up Winter Harbor rounded
the point to the right and dropped anchor in Mosquito Harbor
near a small fishing schooner at 4:30 P. M.
Next day we left early with a light wind, which we lost in

Frenchman's Bay as usual, and then some time afterward got a
nice hreeze, and as we passed Southwest Harbor some of the East-

ern Y. C. fleet came out. Bayadere and Sea Fox stood out to sea,

but Gitana and Chiquita went by Bass Head into Blue HtU Bay,
where we followed them and went through Casco Passage and
anchored at Green's Landing at 1 P. M. The skipper went ashore
to buy provisions and found the stores closed, when it dawned on
his mind that it was Sunday: so he soon got aboard and started

out at 2 P. M. A light wind was blowing in East Penobscot Bay
and we were close hauled for Widows Island; could just lay our
course and drifted along into the Thoroughfare and came to

anchor at North Haven at 7 P. M. just astern of Gitana. Soon it

rained and then cleared oiS and was fine in the night.

We started out early next day witii a fair wind, whichheld until

near Andrew's Island, then drifted through Two-Bush Channel,
passed Two-Bush Island at 9 A. M. and stopped at Port Clyde at

1:15 P. M. and went ashore and stocked up with grub. Leaving at

3 P. M., we went to through Davis Straits with^a head wind, and
finding we could not lay our course for EasternEgg Book, we went
'
*The lines of the Velma. 17ft. l.w.L, were published in the Fobkst

AND SXBEAM of Jan. 31, 1880, with a Cruisej the second cruise being
published on March 6, 1890.

by the Red Buoy on the Keys, and with light winds went near
Gangway Rock and Franklin Island Light, and hauled sharp on
the wind for ^ew Harbor. We passed close to Crane Island and
the Devil's Back and Elbow, and when near Haddock Island, as
the wnnd was falling, we ran down by Cross lala.nd and into Marsh-
Harbor, where wo anchored at 7 P. M. We were well provided
with charts and pilots: in the daytime we sailed by the Atlantic
Local Coast Pilot, as the coast was described well and we were
able to make many harbors that we would not have ventured into
without its aid. In thick weather and at night we sailed by
Eldredge's Coast Pilot, as we knew that was corrected to date.
Next morning, with the tide aud a breath of air, we went by Pem-
aquid through Fisherman's Island Passage and outside of Seguin
at noon. We then had a light breeze and passed outside of Half
Rock at 2:50 and got to Portland Head at 5 P. M, and anchored in
the harbor at 6 o'clock.
Wednesday, July 33, we left Portland in company with a sloop;

we beat out around Cape Eliiiabeth in a heavy wind and sea that
worked into a regular smoky sou'wester; we got along well until
near Richmond's Island, where we got it very rough. The sea
was very sharp and the worst the skipper was ever in, although
he had fished all around St. Lawrence Bay from June until Octo-
ber; it broke over us at times, and a sharp one filled the tender.
The mate was below, head and shoulders into the after looker
after oilskins, the skipper yelled ''Help," and the mate was on
deck instantly, as he never heard the skipper call for help before.
We hauled the tender alongside and managed to save one pair of
oars and the spritsail, and were afraid we should have to leave the
tender, as she might drag us on the rocks; but the little cutter
towed her along all right and the water partly ran out over the
stern. Soon we were able to start sheets, and ran around the
west point of Richmond's Island and into the haj'bor. where we
anchored at 3 P. M., and dried our clothes in the bright aim. We
w^ent ashore and crossed the island to the cliiTa and watched the
heavy seas break over the ledges, thankful that we had passed
them as well as we did. We would probably have got along better
to have kept further off shore.
We sailed out in the morning with light wind which died away,

and then the fog shut in very thick; we drifted around and the
fog lilted before noon, and after passing Wood Island we got a
good lireeze and started sheets a little. 'vVe were at Cape Ned-
dick at 5 P. M., and kept on for Portsmouth, but we lost the wind,
it was calm for some time, and then the wind started in from the
sea when we were near the bell buoy. As we passed Whale's
Back the fog was very thick, and it was hard work to locate
Portsmouth Light, as the shore lights were so plenty, but steering
hy compass we soon h^ard the noise of the breakers on Fort Point,
and hauled around the light and anehoi-ed near the Newcastle
shore at 11:45 P, M. Soon ^^STiale's Back began to roar and kept it

up at times for the next two days. We lay at anchor Friday and
Saturday, weather wet and foggy, and the schooners came run-
ning in for a harbor, it was at the time of tbe cyclone at Law-

'"^Sfttiirdav night the clouds broke away, but it was still foggy.
It was clear in the morning and we left early in company with
the cutter Milicete and a fleet of schooners. The wind was light

and ahead, we struck a heavy squally breeze near Rockport,
which died away entirely when past Thatcher's Island at about
2:;50 P. M„ and we towed into Gloucester in company with Vashti,
and anchored just below the Lighthouse wharf at 10:30 P. M. The
night was clear and the moon shone brightly. Next morning the
mate left on the cars, and the skipper and son started for Lynn.
A bright clear day with very little wind uutU we got to Half-Way
Rock, then a fair breeze took us by Nahant and into Lynn, and
we were at home again. VBtiSiA,

THE MONTGOMERV SAILING CLUB.

THIS club, which was located on the Schuylkill River at Nor-
ristown. Pa., not far from Philadelphia, has lately disbanded

after four seasons of very good racing, on account of internal dis-

sensions. In spite of natural disadvantages from the narrow
liver and the squally^ winds, the club has been quite prosperous,

a number of races being sailed each year with good entries, the
fleet comprising various small craft, such as tuck-ups, duckers
and canoes. The usual difficulties of handicapping a mixed fleet

had been very fairly met , and the racing was established on a very
satisfactory basis in this respect, which makes it all the more to

be regretted that good spnrt has been spoiled by lack of harmony.
So far as we are aware, the main source of the trouble lies in the
fact that the race committee was composed of men directly inter-

ested in the competing b lats. While this is sometimes a necessity

in small clubs, the active memhers being all racing men, it is

very undesirahle, as it is an exceedingly difficult matter tor any
man. however fair he may be, to give an impartial opinion in a
case in which he is personally interested. We would advise the
parlies in the present case to adjust their ditTerences if possible

and reorganize the club with a race committee composed entirely

of non-racing and disinterested men, at the satne time overhaul-

ing their rules if necessary iu order to avoid any new disputes.

SiKjh a course will be more satisfactory in the end than to aban-
don all racing. The following report of the dissolution of the

club which we have been compelled to shorten somewhat, was
furnished by the secretary: ^ u too-
The Montgomery Sailing Club was organized in March, IShv,

and the racing during the past four years has been very spirited.

Canoes duckers, tuckups and hikers raced m one class under a
handicap rule. Slight changes have been made at the beginning
of each racing season; but the allowances have been practically

the same throughout the four seasons, although b^sed on differ-

ent rules at diiferent times. The handicaps for the last two .sea-

sous have been based on sail area, the value of sail being com-
puted at 3 seconds per square foot per mile.

At the beginning ot the season of 1890 it was decided to hold
thirteen races, the best ten races of each boat to count for the
championship. The winner of each race received 10 points, the

last boat one point, and the others acording to the order in which
thev finished. The summaries of several of the earlier races

were published in the Fokbstand Stream. Everything went
smoothly until the ninth race, which was started on Aug. 10 at
1-30 P. M., the first half to windward,
'The smaller hoats, which were given their time at the start,

were haa'dly away before a very severe storm swept down the

^'iTour tuckups aud one sharpie (Stranger), 15ft. boats, with cat

rigs IBSft, area, were hovering about the line with full sail set.

Soine of the captains were hailing members of the race committee
in an endeavor to have the race postponed. Finally Com. Mac-
Allister, captain of the Stranger, made a signal indicating his de-

cision that it should be a go. The starter displayed his signal and
the boats were off like greyhounds. By the time that the leaders

had made a couple of tacks heavy black clouds were looming up
in the west, and soon the rain poured in torrents, accompanied by
flashes of lightning aud piercing crashes of thunder exceeding
anything thai nas been experienced in this locality for many
years. The wind increased to a gale, and every one of the boats

ran ashore and dropped sail. The storm soon passed over, and
was succeeded by a light breeze, Wltat were the racers to do?

Every boat had been brought to a standstill by stress ot weather,

and the crews had landed and taken refuge in boat houses along
the shore. There was no agreement among the contestants to

auit The commodore, being a contestant in the race and a mem-
tier "of the race committee, did not call the race off. In this

dilemma. Captain Ritter, of the tuckup Volunteer, approached
the commodore and asked how about the race? The commodore
answered, "We vrtil sail it off next week." The boats then made
sail aud ran home. No one proposed finishing the race at the

time Afterward several parlies claimed that they thought the

race 'was lost, and that they knew nothing of what the commo-
dore had decided in regard to it. As will be seen later on, the

question as to whether tbe Commodore had the right to say that

It would be sailed off, was one of the most important questions

'the club was ever called upon to decide. ^ ^, . ^.

The number of points to the credit of each boat up to thia time
was as follows: Nellie, 58.93; Stranger, .53,81; Igidious. 49.83; Volun-
teer 44 93- J. S. Lever, 33.89; VesuviU'j, 38.5 i. etc. Volunteer had
been sailed in three races by her owner, £'red Whitman, and on
one occasion she had stopped to pick up the crew of a capsized

boat and thereby lost her position in the race. She did not start

in one race, so that she had but six r:ices to her credit, in one of

which she received but one point, while the other leading boats

had seven races each to their credit, Geo. W. Ritter, one of the

best sailors in the club, had given up sailing his canoe after the

first three races, and had taken the Volunteer for the balance of

the season. He had sailed her in tbe last three races and scored

''S 71 points, which was more than any other boat had scored in the

same races. It was therefore evident that, barring accident, the
final struo-<''le for the championship would be between the Nellie

and Volunteer. The race days bad been fixed at the beginning of

the season. 13 races and no more, and 10 races to count for the

'^^T^he'race^'t^ Aug. 3 had been lost through lack of wind, so that
the Volunteer had already lost two races, and had one record of

i point which she wished to throw away in making up her record

for the season. To do this she had to make every race during the

halanoe of the season, Tbe Nellie, Stranger and iKidigus had each
7 raoeB to their credil, and could tnerefore afford to loae two rae«i9
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duving the balance of tlie seasnu. One member of the race com-
mittee gave it as his opinion that when a race was once started
there can be no recall. The captain of the Volunteer said he
would not abide by any such decision, inasmuch as he had been
informed by the commodore that the race would be sailed off. and
requested that a meeting of the race committee be called. This
was done, and the captains and some of the members of the crews
of the leading boats were invited to be present on Aug. 12. The
commodore admitted having made the remark that the race
would be sailed. Capt. Bitter stated that if the commodore had
not given him this assurance he would have gonet>n and flnisliPd
the race after the worst of the storm was over. After a long dis-
cussion it was decided to resail the race on Aug. 17, which was
done, the regular races of the series following as arranged.
About one month pre-snous to the close of the racing season

Capt. Fred. Rochell gave notice that he would enter protest
against the resailed race of Aug. 17 being counted in the cham-
pionship series, basing bis protest on a claim that he was informed
at the meeting of Aug. 13 that without this race the Volunteer
could not make ten races, and that in the interest of fair play he
had consented to resail the race; but later he had ascertained the
fact that the Volunteer could make ten races by counting the
race in which she had gone to the assistance of the tuck-up J. S.
Lever, which was capsized, and which race netted the Volunteer
one point. This question was not acted upon by the race commit-
tee, as it was well known that any such action would result in a
deadlock in the committee, which is composed as follows: E. P.
MacAUister, Commodore; Fred. Rochell, Vice-Commodore; E. A.
Leopold, Secretary; Albert Rochell, Timor. The Rochell brothers
would have voted that the resailed race should be thrown out,
while the other members of the committee would have voted that
tlie race was legal.
A meeting of the club was called Oct. 14 for the purpose of de-

ciding the championship question and awarding the prize.
Capt. Rochell, after making two protests against Volunteer,

which were not allowed, objected to the resailed race being
counted in the record, on the ground that he had not been notified
by the commodore that the race was off and would be resailed.
On the other hand, it was contended tliat the race could have
heon continued after the storm had the commodore so ordered,
but ihft t he ordered a resail at a future date.
A long and heated discussion followed, during which it became

necessary at times for the older members of the club to inform
some of the hot-headed youngsters that the question must be
settled by argument and ballot, and that a resort to any other
means of settlement would not be allowed. It was suggested that
tlie Volunteer and Nellie sail one race to decide the championship,
but neither would agree to this. It was then proposed to give each
a prize, hut they would not accppt. Mr. William Rochell, Sr., the
oldest member of the club, proposed that we ''sail it all over next
year." This was not agreed to. Five of Mr. Rochell's sons are
members of the club, and they were all present, After about two
hours' discussion a call was made for a report of the record of
each boat for the season. The secretary reported as follows.

Boat. Captain, Points. Races.
Volunteer G. W. Rifter 89.43 10
Nellie Fred Rochell H7.39 10
Stranger E. P. MacAllister 7^i.54 10
Igidious J. L. Hallman 71.43 10
J. S. Lever J. S. Lever 43.64 10
lola Geo. Walker 31.37 6
Vestivius Alfred Rochell 29.53 7
Gracie E. A. Leopold 28.43 10
Sadie G. W. Ritter 33.44 3
Katie L . . . W. M. Mairs 20.08 4
Starlight. L. G. Palmer 11.00 3
Priscilla W. Scbnipp 7.70 3
MaryL

,
. . ...N. McCov 7.78 5

Lizzie B W. M. Snllivan 5.00 3
J. S. Frith 1. S. Frith 4.76 3
Pennsylvania T. Adamson 6.00 3
Scott W. Shine 1.00 1
Flying Eagle J. Reeb 1.00 1
A motion was made to accept the report as read. The motion

was lost by a vote of 9 to 6. The treasurer reported all debts paid
and a balance of 881.18 in the treasury. Moved and seconded that
tlie club disband. Carried unanimously.

E. A. Leopold, Seo'y and Treas.

THE "COUPE DE FRANCE."—The permanent organization
of the Comit6 de Yacht Frangais, to which we have lately alluded,
has been completed, and a meeting was held on Jan. 6 at the office
of Le YaoliU at which it was resolved to establish a cup to be
called tiie "Coupe de France," as a prize for an international
yacht race in French waters, under the rule of the "Union des
Soci6te3 de Navigation de Plaisanoe Maritime." The race will be
sailed in 1892. A public subscription, which promises to be suc-
cessful, has been opened to secure funds for the venture. The
immediate end. of the committee is to foster the construction of
racing yachts in Prance, as the first step toward a successful par-
ticipation in international racing.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.-At the meeting of the
Corinthian Mosquito Fleet on Jan. 19. the following officers were
elected; Com., Oswald Sanderson; Vice-Corn., Waltei- Thomp-
son; Sec, Harold S. Forwood; Treas., John A. Starr; Regatta
Committee, Dr. Theodore S. Ledyard, J. M. Williams and Dr. P.
S. Grant.
CHOCTAW.—The new owners of Choctaw are Hon. C. F. BMwn,

of the Newburgh Canoe and Boating Association, Com. H. C.
Higglnson and Mr. G. Van Nostrand, of the Orange Lake Ice
Yacht Club.

SULTANA, steam yacht, Mr. T. L. Park, is reported by cable
as having grounded stern foremost on a rock in the harbor of Port
Mahon, Inland of Minorca, in a heavy gale, the extent of the dam-
age not being stated. On Jan. 27 she arrived at Marseilles.
WENONAH, cutter, is reported sold by Mr. Jas. Stillmaa to H.

O, Cook, of New Bedford. Wenonah was one of the first large
cutters built in this country.

THE AUXILIARY NAPHTHA LAUNCH.
NEARLY a year since, on Feb. 13, 1890, we published the interior

plans and description of an auxiliary naphtha launch, the
Etcetera, an experiment in the way of naphtha launches that has
proved quite a success after two years trial. The accompanying
drawings, for which we are indebted to the builders, the Gas
Engine & Power Co., of New York, show a newer craft of the
same description, now building for an extended cruise from the
coast to the Great Lakes. This yacht will be rigged like the
Etcetera, with mainsail, jib and mizen, the model including sulTi-
cient keel for sailing purposes. The dimensions are:

Length over all .35ft.
L.W.L 31ft. 3tn.

Beam extreme 8ft. 6in.
L.W.L 8ft. lin.

Draft extreme 3ft.
Least freeboard 1ft. S^i^n.
Sheer bow Itt. 9in.

stern ^J^iu.
The frame is of oak, the timbers being all Steamed and bent,

and every care is taken to secure the strength which is so im-
portant in a cruising craft. The interior arrangement will be
similar to that of the Etcetera, but the cabin will be smaller in
proportion to the added length of the boat, giving acccommoda-
tions tor four men; the large open cockpit will he fitted with a
tent and awning under which the cooking will be done and where
part of the crew will ^leep, except in very bad weather. The
motive power will be one of the new ten horse-power naphtha
engines, placed in the usual position, in the stern, thus leaving
the greater part of the boat unencumbered by the engines and
boiler. A small lead keel is provided as a steadier. In such a boat
a party of three or four can spend the summer in cruising of the
most enjoyable sort, finding their way at will )}y river and canal
to almost any part of the country, and cruising in these craft is
each year becoming more popular. The cleanly and compact
nature of the fuel, and the ease with which it can be obtained, are
great points in its favor.

SENATE BILL 4-821.

THE proposal to exclude by legislative action the foreign-built
;yachts now racing in American waters has thus far met with

general condemnation' from the yachtsmen of New York; and
though Boston has not yet been heard from, her sailormen will
no doubt oppose the measure as soon as its full import is fully
understood. We quote the following from the report of the Com-
missioner of Navigation for 1890, lately published:
"Yachts of Foreign Build Used in the United States.—Consid-

erable complaint has been circuluted by the press and otherwise
because foreign-built, but American-owned and chartered vachts
fly toe American yachting ensign and are freely used in the United
States to the exclusion of vessels of American build. The practice
of obtaining such ve'^sels for use here arose from the privilege
granted by Section 4216, Revised Stututes, which allows any yacht
to leave a port without a clearance if the foreign nation to which
it belongs grants a similar privilege.
"It will be seen that this privilege may easily be abused, and

that vessels might be introduced with a view to their remaining
in the United States permanently, without payment of duties,
something that was obviously not contemplated !Sy the law. The
existing legislation upon the subject is vague and complicated,
and this office has experienced much difficulty in Folving the
various riddles presented relating to the matter. The Bureau has
not held that these vessels may be retained for use here, and con-
siders that such use would be an offense against the laws. A con-
trary opinion is expressed by interested parties. The regulations
governing yachts state that such vessels, navigating without docu-
ments become subject to disabilities. No case involving the dis-
puted points has been submitted to the courts so far as this office
18 aware, and the question as to what disabilities are incurred,
therefore, has not tieen judicially determined. To allow the free
impor'ation of these vessels into the United States would he un-
just to builders here. Additional legislation seems necessary, and
it is suggested that section 4316 ba amended by the addition thereto
of the following provision:
"Any such vessel, howevei', remaining in the United States a

longer period than six months in any one year, or sold to, or be-
coming the property of, a citizen of the United States, or char-
tered from the owner, shall become subject to duties at the rate
of $30 per gross ton, and if navigated in the United States shall
become subject to a tonnage tax of $1 per ton at every port at
which she may arrive. Any vessel, whether used as a" pleasure
vessel, yacht or otherwise, and whether of foreign or domestic
built or ownership, not documented by the Government of the
United States and not otherwise provided for by law. found navi-
gating between district and district, or between different places
in the same district, shall be liable to a fine of |I00.
"Any vessel, not documented as a yacht of the United States,

displaying the yacht ensign prescribed by law shall be liable to a
fine of |oO."
We have had occasion to follow very closely the history of the

introduction of foreign yachts in America, a matter only of the
past ten years, and in this time we have found little or no com-
plaint on the part of yachtsmen or of the press, against the
presence of these craft. The fact is generally recognized to-day
that to foreign competition alone is due the great stride in Ameri-
can yachting from the ancient wooden tubs of the seventies to the
Volunteer and Gossoon of the present time. It may be that there
are builders, or even desigoers, so blind as to favor for temporary
gain a measure like this, but the gi'eat body of yachtsmen, to-
gether with all interested in the production of yachts, are well
aware that international racing and the sharp competition of
foreign designers is the life and stimulus of American yachting.
This is an era of protection, and if other industries are to enjoy

its alleged benefits it would be unfair to exclude yacht building,
and a tariff on yachts would be no more unjust than on other
foreign products. Oa this poiat, however, the logic of the report
is very much at fault, aud in no way in harmony even with the
theory of protection.

Any posable injustice to yacht builders, as suggested by the
report, could be overcome by the imposition of a duty on foreign
built yachts, such as the proposed bill calls for. It does not fol-
low, however, from any of the premises that it is necessary, after
a man has paid duty on his yacht, that he must be prohibited from
racing or even sailing her in order to protect American builders.
Granting that, aa stated, "to allow the free importation of these
(foreign built) vessels, would bo unjust to builders here." then all
that is secessary is to make them subject to duty; which, once
paid, they are free to sail at will. To impose on them a tonnage
tax which would so tie themupini-ed tape that they would be
unable to sail from port to port with the fleet of native built craft,
is a serious injustice; but the act does not rest even here. There
is no provision by which a foreign built yacht can be documented
as a vessel of the United States, so that the whole sum and sub-
stance of the act is to hamper as far as possible yachts of genuine
foreign ownership which may visit temporarily American waters,
and to prohibit entirely the ownei ship of these yachts by Ameri-
cans.
This sort of protection goes far beyond the mere builders and

reaches the designers, and while these gentlemen are no less en-
titled to the beneflfs of the protective system than other Ameri-
can citizens, we have not found any yet who are looking for a,

handicap in their favor in their contests with the designs of the
Clyrlo.
We have studied carefully the voluminous report of the

Commissioner of Navigation, covering a wide range of subjects
relating to American shipping, but we fail to find a word for
yachts or yachting. The sole mention of this most important
subject Is in the form of recommendations such as those above,
for restrictions and penalties on American as well as foreign
pleasure craft. There is not a word in favor of such exemptions
and privileges as might easily be conferred on pleasure vessels
without injustice to merchant craft or conflict with the shipping
laws; but on the contrary the attempt is made to force the yachts-
man into compliance with laws made for large merchant vessels
and not for yachts. Not only are Minerva and Clara placed on a
level with the ordinary tramp "lime-juicer," but their American
sisters, though faring much better, must comply with the same
laws that were made for the coaster and the collier.

THE MEASUREMENT OF SAIL AREA.
'j^HE Brooklyn Y. C. has for a year past used the Seawanhaka

rule, or as its basis of allowance, but as the fleet Is

composed of cattioats and sloops, the former rig including most of
the racing craft, the method and measurement used by the
Seawanhaka C. Y. C. has been replaced by a measurement of
the actual area as nearly as possible as given in the following re-
port of the club measurer at the annual meeting this month:
To the President and Memb&rs of the Brooklyn Y. C

:

The fleet of the club at the end of the year 1890 comprised 52
craft.
Of this number the following are measured: Vida, Homing,

Faustina. Bess, Carrie, Seneca, Irene, Brminie, Union, Seminole,
Minnie, Grace, Manhattan, Alice, Ponchito, Alma. Myra, Ger-
trude, Mull, Luna, Grimalkin, Killdee, Rose; total 33.
The following are partly measured, by which is meant sufficient

measurements were ascertained to rate in case of entry for a re-
gatta: Mamie, Chief. .Josephine, Siren, White Wings, Mabel,
Owl, Ray, Iroquois, Isolde, Daisy, Gipsy, Studio; total 13.
The following have not been measured; Bijou, Effle. Phoenix,

Gorilla, Sunbeam, Sophia, La|Cignale, Mariquita, Aimee, Gladia-
tor, Lotus, Wacondah, Sinbad, JEoIus, Circe, Decoy; total 16.

I have the pleasure to report also that measurements have gen-
erally given satisfaction, very few indeed questioning accuracy,
and a moment's explanation satisfied them; hence the club can
be congratulated on the absence of disputes and protests arising
from questions of measurements, especially as the last season
was our first exp?rienoe in combining or compounding sail meas-
urements with hull dimensions.
Concerning my experience as measurer last season I have

found no angular measurements of spars of mainsail yachts bear-
ing resemblance to the S. C. Y. 0. for sloops, cutters, etc., can be
relied on for giving satisfactory results for our requirements of
actual area.
Concerning our rule, actual area for mainsail yachts, I have

found difficulty in getting true measurements. At the commence-
ment of my work I took second and third measurements of several
yachts to ascertain whether a satisfactory mean could be deter-
mined, but found the safer plan was to measure spars and the
after leach on a direct line, when sail was dry and hoisted to
position carried on the particular yacht.
For the future I would recommend measuring mainsail yachts

as follows:
Ascertain length of gaff and boom each from after side of mast

to end of each—the luff (when gaflE is hoisted as closely as possible
to throat halliard block on masr)—from the underside of the gafiE
jaws along after side of the mast to top of saddle or lower band of
gooseneck, the distance from upper point of luff measurement to
the end of the boom and the distance from the lower point of luff
measurement to end of gaff when peaked up full extent sail per-
mits, and make a draft to scale and calculate area.
Concerning measurements of other rigs I find the square root of

sail measurement generally exceeds the load waterline, which
places a tax on the boats. The "compound rating" is the rule of
other clubs, and has for a base line an establishment of equality
of load waterline and square root of sail plan as delineating a
medium rigged boat. We can be scarcely accused of having yachts
carrying immoderate sail area, yet the rule puts us somewhat in
that position, as most of the boats are taxed. RespnctfuUy sub-
mitted. R. C. Hopkins, Meas.

FORTY OR FORTY.SI.S FEBT,-Mr, John B, Paine has a 46ft.
as well as » 40ft. design ready, aud is not decided which to build
from.
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THE DOCUMENTING OF AMERICAN YACHTS.
WHILE the laws of thp United States liave been in no way fair

to pleasure eraft. imposing on tliem resirictiona originally
intended solely for merchant veasela, the interpretation and en-
fcrceTOent of these laws has been for some years carried out in a
liberal and accommodating spirit by nearly all ofiiciais, from the
highest to the lowest. Within the past year, however, a great
change has beeu made, the existing laws being enforced to the
letter, and this winter certain further changes have been proposed
which will impose added restrictions on pleasure craft.
In 1883 it was decided by the Treasury Department that no yacht

was compelled to take out papers of anyltind, nor would papers
be granted to any yacht, under 20 tons. In the following year it

was decided that the Commissioner of Navigation should be
specially charged with tlie decision of all questions relating to the
issue of licenses to vessels; by virtue of which authorization
pleasure vessels liavo since tliat timebeen placed on a par in many
respects with merchant ships.
Not only were licenses made compulsory in vessels over 20 tons,

hut the limit has since been reduced, and last year in some dis-
tricts all yachts over 5 tons were compelled to taKe out licenses,
and to comply with the requirements of the law in regarrl to name,
anchor lights, number on main beam, and similar details.
Yachtsmen will do well to take notice that every yacht over 5

tons must take out a license every year, .and yachts over 20 tons
must be enrolled as well under penalties as follows:

sitsopsis osf LAWS hegujjAting the coasting trade.
Vessels of twenty tons and upwards must be enrolled and

licensed; if less than twenty tons, licensed only.
The license, in every case, is granted for one year, ,and must be

surrendered within three days after its expiration; or, if it expire
•while the vessel is absent from the district, within three days
after her arrival; or, if it expire when the vessel is not in use, the
master should surrender the license and report the fact to the
Collector. The penalty for neglect, in either case, is fifty dollars.
If the vessel is sold, lost, or abandohed, the fact must be reported
to the Collector with a surrender of the marine papers, or, should
they be lost, report of such loss should be made. A report must
also be made of any accident, collisiou, or casualty causing loss of
life or injury to persona or property, vyithin five days, under a
penally of one himdred dollars.
The tonnage of every documented vessel of the United States

and official number awarded, must be carved or otherwise per-
manently marked on the main beam; when omitted the vessel
will incur a penalty of thirty dollars.
Captains are required to exhibit their pajjers when demaded by

an officer of the Revenue. The penalty for refusal is one hun-
dred dollars.
A vessel found with a forged or altered license, or making use

of a license granted to another vessel, or engaged in any trade
other than that specified in her license is liable to forfeitu-re.
If the license of a vessel expires while she is in a district to

which she does not belong, the fact should be reported to the
Collector of the Port, and the law providing for such cases com-
plied with.
Temporary registers, enrollments and license, issued to vessels

when absent from home ports, should be delivered to the Col-
lector within ten days after arrival within the district in which
the vessel belongs; penalty for neelect, one hundred dollars.
Vessels entitled to be documented under the United States laws

engaged in the coasting trade or fisheries without papers are sub-
ject to a penaUy of thirty dollars at each port of arrival.
The name and home port o I' the vessel must be painted on her

stern with white, yellow or gilt letters, three inch«'s long, on a
black ground. Steamers, in addition, must also have the name on
each outer side of the pilot-house, and (in ca.se the vessel has side-
wheels) on the outer side of each wheel-house, in letters not less
than six inches in length, under a penalty of twenty dollars for
licensed, and fifty dollars for registered vessels. The u.se of any
name other than that in the license or register subjects the vessel
to forfeiture.
Every change of n)aster must be reported to the collector of the

port, and indorsed on the license or register, under a penaltj of
ten dollars for licensed, and one hundred dollars for registered
vessels.
The Atlantic sea-coast is divided into three great coasting dis-

tricts: The first extends from the eastern bottndary of the United
States to the southern boundry of Georgia. The second from the
river Perdido, the eastern boundary of Alabama, to the Kio
Grande. The third comprises the coast ot the State of Florida.
Licensed vessels under twenty tons, in ballast, or laden wholly

with American goods, or with distilled spirits, or foreign goods, in
packages as imported, not exceeding four hundred dollars in
value, or foreign goods the aggregate value of which does not ex-
ceed eight handred dollars in value, may trade from a customs
district in one State to a customs district in the same or an ad-
joining State, and a vessel of twenty tons btirden or more, so
laden, may trade from one customs district to another in the same
great district, or from a State in one great district to an adjoin-
ing State in another great district, without entering or clearing;
but such vessels must be provided with a manifest, under penalty
of twenty dollars; or if any part of the cargo be foreign goods,
under penalty of fifty dollars.
Any vessels engaged in the coasting trade must enter and clear,

except under the above circumstances.
Registered vessels are required to clear and enter when depart-

ing from 01' entering any district, either with cargo or in ballast,
unless from one district to another in the same or an adjoining
State on the sea coast, in which case they are exempt, unless
laden with distilled spirits or foreign goods, the aggregate valtie
of which exceeds $800.
The enrollment and license expire whenever the o^vllership,

rig, size or employment of the vessel is changed, and the change
must be reported and new papers obtained.
Boats and lighters not masted , or, if masted, not decked, em-

ployed in a harbor exclusively; boats under five tons in burden;
canalboats, without propeUing apparatus of their own, while em-
ployed in voyages wholly or partly on the canals or other internal
waters of a State and not carrying passengers; and flat-boats,
barges, and like craft, not propelled by iaternal motive power ot
their own, on the rivers or lakps of the LTnited States are exempt
from the laws above mentioned
In bis last report the Commissioner of Navigation makes the

following recommendations:
"A change of law for the marking of vessels' names is desirable

partly for the public convenience and partly to liberate ship
owners from the objectionable restra-ints of the present statutes.
•'The recent international maritime conference considered this

subject of marking names and concluded to recommend the rule
recited in the bill to follow, which has been introdu'^ed for pas-
sage by Congress. The recommendation of the Conference wiU
doubtless be adopted by all nations. But there is a better reason
for our adoption of it than even this one. Ship owners are now
at liberty to consult their tastes or their economy in marking
their vessels' names. Many of them desire to put on carved let-

ters, but are prevented by the Revised Stattites. section 4178, and
its amendment, June 23, 1874, which provides for 'painting' the
name 'on' or 'upon the stern.' By the steamboat law, section '14fl5,

the name, in addition to being 'painted' on the stern of steam-
boats, must be 'placed on the pilot house and wheel house if there
be one.' Thus the pilot and wheel house names may be of carved
or ornamented letters. A special law for yachts, 1883. provides
that 'such vessels shall have their name and port placed on some
conspicuous portion of their hull.' By this bill it is proposed to
treat all A'essels as having the same rights and privileges, regard-
less of how they may be propelled or for what purpose used.
"There is now a fine of $50, half going to the informer. If vessels'

names are not put on the sterns with a paint brush, 'on a black
ground in white, yellow or gilt letters.' The bill permits owners
to use a light color on a dark ground, or a dark color on a light
ground: and, while securing distinctness in the public interest,
the new law will allow the owner to exercise his taste in painting
his ship, steamer, schooner or yacht without fear of an informer
or the dread of a revenue cutter. The biU requires 4 in place of
Sin. for minimum length of letters. Tnis will increase their visi-

bility one-third. Perhaps the most important amendment of the
law in the public interest is the requirement of name on each bow.
Often it is, that the stern cannot be oonvenientiy, or possibly seen,
and there is no way to learn the name. In the case of accidents
in. navigation it is very important to know the names of the vessels
concerned. Many offending vessels have escaped justice for the
want of their names being marked on the bows. The bill seeks a
small amendment of our statutes, but it takes small strokes and
light touches to work out perfection. This bill will perfect the
marking of vessels' names, and, in this particular, bring our laws
abreast of the age.
"A Bill to amend Section 4178, Revised Statutes, providing for the
marking of vessels' names atbow and stern.
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of

the United States of America in Congress assembled, That section
forty-one hundred and seventy-eight of the Revised Stattites be,
and the same is hereby, amended to read entire as follows:
"The name of every documented vessel of the LTnited States

shall be marked upon each bow and upon the stern, and the home
port shall also be marked noon the stern. These names shall be
tUKtad «r o&rveil and griMaa in Romsuv letters in a light color on

adark ground, or in a dark color on a light ground, and to be dis-
tinctly visible. The smallest letters used shall not be less in size
than four inches. If any vessel of the United States shall be
found without these names being so market!, the owner or owners
shall be liable to a penalty af ten dollars for each name omitted:
Provided, however, That the names on each bow may be marked
within the year eighteen hundred and ninety-one. The draught
of every docttnaented vessel shall also be marked upon the stem
and sternpost in feet, in Arabic or Roman numerals. The bottom
of each mtmeral shall indicate the draught of that line,"
As we understand this, it applies In all its provisions to yachts

over live tons, as well as to merchant vessels. A yacht of about
35ft. l.w.l., 10ft. beam, and 3ft. draft would measm-e nearly five
tons.
There is so little in common between a pleasure craft and a

merchant vessel, a racing or cruising yacht and a working
schooner, clipper ship or a fishing boat, that there is no ground
for the assumption on which all laws are apparently based; that
these various vessels can be fairly classed together. Nearly all
of the restrictions now placed on yachts are entirely unnecessary
and might be removed with no loss to the Government or to the
merchant marine, and with great benefit to yachtsmen. The
value of a large and successful pleasure navy to a maritime
nation is suflaeieutly great to warrant Government support: but
yachtsmen do not ask even this, all they want is to be let alone as
far as is possible, to be freed from useless restrictions and allowed
to follow their sport freely as long as they do not infringe on the
rights of others.

A NEW YACHTING ORGANIZATIOK.-It Is proposed by a
number of the younger yachtsmen of Boston to form a new yacht
club, similar to the "Mud-hook" Yacht Club of Scotland, which
has its headquarters on the Clyde. The Mud-hook Club, so-called,
has no club house, and the annual dues are nominal. Every year
the club gives a series of several days' racing, at the time when
the schedtile of English races brings the racing fleet to the Clyde.
Only yacht owners can belong to the organization, and the mem-
bership is composed particularly of the owners of racing yachts.
After the series is completed a big barge is secured, which is
anchored in the stream. A band of music is engaged and a
sumptous dinner gotten up by subscription. At this dinner the
prizes won by the various yachts are presented to the owners, and
speech-making and general jollification are in order. The dinner
of the Mud-hook Club is one of the events of the season, and is

looked forward to with a great deal of pleasant anticipation. The
members of the club hail from all over the United Kingdom. They
wear a galvanized watch chain, with a small anchor or "mud-
hook" attached, which forms the insignia of the club. Into this
chain the members weavesmall golden charms, such as individtial
helmsman's prizes and the like. The Adams brothers were guests
of this club when they were abroad in 1889, and they have long
thought that such a club would add to the interest iu yachting in
this country. Charles A. Prince has taken up the matter and is
the prime mover in the present effort to establish such an organi-
zation. It is proposed to have a headquarters at Manchester-by-
the-Sea, where possibly a small and inexpensive oltib station may
be maintained. Races will be given during the stimmer, which,
with the races of the Eastern and Corinthian yacht clubs, will
make things lively on the North shore. Probably the 46ft., 40et.
and .30ft. classes will receive the most attention, as they are the
chief racing classes at present, and from these classes most of the
members will be drawn. Such a club, composed of such men as
Mr. Prince, the Adams brothers, E. D. Morgan. C. H. W. Foster,
August Belmont, the Carroll brothers, A. Hemenway, Cornelius
Vanderbilt, 0. A. Longfellow, P. B. McQuesten, A. B. Turner,
Bayard Thayer, A.rchibald Rogers, W, P. Fowle, William Whit-
loclj, Gordon Dexter, and other owners of fast craft of their sizes
would stimulate interest iu yacht racing next season and would
make a regatta week of? Marblehead an assured success.—Bosto?i
Globe.

ROCHESTER Y. C—At a meeting of the regatta committee of
the Rochester Y. 0. on Jan. 15, the following programme was ar-
ranged for the coming season: May 30, opening cruise to Sodus
Bay. Ca.ptains report ou board flagship at 8:30 A. M. Start will
be made at 9:30 A. M. sharp. This will be a cruising handicap to
Sodus Bav for a pennant, .lune 11, sailing day and squadron re-
view by the commodore. Captains to report on board flagship at
2 P. M. Refreshments to be served at the club house in the even-
ing. June 18, ladies' day. Captains report on board fl.agship at
1 P. M. Start to be made at 1 P. M. Dancing, etc., iu the even-
ing. June 35, club race, general handicap for trophy prosided by
Com. White. Start to be made at 2 P. M. Jtily 3, annual cruise.
This is to be a handicap to Oak Orchard for a pennant. Captains
to report on board flagship at 9 A. M. July 20, Lake Yacht Racing
Association regatta; usual entertainment and refreshments in
the evening. Aug. fi, club regatta; Aug. 12, club regatta; Aug. 20,
club regatta; Aug. 37, club regatta. The las6 four races to be for
points, and the yachts scoring the greatest number in the four
races to receive prizes as follows: 1, yacht cannon; 2. a pair of
marine glasses; 3, yacht compass; 4, barometer. Sept. -30, ladies'
day, dancing, etc., in the evening. At the present time there are
three catboats from designs by Burgess, to be owned by Messrs.
Leary, Clark. Bennett and Reeves; Commodore White has pur-
chased the sloo^ Onward, of Providence, R. I., which will be the
flagship, and it is rumored that there will be several additions to
the fleet. The clubhouse i.^ to bo furnished, and from all indica-
tions the coming season will be the liveliest here since the organ-
ization of the club.

ROBERTS BOILERS.—The Roberts Safety Water-Tube Boiler
Co. report orders for 26 boilers within the past two weeks, 8 being
from California; in addition to which they have an order from
Riley & Cowley for a boiler, with 16sq. ft. of grate surface, to be
placied in l;he new Yale launch for coaching the Yale racing crew.
This boiler is to carry 2S01bs. of steam presstire and the launch is

guaranteed to average 14 miles per hour for a distance of 90 miles.
Tuis makes the third or fourth lannch that has been built for this
purpose and it will probably be the fii-st one which will fully
come up to the requirements, as a combination of the Roberts
boiler, a Riley & Cowley triple expansion engine, and a hull built
by Sam Ayers can hardly be excelled. The eight boilers for Cali-
fornia were ordered by the California Launch Company as the
result of the test ot one of them in a launch on San Francisco
Bay in connection with a Wells compound engine. They reported
that the expected speed was 9 miles and the actual speed 14J^ miles.

AMERICAN Y. C—The American Y. O. held its annual meet-
ing on Jan. 20 at Delmonico's with Com. Lawrence in the chair.
The following ofHceas %vere elected: Com., Archibald Walt:
Vice-Corn., Chas. H. Osgood; Rear Com., Frank R. Lawrence;
Seo'y, Thomas L. Scovlll; Treas., George W. Hall; Fleet Surgeon,
Charles 1. Pardee, M.D.; Meas., Chas. H. Haswell; Consulting
Engineer, Ge:irge W. Magee, U. S. N. Trustees—John P. Kennedy,
Washington E. Connor, William H.Starbuck, Edward H. Wether-
bee, Clement Gould, N. Louis Tunis aud William 1. Quintard,
Regatta Committee—George W.Hall, William S. Alley, Ezra S.
Connor, -L Howard Wainwiight and Walter J. Price. It was
decided to hold a regatta on July 4 for naphtha launches, the sail-

ing regatta on July 6, and on July 18 a regatta for the large steam
yachts.

THE NORTON STEAMER.—Beyond a vague and unoonfli-med
report that the vessel had been seen passing Gibraltar on Dec. 18,

nothing has been heard of the steamer F. L Norton, which sailed
from New York for France on Nov. 23. The little vessel was
entirely unfitted for such a voyage, and It is more than probable
that she will never be heard of.

A NEW YACHT CLUB.—The Audubon Y.C. whose qtiartcrs
are at 153d street. Hudson River^New York, has elected the fol-
lowing officers: Com., John Radtord: Vice-Gom,. Fred Dickens;
Fleet Captain, Henry Madden; Treas., Thomas Latham; Financial
See'y, Fred Van Riper; Corresponding Sec'y, William Elliott.

BOATS AND SKIFFS.—Mr. John J. Bockee, whose advertise-
ment appears on Rnother page, is now making a specialty of the
St. Lawrence skiff, a boat that is coming into great favor about
New York. His list also includes various classes of boats and
canoes.

YACHT AND BOAT HARDWARE.—We have received from
M. E. Blasier & Co., ot Utica, N. Y., their new and complete cata-
logue of brass work for yachts, boats and canoes,

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C—On Feb. 21 a complimentary dtrmer
wQl be ginen to Com. J. C. Soley, who has labored with such suc-
cess for the advancement of the club.

QUAKER CITY Y. C—At the annual meeting on Feb.4antmi-
ber of important changes will be acted on, the principal one being
the change of name to Philadelphia Y. C.

REBECCA, schr., has beeu sold by W. A. Gardner to F. M.
Hanshing, of New York.

LAPWING, cutter, has been sold by Dr. G. H. Tiklen to C. C.
Davis, of New York. -

"TFest Inclia Burricams and the Ch-eat March Blizzard." By
Everett Hauden, U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with 23
Mhogramhie plates. Pric& $1. Contatrvs fvU history of the areat
storm of March, 1888, with m-aettcal informatiion hmo to handlt a
oeneii n a et^dorte; use of ml ai mi^ etc.

No Notice Taken of Anonymoas Correspondents.

W. H. C, Hudson, N. Y.—We have no means of finding out the
dog's name.
E. L. S., Elgin, 111.—It is a.gainst otir rule to give advice as to

which is the best kennel.

J. W. G., Springboro, Pa.—Choose the hammerless; tlie weight
you name is heavy enough.

F. T. .J.—You will find quail, hares and wildfowl. We cannot
gpeak as to abundance.
W. M. C, Minnesota.—You will find deer and some moose in the

northern forests of your State.

A. B., Brighton, England.—We know of no published list of
naturalists in America that would answer your purpose.
R. C. D., Jersey City.—You can do accurate shooting with the

.11 so far as lightness is concerned. The action is reliable.

N. R., Westerly, R. I.—For a grizzly bear country and guide to
show you the hears write to Jack Munroo, Robare, Montana.
Stewart.—Kindly give me the addresses of one or two Englisli

breeders of wire-haired beagles. Ans. G. H. Nut, Pulborough,
England, and R. L. Lancaster. You had better write to Canine
Worid to forward the letters, as we do not know their proper ad-
dresses.

J. S.—1. Choose a modified choke, for all-around work. 3. For
patterns of.Greener and Francotte guns see reports of Forest and
Stream tests in issues of Aug. 1, Sept. 12 and Dee. 12, 1889. 3. TJie
7%lbs. gun, 30in. barrel, 12 bore, will answer for ducks. 4, Both
actions have their adherents.

C. S. B.—Please inform me whether there is any person or firm
manufacturing an aatomatic cartridge loading machine to be run
by steam power, such as are used by the companies now placing
loaded shotgun cartridges on the market. Ans. We know of
none but those controlled by the companies.

iW. B., Pittsburg, Pa.—Please inform me how to use No. 11 wads
in loading 12-gauge paper shells? I find I cannot use them with-
otit tearing and bulging shells. Ans. If your gun is bored true to
size a No. 12 wad willans^ver. This yot can decide by trial with
a wad in the barrel. With a proper loading tool a No. 10 wad can
be placed in a No. T2 shell.

Taxidekmist, Paterson, N. J.—1. You may learn the prices of
guns by corresponding with any of the dealers whose addresses
will be found in our advertising columns. 2. Wilson snipe are
protected in New Jersey except durinsr the months of March and
April, and between Sept. 30 and Deo. 16. '3 It is forbidden to kill
kingfishers "for the purpose of preserving or stufiftng the same as
an article of ornament or apparel."

N. C. B., Georaii.—1. Will a full-choked gun become swelled or
enlarged at muzzle by continuous shooting of ordinary charges V

2. How do you think black powder compares with the smokeless
varieties in point of hard hitting and close shooting? Ans. 1,

Yes. See article on page .512, issue Jan. 15, entitled "A New Sys-
tem of Boring Shotguns." 2. It is more uniformly eflrective.
Sportsman, Washington, D. C—Could any of your many

readers kindly tell me whether they know of any of our grouse
having been taken over and tried in England, and if so with
what results? They should be hardy, and being a grain feeder do
well. Also as to where one might be able to procure the birds
and what price per pair? Any information will be gladly accepted.
SuBSCRiBKR.—1. What would be considered a good target for a

16 to 20-gauge plain cylinder gim at say 40yds., oOin. circle, loaded
with loz. No. 8 LeRoy shot? 2. Is it true that guns of these gauges
cannot ue made to shoot hard unless they are choked? Ans. 1,

The gun should get about 60 per cent, of the shot in the circle.
Count a sample charge of shot. 2. Choking helps pattern and
penetration, but the latter is more influenced by the charge and
the loading.
R. 0. S., St. Johns, N. B.—Would you kindly give me a good

recipe for cement for ferrules for rods? Ans. Jlr. Henry P.Wells,
in "Fly-rnds and Fly-tackle," recommends shoemakers' wax,
gas-fitters' wax, and better, marine glue, a combination of rubber
and shellac. Gutta percha gum (to be had of dentists) is escel-
lent, or the rubber cement used to paste patches on shoes. The
gutta.-percha gum will require twenty four hours to harden.
C. W. A. B., Northampton.-1 wsh to inquire through the

columns of your valued paper if any reader can give me a receipt
for a "dead oil fini.sh" for a gun stock. I have tried two or three
different finishes, but none are satisfactory, as my gtm stock Is
rough and checked fi-om the last rain. Ans. "Hints and Points"
recommends to dissolve a few crystals of permanganate ofpotash
in water and rub well into the wood.
T. £. G., Shelbyville, Ind.—I have an English pointer called

Frank. I think he is about ten years old. He was sired by im-
ported Frank, dam, Devonshire Lass. I wane to have him regis-
tered, but have not the pedigree of Frank and Devonshire Lass.
Can you help me out in the matter? Ans. Neither dog is regis-
tered. You had better write to Mr. C. M. MunhaD, Cleveland, O.,
as he, in 1883, bred Devonshire Lass to Sensation.
F. E. A., Waterbury, Vt.—1. Is 3Mdrs. FFFG. powder, IMoz.

shot an excessive charge for a T^^lb. 12-gauge gun ? 3. WTiat is

the heaviest charge that can be safely used in such a gun ? 3. Is
buckshot safe to use if it will chamber in the muzzle ? 4. How
should the above gun be loaded for ducks? Ans. 1. No: but quite
enough for any work the gun will do. 2. Abottt 4drs. powder and
Ij^oz. shot. 3. Y'^es. 4. 3dts. powder, l^^oz. No. 6 sht t.

They Want an Ideal Spot.—Tuleao, O.—Can some of your
readers kindly inform me, through your estimable paper, where
two lovers of nature would be apt to find a suitable camping site,

located on small wooded lake or stream, where small game and
fish are not a rarity? We desire a good all-round camping place
to visit yearly—we have searched for such from year to year and,
while never failing to be rewarded in some measure, the ideal
spot has as yet failed to materialize. Onr leisure time is the
month of September.—L. Y''. W.
A. E. B., Philadelphia.—Do you consider that the rifling of a gun

would be injured by the use of a cartridge shorter than that for
which the chamber is adapted? For instance, the .45-70-500 car-
tridge in a double express chambered for a .45-125-300 shell. In
what direction would the accuracy of the shorter cartridge be
impaired under these conditions? Ans. The shooting with a car-
tridge shorter than the one for which the rifle is chambered would
very likely be irregular. The bullet does not take the rifling each
time alike.

W. H. M.—Cau you let me know through your columns the
pedigree of the fox-terrier Blemton Brash, No. 14,643, I think,
but am not positive about it ? Ans. Blemton Brash (14,273), by
Blemton Rubicon out of Blemton Bedlam, he by Regent out of
Rachel; Regent by Roysterer out of Ransom, by Brockenhurst
Rally out of RoUic; Roysterer, by Brockenhurst Rally out of
Jess. Blemton Bedlam, by Lucifer out of Village BeUe, he by
ohampian Splinter out of Kohinoor, by Dugdale Joe out of Dia-
mond Dust; Splinter, by Dickon out of Suttou Veda, by Tackier
out of Gradeley; D ckoo, by Hognaston Dick out of Mettle II.

FdIxL-Choke, Nuw Westminster, B. C—I have just shot a gun
for a customer at a piece of paper o7x36in. Gun is lO-bore, 33in.

barrels, both full-choked; charge, 4iirs. C. & H. Diamond powder
and IJ^oz. No. 2 shot. There were 148 pellets (actual count) in the
charge, and it put 94 with right barrel and 98 with left barrel into
paper; distance, 40yds. Is this a good shooting gun? Could a full-

choked gun be made to shoot closer than this? Pattern was well
distri buted. Ana. Your gun accounts for about 67 per cent, of the
shot in an area of 96gsq. in. In a regular testing circle of 30in.

there are 706.86sq. in., and a satisfactory gun ought to account for
two-thirds of the charge iu the 30in, circle. A choke ought to
show a closer pattern. Try patterns on the regular 30in. circle,

and then comparisons with other tests are quickly made.
Ri. B. P., Cambridge, Mass.—Will you kindly answer the follow-

ing questions through your valuable columns 1. A poodle bitch,
now a year and nine months old, showed signs of being in heat a
year ago, but has not come in hfat since. Do you think she will

come in heat again? If there is a uything wrong with her can any-
thing be done to make her comt iu heat? She has not been spayed.
2. Are there any Irish wolfhounds in this country? 3. What does
"reserve" for a prize mean in a dog show? 4. Ia the round head
bull and terrier, for which there were classes at the Boston show
last year, recognized as a breed in the A. K. C. S. B.? 5. What is

tlie rule for rating of the Britisli Y^acht Racine Association? Ans.
1. Are yoT^sure she missed? Some bitches show very little swell-

ing, and ih the case of a h6a\nly coated dog like the poodle, may be
overlooked. Y"ou caimot force nature. 3. Not that we are aware
of. 3. Reserve card is given to the best of the very high com. dogs,

so that should either of the winners of prize money be disqualified,

the reserve dcg moves up into the third or fourth prize position, or
whatever the lowest prize ip.ay be. In the case of a challenge or
sp'^cial prize, reserve is given the next best dog for the same
reason. 4. No. 5. The Y. R. A. rule is lengthy on^aterline added

to BtttI area, and Ham divided by 6,000, or g^^^ -^Rating.
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Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROTTT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N.

Send for Catalogue.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbnry St.,

will now befouTid at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all

work intrusted to his care as formerly.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS
Ask your Dealer for them.

WINCHESTER EEFEATING ARMS CO
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-Dai)re Oatalosrne of Arms and Ammnnltlon.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting: the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 8 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz
; ! f .Price $3 Ti

No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 S2
No. 4, 8 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk vvhippings, nickel mountings* complete in wood forin' length

84, 9, 9J, 10ft
,
weight 9, lOJ, 12, 13oz . , .7. ! Price

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted '. '.. '.*. *.. ". ".

.

'. .

.

'.

No. 7,6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the baud, dotible tie guides "iiicM "
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint «<

No. 280, 8 joint Ash ai<d Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 'gVtV. V. V. V. V. y.V.V.".V.y.V.'.'. 7. V. V. V. V. V. V. V. V. V. ". .V.V.y.V."?.*.'." '.' *.'.'.'. ",'.'.'.'. "
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 35yds., 83c.

;
40yds., 95c.j 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.35. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Slxdmg Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.; $3.35; 80yds., $3.50; 300yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft,., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lmes on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 48c. ; 15 tliread, 46c. ; 18 thi-ead, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15e. per
doz,

;
treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ; 2ft., per doz., 30o. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz.. 80c.

;
3ft., doz., 45c.

2 72
3 S3
3 15
S 75
90c.

J. r. MARSTEKS. 51, 53 ^ 55 Court St.,
Send 8c. stamp for lUustrated Catalogue for 1891. OPEN EVENINGS.

"It surpasses my expectations in

beauty of finish, accuracy of construc-

tion and perfect action," are the words

used by a customer in writing us of a

"Hendryx" Reel.

For the season of 1891 we have two

hundred and fifty-two styles and sizes

of Fishing Reels adapted to Trout,

Bass, Tarpon, or other fishing.

Our Reels are of superior construc-

tion and finish, and prices are from 25

cents to |i8.oo.

All dealers ought to have them, if

not, write for our catalogue and we

will send any kind of Reel by mail, on

receipt of price.

The Andrew B. Hendbyx Co , New Haven, Ct.

DEAR
an. Bold onlytyF.HisMx.sesB'waT.N.T. -Wiite for bOflkofprocfaf

00. DUKHAM. ENGLAND.

ESTABTJSHED 1837.

J. B. oi^ook: <fe CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisMng TacMe, Gnus, Rifles, Reyolvers,I, UUUU, J.HUUU,

And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

TroTit, and Bass Flies.

THE ADIRONDACKS.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper, in board
covers. $1 00.

"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondack
region ever published."—jForesf and Stream.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illus-
trated, 16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25c.

Sent post paid on receipt of price.
Address 8. R. s-TODDAKD. OlenH Falls, N. Y.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PBicni si.oo.

FOB SALE AT THIS 0FFICI5.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safely Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features whicb no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

4S (in 36 New Street, Eevolvers .32

LYMAN AOCELERATIN& SHOTfiUN GARTRID6E
The " EXPERT " is charged with a

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which burns progressively—the
only correct method of availing of the
power of powder in guns. Shot started
easily, with rapidly increasing velocity
and least recoil, and without stringing.
Perfect combustion . little smoke, harmless
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; no
flying, heated grains to cut barrel of gun.
Cakes made by machinery; greatest uni-

formity of pattern and penetration No nitrates, decomposing, or changeaMe chemicals! Deto7iating
impossible ' Shotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

LYMAN OAETEIESE CO., J^^^S^rN^BraSU- I;m.« Agent.
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Steam Yachts and Launches
THEIR

HAGHINEBT AND n&MGEinENT.
A. Review of the Steam Engine as applied to Taclits; Laws Governing

Yaclits in American Waters; Rules for Racing; Rules for Build-
ing; Pilot Regulations; Specific Types of Machinery;

Design of Hulls; Etc. With 96 Illustrations.

By O. XJ TV 3EBCA
CONTENTS.

Theory of the Steam Engine. Extracts from Lloyd's Rules.

Boiler Efflciency. Racing Steam Yachts.

Boiler Mountings. Management and Care of Machinery.

The Engine and its Parts. Principal Types of Yacht Machinery.

The Screw. The Design of Hulls.

Laws Applicable to Steam Yachts. Addenda: Tables, etc.

SCOPE OF THE VOLUME.
Few new buyers of steam yachts have more than a vague comprehension of the driving power of their vessels, and few

have the time or inclination to enter upon a prolonged scientific study of the theory of steam machinery, particularly when
the practical results to them do not seem, proportional to the efforts put forth. This volume is intended to be sufficiently

comprehensive, and elementary at the same time, to suit the yacht owner's object of acquiring a general understanding of

the subject as a whole, with specific information and data covering the most recent practice.—i^'rom Author's Preface.

Gloth, 240 pages. Price, postpaid, $3.00.

FOREST & STREAM PUB. CO , 40 Park Row, New York.

T JBS

Chamberlin Cartridge Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Machine Loaded Shotgun Ammunition,

American Wood, SGhultze and E, C. Powder Cartridges a Specially.

If you want carefully loaded and
thoroughly reliable "Trap Cartrid-
ges" use the Chamberlin Trap Loads,
as they are unequalled. The present
record of 180 straight targets made
by R. 0. Heikes was made with the
popular Chamberlin Load, 56|, which
is used by many of the experts.

Send for list.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
CAHVAS SHOOTING COAT, -

COKDTJROY SHOOTIKG COAT,
CARTBIDGE BELT, -

C 4 PS AW X> HATS, - - -

GtJN CASES. . . -

COMPJ^IfTE 8TT1T (CANVAS), -

COMP1.ETE SUIT (COKDUKOT),

«1.00
5.00
.25
.50
.50

3.75
13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,

or we -will send O. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

OATAIiOGUE AND SAMPtES FBEE.

G-EO. BARNABD & CO.,
108 Madison Streex, Cliioago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

THE IFOHBESJS

NEW PATENT SKATE,

Side View, Attached to Boot.

No Key. Ko Screws. No Nuts. No Lioose Parts. Keqnires no
previous littinar. Fasstens firmly on any boot worn.

PRICES - (SizesS, 8i. 9, 9i, 10, lOi, 11, lU, 12), $5 00 PER, PAIR.
BEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., (Qpp. Fifth Ave. Hotel) 26 West 23d St.

FESGrSON'3 PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
WITH

SILVEE PLATED LOCOMOTIVE EEFLEOTORS.

U¥VERSAL LAMP,
With AiljuBtable Attacliments.

For Sportsmen and Others.

Combines Head Jack,
Boat Jack, Fishing I^amp,
Camp Iiamp, Dasii I<amp,
Belt I.antern, Hand lian-

taru, ett.

Excelsior Dash Lamp,
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.

Can be user! oa any kind or any part of a dash
or vehicle. Bums kerosene without a chimney.
Wick is regulated from outside of lamp.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Offica, 6S Fulton St. N.Y.

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE.
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $L50.

MEYRQWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 FoTU-th Ave., N. Y.

S. B. Cor 28d st.

Hunting Boots& Shoes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best bunting shoe ever
de\nse.d. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes S6.50 per pair,

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN. MASS.

itt me MA.
Count Noble—Gladstone—Sue.

AT STDD. - - PEE $40.

PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputatlin by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bltcli. n is puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfection of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Chula, VA.

Standard Bred Trotters and Jersey Cattle for sale.
Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phlla., Pa.

THE IKISH SETTER

SCOTLAND CHIEF (14357)
He is a handsome specimen of his breed, an

elegant fielder, gets grand puppies, and is a prize
winner. Stud fee, to approved bitches, glo. Send
for ex' ended pedigree. Addwss

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
jan29,3t Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

IN THE STDD: THE ENGLISH CHAM-
pion bull-(errier King of Hearts, the famous

Irish terrier Breda Bill, the Yorkshires Toons
Royal. Fishpool Gem, Prince AI, Toons Bright.
NORTHFIELD YORKSHIRE KENNELS,
Salem, Mass. Geo. S. Thomas, Manager.

DOGS FOR SALE.
If you want to buy a good dog of any kind

write for what you want to

FRANK HOPE,
iQi N. 9th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GREAT SALE
OF

The Chestnut Hill Kennels will sell by auction
during the coming New York show about thirty
collies, including some of their hest stud dogs and
brood bitches. For catalogue and full particulars
address THE CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.

CBS- XT IKT JESRS

.

Gunners, read this and practice till vou can hit anything that hops, runs or flies. One pound of No. 1 shot
gives you 12(.0 rotmds with your own gun. Practice limited only by shooters enthusiasm. Our pneumatic auxll-

ferygun barrels can be Inserted in any ordinary breech-loading shotgun In a moment, converting your gun into

an air gun to practice with. By pulling trigger of your gun precisely as if using shells, a single pellet of No. 1

shot Is discharged that will break any c ay pigeon or kill small game at short range. No fire, smoke or noise,

and no trouble to load : can be med anywhere. Wlil teach you to hit with centre of load and kill neatly Instead
ot crippling. Such practice is Invaluable to any club shooter or sportsman. When orderingglve gauge and length
of your gun barrels. Sold by dealers or samples sent on receipt of prlce^ $3.50 ; 10, 12 and 14 gauge only.

p. O. Box ligr. VAUCrHAIf & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

FOX-TEREIEES.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Raby Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER 825.00

RECKONER S25.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS
LANCASTER, Mass.

TN THE STUD--THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
± ter Al, fee S35. Al was bred oy the late Mr.
Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F, L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

YORESmRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion itradford Harry, deseribed in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cta. A
limited number of Ms puppies for sale. P. H,
COOMBS, I Exchange Blocfe, Bftttgor, Me.

Black and Tan Terriers For Sale.
PUPPIES FBOM NOTED SIRES AND DAMS.

Grand companions, raiters and watch dogs.

At Stud, THE SENATOR. Fee »15.

RocHELLE Kennels, Bos 862, New Rochelle.N.Y.

OLD NORTH STATE TRAINING KENNELS.
—Pointers and setters trained. Thorough

work. Send for pampblet. HORACE SMITH,
Monroe, N. C.

BEING DESIROUS OP REDUCING MY
stock, win sell a fine English setter, 3 years

old and a Sensation pointer 3 years old for §75
each. Will warrant them thoroughly broken,
staunob, good noses, in short, all right every way.
L. R. MORRIS, Byesville, Ohio. jaE29,4t

FOR S AL E. - REGISTERED POINTER
bitch 4vis. Also puppies. Address JAMES

WRINKLE, Box 174, Stock bridge, Mass. It

TYPICAL DOGS.
By CHARLES H. MASON.

A series of thirty-one photographs from life of
the handsomest champinn dogs in America, ele-

gantly bound in red Russia leather with gold
stamp. Size Sxll. Price $3.00.

Copies of portraits on heavy plate paper (11x14)

siri table for framing. Price -30 cents each, or

S12.50 for the set of thirty-one. Sent post paid.
Address all orders to FOREST AND STREAM
PUBLISHING CO. 318 Broadway, New York.
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FI8H0ULTUBE IN ALASKA.

THE report recently issued by the Fish Commission

on the Salmon Rivers of Alaska, brings into promi-

nence the question of preserving the fisheries on these

rivers by Government control. This matter is one that

can he taken hold of without difficulty at present, and

the seizing and holding these streams and permanent con-

trol and regulation of the fisheries will interfere with the

rights of no one, and need cost nothing.

The science of fishculture is a modern one, and it is

only within a few years that we have learned much

about it. One of the chief difficulties encountered in

carrying on the work of stocking and preserving streams

has been the existence of vested rights, which have made

it in many places practically impossible to do work

which should be effective and lasting.

In Alaska no such difficulty exists as yet. There the

streams visited by the salmon for spawning run through

territory which belongs to the Grovernment. There are

practically no settlements, and a law which pronounced

the fishing rights in these streams to be the property of

the Government would injure no one. Such a law ought

to be enacted. It should provide for the leasing for a

term of years at public auction, the right to capture fish

in these streams, such fishing to be carried on under the

eyes of an inspector of the Government, who should see

that it was so conducted that fish should be allowed to

ascend the rivers in numbers sufficient to keep up the rate

of increase.

The money received from such leases should be turned

over to the United States Fish Commission , andby it apj)lied

to fishoultural work in Alaska; that is, to the establish-

ment of salmon and trout hatcheries on important streams

in that Territory. If carefully worked out in detail and

properly managed, a plan such as this would insure the

permanency of the salmon fisheries of Alaska, and- would

pay all its own expenses and provide a 6onstaritly increas-

ing revenue for carrying on for all time the work of fish-

culture in Alaska, and on the northwest coast of the United

States.

As at present conducted, the salmon fisheries of Alaska

are often managed in a most wasteful fashion. Tbere is

one case for example—in Karluk Bay—where the salmon

assemble in vast numbers before ascending the Karluk

and numerous rivers of Alaska peninsula and the Cook's

Inlet region. Here they are caught so continuously and

greedily that comparatively few are left to ascend the

streams, and the fishing in these rivers is already seriously

affected and will ultimately be ruined. When this has

been accomplished, such streams will have to be re-

stocked and at a very considerable expense.

The chief salmon rivers of Cook's Inlet are the Kenai,

Kassilov, Ninilchic and Sushitna. The excessive fishing

at Karluk, it is thought, afl;ects the supply and the repro-

duction of the salmon in these and numerous otlier

streams in the route of migration. In 1889 and 1890,

fully one-half of the entire pack of Alaska salmon was

obtained at Karluk. The effect of continuing such ex-

haustive fishing will in all probability be the practical

extermination of the fish, at least so far as profitable

operation is concerned.

If any action is to be taken by Congress on the lines

here suggested, it should be done with as little delay as

possible. The time between this and the assembling of

the Fifty-second Congress could be profitably employed

in draughting a bill which should cover the points already

referred to, and any others which might be suggested by

Col. McDonald, and those most familiar with Alaska and

its fisheries, and such a bill should be introduced and

passed at the earliest moment possible.

In the event of long delay on the part of the Govern-

ment, not only will the expensive process of restoration

become necessary, but, in all probability, the natives of

Alaska, whose main food resource is being ruthlessly

squandered by the present injurious methods of fishing,

will have to be fed by the Government or will starve.

We cannot lay too much stress on the need of prompt

action in this matter, a need which must be evident to

any one who will acquaint himself with the magnitude

of the salmon industry and its future possibilities.

We have heard a great deal of late about the import-

ance of preserving the Alaska seal fisheries, and the value

of this industry has not been over-estimated, yet it can-

not be doubted that the salmon fisheries of that Territory

are worth more ia money to this country than are its

seal fisheries.

NO EXCLUSIVE BIGHT.

WJ E have always contended that if a right of way
' ' should be granted to one railroad to ran

through the National Park, it would be impossible to

refuse the same right to others. There would be a wild

rush for franchises on the part of a number of corpora-

tions; the reservation would be gridironed with tracks;

along each track would be a little line of settlements,

forests would be burned along each line, and the game

frightened away and often destroyed. The view that we

have taken is confirmed by a petition forwarded recently

by the citizens of Gallatin county, Montana, to Messrs,

Power, Sanders and Carter, their representatives in

Congress. These petitioners ask among other things that

Congress "grant a general right to all railroads through

the National Park to the New World Mining District [the

Cooke City mines] with such restrictions as may seem

proper, and urge that no exclusive franchise be granted

to the Montana Mineral Railway Company, so called, or

any other company, for the reason that such franchise

would in our opinion retard development and become a

great burden to the miners who, because of their isolated

situation, in order to prosper must have the fullest benefit

of cheap transportation, which we believe will be soon

realized, if the way is not barred by further legislation,

and a liberal general right of way bill is granted through

the Park by Congress."

This is one very good argument against the monopoly

endeavored to be created by the amendment tacked on to

the Senate bill by the Public Lands Committee. No such

exclusive franchise should be granted by Congress to

any corporation.

But no railroads should be allowed in the Park, We
repeat what we have so many times said before, that

there is a good prospect of a railway being built up

Clark's Fork of the Yellowstone River to Cooke City; but

if such a r©a.d shall not be built, and if it be insisted that

the most available route to the New World Mining Dis-

trict is up the Yellowstone from Gardiner or Cinnabar,

then let the northeast corner of the Park be cut off from

the National reservation, and let all railways that wish

to build to Cooke have the privilege to do so over this

portion of the public domain.

THE NEW YOBK GAME BILL.

I^HE committee on codification and revision of the

New York game and fish laws x>resented the draft

of the bill proposed by them to the Legislature last

Thursday. We print the full text. The bill will be exam-

ined with an interest by no means confined to New York.

Other States have laws which are complex, obscure and
contradictory; and now that New York has set the ex-

ample others may well follow and provide simpler and

consequently more effective laws.

As a whole the work has been well done. The pro-

posed measure, it is true, is of great length, but the sev-

eral sections are clear, concise and consistent. Specific

changes with respect to open seasons are shown by this

comparison of the old law and the one proposed

:

Present. Proposed.

Deer Aug. 15-Nov. 1. Aug. 15-Nov. 1.

Hounding Sept. 1-Oct. 20. Sept. 1-Oct. 11.

WUdfowl Sept. 1-May 1. Sept. 15-March 1.

Quail Nov. 1-Jan. 1. Nov. 1-7 an. 1.

Hare Nov. 1-Feb. 1. Sep^ 15-Jan. 1.

Woodcock Sept. 1-Jan. 1. Sept. 15-Jan. 1.

Squirrel Aug. 1-Feb. 1. Sept. IS-Jan. 1.

Ruffed grouse Sept 1-Jau. 1. Sept. 15-Jan. 1.

irook trout April 1-Sept. 1, May 1-Sept. 1.

Salmon trout April 1-Oct. 1. May 1-Oct. 1.

Landlocked salmon April 1-Oct. 1, Mayl-Oot. 1.

Black bass. . May 80-Jan.l. June 15-Jan. 1.

Muscalonge May 30-Jan. 1. May 20-Jan. 1.

Salmon March 1-Aug. 15. March 1-Aug. 15.

The deer season remains the same; but the hounding

season is nine days shorter; jacking is forbidden; and

does are protected. Spring shooting of wildfowl is pro-

hibited, the season closing March 1 instead of May 1.

The. season for hares (rabbits), squirrels, ruffed grouse and

woodcock are made uniform ; and the quail season remains

the same.

The most important change in the seasons for fishing is

that which restores the date of May 1 for the opening of

the brook trout season throughout the State, except on

Long Island, a change for which, as we have frequently

said, there is not good reason, so far as the waters of the

State south of the Adirondacks are concerned. Other

noticeable changes are those which make the lawful trout

size 7in. and the black bass weight three-quarters of a

pound.

The committee has at one fell swoop exterminated the

famous race of "galli mules," and restored the gallinule

to protection. The use of the name "partridge" for ruffed

grouse, however, is a sad blunder, which we are surprised

to see.

It is to be presumed that the Commission had some

reason for the proposed change in the Fish Commission,

the number now five being reduced to three; but it is a

serious question if three men could do the work so well

as five. The business of the Commission is growing

more burdensome. The members of the board are asked

to perform this public service without remuneration ; and

the work is at present so divided among the five Com-

missioners that each one has his special branch of it to

attend to in person. The affairs of the Commission are

in this way well administered and we fail to see how the

interests of New York fishculture are to be advanced by

making the duties of each individual member more on-

erous.

A further consideration of some of the details of the

proposed measure must be reserved for a later issue.

We thought we had the best thing out in the tarpon

fishing of Florida, but the sailors of Her Britannic

Majesty's warships are getting v«ry creditable sport off

the coast of Madagascar, a fish being taken there

lately whose dimensions were: Length, 6ft. 2in.; girth,

4ft. 4in,; weight, SGOlbs. The fish is described as a

species of rock-cod, and was hooked by the tindal of one

of the ship's boats, who finding he had a big fish on got

into a punt, and allowed himself to be towed down the

harbor. After half an hour's sport some officers went to

his assistance, and an hour later succeeded in getting a

line through the monster's gills and towing it back to the

ship.
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IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
POVEETY, KINDLING WOOD AND PHILOSOPHY.

PENOBSCOT BROOK enters Fourth Lake a little to
the left of its head, Fifth Lake Stream a little to the

right. The two would meet almost Diouth to mouth were
it not for an island of a few acres which stands hetween
them; and the island itself would have been a point still

further separating the streams, had not the land behind
sunk in times past so that now there is only a wilderness
of moose-ear above water. In former times this island
had been Father's favorite camp-ground, and he did not
like to pass without seeing it again. He and Sebattis had
camped there; he and John Spearen also; there Sebattis
had lost his necklace of turtle's claws, and there Lonz as
he stood on the shore fishing woidd swing his pickerel
almost into the frying pan or make them run up the
beach their whole length after the bait.
We turned out of our course to view the place, but Jot

and I having no personal associations to be revived
remained in the canoe, occasionally swinging the buel
toward the rush bed in front a.nd thinking what an alto-
gether dismal place is Fourth Lake. A hurricane of last
year had uprooted the piiies along the shore of the island
forming a barricade of brush, and on his return Father
reported that the cleared space behind was much more
extended than formerly and the facilities for camping
correspondingly less. Still the old spot looked so familiar
and inviting that, although it was not yet a o'clock and
the lake was calm, he decided to camp.
The fact is that five years before he had hidden here

some favoi-ite kindling wood, fat pine the like of which
never had been seen in all the countrv, so black without,
so yellow within, so pitch-imbrued that even the heat of
the sun drew from it great resinous drops; and he had
always wanted to go back just to burn that wood. With
such an attraction there was nothing to do but to camp.
And yet it is my strong impression that before work was
begun Father disappeared among the fallen pine brush
and drew forth a piece of the shell of an old pine, live feet
long perhaps and an inch or two thick, black and mossy
and as heavy as if it had lain at the bottom of the lake for
the last century. He was proud of it, but a more unpre-
possessing piece of timber never was seen.

_
If we camped on account of so small a matter as kind-

ling wood facilities, the decision never was regretted.
Four days and a half we stayed there in rain and wind,
and yet the elements did not touch us nor the supply
of "creatures with bones" fail us. Thus speaks the jour-
nal: "i^ricZa?/ —Eained. Lazy, Ate pickerel. Duck stew-
for dinnei*. Killed spiders. 'Had a cold caught on the
carry. Saturday— hen it rains one can eat and sleep,
but there is no time to write journal. It rained a down-
pour all night and blew like a piper. Father went out in
it to see that the canoe was tied so that she could not
blow away. It leaked a little through the tent, but none
ran under us. My cold took most oif my attention. * *

We washed a little, read a little, fed a little and fished
pickerel until the pole broke. Sunday—Clear and beau-
tiful; even after two days' confinement we enjoy staying,
jifonday—Still rams. * * * As provisions are likely to
run low before we get back, Father and Jot went over to
Shaw's on Dobsy to get potatoes, sugar, salt, flour, etc, I

s^Jayed at home mending. When they came back they
brought two wood ducks which Father had shot. Staved
in the tent all the P. M. and fought flies. Tuesday—8ti\\

foul weather, but we shall wear it out yet,"
But we enjoyed our camp here, although every rainy

day shortened our vacation and put our desired end
further out of reach, diminished our scanty store of
provisions and increased the probability that the hidden
stores at Nicatowis and Gassobeeis were spoiling. But
present ease counts for considei-able; with good wood to
burn, a tent sheltered from the winds, a Soil so porous
that no amount of rain could saturate it and a never-fail-
ing supply of fish just off the landing, there was nothing
desperate in the situation. Like our kindling wood, it

looked a good deal worse on the outside than it really
was.

IE we had a good time here it was not on account of
the weather, as has been shown, and certainly not because
of any luxuries at our disposal except leisure: three people
are seldom incumbei'ed with so little of this world's
goods when they can have all they want. Our pillows
were our sjjare boots and rubber coats, our candlestick
an emyjty cartridge; w^e had nothing to sit on except the
bag of potatoes and a box which we had found; we had
neither cards nor games, and om- whole library consisted
of one Harxjefs Magazine, "Emerson's Essays," and two
very thin pamphlets by Thoreau and C. D. Warner. We
lacked even our usual copy of the Maine game laws,
which we carry because of the satisfaction it gives when
we learn that we have done the right thing in the right
time. Indeed, we had very little of anything except
pickerel and kindling wood, and none the less we were
happy.
There is, of course, no virtue in this self-denial, although

it contains a grain of philosophy which may explain our
contentment. The secret is that we had nothing to take
care of. We had bought our leisure at the price of all

our unnecessary possessions and we were satisfied with
the bargain. Money is only a convenient fiction, the
real purchase is always effected by a barter of time for
something which we fancy that we want more. Would
you have a new hat or a new book? Then how much
time will you give for it? Five dollars does not represent
its cost to' you, but the amount of time which you must
take from your sleep or from your study to earn the
five dollars does. , Increasing our wants, our leisure
diminishes; increasing our leisure, many wants must go
unsatisfied. All this is very trite and world-old ; the Greek
jioet far back in the shades of antiquity sang, "The gods
sell all good things at price of toil," hut in order to realize
its truth we usually have to get away from our neigh-
bors. Living in a world where independence is less com-
mon than the boast of it, our ideas of what we cannot
live without become super-saturated with our neighbor's
opinions of what we must have in order to be respectable.
We spend, dress, travel, not to please ourselves nor to
give pleasure, but to purchase regard. We are the slaves
of our possessions, nay the bond-servants of our con-
veniences also. Even the labor-saving contrivance insijiu-

ates itself into our lives as cleverly as the camel of the

fable pushed its way into the tent of its master, it has
such good excuses for being there, it will give so much
more exactness and leisure; it ends by making life
mechanical and ten-fold more burdensome: instead of
handwork and free thoiights, the drive of the sewing-
machine: instead of the easy-traveling quill, increased
correspondence a'nd the galloping typewriter. If bustle,
Inirry and push are the best of life it is well to make get-
ting the aim of it and use the latest machinery, but if

cur leisure seems delightful, why not, mstead of submit-
ting to the thraldom and slaving for these our servants,
buy them off? We can live without them if we only will
think so. Go into the w^oods and let them follow if they
dare! For all (Questions concerning the freedom and
growth of the individual where can such satisfactory
answers be found as in the woods? From this quiet her-
mitage the world his a very different aspect, as if we
beheld it from the summit of a lofty mountain and saw
it spread out below us, all its crooked ways made plain,
its rough ones smooth and its jarring din subdued by the
distance to a gentle humming. Here we can learn how-

a

man's life is more than food or raiment and how it con-
sisteth not in the abundance of the things which he
posesseth.
Evidently many who go into the woods have not

learned this. From the tin cans and empty bottles left
behind it is plain to be seen that they could not feel
themselves happy without everything that could be
lugged, dragged or in any wise conveyed up stream and
across carries. The only limit to their wants is the in-
feriority of man flesh to horse flesh. Of course it is no
more commendable for Socrates to be proud of the holes
in his pockets than it is for Alcibiades to be proud of his
new coat; he that hath not a kerosene lantern ought not to
despise him that hath one. But to insist on having all
the accustomed comforts, to imagine that one's greatest
pleasure lies in ingrafting upon the woods life a manner
of living not adapted to the situation, shows how little
sympathy for the woods is in the man, and foreshadows
his almost certain disappointment. The possession or
relinquishment of the things themselves is significant
only as it reveals the man. He who will not trust the
native balsam to give sleep and healing, clings to his inflat-
able rubber bed. He never learns anything about the woods,
though he will talk most feelingly on the "hardships'" of
camping out. The criminal lawyer, who is one degree
more cautious, carries a straw bed with him, and this is

his verdict: "It may do—for young folks—but there is—
little pleasure—in it. The antici—pations—ex—ceed the
real—izations. There are aouts a—baout it. The beds
are not what they should be—and the—cooking—is not

—

always—cle-an." But the two college students whom we
knew only as "the plucky boys," who had crossed Moose-
head and run down the whole West Branch—fair run-
ning, too; not wading—knowing nothing of canoeing, ex-
cept what experience had taught them on the trip, though
alone and witli scarcely a handful of baggage apiece, and
no food to speak of, said not a word about hardships and
"outs," but insisted that they had a good time. This is a
life of extreme individualism and self-dependence, and he
enjoys it most keenly who has most faith in his own re-
sources and who depends upon himself rather than on
the baggage which he carries.
On the one hand then, our contentment in the woods

depends an our freedom to invent and imagine, and we
declare with honest pride that no boughten article could
be half so fine as our rather unsteady makeshift, which
requires a. little private propping; on the other, having
few possessions, each acquires a higher value in our eyes,
The empty box which we always expect to find near
every camping place and which serves as a table, chair,
and wash bench, is a finer acquisition than the most in-
tricate folding camp-stool. The kindling wood which we
had on the island was more satisfactory property than
government securities. It had given us the pleasure of
anticipation in the winter evenings at home when Father
told us how he had hidden it against his ever going there
again—he has many a cache of that kind or some other
through the State, and many of them mouldered years
ago, though he could still find the places; then the pleas-
ure of discovery, to find it still there after these years; of
satisfaction because it was better than had been boasted;
of pure aj^thetic gratification because it had so much
beauty looked up in it. Whether, if we had gone in well
supplied with patent kindlers, distrusting the existence of
our own wood or our power of finding it, those four rainy
days on the island would have been equally enjoyable,
cannot be told, but it ia not improbable that such faint-
heartedness would have destroyed our good hope and
marked the time as a "hardship" of the sort at which
guides curl the lip a little. Our wood, however, was
something more than an old black slab which started the
fire in the morning and hastened the cooking; it had in
it a powerful genie—for genii are made from the fire

element, you know—which came out whenever a bit of
the wood was laid in the fireplace, and not only busied
itself about the humble tasks which were expected of it,

but quite transformed our meagre belongings with the
graciousness of its company, cheered us by its geniality,
tookto philosophizing occasionally on its own account, and
sometimes lectured on life, art, and ethics, to those of us
who cared to listen. We burned it sparingly, not stingily,
because we liked to see the genie, but as if its right to
existence was as good as our ovra; watched the dense,
black smoke, the fierce, yellow flame and the pitch frying
out of it, watched it and spoke often of its beauty and
good qualities, and no one ever hinted that the remark
had not all the charm of novelty.

ON THE MEAN ESTATE OF FOURTH LAKE.

Fourth Lake is about four miles long by a little less

than half as broad, and as uninteresting as a butter statue.
It has no features to speak of; three streams are connected
with it, too sluggish to be called tributaries, and a horse-
back walls the eastern shore. Of sand theshore, the steep
bank of sand too and of gravel bi-ought here ages ago by
the ice—about all the solid land to be found: the land
which was always here, miles and miles of it, is largely
under w^ater. A few small islands in the lake on a founda-
tion of solid ledge, by contrast with the main ahoi-e,

strengthen the impression of mistaken economy and
general ruin resulting; as if the bottom had dropped out
of the region some ages since for lack of good underpin-
ning. Fourth Lake is so unlike the rest of the world that
it makes one feel as if he were his own antipode and
boimd to standon his head in order- to keepup .the illusion.

Any one vrho has lived " on clean Penobscot waters,

where there is good slate and granite under all, doesn't
know what to do with such a Dutch country, and hasn't
even a name by which to curse it. Bog it is not, nor
swamp, nor marsh, nor meadow, but literally "'sunken
land;" we of the Penobscot have nothing, unless on the
Mattawamkeag, which is not known to me, like this flat
desolation of moose-ear, traversed by dead streams of
labyrinthine crookedness and overhimgof mornings with
thick mists and the smell of rotting vegetation, The
water is brandy-colored, full of suspended black particles,
probably washed from the decaying moose-ear; not fit to
use until it has been boiled.
The maps say that Fourth Lake lies north and south,

with its outlet to the north; but I beg leave to differ. In
September the sun doesn't rise in the north, and by the
sun that lake lies about northwest and southeast, with the
outlet in the latter direction. We didn't set a compass to
determine it, but there are things which one knows with-
out the help of the dictionary; and north is in every good
woodsman's head so firmly fixed that he will believe his
own instinct against map and compass, disregarding both
if they don't agree with him. "Map's wrong," he says,
and off he goes following north in his head, as true as the
wild goose. He doesn't stop to look at the branches of the
trees and the moss on the rocks and the other signs of the
story books, he himself is a magnet. But it makes very
little difference if the maps of this region are not correct
as to direction, for thpre is no direction to anything here.
Even the water doesn't know which way to rim; you can
paddle up Unknown for the better part of twohoirrs", facing
every point on the card, and then not get where you can
see out of the moose-ear, or put foot on dry land, or get
to any place where, if the year is wet like this year, you
can swim, wade or walk ashore.
Unknown is the third stream which connects with

Fourth Lake, the largest, longest, dreariest of them all.

It winds down from the Unlxuown Lakes, the crookedest
stream in the world, unless perhaps Thoroughfflre Brook
on the AUegash; and, after neglecting two or three gaps
in the horseback by which it might have forced a passage
to the lake, enters on the left side about half-way down.
It is a wilderness of moose ear, a mile wide at least,
fenced with dry kyle—that is, standing dead trees—and
fish-hawks' nests. Sebattis used to call it "his farm," it

is so flat and wide. The moose-ear, by way of explana-
tion, is the Pontederia oordata, better known elsewhere
as "pickerel weed;" but as with us the Brassenia peltata
and the various kinds of Potamogeton are called "pick-
erel weed," it seemed best to retain the huntei'.s name,
bestowed because the leaves resemble the long, narrow
ears of the moose, both as more exact and more apt; for
the Pontederia is not, commonly speaking, a weed. In
single specimens the moose-ear is a beautiful plant, and
as it grows on the margins of ponds in clumps of shining
green, as clean and crisp as a calla, with spikes of purple
bloom dotted with gold, and played round by sportive in-
sects, it is a pleasant, summery sight; but hundreds of
acres of it, left on slimy flats by subsiding waters, or half
submerged by the rising floods, browned at the tips and
twisted by frost, looking (as Jot used to say) "as if it had
been struck by the Spanish mildew," are enough to make
one hate a place. Fourth Lake is the rubbish dump of
creation; all the world stuff left over after the work was
finished was dropped here—all the quag, dead wood,
moose-ear, horsebacks and odds and ends not used in pol-
ishing that artistically uninhabitable country between
Ujiion River and the Machias; only here instead of bogs,
barrens and boulders we have the impassable sunken
lands of Fifth Lake Stream, Penobscot Brook, the outlet,
and chief of all—of Unknown.
There is a hungry, swallowing look about Fourth Lake;

like some of the monsters of which we read it seems to be
trying to cover its victims with slime, after which the
swallowing may be taken as a matter of course. It is en-
tirely in keeping that it should be the greatest rendezvous
for sea serpents in the State.
AccorcUng to the newspapers the sea serpent—he is

always called the sea serpent, because he could n't possibly
be one—swarms about this lake; his chief business is to
keep its waters boiling with his gyrations and to exhibit
for the benefit of chance spectators. He is seldom less
than 30 or 40ft, long by the time the story gets to the
Portland papers, and as he roils out of water he leaves a
wake behind him proportionate in length to the credulity
of the onlooker. He has a way also of raising his head
3 or 4ft. above water, and no one ever fails to tell how it

shines in the sun. In one of the back numbers "of For-
1 EST AND Stream he crossed to a neighboring lake and
carried off the body of a lumberman, breaking a 2in.
hawser. At times he goes on shore and gorges himself on
deer, and his track has been seen on the snow in winter
when he came out to frolic on the land ! The length of
the tales and the veracity of the observer are always

I equal, according to the newspapers. Even though experi-
enced hunters smile and say that the Fourth Lake sea
serpent wears an otter skin and that his more common
antics are precisely those of three or four otters playing
together, the serpent has now been on duty for bo long a
time that be should be relieved and suffered to share the
honorable retirement of the dingmaul, the side linger and
the walrus which used to frisk and gambol in the neighbor-
hood of Chesuncook in the dimly historic period of thirty
years ago.

A premium might safely be put on Fourth Lake as the
most unattractive piece of scenery in the State, to which
not even the efforts of the sea serpent have been sufficient

to draw a crowd. Any one not professedly a pot-hunter
has no reason for going there. But that is just why we
were there; our first and chiefest care was to get some-
thing to put in the kettle, and that can always be pro-
vided here. In the summer there must be many deer in
the moose-ear land; in the old days, what a paradise for
moose. The lake is full of eels, great ones, that come up
to the water's edge during the night and carry off all the
refuse they find, of white perch with usually blue throats,
and of pickerel to tell of whose excellence would require
a separate chapter. We had expected to get all the
ducks we wanted, but the water was so high that even a
woodduck could see all over the country, so that it was
impossible to paddle up to them. And, besides, they are
scarce, having been drawn north, we were told, by the
wild rice planted on Mattagoodus and other Mattawam-
keag waters. In the old days, in four successive morn-
ings, Father once shot and saved twenty-eight ducks,
which . was all they could eat or give awaj^, although

.
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few Btm come late and go very early, and aiter sunset

one may hear the good-natured waeic, wach, imck, of the

black ducks and the sharper umk, icee-eek of the wood-

ducks as thev feed among the moose-ear.
Fannie P. Hardy.

COBBECTION.—In issue of Jan. 29, Sabao for Sahas;

most school maps erroneously print Snbac. Also I wrote

AInmssiifi (Penobscot Indian for bear) when ahwasus

would be more accurate, since it is pronounced ahwaysoos;

but the shorter form, perhaps more commonly heard in

conTersation, is nmssus, pronounced M'assoos.—Fannie P.

Hardy. [This is manifestly the name "Awahsoose,

familiar to readers of "Uncle Lisha's Shop" as the mm, de

plume of Mr. Rowland E. Robinson.]

THROUGH THE OLYMPICS ON AN ELK
TRAIL.-IL

BEFORE dawn the sky was again clouded, and again

in the early morning we set out in the pouring rain

up the mountain side and'lhrough the thick woods.

By and by an occasional gleam of sunlight through

the branches showed us that the rain was over. We kept

straight up hill—almost perpendicularly up hill—climb-

ing with hands and feet, crawling over and under the

fallen trunks: and about 10 o'clock in the morning sud-

denly came out in the open. We turned to the south-

ward; behind us were the dark and dripping woods; be-

fore us abroad green slope of meadowland, here glisten-

ing bright green in the sun, there brown with heather;

and a little below us lay a little valley on the hillside

with a clear pool of water. We made for the valley and

lay there in the warm heather. The place was full of a

spring-like fragrance. Low blueberry bushes with ex-

ceedingly sweet fruit grew here and there. (In the

woods the blueberries are very large—nearly as large as

cherries, but sour for want of the sun.)

We lit a fire aud feasted, and spent an hour or more in

the valley drying our clothes and looking about for

tracks of animals. The one drawback to perfect happi-

ness was a yellow jacket's nest situated inconveniently

near the little pool.

A little before noon we took up our packs and went on
over a hill into another valley: but before we had gone

far Vick and Joe saw another bear, which they pursued.

The Marine, the Oayuse and I rested well content under

the shade of a lone cottonwood, for the sun was hot when
it had a chance.

Straight above us towered a sharp peak of rock sugges-

tive of a wide view into the mysterious land beyond—the
unexplored region in the heart of the Olympics, where
the Indian dare not go, and where white men had never

been, or liad left no record if they had. The Siwash have
a legend of a fierce interior tribe, who slay, and perhaps

eat at sight, the way-worn traveler—a tribe strong in

magic arts and invincible in war. But this I fear is

merely an excuse to avoid climbing the mountains, for

the Siwash is probably the laziest savage on the face of

the earth. His legs are small and weak and his head
large and heavy, and as soon would a poUywog take a

salmon leap as an ordinary coast Indian a good healthy

climb.
But to return to our own sufferings. Chris and I went

on up the peak, and the Cayuse, stimulated by tha-t

emotion which in the other sex is curiosity, but in ours is

that praiseworthy love of exploration that leads to all

great discoveries, came with us. The Marine lay for

awhile content with his surroundings, but soon joined us

on the peak. What a sight it was! The air was clear,

for the long rain had driven off the heavy cloud of smoke
that covers the Olympics in summer for months at a

time, and the sun was bright. It shone on the Sound, far

away to the eastward, gleaming like polished steel, and
Hood's Canal like a narrow silver ribbon threading the

dark wilderness of forest. Beyond them, the old volca-

nic shafts of Rainier and Baker raised their towering
forms, mantled in white, like gods in peace and purity

and majesty, and the slender cone of another mighty
peak stood on the horizon, circled just below its summit
with one wreath of rosy cloud.

Below us the north and south forks of the Skokomish,
with their several branches, wound away between the

hills, their course marked by the brighter green and ful-

ler foliage of water-loving trees and bushes—a pleasant

contrast to the fir and cedar. On the further side of the

peak, looking eagerly, we saw the frowning wall of the

main divide—the great range that parts the waters of the

Pacific from the waters of the Sound—on one side of

which the rivers flow east, on the other west. The peak
whereon we stood was the end and summit of a long spur

projecting southward from the main range. Parallel to

this ran another higher spur, ending in a sheer wall of

black rock, that rose thousands of feet straight from the

bottom. This was connected with our peak by a lower

and heavily-wooded hill, and between the rock wall oppo-

site and the base of the hill was a deep chasm.
Within the inclosure formed by these two spurs, and

the main range lay as fair a valley as the eyes of man
has ever seen—warm in the sunlight—green with the

moisture of the later snows, the snows that yield only to

the heat of midsummer. From the meadows below rose

a light steam here and there, to seek the clouds or hang
in mist wreaths round the crags above.

A stream ran through the valley, rippling and splash-

ing down from the main range, then in the valley spread-

ing out into a chain of little lakes, clear and green as

emerald, then through the chasm at the base of the

immense cliff, in white rapids to the Skokomish with a
rush. We sat and looked.

Presently our comrades joined us—they had not come
up with the bear. And they sat and looked too. But by
and by, with a parting glance at the eastern side of the

Olympic slope, at the dark sea of forest and gleaming
water, and the mighty peaks of the Cascade Range
beyond, we went down upon the long ridge which con-

nected it with the divide. During the afternoon we saw
two large bears, neither of them within range. One,
indeed, offered the possibility of a shot; but it is hard to

judge the distances in such places, and though Vick took
all due care in aiming, there is small reason to suppose

that he hit him. The bear, however, abandoned the

delights of a blueberry thicket where he had been sitting

and revelling in the bei'ries, and went off to the valley

through the brush in huge jumps, with a loud squeal of

eminent disappioval. He looked for aU the world like a
gigantic flea on the caraggy back of tiie moantaiii.

We rested a while, later in the afternoon, on one of the

open slopes that now became frequent as the hiUs grew
more precipitous—places where the woods years ago had
lost their footing and fallen away into the valleys, leav-

ing sunny pastures for the deer. We split up and hunted
in the open among the rocks, but found no deer that day,

though the tracks were many; and toward evening
descended into the valley and encamped near its head.

The valley was full of the tracks of animals—bear and
deer, but especially cougar—and those of the others were
so frequent and somuch fresher than the deer tracKs, that

it seems probable the savage brutes had driven the deer

out of the valley altogether. Several of us went out to

look for the CaVuse who had disappeared, and as I went
down the valley I saw a bear vanish with a crash up the

mountainside.
There was a slight knoll in the lower valley above one

of the little lakes, and it was thickly crowded with bushes.

I could distinctly hear a large animal moving about

through the brush. I could see nothing of the beast, and
was almost teased into firing at the sound as it dodged me
round and round the knoll, but remembering a former

occasion, when I had looked for the cause of such a noise

for a long time and found it to be the Cayuse, I refrained.

On tbe occasion to which I refer, the Cayuse and I, each
firmly believing the other to be a bear, and thirsting for

his life, had spent a large part of an afternoon in trying

to locate one another in the brush, and had finally come
face to face, one on each side of a clearing; with cocked
Winchesters ready to fire. Our wrath was great and last-

ing—and I take this opportunity to warn the reader that

in this kind of hunting it is most important that each

member of the party should tell the others where he is

going to hunt, and that they should give each other a

wide berth. For it would be excessively difficult to carry

a wounded or deceased comrade down the Olympics, and
under such circumstances mortifying as well. Nothing
came of my hunt—the noise stopped suddenly and I could

find no trace of the animal.
Meanwhile Vick and Joe had found the Cayuse, who

had been having a little hunt all by himself; and we went
back to camp, where we thoroughly enjoyed supper, and
made our plan for the next day—to stay in the valley and
hunt and rest before trying the divide.

As the night was clear we did not pitch the tent, but

used it as a blanket. Accordingly, as soon as we went to

sleep the clouds crept softly up and the wind came
sweeping down from the cold heights: and we woke to

find it raining heavily. The climate of the Pacific coast,

among its other superior characteristics, possesses great

cunning in thus catching a man at a disadvantage and
thoroughly soaking him when he is trying to sleep and
has neither a roof over his head nor a change of rai-

ment. In this respect it )S the Eternal Spring that Puget
Sound real estate advertisements boast of, but not that

part of spring which the phrase generally is intended to

suggest to the mind of the reader.

We got up early and spent much of the day in getting

together the pitch-knots that lay on the hillside opposite

—relics of the fallen woods—and piling them on our huge
fire. During the morning I hunted; so I beheve did the

Marine; but the game apparently had the good sense to

stay indoors in such weather. Chris and Joe, however,

went out later and came back toward evening with a doe

which Joe had shot. He had also killed a buck, but it

fell in an almost inaccessible place; and when he went
back for it next morning either wolves or cougars had
torn it to pieces.

An old raven flew back and forth over the camp and
croaked dismally. But when we had the deer dressed

and cooking we cared not for the weather or the melan-

choly prospect, for it was the first time for a month or more
that any one of us had tas'-ed fresh meat, except the mar-

mot above mentioned; and fresh meat, after a few weeks
of bacon and ham and fish, is a luxury that surpasses the

masterpieces of the most inspired culinary genius. It's

worth starving a while to try it. Such was the principle

that guided the actions of the famous old gentleman who
was seen once a week at Parker's eating salt viands with

dogged Anglo-Saxon perseverance. When impertinent

curiosity got the better of an observer, who asked his

motive," the answer was: "I begin to eat salt meats, sir,

at seven o'clock, and by doing so persistently—persist-

ently, sir—I acquire by ten o'clock a thirst that I would

not take fifty dollars for." I doubt if that man would
have bought one of our appetites when Joe's doe appeared.

That night I found a little cave in the rocks, and hav-

ing carried coals there from the camp-fire in the two
frying-pans, I soon warmed the i-ocky walls with a bright

blaze, and had a more peaceful night, far from the snor-

ing and kicking of which only a camp is capable.

The next morning after a search for the lost buck, we
went on up the main divide. At the head of the valley

was an easv ascent to a narrow opening between two
peaks. Here we rested and looked down on the western

side of the range.
Thousands of feet below us. in a deep gorge, ran and

roared (like Sir John) a good-sized stream, which from
our bearings and from the fact that there was but one

river on that side that could spring from so large a source,

we knew^ to be the QuinaiuU. So we were really on top

of the wall. A spur of the mountain on which we stood,

divided into five or six peaks, formed a horseshoe bend at

the head of the gorge. Directly across the river from our

position was a huge mass of a mountain , several of whose
tops were higher than those of the main divide. This

stood within the bend of the spur, and stretching away to

the north in a gradually declining range, was broken sev-

eral miles further down by a deep gap. The river ran

nearly round this mountain, flowing from the other side

of it, and following the horseshoe bend eastward toward

our point of view, then turning northward along the

range and finally flowing westward through the dis-

tant gap, and southwestward to seek Lake Quinaiult

and the Pacific. We proposed to cross this stream, and
stood for some time gazing down upon its deep channel

and listening to its sound—not in a sentimental way, but

because we did not know how to get down there.

Finally we turned back a little and kept northward

along the main range, following the course of the stream

below us and hoping to find some possibleway of descent.

I soon found one, not only possible, but inevitable.

We were somewhat scattered now, looking for a way
along the ridge—above us sheer rock, below a steep slope

of thousands of feet, broken here and' there by shelves.

I went too highand lost the rest of the party, and in look-

ng about in slipperv places for their trail, lost footing

and found myself shooting down the track of an old land-

slide. Bits of loose rock rattled about my ears and the

little bushes tore out of the loose soil as I clutched them;
but I landed, after a coast that put tbe best kind of tobog-

ganing in the shade—breathless, hot, slightly bruised,

.

disgracefully tattered, but otherwise all right, on a shelf

below,
"OhI how unlike the place from whence I fell."

But I was in a worse position than the hero of Milton's

narrative, for my companions had not shared my fall, and
were not soon discerned. A '*shelf" here does not mean
a nan-ow ledge of rock, but a comfortable stretch of

level ground that breaks the slope. Here was a bright

moist little meadow, surrounded by woods. The soft

ground was full of the tracks of elk and deer. Where
were my friends?

I shouted. No words can tell the bitter mockery that

the echoes can put into their tones when they answer a
man who has lost his way and finds himself alone in an
utterly xmexplored country — where the foothills are

mountains and the trees are towers.*
All this immensity gives a man an indescribable sense of

his own insignificance, when he is left alone and has time
to think of it, and the echoes rub it in. I shouted, and
every mountain seemed to have a great voice of its own,
echo after echo came ringing back, from near and far,

sharp and clear from the rocks above, deep and loud from
the sounding woods, and far below me the river laughed.
After the tumult—and that phrase is no exaggeration

—

had subsided, I gave up calling. A very belated echo
came back from the valley, and thinking it might be an
answer I went in that direction. A good elk trail led to-

ward it, and it seemed likely that the others had dis-

covered the trail further up the mountain somewhere,
and had descended by it. But this proved a mistake; for

they could not have done so without leaving a track here
and there; and nothing had passed over this trail for days
apparently. I called again with the former result, and it

turned out afterward that the others never heard a sound,
having gone round to the other side of a peak which
entirely cut them off from my voice and its echoes, and
having been pushing through brush at the time which
would have prevented them in any case from hearing. I

turned back to the foot of my slide and waited, for as I

carried certain provisions highly important to the cuisine

of the expedition, I knew that they would want me at

lunch time. If not, I could push along down the Qui-

naiult to the reservation.

In a very few minutes I heard Chris far above me. He
had come back to pick up the pieces, and I had a hard
climb to reach him, up a place where the soil was pretty
firm, digging heels and rifle-butt into the ground and
pulling up by the bushes, testing each one first, for many
of them came out.

The rest of the party were rather discouraged. They
were still running about on top of the ridge looking for a
place to get down and they would not profit by my dis-

covery and slide. The Cayuse had hurt his knee severely

but kept bravely on, refusing to lighten his pack or take
any assistance.

We followed the elk trail, that ran along the ridge, for

a while, hoping it would take a turn toward the valley.

Vick suddenly came upon a bear in an open space among
the bushes. His rifle proved to be out of order, and for

the first time since he had had it missed fire and the*bear

ran off with a grunt. At last we took our necks in our
hands (not literally but as one does his life) and trickled

(if I may use the expression in connection with solids)

down the steep descent. The Marine had secured a firm

hold of the bushes and a slight rest for his feet. Revel-
ling in the unwonted security of his position he looked

up and saw the Cayuse, who was descending triumph-
antly, sliding at a comfortable angle. The Marine thought
he was falling and calling out, '-You're all right old boy,

I'll stop you!" caught him by the leg as he came. The
Cayuse kicked like the beast from whom he takes his

name, and down they came, tumbUng and rolling through
the brush. They brought up on my shoulders and I

joined the avalanche, which proceeded merrily till a tree

stopped us. The other three were far ahead, but at last

we found them by the side of the Quinatult. There we
had a hasty meal.

It was growing very cold, and had begun to rain again
so we started up the opposite slope. This was the hard-

est work—except the alders on the foothills—that we had
—so steep that we were obliged to stop and rest at about
every 30yds. When we had made a thousand feet or so

Joe became aware that he had left his cartridge belt by
the stream. The Cayuse, the IVIarine and I would almost
have given our ears not to have heard his remarks.
There is no imagining what he would have said had not
Vick produced the belt, which he had seen and saved.

All the rest of that day we climbed and climbed; and
the work grew harder as we went. Not that we could

get more tired or the hill much steeper without our fall-

ing off, but the brush was thicker than ever—dense blue-

berry bushes growing seven or eight feet high sometimes,
with gnarled tough twigs locked together. And every

bush was dripping, for the rain had now poured heavily

for hours.
As we came toward each successive shelf we thought

it must be the top; and at each one we were disap-

pointed. When at last it grew too late to go on, not a
single level spot could we find for a camp. The best

place that presented itself was good in every respect but

one. There was plenty of comparatively di-y wood ; there

was balsam for our bed and running water near by, but

the pitch of the ground was so steep that we had to drive

stakes and lay a log against them on which to brace our

feet when we lay down, which we did as usual six in a
row. It was comfortable enough for a while. But in

the night the camp-fire, originally built at a safe distance,

transgressed and burnt off the stakes, so we had to get

up and brace our log all over again. Francis Dana.

*My friend, the Marine, was ia his early yonth a mighty
hunter of egg", and would climb trees where none of us, his

comrades, dare aspire, and would enchant us when he came
down with tales of what he saw at the top. Soon after he settled

in the West he wrote home that "there was just one trouble with
the cotmtrv, that, although there were plenty of trees, they were
quite useless, as not one of them was small enough to he climbed,

even with irons!"
[TO BE OONTIKTUED.]

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream -will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell'B boolct

''Pawnee Hero StorieB and folk-Tales," givme a taWe of conta«t[|

asd Bpaestmen IQaatntloae from the volmaoe,—,4.de.
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A PAIR OF PET LIONS.
PREVIOUS to making up country trips in Soutli Africa

I alwayslaid in a supply of calico drei3ses and pound
packages of tea to serve as presents for the wives of the
Boers in the outlying districts. Tea is used by them only
in cases of sickness, and the donation of a calico dress is

always met by an interchange of dairy and hen roost
products. In one of my trips, while in the neighborhood
of an old vrouw, finding that the larder needed replen-
ishing, I jumped on my shooting pony and cantered over
to her house, followed by my Kaffir henchman "Janu-
ary," carrying a basket containing the tea and dress.
The noise of my pony's hoofs on the sun-baked earth
caught the old lady's ears and she met me at the door
with the exclamation

;

"I'm so glad you have come!"
"Why?"
"Because I have a pair of young lions for you."
"Where are they?"
"Knocking about the house somewhere."
I immediately dismounted, handed the reins to Janu-

ary, started indoors, and finally brought up in the
kitchen, where I found the whelps asleep on the health.
On asking how they were captm-ed she informed me that
some two weeks previous her son had shot a lioriess, and
finding her in milk, hunted around until he picked up
the youngsters. I immediately bargained for them with
the understanding that they were to be given all the milk
they would drink, not teas'ed, and kept until my return,
some three months ahead. The tea and dress were then
produced and January had to enlist the services of
one of the farm Kaffirs to assist in carrying to the wagons
the butter and eggs which were received in exchange.
On my return I found they had been partially weaned,

which was fortunate, as it would have been impossible to
get fresh milk for them daily. Taking them in my
arms I started toward my cart, which had been driven
up in front of the house, for the purpose of throwing
them on my bed; but the oxen bolted on, catching scent
of them, and it required a deal of patience before they
would allow them to be loaded. On coming up with my
train of wagons, loaded with antelope, gnus, etc., the
caxt was prudently kept some distance in the rear, for
fear of a stampede of the teams, and it was fully a week
before the oxen became thoroughly accustomed to Hon
odor. The whelps would pass the time while traveling
lolling about on my bed, which I shared with them at
night, but so soon as we stopped and the oxen were turned
loose for grazing their heads would be thrust out from
the front of the cart waiting t© be lifted out, so that they
could have their customary game of romps with the dogs

'

and myself.
We had reached the more thickly settled portion of the

country when one day, just as we were outspanning, a
couple of young Boers cantered up to the wagons, one of
whom carried a fine chacnia seated behind him. On dis-

mounting the reins were handed to the baboon, who had
seated himself just in front of the horses, and I started
for. the cart in search of the "square rigger," t. e., gin
flask, in order to pave the way to purchasing the baboon.
On reaching it the heads of both whelps appeared, ex-
pecting to be lifted out, as was customary. On catching
sight of them the baboon gave a scream, the horses a
snort of terror, and each one took a separate path across
the veldt, folio wed by a pair of blaspheming Boers. I
saved my gin, but lost the chance of buying a fine chacma
and sulkily refused to join in the usual frolic.

The trip home was made without further incident, and
on arriving the youngsters were allowed the run of the
house; but at night they would persist in sharing my bed
with me. A fter having been nearly smothered by a trick
which they had of lying across my face, I finally com-
promised matters by arranging a cot alongside my brd
with a stout wire screen intervening. Of course the
arrival of the young lions was soon noised about, and I
did not lack company, especially on Sunday afternoons,
when my establishment resembled a miniature zoological
garden, and the female whelp seemed to select just such
occasions to play pranks on the bipeds of her own sex.
Her favorite ambush was under the table of the dining
room, the door of which opened on the passage way
through the house. So long as males passed, or females
escorted by males, she would remain quiet, but as sure as
a single female, or a party of them, attempted to pass
through, she would spring out and crouch just in front
of them, invariably causing a hasty retrograde move-
ment, accomx)anied by a series of screams. Once while
in the rear giving some directions to the Kaffirs, I was
startled by a piercing shriek, and turned just in time to
see a frightened female dart out of the back door and
come at racing speed toward me. In so doing she had to
pass directly under a tree, inwhich was chained a baboon.
So soon as she was fairly under it, the brute dropped
on to her shoulders, whisked off her bonnet and wrap,
and was up on his perch again in a jifly. She dropped
in a dead faint, a,nd before I could dash some water into
her face and bring her to her senses the bonnet and wrap
were torn into shreds, and on looking toward the house I

could see the head of the lioness lying over the doorsill,

seemingly enjoying the mischief she had caused. On
another occasion, hearing a series of suppressed screams
in the house, I hurried in and found a trio of young ladies
standing on the dining table, with their skirts pufled up
to about the regulation ballet length, ami tightly drawn
about their limbs, while the lioness was crouched on the
floor just in front of them, whisking her tail and a.cting

precisely as if she intended to spring up and occupy a
portion of their retreat. Picking her up I carried her
into my bedroom, and on my return found that the young
ladies had managed to get down without any assistance,
and were hurrying out the front door without saying
good-bye.
Fearing that something serious might occur if I allowed

my pets their liberty any longer, I bad a large cage con-
structed, and for the first week or two was forced to

spend a greater portion of my time in it with them. The
male did not worry so much, but the female fretted con-
stantly, and the only way I had of quieting her was to
go in and lie dov^n, using the male for a pillow, while
she would stretch herself alongside of me with her head
resting on my chest. A short time after confining them
I found that they were shedding their milk teeth, a very
painful operation with aU cat animals. The female did

not suffer so much, but the male's upper gums became so
much swollen as to almost close his eyes, and I deter-
mined to lance them. Placing him squarely on his back,
with my left hand I opened his jaws, and with a knife
in my right quickly slashed one gum, springing aside
immediately, as I expected a wipe from his front paws.
Much to my surprise he never made the slightest attempt
to injure me, but gave a grunt of relief, rolled over on
his side and began sucking the blood from the wound.
The other gum was served in a like manner with pre-
cisely the same actions, and the next day I had the satis-
faction of seeing th; swelling much reduced, and in a
short time it entirely disappeared.
No doubt many of my readers will suppose that my

pets only served to get me into scrapes, but I have a very
distinct recollection of one instance in which they
managed to get me out of one. I was hailed one day by
the sheriff, who informed me that he had a summons in
his office for me to serve as a juryman. I tried to beg off,

but he was inexorable and said that he had no discretion
in the matter, so I told him that the first time he hap-
pened out in my neighborhood to drop in and serve the
paper. A few days afterward he rode up to my gate and
I called January to open it for him, while I hurried out
through the back door and made for the lions' cage. But
a short time elapsed before I h^ard him calling for me,
and on my answering he gradually found his way out to
the den, in which I was seated on the male's recumbent
body, while the female sat behind me with her chin rest-
ing on one of my shoulders. As soon as he saw me he
sprang back and yelled out:
"For Heaven's sake! Come out of there!"
"Hand that summons in here and I will do so."
"Do you want my arm torn oflf?"

"No; but I want you to make a legal service of that
paper by handing it to me."
"I shall not take any such risk, but I will tear it up if

you will only come out and save me from seeing you torn
into pieces."

"All right, do so, and I will try to get out alive."
The. paper was torn up and I stepped out of the cage,

much to my friend's relief, whose nerves were completely
quieted by a resort to the "square rigger."
A short time subsequent I met the judge in the street,

who wished to know if my mode of dodging jury duty
was the one commonly practiced in my own country.

Frank J. Thompson.

AN UNSEASONABLE RAIL.

EASTON, Md., Jan, 20—Editor Forest and Stream: I
write to ask if it is not very unusual to find a speci-

men of the Virginia rail (R. virginianus) as far north as
this locality at this season of the year. The specimen re-
ferred to is J2. virgimanus, and not the common sora or
Carolina rail (P. carolinensis).

It was captured in rather a singular manner. I have
a friend who has a terrapin pond, and being annoyed by
the muskrats burrowing in the banks of the pond, he set
a number of steel traps for them, and found the bird
caught by the leg in one of the traps. It is a male bird
in full plumage and in fine condition, which would go to
show that it was not from being wounded or otherwise
injured that it failed to migrate with its fellows. I am
having the bird mounted on account of finding it at this
season, and it is a remarkably fine specimen.
These birds are rare with us at any time, although we

formerly had the common sora by thousands in its sea-
son. Although killing these birds in great numbers every
season, it has been an unusual thing to kill a JR. virgin-
iamis.

While on the subject of rail, can any of our sportsmen
account for the sudden and great falling off in the num-
bers of these birds since 1883? Up to that season we had
them in countless numbers on our marshes, but since that
year they have been scarce. I should attribute it to over-
shooting if the diminution had not been all at once, and
the rail having the immense amount of cover it has ought
to be protected, one would think. Sinkboat.

[It is, we believe, quite unusual to find rail of any kind
so far north as Maryland in winter. At the same time it

must be confessed that we do not know very much about
the habits of these birds. For example, up in Connecticut
it is the popular belief that the sora all go south at the
first hard frost in autumn, and it is unusual to find them
on the rail grounds after Oct. 1. Nevertheless in high
coarse sedge and reeds on the edge of the salt water these
birds are occasionally killed, being flushed by accident
up to Dec. 1. Here in the north we have always found
R. virginiamis rare as compared with the Carolina rail.J

THE PERSISTENCE OF PESTS.
BELLEVILLE, Ont,, Jan, 31.—A wolf which had de-

stroyed upward of seventy sheep was recently poi-

soned in the town of North Burgess.
Two foxhounds owned by local hunters recently fell

victims to poison which some careless individual had set

out for the bushy-tailed prowlers.
Foxes are numerous beyond precedent in this neigh-

borhood despite their pursuit by hunters. Seven "reds"
were one day recently on foot before three hounds, within
two miles of the city.

Foxes are said to be very numerous in the vicinity of
Newburgh, some twenty miles east, and on Tuesday Mr.
John Jackson sighted a beautiful silver gray one. They
are so tame that they have been seen playing with the
dogs in the barnyards.
A short time ago two students from Queen's College,

Kingston, who were visiting at Odessa, trapped a black
fox, and received from a fui-rier in Kingston ,|90 for the
pelt. Another was captured on the fourth concession of
Hungerford last week. The animal has become almost
extinct in this section, and the skins are said to be worth
from $100 to $150 each,
A silver fox was shot in Hungerford township a couple

of weeks ago by Mr, M, Cronkwright and sold to Mr. Alf

.

Dulmage for $75. The fox is a native of Labrador, and
only two have ever been known to be shot in.Hastings.
In order that your readers may avoid the mistake of

your correspondent, who, after navigating Lake Ontario
and the Eiver St. Lawrence in an open boat, described the
shores of our beautiful bay as in a state of nature—

a

country that has been settled nearly a hundred years and
has been all but denuded of its forest—let me state that

I
the whole of the region above referred to is one of the

. oldest settled tracts m the Province. R. S. B,

FLORIDA BIRD NOTES.
BISCAYNE BAY, Fla., Jan. 25. -For the last two

weeks this far southern section of countrv has been
alive with robins. As the oldest settlers have never seen
these birds here before, they excite great intert>sfe and
curiosity. They are fat/saucy, and so tame that one may
approach within a few feet of them ere they take wing.
They seem also to be very quarrelsome, and fight so
fiercely among themselves that in two ca>^et^,' coming undey
my personal observation, the vanquished bird has died
within a few minutes after the battle.
The native birds seem much disgusted by the xjresence

of these intruders, and the mockingbirds are devoting all
their energies to chasing them.

I heard the first song sparrow about a week ago. and
the bluejays have been with us for the past two months.
Never have I seen so many crows as now fill the woods
and line the beaches about here. Their battles are with
the buzzards, and when a dozen or more of them get after
one buzziard the latter has a poor show. O. K. Chobke.

Breeding of Bears.—Van Buren, Ind., Jan. SO.—
Editor Forest and Stream: I wish information about the
breeding habits of the black bear, as I have a male from
Wisconsin, a female from Michigan, three years old next
spring. They have been kept together in a cage sirce 1
got them as cubs, weighing 16 and lilbs. respectively.
On 25th inst, there was a cub found in the cage dead and
partly consumed. I judge it was destroyed by the male,
and will say I have never seen anything to make me
think there was any prospect of any increase or I would
have separated them sooner. How many cubs does the
female bring forth a season? Are all at one time or some
time between? What is the usual time of the year they
bring forth their young? What is the period of gestation?
and do the males destroy the young?—M. D, [As we have
more than once said, but little is known about the breed-
ing of bears. It is certain, however, that the cubs are
usually born in January, that they are from one to three
in number, and that young bears produced in confine-
ment are often destroyed by the parents. While in
charge of the Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati, Mr.
Frank J. Thompson succeeded in breeding black bpars,
and an account of this occurrence from his i)en may be
found in Forest and Stream XIIl., p. 605. From this
it appears that the young are born naked, that they are
blind for forty days after birth, and are carefully
watched by the mother for nearly three months. We
would suggest your separating your bears early next
winter and giving the female every opportunity to make
herself ready for the possible event.]

Reducing the Sparrows.—Perth Amboy, N. J., Jan,
20.—Editor Forest and Stream: I recently scored the
fifteen hundredth English sparrow which has fallen to
my Stevens .3'^ since April, 1888. What would the
natural hicrease of the liirds have probably been mean-
while, if unmolested?—K, [The data given are not accu-
rate enough for us to figure on with any degree of
definiteness. The pparrow is supposed to rear four or
five broods of from four to six young each in a season.
We think that the natural increase of the sparrows
which you have destroyed might safely be placed at
from 15,000 to 20,0*.0 as a minimum. We commend this
question to om' mathematical readers,]

Linn.5!AN Societf OF New York.—A regular meet-
ing of the society will be held at the rooms of the Ameri-
can Geographical Society, No, 11 West Twenty-ninth
sti-eet, Friday evening, Feb. 6, 1891, at 8 o'clock. A paper
will be read by Mr. F. M. Chapman, entitled "The Mam-
mals of the East Coast of Florida,'' and one by Mr. Lev-
erett M. Loomis, entitled "An Historical Sketch of South
Carolinian Ornithology.'"

—

Jonathan Dwight, Jr., Sec-
retary.

i^m^ md 0uti.

The EtTLL TEXTS of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the JBooli of the

Game Laivs.

ATRIP TO THE CAUGILON MOUNTAINS.
THE last week has been the most successful from a

sportsman's point of view that I can call to mind
during the six years that I have been hunting over Texas
and New Mexico. We have certainly on other occasions
killed larger quantities of game during a shorter space of
time and without so much work to get it, but never did
we have so much condensed fun in one week. Three
years ago we killed six bears and a black-tailed buck in
two days. We had eight or ten white-tailed deer in camp
at one time, while hunting in Val Verdi county, Texas.
And the numbers of turkeys that have now and then
fallen in our way have been sufficient to supply a large
camp nearly all winter with meat. Ho wever, I have been
more pleased with the reminiscences of this September
week than any other on record.
Our party consisted my friend E., Andres, a Puebla In-

dian; a Mexican cook and his son to herd the burros; an
old half-breed Navajo Indian-Mexican, a faithful servitor
of long standing, whom we will call G. ; a gentleman from
Philadelphia, Mr. Johnson, and his friend Mr. Pickin, and
myself. J. and P., who were out for pleasure, and had
heard of my camp, came over to consult me on the sub-
ject, so it was settled that they should come with us and
see how they liked it. Accordingly we took in two or
three more days with the trout on the Rio Brazos, during
which time several large fish were caught, weighing from
four and three-quarters down to half a pound, then we
moved to the Cebolla Plaza, near which the Mexicans in-

formed us several bears had been killed and more been
seen. Next day we started out to locate our game. We
had ridden quite six mUes without receiving any en-
couragement. At last, however, we came on the track
of alaige bear and cub. Shortly afterward we found
more sign and the carcass of one not long killed. Think-
ing this good enough to try we returned.

The next day found us camped near the head of a
bright little trout stream, known as the Rio Caugilbn.
Our two friends traveled in a buckbpard, and as any one
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who has tried it must he well aware, this mode of loco-

motion when applied to the mountains and entirely off

any road requires some skill and plenty of practice; con-

sequently they did not make it quite as soon as we did

with our buiTOs; however, they were in time enough, for

after pitching the fouf tents we all went out for a two-

hour hunt before dark. Andrea saw and wounded slightly

a fine silver-tip, which, however, got off. Next morning
we took after the wounded bear, but the dogs soon lost

him, and we tried another track with similar effect; then

they followed one at full cry, and we followed them for

six or seven miles, only to find that they had overrun the

one they started on and were running an old one. Of
course they were wild and somewhat out of practice, but

the dryness of the ground was against them as well; our

horses being a little tu-ed we returned. I was anxious

that our two friends should see the dogs on their best be-

ha.vior, for they were quibe new to the sport and did not

know what to expect, consequently I was not a Uttle

annoyed at the day's proceedings.

That evening we Avent out without hounds. J. and E.

were the first to hide themselves in the oak brush, at

elevated points where they could see all around without
being seen. Just as the sun was about to go down, out of

the oak brush, about 600yds. from the observatories,

stalked an immense brown bear. "What an odd-looking

horse." thought J., who, however, soon discovered his

mistaJje when bruin began to pace across a small flat

between the hedges of brush, J. at once made off to

where he expected to meet his highness. E. had, how-
ever, also seen him, and lost no time in circumventing
such a bea.uty. No sooner did the bear show his nose than
E., who is an old hand, dived into obscurity and was lost

to view. So it came to pass that when E. was within

shot, but not in sight of his prize, *'bang!" went a .50-95

express close to him, and before he could ascertam the

cause, "bang! bang!" rung out two more shots in quick
succession, and all was still. Hastening to the spot

whence came the sound of firing, imagine E.'s disgust at

finding his big bear dead, and killed, not by J., but by
Andres, who they thought was hunting in quite another
direction. He had, however, sneaked out, and with his

usual luck stumbled plump on top of bruin without wait-

ing long and patiently for the chance, as the others had
done. J. arrived soon afterward somewhat out of breath

(for by his figure one might think him fond of good living

when at home); he had seen another, but smaller, bear on
his way down, which he fired at and missed. He seemed
rather astonished at the size of the dead one, and solemnly
declared he had never seen one nearly as large, either-

stuffed or in any of the zoological gardens.

The next day we took the hounds out again and soon
found a track, but whether the ground was too dry, or

what, I knew not, possibly the large flock of sheep inter-

fered with the scent, anyway, the dogs would not or

could not run; so home we went again. Next day we
stayed in camp to rest the horses and hounds, but did not
feed the latter. I caught 150 trout in an incredibly short

sp^ice of time; they were not large, in fact a half-pound
fish was rare; but they were not very small and jumped
at the flies Avith avidity. P. killed a few mountain
pigeons, some ducks, and a grouse, and Andres secured a
young gobbler.

The following morning was a glorious success long to

be remembered in the annals of our bear hunting. We
started at about eight A. M. and turned our dogs loose on
a track about a mile from camp, some rain had fallen

during tiie night and the scent was perfect. To my horror
and disgust, the hounds circled round in the brush and
then split in all directions. What could it mean? I must
confess I fully expected another blank day, but made up
my mind to follow. J., G. and I took one branch,
Andres, E. and P. the other. We had six dogs with us,

or rather well in front of us, for they were rapidly
ascending the mountain on our right, when G. let out a
yell, the cause of which was a large brown bear breaking
cover near the summit, but considerably ahead of the
pack, who were after another one. Spurs were instantly

and effectually applied, G. and I reached the top where
we met J,, who had gone round another way, the bear
had just passed him, but owing to the thickness of the
brush he could not fire. There was not a dog within a
mile of us, they having torn off down the hill again after

another as fast as their legs could carry them. Quick as

thought I ran to the edge we had just climbed over and
blew my horn with all my might; a dog answered me,
and soon I could see them away down below\ However,
after tooting till my veins began to swell and my breath
to depart, I was rewarded by the appearance of six dogs
comiug up again. In a few minutes they were on bruin's

trail and off we went. Not more than 40yds. from here
they split again, but we followed the bunch of three who
were after the bear we had sighted. A two-mile gallop
through quaking asp, pine and fallen timber brought us
to the edge of a cailon, on the other side of which we
cotdd hear the dogs baying in one place. Here I stopped
to fix my girth before going down. G. and J. rode on and
found him sitting across a limb about 15ft. from the
ground; J. dismounted and plugged him in the cranium.
Death was instantaneous, G, was then despatched for a
jack-ass, on the arrival of which we returned with our
three hounds and the bear.

On nearing camp we met two more donkeys coming
out. E., P. and A. had been having a rollicking time.
While standing in an open space listening to the dogs,
which were split up, a big cinnamon broke cover close

to them with only one hound behind him. E. dismounted
and fired; knocking him down, but he arose and fled in a
hurry, as did E.'s horse. After a chase the pony seemed
ashamed of his fright and allowed himself to be cap-
tured. E. at once gallojjed off in the direction taken by
the bear and arrived in time to see Andres fire and drop
the bear from his- perch in a small pine tree. E. then
laid down his rifle and went to w^ork with his skinning
knife. While thus engaged he heard the hounds yelling
at no great distance off ; and looking up saw a brown bear
pass close to him and disappear before he had time to run
for the rifle. There were no dogs with the beast and he
got dear away. This time he returned to his work with
his Winchester, and lucky it Avas that he did so, for in a
few minutes a two-year-old black she bear came out with
three dogs at her heels. E. took a quick shot and
wounded but did not stop her. Then came a chase. P.,

who had also seen this bear, got there first, but having
only a shotgun and buckshot ^wisely waited for A., who
shot her as soon as she treed. All this happened within
an hour, and by 10 o'doek we were all in oamp, except

four dogs, wliich I believe had more bear. Toward even-

ing a Mexican came and told us that one of the hotuids

had kept a bear treed since the morning at some distance

from Avhere we killed the last two; he had nO gun and
Avas obliged to leave it, and it was too far away for us to

get there before dark. This dog was barely a year old

and had not seen a bear before. About midnight the
other four dogs returned, one at a time. Five grown
bears that Ave know of left that patch Of brush at once;

how many more might ha.ve gone off unobserved is hard
to teU, biit P. was sure that the country was full of them.
One dog had the pad cut oft" her foot and another had a
svvoUen face from the fray.

The next day we had a good run for about three miles.

I was left behind trying to cut off the bear's retreat,

while unfortunately he took off in the wrong direction. E,

got there first, and thinking he Avas alone with the ex-

ception of a strange Mexican, Avho joined him, did not

wait; I was not 100yds. behind, but too late to save my
dog, for when E. fired he wounded the bear, which fell

off his resting place and instantly arose to his feet, scat-

tering the pack like chaff before the wind. I arrived

just in time to see the fatal shot, and there Avas poor little

Juhe, a stump-tailed hound, running about with her
entrails hanging out. The excitement of the chase had
evidently prevented her from feeling, for she AA'as barking
^d playing around, wagging her stumj) of a tail for all

she was'worth. I then called her to me, and finding the

intestines bitten in pieces, I saw no hope but to put her
out of her misery before any reaction set in. Towser, a
yearling hound, fastened on the bear's nose for about a

second, but judging from his appearance he will prefer

the opposite end of the next bear, for although not
seriously hurt, he looked very much like a ma,n whom I

once saw after a prize fight. The bear was a large male
cinnamon. We packed him home with Julie, to whose
memory a monument was erected.

The following day we did not find a track till about 9

o'clock, and then I thought it not fresh enough, so we
rode off to look for another, wiien Andrea, Avho had been
left behind, fired tw^o shots and we retraced our steps; he
had seen and shot at, but missed a big brown bear. The
dogs were soon uncoupled a.nd ran straiglit away for a
good six miles at racing pace, it was all we could do to

keep them in hearing; and when we pulled in our horses

J. and I were alone, the others being a long way behind.

On coming to the spot where the dogs had bayed, we saw
a large brown bear standing on an immense limb, not
more than twenty feet up; he looked so much like com-
ing down that we fired at a greater distance than usual,

the consequence being that he came doAvn in an ex-

tremely lively style. Having a shot through the jaAv and
one leg broken, he could not get at the dogs well, and as

we ran in I shot him through the side and dropped him,
and I gave him the covj) de grace.

The next day we took a rest, having got six bears, five

of which were males and above the average size. P. shot

a turkey, E. and I caught trout, while J. rode off in the

evening to wait by a bear wallow that we had discovered
in the vicinity. When he returned this was the tale he
told. On arriving at the water hole, he selected a hide
from which he could shoot any animal while bathing, and
waited. Soon he began to think. His past life, with all

its sins, pleasures, fortunes and misfortunes, floated

before his eyes; a twig snapped just behind him, and on
turning to see the cause, he found himself staring into

the smaU green ey es of the cinnamon bear he had come
to meet. Both were astounded, and took a good look at

each other to be sure there was no deception. The bear,

however, was the first to gra.sp the situation, and what
did he do? Else on his hindfeet and with a blood-curd-
ling roar dash his enemy to the ground? Oh, dear, no;

he skedaddled and left J. wondering how it was he had
never shot him. However, it was too late now, and J,

knew well how useless it would be to follow. So he
simply remained where he was, only Avith his thoughts
running in a slighly different groove. Here was J. stand-

ing bolt upright in the brxish, looking keenly about him,
Avhen he discovered that another bear, and much bigger

one, had stolen a march on him, and was trotting down
to the bath in full view. J. thought he would wait till

he came nearer and make certain of this one, so sloAvly

he began to sink into the brush to be completely hidden,
but this very action attracted the attention of those rest-

less little eyes, and bruin made a plunge, leaving big claw
marks in the ground as the only sign that he had ever

been near the place. Some bullets flew after, but did not
find him. This was too much for J., who got on old

Tuskey and galloped home.
The next day we ran the dogs there without success,

and the next day .1. and P, attended to home industries,

and used lots of soap. E. , G. , A. and I went out and
turned our dogs loose on a good looking track. E. and A.
followed close on their heels, but G. and A. made for the
top of the hill, from where we could guess their destina-

tion and possibly take a cut on them. G. was in front of

me, and when just's^t the top I saw him trying to get his

gun out of the scabbard, but it Avas no go. A beautiful

black shining bear trotted by us as if there was nothing
on earth to bother him, and was gone in the dense quak-
ing asp before either of us was ready for him. I yelled,

and blew, and fired my gun off for the hounds, but not a
dog appeared this time; they had struck a bunch of deer
and were going to have some fun; they came in the next
day, good for nothing. That night the rain came, and
we had two or three inches of water all around our beds,

In the morning our friends, P. and J., departed on busi-

ness bound, and we rested. The following morning we
had another very long run, and finished with a kill for

G. , who got there just before us. This bear was also a
male, brown, and of good size; the hide measured 7ft.

7in. by about 4ft. That evening while in bed a skunk
came into the tent, so I got a trout and poisoned it. Next
morning E,, whose proboscis is extra sharp (and ought to

belong to an inspector of nuisances), woke up at about 3

A. M. T always lie well covered, and therefore was en-

abled to declare my ignorance of any extraordinary smell,

and my desire to sleep, thinking that he would remove
the cause, which I soon became certain was not far off,

However, he did not, for like many human beings he
could not endure to see me rolled up apparently asleep

when he could scarcely come anywhere near the tent

himself. I could not keep the farce up long though, and
determined to find it myself, so I arose and soon found
the creatureunder a box near our beds. We moved camp
nest day for another range of mountarns.

A. P. F. OOAPE.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Jan, 39.—Grand Calumet Heights Club held

another meeting last nighx. The tenure of the club

on its present grounds remains uncertain and unsettled,

although the club has very strong legal rights which
would make a sale of that property or an attempted evic-

tion. of the club an exceedingly puzzling bit of work for

the syndicate purchasers with whom negotiations are nojv
progi-essing. A committee wa^ appointed to confer

further.
The much-talked-of bill for the suppression of pigeon

shooting jn Illinois has finally been introduced to the

State liegislature now sitting. The record of bills intro-

duced this morning reads as follows: "By Senator Bass

—

Providing for the suppression of pigeon-shooting and sim-
ilar sports, making the penalty for indixlgence in such
sports |50. The bill does not apply to the shooting of game
in its wild state." It is suggested to the worthy Senator
that his name would be practically as euphonious and
more appropriate if he would drop the front letter of his

name. Senator Wright, too; he is all wrong. He has
introduced a bill "allowing the use of seines for fishing'

in navigable streams and in streams emptying into navi-
gable streams." We are apt to haA^e some solid chunks of

wisdom now, and oar beautiful code of laAvs may be fur-

ther reformed and adorned by the artistic granger legis-

lator.

Mr. Bird, of the Grand Galumet Heights Club, last

night gave me the incidents of a singular and pathetic
lake shore tragedy. He was walking along the beach of

Lake Michigan not long ago when he came upon a dead
sea gull. Examining it, he found protruding from the
jaw a large fishhook, quite a length of the line being still

attached. The bird had evidentlj'' tried to free itself of

the hook by scratching at it with its foot, and at some
stage of this effort the point of the protruding hook had
passed through the web of the foot. The bird was thus
pinioned with its foot against its mouth. How long and
slow the subsequent struggle for life no one knows, but
here the weaves had tossed upon the beach the record and
picture of the tragedy.

Messrs. Marshall and Metcalf , named earlier as having
gone to Mississippi after quail, went to Trenton, in that

State, and had elegant sport, averaging B5 or 40 birds a
day. They complain of the handicap of close choked
guns, and they had only black powder shells with them.
There are still a few people left who retain the folly of

closely choked guns for field Avork, and some of them
even shoot black powder at quail yet.

They seem to be getting the greyhound fever out in
Dakota, The following I notice in this morning's dis-

patches. "Mitchell, S. D., Jan. 38.—The most exciting
sport ever held at Mitchell occurred to-day in the coursing
races between tAvo greyhounds. Nig, belonging to J. W.
Seaman, and Tulu, belonging to McDermain & Smith.
Jack I'abbits were the prey, and there were three races.

In the first race Tulu scored eight points and Nig five and
a half. In the second Tulu scored seven and Nig five. In
the third race Tulu scored seven points and Nig sixteen.

Total, Tulu 22, Nig 26|. The third race was an exciting

chase of four miles. This gives Seaman the |300 prize.

H. G. Nichols now challenges Seaman's Nig to ran his

hound Bly in similar chases in April."

There are spiketails and sawbilis in small numbers now
on the lower end of Lake Michigan. The present rainy
and lowery weather should soon give us mallard shooting
on the Kankakee. We are having no winter at all to

speak of in the banana belt.

I think it was rather hard of Jim Eiley, when the
telegram announcing the last defeat of Elliott by George
Kleinman in the pigeon match here was received at Kansas
City, to say, "Well, I reckon .Jim' II come back to wearing
the 6| hat again now." Mr. Riley really oughtn't to talk

that way. Yet there is a homely philosophy in his re-

mark which all good sportsmen might study.

John Gillespie, of the Jeimey & Graham Gun Co., has
been very sick and is only now getting around . Doctor's

bills come high, and it costs funds to travel, but really,

now, I think John will go South for a week or two and
rest up. It looks that way. Those people indefinitely but
generally known as "the boys" think John ought to go,

you know, and what they say, goes. There are worse
folks in the world than these "boys."
Jan. £4.—^Mallards have appeared on the Kankakee

mai'shes. The winter here has been mild. Mallards are
shown in the markets. They come from Paw Paw, Mo,

Messrs, W. A. Van Brunt, of Horicon, and Fred Mer-
rill, of Milwaukee, were in town this week en route for a
six weeks' trip at quail shooting in northern Mississippi.

They had Avith them five setters and pointers and five

beagles, among them some bench and trial winners. The
beagles they are taking doAvn for fun at the cottontails.

I am often asked where to go for good quail shooting in

the South. John Watson, of Areola, La. , can take care
of hunting parties and assure them good shooting. Holly
Springs, on the Illinois Central Railroad, is a good point,

and Amery, Miss., the old field trial point, is good for

birds. Magnolia Station, about 100 miles north of New
Orleans, is another good place.

The members of the East and West trap-shooting com-

Eany of the U. S. Cartridge Co. , who made the big trip

ist winter, organized into a society known as the "lolan-

thes." A reunion was to have been held at Dayton, O.,

the 37th of this month, but this has been postponed as

other plans are on foot. An interesting bit of shooting
news is thought to be concealed in this postponement, as
will transpire later.

Mr, Rolla O. Heikes arrived in the city last Monday
morning and has entered upon his duties as Western rep-

resentative of the Standard-Keystone Co. His family
will come on to their home here within a month.
Jan. 31.—On the corner of 18th street and Wabash

avenue, in this city, is a grocery, in the window of which
I have often seen the mounted figure of a white animal.
Once I looked at it more carefully. It was the figure of

a deer, but the coat was a snowy white. Everybody has
heard of white deer and knows the superstition about
them. I never knew of the actual killing of an actual
white deer, and doubted the genuineness of this. I asked
for Mr. Tebbetts, senior member of the firm. Together
we examined the "white fawn," as it is called in the store.

The genuineness of the albino deer was no longer to be
doubted. Mr. Tebbetts gave me a letter to Mr. C. E. Roe,
a commission merchant of 124 S, Water street, this city,

of whom he purchased the carcass of the deer. I saw
Mr. Roe yesterday, and he recounted the history of this

singular animal so far as he knew it,
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"I sold the white deer to Mr. Tebbetts in September of
1887," said he. "It came to tne in a shipment of venison
made from Abrams, Wis., by Ij. F. Hale, who was en-
gaged in shipping large amounts of Tenison. He made
no comment about it, only saying in a letter to me that
he 'had shipped to me a white deer.' I therefore do not
know how or by whom the deer was killed. It was shot
directly through the heart by a small ball, about as big as a
buckshot. There was another one of these white deer
killed in the same region the following year (18g8). That
one went to Janesville, Wis., but I don't know who got it.

Perhaps Mr. J. W. Blanning, who knows most of the shoot-
ers of Janesville, could tell what has become of that deer.
"When I sold the white fawn to Mr. Tebbetts the coat

was pure white. The eyes were a light blue. The hoofs
were white, as white as any white-hoofed horse ever had.

"I have been interviewed often about tha.t deer and one
newspaper man wanted to know if I knew of any bad
luck that had ever happened to the killers or handlers of
this white deer. I can't say that I do. I am doing pretty
well, I thank you, and I guess Mr. Tebbetts is. Those
mallards? They are from the far south mostly just now.
It is colder b^low us, in Missouri, than it is here. The
bulk of our ducks last fall came from northwestern Neb-
raska. Yes, that white deer is certainly a curiosity. It's

too bad Mr. Tebbetts didn't have better luck getting it

mounted. The body is shown too heavy."
Barring this criticism, and a slight over-slimness of the

neck, which a close observation shows, the white fawn is

certainly a beautiful, as well as a singular, animal. It is

kept under a tight glass case and its snowy whiteness does
not show a trace of darker color. No chemicals have
ever touched the hah*. It is a genuine spirit deer.
And now will our friends over the country please tell us

of such other genuine white deer as they personally know
to have been killed?

Speaking of albinoes, Mr. Roe told me of another case,
this time among birds, and equally unquestionable. Mr.
Roe lives at Oak Park, a suburb of Chicago, and there are
some oak trees upon his lawn. In one of them a pair of
crow blackbirds built their nest, and in due time hatched
their young. Hearing a great outcry one evening Mr.
Roe went out to the tree. He found one of the young
birds had flopped out of the nest. To his surprise, it was
quite white! At the moment a neighbor called across the
fence, " Here is another of your birds o^er here." They
picked it up, and it also was found to be white. These
two young albinoes were kept by Mr. Roe carefully for
about a week, when they both died. They proved beyond
doubt that there can be such a thing as a "white black-
bird."

Feb. l.—Mr. Wolfred N. Low, of this city, tells a pleas-

ant story of a little hunt from which he and a few friends
are but recently returned. The party consisted of Mr.
Low, Mr. Charles Johnson, another attorney oF this city,

Prof. Bastin and Sam Booth, of Chicago, and Mr. Geo. J.

Low, a relative of our friend and resident of Little Rock,
"Ark, At their hunting station these gentlemen were
joined by Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Highto wer, both, I believe,

of Cherry Valley, Ark. The p-irty bunted between the
St. Francis and L'Angudle rivers, ia Arkansas, about
eight or ten miles from Cherry Valley, which point is

accessible via the Memphis branch of the Iron Mountain
road, out of St Ljuis. Mr. Low is full of the trip, and
says he never was really in a game country before in his

life, though he thought he had been. The party com-
puttd they saw forty deer each day of the four they spent
in the woads. Mr. Mitchell killed a deer. Prof. Bastin
killeii two, as did also Messrs. Johnson and H ghtower.
The hunting was over the overflowed timbered country,
and the walking in the water mnde it hard hunting. The
most of the deer was found in the overflow, often in
water knee deep, and Mr. Low learned for the fu-st time
that a deer is an aquatic animal. Tney need not have
resorted to the water, apparently, for the dry ridges were
abundant. Thus situated, and having the misfortune to

be carrying a shotgun, Mr. Low had the hard luck to lose

his only chance, a long shot at a deer which got away
crippled.
This St, Francis country must be a great game country.

Oar friends on this trip killed all the quail and ducks
they wanted. Mr. Low counted eight squu-rels on one
tree. Sign of wild turkey was seen every day, though
they did not hunt that bird. On one drive, Christmas
day, with the hounds, five deer were started. On the
whole, it would seem that this is a hunting ground better

than any we have around here. Out of Little Rock, they
say, it is equally good. And the gentlemen of this party
say that the generosity and hospitality they met were
simply charming. Say what you like, there is no idea of

real hospitality in the North, You have to go South for

that.

Feb. S.—A curious relic is shown by the Jenney &
Grraham Gun Co. , of this city, in a specimen of the old
Porter revolving rifle, a box full of which was lately

secured by Messr-^. Griffith & Semple, gun deslers of
Louisville, Ky. During the war a certain gentleman
who in those days would have been called by a North-
erner just a plain rebel, bought twenty-five of these
guns, then thought to be an advanced arm , and thought
to arm his friends with them in ca^e the Yankees came.
He buried the box in a cellar. Time passed and they
were forgotten, only to be discovered lately when some
excavations were making for a new building. The arm
looks antiquated enough now, and probably few will

remember having seen one like it. E. Hough,

Blooming Grove Park.—-The sixteenth annual meet-
ing of the Blooming Grove Park Association, which owns
or controls 25,000 acres of beautiful woodland and a
finely-appointed club house in Pike county, Pa., was held
last week. The president, Andrew J, Post, reported that
500,000 brook trout eggs had been placed in the streams,
and that only the day before 35,000 lake trout eggs and
10,000 landlocked salmon eggs had been received at the
Park club house from the United States hatcheries for

distribution in the waters of the Park, Among the im-
provements made were various additions to the club
house and twelve miles of drives. The report of Treas-

urer Wm, P, Roome showed the association to be in an
excellent financial condition. Its assets foot up f98, 738,-
14, made up of the real estate, valued at $41,000; the
club house, servants' quarters, stables, kennels, barns,,

and other outbuildings valued at $35,150, and hatching
ponds, personal property, and cash make up the balance.

The Coon Hunteks' Symposium: has been unavoidably
postponed.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have spent a good many years fighting, hunting, trap-
ping, mining and ranching in the West, and have from
time to time sent in to you sketches of experience in the
old days. Some of these you have printed and some you
have probably placed in the waste paper basket, where
very likely they belonged.
In my somewhat extended experience I have heard and

seen a good many queer occurrences that I sometimes
feel like telling about, but it is not always easy to write
of these things. The rope and the rifle come handier to
me than the pen. I have also more or less information
as to places where game is abundant at the present time.
This you would no doubt like to have, but I cannot give
it to you. There are too many hunters in the country
now.
Of course the old West no longer exists, and wherever

farmers and cattlemen have gone in the game has been
destroyed. It makes my heart sore to think that I can
never again eat "fat cow." There never was any meat
80 good. Of course mountain sheep and elk meat are
good, but like a good many men who are going down
the hill of life, I believe that "old things are best."

I am each year more astonished at the increasing num-
ber of men who are coming to spend their vacations in the
West, and the more I see of this tendency the more I

wonder that there is any game at all left alive in the
mountains. Most men who go out West to hunt devote
themselves after the first year or two to some special kind
of game. Bears of course are the favorite game, but
moose, elk, sheep and white goats—and of course deer
and antelope—are taken in.

It is years since any one has gone buffalo hunting,
although a few—perhaps half a dozen—have been
killed by accident within the past two or three years.

Some of these Eastern men who go West do valuable
work there both by example and precept. Your paper
has had several accounts of the good work done by the
North Wyoming Game Protective Association, which
was organized and is operated by stockmen on Gray Bull
River and its tributaries. Hon. W. D. Pickett, Mr. Arch-
ibald Rogers, Mr. T. Paton and Mr. Belknap are prom-
inent workers in this association. A good example was
set by another Eastern man a year or two f-ince. This
was a case where the instincts of the gentleman and the
sportsman overcame the savage desire to kill, and to kill

something now, wh'ch is common to us all. A couple of

years ago Mr. Chas. M. Donnelly, a New York man, I be-

lieve, found himself within OOyds. of four bison not far

outside the boundary line of the National Park, and
although he had his rifle with him, he refused to take the
life of even one of these great beasts. A man who is

capable of an act like that certainly takes a high view of

his duty toward himself and toward others.
Speaking of killing buffalo reminds me of the last at-

tempt made by Buffalo Jones to capture live buflfalo for

his ranch. The story has been told in your paper more
than once, and yet there are some points that have never
bef^n brought out.

Up to this time, Jones had captured a good many calves
and had been successful in rearing them; and. being rather
puffed up, I fancy, by his success, he now determined to

take in all the buffdlo there were left, young and old

alike. Well, he tried it, and after a fearfully hard, labor-

ious, trip he partially succeeded.
The trip was made from Kansas to Texas for the pur-

pose of rounding up and capturing the bunch of buff^,lo

known to exist there. Tne expedition was careluUy
planned and no provisions thit would tend to make it

successful were omitted. Of course they had plenty of
the best hor-ies that could be got, lots of grain, and good
men. Besides these aids, they drove down south with
them a bunch of tame butt'alo. It was thought that
after the wild ones had been run until they were pretty
tired, they could be rounded up among the domesticated
buff ilo and could be held in theii' companionship without
much trouble. Well, the expedi^Son went down into the
Panhandle, found the buft'alo and started after them.
They had four teams, and, using. tilnpse as relays, for forty-

two days they followed these fjuft'alo without stopping,

except'when it was so dark that they could not see the
trail. There were only two ^liaces where the buffalo

could water, and they ran between these, circling around
and covering an area probably not more than 100 miles in

diameter. The teams folio sved the trail on the keen
jump, and as soon as one team was tired its place was
taken by another. When it got dark they would halt and
camp, but when the moon rose, or at the first streak of

gray dawn in the east, the mules were harnessed and the
chase began again. The buifilo would drop down to rest

only a mile or two beyond the camp, and as the wagon
approached, would start up again and rush away before
it. The draught animals could never have kept up this

chase if they had not been fed all the grain they could
eat; how the buffalo stood it so long I do not understand.
During the last few days the pace became slower, and

often the pursuers would be within one or two hundred
yardjs of the herd. Now the buffalo began to separate.

One would edge oft" from the herd and try to slip away by
himself, and when this took place the horsemen would
follow, rope and hobble him or her, and then continue in

pursuit of the herd. At last it became possible to drive

the wild buffalo in among the tame ones, but they could
not be held there. Suddenly, without any warning, one
of them would start away from the bunch and could not
be turned back to it. If caught and hobbled it would
sometimes stand for a few moments with all its feet

spi'ead out stiffly, then it would begin to tremble and
presently would fall over on its side and die, apparently
of rage. Of the full grown ones so captured and hobbled,
all died. It was noticed that the soles of the feet of these

buffalo so chased were worn down to the qHiick and were
bleeding.

It is said that Jones saved alive 11 adult cows and 7

calves out of this bunch, but I believe that all the adults

afterward died^ The Silent Man.

CuREiTUCK,—Norfolk, Va,, Jan. 31.—I am a member
of two clubs in Currituck Sound, both having shares of

stock for sale. Our duck, goose and swan shooting is

very good, and our bay bird shooting is no doubt the
finest in the United States, if not in the whole world.
The members of these club^ are scattered all over the
Union, from Maine to Virginia. I shall be glad to give
any sportsman information concerning these clubs.—J.
B. White.

THE NEW YORK GAME LAW,
FOLLOWING is the text of the bill which was pre-

sented to the New York Legislature last Thursday:

An Act for the protection and preaervatioB. of birds, fish and
game.

The, Peovle of the, State of N&w York, rcjpresented in Senate, and
AssemMy, do mact as follows:

CHAPTER THIBTY-ONB OF THE GENERAL liA.W^.—THE
GAME LAWS.

ART. I.—BOARD OF COSUnSSlONEHS OB" FISHEEIES.
Section 1. Short Title of Chapter.—This chapter shall he known

as the game law.
Sec. 2. Commissioners of Fisheries, How Appointed.—The gov-

ernor shall appoint three commissioners of fisheries, who shall
constitute the board of commissioners of fisheries,
Spo. 3. Terms of Office of Commissioners.—Bnt one commis-

sioner shall be appointed from any judicial department and each

,

commissioner shall be a resident of the department from which
he is appointed. The terms of office shall be, at the time of the
first appointment, one, rwo and three years respectively; but aa
the term of each commissioner shall expire, appointments shall
be made for the full term of three years, hut in case of vacancy,
escept by expiration of term, the appointment shall be made for
the unespii'ed terra.
Sec. 4. Cooamissionera to be Paid Sum inljieuof Expenses.—

The commissioners shall receive no compensation for their ser-
vices, but shall each be paid the sum of six hundred dollars annu-
ally for travel and contingent expenses, payment of such sum to
be made quarterly.
Sec. 5. Office and Clerical Force.—The board of commtssionera

shall have its principal office in the capitol at Albany and shall
hold meetings at such office on the first Friday of January. March,
May, July, September and November, and at such other times and
places as the commissioners shall appoint, for the transaction of
business. It shall be allowed a clerk at a salary of two thousand
dollars, and such other clerical assistance as shall be actually
needed, together with the neceessary contingent office expenses.
Sec. 6. Duties of Board of Commissioners.—The duties of the

board of commissioners shall be to propagate and distribute food-
fish and to keep up the supply thereof in the various waters of
the Stale, and for this purpose it shall have the conduct and con-
trol of such hatching stations as are now owned or operated by
the State and such as may be hereafter established. The com-
mission shall also have the care of the lands under water which
have been designated, surveyed and mapped out. pursuant to
law, for oyster beds, and power to grant franchises of such lands
according to The provisions of laws now in force or which may be
hereafter enacted. It shall also possess the powers and perform
the duties given and imposed by this chapter and by other provi-
sions of law.
Sec. 7. Board to Report Annually to Legislature.—The board of

commissioners shall annually make a full report to the legists^
turn of all their ofBcial operations for the year ending on the 30th
of Septembfr previous, with such suggestions and recommenda-
tions as thes shall deem useful.

AHT. n.—GAME PROTKCTOHS, rOWEBS AND DUTIES.

Sec. 20. Game and Fish Protectors, How Appointed.—The board
of commissioaers of fisheries shall appoint twenty game and fish
protectors whose powers and duties are hereinafter defined, and
who shall bo known as game profoclors.
Sec. 31. Terms of Office of Game Protectors.—Game and flsb

protectors so appointed shall hold office during the pleasure of
the board of commissioners, which may summarily remove any
of their number and appoint another in his place

Srt. . 22. Chief Game and Fish Protector —The board of com-
missioners shall from time to time designate one of such pro-
tectors as chief proti-cr.or, who shall remain such during the
plen.8ure of the board, and who shall have the direction, supervi-
sion and control ot the otlier protectors.

.Sec 28, Protectors to Give Bonds.—The chief protector shall
give a liond to the board of commissioners with sureties in the
snm of §1,000, and och of the other prot«ictors a bond with sure-
ties in rne sum of S500 conditioned for the faithful discharge of
his duties, such bond ro tie approved by the commissioners. Any
action 1 hereon shall be brought in the name of the people.
Sec. ?A. Compensation nf Protectors.—Compensation of the

chief protector shall be $3,000 per annum, payahl» monthly, and
he shall he allowed his aciuaJ expenses of travel in the perform-
ance of bis duty, not exceeding SI,0O0 per year; each other pro-
tector shall receive $500 per annum, payable monthly, and an
allowance for expenses not exceeding S3O0 per year, and the chief
protector or other protector shall receive one-halt of all penalties
collected in actions brouiyht upon information furnished by him.
Sec. 25. Office of Chief Protector to be in the Capitol.—The chief

protector shall be assigned rooms in the capitol as his headquar-
ters, and he is authorized to emnloy necessary clerks at an expense
not to exceed eight hundred dollars oer annum.
Sec. 38. Duties of Protectors.—T&e game and fish protectors

shall enforce all the fish and game laws of the State, and the provis-
ions supplementary thereto, made by boards of supervisors for
the additional protection of fish and game.
Sec. 37. Kecords and Reports.—Each protector shall keep a daily

record of his official acts, and at the close of each month shall
make a summary of such record with such statements in detail as
shall be necessary tor the information of his chief and report the
same to the chief protector.
S c. 28. Payment of Salary and Expenses.— I'ayment of salary

and traveling expenses to protectors shall omy be made upon the
certificate of the chief protector, that tne protector has made
such report and properly performed his dutv.
Sec. 29. Reports by Chief Protector to the Board of Commission-

ers. The chief protector shall report to the board of commis-
sioners any negligence or dereliction of duty or incompetency on
the part of any of the protectors with the facts relating thereto,
and he shall report quarterly to said comm'ssioners the operations
of his department, during the preceding quarter, and shall make
such further reports as may be required by the board of commis-
sioners.
Sec. 80. Special Protectors.—The board of commissioners may,

in its discretion and pleasure, appoint or remove a person, recom-
mended by any board of supervisors or by auy incorporated so-
ciety for the protection of fish and game, as spAcial protector,
who shall possess the same powers that are conferred upon the
State protectors; such spe ial protectors shall receive no compen-
sation from the State. They shall make similar reports to those
required from State protectors.
Sec. 31. Powers of Sheriffs, Constables and Deputy Sheriffs.-

Peace officers shall have the same powers as are conferred upon
game protectors for the enforcement of the provisions of this
chapter.
Sec. 32. Nets to be Destroyed by Protectors.—It is the duty of

every protector to seize, remove and forthwith destroy any net
pound or other device for taking fish found in or npon any of the
waters of this State, where fishing with such nets or devices is

prohibited or illegal, or upon the shores or islands of such waters,
and such nets, pounds or other devices are declared to be a public
nuisance and may be abated and summarily destroyed by any
game protector and no action for damages shall lie or be main-
tained against any person for such seizure or destruction.
Sec. 3.3. Expense of Seizure of Nets.—The expanse of any seiz-

ure, removal or destruction of sach nets, pounds or other devices
shall be a county charge against the county 1n which the same
shall he seized and shall be paid as other county charges are paid,
on the certificate of such pr ttector, stating the time and place of
such seizure and destruction, the names of the persons employed
therein, the time spent thereabout and the money advanced, if

an y, and to whom, and shall be verified by the oath of such pro-
tector making such seizure and destruction. Such certificate
shall be final.

AKT. Itt.—QUADRITPEDS.

Sec. 40. Deer Close Season.—Wild deer shall not be caught,
shot at, hunted or killed between the first day of November and
the fifteenth day of August following. No person shall kill or
take alive more than two deer in auy season.
Sec. 41. Deer or Venison, When Not to be Possessed.—"Wild

deer or venison shall not be possessed between the sixteenth day
of December and the fifteenth day of August following, and pos-
session thereof, between the first day of November and the fif-

teenth day of December, shall be deemed a violation of this sec-
tion unless it be proved by the possessor that such deer or venison
wa« killed within the lawful period for killing the same or one of
the State,

Sec. 42. Does and Fawns not to be Killed.—No wild deer, unless
It have horns, shall be caught or killed at any time, nor shall any
wild deer killed in this .S-ate, unless it have or had hirns, nor any
part thereof, be possessed at any time; possession of does and
fawns shall be. presumptive evidence of a violation of this section.
Sec 43, Traps;^Traps or any devi-cewhat.S06>er to catch or en-

tice deer, including salt-licks, shall not be made, set or used, and
deer shall not be cmght. hunted or killed by aid or use thereof,
nor shall deer be hunted, pursued, shot at or killed by means or
use of artiflciallight or by what i.s commonly known aa floatini(

or jacking.
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Sec, 44. Houndiiigr. Deer shall not be hunted with does bptweeu
the elevpnth day of October a.nd the first day of Septetnber follow-
ing. Dogs oonamoiily nsed for huiitiug deer shall not he permitted
to run at large, between such dates, in the forest where deer are
hunt< d. Deer shall not be hunted with dogs in St. Lawrence and
Delaware at nny time.
Sec. 45. Dogs May be Killerl.—Dogs, while chasing deer in yio-

lation of law, may be l<illed bv any person.
Sec. 4fi. Transportation.—Deer or venison trilled in this State

shall not be transported to any point within the State from any of
the counties thereof, or possessed for that purpose, except m fol-

low?: One carcass or a part thereof may be ti ansported from the
county where killed wb'n accompanied by the owner. The pos-
session of deer or venison by common carriers, unaccompanied
by the owner, is a violation of this aeeiiou. This s^cti^n does
not apply to the head and feet or akin of deer severed from the
body.
Sec. 47. Oru.sting and Yarding.—Deer shall not be hunted, killed

OT captured by what is commonly known as crusting nor while
they are yarded.

Sec- 48. Moose, Caribou and Antelope.—Moose, cariboti or ante-
lope shall uot be hunted, killed, or possessed during t*^e close sea-
son for <ieer or venison after the same have been killed.

Sec, 4ii. Hares and Rabbits.—Hares and rabbits shall not be
hunted, shot at, killed, or possessed between the first day of .Janu-
ary and the Jittpeuth day of September, escept as provided by
section one hundred and sixty-nine, nor shall they be caught in

traps, nor shall traps be set i.n citch them.
Sec.nO. Black and Gray Sqilirrels.—Black and gray squirrels

shall not be hunted, shot at, killed, or possessed after th.e same
have been killed, between the iirst day of January and the flf-

teentli day of September, except as provided by section one
tiimdred and seventy-one.
Sec. 51. Hunting, etc., on Sunday Prohibited.—Shooting, huut-

iner, trapping or caging birds or wild beasts, or having in posses-
sion in the open air on Sunday the implements therefor, is for-
bidden.

Sec. 5^. Penalties.—An attempt to \nolate the provisions of this
article shall be deemed a violation thereof. A violation of its

provisions is a misdemeanor, and in addition the violator of
aectious forty, forty-one, forty-two, forty-three, forty-four, forty-
six, forty-seven and forty-eight is liable to a penalty of one
hundred dollars for each violation, and the violator of sections
forty-nine, fifty and fifty-one to a penalty of twenty- five dollars
for each violation.
Sec. .53. Bears, Wolves and Panthers. Bounty.—A bounty of ten

dollars for each bear, thirty dollars for each grown wolf, fifteen
dollars for eaoh pup wolf, and twenty dollars for each panther
shall be paid to any person who shall kill such animals in this

State.
Sec. 54. Claim for Bounty, How Proven.—The killing of a bear,

wolf or panther shall ho proved by afBdavit satisfacory to the
supervisor and one oC the .iustices of the town where the animal
was killed and the delivery to them of the skull and skin thereof,
which skull shall be by them burned and the skin branded so as
to be capai)le of incntification.

Sec. 55. Certificate to be Issued.—The stipervisor and justice so
acting shall issue to the person making such satisfactory proof a
certificate directed to the county treasurer of the county, stating
the kind of animal killed, the date of killing and amotmt of
bounty to which the person is entitled.

Sec. "56. Cotmty Treasurer to Pay Certificate.—The county treas-
urer to whom such certificatf is directed, shall pay the amotmt of
bounty specified in said certificate to the peraonholding the sa,mp,
out of the funds of the county, and on the presentation of said
certificate to the comptroller, he shall allow the amount thereof
to the county by which it was paid in settlement of taxes due
therefrom,

ACT. lA^—BIBUS.

See. 70. Wildfowl, Close Season.—Web-footed %vildfowl, except
geese and brant, shall not be pursued, shot at, hunted, killed or
possessed between the first day of March and the fifteenth daj' of
September except as provided by section one hundred and sixty-
one, and shall not be pursued, shot at, hunted or killed on any o°
the waters of this State bet ween sunset and sunrise.
Sec. 71. Manner of Killing.—Web-footed wildfowl shall not be

pursued, shot at, haated, killed or caught in any way, save with
gun raised at arm's length and fired from the shoulder without
other rest; nor from any boat or floating device except as provided
by section onehnndredandgixty-twn; nor by the use of any bough-
house at a greater distance than fifty feet from either the shore or
a natural growth of grass or flags. Sttch fowls caught or killed, in
any ms.nner prohibited by this section, shall not be brought to the
shore, sold or posses-^ed.

Sec. 7^. Quail, Close Season.— Quail shall not be pursued, shot
at, Inanted or killed between the first day of .Jantiary and the first
day of November except as provided in section one hundred and
aixty-flve. , , , ^
See. 73. Unail, When Not to be Possessed.—Quail shaU not be

possessed, he.twren the first day of February and the first day of
NovemVwr, but possession thereof between the first dav of January
an.i the first day ot Feljruary shall be deemed a violation of this
section, unless it be proved by the possf^ssor that said, birds were
ki'led within the lawftil periods for killing the same or outside the
State.
Sec. 74. Woodcock. Partridge and Prairie Chicken,Clo.so Season.

—Woodcock, part.ridee and prairie chick'-n shall not be pur.sued,
shot at, hunted or killed between the fi.rst day of January and the
fifteenth day of September, except as provided by section one
hundred and sixty-four.

Sec. 75. Woodcock, etc., When Hot to be PosseBsed.—Woodcock
or partridge shall not be posse.ssed between the first day of Febru-
ary and the fifteenth day of September, and possession thereof
between the first day of January and the fir.st dav of February
shall ho deemed a violation of tliis section, unless it be proved by
the possessor that said birds were killed within the lawful period
for killing the same or nut of the State.

Sec. 76. Woodcock, Partridge, etc.. When Not to be Trans-
ported.—Woodcock, partridge, or quail killed in this State, shall
not he transported to any point within this State from any of the
counties thereof, or possessed for that purpose, exct pt that such
birds may be transported from the cotinty where killed, when
accompanied by the owner thereof. Possession of the birds
named, by a common carrier, unaccompanied by the owner, is a
violation of this section, unless it be proved by such common
carrier that the birds were killed out of the State.
Sec. 77. Plovf^r and Other Birds. Close Season.—Plover, rail,

mud hen, gallinule, Etrebe, bittern, surf bird, snipe, cuiievv, water
chicken, bay snipe or shore birds, shall not be pursued, shot at,
hunted, killed or possessed between the first day of January and
the fifteeath day of September, except as provided by section one
hundred and sixty-three.
Sec. 78, Certain Wild Birds Protected.—Wild birds shall not be

killed or caught at anytime or possessed after ttie same have been
killpd. T'his provision does not affect any birds the killing of
which is prohibited between certain dates by the provision of this
chapter, nor does it protect the English sparrow, crane, crow,
raven, hawk, shrike, owl, crow-blackbirds or kingfisher. It does
not apply to any person holding a certificate under the provisions
of this chapter or to anv person who shall on his own premises
kill any birds in the act of destroying fruit.

Sec. 79. Eobins, Blackbirds and Meadow Larks, Close Season.—
Robins, blackbirds and meadow larks shall not be shot at, hunted,
killed or possessed after they have been killed, between the first
day of January and the first day of November.
Sec. 80. Destroying or Robbing Nests.—The nests of wild bir'ls

shall not be robbed or willfully or needlessly destroyed, unless
when neoesBary to protect buildings or prevent thsir defacement.
This section does not apply to the English sparrow, crane, crow,
raven, crow-blackbird, hawk, shrike, owl or kingfisher.

Sec. SI. Snaring, Netting or Trappins Certain Game Birds For-
bidden.—Partridge or quail shall not be trapped, netted or snared,
nor shall any person possess any of said Dirds so taken, nor shall
any net, trap or snare of any kind commonly used for taking par-
tridge or quail be set. Any such net, trap or snare is declared to
be a public nuisance and may be abated and summarily destroj ed.
Sec. Penalties.—An attempt to violate any of the provisions

of this article shall be deemed a violation thereof. A Aiolation of
any of its pro^nsionsis a misdemeanor, and in addition the vio'a-
tor is liable to a, penalty of twenty-five dollars for each bird
killed, trapped or possessed contrary to the provisions of this
article.

Sec. 83. Authority to CoUect Birds, etc., for Scientific Purpo-^es.
—Certificates ma,y be granted by any Incorporated society of
natural history ia the state, througn such person or ofifiv.er8 as
6aid society may designate, to any properly accreditpd persoQ of
the age of eigViteen years or upward, permitting the hoMer thereof
to collect birds, their nests or eggs, for strictly scientific purposes
only. In order to obtain such certificate the applicant for the
mme must present to the person nr persons having the piwer to
grant said certificates written testimonials, from two well-known
scit-ntiflc men, certifying to the good character and fitness of said
applicant to be intrusted with such pri^ilepe.

Sef'. 84. Steps to be Taken to Procure Certificate.—Such persor.
muBt pay to said peraons or officers one dollar to defray necess^irv
SXjpensps atpeBiiiiig tlJe granting of sueft ceiftificate^ and must file

with said persons or oiticera a properly executed bond in the sum
of two hundred dollars, signed by two responsible citizens of the
state as sureties. This bond shall be forfeited to the state and the
certificate become void upou proof that the holder of such certifi-

cate has killed any bird or taKen the neat or eggs of any bird for
other than the purposes above named.
Sec. 85. Time for which Certificates Shall be in Force.—Such

certificates shoU be in force for one year only from the date of
their Issue and shall not be transferable.

ACl' V.~JP1SH.

See. lOU. Polluting Streams.—No dye stuff, coal tar, refuse from
gas-houses, sawdust, tanbark, lime, or other deleterious or poison-
ous substance, shall be thrown or allowed to run into any of the
waters of this S^ate, either private or public, in quantities de-
structive to the life of or disturbing the habits of the fish inhabit-
ing the same.
Sec. 101. Taking Fish by Drawing ofl; Water. Forbidden.—No fish

shall be taken by shutting or drawing off any waters for that,
purpose.
Sec. 103. Unlawful Devices and Explosions Prohibited.—No fish

shall be fished for, caught or killed in any of the inland fresh
waters of this State, in any manner or by any dev'ce, except
angling, save only as provided by sections one hundred and thirty-
six, one htindred and forty-nne, one hundred and forty-three, and
one hundred and forty-six. The use of dynamite or other explo-
sives in such waters isprohibited, e.xcept for mining and mechani-
cal purposes. Fish taken contrary to the provisions of this sec-
tion, shall not be knowingly possessed.
Sec. 101. Waters Not to be Stocked from Streams.—No trout of

any kind, salmon trout or land-locked salmon shall betaken from
any of the waters of this State for the purpo.se of stocking a private
or public pond or stream.
Sec. 104. Fishin.g Through the Ice in Waters Inhabited by Trout,

etc., Forbidden.—No fish shall be fished for, caught or killed
through the ice in any waters inhabited by trout, salmon trout or
land-locked salmon, nor shall any attempt be made to so catch the
same,exceptas permitted by sections one hundred and thirty-three
and one hundred and fortv-two.
Sec. 105. Trout, Close Season.—Trout of any kind shall not be

fished for, caugbt. killed or possessed between the first day of
September and the first day of May following, except as provided
by section one hundred and sixty-six.
Sec. 106. Trout Not to be Taken unless Six Inches in Length.—

Trout of any kind, salmon trout or land-locked salmon, less than
seven inches in length, shall not be intentionally taken or pos-
sessed, and in case any such fish is taken, the person tskine it shall
immediately place such fish back In tne waters from which it was
taken, without unnecessary injury.
Sec. 107. Trout, etc.. Not to be Disturbed while Spawning -

Trout of any kind, salmon trout, or land-locked salmon, shall not
be willfully molested or disturbed while upon their spawning beds,
during the close season, nor shall such fish or any spawn or milt
from any such fish be taken or carried away while upon the spawn-
ing beds.
Sec. Iii8. Salmon Trout and Landlocked Salmon, Close Season.—

Salmon trout and landlocked salmon shall uot he fished for.
caught or killed in the inland waters of this State between the
first dav of October and the first day of May following, nor shall
such fish so caught be possessed, except as otherwise provided by
sections one hundred and sixteen and one hundred and sixty-
seven.

Sec. 109. Certain Fish Not to be Transported.- Trout of any
kind, salmon trout or landlocked salmon, caught in any of the in-
land waters of this State, shall not be transported to any point
within the State from any of the counties thereof, or possessed
for that purpose, except when accompanied by the owner. Pos-
session thereof by acommon carrier, unaccompanied by the owner,
is a violation of this section.
Sec. 110. Black Bass and Oswego Bass, Close Season.—Black

baas, or Oswego bass, shall not be fished for, caught, killed or pos-
sessed between the first day of January and the fifteenth day of
Jttne, except as provided by sec ions one hundred and forty-four
and one hundred and sixty-eight.
See. 111. Bass to Weigh Three-quarters of a Pound.—No black

bass weighing less than thre* -quarters of a pound shall be inten-
tionally taken from any of the waters of this State, nor posses.sed,
and in case any such fish is caught or taken the person taking it

shall immediately return it to the waters from which it was taken
without unneccessary injury.
Sec. 112. Muskallonge, Close Season.—Muskallonge shall not be

fished for, caught, killed or possessed between the first day of
January and the twentieth day of May.

Sec. H3. Salmon, Close Season.—Salmon shall not be fished for,
caught or killed between the fifteenth day of A.ugus(: and the first

day of March following, nor shall such fish taken between those
dates in tliis State be possessed.
Sec. 114. Salmon Must Weigh Three Pounds.—No salmon

weighing le s than three pounds shall bs intentionally taken
from any of the waters of this State, nor possessed , and in case
any suc*i fish is caught or taken, the person taking it soall immo-
diatf-ly place such flsh back in the waters from which it was taken
without unnecessarv injury.
Sec 115. Size of Mesbes Regulated.—The use of seines, pound-

nets, gill-nets, or fykes for taking fiah, the meshes of which shall
bo less than two and a quarter inches, is forbidden, except a= pro-
vided by sections one hundred and thirty-four, one hundred and
forty-six. one hundred and forty-seven and one hundred and
seventy -three.
Sec. 116 Sale of Sulmoii Trout. When Permitted.—It shall ho

lawful to possess and sell at any time salmon trout, sometimes
known as lake trout, if said fish have not been taken from the in-

land waters of this state during the close season, hut possession
of suob flsh between the first day of October and the first day of
May following shall be deemed a violation of section one hun-
dred and eight, unless it be proved by the possessor that such
lish were not caught in such inland waters during the close
season.
Sec. 117. Signboards Near Fishways.—The commissioners of

fisheries are required to maititaln, fifty rods from any flshway and
on both sides of the stream, .signboards, containing substandally
the following notice: "Fifty rods to the flshway: all persons are
by law prohibited from fishing in this stream between this point
and the fishwav."
Sec. lis. Fishine Near Fishwavs Prohibited.—Fishing or at-

tempting to take flsh by any device whatever, within fifty rods of

a flshway, and any interference with the signboards there main-
tained b.v the commissioners of flsheries, is forbidden.
Sec. 119. Fish Propagation Not Interfered With.—The opera-

tions of State and public hatcheries, the removal of deleterious
fish from the waters of the State under the direction and super-
vision of the commissioners, the propagation or distribti'ion of

fish by State or public authority, and the transportation and pos-
session of fish fry therefrom, the operation of private hatcheries
confined entirely to the premises of the owners, and the transpor-
tation or possession of fish therefrom for purposes of propagation
are not atfeoted or prohibited by this chapter.
Sec. 120. Pensliies.—An attempt to violate the provisions of

this article shall be deemed a violation thereof. Violation of any
of the provisions of this article is a misdemeanor, and in addition
the violator of sections one hundred and three, one hundred and
four, one hundred and five, one hundred and seven, one hundred
and eight, one hundred and nine, one hundred and ten, one
hundred and twelve, one hundred and thirteen, one hundred and
fourteen, one hundred and fifteen and one hundred and eighteen
is liable to a penalty of t wenty-five dollars for each violation and
ten dollars for each fish so caught: the violator of sections one
hundred, one hundred and one and one hundred and two, to a
penalty of one hundred dollars for each violation, and the vio-
lator of section!! one hundred and six and one hundred and eleven
to a penalty of ten dollars for each violation.

AHT. VI.—MISOELTjANEOUS AJSD iOCAL PROVISIONS.

Sec. 130. Certain Fish Not to be Placed in the Waters of the
Adirondacks.—No flsh, flsh fry, spawn or milt, except speckled
trout, brook trout, brown trout, salmon trout, raintaow trout,

Adirondack frost fish or landlocked salmon shaU be placed in the
watersof the Adirondack region unless the flsh so deposited g.re

indigenous to the particular water where placed, or are non-prey-
ing or non-destructive flsh, such as usually constitute food for the
species above named.
Sec. 131. St. Lawrence River, Niagara River and Lake Cham-

plain, Fishing by Certain Devices Prohibited.—No flsh shall be
fished for, caught or killed in .my manner, or by any device,

except angling, in th" waters of the St. Lawrence River, Niagara
River or Lake Champlain, in this State, nor shall flsh taken con-
trary to the provisions of this section be knowingly possessed.

Sec. 133. Lake Ontario, Lake Erie and Niagara River, Fishing
by Certai n Devices Within Ouft-Half Mile of Shore Prohihited.—
No fish shall he fishfd for, caught or killed in any manner, or by
any device, except angling, in the waters -^f Lake Ontario or Lake
Erie, in this State, mthin one-half mile of shore thereo*'. or
within one-half mile of the shore of any of the islands thereof,

nor shall fish taken contrary to the provisions of this section be
knowingly possessed. , _
Sec. 133, Exception as to Lake Ontario, Lake Erie ana the

^on and jji^gara Rivers-—Tbe prffylsioBB of ^e^.tiion pRe hnndred

and four, against fishing through the ice, do not apply to Lake
Ontario, Lake Erie, the Hudson and Niagara rivers.
Sec. lat. Meshes of Nets in Lakes Erie and Ontario.—The

meshes of nets used in Liikes Erie and Ontario shall not be less
than four and a half inches.
Sec. 135. Nets Prohibited in Hudson River above Spuyten Duy-

vil.—No fish shall be fished for. caught or killed in any manner
nf>T by any device, exc<'pt angling, la the Hudson River, north
of Souyten Duyvil Creek, save as provided by section one hun-
dred and thirty-six; nor shall dynamite or other explosives be
used except for mining or mechanical purposes In the Hudson
River, north of Spuyten Duyvil Creek. Fish taken contrary to
the provisions shall not of this section be knowingly possessed.
Sec. 136. Taking Shad and Herring in the Hudson and Dela-

ware Rivers Regulated.—Shad and herring shall not be taken
from the Hudson or Delaw-ire rivers between the fifteenth day" of
June and the fifteenth day of March following, nor from sunset
on Saturday until sunrise on the following Monday, at any time.
Between the fourteenth day of March and the fifteenth day of
.Inno shad and herring may be taken from said rivers by nets.
Sec. 137. Salmon Taken in Nets from tcie Hudson River to bo

Thrown Back.—Salmon caught in nets, in flahing for other fish, in
the Hudson River, shall be thrown back into the water without
unnecessary injury.
Sec. 1.38. Richmond County. Regulation as to Nets.—No device

except angling shall he placed, drawn or used for the capture of
any flsh in the waters of Raritan Bay, nor in any waters adjacent
thereto in Richmond county.
Sec. 139. Richmond County, Non -Residents Not to Hunt.-It

shall not be lawful for any non-resident of the county of Rich-
mond to shoot game in said county without a license therefor
from a justice of the ppace of the paid county; such license shall
be good only during the year in which it is granted and shall be
granted upon the payment of the sum of 810. The license fees
shall be paid monthly to the treasurer of said county by the per-
son recpivine the same.
Sec. 140, Nets not to be Used in the Harlem River.—Nets, set-

nets, pounds or fykes shall not be used in Harlem River or East
River, or the adjacent waters or confluent brooks within five

miles from Middlegate, or between said Middlegate and Fort
Schuyler.
Sec. 141. Exceptions as to St. Lawrence County.— In Black

Lake. Mud Lake and Yellow Lake, in St. Lawrence county, bull-
heads, eels, suckers, catfish and pickerel may be caught with
spear, except during March, April and May.
Sec. 143. Certain Fish May be Caught Through the Ice in Lakes

Named.— Bullheads, catfish, eels, suckers, pike-perch, perch,
pickerel and sunfish may be caught by hook and line through the
ice intakes Champlain, Sen"ca, Cayuga and Canandaigua.
Sec. 143. Ooeida River.—Eel weirs of which the lath are not less

than one-half inch apart may be maintained in Oneida River.
Sec. 144. Black Bass, Certain Localities, Close Season.—Black

ba=s shall not be fished for, caught or killed in L^ke George be-
tween the first day of January and the first day of August; in the
St. Lawrence River and Lake Outario between the first day of
January a,nd the thirtieth day of May; in Black Lake, St. Law-
rence county, between the first day of Janttary and the fifth day
of May, or possessed on said waters or the shores thereof during
such close season.
Sec. 145. New York City.—Nothing contained in this chapter

shall affect the provisions of chapter four hundred and ten, laws
of eighteen hundred and eighty-two, known as the consolidation

Sec. 146. Taking Minnows for Bait by Nets, when Allowed.—The
provisions of this act prohibitine the use of nets and unlawful de-
vices in the inland fresh waters of the State, shall not apply to the
taking of minnows for bait in ponds, lakes and rivers, but nets
used foi- tha.t purpose must not exceed twenty feet in length and
shall not. be used in streams inhabited by trout.
Sec. 14V. Size of Meshes in Coney Island Creek Regulated.—The

meshes of nets used in Coney Island Creek to the inouth thereof,
exten'^ing out into Gravesend bay one-half mile each wa.v, shall
be not less than four inches square, except that for eel and flotm-
der fishing hoop-nets with suitable meshes may be used within
said bay between the fourteenth day of October and the first day
of April.
Sec. 148. Penalties.—An attempt to violate the provisions of this

article shall be deemed a violation thereof. A violation of any of
its provisions shall be a misdemeanor and in addition the \iolator
of sections one hundred and thirty-one, one hundred and thirty-
two, one hundred and thlr^y-fnur, one hundred and thirty-five,

one hundred and thirty-six, one hundred and thirty-eight and one
hundred and forty, is liable to a penalty of one hundred dollars
for each violation; the violator of section one hundred and thirty,

to a penalty of five hundred dollars for each violation; the vio-

lators of sections one hundred and thirty-seven, onw hundred and
forty-four and one hundred a.nd forty-sis, to a penalty of twenty-
five dollars for each violation and te-" dollars for each flsh so
caught; the violator of section one hundred and forty-seven, to a
penalty of fifty dollars for each violation.

ART. VH.—SPEtHAL PBOVISIONS AS TO QtlKENS AND SUFFOLK.

Sec. 160. Article to Apply to Queens and Suffolk Only.—This
article applies exclusively to the counties of Queens a.nd Suffolk.
Sec. 161. Close Season for Wild Fowl.—Web-footed wildfowl,

except wild .geese and hrant. shall not he shot .•^t, hunted, kilhd
OP possesspd between the first day nf March and the fl'st day of
September. Such birds may be killed, pitraued or shot at from
any boai^ propelled by hand.
Sec. 163. Exception as to Wild Fowl.—Floating devices may be

used for thfi purpose of shooting web-footed wildfowl therefrom
in Great South Bay. w^st of Smith's Point, and in any part of
said counties said birds maybe killed from boats propelled by
hand.
Sec. 163. Plover and Other Birds, Close Season.— Plover, snipe,

rail, sandpiper, mud hen, gallinule, grebe, bittern, surf bird, snipe,

curlew, water chicken, bay suipe or shore birds of any kind, suall

not be shot at. hunted, killed or possessed between the first day of
January and the first day of July.
Sec. 164. Woodcock and Partridge. Close Season.—Woodcock

and partridge shall not be bunted, shot at or killed between the
first day of January and the first day of November, nor poss<=ssed

between the fii^t day of February and tbe first day of November,
and possession thereof between the first day of January and the
first day of February, shall be deemed a violation oF this section,

unless it be proved by the possessor that said birds were killed
within the lawful period for killing the same, or one nf the state.

Sec. 165. Robins Island.—Quail may be shot upon Robins
Inland so long as it remains the property of the Robins Island
CI ub, between the fourteenth day October and the first day of Feb-
ruary following.
Sec. 168. Trout, Close Season —Trout shall not be fished for,

caught, killed or possessed between the first day of September and
the first day of April following.
Sec. 167. Salmon Trout and Lmdlocked Salmon, Close Season.

—Salmon trout and landlocked salmon shall not be fished for,

caught, killed or possessed between the first day of October and
the first day of April following, except as otherwjse provided by
section one hundred and sixteen.
Sec. 168. Black Bass, Close Season.—Black bass shall not be

fished for, caught, killed or possessed between the first day of
Janttary and the thirtieth day of May.
Sec. 169. Hares and Rabbits.-Hares and rabbits shaU not be

shot at, hunted, killed or possessed between the first day of Jan-
uary and (be first day of November.
Sec. 170. Deer.—Deer shall not he shot at, hunted or killed for

five years from the fourteenth day of August, eighteen hundred
and ninpty-c^e.
Sec. 171. Black and Gray Squirrels.—Black and gray squirrels

shall not be nunted, shot at, killed or pessessed between tue first

day of January and the first day of November.
Sec. 172. Jamaica B.ay.—Fish shall not he fished for, caught or

killed bv any device except angling, between the first da.y of April
and the flrst day of December in the waters of Jamaica Bay or the
waters running therein. No striped bass, sea bass or blaokfisU
undpr six inches in length shall be ta ken in said waters; if any are
taken, the same shall be returned to the water without unneces-
sary injury. The inlet of Jamaica Bay shall not be willfully ob-
structed by any net or device so as to prevent the passage of flsh

therein at any time. This Sfctiou does not prevent the catching
of eels by the use of spear or eel weir, or ttie capture of flsh for
bait or shrimp by means of hand or cast-nets.
Sec. 173. Supervisors of SuEf jlk, Po vers Conferred.—The board

of supervisors of Suffolk county shall, in addition to the powers
herei a conferred up m boards of supervisors, have power to pass
rules, regulati ns, law* and ordinances, ree-ulating, controlling or
prohibiting the taking of fish and sh-llBsa froin or in the salt
waters of eaid county,

S'^c. 174. Penalties.-An attempt to violate the provisions of
this article shall be deemed a violation thereof. Violation of any
of the pro^asions of this article is a misdemeanor nd in a^ditioa
the violator of section one hundred and seventy is liable to a
penaJtv of one hundred dollars for each violation The violator
of Sf ctions one hundred and sixty -six, one hundred and sixty-
seven, one hundred and sixty-eight, one hundred anri seventy-two
to a penalty of twenty-five dollars for each viplatlon and ten
dollars for eaclj flsh p*pht The yiplato^ feet|9/i^
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himdred aud sixty-one, one hundred and sixty-three, one hundred
and sixtyJour, one hundred and sixty-nine and one hundred and
seventy-one to a penalty of twenty-flve dollars for each bird or
animal killed, trapped or possesssd contrary to their provision.

ART. Vin,—SHELL-J7ISH.
Sec. 180. State Oyster Protector.—The commissioners are author-

ized to a ppoint a State oyster protector wliose duty it shall be to
patrol, under the direction of the commissioners, the oyster
regions of the State for the purpose of enforcing the provisions of
this act and guarding the oyster property thereof, who shall have
the same powers and duties with reference to oysters as is given
hy law to game protectors for the protection of game and fish.

Sec. 181. Salary and Traveling Expenses.—Salary of such pro-
tector shall be one thousand dollars per annum, and he shall be
allowed in addition l>ig aotxial traveling and incidental expenses,
not exceeding two dollars per day.
Sec. 182. Assistant to Protector.—The commissioners, in their

discretion may allow such protector an assistant, who shall be
paid at the rate of two dollars and fifty cents per day for the time
of actual service.
Sec, 183. Salai'ies, how Paid.—The protector and his assistant

shall he paid their salaries and expenses in the same manner as
game protectors are paid.
Sec. 184. Polluting Waters.—Sludge acid and other i-efuse from

any oil works, or su^ar houses, or from buildings connected with
either of the same, or any substance injurious to oyster culture
shall not he placed or allowed to run into any waters within the
.iurisdiction of the State. This section shall not apply to refuse
arising from the manufacture of oil from menhaden or other oil-
hearing tish.

Sec. 185. Garbage, etc., Not to be Thrown into Long Island
Sound.—No garbage, cinders, ashes or refuse of any kind, shall be
thrown from any vessel into the waters of Long Island Sound, or
into the bays and harbors opening into the aamu. west of a hue
drawn from Eaton's Neck duf- north to the boundary line between
New York and Connecticut.

Sec. 186. Close' Season in Hudson River.—Oysters shall not he
taken from the Hudson River, north of the county of New Tork.
between the first day of Msiy and the first day of September.
Sec. 187- T.iking Oysters from Hudson River for Replanting.—

Oysters shall not betaken from the Hudson River, north of the
county of New York, at any time for the purpose of conveying
them 1,0 another State to have them replanted.
See. 188. Close Season in Harlem River,— Oysters shill not he

taken from the Harlem River between tlie first day of .Tune and
the first day of September,
Sec. 189. Oyster Beds Not to be Interfered With.—No person

shall in any wise interfere with or disttirh the oyst-ers of another
lawfully planted in any of the waters of the State.

Sec. 100. Non-Residents Not to Gather Shell-Pish.—Only persons
whn have been actual residents of this State for six monihs shall
he entitled to gather shell-fish from the waters of this State, ex-
cept when such non-resident is employed for that ptirposc liy a
person nntbori w.d to gather the same.

Sec. 19t. Dredging by Steam Forbidden. Dredging Reaulated.—
No dredge operated by .^team power shall be used in dredging for
shell-flsh. No dredges exceeding thirty pounds in weight shall be
used for tluit parpoS'>.
Sec. Ifi2. Sale of Lobsters Under Certain Size Prohibited.—

Lobsters less than ten inches in length, measured from one ex-
tremity to the other, exclusive of claws, shall not be caught, sold
or possessiMl.
Sec. 193, 0\stera, how Sold in Shell.—Oysters in the shell may

be sold citlier hy count or measure; if not sold by count they shall
be sold in a stave measure, which shall be uniform in shape, and
of the following dimensions: The bottom to be sixteen and one-
half inches across from inside to inside, and the top to be eighteen
inches acrof 8 from inside to inside, and twenty-one inches diag-
onally fJ'om inside chime to top, such measure shall be even or
struck measure, the measure to be inspected and sealed by the
sealer of weights and measures in the county where used. This
provision shall not aflfect the shipment of oysters in barrels to
foreign countries.
Sec. 184. Taking Clams and Oysters about Staten Island, Regu-

lated.—Oysters or clams, whetlier of natural growth, or planted,
shall not be dug up, caught or removed between half an hour
after sunset, and half an hour before sunrise, from the waters on
the south side of Staten Island, lying between a line extending
due south from the point known as the Point of the Beach, at
G-reat Kills, and a line extending due southwest from Ward's
Point, in the town of Westfield.
Sec. 195. Taking Olams and Oysters in South Bay, Regulated.

—

Oysters spawn, seed oysters, clams, or shells, shall not be dug up,
caught or removed from any of the waters of South Bay, in the
county of SulEolk, between the first day of .June and the first day
of September, nor between sunset and sunrise at any time. Any
oyster shells caught or taken from the public waters of said bay,
in said county, shall be rettirned to the water in the locality
where taken within ten minutes after being so taken. No blade
or scraper-tongs shall be used or possessed on the waters of said
bay in said county for the purpose of catching such shell-flsh, and
possession of a blade or scraper-tongs on said waters is a violation
of this provision. This section is subject to the provisions of
section seventy-thtee.
Sec. 19G. Penalties.—An attempt to violate any of the provisions

of this article, sliall be deemed a violation thereof, A violation
of the provisions of this article, is a misdemeanor, and in ad-
dition, the violator of sections one hundred and eighty-fomr,
one hundred and eighty-five, one htmdred and eighty-nine,
one hucdred and niuetj', one husdred and ninety-one. one
hundred B,nd ninety-four aud.one hundred and ninety-five, is lia-
ble to a penalty of one hundred dollars for each violation ; the
violator of sections one hundred and eighty-six, one httndred and
eighty-seven, one hundred and eighty -eight, one hundred and
ninety-two, and one hundred and ninety-three, to a penalty of
twenty-five dollars for each violation.

ABT. ZX.—PRIVATE GROUNDS AN'U PARKS.
See. 310. Trespassing on Private Grounds Forbidden.—No per-

son shall trespass upon inclosed or cttltivated lands for the pur-
pose of shooting or hunting any game, or taking any fish from
private ponds or streams, after public notice has been given by the
owner or person entitled to the exclusive right to shnot or fish
thereon, as provided in this article: being on stieh lands with gun
or fishing tackle or apparatus, or allowing hunting dogs thereon,
shall be deemed a violation of this section.
Sec. 211. Notices to be Posted on Private Grotmds.—The notice

provided for in the last section shall be given by maintaining sign
boards at least one foot square upon at least every fifty acres of
the premises sought to be protected upon or near the lot lines
thereof, or upon or near the shores of any waters thereon, in at
least two conspicuous places, or liy personal service of a notice
containing a brief description of the premises and name of the
owner or of the person having the exclusive right to shoot, hunt
or fish thereon, and prohibiting the same.
Sec. 312. Laying Out Grou nds for Private Parks.-A person own-

ing or having the exclusive right, to shoot, hunt or fish on lands, or
lands and water, desiring to devote such lands, or lands and water,
to the propagaition or protection of fish, birds or game may publish
in a paper printed in the county within which such lands, orlands
and water, are situate, a notice substantially describing the same
and containing a clause, declaring that stich lands or lands and
water vrill be used as a private park for the ptirpose of propagat-
ing and protecting fish, birds and game.

Sec. 81.3. Notices to be Posted in Private Parks.—There shall be
posted and maintained upon such private territory notices or
sign-boards not less than one foot square, warning all persons
against trespassing thereon. Sttch notice or sign-boards shall he
placed not more than forty rods apart, along the entire boundary
of such private territory, when the same shall consist entirely of
land, or when it shall consist of both land and water, they shall
be placed so that there shall be at least one notice or sign-board
for every one hundred acres thereof. When the private property
consists of a lake or pond only, such notices shall be placed in at
least four conapicuotts places on or near tlie shore of such lake or
pond.

See. 214. Notice When Territory is Fenced.—When such terri-
tory or any part thereof is fenced, notices or sign- boards shall be
placed on or near such fences not more than one-half mile apart.
Sec. 31.5. Fish or Game so Protected not to be Interiert d With.

—Upon compliance with the foregoing provisions for preventing
trespassing or for devoting lands to propagation of fish, birds and
game, all fish, birds and game in or upon territory so protected
shall be the property of the person having the exclusive r'ght to
shoot, hunt, or fish thereon, and no person shall disturb or inter-
fere in any way with the fish or game on the premises so protected,
exceptwith the consent of the owner or person having t he exclusive
right to shoot, hunt or fish thereon.
Sec. 316. Signs not to be Defaced.—Signs placed pursuant to

the foregoing provisions shall not be defaced or removed.
Sec. 817. Penalties.—Violations of the provisions of this article

subject the person violating to a penalty of twenty-five dollars.

AHT. X.—PBOSECUTIONS.
Sec. 2S0. Actions, How Entitled.-All penalties imposed by this

chapter may be sued for and recovered in the name of "the people
of the State of New York."

Sec. 231. Authority to Bring Action.—Actions for penalties and
as provided in section two hundred and thirty, shall be brought
in the name of the people on order of the chief protector or by
direction of either the commissioners.
Sec. 332. Action, Where Brought.— Actions for penalties im-

posed by this act brought in the name of the people may be
brought In any county where the penalty shall be incurred, or in
any county adjoining, subject only to the right to remove the
same to any other county adjoining that in which the penalty
shall be incurred, or in which the action shall have been brought
as aforesaid for cause shown as provided by the code of proced-
ure. But the same shall not be changed to the county wlaerein the
offense was committed.
Sec. 233. Discontinuance.—Actions for penalties in the name

of the people may be discontinued upon the order of the chief
protector at any time before trial, except the commissioners
otherwise order, without costs or disbursements to the defendant.
S"c. 234. Two or more Penalties in one .Vction.—Two or more

penalties may be stied for and recovered in the same action,
whether brought by the people or in the name of an individtial or
society.
Sec. 235. Witness Fees and Disbursements in Actions by Peo-

ple.—Witness and other fees and disbursements and full costs
shall be recovered in any judgment in favor of the people under
this act, at the rate fixed by section thirty-two hundred and fifty-
one of the code of procedure, without reference to the amount of
recovery.
Sec. 236. Actions by Persons or Societies.—Any person or soci-

ety upon giving security for costs may recover in his or its name
all penalties provided for bv this act with costs, but oh recovery
by the plaintiff in such case of a less sum than fifty dollars, plain-
tiif shall only be entitled to costs to the amount of such recovery.
Such person shall bo entitled to one-half of the penalty recovered,
the other half to be paid to the board of commissioners, but any
such action shall be discontinued without costs or disbursements
to either party, in case an action shall be thereafter brought for
the same violation in the name of the people, and an order to that
effect may be entered on motian of the chief protector or one of
the commissioners, on notice to all the parties thereto. Such
motion shall be entitled and made in both actions. Any person
or society bringing an action ttnder this section shall notify the
chief protector thereof, within fifteen days after service of
tne summons therein, and failure so to do shall be a defense to
the action.
Sec. 237. Judgments Recovered Under this Act. How Collected.

—All judgments recovered under the provisions of this act may
be enforced by execution against the person; any person in prison
upon sttch execution shall be so imprisoned for a period of not less
than five days, and at the rate of one day for every dollar of such
judgment when the same exceeds five dollars; no one shallbe more
I ban once imprisoned, nor for a longer period thaa six months
upon any judgment; persons so imprisoned shall not be admitted
to the jail liberties; such imprisonment shall not bo a satifaction
of sucn judgment.
Sec. 238. Costs and Recovery, How Disposed of in Action bv

People.—The recovery and costs in all actions heretofore brought
and remaining undetermined, or hereafter to be brought under
the direction of the chief protector or a commissioner in the name
of the people, shall be paid to the board of commissioners, and
sttch moneys shall be by it disbursed as hereinafter proviriod.
Sec. 239. Recovery, How Disposed of in Actions by Individuals.

—One-half of the recovery in all actions heretofore brought or
hereafter to be brought by an individual or society in his or its
name shall be paid to the board of commissioners to be by it dis-
posed of in the same manner as other moneys received by it, and
it shall be the duty of the person in whoso hands such moneys
shall come to pay over the same, and in case of failure so to do
such moneys may be recovered from the person receiving the same
in an action brottght in the name of the people under the direction
of the chief protector or the commissioners.
Sec. 240. One-half of Recovery to go to Protector.—There shall

be paid out of the funds received by the board of commissioners
one-half of the penalty collected in an action by the people, to
the protector or special protector upon whose information the
action was brought; such moneys shall be paid on the certificate
of the chief protector that such protector is entitled thereto; such
certificate shall be final.

Sec. 241. Expenses of Actions by People, How Paid.—The re-
maining on-half money received by the board of commissioners
shall be applied to the payment of the expenses of actions for vio-
lations of this act, on the certificate of tlie chief protector.
Sec. 242. Report of Commissioners to Legislature.—The board of

commissioners shall include in their annual repnrt to the legisla-
ture a detailed report of their receipts and disbursements under
this article.
Sec. 213. Arrest of Offenders by Protectors and Trial Thereof.—

Any protector or peace officer may, without warrant, arrest any
person committing a misdemeanor under the provisions of this
chapter, in his presence or where such a misdemeanor ha.s been
committed and he has reasonable catise for believing the person
to be arrested to have committed it, and take such person imme-
diately before a justice of the peace or police justice or other mag-
istrate, having jurisdiction, who shall proceed without delay to
hear, try and determine the matter, and give and enforce judg-
ment according to the allegations and proofs.

Sec. 244. Jurisdiction of the Courts.—Courts of special sessions
in towns and villages, and the several courts in cities having
jurisdiction to try other misdemeanors, shall have jurisdiction to
try offenders in all cases occurring under this chapter, in the same
manner as in other cases where they now have jurisdiction and to
render and enforce judgment accordingly.
Sec. 245. Punishment for Misdemeanor.—Any person convicted

of a misdemeanor ttnder the provisions of this chapter shall be
punished by a fine of not less than ten dollars, nor more than at
the rate of one doUarfor every dollar of the penalty provided for
the violation of the section under which he is convicted, or be im-
prisoned in the county jail or penitentiary for a period of not less
than five days nor more than at the rate of one day for every dollar
of such penalty or by both such fine and imprisonment.
Sec. 24ii. Issue of Warrants of Arrest,—Ad y j ustice of the peace,

police justice, county judge, judge of any city court, or magistrate
having criminal jurisdiction, on suflTicient pi-oof by affidavit that
any of the provisions of this chapter have been violated by any
person temporarily within his jurisdiction, but not residing there
permanently, or by any person whose name and residence are un-
known, shall issue his warrant for the arrest of such offender and
cause him to be committed or held to bail to answer the charge
against him.
Sec. 247. Search Warrant, when Issued.—Any justice of the

peace, police justice, county jtidge, judge of any city court, or
magistrate having criminal jurisdiction, upon receiving proof of
probable cause for believing in the concealment of any game or
fi^ih taken or possessed contrary to the provisions of this chapter,
shall issue his search warrant and cause a search to bo made
in any place and to that end may cause any building or inclosure
to he entered and may cause any apartment, chest, box, locker,
crate, basket or package to be broken open and the contents ex-
amined.

AKT. XT.—riSHWAYS.

Sec. 260. Commissioners to be Notified of Construction of Dam.
—No dam shall be constructed upon any stream more than six
miles in length, inhabited by fish protected by this chapter, until
the person about to construct the same shall give written notice
to the commissioners of such intention, together with a statement
of the name, length and location of said stream, and the size and
general description of such dam. and the purposes for which it is
to be erected, together with a diagram thereof.
Sec. "61. Authority of commissioners to Direct Pishways.—The

commissioners are authoi'ized in such cases to direct the construc-
tion of suitable fishways by an entry on their minutes and service
of a copy of such order on the person constructing such dam, and
the person fo constructing shall at his own expense comply with
such directions, subject, on application on notice as on a motion,
to the right of the supreme court to affirm, reverse, modify or
alter such direction.
Sec. 263. Owner to Comply with Direction of Commissioners.—

Such fishways shall he properly maintained by the owner or per-
son in possession of such dam, and shall be subject to examination
and inspection on behalf of < ommissionera who may direct such
repairs and alterations as they may deem necessary, subject to
the order of the supreme court as in ease of construction.

vSec. 263. Commissioners to Recover for Construction and Pen-
alty.—In case of failure, refusal or neglect on the part of any per-
son to comply with the directions of the commist-ioners as to
building andrepair'ng fishways, the commissioners may cause
such fishways to ha constructed or repaired, and the expense
thereof may be recovered by the commissioners in an action
against the ownor or person in possession, or both, in the name of
the people and shall, in addition to the pergonal liability of such
owner or person in possession, be a lien upon the premis'supon
which such dam is situated. The person refu.sing or neglecting
to comply with such directions of the commissioners as to con-
struction or repairs shall also be liable to a penalty of ten dol-
lars for each "day during which they neglect to obey such direc-
tions, which penalty may be reoovered in like mann^iv in the same
or a separate action.

ART. Xn.—LAW.S KBPEALED, DEFINITIOJJS AND OTHER PROTISIOKa.
Sec. 270. Amendments to the Game Law.—All amendments to

the game law shall be ma^ie a part of this chapter, and additions
to^the game law shall be numbered as se-^tions thereof.
Sec. 271. Definitions.—Words and phrasps under this chapter,

and in proceedings pursuant thereto, shall, unlesn inconsistent
with the contexts, mear or mclude as follows:

1. "Person" shall include persons, copartnersliips. joint-stock
companies and corporations, and when used with reference to
commission of acts which are herein forbidden, shallinclude per-
sons particeps criminis in the forbidden acts and the officersj
agents and directors or trustees and similar controlling body of
corporations.

2. Words importing masculine gender may apply to copartner-
ships, females, joint-stock companies and corpora' ions.

3. Words importing the plural number may import the singn-
lar number.

i. Words importing the singular number may extend to and be
applied to several persons or things.

5. "Angling" is defined to mean taking fish with hook and line
or rod held in hand.

6. "Exclusive right to shoot, hunt or fish" is defined to mean
the right of any persoit owning or having i he right to the posses-
sion of the premises, or of any person leasing or reserving the
exclusive right to shoot, hunt or fish thereon froui the owner.

7. When an act is prohibited between certain dates it is not law-
ful upon the date first named and is lawful upon the datp last;
named.

8. "Commission," "commissioners" or "board of commission-
ers" as used in this chapter shall be construed to mean the com-
missioners of fisheries.

9. "Article," when standing alone in tliis chapter shall be con-
strued to refer to one of the articles thereof.

10. "Close season" is that period of time during which an act
is prohibited.
Sec. 272. Ordinances and Regulations of Boards of Supervisors

Repealed.—All lavvs or ordinances heretofore passed hv any board
of supervisors of a,ny county in the State, except the board of
supervisors of the county of Suffolk, relating to birds, fleh atid
game, are hereby repealed, and hoards of su;ier\ inors, except as
provided by section one hundred and sevent\ -i iire'T, ^iiull iiere-
after have no power or authority to pass any regulation or ordin-
ance relating to birds, fish, shell-flsh or game, ecmtavy to the pro-
visions of this chapter.
Sec. 273. Powers of Boards of Supervisors.—Boards of super-

visors may pass at their annual session such ordinances as shall
afford additional protection to and further restrictions for the
protection of fish and game, but no such ordinance sljall be oofra-
tive until a duly authenticated copy thereof shall have been"filedm the oflice of the clerk of the county, and pubJishtd in the panera
in such county in which the session laws arc pu'di-^lied. and filed
in the office of the secretary of state, and it f-hnll i'e Mie duty of
the secretary of state to furnish a copj'of such ordinacce to the
chief game protector and to print all such ordinances in the
volume of session laws for the current years. No such ordinance
shall take effect until the first day of May next after its passage.
Sec. 271. Additional Powers of Boards of Supervisors.—The

board of supervisors of any county may raise by tax any sum not
exceeding one thousand dollars in any year, to aid in the enforce-
ment of the provisions of this chapter.
Sec. 275. Saving Clause.—The repeal of a law or any part of it

specified in the annexed schedule shall not affect nor impair any
act done, or right accruing, accrued or acquired, or liability,
penalty, forfeiture or punishment incurred prior to July first,
eighteen hundred and ninety-one. under or by virtue of any law
so repealed, but the same may be asserted, enforced, prosecuted
or inflictecl as fully and to the same extent as if r^ucii Imw had not
been repealed, and all actions and procetdiL:g;=, iMvil - r criminal,
commenced under or by virtue of the laws aa repeuled and pend-
ing on June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and iiinety-oiie, may be
prosecuted and defended to final effect in the same manner as
they might under the laws then existing, unless It siiall be other-
wise specially provided by law.
Sec. 276. Construction.—The provisions of this eiiapter, so far

as they are substantially the same as those of laws existing on
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninety-one, shall be con-
strued as a continuation of such laws, modified or amended ac-
cording to the language employed in this chapter and not as new
enactments, and references in laws not repealed to provisions of
laws incorporated into this chapter and repealed, shall be con-
strued as applying to the provisions so incorporated, and nothing
in this chapter shall be construed to amend or repe.al anv pro-
vision of the criminal or penal code.
Sec. 277. Laws Repealed. — Of the laws enumerated in the

schedule hereto annexed, that portion specified in the last column
is repealed. Such repeal shall not revive a law repealed by any
hereby repealed, but shall include all laws amendatory of the
laws hereby repealed.
Sec. 278. When to Take Effect.—This chapter shall take effect

on July first, eighteen hundred and ninety-one.

[CorJ'espojidence of Foi-fsi and Stream. ]

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 30.—AsaembJyman Smith lias introduced
the bill, which appeared in the Leg'&lature two years ago and did
not pass, appropriating $4,000 for fishways in Cattaraugus Creek,m Erie county.
The Legislature has passed a concurrent resolution extending

the life of the Special Commission that has been hard at work
during the past year in revising and conifying the fish and game
laws. The resolution provides that the Commission app dnied in
pursuance of Chapter 99. of the Laws of ihe State of New York of
1890, consisting of Gen. B U. Sherman, Hon. Robert B. Roosevelt
and Hon. Edward G. Whittaker, for the purpose of revising and
codifying the game and fish laws of the State of New Y rk, be
continued until such time as will enable them to r onfer with tbe
Fish Commission wliich has been appointed by the Province of
Ontario, and also with tlie Commission of Fisheries of Canada,
for the purpose of procuring uniform legislation covering the
fisheries over the waters between thr-. State of New York and tbe
Dominion of Canada. But nothing in this resolution shall pre-
vent the presentation to the Lcgi-lature of the report and bill
already prepared by the said Commission of the State of New
York.

It is intended that a hearty co-operation shall be given between
this special commission and the permanent fish commissioners of
the Province of Ontario relative to the snpplv of whitefisla in Lake
Ontario. It is further contemplated to confer with the Fish Com-
missioners of Ohio and Pennsylvania in regard to the protection
of all kinds of fish, or more particularly of whiteflsh in the waters
of Lake Erie.
The Commission has reported by a very brief report. Its real

report is in the codification of the game laws which were intro-
duced in the Assembly by Mr. W. U. Stevens, on Thursday last.
The report is as follows:
To the Legislature: The undersigned. commiHsioners appointed

puj'suant to chapter ninety-nine of the Laws of eighteen hundred
and ninety, to revise and codify thejlaws of the State of New York,
"for the protection and preservation of fish and shell fish and of
birds and quadrapeda," have the honor to submit the accompany-
ing bili as the result of their labors, and to state in conneciioa
therewith as follows:
The commission held meetings in different parts of the State,

and ga ve ample opportunity to all persons interested to he heard.
Such meetings were largely attended and arguments and sug-
gestions made by persons representing different interests and
opinions.
That the conclusions arrived at by the commissioners are based

largely upon the results of these hearings.
The accompanying bill is made to conform as near to public

sentiment as it is possible to make a general game law. Wliile it
maki s very few changes in the substance of the present law, the
form is entirely different.
The proposed bill contains no provisions discriminatingbetween

persons or classes.
It is the sole purpose of the bill to preserve the fish and game of

the State for the benefit of all, and not for a class, and all restric-
tions as to time and method have this object in view.
The Commissioners have given the matter long and assiduous

study, the biU has been prepared and revised with great care, and
the commission strongly recommends its passage without amend-
ment, inasmuch as amendments made during its passage will mar
the general harmony of tbe measure. After tbe bUl has become
a law in its present form, amendments may be made, and if

properly placed will not confuse the g'-noral system.
Dated Albany, Jan, 15, 1891. Rich ihd U. Piieuman,

Robert R. L!,0(is !.vblt,
Edward (i, vvnrxAKBR,

'

Commissioners.

Dogfs: Their Mcmagenient and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashrmnt. Price $2. Kennel JRecord and Account Booh.
Price p. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training. ivitJi Points of
all Breeds. Price 50 cents.
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Sportsmen's Association of Cheat Mountain.—Pitts-

burgb, Jan. 20.—At the annual meeoing of the Sports-

men's Association of Cheat Mountain, held Monday even-
ing, Jan. 19, the following persons were elected officers of

this Association: President, W. M. Kemaedy; Yice- Presi-

dents, W. E. Shiras, D. M'K. Lloyd, W. S. Edwards,
Ufcilles B«rd, Nathsniel Ewing; Secretary, Theophilus
Sproiill; Treasnrer, D. P. Corwin; Naturalist and Surgeon,
Dr. W. J. Riggs; Board of Dirpctors, Hilary S. Bmnot,
W. G. Brown, A. P. Tallman, C. C. Scaife, Dr. Joe. jST.

Dickson, J. B. D whurst, S. B. Elkins. The Association

has control of 157,000 acres of land in Randolph and Po-
cahontas countiep. West Va. The tract has over 150 miles

of well stocked trout streams, being the headwaters of

the Cheat River and its branches. Deer and other wild
game are quite plentiful with the exception of game
birds, for which the country is not well adapted. The
club house is built of logs and contains twelve bedrooms,
dining hall and other necessary apartments. Pure moun-
tain water is supplied through pipes. Numerous perma-
nent camps are located at favorable situations in differ-

ent parts of the preserve. The Association may claim to

be ranked among the largest and best equipped sports-

man's clubs in the country.

—

Deacon.

"That reminds me."

GLAD It IS SETTLED.
Editor Forest and Strea?n:

1 notice of late that you have devoted a few lines to

t]\e woodcock question, and I am glad the matter is so

satisfactorily settled. When a thing is settled it ought
to be well settled, and the more ways of settling it the
better your readers should be satisfied.

From a careful perusal of the letters and comments in

Forest and Stream I am perfectly satisfied that the
woodcock, poor bird, makes the noiee wholly with its

wings. I am also completely convinced that he makes
the noise wholly with its mouth. I am certainly sure

that lie makes the noise by the combination of wings and
mouth. It is also pretty well demonstrated that the noise

is made with the tail as it flirts the bird from "zig to

zag."
The theory that the bird makes no noise, but hypno-

tizes the hunter is not sustained by the evidence offered.

The evidence is also lacking to show that the noise comes
from the worms in the bird's throat, which have not yet
been swallowed, but this lead promises good results.

Take it all in all, I am perfectly contented with the
settlement of woodcock vs. noise. I am just as well con-
tented as the boy who spelled a word six ways in one
letter, and on being criticised, I'eplied that he was a
mighty poor speller who only had one way to spell a
word. S*b it is a mighty poor bird who only has one way
of making a noise.

Bird of the wild ernes?,

Blithesome aud cumberleES,
Please, Mr. Woodcock,
Tell ''em how you do it.

IZAAK, Jr.
St. Louis, Mo.

m mid ^iv^T ^iuhing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the BooU of
the Game Laws.

BLACK BASS IN DEEP WATER.
Editor Forest and 8trearii:

Having read so many of your letters from correspond-
ents of happy days passed' with the rod and reel, I feel
satisfied that perhaps a chapter of my own experience
may be .just a little interesting to others of your many
readers who love to handle the elastic bamboo," and I will

relate the occuj'rence of a day some two years since in the
month of August. I don't tell this stoiy with any pride
as a fisherman, but to show- that there are some black
bass yet in our small lakes in New England, and good
ones, too. My friends George B. and John S., with their
wivev, and my wife and myself, passed a few days at a
small hotel beside a lake in the eastern part of Massachu-
setts. A fine healthy air, nice scenery and a chance to
catch fi^sh were the inducement'=i that tempted us to that
place. The lake is one of a chain of four, and is quite a
large one, nearly nine miles long by three wide, and is

known as Sampson's Pond. The proprietor of the hotel
has a number of boats for the use of his guests, and the
ladies of the party had plenty of time to row to their
bean's content. I was the only one of the party who had
ever been there before, so I was obliged to do duty as a
guide, which I did with a great deal of diffidence. We
had beea there two or three days, fished the pond in all

the likely places, and some of the unlikely ones, visited
the otber lakes near by, and we had skittered, trolled and
used spoons, mummies, shiners, toads, frogs, and, in fact,

almost everything we thought a bass Avould take: but all

with no I'esult. Several good-s^zed pickerel and more
small ones, roaches, red and yellow perch, and bullheads,
of course, and now and then an pel: but as yet not a bass
had snapped. One evening John said to me, "Suppose
to-morrow morning we go out early and try and find the
'Big Hole?' " We had been told that there was a deep
hole somewhere in the pond, and if we could find it we
cotfld catch a bass sure. That was what the "eld resi-

dent'' said. I agreed with John to go, but it seemed a
foolish task to find a deep hole in a lake nine miles long
and three wide, with an average depth of nine to twelve
feet. Well, the next morning we were up at 4 o'clock;
the weather was dull and foggy. The thick film hung
close down on the water and was as wet as rain; the shore
could hardly be seen at a boat's length. We have all es-

p rienced jnst such mornings and know them to turn out
hot, dry and eultry days. So we were not at all alarmed
about the kind of day we were going to have.
After our morning wash we went to the shore, put a

lunch in the boat that had been prepared over night, and
getting in oui'selves started off on the search for the
place where," if we could find it, we expected to capture-
a black bass. John rigged a sounding line and I took
the oars. I would row a while and, then hold the boat

while he sounded the bottom. We had a little idea
where the hole was, for we had heard a man say "the
hole" was off a point down at the end of the pond. So
we went on; sometimes John rowed and I sounded. I
should judge we rowed around for about three times,
when I suddenly found—and it almost frightened me—
that my sinker didn't toirch bottom at ten or twelve feet.

I lowered away on the hue, and down, down it went
until about 40ft. was paid out and bottom was reached
at last. Eureka ! We had found it. Our anchor was made
ready and a long line attached; then it was gently swung
over the side, lowered carefully and found a resting
place at the bottom of that well, for it appeared more
like a well than a part of the pond. John had his 1 ine
ready first, and he held his rod for a few minutes, but
not a nibble; then he laid it down, put a handline into
gear with two hooks on it, baited it with a small piece of
dead fish and dropped it to the bottom; pulled it up about
a foot, when suddenly he felt a twitch. He drew it up
hand over hand and landed two beautiful white perch in
the boat, three-quarters of a pound each, sure. This roused
me. I had been fixing the anchor and "taking a bite"
for breakfast. The sim had by this time cut the fog, and
it was rolling away in big clouds, and the shore came
into view by piecemeal. His catch of the two fish had
started me at once from my lunch. I rigged my hand-
line, and for a few minutes'we had all the fun we wanted.
We filled a large water pail in a short time, but had felt

no bass a,s yet. At last I was possessed with an "inspira-
tion." Putting my rod together, a 16ft. bamboo, I fixed
the reel and line all right, put on the hook a live shiner,
fastened a small sinker just above the leader, put on
a float about 10ft. from the hook, hung the pole on the
side of the boat with the butt fixed under the opposite
gimwale: then I resumed the perch business and "awaited
developments." I guess the rod had lain there half an
hour, when I saw the butt give. I di'opped the handline,
seized the pole and held it in a horizontal position and
let the line run. How it did sing! The reel buzzed and
the line ran through the leaders with a merry hum, I can
tell you. I can hear it now, and no doubt many who
read this can tell what music it is to them; our finest or-

chestra cannot produce its equal. I didn't dare to check
the line for fear of not hooking the fish; so I let him have
it, and when he slowed up to take a fresh hold on the
bait I made up my mind to hook him.
Now a great many fishermen hook a fish by "striking"

him with the tip of the rod, but I am not an adept at
that, so I use the more homely but, to me, surer way of
using the forefinger and a qm'ck short snap on the line.

I hardly ever knew it to fail. Away the fish ran. John
stopped his fishing and said, "Be careful, don't lose him."
I told him that I was as eager as he was not to allow him
to escape. After he had run on his first rush a good
hundred and fifty feet I pulled him up, gave a short snap
on the line and stopped him. As he felt the hook prick
him he turned and broke water, I never saw such a sight
in my life. At that distance even he looked Hke a big
codfish, and it made my nerves tingle I can assure you,
for I wasn't sure of him yet. I commenced to reel him
in, and would get fifteen or twenty feet on him, when he
would make a dash and away he would go again. John
pulled up the anchor, got his rod in, and, landine net in
hand, waited for me to get himnear enough to "net" him.
We had no gaff in the boat, so that there was all the more
danger of losing him. Three times I led him around the
boat, and finally when John lifted him from the water
we were both amazed. My nerves, which had been
wrought to a high pitch of excitement, relaxed and I sat
down on one of the thwarts almost exhausted. Fully
twenty-five minutes I had x^layed that fish with an intense
desire to secure him, for I knew hewas a "whopper," and
when I saw him lying in the bottom of the boat I could
scarcely stand up. At last I found my bi'eath and said
to John, "Now I'll open that last bottle of Bass' ale and
we'll drink to the successful capture of 'a dandy,'" and
together we drank the contents of the only bottle of ale
we had, and it was a royal drink at that.

After having fished most of the day and catching other
bass, but none as large as this one, we returned home,
and the large one was put on the scales nine hours after
it was taken from the water, and balanced them at 51bs.

and 13oz., and it was a small-mouthed one at that. The
next morning we came home, and I placed on exhibition
in a fishmarket what I claim was one of the best catches
of the season in New England—seven fine black bass, the
smallest weighing Bibs, and the largest, as I have said,
almost six. This is the best day's fishing I ever did and I
don't think many can say more, do you? Natatt,
Providence, B^J^

A True Fish Stort.—A huge salmon, shipped to Sen-
ator Mitchell from Oregon some six days ago by Col,
James B. Montgomery, of Portland, formed the piece de
resistance at a lunch in the Senate restaurant yesterday
afternoon. Among Senator Mitchell's guests 'were the
Vice-President, Speaker Reed, nearly the entire Senate,
sevei'al Representatives, the Senate officials and a num-
ber of correspondents. The salmon had preserved its de-
licious flavor, despite its long journey overland, and was
discussed to the accompaniment of many bottles of cham-
pagne. Of course it was a great occasion for fish stories.

Many wild and weird tales of battles with giant salmon
were related to the great enjoyment of those whose cred-
ulity was equal to the task of believing everything that
was said. When, however, Representative Hermann, of
Oregon, asserted that when he went to the State, thirty
years ago, he foimd the salmon so thick in the smaller
streams that his horse had to carefully pick his way from
shore to shore, lest he step upon them, his listeners
thought that nothing was left to be said. Mr. Hermann
acknowledged that his statement was hard to believe,
but added that he had the evidence of his own eyes for
the fact,

—

Washington Post, Jan.

Fish Fale With Snow.—During the snow storm at
Nashville, Tenn., on Saturday morning, countless small
fish were seen to fall. They were about an inch long and
resembled the carp. The greatest number fell on Broad
street. Some were found on Union street several blocks
away.— r/ie Evening Star, Washington, Jan. ^6. Fish
are often transported by cyclones and other storms, A
few years ago a lot of small fishes fell in the streets of a
Nebraska town; these proved to be the common fathead
minnow of the-region. In the vicinity of Nashville the
commonest fishes of the carp family are minnows of the
genus Notropis,

SPAWNING OF RAINBOW TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In a note attached to my communication on trout fish-

ing in the South I notice your remark to the effect that
the rainbow trout spawns only in May. The spawning
season lasts from January to May, and in the Repoi-t of
the U. S. Fish Commission Mr." Livingston Stone, the
agent in California, says the sea son lasted from Jan. 12 to
May 3. When I saw them on the spawning beds here in
Janua,ry, 1889, along with female brook trout, the fish

was certainly attending on the female brook trout, rub-
bing himself on the gravel and stones, as is the habit of
these fish when depositing the spawn. I took a 3 Jib. rain-
bow trout in September last, a female full of eggs, and
unfortunately hooked it so deeply that to my chagrin I
had to kill the fish, So that I feel convinced that my be-
lief that this species interbreeds with the brook trout is

justified. Moreover, I have taken small fish which had
all the appearance of being cross bred. The spawning
season of the brook trout here lasts until January, begin-
ning late and continuing all through January,

Henrt Stewart.
HlGHT-AND, N. c.

[Our statement as to the spawning season of the rain-
bow trout was based upon the experience in Eastern
hatching houses (see Bulletin U. S. Fish Commission for
1882, page 11), when March, April and May were the usual
spawning months. Since then the rainbow has bee:^ ap-
proaching more and more nearly to its habits in California
until at present it is a common "occurrence to collect ripe
eggs from it early in January. It would be interesting
to know whether the eggs of the female caught in Sep-
tember were free in the abdominal cavity or some months
from maturing. We have never seen a natural hybrid in
the salmon family and hope Mr. Stewart will send us
anything of the kind coming under his notice. Accord-
ing to all observations so far recorded a cross between
the rainbow and brook trouts would differ widely from
both parents in markings, notably in having the body
profusely covered with pale reticulations. We were led to
suppose that the male trout was eating the brook trout
eggs because we have frequently seen them eat salmon
eggs.]

VIRGINIA FISH AND GAME.
ON the line of New River we have trout in the streams

of Big and Little Stony Creek, in Giles cormty;
nearest point to Norfolk & Western Railroad, Pembroke
and Ripplemead. Big Walker's Greek, between Pem-
broke and Ripplemead, is a very good bass stream.
At Narrows we have Wolf Creek, which is a very good

stream for bass, and its tribiitaries. Mill Creek and' Clear
Fork, both have trout. East River has some bass in it

near the mouth. Ciynch River, on the C. V., is a very
good bass stream. Salt Pond Jslountain, fifteen to twenty
miles from Pembroke, has quite a niunber of deer, a few
bear, and some turkeys and grouse or pheasants.
East River Mountain has some turkeys. Nearest point

is Narrows, on the Norfolk & Western Railroad. The N.
C. Division has but little game outside of partridges and
quail. New River above Ivanhoe has excellent catfish
and some bass. Chestnut Creek is reported as having
some trout near its headwaters. The Pulaski Division
has but little game other than partridges. Near Saltville
the Holston River has a good'many bass, and one of its

tributaries. Tumbling Creek, has "quite a lot of trout.
Twenty miles from Glade Spring, on White Mountain,
N. C, there is an excellent stream for trout. I have for-
gotten its name, but it is well known at Glade Spring,
The greatest number of deer in A^irginia you will find

in the piny woods of eastern Virginia, bordering on the
North Carolina State line, at which point they are quite
abundant. D. H. B,
Pulaski, Va.

'

Trout in an Artesian Well. —At San Buenaventura,
Cal., an artesian well was sunk some years ago on the
beach a few feet from high water mark. A strong flow
of water spouted thirty feet above the mouth of the well
when a depth of 143ft.' had been reached. The overflow
was found to contain thousands of young trout, and ex-
amination of the well showed the presence of numberless
trout measuring about 2in. in length, and normally de-
veloped. The temperature of the water was 64° Fahr.
The fish were supposed to come a distance of several
miles from the head waters of the Santa Clara River
through a subterranean outlet. It is not uncommon to
find fish in artesian wells in California. Mrs. Rosa Smith
Eigenmann several years ago published an account, in
the Proceedings of the National Museum, if we remember
aright, of the finding of sticklebacks {Gasterosteus ivil-

liamsoni) in such a locality. In Missouri recently a small
blind fish was found in a well and forwarded to the Fish
Commissioner at Washington; the species is a common
inhabitant of cave streams.

Onondaga Club.—Syracuse, N. Y.—At the last meet-
ing of the Onondaga Anglers' Clubthir^en new members
were admitted. A view of the work done by the club
during the last season was made and it was decided to go
ahead with renewed vigor this year, redoubling theu-
efforts in protecting the game a^nd fish in Onondaga
county. The appointment of Harrison Hawn as State
Game and Fish Protector was discussed, and members of
the club congratulated each other on his advancement.
A committee was appointed to decide on a man to take
Mr. Hawn's place as a direct employee of the club. Another
committee was named to present a list of eligible officers
for the club to be chosen at the annual meeting in
March. A resolution was adopted thanking the editor of
the Forest and Stream and the State Game and Fish
Commissioners for aid in securing Mr. Hawn's appoint-
ment. The club now has more than 300 members, and
the officers hope to see the membership doubled within a
few months.

Pickerel and Bass in Winter.-It is reported that
500 barrels of pickerel and bass have recently been caiight
and shipped from Damariscotta Pond, in Lincoln county,
Maine. This confirms our statement as to the probability
of taking bass in winter by pickerel fishermen. We
assume that these bass were captured by "fair angling"
and not bv' one of the numerous illegal devices mentioned
on page 52 of the Book of the Game Laws, and yet it is
difficult to see how such a quantity of fish could be taken
in a short time without the use of forbidden appliances.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CCHICAGO, 111., Jan. 28.—Mention has from time to

I time been made in these columns of the perfectly

legal but none the less perfectly abominable destruction

of game fish that goes on in the Fox Lake system every
winter, -when the ice sufficiently coTers the waters of

that chain of lakes. It may perhaps be futile to spend
time in regrets OTer the unwisdom of a practice which
has never been checked through legal enactment by
reason of the old cry that "the farmers onght to be

allowed to catch a few fish for food during the winter."

It will be better to show a few facts, based on actual ob-

servation, and let them carry their own weight in a
movement which will yet secure an enactment in pro-

hibition of this practice. To what enormous extent of

destructiveness this ice fishing, under the "poor farmer's"
banner, has in the past been carried, any one familiar

with the old scenes around and above McHenry well

knows. The fish dealers had regular four-horse sleds

which made trips up and down the system of waters and
gathered up, for the Chicago market, the fish that the

"poor farmer" was supposed to be catching for food.

Thousands of tons of game fish have been taken from
these narrow waters. The sportsmen stock the waters

and the residents rob them. Now I propose to assert

and in a limited way to prove a few things, out of an
actual experience and observation, brief though that

may be. I propose to assert that these constricted waters,

more especially since they lie so happily accessible as a

pleasure ground and sporting field for a large city,

ought never to be drained by market fishing, but

ought to be left open for the general public. This

is an assertion which needs no proof. I propose to show
that, so far from the resident farmers fishing in the Fox
Lake system for food during the season of ice, he fishes

for the market exclusively, and does not even use a part

•f his catch for food. I propose to show that the very

men who do most of their ice fishing are those who offer

hotel facilities for the summer fishing tourists, whom
they thus rob not only with the one hand but also with

the other. I propose to show that this ice fishing kills

infinitely more fish and larger fish than summer fishing,

80 much so that one man alone will in the winter take

more fish than all the fishers added together who fish

there in the summer season. I propose to show that

the extent of this fishing is kept carefully covered

up by these lake dwellers, it being left for Forest and
Stbeam to take the lead in an investigation, as has been

the case in mauy other matters. I propose to show that,

contrary to what is popularly understood to be the case,

there are more black bass than pickerel taken in this

winter fishing, and that these two fish and the wall-eyed

pike make the bulk of the catch, And then I want to

ask: (1) Is all this right? (2) Can we not come close to

•"topping it, whether or not we pass a law against it? So
impatient do I feel over the whole busineps that 1 can
not refrain from answering "Yes" to the latter question

in advance.
A young sportsman of this city, Mr. W, H. Farmer, who

goes up to George Clark's place on Lake Maria nearly

every week in the year, lately told Mr. Hirth, head of the

tackle department of Spalding's store here, of the ex-

tensive fishing going on this winter on lakes Maria and
Catherine. Channel Lake and others of the string. Mr.

Hirth informed the writer: One evening last week the

above-named and Mr, Harryman, also of this city, took

the 10:45 Wisconsin Central to Antioch, bound on a little

cruise of investigation in the interests of good sportsman-

ship and a good sportsman's paper. At about 1 o'clock in

the morning we were met at the depot by a one-horse

buckboard from Clark's place, which vehicle was obliged

to carry five men two miles across a snow-clad and
ghivery landscape. A more uncomfortable ride could

hardly be imagined.
In the morning, when we descended to the washroom,

we saw racked up on the fioor a lot of fish, all frozen, of

course. We counted them, and there were 18 black bass,

9 pickerel, 2 bullheads and 1 croppie. The largest

pickerel would weigh about Tibs. , and the largest baas

about 8Jibs. "How long were you in catching these, Mr.

Clark?" he was asked later on.

"Two days. You see, we ain't fishing much up around

here. I just have a few Knes out to keep anybody else

out of the lake. My land runs part way round the lake.

If I didn't fish, some one else woidd, you know. The
fish haven't been biting much yet."

The farmer told us that in his earlier trips he had seen

whole boxes of fish in that same room, packed for ship-

ping, and that he did not think ISOlbs. of fish a day,

taken on Lake Maria alone, any unusual catch. Count-

ing in Loon Lake, Catherine Lake and Channel Lake, all

lying right about Antioch, and allowing lOOlbs. to the

lake on a good day, two good days to the week, and eight

weeks to the season, we would still have a total of 4,8001bs.

But this is not a just estimate, for instead of two days in

the week, these men fish seven days. Allow OOlbs. a day
for each lake, and seven weeks for the season, and the

total for these four little lakes would be 9,8001b8. This is

more than five times the total of fish caught by anglers

on these lakes in the fishing season. Bear in mind that

this does not touch Grass Lake, where Tjewis Paddock
fishes, or the Great Fox Lake, where the farming public

fishes, or Nippersink or Pistaqua Lake, where the rabble

fishes. These waters are much larger, and the catch

there is much greater in the average year. We have to

do now with only a limited area and a few of the lakes

most frequented by the bass fishers in the season. We
shall later on see the reasons for believing the above es-

timate of the winter catch for these four lakes to be

email, but first must stop to give a few remarks made
hereon by honest Geo. Clark, downtrodden farmer, sum-

mer resort keeper and winter fisher. In scoring Mr. Clark

I have this to say, that he is no worse than his neighbors,

and deserves no worse; but theyalldeeerve the very worst

that a newspaper, in search of facts that bass anglers

don't know, can possibly give them. Mr. Clark said to

us, reasoning after the manner of his kind:

"We catch the biggest fish in the winter time, some-

times pickerel of 16 to SOlbs., and big bass. These big

fish don't bite at all in the summer time, and so we might

as well catch them as not."

Wise Mr. Clark! It has been said that a mill will never

grind with the water that is past. The fish that Mr. Clark

eatohes in the winter will never be caught again in the

summer, and that is about all the accuracy there is in his

statement. Anglers will makp f^e jpost of that, Mr.

"It don't make any difference how many fish we catch

here, because all these lakes are fed by the Fox River, and
the fish run right in again."
Of course it doesn't, Mr. Clark! You have a great head

for facts. Your set lines don't make a bit of difference in

the fish supply. If yours do not, none of the others do,

do they now? None of the set lines, miles of them, out

on the ice now below you, from Grass Lake clear on down
to Pistaqua, make any difference, do they? So if a fish

started up from Pistaqua to your lake, via the Fox River,

and got caught on any one of 400 hooks on the way, why,
you would catch that same fish in your lake just the same,

wouldn't you now, Mr. Clark? And if 400 fish started

up, and all got caught on certain of 8,000 hooks, why, you
would catch all 400 of them in your lake just the same,
wouldn't yoti, Mr. Clark? Your reasoning is lucid. Of
course, it doesn't make any difference how many fish you
catch. It doesn't make any difference that the clubs

keep on planting fish for you to catch and sell. It doesn't

make any difference about the bottom of a water barrel,

so long as it is raining, does it, Mr. Clark. And it will

always rain, of course, won't it, Mr. Clark? Allah is

great. So are you, Mr. Clark. Y^ou are great on facts,

and particularly great on logical inferences.

By "Mr. Clark" I mean no one man. except this one as

in his capacity of mouthpiece for them all. I mean Asa
Paddock, Lewis Paddock. Israel Garwood, the Savages,

and, lower down, the Stanleys, and everybody else who
is in this same robbing business along the lakes. Person-

ally I have not the slightest feeling against George Clark,

and I hke his family, which is a large one and a pleasant

one. And before I am done I am going to show him that

a great sportsman's paper can be so kind to him that he
will just be ashamed to keep up this ice fishing, or to

allow his neighbors to do so. So much in passing.

Mr. Clark said that no one was fishing Loon Lakes, be-

cause the ice companies there kept the ice cut out too

much. He also often said that very little fishing was
going on anywhere about the lakes. However, when we
were driving over to the station he contradicted this.

Some one remarked that the Loon Lakes were the best

bass lakes around Antioch, possibly because they were
not fished so much in the winter. "They ain't, hey?"

said Mr. Clark. "Fished just as much as any, all the

time, and they haven't any connection with the river,

so'st the fish can run into them.'" There spoke impulsive

the summer resort half of Mr. Clark, whose cottage

stands on the shores of I^ake Maria, Boats so much a

day. Boai-d, so much a day. Bait and tackle always on
hand. Best fishing in the region.

When we were riding over to the house on the buck-

board, that first night we asked the boy who drove us

what luck they had had fishing.

"Oh, not much luck,'" was the reply.

"How many pounds have you shipped?

"Oh, not very many."
"Haven't you got the bills of shipment?"
"Oh, I don't know."

Commendable reticence, Mr. Clark wan equally re-

ticent. We did not get to see any shipping bills. A
stranger going up into that country now would be quietly

led to believe that very little, if any, fishing was going

on about the lakes. The anglera never go up there in the

winter; so they don"t know anything about it. The facts

don't get out. The evident effort to conceal the facts is

the best indication of their seriousne.ss. We had to get at

them by indirect methods. It happens that Billy Farmer
goes up there to Clark's nearly every week, including the

winter season, when he puts in his time rabbit hunting.

We had his statement as to the amounts of fish he had
actually seen there ready for shipment. We saw a few
fish ourselves. We had Mr. Clark's personal statement

that on account of the snow the fish were bitiug very

poorly at that time, and that it was still too early for

them to bite very well. He further said that he caught

more bass than anything else, and that the bass bite best

late in the winter, ju•^t as the ice was breaking up. We
decided to supplement these bits of information with a

look at the means and implements used in this business,

knowing that from their extent something of the prob-

able or expected results could be estimated.

Clark's place stands on the neck between Maria and
Catherine, and Channel Lake is just beyond. After

breakfast we went down to Lake Maria and ran the lines

that were out on that lake. We found the method of

fishing very simple. The hole in the ice was but a few
inches square, and each hole was mai-ked by a "tally

ticket," set up in the ice beside it. The line was tied to a

stick laid across the hole. The line was about 25 or 30ft.

long, but the hook was suspended only 2 or 3ft. below the

sm-face, the body of the line being rolled up and confined

by a loose loop so arranged that when a fish took the bait

the line would unfasten and pay out. The bait used was

lake perch, from 3 to 5 in. long. These perch are caught

by hundreds with hook and line, out of the fishing shanty

we saw standing over a deep part of the lake. The bait

used for them is a white worm ("borer") found in the

winter in hickory logs. They bite this with eagerness.

We found a big bait-box well filled with young perch,

sunk out in the middle of the lake. As the holes freeze

over during the night, a spade-pointed iron bar is carried

along to open them when running the lines. The whole

business is carried on in a very practical manner.

Now, about the number of lines. We did not have

time to run all of them, but we saw enough. I do not

know the exact size of Lake Maria, but it is more than a

mile across, and more than four miles around. The fishing

shanty was near the center, and from this, roughly speak-

ing, there ran three curving lines of "tally-sticks" toward

the shores, whose outlines they followed for a distance.

One row ran out toward the shore to the left of the house,

one swept far into the bay clear across the lake, by the

timber, and another swung around nearly to the point

toward Channel Lake. The holes were 15 to 25yd8. apart.

I think a reasonable estimate would make the number of

holes at least 150. Mr. Clark did not know justhow many
he had out, but said there were "only a few."

We could see the long line of "tally-sticks" rannmg
across Channel Lake, and we saw a man over there run-

ning the lines. Mr. Clark said it was Israel Garwood,

who had claimed that lake. He supposed his lines also

were "only a few." We will suppose 100. After dinner

we went over to Catherine Lake and again saw the tell-

tale lines of sticks. Mr. Clark said it was "Joe Savage's

boy" who was fishing over there. He had out "only a

few" lines. Let us say 100. . :

yhe lowest possibjle estiflaate ^iyes %e9 out th^se

three lakes. Personally I no not think there are less than
500 baited hooks fishing now, day and night, on these

three lakes. On the whole system, how many thousand?
And this is vdiere we are asked to go and spend our
money fishing in the summer time. We are cordially in-

vited to come and live with men who are plain, simple-

minded, two-handed robbers.

After this I do not want to hear anything more about
the down-trodden farmer who fishes for food. My sym-
pathies are with any poor man, but they are not with
these men. Mr. Clark didn't offer us any fish to eat. He
doesn't catch these game fish to eat, he catches them to

sell. The bulk of the fishing done on this chain of lakes

is on precisely the same basis.

We were not out fishing, and we ran the lines hurriedly.

We found but one fish of any size, a pickerel weighing
about 71bs. The fish were not running that morning.
When they are feeding, picture to yourself the work tha,t

500 baited' hooks, fishing day and iaight, can do, and this

through a winter season. Ed. Howard fells me that they
take fish away from Fox Lake, lower down, by wagon
loads. Ed. Howard is a sportsman and a sensible man,
and you do not find him doing any such work as this ice

fishing. He deplores it and condemns it.

Now, we may do a little sum in figures. Mr. Clark

—

meaning Mr. Paddock, Mr. Garwood, Mr. Savage, Mr.
Summer-resort man in general; I would include Ike
Smith if he were not too lazy to get out and fish—gets 4

cents a pound for game fish. That is, 20 cents for a bass

that many a man would give .f5 to catch, and would
spend $30 'in trying to catch, and would have to lay out

|50 before he could catch, and then probably wouldn't
catch , and would come again and try to get another sea-

sou. Let us suppose that Lake Maria turns out to the

genial two-handed robber this winter 2,2501bs. of fish.

This would mean $90, and a lot of hard work. It would
spoil angling to the exact extent of 2,2501bs. of fish, and
would rob the lake of the cream of the aJigling, the large

fish which any angler especially desires. Yet it would
net our honest two-handed robber just about what three

anglers, who did not bring their families, as many do,

would spend in their occasional little bass fishing trips to

these lakts in a single season, making the estimate a very
reasonable one. Boat, boatman, bait and board cost at

the lowest .$3 a day. In other words, if this article suc-

ceeds in turning away to better and more fair-minded

localities only three regular anglers of that region, the

winter fisher who has their summer custom will at the

end of the year be just even on the deal, barring the win-

ter of bard work, which I am prone to believe the average
market-fisher does not love. There are some few hun-
dreds of copies of Forest ajs-d Stream, and some few
hundreds more, and yet a few besides, that sift in every

week within earshot, so to speak, of this lake region. .1

believe it a modest prophecy to predict that at least three

gentlemen will change their minds after they nave
thought these things over. There are plenty of good bass

fishing places near by Chicago in other directions, as I

personally learned last"^summer. Why not go there, and
be robbed with only one hand at the time?

I do not wish to assume in the least, but it is true that

in the course of a season a good many people come to me
and ask where to go fishing for bass. I have sent numbers
of anglers to these lakes about Antioch. My friend Mr.

Clark has doubtless had some of their trade. He may be

assured that while he keeps up his winter fishing he will

never get another penny, chance or otherwise, from that

source, for I do not think he is doing what is right. I am.

only one man. with no more influence than many another

man in these matters, but each man has his friends, so

that I believe it well within reason to say that I alone, or

any one of my angling friends, can cost Messrs. Clark,

Paddock ei al, or the town of Antioch, say, more than

that $90 worth of fish comes to. And that is just what_ I

am going to do. I do not spend sp^nd another dollar in

that town while these men insist on robbing with both

hands, and if I go up at all will take my own boat, camp
out, and buy my grub in Chicago. Some of my friends

will be feeling the same way. Each man has his friends.

Why . our httle party last week left $T with Mr. Clark,

andVe liked him and his family so well that we would be

glad to go up next summer and spend five or six times

that paltry sum with him. But he has got to get out and
hustle in "just 1751bs. of fish to make that $7, and every

other .|7 we might pay him; for not another cent from us

does he get while he keeps up this winter fishing which
w( i believe to be not right. Mr. Hirth sells a good many
th . usand dollars' worth of fishing tackle in a season.

Naturally, some few of these purchasers will ask for a

good place to go fishing. Will it be natural for Mr. Hirth

to say, "Why, go to the lakes up at Antioch, where they

have'500 lines fishing day and night, the winter through?"

I think not. Let us go further on yet. Next Wednesday
the Fox River Fish and Game Protective Association holds

its meeting, Those men are pushers. They are out for

results. They have more enthusiasm, and more energy

and more money than any of our little party can claim.

They mean business. It will be too soon to lay this paper

before them at that meeting, but I shall take pleasure in

presenting these same facts to them. It will go hard if

we do not find there two or three men who will push this

thing along a little, and these two or three will have their

friends among the bass fishers, and these aga>iu will have

theirs.

Thus you may see, Messrs. Clark, Paddock and all

dwellers in and around the slab-sided city of Antioch,

where they sell emaciated bacon and tough coffee in the

summer at $1 a day and dear at that, that even two or

three men can knock the last dollar of profit out of your

winter fishing, and moreover they are going to do it.

What can the body of Chicago anglers do, when it gets

to thinking about this? It can make your fishmg still

more profitless, can't it? Now, do you want it that way?

Your fishing is perfectly legal, but perfectly abommable,

and also unfair and unjust. You can fish if you want to.

You can sit in the road and pound sand in your eyes if

you want to. But do you want it that way? Come now.

But, gentlemen resident about the lakes—for to you as

much as to the public this letter is written, and every one

of you shall have a copy of this letter, as far as I can

learn your names—let us mark off all the above and

leave it as unsaid. I would much rather have it that

way. What would you do then? You are not doing

right, you are not acting on the square now. You are

not being just to the men who pay you most of your in-

come. Aside from the fact that your ice fishing xf per-,

sisted in will not earn you anything but ^bSt yoa
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money, it is not the right thing to do. Have yon looked

at it in this way? Now, suppose you join the Fox River

Association, and instead of trying to kill all the fish you
can, try to save all you can. Suppose you use your in-

fluence to stop this winter fishing on the Fox Lake
system, which influence is worth more than anybody's.

Don't you think that the Fox River Association would
shake bands with you with all its heart? Don't you think
that the Fox River Association, and this paper, and the

friends of both, would gladly help you all they could,

and would not that help aid you financially each season

more than you can just now exactly measure? Make it a

plain matter of farmers and right, gentlemen, that is all

that is asked. Fobest and Stbeam would, I know, in-

finitely prefer to see the matter settled in that way.
Meantime, any one who is wronged or misrepresented by
this paper can have his day in court, and it would be a
pleasure to see any inaccuracy corrected. E. HotJGH,

SUNAPEK Trout,—Cambridge, Jan. 50.—Editor Forest

and Stream: My attention is called to the fact that in

your journal, Nov. 27, 1890, I gave the date 1885 for the

first Dan Hole tiwt received here. This mistake arose

from placing the specimen with others from Sunapee, for

which the date is correct. Subsequent discovery of Mr.
Hayes's letter fixes the date as April 14, 1884, as printed

in Shooting and Fishing for .Jan. 1, and in the Report of

the Massachusetts Com'oiisainners for 1890. "Will you
kindly set the matter right;—8. Garman.

FISH DESTROYERS IN MINNESOTA.

MINNESOTA has no game wardens, more's the pity. The
last Legislature appropriated $200 for a flsh warden on

Lake Superior. Capt. Jake Hector, the appointee, has done
sls well as any one could imder the circumstances. He ap-

pointed a deputy and pavs him $100 more than he gets him-
self, which I think is pretty libera) and shows he believes in
the office atid that it should be maintained.
Considerinj? our resources, we made arecord of which we by

no means feel ashamed. Our planting of brook trout has
been particularly successful, and our trout fishing is good
wherever streams have been stocked. The streams and lakes
which the Commission has planted show unmistakable
results as to the benefit of such stocking, and the interest in
the work by the intelligent public is undonbtedly on the in
crease. Our State, as is to be seen by a glance at our map,
has thousands of lakes and streams scattered in almost
countless numbers. It is, indeed, most iKiuntifully provided
with lakes and streams of the purest water, aud nothing but
the wanton, extravagant and destructive modes and times of
taking flsh would render it necessary to introduce artificial

propagation. Thousands of summer visitors who come to
Minnesota for the seasou, slaughter usele.ssiy day after day
and week after week with relentless persistence, going from
lake to lake indefatigably bent on piscine murder, and to
simply be able to shamefully boast of enormously large
string's of fish taken within the shortest number of hours.
Our visitors, however, are not all of this kind. Many of them
take an intelligent interest in the matter, and are j-eally

beneficent and try to educate oar native fish killers, who out-
number the tourists and sojourners and out-rival them in
the desire to slaughter, but lack the appliances and leisui-e

to destroy. Thousauds of pounds of flsh ai-e yearly killed by
such people at spawning time in the spring, when running
up the narrow and shallow streams from the rivers or con-
necting lakes. I have been told that fish have been pitch-
forked out by the cart load for hog food, manure, and in
many cases '*just for fun, to see the durned things squirm."
Such wanton waste and cruelty has its just and inevitable

results, and the only regret is that the innocent have to bear
the penalty equally with the guilty. When I get to think-
ing of it I almost 'wish old Pollio had an eel pond in this
vicinity. I think I could point out lots of people that even
Augustus would not object to having pushed in for eel food,
much less get mad and smash the balance of Mr. PoUio's
crockery. R. O. Sweeny, Sr.

Dui/iiTH, Minn.

SAWDUST IN TROUT STREAMS.
Editor Forest an d. Stream:
As the season will soon be upon us when those of our

brother anglers who take delight and rest from business
care-s by enticing the spotted, beauties from the cold streams
in which they are found, a great many disciples of Izaak
Walton are inquiring where to go and shall we find trout,
or shall we find the streams where troiit used to abound
now depleted of fish and the waters filled with sawdust?
The reply, although hard to give them, yet from general

as well as 'individual experience, would be: You will prob-
ably find a few trout and a great deal of sawdust. This, ac-

cording to sportsmen who have followed the brook fishing in
New Hampshire for years, is undoubtedly true. It was only
a few years ago that one could get good brook fishing, New
Hampshire has a great many large vdde streams with deep
pools, where could be caught a string of trout large enough
to satisfy the longines of any true fisherman; but what is

the fishing to-day!'' With but a few exceptions those now
caught are small fish. These trout when small are found at
the head of the small streams, which are the headwaters of
the larger streams, and which as they grow in size naturally
seek larger and deeper waters, and as they work down
toward the deeper holes in the largo streams what do they
find? Generally a sawmill emptying large quantities of
sawdust, which flows down stream, filling the water and de-
positing itself along the banks as it goes, until the shores
along the entire length of the stream are covered mth it.

One stream I had brought to my notice last summer: on a
trouting trip to Ossipee I had planned to flsh Lovell's River
and its branches, there being about six miles of good water
for trout, bxit there was so much sawdust fl^oating down
from the sawmill at the head of the river that fishing with
any prospect of success was out of the cpiestiou. For several
miles you could see the saAvdust floating down as well as
piled up on the banks, in some places from a foot to three
feet deep, so that when wading the river you did not know
whether you would sink down a foot under the surface or
go over your Avaders. In Gulf and Colby brooks, which run
into the head of Lovell's River, by going up stream far
enough so as to be above the .sawmills, plenty of small trout
were found and no sawdust.
In the Saco River, from Crawford Notch to Conway, there

used to be good fishing, also in Swift River, a branch of the
Saco, and which joins it at Conway Corner; this is a stream
which has from ten to fifteen mile.s of wide, deep water, with
plenty of large pools, out of which trout used to be taken,
bub now the same fishermen who have followed this stream
for years are satisfied if they catch a few fair-sized fish.

Is'there no way bywhich the sawmiUs can be stopped from
emptying their sawdust into these streams?
On referring to the fish laws of New Hampshire, I find no

clause which gives any definite information on this point,
but find the following law: "Poison and Explosives.—Sec.
10,. AJijfj>ersoa who shall tafee, catch) kill or <|6siijPoy any^sh I

in any waters of this State, by the use of any poisonous,
deleterious or explosiA'e substance, shall be fined not more
than fifty dollars for each oflrence, or by imprisonment for

not more, than ninety days, or both."
Now, does this law relate to this difficulty? Can the State

stop the mills from letting out their sawdust, which by so
doing spoils one of nature's greatest gifts, and instead com-
pel them to burn or otherwise destroy it?

Our brother anglers would like to be Informed on this sub-
ject. In asking for information, 1 would state that at Ossi-
pee Lake, which is leased by a water power company, is a
sawmill which is not allowed to empty its sawdust into the
lake, but is obliged to store it on the shore and then burn it.

Why should not mills that are on State waters be obliged
to dispose of their sa wdu.st in the same way as mills that are
on waters leased by private concerns? Osboejte.

NEVADA FISHCULTURE.—The inaugural message of

Governor R. K. Colcord to the Legislature of the State of

Nevada, transmitted Jan. 19, contains the following favor-
able notice of the recent report of the Pish Commissioner:
"The report of Hon, Geo. T. Mills, as Fish Commissioner,
is full and complete. It is a most careful r^sum^ of his
work and contains many interesting facts and details. The
atl ention of your honorable body is particularly called to

the Commissiouers' statements relative to the depositing of

sawdust in the Truckee River. The best of results are being
obtained by Mr. Mills, and as an encouragement to the con-
scientious fostering of our fish interests I ask a judicious
reading of the report and such an appropriation as yoix in

your discernment may then deem suitable."

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Feb. 24 to Fifteen Mi .Annual Dog Show ot the Westtn.iusier
Kennel Olnb. at New A ort;. .James Mortimer, Superiniendent.
March 3 to 6.—Se.coBrt Anmial T)qs Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore, Md, AW Stewart. DiffeiiderlTer, Secretiu-y.
March 10 to 13. -First Annual Dor .'^hovv oC Uie Di.iqiie.siv:' Konnel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, SecretaT-y.
March 16 to lit.—'Inaugural Dog Show of the Wagliiugtou City

Kennel Club, at Wasliinii'ton, D. U.
March 24 to Second Annual Dop; Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March .'Jl to April o.—Seventh Annual Doe Show of the New

F.ngland Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Si cretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, III. John L, Lincoln, Jr., Secretary,
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dok Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhall, Secretary.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog ShoAv ot the Yomigstown Kennel Club, at

YoungstiO\^^l, O.

COCKER SPANIELS OF 1 S90.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read the controversy over the cocker in the late

issues of FoEEST AND STREAM with great interest. Having
been an exhibitor of spaniels at most of the principal shows
since 1883, I have caref ally watched the decisions of the
diiferent spaniel judges. My observations do not lead me
to the same opinion as "Gothamite." At the New Haven,
Conn., show in 18S5, Mr. James Watson judged spaniels,
and did it satisfactorily. Among the entries on that occa-
sion were such celebrities as champion Obo II., champion
Miss Obo II., champion Shina, champion .Juno W,, cham-
pion Sport, YoUng Obo, Obo,' .Jr., Dido W., Woodstock
Belle, besides others of lesser note. I don't think a class of
cockers of the same quality has been got together before or
since. I met Mr. Watson and Mr. Mason for the first time
at that show, and have frequently discussed cockers with
both gentlemen, and I know that the statement by "Gotha-
mite" that these men started the long and Ioav craze, as he
calls it, lacijs fact as a foundation. I fancy th at the best
informed breeders will agree with me that the craze, so-

called, originated in breeders importing cockers from Eng-
land, where the long and low notions prevailed, and these
importations havung more quality, as a general rule, than
the .spaniels then in America, were taken as the standard.
It is pretty well known that Mr. Mason considers Miss Obo
II. the best cocker spaniel in America (or did when she was
at her best). No one will claim that she can properly be
classed among the long and low division. In my opinion
there is no more competent and conscientious spaniel judge
in America than Mr. Mason, notwithstanding the state-
ments of "Gothamite" and any other writers to the con-
ti-aiy. I hope that this discussion will result in benefit to
the little cockers, and also hope that the classification for
cockers at the different shows this year will be better than
it has been. Surely the cockers are deserving of the same
attentions as fox-terriers. Andeew Laidlaav.

WooDSTOOK, Ont„ Jan. 36.

Editor Forest and Stream:
"The end justifies the means," is a well-known tenet of

the .Jesuit faith. I am not a Jesuit, but I am a convert to
this belief of theirs to a certain extent. Therefore I set this
cocker pot a-boiling by writing the "Gothamite" letter.

Mr. Mason is right in so far as the identity of the auony-
mous writer went, but he altogether misconstrued the
iROfu'e for my action, as the letter written by me to Mr.
Wade A'ery near the beginning of the warfare, goes to prove.
Had it not been for my Hulton friend's advice I should

have explained the matter ere this; but he thought it best to
"blufE" it out a little longer to keep the pot at boiling
pitch, It has boiled over and it is now time to remove the
fid.

The "nromioent fancier" need not trouble to bring up a
motion for my expulsion at the next meeting of the Spaniel
Club. His "energies" caTi be "reserved" for some future
occa-sion. I resigned as a member of the club about a
month ago. There is nothing to "investigate" before the
"tribunal." I alone am guilty of whateA'er has been done
by "Gothamite," and on my shoulders must rest the entire
blame. Not even to my good friend the editor, was the
revolutionary scheme confided, and until within one month
Mr. Wade was my only confidante. Later Messrs. W^atson,
Fellows and Wilmerding were enlightened.
"Obo" insinuates that this Avas a mere advertising dodge

and that others were concerned in a disreputable scheme
with the writer. Not one living soul knew anything about
it, save myself.
As my letter to Mr. Wade explains, the "Gothamite"

letter was written simply to provoke a controversy that
would draw the usually Sphinx-like spaniel men in, and
Avell has it succeeded, though besides hoisting cockers my
petard has blown up the man Avith the match!
When before has such an array of spaniel men taken part

in a public controversy? Watson, Willey, Oldham and
other xisually silent ones! My point is gained—every one
seems ashamed to declare in support of the long and low
cocker spaniel. That letter was difficult to concoct, but it

has been as etEectlve as a ton of "blue pills,"

I For the misstatement^ intmOrndttiJ made by me a^

"Gothamite" I apologize. Of those gentlemen whose feel-

ings I advisedly hurt, I crave forgiveness. They have given,

me harder knocks than any I dealt them, and I bear no ill

will for the "punishment" received. Good has been done to
the cocker spaniel cause by this turmoil, and to achieve
such an end 1 would gladly "take" far more.
Now that your readers have been satisfied as to the

identity of "Gothamite," I trust we shall read something on
the "Cocker Spaniels of 1890." With added apologies for

the sins of "Gothamite," I sign myself.*)?/ propria persona,
F. H. F. MerOBB.

Ottawa, Canada, Jan. 31.

[Mr. Mercer's letter to Mr. Wade, dated Jan. 1, has been,

forwarded to us, btxt as it contains nothing more than ap-
pears in the above letter, there is no use in publishing it.]

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was asked some time ago to take partin the spaniel war-

fare raging in your paper, but deferred, and now simply
write to express my sympathy for Mr. Mercer, who is un-
doubtedly the sinful "Gotnamite." Not that this gentle-
man has any claim upon my consideration, for I have a faint
recollection of his having attempted to make capital at rny
expense, but as he failed in this I harbor no ill-feeling. It
is rather in his having to contend against such ovei-power-
ing odds, and against such unmerciful critics, that I hold
tip my hand and call a halt. "Gotha.mite" has had more than
enough, he. has had too much for his own good, and the de-
sire to kick him because be is down is being indulged in a
trifle too freely. Mr. Mercer is certainly an enthusiastic
spaniel man, an interesting Avriter. and when he has paid
sufficient attention to the dift'erent varieties—other than
Clumbers—he may perhaps be able to Avrite a technical re-
port, or pose as a critic. Some of those Avho so strongly con-
demn the kind of scribbling "Gothamite" has indulged in,

have made as great errors in their OAvn reports and awai-ds.
One particular instance is in my mind where one of these
judges awarded the spaniel prizes in such a manner that
even I, who Avas only then a junior in the show ring, could
not help sa\nng that I got more than my due. This honest,
straightforward expression Avas met by a shower of uncom-
plimentary language, but I afterward demonstrated that
my modest opinion was right, and Avhen I think I have ac-
quired sufficient knowledge to speak with authority on
spaniels, I will try to tell my fellow members of the club
something to interest as well as enlighten them. I am not
cnntemplatin.g a book, oh, no!

I like Mr. Willey's advice, and think Mr. Mercer will do
Avell to take it to himself. It is folly for a child to attempt
1;o teach his father, but there is no reason why the son should
not coinmence where the father left off. There is, for
instance, in Mr. Willey's kennel a cocker with a head which
ought to be the foi-rh and mould of the future cocker. Mr.
Willey has been years in reaching this and other points, just
as it took Mr. Biitdett, Dr. Spurgen and Dr. Boulton years to
make the Beverly strain of field spaniels. May we hope that
Mr. Willey's followers will not be novices of the "Gotham-
ite" order, who will take but as many months to undo the
work of years, as was the case Avith the Beverly breed. I^et

us praise what is worthy of it, condemn what should be
condemned, but let it be done more as the gardener acts with
plants he wishes to train and improve, and not as the wood-
man felling the tree. Conscientious, honest, and above
all experienced judges and reports, are as much needed as
the independent medium, to guide the novice as well as the
skilled breeder. EDWi>r H. MoKEls.
"New York, ,Ian. SJJ.

THE MARYLAND KENNEL CLUB SHOW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The second annual bench show of the Maryland Kennel

Club Avill be held here on the 3d, 4th, 5th and Rth of March
next, and because of our great success last year, we have
this time secured the 5th Regiment Armory, which is three
times as large as the hall we had last year. The Armorj' is

centrally located, well ventilated, and will accommodate 750

dogs. The show will be benched and fed by the well-known
Spratts Patent, and will be disinfected by "Sanitas." Mr.
John Reed, of New York, who CA'ery one recognizes as the
man best qualified to look after dogs at a bench show, Avill

be here in the capacity of superintendent, which insures to
those entering, the best attention for their dogs. The {prize
list is more than double that of last year-, and to principal
breeds Ave ofi!er $10 and #a, besides a kennel prize for the
best four of each breed of $10.

We have engaged the following judges: Mr, -James Morti-
mer for Russian Avolfhounds, pointers, field, cocker. Clum-
ber, and Irish water spaniels, collies, fox-terriers, pugs.
King Charles, Blenheim, Prince Charles. Ruby and
Japanese spaniels, Italian greyhounds, Me.xicah hairless and
miscellaneous class. Mr. Harry Lacy, of New Y'ork, for
mastiffs, St. Bernards, bloodhounds, Newfoundlands, Great
Danes, foxhounds, deerhounds, greyhounds, poodles, Basset
hounds, dachshunde, beagles, Irish, Dandle Dinmont, bull,-
Skye, Clydesdale, black and tan, Yorkshire and toy terriers.

Dr. H. Clay Glover, of New York, takes English, Irish and
Gordon setters, Mr. Chas. D, Cugle, Baltimore, bulldogs.
The Chesapeake classes have not yet been assigned. We

hope to be able to announce the judge for this class in next
week's papers.
The following specials have been offered to date: The

Pointer Club of America oiiers -^lO for the best pointer dog
in open class and $10 for the best pointer bitch in open class,

to be competed for only by dogs owned by members of the
Pointer Club.
The St. Bernard Club of America oflt'er: Club medals for

the best American-bred smooth-coat dog, smooth-coat bitch,
rough-coat dog and rough coat bitch. To be competed for
only by menxbers of the St. Bernard Club.
The Bulldog Club of America ofiier: The Bulldog Club's

silver medal for the best bulldog or bitch in the shoAv; also
the club's sih'er medal for the best American-bred bulldog
or bitch in the show. To be competed for only by dogs owned
by members of the Bulldog Club.
The Collie Club of America offer: Silver club medal for

best collie, not over two years old, in the open class, Bronze
club medal for the second best collie in open class. Bronze
club medal for the best collie in the novice class. To be
competed for only by dogs owned by members of the Collie
Club.
The National Beagle Club offer: A suitable piece of sil-

ver, value .$15, for the best kennel of four beagles entered
and OAvned by one exhibitor. A suitable piece of silver,

value SIO, for the best beagle dog in the show. A suitable
piece of silver, value -$10, for the best beagle bitch in the
show. To be competed for only by dogs owned by members
of the National Beagle Club.
Other specialty clubs have offered special prizes Avhich Ave

will announce in next week's papers.
All railroads centering in Baltimore will carry dogs free

in baggage cars when accompanied by owner or care-taker.
Adams Express Co. have agreed to return all dogs free on
Avhich the full rate has been paid one waj', provided they
are returned to the original shipper and are accompanied by
a certificate from the secretary stating that the dogs were on
exhibition at the Baltimore 13og Show. The XTnited States
Express Co. have also agreed to return all dogs free when
accompanied by a certificate from the secretary.
Our premium lists are now ready and can Jje had on

application to the secretary's office, ^20 North Charles street,
Baltimore, Md. ' W. Stewart Dtffetjderffbib.
BAnTiiioBE, Md,, Jan. fi.
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THE ELMIRA SHOW.
ISpecial Report, for Pored and Stream.}

THE second dog aud poultry show given under the
auspices of the Elraira Poultry and Pet Stock Associa-

tion was held at Elmira, N. Y., Jan. 23-26. On account of
some red tape they were not admitted to the A. K.C., but the
show proved such a grand success that a kennel club will be
organized to look after the interesfs of the dogs in the city
and vicinity. I have attended all the shows iu America for
the last 12 years and I never saw so much quality at a small
show before; out of the 135 dogs benched there were only two
poor ones, and as they were wrongly entererl, the pri?;es were
withheld; one was a Boston bull-terrier, entered as a bulldog,
and one was a soft-haired Scotch terrier; this new breed
originated in Bolinbrooke, Ga.
When Elraira people like anything, their ecstacy knows no

bounds and their joys no limit. This was the case with the
fancy chicken and dog show. The exhibition was highly
meritorious and was liberally patronijied by the best citizens.
The wealthy and poor touched elbows in their ecstatic ad-
miration, and everybody seemed happy and well pleased.
The Elmira Poultry and Pet Stock Association is to be com-
mended for providing so fine an exhibition.
The benching was the old-stjde open benches, the food was

Challenge food, and the dogs did not have to be starved
before they would eat it. Sanitas was the disinfectant used,
and the place was at all times free from bad odors. C. S.
"Wixon, of Covert, N. Y., was superintendent, and of course
the comfort of the dogs was well attended to. The committee
aud citizens generally did all they could to make it pleasant
for visitors and exhibitors. Your correspondent is under
many obligations to C. C. Thacher, of Inter-State Fair fame,
Ray Tompkins, C. A. Bowman, Dr. Ross, H. Gaylord and
others.

J. Otis Fellows judged all classes; he must have given
satisfaction as there was no kicking. As usual, he made
many friends, and the Tcle<jram, one of Elmira's great in-
stitutions with a circulation of 170,000 copies a week, pub-
lished his portrait and a short sketch of his life.

Mastiifs were a good class of ten, with the well-known and
often described Ilford Chancellor and Lady Coleus in the
challenge classes; only one dog in open class, J. Ott's Ken-
wood; be is a large dog but light in bone and fiddle-headed:
has good action. In bitches, the Flour City Kennels' Cau-
tious Girl and Miss Caution were first, with Ott's Embla
reserve. Mr. Whitney's dotis were shown in fine condition,
and he is laying the foundation for what will soon be the
best kennel of mastiffs in the United States. Abe Geis is a
good handler, but I rather think his dogs have too much
to eat and not enough exercise.
The Swiss Mountain Kennels' Arch Duke was alone in the

open St. Bernard dog class and won; he is a fine large dog
of good type and expression, a real good-fronted dog, but
like the lamented Otho, not right behind. Mr. J. H, Clark
exhibited quite a fine bitch by Alton. The puppies as a
Tvbole were not first-class.

Great Danes had only one entry, Don, a harlequin dog of
the mastiff type.
Newfoundlands one entry, a second-class dog which was

awarded second prize.

Russian wolfhounds bad two entries, Valdimer and Prin-
cess Irma, of the now celebrated Krilutt-Elsie litter. Val-
dimer is an extra fine dog, whose head is just 12in. long, he
stands 29in. at shoulder, and it will take a good pup to heat
him. Irma is a trifle smaller.
The Hornell-Harmony Kennels exhibited four good grey-

hounds. Harmony, Hazlehurst and Fannie M. have been
shown and have won so often that they are well known to
your readers. I consider the handsome black and white
bitch pup Marguerite the best pup that has ever been shown
from the celebrated champions Balkis and Cassandra, She
is just about as near perfection as I ever saw, and if she does
not go off, has a great future before her.
Pointers had only one dog in the open class, Wage; he is

thick in skull and does hot move right. The bitch class
brought out as fine a light weight bitch as I have seen in a
long time, Beppo Lass (Beppo—Christmas Vic). She is liver
and white, perfect in head, outline, legs and feet. If Mr.
Anthony wants Beppo blood he should try to secure her.
Abe Geis, of Rochester, won second with Cora, quite a fine
bitch, but her feet are too open. Harry Flood's handsome
liver and white pup was alone and won first in the puppy
class; she is as near perfect as we can hope to see them.
There was only one English setter, a fine dog, King's

Rocket, fit to show anywhere. Irish setters brought otit a
good class. Mr. Ray Tompkin's Friar Tuck, first, is a dog
of many fine points, just a bit off in head and shown a
little too fat; perfect in legs and feet, color and coat. He
was south all last season, but was shown in perfect condi-
tion; he only lost the special by a very small margin: he will
be shown at New York. Nimrod and Gip are both good, but
lack the color, coat and form of Tuck. In bitches C. A. Bow-
man's Qua.il is a beauty, a little on the small .size, perfect
in legs, feet, head, type, color and character. The Glendyne
Kennels', Bristol, R. I., Sedan H. is the opposite type to
Quail, quite a large bitch of good style, short of coat and
feather. The same kennels' Lucelle is a bitch of good
quality but shows age; she got the reserve card. J. H.
Arnot's Eileen, third prize, is litter sister to Quail, but does
not stand on as good legs and feet. Dr. Ross's fine puppy
Juno has a queerly sliaped skull, but it will improve with
age.
Gordon setters—only one skowh, Trite, not a crack but a

good business dog.
In Clumber spaniels. Dash, a dog by Boss III., who has

Boss's field spaniel head, was given second; first withheld.
The bitch Floss, who is a more typical Clumber, was first

in bitches.
Beagles were a good Glass iu challenge dogs; the well-known

Royal Krueger added another to his long list of wins, beat-
ing Racer, Jr. As s"on as Royal Krueger had won Mr. H.
L. Kreuder offered $500 for the dog, which offer was refused,
as the H. H. Kennels want the Boston special and could not
win without Royal Krueger. In challenge bitches, the H.
H. Kennels' Una won over the Rockland Kennels' Myrtle.
In open dogs, Tomboj', alone, was first. I believe this is

Dan O'Shea's old dog, and should be in the challenge class.

Rockland Kennels also won first in bitches with Belle of
Rockland; she was not on her bench when I was taking
notes, nor Emeline, who won first in bitch puppies. Little
Wonder, first in dog puppies, and Zillah, second in bitches,
are both a good type of beagles. The unbeaten Ava W. was
first in the under 13in. class; both kennels had good dogs in
fine condition; the H. H. Kennels had the most sorty lot.

In cocker spaniels the Swiss Mt. Kennels' Hornell Lady
was absent, and J. Ott's Topsy P. won first, a fair type but
undeveloped.
Elmira was always famous for her foxhounds, and the

name of her greatest breedei-, Terry McCann, is known
throughout the land. He won first with Sing, a fine large
black and tan, second with Loud, third with Jack, and vhc.
and reserve with King; also first in bitches with Belle. All
are good type with the best of legs and feet. Your kennel
editor knows that they can run, and should be proud of the
fact that in the fox chase at the luter-State Fair. Ejimira, in
1889, they finished all the races just as he placed them. And
yet some judges (?) do not look at the legs and feet. W. A.
Goodrich also won vhc. in dogs, second in bitches, but his
dogs are too much of the harrier type.

Collies.—The Rev Father Kelby, ofTowanda, Pa., is now
the owner of Prince Charlie, a large dog of great character,
who has often been written up. Second prize was given to
a black dog who did not deserve it; but his owner is a fine

old man who belongs to the club, attends all the meetings,

is prompt in paying his dues, and so he was entitled to the >

prize, even if his dog was a little off. In bitches Sable,
owned by G. E. Stevenson, of Clarks Green, Pa., won first;
quite a good typeof collie, but coat not correct; and the same
may be said of Drive, first in puppies.
In bulldogs the prizes were withheld.
In bull-terriers quite a fair dog was shown—Velder's

Patsy—but he is getting awfully thick in skull.
Bacchanal, alone in the fox-terrier challenge class, is still

keeping in good condition; his excellent coat and feet
are still as good as ever; his only failure is his teeth, which
IS to be expected at his age. Le Logus is a fine and greatly
improved dog; he has a splendid head, good coat and legs;
feet a little large, but he will do a bit of winning yet in the
best of classes; he was placed fii-st. Second went to Valens,
a good dog in head, body and legs, but one of his ears is
stiff and upright; he has improved since I saw him at Bing-
hamton a few weeks ago. Hillside Gaudy is an excellent
young bitch, just the type I like; good cobby body, good legs
and feet; it will take a good one in her class to beat her; she
w;as placed first. Second went to Oriole Verona, a nice young
bitch, rather shy yet in the ring, has good head and body;
does not carry her ears in good shape. Third went to Blem-
ton Rupture, a fair bitch, but too long cast and does not
carry her ears right. Yorktown Fussy, vhc, was shown
much too fat. In dog puppies J. Ott's Clinker, a rather
coarse dog, was alone and won first.
Every one knows Harry Smith, .superintendent of the Buf-

falo Driving Park, but not as an exhibitor of Yorkshire ter-
riers; but he has them—four of the best I ever saw owned by
one kennel; and the dog that beats Merry Prince, Jr., or the
pair that gets away with Prince and Rose, will have to
attend to their toilets early, late and often. Sandy and Dolly
are also good, but not in as fine coat. Mr. Smith won every-
thing in Y'orkshires. He also had two very fair Irish temers,
Youne Peddler and Sybil; both won firsts.
In Welsh terriers, Mephi.sto Dick and Rowton Vixen each

won first. I don't know much about this breed, but as Vixen
won second at Liverpool she must be "a good 'un." They are
quite unlike T'other and Which, shown some years ago as
Welsh terriers. As I remember them, they looked like mon-
grel Airedales, and they were certainly much too large
according to the W. C. T. Club standard.
TheHoward Kennels' Penricelthink is the best and proud-

est little pug dog I ever saw. He is perfect in head, ears,
body and tail; and will no doubt make it hot for some of the
cracks at New York. Mrs. C. S. Wixom's Viva, first in
bitches, is of good size, but her head is too small and lacks
wrinkle. B. U. Covert's Lady Vick is too large; she was
given second.
An extra fine Italian greyhound bitch, Dolly, was shown

by the Howard Kennels; splendid head, body, etc.; good all
round, except that her ears are a trifle large. Jo.

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS, — Chai,lenue - Bogs: 1st, Ilford Chancellor

Bitches: 1st, Lady Coleus.—Upen—JDo^s; l<Jt, J. Ott'a Kt-nnwood.
Bitches: 1st., W. J. Whitney's Caution; 2<\, Lady Dorothy; ."^d,

Miss C aution. Very high com. an^ reserve. Ott's Embla.—Pup-
pi ES—Doj;.?: 1st, Beaufort, .Ir. Bitches: 1st, Queen City Kennels'
Agnes Wakefield.

ST. BERNAKDS.—X)0(/s: Ist, Swiss Monntain Kennels' Arch
Duke. Bitches: 1st and ad. J.H.Clark's Nanc'e Bell and Belle
Girl.—Puppies— UoGf.s," 1st, E. W. Andrews's Anthony; 3d, Swi«s
Mountaiu Kennels' Duke. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Swis- Mountain
Kennels' Lovely and Princess.-Smooth-Coated—Bitc?iC8; 1st,
Queen Oity Kennels' Lady Wakefield.

GREAT DANES.-lBt. Ed H. Van Atta's Don.
NEWF0UNDLANDS.-2d, Justus Hide'.s .

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.-jDofys; 1st, Homell-flarmony Ken-
npls' Yaldemir. Bitches: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Princess
lima.
GREYHOUNDS.—CHALLRNGK—Brte^gs; 1st, Hornell-Harmony

Kennels' Harm.oriy.—open— Dofir.?.- Isi, Hornell-Harmony Kenneh'
Hazelbursf. Bitches: lat, HorntU-Harmony Kennels' Fannie M.
—Puppies—Uoffs: 1st, F. M. Douce's Blue. Bitches: 1st, Hornell-
Harmony Kennels' Marguerite.

POINTERS.—Dof/s; 1st, McCaffrey Athen's Wagg. Bitches: 1st,

.lohn Longwortiiy's Beppo Lisp; 'M, J. W. Whitney's Cora; 3.1, L.
Wells's Princess Bang. Puppies: Ist, Harry Flood's Lillie.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-lst, J. S. Haymaker's King's Rocket.

IRISH SETTERS.-Dogs: 1st, Ray Tompkins's Friar Tuck; 2d,
L. Kenner's Nimrod, .Ir.; 3d, E, W. Davis's Gip. Bitches: 1st, C.
A. Bowman's Quail; 2d and very high com. reserve, Glendyne
Kennels' Sedan and Lucelle: 3d, J. H. Arnot's Eileen. Puppies:
1st, Dr. G. W. RoFs's Juno.

GORDON SETTERS.—1st, Dr. Davis's Trite.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.- Do(7s; 2d, J. W. Roberts's Dash.
Bitches: I't, J. W. Roberts's Floss.

BEAGLES.—Chauuenge — Dogs: Ist, Hornftll-Harmony Ken-
nels' Royal Krueger; 2(1, Rockland Kennels' Racer, Jr. Bitches:
1st, Hornpll-Harmony Kennels' Una; 2d. Rockland Kennels' .—Open—jDof/s: Ist. Rockland Kennels' Tom Boy, Bitches: 1st,

Rockland Kennels' Belle of Roi kland.—Puppies—Dogs; 1st, Hor-
nell-Harmony Kennel.'^' Little Wonder. Bitchca: Isi, Rockland
Kennels' Emiline; 2d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Zillah.—Under
]2iN.—1st, Horuell-Harmony Kennels' Ava W.
COOKER SPANIELS.—1st. J. Ott's Topsy P.

FOXHOUNDS. -i)0(;s; 1st. 3d, 3d. very high com. and reserve,
T. Ml Cann's Sing, Loud, Jack, and King. Very high com., W. A,
Goodrich's Dash. BiMies: 1st, T, McOann's Belle; 2d, W. A.
Goodrich's Floss.

COLLIES.-Doffs: Ist, C. F. Kelly's Prince Charlie; 2d. John
Terwilliger's . Bitches: 1st, G. E. Steverson's Sable. Puppies:
1st, John LoDgworthy's Drive: 2d, Geo. E. Steverson's .

BULLDOGS.—Prize, withheld.

BULL-TEBRIERS.-Doas; 1st, J. C. Yelder's Patsy.

FOX-TERR !ERS.—C H A lt-enqe—1 st,nrLol e Kennels'Bacchans 1

.

—Open—Dojjs; 1st and 2rl, Onoie Kennels' Le Logas and Valens.
Bitches: Ist, 2d and 3d, Oriole Kei nets' Hillside Gaudy, Orinle
Verona. Very high com., Yorktown Kennels' Fussy. Puppies:
1st, J. Ott's Clinker.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Prizes withheld.

IRISH TERRIERS.-Doys; 1st. H. Smith's Young Peddler.
Bitches: lat, H. Smith's Sybil.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-J^ofif.s; 1st and 2d. H. Smith's Merry
Prince, Jr. and Sandy. Bitches: Ist and 2d, H. Smith's Dolly and
Rose.

PUGS.— Dogs: 1st, Howard Kennels' Penrice; .2d, Frank C.
Haroer's . Bitches: Howard Kennels' entry absent; 1st,

Mrs.'O. N. Wixom's Viva; 2d, B. V. Covert's Lady Vic.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-lst, Howard Bros. Kennels' Dolly.

WELSH TERRIER8.-Do0s: 1st, A. Russell Crowell's Mephisto
Dick; Bitches: 1st, A. Russell Crowell's Rowton Vixen.

SPECIALS.
Handler with most dogs. Hod King; best kennel, H. H. K.; best

mastifC, Ilford Ctiancellor; St. Bernard, Arch Duke: greyhound.
Harmony; pointer. Beppo Lass; English setter. King's Rocket;
Irish selter. Quail; Gordon setter. Trite; field spaniel, Floss;
cocker sDanifl, Topsy P.; beagle. Royal Krueger; foxhound. Sing;
collie. Prince Charlie; huD-terrier, Patsj ; fox-terrier, Bacchanal;
Yorkshire terrier. Merry Prince, Jr.; pug, Penrice; selter. Quail.

LYNN DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and St/ream: The
Bulldog Club of America offers the following to be com-
peted for by members at the second bench show of the Massa-
chusetts Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass.: The club's .silver medal
for the best bulldog or bitch in the show, and the club's sil-

ver medal for best American-bred bulldog or bitch. The
Pointer Club of America offers SIO to the best pointer dog in
open class, $10 to the best pointer bitch in open class, to be
cotopeted for by members of the Pointer Club. Wyoming
Kennels, Melrose, Mass., offers a silver cup for the best beagle
in the show. The general special prize list provides gener-
ously for all breeds. Entries will positively close March 12.

The club has secured John F. Williams to superintend the
show.—D. A. Williams, Secretary.

WHY DO MANY MODERN NOTED DOGS DIE
COMPARATIVELY YOUNG?

Editor Forest and Stream ;

In your issue of Dec. 18, 1890, under heading "Dog Chat,"
you reply to a letter in the English Stoeh-Keepcr with refer-
ence to nearly all the best dogs dying comparatively young.
As a breeder of some experience perhaps you will be willing
to make space for a few remarks from my pen on tlais sub-
ject, seeing (as you say) it is one of moment to breeders of
large dogs. I may premise my remarks by saving the rea-
sons adduced in your issue of Dec. 18 are in my opinion all
wide of the mark, and as you point out, in the instance of
the mastiff Minting, evidently not the true cause. Next
allow me to comment on these remarks .'<erl<itirn:

1. "Most have died at from five to eight yeais. at ages
when they should be just about their pr'lvic." The italics
are mine; and I may say experience shows large dogs, like
St. Bernards, mastiffs or great Danes, are in their prime
from three to seven years; at seven to nineare on tbedecline,
after eight may be considered old. Few mastiffs I have
known under any conditions have lived much over twelve
years.

2. "The artificial manner in which they are prepared for
the bench" may have to a certain extent in some cases
something to do with the brief life of someof the more noted
modem cracks, especially those coming from the London
kennels; but by comparing the length of their lives with
those of outsiders, the so-called artificial system would seem
not to make very much difference.

3. "Excessive stud work as a factor." This I cannot help
thinking is a mere idea, for few of the short-lived modern
cracks have done the amount of stud work of such dogs as
Old Jack, Buffer, Rattler and other noted fox-terriers who
lived to a great age; and in mastiffs, Lukey's Brnce H., Old
King, Rajah. Old Turk, my Young King and Exley's Vic-
tor. Apain the show specimens Ameer, King 1 1., Taurus I.,
Taurus II., Montgomery and others lived to a good age in
spite of exhibiting and stud work.

4. Forcing—I believe to be partly one of the true causes
of short life, also excessive fat is not only calculated to
render dogs sterile, hut moreover to induce disease.

5. The arsenical doses probably do as much good as harm,
for they tend to keep the blood pure and are a corrective of
the radically bad treatment many dogs (e.speciHlly those of
the London breeders) are subjected to, and it is only too
true."they soon go to pieces," unless in experienced hands.
Having thus criticised the evils mentioned, iu order to

show that while they are evils and probable acceleratives,
they are not probably the real cause, there is something
more potent underlying all these.
High feeding and arsenic, no doubt, deteriorate stamnla,

but the four chief active causes I believe to be;
1. Want of sufficient regular exercise.
2. Breeding from sires while they are too young.
3. The selection of the largest sized specimens for stud

purposes.
4. Breeding from short-lived families, which show early

symptoms ot prematui-e decay.
The following remarks I deem are worthy the considera-

tion of breeders: Giants, or those above the average size in
any variety of animal, as in man, are seldom long lived.
The deduction, therefore, is, the largest are not likely to

be the longest livers, or beget the longe,st-lived progeny. In
human beings longevity inxns in some families.
And in thoroughbred horses we see sires used for stud pur-

poses up to 30 years of age and then often besetting their
best and stoutest stock. These things suggest the advis-
ability of selecting dogs for stud purposes of not less than 4
to 7 years of age. It may be laid down that early maturity
suggests early decay. Therefore, if people want dogs to last
they should select for breeding purposes both parents of
from 4 to 7 years old and for healthy progenv a middle-aged,
medium-sized sire, in regular exercise and bard condition,
and well fed. I do not think it matters a dog having been
used for stud purposes extensively, providing he is strong,
active and healthy.
These remarks I have gathered from experience, but they

are thoroughly borne out by what Tbacker wrote, as long
since as 1834, in his "Breeders' Guide," Vol. II., a work per-
haps less known to many of your readers than "Newton on
the Prophecies," nevertheless full of practical common
sense.
Under the "Proper Age for Breeding," he says: "Many of

the most celebrated greyhouuds of their day have been pro-
duc d from aged parents, some of which were very old, both
.sires and dams. You cannot always rely on the constitu-
tions of very old ones being unimpaired; but you may rely
with great confidence on those of middle age aiid .something
more, having their stamina remaining, when you find that
they continue good runners at that age."
As an instance of the advantage of breeding from matured

sires. Dread oaught (9.32B), whelped Sept. 5, 1875, was the
son of an old dog, of rather below the average size. Dread-
naught's only fault was want of size, but for mastiff char-
acter, symmetry, muscular points and fighting properties,
there are few mastiffs of the present day equal to him. He
took the first prize at Biidegnorth in 1881 (mid.summer), and
was just turned six years old when I sola him for £21,
strong, active and iu perfect health, on breaking up my ken-
nel, to be used as a keeper's night dog. I do not know how
long he lived or what became of him subsequently.
The noted Wolf 12,353), by Bill George's Tiger, a'notedsire,

born in 1859, took first prize at Northampton for me, in 1871,
being eleven years of age, and beating Nero (2,317). Wolf
lived to be about thirteen years old, becoming very rheu-
matic the last years of his life

Finally, peo^jle often breed from- their females as soon as
ever they can, mating them with some youug dog who has
created a sensation, and thus breed an ottspring of forced
giant babies of short-lived family. Breeders thus go the
very way to select a short-lived artificial race, a race that
has not had due exercise for several generations. When I
look back to the muscular, active mastiffs 1 had in Leices-
tershire, and how when even puppies they would and used
boldly to plunge into the stream (which I could only just
jump across) after me, I sometimes think it is a pity men
attempt to breed mastiffs in the heart of large towns, where
it is almost impossible to exercise them properly; and this
continued reproduction of and from unexercised'mastiffs or
St. Bernards is sure to result in deterioration in points not
carefully cultivated by .selection.

With regard to longevity among mymastift's, I had cham-
pion Empress poisoned to get rid of her when past breeding,
but still active and in sound health; and whea I broke my
kennel up in January. 1.883, several old favorites I destroyed,
two I gave away and they have since been shot, owing to old
age and becoming blind, and some I sold, then not very
young dogs, are still alive.

At the present lime I have a small Maltese, thirteen year!?
old, audit still can run about and take pleasure in hunting
after a rabbit. I merely mention this to show dogs duly
exercised may live to a good age. M. B. Wtkne,

Author of the "History of the Mastiff,'

CIRCUMSTANCES ALTER CASES.—Hulton, Pa,.—Edi-
tor Forest and Stream: "On the record," Mr. Murphy's dog
was shot by a party on whose grounds he had trespassed,
done damage, defiled, etc.; Helen Keller's dog was shot sim-
ply and solely because it was at large, but doing no harm
whatever. The difference seems miles wide. Perhaps 1 owe
an apology to the policeman. He may have acted entirely
from an elevated sense of public duty to discharge all obli-
gations laid on him, but my obseiwatiou of policemen leads
me to doubt this.—W. Wade.
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THE NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB SHOW.
THE gatbeiing of greybounds, deerhounds and Russian

woffhoiiiids in tbe specialty show at the American
Horse Exchange, on Tuesday last, must have been very
gratifyinsi to the' National Greyhound Club. With the ex-

ception of tbe Fox-terriei% this is the only specialty club which
so far has bad the enterprise and pluck to hoi d a show "on its

own hook," and I trust that their efforts will meet with tbe
success tbey deserve. That this would certainly have been
the case had tbe weather been in any way propitious there is

little doiabt. It rained with slight intermission throughout
the day. Among those members of dogdom whom I^noticed

round' the ringside were Messrs. N. (r. Pope, Geo. Shepard
Page, L. C. Whiton, H. W. Huntington, F. F. Chevalier, J.

Herbert Watson, James Mortimer, C. S. Wixom, B. W.
Growtage, Frank Windbola, R. F. Mayhew and Mr.s. May-
hew, Dr, and Mrs. Foote, Mrs. M. J. McCleery, Miss Ida
Orme, N, Tallman, James Block, E. H. Morris, Mrs.
Wheatleigh, German Hopkins, Percy C. Ohl. and several

others. Mr. Chas. H. Mason began .judging about 11 A. M.,
and it did not take him more than a couple of hom-s ti run
through tbe classes. The benching was ranged roiiud two
sides of the horse ring in tbe building, and as Spratts Co.

had the contract everything was in good order. Tbe build-

ing, owing to the damp, chilly weather which prevailed,

was uncomfortably cold, and those dogs which owned a

Wanket made the most of the coverine, for they needed it.

Many of the competitions were interesting, notably those

for the medals, where the winners of the different classes

came together. As most of the dogs that were shown will

appear at the New York show this month it may be as well

not to go into their criticism very deeply. In the challenge

class for dogs Balkis and Highland Chief came together,

and the former, owing to his gross condition, hail no easy
win. He was altogether too fat, and though this may do
for tbe lazy breeds, it does not look well on a greyhound,
still Balkis' harder flesh, better legs and feet, ribs and hind
parts pulled him well to the front. Cassandra was alone in

the corresponding class; she was in good flesh and showed
up better than when we saw her last.

In open dogs a new face appeared, Charles Davis. He is

not a very taking dog, being full in eye and a bit long cast,

but stands on a good set of pins; the well-

known Conspirator, looking in better shape
than last spring', was an easy second. High-
land Warrior is coarse, ring-tailed, heavy
in shoulder, wide in front and was shown
too fat. Waverley is a fairish dog, but
i-atber loosely put together. Tbe others in

the class were poor, more on the pet-dog
order. Maud Torrington was soon picked
out in bitches. She is a nicely-modeled
bitch, and will have little difficulty in keep-
ing to the front. Dry Time loses to her in

hack, chest, ribs and before tbe eye. Spin-
away, vhc, was at Charleston, and will be
better with age. Princess Ida and Dell are
only fair, faulty in head, feet and hindparts.
Bijou is a poor one. Puppies saw two nice

ones from thePope kennel. Highland Don-
ald but for his lameness would be an easy
winner, but was thrown out on that account,
and Highland Clan, faulty in eye and head,
but good otherwise, took tbe prize, followed
by Balkette, a promising pup rather flat-

ribbed. Blackthorn beat Harnon in legs

and feet, in which important parts King
Leo is also faulty.
In deerhounds the well-known Robber

Chieftain gained the champion ribbon over
his kennel mate Clansman, excelling in
coat and loin and front, though Robber
moved queerly behind. Chieftain was ab-
sent. In bitches Wanda was placed over
Ramona, though I think the latter beats in

legs and feet. Olga, reserved, was a little

outclassed. Nora showed the effects of her
southern trip. In dogs a splendidly-fronted
one, Douglas, beat his kennel mate War-
rior, the winner at New York and Boston
last year. Douglas is straight behind,
Argyle is a bit bitch-headed, but was good
in coat, Bruar II. lacks depth of chest, has
a bad tail and is flat-sided. Highland Las-
sie was given the ribbon in bitches. She
loses in coat and bone to Hillside Ruth.
Alyda and Nina are both of nice stamp with good coats
and bone.
The dog class for Russian wolfhounds had the winner in

the new arrival Zloeem. He was closely pressed by the pup
Valdemir, one of the Elsie litter. The older dog is of course
better furnished, but loses greatly in front to the pup, while
he beats tbe youngster at present in ribs and chest. Ivan is

lathy and out at elbows, and not class enough for the others.

Czar had skin disease and was sent out. Princess Irma had
an easy win in bitches, her evident look of quality, nice
front and head being far in front of Czarina, who hardly
looks a Barzoi. In puppies the clean-headed and better-
fronted Princess Irma beat her mate Valdemir handily.
An auction sale was held after the judging, but there was

hardly an auction company present, and the animals scarcely
brought enough to pay for collars and chains. Thirteen
dogs were put up, but the only ones which brought a bid
were King Leo, c, in the puppy class, which brought the
magnificent sum of $7. A black bitch pup by Balkis, out of

Loisette brought $9, and another dog of the same litter went
for 115, and another bitch $7, A black pup, by Balkis out of

La Gitana, was bought in at -SIO. After the sale Dr. Foote
purchased a brindle bitch pup, by Con.spirator. for .$15, for

Mr. Chas, E. Rowland, secretary of the Toledo Kennel Club.

H. W. L.
PRIZE LIST.

GREYHOUNDS.—CHAtiLENGE-Dogs: 1st and 2d, N. Q. Pope's
Balkis and Highland Cuief. Bitches: 1st, NT. Q. Pope's OasBandra.—Opejc- DoGfs: 1st, Dunrobin Kennels' Charles Davis; 3d, Devon
Kennels' Conspirator. Very high com., N. Q. Pope's Highland
Warrior. High com., E. C. M, Fitzgerald's Waverlev. Bitches:
1st, Dunrobin Kennels' Maud Torringtoo; 3d, J. H. Watson's Dry-
time. Very high com. and reserve, Woorihaven Kennels' Loisette.
Ver.yhigh com., Woodhaven Kennels' Spinaway. High com,, Mr?,
M. j. McCieery's Princess Ida and A. N. Youngdorph's Dell
Oom„ Mrs. M. J. McCieery's B'jou, Piippiss: 1st, N. Q. Pope's
Highland Clan; 2d, 0. F. R, Drake's Balkerte, Reserve, C. E.
Johnstone's BlacktDorn. Verv high com., H, W. Lacy's Harnon.
Com., Mrs. M. J. McCieery's King Leo.

DEERHOUNDS. — CHAnLENaE—Dof/s: ist and 2d, John E.
Thayer's Robber Chiefiam and Clansman. Bitches: IsnandZd,
John E. Thayer's Wanda and Ramona. Reserve, Dunrobin Ken-
nels' Olga. Open—Do(/s: 1st and 3d, John E. Tliayer's Douglas and
Hillside Warrior. Very high com,, Duni'obln Kennels' Argyle and
Bruar IL Bitches: ls< and 3d, Jotrn E. Thayer's Highland Lassie
and Hillside Ruth. Very high com. and reserve, Dunrobin Ken-
nels' Alyda.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.-D0!Js: 1st, Paul H. Hacke's Z'o-
eem; 31, Hornell Harmony Kennels' Valdemir. Very high com..
Paul H. Hacke's Ivan. Bitches: 1st, Hornell Harmony Kennels'
Princi-88 Irma. Puppies: 1st and 3d, Hornell Harmony Kennels'
Princess Irma and Valdemir.

SPECIALS
Best ereyhound dog, N. Q, Pope's Balkis; iiest ureyhouml bitch,

N, 0.. Pope's Cassandra; best deerhound dog, John E. Thayer's
Robber Chieftain; best deerhound bitch, John E. Thayer's Wanda;
beat wolfhound dog, Paul H, Hacke's Zloleem; best bitch, Hor-
nell-Harmony Kennels' Princess Irma.

-
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DOG CHAT.
'pHIS is surely an age of organization. The next to claim
jL our attention is no other than "The Dog Breeders' Pro-
tective Union of America," Its object is "the reduction of
the rates of advertising and the punishment of notorious
and flagrant swindles in dogs, the mutal improvement and
the strengthening of the public confidence in tbe raising of
thoroughbred dot^s and in dog breeders." This vast scheme
originates in blizzard-swept Dakota, and like its chilly blasts
the promoters intend to swoop down on those who depart
from the path of rectitude in dog dealings and so forth.
This is all very well, but we fail to see where the connection
comes in about the rpduction of advertising rates. It is in-

tended to call a meeting in Minneopolis, Minn., to elect offi-

cers about March 1. The call will also include the name of

some respon.sible person to whom those who cannot attend
in person can send their pro.xies and their -liS hills, the
amount of annual dues. Dr, Bradley, as may be surmised,
is the promoter. Is not this taking the hread out of the
mouth of tbe A. K. C. r"

Professor Romanes aays in "Animal Intelligence" that
'pride, sense of dignity and self-respect are very conspicu-
ously exhibited by well -treated dogs. As with man so with
the friend of man, it is only those whose lines of fortune
have fallen in pleasant places, and whose feelings may
therefore be said to have profited by the refining influences
of culture, that display in any conspicuous measure the
emotions in question. 'Curs of low degree,' and even many
do^s of better social position, have never enjoyed those con-
ditions essential to moral refinement, which alone can en-
gender a true sense of self-respect and dignity. A 'low-life'

dog may not like to have bis tail pulled, any more than a
gutter child may like to have his ears boxed; bur, here it is

physical pain rather than wounded pride that causes the
.smart. Among 'high-life' dogs, however, the case is difi'er-

ent. Here wounded sensibilities and loss of esteem are
capable of jjroducing much keener suffering than is mere
physical pain; so that among such dogs a whipping pro-
duces quite a different and a much more lasting effect than
in the case of their rougher brethren, who, as soon as it is

over, give themselves a shake, and think no more about it."

THE GREYHOUND CHAMPION CASSANDRA.

Owned by Mr. N. Q. Pope, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Some of our trainers and handlers of high-bred dogs should
carefully read this, and bear it in mind when prompted to
lay on the lash too thickly.

The Canine World had a colored picture recently of the
well known St. Bernard breeder, Mr. Sydney W. Smith, and
a good likeness too. Again we are treated to something
the greyhound men will appreciate, pictures of the noted
coursers Henmore King and Chips, The latter beautiful
bitch has just been bred to Aberbriant (Misterton—Promo-
tion), who is one of the fastest dogs ever slipped, having won
36 out of 41 courses in the best of company. There is some
of his get in Mr. Black's kennels at Sheepshead Bay.

Mr. Mortimer writes us that the following railway com-
panies have kindlj' consented to carry all dogs free of charge,
exhibited at the W. K. C, show, provided they are accom-
panied by their owner or keeper, who will be required to
present for inspection the necessary identification ticket:
The Long Island R. R., Old Colony R. R. (as far as its Shore
lines are concerned), all New York and Boston lines (other
than the Sound lines); New York, New Haven and Hartford
R. R., the Trunk Line Association (embracing the Gd. Trunk,
N. Y. Central and H, R. R. R., West Shore; N. Y., Ohio and
W. R. R., Lehigh Valley R. R., Central of New Jersey,
Phila. and Reading R. R., Penna. R. R., Bait, and Ohio
R. R., Ches. and Ohio R. R.) will convey for each passen-
ger ticket three dogs free of charge. The Providence and
Stonington Steamship Co, will accept dogs at regular tariff

rates and return the same free of charge, when accompanied
by owner, etc. The following express companies will return
dogs free of charge, provided the regular rates have been
grepaid one way: The Adams, N. Y. and Boston, United
tates, American and the Wells, Fargo & Co. The follow-

ing specials will also be given: The W. K. C. offers .$10 cash
for the best exhibit of four poodles, also §10 cash for the best
exhibit of four Irish terriers. There will also be a class for
Scotch terriers, with three prizes of SIO, $5 and S3 respect-
ively. The poodle classes should now read: Class 106, open
class dogs (black): Class 107, open class bitches (black);
Class 107 A, open class dogs or bitches (other than black).
W. L Germaiue, Esq, Bank of Montreal. Ottawa, Can,
offer's SIO for the best exhibit of four water, Clumber, Sussex
or field .spaniels entered and owned by one exhibitor. Messrs.
Du Vivier & Co. offer a case of Perrier Jouet (reserve) for
the bfst brace of pointers in the open classes owned by one
exhibitor. Also one for the best brace of bulldogs in the
open classes owned by one exhibitor. A novice class will be
provided for heagles should the management receive five or
more entries.

This is what the secretary of the English Toy Spaniel Club
aays in Stock-Keeper in answer to a letter written by a lady
who hardly agrees with the rule which says that any King
Charles spaniel showing white must be relegated" to the
Prince Charles class: "SiR—The regulation Mrs. Beavaa
refers to in her letter, published in your issue of the 2d in.st.,

is not a new one, but has been in force ever since the founda-

tion of the T. S. Club, I believe. I fully agree with her that
it is very hard to breed a King Charles spaniel free from
white, but that is not a reason why a faulty specimen (ac-
cording to the present rule) should be accepted. Personally
I should be glad to see this hard and fast rule relaxed, for it

seems against common sense to place a King Charles, perfect
in all toy spaniel points, but with a very few white hairs on
the chest, below another Kin.g Charles, which may be infe-
rior to the other in all points save that of color. But until
the existing rule is amended it would save entrance fees
being wasted and consequent disappointment for ownei's of
these 'faulty' King Charles not to send them to any show,
for a club judge must uphold the .scale of points of his club.
—HUGH T. C. COLLIS, Hon. See, T, S. C." There is a need
of a hard and fast rule of this description in this country,
and in future it would seem best to adhere to it, rather un-
fair though It may seem at first sight.

At the annual meeting of the Hamilton Kennel Club, held
Jan. 25, Mr. W. Hendide was elected Patron; Mr. A. D.
Stewart, President; Mr. Andrew Murdoch, First Vice-Presi-
dent; Mr. Charles Ricketts, Second Vice-President; Mr. C, W.
Mulligan, Secretary; Mr. Geor,ge T. Tuckett, Treasurer;
Messrs. W, J, McDonald, Prank Close, E. Tinsley, J, Hackett
and Henry L. Breay, Committee of Management, There was
a show of terriers open for members, Mr. George Bell, of
Toronto, being tbe judge, and bis criticisms will be found in
next week's issue. Dr. Mole, the veterinary surgeon, read
an interesting paper on "The Anatomy of the Dog."

In a rat-pitting contest at Newark, recently, a fox-terrier,
domestic cat, and black and tan terrier were tried on a big
rat, The rodent bit the cat twice, and she retreated. Tbe
fox-terrier played with the rat for a time, and finally nipped
it from behind, but couldn't be persuaded to shake the
rodent. The black and tan gave one bound, nipped it by the
head, gave a shake, and tbe rat was dead. Dr, Foote would
have walked a good way to see that bit of fun. The black
and tan is always a terrier where rats are concerned,

A correspondent, who is a well-known exhibitor, writes us
suggesting that some action be taken regarding the far too

easy road that is at present provided to the
cha'llenge class. There was .some suggestion
made by Mr, Mercer to the A. K, C, that
wins should be graded in value, but noth-
ing seems to have been done about it as yet.
In view of the many small shows being
held in the fall and winter, it has bpcome
altogether too easy a matter to put a dog in
the challenge class, and then a win at a
similar show in that class dubs him a cham-
pion, and he at once assumes a fictitious
value either as a stud dog or from a mar-
ketable point of view. That this is wrong
is patent to all. Take the three Southern
shows just past, for instance. There was
an opportunity for a dog to win three firsts,

say in the m3.stiffs, without material com
petition. At one, CharUston, there was not
a mastiff' entry. These three wins and one
gained at Binghamton puts that dog in the
challenge class at New York, simply be-
cause these shows xvere held under A. K. C.
rules. This dog appears at the New York
show, and alongside dogs of n erit be cuts a
somewhat sorry figure, still he is in the
challenge class, and if his owner is capable
of rushing his dog round to gain that end,
he is just as capable of thrusting his dog
into public notice as a challenge dog, and
therefore one of presumably superlative
merit. Of course the cognoscenti are not
taken in, but the dear public, which does
not know a dog from a window shutter,
may be. Now we come to the point the A.
K. C. ought to take in the matter simply as
a sac'eguard against possible fraud or for
tbe protection of dogs of merit. Grade the
wins. Let every win count by all means, at
tbe little shows as well as the large ones,
for we caunnt afford to despise these little
gatherings which do so much good in cer-
tain districts in creating an interest in dogs
and dog breeding; but let these small show
wins count one point toward a possible

eight and such shows as New York, Boston, Chicago
Baltimore, Lynn, Washington and Pittsburgh, in fact any
show which is sure to poll over 35C entries, count as two
point shows, for though the first three named shows will,
of course, have more entries in the different classes, the prin-
cipal dogs will very likely be seen at the other shows as
well, so that the actual competition will be almost the
same. Then let a challenge win at New York, Boston or
Chicago only, count a dog a champion. This question is one
that requires immediate attention and should be a subject
of discussion at the annual meeting of the A. K. C. this
month, and from what we can gather from exhibitors some
such plan would meet with the approval of the majority.

The Brunswick Fur Club's officers are busy getting ready
for their grand meet at East Wakefield, N. H., on the 9th.
The country round there is well adapted for the purpose,
and foxes are reported plentiful. The club is restricted to
100 members, and so popular has the sport become in the two
yeai's the club has been organized, that there are now many
names on the yraiting list. The members own some 250
hounds alto.2ether, and as most of them attend tbe meet, it
will be seen that the master's position is an arduous one, for
on him devolves the special charge of tbe kennels, the com-
fort of the dogs and selecting those for each day's hunt.
Bugle and handkerchief signals are used to indicate tbe
direction the hounds are running. Each hound entered
costs its owner a $1 fee, and this, with a sum added bj' tbe
club, is divided into six purses andthree prizesgiven in each
class. Sometimes these different packs are riiadeup ofa
dozen bounds each, which start off in different directions.
After the day's bunt and dinner is partaken of,tbe master lays
out the programme for the next day, and so it goes on till
men, hounds and foxes are tired out. The six classes are
hunting, trailing, speed, endurance, tongue and puppy class.

A writer in Week's Sport makes a good point when he says
that "sportsmen, when traveling, should be as careful of the
comfort of their dogs as would the owner of a great thor-
oughbred cn route to enter tor the fall races. The dog is
certainly as worthy and has by far the more delicate consti-
tution, yet how many sportsmen, when on car, steamer or
stopping in transit, take the trouble to inspect the quarters
of their faithful companions? Many of the fraternity I
know consign their dogs to the care of a servant, and trust
implicitly to their assurance that they had been well taken
care of; the dog can't talk, and the glib servitor pockets his
fee and that is the end of it. I have had some rough experi-
ence on that subject, which has caused me to follow this
rigid rule, viz , not only to feed my dogs with my own hands,
but to insist upon seeing their sleeping quarters for the
night. Some hotel keepers look upon the finest bred andbest
trained dog as they do a brute; all dogs are alike to them,
from tbe stump-tailed, scalded skin street cur to the aristo-
cratic setter or pointer; they make no provision for the care
of them, and every true sportsman should carry his custom
elsewhere when they discover that fact."
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We hear that Mr. Ereeman Lloyd ("Thames Tattler") Las
resigned his position as English correspondent to the Turf,
Field and Farm .

Our thanks are due to Mr. Francis G. Taylor, of Philadel-

f)hia, for the handsome picture of his no less handsome Eng-
ish setter, Breeze Gladstone, a dog which is—and this is of
more importance in his owner's eyes—a thorough field dog.
Tt will in due course appear in our gallery of celebrities.

In view of the many deaths of noted field dogs this year
and the serious illness of others, it would seem as if the time
was ripe for the diffei'ent field trial clubs to take some action
in the mattei-. Bench show committees make it compulsory
for dogs to undergo a veterinary examination before enter-
ing the building, then why should not the field trial clubs
appoint a competent person to keep an eye on the dogs at
their trials? These trials are held in country places where
vets who understand dog doctoring are very scarce and the
baudler miist depend on such simple remedies as he may pro-
cure from the \'illage drug store. A competent vet. should
be appointed by every trial committee, whose duty it should
be to make the round of the several kennels, where the field

dogs are located, every day, and have power to isolate any
case at once which to his experienced eye may seem sus-
picious. The amount of time, money and experience re-
quired to bring these dogs to the state of perfection in their
work necessary for the trials, certainly demands some action
being taken to this end, and we trust that this suggestion
may receive the attention ifc deserves.

We hear that Mr. Geo. Raper, of England, enters the fox-
terrier Raby Trigger at jSTew York. By the way, the entries
at this show, notwithstanding the increased entry fee, are
twice as large as at the corresponding date last year.

Dr. Meyer has pui-chased through Mr. Brett the crack
Gordon setter Heather Bee from Mr. Chapman, of Glenboig.
She is counted one of the best of the breed on the other side.

The National Greyhound Club must be congratulated on
their first show. Everything was well arranged, a neat and
well printed catalogue was issued, and in fact everything
ran very smoothly. A more pleasing feature of the show is.

that despite abominable weather and consequent poor at-
tendance the club will clear something like §60. The only
thing that marred the complete success was the rumor that
the wins will not count. It is difficult to understand the
wherefore of this, for as a member of the A. K. C. in good
standing the N. G. C. is entitled to all its rights. Later—In-
terviewing Mr. Vredenburgh on the subject, he said that the
wins would most certainly count.

We hear that the advisoi-y committee have notified the
National Greyhound Club that their proposed stud book
meets with their disapproval, and must therefore go bv the
board. Will it ?

The little black and tan community over here is greatly
agitated just now. The great dog Beaconsfield is on his
way over, and judging from the number of "cables" which
are passing between the owner of Meersbrook Maiden and
the owner of Broom field' Sultan it is more than likely we
shall see that dog at New York too. If these dogs are shown
the competition will indeed be keen, and black and tans
will make themselves felt in spl te of everything.

Dandie Dinmoncs have not been a popular breed in this
country, and there is lots of room for improvement. It is

therefore with pleasure we note the fact that Mi'. Edward
Brooks, of Boston, Ma.9S , has purchased from Mr. Arm-
strong, of Bellingham,rEngland. the Dandie, Gypp, said to be
the pick of his well known strain of terrier.s.

Messrs. Vicary have sold a pup of the Result—Vesuvienue
litter to Mr. T. C. Chalmers, of Washington, D. C. This is

Villanelle and is well spoken of.

The Canine World publishes this week an excellent
colored picture of the noted great Dane, Vendette, who is

regarded as the best specimen of its breed ever seen in
England.

We learn that Mr. K. E. Hopf has at last parted with the
smooth-coated St. Bernard which brought his kennel into
such prominence a year or two back. We refer to champion
Hector. This dog, until the coming of Watch, was certainly
the best smooth dog ever seen in America. The purchaser
is Mr. Reick, of the New York Herald, and he may be con-
gratulated on his good judgment. The price was ^=750.

Oui- report of the Pacific Kennel Club's field trials has not
yet arrived, but we learn that the trials were most success-
ful. The grounds were well adapted to the purpose, and
though game was not very plentiful, there were enough bev-
ies found to give every dog a chance. The following oflicers

were elected; President, J. G. Edwards; Vice-President, R.
Porter Ashe; Secretary, J. M. Kilgarif ; Directors, W. Schrei-
ber, J. M. Bassford. Jr., W. E. Houghton, Andrew Jackson
and C. N. Post.

Sir Bedivere has arrived. After a tempestuous voyage the
S. S. Umbria came to her dock on Sunday last. Mr. Sears
came down fi'om Boston on Saturday to welcome him. On
Monday morning Sir Bedivere held a reception on the upper
deck and those few St. Bernard men present expressed them-
selves delighted with his appearance. His grand head, legs
and feet, depth of chest, and general look of quality and
type, filled every one with enthusiasm. Mr. Edward Booth,
who brought him over, had an anxious time of it, as the
crack was affected by mal^de-iner to some extent. At Bos-
ton. Sir Bedivere held another reception at Mr. Sears's fur
store, where by actual count forty-four hundred people paid
their respects to the crack. Just as we go to press we receive
the following: "Bedivere received eight thousand people in
two hours and thirty minutes."

There was to be a grand dog race with whippets last Tues-
day at Newark, N. J., for the Derby sweepstake.

We learn from the Boston Herald thai the members of
the Worcester Pur Company, to the number of 40, accom-
panied by about 30 dogs, had their annual snow hunt after
foxes Jan. 25. The hunt ended with a supper at a roadhouse
in Millbury. The net result was the death of two foxes and
temporary loss of about a dozen dogs.

The Mechanic's building has again been engaged by the
New England Kennel Club for their show in March.

Mr. Comstock writes us that having found that Mr. W.
Medbury claimed the name of Narragansett Kennels two
years aao, he has changed the name of his kennels to "The
Park Kennels," for his Irish and black and tan terriers,

Japanese spaniels and schipperkes.

Mr. Geo, Bell is not the breeder of Idea, the cocker spaniel,
but Mr. G. N. Levens, Belleville, Ont,

Our illustration this week is Mr. Pope's champion grey-
hound Cassandra. This bitch is so well known and has been
before the public so long that it is needless tp repviblish her
wins. Sheiaby Debret out ®£ Depid Sepeefe:

WARM QUARTERS FOR PET DOGS.-New York, Jan.
2S.—Editor Forest and Stream: No building have I seen
that is better adapted for a grand bench show than is our
new Madison Square Garden, if all of its conveniences are
taken advantage of. It has always been a problem to pro-
perly heat a bench show. Many breeds are most comfort-
able in a cool atmosphere, while others require warmth; but
freedom from draiights is necessary to all. At the Garden
the long-coated dogs can be benched on the ground fioor,
and they will not take up so much room but that we can
have a larger exercising and judging space than ever before.
This space will be valuable in parading the winners after-
noon and evening, permitting Ansitors to see them to the
best advantage. Prof. Parker too will appreciate it. The
ground floor should not be heated to a higher temperature
than from ,50 to 60 degrees, comfortable both to the long-
coated dogs, to all dogs exercisingin the ring, and to visitors,
who find it inconvenient to remove tbeir wraps. In the
basement where the furnaces are, the temperature would be
at least ten degrees higher—such' was the case at the recent
horse show—and here the short-haired, hairless and pet dogs
could snooze in comfort, without wearing blankets or being
bxrndled up in a way that prevents their classification and
quality being determined. It can be kept clean and light in
the basement, iind as an exhibitor of a short-haired breed, I
ask that my suggestions receive the attention of the super-
intendent and the bench show committee having charge of
the coming W. K. C. show, which will beyond doubt eclipse
all previous efforts in the dog show line.-^A?r Exhibitor.

SOI.Il) .SILVEK OLtTB MEDAL OF THE BtTI.LDOa OLtTB OF
AMEETCA.

GORDON SETTER CLUB.—New York, Feb. 3 —The
executive committee of the Gordon Setter Club will hold
their next meeting at 1393 Broadway, on Friday evening,
Feb. 13, at 7:30 o'clock, for the election of new members and
the transaction of such other business as may come up.
Several nevf members will then be proposed, and it is re-
quested that any further names be sent soon as possible to the
secretary and treasurer, L. A. Van Zandt, Yonkers. before
the date named. The exhibit of Gordon setters at the N. Y.
show promises to be a good one, and it is hoped that every
member of the club and lover of Gordons will exert himself
to make the occasion a notable one and the best yet. At the
annual meeting of members at Madison Square Gardon on
the evening of the second day of the N. Y. show, Feb. S5, it
is believed that a plan will be adopted for the next autumn
field trials (in connection with the Irish Setter Club or other-
wise) that will bear good fruit. Let there be a good .attend-
ance at the meeting and a full interchange of views. Then,
if owners of Gordons will send their dogs in good time
to good trainers, we can hope for a creditable showing at the
field trials of 1891. By this course, pursued annually, we
can in a few years place our favorite in the front rank of
field dogs.—Member of the Gordon Settee Ci.rB.

A NEW IRISH SBTTER.-Greenville, S. C.~Editor
Forest and Stream: I mail you to-day a marked catalogue
of our recent bench show. We had a ifine show for a begin
ning, and everything passed off pleasantly, the awards by
Mr. Davidson giving universal satisfaction. The weather
was bad and the attendance, except for one day, light. We
hope to have a larger and better show next time and feel

much encouraged by the result of our first eft'ort. 1 have
purchased the Irish setter dog Pickens, winner of first and
special in open class, and will enter him in the shows of the
eastern circuit. He is a dog of great field merit and has
been hunted every season since his puppyhood. Pickens is

by Tim out of Florid and was bred by Max Weuzel. It

took a pile of money to pay ;for him, but he is a grand dog,
just in nis prime, and is bound to come to the front. I have
had a fine picture made of him from life by Mr. Franklone
Sewell, the artist.—F. P. Capers, Sec'y-Treas.

EARLY MASTIFF DATES.—Hulton, Pa., Jan. 31.-
Editor Forest and Stream: I have just discovered a most
provoking blunder in the pedigree prints I have sent out.
The dates of births of Holdsvvorth'sLion, Gibson's Nero and
Mrs. Scott's Tiny are all given as 1830. As Lion was sire of
Nero, the error is evident. Any one who has the pedigree of
Edwy, Egbert, Eurmer, Emma, Eoppa, Ethel and Elgiva,
will oblige me by noting thereon the correct dates thus:
Holdswoi-th's Lion. 1816; Gibson's Nero, 1820: aod Mrs.
Scott's Tiny, 1823, The blunder was that of the copyist who
made the tracing of the original pedigree.—W. WADE.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes mnat be Bent on prepared blanks, whlcb are fnr-

nlshed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Alan Brcdi. By Geo. McDougall, Butte, Mont., for deerhound
doe, whelped March 5, 1890, by Fergus out of Brenda.
Wemel, By Geo. McDougall, Butte, Mout., for deerhouud bitch,

whelped 1SS9, pedigree at present unknown.
Ra''s Lassie. By Geo. McDougall, Buite, Mont , for deerhouud

bitch, whelped Decembnr, 1889, by Hobin Adair out of Oluthau.
Wlv'de^oot anclMK» Blue. By H. G. Arnold, Louisville, Ky., for

hlack.wliite markings, eocker spaniel dog and black bitcb,whelped
July 5. 1890. by Black Dash (Oberon—Susie; out of Renah W. (Black
Pete. Jr.- Gilt).

Buffldn. By G. H. Bush, Buffalo. !N,Y., for black and white
cocker spaniel dog, whelped Oct. 16, 1R90, by Adonis (Hornell Mi-
kady-^Y^aus) ©ut of Fashion (cliauipion BraHt~^Bonica)=

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

lAna K.—nundesvort Zaenlcer. W. Loeflaer's (Milwaukee, Wis.)
dachshund bitch Lin a K. (Feldman K.—Lina L.) to his Hundes-
port Zaenker. Dec. 24.

Bessie K.—iSundeiport ZaenTter. Ohas. Klacke's (Pittsburgh,
Pa.) darhshund bitch Bt ssie K. (Feldman K.—Lina L.) to W.
Loeffler's flundesport Zaenker, Jan. 10.
Weasel—Alan Brack. Geo. MoDougflU's (Butte, Mont.) deer-

hound bitch Weasel to his Alan Breck (Fergu=—Brendn;, Jan. 29,
Fashion—Oho II. Gen. H. Bush's (Buffalo, N. Y.) cocker spaniel

bitch Fashion (champion Brant—Bonita) to J. P. Willey's cham-
pion Obo II. (champion Obo- Chloe li.), Jan. 23.
Benah W.-Brush ff. H. G, Arnold's (Louisville, Kv.) cocker

spaniel bitcb Renah W. (Black Pete, Jr.—Gdt) to Lake Shore Ken-
nels' Brush W. (Pompadorp— champion Bene), Nov. 27.
Marguerite—Jubilee. H. A. Harris's (North Wilmiugton. Mass.)

bull-terrier hitch Marguerite (champion Count—Young Venom)
to bis champion Jubilee (Bf-ndigo- Queen), Jan. 37.
Miss Noran—GrenMll General. W. L. Harris's (North Wilming-

ton, Mass.) bull-terrier bitch Miss Norah (Dutch—Norah) to H. A,
Harris's Grenhill General (Prince—Kit), Jan, 20.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

bitch Katie Connor (Benedict—Breda Florence), Jan. 24, two
bitches, by his Mars (Benedict—lerne).
Renah W. H. G. Arnold's (Louisville. Kv.) cocker spaniel bitch

Renah W. (Black Pete, Jr.—GUt), Jan. 31, seven (one dog), hy Lake
Shore Kennels' Brush W. (Pompadore- champion Bene),

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ben nm—Daisy Hunter whelp. Orange and white English setter
dog, whelped May 33, 1890, by Messrs. J. H. & J. A. Hunter, San-
born, lud., to W. J, McElligot, Waterbury, Conn.

j^etlic Hunter. Orange and -^vbite English setter bitch, whelped
May 32, 18flO, by Ben Hill out of Daisy Hunter, bv Messrs. J. H. &
J. A. Hunter, Sanborn, Ind., to V. L.Bassa, New Haven, Conn.
Zetta Hunter. Orange and white English setter bitch, wbelned

May 32, 1890, by Ben Hill ont of Daisy Hunter, by Messrs. J. H. &
J. A. Hunter, Sanborn. Ind.. to D. M. Oyster, Washington, D, C;
since died and replaced by Babe Hunter, same breeding and mark-
ing.
Ben Hunter and Dot Hunter. Orange and white Enslish setter

dog and bitch, whelped Mav 32, 1890, by Ben Hill out of Daisy Hun-
ter, by Messrs. J. H. & J. A. Hunter, Sanborn. Ind., to W. J. Fisher,
Milwatikee, Wis.
McOinty. Liver, white and tan English setter dog, whelped

June 9. 1889, by Ben Hill out of Daisy Hunter, by Messrs. J. H. &
J. A. Hunter, Sanborn. Ind., to .1. O. Cole, Washington, D. C.
BnlMa. Black and whitp. greyhotmd dog, by H. W. Huntington,

Broo'slyn, N. Y.. to N. Q. Pope, same place.
Cassandra. Brindle and white greyhound bitch, by H. W. Hunt-

ington, Brooklyn, N. Y., to N. Q. Pope, same place.
HvMand CMef. White and blue greyhound dog, by H. W,

Huntington, Brooklyn, N. Y., to N. Q. Pope, same place.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

J. L. W., Phila., Pa.—I have a fox-terrier, about i vears old,
who appears to have lost her appetite, as for the last -t or 6 days
she has scarcely paten anything, that is from about the time she
was taken where she is at present. Do you think that it is merely
being in a stiange place and that she will come all right? I have
tried her with different kinds of food but she eats so very little.
Ars. V(=ry likely the change may have affected her. Y^iu might
give her a two grain quinine pill every night for a week.

C. J. C, Ridgewood, N. Y.—Inclosed find two or three lice which
I found on my setter dog. Will you please tell me through your
valuable paper what they are and how I can rid him of them.
Have tried Little's Plienyle without effect. The dog ia healthy in
other respects aud in good spirits, .^.ns. The best remedy you
can use is whale oil, rubbfid thoroughly all over the dog. At the
same time be careful to keep him warm, and after a few hours
wash ofiE with warm water and soap. If the lice are not very
numerous a good washing with whale oil soap will be found bene-
ficial. Repeat several times, at intervals. Yon had better bixrn
his bedding, and if be is in a kennel have msect powder blown
freely into every nook and crevice.

W. S. R., Bidgeway, Va.—My favorite foxhound Belle has en-
tirely lost her voire, without any apparent cause. She is in as
good condition otherwise as I ever saw her, and runs as well as
she ever did. She became so suddenly. Can you tell the cause of
the trouble aud give a remedy? Ans. Rub the throat well morn-
ing and night -with camphorated oil, and keep free from draught
after treatment.

N. H. F., Columbia, Pa.—Kindly answer the following questions:
1. At what age should a tox-terrier puppy's tail be docked? 3. The
proper length to dock ii ? 8. How is the operation generally done?
Ans. 1. About a fortnight. 2. At that age, about an inch and a
half. o. Either with the teeth, the thumb and finger nails or a
sharp pair of scissors.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
REVOLVER WORK.

The above target is of 25 consecutive shots at I3yds., off-hand
with a Colt's .44 revolver, without cleaning. It was done bv Wm

1, at Conlin's gallery, this city, Dec- 17, 1999'E. earUn,
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BOSTON, Jan. 31.—The regulaj weeklr shoot of the Maesachu-
aetts Biflo ABSociation was held to-fla.y at its range. The attend-
ance of riflemen was very jaxge. The shooting conditions were
goort. L. R. Avay wins the first bronze membership hadge at rest
lor 1891. Following is The result of to-day' shoot, distance Mtyds.,
.Standard Amerif:aTi target, re-entries allowed:

(Ri AO-Comers'' Rest Match.
JJJEames ,.,108 S T Webster 101 D Martin 91
ABLoring.. KM A S Hunt 09
M B Barter 103 .T French 98W Peters 103 A N Mann 93
M T Day lOl

(B.) All Comers' Off-Hand Maich.
S C Sydney 85 D Martin 78 J BHobbs 73
G Franklin 83 I B Thomas 77 AN Mann 71
MTDay 81 8 T Webster 75 A Winchester 69
AS Hunt 80 TSHara 75 F D Hart 68
BronzeMembershipBadge,—Won on the following 10 scores of

100 or better at rest by
LR Avay 108 113 103 100 107 lOti 104 100 105 100

(b) Pistol Match, BOyd?.W Charles 91 O Williams 83 S C Sydney 79
H Severance 89 AD SteTcns 81 AS Hnnt -70
CHawIey 87

TORONTO, Jan. 21.-The Vanghan Rirte Club, with head-
quarters at Maple, have joined the Canadiau Ofl'-Hand Rifle As-
sociation. A. Kefl'er is president; Dr. Sisley, secretary-treasurer;
and A. Carley, captain. They shot their first match with a team
from King City, and conpidering that several had never done any
rifle shooting before, made a creditable score:

King City. Vaughan.
JWCrossley 82 A Oarlev 80
A Ransom 73 George Caidey ... .76
Dr Norman 65 J Cameron 68
R Cull 65 T Murphy 5;i

T Scott 54 AKeflfer 40H Rogers 53-393 C White 30-341

NEWARK, J an. 27.—The flrst ot a series of matches between the
Our Owns, of this city, and tiie Millers, of Hobokeu, took place on
the latter's range to-niglit. The scores follow, shooting at SOft.,
35 ring target. 10 shots per man, possible 350 each:

Our Owns. Millers.
Freiensehner 238 MMler * , 228
Bander 23? Vogel 229
Laute 235 Pla isted .333
Flock ;2:>! Schlicht ,.,..333
Weigman "38 Fischer 244
Dorrler 241 Flach 213
Coppersmith 233 J Lohl ..227
Weidmaa .334 Myers 234
Watts , - 238 Judson 33

1

Fetting 233-2336 B Lohl .338 -2326

CLEVELAND, O., Jan. 28.—The following scores were made at
the range of the Cuyahoga Rifle Club at 200yds. to-day. Toward
evening the weather conditions were very fine, and Paul North
distinguished hrmself with liis .33-caL:

At Rest.
Davis 9 7 7 B 7 7 7 8 8 10-46-81
Murray 9 8 a 9 7 11 9 9 8 8-48-80
Weban 6 8 6 5 6 6 8 8 8 10-45—71
Damm 11 9 8 11 9 6 8 9 11 8-49-QO
*North 8 8 8 5 8 9 6 11 13 9-48-83
Bosworth 10 9 8 9 9 11 10 8 10 9-.5n 73

*.32 cal. Ofl-hand-Phare 71, Clare 81.

_
NEWARK, N. J.. .Tan. 31.—The following is the correct stand-

ing of the clubs in tbe association tournament to date, as prepared
by Secretary W. R. Hoyle:

Won. Lost. Average Won. Lost. Average
E«sex 8 1 LOtlSj Puritans.... 4 5 .091'

„

Howard 7 1 1.079i8 Newark?.. . 2 T " .983
North Ward 6 3 1.059*0 fadependents2 7 1.001
Oakland . 6 3 1.0311^ Monroes 0 9 .873
Lakesidea... 5 4 1.05l«f

CANADA AT OREEDMOOR.—Ottawa, Ont., Feb. 2.-Stops are
being taken to have a Canadian team to compete »t Creedmoor
this year for the Hilton trophy, even though the great meeting
there is fixed for the same week as the Dominion Rifle Association
matches. The trophy is usually contested for on Saturday, and,
as the Ottawa meeting can he brought to a close on Chursday
evening, there would be just time for a team at Ottawa to reach
Oreedmnor. Such a team would be ac a disadvantage of shooting on
a strange ranare immediately after a long railroad journey. Tbe
Canndtan MiM-tn Oaze.tte, the popular organ of the active force ( f
the Dominion, says of the proposition: "Creedmoor may see a
Canadian team compete for ttie Hilton trophy this year, even
though ttie great meeting th^re is fixed for tbe same week as our
D. R. A. matches. The trophy is usually contested for on Satur-
day, and as our meeting can be brought to a close Thursday even-
ing, 1 hero would be just time for a team picked at Ottawa to reach
Creedmoor. Such a team would be at the disadvantage of shoot-
ing'on a strange range immediately after a long rail journey, but
the experiment would be worth trying for one year at least. An
ex^'hange of visits like this would do much to foster the interna-
tional good feeling which fortunateli- already exists. To read
some of the fire-eating newspapers one would almost fancy it dan -

gerous to allow the fighting men of the two countries to come
together: but we are convinced that the pentiment of the great
mass of the people of the United States is in harmony with the
motto of she Canadian militia—'Defence, not defiance,' and tha*
the bettei' acquainted the two peoples become the less danger there
will be of hostile interference with each other's affairs."

N. Y. RIFLE CLUB.—Although the weather was by no means
unfavorable on the olst, and the light was good enough until the
latter part of the afternoon, the atetndance at the regular meet-
ing of the New York Rifle Club at C. Wissel's Cypress Hills ranee
was not very large. M. B Herrington. with a .38-cal., put up 83
on the American standard target, possible 100 points, off-hand,
200yds. distance; his other record scores were 83 and 76, two of
them good enough to come in for the silver badge. Tae next best
man was J. Case, who shot a .38 cal. scoring 84 and 72. J. Duane
succeeded in taking third place with a .oS-cal., 67, 71, 75, 80 being
his scores. Sergeant T. J. Dolan of t he Twelfth Regiment was de-
cidedly not in proper form and could score only 77 and 74 with his
.38-cal., unusually low scores for this crack shot of the New York
militia. Major Shorkley used a .2o-cal. with telescope sight and
managed to pull down 76 and a 73. Mr. Strong tried experience
with a.4o-cal. Sharp's military, open sight, his scores running 74,
<8, 64, 55 and down to 33. J.J. Dannefelser dallied for a short
time with a .32-cal., his best score amounting to 65 points.

&RADED SHOTS.—The Inspectors of rifle practice of the Mas-
sachusetts Volunteer Militia have determined upon considerable
change in the system of rifle practice for this year. The Inspector-
General favors holding company competitions, the high men to be
eligible to regimental competitions, and the winners in the latter
only to compete in State matches. The twelve men recording the
highest scores in the State competition, of any class, to be recng-
nized as an honorary or distinguished class of marksmen. Bv this
plan the number of Qualified marksmen it is thought will be
greatly increased, and the grading of them more thorough. The
honorary or distinguished class, it is understood, wUl be purely
an honorary one, but as it cannot be reached without a series of
creditable victories, it will mean the highest honoj-s possible to
secure by military rifle shooting in the State.

GUS ZIMMERMANN.—The challenge for quick shooting issued
by Gus Zimmermann at the conclusion of the quick-Qring contest
in the Berlin shooting festival last year is still open, and he calls
attention to the neglect of it by shooters. Zimmerman is ready to
make a match with anybodvunder the following conditions: Any
rifle, ofl-hand, 2O0yds. to 200 metres distance, with appropriate
point target, center to count two, rest of buUseye one point, each
man to fire for one, two and three hours, as per agreement, the
-winner to be entitled to the trophy, which shall not be of less value
than 81,000 nor more than gl0,000, the interested parties to contri-
bute one-half of the money.

HOBOKEN, N. J., Feb. 1.—The Miller Rifle Club's open gallery
tournament started to-day at the club's headquarters in Hoboken
Competitors may use auy .:23oal. rifle, shooting off-hand, 100ft. dis-
tance, 3 shots to each entry, entries unlimited. The flrst m\7,B is
a handsome .38cal. rifle with 500 shells, second prize 320 in cash,
third prize a self-cocking revolver and the others wUl be cash
prizes, with the exception of the sixth, which is a gold-headed
umbrella. The best scores made so far are: C. Hutch 145, J. A.
,?!?y^^?.li-?i 4- Meyna 141, C. Judson 144, F. Fischer 140, F. Brandt
139, G. Schlicht 139. Corbaeh 137, Badenatab 135, R. W. Ddwey 134,
Peters 119.

LAWRENCE, Mass., Jan. 31.—There was a large attendance at
the range to-day. and the weather being favorable for shooting
the members present succeeded iu making some good scores.
Record Match: O. M. Jewell 87, Ool. M. Beal 83. A. A. Philbrick S3,
C. W. Reynolds 81, E. D. Sargent 6L BeatMatch: A. D. Eliot 103,
E. D, Sargent 99, E. F.Richwrdson, »4.

PISTOL SCORES.-The New York Pistol and Reyolver Club's
weekly meeting night on Jan 31 was largely attended. The scores

pistol, 52.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication sliould be made nut on the printed hianitt,
prepared hy tli-e Forest and Stream., ami furnisned gratis to eVab
secretaries. Correfpnndents tvho famr us vMh cluh scores are par-
Hcula/rly requemted to write on one side of the paper oiiliy,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Feb. 17-20.—Annual Wmtev Tournament Davenport (la.) Gun
Club. Live birds and inanimates. Addre.^s 1''. Kr;iy. ycc'y.
March 24-36.—]3elroit trim Club Tournament, witli Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.
April 28-30.—New Loudon (or New Haven) Inter-State Associa-

tion.
May 5-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7,- Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all. Elmer E.

Shaner, Sec'y.
May 19-31.—Washinatan (D. C.) Inter-State Association.
.Tune 3-5.—Saratoga (xun Club Shivnt. asisistcd by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dca,li^i-a' AH.-=r.r-i.^itini].

.Tune 15-19.—Thirty-tliird Annual Tournament of the New York
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.

WATSON'S PARK.
BcRNSiUE, UL, Jan. S3.—Audubon Club. Illinois State rules:

Chas Kern (31ids) 330000000330011— «
R B Watlsworth (33) 322111030313123-13
J E Pricn |H3) 313001)10113.1211—11
C B Dicks (30) 210031222100201—10
J J Kleinman (34) 0122200232 llOvv.W WFoss (83) 312110011230131-13
J W Houston (30) 111111010131011—13
Geo Kleinman (30) 111111101101111-14
C E Fargo (30) , 020313120310102-10

R. B. Wadaworth won medal, as Geo. Kleinman is not a mem-
ber of clul>.

Jan. 30 —W. P. Mus^'ey and B. Rock, ,50 live pigeons each, §50 a
side, American AssnciaHou rulRS, 13-gauge guns:W P iMussey 3221 01 0 1221 12011 3203220121223.23 1 20322021 1 2 L221 12213—43
B Rock 12113.21212.2001101121220113100212320010113322202123-40
R. C. Stevens vs. Cttpi, A. C. An.son, 25 live pigeons each, 825 a

side, same i-ulea and 1:'-L>-auge guns:
R C Stevens . . '..r 210211301111121110121,2001—20
A C Anson 30011 3.1112212112113322022-23
bweepstakea, a birds, entrance IgS, 3 moneys, Illinois State rules,

lies div.:
JEPriee 11111-5 J Gardner 11110-4
Geo Kleinman 11110-4 H Kleinman 01111—4W W McFarlaod .11111—5 A Torkiugton 11101—4
Editor Robbins 11110—4 E (rardner 11101—4
Andy Thomas .11111-5
Sf;coDd sweep, 5 birds, entrance, p. 3 imoneys, American Asso-

ciation rules:
Cant Anson 01111—4 R C Stevens 01111—1
J E'^ Price ,11010-3 W W McFarland 11)11-5
Ed Slice 11111-5 Abe Kleinman 11001-3
Geo Kleinman lUU—5 H Kleinman 11110—4
Andy Thomas lHll-5 H A Fosa. 11111—5
K A Turtle lUU—

5

Slice, Geo. Kleinman and McFarland div. flrst, after killing 9
tie birds each. Ratet.rigg.
Chicago, Jan. 39.- -Messrs. Mussey, Anson and Rock shot a

little race for fun at Watson's Park, resulting, Mussey, 42 ont of
.50, Anson 43, Rock 35 out of 40. Mussey's old 10 gauge has finally
sprung a leak, the barrel having opened in a slit about (Hn. long.
He has concluded to act more like a Christian faithful man now,
and take up the 13-gauge gun. He was trying a 13 Scort iu this
score. Amon shot for the first time his new acnuisition, the 13
Greener he has just bought from ex-chamnion J. A. R. EUiott,
who had a few to sell. This is the exceptionally heavy-muzzled
Greener whieh Elliott recently had made to order. Elliott did
not shoot this gun in his last race, but used his older Greener.

E. H.

THE LONDON (ONT.) TOURNAMENT.
LoJJDON, Ont., Jan. 26.—A grand pigeon shooting tournament,

under the auspices of the London Gun Club, commenced on
their grounds this morning and will be continued throughout
the week. A large number of sports from all parts of the con&i-
nent are m attendance and some very fine shooting is expected.
The prizes are distritiuted according to class shooting rules. Mr.
John Parker, of Detroit, undertook to manage the first day's
programme and got up a f1 sweep as a starter. Each man shot
at 10 birds, from 5 traps. \Y. Edwards secured first money and
Redpath and Watsnn took second and third. Then came the
first regular event, .¥25 euaranteed, entrance S1..M, including tar-
gets, at 10 keystones, rapid firing: The first three prizes in this
event were won by S. Glover, C. Hcane and M. Ward, Glover
scoring 10 and Scane and Ward 9 each. D. A. Fulton, W L
Cameron, J. W. Campbell, J. Paul and Tee Kay tallied 8 each. ' In
the spcond event. $25 guaranteed, entrance Sl.S'J, Tee Kay and D.
M'ller headed the list, each making 9 out of a possible 12.

J'a/i. Some very fine shooting was witnessed at the London
Gun Club's tournament to-day. Sportsmen are present from
Omaha, Neb.; Norwalk and Youngstown, Ohio; Buffalo, Auburn
and Sardinian, N. Y.; Detroit, Mich.; Toronto, Hamilton and
Ottawa, and almost every town in western Ontario. A large
number are expected to arrive from the neighboring States to-
morrow. To-day's results were:
Event 3, cash prizes, 10 Keystones from 5 unknown traps: First

money div. between Messrs. Overholt, Glover and Edwards, who
each made their possible 10. A greater subdivision was necessary
in the distribution of second money, Messrs. Smith, W. Grigg, Tee-
Kaj% Parker and D. Miller each getting 9 birds. For third place,
W. Oldershaw, J. E.Thompson, W. Paul, D. Leitch, E. Andrews,
J. W. Campbell, J. K. Evans and A. Smith made 8 each. For
fourth, A. Forsst, Redpath, J. Lochart, W. Avey, C. Scane, Bow-
ran, General Grant, 7 each. For fifth, G. M. Fulton, C. Forsvthe
Mack, W. L. Cameron, A. Ralph, 6 each.
Event 4, cash prizes, 6 singles and 3 pairs from 3 unknown traps.

5 prizes of %a each: J. P. Evans, D. Leitch, S, Glover, 12 each: e;
Andrews, 11; John Brown, W. Edwards, E. H. Smitb, 10 each; H.
C. Fray, W. S. NichoU«, C. A. Damon, Margetts, J. W. Campbell,
J. E. Thompson, J- Duffy, E. Jessop, A. Forest, 9 eacb; W. Ren-
wick, H. Elliott, W. Paul, J. W. WUeeler, C. Scane, 8 each.
Event o, cast prizes, 20 Keystones, raoid firings, 5 prizes of $10

each: Leitch, S. Glover. J. W. Campbell, J. Brown, E. Andrews.
Tee-Kay, .18 each; E. H. Smith, Overholt, J. Wheeler, A. Forest, 17
each; W . Edwards, H. C. Frey, W. Grigg, C. Scane. J. Smith, Iti

each; W. Oldershaw, G. Margetts. J. Duffy, J. R. Jaynes, 15 each;
M. Ward, Redpath, Evans, A. Smith, 14 each.
Event 6, cash prizes, 30 keystones, rapid firing, 5 prizes of 810

each: Charles and j. Duffy 19 each. Paul S. Glover and Andrews
10 each, George Overhalt, Bowren. Walcott 17 each; D. Leich For-
est, Canabell 16 each, Parker, Jaynes, Tee Kay, J, P. Evans, D. Mil-
ler and Redpath 15 each.
Event 7, for $100, 5 prizes of $30 each, 10 live pigeons from 5 trap*:

Redpath and Jaynes 10 each, Cameron, Forsythe, Leich, Blea,
Denham, Charles 9 each, Evans, Brock, Duffy, Andrews, W Grigg
Corning. McDowell, Tuttle. Windsor 8 each, Keyes, Moore, Bell,'
George. Henry. Wheeler, Avey, Margetts, Davey, Tee Kay, E. H.
Smith 7 each, Sodon, Miller, Tymon, Scane, Eustus, Payne. Ward
6 each.
Jan ^S.—Another large crowd of sportsmen were on the London

Gun Club's grounds this morning. The weather was all that
could be desired, and the sport was very Interesting to a consid-
erable number of spectators, as well as to the participating shots.
Messrs. Evans, McDowall, Windsor, Tuttle and Coning were tied
in yesterday's live bird match, and they endeavored to settle the
matter by shooting this morning at three birds each from five un-
known traps. To prevent a possibly long-drawn-out contest the
three first named a.greed to divide the money.
Events 8 and 9 were amalgamated. Entrance $7.50, 10 birds, 5

grizes, $30 each: Brown, Tymon, and Oeorge 10 each, W. Tuttle,
ang, Leich and Cameron 9 each. W. Grigg, Windsor, Blea, Con-

ing, "No Gcod" and H^nry 8 each. Edwards, Wakefield, Denham,
Tee Kay, MuUer, Lockhard and Thompson 7 each. Jaynes, Davy
McDowall, Evans, Charles, Faruhano, MLargetts, Moore, Redpath,
and Grant 6 each.
Eveat- M, cas pciaes giia-ra-steal to t!i9 a-BLJiit ot e u- I

trance $1.50, 10 Keystones, rapid firings five prizes of each.
Score: Brinlierhoff, McDowall, Thompson, D. Leitch, Edwards,
Bang, and J. Pai'ker. 9 each; Brigdon, Glover, Campbell, J. Duffy,
Charles a.nd E. W. Walcott, 8 each; J. Lewis, J. J. Moore, E. Au-
Andrews, C. Scare, J. Pierson. Miller, Bowman, Baugham, Wake-
field. Lockh.ard and Denham, 7 each; Tuttle, Hunt, Dromillard,
Overholt, McPherson and Sutheiiane 6 each; Webster, Jeannette,
Tymon, J. Corning, Redpath and A. Forest, 5 each.
Event 11, .30 Keystones, rapid firing, five prizes, .$20 each:

Miller 21, VVebster 33, Glover 36. Bangheim 33, Brmkerboff, Leitch
33, Fairhairn 11, Wolcott 20, Edwards 35, Tuttle 24. McDowell 33,
Charles 25, Campbell 33, Ward 20, Sutherland 18, Loekhart 21, An-
drews 20, Duffy 24, Parker 25, Brigden 34, Coning 19, Smith 12,

Bang 3,5, E.H. Smith 24, Lpui-s 19, J. A. Smith 19, A. Forest 33,
Bowron 33, J. P. E%-ans 26, H. C. Fry 17, W. Grigg 18, Tee Kay 33,
Redpath 38. Jeannette IT, C. W. Andrews 26, J. R. JaquesSO.
Event 13, 10 Keystones from five unknown traps, five prizes, $5

Webster 4, W, L. Cameron 5, J. Purcer 7, Bangheim 7, Denham 7,

Tuttle .5, Gen. Grants, D. Miller 8, J. Loekhart (!, Andrews 6,
Parkes 8, Tee Kay 6, M. Ward 6, J. W. Campbell 4, Geo. Coning 6,
Duffy 4, J. E. Brigden 6, E. H. Smith 9. Pang 5, .L P. Evans 8,
Henry 5, Nichols 9, H. C. Fry 4.

Jrt)i. 2,9,—The fourth day of the tournament was a very lively
one lor all hands. The main events were:
Event 13, 50 Keystone targets, rapid firing, entrance $5, first

prize $40, second |30, third 5*20, fourth SIO, 33 entries: Parker and
Leith 45, Edwards, Duffv, Tuttle and Andrews 41, Glover and For-
est 43, Brinkei'hoff and Evans 43, Campbell and Brigden 41, An-
drews, TeeKay and Henry 40, Redpath 28, Woolcot 37, Lockh.art
36. Bingham 34, W. Grigg and Wcbstc-r 80, Corning 34.
Special $100 shoot, open to all who contested in the previous

events, 20 Keystones, rapid firing, four prizes: Andrews 30,
Tuttle and.1. Smith 19, Redpath, Leitch and Duffy 18, Edwards,
Glover, Smith, Parker, Loekhart and TeeKay 17, Campbell,
Baugham, Andrews, Jaynes, Brigden and Denham 16.

Special §350 shoot, 10 live birds from 5 traps, first prize $50 and
five prizes of $40 each: Glover, Tymon, George, Tuttle and Grigg
10, Blea, McLeod, Edwards, Wakefield, Fairbairn, E. H. Smith,
Evans and Corning 9, MiUer, Duffy. Henry, Forsythe and Wiiaon
8, Oxford, Beldam and Cameron 7, Grant and Leitch 6, Cariipbeil
and J. W. Campbell .5.

Event No. 19, at .50 Keystones, rapid firing, for a W. W. Greener
hammerless gun. value $100, won by Andrews, of Buffalo, having
only 4 ciphers on his score.
Event No. 39, for a $100 gold watch from the Montreal Watch

Co., at 30 singles and 5 pairs, from 3 unknown traps. This was
won by S. Glover, with a score of 39 out of the 40.

Consolidated match, entrance $7.50; first prize $50 and five
prizes of $40 each, $10 birds: Glover, George, W. Grigg, Tymon
and Tuttle 10 e"ch; Blea, Wakefield, E. H. Smith, Corning, J. P.
McLeod, Edwards, Fairbairn and J. P. Evans 9 each; Duffy, Mil-
ler, Honry and Wilson 8 each; Oxford, W. L. Cameron and Beldam
7 each; Leitch and Gen. Grant 6 each; J. W. Campbell and Camp-
bell 5 each.
Event No. 17, entrance $5, rapid firing, at 30 Kevstones; flrst

prize $40, second $20, third »20, fourth $15, fifth $10, sixth $10,
seventh $5: Glover and Andrews 28 each; Parker 27; Frost and
Andrews 36 each; Brigden, Evans. Leitch and Loekhart 35 each;
Jaynes, Duffy, Denham, Tuttle and Redpath 34 each; Renich, Tee
Kay and NichoUs 23 each; Grilfith and Lang 21 each; Brinkerhoff
and Cameron 20 each; Campbell 19, Corning 17, Ward 16, Webster
14 and Fairbairn 13.

Jan. i3J.—The shooting tournament closed to-dav, the last evertt
being for the diamond medal, value $100, open to Canadians only,
for the championship of Canada, .50 keystones, from 5 unknown
traps, ties to be shot off at 5 birds from 5 unknown traps. The
contest for the ownership of this medal was very keen, tlntil the
last 10 birds were shot off it was thought that it would be worn by
J. R. Jaynes, of this city, but his unfortunate miss of 4 birds in
this number decided against him. J. Loekhart won it with 38 out
of 50. The other scores were: J. R. Jaynes 37, J. P. Evans 35,
Glover 35, Redpath 34, W. Cameron 34, TeeKay 34, Anderson 35,
Fairbairn 24.

WATERTOWN, N. Y.. Jan. 29.—South Side Gun Club, match at
kingbirds, 5 traps, unknown angles, gun below elbow:

Clftss .A.

TaUett (22 birds) .t .'. ..imillOUllllllllHlll —30
E Smitn (21 birds) OmtlllUllOlimill —19
.Scott (24 birds) 110110111111001010101011 —16
Whitney (24 birds) 000001011111010101111011 —14

Class B.
Ayers (33 birds) 11111111111101111001011 —19
Taylor (33 ^irds) 11011111000101111110111 —17
O'Connor (25 birds) 1100101111111110011010101—17
Kingsley (23 birds) '

• • • lllllIlOlllOOOllllOOOO —14
Tallett or Smith, each having won the Class A badge four times,

has to win it only once more to become its owner. Messrs. Scott
and Whitney have capttued it once each. In Class B Messrs.
Kingsley and Ayres have won the medal three times and Mi-.
Taylor twice.—Dustem.

BROOKLYN, Jan. 30.—The Crescent Gun Club, of Brooklyn
has been greatly strengthened by the admission of new members
and the constitutional limit of 30 has nearly been reached. The
result was that to-day's regular meeting was better attended than
the last sixteen or twenty sho Its. A good lot of birds had been
provided for the occasion, and they flew so sw-iftly during the lat-
ter part of the afternoon, when the ties were being shot off, that
the final results were not attained until darkness set in and put a
veto on sweepstake shooting. The race between Hopkins and
Tomford in the shoot off for the club badge created a great deal
of amusement, as the shooters managed to hit and miss on the
same rounds. Sixteen birds had to be shot at by each man before
Hopkins was declared the winner. The score: Club shoot, modi-
fled Long Island rules, both barrels allowed, 7 birds each man,

Shoot off of the tie for the club badge and first cash prize, 3 birds
each man, th«n miss and out: Tomford killed 7 and missed 6,
while Hojikins missed 6 and killed 7. Second money divided.
Shoot off for third money, miss and out, won by Rathjen.

VON LENGERKE VS. HOLLIS.-A m%tch between Carl von
Lengerke, of Newark, and Wm. G. Holiis. of Kearney, N. J., was
shot on John Erb's grounds, at Bloomleld, on Thursdav, Jan. 39,
the conditions being 50 live pigeons per man, under modified Hur-
lingham rules, for $50 a side, th.e loser to pav for the birds. Out
of the flrst 35 von Lengerke kiUed 33 and Holiis IS. HoUis was
shot out on the forty-fifth round, wade Carl had missel but four.
Two of Carl's birds fell dead just over the boundary. Both men
shot from the 38yds. mark.

MURPHY"V8. FLOYD-JONES.—The return match between C.
W. Floyd-Jones and Edgar Murphy took place on the grounds of
the Westminster Kennel Club, near Babylon, L. L, on Tuesday,
Jan. 37. The conditions were the same as those of the first match,
which took place the previous week, only the number of birds and
the amount of the stakes were doubled. Murphy stood at 31 and
Jones at ;29vd8. rise, the boundary was 2lvds. from the trap pole.
Monaco boundary, 300 birds each man, Hurlingham rules. As in
the first match between these two well-known wing shots, Floyd-
Jones practically lost the matcu in the first half, his opponent
leading him at the conclusion ot the hundred by nine birds. Jones
made a fine spurt in rhe latter half of the second part, but although
he killed his last 26 birds straight, the match was lost to hira on
the 192d round. The attendance was small and betting compara-
tively slow. E. Murphy killed 85 in the first and 80 in the second
round, a total of 165; C. W. Floyd-Jones's score was 76 in the flrst
and 84 in the second half, total 160.

WELLINGTON, Mass., Jan. 31.—More than a score of gunners
attended the weekly shoot of the Wellington club to-day, and a
number of good scores were made in several of the events. In the
silver cup match, at 15 singles and 5 pairs standards, Bennett,
Pnrdy and Pej-ry tied with 23 each. Perry won the cup in the
.shoot-off. The other scores were: Leslie, Bond, Sauborn, Bo%vker
and Wheeler ,31; Gore, 20; Melcher and Black, 19; Cowee and Stone,
17; Pray, 15. A new match was opened to day under a classifica-
tion system, the members to shoot in the A, B and C class, accord-
ing to rank. The prize in each class was a silver match box, and
the contestant winning the greater number of these in four con-
tests will ha awarded a silver cigar case. In this match to-day, at
35 standards. Perry and Black tied on 20 each in Class A, and in.
the shoot-off Perry won. In Class B, Cowee, Bradbury, Bowker
and Melcher tied with 18 each, and in the shoot-off Bowker won.
Purdy won iu Class C, with 19.

NEW YORK STATE SHOOT.-Rjme, N. Y.—Will you kindly
make note that the thirty- third annual convention and tourna-
mentof the New York State Association for the Proi^eotion of Fish
and Game wiU be held at Rome, N. Y.. June 15^ IS, 17, 18 and 19,
1891? We desire to bring these dates before the pablie in order
that they otay not clash with any otherlocaltoaroanaaatB.—JMLR.
BnWHBLAJC, Sec'y Room Gtva. Clnb.
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BROOKLYN, Jan. 28.—The snow on the Dexter Park grounds
was not conducive to the making of remarkable scores to-day,
especially as many of the birds were of white plumage and
afforded but a femall resting place to the marksman's eye. JSlever-
theless. the general result in the monthly competition of the Glen-
more Rod and Gun Club was high, only 29 birds bping missed in
the regular sl^oot, although 18 members participated in the con-
test for the Midas badge. H. W. Bookman, of East New York,
and J. Bennptt, the Long Island farmer, ti^d for first place, the
latter capturing the championship emblem in the shoot-off of the
tie. A swepstakes at live birds which preceded the club event
was won by Hen Bookman, while the prizes in the last sweep
were divided between J. Schliemann, E. Helgans, G. Pfohlmanri,
and J. Bennett. The scores: Club handicap 8ho<^t, modified
Hurlingham rules, 7 birds to each man. E. Helgans 5, J. Bennett
7, W. Selover 5, G. Pfohlmaun 6. C. Engelbrecht 4. P. Sutter fi, A.
Eppig 5, L. Eppig 5, W. Levens 5,H. W. Bookman 7, H. Schlickt-
ner 5. J. Youngs 5, W. Lennington 6, F. Mair 4, Dr. H. Boebm fi, J.

Still 4, A. Jardin 5, ,1. H. Scliliemann 5. Shoot-off of the tie for the
Midas badge, 3 birds each, then miss and out. Boolsman was out-
shot on tlae second round, Bennelt killed 3 straight and won the
medal.
BROOKLYN, Jan. 28.—There was not a very large attendance

at Woodlawn Park, L ing Island, to-day, when the Eric Run Clab
had its regular moutbly shoot. Ten members shot for the club
badge, which was won by C. Jpricho after tying with Jankoski
and Schiller. The score of the shoot is as follows: J. Craef. ^yds..
6: C. Jericho, ;i7yds., 12; C. Platp. Sryds., 5; H. Dohrman, 22yd8.. 7;

C. Luhrsen, 23vds., 5; J. H. Schmadeke, 21ydB., 5; W. Schiller,
25yds., 7; H. JaukosJsl, 22vds., 11; M. A.]sPFser. 22yds ,

n; W. Lynch,
23yds., 2. C. Plate, O. Jericho and J. Schmadeke of the Eric Gun
Clnb shot a sweenstakes of $150 It was won after a close contest
by Schmadeke. He killed 25 birds to Jericho's 24 and Plate's 23.

TORONTO, Jan. 31.—An interesting shooting match took place
near Turner's baths, at the Island, this afternoon. Teams were
chosen by Messrs. Spanner and Davi«, the former winning after
an exciting contest. Owing to tlie rain, and to the facit that
several of the marksmen had not shot over a trap before, the
scores were low. Tairteen Keystones each man were shot at
first, followed by six sparrows each. Following are the scores:
At Keystonep.-^Oapt. Spanner's team: Harriaoa 9, Reives 6,

Spanner 4, Jenkins 1; total 20. Capt. Davis's team; O. Spanner
6, Cross 5, Thurston t. Davis 2; total 17. At sparrows.-Capt.
Spanner's team: Harrison 4. Spanner 2; total 6. Capt. Davis's
team: O. Spanner 4, Cross b; total 7.

THE INTER.STATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENTS.-New
York, .Tan. dO —Editor Forest and Stream: We will claim dates in
fixtures for the Saratoga Gun Clui) shoot, assisted by the Inter-
state Manufacturers' and Dealers' AssQciatio", 2d, 3d, 4th and 5th
of June. In all cases where the later-State Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association assist these cJu^s, there will be $1,000 guar-
anteed by this 8s?ociation. In Washington we exp-ct $1,000
added, and in Saratoga $2,000 added, which will make i he largest
nurses ever offered to shooters in America.—Standakd Kbystone

. Takget Co., H. a. Penrose, President.

NEWARK, N. J., Jan. 31.—Many people saw the live bird shoot-
ing at Erb's grounds to-day. The damp weather and light wind
was unfavorable to grod shootmg. Oswald Von Lengerke. of
NewarU, and W. Walker, of Englewood, a new hand and a
promising one, shot in the first event, the former at 30yds. rise
and the latter at 28yd3., at 50 birds each. Von Lengerke scored
40, Walker 39.

CLINTON, la., Jan. 30.~Clintou Club diamond badge shoot. 15
live birds, Straps, 30yds. rise, 50yds. boundary, American Associ-
ation rnles:W B Leff 111210221232111-14 O P Ankey 1111 1 1121111 111 -15
B F Ankey. . . .2i01o0221221110-ll T M LefiE. . . . .2223222i;2222o02-13

SOUTH SIDE —The spring season's shooting of the South Side
Gun Club of Newark, N. ,T., commences Ftb. 7. The club grounds
are oppn every Saturday during the year from 1 o'clock P.M., and
are within fifty minutes of City Hall, New York. Visitors always
Welcome.

Secretaries of canoe cluba are requested to send to Fohe.st and
.Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their,.clubs, and also norlces in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OPFICEES, 1890-91.

Oomjiodokb: Waltee U. Lawson, Boston, Mass.
Secretary-Treastoee: Ralph F. Beazer, 47 Central street, Lowell, Mas.s.
Regatta Committee: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. G. MaeKendrlcii,

Toronto; L, B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Officers:

VlCE-CoM.: C.V.Winnp, Albany, N.Y.
Bear-Com.: T. p. Gaddis, Dajton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown,Albany,Nr
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.

ViCE-COM.: J. W. Cartwi'lglit, Jr.
Rkab-Com.: G. L. Parmele, Hartford.
PtJliSER: B. Appollonlo, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: l^aul Butler, B. S. Towne
and Sidney Bisliop.

NOBTHERN=DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCE-CoM.: "VV. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser:
Ex. Com.: Colin Eraser and F. H.
GlBborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

VicK-CoM.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington
Rear-Com : E.D. Anderson,Trenton
Purser: Rloh'd Hobart, Newark.N.

J

Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and H. M
Kreamer.

Applications for memDersMp must be made to division purseni, accom-
panied by the recommendation of ao active member and the sum of .82.00

for enti-ance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
tbe general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses. AppUcatlon
Bent to the Sec'v-Treas, will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing In anv Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnishea with printed forms ot application by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, III.

Rear-Commodore—O. A. WoodrufE, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. H. Ware, Rialto Building, Chicago, 111.

Applications tor membership should be made to tlieSeo.-Treas., on blanks
whfcn may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2 as
Initiation fee and dues for the current year.

FIXTURES.
PEBRUARY.

6. Canoe Reunion, Harvard Rooms, New York.
MAY.

30. Bayonne, Annual, Bayonne.
JUNE.

0. Hoisting Sail Competition, 13. New York, Amntial, I.

Brooklyn. 27. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
JULY,

11-26. W.C.A. Meet, Ballast Island.
AUGUST,

6-27. A. O. A. Meet, Lake Champlain.

THE BAT, GENERAL PURPOSE CANOE.
THE canoe Bat, whose lines ai-e here given, was designed just

two years since by W. P. Stephens, for L. B. Palmer, Esq.. of
the lanthe C. C ; the idea being at that time to produce a boat
that would carry large sails well, float a good cruising load, and
yet sail fast enough to keep up with the fleet on Division cruises
and runs about New York and the Passaic. While cruising quali-
ties were not sacrificed to ppeed. it was intended that when a rac-
ing rig was shipped, for which provision was made, and the canoe
in light trim, she would be able to compete in the races of the
Division and A. C. A. meets. Owing to various circumstances the
boat was not built in 1889, as first intended, but last winter the St.
Lawrence River S. C and S. L. Co. set to work on the lines, and
turned out the Bat and two other boats. Of the three, only Bat
has done any racing, but though handicapped from the start by
rather heavy construction and poor sails she has made a very
creditable record during the past season.
When the design was first made the rage for bigmizens had by no

means reached its present proportions, and the attempt was made
to keep the centers well forward so as to give a large and roomy
well for sleeping or carrying two. To this end the keel was well
rookered up aft, while the depth was preserved forward, which,
witb the poBitloa at the hoard brougbt the center oi lateral resist-

BODY PLAN OF CANOE "BAT.

ance but 7ft. from the stem, or nearly 3ft. further forward than
in some of the latest boats. Thus with the trunk forward of the
middle of the boat, a distance of Oft. between bulkheads and 4ft.

6in. from the trunk to after bulkhead, and with room for the feet
on each side of the trunk, owing to the beam being carried well
down, there was plenty of room for all cruising purposes.
In cruising trim the mainsail was carried butlff. from the bow,

with a mizen of moderate size, a second tube being provided for-

ward in whicli the mainsail might be stepped at times, making a
single sail rig. For i-acing a fourth tube was provided, stepping
in a moveable cross beam which fitted across the well, as sliown,
6ft. from the stern. With this rig a special long hatch was fitted

over the after part of the cockpit, making the well much smaller.
This mast beam was made to fit into chocks on the inside of the
coaming, being held down by brass bolts.

The boa^ possesses the requisites of a cruiser, closed air spaces
at each end, with deck batches giving access to them tor stowage;
another space between two hulklieads amidships, in which are
fitted two long drawers, one on each pide of the trunk, used for
stowage, while abaft the body is a space of 18in. long with the
usual sliding bulkhead and movable hatch, giving altogether a
great deal of stowage room, much of it being readily accessible
from the well. Within the well there is room for the canoeist to

sit at ease, prepare a meal when afloat, to make up a good bed, or
to carry a companion. The model of the boat is fitted for rough
water, and she is in all ways a staunch and powerful craft, par-
ticularly stiff under sail, and capable of going anywhere that a
canoe fihould venture.
While her model, build and fittings are by no means those of a

racing machine, with the racing rig shipped and spare fittings re-

moved she is a very fair sailer, and if well rigeed and sailed

should show a satisfactory record for a season's work. Probaoly
her weakest point is racing under paddle, as the model is not one
that can be driven easily at high speeds. In fitting a canoe with
the movable racing tuizen tube the sliding bulkhead may he made
to lit in two positions, one tor the short cruising hatch and one for
the lone hatch that go s with the racing mizen; by which means
the well is shortened some 2ft, The dimensions of the Bat ai'e as
follows-

Length over all .-c. 16ft.

Beam estr-me.. 2ft. Bin.
L.W.L 2ft. h^in.

Draft S'^in.

Least freeboard S-Tn.

Sheer, bow ti'in.

stern SMn.
Displacement 4321bs.

Area midship section 78sq. ft.

midship section from stem 9ft.

lateral plane e.lOsq. ft.

board : 2.90sq. ft.

total 9-q. ft.

C.L.R. from stem 7ft. l^m.
Fore side of stem to-

First mainmast 1ft.

Second mainmast 3ft. 10 in.

First mizen lOl't.

Second mizen 12ft. 8 in.

Fore bulkhead 4ft.

Middle bulkhead Oft. 6 in.

Shifting bulkhead 9ft. 10 in.

After bulkhead 12ft. Gin. *
Fore end of slot 4ft. O^in.

After end of slot 7ft. ll^in.

Fore end of coaming 6ft. 6 in.

After end of coaming 12fc. 6 in.
, , . \ 2ft. 6 in.

Fore hatch ) gfj^ g

After hatch
]

TABLE OP OFFSETS—CANOE BAT.

Stations,

|
HEIGHTS. Halb-breadxhs.

Deck Keel Deck lOin. Sin. 6in. 4in. 2in. Dia.l Dia 3 Dia.3

0.. 1 5 Ci Qi 01 01 01 01 0' 0'

1.. 1 3' 1= s* 3* 2 13 0* 3» 2'

2. 1 0^ es .5 42 33 1' 6' 53 3'

3.. 1 1« O-"
88 8 6" 53 38 9 7° 53

4.. 1 0" 0' lO" 96 8^ 7* .5-1 111 9^ 66

5.. 1 1 0' 1 0 lis 11 98 7= 1 11 11*

6.. 11= 1 I'l 1 13 I 11 1 06 IP 91 1 2« 1 1 8

7.. 11 1 93 1 3* 1 3= 1 2 1 11 101 1 3' 1 21 83

8.. 108 1 3' 1 3' 1 28 1 go 1 31 IV 1 V 1 3 8'

9.. 10'' 1 3 1 8 1 3 1 3' 1 2^ IV 1 4' 1 31 8<

10.. 10= 1 1 3 1 3' 1 35 1 2 IV 1 4= 1 2" 8*

11 .
108 1 33 1 3'j 1 2' 1 16 1 0« 9^ 1 38 1 V 81

12.. 111 Qi 1 11 1 1 1 OE 11' 10* 7= 1 21 1 O'-! 73

13.. 11< 03 111 10« 101 91 8» 4« 116 9' fia

14.. 1 Qi 1 8= 7« 7 e 2» 70 71 4»

15.. 1 1 l^" i" i 38 3« V 0' 4' 3' 25

16,. 1 2 3 01 01 Qi 0' Qi OJ 0> 0>

CANOEING NOT A DANGEROUS SPORT.

THE Accident on the Conemaugh River in August, 1888, whereby
the Rev. Mr. Comingo and hi.=i friend were drowned while de-

scending that stream in a canoe, will be recalled by a recent trial,
which has been brought about by that accident.

It is interesting to nole that the witnesses, James K. Bakewfll,
G. H. Singer and William H. Rea and o'hers, are well known and
e.4perlenced canoeists, and it was their testimony aa experts, that
enabled the jury to decide the point at issue.
In order to understand the teslimony a statement of facts in-

volved in the case will be briefly stated:
The Rev. N. B. C. Comingo had a $5,000 policy in the People's

Mutnal Accident Insurance Association of Pittsburgh. On the
22d of August, 188B, he embarked at Johnstown on the Cone-
maueh River in an Osgood canvas canoe, having with him a com-
panion who was unable to swim. He was an experienced canoeist;
had travf led about eight hundred miles in the same canoe on dif-
ferent streams; had gone down the Conemaugh two or three times
before; once when the river was as high as at the time of the
drowning. He was a good swimmer and an able-bodied man
about thirty-eight years of age. The stream was almost bank
full, probably 10 or 12ft. deep. He was standing in his canoe,
perhaps to observe the course, and was thrown headforemost by a
sudden lurch, supposed to be from striking a log; disappeared
from view and did not rise. When found there was a deep gash
on his forehead and it was supposed he had struck a log, whs
stunned and drowned before recovering consciousness. His com-
panion clung to the canoe and was carried down stream two miles
and tbea drowned. In the policy tht-re was a clause providing
that the company should not be liable in ca'^e of death by ''volun-
tary exposure to unnecessary danger or perilous adventure " The
company defended on the ground that em narking on such a rapid
and swollen >-tream was a voluntary exposure within the meaning
of the stipulation. Upon this quest the expert testimony was
taken. The case lasted about four days, and the jury found a
verdict for the plaintiff for the full amount.
Quite an array of legal talent and witnesses appeared before

Judge Magee in the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny county,
Pittsbur gh, oa Jan. 5 last. Counsel for plaintiff, W. K. Jennings
and F R. Stoneer; for defendant, C. C. Dickey, W. K. Shiras and
C. P. Martin.

Mr. James K. Bakewell was the first witness for plaintiff, and
after some prelimmary questions Mr. Jennings asked:
Q. Have you had any experience in canoeing ? A. I have for a

number of years, since 1881, 1 think.
Q. Since 1881 ? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Upon what kind of streams and waters? A. Been on the
Allegheny, the St. Lawrence, the Potomac and ihe Ohio.
Q. A.ny lakes? A. Yes, on Lake George and Lake Champlain.
Q. Have j ou had any experience, Mr. Bakewell, in using a canoe

in swift water ? A. Yes, sir, rather swift. The swiftest water I

have ever been on was the Potomac, I think below the Little Full".
I have been up above the Chain bridge, the water is very swift,
very rough, full of rocks, especially when the tide comes in.

Q, Which in your opinion would be the safer for navigation, in
a stream that was rocky in its bed and precipitous, when it was at
low water or when it was at high water ? A. High water.
Q. Why? A. Because you would be able to go over rocks that

you would strike if the water waslow; and in high water the cur-
rent is swifter and carries you through better, that is as to safety
to the canoe. The canoe might be damaged in low water where
it wouldn't in high. Of course, high water makes a certain
amount of eddy, but we can always telltho^e by looking out for
ihem; yo can always see a sunken rock by the eddy it makes.
Q. Do you know the Conemaugh River at or about Johnstown ?

A. I have seen it from the train quite frequently, three times, I
think, more than that, I can't say how many, but I know three
times anyway I have seen it from the train.

Q. Did you pass there at nr about, the time or shortly after the
time of this accident? A. I did, I passed the next day, the 33d I

think it was.

Q. The 23d of August? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Where were you coming frcim? A. I had been at the canoe
meet at Lake Georgo. 1 went to Washington to argue a case,
argued a case on the 22d and came home on the 23d; left ou the
night of the 33d, got home on the 23d.

Q. What was the condition of the stream at the time you passed
Johnstown? A. The river was quite swollen, a good deal of water
in it. There had been an accident I think further down the road
and we had to come home to Pittsburgh by way of the West Penn
road. I went to see the conductor and asked him if he would let
me—as I lived up the Allegheny River—if he would let me out at
a station abo%'e J^ reeport, that is opposite my house; he wouldn't
do it. Then I taid to him. I think, that I wished I had brought
my canoe with me instead of sending it home by freight, and I

would go down the river, because I would lose the day any way—
at least we didn't get in I think until about 3 o'clock that after-
noon.
Q. Mr. Bakewell, if a man with considerable experience in the

management of a canoe, who was also a good swimmer, should
undertake a voyage from Johnstown down the Conemaugh, the
river being in the condition described in the testimony, and as it

was the day before you saw it, would you or would you not con-
sider it a dangerous undertaking? A. I don't think it would be
dangerous. The matter was discussed in our club to-day. By the
court: Your own opinion. A. I don't think it would be dangerous
at all. I gave that opinion once before. I was just going to relate
the circumstance when I gave the opinion.
Q. Now you may state, Mr. Bake well,why you would not consider

it a dangerous undertaking? A. Because I think there are worse
rapids than the waters in the Conemaugh when I saw them on the
23d day of August, I think, about ten o'clock in the morning. I
am always accustomed to look at every river I pass on the train to
see what sort of a canoeing river it is. in case I might want to take
a canoeing trip on any of these rivers, and I gave especial atten-
tion to the river that day. I wouldn't have considered it danger-
ous, and if I had mv canoe with me I would have gotton out of the
train and launched my canoe in the river and come down, getting
home that evening almost as soon as I did by the train.

Q, You may state, Mr. Bakewell, whether it is or is not a common
thing for a man canoeing to be thrown out into the water?
A. les, if he don't care very much about that; I have been upset
myself, I sever got scared at the upset, I have seen quite a nutaber
oi tbem. I bave aeen raoes where tbe canoeB go out und«r e&il
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and ui)set at a signal, the canoeist right his canoe, bail it out, jumpm agram and sail to the finishing stake.
Q. What was the widest stretch of water, Mr. Bakcwell, that

you ever paw a ranoe orosF? A. I am not sure whether Lake
Champlain is wider or the St. Lawrence, hoth are pretty wide. I
saw a sailing race in canoes on Lake Champlain from the deck 6f
a steamboat as I was going hotre from the meet, I had to leave
early, where the people were seasick on board the steamer, which
was as large as one of the Sound steamers, very large.
Q. Fr'.m your experience in canoeing, do you consider canoeing

as it is piafticed within your knowledge, in all kinds of waters,
mountain streams, placid streams, lakes, lakes in times of storms,
when the waves are high enough to make people sick on steam-
boats, under such circumstances do you consider canoeing a dan-
gerous sport comparatively speaking? A. I think all out-door
sports are more or less dangerous; I do not think canoeing is more
dangerous than any other out-door sport, such as boating in the
ordinary sense of the word, tiorseback riding, driving or any other
of the ordinary sports. I have never considered it dangerous my-
self or been in a place that I would consider perilous. A certain
amount of skill is of course required, as it takes a certain amount
ot skill to ride a horse; but it is not as dangerous, and a canoe Inmy opinion is not as dangerous as an ordinary Tarentum skiff,
working boat, shell. By the words "Tarentum skiff" I mean the
usual kind of skiff used on the Allegheny River, with which I am
most familiar.
Q. Mpjor Howe testified yesterday, if I remember correctly, that

a wooden boat would be safer in going down rapids where there
were rocks than a canvas boat for the reason that it would slide
over the rocks while a canvas boat was liable to have a hole torn
'^^Ih

What have you to say to that? A. I don't agree entirely
vfith that. A canvas boat— I think a wooden boat would be safer
than a birch bark, to a certain extent, or about equally as safe.A birch bark, on the other hand, has more lightness, would
slip over more easily than a wooden boat. A canvas boat would
be apt to give, and although on a sharp rock it might be torn in
certain cases, yet on anything other than a sharp projecting rock
it would be safer than a cedar boat.

Q. Mr. Bakewell, you have te&tifled that you thought, compara-
tively Bpeakine, canoeing was not more dangerous than other out-
door sports. I wish you to consider that question in regard to loss
of life, and I ask you if you have any oi.inion, and if so, upon
what basis it is formed? A. I have made a study of canoeing.
Q. If you had gotten off at Johnstown that morning and had an

offer of an Osgood canoe would you have been willing to have
come down in it? A. Yes, I have already testified that I think
that Osgood canoe would be as safe as a wooden canoe. I don't
think I would have hesitated at all. And so far as I am concerned
I think I would have been perfectly safe.
Q. Mr. Bakewell, would the fact that that canoe floated for a

mile or two as has been testified, supporting Mr. Orth,be any
factor in your judgment as to its being one safe to trust to? A.
Yes, because where a canoe will float and support a man if he is
able to swim there would have been no trouble about Mr. Orth
saving his life in my opinion.
Q. You have heard the testimony describing the manner Mr.

Comingo fell head foremost from the canoe. Are you able to ex-
press any opinion as to what was the cause of his death? A. From
the testimony it appears—it struck me he struck his head agains*-
a roek, that might have been the occasion of being stunned; not
being able to help himself he drowned. If it had not been for
something of that eoit, he being a swimmer as has been testified
to, he could have held on to his canoe, and the river being a eom-
paiatively narrow one, there would have been no trouble in
swimming ashore even if he had been carried down some distance
before he reached the shore.
Mr. G. H. Singer was the next witness called. Q. Have you had

any experience in canoeing? A. Yes, sir, more or less in the past
ten years.

Q. On what streams have you ever been? A. I have been on the
Ohio Kiver, the Allegheny, Lake Chautauqua, Conorango Creek,
the St. Lawrence River, Ohartiers Creek.
Q. Haveyou ever taken a trip in a canoe where there was swift

and rushing watu? A. Yes, sir.

Q. On what creek or river? A. Well, the swiftest water I was
ever on was on Chartiers Creek.
Q. Can you give any idea how rapid the stream was? A. Well,

I should say in some parts it was not less than ten or twelve miles
an hour.
Q. Between what points did you go? A. We started at Canons-

burg and went down to Bridgeviile the first day, and during that
night It rained ali night; the creek rose I suppose 4 or 5ft.; then
we came down from Bridgeviile to a little below Mansfield.
Q. What was the condition of the bed of Chartiers Creek, rocky

or otherwise? A. Pretty much all rock in the lower part; up
above Canonsburg there, about Canonsburg, there was more or
less slack water dammed.

Q. Suppose that a man that was full grown, of mature years,
strong and well, with considerable experience in canoeing, who
was a good swimmer, should undertake a voyage in a canvas canoe
on the Conemaugh River in the condition in which the river was
at the time of the accident, what would be your judgment as to
whether it was a very dangerous undertaking or not? A. I think
the trip could be made; I would be willing to try it myself, I
wouldn't be surprised if I would be upset, but I wouldn't consider
that a very dangerous feature of it. I have been upset quite a
number of times. I consider that as long as a man can swim that
he is all right.
Q. Mr. Singer, from your experience in canoeing, how would

canoeing, as practiced in this country and Canada at the present
time, compare as to danger with other outdoor athletic sports?
A. Well, I don't think it is more dangerous than a great many
other athletic sports.

Q. Can you specify what ones you mean? A. Well, it is not as
dangerous as football or as polo. I don't think it is anvmore
dangerous than yachting.
Q. Have you beard detailed, Mr. Singer, the manner in which

Jr. Comingo was precipitated from this canoe? A. Yes, sir, I
have.
Q. What would be your judgment as to the cause of his death

under those circumstances? A. I think there is no doubt that he
was rendered helpless by being struck on the head, striking his
head on a rock, otherwise I think tie would have had no trouble in
getting out.
Q. In which stage of water do you think the Conemaugh would

be more safely navigable; at high water such as this was, or at
Inw water? A. Well, 1 think at high water they would have more
chance of meeting with no obstructions; they would have a clear
channel.
Mr. Wm. H. Bea was next duly sworn. Q. Have you had any

experience in canoeing? A. Yes sir, some.
Q. For how long? A. Ten years.
Q. In what stage of water, low or high water, would you con-

sider the Conemaugh River more safely navigable for a canoe?
A. Rather high water.
Q. Have you heard the testimony here as to the manner in

which Mr. Comingo was thrown out of the canoe? A. Yes, sir.
Q. What in your judgment was the cause of his death? A. I

think he hit his head on a rock or some log that was there, I be-
lieve was testified to.

By the Court: Q. You say that you regard a high stage of
water as better for canoeing than a low stage of water? A. I do,
yes, sir.

Q. Do you mean by that it is safer for life or better for canoe-
ing in high than in low water; because that is the question that
is particularly involved in this issue? A. I am basing my an-
swers entirely on my own experience coming down the rapid
stream, the rapid Allegheny, and, of course, if there was only
half the water there is no danger to life at all. a man couldn't
upset and drown; but I think it is safer to navigate a canoe on a
comparatively high stage of water, where the majority of the
rocks are hidden by the water, or so far below the surface that
they do not interfere with canoeing, than it is on a lower stage
where there are more rocks appearing.
Q. You think it is safer for a man's life? A. I do, yes, sir.
Messrs. J. B. Slack, J. T. Myler, J. W. Hague. C. W. Robb were

also sworn and gave testimony similar to that already mentioned.
Myler testified in answer to the questions. Q Isn't it customary
for good canoeists to kneel or stand up at the approach to rapids
in order to see the course? A. Very often, yes, sir; it is absolutely
necessary; yes sir. I came down the Clarion River one time, and
there they have brush dams largely, and the onlv way you could
get near the brow of the dam was to stand up till you see a clear
course, then make for that and let yourself go.
Q. Suppose Mr. Comingo was standing up for that purpose, and

the canoe unexpectedly struck a concealed rock or log, and
he was thrown out. io what would you attribute his fall? A. Ac-
cident entirely. I don't assume any man is going to expose him-
self.

It is therefore gratifying to have a court and jury decide that
this was not a case of "voluntary exposure to unnecessary danger
or perilous adventure."

A. 0. A. MEMBERSHIp.-Eastern DivlBion-George Rear^op
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PEQUOT CANOE ASSOCIATION,
THE Pequot 0. A., of New Haveu, has in hand a scheme for a

novel clu\) houae at Morris Covo, as follows;
The scheme, an entirely new and original one, both in style of

architecture of the buildings and pnrposes of the club, contem-
plates a main building witli a ground floor room of abnut 80x 40ft„
off from which at the left is a raised platform for music, speak-
ing, etc., and opposite this an old-fashioned fireplace, sufficiently
spacious to admit six foot logs. This main hall would have a
fine floor and be tastily finished in natural wood, after the style of
the new southern inns. Opposite the roadside entrance to the
main hall will be folding doors opening on to the broad piazzas,
which run along tbe front of the dormitories. These dormitories,
two in number, diverge from the main hiiilding on the right and
left, the ground plan appearing like the letter V. They are each
T2ft. long, two stories higti and face the water. They contain
eighteen rooms each and open upon the piazzas which front the
court or lawn leading to the beach. They are to be not less than
8Xl3ft. and 9ft. clear and hare a sash or panel door, also a rear
window. The galleries along the second story of the dormitory
wings are reached by stairways at both ends of each wing. Tbe
wing at their outward extremities are separated TOft.. which
makes an open wedge-shape court or la wn, iipon which all the
rooms front.
From the main hall stairways reach a gallery, which runs

across iis two sides, oxiening from wbich are to be two rooms on
each side, leaving the main hall clear to the roof in the center and
front. These side rooms may be utilized as smoking and billiard
rooms, etc. It is expected that each room holder will flt up his or
her room to suit convenience or purpr.se.
The scheme involves the outlay of something like $5i000, about

$3,000 on buildings and $3,003 for laud

.

Forty subscribers to two or more shares of f35 each in the pro-
posed building company will be entitled to hold without charge,
so long as they remain members of the association, one of the
forty private rooms in the buildings, location to be decided by lot;

and excepting certain restrictions -which the house committee
might formulate, could do with their rooms as t hey saw flt, either
occupy them or rent to any non-room hnlding member, or to any
outside party not objectionable to the house committee. It is

believed that such rental alone would be a profltablq investment
for those members not desiring to personally occupy their rooms
during the summer season.
The building company, composed wholly or in part of members

of the associatiOD, would simply purchase the site, erect the build-
ing and then lease the whole property for a term of years to the
club, the latter paying an annual rental sufliclent to pay interest
on the investment, taxes and insurance, the club also agreeing to
keep the property in repair. Therefore fixed annual charges
would be say 5 per cent, on S5,O03, S350. Taxes and insurance $50;
total ®300. The club as lessee would agree to pay $300 annually ns
rent and keep the premises in repair; jilOO of this rent would
return to the room-holding members in the shape of dividend on
their stock in the building company.

WAR CANOE RACING.
THE following letter has been seut by Mr. E. H. Barney to Vice-

Corn. Cartwright. Both of Mr. Barney's suggestions are
timely and practical, and, as usual, he is willing to give some-
thing more than advice. We believe that the war canoe race will
in a very few years become a feature of the annual meets, but at
the same time it is an experiment, and before a considerable sum
is spent in building canoes it might be well to try for one season
with existing boats provided by the clubs owning them, after
which some limits to size, etc., can be permanently fixert.

J. W. Cartwright, Jr., Vice-Corn. E. D., A. C. A.. Boston, Mass.
—Dear Sir: After this .year the competitions between the Divi-
sions In racing their war canoes will he very exci' ing, so much so
that in my opinion the present A. C. A. regatta committee should
decide the size, weight and number of paddles to be used on a
canoe. When the above dimensions are decided call on me for
SIO to be used toward building a canoe for the Eastern Division.
Above everything else the canoe must be made to take apart at
midships, as no canoe is safe on a platform car. Most every club
now rents a box car to send their canoes in to the Meet and war
canoes if made to take apart could go in with our boats.

—

Pbcowsic.

TATASSIT C. C—The annual dinner of the Tatassit 0. 0. was
held at Kessell'ff, in Worcester, on Jan. 34, the following oiflcei's

being elected at the same time: Com., F. P. Dean (re-elected);
Ylce-Com., F. A. Sear?; Purser, F. W. Johnson. The limit ot
membership, 35, being reached it was decided to remove it and
admit a number of candidates. It was also decided to make
membership in the A. C. A. a condition of membership in the
club. A regatta will be held next season. The club owns a war
canoe, the Waohawewak.

A CATSrOE RACE TO SANDY HOOK.—The New York C. C.
will hold a Sandy Hook race on Saturday, June 20. open to all

canoeists. The race will start at the club house at 9 o'clock. The
course will be to Sandy Hook and return. A suitable prize will
be offered. More particulars will be given later in the season.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please look under the hatches of The Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Btfle, open the Fish Car and
Game jBa^f, inquire of the Spoitsman Tourist, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertising Dupmimentii,

FIXTURES.
FEBRTJABY.

22. Biscayne Bay, Annual, Biscayne Bay.
MAY.

30. Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay.
JUNE.

11. Rochester, Rev)ew,Oharlotle 35. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
IT. Hull, Under 31ft. 27. Hull, All Classes.
18. Roch., Ladies' Day.Charlotte 27. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
33. Pavonia, Annual, New York.

jtriiY.

3. Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,
4, American. Naphtha,Milton's Toronto.

Neck. 18. American, Steam, Milton's
6. American, Sailing, Milton's Neck.

Neck. 18. HuU, First cham., 1st and 2d
11. Dorche8ter,Club, Dorchester classes.
11, Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,

5th and 6th classes. Rochester.
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 20. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Char!.

Hamilton. 23. Lake Y.R. A.,Oswego,Oswego
16. Lake Y.R.A., R. C.Y.C., Tor. 35. Dorchestor,Open,Dorche8ter

AUGUST.
1. Hull. Second Cham., 1st and 15. Hull, Ladies' Race.

3d classes. 1!<. Hull, Ladies' Day.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
8. Hull, Second Cham., 3d, 4th5 26. Dorehester,Club, Dorchester

5th and 6th classes. 37. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 39. Hull, All Classes.

KNOTS AND MILES.

THERE is, unfortunately, a growing practice of making an im-
proper use of the vi'ord knot, not only with landsmen,

engineers and shipbuilders, but also with sailors, who ought to

The prevailing idea at present appears to be that the knot is the
same thing as the geographical, nautical, or sea mile; and the
word knot is used to prevent any possible confusion with the
8 tatute land mile.
But this usage is quite wrong. The knot is the cosmopolitan

unit of speed employed at sea by sailors of all civilized nations;
knots in English is noeuds in French, nudos in Spanish, nodi in
Italian, knoomn in Dutch, kmten in German, and probably the
equivalent word would be Tiuout in Russian, and Imut in Scan-
dinavian.
One knot is a speed of one nautical mile anhoui', the nautical

mile (French mille, Spanish milla, etc.)ibeing the mean sexagesimal
minute of latitude on the earth's surface; so that it is 90x60=5,400
miles from the equator to the pole; and this is the only mile the
sailor knows and uses.
The natitical mile is alittle over 6,080ft., the Admiralty measured

mSie fwe do not say the Admiralty kiuitU bo that one knot is a
imiS afaimieinoM! thiwIOQtt. a nuntite, more nearly IQtL m£t.

a minute; thus on a log-line, with a half--minute glass or interval
of time, the distance between the knots should be 50ft., or a little

over, say 61ft.

The word knot is derived from the knots on the log-line: the
number of knots which pass over tbe ship's taffrail during the
half-minute or other interval of time giving the speed of the ship
in knots.
The only occasion, then, in which it is permissible to use the

work knot as the equivalent of a length, is in spacing the knots on
the log-line; and tuen, by a familiar tendency in language, the
"distance between tp'o knots" is abbreviated in speech to the
"length of a knot."' All this is explained very carefully and
clearly by Sir W. Thomson's Lecture on Navigation (Q-lasgow;
CoUins. 1876), an excellent little book, novv. unfortunately, out of
print.
But by a curious perversity and straining after precision, the in-

correct expression ''knots au hour" to express the speed of a ship,
is creeping into gfiueral use, with the effect of displacing the word
mile by knot; so that now it is quite common to read a steamer's
daily run as given in knots (e.g , Teutonic's daily runs 473 knots,
496 knots, etc., total distance 3.808 knots), and the coal endurance
of a man-of-war given as say 36,000 knots at 10 knots speed ; thus
using the word knot where mile should be used. No real sailor
would say that a rock or the .land was half a knot, one knot, etc.,

away.
It is often urged that the expression "knots an hour" is so much

clearer and more definite; but wc might .iust as well measure pres-
sure in "atmospheres per square inch."
Besides, in strict dynamical langtiagc, "knots an hour" would

mean an acceleration; a steamer, goi ng at 20 knots an hour, starting
from Liverpool would reach New York, .3,000 miles off, by the for-
mula t- V(2s-!-/), in V (6.000-v20)= V800=17 hours, about.
When we read of the Russian yacht. Polar Star, that "on second

trial an average speed of 18.85 knots was got over a four knots'
course, and the last of four knots gave 19 knots per hour," we do
not know whether the four knots' couree means a course on a tide
running four knots, and whether the last of four knots meant
that the speed increased from 15 to 19 knots; in fact, the whole
sense is obscure.
lo the .discussion on Mr. Ravenhill's paper, "Twenty Minutes

with our Commercial Marine Steam Fleet," in the Transactions
of the Institution of Naval Architects, Vol. XVIII., Mr. C. Lam-
port is quoted as saying: "May I ask Mr. Ravenhill if he has not
made a mistake in putting down 18.459 statute miles per hour as
being the mean speed. I have always been under the impression
that the term knot had been done away with; that when n.HUtical
men use the term knots they mean miles; and that the 15 knots
mentioned should not be mirle into IB odd miles."
A member: "Not in all case"," etc.

There is a very typical instance of the confusion prevalent in
the minds of landsmen, engineers, and shipbuilders; who never
heave tbe log and who always require speed to be translated into
statute land miles au hour, to make a mental comparison with
their own rate of walkine, or the speed of a train.
Gtiief Engineer Ishervvood, of the United States Navy, in his

reports on speed-trials of vessels, is so anxious that there should be
no mistake, that he always uses the long expression" geographical
miles an hour," to express speed, when he has the clear simple
word knots to hand all the time; however, he does, at least, avoid
the abomination "knots an hour," snd the worse still conversion

existence of
. , . , m evil of not

inconsiderable moment to the British nation; and that he never
intends to use the unqualified word mile to mean anything else
than the geographical nautical mile. ,
The land mile varies in the most extraordinary manner in

different countries, and even for England, Scotland and Ireland.
We inherit our statute mile of 1,760yds. from the Romans; it is

their military mile, rniHe pamis, a thousand (double) paces, the
military pace being 5ft. and a little over, say aft. 3in.; perhaps the
foot rule has shrunk in the course of ages, due to a continued ten-
dency in commerce (very observable in the so-called pint bottles of
wine or beer.)
It was well known to our early Elizabethan writers on navi-

gation, such as Norwood, Wright and others, that 69 to 70 statute
miles went to the degree of CO nautical miles; but writers on
geography ignored this fact (perhaps from a temptation to make
rotmd numbers), and for a long time afterwards taught that 60
land miles went to the degree.
It is a matter of historY that Newton's Thpory of Gravitation

was retarded for 19 years, in consequence of this error.
Newton, sitting in his garden in 1665, so tradition records, and

feeAing an apple fall, looked up and caught sight of the moon. As
a mathematician heimmealiately proceeded to generalize from the
apple to the moon; and knowing from the moon's parallax, 57', that
the distance was roughly 10 times the earth's radius, he argued
that if the apple fails 16ft. in the first second, the moon, or apple,
if carried up so far, would fall 16ft. in the first minute towards the
earth, gravity decreasing: on Borelli's hypothesis, inversely as the
squire of the distance. But, taking the mmute of latitude as the
land mile of 5,380tt., Newton found that the moon would fall only
14ft. in the first minute, with the periodic time of the moon as 28
dava; tbe discrepancy was sufficiently large to make him lay aside
the theory; and it was not tUl 19 years afterwards, in 1684, that he
perceived where bis errorlay, and resumed his calculations, this
time with complete success.
When the Metric System was brought out. about 179.5, it was in-

tended that all sub-divisions should be decimal and centesimal,
and the sexagesimal sub-divisions were to be completely thrown
over.
To begin with, the day was to be divided into 40 centesimal

hours, each hour into 100 minutes, and each minute into 100
seconds.
To correspond in longitude and latitude, circumference of the

earth was divided into 40 degrees, and the quadrant into 100
degrees or grades, each grade into 100 minutes, and each minute
into 100 seconds, so that the number 10 (instead of 15) should turn
time into longitude, and vico versd.

A centesimal minute of latitude was made into the kilometre,
intended to serve as the centesimal sea mile; and now the cen-
tesimal knot would be a speed of one kilometre per centesimal
hour.
Thus, 5.400 miles=10,000 kilometres, or lkilometre=0.54mile; and

the centesimal knot would have been 0.9 of our usual knot.
But, unfortunately for the completeness of this system, so beau-

tiful on paper, the world refused to have anything to do with
centesimal time; and sexigesimal time, and, thoreforejSexigesimal
angular measurement being retained, the kilometre is useless for
purposes of navigation; and even the French retain and print on
their ordnance maps the mille, alongside of the kilometre.
It is very easy to see, geometrically, how superior is the sexage-

simal division of the angle, first by making six complete steps
round the circumference, with the compasses opened out to the
radius; and afterwards by drawing the inscribed equilateral
triangle, square, pentagon, hexagon, octagon, and quindecagon;
when" sub-divisions of the circumference, down to as small as 3
degrees, will be made.
Why this smallest division should have been trisected into

de.grees. and the degrees into 60 minutes, etc., is not very clf^ar

now; except that the number 60 w.as a sacred number with the
Chaldean astronomers, and the 360 degrees corresponded with
what thev thought ought to have been the number of days in the
year; so that the sun's daily motion in longitude would be one
dearee.
The minute of latitude and the mile being thus convertible in

navigation, a habit is springing up among navigating oifleers of
giving their latitude and longitude as so many degrees or miles
(not minut es.) With latitude this does not matter, but with longi-
tude it must lead to confusion and danger; as the word mile is then
used to denote a quantity varying in length as the cosine of the
latitude.
The dictionaries are much to blame for confusion in language.

The makers rarely know the meaning of scientific terms, and in
their anxiety to make the dictionary complete, the compilers give
all usages of a word, incorrect and even improper, without care-
fully pointing out the only true meaning.
Again, the same tendencies, which made the Chaldean astron-

omers maintain that if the year did not have ;36U days, it ought to
have; and which made writers on geography even in Newton's
day maintain that 60 statute miles went to the degree, are still at
work with the framei-s of our tables of weights and measures.
Already in America the "short" ton of 3,000lbs., and the short
cwt. of 2001bs. is in usp, the gradual tendency of commerce being
to shorten the standards.
In the tables of weights and measures, all the units are adjusted

so as to become aliquot parts of each other. Thus: 12in.=lft.,

3ft.=^lyd., 6ft.=l fathom, and so on. But If 1 fathom=6ft. exactly,
there is no need for the fathom as an independent unit, and it

wotild drop out of use as redundant.
But the fathom is the sailor's and fisherman's favorite unit for

measuring the length of a rope, and is used all the world over.
If the sailor is to be allowed to make his own tables, he should

take the nautical mile as his unit and divide it into 10 cables, and
each cable into 100 fathoms: and with a nautical mile of 6,083ft.,

this would make the sailor's fathom just about 6£t. lin., as above.
Not aaly tn UKvieaktion, hut also in astKonanity. the nautical ntUe

should be the unit of length and the knot the unit of velocity; the
distance of the sun with a parallax 8 .8, being 90X60 co-sec. 8".8h-

}^pi=81 million miles, while the velocity ot the earth round
the sun is 360X60X co-sec. 8'.8-^-(365x24)=58,060 knots, while the
speed of a point at the equator due to the earth's rotation is 900
knots.
The sun, in going round the earth once in 34 solar hours, travels

at the rate of 900 knots past the equator from east to west, and at
flOO eo-seo. I knots in latitude (; thus in latitude 60° the sun over-
takes a steamer, going west at 20 knots, at a speed of 450—30=430
knots, and the time between successive noons on board will be
24x450-^480=25 hours, while returning on the eastward voyage the
time will he 34x 450-4-470=23 hours.
From noon to noon tbe steamer will go 40 miles more in tbe

westward than in the eastward voyage; and nowadays, when
voyages are timed to the minute, the slight apparent increase of
the speed on the westward voyage is taken advantage of in the
records.
To summarize, distance at sea is measured in miles and speed

in knots; and the expressions knots au hour for speed and knots
for distance in miles are nautical barbarisms.—(?, in NautteM
Mauazinc

BISCAVNE BAY YACHTING.
COCOANUT GROVE, Biscayne Bay, Fla., Jan. 35.—We are so

far from news centers m this remote corner of the world, that
only yesterday did I receive my Forest and Stream of Jan. 8.

While reading with interest of the arrival in this country of Lieut.
Henn and his wife, and of their intended movements, I looked up
8nd, far across the bay, ,iust coming into Bear Cut, saw a strange
sloop. She headed directly for this port, attracted, as we after-
ward learned, by the fluttering yacht flags at tbe club anchorage,
and it was not long before we made out the signal of the Royal
Yacht Squadron at her mast hfad. Then we knew that Lieut.
Henn had followed the news of his coming so closely that the
arrival of it and himself were almost simultaneous.
He was of course warmly welcomed, and has been extravagant

in his praise of Biscayne Bay as a cruising water ever since hia
arrival. The present supplanter of Galatea is a wall- sided skip-
.iack 28Cb, over all bylSfi. beam, drawing but 2ft. and spreading
an immense area of canvas. She rejoices in the name of Minne-
haha, and hailsfrom Titusville on the Indian River. Within an
hour after his arrival the genial Lieutenant was off on a trip up
to the head of the bay as a guest on board the AUapatta. To-
morrow he is to .loin the same yacht for an outside cruise and a
day's kingfisfaing, while Minnehaha undergoes some repairs. On
Tuesday he proposes to sail for Charlotte Harbor on the west
coast, the objective point and terminus of his first cruise. He ex-
pects to return here in time for the annual regatta of the Bis-
cayne Bay Club, after which he will probably spend some weeks
hunting and fishing in this vicinity.

The weather here is glorious, there having been but one rainy
day in tbe past six weeks; and though we have cool nights, the
days are invariably warm and bright. Unless all .signs faU, how-
ever, there must be some very cold weather somewhere, for never
have ducks and other water fowl been more abundant. At the
upper end of the bay, where lie the best feeding grounds, ducks
and coots are to be seen in flocks of thousands. The ducks are
principally mallards, blue-winged teal, wood ducks, redheads and
canvasbaoks. The coots—known elsewhere as poide d^eauj: and
"Blue Peters"—are as fat as butter, and furnish capital eating
when properly prepared, namely, skinned and parboiled before
being roasted, fried or stewed.
The kingfishing season is now at its height, the fish being in

capital condition and voraciously hungry, and swarming about
their chosen feedmg grounds in incredulous numbers.
In the yachting line our prospects aregnod for a very lively sea-

son, Although the Minnehaha is the first stranger to arrive,
barring Et (5e1era, which was in here a few weeks ago, we are
daily expecting Atala, Awixa and Gipsy, with the promise of
many more to follow.
Commodore Munroe has sold the Presto to two recently elected

members of the Biscayne Y. C, Messrs. J. Herbert Johnson and
Dr. Geo. Trowbridge, of New York, and she leaves here to-morrow
for Key West, where she will meet her new owners. Mpantime
Brown', of Tottenville, is building a new 50ft. schooner for the
commodore, who will sail her down the coast next summer.
At tbe annual meeting of the club, held on the first Saturday of

this month, the officers elected for 1891 were: Com., R. M. Mun-
roe; Vice-Corn., Thos. A. Hine; Seo'y, Kirk Munroe; Treas., Walter
H. Browne; Meas., Jean de Hedouville. At the same meeting six
new members were admitted to the elub.

A proposed feature of our forthcoming regatta is a Seminole
Indian canoe race.

. .

Peacock has built a large addition to his hotel, and is now pre-
pared to accommodate any number of yachtsmen arid fishermen
who may find their way to this most charming of winter resorts.

O. K. Chobee.
P. S. Mrs. Henn's late lamented coon "Seminole Sam" has

already been replaced by another, which, as it is a lady coon, has
received from her sponsors the euphonious name of "Cherokee
Kate," and is called "Cherry" for short.

NEW 4-6-FOOTERS.

WHILE New York is doing notJiing at all in yachting, Boston
is busy building up a fine fleet of racers in a new class, with

the probable result, so far as can now be foretold, that the bulk of
the racing next season will be on the wi-ong aide of Cape Cod. For
some time past, four new yachts, all of 46ft., have been under way
in Boston, and within the past week two more have been com-
menced. The first four are all Buigess craft, but the two new
ones are by other designers, so that what promised to be but a
family party has now developed into a very different and far more
important class.

Of the two new additions one is by Mr. Will Fife, Jr., designer
of Clara, Minerva, Dragon and Yama; while the other is by Mr.
John B. Paine, son of Gen. Paine, an amateur, who has already
designed and raced two very successful boats, the Silt. Swordfish
and the 20ft. Hornet.
The new Fife cutter, Barbara by name, is for Mr. C, H. W.

Foster, owner of the. Burgess 40, Ventura last year. She will be
built by Lawley & Son, from full-size lines furnished by Mr. Fife,
the construction being similar to Clara; steel frames in altematioa
with bent wood. Her dimensions are given as 4Sft. l.w.l , 13ft.

lOin. beam and lift. Sin. draft. This beam, if correct, is greater
than Mr. Fife has yet taken, being about lOin. more in proportion
to the added length than in Minerva, but after his visit here last
year he exprebsed a belief in rather more beam for American
rules and conditions. This breadth brings the Barbara in between
the new Mineola, Mr. Belmont's boat, of 13ft. 6in., the Turner boat
of 13ft., and the Vanderbilt boat of 13ft. 6in., and the Thayer of
I2ft. The sail plan is large, very similar to that of Mineola. The
general form of the boat is similar to Minerva and Yama, with the
exception of the wider beam; the rake of post and the rise of the
keel being very similar, with the same sheer and ends. The mid-
ship section is simply a widening of the familiar Fife section.
The new Paine boat, for whose success General Paine is likely

to be credited, justly or unjustly, with a large share of the res-
ponsibility, will be the most powerful of the lot, her beam being
li and draft between 10 ajd life, with a strong bilge and the lar-

gest sail plan. Like the Hornet, her mast wOl be well forward.
As there is no prospect of any more sport this year than last in

the schooner classes the 90f t., 70ft. and 53ft. singlestickers, and as
the iOft. class is in a very doubtful state, the 46ft. class is likely

to monopolize all the racing, and as but two yachts, Jessica and
Minerva, are owned outside of Boston, those who wish to see any
racing will probably have to go to Marblehead for it.

The close matching of the boats, making little dift'erence in
their allowances, and the close competition between three de-
signers, will make the racing of special interest. Thus far Mi-.

Burgess is ahead in the matter of skippers, haWng Capt. Nafc
Watson for the Thayer boat and Capt. Chas. Barr for the Turner
boat, while young Capt. Haffi will sail Mineola. Mr. John B.
Paine is a very clever skipper, as he has proved in Swordfish and
Hornet, though his experience has been in smaller boats; how-
ever, he may have Capt. Hank Haff at his elbow. Mr. Foster will

sail the Baboon himself, with his boatkeeper, Sam Dolliver, to
help him, as in Ventura..

ATLAt-fTIC Y. C—The nominating committee of the Atlantic
Y. C. have presented these names for election as ofHcers for 1891:

For Commodore, Newbury E. Lawton; Vice-Commodore, Thomas
L. Arnold; Rear-Commodore, James Weir, Jr.; Treasurer, H. C.
Wintringham; Measurer, Henry J. Gielow; Recording and Corre- .

ppondlng Secretary, Geo. H. Church; for Trustees, Stepen Loines.
Edward N. Norton, J. Rogers Maxwell, J. P. Howell. Thomas P.

,

Fiske, W. W. Kenyon; for Committee on Membership, Henry A,
Gouge, Henry W. Bank.s, Jr.. J. C. Seely; for Regatta Committee,
Hem'y J. Gielow, Henry A. Gouge, Henry B. Howell. The annual
meeting a£ the club will be held at the Clarendon Hotel, cor ner
of Wasnington and Johnson streete. Brooklyn, on Monday even*
ins, Feb. a.
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THAT MARKBOAT QUESTION.
Erlitor Forest and Stream:

I have been an interested reader of the "Markboat Question,"
and up to date I fail to see where the opportunity for dispute
comes in. As I understand it, the question is settled by the rules
under which the race is sailed.

If sailpd under any club rule, such as the Y. K. A., rule 18. or the
S. C. y. C, sections lo and 11, rule 34, which yo\i quote, then A must
give B room, hut under the regular rules of the road A could hold
her course and it M'ould be B's fault if she got in such a position
that she could not make the mark. I cannot see why A should
give up the leading position unless a rule under which the boats
were sailing called for it, which, while an unjust rule, as long as
the boats agreed to it beforehand it would be binding.

It has been a mystery to me why clubs adopt rules many of
which nuUify the common rules of the road.
A merchant vessel, failing to recognize the starboard tack, run-

ning into a vessel ahead or crowding another on an obstruction or
ashore would be liable for damages, why are more laws requii-ed
for yachting?
In modern yacht racing ths more laws laid down the more

chance there is for a dispute, and instead of a captain that can
make his boat go through the water fastest, it req^uires an expert
tiller-juggler on deck and a sea-lawyer below to mterpret vague
rules and regulations, and by the time they are looked up the
crisis has passed or some one has come to grief. CthettA.
BAN Francisco, Jan. SO.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—The annuid meeting of this organiza-
tion was held at the Hotel Marlborough on .Ian. 37. The acting
admii'al's report showed the Navy to be in splendid condition.
Notwithstanding the tact that the dues are only $3 per year, the
Navy gave seven regattas and has held a number of lectures. The
purser's report showed close on to 800 members on the roll and
a tidy balance of cash on hand. The officers elpcted for '91 are:
Charles M. Connolly, Admiral; Thos. T. Tabor, Vice- Admiral:
Frank B.Jones, Chief Purser. Commodore Center presented a
silver cnp to the Navy, the same to be sailed for under the Navy
rules, except that no more than two persons shall be aboard of
any competing boat. The A'lmiral has appointed John Jarvis, Jr.
Fleet Captain. Proposed for membership: Howard Patterson,
William T. Davis, M. Gates, W. A. Hamilton, Albert A. Simpson,
C. P. Bruch, J. H. Rushton, William Dressier, C P. Tuttle, H. E.
McCormick, C. Bowman Haag, Winfleld Van Deusen. Mr.
Gideon is now ready to form tlie Delaware River Squadron, and
will be mustered in at an early date.

NEPTUNE BOAT CLUB.-This club, located at Baltimore, Md.,
is now buildine a house on piles at Ferry Bar. It will be two
stories high, 6tx33ft. The club is devoted to sailing as well as
rowing, its fleet including one steam lanncb. too large cabin
sloops, one cutter, four open canoes 26 to 36ft. Ions, and some
small open boats. The membership is about SO, with prospects of
a large increase in view of the new house.

CHESAPEAKE BAY Y. n._i inclose list of officers for 1891:
Com-. F. C. Goldsborough; Vice-Com., Col. E. Llovd; Rear Com.,
W. H. Barton, Jr.; Sec'y, J. G. Morris; Treas.. Col. F.H. Johnston.
Board of Governors, above ofllcws and Col. F. H. Johnston, G. R.
(joldsborough and J. H, Wheeler.

VISION, steam yacht, Mr, Clarence McKim, is now fitting out
for a Southern cruise at Astoria. A new Frout wheel has-been
shipped. Her owner will join her at Charleston about Feb. lo,
sailing for Jacksonville.

CAPT. JOHN BARR.—It is reported that Admiral Tweed, of
the Corinthian Y. C, has engaged Capt. John Barr, of Clara and
Thistle. At present Admiral Tweed owns only the 5-ton Shona,
but he is likely at any time to have a more fitting successor to
Minerva.

HARLEM Y. C—On Jan. 30 Mr.Chas. J. Pagan delivered a very
interesting lecture before tlte Harlem Y. C, the subject being
"Sail Plans; How to Design, Correct and Sheet Sails so as to Ob-
tain the Best Results."

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C.-On Jan. 27 a lecture on "Some of
the practical uses of electricity as applied to vessels." was
delivered by Mr. S. Dana Greene before the Seawanhaka O. Y. C.
The annual dinner of the club took place on Feb. 3 at Delmonico's.

TOMAHAWK, cutter, now owned by Com. Crowninshield,
Corinthian Y. C, will be altered at Lawley's, her keel being cut
off about one foot, making the new keel wider. The mast will be
moved 18in. forward and the rig will bo reduced.

MANHATTAN ATHLETIC OLUB.-On Jan. 20 Capt. Howard
Patterson lectured before the Manhattan Athletic Club on "The
instruments of navigation dealt with from a practical standpoint."

KELPIE, sloop, has been sold by R, H. Henderson to E. E.
Chase. Mr. Chase is an old New York yachtsman, once well
known as the owner of the schooner Clio,

GREAT HEAD Y. C—On Jan. 31 the members of tlie Great
Head Y. O. enjoyed their annual dinner at Young's in Boston.

A NEW 30-FOOTER.—Mr. Burgess will design a 30-footer, of
hut 9ft. beam, for Mr. C. F. Lyman, of Newport, owner of Mopsa.

'S^" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Oorrespondentfl.

A. T. J., New \''ork.—Address J. F. Sprague, Monson, Me.
Constant Reader, San Francisco.—Wo cannot undertake to

tell you why the authors of arithmetics adopt special methods.
FuH.—You will find early reports of the London fur sales in the

Hatter and Furrier, or the Fitr Trade Review; both are published
in this city.

J. A. B., Washington, D, C—WiU you please inform mo, through
your answers to correspondents, who was the owner and breeder
of Glenelcho, A.K.R. 2.560? Ans. Owner, Mr. J. B. Stevens, Jr.,
Dover, N. H. Breeder, Mr. A. C. Stott, Stottville, N. Y.
N. S. H., Clip ton. N. Y,—Has the case of hydrophobia, described

in inclosed clipping from the Mail and K.rp)/',?.s come to your
notice, and if so, is it aproximately correct? Ans. Yes, but
whether it was really hydrophobia we are not prepared to say.

0C. B. F., New London, Conn.—Will youletmo know through the
columns of your paper the ped igree of the pointer dog Lachem
Boy, registered Aug. 18, 1888: also, if possible, of pointer dog Rust,
sold when a pup at the Westminster Kennel Club's show, I think
in 1884, to Mr. J. D, Lynch? Ans. We can find no mention of either
dog in any stud book or in the A. K. C. show reports.

Foxhound.—I am about to purchase a foxhound. Could you
inform me where I can obtain the best one, aud also inform me
what qualities and points a good hound should have? Ans. Mr.
F. H. Hayes, Dexter, Me., has a good kennel of American fox-
hounds. A foxhound, whether of the English or American tvpe,
should have good straight legs and feet compact and hard through
the pads; a well-ribbed body, with deep chest and plenty of heart
room, and a good, hard, wet-resisting coat, what is called a hound
coat.

CONNBTQTXOT, New York.—Will the English partridge live and
increase it put out with our native quail? I have heard that the
latter drive them away aud destroy them. Have you any infor-
mation on the subject to give your readers? Ans. We have no
doubt that the English partridge, if put out here and protected
until it got a fair foothold, woiild do well. We do not believe that
our bird would drive them out. The English partridge has never
jet, so far as we know, had a fair start in this country, but it does
well in the cold countries of Europe.
T. C, St. Paul, Minn.—Would you kindly give me your opinion

as to the best dog for all-round field sports and purposes? I am
not a constant sportsman, but when I go out, once or twice in a
season, I would like a dog not so headstrong as the Irish setter or
one that needs constant handling to keep him in trim. Some dogs
have more natural hunting qualities than others, and this is my
reason for asking you to give me your idea on the subject. Ans.A well-broken spaniel, English setter or pointer, would suit your
purpose in the oi-der named.
Olb Reader, St. Paul, Minn.—What plausible reason can be

assigned for the entire disappearance of those swarms of wild
pigeons which formerly could be seen in such'vast numbers in the
early part ot spring and autumn of every year? They surely
have not been exterminated, nor is it likely that the whole family
of these birds has come to an end by some unknown cause; they
must still exist somewhere, ai\d by enlightening me on the sub-
ject you would greatly oblige. Ans. Our issue of Oct, 24, 1889, had
a notice of an article by Mr. VVm. Brewsi^er in the Aw/f, showing
that the wild pigeons still resorted in large flocks to the uninhab-
ited regions north of the Great Lakes in British North America.
J. G. S., Brooklyn.—Please inform me through the columns of

the Forest and STREAJt if a plaintifE gets a judgment against
the defendant and the plaintiff fails to have the same satisfled by
law, what extreme legal action can the plaintifE then take against
the defendant? 2. Is there any law on pickerel and perch on Long
Island? 3. Is there a Ig-hore breechloader shotgun in the market
that will shoot No. 4 shot through an inch pine board at 85vds., if
so what is the name of the arm? 4. What would you consider a
fair price for live years sub criptlon of the Forest and Stheam
in good order? Aus. 1. Consult a lawyer. 3. No. 3. The prob-
ability is that you will not find such a gun. 4. They are worth
whatever you can get for them.
W. J. S., New York.—1. I wish to have a gun made for quail

shooting. 13-gauge, from 6}^ to 71bs., 2(3in. barrels. How should it
be bored? When I shoot, tue first barrel is nearly always used at
about 20yd3; the second inside of 85yds. How large would the
killing circle be at 20yds. using 3>4drs. powder, IJ^oz. shot, for a
true cylinder barrel? Would you advise any other length of bar-
rel than 26in.? Shooting mostly done in brush. S. What is the
lU'oper load for a 20-gauge gun for field shooting? Ans. 1. It
would be better to keep to a cylinder bore with perhaps a moder-
ate choke in the left barrel. If the gun shoots evenly l^oz. shot
would make a killing circle of 30 to 3.5in. diameter at 20ya8.; 26in.
barrels are rather short, better go to 28 anyhow. 2. For a 20 use
2}^drs. powder and loz. shot.

J, S., Albany, N. Y.—1. What pattern will a shell loaded as fol-
lows equal: 3 or 3J^drs. powder and IJ^ iz. of shot dischai-ged from
a 12-borc, full choKe gun, shot separated in two equal layers v.ith
card wads? A friend said cylinder. 2. Will a full choke gun of
$100 trade shoot equal or nearly so every time? 3. If a full choke
gun is re-bored to a modified choke will it shoot as good as a new

modified choke gun? Ans. 1. We don't know; nobody can tell
what any cartridge in any gun will do except by trial. If it is a
good gun, choked and properly loaded it will pattern 75 per cent,
of its charge at 50yds, in 40in. circle. Dividing shot by cards scat-
ters it some, but not regularly, especially from a choke. 2. Y'es;

nitro powders as ordinarilj' loaded sljow wider variations than
black. 3. It should be, but having put it through the borer's hands
try it and find out whether it is improved or ruined.

C. M. F., Pittsburgh, Pa.— Will you kindly inform me in the
next issue of the Forest and Stream where I can procure Eng-
lish pheasant eggs in this country? I have an idea of trying to
introduce these birds into Gloucester county, Virginia, by having
iheir eggs hatched out under a hen and caring for the young birds
until they are able to take to the fields. Can you tell me whether
they will thrive in the Virginia counties lying contiguous to the
southwest shores of the Chesapeake Bay? The greater portion of
Gloucester county is level, dry and heavily wooded; portions of
the county are hilly. The forest is mainly pine, although quanti-
ties of chestnut, oak, beech and trees of like kind occur, Ans.
You may procure the eggs from Jekyl Island Club, Brunswick.
Ga. Write to Col. R. L. Ogden, 53 Broadway. New York. Or
Tuxedo Park may supply you; write to Mr. Jas. L.Brefse, Tuxedo
Park, N. Y. The birds will probably thrive in the section named.

CHUNKS OF HARD SENSE.
From tlie Argus and Patriot.

IT is important for Vermont that its waters should he well
stocked with the varieties of fish desirable therefor, and then

that those fish should be properly protected. The Legislature at
its late session provided for the establishment of a fish hatchery.
After young flsh are deposited in suitable waters the most vitally
important thing is that such fish should be protected, if the State
is to get the best returns from its investment. There is a mistake
far too prevalent among people that where there is water there
must necessarily be flsh, and that when there are none their intro-
duction will be followed by a great and continual increase with-
out further care or consideration. Nothing can be more erroneous.
You may stock and continue to stock waters, but if the flsh are
not eflteotually protected by laws providing for a close season dur-
ing their spawning time, and by the prohibition of seines, pounds,
aud all other kinds of nets, spearing, the use of dynamite, and the
like, all the money that has been, and shall be expended by the
State in this direction will be worse than wasted. The laws on the
statute hooks of Vermont for the protection of fish are not perfect,
but they are decided steps in advance, and the penalties for their
violation should be enforced with a thoroughness and promptness
that shall cause them to be j-eapected. The cultivation of the
summer visitor crop will bring more money into A''crmont than
any other one thing, and that crop can best be cultivated by
thoroughly enforcing the laws for the protection of game and flsh.

From the New Yorh World.

The Yellowstone National Park is no part of any State or Ter-
ritory, It therefore has no law except such as Congress may pro-
vide, and as Congress has provided none the region is withotit law
or the means of enfoi-eing justice.
There is a range of mountains adjacent to the Park. It is a

worthless range for any possible purpose except inclusion in the
Park, for which it is very valuable.
The gentlemen who have charge of the Park interests have been

trying for years to get Congres to pass a bill to provide the Park
with the protection of law and to add the range of mountains to
its area.
The Senate, which has several times passed such a bill as is re-

quired, has done so again this year; but in the House, where former
bills have come to grief, a rider in the shape of a railroad job of
purely speculative character has been attacherl to the bill, im-
periling its passage and very seriously marring it if passed.
This rider provides for a railroad through a part of the Park,

not for the use of Park visitors but for the benefit of a mining
camp called Cook City. It is not a genuine railroad project, but
an effort on the part of a little ring of speculators to secure a
charter for a railroad monoply which they can market at tlieir
own price.
Obviously the rider ought to be voted out of existence and the

bill ought to be passed. The Park is a great National possession
and is destined to be one of the country's glories. Its borders
should be enlarged, as proposed, while it costs nothing to enlarge
them; the protection of law should be extended to those who visit
the district and no railroad should on any account be permitted
to invade a region set apart as a permanent home for the beauties
of untamed, unspoiled nature. Least of all should a gang of
tradprs be permitted to secure a speculative charter for such a
railroad, to he used as a lever with which to extort money here-
after.

Names and Pob/eraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 230 pages, price 82.50. For sale by Fobbbt
4Jrn Stbmav.

Forest and Stream, Box 3,833, N. Y. city, has deseriptiye Illus-
trated circulars of W. B. LeffingweU's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book la pro-
nounced by "NanIt," "Gloan," "Dick Swlveller," "Syblllene" and
other competent authorities to be the beat treatise on the siabjeot
ftxtant.
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Copyright, 1891, by Chas. F. Imbrie.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
818 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N.

Send, for Catalogue.

CHAS. I. GOQDAIF, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now befound atl44 FriendSt., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as formerly.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cuttingr the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. I, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9i, 10,

lOpt.
, weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72

iNo. 1, G, same as a,bove but iS G-ermaa Silver Mounted , ,
" 3 32

No, 4, 3 .ioint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Gruides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length
8i, 9, %\, 10ft , weight 9, lOi, 13, ISoz , .Price 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is G-erman Silver Mounted " 333
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft,, weight SOoz .

'. " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint , " 375
No. 380, 3 joint Ash aDd Laucewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings. 9ft. . . . ',V. " 90c
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 95c. ; fiOvds,, $1.05; 80yds., $L15: 100yds., $1.35, Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Shdmg Chck, Nicka Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $3,25; 80yds., $3,50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOfb., 41c. J. F. M, Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 800ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thi-ead, 53c. Brass Swivels, loc. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 16c. per
doz,

;
treble gut, 20o. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft,, per doz., 15c,

;
2ft., per doz., SOc,

;
3ft.,.per doa., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c,

;
2ft., per doz,, 30c. ;

Sft., doz,, 45c.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 53 «5 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N, Y.
Send j3c. stamp for Illustrated Ca.talo^ue for 199 i, OPEN EVENIN6S.
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WINCHESTER
STAR RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

nro-t Sold et,t Reta,ll lay tlxe I^etxiu.*a,cstT7-rors.

WmCHESTEE REFEATINQ AEMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 80-pa«re Oatalosrne of Armii and Ammnnlfcion.

A Superior Preparati »n for Cleanine and
Polishlngr all kinds of Metal, Pl»tnd Ware,

Glass, Porceiaiu, Enamel, etc., etc.

Contains nothing ipjarious to tlie finest metals;
will not stain or injure the hands; quickly re-
moves all dirt, dullness or tarnish, and gives a
brilliant and lasting polish to all kinds of metal,
plated ware, etc.
Sportsmen will And it invaluable for cleaning

and polishing Rod Mountings, Fishing Re>ls, etc.
Price, 35 Cen*H by M»il, post pctid.

TjIbekal Discount to DeatjBbs.

A. FERiU^ON, Proprietor aitd ianufaotufer,
Office, 65 >ulton St., New York.

GI.ITTLE-<§^-©?i
'J^'^es Haymarfet- LONDON

Uj ^ for illusti'ated'calalotfue

ESIABUSHED 1837.

J. B. OKOOK <fe CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisMiii Tackle, (juns, Rifles, Reyolyers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
62 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

THE ADIRONDACKS.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper, in board
covers. $1 00.
"It Is tbe most complete map of the Adlronclaek

region ever published."—i^oj-esf and Stream.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illus-

trated, 16 mo.. 273 pages, pseud o cloth cover. 35c.
Sent post paid on receipt of price.

Address 8, R,. OUI)ARI>. Olen- ^nlls. N. Y.

FRAZAR BROS.,
(Successors to Goodalb & Fbazae)

TAXIDEEMISTS
And Dealers in

Glass Eyes and all Tax-
idermists' Supplies.

Minerals, Birds' Eggs and Skins.

Send stamp for full illustrated cata-
logue. No. 93Sudbury St.. Boston, Mass.

A PROSPECTUS
OF THE NEW

Illustrated Monthly Magazine,

The Sportsman and Tourist,

Will be mailed to any address on application by

JAMAICA PUBLISHING CO.,

Jamaica Plain, Mass.

CIGARS.
For the cycler, tbe sportsman, the tourist.

Small, band-made cigars. G-ood quality, easy
smokers, convenient sized packages. Try a box
of 100, post paid, S3.50. Vuelta. Havanas |3 50 per
box of 50 post paid, Tbe old reliable house of

twenty years standing,

J. R. SMITH & CO.. Knoxville. Tenn.

DEAF-NESS AND HEAD NOISES eUBED
.by Feck's laviwble Tubular EaV Cushions. WbiB^

persbeud. SucKssfulwbiSii alltetoediespljr'p
. . , -.fKtt

feil. B(iMonlyl>yI''Hisooi,S53B'way,N.T. VTtite&rbooSefiptoofsr

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co.. N. Y.

Old Colony Trout Ponds
ESTABLISHED 1869.

Three million brook trout eggs for sale. Can
be transported with safety to any part of the
world. Ready for delivery December and Janu-
ary. Also young trout in the spring.
Unsurpassed fly-fishing in its season.

Denveb, Col., Oct. 31, 1890.
W. L. CHlhert, Esq., Plymouth, Mass.:
My Dear Sir—In regard to the trout eggs re-

ceived from tbe "Old Colony Trout Ponds" I can
say that tbe best possible results have been bad
from them at all of the points to which tbey liave
been shipped in Ooloi-ado. I know of no better
packing than that employed by you. After a jour-
ney of nearly two thousand miles by rail and stage,
I have had a loss of less than 1 per cent, in a lot of
330.000. I do not want anv better. Very truly,
Gordon Land, Col. State Fish Commissioner.

W. L. GILBERT, Proprietor,
Plymouth. Mass.

FEBRE IS VS. RATS!
First-class ferrets, Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for hunting rats. For sale by ADOLPH
ISAACSEN. -Sure Pop," 93 Fulton street. New
York City. My celebrated handbook, "All About
Ferrets and Kats," second edition, revised and
illustrated, mailed to any address on receipt of 35
cents.

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,
Berlsshire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter
Dogs, Collies, F'.x Hounds
and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

try. GEO. B. HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

T TVI? niTATT roR SALE. LIVE
Jul V H/ W, U iAxJL/ and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
iy38. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant, 174 Chambers street. New York.

SALMON FISHING.—FIRST CLASS RIVER
for sale, or share in organized club having

valuable rights. Address "R,"this office.

jan22,6t

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus jlmencanvsh
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at §3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley. Dixfleld, Me., Flsb
md Game Oommlssloner. .7. CJ. RICH, Bethel.

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt et.. N.¥. City.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
bv tbe author of "Tight Shell" ano "Double.."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15x20, $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallardP) 11x15, $1.50

A LOST OPPOBTgNlTY (bluebills), 11x14, $L50
Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOBEST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00»

J. KANNOFSKT,
Practical Glass Blowers

And manufacturers of

Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufactur-
ing purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please
mention Forest and stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
Successor to Wm. A. Demttth,

Practical Glass Blower
And Manufacturer of

For Birds, Animals and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North William St., New York
Send for Price List.

Count Noble-Gladstone-Sue.
AT STDD, - - FEE 840.

PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch, r. Is puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is large size, heaitby and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfection of the field
trial strain of inglish setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. Irwin, Kennel aianager, Chula, VA.

Standard Bred Trotters and Jersey Cattle for sale.
Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden st., Phlla., Pa.

THE IKISH SETTER

SCOTLAND CHIEF (14357)
He is a handsome specimen of his breed, an

elegant fielder, gets grand puppies, and is a prize
winner. Stud fee, to approved bitches, $15. Send
for ex'ended pedigree. Addr(>ss

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
ian29,3t Chestnxit Hill, Phila., Pa.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Raby Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER $25.00
RECKONER $25.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS
LANCASTER, Mass.

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
JL ter Al, fee |25. Al was bred by the late Mr.
Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two pnppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Israaford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOots. A
limited number of bis puppies for sale. P. H
OOOMBS. 1 Exchange Block. Baneor, M»

D,0G . MEDICINES.

TN THE STUD: THE ENGLISH CHAM-X pion bull-'errier King of Hearts, tbe famous
Irish tei-T-ier Breda Bill, the Yorl; shires Toons
Royal. Fishpool Gem. Prince Al, Toons Bright.
MORTHFIELD YORKSHIRE KENNELS,
Salem, Mass. Geo. S. Thomas, Manager.

DOGS FOR SALE
If you want to buy a good dog of any kind

write for what you want to

FRANK HOPE,
464 N. 9th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GREAT SALE

The Chestnut Hill Kennels will sell by auction
during the coming Mew York show about thirty
collies, including some of their l^est stud dogs and
brood bitches. For catalogue and full particulars
address THE CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.

Black and Tan TerrierG For Sale.
PUPPIES FROM NOTED SIBES AND DAMS.

Grand companions, ratters and watuh dogs.

At Stud, THE SENATOR. Fee S15.
ROCHELLE Kennels, Box 863, New Rochelle,N.Y'.

OLD NORTH STATE TRAINING KENNELS.
—Pointers and setters trained. Thorough

work. Send for pampllet. HORACE SMITH,
Monroe, N. C.

BEING DESIROUS OP REDUCING MY
stock, will sell a fine English setter, 2 years

old and a Sensation pointer 3 years old for $75
each. Will warrant them thoroughly broken,
staunci^. good noses, in short, all right every way.
L. R. MORRIS, Byesville, Ohio. nan29,4t

PONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
\J settPis. Bench winners. Field workers. At
Stud—K«»d Kiver Glencho, A.K.C.S.B. 11,473
(champ. Glencho ex Lyda Belle), won three Ist
prizes on bench, fine field dog, beget- large litters,
strong dark red puppies. Fee $20. R. H. BDRR,
Middletown, Conn.

MT. PLEASANT GOBDOU KENNELS
Still ahead. Blood tells. For Sale—Toor-

oughbred Gordon setters, all ages, containing
blood of Grouse and Tyrus, first prize winners,
Boston, 1890. Address with stamp C. T. BROWN-
ELL, P. O. Box 335, New Bedford, Mass.

FOR SALE.-ONE FINE LLEWELLYN SET-
ter brood bitch, 4 yrs. old. For particulars

address J. L. KERSTETTER,
It Bradford, McKean Co., Pa.

ENGLISH FOX HOUND.-SURE TRAILER
and fitayer, $25. One rabbit foxhound, $20.

Tnese dogs are thoroughly trained and are extra
good ones and will be sent on trial. Also a fine
dark red Irish setter bitch pup, 5 months old, a
combination of the best blood in America (Elciio
and Sarsfleld blood), $15. FOREST KENNELS,
GrotoD, N. Y. It

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry-Avoca), imported Irish setter at stud.
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee S30. Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY.

Plttsfield, Mass.

BLACK COOKERS FOR SALE.-IO BLACK
cocker puppies, 5 mos. old. by noted sires

and dams; full pedigree. GEO. DOUGLAS, Sec,
Woodland Kennels, Box 587, Woodstock, Ontnrio.

jaTi29.4t

ENGLISH BEAGLES.—YOUNG, MATURED
and broken dogs always on hand. Those

desirina good stcek at reasonable prices please
apply H. L. KREUDER. Rockland Kennela
Niir.net N. V

COCKEK HPANIELS,
re or color, bred from beat registered stock.
•SOMEBROOK KENNELS,FraiiSn,N.Y.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Thb Fobbst and Stream Is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, Instruction and information between American sportsmen.

Communications on the subject to which Its pages are devoted are

respectfully invited. Anonymous communications wUl not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
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THE WINTER CAMP-FIRE.

THE chief requisite of a winter camp-fire is volume.

The feeble flame and meagre bed of embers that are

a hot discomfort to the summer outer, while he hovers

over coffee-pot and frying-pan, would be no more than the

glow of a candle toward tempering this nipping air.

This fire must be no dainty nibbler of chips and twigs

that a boy's hatchet may furnish, but a roaring devourer

of logs, for whose carving the axe must be long and
stoutly wielded, a very glutton of solid fuel, continually

demanding more and licking with its broad red tongues

at the branches that sway and toss high above in its hot

breath.

So fierce is it that you approach cautiously to feed it

and the snow shiinks away from it and can quench of it

only the tiny sparks that are spit out upon it.

You must not be too familiar with it, yet it is your
friend after its own manner, fighting away for you the

creeping demon of cold and holding at bay, on the rim
of its glare, the wolf and the panther.

With its friendly offices are mingled many elfish

tricks. It boils your pot just to the point you wish, then

boils it over and licks up the fragrant brew of celestial

leaf or Javanese berry. It roasts or broils your meat to a

turn, then battles with you for it and sears your fingers

when you strive to snatch the morsel from its jaws, and
perhaps burns it to a crisp before your very eyes, vouch-

safing you but the tantalizing fragrance of the feast.

Then it may fall into the friendliest and most compan-
ionable of moods, lazily burning its great billets of ancient

wood while you burn the Virginian weed, singing you
songs of summer, its tongues of flame murmuring like

the south wind among green leaves, and mimicking the

chirp of the crickets and the chickadee's cry in the sim-

mer of esniding sap and vent of gas, and out ofits smoke

blossom sparks, that drift away in its own currents like

red petals of spent flowers.

It paints you pictures, some weird or grotesque, some
beautiful, now of ghosts and goblins, now of old men,
now of fair women, now of lakes crinkled with golden

waves and towers on pine-crowned crags, ruddy with the

glow of sunset, sunny meadows and pasture lands, with

farmsteads and flocks and herds.

The ancient trees that rear themselves aloft like strong

pillars set to hold up the narrow arch of darkness, exhale

an atmosphere of the past, in which your thoughts, wak-
ing or sleeping, drift backward to the old days when men
whose dust was long since mingled with the forest mould

,

moved here in the rage of war and the ardor of the chase.

Shadowy forms of dusky warriors, horribly marked
in war paint, gather about your camp-fire and sit in its

glare in voiceless council, or encircle it in the grotesquely

terrible movement of the war dance.

Magically the warlike scene changes to one of peace.

The red hunters steal silently in with burdens of game.

The squaws sit in the ruddy light plying their various

labors, while their impish children play around them in

mimicry of battle and the chase.

All then vanish, and white-clad soldiers of France

bivouac in their place, or red-coated Britons or Provincial

rangers, unsoklierly to look upon, in home-spun garb, but

keen-eyed and ever alert, and the bravest of the brave.

These dissolve like wreaths of smoke, and a solitary

white hunter, clothed all in buckskin, sits over against

you. His long flint-lock rifle lying across his lap, he is

looking with rapt gaze into the fire, dreaming as you are.

So, growing brighter as the daylight grows dim and

the gloaming thickens to the mirk, and paling again as

daylight creeps slowly back upon the world, but always

bright in the diurnal twilight of the woods, the camp-
fire weaves and breaks its magic spells, now leaping, now
lapsing, as its own freaks move it.

Then, perhaps when it has charmed you far across the

border of dreamland and locked your eyes in the blind-

ness of sleep, it will startle you back to the cold reality of

the wintry woods with a crash and roar of sudden I'evival.

ONTARIO GAME LAW INQUIRY.

WE call especial attention to the brief note of Mr.

A. D. Stewart, published in another column, in

which he requests, from sportsmen who shoot or fish in

Ontario, Canada, information for the Commissioners of

Game and Fish for that Province, There are many of

our readers who are interested in the work of this Com-
mission, and who can render it efficient aid., and we hope

that the responses from dwellers on this side of the line

may be many.
An examination of the question blanks Bent us leads us

to believe that the Ontario Fish and Game Commission

have hit upon the most intelligent and practical plan yet

devised for obtaining the information they seek. Their

questions are addressed to 3X)ortsmen who are interested

in quadrupeds, birds and fish, but besides inquiring as to

the aspect of sport which has to do merely with recreation,

they wish to consider its economic side. Thus there are

special questions addressed to dealers in game and fish, to

dealers in guns and tackle, to hotel and storekeepers in

sporting localities, to managers and supervisors of rail-

ways and steamboats, to conductors and pursers, to boat

and canoe builders and to guides.

It cannot be doubted that when the answers to these

questions have all been received and the information and

opinions contained in them carefully digested by the Com-
mission, the results will be of very great value. The
outcome of the intelligent inquiry set on foot by the On-

tario Fish and Game Commission will be watched with

great interest.

The very general interest taken in the new game bill

proposed by the codification committee appointed by

Governor Hill, is shown by the comments on its provi-

sions, which we publish elsewhere. It was the knowledge

that this proposed law would be eagerly read by sports-

men, not only in this State but all over the country,

which induced Forkst ahd Stream last week to print it

in full—something that no other paper has done. This

action has enabled those who intend to be present to-day

at the heariug before the Fisheries and Game Committee
of the Assembly, to inform themselves on the proposed

law and to discuss its provisions intelligently. The bill

should be fully talked over, and, as finally adopted, ought

to represenfc the best sentirnent of the State.

DEATHS FROM SNAKEBITE.
'T'HE number of persons annually destroyed by wild

animals in India is something almost beyond belief.

The latest official statistics published on this subject are
those for the year 1888. These show that in that year no
less than 22,970 people were killed by snakes and other
wild beasts, which destroyed besides 76,371 cattle. No
less than 20,571 persons died from being bitten by snakes;

tigers killed 975, leopards 184, wolves 139, bears 110,

elephants 57 ; the deaths of the remainder being due to

dogs, crocodiles and other animals.

Notwithstanding that for years most vigorous eft'orts

have been made in India to exterminate snakes and
other animals destructive of human life, the fact remains
that the mortality from this cause, instead of diminishing,

increases. The result of the attempts made in 1888 to

destroy these noxious creatiu-ey was the killing of 30,709

wild beasts and 511,948 snakes. In some places bounties
have been offered for snakes killed, but it is believed that
instead of causing a reduction in their numbers, this has
led to snakes being bred for the bounty.

It is thought by some of the local governments of India
that the best method for reducing the terrible annual
mortality from snakebite will be to destroy the cover ih

which the snakes live near the villages, and it is said that

this plan will be tried. It may be doubted, however,
whether it will prove effective, The problem is a diffi-

cult one, and, considering the wide range of country-

affected, the climate and the character of the population,

the prospects for its solution are not bright.

SNAP SHOTS.

\ MONG the items included in the Sundry Civil Service

bill now before Congress is one appropriating money
for roads in the National Park. It reads as follows:

1 EiiLO-wSTONE Nationai. Pabk; For the improvement of the
Yellowstone National Park, seventy-five thousand dollara, the
same together with the unexpended balance of a.ppropriations

already made, to be expended by and under the direction of the
Secretary of War. For the repair, maintenance, relocation and
completion of roads, bridges and paths already in use and neces-
sary to reach objects of natural interest in the Park. For the
construction of a road from Grand Canon to Yellowstone Lake
outlet, thence to the thumb of the Yellowstone Lake, thence by
the shortest practicable route to Fountain Geyser: any unexpended
balance to be applied to the construction of additional roads,

bridges, footways and bridle paths, as the public service may re-

quire, in the discretion of the Secretary of War.

In some respects this measure is an improvement on .

previous items for this pm-pose. The contract system

has been struck out and the money is to be expended
under the direction of the Secretary of War. Just what
is meant by "the shortest practicable route" from the

Thumb of Yellowstone Lake to the Fountain Geyser is

not quite clear. We presume that it is not intended to

build an absolutely straight road between these two
points over the dreary, bleak and uninteresting summit
of the Elephant's Back Plateau? "The shortest practi-

cable route" is no doubt the one best adapted to tourists

and travelers, and that is the route by way of the beauti-

ful Shoshone Lake. People do not go into the Park
merely for the purpose of riding through it in the short-

est possible time. They go there to see its beauties, and
of these beauties Shoshone Lake is not the least.

The suggestion having been made that the Castle

Garden building, in this city, should be converted into a

public aquarium, Mr. E. G. Blackford, president of the

State Fish Commission, has written to the Comptroller

stating that if the city should cary out this idea the Fish

Commissioners will heartily cooperate with the author-

ities. Of the site Mr. Blackford says: "The location of

Castle Garden is absolutely perfect for the successful

maintenance of an aquarium, situated as it is on New
York Bay, from which could be drawn a supply of pure

salt water at a minimum of expense. The facility with

which specimens of marine life could be placed in the

tanks makes the establishment and maintenance of the

plant a comparatively easy matter. No location could be

chosen which would be so accessible to the people of Ncav

York. I believe that the running expenses of such an

institution could be paid if it were free to the public on

all but two days of the week, when a small admission fee

could be charged."

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of|the Forest ajsd Stream by sending us

on a postal.oard the pame of that friend.
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IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
VIU.—THE FOURTH LAKE HORSEBACK.

IF anything about Fourth Lake is worthy of special
notice it is the "horseback," as kames, or the

moraines left by glaciers are called from their shape,
Kames are so common here that we have ceased to

regard them as curiosities, and wonder equally that
strangers should see anything remarkable in them, and
that they should fail to recognize as quickly as ourselves
any trace of them. Kames usually show as rounded
ridges, in appearance sometimes like an old railroad em-
bankment, at other times a long, low hill, varying in
height from a few feet to a hundred, of sand or loose
gravel either clear or bearing pebbles and boulders,
usually of granite and sometimes of great size. They
cross the country every few miles, usually flowing south-
east, some barely traceable, some interrupted, others like
the Whale's Back of Aurora continuous for miles, a con^
spicuous feature of the landscape. Some can be dis-
tinctly ti'aced for more than a hundred miles, at their
lower ends most spread out into kame-plains, of which
the great blueberry plains of Cherrylield are an example.
The presence of ice-worn pebbles and disintegrated soil,

usually sand or gravel, are enough to show even the tyro
the road that the glacier used to travel: and on the tops
of the mountains, northwest and southeast, almost as
exact as the compass itself, are the scratches of the nails
in the glacier's shoes.
The Fourth Lake horseback follows the left shore of

the lake most of the way from one end to the other; at
the upper end it crosses the lake—our island was a part
of it—and reappearing, follows up the side of Fifth Lake
Stream; at the lower end it turns at the carry to Dobsy
Lake (for the very good reason that if it didn't turn there
the carry would have been somewhere else) and runs in
a double ridge across to Dobsy: thence it follows up the
shore of the lake for half a mile to the end of Norway
Point. Whether it still continues up the lake or across it

to Pocumpcus and the Machias system of kames must be
determined by those who know the country; as also
whether the other end goes down past Fifth Lake to the
Pleasant Eiver system. But its general course is of less
interest than its action about Fourth Lake. Here it does
something peculiar: it flows in a westerly or northwest-
erly dii-ectioh for about three miles. Kames rarely take
this com-se, and when they do so, unless compelled by
some local cause, they flow from west to east. But this
apparently flowed from east to west—for it is probable
that it belongs to the Pleasant Eiver system. What
makes it vary from the normal direction? It would not
be surprising if some things concerning the courses of
glaciers yet remain to be explained, for wherever I have
noticed the west and east horsebacks, as on the way from
the West Branch to Katahdin about Middle Joe Mary
Lake there seems to have been no obstacle in the way
sufiicient to have forced them out of their natural south-
easterly course. And here at Fourth Lake there is no
apparent cause for a deflection, much less for such an
unusual westering: if ever a glacier had an opportunity
to run just where it wished to it ought to be in this flat

country, with nothing to oppose or turn it aside. Exact
observations may prove the real deviation to be less than
I think; but the course of this horseback, if carefully
studied, should throw some additional light on the causes
of the direction of glacial movements.
The Fourth Lake horseback is from thirty to forty feet

in mean height, composed of fine materials, sand, gravel
and small stones. In places its whole side is laid open to
the weather almost back to the line of its greatest height;
at other points the side is just beginning to slip, and again
the rounded top is entirely unbroken. Many kames are
in worse condition, but I do not remember one which
seems doomed to destruction in so short a time, from
natural causes only. Father says that within the years he
has been there his island has worn away perceptibly,
although it is only a few feet above water. How much
faster will the rain and melting snow wash down the loose
drift of the main kame, and the undermined trees tear
away with them great masses of its substance. When
once the kame is laid open to its main axis, the work will
go on with quintupled rapidity. It is only a matter of
time for this horseback to be reduced to a bar of pebbles
and gravel. Then what? On a lake without a dam it

might not be so easy to predict; but where a dam alters
the level of the water many feet during the year, so that
at one season it washes the top of a bar and at another it

mines its roots, changes go on much faster than under
ordinary conditions. We can depend upon men to keep
dams wherever there is a good water power or logs to be
driven out. To go back a little, the sunken land of this
lake was undoubtedly caused by the flowage of the dam,
which killed all the trees on what was once a flat cedar
swamp, washed them away and planted moose-ear in their
places; and, at whatever time the snow and rains shall
succeed in carrying off all the fine materials of the horse-
back, the dam and the ice will combine to remove the
gravel bar left behind, and high water and ice together,
in no long geologic future, but in time measured by cen-
turies if not by scores of years, will scour out the sunken
land of the unknown, behind what was once the horse-
back, until Fourth Lake will occupy a position nearly at
right angles to its greatest length at the present day."

IX.—FORWARD.
If it had not been that our ultimate point on the Ma-

chias, the old Hemenway Farm on Fletcher Brook, and
the climb of Fletcher Mountain for a view of Fifth Lake,
required two consecutive days of fair weather, one for
drying the bushes, the other for the trip, it would have
taken worse weather than this to keep us four days on an
island. But on Tuesday, although it was foggy and
foul, we caught a few more pickerel, packed up our
goods and started down the lake, determined either to
run into better weather or to make it come after us.
The dam at the foot of Fourth Lake is not in good con-

dition; and as some logs had been left side-boomed into
the outlet there was a poor chance to unload our goods
and take the canoe by. As we crossed the dam to look at it,

a great blue heron that had seen the advantages for fish-

ing aiforded by a stream which had forced its way under
the shore end of the dam, rose within 10ft. of us. His
neck was drawn back behind his shoulders, his head ex-
tended a Uttle beyond the breast, wings only three-

fourths unfolded and legs trailing, not dangling ner
stretched out behind as in full flight, but held just as
they had been when he had sprung upward—precisely
the attitude in which the Japanese paint cranes rising to
fly, a striking confirmation of the spirit and exactness of
their pictures.
There is a carry of a quarter of a mile past the quick

water below the dam, and we lugged one turn across;
but as the carry had not been much used of late and
bark-peelers had fa.llen hemlock logs across the path
during the summer, Jot declared that rather than carry
the second turn, "he guessed he would run it past,"
which he did, affli'ming that "the water was just nothing
at all." It might not be weU for the inexperienced water
man to take Jot's word for this, though no one in camp
ever doubted it even in the eleventh degree. On the way
across we came upon a flock of four partridges and shot
all of them.
Below the carry the stream is very pretty, resembling

stretches of the East Branch Penobscot, notably that just
above Stair Falls. Gnarled swamj) maples, just turning-
red, and ash trees grew among the meadow jjrasscs, and
by the water's edge Osmunda regalis spectahilU with its

masses of tropical foliage, atid scarlet cardinals, as we call

the red lobelia, reduplicating its redness in our speech
just ae in nature it is always doubled by its own reflection
m the stream. There were bits of meadow, some current
and rocks in places. At the head of an island was a
gravel bed, which we had to walk past, and not far below
we heard the noise of a smart little fall, which Jot ran.
Then we came into the flowage of Third Lake, like that
about Fourth Lake, a long stretch of moose-ear and dry
kyle.
A mile or two down the lake we landed on a sandy

beach on the right side where a sea-wall is forming, and
had our usual feast of pickerel. Jot said that he was
getting ashamed to look a pickerel in the face. A log cock
{Ceophlvens pilecdus) flew by cackling, the only one I re-
member hearing on the cruise, and little maple seedlings
were growing in the crevices of the drift-wood.
We had hoped that it would clear off by noon; instead,

it began to rain and blow hard in our faces, smiting us
with heavy gusts whenever we came out from the lee of
a point or an island. But we put on our rubber clothes
and called it the best weather we had seen, since it could
not keep us back. Third Lake, though seven miles long,
is narrow and has islands in it, so that it is impossible to
raise a dangerous sea, and the shore, being rocky, bold
and good, without sunken rocks, is a safe one for'cauoe-
ing. Granite predominates, but it alternates with trap,
with such abrupt lines of demarcation that if I only knew
something of geology I think I might tell a jjretty story
about it. The islands in the lake are small and pretty.
At one place they make narrows only about one-fourth
the average width of the lake, undoubtedly a great cross-
ing place for animals, especially for bears. On the right
the shore growth is cedar, signifying a swamp behind,
the left has considerable birch growth, pretty beaches and
the look of a shore that affords good camping places.
We held to the right, although if^ was the lee shore,

because this is straight, while the left is broken by deep
bays and pockets and a long arm at the lovper end. Father
had told us this at the start, advising us to face the ^viad
rather than take the longer cruise under the lee of the
other shore. He had been here once only, twenty-three
years before, when he had come up the lake guided by
another canoe and had retixrned by a different route; yet
now, after all this lapse of years, retracing the course in
reverse order, his memory did not fail even details. The
outlet is blind. Usually one sees a break in the woods, a
bit of low shore, the gates of a dam, or some sign of river
driving which serves as a guide; but here all these were
lacking at the real outlet, and at its right is a logau which
has every aj)pearance of the natural exit from a lake.
The real outlet lies under a point almost entirely con-
cealed by a long spit of sand which runs out from the
right shore almost across to the point, so that one is

tempted to sheer away thinking that the shore is continu-
ous. Originally a narrow stream must have flowed
quietly out of the lake between wooded banks, but as
there was no chance to shore a dam at the outlet, the dam
was placed about half a mile down on the stream. Its
flowage makes a large pool which the sand spit already
mentioned divides from the lake.

It was stiU raining when we landed above the dam,
raining so hard that the camp stuff and myself were tem-
porarily deposited xmder a river- driver's shelter of hem-
lock bark, which we shared with a large spider until the
tent was ready. I tried to keep the water off' the guns
and to observe the spider; but she curled up her legsaiad
observed me, the usual way with wild creatures when
one has time to watch them.
Our larder was well supplied this night—one dxick, foui

partridges, five good pickerel. Why then the tempta-
tion which came to Father when he took his gun and
followed the road along the stream to look out the
councry? In the yard of a lumber camp, feeding among
the grass and sxjrouts, was a two-year-old deer. He saw
the deer iirst; as it was raining, the deer did not smell
him, nor see him until they were not more than two rods
apart; even then he lay so low, hat off, only his rubber
coat showing, that the deer showed no alarm but con-
tinued to pluck grass and chew it slowly with one end
sticking out of the corner of his mouth as he gazed
curiously over his shoulder at the unnatural object in
the hollow. He went away unmolested. Even when
there is no novelty or excitement in shooting game most
people would like to know whether the giin would go
or miss fire, or, at least, what would happen if they
pulled the trigger. It was not from respect for the law
that this deer saved his life, nor from fear of the war-
dens, but because he was a pretty wild creature and there
were those four partridges, the duck and the pickerel to
be disposed of. When Father told the story he met with
our approval, which is m^re than good deeds sometimes
receive.

X.—WHEN IT RAINS,

The journal says nothing about it but I have an im-
pression that it rained that night. At least, one of
Father's rubber boots had been carelessly left leaning
against the tent and in the morning it was partly full of
water, as Father discovered when he put it on. I know
that it rained in the morning, for the journal mentions it

casually.

Even in fair weather Third Lake Dam must be about
as dull as a sanitarium, but in a rainstorm there is posi-
tively nothing for ^ -vyorftan to do iinless the fire burns

holes in the family clothing or the men wear out their
stockings. The men tried fishing which amused them
and did the fish no hiut, they caught but one in two days.
They also hunted for cranberries, but the water had been
kept on so late that the cranberries were just in bloom
and they found but a pint.
In the afternoon Jot came up to the tent lugging a

great mud-turtle wliich he had seen asleej) in the sluice-

way, crawled up to and captured. His turtleship was
highly indignant; bepawed and kicked, and bit at every-
thing that was held out toward him; nor was he any bet-

ter pleased when he found himself tethered to a stake in
the dooryard, tied by the tail, as that part of his anatomy
best suited for such a use. He tramped about his limited
course with the vigor of a thoroughly enraged fat man,
looking ridiculously like a small elephant as he lumbered
along with a swinging but uncertain stride, lifting him-
self high on those club-footed legs that were as loosely
enveloped in skin as the true elephant's. His shell was
about 13in. long, smoothly plated, of a greenish color,

narrow beneath. Jot called"him a "toad turtle." Hence-
forward Old Turk, as we named him, was a fixture in the
dooryard; that is, as nearly a fixture as anything can be
that several times in the day pulls its tail out of the
nooses, hitches, knots and combinations by which he is

successively made fast, or failing in this jerks up stake
and all and walks off with it. Turtles know just where
to go in order to reach water, but Turk always marched
off into the bushes and crouched there with his head up,
ugly and belligerent, when one of us followed up the trail.

If he had not had this disposition to stop and fight, we
might never have seen him again after some of his nightly
escapades; for in a stern chase it was not easy to over-
take the old fellow. He was not a flyer, but he had a
good, long stride, and attended strictly to the business of

getting away until he reached the cover of the bushes,
if anyone thinks that the hare of the fable had a long
nap that day when the tortoise passed under the wire fii-st,

it shows that he doesn't understand the paces of a turtle

that knows where he is going. As for our keeping Turk,
it was positively necessary. Having refused to eat deer
meat when we might have had it, we were going to eat
mud turtle when we had nothing else.

T hursday morning was misty, but I could get down to
the shore to wash, which was an improvement on ablu -

tions in the camp-kettle cover, that cover being pointed
and unable to stand straight unless propped up by all the
spare boots. But just after breakfast the rainremembered
what was expected of it, and came dov^n in torrents. In

half an hour over aninch of water was caughtin a straight-

edged basin. We streaked the tent, and streaked it to

make the water run down the sides and still it leaked.

Then streams began to run in under the sides of

the tent and to make little lakes in the middle of

the bed. The blankets were snatched np, table knives
seiiied and the overflow soon l ednced through a channel
which was called Case-knife Sluice, which may be de-

scribed as rising in a bed of fir boughs and flowing directly

into a fire-place.

Itrained all the rest of the day,the only vai'iety being Old
Turk's occasional escajies and recaptures and speculations
as to what kind of a stew he would make. Six meals had
made a decided hole in our four partridges, six pickerel

and one duck, btifc the pickerel were of good size, and b?"

making the birds into stews wo had been well fed, and
had supper and breakfast insured before Turk's life was
endangered. A stew is a very economical form of living
in the woods. It is really a meat chowder, into which goes
all the spare victuals you have, to be cooked together in a
very black kettle. The advantages are that everything
tastes of the meat in it and there is only one cooking dish

to wash, Stews are prime favorites with woodsmen, who
sometimes call them by the lumbermen'.s name, swagan.
and sometimes by the Indian term cosoinbo.

In the aftemoon Father went down stream a,nd reported
a foot of water in the road where there had been none
the day before. He thought that by wading to the hips

one might get down as far as the logan on the stream.
Altogether, our prospects of seeing Fletcher Brook and
mountain were no brighter than the weather, That night
we heard a mill whistle clear and distinct, and knowing
that it must be the tannery on Grand Lake Stream we set

our watches at half-past tiVe. A little later we heard a
gun fired somewhere on the eastern arm of the lake. It

seemed strange to hear these evidences of man's presence
when all around everything looked so solitary and remote.
After the supper dishes were washed it was our habit

to spread down the blankets, and reclining on them look

at the fire and talk as the mood came upon us. We did

not meddle with general themes, but many were the

stories of deer, moose and caribou, of hunters and lum-
bermen, and of points of woodcraft which would have
made Thoreau forget all his lofty philosophy in undis-

' guised envy of the material that there went to waste.

Father had his own store of good things, and Jot's expe-
rience had been wider and more varied than falls to the

lot of many. Everythuig had an interest for him. He
had noticed and remembered with the instinct of a born
naturalist. He told me that the gray land turtles eat

strawberries; he had seen them in fields with their faces

red with strawberry juice. When I asked what ate the

turtles he answered that he knew nothing that did except
bears. He told how he had seen a small hawk take five

young kingbirds from the nest at one swoop, two in each
claw and one in her bill jjerhaps, he could not tell the ar-

rangement, but he knew fact. He brought me the

Ejriphegus virgiidana. which I never had seen, and told

me that the root was good for canker. It had never oc-

cuired to me that it was any harder for young sheldrake

to get out of their lofty 'neat than for young robins,

although I knew that the young ducks had no quills for

a long time, I had always supposed that they tumbled
out with the heedlessness of the robin. But Jot told me
—he had seen it—that the mother duck got them upon
her back and flew down with them, leaving a string of

ducklings behind her as she touched the water and they

slid off!. From the first they could run and slapper on

the water just like the old birds; when they were tired

they climbed upon their mother's back again. Of coiarse

some one will doubt this. Perhaps the books do not tell

this—I have taken particular pains not to see what they

do tell—but Jot said so, and if the books disagree, they,

like the maps and the compass, are wrong. The ducka may
do something else; it is certain that they do this also, for

it is an impossibility to doubt the word of an intelligent

hunter when you know anything about woods' matters

yourself. To doubt it argues, ^es aa4 proves, your ovm
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ignorance. They have strange things to tell, and the
beauty of it all is that they expect you will believe them
and do not thint it necessary to prop up their own state-

ment with the affidavits of Dick and Ilarry. I do not
know whether hunters tell these things to every one, or
whether, like the Ancient Mariner, "the moment that bis

face I see I know the man that must hear me." Certainly
the good hunter tells strange tales, but as Robin Hood
said of Little John, "I have ever found him a very
truthful man."
Tnese were our usual evenings, but at Third Lake Dam

there was a change in the order. We could not see the
fire for the wind blew so hard that we had to keep the
front of the tent tied in. Forced to depend on a candle
for our light and cheer, and to listen to the beat of the
rain on the canvas, which soothed us to sleep all too

readily, we substituted reading aloud for conversation.
As a means of keeping awake I do not think it was a
great success. My conscience is clear, for I was the
reader: but my audience were apt to seem suspiciously
quiet until the reading ceased, when they suddenly
became very much interested in the subject, but not

Juite sure what it was. They are acquitted, however,
t was an odd sight. The tent was not pitched quite

straight so that there was a gap between the ground and
the foot of it, which had to be filled in with the baker,
our box (which we had found, as usual) and other
articles; one tiny candle tied to a stick stuck into the
earth shone no brighter than a. good deed in a naughty
world, and flickered in the draught; the family were
wrapped in the blankets; I reclined on one elbow and in
the uitervals of streaking the tent when it rained through
read, in a voice yet husky with a cold, "The Uncle of

an Angel"' and "What Some People Call Pleasure."
Could the genial author of the latter paper have imagined
circumstances better contrived to make us appreciate
the point of his tale—three people rainbound, with noth-
ing to eat but two or three messes of flour, afew potatoes,

a little stew for breakfast and an old turtle tethered in

fi'ont of the fire ready to be "next", whenever the word
should go forth, and no prospect of its ever clearing off?

We called it pleasure, and the proof is that we never re-

gretted not killing that deer and leaving half of it to spoil.

In the morning when we rose the sun rose also, wel-
come sight. Old Turk had evidently lost his courage, for
instead of his nightly escape he had buried himself in
the earth with only the top of his shell out. When we
roused him he put up his head with a mild, patient air,

as if resigned to his fate. I was impressed that it was
the same look which a captive missionary would cast on
his cannibal captors and (without any disrespect to that
gentleman in comparing him to a mud turtle) for much
the same reason—not fi'om grace but because he couldn't
help himself. It was Friday—nothing on hand but a lit-

tle flour and the turtle to whom we had become some-
what attached. To go down stream would take two days
of pleasant weather. Then came Sunday, we could not
gpt back to Fourth Lake until Monday if we had all good
weather. We turned Turk adrift, and such was the affec-
tion that he showed for us that he came directly ashore
again; the second time he was thrown in he went down
stream, but our bows were turned in the opposite
direction. Fannie Peaeson Hardy.

THROUGH THE OLYMPICS ON AN ELK
TRAlL.-llL

NEXT day we took an early start and made for the
peak. The Cayuse's knee, which had held out so

bravely through yesterday's march, was now too lame for
use, so he stayed in camp and cooked. We decided to hunt
on this mountain for a day or two, and as soon as the
knee was well enough to travel safely, to go home.

Joe, Chris and Yick hunted together, the Marine and I
left them at the peak. On the western side we could see
range after range of mountains, with green pastures on
their slopes, and occasionally snow on their peaks; but
there was no long stretch of level land in view. Directly
below us on the western side was a huge snowbank, and
another lower down the peak. Below that, apparently
at the bottoui, a patch of woods, which sloped a little on
either side into valleys where the Quinaiult had its rise.

The Marine and I, attracted by the snow and the proba-
bility of elk near it, went down on that side with as little

precipitation as possible, over the treacherous soil, sharp
rocks and frozen snow, into the most northerly of the two
valleys, and crossed the patch of woodland, which proved
when we reached it to be the top of a very high hill, but
which from our point of view above it had looked almost
level with the valleys. We went up through the second
meadow and ascended the sloj)e. Elk tracks were fre-
quent in the mud and soft turf, and in many places the
brush had been stripped of its foliage, which showed that
a considerable band of elk had been grazing there.
In half an hour we reached the top of the slope and

looked over. There on a broad green shelf some Toyds.
below were six great beasts. One of them was a huge
bull with as high and wide a pair or antlers as I ever
saw. We stood trembling with excitement. "How shall
we ever pack those antlers down the Skokomish?"' said
the Marine.
Then we both remembered our rifle?, and aimed to-

gether at the bull. At that instant he seemed to get wind
of us and tossed his splendid head with a sniff". Our
rifles cracked. He leaped high in air, fell and disap-
peared. The rest of the herd tore along the hillside and
were lost in the woods.
We hurried to tlie spot where they had stood, and look-

ing over the shelf saw several hundred feet of sheer preci-
pice ending in a narrow ledge. There lay the bull elk.
The Marine's difficulty about the antlers was settled.
They were broken to pieces, and the place was quite in-
accessible. We were not only disappointed, but couldn't
help feeling ashamed of the death of such a magnificent
creature. We had needed the elk for food; but now that
he was lost we gained nothing; it seemed like wanton de-
struction.

Tfie Marine said afterward that he felt like a robber
with just the least vestige of a conscience, who had killed
a man and then found nothing in his pockets, when he
expected at least a watch. At the time we said nothing,
but after trying every possible way to get at our victim,
had to give it up and turn back. We found nothingmore
that day.
A Scotch mist came up and turned to a cold drizzling

r&iH; and we had none too much time to find our way
Ijftck to camp, The mountain down which we had qome

was shrouded now in dark clouds, and looked sullen and
threatening, and the woods roared with the increasing
storm. The dry bed of a mountain stream seemed to
offpr an easy ascent. We knew that it led up toward the
nearest snowbank, for we had seen it from a distance as
we came down. The beds of mountain streams are rather
risky, because of loose stones; but we had no choice and
determined to go up this one as long as it gave a foothold,
and turn off to one side and go up where the woods offered
a better chance of climbing. The footing proved good,
and for some way we had a perfect flight of stairs. It
passed between banks which grew higher and steeper as
we went on. At last the stones began to grow looser and
the ascent harder, and finally we came to a wall of rock
about forty feet high. Turning to go round it by climb-
ing the sides of the ravine, we found that they were of a
loose, sandy soil, and that we could not climb them, the
sand giving us no foothold.

It was too late to go back and our only way was to
climb that wall, which we did. Although it was, as I
said, only about 40ft. high it took us at least half an
hour to scale it. Our only footing was on little jutting
points of rock an inch or two in breadth—sometimes
less—just enough for one to put the edge of his sole on,
or hold on by with the edge of his fingers. With one
foot resting on such a support one of us would feel with
bis hands of all the points witbin reach, then finding the
safest he would lean flat against the wall, holding on
with one hand, while with the other he took both the
rifles; then the other one would climb a little ahead of
him and take the rifles in turn, and so on. Above the
middle the rock showed a tendency to crumble, and
several large pieces came out like loose teeth and went
rattling away down the ravine. Fortunately we had no
time to wonder how many pieces a fellow would be in be-
fore he reached the bottom; and when we came over the
edge, at last, we scrambled away up through the woods
and over the snow, till we got a firm footing on the
peak, and saw far below on the other side the smoke of
our camp rising from the woods.
We went into camp pretty well exhausted. It was

dark now and the others had almost ceased to expect us
for that night.

They sat glumly about the red fire and said very little.

They had a surprise for us. When we had hungered a
little longer Joe rose and took a great piece of meat from
under his coat. He said it was elk. It was really bear,
but the Marine and I had only one thought, it was meat!
and we treated it accordingly.

It was better than venison. A young bear about two
years old living on the cold peaks, fat and fed on berries,
is a very different article from a tough old customer who
lives on fish by the salt water. The bears on the sound
are too oily for food—but in the mountains they are prime.
For one more day we lived on that bear and hunted,

having moved our camp to the place where he was killed
(by Joe). The Cayuse still stayed in camp with his knee
and loaned his rifle to Chris, who had brought none with
him. While he was there alone a cinnamon bear (very
rare in the Oiympics) came and looked at him. This was
too much for the patience of our friend, who threw a
stone at the beast and hit him. The bear x'an toward the
Cayuse, who jumped behind the fire—and the bear turned
with a sort of grunt and made off into the woods.
None of the rest of us saw any game, though the tracks

showed that a great band of elk had been there recently,
and for a long time before—and in one place, where the
trees were wide apart and there was no underbrush, the
beaten trail, which is generally only wide enough for a
bridle path, was a road on which two carriages might
have passed each other. We went back toward evening
to find the Cayuse in a state of intense disgust at not
having been able to shoot his bear. A cinnamon in the
Olympics is as great a prize as a grizzly in the Rockies,
There are no grizzly bears in the Olympics—at least none
have ever been seen there. The black bears are very
timid, and I have heard of two instances of females run-
ning away and leaving their cubs to the hunter.
The beauty of that night I shall never forget. We lay

in the open, above us a sharp rocky peak, from which a
long green meadow—the track of some former land-
slide—sloped steeply down toward us on the left, below
and beyond it woods and a deep gorge that hid a. singing
stream. On the heathery shelf of meadow where we lay
were two clear pools, and on the right the dark sea of
forest which stretched away to the foot of the mountain.
Right opposite stood the main range that we left two days
before, and far below rushed the Quinaiult, louder than
ever in the still night.
The sun set, and the camp-fire died away. Then on the

peak above us came a soft gleam, and crept, slowly widen-
ing, down the landslide, and shone on the pools of water
and touched our camp, then the moon rose over the op-
posite range and bathed the whole mountain side in glory.
Later in the night I awake to find the bushes and the
heather sparkling with hoar-frost, and I rose and poked
the fire and piled on wood till it blazed and crackled
merrily and made the shadows of the great trees dance
on the hillside. But beauty is not everything, and next
morning when we found the frost thick on our boots, it

failed to elicit even a murmur of admiration.
We thawed them out and made a start for home. We

had seen what the unexplored heart of the Olympics was
like. Vick and the Marine, being on the peak when it

was clear, the day before had seen the Pacific, across the
multitude of mountains. And now we were out of food
very nearly, and the Cayuse's knee was well enough to
travel. Again we forded the Quinaiult and went up the
place that two days before had seemed impossible to

come down. For just as it is easier to fall down than up,
so it is easier to climb up than down. Chiis, being in
high spirits and disposed to gayety—which generally ex-
hibited itself in his case by tremendous and uncalled for
exertion—climbed right up the rocky bed of a stream
which dashed over us. as the Cayuse and I followed him,
in foaming cascades. With us came the dog, whose feet

were by this time sore with the rocks; and we lifted him
up from shelf to shelf. The others avoided the ravine and
went up through, the woods. Their way was even harder
than om-s, though safer perhaps.
We climbed for a few hours, and about noon made the

place whence we had first looked down on the Quinaiult.
Then we went down into the valley where we had en-
camped before crossing the divide, and stayed there that
night, dining on what was left of the deer, which we had
not taken rnHii us, and on eoup made of the last relics of

the bear,

Then going down the north branch of the west fork of
the Skokomish, we marched in the stream, through
canon and gorge, down cascades and foaming rapids.
Once more we encamped, this time in the lowland, and
next afternoon about three o'clock, came to the Marine's,
where we reveled in a bath, a change of raiment and im-
mense quantities of supper.

I hope this gives the reader a clear idea of what the in-
terior of the Olympic system is like. It has been stated
in one or two articles that there is a broad lowland shut
in by the outer ranges, but there is none. It has also
been affirmed that the waters which flow from the inner
slopes must either be pent up within or have an under-
ground outlet, but this is not so; the source of the Quin-
aiult is within less than a mile of the head waters of the
Skokomish, and drains the whole interior of the Olympic
system. There is just a confusion of sharj) peaks aind
jagged broken ranges of mountains, shaggy on the lower
and middle slopes with primeval forest, crowned with
eternal snow and holding high on their breasts valleys and
fertile pastures, where deer and elk may graze in peace,
and bright lakelets of clear green water. There are rocky
caverns and deep chasms, and on the sides of the motm-
tains and at their feet wind a.nd leap countless brooks that
fill the air with music.
After a thorough rest at the Marine's, we parted. I

stayed near Lake Cushman to study the settler in his
native, or rather his adopted, wilds.
The woodsmen there live on theh claims and hunt m

summer, and in winter work in the logging camps, and
the hard work and active life, and the combined sea
and mountain air, sweet with the scent of cedar and bal-
sam, give them great physical development in almost
every case. The Marine told me that when he first came
to that part of the country he was rather in awe of the
inhabitants because of their remarkable size and strength.
But there was one man whom he was quite sure he could,
if necessary, vanquish—the weakest of his neighbors—and
so my friend decided that if he ever had any difficulty
with any of the inhabitants it should be with this one.
One day he went out with the man to get firewood, and
the settler picked up a piece of wood that in tlae East
would have been a tree of respectable size, and walked-
off with it over his shoulder as easily, to all appearances,
as if it had been a bamboo pole. The Marine is a strong
man, and at college was mighty on the football field and
strong in the tug of war. But he had to content himself
with a log about half the size. "What makes you carfy
such a stick as that?" said he to the settler. ' 'You'll strain
yom-self." "Waal," said the settler, "it's jest sheer lazi-

ness makes me carry them things. I'd ort'er hitched the
ponies to it, that's what I had, and let 'em drawed it; but I

was too indolent to harness 'em—jest sheer laziness,
that's what." The Marine marveled. If this was the
result of indolence, what might not industry accomplish?
And he resolved not to differ with his neighbor on any
subject if it might conscientiously be avoided.
The Cayuse spent the winter on the Skokomish reser-

vation and last summer acted as scout to the U. S. A. ex-
ploring expedition under Lieut. O'Neil in the Olympics.
During the winter the reservation doctor fell sick. Now,
the Cayuse was the only other white man on the reserva-
tion at the time, and he is, moreover, an excellent nurse,
so he went to take care of the physician, who recovered
in about two weeks. During tliis time the unhappy
Cayuse had been trying his best to sleep on a hard little

sofa and was very much exhausted. The doctor opened
the sofa and displayed to the Cayuse's regretful gaze a
most comfortable folding bed within that he might
have used. "Of all sad words," etc.

In the camp in the valley at the 'head of the north
branch of the west fork of the Skokomish, I left abowie
knife. If the reader, passing that way, happens to pick
it up he will confer a lasting obligation by returning the
same to Francis Dana.

COONS CATCH RABBITS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I made a discovery yesterday. It interested me very
much, and as I am sure it is not generally known am
confident it will be of interest to such of your readers as
hunt coons. About a week ago we had our first heavy
snow, and last Friday it rained hard all day, and at
night it was warm and foggy, so, knowing the coons
would come out that night and make tracks, I concluded
to drive over to some good coon grounds and look around
by day.
The coons had been out, and so had the rabbits. I

noticed two different rabbit tracks that had coon tracks
along with them, followed the second and found where
the rabbit had run into a hole, and the coon had left.

A third track made by both rabbit and coon was fol-

lowed at least a half mile; it led through a swamp,
through a stone wall, across a brook and through an
apple orchard, finally through briers and hazelnut
bushes. There he "holed." This rabbit was followed by
the coon by scent or by seeing the tracks in the snow,
and not by sight, for at least three times the trail ended,
turned back for perhaps twenty feet in same track, then
off in another direction. Although it was daytime and
the tracks quite plain it troubled me not a Jittle to
straighten it out in the thick bushes and briers. Had the
coon been chasing the rabbit by sight he would have been
too near for the rabbit to have "doubled" on his track.
Soon I came to another one of these tracks, and by follow-
ing it found where the coon had caught a rabbit under a
fallen limb, where the rabbit must liaA'e stopped from
fright; certainly the coon did not steal upon him, as
could be seen by the length of the jumps. The rabbit
was carried to some water near by and eaten, I should
Uke to know if any one else has noticed anything like
this.

I saw six tracks in traveling about four miles, where
coons were following rabbits, but only one was success-
ful. These tracks were all made in one night, as the next
day it came off cold and has been so ever since.

CAMBRroGE, Maes., Jan. 23. JAS. Gr, LaTHROP.

Maine Winter Birds,—Portland, Feb. 7.—We have
had a large flight of snowy owls, but other winter birds,

such aa enow bttntinge ana grosbeaks, have been email.
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SOME INTERESTING PETS.
FOUR years ago last September I found and brought

home four young flying squirrels. Casualties over-
took two of them, leaving a paii- which were given the
liberty of the kitchen. They grew very fast, and became
very tame and playful, but were withal very timid, the
least unusual noise causing them to run for a hiding place,
and making them very nervous. They were provided
with a box to sleep in and showed their instinct by storing
it full of nuts, but liked best to sleep in the pockets of any
clothing within their reach. During the day they kept
closely hidden, but in the evening were very active and
delighted in jumping from shoulder to shoulder of those
at the supper table, stopping now and then to taste the
dainties oifered them. After supj)er the squirrels would
accompany the family to the sitting room where they
would immediately climb to the highest accessible point
and begin to jump, not stopping their romp until we
retired.

After our little squirrels were grown I captured another,
also full grown, and took it home to them, but for a time
they would have nothing to do with the stranger. They
moved their entire store of nuts to a new hiding place
and stayed on the opposite side of the room from the in-

truder, not allowing him to come near their nest. After
a time, however, they overcame their jealousy of the
little stranger and made friends with him, their friend-
ship being interrupted very soon by the escape of the
wild squirrel through a door, left ojien by accident.
The female died when two years old. They had never

bred. After this, for a long time, the male seemed very
lonesome, then became more sociable than ever and has
become quite domestic. He is fond of music and when
some one plays the kind of music he likes he will sit and
listen very attentively. He has no inclination to escape
from captivity, but on the contrary, if he does get out by
mistake, he immediately returns and seems glad to be at
home again.
In the winter, when the fires are built, our little pet

comes out to hunt up his friends; entering when he finds
the doors open and going to each bed to see if we are
awake.
Our squirrel is as intelligent as any dog and manifests

great affection for all the family, especially my father,
whom he trusts implicitly, and with whom he will play
much after the manner of a kitten. This squirrel is so
small that you can close your hand around him and hold
him quite easily, and he seems more like a bird than a mam-
mal, yet he can make us understand almost anything he
wants. He is neat and cleanly, seldom gets into mischief,
and does not make any trouble except by filling things
full of nuts.
We often wonder how long our pet will live and shall

all be sorry when we have to part with him, as he is the
most affectionate and entertaining pet we have had.

F. B.
Ottawa, Kansas.

When L. I. Flower propounded his query regarding the
porcupine. I was not sure that he would receive an
answer so agreeable to me, as that given by Edward Jack
in yom- issue of Jan. 28. Last fall while on a hunting
trip to Maine, I had an opportunity to observe much of
the porcupine. Our camp was located in an oak growth
on the side of a hill. We found that these creatures.were
very plenty; and as I had been strongly urged by an
Indian guide, who was with me in the fall of '88, to cook
the first one I should get, we soon had "venison" in camp.
Our whole party were much pleased with the feast, which
we made of a couple of them. As we did not care to do
much shooting near camp, we set some traps for them in
a ledge close by. The second night we made our first

catch, and it proved to be a white female porcupine of
large size. She looked so pretty and harmless with her
pink nose and eyes that we kept her alive in an old box
and took her out of the woods when we left. She is per-
fectly white with pink eyes, nose and skin. I left her at
my old home in Maine, where she now is. My mother
formed quite an attachment to this strange pet, and the
feeling seems to be returned. The porcupine is always
glad to see its mistress and shows its pleasure by a peculiar
squealing noise. It will take food from the hand and is

so tame that when let out of its box, it begins to look for
food instead of trying to escape. As the dogs in my
neighborhood seem to be of an inquisitive disposition, I

have been talking of bringing Mrs. Porcupine up here to
meet them. If I do I have no doubt they will be "very
surprised to meet her." The Drummer.
MAiiDEN, Mass.

A SYSTEM OF SPARROW DESTRUCTION
Editor Forest and Stream:
Nearly every one now agrees that the English sparrow

is an unmitigated nuisance, and various, yet inefl:ectual,

are the methods so far proposed for his abatement, his
entire extermination being seemingly out of the question.
Two gTave objections lie against any plan so far proposed,
one being the destruction of some of our native birds
resembling the sparrow along with him, and the other is

the expensiveness of any efficient method of destruction.
Allow me to suggest a plan that to me seems thoroughly

feasible. It is to try and induce the Northern and
Western States to pay a small bonus on sparrows
destroyed between Nov. 1 and March 15 only. This, as
all will easily see, would effectually protect 'our native
birds, which are during these months all safe down in
"Dixie." The sparrows at this time are much easier
decoyed and can be much more cheaply killed than dur-
ing the summer, for the reason that their food is now
scarce, and also through their habit of packing in large
flocks. The spreading of seeds now easily decoys them,
when large numbers can be killed by each discharge of
the gun or they could be trapped in a fine meshed net.
But the most effectual way to destroy them in my opinion
would be by the use of poisoned seeds. Now, I have no
doubt that there are poisons whose effects the early spring
rains would entirely dissipate and render innocuous to
our native birds (when they return from the sunny South)
any stray seeds that might escape the sparrows.
As the preparation of the seed by poison should be

carried on with the greatest care and under proper super-
vision, the other part of my plan would be for the State
Agricultural Departments to prepare the seed and dis-
tribute it at cost at the jjroper time of year. The seeds
could be obtained very cheaply and in any quantity from
the flouring mills, using, of course, the refused seeds left

by the cleaning of grain, which seeds being largely of

weeds, should be so treated as to destroy their vitality.
If there should be those who would object to the spread-
ing of the poisoned seeds upon the ground, a low, light
platform of cheap boards might be made on which to
spread the seeds, and any remaining next spring could
tlien be swept up and burned.

If you think well of the idea will you not ti-y to induce
some of the experimental stations to take the matter up
this winter, trying different poisons and modes of prepar-
ing the seeds at the different stations, watching carefully
all their effects, pwticularly next spring upon our native
birds, and then send in reports of the same next summer,
on which there would of course be free discussion, the
object being to decide upon the least objectionable
poison and best method of preparing it, with the avowed
intention of waking up the whole country to enter upon
a general and active campaign against these little ma-
rauders next fall and winter. Geo. O. Goodhue.
Danville, P.

NATURE IN CENTRAL PARK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Though living in town, we have not lost our love for

the woods and meres and meadows, Tom and I, and when
we have not the time to go further afield, take occasional
rambles in the annexed district, or even in Central Park,
and enjoy them too. Tom may object that the park is

only a romping ground for the town crowd that goes
there and becomes offensively numerous, but possi-
bly Tom has a selfish vein in his otherwise genial make
up, and thinks that because the crowd cannot distinguish
between the differing beauties of the Scotch and Anieri-
can pine, it should not intrude where they grow. We
have discovered, though, that there is a time to wander
in the park when you will meet but few kindred souls.
In the morning hours, especially of a frosty day, the
crowd is absent, and the rustling trees speak to us only,
and it seems almost as if they were saying that they also
liked it best without the throng. But we must not let
selfishness control us, and deep down in our hearts we are
glad that this pleasure ground affords joy to so many.

It is in quite another direction that we want to grumble.
It is gradually becoming apparent that a constantly in-
creasing number of cats are making their home up there.
At this time of the year their principal game is probably
the ever present English sparrow, for whom few of us
have sympathy, but during the summer months, when
the song birds are here, no doubt many of them become
martyrs to puss's inclination for outdoor "sport," and it

would seem that much more good than harm would result
if the police were instructed to take away puss's life with
a leaden pellet whenever he is found within the bounda-
ries of the park.

I believe the cat does not molest gray squirrels. I have
seen instances which showed unmistakably that he feared
them, and altogether the New York squirrel is a bold
chap. Apparently he has everything his own way and
fears nothing. If he meets you in his path he will, out of
courtesy, go up a convenient tree to let you pass. Per-
haps you stop. to watch him and he becomes impatient.
You notice that the tree is a small one and stands alone,
so that he cannot pass on without coming down, and he
has important business on the other side of that hillock.
Mischief inspires you, which you interpret as a desire to
study nature and you step up to the tree and encircle it

with your arm to prevent him coming down until you
wish it. But you have barely assumed your position when
the squirrel lands on the turf, and you wonder how he got
there, while he scampers off, stojaping now and then to
turn around and laugh at you. C. H. M. Rose.
69 Wall Street, N. Y., Jan. 19.

LIFE OF THE SAN FRANCISCO MOUN-
TAIN REGION.

AN extremely valuable contribution to our knowledge
of the life of this continent and of some of the laws

which govern it is the one before us. It is a publication
of the Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy of the
Department of Agriculture, and is entitled No. 3 of the
American Fauna Series. Although paper bound and con-
taining only 135 pages, it has thirteen plates and five
maps, and abounds in iniorniation.

It announces the results of a biological survey of the
San Francisco Mountain region and the desert of the
Little Colorado, Arizona, and is divided into five chap-
ters, of which the first four are by Dr. C. Hart Merriam
and the fifth by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger. These chapters
give (1) the general results of this smwey with special ref-
erence to the geographical and vertical distribution of
species, (3) the results of a visit to the Grand Canon of the
Colorado, (3) list of mammals, with descriptions of new
species, (4) list of birds and (5) a list of reptiles and batra-
chians, with descriptions of new species. The last three
papers are quite fuUy annotated.
The expedition of which Dr. Merriam gives us the re-

sults in this paper was in the field from the last of July to
the middle of September, 1887. The area of country care-
fully surveyed comprises about 5,000 square miles, and
the additional territoiy roughly examined was enough to
make in all 80,000 square miles. Most of this region is an
arid plateau, from 4,000 to 5,000ft. above the sea level, and
in the midst of this desert rises San Francisco Mountain,
whose volcanic peak towers to an elevation of nearly
13,000ft. This region was chosen by Dr. Merriam for its

shai'p contrasts; this high mountain standing by itself so
far to the south, and in the midst of a dry desert, offering
conditions peculiarly favorable for the observation of dif-

ferent forms of life. No less than twenty new species
and subspecies of mammals were discovered, and besides
these many reptiles and plants hitherto unknown, and
from the study of the distribution of the fauna and the
floi'a Dr. Merriam had drawn the following generaliza-
tions, which he announces as the most important results
of his explorations:

(1) The discovery that there are but two primary life

areas in North America, a northern (boreal) and a south-
ern (subtropical), both extending completely across the
continent and sending off long interpenetrating arms.
(2) The consequent abandonment of the three life areas
commonly accepted by naturalists, namely, the Eastern,
Central and Western Provinces.

(3) The recognition of seven minor zones in the San
Francisco Mountain region, four of boreal origin and three
of subtropical or mixed origin.

(4) The correlation of the fom* boreal zones witii oorre-
Bponding zones in the North and East.

The seven life zones of the region under consideration
are named by Dr. Merriam the Alpine, above 11,500ft.;
the Sub-Alpine or Timberline Zone, 10.500-ll,500ft.: the
Hudsonian or Spruce Zone, 9,200-10,500ft.; the Canadian
or Balsam Fir Zone, 8,200-9.200ft.; the Neutral or Pine
Zone, 7,000-8,200ft.; the Pifion Zone, 6,000-7,000ft, , and
the Desert Area, 4,000-6, 000ft,- These various zones are
identified by the forms of life found in them, and the
results of the exploration are highly interesting.
On the summit of San Francisco Mountain, and so in

the Alpine Zone, were found nine species of plants
brought back from Lady Franklin Bay in the Arctic by
Gen. Greeley. One or more of these species is found at
the following localities: Points iii Alaska. Melville Island,
Backs Great Fish Kiver, Labrador, Baflins Bay, Green-
land, Iceland, Spitzbergen, White Mountains of New
Hampshire, etc., etc. Most of the plants are cncumpolar
species. Many of the plants of the Timberline Zone are
also circumpolar species, found throughout the northern
regions of North America. The Balsam Fir Zone is char-
acterized by the presence of the giant Douglas fir and of
the Rocky Mountain pine, whose range extends north to
the Kootenai and Calgary country in Canada. Other ex-
amples might be given, but these are enough. On the
desert plateau, on the other hand, are found forms of life
which extend far down into Mexico.
The thirteen plates are devoted to diagrams of the

mountain and to figures of the teeth and skulls of some of
the new mammals discovered in it. The five colored maps
will well repay the study of the biologist in whatever
field he may be working.

It is impossible to consider in this space the interesting
points brotight up on almost every j)age of this report. It
tells of important work well done, as is, of couse, understood
when speaking of anything undertaken by Dr. Merriam.

Winter Rail —Binghamton, N. Y., Feb. 9.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The article "An Unseasonable Rail"
atti-acted my attention, as I saw a king rail that was shot
on the ice in the river at Greene, Chenango county, about
the middle of January. During the same month seven
fine specimens of snowy owls were shot in this vicinity
and brought to this city to be mounted. An old gentle-
man told me that he saw two near Middleburg, Schoharie
county; one of them, a very large one, was shot, and sold
for I4.--W. A. H. [The "term king rail is applied to
several species of the family Rallidai. Can our corres-
pondent tell us what species this bird was?]

\^me §dg mid §utf.

The pull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book ol ths
Game Lmvs.

THE NEW YORK GAME LAW.
Editor Forest and Stream :

In examining the draft of the new game law submitted
to the New York Legisla.ture this winter and published
in yom- issue of Feb. 5, 1 find a section that may meet
the disapproval of canoe and small boat cruisers as well
perhaps from sportsmen who shoot over decoys.

Sec. 71 of Art. IV. of Chap. SI reads as follows, accord-
ing to the text of your printed copy: "Manner of Kill-
ing—Web-footed wildfowl shall not be x>ur&ued, shot at,
hunted, killed or caught in any way save with gun raised
at arm's length and fired from the shoulder without
other rest; nor from any boat or floating device except as
Erovided by Section 162; nor by the use of any bough
ouse at a greater distance than 50ft. from either the

shore or a natural growth of grass or flags. Such fowls
caught or killed in any manner prohibited by this section
shall not be brought to the shore, sold or possessed."
My first objection to lay before your notice is the pro-

hibition of shooting from any boat. Under the old law
the restrictions that applied to sailing and steam vessels
was a fair measure, but to encroach upon the domains of
the canoeist and small rowboat, where not dressed up as
a bhnd, which would make it simply a floating de\ ice, is
to unjustly discriminate against tlie autumn cruiser who
shoots for food and in favor of the decoy shooter who
slaughters mainly for sport or market. No adequate
protection is thereby afforded, but an error committed.

Considerable cruising on inland waters is done during
the open season for game, and for one I protest against
being forbidden to supply the camp menu with an oc-
casional web-foot that I would like to shoot while voyag-
ing in my little craft. Again, will not a construction of
this section No. 71 forbid the use of a boat or a retriever
for the pursuit of cripples shot over decoys? Up here on
Cayuga Lake, we frequently have a few broken wings to
look after while shooting from the blind or bough bouse,
and as the water attains considerable depth, we are
obliged to go after the cripples in a boat for a finishing-

shot or send a dog for the more seriously wounded that
can not swim rapidly out into the broad waters of the
lake. But this section says that if the fowl are "caught
or killed" in any manner therein prohibited that they
must not be "brought to the shore, sold or possessed."
Therefore sportsmen who have humane feelings must
catch and kill their cripples in a boat and then sink them
to the bottom of the lake, or having pursued and shot
them under these conditions they may leave the dead
fowl out on the water, which to say the least is han-ow-
ing to one's feelings. Piut even this humane act is pro-
hibited. The section permits you to wound them from
your bough house and requires you to let the wounded
swim out beyond range and die a lingering death. This
is no fancy image, for statutes are to be strictly construed
and although a kind-hearted or fair-minded magistrate,
would be inclined to a liberal construction, a technical
game warden would h-ave an excuse for making some
innocent sportsman a great deal of trouble and expense.
Another objection to this section as it is at present

worded may perhaps be viewed more in the light of criti-

cism on the" niceties of the art of shooting whicli the com-
mission on codification endeavors to teach , This refers
to the j)rohibiting of the use of a gun fired from a rest.

Now, there are some duck shooters v.-ho can-y a small
caliber rifle with them even into a bough house who
desire to take a pot shot at some solitary and shy outlying
duck, and while he may consider himself masterful as a
wing shot with No. 6's at a swift flyer, still he does not
care to take any chance with a single bullet, and there-
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fore takes a rest with liis .25 or .32-caliber through the
opening of his duck blind, or perchance over the limb of

some tree growing along shore. But the Legislature is

invoked to prohibit this laclc of confidence in shooting
abilities, and deprecates sucli want of skill. The law
says that pai'ticular duck is within its own special iH'O-

tection, and if you can't hit him. at 150yds. off-hand shoot-
ing he is not your meat, so to speak.

It is decreed that this single pet duck of legislative so-

licitude is guaranteed immunity from the shooter with a
rest, together with an additional lease of life, until some
fiend, armed with a 6 or 8-bore gun, loaded with from_2
to 4oz. of coarse shot, with intent to defraud by fair

promises, otherwise painted effigies, yclept decoys, lures

the confiding and unsuspecting duck within range of

treachery and destruction.
The law, therefore, calls the 8-bore murderer, who can

stand in his shoes and take the recoil of bis small cannon
squarely on the shoulder, a sportsman, but the shooter of

a small-caliber rifle over a rest is another sort of person
and not entitled to be classed among artistic (?) shots nor
privileged to kill wildfowl.

Pi'obably I have written more than is really necessary
to invoke thoughtfid consideration of this section of the
proposed new law. It certainly is not intended as a cap-
tious criticism. The bill, as a whole, is a meritorious
production and the plan indicated admirable. The revis-

ers have labored well, but there are certain sections that
must be viewed from all points in order to predicate the
effect of legislation that shall operate justly. While in

Section 71 some confusion may be avoided by rewriting,
still the explicit prohibition of shooting from a small open
rowboat or canoe where the shooter is not concealed,
should be modified.
In the light of protection, no man will be able to get

the number of fowl from an open small boat that he will
behind blinds, i:sing decoys. On the other hand, the de-
coy shooters want the moving small boat suppressed so
that the wildfowl will be less wary and decoy better. At
any rate, it would seem that the small boat cruiser lias

some claims for respectful presentation for legislative

recognition. Cayuga.

EdUor Forest and Stream:
The codified game bill now before the Legislature is, to

me, in the main acceptable, but has some very objection-
able features. That relating to wildfowl, I th'ink,^ will be
generally regarded as unsatisfactory, excepting as apply-
ing to Queens and Suffolk counties.

Sec. 71 prohibits shooting from any boat or floating de-
vice, etc.; but this is the only way that wild geese and
ducks can be successfully hunted in most parts of this

State, excepting in said favored counties, where shooting
is allowed in boats, although such prohibition would be
far less objectionable there for the reason that shooting-
waterfowl is done lai-gely best from sink-boxes and blinds
on.the Long Island bays.
From the middle of JSToveoaber until April, or when the

ice breaks up. there is not much opportunity to shoot
waterfowl in this State, excepting Long Island, where, in
some parts, waterfowl remain and can be baited and shot
from blinds much of the time during the open season; yet
in Queens and Suffolk counties the open season for web-
footed wildfowl is made a half month longer, and two and
a half months longer for plover, snipe, rail, sandpiper,
curlew, mud hen, gallinule, grebe, bittern, surf bird,

water chicken, bay snipe, or shore birds of any kind.
Plover and other of the shore birds mentioned, that are
found here, have mostly passed from this State, excepting
on Long Island, by the middle of September, and since
comparatively few of the birds mentioned in Sections 77
and 163 are shot elsewhere in this State, it seems very
unreasonable to shorten the season in the north more than
in Queens and Suffolk counties, or beyond Sept. 1.

From my own observation and opinion I have heard
expressed by others who have shot wildfowl in Great
South Bay and other places in tliis State, T think it safe
to assert that more wildfowl are shot (besides many
netted) in the two counties mentioned than in all the rest
of New York State.

The law to be most fair to all interested, including the
birds, should rather reverse the provisions of the bill, by
making the open season commence earlier north of the
latitude of Long Island. The season, being short at best,
should here commence by Sept. 1, to get teal ducks; and,
waterfowl being less numerous and more difficult to get,
at least as much privilege should be allowed as is pro-
vided in the bill for Great South Bay, west of Smith's
Point, where is found the best wildfowl shooting in tlie

State. Yet this locality is favored even more than the
remainder of said favored counties by this bill.

Tliis bill passed as introduced w^ould benefit those
localities to our detriment. These facts are so self-evi-
dent that to rightly amend ought not to mar the general
harmony of the measure in its passage. It is easier to
amend before than after the bill has passed, and unless
amended previous to its passage, at least next season's
shooting of waterfowl would be almost wholly prohibited
in this btate, excepting in the two favored counties men-
tioned, W. H. Hart.
Hudson, N. Y., Feb. 7^

Editor Forest and Stream:
I note with regret, in your issue of to-day, that in fram-

ing a game law which presumably has for its object the
interests of the people, the Commissioners have seen fit to
withdraw protection from both hawks and owls. It is

not surprising that the long-standing prejudice in regard
to these birds should be difficult to overcome in the poim-
lar mind. It might be expected, however, that a body of
men chosen for their especial knowledge of the require-
ments of the law, should, to some extent at least, be in-
fluenced by the recent investigations in the food of hawks
and owls, which, conducted by the Division of Economic
Ornithology and Mammalogy of the Department of Agri-
culture, have pioved beyond all question that with the
exception of five species these birds are not injurious, but
undeniably beneficial to agricultural interests."

It seems unfortunate that investigations of this nature,
having for their object the proper du-ection of legislative
action, should not be considered by those to whom such
action is intrusted. Frank M. Chapman.
Amtbrioan MtrsEUM OF Nattibai, History, Eeb. 5.

Albany, Feb. 7. —The Committee of the Assembly on
Fisheries and Game met on Thursday the 5th inst., and
fts no 5>ife was present to be heard on the new revised

code, adjournment was made to Thursday the 12th inst.

,

when it is expected a large number of parties will be
heard on both sides of the bill. Assemblyman Schaaf
has introduced a bill amending the game laws so as to

make the close season for quail, partridge, hares and
rabbits from Jan. 15 to Nov. 15 in the counties of

Queens and Suffolk; also a general bill, an amendment
to the law of 1879, making the same provision for ^he
rest of the State.

JFISH AND GAME IN MAINE.
THE all-important fish and game question has scarcely

been reached in the Maine Legislature yet. Both
the enemies and the friends of the inuch discussed pro-
tection seem to dread the final issue. Petitions are num-
erous for this and that form of legislation, and newspaper
articles are the feature of the most of the live papers in the
State—discussing methods and making suggestions. The
terrible disregard for the fish and game laws, already
explained in the Forkst and Stream, is admitted in the
most of these articles, and even worse features are laid

before the members of the Legislature and the public. A
recent communication from Bangor, in the Lewiston
Journal, says that on a certain pond in the northeastern
part of the State three men encamped with 300 lines set

for the purpose of taking trout through the ice, and that
these men have gone about their work oj)enly and
not for fun, their camping outfit costing hundreds
of dollars, being hauled in by well known teamsters, and
that they are openly sending the trout they take to the
Boston market. This latter featm'e I doubt. There are
no trout in the Boston markets handled openly, and it

would not he easy or profitable to handle them on the
sly.

'The article also claims that moose and deer are being
killed without the least regard to the law in Washington
county, and says that deer have been sold openly froim a
meat pung in Patten since the close time carae on. The
idea expressed is that no atteulion whatever is paid to

the game laws by the citizens of the north towns of
Washington county, who have any desire to poach. The
law is not mdy openly broken, but the idea of arrest and
punishment is laughed at. Mr. Jonathan Darling is

reported to be fostering a petition to the Legislature to

make dog-hunting deer legal, and it is getting some
signatures. The opposition to opening the month of
September for deer hunting is stronger among the lum-
ber land holders than I had imagined. They will oppose
such a measure with all the power they can bring to

bear. They fear the sportsman's fives, and they will not
willingly grant another open month to him in tlieir woods.
They are obstinate to pigheadednes8al>out the matter, and
can see no difference between the real s]oortaman, who
would as deeply regret a forest fire as they would them-
selves, and the worthless, thieving poacher of their own
State.
Only the other day the papers had an account, from

this very Washington county, of the sad shooting of one
brother by another. They were out deer hunting—in
close time. One of the brothers is reported to have fired

at the deer, wormding it, but the rifle bullet, in its course,
first iiassed throujj;h the head of the other brother. The
accident is a sad one, and all at once it turns out almost
impossible for the papers to get any news concerning it.

The hunters were poaching, and their friends are appar-
ently determined to keei> the facts from the public. The
fact of the matter is that poaching is the popular thing
to do in many of the back towns of Washington, Hancock
and Penobscot counties. In some of these towns honest
citizens do not dare to proclaim that they are not in
favor of breaking the majority of obnoxious game and
fish laws on every occasion. Such a person would im-
mediately be under suspicion, and there are so many per-
sons guilty that they would make life a burden to any
one whom they had reason to suspect of giving infor-
mation concerning their wholesale slaughter of deer and
trout. They have no more regard for the close time than
a Hindoo has for the Sabbath, and they don't like such
people as would be glad to see the game laws enforced.
Why, they have only shot down wardens in cold blood in
that part of the State, and they are ready to commit
almost any crime against any man who may attempt to
restrain them. They even look with suspicion on the
hunter they are guiding till he has performed some act
that is contrary to the fish and game protective laws.
Then they laugh and quietly remark that "You will do.
You are one of us," or some acknowledgment of that
sort.

Maine backwoodsmen are peculiar people when they
happen in their ignorance to believe that their rights are
about to be infringed upon, It is not out of the recollec-
tion of many people when some of the inhabitants of the
town of Kingfield attempted to "resist the draft." Men
actually armed themselves, and were ready to defy the
United States Government, but when a few squads of sol-

diers marched into town from Augusta, the armed citi-

zens slunk away or took to the woods, I have not the
slightest doubt but what a game warden would come to
harm who should singly and openly attempt to enforce
the law against crust-hunting deer in some sections of
the above mentioned counties this winter.
But where is the government of a civilized State?

Where is the love for law and order found in the other
New England States? It is claimed that the Commis-
sioners have no means with which to enforce the game
laws, and this is, without a doubt, the truth. But where
is the Governor of the State? Has he no power in the
matter?

Pickerel fishing through the ice begins to be popular
sport, on the ponds about Boston, The weather has been
very cold till of late, and those that have been the first to
start out have had good sport. Good strings are reported
from tlae Plymouth county ponds. Pickerel are being-

taken even in Charles Eiver, above the dam at Water-
town, None are taken in tide water, which flows up to
the dam, but above unusual numbers are i-eported this
winter. Hardly the usual amount of pickerel fishing
has been done on the ponds in Maine this v-inter, up to
the present time. The weather has been extremely cold
and the snow unusrtally deep. This, with the ice nearly
3ft, in thickness, has been sufficient to keep the average
pickerel fisherman at home and in some Avarm corner.
But pleasant A\'eather now will set the ball in motion, and
it only takes a single sti'ing of pickerel brought into a
town to bring out the tackle of all the other boya, and
the »ext day they are offi

The first hearing before the Committee on Fisheries

and Game of the Maine Legislature was held last

Wednesday. The hearing was largely attended by noted
sportsmen and giudes. T. W. Vose, Esq., of Bangor,
represented the Fish and Game Commissioners. He
recommeiided amendments to the present laws asfollovrs:

That September be added to the open season on bull

moose, deer and caribou; December should be closed; that

special protection be placed upon cow^ moose at all sea-

sons; that nothing shall prevent any marketman having
an established place of business in the State from pur-
chasing any moose, caribou or deer lawfully caught,
killed or destroyed , and selling the same at retail in open
season to local customers; that no person or corporation
shall transport moose, deer or caribou, unless open to

view, tagged and plainly labeled with the name of owner
and accompanied by him, under a penalty of $40, and any
one not the actual owner of such game who represents
himself to be the owner shall be liable to penalties; that
any officer authorized to enforce the fish and game laws
may without process arrest any person found violating or
who has violated any of said laws; and he shall with rea-

sonable diligeitce cause him to be taken before the neigh-
boring trial justice in any county for a warrant and trial;

that no jierson at any one time in open season shall kill,

expose for sale or have in possession except alive, more
than fifteen wood ducks, wild ducks, teal, partridge,
woodcock, quad or prairie chickens, under penalty of $5
for each bird in excess; nor shall any person or corpora-
tion carry from place to place any of the above-mentioned
birds unless they are open to view, tagged and accom-
panied by their owner ; that one-half the fines recovered
for violation of the game laws shall be paid to the com-
plainant, and the other half, with costs, to the county;
that fishermen can only catch or have in their possession
251bs, of landlocked salmon, the limit now being 50,

At the evening session of the committee these amend-
ments were reviewed and explained to some extent by
Commissioner Henry O, Stanley, and doubtless a bill of

some sue)) form will be reported by the committee. The
proposed, amendments met some opposition in. the discus-

sion which followed befox'e the committee and they have
been pretty severely handled in the newspapers of the
State since. The Itimber land owners of Washington
and Hancock cottnties are bitterly opposed to opening
September, because they regard the month as particu-
larly undesirable to have sjiortsmen in the forests, on
account of their fires. The closing of December was op-
posed by Capt. F. C. Barker. F. E. Timberlake, of Phil-

lips, would not limit the number of pounds of trout to 25.

He was in favor of opening September, If the lumber
people were very strenuous about the opening of all of

the month of September the matter might be compro-
mised by making the open season begin Sept. 15.

A gentleman, evidently not a citizen of the State, de-
plores the opening of September to shooting in the
State and suggests' that the partridges will greatly suf-

fer from such action. He forgets, if he ever knew it,

that September is an open month on these birds in the
Pine Ti^ee State.

D. H. Blauchard, of Boston, enters an earnest plea for
the moose. He has visited the State every year for thirty
years, generafiy with rod and gun, in legal open season.
He has never killed a deer or a moose. He regrets to
note the wholesale slaugliter going on under the present
laws. He would put an absolute close time of seven
years on tlio moose, and woidd shorten the time for the
killing of deer to two months, instead of lengthening it

to four.

Another citizen of Maine would prohibit the hunting
of partridges with the ordinary yelping dog. He would
allow setters and pointers to be used in hunting that
game, but the dog that trees the partridge and barks, he
would abolish. A Boston sportsman objects to the limit-

ing of the number of partridges killed m one season, by
any one hunter, to fifteen, as proposed to the committee
by the representative of the Game Commissioners, M.
Vose, He thinks that a hunter should be allowed to take
all the game he can get in the open season. It happens
that this same sportsman makes an annual trip to Maine
for i)artridge hunting. He goes in October. He employs
tlie best guide that he can get and hunts all the time for
two or three weeks. His record has frequently been
100 partridges in a season, and seldom has it been less

than 50. A law limiting the nunaber he might kill to 15
—enough for any reasonable hunter—would distress him
exceedingly.
The Piscataquis Fish and Game Protective Association

has memorialized the Maine Senate. They refer to the
great value of the fish and game about Moosehead Lake
to the citizens of the State interested there, some 15 ho-
tels being maintained there in the summer season and 25
steamers run on the lake. The committee deplores the
trouble between the Game Commissioners and wardens
and the people of Washington county (already touched
upon in the Forest and Stream). The committee prays
that the laws be so amended that one-half of the fines for
conviction be again given to the wardens. The committee
recommends that the State might very profitably expend
§25,000 annually in the proper lirotection and propagation
of fish and game.
Another very curious feature has comeundermy notice

of late in regard to the Maine game law. Is is in the
form, of an item like this. It appeared in the Lewiston
Jo2irnal:

*'N. C, Locke, of Salem, Mass., has oft'ered a liberal re-

ward for the apprehension of any one unlawfully dog-
ging or killing a deer in the towns of Eoxbury, Byron,
Mexico, Dixfield, Weld and Carthage. This reward
would be in addition to the State fines akeady imposed."
Another gentleman in Massachusetts offers a reward of

$40 for evidence presented to the game w^ai'dens that shall

lead to the conviction of any person for dogging deer ia
either Oxford, Franklin or Somerset counties in that
State. He also offers the same reward to any warden
that shall of his own efforts work out the conviction of
any person for dogging deer in the same counties. This
is a decidedly new feature of game law enforcement.
There is a chance for wealthy men w^ho love to hunt and
fish in Maine to do a good work. Special.

FOKBST AND Si'SEAM, Box 3,833, N, Y. city, lias deseriptive Illus-
trated circulars of W. B, Leflmgwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wtiich will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swlveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent aattiorltlea to be the best treaties oa tbe BobJect
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COONS BY DAY AWD WIGHT
METING OUT JUSTICE TO A COON.
YOU folks have all been telling your stories of coons

and coon hunts; and now I want to tell mine. It

happened in Florida, and was entirely an impromptu
affair, and began by my being kicked out of bed. Henry
did that sometimes, and often remarked that when it

came to kicking people out of bed I wasn't in it. But,
however, this particular night when I landed on the floor

I realized that this kick was for some other reason than
pure cussedness. Somebody outside was calling "Helloa!"
at the top of his voice and the dogs were evidently bent
on his destruction, judging from the racket they made. I

found Henry's shoes and put them on, struck a light and
opened the door, "Well, what's up?" "Well, you be up at

last, and I'm glad of it, for I ben a-hevin' a regular time
callin', me and the pups. Call 'em in, will youl Where's
Henry?" "Inside," said I, "looking for his shoes. What
can we do for you'r' "I'm the sheriff." "Come looking
up a coon?" "Yes; somebody's broken into the section

house domi the road, taken a rifle, a coat and himself a
kitin'. One of them niggers from the 'sap camp,' I

reckin. I know he came as far as here; seed his tracks
yonder, and I got my mule, so what do you say to saddlin'

and runnin' him?"
At this point Henry made his appearance in a pair of

boots wdth iire in his pips, and of course, as always, ready
for come what might.
Now, our dogs were the pride of the ranch, and what

they wouldn't trail couldn't run; so Henry and the sheriff

thought that if once we could get old Julia "straightened
out" after the erring dai'ky, it was ail over but the shout-
ing.

Henry and I went out to saddle up. It was certainly
the witching hour of night. A bulk in the darkness, a
voice—that was a man. A form under foot, a step, a
howl—and that was a dog. At last, after more saddling
than was usually necessary, we were ready to mount. A
blast on the horn brought a yell of delight from the
hounds, and with Brag and Julia in the lead they bounded
out of the gate down the road.
Down through the pine woods to where the railroad

crossed the branch the sheriff led us, there we dismounted
and with matches and a piece of "light wood" searched
for the footprints. • A man, and evidently a savage from
"darkest Africa," had been here, and not'liking the looks
of our "light in the window," or hearing Henry breathe
(he does heavily sometimes), had taken to the woods.
"Here Julia! here Brag—hunt 'em up! fetch 'em out old

boy!" Blasts on the horn, encouraging yells, every man-
ner of affectionate persuasion we wasted on those dogs.

No go. "Well Sheriff!" said I, "we had better give it up
until morning. Dogs don't seem to"—o?.(j, o/r—"hold on,
Julia 'U fetch him. Hunt 'em up, old maid." Running
down to where Julia was holding forth in a clump of

tnetto, I struck a match; and there in the center of the

t tx'ack was the hand-like print of a big coon, "Here
you go. Sheriff! Here's the trail. Yes! boot prints, gone
this way. " That was enough—however tardy j ustice may
be on occasions, this time the Sheriff was up with the
hunt, and already well on toward the SAVamp where the
dogs were now evidently going.
"Harry," said I, as we came together, "it's a coon. Up

a tree." That was enough, the fun was on. Ati old owl
down in the swamp ended his hoot with a chuckle as the
sheriff and his mule crashed through the palmetto in the
wake of the hounds. Along the branch through the thick
bushes we forced the ponies, our only guide the swelling
chorus chanting the coqu's requiem. At last we reached
the edge of Turnbull hamak, and from here on we must
go on foot.

The gallant constable v/as evidently out of the race, for

we could hear his halloo away back through the pines
where the trail had turned, but from the vei-y forcible

arguments Julia and her consorts were just then, making,
it was about time for "summing up." The moon was
coming. What a glorious sight it was. Sheltered by the
thick growth of swamp, on the edge of which we stood,

I could glimpse the dodging shadows away yonder through
the trees and almost seem to see the goblins of our child-

hood scamper across the moonlit glades. Turn and peer
into the swamp. There are curious shadows of stalwart
sentinels, swinging shapes amid the moss, and where the
moon beams dodging the shelter of the trees fall on the
water, bits of mirror create the fantastic shapes anew.
Not a sound save the faint and eager baying of the dogs,

and an owl making big eyes at his lady love, as he tries

her "To whoo,"
I wondered if Henry saw the beauties of the night.

He said he didn't see" anything, not even the sense of

getting out of bed at such an hour, I proposed going
back and leaving the coon. But no, that coon had to be
treed; he didn't intend coming out for nothing. So
without more delay than was necessary in extracting
each other out of bogs, and persuading briers and vines
to believe they were too clinging, we reached the foot of

a big cypress, around which night was surely hideous,
Undoubtedly a pair of bright eyes watched the welcome
the dogs gave us and the building of a iire, but except
for the sight of an occasional star winking at the jolly

face of the moon, all overhead was as vague as a poUtical
argument.
There was only one thing to do, and that was to wait

until day came and threw some light on the subject.

Henry got his back up against a tree and his feet to the
blaze, and then commenced an emphatic argument with
Julia, as to the necessity of so much noise. I think I

must have dozed, for suddenly the fice seemed less bright,

the shadows were stealing away their vigil spent, and
through the trees came a stronger light that seemed to

glide from tree to tree, waking all nature by its subtle

touch, A gentle breeze rustled the leaves as though bid-

ding them be up and stirring. Away through the hamak
au old gobbler heralded the coming dawn; I could fancy
the hens of his harem waking at this breakfast call, and
soon after heard the united household leave the roost.

Henry at this roused himself and blew a blast on the
horn, which brought the dogs about the tree with a rush.

There he is! See him! That ball of gray with a glimpse
of black nose over the edge of that limb.

Poor fellow! What a terrible night for him! Henry
expressed deep pity for him once he fell among the dogs.

I said it was a pity to let the poor fellow go to the dogs.

To be sure he was a midnight desperado, a deseorater of

peaceful roosts, but might it not be -well this time to simply
reprimand and bid him beware. Henry agreed, doffed
his hat, faced the tree and cried:
"Criminal at the bar. You are a fugitive from justice.

This night the sheriff was on your track: but knowing
the virtue lying in a piece of chicken, we sympathize
with you. Depart in peace—but be warned in time.
Desist from breaking into section houses, or you yet will
bring your gray hairs in sorrow to the grave."
We found the ponies anxious to end the trip in a meas-

ure of oats, and after a pleasant ride in the dew-washed
woods we reached our door. The sheriff" had arrived an
hour or so before, having bogged his mule and been
obliged to lead her home.
The criminal was unfound, and over a warm breakfast

we told him of our sylvan court and its mercy. D. K.

COON HUNTING IN TENNESSEE.
[ATTENDED school for two years at Sewanee, Tenn.,

which is situated on a spur of the Cumberland
Mountains designated as the "Cumberland Plateau," with
an altitude of two thousand feet above the sea. Sewanee
is the site of the "University of the South," and a rather
popular summer resort. The surrounding country, or
mountain, more properly speaking, is thickly wooded for

the most part with large oak, chestnut, black gum and
other trees native to that region, and the pedestrian's

progress is very much impeded by a rugged surface
covered with a vigorous undergrowth and broken here
and there by sinnous ravines and dales, which mark the
descent of the meandering mountain streams to the ad-
jacent valley; these, and the semi-civilized mountaineer's
corn patch, comprise in that locality the habitation of the
raccoon.
The school session extends from the middle of March to

the middle of December, and on Saturdays and holidays
during the summer and early fall I used to frequently
visit the coal mines, about three miles distant fi'om the
school, in company with four of my most intimate school-

mates and have a pow-wow with the miners. In this way
we made the acquaintance of an old veteran coon hunter,
who, while the nunting season lasted, used to hunt coons
nearly all ni^ht and dig coal all day. This old hunter's
name was BillFarrest. He kindly invited us to "come
out an go a coon huntin' this fall," and of course the invi-

tation was readily accepted. Accordingly, about the first

of October, after several pretty heavy frosts, and Farrest
sent us word that '

' the coons was a gittin' in eatin' order,"

we obtained the school proctor's promise not to insppct

our rooms the following Friday night, and ventured forth

when that time arrived on our first coon hunt at about 8:30.

After losing our way two or three times and falling in

half a dozen mudholes, we reached our chieftain's house
(if I may be permitted to apply to it that term) about
10 o'clock. The hut was built of chestnut logs, roughly
hewn with a common axe, and chinked with blocks and
strips of wood, secured by clay. The roof consisted of

saplings laid crosswise and covered with cornstalks, leaves,

etc. , which were held in place by logs. The door was made
of plain boards rudely constructed, and a clumsy swinging
shutter stood proxy for glass in the windows. After
kicking and pounding on the door for some ten minutes
or more, we heard a voice within cry out, "Hellow, thar,"

followed by the sound of footsteps moving about the

room. It turned out to be Farrest, and he ga^ve us a
hearty welcome, saying: "Come in, while I chuck up
ther fire; we are goin'togit a coon to-night sure," On
entering we found that there was but one room in the
house, with a large open fireplace, which, when it glowed
with a big wood fire, counterbalanced to a great extent
the discomforts above mentioned. After poking up the
fire our hunter began putting on his socks and boots, that

being mainly the preparation necessary for him to make,
as in other respects his day and night attire were very
much the same. In one corner was Mrs. Farrest reposing
on a low bed made of stray boards supporting a straw
mattress, with coarse and heavy blankets for covering.

In another cornerwas Mr. Farrest's brother-in-law wrapped
up in blankets and lying on sheepskins, and in another
were the coon hunting dogs Sing and Matj which were
the very sublimated essence of our hunter's pride. After
we had been sitting before Mr. Farrest's large open fire

for an hour more talking, singing and getting ourselves

thoroughly warmed and our clothes dried, our host pro-

posed that we should start for the woods; so after releas-

ing the dogs we were ready to penetrate the dark, black
forest in quest of the crafty raccoon.
Before going any further, however, permit me to ob-

serve a rather perplexing mistake on my part whileunder
the roof of our leader's mansion. When we arose from
our seats I happened to glance into a flour barrel that was
by the door and in it I perceived something which
appeared to me very much like a puppy, and after careen-
ing the barrel a little toward the fire, in order to get a
better view of its contents, I inquired of our host if the

"puppy" had the material in him for a good coon dog:
but much to my astonishment he replied, "Ikod, that's

the baby, he has better material in hmi for a coal digger
than a coon dog." I discovered later that the flour barrel

superseded, in many of the isolated houses of the Cum-
berlands, the baby's cradle and, indeed, seemed to be pre-

ferred, for when the youngster fretted or was sleepy the
barrel was laid upon its side and rocked till baby's cries

were lost in slumbers. But enough of this, let us see

about that coon. We hunted through corn patches and
strayed along branches for several hours without even
striking a rabbit trail, until we were quite disheartened

and finally seated ourselves upon an old fallen tree to en-

deavor the detection by lots of the "Jonah," when hark!

the dogs struck a trail, and oh how their clear and musi-
cal voices rang out upon the frosty air! Away they
started in hot pursuit of the ill-fated coon, encouraged
and incited by the shrill and keen yells of their master.

Gradually their voices began to die away in the dis-

tance, and ere an hour had passed, were almost inaudible,

when our conductor sprang to his feet and ejaculated,

"Ikod boys, we must follow the dogs or say good-night to

the coon !" With one voicewe replied, ' 'follow the dogs,"

and accordingly we were soon bending our way in the

direction from whence then- distant yelps were wafted;
Farrest in the lead, of course, with his mininglamp hooked
in his large slouch hat and it was to that lamp we owed
our ability to keep the striding coal miner in sight. Sud-
denly he came to a dead halt, and placing his hand to his

ear in a shape adapted to catch ttie faint sound of the

dogs, exclaimed, "Ikod b«ys, they have treed, come onV

Flushed with new anticipations, we accelerated our g;iit

to the utmost speed consistent with a long and rough
tramp ahead, and trudged along first through briers, then
undergrowth, then swamps, sometimes falling in a blind
ditch or sink hole, but encouraged and stimulated by the
nearer bark of the dogs at every step we took. Finally
emerging from a dense growth of young trees we came
upon the dogs in a swampy and shady plac3 jumping and
barking around an old broken off and ho'low tree. The
first thing we did was to build a good fire, and then set to
work to capture our prize. The old decayed tree was not
a formidable one, either to the axe or to the climber,
which is not the kind that a coon will usually take to.

This was evidence that the dogs were close upon him,
and it was his last resort. A coon will never take refuge
in a tree when pursued until it is absolutely necessary in
order to avoid a rencounter, but prefers to exercise that
strategy for which he is so renowned in making his
retreat.

After building a fire we all loaned our coats to Farrest,
who climbed the old remnants of a tree and stuffed them
in the top of it. He then descended and began work
with the axe. In about fifteen minutes the tree com-
menced to sway to and fro, and we boys stood around
with clubs in our hands so as to attack the coon should
he jump before the tree fell, as Farrest informed us they
would frequently do. But our coats proved equal to the
purpose for which they were used and kept the coon our
prisoner. In a few minutes more Farrest yelled "Look
out!" and the old trunk of a tree was precipitated with a
crash to the ground.
We then cut a hole in the log about midway of its

length, and after removing our coats from within the up-
per end ran the coon out with a pole. The instant the
dogs sprang at it the coon rolled on its back, and with its

teeth and claws "made" (as Farrest exclaimed) "the wool
from the dogs fly." For some moments the excitement
was intense. The coon seized one of the dogs by the
lower jaw with his teeth and a heartrending howl from
our favorite canine made us fear that the coon would
come out victor; but with a quick and sudden jerk the
dog extricated herself from the grasp of the coon, and
crazed with pain and rage made a desperate lunge for

the coon's throat, and secured a hold which she did not
relinquish until compelled by several kicks and cuffs

from her master. In the din and confusion that pre-
vailed during the fight one of the boys had his hat
knocked in the fire and could find only a smouldering
remnant of it when we were ready to resume the march.
This, however, was soon replaced by a handkerchief with
a knot in each corner. After the smoke of the battle bad
cleared away and we had regained our senses some one
inquired the hour, when much to our amazement we
learned it was nearly 8 o'clock and we were about ten
miles distant from our abode. Unanimously agreeing
that we had done well enough for the initiatory night we
began to retrace our steps.

We reached Farrest's houSb about 4:45, and after mak-
ing arrangements for another hunt the ensuing Friday
night, we bade him adieu and steered for our quarters,

where we arrived about 5:30 in the morning. We then
retired to our rooms and had the proctor to put our names
on the sick list, and enjoyed a good rest until Monday
morning.
The fun we had that first Friday night sealed our devo-

tion to coon hunting, and it is needless to say that every
subsequent Friday night during the session was spent in
the same diversion; usually with better results, yet some-
times with not so good, as one little opossum about the
size of a baseball would occasionally be the fruit of our
labors; and there is no telling how many hours we have
spent in digging for an opossum, which would invariably
prove to be that little bushy-tailed animal that plays
havoc with the hen yard and terrifies mankind Avhen its

presence is perceived. But Farrest maintained that his

dogs wouldnot "run a skunk," and whenever they denned

,

it was either "a possum or a groundhog;" and only when
we had dug far enough to reach the inmate with a pole
our point would be carried. The largest number of coons
captiired by us in one night was five, average about two.
Before closing my remarks I wish to observe a few

characteristics of the raccoon. He is remarkable for his

cunning. When discovering himself pui-sued by a dog
he takes the shortest course to a stream of water, if such
is near enough, and wiU cross and recross in order to

thwart the endeavors of the dog to trail him. The coon
seems also to have a predilection for a watercourse when
seeking sport. This inference is drawn from the multi-

tude of tracks I have often noticed in the mud along the

edges of mountain streams. When there is no water
near by, a coon, when trying to evade a dog, will resort

to his ingenious method of "barking trees." That is, he
will climb a tree and jump from the end of its most pro-

jecting limb to the giwnd. By sticking his head under
his belly he can assume the shape of a ball, and when he
jumps, alights upon his shoulders, and will roll over and
over for quite a distance, then continue upon his course

for some length of time, when he will repeat the per-

formance, and so on until overtaken by the dog. Natur-
ally, when the dog goes up to the first "barked" tree he
thinks the coon is there, and sets up a slow and steady

bark to inform his master to that effect, and only when
he has circled out from the tree and strikes the trail

again, he finds how he has been circumvented. The
time thus lost by the dog is of course advantageously
employed by the coon in eft'ecting his escape, and were
it not for the much greater rapidity with which a dog
travels than a coon , coon hunting with dogs would be
profitless.

VuaaiNiA Game.—Lexington, Va., Jan. 31.—To-day is

the last of our open season for liirds. In consequence of

the mild winter of 1889-90, our fields were in the begin-

ning of the season better stocked with birds than at any
time for years; and large bags were made. As our open
season does not begin until Nov. 1, fewer small birds were
killed than when the shooting began on Oct. 1. This is a
good change and will, I trust, be maintained. Hares
abundant, and in my opinion a great nuisance, unless the

hunt is for them and for them alone.—T. M. S.

North Dakota Game.—Mandan, N. D., Feb, 3.—Never
have prairie chickens been so thick at this season as this

year. We have had no cold weather yet, and they are in

prime condition.—F. S. L.

A TRtv TO THE MBeAi^LOWAT.—0. M. advertiseB In Rnotber
column iov companions in a trip to rough It on the Me5aJlo^»y
nejrt October.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

CCHICAGO, Feb, 7.—Mr. John Soderberg ia just back
' from a trip to Florida. He visited BernardiQa,

Jacksonville, St, Augustine and other poijits on the east
side, and also St. Petersburg on Tampa Bay. Mr. Soder-
berg appears to have made this chieny an orange-eating
expedition, and did not fire a shot or cast a line. In view
of this fact it is a comfort to add that although he was in
love with the Florida oranges on sight, he got into this

city just in time to meet the only cold snap we have had,
the thermometer being 8'- below.
Mr. C. S, Burton tells of a pickerel weighing 36^1bs.

lately caught through the ice on Lake Mukwanago by
Wm, Tuoby. This fish had a smaller pickerel weighing
lib. 6oz. in its maw when opened. The Mukwanago fish-

ermen use a great many small pickerel for bait in their
ice fishing. There is a very deep small lake not far from
Mukwanago where the large fish are sometimes taken.
Lately one was hooked too large to be taken out through
the hole in the ice. AVhile the men were enlarging the
hole the fish broke the stick to which the line was
attached and escaped,
Mr. Aaron Longstreet, of this city, leaves Monday for

an extended fishing trip in the best country of the Pacific
Coast.
AH Chicago shooters M'iil be much pleased to know that

Mr. Andy E. Thomas, of Kansas City, has come to Chi-
cago to live. Mr. Thomas will be a decided acquisition to
Chicago shootingdom, as he is one of the best of the Kan-
sas City shots. He has already been elected a member of
the Fort Dearborn Club, of Chicago, whose membership
is now fuU. Mr. Thomas will shoot as a member of the
Illinois team on the Southern trip which starts to-day,
Mr. W, L, Wells, of the Shober & Carqueville Litho-

graph Company, an artist of ability and fame as handler
of wildfowl topics, has just finished a very good thing in
his "Mallards Going Out." The central figure is a piece
of very strong and well-conceived drawing.
The Indiana Legislature has introduced a bill to permit

shooting of wildfowl in that State only on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays of each week. This was at first

reported as allowing shooting on Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays only. The bill is not yet passed, and it "is

much a question whether it would be much observed if it

were a law, I wonder if everybody knows that it is

against the law of Indiana to shoot on Sunday, This law
is dreadfully broken.
Mr. John J. Shortall. leader of the Humane Society, is

gaining fame by his efllorts to abolish pigeon shooting in
Illinois. Mr. Shortall in his bill (introduced, as mentioned
last week, by Mr, Bass) excepts wild fowl and game birds,
and kindly allows the sportsmen to hunt a little, though
it is his tenet that no shooting should be allowed for food
or for sale as food. In other words, this humane gentle-
man would think it cruel for sportsmen to shoot for sport,
but all right and perfectly proper for market shooters to
shoot for the market. Like many other great men, Mr.
Shortall is occasionally tangled in his logic. He may not
have been quite himself when he got up this bill to sup-
press pigeon shooting. He may not know that every
pigeon killed at the trap in Illinois is sold and eaten.
Really, when you come to get down to the brass tacks in
this biU, you can't help seeing that the measure is too
manifestly spiteful, boyish and absurdly unreasonable to
entitle it to very much serious concern. Some Chicago
man has suggested to the hysterical Mr. Shortall that he
introduced a bill to compel us all to chloroform our
oysters before eating them from the half shell. Humane-
ness is all right, when it is not spurious, or biased, or
spiteful, or pseudo humaneness, such as this of Mr.
Shortail's. True humaneness, bonajide, real and actual
humaneness, is as near the heart of every genuine sports-
man as it is to that of Mr, Shortall, and probably much
nearer.

On Feb. 12 the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association
meets to discuss thi'? pigeon law. Yesterday afternoon,
at 8 o'clock, the game dealers of South Water street met
at Produce Exchange Hall and held a caucus of their own
about game law matters. The game laws as now
arranged suit the dealers pretty well. The chicken law
date will almost certainly be altered to read Sept. 1, in-
stead of Sept. 15, as was originally intended. This is a
rnisfortune, but almost a necessity, for the Southern por-
tion of the State never will agree on a date later than
Sept. 1. Our chickens must go, the great big glorious
birds, we don't half way appreciate them.
A funny thing appeared in the telegraphic reports of

yesterday morning's dailies about Clinton shoot. The re-
porter in his special said: "Mr. George Leffingwell made
the highest score and would have won all the first prizes
if two of his birds had not lied out of the line." We can
imasine Mr. George Leffingwell explaining that to the
reporter

!

Last week I said John Gillespie would go South for a
trip for the benefit of his health. He starts to-day. His
wife goes with him. They have round trip tickets. They
will remain perhaps six weeks with friends near Jack-
sonville. John has a brand new sole leather pocketbook,
which cost $2, 75 at wholesale. In this pocketbook is $340
of cash. All this is just a little idea of the "boys," who
thought they would compliment John in this way as a
leasure to themselves. John is getting gray now, and
e has been sick a long time. He must get better while

he is South, for the "boys" need him around here in their
business. John Gillespie is one of the oldest and best
known figures in the gun trade of Chicago, and where he
goes he takes his own clientage with him. No man was
ever more popular, or more reliable, or more loved. The
"boys" have enjoyed their little scheme about him. Billy
Mussey had a paper, and on the head of it was one line,
"They all love John." Below there was place for names
and amounts, and the whole business took but a very
brief time, up at Billy's. Below is a copy of this little
paper, which ought to be printed , read and preserved, as
a proof of what sportsmen are and what they will do.
There is a curious little incident related about one of the
names on this paper. They laid the list before Mr, A, G.
Spalding, the "Magnate," as the papers call him, and
Mr. Spalding said "$25." Years ago, before John Gilles-
pie worked for A, G. Spalding & Bros., A, G. Spalding
used to work for John Gillespie, and it is said that John
paid "Al," the first dollar he ever earned in base ball.
There is something half pretty about this whole busi-

ness, and it is only marred in one way. I would point
out that the name of Mr. John J. Shortall, the pigeon law
rmshv, does not appear upon this list. The nsmes on this.

list are all those of cruel, wicked, barbarous sportsmen.
It reads:

THEY AUi liOSffil JOHN.

W, P. Muasey, G. B. Dicke, O. D. Gammon, George T.
Farmer, C, R. Babeuf, H. W. Loveday, H. D. Nicholls,
R. S, Cox, Abner Price. W. A, Barton P. Ca,rd. A, J,

Featherstone, W. W, Difliey. Henry Smith, Forest and
Stream, Geo. Hofman, F. A. Place, C. S. Wilcox, R. B.
Organ, L. A. Williams, Thos. Newman, Robbins & Pal-
mer Co., R, A, Turtle, O, F. Malcolm. J. W. Murdough,
F, W. Ludlow, H. W. Jenney, W. W. McFarland, A. S.

Kleinman, C. S. Burton, B. J. Swenie, J. S. Orvis, J. A.
Sharp, J, C. Durgin, Alfred Hammer, E. S. Hartwell, M.
W, Shay, Joel A, Kinney, F, B, Bowes. L. R. Brown. C,
H, Mears, J. W. Sheahan, Percy F. Stone, T. H. McNeill,
W. H. Mortimer, N. F. Pfeffer, A. C. Anson, J. M. Hutch-
inson, H. A, Foss, W. T. Clark, T. W, Wilmarth, C. E.
Willard, C. E. Felton, M, J, Eioh, W. W. Fosb, H. B. Foss,
C. S. Petrie, C. K. Herrick, John Watson, W. L. Wells,
A. W. Knox, N. Rowe. Frank Willard. F. P. Taylor, G.
M. Davis, E. P. Hilliard, W. H. Haskell, J. O. Blake, F,
H, ^Vndrews, P. W. Gerould, Wm. T. Brown, E. C. J.

Cleaver, Fred C. Donald, Chas, Kern, Wolfred N. Low,
A. W. Cobb, A. M, Fuller, D. P, Wilkinson, Edward
Eagle, R. C. Cnx. -lohn R, Adams, J. C. Edwards, Frank
Floyd, Chas, E, Deane, Jas, A, Sexton, A, G, Spalding,
G. L. Deiter, Geo. Barnard, W, L. Shepard. H. J. Milli-
gan, R. W. Stafford, Jos. J. Gore, Wm, Kent, Henry
Ehlers.
The Southern shooting trip referred to earlier in these

columns was pulled off to-day at 3:20 P, M., a very nice
company indeed being on hand to start, including some
of the prominent shooters of the coimtry. The party
goes on the Illinois Central through train, made
up for the Mardi Gras excursion trade and a
hummer, two special Pullmans being devoted to
their use. They shoot at New Orleans Monday, Mobile
Wednesday and Thursday, Pensacola Friday, Satur-
day and perhaps Monday following, and the Southern
gentlemen, with chaxacteristic hospitality, have arranged
so pleasant a programme for them that they cannot fail
to have a delightful time. At Pensacola there will ba
championship races at live birds between the Northern
and Southern teams and between the Illinois and Florida
teams, the entertainment at that city being in the liands
of the well known Dixie Gun Club, At this writing the
personnel of the Northern team is not decided, but Capt.
McMurchy will probably just shoot those who are out of
bed at the time. Col. Chas. E. Felton will captain the
Illinois team, which will probably be made up of the fol-
lowing besides himself: Messrs. C. E, Willard, C, D,
Gammon, Rolla Ileikes, Ben Dicks, F. A. Place,
A. E. Thomas, Thomas Marshall, G. W. Andrews,
and another not yet certain. Colonel Felton has
issued a printed manifesto to his troops, in which he
urges each man to do hia duty, to take along plenty of
oil, plenty of good cartridges, and guns which have been
carefully dissected and examined for misfires. The Col-
onel feelingly remarks that inattention to such details
may result in the team's having to walk home. At the
start of the train to-day there were noticed among others
the following: Mr, Harvey McMurchy and a new white
box coat, two rows of buttons; Mr, Rolla Heikes, with hia
smile and his banjo; Mr, John Gillespie and his Avife, Mi',

C, E, Willard and a, new pair of stunning patent leather
shoes, Mr, Fred Quimby, of New York, with a fine pair
of |6 plaid trousers, almost new and a bargain; Capt. L.
C, Cranmer, also of New York, on his first trip to Chicago,
who is saihng into a lot of friendships out here already;
Mr. Milt Lindsley, of New York, who has a lot of those
already; Mr, Frank Parmalee, of Omaha, and hia lisp, and
his popularity, and his two friends, Messrs. John Field
and J, Gwinn, also of Omaha; Mr. Tom Marshall, of
Keithsburg, and hia wife; Mr. C. F, Stokes and his bicy-
cle. Mr. C. D. Gammon and his wife, Col, jFeltou and his
Scotts, Mr. G. Harry Squires, of New York, and his
Greeners: Mr. .J. Robbins and his new cap, Messrs. F. A.
Place, C. B. Dicks, A. E. Thomas, E. Goodrich, J. W. C.
Haskell, A. D. Cancross, L. "Davenport," Harry Smith
and others. The party boasts a mascot, Clarence Duval,
the colored boy who traveled around the world with the
Spalding base ball aggregation, ' 'Tee Kay," of New York,
is not on, but conspicuous by his absence, we don't know
why.
Mr. Geo, I. Maillet, of Crown Point, Ind., is in to\vp

to- day, looking around among his friends. Call again
George. In the words of the great country editor, our
latch string is always hanging out.
Mr. J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, was in the town

earlier in the week, looking up arrangements for his pro-
posed live bird park here. Mr. Elliott thinks it wiser to
wait until the action of the Legislature on the pigeon
law bill is known. Mr. Elliott went to Clinton shoot,
divided a tie with Mr. Gpo. Kleinman and to-day, so the
wires say, beat Charlie Budd in a 100-bird race by the re-
markable score of 98 to 96. Details later.

In a morning paper to-day Dr. Chas. Moorum, of Port-
land, Oregon, gives estimates made after careful study of
the speed of flight of various species of ducks. He places
the canvasback as the swiftest, two miles a minute, hour
after hour; the mallard slowest, about a mile a minute
under pressure; the gadwall 80 miles an hour; the broad-
bill nearly as fast but not so enduring as the canvasback:
wild geese, 80 to 100 miles an hour. E. Hough.

Spruce Cabin Run Game and Fish Association.—
This association was organized last Friday. Feb. 6, at the
Astor House, New York. The officers elected were: Col.
E. L. Price, President; Charles G. Bennett, Secretary;
John E, Blake, Treasurer, The association has purchaeed
100 acres of land in Canadensis, Monroe county. Pa,,
which includes the stream known as Spruce Cabin Run,
This stream begins on the top of one of the highest peaks
of the Pocono Mountains, and flowing down into the
Canadensis Valley, mingles with the waters of the turbu-
lent Brodhead Creek, which emptieain to the Delaware.
The preserve will make an extensive and valuable trout
preserve. The association is negotiating for the purchase
of a large tract of land for the purpose of making an ex-
tensive game preserve.

A Book About lNDiANS.~The Fobbbt and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr, Grinnell's book,
"Pa*!?ii96 Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving; a table of coDteute
ftM specSrasa Jll-astratlons froc! the voJuraa.—

ONTARIO GAME LAWS.
HAMILTON, Ont., Feb. Editor Forest and Stream:

Will you allow me space in your valuable columns
to state that the commission specially appointed by the
Ontaiio Government ia now making inquiries on the sub-
ject of game and fish in this Province, with a view of
recommending such changes in the game laws as will
protect the game and fish, and thereby benefit the coun-
try and help to promote the pleasure of honest and legiti-

mate sportsmen?
As many of your American readers are aware, the in-

discriminate slaughter of deer in Ontario is rapidly thin-
ning out that animal, while the wdiolesale netting and
poaching of fish and the indiscriminate shooting and
trapping of game birds out of season is also dei^leting the
country.
A number of questions relating to these matters have

been carefully prepared and printed by the Commission-
ers for distribution to the sportsmen of Ontario, and
should these lines of mine meet the eyes of any of your
American readers who make it a habit to shoot or fish in
Canada, I would be glad, upon aijplication, to send them
copies of the questions, which, when filled up, would no
doubt be helpful in aiding the Commissioners to arrive at
a solution of the w'ork by them undertaken.

I am sending you copies by this mail of all the different
questions prepared for issue by the Commission, so that
you may see for yourself what we are doing. In addition
to this method of reaching those interested, sessions are
being held throughout the Province, at which witnesses
are being examined viva voQe; so that, by the time the in-
quiries of the Commissioners are ended, we hope to have
have had a very general and thorough consensus of opin-
ion on the matters under consideration.

If this note will induce your sportsmen to express their
opinions on these matters in your columns it will be a
matter of interest, and I think that much good will
accrue. A. D. Stew.^vjit, Sec'y.

THE OLD CAMP ON THE CASS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was greatly interested in the pen and ink sketch of
the "Old Camp on Cass River," by the late Dr. Sterling,
of Cleveland, Ohio. It is natural for me to be interested
from the fact that I have lived for over twenty-eight
years within eight miles from w^here the old camp used to
stand, and I live a short distance from it at the present
time. Although I was not old enough to enjoy the hos-
pitable shelter of this ancient landmark, I am' able to find
many of the present citizens of our town(Caro) who have.
That cabin was situated at w^hat was called the Lime-

stone Rock, or near it, from what I can learn from those
who have seen it, and was about three miles above the
present town of Vasaar and about twelve miles from Caro.
It is also true that it was one of the greatest "deer cross-
ings" on the river.

I understand the picture represents the way it looked
about forty years ago. That was a little before my time,
but 1 can distinctly remember how this country looked
twenty-eight years ago; at that time there was abundance
of game of all kinds, and even at the present time con-
siderable game is foiuid. A short time ago several deer
were seen not over seven miles from our city, a.nd one
very large bear was shot. Frequently bear and deer are
seen here, but the old, old days as represented in your
pen sketch have jiassed; they only live in our memories
and history.
Mr. M. A. Jones of this place has hunted on the grounds

and has passed many a night in that camp in the wilder-
ness; at one time in particular he tells me he started a
deer near the crossing, and before it ci'ossed the river it

was accompanied by twelve others. That was a chance
for an amateur sportsman . That was the time when it

was no imoommon thing to see from twelve to twenty deer
in a drove. When the village of Vassar became an incor-
porated town the old cabin was yet standing, and could it

have talked it would undoubtedly have told some great
bunting stories. But the cabin is gone: the deer are gone;
and with them the best hunting days ever recorded in the
history of Michigan.
For the past ten years parties in this section of the State

have gone up to the northern part of the Southern Pen-
insula for game, and I can verify the statement that we
have great sport. In the vicinity of Grayling, St, Hel-
ens, West Branch, Gayloixl and many other places on the
M, C. R, R. , game is numerous, I have been one of a
party of five that has taken this trip once a year for the
past six years, and perhaps in the future I wUl, for the
benefit of the readers of Forest and Steeam, relate some
of our adventures, A. C. Moreland.
Cako, Micli.

ROCHESTER AND VICINITY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The county game law was passed by the supervisors

Jan. 29 with the following amendments: Open season for
quail, Oct. 15 to Nov. 15, instead of the month of Novem-
ber. For woodcock, Sept. I to Nov. 1, instead of Sept, 1
to Nov. BO, The word "penitentiary" inserted instead
of "jail" wherever that word occurs.
Of com'se it is now known that these open seasons con-

flict with the new State game bill, and evidently the
county board were not aware that they could not'open
the season for quail Oct* 15, and if both the laws—the
county and the proposed State—should stand, we would
have rather a short season on quail in this county.
The other dates in county law, while conflicting with

the text, do not with the spirit of the proposed State law.
The Monroe Sportsman's Association have received a

large number of applications for birds, and a new scheme
is being worked in regard to putting them out, that is, of
getting parties who own lands adjoining each other to
the number of one thousand acres to club together in the
care and protection of the birds, thus securing a large
range of protected territory for each lot of birds sent out.
The birds did not do as well in the small lots in coops

as was expected, so they were turned out in the lai-ge
building where the coops were, and are now doing much
better. Several loads of straw and evergreens were dis-
tributed around for them which they seem to appreciate.
Bunches of them get on a spot where the sun shines in

and pile up like a swarm of bees, in the shape of a pyra-
mid, four or five layers high, the outside ones all standing
%vith tails toward the center of the swarm, making an al-
together novipj. appearance. OSCEPLA,
Rochester, Feb. %
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PoTTSviLLE Game and Fish Assooeation.— Editor
Forest and Streavi: The atmual election of officers of
the Pottsville Game and Fish Protective Association was
was held last Wednesday evening, Feb. 4. The follow-
ing ofiicers and trustees were elected to serve for the
ensuing: year: President, J. M. Wether ill: Vice-Pj'esi-

dent, H. J. Hendler; Treasurer. Cyrus Rhectz; Secretary,
F. C. Palmer: Solicitor, Clms. C. Matten; Trustees, Chas.
Parkin'^, E. G. Hoovei-. Jas. Eussell, H. E, Foste r. Croo.

Eose, Al Bindley, Chas. Sohiiupf. This association has
been in existence one 3 eai-, and during that time has
done much-to protect the yait\G and fish. Ifc is acknowl-
edged by ail that there was more game in this vicinity

during the last season tlian there Iras been for many
years, and the association claims some credit for this.

The association is making a determined effort to put out
a great many trout fry this spring. The initiation

fee is fifty cents, annual dues oue dollar. Any person
who believes in the protection of game and game fish

and the propagation thereof is eligible to membership.
During the year the association paid men to act as

wardens, who traveled the mountains in search for viola-

tors of the laws, and continually advertised rewards for

the arrest and conviction of violators of the game and
fish laws. The association has now over a hundred mem-
bers in good standing.—P.

EiFLE Aiming at Game.—Editor Forest and Streavi:
Your correspondent J, J, Meyrick (in Nov. fi) speaks of

certain positions in making long shots .at game. The lead-

ing idea, if I understand correctly, is the using a stick to

steady the aim. He thinks that aid must be generally
unlinown in America. In this he is mistaken. Ou the
plains, when muzzleloaders were in use. it w.as a common
occirrrence for the hunter when making a long shot,

taking the military position, hre kneeling, to steady the
aim with his ramrod. In 1861 I was at a camp of

Cheyenne Iiidians in Wyoming. A number of the Indians
had good rifles, and we shot at targets with them. They
each carried a long stick. (To the best of my recollection,

about 4ift.) When firing they squatted, or sat upon their

heels, and steadied their arm with the stick. For a num-
ber of years past I have occasionally hunted deer in the
Nortliern Peninsula of Michigan and would frequently
find parties of Chippewa Indians also hunting deer. They
all used a like stick to steady their aim, even when firing

standing. Those Indians I saw rarely fired at running
game.—H. S. [Our experience has been that Indians in

old times almost always carried two slender sticks, which
were used for wiping sticks and also to form a crotch for

a rest when aiming. We have seen this done among the
Utes, Snakes, Pawnees, Blackfeet and many other tribes.]

Michigan Game Laws.—The Muskegon (Mich.) Fish
and Game Protective Association have petitioned the Leg-
islature to prohibit spring shooting (except jacksnipe to

May 1); to repeal the law against deer hounding; to restore

the quail season as it was two years ago; to prohibit the
sale of game; to continue the ofiice of State game warden.
They also ask that beaver, mink, otter, muskrat, raccoon,
martin and fisher may have protection from Mav 1 to

Dec. 1.

Michigan Quail.—Holland, Mich., Jan. 27.—Rabbits
are plentifrd here this season. A party of six bagged 44
yesterday. Quail are numerous and are increasing fast,

although from what I can hear, some lawless persons have
been shooting them. We had no duck shooting to speak
of last fall, but hope for a good flight in the spring. I

saw one robin and heard another last Sunday.—A. G, B.

mid ^iv^t ^mhinq.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the iSooTc of

the Game Laws.

ANGLING REtREATS OF MAINE.
ni,

—

the elijottsville lakes and ponds.

ELLIOTTSVILLE PLANTATION is noVth of Monffon.
Its south line by the way of the only traveled road

there is some five miles from Lake Hebron. An ancient
roadway, scraggy, moss-grown and hoary, overhung by
the low branches of old trees, skirted \>j xjrimeval
forests, ledges of huge rocks and ragged boulders,

and crossed by numerous brooks and stTeams, leads
from the "Savage road" to Wilson River. From the
Wilson River bridge the road divides into three differ-

ent branches, one leading north and winding around
the brow of Boar Stone Mountain to the two lone habita-

tions of Nympbus Bodfish and Trustrum H. Brown. The
dwelling of the latter is the last residence tins side of the
great untrodden wilderness, which is unbroken from
there to the Canadian country. The easterly road from
the Wilson bridge leads to Greenwood Pond. The west-

erly branch is just in one of the isolated and now unin-
habited farms which represent a former civilization.

Many years ago when the settlement thrived on the
"Savage road" this was a hamlet of thrifty and busy
farmers. There were also mills, a post-ofiice, school-

house and a store at the bridge. All is changed now. A
few old and scattered houses alone remain to tell the tale

of bygone days. Until its few settlers wei-e awakened
by the sound of the locomotive of the Canadian Pacific

Eailway it was not altogether nnlike Goldsmith's deserted
village.

Brown is a recluse and lives in his primitive residence
alone in one of the wildest spots in that region. He is

withal a good and reliable guiue, and is well acquainted
with all of the trout ponds and the haunts of the deer and
caribou. It is six miles from his place to Hedge Hog
Pond, which can be reached by an old lumberman's "tote

road." A. fair fly or bait fislierinan can there readily

secure 100 spotted trout in a day, for it is not as easy of

access as many others and is yet comparatively secure
from the intrusion of the multitude. It is also six miles
from Brown's to Long Pond, which is a. lake eight miles
long, of an irregular and crooked shape and contains
large quantities of spotted and lake trout and landlocked
salmon. Its outlet flows into Onaway Lake at the south.

The fishing here is most excellent, as this is also inacces-

siblej with carriages. The last two miles of its outlet.

wdiich is called Long Pond Stream, is very picturesque
and the scenery is beautiful. On it are a succession of
falls known as "Slue Gundy." It winds gracefully along
for several miles under charming elm and white birch
foliage. In the spring season it is an excellent stream
for brook trout fisliing.

From Wilson Falls, at the bridge before mentioned,
wiiich are eight miles from Monsou, it is one and one-
half miles to the shore of Greenwood Pond, The shore of
Greenwood is reached by wagons. Here the eye gazes
xijjoij a beautiful sheet of water, and at fii-st sight one
supposes it to be only a small pond. But an exjiloration
discovers that what appeared like its head is only the
"narrows," so called, or a small channel surrounded on
either side by high and abrupt shores. Then your craft
is in quite a large expanse of water under the shade of
Boarstone and Greenwood Mountains. Caribou Cove is

on its easterly side and is about one mile in length, A
few rods to the west lie the two smaller ponds, known
as the Little Greenwoods, hidden away under the hoary
brow of Greenwood Mountains, These ponds have the
spotted and the larger one has both, spotted and lake
trout,

A boat or canoe ride of one and one-half miles across
Greenwood and a carry or walk of one mile, which is

through a wide, open and dry path in the w^oods, bring the
angler to the shores ofLake Onaway, or what is often called
Ship Pond, about four miles long, Onaway is said to
have been its original Indian name, but the lumbermen
and jnoneers called it Ship Pond, because its shape is

very much like that of a schooner. In the days when the
red men were the denizens of this country the principal
route of travel from the Penobscot River and bay to Can-
ada was by the way of tliis lake, thence by Moosehead
Lake and Moose River. The form of this lake is odd and
curious, having many (|uaint coves and irregular bays
and within it several islands. It is in the midst of a very
dense and vast forest. Its waters are fringed- by comely
and graceful white birch trees, whose shadowy forms in
a moonlight evening give the surroundings a weird ap-
pearance. It is surrounded by Boar Stone, Greenwood,
Barron, Benson and Chairback mountains, all grand and
magnificent, whose venerable tops look down upon its

placid watei's, making a picture of rare beauty and a
scene of grandeur seldom equalled. That great highway
of nations, the Canadian Pacific Railway, now passes
along its southern shore, although rto settlements have
yet been developed. There are some camps here which
are comfortable abiding places for the visiting angler.
Besides the same species of trout which invest all these
neighboring ponds, this is well filled with landlocked
salmon and smelts.
Dm-ing the season of 1886 the writer, with three friends,

spent five days there and during the time took and car-
ried to camp 69 salmon. They were all caught witli light
rods. None were saved that weighed less than lib. and
the largest one captured tipped the scales at Gibs, These
fish are fighters worthy the skill of the most expert
fishers. They take a fly, though the most universal mode
is with bait in about 66ft. of water. At Flood Ccve and
other points around the head of the lake many large
spotted trout are taken trolling with flies and worms.
The smelts are similar to the salt water smelts and are
exceedingly sweet tasting and dehcious as a food fish. In
the summer of 1883 a gentleman from Providence, E. I.,

captured there, with an 8oz. rod, a lake trout that
weighed IQ^lbs. Since then one other trout has been
taken near the same spot that was his snperior in weight
by about 2lbs. The shores are rough, uneven and rocky,
huge granite boulders being seen in all directions. They
remind one of another place described by Thoreau as
"the raw materials of a planet dropped from an unseen
quarr3^" The only real smooth shore is what is known
as Haynes Beach, about midway of the lake on the
easterly side in a pleasant and pretty cove. Boar Stone
Mountain stands like a grim sentinel, lofty and majes-
tic, overshadowing all. An ascent to its peak is often
made by tourists. Near its summit are three small ponds
of pure, clear and very cold water. In one of these the
water is of remarkable depth. The outlets of these ponds
rush and tumble over the mass of rocks, over the waste
and desolation of ages in their rapid flight to the waters
of Onaway. There is one cove called Duck Cove, which
is grassy and where are numerous little bays, firths and
lagoons extending into the marsh. About this cove and
among these lagoons ducks in their season are quite
plenty. J, F, S,

MoNSON, Me.

SALMON IN WINTER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your paper of the 8th inst., on "Salmon Fishing in

Winter," you write that salmon, especially in the months
of March and April, are caught with hook and line in the
Baltic along the north coast of Germany at depths vary-
ing from 16 to 32 fathoms from 6 to 20 miles oft' shore, and
in the open sea near Sweden through the autumn and
winter; and quote a statement that Eastern salmon spawn
in the fall, yet there is a later run which spawn in Janu-
ary and February and return to the sea as kelts in June.
"Scarlet-Ibis" writes truthfully that probably more would
be heard about the taking of salmon during winter were
it not against the law. Living on the River St. John,
New Brunswick, I write what I know of the salmon fre-

quenting it. In the months of .June, July and August
quantities are caught in nets in the Bay of Fundy and all

along the river on their way to tbe spawning grounds.
Later this net fishing for salmon is prohibited. But years
ago, before such laws were very strictly enforced at points
on the river within 80 miles of its mouth, bright fish 8, 9

and lOlbs. were caught, and a few, though contrary to

law, are now caught in the months of October, November,
December and later where the current is rapid and the ice

does not make in January, February and March.
At the Belle Isle Bay, thirty miles up river, fishing for

bass is permitted during the winter, and nets are set

under the ice and salmon are at times caught in those
nets as well as bass. Last winter one of 401bs. was
caught; whether it was a spent or bright fish I cannot
say. But the autumn and winter fish I speak of and
have seen were bright round fish and did not show signs of

early spawning. In the months of March, April and May
an occasional bright salmon is caught in the gaspereaux
fishing nets at the north of the river, thus showing that
salmon enter the river St. John every month in the
year. Whether those that enter it in the autumn and

winter come to spawn I will not say, but from the state
of the fish that I have seen opened am of the opinion that
they do not in the winter time. The black or spent fish
that I and others have caught on the rivers flowing into
the Gulf of St. Lawrence wdth a fly in May and June we
have looked upon as fish that had spawned late in the
autumn and remained in the deep pools, ice-bound,
through the winter and were making for the sea.
What the bright fish that are with us in the winter come
for if not to spawn is to me an unanswered question;
possibly they, like the Baltic fish, having spawned early
go to sea and recuperate, that their haunts, not yet known
to us, are not very far away, and they are ready to visit

their fresh-water homes when nature calls or when an-
noyed with the lice that gather on them in the sea and
that fresh water relieves them from; or there may be
some kinds of food in the rivers even in winter that at-

tracts some. The Kennebeccasis, a fresh-water tributary
of the St. John, swarms with cod, pollock and hake,
strictly salt-water fish—all winter feeding on the smelt
that are in it at that time and are caught through the
ice. Jas. A. Harding.

.St. John, January.

ANGLING NOTES.
MOST anglers have pet theories of their own about fly-

fishing, and the less experience they have the
more firmly they believe in these theories. In fact, after
one season's fishing the majority of fishermen know more
than they ever will know again. The truth is, it will not
answer to put forth any decided theories or rules for fish-

ing unless one has had experience covering the whole
country. For instance, in one water trout or bass will
take the fly only early in the morning or late in theeven-^
ing, while on other waters, perhaps only a lev^miles ofl*j'

they will rise only in the middle of the day. Or the fish

may show a decided preference for a certain fly in one
season and refuse it the next.
On Lake Coldon, in the Adirondacks, the trout prefer

a black-gnat at night, while in most waters they can only
be taken on very light-colored flies after dark. One ang-
ler claims that flies should be dressed very thick and
bushy, and others insist they nevery should be made that
way.

Mr, W. C. Prime has a theory that trout always MU
natural flies with their tails before taking them, and ti'eat

the artificial insects the same way.

One afternoon I was fishine in a pool noted for big
trout that were exceedingly difficult to catch, and though
I tried all sorts of flies I could not coax up a single fish.

In despair I looped on a salmon fly that had rested unused
for several years in the back of my fly-book. To my
astonishment a trout rose for it with a startling splash the
moment it touched the water. After leading him to the
shallows and landing him, I took a second and a third in
quick succession and then lost the fly on a fourth. Now,
I thought to myself, I know what these fish want; so the
next day I took a four-mile tramp to this pool, well sup-
plied with these big flies; to my great disappointment the
trout never looked at it. Had I not tried them again, I

should have felt certain that those fish could always be
taken on a salmon fly.

There was a piece of water just above the famous sec-
ond fall on Eock Eun, Pa. , in which it was said trout
would never take a fly. Every one that fished there
agreed to that theory, though they could give no reason
for it. I certainly' was astonished when I tried it, for
though the fish were rising well all along the stream I

could not get a trout on this stretch; so I waded back
carefully, and to my surprise could not see a single trout.
After a thorough examination I made up my mind that
the reason no one could take them with the fly was be-
cause there were none there to take. This stretch of
stream was about one-fourth of a mile long and situated
between two falls, and was evidently barren water
with a smooth bottom of solid rock, affording no food
and no shelter.

According to Rudyard Kipling's story in one of the daily
papers he and his friends must have had grand sport fly-

fishing for salmon on the Pacific coast. Every season
we hear of some one's success with these fish, and it

would greatly aid the solution of this problem if anglers
would mention the time of year, kind of fly, etc., so that
others could profit by their experience. We have always
believed that under proper conditions these western
salmon could be killed on the fly.

The warm weather of the past few weeks has brought
the tarpon to the Florida coast, and many have been
hooked, though owing to want of proper tackle few have
been saved. We advise those interested to read "Angling
Notes" in our Jan. 8 issue, ScARiiET-lBis.

The Bisbt Club.—At the annual meeting, held in
Utica last week, the following officers were elected:
President, Gen. Richard U. Sherman, New Hartford;
Vice-President, Gen. James W. Husted, Peekskili; Second
Vice-President, T. R. Proctor. Utica; Secretary, T. R.
Proctor, iJtica; Treasurer, W, H. Boardman, New York;
Legal Counselor, R. F. Wilkinson, Rough keepsie. Trus-
teps—President Sherman (ex-offlcio), T. R. Proctor, H.
Lee Babcock, of New- Hartford; W. H. H. Wooster, of
Seymour, Conn.: W. H. Boardman, R, F, Wilkinson.
The excutive committee consists of the president, first

vice-president, secretary, treasurer and legal counsel.
President Sherman read an interesting report, in which
he described the progress of the club during the past year.
It was shown to be very prosperous. Various improve-
ments were recommended, especially the enlargement of
the ponds at the hatchery, and the clearing of more
ground for agricultural purposes.

Cumberland County Association.—Portland, Me.,
Feb. 7.

—

EdUor Forest and Stream: We ha.ve formed an
association, to be called the Cumberland County Associa-
tion of Game Fishermen, with the object of assisting in
stcicking and jirotecting the Sebago waters. Nearly all

the businejss and jjroiessional men of the -city and county
who shoot or fish (most of them do both) are in it. 'Wlaen
more.definite plans are laid out I will keep you informecl
if you desire.—D.
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PIKE FISHING IN TORONTO BAY.
WHEN the great majority of anglers have wound up

their tackle and retired from the waterside to
ruminate and swap yarns over their successes and failures

with the bass and perch during the season, the pike fisher

puts himself into commission and prospects around the
bay to discover tlie haunts of this good game hsh. The
pike has lieen more than usually abtmdant this autumn,
owing no doubt to the partial protection from the netters,

clubbers and shooters afforded them last spring while they
were spawning. More stringent measures, however, must
be taken before the fishing will be anything like what it

should be in this splendid stretch of water. Poaching is

still carried on in the most o]jen and destructive manner.
The pike here have also suffered terribly from the

attacks of the lamprey. These creatures attach them-
selves to the sides or belly of large fish and suck or rasp
a hole through the skin and flesh, often reaching into the
intestines. When this occurs the pike of course dies.

Many fine fish are to be seen floating about the bay killed
in this fasliion, and very few are caught that do not show
marks of having suffered from a more or less prolonged
visit of this wretched parasite, two or three holes being
found in some cases. Black bass and suckers are served
the same way, .

I do not recollect having seen this habit of the lamprey
mentioned by any writer, nor have I ever in any other
water seen any damage done by it to fish, thougla I did
once in Manitoba take a pike with a lamprey attached to

it. Perhaps some of your readers on the other side of
Lake Ontario can furnish further information on this
subject.

I suppose in calling the pike a good game fish I shall

incur the contemptuous wrath ot "Kingfisher" and others
wf^Jove the black bass and him only; and I can fancy I

heS^.hem ejaculate "snakes" and such like uncompli-
menlM-y things. But in spite of that I am prepared to
maintain that the pike {Esox lucius) is fully equally to
the much-praised black bass, and in one respect superior.
It is inferior to the black bass on the table, but in no other
place nor way, and it lias the advantage of growing much
larger, this to me is one of its greatest attractions, for I

don't like catching fish I can flick out with my rod, and
one don't catch many pike he can serve that way. Then
there is always the chance of hooking a big one—some-
thing to be remembered as long as you live. These big
fellows are scarce here, but I am always in hope that the
next will be the one. The largest I saw taken this year
weighed 12-^lbs.j my own largCvSt did not quite reach Olbs.

There are here besides the northern pike lots of grass
pike. These frequent the weedy ponds in the marsh and
over on the island, and are worthless in comparison, being
dark-colored things, all head with long, thin bodies,
making no fight when hooked. These are the fellows
that "Kingfisher"' has caught and turned up his nose at,

I suspect, and not the bright beautiful fish with large oval
gold spots and markings that we catch in the open water,
and which can and will fight as hard as anything that
wears scale armor.
By far the greatest number of pike caught here are

taken with a spoon, and the tackle used is of the prop
and clothes-line variety. The method is to use two very
stout bamboo rods with lines strong enough to hold a
horse; to these spoons are attached, the rods are arranged
one on each side of a boat, and the fisherman rows quietly
about the bay. The pike hooks himself and is hauled in
and knocked on the head. Perhaps there are people who
find sport in this; there must be or it would not be prac-
ticed to the extent it is, but I cannot see it. It seems to
me about on a par with shooting into a bevy of quad on
the ground, the object in each case being simply to bag
the game no matter how.
To get the greatest amount of sport together with a fair

share of fish I use a 12ft. bass rod, 80yds. of the finest

made linen bass line, a plain brass reel and a float. In
open water I use one hook whipped on fine gimp; the
hook is passed through the back of the bait just under
the doreal fin, care being taken to injure the bait as little

as possible. If I am fishing from the shore (which 1 much
prefer) I cast my bait quietly into the water and allow it

to remain in one spot for perhaps a quarter of an hour.
If nothing comes of that I move on a few yards and make
another cast, and so on, carefully trying every likely
spot. ^Vlien a pike seizes the bait 1 pay out line until
the fish stops running; then I wait a minute or two or even
longer if the bait is a large one and strike sharply, and
play the fish gently until I can slip my landing net under
him.
In this method of fishing there are two things to be

carefully avoided; the fii"st is striking too soon, always
give plenty of time to allow the pike to get the bait well
into his throat; the second is putting too much strain on
your fish after he is hooked. A pike's mouth is very
"bony and it often hapi)eus that the hook has only pene-
trated the skin which lines the jaws, in which case a
heavy pull will tear it out and a fish will be lost that a
lighter hand would have landed. However, with the
greatest care and the lightest hand accidents of this kind
will happen, and the man who lands nine out of every
dozen hooked has reason to think himself lucky.

If the water is weedy, and particularly if there are
many lilies about, I use treble hooks on gimp, about 2in.

above which I whip on a small single hook; on this single
hook I put the bait in the same manner as before, the
treble hooks then should hang just below the belly of the
bait. With this I use a float also and rather heavier shot,
so as to prevent the bait from swimming off among the
lily stems. Drop the bait into the clear holes and the
instant the float goes down strike sharp and keep a light
line on the fish. In this way I can get pike out of places
where no other method is available.
I find the best baits to be small creek suckers, shinera

aud chubs. The suckers are the best by far. Pike will
also take perch and other small fish, but nothing like so
readily as the first three named. They should be about
Sin. long (if larger, many fish are missed in striking),
bright, and above all, lively, so as to swim about and
make a good showing when on the hook.
In warm weather I generally keep my bait about mid-

water; later on as the weather gets cold about 1ft. or I8in.
from the bottom.
Pike fishing here can be pursued from the end of April

so long as the water remains open, but the best of the
season is from the first of September until the middle of
November. The fish ai-e then in prime condition, beau-
tiful in appearance and full of life and vigor; they will
bite at most times, but the best days are the fine, clear
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ones of autumn, when there is just enough breeze to rip-
ple the surface of the bay and the water is clear; if at all
thick it is useless to try for them. They are also caught
here thi-ough the ice in the depth of winter, but it is hard,
cold work and not sport, C. W. Nash.

WATER LIFE.
Occasional Observations on the Fishes in the Aquaria of the

U. S. Fish. Commission.

FEEDING HABITS OF THE SKATE.

THE rays do not generally live well in small aquaria.
In the cases of a great many of them which the

writer has had under observation, none, with one excep-
tion, lived for a great length of time or were observed to
take food.
The exception is a specimen of the common skate (Raia

erinacea) now in an aquarium at Washington, It is

usually very quiet, and rests flat against the back of the
tank—which is sloping—where the water supply enters,
and is, therefore, almost completely hidden from'view by
the steam-like cloud of air bubbles at that point.
On one occasion when some small fi.sh were introduced

as food for the flounders inhabiting the same tank, and
which eat them greedily, the skate was noticed to be
more active than usual, moving about nervously and
raising itself free from the slate by means of the extreme
edges of its body, which had the effect of raising the
head and central part of the body an inch or more. The
small fish were from fresh water and were, therefore,
too buoyant to swim down into the water without very
great and continuous efforts, which when relaxed would
allow them to float to the surface again, They were
much in the condition of a drunken man. Px'esently it

was thought that a fish was noticed to pass under 'the
skate and a fl.nttening of the body against the slate and a
convulsive movement, which had the appearance of that
produced by swallowing, made it apparent that it had
caught and swallowed a fish. Later it was seen to catch
them against the glass front of the tank, so that all

doubts were removed. The body of the skate will be
raised on its edges so as to allow the small fish to swim
between it and the glass on which it is resting. When
the fish is felt the skate suddenly flattens itself against
the glass in such a way as to hold it securely and by a
series of rapid muscular movements brings it to its

mouth, into which it is sucked as into a vortex.
The skate has now become so tame that it will come to

the surface of the water and take small fish, or pieces of
fish and meat, from the hand of the attendant. It has
lately laid fom- eggs, but as there is no male, and as it

has been in the aquarium since October, it is not likely
that they are fertilized.

The eggs (or empty egg cases) of the skate are familiar
objects to those who visit the seaside, as they are very
common; but few, probably, imagine that they are the
eggs of a curious fish. The egg may be described as
pillow-shaped, in the present case about l^^in. wide by
2Un. long and 4in. thick in the middle, and with a flex-

ible horn longer than the egg itself extending from each
corner. When found on the sea beaches they are gener-
ally black or very dark brown, but when first laid they
are a lustrous light brown tinged with sulphur yellow
and are quite transparent, so that the contents are very
easily seen. The shell or skin is a very tough but flexible
integument of a horny consistency. Wm. P. Seal.

The Loon Club,—Monson, Maine, Feb. 2.—Some of
•the sportsmen and angling fraternity of this place recently
organized a local sportsmen's club, which is named the
Loon Club, L. S. Hall is President; E. A. BuUard, Vice-
President; E. R. Haynes, Secretary; D. J. Jackson,
Treasurer. They will erect a club house on the southerly
shore of Lake Hebron in season for early spring
fishing.—F.

Lexington, Va.—During the last season black bass
were fairly abundant, but for some reason they seem to be
either decreasing in our waters or becoming more capri-
cious as to bait. Fly-fishing is not followed to the extent
it should be. The largest strings were caught with the
fly.—T. M. S.

FERRtTLB Cement.—Mandan, N. D.—In your issue of
Jan. 39, "R. O. S.," of St. Johns, asks for a ferrule cement.
I have used Dodge's for the past four years, and think it

the best in the market. He can buy it at any tackle
store.—F. S. L.

THE SALMON RIVERS OF ALASKA.

WE have received from the U, S. Fish Commission an import-
ant report on the "Salmon and Salmon Rivers of Alaska,

with Notes on the Conditions, Methods and Needs of the Salmon
Fisheries." by Tarleton H. Beau, Ichthyologist of the U. S. Fish
Commission. This is a very important work, and sets forth in
considerable detail some features of the wealth of Alaska, which
have hitherto been known of only in a very general way.
The index of this report has the peciHiarity of being a complete

table of contents, and the reader can readily find the facts relat-
ing to each species discussed by reference to this index. The in-
vestigation here reported on was made by authority of Congress,
aud Col. McDonald placed the matter in Dr. Bean's charge be-
cause of his acquaintance with the region and its fishes. In the
topographic work and the reconnoissance of the surface geology
the expedition had the assistance of Mr. Franklin Bootn, of the
University of California, and ,by reference to the charts accom-
panying the report it will be seen that his time was very fully oc-
cupied. He was able to correct the maps of Kadiak in many im-
portant particulars. The report is profusely illustrated and
twenty-nine of the plates are reproductions of Dr. Bean's photo-
graphs. They show the methods of seining, the vessels engaged
in the fishery, the canneries, harbors, spawning lakes and other
features intimateii' related to the salmon industry. Many of the
photographs were made in parts of the island never before
reached by a photographer.
The object of the investigation is concisely stated on the title

page. Tne maintenance of the salmon fisheries under permanent
conditions of productiveness involves (1) regulation of the methods
of fishing so as to permit the ascent of salmon to their spawning
grounds in sufficient numbers, and (3) the introduction of a system
of artificial fertilization and hatching of eggs and the extensive
distribution of young salmon to their natural feeding grounds in
fresh water. The report describes briefly the physical character-
istics of the environment of the salmon, including the size, rale of
descent, nature of bottom, etc., of the salmon rivers; tbo daily
variation of the temperature of air and water, the condition of
the water during the winter and its changes of level through the
influence of rains, the vegetation of the river valleys, the varia-
tions of the tides, the nature of obstructions, if such exist,.and
such other matters as relate to tlie life of the fish.

The chapter on the natural history of the salmon opens with a
brief sketch of the species included iu the salmon family, and
then takes up tlie salmon and trout which are commercially im-
portant. Concerning these species are given the various common
names, size, edible qualities, movements, spawning season and
habits, changes incident,to the spawning process, methods of cap-
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ture, parasites and other enemies, and the present condition of
abundance.
Another chapter is devoted to the methods, conditions and

other statistics of the salmon fishery. This records a total of 66
vessels in the salmon fleet, of which 13 were steamers. Thirty-
six canneries were in operation in 1889. The capital invested was
estimated at about §1,000,000 and tbe products valued at 83,000,000.
The methods of seining are described and it is related that as many
as 17,000 salmon have been taken at a single haul. The processes
of salting and canning fish are briefly referred to. The report
closes with a brief chapter on the desirability of the artificial
propagation of the salmon in Alaskan rivers.
We believe this is the first report of its kind and it is to be

hoped that Congress will see the necessity of continuing the
inquiry into this matter and will take steps to maintain the exist-
ing flsherief, rather than be at the expense of attempting to
restore them a few years later and, at the same time, appropriate
large sums of money to feed the natives, whose main food resource
is being rapidly absorbed by excessive and injurous flailing.

MORE ABOUT CONNECTICUT SHAD,

IN the Hartford Post Game Warden A. 0. Collins writes
supplementing his article in Forest akd Steeam as

follows:
I submit a few figures touching the catch of shad in Con-

necticut for the past twelve years. The following figures
for the Hudson, Delaware and Potomac rivers were kindly
furnished me by Col. Marshall McDonald and Capt. J. W.
Collins, of the IJnited States Fish Comtnission. The figures
for Connecticut were takeu from the Fish Commissioners'
report.
Catch of shad in the Delaware, Hudson and Potomac

rivers and State of Connecticut from 1885 to 1890 inclusive:

Hudson Delaware Potomac Connecticut
Years. River. River. River. River.
1885 1,174.83.5 1,148,496 157,696 190.300
1886 1,300,949 874.017 275.432 117,950
1887 1,568,634 800.265 327 240 S0,350
1888 1,5()8,.')48 8.56,662 367.105 68,450
1889 1,073,118 984,9.11 528,647 43.326
1890 * * 486,931 34.318
*No reports. It is known, however, that the ctoli of shad for

the Delawnre River was exceedingly large for 1890.

The followine: table shows the catch of shad and how
caught from 1879 to 1890 inclusive as collated from the Con-
necticut Fish CoTumissioner's reports:

Shad Caught Shad Caught
Yearef. by Pounds. by Ne+s. Total Catch.
1879,. giiO.cee 186,955 436,981
1880 175,784 94,134 369,918
1881 ; 281,a38 70,040 351,678
1882 313,720 59,183 273,903
1883 114„570 62.7.38 177,308
1884 95,;i(K) .54,745 150,045
18K5 133.000 57,300 190..30O

1886 75,000 42,9.50 117,950
1887 63,750 16,000 80,350
1888 45,9.50 23,500 68,450
18S9 27.425 14,900 42,335
1890 16.991 17,:j37 34,318

1,493,154 699,373 3,193,.526

Total number of shed caught in Connecticttt by pounds,
nets and seines from 1879 to 1890 inclusive, 2,192,526.

Total number of shad caught in Connecticut by pounds
from 1879 to 1890 inclusive, 1,493,1.5-4.

Total number of shad caught in Connecticut by seines
aud nets from 1879 to 1S90 inclusive, C99,:373.

This shows that 68 per cent, of the total catch (2,192,,526.) of
shad from 1879 to 1890 inclusive was taken by the pounds on
the Coiuiecticut shore of Lon.« Island Sotind, And 33 per
cent, of the total catch (3,193,536) of shad from 1879 to 1890
inclusive was taken by seines and nets in the Connecticut
River; nearly seven-tenths of the shad being caught by
pounds and only three-tenths by seines and nets.
Below you will find some statistics that .speak lotidly:

Number of .sh;id caiiglit bv one pound at Westbrcok. Conn.:
1879, 19.175; 18S0, 13.575; 1881,10,500; 1883,9,6:37; 1883,6,200:

1884, 7,200; 1885, 7,858; 1SS6, 4,100; 1887, 7,300; 1888, 2,300; 1889,

1,800; total, 89,145.

Number of shad caught from Connecticut line to Holyoke
dam, Jlass., on the Connecticut River: 1879, 13.409; 1880,

7.737; 1881,38,383; 1882,6,990; 1883, 3,.591: 1884, 1,.59;3; 1SS.5,

1,718; 1886, 577; 1887, 850; 1&88, 824; 1889, 796; total. 76,457.

The above shows that only one pound caitght 12,688 more
shad in eleven years than was caught in Massachusetts on
the Connecticut River from 1879 to 1889 inclusive.
Let us compare the money value (retail price) of the 1879

'

and 1890 catch of shad—436,981 shad at 50 cents each, S218,-

490.50. The 1890 catch: 34,318 shad at 50 cents each, $17,159

—an actual loss of over 8300,000. Something should be done
to recoyer our almost exhausted fisheries. A. C. Collins.

MINNESOTA FISHCULTURE.
WILLOWBROOK, as the State hatchery is named, is

situated within the boundary of the city, and lies

due east of the capitol, as the bird flies, within two miles
and a half.
The well chosen site is upon a terrace secure above high

water mark of the Mississippi and safe from danger of
washout from any stream. The many large and copious
springs upon the grounds are utilize'd in the processes of
fishcultnre. The abundant and ijure sparkling water which
gtishes from a hundred fountains, cold and clear, is led by
conduits to the various hatcheries and ponds, to the troughs
and tanks, receptacles, jars and aquaria, in short, wherever
needed, and is so controlled and managed by gates and shut-
oflfs that superfluous streams are run down spawning races,

forming little cascades and rivttlets, which lead sparklingly
over pebbly beds and gravelly reaches into ponds fashioned
to simulate the natural trout pools of the country. The
ponds, though all communicating, are screened with wooden
gratings, so as to separate the different kinds of fish, while
permitting the free flow and continuous cttrrent of water to
move everywhere throttghotit their length. The ponds are
divided and subdivided into compartments, and in each may
be seen fishes of different species, differing iu .size and age,
from the newly hatched embryo to the patriarchal progeni-
tor of many generations.
In the different pools may be seen fish of the following

varieties: Native brook trout, California or rainbow trout,
Loch Leven trout, Lake Superior trout, hybrid salmo-brook
trout, landlocked salmon, California salmon, wall-eyed pike,
yellow perch, black bass, king lake trout, "German" scale,
mirror aud leather carp, blue carp, tench, golden ide, gold
carp, saibling and European brown trout, and some fine
large specimens of the lake and river sturgeon. Besides
these there is a museum of mounted fishes, which attracted
deserved commendation at the New Orleans Exposition, also
a number of specimens in alcohol. There are three hatch-
ing houses, fitted up with troughs, where the pearl-like eggs
lie nestled upon a gravelly bottom, over which the sparkling
water gently ripples, but whose limpid transparency per-
mits the secrets of embryonic development to be seen and
stitdied as no other vertebrate can be.
Besides these three hatcheries is another house for white-

fish and wall-eyed "pike," whose eggs must be manipulated
differently from those of the fronts. The basement of this
"glass hatchery" is fitted up with a battery of "Chase's self-

picking hatching jars," twelve jars in a rank and four ranks
in a battery, eachjar capable of containing 350,000 whitefish
or "pike" eggs, The current of water flowing into the
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mparts a gentle and continuous rotary motion to the eggs,
which is necessary to their vitality. The same current
carries away the bad eggs, which, being of less gravity, rise
to tbe surface and are floated away.
The fishes as hatched are also moved forward by the cur-

rent into suitable troughs and tanks, where they are held
until such time as is proper for their distribution.
There is also on the grounds a tenement for the assistant's

residence, with a room and office for the superintendent's
use. Over the "glass hatchery" is a work shop, while over
the second trout hatchery is a warming room for visitors
and the museum of mounted fishes. There is also a small
structure apart, for preparing the fish food. Also a small
stable and shed for the cow and for visitors' teams. The
whole is most interesting, and well worth the inspection of
visitors, who are always welcome and courteously treated by
the superintendent and his assistants.
The following is the distribution of fishes and eggs since

last report, viz., from Aug. 1, 1888, to Aug. 1, 1890, inclusive;

Distributed. 1888. 1889. 1880. Totals.
German carp 175 1,38a 150 1.710

Rainbow trout 12,000 12,000
Black bass and perch 3,000 —
Landlocked salmon 25,000 51,000 76.0(X)

Loch Leven trout 15,000 147,000 163,000
Lake Superior trout 55,000 100,000 193,000 347,000
Lake Superior trout,3yrs. old 65
Native brook trout 80,000 3B9,O0O 391,000 860,000
Wall-eyed pike 3.100,000 1,700,000 3.800,000

1^60,775
Wall-eyed pike eggs 25,000,000

In addition to this, the L'^nited States Fish
Commission has planted in Lake Superior
waters within this State as follows:

Loch Leveu,Von Behr and native brook trout . . .50.000

Wall-eyed pike 500,000
Lake Superior trout 1,380,000
Whitefish 35,000,000-36,910,000

Making a grand total of 67,170,775

Every indication at the present time leads us to believe
that the output of the coming season will largely exceed, if

not double, that of the last.

ROBEET ORMSBT SWKENY, SE.

I-ORErOlSr FISHGULTURISTS.—We are informed hy
the editor of Sjjorten, Mr. Alex. Hintze, of Helsingfors, Fin-
land, that Professor Doctor Malmgren, formerly Inspector
of Fisheries of Finland, is now Governor of one of the north-
Qrn provinces of Finland, and not of the entire country, as
we said upon information in our issue of Jan. 1, 1891. Dr.
Malmgren, he states further, is not a fishcnlturist, and upon
this we congratulate the Doctor, for he need not waste words
in apologizing for successful trout culture nor care a rap
whether the saibling is a polymorphous species or a myste-
rious double.

he Mmml
AH communications must reach us by Tuesday

of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Feh. 24 to 2!7.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at Kew York. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimore. Md, W. Stevrart DiffienderEEer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesno Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa, W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of tho Washington Oifcy

Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C,
Marcb 24 to 37.~Seccucl Annual Dog Show of the MaBsachusetts

Kennel Olub, Lynn- Mass. D. A, Williams, Secretary,
March 31 to April 3.— S'>venth Annual Do^ Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Secretary,
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.—Dog Show of the Southern California Kennel

Club, at Los Angeles.
April S8 to May 3,—Dog Show of the California Kennel Club, at
an Francisco, Cal. B, P. Rennie, Sec'y,
Sept. 1 to 4.~Dog Show of the Yonngstown Kennel Club, at

YonngstovTO, 0,

THE SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.
''pHESE trials comnienced under vei=y favorable auspioasX on Monday^ Feb. at New Albany, Miss. There was
quite a large attendance of _bout.hern sportsmen, among
whom 1 noticed Col. Gordon, J. O'H. Denny, T. M. Brumby"
J. W. Renfroe, J. Shelley Hudson, Whyte Bedford, J. M.
Avent, Patrick Henry, P. H. Bryson, Major Strickland, B,
P. Holliday. and F. I. Stone. Among the handlers were
such well known men as Messrs. Rose, Tucker, Short,
Titus, McCargo, McCartney, Hyde, Bevan and Poindexter.
The grounds were well adapted, but birds were not very
plentiful, There was considerable grumbling over the
hotel accommodations, which were poor. At a meeting of
the club a committee was appointed to revise the running
rales, and the spotting system will in future be adopted in a
modified form. The club was reported as in good financial
standing. The losses of the past year have all been paid,
and there is a snug balance in the treasury.
The running commenced on Monday with the

DERBY STAKE.
The judges were Messrs. F. I. Stone, Chattanooga, Tenn.;

B. P. Holliday, Prairie Station, Miss,, and Dr. Rogers, of
New Albany, Miss., who acted in place of W. Venable, who
had uot put in an appearance. The morning opened bright
and frosty, toward noon becoming somewhat warmer. The
first brace in the

First Series,

BESSIE SI. AKD EANCHIOSETTE,
were put down at 8:34 a mile from town. Bessie M. is an
English setter, owned by Mr. E. M. Myers, and is by Bryson
out of Grace Bryson and was handled by H, M. Short.
Fancbionette is by Dan Gladstone out of Bou-Silene. and
owned by Mr. H. A. Renfroe and handled by D. E. Rose.
Both started fast and Fan soon pointing was backed by
Bessie, but nothing came of it. After going some distance
Bessie pointed and birds were put up: steady to wing.
After the .scattered birds Fanchionette did the best work,
securing three points and a single, as well as a flush, Bessie
honoring in good style. Fan, owing to her better style and
hunting sense just secured the award when the dogs were
called up at 9:49.

ANDROMEDA AND ATALAiJTA.
Andromeda, an English setter, owned by H. S. Bevan, by

Count Noble out of Moonstone, was handled by her owner,
and L. W. Smith's English setter bitch Atalanta, by Jean
Val Jean out of Sheena-Van, was handled by N. B Nesbitt.
Put down at 9:52 Andromeda soon showed herself the better
in speed and range, her work being especially stylish.
Running some distance Andromeda was found pointing a
bevy down wind, having been set some time. Atalanta
called back also pointed, birds being raised, both were
steady in shot, fimt <m Andromeda wa.s lost ajrain; when

found she had another point, which was shared by Atalanta,
who had followed her. The former was certainly entitled
to the point, both dogs steady to flush. Then roading on
both dogs pointed and were steady to flush. On the scat-
tered birds each made a point. Then Atalanta secured a
bevy, making another point on a single. Dogs were then
called up after running one hour and twenty-three minutes.
Andromeda had clearly shown herself the best, both in point
work and style and the decision was clearly wrong which
gave the heat to Atalanta.

VANITY FAIR AND KATE WARD,
Vanity Fair, an English setter, owned by W. Willson, is

by Roderigo—Pet Gladstone, and was handled by Hyde. F.
S. Ward's English setter Kate Ward, by Buckellew—Vic-
Vic, was in charge of H. M. Short. Tbey were cast off at
11:26. Kate showed better style; but neither had much speed
or ra.nge. After running some time both dogs seemed tired,
when they were held up for a quarter of an hour and then
put down on the other side of a wooded bottom, Vanity
soon got into trouble, getting right in among the birds,
though the wind was well in her favor. Kate Ward then
made a point on a single, and as Vanity made another flush
and was unsteady, the heat was given to Kate.

DOLLY HILL AND RITPEET.

Dolly Hill, handled by H, M. Short and owned by J.
Shelley Hudson, is by Ben Hill—Dolly S. Rupert, owned by
J. M. Avent, is by Roderigo—Bo Peep, and was handled by
his owner. Cast oflE at 1:02, they started at a great pace, and
were .soon up with the birds. Dolly after winding birds and
while trying to locate them had the credit taken from her
by Rui)ert, who coming up from a wide cast quickly secured
the point. Dolly backed and both were steady to flush.
Then .several singles were scored by each. This was qttick
and stylish work with few mistakes, making it one of the
most sensational and inspiriting heats I ever remember.
Both had great speed, Rupert being a trifle the better in
range, and won the heat, though Dolly ran him close.

FOLLY AND BLADE.
The English setter Folly, by Roderigo—Countess House,

is owned by J. M. Avent, and he handled her; Charles Tuck-
er's English setter Blade, by Toledo Blade—Lola C , was also
in charge of his owner. They were put down at 1:35. These
two were also good flelders and quick work was again the
order of the heat. Polly scored first on a single, then Blade
did the .same. After running some time Blade found a bevy.
Folly backed, and both were steady to shot and wing. Then
Blade rejieated on a single and pointed again, Avent mark-
ing the bird, put Folly on to it nicely. After running 45min.
the dogs were ordered up and heat given to Blade. He was
the speedier,

LEMOINE.S AND DAVE B.

The English setter Lemoines, owned by J . E. Dager, Toledo
Blade—Lady S., was handled by D. E. Rose, and J. A. Mc-
Cargo's English .setter Dave B., bj^ Startle, Jr.—Clio, was
handled by R. P. McCargo, and were cast off at 2:33. A
few birds were flushed by horsemen after dogs had been
running some time, then Lemoines pointed one of the singles.
Dave B coming arotmd backed only fairly and was a trifle
unsteady to shot. Afterward Lemoines flushed a .single bird.
Dave B. 'made a wide cast near a hedgerow, and coming down
refused to back Lemoines who was pointing a bevy, but went
in, taking the point. Both were steady to wing." After fol-
lowing without finding, the heat ended and was given to
Lemoines. Dave B. was the Louisiana Derby winner. Dogs
ran olmin.

SAM R. AND MARGUERITE.
Sam R., owned by Geo. P. Jones, by Dash Bryson—Daisy

Hope, was handled by W. W. Titus, and Marguerite, owned
by D. B. Rose, by Gath's Hope—Sue S., wasin chargs of her
owner. Cast off at -3:33; they both started well, going fast
throughout the heat. Marguerite pointed first but bevy
scattered, having run on, but two birds were flushed. Then
Sam R. secured a point on another, this Titus flushed when
the rest got up. Then a single ensued for each. Then Sam
R. pointed and secured three singles to Marguerite's one on
the other birds, Sam R, outpaced, ranged and pointed his
opponent and won easily,

ANDY AND GRADY.
Andy, English setter owned by J. M. Avent, is by Jean

Val Jean, and was handled by owner. Dr. B. M. Smith's Eng-
lish setter dog Grady is by Zagos—Dimple, R, P. McCargo
handled him. Cast oft" at 4:03, when they ran till the close
of the day. Shortly after starting Andy nailed a small bevy,
backed by Grady. 'Nothing more being found, after a long
run, in wliich Andy .showed his superiority, they were
ordered up to run again the next morning.

Tuesday.

The inonaing opened gloomy, rain falliiig: heavily during
the night followed by a driazle, though afterward the day
turned out well. The start was late and

ANDY AND GRADY
were called to finish the previous heat. After SO minutes'
work Andy won easily, he has good range, style and pace.

DAVE W. AND LADY GAY SPANKER,
Dave W. is by Gath's Mark—Daisy F., owned by Geo.

Hodgson and was handled by W. W. Titus. Lady is owned
by the Graphic Kennels, by Rumor—Lady Norwich. She
was handled by H. M. Short. Put down at 9:35, when Lady
very soon made a stylish point on a bevy, birds flushed, when
she was steady to shot and wing. Following them up she
pointed a single and Dave W. backing, Short flushed and
killed. Lady failed to find. Moving on, Dave pointed a
bevy, Lady backing promptly. After the scattered birds.
Lady flushed a single, Dave then pointed and bird was after-
ward put up by horsemen. Then he pointed fur. Lady Gay
pointed false. Dave then pointed a bevy. Both staunch in
their work and equal in speed and range. Heat awarded to
Dave W. after forty-five minutes' run.

WHITE J3. AND FLORA GLADSTONE.

Whyte B. is by Roderigo—Florence Gladstone, is owned
by P. H. Bryson and in charge of Chas. Tucker. B. M.
Myers' Flora Gladstone is by Dan Bryson—Grace Bryson,
and was handled by H. M. Short. Cast off at 10:27. At the
start a bird, flushed quite near, when Whyte B. .started in
and then stopped. Sent on, the balance of birds flushed.
Then he pointed again, doing good work on footscent, he
stopped, made a wide cast and came up the wind, wheii he
quickly nailed the birds. Whyte then made two points on
singles, while Flora backed, then she secured a point after-
ward, Whyte pointed footscent, and afterward each made
a good point. Dogs up at 10:57, Whyte B, declared the
winner,

NOBLE GLADSTONE AND ZDXU M.

English setter dog Noble Gladstone, b}'- Count Noble
—Florence G., owned by P. H. Bryson, was handled by
Chas. Tucker, and Poindexter's English setter bitch Ztdu
M., by Toledo Blade. Owing to Mr. Poindexter's illness
the heat was postponed till after lunch, when Mr. Short
handled her, though a stranger to Zulu, Both dogs started
well, the bitch showing herself Vfry fast, and she kept it

up throughout the heat. Noble had not so much speed but
is a wider ranger. After a run in open, dogs were sent into
woods. Zulu winding birds, went np, crossed the fence,
and coming down the other side, a bevy flushed wild. In
the meantime Noble had flushed a bevy some distance away
to the right. The first bevy was followed, when Noble
goinfced, Zulu went on in front, refu.sing to back, if she saw
im, and not recognizing^ any scent, Noblp then made two

points, Zulu making three or four and backed Noble. Zulu
was given the heat.

PAUL BO AND POX,
T. M. Brumby's English setter dog Paul Bo, by Gladstone

—Bohemia Girl, was handled by W. W. Titus, and John H,
Young's English setter dog Fox, by Jack— Fannie, wasin
charge of Capt. McCargo. They were cast off at 11:11.
After a short run Fox pointed. Paul coming fast down
wind only just saw him in time and dropped to back. Noth-
ing could be found, but afterward, just near in woods, Fox
flushed a small bevy. Then he pointed a single in grass.
Paul roaded but failed to locate birds. Sent on, Paul
dropped to a false point in woods. Then he found two
bevies, both doing fair work on them. Paul Bo was rightly
awarded the heat.

RAYON AND PINK B.

The English setter dog Rayon (sired by Jean Val Jean),
owned and handled by J. M. Avent, and J. A, McCargo's
English setter dog Pink B. (Startle, Sr.—Clio), were the next
brace called. As Rayon was suffering from a recent injury,
Avent asked to withdraw, and his request was acceded to.
This ended the first series.

Second Series.

FANCHONETTE AND ATALANTA.
This brace were cast off at 2:.57 and ran for 30 minutes.

Atalanta flushed soon after starting, a bevy down wind.
Following up, she made three points and one flush, and then
pointed a bevy, the birds being flushed before she was dis-
covered on point. She was steady at all times to wing and
shot. Fan had little to do but back. Atalanta won easily.

RUPERT AND KATE WARD.
Short and Kate Ward were absent when this brace was

called. Being notified. Short came a minute or two late,
but was allowed to start Kate. Rupert easily disposed of
her. Rupert looks as if he would get in the money. Dogs
were ordered up at 4:20.

BLADE AND LEMOINES.

Lemoines pointed twice on fur. After running one hQU|
were ordered up, and go down to-morrow to finish the ImW:

Wednesday.
A cool and bright day, frosty, but not uncomfortable. The

judging was not so satisfactory as hithei'to. some of the
heats b'eing too long and others the reverse. Little progress
was made owing to the scarcity of birds. Only six heats
were decided out of the eleven to decide the winner.

BLADE AND LEMOINES.

Put down some five miles from town to decide the un-
finished heat. After an hour's run Blade pointed in good
style and this settled the heat in his favor at last.

ANDY AND SAM R.

Cast off at 10:40 near v/here last bevy was flushed. Sam
R. pointed a single bird, after a little ranging the bevy was
followed, Andy securing a single, Sam R. doing the same
soon after. Further on both i-oaded and pointed the same
bird. Each had had an independent point. After a short
run they were ordered up. There was not enough dift'erence

in point work and speed to decide between them Sam R.
only having a little the best in range and speed. Each had
pointed at all chances. The heat was awarded to Sam R.

DAVE W. AND WHYTE B.

They were sent away at 11:37, Dave going at a sharper
pace than Whyte; he kept out at work better. Dave located
a bevy which he pointed in good style, then some good point
work was done by Dave W. in the grass. Whyte B. tben
pointed and was .steady to wing. Dan then pointed, but
Whyte passed on, did not back, but flushed the bird. Sent
on DaVe made a flush downwind. After the thirty min-
utes linait they were sent on for fifteen minutes more, No
work was done and dogs kept on. Whyte then added a false

point. Soon after, the heat was given to Dave, which every
one fully expected.
After lunch

PAUL BO ANTD ZULA U.

were started at 1:34, both going very fast. Zula was first to
get wind, and after some good work she located, but was
a little unsteady to wing. Paul Bo backed well. On scat-
tered birds near by, Zula M. going fast up wind, put up a
bevy. The dogs were held up at 1:5.'5 to cross a wooded bot-

tom. At 2:17 they were east off again. Then Zulu M. made
a false point, some distance further on the horsemen flushed
three birds. Paul Bo then pointed to the left, a single was
flushed by him and the balance of the bevy got up quite
near. Zula then pointed and moving on, bird flushed. She
then scored another false point. Paul Ijaeked. In woods
further on, Short flushed a bevy and Znbi M. a single bird,

then pointed one. Short putting up the bird, when balance
rose. Afterwards Paul Bo pointed on foot scent and soou
came up mth the bevy. During this, Zula pointed a single
bird, and when the bevy and her bird was flushed she chased.
Each dog then made a point on singles: Zula a little unsteady
to .shot. The heat vvas soon decided and Paul Bo won Zula
was handicapped in being run by a strange handler, though
Mr. Short handled her well. This ended the second series.

Third Series.

Atalanta and pink b.

At 3:35 the brace was cast off, but little work was done.
Piuk B. had run his flrst heat here, owing to Rayon's with-
drawal and a bye in the second series. Under the spotting
system he would have been spotted out. No btvy was fotind.

The score was, Atalanta an excusable flush down wind in

heavy grass. Pink B. three false points, two flushes and a
start to chase when the only bird pointed got up. How he
could win on such a record is one of the things no fellow can
understand. Atalanta in the previous heat had done
good work, but this could not be counted under these rules,

worse luck, and the heat should have been prolonged. The
heat was finished at 4:43,

RUPERT AND SAM R.

This brace was made of different stuff. Not long after

starting, in the open at the edge of woods, Rupert pointed a
bevy. SamR. was called up to back, but though in full

view for some distance failed to back, and when close enough
up to scent birds he turned in and pointed. Birds were
flushed and both were steady to wing. On into woods,
Rupert soon pointed a second bevy, Avent flushed them
and on scattered birds Sam R. pointed one, Rupert coming
up, backed splendidly. Then Sam R. flushed a single. A
circle around and Sam made a false point. In all the work
in woods Rupert was stanch and stylish. At the end of thirty

minutes the heat should have been given to Rupert, but it

was continued. Sam R. made a point in sedge grass but
moved on, after running fifteen minutes more Sam R. was
missing. Titus, after a search on horseback, gave him up
and thought his dog had gone to town. He was found later

on a point, Rupert had been ordered up, and the heat will

be continued to-morrow.
Thursday.

A heavy fro.9t during the night was not favorable for early

work, so the dogs were takeu several miles south of the town
before a start was made. The day did not seem favorable

for good work, but several heats Wf re decided and the deci-

sions, with one exception, were right. Rupert was given
the heat against Sam R. without running again, which was
right, as he had fairly won it.

blade and DAVE W,

At 9:35 fchi.s brace was cast 0% Blade through the hmt
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fairly maintained his former record. He was better in speed
and range. Dave W. did a Rood deal of pottering at times,
with some running after Blade, and his pace did not favor-
ably compare with that shown yesterday. Blade should
have won the heat. He ran at a disadvantage, for Mr.
Tncker, his owner and handler, was called home by the
death of his father, leaving Mr. Rose to handle his string of
dogs. Mr. Rose did well, of course, but it is tinfair to both
dog and handler. Blade's point work was equal to that of
Dan and, as mentioned, his superiority at other points
should have won him the race. Near the end of the heat,
both dogs drawing to a point, a single bird was flushed, ap-
pearing to be crippled it flew very low and slow, both dops
chased. Blade going the farthest and this may have lost him
the heat. Dave afterward made a false point, which ended
the heat. Dave won.

Fourth Series.

PAUL BO AND PINK B.

Started at 10:53. After a short run a bevy was flushed,
I'oUosving the bevy to heavy grass, Pink B. pointed on scent;
no bird raised as they had run through to the other -side. Paxil
Bo then quickly ma'de two points. Pink to the right, at the
edge of cotton, flushed several birds and dropped to wing,
Capt. McCargo claimed a point, which was not allowed.
Near a hedge row Paul got another point on a single,
Across a branch and on the hill Pink made a good point on a
bevy. Paul in meantime was over the hill, and when found
seemed to have had some work but it could not be decided
what it was. Recrossing branch, Paul pointed a lai-k and
then a single bird. Then he pointed again and Titus urged
him on, and while roading the bird flushed. The heat ended
at 11:20. .Paul Bo won.

RUPERT AND DAVE W.
Dave pointed a bevy in a small plum thiclset. The birds

were flush ed, dogs steady. Another run and R upert by good
work located a bevy. Both dojis winded along a path. "Ru-
pert passed on, circled to the right to locate, and then crossed
to the left, and coming back up wind, nailed them. On the
singles Rupert did the be.st work and, properly, won. Lunch
over, and returning to field at 1 :20 Mr. Avent asked the judges
for time to rest his dog for the final heat, but after consulting
the judges decided to go on with the heat instead of running
one in the All-Aged Stake as might have been done.

PAUL BO AND RUPERT.
Both started well to decide first money, Paul the faster,

and he soon made a good point on a bevy, Paul steady to
flush. Rupert soon after made what was supposed to be a
false point, but as two rabbits were started it was possibly
the cause of the point. Paul Bo followed with two false
points. After a short run, Paul Bo making a cast to the left
dropped to a point. He proved to be just above them. Mov-
ing on he made a short east to left. He turned to come
back when Rupert, close by, down wind, flushed the bevy.
Following the birds he made a i)oint on a single. They
were then ordered up after running 30 minutes, and Paul
was declared the winner of the Derby and first money.
Mr. Brumby, the secretary of the club and owner of Paul

Bo, received manjr congratulations. The dog is by Paul
Gladstone—Bohemian Girl, he is very like his sire, having
his action and pace. After this four heats in the All-Age
stake were run.

Saturday.
Rain fell all day Friday and no work was done, but to-day

was bright and quite warm, though cloudy. A start was
made at 8:37 about a mile from town and Rupert and Zula
M. were put down to run for second, in the Derby, shebeing
selected as the best dog beaten by Paul Bo, the winner. The
heat was void of interest, neither showing the work of their
former heats. Zula made the first point and to the right two
or three birds flushed. After these each pointed,Rupert backed
Zula but Zula refused to return the compliment. After a
while Rupert pointed in some grass near woods, moving on
he in casting to the left down wind, made an excusable flush
Then Zula pointed false, Rupert backed.
Running a short distance Zula pointed, then moved on and

to the left pointed a bird about oOyds. oflE, During this
Rupert had secured a single, both dogs steady to flush. Then
Zala. pointed false in woods. Then while Rupert was point-
ing in a ravine Zula came in and flushed the bird. In heavy
grass Rupert secured a single, when Zula indulged in a sin-
gle flush, Avent soon claimed a point in some briers:
several birds got up. but it was impossible to say whether it
was a point or a flush. Then Zula made a point acro.ss a
ravine. Short should have shot as directed.
The heat was then awarded to Zula. This was nut very

satisfactory, as she pottered a good deal and had not the
style of Rupert, nor did she back well unless cautioned.
Rupert won third money. Thus under the heat system a
good yonug dog was frozen out.
[Owing to the late arrival of the report of the four heats

in the All-Aged Stake, and lack of space, it must lay over
till next week. The result of the stake will be found in the
telegi=iim.] _
-Laics*.—New ALBAl^^T, Miss., Feb. 9.—Trials closed to-day

on account of continuous rain, handlers requesting judges
to decide on work done in the All-Aged Stakes. It was de-
cided as follows: Antonio first, Dad Wilson, Jr., second,
Noble C, Satan and Sam R. divide third.

MEMBERS' SHOW AT HAMILTON, ONTARIO.
Editor Forest a.nd Stream:
A few details of the Hamilton Kennel Club members-

show may be of interest. The terriers all through were of a
very ordinarv quality with the exception of these three fox-
terriers: First, Mr. D. Rickett's Fan; she had a long, pun-
ishing head, with a good vermin expression, trifle large in
ears, rather soft in coat, light in bone and only fair feet.
Second, C. W. Rickett's Tuttles, short in head and weak in
muzzle, nice formation of ear, light in bone and good tex-
ture of coat. Third, Mr. D. Rickett's Tom, good head, nice
small dark eye, well carried ears, fair coat; the dog was
very sick and would have been better at home.
Two bull-terriers were shown; they were of very bad type

and were ordered out of th.e ring.
J. Anderson's black and tan terrier received he; he was

void of all thumb markings and pencilings, and was very
heavily breeched.
In toy terriers first went to a small silver, Thos. Church's

Beauty, nice formation, with a good terrier head. Second a
good dark Yorkshire teiaier pup, Frank Close's Tribble.
A very fair type of Airedale terrier was shown belonging

to Mr. E. R. Rickett, a little advanced in ears, which made
him look a little coarse and heavy all through.
There was a large attendance of members. Great interest

seems to be taken in these meetings by the members. G. B,

NATIONAL GREYHOUND CLUB SHOW.- jStZitor
Forest a7id Stream: You have omitted the number of en-
tries from your report of the N. G. C. show. There were 61
exhibits, which is, I believe, the largest show of these
breeds— greyhounds, deerhounds and wolfhounds— ever
held in America. The quality, especially in deerhounds,
was x\l. Last year New York had 59, including of course
the three wolfhounds entered in the miscellaneous class. In
1889 there were 45, in 1888 just 44 and in 1887 only r38. Mr.
Huntington informs me that a number of entries were re-
turned "too late," and that the Western exhibitors could
not show without having their dogs put back in condition
for New York. Had the show been held a month sooner, I
suppose there would have been about one hundred dog,s.—
CBA6. H. Mason.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

I CAN hardly follow "Busy Bee," in your Philadelphia
contemporary, when he alludes to my note about coflies,

Hugh Dalziel's opinion of the tapir colhe and Mr. Thomp-
son's expressed admiration for Marcus. "Busy Bee" says,
"As to the first named gentleman doubtless he [Onlooker]
is correct, for he has but recently expressed his opinion
very plainly, but as to Mr. Thompson, who is one of the
foremost collie judges of the present day, it is rather
far-fetched to quote his opinion of old Marcus, * * * i
am quite .sure Mr. Thompson does not share the opinion
that collies of the Marcus type are to be compared with the
Metchley Wonder type, etc." It would seem impossible
that Mr, W. W. Thompson should refer to Marcus as the
best dog he ever owned and yet hold that the dog was a bad
one. The variance in the heads of Marcus and, say, any
crack of the day is so marked that if the dog of to-day is
good, Marcus must have been bad; therefore Mr. Thompson
was either not a believer in the extreme long and very nar-
row head of the modern collie—thereby concun-ing witb Mr.
Dalziel, Mr, Rawdon B, Lee, Mr. Wm. B. Arkwnght, etc.—
or he took some pains to make it known that his best dog
was a bad one. Of course, I do not vouch for Mr. Thomp-
son's statement as to Marcus, but I remember having seen
it stated in print that Tlie Scottish Fancier made this
statement as to Mr. Thompson, and on being challenged re-
peated it in most positive terms. I took it for granted that
it would not be denied that within the last five or eight
years fancy had gone crazed on very long and exceedingly
narrow heads and profuse coats, and that within a very
short time—perhaps sinee Mr. Arkwright published his
memorable "The Fancier vs. The Collie" -^there had been a
check in this mad race, and I think that if "Busy Bee"
will impartially look up the facts he will find it as I state.
He must excuse me from specifjMng dogs with the deformed
modern head, that should never be done except over the
writer's name.

The hope of the editor that the late (?) discussion on "The
Cockers of 1890" may be led into a discussion of what con-
stitutes a cocker and what a small field spaniel, is admirable,
but I fear it will result in little. That point has been one to
be discussed ever since I knew aught of dogs, nor has it ad-
vanced an inch toward settlement. One thing is noticeable
—the real authorities, those who thoroughly know the
breeds, the Boultons, Lowes and others, all discard modern
type as untypical, Mr. Lowe saving himself Avith the frank
declaratioM that although he has krown and used the
breeds for years, he supposes he does not know anything of
them.

* * *
The great difficulty in changing an exaggerated type lies in

the extent of the investment in the extravagance of the
type; i. e., the dogs possessing and transmitting a deformed
excess of a valuable property are expensive, have cost their
owners much money, or could be sold for a large amount if

this exaggeration remains as the one and only correct tvpe,
and the revolution involved in a reversion to exact regarJi of
what the property—now exaggerated—should be, is terrify-
ing. This is not specially applicable to spaniels, as it holds
with all breeds more or less. Where there are extensive and
powerful interests not guided by considerations of type, asm the cases of foxhounds and greyhounds, these pranks of
the fancier are innocuous, as the power, outeidethe fancier's
scope, is too great to be battled with. The mischief is done
where show type is the only—or main—consideration.

A distinct gain to kennel interests everywhere is the re-
turn of Mr. Vero Shaw to kennel matters in his papers con-
tributed to the London Stock-Keeper, We are too apt to
rush ahead on our own abstract notions, relying on our in-
tuition (if on anything) for the safety and wisdom of our
courses, and that there is such a thing as experience, or that
it can guide us, is almost lost and forgotten, and the recital
of the experiences of as old a hand in "fancy" as Mr. Shaw,
should open our eyes to a good many things. The last sug
gestion of his that has impressed itself upon me as of import-
ance is that of the great value of the jjrofessional dog breeder
to dogs at large. This is worth taking home and thinking
over. It is all very well to prate about "gentlemen" and
gentlemanly dealings, and abstractly there is something in
it, but in practical application, the man who breeds and
sells dogs as a business, is apt to breed better ones than the
gentleman who does it as a diversion, and not uncommonly
the gentleman who goes into breeding as an amusement,
finally gets to be as commercial as anybody. I am not
aspersing the character of our gentleman breeders, their
personal characters need no defense, but certainly they
cannot, and will not breed with the practical skill of
the professional, and it should not be lost siglit of,
that many of the revivers—almost ereaiors of breeds,
bred professionally, for the money to be made out
of it. The Yorkshire terrier owes his development and his
wonderful variation from his original stock almost wholly
to English workingmen, whose wives and daugbter.** ex
pended the time on their coats that has made them such
marvels. The whippet is as well defined a breed, and as far
as my observation goes, breeds as true as any breed, and
they owe their existence to the same class of English work-
ingmen. In fact, but a few years since, whippet racing was
looked upon as a shady diversion, both here and in England,
and entirely on account of the men fostering it,

The world moves nowadays and men who are fond of ex-
citement have begun to interest themselves in this little
racer, and surely we have a precedent for the better class of
sportsmen to take this sport up, when we remember that
fox terrier coursing, which has been aptly named a "bas-
tard" sport, finds its most strenuous supporters on the other
side among the same class of men who foster whippet rac-
ing. Fox-terrier coursing on Long Island has received the
stamp of fashion, then why should not the harmless amuse-
ment o'f whippet racing afford the same excitppient to our
leisure class that horse racing does? with this advantage,
that the most squeamish person can find nothing in it to
oppose on the score of cruelty.

The most brilliant accession to kennel ranks for a long
time is Dr. .J. A. Tatham's, of the Canine World, coming
into the field. I cannot remember when so many new and
very valuable suggestions, reforms and improvements have
been made. He actually seems to have made an impression
on the Chinese wall behind which the English Kennel Club
has been entrenched, and is battering a hole in these ancient
ramparts, he has a splinter new gate, with a broad road, all
ready to put in the breach he has made. He now promises
a startling departure, and from his so-far success 1 am dis-
posed to think he will make it work somehow. He proposes
;o unite demon.strations of the usefulness of dogs side by
side with their show qualities. At present the plan is not
outlined, and to me the task seems an impossible one, but I
cannot help having a faith in "Peto," that he will eitber ac-
complish what he starts out to do, or make a most wonderful
rattling of the dry bones in doing it. I suppose from his
name, that Mr. Ta'tham is to the manor born in all matters
of sportsmanship.

Forest and Stream has*done a service to all readers in
cutting a brake on personal discussions. I fully agree with
;he disputants that they have a right to their defense, but
the public have some rights also, and one of these is that it

shall not be tired out with personalities long after they have
lost all interest in them. I think that journals will have to , ^. „
?ome to some feed, definite role as to this matter, perhaps ; Third—Sankey B.. Qneen Croxteth and Rose, divided.

something like the rule of parliamentarians, that a speaker
can speak but twice ou one question, allowing the attack, the
reply, the rebuttal and the sur rebuttal. Surely this would
meet the needs of all such cases, .and it would educate dis-
putants in being terse and vigorous, to make the most of tha
opportunites afforded them and give a much needed relief to
the reading public.

^

A Western paper repeats an old piece of rank humbug
that I thought was buried long since. "A show held out-
side American Kennel Club rules would not attract a cor-
poral's guard." If this is meant to apply to attendance, its
stupid follj; and falsity is manifest. If meant as applying
to entries, it is the most open of questions and one about
which nothing whatever can be presented. Experience has
settled this beyond dispute. The American Kennel Club is

a most excellent institution, and its rules inure to the benefit
of all, but no greater harm can be done it than the stupidly ,

false claims set forth for it. "Deliver me from my friends"
is a makim few do not have a chance to learn some time in
their experience^^ The Onlooker.

THE PACIFIC COAST FIELD TRIALS.

THE eighth annual meeting of the Pacific Coast Field
Trials Club commenced on Jan. 19, at Bakersfield, Cal.

The headquarters for the sportsmen was The Southern,
which is a large and elegantly equipped hotel kept by that
genial and obliging host. Col. John C. Morrison. It was vir-
tually turned over to the members of the club and visitors
participating in the trials. Every ai3tention was freely and
even lavishly bestowed and all were made to feel at home.
Ladies' day, says Breeder and Sportsman, was the great

.social event of the meeting, and was a pronounced success
in every respect, a large number of the fair sex being present,
enlivening the proceedings and adding immeasurably to the
interest and pleasure of the day.
The grounds are located about four miles south of Bakers-

field, and are large and commodious Under ordinary condi-
tions, such as have obtained generally during the previous
events of the club, they are all that could be desired, present-
ing just enough of timber, undergrowth and open space,
with a large number of points and knolls skirted with long
bunch grass in which every sportsman knows the quail are
wont to hide, to afford ample opportunity for testing the
dogs in every part of field work. The weather during the
trials was all that could be desired, save for the heat during
the central hours of Tuesday and Wednesday, which was
much against the working of the dogs when the conditions
of the grounds are taken into consideration. They are com-
paratively level, being broken by winding little depressions
and gullies which for the most part are studded with large
Cottonwood trees and clusters of underbusb which in some
places cover many acres; the open ground for the greater
portion is clothed with bunch grass, which affords excellent
cover for the birds. A third, and, as it proved this year,
the most trying portion of the grounds is covered with a
species of very short grass presented in small tufts with the
intervening spaces of bare ground whitened with alkali
which covered it completely, in appearance resembling a
light fall of snow. This detestable substance covering the
ground, clung to every bush and coated every blade of grass,
and when moving across the fifld, filled the nostrils of the
dogS; horses and people in a way that was decidedly ir-

ritating, evidenced by the animals sneezing and coughing,
in which exercise almost every individual on the field joined,
adding various terms, suh rosa, more noted for strength of
expression than for elegance and refinement. This condi-
tion arose from the fact that there had been but little or no
rain in that section for several days, we may say weeks,
prior to the trials, a condition which seldom obtains at this
season of the year, and never before noted on these grounds,
which have been used for number of years by the club -vith
the best and most satisfactory results. We have not the
space to give full details of the running and must confine
ourselves to a summary. The judges were Messrs, N. G.
Nelson, R, P, Vandevort and H. T. Payne.

SuiiMARY.—The Derby—Jan. 20,

First Series.
F. B. Dexter's lemon and white setter dog El Rey (Lode

.stone—Enid)
against

N. Rideout's black and white dog Lord Cliumley (Lode
stone—Janet).

M. D. Walter's white, black and tan setter dog Lee R.
(Rodney—Phyllis IL)

a.{iainst
James E. Watson's Old Black Joe II., black pointer, imp.

Pape's Kennel, England.

The Califorma Kennels' orange aud whi te setter bitch Pet-
ronella (Harold—Sunlit)

against
J. M. Baa.sfoid's lemon and white pointer bitch Queen'H

Last (Mountain Boy—Beautiful Queen).

Second Series.
Petrooella against El Rey.
Black Joe II. against Lee R.

Third Series.

Petronella against Old Black Joe II.

First—Lee R. Second—Old Black Joe IT. Third—Pet-
ronella.

ALL-AGED STAKE.
This stake was concluded by Friday morning and resulted

as follows.
Summary.
First Series.

J. M. Bassford's lemon and white pointer dog Sankey B.
(Point—Blossom)

against
T. J. Knowles' Irish setter dog Dau II. (Elcho Jr.—

Brownie).

A, B. Truman's white and liver pointer bitch Patti Crox-
teth T, (Croxteth—Patti M.)

afiainst
The California Kennel's blue belton English setter bitch

.Tanet (Count Noble—Dashing Novice).

James E. Watson's Old Black .Joe II., black pointer dog,
imp., Pape's English Kennels,

against
J. M. Bassford's white and lemon pointer Rose (Point-

Blossom).

W. W. Foote's black, white and tan English setter dog
Dick Foote (Royal Duke IL—Nelly)

against
A. B. Truman's white and liver pointer bitch Queen Crox-

teth (Rush T.—cham. Patti Croxteth).

Second Series.

Sankey B, against Patti Croxteth T.
Old Black Joe II. against Queen Croxteth.

T7i./7y7 Scries.

Old Black Joe 11. against Patti Croxteth T.
Fourth Series.

Old Black Joe II. against Sankey B.
First— Patti Croxteth T. Second— Old Black Joe IL
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DOG CHAT.
THE DuquesneKennpl Clulj of Pittsburgh lias arranged a

premiiixa list for their inaugiu-al show tha,t will com-
pare favorably with any to be heici this season. In most of
the principal breeds the list of prizes is on a par with our
leading shows, in fact, the premiums offered throughout are
very good. Mastiffs, St. Bernards, setters and pointers have
120 for each sex in the challenge, and $20, $10 and -$5 in the
open classes. Collies have also $20 in each challenge class.

Other breeds have the usual -$10 and $o. Basset hounds,
Scotch,Dandie Dinmont and Bediington terriers,the toy span-
iels and Russian wolfhounds are the only breeds that have
th e sexes together. It i s rather surprising th at th e Russian s

arelnot better treated, when this town may, in a sense, be
called a principal center for these wolfhounds at present.
Besides the regular prizes there is a great collection of spe-
cials, both money and merchandise, and the following, in
addition to those already printed in the premium list, will
show that every breed has been well taken care of, and addi-
tional donations are still coming in: Chas. C. Montooth
offers $b for the best St. Bernard owned in Allegheny county.
John C. Shoemaker offers $5 for the best dog or bitch owned
in Allegheny county. Ludwig & Richter offer a basket of
flowers for the best dog owned between Allegheny City and
New Brighton. Chas, L. Powers offers §5 for the best pointer,
three years old, owned in Allegheny county. The Monoa-
gahela House offers "^5 for the best English setter dog by
Gladstone out of Lady N. Jas. Brown & Son offer a cordu-
roy shooting coat for the best English setter in the open
classes, also a fine Smith & Wesson revolver for the best
bitch in the open classes. Mrs. J. M. Gusky offers a fine
hunting suit for the best brace in the open classes. Chas.
C. Montooth offers -So for the best cocker spaniel in the show.
Elmer E. Shaner offers SIO for the best beagle that has started
in any field trial. Webster Gray offers !<5 for tlie best bull-
dog in the open class. J. J. Gillespie offers a fine picture of
dogs for the best bitch in the open class. G. A, Stucky offers

a flue gold-headed cane, value $18.50, for the best St. Bernard
in the show bred by the Keystone kennel. E. M. Byers offers

.S.5 for the best Blenheim bitch. Geo. W. Backofek offers a
fine gold penholder and pen for the best Prince Chax'les and
Ruby spaniel in the show. J. E. Hornecutt & Co. offer a
fine silk umbrella for the best kennel of four poodles. J . H.
Lyle oft'ers $5 for the best deerhound. H, S. A. Stewart
offers $5 for the best Chesapeake Bay dog. Wm. J. Pat-
ton offers S5 for the best Dandie Dinmont. Geo. W. Schmidt
offers a box of fine cigars for the best Scotch terrier dog, also
a box of fine cigars for the best bitch. .J. H. Lyle offers So
for the be.st Basset hound. Champion Paul Gladstone will
be at the show for exhibition only. The judges have already
been announced. Mr. W. Tallman will superintend the
show. This is a good selection, as the genial "Billy" is

popular, and what is better still, thoroughly eflScient as a
manager. Entries will close Feb. 2i, and the fee is $-3.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the English
Setter Club, held at the office of the treasurer, 7 P. M., Feb.
3. there were present Messrs. Wilson Fisk, J. Treadwell
Richards, J. E, Long, H. C. Glover and Percy C. Ohl. Mr.
Richards pre.sided. Owing to the unavoidable absence of
members of the committee it has not been possible to get an
earlier meeting, and in consequence it is now too late to
have the medals to be awarded by the club finished in time
for the earlier shows. An obligation of the club, however,
will in each case be given to the winner. The medal will
be unique in design^ a little over 3in. in diameter, and will
contain about 4ok. of .silver. The committee on medals also
reported having selected a design for the American Field
SI 00 silver cup. It was decided that these medals should be
only awarded at shows judged by one of the official judges
recommended by this club. Dr. Henry C. Glover was added
to the list of judges. A special meeting of the club will be
held at New York, Friday, Feb. 27, at 4 P. M , which is the
last day of the New York dog show, for the purpose of

selecting additional judges and other business. The meet-
ing adjourned to Feb. 18, to meet at the office of Percy C.
Ohl, 50 Broadway, at 2 o'clock. An opportunity is here
offered to those wishing to join before next club meeting

A new kennel of St. Bernards has just been started out in
Indiana under the name of the South Bend Kennel Club.
That they are starting on the right line is evidenced by the
fact that they have a dog by Sir" Bedivere out of Princess,
and the bitch Nymph by champion Victor Joseph out of
Sybil, winner of second in puppy class at Chicago last year.

"We understand that Mr. C. L. Wilton, of this city.Jhas
sold that good American-bred fox-terrier Siiffolk Risk, win-
ner in the dog puppy and novice classes and Grand Produce
Stakes of 1S90, at New York last year, to Mr. John E.
Thayer, at a good figure. Mr. Thayer has also imported
Russley Joker.

The noted bulldog, Portswood Tiger, is dead. The poison
fiend has been at work again, and one of the best bulldogs
we had in this country pays the penalty. This dog was im-
ported by Mr. W. T. Tebbitt in 1888, and by him sold to Mr.
Sawyer, of Birmingham, Conn., who in turn sold him, with
the rest of his kennel, to Mr. John H. Matthews, who owned
him at the time of his death. Though a little faulty in
muzzle, his skull and front were extremely good. He was
by Paul Clifford out of Hussey. and was whelped October,
1885. He had several firsts to his crediii both in England
and in this countrj^ The loss is, therefore, a severe one to
Mr. Matthews, but we trust that' he has left something good
behind, that will in a measure take his place.

We have seen several allusions lately in one of the Buffalo
dailies to the defunct Buffalo Kennel Club and suggestions
as to the fonnation of another one and the holding of a
show this s{)ring_. We thought it best under the circum-
stances to inquire at headquarters whether such reports
contained any truth. President Bu.sh and Secretary Smith
both wrote us that though, owing to the lack of a suitable
building they would not hold a show this spring, they in-
tended holding one at the fair this fall, that the Buffalo
Kennel Club was not defunct by any means, their dues had
been paid to the A. K. C. and as Mr. Bush remarked, they
would continue to be as long as he was interested in dogs.
Buffalo is evidently affl^icted with a class of fellows who
like to talk, but when it comes to shouldering the responsi-
bility of a loss they find a vacation very convenient, and as
in the case of the last show left five members to make good
the $700 loss on the show. This same paper alleges that
the Niagara Palls and Tonawanda fanciers, whoever they
are, are anxious to have a .sliow in Buffalo this spring and
are in favor of calling a meeting to reorganize the B. K. C.
to this end. Mr. Smith writes us that there is no public
building to be had for the purpose, and a show held in the
old building is certain to result in loss; so these eager fan-
ciers had better "bide a wee."

There is a greyhound in Toronto, Canada, noted for its

speed. Langtry is its name. Continual puffing of this dog's
merits as a flyer has raised the ire of a Detroit sportsman
and he is anxious to match one ot Campbell & Blake's whip-
pets, which ran at London last fall, against this wonder, for
three races at 100, 150 and 300yds. respectively, for $100 a
race. A greyhound will need to be phenomenally fast to get
ahead of those Detroit dogs at the distances named.

The Canadians have a good English setter sire in Mingo,
sire of Mingo II., that won second in the Derby at Chatham
ast fall. He is also responsible for the noted Jean Val Jean,

who in turn is sire of Tory Lieutenant, winner of the East-
ern Derby, Canadians have, therefore, a fine opportunity
to improve their field stock.

We hear that the National Beagle Club will have a meet
shortly, when twenty-five or thu-fy dogs will take part. It
looks very much as if there will be a conference at the New
York show between the oflicers of the N. B. C. and those of
the A. B. C. for the purpose of amalgan^atiou, as we under-
stand President Schellha.ss, of the latter club, has written to
the other club suggesting that committees be formed to con-
fer with a view to that end. Much as such an amalgama-
tion would tend to strengthen the good feeling which ought
to exist between men who are anxious to improve any breed
of dogs, the time is past and the N. B. C. occupies too firm a
position in the minds of the active beagle men, to accept
peace with anything but full honor. They are in a position
to dictate terms now, not receive them. Their success has
been earned by hard work and through generous means, and
nothing of this honor should be lost. Still, if amalgamation
is in sight, let it be welcomed.

The splendid show of poultry held in this city during the
past week was marked by a revolution in judging that has
met with the greatest success. This is the first time that
the score card has been put in the background. Judging by
comparison, as at dog shows, has opened the eyes of these
chicken fanciers, and they are now pretty well convinced
that the score card must go. Instead of the judging drag-
ging on till the last day, as was the case last year, judging
was nearly all completed the first day, prize ribbons tacked
up and eVerythtng ready for the big crowd, which was
a natural consequence. By the way, the fir.st and second
prize rosettes were very pretty indeed, and well worth
imitating at oiu- W. K. C. dog show. A large handsome
blue or red rosette was surmounted by the club's monogram
in nickel silver, making it at once a trophy well worth pre
serving. We noticed that Mr. Tom Terry has a penchant
for Langshans as well as collie and judging by the big price
he gave for a pen.

Mr. Frank Pilling, of Boston, owns a white bull-terrier, of
good form and type, weighing only four pounds. His sire is
Jack, imported by Pierre Lorillard, who presented him to
Estelle Mortimer, the actress. The signs of the times point
to quite a craze in certain quarters for these small bull-
terriers, judging from the numerous inquiries we have had
about them lately. Provided they are not of the apple-
headed kind, they make very handsome and extremely smart
house dogs.

The following wail comes from Canada, the hotbed of
spanieldom: "Quite a number of spaniel men haveexpressed
the opinion to the Olohc that the Westminster Kennel Club
ought to have done better. 'If it wasn't that I want to get
a win at New Y"ork,' said one of them, 'I wouldn't make an
entry at all. Look at the Gordon setters that come just
before the cockers in the premium list. They have four S30
prizes and we haven't one. They have two clas.ses for puppies
and one for novices, but I'll wager that the cocker entry will
beat them in numbers in spite of the more attractive list

offered for the Gordons. There is only one variety of the
black and tan setter, but they have 8315 offered, while for
the cockers the prizes amount to only $117, including the
W. K. C, kennel prize in each case. There ought to be two
novice classes by sex added for cockers, for not only do I
think our entry will outnumber that of the Gordons,'but I

am sure the interest in our class will far exceed the mild
interest in the Gordon section of the show.'" Voiis avez
raison, monsieur.

One of the most noted greyhounds in England, Jim o' the
Hill, has finished his running career owing to having broken
down in a trial a fortnight since. He is a Waterloo plate
winner. He will now be used in the stud.

There was some little hitch in the choice of a spaniel
judge at Baltimore, but it has been settled satisfactorily by
Mr. Mortimer consenting to take them.

The North field Yorkshire Kennels seem anxious to take
the terrier classes by storm, judging from the number of
important importations they have made lately. We unfor-
tunately received a letter from Mr. Symonds, a few hours
too late to publish the information it contained about the
black and tan terrier Beaconsfield last week, though we
were first to see him when the S.S. Lake Huron came to her
dock on Sunday last. It would be unfair to criticise him
till we see him on the bench, but with the shortest of bodies
he combines a splendid head and capital front. He has won
over 50 firsts and specials, and was considered the best in
England both on the bench and as a sire. Meersbrook
Empress, the dam of Meersbook Maiden, was also a
passenger. These two, with Prince Regent and Match-
Ie.ss, will constitute the North field Kennels' black and tan
team. Mr. Purbeck's greyhound Gem of the Season
was also on board, but as our gi-eyhound men will see him
in a fortnight we shall say nothing about him now, unless
to warn them that they must put their best dogs up if they
want to win. Mr. Symonds also had a new purchase in the
fox-terrier Endcliffe Spice, well fronted and a terrier all

over; he has, we understand, won several prizes under
another name. He is by Rustic Result out of Ambrose
Diamond. These dogs have all been purchased by Mr. R.
Toon, of Sheffield, Eng., under the guidance of old George
Helliwell, and were brought over' by Chris Thomas, a
brother of George. Like his brother he is up to all the moves
in the Y'orkshire terrier game. We had almost forgotten a
Scotch terrier that came along too, Kilston by name and
owner of a capital head. He won at Derby, a few weeks
.since, beating Merland II, and Dudley Geyser. This dog
will do the circuit and if there is any call for his services he
will stay over here, otherwisehe will return to England and
be shown at the summer shows, as he is too good to hide his
light under a bushel.

Speaking of Yorkshire terriers we are glad that the
coming season promises a lively show of these dogs, Mr.
Symonds has still Toons Royal George and Minnie York up
his sleeve, never having shown them yet. As Royal George,
the former ran second to champion Ted at Darlington last
summer. This kennel will have some competition in Mr.
Smith's team. This gentleman is superintendent of the
Buffalo Driving Park, and it will he remembered we com-
mented very favorably on some of his dogs at London last
fall, especially Dolly. Mr. Smith returned from England a
.short time ago, bringing with him the Yofkahires Merry
Prince, .Jr., by Merry Prince out of Tiny, and: Mona, by
champion Ted out of Gypsey. Minnie by Tindale's Mar-
wood out of LongstafT's Floss. Space forbids us giving
further particulars, but it will be seen the comb, and brush
brigade will be pretty strong this. spring. .

In writing us a chatty letter about cockers, Mr. P. J.

Keyes, of Ottawa, says: "Before closing I must congratu-
late you on the increasing value of the kennel department
of the FoEEST AJ!D Stream. A few months ago I gave up
that paper, as it seemed cynologically dead, but last Satur-
day I again forwarded my subscription."

Mr. R. 11. Burr writes us that he has just purchased the
red Irish setter dog Red River Glencho from Mr.- Geo. H.
Covert. This dog is by Glencho out of Lyda Belle, and has
won three firsts at different shows. He is also spoken of as

a good field dog. As will be seen in our advertisement, this
dog has now been placed in the stud.

A Yirginia correspondent asks: "Can any of your readers
give me any information as to Bridget Plunkett? She must
have been of .some note fifteen or eigliteen years ago."

A correspondent writes us: "Will you ask some of your
readers to give some of their experience and what theyknow
about watchdogs?" This is a pretty large contract, for there
are several watchdogs in this country, and we never yet met*
a man who had not the very best watchdog, or who had a
friend who owned one. Still we think that this would open
up a wide field for discussion, and if we can by a vote of the
majority determine which breed of dog makes thebest watch-
dog and that constitutes a true guardian, some valuable in-
formation can be obtained and a knotty question be in a fair
way of settlement. In this connection perhaps the follow-
ing would not be out of place: "Comehere, McKinley bill,"
called a K street woman to a huae mastiff which came
bounding through the hall. "McKinley Bill?" queried her
visitor, "what do you call him that for?" "Because he's
such a protection."— iras/w?i.(7to?t Star.

We shall soon have quite a display of cockers in our sanc-
tum. Mr. Douglas, of the Woodland Kennels, sends us a
nice picture of their dog Black Duke, a cocker well known to
all spaniel men. The dog has just returned from a successful
tour round the Southern shows. When we have collected a
goodly number of these pictures we are seriously thinking
of calling a meeting of spaniel men in our office, range the
pictures before them, close the door, and let them have a
"typical fight" and settle the question forever.

The noted bull-terrier Chessett's Flyer, winner of many
prizes on both sides of the water, was choked to death on
.Jan. 36. Mr. Hayes has also lost Razzle Dazzle, the bulldog.
This young fancier has the sympathies of his fellow breeders.

Additional specials for the W. K. C. show are $10 for the
best Irish setter that ran in field trials 1890-91; ¥10 for the
best Irish setter in the open, novice and puppy cla.sses. These
are offered by frieuds of the breed. Mr. W. L. Germaine
offers SIO for the best kennel of four or more Irish water.
Clumber, Sussex and field spaniels in the show. A friend
of the breed offers S.5 for the best American bred rough-
coated St. Bernard dog bred by exhibitor. Also §5 for the
best rough-coated American bred bitch, same condition. §10
for the best pair of American bred rough-coated St. Ber-
nards bred by exhibitor, and SsS for the best rough or .smooth
St. Bernard dog in the show. Mr. James Stroud offers a
silver coffee uro, value S30, for the best Gordon setter owned
by a member of the Gordon Setter Club, Mr. E. Wadsworth
offers ^;25 for the best Gordon setter with a public field trial

record. Mr. K. C. Gibson offers 830 for the best Gordon.

At the last moment, just before going to press, we were
enabled through the kindness of Mr. Mortimer to ascertain
the number of entries in the principal classes: Mastiffs 56,

St. Bernards 195, bloodhounds 3, great Danes .30, Newfound-
lands 10, wolfhounds 7, deerhounds 30, greyhounds B9, En-
glish foxhounds 6, American 4, fox-terrier's KJO, Iri.sh ter-

riers 35, Welsh terrier-s 6, Dandie Dinmonts 7, Bedlin.£<tons

6, Skyes 5, Scotch 3, Clydesdales 3, black and tans 30, white
English 1, Y'orkshire 35, toys 7, pugs 35, toy spaniels n5,

Italian grej'hounds 7, miscellaneous 5, pointers 79, English
setters 70, Irish setters 90, Gordon 40, Ohesapeaiies 5, .spaniels

88, collies 97, poodles 33, bulldogs .51, bull-terrier.s 44, bas-
sets 3, dachshuode 18, beagles 30; total 1,336. ,\s there are
the long-distance entries still to come in and about 100 en-
tries not classified up to the time of our going to press,

the total is expected to reach 1,450, so the additional entry
fee has not done any harm aftei- all.

For "Cocker Spaniels of 1890" .see next issue.

MEETING OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
I'^HIS meeting was called to order at 8:15 P. M., at Clark's

restaurant, 33 West Twenty-third street, on Wednes-
day, Jan. 28, President Belmont in the chair.

Present—August Belmont, Thos. H. Terry, J. L. Anthony,
John S. Wise.
The following matters were submitted to this committee

by the secretary and acted upon, as hereinafter set forth:
Wm. Samuel Johnson, Attorney for M. Jacobs, I'.s. E. M.

Oldham, rc unsatisfied claim for purchase of dogs.—In this
matter, counsel for Jacobs having expressed a willingness
to abide by the decision of this committee, and Mr. Oldham
appearing personally before this committee and expressing
a willingness to pay said claim, as heretofore agreed upon
between the parties, further action seems unneccs.sary.
Mrs. J. Grant vs. Frederic Emken re loss of bitch while

in po.sse.ssion of the defendant.—We find that in this case
there was no fraud; the question of negligence is one of law.
Mrs. Grant brought a suit, but dismissed it voluntarily. By
pressing that she might have tested the question of "negli-

gence, which, in our judgment, it is not our province to
decide. Matter dismissed.
Edwin II. Morris vh. Dr. John H. Meyer, re unfilled con-

tract.—This case wa.^ dismissed upon the original written
agreement between Morris and Meyer, being produced by
Morris.

Dr. S. H. Blodgett vs. R. B. Sawyer, re recovery of stud fee
and expenses.—Ordered, That Sawyer be given thirty days
in which to pay back to Blodgett the stud fee of twenty-five
dollars and expenses fifteen dollars, in default of which said
Sawyer shall stand suspended until said amount shall have
been paid,
Mascoutah Kennel Club vs. P. W. Sheldon, re protested

draft.—Ordered, That Sheldon be given thirty day.s within
which to pay to the Mascoutah Kennel Club the .amount of
draft, adding thereto one dollar, the amount of protest fee,

in default of which said Sheldon .shall stand suspended
until said claim shfill h.a\'e Ix-en paid.
Mrs. F. Smyth v^. Cincinnati Kennel Club, rc violation

of additional Rules I., IX., X.—Ordered, That unless the
Cincinnati Kennel Club shows, on. or before Feb. 34, 1891,
that the complaint of Mrs. Smyth is not well founded, in
that said club violated its own rules by reopening awards,
and admitting dogs to competitinn which had ai'rivcd after
the time specified for arrival at its snow, that this com-
mittee will recommend the suspension of the said Cincinnati
Kennel Club.
W. E. Sandars, Tamworth, Eng., William A. Bruette,

rc recovery of purchase money for a brace of Welsh terriers.
—Ordered^ That Bruette be given thirty days within which
to pay said Sandar.s the price agreed upon (£10) for the pur-
chase of tlie dog.s, in default of which .said Bruette shall
stand suspended until said amount shall have been jjaid.

Dr. M. H. Cryer, W. L. Washington, German Hopkins vs.

Michigan Kennel Club, rc payment of specials.—Ordered,
That the Michigan Kennel Club be given thirty days vrithin
which to pay to all the exhibitors winning specials at ita

late show in September last, either in cash or plate, at its

own option, in default of which this committee will recom-
mend the suspension of said Michigan Kennel Club.
Stud Book Committee vs. J. G. Burns, F. Stettenbenz, re

fraudulent pedigrees.—The stiul book committee having in-

vestigated an attempt to register live St. l^ernard puppies,
having fraudulent pedigree.s- the same, it is believed, known
to be fraudurent by the ^parties in this complaint, and said
committee having recommended the suspension of t-he par-
ties named, it is, therefore, ordered that the recommendation
of tlie stud book committee is hereby granted, and said J.
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Gr. Burns and F. Stettenbenz, both of Buffalo, IST. Y., sball

stand suspended until one or both can prove to the satisfac-

tion of the committee their innocence in the attempted
fraud.

R. H. Derby, Sec'y American Mastiff Club, re request to

be furnished with stud books.—Ordered, That upon aijpli-

cation, any specialty club that has a committee appointed
for the verification of pedigrees of dogs received for registra-

tion, may have a copy of the stud book, without cost, from
the time of such club's admission to membership, and to con-

tinue to receive one copy each year, so long as it remains a

member in good standing,
American Keanel Club vs. National Cxi-eyhound Club, re

specialty stud book.—Resolved. That it is the sense of this

committee, that any attempt bv a member of the American
Kennel Club to establish, or publish a stud book for any
special breed or breeds of dogs, is in direct violation of its

obligation as a member of the American Kennel Club, and
that such publication cannot be permitted, and the secretary

is hereby directed to so notify the National Greyhound Club.
Adjourned. A. P. Vredenbitbgh, Sec'y.

UP A TREE.
Editor Forest and Strmm:
Before you close the gates on the cocker controversy,

please let rae get' inside and I will tell you a short story. It

will be, "The Cocker—How to Make—How to Break."
George was a barber's apprentice. Not one of those typical

gossipers, but a first-class listener. Among the patrons of

the barber shop was a physician who was known far and
wide as a famous hunter; his gig was usually followed by a
half-dozen canines, consisting of hounds, spaniels and
terriers, and the doctor was an authority on dogs. Being a
most interesting conversationalist, he one day was relating

the contents of a letter from an English triend about a
wonderful cocker spaniel that the friend owned that was
marvelous at treeing partridges. One of his auditors asked
what a cocker was, and the doctor's reply was that it was
simply a spaniel with his tail docked. The information was
greedily absorbed by George. He knew where there was a
litter of brown curly puppies, of a breed that has abounded
in this vicinity for years and characterized under the various
names of water dogs, spaniels and hunters. It would be a

hard matter to find a family in this ancient burg that has
not at some period or othex owned a "Rover," "Curly,"
"Jack" or "Jessie" of this particular breed.
Being the po.ssessor of a hand sled, George was enabled to

make a dicker, whereby he became the owner of the choice

of the aforesaid litter. Then was sought the aid of a friendly

butcher boy and his big cleaver. Not long after a puppy
with a decapitated tail was seeu around the barber shop,
which George, with a very imi)orbant air, said was a cocker,

and he added that he wished Thanksgiving Day would soon
come, as he intended to break him in to tree partridges that
dav, and he would show the old hunters "a dog as is a dog."
By skilful diplomacy he obtained the information from

the doctor that in breaking ptippies a chicken could be made
to answer quite well to attract their attention and develop
their instincts. Thanksgiving Day came. It found George
headed uo the banks of the sparkling Oswegatchie, followed
by a seven months old puppy with a banged tail, that frisked
along the frozen ground at a gait that kept his master rather
warm, encumbered as he was with a gun, while under the
left arm was a bag containing a rather aged hen that bad
been surreptitiously borrowed from a neighbor the previous
night.
Arriving in the wood which fringes this pretty stream,

George opened the bag and set the old hen down on the
ground, which, being rather cold, caused her to draw up one
foot, ruffle her feathers and relax into a .state of apparent
coma. The pup paid no heed to "biddy" whatever, so George
detei'mined on a novel scheme. After quite an effort he
climbed a tree with her henship under his arm and proceeded
to tie her to an overhanging branch while the puppy lay
underneath rather weary from his tramp, when crack, the
branch .snapped and down came George and the hen in a
heap on top ofthe cocker (?), which, with a ki-yi, disappeared
into the woods and has never since been seen by George. He
limped home rather sore but satisfied to let any one who
wished to start a new breed have a monopoly iu that line.

That pwppy, I ween, kept in a southerly direction until he
reached Hornellsville, and helped originate the Fellows type
of cocker, or else (being a "water dog") swam the St. Law-
rence and eventually reached Ottawa, where, under the
tutelage of "Gothamite," he became a working cocker.

Oswegatchie.

"FANCIERS' GAZETTE" APOLOGIZES.

WE have received the following letter from the Fanciers^
aazette, England:

Editor Forest and Stream:
Kindly insert the inclosed apology to Mr. G. R. Krehl in

your next issue. As you will see, it is for the accidental in-

sertion of a letter attacking him by Mr. R. L. Mayhew, and
as we inserted it inadvertently, we have taken the earliest

opportunities of making amends to Mr. Krehl. Part of our
arrangement with him is that it shall be in.serted in your
columns, and we trust that you will find a place for it iu

your next issue:

"an apologt to me. a. k. krehl.

"The apology offered by us in our issue of the 15th inst.

being deemed to be insufficient, we gladly take this oppor-
tunity of repeating the sincerity of our desire to offer Mr.
Krehl the verj"^ fullest atonement that lies in our power for
the pain and annoyance caused him by the insertion of Mr,
Mayhew's letter in the Fanciers^ Q-azetie of Jan. 8.

"We again repeat that the statements of the writer are in
no way wlaatever adopted or agreed in by us, and beyond
this we believe they are without foundation. Some of the
directors of this jourDal have had the pleasure of knowing
Mr. Krehl for many years, and all are unanimous io believ-

ing the attacks and charges made to be entirely false and
undoubtedly damaging to Mr. Krehl, and cannot be sub-
stantiated in any way. We deeply regret that by a blunder
on the part of one of our staff', the Fu.nctcrs' Gazette has
been made the medium for an unfounded attack on a gentle-
man so well known as Mr. Krehl in the kennel world, both
as an ardent and enthusiastic breeder and exhibitor, and also

as kennel editor of the Stock-Keeper . We assert that we
have every faith and confidence in Mr. Krehl's integrity, and
that we deeply deplore the pain causgd him by the publica-
tion of Mr. Mayhew's letter, for which we areheartily sorry.

"Fanciers' Gazette.
"London, Jan. 30."

ANOTHER MASTIFF FOR HELEN KELLER.—Dan-
ville, Quebec, Ga.na.d.a.—Editor Forest and Stream: After
reading the justly indignant remarks of Mr. W. Wade on
the brutal murder of the noble dog belonging to the little

blind mute, Helen Keller, I felt sure there were other hearts
besides mine that were touched by the forgiving spirit she
shows toward the murderers of her ffcithful guardian and
pet. With a view that this feeling may take some practical
form of expression, I will be very glad to subscribe .$5 to-

ward another dog (as near like the last one as possible) or
some other testimonial, if it is thought to be better than
another dog, the same to be given to our^ gentle, forgi^nng
Christian. If yoit will take the matter up you are at liberty
to use this letter as may seem best to forward this object
and also to call on. me at once for my subseription.—Geo. 0.
GOODHTTE,

GREENVILLE (S. C.) DOG SHOW.

THIS show opened Jan. 27 and continued till the 30th. For
an initial show it was a very successful one, though

the weather interfered with the attendance somewhat. Mr.
John Davidson judged all classes and gave general satis-

faction. The competition was principally noteworthy from
the fact that Kildare, the Irish setter, was beaten by a new
dog, Pickens. The boys are loud in praise of the treatment
they received from the secretary and other officials and the
prompt manner in which the prizes were paid. The list of
awards is as follows:

MASTIFFS.—Dof/«; Ist and 2d, Sans Sou-^i Kennels' Ben Perry
and Mrs. Rautine'.^ Pet. Bitches: 1st, Sau Souci Kennels' Ethel.
Puirpies: 1st, S. Lee Beasley's Nero.

ST. BEf-iNARDS.—RouaH-COATiiiD-Do(j,s: Ist, J. W. Kemble's
Warwick, Jr. Mr. Diffenderffer's entries were alf absent. BUches:
1st, J. W. Kemble'a Mav Queen.—Smooth—J50fli,s; 1st. C. T.

Bamev's Nevis: 2<l, W. S. DiffenderfiCer's Lord Hector.—PtTPriES
—Dogs: 1st, O. T. Barney's Douglass.

GRRAT PANES. -1st, E. P, Hammett's Duke.

DEERH0UND8.—mc/ics; 1st, B. S. Dering's Nora; 2d, Sans
Souoi Kennels' Thora.
GREYHOUNDS.— OHAT.iiT!NaE — JSitches; Ist, Fountain City

Kennels' Purity.—Open—Do(/s: 1st, Sunset Kennels' Monarch.
B'itclics: Ist, L. C. Whiton's Spinaway.

POINTERS.—Ch A LnBNGE—Bite?i&s; I't, Fountain City Kennels'
Rosa.— OfiSN—55TjTis. and over—Dog,?.- 1st, H. C. Briton's Alto; 2d,

Jas. Birnie's PVu). Very high com., A. A. Hewlett's Spo' t.—50lbs.
AND ovEK-Bitc?)t'.s.- 1st, J. W. Kerable's .less.—CHAnLKNGE— tJN-

DUR m-LBS.—rJogs: 1st, W. H. .Hyland's Pommery Sec—Unueb
hO-Lm.—BitcJies: lat, Fonntain City KeuBfls' Rosa May.—Open-
Under 5r)ijUS-—Pojys: 1st. withheld; 2d, Fountbin City Kennels'
Button fl.—Undkr 50l,^s—Bitches: 1st, W. H. Hyland's Lady
Graphic.-Puppies—i)0(ys; 1st, Fountain City Kennels' King Beau-
fort. Bitches: Ist, Fountain City Kennels' Miss Maud Friiz.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-Chat^lengp—Poi;*-; 1st, Fouatain City
Kennels' Prince Gladstone.—Open—Dog.5; Ist and 3d, J. W. Kem-
ble's Dashing Kent and Carltou Pero. Very high com., G. L. Con-
nor's Jack S. High com., C. S, Nettle's Crown. BitclieK 1st, H. A.
Bridge's Tick; 2d, G. L. Connor's J. A. C.—Fvpvivs—Bltclics: 1st,

H. A. Bridge's Tick.

IRISH SETTERS.—CHALiiENaE-Doffs: 1st, G-'o. H. Covert's
Dick Swiveller. Bitches: Ist. N. L. Washington's Ruby Glenmore.
Molly Bawn not for competilion.—OPBN—Pops: 1st, N. S. Lea's
Pickens; 2d, N. L. Washington's Kildare. Very hieh com., G. H.
Civpn'.i Red River Glenobo. High com.. Seminobj Kennels' Eleo.

Bitchcf<: 1st, N. L. Washington's' Winnie II.: 3d, Oriole Kennels'
Jeanriftte. Very high com., G. H. Covert's Little Nell. High
coin.. G. H. Covert's Glidelia and Tlllie Boroimbry.- Puppies-
Bitclics: 1st, J. 0. Lea's Winnie Davis.

GORDON SETTERS.—CHATjLENGE—Po(ys; 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's
Ivanhoe. Bitches: 1st, H. F. Smith's Iloxie.—Open—Dofii.s; Ist^,

withheld; 2d, J. S. Gaus's Duke of Kent. Bitches: 1st, Dr. S. G.
Dixon's Blossom: 2d, Henry Mav's .Julia More. Very high cum.,
J. S. Gaus's Viola. High com., Dr. S. T. Lea's May.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Pofls; 1st, B. P. Lewis's Black Diamond.—
Cockers.—CHAL.LEN0K—r)0!7.s; let, John Douglas's Black Duke.
Bitchcf^: Ist, Geo. H. Brasa's Novel.—Open—Dof/s; 1st and 3d, W.
Barnes's Bed Doc and Banjo. Bitcho- 1st and 2d, Geo. H. Brush's
Bessie W. and Idea.

COLLIES.—CHALnENGK—Bitc/ies: 1st, W. D. Hayes's Bonnie
ijrae.-Open—Pofls; 1st, Seminole KputirIs' Roslyn Dandy; 2d,

and high com., Sans Souci Kennels' Little Ben and Sans Souci
Busbey Head. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Seminole Kennels's Mischief
aad S. S. Ladv Rutland.—Puppies—Poffs: 1st, A. H. Halm's Ben
Tillman. Bitches: 1st, A. H. Halm's Btssie Cleveland.

POODLES.—1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Paris.

BULLDOGS.—Prizes withheld.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Doffs: 1st withheld; 2r], W. P. Sloan's Grip.
Bitches: Ist.Woodhaven Kennels' Meg Merrilies; 2d. John H. Nay-
lor's Dinah.
FOX-TERRIERS.—CHALLBNGE—Pofifs; 1st, Oriole Kennels'

Blemton Volunteer. Bitches: 1st, Oriole Kennels' Blemton Bril-
liant.—Open—Do^-s; 1st, Tineaw Kennels' Brockenhurst Quick:
3d, C. D. Purroy's SufEolk Risk. Very higli Pom., Oriole Kennels'
Rlemton Ransack. Bitches: 1st, Oriole Kennels' Verdict and
Blemton Ethel. Reserve, Oriole Kennels' Beverwyck Hecate.
Very high com.. Oriole Kennels' Blemton Vice. High com..
Oriole Kennels' Marjoram.-Puppies—Pogs: l=t, withheld; 2cl,

E. W. Kirk's Shot. Bitches: 1st, Ori' le Kennels' Rage.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Pop.s; lat. Dr. H. T. Foote's
The Senator. Bitches: 1st, Dr. H. T. Foote's English Lady.

SCOTCH TFRRTER-S.—Oh.iltjENGE—John H. Naylor's Rosie.—
Open—1st, Sunset Kennels' Brownie.

IRISH TERRIRRS.—Ist. Lewis and Jarrett's Burnsides.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—1st, John Cummitig's Dandy.

TOY TERRIERS.—1st, Woodbury Kennels' Tiny.

SKYE TERRIERS.—CHALLENGE-lst, C. A. Shinn's Sir Stafford.

—Open—1st. M. H. Yard's Lady Countess.

PUGS.—Challenge-Pof/.s; Ist, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy.
Bitches: 1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Vesta.—Open—Do^/s:. 1st, Jacob
Broomhank' Bradford Rowdy; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Kash, Jr.

Bitches: 1st, Sans Souoi Kennels' Mab. Pupines: 1st, Seminole
Kennels' Kash, Jr.

DACHSHUNDE.-lst, B. F. Lewis's Gill,

BEAGLES.-C'HAijnENGE—Doffs: 1st, H. Bennett's Little Duke,—
Open—Pofifs; 1st, Sunset Kennels's Count. Bitches: 1st, Sunset
Kennels' Flossy: 2d, Associate Kennels' Countess Fay. Very high
com., Sans Souci Kennels' Miss Fellows. Puppies: 1st, Sunset
Kennels' Baby.

BASSETS.—1st, Associate Fanciers' Mauprat.

NATIVE S. CAROLINA BRED POINTERS.—1st, James Bir-
nie's Phil.

MISCELLANEOUS.—1st and 3d, San Souci Kennels' Judi and
Agricole.

SIZE WITHOUT CHANGE OF FOOD.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your letter of inquiry regarding my dog Presto and my

methods of training and feeding him, has lain unanswered
through no fault of mine. I had arrangements made for

taking a photo of the dog to send you as soon as I received

your letter. W^th regard to breeding, I still maintain that
I have pursued a method entirely different from that of any
other dog breeder, in order to produce the largest mastiff, as
acknowledged by such authorities as your publication and
others of a similar character.
In the first place, Presto has neverhad a pieceof raw meat.

Secondly, he nas had but one kind of food. Thirdly, he has
been fed since he was three months old, but once a day.
Fourthly, in winter between four and six, and iu summer at

exactly six o'clock. Fifthly, I never allow him to eat too
much;' he had always a small appetite left.

These are the principal features of the method which I

have held to with such good results in mastiff breeding.
You can judge from the photo which I send you whether

the dog appears to be in a healthy condition or not. I am
somewhat eccentric in the treatment of my dogs, neverthe-
less they have never suffered from worms, mange or any of

the canine ills. I do not even speak to my mastiff, but by a
snap of the finger and a gesture he understands me perfectly.

Perhaps you have heard of his exhibitions of intelligence

during his visit with me to ''the Hub." I hope that you
will pardon my long delay and that this may be of interest to

the many readers of your valuable paper. Wickednep.

WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE.—Baltimore.—EcZifor
Forest and Stream: We, the undersigned, hereby give
notice, to all whom it may concern, that we will not be re,s-

ponsible, in any manner, for any obligations that may be
Incurred by those who propose holding the bench show
under the nameof the Maryland Kennel Club.—R. B. Glan-
VXLLE, W. T. Leveeing, .1. D. Mallop.y, H. Cassard, L.
M. LEVEEis-a, Ckichtojt Malcolm, H. Malcolm, H. R.
Von per Hoest.

THE BALTIMORE DOG SHOW.—Editor Forest and
Stream.: The announcement of the bench show to be held
iu March, the week following the New York show, has
created quite a ripple of excitement in Baltimore, Unques-
tionably the interest iu well-bred canines is growing in this
city, and the spirit arou.sed by last year's show is certain to
be increased and au.gmented by the coming exhibition,
planned upon a much larger scale. The local entries are
coming in handsomely, and unless all signs fail home talent
will have a worthier representation than ever before, and
some of the .good prizes are liable to remain within the bor-
ders of the State. Applications for entry blanks from abroad
have been numerous, and alxeady some of the fiuest dogs in
the country have been promised for our show. The arrival
of Sir Bedivere was a matter of much interest to Balti-
moreans, as Mr. Sears has many warm friends here who
were anxious to hear that the monarch of the St. Bernards
was safe on terra fir-ma. By the way, the Kennel Club has
received a letter from Mr. Sears stating that he will surely
exhibit Sir IBedivere at the coming show. The bench show
committee has decided to divide the class for black and tan
terriers according to sex, providing they receive eight en-
tries, and give 810 for first and $5 for second in each class.
The club was certainly fortunate in securing the Fifth Regi-
ment armory for its show, for it is by far the most desirable
building in" the city, and could nob well be surpassed any-
where. With an abundance of floor room it has splendid
light and ventilation, and is in every way admirably fitted
for the comfort and health of the dogs.—W. Stewakt DlF-
fendeeffek, Secretary.

WHAT IS A RUSSIAN WOLFHOUND!-—Editor Forest
and Stream: The above question is one often asked and, so
far, not answered. Considerable Russian light has been
shed on it, with the result of considerably darkening the
gloom. Now when [ heard Mr. C. H. Masou was to judge
at the greyhound show, I thoueht we were in the way of
really getting something to go on, but I regret to hear that
it is not probable that we will have a circumstantial report
from him. Here is a breed, promising to be popular, about
which no well defined knowledge exists; there certainly must
be great variance in their type, as witness the pictures in
Fanciers' Gazette and Canine World, We certainly do not
want any more such "authoi-ity" as we have been getting,
and as the breed starts practically new, here is an opportunity
for starting right, without any rtxbbish as to the "real
thing," ''old true type," and similar nonsense. What we
want is an exposition why certain properties are most valued,
and based, not on "authority," but on solid, sound "dog"
reasons, in fact, a sort of synthesis on the qualities of such
dogs. No man, either iu England or here, is as qualified to
give us this as Mr. Mason, and I hope we will see such an
article from him, as it will serve as a guide for breeders to
go by.—W. Wade.

THE BULLDOG CLUB.— BcZifor Forest and Stream:
The following letter has been sent to all members of the
Bulldog Club of America; Deae Sie—You are requested
to support all bench shows to the extent of making as many
entries as possible, but you are especially requested to make
entries and show as many bulldogs as possible at the follow-
ing shows, for they are the ones at which Bulldog Club
prizes will be offered and competed for: Maryland Kennel
Club, Baltimore, Md., March 3 to 6: entries close Feb. 18
with W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Sec'y, 220 N. Charles street,
Baltimore, Md.; Mr. Chas. D. Cugle judge, Massachusetts
Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass., March 24 to 27; entries close
March 13 with D. A. Williams, Sec'y; Mr. .Jas. Mortimer
judge. Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago, 111., April 8 to
ll; entries close March 23, with G. H. Goodrich, manager;
Mr. Jas. Mortimer judge. Kindly do your tttmost to insure
the above .shows ail the entries in your power.—ChAs. D.
Cugle, Sec'y Bulldog Club of America. [This also included
the W. K. C. show, for which entries have closed,]

MEETING OF THE COLLIE CLUB.-Orange, N. J,—
Editor Forest and' Stream: The annual meeting of the
Collie Club will be held at Maaison Square Garden on
Wednesday, Feb. 2.5, 1891, at I P. M. Members are earnestly
requested to attend, as matters of importance will come be-
fore the meeting for action. By order of the executive com-
mittee, J. D. Shotwell, Secretary.

TEXAS FIELD TRIALS CLUB.— Marshall, Tenn.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Our club will hold a meeting
near this place, beginning Feb. 24, It will be a very modest
affair; the prizes will be collars, whips, etc. Any visiting
sportsmen will be welcome and we will endeavor to make
them have a good time.

—

Jacobstaff.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nlsbed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Sinnner and Spinster. By 0. B. Hubbard, Broken Bow, Neb., for
white, liver and ticlied pointer dog and liver, whire and ticked
bitch, whelped Nov. 13, 1890, by Luck of Idstone (Planet—LiUy
Bang) out of Spinaway H. (Bang—champion Spinaway).
Lady. The Clamber Kennels, Ottawa, Can., claim the prefix

Lady for all Clumber spaiiiel bitches owned or bred by the ken-
nels, and change the names of the following Clumber bitches
owned by them, as follows: Bromine (champion Tower—Leda) to
Lady Bromine, Snow (champion .lohn o' Gaunt—Foxley Beauty)
to Lady Snow, Belle ot Ottawa (champion Boss IIL—Judy If.) to
Lady Belle, Maude M. (champ'on Johnny-Bess) to Lady Maude,
Judy II- (champion Johnny-Jill) to Lady Judy, Bess (champion
Rover II.—Nell II ) to Lady Lancaster, Jess (champion Rover II.

—Nell II/) to Lady Holmes, Lily (Smash II.—Romp II.) to Lady
Lily, Dulcie (Fop-Madge) to Lady Duicie.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Cassandra—Balkis. H, W. Huntingdon'.* (Brooklyn, N, Y.) grey-
hound bitch champion Cassandra. ( Debret—Dead Secret) to his
champioii Balkis (Clyto—Primrose), Jan. 7.

Taffil—Butic of Vernon. L. Gardner's (IMount Vernon, N. Y.)
pointer bitch Taffy (Pilate—Fairy II.) to his Duk.e cff Vernon (Glen-
dale—Spoiless>, Dec. 37.

Lilly—Douglass II. Phil Weis's (Lancaster, O.) pug bitch Lilly
to Ehpibart Pue Kennels' Dougla«s 11. (Douglass—June), Feb. 5.

Bess—Eherharfs Cashier. O. H, Deck's (Cincinnati, O.) pug
bitch Bess (Joe, Jr,—Pudge) to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eberhart
Cashier (champinr: Kasli— Lady Thora), .Tan. le.

Maggie Bee—Toledo Blade. F. W. Eddy's (Detroit, Mich.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Maggie Bee to J. E. Pager's Toledo Blade, Jan. 26.

Fairy Gladst07ic—Roger. Jas. H. Young's (Tuckahoe, N.Y.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Fairy Gladstone (Gladstone's Mark—ChautauoLUa
BeRe) to L. Gardner's Roger (Couut Noble—Queen Meg), Jan. 18.

Cleo—Bol) Oho. Corktown Cocker Kennels' (Ottawa, Out.) cocker
spaniel bitch Oleo (Hector—Black Meg) to Rideau Kennels' Bob
Obo (Obo—Nellie). Dec. 30.

Tough—Boh Obo. Corktown Cocker Kennels' (Ottawa, OntJ
cocker spaniel bitob Touah (Wildaii-—Belle) to Rideau Kennels'
Bob Obo ( hampion Obo—N^ll!e), Jan. 24,

Rideau Flossie—Oho, Jr. Rideau Kennels' (Ottn wa. Out.) cocker
spaniel bitch Ririeau Flossie (champion Obo—Gipping Floss) to
their Obo. Jr. (Obo—Nellie), Dec. 13.

Tiney Oho—Boh Obo. Rideau Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker
spaniel bitch Tiney Obo (Obo, Jr.—Princess Tiney) to their Bob
Obo (champion Obo—Nellie), .Jan. 4.

Topsy—Bob Oho. C. Searle's (Hamilton, Ont.) cocker spaniel
bitch Topsy (Black Graf—Chein) to Rideau Kennels' Boh Oho
champion Obc—Nellie), Jan. 5.
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Flora Kay—Bob Oho. Rideau Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker
Bpanie] biich Flora Kay (Obo, Jr.—Princess Tiney) to their Bob
Obo(cbampion Obo—Nt>llle), JaB. 26.

Cle-o—Boh Oho. C. E. Living's (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch
Oleo (Hf cor—Black Meg) to Riiieau Kennels' Bob Obo (cliamplon
Oho-Npllip). Dpc. 30.

PhyHis-Bob Obo. W. B. Palmer's (Woodstock, Ont.) cocker
FpaBiel bitch Phyllis to Rideau Kennels' Bob Obo (champion Obo
—Nellie), Nov. l4.

MatoMess—Prince Regent. North Fields Yorkshire Kennels'
fSalem, Mass.) black and tan terrier hitch Matchless (Punch—Nell)
to their Prince Rpgent (Sir Henrs—L'Tid's Rose), Jan. 35.

Banymony—Breda> Bill, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels'
(Salem, Mass.) Iri*h terrier bitch Ballvmouy (Benedict—Argus) to
their Breda Bill (Benedict—Breda Midge), Feb. 1.

WHELPS.
ifW Prepared Blanks sent free on applicatlonf

. Jas. T. Geddes's (Mansfield, O.) St. Bernard bitch ,

Jati. 29. five (four dogs), by Poag Kennels' Watch.
BSilleJDale Gordondale Kennels' (Milton, Mass.) English setter

Belle DalH (Breeze— Bessie Dale), Jan. 25, four (three dogs), by their
Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu- Bo-Peep).
Beneta. S. D. Parker's (Boston, Mass.) English setter bitch

Beneta (Boswell's Ned—Gyp), Jan. 11, nine (8ve dogs), by Gordon-
dale Kentiel's' Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu— Bo-Peep).
Blue- Jennie. N. Mcintosh's (Providence. R. L) English setter

bitch Blue Jennie (Roval Albert—Blue Nell), Jan. 31, eight (five

doge), by Oapt. 0. C. Gray's Roy Monarch (Dashing Monarch—
Li't).
TwinMe. Central Kennels' (Jersey City. N. J.) King Charles

spaniel bitch Twinkle, Feb. 7, six (four dogs), by G. Klees's Flora-
celle.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

BeaoUs. By Glenmore Kennels. Melrose, Mass.. black, white
and tan dog Glenrose (Rose W.—Cricket) to J. H. Short. Omaha,
Neb,; black, white and tan dog (champion Bannerman—Twintwo)
and tan bitch Lilla (Backet—June) to J. S. Wafson, Rochester, N.
Y.; black, white and tan dog (champion FitzHugh Lee—Mollie) to
A. E. Perry. Poi^tiac, Mich.; a V>lacK, white and tan bitch (cham-
pion Fitz Hugh Lee—Mollie) each to Lester Hastings, Akron, O.,
and C. W. Swarz, Martin's Ferry, O.; black, white and tan dog My
Boy fch. Lee—Diana) to Wm. H. Hyland, North Tarrytown. N. Y.;
black, white and tan dog (champtonBannerman—Desdemnna) and
bitch (champion Fitz Hueh Lee—Molliej to A. Yoerg, St. Paul,
Minn,; black and fan dog King Lear (Ring—Queen Bess) to J. R.
BruDS, Kenosha, Wis.; black, whine and tan bitch Nell to W. H.
White, Dedham, Mas8.;blacK, white and tan dog Frits^ (champion
Fiiz Hugh Lee-Millie) to A. H. Hobart, East Braintree, Mass.;
black, white and tan bitch Queen Bess (Victor— Zany) and black
and white dog Racket (Racket—Queen) to D. E. Powell. Peoria,
111 ; black, white and tan dog (champion Bannerman—Tone) to R.
E. Rowley, Topeka, Kan.; black, white and tan bitches Cricket
(champion Bannerman—Pet) and Queen Bird iRingwood—Birdie)
to O. Y. Bradrick, College Corner, O.; black, white and tan bitch
(champion Bannerman—Desdemona) to Thom. Saunders, Mount
Vernon. O.

Spinster. Liver, white and ticked pointer bitch, whelped Nov.
18. 1890, by Luck of Idstone nut of Spinaway II., by The Loup Ken-
nels. Broken Bow, Neb., to G. E. Everett, Grand Island, Neb.
Milmdo—Bang's MoUie ichelp. Lemon and white pointer dog,

whplppri Sept. 14, 1890, by Bar Harbor Kennels, Bar Harbor, Me.,
to L. Meyer. Watertown, Wis.
FaMa. Silver fawn pusr dog, wbelped Oct. 19, 1890. by Bradford

Ruby II. out ' f Lavinia Belle, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
DBti, O., to II. H. Lyons, Guthrie Center, la.
Lady Thora II- Silver fawn pug bitch, whelped Oct. li, 1890, by

Spokane out of Lalla Rookh. by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati, O., to C. F. Borden. Winchester, Tenn.

Oleo. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped May 3, 1887, by Hec-
tor out of Black Meg, by Corktown Cocker Kennels, Ottawa, Ont.,
to Rideau Kennels, same place.
Cora. Black and tan Ktng Charles spaniel bitch, whelped June,

1889, by Norwich Jumbo out of Ina S„ by Central Kennels, Jersey
City, N. J., to C. F. Adams, Erie, Pa.

DEATHS.
Sptnaway 11. Pointer bitch (Bang—champion Spinaway).owiiea

byThs Loup Kennels, Broken Bow, Neb.: cause, septicsBmia.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering- questions under

this headi we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs: and we shall make
this a special feature,

G. DE R , Hackensa^ck, N. J.—Better consult a ret. we know of
no remedy.
E. J. B.. Washington, D, C—Last November my Scotch terrier

puppy had a bad case of distemijer from which he recovered, but
it left him with a twitching in the hindquarters and apparent
weakness there. He is quite playful and lively, appetite some
days good, at others he eats very littl". Bowels are legtilar, dis-
charge is sometimes dark, at others light; but there appears to be
a kind of mucus with it, occasionally tinged with blood. I have
been giving a tonic (prescription inclosed) for the chorea, about
half a teaspoonful twice a day, Ans. Your treatment is right.
Better give the dog a teaspoonful of syrnp of buckthorn with his
fond every day for a week.

fhaating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
BOSTON, Feb. 7.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-

Setis Rifle Association was held at its range to-day with a good
attendance of riflemen. The shooting conditions were unfavor-
able, there being a bad fish-tail wind and poor light. Next Wed-
hesday the range will be open at 13:20 P.M. for rifle and pistol
shDO'ing in aU. the prize and prai^tice matches. Following is the
result of to-day's shoot, distance .?GOyds., Standard American tar-
get, re-entries allowed.

All Comers' Rest Mati?h.
8 Wilder 108 FW Chester 102 D Martin 95W P Thompson...106 A Hunt 103 J French 93AH Ballard 106 A B Loring 101 A B Hendrick. . . .92W Peters 104 J R Hebba 99 F Jameson 91

All Comers' OfT-Hand Match.
I B Thomas..... ...87 AN Mann 67 F W Hart 64

A Winchester 83 J B Hobbs 67 J Hastings 61
MTDay 73 D Martin 64

Pistol Practice Match, 61yds.
W Charles... 93 D Martin 84 A N Mann .

AG Stevens 87 A Winchester 83 J B Hobbs 74

S C Sydney. . .-. 84 M T Day 83

AN AUTOMATIC TARGET.~An Australian inventor has added
anothfr to the list of automatic signalling targets. The face of
the target consi^sflf rings divided Into a total of 23 separate mov-
ing pieces for sections, the back of each section being attached to
oblicine oscillating levers connected with a horizontal balancing
bar. When any of the sections are struck the h v<»rs oscillate, and
in so doing raise the horizontal balancing bar, which comes in con-
tact with a clutch bar runn'ng horizontally above it. This latter,
being forced up, releases a signalling lever, in which is fixed a
signalling disk, which instantl.v appears in view. Each section of
the target has a different signalling disk, so ttiat it is at once seen
from the firing pomt whpre the bullet has struck. After remain-
ing in Bight for a few seconds the lever with the disk returns to
its place and the target is ready for the nest shot. There are also
two attachments which can be fitted to the target. Tiie first

shows the position of the shot by means of a recording ins'rument
placed at the firing point and connected electrically with the
target. The second is an arrangement bv which each shot is regis-
tered on a scroll of paper placed inside the tnrgef, and this roll

can be compart d with the manual record at the end ofthe practice.

NEW YORK, Feb. 7.—The weekly meeting of the New York
Pistol and Revolver Club at the St. Murk's Place range is always
fruitful of fine results, and if the members continue their
good work a full score will be anything but an exception. The
scores made to-dav on the ten-ring ta,rget, 40ft. distance, 6 shots,
possible 60 points, were as follows: H. Pehl 58, B. Zettler 57, B.
Walther 58, A. Stein 55, O. Walz, 32-cal. pistol, 56, F. Heeking 54,

V, SfceluDaoh g^, Q, Hoffmaa 43.

MILLER RIFLE CLUB.—The annual meeting and election of
ofiicers of the Miller Rifle Club took place at the organization's
headquarters, 80 Hudson street. Hoboken, on Wednesday evening,
Feb. 4, and resulted in the election of the following ticket: B. W.
Lewey, Captain; S. Schwartz, Lieutenant; T. Filz^mraons, Sec-
retary; F. Fisher, Treasurer; C. Judson. First Shooting Master,
and E. Brandt, Second Shooting Master. On Wa.shington's Birth-
day the club will send a team of five men to take part in the
ZettlfT Rifle Club's troph match. Owing 1o the cold weather but
few visiting riflemen put In an appearance at the range to take
part in the open prize shoot of the Miller Club, and but few good
scores were made.
HOBOKEN. N. J., Feb, 8.—The three days' prize shoot of the

Miller Rifle Club ended to night at their headquarters, 80 Hudson
street, Hoboken. Among the visiting riflemen were members of
the Our Own, Zettler and Harlem rifle clubs. The representatives
of the two first named organizations carried olt first and seconri
prizes. J. Coppersmith, of the Zettler Rifle Club, tied with G. D.
Wiegmann, of the Our Own, on totals of 148 out of the possible
150 points. Wiegmann was also the oulv member of the Our Own
Rifle Club wlio took part in the recent Zettler shoot and divided
with four others the first five prizes. Entries were unlimited,
three shots on each ticket, best two scores of each shooter- to count,
possible 150 points. The scores: .J. Coppersmith 148, G. D. Wieg-
mann 148, D.Michael 117, L. Flach 146, F.Fischer 146, C. Hutch
145, J. A. Bayken 145. C. Judson 141, L, Vogell42, A. Meyns 141,
Beneken 142, Brandt 145.

PISTOL IN CHICAGO.-Chicago, 111., Feb. 7.-The contest in
revolver shooting for the city championship medal ended last
evening at Geo. McCunes's gallery, 46 S. Halsted street. The
medal is not only handsome but a very valuable one, and one that
any man might be proud of. The medal duriner the past five
nights was closely contested for, at 1.50 shots each. Of eight con-
testants Mr. W. J. Meyers had the lead by .35 points, and several
being about a tie for second place duringf the remaining 1.50 shots
each. W. J. Meyers' total score was 3,010, Albert Sorensen 2,949,
Henry Fuerman3,934, Albert Hansen 2 931, R. Larsen 3 927, (Joraedy
Julius 2,917, Geo. Anderson 2.915, and Ed Helms 2,913. The total
number of shots fired by each wa=5 30O, at American standard
paper target Hm. for center at 15yds., Smith & Wesson 44cal.
revolver being used. W. J. Meyers was the winner of medal last
year. Mr. C. A. Hankie, our well-known expert rifle shot, was
referee. The Garden City Rifle Team will meet for a contest at
the same gallery next Tuesday evening.—H.
CONLIN'S GALLERY, Feb. 7.—The 7 bullseyes match at rest

with rifle was closed to-day. Mr. G. L. Williams was the winner,
the shooting: surpassing anything ever done in any of the rest
matches. The 7 winning shots would have hit a bullseye 3^in. in
diameter. The next match will be on the running man target, to
commence on Feb. 11 and end on Feb. 21, for elegant gold mederi.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanks

prepared by the Foi-est and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor with dub scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Feb. 17-20.—Annual Winter Tournament Davenport (la.) Gun
Club. Live birds and inanimates. Address J. F. Kray, S^c'v.
Feb. 19.—Hartford (Conn.) Tournament. See notice elsewhere.
March 24-38.—Detroit Tournament, assisted '^y the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. 81 000 guaranteed.
April 28-30.—New London (or New Haven) Inter-State Associa-

tion.
May 6-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all. Elmer E.

Shaner, Sec'y.
May 19-31.—Washlneton (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dea.ler&' Association. Club
gives Sl.OOO, Association guarantees .fl.OOO, total $2,000.
June 3-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State

Manutacturerb' and Dealers' Association, Association guarantees
$1,000. cl'ib adds 83,000. total |3,000.
June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game^ at Rome.
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.

THE DEAF-MUTE CHAMPIONSHIP.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A deaf-mute marksman —how stranee the words sound. Never-

theless it's a fact. It has been 10 years since myearswere forever
closed to all sense of sound. I am known throughout the English
speaking deaf-mute world as the "Silent Rifleman," and I now
stand unchallenged as ihe finest living deaf-mute marksman.
Thinking my history would interest the readers of Fob est and
Strbam, I hope it won't be ont of place: I was born in County
Kerry, Ireland, Aug. 3. 1869, Took to the rifle with wonderful
naturalness. The last decade of almost constant and persistent
practice has made me what I am. I am not vei'y well versed in
shotgun or long-range rifle shooting. My forte is as a wing, fancv
and snap-sliot with 33cal. Winchester repeating guns. My record
is 174 balls broken in succession. Can also hit coins, marbles, etc.,
quite well. At 32ft. I have mode the following shots: Rung a
one-inch target bell 388 times in succession. Stood on my head
and hit same target 23 out of .25 shots. Shot in every position
known to fancy shots and rung bell almost wit bout a miss. I also
do the following .*ots. and 1 think I am the originator: Lie flat
on back, hold gun upside down above my body horizontally (my
head to target ) and sight with a small mirror. Stand upright and
hold gun at h1p and tie handkerchief over mv eyes in such a man-
ner as to enable me to see my feet, in this position I sight with the
mirror and hit the bell every time. On July 4, 1889, I fired a
Ballard rifle 27 times in 60 seconds and hit a }^in. bell 14 times.
Same day I fired tsvo .22 Winchester repeaters .50 times in 27
seconds and hit a lOin. circle every time. I can fire the Colt's new
lightning .32 15 shots in almost a breath. I shoot coins out of my
brother's fingers, and can do many wonderful feats with gallery
rifles. I enjoy a hunt as well as my hearing brothers do. lam
never discouraged, as I receive complimentary letters from all
over theVouutry congratulating me in acquiring so mucli skill
laboring under my disadvantages. In these branches of marksman-
ship I hold the world's championship among deaf-mutes, and my
challenge to deaf-mutes is still unconditional and open to the
world. Deijnis J. O'Connkll,

Champion Deaf-mute of the World.
White Oloi;d, Mich., Feb. 1.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
THE proposed prohibitory pigeon law for Illinois is exciting the

greatest discussion here. The Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association meets Feb. 13 for game law discussion, and action on
this pigeon law will then be taken. The bill vriil hardly become a
law and if it did the law would not be observed any more than
the Pennsylvania law. The men who vote for this measure will
he marked men, and if the sportsmen of the State can ever get
back at them they surely will. The measure is mentioned here
only with the most open disgust. The mover of this bill wants
praise and glory from the humanitarians. He will get little

enough of that from any one. His reasons are unreasonable,
illogical and altogether selfish. They will have small weight.

E. Hough.
Watson's Park, Burnside, 111., Feb. 3.—Chicago Shooting

Club, Illinois State rules;
MJEich 212111111112—12 John Watson. .. .013013200331—

8

R B Wadsworth. .011133021121-10 Geo Kleinman . . ..132120131111-11
Ed Steck 112111111211—12 Andy Thomas. . . .111222321111-12
J O'Brien 331312011221 -11 Eich won on shoot-off.
Same day, at 25 Peoria blackbirds: R B. Wadsworth w., M. J.

Eich 19, G. Kleinman 19. J. O'Brien w., E. Steck 7.

Feb 6.—The team men for the Southern jaunt took a practice
shoot, at Watson's Park to-day, firing 10 shots under Am. Assn.
rulps. AU ties div., three moneys:
A Price 1210112211- 9 Marshall 2111112112—10
Foss 3103131112— 9 McFarland 1311222231-10
Heikes 2011120111— 8 Torkinglon 1103110103— 7
Babeuf 02U211111- 9 Wells 8110022321— 8

Parmalee 1131010113- 8 Finn 1101013310- 7
Rock 2111321221-10 Willard 1221022220- 8

Ehlers 2202110 01- 7 Pfeffer 0022101002- 5
Pla ce 0122220103- 7

Fc^j. 7.— H'orestpr Gun Gmb, 15 live birds. Am. Assn. rules, for
club m*?dai: A. Price 14, J. O'Brien 11, Ed Steck 13, A. Weaver 10,

Walter Price 13. For inanimate medal, at 30 Peoria blackbirds:
Ed Steckl4i, J. O'Brien 10, Walter Price 17, A. Weaver 6, Wallace
Price IS.—Ratbi<bioq-

MACALESTER AT MONTE CARLO,
The pigeon shooting honors at Monte Carlo for 1891 have again

been won by the Italians, as they were in 1888 and 18S9, with Sig.
Gti'dicini. The meeting began on Jan. 19, with the usual hirge
number of "cracks" from England, France, Belgium, Austria,
Italv, with the United Sta'es representfd by Mr. Maealester, ot
the Philadelphia and New York clubs. That iVIac wa.s held In re-
spect by the "bookies" assembled at Monte Carlo was shown by
making him the favorite for the grand prize at ItlO to 6 against,
with the next nin" at 100 to 4, the next ten at 100 to 3, and the
famous shots, Lord de Clifford and Sig. Guidicini at 40 to 1 each.
The grand prize is the third of the series, for the first of the
fixtures, the grand PouU d'Essai. at $20 each, with $400 added, at
2 birds each, at 35, 26 and 27 meters, Mr. Macalestcr killed all his
birds, as did fifteen otliers. In shooting "miss and out'" at 38
meters the American held his own up to the twelfth bird. It was
then so dark that a postponement had been offered and refused.
Macalester missed, leaving the English shooters, Horton and
Barker, todivide flrstand second prizes, $1 373, Macalester getting
the third prize worth S393.
The second fixture (shot Jan, 21) was the Prix d'Owt'erfrure, at $30

pQCh, with $800 and a piece of silver added, 5 birds, miss and out.
It had 87 entries, of which 14 killed their 5 birds. Including Mr.
Macalester. In shooting off he missed his ninth bird, and the prize
was finally won by Count Ga joli; prize was worth $978.
The Grand Prize was shot Jan'. 38 and 24. with an entrance of 97

shooters, at $40 each, to which was added .WiOO*! and an objet
d'art; conditions, 5 birds at 36 meters and 7 at 37 meters. No less
than 18 killed all the shorter rise, but only two were fortunate at
the 37 meters, viz., the two Italians. Count Lucca Gajoli and Sig.
Verri. The latter, a new man, in his first season, missed his thir-
teenth bird, and the winner of the Prix d^Ouverture, (liount (jajoli,
added $3,958 and the handsome piece of silver to his estate.

SOUTH SIDE GUN CLUB.-Watertown. N. Y., Feb. 6.-The
Inb faced the traps in a gale of wind yesterday, which made the
kingbirds hard to Judge in their erratic flights. The Class A
badge now becomes the property of Mr. Tallcott, yesterday being
the fifth time he has won it. Mr. Smith crowded him hard with
four victories, Messrs. Scott and Whitney having each f cored one.
In Class C Messrs. Kingsley and Ayres are ahead with three vic-
tories, Mr. Taylor having two and Messi's. Smith and O'Connor
one apiece. After the badge shoot the boys '•chose sides." The
scores arc appended, 10 kingbirds, 5 traps, unknown angles, gun
below the elbow:

Class A.
Tallcott (31 birds) lllllOllllOilinillll-19
Smith (21) llinimilOlOllOlOlOl-lo
Pcott (24) iiooioioiiioominoiioo-15
Whitney (34) 011101110100001110110010—13

Class B.
O'Connor (25) 10111110011 1101 1 1 1 1011111—20
Avers (32) 1011011111111110111111—19
Kingsley CIS) 1111111011101010111111-18
Pawling (25) mOlOllUHIOlllllllllOOOO-16
Taylor (33) 111001 lOUOOOOOlOlOl 111-13

Team Match.
Team No. 2.

O'Connor 0111110011—7
Smith 1111110111—9
Kingsley 0010111101-7
Tavlor 1 100111101-7-30

Team No. 1.

Tallcott 01in 11111-9
Ayres 1101001101-6
.Mcott ioiiimoi-8
Pawling 1111101101-8-31

Another Match.
Tallcott 1111111111-10 O'Connor llOUflUOl- 7
Ayres 1110110111— 8 Smith 1110110110- 7
Whitney OlllOUOOl- 6-34 Kingsley .1011001011— 6-30

DrSTE-V.
MA3SJSPIELD, O.. Feb. 3.—Yesterday afternoon being pleasant,

several of the local gun club members took advantage of it and
hied themselves to the club grounds to smash clay-p'geons. Thev
all had their shooting clothes on, except one. as the score will
show. Norm Wolf feels very proud over beatine: his brother-at-
law, Gus Douglass. The score, out of a p^issihle 38. follows;
J RickPts lOlllOllHOlOllOlOHllOOllll—20
Geo Tait .1111001111101 IIIIIODOOIIUI—23
Chas Gi bbons 11111 Oiroi 1111111 1101 1111111-34
Fred AcVcrmau. . . 11110111111.111111011] 0000101-21
>roTm Wolf .10101101100 OllOOlUOOOOOllO-12
Gus Douglass OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO- 0

MANHATTAN GUN CLUB OFNEW YORK.-Regular monthlv
shoot, at Dexter Park, L. I-. Feb. 4:

Baikr .o 0011000-2 Hoffmann..... OOOOIU—

8

Flegenheimer... .1011001-4 Bayer lOlHlO-5
Lichtenberger 1101111-6 Gennerlch 1111010-5
Lambrecht 0 111 OOO—3 Messersehmi tt 0101010—3
Bible 0110001-3

NEWARK, N. J., Feb. 7.—Sleet and snow, wind and rain, put a
8top 'o most of the outdoor amuaementa to-day, but did not keep
the pigeon shooters away from Erb's and sweeps were shot from
noon until night. Thw principal event was a 10-bird sweep, $7:50
entry, first prize being a ftOO-pound hog, second prize §13 and third
prize $8. The scores were as below:
Reiuhardt 1111111111-10 Castle 1111011110- 8
(loUins. lllUlllll-10 Schrafft 1011111001— 7
Class 1111111011— 9 Ferment 0111110001- 6
Erb millllOl— 9 Hilfera 1000110010- 4
Redden IIOIIUIIO- 8

BROOKLYN, Feb. 3.—The new shooting rules of the Acme Gun
CluD went into effect at to-day's shoot on the Dexter Park
grounds. The club will hold ten shoots during the year, and each
man must fire at 20 bluerocks each .shoot. The rise will be ISyds.,
but a handidap of one yard will be added if the mai-ksman sue*
ceeds in breaking 13 and not more than 14 targets. The shooter
must stand at 18yds. rise, having broken more than 14 targets, and
if a member does not succeed in breaking 13 bluerocks he will
stand again at 10yds. rise at the next monthly shoot. At the end
of the shdoUng season the eight highe.st scores of each man will
count, aud in case of any member shooting leps than eight times
an equivalent number of blank scores will be added. The men
having the three highest averages will be entitled to the three
club prizes. Sixteen shooters went to the score to day, and three
of them, M. Schottler, T. Short and P. Kunzweller, will shoot
from tbe 18yds. mark next month. Vorbaoh, Link, Lindstadt and
Landmann will shoot at 17yds. distance in March. The general
results were much higher than those of the Januarymefting, not-
withstanding the fact that the right trap threw the target swiftly
and far, and also at a much lower angle than the left trap.
Feb *.—The cold northwesterly wind that blew across the ground

at Woodlawn Park, L. I., to-day when the Fountain Gun Club
was out for its usual monthly shoo'', helped a lot of good birds to
get awav from the crack shooters of the club. Only one, and that
one a n^w member, made a clean score of 7 straight and won the
club hadgp—R. Pbister, He shot in excellent form, but was ex-
celled by Dr. Schwartz, who, although he only killed 6 from tbe
30yds. mark, yet in a subsequent sweepstake at 35yds. he killed 7

more siraight, beating such crack shots as Dr. Sheila and 0.
Williams.
A very poor attendance and poor scoi'es prevailed at Dexter

Park, L. I., when the Manhattan Gun Club, of New York city,

went there for its regular monthly shoot; 7 birds was the allow-
ance lor e^ch shooter, but nut one could make a clean score.
LUcheuhurger won the club medal with a score of 6, and Bayer
and Gennerich divided the second prize with 5 each.

INTER-STATE ASSOCIATION TOURNAMBNT.-New York,
Feb. 6.—Editor Foreat and Stream: Please change wording in j our
fixtures m regard to tournament, simply say, "'Detroit Tourna-
ment," assisted by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association, $1,000 guaranteed, and cut out Detroit Gun Club.
Also Washington tournament should be Capital City Gun Club,
assisted by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
tion. We guarantee $1,000 in cash and they add $1 000 making
$3 000. Saratoga, we guarantee 81,000 in cash and they add $3,000,

making $3,000.-Stajsdard Keystonb Target Co., H. A. Pen-
BOSE, Pres.

GERMAN TRAP 8HOTS.-"Er8te Deutsche Jagd Gesellschaffc"
was strongly represented at tho occasion of the annual meetv g
at their neadquarters, 384 Pearl street, Feb. 5. This old organiz-
ation, which came into exi'-tence 34 years Mgo, has always main-
tained its position as a representative club of German trap
shooters, and tney intend to stay in the field for another year.
Pour regular club shoots will be held "^his spring and surampr,
besides two or three extra shoots. The club badge is of novel
design, consisting of a shield, with the name of the club and the
year engraved on it, suspended from which is a $20 gold piece by
means of two crossed guns. Tbe first shoot will >>e held in March
at Dexter Park, and Lnui.s Mdler has received instructions to
'urnish tbe birds for all shoots of the club. The association has
30 names on its roll of membership, and the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: H. Zahn, president; C. Pfaff, vice-
president; J. Schwa<3k, shooting roaster; A. Goetz, treasurer, and
f. ScheJl, sepretary.
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HARTFORD TOtJRNAMENT.-Tbe lirat slinoting tournament
given bv the Hartford Gnn GInb wi]] be be.ld on the grouBds at
Union Grove, Feb, J9. A g''od programme of 10 events will be
shot, cue of which will be 35 ainglw keystone targets, entrance
$2,ro per man, for a fine 12-gauge bamnierlpss eiin, donated by the
Parlser BiotlierF, o£ Meriden.—ChAS H. Buhbidgi:, Sec'y,

HACXENSACK. N. J.. Fpb. 2.-0. Termlliger, H. Harrison, and
W. Disbrow defeated T. F. Timmons, J. GlaBser. and J. Ryan in a
live pigeon shooting malob heie to-day for $160 dollars aside, on
the grom dg of the Hackensack Gun Club. Score 30 to 28.

CLINTON, Iowa, Feb. 8.—The shooting match here for 100 live
birds, $100 a Hide, between J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, cham-
pion of America, and C. F. Rudd, of Des Moine-«, es-champion of
the cotmtry and present bolder of Iowa's championship, was won
by Elliott. The men stood thirty yards from the trap. Elliott
scored 98 and Buad 93.

WAiJREGANS.—Feb. 5.-The Wauregan Gun Club changed its
Stamping grounds from Claremont to Dexter Park. Long Island,
and had if initial shoot there. There was a poor attendance, but
six members shooting for the two club medals at club handicap
distance, ten birds eitch. Boruhoft won flr-t prize in the club shoot
with a clean score, and in a subsequent sweepstake at five birds
heat M. Fay, with whom he had tied.

LONG TSLiVjSTD, V-h. 6.—Shooters were out in force at Dexter
Park, L. T., to see two matches decided. The first was between
John Blake, of the Parkway Gun Club, and .James Bennett, of the
Glenraoie Rod and Gun Club, 2.5 birds each, STJ^^ ds, rise, Hurling-
ham rules, for §50. The latter won by a scorS of 20, Blakp killing
15. A double-handed match, under Hurl ingham rules, -50 birds a
man, 25yds. rise, for $100, was a close race througnout. J. Schlie-
mau and A. Bppig scored 74 to 73 by F. Lanzb-r and P Liebinger.
WELLINGTON", ilass., Feb. 7.—P-rry won the silver cup^natoh

Cher 18, Snow, Stanton and Sanborn l7. In the contests for silver
match boxes to-day, under the < lassification system, at 35 blue-
rocks, Leslie won in class A, with 23; Melcher won in class B with
19; and -now in class 0, with 20. The other scores were: Purdy
18, Stanton 17, Gore 16.

LONG BRANCH. N. J., Feb. 7. -The Central Gun Club held
their second monthly shoo^ at Pleasure Bay to-day. Thirteen
members took part and their scores were remarkably good, con-
sidering the unfavorable vve*ither. The event was a sweep at 10
iive birds per mHn and was won bv Douglas Slocum, who made a
clean score. Edward W. Reid was second, wiih 9 killed. The
Centrals will take i)art in a shnot with the I'arkway Rod and Gun
Club, at Dexter Park, L. 1., on Thursday. Feb. 26. Tne prize will
he a silver cup. Each club will he represented by a team of 10
men, each man to shoot at 10 live birdf, at 25yds. rise, 80yds.
boundary, the tise of both barrels allowed. The Long Branch
team will be composed of Wm. D. GMmobell, George Oubberly, A.
P. Cubberly, Edward W. Reid, Elisha Price, Phil Daly, .Jr., Doug-
lass Slocum, William C. Price, .Japhia Van Dyke and Cbarles
Wool lev.

The tie for Ihe hog was not shot oil. Reinhardt bought Oollins's
Interest and decided to have another shoot at 2 o'clock next Satur-
day. Second money was divided ny Class and Erb, third money
by Hedden Hnd Castle. The final shoot of the day was at 8 birds
each, $5 entry, with three moneys: Hedden and Castle first,
Class and Collins second, Reinhardt and Erb third.

TORONTO, Feb. 7.—The long-talked-of match between C.
Charles and J.Humphreys came ofiE this afternoon at Stark's
Athletic Grounds. Conditions, $10<J a sid*', 50 hve pigeons each,
nse of one barrel only, Owl Gun Club rules to govern: Charles 42,
Humphreys 27.

NEW ORLEANS, La., F&h. 9.—[Spe.ei<il to Fori'at and Stream
:i

The Northern team, consisting of Harvey McMurchy, Quimby.
Cranmer, Lindsley and WiUard, sbot against a team of the
Louisiana Gun Chtb, including Reinecke, White, Febiger. May-
ronne and Chaudet. The match was at live birds, five men to a
team, 25 birds to each man, and the Northerners won by a score of
106 to 98. There was a sQoot at inanimate targets, 15 men to a side,
JO shots each, which the Northern team also won by a score of
lis to 115. The conditions of the weather were not favorable to
sood shooting. There will be sweepstakes shooting to-morrow
and on Wednesday the Northerners will leave for Mobile.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream theii* addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Fohbst Asd Stbeam their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1890-91.

Commodore: Waltkr U. Lawson, Boston. Mass.
Skceetahy TRKAStrEER: Ealpb F. Br vzee, 47 Centi'al street, Lowell, Masa.
Regatta COMsaTTBE: .1. A. Gage, Lowell, JInsB.; W. O. MacKendrlck,

Toronto; L. B. Palmer, Newarlr, >f. J.

CEOTRAL DrVlSrON.
Officers:

ViCE-CoM.: CV.Wlnnp, Albany, N.Y.
Bear-Com.; T. p. Gaddls, Dayton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown,Albany,ifY
Ex. Com.; J. K. Bakewell and H. SI.

Stewart.

EASTERN DIVrSION.
Officers:

ViCE-COM.: J. W. Cartwrlghr, .Tr.

RBAR-COM.: G, L. Pamiele, Hartford.
PURSHE: R. AppoUonio, Winciiester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Tosrae
and Sidney Bishop.

Applications for mcmDership muse be made to dh-lsiou puraew, accom-
panied by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Kvery member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expensejs. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to tlie proper Division.
Persons residing in any Dlnalon and wi.sliing to become members ol

the A. C. A., wlU be furnlshea with printed forms ot application by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Ctommodorc—D. H. Crane, Chicago, III.

Vlce-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, lU.
E«ar-Commodoro—O. A. Woodruff, Dnyton, O.
.Secretary-Treasurer—.T. H. Ware, 130 Rialto Building, Chicago, lU.
Applications for membership should be made to theSec.-Treas., on blanks

whfch may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2 as
Initiation lee and dues for the current year.

NORTHERN -DIVISION.

Officers:

ViOE-CoM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear Com.; J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.

Ex. Com.: Colin Eraser and F. H.
Gisborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCE-CoM.: I. V. Borland, Arlington
Rear COM : E.D. Andwson.Trenton
Purser: Rlch'd Hobart, Newark,N.J
Ex, Com.: H. L. Quick and H. M:
Kreamer.

FIXTURES.
I'EBBnARY.

0. Canoe Reunion, Harvard Rooms, New York.
MAY.

30. Bayonne, Annual, Bayonne.
JUNE.

6. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. New York, Sandy Hook Race
Brooklyn. 37. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.

13. New York, Awnnal, 8. 1. —. lanthe, Spring, Passaic Riv.
.TtjLy.

11.S6. W.C.A. Meet, Ballast Island-
AUGUST.

6-37. A. O. A. Meet, Lake Chamoluin.
SEPTEMBER.

T. lanthe, Ann., Passaic River,

WHITE SQUALL'S '88 CRUISE.
SOON after the close of the '87 cruise, I left New Bru'^swick and

took up my abode for a Lime in tde domains of King Hem-
lock. Here I should have got encugh of camps and outd or life to
satisfy any reasonable person; but 1 was often attached to parlies
about the composition whereof I had no vote. While the boys
composing them were. In the main, what the world calls "good
fellows," many of them had a weakness for firewatpr—were blat-
ant, lond-mouthed and masters of three languages, English, good,
ob;|ectlonable and profane. Very little wonder is it, then, that 1

instituted many comparisons wh'ch were overwhelmingly in
favor of the quiet camp-fires and the gentlemanlj' companionsWp
of Horace.

At last I concluded that I needed another cruise with him as a
paxt of corrective to the treatment 1 was then undergoing-, and
one flue evening in September I sent a letter asking him to plan
another ernise for the next summer in any direction he chose, and
I would be with him. He chose the upper St. .John, and said we
would start as soon as possible after .July 1, '88. He was to join me
at my home on June 30, but the steamer on which he was to make
the trip left three hours before her regular time, and he was
obliged to stay over tUl July 3.

That aftemoon a younger scion of our familv had sailed the
canoe about two miles down the lake. Soon after the steamer
hove in sight 1 saw a white felt hat swuner violently by some one
just in front of the wheel house, and the salute wa? being re-
turned from the Squall, which was lying close to the western
shore, side to the wind, with sheets away off. Then 1 knew the
cruise was a certainty. The young fe low says he is sure that the
old canoe recognized Horace, for as soon as he filled her avvay
"she just laid back her ears and traveled." The canoe shot under
the Ipe of the scow that transported passengers the hundred yards
from st.'=amer to shore before we had covered half that distance,
and was immediately offered us, which tender we accepted. We
jumped on board, shook out the i-eef from the mainsail, and were
boon Hying over the half mile between the boat landing and our
own shore.
Instead of landing we stood across the lake, about three-quar-

ters of a mile wide, atid made several stretches down past our
starting point. It was the best sailing breeze 1 ever saw; in fact.
I never saw so heavy a wind so steady. With both of us out to
windward, the lee gunwale was just level with the water, and the
spray washed our decks fore and aft; but there were no unsteady
puffs, and we never had to lutf. I never expect to enjoy a sail any
more than I did that one.

It took us all day Wednesday to get ready, and our outfit was
exceedingly simple, loo Our clothes were what are popularly
known as ''the relics of old decency;" and we took along an extra
pair of corduroy breeches and two pair of socks in case of accident,
and a rubber coat or two, and a cardigan jacket, as handy things
to have around. Our cooking utensils were a shallow boiler,
which at times we made do duty as a frying-pan. and a billy for
making tea. The grub-sack was cylindrical, and made of un-
blacked harness leather.
The A-shaped tent, of oiled cotton, was of our own manufacture

and design. The renr poles were jointed something lilie a pair of
compasses, but the joint was 2io. from the end, leaving a "saw-
buck" projecting wuen the poles were extended and set up. A
pair of these were fastened securely in place in front of the tent
and another in the rear, and when the tent was struck it was
wrapped around these and took up little more room than an um-
brella. In setting up the tent we d rove a stake in the ground a few
feet back from the site, fastened a small rope to it and passed the
free end through a grommet in the rear of the ten'. We had a
light spruce ridge pole, one end of which terminated in jaws like
a gaff, and in the other a hole 4in. deep was bored after an iron
ring had been driven on to prevent split' ine. We set up rear polps,
placed the jaws of ridge pole astride the joint, took two turns of
me rope aruund sawbuck and two haf hitches around ridge poles,
then set up front poles, inserting end ot projecting joint, noU into
hole in the end of ridge pole, securing as before by two turns and
two half hitches; passed tree end of rope through short gable in
front of tent, and tied down to stake driven in front of tent and
considerably to one side. The sides of tent were further secured
by wooden pins driven into the ground through loops attached to
canvas. The strong point of the structure is its stability. As a
test, we set it up with its open door toward a gale of wind, and it
never jarred.
On Tuursday we were away about a half hour after sunrise. The

wind being southerly and our course for the first 7 miles to the
mouth of the lake southwesterly, we put the mainsail on and stood
over to the eastern shore for a, lee, then paddled about four miles
down to Shannofi's bluff. Our course from here being nearly clue
west, ^ve put on the sail and became aware of two unpleasant facts;
first, that our freeboard was very small, and second, that the
canoe was trimmed too much by the head and the seas washed the
decks from stem to stern. We soon romped across the first cove,
and under the lee of Gerow's Point we trimmed ship.
Just here 1 noticed a newly developed feature in the character

of my companion- In my previous intercourse with him his ap-
parent blindness to the attractions of the gentler sex had been a
source of some solicitude on my part. He always made a favorable
impression, and would have been a great favorite had he not been
BO supremely indifferent, But on the morning in question we ran
close to a light double ender. in which was seated a young lady
handling the sculls far more gracefully than many a champion
oarsman. Chancing to glance at Horace just as I exchanged
greetings with her, I saw his face was lighted up with what 1 took
for genuine admiration of the ueauty and skill of the brown-eyed
Undine. There is hope for him yet.
The Washademoak discharges its waters into the St. John by

two deep and narrow creeks, which inclose Little Musquash
Island. A little above this point the St. John is divided by Big
Musquash; the eastern channel being known as the Lawson River,
and ine western as the Frazer River. The latier is the one most
used in navigation. We reached the outlet of the lake about 9
o'clock, and turned up Col well's Creek, the northern channel
around Little Musquash. About this time there came on a slieht
shower—one of the unaccountables of an otherwise floe day. The
wind had increased to a gale, and, under all sail, we fairly flew up
the Law.son River, taking care to keep quite close to the island
shore for smoother water; and then it would be so convenient in
case of accident.
Near this place have occurred about all the fatal canoeing acci-

dents that have ever been connected with the history of the lower
St. John; and with that superstition from which very few are
wholly free (though they may ridicule it as I do), I could not help
an uneasy feeling that if the Squall had any intention of turning
turtle, she would probably choose this place as the scene of the
exploit. As au account of the two accidents that have fken place
during my memory would probably be more interesting to the
average sportsman reader than the bulk of this narrative, I will
tell the story oi the "Hoodoo Gun," wiibthehistory of which they
are inseparably interwoven.
In August 1871 there was a boat race on the Kennebeccasis, N.

B., between the four-oared Tyne crew, of Newcasile-on-Tyne,
Eng., and the old Paris crew, of St. John, N. B., in which the lat-
ter were victorious, James Renforth, the stroke of the former,
having dropped dead in his boat before the race was half finished.
A heavy sum of money was won on the race by Charles McAlpine,
of Cambridge, an ardent sportsman, and he invested the whole of
it in a line muzzleloading shotgun. The old "croaker" in relating
this would call particular attention to the fact that the gun was
bought with money won through a boating accident, or, at least,
through the death of a man in connection with boating, for
which, in the light of what followed, I can hardly blame him,
however widely I may differ from his conclusions. The follow-
ing spring, while hunting geese with this gun. McAlplne dropped
through the ice and had a very narrow escape from drowning.
In September 1876 Doctors CunniuKham and Foster, of St. John,

went up to Oamoridge for some snipe shcoting and Foster bor-
rowed McAlplne's gun. One morning they, in company with D.
P. Leonard, were returning from Foshay's Lalie when a terrific
squall came up and the.canoe broaching too was filled, Foster and
Cunningham "both drowned and all the guns lost. The supersti-
tious shook their heads—Mac's gun was unlucky. The guns were
at the bottom of the lake about a year. Then David Nevers raised
all three and McAlpine's and Leonard's were restored to their
owners.
In April 1878 McAlpine and W. H. Chase were paddling a light

lapstreak canoe near the scene of the accident— they had been
shooting muskrats in the flooded woods below the Dugway—both
were heavy men and sat well in the stern of the canoe, as is
mostly the custom here in tandem paddling. Suddenly a huge
comber filled the canoe from the stern, both guns went to the
bottom, and Chase was drowned and McAlpine had an almost
miraculous escape. Then half the popularlon were ready to
swear that the gun was a "hoodoo," and it is even said that Mc-
Alpine threatened to make trouble for any man who would raise
her a second time. A few years later David Nevers was drowned
two miles up the river and his body was found only a short dis-
tance from where those of the victims of the former accidents
were recovered. Taking it all tog-ther this story presents a
unique claim of circumstances.
Tne crossmg of the Lawson Channel to the mainland opposite

the head of Big Musquash was anything but a pleasant experi-
ence, as the canoe lay poised on the top of a wave, the crest of
w^hich seemed higher than the sides of the canoe, and the water
swashed along the deck and against the combing, occasionally
taking a slap at that part of my trousers within most easy reach.
At the lighthouse opposite Gagetown Creek we rounded to,
trimmed ship (our ballast consisted of two round stones muffled
with sacking) and prepared to cross to the creek, where we knew
the water, not being so mu' h affected by the tide, would be
smoother. It is a narrow reach of water some five miles long,
which extends up behind a sort of peninsula known as Grimcross
Neck. At a point near the head of the creek where the neck is

about eOyds. wide, a canal has been cut, This enables the vessel
of light draft to avoid tbe h«ad in the St. Joba, oailed "No Man's

We made the crossing over quartering seas much easier and
drier than we did before with tae wind dead aft Ouce in the
creek wf fa.irly flew under all sail by the small village of Gaee-
town. turning out of our course once to speak some men who were
building a water fence, f • r as I had only been through the "raging
canawl" once, and then in a steamer, I did not feel quite sure ot
my way. As it was, we came very near grief on a submerged
stone row that had been built out at low water a short distance
from the southern bank of the canal, or rather, "cut off." We
were only saved by a quick luff and a kindly set off by the tide,
which runs through here like a mill race.
la the river the ebb tide was running in full force dead against

the wind, and if the se-as we'o hills below, here they were moun-
tainous. We ran tinder the lee of the banks and tied a reef snugly
into the mainsail, preparatory to a game of pitch and toss. While
Horace was extended full lengtb on the forward deck tying in the
forward reef point, a boat propelled by two striplings, rigged out
in baseball caps and belts, wl'h a third similarly attired acting
as coxswain, steered straight for us amidships. Finding that we
did not scare worth a cent thev veered sharply and passed between
us and the shore, staring superciliously at the outfit the while.
Whether they were some of the natives who had become imbued
with pseudo-English ideas, ov some of the St. John boys out on a
vacation, trying to do the correct thing, we had no means of know-
ing. We felt slightly nettled at first, but a little later we heard
such hearty, free, soulful laughter from the diiection of their
boat that the feeiing quite passed away, for whoever knew a bad
man to laugh heartily and freely?
We reached L'pper Gagetown about 12 o'clock. Here we moored

nnr canoe beside a convenient scow, and took what is known as a
"cold bite'' ashore, under the shade of some willows. While this
substitute for diuner was in progress two Indians in eano-s came
along, stopped, looked the cahoe over, and gesticulated and jab-
bered for four or five minutes before moving on. What they said
was a blank to us, but no doubt it was the Melicete equivalent
for, "To what base uses, etc."
Just as we got under way a wood boat passed with the foresail

sheet trimmed dead aft, so as to bring the sail well In Ifo of the
mainsail, the latter doing most of the work—a sure sign that the
vessel has a little more wind than she has any use for. The wood
boat, a craft so far as I know, peculiar to the river St. John, is a
large keel schooner-cat, with a square tucked-up stprn like that of
an ordinary rowboat. Their eapaciiy is anyttiiner from 20 to 1.50 M.
of lumber. The foremast is stepped in the eyes of the boat, and the
sails are the ordinary schooner mainsail and foressil, with the
latter considerably enlarged. This craft is also known by the
name "jake," and a wood bo^t hull with a schooaer rig is com-
monly called a "jakentine."
Oa our last cruise f did all the steering, an arrangement that

grew out of my greater experience with boats in general and
canoes in particular, but it struck me that a continuation of this
practice would be an injustice to my companion, and before start-
ing on this one I notified H. that I would sit in the stern of the
canoe exactly half of the time. It was now Horace's trick at (he
tiller, and the wind was so very heavy that he concluded to take
off the mizen till he "caught the knack" of the work. Anv green
hand who thinks it requires no 8k)ll to steer a canoe like ours
with II crowd cf sail broad oft" the wind In a gale, should try it
once (In shoal water). It is far more difficult to keep her from
rolling than from yawing or broaching.
The Squall sailing off wind with a helmsman who could not

steady her, would commence to rock gently, gradually increasing
the motion, and the top of the mast describing a larger arc of a
circle, till the sail struck the water. We have to flerht continually
against this motion, and at the end of tne forenoon of which I
write my wrist was strained from the work. Horace was a little
nervous at first, but he did his work as well as I could have done
it. The wind was hauling westerly, and our cour.^e was trending
more and more in that direction, bringing us by the wind, so we
put on the mizen.
Opposite a little sawmill, near IJ pper Gagetown, a fearful gust

that knocked her down to the coaming struck, and the millmen
shouted derisively torus to "take in our rags;" but we treated that
as we do the rest of the advice we get. We were beginnii'g to
look out for Ox Island, which we knew was not lar ahead, when
we were surprised to see a herd of 20 cattle swimming about oO^ds.
from the river bank, and feeding as they swam on aquatic plants.
Says Horace: "That's Ox Island ahead all right, hut the labels
have washed off." Now about as mean an entry as I could im-
agine in our log would be, "Canoe collided with a cow, listed to
starboard and filled " To avoid the necessity of any such record
we gave that beef blockade plenty of room. The wind continued
to shift to the west, and by the time we had reached the upper end
of Gilbert's Island we were sa.iling close hauled.
JuHt below Burton Wharf we sighted the General Wolfe, Com-

modore Weldon, lying at anchor, and we ran in and hooked on for
a talk. The commodore is what is generally known as a charac-
ter, having built with his own single hand more vessels than any
man in the Province. By the number of Britain's heroes whose

remember. Germany also comes in for some of his admiration,
as witness the names Crown Prince and Prussian "Gineral," two
more of his vessels that I recollect. The King William was built
on more queerly proportioned lines than any vessel I ever heard
of, except <he Boston cat Em-Ell-Eye, viz., 28ft. keel and Mft.
beam.
In all of the vessels he drove every spike, placed every plank,

besides doing the rigging and making the sails. He sailed them
all single hanled, and even more so, for I hav^e often sesn h'm
sailing two of them tandem—a touerh story, I know, hut true as
the aphorisms of Josh Billings. In the summer of '78 he sailed
the Crown Prince and the first General Wolfe in this way, and
would beat them to windward, too. "How did he doll ?" Now you
arc asking me something I can't answer: 1 only know he did it;

and you can now understand how his skill in handling a fleet won
him the title of comuEodore. He has a son who is one of the
smartest captains that ever sailed a square-rigger out of St, John
Harbor.
As the Commodore had carried ashes for me, and also for

Horace's father, we were on quite familiar terms with him, and
in answer to our hail of "hello, grandpa" (he is over 80 years old),
he greeted us with, "Well, now, how did you boys get way up here
in that? Come trom Washademoak to-day?" "Yes." "Good
heavensl" He told us that the wind had beeu westerly up there
all day, and that when it headed him he cast anchor and waited
till it "was ready to go his way." He gave us a good deal of in-
formation, and wound up with the assertion that "the load of
ashes wa« for Mr. Randolph, of Frederictou, the best man in the
province."
Wishing the old man a prosperous voyage, we stowed sail and

bent to our paddies. At Burton Wharf we landed and hunted np
a spring. (Water tastes good when you have had none for twelve
hours.) A schooner came along just ae we re-embarked and we,
sometimes paddling and sometimes sailing, hung in her wake the
rest of the day, and camped at night a short distance from where
the ebb headed her. We pitched our tent just above the bend in
the river below Oromocto Village, and less than a hundred yards
from a house.
Before we started we had been severely cautioned to be careful

where we camped, for the reason that many of the people would
be liable to ord'er us off. The warning was well meant and came
from a man who had some acquaintance with tiiat part of the
river, whereas we had none. So before unloading we headed
straight for the house to ask permission. We found a young man
in the garden who told us to camp where we liked, and better than
that, gave us all the milk wo wanted. Later he piloted us to a
sprinar of good water, talked politics with us without disclosing
his political complexion (perhaps because we wouldn't show our
hand), and when a thunder shower was imminent came down to
tlie tent and insisted that we should go to the house with him.
We could scarcely make him comprehpnd that we would rather
enjoy a good thunder storm in camp. I would be pleased to im-
mortalize the name of so good-hearted a man by putting it right
here, but I do not know it.

So much hath been said and sung of the festive mosquito by the
tourist, the would-be humorist and the blamed fool, that any ref-
erence to him smacks of that delightfnl chestnutty flavor so
sought after by certain writers for the seculkir press but which
would not go down very well with the readers of the j lurnal for
which this is intended. Yet, as we never had been troubled with
them in any of our previous camp.", I feel bound to record that
we were well roasted here. Horace said that, had there been
fewer "pieces" in the band, he thought possibly he migbt have
enjoyed the serenade. The next morning he observed that blood
en(mgh had been shed and life had been taken during the night to
form the essential part of one of Rider Haggard's novels; but a
year later he acknowledged that this was gross hyperbole.

L. I. Flotvbh.
[to BB CONMISTJED.]

APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP.-Atlautlo DivlsioD:
Howard G. Mettler, New York city; G, W. Petty. Rutherford, N,
J., aad "W. T, Markh&m, Jersey Qlty. Central DivlBlan: Herban
C, Wny, Oornljiff, N. Y,
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THE A. C. A. AND W. C. A.

THE followiDg correspondeTice, to some extent official, but
chiefly imereating and valuable because it shows the pleas-

antriess aud intimacy existing between the American Canoe Asso-
ciation aud its younger sister, the Western Canoe Association, ia
caught at this point and forwarded to Forest 4nd Stream. Mr.
"Ware, secrptary of the W. C. A., having kindly permitted the use
of a copy of his repiv to Mr. Lawaon, commodore of the A. C. A.
The letters explain themselves. It would seem that 1 he prospect
is not good for a union of the two associations, except in the bonds
of courtesy aud goodfellowship. This may perhaps be best.
Chicago. Feb. 4. E. H.

. a, TT'^arR, Esq., Scc-Treas. W. C. A :

My Dear Sir—1 was deeply chagrined to find last evening in
my post office box a retUTned letter which was sent to you in re-
sponse to the invitation for the W. C. A. dinner on Jan. 10, and
sincerely trust that none of the members of the Association felt
that my failure to respond was in any way discourteous to them.
If so, and you think it worth while, perhaps it would be well to
publish the letter in the Fobjdst and Stream. The neglect of the
hotel people to deliver the letter seems to me inexcitaable, as it
was delivered to them on Jan. 9, and marked for delivery to you
on the 10th at Hotel Richelieu. With fraternal regards believe
me very eoidially yours, Walter U. Lawsok. Com. A. C. A.
Boston, Jan. 27.

The following is Mr. Lawson's letter above referred to:

To all the Good Felloivs of the W. C. A.:
Some of you have doubtless heard the story of the two young

chaps, Harry and Jack, who went into the jungles of India on a
hunting trip. The story is told with many embellishments, but
the pith lies in the following cablegrams:
From Harry to the father at home: "Jack dead."
Prom father to Harry: ' Box and ship."
Replied to as follows: "Shipped P. and O."
Many weeks later—From the father: Mistake; tiger in box,"
Reply from Harrj: "O. K.—Jack in tiger."
Now, do not for an instant think that A. O. A. wishes to play

•Tiger" and have W. C. A. for "Jack," or vicev&rsa; but, seriously,
tbe best thought in each association is that some equitable basis
of union can and should be arranged.
We have the same aims, the same interests, and should unite in

one organization, that our influence and fvaleraity may increase
in proportion to our numerical strength united; cementing into
one fraternal union the canoeists of all America. *

Regretting deeply the distance which prevents my personal
presence with you, believe me, most cordially vours,

(Signed) Wat.tjer U. Lawsois^, Commodore A. C. A.
Boston, Jan. 6.

Mr. Ware replied as follows:
Walter IT. La ivson, Esq., Commodore A. C. A :

Dear Sir—

V

our cordial letter of the 27th ult. duly received and
it has been only an excess of business that prevented an instant
response.
I deeply regret the stupidity of the hotel people in not deliver-

ing your fraternal epistle, for I know all" present would have
greatly enjoyed it. At such a time of merriment it is pleasant to
know we have the whole brotherhood with tis in thought, even
though many miles away.
However, do not for aii instant think we attributed the absence

of any response from you to discourtesy. A number of us had
you in mind that evening, but all agreed that a temporary
absence from the city, or other sufficient cause, must have inter-
fered with your response being sent in time.

I thank you for your permission to publish the letter in Forest
AND Stream and will gladly forward it, for I am sure the "bois"
will appreciate the fraternal feeling and sentiment expressed
therein.
In conclusion the W. O. A. salutes its older brother, the A. C.A , with three cheers and a "tiger," but, I regret to add, our taste

for interior decoration is rather imcultivated at present. Very
cordially yours, J. H. Ware. Sec'j'-Tieas. W. C. A.
Chicago, Feb. i.

THE CANOE RECEPTION.
THE reunion of canoeists on Friday last was by far the most

successful attempt of the kind that has vet been made, and is
likely to lead to a permanent meeting each winter. The large
Harvard Rooms, used by the Columbia Institute, and very kindly
loaned by Prof. Fowler of the Knickerbocker C. C, were decora ted
with club flags and totems, and by a large display of canoe photos.
The chief feature of the evening was the presence of the "Coon
Band," the Jessup's Neck minstrels, who discoursed sweet music,
vocal and instrumental, but there was in addition a varied pro-
gramme of music, readings, fencing, etc., followed by dancing,
which lasted until 8 A. M. About •^00 canoeists, including many
ladies, were present. Com. Lawson came on from Boston and
Vice-Com, Winne from AlOany. While many lent their aid. the
chief credit must be given to Com. Seavey, Knickerbocker C. 0.,
who was, as usual, the leader and manager.

DATES FOR CANOE RACES.
THE desirable dates in June are now rapidly filling up as the

various clubs announce their regattas, but as each ads en-
tirely on its own responsibility, there is a probability of the usual
clashing. We would suggest that the representatives of the vari-
ous clubs from New York, Yonkers and the Passaic River should
meet and arrange a circuit ot races, beginning witlioneend,
Newark or Y'onkers, and ending at the other, thus: lanthe,
Bayonue, New York, Marine aud Field, Brooklyn, Knickerbocker
Yonkers. It this is done it will enable men to go in order from
point to point, making it practicable for many more to enter the
races.

CANOEING IN ENGLAND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Excellent little leiter, that of Mr. Wilmer's in the Forest and

Stream as to the British Canoe Association, but it's rather odd
that the Association should be championed by one who is not a
canoeist but a "yawler," none the less a clever man with the pen,
for he steers carefully clear of the turning marks 1 laid down.
May I once more and finally say that the "hostile attitude" I am
said to have assumed toward the British Canoe Association is not
a hostility toward a pai-ti' ular club, but is and shall be in de-
fence ot true canoeing against the usurpation of the title "canoe
association" by a mixed boating club. I repeat, and I am borne
out therein by Mr. Bigelow, an expert American canoeist now
over here, and who atten(iEd the B. O. A. camp, that canoeing was
a very small part of the last British Canoe Association meet. I
repeat that the large majority of the craft present at that meet
were sailing boats aud canoe yawls.
In regard to prominent canoeists who attended that meet, or

even are connected with the Association, the only one I know of
is the indefatigable seeretarj^ As to the Commodore, sen forth as
John MacGregor (Rob Roy) 1 can only say that I hold two letters
written by him, just previous to his sad illness, in which he advises
me to have nothing to do with the B. C. A.
I am not going to attempt to inflict upon American aud Cana-

dian canoeists a pen controversy on details of this nature. I only
desire to pomt out tliat the B. C. A. is not on the same footing nor
lines here in England as is the A. C. A. in America. 1 can only
see one tise here for the B. C. A. as it is at present constituted,
i. 6., that of an asylum for those whom the canoe of modern times
reftises to carry.
As to Mr. Wilmer's criticism of my experieuces in racing and

cruising, I am much obliged for his kind words, but I think he
might admit- if he knows—that all my efforts at canoe legisla-
tion over a period of eighteen years past have been directed to
conserve cruising and general purpose qualities in canoes, and to
anticipate and curb racing machine dodges. I do not consider
the deck position bad or a racing dodge; I think it has given a
fresh charm and a long lease of life to canoe sailing, and is un-
doubtedly of the greatest advantage in cruising.
At the same time; I quite admit that the deck position finds

out the weak spot in a man, and has in many cases driven from
canoe sailing to boating men who previously had passed muster
as real canoeists. Is that bad? Not much!
Then further, as to a man being entitled to be recognized as a

"ci-uising authority," I suppose Mr. Wilruer would have it depend
upon how many columns of print a man could publish of every
little canoe trip he takes; and when such a man has succeeded in
navigating a eauoe down a well known riv^er in a heavilv popu-
lated and cultivated country, camping some half dozen nights in
close vicinity of hotels and stores and has ptiblished a full, true
and not over exaggerated account of such daring voyage, such a
man ought to be acknowledged as a "cruiser;" and of course he
would say far and away above the man who keeps his cruising to
himself and loves it for its owa salie, but comes into the critical
ligiit of canoBiog as ft "riwer."

Tn my opinion, and were I choosing companions for a long and
diflicult cruise, I should pick out as the most likely and best-fitted
cruisers men who. from constant practice nearly all the year
round in and about the fitting, handling and sailing of racing
canoes, have got a name as "racers." and I would do this in,
preference to the "good-old cruiser" who dodders along on the
floor of an ill-shaped, badly-kept and worse- rigged old box; laden
down to deck awash with jam pots and cooking gear f nough to
start a second-class restaurant. Of course there are some flrst-
rate cruising men who never race, and many racers whenever
cruise, but these are simply examples of misdirected genius.

It should be within the bounds of possibility to put this subject
to actual test—especially in America or Canada; though diffieult in
England tor want of waters. A cruising race extending over six
days, one man one canoe throughout, uo extraneous help allowed,
no progress on the course to be made between 6 P. M. and 8 next
morning (thus giving ample time for camping and stowing), tbe
eours<N if possible, to include river and lake work, reasonable
facilities for camping on shore. Such a race would probably bring
out the best general-purpose canoe and canoeist, and should bring
so-called "racing" and "cruising" men together striving for fame
with possibly "equal advanta.ges."

W. Baden-Powell, "Nautilus" R. 0. C.

BUFFALO C. C—On Jan. 10 the Buffalo C. O. lield its annual
dinner at the residence of Mr. Forbush. who is also vice-corn, of
the Buffalo Y. C. On Jan. 38 the annual meeting was held, the
following officers being elcted: Capt., H. L. Campbell; Mate, Geo.
L. Kelly; Purser. P. D. Wood. A scheme is under way to pur-
chase a site for a club house at Point Albino, Canada.

SPRINGFIELD C. C—OfiQcers: Capt., EmU C. Knappe; Lieut.,
Dr. H. E. Rice; Sec.-Treas., William C. Marsh; Executive Com-
mittee, Joseph G. Read; Regatta Committee, Emil C. Knappe, Dr.
H. E. Rice and E. H. Barney.

TANTHE O. C.-On June 20 the lauthe C. C. will hold its spring
regatta on the Passaic River. The annual regatta wiU take place
on the afternoon of Labor Day.
ORANGE C. C—The Orange C. C. proposes soon to own the

first war canoe on the Passaic.

Yaclitsmeii who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Bide, open the Fish Car and
Game Bag, inquire of the Spoi'tmnayi ToiH-fst, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertising Departments.

FIXTURES.
FEBRUARY.

22. Biscayne Bay, Annual, Biscayne Bay.
APRIL.

5. Excelsior, Ann., New York. 26, Corinthian, Opening Cruise,
San Francisco.

MAY.
30, Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. 30. Corinthian, Annual, San
30. Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. Francisco.

.JUNE.
11. Rochester, Review,Charlotte 22. Pavonia, Annual,New York.
13. Lynn, Lynn. 25. Rochester. Club, Charlotte.
In. Phila., Ann., Del. River. 27. Hull, All Classes.
17. Hull, Under 21ft. 27. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
18. Roch., Ladies' Day.Charlotte 27. Lynn, Lynn.
20. Coi'. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont.

•JULY.
3. Rochester, Ci iiise, Oak Orch. 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,
i. American, Naphtha,Milton's Toronto.

Neck. 18. American, Steam, Milton's
6. American, Sailing, Milton's Neck.

Neck. 18. HuU, First cham,, Ist and 2d
U. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester classes.
U. Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 18. New York, Ann., New York.

5th and 6th classes. 18. Riverside, Annual.
11. Lynn, Lynn, 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
14 Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, Rochester.

Hamilton. 20. Rochester, L.Y.R.A.. Charl.
1«. Lake Y.R.A., R.O.Y.C., Tor. 23. Lake Y.R.A.,03Vvego,08wcgo

2-5. Dorcliester,Open,Dorch£ster
AUGUST.

1. Hull. Second Cham., 1st and 15. Hull, Ladies' Race.
2d classes. 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.

6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 20. Rochester, Cilub, Charlotte.
8. Hull, S-cond Cham., 3cl, 4th, 26. Dorche8ter,01ub, Dorchester

5th and fith classes. 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
8. Lvnn, Lynn. 29. HuU, All Classes.

13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
SEPTEMBER.

7. N.y.Y.R.A., Ann.,lSrewYork 12. Lynn, Cup, Lynn,
7. Lynn, Open, Nahant.

THE 46FT. CLASS.
THE half-dozen i6-footers which Lawley is to build are all

started and in various stages of construction. The Turner
boat was the last one to come, but her lines have arrived at Law-
lev's sard and she will be laid down at once.
Lawley has signed a contract to build the Paine 46. and her

lines are partly laid down in the mould-loft. The mould has been
made for the lead keel of the Fife boat Barbara, and her stem
and stern post are being worked out. The Thayer, Yauderbilt
and Belmont boats are set up, and the wooden frames are in posi-
tion. Lawley has part of the machinery of his steel plant in
position, and he has l3egnn already to bend the frames for the
Iselin steam yacht. The steel frames for the 46-footers will be
bent this week, and then wwk will be pushed on them rapidly.
All the wooden frames in the center of the Belmont 46 are

strengthened with iron floor timbers, and when the steel frames
are bent in there will be splendid support for the lead keel. As
sei up the three Burgess boats are smooth-looking craft, the
Thayer boat showing the cleanest lines, due to her narrow beam
and easy midshiij section.
The Thayer boat is building in the northeast corner of the shed,

and the Barbara will be set up just ahead of her. Beside the
Thayer boat is the Yanderbiit cutter, with Belmont's Mineola
between the Vanderbilt 46 and C. A. Welch's 34-footer, In this
shed Lawley is to build a small 28£t. centerboard sloop for the
lakes, which will come pretty near filling this shed.
John B. Paine has been at Lawley's during the week .superin-

tending the laying dowm of the lines of his craft. As previously
stated, this boat wUl be the widest of the lot, and will be able to
carry a big sail plan.
The keel mould of the Barbara is finished, aud its curve coincides

exactly with the plan published in The Glohc. The exact dimen-
sions of the Barbara's lead keel will be as follows: Extreme length
of keel 25ft., extreme height of keel 3ft. lOJ^in., thickness of keel
on top at after end Sin., at widest part 2ein., at forward end 14in..
thickness of keel on botfom at after end 3in., at widest part 15in.,
at forward end VZ^/.im. The height of lead keel is the greatest just
at the heel of the sternpost.
The Barbara's lead keel is much thinner than those of the Bur-

gess boats, so it is probable that the center of gravity of tbe Tur-
ner boat's lead will be even lower than that of the Fife boat, in
spite of the latter's greater draught of water.
Fife's 46-footer flares a great deal on her topsides. Her extreme

beam is i2ft. lOin., but her beam at the load water line is only lift.
6in.
C. S. Eaton's graceful 6.5-foot steam yacht is nearly ready for the

water. Her mahogany pilot house is a handsome piece of work
and is large enough for a dining-room and stateroom combined.
Except the panel decorations the after cabin and stateroom are
finished. Workmen are putting in the propeller shaft and adjust-
ing the keel condenser. C. F. Lyman's 30-footer will be built
where the Eaton steamer now lies.
Ahead of the Eaton boat, the 51-foot steamer for a LowsU gen-

tleman is planked. She is practically a mate to the two steam
launches which Lawley built last fall in design, though a few feet
longer.
The weight of the lead keel of the Barbara will not he far from

24 tons, and she will carry probably more than any of the Burgess
boats. In this connection, it is interesting to note that the cost of
construction of a yacht in this country is just about the same as
the cost of the same yacht built across the water, with the cost
of bringing her over to this side added. Mr. Foster asked Fife for
an estimate, and he figured that it would cost £1,800 to build the
Barbara and deliver her in this country, which is just about Law-
ley's price. It has been stated that Fife's charges for a design are
very nigh, but this is not so, as he charged but £75 for the cottt-.

plete aet of the Barbara's plans,—Boston &hl)$.

NEW YORK YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.
ON Wednesday evening, Feb. 4. the annual meeting of the New

York Y.R. A. was held at O'NeiU's, Sixth avenue and Twenty-
second street, New York.
Delegates were present fi'om the Columbia, Hudson River, Jersey

City, Newark, Newark Bay, New Jersey, Pavonia, Staten Island
Athletic (yachting department), Yonkers Corinthian, Bavswa.ter,
Tappan Zee, Oceanic, Sing Sing aud Williamsburg Yacht clubs—
14 in all. After the minutes of the previous meeting .had been
read and approved, the secretary read his report for the past year,
and was followed by the report of the treasurer, which showed
nearly S300 in the treasury with $170 owing from members.
The regatta committee then submitted their report, in which

they Fet out that the profit of the last regatta of tne association
was S168, and they regretted that it was not more, as the con-
tractor for the programmes bad absconded, owing the association
about $1.50. They also reported that they ha,d awarded the race
and prize in class 3 to Just Woke Up, of the Newark Y. C.
The committee on the dinner submitted their report, setting

forth that the dinner had been held at O'Neill's on Jan. 28, and
was a success in every respect.
Notice was given by a delegate from the Newark Bay Y. C„ of a

proposed amendment to Rule 1. of the Sailing Rules regarding
classification as follows:
Class VI., open cat rig, over 28 to 8aft. instead of over 27 to 33ft.
Class VII., open cat ng, over 24 to 38ft. instead of over 83ft. and

under 27ft.

Class VIII,, open cat rig, over 20 to 24ft. instead of 20ft. and
under 23ft..

The date for the third annual regatta of tbe association was
fixed for Monday, Sept, 7. Labor Day, to be held over the regular
courses in New York Bay. The secretary was instructed to
charter a steamer for that day.
After some other miscellaneous business was iransacted the

following officers were elected: Pres.. Alanson J, Prime. Yonkers
Corinthian Y, C; Vice-Pres., Geo. E. Gartland. New Jersey Y. C;
Sec'y. Geo. Parkhill, Columbia Y. C; Treas., Robert K, MoMur-
ray, Staten Island A, C; Executive Committee: Dr, E, B. Sher-
wood, Sing Sing Y. C; Chas. E. Cameron. Newark Y. C; Wm. A.
Smith, Pavouia Y. C; Chas, E. Simms, .Jr., Columbia Y. C, and
Henry B. Pearson, Jersey City Y. C.
With the election of officers the association now enters upon the

third year of its existence with 17 clubs, representing the States
of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut, and is on a more solid
basis than ever. When we compare it with other associations
that have been in existence for several years, and who have not
much more than half the clubs that compose this association, it
can easily be seen how well it has been managed and how much
of its success is due to its able president, although, we under-
stand, he is very averse to loading himself with the work that
another term requires. In an association of this kind, where
there are so many interests and where at times they are bound to
clash, it requires a steady hand at the helm to .smooth the ruflled
seas.
The association, singular to say,ha8 met with much success with

its mean measurement, but it is certain that in the near future
some different plan will have to be adopted for the larger yachts,
in order to encourage the more modern boats. For the open
boats mean measurement will do very well, but a different sys-
tem should at once be adopted for the cabin classes. There is
uo question that in an organization composed of over 3,000 mem-
bers (through its clubs) there are many individuals scientific
enough to measure the boats under the more modern system. In
an Informal discussion among some of the delegates, before the
meeting the other evening, many plans were suggested, but those
meeting with the moat favor were to take the wetted surface of
the boat only, or to cut off the overhang altogether and not limit
or tax the sails. The placing of no tax on the overhang would, at
least, be a wise beginning and lead to better results.

PHILADELPHIA Y. C.

THE annual meeting of the old Quaker City Y. C. was held at
the club rooms, 911 Walnut street, on Feb. 4, Vice-Com.

Brereton Pratt presiding.
Mr. J. H. Sloan, chairman of the board of trustees, read the

annual report of the board. In it he stated that the name had
been legally changed, aud henceforth the organization will be
known as the Philadelphia Yacht Club, and also congratulated
the members upon the increased prosperity of the club, the posi-
tion it has attained and the prospects of a bright future, and that
the improvements to the buildings, building of basin, etc.. on the
river property, would be commenced shortly. Mr. C. D. Middle-
ton, the retiring cocnmodore, was not present, and his report was
read by the secretary. It reviewed the work of the club for the
past year. On motion tbe commodore was tendered a vote of
thanks for his zeal and labors in behalf of the club.
Secretary A. P. Bancroft read his annual report, giving a

resume of the business of the club for the year. In it he stated
that 77 members had been elected, 9 dropped for non-payment of
dues and 10 resigned, and that the total membership was 1-59.

During the year 26 yachts had been added to the fleet, which now
number .57—7 schooners, 9 cutters, 18 sloops, 3 yawls, 7 open yachts,
6 steam yachts and 7 lautiches.
Treasurer 0. W. Lyons's report showed a great improvement in

the finances of the club, the totaPreccipts were $3,856.68, disburs-
ments S3,738.91.
The regatta committee's report reviewed in detail the races

given during the year, and stated that ou the opening of the river
club house the opportunity of having more open courses and
starting and finishing of races off the club house would be of great
benefit to the club, and called attention to the revised racing
rules, which would be proposed for adoption before the opening
of the season, particularly to the classification by corrected length
instead of waterline length.
The secretary reported the election of five new members,Whar-

ton Sinkler, M.D., Alexander Hazard, M.D„ Ephra'm Brice, Chas.
C. Knight and Harry C. Ford, aud to honorary membership W'm,
H, Kern, Esq.
The following resignations were read and accepted: V. A. Ber-

tram, L. H. Clark, John J. Dull, Wm. G. Roberts, S. Fred Hall, S

.

H. Haines and Wm. S. Hoffman.
Three yachts were enrolled as follows: Iowa, sloop, Edward

Samuel, 39ft. 8in. w.l.; Monarch, sloop, H. W, Kelsey, 46ft, 6in.
w,l.; Rosalind, cutler. H. F. Smith, ,29ft. 7in, w,l.
Important amendments to the constitution and by-laws were

adopted, among them were- Instead of monthly meetings, having
six general meetings in each year, on the first Wednesdays of
January, February, April, June, October and December. Making
a quorum at all meetings fifteen, eight of whom must be repre-
sentatives of yachts. Limiting the membership to 300, exclusive
of yacht owners and honorary members. Making the entrance
fee $15 until Aug. 1, thereafter Abolishing non-resident
membership and increasing the annual dues to ,S25.
The following officers were elected: Com., E. R. Coleman; Vice-

Com., Brereton Pratt; Rear Com., R. K. Neff, Jr.; Sec'y, Addison
F. Bancroft; Treas., Chas. W. Lyon; Mea<^., Samuel A. Wood;
Fleet Surgeon, Samuel B. Howell, M.D. Trustees—J. H. Sloan,
Arthur Colburn, R. K. Neff, Jr., H. P. Smith. Regatta Committee
—A. F. Bancroft, Francis Green, J. A, Lehman. House Com-
mittee—W. B. Henry, O. D, Wilkinson, Brereton Pratt, S. B, S.
Barth, C. VV. Lyon, J. H. Gibson, J. L. McDaniel. Committee on
Lectures, etc.—M. R. Muckle, Jr., C. L. Wilson, E. Lee Young.
Committee on Lines, Models, etc.—T. D. Whitaker, C. H, Brock,
C. E. Ellis, Library Committee—G. M. Freeman, H. P. Lloyd, T.
S. Manning. Law Committee—W. B.Mann. J.H.Sloan, W. W.
Carr. The annual regatta will be sailed on June 15.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—Secretary Stryker, of the Board of Ed-
ucation, is now engaged upon the examination papers of that
board for seamen; the chairman. Commodore Center, will an-
nounce at an early day the date of the first examination. The
Delaware River Squadron is now formed, Mr, Geo. D. Gideon, of
Ptiiladelphia, having notified the Admiral that they would iiro-
ceed shortly with the election of officers. Commodore Day has
been appointed a delegate to the Eastern Squadron and is under
instructions to proceed to Boston aud attend to the details of
organization of that squadron. Applicants for membership will
hereafter send their applications and dues ($2) to the Chief Purser,
Mr. F. B. Jones, 40 Wall street.

CATARINA.—Mr. Morgan having turned over the wrecked Ca-
atrina to the underwriters, she has been sold by them to J. W. Sul-
livan, the engine builder, of New York, who has liauled her out
on tbe floating dock at Gouverneur street for thorough repairs. A
part of her plating has been stripped off and taken to City Island,
where Piepgrass, who has charge of the repairs to the hull, has
straightened the sheets. New angle iron frames have been put in
alongside of all that were at all injured. The keel of the ves-
sel was originally made 50 per cent, heavier than required by
Lloyds, and has sustained no injury, and by good luck the damage
to the bottom was just under the bunkers, so that the engines
were not disturbed. A large force of joiners is at work below, and
the interior has already been completely restored, all traces of
water being reaioveii,
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THE little yaclit Monaitipee is known to ttic rcmli^rs ot the
Forest awd STHioAi^f ihrnutch liof cniinrH i)Ui)li,sliod on

March 14, 1889, and .Tan. aO. 1890. the latter to Wadmsr Hiver. being
made by my8eJf iind three CDnipamoua m August. IbS;!.

Two weeks previous lo our sfu.riniti on thi.s venture the Moaai-
tipeo had returned trom ,a crnise to (treenport. L. I., but as I did
not partieipate in it the Wadmu: River irip was wT'nieii and pub-
lished instead, although occurriDs,' later m the season, buice
then, however, my brother has written nie vlie particular.? ot ihe
Greenport cruise, which I will undertake to put betore the read-
ers of the Fobesx and Strua.m witli the perhaps coneeited idea
that some fellow Oorinthiana uiav hud iiiteiest eiioui?h m the ac-
connt to read it througn.
To my mind there is too little told of this delightful recreatiou,

and any addition to the small amount should be welcomed, eveu
trom the pen of one who owus his inability to place it before the
reader in other than a homely and crude shape.
The cruise hegan with a weakfishing trip to Staten Island; we

started on Saturday, July 5, having on board my hrotlier (who is
captain), Tom, the crew and myself. We left Sheep«head Bay,
our headquarters, about 7 A. M. with S.W. breeze. About noon
we anchored near the Hospital Islands and caught a few duke. A
little wind came along from the southward and we continued to
Huguenot, where we arrived about 5 o'clock.
We landed, refreshed ourselves, and then preceded to the fish-

ing grounds about a half mile olE shore and anchored. Before
starting to fish we prepared and ate our evening meal, l»y which
time the stm kad set beputifully and darkness was creeping over
the surroundings. Lights began to peep forth from the shore and
reflect their radiance in the placid waters of the bay, while round
about us glared numerous jacklights, ostensibly to attract the
wary weakfish. We had no jack light, but possessed two lan-
terns of the ordinary type, one of which we hung on each qiuarter
to serve both as a lure for the fish land illumination for our-
selves in our maneuvers in fixing bait, etc.
We got our lines out and for nearly an hour we waited without

any gratifying result. Suddenly Tom got a vigorous yank at his
line and began reeling in. Almost at the same instant I hooked
something too. Both turned out to be weaktiah and weighed about
31bs. each. The captain followed with a three-pouuder, and for
over an hour we hauled them in at short intervals. None weighed
over 31bs., but they were gamy fellows, and q_uite a number es-
caped from us while we were endeavoring to land them.
About ten o'clock Tom quietly laid down his pole, leaving liis

line hanging overboard, and crawled into his bunk. Not niany
minutes after the captain followed suit, leaving me alone to mind
the three poles. The night breeze was cool and I buttoned by coat
up and crouched down behind the cabin where the wind would
not reach me, determined to stick it out all night. A half hour
passed and iiot a sign of a bite, the poles lay with the butts oti the
floor just as they had been left. In spite of my resolution I fell
asleep.
I was aroused by a great racket and discovered the poles danc-

ing a sort of hornpipe around the cockpit. 1 ducked my head into
the cabin and gave a warwboop that awoice the captain so sud-
denly that in jumping up he nearly drove his head through the
roof of the cabin. Seizing one of the rods I found I had hooked a
good one and soon landed a three-pounder. In the meantimB my
brother had taken charge of the other poles, and in a tussel with
tliem both lost one flsli but secured the other. This luck was con-
tinued for about half an hour, and again they disappeared.

soon gave it up as dai'kness came on, and finding it a net very
entertaining pastime.
Shortly before 8 o'clock we sighted an opening in the shore

which apparently led into a basin of some sort, and we agreed to
go lu, and if we toutid it a good anchorage to lay there for the
mght. We accordinglv towed the Monaitipee inside and found it

a very good harbor. We learned from a native that it was called
fjhnuney Corner. A schooner lav alongside a rude wharf and was
loading a cargo of stone which had been quarried fi-om the cliff

As the majority of the yachts were larger than the Monaitipee
they soon left us astern. We watched them as they receded,
unable to take our attention from so beautiful a sight of white
sails shadowed here and there, and at other parts brilliant and
sparkling in the sun, while their glossy sides sent forth flashes of
light as Old Sol cast his rays upon the glossy paint. A long line
of foam marked their course and we followed on this milky high-
way. We sighted what we concluded must be Penfleld Reef
Lighthouse about 5 o'clock, and shortly after passed it, and soon
had Black Rock Beacon abeam. Rounding this we headed up the
harbor close hatiled, making directly for the Bridgeport Light-
house.
While on this course we ob.?erved a large sloop coming along to

windward with a pi.rty on board. She was flying the Yale Col-
lege flag. The party was eating a lunch, which was set out on a
large tray on top of the cabin. Evidently they were enjoying
themselves immensely, as the shouts of laughter frequently re-
sounded over the water to our ears She tacked a short distance
ahead of us while we were watching her. Suddealy before she
had gatliered headway a vicious gust of wind laid her almost on
her beam ends. We luffed just in time and stuck her nose square
at it: and how those two pieces of cotton did slap and bang! The
sound of china and glassware tumbling together told us that a
lunch had gone to feed the fishes. When we looked at them again
tbere seemed to be considerable confusion on board. In the midst
of the party I saw a fellow holding up a large tray, while another
was tossing pieces of broken dishes overboard.
We followed the sloop into the harbor, and seeing an unoccu-

pied .spice alongside a stone abutment between the boat houses
we dropped anchor. The steamer Rosedale was Iviug in a berth
near the drawbridge. While I prepared supper Tom went ashore
to purchase a few articles we were in need of. He was back in a
half hour and reported favorably of the appearance of the city, as
mueli as he had seen of it. Neither of us liad ever been here be-
fore, and we intended to have a look around before we left. Sup-
per was ready and we both pitched in and ate as only two tired,

which inclosed tbe basin on all sides except where the inlet was.
We put in a comfortable night in this snug little retreat.put in a comfortable night in this snug
July 8.—We turned out early and at 4 o'clock A. M. were under-

way. As dayligbt came on we discovered that there was another
outlet a little further to the eastward, a small island fllling the
space between the two. We went out throtigh the east one and
once more were on the Sound. It was still very calm, but after a
short sail we came abreast of Greenwich, Conn., and turned in,
anchored and went on shore. We decided to stop here until some
wind arose. After a good deal of nosing around and a few in-
quiries we discovered the post office at the top of a long road
about a mile from the harbor. We sent a shore note to the boys,
ha^^ng promised to keep them posted as to our progress.

All the noise we had made did not awakenTom and he continued
peacefully to snore, and was shortly joined hv the captain again.
I heroically stuck to my purpose until 4 A. M., but only got one
more stray weakflsh. After daylight, when we counted them, we
found we had 43 weakflsh, averaging 31bs. each.

We had weakflsh for breakfast, and about 8 o'clock, after hav-
ing visited the institution on shore presided over by Mr. Beasly,
we set sail for Harlem, with the wind dead ahead. We tacked
along shore to Gifirord's at Great Kills, and after a turn In among
the fishing boats, finding they were not doing as well as we had
done, we stood across toward Sandy Hook on the port tack for
about five miles. Then going about we were enabled to head up
for the Narrows. The sailing was very tedious on account of a
light breeze and an ebb tide, but at 11:80 we passed up through the
NarroM'S with an increasing southerly wind and the flood tide, and
were whirled along through the East River under the Bridge, and
on to Hell Gate, where we turned into the Harlem River and an-
chored in front of one of the boat houses thereon located. Here I
left the boys and returned home to Brooklyn with my weakflsh,
lamenting over my hard lack in not being able to aocom'pany them
on the trip.

The rest of this cruise was told me by the captain, and I think it

is worth recording, being a rather ventursome trip for a 19ft.
waterline boat drawing 26in., commanded by amateurs who had
never been over the ground before and unsuijplied with either
chart or reliable compass; the only guide which they had to go by
being a railroad map with an outline of the ground on it—having
only the principal ports marked. I will tell it in his words:
July 7, Monday morning, we spent a couple of bours taking in

provisions. We had not, up to this time, decided on just where
we would fetch up. There was a large sloop laying -jalongside,
getting ready for a cruise to Greenport, L. I., and after a short
consultation we concltrded we would make that our objective
point also. The sloop got under way, having eight young lellovva
on board, a cockpit piled up with boxes of provisions and a large
cooking stov^e. Ttieywent out through Hell Gate. We waited
until nearly high water, and, with a young man who knew the
locality, went through Little Hell Gate and with an extremely
light wind reached Whitestone about 3 P. M. Here our pilot left
tis and returned to Harlem in a steam launcb.
We did not see the other yacht and were unable to tell whether

she was ahead of us or behind. After landing our friend we stood
away for the Sound, passed Throggs Neck, and the breeze dying
out completely we drifted along under a buruuig sun by Stepping
Stones Light and City Island. Occasionally a gentle pulf would
waft us along foi- a few minutes, only to die away and leave us in
tbe Iwob aigaiii. Tom took tbe teader mA towed for a wliUe, but

Returninglwe found a good breeze ruffling the surface of Indian
Harbor. Welfilled our water keg from a neighboring pump, and
at 9 o'clock broke anchor and glided oat on to the broad surface
of the Sound. Greenwich had been left well astern when Tom
suddenly called my attention to a large number of white sails
coming up after us. At first we thought it was a yacbt race, but
finally came to the conclusion that it must be a yacht club cruis-
ing, which proved to be the case. The fleet overhauled us about 2
o'clock In the afternoon. It was the prettiest and most enlivening
sight we had seen since our start, and our spirits rose at the
beautiful spectacle of a fine squadron of well equipped craft-
white and black- -dasbing the water into white foam all about us.

hungry cruisers can. After about an hour passed in tbis pleas-
ant occupation we retired to the cockpit for a smoke and to talk
over our future movements.
After making all snug we went ashore and took a look at the

city as well as was possible in the evening. We were somewhat
astonished at tbe size and number of the business houses and fac-
tories. The part of the city through which we walked was almost
entirely made up of tbese large buildings. That which bit us the
hardest was the scarcity of grocery stores, and we searched for a
long time before we found a place to buy a fresh supply of pro-
visions. Having procured these, we returned to where we had
left tbe tender, which w.-^s at a float under the bow of the Rose-
dale. We climbed down in i:o her very carefully as it was intensely
dark, and paddled out to the Monaitipee. It was 10 o'clock when
we stepped on board, and we lost no time in getting into our
bunks.

It seemed as though I had not been asleep five minutes (but in
reality it was two hours) when I awoke and found myself on th«
cabin'floor. I had been lying with my head toward the bow of the
boat, and when I attempted to get up I had great difficulty In
doing so, as I discovered thatmy feet were elevated almost as high
as my head although resting on the floor. At the least movement
of my body the yacht would careen from one side to the other, and
her stern appeared to be elevated high in the air. With a queer
feeling of wonder and alarm I managed to reach the companion-
way and crawl out into the cockpit. The noise I made in doing so
awoke Tom, and after a brief struggle and some confused exclama-
tions of astonishment and terror, his head appeared with hair on
end and bulging eyes. ''What's the matte;:? ^Vhat's the matter?"
he cried twenty times in succession before I could answer or dis-
cover the cause of our Bl;range position.

I told him to be qu'et and keep his balance, and help me to keep
tbe boat steady and I would endeavor to ascertain the reason of
the queer antics of our craft. The night was as clear and calm as
when we had retired. The water was smooth, and there was
nothing visible that would account for the attilude of the yacht.
I looked over the counter and was dumbfounded at the distance
the water was below. Seizing an oar which lay on deck I thrust
it down alongside of tbe overhang. It brought up with a thud
Which sent cold chills up and dovm my spinal column, and visions
of jagged rocks crunching through the planking arose before me.
I continued to prod about with the oar and it suddenly sank
several feet deeper and apparently into soft mud.

It suddenly struck me that the quickest way in which to find
out what we were aground on would be to let myself down on to it

and make a closer inspec'lon of the obstruction, and this I accord-
ingly proceeded to do, taking a lantern with me. I immediately
perceivea that the yacht was resting on a sunken log. It was a
very large one, too, and the heel of the boat had brought up on il

at the sternpost. Her bow was deep down in the mud and I
thought that I might be able to pry her ofi: with the oar, but this
I soon found to be impossible. Tom expressed a fear that she
might roll over, for she was lying almost on her beam ends, but
an examination forward showed that his fears were unnecessary,
she was sunk in the soft mud to the planksheer, and the end of
the bowsprit was out of sight.
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On account of Urn position Ibe boat was bow in we were forced
to make ouv >"eds cruss'Aise of tb« cabin. AYe placed two mat*
tresses on the Qooi' and lay down with our heads to the side which
was elevated, and our feet in the lower bunt. In this way we
pass* d part ot the iiiglit.

At two o'clock I went on deck and found the tide had turned and
tbe water was "ow over the lower rail forward of the shrouds.
There were no signs of her floating yet, although tbere appeared
to be plenty of water. 1 waited anxiously while tlie \vater crept
up over the deck to the cabin, I knew that tbe suction was hold-
ing iier down, and feared the water wonld reach the hole in the
deck th7-ougli wMch the cable passed below, anri I began shaking
her by jumping from one side to the other. It had the desired
effect, for she suddenly lifled, and so quickly that I was nearly
thrown down. At the ssme time sbe slid gently off the log and
was once more afloat. As the tide was I'ising we felt no fear of
getting on any more logs during the remainder of the night and
returned to our cabin, readjusted our bunks and fell asleep.
July 9.- Turned out at C o'clock. Had breakfast, got some meat

from the store, find a,t 9:30 weighed anchor and stood out tor the
Sound. A strong easterly wind was blowing, accompanied by an
ugly chop sea. Our intention was to make New Haven our next
harbor, and Avith this obiect in view we flattened down sheets and
began our course along shore to the eastward. We hammered
along for two hours or more, then the ride turned and tbe sea got
so high ihat we were drenched at erery plunge the yacht made.
The waives came over the deck forward and rolled aft, flooding the
deck to the rail, and sometimes coming into the cockpit. We
always catcli Jt ihis way in a short, heavy head sea, being so lean
forward she dives through the seas Instead of lifting over them.
Our progress became slow, not to say disagreeable, and New

Haven was a long way to windward. It soon seemed as though
we would have to turn tail, two reefs had not eased the yacht to
any extent, while our headway was lessened. Finally Tom dove
into the cabin and brought forth our map, in the bope that a har-
bor might bf found nearer than New Haven. Our knowledge of
the Counecticut coast is limited, and as there was nothing marked
on our map between Biidgeport and New Haven, we concluded
that our only hope of getting into a harbor before night fall was
to return to Bridgeporc.
Tom was about to put the map away when I noticed that

directly opposite Bridgeport on the LoQg Island side. Port Jeffer-
son was marked plainly in black letters. An idea occurred to me.
We did not want to reiurn to Bridgeport. Why not cross the
Sound and visit Port Jefferson? Tbe change it would b» necessary
to make In our course would bring the wind abeam, and with it

thus our boat was sure to ride easy and go fast. Tom was delighted
with the proposition, and we immediately changed our course.
In an instant the Monaitipee sprang away as though .iust released
from some despised bondage.
The Long Island hills could just be discerned some fifteen miles

away across the Sound. About an hour after altering our course
we passed a fpw miles to the eastward of a lighthouse whicli is

situated in the middle of the Sound. We had heard of the Middle
Ground or Stratford Shoal Light and concluded this must be it.

Shortly after passing the lighthouse the wind began to abate, and
we shook out the reifs. We were over three hours crossing the
Sound. When we had come within two miles of the Lone I>land
shore we could see no signs of an opening as far as 1-he eye could
reach. A line of bluffs stretched east and west until lost in tbe
mist. And now we knew not whether we were east of Port Jeffer-
son or west of it. After a short consultation we decided to keep
on toward the eastward. If we were past Port Jefferson all right.
VVe would be so much further toward our destination, Greenport.
And we had little doubts but that we could find a harbor some-
where along shore where wo could put in for the night if

necessary.
We wont about and stood off on the starboard tack for an hour,

then tackfd inshore again. This brousht us six or seven miles
further east, and we now discovered a schooner lying close in
sbore at ancDor. and beaded for her in quest of information. The
wind was slacking up and we crawled along very slowly. vSoon it

died out altogether, thf* sun sauli in the west and the Sound be-
came as smooth as glass. We got out a sweep and started to row
the yacht toward the schooner, but it was slow work. Tiring of
this I took ihe tender and rowed into the vessel, leaving Tom to
bring the Monaitipee along with what air he could find. There
was only one man visible on board the schooner, which was lying
peacefully at anchor about SOOyds. from the beach. I inquired of
him regarding our position, and asked if we were near Port Jeffer-
son.
"Port .leffersonV" he cried, "Why, the port is nearly fifteen

miles westward of here," said be, pointing with his finger in the
direction from which we had come. "Wading River lies right in
here back of us. Looking for a harbor?"

I sai'd, "Yes, we might as well get in somewhere until morning."
"Well, yru can't go in yet, as the tide is down too low, you had

better drop anchor and wait until high water. Might just as
well lay here though it's going to be a good night,"
After answering bis inquiries as to -where we were from and

wbere bound I paddled back to the Monaitipee, which was slowly
neai'ing the shore. During my conversation with the man on the
scbooner I learned that he was engaged in carrying cord wood
from this place to New York and that he was now waiting for
high water to lay on the beach and receive his cargo. It only re-

quired one tide to load and he would float off at the next high
water.
We dropped anchor near tbe schooner and found about five

fatboms ot water. After eating supper we had a smoke and then
lay down for the night. I was awakened about 12 o'clock by the
pitching of the boat and found a stiff northeast wind blowing and
we were getting the full benefit of the sea, being on the lee shore.
It did not look dangerous, however, so 1 turned in again.

A, M. LOOKHABT.
LTO be CONTIKXTED.]

YACHTING AT HAMILTON.

TBE 40-fnoter Doerhound, now of the H. Y, C, the property of
Mr. Harry L^wry, designed by A. Gary Smith, of New York,

is being rebuilt. Nearly aU her frames will he new, and she will

be planked witb ^)4m. pine in place of the IJ^in. white oak used
formerly. It is expected that the pine planking will Improve her
speed.
In the shipyard of Mr. Thos. Jutten there is a centerboard

sloop nearly completed for Mr. Will Jutten. She will sail in the
80ft. correct<=d class, her dimensions being; L.w.l.. 27ft.; beam,
10ft.; draft. 2ft. 6in. Mr. Jutten has also a contract for a small
cutter designed by her owner. Mr. B Pinch, for the 20ft. corrected
clasp. Her dimensions are as follows: Length over all, 25ft,;

l.w.l, 18ft. tiin.; iieam, Gtt. ain.; draft, 4ft. 6in. Her ballast will be
an iron keel; no inside ballast.

In the yard of Mr. .las. Weir tbere is a centerboard sloop under
construction for a gentleman in Montreal. Her dimensions are
as follows: Over all 30ft., l.w 1. 34ft., beam 9ft.. draft 2ft. He has
also an order for a centerboard sloop 30ft. corrected length for the
H. Y. C. fleet.

Mr. F. S. Malloch, the owner of the Nancy, champion 30-footer

of last season, is having a 35-fnoter b' ilt by Bobertson Bros.,
from a design by Mr. Tbos. Walton, tbe designer and builder of

the Nancy. Mr. Walton is superintending the building of the
new yacht. She is a tine-looking craft. Her dimensions are as
follows: Length over all i3ft., l.w.l. 33ft.. beam 10ft., draft 7ft.

Ballast all outside in an iron keel about 7}^ tons. Sails will be
supolied by Batsey & Lapthorne, of Cowes, I. of W.. England. Tbe
wire rigging will be suprlied by a Scotch firm. She is in frame
and being rapidly pushed forward.
Robertson Bios, have a contract for another 30-footer by tbe

same designer for Mr. Beattie of Windsor, Out. Dimensions viz.;

Length over all 3fift., l.w.l. 27ft., beam 8ft. 4in., draught 5ft. 9in.

Ballast and iron keel about 5 tons.
For tbe 20ft. corrected length class, there are likely to be built

two more small cutlers. Wm. T. Stephens has the model and
plans of his own about completed for building. He has great hopes
of her being a small Yama. She is certainly a likely-looking little

boat. Her dimensions are: Over all 25tt., l.w.l. Wf t. 6in., beam
5ft. 2in., draught 4ft. fiin.

The other is for Mr. Draeseke, of Dundae, owner of the yacht
Sorav, from a design by himself. She will be a cruiser, but ber
owner has hopes of her showing a good turn of speed, in which case
she will probably be raced, as hi-r owner is an enlhusastic yachts-
man. Dimensions: Over all 24ft., l.w.L 18ft., beam Bft., draft 5ft.

Her ballpst is in tbe shape of an iron keel, about 2}4 tons.
Ice boating is now in full swing on Burlington Bay, Ont. We

have a flee' of about 20 boa's here. We have been unable to have
any organized races as yet, the ice being hardly fit. The boats,
however, have some friendly brashes among themselves.

Close Hattl.

MA.RINE AND FIELD OLUB.-On Feb. 6 the Marine and Field
Club, of Bath Beach, elected the following officers: Com.. W. B.
Dtckev, sloop Mad Cap; Vice-Corn., F, B. Fiske, sloop Fannie;
Eear-C'om., Geo. E. BrightBon, sloop Penguin; Seo'y. Jas- F. Mal-
let; Treas,, Ohas. A. Deshon. Arrangements are being made for
pegattas elmllar to those of last year.

YACHTING IN HOLLAND.—To the yachtsman with the right
kind of a boat and plenty of leisure, the watprways of the Nether-
lands offer a most novel and attractive field for omtsing, as what
Is missing in the way of excitement and stirring adventure is

more than made up by the close and intimate intercourse with
this curious land and its Interesting people. We have lately re-
ceived from the publishers, Messrs. Sampson, Low. Marston,
Searle and Rivington, a volume of cruising in Holland, under
the title of "Priesland Meres, and Through tbe Netherlands, the
Voyage of a Family in a Norfolk Wherry." The author, Mr,
Henry Montagu Doughty, is a resident of the east coast of Eng-
land, and his cruise was made in one of the local craft, a "Norfolk
wherry." These boats, peculiar to the Norfolk Broads, are wide
and shoal, though not fitted with centerboards; the Gipsy, Mr.
Doughty's yacht, being 53ft. long and 13ft. 6in. beam, with but 3ft.

draft. By means of a large cabin trunk she afforded room for the
owner, his son and four daughters, while forward she carried one
seaman, a steward and a native pilot. The single mast, on which
one high, narrow sail was set, was pivoted at the deck with a
heavy leaden heel, so that it could b« raised or lowered quickly,
having a forestay but no shrouds. Being capable of fair progress
under sail, and at the same time able to run under low bridges, it

was admirably fitted for Dutch waters, in fact the yacht was so

closely allied to tbe great family of Dutch watercraf t that it and
its owners became, for the timf, a part of the river and canal life

of Holland, with its many odd craft and quaint old cities. Two
summers were spent in visiting all parts of the Netherlands,
many places being reached wliich are entirely beyond the run of
ordinary travel; while the boat herself proved a passport, and
placed her crew on a very diflferent footing from the ordinary
tourist. The book, which is illustrated by a number of sketches
and two good maps, will be found interesting even by those un-
familiar with yachting.

NEW YORK Y. C—On Feb. ."i the annual meeting of the New
York y. 0. was held at the club house, with Com. Gerry in tbe
chair. The following offlcers were elected: Com., Elbridge T.
Gerry; Vice-Com . Edwin D. Morgan; Rear Com.. W. Butler Dun-
can, Jr.; Sec, J. V. S. Oddie^ Treas., F. W. J. Hurst; Meas.,
John Hyslop; Fleet Surgeon, Morris J. A.sch, M-D.; Regatta Com-
mittee, S. Nicholson Kane, Chester Griswold and Irvin Grinnell;
Committee on Admissions, Edward M. Brown, Alexander Taylor,
Jr., Frank T. Robinson, William L. Brooks and August Belmont;
House Committee, R. P. Lounsbery, John M. Wilson, R. S. Bowne
and J. Waldemar Hayward. Messrs. J. D. Smith, J. Pierpont
Morgan, J. S. Dickinson, J. R. Busk and F. T. Robinson were ap-
pointed a committee to consider the proposed Frye bill excluding
foreign-built yachts. Com. Gerry moved that a sum of money be
appropriated for the procuriHgof an oil painting of the late Geo.
L.Schuyler, which motion was carried. The n-gatta committee
presented a very interesting report. The following members were
elected: James C. Ayer, Charles G. Emery, Nelson Robinson,
James R. Roosevelt, J. L. Kernoohan, William Cutting, Jr., E.

Fish, William H. T. Hughes, J. Borden Harriman, Oliver Harri-
man, Jr., Harold A. Sanderson, Heber R. Bi'ihop. Alfred V. \''an

Santvoord, Alexander Maitland, David S. Hammond, Fred A.
Hammond, J. Beavor Webb, Charles Clark, t^iewis Vaughan Clark,

W. D. Sloane, Vernon H. Brown. John Sloane, H. A. Tucker.
Frank Sherman Benson, John B. Van Schaick, John H. Starin.
Columbus O'D. Iselin and William J. Weldon. Tbe annual re-

gatta will be sailed on June 18.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. OP SAN FRANCISCO.—Yachting on the
Pacific coast has experienced the same ups and downs as in other
localities, but from local conditions it has suffered even more
severely from the decline of large tonnage. From 1880 to '84 San
Francisco ooasted quite a fleet of yachts from 45 to 90ft., Casco,
Lurline, Halcyon, Aggie, Con O'Connor, Annie. Emerald, and
others; but this fleet has been dispersed, and racing is dead as far
as the few surviving yachts are concerned. Under these circum-
stances the old club.s have lost much of their life and vieor, and
are doing little or nothing for the revival ot yachting. What life

there now is in yachting is mainly concentrated in the Corinthian
Y. C. of San Francisco, whose station is at Tiburon, a successful
young club which is rapidly building up its membership and im-
proving its fleet of small yachts. Tbe roll now shows 135 members
and about 30 yachts, beside 4 now building, and a fleet of boats aud
canoes. A new club house is proposed as soon as a suitable site

can be found. On Jan. £8 the annual meeting was held, the follow-
ing offlcers being elected: Com , Jas. H. John.son; Vice-Com., H.
L. Jones; Sec'y, T. P. Tracy; Treas., F. D. Spaulding; Port Capt.,

Ohas. B. Mdler; Meas., O. B. Wilson. Directors: H. E. Pennell, C.
J. Okell, and E. S. Emmons. Regatta Committee: A. D. Cross,

K. H. Catton. and H. J. Kelly. An urgent invitation has been sent
out for the second annual dinner. On April 26 tbe season will be
opened by a reception at the club house, followed by a cruise nest
day. The annual regatta will be sailed on May 30.

ROCHESTER Y. C—At the regular monthly meeting of tbe
Rochester Y. C, on Feb. 2. E. B. Leary was elected corresponding
secretary, a selection which is certain to please every one, and
it is believed that Mr. Leary will prove to be the right man in the
right place. There is a rumor current that a new steam yacht is

to be added to the fleet of the club and also that the owner will

be a new acquisition to the club. The club has never possessed a
proper anchorage, those who have not enjoyed dock privH^-ges

lying at anchor entirely unprotected. This subject has been
called up by tbe possibility that these dock priveieges will be
withdrawn tbe '^oming season, and it is to be hoped that this im-
portant question will be attended to at once.—OsceoIjA.

RIVERSIDE Y. C—At the annual meeting of the Riverside
y. C. on Feb. 5 the following officers were elected: Com,. Geo. T.
Tyson; Vice-Com., F. Beltz; Rear-Com., John MoUer; Treas., Jos.

E. Peek; Sec'y, .John G. Porter; Meaa., E. F. Lockwood; Regatta
Committee, T. B. Jones, W. A. Hufflogton, and E. D. Hurlburt;
Trustees. L. A. Lockwood, F. Beltz, E. D. Hurlburt. C. T. Pierce,
W. H. Ps'chutt, G. Potter and H. E. Doremus. The annual regatta
was fixed for July 18. The club presented the comm>.dore with
an oil painting of his schooner yacht Nirvana, the work of Mr. J.

Tyler. The annual dues have been raised from $Vi to $15. The
committee on revision of the by-laws and sailing rules have re-

commended the adoiition of length and sail area.

ATLANTIC Y. C—The annual meeting of the Atlantic Y, C.
was held onFeb. 9, the following officers being elected: Com., N.
D. Lawson; Vice-Com., David Banks; Rear-Com., Jas. Weir, Jr.;

Meas.. H. J. Gielow; Regatta Committee, H. J. Gielow, H. A.
Gouge and H. B. Howell; Treas., H. C. Wintringbam; Recording
and Corresponding Secretary, Geo. H. Church; Trustees, J. P.

Howell, J. Roger Maxwell, Thos. P. Fiske, Thos. L. Arnold, Ed
N. Norton and W. W. Kenyon: Committee on Membership, H.
A. Gouge, H.W. Banks, Jr. and J. C. Seely.

EXCELSIOR Y.C.—The Excelsior Y.C. reorganized and elfcted
officers for 1891: Com., Michael E. Toepel; Vice-Corn., Jos. Kraus,
Sec'y, Jos. Zwack; Treas., Matthew Fauth. They will hold their

first regatta on April 5 over the club course from Rlker's Island to

Sands Point and return, 20 miles.

A SPEEDY CRUISER.—A sound and comfortably appointed
all-round cabin sloop, 80ft. over all, is offered for sale in our ad-
vertising columns by ex-Com. Day. She is hauled out just south
of Ludlow station, Yonkers, where intending purchasers can in-

spect her.

NEWARK BAY Y. C—The Newark Bay Y. C, of Bayonne,
N. J., has elected the following officers: Com., Thos. Winters;
Vice-Com., E. Van Buskirk: Sec'y, J. J. Vreeland: Treas., E. A.
Scott; Meas., C. S. Braisted.

MASSACHUSETTS T. C—A complimentary dinner was lately

tendered by the Massachusetts Y. C. to Com. boley, who has done
so much to advance the club. The compliment was, however,
declined in a graceful letter,

PORTLAND Y. C—Yachting Is quiet, but the club will have
two if not three new steam yachts this summer. Dyer, of this

city, has contracted to build one of 65ft. for a Portland merchant.

GITANA, scbr., W. P. Weld, will fit out early in the season,

though her owner, who is going abroad for his health, will not use
her until bis return in June.

BOSTON YACHT AGENCY.-The new catalogue of the Bos-
ton Yacht Agency, Messrs. .Clark <& Borden, wUl be ready by
Nov. 1.

BOUNOEB.—Mr. Clapham is now busy with five racing sloops

of the Bouncer type, two of 26ft., two of 33f i. and one of 20ft., all

drawing inside of 12in.

MOCCASIN.—Mr. Morgan has sold his 40-footer Moccasin to

Mr. J. P. Cruger, of the Newburgh B. & C. A.

ALVA, steam yacht, W. K. Vanderbilt, has left Wilmington,
Del., for The South.

SHAMROCK, sloop, J. R. Maxwell, will have her lead keel
lowered about a foot, at Wintringham's yard.

THETIS, sloop, P. V. Stevenson, will have a new sail plan, with
repairs to hull,

HILDEGABDE, Bloop, J. E. Bergen. wlU baye a lea4 keel allied
tbisnprlstr.

Ko Notice Taken of Anonymoaa OorrespondentB.

0. J. M., Philadelphia.-Will you kindly Inform me where there
is gunning and fishiuK within fifty miles of Philadelphia and
oblige? Aus. At Barnegat in season.

C. E. B., The Jamestown Club.—The prohibition against taking
the fish out of season is absolute. You cannot legally do what
you suggest. See Book of the Game Laws.
C. A. H.—The proposed law in New York applies only to Lake

George, where the close season runs from Feb. 15 to July 1, We
should think that the pneumatic barrel might help, but we have
not seen it.

D. B. M., Rochester.—Will some of yonr readers through the
paper inform me as to the partridge shooting found in Canada in
the vicinity of the Thousand Islands and the eastern part of the
lake in general.

P. N. H., St. Louis, Mo.—Can you let me know through the
columns of your paper or otherwise the pedigree of the pointer
bitch Delia S, 11141? Ans. By Busch's Karo out of Schultz's Diana
out of imported Juno.

ASTOEIA, Oregon.- Please give address of persons who can fur-
nish wild rice and celery. Ans. Wild rice from Chas. Gilchrist,
Port Hope, Ont., or R. M. Valentine, Janesville, Wis. We do not
know where you can get the celery.

J. E. K., Watkins, N. Y.—Brunswick, Ga.. has within the past
few years become a fashionable place, and it is doubtful if you
can get good shooting there, but by going a short distance inland
you can probably find good quail and turkey shooting.

H. V. M.—We do not know the address of the company nor how
they load their shells. The gun you mention is excellent, but we
cannot pronounce it the most perfect made in the world, for such
a verdict on any guu is more a matter of opinion than of fact.

1. F. C, Windsor, N. S.—Which is the proper way to carry a
hammerless gun while on shooting grounds, with the safety catch
on or off? A friend of mine claims that it should be kept on until
the gun is sighted, but I differ with him; which is right? Ans.
Your friend is right.

K. D. B., Holyoke, Mass.—Will you please publish the pedigree
of Buff and Lena, sire and dam of Dash II., be was the sire of Guy
II., A. K. R. 6759? Ans. Neither of them are registered. You
had better a.sk tbe breeder of Guy II., H. N. Sears, Holyoke, Mass.

B. C. E., Marshall, Minn.—How can I dig out a pond and stock
it with pickerel and black bass? Ans. For complete details re-
specting pond culture write to Hon. Marshall McDonald. LT. S.

Commissioner Fish and Fiseries. Washington, D. C , for a pamph-
let on pond culture by Carl Nicklas. We would not advise rearing
black bass and pickerel together.

J. K. Y., Hamilton, Canada.—Is the demand for de-oy ducks as
great or greater than it was say six years ago? Can you tell me
about bow many factories there are in the the L'nited States that
make a specialty of making decoy ducks? Ans. The demand is

about the same, and prices for hand-made decoys hold their own.
The factory-made decoys are turned out by a machine; a block of
wood goes in at one end and the tnrnr-'d decoy comes out from the
other. The market is pretty well stocked with decoys.

J. M., Quiney. N. D.—Own English mastiff dog Jumbo, A. K. R,
261. Can ynu tell me anything about Jumbo, sire of Mccormick,
A. K. R. 6,540? as I feel confident that he is not tbe Jumbo that
I own. AnK. Nothing further than that the owner of McCormick
is or was Mr. Paulson, Mayville. Dak., and tbe breeder the Mc-
Cormick Harvesting Machine Co., Chicago. 111. We have no
record of any Jumbo except the one you own, Jumbo (A. K.R. 261)

F. E. A., Waterburv, Vt.—1. Is enclosed pedigree fair, eood or
first class, and are winnings correct? 2. Haying a good pointer

Euppy of suitable age to train next season, and wishing to train
im on grouse for my Own use, would you advise me totrynnd

train him myself by "Hammond's method?" Anf. 1. First claa.",

yes. 2. Yes, but do not attempt to train a dog unlpss you have the
time and patience necessary to carry it through properly.

J. B. B., Hartford, Conn.—I have a raw deer hide from which I
wish to make a pair of leegings. Can you tell me how to mike tbe
leather waterproof, by oil tanning or any other mean-? Also,
in case the operation should prove too difficult, the address of
some one who could tan the skin for me. Ans. We know of no
way by which a dressed deer skiu can be made waterproof. We
presume that it might be glazed or enamelled, but in this ease it

would lose its character and be no better than calfskin. You do
not say for what purpose you wish to use the leggings.

W. D. A., Sundridge, Ont.—Could any of your army ot corre-
spondents on Florida tell me: 1. By camping out can one combine

,

comfort and cheapness at this time of year? 2. Can you get sport
on land and water within easy distance of each other in a healthy
climate? 3. Is the general price of living higher than it Is in
northern eitiesf '4. Is a .44 Winchester rifle heavy enough for
alligators, if not, what is the right caliber? 5 What is the best
Eeneral district for sport and health? Ans. 1. Yes, but camp on
high ground. 2. Yes, there are many such localities on the Gulf
coast. 3. No. 4. Yes.

J. S. S., Jn , New York.—Could you kindly answer through your
next issue the following question: The estimated (or known) rate
per hour at which our swiftest wild duck travels Rud also its

name? Ans. Nothing is definitely known on this subject, though
m«ny estimates have been made. These are to the effect that the
swiftest ducks fly from 90 to IW miles an hour and tbe canvas-
back is said to be about the fastest oC tbe ducks. As we ssy, bow-
ever, nothing is definitly known about it. See last paragraph
"Chicaeo and We.«t" in our Game Bag columns, this issue.

L. M. C, Bristol, Pa.—Can you kindly inform me opnn season
for qua'l, snipp, duck, In North and South Carolina, Georgia and
Florida? I believe the game laws have changed therp of late. I
am contemplating a trip South shortly, and would like latest in-
formation on these points. Ans. Quail season for North Carolina
generally Oct. 15 to April 1, some counties excepted. South Caro-
lina, Nov. 1 to April 1. Georgia, special laws for th*> different coun-
ties. Florida, no law on quail. For details see Booli of the Oame
Laws, which gives the statutes in full.

C. S., New York City.—I am about to purchase a liver-colored
pointer dog and ask you to kindly advise me as to what price I

ought to pay for bim, as I never had occasion to buy a dog before.

The dog to which I refer is about Umos. old, has never been
trained and his owner cannot furnish me with a pedigree of In'm.

Ans. Pointers of unknown pedigree and untrained are of little

value; you had better consult our advertising columns, pay a little

more and get a pointer with an authentic pedigree and of good
field stock. Without seeing the dog you mention we can form no
idea as to its value.

Reader of IfonssT and Steeam.—What is the proper way to

clean a shotgun after using it; also what should be put on it to

Keep it from rusting when :not in use? Ans. "Hints and Points"
says: "Never let a gun remain dirty over night, no matter how
much exertion it may involve. Swab it out first with warm soap
suds, after which it should be wiped dry. Then it should be thor-
oughly rubbed with chamois skin or cotton flannel soaked in gas-
oline, lurpentine, benzine or kerosene, whii^h will remove any
particles of dirt which may resist the water and soap. In addition

to this, the penetrating qualities of these volatile oils are such
that they pink into tbe pores of the metal and act as a rust pre-

ventive. The last operation is a good rubbing with dry chamois
skin. If a gun is a comparatively new one, it should be kept in a
dry room, and occasionally looked at and rubbed out with tbe dry
chamois; if it has been in use some time and is pretty well per-
meated with oil, one rubbinij out two or three riays after cleaning

will be sufficient. On the locks never use anything but the best

sperm oil, and that sparingly."

The Forest ANP Stream, honored, staunch and dear to

sportsmen's hearts, continues its visits, with old tinio

promptness and regularity, losing nothing by that constant
familiarity, which in this case engenders increased respect.

Here are found the best stories, anecdotes of the chase, and
practical hints for a life in the woods.—fioli/o?ce Transctipt.

Nambs and Pobtbaitb of Bibdb, by Gurdon Tmmbtiii. A
book partioularly InteroBting to gunners, for by its use^they can
fdentfiy without question sol the American game birds which
tbeymaykUl. Olotb,W lAgee, price S3t6Q, For sale by Foam
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HE season is rapidly approaching when Aisgles^e will

need, to replenish tlieii? stock of Fishing

Taokle^

Before doing so, we would advise them to call on

lie mud examine tlie largest assortment to be found In tlie

World, or send ns 10 cents to pay postage, and we will mail

yon our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue and price-list.

Manufacturers of every Qrade of Fishing Tackle,

18 Yesoy Street, New York.

Small Profits. Ou-ick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

ESIABUSHBD 1837.

J. B. O-HOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers iu

Mm TacWe, &nns. Rifles, Reyolyers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

JSifot Sold. BLt HcstalX tyy tties IliKsi.xi-ufeLO't-iT'srex's.

WINCHESTER ilEPEATINa ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-paf;e Oataloirne of Arms and Ammunition.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting tlie prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, sUk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz. , Price S2 T'A

No. 1, Gr, same as above but is German Silver Mounted ,

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length
8J, 9, %, 10ft. ,

weight 9, lOJ, 13, ISoz f. . ! .Price
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted '.

"

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz "
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint

,

<<

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt "Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft "
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.: 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds.. $1,35. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Chck, Nicked Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $3.35; 80yds., $3.50; 300yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. : 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thi'ead, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz, ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doe., 45c.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51. 53 & 55 Court St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Send 2c. stamp for Illustrated Catalogue for 1891. OPEN EVENINGS.

3 S3

3 73
3 32
2 75
3 75
90c.

"It surpasses my expectations in

beauty of finish, accuracy of construc-

tion and perfect action," are tlie words

used by a customer in writing us of a

"Hendryx" Reel.

For the season of 1891 we have two

hundred and fifty-two styles and sizes

of Fishing Reels adapted to Trout,

Bass, Tarpon, or other fishing.

Our Reels are of superior construc-

tion and finish, and prices are from 25

cents to $18.00.

All dealers ought to have them, if

not, write for our catalogue and we

will send any kind of Reel by mail, on

receipt of price.

The Ani>bew B. Henpryx Co , New Havbij, Ot.

A Superior Preparati >n for Cleaning and
Pollsliiiis: all kinds of Metal, Plated Ware,

Glass, Porcelain, Enamel, etc., etc.

Contains nothing injurious to the finest naetals;
will not stain or injure the hands; quickly re-
moves all dirt, dullness or tarnish, and gives a
brilliant and lasting polish to all kinds of metal,
plated ware, etc.
Sportsmen will find it invaluable for cleaning

and polishing Rod Mountings, Fishi-Dg Reels, etc.
Price, 35 Cents by Mail, post paid.

Liberal Discount to Dealers.

&. FERQUsON, Proprietor mi Manufacturer,
Office, 65 Fulton St., NevF York.

Hunting Boots& Shoes,
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our sboe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak Soles, genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes S6,o0 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN. MAS8.

THE DOLLAR TYPEWRITER

A pfirfnct and prapticffll Typo Writing machine for only ONE
UOLLAIC. Exactly llko cut; regular Kemiugton type: does
the same quality of work; takes a fools cap slieet.'ConipietB
with paper holder.automatio feed, perfect type -wheel & inking
roll; uses copying ink; in fact it does all Of the work of
a liigli priced machine. Speed, 15 to 25 words a minute
Size. 3x4X9 inches; weight, 12 oz; JIENTIOX THIS rAPER.
Satisfaction guaranteed; Circulars free; AGENTS WANTED.
Sent by express for $1.00i by mail, 16e extra for postage.
R. II. INGtliSOLL & BRO., 65 COUXriANDT ST., N.l'. tlTI.

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEAA^Y GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYROWITZ BROS,
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 FoTnth Ave,, N. Y.

S. E. Cor 28d sfc.

THE ADIRONDACKS.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper, in board
covers, $1 00.
"It is tbe most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Foreat and Stream.
Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illus-
trated, 16 mo., 272 pages, paeudo cloth cover, S5c.

Sent post paid on receipt of price.
Address 8. R. .-TODDAHD. felen« Falls, N. Y.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blowers

And manufacturers of

Artificial eyes for birds, animals andmanufactur-
ing purposes a specialtv. Send for prices. Please
mention Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street. New York.

CHRISTIAN HAHN,
Successor to Wm. A. Demtjth,

Practical Glass Blower
And Manufacturer o"f

For Birds, Animal and Manufacturing Purposes.

16 North William St., New York.
Send for Price List,
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STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS,

Wherever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens Rifles and Pistols are
heing introduced, and on account of their feuperior accuracy are prefei-red.

STEVENS PISTOIiS hare made more brilliant records and have done finer work than any
other pistol ever made.

STEVENS RIFLiES have made records which were considered impossible.

STEVENS POCKET RIFEES are carried by ladies, anglers, tourists and hunters. They
are marvels of accuracy, compactness and beauty.

STEVENS EADIES' RIFEE is the proper rifle for ladleS. It is wonderfully accurate and
has no recoil.

The .23 long rifle and the .25 rim-flre cartridges, the most accurate small-bore cartridges made,
were originated by this company. These celebrated rifles and pistols are manufactured by

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
Send for Catalogue. P. O. Box 4103, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Chamberiin Cartridge Co.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

MA.NUFACTTJREJiS OF

High Grade Machine Loaded Shotgun Ammunition,

American Wood, Schultze and E. C. Powder Cartridges a Specialty.

If you want carefully loaded and
thoroughly reliable "Trap Cartrid-
ges" use the Chamberiin Traj) Loads,
as they are unequalled. The present
record of 180 sti'aight targets made
by R. 0. Heikes was made with the
popular Chamberiin Load, 56|, which
is iised by many of the experts.

Send for list.

portsmen's Wear

CAIVTAS SHOOTING COAT, -

COKDUKOr SHOOTING COAT,
CARTRIDGE BEtT, -

C*rS AN1> HATS, . - -

GUN CASES, . . „

COMPLETE SniT (CANVAS), -

COMPLETE SUIT (CORDUBOY),

Sl.OO
5.00
.25
.50
.50

3.75
13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

OATALOGUE AND SABIFIillS FJSKE.

G-EO, BARNARD & CO.,
lOS Madison Street;, Chioago, 111,

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y,

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safely Hammerless Revolver.

10 ^ 12-Gauge,

These arms are the latest and
best flrearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

flrearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

D 36 New Street, Be7olTera .82 & .38.

formi L J ot
impossible

'

The "EXPERT" is charged with a
perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which burns progressively—the
^nly correct method of availing of the
power of powder in guns. Shot started
easily, with rapidly increasing velocity
and least recoil, and without stringing.
Perfect combustion, little smoke, harmless
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; no
flying, heated grains to cut barrel of gun,
Cakes made by machinery; greatest unl-

paitern and penetration No nitrates, decomposing, or cJiangeabU chemtcdls ! Detonating
Shotted cartridges, or Blanks contaming powder cake only, for sale by

LMAN CAHTEID8E Oa, S.^lTlS^fElSES l;.u.«

Gunuers, read this and nractlce tlU you can hit anything that hops, runs or flies. One pound of No. 1 shot

elves voumo rounds with your own gun. Practice limited only by shooters enthuslasnu Our pneumatic atml-
larygun barrels can be Inserted In any ordinary breech-loading shotgun in a moment, converting your gun mto
an a& gun to practice with. By pulling trigger of your gun precisely as if using shells, a single pellet of No. 1

shot isdischarged that will break anyclay pigeon or kill small game at short range, ivo toe. smoke or^^^

and no trouble to load ; can be used anywhei-e. Wlil teach you to hit with centre of load and kill neatly Instead

of crippling. Such practice Is Invaluable to any club shooter or sportsman. When ordering give gaiwe and length

of your gun baiTel* Sold' by dealers or samples sent on receipt of price, $3.50 ; 10, 13 and 11 gauge only.

p, o. Box im. VAUGHAN & CO., Philadelphia. Pa.

WOODCRAFT. =
FOR SALE BY FOREST AlID STREAM PUBLISHINQ 00.

Xhpi09. •l.OO.

Clark's^ Cork Gun Wiper,
OILEB AHC EUBNISEEB.

Patent applied for.
10, 13 or 16 gauge; fine guns

kept in perfect condition with-
out the use of any other tool;

no waterneeessary; rust and
p'ts rendered impossible; es-
pecially valuable to users of
nitro powders; fits any clean-
ing rod. Send 50 cents for
sample, with two extra corks
and printed directions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St.,

TopEKA, Kansas.
New York Agent.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

New Style Tent
FOR GtNOEISTS iND HUNTERS.

Patented Jan, 13, 1891.

DESQRIPTIVK CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK, Evanston, III.

FRAZAR BROS.,
"I 1 (Successors to GOODALE & Fbazar) '

14 TAXIDERMISTS
And Dealers in

Olass Eyes and all Tax-
idermists' Supplies.

Minerals, Birds' Fggs and Skins.
Send stamp for full illustrated cata-

logue. No. 93 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. Ority.

WANTED.-GENTLEMEN WITH MATCHES,
tin dipper and blankets, to rough it on the

Megalloway two weeks in Oct.ober. 1891, No nap-
kins, no rum. Address C. M.. P. O. Bnx 2,470,
Boston, Mass. febl3,3t

WANTED ALIVE AT ONCE.-lOO QUAIL.
Send lowest price. CHAS. I. GOODALE.

l-ti Friend street, Boston, Mass. It

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THi; SAMi: IK SEASON,

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. \'

.

FERRETS VS. RATS!
First-class ferrets. Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for hunting rats. For sale by ADOLPH
ISAACSEN. -Sure Pop," 93 Fulton street. New
York City. My celebrated handbook, "All About
Ferrets and Rats," second edition, revised and
illustriited, mailed to any address on receipt of 25
cents.

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,
Berkshire and Poland

, China Pigs. Fine Setter
= Dngs. Collies, Fox Hounds
P and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

try. GEO. B. HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

LIVE QUAIL r-^^^^^-^^^^^
RTienialtv. Consianments solici
jLux. T JL-J vc^ \^ j-Aj-jLj and dead game a
specialty. Consignments solicited. Established
1^38. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Mer-
chant. 174 Chambers street. New York.

SALMON FISHING.-FIRST CLASS RIVER
for sale, or share in organized club having

valuable righta. Address ''R," this oflBce.

3an22.6t

LIVE WHITE HARES {hevm Amerimms).
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express In Bethel, Me., In good condition ob
'sculpt of orders and remittances at 83 per pair.

Rsfer to Hon. H, O. Stanley. r»lTfield, Me,, Fish
ica Wam" nommlRBionor T, «. RICH, BatheL *«

AT STUD, - - FEE $40.

PAXTANG, the *86 Derby Winner.
The only knotvn dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. H Is puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is lai'ge size, healthj^ and a fast

dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitf^hes, desii-lng to produce the perfectiou of the field

trial strain of EngUsh setters should address for pedi-

gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. IBWIN, KenSjl Manager. CnmS., VA.

Standard Bred Trotters and Jersey Cattle for sale.

Address A. H. Moobk, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phila., Pa,

VORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER. ^ .X Champion Bradford Harry, described m
show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited numher of Ms puppies for sale. P, H
OOOMES, 1 Exchange Bloo^ Bftngor, Ma.

THE IRISH SETTER

SCOTLAND CHIEF (14357)
He is a handsome specimen of his breed, an

elegant fielder, gets grand puppies, and is a prize
winner. Stud fee, to approved bitches, $lb. Send
for expended pedigree. Address

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
.1an2tt,3t Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.

FOX-TEEEIEHS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Rahy Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER .. $25.00
RECKONER $25.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS
LANCASTER, Mass.

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
JL ter Al, fee $2&. Al was bred by the late Mr.
Aliin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOL8, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

SPRATT'S

PATENT
TJ^|EAT PIBRINE DOG OAKES (WITH BEETEOOT)

DOGS FOR SALE
If you want to huy a good dog of any kind

write for what you want to

FRANK HOPE,
164 N. 9th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GREAT SALE

The Chestnut Hill Kennels will sell by auction
during the coming New York show about thirty
collies, including some of iheir best stud dogs and
brood hitches. For catalogue and full particulars
address THE CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS
Chestnut HilJ, Philadelphia, Pa.

Black and Tan Terriers Por Sals,
PTTPPIES FROM NOTED SIRES AND DAMS.

Grand companions, ratters and watch dogs.

At Stud, THE SENATOR. Foe »15.
RocHEJDM Kennels, Box 863, New Rochelle,N.Y.

BEING DESIROUS OF REDUCING MY
stock, \vlll sell a fine English setter, 2 years

old and a Sensation pointer 3 years old for §75
each. Will warrant them thoroughly broken,
staunot>. good noses, in short, all right every way.
L. R. MORRIS, Byesville, Ohio. jaD39,4t

pONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
\J selteis. Bench winners. Field workers. At
Stud—R«d River Glencbo, A.K.C.8.B. 11,473

(champ. Glencho ex Lyda Belle), won three 1st

prizes on bench, line held dog, beget- large litters,

strong dark red puppies. Fee $S0. R. H. BURR,
Middletown, Conn.

"\|T. PLEASAITT GOSDON EENNELS
JJJL Still ahead. Blood tells. For Sale—Thor-
oughbred Gorrioa setters, all ages, containing
Idood of Grouse and Tyrus, first prize winners,
Boston, 1890. Address with stamp C. T. BROWN-
ELL, P. O. Box .^35, New Bedford, Mass.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—A voca). imported Irish setter at stud,
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee 830. Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY.

Pittsfield, Mass.

BLACK COCKERS FOR SALE.-IO BLACK
cocker puppies, 5 mos. old. by noted sires

and d ams; full nedigree. GEO. DOUGLA S, Sec,
Woodland Kennels, Box 587, Woodstock, Ontario.

jan39,4t

ENGLISH BEAGLES.-YOTJNG, MATURED
and broken dogs always on hand. Those

desiring good stock at reasonable prices please
apply H. L. KREUDER, Rockland Kennels
Nann»t. N. V

17THAN ALLIN SETTER PUPPIES. 6M0S.
1j old. Beauties. Evenly marked. They will

make grand ruffed grouse dogs. GORDONDALE
KENNELS, Readville, Mass. febl2,3t

FOR SALE.-A LARGE PURE BREED ENG-
lish mastiff, 2yrs. 6mos. old. Price one hun-

dred dollars. Can 'he seen at East Market and
37th streets, Paierson, N. J. E. A. HUGHES. It

FOR SALE.-FINE IRISH SETTER. JACK
Diamond, thoronghly broken on partridge,

woodcock and quail. A remarkably handsome
dog. No fault. Shown on game. Cheap. E. A.
CARRIER, North Westchester, Conn. It

FOR SALE.—FOX-TERRIERS, AIREDALE
terriers and pointers. As I intend breeding

biiU-terriers only, I offer the above at very low
nrices. Bull-terriers at stud: "UTiite Wonder,
Champion Jubilee, Greenhill General, Little

Donovan and Stanley Bill, etc. For sale list and
stud cards, address H. A. HARRIS. Stanley Farm
Kennels, North Wilmington, Mass. 3t

GLENDYNE KENNELS.—NO FINER RED
Irish setter stock living. Noted for pure

breeding, bench shov^' and field quality, endur-
ance and intelligence. Dogs in stud, brood bitches
and young stock for sale. MICHAEL FLYNN,
JR.. Bristol, R. I.

COCKER SPANIEIiS,
Any age or color, bred from best registered stock.

HAimaQMB BEOOKKERNELS. Fr?.nklln.N.Y»
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THE NEW YORK COMMISSION.

AMONG the changes proposed by the codification com-

mittee in the New York game law is one which re-

duces the Fish Commission from a membership of five to

three, provides that the office shall be in Albany and calls

for meetings on the first Fridays of alternate months. We
hare already expressed the opinion that such changes

would not be for the good of the service.

As now conducted, the work of the Commission is

divided in a way which experience has shown to secure

the best results. Individual members are intrusted with

special divisions of the work. There are five hatcheries.

The Caledonia hatchery is under the charge of William

H. Bowman, of Eoehester; Sacandauga hatchery, on Mill

Creek, Adirondaoks, under the charge of Mr, Henry Bur-

den, Jr., of Troy; the Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island,

under the charge of Mr. L. D. Huntington, of New Ro-

cheUe. The hatchery at Old Forge, on the Fulton Chain

Lakes, and the Adirondack hatchery near Bloomingdale,

in. Essex county , are under the charge of the president,

Mr. E. G. Blackford. The New York office with the office

work is under the general supervision of Mr. A. Sylyes-

ter Joline, of Tottenville. The president of the Commis-
sion is designated by law as the Shellfish Commissioner,

and is charged with all of the work of designating the

natural growth oyster beds in the waters of this State, and

with the work of surveying and the granting of fran-

chises for the purpose of cultivating oysters. The office

work is under the direction and in charge of secretary E.

P. Doyle, who gives to it his entire time.

The supervision of the hatcheries by the different Com-
missioners is an actual work performed by the present

Commissioners, as each hatchery requires the inspection

of the Commissioner in charge at least two or three times

each year, and in some instances the Commissioner in

charge has to visit the hatchery at least once a month.

It has been suggested that if the work of the Commis-

sioners should continue to increase by the preposed

establishment of new hatcheries by the Legislature

(although the Commissioners themselves do not approve

of the establishment of any additional stations), it would
become necessary for the appointment of a general super-

intendent, who should be a practical fishculturist and a

man of good executive ability, to take general charge of

the work of the Commission. Indeed, it is well under-

stood by those who are conversant with the scope of the

Commission's labors that each one of the members of the

board has as much as he can reasonably be asked to do as

a gratuitous public service; and unless there are substan-

tial reasons, which have not been divulged, for believing

that the proposed change would increase the efficiency of

the board, the organization should be left as it is.

The codification Committee also recommend that but

one commissioner shall be appointed from any judicial

department. In this they have manifestly paid heed to

certain expressions of distrust on the part of recent critics

of the Commissioners, lest the eastern portion of the State

should be unduly favored at the expense of the rest. In

a matter of such importance as this, foolish sectional

jealousy should be given no weight. The proposed re-

striction is unreasonable. The Governor may safely be

trusted to appoint to the Commission men whose public

spirit, ability and experience commend them, Avithout

regard to the locality of their residence.

Equally uncalled for and mistaken is the proposal to

make Albany the headquarters of the Commission. At
least two of the members of the codification committee

must have known that one of the most important branches

of the Commission's work has to do with the oyster

fisheries. More time must be given to this division than

to all others combined; the commercial importance trans-

cends those of others. To do this oyster work with any

degree of satisfaction, the office of the Commission must

be readily accessible to the oystermen; in New York it is

convenient; in Albany it would be out of reach. To

transfer the maps and charts of the oyster surveys to

Albany would not alone seriously hamper the business of

the office, but it would subject the oysterman to unjust

because unnecessary expense of time and money.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Fly-fishers' Club, of London, is a social institu-

tion, the purposes of which are to bring together

gentlemen interested in angling, to afi'ord a means of

communication between them, and to provide a reading

room stocked with angling literature. The club was

established in 1884 and has steadily grown in member-

ship, until its roll now shows a list of 310. Once a year

the club assembles for its banquet, at which gather mem-
bers from town and country, and these occasions are

always most happy reunions. It has often been suggested

that New York might follow the example of London and

establish such an institution here, but no one has yet been

found to take the initiative. The nearest approach to the

Fly-fishers' Club in this country is the Massachusetts

Association, with headquarters at Boston, and a member-

ship rapidly extending throughout the State.

At the last meeting of the Fly-fishers' Club Mr. E. B.

Marston, editor of the Fishing Gazette, referring to the

copyright bill now under consideration at Washington,

related an interesting little story about Mr. F. M. Hal-

ford's work on "floating Flies," It appears that when

the book came ou.t an American paper took it bodily and

reprinted the whole thing without ever saying by your

leave or thank you. Mr. Marston thereupon wrote to the

editor, who responded that the proceeding should be

taken by Mr. Halford as a compliment. This was per-

haps the same paper that appropriated Vero Shaw's

"Book of the Dog," and when taken to task for it related

that the author should feel highly delighted that the

editor had considered his work good enough to reprint.

The Massachusetts law, authorizing towns and cities to

appoint special officers to destroy the English sparrow,

has resulted in nothing, since no town has done anything

in the matter. The Commissioners now recommend that

cities and towns be empowered to pay bounties on eggs

and dead sparrows.

Is pigeon-shooting cruel or legitimate sport? That is a

question now under discussion in two States, and immi-

ent in others. In Maine the practice is forbidden, but

,

an effort is making to repeal the law. A petition sent to

the Legislature recites that an investigation of belfries

and other pigeon roosts in Lewiston and Auburn has dis-

closed the fact that numbers of pigeons have died from
cold and neglect; it would have been more humane, says

the petition, to have given these birds speedy death at

the trap. Moreover, it is urged, if the ubiquitous Yankee
boy were encouraged by the reward of the few nickels

for which he might sell the pigeons to the trap-shooters,

he would be encouraged to feed and shelter the birds.

Arrayed against the trap-shooters are numerous school

teachers and even the Sabbath schools of some of the

cities; and they are sending in counter petitions praying

that the anti-pigeon law may be retained, on the ground
that the practice is cruel and degrading. It is thought
that the repeal will be effected.

A serious defect in the proposed Nev^^ York law is its

failure to protect rapacious birds. The Commission seem
to share the popular prejudice against hawks and owls,

and, in sections 78 and 80, encourage their destruction.

It is sufficiently well known to all who have given the

subject even slight attention that the Avork performed by

rapacious birds is beneficial rather than injurious, and in

another column a correspondent gives citations on the

point taken from an exhaustive inquiry carried on by the

Bureau of Economic Ornithology at Washington. It is

difficult to combat prejudice, yet if the codification of

the New York game laws is to mean anything, and the

changes made are to endure, these changes should repre-

sent the best knowledge that we now have on all points

which the statute touches on. To fail to j)rotect these

rapacious birds will h'e seriously to injure the farming

interests of this State, and the bill should be altered so

as to avoid this injury.

Whatever may be the merits of the libel suit which has

just been brought by an Albany gentleman against indi-

vidual members of the American Kennel Club, the case

will excite lively interest among all who are connected

with that institution. The complaint, we understand, is

based upon the repeated publication in the Kennel Ga-

zette, the club's official organ, of the name of the plaintiff

in the list of the disqualified. Whether or not the dam-

ages asked for will be awarded, it is quite clear that

members of the A. K. C. will not reiish being made
defendants in libel suits. The simplest way to guard

against such unpleasant consequences is manifestly to

discontinue the obnoxious posting of names of disquali-

fied members. It should be quite.practical to conduct

the affairs of a kennel club without taxing the ah-eady

overburdened calendars of the courts. We hear that

several other suits are to follow.

The rabbit war in New Zealand goes steadily on. Our

consul at Aukland reports that although there is scarcely

any perceptible diminution in the number of vermin, yet

the returns show the progress made in this respect, as

seen by the export of skins. During the past ten years

the total number of skins exported amounted to, in

round numbers, nearly 100,000,000, increasing from about

7,000,000 in 1880 to 11,343,778 in 1889. The value of last

year's sale of rabbit skins outside the colony amounted to

$480,195.

At the meeting of the New York Fish Commissioners

held Feb. 13, there were 366 applications for trout fry,

which called in the aggregate for 33,165,075 fish, and there

were voted to the applicants throughout the State 3,100,000

brook trout, 3,500,000 brown trout and 3,310,000 lake trout.

There were reported as on hand 33,000,000 fry, all trout of

different species except 7,000,000 frost fish. The distri-

bution of nearly 8,000,000 fry in the waters of this State

cannot but have an important effect on the fishing.

On first thought it might appear that the man who
wrote in our rifle columns the other day and signed him-

self as the "champion deaf-mute trick, snap-rifle and

wing-shot challenger of the world" was laying claim to

an empty honor. Mr. O'Connell assures us, however, that

among the 90,000 deaf mutes of the world are many
shooting experts, and he has repeatedly been called on to

defend his claims. But what an odd "championship" it

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Foeest a>d Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of that friend.
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IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
XI.—TO SHAW'S ON DOBSY.

IT isn't pleasant to give up what one has started to do;
but in the present case discretion was better than

courage. We backed out gracefuily.
"We came up the same shore which we had followed

in going down, and picked a few cranberries that, oddly
enough, were growing among the rocks on the beach: but
most of them were still in bloom or ;just withered. As we
approached the inlet we saw a canoe there, and going up
found two young Indians fishing for pickerel. At first

they were reticent, but they soon told us that they had
come from Grand Lake by way of Wabash into the east-
ern arm of Third Lake. The gun which we heard the
night before was theirs.

.Just below the quick water on the inlet Jot saw the
head of a fine buck which was standing in the bushes: but
we made no effort to kill him. True, it was not a very
good chance, but even if he had been standing broadside
to us in the open meadows it might have been just the
same, much as we wanted meat: for Father has been so
much with the Indians that he is learned in their philos-
ophy and never lugs an exti-a pound on a carry. Had he
met a nine-prong buck on the Machias end of the Gasso-
beeis Carry, it would have been quite characteristic for
him to request the buck to step across to the Gassobeeis
end, because he always preferred to shoot his deer at
Gassobeeis and save lugging them across the carry.
We thought it easier to carry past the little fall just

above, many hands making light work, than to make Jot
pole the load up over: for it is a "smart little pitch" and
there was much more wateron thanwhen we came down.
At the gravel above we also walked by, and on the carry
to Fourth Lake Dam we walked while Jot poled the canoe
up. Third Lake rose fully twelve inches between Tues-
day night and Friday morning, and Fourth Lake had
risen even more, though the gates were up at both dams.
While we were at Fourth Lake the water rose fully two
feet.

Such a beautiful, clear, hot day, such fresh air, such
delight in seeing the sun after so many days of gloom.
Even Fourth Lake looked almost pretty.
We left our canoe at the end of the carry to Lower

Dobsy and went across to Shaw's to dinner, but more es-
pecially to get some flour, salt, sugar, potatoes, butter,
condensed milk and matches, of all which we stood in
some need, though we had plenty spoiling at Gassobeeis.
The carry is a wide sled road, along the top of the horse-
back, a mile and a quarter from lake to lake. Shaw's
house lies about half a mile further up the lake on the
end of Norway Point. Here the family receive summer
visitors and care for them at the house or on camping
excursions to the different lakes about the region. The
house itself is a commodious, two-story building, remark-
ably well located in every respect. It is in a grove of
sapling red pine (which we call Norway pines), close to
the lake, a perfectly healthful spot, freefrom mosquitoes,
and though both cool and shady neither damp nor ex-
posed to cold winds. Mrs. Shaw is a lady of refinement
and tact, with the art of making temporary visitors Uke
ourselves feel at home. The board is excellent, for any
one who could cook as good a dinner as we obtained there
could not cook a poor one. I have never seen a place in
Maine to which it would be so easy and so pleasant to
transport a whole family, old and young, and yet have
all contented. Here old people could sit in quiet on the
piazza, or children be left to play among the pines or to
bathe at the beach in front of the house, while a part of
the family could go oft" with guides and tents to hunt
and fish. Twice a week the steamer comes up from
Princeton, so that mails are regular and the place is easy
of access.

We wanted to get some butter but Mrs. Shaw had none.
Now biitter is a luxury and according to our credo should
be dispensed with. But as we made no pretensions to
strict consistency in leading om- life of poverty and seK-
denial we have butter when we can get it. It was pro-
posed that we should cross the lake to Ball's and get
some. We borrowed a canoe and, forgetting that the
absence of any baggage should make a difference in the
way we loaded, got in after our usual order, Jot in the
stem, Father bowman, myself in the second band. This
brought her down by the head. The att'air was managed
with a real "Kennebec swing," as Penobscot people say
of anything that is particularly awkward. Then the
canoe herself was small, narrow and cranky, with a
twisted nose, which, combined with the wrong adjust-
ment of the weight, made her work directly up into' the
wind. There was no butter to be had at Ball's so tha t we
had four miles of paddlmg for nothing. However, we
saw the steamboat locks and ran across the narrow neck
of land which separates Dobsy from Pocumpcus for a
view of the latter lake.

Dobsy is not the proper name for this lake, but Sisla-

dobsis. 1 have used the common form of "Lower Dobsy"
that I might distinguish it from "Tipper Dobsy," of who'se
Indian name I am not sure. There seems to be an uncer-
tainty about these names which is hard for a stranger to
untangle. I have heard Sisladobsis, Sissisladobsis, Sissis-

ladobsissis, and Sississisladobsissis given as an example of
the perfection to which the Indians reduced their use of
diminutives, each added sis being one more diminutive.
But this looks to me more like an example of Yankee
ingenuity than anything else. There seems to be some-
thing theoretical about it. In actual practice when any-
thing is so much belittled as that last name, it would
become a mathematical point and cease to have anj^
visible existence: and so I have thought of some of these
lakes. But I do not claim to know anything about the
matter, for these are St. Croix waters.
Lower Dobsy is a beautiful lake. When we retui'ned

to Fourth Lake we could not help contrasting it very un-
favorably with the clean shores, the pellucid water, the
high hills and heavy growth about Dobsy. But we would
not have exchanged our canoe for theirs. Indeed they
make a much poorer canoe there than we do on the
Penobscot. We had with us our old favorite LadyEmma
—named for the mother—built for us by Gerrish, of Ban-
gor, after a model specially shaped to meet Father's ap-
proval. She is a canvas canoe 19ft. long, made to carry
three of us and all our load, yet light enough for one man
to lug on ?t carry, high and fuU at the bows so as to

mount a heavy sea, and yet narrow enough to be an easy
canoe to pole up rapids. She has been used for three
years now, all over the northern part of the State in the
roughest water that we have. No one has ever criticised
the model, some have copied it; but we who have been
with her through hard places and heavy seas best know
her virtues. She is as staunch as on the day she was
built, and will see more service yet. We paddled up the
lake in the path of the setting sun and that night camped
again on our island.

XII.—SATURDAY AND PICKEREL.

Friday night was as cTfear as a bell, stars out and
northern lights flashing, in the morning a bright sun-
rise, then mist, fog, rain. Surely all signs fail!

We were back again on our old camp gi'ound and at
our old work of eating pickerel. Jot repeated his re-
mark about being ashamed to look a pickerel in the
face, and forthwith caught enough to last over Sunday.
Fourth Lake is full of pickerel. How many might be

caught there in a day we do not know, for we never caught
more than enough to meet our actual needs. In the
present state of the game laws, when each one must be
a law unto himself, we make our limit , not one of times
and seasons, but of the amount of game which we take,
which never is more than enough to satisfy our appetite.
Of course this is kUling to eat, and according to sporting
papers, not sportsmanlike; it lays us open to the re-
proaches of the elect and classes us among those who
have no appreciation of the proper methods for satisfying
their thirst for blood. None the less we never kill when
there is no reason for it; and like many other Maine
people who have lost all respect for our game laws, we
kill whenever we need meat. There is a volume yet to
be written about Maine game matters, but it will be very
different reading from what has been written up to this
date, and it will explain things about which previously
we have held om- peace.
The Foiirth Lake pickerel were darker than our pick-

erel usually are, some of the smallest being very dusky
on the belly and almost black above. Their average
length was not less than 18in.: and some of the largest
measm-ad 22 and 23in. 1 was always called a "biological
fiend" and am still given to aruspicy, so the pickerel had
to furnish material for the note book! One female which
we caught had a well developed roe, although I had
always supposed they did not spawn before February;
and her head after it was cut off and thrown into the
water continued to breathe with regularity and several
times turned itself from one side to the other. Many un-
doubtedly have noticed the little sacs which cling to the
gills of pickerel and also the great size and leaden blue
color of the gall-bladder, as also how the long leaves of
hard white fat cling to their intestines as to an animal's.
I know no other fish in which the fat takes this form and
looks so much like lard; a very good oil can be expressed
from it.

It seems to be the fashion to slur the pickerel. But do
not some throw more than their quota of stones? That
he is an interloper in trout waters is true, but he is not
morally responsible for his present surroundings. The
same well meaning unwisdom which supplied iis the Eng-
lish sparrow and the black bass gave us the altogether
more welcome pickerel. He is well hked in this State.
There is no other fish or game which the law allows us to
take any time of the year, and the back settlers and far-
mers count on him as a staple article of diet, while to
many who live in cities winter fishing for pickerel afliords

more sport—if sport is the criterion by which everything
must be judged—than all the other fishing they get
throughout the year. He swarms when once introd'uced,
he does not sulk like the trout, he can be taken at any
time, and, practically, in any manner. Then, too. the
pickerel is no mean food fish when properly cooked; but
he will not bear being soaked in fat and taken out half
raw, nor is he at his best in a chowder. Slit the fish down
his back, cut out the backbone, salt well or corn over
night, then broil before an open fire and butter heavily.
So cooked they are the rival of the trout. For a single
meal the trout, but for a steady diet broiled pickerel.

It has been a matter of ceremony to praise and flat-

ter the trout; there are those who cannot speak of
them mthout dragging in the well worn adulation of
"speckled beauties." Indeed, they are a glorious fish;

but the pickerel has merits too, like Dr. Johnson, despite
his looks. The trout is more fickle and dainty, the pick-
erel never lacks an appetite; the trout is shy, the pick-
erel bold to the point of rashness; the trout is playful, the
pickerel is an old war dog. He is full of energy, dash,
decision. When the buel is rippling quietly through
the water as If it were the only living thing astir, the fe-
rocity with which some large pickerel charges after it and
leaps upon it with a great whirl and a flash of black and
yellow, never fails to startle. Then how he cuts and
shears and hangs back, making the reel ring as he rushes
for the nearest stick or lily pads, where he hopes to tear
out the hook. A trout does not know half as well
what to to at first, but the pickerel never loses his head. A
bold freebooter, a good fighter, a ' 'leglar ole pilate"' as
Sebattis used to call him, he has quahties which we Maine
folk understand better than the trout's coyness. He com-
mands our respect for his hardihood, independence, and
unconquerable temper. There is a shark m him—see the
teeth: and a leopard in him—see the spots; and a lion for
courage, and a unicorn for strength. One has but to look
into the eye of the pickerel—what an eye! what colors!
what craft, what resolve, hate, rebellion, tenacity of pur-
pose gleam from the jeweled orb as he is drawn up, cap-
tured but not conquered! Nothing but the toad has such
an eye. And for intelligence—he has an unfortunate
countenance, to be sure, which does not give him an in-

tellectual appearance, but his cranium lacks none of the
necessary bones, and he inows just as well as any other
fish what he wants.

XUT.—SUNDAY AND SPIDERS.

Of course Sunday was fair, and for that we were glad,
since our Sundays in camp are occupied with the great
enjoyment of w^hatever is nearest us. This day the sky
was beautifully blue, and the lake, scarcely rippled by
the light north wind, was blue also. I took my shawl and
my Emerson out upon the knoll back of the tent and lay
down there in the hot afternoon sun among the brakes,
not to read, but to listen to the hum wMch underlies all

silence and to enjoy to the full the sense of well-being
which such a day imparts. One might fall asleep on that
hfllockon such a day; perhaps one did. At fixst there

was a procession of ants across one corner of the shawl,
all stepping with sober haste, butunloaded and apparently
going nowhere at all, unless to see the sluggard who had
been directed to go to ihem. Then a dragon fly with a
red body lighted on a brake near by and solemnly rubbed
his nose \vith his paw. I never yet saw a dragon fly do
anything worth mentioning, except to whizz about like a
portable windmill or to sit on a stick and duck his head
and rub it just like a fat bald-headed man. Then there
were strange voices on the beach—somebody must have
been asleep to let Father and .Jot pass so near unchallenged
—and the visitors had to be reconnoitred through the
pine-brush.

The tent was hot that afternoon, although I went there
and turned the leaves of the Emerson, trying to read. It
has been done so many times before that sunshiny Sun-
day afternoons in the woods are always associated with
Emerson. I do not care for him on a rainy day, when
looking up to see if Nature herself does not smile approv-
ingly on his optimism, there is nothing to be seen but a
Scotch mist that dampened all one's ardor. "Heroism"
and "self-reliance" need a back ground of blue sky in
order to be perfectly picturesque, and the "compensa-
tions" of such weather as we had been enjoying for a
fortnight are apt to look more like the retributions for
folly than the rewards of wisdom. Not that Emerson is

a mere fair-weather prophet; but, like all true poets, he
has more of June in him than of November,
The tent was hot, as I have said, and full of flies; and

a myriad of spiders, infinitesimally smfall, dangled from
fine threads all over the roof. Big dragon flies three
inches long, yellow or green, and black, bumped against
the tent with a crackle of stifi: wings and sat there as
shadows. A red-bellied nuthatch lighted on the tent pole
and looked in, then flew away. Emerson ceased to en-
tertain. Then like Abraham of old we sat in the tent
door in the heat of the day and looked abroad. The big
dragon flies and their smaller cousins in red and brown
were darting through and about the branches of a dead
pine which stood in the door yard about" five rods ofi:.

We were watching their quick, whizzing, undeviating
flight, in zigzag lines turned with sharp angles as they
spun back and forth—ai-e they not the pickerel of the air,

motionless when they are still, swift as light when they
move, arrow-like in the straightness of their flight, keen-
sighted , voracious?—when we saw a spider come sailing
over the treetops. It was about 3 in the afternoon and
the sun was at our left shoulder as we sat in the doorway;
the spider came with the light breeze, which must have
been drawing across the lake from the north, with a
whole reef of web above her, which shone in the sun like
a silver mainsail. As she came near a green pine tree she
drew in her sail, clambering a.bout on the roj^e ladders
like any sailor, and descended to the pine of which she
laid hold. When, after some hard work, everything had
been made taut and belayed, she cast off again, this time
sailing to the dead pine which stood in the cl 'aring, a few
rods from the green tree. The web did not catch; but she
gathered it in and held it in her arms until she settled
where she wished to be. She made her way from branch
to branch apparently carrying the collapsed web with her,
very busy and agile, until she was on the side of the tree
furthest from the wind, when once more she made ready
her airy craft, spread her sails again and launched forth,
sailing toward the sun beyond the reach of my vision and
as far as Jot, who is an old bee hunter, could follow her
course. "What conscious pride such a creature, even
though small, must feel in its ability to make, man and
navigate its own craft on these long voyages across un-
known seas.

1 thought I had seen something when I saw this. I

thought possibly it was something new and worth telling.

But it was as much a pleasure as a surprise to learn by
chance that the same had been observed and written
down nearly two hundred years before by a lad of eleven.
In the Andover Mevieic for January, 1S90, you will find

an article on the "Flying Spider," written by Jonathan
Edwai'ds, the great metaphysician and divine, when he
was not more than twelve years old. If he stole my ob-
servations by being born a hundred or two years before I

was, I will retaliate by quoting some of his. He has seen '

ten times as much as I and has told it a great deal better:
but he cannot capitalize and I will expose him:

"i know I have severall times seen a very Calm and
serene Day at that time of year, standing behind some

I Opake body that shall Just hide the Disk of the sun and
I keep of his Dazling rays from my eye and looking close

, by the side of it, multitudes of little shining webbs and
IGHstening Strings of a Great Length and at such a height
as that one would think they were tack'd to the Sky by
one end were it not that they were moving and floating,

(
and there Very Often appears at the end of these Webs a

I

Spider floating and sailing in the air with them, which I

have Plainly Discerned in those webs that were nearer to
my eye and Once saw a very large spider to my surprise
swimming in the air in tliis manner" This is only the
beginning of young Jonathan's sentence; it is less than a
quarter by actual measure. I pause to remark that otxrs

was a very large spider, too. "They when they would
Go from tree to tree or would sail in the air let them-
selves hang Doun a little way by their webb ahd then
put out a web at their tails which being so exceeding
rare when it flrst comes from the spider as to be lighter

than the air so as of itself it will ascend into it (which I

know by experience) the moving air takes it by the end
and by the spiders Permission Pulls it out of his tail to

any length * * * but if nothing is in the way of these
webs to hinder their flying otit at a sufficient Distance
and they Dont catch by anything, there will be so much
of it Drawn out into the air as by its ascending force
there will be enough to Carry the spider with it," and so
on for nearly a page more, telling us the philosophy of
what he calls the "Greater Levity" of the web and the
"Greater Gravity" of the spider.

"there remains only two Difficulties," he goes on,
' 'the One is how thej-- first begin to spin out this so fine

and even a thread of their bodies"—which he shows by
experiments and drawings, " the Other Difficulty is how
when they Are Once Carried Up into the air how they
Get Down again or whether they are necessitated to Con-
tinue till they are beat Down by some shower of Rain with-
out any sustenance vvhich is not probable nor Agreeable
to Natural Providence, I answer there is a way Whereby
they May Come Down again when they Please by only
Gathering in their Webs into them again by Which way
they may Come down Gradually and Gently, but whethei*

that be their Way or no: I Can'tsay but without scruple
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that or a hfitter for we Alwaies find things Done by
natui-e as well or better than we can imagine beforehand."
And 80 he goes on discoursing on optics, astronomy and

natural history, aged eleven they say, but the best mind
in America even at that age. And he has this corallary

which has in it all the charm and restfulness of that
lovely Sunday afternoon on Fourth Lake; "We hence
see the exuberant Goodness of the Creator Who hath not
only Provided for all the Necessities but also for the
Pleasure and Recreation of all sorts of Creatures And
even the insects and those that are most Despicable."

Fannie Pearson Hardy.

WINTER IN THE NATIONAL PARK.

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, Jan. ^.—Edi-
tor Forest and Stream: Tliis is the mostremarkable

winter that has ever been experienced here within the

memory either of vfliite men or Indians. There was not
enough snow in the middle of January to impede wagon
traffic over tlie roads throughout the Park. Even the

trails were not blockaded, except on a few very high,

exposed ridp;es, wliere wliat little snow has fallen has
been drifted by Avesterly winds. These drifts can be
broken down and one can ride over any section of the
Reserve. I have traveled over most of the northern part
of the Park, and am within the limit when I say there is

not an average of six inches of snow. The light snow-
fall, the bright suni^y days, often quite wai-m enough to

keep the southern exposures entirely free from snow, the
dry winds evaporating the moisture as fast as the snow
melts, leave the ground very dry, often quite dusty, I

have seen quite a cloud of dust made by bands of elk and
antelope wlien running. Then, too, they mix the dry
snow and soil where the sun has not reached the snow in

sheltered places, showing the ground to be unusually dry
even under snow. This dry condition of the mountains
and absence of snow would indicate a very low stage of

water next summer, a very much diminished supply in

all the streams draining the Park and used in the valleys

below for irrigation. The streams now are irausualiy

low. The next two months, we hope, will see a change,
and sufficient snow piled up to fill all the great reservoirs,

streams and springs. Otherwise there is danger that the
forest (what little there is left) wiU be destroyed by the
fires sura to come with a dry season. We don't even have
any severe cold weather; up to the 8th of January 10" be-

low zero is the coldest reported in the Park.
Withal, every one enjoys the delightful weather, the

game remains on then- summer range since there is noth-
ing in the way of snow to drive them to a lower country.
None of the animals have moved to any extent, except
the blacktail deer, which have left the Park in great
numbers. Scarcely any game has shown itself on Mt.
Evarts, where usually it became very numerous before
Jan. 1, driven there by deep snow at higher altitudes.

Recently I saw over three hundred antelope on Speci-

men Ridge at an altitude of 8,0l)0ft. Several large bands
of these beautiful animals can be seen in the Blacktail
country. So many antelope when seen by hunters re-

mind them, they say, of old times, the good old times
when game was' abundant everywhere. It is useless to

attempt to convey to the Eastex'n mind any idea of the
number of elk in the Park. One can simply say there
are thousands of them. The country at times looks like

an over-stocked cattle range dnring a round-up. Elk
everywhere in large and small ba,nds. I recently had the
pleasure of watching a band of over 400 for an hour.
They were in an open park on Specimen Ridge, and I

was about 300yds. distant from the center of the band.
Myself, horse and dog were in plain sight on a ridge.

Other elk were scattered about on ridges and in the edge
of timber. It is possible they mistook us for elk, for they
paid no attention to me whatever. I saw fights between
bulls, one which lasted as long as I remained in sight

was between two of about equal size, but one had only
one horn, the other beam seemed to have been broken ofi:

close to his head. I could hear their clashing horns as

they made a dive at each other, and could see with my
glasses that my one-horned friend was holding his own
very well, sometimes pushing the other bull back bodily,

when again it would be his turn to get the worst of it.

He would be braced but would be moved back, all four
feet sliding on the ground. It was a very interesting

sight, but I could not stay to see the end. Mr. Onehorn
was standing off the other bull when I left, I heard
several whistle, but not so clear as early in the season. I

was surprised to hear them at all so late, Nov. 80.

There is a very perceptible increase in the number of

black-tail deer, but I cannot say the same for the mountain
sheep, this may be accounted for by the fact that the
latter have not left their summer range in any number,
only a few have appeared on Mt. Evarts. Since the out-
break of the Sioux Indians in the Dakotas, Capitain Bou-
telle, with most of his command (Troop "K," 1st Cavalry),
has left the Park for Ft. Keogh and the field. Lieut.
Frank A. Edwards is in command at Camp Sheridan with
only ten men. The Park is left without a superintendent
or acting civil officer, unless Lieut. Edwards is or some
other commissioned officer has been so appointed when
this reaches you.
The past season was an active one, by the Pish Commis-

sioner stocking the barren waters in the Park, About
100,000 fingerling trout were brought from Michig:an in

cars to Cinnabar, from there hauled over 60 miles on
wagon roads, then packed 20 miles on horses to Shoshone
Lake and Lewis River, There is not the least doubt about
the stocking of the Park waters with trout being a success.

The trout planted the year before have grown and ai-e

doing very well. Some of the brook trout planted in Glen
Creek were six inches long last spring when first seen.

They had grown from fingerlings or two-inch fish to that
size in less than a year. Professors Jordan, Gilbert,

Forbes and Linton found abundance of the best kinds of

fish food in all the streams and lakes they examined while
investigating the waters of the Park for the U. S. Fish
Commission. If the good work is continued for t\>'0

years more this reservation will be one of the greatest
resorts for fly-fishing in the world. There will be more
kinds of trout and similar game fish here and a greater
extent of country over which one can find them in the
streams and lakes than the area of many of the smaller
States of the»Union.
Very few violations of the Park rules were committed

last year. Late in the fall one camp was found very
near the northern boundary line on the Gallatin. The
parties were brought into Camp Sheridan, but were soon

released and their property turned over to them, as there
was a doubt about their being much within the reserva-
tion boundary. Were the lines sm-veyed and properly
marked by stakes and monuments at frequent inteiwals
there would be no question about the line. People would
at once know when they crossed the Une, and would
know, too, what to expect if they broke the Rules and
Regulations.
The Yellowstone Park Association has a large hotel at

the Fountain Geyser well along toward completion. It
will be ready for guests by the first of June. This is the
thii-d large hotel that has been budt during the past two
years, and is a great improvement over the rough affair
at the Lower Basin, which was almost three miles from
the objects of interest.

No buft'alo have been seen on Specimen Ridge so far
this winter. A smaU band is in Hayden Valley and can
be seen at any time by parties passing through. The
reported band of 70 in the Red Desert, Wyoming, which
were said to have left the Park, is all a mistake. So
many j^arties were along the line south of the Park over
which these buffalo would pass that they would have
been geen by some one or their tracks noticed. The
buft'alo in the Red Desert are probably a band that have
been there for year.'^. They have been seen before, but
only by parties who did not care to "give it away" to any
and every one who came along, for had it become gener-
ally known they would soon have been killed by specimen
and trophy hunters, or the Indians would soon have
finished the band, for they enjoy the i)rivilege of killing
game at any and all times, no game law affecting them.
There is little danger of the buffalo in the Park straying
out, except on the west into Idaho, where, if molested,
they would soon return to the reservation.
In October Captain Bou telle had five small log cabins

built at different points for the use of snowshoe scouting
parties. They are so situated that the scouts can make
their trip over a very extensive range with the certainty
of shelter every night. The cabins are well built, pro-
vided with a door, window, good fire place, a bunk and
locked strong box, to contain a supply of provisions and
blankets. These cabins are not in sight of the roads or
trails, but ai"e cached as they are for the benefit of no one
but the scouts. H.

ANTOINE BISSETTE'S LETTERS.-Vl.
Msieu Fores' Strvm:
Wal, seh, dat hor fashin .Janawary t'aw was comesem

lak we ant mos' spec he will, in de mont' he b'long for.

He'll was mek me sometroub' an' he '11 mek me some funs
an' Ah '11 tol' you bose of it, haow he was.
Ah '11 was be chaup bah de cord for Joel Bahlett hees

son-ny-law. Ev'ry smce de wintry beegin he was beegin
for hearnes' an' ev'ry tam dar was come snow 'nough, dar
was come some more, an' bombye he was be very high,
an' Ah '11 gat for pile mail hwood taup of it,

Ah '11 pile it kan' o'hopin cause it was season better so,

an' it ant meashy any wus for me, prob'Iy.

Wal, seh, w'en de snow was gat four prob'Iy free foot
high an' Ah was pile mah las' cord, de sous' wind beegin
for blow kan' o' genkly, den more harder an' harder an'
more warmer an' de snow flea beegin haup a.11 over de
snow till he '11 mek it gray lak it was been pepper.
Den de snow beegin settlin', settlin' more under one side

of mah hwood pile as fodder, till mos' all my cord was
tomble an' scratter togedder, an' spile all mah nice pilm'.
Den it beegin for rain lak hoi' funder an' Joel Bahlett

sonny- law git scare for fraid de sleddin' all be gone off

an' so he "11 hoorah for draw off hees hwood home.
An' he '11 ant cook mah meashy but meashy it w"en he 'U

gat it draw an' he '11 ant pile it so caflly Ah was did, so
you see he 'U cheat me for mos' four cord, Ah do' know
but free, prob'Iy. Dat was pooty discourage for poor,
hones' hard-workin' mans. Ah tol' you.
But he '11 mek mistake of ten cent he '11 pay me too

much as he mean to, an' dat mek me feel leetly better,

Dat was de way, de faw bus' me, some.
Naow Ah tol' you haow it was do me some fun. Ah '11

was mek grea' deal of cackelate on hunt some coon w'en
he come aout for sociable wid hees folkses, he '11 ant see
for more as mos' two monf but w'en defaw was be faw-
in', some bees'ness pree-vent me to go.

Ah '11 had to keel bif critter for Tom Hamlin' an' 'fore

Ah '11 gat it hang, de win' come on de norf side an' froze
some crus' on de snow.
But Ah '11 took mail haxe an' go hairly of de mornin',
Fust Ah '11 fin' track of four coon goi'n' togedder, den

t'ree in one road, den bombye five jus' de sem, an' aU
pahnfe toward one way.
Ah '11 hope very hard it ant be hole in de rock where he

all goin' an' Ah '11 foller, foller long way till Ah was be
tire. Den Ah '11 stop for have it some smoke, an' w'en
Ah '11 was got Mt of mah pipe Ah '11 kan o' stan' leetly

while for look what Ah '11 see.

It was clear mornin' an' so steel you can hear squirly
run on de cms' more as forty rod.

Off piece Ah '11 took noticed of big hoi' holler tree wid
de limb all broke off, an' Ah '11 see what Ah '11 think fus'

was smoke comin' aout de taup of it. It ant come steady,
honly poof! poof! lakstim woggin on rail-roll, baout once
so often as you breeze you bref

.

Ah '11 was very astonishin', but Ah '11 ant fraid, cause
Ah '11 ant never do dat, an' Ah '11 go close of it an' den
Ah '11 see all de coon track come raght dar. Bah gosh!
Ah '11 said, all de coon in Danvit was be in dis tree if he
ant gone off on de ems', an' Ah '11 guess he ant, for dat
stim was hees bref. It clamb de sky all de tam, poof

!

poof! Wal seh ! Ah 'Jl trow mah coat, Ab '11 spit on mah
ban' of it an' Ah beegin for chaup.
Mah haxe go pluck! pluck! an' ev'ry tam Ah '11 stroke

Ah '11 said hah! an' de cheep flew so y^ou tink it was rain
hwood. Dat hoi' tree can' stood it great whade an' bom-
bye go c-r-r-r-ack! c-r-r-whoosh! on de crus' an' split Avide

all hopen, an' dar was a squirm of hair an' claw more as

ten foot long.
Feefty coon! Ah '11 said, an' Ah 'II jomp on it an' knock

it raght 'tween de head wid mah haxe, all but one dat

run way an' Ah can' see hees track on de crus'. W'en
Ah '11 get it aU keel Ah '11 count it, an' bah gosh! Ah '11

was dis'pant. Ah '11 spec dar was feefty, but he ant honly
firty-seven, cep' de one run way.
Wal, A.h '11 got for mek de bes' of it, an' Ah '11 ant cry

'f Ah '11 ant gat great many coon dis tam.
Fust Ah '11 tie it all in row an' haul it head fust, tdl

Ah '11 gat fraid it wear oft' all de hair. Den Ah 'II go
home an' got sled an' load mah coon on it an' draw it so.

Wen Ah 'II oomin' where de folkes see me, fust dey

tink Ah '11 gat beeg sled load of hay for mah boss. Den
w'en Ah 'U gat more close of it dey tink Ah '11 was peddle
fur overcoat, an' den w'en dey see what Ah '11 gat, dey
ant tink what for tink.

W'en Ah '11 skin it an' nail de skin on mah barn for
dry, stranger folkses say w'en dey drove on dat road,
"Dat mans was pooty good off for be able of board hees
barn of coon skin!"
De meats mek it long row w'en it was hangup for froze,

an' it mek you stommack be hiury for have it cook w'en
you look of it.

What you tink Ah '11 was pooty good feller for hunt
coon, hei'n?

Ah b'lieve de reason Ali '11 get so few of it was cause
dey mos' all gone off on de cms' fore Ah '11 found dat
tree. Antoine Bissette.
Scri^^pos.—Wsien Mumsin said he '11 b'lieve Ah '11

ought for mek it game supper of dat coona an' invite all

de huntin' feller in Danvit an' have it hoi' big tam.
Ah '11 goin' speak of Ursule baout dat, an' if he say he

ant care. All guess we goin' have it.

Ah guess yass, if he ant willin' prob'Iy,—A. B,

NOTES ON THE BEAR.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your issue of Feb. 5 a letter from "M. D." in
regard to the breeding of bears. Your answer is not alto-

gether correct as regards our cotmtry. Here beai's mate
during the month of August. During running season
the female will go to a tree and stand with her back to
it, reach above her head with her paws and bite the tree.

A male will come along and will go through the same
performance. About the first of February the females
go up to have their young and do not come out again
until their young are large enough to follow them, which
is about May 15, The cubs follow the mother until the
next running season, which is the next following August,
one year later; they only have young every two years.
The females that have mated in August are very fat in
the fall and are what we hunters call "barren shes," I
have had pet bears for yeai-s, and have seen those owned
by others, but have never known them to breed. I think
as a general thing they Imve two cubs. During my hunt-
ing experience I have never seen more than two follow-
ing a female. It is my opinion that the male will kfil the
cubs. This has always been the opinion of all old bear
hunters.

I have caught cubs in September that were not lai'ger

than a house cat, and have killed them as late as
December, M^eighing only about 50 or OOlbs, In all my
hunting I have never killed what we call a "barren she"
during the month of February. I think when they go
up to have their young they never come out until the
cubs are large enough to follow. It is an old tale with
bear hunters that during running season, when a little

bear comes along first after a female he will roll a chunk
up to the tree and get up on it, so that he can bite high
up. The next one that comes along if he cannot reach
the bite he will turn back, as he thinks the bear in front
is the biggest and won't do to monkey with. I have seen
them biting the tree and every fellow certainly tries to
reach his best. Hunter.
Point Pleasant, La^

Editor Forest and Stream:
I note the question and remarks on the "Breeding of

Bears," in the edition of Feb, .5, and contribute my mite,
gained by study of the species during an experience as a
trapper of more than forty years in New England and
Canada, It is my opinion that bears mate mostly be-
tween June 1 and 15 and have their young the fore part
of February, a period of eight months in gestation. The
number at a birth rarely exceeds two, but I once found
four in a den and but one old one. This was in March,
when it was good tracking, and as no tracks led away
from the den it is certain that the cubs were one litter. I

was very thorough in my search for another old one, .as I

had doubted bears having more than three at a birth. No
doubt the male will kill the cubs. Many of the carnivora
have this proj)ensity, hence the females hide away by
themselves to have their young- Bears are the worst can-
nibals I know of. I have had bears killed in traps by
others several times, and forthwith they tear out and
devour the entrails as they do with a sheep. Some months
ago I noted the inquiry of a correspondent for best bait

for bears. When 1 commence the season I endeavor to

procure the entrails of sheep or swine, as the best for a
starter; then when I have taken a bear (and now I am
giving away my very choicest secret) I cut off what I

need for bait and burn the rest of the carcass. Bears will

be lured by this when nothing else will bring them and
it never fails. I got on to this as follows: I observed that
the carcasses I skinned out were carried off. Following
up I found it the work of bears and that all but large
bones were eaten before quitting; this, together with
their killing and devouring m a trap, was a pointer I did
not fail to profit by. According to my observation bears
breed only in alternate years, but as your correspondent's
bear did not raise her young she may be in season the en-
suing summer. Hunter,
Maine, Feb. 8.

A Death From Snake Bite.—St, Augustine, Fla,,

Feb. 7,

—

Editor Forest and Stream: A deep gloom has
fallen on this gay throng through the death of a popular
young EngliBhma,n, from the fatal poison of the rattle-

snake, the bane of all sportsmen. The gentleman, Mr.
Bosanquet, went out with his friend into one of the ham-
mocks after birds, and came n])on the reptile, received its

fatal bite in the calf of the leg; and knowing the desperate
nature of the injury, proceeded at once to save himself by
cutting out the part. The noble man and friend who ac-
companied him sucked the wound—a heroic thing to do,

for a simple abrasion or crack in the lip might have been
fatal. It is a sad fact that no antidote has yet been dis-

covered for this fatal poison . for which the Indians of the
West care nothing. Several of these have told me "Indian
no mind snake bite, medicine man cure it." If this is so,

why cannot the secret be secured from them?—H.
Cruthers, M.D. [The jaborandi remedy, so successfully
employed by Dr. Yarrow in his experiments with this

poison carried on some years ago in Washington, ought to

have been tried in this case.]
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THE OPOSSUM.
SO far this winter the pages of our most valuable paper,

the Forest axd Stream, have been crowded with
many interesting accounts of cood, fox and other hunts,
while but little has been said about our old friend the
possum. Is it that the sport of possum hunting has
ceased to be popular? Is it that the game is scarce? Or
is it that our writers, in giving their brilliant accounts of
other grand hunts, have forgotten tlie possum entirely?
True, Northern hunters know little or nothing aboiit the
habits of this animal; but to those who hunt in the South,
and especially to coon hunters and raisers of poultry, it is

not only common, but also often proves itself quite a
nuisance.
Many a night have I trudged along after the hounds or

sat upon a fallen tree trunk, listening to the glorious
music of the pack; when suddenly they would ti'ee.

Jumping to my feet I would be off as fast as the imder-
brush and darkness would permit. Pressing on in the
direction from which the voices of the hounds came, I
would pictui-e to myself a coon of the largest size perched
in the fork of a huge black oak. On coming up, however,
no such sight met my gaze; in fact, one quite different.
There was the well-matched pack of hounds circling round
a sapling not bigger than my arm and making the whole
timber reecho with that deep melodious music which can
be produced only by a pack of foxhounds.
Why! what is the cause of all this commotion? O! now

I see. Wound around tlie toiimost branch of the tree is

what looks like a ball of dii'ty cotton about the size of a
man's head. Throwing down my axe and hanging my
lantern on a broken limb, I proceed to climb the tree,
which sways under my weight as though it would break.
The ball of cotton does not move, neither does it offer any
resistance when I put my hand! on it. At length I find
what is called the handle, a long, snake-like tail about as
large as one's finger and perhaps eight or twelve inches
long. This I pull and with difficulty I unwind and detach
from the limb a possum. It dangles by its tail for a
moment and shows its teeth. This tells me that it is not

TOUNG OF THE OPOSSUiU ABOUT ONE WEEK OLD (LIFE SIZE).

an old one and I proceed to make it "suU" (play possum),
by tapping it on the nose with a stick. At the second or
third blow, all signs of life disappear and as far as looks
are concerned it is dead and is easily carried to the ground.
Never, my fellow hunters, allow yourself to be deceived
by this little ruse, and put your hand too close to the jaws
which contain such sharp teeth. For if you do I think
without a doubt you will be forcibly reminded that your
game is not half so dead as it looks. The ruse of playing
possum, however, is so adroitly feigned that after a shake
or two, such as a tex-rier gives a rat, your hounds will

leave the possum for dead.
An old and experienced possum will "suH" almost as

soon as it is touched , while a young one sometimes has to

be subjected to a Uttle rough treatment. I remember one
possum that I could make it "sull" only by dashing him
in a dog's face and jerking him back by the tail.

I never knew of more than one case where a possum
would show fight to a dog. This was in the spring of '90.

I had started out in quest of young squirrels, followed as
usual by my favorite hound, Old Ben, whose ragged ears
told of more than one encounter, I was making through
"Wolf Holler" (this was in j\Iissouri) gazmg up in the
treetops, when my attention was attracted to Old Ben,
who was digging like fury under an old rotten log. I

ran to the spot just in time to see Old Ben jerk his head
out of the hole, while holding to his lip was a possum of
extraordinary size. The hound made a grab at her and
I could hear the bones crack. The possum thinking, no
doubt, "discretion the better part of valor," dropped as
though dead, and Old Ben after administering a shake or
two left her.

I dispatched her, and on examination found her to be
a female of extreme age. The fjouch contained thirteen
little pink creatures not much lai-ger than an ordinary
bean, with not a vestige of hair on their bodies. It

would have been hard to find the place where the eyes
should be, for aot a sign of these organs could be seen.
Each little creatm-e was holding by its mouth to a teat,

and they held so firmly that it was with quite an effort

that I detached them. When this was done they
squirmed about with a great deal of animation. It is

said that the young of the opossum at one week old do
not exceed four or five grains in weight. Although I

had no opportunity of weighing these I am sure they
could have weighed little more tlian five grains.
When I related the kiUing of the possum with thirteen

young, I was blessed by the farmers and poultry raisers

of that section and it was put in a local paper on account
of the large number of the young, but the old saying,
"The fu-st man to tell a story stands no chance." proved
itself true, for in the very next issue of this paper another
nimrod stated that he had killed an opossum with four-
teen young, I never heard of a litter of more than nine
before this, and I am led to think that that number is

seldom exceeded.
It is needless to remark on the tenacity of life of the

opossum, but I think that no animal of its size is harder
to kill, not excepting the tui'tle or the cat. Lotoe,
[As the opossum has only thirteen teats and as the

young are born in an extremely helisless condition and
are at once transferred to the pouch by the mother and
attached to the teat to which they remain fixed for a con-
siderable period, it is difficult to see how fourteen youn^
could be raised. Can "Lotor" give us the etymology o:

the word "sull" ? It is new to us. Has ifc any relation to
the word sulk or sullen? Light is needed,]

White Deer.—Appleton, Wis., Feb. Q.—Editor Forest
and Stream: In a recent issue Mi-. E, Hough, your
Chicago correspondent, inquires ae to any one's personal

knowledge of the killing of a white deer. In early
November, 1888, while the writer and two friends from
here were hunting in the vicinity of Iron River, Mich,,
on the Upper Peninsula, one of the party shot and secured
a white deer and wounded a doe, which was in company
of the white one, but failed to secure it, as it was then so
dark as to make following tlie track on bare ground im-
possible. During the night it puowed, so the wounded
one was lost. The white one was a delicate creamy
white with pink eyes and the hair seemed to the touch
finer than ordinary deer hair. It was in rather poor
fiesh and would weigh about 651bs. (estimated), it was
killed with a .44-405 grain lead bullet—no silver in the
transaction at all—and the killer is still on earth and
fairly active for an oldish man with the usual ups and
downs of the average man in business. The white deer
attracted a great deal of notice all along the Menominee
Range, and was seen by hundreds of people at railroad
stations, as it was brought down here. It was handed
to a butcher to skin with the intention of having it

mounted, but owing to warm, muggy weather and
neglect in attending to it in time was spoiled, the hair
all falling out around the head. The writer saw a fine
specimen in Buffalo, N.Y., said to have been killed in Pike
county, Pa.: that one was a large buck: the one killed in
Michigan was a doe.—C. V, Y. [The white deer
mentioned was evidently an albino,]

Winter Robins in New EnglajMB.—Bath, Me., Feb, 5.

—Editor Forest and Stream: A few years ago it was
stated in your columns by a noted naturalist that robins
often passed the winter in the deep forests of New Eng-
land, I was much astonished by the statement, and
resolved to observe closely, hoping to verify the state-
ment. This winter my efforts have met with success.
On three different occasions I have seen robins in the
same vicinity, once in December and twice in .January,
They were on the east side of the Kennebec River, about
six miles from the ocean. When first seen there were
about twenty in the flock, the second tune eight, and the
last time but one was seen. The single bird flew on the
marsh near me and was feeding on somethmg it picked
from the ground. This seems to account for their fre-
quenting that locality. As this has been a severe winter
in Maine I am now convinced that the statement made by
the naturalist is correct. Arctic or white owls have been
unusually abundant on the coast of Maine this winter.
Several have been seen near Bath, one within the city
Umits. A number have been taken at the mouth of the
Kennebec and on the Seguin. A number of fine speci-
mens have been secured about Boothbay.—C. H, G,

LiNN^AN Society of New York.—A regular meeting
of the Society will be held at the rooms of the American
Geographical Society, No. 11 West Twenty-ninth street,

Friday evening, Feb. 20, at 8 o'clock. The following pa-
pers will be presented: "Remarks on the Song Seasons of
some South Carolina Birds," by Leverett M. Loomis;
"The Labrador Duck," a revised list of the extant speci-
mens in North America, with some historical notes, by
William Dutcher.

—

Jonathan Dwight, Jr., Sec'y.

That Winter Rail.—Binghamton, N. Y., Feb. 11.—
Editor Forest and Stream: The "king rail" that I men-
tioned was the Ballus elegans. I saw it in the hands of a
taxidermist of this city, where it was left to be mounted.
It was shot near the village of Greene, Chenango county,
N. Y.—W, A, H,

"That reminds me."

TT was a sober farmer man wJio, one fine morning, went
To roam the fields and forests on huating deerls intent,

No special kind of bird or beast had he designs to slay;

But wandered on intending, in an impartial way.
To sow destruction broadcast and harvest all it yields.

Nor was he posted on the laws, though posted were the fields!

What time—according to the hard—"The lowing herd" should
"wind,"

His hopes had rtm down in Ws breast and eke Ws shoes behind.

He'd torn his coat and bruised his knee; he was inclined to curse

In a manner quite too rugged for my smoothly-flowing verse.

Upon the scene that follows I fain would draw the veil;

For, nestling in the hedges, he spies a splendid bunch of quail.

'•Aba!" says he, "now I'll shoot high and catch: 'em through the

head,

And then advance the outposts and gathernp the dead."

Soon said, soon done. Loud roars the gnn. Butwhen with ghoul-

ish glee

He rushes forward for the flock, lie finds a scanty three;

And scarce are these poor victims within his pocket stowed
When another farmer, irate, comes running down the road.

"Hey! What you doin' here, I say'? You ain't no right at all

To be a-shootin' of them quail lih way 'long in the fall."

"Me? Shootin' quail? 1 hain't shot none." Thus spoke our
farmer man;

Or rather, to be accurate, 'twas thus that he began
To speak; when, lo! A wondrous sign! An omen! As of old

They came to check the tongues ofmen when they had grown too

bold.

There came a flutter at his side and from his bulging coat

A quail flew olE and left the lie still fluttering in his throat,

"See now, you have. It's 'gainst the law. You'll pay well for that
game,"

Again denial; and again, as formerly, there came
A flutter—from the other side—and toward the setting sun
Quail number two went speeding to catch quail number one!

Dumb with amaze out farmer men watch the receding bird;

When, from another pocket, whirr! whir-r-r! off went the third!

Now whether they were only stunned and so soon flew away;
Or, "entered into" by the lies so glibly told by A.,

Went whizzing down the western slope into the sunset sea.

Are things too metaphysical and mystical for me.
I simply tell the tale as I was told it long ago

By a man who was "reminded," and hence it must be so!

KOBAX.

A Book About Indians.—The Fokest and Stbeam will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr, Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and apacdmen lllsstcatioiui from the volume.—

0mm ^ug md 0nti.

The pull tests of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Proviaees are given in the Booli of the
Oaine Laws.

THE NEW YORK GAME LAW.
CANTON, N. Y., Feb. m—Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of Feb, 5 you j)Tiblish the proposed
game laws. Section 20 gives the appointment of game pro-
tectors to the Commissioners of Fisheries. Is this wise? Is
it recommended by the Commissioners themselves? Should
not each locality have something to say in the matter? How
does Mr. Blackford know who would make the best pro-
tector for St, Lawrence county?
Section 40 says "no one shall kill more than two deer

in one season," Make it three. There will be'no more
deer killing and hunters- will have less excuse for break-
ing the law.

Section 44 allows hounding forty days. Are Sept. 1 and
Oct, 11 in the open or close season? This should not be
left doubtful.

Section 43 says no deer without horns shall be killed.
Who will educate the dogs to run only male deer, and
will the club hunter who has been watching beside the
pond for hours spare the doe when it is so easy to destroy
the proof that it is a doe?
Hounding is prohibited in St. Lawrence and Delaware.

Floating is prohibited everywhere. Will some one tell us
how we of St. Lawrence axe to get any venison? There
is but one way—still-hunt. Still-hunting in August and
September is uphill business. Must we of St. La>vrence be
but the breeding ground for game for the rest of the
State? Must we stand off and kill by still-hunting or not
at all (and it means to the average outer not at all), while
all the rest of the State may drive deer into ponds with a
pack of dogs and kill them with a club? That isn't fair.

The men of St. Lawrence have worked long and earnestly
for protection. They do not want hounding because they
know how very destructive it is. But if, after all their
work, the deer are to be turned over to the dogs from
everywhere except St, Lawrence, I protest. In place of
hounding give St. Lawrence floating—or, what would be
better still (for the deer at least), prohibit killing or shoot-
ing at a deer from a boat.
Enforce the law against all killing prior to Aug. 1 , and

you have reduced the "floater's" chances to many less

than you give the bounder.
Treat all alike, and to do it you must give St. Lawrence

more or the rest of the State less than there is in the pro-
posed bill. J. H, R.
[Our correspondent's question with regard to Section 44

is answered in paragraph 7 of Section 271 of the proposed
bill.l

Editor Forest and Stream,:
I read with great interest Mr. F. M. Chapman's short

plea for hawks and owls in the last number of your valu-
able paper.
This subject is one which every sportsman should be in-

terested in, as well as the agriculturist, though these seem
to think that the greatest enemies they have are the
hawks and owls.
As Mr, Chajjman says, "it has been proved" that these

birds are beneficial rather than harmful. In the Report
of the Ornithologist of the U. S. Department of Agi'icul-
ture for the year 1887, Dr. A, K. Fisher says: "Out of
1,072 stomachs examined, 89 were empty. Of 983 con-
taining food, 57 contained poultry, 30 game birds, 177
other birds, 538 mice, 137 other mammals, 51 reptiles and
batrachians. and 235 insects. On looking at the following
tables it will be seen that certain species feed principally
on mice and insects, while others feed principally on poul-
try and small birds. In the latter category, fortunately,
there are but 5 species in the Eastern States, namely, the
sharp-shinned (a small hawk, locally known as" blue,
chicken and bullet hawk) Cooper's, duck, and pigeon
hawk, and the great horned owl (called hoot, cat and
skunk owl). Taking out 126 stomachs of these 5 spe-
cies, there remains 857 stomachs of 33 species, of these 31

contained poultry, 11 game birds, 109 other birds, 518
mice. 125 other mammals, 49 reptiles and batrachians,
and 341 insects. In other words, poultry was found in
but 3.6 per cent, of the 857 stomachs, while mice were
found in 64.4 per cent."
Where have the Commissioners who framed the new

law lived? It is very evident that they are not ornitholo-
gists, or the law for the protection of hawks and owls
would not have been repealed. In this section of New
York State the red-tailed hawk (Buteo borealis) is the
most common. On looking at the table referred to, it

will be found that "of 311 stomachs examined, 29 con-
tained poultry or game birds, 35 other birds, 303 mice,
55 other mammals, 9 batrachians or reptiles, 24 insects, 8

crawfish, 4 ofl'al, and 39 were empty. Two hundred and
ten examined by the Division contained mice."

It is a weU-lmown fact that during the months when
grasshoppers can be obtained, these insects constitute a
large part of this bird's food, and the small number of

crops containing insects (34) is due to the fact that they
were taken when grasshoppers could not be obtained.
Yet in the face of this poor Buteo's nest is robbed , his

young killed, and himself and his wife mm'dered when-
ever an opportunity oifers.

Suppose the 310 hawks mentioned above each chose a
mate and reared a brood of three young. At the rate of

one mouse a day for each bird, the 310 families or 1,050

birds would in one year rid this earth of 383,350 mice.
Out of the 39 stomachs containing poultry or game birds,

4 contained game birds, those being quail. Of the 55

containing "other mammals," 7 were rabbits and 10 gray
squirrels. When it is seen that out of the 311 crops ex-

amined, only 31 contained game bu-ds and animals, and
those of species which are prohfic breeders, the damage is

not so great as is supposed.
But it seems hopeless to argue with the sportsman or

farmer on this subject. They have seen hawks catch
chickens, and the sportsman shot one that had driven a
partridge into an ice-cold sti-eam. The grouse was then
taken from the water and its "neck wrung," It would
have been more sportsmanlike if the water had been
wrung from the neck and the grouse given its liberty.

One thing they didn't see, however; that is the 383,250

mice that were killed.

With the red-shouldered hawk {BufsQ Unmtv4) the
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slaughter is even greater, owing to the comparatiTB
tamenesg and noisy ways of the species. Looking at the
eiimmary of this species in the tables it will be found
that of 103 stomachs examined, 1 contained poaltrj-, 5,

other birds: 61, mice; 20, other mamsuals; 15, reptiles
and batrachians; 40, insects: 7, spiders; 3. crawfish; 1,

earthworm: 1, offal: 1, catfish: and 3 were empty. This
hawk shows the best record of any. there being only two
game animals (rabbits) and no game bii'ds.

A few summaries of other hawks and owls are as fol-
lows:
Marsh hawk (Circus hudsoni'us).—'*Of 46 stomachs ex-

amined 5 contained poultry or game birds (1 duck, 3
fowls. 1 woodcock and 1 quail), 5, other birds; 24, mice;
9 other mammals (no game animals); 3, reptiles; S, in-
sects; and 1 was empty. Twenty-two stomachs examined
by the Division contained 31 mice."
Sharp -shinned hawk {Accipiter velox). — Of. 48

stomachs examined 3 contained poultry and game hicda
(1 fowl and 1 quail); 35, other birds; 4, mice; 3, insects:
and 10 were empty. Total number of small birds 41."

Cooper's hawk (Acdpiter coo})eri).—''Ot 46 stomachs
examined I.t contained poultry or game birds (6, chickens;
4, pigeons; 3, quaii; and 3 poultry); 17, other birds: 1,

mice; 1, frog; 1, lizard; 8, insects; and 11 were empty. '

Broad-winged hawk {Buteo lathsimvs).—"Of twenty-
two stomachs examined 3 contained small birds, 3 mice,
5 other mammals, 8 reptQes or batrachians, 10 insects
and 1 earth worms.''
Rough-legE;ed hawk {Arddbnteo laijoj)!/,^ sancti-joha)/-

nis).—"Of 28 stomachs examined 33 contained mice. 4
other mammals, 1 lizard, 1 insect, 1 was empty; seven-
teen stomachs examined by the Division contained 53
mice."
Sparrow hawk (Fafco sjxtrrerius).—"Of 1-33 stomachs

examined 1 contained game bird (quail), 38 other birds,
55 mice. 6 other mammals, 5 reptiles or batrachians, 83
insects, 13 spiders and 5 were empty."
Long-eared owl (Asio ivihoniaiuis),—"Of 47 stomachs

examined 1 contained a game bird (quail), 5 other birds,
40 mice, 8 other mammals (1 rabbit), 1 insects and 5 were
empty."
Barred owl (Synvium nebulosum).—"Of 37 stomachs

examined 1 contained poultry, 4 other birds. 16 mice, 8
other mammals, 3 frogs, 4 insects, 1 spider, 3 crawfish, 1

fish and 6 were empty."
Saw-whet owl (Nyetala acadica).—"Ot 6 stomachs ex-

amined all contained mice."
Screech owl (Megascoj^s as/o).—"Of 94 stomachs ex-

amined 1 contained poultry, 30 other birds, 41 mice, 1

other mammal, 1 frog, 35 insects, 3 crawfish, 1 spider^ 1

indeterminate matter and 7 were empty."
Great horned owl(5?(?)o vii^ginianus).—"Ot 80 stomachs

examined 16 contained poultry or game birds (3 ruffed
grouse, 1 quail, 3 guinea fowl. 4 fowl, 4 poultry and 1

pigeon), 3 other birds, 1 mice. 13 other mammals (5 rab-
bits, 1 fox squirrel, 1 gray squirrel), 3 insects and 1 was
empty."
Of the 28 species of hawks and owls mentioned in this

report S3 are beneficial, yet these 33 have to answer for
the sins of the other 5. Why the Commissioners have
seen fit to repeal the law for the protection of these birds
is something I can't see. Why were not these 33 species
exempt when that law was framed? J. Alden Loking.
OwEOO, N. Y.

Editor Forest and Stream:
One of the worst features of the present and the pro-

posed law is the one that allows men to go into the woods
after woodcock and hares in September. It is imjpossible
to follow people about and watch what they shoot, and
it is a well-known fact that by Nov. 1 quail in many sec-
tions are about shot off. Hares are often with young" even
up to October, and should not be shot a day before that
month. H.
Nbw York, Feb. 16.

Editor Forest and Stream:
1 was present last Thursday at meeting of committee on

game laws and was given to understand that shooting
from boats will be allowed on the Hudson. Several
prominent sportsmen along the Hudson had written the
committee exjiressing a desire for such amendment.
Three or four persons were present from Long Island and
strongly expressed a desire to have more favor for Queens
and Suffolk by allowing wildfowl shooting as now. until
May ; also to allow game to be sent out of the county to
market by carrier, which is prohibited in the bill, stating
that their local shooters killed a great many ducks for
market, two last fall having killed over 300 ducks iia one
day. (More than killed on the Hudson in a season.)

Forest Commissioner Townsend Cox opposed spring
shooting on Long Island and advocated making penalty
for killing a deer in the Catskill Mouutam region from
Heidelburgh to the Pennsylvania line within five years,
"oae year's imprisonment and i^lOQ tine." Mr, J. D. Col-
lins, of Utica, presented amendments to thejjroposed law
to such extent as to be almost a substitute bill, and in
the end complimented the Board of Commissioners by
stating that he did not regard the proposed bill as being
as good a bill as the present State game and fish law, Mr.
Collins advocated jack-hunting for deer after Aug. 15, as
I -understood him, for reason that they did not come much
to water to feed and to get rid of insects, flies, after that
time. If so, there would be few to jack-hunt. The pro-
posed bill prohibits jack-hunting of deer. The present
law, giving by lease or hire, exclusive rights to shoot and
fish, excepts leasing any lands or water belonging to the
State. Such prohibition is not in proposed law. Asking
E. G. Whicaker, of Attorney General's office, about this
point I was informed that the State could not and would
not lease thus any of its lands. Mr. Whitaker did
appear to be very desirous to get the game bill passed
without any amending, stating to me that if I would wait
until the bill was passed and signed, he would then get
such amendments introduced and passed as I desired.
This letter is not intended for publication, but you can
make any extracts.
Mr. Henry A. Reeves, of Suffolk, opposed the provision^

of the bill forbidding the use of steamboats in dredgin"
for oysters in JLong Island waters, and the use of dredges
heavier that thirty pounds. This would virtually put an
end to oyster dredging there. Prof. Lintner asks for the
protection of certain birds that were insectivorous, and
therefore beneficial to the agriculturists. He wanted it

made a misdemeanor to feed English sparrows. Hawks,
shrikes and owls should be protected, as they were in-
sectivQigiiSj a^d the sUrikea killed Qjany of those little

pests, the English sparrows. He also asked for protection
for robins, blackbirds and meadow-larks, giving no open
season for these birds. Assemblyman Bradford asked for
a brief open season for web footed birds in the spring on
the St. Lawrence River. The Canadian himters were
given an open season in the spring, and they did not con-
fine their- hunting to Canadian waters. He also pleaded
for an amendment allowing jack-hunting for deer. A
further hearing will be given next Thursday at three
o'clock. Correspondent.
AtjBANT, Feb. 14.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.-II.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Not very long ago I happened to find myself in com-

pany with half a dozen men, who make it a practice to
spend their vacations in the West. They were all good
fellows, keen sportsmen and well bred men—all men to
whom could fairly be applied that much-abused word,
which in common talk has now almost ceased to have a
meaning and which yet means so much—gentleman. The
game killed by the party comprised bears of two species,
deer, antelope, elk, white goats, moose, sheep and moun-
tain lion. As we were all familiar witli one another's
tastes, it may be imagined that there were plenty of
hunting ptories told, and that we had a pleasant session.

I sat still and smoked and listened most of the time,
and as T listened I was struck by one thing. This was
tliat these men hunted not for blood alone but really for
tiie clear, manly sport of the thing. They did not vv-ant
to wallow in gore, they wished simply to live the free
outdoor life of the uioujitains and to provide themselves
with meat m a fair honest way, by matching their htmt-
ers' craft against the keen trained senses of the wild
creatures which they pursued. All of them seemed to
appreciate that the game is rapidly decreasing, and that it

is the part of all hunters to do what killing he does with
judgment and discretion.
Thus one gentleman explained that he never killed a

cow elk nor a calf. One party desiring to bait for bears
did not depend on game for their baits, but purchased
for a small sum a lot of crippled, worn out horses, which
they drove along with their pack train and killed as they
needed bear baits.

One of the party told a most interesting story of a fight
which he witnessed between a bear and two dogs that he
had with him. One of the dogs was a greyhound ]iup of
nine months and the other an older greyhound. Avhich is

supposed to have a dash of bull-terrier jblood in him. The
older dog is a veteran and has for years been used in bear
hunting. It is generally supposed that the greyhound fol-
lows game only by sight, but this is knovvn by most men
who are familiar with this breed to be an entirely errone-
ous belief. At all events these two dogs hunted by scent.
The old dog when he struck a bear's trail, would follow
it, feathering like a foxhound; at first, when the trail
was cold, going slowly and stopping every now and then,
but as the scent got warmer, advancing more rapidly,
When it was seen that the dog was on a trail a rope was
put on him, and the men would follow on foot. When
he got near the game he would stop and point for fifteen
or twenty seconds, and then, if not restrained, would
make a dash for the bear. The first time the young dog
was taken out they came upon a bear trail, and this per-
formance was gone through with. The young dog seemed
at once to catch the idea and thereafter followed a trail
very satisfactorily.

These dogs were astonishingly quick, and would hold
a bear absolutely in one place. They would feint at him
and he would strike, as it seemed, within a few inches of
their heads, but he could never hit them, and if he turned
to run they pinned him by the hams in half a second,
and he was obliged to sit up again and assume the de-
fensive. In the particular battle above referred to. dogs
and bear fought until both were almost exhausted, but
neither dog had a scratch on him. Then when the ani-
mals were quiet for a little while the hunter killed the
bear.
Of the six bears accounted for last season by this party

of diners only one displayed any great ferocity. This was
a grizzly hrought to bag by "a well known gentleman.
Briefly the story of the capture is this: The hunter was
alone and was just passing out of a piece of bull, or lodge-
pole pines, when he saw the bear in the open oark which
he was about to enter. The animal was standing broad-
side on, and the first shot struck it behind the shoulder
and passed through the lungs: it at once turned and ran
up hill into a small thicket of laurels which stood about
shoulder high. The hunter followed, saw by the blood
where the bear had entered the thick brush, and heard it

whine. He walked along the edge of the thicket trying
to look over and catch a glimpse of the beast, but without
success. Suddenly it came into view at the point of the
brush some 60yds. distant aird stood for a moment. In
an instant the hunter fired again, and this ball entering
just behind the fore leg, and low down, split the point of
the bear's heart. It whirled about, and without an
instant's hesitation charged down the hill toward the
man, who again fired, this time striking it in the chest.
Still the bear came on, running like a race horse, and.
when he was only about eight feet distant, a fourth shot
was fired and the hunter sprang to one side, up the bill
and reloaded. As the bear passed him it made an ugly
stroke at him with its paw, and—by that time being
pretty weak—fell forward so that its nose hit the ground,
leaving quite a pool of frothy red blood on it, It made
three or four jumps and then rolled over and over, head
over heels and was dead. The last shot, aimed for his
nose, but while he was running, had entered his mouth
and broken the lower jaw far back on one side. The
whole affair was soon over, but while it lasted was. I
fancy, about as exciting an episode as one is likely to
meet with. The Silent IVIan.

To Encourage Game Wardens.-—The Maine Game
and Fish Commissioners have published the following
notice: "Reward! Ofiice of Commissioners of Game and
the Fisheries.—Bangor, Me., Jan. 36, 1891. To any Fish
or Game Warden, or any other person who shall cause
the final conviction of any person foimd guilty of viola-
tion of any of the game laws (Chap. 30, R. S.) the under-
signed will, until further notice, allow a sum equal to
one-half of the fine imposed in each case; certificate of
the justice imposing the final sentence to be the evidence
of who is entitled thereto. E. 31. Stillwell, Henry Q,
Stanley, Oommiesionera of Game and tlie Fisheries."

A COONLESS HUNT.
EVERYTHING comes to him who waits," and the

writer waited until old Time had changed many of
his raven locks to silvery hue ere an invitation came to
spend a night with a jovial party on historic Mount Wa-
chusett, in pursuit of the cunning thief of the cornfields.
The invitation came from an old timer from whose belt
dangled many a noble pelt, and who, though called uj)on
to fill the seat of chairman of the Board of Selectmen,
could not forego the pleasures of a night in the old
haunts.
Reaching the house of our host, we were ushered into a

cheery dining-room and were soon discussing the tempt-
ing spread. The conversation naturally drifted to the
sport before us and the prospect of success.
"Will you have some more of the roast?"

_
"Thank you, I will. The drive has sharpened my appe-

tite, and the lamb is very tender and nice."
"Well, if we have the good fortune to get a nice, fat

coon, you must take it home and dine on roast coon."
"Hardly, Atwood

, hardly. I am rather inclined to think
1 will have to draw the line at coon,"
A roar of laughter burst forth, and came the inquiry;
"And what are you now eating?"
"Why, lamb, of course."
"Yes, lamb taken from the quarters of a fat coon!"
Passing Ransom Rock of colonial fame, where the

whites rairsomed their captives from the Indians, we were
soon on the mountain side and Tige and Pomp were cast
off. We had not been long seated before they gave
tongue some distance away. A coon they had. dead sure,
and away go the party in pursuit. The baying of the
dogs reechoes from the mountain side and makes weird
music in the stillness of the night, The lantern man
heads the procession and the rest follow as best they can.
Now down goes one and tlien another until nearly all
have paid tribute to the uneven footing and the darkness,
rendered visible by the feeble rays of the lantern. We
overtake the dogs only to find that the quarry has taken
up secure quarters in a fissure of the ledge.
The dogs are pulled oft' and led some distance away and

again they are oft". The party gather under a spreading pine
and spin reminiscence and story until called to the work
in hand by the music of the dogs. Again the procession
moves, quartering up the hillside, a long and fatiguing
jaunt-trying to the mind and muscle of the best.
Coming up to them we find the dogs tearing around
through dense spoon wood, through which runs quite a
large brook—but coon saw we none! The knowing ones
claimed that Mr. Coon being hot pressed took to the water
for some distance to throw the dogs off the scent, and that
he emerged into such dense thicket that the dogs could
not follow. It was decided to cast off the dogs and start
a new trail. The wind meanwhile had veered again into
the west and the full moon rolled out from a bank of
cloud and lent an added charm to the night. Again the
group formed under the sheltering boughs, and quickly
sped the time with brilliant sallies and skillful repartee.
The faint note of the distant town clock, as it tolled out

the hour of one, had hardly died away ere all were smn-
moned to their feet by the' hardly aud'ible barking of the
dogs. We had not proceeded more than a hundred yards
before a ruffed grouse, disturbed in his slumber, made the
hUls thunder with his pinions.
One of the party in line with the moon saw him alight

near a form in a small maple, and summoning the
writer, who carried the gun, he confesses to doing the
deed of death in an unsportsmanUke manner at an un-
seemly hom' in the morning. Gathering up the spoils we
huiTy on and soon strike into an old wood road which
materially assists our passage. Soon after the writer
stepped on an old sled stake that was lying athwart the
pathwa,y concealed by a pile of dead leaves, and down
he went as if struck by a political cyclone. Gathering
himseK up with the assistance of friendly hands he pro-
ceeds to retrieve his hammerless breechloader, which he
found broken completely in two at the wrist. No mis-
haps must stand in the w^ay and we are soon with the
dogs at the foot of two white birch ti-ees of considerable

'

size—one standing»erect and the other bending in grace-
ful ellipse toward the earth. Here the dogs w-axed eager
and soon the coon was discovered near the top of the up-
right tree. Getting in line of the moon he was clearly
discernible to all, and he of the dilapidated gim was
summoned to "bring the critter down." Placing the
broken ends in oi^position and grasping the fracture
firmly with one hand he cut loose, but his coonship was
not seemingly disturbed.
"You hit him for certain! I saw the fur fly!" said

one. "What size shot have you in?" said another. "Try
him again!" chimed in a third, And thinking I must
have flinched through fear of my gun I wrapped a hand-
kerchief around the fractirre and again took deliberate
aim and fired. "Hit him sure!" said several, but he did
not "coom doun." Handing the weapon over to the
Nimrod of the party, he sends up his compliments with
like results.

Climbing irons are strapped on, a Colt's navy revolver
stuck in the belt, and now down will come his coonship.
The party forms a ring around the trees, the dogs teai-ing
like mad; the climber has reached the treetop, which he
proceeds to shake as it it had been struck by a hurricane,
but the coon is not unhorsed. "Put a bullet into him,"
said some one growing impatient at the delay. Aim is
taken and the navy belches flame and thunder, but no
coon moves. "What in thunder does it mean?" Is it a
plantation coon?"' "I've seen fm' fly every time he was
shot at," were some of the many sayings of those on
terra frrna, while he in the treetop had "putup again his
sword into its scabbard" and proceeded to reconnoiter
more closely. Carefully making his way up the small
stem of the tree near its top, he sings out: "Well, boys,
I thirrk we had better go home. A big wasp's nest is all
the coon there's up here!"
Thoughts were not revealed until we reached the team

in the early dawn some miles away, when the chairman
of the board of selectmen with becoming gravity said

:

"Wan't he cimning. though! to run up the bent tree
and jump off to break the scent and fool the dogs!"

Geo. M. McAlebr.
WoBCESTEK, Mass.

FpHEST AND Stream. Box 3,83S, N. Y. city, has des«riptive UItts-
trated cu-culars of W. B. LefflngweU's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wMon will be mailed free on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit." "Gloan," "Dick Swlveller," "SyblUene" and
otherpompetent authorities to be the best treatise on the aubjeet
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LARAMIE GUN CLUB.

LARAMIE, Wyo.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
Laramie Gun Club held ita annual meeting on the

evening of Feb. 3, which was fully attended. The officers

elected for the ensuing year were as follows: For Pres.,

C. S. Greenbaum; Vice-Pres., C. Settele; Sec. and Trea?.,

EdGreenbaum; Captain, Gu3 Sigwart; Trustees—L. C.

Hanks, John Davis, Wm. Breitenstein.
From a report made by the secretary I extract the fol-

lowing remarks showing what we are doing:
"The members of the club have manifested great inter-

est ia the immediate affairs of our organization as well as
other matters pertaining to field sports in general, and it

gives me pleasure to say that the Laramie Gmi Club is

using in every direction toward the proper protection of
game and fish, and is meeting with encouragement and
success. The club has, during the past year, grown rap-
idly in membership, and with the increased influence that
follows, we confidently hope for still greater activity

against the unlawful slaughter of our game and fish, and
I would respectfully urge upon each individual member
the importance of promptly reporting any and every in-

fraction of the game laws that may come to his notice.

Your secretary is at all times in communication with the
Eocky Mountain Sportsman's Association, and any matter
of this kind beyond om- immediate jurisdiction could be
placed in the hands of said Association, when it will meet
with proper investigation and action.
"The natural conditions that obtain in the immediate

vicinity of this city have long been well adapted to the
propagation of quail and , while the matter has been dis-

cussed from time to time for several .years by sportsmen
and others, it has remained for this club to take definite

steps in the matter. The amount that this club will

appropriate for this purpose will rest with your incoming
board of trustees, and I would suggest tliat the sum be as

large as the state of the treasury will admit. This, how-
ever, is not a question that concerns only the members
of our club but must be of interest to all ' sportsmen in

this vicinity, and every lover of gun and dog is cordially

invited to co-operate with us in the effort to permanentJy
stock our valleys and fields with that gamiest of all

game birds, the American Bob White. Many of the
ranchmen along the Big and Little Laramie rivers, and
in the Centennial valley, take great interest in this matter
and have pledged us their hearty support, both in intro-

ducing and protecting the birds.

"Many of our streams, lakes and ponds are now favor-

ite feeding and resting places for duck, geese and other
aquatic game birds, and it has been suggested that these
feeding groimds might be greatly improved by planting
in favorable places wild rice. This matter has been dis-

cussed by many of our members and has met with such
liberal responses and so much encouragement that I

would heartily recommeud its early and favorable con-
sideration by your incoming board of trustees."' S.

MAINE GAME LAW.
]PORTLAND, Me., Feb. 7—Editor Forest and Stream:

The following dispatch appeared in a Portland paper
of to-day:

Calais, Feb. 6.—Close upon the outbreak of the Sioux in the
West tbere follows an outbreak of the Pa.ssamaquoddy Indians
in the East, and Wasbington county is the scime of lIir conflict.
Indians at war in both cases but with weapons altogether differ-
ent. In the West the stiu'dy braves have donned the war paint
and feathers, have "'loaded up" on fire water, have takeu t he ti ail

and demand gore. Tliere is a savage, bloody war. The Passa.-
maquoddy Indians have adopted other tactics. They have de-
clared war, grim-visaged war, but it is a legal war. They have
climbed up the ladder "f civDizalion several steps higher than
their brethren in the Wesi and propose to marshal their forces
in battle array in the arena of the courts of the law. Hostilities
have actually begun. The cause of this outbreak is the attempted
enforcement of the fish and game law on the Indians at Peter
Dana's Point. 30 miles from this city. Game Warden French, of
Calais, has arrested two Indians, Peter Newell and Joseph
Gabriel for "the unlawful iiilling of deer." They were brougnt
before Justice David Dresser, at Princeton, Feb. 3, found guilty
and bound over to the Supreme Jtidicial Court to be hoiden in
this city in April next. Their defense is truly an ingenious one
and they base It on very solid foundations. They eliu'm that they
have the right to fish and hunt whenever and wherever 1 hey
please, the fish and game law to the contrary notwithstanding.
An interesting question thus arises. Are the ludians amen-

able to our game laws? The Indian confidently asserts that he is

not, and it cannot be denied that he presents cogent reasons for
bis claim. It is none other than a right derived from treaties. In
1725, again in 1737 and finally in 1794 the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts granted to this same tribe of Passamaquoddy Indians by
bounden and solemn treaty the right to hunt and fisli forever.
These treaties, the Indians say, neither the Legislature nor the
courts have a right to vary, treaties which were made with them
by Commissioners of Massachusetts before Maine became a State
were not only ratified by the new State, but it was a part of the
agreement in the act of separation that "the rights of the ludians
by treaty and otherwise should be protected." This treaty, the
Indians claim, is to be considered like any other treaty as the
supreme law of the State, and any act of the Legislature that coq-
llicts with it is null and void.
At any rate they propose to test it and confidently appeal to the

courts for redress of what they consider wrongs done them by the
game laws. Thoy have appealed to the Legislature again and
again, but to no purpose. They now seek the domain of the law
for vindication and propose to fight it Out on that line.

This much is sure, the Passamaquoddy tribe is stirred up to its

very foundations.
This question has excited a lively interest in this city. Many

of our prominent citizens have volunteered their aid and counsel
to the Indians, and the case will be presented at the next session
of the Supreme Judicial Court in April.

This shows one of the devices which our Conunission-
ers have put up against them, When the Legislature is

in session it requtres all the care of those interested in the
game to prevent tinkering with the present code. I have
no doubt the present stir is at the instigation of savages
who are not Indians. Last year the governor of these
Indians and some sixteen of his tribe with a lot of dogs
were scared away from Clift'ord Lake by wardens French
and Pennell, but they left only because they believed
these two were supported by a large force. It has been a
favorite excuse of the Darling crowd at Nicatowis when
accused of dogging to accuse the Indians, and the ludians
in turn have learned to lay the blame over on their white
neighbors.
The plan proposed by the Commissioners to open Sep-

tember or a part of it on deer is doubtless a concession m
hopes of avoidingiother trouble, but if this is done the
deer will be slaughtered under jacks worse than now, for

the line between the middle of August and the middle of

September won't be drawn very fine. One day last

August I stayed over night in a camp on the Megalloway
not far from Lincoln Lake. During the night one of the
guides came in with some meat. Knowing him well, I

inquired if that animal was killed in Maine or New
Hampshire, and his characteristic reply was, "I ain't

studied geography sence 1 was big enough to lug a gun."
Very few of them remember how to count, either.
As a great class, the guides in Maine observe the close

season, having learned it to be for their interest.
It is a fact that the killing of deer this year has been,

even in the oj^en season, remarkable. To my certain
knowledge, a taxidermist of this city has receivpd 80
heads to mount since November. A mounted buck's head
is now in this city one of the most common ofiiceor library
ornaments, and a good many of them have come from
Nicatowis. Six were brought here in one lot, but strange
to say only two of those heads were mounted here, and
all but one of the carcasses were bought by a prominent
beef dealer who has close connection with the Boston
market, none of the meat was ofl'ered for s,ile here.
There has been a shrewd guess that the meat was

brought down to accommodate Brother Darling, It was
averred that these deer were all shot by one party within
a week, but some of the meat was fly-blown, and that
isn't usual in November or late October in Maine.

I should not have troubled you with so long and
rambling a letter were I not in such hearty sympathy
with your eft'orts to create healthy public sentiment with
reference to the game laws. We haven't any too much
protection now, and with what we have the deer will be
driven out, sooner or later, at the present rate. D.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111.. Feb. IB.—The Illinois State Sports-

men's Association in pow-wow assembled met at
the Sherman House yesterday at 8 P. M. About a dozen,
or a dozen and a half, or two dozen members were pres-

ent. Dr. N. Rowe, president of the Association, was in
the chair. General discussion of the present game law
and its weak and strong points took place, in which Dr.
Bartlett, of the State Fish Commission, and Ool. E. S.

Bond, representative of the South Water street game
dealers, took part. Mr. Donald, ex-president of the Asso-
ciation, did not like tlie law, which his own experience
had taught hiui to be hard to enfoice. Mr. Low compli-
mented Mr. Donald on being so earnest and personally
unselfish in his efl'orts to have the law enforced. Mr. Ot'-

gan poiuted out certain flaws in the bill. The general drift

of opinion was that the law was not such a very bad one,
except in its executive features. The suggestion came up
that the Fish Commissioners could attend also to tiie en-
forcement of the game laws, using their deputies for that
work. Dr. Bartlett pledged himself to assume this labor
if necesBury. We may haz,ard a guess that this was a
most unpleasant pledge to Dr. Bartlett, who knows very
well that the Fish Commission has more work now than
it can attend to properly, and that to add to such labor
would be to half do two things, one of which may in time
be very well done as it is. In this matter, if one didn't
in the least care what he said, the Illinois State Sports-
men's Association may be said to have acted with the
greatest delicacy and tact. It by its officer says to Dr.
Bartlett, "We want you to show your hand. You are
either wid us, or agin us; see? Now we want to join you
—join with you; see? We want to join the State Associ-
ation to the Fish Commission, and ha,ve tlie Fish Com-
mission do all the work, which we can't do and never
have done, and never will do; sec? And if you don't do
this, and don't come out and show your hand, we will go
and do something aw/ul! We will take our infloo'nce
away, and go off by ourselves and protect things: see?"

Dr. Bartlett saw the terribleness of allthis. He {pledged
himself all right, and pledged himself to a mistaken
measure. It is time to talk of such a union as the above
when appropriations are large enough for a single work,
let alone a double and different work. However, it is

probable that nothing will come of it, and meantime it

ill becomes the writer to be too critical beyond tlie ex-
tent of a personal belief, lest a too oft-reijeated fling

might lend ground to the acccusation that he was casting
doubt upon the wisdom, energy and executive ability of

the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association as practical
game protectors; which may heaven forbid!
There are said to be between forty and fifty measures

pending in the present session of the Legislature bearing
on changes of the game law, but the meeting thought a
few more wouldn't htirt. provided they were not violent.

These changes will be discussed at the meeting of the
legislative committee next Tuesday. The prairie chicken
law wiU doubtless be changed back to Sept. 1, but the
selling season will be left as it is, opening Oct. 1. Amend-
ments will also be proposed to secure police powers for
game wardens, and perhaps to levy a gun tax, fifty cents
per gun, to raise a fund to enforce the game laws. Per-
haps the latter will be made a law in Illinois, and then
again perhaps it may not.

The old legislative committee consisted of Mr. Wolfred
N. Low, Chairman: Messrs. R. B. Organ, H. D. Nicholls,

F. C, Donald, W. L. Pierce, Chas. Kern, C. E. Felton and
Dr. Rowe, ex-officio. To these names were added those
of Dr. S. P. Bartlett, of the Fish Commission, Messrs. M.
R. Bortree and F. S. Baird, of the Fox River Association,
and Col. E. S. Bond and G. W. Barnett, of South Water
street. There are good men on that committee, repre-
senting difirerent interests which have some strength each
of its own, and they ought to be able to do better work
than was ever done before by the State Association. That
the association shows itself disposed to treat with the
South Water street dealers, and that the latter are willing

to come half way, is a matter of congratulation. If we
may mix our metaphor a little, we may say that viewed
in the light of the hard bi-ass tacks of practical results,

the State Sportsmen's Association hasn't much to show by
way of laws improved or laws enforced, while the game
dealers have always got their measures through j ust about
the way they wanted them. It is always very well to be
friendly with the people who show themselves possessed
of the liighly desirable ability to get there. This alliance

may last, as the game dealers say they don't ca,re to have
the law changed much now.

It was over the South Water street matters that soi»e
of the spiciest of the talk at this meeting happened. Old
Col. Bond is as well posted a man on game law matters
as anybody and he is wise in his day and generation;
Mr. Wolfred N. Low is also level-headed some. These
two had a little tilt. Col. Bond said the game laws of

Blinois had not been violated. He had received no ille-

gal game from Illinois. Mr. Low asked how he could teU
the difference between illegal Ilhnois birds and birds

legally shipped from other States. Mr. Organ said he
couldn't see how the Colonel ioould do this unless they

were all tagged when sliipped. This brought up the funda-
mental weakness of all our game laws, viz., their non-
uniformity. Col. Bond, however, insisted that the laws
had been respected in Illinois, Nebraska and other States.
(It may be that the era of protection is at hand, for that
the practical extermination of our game birds is setting
the reckless phooters to thinking, so chat the necessity of
protection is becoming better known and acknowledged.)
Col. Bond also thought the selling season was about right,
he wouldn't want it shortened. He would not care to see
spring shooting abolished. More ducks were killed in
the fall by far. His books showed the ratio to be 6 to 8
ducks shipped in the fall to 1 in the spring. Ducks in the
spring might be in very good condition. The best ducks
of the year he usually got in January. Better prohibit
fall shooting. Mr. Low said he would like to st-e the law
have a clause allowing only 10 days lapse after the close
of the season, after that lo'days no game whatever, Ilh-
nois or foreign, to be sold in Illinois. Would Col. I3ond
agree to that? Col. Bond wotild not. The markets of
Boston, New York and all around us would be selling
game and we might as well also, he thought. ''Then you
admit that our laAv as it stands is only an incentive and
stimulus for the selling and shipping of illegal game,
which cannot be detected?" The Colonel took a chew of
tobacco.
"I would like to ask you another oiuestioh, Col. Bond,"

said Mr. Low, "How many of the quails received by you
are trapped quails and not shot?"

Col. Bond—"I shotild think about one-third of the
quails we handle have no shot marks on them."
Mr. Organ—"I believe it is nearer two-tkirds. I buy

a good many quails for family use, and a quail with shot
marks on it is the very rare exception if you get it on
South Water street. It is easier to trap theni."
Mr. Low said he wanted the game laws to reach the

game dealers on South Water street, vvho did the worst of
the work and held out the temptations for illegal shooting.
He would rather catch them than the poor devil on the
marsh, perhaps with a sick wife on his hands and anxious
to make a few dollars. He had heard Col. Bond had sent
out a circular inviting shipments of game at any and all

seasons, legal or otherwise. Mr. Organ also had under-
stood that the circular wanted all the game at all seasons.
Col. Bond replied that this was not true, that he invited
shipments only for the legal season. Later on he fur-
nished to this paper one of these circulars, which reads as
follows:

Dear Sir—As the game season will soon open we iuciose our
annual circular letter to let yuit know that we are yet in business
and will be ready to handle your same as usual, and will give
your shipments prompt and personal attention. The bite decision
of the Supreme Court of the United States in rlie towa whisky
case has practically wiped out that section of the game law^ of the
followine States, viz.. Nebraska, Dakota, iMinnesoia, Iowm, Wi.s-
consi", Mich'gau and Arlsansas prohibiting shipments of game
outside the State. The Court holds that States have no riglit to
pass laws interfering with commerce between States, and that
this povver rests entirely with Congress. We Oiirik > on will have
no trouble in shipping game this season, as express ftunprniios and
railroads fully understand the effect of t) is decision. Our game
season opens on ducks Sept. 15; venison and wild tiirkejs, Sept. 1,

am' grouse, partridges and qirail, Oct. 1. Write if you want 'ag.?.

Yours truly, Bond & Wnia'COMn.

Mr. Low said he had been informed that Col. Bond and
his fellow dealers probably knew something about the
disappearance of a witness against Fred Smith, accused
of selling illegal game, and he heard that Col. Bond
headed a fund to aid Smith in defending that case. Col.
Bond denied both charges promptly, and said he would
head a fund for just the opposite purp'ise, and would
pledge the game dealers to give $5 toward the protection
of game where the Illinois Sportsmen's Association gave
$1. In regard to an alleged alliance of the dealers with
the Humane Society, Mr. Lowe said he supposed that was
because both the dealers anil the society were anxious to
preserve the game as food for the dear people. Col. Bond
grimly acquiesced. In other words, the game dealers are
better wire-workers. They can claim at least one element
as an ally, if necessary, when they cooje before the
Legislatm-e, and unite with the htimanitarians who are
pushing the anti-pigeon shooting law. In this is an addi-
tional cause for respect for the South Water street men
in game law matters, and additional cauee for congratu-
lation if an actual friendship, and not a formal one, lias

been arranged between the State Sportsmen's Association
and the game dealers. Both sides protested that the
former was the case, and white-winged peace brooded
with one wing on the Sherman House and one on South
Water street by the river.

Contrary to expectation, very little was said or done
relative to the anti-pigeon shooting law, but that will

come up in committee work later on.

This meeting showed an earnestness which is commend-
able. The State Association has men in it, Fred Donald
and Wolfred Low, for instance, who have given their own
time and money pretty freely to a work which is thank-
less enough, and whose deficiences it is far easier to laugh
at than to correct. The fact remains, however, that the
State Association as a body is not really interested in this

work. As a body it will not raise a dollar for the work.
All its energy lies in afew individuals. Asa body, there-
fore, let it not vaunt itself overmuch in game prtDtection,

It will be wisest to admit a weakness that really exists, to

smile good humoredly at its own faults, and to seek first

to better its condition by diplomacy and compromise
i-ather than by bluff and swagger. If it can really unite
with South Water street, on a basis which wiU not leave
the dealers snubbed and slighted, and if it can keep up
this alliance and not let it go to pices as the earlier one
did, the matter of game protection may yet gain weight
in actual results. The time will soon be ripe for that.

The game must nearly disappear before the people realize

it needs protection. Just at present both sides of the
"alliance" agree that no new law is needed, and that only
the enforcing features of the present one need improve-
ment. Mr. S. F. Baird indited chiefly the present law. It

is a good law. It is a very good law. It is an almighty good
law. It is, so to speak, a corker, a screamer, hkewise a
daisy and a dandy. It is just as good as a gun without a ,

firing-pin. And not one iota better.
;

By the way, the folks were talking so hard they over- '

looked one thing they might have done and should have
done, as being one thing they actually could do to better

game protection in Chicago. That complacent individual
Brusewitz, by the grace of Fifer game warden to the
county of Cook, was called a real naughty man, but no
one knows anything definite about a petition for his re-

moval. Let us abide in hope that when the legislative

committee go to Springfiield they will humbly request

!
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Gov. Fifer to give us a warden here wlio will contend that

he knovsrs a groixse from a duck, and who will work for

the State and not for the game dealers. We perhaps
oug;ht not to suggest such little details as this. Perhaps
Brusewitf. ouaht to stay here three or four years longer.

But the State Association is in earnest; it is really, and
it means hupinesp, it docs indeed.

Feb. U.—l saw Col. Bond since the meeting of the
State Spfvrtsmen's Association, and had a little talk vrith

him. "We dealers are perfectly satisfind with the present
law,"' said he, "or at least consider it a practical working
law. I would rather see the season on quail open Nov. 1

than Oct. 1, because then we would not ^t so many little

half-grown binls that we don't care to handle. These are
the second brood birds. We would not like to shorten
our game selling season very much when the other big

markets East are open all the time, but I don't want to

sell game more than fom* months in the year. We are

all willing to support the present law heartily, and I for

one have not and will not encourage illegal shipments.
The game dealer.s will support this law with respect, and
with money, you may say.

"I noticed the article about ice-fishing aroxind Antioch
in the Fox LT,ke systeifi," continued Ool. Baud later, "and
you liave got the thing jvist exactly right. I have been
getting shipments from just the parties you name in that

article, but we pay them more than 4 cents a pound for

black bass. The shipments are not large, not very large.

I don't think those fellows ought to fish through the ice.

I don't care to mention any names specifically."'

E. Hough.

WISE AND FOOLISH CANVASBACKS.

ON looking over old numbers of Forest and Steeam,
I came across an article on canvasback shooting,

that brought to mind a hunt I had a few years since with
a imrtner, in quest of this, the most peculiar, fickle and
uncertain member of the duck family, I do not know
if the same can be said of the canvasback in the East as

here, or if the different latitudes cause them to act differ-

ently. Never having hunted on the Eastern waters, I

shall write frour knowledge I have gained in the West.
Here they are a combination of foolishness and shrewd-

ness that is hard to understand; and unless you do under-
stand them it is useless to undertake to hunt them, but
as I said, they are a combination. To-day they come to

the decoys with a rush and impudence that surprise you,
regardless of how the blind is constructed or the decoys
placed; while to-morrow the same blind and decoys only
serve to scare them away, although the two days are
seemingly alike.

To show how indifferent they are to sm-roundings at

times, and how effectual Kleinuian's motto "keep still"

is, I will relate an incident. My "pardner" Jim and I

had been in camp a week or two before the canvasbacks
put in an appearance. Thi? was in the spring, and we
were shooting such ducks as we could, principally sprigs.

We had built a blind at a certain spot where we could
command a view of the entire lake, in order to be able to

locate the grounds that the canvasbacks used upon or
crossed over in the greatest numbers when they did come.
About this blind we had placed all our decoys—a.bont loO

of all kinds, for a sprig will decoy about as well to one
kind as another. Jim shot principally along the edge of

the timber, while I kept a lookout at the blind. Well,
one day, late in the afternoon, I saw them coming flock

after flock seemingly from one direction and to one point,

I watched them until sunset, then went to camp and
reported the result; also that I had selected two places

where I thought blinds could be built, about half a mile
apart, so that each of us could have good shooting; one
being a bunch of brush and small willow, the other a
large forked willow that stood in about 4ft. of water,
with no brush near.
Early next morning we started out with two boats.

Mine being the larger, had in it probably a dozen canvas-
back decoys. I was for leaving them in camp, also my
gun, but Jim advised taking one gun, as we might get a
shot at a goose, and the few decoys would not be in the
way. Jim was armed with the axe, being an expert chop-
per. We started on otir journey to the main lake. Arriving
there we discovered a large body of canvasbacks busily
engaged in feeding, and found that the locations for the
two blinds had been well chosen. We decided to build a
blind at the forked willow first. Jim's boat being entirely

too small to chop from, it was taken to a distant bush
and made fast. Then we came in the larger one to the
ti-ee and here found that the decoys were in the way.
These we threw out in front of the tree, belter skelter,

and proceeded to fell the tree in the best manner to make
the blind. This done we found that our blind was
entirely too open and must be thickened by the addition
of other brush, I proposed to Jim that I would stand in
the fork of the tree, while he went after brush so that he
could bring a larger load. Taking my gun, more to get
it out of the way than anything else, I perched up in the
fork, my whole body being in view, while Jim was stand-
ing up in the boat j)ushing it along with a pole toward
the brush 200yds. distant. When he was about lOOyds.
from the blind, and was in open water, I discovered four
canvasbacks coming for that misshapen bunch of decoys,
with the peculiar sweep that a shooter likes so well to see.

A signal to Jim caused him to stop instantly, standing
erect in the boat, not even turning his head to see what
the signal was for. On came the ducks and lit fairly

among the decoys, not over 20yds. distant. As they
bunched up, a shot fired at their heads knocked over
three, w^hile the fourth was killed with the second barrel

as it rose. A move on the part of either of us would
have caused them to sheer off while they were coming,
as we were both in plain open sight.

Nor were these the last ones killed during the time we
were building the blind. After my jiartuer returned
with a load of bru-li, I assisted in placing it about, then
got in the fork again while he brought another load; and
during the day succeeded in killing nine from this exposed
po!»ition.

This shows how important it is to "keep still" and also

shows how foolish canvasbacks are at certain times.
KlZER.

.TiiRSETTViijL'B, III., Jan. 24.

The Maine Winter.—The district referred to in the
letter from which we quote below is on Wood Stream,
which feeds Moose River on the north and west of Jaok-
mau, Maine. Oae of the townships lies adjacent to the
Megantic Clab's preserves. The letter was written by

the supei'intendent of a logging crew to a gentleman
resident in Connecticut, and has been sent us for perusal.
Under date of Jan. 24 the writer says: "This has been
the hardest winter I have ever experienced in the woods.
I have been in them thirty-one years and I never sa w the
beat of if. Since the first snow came last fall it has
snowed every day more or less. There is about 4ft. in
this locality. Caribou and moose were quite plenty from
the middle to the last of September, and then they
seemed to leave the ponds. Deer are plenty, I never
saw them so thick as they are this winter. They are
right around where the men are at work, I don't allow
the men to kill them. I was in the woods last fall with a
Mr. P. It was about the 27th of October and he got a
buck caribou with as nice a set of antlers as I ever saw.
It was in on Luther Bay. He was a beauty and no mis-
take,—E, G-."

The Passion Plat.—Tlie intpre.sting and novel ilKistrated
locturc delivered by Mr. Mnriou Kfrner at tlio Acarlemy ot Music-
last Sunday, descriptive of iht^ Hassion Play enacteil at Ober-
Amnicrarau d tiring •'91, will be rpppHled at iliat iilavhouse every
Sunday lieroaffoi- a( tiaee n'clnck, until I'virtJiev not ice. Tlie lec-
ture is pi of usel>' illu^trared Willi hand.^OTnely laihired repioduc-
lions of all the sercef^ and clniriicteTs of the"viyjri pres<^n(aHoii,
secured i\Ir. Kei-iier durine- a tliree months" sCay in tholiftle
Bavarian Iianilel rtiii-in!-: ilie iirogress of tl.ie sacred drama. Mr.
Kerner tietj-ays a, delie:hlful tarailiaritv with his subject, his lec-
tures beinu; tirimful of interestinsc data of the lives, ctistoms and
charac'eristics of the quaint European community of crucifix
oarvore, whose sworn duty it is to enact the sacred x>as8ion
periodically until the extinction of their sect.

Namks and Portraits ov Birds, by (^urdorf 'iTmnuuii. A
book uartlcularly interesting to gunners, for by its nse they can
Identify withotit question all the American game birds whlel;
they may kill. Cloth. 230 patrnB. nric^ 82.fifl. Wnr sale by fOHUS"
4.in> Str» a ic

m mid ^iv^t ^shing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the State.s,

Tervi tori es aiJd British Provinces are givea in the Book of
the Oainc Laws.

A TRIP TO COLD RIVER.

FOR a week we had had a wet spell of weather that
widened the usual circle of prophets around the stove

at Crawford's by night, and decreased in the same ratio

the fishing by day. And so the old yarns went round for

the hundredth time, told in a constant haze of smoke
from that famous brand "Blue Ruin," until gradually the
twilight crept through the small windows of the old store

and silence fell upon the circle, and no sound broke the
stillness save the crackling of burning logs in the stove.

The prophet had fallen asleep, even the old hound at my
feet sighed in his dreams. It was late, aud so I left the
now diminished circle and went over to Jock's and turned
in. The morning dawned clear and bright. The river,

swollen with continuous rains, flashed in' the warm sun-
light, running at the speed of a sluiceway. As I leaned
over the mill bridge a kingfisher screamed past, as much
as to say, "Poor fishin', ain't it?" Just then my grtod

friend Frank the Forester emergedfrom a tangle of alders

on the opposite side of the stream.
"What's up?" I asked as he drew near. "Water's about

the only thing I know of," said he. "I thought I'd come
over and see you about a little scheme I had cooked up
up for you." He was to start in the morning on one of

his periodical trips through the woods, rej)orting on the
condition of the timber, about a three weeks' trip. Would
I accompany him? Yes, and gladly.

And so we proceeded to Jock's to talk it over. That
night the fly-book was looked into and the usual assort-

ment of old standbys from grave to gay rearranged, and
what duffle we needed got together. We contented our-
selves with a rod apiece—one a rather heavy laneewood,
a "rough diamond," that had seen hard service both with
bait and fly, the other a bamboo of 5oz. , a lovely little

rod and every inch a thoroughbred. We were to find our
provisions and blankets en route.

Our route lay by trail from Keene Valley, Essex
county, N. Y., through to Van Houvenberg's, thence to

the "Deserted Village" via the Indian Pass, and so on to

Preston Ponds and down Gold River, returning by way
of Lake Colden, Mt, Marcy and the Ausable region. In
all a circuit of some 150 miles by trail.

The next day we took a late start, and the trail being
in fairly good condition, struck the Great South Meadow
in the cool of the evening and reached A''an Hotivenbergs
at dusk, feeling comfortably tired and hungry after our
twelve miles' jog through the notch. That night after a
poor but welcome supper we stretched ourselves before
the big blaze in front of the lodge and talked over our
pipes until one by one the stars flickered and went out
and the moon just cresting the edge of the black spruces
told us it was past time to turn in. Another twelve miles
of rougher going the next day brought us through the
Indian Pass and out to the "Deserted Village." It is a
strange contrast to suddenly break from the heavy tim-
ber in that wild country and come upon this isolated

relic of what in days long ago was once a thriving settle-

ment. There it lies to day, its single thoroughfare half

obliterated in a tangle of rank weeds and blackberry
bushes, its row of shanties covered with the moss of

years, abandoned and fast crumbling to decay. We
enter a dilapidated structure on our right. Half sunken
in the moss-covered floor lies an iron-bound chest of

ancient pattern, its lid bulging with a tumbled contents of

old ledgers and papers, all that remains of the old bank.
Half way down the street the Adirondack Club have

their headquarters. Under their hospitable roof we spent
one of the pleasantest of weeks, and having gained a
clear idea of the lumbering and condition of the timber
land, lakes and streams of that region, we packed oiu*

duffle one bright morning and were off for Preston and
Cold River.

Starting at the upper end of Lake Henderson, a trail of
four miles through a more or less lumbered country
brings you to the Upper Preston Pond, And what a
beauty it is! Nearly circular, its placid surface reflects

the primeval loveliness of the unbroken forest that sm--

rounds it. Through the courtesy of the club we occupied
a model log camp—the like of which would bring con-
tentment to the heart of any hunter or true angler, as it

lies nestled among the big spruces in a cove of this ideal

Eond. We were soon in our snug quarters, and after a
ite and a nip stretched ourselves under the shade of an

old hemlock down by the little brook that chattered so

merrily past our shanty, and tried ae patiently as circum-

stances would admit to kill that longest part of the day

—

the time between the end of the morning fishing and the
time to fish again. Who—if he be a true angler—has not
felt that indescribable feeling of impatience for the hour
to come when the sun. dies pale in the west and a dozen
concentric rings breaking the quiet surface of the pond
tell him it is time to put his rod together and glide gently
out upon the still w.qter now swimming in the yellofy

evening light. Whirr! whirr! goes the reel as you pay
out enough fine to get your c^st under way. As you drift

silently along the clear, plaintive note of the hermit
thrush from some distant swamp comes softly over the
wa.ter to yott. As you near a tangle of floodwood that
hangs as if in midair, so accurately is it mirrored in the
black water, suddenly your eye catches eight of a swirl

ahead and instantly you are "on the alert. Go slow, my
boy ! These wary old fellows are sparing with their favors,

A deep, quiet stroke with the paddle and you glide
within casting distance. Now steady! Softly yottr flies

fall upon the black water just this side of his majesty.
There lie hes in the shadow of that big white snag to

your left. Again the line straightens and this time your
cast dapples the still surface above him. Like a flash,

with a 'swirl of his mighty fail, he has your dropper
fairly in his jaw and has started for deeper water.
Steady! Be careful of that flood wood, he will play havoc
with you if he reaches it! Inch by inch you recover your
line. You feel the butt is beginning to tell on him and
instinctively you reach for the landing net. A quick
imss as he rolls to the surface and the next instant he lies

struggling in the meshes at your feet. Ah! what a beauty
he is. Two and one quarter pounds if an ounce! There
he hes, game to the last, the big hook of his under jaw
working convulsively, his bright spots gleaming like so
many turquoise aud rubies.

Handle liim tenderly—treat him with respect, he is no
reptile of a dogtish, this fellow who has sent the blood
coursing through your veins for the past fifteen minutes
—he is a prince antong fishes.

As T look across in the direction of the camp a thin
column of smoke rising straight against the dark timber
warns me it is late and that Frank is getting supper. The
sun has set an honr ago and the chill night mist is begin-
ning to settle over the water, I manage to pick up half

a dozen little fellows for the pan and then put for camp.
As the canoe grates against the beach I hear Frank's

cheery voice calling to me from the shanty, "Hello,
Doctor, I didn't know but what you had about concluded
to make a night of it. Any luck?" And then, as I emerge
into the shanty, his eyes fall upon the sagging contents of

the net, and the big fellow with the aristocratic hook is

dtily lifted out and weighed.
"Just two pounds, old man, and a beauty he is! Took

the gnat, eh? Curious how these big fellows' tastes differ.

I've got some biscuits in the oven, and I guess these little

fellows won't go bad along with the bacon. Tea or coffee?"

"Suit your taste," said I, and taking the candle I

followed the trail down to the brook to dress the fish.

"Frank," said I, as we rolled on a log and filled our
pipes after a hearty supper, "what has become of Old Sam
Dewey? Still living in 'New Rushy' I suppose?"

"Yes, and still is one of the most accomplished old liars

in these woods. I can see him now. He was always to

me a typical old trapper, his hair grew over his ears and
reached an inch or so below the collar of his coat, under
his mink-skin cap his keen gray eyes seemed to light up
his thin old countenance with an attractiveness that one
sees in the cunning face of a fox. He was a man of spare
build but with an unu'^ual amount of endurance, and I

am inclined to think even now in his old age would lead

the best of the boys a hard race in an all-day hunt.
"That reminds me by the way," continued Frank, "of

a yam I once heard the old fellow tell when we were
over in Newcomb county on a big hunt a year ago last

fall. One night a lot of the boys went up to Caleb's,

where there was to be a dance and a general good time.

We were all in good spirits for we had had a good hunt,
and intended to stay another week. 'Hite' Partridge
was there, and Pete Dunning and 'Old Sam.' A lot of us
were around the stove in the kitchen, and naturally the
talk ran to hunting adventure. Caleb] told how in the
early days he had once tracked a panther for two days
in the light drift with the thermometer at zero, and
finally killed her over on Moose Ridge, just below where
Hiram Chase's sugar works now stand. Every one had
a story to tell, all but Old Sam, who seemed to keep out
of the game, owing, no doubt, to his being frequently
squelched on previous occasions whenever he attempted
to spring a new yarn on the boys. Finally the old man
grew impatient, and transferring his feet from the second
rung of his chair to the floor, he waited for a lull in the
conversation and began.
" 'May be,' said he, 'yew fellers never heerd tell haow

1 once got forty-tew uv the noicest black duck ez ever
cum tew Little Beaver Pond? Wall—abaout ten year
ago—the time me en Brother Bill wuz trappin' daown
Cold Creek—I kin see yew fellers air beginin' tew daoubt
what I'm a goin' t' tell ye, en ef I hedn't seen it I dunno
but what I should mistrust it m'self. But it's Gospil
treuth.'

"Here he produced a shrunken package of 'Blue Ruin'
from tne depths of his jeans and filled his pipe and pro-

ceeded:
" 'Ducks had been plenty 'baout the pond, en one

evenin' ez I cum back home from havin' seen tew m'
ti-aps I see an almighty big flock er ducks settin aout on
th' pond, jes' this side uv where Brother Bill killed the
big doe. They see me an' riz en roosted on the limb er

that big birch' on t'other side th' pond. It looked ez if I

warn't goin' to git a crack at 'em, en I see I hedn't but
one cartridge in m' gun, so I jest set daown on er holler

log en begun to cal'ate haow tew git enough tew make a
mess. Bimeby an idee cum tew me en I crep' up abaout
forty rod from the old birch an' aimed her jest at the
crotch uv th' limb above whare them ducks wuz settin'

en yjulled th' trigger, Daown cum th' limb en pinned
'em all daown by th' toes. Wal, I jest dim' up 'n' picked
off forty-tew uv the noicest black duck yew fellers ever
see. Brother Bill he said he'd gin a dollar tew hev been
thare en seen th' fun. Talk abaout rats, ducks en otter!

Little Beaver 's th' place fer me en daon't yew fergit.'

And the old man tilted back in his chau- and refilled his
pipe with the air of a lawyer who had just won his case."
The fire had burned low, and after a look at the moon

and a few speculations in regard to the morrow we cov-
ered up the ashes and turned in,

F. Beekeley SMITHt
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A DAY WITH THE WALL-EYED PIKE.

THE 25tli of September, 1889, was one of those perfect
autumnal days that, with its bright sunshine and

balmy air, never fail to send a thrill of pleasure through
every fiber in the being of the enthnsiasiic devotee of the
"angle" as he hies himself to the spot where so many
pleasant hours have been passed.
On the morning of that day I started on my way to, what

is to me, a favorite fishing'resort, a short distance above
Creswell Station, on the Columbia & Port Deposit E. E.
The waters at this point mark the terminus of the rapids
extending southward from the Columbia Dam, and hence
are not so swift here, but form a series of eddies and deep
pools (the latter being locally known as "hollows") in
which the "lord of the Sus(|uehanna'' delights to make his

home. Owing to the uneveness of the bottiom and the de-
posits of rocks and snags, it often happens that while fish

are plentifid the angler is sometimes put to a disadA^antage
by getting his hooks fast in the above obstructions.

Having arrived at the desired point, I at once proceeded
to fish, which, of course, meant work and no little amount
of vexation, owing mainly to the usual difficulty of getting
"snagged."

I continued trolling nearly all the forenoon, baiting
and casting in the most tempting waj' T could conceive,
but without success. Indeed, it began to look as if the
wily inhabitants, yielding to the influence of the unusu-
ally fine weather, had, on the impulse of the moment,
gone to visit their friends or, possibly, to iittend a mass
meeting held for the purpose of discussing a question
which is to them one of vital importance—the pollution
of the waters of the Supquehanna in other parts.

I was much surprised, and not a little discouraged at

the ill luck that attended my efforts, so much bo that I

began to think seriouslj' of giving up and returning home.
But wait! what is that? Ah! no inanimate snag this

time, but just the very kind of snag I bad been longing to

get fast to all morning, and now my fine fellow, since you
have evidently 'just returned from one excursion, and
have been so kind as to give me the opportunity, I will

take you on another free of charge.
I succeeded in landing this fish with little difficulty,

though a good-sized "salmon," and making a cu-cle over
the same place, took a second, and in a short time I added
two more and one bass, making in all four ".salmon," or
wall-eyed pike, and one bass.

I now concluded to go liome, get dinner, and then re-

turn and resume the sport in the afternoon. While taking
dinner, learning that it would be convenient for my wife
to go, I persuaded her to accompany me back to the scene
of the morning's failure and success.

We started accordingly, our little daughter also making
one of the party. As Mrs. S. had done no fishing up to

this time, I decided to devote the afternoon to teaching
her how to fish, and that she should go through with the
entire programme of handling the fish, from the time it

"struck" until safely landed, ^vithout any assistance
other than verbal directions: for I wanted to make a
" fisherman" of her, and determined that if any fiah were
caught the credit should all be due to her. Ho%v well she
succeeded we shall see later on.

Arriving at the point where I had taken the fish before
noon, and having prevailed upon Mrs. S. to take the rod
(which she was quite reluctant to do) while I did the row-
ing, she began, as I supposed, to try to fish, but ended
with genuine fishing.

Considerable annoyaiice was experienced by getting
"snagged," and more so by the apparent absence of fish.

It is not surprising that, after rowing about for an hour
and a half or more, getting fast numberless times and
taking no fish, Mrs. S. was tlioroughly digusted with fish-

ing, refused to hold the rod any longer and insisted upon
going home. But I I'eally wanted to see her catch a fish,

and I had to use all my powers of persuasion to induce
Mrs. S. to consent to hold the rod long enough to encircle

a spot where I felt sure some vi'ary "salmon" must be
waiting for a tempting bite. She consented to do so, but
only on condition that we should leave for home imme-
diately if there were no stiikos during this round.
We had gone some oistauce, when suddenly there was

a sharp pull on th-i^ line that made the reel whizz, I

knew at once by tiie irregular nervous jerking of the
line that the fish was hooked, and told Mrs. S, tlaat now
she had her fish fast. "Oh, yes," said she, "it is very
likely one more of the kind I have been hooking ever
since we came—" but at this moment the fish, becoming
alive to the sense of his condition, began, to make such
vigorous demonstrations of resistance aa to cause an
abrupt ending of her speech.
Now you should have seen Mrs. S. reel him in. "Be

quick about it, don't give him any slack," said all in one
breath," "How, how? which way? where?" said 8h%,

getting excited and turning the reel in such a manner as to

let out line at an alarming rate. "Turn the reel the other
way as quickly as possible and bring your fish up stead-

ily," said I, almost ready to explode with laughter at the
events which were occurring. Mrs. S. had by this time,

to a certain extent, recovered her composure and began
to follow my directions in a very encouraging manner,
and in a short time had her first salmon up to the side of

the boat; here, after some little excitement, she succeeded
in landing the fish.

I now asked her if she still desired to go home and was
answered with a big "no." Enthusiasm had now taken
the place of disgust and so, after resting for a few
moments, we started around the same line we had taken
when the fish "Btruck." When crossing the same spot
another tug was felt by Mrs. S. , who being an apt pupil
and using to advantage the experience she had gotten in

playing the first fish, j)layed this second one quite well,

indeed, and soon landed it in good style.

Mrs. S. becoming more confi.dent of her abilities as a

"fisherman" continued the operation of extracting a
"salmon" at each succeeding round until she had seven
fine ones. On making the eighth circle she had a "strike"

but missed. This discouraged our "fisherman," and as it

was late in the afternoon she thought she had enough for

one day and began to talk of going home, but from the

nature of the strike I knew it was a large fish that had
been missed and was anxious to make another trial; we
did so and on this round Mis. S. succeeded in landing her
eighth and largest fish. This individtial tipped the beam
at41bs. We then returned home after what finally proved
to be a pleasant and successful excursion, Mrs. S. being
much elated over her remarkable good fortune, and well
she may be, for landing eight fish out of nine that struck

is a fact that even experienced anglers do not acCom.pIisli
very often.

I have spent many days (and pleasant ones too more'
successful in regard to the numbers of fish taken) upon
our beautiful Susquehanna, but the day when together
with my family I shared the excitements and pleasure
that only the true angler can feel I look back upon as the
brightest and happiest of all. G, 8.

Washinoton Borough, Pa.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
/^miCAGO, 111., Feb. 11.—Mr. W. Hoyt, of Aurora, was
\J in town the other day and we fell foul of each other.
Mr. Hoyt is a genial angler and much of an enthusiast in
fly-fishing for bass, for which he has the best of opportu-
nity in that bassful stream, the Fox Eiver, which flows
through Aurora, Mr. Hoyt is, however, I believe, inter-

ested in some milling properties situate along the Fox,
and that changes the whote color of the world to him.
He didn't love the State Fish Commission. He didn't
love Dr. Bartlett. He didn't love the ideaof putting fish-

ways in dams. He said that to put a practical fishway in
a dam would ruin the dam. He admitted that bass fish-

ing was good in the Fox, but denied that it had been in
the least benefited by the fishways. He said fish couldn't
get up over the fishways, but claimed there wasn't a dam
on the river the bass couldn't run over at high water. He
had seen suckers run up almost over the dam. I don't
know how he reconciles these two ideas, and forgot to
ask him. Mr. Hoyt says that the fishway at Dayton Dam,
low down on the big river, is absolutely worthless, and
that no fish can get over it. Allusion was made to the
opposition the dam owners made to the putting in of the
fishways, and to the suits instituted by the Commission.

"Yes, and you can't name a. single case where they won
their suit," said Mr. Hoyt.
"How about Carpenterville?" I asked him.
"Oh, that was a widow they sued thera^" said Mr.

Hoyt.
This is a criss-cross sort of world, anyhow this Illinois

end of it is Here's Mr. Hoyt, or the dam owners. They
think the Fish Commission is a vile, wicked and ineffectual
affair. The Fox Eiver Fish Association thinks the Fish
Commission is a good and worthy body, working in a
noble cause, and it therefore lends a hand. The Fish Com-
mission returns thanks, and says the Fox Eiver Associa-
tion has been its best friend and ally. The Illinois State
Sportsmen's Association says to the Fox Eiver Associa-
tion, Let us unite in this great and glorious work of pre-

serving the game and fish of this great and glorious
country. The Fox Eiver Association says it don't mind
if it does unite some, but all the same it doesn't want to

and doesn't mean to. The Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association says to the State Fish Commission, Show your
hand. Here, blame you, unite with us, or we will ever-
lastingly knock your political eye out. The State Fish
Commission says to the State Sportsmen's Association,
Don't say another word, we are going to unite with you,
and we meant to all along. Brotherly love. Nice, isn't

it? Hands all 'round, and dos d dos. I wish I could draw
a picture of it, showing what each feilow has in the hand
he keeps behind his back. In the meantime, the little

fishes and the birds that fly, in this great and glorious
land of the free, are getting it extensively in the neck, so

to speak.
Mr, Ed. Howard, keeper of the well-known sportsmen's

hotel on Fox Lake, was in the city this week and had
something to say about the ice fishing that has been going
on up in his country, and which was shown up in last

week's Forest and Steeam. Needless to say, Mr. Howard
has always opposed this sort of business, though his house
is right on the lake where a great part of it is done.

"It isn't so bad now as it used to be," said Mr. Howard,
"but the farmers used to make a regular business of com-
ing to Fox Lake and catching all the fish they could
through the ice. They had their shanties all over the
lake. Naturally, the more thoughtful of us who lived

about the lake, and had some consideration for the people
who came to visit us, didn't like to see the lake robbed in

this way. One night, in 1885, there was a lot of shanties

out on the lake, and I don't know how it happened, but
some way 22 of those shanties got piled up in a bunch to-

gether and were burned up, slick and clean. After that
the ice fishers used to miss the doors off their shanties a
good deal, and stoves would disappear from them by
night, and spears and lines would turn up missing, so it

wasn't all plain sailing for the ice fishers. One old

fellow got sharp. He used to bring his fish shanty with
him on his bob sled every morning and take it back at

night, so no one could get at it. One evening when he
went to hitch up his team he found his horses gone and
he had to walk home, away over in the country, and left

his shanty. Next morning his team was back hitched to

the sled out in the woods, but his shanty wasn't in prac-

tical working order. He staid away after that.

"It is shameful, the destruction these ice fishers create.

I hope you will keep up the work and show them the folly

of it all. As to the men living above me on the lake, I

think they would listen to reason, and if you and Mr.
Cole, the president of the Fox River Association, will go
up through there and try to get them to agree to quit

their winter fishing, I will go with you and do all I can to

help. It certainly is unwise to keep up this ice fishing."

Mr. Howard said that a great many bass were caught
by the ice fishers. He had often tried to have men help

him in his work, but often they would say they could
make more fishing. Willie Dunnell, three weeks ago,

caught 33 fish in one day, and of the whole 16 were pick-

erel and 16 were bass. Percy Hill, son of Capt, Hill, a
man who ought to know better, had 5 black bass to bring

down to Chicago for sale last week. He thought he
"might as well do it as anybody," George Drury was
fishing right along, and what could be expected of the

Stanleys wlio more than once had seined up young black

bass and sold them for bail?

"A strange thing happened not long ago," resumed
Mr. Howard, "which shows the size of some of the fish

in the lake. George Drury brought in a pickerel which
we weighed and found to "weigh' just 21bs. lloz,, quite a
fish you may see. This pickerel was fairly skinned from
the gills clear back to the tail, and George told me how
it happened. He found this fish on one of his lines, and
was pulling it in when he saw a big fish run at it, and
grab it right by the middle. George pulled and the fish

let go, but made another run aiid nearly swallowed the

little pickerel. George pulled the big fish on into the

hole, and when he let go he had the little pickerel pretty I

near scaled. We could see the marks of the teeth of the
big fish, both crosswise and lengthwise of the pickerel.
The fish may have been a mascallonge.
"You didn't know there were mascallonge in Fox Lake?

Well, there are not many, but there are a few. Ten
years ago Mr. Bell—you will remember he was drowned,
with his warm friend Mr. Wilcox, in that unfortunate
trout fishing trip on Lake Superior—was fishing on Fox
Lake, and he landed a 43Jbs. mascallonge, right on my
beach. In 1868 Monroe Staidey speared a mascallonge
which weighed .5j)lbs, They had three spears in him
before they got him. Only three years ago, Harry
Stanley, while fishing with a common bamboo rod and
bass outfit, caught a mascallonge 4ft. lin. long, that
weighed BTIbs, His father helped him. land it. This is

the la,8t one we know certainly to have been caught. I
think they must be a slow fish to reproduce or to mature,
so they are easily killed out of a water.
"When I was a mere boy, twenty years ago, I caught a

mascallonge thatweighed Silbs., in Fox Lake, and ca'iight

it in a very singular style, too. I yanked him alongside
and hauled him over the boatside, but after I got him into
the boat he jumped square out and swam off. I pulled
him up and hauled him aboard again, and again he
jumped out and swam away. I got pretty anxious, and
pulled him in again, and for the third time he jumped
out of the boat. When I got him in again I had had
enough, and I smashed him till he held still. I don't be-
lieve anybody on earth but myself ever caught a mascal-
longe that jumped out of the boat three times and yet was
saved,
"You may think that is a pretty hard mascallonge

story, but I can tell you a worse one, and one equally
true. A little more than three years ago Chas. Eidridge
was fishing on Fox Lake, and struck a mascallonge which
was later found to weigh 11 lbs. This fish went square
under the boat, and ran clear out to the end of the line,

the rod being out on the opposite side of the boat. As iie

reached the end of the line, which was short and rotten,
he sprang clear out of the water, turning back as he felt

the line check him, and landed directly in the boat, where
Eidridge nailed him. The funniest part is that before
the fish struck the boat the line was bi'oken short off, and
he lit with a piece of it hanging loose out of bis mouth.
He evidently broke the line when it snubbed him, and in
his crazy jump landed in the boat by mistake. I believe
this is the only case of the sort that ever happened."
Ed. Howard is a quiet, straightforward sort of man,

and I never knew him to wander from the paths of stern
reality, but after these last two stories I looked at him
with an increased i-espect. If he has any more mascal-
longe stories like this, he can come and sit in niy ofilce

and talk a week at a time, and his board won't cost him
anything,

I notice in a recent daily paper the following, which I
think will astonish even the most profound believer in the
glorious climate of Californy: "The San Diego (Cal.) Sun
tells of a monster black bass taken with hook and line

recently near that port. It weighed .3l81bs., and the
catcher was forty-two minutes in getting the fish along-
side a steamer." There is something wrong about that
story.
But about that ice fishing. The eiiort must be made to

get these jjeople to see the matter in a reasonable light,

i hope to be able some day to report these summer-resort
men all as much opposed to the practice as they are now
in favor of it, and to see every one of them a member of
the Fox Eiver Association. E. HoUGH.

TROUT FISHING PAST AND TO COME.
1NQUIEING as I go from town to town regarding au-

thentic records of trout caught reveals the fact that
more and larger trout have been caught the past year
than in any year within the recollection of the oldest
inhabitants.
Waterbury, Conn., tells us of good success, and our

genial friend Guernsey, who keeps everything in the fish-

ing tackle line that one may need, says that all the boys
had good luck, bringing home a basketful every time they
went. As to size, lib. may be the limit reached by the
largest.

Naugatuck followed right along and here the dealer is

Col. Tolly, A poimd to lilbs. was the limit.

Seymour and Birmingham told similar stories.

Torrington and Winsted, noted in former years for
their fish lies, gave us a little better report, l ilbs., and in

one or two instances Iflbs. were the big ones here, and at

Colebrook Eiver, a point a little vvay out from Winsted,
one was reported weighing 2flbs. This one was taken
alive and sent to Hartford, where he made the owner
thereof happy $10 worth.
Canaan, where Mr. Camp sells the hooks, says: "We have

got a new gag on the trout here; we just get on the train

and go over here a little ways and catch all we can lug
home. Big ones? Why yes, pound and three-quarters,

several of them, but no larger."

At New Milford I got no report except good success,

but as to pize I inferred that a pound was the big one.^

Sandy Hook "got there" with sevei-al of a pound and'
three-quarters, and "Pape" and O'Hare are prognosticat-
ing for 1891, Well, good luckl Hope they will catch
whales next time.
Great Barrington didn't know much about trout fishing;

got some, I gupss, but Sagey says that one and three-

quarters was the largest here. Lee, Lenox and Stock-
bridge could do no better, but West Stockbridge just man-
aged to pull through with two and three-quarters for

trumps.
I got so by this time that I swallowed fish lies without

auy Ylifiicurty, and took in all sorts of stories. But Phil-

mont takes the whole bakery, for in this quiet village,

where Mr, Lockwood sells the strings, lives a man, if in-

def d he lives yet, Frank Alberts by name, who caught a
trout that weigiied three pounds and fifteen ounces, and
another fellow got one that weighed ti^^o and one-quarter,

No jokes, for Lockwood says it's straight.

And so they go, and every one says we we will catch
larger ones this spring, of which more amn. NoTLlKS.

Gltjb Electiok,—Newport, E, I., Feb. 11.—At the
annual meetiag of the Newport Fish and Game Assccia-
tion, held Jan. 14, the following f;flicers were elected:

President, J. P. Cotton; Vice-President, Eobt, Frame;
Treasurer, W. A. Armstrong: Secretary, F. H. Wilks.
Directors: Messrs. ,1, P. Cotton, Eobt. Frame, W. A,
Armstrong, W. H. Hanmaett and F. H. Wilks.—F. .B,

Wilks. Seo'y.
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CONNECTICUT RIVER PIKE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
You are perfectly right in your statement that there

are no mascalonge in the Connecticut EAver, The fish in
question are simply the gi-eat northern pike (Esox
lucius.) I have seen scores of them, caught them, and
eaten them, hut the largest I ever saw scaled I91bs. They
were not introduced in a pond near Bellows Falls, but
were brought from Lake Cha.mplain by the late Governor
Paine of Norfclifield, Vt. , andplaced in a mill pond in North-
field or Eoxbury, at the head of the Black River about
the date stated, 1838. At any rate, in a great freshet in

1840, the dam broke, and the fish were swept down into
the Ooimecticut. I left home soon after that, and on one
of my vacation visits, a few years later, was told of the
strange new pickerel of fabulous size which were being
caught.

It might have been about 1847 or '48, that Hon. Wm.
Henry, the cashier of the Bellows Falls Bank, caught
one weighing ITlbs. in the "big eddy"' below the Falls.

It may have been two or three years later, but I should
say it was as long ago as 1853 at latest.

Mr. Henry was an enthusiastic angler, and when bus-
iness was dull was reported to be in the habit of locking
uj) the brick bank, and going down the gi-avel one behind
it to the river to fish, and it was said that when the coun-
try people around came to the bank in the summer, and
found the doors locked, they always made a bee line for
the eddy, where they were sure to find the cashier.

The pike have spread up and down the river, and
nearly exterminated every thing else. I have heard of
them as far north as Havei'hill, and eaten them, caught
in shad nets, at South Hadley Falls. I once had one
brought to me, to decide if it "was not a mascalonge. It

was almost black on the black, with orange spots, and
yellow belly, but had probably got discolored by living
in some eddy where an iron spring oozed into the river,

and deposited a bog iron bed for him. When I was a boy,
I used to supply ray father with the black sand, used
instead of blotters^ 50 or 60 years ago, by collecting it

with a magnet on the bank of the river at low water in

summer. VON W,
Charlbstown, N. H.

ANGLING NOTES.
UNDER the proposed change of the trout law it will be

impossible for the honestanglertosend home afew
trout. While in some cases this is somewhat harsh, yet
as it is for the public good, we will have to submit. Trout
do not amount to much after a journey of any length,
but generally arrive soft and tasteless and often unfit for
the table. After trying many ways, the following has
been found the best to keep trout in good condition and
flavor: Olean the fish as soon after they are caught as
possible; wipe dry and clean, inside and out, and be care-
ful to remove all the blood along the backbone. Sprinkle
a little black or white pepper in the inside and lay them
in as cool a place as you can. If possible to keep them in
an ice house, do so, but lay them on a board, not on the
ioe. Never use salt to pi'eserve them, as it pickles them
and ruins the flavor. When ready to pack, fill an empty
tin, such as gingersnaps come in for instance, with
pounded ice, and pack the fish around it. This ice will

keep them 12 hours. If it can be had, refill the tin with
fresh ice during a long trip.

The proposal to change the number of Fish Commis-
sioners meets with universal disfavor, and the codifying
commissioners seem to have gone beyond their duties to
make the stiggestion. The cutting off of the two weeks
trout fishing in September is a mistake. There is little or
no fishing in the Adirondacks from July 1 to Sept. 1,

whereas it is generally good during the first two weeks of
September. If this cha,nge is made, anglers will simply
go to Maine or Canada, and their money will be lost to

the guides and hotels of the North Woods, or what is

worse, will fish contray to the law, as they used to do before
it was made legal. The best laws always are those that
are reasonably easy to enforce. That is' the reason that
the law regarding the shipping of venison has been of
so much benefit. Scari.bt-Ibis.

^wJfmUur^.

MASSACHUSETTS FISHCULTURE.
THE twenty-fifth annual report, of the Commissioners of

Inland Fisheries au<1 Game of the State of Massachusetts
opens with a reference to the flsbways built over eight dams
on the Monatiquot Rivei-. Two of these dams arerfrom 18
to 20ft. in height. A record Is given of the fish seen in the
Lawrence fishway from April 22 to Oct. 9, 1890. Between
October and April the only fish seen were suckers. The first

alewives inade their .Hppearance April 24, and other species
arrived on the following dates: Lamprey, May 4: salmon,
June 19, three individuals ranging from I'i to i41bs.; forty-
four salmon in all were seen, the last, Oct. 9, weighed Slbs.,

the largest salmon of the season wei.sjhed 201bs. Silver eels
appeared July 3. and black bass July 30.

The catch of shad in 1890 showed a marked falling off, and
the high water and scarcity of spawning fish interfered
seriously with the shad hatching operations at North An-
dover.
A few carp have been raised and sold at from 16 to 17 cents

per lb. The catch of trout during the season of 1S90 was
unusually large, and was evidently due to the distribution
of fry. In beginning the work of trout hatching the Com-
missioners made the experiment of stocking several depleted
streams, and also several streams in which trout were not
native. Successful results were obtained in all cases. The
Commissioners believe that without skillful management
trout and salmon cannot be profitably kept in small" ponds
until they are one or two years old before introducing them
into the brooks. When artificially fed in such inclosure.s
they lose their self-reliance and become a prey to enemies
soon after liberation. They prefer introducing the young
fry into the headwaters as soon as the egg sac is absorbed,
and letting them at once begin the struggle lor existence'.
The demand for trout fry has been greatly in excess of the
supply. With the §1,000 granted by the Legislature for es-

tablishing a new hatchery, work is expected to begin this
spring with increased facilities. The Commissioners expect
to distribute about (300,(00 young trout in April and May.
These are delivered free at the hatching house at Winches-
ter, Mass., and transportation cans fnruisljcd, which are to
be returned to the hatchery at the expense of the applicant.
The 'Jominissioners refer to the Sunapee trout, and ex-

press their belief that it is native to New England waters
and existed there many years before the iutrodiiction of
saibliug. They state from their own knowledge that no

saibling were ever planted in Sunapee Lake or in Dan Hole
Pond, or in any of the tributaries of these bodies of water.
The welcome amgouncement is made that salmon are

steadily increasing in the Merrimac; sixty were taken dur-
ing 1890 near the hatchery at Plymouth, N. H., an establish-
ment which is operated by the Massachusetts and New
Hampshire Commissioners .jointly.
Reterence is made to the work of the steamer Ocean Gem,

which was purchased by the Commissioners for the purpo-se
of enforcing the laws relating to the shore fisheries of the
State. Her especial function was the protection of the lob-
ster fisheries and the enforcement of the laws against men-
haden seining In Buzzard's Bay, a duty for which she is

or metal of a required size at an angle from the sides, and
covering the mouth or base of the angle with wire gauze,
letting the wood pro.iect some little distance beyond the
gauze, as shown in sketch.
" Now, entering into each of these angles from the outer
trough is a hole with gate, by which the flow oi water may
be regulated. These angles may be placed opposite one an-
other, or may alternate as is found preferable. The idea is
to introduce cuiTents of water at intervals along the entire
length of the trough in such a way that the fish will find a
number of places with the conditions they prefer instead of
the single one at the head of the ordinary trough.

It will he seen by the illustration that with a feather all

TEOITGH FOR YOUNG SALMONID^.

admirably suited by reason of her high rate of speed. This
steamer seized the steamer Fearless, of Newport, but was
obliged to abandon the prize for want of sutficient coal to
get into port. Nineteen arrests were made for violations of
the lobster law and three for infringement of the fish laws.
The returns of the lobster fishery show an increase of more

than a quarter of a million in the catch of marketable lob-
sters. The returns from the fisheries show a marked de-
crease of shad, alewives, sea herring, scnp, tautog, flounders
and flatfish, eels, and some other edible flsh, while there was
an increase in the catch of menhaden, striped bass, sque-
teague, mackerel and blueflsh. The increase in menhaden
was particularly large, being 2,.500,000.

The appendix to the report contains a listof Fish Commis-
.sioners, a series of notes by Mr. S. Garman on the carp,
brown trout and Sunapee trout, accompanied with figures
of the species.
Mr. B. P. Chadwick, who had charge of the shad hatching

operations^ at North Andover, states that the run in the
MeiTimac in 1890 was small and he attributes the marked
decline of the shad fisheries to the destruction of young
fish by the use of fine meshed seines at the mouth of the
river. "The practice of catching small fish for bait at the
mouth of the Merrimac has been pressed to such an extent
as to have ruined the shad fishery of this stream, and the
alewife fishery is destined to meet the same fate.'" The
shad fishery is no longer profitable and Mr. Chadwick re-
commends the abolition of all seine fishing for a period of
ninety days after June 1. He finds that the sale of under-
sized lobsters has almost ceased. One violator of the law,
George S. Seeley, of Beverly, was fined -$11.5 and costs.
The Hampshire Trout Breeding Association, through its

secretary, Mr. Dana Pearson, has made a report to the Com-
missioners. Dec. 25, 1889, they received 3.5,000 brook trout
eggs from the U. S. Fish Commission and 95,000 from the
Massachusetts Commission. Of these they hatched about 98
per cent, and only 4 per cent, of the embryos were lost.
About the middle of April they distributed all the fry in
brooks at Hatfield, Hadley, Williamsburg, Northampton.
Hadenville and Chesterfield. None of these .streams are
posted and the association has secured control of the
hatchery site until the fall of 1898.

An opinion of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts in the
case of the Commonwealth against Arthur Manchester,
who was complained of for taking fish by the use of a purse
seine in the waters of Buzzards Bay within the jurisdiction
of the State of Massachusetts, is given at length in this
appendix. The Chief Justice decides that the statute of the
Commonwealth is not repugnant to the constitution and the
laws of the United States.
The eft'ect of this decision will be to prevent the use of the

pui'se seine in the menhaden fisheries within Buzzard's Bay.
Reference is also made to recent legislation for the pro-

tection of the fish and fisheries.

The report closes with detailed returas of the lobster ti.sh-

eries showing the number of traps used, the number of mar-
ketable lobsters taken and the number of egg-bearing lob-
sters returned to the water alive, finally complete tables
are furnished .showing the returns of pounds, weirs, gill and
sweep nets, with the names of the kinds of fishes taken.
One remarkable feature of these tables is the record of 1,341
Spanish mackerel taken in gill and sweep nets at Chatham.

NEW JERSEY FISH COMMISSION.
COMMISSIONERS: Robert D. Poote, Morristown; W. A.

Newell, Pennsville: F. M. Ward, Newton, Secretary.
Several thousand brook trout and lake trout have been

planted in the iuland waters of the State during the last
year, and there is reason to believe that the stock is in good
condition. The success of the eft'orts in replenishing the
streams is acknowledged since the fishing last season was
as good as it was twenty years ago. The trout waters are
confined chiefly to the northern counties.
The catch of shad in the Delaware River and Bay during

the season of 1890 was the best known for many years, and
it is conceded that it is due to the large number of fry de-
posited in the river during the past five years by the United
States Fish Commission and the New Jersey Commission.
The former liberated 18,000,000 last year and the State Com-
mission about 7,000,000. The sturgeon fisheries of Delaware
Bay have recently become very important. Alany hundreds
of thousands of dollars are invested in the business and hun-
dreds of men are employed during the fishing season. The
fish were worth from S7 to .?15 each, according to size. A
much-needed law^ was passed liy the Legislature to protect
the young sturgeon from destruction by gill-net fishermen.
The Commission intends to introduce other varieties of

game fishes into some of our principal lakes, including
Hopatcong, Greenwood, and some of the smaller ones, during
the present season.—F. M. W.

TROUGH FOR YOUNG SALMONID/E^

THE tendency of young trout or salmon to "bank" or
pile up at the head of the trough where the water

supply enters is one of the undesirable, and with the ordin-
.ary trough unavoidable conditions in holding them.
Whether there is a greater possibility of injury to them by
reason of their huddling together in such masses or they
are more liable to contagion or the efi'ects of diseases, to
which other animals are subject under like conditions, can
only be a matter of conjecture. We do know, however,
that young Saimonidoi are particularly susceptible to cer-
tain diseases, the causes and nature of which are not ttndex-
stood, and which are, moreover, not easy to determine.

It has occurred to the writer that at all events any
arrangement in the trough which ^yould cause the young
fi.sh to be dispersed throughout its entire length, while
allowing perfect facility in cleansing it and handling the
fish, might present to the minds of trout culturists some
advantages worthy of practical experiment.
The idea which has suggested itself to the writer as a

result of observation, though not of pr:;otical experience, is

a double trough, or trough inside of a trough, as shown in
the acconip;mying sketch. One bottom answers for both of
course. Along the sides of the inside trough are arranged a
series of angular chambers, made by placing pieces of wood

the sediment may be swept to the foot of the trough as easily
as if the .sides were entirely straight and clear.

It will also be noticed that while it is po.ssible that in time
the fish may find their way to the head of the trough they
may be a considerable time in doing so, and the currents
they must encounter on the journey will afford them bene-
ficial exercise.

If, however, they should accumulate at the head of the
trough in too gi-eat numbers it will only be necessary to
sweep them to the bottom with the feather and allow them
to work slowly up again. By a proper proportioning of the
waste ways of both sections of the trough, and the holes
through which the water must pass from the outer to the
inner section, the outer one could be kept fullest and the
water be caused to flow into the inner one with con.sider-
able force. Wm. P. Seal.
U. S. FtSH CoMJnssiON, Washington, D. O.

%e Mmtmt

All coiTimunications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Feb. 34 to 27.—Fifteenth Annual Dog Show of the Westminster
Kennel Club, at New York. .Tames Mortimer, Superintendent.
March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltimorp. Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duciuesno Keimel.

Club, ai Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
'

March 16 to 19.—Inauguval Dog .Show of the Washington City
Kennel Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 21 to 27.—Secomi Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel <^hib, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretar.y.
Murch 31 to April o.—SH\ enth Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kcrmfii Clnb, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, Srcretary.
April 8 to 11.—Tbin! Annual Dog Show of tbe Mascotitah Ken-

nel Club, at OhicTgo, III. Jolin L. Lincoln. .Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Mnuhall, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.—Dog Show of the Southijrn California Kennel

Club, at Los Augele.*.
April 23 to May 3.—Dog Show of the California Kennel Club, at
an Francisco, Cal. R, P. B,emiie, Sec'y,
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstowu, 0.

THE GREYHOUND STUD BOOK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the last meeting of the advisory eotnmittee of the

A. K. C. I notice a resolution demanding that the National
Greyhound (^lub give up its private .stud book or forfeit
membership in the former organization. To the writer
this seems a grave mhstake. for above all other dogs, the
pedigrees of the greyhound shouhl be accurate, entire and
pure. To accomplish this requires more care and research
than the A. K. C. exhibit in their stud book, which com-
prises all sorts and conditions of the canine species. Rather
than censure a man or club for keeping or publishing reli-
able information as to the pedigrees and winnings of a
special breed of dogs, the A. K. C. should encourage such
efforts.

Doubtless the greyhound men have had the .same experi-
ence as the writer in the more insignificant matter of breed
ing pugs. He found the comprehensive A. K. C. stud book
not at all adequate to his needs, and so set about getting all
the information possible from other quarters. By writing
and talking to the pug breeders of both England and
America he was quite astonished at the amount of valuable
facts to be found outside both English and American stud
books. Collecting all this matter together he has compiled
a book on pugs which appeared in the Fa/nclers' Journal of
last year in serial form, and is now ready for publication.
This little book might be termed a stiid book, as it is a
record of the pedigrees as far back as they could be traced,
winnings and winning produce of the pug dog, together
with a few facts relative to this breed. Has the National
Greyhound Club erred more than the writer? except that
their dogs are a more important and grander breed than
the pug. Why then should they be criticised or censured
for any elfort whereby they can keep a pure, disinterested
record of the pedigrees of these fine animals?

M. H. Ceter,
PHinADELPHiA, Pa.. Feb. 15.

HELEN KELLER'S MASTIFF.—Hulton, Pa.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I can best express my appreciation
of the letter of Mr. Geo. E. Goodhue in your issue of Feb. 13
by saying that I am almost temirted to regret that Mr.
Goodhue's kindly wish has been forestalled. As soon as I
heard of the killing of the dog, I wrote to "Uncle Dick" to
secure Eriant, an elder sister of the one killed, and .succeeded
in so doing. That I got the right kind is proved by the
prompt manner in which Eriant bounced into a room full of
danceis and broke up the fun by seizing the beaux and
belles, deeming their semblance of fighting most reprehensi-
ble. Mr. Goodhue's allusions to the forgiving spirit of this
child seem to make it proper for me to say that this is the
most marked feature in her Avonderful character. Nothing
can make her angry, no offense is sufficient to excite her
animosity. Her teacher says .she never saw the child so dis-
tressed, yet she was ready to forgive and think the best of
the one who had brought such distress upon her.—W. WAde.
HoENELLSYiLLE, N. Y.~Edttor Forcst and Stream,: Mr.

Geo. O. Goodhue shows the right spirit in starting a sub-
scription to buy a mastiff for Hellen Keller: but it is all
fixed now. She is to have my Eriant. As soon as Mr.
Wade wrote wanting to buy Eriant to send the little girl, I
tried to get her address so that I could make the present
myself, but Mr. Wade heard of it and insisted on paying for
the bitch, so I had to accept.-J. Otis Fellows.

'i
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THE SOUTHERN FIELD TRIALS.

ALL-AGED STAKE.

THERE wei-e twenty entries in this stake, anrl the first

four heats were rtin at the conclusion of the Paul Bo

—

Rupert heat, to decide first place in the Derby, on Friday,
Feb. 6. The farst brace was

DAB WILSOK, JR., AND SHOTMASTEB.
The English setter Dad Wilson, .Jr., by Dad Wilson—Lit,

and owned by .J. Shelley Hudson, was in charge of H. M.
Short, and the Idstone Kennels' Shotmaster, by Planet-
Lady Croxteth, was handled by D. E. Rose. At" the start,

at 3:39 P. M., Dad Wilson, .Tr., soon showed his superior
pace, which he kept up to the end of the heat. On the scat-
tered birds from the previous heat. Dad pointed and Short
flushin]K, killed, and Dad made a difficult retrieve in good
style. He followed tliis up by a good point on a bevy, and
was steady to flush. Shotmaster in the meanwhile had
shown his running powers off to good advantage on a rab-
bit. In the woods. Dad Wilson coming at speed from the
right, went in ahead of Shotmaster, who had scented game,
.T.nd wheeled to a fine point. Shot, not to be outdone, passed
him in turn and pointed as well. After another short gallop
Dad was rightly awarded the heat, being superior to the
other all round.

.lACQXIES AND COKSAIE.

Jacques, by Ered W. , and owned by Chas. Tucker,
was. in the absence of owner, handled by D. E. Rose, and B.
M. Stephenson handled his dog Corsair^ by Dad Glad.stone
—Haidee. In the open, some distance from where the last
heat was run, these two were cast off. They both soon
made points on a bevy and were steady to shot. Soon after,

following the birds, they were both found again on a point
in a plum thicket, but nothing was found: further on,
they each made good points on singles and birds flushed to
each, birds were shot at but neither killed, both dogs steady.
Jacques then made two points to only one of which a bird
was flushed. Coming to a stand a little further away, three
birds flushed to his point. Moving on, he stood again, and
Rose flushing the bird, .shot and killed, Jacques bringing
the game up in good style. After a short run both dogs
pointed near a ravine in some grass. They had, however,
been ordered up but after consultation they were sent on
again. Not far away Jacques wheeled to a good point and
Corsair coming up at speed, caught the scent while jumping
a ditch and landed stiff. Nothing being found, they roaded
on and Jacques soon located the birds; they were not fol-

lowed. Then Jacques flushed one. On the other side of a
deep ravine Corsair pointed nicely, and a woodcock was
flushed. Jacques got into trouble by flushing a bevy to the
right down wind, afterward redeeming himself by a point
on a single. Dogs were then ordered up and the judges
awarded the heat to Jacques. Down 4.5m.

CASSXO AND KENO.

The English Cassio, by Count Noble—Lizzie Hopkins, was
handled by his owner, j. M. Avent, and the English setter
Keno, by Roybil , owned by Dr. .Jones, was also hand-
led by her owner. They were cast oft' in the open. Cassio
showed his superiority by doing most of the pointing and
showing better speed all through the heat. Keno made sev-
sal flushes and pointed only two singles to Cassio's two bevies
and several singles. The heat therefore finished in his favor
after running .30min.

ANTONIO AND LITTLE GIFT.

The black, white and tan setter dog Antonio, by Roderigo—
Bo Peep, was handled by his owner, J. M. Avent, and Little
Gift, owned by Bert Crane, was in charge of N. B. NesMtt.
There was no competition in this race, as Antonio did all the
work, cutting out the pace and ranging wide and stylishly.
There is little need to enumerate points made as the heat
was so one sided. This finished the work for the day.

Sat'tirday.

The first heat of the day was the Zula M,—Rupert one, and
this has already been given in the Derby report. The fifth

brace in the All-Aged Stake was then called up. This was
DAD WILfSON'S BOT AND RODER.

The English .^^etter dog Dad Wilson's Boy is by Dad Wil-
.son—Dolly S., and owned by G. 0. Smith, and was handled
by W. W. Titus. N. B, Nesbitt handled his dog Roder, by
Roderigo—Lufra's Cross. They were put down at 10:12, and
as the weather was warm the dogs soon felt its effects. They
ran for some time and then were taken up twice, and soon
after Dad pointed in good style but the bevy could not be
found, then just after. Dad flushed a .single, and the dogs
were taken up to be put down in the afternoon at 3:40, but
finding no game after a quarter of an hour's run they were
ordered up miA the heat given to Dad Wilson's Boj.

FEED GATES AND HAMtJEL S.

This brace was put down at 13:06. Fred Gates, owned by
Messrs. Hamilton and .Jackson, was handled by D. E. Rose
and H. S. Bevan's (agt. ) Samuel S. was handled by H. S.

Bevan. Samuel S. was the firsc to get to work and secured
a good point on a bevy. Then Fred showed his .speed in the
chase after a rabbit, and then another start was made after
the scattered birds, but they failed to avail themselves of the
opportunity to do good work. Samuel S. flushed some,
when the rest got up. Then ensued a long run and both
were found on a point in a hedge row, though it was plain
that the ci-edit belonged to Fred. Sent on, the bevy was
located by Fred, and when flushed, Rose made a double and
Fred retrieved nicely. Samuel S., after a short run, came up
to the same bevy and pointed them at the edge of woods.
Judge Rogers killed the bird, Sam S., after much urging,
retrieved it. Then ensued a consultation, but no decision
was arrived at and dogs were put down again at 1:30. Soon
after, ovar the hill, a questionable point was made by Samuel
S.: the judges did not see it, though some of the spectators
claimed to have done so. Then in the open Sam made
matters more secure by nailing another bevy. The judges
then decided at last that Samuel S. was the better dog.
Though Fred had two singles to his credit he had not the
speed or range of the other, but was more stylish. They had
been running for two hours and fifteen minutes. Sam at
times was unsteady and might have backed better.

SATAN AND NATALIE.

The English setter dog Satan is by Baden—Bessie, is

owned by J. W. Renfroe and was handled by D. E, Rose in
place of Charles Tucker, who had been called home. Bert
Crane's Natalie II,, handled by N, B. Nesbitt, is by King
Noble—Natalie. They were cast off at 2:49. Satan soon
flushed a bevy in the woods; birds were marked down in sedge
grass. Then Natalie pointed, Nesbitt flushed and killed,

Natalie doing the retrieve well. Satan found some mischief
to do in the idle moments and pointed, Natalie coming up
soon got to work again with another point which Satan
backed nicely. Then Natalie pointed foot scent. Some sharp
running was now indulged in by both and Satan dropped to
a point on foot scent, but while pottering round Natalie
came up and by a cast nailed the birds. Flushed, they were
followed with out result, the dogs were soon after ordered up
and the heat was given, much to the surprise of many, to
Satan,

NELL OF IDSTONE AND NOBLE C.

The black and white pointer bitch Nell of Idstone is by
Planet—Lilly Bang, owned by Idstone Kennels and was
handled by 'D. E. Rose. Patrick Henry's English setter

Noble C. is by Rapier—Belle of Hatchie, and H. M. Short
had him in charge. They were cast off after a short heat
between Dad Wilson's Boy and Roder, alluded to above.
Noble soon got to work and found birds at the edge of woods

and'foUowed this up, at the other side of some imderbrush,
by finding another bevy. Nell dtiring this had found a
single, but flushed it. Then on scattered ijirds both secured
a point, when time was called and Noble won the heat.

SAM E. AND BLADE.
Owing to Mr. Tucker's absence and' Mr. Rose's request to

withdraw Blade, the heat was given to Sam R. He is by
Dash B. out of Daisy Hope, and is owned by G. P. .Jones.
Blade is by Toledo Blade out of Lula C. The tenth and last
brace of the meeting was

TENNESSEE CHARLEY AND TUBEROSE.
B. M. Stephenson handled his dog Tennessee Charley, by

Fred W. out of Ida S., and Tuberose, by Count Noble out o'f

Lit, was handled by E. H. Hyde, Her owner. Will Wilson,
had sold her to J. Shelley Hud.son. They were ca.st off at
4:4.5. Not much work was done, they only running the
allotted -30 minutes; but Charley showed himself the better
dog, being a fa.ster and a wider ranger. He was first on
game, finding a bevy and some singles. Tuberose secured
one. They were ordered up at ,5:1.5, and Tennessee Charley
won. Thus ended the first series.

Mondaii.

As rain fell in torrents, with no sign of a let up, the hand-
lers, many of whom were sick, decided unanimously that
the judge decide the stake on the work done in the first

series, and their request was accordingly acceded to with
the result as wired last week.
Antonio first prize, Dad Wilson, Jr., second prize, Satan,

Sam R, and Noble C, divided third.
This brought a rather unsatisfactory meeting to an abrupt

close. Max.

COCKER SPANIELS OF 1 890.

Editor Fureft and Stream:
Mr. F. H. F. Mercer's letter of apology, which appeared in

your issue of Feb. .5, is not altogether satisfactory. He ad-
mits he made misstatements intetitirmally and apologizes
for thesf , and he a.sks forgiveness of those whose feelings he
advisedly hurt. As an introduction to this he says "the end
justifies the means," and then drags Mr. Wade into the
muddle as his advisei'. My friend Mr. Wade knows nothing
about cockers, regarding them more as acreation of "fancy."
Reljing undoubtedly upon Mr. Mercer's statements being
correct, Mr. Wade advised bina to go ahead.

In his letter which reached me after having sent my letter
which appeared in Forest and Stream of Jan. 29, Mr.
Mercer adVised me that he was "Gothamite" andthathe had
sent Mr. Wade his original conTuiuni cation with a request to
send it to me for my opinion. If Mr. Wade had been in
doubt as to the truth of "Gothiimite's" assertions he would
probably have sent it to me, but he returned it without doing
so. Mr." Wade is not the person to countenance intentional,
misstatements, with the purpose of ad.viscMy hurting any
one's feelings, especially I may say those of personal friends.
Mr. Wade's record as an apologizerfor hisfew unintentional
misstatements is too well known to allow "Gothamite" to
adopt. any such Adam and Eve argTiment and drag Mr,
Wade into the controversy.
Mr. Mercer tells ns that good has come out of these inten-

tional statements. Perhaps so, but I think not. All that
has come out of it is the apology of Mr. Mercer for masquer-
ading under the name of "Gothamite" for the purpose of
making intentional misstatements and advisedly hurting
the feelings of others. All through the piece Mr. Mercer
has shown his profoimd ignorance of cocker spaniels and of
their historv since the first "long and low" spaniels were
imported. He doesn't know that the long and low spaniels
were field spaniels and that the longest and lowest cocker
yet imported was Miss Obo II. In fact he knows nothing of
cocker spaniels, and a bantam weight, he shies his castor into
the ring, challenging the heavyweights of the fancy, and
with a result that might be expected.
When "Gothamite's" first letter appeared I was astonished

to see Forest and Stream publishing such a nonsensical
string of misstatements, and I never would have taken the
trouble to reply thereto. That "good has been done to the
cocker spimiel cause by this turmoil," as Mr, Mercer claims
in his apology, is admis.sible only so far as showing very
conclitsively what every one the least acquainted with the
views of our leading cocker men well knew, that there was
unanimity among them as to the proper type, Mr. Mercer
claimed in his letter to me that he had gained something by
securing public admi.ssion of Mr. Mason and myself that we
are opposed to long and low cockers. My reply to him was
that it was just aa'mucli gain as if he had accused us of say-
ing the moon was made of green cheese and we had replied
to the contrary.
There is absolutely nothing in the whole buisiness outside

of the now admitted fact that Mr. Mercer made intentional
misstatements for the purpose of aduisediy hurting the feel-

ings of some gentlemen.
Mr. Laidlawhi ts very near the mark when he says "the

craze, so called, originated in breeders importing cockers
from England, where the long and low notions prevailed,

and these importations having more quality as a general
rule than the spaniels then in America, were taken as the
.standard.'' It was just about the same thing that I wrote
to Mr. Mercer. No man with any sense will put a bull-

headed fright with a cocker build of body over a dog show-
ing spaniel quality all over, even if he is a bit longer than
the judge likes as'his ideal. If Mr. Mercer had had much
experience in breeding cockers, he would know that a body
is easily got but a good head is mighty hard. It must be

three years ago since Mr.Willey said to me, "1 can get every
thing' I want without trouble except the right heads."
About that time Mr. Mason drew attention to the same
thing.
It is much easier for a man outside the ring to sum up

merits, especially if writing incognito, than if that same in-

dividual changed places with the judge. We had a .some-

what prominent case in point when Mr. Fellows judged at

Philadelphia a few years ago. "Uncle Dick" is well known
through the press as a denouncer of "crocodiles," and we
naturally anticipated a grand transformation scene when
his list 'of awards was announced. In place thereof and
much to the satisfaction of spaniel men he recognized qual-
ity as an essential, and differed in no material degree from
judges who had previously passed judgment upon the same
dogs. When Mr. Mercer is called upon to occupy the posi-

tion as judge, he will have the same difficulty to encounter.

He will find no dog without faults, and it is in the estima-
tion of the difficulties overcome, as opposed to the failures,

that he will experience trouble in order to arrive at a deci-

sion satisfactory to himself.
I rather feel that the greatest injustice of all has been

done to Mr. Wilmerding in dragging his dog Doc so promi-
nently into the discussion, but I do know this that he
deprecated the starting of the correspondence in the way it

was done, and only wrote to correct errors unintentionally
committed by Mr. Mason, which that gentleman at once re-

tracted. The pufi&ng of Doc I knosv has been done entirely

without his knowledge or consent, and he being now in

Florida and not being present or perhaps caring to refute

suggestions as to seeking gratuitous advertising, I take the
liberty, as an old friend, to sa.v what I do know on this part
of the subject. JAS. WATSOJf.

Phtlauelphia, Pa.__

Editor Forest and Stream:
In addition to the retraction which appeared in your

columns two weeks ago, Air. P. H. F. Mercer has written
me a private letter, expressing rsgret for the Gourse h.e pur-

sued and the misstatements hemade. This letter of apology,
which is no half hearted affair, is accepted as it deserves to
be—cheerfully and sincerely.
In regard to the "Cocker Spaniels of 1S90" I have shown

by a careful comparison of the dogs at New York that there
has been no improvement during the past year. My state-
ments have been indorsed by the best judges and we must
look elsewhere for a field of discussion.

If a fixed type is to be obtained and maintained it vsdll be
done by intelligent selection, careful mating and a judicious
distribution of blood. And let me advise no man to be led
away by this cry for working cockers. M;iny men who were
unable "to breed pointers with square muzzles, and at the
same time clean and long necks, insisted that spike-nosed,
long-necked, characterless apologies for a pointer were the
proper thing. Others that failed to breed dogs with the
necessary amount of bone assured us that little bone of sood
quality was needed. The man with a ring-tailed dog coolly
remarked that a bad tail did not prevent a dog from run-
ning fast and finding birds. The unlucky possessor of the
staring, gooseberry-eyed specimen said that a dog could see
just as well with a yellow e.ye as any othei-. Ami so it goes
until all defects are wiped out. Look at almost all the
breeds and you will find connected with them men who,
themselves unable to breed good ones, are ever in.sisting that
their "workmen" are typical. The market for dogs that
approach the standard in name only is very limited, and
Ijlenty of cheap advertising and "work" are the only means
by which such stock can be unloaded.
The standard of the American Spaniel Club is good enough

for the present. Unfortunately it is the custom in this
country to fit the standards to the dogs when the dogs can-
not be bred to fit the standards. This has been tried re-

peatedly with the setters, but I am glad to see that no geuu
ine dog man has ever had a hand in such work. When you
have succeeded in breeding dogs that possess all the points
called for by the st-andard and have satisfied yourselves that
these dogs cannot do all that is a.sked of them in the field

and on the bench, then turn your attefitiou to remodeling
the standard.
For judges select only tho.se who can properly interpret a

standard and estimate the true value of points, positive and
negative. Frown down anything and everything that savors
of cliquism, Insist that the prize goes to the best dog whether
it be owned by prince or pauper, and if the cockers are not a
vastly better lot in 1895 sell out and leave the field to those
who, while always owning the best, never let anybody .see

them. Chas, H. Ma.son.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The issue of your paper for ,Jan. 29 has only just reached

me here to-night. In it I notice in the cocker eontrover.sy
that Mr. Mason states that the remarks made by mj'self and
others calling a halt in personalitie«, r:aiue rather late in
the day. Mr. Editor, you will bear me nut when I say that
you yo"urself asked me to write a line to this effect, which I
riid shortly after the reqtiest, but which ^va.-^ rpceived too
late, therefore having to lie over a week, (Jwingto the
state of the controversy at that time my wisbes were any-
thing but to go into it, nor would I have bad a word to say
had Mr. Mason not fallen into an error in regard to the
ownership of Doc, stating that he belonged to Mr. F. H. F.
Mercer, which I felt impelled to correct. Regarding Doc
being in Mr. Mercer's care at Ottawa; The latter wrote
asking me to send the dog to the show iu that city, volun-
teering at the time to personally care for him and take him
each night to his own home. This offer I accepted and he
remained with Mr. Mercer I should think .-ibonf: two weeks.
Mr. Mason suggests that I refresh my memory on this .score.

No need of that, and no need of Mr. .Mason \s 'stiggcstiDg it,

as I have his letter of two or three weeks auo askinir about
this, and he no doubt has my very prompt rtply, Htatiug the-

case as above, and further stating (in ans\ver to his ques-
tion) that I did not know that Mr. Mercer had advertised
the dog as at the stud over his own name, as Mr. Mason
asserts. In asking me to send the dog to the show Mr,
Mercer said in substance that he would notify the papers
that the dog would be at the -stud iu his hands for a short
period. Any further "advertisement" of the dog I knew or
know nothing about. And as regards the recent so-called
"booming'' of the dog in the present controversy, the mere
mention of his name has been entirely without any under-
standing or agreement (or consent) on my part with any
person whatsoever. The identity of "Gothamite" uutil
about ten days ago ^vas positively and absolutely unknown
to me. A. Clinton Wiw'ebpikg ..

SEMiNOiiB, S. 0., Feb. 4.

Editor Forest and. Stream:
In your issue of .Jan. 39, Mr. Pancoast, of Auburndale, O.,

offers a .special prize of -SIO for the best cocker spaniel bitch
at the coming Cleveland show, provided that Miss Obo II.

and Bene Silk are entered, the prize to be awarded by either

Mr. James Watson or Mr. J. Otis Fellows.
Mr. Pancoastwrit.es: "I should like to hear from Messrs.

Willey, Whitman and others if my offer meet their ap-
proval."
I desire to say to Mr. Pancoast that I am not after news-

paper notoriety, but if cocker spaniel lovers desire to see

such a competition under such well-known breeders and
judges of .spaniels as Messrs. Watson and Fellows, I shall

"be pleased to enter champion Bene .Silk at the Cleveland
show in April, although it is hardly justice to her for me to

do so, as Bene has recently whelped a litter of puppies.
L. F. Whitman.

Chicago, Feb. 5.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As neither of the parties engaged will make the very

simple explanation, I feel forced to explain how it was that
Mr. Mercer took stich violent offense at Mr. Mason, and the
more so as it was so amazingly simple, Jt is this. In an
article in Turf, Field and. Farm Mr. Mason wrote that "the
Canada official" had made more untruthful statements
than—" etc, Mr. Mercer being an official of the Canadian
Government not unnaturally took this to apply to himself,

and I must admit that I did the same, and it was not to be
wondered at that he was wrathy. But the fact is that Mr.
Mason had not the faintest idea of implying aught against

Mr. Mercer, and his i-emark was meant to apply to a totally

different Liuarter, and learning this, I advised Mr. Mercer of

his mi.sapprehension with the result, I feel certain, that two
of my most honored and trusted friends will yet come to-

gether in amity. Further than this I do not feel at liberty

to speak. W. Wade.
HULTON, Pd.

BULLDOGS. — Baltimore. Mcl.-Ediiur Forest and
Stream: Bulldogs certainly are booming. Last year there

was no club and only nineteen entries at New York. This
year there is a club with thirty charter members, and Mr.
Mortimer writes me there are fifty-one entries at New York.
This positively proves that specialty clubs stimulate inter-

est. Now, it only remains for members to come to the front

and increase, in the same nroportion over last year, the

entries at Baltimore, Lynn and Chicago, and our success m
assured.—Chas. D. Cugle, Sec'y.

Dogs: Tlielr Management and. Treatm ent in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Becord and Account Booh.

Price h. Training vs. Brealiing. By S. T. Hamr/wnd-.
Price -fl. Fi/rst Lesso ns vn Dog Trainvng, 'Voith Points of

QMjB.r«ieds. Price. 50 cents..
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ST, BERNARD CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The monthly meeting of the board of goreraors was held

Feb. 9 at the Hoffman House, New York city. Present: W. H.
Joeckel, Jr., J. O. Thurston, B. P. Johnson, Jacob Rxtppert,
Jr. and K. E. Hopf , The following were elected members
of the chib: W. C. Reick, New York city; J. L. Pierce, Jr.,

Bennington, N.H.; — Haslage, Pittsburgh,Pa., and — Wells,
Brooklyn. The names of Mr. Sidney W. Smith, of Leeds,
England, and of iMr. H. W. Lacy, of New York city, were
added to the list of judges recognized by the club.

It was decided to support the Pet Dog Club in their peti-
tion to the Mayor of the city of New York, to the effect that
licensed dogs under the immediate control of their master,
but not held on the leash or muzzled, be exempt from seizure
except during the months of June, July and August. As
the law now stands any licensed dog. when not held on the
leash or muzzled may be seized by the dog catchers.
The annual meeting of the club will be held on Feb. 24 at

7: 30 P. M , at Madison Squai-e Garden (opening day of the
New York show) for the election of officers and for the
transaction of other business. All the members who can
possibly do so are requested to attend.
The club has donated the following specials for this sea-

son's shows: New York show, 10 club medals and 2 silver

cups of $35 each: Baltimore, 4 medals; Pittsburgh, 4 medals;
Chicago, 8 medals, and Boston, 10 medals; total .36 medals
and 3 cxips, amounting to S348. The competition for these
specials is open to members of the club only, and with the
exception of the two cups and four medals the prizes are
exclusivelj^for American-bred dogs.
The initiation fee is $10; it includes the current year's

dues, annual dues .?5. Notwithstanding the low dues on the
one hand andthe liberality of the club on the other, the club
is not supported as it deserves to be by St. Bernard men.

K. E. Hopf, President.

A DOG PROTECTIVE UNION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Replying to your article in FOKEST AND STREAM, issue of

Feb. 5, regarding a "Protective Union," will say I cannot see
how such a union could take the bread out of the mouth of
the A. K. C. Certainly this has not been our intention, as
we believe the A. K. C. to be a good organization and worthy
the surport of all dog breeders. Our intention was to call a
meeting at Chicago, April 9, 1891. Perhaps were we better
acquainted with the objects of the A. K. C. we would not
desire such an organization as a Protective Union. "While
there are so many rascals in the do^ business, and they are
allowed to go on with their nefarious work and are un-
punished, it seems to me that the breeding and selling of
dogs must be a contemptible one for any one to engage in.
How is the public to know who are reliable dealers? Even
the firm I exposed can furnish what appears to be good
references. A so-called dog breeder displays a huge "ad."
You send to him for a puppy, the money goes with the order.
You receive the thoroughbred (?) puppy. It has the distem-
per, the mange, is full of worms, and dies within a week
after its arrival. The purchaser perhaps paid his last dollar
of cash for the puppy, and is 1,000 miles from the kennel (?)

from which the puppy came. The breeder (?) will not refimd
or even answer a letter. This poor man, who has been
caught, can not go hundreds of miles and prosecute this
swindler, but were there such an organization as a Protective
Union, and were I a member of it, I should vote to prosecute
such swindlers in dogs, even though it took two §5 bills a
year. Do such swindles occur? They occur every day and
go unpunished. I say if there is any honor in the business
let us convince the public of the fact. I was pleased with
your article regarding my expose of the Associated Fanciers.
If these peopre have any defense to my charges, let them
bring forth theii" proofs. Your blizzard-swept Dakotan.

W. W. BbadleV.
MtLNOR. N. Dak., Feb. 11.

CALIFORNIA NOTES.

AB. TRUMAN of this city has purchased of theBulled-
• Miner Kennels, the noted pointer dog Molton Baron,

E. 30,187, winner of first, Warwick; first, Barn Elms; second,
Darlington, 1889, and the sire of many good ones.

The Occidental Coursing Club's spring meeting promises
to be one of great intei-est. Sixteen dogs are already entered
from San Jose, Santa Clai-a, Los &atos and this city. On
account of Washington's birthday coming on Sunday, the
meeting this year will be held on Feb. 23. The club is
strong flnancia'lly and numerically, and are about to make
extensive improvements in their park at Newark. The park
measures 677 by 440yds. and is well arranged. The club pro-
nose to build a better, more commodious grand stand, new
kennels and add to the escapes.

The California Kennel Club's show promises to be a big
success. They have decided to hold the show in the Wig-
wam Theatre, an excellent place for a show, large enough
and light enough. The members at the last meeting placed
a guarantee fund of -SSSO in the hands of the treasurer. This
with the cash on hand amounts to nearly S500, which sum
will be materially increased by contributions from other
members at the next meeting. The cash prizes will not be
large, but the list of specials will more than make up for the
deficiency. The list of oiiicers for the ensuing year are:
President, J. B, Lewis: Secretary, H. P. Rennie; Treasurer,
John DeVaull; Executive Committee—Dr. Jas. Stanton, J.
B. Martin, Thos. Higgs, Felix Delean, Joseph King, A. B.
Truman, J. W. Orndorff, — Little, — Mooney. Mr. John
Davidson will judge all classes.

Mr. P. D. Nolan's greyhound dog Scout, that made the
phenomenal run at the last meet of the Occidental, twice
leaping the 9ft. fencethat surrounds the escape, has "staked"
himself badly, making a wound in his chest Sin. in depth.
He is one of the finest hounds on the coast, and the accident
is much to be regretted. Namquoit.
San Francisco. Feb. 12.

MY IRISH SETTER.
Dedicated to the Hon. Geo. W. Moore, of Kentucky, by his friend

and fellow sportsman A. E. Lard.

I PURCHASED him one bright sunny morning in Octo-
ber, when all the world seemed in harmony with the

sun's glad effulgence and my dog's brilliant future. I im-
mediately sent him to college at Salina, Kansas, where his
professor wrote me a year later that I had the finest quail
dog west of the Pyramids and to kindly remit §25.
He airived a few days later, and I rnet him at the depot.

He was a bright, attractive fellow, with his beautiful eyes,
head and form, and his dark red coat of soft silky hair.
Indeed he was a pretty dog, and I was very proud of him. I
had twenty-three more friends the evening after his arrival
than I had had that morning.
The next day we were on the shooting grounds "a little

after sun up, having driven thirteen miles. The dog would
not lie down in the buggy, but insisted upon getting up in
our laps and pulling the robe down and making us uncom-
fortable generally. I did not like this, but knew it could
easily be corrected, and I did not want to be S'=vere with him
until his affection for me was established. We hitched and
blanketed our horse and started for a deep ravine, about a
quarter of a mile distant. We were in. excellent spirits.

having just received not only the dog, but also a new gun
direct from the factory. There was not a particle of wind,
andthe atmosphere was just crisp enough to make it most
enjoyable. I was walking on briskly toward the ravine,
when to my sui-prise a i)rairie chicken got up right under
the dog! ! ! ! ! My beautiful soft-eyed setter gave one wild
impassioned lunge and moved away like a meteor flushed in
the dark. And just as my optics were beginning to cast a
cool and perceptible shadow, he butted a great large hole in
the horizon, and as the hole closed up behind him I could
hear far away in the hazy distance that peculiar yelp so
dear to the colored rabbit htinter. It came back to me over
the hills, gladdening my heart and sweetening my nature,
like the welcome tap of a poker player when you're oixt on a
"sandy." I stood gazing at the cruel mantle of space that
had enveloped my treasure and deprived me of the joy of his
presence. I gazed long and tenderly. I felt sad and de-
pressed, and, I presume, not unlike the beautiful Dido the
morning she climbed upon a burning brush pile, and with
only a few battlements of poor old Carthage as witness
furni.shed the hereafter with what is known to reticent mor-
tality as a self-made corpse. My only salvation from a sim-
ilar fate was, I think, the mirthful deportment of my com-
panion. Ever since he heard the first faint yelp of my late
Irish setter he had been seized with a violent attack of audi-
ble .sbiiling. It seemed intermittent and augmentative. It
would return without any apparent cause or provocation;
sometimes in the midst of a deep forest, sometimes in the
midst of a permanent lull in the conversation, but always,
it seemed to me. out of place and irrelevant.
In the course of two or three hours the idol of my heart

returned. His legs were worn oft' at the points till they
were not over fotir inches long. There was a halo of .steam
around his body, and ever and anon he would step on his
tongue and stumble. I briefly arranged him so he would
resemble as nearly as possible the spangled ruins of a lec-
ture egg and started for Salina.
Dear reader, there are some things too sad for the human

pen to utter, and I will tersely say in conclusion that I called
upon his trainer, and with tears in my mouth told him of
my dog's departure from the path of rectitude. I then bade
him farewell, and as we parted I wrung his neck instead of
hia hand, and all was silent.

THE FAITHFUL DOG OF HELVELLYN.

A MONUMENT has just been erected on Helvellyn to the
memory of Charles Gofl, who, in the year isos, was

killed by falling from the high crags on the ridge that joins

MONUMENT ON HELVELLYN TO TECB MEMORY Ol? THE FATTHFUL
KOG. :

Striding Edge to the summit; and of the faithful dog who
for three months watched over his master's remains. Sir
Walter Scott describes the event in ths poem, "I climbed the
dark brow of the mighty Helvellyn," and Wordsworth
records it in his lines on "Fidelity."
The young man was returning to Wythburn, where he

lodged, from a fishing excursion in Patterdale. The accident
was probably caused by a false step, during a blinding hail-
storm or dense fog that day. It happened on April 18, and on
July 30 his bones were found, still watched by the starving
dog, a little yellow rough-haired female terrier. She had
given birth to puppies, which were found dead by the side
of the corpse. It is believed, though unable to secure enough
food for milk for her young, she maintained life by bits of
carrion sheep which are not unfrequently found on the hills;
but she might have had to range far and wide during her
three months' watch. The mere fact that the bones were
found intact serves toprove the assertion that the dog did not
touch the remains of her master, for dogs break the bones to
suck the marrow. This animal died a few years afterward
at Kendal.
The merit of the suggestion to erect this monument be-

longs to Miss Frances Power Cobbe, whose design has been
carried into execution by the aid of the Rev. H. D. Rawns-
ley, Vicar of Crosthwaite, both names of some repute in
literature.—niitstratecZ London News.

ANOTHER SPECIALTY CLUB.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have sent the following circular to those black and tan

breeders whose addresses I know, but to give it greater pub-
licity would you kindly publish it as well? "During the
past two years the black and tan terrier has made rapid
strides in public favor and popularity. Other breeds, less
suited to fill the requirements that the black and tan meets,
have been greatly aided by cooperation on the part of their
breeders and admirers. The time has arrived when much
can be done for this smart and handsome terrier by organiz-
ing a specialty club under the name of the Black and Tan
Terrier Club of America. Will you lend your support and
become a charter member provided the initiation fee is not
made over So and the annual dues the same? This breed has
suffered much throush incompetent judges, misrepresenta-
tion, and the lack of support such as only a specialty club
can afford it. It is proposed to call a meeting of all inter-
ested, on the second day of the New York show, which will
be Wednesday, Feb. 25, 1891. Can you attend? If not, and
yet are willing to join the movement, send me your acknowl-
edgment to that effect and I will present your name as a
charter member. I will consider -it a personal favor if you
decide favorably." : H. T. FoOTE.
120 Lexington AvENtrB, New York.

DOG CHAT.

THE action of the N. G. C. does not evidently meet with
unqualified approval out West, judging from the

extract from Breeder and Sportsman: "The National
GBEVHOtrai) Clttb.—An anonymous communication in the
Forest and Stream under the above caption in the issue of
that excellent paper of the 8th inst., presents .some features
which, to say the least, to California coursing men seems
rather high-handed and premature. In the formation of a
National Greyhound Club it would seem that California,
which possesses more greyhounds two to one than all the
country east of the Rockies, ought at least to be formally
consulted. Coursing as a sport has been actively carried on
in this State for more than twenty years; the sport has be-
come one of the standard events of our sport-loving people;
the record here shown exhibits the fact that the largest cash
purses ever offered for prizes in coursing events have been
contested for in California. With such a record as promo-
ters of legitimate coursing in this country, and now exhibit-
ing more coursing meetings annually than all the balance
of the States taken together, our coursing men simply ask
in all fairne.ss, .should we not be consulted in the formation
of a club which assumes to lay down rules for the govern-
ment of the spoilt in the United States and Canada? We
have the most friendly and cordial feeling for the greyhound
interests all over the country. We trust' that harmony and
good will shall mark every step in this matter. N'o one
will contend that a national organization will not serve a
good purpose, but let us have it organized with proper
respect to all parties in the royal sport of coursing. The
communication above referred to says: 'At the request of a
large number of the members of the'Western coursing clubs
the National Greyhound Club has prepared a code of rules
for use by all the coursing clubs of the LTnited States and
Canada. One of these rules reads as follows: 'No grey-
hound shall be allowed to run at any coursing meeting held
after Oct. 1, 1891, unless it shall have been duly registered in
the National Greyhound Club Stud Book." So far as we
have been enabled to hear no club on this coast has ever been
consulted. Do not be arbitrary, good friends, but allow at
least the coursing men of Calffornia to retain the vested
rights which for more than a score of years have been peace-
fully enjoyed by them. Do not force them into an organiza-
tion, in cb'e formation of which they have had no voice and
have never even been consulted. The preparations for
coursing events in this State for the coming .season fore-
shadow the fact that larger cash purses will be offered than
eA'er before. The meetings will be open to the world. We
would like to see every greyhound in the United States and
Canada entered, the leading ones unquestionably will be.
We ask our Eastern friends to do nothing rash lest it be not
done well."

The exhibitors are rousing themselves to action in Eng-
land and intend forming a league which will in every way
strive for the protection of dogs from every form of cruelty
and hardship, and promote the best interests of owners and
exhibitors from the poorest upward. A good deal of the
organizing work was done at the late Liverpool show.

Lovers of Irish terriers should read Mr. Krehl's, at least
we pre,sume it is, report in the Stock-Kee)ier (Eng.) of the
Irish terriers at Liverpool. This was the strongest show^ of
these dare devils ever held. One hundred and seven "Irish-
men" is a monster entry. He describes Brickbat as the best
of his breed.

Our San Francisco contemporary Urcec'ec and Sj)ortsmn,n,
says that whoever will set the ball rolling in the direction
of any of the breeds of terriers on the Pacific coast, will find
a clear field. They own, however, several nice fox-terriers
out there.

The auction sale of collies from the Chestnut Hill Kennels
promises to be a splendid opportunity for those who would
like to secure first-class stock at auction prices. On the list

of dogs that will be brought to the hammer we find the
names of such noted animals as Maney Trefoil, The Squire,
Roslyn Sensation, Colonel Scot, Rosljm Wilkes—by some
counted the best in the country, and is sure to be eagerly bid
for—Spoiled Miss, Roslyn Parole, and several others, besides
the schipperkes Othello and Mieke. Particulars of the sale
will be found in oilr advertisement columns.

Another crack collie, Sefton Hero, has risen on the show
bench horizon, and as usual Liverpool is the scene of the
coming dog's debut in England. It is said that he comes as
near perfection as the nature of things will allow.

The late owner of Sir Bedivere is going out of doga
entirely, even to the disposal of his house and kennels, and
his brother will shortly make his home in America.

We were pleased to receive a letter from Mr. Ronald H.
Barlow, now of Northwood, Middlesex, England, and to
learn that he still has a warm spot in his heart for FOREST
AND Stream. Mr. Barlow, it will be remembered by those
familiar with our shows of three or four years ago, was one
of our best terrier judges and a thoroughgoing fancier. This
gentleman sends us also something that will interest the
bull-terrier men. It seerns that Mr. C. Albert Stevens, of
Castle Point, Hobokeu, TSi. J., through the medium of Mr.
Barlow, has effected with difficulty the purchase of Alfred
George's latest acquisition in bull terriers-Dick Whitting-
ton, 2},£ years old, by Big Ben out of Trentham Venus. No
expense has been spared, and Dick is to be shipped per White
Star liner Majestic, arriving in time to make his debut on
this side, at the W. K. C. show next week. This dog has
only been four times before the English public, with the
result of two firsts, a second and a reserve In hot company.

We like hits straight from the shoulder (though not when
we are the recipients) but at the same time we do not like to
see the truth strained to breaki ng point in order to furnish
the wherewithal for the "smack." "Fandango," in a con-
temporary, in referring to the last Baltimore show puts it
in the 300 list, when it is well known that the entry was 311,
and this number was much beyond the capacity of the hall!
With a large hall and increased prize list, this" show ought
not to fall far below the 500 mark. We take little stock in the
effect that any judge's name may have on the entry list, for
shows are so few here at present, that we have hardly arrived
at that state where we can pick and choose our judges to
show under, as in England, and this proves that the chance
to show at all is in most cases the reason for the entry. Of
course, as our kennel world grows older this will be altered
to some extent and the judge's name will draw or the re
verse, as the case may be, but at present it strike s us that
the most guaranteed money and the best management will
draw the best entry. Speaking of money reminds us that
we were .somewhat guilty of an injustice to the Maryland
Kennel Club in our last issue, in printing the "Malcolm dis-
claimer'' without at the same time assurring exhibitors that
the prize money for this show had been guaranteed by
wealthy men, and when we remember that Me&.srs. Diffen-
derft'er and Farber stood sponsors for their inaugural show
last year, there is no ground for any fears in that respect
this year.

Just as we go to press the premium list of the New Eng-
land Kennel Club's seventh annual show, to be held March
31 to April 3, is received. The list of prizes and the large
number of valuable specials make the schedule a vei-y at-
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tractive one. The cballenge ijrizes for the principal breeds
are $15, with §15, SIO and 85 in the open classes, and in no
case do the cballenge or open class prizes go below $10 and
$5. A dog winning a money prize can have a medal instead,
at the option of the exhibitor. Sexes will be divided when
not less than live of each sex are entered. The judges ap-
pointed are: B.H.Moore, Melrcse, Mass., ma.stiffs; H. W.
Lacy, New York, St. Bernards, great Danes, greyhounds and
deerhonnds, all terriers except bull-terriers and fox-fcerriers,
toy spaniels, pngs, poodles; John Davidson, Muiiroe, Mich.,
English, Irish and Gordon setters, pointers, foxhounds; Jas.
Watson, Philadelphia, Pa., collies, all spaniels except toys;
R. ¥. Mayhew, New York, fox-terriers and bnll-terriers;
John E. Thayer, Boston, bnlldogsj W. Stewart Diffenderf-
fer, Baltimore, Md., beagles; J. Newman, Boston, round-
head bull and terrier; Messrs. Watson and Lacy, miscel-
laneous. Kennel prizes of .*25 are given in the more impor-
tant breeds. Most of the specials' given by the difEerent
specialty clubs have already been published. The entries
close March 18, with the bench show committee, 6 Hamilton
Place, Boston, Mass. Spratts Co. will bench and feed.

The English Setter Clnb having donated several specials
to the Pittsburgh show, desired one of their own judges to
officiate, though the judge, Mr. John Davidson, had already
been announced. Mr. Talhu an was then asked to judge the
English setters, hut very properly declined.

We regret to hear that the well known handler, Ben
Lewis, has been very ill since his return from the Southern
shows. We triLst that he will be all right next week, for a
dog show without '*Ben" would be—-like that Shakespearian
chestnut.

Mr. S. L Boggs, president of the Duqnesne Kennel Club,
writes that they will give a diploma as second prize in the
challenge classes already pro^^ded for the following breeds:
Mastiffs, St. Bernards (both breeds), deerhonnds, grey-
hounds, foxhounds, pointers (both weights), settei's, collies,
bull-terriers, bulldogs, beagles, foxteri-iers and pugs. Where
practicable the judges will be instructed to give a third
prize of a diploma. The English Setter Cltib offers the
silver medal of the chib for the best English setter bitch and
two of her produce, over 13 months old, regardless of owner
ship, prize to go to the bitch; also silver medal of the club
for the breeder of the three best English setters, dogs and
bitches, or three of either sex, over 13 months old, regardless
of ownership; also silver medal of the club for the best Eng-
lish setter dog or bitch with a public field trial record.

Our illustration this week is the noted Skye terrier Sir
Stafford. Sir Stafford was imported by Mr. C. A. Shinn in
August. 1888, and was bred by E. Ewing, of Cambridge,
England. He is by Sir Garnet—Floss. This dog's record on
the bench in this country is now well known, and before he
came over he defeated such crack Skyes as champion Kings-
ton Tory, at Maidstone, and this was his first defeat. At
Bristol he vanquished champion Sir Strathan, also a big
winner. lie is, as a sire, responsible for some of the best
winners on the other side, among them Silver Queen, Sir
Joseph, Sir James, Cassie, Baffie Flower, and others. Uis
winnings here include first wherever shown. It is needless
to repeat them as the dog is as well known to the show goers
as his inimitable handler Ben Lewis, who will again have
Mm in charge at New York and through the balance of the
circuit, when he will be retired. He is now about five years
old. and is as game as they make them. He has sired some
grood pups over here, though, of course his sphere in this
direction has been but limited, owing to the scarcity of
bitches, but one of bis get will be .shown with him at New
York.

It seems fixnny that the English Kennel Club does not
make some rule to correct the bad habit exhibitore are get-
ting into in holding back their entries for shows till after
the regular date of closing, so that secretaries are compelled
to appeal to the kennel papers for a "whip" and to extend
the date. After .such a notice to the papers the show's entry
is sure to be a good one. Perhaps it is one of the tricks of
the trade we are not yet up to in this country. Mr. Cruft, who
is getting up his annual terrier show, makes .such an appeal
and extension, although he has provided a list of about 480
classes.

Show committees in England are making a stand against
the specials given by owners of stud dogs for the best pro-
geny by their dogs. Recognizing the bother and annoyances
these specials give to the management in hunting up the
different competitors at the tail end of a show, the Man-
chester show people have refused such a special from a man
who has been advertising this .special as an inducement to
get breeders to patronize his stud dog for some time past.
Now he cannot keep his engagements. Stock-Keeper suggests
that he ask some well-known terrier man, who is not an ex-
hibitor, to run his eye over the qualified entries, and then
send a postal card, with the number of the chosen dog on
the bacli, to both owners of stud dog and progeny. This
saves a lot of bother and might be adopted in this country.

Barzois or Eussian wolfhounds are steadily making their
way to the front in England. Two well-known exhibitors
Intend indulging in them, and have ordered several of the
best that can be bought in the land of the Czar. That they
have a standard of excellence for these dogs in Russia is
proved by the fact that at the Jate Moscow show the Great
Gold Medal was withheld, as the exhibits were not consid-
ered worthy of it, and only the Great Silver Medal was
awarded.

We learn that Mr. Chas. S. Hanks, of Boston, Mass., who,
it will be remembered, dispersed his kennel of terriers pre-
vious to taking a trip to Siberia, has, while in London, pur-
chased some good fox-teriier stock. From Mr. Redmond he
secured Damson, by Dominie—Daphnea, and .she is to be
served by the crack dog D'Orsay. Then from Mr. Tinne he
bought Brockenhm'.st Queenie', by Rational out of Ytene,
and she is to visit Dominie. Besides these, he purchased
&rouse II., by Rational out of Olive II., who will, as Stock-
Keeper puts it, remain there for Venio's pleasure. Mr.
Hanks has evidently been under good tutelage, for he has
invested his money in some of England's best fox-terrier
stock, and bred to these dogs he will have the nucleus of a
kennel that should put him well to the front in future
shows. He has also, smce his arrival in St. Petersburg, been
smitten Avith the Barzoi fever, and feels very much like in-
ve-sting in some of these beautiful hounds.

Mr. J. E. Lloyd-Lloyd, of Totnes, Devonshire, Eng., is

disposing of his well-known kennel of show and field trial
winning pointers. Among them are champion lima, served
by champion Naso of Upton; Totnes Parody and Totnes
Onyx. They will he disposed of in one lot.

Mr. Green, late owner of Sir Bedivere, has lost his noted
smooth St. Bernard Baron Wallasey, by Nero III.—Bena.
He was a full brother to the crack, out of a later litter. In-
flammation of both lungs took him off despite the best
veterinary care. He had won numerous prizes,

A well-known English coursing man, William Wilkinson,
has joined the majority. He was the father of the noted
slipper Tom Wilkinson.

Mr. Toon, of Sheffield, England, has purchased for Mr.

MR. C. A. SHINWS SKYE TERRTEil "SIR STAFFORD."

Charles Symonds, Salem, Mass., the noted Irish terrier Bell-
man (E.K.C.S.B 2,5 913). He is by an unknown dog out of
E. D. Fanning's Glan Quiss, by Gripper out of Brickdnst.
His weight is STlbs. Among his 13 firsts and specials he
counts a win at the Aquarium terrier show and Birming-
ham. He is described as a grand coated dog and ju.st

the sort for small, weedy bitches. Bellman hails from
J. W. Taylor's kennel, at Oldham, and this is the kennel
where the crack Breadenhill holds court. Mr. Symonds
writes us he has not yet received his pedigree, so the
above is news for him as well as others. He is now
on City of Berlin, consigned to Dr. Foote. With Bellman,
Breda Bill, Ballymoney and Exile, the Norfchfield Kennels
will have a pretty level team of "'Irishmen" at New York.

The premium list of the Massachusetts Kennel Club's show
at Lynn, March 24 to 27, lies before ns. It is of the usual
.$10 and S.5 order. Challenge classes are provided for both
sexes in most of the breeds with prizes of SIO and a diploma.
Open classes for all breeds excepting Newfoundlands, Irish
water spaniels, dachshunde, bassets, bnll-terriers, pugs,
black and- tans, Skyes, Yorkshires. Scotch, Bedllngton,
Dandie Dinmont and Irish terriers, toy spaniels, poodles and
miscellaneous have •*I0, -55 and a dip., those mentioned musl:
be content with ^3 and a dip. Spaniels have only -35 and
dip. in challenge classes and S!S and .$4 in open classes. Ken-
nel prizes of 110 are given to most of the breeds, the one for
setters includes all breeds. Merchandise, from trousers to
cigars and cash, are given as specials, together with numer-
ous medals donated by the different specialty clubs. The
owner of a good kennel of beagles can pretty well clothe him-
self from the special list and drink the club's health from a
silver cup given by Mr. E. B. Sears. We have already given
the names of the judges, which are Mes.srs. Glover,' Morti-
mer and Mayhew. It is not stated who will take the grey-
hound classes. The usual arrangements with the express com-
panies have been made. The entries close positively March
13, with Mr. D. A. Williams, Box 5, Lynn, Mass. The entry
fee is $3. .Sanitas will be the di.sinfectaut used and Spratts
Co. will bench and feed.

The premium list of the first annual show atWashington,
D. C, is out. The pamphlet is an attractive one with a
good picture of the pointer Bracket on the cover. They have
taken a departure from the usual amount of prizes, the
principal breeds having §12 and i^Sin challenge, and the same
with a third prize of Pi in the open classes, the others get
.$10, $5 and $3. We are pleased to see that the terrier breeds,
such as Yorkshires, black and tans, etc., are well looked
after. Puppies in most of the breeds' have prizes of $5 and
$3. Liberal kennel prizes are given, for in.s"tancp, mastiff's
get §15 for the best four or more, St. Bernards -sso, pointers
and English setters *15, Irish «10. Fox-terriers and collies
have also Sl.5. Spratts Co. will bench and feed the show.
The list of outside specials is not compiled yet but present
prospects denote that they will foot up to nearly w70l). We
are sony to find, however, that this club should see fit to
treat the smooth St. Bernards so shabbily, i?10 and .f;5, for
both sexes together, with no challenge class, is not right, as
there are many people going in for smooths now that the
roughs are getting beyond their means. Little's Soluble
Phenyle will be used as a disinfectant. The entries, which
close March 4, must be sent to Mr. Frederick S. Webster,
711 14th street, N. W.. Washington, D. C. The judges
selected are Miss A. H. Whitney for St. Bernards, Newfound-
lands and pugs; J. M. Tracy tor pointers and setters; and
James Mortimer takes the rest, with the exception of beagles,
the judge for which has not been chosen yet. Mr. J. A.
Hoffar will superintend the show.

We have just received, since writing tlie above, a letter
from Mr. "W ebster, in which he states that they have in-
creased the prize list for smooth St. Bernards, and they will
now be the same as the roughs, viz.; llA, challenge class,
dogs, -$12 and $8; llB, bitches, the same. 11c, open cla.ss,

dog, $12. S8 and -$4; llD, bitches, the same, and llE, puppies
under 18 months, dogs and bitches, 85 and -$3. 'A kennel
prize of 115 for the best kennel of smooths will also be given.
The rough-coated puppy class should be for puppies under
18 months, instead of 13 months. They have also given a
class to basset hounds, class 80A, open class, |!10, .5.5 and '$?>

Everything is being done by the committee to attract ex-
hibitors. Many specials have been received and will be an-
nounced later. One of the important ones is that of |35, to
be offered for the best kennel of field trial winning pointers,
and already two very important kennels have entered for
this special and others are expected.

The meetings of different clubs to be held during the
W. K. C. show are as follows: Annual meeting of A. K. C,
Feb. 26, at 1 p. M. Meetine of Associate Members, Feb. 35,

at S P. M. Bulldog Club, 34th, at 8 f. m. Collie Club, 2.5th,

at 4 p. M. Pointer Club, 24th. at 4 P. M. Gordon .Setter

Club, 35tih, in p. m. St. Bernard Club, 34tb, at 7:30 P. M.
Irish Setter Club, 24th. English Setter Club, 24th, at 4 p.m.

The English Setter Club has offered at the Ljmn dog show
the following specials: Silver medal for the best English
setter bitch and two of her proditce over 12 months old, re-
gardless of ownership; prize to goto the owner of the bitch.
Silver medal to the breeder of the best three English setters,

dogs or bitches, or both, over 13 months old. Silver medal
for the best English setter dog or bitch with public field

trial records.

At the annual m^eeting of tha Cincinhati Kennel Club the
following officers were elected for the ensuing year: J. Shel-
ley Hudson, President; J. P, Heister, ^^ice-Prmident; Geo.

H. Hill, Secretary; Al G. Eberhart, Treasurer; Board of Di-
rectors—J. Shellev Hudson, J, P. Heister, Geo. H. Hill, Al
G. Eberhart, W. C. McBrain andT. A. Snyder.

It is the practice of the American Kennel Club to publish
in the Kennel Gazette a list of the names of members who
have been disqualified. We believe that the legality of such
a proceeding is open to serious question. The claini is made
that while the club may have the power to disq^ualify for
cause it has no authority to publish this disqualification in
print, particulaiiy as in this case, month after month,
thereby holding up the disqualified individual to public
contempt. It has been a foregone conclusion that some
time some one would bring action against the club for such
treatment. Last Tuesday a summons was served on Messrs.
August Belmont, Oliver H. P. Belmont. Alfred V. Yreden-
burgb, Thomas H. Terry, W. Stewart DitTcnderftcr. Samuel
B. Duryea, H. B. Duryea. Mitchell Harrison, .1. Otto Don-
ner, Frederick E. Lewi«, Frederick R. Halsev, John S. Hoey,
Pierre Lorillard, Jr., Winthrop Rtitherfurd, Francis R.
Hitchcock, .Joseph D. Shotwell, A. Clinton Wilmerding,
James L. Anthony and Wi'liam C, Rogers, requiring them
to appear in the Supreme Court in answer to a libel suit
brought by Mr. G. B. Gallup, a member of the Alliany Ken-
nel Club, whose name has been published repeatedly'in the
Kennel Gazette as ainong those who are disqualified. The
answer must be returned in twenty days. The Albany
Kennel Club, according to the rules of the A. K. C, has
been disciplined for non-payment of prize money. The
Albany Club has, we believe, paid all the prize money due
from their last show, excepting •"?10 which Mr. A. W,
Smith, of Buffalo, claims is owing to him. The club claims
they have paid all their prizes. It is just as well, all things
considered, that some oue has brouaht stteh a stiit, as it will
determine, once for all, whether the A. K, C. has the right
to disqualify individuals and hold them u[> as a, warning to
others by publishing their names in the black list of the A.
K. C.'s publication, the Kennel' Gazette.

Messrs. L. and W. Rutherfurd will have another of their
auction sales of fox-terriers on the last day of the W. K. C.
show. Breeders, and those who have a fancy for a .smart
terrier as a companion, have at such a sale an opportttnity
to buy high-class animals at rea.sonable prices. The good
breeding of the dogs from these well-known kennels is
established, and this is a good opportunity for younger
breeders to .secure good brood bitches, as there are only 17
dogs out of the 48 fox-terriers in tue list. We find the name
of Warren Venom, winner in the bitch class at New York in
1889, among other prize winners to be disposed of. The sale
will be held at the American Horse Exchange.

We hear that Mr. John A. Logan has purchased from Mr,
T. W. Twyford the fox-terrier Pitcher. When we mention
the fact that this dog is the sire of the crack dog Dominie,
and other high-class dogs, Mr. Logan would seem to have
made a wise choice.

Mr. Shields, of Brooklyn, has made a motion in the
Assembly, at Albany, to amend Section G.5.5 of the Penal
Code so that it reads; "Nor any other provision of law shall
be construed to prohibit or interfere with the cour.sing of
hares with greyhounds." If this is passed a great load will
be taken off the minds of the greyhound men.

The Westmin.ster Kennel Club have reason to congratu-
late themselves on the fine entry they have secured this year
for their 15th annual show. Ijast week we gave an approxi-
mate idea of the number of entries in the dift'erent cla.?.ses,

as far as they had been written up. The list is now consid-
erably larger, amounting in all to 1,536 entries, as follows:

Mastiff's 58 Chesapeakes 7 Bedlingt.on t'r.s. 6
St. Bernards.... 197 Spaniels 107 Skye terriers. .. 6
Bloodhounds... 3 Collies 119 Scotch terriers.. 4
( Ireat Danes. ... 36 Poodles 37 Clydesdale t'ers 3
Newfoundlands 10 Bulldogs 51 Black and tan ts 14
Russian wolfh'ds 8 Bull terriers .. . 67 White Eng. t'rs 2
Deerhonnds 20 Bas.set hounds.. >; Yorkshire t'ers, 35
Greyhounds 41 Dachshunde SO Toy terriers 9
Fox'hounds . . . . . 38 Beagles 34 Pngs 33
Pointers 107 Fox-terriers 161 Toy spaniels 5.5

English setters., 79 Irish terriers. . . 31 Italian greyh'ds 8
Irish setters 103 Welsh terriers . 5 Miscellaneous... 5
Gordon setters. . 43 Dandie Dinmonts 7 Schipperkes 6

Of cotirse many of these are duplicate entries, but the
total of 1,370 dift'erent dogs will be benched, which makes
it the largest show ever held in this coxtntry. At the .same
time the increase of quality is in proportion, and it is safe
to say that as a general collection it could hardly be .sur-
passed in England, What we lose in some breeds we make
up fully in others, so that the Empire City may well feel
proud of its dog show. To-night (Tuesday') all the identi-
fication papers, tags, etc., will be mailed off, and anyone
who knows what work this entails, will appreciate the fact
considering it is yet a week to the opening of the show.

The A. K. C. Stud Book for 1890 is expected to be out this
week. It will contain over 3,900 registrations, besides which
17 pages of the book are devoted to a full li.st of the winner.^
of the past year, arranged in alphabetical order. This makes
a handy reference, for one can at once find the name of the
dog reciuired, and opposite will be found a full list of its
winnings for the year.

The A. K. C. has instituted an "official" art gallery of
large framed pictures of the presidents and secretaries of
the club from the time of its organization in 1884. With the
exception of two. those of J. Otto Douner and Elliot Smith.
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the list is complete, with presidents Taylor and Belmont,
Dr. Perry, president of Associates: and secretaries Por-
ter, Osboi-n and Vredenburgh.

At a business meetini;; of the Brtinswi'ck Fur Club, beld
last week at the Sunnyside Hotel, East Wakefield, JST. H., it

was decided to offer special prizes at the bench show of the
New England Kennel Club as follows: For the best Ameri-
can foxhound dog;, .ItilO; for the best American foxhound
hitch, ?10, and for the best American foxhound, pup, under
ISmos., -fJi. Hounds, the property of the club to be excluded
from competition.

At the Ridgway coursing meetingin England last month
Colonel North entered seven puppies in the large stake, win-
ning 23 out of M courses, with a result that the whole seven
were in last ten and six in the last seven. This is form with
a vengeance. His nomination for the Waterloo cup is a
steady favorite at 4 to 1, the next being 30 to 1.

The meeting of the Brunswick Fur Club, at East Lake-
field, N. H., opened on Feb. 9, but the weather and con-
ditions for sport were anything but propitious. The first

night it snowed, rained and fi'oze, which made a crust just
strong enough to carry a fox and weak enough to let 'the
hounds throiigh. Tbe hounds selected for the first day's
hunt were Dr. Hofi:man/s Gipsey Blanco, Dennison's Billy,

and Fonant's Bonny, all light-weights. The meet was at
Balch Pond, a mile from the hotel. A fox was soon started,
but the dogs could not ijress him owing to the tbin crust,

and though they kept at it for several hours finally lost him.
The meeting has been continued, but with poor success,

owing to the bad weather and the unfavorable condition of
the snow.

Although Mr. Mercer purchased the noted Clumber bitch
Snow in iS89, he had uot seen her till her arrival on Feb. 12.

He is delighted with her, and though she is undersized,
thinks her better than anything he has yet seen in the
Clumber line. As her name implies she has no markings.
His experience in attempting to breed her in England has
been very disastrous. The first litter by Boaz all died, and
her second heat was allowed to run over. She has won over
thirty first prizes in Englaiid, three of which were at Birm-
ingham and one at Baru Elms. Mr. Mercer is coming down
for the W. K. C. show with his team of Clumbers.

As no bfitter date than that claimed for the Boston show
is available, the St. Louis people are compelled to forego
their intended show, although a guarantee fund had been
raised.

The premium list of the Boston show will, it is expected,
be issued at the end of the week, and we hope to be able to
announce the judges in this issue. We can say, however,
that Mr. Moore, now that he is out of mastifl:"s. is ready to
don the ermine and will make his debut as a judge in the
mastift' ring at this show. New blood will also be tried for
the St. Bernards and several other breeds, so that exhibitors
can take on fresh hope. A novelty is under consideration in
the way of amusement at the show* but further than this
•we are not at liberty to speak.

It is not very likely that the St. Bernard Princess Florence
will be seen in this country after all. According to a cable
from Mr. Chapman her lowest price is ?7,500, a niere trifle of
a thousand more than the late importation. Sir Bedivere.
Mr. Chapman wrote us some time since that though she was
not in good shape she weighed x'OOlbs., and expected her to
be ready to meet Sir Bedivere at Manchester in March, when
he had' every expectation of downing the dog now that she
was full grown. Of course this little prospect of triumph is

knocked on the head, for the present at least.

After a murder case, which is now claiming the attention
of Judge Brady in Oyer and Terminer, the famous Peshall
trial will be commenced, the District Attorney having set it

next on the calendar. It is understood that Mr. Peshall will
enter a demiu'rer and move to quash the indictment.

Mr. Wade writes that he would like to have Mr. Mason's
opinion of what a Barzoi should be. Mr. Mason will, among
several other breeds, criticise the wolfhounds at the coming
W. K. C. show, and at the same time take the opportunity
to give Mr. Wade the points he requires.

A meeting for the election of officers in the Eastern Cours-
ing Club, and a meeting of the N. G. C. will be held at the
Metropolitan Hotel on Thui\sday, Feb. 19, at 8. P. M.

Mr. Stewart Diffenderfl'erhas purchased the crack St. Ber-
nard bitch Hepsey, at a very long figure. She will be served
by Scottish Prince.

The auction sale of the Chestnut Hill collies will take
place at the American Horse Exchange on Wednesday, Feb.
25, instead of Friday.

A SULTAN COMING.—New Rochette,—Editor Forest
and Stream: I have purchased from Mr. Ellis, of Manches-
ter, Eng., the best of his superb collection of black and tan
terriers, Broomfleld Sultan, for the Rochelle Kennels. Pie is
only 16 months old, yet he has made a remarkable record on
the bench, his greatest triumph being at the recent Crystal
Palace show, where there was the unprecedented entry of 59
black and tans. Sultan, under the judging of Geo. Raper,
won first in open dog class, first in junior class, and capped
the climax by winning the special for the best of the breed
in the show, and defeated the strongest dogs now on the
bench in England. His sire was Broomfleld Turk, he by Sir
Edward, he by Burke; and his dam, Broomfleld Belle, was
by Whitehead's Prince, he by Sir Edward. It will be noted
that Sultan on both sides of bis ancestry is rich in the blood
of England's most noted show and stud black and tans,
hence there is every reason to believe that he will prove an
exceptional sire and perpetuate his superi or type. He should
arrive on the Wyoming on the 18th inst., and I shall send
him to the principal shows.—H. T FooTE
Takes Exception. — New York. — Editor Forest a/iul

Stream: I must take exception to your statement in last
issue, that Beaconsfleld led the black and tan breed in
England both on the bench and as a sire. He was certainly
one of the best show dogs, but his bench record hardly en-
titles him to unquestionable superiority. As a sire, his get
can probably he figured to a larger number than any dog of
this breed in England, but as quality and not numbers
make the reputation of a sire, the names of a few of his get
that have attained marked distinction on the bench would
not be out of the way. As he is in his seventh vpar they
should not be difficult to find.—H. T. Foote. '[Will Dr.
Foote please read the Canine World report of the Oldham
show, Oct. 10, 1890, and Fanciers^ GajZetle report of Crystal
Palace show, Oct. 31, 1890.]

NOTES AND NOTIONS.
CtJTTING straight through all circumlocutions and

euphemisms, I will refer straight out to the matter of
JMr. E. F. Mayhew acting as compiler of the entries for the
A.K.C. show, at which he is to judge. Most observers will
say that his conduct is "bad form," bad taste or bad ethics,
but it is nothing more. There is a certain feeling of nohlesse
ohlige among judges of dogs that operates to keep straight
those who would, or might, otherwise go crooked. Apart
from considerations of honor, many of them attach a certain
and dertnite value to their reputation as judges, reputation
as knowing dogs, in other words, and fear damaging it. For
instance—although in a contrary direction—many will re-
member a most capable mastifi: judge of a few years since,
who has dropped enth-ely out of sight because there was a
feeling that his friends' dogs got undue placings under his
judgings. No suspicion of dishonesty was ever entertained,
out the feeling that he lacked the backbone to decide against
a close friend, weighed him down: while, as an opposite
instance, may be cited a certain judge, who in a very close
case is apt to decide against his friend.
There is this consideration that should be taken into ac-

GOtmt in weighing Mr. Mayhew's conrse. It is an open
secret that his material prosperity has not been unchecked,
the po.sition as to the W. K. C. catalogue should pay him
very much better than judging, and after accepting the
position of judge, he is confronted by the necessity of de-
termining whether he shall keep up his "form" at the ex-
pense of his pocket? Many will say as to this, that his duty
is clear; after knowing every entry to be made, owner, pedi-
gree, breeder, etc.. the" thing for him to do is to withdraw
from judging. Of couj-se an "onlooker" only looks, and
should not quote his own opinions as to the coiu-se another
should pursue.
From Mr. Mayhew to that wonderful apology published in

two of our papers is an easy transition. What a wonderful
performance that was. And remember it was not a free one,
or even an original. It was a second, apparently extorted
under fear of depletion of pocket by a libel suit, after a first
one had been offered and not deemed sufficiently humble.
Really I do not see how the Fanciers' (rascMe is going to
sur\i.ve this. How will it retain public respect after such
dirt eatingy One of the highest duties one man can owe
another is to make a full and frank apology for a wrong
done as soon as the wrong is discovered, but to make one
under compulsion, for fear of damages being inflicted, to go
down on one's knees and eat the humblest of humble pie is,

in the language of Petroleum V. Nasby, "ruther renchin'."
I am at a loss to understand why Mr. Krehl required such
humility. The course of his own paper would indicate that
no amount of prospective penalties would have induced him
to make such an apology after a fir.st had been ofl'ered, and
it is utterly out of imagination that Mr. Tatham would have
allowed such a thing to appear in his paper. Evidently (to
me, at least) Mr. Krehl must have some ulterior object in
his demanding such servility; perhaps he may wish to dis-
pose of "the member of our staff'" who inserted Mr. May-
hew's article, which "member" must have been Mr. Millais,
a gentleman whose career in journalism has been a very
unfortunate one. ' Thk 0:nlooker.

. DP A TREE.—Hornellsville, N. Y.—Editor Forest and
Stream: If "Oswegatchie" or any one else wishes to hear
from me on the Fellows type of working cockers, let them
sign their names to their twaddle and I'll guarantee that I'll

hold up my end of the discussion, but I want no truck with
any one that is ashamed of their father's name.-—J. Otis
FjSLLOWS.

ABLE TO PAY THEIR DEBTS. — Baltimore. Md.—
Editor Forest and Stream: We see that in the issue of
FoEEST AXD Stream of Feb. 12 appears the following:
"Baltimore, Jan. 28.—We, the undersigned, hereby give
notice to all whom it may concern, that we will not be re-
sponsible, in any manner, for any obligations that may be
incurred by those who propose' holding the bench show
under the name of the Maryland Kennel Club. (Signed) R.
B. Glanville, L. M. Levering. W. T, Levering, Crichton
Malcolm, J. D. Mallory, H. Malcolm, H. Cassard, R. B. von
derHorst," The bench show committee beg to say that
they have a guarantee from responsible parties to pay any
and all debts they may contract, and trust above will in no
way be misconstrued, as its source must be considered. No
signer of said letter is a member of the bench show com-
mittee. Mr. W. T. Levering is in Europe, Mr. J. D. Mallory
is not a member of the club; Mr. R. B. Glanville is in arrears
for dues, and Mr. H. Malcolm is under suspension by the
American Kennel Club and also the Maryland Kennel Club.
—W. Stewart Diffendebffeb, Sec'y Bench Show Com-
mittee.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, boand for

retaining dnplicatea, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

WranTf Gladstone. By F. G. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa., for Ene:-
lish setter dog, whelped Dec. 1, 1890, by Breeze Gladstone out of
Rodreka.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Golden Rod—InsplratloJi. J. H. Winslow's (Philarlelphia. Pa.)
pointer bitch Golden Bod to F. G. Taylor's Inspiration (Bang Bang
—Telie Dof), Dec. 19.

Katie Noble—Breeze Gladstone. F. G. Taylor's (Philadelphia.
Pa,) English setter bitch Katie Noble fCount Nohle—Queen Meg)
to his Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Jan. 9.

List Noble—Breeze Gladstone. F. G. Taylor's (Philaclelphia. Pa.)
EuKlisb setter bitoh Lisr, Noble (Count Noble—Fate Gladstone) to
his Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Dec. 13.

Albert's Duchess—Breeze Gladstone. Dr. J. A. Hartman's (La-
trobe. Pa.) EaerJish setter bitch Albert's Duchess (Warwick Albert
—Princess Belton) to F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone-
Sue), Jan. 30.

AhbotVs Joij—Breeze Gladstone. Prof. J. O. Schuyler's (Luray.
Yii.j EnglisD setter bitch Abbott's Joy (Gatb's Joy—Rosa) to F. G.
Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Jan. 31.

Alberta G.—Breeze Gladstone. L. Shuster, Jr. (Philadelphia, Pa.)
EntrPah setter bitch Alberta G- (Count Nobie—Alphonsine) to W.
G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone— Sue), Feb. 11.

Cmihtesb- B.—Breeze Gladstone. F. S. Brown's (Philadelphia, Pa.)
BnKlisti setter bitch Counters C. (D.ishiug Ltoa—Victoria) to P. G.
Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Nov. 21.

Baiephin—Breeze GLadMone. E. Comfort's (Philadelphia, Pa.)
English setter Ditch Dauphin (Calklev D.—Cassino G.t to F. G.
Tavlor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone Sue), Nov. as.

Delavxwe—Breeze Gladstnne. J, G. Gray's (Bridgeville, Del.)
English setter hitch Delaware (Glen Bock—Lenore) to F. G. Tav-
loy's Breeze Gladstone (Gladgtoue-Sue), Dec. 8.

May—Rattler III. W. S. Gates's (Chagrin Falls. O.) boagle bitch
May (champion Banuerman—Blossom) to his champion Rattler
III. (champion Rattler—Music), Jan. 13.

Lady Tliehna—Bradford Ruby II. O. P. Kinnie's (Lima, O.) pue
bitch Lady Tlielma (Spokane— To pay K.) to Eoerhart Pue Kenm-ls'
Bradford Ruby II. (chamnion Bradford Ruby—Puss B ). Feb. 15.

Lady Lowden-t'ouf. Jas.F. Hall's (Philadelphia, Pa.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Lady Lowcleu (champion Plinlimmon—Lady Linton) to
Dr. H. W. Roberts's ohimpiou Ponf (Garnet— 3o- Peep), Jan. 28.

Scdan-Gleyt Jarvis. Glendyne Kennels' (Bristol. R. I.) Irish set-
ter hitch Sedan ('Chester D. Herald—Nancy) to their Glen Jaryis
(Elcho. Jr.-Maid). Feb. -.
MoVy GUnaync—Glen Jarvis. Glendyne Kennels' (Bristol, R. I,)

Irish setter bitch Molly (rlendyne (Glenniore- Nell) to their (ilea
Jarvis (Elcho, J r.—Maid), Feb. 0.

Blossom—Battler HI. \V. S. Gates's (Chagrin Falls, O.) beagle
bitch Blossom (Bhiuder—Rne) to his champion Rattler Hi. (cham-
pion Rattier—Music), Jan. 15.

Gladys B.— Blaze. R. H. Burr's (Middletowa, Conn.) Irish setter
bitch Gladys B. (ohamgiun Tim—Lady Edith) to J. W. Gale's Blaze
fohamp'on Cliief—Bizretina), Feb. 8

Bess—Wnllhaiii Jevjcl. C'to. H. Moses's (.Vorth Gorham, Mass.j
foxhourjd bitch. Bess to W. A. Small's Waltliam Jewel (Drive

—

Music), Feb. 5.

.lestr—JBMTiOn. H. T. Broadhenfs (Philadelphia. Pa.) foy-rerrler

bitch Jest (Splatiger—Jostle), to G. W. Price's I Reckon (Reckoner
—Tennis), -Jan. 7.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Mamie. Moorefield Kennels' (Chula, Va.) English setter hitch
Mamie (Prince Al— Maiden), Nov. 38, seven (four dogs), by F. G.
Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone-Sue).
Rodreka. B. Mann's (Philadelphia, Pa.) English setter bitch

Rodreka (Roderigo—Gem), Dec. 1, seven (four dog.?), by F. G. Tay-
lor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue).
Countess B. F. S. Brown's (Philadelphia, Pa.) English setter

bitch Cotmtess B. (Dashing Lion—Victoria), Jan. 23, nine (five
does), by F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue).

Groxtetli Rival Queen. Riverside Boardmg and Training Ken-
nels' (Riverside, lud.) pointer bitch Croxteth Rival Queen, Feb. 11,
SIX (three dogs), by Combination.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Frank Gladstone. English setter dog, whelped Dec. 1, 1890, by
Breeze Gladstone out of Rodreka, hy F. G. Taylor, Philadelphia,
Pa., to H. C. Chamblin, Richmond, Va.
May. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped August, 1889,

by Bannerman out of Blossom, by H. S. Gilbert, Millersburg, Pa.,
to W. S. Gates, Chagrin Falls, O.
Blossom. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, age not given, by

Blunder out of Rue, by H. S. Gilbert, Millersburg, Pa., to W. 8.
Gates, Chagrin balls, O.
Red River Glencho. Red Irish setter dog. whelped Dec. 1, 1386, by

champion Glencho out of Lyda Belle, by Geo. H. Covert, Chicago,
111., to R. H. Burr, Middletown, Conn.
GlsnJarms. Red Irish setter dog. whelped Feb. 28. 1800, by El-

cho.- Jr., out of Maid, by John A. .Taun, Jr., Onley, 111,, to Glen-
dyne Kennels, Bristol, R. I,

EmeA-ald Peyo. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Oct. 10, 1890, by
Alfred out of Lucille, hy Glendyne Kennels, Bristol, R. I., to II.
J. a. Hallowell. Conshohocken, Pa.

ffDonovan Rossa. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. 27, 1888, by
Sarstield out of Aiuo, by Glendyne Kennels, Bristol, R. I., to—-

, New Haven, Conn.
Bazzle. Red Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. 28, 1890, by i]rrip out

of Sheila, by Glendyne Kennels, Bristol, R. I., to Wm. F. Memo.
Valriosta, Ga.
Zilin,. Silver fawn ptig bitch, whelped Aug. 5, 1890, by Spokane

out of Lady Verne, by Bberharc Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to
Eugene Watrous, Lacon, 111.

Larnoek F.lsa. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped May 15,
1S84, by champion Bang sBsing out of Rose, by Wm. H. Hvland,
North Tarrytown. N. Y., to F. E. Atkins, VVaterbury, Vt.
Nellie Hunter. In noting the sale of Nellie Hunfer the pur-

chaser's address was misprinted; it is New Canaan, Conn., not
New Haven.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT,
There is no charg-e for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

A. C. H., So. Man^'s'tque, .Mich.—1. 1 have a very valuable St. Ber
nard doe. VVhicli is the best food I can feed him to moke him
health}? 2. Whose manufactured food is the bes ? Ans. 1. Feed
him in tbe morning such scraps as you miy have from the table,
making an occasional soup from fresh 'oeef bones. Atijjghtyoa
can give him. three or four dog biscuits, either soaked or dry, dry
is beet if you can get him to ent them that way. 3. SprattsoV
Goodwin's, both are good

H. T. '1'., Readiner. Pa.—Several weeks ago I received an 8mos,
old Irish setter pup, and s nee he has been in my possession I find
great trouble to get him 10 eat. From tlie time he was 6 weeks
old until I received him he was kept at a large hotel, where be
received for his meals the refuse from the table, generally chicken,
etc., and I suppose that because of his being aceustomed to this
food mntje hint reluctant to eat the raw beef I offered him. but
this morning I fottnd one of his eyes closed and the otber running.
His eyt-s have been running for somf time, but t his morning was
llie first time I noticed ariy closed, I also observed liim shivering
on several occasions. I had him oat on the field a few days ago",
and noticed a coughing such as a dog generally makes when lead-
ing by a strap, and exerts himself in order to get loose. These
seem to be symptoms of distemper, and about three days ago I
gave him a dose of castor oil. Since then his passage haB a
colored appearance. I have bepu thinking of giving a 3gr. quinine
pill, as per your advi e in Fobest and Stream oi two wceKs ago.
but before doing so would kindly a~k you to inform me whether,
from tlie above symptoms, this is eorrect, or whether there is any
better remedy, and what food is best and how often each day?
Ans. Tho dog has distemper; treat him at once as described in tbe

'

issue of Jan. 29, in the first part of answer to M. F. S.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
MAGAZINE GUN TEST.

OFFICE OF BOARD ON MAGAZINE GUNS, Army Building,
New York Citj-, Dec. 17, 1890.—The Boaro* for the examina-

tion of magazine guns presci-ibe the follovvitig rules and tests for
the trial of all guns submitted under General Orders No. 136, Nov.
34. 1800, Headquarters of the Army.
Generally these i uies will govern in testing all guns submitted

to the Board. It may occur that certain of the^ie tests will he
modified, or that others may be substituted for them: tJie object
being to riud a magazine system which will meet the requirements
of the army.
The piece to be firsi fired ten rounds by the exhibitor, as a test

of safetj ; the same firing to be also a test of rapidity by one
familiar with the ann. The time to he noted in the record.
Tbe firing to be then continued, according to the rules annexed,

by an employe or person designated by the Board.
The Frankford Arsenal experimenting cartridge to be used in

all cases, except when pieces of a different caliber have been sub-
mitted in the manner provided by ti e order
No persons will be admitted to the firing ground but the agents

or exhibitors of the gun immediately under trial, and such other
persons as may be specially invited by the Board.
The handling of guns by their represent atives at any time after

the preliminary test for safety is forbidden.
Any arm which has been submitted to the Board and entered

upon the record shall remain in the hands of the Board for such
time as may be necessary to make drawings explanatory of its
mechanism.
If the magazine system of any gun becomes disabled or unser-

\dceable, all further tests will be discontinued, and the proprietor
informed of the fact. If tbe gun be altered and resubmitted to
the Board, it will be treated as a new enn.
Safety Test: To be fired ten rounds by the exhibitor, or with a

lanyard.
REGULAR TESTS.

I.—BAPIDITV WITH AGCUHACY.
Piece-to he fired from the shoulder at target 8ft. by 2ft., range

100ft.. under following circumstances, cartridges disposed at will
or in packets upon a table:

a. Time of firing and number of hits for 20 shots; magazine to be
loaded before beginniog test and then held in reserve until re-
moinder of cartridge^ have been fired, using gun as single loader;
then firing those in magazine.

b. Number of nhots and hits firing for two minutes, using gun
as single loader; test begun wi'h chamber empty.

c. Number of shots and bits firing for two minutes, using gun as
magazine arm only: test begun with magazine empty.
Any cartridge missing fire lU this or other tests to be tried with

a prick punch, or opened, to ascerain cause of fadure.

IT.—RAPIDIIi- AT WILL.

Same as Test I., except th'^t piece will be fired from the hip
without aim, at stop butt a^ short range; hits not considered, and
lime of firing from parts "ft" and "c" reduced to one minute.

*Brevet Major General Augu=tt V. Kautz, Colonel 8th Infantry,
President; Lieutenant Colonel Robert H. Hall, Oth Infantr\ ; Major
George W. McKee, O'-dnauce Department; Capf. Henry B. Free-
man, rth Infantry; Capt. Stanhope E. Blunt, Ordnance Depart-
ment, Recox-der: a.nd Capt, George S. Anderson, 6th Cavalry
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m —ENDTTBANCE.

a. Each gun to be fired 500 continuous rounds without cleaniTig,
using the magazine. The state of the breech meehatiism to he
examined at the end of every 50 rounds.

h. With magazine loaded but held in reverve, each gun to i^e

fired as a single loader 100 continuous rounds without cleaning;
condition of breech mechanism and of the cartridges in magazine
to he examined at conclusion of firing.

rv.—DUST.
With the mechanism closed the piece to he exposed in the box

prepared for that purpose to a blast of fine sand-dust for two
minutes, removed by blowing thereon and wiping with bare hand,
and th'^n fired 20 rounds xinder the following conditions:

a. Magazine empty when exposed. Refore firing load magazine,
fire balance of cartridges as a single loader, then those in maga-
zine.

if>. Magazine loaded when exposed. Remove and wipe cartridges,
reload and fire as above.

T.—DEFECTIVE CARTRIDGES.
Each gun to be fired once with each of the following defective

cartridges: 1. Crosa-lileri on head to nearly the thickness of the
metal. 3. CutatintervR.l'saround the rim. 3. Witli a longitudinal
cut ilie whole length of the cartridge, from the rim up. A fresh
piece of wMte paiDer, marked with the number of the gun, being
laid over the breech to observe the escape of gas, if any occur.

An.—EXCESSIVE CHARGES.
The piece to be fired five times as a single loader with cartridges

in which the charge of powder is so Increased as to produce a prps-

sure in the chamber about one-third greater than that caused by
tlie Frankford Arsenal experimental cart ridge.

VII.—EASE OP MANIPULATION.
Facility of manipulation by members of the Board

.

Any gun whose breech action or magazine system fails in any
of the foregoing tests will not be submitted to further tests.

SUPPLEMENTARy TESTS f

I.—DEPBCirS'E CABXRIDGEa AND DUST.

a. As a single loader: To be fired with two defective cartridges,

Nos. 1 and 2, and then to be dusted five minutes, the mechanism
being in the mouth of the blow-pipe, and closed, but at full-cock;

then to he flred 5 slir>ts, the last two defective Nos. 1 and 3; then
without cleanina to be dusted with the breech open and fired 5

shots. The piece to be f teed from dust only by pounding or Avlping

with the bare hand.
b. As a magazine arm: Same as "a" except that the cartridges

for the subsequent firing will be placed in the magazine betore
dusting, and fired therefrom afterward.

II.—RUST.

The breech mechanism, receiver and magazine to be cleansed of

grease, and the chamber of the barrel greased and plugged, and
breech action closed: the butt of the gun to be then inserted lo the

height of the chamber in a solution of sal-ammoniac for 10 minutes,
exposed for two days to the open air standing in a rack, and then
flred 20 rounds, loading magazine and holding it in reserve until

remainder of cartridges have been fired, using gun as .single

loader, then firing those in magazine.

HI.—EXPLOSIONS IN' MAGAZINE.

The liability to accidental explosion of cartridges in tubular
magazines will be tested by charging the magazine, and then giving
the gun a vertical jolting motion for two minutes; repeating with
the magazine but lialf loaded.

IV.—DISMOUNTING AND ASSEMBLING.

The comparative ease and relative time required in dismounting
and as8eml)ling the breech and magazine systems of the different

guns wiU be determined.
To further determine the comparative rapidity of fire and

facility of manipulation of various arms, each gun will be fired 30

shots by three men to be selected by the Board, loadiuK from the

cartridge box and firing from the shoulder, with aim at an "A"
target 100yds. distant. The average of the three trials to be the
record'^d time of firine 20 rounds. The magazine to be loaded
from tlie cartridge box before the start, the remainder of the car-
tridges to be firpd away first, using the gun as a single loader, and
the magazine to be emptied last.

Such additional tests or repetition of previous ones \s may
seem advisable will be made by th(? Board m its discretion.

i-To he applied only on such arms as have passpd through the
regular tests in a manner satisfactory to the Board.

BOSTON, Feb. 14—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held to-day at its range. A large
number of sbooters were on banri, but unfavorable weather con-
ditions prevented high scores. Mr. N. C. Nash flnisbed his ten
scores in the "seal medal off-hand match," and won the first

gold medal in this match, and Mr. W. O. Prescott won tiae bronze
membership badge. Below are the leading scores made to-day,

distance ^yds., standard American target, re-entries allowed:
All-Comers' Rest Match.

S Wilder Wi F W Chester 100 IB Thomas 88

T Warren 104 F C Towne ?8 J French 84

A H Ballard 104 AN Mann 97 J B Hobs 83

S T Crawford 103 D Martin 93
All Comers' Otf-Haad Matcli.

W Charles 83 A Winchester 73 AN Mann ;.. .64

S C Sydney 77 M F Bates 69 J B Hobb (Mil.) .. 6i

MTDay 77 IB Thomas 66 D Martin 63

OMHoward 75 TBond(Mil.) 65
Pistol Practice Match, 50yds.

W Charles 88 AG Stevens 87

On Washington's liirthday this association will offer six silver

cups in its regular rifle practice match, open to all comers, with-
out any extra charge for entry.

TORONTO, Feb. 13.—Ttie Off-Hand Rifle Association of Ontario
stiot t he second macch of the series last week. Some of the scores
are below the average, the falling off beine caused by the high
wind, some clubs not havine anv wind-break.
Teams of Five Competitors.

Bradford No. 1 435

Aurora 447

Bradford No. 3 4o2

Scarboro No. 1 397

Point Edward..; 387

Toronto 374

Scarboro No. 3 313

Teams of Sevea
Bradford
Aurora

Competitors.
641
607
569

Everett
Highland Creek.

5n6
553
456

835

Orono 265

The next match of the association will be shot on Tuesday,
April 7, at which a number of other clubs have signified their in-

tention of competing.

ZETTLER'S BANGE.—The match shoot between the Manhat-
tan Club, of New York city, and the Secaucus Olub, of New Jer-

sey, look place at Zettler's range, 331 Bowery, on Thursday even-
ing. Fob. 12. At times botli te^ms shot well, but the fine manner
in wfiich the local marksmen 1 andled their rifles at critical

moments won the contest by 103 piints. The target in use was of

the 3i-ring kind, and all scores were made from a possible total

of 250 points. The result follows:
Manhattan. Secaucus.

Pingpank 380 Bergkamp 227

Sehiemme 239 W Kngelhrecht .210

Elser 227 Woeekner 218

Kruse -326 BuehrauUer 316

Lappe 235 Luhra 215

Bulthaupt 335 H Engelbreclit 215

Wellbrock 232 Kunz 308

Monsees. 319 Hefflick 204

Garbade 215 -2,018 Block, ,
193- 1,915

There will probably be at least ten shooting societies of this city

and vicinity rnpresented in the team trophy match at the Zettler
Club's headquarters on Washington's Birthday.

CONLIN'S REVOLVER SIATCH.—The coming revolver match
at Conlin'a gallery will be u-ique in som-^ of its features. The
tournament will begin with the novices who hav« never scored 50

or more points in six shots on the decimal target. Thea the ama-
teurs wiLh records from 50 to 54 points will compete, and tlie last

two weeks will be open to the experts wtio nold records of 53

points or better.

REVOLVER SHOTS.— Feb. 14,—The scores made by the mem-
bers of the New York Pistol and Revolver Club are increasing
with every day of additional practice, and the club will soon find

it necessary io either change the target or adopt rules which will

keep the marksmen from shooting the entire evening and select-

ing his best target as a record. To-night's results at the St. Mark's

ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla., Feb. 10.—For the past several weeks
the mombers of the St. Augustine Guards and the people of the
ancient city have anxiously awaited the result of the rifle contest
for the State championship, to be competed for by teams repre-
senting the State military organizations. As an extra induce-
ment for good results, the citizens sub.«cribed a purse -^f $50, both
of which prizes were shot for and won tin's afternoon by the Hali-
fax Riflfs of D^iytona, Captain Charles M. Bmgham. The contest
tock place en tbe range in North City ,vr 3 P. M. to-day, the dis-
tance beine 200yds. Excepting a stifi* wind from the south, every-
thing was favorable. The following is the .score:

Halifax Rifles. Wilson Battery.
M M Maltby 2 2 2 4 3-13 J H KornahrensS 0 0 4 0-6
B N Stevens ... .4 5 4 4 2- 19 D T r4erow 4 3 3 3 4^17
C L Smith 3 0 3 2 4-11 L 1 Stephens 0 5 3 3 3-13
O W Stevens 3 3 4 4 4-18 Tbpo Ball 3 4 4 4 4 19
CBaliough 3 3 4 4 5-19 80 J Gumbinger. . . .4 4 4 3 4-18—73

Gem City Guards. St. Augustine Guards
P B Bnrt 2 3 4 4 4-16 F H Gr<-atorex ..3 4 4 3 a—17W M Boyd 0 0 :J 3 4- 9 G F Olivpros . .3 4 5 3 5-20
J L Crary 3 4 4 4 4 -19 C R Hill 4 0 0 0 3—6
O H Wigg 4 4 3 0 4-15 W E Hinch 4 3 4 3 3-16
B E Dyson 3 4 4 2 3—16-75 C A Graves 4 4 4 3 4—19—?8

HOOSICK FALLS, N. Y.. Feb. 14.-I inclose the scores of the
Hoosick Falls Uifle Association, made at their range. Standard
American targets, 200yds. off-liand:
Dr Mayburg 7 8 6 9 10 10 10 9 8 7-84
Hairy Parsons 9 8 9 6 9 8 7 10 6 7-79
C H Palmer 96 10 487 10 93 10-76
R Lansing 8 5 4 8 6 5 7 6 8 10-67
F Lansing 9 9 8 7 8 9 9 5 9 4 - 77

HARLEM CLUB, Feb. 12.—To-day saw the last of the three
days' prize shoot which has b'»en in progress at the Harlem Rifle
Club's range since Monday. L. Fitch, of the Zettler Rifle Clu",
led tmtil late in tbe evening with the handsome scores of 74, 72, 72,

total 218 out of ,225 points, while .1. A. Bjyken, D. Michael and
other N'^w York cracks tried their best to equal or overcotne bis
score. With tbree scores of three shots eaclQ to count they had a
big contract on their bands. It being the closing day of the shoot
all the rifle clubs of this city a,nd vicinity were represented, many
members of the Zet tier Rifle Club. iVlillpr Rifle Club, of Hoboken,
Bull's Head. Turtle Bay and Empire Rifle cUitis of this city, Wil-
liamsburg Shooting Society, aud Excelsior and Hudson R ifle clubs
of Jersey ' Jity being present. During the last two hours of the
contest the old Essex Indian, J. Coppersmith, appeared on the
range and, after a short and decisive struggle, managed to reach
first place. J. Hitch tied with L. Flach for second place and also
captured the second premium for the five best, scores. J, A. Boy-
ken, to whose hard work much of tie meeting's success is due,
was fourth and E. Fischer, of th« Millers, was fifth. First pre-
mium. So, for I h'^ best five scores. .1. Coppersmith, Essex Indians.
71, 73, 73, 73, 74—364 out of a possible 375; second premium, g3, for
the next best five scores, J. Hitch, 72, 73. 73. 72, 74—363,

CHICAGO, lU., Feb. 11.—The delegates of the Northwestern
Military Rifla Association of the National Guards m^t this morn-
ing at the Wellington Hotel. Tbe following delegates were
present: Colonel Foster, of Iowa; Colonel C'haniler, of Minnesota;
Colonel Gabblin, of Michigan; Colonel Winsor, of Wisconsin;
Colonel Rice, of Illinois; General Vance, of Illinois, president,
and Colonel Gulden, of Wisconsin, secretary. The meeting was
held for the purpose of arranging for competition in rifle shoot-
ing between the teams from each State. The contest will be held
Sept. 7 of this year, probably at SpringQeld. The winning team
will receive the Washburne trophy.—H,

WALTHAM VS. KEi'ES.-Oue of the first events after the
opening of tbe outdoor rifle shooting season will be a 100 shot
match for a hamlsome trophy between Presidant D. Waltber of
the Z=ttler Rifle Club and H. C. Keyes, of the Harlem Rifle Club.
Mr. Keyes challenged the prtsiding officer of the Zettlers on
Wednesday evening, Feb. 11, during the prize shoot of the Harlem
Club, and the cballf-nge was promptly accepted. The maicli will
take place at tbe Cypress Hill range, under the following condi-
tions: 100 shots each man, oft- hand, on the German 35-ring target,
12in. buUseye, ^^m. rings, distance 3oyds., the loser tojiaythe
shooting expenses. Mr. Keyes has tbe privilege of naming the
day, Mr. Walther having declared his readiness to shoot at any
time.

ANOTHER TARGET.—The new "amateurs' " target, designed
by Zettler Brothers, especially for beginners at gallery, rifle or
pistol shooting, has a bull-eye l%in. in diameter, with an inner
ring counting 10 This target is a good one for beginners, the full
possible not seeming to be so far beyond their skill as it it does on
the finely-ringed 35-ring targets.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publicaMon should fte made out on the printed blanhs
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to clnb
secretarie«. Correepondents u'Tio favor U8 with club scores are par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Feb. 17'20.—Annual Winter Tournament Davenport (la.) Gun
Club. Live birds and inanimates. Address J. F. Kray, Sfc'y.
Feb. 19.—Hartford (Conn.) Tournameni. See notice elsewiiere.
March 24-36.—Detroit Tournament, assisted '^y the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. $1,000 guaranteed.
April 38-80.—New London (or New Haven) Inter-State Associa-

tion.
May 5-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'.v.

May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all. Elmer E.
Sbaner, See'y.
May 19-21.—Washington (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Club
gives Sl.OOO, Association guarantees $1,000, total S2.U0O.

.June 3-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the luter-Sfate
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
|l,000. club adds $3,000. total $3,000.

June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N, Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.

THE IOWA TOURNAMENT.
CLINTON, Iowa, Feb. 3.—The second annual tournament of the

Clinton Gun Club commenced to-dav, on the coldest morning
we have had this winter. The wind during the first day blew a
perfect gale from the west, making tbe shooting exceedingly dif-
ficult on right quartering birds; in fact, on all kinds, and bird
alter bird was killed dead, and after being killed in the air, the
wind would Wow them over the flag.

The shooting was done under modified American Association
rules, and the scores made by =ome of the ackaowledgpd best shots
in America will sbow how difficult the shooting must have be* n;
but the hnys were here to shoot, and notwithstanding the inclem-
ency of the weather, shot throughout the entire day. that is, until
4 P. M.. when the cold weather was too much for them and they
were forced to give it up for the day. i>ome brilliant shooting was
done by all par lies concerned, and bird after bird was killed 40 to
60yds. with the second barrel, but there was an uncertainty about
tbe shooting all 'lay that made it impossible for the best shots to
shoot with accuracy. Many of the birds would stand in a sleepy,
dazed condition, perfectly without life, would give a spring of a
foot, perhaps, from the ground, and before ttie shooter could pos-
sibly get aim on them, their flight and the wind wotild drift them
from 15 to 25yds. from the traps. Many and many a bird was lost

by the drifting of tlie wind, the wind blowing so "trongly that the
shooter had to brace himself to keep it from blowing him out of
his tracks. Just as the shooter was ready to shoot, and before he
could check himself, the wind would catch the birds, and bis
charge would be anywhere from 3 to C£t. one side and behind the
bird Take it all in all, every one conceded it to be the most difn-

cult dav they ever shot.
The cleanest killing for the first day was done by Mr. Batcheller.

of St. Joe, Mo., who made clean scores ana seems to center all his
birds. It was not a Question of luck with him, but seems to be the
rare judgment he displayed in shooting just at tbe right lime. It

hardly seems fair to particularize any individual shooting, as in

order for any one to have a show for division of any of the purses
hP bad to be on his metal and shoot with all his skill.

The grounds of the Clinton Gun Club aro beatitifuUy situated
wi'hin^a few minutes ride on the street cars from the hotels, and
the gun olub are doing all they can to make it pleasant for tbe
visitors. To-morrow, the second dav, bids fair to see a great many
more present than to-day. and should the weather be calm, so as

to give the shooters some chance against the birds, no doubt some
excellent scores will be made.

It was the constant remark to-day that the shooters could not
remember when they had seen such a uniformly good lot of birds
fis were shot at, as all the squabs and po"r flyers had been weeded
out, and with plenty of birds on hand each shooter bad to shoot at
.a selected lot of birds. Following are the scores of the five days'
shoot-

Ji'eb. 3.-7 live birds. 5 traps, 28yds. rise, 50.vds. boundary, Ameri-
can Association modiflpd rules, four moneys:
OShaw So21201- 5 Anson 1202321-6W Duer 2112112—7 Cropper 2101110-5
C W Budd 1023311-6 McMurchy 1102313-6
O P Ankeny ]2i31ll—7 Batoheler 1132211-7
G Strawn 1111200—5 Jerome 0010133-4
rTjattin 2331103-6 B FAnkenv 3310023—5
Spencer 1113131—7 Keller 0021010-3
Reese 3101301—5 Wonster 3221U1—

7

Parish 1102112-6 J B Smith 1120120-5
First money div., second div., third B. F. Ankeny, fourth div.

Ten live birds, same conditions:
Parish 1311111210- 9 McMurchy 0031223211— 8
BF Ankeny 201oo22231— 7 Budd 1221022031—8
Batr-heler.. 1131111221—10 Stice ,200122olll-

7

Jerome oll3101o31- 7 Shaw 2l30333.'-30- 8
Avery o201111?ol- 7 Cropper 0122011000—5
G M Leffingwell. . . .222322o323- 9 Reese 0110110313— 7
Duer 2200122011- 7 Wooster 1111210133— 9
Spencer 1201213100- 7 Laflin 1111112111—10
An-on 1032221(123- 8 J B Smith 1131112120- 9
O P Ankeny 3111211120- 9
Ft' st money div. by Batoheler and Laflin. second div by G. M.

Lefllngwell, Wooster and Smith, third Budd, fourth Reese.

Feb. U.—Ten live birds, same conditions:
Duer 121121oil2— 9 Spencer 1121212111-10
Ht-ece 1212221131—10 Anson ,2ol22H203— 8
O P Ankeny 1211213122-10 Batoheler 1121121)121— 9W D Leffingwell . , ,021211122o— 8 Strawn .2000]02o30— 6
Reicster ;1131232011— 0 Laflin 1101121111— 9
How^ard 311102o221— 8 Wooster o331222011- 8
Keeler 2100031221- 7 Jerome 2023223203-8
McMurchy 1112011111— 9 Stice 1112110121— 9
Quim*.y 0233102313— 8 J B Smith 02102300w— 4
Cropper 211o3110]0— 7 B F Ankeny . . 1031323103— 8
Budd 1133311323-10 G M Leffingwell, . . .323322o322- 9
Ties div.

Fifteen live birds, same conditions, 815 eutranf-'e:
Budd 111123133om31-14 GMLefflngwell22223o30S23?o33—13
Reese 113131102201100—11 Anson 211332003213202—13
McMurchy. . 011111231111131-14 Wooster in03ol013Ll301—11
Quimby 113311310203323-13 O P Ankeny. .,Iolll21101:ili 21-13
Spencer 220321221310o23—12 Barnes 1222312011.2.3313—14

Duer .322312oni12311—14 J B Smith 131131133321133-15
Jerome 013ol31IS21ll22—13 Howard 1113imi013101-13
Stice 212213112311123—13 B F Ankeny . ..322102322110113—13
Batcheler . , .111131113122133-15 Ruble 2323302oll21ooO—10
Laflin 1211 1312 1Ho10i-13
Batoheler and Smith div. first.

Feb. 5.-15 live birds, SOvds. rise, 815 entrance:
Davenport 231311122311o32-14 Wooster o] 1113232212213—14
Batoheler oO 1111221111100-11 Orapuer Ci03031201o -v —5
Lindsley 22133232olo03-23-13 Quim'by 33221232ol22323-14
Duer 223011110111113-13 B P Ankeny. ..331032222111035-13
Stice 3221 33115223o30-13 Anson Ilolll302101 111-12
Budd 231321 313 1 31 102-14 Eic h 101 1 313m31312-14
Jerome o3133132020 033-11 Barnes 3221213o-.-133031—13

O P Ankeny...2321 1303l2ol023-13 Reese 111022111121131-14
Laflin 10113231 oo 12023-11 J B Smith 101130131110112-13
G Leffingwell .322212222323200-13 iVIcMurchy. ...1012122310101ol-ll
Moneys divided.

Feb. 6,—10 live birds, 30yds. rise, $10 entrance:
Batoheler 12011ollll— 8 B F Ankeny 1131133132—10
Elliott 1222131121—10 O P Ankeny Un2oll21— 9
Duer 1321111331—10 Tucker 110311.2110— 8
Budd Iimi3111-10 Jerome 1333110313- 9
GlvHeinman 31311311,31-10 Barnes 201303:3220- 7
Anson 1111001131— 8 Laflin 0231111110- 8
Ties on 10 shot off, B. F. Ankeny and Duer dividing. Other ties

div.

Team match, at 35 Peorias, 5 traps, 18yd8. rise, American Asso-
ciation modified rules, $50 a side:

Ruble 1111011111111101101101111-31
Strawn : 0111111111100111111111111-23-43
Spencer 1 01111 1 01110111101 1 1 11101—20
G M Leffingwell 1111111101111111101111111-23-43

The tie and match was shot oflE, same conditions:
Ruble 1111111111111111111111111-35

Strawn 1111111110111101110111111—33-47

G M Leffingwell 1111111111111111111111111-35

Spencer 1 1111111111 10111111111101-23-48

Feb. 7.—Shoot 1, at 10 live birds, 5 traps, 30yds, rise, SOj'ds.

boundary, A. A. modified rules. $5 entrance:
W B L'-fflngwell. . . .1021011210-7 Strawn 1313111111—10
Laflin 0311101110-7 Batcheler . 1220111111— 9

G M Leffingwell . . . 3222203233-0 B F Ankeny 2113303311— 9

Smith .1212101111-9 Barnes 3ol20H121- 8

0 P Ankeny 1312011211-9 Divided on 9 and 7.

Shoot 3, same conditions:W B Leffingwell. . . . 1111222320-9 Strawn _ 1013131121—9
Laflin - C011101311—7 Batcheler oll0210211—

7

G M Leffingwell . . ..121ol22I10-8 B F Ankeny 003202U11—

7

Smith 323111om—9 Barnes 1313110000-6
0 P Ankeny 1113101313 - 9 Divided on 9 and 7.

Shoot 3, at 10 live birds, 5 traps, 30yds. rise, SOyds. boundary, A.
A. modified rules, $10 entrance:
Batcheler 1121133311—10 Barnes o31o333320-r
J B Smith 1113ol3332- 9 G M Leffingwell , , . , 120o333233—

8

Budd lllUimi—10 Ties on 10 divided 3 moneys.

Feb. 9.—Oq last Saturday after the closing of the more import-
ant sweepstake sbooting in the big tournament here, a most inter-
esting contest of individual nature transpired between Mr. J. A.
R, Elliott, of Kansas City, and Mr, C. W. Budd, of Des Moines,
Iowa, The result was something remarkable. 98 and 96 in a 100

bird raf-e is not likely to be seen again. Mr. Elliott tied the score
made by Mr. Budd in liis match with Frank Kleintz, and Mr.
Budd's score of 98 is so remarkable a one of itself that there can
be no sting in his defeat, though his many Iowa friends would
have liked to see him win. Tbe sveather was cold and disagree-
able, following the halt blizzard of earlier in the week. The birds
were the best obtainable. A very large crowd of spectators, per-
haps 1(X10, witnessed tbe shoot. The performance of each man was
magnificent, and better work with 13-gauge guns under Slbs, was
never seen anyvvhere in the world. Both shooters seemed in good
form, as indeed they must have been, Mr, Budd has been s'eadily
gaining in this respect during the past year, and is doing good
shootins now rignt along. He used a 73^1b. L. U. Smith, Mr.
ElLott a 7J^lb. Greener. A little luck either way might have
a tered the result, but it was a pretty race, and no complaint was
he%rd an > where. Mr. S. A. Tucker as reieree was perfect. Fol-
lowing is the score:
Elliott 1333H2211333211211133102212;?23211121]0S3212I31313

23133233123212311112131 1 2311 1 122131223211211331111—98

Badd. llol33]3113313-'3113121221223322321123 llolSll .3213

23311131111132211311130121213331221221113123123102—96
JAT Bee.

N. y. STATE ASSOCIATION.—The convention and tourna-
ment of the New York State Association for the Protection of
Fish and Game, at Rome, N. Y., occurs June 15 to 19, inclusive.
The outlook now is lhat the convention will be the largpst in the
history of the association. We are pushing tbe matter, and
thoioughly advertising it, and we wan' every one in the State
who is interested in trap shooting to "send bis address on a postal
to the secretary, and he will receive something that is of interest
to him regarding if. Our programme will be attractive in every
way, and ^\y want every one to have the benefit of it.—M. K.
Bingham, Secretary.

TUCKAHOE, N. Y.—The annual shooting tournament of the
Tuckahoe Gun Club will be held on their grounds Feb 33, with
shooting at blue rocks and live pigeons, to begin promptly at 10
o'clock, pooi lively no postponement on account of the weather.
The programme includes 15 events, as follows: Five bluerocks,
entrance 50 cents; 10 bluerocks, $1; 15 bluerocks, 55150; 30 blue-
rocks, $3; 4 live nigeons. $8; 5 bluerocks, 50 cents; 10 bluerocks, $1;
1.0 bluerocks, S1.50; 20 bluerocks, $2; 5 live pief ons. S5; 5 bluerocks,
oOcenis; 10 bluerocks, §1; 15 bluerocks, §1.50; 30 bluf-rocks, $3.
Closing event, 10 en'ries to fill, 3 prizes only, 8 live birds, entiauce
§8; first prize, Parker hammprless gun; second, leather Victoria
gun case. Shooting from 5 traps. Keystone system, American
Asso'-'iation rules govern biuerock shooting, Hurlihgham rules
govern live bird shooting. Ten eutries, purses divided, Qsat,
second and third moneys, except at elcsin.^ event.
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BROOKLYN TRAPS.
BROOKLYN, Feb. 12.—The membevs of the Parkway Gun Club

assembled m force at Dexter Parli grounds to-day to take
part in tbe regular monthly shoot for Ihe club badge and a band-
some extra prize donated by E. Helgans, one of the best shootors
in the club. Some good scores were put up by the members, and
three of the shooters succeeded in leaving the traps with, clean
scores of 7 birds killed each. They were J. Bennett, E. Helgans
and J. Savage. The shoor-off of the tie bet^veeu these three marks-
men was protracted, and created incense interest among the
spectators Six birds more had been killed by each before Savage
missed a strong left-quartering driver and dropped out. Bennett
and Helgans managed to riise their respective scores to the hand-
some total of 14 each. As Mr. Helgans had been the donor of to-
day'sprize, he waived his further rights, and presented the trophy,
as Weil as the right to wear the club medal for the next montn, to
the Long Island farmer.
Although Woodlawn Park, L. I., is a place reached not without

discomfort on a soft day, the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club's
members are always well represented at the club's reauiar shoots,
even if it should happen to rain. To-day's fine weather offered all
the greater attraction, and twenty- four shooters were present to
do battle for a handsome medal presented by Excise Commis-
sioner .John Scbliernann and four cash prizes. D. Monsees, who
has won the badge once before and was defeated last month after
a long race I'resident H. McLaugblio. oulshot, H. W. Blattmaclier
and P. De.ver on the second and third rounds respectively. The
second prize was divided between H. McLaughlin and A. ISppijf.
Two matches were shot besides the regular shoot, one a three-

cornered one between .Schlietnann, A. Eppig and L. Eppig, 10 birds
each man. lowest man to pay: A. Eppig 10, J. Scbliernann 9, L.
Eppig 8. The other match was a twenty-bird couiest between J.
Schmaedecke and H. W. Blattmacber, and was won by the former
by a score of 18 to 17.

The Unknown Gun Club Itad its regular monthly shootat Dexter
Park, L. I., to-day. Eighteen members faced the traps and shot
at T birds each under Long Island rules, H and T traps, gun below
the elbow. Or. A. Schwartz won the first prize, killing 9 from tho
25yd. mark. He tied with .Johnson, Rankin and Hyde, and killed
3 straight in the shoot-off. The second prize was won by Van
Staden. He tied Flynn, Laugerberg, Knebel, Carroll and Skid-
more with 0. and killed 3 straight in the shoot-off. The third
prize was won by Markoff, who tied with Bohlen and Pohlman,
and killed 3 out of the 3 in the shoot-off. The fourth prize was
divided by Vroome and Vagts.
Feh. 13.—The birds which left the Dexter Park traps to-dav as

targets lor thp members of the Crece'it Gun Club were strong
flyers and taxed the skill of the shooters thoroughly. Only one of
the twelve sportsmen present, J. Vagts, killed seven birria
straight, and secured first money and tbe club badge. Messrs.
Gilmanand Hegans, tbe latter being a new member of the club,
divided secoud money after shooi.ing one bird each in the tie con-
test. Three very inrerestiog sweepstakes followed. First sweep-
stakes, at 8 birds. 3 prizes: Oilman and Hilgans first prize,
Tamford and Loebe divided second, Hopkins and Keppell divided
third. Second sweepstakes, same conditions: Vag's and Ruthgan
first.

Dexter Park has been selected for the long-talked-of match
between President Dsvver, of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, and
E. C. Garrison, of the Fountain Gun Club They shoot at ,50 birds
each, 30yds, rise, 31yds. boundary, Hurlingham rules, for $300.

NORTH AND SOUTH.
CHICAGO, 111., Feb. 13.—The boys who went South ou the big

shooting trip seem to be having a mighty good time. On
Monday, the first day of the shooting at New dieans, there was a
good crowd present at the City Park to witness tbe series of shoot-
ing matches between the North and the South. The shooting was
conducted under tbe rnJts of the American Shooting Association.
The Northerners carried off the honors, defeating the locals in
both contests. The shooting opened at 1 P. M. with live birds.
The score was as follows:

Northern Team.
H McMurchy 12131311111131ollol2022ll—22N Lindsley 2220i2233222o323113313023—23W F Quimby 2222220211331222312122031 -23
C E Wulard 1202U0ol312l»01331211103II—18H L Cranmer 21213131322o20]0103132111-31-10d

SotithernTeam.
HReinecke.. 01110022102010111211 10111-18
Geo Whi te HUOIlll 1012 1 OOf101020112—17H B Febiger 1112l02i0202312L'll22o0203-19Wm Maj ronne 001120111:il23213302i22122-31
L F Knapp 1112112o22H1121101121131-23—98
The light was bad durding the shooting at clay- pigeons, ana

some of the scores suffered in consequence.

Northern Team.
Heikes 0111111111- 9
Dicks 1100100111— 6
Willard 1111011110- 8
Marshall OOlOllUlO- 6
Cranmer 1110110011— 7
Linrisloy OUlllllll— 9
Quimby OlOlUIiOO— fi

Gammon 1100100111— 6
Davenport. ...0011010010—4
Cairucross lOlllolUl— 8

Place lllOllHll- 9
McMurchy UUlOUll- 9
Gwinn lUlOtlllll- 8
Skinner OlOi 100111— fi

North llllOllOOl— ;

Southern Team.
Cameron llllllllll—10
Bernard.. 1111111101— 9
Page million- 9
Dorsey UlOltiOOll— 6
Porterfield.... 1101010110— 6
Miller OOlOJOOlOl— 3
Landry 0111001111— 7
Saunders 0100101101— 5
Kaufman 111000 1 010 - 5
Reinecke 1111101001— 7
Mayronne 0111111010— 7
Nap lllllimi—10
Febiger lOlOllUll— 8
Saxon 1110011001—6
Jung UlOimU— 9

Parmelee 1111111111—10-118 Thornhill OllUHOll— 8—lis
On Tuesday there was a very good little programme of sweep-

stakes, beside otlier enjoyments such as only old New Orleans can
offer, and that in Mardi Gras time. Tne following account is

taken from the New Orleans Pi«ayu?ie of last Wednesday morn-
ing:
"The Louisiana Gun Club continued its entertainment of the

Northern shooters yesterday. Many sacrificed the pleasures of
shooting for the attraction of tbe parades, but there wa' a large
guard of the faithful on hand and the shooting fast and fine until
the gathering darkness called a halt. The shoots led to better ac-
(juaintHnoeship and wiil result in more frequent meetings, the
company being mutually agreeable. Dr. Bernard, Malcolm
Cameron and the Vicksburg shots also showed up well and a
Mississippi team will doubtless result. Another con9eq_uence of
the trip will doubtless be a match between JSast and West to be
decided at Pensacola. Both sections are represented by fine
shooters in the excurtion party, and there is considerable friendly
rivalry between the men.
"The first sweepstakes was at 6 clay-pigeons. Skinner and Par-

melee made clean scores, each killed 4 birds straight in stiooting
ofi" the tie and finally divided. Saunders and Tnornhill tied for
second with 6ve birds, and Thoi'nhill won the shoot off. Mc-
Dowell won third money.
"The second match was at 5 live birds. Porterfield killed 5

straight and won first money. Skinner and Page divided secoud,
and Parmelee and Cameron, although scoriug only three each in
the match, divided third after killing five straight each in the
shoot-off.
"Nearly all the cracks entered in the shoot at 10 singles, clay-

pigeons. Heikes shot beautifully, made a clean score and took
first money. McMurchy, Parmelee and Landry divided second
money ou 9 each. Dr. Bernard, Page, Cranmer, Cameron. Quimby
and Miller made 8 each, and in shooting off Cranmer and Cam-
eron killed 3 each and divided third. Skinner, Davenport and
Porterfield divided fourth money.
"Another match at 10 singles was more evenly contested.

Heikes again made a perfect score, but McMurchy and Cranmer
tied him, and the three divided. Saunders, Page, Polly, Porter-
field, MiUer and Barthelemy made 9 each, and when the race nar-
rowed down to Saunders, Miller and Barthelemy they divided.
Brown, Parmelee and Jones divided third on 8. Skinner. Febiger,
Field and Cameron divided fourth.
"A sweepstakes at 8 pairs of clfi y-pigeons followed. Nap and

Parmelee divided first money on 9 each. Porterfield, Lindsley,
Miller and Poursine divided second with 8 each. Brown, Cameron
and Cranmer divided third with 7 each. Polly, Saunders, Mc-
Murchy and Page tied for fourth, and Saunders and McMurchy
finally divided.
"The >)iggest shoot of the day was at 2.5 singles. Heikes, who

failed in doubles, came to the front again with another clean score
and took lirst money. Parmelee and Miller divided second with
23 each. Cranmer. McMurchy and Barthelemy divided third on
22 each, and Cameron and Skinner divided fourth on 31 each.
"Another sweepstakes at doubles brought Parmelee to the front

again, he taking lirst money with 9 birds. Mayronne, Lindsley,
Page and Miller made 7 each, and Lindsley won tbe shoot-off.
"In another sweep at 10 singles, Saunders, Bernard and May-

ronne made 10 each, and Bernard and Mayronne divided after
breaking 3 more each. Cameron and Page tied for second at 9
ach. Cameron woa the shoot-off, Polly, Porterfield, Barthelemy,

Poursine and Kaufman tied on 8 each, and Poursine and Barth-
elemy finally divided.
"In another match at 10 singles, Poursine and Wm. Miller

divided first oii 10 each. Mr. Miller ia a young (^rleanian who has
been trap shooting less than a year, and his performance was
especially creditable. Mayronne and Cameron tied for second
place with 9 each, and Mayronne won the raonev after a stubborn
contest. Dr. Bernard and Portei'field divided third on 8 each.
"The excursionists leave this morning for Mobile and will go

thenco to Pensacola, where one of tbe strongest teams in the
South has organized and awaits their coming. The Pensacola
men write that there will be shooters from everywhere on hand,
and that they have decided to continue the shoot from the 12th to
the 16th. The Dixie Gun Club has a sheltered stand under which
1,2.50 people can see the shooting with comfort, and has made
every arrangement for a good time and lively contest."
The following telegram is received from Mobile: "Mobile, Ala ,

Feb. 13.—The North will bring back the championship cup with
it. The. score in the team race at live birds to-dav was: Northern
team 106, Southern team 79. Five men teams, 25 live birds."

E. HouoH.
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 13.—The Northern shooting team arrived

here duly, and deiiarted last night for Pensacola, carrying the
scalps of the Mobile boys with them. Tbey ouf^boot the .Southern
marksmen at the trap, though in the sport of the licld they might
not, do so well. Tbe entertainment was under the auspices of the
Dixie (juii Club. The main match was the North and South cliam-
pionship contest, live men teams, 25 live birds, American Associa-
tion rules. The Northern men repeated their New Orleaus score,
106 out of 125, and won hands down, beating the residents by 27
birds. Score:

Northern Team. Southern Team.
H McMurchy 31 J M Ladd 17
M Lindsley 22 W T Vass .20W F Quimby 32 E Holt 12
L T Davenport 33 E S Scales 14
T O Cranmer 19 -106 H P Vass 14—79

Sweepstakes followed after the ma'n match. First sweep, 8 live
birds, the North won first and second, Mobile only div. third. In
the shooting at bluerocks, also, the visitors outclassed their hosts.
There are some of tho best inanimate target shots of the country
in this Northern party and our shooters feel fiattered to think
they made even so good a showing as they did. Tbe Northern
gentlemen carry our best wishes and compliments with them.

W. T. S.

Pbnsacola, Feb. 13.—The delegation of Northern trap-shooters,
30 strong, arrived here to-day from Mobile. The shooting was
confined to a sweepstake. The shooting at New Orleans and
Mobile gave the honors in the national match to the Northerners,
who won in both. To-morrow a match betsveen the Illinois and
Dixie Gun clubs will take place. Each team will contain 10 men,
who will shoot at 25 live birds each.

Pensacola, Fla., Feb. 11.—The inter-State shooting between
Illinois and Florida to day was decided in favor of Illinois by a
score of 110 to 105. The match was at live birds. The teams com-
prised 10 men each, each team having 15 targets.

CHICAGO. Ill,, Feb. 13.-The following is the score make at
Watson's Park for one barrel trophy, 20 live pigeons, 30ydg. rise,
American Association rules:
George Kletnman 11101111111110110111-17
G L Deiter 11010011110111011011—13
Capt A C Anson 11111111101011111101—17
J E Price lUlllOOOOOw
J J Kleinman CllllllOllllOw
F Willard lOlUlOlllOnOllOOlO-13
Atwater 00011110111010011011—13
C O Williams 001 11000010101 iiOlOll— 8

A Kleinman Oil 011111 OUOllOllOO—13
R O Turtle lllOOUOOOw
HEhlers lOOOlllOUw
W D Price lOOllOw
Barto lOlUOtiOOlw
Ties for cup won by Geo. Kleinman, Frank Willard second, At-

water third, J. E. Price fourth.

Feb. 13.—The Chicago Gun Club, Illino'S State rules:

B B Wadsworth . . . 2221132012- 9 W Wells 2222220020—7
B Rock 1022112221—9 H A Foss 20l310?112-8
F Willard 0221210212 -8 Ed Steck 10021 12221—8
J O'Brien 0220110000-4
Rock won medal.
Same day at 20 Peoria blackbirds: O'Brien 15, Steck 16, Rock 19,

Willard 20, Wells 15, Foss 15.

Feb W.—Pullman Gun Clnh, Illinois State rules:
ATorkington 00012122?0-6 EH Bisby 00O12O10O3-4
G Gardner .1311110202—8 E Fellows 0200010222—5
J Finn 1'22310322—9 Fieldhouso 0220103130-6
McConnell 110O22 1100—6 Reinsteim (XiOO 1(10032 - 3
Scleeih 0201122220—7 Teeple 3020310000-4
Wmiarns 2200001202—5 A Bos OrOOOO vv

Dallyn 2120000322-6 Cox 0110122000-5
M Wolf 1020011021—6 McGowen 0011110000-4
Ike Watson 2211002223—8 *A W Reeves 1S11211011-9
Warpole 1001111120-7 A Schutler 1010110100-5
Oq shoot-off Gardner won second, ties of 7 div. third. * Not

mem ber.—Ravelrigg.

TOWANDA, Pa., Feb. 14.—The following scores were made by
eontpstants for county and club badges, 25 single targets. County
badge:
Park 1111111111111010111111011-22
Montanye Ill 111101111110011 1110111-21
Snider 0110101101000011010011111—11
Tyrrell 1110111111111111010111111-31
Club badge:

Snide r 1001101111011101111111 110-19
Monianve 1101101010111111101100111-18
Dittrich OllOluOOllOOllll 100111111—16
Rittenburv lOUlOUOlOOOlOOOOlOlOOOO-lO
Chamberlin lOOllOlOOOOOlOOlOlOOOOOOO- 7

Tu rn er OOlOlOlOODOOOOlOOllOlCOlO— 8
American Association rules, 3 traps, unknown angles.—W. F.

DiTTBiCH. Sec'y.

WATERTOWN, N. Y., Feb. 13.-South Side Gun Club, weekly
shoot for Class B badge, handicap. Kingbirds, 5 traps, unknown
angles:
Ayres (23 birds) ...0111111111111110111011 -19
Kingsley (23 birds) lOlOllOlOOllllllOlllll —18
Taylor (23 birds) 00101 lllWlllOl Oil Ulll -16
O'Connor (24 birds) lllHOllUlOOllOOlllllOlO—16
Sweepstake:

Team No. 1. Team No. 3.

Tallett 1111111111-10 Whitney lllllUlOl- 9
Kingsley 1011111111—9 Ayera 1111111011—9
O'Connor 1111111111-10-29 Taylor 1101111111— 9-37

DUSTEJt.

NEW YORK, Feb. 10.—The Eastlake Gun Club of this city,
which begins its reenlar.montbly shoot nest mom h.;held a success-
ful prnctiee shootat the Marion gi'ounds to-day. The wind was
somewhat high and the artificial targets were tough, so that under
the difficult conditions, 5 unknown traps, the scores were by no
means low. Among the visitors were Capt. H. W. Cordis and
other members of the Jeannette Gun Club, but, as they shoot only
at live birds, they did not take any active part in the shoot. The
scores: First event, 10 single kingbirds, 18yds. rise, 5 unknown
traps, two prizes—Easee 6. Diflley 4, Swindell, O. Bu.sch, Ahders. 1

each. Second event, same conditions—Easee 9, Swindell and Dlf-
fiey 1 each. Circle 5, Boeach 4, Ahders 2. Third event, same con-
ditions—Cii-cle 7, Easee 6, Swindell 5. Difliy 7, D. Fleming 4, Bunger
4. Fourth event, same conditions—Swindell 9, Circle 9, Fleming 6,

Diffley 5, Easee 5, Bunger 1.

RED BANK, Feb. 6.—The Riverside Gun Club held their weekly
shoot to-day. The opening event at 10 singles resulted as follows:
Oscar Hesse and James Cooper 9 each, John Cooper 7. E. M. Coo-
per and H. C. White 6 each, Wm. Little and Henry Supp 5 pach,
WUliam Conover 4, J. R. Bergen 3. Second fveut, 10 singles—O.
Hesse 10, E.M.Cooper and .John Cooper S each, Wm. Little and
James Cooper 7 each, Wm. Conover, M. F. Cornwell, J. B. Bergen
and H. C. White 4 each, A. Ivins 3, H. Supp 2. Final event, team
shoot, 6 men to each side, 10 singles and 5 pairs doubles eaehman

—

M. Corn well, O. Hesse, John Cooper, A. Ivins, H. C. White and H.
Supp broke 70; Wm. H. Little, James Cooper, E. M, Cooper, J. B.
Bergen, Wm. Conover and John P. Cooper 59.

CLEVELAND, O., Feb. 1.2.—At the Cleveland Gun Club grounds
this afternoon the shoot for the Smith gun was announced. Before
it had concluded it became so dark that several could not finish
and th.e shoot was given up altogether. The gun will be shot for
Monday afternoon next at the Cleveland grounds. There were so
many ties for the club badges, and none shot off, that it was im-
poBsible to decide who woa.

NEWARK, Feb. 13.— The members of the Newark: Gun Club
turned out to-day to take part in the monthly prize shoot on John
Erb's grounds. The birds were the finest lot ever trapped for the
club. In the reeular prize shoot at 10 birds per man, S5 entry,
Collins and Griffen killed 10 each and divided first, HoUis and
Mack divided second, Riggott took third. In the 4 bird Jersey
sweep, S5 entry. Mack, Zeglio, Hollis and Riggott divided first

money. In the final sweep, same conditions. Mack and Hollis
took first.

Feb. W.— To-day was a perfect day for live bird shooting, and a
number of well-known shooters appeared at John Erb's to take
part in the open sweepstakes. Among the out-of town men pres-
ent were E. C. Collins, of Hoboken, Frank Class, of Pine Brook,
and George Mosher, of New Yo k. The opening event was at 4
birds each, S3 entry, in which Ei b, Reinhardt and Collins divided
first money on 5 kills each, while Frank Class took second. lu the
next. Class and Erb divided first, while Reinhardt and Collins
captured second. In tbe third event there were no straight scores,
Erb, Collins and Reinhardt dividing first ou 3 kills each, and Class
taking second on 3. In the fourth event there were three moneys,
the first of which was divided by Erb, Reinhardt Collins and
Koegcl on 4 kills each. Class taking second on 3 and Koegel third
on 1. Three sweeps at 8 birds each, $5 entry, with tfiree moneys,
followed.

TO PROHIBIT PIGEON SHOOTING.-The following is the
text of the bill introduced in the Illinois Legislature to prohibit
the use of live pigeons in shooting matches: "Be it enacted by the
people of the Scat"e of Illinois, represented in the General Assem-
bly, that any person who shall keep or use any live pigeon, fowl or
other bird for the purpose of a target, or to be shot at, either for
amusement or as a test of skill in marksmanship, and any person
wno shall shoot at any bird as aforesaid, or be a party of such
shooting of any fowl, or bird; and any person who shall rent any
building, shed, room, yard, field, or premises, for the purpose of
shooting any fowl, or birds as aforesaid, shall be punished by a
fine not exceeding fifty dollars ($50) or by imprisonment in jail not
exceeding thirty days, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
Nothing herein contained shall apply to the shooting of wild game
in its wild state."

WELLINGTON, Mass., Feb. 14.-A very stiff breeze blew across
the traps at The grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day and
tbe dozen gunners present were kept guessing as to where the tar-
gets were going after they left the traps. There were not many
good scores made and the prizes were Won by the smallest scores
made thus far in the series. In the silver cup match, at 15 singles
and 5 pairs standards, Leslie and Melcher tied with 18 each, and
then they tossed up to see who would have the cup and Melcher
" on. The other scores were: Moore and Oowee 16, Snow abd
Bradstreet 15, Wheeler and Bennett 14. In the trophy match for
silver match boxes, at 35 bitds. Leslie won in class A with 14,
Stone in class B with 17 and Purdy in class C with 17.

RUTHERFORD, N. J., Feb. ll.-The grounds of the Boiling
Springs Gun Club, at Rutherford, were the scene of some lively
trap work to-day, the main attraction being a team shoot between
20 men from the Boiling Springs and Sufterns Gun clubs. The
home team won with a score of 197 to the Sufferns' 170, each man
firing at 20 bluerook targets. Not a man succeeded in making a
clean score.

NEWARK, N. J., Feb. 17.-0swald Von Lengerko. and Edward
Phillips are matched for a team match against W. R. Hobart
and F. O. Geoffrey. All are members of the South Side Gun Club.
Eai'h man will shoot at 100 anificial targets, under National rules,
and the losers will pay lor a dinner. The dal e is not yet agreed
upon.

MATAWAN, N. J.. Feb. 14.—A big crowd of sportsmen were on
the Midways Club ground.* yesterday to see a team shoot at 10 live
birds for $40 a side, between Henry Holznagle and Abe Morris, Jr.

I
of Keyport, on one side, and George FarriLgton, Jr., and Ed.
Wickert of the same place, on the otht-r. The rise was 23yds. and
the boundary 80yds. The former team was the favorite in the
betting. The match was won by Holznagle and Morris. Holz-
nagle scoring 8 and Morris 7, making a total of 15, Farrington and
Wickert got 14, A sweepstake with 8 entries, $3 entrance, fol-
lowed. First money was won by James Van Brackle, of the Mid-
way Club, and Ed. Wickert got second money.
LONG BRANCH, N. J., Feb. 11.—The gu-^ning fraternity of

this place are greatly interested in the rifle contest to be decided
on the Central Gun Cluo's grounds next Friday afternoon between
Commissioner A. P. Cubberly and John Brown, owner of the
Abbeti Hotel at Pleasure Bay. The men will shoot 10 shots each
at the following distances: 200yds. with .33cal. riflp, SOOyds. with
.3Si-ah, and .500yds. with .43cal. The match will be for S500 a side.
The Central Gun Club will open the day's sport with a match at
10 live birds per man, 25yds. rise. Ten men will enter the match
and the prize will be a silver cup.

GREENER AT MONTE CARLO.-The winner of the grand
Prix de Casino at Monte Carlo this year did it with a Greener
arm. The prize in money amounts to £1,584, besides the valuable
trophy of the match. It was a case of tne right man with the
right gun.

THE WOODSIDE GUN CLUB, of Newark, N. J., will give a
Washington's Birthday Reception, Monday, Feb. 33. from 9 A. M.
until dark. Company is requested to load for bluerocks and clay
pigeons, and to come prepared to stay all day. Experts barred.
Governing Committee: E. A. Geoffroy, O. Von Lengerke and M.
Fuerth.

JEANNETTE CLLT3.—At a meeting of the .Jeannette Gun Club
Feb. 13, It was decided to hold the six regular annual shoots at the
Gutlenburg race track, where Lhey have formerly been held. The
first shoot will be held on the third Friday in March, and it Is ex-
pected that fifty members will participate.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the Cajioe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Bifle. open the Fi^h Car and
Game iJat), inquire of the Sportiman TourM, Rud if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Bditorfai
and Advertmng Departments.

FIXTURES.
rEBBUAKY.

22. Blscayne Bay, Annual, Bisoayne Bay.
APRIL.

5, Excelsior, Ann,, New York. 26. Corinthian, Opening Cruise,
San Francisco.

MAY.
30. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. 30. Corinthian, Annual, San
30. Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. Francisco.

11. Rochester, Review,Charlotte 23. Pavonia, Annual, New York.
13. Lynn, Lynn. 25. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
15. Phila., Ann., Del. River. 37. Hull, All Classes.
17. Hull, Under 31ft. 27, Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
18. Roch., Ladies' Day. Charlotte 37. Lynn, Lynn.
20. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont.

JULY.
3, Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orcli. 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,
4. American, Naphtha,Milton'a Toronto.

Neck, 18. American, Steam, Milton's
6. American, Sailing, Milton's Neck.

Neck. IB. Hull, First cham., 1st and .3d

11. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester classes.
11. Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 18. New York, Ann., New York.

5th and 6th classes. 18. Riverside, Annual.
11. Lynn, Lynn. 30. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, Rochester.

Hamilton. 30. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Charl.
16. Lake Y.R. A., R. C.Y.C., Tor. 23. Lake Y.R.A.,Oswego,Oswego

25. Dorchester,Opeu,Dorchester
AUGUST.

1. Hull. Second Cham., 1st and 15. Hull, Ladies' Race.
3d classes. 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.

6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 20. Rochester, Club,*Charlotte.
8. Hull, S cond Cham., 3d, 4th, 26. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester

.5th and 6th classes. 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
8. Lvnn, Lynn. 29. Hull, All Classes.

13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
SEPTEMBER.

7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York 13. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
7. Lynn, Open, Nahant.

STATEN ISLAND Y. C—A club with this name has been or-
ganized on Staten Island, the officers being: Com., Nathan S.
Taylor, Vice-Corn,, William H. Ludlam; Sec'y, Charles E. Hoyer;
Treas., E. Simonson; Fleet Captain, Harry Van Dtizer; Meaa., A.
Panile; Trustees, William E. Horn, C, A Schultz and Frani;
Lauer.
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PART II.

IContiniml frnw Pn{i<t 78 1

E botli crawled out, on deck in the morning about 5 o'clock
and found a flat calm with indications of rain. Anxious to

lat kind of a place Wading River was like, we pulled in andsee what , ^
^, v - . ,

made fast alongside an old schooner which was tied up. We were
busily engaged in cooking breakfast when Tom called mr atten-

tion to an old man who was leisurely paddling a skill in the
inlet. When he arrived alongside we discerned that he had been
fishing, judging by the net which hn had in the stern of his dilapi-

dated boat. He had the appearance of a typical Long Island
farmer and fishermen. His face was bronzed and wi'inkled, and
he wore the funniPSt beirri I bave ever seen. It grew out from bis

chin to about a foot in leneth, and while it only covered a .small

part of the lower jaw, it bushed out at the extremities and as-

sumed the form of a feather duster.
He said "Good morning, boys," with a regular Down ISast twang.

We returned his salute, and inquired how he iiad succeeded in

^^t\ior, poor, very poor; tbere's all I got this mornin'," said he,
pointing to a solitary weakfish. "Got a few mossbunkers, but
them's no use to me. The sharks play hob with my nets whenever
I do get any ftsb. Ther&'a one I ketched last week (motioning
toward the beach where the carcass of a phark about 12ft. long
lay). Lots of them varmints around these parts. By the waj', I

see your boat when I came out this mornin' an' wuz wonderin'
what you were doin' round here. S'pose you're havin' a crtiise,

though, like them yaotiting fellers down at the Port."
Tf^m said that we were going to Greenport and had come from

New York.
'•Wal, it the weather keeps good thar's nothm' to hinder; but

seems t' me that's a small craft to knock about the Sound in.

Goin' around to-day?"
We said that we were if we got any wind from the right quarter.
The old man seemed to be in no hurry to pi-oceed, he appeared

to be quite taken up with our boat and ansioua to talk witl\ us,

and, like all such clmracters I have met, good natured a.nd pleased
to give all the information capable of. We invited hiin on board
find conversed with him for a iialf how. We asked him about
the shore from here on to Plum (iut and his reply ran thus:
"Well, the beach runs purty straight from here to the pint, yon
better keep a mile or two off shore though for a little way. as
there are some rocks off that point yonder, that is near the sui'-

face at low tide. After you pass them you can keep within forty
rods of beach all the way down. But it the wind is from south,
an' off the land, I'de advise you t'keep a mile or so off all along
down, as the wind 'II be steadier than it would in under the blaff.

'Frald your otiauces of getting around are somewhat slim to-day.
It'll be flood tide 'fore you get far and no signs of any wind eiti>er.

'Praid it's goin' to be wet too; hello, it's eommencin' to sprinkle
now, guess I have to be goin' home or I'll get wet, ain't got no ile

skins with me this morning. Well, good-bye boys, good-bye,"
The danser of getting wet hurried the old fellow over the rail

into his boat ana away he went, poling up the creek.
After he had gone we snugged up and donning our oilskins pro-

ceeded toward the village with a basket, in quest of fresh provi-
sions, deeming it useless to start on this tide without any wind.
We walked along inside the sea wall for a half mile or so and dis-

covered a roadway leading inland. Following along this we
arrived at the post-ofBce a miln further on. The post-otflce was
also a grocery and hardware store, in fact, we found it was the
only store in the place and supplied a general assortment of mer-
chandise. We posted a letter to the hoys and after securing some
necessaries, sucia as fresh bread ( vhich we found could be bought
at a cottage up the road), milk and butter, we made our way back
to the vacht.
The fii St thing we did on arriving was to get rid of the oil clothes.

We then brought forth the bottle labeled Duffy's Pure Malt. We
each secured a glass, which we filled two-thirds full of "Dtiffy,"
the other third being milk. Then to convince ourselves it was a
milk punch we grated a little nutmeg on top, After that the cold
and rain had no show. We made another trip to the village in the
afternoon just for exercise and to get some more milk, which was
plentiful here, ana could be had directly from the cow. We
turned in early, determined to be off for Greenport before day-
light.

It was still drizzling when we awoke and peered out of the cabin
window. It was also quite dark, and a thick mist obscured things
a little distance off. While gazing out, Tom called my attention
to an old woman who was seated on the bank opposite. She had a
large bundle beside her and appeared to be holding an earnest
conversation with herself, codding and gesticulating meanwhile.
We were astonished and wondered where she could have come
from, for there were no houses in that direction for miles; only
the long stretch of bluffs which reached all the way to Port Jeffer-
son, some fifteen miles away. Presently she slowly arose, slung
her bundle over her back and plodded off up the bank of the river,

but had not gone far when the mud got so soft and the grass so
long that she was compelled to return and resumed her former
position, still talking to herself and seeming not to notice our boat,
protablj^ thinking there was no one on board, for we had not
showed ourselves on deck yet. She was a perfect bundle of rags
and appeared to be anywhere from seventy to one hundred years
old.
As soon as we got our clothes on we went out into the cockpit

and Tom took the skiff and pari died across to where she was, and
a.eked her if she wished to cross the creek. She began to jabber
off something which was unintelligible to Tom (he afterward said
it was French), He perceived by her motions, however, that she
did wish to cross, and he motioned for her to enter the boat. She
then began to wail off something about having "No money, no
money."
"I don't want any money," shouted Tom. "Come on, get in

here, and I'll put you on the other side in no time, and won't
charge you a cent." She laboriously climbed in after sinking in

the mud to ner ankles, and splashing It all over Tom and the boat.
She appeared confused and excited, and I had fears that she
Vrould capsize our little 9ft. skiff, but he landed her safely on the
other shore. She was profuse in her motions of thanijs. and Tom
gathered from her broken English that if h© would come to
French Charlie's (wherever that might be), he could have all the
red wine he could drink. Tom thankfully declined to drinK and
returned to the yacht, while the old woman disappeared over a
knoll and we saw her no more. While we were making ready to
start out, our friend with the luxuriant goatee came down stream
in his boat, but was probably too intent on his fishing to stop to
talk, merely saying good morning, and making a few remarks on
the weather.
We made all snug for a long run, and about 6 o'clock hauled

out and started on our voyage to Greenport. There was a light
S.E. breeze that kept the sheets taut and that was about all.

About 8 o'clock the breeze freshened up, but a shower came with
it, and we were compelled to incase ourselves in oilskins. We
cared little for the rain now that we had a good 5-knot breeze,
and were foaming along down shore beautifully. We had made
it a practice to take two hours at the tiller alternately when sail-

ing for any length of time. As I had the first trick this morning
my time was now up, and feeling a little chilled I peeled off my
covers and got below. It was much mora comfortable lying on
mv back m the lee bunk listening to the swishing of the water
past the sides of the boat than it was sitting outside. The view of
the land had become uninteresting, as it was the one thing all

along—sandy bluffs surmounted by bushes and trees.

It did not seem as though I had been lying down a half hour,
when I was suddenly aroused from a light doze by the voice of
Tom yelling down the companionway; ''Watch below! Tumble
out here and take ygur triokl" J looked ftt the clQok, aed was

astounded to see that it was 10 oV.loek, T began growling about
the watches being too short, but Tom assured me that they were
an hour too long. The oilskins seemed as wet inside as they were
outside and felt very uncomfortable after the warm, dry cabin.
The wind was piping stiffer than when I had gone below and the
rain was s'ill falling heavily. One 'hingluoted with satisfaction
as I puffed away at my pipe, the wind had hauled from S.E. to
S.. enabling us to start sheets and run with it almost abeam.
In about a. half hour the rain ceased, but a thick haze continued

to hang over the water; and from the distance we were from the
beach the bluff appeared like a mountain in height. While
gazing absenMy at this effect of the fog I noticed at the top of the
highest bluff a form which looked like the body and head of a
giant with an immense straw hat. Presently I imagined I saw it

move, GlanciTig into the cabin I saw that Tom was snoring, so
as there was no one to have thp laugh on me if my giant should
prove to be a stump I took off my hat and wHved it above my
head. What was my surprise when the figure on the cliff ro?e

wind suddenly hauled more to the southwest and we were enabled
to lay our course through the Gut by hauling close up on the
wind.
We were soon made aware that the tide was running like a

nfill race and was accompanied by an ugly short sea whicfi tossed
us about unmercifully, one minute she would leap out of the crest
of a wave with her bowsprit elevated at an angle of nearly forty-
five degress! until half her length was out of water, then suddenly
dropping she would be just in time to I'eceive the next one, plung-
ing the forward deck under to the cabin. We had heard about
the current in Plum Gut, but there is nothing like seeing for
yourself. We saw enough of it that day to last us for some time.
Tom went below and fastened down the skylight, for frequently
the water came on the deck quite plentifully, and once nearly a
pailful poured through the open skylight into the cabin.
When Tom came out he had a disgusted expression on his face

and did not appear to be in tbe best of spirits. He seemed to lack
his accustomed jollity and did not regain it until we reached
gmonther water. I perceived that the violent motion of the yacht
was becoming disagrepable to him, and spoke to him cheerfully.
As he made no reply to my remarks I assumed that he was too
much occupied with his own private thoughts to join in conversa-
tion, so 1 ceased to utter words of condolence and turned my at-
tention to the more important business of steering the boat.
She held up well and we fetched well to windward of Plum

Island, then going about we stood in toward Orien^ Point, off

which we again tacked. After a long thiash to windward we at
last arrived off Greenport at sis o'clock. The tide being pretty
well up we ran into wbat appeared to be a basin, but as we passed
throngh the narrowest part of the entrance we found the water
shoaling and the current was very smft. As the wind had fallen

we were at the mercy of the tide, and to prevent going against a
landing stage v e let go the anchor.
The counter just cleared the bow of a steam yarht which was

lying at the d jck, as we swung around. We inquired of some
men who were at work on the yacht as to where would be the best
place to lay, and they told us we would have to anchor outside, as
we were now at a private dock. They asked us vv^here we were
from, and expressed surprise when we told them, Theyseldit
had been blowing hard all day, and wanted to know whetharit
was rough in the Gut, Tom said that it was a little sloppy. We
poled out into deep water, and getting a little air slowly made our
way to where we had been instructed to anchor and let go the
mud hook, furled sails and made preparations for supper. We
took a sbort run on shore in the evening, but as we were pretty
tired after our long day's sail, we soon returned.

and followed my example with an a'm that looked to be 10ft. long'

and 3ft. in diameter—considering oar ereat distanop from the
beach it was wonderful. I suppose it was some mirage produced
by the condition of the atmospiiere.
Tho wind continuec to freshen and the Monaitipee increased her

speed accordingly. With everything straining and pulling, boom
lifted and main sheet like fiddle strings, we tore along, leaving a
wake of boiling foam astern through which the skiff ten aoinualy

followed us with nose elevated high in the air. We passed sev-

eral schooners hound west, and once a large open boat with two
reefs in went by within hailing distance; but I did not speak her,

as I did not wish to alter my course, which would have been neces-

sary in order to hold any conversation, and thinking it would
be a waste of time I kept straight ahead.
It soon became a question as to the advisability of rfdueing sail,

for although we had the wind free, it was blowing so fiercely that
the lee decK was constantly under water and every part of the
gear was pulling and straining to its utmost, while the stift'ened

shroud showed sharp and distinct against ths bellying sail which
pressed hard against it. Forward the water seethed and gurgled
about the stem, and occasionally a vicious little wave rolled on
deck and swept aft, where it rejoined the foaming mass under our
counter. The jib, with a generous supply of sheet, was curved
well forward of the stayrand the club on the foot pointed sky-
ward.

I called Tom on deck when my watch was over, and we con-
sulted together. But as he was disposed to abide by whatever I

thought best, and I was loth to lose any time, we decided that so

long as it did not get really dangerous we would keep her at it.

We congratulated ourselves ou having the wind from a favorable
quarter. Another source of satisfaction was thut in having the
wind from off the land, the sea was almost flat, being only dis-

turbed by short, choppy waves which in no way impeded our
speed.
In consequence of the exciting tnrn our voj^age was now as-

suming we both remained on deck rendy for action in case of
necessity. We had been out six hours from Wading Kiver, and
we began to think that we must be getting pretty well along down
shore toward Plum Gut, and we watched eagerly as we passed
point after point for any signs that would indicate our proximity
to it.

Shortly after Tom came on deck a sail appeared from out the
fog ahead coming toward us. We soon made her out to be a
small sloop yacht, not more than 30ft. long; she was cutter-rigged
and was sailing under full mainsail, forestaysail and jib, and
heading so as to pass us a couple of hundred vards to leeward.
Only one person could be seeu above deck as she approached, but
as she neared us he was observed to bend forward tow.^rd the
companion as though calling to some one below. Immediately
after a head popped up and they both stared in our direction. We
waved our hats as they got abreast of us and they returned the
compliment and one of them shouted something to ns which we
were unable to hear distinctly against the wind; but supposing
that they were asking the name of our boat and where bound I

yelled back the information. In the meantime Tom had been
spelling out her name as she swiftly drew astern. "Cordette,"
said he as he lowered the glass. Neither one of us had ever seen
her to our knowledge before. I asked Tom if he was positive it

was Cordette. I knew a small cutter-rigged boat which some-
times lay at the Atlantic Y. C. basin at Bay Ridge called Coquette
and it migbt possibly be her. But he was positive, and as I was
not very familiar with the Coquette's details we let it go at Cor-
dette. She shortly died out in the fog and we ceased to surmise
as to her name, destination, etc., and turned our attention toward
matters which concerned ourselves.
No Siena of Plum Gut yet. Tom said some one must have re-

moved It, or that we had gone clear around Montauk Point, and
were going down the south side of the island toward home again.
To this expansion of imagination I made no answer, not wishing
to encourage him in such flights of fancy.
About 1 o'clock I espied dimly through the mist what at tirst I

took to be a tug boat lying off a point of rocks, hut on a nearer
approach turned out to be a pile of stones built up about 10ft.

above the level of the water. On top of this stood three poles
joined together at the top.
"That must be a beacon of some sort." said Tom.
"No doubt it is," I answered, "but what the name of it is we will

have to find out later on. Hello!"
"What's the matter?" asked Tom.
"Plum Gut, or I'm a Dutchman."
Sure enough, there was the water stretching away to the south-

ward as far as we could see around the point, off which was situ-

ated the 8ttppo8e4 beacon. As thiou(;li to fftvpr u« stm more the

The evening was perfect. The mirit of the day had all cleared
away and tbe stars shone brightly over head as we stretched nut
in the cockpit lo anjoy a oiffar, some specials we had brought
alone for these occa.sionB. Where i.^i the cruiser who does not
recollect just such evenings, I with a thrill of pleasure, when after
a long day of sailing, pulling and hauling, he throws himself down
to enjoy a pipe or cigar in the deligbtful calm of a cool summer
twiliglit. What a sen.=e of satisfaction comes over him as he rests
thus after the Avorries consequent on navigatingin strange waters,
and finally finds himself safely at anchor in a snug harbor. These
are happy moments, never to be forgotten entirely, and we look
bfick on them as the most charming periods of a cruise.
It was six o'clock when I avvokH next morning, und a ray of sun-

light was gleaming in through one of the cabin lights directly in

my face. Tom was loudly snoring m tne atarnoard bunk. I gave
him a punch in the ribs and he rolled ov<:i' sma y i iuited ' What's
trumps?" I said it would be clubs if he did not turn out very
quickly.
"You are not out yourself yet," said he, looking at me as I sat

blinking in the sun,
"Well, I'm awake anyhow,"
"One wouldn't think so to look at you."
After we had both got outside and had a wash we felt leas dis-

posed to growJ, and as the novelty of our situation forced itself

upon us we woke up to the fact that we were here to enjoy our-
selves, not to quarrel. A, M. Lockhabt.

[to be CONCLtTDED.l

THE NORTON WATER-BALLA.ST BOAT.—We copy the fol-

lowing from the Marine Journal of Feb. 14, a paper which has in-
dorsed and supported the Norton water ballast system, whose
claimF^'ve have repeatedly exposed It is very .sad that innocent
persons should have been sacrificed, as in all probability they
have been, in order to demonstrate the fallacy of the whole sys-
tem. Should the boat never be heard from, a large part of the
blame for this unnecessary loss of life must fall upon those whose
duty it is to warn the ignorant against such schemes, but who
have proved false pilots: "The steam yacht Francis L. Norton,
which left New London for Toulon, France, Nov. 24, has been out
S3 days to-day (Saturday). The trip was an experimental one,
made in midwinter for the purpose of proving tbat the 'water-
ballast system,' of which Capt. Norton wa^ the inventor, when
applied to any craft, insured it against capsizing or sinking. We
fear one or the other of the two causes which the inventor claimed
were impossible has led to the loss of the F. L. Norton with all on
hoard, as nothing relia/ble has been heard from them since their
departure. The following named persons were on board this
craft: Cant. F. L. Norton and wife. Miss Rickaby, Chief Engineer
James Meneelis. Assistant Engineer Arthur McLean, Sailing
Master C. F. Carlsen, Seamen John Anderson and Oscar MUeyar,
Steward Joseph Marcial, Cabin Boy John Robert.s.'"

- A BREAKWATER AT POINT JUDITH.-On Feb. 13 the first

load of stone was carried from Mason's Point to the site of the
new breakwater and harbor of refuge at Point Judith, Owing to

many difficulties it will be some years before the work is com^
pleted.

HKI^VETiA.-The new laella gt^amer wilJ lie named H«lvetia,
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THE RILEY & COWLEY ENGINES.
MESSRS. RILEY & COWLEY, of Soutli Brooklyn, the yacht

engine buiWerj, have lately talcena contract lor a high-speed
rU am launch for the Yale University Bont Club; the hoat, which
is now well under way, being designed for special service of a
scmewhat unusual sort, and which demands a high degree of ex-
cellence in hull, boilers and engines.
She is intended for use in coaching the Yale crew, and conse-

q.uently must be able to start at full speed and quickly nass an
eight-oared shell, and then drop back again; and this without
blowing off steam or forcing the fires. These requirements call
for great power and ease In handling. She is being built under a
guarantee that she will cover 90 milesi av, tlie rate of 1-1 miles per
hour. The dlniensions are, 52fc. over all, Hit. fiin. bfam, 3ft. lOin.
depth of hold. The machinery consists of a triple expansion engine
6in.. 8in,, 13><jin.X Sin., and a Roberts coil boiler with Itisq. ft. grate
surface. She is an open launch with car top over boiler and
engine, and canvas awninga over forward and aft cockpits. The
hull is of cedar, with white oak !;eel and frames and yellow pine
clamps. Independent feed and air pumps of the Worthmgton type
are to be used, and an outboard pipe copper condenser. All pipes
and valves are of brass. A steam syphon is to be used for quickly
cleaning out any bilge v ater. The propeller wheel is of composi-
tion, four bladed, and a true sorcw. Stern bearing of composition.
The cut represents a three-crank triple expansion engine with

cylinders 6in., lOin., 16in.X lOin. stroke. The cranks ai'e placed
120 deg. apart and are arranged in the sequence high, low and inter-
mediate. The cylinders are of cast iron, in ooe piece, and are
carried by a cast-iron frame at back which forms the slide, and
by tour wreught-iron columns at the front. The combination of
cast iron and wroiight iron in the framing thus, resists both com-
pression and tension most perfectly. The bed plate is of the box-
girder pattern. Piston valves are used throughout, the low-pres-
sure cylinder being provided with two, the high and intermediate
with one each. These valves are simple in construction, easily re-
newed, and perfectly balanced. There are no links, and but one
eccentric for each cylinder. The three eccentr'cs are keyed upon
a movable sleeve, at the rear end of the crank shaft, which loose
aleeve is capable of being rotated about on shaft by means of
spiral in sleeve and straight keyway in shaft, engaged by pin
moving in second loose sleeve carried forward and aft on shaft by
rack and pinion mechanism. The motions of the eccentrics are
communicated to the valves by means of concentric rack shafts.
Pumps may be attached. The bearings ai'e extra large, of best
composition.

SENATE BILL '4S2:1

.

THE New Y^ork Y. C. at its last meeting appointed a committee
to consider the bill introduced by Senator Frye at the sug-

gestion of the Commissioner of Navigation, W. W. Bates, by
which it is proposed to exclude from American waters yachts of
foreign build, an<! at the same time take from small American
yachts the privikge of flying the American yacht ensign. The
following correspondence has ensued between the committee and
Senator Frye. It is unlikely that the Inll will become a law:
Dear Sir—I have been appointed a member of a committee by

the New Y'"ork Y. C. to look into the bill offered in the Senate by
you regarding foreign yachts. Among my associates are .1. Pier-
pont Morgan, Elbridge T. Gerry, and others, ilay t ask if it is
likely to be reported this session, and if an, whether you would not
hear us before it is? 1 will make only two su.i.'gestions to you.
The first, that yachts are built only for pleasure, and cannot
under any circumstances receive a dollar for carrying freight or
passengers. Yachtsmen never receive any revenue. Thev aisvays
pay out money. Second, very few foreign yachts come to America.
The notable foreign yacht clubs have heretofore challenged the
New York Y. C. to race for the America's Cup. wonVy the schooner
America in 1851 seven times. It has been held by us. Would it be
lair to tax them or their yachts for coming to America to make
an international race? The expense of any yacht owner in a for-
eign country, challenging, is enormous in sailing to this country
and making the race. They now complain that wc do not treat
challenges fairly. If this bill should become a law I fear they
would think the United States Government was helping the Now
Y''ork Y. C. to hold the America's Cup by making a law that would
add largely to their expense in pursuit of pleasure and honor if
they won the Cup, and thus really prohibiting a challenge being
made by any foreign yacht club. If it is to be offered by the com-
mittee under you as chairman, can't we have notice? Yours
truly, James J). Smith.
My De.ar Sth—Yours of the Oth received. Being a born sports-

man I naturally act very slowly in anything which affects sporting
interests. I probably shall not report the bill touching yachts at
this session. It is entirely clear to me, however, that something
should be done concerning the purchase of foreign-buil t yachts.
I think when they have been brought over duties have been paid,
but none where they have sailed across and been purchased
here. They, in my opinion, should pay a duty in case of purchase.
Where foreign ya' hts simply come to this country for the purpose
of entering in races, and are then returned, I do not believe myself
in any limitation. If I conclude to bring the matter before the
committee for consideration, I will notify you. I am verv truly,

W, P, Eh YE.'

GEN. PAINE AND THE 4.6FT. CLASS.
DISCUSSION of the tSBft. question has assumed a new phase dur-

ing past week. Mr. Foster's Fife boat has been pretty well
talked out, and now the position of Gen. Paine is the absorbing
topic. Whether he wishes it or not, it is evident that the famous
cup defender is considered thoroughly "in the light," and most
of tlie arguments among yachtsmen now reduce to a discupsion of
"Paine versus Burgess."
For the first time since they began their memorable partnership

in 1885, these well known yachtsmen will be interested in op-
posing craft. Gen. Paine and his son John together have pro-
duced two very successful craft in the Swordtish and Hornet, and
now they have jumped into a class where the behavior of their
prodtictions will receive national attention.
At first the general was disinclined to admit any connection

with the new -16 and referred to her always as "John's boat." But
his friends were unwilling to accept his version of the case, and
praduallythe general has come to admit that he advised with
John all throtigh and that the boat as produced represents his
ideas exactly.
Gen Paine himself stated bis positiOQ 4 day or two ago as fol-

Jpwe:

"I expect to do my cruising on the new tfi-footer, and to let John
race her. 1 have engaged Capt. Haff for the coming season. In
fac^ he has nevpr been out of my employ for the last four years."
Well informed yachtsmen who have talked with the gener.il.are

not inclined to allow him even this loophole, and predict that he
will he seen aboard the Paine craft In the races and that Capt.
Haff will steer her. However this may be, it is conceded that the
new Painfi 40 repreaejits the Ideas of Gen. Paine as opposed to those
of Mr. Burgess, and the coming season will demonstrate the cor-
rectness or fallacy of the ideas upon which the various designers
have constructed their craft.
A gentleman who expects to do some sailing in the 46-foot class

says:
"I think that Gen. Paine will strike a harder class to beat next

year than he has ever been in. Hp is opposed to Burgess and Fife
boats, all handled bv the best skippers that are obtainable any-
where. It will be a hot class, and 1 don't think any one boat will
get all the prizes."

It transpires that the Paine boat's dimensions are even more ex-
treme th.in they have been published. Her beam is ,1ust a shade
»uder 14ft. Oin., and her draught is 10ft. 3in. This is much the
widest of the new le-footers. and shows that the Pame craft will
have tremendous initial stability. As she has also a very heavy
lead keel, it is plain to be seen that her sail carrying powers have
not been over-estimated.
The mould of the P«ine lead keel has bfen made, and it lies

alongside that of the Fife cu^tel•. Tlie exact dimensions of the
latter were printed in the Olobe last Sunday, and those of the
Paine boat's lead keel are as follows: Extreme length, 35ft.; ex-
treme depth, oOin.; width on top, at after end, .5in.; at widest part,
27in.; at forward end, SJ^ain.; width of bottom, at after end, S^^in.;
at widest part, SOin.; at forward end, 8V^in.
Unlike the keel of the Barbara, the lead keel of the Paine cutter

is straight up and down on the siaes. Mr, Fife has put considnr-
abie hollow in the sides of his lead. By this means Mr. Paine
has kept the weight of his lead very low. The profile of the Paine
cutter shows more curvature than any of the other boats.—Bcsfon
Glo^jc.

BARBARA AND THE BURGESS BOATS.
THE question which now causes the most discussion among

yachtsmen is: "Will the Barbara in her class make such a
showing as the Minerva did in the 40ft. cla«sV"
At the outset it would probably be safe to say no. Instead of

being first the new Fife boat should hardly average better than
the majority of the other boats in her elass. She has a very large
sail plan and in its area it is notmuch different from the Mineola's.
Now one of two things is certain. If Mr. Burgess has cor-

rectly calculated Mineola's power then the Barbara will not be
able to carry her sail spread, especially at times when she will
need it. The Fife boat has not the stability of the Mineola. con-
sequently she cannot exert the same power. There is a wide dif-
ference between the midsections of the Mineola and Barbara, the
latter carrying her extreme beam to the deck, falling awav very
fast at the loadUne, with a very faint bilge. The Mineola has
more iniiial, natural and artiBcial stability: consequently, is bet-
ter able to carry the same sail spread as the Barbara, though she
may not be so easily driven.
It has been found on some of the dO-footers, whose midsections

resemble the Barbara, that they could not carry sail with a boat
like the Gossoon. The Burgess 46-footers, while finer in form than
the old forties, are still more powerful and will be bettor able to
carry their large sail spreads than the forties. Pro rata for
length, they have less wetted surface and there is more intelli-
gence displayed in their design than in any other class yet built
on this side of the water.
From what the -writer has been told by first-rate authority, the

Barbara promised to be the most tender of the 16-footer8, and the
same authority says that all the Burgess boats, notwithstanding
their lighter draught, will, on account of the better placing of
the lead of the keel, have their center of gravity of the lead keel
in about the same as on the Barbara: so that in this respect the
Fife boat has no advantage, while the boat itself loses on account
of having less nat^ural power than the Burgess 46-footer8,
Of the four 4i3-footers now being built at Lawley's, several of

our leading yachtsmen incline most strongly to the Mineola,
though Mr. Burgess inclines to the Turner boat. Against the
above the experience of such a crack designer as Fife should have
great weight, and it is only fair to him to ."^tate that in giving the
Barbara her large sail plan he acted intelligently and knew well
what he was doing. Fife says she is an improved Dragon, and,
knowing as hemustalmost to a certainty the power of theDragon,
in making the sail plan of the Barbara he had intelligent data to
govern him. In any event, if the Barbara is able to carry her
present sail plan, more spread can be given the Mineola.
In the matter of handling the boats, the owner of the Bitrbara

says he would rather have her beaten than that any one else
should sail her. In certain quarters comments are made that the
Barbara will suffer from handling, and that she will not be seen
at her best.
Yesterday Gen. Paine wrote Capt. H. C. Haff, and the latter has

been engaged for another year, and that means that the Volun-
teer's skipper will be on the Paine 46-footer racing against his son,
who will sail the Mineola. This means that Gen. Pame is going to
push matters for all they are worth in the 46ft. class. When Gen.
Paine goes into anything he docs so with a will, and from this out
will figure out for himself how he can improve his boat.
New Y'ork yachtsmen certainly have shown little local pride in

the 46ft. class, though it might be said that two of them are build-
ing Burgess 4ti-footers. Mr. Wm. Gardner, when interviewed a
few days ago, said he had no order for a 46-footer nor did he ex-
pect one. and Mr. A. Cary Smith has the lines of one made, but
thus far no order for the same had been placed with him. From
the above it certainly looks as if the New Workers had neither in-
terest nor confidence in home talent; in fact, they are buying
second-hand Boston boats.—Uosfon Qlo7)e.

BOSTON Y^ACHT AGENCY.-A CORRECTION.-Tbrough an
error of the types we last week stated that the new catalogue of
the Boston Y'^acht Agency would be ready by Nov. 1; the date, of
course, should be March 1.

AN AMERICAN Y'"ACHT FOR HOLLAND.-Mr. Burgess has
lately completed a design for a 37ft. "Cape cat" to be built in
Holland.

;BR00KLYN Y. 0.~The fixtures of the Brooklyn y. Q. are, May
80 ojpsnliig eail, June 20 sprisg reeattH, Sept, 7 i^^n regatta.

EASTERN Y. C—The annual meeting of the Eastern Y. C. was
held on Feb. 10, the following olBcers being elected: Com., Alan-
son Tuoker; Vice-Com., F. Gordon Dexter; Rear Com,, Augtistus
Hemenway; Seo'y, Eriward Burgpss; Treas., P. T. Jackson, Jr.:
Members of the Ooun cil—C. O. Foster, J. Malcolm Forbes; Regatta
Committee—William S. Baton, .Jr.; P. T. Jackson, Jr.; Richard
Sears, F. E. Peabody, H. H. Buck; Committee on Admissions—J.
Malcolm Forbes, F. Gordon Dexter, Percival L. Everett, Augustus
Hemeuwas'. B. W. Crowninshield, Amory A. Lawrence, T. Deunle
Boardman, Henry D. Burnham, E. V. R. Thayer. George O. Adams;
House Committee—F. E. Peabody, Gordon Dexter, Edward B.
Haven, Hugh Cotton. Some minor changes in the sailing rules
were made, conforming with the rules of the Seawanhaka and
New V'ork clubs.

,

CAPE COD YACHT AGE^X'Y.-We call attention to the ad-
vertisement, on another page of tne Cape Cod Yacht Agencv,
recently established by Mr. V. U. Bacon, of Barnstable. Mass.
Mr. Bacon, who is known to our readers through a number of
cruises and sketches in the Forest aitd Stream, has had a long
experience with the Gape Cod catboats, and is now prepared to
turnish designs or to have boats built to order. He also has a
very large and complete list of catboats for sale.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.-At a meeting of the ex-
ecutive committee of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet, held in New
York on Feb. 7, it was decided that the annual regatta be held on
May 30, off Larehmont, the next event to be otT New RocheDe on
June 20, An appropriation for regatta prizes for the season was
made, so that the regatta committee will have the prizes on hand
on the day of any regatta. The fbllowing names were received
for membership: Harold Sanderson, John Hvslop, William
Gardner.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C-The first of the serifs of lectures for
the season of 1891 was given at the winter quarters in Boston, on
Feb. i;^, the subject being The Wreck of the Mount Lebanon on
the Coast of Borneo, by Captain Charles H. Ntslson.

CATARINA, steam yacht, was launched from the dry dock on
Fpb. 17. Mr. Piepgraes has made an excellent job of the repairs to
her bottom, under the supervision of Lloyd's surveyor.
CORINTHIAN NAVY.-Proposals for membership: Albert A.

Simpson, .John H. Gibson. New York; Wm. Daessler. C. P. Tuttle,
Camden, N. J.; H. E. MoCormick, 0. B. Haag and Win field Van
Denser, Philadelphia.

MANHATTAN ATHLETIC CLUB.-On Feb. 14 a very inter-
esting lecture on seamanship was delivered by Ex.-Com. Center
before an audience of yachting members of the Manhattan Athletic
Club.

ALVA, steam yacht, Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt, will sail shortly for
the MediteiTanean, calling at Bermuda and Madeira.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1890-91.

Commodore: Walter V. Lawson, Boston, Mass.
Secretary-Teeasurer: Ralph F. Brazer, 47 Central street, Lowell, Mass
Hegatta Cojciuttee: .1. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. a. MacKenthiok.

Toronto; L, B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

NORTHERS DIVISION.
Officers:

VxcE-COM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear-Com.: J. C. Edwai-d.s, Lmdsay.
Purser:
Ex. Com.: CoUn Fraaer and F. H.
Gisbome.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

VicE-COM.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington
Ebar-Com : E.D. Anderson.Trenton
Purser: Rich'd Hob.art, Newark.N.

J

Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and H. M
Kreanier.

Applications for meiriDershin must be made to division purscrc;, aoconi-
pamed by the recommoudatioii of an active member and the mmi of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Kvery member altendlna
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay Sl.OO for camp expenses. Application
seat to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persona residing In any Diviaion and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., wUZ be furnlshea with printed forma ol application by address-
tog the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, 111.

Vloe-Comraodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodorc—O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. H. Ware, ISORialto Building, Chicago, Tli.
Applications for membership should be made to the Seo.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be acc^mMnied by S2 a&
initiation fee and dues for the em-rent year.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Offioers:

VicE-CoM.: C.V.Wlnne, Albany. N.T.
Rear-Com.: T. P. Gaddls, Daj ton, 0.
Purser: Howard Brown,Albany,NY
Ex. COM.: .T. K. Bakeweil .and H. M.
Stewajt.

EASTERN DIVISION.
OfflBers:

VioE-COM.: J. W. Oartwrlght, Jr.
Rear-Com.: G. L. Parmele, Hartford.
Purser: R. Apollonio, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Tovvne
and Sidney Bishop.

FIXTURES.
FEBRIIAKT.

6. Canoe Reunion, Harvard Rooms, New York,
3IAY.

;10. Bayonne, Annual, Bayonne.
.ITJNE.

6. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. New York, Sandy Hook Race
Brooklyn. 27. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge,

13. New York, Aranual, S. I. — , lanthe. Spring, Passaic Riv,
JULY.

11-26. W.O.A. Meet, Ballast Island.
ATiauSI,

fi-37. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Champlain.
SEPTEMBER.

V. Tanthe, Ann., Passaic River.

RACING IN THE NEW YORK CLUBS,
THE February number of the Sail and Paddle contains a very

good suggestion In regard to the arrangement of races among
the clubs about New York, or from Y'onkers to t he Passaic River.
It is proposed that the circuit plan, of a .stiecession of races open
to all the clubs, which is uov? in partial operation, shall be dis-
carded, and that one or two big events, such as that of the Marine
and Field Club last year, shall be substituted. This would serve
the purpose of bringing all the racing men together in one big
race, and at the same time would not kill off the weekly work iu
each club, as is now the case to an undesii-able extent. The plan
is perfectly feasible, and we should like to see it carried out. The
Sail and Paddle, says;
"The suggestion was made in this paper last year that the clubs

about New York join issues iu their regattas and hold them all in
one place. The absence from the club houses for six weeks last
year of the leading racers was not an element of strength, and no
aihount of winnings made up for the depressing efiEect of a dull
club house. The outlook this year is still more depressing from
the club point of view. There will be more races than ever before,
and if a man so chooses, he can leave his club house in May with
his racing canoe, go into a race every Saturday during the sum-
mer, attend the meets and not return home till autumn.
"Local crttising and short races at home with one's fellow-club-

men are getting to be things of the past. Even the club regattas
are not what they were—races for everybody—but are now simply
trials of speed between a few racers. Racing is too common, and
cruising rare. Prizes are cheap, and a fairly good boat and man
who makes the rounds can win a number of firsts and seconds,
and yet not even secure a place in the trophy race at the meet.
"The suggestion has been made that one or two really test events

be held, like the Marine and Field races last .Tune, in which the
experts of all clubs near New York take part, and iu which the
prizes won mean something, and that the club regatts, if held at
all, be merely a local event in which only the memoers of the club
take part, and to which the friends of the club members can be
invited.
"There is another argument in favor of this plan. The men who

make the rounds get into their canoes but once a week, and have
little or no practice except in the races, and, therefore, are not in
the best of form-nvhen they go to the meet. Is there not some-
thing in these points worth considering?"

MODEL YACHTSMAN AND CANOE1ST.-With the current
number of the Model racMsman and Canoe-M Mr. T. H. Holding,
who has edited the canoeing department for four years, retires
from his position. His place will be taken be Mr. George F.
Holmes, an amateur sailor and builder, who is known to our
readers by his contributions to the Forest and Stream. The
Model yachtsman and Ca.noeM is the only British .journal which
gives special attention to canoeing, and w« wish Mr. Holmes a liiU
jneaenra ol euooess in co;»neciion with it,



FOREST AND STREAM. [Feb. 19, 1891.

WHITE SQUALL'S '88 CRUISE.
ICont-inucd from Page 75.]

WE arose early nest morBing hut took our time atont getting
breakfast and making a start. As we headed toward the

channel, on the eastern side of Oromocto Island, we noticed a
blue streak ruffling the water a mile ahead, in a manner that
shattered all hope of a fair wind. By the time we had paddled a,

mile the choppy head sea was very pronounced, and long before
we reached the head of the island it was a terror and as rough as
the face of a rasp. It very much resembled hard, back-breaking
work, the forcing of that long, heavily-laden canoe against the
wind and current, yet, as I look back on that forenoon, I some,-
bow carry the impression that it passed pleasantly. If the seas
were boisterous om- spirits were keyed up to match and we saw
fun in nearly everything. We found a large "pike-hand-spike"
and a pike-pole that some of the lumbermen had lost.

Both shores, from the head of Oromocto Island to Frederlcton,
are lined with booms. This district constitutes the great "round-
up" of the lumber on the St. John waters, for there are many
points of resemblance between the pioneer industries of prairie
and forest countries, viz , ranching and lumbering. Their effect
on the fortunes of their followers, the type of man they develop
and their gradual death as the country becomes settled, are
almost identical. The rope is to the cowboy what the pike-pole
la to the lumberman. Then the latter has his brand and his "out-
ting out" in the great boom round-up. There are also "rustlers,"
who change the brands on the lumber, and it would make a com-
mon, every-day citizen laugh himself sick to see how the good old
deacons and church eiders, along the river, will scramble over
one another to possess themselves of a "maverick" log.
Should the professional flash rider, or "bronco buster." think

there is no skill in the lumber husiness analogous to that which
enables him to sit out the antics of a bucking cayuse, he might get
rid of the idea by watching the "jam cracker," "white water
man," "foam walker," "bubble rider" (you can take your choice
of terms) a.t his work. The steed of the latter is the untamed tor-
rent, and his saddle, on which he stands erect, a log, often neither
large nor buoyant. Should he get "bucked off" it means death.
Yet he will run a seething rapid, studded with rocks, skillfully
swinging the log end to the current by a stroke of his pole, or
springing into the air to avoid being pitched forward as it butts a
rock, and will display as little concern as if he were on the deck of
a Cunarder.
The booms render it impossitiletoland between the above points,

except at a few places, unless you would call tjing up your canoe
to the boom and running over a hundred yards or so of loose lum-
ber, a landing, and if so, £ will not dispute the definition, but will
merely caution the inexperienced aeainst undertaking the feat.
About 9 o'clock we were allowed to take refuge from a heavy
squall behind a wangan (pronounced wong'-un), a sort of house
built on a scow. Scarcely had we resumed our course, when we
saw a black cloud rising in the west, that meant much wind, if

not rain. We lied the canoe up in a "jog" in the boom, on the
Lincoln side of ihn river, and making our way over a lot of lum-
Iber, took refuge in a large wood scow belonging to the tug Ada Cr.

The squalls, accompanied by fine rain, followed one another in
quick succession for the next three hours, with sufficient force to
render neadway under paddle an impossibility. As the sides of
the scow were Cf t. high, and the rain was driving very nearly on a
plane with the surface of the river, we did not get wet.
After dinner we stood over to the "intervale side" of the river,

where another squall drove us to shelter in a nook in the rafted
logs. We watched the little tug Melbourne snaking the joints
of logs together and waited. The next lull enabled us to reach
Lincoln. Here we watched three hands with a scow and differ-
ential pulley derrick breaking up the burned steam tug Relief
and got a good lesson on the way to put in ten minutes over two
minutes' work. The undersigned also got all the water he could
drink.
From here to Fredericton we only made one stop, and that was

to give Horace a chance to look up a soring. I spent the time in
watching an expert young boom man drive ratlin wedges. As the
day was nearly at a close we used oar paddles most vigorously, but
though the city of Fredericton was in sight it seemed as if we
would never get there. We landed on a little green below the
cathedral and your humble servant was dispatched to the near-
est grocery for a supply of canned goods. On my way back I met
an equestrian dude dressed in a suit of light check and riding a
low-set, lumpy-gaited little horse. He was tv\ ing hard to imitate
the Eugllsh riding school "bob," but his stirrups were so long
that when he rose in them he was deprived of the forward lever-
age of the knee joint and could not steady himself: and the horse
would lurch from under him, sending him bumping back against
the cantle, when the rebound wouhi land him ou the pommel.
That he could steady himself by knee-pressure never seemed to
strike him; and the compression of the jaw on the slightly b*irned
cigar, the end of which was tilted up at an angle of 50^. attested
to the amount of enjoj-ment he was getting out of the ride. The
memory of this picture kept me in good humor for the rest of the
evening.
We hoisted sail and ran over to the mouth of the Nashwaak,

where we made our camp on the beach a little above high water-
mark. It was dusk ween we commenced to set up our tent; and
all the while we were preparing supper we were regaled by music
from the Infantry School Band, a little less than a half-mile away
—just about the right distance to soften the blare of the instru-
ments. Horace liked the Fredericton serenade much better than
that of Oromocto.
We were camping on almost the identical spot occupied one

cold night in Octootr, 1696, by Ohurch, the hardy New England
captain when he was gunning for that old French pirate, Ville-
bon, who had a fort on the opposite bank of the JSashwaak. But
though we were obliged by the nature of the ground to sleep with
our heads to the fire, a very favorable position, I should think, for
the conjuring of departed spirits, we were unmolested by the
shades of any of the Frenchmen or Puritans who came to grief in
that short, sharp tight.

The next morning dawned still and warm with signs of rain;
and we loafed around" waiting patiently for the day to show its

hand. Oaot. Belyea, of the deal-boat A. Gibson, a mammoth that
carries 15()M. of lumber, rowed by on his way to the Gibson Mills
for a deal-raft. He said a hea\'y N.E. rain storm svas very near;
and though we could not claim any previous acquaintance with
him, he insisied on our going right on board his vessel and stop-
ping till the weather faired. Tiiat's the kind of boatmen we have
on the St. John.
I suppose, were I to do the square thing to my readers, I would

describe the tree-embowered city of Fredericton,,with its level,
floor-like,situation; and the village of Maryaville, on the Nahwaak

,

a monument to the enterprise of Alex. Gibson, New Brunswick's
lumber king and most successful business man, but the consider-
ation of space forbids.
About 8 A. M. the weather faired. We broke camp and sailed

over to Fredericton. All the morning our every movement was
watched by an old darky, who stood leaning against a willow on
the opposite bank of the Nashwaak, looking, Horace said, "like a
derelict hieroglyphic inscription from some Egyptian monolith."
As we stowed sail for our paddle along the city front, we saw him
walking slowly toward his cabin, no doubt sorry that there no
longer existed any excuse for his not going to work. At the aorth
end of the city we made fast our canoe to a deal raft and went
ashore on a blind trail of one of Forest and Stbeaji's sub-
scribers, whom we failed to find. However, we met an acquaint-
ance, a hoise dealer, who seemed to value otir society very highly,
if we may judge by his unwillingness to part from us; but we
could not shake off the suspicion that it was less on account of its

refining aEd elevating influence than the number of points he
could pick up about some animals in our section that he thought
of buying.
We resumed pole and paddle against wind little less boisterous

than that of the preceding day. We worked our canoe through a
crowd of bathers who seemed surprl sed that we did not try to
run some of them down. I remember that we were distanced by
a pair of Indians in a light canoe, and ho w Horace made big eyes
at a young lady who came out on the balcony of a house that was
very near the shore; and that is all that occurred till we reached
Spruce Hill.
We were now very thirsty. Noticing three hoys in the costume

of Adam before the fall playing on the shore we asked if they
could show us a spring. One stopped to put on his coat and all

three struck a three-minute gait up the beach. We landed at the
spotwhere they halted, and ihere within 2ft. of the water's edge
was a stream of ice-cold water as thick as a man's arm gurgling
up otit of the ground. Our guides proved to he three Fredericton
school ijoys out on a sort of picnic of t heir own; and after asking
us if our canoe was a Bob Roy, and satisfying their curiosity by
various other questions they disappeared in the bushes near the
spot where we first saw them.
A heavy thunderstorm was now in progress about six miles to

the north. An extended experience had taught us that when one
of these get started no one can accurately foretell its course; so
we got up our tent and made everything snug with all possible
dispatch. The wind being N. W. it shotUd have passed us far to

the eastward, but no sooner was the tent pitched than it seemed
to see and head straight for ue. There is a surpassing sense of
gatiefactioa when with very little, and perhaps indifferent appa-

ratus at your command, you pit yourself against the elements
and come off victorious. Thus it was that the meal of bread,
tinned beef and a few oranges that we ate here, and washed down
with cold water, while the rain was vainly knocking for admit-
tance on the outside of the little tent, was one of the pleasantest
experiences of the trip.

While we w^ere waiting for the weather to clear we discussed the
situation and resolved to head the canoe for home. For my part,
I was heartily tired of wavc-butting and current-ramming under
paddle. I know this sentiment will not find an echo in the hearts
of many canoeists, but I spend about forty-four weeks of the
year in one kind of drudgery, and seven of the remaining eight
in another sort, in which my muscular power is tested beyond its

ability, and therefore I object most decideldy to making my one
little week of outing of one piece with the rest of the year. For
this reason a day and a half of hard paddling make a heavy enough
dose for "this deponent."
Between showers, Horace took a walk down the shore. Half an

hour later he showed up with a comical expression on his counte-
nance. I gave him a sort of out-with-it look, and he said: "We
thought those naked boys who piloted us here were preparing for
a swim; but they live < hat way. Yes, sir, it is a fact. Happening
to notico a small bough camp on a little green down there, I went
in, and there the three of them were stark naked, I asked them
where their clothes werp, and they sa.id that they had carefully
rolled them up and stowed them in a hollow log, where they
would get neither dirty nor wet—they didn't propose to arrive in
Fredericton that night with a bedraggled toilet. If they got
dirty, they could wash themselves; but they could not do the same
with their clothes."

If the outer who in his manner of life comes nearest to that of
the primitive man. is the most successful, I think these boys should
he awarded the palm.
About 3 P. M., when we started down river, there the three of

them were getting together logs to mike a raft on which to float

down to the city. One, whom the rest called Rob, advocated the
selection of nothing but cedar—a proposal to which the other two
demurred. Just as we were opposite them, he filed the following
minority rep'^rl; "Cedar is the best; it's light; It's buoyant; and a
raft of it would be easily manaeed." But his measure, like many
another sensible one, w.is voted down by a less intelligent major-
ity; and we saw them rolling in spruce, hacmatac, hemlock—any-
thing.
There is a craft, locally known as the punt, which is common

on the St. John. It is a lapstrake boat bod.y, with a good deal of
rocker to the flat bottom, and square, scow ends, set. however, at a
less obtuse angle with the bottom board than those in a scow. On
our way up in the morning we had noticed that some man was
the happy possessor of about 8ft. of 1 he bow seotioD of one of these
craft, which had been sawed off, and a straight biscuit-box stern
nailed on. We had scarcely passed the boys when we saw a man
and a boy out in this craft, trying tr< set a net. The man was
standing in the stern, and the boy, facing the stern, w^as seated
on the bow-board wielding a paddle on alternate sides with a sort
of "stern all" motion, that, while not unskilful, was very funny
to look at. At last they reached the desired point, and the man.
balancing a killick stone attached to about 10ft. of rope, attempted
to throw it ashore. Just as he threw it the stone slipped from the
noosed rope, and he unable to recover, alighted on his feet in
about 2ft. of water. Though the single word he uttered could not
by any amount of twisting be construed as profanity, its Intona-
tion, as well as its commonly accepted menning, were as sugges-
tive of disgust as anything I ever heard. When the *'bre_ad tray"
was relieved of the man's weight the stern flew in the air, and it

spun around on its bow end, like a top in its last staggering revo-
lutions.

Luckily, we were assisted in the stifling of our laughter by what
might be styled a diversion. We were going about a six-mile gait
wifh the wind on our port quarter. 1 was reclining amidships
with my hack against a blanket roll. Chancing to glance utider
the main boom, I saw directly ahead, and within thirty feet, a
boat with a whole salt sack for a sail, and a grinning hoy as pilot.

There was no time to think of rules of the road, passing to lee-
ward, etc. The Squall luffs like lightning; it was "hard-a-lee,
quick." and Horace responded without the usual preliminary
wriggle of the tiller in the opposite direction that most persons
give when confronted by a quick order. Had our knife-edged
cutwater rammed that squat stern fairly, the dinners of both
crews would have been shaken down some. A little below the
railway bridge we tied up to a wharf and the undersigned strolled
up to the post-office to mail a pack of postal cards. Queen street
(the principal thoroujjrhfare) looked dull and drowsy. Pedestrians
were scarce, and carriages an unknown quantity. The wind had
taken one of those sudden drops so common on showery days, and
about the only sounds that could be caught without effort were
the "fifteen love," "fifteen all" of the umpire in a lawn tennis
game on Barrack Square, and a rather subdued contralto voice
accompanying a piano in the upper story of one of the houses
fronting the street. I depo.«.ited my cards, and sauntering on
around the block, halted for a moment at the gate of the barracks,
T always liked to watch the maneuvers of the military, hut this
afternoon there seemed to be nothing in that line to look at, and I

watched the quick, nervous tread of the very neatly attired but
undersized sentry.
All at once a vague, indistinct memory of a musical air came

waltzing through my mind; then like a flash it stood out sharp
and clear in the form of a single line; ''He was a little tin soldier."
It was a line from the song that came floating through the window
down street a few minutes before which I had unconsciously
caught. The human memory is a queer machine, and I was sensi-
ble that mine had played me a scurvy trick, so I spent the remain-
der of the walk in self-abasement by recalling the details of how
a young man of the sentry's size and build had once laid me on
my back three times in five, "side holts." L. I. Flower.

[to be CONCIiXJBED.]

BROOKLYN C. C.

AN important meeting of the Brooklyn C. C. was held at the
residence of Mr. Frank L. Dunnell, 186 Joralemon street, on

Feb, 11, (Jom. Joseph Rudd, Jr., presiding. The date of the club
regatta was selected for June 27, when sailing races will bo held
for utilimited, junior and eaooe yawl classes. A committee com-
posed of the officers and house committee was appointed to take
charge of the hoisting sail competition on June D. Com. Rudd
presented the club with a handsome trophy, to be known as the
Brooklyn C. O. paddling trophy, which will he a challenge cup for
perpetual competition. It is in the shape of a birch bark canoe on
a fancy ebony base, with small silver plates on the sides for the
names of the winners.
The meeting then became a social session and an enjoyable

evening was spent. It was the third winter rally, as the meetings
are called, the two preceding being held at the club house, on Mon-
tague street.
Mr. Dunnell opened the evening's entertainment with a lantern

slide exhibition, showing some new views of the last meeting of
the American Canoe Association, which was held at Jessup's
Neck, L. I., last summer, as well as some taken last spring in the
West Indies. Messrs. Dwight Holbrook and Jerome W. Simpson
of the YonkersC. C. played several duets on banjo and piano.
Arthur W. Hurst sang several solos, and many camp choruses
were joined in by all present. In the rear parlor was an artistic
exhibition of catioe and camp pictures, loaned by Messrs. 8. R.
Stoddard, of Glens Falls, N. Y., and Lafayette W. Seavey, of New
York city, and numbering in all nearly one hundred. Here were
shown the evolution of the canoe, from the aborignal solid tree
trunk canoe through the dugout birch, open and decked, until
the beautiful little clipper of the present, with its white sails and
fancy totem, with its captain sitting balanced far out on his slid-

ing seat, the latest canoeing wrinkle. At a late hour supper was
served, after which "pipes and tobacco" was whistled and another
hour passed pleasantly.
The evening's entertainment •was in charge of Messrs. F. L.

Dunnell, M. V. Brokaw and Vice-Corn. M. M. Davis, the com-
mittee of the club. Among those present were Com. L.B. Palmer
and Capt. W. J. Stewart of the lanthe C. C. of Newark, N, J.; T.
S. Oxholm and H. L. Quick of Yonkers: W. S. Elliot t, W. H. H.
Warren, Thomas G. Buddington, Charles P. Weekes, H. 0. Ward,
D. A. Nash, of Brooklyn; C. V. Schuyler of Arlington. N. J.; W.
H. Cammeyer, R. Liptrof, T. Drew Dtinnell, .James W^. Dunnell,
Paul E. Vernon, W. E. Edwards.
At a late hour the evening's entertainment came to an end with

the annotin<;eraent that at the next rally an informal talk on field

and camp accidents wotild be had—Brooldyn Eafjle.

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER SKIFF, CANOE AND STEAM
L.lUNOH CO.—We have received the spring catalogue of the
St. L-1 wrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co., of Clay-
ton, N. Y.. the successors to the business established by Dr. Bain
some years since. The catalogue contains a large line of boats of
all varieties, from a. pleasure launch down to the smaller row-
boats, including the famous St, Lawrence skiffs, open and decked
canoes, canoe yawls, cruisers and sneakboxes. The firm makes a
specialty of St. Lawrence skiffs, both for racing and for fishing
and pleasure tise. The catalogue is very well iUuetrated by the
lines of the boats.

BOATS AND THE WORLD'S FAIR.

MR. fRBDERIOK L. OLMSTED, landscape engineer of the
World's Exposition, has been suggesting some of the pos-

sibilities lying within water transportation by means of "omnibus
boats" plying oni!he lake, and mentions the good effects possible
in a gathering here in actual use specimens of the boats of all
nations and tribes. He remarked: "1 asked Mr. Burgess if he
would be willing, upon a commission from the d1 rectorj% to build
a sample boat suitable for the purpose and provide all its outfit.
He replied in effect, that he would do so, with much interest and
pleasure. The plan for such a boat having been prepared by Mr.
Burgess, in conference with us, and approved by the directory
the boat would be built under the supervision of Mr. Burgess, and,
after trial next summer, and, having been improved in any man-
ner that trial should suggest to be desirable, would be the type
and model in all respects of the entire fleet of omnibus boats for
the Fair. Contracts would then be made with the boat-builders
and manufacturers of electric plants for furnishing them equal
in all respects to the model. The cost of such boats would, Mr.
Burgess though, be under .81,000 each, or less than the price of a
good hackney coach carrying four,
"Small canoes, more especially of the tj pe commonly used by

our canoe clubs, of which there are now great numbers m the
United States and Canada, might also be admitted to the waters.
They would be small, would have but one, or at most two,
occupants, would be propelled by the paddle, the paddler looking
forward. But this would not be safe except with skilled canoe-
men, I should propose that no one be a.llo^ved to tise the smaller
canoes except members of the Canoeing Association. You know
that this association meets every year, when large numbers of
elegant canoes are brought together.
"Venetian gondolas and many other curious and interesting

boats to be propelled by sctilling, not by rowing, would be admis-
sible.
"That is all I need say about the practical boat service of the

interior waters of the Exposition, but I wish to add that it would
seem to be most desirable to make a display of certain other
marine features, especially to obtain from Spain a full-sized
specimen of the kind of craft in which Columbus made his voyage.
This would be to all men interested in maritime affairs an object
of great curiosity.
"It would be interesting also to secure an exhibition of various

sorts of quaint foreign water craft in contrast with our own. I

mean such as Malay proas, catamarans, Arab dhows, Chinese
sanpans, Alaskan war canoes, the hooded boats of the Swiss lakes,
and so on. All these are small. They could be kept afloat near
the big warship if desired without being in the way^ of our
omnibus boats, and aU could be procured readily and at no great
cost."

MARINE AND FIELD CLUB REGATTA.-A joint canoe re-
gatta of the Marine and Field and Manhattan Athletic Club will
be sailed oft' the former club's station at Bath Beath on June 20,

Mr. W. F. Elliott, directer of canoeing of the M. A, C, will have
charge of the arrangements,

A. C, A. MEMBERSHIP.—Central Division: Rowell M. John-
ston, Albany, N. Y.; 2^. G. Dannell, E. A. Leet, Ticonderoga, N. Y.
Atlantic Division: Edmund C. Hill, Trenton. N. J.

WINTER CAMP-FIRES.—The usual Friday camp-flre will be
held at 19 West Twenty-fourth street, on Feb. 20. Air. F. L. Dun-
nell will give an exhibition of lantern views.

No Notice Taken of AnonymouB CorreBpondenta.

A. S. F., Little Falls, N. Y.—You are right about the tracks.

B. L. D.—You can doubtless dispose of your dogs by advertising
them in this paper.

Constant Reader.—Questions to be answered mtist be accom-
panied by your name and address.

J, H,, Manchester, N. H.—Please inform me of the name and
address of the owner of the red Irish setter champion Chief?
Ans. Max Wenzel, 89 Fourth street, Hoboken, N. J.

N. T. L., New York.—Will you kindly let me know, at your
earliest convenience, whether there has been a new law passed pro-
hibiting spring duck shooting on Long Island? Ans. No.

W. H., Colchester, O.—Will you please give me the pedigree of
pointer bitch Fanchon. She is about three years and six months
old and is said to be registered. Ans. She is not registered.

J. A. D., Thessalon, Ont.—The rods you inquire about are well
thought of by many people who have used them, but of course
they do not please every one, You had better write to the manu-
facturers for their testimonials.

D. B. M.. Lockport, N. Y.—There is a scheme on foot to stock the
county with quail. I am requested to write you and find out if

possible the address of some reliable persons of whom 1 can pur-
chase live quail. You will confer a favor if you will let me know
at your earliest convenience. Ans. See our advertising columns.

W. B., Mahanoy City, Pa.—Can you procure a patent for any
part of a gun on drawings and model of th." part to be patented,
or must I produce drawings and model of gun comiJleteV Aus. If
it is a part to be applied to a gun we presume only drawing and
model of part need be shown. Write to Commissioner of Patents,
Washington, D. C,, for circular of information.

OijD SubsCribbh, Staten Island, N. Y.—Could anv of your read-
ers inform me of some village or small town in Georgia or the
Caroliuas, or the neighborhood of some such place, where it

would be pleasant to reside, where there would be some bird
shooting (preferably quail>, where the people ai'e genteel and hos-
pitable and where the climate would be tolerable if one wished to
spend the summer or part ot it?

E, S,. Manchester, N. Y.—When you take the cars to go into the
North Woods at Carthage (the Carthage and Adirondack R. R,),

which is the best point to stop at, and how far will you have to go
from the R. R. to find plenty of deer? Can wagons be procured
to carry camp equipments, etc., as far as wanted, and are there
places where parties i-an camp and not be molested? Ans. From
Oswegaichie station, 39 miles from Carthage, you can go 6 miles to

Fine, and thence by boat to Cranberry Lake, whicli is said to be
the best hunting ground in the neighborhood. There is a hotel on
Cranberry Lake. Airs. E. J. Bishop keeps it. Belter write her for
information. There is plenty of room to camp in this region we
are told.

L. R. S., Scanton, Pa.—In your paper of two or three weeks ago
appeared an article by T. B. Wilson, of West Va., with a note oy
the editor. Now as you have been there, would you be so kind as
to write me in regard to the trout fishing to be had there, and are
the reports of T. B. Wilson to be relied on? I am looking for just
such a place as that appears to be, but wish to be sure before going,
so anything will be thankfully received, Ans. Mr. Wilson's state-
ments as to game we know to be trustworthy from personal expe-
rience. "As to the trout fishing his accounts are corroborated by
several correspondents who have fished the streams. Their com-
munications will be found in past issues of Forest and Stream.
The region is full of interest for the sportsman and naturalist,
and the people are always glad to share the hunt withlvisitors.

Baron L., Dajimeretz, Germany.—The Standard Natural His-
tory gives description and figures of three species of American
hares. We have no true rabbits—i. e., burrowing members of the
family Leporfdce—in America. The "rabbit" or "cottontail" of
our literature is Lepus nylvaticus. We have also in eastern New
England and the North a larger hare, L. amerimnufs inrginianus,
and in the South and West many other kinds, in all more than
twenty species and varieties. We doubt if any of our hares
would be available for breeding in iuclosures, though possibly
the Western jack rabbit (L. carnpest/Hs and allied form?) might
prove so. Certain coursing clubs are said to be experimenting in
this direction in the West, we do not know with what success.
The Indian troubles are over. They were brought about by mis-
management and bad faith on the part of the U. S. Government.

C. H. B., Boston.— I should like a little advice through your
valuable paper in regard to stocking some terricorr in northern
Alassachusetts with some species of hare other than the indigenous
cotton-tail "rabbit," which is already very plentiful there. I am
told that the Eastern white hare has already been tried but has
not mtdtiplied, perhaps owing to the northern location or to some
undiscovered enemy. Would you advise trying them again or ex-
perimenting with the English species, which 1 am informed are
very plentiful in some parts of New Jersey? If the latter, where
can I obtain the animals? Ans. We would suggest trying the
Eastern hare again. It is common in northern Alassachusetts and
in parts of New York and Pennsylvania, and would be more likely,

we should think, to do well than any other species. Experiments
with the European hare In this country are reported not to have
beea satisfactory, See answer to Baron L. In this issue.
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1st Angler with broken rod;

"Where do yoy get tackle that

wil! stand such fishing ?"

2d Angler;

"At Abbey & Imbrie's, 18 Vesey

Street, New York, they are the ©nSy

peopSe who make first-class tackle

at a reasonable price."

NOTICE TO LIMIT CREDITORS.

To the Creditors of the F. L. Sheldon Company:
Notice Is hpreby given that on the tentii day of

Pebrnary, 1891, an order was made by the Chan-
cellor of the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors of the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thereof, and prove
before him under oath, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and demands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of
Febrnary, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
crpditors shall be excluded from the benefit of
such dividends as may hereafter be made and
declared by the court upon the proceeds of the
effects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to all the creditors accordinglv. WIL-
T.TATvr FT T.mivr A -;sTf:"Nr A Rpppivpr S03 Broad st.,LIAM H. LBMAsSENA, Receiver,
Newark, N. J.

ESTABTJSHBD 1837.

J, B. OKOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Mim TacBe, Siins, Rifles, ReyolYers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
62 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

WINCHESTER
STAR RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

l3-y tine 3MCa.xi.-txf£i.otvir4

WmCHESTEE EEFEATING AEMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-paiBre Oatalosrne of Armm and Ammnnition.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting: the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality ot goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, SpHt Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J, 10,

lOift., weight 7, 8, 9oz s Price

No. 1, Gr, same as above but is German Silver Mounted • .• • •

"

No. 4, 8 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wooci form, length

81, 9, 9J, 10ft , weight 9, lOJ, 13, 13oz • Pnce 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted. S 32

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt "Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz,

No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint

S3 72
8 32

. . " 2 75

., " 8 75
. . " 90c.

,
Balance Handle,

*jtx\jLLL±^ T^ix^jij xti^ivi.a X iciucu, lu^iAo., ^i.. 4<j, uvj u.a. , uvJ'^_lB., (jp/i/.uv, ^fljuj'^o., (ipw. II/. jLiiAatiiA ^ii\^\jjL jjum^o j_.A\_/^^xv, ^, J., w. J.. Bland Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, =>8c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 20o. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., SOc.

;
3ft., doz., 45c.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 53 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send 8c. stamp for niustrated Catalogue for 1891. OPEN EVENINGS.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
.318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt st.. N.Y. City.

WANTED.-GENTLEMEN WITH MATCHES,
tin dipper and blankets, to rough it on the

Megaiioway two weeks in October. 1891. No nap-
kins, no rum. Address C. M., P. O. Box 2,470,
Boston, Mass. febl2,3t

WANTED.-A PLACE IN A PARTY OP
explorers going to Alaska, South America

or Africa, or any sporting country. Address
JESS. M. WORTHED, Warsaw, 111.

Clark's Cork Gun Wiper,
OILEB AND BUBNISHSB.

Patent applied for.

10, 12 or 16 gauge; fine guns
kept in perfect condition with-
out the use of any other tool;

no water necessary; rust and
p'ts rendered impossible; es-
pecially valuable to users of
nitro powders: fits any clean-
ing rod. Send 50 cents for
sample, with two extra corks
and printed directions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St.,

TopEKA, Kansas.
New York Agent.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

THP DOLLAR TYPFWBITFB
THIS IS THE A Tjp'rvPTr'TJT

A perfcpt and praettcal Type Writing mactiine for only OKE
DOIitAB. Exactly like cut; regular Kemington type : does
the same quality of work; takes a fools cap sheet- Complete
with p.-iper holder.aatomatlc feed, perfect type wheel & inking
rail; uses copying ink; in fact it does all Of the iiTork of
a high priced machine. Speed, 15 to 25 words a minute
Size. 3x4x9 Inches; weigtt, 12 oz; BEtiTIOS THIS lUPEK.
Satisfaction guaranteed ; Circulars free ; AGENTS WASTED.
Sent by express for $1.00; by mail, 15c extra for postage.
B. H. INGEKSOLL & BRO., 63 COBTLAKDT ST., N.Y. C1T\.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
CANVAS SHOOTING COAT, -

CORDUROY SHOOTING COAT,
CARTRIDGE BEtT, - - -

CAPS AND HATS, -

GUN CASES, ... -

COMPI.ETE SUIT (CANVAS), w
COMPLETE SUIT (OORDUROT), -

81.00
6,00
,25
.50
.50
3.75

13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,

or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of exaruination.

0ATAI.OGinB: AND SAMFUBS FBEB.

GEO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 IVEaclieoii Streer, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y.

Gunners, read this and practice till you can hit anything that hops, runs or flies. One pound of No. 1 shot
gives you lao rounds with your own gun. Practice limited only by shooters enthusiasm. Our pneumatie auxil-
iary gun barrels can be Inserted In any ordinary breech-loading shotgun in a moment, converting your gun Into
an afr gun to practice with. By pulling trigger of your gun precisely as 1£ using shells, a single pellet of No. 1

shot Is discharged that will break any c ay pigeon or kUl small game at short range. No flre, smoke or noise,
and no trouble to load ; can be u'ed anywheie. Will teach you to hit with centre of load and kill neatly instead
ot crippling. Such practice Is Invaluable to any club shooter or sportsman. When orderlnggive gauge and length
of yom- gun barrels. Sold by dealers or samples sent on receipt of price, $3.50 ; 10, 13 and 14 gauge only.

P. O. Box 1137. VAUGHAN & CO.. Philadelphia. Pa.

•'eJ\ blftfe @)afiC MouT CiigarjD
is the title of a primer issued in the interests of the million or more lovers of the weed whosa resldewe doe.s not
permit of much choice in the selection of their cigars, SentXree foj: the asking by B. WEISL & CO., Box 2156, N. Y'
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Two Targets with Smith & Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 13yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Groodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at loyds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .33
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Loris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have features which no other

Brearms possess. Ask yQjir dealer to show them to you.

rn 36 New Street, Bevolvera .32 & .88.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

# IINIVERSU UMP.
With Afljtista'ble Attachments.

f' 1 Jt^mj For Sportsmen and Others.

/ . J-^Bi Combineo Head Jack,
j^^^iiiilK^SllJS^g Boat Jack, Fishing; I.amp,^

—

ota"^ Cauip JLamp, Dash Ijamp,
)

Belt i^antern, Hand Lan-

rXOELsToR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp tor Illustrated Catalogue.

IIBERT FEBGUSOH, Office. SSFultgnSt N T.

New Style Tent
FOR GtNOEISTS IHD HUKTERS.

Patented Jan, 13, 1891.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK, Evanston, III.

^ FRAZAR BROS.,
*^ 1 (Successors to Goodale & Ffazak)

JA TAXIDERMISTS
m^tmS^ "^iid Dealers in

mmSuw Glass Eyes and all Tax-
uBBg Idermists' Supplies.

/KKS Minerals, Birds' Eggs and Skins.

^WvS^^L. Send stamp for fuU illustrated cata-
:
Mi'^r-!^ logue. No. 93Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

DECOYS.
Send for price list of the finest decoy ducks in

the world. H. A. STEVEl^S, Manufacturer,
Weedsport, N. Y.

TROUT FOR SALE.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

£GGS AXD FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N, Y.

FERRETS VS. RATSI
First-class ferrets, Sure Pop breed, specially

broken for huntins: rats. For sale by ADOLPH
I8AACSEN, -Sure Pop," 93 Fulton strpet. New
York City. My celebrated handbook, "All About
Ferrets and Bats," second edition, revised and
illustrated, mailed to any address on receipt of 25
cents.

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,
Berkshire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter
Dogs, Collies, Fox Hounds
and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

try. GEO. B. HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

SALMON FISHING.-FIRST CLASS RIVER
for sale, or share in organized club having

valuable rights. Address •' R," this office.

jan32.6t

™ express , , — „—
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.

Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley. Dlxfield, Me., Fish
<mA (*«.m«> Oommtesloner. .T, ft. RICH, Bethel, vte

NESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
bj Peck's Invisible Tubular Ear Cushions. Whia,

pcM heard. SiiccMsfulwbcn stlrcmedieRpjjggDEAF
rail- SoldonljbjF.Hlsco3[,863BV4j,N.Y. Writotorbookofproofsl

AT STUD, - - FEE $40.

PAXTAN6, the '86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch, ri Is puppies are not
excelled by any. He is large size, healthy and a fast

dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfection of the field

trial strain of ingUsh setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. Irwin, Kenffel Manager. CnuiX, VA.

Standard Bred Trotters and Jersey Cattle for sale.

Address A. H. Mooek, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phlla., Pa.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER. ^ .

Champion Bradford Harry, described m
show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
COOMBS, 1 BsobHiige Block. BanKor. Me.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Raby Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY MIXER $25.00
RECKONER $35.00

HILLSIDE KENNELS
LANCASTER. Mass.

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee S35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, .54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

DOGS FOR SALE
If you want to buy a good dog of any kind

write for what you want to

FRANK HOPE,
464 N. 9th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GREAT SALE

The Chestnut Hill Kennels will sell by auction
during the coming New York show about thirty
collies, including some of their best stud dogs and
brood bitches. For catalogue and full particulars
address THE CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS
Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, Pa.

Black and Tan Terriers For Sale.
PUPPIES FROM NOTED SIRES AND DAMS.

Grand companions, ratters and watch dogs.

At Stud, THE SENATOK. Fee «15,

ROOHELLB Kennels, Box 863, New Rochelle.N.Y.

BEING DESIROUS OF REDUCING MY
stock, will sell a fine English setter, 3 years

old and a Sensation pointer 3 years old for $75
each. Will warrant them thoroughly broken,
staunch, good noses, in short, all right every way.
L. R. MORRIS, Byesville, Ohio. jaD29,4t

CONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
setteis. Bench winners. Field workers. At

Stud—Ked River Glencbo, A.K.C.S.B. 11,473

(champ. Glencho ex Lyda Belle), won three Ist

prizes on bench, fine field dog. beget^ large litterp,

strong dark red puppies. Fee $20. R.H. BURR,
Middletown, Conn.

MT. PLEASANT GOEDON KENNELS
still ahead. Blood tells. For Sale—Thor-

oughbred Gordon setters, all ages, containing
blood of Grouse and Tyrus, first prize winners,
Boston, 1890. Address with stamp C. T. BROWN-
ELL, P. O. Box 335, New Bedford. Mass.

GLENDYNE KENNELS.-NO FINER RED
Irish setter stock living. Noted for pure

breeding, bench show and field quality, endur-
ance and intelligence. Dogs in stud, brood bitches
and young stock for sale. MICHAEL FLYNN,
JR., Brjistol, R. I.
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FISH HATGHEBY FOB LAKE ONTABIO,

A BILL for the establishment of a fish hatchery in the

State of New York, near the St. Lawrence River,

has been reported by the Committee on Merchant Marine

and Fisheries to the committee of the whole House, with

a recommodation for its passage provided that the U. S.

Commissioner of Fisheries shall first be satisfied that the

State of New York has taken efficient measures for the

regulation of fishing and the protection of spawning fish

in the waters of northern New York.

A letter communicated to the Senate by Commissioner

McDonald is made a part of the report of the committee.

This letter refers to the extensive drainage area which
would be benefited by the establishment of a hatchery

near the St. Lawrence, to the great decline in the number
of whitefish in Lake Ontario as compared with other lakes

of the same chain, the magnificent results of artificial

propagation of whitefish by the States of Michigan, Ohio

and Wisconsin, the Canadian government, and later by

the U. S. Fish Commission. The Commissioner also

directs attention to the necessity of conducting such work

under Government auspices, because the benefit will be a

public one. The practical extinction of the Atlantic

salmon in Lake Ontario is mentioned, and in this connec-

tion an instructive report by Messrs. Whitcher and Ven-

ning is introduced because of its graphic account of the

former abundance of salmon in Wilmot's Creek, the

deadly means employed for their destruction, and the

consequent extermination of the fish. The Commissioner

states that the same agencies which destroyed the salmon

of Wilmot's Creek have depleted all the salmon streams

of the State of New York draining into Lake Ontario and

the St. Lawrence. Obstructions in the rivers have pre-

vented the salmon from reaching their spawning grounds

and made natural reproduction impossible. ' 'It is entirely

practicable to restore and maintain the whitefish and

salmon fisheries through fisbcultural work, systematically

and persisteixtly pursued," The Conamisaioner goes on

to say that this work must be supplemented by 'concur-

rent regulation of the lake fisheries by the United States

and Canada, and by the enforcement on the part of New
York of legislation providing for the unobstructed ascent

of the salmon to their spawning grounds. He places the

cost of a station, which will be adequate for the purpose,

at $20,000, besides the expense of the site and water priv-

ileges, and estimates for its annual running expense the

sum of $9,000. This hatchery should provide for the de-

velopment of 100,000,000 whitefish eggs and 1,000,000 eggs

of salmon, together with trough accommodation for a

million salmon fry and an extensive system of ponds for

rearing salmon to a size which will insure their safety

from destruction by other fish.

L.n^ GAME FOB STOCKING.

MUCH indignation has been aroused over a reported

attempt by Mr. Austin Corbin of this city to

stock his New Hampshire game preserve with live

deer captured in Maine and Quebec, As it is forbidden

by the statutes of both to capture deer at this season of

the year Mr. Corbin's agents are clearly in the wrong,

and if they persist in their purpose should be punished.

Aside from its bare illegality, however, there is nothing

in the enterprise which appears to warrant the exi3ressed

indignation against it. Mr. Corbin's scheme of estab-

lishing a great game preserve, stocked with buffalo, elk,

deer and other species, is one which commends itself to all

who are interested in American big game. If the laws

of a State where deer abound as thev do in Maine make

no provision for the capture alive of specimens for stock-

ing purposes, the laws are in so far defective'

The same principle applies here that holds with respect

to live quail for stocking. The purpose is laudable; it

should be possible of accomplishment by lawful means.

Maine might very well provide for the capture alive of a

certain specified reasonable number of deer each season,

their taking to be duly supervised by agents under au-

thority of the Game Commissioners. Such transporta-

tion would not appreciably affect the native stock. Sim-

ilar provisions for transplanting quail and prairie chickens

and Chinese pheasants and other game birds, all under

reasonable limitations, might profitably be inserted in

the game laws of States and Territories where the supply

is large. In short, this is a form of public-spirited enter-

prise which should be encouraged.

THE NEW YORK GAWIE BILL.

IN another column are noted several changes which

have been made in the game bill now before the

New York Legislature; among them is one, the import-

ance of which has been urged in these columns, restoring

the original composition of the Board of Fish Commis-

sioners by retaining the present number, five, instead of

three. In addition to the alterations mentioned on page

107 numerous verbal changes have been made which do

not alter the purport of the several sections, but strengthen

the original provisions by the use of more explicit terms.

The codifiers have taken advantage of study of the

printed text to make the measure more definite in

phraseology and more secure in its effect.

As a matter of course comments on the bill have been

mainly in the nature of adverse criticism, for those who
have taken occasion to speak of it have chiefly been those

who have advocated changes. It was not to be expected

that where so many interests are concerned and where

there is such latitude for honest differences of opinion,

any measure would escape criticism. It would be unfor-

tunate, however, if because of these criticisms the public

has failed to appreciate how weU the codification com-

mission has done its work and what an admirable measure

the bill is, in conciseness, clearness and arrangement.

The codifiers have brought order out of chaos; they have

substituted for an inexact, unintelligible and contradic-

tory -'mess" of legislation a succession of sections which

are consistent, readily understood and definite in their

meaning. Whatever may be the dissatisfaction with

different provisions, the codifiers deserve and should

receive generous credit for the work done.

As we have already suggested, the game and fish laws

of numerous other States should be treated in the 8ag?ae

way; and we hope to see the example of New York ex-

tensively followed. To codify means to render intelli-

gible and harmonious; which means to make more effec-

tive; wbiish meaus better game and fish protection.

DEMOBALIZATION IN MAINE.
TTT"E invite careful reading of the communication from
* * Mr. Manly Hardy, relating to the demoralization

which now prevails in Maine with respect to the game
laws. The story told by Mr, Hardy is in brief this, that

visitors from other States have killed game out of^'season

to an outrageous extent; and have enjoyed practical im-

munity in doing so; that the people of Maine, contem-
plating this wanton destruction, have wearied of striving

to save the moose and deer for legitimate use, and have
adopted the plan of killing out of season to satisfy their

wants. This is a startling condition of afiiairs, and one
well deserving immediate and careful consideration, that

if possible the remedy may be provided.

It is quite obvious that the lawlessness of visiting sports-

men furnishes no justification for the course pursued by
the Maine residents. Two wrongs do not make a right.

If men from Boston and New Haven and New York have
killed game out of season and left it to rot, they deserved

punishment; but their failure to receive their desserts

afforded no warrant to others to join in the illicit des-

truction. That some burglars go unpunished does not

justify other thieves, nor do sensible people whose houses

have been robbed adopt the plan of evening up by break-

ing into their neighbors' houses. It was the duty of

Maine citizens cognizant of these outrages to bring their

perpetrators to justice, or failing in that, to provide better

machinery for effective execution of the laws.

All this, we say, is obvious, and must have been thought

of by Mr. Hardy. But after all is said, the condition

—

whether reasonable or unreasonable—remains; and our

correspondent has done a public service by picturing it.

We hope to lay before our readers more facts shedding

light on the case, to present all sides of the question, and
to discuss it thoroughly and impartially, in the trust that

such discussion will help toward preparing the way for a

better state of things.

THE NATIONAL FISH 003IMISSI0N.

IT is a subject of since* satisfaction that the Senate

Committee on Fisheries, after a prolpnged and .ex-

haustive investigation of the affairs of the United States

Fish Commission, has reported that none of the charges

preferred against Commissioner MacDonald have been

sustained. The report concludes with this by no means
uncertain endorsement of the condrict of the affairs of the

Commission:

In view of the great importance to the country of the work of

the Commision, and the urgent necessity for its continuance, we
ask a careful examination of the testimony presented, believing

that it is sufficient to convince all fair-minded persons that there

is no just cause to criticise the policy of the Commission or the

course of the Commissioner in the matter of administering the

affairs of the office, but on the contrary he deserves commenda-

tion for the conscientious manner in which he performed his

Avork.

This is precisely the sort of report expected by those

who knew anything of the National Commission. The

charges preferred against Col. MacDonald and his asso-

ciates bore every evidence of prompting by a combination

of personal enmity and political greed for patronage.

The attack was initiated by discharged employees, it was

carried on by politicians eager to convert the Commission

into a part of the political machine. That the schemers

have been defeated means the continued efficiency of the

Commission. Col. MacDonald is to be congratulated on

having won this vindication and commendation, but

vastly more has the country at large reason for thankful-

ness that the national fisbcultural interests have not

been sacrified to political greed.

The volume of travel to Florida this year is very large,

and the tourist whose baggage includes rod or gun, or

who has a four-footed companion's comfort to look after,

in encountered at every turn. If one may believe the

railroad folders and guides.'game and fish were never in

greater plenty than now. The drum fishing season has

opened well; one native fisherman paddled his dugout to

the wharf at St. Augustine last Friday with a catch of

seven drum as the reward of a day's fishing.

The deaths within a week of one another of Gen. H. H.

Sibley and Col. Thos. A. Picton haVe removed two of the

circle of writers who were best known to a former gen-

eration of readers of sporting literature. Both were con-

tributors to the Spirit of the Times in Frank Forester'.s

day.
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AT THE DEPOT.
'T^HE night express is late, and still prevails

The storm. Far up the frowning mountainside
It rages in its anger, power and pride,

Then, stooping lilje an eagle, fierce assails

The groaning pines and hemlooiis in the vales.

The air is thick with snow, and lav and wide
Resounds aloud the unabating tide

Of storm. Deep in the woods, between the gales.

The yelping foxes scold the hitter night.

While I my wrapping furs the more enjoy,

And pace the sheltered platform, as a boy

G-oes forth to hail the winter with delight.

But harls! Now clicks the key, and through the gloom
Breaks the fierce headlight like the day of doom!

S. Nelson McAdoo.

HENRY HASTINGS SIBLEY.

BY CHARLES LANMAN.

[From the forthcoming revised edition of "Haphazard
Personalities."!

''f^HE name of Sibley has been familiar to me ever since
X I was a boy of ten years, when I first met Henry H.
Sibley at the house of his noted father Solomon Sibley, in

the city of Deti'oit. About twelve years afterward, when
he visited New York for the purpose of purchasing Indian
goods, of the noted firm of Suydam, Jackson & Co., I not
only gave him the prices and boxed up the goods, but re-

member to have marked them for a region that seemed to
me at the time on the other side of the world.
And then again, in 1845, when spending "a simimer in

the wilderness" of the upper Mississippi, I found my
Detroit friend in a log cabin at the mouth of the St, Peters
River, performing the duties of an Indian trader. Not
only did we have some pleasant talks about dear old

Michigan and our many Wolverine friends, but he took
me to see the Falls of Mimiehaha and St. Anthony, also

furnished me with a horse and an Indian guide to take
me to Crow Wing, further up the Iilississippi. I also pur-
chased of him, at the time, a Mackinaw blanket, large,

blue and fine in texture, for use in my prospective camp
life—^probably one of the specimens I had packed up for
him in Pearl street, New York, and which, though
now changed by the dyer to a bright crimson, I have
often utilized in later years for the sake of the old times.
After another turn of the wheel of fortune, when Mr.

Sibley was seated in the National Congress as a delegate
from Minnesota, it become necessary for me to "take his

life" for my Dictionary of Congress: and as he is at this

present writing a remarkably healthy old man, I am re-

minded of a bit of advice, which he gave me inW ashing-
ton, to the effect that tbe drinking of a glass of water
every morning immediately after leaving one's bed was
a very beneficial habit.

The career of Mr. Sibley as a Western pioneer is in
keeping with the progress and present condition of the
extensive and splendid region of our country, with which
his name will ever be honorably identified. He was
born in Detroit in 1811, and after receiving a good educa-
tion became fixed with a desire to live and labor in the
wilderness, and it was not Wtig before he joined the
American Fur Company and was assigned to duty at the
Sault St. Mawe and at Mackinaw, Having made liis

mark by his abilities, the managers of the company de-
cided to send him to look after their affairs on the Mis-
sissippi River. His fiii-et stopping place was at Prairie du
Cbien in 1834, between which place and his Ultima Thule,
at the mouth of the St. Peters, the distance was 300 miles,
with only one log cabin to break the monotony, and over
which he traveled on horseback with an Indian guide.
After spending some ten years in doing what he could
for the fur company he was compelled by circumstances
to turn his attention to matters more closely allied to

civilization than the purchasing of furs. As the immi-
grants tumbled into the new Territory of Minnesota Mr.
Sibley was elected its first delegate to Congress, and then
when the State Government was organized he was
elected its first Governor; he also served as a Brigadier
General in the war for the Union, and in 1863 com-
manded the forces which succeeded in suppressing the
noted outbi'eak among the Sioux Indians. At a banquet
which was given to the General and ex-Governor in 1884
the leading speaker, C. K. Davis, summarized his career
in the following words:
"From the beginning in all that was intended for our

Avell being, for the cause of education, for public morals,
for social benefit, for our municipal advancement, for
our chamber of commerce, for our railroad system and
for private benefactions, in all acts which demanded in-

tegrity, benevolence, business talent and tact and nerve;
in all these he hjis been a leader and an originator. Such
debts can never be paid by aught excepting our abound-
ing and inadequate gratitude."'

That a man of noble physique and indomitable energy,
like General Sibley, should have had a fondness for the
sports of the field, forest and prairie, was quite natural.
Because of his reputation as a sportsman he has long
been known in the West as "Hal a Dacotah," and certain
published recollections from his pen, entitled "Hunting
on the Western Prairies" and "Buifalo Hunting," are
full of information and highly interesting. He was a
devotee of field sports from his boyhood, and it was this
mania which induced him to cast his lot on the frontiers
of civilization. While hunting for the buffalo and other
wild animals he had many narrow escapes from injuries
and death, and yet the greatest danger to ' which he was
ever exposed came from the assault of a favorite deer-
hound, one of a pack to which he was devotedly attached.

Several Indians on one occasion, to use the language of
a friend, had dropjaed into his office to ask counsel of the
pale face warrior, whom they regarded with awe and
veneration, when the savage dog evinced a desire to
attack the intruders. In attempting to quiet the brute,
Gen. Sibley awakened the latent tiger-like nature of the
hound, and with the i^remonitory symptoms only of a
low growl and fiery flash of the eyes, he sprang at his
master. The assembled "braves" fled precipitately, and
left the owner to subdue the hound or become a victim to

his ferocity as the case might be. Grasping a long iron
poker, which he kept conveniently near to be used in case
of emergency, Mr, Sibley struck the dog a heavy blow

across the shoulders, but instead of disabling the hound,
he succeeded merely in still further exasperating his dan-
gerous antagonist. Deterbiined to conquer at all hazards,
he seized a heavy oaken chair, which fortuna.tely was of

the most substantial kind, and as the maddened beast pre-

pared to spring, dealt him a terrific blow, following up
his slight advantage and striking as fast and forcibly as
circumstances would permit. For some time the com-
bat continued, with the utmost fury on one side and
deliberate courage and coolness on the other, until the
hound, utterly subjugated, retreated to a corner, and his

owner advanced and patted him on the head in token of
reconciliation. An instant of fear or hesitation would
doubtless have resulted in the terrible laceration if not
death of the owner. Mr. Sibley ever regarded this as
one of the narrowest escapes of his life, and when the
conflict was over could but marvel at his own daring in
assailing a beast scarcely inferior to the panther in

strength and courage. The stout oaken chair was shat-

tered in the savage fight, attesting the desperate nature
of the conflict. Not long after he had another encounter
in the same manner and place, and demolished another
of the oaken chairs, but this was the last difiiculty he
experienced with the hound, who was ever after com-
pletely at his master's command.
The long-continued and intimate intercourse that Gen.

Sibley had with the Sioux and Chippewa Indians gave
him an influence with them which was almost unex-
ampled. He always treated them with respect, but never
yielded to their wldms, and it was undoubtedly true that
his first conflict with a Sioux hunter had an important
influence in securing the respect of the Indians. The
incident occurred soon after Mr. Sibley had reached the
wilderness, and was to this effect: He was out upon a
duck shooting expedition, and having killed not less than
eight birds out of a passing flock with his doublebarreled
gun, he was suddenly startled by the report of another
gun in his vicinity, when a stalwart Indian came out of

his ambush and proceeded to pick up the game the white
man had killed. Mr. Sibley said nothing, b^^t approached
the Indian, coolly took all the birds as his property, and
left the Indian to his own contemplations. He nursed
his vn-ath to keep it warm . and was wont in after years
to relate the incident to his people, but was careful never
to cross the path of the duck hunting white man.
During the forty-three years that have passed away

since General Sibley entertained me in his cabin in the
shadow of Fort Snelling, the great domain with which he
has been so honorably identified has had a truly marvel-
lous career. The spot where he traded with the Indians,

together with the neighboring post of St, Peter, now con-
tain not less than 300,000 inhabitants, and the States of

Minnesota and Wisconsin are to-day perfect paragons of

cultivated beauty and the homes of unexampled prosper-
ity and intellectual contentment and peace. And as

General Sibley was the man who built the first stone
residence on the banks of the upper Mississippi it seems
to be the most natural result that, at this present writing,
the people of Minnesota should be planning for the erec-

tion of a marble monument, in a prominent locality, as a
tribute of their regard for the most eminent pioneer of

then- Commonwealth.

P. S.—General Sibley died at his home in Minnesota in

Febr\iary, 1891, and the press commemorated his long and
useful life with earnest and loving testimonials.

THE CHARMS OF INDIAN RIVER.

ROCK LEDGE, Fla., Feb. d.—Editor Forest and
Strewn: No one has seen Florida who has not

visited the Indian River; and Rock Ledge is the gateway
to the whole region. Here come the toui-ists, the sports-

men and the health seeker, and all find themselves satis-

fied and well rewarded. The orange appears here to have
found its home, undisturbed by enemies, either of climate
or of the insect world, and ofPers the grower a sure and
abundant return. The pineapple is aheady yielding
fabulous profits to those who have gone into its culture.

Along the ridge known as Rock Ledge, the hammock
densely wooded with oak and the tall palmetto runs close

to the water edge, where the wayfarer can sit in tbe cool

shade at all hours of the day, or can stroll for miles along
the trail, which follows the indented line of the shore.

This old Indian trail, now a beautiful path, has without
doubt been a highway for many generations of red men,
and before them of the Mound Builders, whose remains
are scattered all along the river. New vistas appear at

every turn, while from behind the cottages appear the
groves heavily laden with the golden fruit. On the broad
bosom of the river appear all sorts of craft, steam and
naphtha and sail, while the number of steamers plying the

whole leiigth of the river proclaim the fact that here at

least they are still unvexed by railroad competition.
So fai-' as the tourist and the sportsman are concerned

there need be no hurry for the railway. If you look
toward the other shore the reports of guns tell of the
sportsman's success among the ducks which swarm along
the river. The venison upon the table, with an occasional
steak of manatee, with the showing of a panther skin
seven feet long attest the supply of game in abundance.
Those who desire to shoot ducks go over to the Banana
River, where good shooting is assured.

An example of the intelligence of water fowl is shown
at Titusville, where for several years the shooting of

ducks has been prohibited on the river along the city's

front, and where, as evening comes on, thousands of

ducks come swimming in toward their sleeping place,

until the water for many rods from the shore is literally

black with them. Rock Ledge must shortly pursue a
similar plan and protect all water fowl in front, as the
birds add greatly to the attractions for visitors, who do
not care for shooting them, but who like to watch their

graceful movements.
Indeed, Florida must at once proceed to the enactment

of proper laws if the game of the State is to be protected
from extinction. There are so many who call themselves
sportsmen, who kill for the sake of 'killing without care
or thought of the future, that it will be but a few years
before the wonderful abundance of game in Florida will

be a thing of the past.

It is devoutly to be hoped that the coming session of

the Legislature of Florida will enact proper laws for the
Ijrotection of game and the prohibition at aU seasons of

the killing of bu-ds of plumage and song. Even now
there are long stretches of the Indian River from which
the heron and egret liave fled and are seen no more,

To those who are expecting to visit this region, the
jresent hotel accommodations, which are of the best, add
argely to the delightfulness of the sojourn. Rock Ledge
now offers ample entertainment for all comers. The
Hotel Indian River is delightfully situated a httle way
from the bi-ink of the river with a grove of tall oaks and
palmettos in front and a small fleet of all sorts of boats
from a canoe to a schooner, giving ample opportunity for

all sorts of recreation on the water, while an orange
grove of forty acres affords the tourist the opportunity to

study the deUcious fruit at its very best, D. W. W.

A THANKSGIVING CLIMB.
EVERYONE was going to the lake for a Thanksgiving

shoot. Canvasbacks, mallards and teal were just
waiting to be filled wMi lead, so reports ran, and there
was no reason why I should not enjoy myself. But I had
been there before, many a time, and experience taught
that, should the day be clear the ducks would rest com-
placently in the sedges a mile or two from the shore, and
should it be cloudy and the waves choppy the five miles
of sportsmen that lay along the marshy brink would have
all the fun they desired without any assistance. Hence
I took to the mountains and hence this yarn.

It was 9 o'clock when we set out, a clear, sharp, bracing
moi'ning. Over the summits of that mighty range, that
stands, a fortress, between the great inland basin and the
rolling prairies, a faint suspicion of the dawn came steal-

ing, and through those yawning chasms, rent by up-
heavals and worn by the glaciers and torrents of mil-
leniums, the breath of winter came sweeping down upon
the sleeping valley. From the light, the warmth, the
comfort, we went facing both the winter and the dawn.
There were three of us, T., the banker, C. , the la wyer,
and myself. T, was sure that we would run across a bear.
He carried a large navy revolver. C. had heard that
there were eight deer near the forks of the caiion. His
weapon was an old Winchester. I pinned my faith to
willow grouse and fool hens, so it is needless to relate

what I carried for self defense.

A walk of two miles brought us to the mouth of Slate

canon. We turned. Below lay the city, the faint white
smoke lazily crawling from a few chimneys; beyond a
pale haze overhung Utah Lake, and fainter yet across the
water the purple hills that fringe the great desert caught
on their upmost battlements light lances from the rising

sun. And then we went into the darkness. The massive
walls closed behind us. We were alone with Nature.
Oh, these canons of the Rockies—eternal, yet ever new,

ever marvelous! I love them and I dread them. There
is a time in June when their rugged sides are veiled in

blue and yellow, white and green; when the wind sings

softly among the nodding wild flowers; when the fierce

torrent has dwindled to a babbling brook and the buzzing
of the bees mingles with the notes of the birds. Then
they are lovely. And in mid summer, when the wlrite

coats of the sheep glisten like pearls amid the upland
emerald, when the pipe and the horn awaken the slumber-
ing echoes, they are beautiful. And again, beneath soft

Indian-summer skies, when every shrub and tree flaunts

the oriflamme of war, they are sublime. But in winter
they are awful. The trembling vine has fallen from the
bare, black rock. The leaves are driven down upon the
plain. There is not song of bird, nor hum of bee, and the
unchecked wind, glancing from clifE to crag, shrieks with
the death wail of the Valkyries. Naked and somber the
massive walls rise thousands of feet on either side, and
the light that shines above, yet never reaches those dark,

cold depths, is but a ray of hope eternally eluding the up-
looking spiiits of the lost.

As we walked up the cailon we saw ablaze just ahead,
and on reaching the spot found a surveyor making a
mineral location. Silver is supposed to be silver since

the last session of Congress, and an impetus has been
given to prospecting all over this Territory and Colorado,

By the fire we took our first rest, and as I filledmy pipe the

surveyor remarked:
"Y'ou had better put that up, for you'U need all your

breath before you reach the top." As he was rapidly

emptying a sack of Durham, I did not follow his advice,

though within an hour I found that smoking and walking
could not be indulged in at the same time and at such an
altitude. Higher we climbed, the surveyor with us, and
all along the way were the posts of claims where many a
man had sunk his all, and posts of other claims where
men hope yet to make great fortuaes. At length the sur-

veyor turned back, telling us that we were about 3,000ft.

above the town and that we must climb 4,000ft, more
before we could reach the peak that was our goal. Still

no sun and still no game. Along the narrow trail, over

sharp rocks and huge boulders, we went in Indian file.

Tom was ahead, and as he stepped into a little level spot,

bush-covered and warmed by the rays that stole down
through a cross canon, he pulled his revolver and fired. It

took about five seconds to get the shells into my gun, and as

Istepped up the word "laheasants" fell upon my ear. Now
I had supposed the pheasants of this part of the Wasatch
to be the Pedioccetes, but as no fiight followed the report

of the revolver I knew I had met something else in the

bird line. I could hear them running amid the thicket in

the dry leaves, and the way they hid themselves was a

caution. Only one luckless wight was slow and heedless

of the danger. He lifted his head from behind a shelter-

ing log, and as 1 saw the ruff upon his neck I thought
that I had met with my old friends that I first saw upon
the Orange Mountain, before that beautiful range of hills

was covered with the stately mansions and villas that I

am told ai-e there to-day. But the browner color pro-

claimed this ruft'edgrousetobeof the variety iimbelloides,

and in spite of his name and of old associations I dropped
him, T, drew him while I hunted in vain for the re-

mainder of the bevy.
The delay brought to our party two boys who had fol-

lowed us all the way from town. One carried a 10-bore

and his shells were loaded with buckshot. The other had

a new rifle which he kept in his case, and had a deer

jumped within 10yds. of him it would have been out of

sight before he could get his traps unlimbered. A mile

more was without incident. We were amid the huge
aspens, and mountain mahogany and laurel were abund-

ant. At length we reached a snowbank and at its base a

little spring. Here we flushed more young grouse, and
the bii-ds started off on a half walk and a half fly, after

the style of a wild turkey. All blazed away, though I

had the only luck in scoring a dead bird. Stopping a

while to examine the mineral formation, I heard the
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crack of firearms juat ahead, and running up found the
rifle and the revolver getting in their work on another
bunch of grouse, and live victims were added to the bag.
Half-past 10 brouglit us to the forks, and, to our sorrow,
we took the right hand branch. For half an hour we had
walked, half skated up the bed of a frozen brook, and
there our progress was stopped by an ice cascade a hun-
dred feet in height. We were in a veritable cnl cfe sac,

and it was hard to get out, for the ground was frozen and
it was almost impossible to obtain a foothold. But by
patient continuance in well doing and by passing up our
effects from one to another, we reached the summit of a
little ridge, and from that point had easy traveling for a
few hundred yards to the edge of the snow line, where we
halted for lunch. While we wore resting C. brought a
porcupine out of a pine tree, and was as proud of his
exploit as though he had killed a silvertip. It was now
an easy matter to reach the top of the main divide, where
oiu' two uninvited comrades left us and went down Hob-
ble Creek in search of deer.
My game pockets being heavily loaded I lagged behind

the rest of the party, and just as T. passed over the crest
I hea,rd seven shots fired in rapid succession. He surely
has his long-coveted bear. But no, down the hill comes
a porcupine as large as a hog. I salute it with both
barrels, and it stops just long enough to scratch its smart-
ing hindquarters on the rocks and then down hill again,
T. after it loading as he ran. Two more shots and then his
shout of triumph, at which I sat down to enjoy the mag-
nificent prospect while he once more made the weary
climb. He reported that there were five bullet holes and
numerous shot marks on the breast, that its lower jaw
was shot off and that its entraUs were dragging, and yet
the cripple kept on until a close shot between the eyes
settled the business.
We were on the divide, but the peak was yet hundreds

of feet above us. We had a warm climb up the south
side, and I had to stop for breath every fifty paces. Near
the top I noticed a side canon with its precipitous sides
covered with spruces, and telling C. that it was just the
place for pine hens, we went to the brink and were on a
level with the tops of the trees. Two birds flew just
before us, and soon C, blazed away at an old stayer. He
missed it, but the report raised a tremendous tumult. It

seemed as though every tree had been alive, and the birds
now sought safety on the further side of the cafion. I

managed to drop one, and it rolled down hill, leaving me
nothing but feathers and the blood stains on the snow.
It would have been an hour's work to have got it, so, for
aught I know, it is rolling still. But those birds were not
spruce grouse, they were the genuine Centrocercns—the
sage hen—that, leaving natural diet, had come to the
mountain tops for a Thanksgiving dinner.

It was not comfortable to stand in knee-deep snow and
shoot at birds that would be lost as certain as they were
hit, so a last effort brought us to the crest. Such a pros-
pect I have never beheld in the length and breadth of the
land. We were 6,000ft. above the city at om- feet, and
11,000ft. above the sea level, Below lay Provo, and as
train after train passed by they seemed like toys, and the
houses were toys, and the great farms were checker-board
squares. And beyond the town, it seemed within rifle

shot, Utah Lake stretched up and down the valley for
forty mUes. We saw Lehi, American Fork, Provo,
Springville, Payson, Benjamin, the smoke of the great
Tintic mining camp, and scores of little settlements.
Northward we looked into the valley of the Great Salt
Lake. Westward, over Utah Lake and its further hills
we saw the peaks of Nevada. To the far east the moun-
tains of Colorado serrated the horizon and, thirty-five
miles to the south, Nebo, monarch of Utah, raised its

white and lordly head to a height of 13,600ft., while at
its western foot nestled the fertile Juab valley. Such a
glorious panorama would have repaid days instead of
hours of toil. But we had to leave, it was already 2:15
and the descent was a difficult matter. It took six hours
to get down those four miles, and it was about as trying
a trip as it has been my luck to experience. Just before
reaching the spruce trees I met with a fall that made me
useless save as a bearer of the spoils. So C. took the gun,
T. the rifle, and I brought up the rear. Some hunters
had fired a clump of dead pines about 200ft. below the
summit. There we took a second lunch, and for an hour
we had splendid shooting. T. managed to bring down
two hens with one shot from the rifle, and while C. was
not an expert, he secured q\iite a bag'. One old hen
seemed to bear a charmed fife. T. saw her in the top of
a dead tree about 50yds. away. A rifle shot failed to
disturb her. Then the revolver was used, and while the
seven balls cut the limbs all about her she was stni un-
touched. C. now came up, and though I advised him to
get nearer, knowing that his shells were loaded with No.
9 shot, he blazed away at the same distance. The feathers
flew and the bird flew, too, and that ended our sport. By
the way, all the birds were drawn as soon as shot, and
hence when eaten they had neither a sage nor a resinous
flavor.

Dark found us at the head of a little caiion whose bed
in spring is a torrent, and for three hours we felt our way
down. Below^ we could see the flash of guns at the edge
of the lake and long after the report came faintly up
between the hills. At length it was over, and we reached
a farm house, a well and a road, and at 8:30 we sat down
to om- dinner. For a couple of days three cripples limped
about the streets of Provo, and when asked what w^as the
matter, a point to the summit was a suflicient answer.
That was ten days ago. The snow that then was high

up has come down and the mountains are white to their
feet. Winter is here, not the harsh. Eastern winter, but
it is winter just the same. I cannot endure it, so to-mor-
row I saddle my pony and start southward for the canon
of the Southern Colorado, for the valleys of the Virgin
and of the Santa Clara, to that land

—

"Where falls not rain, nor hail.

Nor any snow; but it lies

Deep-meadowed, happy, fair

With orchard, lawn and bowery hollow.
Crowned by the summer sea."

pftovo, Utah. Shoshone.

Mk. Edgak Smth, of Maine, who was hurt on a horse
railroad in Boston last December, has been discharged
from the hospital after six weeks' confinement there, and
has gone home. He is at the present time on crutches
and not very lively, but we are glad to know that he will
be able to superintend his fishing camps at Round
Mountain Lake the coming season.'—M. (Boston, Feb, 23).

IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
XrV.—THE EETITBN TO NICATOWIS.

MONDAY again there was thick fog although we were
up at sum-ise, hoping to be off before the weatlier

could remember what day of the week it was and make
up its mind to rain. All our Sundays were pleasant, but
on other days we had to take our chances.
When finally we did lea,ve our island and head up

Penobscot Brook it was with no little difficulty that we
were able to keep the channel, for the water had risen
until it stood within 2 or Sin. of the tips of the moose-ear
leaves and was so spread out among side channels and
logans that it was almost impossible to follow the wind-
ing thoroughfare or to find the carry if we strayed from
the stream.
The carry was exceedingly wet, so that, if the descrip-

tion of it had been left till our return, it must have re-
ceived even a worse name than has been given it. Father
engineered a side track past the wettest place, where, by
the aid of the settino;-pole and by stepping just as I wa*B
directed, I managed not to overtop my rubber boots:
otherwise it might have been called wading, or it might
have been called swimming.
The food question was as perplexing as ever. We had

with us only part of a meal of broiled pickerel and we
knew Gassobeeis would be too high for either trout fish-
ing or duck shooting. But on the way across the carry
Father came upon a flock of spruce partridges. We do
not count these as game, we do not usually even throw
stones to scare them; above all would we disapprove of
shooting such a foolish bird with anything but a rifle,
cutting its neck off in the good old-fashioned way. But
in the present instance the rifle was far ahead, the shot-
gun handy and it was a question of dinner, Father ran
back with the gun and soon, with more of the feeling
commonly known as "resignation" than I had previously
felt on the trip, I listened to the well-known bang, bang,
bang of the old gun, for spruce partridges are commonly
accounted as fit only for sable bait, and never before had
we been brought so low.
We were two hours and a half crossing the carry with

only two loads apiece, and before we got over the sun,
which had been strugghng with mists and clouds, came
out. Gassobeeis was at least a foot higher than when we
had left it. We followed the right shore closely, hoping
to see a birch partridge which we could exchange for one
of our spruce grouse, until it became necessai-y to turn,
in order to keep a straight course through the narrows
toward the outlet. The canoe had just been pointed out
when Father and Jot, almost at the same instant, sighted
a deer swimming quietly from the right to the left shore
of the narrows.

It was a lovely chase. The deer was on the base of a
right triangle; we, with about four times as far to go, on
the hypothenuse. If the deer was not alarmed, we could
gain ; if frightened at us, we must lose ground which wo
could never recover, for the deer wotild get ashore before
we were within rifle shot. What little breeze there was
drew toward us; on the other hand, we were heavily
loaded. The men sprang to their paddles without a
wwd—no excitement, no haste, no great exertions; yet
the canoe sped forward under the quick, clean strokes.
The deer, .too, swam well, but not very rapidly, and did
not appear to see us, or seeing, not to notice us, until,
when quite near the shore, yet too far off for a shot from
a canoe, we saw the head turn toward us on the water
and gaze curiously at us. The canoe was turned bows on,
the paddling almost ceased. The deer began to swim
again more rapidly. It was not far to the shore now.
On the moment up sprang the men, off came the coats,
and then there was pulling indeed. This rush was the
crisis. The water boiled behind the paddles, the canoe
leaped with great bounds; loaded as she was, she flew
through, the water. The deer, too, was swimmhig fast,
with a few strokes would have touched bottom, and then,
with two bounds, a shake of a wet hide and a flirt of a
white tail, would have cleared the bushes on the shore,
safe from pursuit: but the onrush of the canoe was so
sudden, the light shirt sleeves of the men and their unex-
pected rising so startling, the chase so hot, that the fugi-
tive turned and began to swim away from the shore.
The canoe shot inshore, lost head%vay, struck hard on a
sunken rock. The deer was swimming with great leaps,
shoulders out at every stroke—ten rods, eleven, twelve; it

was the deer's turn now. The instant we struck Father
sprang to his feet with his rifle. There were two sharp
echoes from the hills, and our deer chase was over; but
we were sorry that we had taken the poor, silly, useless,
little lives of the spruce partridges.
That afternoon as we stayed at Gassobeeis, we could

hear the wind howling above the trees, and we knew that
there was a zephyr blowing on Nicatowis. It was better
to be where we were. We picked some berries, hunted
out our hidden stores, and were pleased to find them in
very good condition—except our best hats, which, having
been left in the dark so long, now appeared in a new
light. Father's straw decorated with a multitude of rosy
spots, and my black felt adorned with a full coat of green
mould. Father left his at Pistol Green later, but I had
to wear mine down on the cars—^it was that, or a faded
red felt, or a Tam O'Shanter that had seen so much of the
world that the button was all worn ofl' the top.
Toward night we heard again that mysterious sound,

which rose from the earth and vanished—we knew not
whence coming nor whither going; and again in the
morning it went abroad, More than anything else I ever
heard, it possessed me with a sense of indefiniteness and
mystery. No animal crying in the night, no melancholy
bird could have touched a chord that sympathized so
nearly with that primitive feeling which gives rise to
superstition; their voices might be unfamiliar or um-ecog-
nized, but there is not one among them, bird or beast,
with which I am not intimately familiar, which I have
not handled in the body or seen in life, and toward them
I can bear no deeper feeling than curiosity. None of the
noises of the woods could have made the same impression;
for I could account for them. It was none of the sounds
made by men in then- ordinary woods' vocations. Because
it was unaccountable it gave an un-kin feeling, such as
one might have toward a creatm-e without a soul, for it

seemed to dwell in a region apart by itself, away from the
realities of the woods, unless the gnomes are real and
make such noises in their burrowings. But what kept me
from doubting my own senses was that we heard it with
such regularity, morning, noon and at nightfall.

Our Btay at Gaaaobeeis was entirely uneventful. We

did not see even a duck. When we went down Gasso-
beeis Stream we noticed the change of color that had
taken place. The bog- showed more bronze than for-
merly; the withe-rod berries ( Viburnu/m dentatum) hung
in blue bunches; the wild raisins ( I'ihirnDim. imdvm) were
a soft purple; the .black alder berries glowed vermilion,
and the scattering swamp maples were deeply dyed "all
in a robe of darkest grain." We ran all the dams and the
quick water below the last without having to get out and
without striking on the recks, which much sm'prised
Father, who had never seen so much water on Gassobeeis
Stream. The stream is gradually growing up to weeds
and bullrushes and needs to have another drive of logs
run down it to clear the channel , else in a few years canoe-
ing on it will become very diificult.

When we reached Nicatowis there was a strong wind
blowing. We worked along the left shore to Page's camp,
took dinner there, and in the afternoon crossed the carry
to the Upper Sabao, about thirty minutes' walk on a
road that m ordinary years would be excellent and even
in this Avas very good. So far as we could see it from the
end of the carry, Sabao is a beautiful lake. Had the
weather been better for the week or two past, we should
have carried across and gone down this and the next two
or three lakes.

When we got to Page's camp where we had left our
canoe we thought it was blowing too hard to put out. So,
not wishing to camp on the chips about an old lumber
camp, we Avaited for the wind to subside; for we had seen
in the morning, when we came out of the mouth of Gasso-
beeis Stream, an ideal camp-ground—an opening on the
left shore, under tall trees, on greensward as we thought,
with a white beach in frorit, which our imaginations and
the sunlight together made of sand. It was an altogether
delightful spot.

We waited patiently for our opportunity. The wind
lulled at last and we pushed off. A little way out and we
wished we had not started. Westward everything grew
black. Passadumkeag Mountain was shut off from view
by an inky cloud, and the same black curtain overhung
the sky. The lake was ebony and ivoj-y under the shadow
of the approaching squall, every wave-crest gleaming pre-
ternaturally white. If that squall struck us the Lady
Emma would leave her bones on the rocks; or if we were
borne back into Coombs Brook, there would be the rain.
We pulled—for the shore and oiu" del ightful camp gi'ound

.

It was not far: we reached the shore, tumbled our load
out on the beach—it was gravel instead of sand—tossed
it up over the bank, and in less time than it takes to tell

it, had all snug and the tent laid over it, weighted down
wnth heavy rocks. But think of our disappointment; in-
stead of the beautiful grove we had seen under the morn-
ing sunlight, was an old hemlock-bark peeling and land-
ing, cut up by roads, a side hill at that, bo full of stones
that it couldn't be much fuller, while the tall trees,
weakened by the removal of so many of their neighbors,
often dead themselves, made refuge under them impossi-
ble. It began to patter great drops. For lack of any
better shelter we all sat down under the side of a bark
pile to await the result with fortitude. We waited and
it did not come; it even ceased to patter. When we
looked out the squall was going round us. Well, we were
there, and it was useless to pack up again on uncer-
tainties. So we at last found a place where, by consider-
able digging, enough stones were removed to bring a
little of the origii\al ground to the surface, built a fire

near the foot of a dead stump, made a great bed of hem-
lock boughs, and we had a camping good enough for our
not over-tender consciences to praise considerably. It
was snug and cosy among the hemlocks, and we felt so
rich with the addition of the rubber bagj proAnsion box,
and all the other articles, which we had left at Gassobesis
during our st^iy at Machias, that we would not have
envied a billionaire his gold shoes and gold umbrella.
Where else but in the woods can one so easily rise to, so
long maintain, that high, heroic temper of Henrj^ before
Agincourt, who in night and weakness and adverse cir-
cumstances "would not wish himself anywhere but
where he was." Where else can one repeat with fuUer
meaning the prayer of Agur: "Eemove me far from
vanity and lies; give me neither poverty nor riches; feed
me with food convenient for me,"

XV.—A NICATOWIS ZEPUYB.
A looji cried in the night, not his halloo but his hoarse

hinc, hau\ aji.d we knew that we should have wind. We
intended to get up early and be off before it rose; but
when Ave turned out in the morning the wind had evi-
dently been up all night. It calmed later and we hurried
off]. We did not stop to make haste slowly, but did the
best Ave were able to reach the long point that forms part
of the Nicatowis Upper Narrows. Half-way across and
it sprang up again. It was not a tempestuous wind, it

did not raise a sea, but it "pressed down upon the deep,"
as Virgil says, and when it Avas heaviest our two good
paddlers had all they wanted to do to hold their own.
But a wind never is continuous in its force, and in the
lulls we gained.

I notice that poor paddlers pull a. drawing stroke,
reaching forward too far and bringing the work entirely
on the muscles of the arms, straining the stomach if they
Avork hard, which they seldom do. Those Avho sit in
chairs do the same. But wa tch a man who is ' strong on
the paddle," and you will see that he does not reach very
far forward nor exert himself until he has brought the
blade back nearly opposite himself; then he throws him-
self upon it, pulls witli the hand that is lowermost, and
pushes with the other until the strong maple bends be-
neath him. He txaes his whole body, and Avhen paddling
hard, springs from his knees. To learn to paddle well
one must either sit up on the thwart or paddle Indian
fashion on one's knees, though few white men learn to
do the latter. It costs too many hours of bitter pain of
cramp and numbness. For the low canoe chairs so much
in vogue I see no use. If the bowman Avishes to paddle,
shoot, or fish, he Avants greater freedom of movement
than can be had in a chair 6in. high with a tall back to
interfere Avith his elbows, and for passenger's place in
the second band there is nothing so luxurioiis as a seat
made of the blankets folded fiat and square inside the
rubber sheets, with a cushioned back made by drawing
down in front of the middle bar one end of the tent
Avhich is usually spread out over the load to protect it
from water.
That was a day. By bard work we got in under the

high sandbank on the upper side of the point, and drew
up the canoe, waiting to see what the weather would be.
At times it almost blew our hats off: thea we would talk
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of Tenturing out; the sun was shining, and yet half a
dozen times a scud of cloud was driven over us and it

spit rain. We picked berries and waited, waited and
picked berries, until finally, when it had become evident
to our unwilling minds that no canoe could cross Nica-
towis on that day, we reembarked and worked our way
back to the Short Carry, keeping close under the shore to
prevent being blown off.

The Short Carry is not a necessity, but a great conve-
nience; it is, tlieretore, more welcome than the long car-
ries which we cannot avoid when not inclined to burden
bearing. It crosses the neck of the long point which
forms part of Mcatowis Upper Narrows, Tbis point is

like the Irishman's barn, which was "a thousand feet
long and one foot wide," and it swings out into the lake
full two miles, like a toll gate across the straight water
route to G^ssobeeis, Usually it is easier to paddle around
the end of it than it is to ca,rry the load across the narrow
neck, with the extra trouble of unloaduig and reloading:
but in windy weather the Short Carry, so called to dis-

tinguish it from the Long Carry past Nicatowis Falls, is a
great convenience.

It was sunny and quite comfortable on the upper end
of the carry—one might think the halcyon brooded there
to make such a calm; and only forty rods away, at the
other end, the wind was blowing and howling as if a
legion of evil spirits were after it. Unfortunately we
could not camp on the comfortable end, it was so rocky;
and Providence seemed to think us old enough sheep to

take care of ourselves, for it made no effort to temper
the wind at the other. But we were glad lo be delivered
from fear of falling trees; here were only second-growth
birches and poplars which no tempest could uproot.
Though we searched the woods for several rods on both
sides of the carry, the only camping place we could get
was a small spot in the middle of the carry near a poplar
tree engraved with initials and the significant word
*'Windbound," showing that others also had been im-
prisoned here without being confined. Even this best
place of all was so rocky that we could not pitch our tent
with the usual upright fork for a front pole, instead of
which we wero obhged to use two forks braced against
the ridge pole fi'om either side. It rained a few times
while we were getting our tent pitched and our luggage
under shelter, and then the draft across the carry caused
an eddy round the corner of the tent and drew the smoke
into our eyes so that it was unbearable: it was a poplar
fire, too—add to previous notes that, for pungency, the
smoke of a poplar fire, what little there is of it, will out-
rank everything else except the smoke of cedar bark.
We easily remedied this fault of the fire by making a

wind sci-een of green trees which diverted the smoke; we
chinked the cracks under the canvas with boughs; we dug
the superfluous stones out of our bed; and then I jiicked
and laid a great bed of hemlock and cedar boughs, deep
and fine, such a work of art that it consumed the better
pai't of two hours in the making; for, being permitted to
make the beds in ordinary weather, the family sometimes
enjoys sybaritic luxury in its cubicular arrangements.

It still blew, and thewind increased rather than abated.
If the best canoeman in the counti'y, in the best canoe,
could have come across from Darling's shore to ours, it

would have been as much by his good fortune as by his
skill. We were snug and comfortable and, in the main,
contented to be where we were; for if any one became a
little restless in camp, he straightway regained his delight
in the land by going to the end of the caiTy and looking
out upon the angry lake,- across which, as Jot said, the
wind was "blowing enough to bang the apostles."

Fannie Pearson Hardy.

FACTS FROM THE NORTH WOODS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I send you the following facts for the benefit of
those of your readers who may be interested in the wel-
fare of our woods and the proposed scheme for a State
park, for which there seems to be the most imminent
necessity.

It was my good fortune last summer to accompany my
friend the State Forester on a round trip of some 150 miles
by trail, our object being to form as clear an idea as pos-
sible of the lumbering and condition of the country within
the proposed tract, it being that portion of the Adirondack
wilderness lying within nearly a dozen townshi]D3 and
containing the source and principal water sheds of the
Hudson Paver, besides the Ausable Region and that tract
known as the Cold River Country.
Our route lay from Keene Valley, Essex county, N. Y.,

through the notch to Van Hoovenberg's, thence to the
"Deserted Villa,ge" via Indian Pass, and so on to the
Preston Ponds and down Cold River, returning by way of
Lake Colden, Mt, Marcy, and the Ausable Ponds,
Before I attempt a more detailed account of the present

condition of the country, a word in regard to the lumber-
ing and its effect upon the region may not be out of
place. Where they have lumbered around the small
ponds we found the water greatly diminished, and in
many cases great stretches of marsh have been formed.
The effect of lumbering in the case of mountain streams
has been to form a sediment upon the stones, the water
becomes discolored and often unfit to drink, and this, too,
where but a short time ago these streams were in fine
condition, the clear water running over moss-covered
rocks and a gravel bottom. Where the lumbermen flood
the stream and "drive," it not only gullies out the bed of
the sti-eam to a great extent, tearing away the banks and
otherwise injuring its natural beauty, but, as a rule, since
there is no shade left all fishing is desti'oyed, and the sun-
light striking the bed of a brook left in such a condition,
with even the moss gone, evaporation is so rapid as to
so lessen the water supply that unless the stream shoidd
head where there was an abundance of green timber it
would actually dry up during the summer.
Where there is an abundance of hard wood timber the

cutting of spruce would be hardly noticeable, but himber-
ing solely among soft timber is a far difl^rent thing, as
soft timber affords a great deal of shade. So much so
that there is usually a heavy growth of moss in such
places, especially on "the mountain sides. The soil where
spruce grows is very light, the roots growing near the
surface. The result of cutting heavily in such timber is

that the smaller trees left as a rule blow down, and the
sunlight let in kills the moss.
Finally the disastrous effect of dams erected at the

outlets of the larger lakes is to raise the water, killing
the timber along the shore line, and producing large areas
of marsh land.

Beginning with the headwaters and the great water
sheds of the Hudson, no better example of the destruc-
tion of our forests can be found than on the tract known
as the Calamity Brook Tract, lying on a gore east of
Township 47, Totten & Crossfield's Purchase, through
which Calamity Brook flows. This once superb stream
now lies robbed of all that once made it beautiful.
For nearly five miles it has been heavily lumbered, and

its once green banks are now yawning chasms of sand,
giollied out by the driving logs, many of which lie

stranded along the dry bed of the brook.
Continuing by trail through the Calamity Brook tract

we reached Colden, a beautiful little lake of some sixty
acres in area and one of the highest reservoirs of the
Hudson, Lake Colden is situated in the valley between
Mt. Mclnfcire and Mt, Colden, and near the divide be-
tween the St, Lawrence and the Hudson River. The
snow stays later in this portion of the woods than in
almost any other.
The side of Mt. Mclntire heavily timbered is covered

with a rich growth of moss holding a large amount of
water that gradually filters out, thus keeping up the
water supply for the hpper Hudson in case of drought.
Leaving Lake Colden we continued along a branch of

the Opalescent River, which empties into the east branch
of the Hudson, draining the water shed of Mt, Marcy and
Skylight. There is no finer stream in the woods to-day
than the Opalescent, There is something so thoroughly
primeval about it. The intense green of the moss, its

deep flumes and the sparkling purity of its emerald
water make it to me the most charming of all streams.
So far it has escaped, but being on this gore it will un-
doubtedly fall a prey to the lumbermen.
In Township 46 and 47, Totten & Crossfield's Purchase,

below Lake Sanford, where the limibermen have been at
work for some years, the region is almost a barren waste.
Through this region the upper Hudson now runs its slug-
gish course, half choked up with logs.
Lake Henderson, but a few years ago in fine preserva-

tion, to-day long stretches of green scum and bog land
cover about 60 acres of its area, whei-eas its entire shore-
line is fringed with the white skeletons of trees killed by
the raising of the water by the lumbermen.
Lake Sanford lies in much the same pHght. A dam

has killed its entire shore line.

Continuing up the Opalescent we get into Township 45
and on to Mt. Mai-cy. From the summit of this moun-
tain—the highest in the State—a clear idea of the sur-
rounding mountains is obtained

—

Islt. Haystack, Saddle
Mountain, The G-othics and Basin Mountain, etc., a superb
range, all situated in Township 48. Looking in a northerly
direction across a sea of primeval forest we overlook
Township 12, known as the Old Military Oract. Big Slide
Mountain, Table Top, Bear Mountain and the best part of
the Mclntire range are all on this tract.

The tract is nearly all primeval forest and comprises an
area of over 38,000 acres, of which the State owns 19,000
acres. As the tract is all primeval forest with the excep-
tion of a few hundred acres in the northeast corner and
the timber being in fine condition, it would naturally be
a fine aqcuisition to the State park.
The Ausable Ponds lie below us in Township 48, a re-

gion famous for its wild picturesqueness. The eastern
part of Township 45 is still in a fine state of preservation.
This includes many brooks and the headwaters of the
Ausable River. The western half of Township 45, par-
ticularly around the Boreas Ponds, is not only unatti'ac-
tive but unhealthy, owing to the flooding of the country
by the lumbermen.
In the northern part of the toATOship lies an important

watershed of the Hudson. The greater part of the 44th
-Township is a barren waste from Tumbering. Continuing
in a southerly direction to the 30th Township we find that
two-thirds of it has been so heavily lumbered that no tim-
ber of any kind except scrubby "popples" and bird cher-
ries will thrive. The Boreas R'iver, one of the important
branches of the Hudson, rims through this township, and
the lumbermen are already building a big dam on this
river within this township and wiU endeavor to get out the
few logs still in existence. East from the 30th Township
we have Township 27—Totten and Crossfield's Purchase-
containing a group of lakes, all of them reservoirs of the
Hudson.
This township has been heavily lumbered, and is in

fact a lumber center. There is an abundance, however,
of hard wood in this ti-act.

North from Township 27, Totten & Crossfield's Pur-
chase, lies Township 28, Totten & Crossfield's Purchase,
on which a,re Newcomb Lake, Catlin Lake and Rich
Lake, besides several small ponds, all of them reservoirs
of the Hudson, On this township can still be found
white pine that in most parts of the woods has become
extinct.

The timber here is principally hard wood—birch, beach
and maple—very large and of fine and majestic growth,
with here and there a mixture of soft woods, such as
pine, hemlock and spruce.
In the southern part of this township the Adirondack

Railroad Company has been getting out the merchantable
timber—spruce, pine and hemlock—and have heavily
lumbered this section. All other parts of the township
are still in a primitive state.

Northwest from here lies Township 50, Totten & Cross-
field's Purchase. Here there is also an abundance of
hard wood, with a mixtm-e of spruce, hemlock and pine.
The easterly portion of this township is still in a fine

state of preservation.
The westerly portion has been lumbered some, but is

still in an attractive condition. In the Cold , River
country there is an abundance of white pine and spruce
in the strip of land between Macomb's Purchase, taking
in the side of Mt, Seward and the valley of Cold River,
This section of the country is one of the most secluded

and wildest tracts in our northern wilderness.
Perhaps no section of our North Woods at the present

day contains more deer or better fishing—around Mt.
Seward what few panthers that remain find a safe re-
treat, I have it on good authority that the lumbermen
are now negotiating to lumber this Cold River country.
If this happens this now wild and beautiful tract will in
a few years be a thing of the past.

F. Berkeley Smith.

A Book Abottt Indians.—Tte Fobtist and Steeam will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," givlnc; a table of contents
and HT>eoimen UlnBtratlona from the volume.—

PELICAN AND CATFISH.
COCOANUT GROVE, Biscayne Bay, Fla., Feb. 8.—

I

don't know whether this incident shotdd be recorded
under the head of "Angling Notes," "Bird Notes," "The
Sportsman Tourist," "Fisbculture," "Natm-al History,"
"Sea and River Fishing," "Economic Ornithology,"
"The Trap," "Big Horns" or "Obituary Notices," and I
expect that nothing less than a convocation of depart-
mental editors can decide the matter. However, the
pelican, a bird of sporting proclivities, interested in
angling as a fine art, went a fishing, and set an economi-
cal trap. In it he caught a catfish with big horns. Or,
possibly it was the catfish that caught the pelican. At
any rate, each had the other when 1 found them, and the
result was fatal to both.
For several years a couple of patriarchal pelicans have

fished for a living just off the end of my wharf. I have
repeatedly begged their lives of sporting tourists, and so
accustomed them to my presence that I could row within
an oar's length of them withoxit their taking flight. I
have often watched their operations with curious interest,
and was really much attached to the solemn looking
couple, who, with their smooth pates and beard-like
pouches, reminded me of feathered caricatures of Father
Time. Yesterday, on going down to the beach, I dis-
covered one of my pelican pets drifting helplessly toward
land. When he came within reach I found that he was
dead, while in his pouch, with its head completely closing
the bird's throat, was a catfish still alive and measuring
fourteen inches in length. Its horns stuck out through
each side of the pelican's pouch, and thus the unforttmate
bird had been unable to either swallow or reject its un-
welcome prey. The pelican's pouch was also torn and
perforated in a number of places, showing that the strug-
gle between would-be-swallower and wouldn't-be-swal-
lowed had been a long and desperate one. The fish died
a few minutes after being removed from the trap into
which he had fallen. The bird measured 7ft. Sin. from
tip to tip of his extended wings, and, from his general ap-
pearance, was evidently a partriarch of his race.
Now, Mr. Forest and Stream, as you know all about

fowls and fishes, please tell me if catfish always prove
thus fatal to the pelicans that catch them? Also, can a
pelican, plunging down from his aerial observatory, dis-
criminate between the many kinds of fish swimming
beneath him? If so, why did not my pelican thus dis-
criminate, and shun the pernicious cat? O. K. Chobee.

SONG SPARROWS REARING KINGBIRDS
ALTHOUGH it is a common breeder I did not have

a set of eggs of the kingbird {Tyranniis tyran-
nus) in my collection. So, knowing of a nest of this bird
my brother and I repaired to it about 9 P. M. , June 24,
1890. After a good climb my brother reached the nest,
which was placed in the fork of a horizontal limb about
35ft. above the bank of the Menominee River. As it was
quite dark, he could not decide as to how far incubation
had advanced, so we took the nest and eggs, and with the
sotmds of night in our eai's and the gloom of a hot sum-
mer evening hanging over us, we returned. The eggs
were placed in a cigar box to be prepared the next day.
At noon I opened the box intending to blow the eggs,

but to my surprise saw before me a gaping, squirming
young kingbird. Wishing to save the "bhd if possible, I
decided to hunt up a suitable nest in which to j^lace it

when evening came, but did not do so until the next day
at noon, when I found another youngster had bui-st his
pi'ison walls. The weather was very warm, the temper-
ature of the room, which hadno fire, being about 80 Fahr.
That evening I searched for a home for my charges,

but found nothing better than a song sparrow's nest
which I was watching, the eggs of which would hatch
in a few days. So the little waifs were consigned to the
tender mercies of foster parents and, fortunately, were
accepted. On June 27 a cowbird egg that was in the
nest hatched. One sparrow egg did not hatch, the other
hatched June 29. As I needed them as specimens, and
considered it best for the kingbirds, I removed the spar-
row and cowbird. The old birds found abundant food in
some currant bushes and a couple of straw bei-ry beds
near by. I noticed that much of the food consisted of a
yellowish green larva about lin. long, which they found
in abundance on the currant leaves.

By July 10 the yoimg kingbirds were very fat and well
fledged. As animal life was too abundant in theh home,
I sprinkled sulphur over them and about the nest; and as
I raised one to put sulphur under it, both flew out of the
nest with a little cry to the opposite bank—the nest being
in the side of the bank of a brook. With a little care I
succeeded in inducing them to stay rmtil I had gone; but
the next morning I found that they had left home to see
the world. I saw nothing more of them until the morning
of July 33, when I found both parents and the kingbirds
near their nesting place. I first saw the kingbirds (now
fully feathered) sitting on the top board of a fence crying
for food, while both parents were busily trying to supply
the demand. One parent flew upon the fence near a king-
bird, which, with gaping mouth, rushed up so fast that
the little sparrow had to retreat until the big baby paused;
when the little parent stood up on tiptoe, as it were, and
deftly deposited a fat grub in the big yellow throat and
then darted away to the strawberry beds. I was very
much amused to see how busily the Httle sparrows worked.
They would run rapidly about, stopping here and there
to scratch nimbly, and finding something about every two
or three minutes. Once one flew up between the two
kingbirds, which flew up so close that it had to fly to one
side of them or be knocked off the fence.
While I was watching them, a kingbird that had a nest

in an orchard near by came down several times and, with
angry cries, attacked the frightened youngsters so fiercely

that they had to beat a hasty retreat: although they would
come back in a few minutes.

Several times they flew up into the air, capturing in-
sects in true fly-catcher style, and showing that they had
become expert in the use of then- wings. After watching
them for over half an hour, one sparrow flew off out of
sight, followed in a minute or so by the other. In a few
minutes the kingbirds went in the same direction, as if

they knew where to go or were in the habit of going
to some particular place. They went at least eighty
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rods, over orchards and buildings, and probably miioli

further. Some two weeks later my brother saw the
famUy again. The sparrows were trying to feed the
kingbirds something which the latter seemed to dielike,

as they would back away ui evident disgust. Apparently
the sparrows, true to instinct, were trying to feed their
children seed?.
Doling the time I saw the kingbirds they behaved and

made sounds like all young kingbirds, and did not show
one sparrow characteristic, Reuben M, Strong.
Watjwatosa, Wis.

Winter Rail on Long Island.—The Cedars, Oakdale,
L, I.—About Jan. 20, after our meadows had been cov-
ered with Bin, of suow, while I was looking for black
ducks I passed a very pleasant five or six minutes in the
company of a very fine specimen of the Vu-ginia rail.

His actions would lead one to tbiuk tbat be felt very
lonely. As he ran out from the cover of some tall sedge
grass on to a large mud flat made by muskrats while
building their winter homes, came to within 8ft. of wbere
I was standing, seeming to wish to have an interview
with me. He was a cunning liitle fellow. First he
would cock his head to one side, then to the other, aud
his actions were comical to behold. He really seemed
very inquisitive. He was very pretty with his deep red
breast and long curved bill,' and while standing up so
proud he looked not unlike a small woodcock. After
admiring the little fellow's antics all my curiosity was
satisfied, I made a move closer to him. He was gone in

the twinkling of an eye into the cover which gives them
such a safe retreat, I think I can put up a Virginia rail

any day with the aid of my setter dog, but if I had an
old dog I owned one year ago I am certain 1 could put up
one or more. He surpassed anything I ever saw on rail,

annoying me very much when beating the meadows for
English snipe, if he came upon the scent of a rail he
would not leave it until he put the bkd up or brought
him to me alive and with the greatest care in his mouth.
I have brought to bag over him the coot, clapper, king,
sora, Virginia and yellow rails. The little black rail he
flushed several times, but the bird was such a tiny little

fellow I let him go on his way rejoicing. The game laws
for Suffolk county as framed by the three Commissioners
is as pprfect as any sportsman could wish. I thank these
gentlemen who have labored so hard in our interest, and
hope the law will get through the Albany mill and not
be tinkered with again.—Alfred A. Frasee,

Do Coons Prey on Rabbits ?—J7cZi#o/' Forest and
Stream: I was very much surprised to learn of the new
fad that coons have taken up of catching rabbits, as des-
cribed in Mr. Lathrop's letter to FOREST and Stream,
Feb. 13. Goons are eccentric creatures, no doubt, but
before we accept JMr. Lathrop's conclusion in the matter
of their preying upon rabbits I think we should examine
his practices closely to see if his observations have been
made with that thorough minuteness the importance of
the subject demand, for it is a death blow to formerly-
received theories of abstinence while in a state of hiber-
nation, etc, if we are to believe that coons spend the long
mid-winter nights in carnivorous orgies, Mr. Lathrop's
argument is based on a case of circumstantial evidence.
He saw rabbit tracks, he found a dead rabbit, which had
met with a violent death, he saw other ti-acks of the
murderer but, unfortunately, he did not see the deed
performed, nor did he capture the murderer. Such being
the case, aud as long as tliis state of things exists, I tnink
we must consider Mr. L.'s article "not proven." In other
words, I don't believe a coon made the tracks Mr, L. saw.
What they were—mink's, slrank's or wildcat's—I willnot
attempt to say, but, as Mr. L, can neither produce the
coon nor the tracks, I think we had better leave the case
as it stood before his discovery and not try to convert
"Old Zip Coon" into a greyhound.—B,

Eider Duck on the Niagara.—Buffalo, N. Y.. Feb.
IQ.—Editor Forest and Stream: Perhaps you can niake
use of the inclosed clipping from to-day's Times regarding
an eider duck shot on the Niagara River near Buffalo a
few weeks ago. The fact is of considerable interest to
local gunners and scientists: "I learn through the Times
and other papers that a,n eider duck was kdled on the
Niagara recently by John Storck, and the notices would
lead me to believe that it is the first eider duck ever shot
near Buffalo. Such is not the case, although in point of
fact the bird is such a rara atns that it is practically un-
known to the majority of the people. The duck in ques-
tion is the king eider (Somateria spectabilis) and a most
beautiful male in full jslumage. Both this bird and the
common eider duck are noticed in Dr. Bergtold's 'List of
Birds of Buffalo and Vicinity,' and are credited to the
late Professor Linden, They are both rare, accidental
summer visitors to this region. Dr. J, A. Allen has noted
a large 'irruption' of the king eider on Lake Erie near
Buffalo in November, 1879. At least eighteen were then
shot. Rev. Mr. Langille also notes the eiders in his book
as being occasional visitors to our water front. Mr. Storck
should donate his fine specimen to the Society of Natural
Sciences.—D."—Eben P. Dorr.

The Swift Flight of Ducks.—I read with interest

the last paragraph of Mr. Hough's Chicago letter in your
issue of Feb. 13, in regard to the speed of wildfowl on
the wing. I liave had no experience with the four
species of ducks named, but I have often shot (behind)
two species here in Massachusetts that are fast goers, the
long-tailed duck, locally "old squaw" and "quandie"
(Clangida hyemalis) and the blue-winged teal. The man
who can score two out of three off" of either—single birds
behind time on an appointment to loo'ard—"knows it all"

as to the holding on or ahead question. If any of your
readers have done for them what Dr. M, has done for the
species he names, it would no doubt gratify many to
hear of it through your columns,—F, C. Browne (Fram-
ingham, Mass.),

Wn^soN's Snipe IN Rhode Island.—Providence, R. I.

—

On Saturday, Feb. 14, the writer started 10 Wilson snipe
on a salt water marsh very near the cicy, and killed 8 fine

birds over a dog, although the day was raw and windy.
Gunners here think these birds must have wintered in
this locality. Please give your opinion,—F, L. G. [It is

quite probable that the birds wintered there. Snipe do
not aeeessariiy go south in cold weather provided any

ground remains open where they can feed. Thus there
are several records of snipe having been found in Wyo-
ming and Colorado in the dead of winter, when the ther-
mometer had beenstanding at—15^ to—BO" Fahr., but they
remained by warm springs which did not freeze and where
it w^as always possible for them to obtain food.]

Moose Horn Measurements.—Belfast, Me., Feb. 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: I have noted the moose
horn measurements given by Dr. Parker and others, and
I send you photograph of a pair of antlers which I claim
to be the largest in Maine. They are of almost perfect
shape. They measure as follows: Extreme breadch,
measui'ing convex surfacefback of horns, 6t:t. 4in, by tape
line. By straight-edge in front, as shown by arrow
terminals, oft. ^in. Palms or blades in the clear, by
straight-edge, loin, exclusive of points. If any person
has a finer or lai ger set of antlers, I would like to own
them.—C, B, ILiZELTlNE.

Collided with a Whale.—The'steam yacht Restless
arrived at Baltimore yesterday from Fortress Monroe.
Capt, Stiles reports that on Sunday, when the Restless
was heading in for Haoipton Roads, near the Thimble
Light, three whales were suddenly discovered ahead,
and before the Restless could be checked one of the
monsters was struck. The yacht shook all over and the
ladies and others on board became excited. The novelty
of the experience, however, soon commanded attention
and the thought of danger- was dismissed.— Washington
Evening Star, FeJh. 19.

'^m^ §dg md ^nti.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game Laws.

THE OTHER S!DE.
Editor Forest and Stream :

In the war time we had two kinds of war corre."^-

pondents—one followed the army, was present at the
engagements and wrote the truth, the other stayed at
home and manufactured then- news. Your correspond-
ent "Special" evidently belongs to the latter class. We
Maine people would prefer to "have the truth told about
us. Said a leading Bangor physician to me last week:
"It makes me mad every time I read one of 'Special's'

articles.'" Tiffs voices the feeling of most who read them.
Probably no ten men who write on this subject have done
so much to make people hostile to the laws and their.en-
forcement as he has by his wholesale denunciation of
our land holders and people generally.
In his article in Forest and Streaji for Jan. 16 he

says: "As near as I can learn a movement will be made
to repeal all fish and game laws, The movement will
come from the lumber interest, and it is to be hoped it

will acquire no force." Again in Forest and Stream
for Feb. 13, he says: "The opposition to opening the
month of September for deer hunting is stronger among
the lumber land holders than I had imagined. They will
oppose such a measure with all the power they can 'bring
to bear. * * * They are obstinate to pigheadedness
about the matter and can see no difference between the
true sportsman who would as deeply regret a forest fire

as themselves and the worthless, thieving poacher of
their own State."

Now, who are these "pigheaded" land owners who are
thus held up to public infamy? They are the men who
own a body of land more than twice as large as the State
of Massachusetts, worth millions of dollars, and who for
a score of years have allowed hundreds of non-residents
to roam over it at pleasure, to catch the fish, to kill the
game, to use all the wood they needed for camp-fires—in
fact to use it as if it were their own with no restrictions
whatever. These visitors are mostly here to kill game in
direct violation of om- State laws, and yet these same
land owners have kept quiet. I doubt if "Special" can
find an article by one of them proposing to curtail any of
these privileges. I showed his article to the largest land
owner in the State and he jwonounced his statements in
regard to lumbermen false, as also his statement of the
purchase of the dam and right of flowage at Rangeley
Lakes.

These land owners employ tens of thousands of our
men the year round in the woods, on drives and in mills.

They do more for the interests of om- State in one year
than all the "true sportsmen" ever will in ten eternities.

Would it be very selfish, when the prosperity of our
whole State depends on the preservation of our forests

(for our water powers and farming interests depend on
their preservation), if these land owners should wish to
take means to preserve them?
And who are these true sportsmen who are so careful

of our property? They are the men who for years have
come here in June, July, August and September, who
have killed large game and left it to rot by every stream
aud lakeside in our northern woods, "Special" speaks of
our thieving poachers. How does it happen he has never
heai'd of Prof. , of Yale College, who, with his com-
panions, killed in September six moose, besides caribou,
and left them to rot: and the next year killed a moose
and caribou in close time besides another moose in Octo-
ber and had the horns seized. It is no secret, Mr, Stil-

well can teU him. If he wishes to stii- this thing ujj I will
give him names of some of his near neighbors. I can
give him a list of some twenty moose killed this very fall

near Chesuncook by these same "true sportsmen" and left

to rot: I can give the place where each lies, and deer
without number have gone the same wav.
He speaks of the young man shot in Waltham and slan-

ders the people of three counties—Penobscot, AVashington
and Hancock—on his a.ccount. Generally when a man dies
even his enemies let his faults die with him ; but ghoul-like
"Special" takes delight in telling all he knows and com-
plaining of not being able to find out more. We Maine men
have not done so by your true sportsmen killed in this way.
"Special" has probably heard that a few years ago a Mas-
sachusetts professor, hunting with a noted Connecticut
clergyman, was shot with a charge of buckshot, in Au-
gust, 1883. Out of regard for his friends our Maine
papers said nothing about the facts. I know the guides
and the whole story; if "Special" wishes it, I can give
the jbottom facta,

The majority of our land owners and the men in tlieii'

employ have favored observing our game laws. I have
seen beef hauled seventy miles when there were moose
yarded within tliree miles and plenty of snow for killing

them; and those moose were saved—for what? The very
next fall a Boston sportsman, by the help of Indian
guides, killed two (his guides say three) at the same place,

and refused to sell the meat as it lay for less than ten
cents a pound to JIi', Rod Sunderland, the same man who
had saved them, who having salt and barrels there wanted
to get the meat for his lumber crews. Most of it was left

there to rot.

Year after year our people have seen our game killed

and wasted by the ton in close time by rich men, who,
belonging outside the State, readily make their escape
before their deeds are known—men who do more than the
French and Indians of Canada, for these do save hides,

while the others often leave hides and all, or at best give
to the guides the hides they dare not carry home, "Spe-
cial" may call our people all the names he pleases, but we
have no class of our people who wUl kill for mere sport;

such men come from outside.
My candid opinion, based on facts in my possession, is,

that up to this year, more large game has been killed in
close time in Penobscot county by parties outside the
State than by the inhabitants. The visitors killed in

warm weather and wasted; the inhabitants ate all they
killed. This year sees a change. Finding that there was
no use in saving game only as an inducement for more
to come in close time to waste it, by common consent
our people in the woods have killed what they needed.
As far as I can learn they intend to keep on doing so.

For years the sporting papers have., been accusing our
lumbermen of doing that of which, as a class, they were
innocent, and have been shielding the real offenders.

Now, these same men who have so wilfully maligned us,

can thank themselves for this state of affah-s. The fact
lies just here: keep your true sportsmeir oirb of our woods
in close time and our own people will respect the laws;
but if these gentlemen sportsmen see fit to keep on doing
as they have done, aud have a man like "Special" to

charge their sins to us, they must not blame Maine people
if we join with them in killing in close time.

Manly Hardy.

A SHOTGUN TEST.

Editor Forest and Sfi'eam:
Permit me to show some slight experiments I have been

making in regard to the manner of loading powder and
wadding shells. I chose a very damp day last week,
knowing I would get the worst possible results under
those conditions, I had prepared a range at my place in

the coirntry, using lar-ge sheets of whrte paper, 36x5.5
inches in size and the regular penetration pads made for

that pirrjDOse by Deunison & Co. The distance shot at was
40yds., against a solid outhouse, I used only Winchester
shells, birt prepared differently, viz., the regular Winches-
ter factory-loaded shells with o+drs. black powder and
l^oz. No, 6 shot; the Lyman compressed powder, as
bought from the agent, Dannefelser, in Chambers sti-eet,

and FFFG dead shot black powder. These shells I loaded
myself with 3|drs, of that fine powder, putting one No.
11 card wad over powder with a No, 13 imported felt waa
over card, with l^oz. Tatham's chilled shot, using a Von
Lengerke & Detmold very thm card wad. And I think
shooters make a great mistake in using too thick a wad
over shot. I only crimp the shells Lightly, although it

does not look as pretty as the flat crimp, yet it gets there

much better.

The gun I used was the Colt hammerless that I shot in

the powder tests at Claremont in November last under
your management. Since that test I have had Danne-
felser take nearly all the choke out, so it only measured
13 instead of 15 at the muzzle by the usual gauge, and
instead of my gun only b^iug a 50 per cent, arm as at

that time, I think it has been improved at least 35 per
cent, since he made the change. I have now come to the

conclusion that with a modified choke and the new qiuck
powders, great deal better results will be obtained than
with the full choke now used so much. They are all

right with black powders, but entii-ely useless with the
nitro and other quick powders,

Feb, 8, day damp. Pattern and penetration tests at

40yds,—Lyman's compressed, 6ogrs. ; two cards and felt

wad over powder: l|oz. No, 6 chilled shot; thin wad and
crimped lightly.—Right barrel: Penetration 200 (79,% per
cent.); penetration 25 sheets (three shots). Left barrel;

Pattern :i09 (83 per cent.); penetration 28 sheets,

FFFG. Dead Shot powder, 3fdi-s., one No. 11 card wad,
one No. 13 imported felt wad, lioz. No, 6 chilled shot: thin

wad over shot and crimped hghtly.—Right barrel: Pat-
tern 176 (70 per cent,): penetration 80 sheets. Left bar-

rel: Pattern 188 (74-,% per cent.); penetration 33 sheets.

Winchester factory loaded shells, 3idrs. blacK powder,
l^-oz. No. 6 shot.—^Right barrel: Penetration 135 (53i^r per

cent.); penetration 23 sheets. Left barrel: Pattern 1G3

(64-,% per cent.); penetration 27 sheets, E. A, Summers.

Small Arms for Close Work.—Wni some of your
readers tell me about the LittleXL smoothbore gun, .44cal.

,

24in. barrel, olbs. weight? Will it carry the ,44 Winches-
ter rifle cartridge up to 10 or 13 rods without the bullets

going end over end and flying wild? I want a very light

gun that will kill a partridge or rabbit with shot, and
that will also carry a bullet with reasonable accuracy at

short range. The best gunfor my irse would be a breech-

loader that would take the place of a Uttle muzzleloader
that I once had. Single barrel, smoothbore, carrying a
half ounce round ball and also good for shot, and its

weight not over olbs. For pot-himting in a heavy timber
country such a girn, if good of its kind and skillfully

used, will bring in lots of game. Some sportsmen may
smile at the idea of a gun like this, but in land hunting
and exploring, where everything has to be packed by
main strength and awkwardness, it is a question between
a very light gun and no gun at aU, and a matter of entu-e

uncertainty as to what kind of a varmint you may meet.
Will some of yotrr good hunters give me the benefit of

then- experience.

—

Backwoodsman.

A SPLESDID opportunity to acquire a trood paying gun business
is offered iQ another column, where Von Lengerke & Dermoid
advertise their Newark store lor sble. Its Jocaiion is a good one,
and the business can be largely increased by special attention,

wWQh Vpn L. & D, have beea unable to give iU—Acdv,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Feb. 18.—Mr. Henry J. Thayer, of the com-

mittee on acclimatization of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association, being anxious to
seciu-e some wild turkeys for Massachusetts, was anxious
to learn the whereabouts of Eev, Geo. E. Gordon, late

co-owner of the Koshkonong herd of wild turkeys. Mr.
Gordon could not be reached at Fort Atkinson, Wis , his
late address, nor could Mr. W. Y. Wentworth, ^tate
game warden, who lives at Fort Atkinson , tell where Mr.
Gordon now is. Mr. Wentworth in his letter, however,
states that Messrs, Peck Bros., of Chicago, owners of
Koshkonong Place, own also the herd of turkeys. These
gentlemen would hardly care to sell any of the birds for
profit, but might do so in a movement like this, as they
are public-minded men and sportsmen.
Mr, Wentworth says that Blackhawk ckib house has

had some improvements of late. He adds that the Wis-
consin Leglislature will perhaps abolish the law prohibit-
ing spring shooting. This is very largely the fault of
Illinois and more especially of Chicago, and it is too bad.
Mr. TJ. G, Huff, of Detroit, writes under date of Feb, 16:

"I have been on a skating trip around Lake St. Clair.

Saw thousands of ducks and heard the big guns talking
to them. The French fishermen were fishing through
the 'haice' with seines. It is a shame the way they do
on the Flats. I believe boating and yachting will have a
boom on the Flats this spring. We are trying to have a
post-office established there, I carried a Kodak on my
skating trip and hope to have some interesting prints,"
A cliaractei'istically jDleasant and quiet little house

party was given by English Lake Club last Saturday and
a number went down to take part in the festivities. Mr,
Abner Price, who largely projected and pushed the en-
tertainment, is to be congratulated on its success. Cum-
berland Club also is about to have a winter meeting, and
has issued the following manifesto:

Chicago, Feb. 16.—The Board of Managers have decided to give
an entertainment at the club house, on Feb. 31 and 32, for the
benefit of the new superintendent. Live bird and inanimate tar-
get shootine' (sweepstakes) will be the order of the day. You are
cordially requested to lend your presence and bring your friends,
as it is desired to make this meeting a substantial one. Respect-
fully, H. Vy. Loved ay, I. B. Sanborn, L. Hansen, Board of Mana-
gers. W. L. Shepard, Secretary.

Grand Calumet Heights Club is still in trouble about
its site, its grounds being claimed by a land company
operating south of Chicago. The following call is issued

:

Chicago, Feb. 16.—En accordance with the constitution and by-
laws of cluD, I am requested by the undersigned members to call
a special meeting of rhe club on Monday, Feb. 33, at 8 o'clock P.
M., at Grand Pacific Hotel, for the purpose of taking definite
action as to thfi acceptance or rejection of the proposition as sug-
gested in circular report of committee, dated .Jan. 31, 1801; also To
accept any resignations that may be offered, and to take definite
action on any and all businers that may come before the meet-
ing. (Signe'i) Alex. C. Young, Wm. Penny, S. E. Young, G. H.
Carlson, John Critobell, James Pittaway, Wm. L, Pierce, G. W.
Lauierback, .lohn Wain, F. R. Bissell. The presence of every
member is requested.—Geo. E. Marshall, Secretary.

Feb. £0.—The legislative committee of the Illinois State
Sportsmen's Association met yesterday afternoon at the
Offices of chairman Wolfred N. Low, Chamber of Com-
merce Building, to talk over matters pertaining to the
proposed work at Springfield. There were present
Messrs. Low, Organ, Nicholls and Pierce of the associa-
tion. Dr. Ba,rtlett of the Fish Commission, Messrs. Baird
and Bortree for Fox Elver, Messrs. Bond and Barney for
South Water street game market. Discussion really
hinged on two points, that of putting game jjrotection in
the hands of the Fish Commission, and that of effecting
an alliance with the game dealers of Chicago.

Col. Bond, the game dealer, moved a formal resolution
which should bind the committee to favor such change
in the present law as would make the fish wardens "fish
and game wardens," the Fish Commission to have control;
these wardens to have power to search and seize on sight
without warrant (as the fish, wardens now have); the law
on prairie chickens to be changed from Sept. 1.5 to Sept.

1; English sparrows to be exempt from the present pro-
tection,

Mr. Pierce said it was very possible Dr. Bartlett might
not wish to take up this joint work. Dr. Bartlett had a
national and more than national reputation as a Fish
Commissioner. He might not like to be asked to share
that reputation in new and different work.

Dr. Bartlett spoke at some length, and with a display
of tact and wisdom that certainly did him credit. He
was in a trying position and knew it, yet he fairly con-
cealed this fact from those present, and eventually evaded
a responsibility which the State Sportsmen's Association
should never have sought to put uj)on him.

"It isn't a t[uestion of more money for more work,"
said Dr. Bartlett. "It isn't a question of salary. I don't
believe in salaries for this work, for that brings in the
poUtical place-seeking again. I haven't done any work
for the money there was in it, I assure you. I have for
years stood all kinds of abuse. Not a week goes by but
my wife is disturbed by letters threatening me. I have
been the best cursed man in Illinois, and that on both
sides. Now, gentlemen, I am getting to a time of Ufe
when, if you please, I do not want any superfluous and
additional damning for what I do or don't do. I feel that
I should not like to shoulder the responsibility of i^rotect-
ing game also. 1 could not do it perfectly, and I do not
want the blame of doing it imperfectly. If we had a
regular appropriation for that purpose it would be a little

different, but our fish appropriation is only $3,000 as it is.

Understand me, I am in perfect sympathy with your
work. If you want to use our wardens as wardens for
game also, I am perfectly willing, and I hope you will
get your law passed which will give them, as game
wardens, the police powers they have as fish wardens.
But about the control of those wardens, and the responsi-
bilities for their failures—please don't ask me to take
that up. You would far better have a head of your own
to do that. Suppose you let the Fish Commission ap-
point such a head, and let him take charge of the
wardens' game work. We could do that, and still relieve
the Fish Commission from the inevitable kicks and
curses."
Mr. Nicholls then spoke in a way for which he should

be complimented highly, for he showed consideration as
well as discretion, neither of which qualities has been
abundant in this unwise effort to cinch the Fish Commis-
sion in to do the State Sportsmen's Association's work
which it itself has never done. Mr. Nicholls said, '-We
would not wish to raise a finger to force you into this
joint work. Dr. Bartlett. Your free assent would be the
only thing we cared for, and if jou do not go in for it in

that way, we would not want ycJti toiatee iip the work at
all."

Dr. Bartlett—"You all know I am in sympathy with
game protection also, but my work has been all fish.

Now, up to within two years ago I could do nothing even
at that. I owe much of my success to the noble and un-
selfish practical assistance of the Fox Eiver Fish Associa-
tion. Those men have helped me actually and practically.
They have given me time and money. Now we have got
results to show. If you ever get results to show in game
work, it will have to be thorough just such local help.
You will have to put your shoulders to the wheel, even if

you get a little muddy."
Mr, Nicholls said the idea was not to weaken the Com-

mission, but to strengthen it; unless that, then nothing.
He thought we could have unjiaid game wardens.

Col. Bond said South Water street would raise money
enough to pay its own wardens. Mr. Low said he thought
South Water street ought to do that, and not brag about
it either. The dealers sold game and took money in for
it. It was ju'=it the other way with the sportsmen. It
cost them |5 for every bird they killed, Mr. Low favored
the joint work of fish and game protection for com-
promise reasons mainly. There was far better chance
for an appropriation so. Mr, Low spoke with his usual
moderation and good judgment. He said he was not in
favor of too broad a resolution or too radical an attempt
at change. He thought that on compromise meaem-es
purely, and for the sake of the lower part of the State,
where the chicken season by climate was earlier, the
grouse season might go to Sept. 1 instead of Sept. 15. He
would like to see quail open Oct, 15 instead of Oct. 1,

Col. Bond agreed that even Nov. 1 would be better on
quail, and said that he would agxee to Nov. 1, only he
didn't think it wise to tinker too much with the present
law.
The formal resolution was now put, the points as

amended making the Fish Commission not responsible for
game protection, but only for the appointment of a head
game warden, the local wardens having police powers
both in fish and game. The grouse season to be Sept. 1.

This resolution was carried, but on motion of Mr. Bortree
was reconsidered and again opejied up to discussion of
the chicken date. Mr. Bortree then moved to retain the
date of Sept. 15 in the resolution. There was very long
talk over this, and Mr. Bortree and Mr. Baird made very
able speeches in support of Sept. 15. They were for the
bird and not for the man. It was agreed by all present
that Sept. 15 would save more of the birds, but some
thought the best interests of game legislation required a
compromise, and so sorrowfully clung to Sept. 1. When
the matter came to vote it was a tie between Sept. 1 and
Sept. 15. Mr. Low, as chairman, cast the deciding vote
for Sept. 1, saying as he did so that it was purely for com-
promise reasons and he was aori-y it was so.

During the discussion the two righteous gentlemen from
South Water street didn't exactly get up and rear and
pitch in their struggle to have the date kept at Sept. 15.

Col. Bond reiterated his old foolishness that no illegal Illi-

nois chickens had come into the market this past season.
Mr. Organ said, with faint sarcasm, that he was aware
that no such thing as an Illinois chicken had been seen on
the street since the law was passed making it illegal to
sell Illinois chickens at all. Mj-. Barnett, the other Daniel
from South Water, also had seen no Illinois chickens.
Now, these two South Water street dealers make a plain
citizen tired. They are either ignorant or uncandid, of
course the former. That being so, they are certainly not
hustlers at their pretty trade. If they want chapter and
page about some prairie chickens that were shipped last
faU from along the J. & S. E. road in Illinois, before Sept.
15 and before Sept. 1, I think it no rash promise to say
I can get them, and plenty more for them.
And now came the grand issue. Now came the time

when something could really be done to save our game.
Now came the chance to begin a work, to take the first

step toward a purpose whose influence would in time
have spread to other cities, and the chance for Col. Bond
and his ally, Mr. Barnett, to put themselves on record as
men and not as game dealers, to make for themselves a
reputation which in a week would ring from one side of
this country to the other, and start men in Boston and
New York markets thinking who had never before looked
above a page of mallard shipments. In short, the time
was come to test the sincerity of the game dealers of
Chicago in their professions of a desire to unite with the
sportsmen in the effort to preserve the game of this
country, now almost faded away, and that chiefly
through the agency of these same dealers. We may as
well make it brief. The dealers stuck to their colors.
They showed themselves first game dealers, and after
that dealers in game. God bless them and bring them
plenty of these pennies that they love, these noble, sym-
pathetic, unselfish and self-denying gentlemen of South
Water street!

Mr. Low put the ball in motion by a suggestion for a
motion. Mr. Baird moved that the season for legal sale
of game be shortened from Feb. 1 to Jan. 1, thus cutting
off only twenty days from the selling season, ten days of
grace to be alloAved to get rid of game on hand at close of
season. Col. Bond was on his feet at once,
"You wouldn't save a bird by doing that," he said.

"Boston markets would get the game we didn't get. We
cannot support a measure which leaves us at the mercy
of the big open markets east of us,"

It was urged that the Iowa and other seasons closed
Jan, 1, and it was shown that the trapping of chickens,
whereby most of them are killed, takes place in the cold
and snowbound month of January, when the birds are
driven to the corn. It was pointed out that Chicago,
always in the lead in commercial activity, ought to be in
the lead in pure progress ol humanity, and ought to set
the example of shortening the continuous temptations of
the oi)en selling season. It was pointed out to them
that the Missouri associations would at once go to
work to make the St. Louis market date close
Jan. 1, and it was half promised that the Massa-
chusetts Fish and Game Association, on the strong
appeal of Illinois, would at least set to work and agitate
the matter for a date of Jan. 1 in Boston. It was insisted
that a stand ought to be made, a first step taken, and that
now was the time. I wish I could have space to give the
speeches some of these men made. They were eloquent,
temperate, full of argument unanswerable, full of en-
treaty and almost of beseeching. It was urged again and
again that this was no selfish movement for the benefit of
a few sportsmen, but a measure for the benefit of the

people, moreover, for the sake of the game itself, and bo
a ma.tter of common right and justice. It was shown that
if this infamous Chicago market was kept open all the
winter, the State of Wisconsin would repeal her present
lavvs, now found broken all the time through fault of
Chicago, and throw the bars wide open for the destruction
of game. Arguments of conclusive validity, eloquence of
no mean sort, pleading of men who could not so plead if
they were selfish—all was in vain. Col. E, Bond and
George Washington Barnett were not to be moved, and
they stuck to Feb. 1, and the pennies. The resolution, of
course, was passed. Col. Bond withheld his vote, Mr,
Barnett voted against it. But it means that South
Water street will not jom on Jan, 1, "We will see you
at Springfield about that," said Col, E, $. Bond grimly.
The plain fact is, the Chicago game dealers claimed

they had conceded enough without conceding to Jan, 1,
but in reality they conceded nothing but an extension of
the killing season two weeks, which is a concession in
their om'n favor. The dealers have a law that suits them.
They will stick to it. Their interests will govern them,
not their sense of right. It is true that without the sup-
port of South Water street, the Illinois State Sportsmen's
Association can do very little. In the past I have taken
pleasure in laughing at the pretensions of the association
at game protection, and have stood for the dealers' side,
doing all possible in a small way to get the dealers a re-
spectful and fair hearing in this matter. I am ready to
say that thus far it has been fairness lost, and courtesy
thrown away. There is not any real alliance, and there
can never be, so long as the "concessions" of the dealers
are concessions only in their own favor. The game must
go.
The few noble men who represented the State Sports-

men's Association at this meeting, the very flower of that
body as they are, must feel a strange sense of rebuff and
discom-agement to-day. They have very little behind
them. They do not represent a very large class in their
unselfishness and enthusiasm. They are really but very
little more than so many earnest individuals, with small
backing but their own honesty and sense of right. They
must know that they can do little and that their meeting
means really not so very much. But all honor to their
pluck and good heart to them. They never before now
have been so earnest and never so near success. The
time is not ripe, but slowly ripening. All over the country
there is spreading one of those slow, dull-motioned waves
of popular conviction. The people are just beginning to
see that the game is going and that it must be protected.
Each year counts now. Tw^o years more must pass before
another Legislatm-e meets, but in that two years there
may be and will be a great popular movement on this
very matter. Out of their humility let the State Associa-
tion and all the gentlemen who met in this committee
take heart of grace and try again. They are going to
win in the end. The people of Illinois are going to tel I

South Water street to shut its dooie. Another two years
—Boston, New York and St, Louis standing by in aid
thereto, let us hope—and we will get South Water street
shut up after Jan. 1. Meantime, let us fm-ther hope,
there will duly come shame and repentance to these two
men.

Col. E, S. Bond.
Mr. George Washington Barnett,
They didn't do what was Right, E. Hough.

MR. CORBIN'S DEER.

THE bill repealing the law against the shooting of live
pigeons from traps did not pass the Maine Legis-

lature after all. The friends of the repeal made a strong
fight, and it looked as though they would carry their
point, but the House defeated the repeal measure by a
vote of 112 to 15. There was a spirited debate in the
House. The bill was strongly attacked by Mr, Hawes, of
Deering, He branded trap shooting of live pigeons as on
a par with cock fighting and dog fighting, "Why not
revive the rat pit? The example to the children in the
schools would be bad. The schools had already opposed
the bill, through the influence of the Humane Society,"
He regarded it as an inconsistency for the Legislature to
pass a law to teach gentleness and kindness to the lower
animals, in the schools, and then to repeal the law against
this cruelty in its worst form,

Mr. Noble, in his remarks in favoi- of the repeal, made
a strong point. He said that the Humane Society of
Portland had sent out its agents to work up sentiment
against the bill. The Society had sent its agents into the
schools and to the Bchoolmarms, hoiking that the Legis-
lature Avould not vote against the ladies. He could see
schoolmarms with eyes suffused with tears signing this
remonstrance. Yet they would go into the streets and
wear feathers from bluejays, blackbirds, pigeons and all
feathered tribes. Out of the fourteen ladies in a car he
counted ten wearing parts of birds. He did not know
how many ladies in Eepresentative Hall were wearing
feathers and birds' wings. [Sensation among the ladies
in the galleries.] The next day the Senate defeated the
bill by a unanimous vote.
There is a sensation among the members of the Megan-

tic Club, and well there may be. It is understood that
TMr. Austin Corbin, of Croydon, N. H., has made a con-
tract with guides and hunter in the region of Lake
Megantic to deliver him this winter fifty deer alive, and
that before the Megantic Club was aware of what was
going on twelve had been taken and defivered. Imme-
diately Mr. Bishop, president of the club, has taken action
to put a stop to the scheme. Correspondence has passed
between him and Hon. E. M. Stillwell, the Maine Game
Commissioner, on the subject. Mr. Stillwell's first letter
was as follows:

Bangou, Feb. 3.—My Dear Dr. Bishop: It strikes me that you
can assist us in the inclosed matter. It is a most i-asoally
scheme. Will you let me hear from yon? Yoitrs, B. M. SirLir
WELL, Fish and Game Oommisaioner of Maine.

The inclosed matter referred to in Mr. Stillwell's letter
read as follows;

Dear Sir; I have been informed that Mr. S. D. Ball and Jas,
Parsons have contracted to catch 50 deer alive for Mr. Austin
Corbin, of Croydon, N. H. They are going to commence their
work as soon as they can run them down on the crust. The snow
is from 3}^ to 4ft. deep at Holeh, Me,, and with a good crust the
deer have no chance. Have they any right to catch deer and send
them out of the State alive in close season? Please let me know
at once. Mr. Ball lives at Megantic Lake and Jas. Parsons lives
atHoleb. Both of the men arc guides and depend upon sports-
men for their living, but it will be a poor living in the future If
they go on catching deer. Youra respectfully, L. P. JiiNNK.
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Immediately upon the receipt of these letters. Dr.
Bishop wrote Hon. E. E. Tache, Assistant Commisdoner,
Department Crown Lands of Quebec, informing him of
what he had heard, and also stating that he thought it

would be a deep injustice not only to the members of the
Megantic Club, but also to the settlers about Spider Lake,
if the practice of catching live deer iu the close season
for the benefit of private individuals was sanctioned by
the Crown Land Department.
Dr. Bishop furthermore said: "If the matter has not

ah-eady reached your attention, I should suggest that you
will at once notify P. W. Nagle, the provincial bush-
ranger for that section, and also notify Mr. W. E. Latty,
our fish and game commissioner on the Quebec side of
the preserves, of Ball's contemplated action."
Mr. Tache has agreed, in reply to Dr. Bishop, to do all

in his power to stop this wholesale catching of deer in the
deep snows of thisVinter. But unfortunately there is a
law in the Province of Quebec tha t permits the issuing of
a license to take deer alive, and it is feared that Ball has
ttiia permit to take 50 deer, 13 of which he has already
shipped. Ball is understood to claim that he has this per-
mit, but if it can be proven that he has taken any deer on
Maine soil, he will be very severely dealt with, as the
taking of deer alive is not permitted by the Maine game
laws.

Pickerel fishing in Maine is hard business this winter.
The ice is three feet thick on many of the pickerel ponds,
and most of the boys are staying at home till "some other
fellow cuts the holes." Then the bait is ready, and they
will all go next day. Spkcial.

PRAIKIE CHICKENS FOR MARKET.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Perhaps not one reader of this article that resides in

the Eastern States ever thinks when he visits the market
of the future destiny of that noble game bird, the prairie
chicken. Having lived in northwestern Iowa for more
than ten years and being a great lover of legitimate hvint.-

ing, I think i can interest them by describing the manner
in which this noble game bird is being exterminated by
a class of men terming themselves sportsmen. In nearly
every small town in the sparsely settled parts of the
Northwest are located the game freezers. These play a
very important pai't, as all the birds are frozen solid before
they are shipioed East to market.
The freezer is similar to the cold storage warehouse of

the East, only the ice pipes are thick enough together to
insure a temperature far below the freezing point. The
owner of the freezer is generally a hunter. Having a lim-
ited amount of money, he generally starts into business
for himself. He commences in the winter by putting uj)

ice enough to run his freezer through the coming sum-
mer. He generally has enough sectnd-hand rigs and
plug horses, so that be can hire several hunters during
the shooting reason, which generally commences two
months before the law is out (although there are excep-
tions). They begin the slaughter about the 1st of July,
when the young birds are about the size of a quail.
The hunters generally hunt in pairs. One drives while

the other does the shooting. They use the best dogs and
generally use Winchester repeating shotguns, and by
using wood powder, which makes very little noise, they
can kill every bird in a covey without the owner of the
land knowing anything about it. When they have killed
enough for a shipment the birds are packed into barrels,

marked as some kind of produce and shipped by express
to some of the large cities of the Eastern States. The
shipjjer always receives a fancy price foi.- his birds, which
stimulates many to hunt who would otherwise be in some
lawful business. When Sept. 1 rolls around the farmer
and law-abiding sportsman start out after a bag of young
chickens for their own eating. They will find that the
chicken crop has already been harvested, and return
home with one or two tough old birds, meantime swear-
ing vengeance on all market-hunters. In some sections
where chickens were thick two years the hunters have
shot them ofi" so close that scarcely one can now be
fovind. If the gun clubs would spend more time in pros-
ecuting the market-hunter and pay less attention to the
city sportsman it would surely give better results, and
chicken shooting would not soon be a thing of the
past. W. F. A.
XOWA.

CLEANING GUNS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Recently I observed an inquiry as to a good method of

clea.ning the shotgun. I never put away my guns, shot
or ri&e, after a day's shooting without first cleaning. In
the morning when I start on a hunt my gun is clean.
Those I now u.se have been in use about fourteen years,
and have seen much service, and are as bright inside as
they were the day I received them from the maker. It is

a very simple and quick method of keeping them so.

Procure fom* pieces of soft fine sponge, each, when dry
and com])res3ed, about two inches long, for the shotgun,
and large enough so that it will require a little twisting
to force them into the breech of the barrels. I am speak-
ing of breech-loading guns. Wet one of the sponges,
warm water better than cold, and squeeze it as dry as
can easily be done with the hand, and force it through the
bai-rel with the wij)ing rod. Repeat the operation once
or twice, cleaning the sponge each time. The damp
sponge will take up the burnt powder, leaving the barrels
clean, then force two of the dry sponges through the
barrels, and the barrels will be dry. Stitch the fourth
sponge, after having first forced it dry through the barrel,
so as to give it form, so as to keep the form. Saturate the
latter sponge with a preparation of alcohol and best
sperm oU, first shaken in a bottle. The alcohol will
evaporate and leave the oil evenly and thinly distributed.

I also use sponge to clean the rifle.

I do not often oil the barrels of my guns on the outside.
When wet, I wipe them with the ball of my hand, but so
as to leave them evenly damp.

If they rust too much, oil lightly with a preparation of
beeswax and tallow, and rub.

If by carrying the guns they become bright in spots,
slightly wet, or touch with tincture of iodine, and when
sufficiently rusted oil and rub. By this method the
barrels can be nicely, easily and cheaply kept browned.
In two items recently, "Loading" and "Rifle Aiming at

Game." the compositor affixed "H. S." in lieu of H, L,

THE NEW YORK GAME BILL.
SEVERAL changes have been made in the codification

j

kJ bill, the more important of which are as follows:
(See text in our issue of Feb. 5 )

Sections 2, 3 and i. There sliall be flvo fish commisaioners, to be
appointed at firBt tor one, two, three, tonv and five years re-
spectively: sut>seqtient appointment lobe for five vears; to be paid
traveling and incidental. Sue. 40. VeniPon sball not be possessed
or sold between Feb. 1 and Aug. 15; nor between Nov. 1 and Fob. 1
unless liilled in open season or in anotber State. Sec. 43. The pro-
hibition of floating or .lacking has been removed. Sec. 44. Hound-
ing season is made Sept. 10 to OcL 11. Hounding is forbidden in
.St. Lawrence, Delaware, G-reene, Ulster and Sullivan counties.
Sec. 4S. Sab^ of moose, caribou and antelope is forbidden in close
season for the possession of venisoTi. Sec 49. Close Reason for
hares or rabbits is Feb. 1 to Sept. 15. Sec. TO. Close sea.son for
wildfowl killing or sale is made March 1 to Sept. 1. Sec. 71 forbids
pursuit from any boat other than a boat propelled by hand.

Sec. ''2 makes close season for quail .Tan. 1 to Nov. 10; and in Sec.
73. as to sale, Nov. 1 is changed to Nov. 10.

Sec. 74 makes close season for woodcork and partridge Jan, 1 to
Sept. 1, and makes no reference to prairie chicljens. In Sec. 75,
as to sale, Sept. 1 is substituted for Sept, 15.
Sec. 74 makes close season for woodcock and partridge.
Sec. 77 make.'^ close season for plover, mud beu, gallimile, grebe,

bittern, surf bird, curlew, water chicken, bay snipe or shore birds
.Jan. 1 to Sept. 1.

Sec. inti makes lawful length of trout of any kind, salmon trout
or landlocked salm on, (iin.

Sec. Ill prescribes Sin. as lawful size of black ba.ss and Sec. 114
makes the salmon length 18in.
Sec. 101 makes close season for wildfowl on Long Island Maich

1 to Oct. 1. ond Sec. 169 makes the hare or rabbit close season there
Feb. 1 to Nov. 1.

There are numerous changes in the local provisions as
to shooting and fishing.

Sec^ 233 provides that action may be brought in any county
where the penalty sball be incurred, or in anv county adjoining,
or in any county where defendant resides. But the sjime shall
not be changed to the county wherein the offense was committed.
Sec. 348 reads: No person shall be excused from giving evidence

in any civil, or cruninal action, prosecution, or proceeding, under
or authorized by this act, on the ground that the evidence might
tend to convict such witness of a crime, or misdemeanor, of to
establish the liability of such witness under any of the provisions
thereof; but such evidence shall not be received against such
witness in any civil or criminal action, prosecution or proceeding.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The codified game bill now before the Legislature is

unsatisfactory in regard to wildfovp-l in this part of the
State. It makes the opening day Sept. 15. This should
be Sept. 1. All sportsmen that take an interest and study
the habits of wildfowl know that ducks such as tea.l and
wood duck begin migrating in the latter part of August,
and by Sept. 15 a great many have i^assed us. Section 71
prohibits shooting from any boat. Now this is the most
successful way for us to shoot ducks here, especially on
the marshes.

I am heartily in favor of stopping the spring shooting
of wildfowl, and find that most all the sportsmen feel the
same way up here, but all are opposed to Sept. 15 as the
opening day, and think it should be Sept, 1.

I also think we should have the privilege of fishing
through the ice in waters not inhabited by black bass,
trout, salmon, etc.

I saw an article in your issue of Feb, 13 by W. H. Hart,
of Hudson. It is to the point and full of good sound
common sense. Geo. M. Wood.
WoonviLLE, N. Y.

The hearings appointed for last week were not held,
the Legislature having adjourned on the occasion of
G-en. Sherman's funeral. A heating before the Senate
Committee has been appointed for to-day at 3 o'clock.

The Highlajnd Gun Club of Des Moines, la., has re-
cently received a valuable gift from Mr. John G. Smith,
of Algona. It is a handsome collection of mounted birds!
The club has acknowledged the gift by resolutions which
recite: "Whereas, John G. Smith, of i\lgona, has pre-
sented to the Highland Gun Club his large collection of
mounted birds, representing many years of labor, care
and perseverance, and great expense; and whereas, the
members of this club from long acquaintance hold Mr.
Smith in high esteem as a true sportsman and naturalist;
therefore be it resolved, that the directors of the High-
land Gun Club desire to express hereby their thanks for
said gift and their fraternal regard for the donor; resolved,
that John G. Smith is hereby elected an honorary member
of this club. Attest: Will Burnett, Secretary."

A Good Bag of Canvasbacks.—Judge S. H. Green
yesterday returned from a duck shoot that must have
been a picnic. He was shooting at Green's Lake, near
Knapp's Landing, on the Washington side of the Columbia,
and during a few hours' shooting, Wednesday afternoon,
he slaughtered forty-one canvasbacks. This is one of the
largest bags secured by a single htinter during the season.
They were nice, fat canvasbacks, too, and tit to grace the
festive board of any aggregation of newsgatherers. Can-
vasback ducks are now said to be more plentiful in some
of the lakes than any other variety, although but very
few were to be found a few weeks ago.

—

Portland
Oregonian.

Sale of Game in Close Season.—New York, Feb. 18.
— Editor Forest and Stream: A paper states that dozens
of store-keepers have been offering game out of season.
Now, I have heard this time and again and defy this
paper or any one else to prove it. I know that game is

sold and served out of season, but not openly. In every
case reported but one it has turned out that the game
was imported pheasants or hares; and generally it was:
"I heard so," or "Some one said they saw it," But that
does not answer for proof. I shall be pleased to receive
evidence that will convict; but hearsay evidence is of
no use.—Wakeman Holbeeton.

Mr. Auguste Francotte, the celebrated European
gun maker, arrived in New York this week. Mr. Fran-
cotte's trip is one entirely for pleasure, and it must be
very gratifying to him to see his guns, which are in the
best of hands here, so well liked in this country. It will
be remembered that it was a Francotte featherweight
ejector gun that gave such phenomenal results in the
Forest and Streak gun tests carried on last year.

Mr. Al. Bandle has severed his connection with the
Bandle Arma Co., of Cincinnati, O., and has as yet not
fully determined upon his future business, but as he has
several very flattering offers from sporting goods houses
both East and West, and is thoroughly experienced in the
gun trade, the prospects are he will not long be idle.

Mr. Stdyvesant's Deer Fence.—The longest board
fence in New .Jersey, and possibly in the country,
is just being completed at Tranquillity. It incloses J.

O. Stuyvesant's new deer park and will be twelve miles
long. The tract is 3,000 acre.y. The fence is ten feet
high and is made of hemlock boards an inch and a half
thick. The sawmill at Allamuchy has been running con-
stantly for a year cutting lumber for this one fence. It
will cost 120,000.—iYe/oar/c AdverUser.

The Spruce Cabin Run Club.—A number of New
York business and professional men have organized the
Spruce Cabin Run Game and Fish Association, with pre-
serves including 100 acres of land in Canadensis, Monroe
county. The officers elected were: President, Col. E. L.
Price; Secretary, Chas. (3. Bennett; Treasurer, .John E,
Blake.

Washington Winter.—Whatcom, Wash., Feb. 10.—
We have had the most open winter that I have ever ex-
fierienced, with only about twelve frosty nights since
ast winter. Girame is quite plenty, such as grouse and
deer, ducks and geese and bear.—J. G. C.

m mid ^iv^r fishing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Pro^'inces are given in the J3oo?c of
tlie Game Laws.

GAMPS OF THE OLENTANGY CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The annual election of the Olentangy Club, of Colum-

bus, Ohio, took place at its first regular meeting in Jan-
uary and resulted as follows: Pres., W. J. ^Schenck;
Vice-Pres., John Staib; Sec'y-Treas., C. M. Lloyd, Trus-
tees, Charles G. Schenck, Erwin D. Case, Valentine
Kiefer, W. G. Perks and John Peirano.
The club was organized in 1884 and the jrarpose for

w^hich it is formed is the mutual pleasure of its members
in himting, fishing, camping and social enjoyment. The
club was incorporated .Jan. 3 under the general corpora-
tion laws of the State of Ohio, under the name and style
of the Olentangy Club and now enjoys all the corporate
rights, powers, privileges and liabilities imposed by such
laws.
Ever since its organization the club has taken an annual

outing, lasting from four to six weeks. During the first

year's of its existence the encampments were generally
located on either the Muskingum or Scioto, two beautiful
rivers of ottr own State, but as the club grew stronger,
numerically as well as financially, it began to spread its

wings, so to speak, and look for a more distant field of
sport, where game and fish were more plentiful, a coun-
try less settled and a purer air.

In the year 1887 the club located its camp on the Man-
istique Lake, a beautiful body of water near McMillan
station, on the Duluth & South Shore R. R., 64 miles
from St. Ignace, the terminus of the above mentioned
road. The following year the camp was located near the
same place, on what is known as the White Fish Lake,
reached by the same route. Fishing was splendid and
members of the encampments enjoyed themselves for all
there was in it, returning home each year in the best of
health and spirits.

In the summer of '89 the club located its camp on Lake
Superior, near the Pictured Rocks, a range of cliffs which
may be considered as the most beautifully striking of all
the scenery of the Northwest. Here we did most of our
fishing in a small inland lake known as Beaver Lake, a
beautiful sheet of water about three-quarters of a mile
back from the shore of grand old Superior, which was
reached by a well-trodden trail through a forest of tow-
ering pines. Bass, pickerel and pike were the only fish
we found in Lake Beaver. Trout fishing in the small
streams emptying into Superior in the vicinity of our
camp was good, and contributed greatly to the enjoyment
of the encampment. It would be hai'd to imagine a
grander spot than the one chosen by the Olentangy Club.
The encampment of the club this summer was located

on one of the many lakes of northern Wisconsin, known
as Lake Vieux Desert. The lake is reached from State
Line station, on the Milwaukee, Lake Shore & V/estern,
over a fair road, distance about six miles. Here we
found muskallonge, bass, pike and pickerel. The lake is

five miles long and from two to three miles wide, and is

the headwaters of the WisconsinRiver. Indians as well as
fish are plenty here, but were peaceably disposed, and
were making the best of the berry harvest—that is,

whortleberries, or more familiarly known as huckle-
berries. The boys also took a hand in picking berries for
immediate use. They were so plentiful that four or five
of us could pick three to four bushels in a few hours,
which would last us several days and were considered a
very healthy addition to our bill of fare. They were on
being stewed very palatable and considered one of the
delicacies of the camp. Many pleasant days we spent
here in the way of fishing, exploring the surrounding
country, visiting an Indian village, also an old abandoned
Indian graveyard, located on an island near the middle
of the lake. The evenings were spent around a large,
bright camp-fire, listening to the events of the day.
In speaking of our camp on Lake Superior I failed to

mention the route taken, which may be of some interest
to your readers. From Columbus to Detroit, thence by
the steamer City of Alpena to St. Ignace, Mich., thence
via the Duluth and South Shore to a station called Munis-
ing; from there our camping outfit was battled to old
Mimising, located on Grand Island Bay, a distance of six
miles. There we chartered three sailing yachts, which
landed us at our objective point after fifteen hours of
struggle against head winds. The trip would have been
most tedious and tiresome but for the range of the beau-
tiful Pictured Rocks, which we passed closely by. The
nearest post-office, or for that matter habitation is "twenty-
four miles distant, and is practically only accessible by
water, so it may be seen that a camp' located at that
place is pretty well outside the pale of civilization.
In all probability the club will locate its camp this

coming summer somewhere near Gogebic Lake, Slich.,
making the trip via the Great Lakes to Ashland, Wis,,
thence by rail to a point not yet exactly determined
upon. C, M. L.
COLtTMBtrS, O,
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MEMORIES OF MACATAWA.
THIS is the season of the year when there being neither

hunting nor fishing, the lover of field sports can curl

up before the blazing fire, and in the ascending smoke
of the fragrant weed he can see and live over again the

experiences of the past. Not only in meoaory does he do

this but resorts to some old note book to freshen the in-

cidents of the past, and sharpen his appetite for the good
things of the future.

Thus it happened thatlzaak, Jr., turned back the leaves

of the years and lived over again the experiences of a

vacation taken a number of years ago. And this is what
he read:
From the sooty and sultry atmosphere of Si; Louis to

the clear and bracing atmosphere of Lake Michigan was
a consummation so devoutly to be desired that I firmly

resolved to make the change, and I did it, and that is why
these notes written a t that cliarming summer resort, the

Macatawa Park Hotel, Bii^iiat.ed on the eastern shore of

Lake Michigan, about six miles from the city of Holland.

The hotel is located on a narrow ridge of land which es-

lorids between Lake Michigaii and Matacawa Lake, and
is flanked on either hand by high bluflrs covered with

pine, hemlock, and oak trees. The summits of these bluffs

are delightful spots, as they overlook both of the lakes,

and a cool breeze is always blowing. Along the shore of

Lake Michisran, and but a few hundred feet from the

hotel, stretches a magnificent sandy beach that for bath-

ing purposes can not be surpassed in the whole counti-y.

The''water is clear and clean, and when the great surf

waves roll in it is glorious sport to battle agHinst tl'.ein.

The sand hills are also objects of attraction, and it is

quite tlie thing to climb the steps on the wooden side and
slide down the sandy incline on the other. In my youth-

ful days I slid down the straw stack, and perhaps the

celiar dour, but here was sliding on a grander scale. Tlie

young ladies 83i.)rcially delight to glide down the sandy
sloyer You olbei'vo a'fair maiden standing out against

the clear sky aij'i liien she disappears as suddenly as if

the earth had swallowed lier up. You hurry up the steps

to see if a fatal accident had not taken place. By the

time you anive at the summit another maiden or a bevy
of maidens stand expectant on the summit in their white
dresses, as if waiting for Ascension Day: but they are not
goini? that way, and their dresses, unlike that ancient

damsel's, are unprovided with puckering strings. With
little hysterical screams the group jump into the sand and
down the steep and sandy incline they rush.

,
You see

a gleam of brilliant hose, a shimmering of white dimity,

and then there lies a heap of loveliness at the bottom of

the blatf, But the sand is soft and clean, and no harm
results, except shoes full of sand, and, sitting on the beach,

it is the duty of the attentive beaux to remove the dainty

shoes and pour out the sand, which they carefully preserve

in homeopattuc vials, Down one of the sand hills there

is a deep furrow said to have been made by the heels of a

Chicago belle as she plowed down the sandy bluff. If

any one doubts this story they can have the furrow
pointed out to them, as I had, and what proof, to a resi-

dent of St. Louis, can be more conclusive. Envious ladies

say that the beau Avho emptied her shoes of the sand must
have needed a fiat quart bottle to have been equal to the

occasion. Sometimes, however, accidents occur. A pro-

jecting root or stick may cause a sad disaster, and a steely

skeleton remains thereon to serve as a danger signal to

other venturesome sand skaters.

But I intend to write of my angling experiences at

Macatawa Lake, one of the best fishing grounds in Michi-

gan, if the fish are in a humor to bite. The only draw-
back to this place are the many excursionists who make
an angler's life miserable, for I hold that the genuine
angler loves solitude. He prefers the company of the

loon and heron to that of gum-chewing maidens and
cigarette-smoking youths. The wind through the pines

and hemlocks is sweeter music to his ear than the bang-

ing of the hotel j^iano by the befrizzled summer belle;

the lapping of thewaves upon the beach gives him greater

X)leasure than the gurgling of liquids over the bar; and
mosquitoes can be endured with a more patient resigna-

tion than the aimless crowd of Sunday school excurs-

ionists.

I arrived at the hotel in tiine for dinner, and having
gone through with that formaJity, I at once prepared for

a trial angling trip. Mrs. Izaak, Jr , concluded to accom-
pany me, and retired to her room to put on her fishing

attire. When she returned she was attired in a rubber

ulster and carried a parasol, I mildly argued against the

propriety of raising an umbrella in a boat while fishing,

but to no avail. And then she wanted to know if she had
not better take her knitting along, in case the fish did not

bite, I replied, "Certainly, by all means," and kindly

volunteered to send for the family sewing machine. I

think my satire was useful, for the knitting was left

behind.
We finally got safe into the boat, and in the delight of

the moment my spirits visibly rose as I rowed away
toward the fishing grounds, and I actually smiled to my-
self at the pretty figure of Mi's. Izaak, Jr., and her para-

sol, as she reclined comfortably in the stern of the boat.

Eeaching a spot where I thought we might take fish, 1

"heaved" the anchor overboard and prepared the tackle

for business. First I had to put the minnow on Mrs.

Izaak, Jr.'s, hook, which operation she watched with
great anxiety. "Don't it hurt the minnow to put a hook
in it that way?" But I answered that it was no time to

moralize when one was on a fi.shing excursion, and that

if a man had a fish on the end of his line, and stopped to

argue about the hook hurting the fish, he would lose the

fish, and deservedly, too. No, when one goes a-fishing he
must leave his society for the prevention of cruelty to

animals at home.
By this time our lines were cast, and I settled down to

the glorious expectancy of getting a bite. I had my back
to Mrs. Izaak, .Jr., when suddenly I heard her pole splash

in the water, and my heart came inEo_my mouth at the

thought that she ha.d the first bite, i turned my head,

and, shades of Izaak, Sr., must I say it, she had let her

pole fall into the water while attempting to raise her
parasol. I groaned inwardly, and fixed a stony glare at

mv bobber, whicii obstinately refused to be pulled under
water. With the stubbornness born of disgust, 1 sat and
sat; the sun was well down in the western sky; the bell

at the hotel was ringing for supper; a big frog set up a

croak in the bushes by the shore; the—"I've got a bite,"

oame tbrillingly to my ears. The parasol tumbled into

Isi^, tii^ w^g a struggig with tlie pole, a splash

by the side of the boat, and Mrs. Izaak, Jr., landed a bass

at my feet to be unhooked. She looked at me with one
of her old-time glances, and asked if I didn't want to

borrow her parasol; maybe I might get a bite then.

"Parasol be ribbed," I ungraciously murmured, as I im-
paled another minnow on the hook. But why prolong
the story. My score was a goose egg; Mrs. Izaak's was
two bass. We were both tired, and I was told that I

might go alone in the mornmg; she "had enough of fish-

ing."
A good supper at the hotel restored our spirits, and as

we were strolling on the beach afterward Mrs. Izaak, Jr,,

remarked to me, m her sweetest manner, "My dear, I

had a delightful time fishing this afternoon, and I think

I will go along with you in the morning." But I deter-

minedly protested ag'ainst such a course. The morning
air was fuU of malarious vapor, and it was a very rash

thing for a woman to go out fishing on an empty stomach
at 5 A. M. She retorted that she didn't propose to "fish

on an empty stomach; she was going to fish from the

boat." I saw it was useless to philosophically discuss the

matter, so I dropped it.

But the next morning, at the first peep of day, I silently

dressed and stole from my room to the boat house, and
was soon gliding through' the smooth water alone. I

may be mistaken, but I liold that the true anfi;ler wants
no company but himself and his bait, and, finding myself
in that position, I was content witli all the world. In
front of me rose the bhie surface of Lake Michigan, while
the prow of my boat was pointed up Macatawa Lake,
toward the fishing grounds. The l>ig, round, red sun was
just peeping from the eastern horizon, and the smooth
surface of the water was broken here and there as some
fish rose to gather in a helpless fly returning from an all-

night spree. The whole scene was a delightful one, and
if the fish would only bite—aye, there's the rub. But the

fish would not bite. For two hours I strove to lure one to

take a nice fat minnOAv, but all in vain. I tried trolling

with spoon bait, but with no hotter success. The fish

appeared to be all "independent bolters." and seemed de-

termined not vote the regular ticket. About three miles

up the lake, however, i had a littJu better luck, and suc-

ceeded in catching about a dozf ii bnss, none of them of

large size, but still large enough to afford considerable

sport.

I had taken no lunch with me, and my inner man began
to assert his rights in so marked a manner that I turned

my boat, and a vigorous twenty minutes' row brought me
back, when I reduced the profits of the hotel considerably.

To my great surprise, Mrs. Izaak, Jr., met me in a smil-

ing manner, and inquired how I liked to "fi-h on an
ernpty stomach," Then and there we compromised, and
hoisted a flag of truce. On my future excursions she

always accompanied me, but I struck the line at the

parasol, which was left at home. We took considerable

fish, but the largest did not Aveigh over two pounds, and
the smallest—well, we did not weigh them. I am aware
this is a strange story for a fisherman to relate, but it is

a true one, and therein lies its virtue. As the youthful
pa of his country rema:rked, "I cannot tell a he—unless
there is money in it."

But all the anglers were not as unsuccessful as myself, I

saw black bass weighing six pounds taken from the very
spots where I had fished. On the day I left the lake a

little gul hooked a twenty-pound muskallonge, which
was safely landed with the aid of her father.

And thus the days passed on—eating, sleeping, fishing,

bathing, and taking siestas on the summit of the pme-
covered bluffs. What a place it is to recreate the weary
man from the hurried and unrestful city. From the sum-
mit of Prospect Point I see the sim go down on the land
of the badgers; away out on Lake Michigan I discern the

white sail of some grain-laden vessel: on the edge of the

horizon a thin line of smoke shows where some steamer
is making straight for her port; a dim haze is creeping

over the "lake aird the bluff, the songs and shouts of the

campers in the valley below are faintly borne to my ears;

the bright light from the lighthouse shoots otrt over the
rippling waters; the last whistle of the about departing

steamer is heard, and, with a deep sigh of regret, there

comes to an end the vacation of Izaak, Je,

St. Louis, Mo.

ANGLING NOTES.

NOW is the time for the amateur to lay in a stock of

feathers for next season's fiy dressing. The best

hackles obtainable come from the necks of the capons
which are now to be found in great abundance in the
markets. Of course the hackles of game cocks are more
desirable, but they can rarely be had excepting by those

who breed these birds, or who are so fortunate as to have
friends who do so.

Hackles should be narrow, tapering to a point, and firm

without feeling harsh when drawn through the fingers.

Select those which are as near as possible of the same
color on both sides. The most useful colors are brown,
black, brown and gray furnace, that is, brown or white
with a black streak down the center, and white. The
latter are used for dying. The gray and brown mallard,

teal, widgeon and readhead feathers can also be obtained.

They are found just under the wing and on the back just

above the butt of the wing. These are used in <li-essing

the Abbey, professor, grizzly-king, queen-of-the-waters,

etc. The various colored pigeon wings are also very use-

ful and the poultry stalls are full of them. If the angler
keeps a sharp lookout he will occasionally find a blue

heron or crow hanging among the poultry, the wing
feathers of which are very necessary.

The wood duck side feathers are very useful, but ex-

ceedingly hard to obtain; still, now and then they can be

found, particularly among boxes of birds shipped from
the South.
With the above list, including a few turkey tails, one

can tie the majority of the flies used for trout fishing.

There are dyes sold in the drug stores that are very
easily used; "they have the directions printed on them
and any one can 3ye their own hackles with little trouble.

The only thing to look out for is the natural grease on
the feathers. This can be removed by washing in soap
and warm water or alum water. Fix the colors by add-
ing a little vinegar to the dye and rinse in cold water.

The hackles should be tied by the stems in loose bunches
of a dozen, first stripping off the down.

An angling friend sends us a few speciiiiGna of close

imitations of©ativrai Sies. Tlaey air© dreised by hm^eU

and would do credit to an expert. He had great success
with these flies on the Willowemoc acd Neversink, where
he found the originals, and believes it due to their use,

though the writer has a suspicion that a great deal of it

was owing to his being a superb fly-fisherman and using
fine tackle. Several of the imitations are almost identi-

cal with the golden-spinner, great-dun, oak-fly, beaver-
kill, bro«Ta-hen and brown and gray palmers, so much so

that we are inclined to doubt whether even the most
educated trout would notice the difference.

It is reported that a few striped bass tempted by the
mild weather have been taken on the hook in the Hudson
River.

The spotted weakfish or so-called "sea trout" have
developed a great fondness for large-sized phantom min-
nows. They also take large bass flies, and afford good
sport on a stout fly-rod.

Channel bass sometimes can be seduced by these big
flies, and when a good-sized "spot" is hooked the owner
of a fly-rod has his hands full, and thinks there is more
sport in it than catching tarpon on a bean pole.

Scarlet-Ibis.

THE NEW YORK TROUT LAW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For nearly forty years I have been an annual visitor all

over the Adirondacks, and during that time have seen
more or less unprofitable tinkermg with the game laws.
Every section of the State wants its jjeculiar privilege,

and the present new codification is fearfully "under fire."

In the main, the laws submitted are good ones; but still I,

too, have my suggtstious. Make the law all over the
State the same lor Irout nsliiug. Why discriminate for

Long Island? We of the north don't expect to get trout-

ing in April, but should like to if we cordd. We are as
much entitled to it as Now York city sportsmen and are
equally as fond of it, and I think know as much about it

as they do and enjoy it as much. Another lame ])oint in
the game law: Trout in the Adirondacks spawn about
Sept. 1, I mean brook trout. The season is extended to

the 15th, which is an error. Lake trout spawn later.

As to transportation; had I my way, I would not allow
a trout or any venison to be taken out of the woods in
any shape for the next five years, Such a law, with
strong restrictions in fine, would increase materially this

kind of game in the woods. Make a law for the State
entire; not section out here and there with certain privi-

leges. Also stop buoy fishing as strongly as set-line fish-

ing. One is as bad as the other; and both ought to be put
under the same restriction, doubling fines for any infringe-

ment.
No, Mr. Editor, strike at the root of the matter. There

is too much tinkering and child's play in this whole mat-
ter. As "J. H, R.," of Canton, writes in your last issue,

"Treat all alike;" and as suggested in your "Angling
Notes" by "Scarlet-Ibis," the best laws always are those
that are reasonably easy to enforce and so simple that all

can understand. We want no technicalities and no
doubts, but a law equally to be respected over the entire

State, and to be enforced Avithout partiality and no dis-

criminations, whether on Long Island or in the dense
woods. D. T.

AniBONnACKS.

TARPON AT PUNTA GORDA.
53UNTA GORDA HOTEL, Punta Gorda, Fla., Feb. 16.

—Editor Forest and Stream: The season here is

some two or three weeks later than usual. The fishing

season has been rather slow in coming. The first tarpon
taken on the Gulf coast (so far as I have heard) was taken
here in Charlotte Harbor near the Punta Gorda Hotel.

A little way up the harbor the Peace River comes into

the harbor, and there on the 12th inst. the tarpon was
captured. Mr. C, F, Goodnow, of South Sudbm-y, Mass,,

was the fortunate angler. He went for tarpon on two
days. On the fu'st day he took a shark; on the next day
he' killed a splendid tarpon with the usual bass rod, line

and reel, with mullet for bait, on a large hook with
fourth-inch cotton cord If t. long for snell. The fish drew
line and his cedar boat and guide nearly two miles up the
river, not going all the time straight, frequently giving

some slack line, but much of the way taking about 300ft.

from the reel, the river not being deep nor wide, and
there being more tide inward than current outward. His
first leap into the air was terrible, taking up with him a
very large mass of water. After thirteen leaps and a
fierce battle lasting one hour and five minutes, he slowly
yielded to the gaft', but came near upsettinsf the boat,

ills length was Ci£t., girth 3ft. Sin., weight I621bs. The
taxidermist here has him in hand, and one of his sides

may ornament New England and the other the Punta
Gorda Hotel.
A Spanish mackerel was killed here yesterday, it being

early for that fish, which does not appear here usually
before March.
We liave now taken here about one-half of the various

kinds of Florida fish mentioned and so well illustrated in

one of your issues of the Forest and Steeam about a
year ago. Nelson Meiiiull.

"A Big Catch qp Trotjt.—Portland, Me., Feb. 20.—
Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed is item cut from
the Portland Advertiser: "The Greeley explorers rettumed
to Bangor il'mi-ay night, from Randall's Camp above the
Katahdin Iron AVorks, where they have been the last ten

days, in addition to George Greeley and party there

were two gentlemen from Jersey City, Landlord Bemis,
of the Crosbv Inn, Belfast, and Caterer Robinson, Messrs.

•James JliUer and S. Bourne, of Portland. This pai'ty

fished eight days in all, and in addition to the fish eaten,

brought home 2,706 speckled trout, none of wMch weighed
a pound, averaging from one-quarter to one-half a pound.
This is probably the largest catch of trout ever recorded."

This is an illustration of om- beautiful law which allows
"inhabitants of the State" to catch ti-out through the ice

for their own use after Feb. 1. This party goes in every
year, and in their case hog should be spelled in capitals.

—D.

Thb Deforest Angling Association held its ninth
annual meeting on Feb. 16, at the Arena, No. 41 West
31st street, this city. The association was organized and
received its charter in 1S8S, owns two hundred acres of

4aa46ituate4 eismii-^s e^^t Qi Boonvilie, on tk^ Utica <S^
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Black River branch of the Rome, Waterfcown & Ogdens-
bui'g R. R., and is on the direct carriage road to White
Lake and the Bisby Club. This association was gotten
up for the purpose of making a family resort for lovers of
fiBhing where real enjoyment might be indulged in with-
out restraint. There are two well-stocked trout ponds on
the premises, one covering an area of 10 or 13 acres and
the other about 30 acres. Those afford ample sport for
the members and their families. The reports read at the
meeting last week show the organization to be prosperous;
and at the banquet in the evening there was a merry
round of angling talk and reminsoences of the North
Woods.—G. A. D. DeF.

FISHGULTUBAL DISCUSSIONS-ETHICAL
PHASES.

Ediinr Farrst nnrl Strcom:
Your issue of Jan. 1 came to hand at a time when I was

too ill to give it the usual careful peiusal, but a member of
the famUy calledmy attention to your editorial headed "The
Status of Fishculture." The paper was at once loaned and
when returned was mislaid until a few days ago, when I
found nearly a page oP characteristic, irrelevant matter from
your Denver correspondent, containing his nsxml tirade of
personalities. I also And a short article of my own, sent
you Konip. two mouths bnfore.

I now desire more partiLailarly to reply to your editorial.
jVt the very start you misi-epTesent me by saying that you
have published my commuuications upon "(ishcultural
methods in general." Had you stopped at the words "trout
culture" you would have stated the whole truth. To be sure,
I have stated that some other lines of fishculture—or
methods, if you please—were not a success. 1 have generally
said that they were yet in the legitimate experim.ental
stage, which artlQcial trout culture passed many vears ago.
I am fully aware that there is extensive opposition to
present methods of fishculture, and indeed to all methods,
with public funds, but I do not, as you state, represent the
extreme of this adverse element. On the contrary, I have
for a longer period than any other American citizen been an
enthusiastic champion of fishculture under all generally
accepted methode, each in its tiu-n as developed, and stil'l

continue to champion all methods which have pi'oven a suc-
cess, or which are yet in a legitimate stage of experiment,
and 1 have myself originated some methods which have
proven a success and some which have been failures.
In this connection it is proper to say that I have ever been

prompt to publish my failures, in order to prevent others
from traveling over the same ground and lose time and
money in repeating failru-es. How many fishculturists can
you name who have been thus honorable? On the other
hand, cannot you name prominent fishculturists who for
years kept up the delusion of artificial fishculture for the
sake of personal gain, by the sale of eggs and fry, and when
at the same time they knew it was a fascinating delusion
and sui-e to entail loss upon the customers? And you must
certaiidy know that several hundred people in the States of
New York and Pennsylvania alone have very thororighly
tested artificial trout culture under the direction of these
very persons, who sold them eggs and try to the extent of
thousands of dollars. Did you ever know anvof them to
receive any return tor their expenditures, unless they too
succeeded in sellina; eggs and try? I could repeatediyfill
every page of Forest and ,Sti;75:am with reliable .statements
of men who were victims of tliese trout culturists, and who
lost various sums, from a few hundred up to as high as eight
thousand dollars each. I have met scores of these victims
and have communications from hundreds more, and most of
them were from prominent men in their i-espective localities.
Now, it is a fact that most of these men thought for years

that they were making a success, and a quarter of a century
ago the newspapers of the country teemed %vith accounts of
their supposed success. 1 particulnrly recall the New York
Weekly TriJmrie with its prodigious circulation, especially
among farmers; and I was myself one of its occasional con-
tributors, and believed I was stating facts regarding the
success of artificial trout culture; and so 1 was, as far as the
public had adequate experience, namely, successful hatch-
ing and distribution of young try. But here all success
ceased, although it required several years to develop this
fact, for we all know of the slow growth of trout. But all
did learn that it cost from one dollar to two and a half dol-
lars a pound to raise them.
Now, you and your correspondent mention a few instances

where parties claim there is some degree of success, although
the same is not very clearly specified. I have no doubt that
you have read numerous published statements concerning
the successful restocking of trout streams, and have had
reason to believe them, etc. Y'our experience is simply a
repetition of that of hundreds of others about twenty-five
years ago. liecause of the simplicity of artificial propaga-
tion and dLstrilrution of young fry, we all at that time
thought that therepopulation of the streams was an assured
fact. But the result was a striking illustration of "hope
deferred." The years of patient, "painstaking, hopeful
experiment brought no increase to the table or creel, and in
all these years of experimental repetition there havebeen no
consequential returns for the time and money expended.
It is true there have been trom time to time years of increased
productiveness in many trout .streams; but in most instances
they have l)een iu streams which have never been restocked,
and the iucrease in every ease was due to natural causes,
whether in stocked or unstocked streams, and these causes
are now well anderstood by all old fishculturists and have
been repeatedly explained, even by your humble servant and
in your own columns. I know of my own knowledge of
numerous streams which have become so restored to their
old-time productiveness, and all old trout streams would
thus become restored if their surroundings were allowed to
revert to old-time conditions, and they will never be restored
in any other maimer. I believe that all thoroughly experi-
enced students of nature, .such men as Charles Halioek, for
instance, will take this view of the matter.
Your Denver correspondent took umbrage because I said

he was callow (upon this subject only), and also charged
that I antagonized the views of the late Prof. Baird and
others who, like him, had investigated the subject. Now, I
know what Prof. Baird's views were upon the subject quite
as well as the Denver man could, because for nearly three
years I experimented with SalriionidCB by his request and
under his direction, and this interva' included "Centennial"
yeai-, when I Avas with him frequently. I have a large
number of letters from him in this connection. I know
that within a year of his death he had nearly despaired of
any adequate success with SalmonldcG. A few months
before his death a gentleman, then and now in a puijiic
position at Washington conversed with him ou this particu-
lar subject, and beins an old acquaintance of mine, asked
the Professor's opinion of my oft-published views concern-
ing the propajjati on of Snlrn Oil idee and stocking of waters
with them. The Professor replied that I was a persistent
and industrious investigator and that my views were en-
titled to respect; that he considered me a valued correspond-
ent of the Bureau, .nnd in the main h« thought my fishcul-
tutal views were correct. A short time ""before this the
meiftl)&p <?f Ooiig¥§sg »y cli5tfi<?t galled upoa the Pi-Q*

feasor concerning a matter of special interest to me, and the
Professor voluntarily expressed himself in a similar man-
ner to him. So much for the grandest authority ever known
in this country. I am sui-e you will not deny that from
eighteen to twenty-five years ago there were many hundreds
of persons in various parts of the country engaged in trout
culture, and I again challenge yoti to locate many, if indeed
any more than a dozen pei'sous now thtis engaged, unless
directly or indirectly backed ^vith public funds: There may
also be a few cases w^bere a snudl Imsiuess is done iu connec-
tion with summer resorts, merely as a side attraction. In-
deed most of the places mentioned by you and in the news-
papers generally in this connection are summer resorts, and
thousands of dollars of public money are thus used to boom
these resorts. Some people do not think this a legiti-
mate use of public ftmds. But surely were the business
such a .success as you claim, there would be, after
all these years of experiment, hundreds if not thousands of
persons engaged in it. I have no idea that any of the parties
whom you think are now making a success of the business
will be engaged in it five years hence, unless they can find
as customers for their stock enough inexperienced persons
ready to travel over the same paths that hundreds of others
have marked by universal disa,ster. I wish right here to
confidently express the belief that no other person has in-
vestigated this .subject so many yeirs and so thoroughly as
myself , and I am perfectly willing to take the chances of
intelligent readers (and certainly intelliijent investigators)
accepting my views, rather than the views of thoseVhose
stock in trade consists of invective and whose only argu-
ment is to charge with egotisin those who make some par-
ticular subject a specialty. The charge of egotism in such
cases is invariably the last argument of the conceited, intel-
ligent ignoramus. Y'our Denver man says I have some
personal grievance against him! Nothing could be more
absurd. I only know him as a pioneer publisher of afrentier
paper, and quite a "hustler," to use a frontier terra. He has
the reputation of being quite a successful "boomer" of his
region, and it is so much to his credit that some well-mean-
ing people will pardon him in his endeavor to entice tourists
to liis region under the irapres.sion that they will find as
good trout fishing as when the region was first settled.
Some of the tourists, however, have published statements to
the effect that the catch there has been graduallv and surely
falling otf. Residents of the region have written me to
the same effect and have also stated that there are but verv
few persons in Colorado engaged in trout culture and that
the business was dying out. 1 myself heard one of a party
of tourists say they wottld not go to Colorado again, with
the expectation of getting satisfactory trout fishing. Now,
I place as much reliance upon the word of these" various
parties, as I would upon a person who was engaged in
"booming" the region and who acknowledges his ignorance
of fishculture.

The long-winded communication referred to is largely
composed of old statistics of an alleged increase of shad "and
whitefish some years ago, and a claim that said increase was
due to ai'tiflcial propagation. I fail to .see what this has to
do with artificial trout culture, even were it reliable, which
it certainly is not. I think I have already stated in your
columns that for the past fifty years it has been extensively
observed in the region of the Eastern .shad-producing waters
that there was quite a uniform fiuctuation from year to year
iu the production, from increase to decrease alternately,
there being on an average but three prolific seasons in each
ten. Every shad fisherman, every dealer and every habitual
consumer in these regions will testify to this fact, and, so
far, the extensive propagative operations have caused no
perceptible change; .still, as a new departure in jdanting
(long urged by me) has been inaugurated, there is yet hope
of some success: but a "progressive" close time will have to
be adopted in the Delaware FLiver, in order to make any .suc-
cess above the lower third of that stream. [ will re'mark
here that fish commis.sions, through their organs, proclaimed
the season of 1887 one of the most prolific ever known there.
I was ou the ground and obtained the same statistics as sent
to the U. S. Fish Commission, and know it was the poorest
shad season ever known. Philadelphia had to obtain much
the larger portion of her supply from New York city, the
season on the Hudson being a fairly good one. The fish
commi,ssion statistics, especially estimates, have been and
continue to be very incomplete and unreliable. I am quite
familiar with that subject. The planting- of a small lot of
shad on the Pacific coast has been a grand success, and had
the plants been repeated every year since, it is not likely that
it would have made any perceptible difference in the results.
It would be like attempting to create a frestiet in a river
with a sprinkling pot.

Now, regarding the whitefish, I have always urged
thorough experimental Avork iu their propagation aud
planting. This work has been intelligently prosecuted for a
long term of years, especially in Tiake Erie. So far, there
have been no perceptible results for the great labor aud ex-
penditure entailed. Those most extensively and the longest
in the fi.shery trade on Lake Erie are my authority for this
statement. The status of the whitefish' has been carefully
observed by those in the trade for 40 to .50 yeai-s past, and
about the same fluctuation as iu the case of shad has been
noted. There were seasons fjom 30 to 40 years ago whi-n they
were scarcer than they have ever been since; a fact which
"knocks Fish Commission .statistics silly." There has been
for the past few years a steady decline iu the catch, although
the ^ippliances and eft'orts for their capture were never so ex-
tensive and complete. I have been taking especial pains to
investigate during the past two yeais, and particularly dur-
ing the present season. Even those ti.shermeu who sav that
there may ultimately be .some returns for the propagating
operations, Uave not sufficient confidence in the work to aid
even in planting the young fish, xmless paid for it. Those
the longest and most extensively iuterested and experienced
declare that all propagation of lake Q.sheries is just so much
dead loss; and I cannot understand wdiy those at a distance,
and having no adequate means of knowing the facts, should
continue to brazenly dispute such authority. It is certainlj^
an exhibition of monumental presumption. So far as I am
concerned, I investigate a subject very thoroughly before
making published assertions; consequently I rarely make
mistakes concerning these matters, iiut, if I chance to do so,
I am prompt to make corrections aud not mislead others.
The whole issue in this discus.sion, on my part, has been

the trout questiou, but you and your Denver man seem
desirous of diverting the attention "of your readers from the
question at i.s.sue aud gratuitously proclaim me as opposed
to general fishculture, for which "I am at the present time
an acknowledged champion and have been for a longer
period than any other American.
Another characteristic operation was the publishing in

that nearly full page Denver communication of an idiosyn-
cratic paragraph from the American A n(jler and peculiar
to one of the editors of that jouiual. Himself and your
Denver corre.spondent are in the .same boat, both publishing
erratic matter on a subject upon which both are ill-inform ed,
and when the bottom is completely knocked out of their
statements by the simple presentation of cold facts, which
are unimpeachable, they become discourteous and grossly
personal. But the Amjlcr, to its credit, published my com-
munication complete, which effectually neuti-alized the
prefix copied in the communication referred to, but your cor-
respondent did not have the honor to publish my communi-
cation, as it would have neutralized his page communication
as well. It is unprofitable to discuss any subject with those
who resort to sueh dishonorable practices as the publication
of untruthful squibs and then carefully suppress the replies
Jotir Denver maa Beerastotbiuja me ijuite lU-ictgrmea

about what he evidently suppuses to be modern methods of
trout culture, namely, stocking with yearling trout. This
method of replenishing waters is older than hi.story itself,
having been practiced from remote periods of semi-civiliza-
tira down to the present time. The first waters I ever stocked
with trout were with wild .specimens, evidently one and two-
year-olds, but there may have been older specimens, as the
age of wild trout is enigmatical. 1 know of waters .stocked
ill this manner from forty to fifty years ago; but this is not
artificial fishculture. It is, however, far superior to u.sing
artificiall.y hatched trout, which are not nearly so hardy,
and besides, when artiticially reared to a year or more, they
are practically incapable of taking care of themselves. This
I have personally tested and know that the method is as un-
reliable as stocking with young fry. If you .and your clearly
deluded Denver correspondent will make half the carefiil
iuvestigations that I have, you vnll learn, as many hun-
dreds have learned by castly expecience, that artificial trout
culture is a fascinating delusion.
And now, in conclusion, it is to be hoped that you and

others will cease misrepresenting me as opposed to fishcul-
ture in general. I believe and have for a long term of years,
that trout can be made more plenti ful by protected preserves,
mainly of running water, properly prepared and stocked
with adult wild trout, but even this method has neverproved
a remarkable success in open waters, such as are stocked by
fish commissions.

^ Since this correspondence has been running in Foeest AND
Steeam, 1 have had a large number of letters upon the sub-
ject from various parts of the country, and but a solitary one
claimed that trout-stocked waters were a success, and he
claimed that several .streams in his region now contained
trout which never had any until stocke'd by the State com-
mission several years ago. It so happened that I was in the
region named thirty-four years ago (then ju.st being settled)
and the few inhabitants there were enthusiastic about the
purity of their waters, and claimed that they all contained
'speckled trout." Several parties write that they had
thought of trying trout culture, but thank me for changing
their minds upon the subject. I will close by saying that I
am notified of arrangements pending for a large game and
trout preseive, the land being already .secured; and I have
been practically engaged to plan "and superintend the
preparation of the trout feature of the enterprise, and per-
haps the whole. There will be no artificial propagation of
trout. One of the parlies has had several years experience
in artificial propagation, but abandoned it years ago as
illusory. MtltoiN P. pJiiHCE.
CouuMBUS, Ohio, Feh. 6.

SEA TROUT FROM SCOTLAND.
ABOUT 15,000 eggs of the sea trout (Salvio truUa), which

w^ere sent from Europe at the request of Shooting and
Fishing have been forwarded to Mr. Charles G. Atkins, at
Craig's Brook, Me., for development.
The sea trout is a migratory species, occurring in rivers

flowing into the Baltic and German Ocean, and also ascend-
ing rivers of Great Britain. It is a.bunda,nt in Scotland,
from whence the eggs were obtained. This trout is com-
monly called sea trout, salmon trout or bull trout. It is the
See~Fnrdlc or Lachs-ForeUc of [Germany and the Oiiax or
Lnx()rini;i of Scandinavia. The young have nine or ten
dusky crossbars. Half-grown individuals have the upper
part of the pectoral and dorsal fins and the hind margin of
the caudal black. Adults are .silvery, sometimes without
spots, but usually with x-shaped spots in large or small
numbers. The marking.?, however, are subject to gTeat
variation in number, size and shape. On the head and
dorsal fin the .spots are roundish when present. The caudal
fin is forked in the young aud slightly emarginate or per-
fectly truncate in the adult.
The sea trout grows to a length of about 3ft., and females

10 or 12in. long may be sexually mature. The species spawns
late in the fall or in the winter, aud the young run down to
the sea in the spring. Iu the breeding season the lower jaw
of the male is hooked.
The following quotation from Dr. Day's "British and

Irish Salmonida?" is of interest in this connection: "Anglers
find in rivers these fish will niostly take a worm if the
waters are muddy, as it begins to clear a spinning bait, and
when fine a fly. If hooked they often display eonsideraWe
cunning in their attempts to lireak the line with a blow
from the tail, or impetuously dart otf, when a similar result
ensues, should it not readily run off the reel. Stoddard
ob,served that during the season clean sea trout give more
sport than salmon to the anglers; in fact in Scotland an
hour or two's white trout fishing when the fish are in the
humor is esteemed good .sport, as they often take a fly well,
Avhile in .some places they may be taken up to 6 or 71bs.
weight; iu Wales the sewm are also similarly sought after,
especially of an evening, with fine tackle and a small
fly. But large examples, as bull trout, appear to generally
refuse bait or flies, but kelts are readily hooked."

COLORADO STATION OF U. S. PISH CO^HMISSION.
—The new hatchery at Leadville, Colorado, had the follow-
ing stock ou hand Jan. 31, 1891: Brook trout (fonUnalis) fry,
19,273; do. breeders. 149; Loch Leven trout fry, 1,377; black-
spotted trout fry, S78; do. yearlings, 1,000: do. breeders, 7,33;

rainbow trout breeders, 5; total 23,315. The number of eggs
iu process of hatching were as follows: Brook trout (fonU-
n(dis) collected, 139,199; do. from the East, 19.789; Von Behr
trout (fariu), 99,474; total 358,412. The tran.sfer of eggs and
fish from their temporary quarters to the new building was
to be completed by Feb. 9. The lowest air temperature in
January was 10 deg. below zero, and the highest observed
at noon was 41 deg. The water temperature was uniformly
44 deg.

SALMON EGGS SENT TO FRANCE.—In January the
U. S. Fish Commission shipped from Cold Spring Harbor,
New Y'ork, 90,000 eggs of the quinnat or chinook salmon
(Oncorhyyichus ehouicha) to France. The consignment was
forwarded per steamer Ija Gascogne. Notwithstanding
the comparative failure to acclimate this valuable fish in
tributaries of the Mediterranean, the French fishculturists
mean to continue the experiment in the hope of ultimate
.success.

W\s HE INSUHED ? is a question we ask almost as» naturally
after a man's death as after a lire; because it is coming to be re-
cognized as much a matter of business prudence to insure one's
life as it is to insure against loss by fire. There are many good
business men in the world, and it might be a matter of wonder
where they all insured their lives did not the annual reports of
the companies call atten tic a to the immense bnsine.?s done by
some of ihem. Here Is the New York Life, for example, whose
report appears in auotber column, with an annual income of
thirty-two million dollars, witb assets to the araouat of one hun-
dred and fiftpen millions, and carrying over Svo hundred and
sisty-nine millions of insurance on its books. Itpaid over thirteen
millions to policy holders in 1890, and wrote a hundred and flfty-
nine millions of new insurance. This company carries about
fifteen VGV cent, of all the insurance in force in American com-
panie.=, and does about nineteen per cent, of the new business. Its
success is the result of superior manageniont, and is well deserved,—_'idt).

FOHHST AND Btbeam, Box 3,883, N. Y, city, has desarintlve lUus-
trated circulars of W. B. LeffingweU's book, "Wild Wcv/l Shoot-
ing," which wild he mailed free on reouest. Tha hook ie prq-
noiinced by "Nanlt." "Gloan." "Dick SwiVeller "^blHaiiB" aad
otiar poajpeteat sutaoriWes t-o the best treatla? 05 tfee so^mt
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All connm'un^e5ations must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Feb. S4 to 2';'.—Fifteenth Annual Dok Show of the- VVestimnater
Kennel Club, at I^ew V'ork. James Mortimer, Superintendent.
Marc la 3 to fi.—Secoml Auuiial Jjog Show of the Maryland Kennel

Club, at Baltininre, Mii , W, Stewart IJiffenderffer, Scjcretary.
March 10 tolH.—First A nnual Dog Show of the Duquesno Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Prt. E. Litl^U, Sweretary.
March 16 to IV).—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at WashinKton, D. C.
March 24 to 37. -Set-oud Anoual Dog Show of the Masaaohttselts

Kennel Club, Lvmi, Mass. D. A. Williaros. Secretary.
March 31 to April Seyrnlli Annual Dog' Show of the New

England Konuol Clxib, at Boston, '.'.lass. E. IT. Moore. S'-'cretary,

April 8 to n,—Third Annual Hog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-
nel Club, at Chicago, 111. .lohn L. biiicoln, Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to T^.-^Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhiai, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.- Dog Show of the Southern California Kennel

Club, at Los Angeles.
April i;S to May X'.—Dog Show of the California Kennel Olub, at
an Francisco, Cal, R. P. Rennie, Sec'y.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at.

Young8to\^^l, O.

THE NEW YORK DOG SHOW.
'T'^HE Westminster Kennel Club's fifteeufch annual .sliovv

JL opened under very favorable conditions on Tuesday
last. The proverbially good weather which this club nearly
always enjoys has not deserted them on this occasion, and
eonseqtieutly throughout the day and evening the ai.sles

weie crowded, and an interested gatherin.^' of exhibitors, and
those drawn by curiosity, could always be found round the
judgino; rings, of whicli there were four in the center of the
hall, forming a square. The new hall is vastly superior in
general appearance to the old barnlike structitre we have
been accustomed to for so many years, still there were many
exhibitors present who loudly proclaimed the fact that they
Ayished the old building had never been touched, esppcially
those whose misfortune it was to be buried in the basement,
as it was imjiossible to bench all on one floor. There were
many complaints, as might have been expected, from th'^

pointer, setter and spaniel men because they had l.ieen

"lowered" in more ways than one. Those exhibitors have
come to think that they form the most important part of
a show—but they don't^ and as a part of the whole they
must take their chances.
Miss Whitney was the first to coTnmeuce judging at 10:10

A. M., and visitors and the rognosccnU were soon engrossed
with the merits of the St. Bernards Sir Bedivere and Alton.
They both had many admirers, though of course Bedivere's
reputation could not be denied and he had the popxilar vote,
but he did not win liy a very big score. All the St. Bernard
men one can think of were grouped round the ring and anx-
iously followed the deci.sions. Mr. Hiintiugton was also
early to work with the gi-eyhotinds. being in King 1, and had
an opportunity himself to see what it feels li ke to be a judge,
and, as we surmised from his remarks to us, he did not find
it such easy work after all. The new dog Gem of the Sea-
son won well in his class. The Bulldog Club were ev Evi-
dence in Ring 4, and .such a display of "bulldogs has never
been got together before in this country, thanks to tijis

energetic club. This good old breed will now no doubt come
to the front and stay there. Their souvenir catalogue is

quite a valuable one, and is well and tastefully arranged.
In Rin§ 3 Major Taylor got to work on his English setters,

but judging from remarks made he hardly seems to have
been so successful in his awards as usual, many known
cracks having to be contented with a lower seat. One of
England's greatest dogs, Sir Tatton, could do no better than
c. and Count Howard had to succumb to a dog whose
superiority is hardly visible in any point. Mr. Hoey started
to do the' fox-terriers in the afternoon and was therefore
unable to get through the first day. In fact, the judging
all round has not gone with the usual expedition, a good
deal of time being unavoidably wasted in getting the dogs
into the rings from downstairs and elsewhere. Otherwise
everything pi-ogresse.^- systematicallj'' and one of the busiest
men is Mr. Mortiruer, whose task is necessarily an arduous
one. Mr. Mayhev/ will hiiisli his classes Wednesday morn-
ing, as he could not begin till late on Tuesday afternoon.
There are few innovations this year if we except the here-

tofore much needed lettor-caids to distinguish the difTerept
dogs while in the ring. Each handler is given a large let-

tered card, corresponding with a letter in the catalogue
opposite the dog's name, allowing visitors to at once be able
to see which are which in the ring. Some o£ the stewards
of rings were particular in seeing that all were furnished
with their cards, others did not take the trouble to bother
with them. It should be understood implicitly that they
must be used, and we ho])e other shows will follow suit.

The attendants this year are decked out with blue jerseys
and cap and seem a much superior order of men to those of
last year. Among those whom we noticed busily engaged as
ring stewards and in other duties were Messrs. F. B. Hitch-
eock, H. B. Cromwell, Thomas H. Terry, J. Breeze Smith,
and J. Pearson, J. H. Winslow, Winthrop Rutherfurd and
others.

MASTIFFS.— CaALX.KiNOK— Dof/s.- 1st, Wyoming Kennels' Sears'
Monarch. Bitches: 1st. Flour (jit.y Kennels' Lady Coleus.Opes—
Dof/s: 1st, Floiu' City Kennels' Ilford Chancellor; ad, Mrs. C. E.
Wallack's Merlin; ;M, Taunton & Winchell's Beanfoi-t; 4Lb, K, P.
H. Durkee's Melrose Pj mce. Very high com., R. Exley's Fxley's
Chief, C. D. Arthur's Olaf, H. A. Taylor's Sir Minting. High
cona , J. Massey's Minting Minor, B. L. Kimball's Elkson. Com.,
P. R. Simmonds's Macdulf, Mrs. B. E. Spitzl's Arminius, G, T.
Gray's Duke of Norfolk. Bit(!l}es: 1st and 4ib, Flour City Ivennels'
Lady Dorothy and Caution's Dwn Daughter; 2d andSd, F. T. Un-
derhill's Duchess and Edda. Very high com., Elm Kennels' Cas-
sandra, E. D. Hays's Countess, .1. E. R. Boudreau's Baby Bunting.
—PUPPXBB UKDER Ifi MOWTHs.—1st, Triuiout Kennels' Pint o; 2d, R,
Exley's Exley's Chief; 3d, F. T. FnderhiU's Ontare Brenda. Very
high"com., O. E, Greenraan'.s Rex Carolus, 6.W. Glazier's Ingleside
Princess, E. L, Ivimhairs KlbsoD. Flour City Kennels' BeautorT,
Jr. High com. ,F. buchenger's Gaidar III., A. tiray.^on's Dagger,
Miss W. M. Keek's Willie, F. H, F. Meioer'a Eanfrid. Com., J.

Weir's Ctesar W., 1. B, Hefter's Jack's Hririo aori Red Monarch.—
Novice.— 1st, Flour City Kennei.^' Caution's Own Daughter; eciual

3d, Caumsett Kennels' H.ins Sachs and R. ft^xley's Exley's Chief.
Very high com., Miss Dora E. Halk's Pluto H. Com., Caumsett
Kennels' Proh, Z. V. Flowci-fell'a Lion,

ST. BERNARDS.—ROTroH-C^OATED — CHALTiBNOE—Dof/.s; Ist,

Wyoming Kennels' He.-ipei
;
"M, K. H. Moore's Beu Lomond.

Bitches: 1st. Elmwood Kennels' Manon; 3d, B. H. Moore's cham-
pion Miranda. Reserve, Wyoming Kennels' La^ly Wellington.—
Open—Doffs: 1st and yery high com., WyomingKennels' Sir Bedi-
vere and Lothario; 3d, E. H. Moore's Alton; -3d, J. H. Huuv's Don
H.; 4th, E. H. Moore's Lord Melrose. Reserve, C. A. Iiouek's
Kinglimmon. Very high com., F, Potter's Helfred, C. A. Pieroy's
Sir Marmaduke, F. G. Borume's Sultan HI., Welz & Zer\\'eek's
Superbus, Mrs. A. G. Gorharu's Whit« Chief, W, A. Thoaias's
Bruie. High ccm.. J. Goaford's Prince of Oranee, J- F. Hall's Mar-
quis of Staiford. T. I. Mara's Lakmond, Dr. H. M. Beck's Brano.
Com., Ohas. Giller's Jersey Ben, Dr. R. Taylor's Ajax, C. B. John-
ston's Friezland Vizier, V. Petrola's Count St. Vincent, F. Linck's
Rlhn, G. Greiner's Grover. Bitches: Ist, 2d, 4th and very high
com,, E.H.Moore's L-^d.v Livingston, Lady Sneerwell, Moore's
Lady Melrose and Corrette; 4cl,W''yoming Kennels' Plevna. Re-
serve, Elmwood Kennels' Zenifh. Very high com., Mrs. D, P.

Foster's Princess Jura. High com.. Miss E. E. Sunen's l^ady
Rosemont, J. P. Hanley's Duchess XL Com. L. Bobei-t'sLady Tal-
Ton, F. Schoop'a Miss Bellina, Halfway Brook Kennels' Belle ot

tdalfway Brook.—Puppies—Dofifs: 1st, Mrs. G. W. White & Son's
Mnrc Antony; Sd, Mrs. J. M. Nicholson's Norma Joseph: equal 3d,
C. Pfliederer's Roland .'.Jr.,"and Mrs. J. M. Nicholson's Mount Sion
Guy. Reserve, Mrs. .T, M, Nicholson's Noble. S^ery high com..
Col. J. Rupert, Jr.'s Otos, V. Petrola's Count St. Vincent, Thos.
M. Burke's Clauaian, M. Shwavtz's St. Elmo. High com., E.
Loeb's Rector, tientral Kennels' Jimlimmon, Thos. M. Burke's
tfospert, L. Roben's Whitefriar. F. Linck's Roller. Biic.lies: 1st,
D. Mam.n's Uarda; 2d, E. H. Moore's Arline; Bd, high com. and
com., Ilutf way Brook Kennels' Segrid, Karen and Sally Gow.
Reserve, C. Pfleiderer's Princess Olga. Very high com., J.F.
Lara's Princess Helena, High com., W. A. Gordon's Queen Mar-
athon, T. Mallenda's Rose, C. Pfleiderer's PriDcess of Wales, S.
.Schumacher's Sieglindc. Com., J. George's Nellie Bly, L. Robert's
I<ady ^'enlry, C. W-gner's Ridgey,'ood Laura.
ST. BERNARDS .—

S

m ootm-Coated—C h .4.LLii^ aE—Doos; Ist,
Wm. C. Rcick's Hector; >;d, W. P, Tilton's Heanchamp. Reserve,
C. F. Barney's Nevis. BUdifX Ist. D. Mann's Cleopatra; 3d,
Wentwurth Kemiela' Thishe. Reserve, C. D. Cooke'a Wanda.—
t)pKM— 1st, John Poag's \\'atch: 3d,D. P. Foster's Leicester;
;id, Elmwood Kennels' Belisarius; 4th, John Keevan's Patrol.
Reserve. T. M. Burke's Duke of Soarta. Very high com., I. A.
Settle's Victor Van and Contoo^ook Kennels' Parson. High com.,
Tohn A. Keane's Noble, John McCarty'e Mac. Com., Ridge-
wood Kennels' Alpine Guide, M. Martin's Pasha and John
l-lromhach's Montreux. Bitrlifx: 1st, 3d and reserve, Contoo-
cook Kennels' Empress of Contoncook, Burton Belle and Nora;
:id, C. T, Barne.v'a Lady (Sweudoline; 4lh, W. H. Joeckel, Jr.'s
Monastery Myrtle. Very high com., W. A. Thomas's Bena II.,

Rirlgewood Kennels' Thisbe Wagner. High com., Jolm Keevan's
.ApoOona and Halloween, G. & G. A. Tschaggeuy's BeHine.—
PiiPfiES - Dogs; equal Ist, C. T. Barney's Douglas and G. VV. Pat-
terson's Prince Too; 2d, John Keevan's Prelate; 3d, Contoocook
IvenneLs' Rignold. Reserve, B. K. Spitzl's Ceesar. Very high
com., high com. and com., J. R. Draper's Trojan Rex, Trojan
Bruce and Trojan Mack. High com., B. W. Wolf's Ijysander II.,

Elmwood Kenuels' Belmont 111. Bitcli ex: lai , ContoocooK Ken-
nels' Nora; 3d and very high com., lialfway Brook Kennels'
S« anhilde and Empress of Halfway Brook: Bd, C. T. Barney's
Acme.—NovioE—RoroH ANU Smooth—Does: let, D.P.Foster's
Leicester; 3d, E. H. Moore's Lord Melrose; 3d, John Keevan's
Patrol. Reserve, L. Robert's Kingston Regent. Very high com.,
Chas. A. Piercy's Sir Marmaduke, T. 1. Mara's Lakmond. High
com., C. B, Johnston's Priezland Vizier, A. J. Whlton's Wager,
F, G. Bourne's Snlta,n III., J. Hellen's Prince Merchant, E. Linck's
Rihn. I. W. Driscoll's Crescendo. Com., G.P. Truslow's Brook-
lyn Prince, J. A. Keane's Noble, Central Kennels' Jimlimmon, T.
M. Burke's Gospert, F. Schoop's Young Barry II. Bltchei^: equal
Isf, E. H. Moore's Moore's Lady Melrose and Contoocook Kennels'
Nora: 3d, J. M. Hyam's Lady Stella; .3d, Mrs. D. P. Foster's Prin-
cess Jura. Reserve. Ridgowood Kennels' Ridgewood Laura.
BLOODHOUNDS.—Doi/.s: 1st, Caumsett Kennels' Bnrgho, Jr.;

3d, Brnugli & Winchell's Victor. Bitches: 1st, Brough & Win-
clicll's Judith.

GREAT DANES,—CHALLENGE-Doffs; 1st. H. G. Nichols's Melac.
Bilches: 1st, C. Heimerle's Irene.-OPE>f—Dofys: 1st, High Ground
Kennels' Pascha: 3d. High Ground Kennels' Nero; 3d, J. Getz's
Turk, Reserve. M. Martin's Hannes. Very high com., C. Kuch-
ner's Ca?.3aT. High com.. Dr. J. Marshall's Skaol. Bitches: 1st,

High Groimd Kennels' Flora Florida: .C'd, Hj^h Ground Kennels'
JOora; M. M. Franck's Minckar. Reserve, H. A. Lawson's Fitz.
Very high com., T. Honegger's Ubna III. High com., O. W. Dick-
el's Marquise. Com., Prof. C. E, Strassburger's Thesa, C. W.
Diekel's Princess. Puppieg: 1st, M. Podeyn's Nora; 3d, P. Corell's
Nero the Great; od, M. Podeyn's Pascha 11. Reserve. C. Heimerle's
Roland. Very high com,. Dr. W. H. Shepperd's Duke, T, Honeg-
uct's Oliver. High com., T. Honegger's Argus, T. Tonegger's
Uncas.
NEWFOUNDLANDS.—lat, J. M. Mayer's Rover: 3d, F. Sebn-

ber's Nero; 3d, F. W. Chesebrough's Sailor Lad. Reserve, Mrs. B.
Braive's Brunette. Com., Geo. B. Ferguson's Bruno.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS. - Doys; l^t, Paul H. Hacke's
Zloeem; 3d, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Vladimir. Reserve, W.
H. King, Jr.'s Ivan Romanoff. Very high com., Paul H. Hacke's
Ivan. Bitches: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Princess Irma;
3d, Paul H. Hacke's Prokaza.

DEERHOUNDS.—CEAnnENGE—Dofif.s; 1st and 3d, .J. E. Thayer's
Chieftain and Robber Chieftain. Bitches: Isi and 3d. J. E.
Thayer's Wanda and Ramona. Reserve. Dunrobin Kennels'
0!g,a.—Open—Dogs; 1st, 3d and 3d, J. E. Tha.ver's Douglas, Hill-
side Warrior and Hillside Harold. Reserve and very higli com.,
Dunrobin Kenuels' Duncan and Arg.yle. High com.. G. Mac-
Dougall'ri Allan Breok. Bitches: 1st, 3d and 3d, .). E. Thayer's
Hillside Romola. Hillside Ruth and Hillside Sylvia. Reserve,
Dunrobin Kennels' Alida.

OEEYHOUNDS.-CHAnLEXGE—Dog.s'; lat and 2d, White Oak
Hill KeuDcLs' Balkis and Highland Chief. .Bitches: 1st. Hornell-
Haim(niv Kennels' Harmony.—Open— Dogs; 1st. A, W. Purbeck's
Gem of "ihe Season: 3d, Dunrobin Kenuels' Charles Davis; .3d,

No. 314 A. Very high com., I. Van Schaick's Tim, C.
E. Ireson's Jolly Ranger. High com.. White Oak Hill Kennels'
Highland Warrior. Bitches: 1st, J. Black's Dollv Dollar; 3d,
Dunrobin Kennels' Maud Tori'ingto"; od. White Oak Hill Ken-
uels' Kismet. Reserve. H. C.Lowe's Lancashire Lass. Very high
com., W. H. Martin's Queen in Black, W, B, Growtage's Zoe.
High com., Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Fannie M, Fuupici}: 1st,

White Oak Hill Kennels' Highland Donald: 3d, Hornell-Harmony
Kennels' Marguerite; 3d, C. F. R. Drake's Balkette. Com., O. T.
Garland's Sappho, Wondhaven Kennels' Yolande.

FOXHOUNDS.—CHALLK:.'t7£~lst, Cook Kennels' Brave: 3d,
Newport (.lountv Hum's Hoseville Rover. Enolish.—Open- Dogti;

Ist, Rockaway Hunt's Warrior: 3d. Rockaway Hunt's Barrister;
3d, Rockaway Hunt's Songster. Very high com., Newport County
Hunt's Major Warlock and Rockaway Hunt's Wonder. High
com., Newioij Connty Hunt's Forager. Com.. Newton County
ilunt s Tipp^rai y Challenger. Bitches: 1st, W. F. Lester's Shot;
2d, Newjun-r Coiiufy Hunt's Contest; 3d, Rockaway Hunt's Gold-
finch. Very bigli com.. Newport County Hunt's Clonmel Rakish.
Ameru -v:^.-! o^k:n —Dog.s; 1st, Cook Kennels' Bill; 2d, Cook Ken-
nels' Drum 11.; ;i 1. J. M. Avenl's Fox's Bock. Very high com., J.

M. Avent's Rob. High com., Newport County Hunt's Finder.
Com.. Newport County Hunt's Bugler. Bitches: 1st, Cook Ken-
nels' Bernhardt: 3d, Cook Kenntls' Frances; 3d, Cook Kennels'
.let. Very high com., J. M. Avent's Florah. High com., J. M.
Avent 's Nelly and Annie.

POINTERS.— ( 'jiALLEXf;E—Dog8 (651bs. and over): 1st, Hemp-
stead Farm Keunels' Robert-le-Diable; 3d, L. Gardner's Duke of
Vernon. Ritf/io; (aOlbs. and over): Isi, Ohas. Heath's Revel HI.;
3d, Fleet View ami Reading Kennels' Belle Randolph. Open—
y>ogs l551hs. and over): Isl; G. Jarvis'n Lad of Kent: 3d, Chas.
lleatu'3 Gi-aph: ;id, E. R. Bellman's Graphite; 4th, Hempstead
Farm Kennels' Tory White. Vnvy high com., Thos. F. Rashmore's
GuyTammany. High com., E. Yale Giallahev's Nick of Beaufort
and F. E. Lewis's H.s les of Naso. Com., Jos. R. Trissler's Duke of
Richmond. Bitches (.501 hs. and over): 1st, Hempstead Farm
Kennels' Woolton Game; 3d, H. Hoork's Peggy: 3d, J. T. Richards'
Lass of Tajnmany; 4th, Chas. Heath's Miss Meally. Very high
com.. Miss H. Wooster's Duchess of Naso. High com., S. Pettit's
Pearl. Challencie—Dogs (under .5.51bs.): 1st, Hempstead Farm
Kennels' Dukf of Hessen; 3d, Ohas. Heath's Launcelot. Bitch.es
(under ."lOlbs.): Ist. J. P. Cartwrighi's Rosa May; 3d, E. R. Bell-
man's Stella B. (JpES— jDog.s (tmder .^51bs,): 1st, B. M. Sr.ephen-
son's TribulatiOTi-, Sd, Francis Ct. Taylor's Inspiration; 3d, R, C.
Cornell's Roderick; 1th, Dr. F. B. Downs' Einstein. Very high
com., Eugene Halpm's Bracket's Lad and W. H. Hyland's O.ssin-

ing. High com., Geo. W.Loveirs Black Spot Beaulort. Com., W.
Corlies, iir.'s Celso, Biielieis (under SOllis ): 1st, Geo. Jarvis's Lass
of Keup 3d, L. W. White's Concave; 3d, Ohas. Heatn's Frivolity
It.; 4th, F. E. Lewis's Lady Tammany. Very high com., Hempstead
Farm Kennels' Merry Legs and Geo. W. Lovell's LoveU's Miss
Fancy Free. High com.,G. W. Trantam's Tiny. Com., Hempstead
Farm Kennels' Hempstead Rose and Mme. M. Salvotti's Daisy.
Puppies—Dogs: 1st, Frank Burgoyne's Fritz; 3d, Geo. W. Lovell'-.

IBoD B.;3d, Wm.H. Hyland's Dominict. Bitches: Ist.L. Gardner's
Hattie Vernon; 3d, Mme. M. Salvotti's Daisy.

ENfiLlSH SETTERS.-CHALLENGE-Dnr/,?: 1st, I. E. Dager's
Cincinnaius: 2d, Rockingham Kenuels' (Jouut Howard. Bitchci-:

Ist, Rockingham Kennels' Princess Beatrice IL; 3^1, G. \V. Neal's
Daisy Foreman.—Open—Dogs: let, F. (t. Taylor's Bree/e Glad-
stone: 3d, W. B. Wells's Matane; 3d and reserve, Blue Ridge Ken-
nels' Rcverdy and Dan Gladstone; 4th, J. M. Avent's Rodengo.
Very high com.. Blue Ridge Kennels' Gath's Mark. High com.,
L. fjardner's Roger. J. M. Avent's Jean Val Jean and Antonio,
Rosecroft Kennels' Domingo. Com., G. W. La Rue's Glen Bekon,
L. Gardner's Gale, W. H. Weiss's Sir Tatton, Cohannet Kennels'
Roy.il Kent, F. Field's Gimnar, W. McKennan, Jr., Goth, J. M.
Avent's Rayon a.nd And.y. Bitches: Igr, J. W. Wood's Donna
Juanita; Sd, J. JL A vent's Bessie Avent; od, J. Brett's Myrrha II.;

4th, Blue Rid.ge Kennels' Lillv Burgess. Very high com,, Rose-
croft tv'mnelB' Spectre, Blue Ridge Kennels' Fanny M. High
com,, L- Gardnei's Dora Deane, R. R, IMoore's Hazel Kirke, I. W.
Lawson's Blue Nell. Com., Bine Ricge Kenuels' Esther.—Pup-
WES—Doflfi; 1st, Roseoroft Kennels' Glendou; 3d, Ct. C. Hore's Bohe-
mian Laddie; bd, R. H., Jr., <& F. L. Alberta's Beau. High com.,

,

G. S. Wood's Bounce, Bitehes: 1st and 3d. Rosecroft Kennels'
Prima Donna and Dimity: 3d, R, H., Jr., & F. L. Alberts's Gwyu-
nie. Very high com., W. Boyd. Jr.'s Spook, Rosecroft Kennels'
Spectre. High com,, R H., Jr., & P. L. Alberts's Alma and Drmd-
ess. Com., Phil Daly, Jr.'s, Virginia Rockingham.-Novice—1st
and 3d, Rosecroft Kennels' Prima Donna and Domino; 3d, G. C.
Howe's Bohemian Laddie. Reserve, L. Gardner's Gale. Very
high com,, Rosecroft Kennels' Domingo. High com., P. Wolfen-
den's Bonnie GladstoTie Girl,

IRISH SETTERS.—CiiALLENGE-Dogs; 1st, Max Wenzel's
Chief; 3d, A. V. Armour's Max A. Reserve, W. H. Weiss's Des-
mond II. Bitches: 1st. Kild.are Kenuels' Ruby t^lenmore; 3d, Kil-
clare Kennels' Winnie II. Oi^ES—Vngs: ls% Kildare Kennels'
Beau Brummel; 3d, N. Brewer, Jr.'s Huntington; 3d, F. L, Cheney's
Henmore Shamrock. Reserve, St. Cloud Kennels' Shanmore.
Very high com., A. W. PearsaU's -Jack Malone, G. B. Van Sleck's
Hector, J. -J. Scanlan's Inchiquin and R. Tompkins' Friar Tuck.
High com., N. Brewer, Jr.'s Teraplemore, J. H. Hitchcock's .Joe

F., G. S. Bennett's Luzerne, Hudson River Kennels' Dsrragh Pat
and St. Cloud Kennels' Minstrel. Com., R. H. Burr's Red River
Glencho. Bitches: Ist, J. -J. Scanlan's Mollie Asthore; 3d, St.
Cloud Kemnels' Eudora; 3d, S. H. Price's Noma- Reserve, Hudson
River Kennels' Ruby Glencho, Very high com., R. H. Burr's
Gladys B , Jas. B. Moore's Gracie, Killarney Kennels' Red Belle
and Hazelnut III. High com., Geo, Meister's Litta, Francis Lar-
kin, Jr.'s Daisy and IVIount Royal Kennels' Elfreda. Com., A.
Smart's Lassie 8. and W. J. Totten's Bea.uty T. Puppies-
Dogs; Ist, James B. Moore's Robin Hood; 3d, Hudson River
Kennels' Tim's Dandy; 3d. N. Brewer, Jr.'s Templemore.
Reserve, J. A. Garland. Jr.'s Duke. Very high com., J. A.
Garland, .Tr.'s Count and Hudson River Kennels' Dennis. High
com,, Hudson River Kennels' Mooney. Com., W. J. Totten's
Exile, J, A. Garland. Jr.'s Earl and Jas. B. Moore's Beau Brummel.
Bitches: 1st, J. J. Scanlan's Mollie Asthore; 3d, Sydney A. Jack-
son's Nanon; 3d, Jas. B. Moore's Daisy D. Reserve. G. Bell's Gold-
smith Maid. Very high com., F. Larkin, Jr.'s Daisy. High com.,
A. W. Taylor's Mona T. Com., Hudson River Kennels' Juno II.,

A, W. Taylor's Trix and J. A. Garland, Jr.'s Firefly. NcviCE—
Ist, Kilflare Kennels' Beau Brummel; 2d, St. Cloud Kennels'
Eudora; 3d, Hudson River Kennels' Tim's Dandy . Reserve, 8. H.
Price's Norna. Very^ high com., J. .1. Scanlan's Inchiquin, Mrs.
W. M. Laffan's Pat L. and Duke. High com , St. Cloud Kennels'
Minstrel, F. Larkin, Jr.'s Daisy, N. Brewer, Jr.'s Templemore, ,1.

H. Hitchcock's Mollie D., Killarney Kenuels' Tearaway and Geo.
Bell's Goldsmith Maid.
GORDON SBTTERS.-Challenoe-Doo.s: 1st, Dr. J. H. Meyer's

Beaumont. Bitches: 1st, J. L. Campbell's Becky Sharp; :3d. Dr.
J. H. Meyer's Madge.—Open—Doy.s: 1st, Item Kenneis' King
Item; 3d, Mrs. Wm. S. Lee's Doc; 3d, Frank B, Pease's Tyrus;
4th and very high com., Jas. B. Blossom's Comus and Gordon.
Very high com., Dr. .1. H. Meyer's Dukemont. HigjL com.. W. J.
Van Zandi's Chandos. Com., F. D. Freeman's OliU B. Bitches:
3d. Geo. Meister's Fly; 3d, Dr. J. H. Meyer's Plomont; 4lh and
reserve, .Tas. B. Blossom's Vic III. and Sall.v Beaumont. Very
high com., P. Gait's Vick. High com., A. Qaackenhnsh's Bess
III.—PopPtES—Dogs: 1st. Mrs. W. S. Lee's Doc; 3d, J. L. Camp-
bell's (ilentleman Dick; 3d, Mrs. R. Braive's Bucic, Jr. Bitehefi:

1st, J. L. Campbell's Miss Mulfet; 3d, Mrs, W. S. loco's Jennie.—
Novice-1st, Dr. J. H, Meyer's Flomont; 3d and 3d, Jas. B. Blos-
som's fJomus and Gordon.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—1st and 2d, J. D. Mallory'a Mary
and Plow. Com., Ed. Brooke's Rap.
FIELD SPANIELS.—CHALLEKQE—Dog.v; Isl, E, H. Hariman's

Newton Abbot Don, Bitclies: 1st, Rnsedale Kennels' Bridford
Ruby; 2d, R, P, Keasbey's Lady.—Open—Black—Dogs; 1st. R. P,
Keasbey's Beverley Negus; 3d, J. Staeom's Bolus; 3d, R. H. Eg-
gleston's Echo. Reserve, E;. H, Hariman's Newton Abbott Carlo,
Very high com., D. S. Hammond's Compton Brigand. High
com.. A. Laidlaw'a Samson, R. H. Eggleston's Glendale. Bitehes:
1st, R. H. Eggleston's Ace of Spades; 3d, R. H. Eggleston's Dame
Trot.—Livek—1st, Rnsedale Kennels' Beau- 3d, J. Staeom's Don
II.—Ant Other ConoR than Ltvek or BnAcii—Ist, Rosedale
Kennels' Rosedale Dolly; 2d. E. H. Hariman's Newton Abbott
Torso; 3d, Dr. S. J. Bradbury's Patti. Com., R. B. Keasbey's Say-
brook Chance.
COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge—Dog8; 1st, J. P. Willey's

Jersey; 3d, A. Laidlaw's Rabbi. Reserve, Brant Cocker Kenuels'
Brantford Red Jacket. Bitclies: 1st and 3d. G. H. Bush's cham-
pion Novel and Bessie W. Very high com.. Lake Shore Kennels'
Bene Silk.—Open—Blacx—Du(7.s; 1st, Woodland Kennels' Black
Duflerin; 3d, Geo. Bell's Obadian (late Kildare); 3il, A, Laidlaw's
Oban. Reserve, Geo. H. Bush's Jersey Ohc. Very high com,.
Lake Shore Kenuels' Brush W. High com., Jliss (L Newbold's
Truffle, .L P. Willey's Nig W. a.nd Brad. Com., H. S, Ellsworth's
Phil. Bitches: 1st, J. P. Willey's Black Ducbess: 3d and high
com., Geo. Bell's Amazeme'nt and Canadian Gixl: od, A. Laidlaw's
Woodstock Birdie. Reserve, Geo. H. Bush's Idea. Very high
com., H. S. Reynold's Meg Oho, A. Laidlaw's Clio II., J. P.Willey's
Little Nel), Dr. W. H. Merrill's Midget. High com.. Brant Cocker
Kennels' Brantford Lass. Com., J. P. Willej'a; Beatity B , Mish
Grace Grossman's Topsey, Mrs. Pel ham-Clinton's Seotty

.
and

Pups, Miss E. W- Lewis's Bandy, Peter Hughes's Blossom,—Any
Other Colob—Dog.?: 1st, C. G. Browning's Cherry Bov: '3d and
high com., E. T. Tift's Box T. and Cox T.: 3d and very high com.,
L. B. Kerr, Jr.'s Dnke and Major. Bitches: [st. G. Bell's Silver-
ton; 3d, Woodland Kennels' King Pharoah's Daughter: 3d, J. P.
Willey's Goldie. Very high com., R. F, Dwyer's Enola,

CLUMBER SPx^NIELS.-CiiALLENQG- Dog;,-: IrI, Clumber Ken-
nelb' Boss IK. Bitclirs: 1st, Clumber Kennels' Lady Bromine.

—

Open—Dogs; 1st, Clumber Kennels' Johnny Jo. Bifchcs: Ist and
3d, Clumber Kennels' Lady Snow a.nd Lady BoUe.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—1st, Sea Moss Kennels' Patsey B,:

3d, E. H. Harriman's Paddy; .3d, J. Lewis's Countess Bend igo.

Very high com., A. J. Prime's Dot. High com., W. Vandenber-
gen's Romeo.
SPANIEL PUPPIES.—An-y Varjett—Dogs: lal, A. Laidlaw's

Oban; 2d, A. Callander's Jim the Dude. Reserve. Brant Cocker
Kennels' Brantford Moha wk, Very high com.. Miss G. Newbold's
Truffle. High com.. H. S. Reynold's Pete Obo. Bitches: 1st, Dr. S.
J. Bradbury's Patti: 3d, R. P. Keasbey's Saybrook Lass, Very
high com., A. Laidlaw's Dame Trot. High com., "W. S. Broo'KS's
Nona.
COLLIES.—Rough—Challenge.—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Chestnut

Hill Kennels' Roslyn Wilkes and Scotilla. Reserve, Seminole
Kenuels' Roslyn Dandy. BUehcs: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kenuels'
Flurry lU.—Open—Dogs: Isi, 3d and com., Chestnut Hill Kennels,
The Squire, Maney Trefoil and Wellsbourne Charlie; 3d. J. D.
Shotwell's Montana; 4fh,McEwen &(Tibson's Metcbley Wonder
II. Reserve, Far View Kennels' Far View Donald II. Very high
com., A. R. Kyle's Noble Wonder. Hrgheom.,T. K. Pembrook's
March, J. k. Haskell's Roy, R. \^a.n Schaick's Manorania, Mrs. R.
Buckle's Melrose. Com., F. E, Aldrich's Carlvle Wonder. Temple
Prime's Nelson IV., A. R. Kyle's Wallace Wonder. Bitches: 1st,

and 3d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyn Dolly and Roslyn Parole;
3d and very high com., J. I'. Gray's (agent) Bonnie's Baby and
Collie Belle; 4th. McEwen & Gibson's Dawn. Re.serve, A. B.
Kyle's Adila Wonder. Com., W. J. Hamilton's Buttercup II.,

LothianKennels'LothianModeL—Puppies—Dogs; 1st and reserve.
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyn Tory and Roslyn Regent; 2d, J. D.
ShotweU's Montana. Very high com. and com. (21, D. McA''icar
and W. Appleby's Glenfoyle, Garry and Athole. High com., Mas-
ter J. N. Auerbaeh's Duke of Cedarhurst. BiMies: 1st. Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Roslyn Dolly; 2d, Lieut. J. H. Boll's Frida; -Sd.Mc-
Ewon & Gibson's Clove. Very high com., Far View Kennels' Far
View Shepherdess. High com., W. J. Carrick's Nell. Com.. H.
H. B. Angell's Vernon Cora.—Novice—Dog.i; ist. J. D. ShotweU's
Montana; 3d, McEwcn & tribson's MelehlejMVonder II.; M, Far
View Kennels' Far View Donald II. Reserve, A. R. Kyle's Noble
Wonder. Very high com., T. K. Pembrook's March, D. McVicar
and W. Appleby's (31enfovle and S. Maddox's Seagull, High com.,
Mrs. C. H. Russell's Stratbmore Rob Roy and J. Van Schaick's
Manorania. Com., 0. R. Van de Wafer's Dean Strathmore, M.
JMcLean's, M.D., Roy Mac, B. RusseH'f* Strathmore Ban, Temple
Prime's Nelson IV.. D. McVicar and W. Appleby's Athole and H.
H. B. Angell's Vernon Pnniiac. Bitches: Isi, Chestnut HiU Ken-
nels' Roslyn Dolly; .3d, McEwen & Gibson's Dawn; 3d, L. R. Kerr,
Jr.'s Vernon (iypEie. Reservp, Far Vie v.' Kennels' Far View Shep-
herdness. Higli com., E. C. Tracy's, M.D., Bess McGregor. Com.,
A. Grayson's Blue Grass.-Smooth—1st, J. Van Schaick's Holly II.

POODLES.—CHALLENGE-lst. W. C. Sanford's Styx.—Open-
Boiis: Ist. Miss Pomeroy's Darkie; 2d. O. M. Bishop's Bolt; 3d, J.

Moore's Leo. Very high com., A. W. Purbeck's Dexter. Bitehes:
1st, Mrs. W. A. Haines's Czarina; 3d, C. A. Appleton's Topsey; 3d,
Mrs. Peiham-Clinton's B?ss, High com., A. W. Purbeck's Olga,—Othek Than Black—Ist, Miss Lewis'aPriaceTots: 3d, G. Red-
mond's Rex; 3d, D. J. Kuhn's Jap.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Dogs; Isf, F. W. Sacketl'a Harper;
2d, H. D. Kendall's Merry Monarch. Bitehes: 1st, J. H. Ma tthews's
Soudan; 3d, H. D, Kendall's Thespian.—Open—Dogs (o.ilb.'j. and
over : Isf, Retnor Kennels' Monarch VI-; 2d, Woodward & Her-
rick's Bo'swain: 3d, Retnor Kennels' Oswego. Reserve, A. B.
Graves's Handsome Dan. A^ery high com., J. Coles's Carisbrooke
and 0. D. Ougle's Bombardos. High com., Associated Fanciers'
Quasimoclo. 33Wc?ie« (iOlbs. and over): 1st, Retnor Eennels' Lena
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Langtry; 2cl, H. D. Kendall's Dollr Tester; 3d, J. Lee Tailer's
ColumblDe.—Open — Dogs (under tSl'bs.): 1st, H. D. Kendall's
BathoF; :M, Woodwatd & Herrici's Joker: Brt, Buckthorn Ken-
nels' Crib, Bitches (under dOIbs.); lat, A. J. Hatch's Blnater Girl:

3d, .1. H. MaiUhews's Beatrice; 8-1, Hugh Stevenson's Princess
Mfib. Reserve, Woodward & Herrick's Princess Crib. Very
higli com., W. Mariner's Princess Pedro. High com., C. D. Ougle's
Dai by Nanny and Woodward & Ht-nick'.s DucbesH of Parma.-
PrpriES—JaV/s,- 1st, E. W. Piohv's Cock Kobin; ;3d, Bnckthorne
Kcnnelb' Porfswocd Pinch. P.eserve.W. P. Uinsmore, .fr.'s Merry
Monarch II. VevA hisih com., H. E. William's Baldy. High com.,
Retnor Kennels' Pndge and F. D. Brown's Cob. aom,,R6tnor
Kennels' Hodge. Bitclirs: 1st, 0. D. Cngle's Darbv M.-iy: .'id. A. J.

Hatch's Solitaire.—NovrcK— 1st, A.. B. Graves's Handsome Dan;
3'l, C. D. Cngle's Darby May. Reserve, E. W. Pboby's Cock Robin.
Very high com., J. H. Matthews's t^juiberon and E. Mentzinger's
Guy Pawkes. Com., W. B. Dinsmore, Jr.'s Merry Monarch II.

BULL-TERRIER8.-CfTAi,T.BNQF,-/)oo.v; Ist., F. F. Dole's Star-
liahr.—Open—Doc/s (:iO]b=. and over): Retnor Kennels' Diamond
Kinp; 2d, W. E'. Hobble's Spotless Prince; 3d, R L. Stevens's .Dick

Wbitiington. Reserve, Wm. D. Bryaon's Dufferin. Very high
com., .Tohn Fleming's Slavin, D. L. Billing's Protection. High
com., .lohn M. Holder's Pilot, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels'
Kins of Hearts. Bltrlie'': 1st. W. F. Hobble's Enterprise; 2d,F. P.

Dole's Queen Bendii'o: 31, Geo. House's Duch- ss of York.—(JPEW
(Under SOlbs.): Ist,^ E D. Mnrsan's (-Jtand Duchess; F. F.
Dole's White Duke; 3d, P. F. Dole's Edgewood Bell. Reserve,
R. Fleming Crcoks's Nellie L'Estrange. Very high com.. Relnor
Ketmels' Dusty Miller. Hieh com.. J. H. Bonnell's Ideal, Eugene
D, Hays's Sailor. -OpfiN—(Under gOlbs.): 1st, i\IissL. Dehm's Ruby;
-'1, E. D. Havs's Sailor: 3d, F. F, Dole's Little Prince. Reserve, W.
Rowland's White Rose. High com., E. D. Hays's Venus XL Com.,
.1. H. BonneU'sDuke.-NoviCE-lst. C. A. Stevens's Fidget; F.

F. Dole's White Duke. Reserve, F. F. Dole's Edgewood Belle.

Very high com., John Fleming's Sl"vin, Geo, P. Buntou's Wild
Rose and E. D. Hays's Sailor. High com., Wm. Faversham's
Sambo and Wm. Rowland's White Rose.

BASSET HOUNDS.—1st, C. B. Gilbert's Bertrand.

DAGHSHUMDE. — Chai,lexge— 1st. L. & W. Rutherfurd's
Ruhenstein; 3d, Lewis & Klocke's Countess Lina.—Open—Do(7s;
Ist and 2d, Ed. A. Manice's Superhus II. and Zuln 11.: ;id, Carl
Wir-h's Boss 11. Reserve, John B. Hefter's Roywl Mas. Very
high com., Lewis & Klocke's Fritz K. BUchcii: 1st, Ed. A.
Manice's Joan of Arc; SJ, Chns. Pflzer, Jr.'s Kate; So, IVIrs. Laden-
burg's Tinv. Reserve, Geo. P. Berrj'a Daisy B. "\ ety Iiigb com.,
Lewis & Klocke's Maggie K. High com., Miss L. Btirnes's Bird
and Dr. Derleth's Gretel. PupiJies: 1st and com., Ed. A. Manir-e's

Joan of Arc and Darl)V; 3d, reserve and very high com., Mrs.
Ladenbure's Siglinde. Walkure and Fricka. Very high com., C.
MuUer's Waidine. High com., Chas. Pfizer, Jr.'s Vic.

•BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dfi(/.s: 1st, .Somerset Kennels' Storm;
3d, H. Bennett's Little Duke. BitrJies: 1st, Rockland Kennels'
Myrtle. Open—Do^s; 1st, Pottinger Dorsey's Lee II,; 2d. Somer-
set Kennels' Jupiter; 3d, Rockland Kennels' Roy K, Very high
com.. Rockland Kennels' Tomboy. High com., Somerset Kennels'
Bell Boy. Bitchrs: 1st, Somerset Kennels' Cloud; 2d, Somerset
Kennels' Belie of Woodbrooke; 3i. Rockland Kennels' Flora K.
Verv high com., Rockland Kennels' Belle of R'ickland and Sunset
Kennels' Flossv. Under 13ik.—1st. Mrs. Maj hew's Blue Bell II.;

2(1, Somerset Kennels' Muzzy. Puppirf:; 1st, Somerset Kennels'
Impression; 2d. Rockland Kennels' Emeline. High com., Somer-
set Kennels' Muzzy and Rockland Kennels' Belle of Rockland.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge -D'Jffs; Ist, J. E. Thayer's R.aby
Miser: 2d and od, Blfmton Kennels' Dusky Tran and Lucifer.
Bitctteti: 1st, Rlemton Kennels' Rachel; 3d, J. E. Thayei's Rich-
mond Dazz'e; 3d. Regent Kennels' Blemton Consequence.—Open
—Smooth—Dof/s.- 1st, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Raffle; equal 2d. J. E.
Thavei's Russley Joker and Bkmton Kennels' Blemton Valour;
3d, H. A. Carey's First Flight; 4th, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren
Laird. Reserve, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Victor II. Very high
com., J. E. Thayer's Suffolk Risk. C. D. Bernheimer's Ra by Trig-
ger. High com . J. E. Tbayer's Hillside Regent, Woodale Kennels'
Starden'b Jack. Tunlavv Kennels' Broekenhtirst Quick, North
Fields Yorkshire Kennels' Endcliffe .Spice, Oriole Kennels' Le
Logos. L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Tripper. Com., C. M. Bil-

lings's Hillside Mix, J. W. Barney's Hillside Dandy, H. C. Graef's
Col. Cody. L. & yv. Rutherfurd's Warren Spbre. Bitches: 1st, Ori-
ole Kennels' Dominica: 2d, Woodale Kennels' Ebor Nettle; 3d and
4lb, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Jasmin and Warren Cacliet.
Reserve, Blemton Kennels' Tiara, Very high com., H. A. Carey's
Resume, J, E.Thaver's Rosa Canina, Blemton Kennels' Blemton
Edehveis, High com,, H. A. Carey's Dusky II . J. E. Thayer's
Princess, Tunla.w Kennels' Tunlaw A^illanelle, Oriole Kennels'
Verdict. Com,, Woodale Kennels' W^oodale Relish.—Puppies
TJNDER. 12 MONiHS—Smooth—Doffs: 1st, Blemton Kennels' Blemton
Crocus; 2.1. L. A: W. Rutherfurd's Warren Dapper; 3d, Regent
Kennels' Regent Rov. Reserve, Jas. Mortimer's Sutfolk Crack.
Very high com., Wilton Kennels' Wilton Billy. Com., Regent
Kennels' Regent Domo and Regent Rienzi, Jonas B. Bottomly's
Dandy B. Bitches: 1st, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Buttercup; 2d
and od, L, & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Faithful and Warren
Chary. Reserve. J. E. Thayer's Hillside Rachel. Very high com..
Regent Kennels' Regent Easter, L. cfe W. Rutherfurd's Warren
Dimity, Com,. J, E. Tbayer's Hillside Lottery, R. S. Ryan's Lin-
den Dainty, Woodale Kenne's' Woodale Relish.—Novice— Dof/.s-

(smooth and wire-hairedi: 1st, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren
Veser; 2d. John E. Thayer's Hillside Regent; 3d, L. & W. Ruther-
furd's Warren Tripper. Reserve, L. & W^. Rutherfurd's Warren
Dapper. Bitches: 1st, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Buttercup; 2d
and 3d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Faithful and Warren
Cachet. Reserve, .lohn E. Thayer's Hillside Rachel.

IRISH TERRIERS.—CHALLBNGE—lst, Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Breda Tinv.—Open—Do(/s: 1st, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels'
Breda Bill; 2d, The Park Kennels' Mars; 3d, Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels' Roslyn Mnrphy. Reserve. Frank F. Dole's Barney's Brother.
Com., Thos. Pulvertaft'.s Adventurer. Bitches: 1st, The Park Ken-
nels' Dunmnrrey: 2d, John D. 3IcKennan's Roxy; 3d, North Fields
Yorkshire Kennels' Exile. Reserve, Edward Lever's Kathleen.
Verv high com., J. B. Van Schaick's Rags, Frank F. Doles' Biddy
Mahone. High com., Thos. Pul vertaf t's Little Maid, North Fields
Yorkshire Kennels' Ballymony, .John W^el.'-h's Erin.

W^ELSH TERRIERS.—Isf, Prescott Lawrence's Which; Sd,
Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Mephisto Dick; 3d. Prescott Law-
rence's T'Other. High com., Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Rowton
Vixen.
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIBUS.-Doos; 1st. F. R. Hitchcock's

Border Wang. Bitches: Isc, F. R. Hitcucock's Meg of the Mill.
Puppies: 1st and 2d, G. M. Carnochan's Heather and Janie,

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.-CHALLENGE-Doas: 1st, W. H.
Russell's Tick Tack; 3d, H. R. Childs's Syrup H.; 3d, M. A. Thel-
berg's Qui Vive. Bitches: 1st, W. H. Rtissell's Christmas Carol;
3d, W. H. Russell's Polly Warkwortb; 3d, H. R. Childs's Sweet
Briar.
SKYE' rERRIERS.—Challenge—Ist, Cliflford A. Shinn's Sir

StafEord; 2d, Woodbury Ivennels' Lovat.—OPEN-Dofl.s: 1st, Lewis
A. Spence's Roh Roy; 2d, M. H. Cryer's Gladstone Boy. Bitches:
1st, Clifford A. Shinn's Bessie; 2d, W. P. Sanderson and C. Steven-
son's Effie Deans.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Ist, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels'

Kilston; 3d, A. T. Hertzler's Glenco; 3d, Frank P. Dole's Kilbord.
Reserve, Sunset Kennels' Brownie.

CDYDESDALE TERRIERS.-lst and 2d, Miss B. M. Clinch's
Btlle of Clyde; 3d, J. Parker's Nellie.

BLACK AND TAN TEBRIE -S.—Challenge—Dog.s; 1st. .John
F. Campbell's Kaiser; 3d, Rochelle Kennels' The Senator. Bitches:
1st, Rochelle Kennels' Meersbrcok Maiden.—Open—Do0s: 1st,

Rochelle Kennels' Bloomfleld Sultan; 3d. North Fields Yorkshire
Kennels' Beaconsfleld; 3d, John F, Campbell's Frank. Bitches:
1st, Rochelle Kennels' Bloomfleld Madge; 2d. John F. Campbell's
Desdemona; 3d, North Fields Yorkshire Kennels' Meersbrook
Empress. Reserve, Jobti F. Campbell's Rochelle Grit.
W'HITE ENGLISH TERRIERS.—1st. John Maddox's Spring;

3d. Glen wood Kennels' White Prince.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS —Challenge -Doos.- 1st, North

Fields Yorkshire Kennels' Toons' Royal. Bitches: 1st, North Fields
Yorkshire Kennels' Daisy.
PUGS.—Challenge—Doffs: Ist, Mohawk Indianola Kennels'

Kash; 2d, M. H. .Cryer's Bob Ivy, Bitches: 1st and 2d. M. H.
Cryer's Vesta and Bessie. Reserve, Mohawk Indianola Kennels'
BoPeep II.—Open—Doffs: equal 1st, A. G. Bberhart's Douglass II.

and Mohawk Indianola Kennels' Sprake; 3d, A, G. Eberhart's
Kberhart's CJashier; 3a, Miss M. E. Bannister's Saxton. Reserve,
Associated Fanciers' Little Jewel, Very high com., R. Schreyer's
Toney. High com., ilrs. F. Senn's Fritz, Geo. W, Wambach's
Lord Balti more. Bitches: 1st, J, Bromhaclv.i Lady Victoria; 3d,
Mohawk Indianola Kennel;' Rustic Queen; 3d, Mrs. C. Wheat-
leigh's Yutna Yuma. Reserve, M. H. Cryers Oassina. Very high
com., A. G. Eberhart's Mabel E. High com., Philip B. Simmon's
Lady Aylesfun'.-PtrppiES-Dogs: l«t, G. Gillivan's East Lake.X'urtis;
2d, G. Schumacher's Jim Dandy. Reserve, A. G. Ebeihart's Hip-
pothera. Bitches: lat, M. H. Cryer's Lit tie Bessie: 3d and \ery
high com., A. G. Eberhart's Sara Bernhardt and iSIabel E, Re-
serve, Mrs. C. Wheatleigh'3 Kielo, Very high corn., John Kelly's
Baby. High com., Buckthorn Kennels' Dinah.

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB'S MEET.
Ei'litor Forest and Stream.'.

The .secontl :snuttal meet of the Brunswick Fur Club took
place at East \Vakefiel(l, N. H., during the second week in
February. The club met on Monday, the 9th, and adjourned
the following Saturday. The meetiog was a fair-sized one,
;ibout twenty good lovers of the chase being present. The
locality was'all that could be desired for fox-hunting, but
utifort'unately an icy crust covered the snow, letting the
hounds slump at every step, wbile the fox ran over it with
ease. Althotigh the conditiotis wei-e very unfavorable for
brilliant sport, good runs were obtained each day of the
meet. On Friday, the wind haviug gone down, a grand
race was bad, the" hounds finding at 7 A. M. and itushing
reyoard closely till ti P. M". This run, on such a crust, was
pbenomenal, and repaid every one for the trip.

No further meets of the clttb will be held till the field

trials next Novetnber. Please allow me to state in your
valuable paper that the third annual field trials of the
Brunswick Fur Chib will be held in November without fail,

and will be arranged as perfectly as those the club has
already held. The owners of crack packs in the South and
West were invited to attend the last trials, and though
some accepted, they failed to materialize. This year we re-

new the invitation and earnestly hope they will come.
On the first night of the Last meet, Feb, 9, the annual

election of officers Avas held and other lunsiness transacted.
The following nfiicers were elected, viz.: President, L, O.
Dennison, Waltham, Mass,: First Vice-President, A. C.
Heft'enger, Portsmouth, N. H.: Second Vice-President, C.

G Greenleaf. Bath, Me.; Third Vice-President, F. H. Wil-
.son, Brunswick, Me.; Secretary. J. H, Baird, Auburndale,
Mass ; Treasurer, H. A. Stetson, Brunswick, Me.; Master of
Hounds, R. D. Perry, Braintree, Mass. Executive Commit-
tee; L. O. Dennison, Waltham, Mass.: A. McDonald, Rock-
land, Me.; Samuel Knight, .Jr., Brunswick, Me.: W. B.
Stone, AValtham, Mass.; and L. E. Conant, Waltham, Mass.
Mr. Baird declined to serve another term as secretary, and

pending the election of a new one. President Dennison and
Vice-Pre.sident HeflEenger will attend to the correspondence
of the cltib.

It was voted to oflier tbe following special prizes at the
coming bench show of the New England Kennel Club, viz :

SIO for the best American-bred foxhound dog, $10 for the
best American-bred foxhound bitch, S5 for the best Ameri-
can-bred foxhound puppy, dog or bitch, under IS months.
Hounds owned or controlled by members of the club are
ineligible for competition for these prizes. It was further
voted that, as the club had done so much for the advance-
ment of the foxhound, the New England Kennel Club be
requested to .select one of its members to judge tbe foxhound
class at its eoming bench show.
As the club is anxiims to own its own hunting grounds

and club house, it was voted that the admittance fee be $5
and the annual dues for the current year §3, but that at tbe
next field trials a motion would be made to increase the
annual dues, that a sufficient sum may be realized in a few
years wherewith to make the desired purchases.
The roll of membership, which was one hundred, being

full, and many desirable men having sent in applications, it

was voted to increase th e membership to two hundred men.
The club is in a thriving condition, and its future was never
more brilliant. In a few years it will own the best bunting
ground, club house and kennels in the couotry, and fox
lutitters who have not joined it will have missed a rare
opportunity. A. C. Hewexcieb, Vice-Pres. B. F. C.

Pobtsmocth, N. H.

SALISBURY AND CARDINAL,

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Vero Shaw has allowed a misstatement in regard to

myself to get into one of his interesting articles to the
Stocli-Keepcr. He states (Feb. 6) that at tbe Edinburgh
show eleven years ago, he "got into dire disgrace with Mr.
Mason for placing Mr. W. K. Taunton's brindled Cardinal
over tbe former gentleman's Salisbury, which, in my
opinion, was a pointer-bodied and always over-rated dog."
Now for facts. Salisbury and Cardinal were shown at

Dundee some time before the Edinburgb show, and Mr.
Shaw on that occasion tried his level best to put the brindle
first. Mr. Dalziel, who judged with Mr. Shaw, said he
would hold out for a month or longer rather than be a party
to such a decision, and as neither would give way Mr. Raw"-
don B. Lee, now kennel editor of the Field, was appointed
referee. Mr. Lee's- verdict was ciuickly given in favor of
Salisbury, and he said he really didn't know what all the
fuss was about, because Salisbury was much the better
specimen, Mr. Shaw, instead of telling us why he preferred
Cardinal, wrote out the following very unsatisfactory report
in tbe Live Stock Jmirnal:

"Mastifiis came next and were a grand lot; in fact tbe
judges officially marked their books 'a very grand class.'
Uufortunately,"^Messrs. Dalziel and Shaw conld not agree
about the winner, one going for the brindle Cardinal, and
the other for Salisbury, who was very unwell. After con-
siderable delay, Mr. R. B. Lee kindly consented to decide
the ciuestion, and his verdict was for the fawn."

This critici.sm, or lack of criticism, was sevei'ely con-
demned at the time and went to strengthen the general
belief that Mr, Shaw could not give any satisfactory reason
for holding out for Cardinal. Mr. Dalziel's report in the
Stoc^c-JTccper set forth that gentleman's views in his usual
frank way, and Mr, Shaw's report contrasts very unfavor-
ably with it: "The renowned Salisbury, although sulfering
from temporary illness, is possessed of such undeniable
mastilf properties, .such grand proportions and so good
throughout, and especially in his loins and hindquarters,
where so many otherwise good dogs fail, that despite his in-
valid look, we thought he far surpassed even Cardinal,
whose really magnificent bead and front will always com-
mand admirers; Tjut he falls ofi: a good deal in loin and
hindquarters. The judges cotild not agree as to which of
these two should he first, and they were put aside until the
afternoon, when Mr. Rawdon B. Lee kindly consented to
»ict as umpire, and after a very careful examination of tbe
competitors gave his fiat in favor of Mr, C, H. Mason's great
mastiff Salisbury,"

Eleven years later Mr, Shaw comes out in tbe StocTt-

Keepcr and teUs us what he ought to have told at the time.
LTnfortunately this eleven-year-old opinion is even worse
than none at all, for it gives but one fault in Salisbury and
not any in Cardinal. Admitting Mr. Shaw is right, and that
Salisbury bad a pointer body, why should he not, with a
pointer body, beat a dog that was shelly in body, light in
loin, flat and unmitscular in quarters, lacking in size and
symmetry, and ring-tailed in the bargain? As Mr, Shaw did
not see these defects in Cardinal, the inference is, that he is

either a very poor judge or that he did not want to .see them,
AH this might influence a man's opinion, but it did not

change mine about Mr. Shaw, As to the decision at Edin-
burgh, that is out of the qttestion. Mr. Shaw tried to put
Cardinal over Salisbury at Dundee, and I knew he would do
the same thing at Edinbtirgh. Consequently, as I was aware
what his decision would be before the dogs were taken into
the ring, Mr. Shaw could not possibly have "got into dire
disgrace" with me for placing Cardinal over Salisbury at
Edinbiu-gh, Mr. Shaw need not look very far to find why
begot into "dire disgrace," However, I do not wish to raise
the dead, and if he has changed his methods he may hence-
forth, if he feels like it, count me among his friend.s in this
country. Charles H. Masom.

DOG CHAT.

IT is some time since Washington held a recognized dog
show, and it would seem as if they are ju.st ready for

another, judging from the way the merchants of the city and
friends of the club are re.sponding to the call for special

prizes. Up to the present date they are as follows: The
National Beagle Clttb oflers a suitable piece of silverware,
value S!15, for the best kennel of four beagles, entered and
owned by one exhibitor. Piece of suitable silverware, value
%10, for the best beagle dog, and the same for the best beagle
bitch. To be competed for onlr by members of the National
Beagle Club, The American Fox-Terrier Cluh ofters $10 for

the best smooth fox-terrier in show, $10 for tbe best smooth
fox-terrier in open class, and $5 for the best smooth fox-ter-

rier in puppy class. Tomboy stakes: For a solid silver cup
presented by the president of the American Fox-Terrier
Club, added to a sweepstake of s;5 P, P,, for fox-terrier bitches
whelped after Jan, 1, ".10, to be competed for at tbe spring
show of the Washington City Kennel Club, C, T, Sacket
offers §15 cash for the best bulldog entered, George H.
Covert, of Pittsburg, offers 610 cash for the best brace of Irish
setters (dog and bitch^ owned and exhibited by one person
or kennel. SIO cash for the Irish setter with best field trial

record. H. B. Stinemetz & Sons oft'er a special of S2-5 cash
valuation, notstipulated fur what breeds. Robert Holtzman
offers iSlO for the best bulldog in the show. Thomas C. Chal-
mers ofters special of stud service of Brockenhurst Quick,
for the best fox-terrier bitch in puppy class, value Sib.

Peter McGill offers one dozen bottles of champagne for the
best setter dog, owned by a member of the Wa.shington City
Kennel Club, value 18. F. S. Webster, secretary Washing-
ton City Kennel Club, offers •S2.5 cash for the best kennel of
three or more field trial winning pointers entered and owned
by one exhibitor or kennel. From F. W, Moses & Sons, a St.

Bernard basket kennel, value §20: from F. P. May & Co., a
fine steel carving set, value $1.5; from J. Maury Hove, $5 in
cash for the be.st English setter in open class; from A, W.
Fairfax, .?5 in cash for the best pointer, open class; from R.
L, Magruder, druggist, s,5 in cash for the best collie dog in
puppy class; from Eastman & Bros., Philadelphia, Pa., one
set bottles of perfumery, value SIO; from Turf, Field and
Farm, New York, two subscriptions, one year each; from
Forest and Stream, New York, two subscriptions, one
year each, from Fc/iiC/c/'.s-' Jniirnal, Philadelphia, Pa., three
subscriptions, one year each, Spratts' Patent (American)
limited, one elegatit mahogany case of medicine and in-

struments, value SS5. In addition to these the club has
made a challenge class for great Danes, dogs and bitches,
with prizes of ^1510 and $5. A challenge class for pug bitches
with prizes of t*;10 and 85, also a kennel prize of -JIO for the
be.st four or more ptigs entered and owned by one exhibitor.
A kennel prize of SIO has also been added for bulldogs, under
the usual condition,*. Great Danes have a special of $5 for
best dog or bitch. There is also a special of ¥5 for the best
collie entered and owned in the D. C. Other .specials are ex-
pected which will bring the amount to something like S750,

making with the premiums a sum of nearly |3,000.

The Maryland Kennel Club, notwithstanding its troubles,
have secitred an entry for their coming show of which they
may well feel proud. The list of entries is as follows; Mastiffs
19, St. Bernards 61, bloodhounds 1, NTewfoundlands 3, Great
Danes 8, Russian wolfhounds 1, foxhounds 8, deerhounds 6,

greyhounds 4, ijointer.s 48, English setters 21, Irish setters 47,
Gordon setters 23, Chesapeake Bay dogs 13, .spaniels 24, col-

lies 33, poodles 2. bulldogs '28, bull-terriers 11, Bassett hounds
1, dachsbunde 10, beagles 47, fox-terriers 45, Irish terriers 5,

Skye terriers 3, Clydesdale terriers 2, black and tan terriers

2, pugs 16, King Charles spaniels 1, Blenheim spaniels 1,

Italian greyhounds 3, Mexican hairless 1, miscellaneous 5;

total 503. As we .stated, in reviewing the prize list, there is

little doubt had the prizes been larger for the toys and small
terriers, a much larger entry would have been secured, the
black and tan men complaining somewhat on this score.
'The bench show committee has secured, for the convenience
of exhibitors who show at New York this week, tbe first

floor of the largest .storage warehouse in Baltimore, situated
within two blocks of the Fifth Regiment armory, where do^s
will be made perfectly comfortable until the opening of their
show. Attached to the warehouse is a large yard for exer-
cising the dogs. The committee will also provide anight
watchman who will remain on the premi.sesfrom 10 P. M. to
8 A. M. Dogs will be received after 10 A. M., Saturday, 2,8th

inst.

The Mascoutah Kennel Club has issued its premium list'

for its third annual dog show at Chicago, III., April 8 to 11.

The show will be held in Battery D and Seventh Regiment
armory, and Spratts Co. will, as usual, bench and feed, and
Little's Soluble Phenyle will be used as a disinfectant. The
list of premiums, as might be expected, is a liberal one. In
the challenge classes for the most important breeds $20 and
$10 are given, to fox-terriers $15 and ?10; other challenge
classes have SIO and $5. In the open classes such breeds as
mastiffs, St. Bernards, pointers, setters and collies have $30,

$10, s^.5 and SS. In the others, with the exception of fox-ter-

riers, which have §15, |10, ?5 and S8, tbe prizes are SIO, and
$3, even down to the miscellaneous classes. The specials are
numerous and valuable, the specialty clubs having donated
freely. The clttb also otfers kennel prizes of S25 for the big
breeds and Slo for the others. Black and tan men can surely
not grumble at this show, for they are treated splendidly.
The club gives |35 for the largest kennel of sporting dogs en-
tered and owned by one exhibitor, and the same for the best
non-sporting kennel. The judges are: St. Bernards, Great
Danes and pugs. Miss A. H. Whitney; mastiffs, Russian
wolfhounds, deerhounds, greyhounds, bulldogs, terriers and
all others except as below, James Mortimer; setters, field,

cocker. Clumber and Irish water spaniels, foxhounds, bea-
gles and Chesapeake Bay dogs, John Davidson; pointers,
John W. Munson; collies, John H. Long. The club reserves
the right to appoint other judges if necessary. R. J. With-
ers, M.D., V,S,, is the veterinarian.

The Eastern Coursing and National Greyhound clubs will
hold a meeting at the Madison Square "Garden on Friday
evening, Feb. 37, at 8 o'clock.

As mentioned exclusively in FOREST AND SteeAsi laat
week, Mr. Diffenderffer has'ptirehased, according to reports,
one of the best bitches in England, Hepsey. She has cost
more than any St. Bernard bitch yet imported by something
like a thousand dollars. Mr. Diffenderffer sent his kennel-
man, Alfred Mash, over to England last Saturday on the
Etruria to bring the prize back with him. There is little

doubt but that this good bitch will materially add to the
strength of this Baltimorean's already good kennel of St,

Bernard bitches. She is by Rhoderick Dhu, who was
exported to Australia some time since. In the Derby show
(where Hepsey won) report, Stoc?c-Jtet'2Jcr, speaking of this
bitch, says: "Open bitches saw a new face of Mr. Smith's;
that is, a new old face, with the best head we have yet seen
in a bitch; she is really good in type and quality, and fair in
size for her sex, another 'lucky racket' for Mr. Smith." She
is to be served by Scottish Prince, who is spoken of in the
same report as the St. Bernard which will now assume Sir
Bedivere's mantle in England. Hepsey also won first and
two cups at Liverpool, the week after Derby. She will, we
are informed, go straight to Baltimore, Mr, Diffenderffer
is pursuing a good plan in filling his kennel with good
bitches and leaving the .stud dogs .severely alone. He thus
can take his pick of dogs and will therefore not be apt to
fall into the error of using one dog for any and all sorts of
bitches.
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Vero Shaw, in liis interesting "Fragments of Fancy" in
Stock-Keeper, writing about an old-time collie says further
on: "At this point, without wishing to be personal, I may
be permitted—as a Scotsman—to express the fervent wish
that there were a few dogs of Old Collie's type, about to
counteract the Barzoi-headed, settery-coated, narrow-chested
specimens whichi are so strongly in evidence nowadays. For
my own part, having some knowledge of the climate of the
Northern hills. I honestly believe that many a modern show
dog would pei'ish from tlie cold within a week if he were to
be relegated to his proper station in life. There ia no heart
or hing room within the breasts of many of the modern
winners, which are just as far ram.oved from the old Cockie,
Hero,Vero, and Lassie type, as is light from darkness." By
the way, this well-known writer on dog subjects is now en-
gaged on a book about bulldogs, past and present, which will
shortly be published.

The Bulldog Club intend to publish in their souvenir
catalogue of the W. K. C. show, an appendix containing the
judge's report and the reports from the different kennel
papers. This will make it very useful to the bulldog
breeders for future reference, though in the case of the
neophyte it raay lead to confusion worse confounded, unle.ss
the judge will kindly state which is the most reliable report.

Mr. A. H. Moore, of Philadelphia, intends starting a roueh-
coated St. Bernard kennel during the next month. This
gentlemen, it will be remembered by old show goers in the
early '80s, had one of the' leading kennels of English and
Irish setters, such well known animals as Thiiuder and
Berkley hailing from his kennels. It is also iatere.sting to
relate that it was in ha'V'ing charge of these dogs that the
handler, Ben Lewis, became so intimately connected with
American shows. Mr. Moore spent considerable time dur-
ing the show among the St. Bernards, and we may have
some purchases to chronicle next week.

1)1 view of the fact that several Welsh terriers are now
bciDfi' shown in this country, we think it advisable to repro-
duce; from Stneli-Kceper, TVir. Moore's excellent sketch of a
terrier ot this breed, Bryuhir Pardon, which is con.sidered
one of the most typical Welsh teiTiers now on the bench.
His only fault is a very slight weakness in muzzle, his ureat
Pjoints being his smartne.ss, terrier character, coat -aud out-
line, lie has won miDjetous firsts, including wins at Crystal
Palace aud Birmingham twice, winning also a special there
as the best in several classes.

The ppt dogs of the show as the editor of the Times see's

them: "These animals are often the property of infatuated
and idolatrous owners who insist upon worshiping their
idols during the exhibition, and incumber the alleys still

further by bringing in chairs for the more convenient per-
formance of their religious duties."

Secretary C. M. Munhall advises us that the following
judges have been selected for the Cleveland show in April:
Miss Anna Whitney, St. Bernards, Newfoundlands a.nd pugs;
Maj. J. M. Taylor, setters and foxhounds; Mr. J. H. Wins-
low, pointers; Mr. Chas. M. Nelles, field, cocker. Clumber
and Irish water spaniels. The judge for remaining classes
will be announced later. The premium list will be ready
March 1.

It is hard lines when one sets out to capture a kennel prize
by getting together a good team, as Mr. Symonds .succeeded
in doing in Irish terriers, to have the best dog worried
almost in sight of the show. His Bellman, of which we
spoke last week, arrived here Saturday last on the City of
Berlin, but owing to the holiday on Monday conld not be
passed through the Customs xuitW Tuesday. (Jn Monday
night, it is said, Mr. Dole's bull-terrier, another good dog
which had come over on the same vessel, by some unaccount-
able means joined issue with Bellman, with the result that
Mr. Symonds's do^r was so injured that he died Tuesday
morning, and the bull-terrier is so cut up that he was unfit
to show at Madison Square Garden. They intend, we hear,
to try make the .steamship company responsible for the loss.

The loss is oveKlSOO.

The Bulldog Club of America met at Madison Square
Garden at 8 P. M., Tuesday, Feb. 34 There were present
Messrs. E. Sheffield Porter, j. H. Matthews, Chas. D. Cugle,
C. P. Lawshe, E. A. Woodward, Stuyvesant Wainwright, F.
W. Sacket. F. F. Dole, A. Law.she, A. J. Hatch and E. K.
Austin. Both the president and vice-president being absent,
Mr. J. H. Matthews was elected chairman. Report of secre-
tary and treasurer submitted, approved a,nd accepted. Com-
munication read from Mr. Thayer, resigning the office of
president, accepted with regret. Resolved that 30 days ex-
tension be given to the three members who have not paid
tbeir dues. Resolved that secretary take a postal card vote
on the question of reducing the initiation fee to 8.5. Resolved
that the sincere thanks of the club be ext.euded to Mr. .1. IT.

Matthews and Mr. Chas. D. Cugle for the very active and
earnest interest they have taken in making the club and
show a complete succe,ss. Also that the club thank Messrs.
Park, Porter, Matthews and Sawyer for their kind donations
of silver cups. A new executive committee was elected to
serve for the ensuing vear, consisting of Messrs. E. Sheffield
Porter, John H- Matthews, Chas. D. Cugle, H. D. Kendall,
E. A. Woodward, F. W. Sacket and C. P. Lawshe. They
went into executive session, and elected Mr. John H. Mat-
thews president, Mr. E. Sheffield Porter vice-president, and
Mr. Chas. D. Cugle secretary and treasurer. On motion,
adjotu-ned.—Chas. D. Ctjgle, Secretary.

At the meeting of the Pet Dog Club on Tuesday evening
at the show. Miss Bannister, the secretary, was presented
with a silver salver in appreciation for her untiriog efforts

in behalf of the club, and the services she has kindly ren-
dered as secretary. A vote of thanks was also given to the
W. K. C. for their kindness in changing the location of the
pet dogs to warmer quarters.

Los Angeles, California, is to have a kennel club of its

own. Several men propose forming one, having secured
ample grounds. A trainer will be employed to train mem-
bers' dogs. The club will secure two good stud dogs, to be
owned by the club as a body, the bitches being owned indi-

vidually by the members, who will see to their care them-
selves.

The California Kennel Club has secured the new Republi-
can Wigwam, on the northeast corner of Eddy and Jones
streets, for its coming bench show, which will be held on
April 28 to May 2. This is lookedupon as an admirable situ-

ation for a show. As stated before, Mr. John Davidson will
judge all classes-

Tn the new Penn Brook Hunt at Chestnut Hill, Pa.,
the following officers have been elected to serve for the ensu-
ing year: Mitchell Harrison, Master of Foxhounds, assisted

by A. St. John Boycott; G. Helde Norris, Esq., Secretary,
and Theodore Justice, Treasurer.

Charles J. Peshall, president of the New Jersey Kennel
Club, who is under indictment on a charge of libelling A. P.
Vredeuburgh, secretary-treasurer of the American Kennel
Club, appelired before Judge Cowing in General Sessions
yesierdaV and argued a demurrer to hi.? own indictment. He
claimed that the complainants bad virtually '"sneaked" iuto

tb§ Pi§teiOt' 4ttQraey*s office tU^Qug^^ th©i)a0kway, H§

asserted that the indictment failed to make out a crime and
therefore could not stand. What he had done was to sim-
ply criticise the management of the American Kennel Club,
and in this connection had asserted that the fisures of the
annual report were false and misleading. As Mr Vreden-
burgh was simply a clerk for an executive committee, who
managed the finances of the club, he did not see how Mr.
Vredenbnreh could maintain the claim that he had been
libelled. Assistant District-Attorney Macdona said that in
his opinion it was clearly a libel to print in a newspaper the
statement that an officer of a corporation has falsified his
accounts. .Judge Cowing took the papers and reserved his
decision.— Tl"o?'lt?., Fcl). 35

It was rather ridiculous that a special of five dollars
should be the only inducement to bring the noted kings of
St. Bernarddom, Sir Bedivere and Watch, together, and Miss
Whitney did not feel very kindly toward the well-me;i.ntng
hut scarcely liberal gentleman who risked so little to see so
much. After a few minutes' consideration Sir Bedivere re-

ceived the blue ribbon amid slight applause. Watch did
not show well in front, but at the same time seemed to move
freer than the other dog.

That remarkable greyhound FuUerbou has again won the
Coursing Derby—the Waterloo Cup—at Altcar, near Liver-
pool. The Waterloo Cup is a .stake for 61 subscribers at £35
each, a total of over £1,600, of which £500 goes to the flr.st

dog and £300 to the second. Fullerton was a red hot favor-
ite this year, aud two weeks ago the betting was 20 to 1
against any oliher dog. The meeting opened on Thursday last.

Telegraphic advices say that the four left in in the second
round were T. Baxter's Button Pai-k, by Jester—Brampton;
Col. J. T. North's Fullerton, by Greentick—Bit of Fashion;
G. F. Pawcett's Faster and Paster (late Pride of Oakfield),
by Northern Express—Pride of Belmont, and Bovi'il. On
Saturday the final cour.ses took place, and Col. North's Ful-
lerton repeated his victory of last year. In 1889 he divided
with Troughend, also owned by Col. North, and but for this
divide, Fullerton would have eclipsed the record of any other
dog by winning three years in succession. As it is, he is only
excelled by Lord Lurgan's Master McGrath. who won in
1868, 1869 and 1871. 13\rllerton's sire, Greentick, can, how-
ever, claim a record, having been also the sire of Troughend.
In the first course of the finals Col. J. T. North's dog Fuller-
ton defeated T. Baxter's Button Park. In the second course,
G. F. Fawcett's Faster and Faster (late Pride of Oakfield)
beat Bovril. This left Fullerton and Fa.ster and Faster to
run the deciding com'se. Fullerton was the favorite in the
betting at 5 to"2 on him. He proved the Avinner, defeating
Faster and Faster with something to spare.

Col. North's luck does not desert him yet. The Grand
Duke Nicholas of Russia has presented" him with two
Barzois of great merit. Not to be outdone, although his
crack Troughend was catalogued at an auction sale of
greyhounds recently and several men were prepared to bid
high for him. he was %\ithdrawn and sent as a present to
the Grand Duke. In addition to all this we hear that Col.
North's dog Simonian won the Waterloo Purse, which is a
stake for beaten dogs in the cup match.

At this year's show the fox-terriers, St, Bernards and
several terrier breeds, toy spaniels, greyhounds, Barzois,
Irish setters, Gordons and bulldogs show the most improve-
ment as a whole, collies and English setters, deerhounds,
pointers, etc., seem just about the same—at a standstill.

The Northfield Kennels sold their Irish terrier Breda Biil
during the first day of the show to Mr. Mitchell Harrison.

A meeting of the executive committee of the two beaele
clubs, held at the W. K. C. bench show, New York, Feb. "24,

1891, resulted in the harmonious almalgamation of the clubs
under the name of the N. B. C. The following members
parti cinated in the above: O. W. Brooking. Hermann F.
Schellhass, W. H. Child, N. F. Rutter, F. W. Chapman,
Geo. Laicke, W. A. Powers. It is understood that the mem-
bers of the old club shall come into the N. B. C. individually
as privileged members, but should they wish to compete for
club specials they must pay the annual dues now, otherwise
they do not pay anything till July.

The latest news in spanieldom is the forming of a partner-
ship between the spaniel kennels of Messrs. J. P. Willey
and Geo. H. Bush. They will exhibit at Pittsburgh as one
kennel, and arrangements has been made with Ben Lewis
to take them round the circuit. This kennel of cocker talent
will be almost as formidable as the Oldham & Willey com-
bination a year or two back, for Mr. Bush brings three
good bitches into the firm and Mr. Willey's stock is well
known.

The bulldog men are full of hope. They speak of such
eracke as Bedgebury Lion, Selina and other celebrities as
veiry possible visitors to this oouiitry ia the urns fittm'e,

Several moneyed men are coming into the club and will buy
the best.

One or two of the directors of the Danburv (Conn.) Fair
were of the opinion thatthey could do without the dog show
another 3'ear on account of the expense, but when they came
to discuss the subject among their fellow officers they found
that there was a very strong opinion in favor of the canine
division, maintaining, and rightly so, that it was one of the
principal attractions of the Fair, .so there will be a dog show
this fall at Danbury after all.

We would recommend to those who love a dog as a com-
panion, and especially those who are ready to ,4dmit a high
order of perception and intelligence in the dog, to read
Yates Carrington's "Teufel the Terrier." It is full of
quaint stories of the doings of this celebrated artist's fox-
terrier during its life of nine years. The pages are inter-
spersed with pictures and photographs of the author's cele-
brated paintings, in which Teufel served iu most cases as a
model, and which tend to show what an intelliuent animal
he was. To read the closing chapters of hi.s life one feels so
much in sympathy with the child Dorothy aud the dog's
owner that you can almost feel you had known the dog in
life. The price being only 75 cents puts it in reach, of all.

Oui' prize list represents the awards made up to 2 P.M.
Wednesday afternoon, the time of our going to press. The
judging has dr.jgs:ed considerably owing to the limited
number of rings this year and the somewhat late hour the
judges began their work Wednesday morning.

WHAT DID IT.

I EXPECT TWO UTTERS OF FINE BRED
Lleweiliu setfer uuppie.s (luring t' e months of

March and April. For peditrrpe and low price,
inclose stamp to OHAS. YORK, 9 & 11 GranUe
BLnct'. BaagoT, 'iiLe.—^dvaiincment in Forest amid-
st ream.

WHAT IT DID.
Bangoh, Me., Feb. Forest and Stream Pub. Co.: Gentle-

j\rEis—Will you kindly stop my ad. I Imve sold everything I had
to pell and still l!if> iiujuirit'.s iicep comiDg, so you must stop ad,
or furnish typewriter to answer correspondence. Must say your
paper is the best advertising medium 1 ever patronized.—Chas.
Yomc.

GORDON SETTER CLUB.— BcZ/for Forc-tnuil Stream,:
At a special meeting of the executive committee of the Gor-
don Setter Club of America, Feb. 17, the following members
Avere present: Wm. H. Clay Glover, president; Wm. J. M.
Lordly, Dr. J. F. Clarke, James B. "Blo.ssom, Wm. Meyer
and L. A. Van Zandt. The resignations of Mr. F. M. Ben-
nett and Mr, -J. W. Oscar were accepted with regret. Com-
munications from Mascoutah. Duquesne, Cleveland and
American Pet Dog clubs were held for further considera-
tions. On motion of Dr, Clarke, it was resolved to donate
the following specials at the coming Maryland Kennel Club
Show: i^S to second, open dog class; go to second open bitch
class; '!^5 to fourth, open dog class; 85 to fourth, open bitch
class: In to third in novice cla.ss. On motion of Mr. Van
Zandt the appointment of Mr. Meyer as a stud book commit-
tee %vas rescinded, as such committee already existed at the
time of Dr. Meyer's nomination. Communications from
Mr. Harry Malcolm were read and placed in the custody of
he secretary. The report of the bench .show and field trials
committee was received and approved. Mr. John E. How-
land was elected a member.—L. A. VAif ZANDT, Spc'y. [Mr.
Malcolm's connection with the club has ceased.]

PRIZE MONEY AT THE ALBANY' SHOW.—Editor
Forest and Street m: I note in youi' issue of Feb. 19, reference
to the prize money that my black and tan terrier champion
Buffalo General won at Albany two years ago, in which you
say the Albany club claims they have paid all their prizes.
They have not paid me. They have several times claimed
this, and have asked the A. K. C. to reinstate them. Now,
if they have paid me, it should be an easy matter to prove,
as they would have my receipt or returned check or dra.ft.

If they have paid every one else aod wish to be reinstated, I
thiuk'they can afford to pay me S8 l am as fairly entitled
to my money as any one else.—A. W. SMITH.

MASTIFF JHDGIN^G AT NEW YORK, im.—ErUtor
Fryrest and Stream: New York, 1890, mastifi' dogs—Beaufort,
in middling condition, first; Ilford Chancellor, in blooming
i-ondition, second. 1891, Ilford Chancellor, thin, stiff as a
ramrod, skin as scratchy as sandpaper, first; Beaufort in
splendid condition, third. Sam.e judge on both occasions.
Are mastilt hrcencrs cxpectec'. to ffieet such kalexdoscopio
QOiiditi0iis?=^W. Wabb,
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KENNEL NOTES.
Motes must be sent on prepared blanliSi wMch are far-

niebed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

AltaBerna. By A. C. Shallenherger, Alma, Neb., for orange
and vvJiite St. Bernard bitch, age not given, by Alton out ot Ber-
nie T.
Daisy G. W. S. Gates. Chagrin Falls, O., for white and tan

beagle bifoh.whelped March, 1S88, by champion Bannerman (cham-
pion March Boy—Dewdrop) out of Maggie fSport—Fanny).

BRED,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Daimj—Ramer III. W. S. Gates's (Chagrin Falls, O.) beagle bitch
D.^isy (champion Bannerman—Mapsie) to his champion Rattler
III. (champion Rattler—champion MusiD, Feli. lij.

Chautauqua runt—Royal Krucgcr. F. M. sliellpy's (Sherirlan,
N. Y ) beagle bitch Ohaufauqna Punt (Speculation—Velda W.) to
Hornell-Harmonv Kenneip' Koyal Krueger. Feb. 9.

Vekla, W.—SvcculAtion. h'. M. Shelley's (Sheridan, N. Y.) beagle
bitch Velda W. (Cameron's Piacket -Piissic) to his Speculation
(Ringwood—imported Fanny), Jan. 12.

Loiic Star Zip—Brazos. J. Leichi's (BeeviJle, Tex.) pointer bitch
Lone StaT Zip (Kog-' e—Lone Star Beauty) to J. W. Flownoy's
BnizoB (Spring—Shaw's Daisy), Feb. 10^

Tlieo—Siviss Ni:r(}. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germanlowu. Pa.)
St. Bernard bitch Theo (champion Ovhn— M.'u-Kci'y i lo P. K. (Jab-
ler's Swi«s Nero (Alvier—Tromba), IJec h.

MoUic-Arfhdukc. T- Fisf hor's (Philiidrli'ldn, Pa.) .St. Bernard
bitch IMollie (Marquis of Stafford— il"cl;i) io .Swigs Mountain Ken-
nel-' Arclidul<c (CliequRsser Max—Theo), Dec. 2ii.

Dnrt—Ai chdvkr. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Gerinantown, Pa.)
St, Bernard bitch Dart, (Duke of WeJlinaton -Tip Top) to Swiss
Mountain Ivpiiuels' f\relidake (Chcquasset Max— I'lieo), Fob. :l.

f.aciy Pomp—Lor^'SlPi!. Wild Ctow Kennels' (Birmingham,
(-!onn.i Enj^lish Feller bitcli Lady Poini) (Prince Phasbus—Gen-
evieve) to their Locksley (Scot tish Cli)ef—Stran). ,lan. 39.

Jdlhi LTjjpseji—jAiclsirn. Wild Cvw IvctiticIs' (Birmingham,
Conn.) En.iilisli' setter bitch .Jolly (fy)ise'y (Fsiiry King—Countess
Helen) to their Leekslev (Scottish Chi.-f—Swimi, Tn'ov. 2.

Alarcella Ghidstouc—Chav.tuiiqiiAi Kinu- F. M. SLeUey's (Sberi-
flan. N. Y.) English csettor bitcn Marcoi h^ tihiil-tone (('iladstone's
Mark—Chautauqua Belli-), to l)i;- Chautanciua. King (Knight of
Snnwdeu—Lady Brigiiton). .Jan. IT.

Belle of RocMand—Roy K. Roc kland Kennels' (Nanuet, N. Y.)
beagle bitch Belle oT Rocklaud (Chimer—Countess) to Roy K.
Rattler-r)or.i), Feb, 21.

Vim—EojiK. Rockland Keuuela' (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle bitch
Yim (Rush—OlMra) to Roy K. (Ratiler-Dora), Feb. 15.

Fussie—Hi)U K. Rockland Kennels' (Xanuei , N. Y.) beagle bitch
Pussie (Rush-Clava) to Hoy K. (R'ittler—flora,), Feb. If.

Alyrtle—Racer, Jr. I^ockland Rennels' (Nanuet, N. Y.) beagle
bitch champion MvrMe (Minstrel—Handmaid) to champion Racer,
,Tr. (Ra<-er-Vickev). Feb. 13.

Bed Bcss—Snn-neid. W. J. L'^idley's Irish setter bitch Red Bess
(champion Bicho. Jr.— Red Rose) to Kildare Kennels' Sarsfield,
Feb. 7.

Dolly-SarsfuM. Geo. Talcott's Irish setter bitch Dolly to Kil-
dare Kennels' Sar'tieh', Jan. 11.

Clarcmoin Jeiis—Kildarr. E. P. Shipley's Irish setter bitch Clare-
mont Jess (Patsey—Niuo) to Kildare Kennels' Kildare. Dec. 6.

Miva—KUdare. J. B. (Jharlcon's Iri'^h fetter bitch Mina (Sars-
fleld—Kino) to KiUare Kennels' Kildare, Dec. i.

MoUij Baiun—Kildare. Kildare Kennels' (Pittsburgh, Pa.) Irish
setter bitch champion Molly Bawn to their Kildare, Jan. 19.

ISessP.—Darliy 11. Kildare Kennels' (Pittsburgh, Pa.) Irish set-
ler bitch Bess P. (Sarfield—Maud II.) to imported Darby II.,

Jan. 3.

Time Baru—Tearau-aij. Geo. H. Covert's (Chicago, Dl.) Irish set-
ter bitch Tillie Born to his impertf d Tearaway, Feb. 15.

Hazelnut III.—Tectraimy. Goo. H. Covert's (ChicaEro, 111.) Irish
setter bitch Hazelnut III. to his imported Tearaway, Feb. 9.

Lone Star Queen—Dick Siotvelle.r. Geo. H. Covert's (Chicago,
111.) Irish setter bitch Lone Star Queen to his champion Dick
Swiveiler, Feb. 14.

Hornell Bady—Hurnill Sill.-. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Ger-
* ma.nfown. Pa.) cocker spaniel bitch Hornell Ladv (champion Hor-
neU Jock—champion Hornell Dinah) to Hornell-Harmony Ken-
nelf chaminon Hornell SilK (champion Obo—Cbtoe II.). Jan. 15.

Bei>x—\Valtliaji] Jt.ivcl. In the breeding note of Mr. ."Moses's fos-
hound bitch Bess to Waltham Jewel, 3Ir. ^loses's address was
incorrectly given as North Gorham, Mass.; it should read North
Gorham, Me.

WHELPS.
IfW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Shellocli. G. S. Page's (Stanley, N. J.) deerhound bitch Shelloch
(Osslan I.—Brenda), Feb. 6, eight (three dogs), by his Bruar II.

(Jock—Lady Garry).
Lady Miiriel. A. C. S'.iallenberger's (Alma, Neb.) St. Bernard

bitch Lady Muriel, Jan. 20, one dog, by nis Prince Bedivsre (Sir
Bedivere—Princess Louise).
Ifadam Barry. Swi.ss Motmtain Kennels' (Germantowm, Pa.)

St. Bernard bitch Madam Barry (Barnard—Fannie), Dec. 20, eleven
(four dogs), by their Archduke (Chequasset Max—Theo).
Donna Silvci. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) St.

Bernard bhch Donna Silva (Duke of Wellington—Calypso), Jan.
seven (three dogs), by Wyoming Kennels' champion Hesper.

Hecla. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown, Pa.) St. Bernard
bitch Hecla (Hector—Neli), Jan. 13, ten (seven dogs), by their
Archduke.
nico. Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Germantown. Pa.) St. Bernard

bitch Theo (champion Otho— Margery), Feb. S, seven (two dogs),
by P. H. Gables's Swiss Nero (Alvier—Tromba).

- Jolhj Oypse.y. Wild Trow Kennels' (Birmingham, Conn.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Jolly Gypsey (Fairy King—Countess Helen), Jan.
4, seven (five dogs), by their Locksley (Scottish Chief—Swan).
Maud Val Jean. A. C. Shallenberger's (Alma, Neb.) English set-

ter bitch Maud Val.ieau (Jean ^'al Jean—Sheena Tan;, Jan. 29,

nine (=ix dogs), by J. M. Avem's Riderigo.
Stella IV. Geo. H. Covert's (Chicago, 111 ) Irish setter bitch

Stella IV., Feb. 12, thirteen (-six dogs), by his Red River Glencho.
GliflcUa. Geo. H. Covert's (Chicago, HI.) Irish setter bitch Gii-

delia, Feb. 12, ten (six dogs), by his champion Dick Swiveiler.

SALES.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Mikadn—Bang'a Mollie whelp. Black and white ticked pointer
dog, whelped Sept. 14, 1890, by Bar Harbor Kennels, Bar Harbor,
Me., to H. E. Reynolds, Campello. Mass.
31-vtisMac. Tiger brirdle and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped

April 10, 1890, by H. H. Phillips, Crystal Falls, Mich., to R. J. Saw-
yer, Menominee, Mich.
Neva. Orange and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped May 17,

1889, by Prince Barry out of 31yrtle, by H. H. PhilRps, Crystal
Falls. Mich., to R. J. Sawyer. Menominee, Mich.
Afa.scot Bernard—I\ eva wlielpb: Orange and white St. Bernards,

two dogs and one bitch, whelped Oct. 22, 1890, by H. H. Phillips,
Oryptal Falls, Mich., to R. J. Saws'er, Menominee. Mich.
Madam Beirry. Orange tawny St. Bernard biich, whelped July

20,188s, by Barnard out of Fannie, by S\vi.=s Mountain Kennels,
Germantown^a., to E. C. Barret t, Bt. Johnsbury, Vi.
Archduke—Betsey Bobljett vjhelps. St. Bernards, whelped Sept.

9, 1890, by Swiss Mountain Kennels, (Tcrmantown, Pa., an orange,
while markings, bitch to R. C. CIii.heroe. Berkley, R. I., and an
orange tawny bitch to B. H. K- Piiehard, E'rostburgh, Md.
Marcjuii uf 'Steifford—LoreUnc whelp. Oi ange, perfect markings,

St. Bernard bitch, whelped Sept. 9, IS'.W, by S\vi=s Mountain Ken-
nels, Gemantown. Pa., to D. D. Watsou, Elmira, N. Y.
Ai-chdvke—Madam Barry whelps. Si,. Bernards, vvhelped Dec.

20, 1890, by Swiss Mountain Kennels, Germantown, Pa., an oranee
tawny and white dog and orange tawny bitch to iNHss Anna Fox,
Cleveland, O., and an orange tawny bitch to P. H. Jacobs, Ham-
monton, ]S. J.

Can.. Loelisley. Blue belton English setter dog, whelped Oct. 10,

1885. by Scottish Chief out of Swan, by T. G. Davey. London, Ont.,
to Wild Crow Kennels, Birmingham, Conn.
Lady Romp. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped Octo-

ber, 1886. by Prince Phojbus out of Genevieve, by T. G. Davey,
Lopdor, Ont., to Wil«J Crow Kennels, Birmingham, Conn.
Red River Glenchu. Red Irish setter dog, age and pedigree not

given, by Geo. H. Covert, Chicago, HI., to R.H. Burr,Middletown,
Conn.
QmryoioenlV. Red Irish setter dog. age and pedigree not. given,

by Geo H. Covert, Chicago. 111., to A. L. Monnot, Jeannette, La.
HmileU Lady. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped Jan. 6. 1889,

by champiori Hornell Silk oat of clvarnpion Horiiell Dinah, by E.
O. Barrett, St. Joliiisbury, Yt,, uj i'lW'm Monnlaiu RenQels, (jbr-

maatowii, Pa, '
]

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no chargre for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

P. N. H., St. L"nis, Mo.—Would it harm a pointer biteh, 9moB-
old, to breed hei? it being the first time she has come in. Ans-
You had better wait until the next heat.

P. H. R , Oakland, Cal.—Continue the treatment, and if not
better in the course of a week or two, you must consult; a veterin-
ary sxu'geon. Rub the inside of the thighs wiX\\ balsam of Peru.
BREEDEn.—It a virgin hitch is served by a dog of another breed

will the subsequent litters, in any case, which are got by a dog of
the same breed as the bitch, be influenced? Ans. l^es,'in a niore
or less extent.

A. L., Troy, N. Y.—Will you kindly tell me what I can do for a
pug pop, ten months old, that has been losing his hair for months?
I see in a January issue a dog that was troubled the same way,
but is there no other remedy? We could not very well use that
on hira in the house. Ans. Apply balaam of Peru, one part to
si.x of alcohol.

F. N. T., Manchester, N. H,— I have a cocker, 8mos. old, eats
well and feels well; but his liair comes out in spots over his neck,
body and around his eyes. There is beginning to be a slight erup-
tion. It does not seem to itch or trouble him. Can you prescribe?
Ans. (ret one quart of lard oil. Mlh. of black antimony and .!41b.

sulphur lac, txn.x, and then rub well into the spots affected; wash
ofl' in two or three days, and repeat if necessary.

.1. T. A., Camden, N. J.—I would like your advice about a fox-
terrier bitch. About last Thussday Inoticeda swelling (or growth)
under her ear as large around as a quarter dollar and ^in. high, and
was not very hard. It grew largpr Frid-ay and Saturday it reached
the size of inclosed drawing. Saturrbiy and Sunday the skin was
of a dark red color ana appeared lo give her no trouble, but Sun-
day and Monday she began scratching it, causing it to bleed
slightly, and a thin > ellow liquid came out of it. This morning it

is smaller around, hut is of a white or yellow color, and a thin
white-yellow liquid is coming out of it. She is in excellent health
otherwise. Ans. Bnd blood: probably arising from too rich feeding.
A liot bread poultice will draw the matter, and give Glover's or
Spraits' blood purifier.

E. H., Phila., Pa.—Certain valuable dogs belonging to some of
my friends and myself are afflicted with a disease which seems to
bo a kind of mange. A dark colored spot appears on the skin of
i:he dog and as it grows darker it resolves itself in a group of
minute black points. Each one of these can be caught and pulled
ottt from the skin and appears to be the head of a microbe about
as long as a midge. The places itch so terribly that the dog
scratches until the cuticle becomes destroyed and a sore results,
but the microbes grow and spread, until the whole skin is covej ed,
and becomes so worried that he fiually dies in great distress.
During this trouble the hair all cnmes off and when fresh hair
grows it follows suit. Mr. Joseph P. Bailey, of Bailey, Banks &
Biddle, iewelers of this city, obtained from you abont ten years
ago (18S0) a prescription for an ointment that upon being appPed
absolutely eradicated a disease similar to the one referred to. Tiie
prescription seems to have been of French origin. Mr. Bailev
cannot find it and the druggist who made it up has lost all trace
of it since a fire that some years ago ocoui red in his store. If you
can furnish it or suggest a substitute for it you will confer a favor
on many of us here. Ans. First wash with warm water and cas-
tile soap, thpu apply either of the following remedies: Creosote
i-goz., olive oil 7oz., liquor of potash YiOi.; first mix the creosote
and oil and then add the potash, mixmg them by agitation. Or,
one quart of coal oil, }.a carbolic acid, 2drs. tincture cantharides
and loz. of flour of sulphur.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
CONLIN'S SHOOTING GALLERY.—To encourage beginners,

amateurs and experts, Mr. Conlin has arranged for three matches
to be held as follows: Beginners' match, to commpuce Feb. 25 an(I
to end I\Iarch 6. inclusive; amateurs' match, to commence March
11 and to end March 21, inclusive; experts' match, to commence
March 2b and to end April 11, inclus've. The running deer match
came to a close on Saturday, Feb. 21. Mr. Williams was the
winner of the gold medal by the foUo\ving score, possible 35;

27 26 24—77. Mr. Wil'iams has proved himself to be a remarkably
fine shot with the rifle in any style that he wishes to use it, he
has also won first prize in rest shooting, and now shows his
superiority at moving targets.

BOS TON, Feb. 21.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held to-day for rifle and pistol shoot-
ing. A good number of riflemen were present. The conditions
were unfavorable, poor light and a bad 6 o'clock fish-tail
wind. Mr. C. H. Eastman wins the bronze victory medal. Fol-
lowing are the best scores made to-day, 200yds., standard Ameri-
can target, re-entries allowed:

All Comers' Oil-Hand Match.
G} Franklin 85 J O Howe 73 SBMai'ks 64
DRGray 83 A N Mann 72 A S Hunt 04
R Rowland 73 MTDay 69 D Mai'tin ti2

Allcomers' Rest Ma+ch.
S Wilder Ill I B Thomas 102 A S Hunt 96
J Frarcis 108 A H Ballard 101 D Martin 93
F Daniels... 106 W F Chester 100 A N Mann 93
ABLoring 105 MTDav 99 S B Mards 93

Pistol Match, oOyde.W Charles 89 A G Stevens 82 A N Mann 78

J C Williams 83 MTDay 82 W F Chester .75

NEWARK, N. J., Feb. 21.—The annual meeting of the Newark
Shooting Society was held on Tuesday evening, when .'he follow-
ing oflicers were elected: President, Henry W. Egner; Yice-Pi-esi-
dent, Frank C. Watts; Treasurer, Julius Stapff; First Shooting
Master, August Begerow; Second Shooting Master, John Copper-
smith; Directors, Wm. Hayes, Albert Seitz, Franz Halfeli, Ttieo.
E. Beck, Geo. D. Weigman. The election of a secretary was re-
ferred to the board of directors. The president appointed F. C J.
Wiss, Wm. Schmauder, Jr., and Ferd. J. Herpers as an audiling
committee. Albert Seitz, Wm. Hayes and August Begerow were
appointed a committee to draft a new constitution and by-laws.
Geo. D. Weigman, John Coppersmith and Theo. E. Beck were ap-
pointed a committee to look into the feasibility and probable ex-
pense of establishing a permanent headquarters for the society.
In case the society decides to establish permanent headquarters
gallery ranges will be provided.

SPRINGFIELD. Mass., Feb. 31.—The foggy weather to-day
made it bad for the marksmen, a fact which snould be taken into
account in noting the following scores, at 200vds.;
E T Stephens ...T 10 9 5 8 7 10 9 8 8 10-84
AM.-ivnard* 8 7 7 8 9 8 9 9 8 6-78
H Kirlv* 8 9 9 7 10 8 6 9 7 4—77
G FBnmstead 10 6 10 3 7 5 9 5 10 9—73
*25cal. Maynard.
MARION, N. J., Feb. 17.—The newly-organized .Standard Rifle

Club, of Hoboken, which was recently defeated 4)y the team of the
Hudson Rifle Club, met their adversaries again at tbe Marion,
N. J., range to-day and helped to add another large leaf to the
laurel wreath of the Marion shooters. The latter won the 10-men
team m^tch by 68 points, or about iiy.j points per man. The scores
on the 25-ring target, 10 men each side. 10 shots per man, 100ft.

distance, were as follows: .Stand i rd R'fle Club.—T. Fitzsimujons
327, J. Bosch 303, .1. O. Sinclair ISO, G. Rodell 2(J6 J. Kruse 194, H.
Korbach 221. A. Malv 250, G. Graf 224, J. Caeper 233, G. Hcrrschaft
213. total 2,129. Hudson Rifle Club.-H. Mahleni.roek 219, E.In-
gram .22i, J. Buch 203, H. Boddy 227. T. Reynolds 213, A. Schneider
m. F. Kittridge 237, R. Ingram 223, H. Hansen 233, J. RebhaiL224,
Total 3,193.

MARION, N. Y , Feb. 19.—Tbe Essex Gun Club held its monthly
shoot at "Old Southpaw's" grounds, Marion, N. J. to-day. Tl'e
scores in the regular club shoot, Hurlingham rules, risfs 30, 2S,

and £6vds.. as per classification, follow; C. M. Hedden, gOvds., 9;

J. Unaer. 28vds., 9; C. Thomas, 26yds., 10; J. Terrill, 26yds., 8; Bah-
bage, 28yds., 9; W. Haves, of rifle shooting f.i.me, 30yd?., 9; A. B,
Heriden, SOyds., S; H. W. Wheaton, .2Svds.. S; G. Smit 26vds.. 8;

G. G. Heddeu, 2.Svd.«.. 7: G. Cirifhn. SOx'ds., 7; Uncle Biily .Hu«hc.<,
28yds., 7: Veteran Lf^ridv. 28vd:-., .i; BiJlman, 28yds., 7; L. Q Hedden,
28yds., 7; Moitis, 28yds., U; Tilloa 2s.i ds., .5; Plume, 28vds., .1 A
Dtimber of Jpraey sweej>s foilowe.l the regular event. The officers
elected tor 1891 are Major Bneritnall, President; W. Hayes, Vice-

THE TRAP.
Scores Jor publication should J)e made out on the printed blwtiks

prepared, by the Forest arid St/renm, and furnished gratvs to club
secreta/ries. Correspondents who favor us tvith elub scores a/re par-
licuila/rly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

sehd in notice like the following:

March 31-36.—Detroit Tournament, assisted hy the Inter-State
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. $1 000 guaranteed.
April 28-30.—New Loudon (or New lEaven) Inter-State Associa-

tion.
May 5-6.—Algona (la.) Gtm. Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tonraament. Open to all. Elmer E.

Shaner, Sec'y.
May 19-31.—Washinston (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Club
gives SLOOO, Association guarantees $1,000, total S2,000.
June 3-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter- SI ate

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
.SI .000. club adds $2,000. total 33,000.
Juno 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.

NORTH AND SOUTH.
PEN8AC0LA, Fla., Feb. 14.—The visiting Northerners were en-

tertained here to-day and apparently enjoyed themselves
very much. 'I'hey having won the New Orleans and Mobile
mat chef carry the championship, so the Ihirrl race is not to be
shot. The race between the State teams, Illinois and Florida,
however, was shot to-day and was a very pretty event, and
although the North again won it was only by the tmall majority
of 5 birds. An elegant silver cup was presented by the Dixie Gun
Cltib. Following is the score:

ILLINOIS vs. I-LOKIDA.
Ten men teams, at fifteen live birds:

Ulinoig Team. Florida Team.
TAMarsliall. 111111111011111—14 S Hutchinson. 101010110011010— 8
L M Hamline..111001011011101—10 G W Turfon . . .011110111011111-13
C D Gammon .111111111110111—14 B Forbes 111101101111110-13
H Smith OOniOOlOOlOOOl— (i A S Rettinger 111111110)01100—11
G E Willard,..010101 110001011— 8 W Hntchinsonll llOiiOlllUH—]3FA Place 101110111110110—11 Wm Gates .. .DllOlOlindiHiO—

9

G W Andrews.llOl 11001100111-10 J S Borrelli. ...1111101 11011000- 9
C B Dicks OlOOOlllllOOlOl— 8 H TV SimmonsOlOlllOOinilll—li
D C CairncrossUlOlllllllllll—14 D'Alemberte. .lOlOlOlOlllUTl-11
0 E Felton .... 111111111111111-15 V J Yidal lOlOllOOlOllllO- 9

110 105

Col. C. E. Felfon, captain of the Illinois team, made the only
straight score. The birds were goods ones.

It will be with feelings of regret that the Pens.acalans see Ihe
pleasant party of Northern gentlemen depart for the North,
as they do early next week. Dixie.

3 [Chicago, 111., Feb. 18.—The Sporting Rcvimv trip came to an
end here tr-day and the shnoters who made the Southern trip will
by to-morrow be pretty well scattered for their homes.
Tuesday morning BDly Mussey received the following tele-

gram:
"\V. P. Mus=ey, Chicago: Can you pick team of 10 men to shoot

Wednesday againpt sarne number from car. Answer care con-
ductor, train No. 46.-C. E. WiLLABD."
'•Well, cein wel" said BUly.
So this afternoon the Sjjoriiiia Reri'eH,' team, or teams united,

coming fresh from their ,Sou:hcrn victories, leaned for a few
brief moments against a p'ain Clucago outfit .jud dep-^rved some-
what wiser. Ten men teams, 15 live birds. The race was shot as
a series of individUEil matches and is so reported, the name of the
Chicago shooter being in each case given first:

A Kleinman (Chicago) 222211323122112—15
H McMurehy (Car) 311211111112113—15

Geo Hofmanu (Chicago) 322311101320112-13
F Parmalee (Oar) 112112131232111—15

W P Mussev (Chicago) 122022203131111—14
Capt Cranmer (Car) 021012101110001— 9

A E Thomas (Ghicago) 213212021022222—13
L T Davenport (Car) 22222-1 102:.'2223—14

R B Orffan (Chicaao) 222i2i02Crj22122—13
C D Gammon (Car) 21121i20022l230—12

Geo Kleinman (Chicago) 11L21L221(j31 121—14
Milt Lindsley (Car) 3223,:;^202222203—13

Ab Price (Chicago) 221 2;?1201 212123-14
R O Heike.s (Car) 222022n2(.)121il0—11

M J Rich (Ohicaao) 213;;il21(i201211—l-S
Tnm Marshall (Car)- 211.222202222.332-14

WW McFarland (Chicago) , 202220222132313-13
AL Cairncross (Car) 12UD112112112—15
Henry Kleinman (Chicago) 02021 1U1220111—12
C E Felton (Car) 011221311131013—13

Total, Chicago team 134; Spioiinn Flevicw team 131.

Fred Qtiimby was real sick with a so re froat, and so did not go
out to the grounds. Fred has been shooting in exceptionally good
form all through the trip, and the Southern tourists to-day
ascribe their defeat to his absence. Capt. Cranmer was also a
sick man, the prevalent cold, grip, or lung trouble having seized
him. hut he shot through the race, thouglt it must have taken all
his nerve to do so, distressed as he was. Andy Thomas, late of
Kansas City but now of Chicago, shot his maiden match race here
and got 'em all but two. The whole saoot was a very nice one,
and toward the close rather interesting. Col. Felton and Henry
Kleinman closed the series, and Chicago was i birds ahead when
this match begun. The Colonel had some nice new pink cotton in
his ears, and it was thought likely he would repeat the Pensocola
performance of 15 straight, but he missed his first bird and after-
ward lost another. Henry has not yet been able to get a gnu to
suit him, and is still changing around. He got one too straight
for him, and missed 3 birds out of his first 3. Then he took Abe's
Scott Premier, and the two Premiers had it out together, Henry
one bird to the worst of it. There was a great deal of very good
shooting done, of course. Messrs. McMurehy, Lindsley, Marshall,
Cranmer and Heikes all used wood powder, and Mr. Marshall,
who is a rather deliberate shot, surprised many by his I'^ng second-
barrel kills. i\rost of the others used the E- C. or Schultze loads.
To-morrow Messrs. McMttrehv, Lindsley, Quimby, Cranmer and

Davenpjrt all go East. Frank Parmalee and his friends go West.
Tom Marshall, his wife, and the little daughter who has tangled
herself up in the heart of every man in the car, go home to
Keithsbure to-night. The buys want Tom to put up the little
girl for them to shoot for, but he says he won't do it.

E. Hough,

WATSON'S PARK, Bttrnside, III., Feb. 19.—Scores made to-
dav by Fort Dearborn Club, for live bird medal, Illinois State
rnlef

:

G Kleinman . . 122202220111110-13 W McFarland 110021220222213-13
J E Price 120121301212320-12 F 0 Donnald. .112102000221200— 9

C D Gammon..011U1U2002101-U Geo Airy 121231221111100-13
A lOeinman . ..311112210113113-14 xV W Reeves. ..30103112(i0012ul— 9
Ties on 12:

GeoKlemman 212-3 210-3 WW McFarland..111—3 112—3
J E Price 133-3 333-3
Peoria blackbird medal:

GKleinm'nlllHUlllllllllllOl-19 Geo Airy. .lOlOUlIllOOOOmill-U
AKleinm'nllOlOOlOlOllllOOOllO-U

Feb. .;'i—The following is the score to-day in a two-man team
march at live pigeyns. So a side, American Association rules:
Ed Steck .. 2il032220222(j0121201]0010—17
G O'Brien. 2021122111200110212222232—31—38

Palmer 0011001021110112100020200-13
Hicks ..1122110131103122010030200-17—30

Same day and rules, open sweeps, 7 birds, S3, 3 moneys, 60 and
40 per cent.:
J O'Brien 0031232—5 Atwater 1111320—6
Geo Kleinman 1110111—6 A Weaver 0133100—4
Ed Steck 0111023-4 .AW Reeves 3111120-6
Palmer 1111303-6 Cop 2001310—4
Hicks 0010033-3 H Kleinman 1313311—7
Wilcox ..3032113-6

ATwater ftnd Ar W, Beeves diyi^ea seooudin shoot o#,-RaveI(«
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BROOKLYN TRAPS.
Brooklyn, Feb. 17.—The Kings County Gun Club was no(, so

weJl represented as ii«ual on Louis Miller's shooting grounds at
Dexter Park, L. I., to day, tlie murky, wet \veather keeping many
of the shooters away. In the contest for the club badge. 20 blue
rocks, right and left angles, ISvds. rise, the scores were as follows:
Zirkel 8, Greiner 10, Lindstedt 12, Bieher 9, Boegel 10, Link 9, Kel-
ler 9, Lindstedt wiuniug the club medal. Three sweepstakes at 5
bluerocks each time, all ties divided, were shot subsequently.
Feb. IS —The east side of this city was well represented io-day

at Dexter Park, where a jolly lot of shooters from the Emerald
Gun Club assembled take part in a private shoot at live birds.
Nearly three score of clubmembersandtheirfriends were present,
but only lij men went to the traps in the principal event of the
day, a shoot at 10 live birds per man. There were two prizes, a
box of imported cigars and 200 shells. The day '5 sport began
with a small sweepstake at 5 birds, in wliich Messrs Voss and
Henry were the winners, and then followed the lO-bird shoot.
The best score was made by G. S. Henry, who shot in excellent
form, and, altnoiigh he stood SZyds. from the traps, was the only
one who killed 10 pieeons straight, 8 of them by using one barrel
only. The exertions of the pot hunters on the northeast side of
the fence, in trying to secure part of the few missed birds, con-
tributed vastly to the amusrjment of the club's members.
Mr. Henry chose the shells as hi* prize, and the box of cigars

went to M. W. Murphy, who killed 9 birds from the 25yds. mark,
and missed his last, a very stmng straightaway driver. Nf^erly
20 of the ISO birds shot at fell dead out of bounds, L. Pierson, .J.

Voss. R. Regan and J. Maesel being especially unfortunate in this
respect.
Messrs. J. Sax and C. Roemmele, who had during the match

indulged in a lengthy argument as to their respective shoorlDg
abilities and the efficioucy of their guns, agreed at its conclusion
to submit their differences of opinion to a practical test, and to
make the agreement binding they posted a suitable forfeit for a
match, to be shot under the following conditions: 100 live birds
each man, Hurlingham rules. 25yds. rise, 80yde. boundary, for
$350 a side, to take place at Dexter Park on March 37.
The members of the Falcon Gun Club of Brooklyn, who went to

Dexter Park to-day, had an excellent chance of testing their
abilities as marksmen, for the birds were a good lot even for the
old shooting ground. Under the somewhat difficult club rules, a
pigeon killed with the second barrel counting half a point only,
the scores made were of fair average. J. Tagts killed 8 birds and
scored a total of 7, winning the club badge tor the first time in
the new year. The second prize, consisting of hard cash, went to
.J. Bohling on a total of 0. A well-contested team match, teams
of four, 3 birds each man, followed, Vagts's side winning by the
close margin of one-half of a point.
Feb. 20 —The return team shooting match between Excise Com-

missioner John Sohliemann and J. A. Eppig as partners against
P. Leihinger and F. Lanzer was shot off to-day at the Dexter Park
shooting grounds, Jainaica plank road. The conditions of the
match were, each shooter to have .90 birds, gun handicap accord-
ing to bore of gun, Hurlingham rules. All four shooters were in
good form, alinough J. Schliemann h^d the majority of the lirst
incomers and his partner hsd the misfortune to lose several of his
birds dead out of bounds. P. Leihinger and partner won easily
by 13 birds, 83 to Tl.

Ttie Kings County Gun Club held a shoot at Dext er Park to day.
The attendance was very poor on account of the wet. foggy
weather. The conditions were, each member to shoot at 20 blue-
rocks, ISyds. rise, for the club badge. Seven members competed.
The scores were as follows: F. Zirkel 8, J. Greiner 10, .L Linstedt
13, H. Bieber 9, C. Boegel 10, J. Link 9, C. Keller 7.

The members of the Erie Gun Club held their postponed sli"ot
at Woodlawn Park, Gravesend, to-day. Only nine members
went to the traps to shoot for the ''lub badge, with the usual gun
handicap. 0. Ueliefseu and C. Plate had a close race for the
badge, which the former won by one bird.
At a meeting of the Wauregan Gun Cluh. hold at the club house.

Dexter Park, Long Island, the following ofRoers were elected for
the ensuing season: Pres., Edward Bernhoft'; "Vice-Pres., Dr. W.
S. Taylor: Sec'y, C. H. Houghton; Treas., W. H. Brickner; team
Captain. Mr. Pay, The regular semi-monthly shoot of the club
will be held at Dexter Park on Friday next. At the conclusion ol
the regular shoot a match will be contested by Dr. W. S. Taylor
and M. Fay against W. H. Brittner and C. H. Houghton. The
conditions of the shooting are 35 birds each, 38yds. rise, Hurling-
ham rules to govern, for $100 a side.
The last of a feries of inviiation team shoots yvill be held under

theausDices of the Parkway Gun Club at Dexter Park, on Thurs-
day. The conditions of the shoot are each man to shoot at 10
birds, 35yds. rise. BOyds. boundary, modified Hurlingham rules.
The trophy to be competed f< r is known as the Parkway cup. The
Fountain and Coney Island teams are the favorites, but the Glen-
mores hope to get there.

FORESTER TOURNAMENT.
Davenpobt, la., Feb. 21.—Editor Forest and Stream: The For-

ester Gun Club's annual tournament commenced Tuesday morn-
ing wi'h a good attendance of shooters, the most prominent being
Budd, of Des Moines, and Lefflngwell, of Clinton, and Grim. The
weal her was had for the shoot, but the boys started in with good
.spirits and expected to complete the programme, which would
have occupied four days. But "the best laid plans of men and
mice gang aft aglee." On Wednesday it was cold and disagree-
able, and on Thursday came the very worst storm of the season,
and it put an end to the tovrnament. The tournament was con-
ducted under the revised American Association rules. The live
birds were in excellent condition and hard to hit. The result of
the first two days' shoot is as follows;

-First Dat/.
No. 1, 7 single live hirdf

:

Lefflngwell 1111111—7 J Davis lOHOOO—

3

Grim lllllJl-7 Hairbaugh 1011101—5
Budd. 1111111-7 Kemfer 0111111—6
Reese 1110000—3 Lewis 0100111—4
8tone 1111101—6 Racester 1111100-5
Frank 1110111-6
Lefflngwell, Grim and Bud li div. first money, $25.20, The shoot

oft of ties on 6 for second, ,'$14.15, was won by Howard; Racester
and Harbaugh div. third, $12.60. Lewis took fourth, S0.30,
No. 2, 10 single inanimate targets:

Lefflngwell 1100001001- i Reese 0000000100- 1
Grim 1110111111— 9 Howard 0001110111-6
Budd 1111111111-10 Benewitz 0110100111- 6
Stone 0001110011- 5 Kemfer 1010010110- 5
Frank 1110000011- 5 J Davis 1011011100-6
Budd took first money, §6 80; Grim second, $5,10. On the shoot

off of ties on 6 Benewitz won third, $2.90; the shoot oft of ties on 5

fourth was won by Stone, 65 cents.
No. 3, 6 single live birds:

Budd 111111-6 Hulse 010011—3
Lefflngwell 110111—5 Bodyfield 011001—3
Grim 111111—6 Stone 111111—6
Reese 111111-6 Howard 011100—3
Lewis...... 010101-3 Harbaugh 101100-3
Lafli a . . .• 111110—5 Frank 111111—5
Budd, Grim, Reese and Stone div. first, $18 30; Lefflngwell, Laflin

and Frank div. second, $14; on the shoot-off of ties on SHarbaugh
won third, $4.55.
No. 4, 6 pair targets:

Budd 11 11 11 11 10 10-10 Frank .10 10 10 10 10 11- 7
LeffiDgwell. .11 11 11 11 00 10- 9 Benewitz. . . .11 10 00 00 00 01— 4
Grim 10 00 U 11 11 10- 8 Stone 31 00 11 11 11 10- 9
Budd took first, .84.60; Lefflngwell and Stone div. second, $3.45;

Grim took third. $3.30.

No. 5, 8 single live birds:
Grim 11111111-8 Laflin 110110U-6
Budd lllllHl-8 Frank ..11110111-7
Reese 01101101—5 Howard 11110111—7
Stone 11110111—7 Harbaugh 01010100—3
Lefflngwell liniuil—

7

Grim and Budd div. first, $31.60; Howard won second on shoot-
off. $13.45; Laflin won thirrl, $10.80; Reese won fourth, $5.10.
No. 6, 15 single itianimate targets:

Grim 011111110110111—12 Kemper 111111101011110—13
Budd 111111111111111—15 Black 101101111111111—18
Leflingwell ..101111100111101-11 Keller 001111011111111—13
Benewitz 110010100011101— 8 Schi k IIIOIOOIIOOIIOI— 9
J D=)vis 111111111110101—13 England Hi 111111111101-14
Budd won flrsi, $8.60; England won second, $8.45; J. Davis and

Black div. third, $4-30; Grim, Keller and Kemper div. fourth, $3.15.

Second Day.

No, 7. 10 single inanimate targets, entrance $3:
Grim 1011010110-6 Knowles 1OOOOlOUl—

5

Schick 1111011101-8 Budd OlllUlllO-S
Lefflngwell 0111011100-6 Howard OllUOllll-S
Black 1010111111—8 Harbaugh OlOOIlOOOO -S
J Davis 1111000110-6 White 1010111101-7
Keller OllOllllOO-B Laflin 1011110110-7
Dean .1100111100 -6 Frederick 1101110011-6
ngland 1111010111-8 Jaques IIIOIOOIOI—

B

eese 1001000101-4 Voss OIOOIHIOO -5

ties on 6; fourth, $8 25, wae divided by Knowles and Voss.
No. 8, 10 single live birds, entrance $10;

Grim 1110110111— 8 England OmiOlOU-

7

Budd 1111111111-10 J Davis lOOnooilOl—

4

Lefflngwell - 1111111110— 9 Prank 01101 11101—7
Howard lIlllOllll— 9 Laflin lllllolOU-8
Re^se 1010101111- 7 Schick 0111010111-7
Harbaugh 1110111101- 8
First money. $33.60. won by Bndd: second, $34.45, divided by

Lefflngwell and Howard; third, $16.30, won by Irvinon the shoot-
off of ties on 8; fourth, $4 13, won by Reese on shoot-off of ties on 7.

No. 9, 15 single targets, entrance $5:
Grim 111011111111101—13 Dean 0011O111000O111— 7
Schick 111111111111111—15 Reese lOOOUOOlOllOU— 8
Budd 111111111111111-15 Keller 111011111111101-13
Black 101111111111101-13 LefflngwelL .. .011111111101111-13
England .101010111011111-11 Harbaugh OOllOOOOOOOlOil- 5

No. 9, 16 singles:
White. 101111011100011—10 .Jaques 111111101111100-12
T^aflin 01100101101101 0- 8 Howard 1OHIO]00000000— h
Stow 100001110110111- 9 Knowles 001010001111111-9
Warner 010100011110101— 8 Voss 011111111110101—13
No. 10, 4 pairs:

Budd 11 11 11- 01—r Harbaugh CO 10 10 00—2
Grim 10 00 11 10-4 Howard 11 11 10 01-6
Lefflngwell 11 11 00 01-5 Laflin 00 10 10 00-2
Reese 11 60 10 00-3 Frank 10 1 0 00 10-3
Sch-ck 11 10 01 10—5 England 01 00 10 10—3
First money, $16, was taken by Budd; second, $13, was captured

by Howard; third, .$8, was div. by Lefflngwell and Schick; fourth,
$4 , was taken by Grim.
No. 11, 15 singles:

CoUyer 010000011100110- 6 Dean OOOUOlOKMOll— 7
Reese lOOOOlllOIOOllO- 6 .Schick 1111101 Illll 111—1^
J Davis OH 1101010 11100— 9 Black 111111011111111—14
White oooionommi—10 Keiier iiioimiooini-r:

fourth, 83.,50, was won by Keller on the shoot-off of ties on 12.

No. 12:

Grim 101111-5 Howard 010111—4
Keller 011110-4 Lefflngwell 110101—4
Budd 111111—6 Warner 111110—5
J Davis 111100-4 Stobl 111100-4
Heinsius 101001—3 Schick 101111-5
Hofer 111011-5 .Scheef 110111—5
Retse 110011—4 Laflin OlOlU—

4

First money, $25.20, was taken by Budd; second, $18.50, was div.
by Grim and Scheef on tlie shoot off of ties on 5; third, .$9.10, was
div. by Reese and Stohl on shoot off of ties on 4; fourth, |6.30, was
won by Heinsius.
Extra No. 1, at 6 single live birds:

Grim 001011-3 Laflin 110001-3
Budd 111011—5 .1 Davis 111111-6
Reese 101111—5 Lefflngwell 111111—6
Prank 110111—5 Stone (Ill 111 -5
Harbaugh 001101—3 Hulse .

,
111101—5

The ties on 6 for first was won by J, Davis and Lefflngwell,
$17.50; ties on 5 for -stcond, .fUn 50, was won by Reese a.nd Frank;
Grim, Harbaugh and Laflin div. third, $7,
Extra No. 2, at 6 single live birds:

Grim HllOl—5 Frank 111100-4
Budd 011101-4 J Frederick 011011-4
Reese 111111—6 Laflin 010101—3
Lefflngwell OOOOlO—1 Harbaugh 011011—4
Hulse llOOlO—3 J Davis lHlU-6
First money, $17.50, was div. by Reese and J. Davis; gecond,

$10 50, was taken liy Gh-im; t iiii-ii, f 1.50, was won by Budd and
Fredrick on ilie shoot fifl of rii!-- <ii] J.

Extra No. 8, 6 iinicle live hird-, entrance .$":

J Davis *:
- . . .011111-5 Schick. - 110111-5

Budd 101111-5 Lefflngwell 100110-3
Grim 111111-6 Laflin: llllH-6
Jones 111111-6
Grim, .lones and Laflin div. first money. 812.35; J. Davis, Budd

and Schick second, $7.35; Lffflngwell fourth, $4 90.
Extra No. S, 10 single inanimate targets, entrance $1.25;

Harbaugh 1110101110—7 Black 1111011011-8
Grim .1111101101—8 Schick 1111101001—7
Budd 1101111111-9 J Davis 1X111111110-7
England 1110111011—8 Frederick 1111111111—9
Bennewitz 1001101111—7 Kemfer lOOlllUOO—

6

Extra No. 5, 10 single inanimate tareets, entrance S1.25.-
England 0O01101111-8 Lefflngwell llllOUOIO-7
Schick 1111001111-8 Harbaugli 1I100111CO—

6

Budd imiHlOi—9 Kemper .,0111111111—9
Frederick .1111111011-9 Benuewitz 1101100010-5
Grim 1111100019-6 J Davis 0101111111—8
Black llOlOlim-S
Budd, Frederick and Kemoer div. first money. $4.30; Second,

$3.55 was won on the shoot off of ties on 8 by J. Davis; Leflingwell
third, $3.11.

LIVE PIGEON SHOOTING.
In 1887, at which time A. Nelson Lewis, a member of the Phila-

delphia Gun Club, was indicted before the Bucks County Court
under the act of March 29, 1S69, which makes it a misdemeanor to
wantonly or cruelly kill or lU-treat. overload, beat or otherwise
abuse any animal.
On the 14th of December, 18^7, the Philadelphia Gun Club held a

pigeon shooting match at their grounds on the "Old Brinkley
Homestead," Andalusia, the other contestants being the Tuxedo
Gun Club, the Westminster Kennel Club and the Riverton Gun
Club. The club members and their friends went to the grounds
by way of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Upon the same train from
Broad Street Station were two uniformed offlcers of the Woma.n'8
Branch of the Society lor the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
who openly avowed their intention of making arrests if the match
should take place.
The grounds vere filled with people, the contest became very ex-

citing and a large amount was staked on the result. Shortly after
the shooting began the offlcers of the woman's society .approached
the gates and were met by members of the club, who stated that
they had intended to meet the issue and would allow an arrest to
be made. They did not raise any question as to the right of the
offlcers to enter the grounds, because it would not be agreeable
had any of the visitors or members of the clubs been arrested. In
that case, as far as all present were concerned, the day would
have ended in disappointment.
Then came the question of who would allow himself to be ar-

rested. None cared to come up to the scratch, although several
were approached. Finally General Grubb, the president of the
club, expressed his determination to throw himself into the
breech, it no one else could be found courageous enough to do so.
This, for several reasons, was undesirable, and A, Nelson Lewis
was appealed to. Without a moment's hesitation he gave his con-
sent, resolving to be sacrificed in friendship to his club members,
and that the purpose and pleasure of the guests might not be
marred.
Mr. Lewis was then technically arrested and taken before a jus-

tice of the p9ace. He was defended by General Dechert. Subse-
quently the club presented him with aresolution of thanks, highly
extolling him for the way in which he had stood up tor the in-
terests of the club.
The late Lewi8<3, Cassidy was to have defended Mr. Lewis, but

died before the case came to trial. On the trial the jury returned
a special verdict, in which they found that it was the custom of
the association to hold matches for skill in marksmanship, that
Mr. Lewis participated in the match in December, 1887, and "for
the purpose aforesaid fired with a gun upon certain pigeons liber-
ated from a trap, killing one and wounding another. The bird
so wounded alighted upon a tree, and as soon as its wounded
condition was discovered it wa.s killed by a member of said club
for and on behalf of said defendant, according to the custom of
said club in regard to wounded birdi. The bird so killed was
immediatfly sold for food, according to the rule and custom of
said club."
Judgment was entered in favor of the Commonwealth and a fine

of $5 imposed on Sir, Lewis. From this cnrne the present appeal.
Judge Pdsson, as Ohit f Justice, deliv ered the opinion of the

Supreme Court, which is as follows: "The specific charg" in the
indictment was that the dt-fendent did 'unlawfully, wantonly and
cruelly shnot, wound, torture, abuse and ill-treat a certain pigeon,'
etc. The jury found a special verdict, upon which the court below
entered judgment for the commonwealth. We are, therefore,
limited to the facts as found. From the ->.'erdict we learn 'that
tbR defendant was a member of an association called the Phila-
delphia Gun Club; that on tlie 14th day of December, 1887, he
attended a pigeon--shootvng match and Bred witn a gun upon cer-
tain pigeons liberated from a trap, killing one and wounding
another. The bird so wounded alighted upon a tree, and as soon

as its wounded condition was discovei-ed it was killed by a mem-
ber of said club for and on behalf of said defendant, according to
the custom of said club in regard to wounded birds. The birds so
killed were immediately sold for food, according to the rule and
custom of said club.'
"We have thus the finding of the jury that the object of this

associatioQ was to test the skill of its members in marksmanship.
In other words, it was a training school for sportsmen, in which
they could acqttire skill in shooting on the wing. This being the
object of the association, the jury further found that the de-
fendant attended for the purposes aforesaid. It was conceded
that had he killed his bird be would not have been liable under
the act of 1889. But having merely wounded it, he was guilty of
cruelty under said act. So that the crime consisted, not in the
fact of shooting, but in wounding instead of instantly killinff it.

From the facts found by the jury, the defendant has merely been
punished for want of skill.
"It is doubtless true that much pain and suffering is often

caused to different kinds of game by this unskillfulneas of sports-
men. A squiiTcl badly wounded may yet crawl to its hole and
suffer for many hours or days and die. It was not pretended that
the act applied to .such cases. The sportsman in the woods is not
responsible for the accuracy of his aim under the act of 1869. At
the same time it is manifest that much suffering would be spared
wild game if sportsmen were better trained. SkiU in shooting
upon the wing can only be gained by practice. It is not so with
inanimate objects. There accuracy of aim can be acquired by
shooting at a mark. It is conceded that the sportsman in the
woods may test his skill by shooting at wild birds. Why, then,
may he not do the same with a bird confined in a cage and let out
for that purpose? Is the bird in the cage any better or has it any
higher rights than the bird in the woods? Both were placed here
by the Almighty for the use of man. They were not given to him
to be needlessly and cruelly tortured, and were there anything in
the finding of the jury to show that the object of this association
was to torture pigeons we would not hesitate to sustain the judg-
ment of the court below. But no such purpose appears, nor is
there any finding that the defendant was guilty of needless and
wanton cruelty. The bird was immediately killed as soon as its
condition was discovered.
"A distinction was pressed upon the argument between the ease

of a captive bird and one at large in the woods. In the latter in-
stance there is a necessity to shoot it in order to capture it for
food or other lawful purpose; and if wounding results, it is an
unavoidable incident; while in the case of a captive bird, no
necessity exists for putting it to death in this way. Some force
ma:^ be conceded to this as an abstract proposition, but we do not
see its application to the facts of this case. The right to kill the
pigeon was and must be conceded and there is no finding of the
jury that its suffering was greater because of the manner of its
death than if it had been killed in some other way. This is a
scientific question which I do not feel myself competent to pass
upon. Nor do I think the average juryman is any better qualified
to do so. It may be that scitnoe in the future will discover the
method of killing a pigeon with the least possible pain. So far as
other animals are concerned, it is, perhaps, an open question, and
the attempt of well-meaning humanitarians in a sister State to
reduce the sufferings of condemned criminals by putting them to
death by electricity instead of by hanging, has produced a long
controversy which can hardly be regarded as settled . An attempt
has been made, so far unsuccessfully, to show it is unconstitu-
tional because of its cruelty.
"We do not say there might not he a violation of the act of 1869

at a shooting match, but in our view the facts found by the jury
do not brinsr this case within it. The judgment is reversed,"—
PMadelphia Times, Feb. 23.

NIAGARA, N. Y., Feb. 13.—Niagara River Gun Club, match at
kingbirds, three moneys, $1 entrance, 10 singles:
M A McBean 7 Geo Margetts 5 W Murphy 6
LABoore 7 J Koch 7 J Rose 8
Twelve singles and 5 doubles:

McBean 16 Margetts 8 J Koch 15
Bonre .13

Five doubles:
McBean ....5 Margetts -6 Smitli o
Boore 5 Koch .....7 Pierce 5
Five live pigeons, 30yds. rise, 80yds. boundar.v, $3 entrance:

Case 3 .Smith 0 Margetts 3
Koch • 5 Sorgel , 0 Beore 4
McBean 1

Fifteen single kingbirds:
Boore 30 Koch l-S Besser, .Tv 12
Brooks 7 Smith..... ....13 Kelloge...., 9
Shirley 10 Rose. 13 HP Smith 12
Sinclair 13 Pcaseland 4 W Murpny. 10
Me.Be.an 14 Case 12 J Pierce 6
Margetts 7

Twelve singles and 5 doubles:
Boore 14 Brooks 11 Geo Hawley. 3
Margetts 13 Shirley 17 Kellogg..... 16
Koch 18 McBean 19 Pierce S
Besser 18 E H Smith 17 HP Smith 18
Sinclair 17
Fifteen sirgles:

Brooks 13 Koch 14 Rose 12
Sinclair H McBean. - 14 K. H. Smith 11
Boore 11 Kellogg 13 Besser 13
Margetts. 13
Ten kingbirds:

Margetts 8 Kellogg 5 Pierce 9
McBean , 9 Sinclair 9 EH SmtCh; -..'....,10

Boore 9 Brooks 7 Besjer 7

WATERTOWN, N. Y,. Feb. 19.-Sout,h S'de Gua Club sweep-
stake, at 10 kingbirds, 5 traps, unknown angles:
Scott 1111110111-9 O'Connor OllOllilll—

8

Martin 1011111111—9 Fish 1001101101—6
Whitney 1110111110—

S

At 15 kingbirds:
Smith .110110101101111-11 Scott 011111101111111-13
Tallett 000111011111110-11 Kingsley linOOllOIUOflOll— 7

Taylor 111101111101111- 13 Martin IIOOIIUOII 1001-18
O'Connor 1101111 11110111-13 Fish 000100100110000- 4-

Whitney 1111 0111llllOU- 13

Badge mat h, at 1 5 kingbirds, 5 traps, unknown angles:
Avres (21 bird?) 111111100111111111111 —19
O'Connor (24 birds) 011111100111111010111111-19
Taylor (23 birds) 11111001111111001011111 -18
Kingsley (23 bird?) OillllOllllOOllllOlllO -18
Tie: Ayers 10011—3 O'Connor 11111-5, O'Connor wins badge

for the second time.—Dustem.
CLEVELAND, Feb. 16.—This afternoon those interested in the

shoot for the Smith gun went to the Cleveland Gun Club Grounds.
The smoke and fcg were so thick that they could almost be cut
with a knife, and the shooting was exct llont considering the con-
ditions. Murray and Holt tied snd will shoot off the tie at the
next trial for the gun. The score is as follows;
Murray 37—45 W Calhoun, ...27—:13 Murphy 42—44
LO Jones 32-40 Sweetman 32—40 Holt 41—45
Wherrv 38—44 C Calhoun 83 - 34 Alexander 39—43
Fritz 38—42 Joe 36—44 Tamblyu 27-29
Storey 28-,34

WELLINGTON, Mass,, Feb. 2l.—In the silver cup match «t the
grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day, at 15 singles and five
pair standards, Leslie Cowee and Snow tied with IS each. They
didn't shoot off the tie, and the cup was awarded to Snow, he not
having won a cup in the previous matches. The other scores
were: Purdy, Stone and Melcher 16, Bradley, Gore and Bowker 15,
Perry LS, Dill 13, In the clas;ifica'ion match for silver match
boxes, at 15 single and five pair standards. Perry won in class A
with 20, Stone in class B with 31, and Snow and Purdy in class O
with 16. In the shoot-off between .Snow and Purdy for the match
box Snow won. The other scores were; Dill 19, Bradbury 20, Leslie
and Bowker 18 Thomas 19, Gore 15. Perry and Barrett in Class
A, Stone iu class C, and Snow and Purdy in class C have tied by
winning two match boxes each in the match for silver cigar case.
The ties will be shot off nest Friday afternoon, when each man
will slioot at 60 single and 20 pair standards,

NEWARK, N, J., Feb. 33.—The season of 1891-93 of the Roseville
Gun Club will begin on March 27, and regular sboota will be held
on the last Friday of each month thereafter. Every member will
be required to shoot at 300 targets during the year, Saturd/iy will
close the season of 1830-91, and every member is urged to be on
hand to finish his yearly total nt targets shot at, in order
that the secretary may have no trouble in arranging a system of
handicap for the season of 1891-92. The Essex (.tuu Clun has
elected the following otflcers for 1892: President, B. H. BrnintnaU:
Vice-President, William Hayes; Treasurer, W. Speer; Secretary,
A. C. Whitehead.

ST. AUGUSTINE, Pla., i<^eb, 17,—The famous jockey and horse
owner, Edward Garrison, is recruiting his health here and enjoy-
ing himself. To-day he had a shooting match with .J, N. Wilson,
also of New York. The former hit .23 out of 10 birds to the latter's
17 out of 40. Quite a little betting was indulged in on the oittcome
of the match.
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Canvas Canoes and hoiv to Build Tlicm. By Pa/rker B. Meld.
Price SO cents. Canoe, and Boat Bidldimi. By W. P. Stevhem.
Price $2.00. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. Ncidc. Price, 01. Canoe
Ha.ndlino. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Cam era. By T.
S. Steele. Price 1.50. Four ]yiontl)8 in a Sncalfbox. By JV. H. Bishop.
Price $l,oO, Canoe and Gamv Cookery. Bu '^Seneca." Price $i.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest awO
Stbeaii therr addresses, witti name, meinViership, sigual, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and ra,;e8, and
report of the same, ("auoeists and all interested in oanoeini? are
requested to forward i.o Fokest and Sxreait their addresses, with
logs of criiiaes, maxis, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittintcs, and all
items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officebs, 18!X>-91.

CosnioDOEE: Wai-teii U. Lawson, Boston, Maas.
Secretaky Tbeasckku: Ralph F. Brazee, 47 Central iatreet, Iiowell, Mass.
Regatta Committek: J. A. Glage, Lowell, Mass.i W. G. MacKendrick,

Torour.n; Ij, b. PcUmfir. Newarlr, N. J.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers:

VioE-COM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear Com.: J. C. Edwai-ds, Lindsay.

Ex. Com.: Colin Praser and F. H.
GIsborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

VicE-COM.; I. V. Dbrland, Arlington
EbakCom : E.D.Anderson,Trenton
Furseb: Rieh'dHobait, Newark N..r
Ex. Com.: H. L. Qiiick and H M
Kreamer.

CENTR4L DIVISION.

VlOK-CoM.: C.V Winnf. Albany, N.y.
Reab-Com.: T, p. Gacidis, Dajton, O.
Pcbskr: Howard Biown.Albany.NY
EX. Com.: .I.iC. Bakewell and H. JSt,

Stewart.

EjiSTERN DIVISION.
Offlcerfi:

VlCE-COM.: J. Cartwright, Jr.
Reab-Com.: a. h. Faimele, Hartford.
PtlBSFH: H. Aiioiloaio, Wiuoheater.
Ex.CoM.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towne
and .Sidney Bishop.

Applications for meniciersnip must be made to division purserf), accom-
panied t)y the recommendation of an aetivo member and the sum of $2.00
for enti'ance tec and due* tor oiurent year. Every member attending
the general A. 0. A. camp shall nay Sl.OO for camp expenses. Applicatioii
Heat to the Sec'y-Treas. wUI be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persona residing In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be flunishea with printed forms of appUeatlon by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
ComiDOdore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, III.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Coolc, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodore—0. A. Woodruff, Davton, O,
Secretai-y-Treasurer-J. H. Ware, m Rialto Building, Chicago, III.
Applications for membership should be made to the Sec.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should lie accompanied by $2 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

FIXTURES.
MAY,

W. Bayonne, Anmial, Bayonne.
JXTNE.

H, Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
Brooiflyn. Beach.

13. New York, Annual, S. I. 87. Brooldyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
211. New \'oik, Sandy Hook Race — . lanthe. Spring, Passaic Kiv.

•JULY.
11-'2B. W.C.A. Meet, Ballast Island.

AUOCTST.
6-21. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Champlain.

SEPTBMBEB.
7. lanrhe, Ann., Passaic River. 5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River.

WHITE SQUALL'S '88 CRUISE.
[ConcludeA from Page 9S.J

AS we pushed into the stream, we saw a woodboat under way
about 300yds. ahead. Slie ran out of her way to speak the A.

Gribson and we got near enough to spell out the name Zephyr on
her stern. Then I Fettled back with the remark, "'That's the last
time we'll be able to spell that name to-day." The wind freshened

and it W'as even so. Then we trimmed our sheets more carefully,
hitched up to windward, a.nd the mercury in our barometer went
up about ten degrees. Still the wind breezed up; the streak of
foam changed to a pale brandy-colored wave, and in five minutes
the nose of tlie Squall was lapped on tlie Zephyr's quarter.
Her captain evidentiy not liking the turn affairs were taking,

held his head in air and steadily resisted all onr attempts to get
acquainted. "He despises im on account of our size," said one of
the Squall's crew. " He doesn't know we have paced the quarter
deck, rolled the wheel and 'taken sight' along the compass card,
or perhaps he wouldn't put on so many airs. Now suppose we
give him a hint that we were once of the brotherhood, by Vreak-
ng out one of those rollicking old sea shantees?" "Shenanadore,"
"Lowlands," and "Whisky Johnny," were in tirra rejected, but
there was "Renzo," none could find any fault with that—it was a
good humble sea song. And his rich beary-tone voice rolled forth
on the first line:

"0! my Renzo was no sailor,"

But he never went any further. Like most amateur performers,
he had kept one eye on the audience to note the eflfect. "When he
saw the worthy captain darken his brow and make a motion to
flatten the singer by throwing a bunch of lath on him, he resolved
to postpone the ''shipping" of Renzo "on hoard a whaler" until a
more convenient season. The one who did not do the singing .says
that it was the quality of the music which disgusted the captain,
while the performer as stoutly maintains that hia quick mind
had drawn a parallel between Renzo and the Zephyr, which was
also no sailer.
We passed the wood boat and luffed out across her bow, getting

a stick caught squarely across the board in the process, which so
hindered our progress that we were in some little danger of being
run down. After we passed Lincoln we erred by steering too
•close to the right bank, thus losing some of the force of the wind
and current; and when we drew out of the race at Oromocto
Island the wood boat was 100yds. ahead. But this does not alter
the fact that in an 11-mile race we beat a loaded boat of 75ft.
waterline, with a stitf whole sail breeze, part of the time on her
quarter and the rest dead aft. Had there been any sea on we
could not have done it, and until I saw it I would not have be-
lieved that it could be done at all.

Before we reached our camping place two boom men hailed us
with a long drawn Hello! and then shouted, "Eel-grass ahead."
"All right, pass it on over to the wood-boatmen, they're interested
in. eel-grasB, it don't affect our craft a mite." A chuckle from one
of them announced that the answer struck him favorably; and a
moment later one of them shouted, "How yer makin'itV" "0!
we've a good fair wind, plenty of grub, and the cook's sober—first-
rate, first-rate." When d' y' leave Fredericton?" "Four o'clock,
same time as that woodboat." "By , yer holdin' her well."
Horace said, "Who is that fellow?" •'! don't know." "Why you
seemed to talk like old acquaintances," "Ah, my son, you miist
not put on any airs, or affect any stiffness, when talking with
lumbermen; and, above all, be civil—even polite. I need only have
said, 'Go to blazes,' when he first hailed, to have heard a torrent
of abuse, mingled wiih a smell of sulphur that would shame a
volcano." And the above is true, in my judgment. The outer
may, in his camp life, approach as near that of the savage as seems
to him desirable; but in his intercouise with his fellow men, no
jmatter what their station in life, he should never forget his good
breeding. If he does, he vdil some day run up against some one
•who will make him regret It. If, however, he is treated uncivilly
Iby any of the natives, and thinks he can come out as the Chinamen
say, "topside," in a word scrimmage, without using any language
ithat he will be ashamed to repeat when he gets home, let him sail
in, if he wants to, and .success to him. But the game i.g rarely
worth the candle.
Opposite the head of Oromocto Island Horace hailed the deal

boat Seattle, bound to the Nashwaak, commanded by Capt. Will-
iams, a friend of his. By this time the wind had veered around
to the south and we were sailing close-hauled. The cantaln
begged Horace to tif r, sheets and return to Fredericton; and fail-
ing to persuarie him tired as a parting shot, "Surely you're not
going down river in that thing! How heavy a life insurance do
you carry?" I wanted Horace to put the canoe about that we
might follow and kick him, but he steered for the island, and we
were a.11 snug in capip an hour before sundown. As I wish to go

on record as a perwon who can mention the mosquito withou'^ in-
dulging ill hyperbole, I wiU attempt no estimate of the numbers
that assaJled us that evening. It is enough to say that we were
obliged to eat close up on the lee side of the camp-fire, and even
then they were unlrc-nable. Prospects for a night's rest were
slim, but we beat tJjem by a very simple exiiedient. We gathered
two bundh s oi' cedar bark from diift "phingle-shims," and plac-
ing a live coal in the end of each, laid them in the tent door, and
we were troubled ni) mare, The pungent .smell of the smoke was
too much for them.
The next day was Sunday and Horace did not want to travel, so

we lay in camp and saw a gale of fair wind howl by nearly all day.We cooked potatoes to dinner, and just as I v^as lifting them off
the fire, which 11, wp- ohunliing up" with a board edging, two
tablespoonsiul of r d were liippcd from 1 be end of said edging
info the pot. Wc • re more suocfssfal in our aecond attempt,
thongh the pot boil dry so nuickly that we had to keep adding
water froiu a kettll. .vhich wo Kept boiling. In the afteruoim we
viBitOil the mainland for gpviiiK water, and had a chat with the
men at one of the hooui houaes. While we were getting supper a
boating party, consisting of tAvo men and a half dozen ladies,
saluted U9 by raising liati ami waving haudkerchicfs. which £0
rattled Horace that he tried 1 o sn i teh a poi: from my hand to wave
areturn, while I \va« floffing niy rin-e.i-nt t'clt in answer. T had to
threaten to kick him l)cforc he 'lesistcd. and dove into the tent for
a towel, wbich he whirled till it looked like a Caihetiiie wheel.
After Slipper more mosquitoes and cedar bark, ft may be worth

mention ttiat we whittled the latter into shreds two feet long and
corded it tightly into bundles the thickness of a man's wrisr, two
such lasting allnight. We were on the neutral ground, near the
border of dreamland, when we were aroused by a sound of sing-
ing, and the writer caught the following words from, an old hymn
in the collection used by the Episcopal Church:

"Here in this body pent
Absent from thee I roam,

And nightly pitch my moving tent
A day's march nearer home."

We thought a church choir had gone adrift; but it proved to be
our boating party on its way back to Upper Maugerville, They
rendered some fine pieces of sacred music, and wound up with old
"Coronation." Horace said: "They differ from most vocalists in
free concerts; they can sing," and then reflectively, "I never
saw such a place for singing as this St. .John River; we've had a
serenade every uight since we left home, and this is the best of
the lot."

1 awakened at dawn on Monday to find a light southerly wind
blowing, and after lighting the tire "chewed the bitter cud of re-
flection" on the folly of allowing a fair wind to go by while we
were observing the Sabbath, that we might have an opp*irtunity
to break our backs at the paddles on Monday.
By six o'clock everything was stored in the canoe, apd we were

puslting out into the river. The southerly air had,now hauled
around to the sou'west, and we could make a straight course for
the fool of the island. Here we ran out of our codrse to speak
Commodore Weldon, who had onl.vmade four miles since we
passed him on our way up. By this time the vyind was westerly.
We rounded the foot of tne island, and with sheet well off headpd
for Middle Island, which we left on our starbo/'i.rd hand, as we did
all other islands on our way down. Then the wind came in fair
and about as hard as we wanted; and to make a long story short
the forenoon's sail was one of nnmarred pleasure.
Of the many incidents that occurred I will only notice two. As

we parsed the small schooner Native, wnich was making her way
down under mainsail and jib, Horace said: "It's a good thing the
old man hasn't his foresail on, if he had there woitld be no way
for him to excuse a ghastly had defeat." This illustrates the
moral effect of victory. Because we had thrashed the Zephyr he
took it for granted that we could make short work of the snialler
craft. The undersigned would have felt the same way had he not
raced enough before to have had all such thoughts beaten out of
hira.
The other episode was something unitiue in my experience. We

were rounding the lower point of Manger's (pronounced Mil-jors.)
Island when a little jet of water was flirted on the foredeck right
by the stem and later I felt something touch the rudder. Looking
back we saw a red squirrel sturdily making for the island, his
collision with the canoe having in no way changed his purpose.
We wished him good speed without inquiring whether like Cas-
sius he was swimming a race with some chicaree C'tesar, or, imi-
tating Leander, he was crossing "all for to see his dear." Instead
of returning by way of the "raging canawl" we sailed down
around "No man's friend" and made our noon camp on "Grimros's
JSfeck," nearly opposite the village of Gagetown,
About 3 o'clock we started under paddle against a heavy sea.
We had gone, perhaps, a mUe, when we sighted a golden-eye
duck with a brood of very small ducklings. Seeing us she man-
euvered about 50yds, to one side of her brood, with the evident in-
tention of diverting our attention from her yoting. But" we were
not to be thus fooled. Heading straight for the little flock, now
hudiiled in a compact mass, we put on the muscle. The mother
bird, divining our purpose, raised her head high in air and seemed
to balance herself for a moment on her tail, then she dived like a
flash, and as she did so there was nothing but blank water where
the bitnch of ducklings had been. In a quarter of a second she
reappeared, and rising as before, craned her neck to see if her
little ones had obeyed her injunction. We trouljled them no
more. But I have many a time paid a dollar for the privilege of
looking at a poorer exhibition.
In crossing the river near the mouth of Gagetown Creek we

shipped a gallon of water through the centerboard trunk, which
we had carelessly left open. Had the canoe filled in that sea our
earthly cruise would have been ended. It is needless lo say that
there were two scared boys in that craft, and we jammed a stop-
water in before she could make another thrash. At the lower
ena of the Friend we hoisted otrr reefed mainsail and drove down
the Lawson River. At the head of Colwell's Creek we made
everything snug and "rode out" a thunderstorm in a hay barn—

a

mighty good harbor, by the way. We bowled down to the mouth
of the lake before a nor'west gale and lay to for some time under
Musquash Island Light, waiting for the wind to abate. But we
had to getsomewheie before we could eat another meal, as our
grub sack was entirely empty. We concluded we could meet the
raging of the skies, but not an empty larder; so we worked across
the broad bay at the lower end of the lake and arrived at a farm-
house, where fte had both been before. Here we took the first
civilized meal in five days.
About 6 o'clock we hoisted sail before a nice little southerly

breeze that had sprung up, and made home just at dark, thus clos-
ing a most enjoyable cruise with a day of rare good luck.
The next day a sailor man who had crossed the Atlantic a half

dozen times, and circumnavigated this terrestrial ball once, bor-
rowed a 15ft. cathoat of his best girl's uncle, and tackled the
Squall when her crew was in trainin". In a puffy nor'wester we
outsailed him on every point; in fact, as an eyewitness put it, we
"made a holy exhibition of theoutfit." This was a glorious round-
off to our cruise. I have a suspicion that some may think the
account rather long-winded. To such 1 can only reply, that I have
done the best I could under the circumstances; but to show how
much I could abbreviate it if I chose, I will say: "We had a five-
day cruise on the St. .John, between Waahademoak and Spring-
hill." There, "you pays your money and you takes yottr choice,"

L. I. FliOW^EB,

THE LIBRARIAN RECEIVES A CRUISE,

WE take great pleasure in the facts that out of the thousand
members of the A. C. A. there are three who have made a

cruise last j ear, and one who has been energetic enough to write
it up and forward to the Librarian, as provided by the by-laws.
The percentage is not particularly large,! to 999; but still it marks
a distinct advance on the previous year, in which no cruise was
reported, so that presumably none was made. Through the
courtesy of the A. C. A, Librarian, Mr. W. P. Stephens, we are
enabled to publish the cruise, which is a model of condensed in-
formation.

WALKILL BXVEB.

hihrarian A. C. A.:
DbarSiu—In compliance with Chapter XL, A. C. A, By-Laws, I

send you Herewith a record of a cruise made by three members of
the N. C. and B. A. du^rin.? this past season. We used on our
cruise three oanues, a Canadian basswood, partially decked, 165^x
33 and very light. A Mohican 'tic. 15x31)^, and an Ontario longi-
tudinal strip cruising canoe, loX.yi^^. Tne lighter basswood and
the lapstreak fared much better than the heavier smooth-skin in
the many stony places where the water was "thin."
At 10:3U A. M., .July 8, 1890, we shipped our canoes and baggage by

Lake Erie & Western Railway to Hampton, 31 miles, foUowing m
a later train. The canoes arrived at Ilarhpton at about 6 P, M.,
and were carried by wagon one mile to the nearest point on the
river, at a place where the wagon road crosses the stieam, '-Chee-
chunk" by name.
Fare for three, $2.35; freiglit, 81,83. In running the mile to our

first catnp we passed three small gravelly rifts. Made camp in a
high pasture on right band side of river at about S o'clock. Farm
Jjouse % mile away, where milk and water may be found; river
'iYfttef 0.ot flt to dnnb.

From camp to Phillipsburgh one mile, still water, with one fish
dam to cari'y over. Dam at Phillipsburgh with break at left end
which might he run at high water, but could not at present stage.
We carried o^ er. Below dam. quick water with rocks and stones
for half a mile, then still watet to Stonyford bridge, four miles,
and thence to Montgomery, eight miles. Left canoes at boat
house near the road, and di ied at hotel just across the way.
Dinner for three, $1.20. Tt'^re are two dam^ at Montgomery
about half a mile apart. Quick water over slate rock, with
occasional stones scattere'i about between the dams, but atihigh
water it would be well to e -famine them carefully before trying it.
The lower d.am, which is a double one, especially.
From Montgomery to Walden, three miles, still water with

many large boulders. Keep a sharp lookout for those under
water. They are black and hard to locate. At Walden there ace
two dams and a fall between. We did not examine these, but
were assured that they were impassable. Made the carry in an ex-
press wagon. Three-quarters of a mile, at a cost of 50 cents ppp
boat. From Walden to Wallkill, four miles. Half the distance
rifts and slate ledges, balance back Water from Wallkill dam.
We found a good camping spot on the left bank at head of back

water. Farm house on opposite side of river where excellent milk
and good water may be purchased. Between the camp and the
dam we passed .Borden's milk condensery. Below the dam at
Wallkill the rocks were bare. Hired man with hay wagon to
carry us quarter of mtle to end of tail race, SI. For half a mile
further slate ridges, stones and black boulders, those under water
being particularly troublesome. From Wallkill to Galeville, two
miles, quick shoal water rnost of way to backwater of dam. Water
not running over. Carried over at right hand side of river.
Galeville to Libertvville dam, eight miles. Rapids and quick

waters most of the way. There are many large boulders iti stream
above the dam. Keep a sharp lookout for those below water.
The dam is in a bad state of preservation and full of projecting
iron spikes. We carried over, as usual, at east end of dam. The
river Ijelow the dam is fifed with immense boulders crowded so
closely together that it is with diifioulty that a passage can be
fonnd. From Libertyville to New Paltz, three miles, ttiere are
two or three rapids and at one place a drop of four or five feet
ovor a slate ledee. The best place to run it is near near the mid-
dle of the river. It looks bad but is in reality all right. After
yassin^ this there is still water. From New Paltz to camp, on
right Bide of river in a grove on high bank, three miles. Milk and
water on opposite side some distance back.
From camp to Perrine's Bridge, five miles, the water is stiU and

river very crooked. Dashville H'alls, a half mile below the bridge,
about fifty feet fall, very fine, There are three falls within a little
over a mile, Dashville, Rifton and Buttermilk, We dined at the
hotel at Perrine's Bridge, at 30 cents a head and hired two teams
to carry the canoes around the three falls, by the road about three
mUes, at a cost of go for the three. Rather high, but in the hay-
ing season it is hard to get a man at any price. It might be possi-
ble to carry a light canoe around each of the three falls. We did
not try it.

From Perrine's Bridge to Powder MiU Ferry, where wo put our
boats in the water i=i three miles. From Ferry to guard lock in
canal, three miles. Here we passed through a short canal and
were locked down into the Rondout Creek. Tide water begins
here. It is better to put your canoe on a canal boat locking down,
as this is a very busy spot, and they will not hold a loaded canal
boat to let a canoe go throueh.
From canal lock to Rondout Light, four miles. The balance of

cruise was on the Huiison River. Our first camp on the Hudson
was on a rocky point west of Esopus Light. From camp to Pough-
keepsie, ten miles. From Poughkeepsie to Newburgh fifteen
miles. Total expenses. $13.6.8.

In closing this report I would say that our cruise was made in
a very dry time, when the river was at least two feet below the
high water mark, making the wear and tear much harder on
both canoe and canoeist, particularly the former. With six inches
or a foot more water it would have been much better, although we
enjoyed it very much as it was. The river winds through
meadows most of the way, with distant views of the Mohunk,
Shandaken and Catskill Mountains. After passing Perrine's
Bridge the stream runs through a deep valley to the Hudson at
Rondout. I would advise any one making the trip to go as light
as possible. If intending to extend the trin to the Hudson, ship
sails and rudder to Rondout and call for them there.
In the expense account I have not included the provisions taken

with us from home, nor the milk and eggs bought on the way.
Information in regard to stage of water may be had by inclosing
addressed postal to postmaster at Montgomery or Walden, I think
The cruise, for a short one, is well worth taking.

Yours fraternally, N. S. Smith, A. C. A. 1.53.

CARELESS CANOEING.

WE have frequently spoken of the danger of the ordinary
amateur-built canvas canoes, and of the manner in which

these canoes in particular are misused by boys without judgment
or experience, and who should not be permitted to go afloat
except in large boats and in company with experienced boatmen
The vicinity of Bergen Point, Bayonnne, and the bays on each
side, has been noted for this class of poor canoe, from which
serious, and in some cases fatal, accidents have occurred, the
latest one being on Monday of this week. That no one was
drowned was due only to the accidental presence of several
expert boating men and not to the efforts of the would-be
canoeists.
Early in the morning two boys, James Van Bueren and Charles

Collins, started from the house of the Newark Bay Boat Club, at
Bayonne, on a shooting trip, carrying two guns. They used a
canvas canoe about 10ft. long, built by one of them, of poor rnodel
and fitted only for one person. About 3 P. M., when in mid-chan-
nel and just abreast of the club house, the canoe capsized, as it is
stated, through one of the bo5'S standing up to shoot. Both were
thrown into the icy water, where they clung to the capsized
canoe, being carried down swiftly by a strong ebb tide. Thev
were seen by some young boys on shore and a man put out in a
small flatboat, with no rowlocks and but one oar.
After the capsize two canoeists, Mr. H. C. Ward, of the Brook-

ly O. C, and his brother, happened to visit the beach, and while
they were looking for a boat they were joined by Mr. Hohbs, of
the N. B. B. O. The three quickly launched the first boat in the
club house and pulled off. They reached the canoe just after the
man with the punt, who had already taken in one of the canoe-
ists, but was unable to rescue the other. Both were quickly taken
into the yawl, and with the punt and canoe in tow the party
pulled in to the station of the Newark Y. C, half a mile below
where the canoe had capsized. The two boys were completely
exhausted, and for two hours the rescuers worked over them
aided by the club janitor and his wife, who provided warm flan^^
nels and drinks. They finally recovered and were taken to their
homes.
In spite of the pluck and promptness of the first rescuer his

work would probably have been in vain if other help had not
arrived, as even in case he had taken both boys into his boat it
would have been a long time before he could have reached the
shore again in an overloaded boat, with but one oar and carried
down in mid-channel by a strong tide. When taken from the
water the boys were so exhausted that immediate care was neces-
sary to save one, if not both.

If properly built, and used with any care, the ordinary small
canoe of wood or canvas, is not specially dangerous; hut as these
boats are commonly built by boys they have no bearings at the
ends and are very cranky. In no case should one be usedjby a per-
son who cannot awim and who is not familiar with small boats.
In no case should more than one person be crowded into one'
and above all, a canoe even of good model, is an unsafe boat
for a boy to shoot from, as there is little room to handle a gun in.
The combination of two bOys, two guns and a small cranky canoe,
with the water at winter temperature, is simply an invitation for
a fatal disaster that would be laid to the blame of canoeing in-
stead of the ignorance a.ud recklessness of boys.

MOHICAN C. C—The annual meeting and camp fire of the
Mohican 0. C. was held on Feb. Hat the i esidence of Mr. Howard
Martin. The election of oificers resulted as follows: Captain
Charles V. Winne; mate, William A. Wheeler: purser and sec'y
Williams. Hacketi; member of the executive committee, W. B
Wackerhagen. The following were elected members: Stewart
McKinley, Ben Worman, Theodore McLaughlin, 8. Howard Raii-
som and George Halcott. Later on a merry company sat at the
table, which was fairly loadert In the center was a large sea tor-
toise, the totem of the club, beautifully mounted and polished and
surrounded by smilax. During the evening the Turtle Mandolin
and Banjo Club gave selections, and songs were sung and stories
told. Mr. Martin ws voted a jolly good fellow and his hrqlth
was drank standirg in the famous Regents' punch of il e Fort
Orange Club. The Turtles are now iieginnlng to wake up and a
great revival of the sport is expected in the spring. P. M, Wack-
erhagen, a formermember of the club, at present living in Kaclne,
Wis., has giA'en a fine silver cup to be s^iiled for at the next regatta
in June.
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WINTER QUARTERS.—The meeting on Feb, 30 was one of the
most suocesstul of the season, Mefsrs. Bunnell and Wintringham
giving an excellent display of lantern views. Arrangeme-its are
teing made for a novel enteitainment by Messrs. Seavey and
Roeers, who -will each tell the story of their crnise on the Housa-
toiiic River, neither being present while the other is speaking.
The meetings and the dinner which precede them are well at-

tended, and have proved of great value in uniting local conoeists
through the winter.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Oentral Division: O. H. S<ewart,
Newark, N. J. Eastern Division- Fred'. M. Clark. Jr., W. F. Rob-

' inson, Dell Morgan, William A. Dustin, Walter J. Holden, Wor-
cester, Mass.

Model FacMs and Boats. Their design, maldng and saiMna, witU
designs and worHiiHI drawiit(is. Poslvaid, in.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they wanfcjcmder this hfeadipg
will pi
Kennel
GanwL^-i,,.-^ - — - . . ,

ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations iato the Editorial

and AdvertiM.ng Departments.
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APBIL.
Excelsior, Ann., New York. 26. Corinthian, Opening Cruise,

San Francisco.
MAT.

Cor.'Mos, neet, Larchmont. 80. Corinthian, Annual, San
Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. Francisco. >

.TUNE.
Rochester, R6view,Charlotie 22. Pavonia, Annual, New York.
Lynn, Lynn. 25. Rochester, Cluh, Charlotte.
Quincy. 27. Hull, All Classes.

Phila.. Ann., Del. River. 27. Uorchestpr. Ckito, Dorchester
Hull, Under 21ft. 27. l^ynn, L.rnn.

_

Rocli.. Ladies' Day.Oharlotte 27. Qiiincy, First Championship
Cor. Mop. Fleet, Larchmont.

JULX.
Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orcli. 1?. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,

American, Naphtha,Milton's Toronto.
Neck. IS. /Vmericaii, Steam, Milton's

Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. Keck.
American, Sailing, Ml Li on's 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d
Neck. clas,se.s.

Dorchester.Club, Dorrhester IS. New York, Ann., New York.
Hnll, First Cham., M, 4th, 18, Riverside, Annual.
5th and 6th classes. 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,

Lynn, Lynn. Rochester. ^, ,

Quincv, LcU-lies' Day. 20, Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Oharl.
Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 23. Lake Y.H.A..08wego,Oswego
Hamilton. 25. Dorchester,Open.Dorchester

Lake Y.B.A,, R. C.Y.C., Tor. 25. Quincy, Second Cham.
ATTGtlST.

Hull, Second Cham., 1st and Vi. Rochester, Cluh, Charlotte.
2d classes. I'i- Hull, Ladies' Race.

Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.
\vioh. 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte,

Rochester, Cluh, Charlotte. 22. Quinc.v.

Hull, S- cond Cham., 3d, 4th, 20. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester
5th and 6th classes. 27. Rochester, Ciu'n, Charlotte.

Lvnn, Lynn. 29. Hull, All Classes.

Quincy, Third Cham.
SEPTEMTJEK.

N.Y.Y.R.A.,Ann.,NewYoik 12. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
Lynn, Open, Nahant.

PART HI.

lOoncluded from Page 96 ]

AFTER breakfast we took the skiff and towed s.sbore, landing
on a sandy beach, which formed part of a boat builder's

yard. The cat-yawl Empress was tmdergoing some repairs on the
marine ways close by. We strolled along the water front and
saw a ntimber of well-known yachts. Afterward we went into
the town and enjoyed ourselves in various ways until about two
o'clock. On our way back we purchased a nice fresh blueflsh,
which we carried on board and demolished, or, I shouldsay, partly
demolished, as it was a good-sized one, weighing, if I remember
correctly, Gibs. After eating we got out the awning and ptit it up;

under which, protected from the sun, we quietly watched the
manuevers of several sailing craft.

The sloop yacht Wizard was trying to beat past the breakwater
against the ebb tide, but appeared to make no progress, as after

four or five tacks she was in the same place as when we first saw
her. About this time twr large catboats came up astern of her,

and a man, who happened to be in a boat alongside, told us to watch
thtm. Instead of beating back and forth in the channel they ran
well into the lea of tho breakwater; then, going about, stood off

parallel with it, with sheets slightly started, so that they were
goina fast wheii the end was reached. As they ran out, both

keg, and when we came back our neighbors on the skipjack, two
in number, were cooking their evening meal. We immediately
found employment in the same waj'.
As we reclined after everything was cleared away we perceived

that our flat-bottomed friend had swung around so that we
were within easy speaking distance, and Tom fell into a 'conver-
sation with one of the crew, inviting them on board our craft.

Tney expressed great astonishment at the size of our cabin and
its comforts, .lufiging from an exterior view one would pronounce
it very small and squatty, but the floor being low down and with
TO centerboard trunk to tplit it up, one can get around quite
handily; and best of all can stretch his legs in any direction he
pleases.
Our visitors were cruising, and said they had just arrived from

New London, having left there the nieht before. It being calm
all nieht thov had drifted about the Sound until morning, when
getting the wind t hey made their way into (Sreenport. Another
boat had started with them, but they believed she had turned
back. They inlormed us that they were going to cruise around
Pn-.rmic Bav; thev had been there before, and from the account
given us of it we felt disposed to spend a few days on its waters,
but as Tom's time was limited we thought it prudent to start on
our return homew.ird m ihe morning.
We were invited to come aboard their boat, and during the

evening we spent a couple of hours there very pleasantly.
Cruisers are sociable fellows, and we enjoyed ourselves without
restraint. Tboir cabin was consi>leral)ly larger than the Monai-
tipee's with the exception that it had no more head room. Being
a much longer and broader boat she was supplied with any
amount ot lockers and storage facilities. They used a coal burn-
ing stove and had a spacious icebox, in the bottom of which was
tho water tank. Altogether she was a very comfortable cruiser—
for smooth water, ^ „ . •,«•

Wo retired to our bunks early, .netting the alarm for 2 A. M., at

which time we reluctantly forsook our beds and got on deck ready
for a start—and found a dead calm. Our object in starting so

early was to get down to Plum Gut before low water, so as to go
through on low water slack, thus escaping the worst of the tide

rip. We got our anchor and drifted along with the current to-

ward the Gut. A coaster got under way at the same time, but we
so 'U left her astern by using a sweep. In a short time the current
look hold and whirled us alrmg rapidly, sometimes bow and then

stern first, occasionally sideways. Once in a while a light breeze

would give us steerage way for a short time, but the tide was our
chief ndotive power ou this occasion. I sent Tom below to tiuisti

his nap, as he was yawning and gaping at the rateot four par

minute, and promised to call him at five o'clock.

CORINTHIAN NAVl^—The Delaware River Squadron held its

mittee on Education: W. E. Rotliern, Geo. B. Calhoun, G. D.

Gideon. Committee on Regatta: Dr. C. P. Tuttle, C. L. Leison,

4 P.M. The Staten Island Sound Squadron will shortly hold it;

organization meeting. The Navy as organized for 1891 is ctim-

posed of the following squadrons: East River Squadron, New-
York Bay Squadron, Long Island Sound Squadron, Staten Island
Sound Squadron, St. Lawrence River Squadron, and Delaware
River Squadron. New members are coming in at a rate that
assures this popular organization a membership which is simply
astonishing, when its age Is taken into consideration. The New
York Bay Squadron will give a lecture at thti Hotel Marlborough
at an early date. The following names have been proposed for

membership: Geo. B. Colborn and G. T. Hugo Schram, Camden,
N. J.; Frank W. Leison and W. E. Rothery, Philadelphia, Pa.; H.
E. G. Wey, R. Bounell and Paul A. Oliver, New York; M. Gates,

Fort Hamilton, N. Y.

LARCHMONT Y. C—On Feb. 18 the annual meeting of the
Larchmont Y. C. was held at Delmonico's, the following officers

being elected: Gom., Girard C. W. Lowrej ; A^ice-Com., Joseph H.
Sterling; Rear Cam., David Irwin Jackson; Seo'y, Chas. A. Singer;

Treaa., Wm. Murray; Trustees to serve for three years, Augustin
Monroe, Eugene L. Bushe. Some changes were mads in the sail-

ing rules, the time limit for races being fixed at 30 minutes after

sunset, while cat yawis were classed with catboats, to be rated

under the allowance for yawls. It was decided to make the annual
regatta a handicap. The following resolution, offered by Mr.
Eugene L. Bushe, was carried unanimously: Resolved, That this

club declares its opposition to the bill lately introduced m the

Senate of the United States to amend the navigatiou laws, by im-
posing penalties or charges upon foreign-built yachts tomiiig to

this country: and we also declare our opposition to all laws impos-
ing charges upon such yachts so lijng as they are employed exclus-

ively as pleasure ve.ssels. We point out the great value of the

contests sailed in our waters with yachts of foreign huiM. They
have developed and advanced the science of naval architecture

not only in the United States, but throughout the world. We also

point out the fact that every foreign-built yacht brought to this

country has stimulated yacht designers and encouraged yacht
building. Resolved, That the commodore, with two others whoni
he shall name, bo appointed a committee to represent this club

before Congress and to oppose such legislation.

ONE GUN STARTS,—The Boston Glohe speaks as follows in

favor of the one gun start which we have so long advocated.

Now that racing is confined almost entirely to small fleets, as in

the 40 and 16ft. classes, there can be no argument in favor of the
lubberly old method of allowing anywhere from 5 to 15min. in

which to cross the line. The G/oZie says: "Without doubt a one
gun start offers a splendid chance for an expert to gain an advan-
tage. This mav be pushed too far, and some skippers may blufl: a
faint-hearted helmsman out of his rights. Nothing is prettier than
a cleverly executed one gun start, and nothing tends inore to

elevate the standard of yacht handling. If the yachts are allowed
time in which to cross the starting line, there is always the danger
that the boats will meet different conditions, and that tlie value

of the race will be vitiated by a fluke. Then again, one never
knows where he stands when the yachts do not start together, and
the race is robbed of its most exciting features. Instances are

numerous where a yacht has sailed over the whole course m the

lead, and her crew have thought they had won the race, only to

find that some boat which started five or ten minutes astern,

which, they had hardly cOLSidered at all, has sailed the course m
faster time and won tiie race,"

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C—The regular meeting of the Sea-
wanhaka C, Y, C. was held on Feb. 24, with Com. Hill in the chair.

The race committee offered several changes in the rules, the prin-

cipal one being in the regular club cruises. The old start at Buoy
18 and finish at Buov 15 have been abandonedin favor of a start

and finish off Cravens Shoal Buoy; the three courses being around
the Sandy Hook Lightship, around the Scotland Lightship, and
around Buoy 1, off Point Comfort Shoal. This latter course re-

places the old club cruise for the smaller classes, around Buoy 5,

over which so many hot races have been sailed, beveral changes
to Rule XXIV, were proposed, and will be voted upon at the next
meeting. The race committee is now at work on a soneuae for

Beourius eHtrles for the anijUBl race, whioh inoludeg a jpjfovjslea

ler yaoffe* In grulglsg tpipi,

flattened down and shot up into the wind and reached far enougli

to clear the breakwater on Che other tack. The Wizard tol lowed
their example and succeeded in reaching her mooring shortly

after.
When the tide began to flood we got up sail and took a turn over

toward Shelter Island, but did not land, continuing ou no channel
for a few miles. On oar way back we had a brush with a large

open cathoat, which came along with an impudent air, having a
pile of sand bags to windward. Fortunately we had the wind free

and our clubtopsail aloft, and the cat soon found that he had
tackled the wrone one, for the Monaitipee is a slippery cus.tomer

before the wind, and we were all furled up when our friends came
uij. We found that during our absence a large skipjack had ar-

rived and was lying close abreast of us, but there was no one on
board when we espied her. We went on shore to fill the water-

Time dragged heavily until we were within a half mile of Orien
Point, when the bell at the Lighthouse startled me out of a doze,
and I looked about to discover the cause of the ringing. A glance
southward toward Shelter Island revealed a bank of fog rolling

down toward us, and 1 perceived thit we were soon to be envel-
oped in Its clammy folds. I immediately altered the course of the
yacht and stood inshore with the aid of the light breeze which
came before the fog. I thought I would be able to get close enough
in to keep the land in view when the fog closed down, hut had not
gone a quarter of a mile when it shut in so thick that I could not
see beyond the eds'e of the bowsprit. I held her on her course for

twenty minutes, guided by the fog-bell, and when I considered
ourselves clear of the track of any steamers I let go th<» anchor
to await developments.
This state of affairs brought to me forcibly the need of charts
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and a good cotapaBS. ueithei* of which we. had. Our compass,
which had been a good one in earlier days, \^a8 now practically
useless, and n nlca.s the boar \v)is iiorfcctly inotionleas the npcdl'e
wouid wander aJjout from one iniijit to anotlier regardless of the
north pole. The giass had got brokou, allowing the water to col-
lect in the bowl aid saturate the dial until it was pulp. \Vell, it
was no good, and we deserved, all we .eot for not ]iroviding our-
selves with a reliable one before starting. The same in regard to
charts. We had every one except the oueH we ws.uted, and several
times during the cruise we hauled outour set of cliarts, comprising
the whole so'iitli side of Long Island a.nd the Jersey coast to tb'e
Delaware, in a vain search for something that would give us any
information about the waters m which we were cruising, but
found nothing further east than Wkitestone. And oa several
occasions we bewailed our carelessnLss and neglect in not attend-
ing to these matters before atteniptiug to navigate in, to us, strange
waters. I sat down on a c,-uiip stool with my back against the
cabin, lit my pipe and betjan wondering how long- tliis'was going
to last, and if it preceded u storm, perliaps a southeaster, in which
case our position would be an im enviable one; and in a dejected
state of mind I dozed olT nnd tell asleep.
Wben I awoke what a glorious sight; no signs of the fog were

visible, and the situ shone forth in all Ms grandeur, while small
fleeny clouds chased each other across tbe sky before a spirited
southerly breeze. I immediately got up anchor, and hoisting the
jib, which was the only sail 1 had lowered, stood out toward the
Sound
1 now called Tom, who had snored in peaceful oblivion through

all my racket on deck, to say nothing of the fog bell which had
kept up a continual clnnaing close alongside. He took the tiller
and as soon aa possible I dove into the cabin, determined to have
some more sleep.
It is wonderful how a person can snooze when on the salt water,

but fate was against me on tbis occasion, T bad not l)een asleep an
hour when I was pit died out of mv btrnk onto the floor and awoke
painfully to the fact that tbe Monaitipuc was hum ping herself
Into a good bit of a sea. (ioing on deck 1 found we were a distance
out on the Sound and wci-e close hauled with the wind blowing
quite hard from the west. A nasty short sea was tumbling at tis.
causing the boat to pitch about in a .inrky manner. Tom put her
about on the starboard tack aa 1 appeared and headed her on a
southwest course, which we held tor an hour, the wind steadily
increasing. ^Vhen well in under the land again we put a reef in
the maitiaail and made several sliort laelca along shore.
About noon ; lie tide turned and we found we could make but

slow progress, fur tbe cttrrent is ^-erv swift along the Long Island
shore here. ^Ve were at this time just east of what is called Ilor-
ton's Point and in order to gel, by it, aaid escape the strong tide-
way which makes arrnmd, we took a Ion;; reach oif shore until
weU out m the Sound, and here we obser\-cd that the CVmnecticut
shore was not luach further off th:in ( lis Lmg Island and wo snd-
deuly made up our minds to keen on the course we were pursuing
and cross the Sound, thinking v e would srand a better chance o£
finding ;i harbor for the night over I here than on the Long Island
coast, fur we had loarued ihat Wading River was the onlv open-
ing between Plum (-iui ami I'ort Jefferson, except Miller's" place,
which could only he entered at certain stages of the tide and was
not by any means a desirable haven.
There was every appearance of a good blow, and we set to

work and made ail stiug inside and out. Even now the yacht was
laboring heavily in the constantly enlarging waves which she
encoimtered as we proceeded. It soon became necessary to re-
duce our headsail and I gave the tiller to Tom and went forward.
Tom is sucli a long fellow that when he straddles the bowsprit his
pedal extremities are immersed in 1 he water, so T thought under
the present circumstances, I being the shorter and somewhat
lighter in ^^'eight, it would be prudent to keep Tom aft. He was
not sorry. When I returned to the cockpit after reefing the jib
I was wet to the waist, having been dipped to that extent a num-
ber of times.

We found we had not shortened sail any too soon, for the wind
got up stronger than ever, the sky took on an angry appearance
and the white foam showed sharp and distinct on each wave crest
against the darkening heavens. Par out and alone on the .Sound
we fought the storm and strove hard toward the shore.
About 3 o'clock Tom went into the cabin to light his pipe, a,nd

when he returned told me that there was considerable water in
the yacht, as he could hear it swashing about under the floor.

I did not think much about it, as there is nearly always a little
water in her when sailing hard, init when I looked in shortly after
I started back in alarm, for the water was washing across the
floor. I rushed in and tore up the mattress in the lee bunk and
found it soaked on f he under side ;ind tiie water was slopping
through the slats which form the bottom tjf the bunk. I threw
tlie blankets and mattress on to the windward bunk and then
tried the pump, but owing to the strong list to starboard the
water was all in the bilge, where the pump, vvhich is situated in
the middle of the boat, could not reach if . Perceiving this after
one or two strokes I tore up the slats, and seizing the tub from
the cockpit began hailing out. I soon reduced the water consider-
ably, and as soon as possible began to search for the cause of this
sudden catastrophe, which I found quicker than I expected.
As I shot a quick glance about (he cabin 1 noticed that the coil-

ing boards on the lee side opposite the must were wet. And on
closer inspection found that every time Miej aeh t plunged into a
wave a flow of wafer ran down tlie side into the bottom of the
boat. I got down on my hands and knees and peered about for an
opening that would permit such a flow of wafer to enter, and I
wUl admit that a sensation not unlike a chill passed over me as I
looked and saw daylight through the side of the boat between the
plankshear and the wale as our craft i-ose (m the summit of a bil-
low. Without stopping to look further I went out and informed
Tom and told him to go and see what he could make of it. He
disappeared into the cabin and in a few minutes reappeared and
said that the screw bolt which served as a chain plate for the star-
board shroud had pulled out of the gunwale, bringing all the
strain on the plankshear and thus causing it to spring upward,
making an opening nearly a quarter of an inch wide for a distance
of two feet along the top straKe. This was indeed serious, and we
wondered when it could have happened, as there was certainly no
strain on that shroud now, being on the lee side, and we ooncliided
it must have happened during the forenoon while beatieg along the
Long Island shore. However, it mattered little when it occurred

.

The fact that there was a dangerous leak in. our boat was alarm-
ing, and Tom immediately set about finding something to stop it
with, but before he could do so he had to bail out again, as the
water was again rising rapidly.
My attention was now fully occupied in steering the yacM, for

she required dexterous handling to contend with the boiling
waters that swept beneath her. Although the sky was thickly
overcast we could still discern the land, but it was at least twelve
miles away, still it was apparent that we were getting nearer to
the shore as lime progressed, and we hoped to be able to reach a
harbor before dark, as it would bo extremely i-isky for us to fool
about the coast in search of shelter after nightfall. We did not
know anything definite as to where we were, and we bad no desire
to knock about the Sound all night in such a sea, and a gale of
wind. Then there was the leak, which in itself was cause for
alarm, and would require one of us to be constantly bailing unless
we could manage to stop it up.

I waited anxiously for Tom to report what progress he was
making in that direction. It was nearly a half-hour before he
came out, and he said he stuffed the seain full of lampwick and
cotton, but even this did not keep the water out entirely, although
it stopped the flow to some extent. He looked abotit at the raging
tempest and inquired if we were making any headway. I told
him that the shore looked nearer, and I thought we were getting
closer in. He gave a whistle as he noted the size of the waves
that towered about us, for they were getting higher every minute.We would have liked to put in another reef, but could not do so
without deserting the helm, and to leave her at the mercy of such
billows was something we could not bring ourselves to do; so we
staggered on, having to lufl' and spill the wind from the sails at
every screaming gust.
Tom returned to his bucket to bail out, and for the next hour he

could be seen bobbing up and down, disappearing with the pail and
emptying its contents over the rail. He did not seem to be much
worried about the mishap, and smoked away at his pipe, occasion-
ally uttering some cheerful remark. Suddenly he came out with-
out having tilled his bucket and said the packing had ail come out
of the seam again, and fhe water w^as spurting through in a
continual stream. This was disheartening indeed, for the lee
Bide was const antantly under water except when she leaped
from a wave, and then tbe deck would he full to the rails. Our
only hope now was in reaching smooth water, and we were some-
what relieved on looking about to see that we were within about
lour miles ot the shore, though we could as yet discover no posi-
tive opening.
Tom bailed harder than ever, and could just keep the water

from rising any higher, Iml could not lower it any. With the ad-
dition of weight in water, which rolled alwut in the bottom, the
yacht was more sluggish f ban ever, and rose heavily on the sea
and wallowed deep in the trough. But now we observed that the
waves were becoming smaller as we neared the land, although
not less vicious. It ^vB.a live o'clockwhen we made out some islands
Which we have since learned were Faulkners, and a half-hour
later we passed to windward of them and found the water l«es

troublesome, and uow^ began to wake up from the state of anxiety
and gloom into which w^e bad fallen, and w itli a determination to
get to some safe aiichoraero I cased her ofT and ^ave her tlie full
force of the wind. When she ant right down on her side and
clawed aloug at a furious rate with the brine lapping against the
cabin windows, I mechanically got as far to windward as I could
and still reach tbe tiller. Tom stood in tbe bilge and threw out
the. O'juci unconcernedly, with a look of suppressed exhilaration
on his face, while he puffed spasinodically at his meerschaum,
sending clouds of smoke out through the oompanionway to be
wliisked away in the gale.
We made direct for a point of land wliich appeared ahead; just

before dusk we passed hotweon it and a reef of rock going iit a
7-knot speed; and b I found ourselves in a shelttrred bay, protected
from the .Sound liy the reef. It was low tide, but we found about
8ft. of water, and we let go the anchor, lowered the dripping sails
a.ud sat down and looked first at the Monaitipee and then at each
other.
"Well," said Tom.
"Well," said L
"We're here."
"You bet!"
"She's a daisy!"
"Dan'l mention it."
In his admiration of our gallant little craft he patted her affec-

tionately on tbe side. After a short rest, perceiving that dark-
ness was rapidly coming on, we set to work and furled up, put
things to rights and pumped out. We were too tired to do any-
thing about the opening in the side of the boat, and after helping
ourselves freely to the provisions wo stretched out and conversed
until fatigue closed our eyes in slumber.
I was Hroused shortly after midnight by the violent pitching of

the boat, and on putting my head out I found the wind had shifted
and was blowing a gale from the southwest. It was high water
and the sea was rolling straight in over the reefs, which were
now almost entirely submerged. Fearing that we might drag I

went forward and let out about four fathoms more cable. The
anchor light was burning aU right and 1 crawled back, steadying
myself by leaning on the cabin as 1 came aft. Being in my night
clothes 1 was thoroughly chilled by the time I got inside again,
wdiere Tom was still sound asleep.

I could not go to sleep and lay there bracing myself mth feet
and bauds to prevent being rolled off the bunk, and all the time
wondering how in thunder Tom managed to stay on his bed,
when of a sudden the yacht gave an extra heavy lurch and he
landed out on the floor in aheap. Before he realized where he
was he sprang to his feet, and 1 thought the roof was a goner
when his head brought up against one of the carlins. He says to-
day that there is more crown to that cabin l op ever since he hit
it. He resumed his seat on the bunk, muttering a short prayer,
and solemnly swore that this was the five tlunisandth time that
this had happened since he hart started on this blooinitig cruise,
and he confidently expected to have his brains scattered about the
cabin before he got home. I consoled him as best as I could, and
producing the deck (no pun is intended) suggested a game of
euchre. In this way we passed the time until about 4 o'clock,
when it began to calm down; and soon we were enabled to return
o our blankets and sleep.
When we turned out about 6 o'clock scarcely a breath of wind

prevailed and the Sound showed no evidence of having been dis-
tui'bed dui-ing the night. We set to work and repaired the dam-
age we had sustained as well a.-< possible, by driving the bolt down
and nutting it up under the gunwale. I then took the skiff along-
side and caulked the seam outside, puttied it and daubed it over
with black paint.
When the tide began to flood we got under way and with all sail

set began our journey along down shore toward home. The
breeze was very light and hHlf the time there was scarcely a
breath. Nothing occurred during the day worth mentioning. It
was one of those scorchers when exertion is out of the question
and we were contented to drift, and drift we did all day, and at
dark we had just left Black Rock Light astern. The night was
beautiful and shortly after dark a smart breeze set in from the
east and with sheets all out the Monaitipee sprang away before
it. We lowered the jib and furled it, there being no use for it

with the wind square astern. In view of the fine night and favor-
ing wind we had decided to keep on and hoped to reach New^ York
by morning if not before. We took our turns steering, as usual,
and about midnight, when my trick had expired, I called Tom
and we laid to and put in a reef, the wind having increased to a
hard blow. A number of schooners were visible in the moon-
light, bound west, some reefed and others carrying only mainsail
and jib. Occasionally the flash of lights could be seen as we
passed the numerous beacons situated along shore.

1 turned in for a nap, but had not been asleep an hour when
Tom called me and said we were carrying too much sail. I was
astonished to see it raining, and donning a complete suit of oil
clothes, got outside. Tom was shivering with cold and wet to the
skin. The yacht was rolling along at a terrific speed. It was
pitch dai-k and nothing could be seen except the foam that dashed
from her sides and went seething and sparkling astern. Tom
had been afraid of jibing as she was sheering about, almost be-
yond control in the running sea, which caused him to call me out.
Now we both stayed at the tiller and let her drive with the sail
we had up. About 3 o'clock the clouds broke away and showed
Execution Light a couple of miles ahead, and twenty minutes
later we passed it, and shortly after rounded up in the lee of a
three-masted schooner at anchor off City Island, with the inten-
tion of waiting for daylight before proceeding further.

It was still raining a little and blowing squally. We got into
the cabin and lighted the oil stove and tried to get dried out, but
succeeded only in steaming ourselves, and at 4 o'clock, we got
under way again. As we were nearing Throgg'a Neck a hard
squall compelled us to lower away the peak of the mainsail for
fear of carrying away something; for a few minutes we were
hurled along violently, but when the wind had passed it began to
clear up, and soon we had to hoist all sail. About 7 o'clock, as
the sun was bursting forth above the black mass of vapor which
was disappearing in the southeast, we passed through Hell
Gate, and a little more than an hour later, after being whirled
through the East River on the ebb tide we hooked her up at Bay
Ridge, having consumed just eight days in our cruise on Long
Island Sound. A. M. LoOKH.\rt.

GEN. PAINE ON POWER.—In commenting on his new 46, Gen.
Paine said: "Of course this is a very bold experiment in the use
of power, and 1 think that all the weight of evidence so far is
against its success. Our cxpariments have not been very complete
so far, but such as we have had, Llris for example, have not been
very successful. I don't think that the Gossoon proves that the use
of very great power is an advantage, for taking the average of her
races, she did not beat the Minerva as much as the difference in
the power would seem to demand. While I think that history, so
far as it aoes, does not warrant a belief in the effieacy of great
power, still I have considerable faith that liig power wilPwin.
Otherwise, of course. 1 have advised a different kind of craft.
The experiment will be interesting at all events." Gen. Paine has
been very anxious to make sure of the serWces of Capt. Haff and
has corresponded with him a good deal in the last few weeks.—
Boston Gloljc.

"REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN YACHTS."-Mr. Henry G.
Peabody, tbe marine photographer, of Boston, has now in prepa-
ration a large and handsome collection of heliotype reproductions
of his best yacht photos, under the title of "Representative Ameri-
can Y'schts." We have received the first part, containing ten
views of the larger sloops and schooners, which will be followed
by nine other parts, at intervals of two months, completing the
work in the fall of next year. 'I'he collection will include all the
modern American yachts, one or more parts being devoted to
each class. The work, both of the photographer and printer, is
most artistic.

INDIAN HARBOR Y. C—On Feb. 18 the Indian Harbor Y. C.
held its annual meeting, electing the following officers: Com., H
E. Doremus, yacht Sirene; Vice-Corn., Henry O. Asten, yacht
Lassie; Rear-Com., Francis Burritt, Amateur; Sec'y. E. B. Bruch-
Treas., Richard Outwater; Meas., E. Burton Hart. Regatta com-
mittee—Messrs. R. Outwa'er (ehaiimau), F. R. Jones and Howard
Kitt. Delegates to. the New York Yacht Racing Association-
Corn. Doremus, R. Outwater and Geo. E. GarHand.

ES,
Com,
Patr _

Edward
Trustees, j.'i.a.ui\. s^a.ua^ au.. iuiiuc, WLiiJO. 1./UUJ.UIIL. XUG CJUD
station is at Bayonne, on Newark Bay, though the members are
residents of Newark.

CEDAR POINT Y. C—The members of the Cedar Point Y. C,
sat down to a very pleasant dinner on Feb. 18 at the Hotel Stanley,
at Saugatuck, Conn., where their clubhouse is located. The host
of the new hotel provided well for the yachtsmen, and the affair
was a great success,

BABOON.-Gen, Paine has sold hi8 40.fQDter Baboon to Mr. Geo.
A. Qoddard, owner of the cutter F»d,

ALA A, steam yacht, sailed on Feb. — from New York, with her
owner, Mr. W. K. ^'anderbilt, and Jiessr,-:. Louis Webb, Center
HiteiKock, Henry DeForest, F. U. Beacli fud Win field Hoyt on
board, blie is bound for the Mediterranean, stopping at Bermuda
and Madeira.

ROBERTS WATER TUBE BOILER.-Yachtsmen and otherswho are interested in steam will do well to send for thehandsoma
calitlogue lately issued by the Roberts Safety Water Tube Boiler
Co. Tbe lUustrations are specially good.

MANHATTAN ATHLETIC CLUB.-Mr. W. J. Henderson will
deliver a lecture on the theory of navigation on March 7.

WANDERER, sch., Mr. Geo. W. Weld, was at Baihadoes at
last reports on Fob. 5.

.
NEW STEAM YACHTS.-Seahury & Co., of Nyack, are build-

ing three steam yachts of 80, 75 and fi5ft.

•u
0AMILLA.—Mr. Amory has sold the 30-footer Oamilla, designed

by Mr. Burgess and built last year.

^mweiiB to ^omBpondmk,

1^" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correapondentfl.

dog"
^' ^^°^^'"^®' Mass.—Yes, the pup shotild make a good field

Mr. a. M. Bioblow will receive a letter sent in our care if he
will send address.

S H. S
, New York City.-What should the height of a thorough-

tot;cj lUii'Stifl: be at 18 months of age? Ans. Twenty-nine to thirty

.r. M. B., Nashville, Tenn.—Can you tell me where I can find
an.vthmg of the history of the blue belton setter. Ans. You will
find what, vou require in "The Setter," Laverack. We can supply
It. Price %% To,

"^"^ ^

t L. M. B., Eastville, Va.-I have a gun that has become by con-
stant use very bright. Can you through your paper tell me what
i can use on it and how? Ans. See notes on this topic in our
shooting columns this week.
r J. M. p Ithaca, N. Y.-l. What are the judging points of a
tborotighbred lox-terrier? S. Is a thoroughbred fox-terrier ever
a solid black? Ana. 1. Y'ou had better buy Lee's book on "Tbe
Fox-lerricv." Price «1.60, It will give much valuable informa-
tion. \A e can supply it. 3. No.
R. E. J., Washington, D. C—Will you please publish pedigree of

Irish set.ter bitcti No. ll,i!65 or 17,265, she is registered under thename of Cfydie;' Ans, Her number, if registered, is not 11,265,and \ ol. \ II., for l;i90, containing the other numtjer, is not out vet.
V\ nte to the secretary A..K.C., 44 Broad wa.y. New Y ork Cify.

'

L.Jj. T., Jersey City, N. J.—Will you please give me fhe ex-
tenaed pedigret^.and age of Soudan, oranae and white settei' doa?
Alls. Breeder, If. E. Hamilton. Sire— Druid (E. 4,267), by Lewellvn'sPrmoG (Dash IJ.-MoU 111.) out oi: Dora, by Duke out of RhcBbe.
. ' Borguridthars Hake (Dan—Lswellyn's Rubv) out

ot bis Fanny, by Leicester out of Dait.
T. H. H., Pleasantville, N. Y.-Will you please inform me,

through your paper, ot tbe pedigree of Thorndale, a belton dogowned recentlv by a man named Renauld. Also if he is rf gistered
or not. Ans. There is an English .setter, Thornedale (826:i) regis-
tered. Ri-t-edei; and owner, J Reyual, Rocky Dell Kennels, White
Plains, N. V . \\ helped Jan. 15, 1887, by champion Foreman out of
Cecilia D.

CONST.ANT Reader.—Can you give me the name and address of
a hrsi-class dog trainer residing w-ithiu 100 to 200 miles of Chicago?
I have a finely-bred registered red Irish setter which I wish tohave thoroughly broken on grouse, quail, woodcock, etc., and know
ot no trainer nearer than Maryland or South Carolina. Ans. Wedo not know of one. Perhaps some of oar readers can furnish
the luformation.

G. G., Washington, D. C—I have a good hunting dog who
recently began flushing his game. He has been an excellent
hunter always, and to-day has this only fault. A reply from vou
giving a way which will make good the above point will greatly
oblige. Ans. If he has been trained, he must know that he is
doing wrong, and after one or two punishings he will, if he is anv
good, redeem himself.

Rrvnakd, Brimfleld, Mass.—Please give pedigree of foxhound
bitch Sis, A. K R. 471'8. Ans. Bree.lor, A. McDonald, Rockland,
Me. Sire, Roake's Dime, by Irwin Harding's Bugle (Isaac Adams's
Gaper— (_-. Davis's Ttnk) out of Pea body's Hunter, bv Hardin's
Spot out of C. Carrol's Fannie. Dam, A. M. Titus's Ringer by F
Ulraer's Music (Mi-Donald'a Hunter—his Float) out of Titus's
Dorno, by Hardin's Spot out of Carroll's Fannie.

A Reader.—Will you kindly give registry numbers of the
English setters Bramble, Donna J., Fairy Belle, Plantagenet and
Fairy ill., also her pedigree for two generations? Ans. Bramble
is not retristered. Donna J., 1954, Vol. 1 1. Fairy Belle, ^654, Tol.
III. Plantagenet. 1710, Vol. 11. Fairy UL, 11392, Vol. IV., whelped
1883, by Pnnee out of Fairy 11.; Prince by Prfde of the Border out
of Petrel; Fairy II. by Bailey's Victor out ot Blue Daisy; Victor by'
Dash II. out of Moll HI.; Blue Daisy by Blue Prince out of Blair's
Cora.

Constant Reader, Buffalo.-WIU you kindly infoi-m me
through your uexc issue the words of command and gestures (to-
gether with their meaning) employed by our best sportsmen in
directing a bird dog during a hunt? Also pleat-e slate at what
age a Gordon setter should be broken? Ans. We cannot answer
those inquiries briefly, nor is there space here to give a satisfac-
tory statement. We advise you to read Hammond's "Training
vs. Breaking," published at this oflice, price $1.

C. ]\1. B., Lakefield. Ont.—In what States and what counties can
one get the best variety of iield sports and covering as many
months of the year as possible, combined with residence in a
locality where a retired army ofSccr (British) will find some con-
genial society. I want to hear of a place where during most
months of the year one can get some sport or other with gim, rifle,
rod or horse and hound, or canoe. As there must be many like
myself wl'io want to know about the sporting resources of the
difterent States, could not the editor publish a short summary of
them. Some years ago when in India 1 remember hearing or see-
ing in some paper that a general gazetteer, a guide to American
sporting localities, was being prepared under the auspices, I
believe, of Forest akd Stream. Has any such ever been pub-
lished and is it to be got now? Ans. It is impossible to reply
categorically to such a question without writing a gazetteer of
sport in the United States. Some place in the mountains of Vir-
ginia, the Carolinas or Georgia should answer the requirements
of our correspondent. Of course, there is no place w^here one can
have shooting the year round. A sportsman—no matter what the
law may be—will respect the natural close seasons. The work
referred to is the Sportsman's Gazetteer, Hallock, now out of
print and not, we under.-tand, to be reissued.

Learner. -I. How does the English system of training differ
from Hammond's "Training vs. Breaking," especially as relating
to ranging, how did the English dogs excel the American? 2. Can
you recommend tbe very best work on the English system of such
handling, with price? 3. Can you furnish me Charles Lancaster's
"Art of Shooting," with price ? 4. What constitutes "show
shape" for a pointer? Should his ribs and bones be prominent or
not, and his coat sleek? How can a dog be filled so as to be in
first-class shape ? How are they fed and groomed? 6. How can
a pointer bitch be kept from going too fat if only bred once a
year? 7. Would a lo-gauge shotgun with 26in. 'barrel, Oi^^lbs.
weight, be as effective for quick brush shooting at woodcock "and
grouse as a 12-bore of same weight and length of barrels? Ans. 1.
There is little material difference. As a rule the American dogs
are the fnster and wider rangers. 3. "The Scientific Education of
the Dog for the Gun." See the review of this book in our issue of
Jan. 1. We can supply the book, price S^.50. 3. Yes. Price fS,
4. In good show condition the bones should not show, but he just
nicely covered with fiesh, at the same time well muscled and feel
hard to the hand. 5. Feed twice on dog biscuits or good well
cooked meat, mixed with stale bread, give plenty of exercise and
groom the dog at least once a day. G, There is no reason for her
getting fat if properly exercised and not over fed. 7. Yes, but you
would have to hold a little closer.

NAMas Airo Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull, A
book particularly interesting to gimners, for by its use they can
fdentliy without question all the Amerloam game birds which
• ney jn«!,y kill. OlotH, sao^pages, prio« «a.eo, Wax sale by Fobbbt
4Jn>STiaiA]t>
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THE WHITE SHOSHONE*
THIS 19 the title of a poem by our correspoTident, Mr. Charles

L. Paige, wh'ch gives, in remarkablv smooth verse, an ancient
tradition current among that tribe of the appearance among
them of the tirst white man that they had seen. The story is

divided into six chapters, which tell of the condition of things in

the earlv days after the Indians had obtained horses, yet before
they knew the whites or firearms. This chapter closes with the
appearance of the white man. The second chapter tells of his

reception by the tribe and of the Indians' speculations and futile

efforts to learn whence the strange being had com". They learned
nothing of this, vet the man, whom they named Malo, lived with
them, proved himself skUlful and helpful to all and was loved.
At the close of the third and opening of the fourth chapter, a
party of warriors come to the Shoshone camp, and report meet-
ing with white men far to the south and east. They had had a
battle with them, had lost some of their own people and had
killed all the white men and one woman. A second woman they
had taken alive. Malo, with a party of Snakes, starts out to
rescue the woman, does so and brings her back to the Shoshone
camp. He comes to love her, but she feels herself a captive, re-

fuses to listen to him, wishes to return to her people, and at
length, when it is learned that other white men are near, Malo
gives her his great horse Kosah, and she rides away, and does not
return. The horse returns, and soon after this Malo himself
departs and the Shoshones see him no more. All this was many,
many years ago. Yet they believe that now he often rides over
the d'esolate sage plain, followed by a thousand braves, and that
some day they will s«e him again. Ho will appear mounted as of
old on his great black horse, and with a wave of his hand will

call up from the grave the warriors who knew and loved him in
tlie past.
The poetn is full of deep, tender feeling. All through it runs

* The White Shoshone, by Charles L. Paigf. Author's Edition.
San Francisco: The Bancroft Company. 1890.

the sad plaint of regret over the change that the years have
wrought in the life of the aborigines. The hopelessness of it all

is pitiful.

"With Flt-Rod axd Camera."—This is a book which
makes one wish that he could have been the hero of the story,

but failing in having that wish gratifled, the angler and
lover of nature is well satisfied to have the narrative at
second hand. What makes this a remarkable book is not
only the excellence of the text and the beauty of the typo-
graphy, but it is the wonderful illustrations which the book
contains. When we state that there are 150 full-page plates,

reproduced from photographs of fishing scenes, etc., in the
land of the salmon, one can realize what a treat the book
contains. The text of the volume is conversational in style,

and while free from technical terms it conveys a vast fund
of information, suitable even for beginners, relative to fly-

fishing for salmon, sea trout, bass, etc. The author of the
volume, E. A. Samixels, is president of the; Massachusetts
Fish and Game Association, and an ardent sportsman, as

the pages of his book attest. In closing his delighttul vol-

ume Mr. Samuels says: "Reader, my story is told. I have
endeavored to describe to you the charm of an angler's life.

I have succeeded poorly, I am certain, but I have shown how
and where you may enjoy them. To appreciate them in the
highest degree you must go to them. Do so; take fly-rod

and camera, caiup outfit, and canoe, and seek the beautiful,
the graceful, the gamy denizens of the rivers and lakes;

follow them in their wildest haunts, and, my word for it,

you will never, never regret it." Ah! if we could enly follow
the advice.—St. Loim 0-rocer.

Engineer Faust has been making a few trips of late on the
southern end of the division, and while flying down the road
on his steam horse be noticed on every trip what appeared
to be three monstrous crows at a point near the bayou. They
were such gigantic ravens that he longed to get one for a
curiosity, so he drove down in bis buggy, loaded for crow.

Sure enough, there they were, and Staking his horse he crept

up and blazed away, downing one of them nicely. To his

surprise, however, tlie two remaining, instead of flying away
as he expected, came for him with a rush. He braced him-
self, and as they got near he dropped another one, but the
third swooped down on the back of his neck. He drove it ofl:

in a moment or two and picked up his dead birds, which
proved to be eagles. He brought them to town, and, after

ail, feels as highly elated as though they had been crows.—
Tvlare (Cal.) ReqUter.

Antelope and Deer of America. By J. D. Caton.
Price $2.50. Wing and Glass Ball Shooting tvith the

Rifle. By W. C. Bliss. Price 50 cents. Rifle, Rod and
Oiin in California. By T. 8. Van Dyke. Price $1.50.

Shore Birds. Price 15 cents. Woodcraft. By "Ness-

muk." Price $1. Trajectories of Htmting Rifles. Price

50 cents. Wild Fowl Shooting; see advertisement.

Angling Talks. By George Daivson. Price 50 cents. Fly-

Rods and Fly-Tackle. By H. P. Wells. Price $£.50. Fly-

Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H. Keene.

Price $1,50. American Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.

Price $5.50.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account Booh.
Price $S. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price ^1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of

all Breeds. Price 50 cents.

"West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blizzard.''' By
Everett Hayden, U. S. Hydrographic Office. Large quarto, with $3

Uthogi-aphic plates. Price $1. Contains full historij of the great
storm of March, 1888. with practical information how to handle a
veaeeV, n a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

At a meeting of the United Protective Association of Fishes^

it was Resolved: "That the use of ABBEIY & IMBRIEI^S
Fishing Tackle is exceedingly dangerous and should be prohibited
under severe penalties."

Resolved : That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York.'^

NOTICE TO LIMIT CHEDITOES.

To the Creditors of the F. L. Sheldon Company:
Notice is hereby given that on the tenth day of

February, 1891, an order was made by the Chan-
cellor of"the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors V)i the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thereof, and prove
before him under oath, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and demands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of

February, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
crpditors shall be excluded from the benefit of

such dividends as may hereafter be made and
dpclared by the court upon the proceeds of the
effects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to nil the crfditor^ aecordinglv. WIL-
LIAM H LEMA ;SENA, Receiver, 80,' Broad St.,

Newark, N. J.

ESXABUSHBD 1837.

J. B. OROOK &> CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Mm Tacltle, finns, Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trent and Bass Flies.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 82-paflre Oatalosue of Armf and Ammnnltlon.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel motmbings, silk whippings, extra tip, all coniplete in wood form, length 9|^10

lOift., weight 7, 8, 9oz « 3 33

io. \ Uf^T.trS'llmlil'o^^^^ whippingsVnickVlmouiiting;:coV^^^^^^^^^^^ len^h

8J, 9, %, 10ft . weight 9, lOi, 12, 13oz
•

"

;

u 3 33
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted V : ;.' r *

' Vi,' cV/ ' ^^iCv,Vo/»V„ " 2 7.^

No! 7; 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, mckel mountmgs, length 8ft., weight 20oz ^75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint ncV * " 90e

do^- treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ; 2ft., per doz., 80c. ;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

,
2ft., per doz., 30a ^Jft^oz., 4&c.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 63 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send Sc. stamp for niustrated Catalogue for 1891. OPEN EVENINGS.
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FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Offices: Nos. 346 &, 348 Broadway, New York.

Amount ot Net Assets, January 1, 1890 $101,027,322.46
Less Contingent Sinking Fund (reduced value In securities, December 31).. 568.525.11

* $100,458,797.35
REVENUE ACCOUJ«JT.

Premiums §28,86 ',S54. 11
Less deferred premiums, Jaauary 1, 1890 1.6o5,(j45.or—827,228,209.34

Interests and rents, etc 5,371. 235,:tS
Leas intsrest accrued JanuaiT 1, 1890 -. 441,841:64— 4,929,890.74— $S2,158.1ti0.0S

$132,616,897.43
DISBURSEMENT ACCOUNT.

Losses by death, and Endowments matured and discounted (including revlslonary
additions to same). * ...$7,078,372.48

Dividends (including mortuary-dividends), annuities, and purchased insurances??. .. . 6,201,371.54
Total Paid Policy-holders $13,279,544.02

Taxes and re-insurances 290,257.97
Commissions (including advanced and. commuted commissions), brokerage, agency

expenses, phyBiclans' fees, etc 5,400,061.19
Office and law expenses, rentals, salaries, advertising, printing, etc 1,082,662.86— §20,052,526.04

$112,564,371.39
ASSETS.

Cash on deposit, on hand a.nd In transit 86,348,924.46
United States Bonds and other bonds, stocks and securities (market value, §67,250,-

9»1.74 63,867,546.16
Keal Estate 14,341,917.35
Bonds and Mortgages, first lien on real estate (btitldlngs thereon insured for SIS.OA),-

000, and the policies assigned to the Company as additional coilatoral security). . 19,446,083.13
Temporary Loans (market value of securities held as collateral, S5,391,511) 4,168,000.00
*Loans on existing policies (the Reserve on these poUcies, included in Liabilities,

amounts to over $2,000,000) 431,108.71
quarterly and semi-annual premiums on existing policies, due subsequent to Jan. 1, '91

. 1,853,327.00
Premiums on existing policies in coiu-se of transmission and collection. (The He-

serve on these pslioies, Included In Liabilities, is estimated at $2,000,0(X)) 1,431,823.15
Agency balances 195,si2.91
Accrued Interest or investments, January 1, 1891 474,833.52—$ 112,564.371.39Market value of secarlties over cost value on Compiity's boob" 3,383 '4.38. 58
*A detailed schedule of these items will accompany the usual annual report filed

with the Insurance Department of the State of IMew York.

TOTAL ASSETS, January 1, 1891 $115;947,809.97
Appropriated as follows:

Approved losses in course of payment $613,040.54
Reported losses awaiting proof, &c 364,562.44
Matured endowments, due and unpaid (claims noi presented) 39,»89.77
Annuities due and unpaid (claims not presented) 22,901.88
Reserved for re-insm-ance on existing policies (Actuaries' table 4 per cent, interest. . 99,954,304.00
Reserved for premiums paid in advance 54,660.53

$101,049,359.1 1
Surplus, Company's Standard $14,898,450.86

Consisting of

Estimated contingent Tontine Surplus Fimd SS,6?0,539 50
Estimated General Surplus f>,3JT,9U 36

From the undivided surplus, as above, the Board of Trustees have declared a Revisiouarv dividend to
participating policies in proportion to their contribution to surplus, available on settlement of next annual
premium.

GROWTH OF THE COMPANY DURING THE PAST DECADE.
New Insurance Issued. Insurance in Force. Assets Annual Income-

lu the year 1880. . . .$22,229,9:9 Jan . 1, 1S81 .... $136,726,916 Jan. 1, 1881 .... 843.183,934 18S0. . . . $8,964,719
In the year 1885.... 68,521,453 Jan. 1, 1888. . . 369,674.500 Jan. 1, 1886 ... 66,864,331 1885. .. .16 121 172
In the year 1890 ... 159,576,065 Jan. 1, 1891. .. . .569,338,726 Jan. 1. 1891... 115,9 17,810 1890. .. .32,158400

Number of policies issued during tlie year, 45,754. New Insurance, $159,576,065.

Total number of policies in force January 1, 1891, 173,469. Amount at risk, $569,338,726.

WILLIAM H. APPLETON,
WILLIAM H. BEERS,
WILLIAM A. BOOTH,
HEiNRy BOWERS,
JOHN CLAFLIN.
ROBERT B. COLLINS,
H. C. MORTEVIEB,

TRUSTEES:

ALEX. STUDWELL,
WALTER H. LEWIS.
EDWARD MARTIN,
RICHARD MUSER,
C. C. BALDWIN,
E. N. GIBBS,
W. B. HORNBLOWER.

JOHN N. STEARNS,
WM. L. STRONG,
W. F. BUCKLEY,
HENRY TUCK,
A. H. WELCH,
L. L. WHITE,

THEODORE M. BANTA, Oishier.

A. HUUTINGTON, M.D,, Medical Director.

"WILLIAM H. BEERS, President.

HENRY TUCK, Vice-President.

ARCHIBALD H. WELCH, 2d Vice-Prep.

RUFUS W. WEEKS, Actuary.

TlXe> f£tX3CLO of
Reels, Lines, etc., is world wide. Ask

all Anglers.

Are the most skillfully made. Best

material, more perfect in action, of any

Split Bamboo Rods in the World.

RODS

REELS

Are the smoothest running, strongest in

power, noted for lightness, beautiful in

finish, full steel pivots, patented side

plates, highest quality, unequalled.

Are made of best silk, enameled, water-

proof, flexible and tapered. Warranted

not to crack, nor to become stiff. The
Fly-Casting Lines f>ar excellence.

LINES ^ ^
^

Send for Special Price List of "Kosmic" Angling Implements, ready March. 1.

CHICAGO : NEW YORK : PHILADELPHIA

:

108 Ma-aison ISt. 841-243 Broadway. 1032 C^iestnut St.

Chamberlin Cartridge Co.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Machine Loaded Shotgun Ammunition,

American Wood, Sctiultze and E. C. Powder Cartridges a Specialty.

If you want carefally loaded and
thoroughly reliable "trap Cartrid-
ges" use tlie Chamberlin Trap Loads,
as they are unequalled. The present
record of 180 straight targets made
by R. O. Heikes was made with the
popular Chamberlin Load, 56j, which
is used by many of the experts.

Send for list.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-day on the mar-
ket; have feattu-es which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

ilRII!MiUlit,36|ewj;tre|t, Bevolven .32 & .38. J

TSu!Ltk.mm.

Sportsmen's Wear
EQUIPMENTS.

CANVAS SHOOTING COAT, -

COKDUKOr SHOOTING COAT,
CARTKIDGE BEtT, - - -

CAPS AND HATS, - - -

GUN CASES
COMPI-BTE SUIT (CANVAS), -

COMPLETE SUIT (CORDUROY), -

»1.00
5.00
.25
.60
.50

3.75
13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the L". S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege cf examination.

OATALOGUBI ANO SAMPLES JF&B£.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
lOS Madison. Street, Cliioago, lU.
Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y

LYMAN AGGEIERATIN6 SH0T6UN GARTRIDSE
The "EXPERT" is charged with a

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, wbich burns progressively—tiie
only correct method of availing of the
power of powder in gune. Shot started
easdy, with rapidly increasing velocity
and least recoil, and without stringing.
Perfect combustion, little smoke, harmless
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; no
flyiDg, heated grains to cut barrel of gun.
Cakes made by machinery; greatest uni-

formity of pattern and penetration. No nitrates, decomposUi'g, or changeable chemicals .' Detonating
impossible ' Shotted cartridges, or Blanks contaming powder cake only, for sale by

LYHAN CABTBIPaE lO-V^^S^^I^^^l,^^^

Gunners, read this and pi-actice till you can hit anytliing that/iops. runs or flies. One pound of No. 1 shot
gives you 12tO rounds with your own gun. Practice limited only by shooters enthusiasm. Our pneumatic auxil-
iary gun barrels can be inserted in any ordinary lireeoh-loadlng shotgtin in a moment, converting your gun Into
an air gun to practice with. By pulling trigger of your sun precisely as if using shells, a single pellet of No. 1
shot is discharged that will break any c.ay pigeon or kill small game at short range. No fire, smoke or noise,
and no trouble to load ; can be used anywhere. Wiil teach you to hit with centre of load and kill neatlv instead
of crippling. Such practice is invaluable to any club shooter or sportsman. When ordering give gauge aid length
of your gtm barrels. Sold by dealers or samples sent on receipt of price, S3.50 ; 10, 12 and 14 gauge only.

P. O. Box 1127. VAUGHAN & CO.. Philadelphia. Pa.

bifffe UafiC oKBoaf <^igar^"
is tlie title of a primer issued in the interests of the million or mora lovers of the weed whose residence does not
permit of much choice in the selection of their cigars. Sent free for the aslsing by B. WEISL <t CO. . Box 21515, N. Y

WOODCRAFT.
FOR SALE BY FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00,
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$600 STEAMUUNCH
FREE!

HOW MUCH WILL IT WEIGH?

Every iierson lias equal
chance, no matter where
they live, as the boat will
not be completed until
all guesses are in.

THE DAVIS BOAT & OAR COMPANY, DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A<

Steam "Vessel and Yacht -A^Q-ency.
NAVAL ARCHITECT AND MARINE ENGINEER.

Telephone, 542 Pearl. 22 State St., New York.
All classes of Steam VesFels, Steam Yachts, etc., modelled and designed for steel, iron or wood,

tneir construction superintended or contracted for, complete ready for steam.
LIGHT DRAFT VESSELS A

Launches and St«an3

SPECLALTY.
For Sale and Charter.—Largo selection of Schooner, Sloop and Steajn Yachts.

Vessel Property generally.

THOMAS KANE & CO.,
Nos. 137 and 139 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

MANUFAOTUREES

Racine Automatic Marine Engine,
Using Keroseue or crude oil for fuel ; or intercnange

able, iJSiDK Oil, Coal or Wood. 1 to 15 horse power.
LAUNCHES, using Oil, Naphtha or Coal for fuel.
Celebrated HACINE GAUGES, ROW BOATS and

HUNTI^fG BOATS.
Separate Catalogue on application.

KS^OWNER HIS OWN ENGINEER.
The Shipman Automatic Steam Engine.

STATIONARY AND MARINE.
1, 3, 4, 6 & 8 Horse Power; 8, & 22 Horse Power Compound.

I/aunclies from 18 to 50ft. length.
Easy to Managb, Eooirr, Safe. Send 5c. for Catalogue
ffSTi ±13-m a.XXEJ3.s±aie Ooixx]^ ,-*.xiy

316 Summer Street, Boston, IVIass.

ESIABLISHED 1869.

SPRAGUE^~ PATENT

Bolilier Faciei Boats aid Canoes.

We offer for sale our entire stocli of Boats and
Canoes for the nest 30 days at cost of manufac-
ture. They are endorsed by leading sportsmen.
Our patent joint, superior to any in the market,
where once known are the established favorite.
Sportsmen must respond at once us the number
is limited to 2 canoes and 15 pleasure boats. We
offer our entire business, boat shop, stock, pat-
terns, engine and boiler, and all other necessary
machinery for sale. A well established business
for a first-class manufacturer. Reason for sell-
ing, poor health. Address

H. M. SPRAGUE,
Parishville, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

Enclose 3c. stamp for catalogue.

Philadelphia, June 15, _

H. M. Spraguc: Your boat, built with Patent
Rubber Joint, gives me perfect satisfaction.
Second season at Magnolia, Fla., and did not leak
a drop. C. B. Moobb. 3S S. 6th St., Phila., Pa.

HIGH SPEED YACHTS
And Sail Boats.

Also Fast and Seaworthy Liiglit

Draft Cruisers to order.
THOMAS CLAPHAM, Yacht Builder,

ROSIiYN, li. I., Pi. Y.

Boston Yacht Agency,
43 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

YachtDesigners& Brokers.
All rlasses of yaclits for sale. Catalogues

mailed on application.

G. F. Clark. jEFFBRsoff Borden.

Spring Lake Clinker Boat Mfg. Co.,

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model. Send stamps for

Catalogue. Spring I,ake, Ottawa Co., Micli'

CAPE COD YACHT AGENCY,
BARNSTABLE, MASS.

Designing, Building and Brol(erage.
Catboats on hand from 15 to 34ft. in length.

Send for particulars, stating size required. Lines
furnished and contracts taken for building any
sized boat of this type. See Magic, Spendthrift
and Guinevere. V. D. BACON.

FRAZAR BROS.,
(Successors to Goodalb & Frazar)

TAXIDERMISTS
And Dealers in

Glass Eyes and all Tax-
idermists* Supplies.

Minerals, Birds' Eggs and Skins.
Send stamp for full illustrated cata^

logue. No.93Sudbury8t.,Jg08ton,Mj(SS.

J
VIL «L DlUillU Lil tlllULiJi

Parties wishing to sell their boats, please send details.
Send stamp for fist ot bargains and details of what you
want to

JOHN HY. BLAKK. 12 Cortlandt St.. New York,

FOR SAI.E.

Celebrated Scotch Cutter MADQ-E.
Price $1,800. For particulars and inventory ap-
ply to GEO. P GOULDING,

Box 199, Charlotte, N. Y.

\rACHTS FOR SALE.-CASTANET, FAMOUSX fast 40 -rater, built 1890, lead ballast, good
accommodation, good sea boat and very strongly
built. Minx, 66 tons, and Rosebud, ,51 tons, yawls,
both good, wholesome cruising yachts to be sold
cheap: also a good fast 2)4 rater, built 1890, and
other yachts of various sizes and builri; full par-
ticulars can be obtained on application to J. G.
FAY & CO., Limited. Yacht, Laimch and Boat
Builders, Northam, Southampton, England, or
300 Winchester House, London, E, C.

FOR SALE OR CHARTER.-THE FAST AND
staunch cruising yacht L'Hirondelle, 47ft.

over all, 14ft. beam. Oft. draft. Patent w. c,
thoroughly found, sloop or yawl rigged. Last
season sailed over 3,000 miles in Gulf of St. Law-
rence and Straits of Belle Isle with a surveying
party, and also with the owner and family.
Apply to J. U. GREGORY, Quebec, Canada.

"

Out of 252 Styles of Fishing Reels,

adapted to all kinds of Fishing, you

can easily select one just right for your

use. The Hendryx reel is offered you

at a cost that will admit of throwing

away your old reel and starting the

season with a new outfit, and yet in no

case is quality sacrificed to price.

Our Multipliers and Quadruples are

all Screwed Reels, with interchangeable

pafts, and in Brass, Nickel or Rubber

Plate are elegant in finish and action !

All up-to-the-times dealers will supply

you, if not, write us for Catalogue, and

we will send any kind of Reel by mail

on receipt of price.

The Andrew B. Hendryx Co., New Haven, Gt.

SEND FOR THE BEST AND LATEST
I>"CJOX5LS

made. They have all the latest improvements,
including glass eyes, from white or yellow cedar,
rounding bottoms with screw-off heads. None
but the best paint used. G. W. STEVENS, P. O.
Box 114, Weedsport, Cayuga county, N. Y.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,

For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he wiU give the same personal attention to all

wori: tntr.iMteii tt> 'his care as formerly.

^^^^^
AmencaT^^^

116 Roosevelt St.. N. Y, City.

SPRATT'S

PATENT
jyi^EAT PIBRIIIEDOa CAKES (WITH BEETROOT)

.

TTTANTED.-GENTLEMEN WITH MATCHES,
T T tin dipper and blankets, to rough it on the
Megailoway two weeks in October. 1891. No nap-
kins, no rum. Address C. M., P. 0. Box 2,470,
Boston, Mass. febl3,3t

itav Mt, FOX-TERRIERS
To reduce stock to make room for youngsters,

we are otiering some beautifully bred stud dogs
and bitches very reasonable. Send for price list.

ORIOLE KENNELS.
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOR SALE.
As otir New York biasiness require* our

whole attention, and we wish to branch out
in a different direction, we wish to sell om-
Newark, N. J., retail store.

To a practical shooter or party who has
knowledge of the sporting goods business this

is a chance to secure a well paying cash busi

ness.

Liberal terms to the ri|^t party.

Von Lengerl(e & Detmold,
8 & 10 Murray gt. , New York.

BRANCH STORE AT
843 Broad st., Newark, N. .J.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—A vooa), imported Irish setter at stud.
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee $30. Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY.

FOR SAliE.
Solid black cooker spaniel bitch, year and half

old, and due to whelp a litter of pups March 5.

1891, sired by champion Obo II. Price $60. Ad-
dress Box 4, Roslindale, Mass.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and Califnrnir) Trniituiuirii iiuui uiiu Uuiiiui iiici llUllli

EGGS AND FRY
OP THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inqnire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

DOGS FOR SALE.
If you want to buy a good dog of any kind

write for what you want to

FRANK HOPE,
464 N. 9th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

GREAT SALE
OF

The Chestnut Hill Kennels will sell by a\iction
during the coming New York show about thirty
collies, including some of their best stud dogs and
brood bitches. For catalogue and full particulars
address THE CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS

-

Chestnut HilJ, Philadelphia, Pa.

^^^^^b^ Breeder, Shipper and
w^HfflHBH^nT Denier in Chester '\Yhite,
^BHH^^^^^Hp Berkshire and Poland
^*8M^^^^^^H China Pigs, Fine Setter
^^«i^Pj^BwW§lfefc Dogs. Collies, Pox Hounds^^WhRS^^V and Beagles, Sheep c% Poul-
try. GEO. B. HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

Black and Tan Terriers Por Sale.
PtrPPIES FROM NOTED SIRES aND BAMS.

Grand companions, ratters and watch dogs.

At Stud, THE SENATOR. Fee »15.
RoCHELLE Kenskls, Box 8G3, New Rochelle,N.Y.0ALMON FISHING.—FIRST CLASS RIVER0 for sale, or share in organized club having

valuable rights. Address " R," this office.

jan2~'.6t

PONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
\J sett.PiB. Bench winners. Field workers. At
Stud—Ked Kiver Glencbo, A.K.C.S.B. 11,473
(champ. Glencho ex Lyda Belle), won three 1st
prizes on bench, fine field dog, beget-* large litters,

strong dark red puppies. Fee $20. R. H. BURR,
Middletovvn, Conn.

f IVE WHITE HARES (Lepm A.mericanu8),
XJ captured and properly boxed and delivered
to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. 0. Stanley. Dixfleld, Me., Mflh
and Same Commiaaloner. .T. «. RICH, Bethel. Me IVfT. PLEASANT GOEDOU KENNELS

±tJ_ stiU ahead. Blood tells. For Sale—Thor-
oughbred Gordon setters, all ages, containing
blood of Grouse and Tyrus, first pi'ize winners,
Boston, 1890. Address with stamp C. T. BROWN-
ELL, P. 0. Box 33.5, New Bedford, Mass.

flB ^HINESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
ft M« mt b; Veck'g luvbible Tubular £ar UuBbioQs. Wblih

BH 4^^^ peril he&rd. gUL-cv&sfulTrhen all remedies

tail, EoldonljbjF.Hiscox,863E'way,N.y. Write for book ofproofsFKtt

in tju »M.
pLENDYNE KENNELS.—NO FINER RED
vT Irish setter stock living. Noted for pure
breeding, bench show and field quality, endur-
ance and intelligence. Dogs in stud, brood bitches
and young stock for sale. MICHAEL FLYNN,
JR., Bristol, R. I.

mn IBlE-fillDSfiE-SIIE.
AT STUD, - - FEE $40.

PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. H Is puppies are not
excelled by anj'. He Is large size, heaJtfiy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfection of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding, and Training Kennels
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager, OhuiS, VA.

Standard Bred Trotters and Jersey
,
Cattle for sale.

Address A. H. Moobe, 1711 Spring Gardlsn st., Phila., Pa.

STUD DOGS.
Smooth fox-terrier Enddifife Spice, Irish ter-

riers Bieda BUI and Bellman, black and tan ter-
riers Prince Regent and Beaoonsfield, winner of
over 50 firsts and specials, and acknowledged to
be the best black and tan living, and sire of
more winners than any other bla«k and tan.
Bull-terrier English Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster. Dexter, the world re-
nouned black corded poodle. Gem of the Season,
the phenomenal greyhound winner of over 30
firsts and specials during 1890. Address GEO. 8.
THOMAS, Manager of North Fields Yorkshire
Kennels, Salem, Mass.

FOX-TEEEIERS.
Puppies for sale from such well known terriers

as Champion Raby Mixer and Reckoner out of
champion bitches.

IN STUD.
RABY mXER -. .. S25.00
RECKONER $35.00

Choice Gordon Setters,
dog and bitch, nine months old, bv Champion
Beaumont ex Venus (A.K.C.S.B. 11,292), by Cham-
pion Argus ex Rhona (A.K.C.S.B. 8,135). Reason-
able prices. Address 938 Prospect avenue near
East 165ch street. New York. it

t±xijijiSi.ui:A adjustM Hdija
LANCASTER, Mass.

POINTER puppies for sale cheap, combining
X blood of Bang Bang, Graphic, Sensation,
Beaufort, i°3.i of the blood of Eng. Cham. Bang.
Bau Habboh Kennels, Bar Harbor, Maine. It

TNTHE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
X ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.
AUin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

T7OR SALE AT A SACRIFICE.—The English
i- setter dog, Foreman's Noble (6,340), black,
white and tan head, white body: whelped Novem-
ber 5. 1886, by Champion Foreman, dam Nellie
II. Broken by Charles Tucker: healthy and
in fine condition. Price $125. No place for
keeping reason for sale.

EDWARD TREDICK,
It 608 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.

VORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.i Champion Bradford Harry, described in
3how reports as ""'best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and -wdnnings free, photos 60cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
COOMBS. 1 Exchange Block. Bangor, Me- pOCKER SPANIELS.-FINE PUPS, LIVER,

\j liver and white, black, black and white,
leman, lemom and white, etc. Fine liver bitch
with pup. HANDSOME BROOK KENNEL,
Franklin, N. Y. Itsue Wtviml
T7V0R SALE.-TWO BEAGLE BITCH PUPS
-T by'Champion Fitzhugh Lee ex Daisy, a win-
ner of four prizes at one showing; they are 7
months old, have tan head and ears and black
and white body, 13 inches high and weigh 201bs.
about. Price $5. Also one very evenly marked
pair. Photo on application. W. M. SANBORN,
25 Forest Hill avenue, Lynn, Mass. feb26,3fc

St.Bernards
A few fine brood bitches on sale and some fine

pups by Sir Herbert. Also some choice young
pugs.

GHEQUASSET KENNELS, Lancaster, Mass. TXTANTED.—Cash offer for setter dog shot
1 V over two seasons, not broken to retrieve.
Fine looker. F. M. Gbeei,ey, Birmingham, Ct.

It
TT^THAN ALLlN SETTER PUPPIES, 6MOS.
xLi old. Beauties. Evenly marked. They will
make grand ruffed grouse dogs, GORDONDALE
KENNELS, Readville, Mass. febl3,.St BEAGLES $5,—Box 7, Yarmouth ville, Maine. It

COCKER SPANIELS,
Any age or color, bred from best registered stock.
a^iffisOME BROOKKENNELS, Fraiiklljj,N,y.

T?OR SALE.—BROTHER AND SISTER TO
J? Rocket. Winner first and special, Elmira,
oppn class, English setters; unbroken, 7mos. old.
A^idr^as E. M. gfJEIjLEY, Sheridan, N. Y. It
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WYOMING SHOULD ACT.

ONE of the few good hunting regions for big game
left in this country is in the State of Wyoming.

East and south of the Yellowstone Park there is a con-

siderable range for big game, a country too rough and
high for settlement, into which comes a considerable

overflow of elk and deer from the natural increase of

the stock protected in the national reservation.

In past years this country was little known and by
no means easy of access, but of late it has been often

visited. It is not so very long ago that we used to hear

of Jackson's Hole as that far distant point, where the

game was always plenty and the fish always bit. And in

truth, when we first visited it, there was enough game
and fish there to satisfy the most exacting sportsman. Of

late years, however, the settlements have crept up Snake

River, the Indians from Washaki and Ft. Hall come there

and hunt; there is even a hotel on Jackson's Lake.

The game and the fish are being destroyed there just as

they have been in so many other places. During the

winter of 1889-90 a great deal of game was killed near

this point by men who wintered north of Jackson's Lake.

In one place there were seen last summer the skeletons of

thirteen elk, which had been shot down, and not very far

from this were a number of moose skins lying on the

ground. Near all the places where elk had been killed

were evidences that trapping btid been carried on. Not
satisfied with destroying the game, the greedy settlers are

ruining the fishing in Snake River. Parties come in from

the west to that stream just north of Jackson's Lake, and
in their wagons bring nets, skiifs and dynamite. With
these agents they make the destruction complete. Some
of these poachers are well known, but we do not know
that any evidence has been collected against them.

It will be remembered that the country on the east side

of the Park is pretty well proteeted, from south of the

Gray Bull River north to the Montana line, through the

efforts of the local association which was organized

Iftrgeljr thjrougb the efforts of Col. Pickett, Mr. A. Rogers

and others; but this is a xwivate association, paying its

own men and receiving no help from the State. At the

last session of the Wyomiug Legislature, Col. Pickett, of

that body, procured the passage of a good game law
which is still in force, but this law exists only on the

statute books. The result of the efforts made by Col.

Pickett and his association has been a very considerable

increase in the game throughout the Territory covered by

his protective society. The butchers have learned that

in that country they cannot kill, and the game is not

unduly disturbed. In view of what has been accom-
plished here, and the fq,ct that Wyoming has a good

game law, it certainly seems that it would be worth
while for the State to spend a little money to enforce that

law and protect its game, which is certainly worth more
to it om the hoof than it is dead. A small force of efli-

cient game constables, who should patrol the country

south and east of the Park, reporting at certain intervals

to some chief, could in a short time, we believe, put an

end to the game and fish butchery, which is now a dis-

grace to the newest of our States.

We venture to predict that if a movement in this direc-

tion were to be made, Col. Pidkett would be glad to give

the State the benefit of his great experience, and in this

way to help on this much needed work.

A GOOD APPOINTMENT.

ALMOST from the time that the project for a National

Zoological Park at Washington took shape, it has

been felt that the Yellowstone Park might furnish many
specimens of our native mammals for exhibition there.

Such specimens could be captm-ed for this good purpose

without in any way interfering with the game supply in

the Park, and the wild animals there are so abundant and

so tame, that it is almost possible to make a selection of

the finest specimens for transportation to their new home
in the East.

Although game is plenty and tame in the National

Park, the animals have not reached such a point of gen-

tleness that it is possible to go out and put a rope around

the neck of a moose, or a buffalo and lead him into the

barn. These animals must still be trapped, and to trap

them successfully calls for the services of a man familiar

with their habits. While it is no doubt true that there

are many men in the West who are competent to under-

take this work, we are glad to learn that the choice of

the authorities has fallen on the very one who, in our

opinion, is best qualified to perform it. This man is our

correspondent, Mr, Elwood Hofer.

Mr. Hofer, who is known to many readers of the For-

est AND Stream by his writings, is an old mountain man,

a sportsman, an ardent lover of nature, and a close ob-

server of all her works. He is a man of great nerve and

courage, as was shown by the difficult and dangerous

snowshoe trip, which he made in the dead of winter

through the National Park as special commissioner for

the Forest and Stream, The graphic report of that

trip, which was published in our columns in 1887, excited

great public interest, and was widely copied.

Mr. Hofer has resided in or near the Yellowstone Park

for a good many years, and takes the deepest interest in

the protection of that reservation. His appointment as

Smithsonian trapper will be a good thing, not only for

the Zoological Park at Washington, but also for the

National Park; for in the discharge of his duties he will

of necessity be much abroad, and will have an opportun-

ity, while traveling about the Park, to look out for forest

fires and for poachers, who may slip into the Park to kill

game. His appointment is therefore, in a certain degree,

like the appointment of another civilian scout for the

Park.

It is satisfactory to know that among those persons

who have been most deeply interested in the National

Park, there is but one opinion as to Mr. Hofer's fitness for

his new position, and that all these persons have cordially

united in recommending him for the appointment he has

received.

New York fishermen who have taken Hudson River

salmon in their nets have not always complied with the

law, which says that the fish must be freed, but have

taken them over to Jersey City, where there being no

law, a ready sale was found. Now New Jersey has passed

a salmon law, drafted by Commissioner Blackford, and

uniform with the New York law, A capital instance of

co-operatiYe legislation.

SNAP SHOTS.

T^HERE was a large attendance at the Assembly hear-

ing at Albany last Thursday to consider the codiflca^

tion bill. Fish Commissioner Burden objected to any re-

duction of the number of Fish Commissioners, and asked
that the present members should retire by lot, one eac^
year, beginning with Oct, 1 of this year. He showed
that the work could be better accomplished if the oflioe

were in New York. He recommended that 12in. should

be the lawful length for trout, and 9in. for black bass.

Mr, Horace White, of Syracuse, advocated the prohibition

of spring duck shooting, and Mr. F. E. Hamilton, of

Oswego, sustained him; and Mr, Reeves, of Smithport,

contended that Long Island gunners wanted spring shoot-

ing. Dr. S. B, Ward asked that professional men going

to the Adirondacks might have the privilege of hounding
deer after Sept. 5. Mr. Stevens, of the committee, said

that hounding in hot weather was cruel.

There is decided opposition to certain provisions of the

New York codification bill relating to the Fish Commis-
sion. This opposition is so strong as seriously to endanger
the entire measure. As Gen. Sherman points out in a

communication published to-day the laws relating to the

Commission need revision; and a consistent, definite law
is urgently desired. But is it not a mistake to hamper
the fish and game protection bill by this Fish Commis-
sion rider? We cannot at all afford to lose the entire

measure by reason of antagonism to the Fish Commis-
sion sections. It would be wiser to separate the two sub-

jects than to sacrifice the entire bill.

Historic Castle Garden, the emigrant reception depot,

having been abandoned by the Emigration Commis-
sioners, has come into the control of the Park Commis-
sioners, and remains to be converted to some public use.

Fish Commissioner Blackford proposes to convert the

building into a great aquarium to be maintained by the

city. Its position on the Battery is ideal for the reception

and maintenance of salt-water specimens; and the buil-

ding can readily be adapted to the purposes of an aquar-

ium. The scheme is worthy of careful consideration,

a public aquarium such as might here be established,

would furnish an immense amount of amusement and

instruction.

The old story of the apprentices who stipulated that

they should not be compelled to eat salmon everv day in

the week has its counterpart in an American tradition

that in the old times the slaves on a Maryland plantation

revolted because they were fed so exclusively on diamond-

back terrapin. With these delicacies now selling at $60

per dozen, that story sounds very much like a yarn.

A brief summary of the report of the committee of in-

vestigation as to the conduct of the National Fish Com-
mission was given last week, we publish a more com-

plete record to-day. It is a complete exoneration of Col.

McDonald.

The Massachusetts game importation enterprise is win-

ning fame for the Association in foreign parts, its work
having been favorably noticed by our contemjiorary, Le

Chenil, and other journals.^

The bill to repeal the charter of the West Jersey Game
Protective Society will probably come up in the Trenton

Legislature next Monday evening.

Revolver Championship.—The growing i)opularity of

revolver shooting has led to the making of scores far

beyond what the weapon was thought capable of making.

Minor improvements in loading, etc. , have brought the

arm up to a point of precision which should satisfy the

most critical user. Thus far the scores made have been

without any very precise conditions, and comparisons

have been diflacult to make. In order to bring about a

definite fixed championship record to determine the

amateur having the highest degree of credit as a shot,

Forest and Stream has undertaken the conduct of a

formal championship match. This is at the special

request of Mr. Walter Winans, whose laosition at the

head of the line of English revolver shooters is weU
known. He will contribute as an emblem of the cham-

pionship one of his own artistic pieces of sculpture done

in bronze, and the conditions, of which more will be said

in our next issue, will be made as open as possible and

an opportunity made for all to shoot in what promises to

be a> match of naore tha|j oysiisaxy importance,
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IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
XVI.—DOW NICATOWIS BRANCH.

WE got off early the next morning while as yet the
white frost made both ground and air chilly. As

we approached Darling's, seeing no smoke nor aiiy sign
of life, we thought to pass unseen; but when we were
still quite a distance away a man came to the doorway,
and we caught the shine of a field glsss leveled on us.
We drew up alongside of the landing and the man came
down for a chat. It was Charier Mqrey, of whose ex-
ploits I had heard so much—of 'his fleetness. strength,
agility, and of his adventures with the sheriif. which
have precisely the flavor of the tales of the merry green-
wood, and Like them are not unpopular as a fii-eside
entertainment. Why should such stories delight us if
they happened six hundred years or more ago in a foreign
land, and yet their counterparts of to-day or yesterday
happening close at home be passed by unnoticed? Here
they arc not so neglected: and it is a fact worthy of com-
ment, one without which the present attitude of the
people of this State toward the game laws cannot be fully
explained, that many, if not most, of us were brought up
on stories native to the soil, with our own Achilles the
dauntless and Odysseus the craftv, and our own Wat
Tylers and Robin Hoods, who defied the sheriffs and
loved the common people. Each little place has its cycle,
with its own list of heroes grouped about those of wider
fame. What robustness and dignity, and, in time, what
good literary form some of these acquire: the ujiimport-
ajit fades, the characteristic grows more clear, tlie figures
rise into form and color and we have the beginning of an
epic even in the nineteenth centmy. But to strangers
these things do not appear so plainly! and they dp not see
the hold they have upon our imaginations: for we do not
talk much of what most nearly affects us. My childish
O Jyssey, preferred before the great original, was of tales
of hunting on the Tobique with Leonard and Philbrook
and Peol Antoine Tomah; and to this daymy Robin Hood
ballads read better with the names of living people. But
it is a mistake to speak of Jack Darling as the modern
Robin Hood: the situation may warrant a comparisoD, but
there is no point of personal resemblance: Charles Morey,
however, would make up admirablv as Will Scarlet.
Father walked from the foot of the lake to the head of

Nicatovis Carry, while .Jot and I went down by stream.
We found plenty of water. There were two or three sets
of little rips, of wMch only the one just above the carry
deserves a name. The rest of the stream is good plaiia
canoeing. Nicatowis Falls, however, is called "very bad
water." Although Morey told us that he usually ran it
and others sometimes do the same, watermen equally
skilled, but less rashly adventurous, prefer to lug both
their loads and their canoes two miles across the carry.
Few who go to Nicatowis ever see the falls, for the road
does not follow the river, but many doubtless have heard
the story of how, one day in the" spring when a heavy
freshet was pouring over the falls and the drive had just
got down to them, Isaiah Morey, father of Charles,
stood up before all the men and gave them 'the dare, say-
ing he would run that place if he could find a man for
bowman. No one could rmi it, that they all knew: but
any one around Nicatowis can tell you how Lon Spearen
stepped out with, "Fm your man, Isaiah," and held him
to it; how Lonz followed the precept to obey orders if it
breaks owners and held to his rope: how Isaiah had noth-
ing to say afterward except (with a sniff), "Didn't think
'twas so bad."' When all the rest of the world has for-
gotten it the owner of that batteau will still remember.

It was our own Big Sebattis Mitchell who ran Nesowa-
duchuni Falls on the West Branch one spring. Everybody
knows what kind of water that is. Joe Aitteon—Thoreau's
Joe—was at the end of the carry with the other boats*
crews and saw him and his bowmanmake the leap. Thev
lia-d just lugged their boats across, but this was too much
for them. They shouldered the boats again, staggered
back,under the load, put in and ran. Why tell of the
boats crushed on the rocks, of the number drowned? The
same thing happens too often. Joe Aitteon, at least,
lived to be drowned at another place, in another way.
Only one more. There are tho?e four Penobscot In-

dians, well known to us, who in 1876 ran Canaan Falls on
the Connecticut, The brother of one of them told the
tale. It was imnavigable water, and they were in the
eddy below the pier of the bridge which crosses the river
just above the falls, holding on by a ringbolt waitiug,
when word went abroad that the Penobscot Indians were
going to run the falls. People began to gather on the
bridge. The Indians below looked up at the line of faces
above them and below at the black water, swelling in
ridges as it gathered its strength for its white plunge
among the rock. Sappiel Or%3n was one, Sebat Ciossian
was one, little Sebat Solomon was one—better watermen
never w-ere; they consulted ; no man ever had run the
place, man could not do it, but the honor of the tribe de-
manded it: it was a mistaken rumor that had brought the
spectators, but—the pity of it and the tragedy !—to dis-
appoint them meant dishonor to the tribe. "Old man,
younk man, boy, gal. all sort, was there. Oldtown Injun
she got great name ribber drivin'. We mus' go. vVe
know it was die, but we mus'n' go back on our name,"
said the brother, speaking out his approbation of the act
and his wUUngTiess to do the same. They went. One
died; three were saved by a miracle. They were drunk
when they did it, they weres, unlettered Indians at best:
but call up the knighthest knight of all antiquity, Bayard
or Lancelot, and ask if he ever did a deed more noble,
more devoted, more honorable to Honor, and when he
answers Nay, I will call up four more like these, and four
more, and four more, until he cries he never saw any
army all so knightly. That is the Penobscot waterman.
That is the kind of story on which Penobscot chUdreu
are brought np.
At the upper end of Nicatowis carry, which is part of

the woods road from Oilman's to Nicatowis, there is a hill,

and on the hill there is a camp, and at the camp we found
a man who was waiting for Darling to come in from
'Lowell. Porter was his name, and for a reasonable sum
•we got him to answer to it and help us. But first we
hunted around in the beeches and drew forth our hidden
supplies, some of which weie the worse for water, espe-
cially the potatoes and the angleworms. (Good gentle-
men, we do fish with a worm when the fishes prefer

worms). Frankly, the worms were all dead, having been
drowned by the frequent rains.
This carry is the best two-mile carry I ever saw in the

State, not excepting Northeast Carry." I claim to know
because I lugged on it myself. Usually this is not per-
mitted; and, being entirely under masculine control, and
very submissive, I can seldom steal a chance to carry
anything but my handbag. But in the present instance,
as there was a little more than two loads for each of the
three men, rather than have the expedition delayed while
one man traveled two miles and back for a mere handful
of small articles, I was allowed to be usefiil. True, I got
Jack Mann's load—two axes, a fish-pole, a frying-pan, a
bundle of ropes, my heavy jacket and the two grape
baskets—not much in pounds but a fine assortment for
inconvenience, for the jacket had a satin lining and was
as hard to hold as an otter, the frying-pan was not desir-
able as a near neighbor, and the axes and fishing pole
utterly refused to fellowship; if one pointed eastand west,
the other two pointed north and south, and to the zenith
and nadir. But we all held together until we were across.

It is worth narrating that I inquired of our porter about
that noise which we heard at Gassobeeis. "Oh, you
always heax that about Nicatowis." I was piqued at the
reply; it was just such an answer as woodsmen often
make to greenhorns to put them off, and—is it going be-
yond the bounds of modesty?—there didn't seem to be
any call for such an answer in the present instance. It
was not so easy to believe in the supernatural when in-
vited by another person; and so I told Father. "It's the
blasting on the foundations of the great pulp mills at
Montague (Howland),'" he said with an illumination,
"thii-ty miles away, due west; that's why we heard it at
noon and night." But in justice to our porter, it should
be stated that I am informed from a most trustworthy
source that before a storm there is frequently heard at
Nicatowis a rumbling like thunder, proceeding from the
south, never explained, but conjectured to be blasting in
the mines at Bluehill.
In the afternoon we ran down Nicatowis Branch to

Pistol Green. For several miles the stream runs tlirough
meadows and rash grounds, with a strong current but
no miick water. In places the tushes are so thick that
it is hard to free a passage. Further down the right bank
is low and wooded with swamp maple, while the left
bank, toward which the stream sweeps and from which
it retreats again with sinuous curves, is a high horseback,
wooded with birch, maple, poplar- and black growth. It
is a part of that great Springfield-Deblois horseback which
extends across the country for more than a hundred
miles, perhaps the finest and most interesting horseback
we have in the State.
Pistol Green, our camping ground for the night, is just

above the mouth of Pistol Stream and a mile above the
fork of the Passadumkeag, the most famous campground
in the region from time immemorial.

XVII.—UP MAIN STREAM.

If it were not for telling those who have been there
what they know already, the trip up Main Stream might
just as well be left a blank; we saw nothing except peo-
ple, did nothing except paddle against a strong current
and there is nothing to tell except guide-book facts.
However, it is worth mentioning that when we reached

the trout-hole which Al McLain spoiled by rolling in a
rock, Father heard a partridge drumming on the ridge
back from the stream and started in after him. When he
returned he brought back the partridge, more pleased
than if he had killed a deer. To locate a "drummer" by
the sound, creep up to him on the log and kill him is the
most difficult piece of hunting ever done in Maine. It
requires the very best efforts of a born hunter, for the
sound is very deceptive, ic ceases the moment the pursuer
gets in sight, they are many times shyer than a deer and
for some cause unexplained shot seems to have less effect
on them than at other times. Is it sportsmanlike to kill
them so? Yes; and those who say it is not cannot per-
form the feat.

The Main Stream is principally meadow and crooks.
A few rounded bushes, springing up among the grass, do
not relieve the monotony of the banks; and patches of
p-'ckerel-weed, moose-ear, and lily pads do not improve
the paddling on the turns, which are so frequent that a
long canoe like ours needs a hinge in her, as the hunters
say, to work her round the curves. On the left, going
up, Wyman Brook comes in. Cold Springs, on the right,
is the first camp ground. We di-ew up here a moment to
look at the signs, and Father announced that a large
party had camped here not more than two nights before,
from the beds that they were fishing instead of hunting;
various signs that .they had at least two women with
them, from new rubber tracks; that a little way up
stream we should see a bright blue canoe, from paint on
a rock. At Maple Growth, on the end of the carry to
Spring Lake, we passed the blue canoe; at Lower Taylor
Brook we passed two men, evidently of the same party,
fishing; a little above we saw two women and seven men
cranberrying—all as the signs had foretold.

•Just above the bog where these last were, the stream
grows narrower, with alders and wild raisins and,
notably, the tali wild raisin (Vibimium lentago) whicii
here reaciies the diameter of 6in. The high bush cran-
berry (I ftif?-?i?{7rt opuliis) is abundant also, though this
was not a fruitful year for them. It is one of our best
native fruits, the only sauce for venison when one has
learned how to prepare it; but those who do not know
how may be left to experiment for themselves, thereby
increasing their enjoyment when they know how.
At this part of the stream, which is more tedious than

any that precedes, is an artificial cut called the LcTsver
Dugout; then on the right comes Upper Taylor Brook,
where the trout are always dark-bellied, while those in
the stream ju«t outside have pink bellies; on the lefc
above, Brown Brook; then the Two Brothers, good-sized
rocks in the middle of the stream, more crooks, taller
trees, the Oxbow, where a carry of a few rods cuts off
half a mile or less of stream, Dobsy Carry on the right,
the Upper Dugout, and, above, the ponds in which the
Passadumkeag takes its rise, and the Indian Carry to
Upper Dobsy.
The way was long but not tedious; every turn sug-

gested some incident which might or did happen there,
and the succession of turns and stories rivalled in number
and continuity the similar series of which the fair Sche-
herazade made herself so agreeable. From his hunting
trip here with Lon Spearen twelve years before, Jot de-
tailed all the scenes in Long's adventures with the fire,

and Father told with effect the story of the man at Cold
Springs who mistook sandpeeps for'game, while Mr. Fair-
bank's public-spirited service in cutting off the big end of
a green ash tree which had been felled across the stream
while everybody el^e went around the top, was not for-
gotten. And like Dinarzade in the story, we said of each
one, "I find this the most entertaining of all; pray give
us another."
Just below the carry to Upper Dobsy we shot a duck

and heard a partridge drumming. To hear partridges
drumming in the fall of the year bodes foul weather; but
Father's treatment of all such bad signs reminds us of
Tom Dana and the robin. This time, however, the par-
tridge got away wing-broken, and probably hid in some
of the rotten cedar stumps which abounded there. We
trailed him five or six rods and lost the sign where the
cedars were thickest.
As this was only a short distance from the carry we

decided to camp here for the night. Such a bed and such
a fire! Sancho Panza blesses the man who invented
sleep; but no man should stand higher in the calendar of
Maine saints than he who fii'st taught the virtues and the
uses of good dry poplar.

XVin.—THE CARRY TO UPPER DOBSY.

The next morning it rained. On Machias it had been
necessary to wait for the weather; but here, as we were
not intending to lug on the carry but only wished to see
it and the lake, a little raiir could not hinder us. So, put-
ting off the execution of our threat against rubber coats
and mackintoshes until we should get where we did not
need them , we sallied forth to cross the carry. There was
a slapping of wet rubber garments, the ghostly, emjoty
sound of rubber boots walking and the soft sqirmh of the
same withdrawn from the suck of mud and moss. Three
miles and twenty rods that carry measures, and all the
way over and back there was the sound of the flapping
and the walking, and most of the way it rained right
merry marching music. •
The carry to Upper Dobay is a good one. There is a

little lowland near the Passadumkeag, which, on the
present occasion, was wet; but mostjof the way lies across
a rocky ridge, rising, heavily wooded and 'with much
good hemlock still uncut, gradually from the stream.
The road is easy to tra^vel, but would not be easy for a
stranger to follow because it has been so cross-hauled and
blocked by trees felled into it. Apparently it has been
little used of late. If i^ere has been much travel from
Main Stream to St. Croix, it has probably gone by way of
the old Indian Carry from Weir Pond to Upper Dobsy,
since that is only a third the length of this.

As we went up the Passadumkeag slope. Father told us
of a smuggler, who, years ago, had died on this carry
when on the way across from the Provinces, and who was
buried here. The spot had been marked by a fence of
logs, rudely^ but substantially put up, as men mark Mor-
tality, seeking to defy it. But Time had mossed the logs
and gradually had mouldered them to the general level.
When last he.saw the place there had been nothing to
markit—a little hollow sunken like a cradle and a round-
holed beech tree once blazed with some rude mark or
symbol at the head. After the years that had passed
since then, he was not sure that he could recognize the
place. But he knew it by intuition, though now the
lusty beech showed scarcely a mark on its round trunk,
and the little hollow, which is yearly growing less, will
soon reach the level of the surrounding earth. The
smuggler's grave—we stood by it a moment in rhe mist,
without gloom or disheartenment. Even there Life had
conquered Death; in place of tlie signs which marked
Mortality %vas the living, growing tokens of the Immor-
tality which succeeds.
There are many such graves in the woods, "under the

sod and the dew, waiting the Judgment Day." Murder
and accident and disease each have their graves, equally
unmarked and equally indistinguishable. They say that
there are'^four on the old Indian Carry just above: and
last year at the head of Pamedumcook the pseudo-guide,
whom we dubbed the Professor of Woodcraft, told us a
long story about a number between Polly wog Pond and
Rainbow Lake; which may not be true, for the man is the
champion liar of J;he State since Uncle Bill Barrett died.
If one were to search out all these tales of the woods there
would be a strange collection of them, from the story of
the retributive justice which faced Old Dirty Donald at

I

his ending to that of Nolan's murder; from the srewsome
,
tale of Larry Connor's skull to the simple incident at

I which smiles and tears are blended, of how Joe Aitteon's
; hoots hung for years in rain and shine at Shad Pond,
where they found him, viewed with respect by all the

( river-drivers, a strange but touching memorial of their

I

affection for the governor.*
On the height of the ridge between the Passadumkeag

' and Dobsy, and about three-fourths of the way across(for
the short, steep slope is toward Dobsy ), is the old Dobsy
Farm. For many years cattle have been pastured here in
summer and the old barn kept in repair; but when last

seen the little shanty on the pilace was yielding to the as-
saults of time and the weather. Therefore we were some-
what surprised to see that the little house had been patched
up for habitation, and that an effort was being made to

reclaim the farm from life-everlasting to live-for-ever.
They say that from this point, which is the height of laud
between Penobscot and St. Croix waters, there is a grand
view of Katahdin ; but it was lost on us. A thick mist
covering everything, and the pouring rain, in which we
made our appearance, must have made our little pleasure
trip appear "a highly quixotic proceeding to the three men
in the barn, who suddenly were aware of a rubber-coated
procession, armed with gun and hatchet, emerging from
the mist close upon them.
We went down to the i'l.ke, but it was scarcely more

visible than Katahdin. The water was very clear, and it

must be a pretty lake, for there are hills about. A fea-
ture of the carry-end is a large scarlet-fruited thorn of
unusual beauty, laden with fruit, the nearest to being
edible of any thorn-plums I ever saw. This is damning
with faint praise; but, i'ather to the contrary, I am per-
suaded thatthe excellencies of the thorn-plum, as Thoreau

* The aatiquarian should be cautioned against mistaking for
these, relica a pair which I once left haneing npon a tree near the
outlet of the same pmid—mn^h travelpd shoes that had seen the
wliole of northern Maine, a sood deal of t're country between
Glens Falls o-n the Hudson and 'he pinnacle of St. Avmand, that
had climbed Katahdin, and woe's rhe day they ever were left he-
hind, that should have bean made to travel from Shad Pond to
Mattawamkeag that hot August weather instead of the new pair
that took their place,—F. P. H,
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admitted of its relative the wild apple, are not inherent,
but depend on the forgiving disposition of the eater.
We called at the little farmhouse on the way back, and,

finding that the eldest of the men had known Eod Parh?,
with whom in his youth Father had hunted and frater-
nized, we spent some time there. To have known Eod
Parhs is a passport to favor. A famous rifle shot and
deer hunter, as well as a widely-known lumberman, popu-
lar even from the stories which such a reputation
mtdtiplies, Parhs had also that magnetic power which
attracts and repels; he had enemies, but his friends he
drew clope to him, and those who knew him, such was
his selective power, are no strangers to each other.
Un the way back we noticed wliei'e a bear had been

trapped in the summer—late in June or early in July we
judged from, the leaves on the dead alders—and from the
lur around it was evident that he had spoiled while in
the trap. He had been caught in the alders by the clog
of the trap becoming entangled, and in his efforts to get
free he had chewed and torn the bushes until they were
beaten into broom?. There is, or was, at Pistol Green a
hemlock tree which had the top, where it was fuUy six
inches in diameter, gnawed entirely off by a bear'that
had climbed it with his trap and become caught up
among the branches.
After dinner there was some delay on account of the

\veather and a discussion as to whetlier we should lie

about the camp for the afternoon or, taldng our chances
of rain or shine, go on down sti-eam. Our temper is of
the kind which grows more valiant when the odds are
against us: and we started out. It must be twelve miles
to Fork and we were three hours making, for though the
current was with us, the turns of the stream were so
frequent that every few moments we would lose oui-

headway. As we got to the Fork and the early twilight
began to draw on we discussed the chances that some
one else would have taken our camping place at the
Green, as well as the good pile of dry poplar which we
had left against our return; and our uneasiness increased
the nearer we got, until—as we poled up the swift Nica-
towis Branch, now on one side of the stream, now on the
other, wherever the bottom was best and the water shoal-
est, scaring our old heron from his perch among the
maples—we became quite apprehensive. It was a
relief to find our fears gi'oundless. Wood and camping
place were both undisturbed. Of coiu-se our tent poles
and pins were there and our vfood ready; but though we
camped from 40 to oOyds. from the stream, in seven min-
utes by the watch we had our tent pitched and our fire

burning. Fannie Pearsox Hardy,

MEXICO TWO YEARS AFTERWARD.
\/|"OEE than two years ago I tried to impai-t to the
ItJL "goodlie companie" around the camp-fire yclept
Forest and Stream, some of the novelty of a "First
Hunt in Mexico.'l Justice to truth requires that I should
refer to one or two things set forth in that narrative.
Perhaps no reader of this remembers them ; I hope no
one does. It isn't nice to take things back, I recall,
however, two, if not more, references by j'our corres-
pondents to the mysterious "animals" that were supposed
to inhabit Bocas Lake. One ridiculed the story, as it de-
served, and the other expressed some curiosity about it.

Since that first trip I have been to Bocas m'any times.
I can go in the morning and come back the same day.
A week or two ago I was there with a pleasant little
party. The old rock quarry is now abandoned, no Amer-
icans are to be fouyd there, and the straw- thatched
adobe, in which I was so well lodged and made so
welcome on my first trip is going to ruins. In my Acme
I have rowed again and again over the little blue lake,
seen it full and wide and again almost dry. The last
time I was there the choppy waves were high enough to
dash over the sides of the boat, wetting our guns and
rather dismaying the ladies of the party. I have killed
many ducks, and passed many pleasant hours about the
little lake, but never seen the "animals" since that first
visit. I long ago settled down to the belief that they
were only schools of small fish. There is a little insipid
fellow about 6iu, long that is fairly abundant there, I
don't know his name—not even his surname. • I don't
study fishes any more. I can scarcely bear to r«ad the
yarns in the '-Sea and Eiver'' department. One can't try
to go a-Qthing in this county.
One other romance must go. Sic transit gloria. Maxi-

milian never owned the Bocas hacienda nor had anything
to do with the little church whose white towers shine in
double splendor, reflected in tbe clear waters below and
outlined agoinst the rusty gray of the barren hills. Its
present owners have had possession since about the time
of the French invasion, and Don Juan told me that if
Maximilian had ever had anything to do with it he cer-
tainly would have heard of it. Besides, I was told by
Don Luis Espinosa, my host of Angostura, that his an-
cestors, who were of the Spanish nobility, long included
Bocas among their possessions, which comprised a strip
of land of some twenty miles in width, reaching from
west of Bocas straight through eastward to the Gulf of
Mexico, a distance of some four hundi-ed miles. Think
of the scion of some old Dutch family pointing out as the
domain of his fathers a belt of land, wide as an ordinary
county, from New York city westward to the middle of
Ohio. But revolutions, a favorite diversion a few years
ago in Mexico, brigandage, and the uncertainty of mar-
kets and the labor supply made such large holdings
unprofitable. Much of this territory is still in the family,
which is a large one, bui it is now divided up. Some of
the places still seem very large, but they are in the hands
of large-hearted gentlemen, who love their country and
their countrymen, and who meet even the stray "gi-'ingo"
with a hospitality so generous that he unconsciously
relaxes the severity of his views on the subject of large
land-holdings.
The Maximilian story is still current among Americans

here. Only; last night- in the post office I heard one
recounting it to some new arrivals. He is a hunter and
ought to know better. But for "miscellaneous misinfor-
mation," to use a felicitous phrase of Mr, Roosevelt, com-
mend me to the American in Mexico. After he has been
here a few months he knows just enough Spanish to mis-
undt-rstana every thing he hears. His desire to tell won-
derful stories ia rn exact pvoporcion to his lack of infor-
mation. What he tells should usually be taken with a
grain of salt—a whole sackful, in faet. Aztbo.
Saw Pososj, Mesioo.

THE WOODCOCK'S NOISE.
HALIFAX, N. S., Jan. 2S.—Editor Forest and Stream:

^

Kindly correct my letter in yours of Jan. 22 to read
"hon" not woodcock hen, and "Robt. Morrow" not Narrow.

I note that a writer in Forest and Stream states that
some cock do not whistle in August, in fact, are com-
pletely noigeless, while another writer states he has seen
the bird flying about, opening his bill, and making sounds
like c-r-e e-h e, c r-e e-Jc-e. Both these gentlemen confirm
my views, as all sounds are vocal and are made at the
will of the bird.
A woodcock flushed, when he frrst comes here, in

March, before the snow is off the ground, and in April,
May, June, July and August will make the same whistle
just as loud and just as strong and long as when flsushed
in October and November, if he wants to, and I have
heard and seen them at the different times stated. Bat
he does not always make the whistle, for sometimes,
whciu put up, he will go off without a sound. You catch
a glimpse, mark him down, put him up again, when he
will whistle loud and strong as possible. Now if this is
caused by tbe wings why don't we hear it every time the
bird is flushed, and how could the wings cause that long,
tremulous, unbroken sound. The very thrill in the wliist'le
shows that it must come from the throat and could not
be cont^-olled or caused by the wings.
Previous to '88 our cock shooting began on Aug. 1. In

one cover, on first day of each year, I shot nine birds,
each time in company with Dr, John F. Black, of this
city, and in almost every case the cock when flushed
would whistl-e. I have put the birds up in May, June
and July, when fishing and when hunting for their nests,
and the birds would whistle then just the same as in any
other month.

I have seen a cock put out of the cover in August, by
rny spaniels, come right close by me, and alight in full
view, in the open, without uttering one sound, and the
bird instead of running a short distance, as is usual with
them after alighting, has simply squatted down close to
the earth, and kept both his wings extended to their full
spread, not out straight, nor up in the air, but curved
and nestling on the ground. In this position I watched
him until dogs came up, and not until, as it seemed to
me. they pretty nearly had him in their mouth did the
bird jump, using his wings as a kind of lever, to shove
him up as it were, with a bound, from the ground—as a
dusky duck jumps from the water at flash of one's gun—
and off he would go, whistling like fun.
Another writer in your columns says, "The cock let

themselves down thuough the air, with their wings set
edgewise, making a loud rushing noise."

_
What is the reason the whistle is not heard about that

time? As this occurs at dusk and in the evening I have
not been able to note the exact position of their wings,
nor how they were set, but I state most positively that
they go round and round in cucles. making a 'vocal
sound, like two, two, two, as described in my last letter,
and exactly like the twitter made by a lot of chimney
swallows, when they are chasing one "another about in
circles overhead, the sound goes faster and faster, until
at last it is merged or lost in their long tremulous
whistle, and when they alight they go speak, sjpeak.
This they invariably do, and it proves conclusively that
the sounds are vocal.
The night hawks, when flying around in the evenings,

go speak, sp e-a k, but go near their young or nesting
places, and how soon they snap.their bills and elnck, chick,
cluck, in your face, or light on the ground, drop their tail
and wings, spread them out, and drag themselves along,
uttering a twittering whistle, all of which is vocal. Now
see them again, way up in the blue skv, almost out of
sight, hear them come swooping down, 100, 500 and 1,000
yards distant, making a tremendous whirl with their
wings, but you don't catch the least sign or sound of a
whistle.

The snipe when flushed discloses his whereabouts by
his vocal skeep. His wings go with as much rapidity as
the woodcock's, but you hear no whistle, and the whistle
made by him of an evening in spring when flying around
overhead is vocal, like his skeep, and the' woodcock's
whistle.
Not the slightest doubt but that the cock whistle is

vocal. If Mr. Brewster ever gets this way in spring time,
let him come to me and I will take him to grounds of the
cock, my dogs will put them up, and I will guarantee the
whistle is there, just the same, just as strong as in Octo-
ber, It is a curious bird, king of sport, makes funny
sounds, but all are vocal. H. Austen.
Halifax, N. S.

Editor Foi^est and Sti^eam:
In a recent issue of your paper I find the following

statement, made by a correspondent: "No one believes
the skeep of the snipe is made by the wings, nor axe the
booming notes they utter when circling around overhead
of a spring evening."
Now, I am inclined to agree"with Mr. Austen as to the

sfceep being vocal, but of the "booming" or "bleating" I
had other ideas, and as evidence would submit the fol-
lowing extract from Darwin's "Descent of Man." Speak-
ing of the bleating of the European snipe he savs: "No
one was able to explain the cause until M. Meves ob-
served that on each side of the tail the outer feathers are
peculiarly formed, having a stiff", sabre-shaped shaft
with the oblique barbs of unusual length, the outer webs
being strongly bound together. He found that by blow-
ing on these feathers, or by fastenuag them to a long,
thin stick and waving them rapidly through the air he
coidd exactly reproduce the drumming noise made by
the living bird."
All interested in the use of attenuated feathers should

read the chapter of which the above is an extract; but
for the present purpose, and remembering that the bleat-
ing of the snipe is only heard when the bird is rushing
downward with quivering wings and spread tail, I think
the evidence pretty good that this sound is not vocal.
The nearest relative our woodcock has is the woodcock

of Europe, and the principal difference between the
birds is in the structure of the point of the wing, the
European woodcock not having the first three primaries
attenuate, but only the first slightly narrowed. Now, as
it is probable the' habits of such closely allied species
wsuld be somewhat siniilar it would be interesting to

know if this bird, that never has those peculiar, all im
portant feathers, moulting or not moulting, ever twitters
as he jumps from cover. I have had some acquaintance
with the European cock, but have no notes on this par-
ticular point, and will not trust my memory. But some
of your readers who have had more experience with the
bird might give us the needed information.

Wm. E. Prabger.
BlEOKUK, lojya.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
/ HEN a brood of grouse separate, which they do

about Sept. 1, the birds select some place apart,
usually some pleasant and sunny nook near the edge of a
woods and in the close vicinity of springs or running
water, as they drink freq,uently, being natm-ally very
thirsty birds.

They rarely leave this place, except for the purpose of
betaking themselves to some feeding ground-, usually not
very far distant, morning and evenings, or when driven
away by an intruder. In this latter case they take several
flights to lead their pursuer away, even crossing fields
and entering another woods, and then after an interval
return by one long flight, Sometimes, instead of flying,'
they will walk or run the whole distance back.
One day while going aloug^a road that ran through a «^

grove I started a grouse and he flew toward the end of it
and lit on the ground. There was quite a deep ditch that
ran parallel with the road at the distance of about 20ft.
When I reached the end I was unable to find the bird and
was puzzled to know what had become of him. Happen-
ing to look along the ditch or drain, which was perfectly
dry at that season, I discovered in it the grouse walking
deliberately back. We had passed each other at that
short distance. The grouse knew I could not see him
while there and had taken that means of return.
Young grouse when driven from their home have a

habit of lying or sitting on the ground behind a small
tree with nothing visible but their heads and thus await-
ing the approach of their pursuer, sometimes not flying
until he is as close as within loft, of them. I have never
known an old grouse to do this.

'

The grouse when pursued rarely, if ever, alights on
spots of the same character twice 'in succession. If on
his first flight he alight again on the ground the chances
are he will on his second do so in a tree, and so as to the
elevation on the ground, if on the high.ground on his
first, he will betake himself to the low on his second.
A covey of grouse fly from the ground in one of two

ways. Either they will ail rise at once in the foi-m of a
crescent and fly eft" in diverging lines. Or the old bird
taking the lead the young-will follow at intervals of two
or three seconds. This latter is the more usual way.
The ruffed grouse is a bird of the forest. I have once

or twice seen one walking on an open meadow, but he is
generally too wary and fearful to be caught at any great
distance from cover. The grouse is sometimes tempted
to go out a little way from the timber or cover to visit
old dead logs that may lie near. I have several times
seen them in such situations. Perhaps they feed upon
the grubs, perhaps they go there to sun themselves.
When the autumn is past and winter and snow are^

come the grouse resort to the dense dwarf evergreens,
from thence on frosty mornings they go to the sunny
hillsides to lie among the brown leaves and enjoy the
warmth, and particularly near a spring where the grass
is green through the whole season, •

I have seen but one grouse sitting on her nest. It was
in a large and rather open woods, where a herd of cattle
were wont to roam and go to a spring within it for water.
Her nest consisted of a mere depression in the ground,
rather shallow, at the base of a hemlock tree. I discov-
ered this grouse by accident, while I was walking
through the woods in the latter part of May. I had
passed rather close without disturbing her. when happen-
ing to turn round and look back I saw her. After that
I went every day to the forest to see the sitting grouse,
and standing oft' about 25yds. behind a tree enjoyed the
sight. I was never fortunate enough to find he'r away
from the nest and so could not tell the exact number of
her eggs. She undoubtedly left her nest for food and
drink; but at what times I could not say.
After two weeks' watching, on my last visit the grouse

was gone, and the nest was found deserted, A few
broken egg shells were in the nest andsome were scatttred
around. I examined the nest or depression rather critic-
ally; it appeared to be a natural depression in the earth
lined with moss, and was between two roots of the tree,
which projected slightly above the ground; the center
was about 24in. below the surrounding surface. There
w^as no cover whatever around the nest, nor was it in
any manner concealed. On the side leading to a dense
and favorite cover for grouse adjacent to the large woods
there were shells extending along for about 10ft., and t
judged this was the direction the mother and her brood
had taken. Dorp.

Almost a Tragedy.—We were driving along following
a winding road through the alders on the way to the
Pickerel Pond, Phon, Hi and I. when Phon, leaning over
the side of the sleigh,,said: "See that partridge track?"
It followed along the road for a rod or so when it was
joined by another. No mistaking that one: that's Mr.
Fox's. How slyly he crept along trailing the bird, as a
hound would him. See there, that is where he jumped
at the unsuspecting bird buried in the snow. But he
didn't get him. All" those httle pieces of snow were scat-
tered by the bird when he got up. But if it hadn't been
for that little pile of alder trimmings left there by some
chopper (and being partly buried in the snow Mr. Fox did
not see them from his side of the house) this tale would
have been different. His paws struck on them and away
went the bird from beneath them. Clucking to the mare
we jogged on to the pond commenting on the uncertain-
ties of life.—Dexter (Albany).

Winter Robins in New England.—Under the head
of "Wititer Robins in New England" a Massachusetts
wi-iter notes with surprise a flock of these pretty songsters
that wintered with him. It may be unusual in some sec-
tions of that State, but directly back of where I live, in
what is known as Deep Hollow, a good-sized flock of
robins have made their home, and for the past three
winters have never migrated, to my certain knowledge,
as I have seen them nearly every day during that time.

—

J. W.
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EXPERIENCE WITH RATTLESNAKES.
WHEN I first went West, in '76, rattlers were very-

plenty during tlie siitnmer months in certain pai-ts

of Montana, much too plenty tor pleasure for one whom
business, riding the range, constantly brought him in con-
tact with tliem. My sheep herders would kiJl as many as
two and three, and often more, rattlesnakes a day.
So plenty were they that the sheep were constatxtly

being bitten by them, and although an old sheep would,
if possible, steer clear of a snake, the curiosity of the
lambs would lead them to investigate any peculiar mov-
ing object, and ijroceediug to walk up and smell a snake
they were usually bitten.

The herders would carry a little paper of cooking soda
or a small vial of stronger water of ammonia in their
pockets for tise when necessary. The sheep would invari-

ably be bitten on some part of the head or under the jaw.
When first noticed the herder would catch the sheep,
lance the bitten place in several places with his pen knife
and squeeze out the poisonous water, rubbing the soda or

ammonia into the cuts and all around the part bitten. If

bitten in a vein the poison seemed to circulate so quickly
through the system that death soon followed. If bitten

elsewhere, and immediately doctored, the evil effects were
generally of not much consequence and the sheep was
all right again in a few daj«. I have seen sheep which
had been bitten in the heaid, and for which nothing was
done, swell fearfully, and finally the hair and wool would
come off of the head, and by degrees they would get well.

One day a fine mare was bitten in the jaw, and a horse,

used on a mowing machine, was bitten in the leg. Soda
was the only remedy used in each case, and they soon
recovered.
My herder was once using a collie pup of which he was

very proud. He sent it around tlie sheep, whensuddenly
it jumped to one side and began to cry, and came back
to him; he thinking she had stepped on a prickly pear
was examining her foot, when he saw she had been
snake-bitten and was fast swelling. He was near a
spring, and taking off his drawers he tied a string around
the lower end of one leg and partly filled the sack thus
formed with soft mud. In this sack of mud he placed
the dog, and carried her with him all day, renewing the
mud as opportunity offered. At night when he reached
camp he blistered the dog's leg with turpentine, but the
poor thing seemed to suffer so from it that he washed the
turpentine off and used soda water. The next day the
dog was able to follow him, and in a few days was as
well as ever. I once cured a sheep bitten by a rattler, by
lancing it and using turpentine externally. Next day
the sheep was all right.

A friend of mine.an old kunter,had been shooting prairie

dogs, on which there was a bounty of 10 cents per head
In making his morning round he would ])ile up the dogs
he had killed in one place, go on to another pla,ce and
make another pile, and so on till he was ready to return,
when he would skin each dog and take the skin to camp.
A rattler was concealed beneath one heap of dogs, and
as tbe hunter was pulling out a dog the snake bit him on
the arm twice. He at once hastened toward camp, a
mile distant, having [previously taken the precaution to

bind his handkerchief above the place bitten and around
his arm, and twisting it as tightly as possible Avith his

rifle rod. He was quite sick before reaching camp, so

that he was obliged to rest several times. In his tent he
always kept a cure for snake bites in a demijohn, which,
although often indulged in as a preventive, was never
allowed to go dry. On arrival, for once in his life he
really had a good excuse for getting drunk, and started
in earnest. When he felt the medicine beginning to

work strongly on him he loosened the bandage on his

arm, allowing the blood from his arm to circulate to his
body, and having the effect of at once sobering him up.
Letting the good work go on, he again resorted to his

demijohn, and this time keeping it up till he was glor-

iouly drunk. Shortly afterward his partner, returning,
wished to send for a doctor, but no. He said, "I am all

rigbt." In a few days the swelling went down, and ex-
cepting a little sickness at his stomach at times he was as
well as ever. I asked him if the bite of the snake was
painful. He described it as the stinging of a hornet, only
a hundred times worse.
Willie hunting with a favorite pup, I noticed him trail-

ing and coming to a stiff point. I had all the birds I

wished, and as it was getting late, I tried to call him off,

but he would not come. All of a sudden he jumped five

feet up in the air and nearly turned a somersault, just in

time to avoid the spring of a large rattler. It was only
his agility that saved the dog.
Going into my tent to cook supper I heard a rattle, and

lighting a match saw his satantic majesty coiled up on
the flour sack, close to the stove, and seemingly perfectly
satisfied. He was not contented very long.

I could relate rattlesnake stories by the bushel, but I

hate to. I dread to think about the horrible crawling
things. Only a merciful Providence has kept my feet off

them when it seemed as if I must have stepped on them.
As everybody makes it a part of their creed to killa snake
whenever seen, their numbers are now so greatly reduced
tbat it seems as if they also must follow the bufi'alo and
the deer; but when one realizes th^t the bite of the last

rattler is just as poisonous as was that, of the first, it

behooves him to watch his footsteps as carefully as ever,

and not to "tread upon the serpent less he turn and sting

thee." R. W.
MOOTANA.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I wasmuch interested in the tale in your issue of 19 th inst.

relating to the death from snake bite near St. Augustine,
Fla. I spent the whole of last winter in Florida, in and
about St. Augustine and the Indian River country, I

have often wondered after a day spent about the hamaks
that neither I nor my dog had received a bite from some
poisonous reptile. Any one familiar with the swamps
of Florida will not wonder at this, knowing as they must
that these swamps are the retreating place of almost
everything poisonous in the South, and in dry seasons of

almost the entire animal life. It is almost impossible for

a human being to penetrate these swamp?, and once in

your whole attention is taken clearing a passage. You
might step upon or alongside of a dozen rattlers and not
know it. From the time I entered a swamp until clear

of it I never saw my feet or that portion of my limbs
below the knees. Since reading of the death of this gen-
tleman I have known no rest. His sad death must recall

to many of your subscribers many narrow escapes of their

own. What is the jaborandi remedy for snake bite ?

Buffalo, N. Y. Anti Snake.

Quail in a Skunk Trap,—Towanda, Pa.—A skunk has
been taking too much interest in my poultry for my bene-
fit, I found his tracks in the snow, and they were very
plfHu and easy to follow. I found what seemed from the
number of tracks to be quite a den of them. Procuring
a good trap I placed it well down in the hole, and in the
morning the skunk was in the trap all right. T let the
trap remain in the same place until seven had been
caught; and then imagine my surprise to find a quail in

the same trap that all of those deadly foes of quail and all

birds that roost on the ground had been caught in. Have
they no instinct to tell them to keep away? There was
quite a flock I should think by the tracks around the hole.

I have been a reader of the Forest and Stream since

1881, and wish to extend my thanks to it for the many
pleasant hours I have enjoyed reading "Nessmuk" and
"Kingfisher" and many others, and may it l^ng remain
as it is now, the leader of sporting papers.—A. V. E.

Evening Geosbeak in Pennsylvania.— Montours-
ville. Pa., Feb. 21.—In an article on the evening gros-

beak, published in your jiaper May 2, 1890, I advanced
the opinion that these birds would breed in Pennsylvania,
but although I kept a close lookout for them, I failed to

find a nest, or even see a bird through the summer. I

have just been informed, however, by a reliable party,

that he saw a pair of these birds as late as the last of

June. They were feeding apparently on potato bugs,

and came i-egularly, one at a time, to his potato patch;

these visits were kept up for several days. Now this,

together with the fact that they are quite plenty in this

locality again this winter, strengthens my belief that, if

they were properly protected from merciless gunners,
they would become common and regular breeders here.

—F. F. C.

Birds' Nests a.nd Eggs.—St, Louis, Mo., Fob. 1.5.—

Editor Forest and Stream: Iam greatly interested in birds,

and especially in their nests and eggs, but I cannot find

any good work on the latter subject. What can you ad-

vise me to purchase'?—Anxiods. [A thoroughly full and
satisfactory work on oology is much needed. Several have
been projected, but almost all have stopped before com-
pletion. We have Davie's "Nests and Eggs of North
American Birds," 475 pp. Extra cloth. Price .$1.75.]

LxNN^AN Society Meeting,—The annual business
meeting of the Society will be held at the rooms of the
American Geographical Society, No. 11 West Twenty-
ninth street. Friday evening, March 6, 1891, at 8 o'clock.

A paper will be presented by Mr. Jonathan Dwight, Jr.,

and Dr. C. S. Allen will make some further remarks
upon venomous snakes.

—

Jonathan Dwight, Jr, Sec'y.

Bird Notes.—Perth Amboy, N. J., Feb. 28.—On the
32d inst, I observed robins and red-winged blackbu-ds
near New Brun.swick, N. J. On the 34th heard bluebirds

and song sparrows. To-day saw robins, bluebirds and a
purple grakle, or crow blackbird. Hawks a-plenty, but
quail are wintering well. Broadbills in the bay all

winter.—J. L. K.

The full tests of the game law.s of all the States, Teri-i

tories and British Provinces are given in the BooU oi the

Game Laws.
•

"FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.

THE following guns have been tested at the FoKEST and
Streasi Range, and reported upon in the issues named.

Copies of any date will be sent on receipt of price, ten cents:

Clabhough 12, May 1, 'HO. Parker JO. htftarcer, June 6, '89.

Colt 12, July 25. '89. Parker 13, ham'rless.June 6,'S9.

Colt 10 and 12, Cct. 24, '89. Remington 16, May 30. '89.

FoLSOM 10 and 12, Sept. 26, '89. Remington 12, Dec o,'8P.Feb 6,'90

Francottb 12, Deo. 12, '89. Rejitngton 10, Dec. 26, '89.

Gheenbr 12, Aug. 1, '89. Scott 10, Sept. 5, '89.

Greeneb 10, Sept. 12-19, '89. L. C. Smrn 12, Oct. 10, '89.

HoLLis 10, Nov. 7. '89. Whitney Safety 12, M'ch 6, '90.

Lbpevbk 12, March 13, '90, Winchester 10 & 12, Oct. 3, '89.

does. Strike those out of the codiliers' report and what's
left of it? And what modification, what humiliation to

the codifiejs after the advanced stand they have
taken in the interests of fish and game protection and an
elevated s]3ortsmanship to find in the proposed protective

sentiment of the State, a carping, unreasoning, greedy
selfishness that find in their labors nothing to commend
and everything to find fault with.
The exhibition in this direction going on in committee

rooms and likely to be repealed in exlenso in committee
of the whole, are most damaging, destructive of that

popular interest in game and fish propagation and pro-

tection, which must be their life, if they are to live at all.

"Will some one tell me how we, of St. Lawrence, are to

get any venison?" writes "J. H. R." Hunt andkill it like a
sportsman and a man! Aje you answered? By still-hunt-

ing? Yes, by still hunting, par excellence. But no one is

relegated to the moccasin in August and September—oh,

no! Perhaps the average outer may need further ex-
planation, but not "J. H. R." He knows to a certainty that
the places in the woods where deer resort to water—and
'tis very, very frequent—are largely in excess of those
where they may be approached by boat and jack. At
such places the game may be found in the early morning,
at and after sundown, and at noon, betime?, with such
certainty and frequency as to reward reasonable, intelli-

gent efilort in "getting venison.''

Indeed the chances, at such places, with proper atten-

tion, are in excess of those afforded to the jack-hunter.
Chances, I say, not all against the game, but enough, in

R.'s conceit, I'm sure: nor do I believe his commiseration
will much concern the "common outer," who is either

unwilling or too lazy to pursue a manly method, with a
manly satisfaction to it.

Interest centers now in the fate of the codifier's recom-
mendations. They have made m. advance. Is there un-
selfish devotion in the professed protective interests to

support it? Saint Lawrence.
Ogdensburg, N. y.

THE NEW YORK LAW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Utterances in "J. H. R,'s'' letter in your issue of the

19fch inst., are of exceptional interest at this moment.
"The nien of St. Lawrence have worked long and ear-

nestly for j)rotection. * * * But if after all their work
the deer are to be tm-ned over to the dogs * * * every-
where except fin] St, Lawrence, I protest. In place of

hounding give St, Lawrence floating"—by which "J, H.
R." intends to express disapproval of the prohibition

against floating in the report of the Commissioners.
The protestation finds an emphatic response in St. Law-

rence. But it will not prevail, just now. In compensa-
tion for the Avater-slaughter in other coimties, we have
in the report prohibition of night-slaughter and protec-

tion to does. Does not "J. H. R." get a grain of comfort
in this?—just a grain?
"Give St. Lawrence floating." At what cost, and at

what exposure? Why at the cost of legalizing night-

slaughter in all the counties, or of confining all the hor-

rors of jacking exclusively to St. Lawrence, "the breed-

ing ground of the State;" at the cost, too, of the provision

against killing does—for jacking is an indiscriminate

slaughter necessarily. Which alternative would "J, A, R."
choose?
Always excepting the water butchery, this ''floating"

or "jacking" is the most detestable, the most degrading
exhibition "imaginable. Its horrors have been too often

dwelt upon, are too familiar to need repetition. And
had I been in quest of one whose detestation and whose
sympathies run in the right direction I would certainly

have sought him of the canoe and paddle.

And w^hat an exposure of retrogression in protective

sentiment in St. Lawrence, this ignoring of the two
features that mark advancement in the right duection—
the abolition of night-slaughter and protection to the

RUBBER BOOTS FOR HUNTING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
There are many sportsmen who have never used any-

thing but leather for covering the feet in hunting. For
fishing it is almosi unanimously conceded, I believe, that
rubber boots are the thing.

When sporting on dry ground, and noise in traveling is

not taken into consideration, low shoes or leather boots
are advisable of course, but in hunting on wet ground
the best thing the wi'iter has used are rubber boots,

especially so in hunting in sloughs and timber swamps,
for deer. Such boots in timber, when hunting deer, are
about as good as moccasins, with the advantage of keep-
ing dry feet. >

;

One objection raised by some to the use of such boots
is tbat they retain the perspiration, feet becoming thereby
damp and ttncomfortable. All this can be easily avoided
by a careful selection and a little carfe afterward when
using the boots. Rubber boots, I believe, are generally
one size larger than leather boots of the same number.

If the hunter wears a No, 7 leather boot then obtain a
No. 8 rubber boot, which will be about two sizes larger

than the leather, and he will be able to wear two pair of

socks in colds weather, besides the feet will not. if damp,
feel as uncomfortable as in a close fitting boot.

By all means have boots that are smooth inside. Felt

lined ones are an abomination, because it takfes so loijg

to dry them. When smooth inside they can be dried in

a few minutes by wiping them out with hot cotton rags.

At night hang the boots, top upward, in a warm place

and by morning, without wiping, they will be dry.

The most of my shooting friends when hunting in wet
weather, and in wet places, use long-legged boots. I use
both long and short legs, the long legs in wet brush and
long wet grass, or if I have wading to do. 1 wore
leather boots made specially to my order for many years.

In selecting the boots take those of medium weight,

not light, fancy-legged ones, because there is danger of

punching holes in light legs and feet with stubs and
sharp stones.

The sportsman who has never used rubber in hunting
should try it once. H. L.

SOME CURRITUCK SCORES.
FROM a circular issued by the trustees of the Swan

Island Club, offering for sale a portion of their pre-

serves in Currituck county, N. C , we take the following

statement of the bags made in a series of years by the
members of the Swan Island Club; also the average daily

bag of ducks, geese and swan for one stand, counting
every day, good and bad, for about three weeks' shooting

at tbe same season of each year, except in 1890, when the

period was shorter. The attendants are not allowed to

shoot:
for the one stand. TOTAl BAGS.

1872-3 634
1873-4 1,421
1874-5.... 6T6
1875-6 1,319

1875..
1876..
1877.
1878.

.

1879.

.

1881..
1882.

.

1883 .

1S84 .

1885..
1888.

..20

..17

. ..19J<

...19}'- - -

...231^ 1876-7 1.443

...18
-

.. 16
.»3

...23
..21

.. 23

18147 --iiVi 1884-.5

1877-8 1,352
1878-9 ...2,100
1879- 80 1,805
1880-1 ...2.006
1881-2 1,384
1883-3 2,168
1883-4 2,120

1888..
1889 ,

1890.,

..40

..30

.M

_ . _ 2,236
1.9S5-6 2,667
1886-7 1.83.^

1887- 8 2,403
1888-9 ........3.000
1889-90 2.100
1890-1 So far, 2,300

It will be seen that there has been no falling off of the

shooting, but that, on the contrary, it is much better now
than formerly, and has improved steadily. Tbe highest

bag of ducks and geese this season, made by a single gun
in one day. was that of Dr. Charles G. Weld, eighty-eight

birds; the next highest, by Dr. John Bryant, eighty-two

birds. Besides the duck shooting, which is the best avail-

able in the United States, unless perhaps at the extreme
South, the shooting at both English snipe and bay snipe

is unsurpassed anywhere. Bags of over two hundred
English snipe have been killed by a single gun in one day,
and seven hundred and twenty bay snipe were killed by
three guns in one day on the beach^ where the great

stretches of sand flats and shallow pools, lying in the line

of the spring and autumn migrations, afford extensive

feeding grounds of the best kind.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, Feb. 21.—The Possum Club met last night,

tailing a change of venue from Werner's to French's
rcBtaurant, on State sti'eet. About fifty plates were laid,

but from various causes only about half that number of
members were i^resent. The Lexington quartette of gen-
tlemen singers entertained the guests very nicely with
melodies frequent and apjiropriate.

Charlie Gammon was at the Possum Club, grand,
gloomy and peculiar. Charlie has eaten prairie chicken
numerously. Prairie chicken is now out of season. Mal-
lard duck isn't. Mr. Nicholls, chairman of the evening,
liad ordered mallard duck. Charlie Gammon arose and
said his'n was chicken. Then there was war, intermit-
tent to the end of the meeting.
Judge Fields, late of the Indiana (Supreme bench and

now chief counsel of the Monon railway was present with
several friends from Crown Point, once his home, among
these Messrs. Geo. I. Maillet, M, T.Hart and Dr. Schwarz.
Judge Fields was called upon for a speech before he had
fairly gotten settled down to the business of the evening
and promised to talk better later on. Ben Dicks told
some weird incidents of the late Southern trip. Mr.
George Andrews, of the S^jorting Beview, thought the
Mardi Gras a farce. He was probably about right. Mr.
Anderson also thought the Southern men behind the
times in shootinj? matters. Dr. Schwarz had to speak,
and so did Rolla Heikes and Lee Hamline, and by and by
things got into pretty smooth working order and every-
body had to make a speech. Mr, Low and Sir. Organ
turned the talk in the right sort of a direction when they
showed the present crisis in game law matters and urged
the gentlemen of tlie club to be alive and earnest in the
work of getting better results in game protection.

Charlie Gammon again rose. "Mr. Chairman," said he,
•'we wrong ourselves if we do not thoroughly investigate
the question which has arisen here to-night. We have
been offered illegal game, and under the circumstances
such action by Mr. French is nothing short of an insult to
our intelligence and our character as sportsmen. I move
you we withdraw our custom from this place."
Mr. Hamline seconded. Discussion came iip. Mr.

Organ was certain he had been served prairie chicken.
Mr, Price thought it was duck. Mr. Pfeffer and several
others declared it was chicken. Mr. Nicholls once more
insisted on the explicit orders given Mr. French to serve
no illegal game. Mr, Gammon's motion carried.
Mr. Low spoke on the outlook for Illinois sportsmen on

the pigeon law question, and mentioned the strenuous
efforts now making by the Humane Society to stop pigeon
shooting. Mr. Low highly eulogized Judge Fields, and
called upon him to speak. The Judge responded in a
humerous vein, and expressed his delight at having dis-
covered the Possum Club. "I am a shouter myself," said
he, "and have had to do with shooters. I remember that,
some years ago, when the Howe and Knickerbocker cases
were up, those well-known gentlemen having been
arrested on a test suit for carrying game out of the State
of Indiana, I was the magistrate before whom the suits
were laid, and it was my pleasure as well as my duty to
say to those gentlemen, 'Go, your liberty is no longer
restrained. The suits are dismissed.'" Judge Fields said
that after this any member of the Possum Club who trav-
eled down Water Valley or Cumberland way must come
to him and he would see that his tickets were of the most
desirable sort. He then started in and made a dignified
and able speech about the sportsman and the law, one
which ought to be given in full, but which must have
been heard to be felt fully, for there is much of the ora-
tor in this pleasant-faced and able-minded jurist. It is a
question if the Possum Club has soon a better or more
tnoughtful evening.
Mr. Thomas Wilmarth was a friend of Mr. French, the

caterer who was alleged to have sinned. Mr. Wilmarth
had Mr. French bring in a pan full of dressed ducks. He
offered also to bring in sundry receptacles filled with hide,
hair and feathers, to prove' further that the ducks just
eaten were not chickens but ducks. Mr. French said,
"I would not serve illegal game to men like you. Of
course, I have to please the people, but I will say that as
long as my competitors don't serve illegal game, I will
not. I have to keep my business, but I wouldn't serve
chicken to you gentlemen."
This lame and halting confession of faith from the

Chicago restaurant man was received w^ith no very polite
credence, and he had some very plain denials offered him
direct. The question was not settled. If that duck was
not chicken, then many of the Possum Club were sadly
mistaken. There was a good deal of a stir about it.

The gentlemen present were Judge Fields, guest of the
evening, Messrs. Maillet, Hart, Schwartz, Nicholls,
Organ, Low, Mussey, Ab. Price, Wells, Stone, O'Neill,
Cleaver, Andrews, Hamline, Ehlers, Place, Pfeffer, Dicks,
Gammon, Heikes, Smith, Wilmarth, Loveday, C. A.
Price, Stevens, Mr. R. B. Organ was chosen chairman
for the next meeting.

Feb. l-f.—Word from V. M. Lincoln, at the Undercliff
Hotel, Lake Senachwine, dated yesterday, says that the
ice is out of the lakes and ponds, plenty of ducks moving,
and two good days of shooting have been had. The ducks
are coming. The season is opening. The winter is over.
The year of sport in the field began here Feb, 31.
Feb. -U.—Mr. Lester is in from Tollaston Club. He

says the ducks were all over that mai-sh two days ago.
Last week I described that dramatic struggle between

sentiment and money which transpired when the sports-
men's legislative committee ran up against Col. Bond
and Mr. Barrett, the South Water street game dealers'
committee. That hour was the time of the final sunder-
ing of all real or pretended alliance between these two
diverse interests. Perhaps it might as well come first as
last. Diverse interests will not blend, no sentiment can
stop the tide of trade. There is more to add about all

this to-day, lor the result of the open split has been that
the dealers have dug up the hatchet. On lastAVednes-
day the Produce Exchange held a meeting, and the deal-
ers took some action. Col. Bond and Mr. Barnett handed
in the following report:
"Your committee met with the'Illinois Sportsmen's As-

sociation as invited members to consult with them in re-
gard to proposed changes in the game law. We went
there with the understanding that we were sent by the
exchange to represent its sentiment, with the order that
we were satisfied with the law as it now stands, as far as
game dealing is concerned, as we are now allowed the
Bame time in which to sell game as other principal mar-

kets in the country, and that we had no change to make.
It was furtlier understood by us that the engrossing
clerk in the Legislatm-e made a mistake last year, and
instead of entering up 'the season shall open on Sept. 1,'

he inserted Sept, 13.

"This meeting was held last Thursday and the law
question was thoroughly discussed. The matter of spi'ing
snooting of ducks was brought up and we stated that we
had no preference in the matter. The matter of the pro-
tection of English sparrows was introduced, and it was
decided that it was best for the country that the law
should not prohibit the killing of them.
"We offered no objection to the opening of the season

for the shooting of game two weeks earlier, but when it

was proposed to close the season for selling game brought
here from other States twenty days earlier than the law
now allows we objected to any change and told them
that we could not see wherein they were interested in the
selling of game killed in other States. If the game did
not come to Chicago it would go to St. Louis or New
York, and we did not see how we could take any legisla-

tion to protect game in other States.
"Trap-shooting of pigeons was discussed. They advo-

cated it and we strongly opposed it, believing it to be the
education of hardness of feeling and to be demoralizing.
We would recommend that this exchange combine forces
with the Humane Society and have trap-shooting of
pigeons stopped in this State."

It is said that a copy of this report will be sent to each
member of the State Legislatm-e, and as soon as the pro-
posed amendment of the Sportsmen's Association comes
before the Legislature the exchange will have a commit-
tee present to fight it. Now here's a pretty kettle! It
seems to me that about all we can do is to sit down and
laugh at the whole state of affairs. So here was the out-
come of the friendliness of South Water street and the
Humane Society. Retaliation, reprisal and grim-visaged
war. White-winged peace is not in it any more. South
Water street suddenly righteous. Bless our hearts, what
a lot of fun we do have out here! *

The result of all this was that I had to go to headquar-
ters at the seat of war, and therefore called on Col. Bond
yesterday. I told the Colonel that I was jumping on
him some this week, and had come down to get a chance
to do it some more.
"Oh, that's all right," said Col. Bond, "that's all right.

I'm used to it, and rather like it. You can't hurt a Chris-
tian. .Tump on us all you like, if it amuses you. Our
shoulders are broad. Come and see us. Pall up a chaii-
and sit down."
Well, now, what are you going to do with a manlike

that? You can't do anything, but sit down and listen to
him and try to get his side of the case, and see whether
maybe there isn't more to his side than you at first

thought. It really seemed that there was some justice in
the xjosition taken by the game dealers, of not wishing to
shorten their selling season by 30 days, although there
was nothing that could lead one to predict any ultimate
or permanent union between the dealers and the sports-
men.
"We are out of it now," said Col. Bond, "and there

will be no more alliances or joint conferences between the
dealers and the sportsmen. We see no use talking with
the sportsmen, for they violate their promises and agree-
ments. From now on, we will hoe our own row. Person-
ally I do not care about seeing this pigeon bill carried. I
don't want to see trap-shooting stopped, but you may say
that we are going to fight this proposed amendment to
stop our selling season at Jatl. 1. We are going to fight
that, and we are going to beat it.

"Why do I claim a breach of faith by the sportsmen?
I will tell you. Lucius Crocker is the father of the old
game law, and represented the sportsmen in framing it.

We met him at Springfield and held a conference. We
dealers agreed to give over the Illinois game to the sports-
men, to make what laws they chose for it. In return, we
were to have to Feb, 1 to sell game, thus enabling us to
get the very valuable shipments of mixed game and
poultry from other States, especially Missouri. We would
lose all this Missouri trade if we closed our market Jan. 1,

for St. Louis wotild gobble it, or Boston. We wouldn't
make so much on the game itself, but the poultry trade
mixed with it is very valuable. That was the arrange-
ment. We were to have the other States, aud the sports-
men of Illinois were to have Illinois. Now they kick that
all to pieces, and ask us to agree to Jan. 1, which we can-
not and will not do. The amendment they wish to pass,
changing the date from Sept. 15 to Sept. 1 on chickens as
it does, and closing the market Jan. 1, may properly be
called 'an act to slaughter more widely the game of Illi-

nois, and to protect the game of Iowa, Missouri, Dakota,
etc' Now, we will beat that amendment."

I presume they wiU. What use to talk of alliance?
There is no common multiple. The shooter and the
seller are not alike. There will be no union.

It is coming to be thought here that we must have
vmiformity in our State laws, or all the laws will be only
as good as the poorest one. Much regret was expressed
that the dealers of Chicago would not make the start in
a movement to secure a general closing of the selling
season on Jan. 1. Uniform laws have been dreamed of
by sportsmen so long that they are for the most part now
regarded as a purely visionary scheme. They are that,
so far as sportsmen's accomplishment is concerned. But
what if our sturdy friends, the game dealers, do for
themselves what we can not do for ourselves, and secure
a practical uniformity of dates for the lai-ger markets? It
mil be startling news to hear that they are be2;inning to
work for this. Col. Judy, the big St. Louis dealer, has
written Col. Bond querying why not hold a general
dealers' meeting at some spot soon. Col. Bond showed
me a resolution framed by himself, which he will intro-
duce before an early meeting of the Produce Exchange
of Chicago. It reads thus:

''Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to
correspond with the dealers in game in all the Eastern
cities, with the object of calling a meeting to be held in
Chicago or such other place as may be agreed upon, to
take into consideration the necessity of uniform game
laws thi'oughout the country,"
The uniform law which the dealers are after means

Oct. 1 to Feb. 1 for selling game. They will not agree to
Jan. 1. It seems to me that very much should be sacri-
ficed for the sake of uniformity.' The sportsmen of the
counti-y would be far better off with the selling date
fixed uniformly in St. Louis, Chicago, Boston and New
York at Feb, 1 than with a date of Jan. 1 in some

markets, and no date at all in others. There never will
be a game law respected in this country until it is ratified
and upheld by the game dealers. When they all agree
on a date, be it Feb. 1 or May 1, and then shut down, all
at once, all over the country alike, the market for game
will on that day be closed, and there will be no induce-
ment to kill game for the market, and then, for the first

time in America, will the people, who rest behind any
law, begin to understand and to respect a game law'.

From this respect for any sort of game law will grow the
respect for a better game law. Under the uniform date
of Feb. 1, which would give the deadly trfl,pping month
of January to the game killer, our game will slowly dis-
appear. After a time the people will see it nearly gone,
and will resolve to protect it. Then the uniform market
date may be changed to Jan. 1. We can not change it

so now. Why fret and fume about it? It would make
little difference if we did change the date to Jan. 1 in
Illinois alone. The game would go. We must wait
upon the dollars of the dealers. They will make the
laws, or break them, or observe them if they like. Mean-
time, lucky the man who owns a preserve. We may say
this, and slill speed the agitation for a better state of
things.

Feb. 28.—The first bags of ducks of the season have
come in and they are good ones. Rolla Heikes and
Charlie Gammon last Wednesday brought up 35 ducks,
mostly pintail, from Cumberland Club grounds. A party
of a dozen or so. including the above gentlemen, M(3ars.
McFarland, Robbins, Dicks, Freeloar, Dominico, Hof-
mann, Nicholls, Mattocks and Eich, went down to Cum-
berland Lodge to celebrate Washington's Birthday. They
had some trap-shooting, but noticing the heavy flight of
ducks soon quit that and went out on the marsh shooting
ducks. Mr. Heikes says he never saw ducks come in so
fast. The marsh was alive with them. By working for
it he thought himself and Mr. Gammon could have'bag-
ged 75 birds on Tuesday. There were a good many mal-
lards coming in too, A tidal wave of ducks seems to
have burst upon the country. Their ways of migration
are past finding out.

I remember that we once had some talk about the regu-
larity of ducks in migrating along a certain parallel. A
gentleman in Nebraska thought the ducks went north on
one leg of a triangle and south on the other leg, I don't
know, but last night I heard a story, told by Mr. Thomas
Hudson, of this city, which is at least interesting, if not
conclusive, on this head. About fifteen years ago Mr.
Hugh E. Steele, of the firm of Steele & Worth, was run-
ning the rolling mills at Laurel, near Coatesville, Pa.,
which are now run by Worth Bros. Mr. Steele had had
a fine old place, and Mr. Hudson used to visit there. On
the place was a pond, where Mr. Steele had a flock of
ducks he was fond of feeding. One day he saw a wild
duck, a mallard, hovering over the flock of tame ducks,
and finally it alighted among them, and staid on the
pond for weeks. It grew so tame that it came up to be
fed with the other ducks, and ultimately Mr. Steele could
take it up in his hands, like any of the flock. One day
there came the report of a gun, and the wild duck sprang
straight up into the air and flew away. It was not seen
again until the next year, when it returned. It came
back in this way for six years, always solitary. On the
seventh year it did not reappear, and was supposed to
have been killed, no one knows in what corner of the
world. This bird migrated regularly, and on the same
parallel without question. The case is authentic, and the
facts such as to make mistake impossible.

On Feb. 24 bass were taking the minnow fairly well in
the Fox River near Aurora.
Some splendid bass are being butchered now, or were

while the ice held, by the ice fishers of the Fox Lake
district. The men I mentioned earlier have been doing
it, I suppose. At any rate, many bass have been sent
down weighing 4 and olbs. The leading game dealer to
whom these fish are sent, told me he didn't care for this
trade for what money there was in it. "It takes a lot of
bass to bring much money," said he. "Those men will-
make maybe $40 or $50 during the winter at this fishing,
and kill more bass than all the anglers will catch next
summer. They are verv short-sighted and unwise. I
wish they would stop it."

Mr. Sheldon I. Kellogg, long at the head of the cartridge
department of the Shelby Smelting & Lead Co., of San
Francisco, writes me that he has associated himself with
his brother-in-law, Mr. Hall. The new firm, Kellogg &
Hall, will conduct a business as manufacturer's agents in
general sporting goods for the Coast. The wide ac-
quaintance and genuine merit of these gentlemen will
stand guarantee for a good business without delay.
Mr. S. A. Tucker, the widespread man of popularity,

or man of widespread popularity, was in town this week,
and it is thought he came to explain to Captain Anson
the way he handles his new Parker gun. By the way,
this Parker, made to order for the blonde baseballist, is

the Rift of that always Avide awake and generous firm,
the Jenney (S: Graham Gun Co., of Chicago. I don't see
what made them give Anson any gun. He can't shoot to
mention. After Mr. Tucker has taught him to hit a barn
door at 40 paces, he, Mr. Tucker, will start out West on
his regular big trip, going to Helena, Seattle, Portland
and San Francisco. Mr. W. S. Perry, of Worcester, Mass.,
a very warm friend of Mr. Tucker's, thinks of taking his
wife and making part of the trip in company with him,
revisiting some of the scenes of the old lolanthe triumphs
on last winter's LT. S. Cartridge Co.'s tour.
Mr. Harvey McMurchy, the urbane diplomat who

represents the L. C. Smith gun in foreign parts, will be
back here now shortly and will stai't within the week on
his annual trip to the Coast. He has promised forty ladies
to send each a horned toad ora "resurrection plant'' from
the Gila plains, aud if he don't forget it he may send
one or two.
Mr. A. S. Comstock, of Evanstown, has invented a

tent. He put a little advertisement, one inch long, in
the columns of Forest and Stream a few weeks ago.
To-day he told me that the first week brought him in-
quiries from fom-teen different States of the Union.
Forest and Stream is well spread and well read, and it

is a good thing to talk into its telephone I should think.
E. Hough.

Forest and Stream. Box 3,832, N. Y. city, has dessriptlve lllus-
crated circTdars of W. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wtilch will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
aotmced by "Nanlt." "&loan," "Dlok Swlveller," "Sybillene"'and
othar competent authorities to l3« the beet treatise on tbe subjeot
sztaat-
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PENNSYLVANIA GAME.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Westmoreland occupies a prominent place in the iiiis-

tory of western Pennsylvania, being the oldest county
west of the mountains, rich in coal and iron mines, gas,
oil and salt wells, well timbered and watered and in the
foremost rank as an agricultural and stock raising section.
Yet with all this and a population of 115,000 we still have
a fair supply of game and fish. Many deer are killed
every fall, an occasional bear is seen and the panther and
wildcat are familiar to our mountaineers, more partic-
ularly the cats. Foxes, coona, possums and smaller ver-
min are plentiful. Quail, ruffed grouse and rabbits are
quite abundant, while a good day's sport may be had with
the turkeys, squin-els or woodcock, though these are not
60 numerous. A day's trout or bass fishing may be had
between the rising of the sun and the setting of the same
with an average catch of perhaps fifty if the angler knows
his business.
Our game laws are fairly well observed, and but little

market-hunting is done, but the fish do not escape so
easily I am sorry to say. Most of the illegal shooting is

done on Sunday by English and French who work in the
coal mines and stone quarries. It is to be hoped that
the present Legislature will amend the laws so that war-
dens may be appointed to j)rotect game as they now apply
only for the appointment of water bailiffs.

The presence of such a variety of game (I have not
named all) in so thickly populated a district is undoubt-
edly due to the dense covers and mountain fastnesses
which only the genuine hunter cares to penetrate. To
hunt the deer or "Billy" Raccoon or "kittens" over chest-
mit and laurel hill ridges, the sportsman must bargain for
many scratches from thorns and briers, badly abraised
skins from climbing and crawling through immense laurel
thickets, plenty of stone bruises, and occassional sprains
or breaks; and he will also stand in need of a pocket
edition of Roget's "Thesaurus" to which he can refer for
English idioms whereby he may express his opinion of
the kind of a country he has been fool enough to get
tangled up in. Well! we were raised to all this and we
like it just the same as we do our "sourkraut and speck,"
"pon-hoss" or buckwheat cakes and wild honey in the
winter time, not to mention "stomped" pork and beans.
Some time I hope to give a little sketch of our club

whose members gather nightly around the stove in the
rear end of "the store" and swa.]) stories. It is a unique
crowd "for sure," but withal a sociable one, notwith-
standing diiierences as to ages, occupations and politics.

Deacon.
CtREENSBURG, Pa;;

Goose Shootino on the AviKAmAB.— Hditor Forest
and, Stream: In the afternoon of Dec. 30 Prof. H. W.
Charles and I boarded a spring wagon with our hunting
traps and were off for the Big Arkansas, a distance of
ten miles. About one mile from the river we noticed as
our boy driver remarked "great herds" of black Canada
geese feeding after the cattle in the pasture. We viewed
them in their majestic appearance for a little time and
moved on to the river. We planted our decoys on an
island, secreted ourselves in blinds and began to wait
anxiously of course for the coming of the birds we left in
the field. But to our disappointment, in their flight to
the river they managed to steer well to our left and up
the stream out of range. There was, however, one flock

of eight which passed' up between us and our decoys
while we were looking out to the field. We did not see
them as they went by until out of reach. Seeing our
decoys they whirled and came moving back. We fired into
them, dropping among our decoys two fat ones, my jiart-

ner killing from left barrel, second sliot and I from right
barrel, first shot. It was now getting too dark to shoot,

so we gathered our birds and plunder and made for a
farmer's house for all night. We made it a point to

engage lodging near by where we saw the geese feeding
the evening before, so that we could be on the grounds
before they came from the river in the early morning.
We were up early in the morning, and after breakfasting
hastened to the field. We had not more than staked our
decoys and scarcely under cover when the Canadas be-

gan to come in. It was a grand sight to see them move
so cautiously over our heads and in range. It was not
long until we had four lying at our feet, and by 10 o'clock

we were off for home with six geese and four ducks, the
result of four or five hours' sport.—B. F, W. (Sedgwick,
Kansas.)

A Maine Game Protection Fund,—Salem, Mass.,
March 1.—I was much pleased to see that you made a
note of my offer of $40 to protect the deer about my
favorite hunting grounds. Would it not have been well

to have exhorted the hundreds of sportsmen who go to

Maine for deer hunting to come forward like men and
give some substantial proof of their appreciation of the
game and the efforts being made by the Fish and Game
Commissioners of that State to protect the deer and
moose? In addition to the protection I am ottering the
deer in those six towns of Oxford county, I will be one
of one hundred to raise $2,500 to be offered for the con-
viction of those outlaws who are bent on the destniction

of moose and deer, the above sum to be drawn upon to

pay $35 on each conviction for illegally killing deer and
$50 for moose. Each of the one hundred persons to be
holden to pay such a part of the above amount as shall

be necessary to pay for the persons so convicted. Let us
hear from one hundred of the liberal-minded at once, that
no time may be lost. Each day means the killing of

more or less deer.—N. C. Locke.

A Maine Huntee.—There appeared recently before the
committee on Fisheries and Game at Augusta one of the
most remarkable hunters living in Maine—Alexander
McLain, of Mattawamkeag. 67 years of age. He gave
his testimony for the protection of game and for the
enforcement* of honest law. Mr. McLain is remarkable
from the fact that in his experience as a hunter and guide
for 47 years, killing more game than any other man
within our borders, he has always been a still-hunter. It

is the boast of his life that he never dogged a deer, even
when the law allowed persons to slaughter game in an
unsportsmanlike manner. McLain always gave a deer a
fair chance for his life. In outwitting them he experienced
the real enjoyment of a true hunter. It does not require

much skill to put a hound on the track of a deer and then
to station yourself on the banks of a lake, and when the

dog has driven the exhausted animal into the water to

shoot, perhaps by resting your gun over a stump. That
is the mode of the pot-hunter and poacher, but not of the
true hunter and guide that McLain is acknowledged to
be. For ten years he was a fish and game Avarden, and
has done as much to protect game as any man living in
Maine. He never made a dollar as a warden, but brought
many a poacher to justice. Mr. McLain gives the follow-
ing 8ta,tistics of game killed by himself: Deer 1,000,
moose 125, caribou 18, bear 211, wolves 52, red fox 350,
otter 165, black cat 125, sable 175, beaver ::i5, mink 215,
raccoon 42, lynx 45. And in addition thousands of musk-
rats and other small game. This last fall McLain killed
one moose, one caribou and two deer. McLain has had
many adventures in the woods. Once he caught an
Indian in a bear trap. The jaws of the trap fastened
about the ajikle of the Indian and held him a prisoner for
86 hours. The Indian's cries were heard a long distance
before the trap Avas reached. Five years ago he had a
fight with a bear which was caught in a trap. Ae he
intended to take up the trap he went into the Avoods with-
out his gun. When the trap was reached he found an
enormous bear fastened by one foot. The bear had just
got in and was ugly. McLain attempted to kill the animal
with a club. The clog which held the trap gave way and
the bear with the trap hanging to his foot made for
McLain, and a savage fight ensued. The bear caught
McLain by the arm and bit it through. His clothes were
torn off and occasionally a portion of the skin with them.
At this juncture the clog caught around a small tree,
a^ichoring the trap, and McLain was able to make his
escape. With the blood pouring out of his arm he walked
two miles to the riA^er, where an Indian Avas encamped.
His arm was partially dressed, and with the Indian and a
gun he started back into the woods for the bear. The
animal was found, but before the Indian could shoot, the
bear pulled his foot out of the trap, leaving his toes in
the jaws, and made his escape. Mr. McLain has caught
most all kinds of game alive. He caught a live moose
and sold him to Charles Welds, of Olamon for $150, to
whom he also sold three caribou for $175, and thirteen
deer for $7 each. Seventeen young bears have been
captured alive. Two wolves were caught in a trap and
an attempt made to tame them, but without avail. In
capturing them McLain piled brush on top of them and
then slipped a muzzle over their heads. He says, not-
withstanding his years, he is ready to put his friends on
the track of game, in the season, and will warrant that
the hunt will not be fruitless. He has guided Belfast
sportsmen and they are loud in his praise.—Be//asif Jotir-
nal.

Nova Scotia Protective Society.—At the annual
meeting of the Game and Inland Fishery Protection
Society of Nova Scotia, held in Halifax, the president,
Lieut.-Col. Clerke, presided, and there were present Maj!
Bagot, Lieut. Macgowan, Capt. Beileau, A, M, Scott, C.
S. Hartington, Geo. Piers, J. G. Slevert, Robt. Clark and
others. A resolution was passed referring to the council
the question of devising some means of distributing more
generally over the province Kcenses to kill game so that
strangers coming in at different points can get them more
easily than under the present system. It was suggested
that the pursers of the steamers Yarmouth and Evange-
line be authorized to issue such licenses. The report of
the council was read and adopted. The report of Treas-
m-er A. M. Scott showed the year's receipts to have been
$463 and expenditures $335. The report of C. S. Harring-
ton, chief game commissioner, was most encouraging.
During the year one conviction for shooting moose m the
close season had been obtained. A close watch had been
kept for poaching and illegal snaring, and many snares
found in the woods had been destroyed by Indians and
others in the employ of the society. The moose have been
saved from the extermination which threatened him a
few years ago, and Nova Scotia now indeed is his princi-
j)al retreat on this continent. There is no doubt that
moose and other game are increasing in numbers, largely
owing to the efforts of the society. Officers and council
for the. year Avere elected as follows: President, Lieut.-
Col. Clerke; Vice-Presidents, Geoffrey Moitow and Col,
Ryan, R, A.; Secretary, George Piers; Treasurer, A. M.
Scott; Council, Mr. Macgowan, R. A.; R, G. Leckie,
Londonderry; J, G. Seivert, A. M. Scott, Chas. Stubbing,
Major Bagot, C. S. Harrington, D. W. Archibald, Sheet
Harbor; George Piers, John Bowers, Shelburne; Captain
Boileru, H. T. Jones.

The First Deer in Forty Years.—NeAvfield, Me.,
Feb. 3B.—Ruffed gi-ouse seem to be wintering fairly well.

I saw about twenty in one flock the other day and have
seen many smaller coveys. There are twenty-one deer
yarded a few miles from here, which is something un-
common, but Ave hope to see them plenty before many
years. Wilson Abbott and brother shot a buck this fall

close to this village, which Aveighed 125lbs.—the only one
shot here for some forty years. A doe with fawn was
found dead on one of our small lakes a few weeks ago
with one hindquarter gone, Ave need a game Avarden
badly here. I am informed that it cost two men $40 a
piece in the town of Porter, this State, for catching two
deer alive that died after ,a few days captivity. Pickerel
fishing through the ice has been very good this winter,
some good catches reported.—Lo.

Lykens, Pa., Feb, 24.—The Lykens Fish and Game
Protective Association has been organized. Hon. A. F.

Thompson, Pres. : W. S, Young, Vice-Pres. ; F, J, Dou-
den, Treas,; W, V. Barrett, Sec'y. Executive committee
to consist of president, treasurer, and three other mem-
bers. The object is to protect and propagate the fish and
game in the stream and covers. We have applied to the
Fish Commission for fry of rainbow and brook trout and
also propose stocking our woods Avith Chinese pheasants.
We hope, with the cooperation of similar associations

and all sportsmen in Dauphin county, to fill our now de-

pleted streams with trout and our covers with game.

—

W. V, Barrett, Sec'y.

The Monroe County Quail.—Rochester, N. Y. , Feb.
37.—The Monroe Sportsmen's Association has taken ad-

vantage of the recent spell of fine Aveather in this section

and put out all the birds on hand. The order has been
increased 2,000, and birds will be received all through
March, being sent out to the parties who are still unsup-
plied as soon as they arrive. This will doubtlessly save

many birds Avbich would die if subjected to confinement
after arrival here,—OsojaoLA.

Peculiar Death of a Deer.—Metropolitan, Mich.—
Last Sunday I went out to look after my wolf bait, and
came to a small creek where two cedar poles were laid
down to cross on. A deer had attempted to A\-alk over
on them. One of his hind legs had slipped in between
the poles. He was unable to extricate it, lost his balance,
fell into the creek and perished. Its legs Avere not broken,
but twisted out of joint at the knee. That makes ten
deer that have died tln-ough natural causes in this vicin-
ity and coming under my personal observation within the
past eight months—the 3 bucks I wrote you about in De-
cember last, and 7 last May and June found by rivermen
between here and Foster City. They had attempted to cross
the river on a jam of logs, fell or jumped in among the
logs|and were unable to get out. Deer are quite plenty here
the present winter. The weather so far (Jan. 28) has been
very favorable; not very cold, and only 8 or lOin. of snow
in the woods. The game law is being respected in this
locality.—B. B.

Snap Shots.—While out rabbit hunting with my
beagles King Mack and King Lead I stumbled and fell,

the noise flushing a ruffed grouse. Jumping to my feet
I shot and wounded it, but did not see it fall; the only
knowledge I had of hitting it Avas the usual amount of
small feathers flying in the air, and if it had not
been for King Mack, avIio trailed him up, he would have
been left to die a hideous death by starvation, or worse,
fall a prey to sly reynard or some stray skunk. A few
days after this I made a snap shot on another grouse,
and the feathers told the usual tale. He flew for over
40 rods, taking quite a curve, and as both of these shots
Avere in the woods I could not see the birds long, this
time King Lsad got in his work, and I heard the flutter
or would never have bagged him.—S. C, G.

Stockton, Kan,—There is an abundance of quail,
cotton-tails, jack rabbits and prairie chickens. The latter
are found only in the Avestern part of the State, but as
there was an abundant crop of wheat which was so short
it could not be harvested, but which formed a good, firm
berry, they are wintering splendidly; and, as this whole
western country is practically depopulated, we may hope
for good sport next season. I am aorry to state that the
game law is wholly ignored out here, and many who pro-
fess to be sportsmen begin killing chickens as early as the
latter part of June.—A. L. T.

Early Woodcock:.—Meriden, Conn., Feb. 34.—While
walking this afternoon with two friends in my back
yard we flushed a large AS'oodcock from a heap of old
ashes. He flew about four rods and then squatted in
under a bush. We flushed him again and he fleAv into a
small field by the side of my house. We flushed him
four more times in the field and then left him. I guess
Ave could have kept on flushing him all night he seemed
so tame. Is not this a rather early bird ?—J. P, B, [It is

not very unusual to see woodcock here in February.]

THE TRANSPORTATfON OF GAME.
Editor Forest and Strmra:
In one ot Mr. Hough's letters he quoted from a letter of Mr. E.

P. Bond of Chicago, 111., regarding shippiug game from a State.
Mr. Bond said: '^The point in question fias been passed upon by
courts of two or more Slates," and held "as unconstitutional on
the ground t hat the Legislature had no right to interfere with
commerce between States."
One might be led to belisA'e that the question of unconstitution-

ality of a State's statute to prevent the Illegal killing for shipment
and the shipment of game witliin its territorial limits is not so
one-sided as some would have us believe. Let us examine in the
first place the commercial clause of the Constitution.
The Cf^iistitution of the United States, Section VIII., Article I.,

reads: "The Congress shall have the power: To regulate com-
merce with foreign nations, and among the several States and
with the Inflian tribes."

I hope to show that the non- export clause of the game laws is

not in conflict with the Constitution. These laws (non-export) are
merely tlie police powers of a State to protect certain property
within its borders. We will now examine the evidence to show
that this plea has some merit.
In Railroad Co. vs. Husen (95U. S. 4fi5) the United States Supreme

Court said: "While we unhesitatingly admit that a State may
pass sanitary laws, and laws for protection of life, liberty er prop-
ertywithin its herders . . . it may not intwTere with trans-
portation into or through the State beyond what is absolutely
necessary iov its self-protection." It is "self-protection" for a
State to prevent the wholesale slaughter of game for export. If
not self-protection what is it?

In Pierce I's. New Hampshire (5. How. 593), the United States
Supreme Court said: "That the police power of the States Avas re-
served to the States, and that it is beyond the reach of Congress;
but that such police power extends to articles only which, do not
belong to foreign commerce, or to commeice among the States, at
the time the police power is exercised in regard to them; and that
the fact of their condition is asubjecl: for judicial ascertainment."
"That the power to regulate commerce among tlie States may be
exercised by Congi-ess at pleasure, and the States cut off from
regulating the same commerce at the same time it stands regu-
lated by Congress, but that until such regulation is made by Con-
gress, the States may exercise the power within their respective
limit"." "That the law of New Hampshire was a regulation of
commerce among the States in regard to the article [liquor] for
selling of which the defendants were indicted and convicted; but
that the statute was constitutionally passed, because of tlie power
of the State thus to regulate, there beine no regulation ot Congress,
special or general, in existence to which the State law was repug-

In Machine Co. vs. Gage (100 U. S. 676) the LTnited States Supreme
Court held that "A State statute imposing a like tax without dis-
criminating as to the place of growth or produce of material or
manufacture, was adjudged to he constitutional and valid, as
made in and brought from another State."

It will be seen by the above decision of the highest court in this
country that the esclusiveness of the powers of Congress to regu-
late commerce amontr the States was somewhat restricted.
In Woodruff rs, Parham (8 Wall. 133) the United States Supreme

Court held "a State statute imposing a imiform tax on all salea
by auction within it was constitutional as applied to sales of
goods the product of other States, and sold in the original and
unbroten packages."
The statute in question, while not aimed at inter-State com-

merce, must have somea'elation to the movement of goods from
one State to another. While in the territorial limits of a. State that
State has the police power that extends to and controls the regula-
tion of property—not barring game. In preventing the shipping of
game from a State that State is simply maintaining the exercise
of its police power, not in conflict wit h the Constitution. In
Oooley rs. Board of Wardens (13 How. 22^) the United States Su-
preme Coui't said: "Whatev^er subjects of this power [of Congress
to regulate commercel are in their scope national, or admit only
of one uniform system or plan of regulation, may justly be said
to be of such a nature as to require exclusive legislation by Con-
gress until Congress should find it necessary to exercise its power,
it should be left to the legislature of the States, because it was a
local aud not national and was likely to be best provided for, not
by one system or plan or regulation, but by as many as the legis-

lative discretion of the scA'eral States should deem applicable to
the local peculiaritle;."
The idea that shipping game fI'om a State is a national issue is

certainly preposterous; it is simply a local issue. According to
the opinions of the Supreme Court of the United States It cer-
tainly appears that States which have statutes forbidding the
shipping ot game killed AA'ithin their borders are not attempting
to regulate commerce, but are exercising a legitimate and appro
priate exercise of their police power. These laws do not diaoriift
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Inate againat tbe citiiiens and products of other States In a matter
of commerce, and do not prevent game being brought into and
throntrh tbe States.
In Gibbons vs. Ogden (9 Wheat. 203) the U. S. Supreme Court in re-

lation to tbe police powers in States: "Tbey form a portion of that
immense mass of legislation whicli controls everytbiTie: within the
territory of a State not surrendered to the general Governmeut,
all which can be most advantageously controlled by the States
themsi-lvcs," "Insppction laws, quarantine laws, health laws,
laws of every description, as well as laws regulating the internal
commerce of a State" "No direct general power over these
objects is granted by Congress, and consequently ibey remain
subject to State legislaiion." The exclusive authnriiy of State
legislation is strikingly illustrated in the case City of New York
vs. Miln (11 Pet. 103). In that case the defendant (Miln) was
prosecuted for not complying with a statute of New York which
required of every ma ster of a vessel arriving from a foreign port
in that of New York city to report the names of all his passengers,
with certain particulars of their age, occupation, last place of
settlement and place of their destination. It vcas argued this was
an invasion of the exclusive rights of Congress to ''rGgulate com-
merce with foreign nations and among the several States." It
cannot be denied that such a statute operated at least indirectly
upon commercial intercourse between the citizens of the United
States and of foreign countries.
But notwithstanding this the United States Supreme Court held

it to be an exercise of the police power properly within the con-
trol of the State, and unaffected by the clause of the Constitution
which conferred on Congress the right "to regulate commerce
with foreign nations and among the several States." Pomroy's
Constitutional Law (page says: "The Constitution does not
Confer upon Congress an absolute and unlimited power over com-
merce." "Only that with foreign nations, the several States and
with the Indian tribes, is placed under tbe control of the National
Legislature." "Transit and trafltc therefore, which are entirely
vnthin the boundaries of a particular State, are completely sub-
ject to the jurisdiction of the Legislature."
Pomroy's Const. Law (page 311), on the police power of a State

to regulate commerce, says: "It has been settled by a atid more
recent decision of the Supreme [U. S.J Court that a iaree mass of
the powers of control and direction over inter-State means of
traffic and transportation still remains in the State Legislature
and is exclusively theirs, being beyond the competency of Con-
gress. The measures which the States may thus adopt belong to
their police power and are not regarded as true regulations of
commerce, however much they may incidentally affect the pro-
cesses of traffic and transportation."
In Peik us. Chicago R. R. Co. (9i U. S. Iflt) the U. S. Supreme

Court decided that a State had the power to prescribe a schedule
of charges to be made by railroad companies, not only for trans-
porting persons or property within the State but also persons or
property taken up outside the State and brought within it, or
taken inside and carried without.
In Prigg t)s. Pennsylvania (16 Peters 539) Mr. Justice Story, of

the U. S. Supreme Court, says, in relation to the police power of
a State, as follows; "Ttie police power belonging to the States in
virtue of their general sovereignty extends over all subjects
within the territorial limits of the States and has never been con-
ceded to the United States."
In Leicy vs. Hardin (135 U. S. 128) Mr. Justice Gray, of the U. S.

Supreme Court, said; "The police power [of a State] includes all
measures for the protection of life, the health, the property and
the welfare of the inhabitants, and for the promotion of good
order and the public morals."
In Sherlock vs. Ailing (93 U. S., 99) the U. S. Supreme Court said:

"In conferring upon Congress the regulation of commerce it was
never intended to cut the States off from legislation * * * though
the legislation might indirectly affect the commerce of the coun-
try." "Legislation in a variety of ways may affect commerce and
persons engaged in it, within the meaning of the Constitution."
The U. S. Supreme Court very properly said in case of State Tax
on Railway Gross Receipts (15 Wall. 298) that "it is not everything
that affects commerce that amounts to a regulation of it, within
the meaning of the Constitution." In Munn vs. Illinois (94 U. S.
U3) the U. S. Supreme Court in relation to warehouse changes and
police power said; "Their regulation is a thing of domt stic con-
cern, and, certainly, until Congress acta with reference to their
inter-State relations, the State may exercise all the powers of
government over them, even though it may indirectly operate
upon commerce outside its immediate jurisdiction."
"Under these Lpolicel powers the government (State) regulates

the conduct of its citizens one toward another, and the manner
in which each shall use his own property, when such regulation
becomes necessary for the public good."
Mr. Chief Justice Taney, of the U. S. Supreme Court, in the

License Cases (5. How. K3), said regarding the police powers of a
State; "They are nothing more or less than the powers of govern-
ment inherent in every soveroigntj% * * * that is to say, * * *

the power to govern men and things."
The State of Iowa had a law which read: "Section 4,058. If any

person bring into this State any Texas cattle, he shall be lined not
exceeding one thousand dollars or imprisoned in the county jail not
exceeding thirty days, unless they [cattle] have wintered" at least
one winter north of the southern boundary of the Missouri or
Kansas line."
This law was claimed to he unconstitutional, and a case was

carried to the U. S. Supreme Court in deciding this case, Kimmish
vs. Ball (129 U. S. 222), the court said: "The section in question is
not unconstitutional by reason of any conflict with the commer-
cial clause [Congress to regulate commerce among the Statee] of
the constitution." It would appear that when a State statute
which forbids tbe importation of Texas cattle, unless those cattle
"have wintered at hast one winter," and the statute even specify-
ing the limits, and the highest court of this country declares the
section "not unconstitutional by reason of any conflict with the
commercial clause of the constitution," a State ought to control
the transportation of game killed and shipped within its limits.
Many other cases can he cited bearing on the point that a State

can legislate for the transportation of poul try within its territorial
bounds without coming in conflict with the power of Congress "to
regulate commerce." A, C. Collins.
Habtfohd, Conn.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provluces are given in the BooJi of
the Qanie Laws.

THE NEW YORK FISH COMMISSION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Several articles have appeared ia your paper lately ad-
verseably criticising Article I. of the proposed new game
code reported by . the Commissioners. The reasons for
the recommendation of this article are that the present
laws on this subject are meager, vague, incomplete and
in as much need of revision as the game laws proper, and
they are in such intimate connection with the game laws
that for convenience of reference only, if there were no
other reasons, they should be included in the same
chapter.
The Commission of Fisheries in this State was estab-

lished in 1868. The original purpose was to aid Seth
Green in his then important experiments in fishculture.
The Commissioners were to serve for two years, and were
to make examinations of waters with reference to ascer-
taining whether they could be rendered "more productive
of fish," and were to report at the next meeting of the
Legislature, which they did, and their duties were ended.
But in 1870, before their terms of office had actually ex-
pired, and in view of the success of Mr. Green's experi-
ments, a three years' extension of their term of service
was granted and they were directed to "establish the arti-
ficial propagation of shad, whitefish and salmon trout and
take such other steps as they should deem necessary to-
ward improving the fisheries of the State." In 1873 the
Commissioners, then consisting of Horatio Seymour,
Robert B. Roosevelt and Seth Green, were by a further act
of the Legislature continued in office for three years,
Mr, Green resigned in order that he might take aotiye

charge of the operations of hatching at his own establish-
ment at Caledonia and on the Hudson River, and Edward
M. Smith, of Rochester, was appointed in bis place. In
1873 an act was passed which continued the Commission-
ers in oflice indefinitely. The only further authority
given to make appointments was to the Governor to fill

vacancies. In IblQ a law was got through the Legislature
by the efforts of a Mr. McGovern, of Long Island, and
without-ihe knowledge of the other Commissioners, re-
quiring the appointment of an additional Commissioner
to be a resident of Long Island. Mr. McGovern expected
to be the Commissioner, btit while he beat the bush Mr.
Blackford caught the bird. In 1888, when the oyster
franc^hise law was passed, a provision was inserted for the
appointment of still another Commissioner, who should
be a "practical oysterman," and under this law Com-
missioner Joline was appointed. The laws above referred
to, tbe several statutes authorizing the establishment of
hatcheries at Caledonia, Cold Spring, Adirondack and
Sacandaga, which conferred no new general powers on
the Commissioners, and the law of 1888, authorizing them
to appoint game and fiah protectors who should make re-
ports to them, are all, aubstAutially, that the statutes
contain in regard to the organization duties and powers
of the Commission. These powers are given in frag-
mentary statutes lacking cohesion, and many of them
lapsed by the execution of specific acts required by them.
The powers which the Commission possess to carry on
their current operations are derived, not so much from
the statutes referred to as from the terms currently used
in tbe annual appropriations made by the Legislatiire.
Among other defects in the present laws is that they

have the tenure of office uncertain. The term at first
was for two years, then it was extended three years, and
then made indefinite, It was the understanding of the
Commissioners up to a recent time, that they held by a
life tenure, and in this view Governor Seymotir held for
twelve years and Mr. Roosevelt for twenty, when their
service ended by their respective resignations. Attorney-
General O'Brien, by request of Governor Hill, for a con-
struction on this point, gave an opinion, from an exam-
ination of all the statutes bearing on the subject, that the
legal term was five years; but as there has been no ap-
pointment since the creation of the Commission to fill a
vacancy except by death or resignation, there has been
no jitdicial test on the subject. According to the Attor-
ney-General's opinion the terms of Commissioners Black-
ford and Bowman have expired; so that the change pro-
posed by the Game Code Commissioners has necessarily
no bearing upon them. The Governor may make ap-
pointments m their places at any time. He could do no
more under the new provision. Messrs. Bm-den, Joline
and Huntington have yet several years to serve, and if
the code bill passes in its present shape, two of them
must be necessarily dropped.

It is obviously proper, with the state of facts presented,
that the law should provide some definite time of service.
Whetheir that term should be one, two, three or five years
is not material as long as it is precisely specified. A life
tenure is inconsistent with a republican form of govern-
ment and ought not to be permitted in any oflace. All
public otfices should be amenable to the appointing
power, and the nearer any official can be brought to an
accountability to bis constituents the better will be the
safeguard to honesty and faithful service. Long tenures,
even if for less than life, are also objectionable. No
oJficer, from Governor down to constable, ought to be
placed out of reach of popular discipline.

The p' oposed code provides that the Governor shall ap-
point three commissioners to serve for terms at first of one,
two and three years respectively, and after the first term
each serves for three years. This secures always in ser-
vice two experienced commissioners and gives oppor-
ttmity each year to infuse new blood if the appointing
power deems it desirable. To preserve a just equilibrium
between the difl'erent sections of the State it is further
provided that no two commissioners shall be appointed
from the same judicial department. There are five such
departments, and the efl:ect would be to give to the St.
Lawrence and Adirondack regions, Avhich now have no
representative in the board, one commissioner. As the
Commission is now constituted, four of the five commis-
sioners are located in one department, and that is all at
tidewater. The great interior of tbe State has but one
representative, Mr. Bowman, of Rochester. The mode
of appointment is not changed. The power is still with
the Governor, to be exercised as he shall deem wise. If
he chooses to appoint three of the present commissioners
he may do so; but two are to be dropped. Who these two
may be is no concern of the commissioners. In their work
they do not rejiresent persons, but have in view only the
public interest as they regard it from an impartial stand-
point. Tbey do not at all recognize the necessity of five
commissioners, but hold that the work may be more eco-
nomically and better done with three, AH experience
goes to show that the smaller the number of any public
commission the better will be the work. The larger the
number the less will be the individual responsibility. The
work of commissions and committees, whether the num-
ber be great or small, falls on one or two of the most
earnest. A late member of the Assembly, noted for his
industry and usefulness, remarked that the only commit-
tee on which he had satisfactorily served was "composed
of himself and one other member, and that the "other
member" was too sick to do anything himself.
The case of the Commissioners of Fisheries is no ex-

ception to the general rule. It is true that each of four
commissioners has a hatchery in his charge; but this
charge is only nominal. It consists principaUy of an ex-
amination and formal approval of a monthly abstract of
expense. The detail of the work is wholly in charge of
the local superintendents, all of whom understand their
business and give it faithful attention. The work of the
Commission is legislative rather than administrative.
They hold monthly meetings to receive reports, dispose of
oyster applications and dispose of incidental business; but
in the intervals there is but little to do except to attend to
casual correspondence. One of the Commissioners, ifv.

Joline, having no hatchery to supervise, is put nominally
in charge of the work in the clerk's office in New York.
But Mr. Doyle, the clerk, a competent officer, both directs
and performs the work.
Another reason for the more equable geographical loca-

tion of the Commissioners is to be found in the adminis-
tration of the oyster franchise department. The oyster
law of 1888 was so loosely drawn and gave such large die-

oretion to the Board, that in order to sufficiently guard

the public interest they found it necessary to bind them -

selves by a rigid code of rules for the faithful administra-
tion of their trust. One of these rules required the assent
to be entered on their records of three ComDiigsirjners to
any grant. This was to give any one of the interior Com-
missioners, as it were, a veto power over the actB of the
two tidewater Comaiissioners, who might perchance,
from their location, be disposed sometimes to act from
favoritism. But by the accidents of appointments, this
check no longer exists, and three of the tidewater Com-
missioners may have the whole voice in making the
grants. The change which the Commissioners propose,
puts it out of the power of the tidewater men to favor ox
control local or personal interests.
But one more subject of criticism remains for notice.

This is the objection urged against making the head-
quarters of the Commission at the Capitol. There is no
law at present making this headquarters anywhere. For
the convenience, it is alleged, of applicants for oyster
franchises the Commissioners have opened an office in
New York, which entails heavy expense for rent and
general maintenance. All the State Commiasioners ex-
cept this have their headquarters at Albanv, where ample
office room is provided in buildings erected for public
purposes. Here necessary interchange of communica-
tion with other public oftices is always available. The
Attorney-General is at hand to answer questions of law,
in regard to which none need to be more frequentiv in-
formed than the Commissioners of Fisheries. Tlie Comp-
troller's and Treasurer's offices, also important adjuncts,
are here. The Forestry Commission and the Chief Game
Protector's office are both in tbe Capitol, where they
ought to be, and the intimate relations betw-een these
and the Fish Commission demand that the offices sliould
be as near to each other as may be. As to the oyster ap-
plicants, why is it not as iiroper for theui to go to the
Commissioners as for the Commissioners to go to them?
But even this is not necessary. The code bi'u provides
that every alternate monthly meeting may be held else-
where than at the Capitol, so that if it should be more
convenient in the administration of the oyster business
to hold meetings at New York, Staten Island, Coney
Island, the Great South Bay or anywhere else within the
territory of the State, they have it in their power to
do so.

It seems to me that the claim that the principal office
should be held in New York, contrary to the case of all
the other State Commissions, which are required to be
located at Albany, has no just or even plausible basis.

Richard U. Sheuman.
New Hartpord, Feb. 23.

The New York Fishery Commission held a meeting on
Friday morning in the office of the Chief Game and Fiah
Protector, The only business of importance transacted
was the appointing of the president of the board, E. G.
Blackford, to the vacancy existing in the Codification
Commission, caused by the resignation of R. U. Sherman
from the Fishery Commission.

RAINBOW AND BROOK TROUT CROSS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Through the columns of the Highland Star, of High-

lands, Macon county, N. C, I have read an article on the
trout fishing of that section, from the able pen of Mr.
Henry Stewart. I also note your remarks about the
crossing of the Salveluius fontinalis and the Salmo
irideiis in the stream of which Mr. Stewart makes men-
tion.

Will you kindly allow one who has fished these waters
for the past three summers to state that it has been his
luck to capture a good many of the trout Mr. Stewart re-
fers to, and that it is undoubtedly the case that they are
crossing, the markings on the fish putting this beyond
dispute. I have noted what appeared to me several de-
grees of crossing or at least a considerable degree of dif-
ference in the distinctness of the markings. I suppose
the irideus being the larger and stronger fish is the
reason that the crosses show more of that breed than the
fontinalis. During the season of 1890 i noticed large
quantities of these crossed fish apparently about one year
old. I capttu-ed none older than that, which would lead
to the conclusion that the crossing must have taken place
during the season of 1889.

If you will still further permit me I would like to add
my testimonial to Mr. Stewart's as to the superior quality
of the trout fishing in western North Carolina. Since
youth I have been an enthusiastic angler after trout, and
have had the pleasure of fishing the best preserves of
Scotland, and I must say that for size, numbers and
fighting qualities the trout of North Carobna far surpass
any I have met. The section being very little known to
the fly-fisher, the trout are not very "knowing," and
during the past season I have fished streams in that sec-
tion on which a fly had never been cast till I anived.
The Salmo irideus vefevved to by Mr. Stewart are only to
be found in one stream, a large portion of which is on
that gentleman's estate, and as a game fish I must award
them the palm, as I firmly believe that a Cin. Salmo
irideus will afford more sport in the way of fighting than
a lOin, fontinalis. They seem to have a tendency toward
going down stream, as I have found large quantities of
them from seven to eight miles below where they were
first placed in the water, while I have never captured any
above. This may be accounted for in some measure by
the fact that the stream rapidly narrows down, above and
is much fished by pot-hunters, while below the stream as
rapidly increases in size, and the nature of tbe glens and
wild canons that it rushes through affords the fish a bet-
ter chance to escape the ravages of the "trout hog."
For beauty of scenery and reaches of water that would

delight the heart of the tourist and the trout fisher it has
never been my lot to see a better. Every conceivable
kind of water can be found here, from the wild cascades
and roaring waterfalls to the deep black pools and
"wimpling" waters that chatters over gravelly bottom.

W. M." Brown.
Florence, S. C.

[We shall esteem it a favor if Mr. Brown will send us
one or more of these hybrids for examination and inform
us whether any artificially produced hybrids have been
introduced into this regitm. Specimens can be safely
forwarded in alcohol or strong whisky in a JMason or
other glass jar and will be reported upon fully. We have
never seen a natural hybrid among trout and salmon],
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IN THE FRANCONIA WILDERNESS.
EIGHT o'clock of a foggy, drizzling, morning saw two

friends and their guide iBsne from vSargent'a farm
house in North \Voodstock. N. H.. and turn their steps
up the valley of the East Branch of the Pemigewasset
River. The two friends had been playing at camping for
a week or so on a beautiful knoil near the Hume House.
They had not been strong enougli for thorough camping,
no they generally slept on their bed of spruce boughs, and
lounged there, and spent rainy days there before a Ness-
muk fire, but they turned up pretty regularly to inspect
the morning and evening bill of fare at the Hume House.
And in truth it bore iMBpecfcion well, and never failed to
materialize up to the full anticipation. Yet the two old
campers ioi]gj?d for some genuine outdoor living in the
heart of the wilderness which they had seen from the
summits of their various mountain climbs.
And so here they were, wending their way toward the

primeval forests which still shade the mountain springs
of the East Branch of the Pemigewasset River, Their
plan was to proceed northeastwardly up the East Branch
five miles to the Hancock Branch; then four miles up this,

southeasterly, to the Forks of tire Hancock. They would
camp here for the night, and the next day go out by the
south, through Mad River Notch, to Greeley's at Water-
ville, some eight miles distant.
As they tramped along the naxTow but well-worn path

from Pollard's up the East Branch—now by the rushing
river, now just out of sight of it—they were an interest-
ing and, withal, well-assorted trio.' The two younger
men were old and fast friends, who had taken many a
hard tramp together, and shared at rarer intervals the
same camp. We will call them the Fisherman and the
Mountaineer. They both enjoyed all kinds of open-air
exercise, and appreciated nature in all her moods, but
the one thought the waterways led to the abodes of her
fairest scenes and rarest secrets, while the other regarded
her mountain tops as the right standpoint of observation.
So they had impartially devoted themselves to the moun-
tains, woods and streams of that beautiful region, noth-
ing coming amis. Yet the Fisherman had rather the best
of it, for their bodily strength was not as it had been in
the days when they had taken their forty mile walk
between breakfast and bedtime, or had carried their
knapsacks from the Fulton Lakes of the Adirondacks to
the heart of the Catskiils in a week. The leisure scramble
along the rocky stream beds was now a more appropriate
exercise than the tough climbirg which all the .mountain-
side imposed. Confining desk work had left their spirits
still youthful, but, in spite of themselves, it had weak-
ened their shoulders for the knapsa,ck, and placed a limit
shorter than the sunlight to their pedestrian powers.
Yet they were confident that they could easily make the
nine miles to the camping grormd by a late dinnertime,
and that the journey out could safely be tried after the
next day'.s nooning. The intervening afternoon and
morning would give a fair chance to explore the streams
of that remote wilderness. So they planned,
The guide was a middle-aged man of gentle character

and finer grain than one usually finds in his position. He
had evidently sprung from good stock, but poor health
and bodily weakness had kept him down. He could not
wrestle with the rocks and stumps of his native fields as
a thi-iving farmer must do in that region. So he had
taken to fishing as a profession. His legs were his tough-
est jjart, and could carry him into the unfrequented places
where trout still abounded , and his back was strong enough
to take in his axe and j)rovisions and bring out from 15 to
SOlbs. of dressed fish. Twenty pounds would net him $n,
and would take two or three days of hard work to catch
and mai-ket. It was not large wages, for the season was
short, but it kept him forehanded, and he had his horse
in Sargent's pasture lot and his buggy in the wagon
shed. He knew the wilderness through its waterways; in
fact, he was half amphibious, like his companions in
trade, the mink and otter. He was garrulous of himself,
but was quaint and humorous in speech and clean in lan-
guage, and was full of the lore of woods and water and
weather. He was altogether a choice companion.
Meanwhile the party were wending their way along

the trail making the most of the limited observation
which a woodland path affords. A camp ground on the
hillside, with its small patch of thinned trees and old
bark shanty, was passed. Then the attention was taken
with the foot of a slide which had come down a little

brook, clearing out all of its trout, and spreading sand
and stones and debris all around its mouth. Next a bin-nt
patch was struck, where the young growth was about
twenty feet high, and the trail was almost covered over
by a rank growth of weeds which hung dripping with
water, A little of this was passed, and the party arrived
at the mouth of the Hancock Branch.

The stream came in on the opposite bank, and the trav-
elers dimly supijosed that a log bridge or some stepping
stones would take them over. But they were soon en-
lightened. Charles quietly remarked, "Here is the best
place to cross. You won't find the water more than knee-
deep." He then cut a stout staff for each one and led
them down. There were stepping stones, to be sure, but
they were a foot under water. None the less they were
highly useful, as they saved another foot of wetting. It
was a curious sensation looking down through the crystal
green of the water to pick the way along on the highest
stones, while the current rendered the foothold uncertain
and a misstep meant a douse up to the middle. The
twenty or thirty yards of stream were soon crossed, and
they saw before them the bed of the Hancock Branch.
Here the party had expected to follow a "spotted trail"
up to the Forks. Now, it takes three things to make a
good wilderness trail. First, it must tie blazed or
"spotted." This is done by chipping a piece of bark as
big as one's hand from that side of the tree which is

toward a person as he walks, first on one side of the track
and then on the other. Another set of blazes must also
be made facing in the opposite direction to guide those
going the other way, This makes a spotted trail. Next
it is bushed out; that is, all the bushes and overlapping
branches are cut off to make an open path. Lastly, it

must be walked upon to render the track easy to follow
and to make the ground firm for the feet. Now, a sjjotted
trail is only better than the unmarked woods in that one
will not lose his way. It will be rough to the feet, and
tangled with bushes and overlain by logs.

On that particular day the ground was wet and slip-

pery, and every branch and leaf hung dripping with rain
drops. Progress on such a track would be slow and very

unpleasant, so the guide suggested that it would be much
the best plan to go up the bed of the stream. This bed
was peculiar. It was an open avenue, 30 to 40yds. wide,
aved with large cobblestones from 6in. to Oft. in
iameter, averaging some 18in, Down this open space,

crossing from side to side, ran the stream, in a deeper
grove, similarly bottomed, and 5 to lOvds. wide. Up the
dry part of the stream bed the route now ran. It was
slow work stepping from stone to stone, all slipi^ery from
the rain. After a few hundred yards the stream came so
close to the wooded bank that it was necessary either to
take to the woods or to ford the stream, Charles at once
settled the question by quietly wading across to the open
rocks on the other side. Again the feet and ankles, and
even the knees, were well cooled off. This process of
crossing and recrossing was repeated time after time.
Meanwhile the hours were rapidly passing, and the

four miles to the falls seemed indefinitely lengthened.
By noon it seemed as if they must have gone the whole
distance, and yet the guide said that their camping ground
was yet a long way off. So a halt was called and a cold
and cheerless lunch was eaten, for there was not time
enough to start a good fire.

Up to this time the novelty of the whole experience
had kept it interesting, but as the hours wore away into
the afternoon it became very monotonous. The fisher-
man's heart sank with a sense of irreparable loss as reach
after reach of the stream was passed with no stop for
fishing. How he longed to halt right there and set the
guide to camp building while he and bis friend enticed
the wary trout from the crystal green of the pools.
Everything made it an ideal place for a mountain camp.
Of course nothing can equal a lakeside as a camp site,
but most inland camps are so shut in that there is no out-
look nor that sense of breadth which belongs to the woods.
But here was the long stretch of open stream bed, most
of it dry, opening up the sky and the distant mountains
and affording long ranges for work with the rod without
either bush work or wading. The fly-fisherman could
stand lOyds. from his pool on dry stones and cast lOyds,
behind him with no fear of obstructions. The user of
the worm while well concealed could throw his bait into
the rapids and falls and let it drift down to the deeper
eddies and around the big stones in the manner most
natural and taking for trout. A few logs felled across
the stream would have given a mile of such fishing with
neither need nor much risk of even wetting the feet. The
stream was not often visited and was of size enough to
insure large fish. But the travelers did not stop, for the
Forks must be made without any delay if a camp was to
be made there before dark. So they pushed on up the
narrowing stream, wliich ran and now filled its bed till

the most of the traveling was by wading.
At last the Forks were reached. But no map nor guide

can convince those men that they had gone but four
miles since wading the East Branch*. They had tramped
pretty steady from 10 to 3, and would have believed that
the distance was eight or even ten miles. But it was
now accomplished, and a little search revealed the old
camp where they were to stop. Gladly they dropped
their knapsacks and bundles and rested their tired frames.
But time pressed them. If they were to fish now was the
chance. So, leaving the camp to the guide, they took
rods and creel and explored the pools of the East Fork, It
was like going up stairs. Six or ten feet of rise and
thirty feet level. But the trout were there, and one or
two came out of every piece of deeper water. Worms
and flies were both used and the fish bit equally well at
each, but they hooked themselves more readily on the
worm. Over boulders and drifted logs, back into the
heart of the great wilderness, and up toward the tops of
the high ridges the anglers pushed their way till the
waning light warned them to return. Then they halted
and poured out the creelful of fish on a flat rock and
counted up into the nineties. It is true that they were
small, bnt that detracted nothing from their beauty or
excellence. Down, down the rocky terraces the pair
rapidly proceeded. The rain had ceased some time be-
fore and the rocka were now dry, but they risked some
falls in their quick descent. As the dusk of evening
crept forth from the shadows of the pines and hemlocks
to veil the whole landscape, the now weary trampers
threw thernselves before tlie bright fire with that de-
licious feeling which comes only to the true camper.
The guide might gently remonstrate that they were late
in getting in if they wanted trout for supper. They put
fish and all further arrangements into his hands and
abandoned themselves to fate, thoroughly happy except
for some feeling that intimated that when the supper
should be ready it would not be long neglected.

Their waterproof coats had kept the rain out as far
down as their waist, and they began to consider some
further lowering of the dry line. Soon a motly array of
trousers, shoes, stockings and linen hung from camp
poles, and improvised horses, glowing brightlv in the
firelight and steaming ott' their moisture, while the
owners were trying to find the line of comfort, where
they would neither shiver with cold nor scorch with heat,
Meanw^hile Charles appeared with the trout. He took

a tin plate and made a long handle for it by splitting the
end of a sapling and inserting the edge of the plate in the
cleft. Then some slices of salt pork were put in the
plate and it was held over the fire until a skim of boiling
grease covered the pan. Into this the trout were dropped,
and the most savory of odors curled with the smoke
around the camp. Meanwhile the tea can was boiling
away on the fore log, and also a kettle of eggs, and it

was not long before tea, eggs, trout and bread and butter
began rapidly to disappear. What feast could be better?
And what could equal the luxirry of the repose after the
meal, every sense satisfied, the body refreshed, and the
tide of life rising higher and higher as the minutes
passed. The ouLy temporal thing that claimed any care
was the gradual resumption of the dried clothing and the
inspection of the quarters for the night.

The old camp had been much repaired by Charles's in-
dustry. It was about seven feet square and four feet high
in front, sloping back nearly to the ground, thatched and
sided with hemlock bark, mostly freshly pealed by the
gmde. Close in front was the bright fii-e, and at the side
was a generous pile of wood for the night and early morn-
ing. The bed might have been thicker, but the bushes
were so wet that new browse could not be stripped. Yet
the old bed had some softness left, and when it was cov-
ered with thin sheets of bark from the white birch it

looked very inviting to the weary campers. The party
turned ia about 9 o'clock, and there was not much time

wasted between then and the next daylight. All night
the fire was kept just not too hot by the occasional atten-
tion of the faithful guide, and whenever they waked it

was with a sense of pleasant glow.
The next morning found them in no hurry to stir. The

hard tramp, with its unusual experiences of rock climbing
and wading, still affected them. Also the heartv supper
eaten just before retiring left them with less than the
usual appetite. But by the time some trout were fried
and some tea made and a dish of corned beef frizzled, the
appetites were ready for a square meal.
And now Charles prepared to take his departure down

stream, leaving the two to go on southward along the
trail, which from that place was both spotted and foot-
worn. They bade their escort a hearty farewell, threw
an extra dollar into his pay, and hoped that the next time
they went into the wildnerness they would have Charles
Huckins for a guide and not less than a week for the
trip.

it was agreed between the two that the Fisherman
should have till 10 to try the stream again, while the
Mountaineer rested in camp. Fisherman used this time,
and in an hour and a half ten trout were brought
to the creel, of which one was the largest caught on the
whole trip. Even it was not more than llin. long. But
the Fisherman found no such water as had been passed a
few miles below. In due time they met at camp and
packed up for their further journey. They hoped to reach
Waterville by one or two in the afternoon. Still they
took some bread, and butter, and salt and meat from their
stores, besides the trout. Their packs also contained
plates, cups, knives, forks and spoons, besides rubber
clothing and a few extra garments. The Fisherman
carried his duffle in a canvas knapsackmade on Nessmuk's
pattern. The Mountaineer was content with a shawl-
strap. Thus equipped, they bade farewell to the Forks of
the Hancock and took up their march.
Now the Fisherman had recently taken to wearing

glasses, and was not yet so accustomed to them as always
to remember to put them on again when he had laid them
aside for any purpose. He had nearly lost them several
times, and hoped that he had his last lesson in carefulness.
But no, for when the train had stopped to rest awhile after
an hour's tramp it was discovered that the glasses were
again missing. After humbly appeasing the wrath of his
comrade, the luckless loser cached his knapsack and rod
and started back to camp to look for them. He searched
the camp and. the stream side; he examined minutely the
places where he had performed his morning ablutious and
had stopped to drink; but no glasses gladdened his anxious
and now tired eyes.
By this time it was evident that Waterville would not

be reached in time for dinner. So he made one more
visit to the few remaining camp stores for some further
supplies. This done, he paused to take a final glance at
the camp, and lo! his eyes fell on the missing spectaclep.
These were quickly fitted to their place, and the pleased
finder hurried back on the now familiar trail. Sounds
of distant thunder spurred him on, and he soon rejoined
his waiting comrade. It was now noon and both were
ready for dinner. So a halt was soon called, and a fire
built. In front of this was stuck up a stout bush with
its branches trimmed short. On each of these spurs a
trout was hung. An occasional turning was the only
further attention they needed. Meanwhile the remaining
corned beef was hashed in a plate and mixed with some
stale bead duly seasoned. The edge of the plate was in-
serted into the cleft end of a long stick, and held by this
handle over the fire. The trout were excellent and all
were eaten. The corned beef scallop tasted of coffee,
from too intimate association with that article at some
past time. Nevertheless there was none of it thrown
away.

Refreshed by the fire and lunch, the party again took
up the trail, just as the thunder storm broke over them.
The ground became suddenly sticky, and the bushes were
saturated with water. Their nether clothing soon was
equally wet. Still they pushed on, going through the
Mad River Notch and coming out on the little Greely
Ponds. Here they saw a welcome sign of 4 M. On they
trudged over a beaten trail, and when they had begun to
think that they must have passed unnoticed the third
notch sign, they came upon the 'Si M. Then and there
they revised their estimate of time for wilderness traveling.
On a fine road they could make four miles per hour, but
on a trail, under a knapsack, it should be cut down to 1*
or 1. Finally, at 5 o'clock, they emerged into the Water-
ville Clearing, soaked from the waist down. They could
not go to the hotel in that plight, so they found a secluded
sand bank by the Mad River, collected some dry drift
wood and started a fire. Again they hung out their
wash on improvised clothes poles, the fire, meanwhile,
supplying the need of more extensive covering. A half
hour of steaming sufficed, and, ironing being dispensed
with, the garments were returned to their places. But,
alas, the Fisherman learned a lesson about the rapid dry-
ing of wet leather, for his shoes were so shriveled that
the whole uppers cracked open, and the soles threatened
to fall off at every step.

As they sought the comfortable quarters of the hotel,
they moralized on the need for proper precaution in
wilderness traveling. They concluded that events might
easily have happened which would have left them out in
the woods all that night, with no ax or hatchet, no tent
and no food. It is true they could have put together a
brush shelter, and kept a fire going with dead wood, and
probably caught a trout, but it would have been a very
uncomfortable experience: while an ax or hatchet, and
a pound of cornmeal, would have rendered them equal to
any emergency of delay. So they unanimously adopted
the resolution never to go into the wilderness again with-
out some means of cutting wood and a supply of light
provisions. In coming out of the primeval forest into
civilization, no more fitting place for transition could be
found than this settlement of Waterville.
A line of farms had crept from the open country of the

Pemigewasset, 10 miles up the narrow valley of the Mad
River, till it reached a broad interval of a few hundred
acres, right in the heart of the wilderness, and 1,500ft.
above the sea level. On all sides of this rise the peaks of
the lower Franconia Mountains, 2,500 to 3,000ft. higher.
Down the gorges between these rush the streams which
here unite to make up the Mad River. The waters abotmd
in trout and through the woods and up the mountains
have been opened more than 50 miles of paths and trails.

It is a most charming gateway to the untouched haunts
of nature, either for entrance or exit. They tarrie4 in it
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l)ut for the night and then tramped down to the train at
Oampton. The trip was over, but the memory of it is as
green as the hemlock mountainside, as clear as the water
that leaps down Mount Hancock and as cheering as the
aroma of the evening camp, Pejsn.

ANGLING NOTES.
IT seems to be the universal opinion of those who have

liad experience in restocking trout waters that 100 year-
lings will improve a pond or stream more than 10,000 fry.
The only way fry seem to thrive is by placing them in
tiny trickling springs, where it is impossible for their ene-
mies to follow or see them, or else to keep them in little
artificial j)ond8 where they can be fed and protected until
able to look out for themselves. Of course these small
ponds should be covered with wire netting to prevent the
herons, kingfishers, frogs, watersnakes, minks, etc., etc.,
from feeding on them. It is also said that a great many
of the little fry are dead when they are turned out of the
cans, but this the owner rarely hears of, they go in all the
same and count as being delivered.

How severe or warm winters affect the trout and black
bass seems to be an open question. When there is little

or no ice on the ponds and streams the fish must get more
food and air and be in better condition in the spring than
when the waters are frozen up all through the winter.
In very severe weather both trout and bass bury in
the mud to escape freezing. There is one thing cer-
tain, many a fine bass is caught through the ice by those
who fish for pickerel in the winter season.

According to reports from Maine brook trout are being
caught through the ice in great numbers. No wonder
anglers often find such poor fishing at the beginning of
the season when they flatter themselves they are first on
the ground.

The latest "fad" in trout rods is to have them colored
black, ferrules and all, making the angler look as if he
was in mourning. This notion is taken from the Eaglish,
and is supposed to prevent the fish seeing the glisten of
the rod when in motion. "When the angler gets so near
trout or bass as to enable the fish to see him casting, it

matters little whether his rod is black or white, the
motion made is sufficient to render the fish suspicious.
The only way when the water is low and clear is to fish
up stream and approach his victim from behind.

Some one interested in Lake Edward is trying again to
boom that place by giving marvelous accounts of the
trout fishing there. The truth is there is little if any fly-
fishing to be had excepting in the streams that empty
into the lake, and they are all private and protected. To
kill trout there, the angler must descend to deep bait
fishing, and it is indeed rare to hear of one being caught
of over 2ilbs. in weight. In fact nearly all the good
trout waters back of Quebec are private property.

The first flounders of the season have been caught in
Coney Island Creek. This is always considered a sure
sign of the approach of spring. On the evening of Feb.
25 the peepers could be heard piping in every direction
in the country, but on the 27th it was snowing, and this
morning (the 28th} the thermometermarkedonly 11", and
felt more like winter than any time since Jan. 1.

During the month of March the weather is very un-
certain, and though the strawberries, green peas and
a=tparagus and glistening shad abound in the markets,
one can not tell whether to get out his tackle or invest in
snowshoes and a toboggan. Scaelet-Ibis.

PENNSYLVANIA WATERS.
I FIND on looking over my record that the season of 1890

was not even an average one. On the opening, May
BO last, the general opinion of fishermen in this locality
was that it would be a very good one, which, of course,
meant that many fish would be caught. This opinion
was based on the fact- that the preceding winter having
been mild ba<s would multiply and grow faster on that
account. This hypothesis is certainly wrong if judged
by results. In place of multiplying they appear to have
diminished, both in number and size.

Early in the season I visited a favorite spot known as
McCormick's Islaad, about two miles above Harrisburg.
where the stream runs clear and deep over a rocky bot-
tom, where small islands of sand have formed, bearing a
crop of long, coarse grass. Great rocks and shelvings
are here and deep pools. If the fisherman be a lover of
nature, with an eye for the beautiful (and who among
them has not ?), he will find enough here to chase the
hours away. I succeeded on this occasion in capturing
one funfish, where on previous occasions I had caught 25
and 30 bass. My experience all through the season of
1890 was of this character—very few fish. The most I
took at any one time during that year was 9. The largest
was 3lbs. My experience appears to have been the same
with the majority of fishermen in this locality.

Hahhisbtjrq, Pa. T. H. .J.

From Warden J. W. Hague, of Pittsburgh. Pa., we
have the following interesting notes on the good results
obtained by persistent and impartial enforcement of wise
laws regulating the taking of fish in western Pennsyl-
vania. We hope others may continue the good work and
reap a similar reward.
"The recent floods reveal the fact that the protection

of last year has increased the fish in the Allegheny and
Monongahela rivers about this city. Large carp and
salmon have been found in the cellars of the houses of
the flooded districts after the waters receded, and large
numbers of the jack salmon are seen in the eddies of the
river. • [Salmon and jack salmon are wall-eyed pike.]
As a result, the poachers are hard at work at nighfc to get
supplies of these fish, and the silent watches of the night
are employed by them to do their devilish work. For
two years past the warden has been watching a place at
Sewickley, twelve miles west of Pittsburgh, for parties
who have been cleaning out the fish at several pools at
that point; and last nighfc succeeded in capturing the
seine, which was Soyds. long and worth |50. To-day the
sportsmen are rejoicing over the event, and the mat-
ter of protection has risen in theii- minds.
"Tbe weather here is warm and the song birds are

makin? their appearance. ETerything iadioatee an early
spring."

I

THE SAGADAHOC ASSOCIATION.
BATH, Me., Feb. 2S.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

annual meeting of the Sagadaboc Fish and Game
Association was held on Friday evening last, and the fol-
lowing officers elected: Dr. Chas. A. Packard, President;
James Purington and Wm, E, Hogan, Vice-Presidents;
Geo. H. Nichols, Brunswick; S. W. Carr, Bowdoiaham;
Aug. Hatch, Bath; Cbas. H. Greenleaf, Bath; Chas. B.
Furber, Bath, Executive Committee; Geo, E. Newman,
Secretary and Treasurer.
The following resolution was unanimously passed:

Resolved, That we not only protest against the repeal
of the present law in regard to the use of seines in our
rivers and within three miles of our coast, but respect-
fully suggest to the members of the Legislature now in
session, that the law be made so effectual in its operation
as to entirely prohibit this mode of exterminating our
food fishes, under the severest penalties.
A desperate and determined fight is being had in the

Maine Legislature over the law in regard to the use of
seines, the porgie men appearing before the committee
in force. But it now looks as if their cause was a hope-
less one, and there is a possibility that the present law
will be cleared up so that the law breakers will have no
chance of escape. It looks as if these seiners were pur-
suing their nefarious business utterly regardless of the
law or the wishes of the people, and an employe on one
of their steamers last season informed me that they were
directed to follow the fish wherever they went, and they
did so. A case against two steamers that fished within
half a mile of the shore off Cape Small Point and in Small
Point Harbor is entered for trial at the next term of the
Supreme Court, at Bath. I have faith to believe that
the people of Maine can no longer be deceived by the
misrepresentations of unscrupulous men engaged in the
destruction of the food fishes along our coast, who assert
as their most convincing argument that the greater the
destruction of the fish the more tbey multiply! Why, it

was stated before the committee by a gentleman who
had been for two years engaged in the business, that
ninety per cent, of the mackerel caught during that time
were thrown overboard as unfit for commercial purposes.

» * *

Trout in the Naugatuck Valley. — Waterbury,
Conn., Feb. 2d.—Editor Forest and Stream: In the cm-
rent issue of your valued journal I notice that "Notliks"
has been making a tour of the Naugatuck Valley and
vicinity. And although much pleased to see mention
made of this section and the sport to be had piscatorially
lam forced to remark that some of his "authentic in-
formation" is inclined to be a trifle "off." We did have
good fishing—the best for years—but unfortunately the
prospects are not so bright for the coming Feason. The
largest trout captured in. this vicinity was taken on the
opening day (and a horrible one it was) from Long
Meadow by Dr. S. B. Munn and weighed 21bs. 6oz, five
hours after being caught. In Naugatuck the genial Col.
Tolles (not Tolley) did indeed scoop one from Hop Brook
which tipped down at l|lbs., but it was by no means the
largest, as S. D. Bingham, G. C. Squires and tbe writer
each brought in a number from the Ten-Mile River and
Quinnipac section of good two-pounders. Stocking has
greatly improved all these waters the past few years, but
the two preceding extremely mild winters had much to
do with the size of the fish,—J. W. G.

A Card from Commissioner Blackford.—New York,
March 3.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: My attention has
been called to a card published by John D. Colhns of
LTtica, in which he intimates that there is a letter or let-

ters of mine which would show that I had written some-
thing at some time or other to some one, suggesting or
urging them to violate the trout law for my personal
benefit. All that I care to say in reply to this, is virtually
what I said in my card in the Forest and Stream two
months ago : That I challenge Mr. Collins or any other
one else to produce, publish or exhibit any letter of mine
which would show that I had been guilty of anything in-
consistent with my position as Commissioner of Fisheries
of the State of New York.—E. G, Blackford.

The Chdbb Factory Fire,—Thousands of anglers wil
sympathize with Mr. Thos. H, Chubb, of Post Mills, Vt.'
in the serious calamity which has come upon him in the
destruction of his factory by fire on the 23d ulfc. The loss
is put at $65,000, with an insurance of $20,000. Mr, Chubb
is a man of grit and stout heart, as the immense business
built up by him testifies. In a letter just received from
him he tells us that he has set up in an empty mill what
little machinery was saved from the wreck, and hopes
soon to get into shape asain. He is filling retail orders,
and while the stock holds out he naturally hopes that his
friends may not be deterred by the reports of the fire

from sending their orders. We have received and will
notice next week the Chubb catalogue for 1891.

Protection op Potomac Fishes.—An effort has been
made by a majority of the committee on the District of
Columbia to have referred to the committee on merchant
marine and fisheries the Senate bill containing the old
law intended for the protection of Potomac Eiver fishes,

especially upon their spawning grounds within the Dis-
trict. The latter committee has reported a bill framed
for this purpose, and will call up the subject at the earli-

est opportunity. The opposition to the movement comes
as usual from the fishery interests, and has been suffi-

ciently powerful to delay this greatly needed legislation.

Trout in Mexico.—Under date of Feb. 16, 1891, Sefior
Chazari, Fish Commissioner of Mexico, wrote to Col. John
Gay that he now has, from the TJ. S. Fish Commission,
eggs of brook trout, lake trout and vouBehr trout (-SaZmo
fario) in good condition. The hatching process was going
on satisfactorily and with small loss.

FlKBT North River Shad.—On Saturday, Feb, 28, a
fine roe shad weighing 5 lbs. was taken off Perth Amboy,
New Jersey. This is the earliest date on record for the
appearance of the North River shad. It was on exhibition
at Blackford's, in Fulton Market, a pa.rt of the day, and
then sent to Chauncey M. Depew.

A New Hand Grasp for Rods,—We have examined
with interest a new cork and celluloid hand grasjj fOr
fishing rods, devised by the Syracuse Bamboo Furniture
Co,, of Syracuse, N. Y, This appears to us a valuable in-
vention, comprising as it does bulk, lightness and a mate-
rial which is readily held in the hand without slipping.
Its size fills the hand so that it is grasped without elfort;

its lightness does not alter the balance of the rod, and the
cork is easily held firmly, that is, it does not slip. We
are informed that a patent on this improvement has been
applied for.

A Trout Killed by an Oar,—The Cedars, Oakdale,
Long Island, Feb. 28.—On Feb. 26 a captain of an oyster
boat killed a brook trout weighing 3lbs. in the Gi"eat
South Bay near Sayville. He was killed by the stroke
from an oar.

—

Alfred A. Frasek,

LIST OF FISH COMIVIISSIONERS.
UNXTJ5D States—

(Office Sixth and B streets, S.W., Washiu.gton. D.C.)
Col. Marshall McDonald, Commissi oner; J. W. Col-
lins, iu charge, Division of Fisheries; Richard Rath-
bun, in charge, Divi.sion of Scientific Inquiry; T. H.
Bean, Ichthyologist and Editor; J. J. O'Connor,
Chief Clerk; John Gay, Inspector of Stations; H, A.
Gill, Disbursing Agent.

Alabama—
Col. D. R. Hundley, Madison; Hon. Chas. F. G.
Doster, Prattville.

Arizona-
T. W. Otis, Chairman, Prescott; John Howard, Pres-
cott; C. W. Stearns, Plienix.

Arkansas—
H. H. Rottaken, President. Little Rock; W. B.
Worth en, Secretary, Little Rock; J. W. Calloway.
Little Rock.

California-
Joseph Routier, President, Sacramento; C. M. Joss-
elyu, San Francisco; J. Downey Harvey, San Fran-
cisco.

Colorado—
Gordon Land, Denver.

Connecticut—
Jas. A, Bill, Lyme; Robert R, Chalker, Old Say-
brook. The Shellfish Commi.-isioiiPr3 are: Dr. Wm.
M. Hudson, Chairman, Hartford; George C, Waldo,
Bridgeport; Bryant A. Treat, Wallingford.

Delaware—
Charles H. Shuberfc, Odessa; Dr. E. G. Shortlidge,
Assistant and Superintendent of Hatcheries, Wil-
mington.

Georgia—
R. T. Nesbitt, Atlanta; Dr. H, H. Gary, Superintend-
ent, La Grange.

Illinois—
N, K, Fairbatik. President, Chicago; Dr. S. P. Bart-
let t, Secretary, Quincy; George Bretming, Centralia.

Indiana-
Co!. W. T. Dennis, Richmond,

*IowA—
E, D. Carlton, Spirit Lake; Ole Bjorenson, Superin-
tendent.

KANSAS—
John M. Brumbaugh, Concordia.

Kentucky—
This State is said to have no Commission now.

Maine—
E. M. Stilwell, Bangor; Henry O. Stanley, Dixfield;
B. W. Counce, Thomaston. Sea and Shore Fisheries.

Maryland—
G. W. Delawder. Oakland: G. R. Rider, Salisbury.

MASSACHUSETTS-
E, A. Braekett, Winchester; E. H, Lathrop, .Spring-
field; Isaiah C. Young, Wellfleet.

Michigan—
Herscbel Whitaker, President, Detroit; Dr. J. C.
Parker, Grand Rapids.; Hoyt Post, Detroit; Wm, A,
Butler, Jr.. Treasurpr, Detroit; George D. Mussey,
Secretary, Detroit; Walter D. Marks, Superintend-
ent, Paris.

Minnesota—
Robert Ormsby Sweeny, President, Duluth; Niles
Carpenter, Rushford; Wm. Bird, Fairmont; S. S.
Watkins, Superintendent of Hatchery, St. Paul.
Assistants: Bernard Kittel and John M. Marty.

Missouri—
H. M. Garlichs, Chairman, St. Joseph; J. L. Smith,
Kansas City; Edw, Cunningham, Jr., St. Louis; A.
C. Garlichs, Secretary, St. Joseph. Superintendents:
Phillip Koplin, Jr.,' St. Louis; James W. Day, St.
Joseph.

Nebraska—
W, L. May, President, Fremont; J. C. McBride, Lin-
coln; B. E. B. Kennedy, Omaha; M, E. O'Brien,
Superintendent, South Btnd.

Nevada—
George T. Mills, Carson City; Ernest Harris, Deputy
Carson City.

New Hampshire—
George W. Riddle, Manchester; Elliott B. Hodge
Plymouth; JohnH, Kimball, Marlborough.

New Jersey—
Wm. Wright. Newark; Frank M. Ward, Newton;
Robt. D. Foote, Morristown; W. A. Newell, Penns-
ville

New York—
Eugene G. Blackford. President, 80 Pulton Market,
New York; L. Huntington, New Kochelle; William
H. Bowman, Rochester; Henry Burden, Troy; A, S.
Joline. Tot^enville. Superintendents: Fred Mather,
Cold Spring Harbor; Monroe A. Green, Caledonia; J.
G, Roberts, Adirondack; E. F, Boehm, Sacandaga;E.
L. Marks, Fulton Chain. Clerk and in charge En-
gineer's Department: Edward P. Doyle, Room 50,
Fulton & Market Bank Building, New York. Shell-
fish Commissioner: Eugene G. Blackford. State
Oyster Protector: Joseph W, Mersereau, 80 Fulton
Market, New York. Chief Game and Fish Protector:
J. Warren Pond, Albany,

North Carolina-
No Commission.

Ohio—
C. V. Osborn, President, Dayton; James A. Henshall,
Secretary, Cincinnati; E. D. Potter, Toledo; J. H.
Newton, Newark: Wm. R. Huntington, Cleveland,
G. W. Hull, Chief Warden, Lima; Wm. Lantz, Supt,
of Fisheries, Sandusky.

Oregon—
F, C, Eeed, President, Clackamas; E, P, Thompson,
Portland; R. C. Campbell, Ranier, tTerm» "spiye
Feb, 18, 1891,)
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PTsirasYivvAmA—
Henry C. Ford, President, Philadelphia; James V.
Long, Corresponding Secretary, Pittsburg; Henry C.
Demutb, Spcretary, Lancaster; Walter L. Powell,
Treasurer. Harrishurg: S. B. Stihve.ll, Scranton; L.
Streuber, Erie. Saperintendents: J. P. Greveling,
A Hentown; William BuUer, Corry.

Rhode Tslasd—
Henry T. Root, Providence: Wm. P. Morton, John-
ston; J. M. K. Southwick, Newport.

*SOtITH CAEOLIKA—
Hon. A. P. Butler, Columbia.

W. W. McDowell, Memphis; H. H.' Sneed, Chatta-
nooga; Ed. D. Hicks, NashTille.

Utah—
A. Milton Musser, P. O. Box B, Salt Lake City.

Vermont —
Hon. Herbert Brainerd, St. AU>an.s; F. H. Atherton,
Waferbiiry.

VlBUlNlA—
Dr. John T. Wilkins, Jr., Bridgetown.

West A^iRGT^iiA—
C. S. White, President, Romney; F. J. Baxter,
Treasurer, Sutton; N. C. Prickebt, Secretary, Ravens-
wood.

WiSCOSSIN—
The Governor (ex-officio)-, Philo Dunning, President,
M:iriir,OTi; C. L. Valentine, Secretary and Treasurer,
Janesviile: Mark Douglas, Melrose; 'A.V. H. Carpen-
ter, Milwaukee; Calvert Spensley, Mineral Point; E.
S. Minor, Sturgeon Bay; Jas. Nevin, Superintend-
ent, Madison.

Wtominc; Teiuiltort—
lionis Miller, Laramie.

Do:"J]"NMos or Caxaba.—
Hon. C, M. Tupper, Minister oP Marine and Fisheries,
Ottasva; lion. John Tilton, Deinity Minister. Ottawa:
S. P. Bauset, Chief Clerk, Ottawa; Samuel Wilmot,
Snperiutendent of Fishcultnre, Ortawa. Inspectors
of Fisheries: J. R Kinney. Yarmouth, N. S.; R. C.
Hockiu, Pictou, N. S.: A. C Bertram, IS^orth Sydney,
N. S.; J. H. Pratt, St. Andrews, N B.; R. A. Chab-
jua ii, Moncton, N. B. ; D. Morrow. Ornmocto, N. 15.;

E. Hackett, Tignisb. P. E, L: W. Wakeman, Gaspe
Basin, P. Q.: Tlios. Mo wat, Xew Westminster, B. C:
Alex. McQueen, Winnipeg, Manitoba; F. C, Gilchrist,
Fort Q.n'Appelle, N. W. T. Officers in Charge of
Fish Breeding Establishments: Cbas. Wilmot, New-
castle, Ont.; Wm. Parker, Sandwich, Ont ; L. N.
Catellier, Tadoussac, Quebec; H. Davis, Gasp6,
Qtiebec: A. M. Moore, Magog, Quebec; Alexander
Mowat, Festigouche, Quebec; A. B. Wilmot, Bedford,
N, K,; C. A. Farquharsou, Sydney, N. S.; Isaac Sheas-
greeu. MirAmicbi. N. B.; Chas. McCluskv. Grand
Palls, N. B.; Thos. Mowat, New Westminster, B. C.

NEWFOtIKDLA>;O—
Hon. A. W. Harvey, Chairman, St. Johns; M. Har-
vey, Stcretary, St. Johns; Adolph Nielsen, Superin-
teudent of Fisheries, St. Johns.

infRpmation was xeceiived from, these commissions.

COMIVIISSIONER McDONALD EXONERATED.
THE Committee on Fish and Fisheries of the Senate, to

whom was referred the resolution of June ,3, 1800,' as
follows: "Resolved, That the Committee on Fish and Fish-
eries be, and it is hereby, instructed to make an early in-
quiry into the administration of the affairs of the United
States Fish Commissioner's office, and especially in respect
of the changes in the force, compensation paid to'employees,
and any alleged favoritism, or other undue administration,
and report to the Senate thereon; Resolved, That the said
committee have power to send for persons and papers,"
made the following report, which was ordered to be printed
Feb. 21, 1801:

The passage of tha foregoing resolution was owing to the publi-
cation or ceriaia charges of a rather sensational character which
appeared iu the press of the country, seriougly reflectina-, not only
upon the administration of the affairs of t1ie Fish Commission
hut also npon the character ami inicgrity of gome of the officials
connpctcd there\\'i1h.
'Vbf clmrge-'^ so made, havinK boon hrotiglit to the attention of

the C!orumis;iioa.-i-, iie \ tn-y iiromytly asicert an ius'e.stlgation.
'I'tie ehargrt-s snmnied up can be iifst expressed in the words: In-

cifieioncy, exiravagajice, diahonestj', political favoritfsm and
nepotism.
Your committee, at its first meeting after the passage of the

resolntion of inve.s ligation, appointed a sub-commi'tee consisting
of ilp chiiirinaii Eitrt Senators Blodgett and Sqnire to invefitigate
the tufnirrioc t,)ie Fish Commission in reaped to the charges re-
ferred to. F.very person whose name wa.-^ k7io\\-i\ to the com"mittee
as being in any M'ay eonnectFd with the publication or dissemina-
tion of the said charges was notified that the committee would
giA-e him an opjicrrnnity to be heard, and would also he glad to
have him .snhmit the names of any persons whom he desired
snbporinaed; also that any material and relevant interrogatories
which he juight desire to have propounded to witnesses would be
so propounded upon filing the same in mating with the clerk of
the committee.
In all sixty-three witnesses were sworn and examined, a very

great ma,ioritT of whom were subposnaed at the special instance
of the persons appearing to have charge of the case against the
Fish Commission. In everyinstance the comnrittee accepted all
the interrogatories hied, and although many were of donbtful
relevancy they were prop'Uinded to the witnesses designated, and
also upon request of the same individnals subposnaes were issued
for evi ry person who.se name was furnished, where it was in the
least made to appear that the testimony of such persons would be
at all relevant to the subject matter of the in vestigation, and
great care was exercised to secure a full and impartial investiga-
tion of the pending charges withotit favor )o any one.
The t esl imony so taken and submitted with this report comprises

over (ioO printed pages.
It will suffice to say in a general way that not one of the charges

afl'ectmg the administra tion of tbe affairs of the Commission or
the standing and integrity of any official connected therewith
has been proven to bave any foundation in fact whatever.

It is true, as has been charged, thnt the force of assistants em-
ployed in connection witn the work of the Commission has been
increased over the number employed in former years, and
thxt there Las lieen a corresponding increase in the cost of main-
taining it; but it mua1 be remembered that during the fiscal year
ending Jump 30, 1^87, there were but twelve fish-hatching stations
in operation, while during the year ending June 30, 1890, there
were iwenryou' ; also that the production of eggs, fry and year-
ling flsb for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887, was 259,0d0,0ai
while for thfi y(3ar ending June 30, 1890, it was b58,000 000, or an in-
crease ot 99 000 000.

It should also be remembered that the amount of money avail-
able for the propagation of food fishes and fur the general'aduiin-
istration WfisiiLl877 S13G.B14.92 while in 1890 it was only §160,000.We feel warrantoa in saying that the practical and seieniiflc re-
sults of the w ork of the Commission exceed anything heretofore
attained and that with a very moderate increase in cost to the
Government over former years.
In com lusion. your committee, in view of the great importance

to the country of the work of the Cnramission and the urgent ne-
cessity tor Its continuance, ask a cs^reful esiniination of the
testimony herewith presented, beheying that it is sufficient to
con'/iLCi all fair-minded persons that there is no just cause to
Ciiiieise tlie policy of The Cummission or t he course of the Com-
missioner and his subordinates in the matter of administration,
but on the contrary that tbey deserve commendation for the con-
scientious woTE which they are perforuaing.

Francis B. Stockbkidqe.
Watson C. Squire.
RUPUS BnODGETT,

THE VERMONT HATCHERY.—Rutland, Vt., Feb. 23.
Gov. C. S. Page has announced the appointment of two of
the Hatchery Directors. Dr. H. H. Swift, of Pittsford, and
Chas. C. Wai-ren, of Waterbury. It is rumored that the

hatchery will be located in St. Johnsbury, in which case the
third director will be a resident of the place. The Fairbanks
of St. Johnsbury have offered to the State the use of their
ponds for breeding purposes. While the loctition as a dis-
tributing point has disadwantages, nature has made it one
of the best for breeding purposes. Both of the above directors
are members of the Vermont Fi.sh and Game League, as also
is Gov. Page. The sportsmen of Vermont will not be satis-
fied until there are at least two hatcheries, one in the
northern part and another for the southern section of the
state.—Wheelock.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the w/eek they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

March 3 to 6.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Maryland Kennel
Club, at Baltimore, Md. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, Secretary.
March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesne Kennel

Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E. Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Keunpl Club, at Washington, D. C.
March 21 to ;37.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretar.v.
March 31 to April 3.—Siwenth Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore, R( cretarv.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Glut., at Chicago, TIL iTohn L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
April 11 to 17.— Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Mnnball, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.—Dog Show of the Southern California Kennel

CluD. at Los Angeles.
April 2S to May 3.—Dog Show of the California Kennel Club, at
an Francisco, Cal. Pi. P. Rennie. Sec'v.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.

NEW YORK DOG SHOW.
THE years roll around with alarming frequency nowa-

days, and one W. K, C. show follows another with rapid
strides on the track of time. Each succeeding show sees new
faces, both huraan and animal, and the improvement of
quality and breeding is just as apparent in the former as
with the latter. Society having .set its stamp of approval on
such exhibitions, it i.s a foregone conclusion that better men
—when we say better men, we speak from a financial point
of view—have joined the ranks of the fancy—aye, and women
too, who in years past would have thought twice before
lending their names to any such publicity. Now it is a
society fad, and consequently dog shows in jSTew York are as
much a part of the social programme of thegrarfcZe dame as
the opera, society balls, the horse show, or any other gather-
ings where wealth ancl fashion most do congregate. The
dog show which opened on Tuesday last may be put down as
one of the most succce-ssful yet held, and there is no .surer
indication of the popudarity than thepersonnel of the crowds
which poured into the hand.some Garden, despite the worst
weather that a W. K. C. show has so far experienced. The
first day was a fair one, but the weather of Wednesday and
Thursday cotild hardlybe surpassed for natural perverseness.
When it was not raining it was snowing, and a tearing wind
blew the flakes with aggravated force till one would think
that the dainty women would prefer a seat by their cosy fire-
places to the risking of health aud silks and satins in the
storm outside and the crush within. Superintendent Morti-
mer wore a pretty long face on Wednesday and Thursda.y. aud
visions of his European trip looked hazy indeed, but
Friday pulled itself together and all was sunshine antl
more crush. The scramble on the home stretch, from mid-
day to 10 at night, was a terrific one, and no doubt put the
l^alance on the right side. The expenses incurred this year
were far greater than formerly; we are told that the rental
of the Garden for the week was S6,000 alone, and this led the
management to impo.se the large entry fee, for -single dogs,
of S5. Though no doubt this kept p.; few dogs away, it was
better, for the entry piled up to l,;)27 after all, more than in
any previous year, and iu most of the breeds almost any one
of these entries could be counted on to get a mention at out-
side shows. With the improved surroundings and the style
in which stich exhibitions are conducted in the Garden now,
came an improved class of attendants, and at no time dur-
ing the show did we come across such men, who attended to
the wants of the dogs, as those of last year. On mauy sides
we heard expressions of praise for the men, and during our
rambles through the aisles we experienced the greatest
courtesy from the attendants, who were ever ready to help
us iu getting the dogs up and olf their benches. We are the
more pleased to write this way considering the fact thatla.st
year otu' story was very different. It is a pity that in alter-
ing the Garden the floor room has been curtailed, and it
would seem as if the old Institute building is still the best
for a New York dog show, there the whole entry can be
ranged on one floor and a larger space given to the'judging
rings than was possible this year, and which had the eft'ect
of delaying the judging. Unless some other arrangement
is made, either limiting the enti-ies to one thousand or
using the American Institute building, there is little
doubt that many of the principal sporting dogs will
be kept away, as such seemed to be the general feeling
among many of the exhibitors. The pointer and setter and
spaniel men want to be on the ground fioor every time, to
see and be seen, but as it was, being in the baseinent, they
were divided from the rest of the show and not half the
visitors saw their dogs. The spaniels were, however, moved
up on Wednesday morning and their beuches arranged at
the Fotirth avenue end of the building. As we .shall give
the names of the judges wheu criticising the differeut breeds
of dogs it is needless to recapitulate them here. We are
sorry that we cannot say that the judging gave unbounded
satisfaction, because it didn't. There was much grumbling.
The English setter men were the first to feel out of sorts,
and toward the end of the first day the mastiff men claimed
a grievance. It is not our province here to say anjdihing
harsh about judges, the exhibitors themselves have the
remedy iu their own hands, and the criticisms on these
classes will show where the trouble lay. We have already
mentioned the names of those gentlemen who were active
in attending to the many duties which arise in the rttnning
of such a large show. Messrs. Hitchcock, Terry and Crom*^
well were, however, noticeable iu this direction and were at
all times ready to confer a favor if possible, Mr. James
Mortimer had of course his hands full as .superintendent,
but he has got the running of this show down to a flue point,
and though everything worked very nicely and smoothly
there was not that look of bustle and anxiety so generally
apparent in former years, aud we were able to get in many
a little conversation during the week without his being
buttonholed by six different fellows at Che same time. Mr!
Tallman, as assistant superintendent, was in the langtiage
of the street "all over the shop," and as a result the aisles
were kept clean and sweet, dogs were well bedded, and, in
fact, we never remember seeing a dog show of this size so
free from dirt and objectionable litter. Walker's disinfect-
ant seemed to do its duty well, is cleanly to handle, and,
when not used too freely, is not at all offensive. Dr. Glover
evidently kept an ''observant eye" on the dogs as they came
in, for it vfas remarked by more than, one old exhibitor that

they had never seen so little sickness or skin complaints vis-
ible: not more than three dogs being taken sick during the
show. In conclusion, we may remark that at no previous
show have we seen so m a tly out-of-town dog men, fanciers
coming from ten to 1,000 miles to see the fun. The prize list
of the rest of the classes and the specials, which had not been
judged up to the time of our going to press last week, will be
found appended, and now we may as well proceed to a criti-
cism of the dogs present. It will be seen that our reporters
in most cases aim to state the faults of the dogs exhibited
rather than to question the decisions of the judges. Our
idea of a report is, that those who are absent as well as those
who have been at the show can, from these criticisms, form
some idea of the failings and good points of the dogs exhib-
ited. The reporter cannot, as a rule, put himself in the
jndge's position, and, therefore, it is manifestly unfair to
rejndge the classes on paper. This rule should hold good in
every report; except in a case where some verj'- glaring or
palpable error has been committed. We had almost forgot-
ten an important feature, the feeding, which, we are told,
was all that could be desired; this department of the show
being, of course, in the hands of Spratts Co., whose facilities
were also severely tested to supply the large quantity of
benches nece.ssary for such an entry.

MA.STU'I'S- (Mli. MARSHALL.)
(Eepoit bij Mr. Chas. H. Masnn).

The good cla-ss of mastiffs shown in 1889 gave one hope of
still further improvement in the near future, audi regret
to say that the dogs this year, taken as a whole, show a
slight falling off, iNot only is the quality of the dogs in
more than one class worse than it was, but the judging also
has taken a turn the wrong way. It was in 1889 that Mr.
Marshall made his d6but as a judge, and it was a great
pleasure to me to have been able to say a good word for him
in these columns. On that occasion I prefaced comments
on the dogs by the following statement: "There were mani-
festations of dissatisfaction over several of the awards, but
iu justice to the .judge, who made his d(5but on this occa-
.sion, we mmst .say that but few mistakes were made, and
those that we noticed were not of a serious nature." I
would gladly repent that opinion now, but Mi-, Marshall's
very serious blunders have made it impossible for me to do
so. The inclination to say a word of encouragement is .still

there, but the decisions made will not permit of its being
used. There is no use in mincing matters, and sloppy criti-
cisms, which merely act as balm and benefit nobody, are out
of the question with me. The judging was bad, very bad
indeed, in fact as bad as 1 have ever seen, aud I will pro-
ceed to show why, in my opinion, it was bad, hoping always
that the judge will give the readers of Forest and Stream
his views and endeavor to make clear to us how he
came to reverse prc'sdous awards to such "an alarming
extent. Sears' Monarch and Lady Coleus were unopposed
in the challenge classes. Great credit is due somebody
for the former's grand condition. This useful but by no
means high-class specimen is nearly always shown as fit as
hands can make him. Her Ladyship might have been look-
ing better, especially in coat. Both are well known. Here
the awards were correct, but nowhere else. The open class
for dogs brought out a good lot, and the judge, after taking
more than an hour to examine the competitors, got things
badly mixed. The winner turned up in llford Ch'aucellor. a
good dog possessing many essential points. He is good in
skull, fair in muzzle, strong in bone, and stands over an
average amount of ground. His muzzle, while decidedly
better than the average, lacks the perfect hang of lips seen
iu several other exhibits. In eyes he is a shade light, and
the excessive dewlap and empty face skin, well enough in a
bloodhound, but not the correct thing in a mastiff, are a
detriment to a head that is good in outline. Ears not per-
fect, yet not bad. Body strong, but not cylindrical enough
for me. Hocks too straight, but not actually bad. Move-
ment only fair. Coat not in good condition. Shown too
light. Merlin, second prize, is a new one, exhibited by Mrs.
Chas. E. Wallack. He is a dog possessing a number of good
points, and, if not placed iu the best company, should score
again before the show season is over. On this occasion he
certainly got more thaa he was entitled to by merits. Head
vastly better than average, though a trifle long in muzzle;
lips not sufficiently forward; ears rather long; and gen-
eral appearance of head not square enough; body fair;
leggy; straight iu hocks; light in second thighs; coarse
in coat. Has plenty of .size. Stands well, forward.
(Tood in stern. Lacks the [quality .seen in Beaufort]
Lady Dorothy and others, Melrose Prince, well known and
fully described iu old reports, was fourth. His coat was
blotchy, blood all wrong, and he was scratching most of the
time, yet, notwithstanding this, I would have placed him
higher on the list. E.xley's Chief, vhc, is a young dog of far
more than ordinary merit, although, like Merlin, not quite
in the first flight. His strong points are skull, depth of
c!.ie,st, fore-limbs, size, coat, color and massiveness. Defects,
muzzle lacking volume in proportion to size of skull, lips
not sufficiently forward, forelegs too close, body not round
enough, quarters rather light in proportion to foreparts, ears
a shade large aud hocks not suflii iently bent. He was placed
equal with Czar, Olaf and Sir Minting, and can beat any one
of them. Czar, vhc, lacks in width of muzzle, hang of lips,
size and quality of ears, length of legs (too long for bulk and
length of body), formation of libs, position of feet, formation
aud position of hocks, and in addition, he is of wrong tj-pe.

He was clearly over-rated in this company. Olaf, vhc, is too
long iti muzzle, shallow in head and generally plain. His
best points are back of the occiput. He got rather more than
he deserved. I see he is catalogued to be sold for $75, which
is a bit more than he is worth. Sir Minting, vhc, is a better
specimen than either Czar or Olaf. Defects, eyes staring,
ears too large, leggy and rather light in middle (the
ribs should be dereper and better spirung, and the loin
should not be tucked up). His head is too small in all
directions and he might be better in hocks. Through
all of these defects he shows good breeding. He is not a big
one. Minting Minor, he, was first at Toronto last year and
second in 1889. He was fully described in my report. He is
a better dog than Olaf, though faulty in eyes, head mark-
ings, size and massiveness throughout, and'in bone especi-
ally. Elkson, he, can beat Czar and Olaf, albeit defective
in muzzle, throat, skin, ears, pasterns, straightness iu front,
position of forelegs, depth of ribs and in quality of coat.
Macduff, c, lacks in depth and width of muzzle, length of
legs (they are too long for his body), ribs (they are round),
formation of hindquarters, position of forefeet (bhey turn
outward), and he lacks true character in head as well as
quality throughout. Arminius, also c, is a long-faced,
beagle-eared, houndy specimen, lacking true mastiff charac-
ter and quality. Beaufort, third prize, was looking infin-
itely better than last year, when the same judge placed him
over llford Chancellor, whereas llford Chancellor was not
on this occasion looking nearly so well as he did last year.
Placing llford Chancellor over Beaufort was wrong; placing
Merlin over him was absurd. In head, size and quality of
ears, lips, neck, chest, back, loin, set on of legs, straightness
in front, feet, coat, stern, length from withers to stern,
quality throughout and true mastiff character he smothered
every competitor in that class. Grand dog that Beaufort
undoubtedly is, I would like him better had he a somewhat
shorter muzzle, better set eyes, more bone, cleaner hocks,
truer formed hindlegs and a bit more wrinkle. 1 am in-
formed on excellent authority that Mr. Marshall put
the dog back because he has been much used in the
stud. It is uo part of a judge's btisiness whether a dog has
been used in the stud or not so long as the dog does not
show the effects of heavy stud work, and who can say that
Beaufort showed, the first symptom of weakness in any part
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of his grand frame. It is a question if he ever lookerl better
in his life, and the greatest credit is due Mr. "Winchell for
the excellent cOTditiou in which he was shown. Tf Beau-
fort's record iu the stud must be considered his defeat
hecomes the more rcmarkiible. IIo has sired a lari?ev number
of winners than all tlie othci-s in the class tot;-ethcr% and his
superb conditiou, as comi.tarod with llford Chancellor's,
Merlin's and Melrose Prince's, either eocs to show that Mr,
Winchell is more expert than the handlers of these dogs, or
that Beaufort has an iron constitution, the latter being the
more probable. If .indged by his appearance at the time
Mr. Marshall examined him, he should have won with
many points to spare. If judged by his record in the stud
and appearance combined, he simply outclassed every
mastilf on the benches at this show. But no judye lias the
right to take into consideration what a dog has done in the
past or what he is going to do in the future. That is none
of his busiuess. The prize is for the best mastiff dog at the
time the class is judged, and Beaufort was fairly enlitled to
that prize without the additional points that nuist be scored
in his favor when his line constitution and immensi! worth
to the mastiff interests are considered. The bitch class
brought out twelve entries, two or rbree of which were ab-
sent. That nice bit of (jualit-y, Ijady Dorothy, was rigiitly
placed first on this occasion, but there was a bitch in the
class *-hat should, had her true merits been discovered, have
given her a clo.se run. The mastiff men as.sembled about
the benches seemed in such a hurry to condemn the deci.sions
in the dog class that they failed to notice a worse decision
than the wrongplacing of Beaufort. This was giving fourth
prize to Caution's Own Daughter, a grandly bred one (Ilford
Caution—Lady Dorothy), that fairly smothered the second
and third prize winners. If a decision like this is passed
-without the severest kind of a criticism upon it, there is no
telling where we may drift to before long. It were better to
call a halt on dog shows than to permit the uuiniriated to
suppose that indifferent srieciraens like Duchess and Edda
can fairly beat a mastiff like Caution's Own Daughter.
Such specimens are simply out-classed when placed in com-
petition with her, and there is no room for difference of
opinion among men who know what a mastiff should be
like. Caution's Own Daughter has a true mastiff head
which is moulded on the same lines as Beaufort's, with
better wrinkle and the best kind of ears. She stands over a
lot of ground and has excellent limbs. Lack of black face
markings mar the beauty of her head, but do not alt<ir its
correct formation or detract from its character and quality
which are as plain as the .sun at noonday. Like many of
Caution's get, she is throaty and lacks in massivcness
of body. Judged by merit she would have been the closest
kind of a second, in fact she beats Lady Dorothy in a num-
ber of essential points. Edda. third prize, is not nearly so
good in" head properties as the bitch just described, and is
rather light in bone and defective in stern. Her body is the
best part of her; she has dew-claws, her ears are not well
carried, and she lacks character. Duchess, second prize, is
very heavy and long in ears, defective in muzzle, light in
bone, and she does not move very well behind. Likethe
third prize winner, her best points are in body. Caution's
Own Daughter is worth a dozen like her. Cassandra, vhc,
defective in skull and muzzle, but good in body, is not quite
*a show dog. Baby Bunting, vhc, lacks in lower jaw. Is big
in ear and wrong in lips. Countess, vhc, is small and has
no chance of winning in good company. She is entered as
having won "second, New York, 1S89." Mr. Mortimer should
see to it that this is not repeated. A number of dogs that
have won in the novice class at New York are entered as
having won first, second or third prizes at New York. This
is dreadfully misleading and should be stopped. A dog
might be able to win first iu a novice class and yet be unable
to take a commended card iu a strong open class, and
Countess is one of these, lugleside Priuce.c.s, unnoticed is
a better specimen than Cassandra, Baby Bunting 'or
Countess. Defects: Stop and foreface, hocks, bacfc'^ribs
and ears. Pluto, first in the puppy class, is a very big
one; in truth there is far more dog than mastiff',
and he should have exchanged places with Exley's
Chief, that shows far more true character. Ingles'ide
Princess, vhc, here got what she deserved, Elkson. vhc, is
described iu the open class, where he got he. Now, the open
dog class was much stronger than the bitch class, and if
Elkson was good enough for he. in that class, why was lu^-le-
side Princess unworthy of notice in the open bitch class,
especially when she is his equal iu the puppy class? Thi.s
sort of thing must be stopped or the dog shovv of the future
will be a sort of circus with the double somersault the lead-
ing feature. Ontare Breda, third prize, Bex Carolus vhc
Cassar III., he, Willie, he, and Eanfrid, he, are all of them
sadly wanting in true mastiff' character. Every dog but one
in this class was given a card, and it is safe to say that nearly
a dozen of these will never be noticed again. The cards rep'-
resent not their merit but lack of it. The novice class
brought Caution's Own Daughter to the front an easy win-
ner, with Exley's Victor second, the rest being a very seedy
lot. If any attention is given by breeders to the awards in
these classes the result is bound to be disastrous. They had,
therefore, better draw a veil over the judging and forget
that in 1891 there was a show of mastiffs 'in New York.

RUSSIATv WOLFHOUNDS—[MR. HtrHTINSTON).
(Report hy 3Tr. JSfmfm).

As it is my intention to say something in regard to this
"breed in Forest Akd SxREAJf at an early date, I will now
merely call attention to the points in the dogs as they ap-
peared to me. and will take up the question of fiat "ribs
straight stifles, broad backs, "fur-coated feet," short necks,
curly coats, etc., etc., in an article for this paper. It must,
however, now and then be understood that I do not pose as
"authority," but rather as an old fancier pointing out wh.at
seem to be defects and good points, and asking information
about matters which I frankly admit being unable to under-
stand. For instance, I shall want to know how a dog can
have a broad back, flat ribs and a narrow chest. That is to
say, the Russians will be aslJed to prove that the ribs are not
attached to the vertebras. If flat ribs were attached to the
vetebriB the back certainly could not be broad. It will be
dog talk versus "Russian authority," and I have an idea
there will be some fun. Anyhow. I will try to keep up the
American end of the discussion and get a standard that will
be a credit to us.
Zloeem, first in dogs, has a good, quality-showing head,

with plenty of power in front of eyes. Neck of fair length
and strength. Shoulders very badly placed and weak. Back
strong and ribs much better sprung than in most specimens
of the breed. Loin also stronger than average. Quarters
fair. Set of forelegs all wrong'; Rather light in bone. Pas-
terns not very strong. Feet defectiA'-e and one of them dam-
aged. Coat and feather fair. Stands over plenty ofgroimd.
Movement not coi-rect. Above the average si'ze. A good
topped dog, weak where a sporting dog should be sti-bug.
Vladimir, second prize. Good head. Lengthy neck of aver-
age strength. Ribs rather flat and as a result the back in-
clined to be narrow. Feet well formed, but inclined to turn
ontward. Loin rather light. Fairly good and strong behind.
Coat and feather of fine quality. Moves well. Good size.A young.ster showing quality. Ivan. vhc. Long, clean head.
Very weak in front of the eyes. Shoulders and set of legs
not right. Ribs as flat as a board. Back narrow, as it is
bound to be yritli so flat ribs. Loin nari-ow as it must be
when the back is narrow; iu addition to being narrow it is
long and weak. Light in bone. Straight iu hocks. Short
in feather. Fair size. Movement moderate. A dog of more
than average size, showing quality without strength where
it is most needed. Princess Irma, first prize in bitch class.
Same type as Vladimirj with feet better placed. She beats

Prokaza, .second prize, in quality of head, position of .shoul-
ders,^ set of forelegs, straightuess in front, pasterns, feet,
(luality of ears and carri.'ige of same, and also scores in
length ;ind straightuess of coat. Prokaza iu turn scores in
chest, ribs .and strength of loin. Her right ear is cHrried
down like a fox-terrier's; slie is rather shm-t and curly in
coat and begins to show age. Zerry, unnoticed, was passed
on account of chorea. Nice quality of head. Ears not just
right. Chest shallow. Straight behind. Coat showing
cia'line.s.s. Fair size. I should say that the awards were
correct beyond a doubt, and as the judge here made his
dt^but he is to be congratulated.

DEERHOtTNr)S~(MR. HUNTI-NGTOK)

.

{Report hy Mr. 3Iason..)

This was a very strong class, notwithstanding that all the
prizewinners were owned by the Master of Hillside, Mr.
.lohn E. Thayer. Much credit is due Heald for the trood
condition in which the dogs, with few exceptions, were
shown. Chieftain. Robber Chieftain, AVanda and Ramona
took all the money in the challenge classes. Bol)ber Chief-
tain came very nearly beating his great sire, and thongh I
indorse the award as it stands no fault could have been
found had it gone the other way. Wanda, that was all to
neces last year, has had a long rest .and looks .something
ike herself again. I feared she was going to drop out alto-
gether, but Heald has brought her around, and as Ramona
has been shedding and has not got her new coat the awardm favor of Wanda is correctbeyond doubt. Olga, that took
the reserve, is a big grand bitch, and but for^her not very
good hindlegs would make it hot for the best of them.
Douglas, first at the National Greyhound Club's show, won
hrst in the open class for dogs, wliicb was strong iu point of
quality. Mr. Huntington here got badly mixed, but
this being his first attempt I shall let him down easy.
Douglas has fairly good head, neck, Icy-s, feet, size and ex-
pres.sion. He is rather short in back, inclined to be flat in
loin, a bit straight iu hocks and not close enough in coat.
Hillside Warror, second prize, is very weak in froat of eyes,
a very .serious defect iu a dog of this breed. Ears rather
large und not well carried. Travels rather close behind and
IS on the leggy .side. He has a good body that would be im-
proved by more length and strength oi; muzzle. His ears
.also are not just right and his hocks and movement of same
are not correct. A useful young dog. good in neck and body
and not wanting a great deal in legs and feet. Duncan,
vhc, has not the length of head seen in the cracks, but
It IS not a bad head. Fair neck. Heavy shoulders. Set
of legs not quite right. Stands well. Not quite
straight m front, yet good in bone and strong. Good chest,
lom and hmd parts. Fair size. Coat too short. Allan
Breck. he, is rather heavy in ears, not Qrst-cla.ss in head,
rather leggy, light in second thighs, and does not stand
over enough ground. He has excellent legs, a strong body,
and as good a set of feet as were ever seen under a deer-
hound. Leo, unnoticed, is a curly yellow dog "Date of
birth, breeder and pedigree unknown." I .should think so.
This brings us to the flower of the flock, the third prize
winner. When Robber Chieftain was defeated I said there
was only one dog in America that could beat him, and that
dog his sire. Subsequent deci.sions have proved that state-
ment correct. Well, here is another Robber Chieftain. He
nust simply outclassed evervtbiug in the class and is a
young dog with very few defects. He has .size combined
with strength, and his dam, Thora, has transmitted to him
her superb legs and feet. I predict for him a brilliant
future. Hillside Harold is his name. In bitches Mr. Hunt-
ington again went wide of the mark, placing the best in the
class third. Hillside Roniola, fli'st prize, is a, good young
bitch With plenty of size, a fairly good head, correct body
and loin, good legs and feet, clean shoulders, good quarters
and strong hocks. Her ears are heavy and very badly
carried, and as a rule she does not stand true in front, the
elbows being confined and too much under the body. Hill-
side Sylvia, third prize, while not being so big a bitch as
her sister, shows more quality in headland has far better
ears. She is grand in body, loin, quarters, legs and feet,
and IS bound to go to the front, I \yould have placed her
first, with _ the winner second, and Highland Lassie (well
known) third. Alida, reserve, is a long way behind Sylvia
in all deerhound attributes.

GEETHOITNDS—(MK. HUNTINGrrOSf).
(Rep"rt fjii Mr. Mnmii.)

Here the judge seemed quite at home, and he trot through
his work iu a .satisfactory manner. In the challenge class
for dogs Balkis had the easiest kind of a win over his ken-
nel companion Higland Chief, beating him in head, position
of shoulders, legs, feet, thighs, back, loin, ribs and gait and
smothering him in stifles and hocks. This is not all. for
Balkis stands over several inches more ground than Chief.
Balkis'smost conspicuous defect is his chest, w.hich is too
wide, and in this point he is clearly beaten by Chief. The
latter's flash and catchy color is at all times' liable to mis-
lead the novice, but when judged by points and not by color
the black dog must always win wdth many points to\spare
Harmony was alone in the bitch class and looking fairly
well, although like all dogs from this kennel she was drawn
too fine. Gem of the Season, first in the open class for dogs,
is a good greyhound, and if shown will do a lot of winuiutr!
He is a white and brindle, showing much qualitv all through
and strength along with it. Had he moiv power in
front of the eyes, more room between the couplings,
and a longer reach, he would take a world of beating.
Exception is taken to his gait, but in vdew of the fact
that many of the fastest greyhounds move exactly as
he does I attach no importance to this, and look else-
where for negative points. Charles Davis, first at the
N. G. C. show, was a good second. He is a black dog, .set up
on the very best kind of legs and feet i magiuable. "in skull
he is too wide, and his whole head lacks in fineness of out-
line, but he has got something about that head which no
other greyhound iu the show possessed to the same extent—
a game and resolute expression Avhich I have seldom seen
surpassed. He is a trifle straight in shoulder, very flat in
ribs, short in neck, and would be improved, by more liberty
behind; he is also wider iu front than I like. He covers a
lot of ground, has a well turned and powerful loin and looks
hke going. Jolly Ranger, reserve, was second at Toronto.
He ran Davis very close for second place. Tim, vhc, I can-
not stand. He is weak iu face, light in bone, flat in loin and
ribs and bad in pasterns and feet. Highland Warrior, he,
I like better for the place. He is defective in head, shoulders
.and neck, is scarcely straight in front and shows coarseness.
Five of the eleven iu this class were absent. In bitches,
Dolly Dollar, a new one, came to the front, beating the N.
G. C. winner Maud Torrington, but by the narrowest kind
of a margin. Dolly's flash color and catchy appearance are
liable to carry her into a too prominent position, but as color
does not count under Mr. Huntington, he made it a tight fit
between these two bitches and that is just what it is. Dolly
has a nice equality head and neck, but tier shoulders and the
set of her forelegs are not only defective, but very bad. She
has a fine top, deep thighs, and stands over plenty of ground,
but her shoulders, set of legs, lightness of bone in proportion
to her stout body, and moderate feet will always beat her in
really good company. Maud Torrington is a bit weak before
the eyes, upright in shoulders and her hind parts would be
better if set fm'ther back. She has good body and loin, ex-
cellent legs and teet and is not without quaHty. I did not
examine the reser\'e bitch Lancashire Lass. Queen in
Black, vhc, is well known. Her most cousiiicnous defects
are in loin, bone, legs and feet. Fanny M., he, is a well-
known third rater, plain as hen meat. Zoe, vhc, is a red
bitch, weak in foreface, defective in shoulders, light in
bone, out in feet. She is far better behind than in"front.

Kismet, third, is A^ory moderate indeed, being weak in'mnz-
zle, light in bone, wrong in shoulders and shallow in' mid-
dle. Miss Kialto, first in puppy class at Boston, is not a
show bitch. Short head, light in bone, flat loin and wide in
i ront. Black Bess H., also unnoticed, is light in bone, bad
iu feet, siraight in shoulders, narrOAv in front and AA'eedy
throughout. First in puppies is a bit on the coarse side,
wide vn front and lacking liberty behind. He stands back
at the jiasterns but Avill come right, good bone and feet.
Marguerite, second prize, is bad iu liead, light in bone and
str;i,ight in shoulder. The best part of her is below the
hips. This was a A-ery weak class. At least ten of the en-
tries in the greyhound class were absent. As I was unable
to bring Balkis and Gem of the Season together I will
reserve my opinion of the awards for the .specials. It was
nip and tuck between Harmony and Dolly Dollar, but for
the kennel prize Mr. Pope's lot Avere clearly ahead. The
judging was carefully done and the awards in nearly all
cases were correct.

POINTERS—(MR. TRACY).
(Report hy Mr. Mason.)

Taken all iu all the quality of the.se classes Avas better
than last year, and with the exception of a few mistakes of
a serious kind Mr. Tracy did better than he usually does. I
have been unable until very recently to account for some of
Mr. Tracy's deci.sions at past shows, but Mr. Luke White
has explained all this in a report for a contemporary, and as
he .speaks on authority, having known Mr. Tracy f'or years,
and been afield with him many a time, the cause of the pecu-
liar aw;irds that have been made at this and other shows is
fully explained. Mr. White says; "Mr. Tracy has original
and pronounced ideas about pointer and setter form."
That settles it and explains everything. But the Pointer
Club of America has adopted the "Stonehenge" .standard,
and has Mr. Tracy or any other judge the right to discard
that standard and without permission introduce his own
"original and pronounced ideas:^" I think not. In criti-
cising the classes I shall discard all "original" ideas, being
guided only by a standard that has been good enough for
old breeders, such as Whitehouse, Lort, Francis, Shirley,
Sam Price, Lloyd Price, Brierly, et al, and which is good
enough for me. In the challenge class for dogs of large
s[zc Robert le Liable was placed first, beating Duke of
Vernon and Brake. As large-.size pointers there is no com-
parison between Robert and the Duke. Robert scores in
eyes, stifles and shoulders. The Duke aauus easily in head
and smothers his competitor in true type, back, loin, quar-
ters, legs and feet. It is an unjust decision and one
that could not be made under the pointer standard.
Both dogs Avere in fine conditiou. Brake, that was
placed over Duke of Vernon last year by Mr. Wise, on thi.s
occasion was sent out without a card. ' Mr. Wise like Mr.
Tracy, has ••original" ideas about pointers, and that I sup-
pose is why l)oth of them missed the best dog. Trinket's
Chief was outclassed and Graphic was absent. In the cor-
responding class for bitches. Revel III., better at both ends
than Belle Randolph, scored a very easy Avin. First in the
open heaA'y-weight class for dogs was very properly awarded
to Lad of Kent. Defects: Eyes rather light. liead fairly
good. Lom and quarters light in proportion to foreparts
and thighs too flat. Stem carried too high, though not
very much. A bit throaty. Good chest.- A white and liver
ticked dog showing more quality than character. Graph,
second prize. Avas just about good enough for the place, but
he ought to have been hard pressed by Lansdowne, a speci-
men that the judge failed to see, and a dog of exactly the
same type as the winner of first. Graph has not a typical
head, and his lips are not just right. He also falls too' much
behind the hips, is long iii tail, hardly deep enough in body
and not perfect in ears. Stands on fairly good legs and feet,
is strong in middle, has a superb neck and shows more qual-
ity than the rest. Lansdowne, unnoticed, should certainly
have been no lower than thu-d in the list. He is a white
and liver, fairly good in head, correct in chest and good in
legs and feet. Defects; Fold of ears not just right; throaty;
stemcm'ried too high; loin rather flat; second thighs like
Robert le Diable's. He was second at Detroit last year
Graphite, third prize, got more than he deserved. He is a
white and liver, lightly ticked. Defects: Wrong in muzzle
and lips. Straight behind. Falls too much from hips
Tail badly carried. Tory White, fourth prize, is quite
as good a dog. Hyles of Naso, he. was as good as
any for fourth place. Defects: Head rather coarse
but not bad in outlines, rather light in eyes, throaty,
hang of ears not quite correct, does not stand quite true m
front. Nick of Beaufort, he, is a white and lemon. Defects:
Long and light in loin, head somewhat plain and cheeks too
full, leggy, stern too long and not very well carried. Gns
Tammany, vhc, is a fairish white and lemon with fine expres-
sion, good type of head and nice eai's. He shows much
character m head. Defects: Feet inclined to turn outAvard,
rather leggy, light in bone and only fair in middle. He is as
good as the third prize winner. Duke of Richmond, c, is
light iu eyes, full in cheeks, and rather light in bone. I
thought him worth vhc Beaufort's I^ad, unnoticed, lacks
in stop, expression, neck, shoulders and set of legs. His
body is the best part of him, though his ifins are not bad.
Don th-oxteth, unnoticed, has a t'airlv A\-ell-oiitlined head
that shows coarseness, rather full eyes, light loin and quar-
ters, his leg.s Hve not well set and he is cow-hocked. Chest
and stern are his best points. Bangstone, first at Detroit,
did not get a card, but his good body, legs and feet surely
deserved recognition. He is not clean cut in head, and his
stifles and hocks while not right are not act ually bad. Royal
Don, unnoticed, lacks in expres.sion, stop under eyes, car-
riage of ears and hind parts. Frankfort, unnoticed,'is plain
in head, wide in front, l^ad in shoulder and lacking in char-
acter. He is not a show dog. First in bitches was correctly
awarded to Woolton Game, a very useful-looking one, white
and liver m color. She has a good type of head, right
quality of ears, good middle, well-carried stern, good
gait, and every aiipearance of being a worker. Her legs
are not set just right, she is heavy (rather) in shoulders
a bit coarse in stern and lacks some in quality throughout.
I fail, however, to see why she should win over Peggy if
Robert le Diable is a better dog than Duke of Vernon. It's
a poor rule that only Avorks one way, and the inference is
that Mr. Tracy dropped his "original" standard when he
placed the bitch first and judged by the right one. Peggy,
second prize, is a white and liver ticked one of light appear-
ance, wrong in color of eyes, faulty in muzzle, rather
throaty, light in bone, light in middle, straight behind and
none too good in hocks. She stands true in front, has good
ears, and is a light and rather shelly-looking bitch that
should have won under the "original" standard. Miss
Meally, fourth prize, should haA^e been second under the
pointer standarcf She is not first-class in stop, beloAV the
eyes or in the hang of ears, and her .stern is not carried tomy liking. Fair good shoulders, legs and feet, good body
and hindquarters. Lass of Tammany, third prize, shows
some character in head and expression, has good length of
neck, but is a trifle thro-aty, defectiA-ein shoulders and"set of
legs, light iu bone, -stands a bit back at the pasterns and
might be better from the hips down. Duchess of Naso,
vhc, lacks iu quality of head, formation of loin, .substance
between couplings, stern, and also in set of legs.

' This bitch
is vastly inferior to the highly commended Pearl, that has
a tair type of head, good tiodv and good quarters. She lacks
some m shoulders, straightuess iu front, neck and in hang of
ears. Belle of Winchester, unnoticed, was in no condition
for the show bench, and should have been left at home,
Mr. Tracy again shook oft' his "original" ideas, and in the

challenge class for light-Aveight dogs placed the strong-
limbed Duke of Hessen over the lighter built Launcelot,
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The winner again in the ownership of the Hempstead Farm
Kennels. Both are well known and the decision was cor-
rect. The company was too good for Spot King. The next
class found the judge all at sea. He returned to the light-
boupd, light-loined and rather shallow-bodied tvpe, and
cleverly misaed the best bitch in the class—Sally Brass II.

Juno S., unnotieerl. should have been second. These bitches
are well known. The wiune.r should have been third, with
Sally Brass II. the easiest kind of a winner. The open liebt-
weight classes coutained nothing of correct type. There
were no Duke of Vernons, Revel III.s, Wooltaii Games or
Duke of Hes.seus, i'ti fact, unthidg of correct type. They
were nearly all of the light, shelly, no substance "order; and
as the Robert le Diable type 3'an riaht throtigh the classes,
no seriotts errors were jnade, in tnith thejudging was vastly
ahead of anything I have ever seen Mr. Tracy do. Tribula-
tion, first in dogs, is an easy moving dog, showing quality,
and is a well-known wiuner in the field. That s^tructural
defects do not prevent a dog from getting to the front in
t he trials is evident. Defects: Head dished; muzzle lacking
in depth; set of ears not just right; rather light in middle;
inclined to stand back at pasterns; position of stern not
first-class. Inspiration, second prize, lacks the qxiality of
tlie winner. He has the dark nose and eyes of the Bang
Bangs, with a better neck than that dog'. Body shallow.
Gouri stern. Plenty of bone and correct feet. Roderick,
third prize, is much lietter in head than the second prize
winner, good ears, fair good legs and feet, rather light
loin, long tail and lackitjg in substance behind the short
ribs. Einstein, fourth prize, is rather wide in front, not first-
rate in shoulders or m loin and inclined to be straight
behind. Fair good hfad and proper legs and feet. Black
Spot Beaufort, he is rather coarse in head, bad in shoulders
and set of legs and stands badly. Ossining, vhc , is very
throaty, too fine in muzzle, ears not well hung, loin rather
fiat, tail not straight, good quarters, He has won several
prizes but is not a .show dog. Of the unnoticed ones, Tam-
many Hall is a pl.ain, coarse and wide-fronted specimen.
Hickury Sta unch is a white and black, very throaty, coarse,
and of wrong type, Bing of Kippen is throaty, coarse and
heavy where^he .should be light. I must not forget Bracket's
Lad, vhc. Pie is r.^ther strong in head, a bit wide in front,
hiKh in stern and rather light between the couplings!
Celso is a bit shelly in middle, defective in feet and lacking
in cb.vracter of head. A big class, but not a good one. Lass
of Kef t iir.sc in bitches was the best provided, and Concave,
second prize, could not beat her. The latter, a puppy, had
been sent home before I got a chance to inspect her.^ The
winner lacks in quality of head, in stop, below eyes, in c.olor
of eyes, loin, stern, position of hocks, spring of ribs, rump
and in set of forelegs. She can stand true in front when .she
likes, but don't often like; has good bone and typical feet.
She also shows some quality back of the head. Frivolity
H., third prize, lacks in lips, exoression, hang of ear.s,

shoulders, .set of legs and is not just right in stop. She
is of better type than the winner, but neither is fit for
good company. Lady Tammany, fourth prize, is light
and staring in eyes, a trifle wide in front, none too
good in shoulders and position of elbows and much
too small in feet. Good iir body and better than
average behind. Merry Legs, vhc, flempsbead Rose and
Tory -Jnno were not on the bench when I ca,Hed. IjovbU's
Miss Fancy Free, vhc, has good body, but is not typical in
other points. She ia a broody looking bitch. Daisy, c,
was wortii vbc, in xhis company: she has fair legs, .good
feet, plenty of bone and averase" body, but lacks in 'brow,
stern apd n,j;ifv qu:iiitirs- Tiuy, be, is big in feet, coarse in
head, light in bone ami wrong in hang of ears, Body and
quarters will do. Among the unnoticed ones are Doi-a B.,
coarse and sour in head, wide in front and heavy in
shoulders. Louisa, a houndy specimen. Bella Bangs, a
chumpv-headed, coarse-sterned and poor-coated (at present)
specimen. Westchester Girl, sway-backed, shallow in head,
light in bone, wrong in position of elbows and not a credit
to her parents, Graphic and Juno S. Dog puppies were a
miserable trio. All prizes should have' been withbeld.
Daisy, second in bitch puppies, is described in the open light
weight class, llattie Vernon, mnner of first, is said to be a
good one, but as I did not see her I am not in a position to
say what Hh*3 is. Getting notes in these classes was the
hardest kind of work. The dogs were scattered all over the
place, and it is useless looking for refortn tintil some of the
clnb ruembers try their hands at reporting. Then, and then
only, will the press and the public get a say in the matter
and have the plea.sure of attending "a .show where the dogs
are benched as they should be—properlv. The best pointers
in the show were Duke of Vernon and E,evel III.

ENGLISH SETTERS— (MAJOR TAYLOR).
(Report 7vy Mr. Mason.)

The quality in these cla,sses was about the same as last
year, excepting in the puppy classes, here there was consider-
able improvement. Unfortunately tbe awards in many
cases were of a most peculiar character, and 1 would be
gladly excused a criticism. Intense dissatisfaction seemed
to permeate the whole Garden, and this is to be regretted;
more especially is it unfortiiaate as this was the lirst time
the new standard had been pttt into operation at a promi-
nent show. Cincinnatus, according to Major Taylor's inter-
pretation of the standard, is the best, or at least very nearly
the best, English setter in America. He may be the best,
but men who iiave agreed to judge by that standard say that
the judge has failed to interpret its meaning properly, and
that they now believe it was intended to bring in such dogs
asthejitdge brought into prominence at this .show. Last
year Cincinnatus. judged by a man who has had a very
large experience behind good field dogs, took a vhc. card.
This year he walks off with the special for the bi^st li^ng-

lish setter in the show. Major Taylor says he won that
prize fairly and squarely under the requirements of tiie new
standard, while other judges say he could not have won it

under the new standard or tmder any other sta.ndard. This
goes to ,show that the .standard is U£eles,s, andinstead of bene-
fltingthe tareedit will work to itsd^'triment. Astandard that
is only uadersr.ood hj one judge and which that judge forgets
before he has judged three clas.ses, is worse than no standard
ac all. -If the new standard, before being adopted, had been
mailed to setter breeders and experienced dog fanciers
throuerhout the land, and they had been given time enough
to consider and carefully weigh every .suggested alteration
embodied in it, none but incompetent persons would have
agreed to awarding prizes to English setters with "bowed
.stifles" and skulls of a, "peculiar character." As a matter
of fact there is no breed of dog that has a skull of a less
"peculiar character" than the English setters, but as the
standard calls for "peculiar character" the judge has clearly
the right to award prizes for "peculiar character," and he
exercised that right at this show. Intelligent criticism on
the awards is most difficult when the critic must deal with
English setters and a standard for English setters on one
hand and Tennessee setters and a standard for Tennessee
setters on the other hand, so I will ask the reader's patience.
In the challenge class for dogs Count Howard, an English
.setter, was opposed by Cincinnatus, a Tennessee setter. The
latter won. Count has a fine English setter head with good
skull of true, but nofc peculiar character, excellent body,
ribs well sprung, a strong loin, good quarters, fairly good
legs and feet and a fi.ne coat. " Cincinnatus has a good
Tennesspe head, light and Ijitchy, rather flat ribs, a
light loin. hcetH t timing out, tail not carried straight,
short m coai and '(uiitlier, leggy. The Tenne.ss6e dog-

won. It is merely a matter of fazicy. Both of the exhibits
In the bitch class are of English type, the better one took
the prize, scoring in head, body, legs, bone and quality
throughout. The open class for dogs had a very large entry,

more than half of them being Tennessee setters. Breeze
Gladstorre has not a Tennessee head, for it is broad, short
from ear to eye, and entirely different from that of the win-
ner in the challenge class. It is a head built on the old-
fsshioned pointer lines, thottgh of course lighter. He has
flat loin, is short in body and couplings, carries his tail very
high, and was not entitled to a prize under the Tennessee
standard. Matane and Reverdy were nearest to the correct
type. The former is light in eye, short in ear, has the same
type of head as Cincinnatus, rather light loin, no feather or
fringe, stifles and hocks not just right, a trifle throaty. He
should have been a veT,y easy wiuner. Reverdy, third prize,
should have been second. He resembles Cincinnatus ver.y
much in size, length atrd quarters, but is not quite so bitchy
in head; good bone, fair legs and feet, expression not very
good, ears not good in quality, correct coat and stern. Gath's
Mark, vhc, is co.wse in head, but his body, ribs, loin, length
aud size bring Mm into this class, and he should have beaten
Dan Gladstone, reserve, that is short in body, bad in head,
stern, ear and feather, aud not of true Tennessee type. Jean
Val Jean is leggy, not good in feet, falls away behind, and
is not (piite of the same type as Cincinnatus.' Andy, c, is
bitchy and plain throughout, Antonio, he, has plenty of
bone, good feet, a coarse head and average legs and feet.
Goth, c, is open and curly in coat, has fair good head, fore-
legs and feet, short loin, and falls away too much behind the
hips. The inconsistency of the award in favor of Breeze
Gladstone was apparent, but as it takes some time to learn
a new standard, I do not feel disposed to be severe on
the judge for having forgotten it before he had finished
judging the Tennessee half of the open dog class. Among
the English setters in this class were such well-known win-
ners as Sir Tatton, winner at Birmingham, Crystal Palace
and a dozen other large shows in England. He also won first
at Philadelphia and special for best setter in the show under
Mr. Percy Ohl, who is one of the new setter club's judges.
Major Taylor gave him a commended card. Royal Kent,
first at Ottawa and winner of several other prizes'; Roger, a
winner at New York and in the field: and Roderigo, a Ten-
nessee bred one, but a dog of correct type with the exception
of his head, which is a trifle iDitchy, were undoubtedly
the best English .setters shown. 'These dogs are well
known. I wottld have placed Sir Tatton first, Roderigo
second, Roger third, and Royal Kent fotrrth. Gale, c, has a
nasty sorrr head, light bone, light and flat ioin, and is not a
showdoij. Placing him equal with Sir Tatton was a royal
farce, (junnar, c, is weak in front of the ej'e, not straight
in front, short in neck, high in .stern, has some jowl, is
throaty, wrong in set of legs, sour in expresion, rather
straight behind, open and ragged in coat. iN'o standard that
was ever fashioned, born or hatched can place an animal
like this on equality with Sir Talton. Glen Belton, c, hasde-
teriorated considerably. He is not a show dog. Defects:
Head, neck, carriage of stern, set of legs, and not perfect in
qtiarters or in hocks, good coat. Fancy the owner being
able to advertise this dog in the stud 'as "equal with Sir
Tatton at New York, 1891." Truly a nice state of aifairs. I
am unable to say which standard was apiJlied to the open
bitch class, but I do know that the first prize bitch
had no right to win under the English setter standard and
that tbe Tennessee setter standard does not fit her. She ia
of extreme opposite type to Cincinnatus, being a bit
.spaniel-like in head, inclined to be cow-hocked, liglit in
bone, wrong in knees,, large in feet, not right in set of fore-
legs and coat not right at present. A broody-looking bitch
lacking i7j quality for the show bench. Bes.siB Avent, sec-
ond prize, is a short-coupled one with well-sprung ribs; she
cannot win under the English setter standard, nor yet under
the Tennessee, and is not a show bitch; in fact the only good
show dog from the Avent Kennels was Roderigo, a dog of
nice type and great quality. Be.ssie's defects are; Short-
ness in body and loin, light 'eyes, shallow muzzle and wrong
lip.«. She might also be much better in set of forelegs and
in carriage of ears. Myrrha II., third prize, .should have
won. She is worth a dozen Donna Juanitas and a shipload
of Be.ssie Avents. Good bead (though cheeks are a trifle
full), excellent chest and loin, stands on proper legs and
feet, fine coat, stern not well carried. A good bitch. Spectre,
vhc, is a promising youngster, and notwithstanding her
age, so vastly superior was she to the rest of the class that
site .shottld have been second. Good head, capital body, not
perfectly straight in front, plenty of jbone, well bent stifles,

too long in stern, nice quality, moves well. Haphazard,
unnoticed, is a well known winner and notwithstand-
ing her not very good condition should, 1 think, have
been third, with Blue Nell, a roomy, good-bodied,
iine-coated bitch, foitrth. She is a bit doggy in head, not
true in front, and does not move as well as she should
behind, but for type dogs like Bessie Avent, Lilly Bttrgess
and Fanny M. have no business alongside of her. Lilly
Burgess, fourth prize, Fanny M., vhc, a.nd Esther, c, are
not show dogs, though doubtless they are good in the field.

Bonnie Gladstone Girl, he, is not nearly so good a bitch as
Blue Nell that was chained next to her. Coarse head, sotxr
expression; not perfectly straight in front; long in tail;

ears not right; wrong movement; good chest. Canadian
Lass, c, is short and sour in head, short in coat, long in
tail, wrong in set of legs, and short in ear. Stray Shot, un-
noticed, though weak in foreface and not in the best of con-
dition, should have had a card. Hazel Kirk has gone off.

Donna, well-known, v/as surely worth a card, even though
she is fault.y in head, tail and width of chest. The judge,
who had evidently again forgotten the Tennessee standard
long before he reached the pufipies, did not attempt to find
it, and in dog puppies Glendon, by Rockingham—Donna,
was placed over Bohemian Laddie, by Dad Wilson—Bohe-
mian Girl. Glendon has a fairish head and good chest, but
lacks in neck (it is throaty), tail, set of legs and in quantity
of bone. Laddie has a very plain front. Beatt, third prize,
has promi.sing head, fair good legs and feet, and should
certainly have been second. Bounce, he, is plain in head
and leggy. He will not make a show dog. Bitch puppies
were a good class and brought out a very smart one in
Dimity, that got second prize. She was clearly ahead of the
winner, and if all goes well will be a hard nut to crack next
year. She beats the winner at both ends, has a lovely head
and is brimful of quality. Prima Donna, first prize, is long
in tail, rather shcrt in ear, not quite clean cut below the
eyes, legs not set just light; good body, feet, coat and qual-
ity. Spectre, unnoticed, and described in the open bitch
class, should, I think, have been second, with the winner
thiid. Gwynnie, third prize, is a short- legged, strong-
boned, but rather coarse-headed pup that will not improve.
She is as much like the Tennes,see type as a brick is like
cream cheese; but the Major had forgotten all about the
standard. Spook, vhc, is a better pup than Gwynnie, and
will make a better bitch. AVith the exception of a rather
plain head she is a good one. Druidess, he, "is not just
right in stop, is very throaty for a puppy and carries her
stern too high. Alma, he, is a better pup, notwithstanding
fullness below the eyes. She has good body and nice qual-
ity. Virginia Rockingham ia a white bitch, and lack of
markings is apt to give one a wrong idea of her head, which
is reall.y not badly formed: good body and limbs; worth vhc.
Brookside Maid is a stumpy-beaded, throaty youngster, that
cannot possibly develop into a show dog. The judge now
took up the Tennessee standard and awarded the kennel
prize to .1. M. Avent, who showed one fourth xnaze winner (a

good English setter dog), one second prize Teimessee winner
(not a show bitch) and two highly commended Tennessee
dogs (neither of them show dogs).' The Roaecroft Kennels
showed two first prize English setters, and two second prize
English setters. Three of these could beat the best of Mr.
Avent's kenpel, yet he got the prize. The decision caused
intense dissatisfaction, and the owners of the best kennel

promptly lodged a protest. A friend of the judge informed
me, before the judging commenced, that the Major wa.s going
to rnaRe a record for himself at that show. He did it.

IRISH SETTERS—(ME, WEXZEL).
(Repofit hy 3fr. Mason.)

The judging here was ia marked contrast to that in the
English classes, and while there were some mistakes. Mr.
Wenzel got through his work without makins many glaring
errors, and his decisions were fairly well received. I cannot
say that there has been any improvement during the past
two years; and if the breed is not on the down line it most
certainly is not advancing. Typical heads especially
were few and far between, and bad loins, heavy fronts,
and light eyes were noticeable all along the line. Dick
Swiveller, at all times an overrated dog, so far as real merit
goes, wasrightly placed over Max A. and Desmond IT. in the
challenge class for dogs. The last named was not in his
best form, whereas Dick was in excellent condition. Max
A. ia a bit coarse in head, is not perfect in ribs, not first-
class in loin and is inclined to .stand back at tbe kue' s. He
stands over more ground than Desmond, beats him in head
and was in vastly better condition. A typical dog like old
Palmerston would just smother the lot of them, and the
class was much weaker than has often been seen at New
York. Tim, looking better than be ever did in his life, was
shown not for competition. In his present great form he
can romp right away from anv Irish setter on the benches
to-day. Ruby Glenmore and Winnie IL. both in good trim,
took the money in tbe bitch class, Mollie Bawn being un-
noticed. This decision I c.innot indorse. Mollie was light
in flesh and looked stale, but her vastly better type
all through, better legs and feet, stouter limbs and mora
typical head, should have pulled her through. First in the
open dog class went to Beau Brummel, the be,st in the lot
though by no means a flyer. Defects: Skull somewhat
coarse; expression rather .sour; neck a trifle Ihroaty; not
ju.st straight in front; too much drop behind the hips, hocks
too far from the ground and not sufliciently bent; would do
with more length of loin; might move better behind
and does not carry bis stern any too well, tfood chest, bone,
feet and color. Huntington, second prize, is not a good one.
Skull too heavy; muzzle lacking in quality; rather light in
bone; body and loin very moderate; straight behind; coat
showing cuuliness. Fine color; st.mds true in front; good
ears: proper feet. Henmore Shamrock, third prize, is coarse
in head and he throws out his feet in front. Good stern, good
color, nice straight coat and the grandest kind of a body.
Jack Malone, vhc, is growing coar.ser in head. Hector, vhc.:
Cheeks, stop, below eyes, position of ears not correct; not
quite straight in front; eyes a shade lieht; do with more
length and arch in loin; rather coarse all through, but useful
looking and strong in bone. Inchiqtiin, vhc: Head lacking
in length and neatness: skull fairly well up and ear.s well
placed; good legs and feet, but inclined to get over at the
knees; do with more depth of chest and width throushthe
back ribs; loin should be longer and mere arched; good bone;
stern carried too high; good coat; moves very well indeed;
correct color. Friar Tuck, vhc. is a shade light in color:
flat in skull; not just right in expressinn; high in ears;
rather straight behind aud not sufficiently arched in loin.
Useful looking and good in chest. Shamrock, reserve,
is coarse in head, rather short in loin and thickish
in shoulder, also very throaty for a young 6og Good bone,
legs, feet and color. Luzerne, he.,' is fairly a,ood between
coupling.?, but light in bone, rather coarse in head, hitrh in
ears, light in hocks, and he moves very gintjerlr behind.
Darragh Pat, he, is a bit coarse in skull, rather light in
eyes, flat in loin, rather shallow in middle, oulv fair in feet,
light in bone, stands back a bit .at the pasterns. Ears well
set and color correct. Minstrel, he, is plain in head and
much too leggy. Good legs, feet and color. Pickens, un-
noticed, is a better dog than Friar Tuck, that got vhc.
Good head, but expression, owing to size of eye, not correct;
too light in color; rather straight in hocks; too flat in ribs;
proper legs and feet. Tim's Dandy and Young Glencho, a
brace of thirteen months old dogs, are better than the
second and third prize winners, though of course not
fully matured. They were unnoticed.' Young Glencho
will likely beat all the class one of these days. I don't
know what Mr. Wenzel was doing to overlook them. This
was a large class, but not a strong one in point of quality.
In bitches it was a very close thiuEr between rhc first and
second prize winners. Mollie Asthore, the winner, has a
goodish quality of head that might be a bit cleaner in one
or two directions. Ears well formed and correct in set;
good neck; bone of good quality; not straight in front (a
bad faitlt); shoulders not quite the thiug, and elbows not in
good position; truly formed feet; excellent body, with
capital loin; good quarters; nice style, carriage and qualitv.
If I'ight on her legs would take a lot of beating. Eudora,
second prize, is good in body and very nice in front where
the other fails She has, however, plenty of defects. Lips
too tight; eyes a trifle small; good' body;" light in bone be-
hind; hocks not perfect; tail longer than I like; good feet.
Nora, third prize, is a shade light in color, has a fair good
head, average legs and feet, loin rather short and not jvell
arched, too short in middle, good shoulders, fairly good
behind and shovring quality. ISubv Glencho, re.serve, is well
known. Her good points are back of the occiput. Gladys
B., vhc , has a stumpy head that lacks qttality aud character,
bad feet, heavy shoiuders^ and might be much better in set
of foreleg-s. Body, quarters and color are her leading points.
Gracie, vhc, is fairly good in head, a shade light in eyes,
rather short in back, good in loin, long in tail, rather
straight in hocks, somewhat light in bone aud not strong in
character. Her feet are so bad thcit they alone would beat
her in good company; but this was not good company. Red
Belle, vhc, is an old winner. Hazelnut III., vhc, lacks
head quality, her feet are only moderate and are inclined to
turn outward. Body and quarters are the best parts of her.
Rye Lilly, fair in head, rather light in color, not good in car-
riage of ears, straight in shoulder and flat in loin, was worth
a card. Beauty T. is coarse in head, wrong in coat, rather
short in neck and too flat over the loin. Good quarters and
fine legs and feet. Daisy, he, lacks in .skull, lips, below
eyes, position of feet, length of loin, and would be improved
by more bend in hocks. Fairly good color and coat. Belle
Ida, first at. London and Toronto, was sent out without a
card, which was clearly an error, for she is vastly better
than a nttmber of the commended ones. Lassie S., c, is plain
in head but good in body and color. There was nothing very
gr eat in puppies. The winner in the dog class can be had
for $50 and may be less. He is rather coarse in head, shallow
in body and not quite first-class in legs and feet. I shall ex-
pect the unnoticed Youirg Glencho to make the best dog in
that class. The winner in the bitch class was first in the
open class. The judge discovered some merit in Tim's Dandy
by the time he got to the novice class, and placed him over
dogs that had won over him in the open class.

GORDON SETTERS—(ME. GLOVER),
(Rejjort hy Mr. Mason.)

It is just ten years since 1 first took notes on the Gordon
setters at New York. The class at that time, while not
strong, was 50 per cent. Iretter than it is now, which gives us
some idea of the ability of dog men in this country to breed
dogs. There has been a steady decline all the time since
then, and a more miserable looking lot^ of characterless
animals than the Gordons shown at Nev.' i'ork, 1S91, 1 trust
it may never be my misfortune to .sec. There are more dog.s
than ha.ve been exhibited fit several other shows, but where
are the Gordons:^ Beaumont just simply tower.?- over the
rest of them, and a typical dog could .give Beaumont points
and a beating. Having won high honors on the beach in this
class and seen all the cracks of days gone by, it fairly makes
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my heart, ache to look on these worthless fragments
of true Gordon type. But giving advice to the average
dog breeder is like pouring water iato a sieve. He wul
commence at fifteen and breed from a mongrel until it dies,
when lie will get another of the same sort and proceed as
before until his hair is gray.
Beaumont, by long odds' the best dog in America to-dav,

was alone in. the challenge class for dog.s. He was well
shown. Becky Sharp, in the bitch class, had no trouble in
beating Madge, that must, I suppose, be a Goi'don, seeing
she is in the challenge class. King Item, first in the open
ciflss for dogs, was way ahead of the others. He is not fir.st-

olasa in liearl. i.^ wrona; from the second thighs down, in-
clined tu be throaty and lacks liberty behind: good leas, feet
and color, and fair in other points. This dog'has improved
immensely. He should do some more winning as Gordons
go in this country. Dou, second prize, is of entirely a differ-
ent type; long in face, light in eyes, only fair in legs and
feet, rather short in coat and feather, would be improved by
more depth of chest, and. might be much better in color:
not of coixect type. Tyrus, third prize, is a better type of
dog than Doc, and should have been .second. This dog is

well known. Comus. fourth prize, may just escape neing
classed as a cripple. vSucb a dog is worthless, and if there
was nothing better in the class the prize should have been
withheld. Gordon, vhc, while only fair iu head, light in
eyes, leggy, light and fiat in loin and not perfection behind,
is a better dos to-day than Comns; his type, however, is not
so good. Dtikemont, vhc, has an English head, is out of
condition, over at the knees, breeched, and not just right in
shoulders. He would have been a better bitch than dog.
Chandos is coar.se, plain, clumsy, straight in hocks, stands
wide iu front, is flat in quarters, and moderate in pasterns
and feet. Cliff B,, c. Is light in eyes, stilty and nar-
row in quarters; his best points are bone and coat.
In bitches Beemont, of better type than Fly, was rightly
placed first. She is good in color, flat in coat, correct in
stern and shows some quality. Head only fair, quarters
light, too narrow in front (not enough heart room), feet
inclined to turn out, rather throaty, a bit shallow in mid-
dle and too narrow all through. Fly, second prize, is

moderate in head, rather light in color, "a bit flat over the
loin and lacking in true character. Has better body than
the winner and fewer structural defects, at the same time I

think the decision a iust one. Vic, vhc . is a weedy b.ad one
of wrong type. Flomont, third prize, lacks in coat, has an
English head, is not right in color, rather straight in hocks,
too long in taJl, travels with feet turned inward, better bone
and body than the first and second prize winners, but not a
good one. Vic III., fourth prize, is better in body than any
where else. Sally Beaumont, reserve, has wrong type of
bead, is short iu ear and rather straight behind. Puppies
were weak, as usual. Winners in the novice class were
shown in the open class.

SPANIELS—(MR. WILMEEDINO)

.

(Report by Mr. Mason).

There has been no improvement in these classes during
the past yea,r. The decisions were made in a painstaking
manner, and were well received. Very few mistakes were
m,ade, in fact I have never seen ilr. Wilmerding do so good
work.
Newton Abbot Don, truer to type, especially in head, than

Baron, beat him and rightly so. Both are well known.
Compton Bandit, in terrible condition, should have been
left at home, and the .judge must have been in a charitable
turn of mind when be gave him the reserve card. Newton
Abbot Laddie, I judge, was not shown for competition.
The winning bitches are well known, First in the open
•class for dogs runs to the cocker type of head, which is wrong
in a field spaniel. Plenty of bone; not straight in front;
longer in legs than the second prizewinner, but better in
skull and eyes; goodste.ru; a few white flecks on body; good
ears. Bolus, second prize, is of cocker type in head, lightish
in eyes: toes in when in motion; not straight in 'front.
Echo, third prize, is somewhat leggy, not quite straight in
front, plain iu head, and would do with more coat, Comp-
ton Brigand, vhc, has the best head in the class, but
is leggy and light in the middle, not quite straight in
front, eyes rather light, good ears and position of same. The
winning bitch shows some quality in head, although in
skull she does not equal the unnoticed Clio, ' Good length
of ear, shoulder and set of legs not quite the thing, cheeks
and lips might be much better; would be improved by more
bone, stern carried too high, moves well. Dame Trot, sec-
ond prize, is too cockery in head and ber ears might be much
better. Feet not first-rate, stern too thin and not well car-
ried, tiood iu body, but her head spoils her for the field
class. Clio has a neat head, with weU'set ears, but is leggj^
and carries her stern too high. Good legs and feet. She
should cei'tainly have had a card in this class. Miss Ben
d'Or, unnoticed, is going all to pieces. She was never good
in head, eyes and set of ears. Should not have been sho^vn.
The fir.st and second prize winners in the class for liver-
colored dogs are coarse in head. Don JI., that took first, is
light in eyes, very wide in skull, ttiroaty and not straight in
front, he also might be better in loin. Beau, in addition to
his coarse, plain head, is curly in coat. Properly placed.
Rosedale Dolly is supposed to be a black and tan. but where
the tan should come in the color is yellow. Wealc foreface,
feet defective, lacks character and quality. Patti, third
prize, is an overgrown cocker, and a. poor one at that. Say-
brook Chance, c, is not a .show dog. She has cocker head,
high-set ears, is of wrong type and very curly. There was
nothing really good in these classes.
Challenge cockers found the old family party again on

hand. Jersey, an easy first, and Rabbi many points ahead
of Brautford Bed Jacket. I am disappointed iu the last
named. He is wrong at both ends. Novel and Bessie W.,
first and second, in the corresponding bitch class, are of
better type than Bene Silk. It does not need MissObo 11. to
"beat Bene, lots of others can do that. There was nothing
very good in the open class for black dogs, but the competi-
tion between the first four was very keen. There could have
been no room for kicking whichever had won. Black Duf-
ferin, first prize, is not deep enough in muzzle and his lips
are not what they should be. He also lacks a clean- cut ap-
pearance below the eyes, is not all that could be desired in
forelegs, especially abont the knees, carries his stern too
M^h, and does not stand quite true at the elbows. He is
quite a young dog but I am inclined to think he is as good
as he ever will be. Obadiah, second prize, lacks in head.
Oban, third prize, is rather coarse in head and undershot in
the bargain, but from what I saw of him I like him as well
as either of the others. As these dogs were in the "cellar"
when I examined them, I do not care to express myself too
freely. Examining small black dogs by gas light might
easily mislead. Itis, however, safe tosay that they are very
nearly equal in point of merit. Jersey Obo possesses a num-
ber of good points, but bis long back is against him. and but
for that he would undoubtedly have taken first. He is not
quite straight in front, is too open in coat, throaty for a
youngstpT and not just what is wanted in lips. In hea'd, legs
^md quality he beats the others, also in feather. Truffle,
he, is large, a bit coarse in cheeks and muzzle, not
good in eyes, leggy, light in bone, high in stern and
short in feather. Body will do. Brush W., vhc, is
small in eyes, not first class in feet or in pasterns,
slightly reached in back and not perfect in front of the eyes.
He has good legs and feather, and an average coat. Phil, c,
is shallow in muzzle and wrong iu lips, .tie is also leggy,
curly and faulty in set of legs. Nig W. and Brad, both he.
are below Mr. Willey's usu-3l form. Banjo, unnoticed, was
worth a card. Black Duchess, first in bitches, has a niceieh
quality ofJiead, not perfect iahang of Hps and. thither light '

in eyes, chest wider than I like from front view, coat rather
curly, .stands back a bit at the knees, good hehiud, with
proper quarters and correct carriage of stern, also right in
ears. Amazement, second prize, is also a bitch of far more
than ordinary merit, and one that will likely be heard from
again. She is beaten by the winner in stop, neatness below
the eyes, muzzle and one or two minor points, but .she .scores
in coat, chest and shoulders. Woodstock Birdie, third prize,
lacks in muzzle, straightne.ss in front, hocks, and her feet
are smaller than I like. She toes in con.siderably with the
left foot. Meg Obo, though not well shown, is so much
bett r than Woodstock Birdie that she should have been
third instead of vhc, in i'act 1 have t,n idea she may hustle
the others one of these days. She is not perfect in eyes, lips,

position of elbows, or in coat (at present), but there is a lot
of good iu ber. Midget, vhc, has considerable white on her
brea.st and chest, and I have my doubts about her being
eligible to compete in this class. Brantford Lass, he, is not
bad in head, but she is a bit high-stationed, not straight in
front and not quite straight in coat. Bandy, Cj is leggy,
plain and of wrong type. Canadian Girl, he, is big enough
and high enough, light in muzzle, back at the knees, rather
long in back and not quite true in front. She moves well
and has good quality of coat and feather. Blossom, c, is

not a show dog, being flat-sideri, moderate in head, light in
bone, and curly in coat. Beauty B., c. . wss lucky, because—

.

Du.sty Dolly, he, has a rather nice quality of head, with long
ears. ISJostrils very small and she stands too high Idea,
reserve, is coarse in head, the muzzle being too wide and
cheeks too prominent. In hindquarters, bone, feet and car-
riage she will do. Meg Obo cau beat her. In the open dog
class for cockers other than black, Cherry Boy, rather plain
in head, but good in body and fairly so in leg.s and feet, was
the only decent specimen shown, and all other prizes should
have been withheld. King Pharaoh's Sister, nearly all
name and very little cocker, was the beat of the bitches.
Her head Is bad. Silverton, first prize, is a rusty black dog
with a funnel-.shaped head, decorated with yellow markings.
I guess Mr. Wilmerding got this class wrong end about.
In Clumbers the Ottawa Kennels took all the prizes with-

out competition. Boss III. and Lady Bromine, the challenge
class winners, are well known. Neither is quite first-class,
but the bitch is much the butter. .Johnny Jo, that was
given first in the open class for dogs, in truth is not a show
dog, being all wrong in muzzle, .skull, expression, carriage
of ears, stern and character. He has a stout, strong good
body, is a most active dog and maybe an excellent fielder,
but he will not do for the bench. Fir.st in bitches was won
by Lady Snow, Mr. Mercer's recent importation, and she is
the only really typical specimen I have .seen in America.
This is a sterling good bitch, and when in good condition it

will need something of very high class to beat her. Lady
Belle, second prize, was beaten in all points by the winner.

Irish water spaniels were weak in numbers and quality.
The first prize winner, although on the coarse side through-
out and open in coat, had a very easy win. Countess Ben-
digo, third prize, is woolly, plain in 'head and not up to
show form. Dot, vhc, has a very bad tail with curls all the
way to the end, a plain head and staring eyes. Romeo, he,
is another bad one, with heavily-coated tail, very wide front
and wrong character of head.

FOX-TERRIERS—(ME. HOEY).

i Report liy 3Ir. Mason.)

There has been no improvement in this class during the
past year; in fact, one or two of the classes showed less
quality than heretofoi-e. Mr. Hoeyhad a full house when
he stepped into the ring to pass on the merits of Blemton
Rubicon, Raby Mixer, Splauger, Blemton A^olunteer, Luci-
fer and Dusky Trap, and the fearless and commendable
action taken by him to right one of the greatest wrongs ever
committed in the judges' ring will not be forgotten in many
a day. Two and a half years ago Blemton Rubicon, known
in the dog fancy as the "robber dog," made his first bow to
the public, winning three first prizes at the fox-terrier show
held at Saratoga, there beating Raby Mixer, Dusky Trap.
Blemton Volunteer, Reckoner, Luke, New Forest Ethel,
Blemton Consequence, and a lar^e number of other terriers.
Mr. Mortimer was the judge. Since then he has won the
highest honors on the bench in this country. At New York
last year Mr. Hoey placed him over Raby Mixer. I^ast
week in Madison Garden Mr. Hoey, amid a burst of ap-
plause, the like of which I have never heard at a doo; show
in this country, handed the blue ribbon to the handler of
Raby Mixer and sent Rubicon out of the ring without a
card. After the judging Mr. Hoey said to me: "I acknowl-
edge my mi.stake; he is not a good one." That is right, and
would it not now be a graceful and courteous act if the late
owner of Rubicon were to return to Mr, Thayer the prizes
won by the dog, prizes which all of us know he nevei- won
on his merits? It would heal old sores, blot out the past
and cause a better feeling all around. Commencing at
Chicago, 1889, I described the dog as a bad one—an
impostor — and I have never missed a chance to get
a whack at him. The criticisms which appeared in
this paper made enemies not only for the writer but the
paper as well. We were fighting in a good cause, and
though justice has been retarded it has come at last, and
from the Fox-Terrier Club itself. That is sufBcient. Let
strife and ill-feeling, if there has been any, be buried with
the dog. Heald had Mixer in great shape, and Hopkins had
evidently been at work on Dusk.y Trap. It was nip
and tuck, Mixer having all the best of it in front, and the
little dog outscoring Mixer behind. As the dogs appeared
to me from the ringside, I thought the decision a correct
one, and a further examination of the competitors strength-
ened that opinion. Public opinion, which, however, is not
always right, was with the judge. Lucifer, reserve, has
gone oft', but he is still a grand dog, and in body can give the
best of them points and a beating. In the bitch class,
Rachel, who is going in front, w&s rightly placed over Rich-
mond Dazzle, that was given second. Blemton Consequence,
that has often been placed over Dazzle, was here placed be-
hind her. Forest and STREAii hasalways said a good word
for Mr. Thayer's racy-looking bitch. The open class for
dogs was large and of about the same quality as last year.
Raffle again took first, and had I been judge would have
been very closely pressed by the third prize winner, First
Flight. He has a very neat and good head, perhaps lacking
a bit in expres.sion, beautiful ears, and he can stand very
true in front. He is a bit light all through, but shows nice
quality; has a good outline, good coat, and is a very
showy dog. Russley Joker, eoual second prize, is not
nearly so good a dog as First Flight, being infe-
rior in skull, mnzzle, expression, shoulders, coat and
length of loin (it is too short)j also iu movement.
•Joker is owned by Mr. Thayer, but is not one of his breed-
ing, Blemton Valonr, a young.ste'r from Mr. Belmont's ken-
nel, is not going to take the place of either Lucifer or Dusky
Trap. He has a white speck in theleft eye. and I don't just
know how many points to cut him for such a blemish. He
is a bit round and full in skull, which makes his muzzle not
look so good as it really is, and is also a bit cheeky for so
young a dog. Back ribs might be deeper to his advantage.
His coat is too long about the neck, but he stauds on the
very best of legs and feet, is very good behind, has a nice
outline, stands well and has a lot of devil in him. I think
him a better dog than Russley Joker, though not so good as
First Flight. Warren Laird, fourth prize, is longer in face
than is necessai*y, and he did not carry his ears right when I
had him out. Coat too soft and open, shoulders rather
heavy, mnscle not right, being too lumpy and bull-tf rrier-
like." Loin flat. Stands a bit down in the middle at times;
moves well. Blemton Victor II., reserve, is a niceishpuppy,
with, lair good head and ears, stands very true in front;

might be better in feet, is a trifle leggy, but should come
down; too coaty about the neck. He can beat some of those
placed over him. Suffolk Risk, vhc, dissappointed me very
much. This is the first chance I have h'-^d to give him "a

really thorough overhauling. He has a plain sort of a head,
large feet, rather large ears, does not suit me hpbiiid., is flat

in loin, rather light in bone and off in coat. Victor 11. I
thought fairly outclassed him. I w-ould not hnve given him
more than one letter in this class. Baby Trigger, vhc,
lacks in head, is rather soft iu coat and is uot just right in
shoulders and position of feet. Hillside Regent has a very
plain head, is ratbi'r yhoifc in loin and is wrong in
hocks. He got all be dcaervcd. tftarden's -Jack, he,
is a well-known winner that found the company too
good for him. Hillside Mix,c, is cheeky, big in ear, wrong
in stern and soft in coat. ITill.^ide Dandy, c, has grown the
wrong way. Brokeuhni'.st Quick, he, is defective in head,
light in bone, not right in trout— tVipt iiiolnded—and his
coat is a bit soft. Col. Cody, c, has fair fjody and coat,
with plenty of bone, but his head i.s very plain. Endcliiie
Spice, he, is a useful looking one, faulty iu skull, hocks
and back ribs. Le Logos, he, is snipy and light in loin.
Warren Sabre, c, is not a show dos. Dominica, first in
bitches, is quite a nice puppy, with a fairish head, ears well
formed but carried wide as a rule, good neck, legs and feet,
a trifle low at shoulder, body only fair but ought to im-
prove, nice quality, coat should be denser, fairly good
behind, lacks some in character. This bitch will likely
improve Ebor Nettle, second prize, is well known. War-
ren Ja.gmin and Warren Cachet were placed too high. The
former has a collie face, with very badly (nirried ears,
which had been glued down and .stillshow- the effects. She
is also bad behind and too open in coat. Cachet is a very
poor specimen indeed and the Judge clearly overrated her.
Bad head, lieht bone, round ear.?, flat loin, poor coat, not a
show dog Warren Sequel, e. is simply not a show dog.
Resume, vhc , is all over a better specimen than the third
and fourth prize winners, albeit weak iu muzzle and rather
soft in coat. Dusky II., he, is bad in feet, toes in slightly,
has wrong carriage of stei-n. tTOod body, coat and "bone.
Rosa Casina, vhc, is way ahead of the third and fourth
prize winners. Princess, 'he, cau beat the third and fourth.
The two last named bitches are old winners and well known.
Tiara, reserve, Tunlaw Villanelle, he, and Verdict, he, can
any one of them easily beat third and fourth prize winners.
The judge, who took a lot of pains, seemed to get things
badly mixed in this class, but there were so many dift'erent
types before him that placing the dogs corrpctly was a diffi-
cult task. As very few of the puppies were on the bench by
the time I got to these classes I .shall be compelled to pass
them. Mr. Belmont was first in both classes with the
Rutherfurds second. It was a disappointment to me not
being able to see the winners, as Hopkins said he had some-
thing good. Raby Mixer downed Rachel for the special for
best fox-terrier in the show, but the decision leaves lots of
room for a difference of opinion.

ST. BERNARDS—(MIS.? A^IXA H. WHITJTEY).

The fair judge had in the.se clas.ses a task set before her
more ditncult than she has yet had to conternl with. With
IT'ido.gs benched and 19,5 entries, it needed some onethor-
ou^hlj' conversant with the breed to place the awards with
satisfaction to herself and the expectant owners. That Miss
Whitney acquitted herself well is proved by so little grum-
bling being heard. It ^\ as undoubtedly the finest exhibition
yet seen in this country, and as we have Tiow pretty well the
best dogs from England, it would be uiliicult to find a better
lot of St. Bernards even over there. In the challenge dog
class two well known anim.als appeared—Hesper and Ben
Lomond. The latter's excellent coat and size were hardly
sufficient to offset Hesper's superior head, markings and
bone, so Mr. Sears's dog was aiven the ribbon. In bitches
Manon's superior head placed her in front of the well known
Miranda_. who certaiuly keeps her age well, her excellent
body and bone being .sufBcieut to pat her in front of Lady
Wellington for second place. Then came a class which filled
the ring, but head and shoulders above the rest stood Sir Bed-
ivere and .\lton. As this was an important class it was
doubly necessary that the lettered cards should have been
attached to the owners and handlers of the dogs, to enable
the visitors and reporters to distinguish one from the other.
Barring Sir Bedivere's intense look of quality and splendid
condition, there is little to choose between the two cracks.
Bedivere loses in length of body to the ol ber, and though
Alton has a little thebest of itin bone, Btili vere is straighter
in front. They are about equal behinci, tor chough Bedivere
shows a slight straightness Dehind. and when walking does
not move as freely as the other, still Alton's hock,'? bend in
just a little when standing still. Bedivere loses in hind feet
to the other, being fl'it and open, in body he gains some-
what by greater depth of chest: in head there is little
difference, except perhaps in muzzle, Avhere Alton may
lo.se slightly, though he gaius a little in skull, and to sum
them up Sir Bedivere's excellent condition and an art of
showing himself off and a diguitipd look that he has, which
I have never seen excelled, gained him the coveted ribbon
Shorn of the romance and sentiment which surrounds Sit
Bedivere, and which the tremendous advertising the dog
has had, condition will play an important part whenever
the two dogs meet. Alton took second. Prom Alton to Don
H. is a big stride, he is short in muzzle, ha^ a bad expression
which is not improved by his large and light-colored eye, he
is small, faulty behind, "has good bone and excellent' coat,
he is, of course, more furnished than Lord Melrose, whose
great size and excellent front is marred by straight stifles
and lack of markings, though his massive head and fairly
good expression might well have put him in the other's
place. The winner in this class last year could get no nearer
than reserve, his lack of shadings and light eye, long muz-
zle may have put him back, but he certainly has more St.
Bernard quality than the third prize winner, coat, bone and
legs excellent. In the vhc division Helfred lacks markings
and is long in head, though skull is good, Sir Marmaduke
is fairly good in head, faulty in front: Lothario lacks size,
but little fault cau be found with him otlierwi.se: Bruie was
lucky, as he is long faced, light in bone and faulty in body.
Sultan III. is too black in coloring and faulty in head and
body, not substance enough; Superbns has a Leonberg look
about him, lacks expression and markings, but has splendid
bone; White Chief has a fairly good head, though light in
eye and lacking in expression, has a gooil body and bone.
In the he lot were Marquis of StaS'ord, who is simply a big
white dog and as such does not siiow true St. Bernard
quality; Lakmond has good bone, is of nice type, but
hardly massive enough in heid; Bruno has too much
white on face and is curly iu co.at, bone excellent. .Jer.sey
Ben, of the commendeds, 'has no markings and Ajax is
narrow headed and long faced; Friezland Vizier is also
long in head, curly coated, but has nice markings.
Rihn is fiat-faced and faulty in eye; Grover. entered m mas-
tift's is only moderate. In bitches Ladies Livingstone and
Sneerwell are both good bitches and by their look of quality
and excellent coloring, they were put'in front, in the order
named, of the much vaunted Plevna. Though Lady Living-
stone turns one foot out now and then her good bone and
body and especially her excellent head just put her in front
of her kennel mate, who beats Plevna considerably in head,
which is faulty iu stop, long in muzzle and too dark in mark-
ings, in fact a rather plain head; she beats Sneerwell slightly
in depth of body and bone, but her coat is her worst fault,
and this will always put her back in close competition, as in
this case. Lady Melrose, like htr broiber, lacks shadings?,
otherwise is good in head, has excellent bone, is faulty in
front and is also a bit sharp behind and is now out of coat;
she, like her brother, needs time to fill up. Zenith, reserve,
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lacks markings and is small ia head, otherwise she is well
formed and has excellent coat and color, Corrette in vhc.
division is well known, Princess Jura is light coloi-ed, large
in ears, but with this exception is of good formation all
ronnd. In the he. lot, Lady Rosemont is too fine in muz-
zle and light in eye, bone only fair. Duchess II. is faulty in
head, nice coat. Among the commendeds, Lady Talton is
weak in pasterns and hindlegs, carries her tail badly, but
has a fair head; Miss Bellina has a bad expression and is

moreltke a thick-headed sheepdog. Belle of Halfway Brook
is small, and was not shown in as good shape as she might
have been. The winner in the dog puppy class proved a
good one. with one of the best heads to be seen in a day's
march, behind the head he has a fault, being flat-sided and,
of course, not fiirnisbed_ up yet, excellent bone and coat;
Mont Sion Gny pushed him hard though, and had he abetter
color is quite the other's eqnal, an excellent head and coat
is combined with well-boned limbs, he has a much better
head than his breeding would imply. Roland. Jr., is narrow
and long in head, but with a fair coat and good bone deserved
his place. In the vhc. division, Rector is faulty in mnzzle
and lacks markings: Otos is a pnp of nice size, tut faulty in
eye and muzzle; Count St. Vincent was spoken of before;
Claudian fails in muzzle and is not too well off for bone; St.
Elmo is long-faced and straight behind, but his .splendid
bone redeems him somewhat. Jimlimmon, in the he. crowd,
is too houndy-headed; Gosport, shown too fat, is apromi.sing
youngster of good coat, but hardly massive enough in head,
faulty in muzzle, good bone: Whitefriar has only his good
coat to recommend him, he was hardly worth the mention,
he has very poor markiues and knuckles over in front con-
siderably; Roller got as much as he was worth, poor head.
This was a large class, but there was nothing very .striking
except the winners. In bitch puppies, Uarda. is a nice sam-
ple, has a good head, coat and front: Arline, second, we did
not see; Segrid has a charming head, spoilt somewhat by a
light eye, good bone and coat. Princess Olga, reserve, is

flat-faced; Princess Helena, faulty in muzzle and body.
Rose, he, has a light muzzle, otherwise a pretty head with
some good points; Princess of Wales is flat-ribbed, and
also not dark enough in eye; Sieglinda is faulty in muzzle
and straight behind; Queen Marathon is too lone-faced; and
Karew is as yet undeveloped enough to tell much about her;
Lady Ventry is Barzoi-headed, and so is Blossom to some
extent; Ridgewood quite got her deserts.
In challenge smooths Hector had not much difficulty in

accounting for Beauchamp, especially in general type and
coat, and Nevis, reserve, ran the other close. Hector was
looking well. That nice-bodied bitch Cleopatra had not
much trouble in beating the poor conditioned Tbisbe, though
the latter will never lose her intense look of qiiality. Wanda
was outclassed. Open dogs saw the great VVatch an easy
winner; he was looking in good shape. Leicester was a street
behind; though good in general type, he loses in liead, a I'it

houndy. Belisarius has an excellent front, hardly hone.
enough behind, is well-shaped, but bis color is again.st him.
Patrol lacks markings and is straight behind. Uuke of
Sparta is well known. Victor Vane has i^oor expression and
is a bit out in front. Parson is plain-faced, and Noble is

faulty in head; his muzzle is deficient. Mac has a stary,
light eye, ruining his looks, though his head is of good shape.
Alpine Guide is light-eyed and snipy in muzzle. In bitches
the winner, Empress of Contoocook, is one of nice ciuality,

albeit a little long-headed and ears slightly houndy; she is

also flat-sided, faulty in tail, but is nicely boned. Burton
Belle is well known and pushes the \'\jinner close, though
handicapped in hind parts. Lady Gwendoline has a nice
head and shows quality. Monastery Myrtle took a place
further back this time; she is well known. Nora, reserve, is

a well-formed bitch, though long in head. Bona II. we did
not see. Thisbe Wagner is faulty in muzzle and a bit plain,
Mignon is faulty in muzzle. Appolona is an old friend.
Hallowe'en is straight-fdced and light in bone. In dog pup-
pies the winner, Prince Ivo, is a nice .stamp, and Prelate has
a fair head, but is straight behind. Rignold is fatxlty in
skull, excellent in muzzle and bone. Csesar is not a nice
type; too long in head. The winner in bitches was Nora,
already spoken of. Swanhilda lacks type in head, otherwise
she will do for her age. Acme lacks markings and is light
in eye, but body and legs are well formed. The winners iu
the novice class dogs have all been commented on in other
classes, Leicester the smooth beatingLord Melrose the rough,
but Lady Melrose redeemed the lost laurels by beating Lady
Stella handsomely in her class. Sir Bedivere and Watch
met for the special, and the former, though be does not
move as freely as the latter, beats him in several points-
depth of body, front, hindlegs and tail—and is himself beaten
in hindfeet and head.

BLOODHOUNDS—(MR. MAYHEfl ).

There were not many entries, only three. Burgho, Jr., is

a little the better in head, though the other beats in body,
but is very shy and shows himself badly. In bitches the
winner last year, Judith, had the class to herself. She
shows good quality.

GREAT DATSE.S—(MR. MAYHEW).
Melac, whom we have described before at Iforonto ia.st

fall, had the challenge dogs to himself, and the well known
Irene, in good shape, had matters her own way. In open
dogs last year's winner, Parcha, was again the best of a lot

of dogs which do not show any marked improvement. Nero,
the winner of second at Boston, last year, came ne-x:t: he
loses in body and muzzle to the other. Turk is throaty and
full in eye. Harmes loses in muzzle, cleanness of throat
and formation of body. Ceesar could be better in legs and
head. Skoal is well fronted, is faulty in ears and throaty,
but is well ribbed. Flora Florida was the winner in bitches;

she puts up a nice clean-cut head, a well-ribbed body and
fair legs and feet. Flora, well known, was second. Minckar
is too short-faced, short in neck, straight behind and was
heavy in whelp. Fritz, reserve, has a fairish head, though
a little too straight-faced, is faulty in quarters and ribs and
was uncropped. Ulma HI. loses in legs and feet, and xMar-
quise, drop-eared, is not ribbed up enough, and is faulty in
muzzle. Puppies were au indifferent lot, Nora being about
the best, though snipy in muzzle, Melac had little diffi-

culty iu wanning the special.

JJEWFOtlNDLAivDS—(MR. MAYHEW).
As usual quality was conspicuous by its absence. Rover,

the winner, is spoiled by a light eye, but coat and bone are
good: another light-eyed one is Nero, second, also bad in
muzzle, coat just fair. Sailor Lad has not a correct eye
either, too full and large. Newfoundlands need a small,
dark, well-snnken eye, which only one in the class seemed
to have, and that was Pascha, unmentioned, though he had
more Newfoundland quality in head and coat than many
Others, though the latter was very curly. Brunette is also

a poor one. Not a very good class certainly, and a disgrace
to the country.

FOXHOUNDS—(MAJOR J. M. TAYLOR).

In challenge dogs our old favorite Brave had little diffi-

culty in beating Rcseville Rover, from an American point
of view; the dogs are utterly different, but as an American
hound Brave is the best, and would that his stamp was more
encouraged instead of the whipetty animals we so often see.

In the open class for English dogs, Warrior, a fine nound
with excellent fi'ont beat Barrister a trifle in head and ear,

Songster a little out in front coming next; Major Warlock
loses in muzzle and feet and so does Forager. In bitches
Clonmel Rakish, an old favorite, had to give way to Shot,
Contest and Goldfinch iu the order named, though there is

little between them; Clonmel beats in legs and feet some-
what; they are all of nice type, good hound coats and well
furnished with bone. In the Americau division the Cook

Kennels' dogs showed a half-way type between the Avent
Kennel dogs and the English ones, but I do not feel able to
mix the types a,nd will coufine myself to remarking that
there is no doubt they showed speed lines and plenty of grit,
though I fail to see. where they show the intelligent counte-
nance of their more massive cousins.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS—(MR. J. E. PEARSON).
Mr. Mallory's dogs Mary and Flow are considered excellent

specimens of the breed, and were placed in the order named,
Rap taking c. I shall try and say something more about
these dogs in my Baltimore report.

'

COLLIES— (MR. A. D. LEWIS).

Chestnut Hill supplied the two wiimers in challenge dops
and again the older dog Scotilla had to give way to his son
Roslyn Wilkes. Scotilla beginsto show age and the younger
can now beat him a trifle in head and always so in quarters.
Roslyn Dandy showed up well in such company. The sweet
little Flnrry 111. had no one to oppose her in her class and
was in nice feather. Open dogs saw a big cla.ss, but not-
withstanding this was Mr. Lewis's d6but as a Judge he did
not get rattled and handled his classes well throughout.
The Squire took pride of place over his kennel mate Maney
Trefoil, whom he excels in head and body, the latter's point
being his grand coat. A youngster, Montana, by The
Squire, came next, he is strong in bead and coat, ears faulty:
Metchley Wonder 11. is full in eye and trifle strong in head,
has nice carriage of ears and good coat, legs and body: Far
View Donald II. has a fair head, ears poor and is flat sided;
Melrose has a taking front, but ears are carried badly and is

a bit coarse in head - Noble Wonder lacks quality somewhat,
nice coat; Manorania is faulty iu ears, otherwise fair: Roy
is a little out in front, carriage of ears not ciuite the thing,
but has a good body. March, he, has good length of head,
is big in ear and not in good shape; Carlyle Wonder is too
high in brow and open coated. Outside the winners, this
was only just a fair class, showing little improvement.
Wallace Wonder, also c, is coarse in head and open coated.
In the bitches we were introduced to about the prettiest
piece of dog flesh I ever saw. Roslyn Dolly is a bit on the
small .side and aptly named, but for model, carriage of ears,
legs and feet she cannot be excelled, a bit fineiu muzzle, this
may of course strengthen somewhat yet, as she is only nine
months old, and a little rough and tumble life would harden
her coat; her action is .superb; the judges evidently thought
well of her, too, judging by the row of blue ribbons on her
chain. Bonnie's Baby, well-known and looking in nice
shape, but faulty in legs and feet, came second, and Roslyn
ParolCj a little full in brow, but nice coat, came third.
Dawn IS open in coat, but is well formed. Adila Wonder I
have seen before; .she has a taking head and expression.
Collie Belle is soft in coat and big in ear. Buttercup LI. is
coarse in head, ears not correct, and is soft in coat. Lothian
Model is a bit short-faced and coat might be better in tex-
ture. In dog puppies Roslyn Tory proved the winner in
only a moderate class. Collies are not improving as a
whole; Montana I liked better for the place, and Airlie,
third, might have been higher up, better in coat and body.
Roslyn Regent I did not see. Glenfoyle had also gone
when I came round, but in the ring he showed a bit faulty
in skull as near as I could see. In bitch puppies of course
Roslyn Dolly scored again, with Frida some distance away.
Clove is domy in skull, but possesses a coat of good texture.
Far View Shepherdess is faulty in head and coat, a bit open,
nice body. In the novice classes the winners have nearly all

been described. The he. dog Strathmore Rob Roy is only a
moderate one, head poor and eyes quite wrong, coat is the
best point. Dolly, of course, won again in the bitch novice
class, and Vernon Gypsie, vhc, is about the only one not
mentioned before, she has a dense coat, but of wrong tex-
ture, and her head lacks many good collie attributes. In
smooths Tafl'y, the winner, should have been turned out; is

a coarse commoner. Roslyn Wilkes beat everything for the
special for best in show.

POODLES—(MR. A. J. PEARSON).

In the absence of Mr. Heckscher, who was down to judge
these dog.«, Mr. Pearson undertook the duties. I cannot
compliment him, however, on the outcome, Mr. Pearson
evidently having an eye for bangles and mere beauty. In
the challenge class there was no mistake to be made, Styx
having the class to himself. In open black dogs, Darkie,
under whose entry appeared the winnings of a much better
dog, the wcll-corded Dexter, Darkie won and Dexter got
vhc. Darkie has a fair head, hardly bone enough and is not
well ofP in that poodle attribute—lengthy cords. Bob, sec-

ond, is bad in loin and feet, lacks bone and coat wrong.
Dexter far away the best in his class, though his splendid
cords need attention, his strong head and loin and excellent
front could hardly escape any one. Bendigo was of course
deserving of better treatment. In open bitches the light-
boned but catchy Czarina took the blue ribbon. She is wrong
in eye and muzzle as well. Topsey, undershot, came second
and the wooly-coated Bess third. Purbeck Nell, whose
light loin may have put her back, got nothing. When tak-
ing into consideration her head and coat, she should have
been second at least, and Olga, not near so good, got he. In
any other color but black Prince Toto ran away with the
judge to the extent of beating .such dogs as Styx and Dex-
ter for the special. He is poor in .skull, wide in front and
wooly coated. Rex is only a moderate one, small-sized, and
Jap is bad in muzzle and wooly coated. There were only
three good ones in the lot.

BULLDOGS—(MR. E, SHEFFIELD PORTER).

The Bulldog Club certainly worked wonders with their
initial effort to bring their forces together, and their exer-
tions were so successful that an unprecedented entry of

these dogs was seen on the benches. In the challenge class
for dogs I found Harper and Merry Monarch in the order
named. Harper's much better body and front, to say noth-
ing of his head, put him well in front. They were both
shown well, and the Yale blue was conspicuous around
Harper's stall. Old Soudan made herself at home in the
front seat in her class: her only competitor being Thespian,
whom she easily vanquished in her present condition. Mon-
arch VI. took the blue ribbon in open heavy dogs. He has
a good skull and chop and is well out at shoulder. Bo'swain,
a new face, has hardly volume enough of skull, being a bit

flat, too; he loses also to winner in front, though he is well
ofii for chest. Oswego, third, is a bit plain-faced, not broken
up enough and too much bull-terrier in front. Reserve,
Handsome Dan, lacks volume of skull, not deep enough in
jowl, is faulty in back, but well out at elbow. Carisbrooke
has come along nicely, and deserved his letters, Bombardos,
also vhc, has a fair skull, is a bit straight in front and large
in ear. The plain-faced Quasimodo had here to be content
with he. In Ditches Lena Langtry scored over Dolly Tester.
There is room for que.stion in this, as Lena is not out
enough, ears faulty, pinched in muzzle, though deep enough,
excellen t bone and fairly good skull. Dolly is better in front,

though faulty iu body and ears. Columbine, third, has a
good body but is not broken up enough in stop and wants to
be thrown more forward. Bathos then took the premier
honors in the under 451bs. class. He has too much of a dachs-
hund front, skull could be improved, too flat at sides, has
good layback, is well out at shoulder, but is a bit slack in
back. Joker came next; he is plain-faced, could be im-
proved in front and is flat-sided. Crib, shown fat, stands
well forward and has a fair head but is faulty in ear. Qui-
beron was over weight. In the bitch class the recent impor-
tation, Bloater Girl, has a good head, is well oft'iu legs and
feet and is well out in front, is well ribbed but shown a little

light in loin; she easily accounted for Beatrice, well known,
whom she tieats far away in head; Princess Mab, third, is

fairly out at shoulder but is plain-faced, not broken up
enough, reserve going to Princess Crib, who stands well
forward but is faulty in feet, a bit long and narrow in head
and flat in .skull. Princess Pedro, vhc, is faulty in eye and
fore part. Darby Nancy has a small head and is too narrow
in front. Duchess of Parma is hardly what I expected, skull
only fair but layback and chop better than the average; nice
body. There was nothing startling in puppies. Winner in
dogs, Cock Robin,is a bit plain faced, but has a good body and
:)romises to be well out. Portswood Pinch is very middling.
.Darby May, winner in bitches, is one of Mr, Cugle's new
ones, but hardly up to good form; a fairly promising head,
ears faulty, but bids fair to stand well forward. In the
novice classes it is needless to go over the winners again, as
they were the same dogs.

BULL-TERRIERS—(MR. E. S. PORTER).
There was hardly any improvement apparent in these ter-

riers. Somehow the native-bred stock, with few exceptions,
is not up to good form. In challenge dogs there was no
entry, and Starlight, our best home bred one, in the absence
of Attraction had a bloodless victory in the corresponding
class, she keeps her form very well, "in open dogs Diamond
King was well to the front. Spotless Prince losing to him
in head and front. Dick Whittington, third, is a trifle
thick in skull, has good bone and stands on good pins. Pro-
tection is a bit long-cast and leggy; Pilot shows too much
stop and falls away before the eye, is a bitcheeky, otherwise
fair; King of Hearts is cheekyand a bit full in eye. DufEerin,
reserve, has a fair head only. Enterprise accounted for the
bitch class, her good head, though a little soft looking,
pulling her in front of Queen Bendigo, whose faulty and only
moderately well-ribbed body placed her second. Duchess of
York, third, is well known, now a bit passe. In the under
SOlbs. class the first to catch the judge's eye was Grand
Duchess, winner last year; White Duke, second, is a bit
Roman nosed, and faulty in skull; Edgewood Belle is cheeky,
and might be better in front and bone; Sailor is bad in front
and body, might be improved; Dusty Miller, good in body,
is too prominent in brow. Ruby took the ribbon in the new
class of under 20lbs., she has a nice head with excellent eara,
and body is good for that weight; Sailor took second this
time; and Little Prince, a bit round in skull and a trifle out
in front, came third. Reserve going to White Rose, full in
eye and showing too much stop. Venn, he, is faulty in eye
and front. Duke is a bad 'un. Fidget won in novice class,
and boasts a good head, legs and feet, might be better in
body. The other winners have been mentioned,
There were no Airedales entered.

BASSET HOUNDS—(MR. E. S. PORTER).

The old winner Bertrand, In fair shape, took the prize,
Chef losing in head and bone.

DACHSHUNDE-(MR. E. SHEFFIELD PORTER).

These sprightly little German dogs turned out in force,
Rubenstein ea.sily accounting for the premier position in the
challenge class, Countess Lina losing in head, length and
ear. Snrperbus II., first in open dogs, has good length,
crook, but is faulty in eyes. Zulu III knuckles over a bit,

has a fair head and nice length of body. Boss II. has too
much stop, could be better in eye and body, and Royal Max,
reserve, is a bit thick in skull, nicely crooked, and chest well
let down. Fritz K., vhc, is coarse in head, and shown in
poor shape. Joan of Arc was the winner in bitches; ears not
set on I'ight and is faulty in front. Kate has a nice head,
is well crooked and chest well let down. Tiny, third, is too
full in eye and faulty in ears. Daisy B. loses in muzzle and
skull, but is nice type behind the head. Maggie K is only
moderate, and Gretel lacks chest development, but has good
length. .loan of Arc was the winner in puppies. Prom
what I hear there is some likelihood of these dogs becoming
more popular, and I trust they will, for no better companion
can a man have for a day's run in the woods.

BEAGLES—(MR. SCHELLHASS).

There was hardly the entry here that a show like New
Y'ork should command, and the members of the new beagle
club thought fit to kepp their dogs at home. Now that the
amalgamation has been formed we .shall no doubt see the
breed well represented at every show of importance. Som-
erset Kennels had things pretty well to themselves, winning
with Storm in the challenge dog class. Little Duke lo.sing

in muzzle to the other, though more of a beagle. Myrtle,
shown too fat, bnt otherwise keeping herage well, accounted
for the bitch class. In open dogs an old exhibitor, Pottinger
Dorsey, showed Lee II.; too large and coarse, soft iu coat,
head of fair shape, front good. Jupiter came second, and
Roy K.. faulty in muzzle and .skull and rather coarse
throughout, but fairly good in legs and feet, took thud
place; his kennel mate. Tomboy, a bit wide in front,
but possessing a nice hound coat, secured the three letters.

Bell Boy, thick in head, he. Cloud, a well-known winner,
took first honors in bitches, and another equally well known,
Belle of Woodworth, whose fault lays in front, came next.
Flora K., bit out in front, and faulty in muzzle, otherwise
good, took third; Belle of Rockland, hardly straight enough
in front, and a bit deficient in muzzle, was well placed at
vhc. Flossy is too long in muzzle and was a bit soft in coat
though of excellent type throughout. Under 12in. had Blue
Bell II. the winner, though soft in coat and flesh she is a
nice model. Muggy is a bit large and shown too fat, is light
in eye and of peculiar color. There \vas nothing very strik-

ing "in puppies. Impression being the best, Emeline coming
a good second.

IRISH TERRIERS— (ME. R, F. MAYHEW).
An old-time winner. Breda Tiny, had the challenge class

to herself, and looked well. Breda Bill's better front no
doubt influenced the judge in putting him over Mars, whose
head and body I like. Breda's teeth are oid in front, and this
should act against him in a close finish. Rosyln Murphy is

too soft in coat and looks a bit cloddy, and is faulty in muz-
zle. Barney's Brother is of fair type"; might be improved in
head and front. The new bitch Dunmurrey is especially
well-fronted; coat fair, and certainly the best bitch seen
since Breda Florence came over. Roxy is a bit wide iti

front, has nice texture of coat. Exile, third, loses in skull:
excellent coat. Kathleen, reserve, nice front, faulty in body.
Rap bib on the large side. Biddy Mahone loses in head.
Erin and Ballymony are faulty in head, but the latter shows
up well in coat; legs and feet. Irish terriers are evidently
on the move. Nora S., one of the bestjin her class, was said
to have been fixed in coat, and was turned out.

WELSH TERRIERS- (:«R. R. F. MAYHEW.)
Several new importations have made this breed more con-

spicuous at this show, and the picture of the Welsh terrier

in our la-st issue was eagerly scanned for points. None of
those shown fill the bill, and there is not much to choose
between the winners Which and Mephisto Dick; To'ther is

wide in front and not well shown; Rowton Vixeu we liked
better.

DANDIE DINMONTS—(MR. R. F. MAYHEW).
The old rounders. Border Wang and Meg of the Mill had

the two open classes to themselves; both are now well known.
In puppies two very promising youngsters, Heath and Janie,
were placed in the order named* The former beats the other
in head and body.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS—(MK. R. F. MA,YHEW).

In dogs Syrup H. and Tick Tack changed places this time
from last year, and rightly so, the latter won easily though
beaten in muzzle by her kennel mate Polly Warkworth.
Sweetbrier is a promising youngster and took third.

SKYE TERRIERS—(MR. E. F. MAYHEW).
The challenge had the two old ant^onists Sir Stafford
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aud Lovett, the former won, and both were fxilly described
in Charleston report. Open dogs, Rob Roy showed better
type, Gladstone Boy being somewhat on the Clydesdale order,
sott coat, but beating the other in body and bone. Bessie,
faulty in skull aud slack In loin, won over EflSe Deans, too
fine in muzzle.

dLTDESDALE TKREIEFvS—(ME. R. V. MATHEW).
Clydesdale Loris had to succumb to his kennel mate Belle

of Clyde this year, but the dog wins all over in coat. This
breed has not shown much signs of popularity as yet.

SCOTCH TERBIEES—(ME. B. F. IMAYHKW/.

This class introduced ustothenew crack Kilston, certainly
the best yet seen here, with an excellent head and front he
combines good bone and coat, beats Glencoe in head, ear and
coat; Kilbord loses slightly in head and coat, which is soft.
Brownie, reserve, was a bit out classed.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS— (JfR. R. F. MAVHEW).
These grand terriers are fast coming to the fi-ont, aud

though it IS hardly time yet for a specialty club, yet the breed
is fast becoming popular, and we now have about the best
dogs that England has produced in late years. The Senator,
looking in fine shape, had to .succnmb to Kaiser again, the
latter's excellent front doing the trick, though beaten in
marking by the other. The best bitch we have, Meerbrook
Maiden, was alone in her challenge cla«s and looked in Jiice

shape. Open dogs brought together the two new arrivals,

and the result after much examination was that the hitherto
winner, Beaconsfield, had to pull his coloi-s down to the
younger dog. The decision is open to question either way.
Beaconsfleld's short body and excellent front and head is

marred by his ci-ippled quarters and failing mouth, color of
tan might be better, but he excels the othei' in pencillingsand
"thumb marks. Sultan's tan is good, but hardly bright
enough, and head is a bit nai-i-ower than Hike; forelegs can-
not compare with the other, but is infinitely better bebind in
in tail and quai-ters, aud with age his body will furnish up
somewhat; at present he lacks depth of chest. 1 shall have
more to say on these two in the Boston i-ei^ort. Frank was
outclassed' in this company. In open bitches Broomfield
Madge is not the correct stamp of terrier. Faulty in head,
body and markings; she also moves queerly behind. Desde-
mona, taken all roimd, is of better stamp. " Meersbrook Em-
press shows age, is small, but nicely marked. Rochelle Grud,
fatUty in ears and dark in tan. 'Spring and White Prince
were' placed in the order named in white EugUsh terriers,

neither a good class. No whippets were entered.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—(MR. MAYHEW).
Toons Royal, in excellent condition aud coat, was alone in

thechallenge dogs, and in bitches that sweet little terrier Daisy
lilled her position well, aftei'ward being sold at a long price.

The Isorth Fields Kennels had an outing in the open dog class.

Toons Royal George made his debut ovtr here. He is cer-

tainly the best coated dog we have yet been introduced to,

with" an excellent head and color of tan. He is a little on the
large size, however. Fishpool Gem, hardly so good in head,
came second. He is now too well known to need description,
Merry Pj'ince was poor in flesh, but excellent in coat and col-

oring. Prince Al, an old frien-"!, looked well. Dude, vhc, has
nice tan and color, hut short of coat, and same owner's Star,
be, quite deserved his letters. Ben II. loses in coat, as does
Sargent, but is of nice color. Bob's coat is short, too, and
smutty in tan. Major is too large and not class enough here.
In open bitches Venus had no easy win; though rather dark in
blue and tan could be better, was in good coat. Bradfoi-d Leah
is better in color and has a well-shaped body. Rose is a bit
round in skull, has fair blue and rich tan. Duchess needs
age to furnish coat and color, and Yum Yum has a good
body, coat too dark, tan coloring middling. Minnie is only
moderate.

TOY TERRIERS—(MR. MAYHBW).
Jerry was the best of a poor lot, being hardly so round-

headed and full-eyed. Isellie, second, is one of the apple-
headed sort, and Tiny might have well been placed higher up.
These classes do not improve, considering the interest taken
in them by the fair contingent.

PtJGS—(MISS ANXA H. WHITNEY).

Kash and Bob Ivy met in the challenge dogs. Competition
was keen, and the blue ribbon eventually went to Kash,
who showed himself much Ijetter than the other. There
was some little question about the award in this class, as
we believe Bob Ivy was marked first in the judge's book,
though Kash certainly got the ribbon. In bitches Vesta
beat her kennel mate Bessie, whs nicelyshown, reserve going
to Bo Peep II., Avho is not far behind the winners. In open
dogs we met a good one, Sprake, a son of Ka.sh, his excellent
head, wrinkle, body and curl placing him well ahead of
Eberhart's Cashier, who is a bit lengthy, but has a fair head,
ear and good curl, is a bit leggy. Saxon's good wrinkle aud
body placed him third. Little Jewell, an old friend, took
reserve. The others were only fair, and we shall have a
chance to go over them in future shows when time lags a
bit. In bitches Lady Victoria, a bit faulty in muzzle and
ear, beat Rustic Queen, a well-known Avinner, and Yuma
Yuma, the winner in 1887, had to be content with third this
time, the dark-colored Cossina coming in for reserve.
Mabel E., vhc, is faulty in head, nice body and curl. Lady
Aylesford has not much merit. Puppies were a fair lot, and
nothing very startling, though Little Bes.sie shows some
good points.

TOY SPANIELS— (MR. R F. MAYHEW).
In the challenge class dogs, Milwaukee Charlie had a good

win over Roscius, a bit out of shape. King Victor, faulty in
muzzle and wide in front, getting reserve. Most of these
dogs being locked up, it was almost impossible to get at
their faults or good points. The winner in open dogs, a new
face. Calumet Bend 'Or, won luckily from Lady Hilarj^, who
is shorter in face and better in tan, but not so good in eye
and skull. Floss is too long in muzzle and large sized.
Charley, I'eserve, is faulty in head and body, nice tan; Romeo,
smutty in tan and the short-faced dog and winner last year,
had to put up with vhc, this time; moves bad behind. He
beat Lady Hilary last year. In Blenheims, Exeter Earl, a bit
curly in coat, won over Calumet Lulu, whose skull could be
improved, Cromwell is small in ear, but head is fairly good.

PRINCE CHARLES, BURY AND JAPANESE SPANIELS—
(ME. E. F. MAYHEW).

In this mixed class Jenny Lind, second at Boston last year,
won and was in much better condition; her good skull and
better coat defeated Bell, who is a bit long in muzzle; her
ears are her good point. Marguerite, third, is faulty in
muzzle and legs, otherwise fair. Japanese spaniels saw a
big entry and consequently the class was divided. In dogs
Kioto, excellent skull and muzzle and nice coat, beat
Beauty, who has hardly the face of the other. Tai-Sho, one
of Mrs. Clarke's breeding: and a son of Kioto, with seem-
ingly many of his sire's good points, took third, reserve
going to young Ching, whose fairly good skull, but lengthy
muzzle, was all I could see. In birches Tamah, last year
known as Nellie Bly, beat Mrs. Clarke's Kura, who is not
80 good in skull but, like all her dogs, well oft" for coat.
Homo, faulty in ear and eye, taking third; Ki-Ku, from the
same kennel, is small yet and faulty in muzzle, only a
puppy. In puppy toy spaniels Marguerite proved the win-
ner, Sara the Superb taking second honors. It is, however,
hardly necessarj' to criticise these youngsters yet.

ITALIAN GREYTlOtrNDS—(MR. E. P. MAYHEW).
Some nice little hounds were shown in this class, our old

friend Cupid just pulling through ahead of Sprite, he beats '

in size but is beaten in ears, Sprite being shown a little
'

above herself. Third went to Nixie, who is faulty in eye
and ears, Tello taking reserve. Ruby, he, is a puppy.

MISCELLANEOrs—(MR. R. F. MAYHEW).
Pippo, the Mexican hairless, wiuner last year, won again,

second going to a nice little white Chihuahua, and Topsy,
the Maltese terrier, an old friend, caught the judge's eye for
third place, reserve going to Coquette, but of 'what breed we
cannot tell, as she was »oii est when I came to her compart-
ment and a notice to the effect that she was homesick was
tacked on to the cage, which led one to infer that she had
sought "all the comforts of home,"

SCHIPPERKES—(MR. R. F, JIAYHEW).

Prince, Jr, beat Cople Sophia and Cople Sophia beat
Dreiske and that is all I know about it, suffice to say that
Mr. Connolly owned the whole six entries, H, W. L.-

ADDITIO^^IAL AWARDS,
IRISH SETTERS,-Iii (he cballeuge cIhsb Geo. H. Oovprt's

champion Dick SwivelJer took 1st, instead of Max Weiizel's Chief.

YORKSHIBT? TERRIERS. — Open — Dim: 1st, 3J and rf serve.
North Fields yorkshirp Kentiols' Toons' Roynl Goorge, Fishpool
Gem and Prince A I.; 3d, S. Smith's Merry Prince, Jv.
Very higli com., P. Seiin's Dude, Peter Gassidy's Ben TL. and Sar-
gent, and Barnard Cmnmings'.s Bob. High com,, Mrs, F 8enn'8
Htar and PetPr Oassidv'a Major. RiirJicH: 1st, North Fields York-
shire Kennels' Venus; 2d, P. H. Coombs'a Bradford Leal); Sd, 8.
Smith's Rose. Reserve, Joseph Hell's Dnchees, Very high com,,
Mrs. L. D, Outlcr's Yum Yum and North Fields Yorkshire Ken-
nels' Minnie Y'orlc. High com,, Mrs. L. C. Cutler's Queen. Com.,
Peter Capsidy's Minnie.

TOY'' SPANlELS.-OuALmi.NGE-ANV Variett—1st, Mrs. S. S.
Blood's MilT\8ukee Charlie: VVtn. Phillips's Koscitis. Reserv,
Mrc. F. SeniTs King Victor. Puppies: lai, Mrs. A.W. Lucy's
Marguerite. Very high com., liiyh com. and com., Mrs. A. Kiste-
man's Leo, Otto and H'-ro.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.-Dof/s; Isl. Calumet Kennels'
Bend 'Or; 2d, Mr-. F, Senn\-< Ooldeu Ball; 3d, H, Neimann's Ben-
tick, Reserve, .J. Hammond's Charlie. Very high com., Mrs, F,
Senn's Romeo Bitchrs: 1st, Calumer. Kennels' Calumet Alice;
equnl 3d, Mrs. .L R. Franklin's Lady Hilary and Mr«, A. VV. Lucy's
Sara the Superb; 3d, J. O'Brien'a Floss. Reserve, Calumet Ken-
nels' Goldsmith's Royal Floss.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.-lst. Mrs. A, W. Lucj's Exeter BarK
2d and 3d, Calumet Kennels' Calumet Lulu and Calumet Crom-
welL
PRINCE CHARLES AND RUBY SPANIELS.-lst, William

Phillips's Jenny Lmd; 2d, Mrs. F. Senn'.s Bell: equal 3d, Wm. Phil-
lips's KiUK of the Fancy and Mrs. A. W. Lucj 's Marguerite.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.—Doys; 1st and 3d, Mrs. Eugene Clark's
Kioto aud Momc; 2d, .J, HomTnomi's Beanty, Reeerved, J. Ham-
mond's Young Cbmg. Bitches: Ist, Airs. F. Senn's Tamah; 2d,
Mrs, Kugene Clark's Kura; 3j, A, C, Bond's Tai-Sho. Reserveil,
Mis. Eugene Clark's Ki-Ku.
ITALIAN v3REYH0UNDS.-lst, Miss E.M. Van Burcn's Cupid;

2d, J. Lew s's Sprite; od, Mrs. W.R. McKee's Nixie. Reserved
and high com., Mrs. Mhx A. Pluet kei's Tello and Ruby.
SCHIPPf.BliES.-lst. 3d and 3d, F. W. Connolly's Princ-, Jr.,

Cople .Saptiia aod Dreiske.

MISCELLAN liOUS.—Mrs. L. D-'G. Hurd's Pippo- 2d, Miss Mar-
guerite Lewis's infanta; 3d, Miss Ida Orme's Maltese terrier
Topsy. Reserved, Mrs. Horace Stokes's Coquette.

SPECIALS.
Ma STii'FS.—Taunton gold challenge medal, value §50, breeders'

prize for the best American-bred raa-ti IT—Flour Cii,y Kennels'
Caution'-' Own Daug'hter. Mastiff Club's silver challensre cup,
value |i50, lor the best American-bred dog or bitch— E\ T, Under-
bill's Duchess. Mastiff Club's Sliver challenge cup, value $100,
tor the best mastiff dog, the oropertv of a member—Flour City
Kennels' Ilford Chancellor. Masiiff Club's silver challenge cup.
value $100, for th<» best mastiff bitcla belonging to a member-
Flour City Kennels' Lady Coleus. Old Englisa Masiiff Club's
40-guinea challenge cup for the best mastiff in all classes—R. P,
H, Durkee's Melrose Prince, Westminster Kennel Club's prize
of §25 for the best exhibit of four mas I iffs entered and owned by
one exhibitor—Fkmr City Kennels, of Rochester. N. Y,
St. BERXARns,—Sifver cup for the best smooth-coated stud dog,

judged by two of his get, sired in America and out of two differ-
ent t-iitches—W. C. Reick's Hector with D. Mann's Cleopitra and
T, M. Burke's Duke of Sparta. Silver cup for the best roiiiih-
coated stud dog, judged by two of his get, sir^d in America and
out of two different bitches—E. H. Moore's, Ben Lomond. Sihvr
cup for best smooth-coated brood bitch, judged by i wo of her pro-
duce—D. Mann's Cleopatra. Silver cUib medal for best rough-
coatM brood bitch, judged by two of her produce—T, M. Burke's
Sea View Phantina, Club medal for best American-bred smooth
dog OA'er 18mos.—C. F. Farney's Nevis. Ditto for best rough dog
—J. P. Hanley's Duchess II. Ditto for best American-bred .^ooth '

bitch, same age—Contoocook Kennels' Empress of Confnocook. ;

Ditto for best American I'ough bitch—E, H. Moore's L.-s.dv Mel-
7 0se. S;'i for the best rough or smooth St. Be'-narri— E, B. Sears'a
Sir Beaivere, Best Kennel of rough coats—Wyoming K-uueis. I

Best kennel of smooth—Contoocook Kennels. 8.5 for ttie best
American-bred rough-coated dog bred by exbiiDitoi-—E.H. Moore's
Lord Melrose. S-^ for the best American-bred roui'h-uoated bitch
bred by exhibitor— E. H. Moore's Lady Melrose. $10 for the best ;

pair of rough-coated St.Rernards, Amt^ricau-bred, by one exhibitor !

—E, H. Moore's Lord Melrose. $-5 for best dog in the show-
Wyoming Kennels' Sir Bedivere.
Grrat Danes.—Best kennel—High Ground Kennels.
RtxssiAN WOLFHOUNns.—The National Gr-whound Club's silver

medal lor the best dog—Paul H. Hacke'.-s Zloeem. Best bitch—
HorneU-Harmony Kennelsi' Princess Irma.
Deeehounds.-N. G. C. medal for best dog—John E. Thayer's

Chieftain. Best bitch—Same owners' Wanda. Best kennel—John
B.Tha\e.r's,
Gheyhounds.—N. G, C. medal for best dog—White Oak Hill

Kennels' Balkis. Best biteh.—Homell-Harmony Ifennels' Har-
mony. W. K. C. kennel prize— White Oak Hill Kennels.
Foxhounds Best kennel (2)—H. E Cook.
Pointers —Best dog in open classes—Charles Heath's Graph.

Best niteh ditto—Hempstead Farm Kynnels' Woolton Game. B-st
dog with a field trial record—Duke of Hessen. Best kennel—Hemp-
si e^d Farm Kennels. Best in the show Duke of Hessen.
English Setters.—Best kennel of four with field trial records

-Divided by Avent and Blue R'dge Kennels. Best English setter
with a field trial record—J. E. Dager's Cincinnaius, als'> W. K. C.
special for best in show. English Setter Club specials.—Best dog
with two of his get over 12 months old—J. M. Aveni's Roderigo.
Breeder of best three dogs or bitches, or both, over 12 months old
— J. M. Avent kennels. Best dog or bitch with field trial record
—Cincinnatus. Best kennel of four—J. M, Avent. American
Field cup for best in show—Cinc-innaiu=.
Irish Setters —Best kennel— Kildare Kennels. Best with field

trial record—Killaruey Kennels' Tearaway. Best brace owned by
one kennel—Kildare Kennels' Beau Brummel and Ruby Glen-
more. Best in open, novice or puppy classess—Beau Brummel.
Best that ran in tield trials of 1890 91—J. J. Scanlan's Inchiquin.
Gordon Setters.- Best in show owned by exhibitor lor six

monts prior to show—King Item. Best Gordon setter owned and
exhibited by a member of the Gordnn Setter Club, and best Gor-
don setter with a public field trial record and best Gordon setter
in the show—Dr. Meyer's Beaumont. Best kennel—Beaumont
Kennels,
Chesapealb Bay Dogs.—C B. D. Club's siver medal, v.alue

$100, for the best dog or bitch in the show—J. D. Mallory's Mary.
Spaniels.—S. C. silver cup, value $100, best field spaniel, open to

members of the Spaniel Club onl.v; lobe won four times iietore
becoming the final property of any compdtitor—R P. Keashev's
Beverley Negus. A. S. C. sweepsi akos for field spanieis bnrti in
I8a0-Oban 1st; .Jersey Oho 2d; Pe'e Obo 3d. Rowland P. Koss-
bey's special for the best field spanitl brood bitch tobctiiown
with two of her produce. The prod nee only to be judged. Open
to members of the American Spaniel Club only—Ace of Spades
with Dame Trot and Glendale. Best kennel Clumber, field or
Sussex or v.aier spaniels—R. H. Egg! -s- tone's. Cocker sweep-
siake.s—Oban. Best kennel of cockers—Andre w L^iflaw. Best
kennel t^lumbers —Clumber Kennels.
CoLLEES—Collie Club trophy, a silver cup, value .g-iOO -Roslyn

Wilkes. President's cnp, value, $300-Tbe Squite. Collie Club
Produce stakes, SlOO added by the club (confined lo member;)—
Roslyn Tory 1st; Montana S j; Airlie 3d. Grand Am.ual CoLie
Sweepstakes, open to all—Roslyn Dolly Isl; Rosl\ n Tory 3d; Mon-
tana 3d. Futuriiy Stakes, open to all, gS'J addea by the club— Ros-
lyn Dolly Isi; Roslyn Tory 2d; Montana 31. Spe.ial Stud Dog
prize, open to all—Scotilla. Coilie Club's Medal, value S20. for
best stud dog, to be judged by two of his get—Scotilla. W. K. C.
Kennel prize, for best four collies—Chestnut HiU Kennels.

Poodles.—W. K. C. prize of $10 for the best poodle—Prince
Toto. Best kennel of four poodles-G. Redmond, with Rex, Ralph,
Bsjah, Rival and Roue.
BtTLLDOOS.—Parke cup, value $250, for the best doe or bitch in

the show—Harper. Porter cup, value $!100, for best in the show,
opposite in sex to the wiuner of the Parke cup—Soudan. Mat-
thews cup, value .filOO, for best Americau-hrfd junior dog or bitch
—Cock Robin. Sawyer cup, value $100, for best novice dog or
bitch—Hand,some Dan. Bulldog Club's silver medal for best
American-bred dog — Handsome Dan. Ditto, hitch—Beatrice.
Club's silver medal for best dog or bitch in open classes—Monarch
VI. Club's silver medal for best puppy under 12 monthp—Darby
May. Club's silver medal for best stud dog, shown with two or
more of his proeany (awarded on merits of progeny)-Merry Mon-
arch. Club's silver medal for best brood bitch, shown with two
or more of her progenv (awarded on merits of pvogenj )—Thespian.
Club's silver medal for be^t brace, dog and bitch—Monarch VI.
and Lena Langtry. Club's silver medal for best kennel of four or
more—H. D. Kendall.
Bdll-Terribrs.— Prize of $20 for the best bull terrier—Grand

Duchnss. W. K. C, $15 prize for best kennel—F. F. Dole.
Basskt Hounds.—$10 for best dog or bitch—Bertrand.
DACHBnuNDH.— Rest dog or bitch—Rubensiein. Beetpair—Tiny

aud Sieshnde.
Beagles,—Best kennel four beagles— Somerset Kennel, with

Storm, Cloud. Lee 11. and Myrtle.
Fox-Tehries.—Club specials- Best in show, S10-.Jolm E, Thav-

er's Raby Mixer, Best in open clasp, $10— L. & W. Rutherfmd's
RafB.e. B^-st in pupny class, glC—Blemton Kennels' Blemton But-
tercup. Best brace, |10—Blemton Kennels' Dusky Trap and
Rachel. Best wire-haired, SIO—J. W^ Barney's Hillside Dandy.
Best brace wire-haired, $10—James Mortimer's Suffolk Toby and
Suffolk Vixen. Grand challenge cup, value .$300, for best in show,
open to all—John E. Thayer's Raby Mixer. Judge's cup, best
bitch in open class—Oriole Kennels' Dominica. Best kennel—
Blemton I^ennels.
Other Terriers.—Best Dandle DInmont—F. R. Hitchcock's.

Best Beobuaton—W. H. Kussell's Christmas Carol. Best Skye-
C. A. Shinn's Sir S'aft'ord. Best Scotch—North field Kennels'
Kilston. Best kennel of black and tans—Roehellw Kennels, Best
in show—Rochelle Kennels' Broomfield Sultan. Best Irish—Dun-
merry. Best kennel of four—Park Kennels. Bpst brace— Mars
and Dunmerry, Best Yorkshire—Toons' Royal George. Best
kennel—North Fields Yorkshire Kennels. Best American bred—
Radford Leah.
PtTOS —Pug Breeders' Ch.al]enge Cup, offered by Dr. M. H.

Cry er— Bessie. Best dog or hitch sired by champion Kash—Sprake.
Best in show—Sprake. Best kennel of four—Mobawk-Indiana
with Ka^i. Bo Peep IL. Sprake Rustic Queen.
Tot Spaniels.— Best in show—Mrs, Samuel S, Blood's Milwau

kee Charlie.

BALTIMORE DOG SHOW.
BALTIMORE, March 3, 9 P. M.—This well conducted

show opened this morning. The jurlging was delayed
by the late arival of some of the dogs and the latebour at
which the club could .secure the building, not being able to
get it till II P. M. last night. Everything was in shipshape
by noon, however, and jurlgine: commenced iu three rings.
The brunt of the work lies on the shoulders of Messrs. fJhas.
D. and W. S. DiiTenderffer, W. C. Furber and F. E. Lamb,
who are hustlers of the first water. To. Mr. Furber great
credit is due for the really first-class arrangement of the
bulletin board, something we have been suggesting for .some
time. All the awards are printed in large letters on card
boai-d slips as soon as made, and then each slip is nailed on
the large board in class rotation so that one can at once
mark off a catalogue without wandering in an aimless way
all over the board trying to find the award you want; it is a -

great scheme and should be generally adopted. The prize
cards were placed ovt r the lucky winners in some cases
almost before the dogs came out of the ring. The bulk of
the .iudginec has been gone through. Sir Tatton has here
been put at the head of the open class of English setters, so
evidently the English Setter Club special jtidges are not as
one on the new standard.
Snow lies thick on the ground, but the attendance was

fairly good thron.uhout the day. Appended will be found
the full li.st of awards made to-day:

MASTIFFS.—Challenge—Bitc/ies: Ist, Flour City Kennels'
Ladv Coleus.—Open- Doi:is: 3sr, Flour City Kennels' liford Chan-
cellor; 2d, T. Dudlev Riggs's The Moor; 3d, Linkword Kennels'
Linkw^od, Chief, Bitches: 1st and 2d, Flour City Ivtnnels' Cau-
tion's Own Daughter and Lady Dorothy. High ccmi , Linkwood
Kennels' Linkwood Lady M'irgaret and Linl:\vood L=id> Cath-
arine.—Novice—Ist, Flour City Kennels' Caution's Own Daugh-
ter.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated - Challenge—Dof/s: Ist,
Wyomintr Kennels' Hesoer. Reserve, E, H Mooie's Ben Lomond.
B/tc/ies; 1st, E. H, M' ore's Miranda, ReEcrve, Wj omiug Ken-
nels' Ijady WelllDgton,— Open— Do(y,s; Isi, E. H. Moore's Alton;
2tl,Gpo,.l, Ruporechi's Lord NelS' n; 3d, Mrs, A, A. Cobti'a Lion.
High com., C. Ciller's .Jersey B*»ij, V Petrola's Count St. Vincent,
Robert M. Ag'-ew's Brnce. Bitches: 1st and 2d, E.H.Moore's
Lady Livingston aud Lady SnecrweP; 3d, reserve, very high com.
(2) and high com.. Mar} land Kennels' Republican Belle, Pleiad,
Prudence, Blowden and Lakme, Com., Geo. Scala's Josephine
Marie Sander.^on.—Novice—1st, Geo. J. Rupprechi's Lord Nelson;
2d, V. Petrola's Count St. Vincent. Reser^'e, Robert M. Aenew's
Bruce, Very hish com., Thos. Walthei's Stonewall Jackson,
Geo. Scala's Josephine Mar e Sanderson. High com., H.S, Haber-
sham's Athos.

ST. BERNARDS. -Smooth-Coated— Challenge—Absent.—
Open—Dogs; 1st, J. E. Wilkinson's Adonis IL; 2d, Maryland Ken-
nels' Lorn Hector; 3d, T. J. Sheubrooks's Lord CHfton. Very high
com., W. H. Frames's Eric. Bitches: Isr, Mrs. T. S. Wilkinson's
Maud. High com., W. H. Frames's Shirley.—Novice—With-
held.

BLOODHOUNDS.—let, Mrs. B. V. Rachford's imported Jack
the Ripper.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-Withheld,
GREAT DANES.—CHALLBNGE—lst, H. Nichols's Melac—Open

—Dogs; Ist and 2d, J. H. H. Maeniier's Pedro and Menfor HI. Very
high com., H. B. Roemer's Nero, Bitches: 1st and 2d, J. H. H.
Maenner's Minca Alia and Minca.
RUSSIAN WOLPHOITNDS.-Absent.
FOXHOUMDS.—Engllsh—1st and 2d, Elk Ridge Fox Hunting

Club's Stranger Lass and Tiiie Lass. Hieh ct.m.,Alex Brown's
Rapid and Richmond.—AiiERic.lN—Ist. G. D. Wells's Hark; 2d,
W. H. West's Music.

DE ERHOUNDS. -Dofifs; Ist, Dnnrohin Kennels' Argvle; 2d, Geo,
MacDougall's Brfck Allan. Very high com.. Miss Mary Leigh
Brown's Ernie. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Dunrobin Kennels' Olga aad
Alida.

GREYHOUNDS.-OpEN—Do(7s; 1st, Dum-obin Kennels' Charles
Davi>; 2d, A. W. Pnrbeck's Gem of the Season. Bitclies: Ist, Dun-
robin Kennels' yiaud Torringtou.

POINTERS.—Challekge—Do(/s; (55lbp. or over) 1st and equal
Isr, Hempstead Farm Kennels' Robert le Diablo and Acme Ken-
nels' Trinket's Chief. BUclies: (.lOlbs. or ovei) 1st, Pleetview and
Reading Pointer Kennels' Belle Randolph. Dor/s: (Under .'j.Olbs.)

1st, Hemsiead Farm Kennels' Duke of Hessen, " Bitches: (Under
oOlbs.) 1st, E. R. Bellm.m's Stella B —Op en—.Dogs; (5,-ilbs. or over)
1st, E. R. Bellman's Grapgii.t; 2d, L. A. Biddle's Glen Morgan; 3d,
Hempstead Farm Keii'iela' Tony While. Verv hi(?h rem., J. A.
Graham's Bangstone. High coro., ,J. L. AleCoi-rrick's IMart O'Ban-
non and D, W. Oyster's Dick Sniveller. Bitches: (fiOlb^. or over)
Isr, Hempstead Farm Kennels' 'Wool'on Game; ."d. K. P. WilUin's
Bf!vR.;8d,L A. Biddle's Gicelj'. Doq.s; (Ur.(ier ."i.51b=.) 1st, B. M.
Steveoson's Tribuhition; 2d, F. G. Taylor's lospiration; .3d, J. R.
Purcell's Nick of Ion. Reserve, J. S. Summer.^'s Bing of Kippen.
Very high com., E. R. Bellman's Hickory Staunch." High com.,
Geo. W. Massamore'.- Peterkin of Nbso. Bitches: ( Under oOlos.)

Levering's Yon Lirihio Com., Woodbury Kennels' Molly R.
ENGLISH .SETTERS.—Challenge— Absent. Open—Dogs; 1st,

East End Kennels' Sir Tatton; 2ti, Chailes A. Murphy's Druid Hill;
3d, E. J. M:irtln'.-: Mark Twain. Reserve, H. D. Thompson's Don
of Rich Hill. Very high corn., R. B^^rrv Bull's Gan-ain. Coui., J).
S. EU.sivoi iLi'H Rockford. BifcliPfi: Is*. Philip Wolfenden's Bonnie

L.>jo-
Clat-isione Girl; 2d, .loseph H. Uniiicr'.s Nelly Bly; 3d, E.J. Martin's

nncr I

Ruby R. Novicii-Plvlip Wolfenden's Bonnie Gladstone Girl; 3d,

. fn° I

H. D Thompson's Don of Rich Hill.

IRISH SETTER.S.—CHAiLBNGE-X>Of/s; Ist, A. V. Armour's
Max. Bitches: let, Kildare Kennels' Winnie IL OpsN—Dogs: 1st,
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Kildare Kennels' Beau Brumme]; 3d, Killaniey Kennels' Tear- ' Christmaa at atiniewhpu every man was crowded to his utmo'if
tt^lL:^.':^%Vlt^I^d- Mai'ti^'a Denis t lie Gossoon, Very hish com., capacity on goods for tlie holldS' trrde It wai not pSleKillaruey Keiinels' Ben 0.; St, CJoud Kennel^"' Minstrel: R. L.'
Jones's Limi^rick. High coai., Hudson River Kennels' Darragli

Killarney Kennels' HhzpI Nut III.; Sc. Cloud Kennels' Bessie
Glencho. Novice—1st, Kildare Kennels' Beau Brummel; 3d, St.
Cloud Kennels' Eudora.
GORDON SETTER?.-Ohai,-oengi3-Do(7s; 1st, Beaumont Ken-

UPls' Beaumont. Bttclm: Isr, ,1. L. Campbell's Beckv S'jarp.—
Open—Dop.s; 1st atid reseive. B. F. Hale'a Shot and Flash; 2d,
Dr. Ron«Bell's Bob; 3d and very high com., Jas. B. Blopsom's
Cnmu3 a"d Gordon. Very Ideh com., Boanmont Kennels' Duke-
iDont.. BUche^: In and 2d, Btaniiiont Kennels' Beemont and Flo-
mont; Sd, B. F Hale's Princess. Very high com., .ras. B. Blos-
som 's Sally RtHuuiont. Novice—1st, Dr. Roassell'a Bab; 3d, Bem-
mont Kennels' Flomont.
SPAN lKLS,--(All ButJEBS Over S-Slbs.)—Challengk—1st,

Gpo.A\ . Fohom's B iTim.—Fiblii Spaniels—Black—(Over 38lbs.—Oi'EN—Do'/s; l^T, Roland P. Kea^hev's Beverly ISTegus; 2d, Swiss
Monniam Kennels' Toady Obn. BitchM: 1st, Roland P. Keashev's
Miss Bend 'Or.

COClvER SPANlELS.-AJSfY Oolok—Not over 28lbs.— 1st,
Luekwell <Sr Donglas's Black Dulse.—Open—Black—Not over
28Liis,—Doff.s; 1^1. Swiss Mountain Kennels' Snowball. Bitehfx:
Ist, Sw'ss Mountain Kennels' Chip K.

CLTOIBER SPANIELS.-lst and 2d, The Clumber Kennels'
Lady Belle and Johnny .Jo.

IRISH WATER SPANlELS.-lst, B. F. Lewis's Patsey O'Con-
ner; ^d, Mt. Washington Kennels' Countess Bendigo.
COLLI ES.—Cballenge—D{i(/,s: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Sco-

boiirne Gipsoy; 3d. F. R. Ca,rswe!rs Lad\- Moll.—Novice—2d. re-
sei ve and \'ery high com., Dr. .1. S. Conrad's Flungna.Dubiina and
Lady Gricrson. High com., Dr. J. S. Conrad's AUitoes, J". Scott's
John Scott.

BULL-TERRIERS.—CHALLENGE-Biffhes; 1st, Frank F. Dole's
Starlighr.—Open-Do3s; 1st. William J. Brys^^n's Duflferin; 3d.
Frank F. D ile's Mr. Di ^k. Bitches: Frank W. Mriulton's Loumont
Kit; 3d, F. B. Clark's Dago.—Novins—lat, Frank W. Moulton's
Loumont Kit.

BASSET HOUNDS.-lst, B. Gilbert's Bertrand.
UACHSHUNDE.- Do(js: 1st, Washintrton Kennels' Feldman K.;

2d, Iroquois Kennels' Black Prinz. .High com., Bernard Cannon's
Waldman I. Bitches: 1st, Iroquois Kennels' Lizetta; 3d, Mount
Washingtou Kennels' Countess Lina. High com., Woodbury Ken-
nels' Rosie. H. W, L.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.
THE annual mfieting of the Ampriran Kennel Clnh was hpld at

the Madison Square Garden, Thui'sday, Feb. 26, Vice-Presi-
dent T. H. Terry presiding.
The following delegates were present: Associate members; J.

L. Anthony, L. F. Whitman; American Fox-Terrier Club. W.
Rutherfurd; American Beagle Club. H. F. SolieUhass: American
Pet Dog Club, M. H. Cryer: Buffalo Kennpl Club, George H. Bush;
Columbus Fanciers Club, A. E. Piltt; English Setter Ciub, Wilson
Fiske: German M stiff Club. J. MussArnolt; Gordon Setter Club.
L. A. Van Zindt; Kansas City Kennel Club, Maj. J. M. Tavlor;

dine; Philadelpiiia Kennel Club. William H. Child; Roches-
ter Kennel Club, Warham Whitney; Toledo Kennel Club. Dr.

Asi-ociation, Dr. H. C. Glover; Cleveland Kennel Club. C. M.
Munhall; MascouLah Kennel Club, J. Mortimer; Wilmington
Agricultural and Industrial Association, F. B. Carswell; Conti-
nental Ksnnel Club, Harry E. Twyford.
The Beoietary read the credentials of delegates as follows: Wil-

mington AgrleulLural and Industrial Association, F. R. Cars-
well; Delaware and Susquehanna Association, S B. Rsthbnrn;
Philadelphia Kennel Club, W. H. Cnilds; Bulldog Club of
America, J. H. Matthews; Continental Kennel Club, Harry E.
Twyford; Montana. Kennel Club, Jos. P. Read; South Carolina
Association, C. K. Westbrook.
Mr. Anthony nominated Mr. August Belmont for president-.

Mr. CWlds nominated Mr. T. H. Terry. Mr. Terry declined. On
motion of Mr. Cook, seconded by Mr. Anthony, the secretary was
instructed to cast a vote for Mr. Belmont for president. The
secretary easting the vote Mr. Belmont was declared unanimously
elected.
Mr. Anthony moved that Mr. '£. H. Terry he re-elected vice-

president. There being no oiher nominations the secretary was
on raollon instructed to casr a vote for Mr. Terry for vice-president.
Mr. Terry was declared unanimously elected. On motion of Mr.
Anthony the present members of the stud hook committ> e, con-
sisting of Messrs. T. H.Terry. A. D. Lewis and James Watson,
were elected. as members of that committee.
Messrs. John S. Wise and J. L. Ant hony, the present members

of the advisory committee, were on motion elected members of
the advisory committee. AdjourDed.

EXECL'XIVK COJnilTTEE.
The above named delegates wore all present. The secretary

read his report as follotva:

New York. Feb. 25, 1891.
To the- hlceciitive Committee, American Kmind Club:
Gentle.mev—I beg to report that the day following our last

meeting I received a communication from" the Indiana Slate
Poultry and Pet Stock Association, withdrawing its application
for admission to this club, and rf questing me to return the ten
dollars deposited with its said application. This latter being
dated before the meeting at which the club was elected, they
cf rtainly are entitled to withdraw, and the monev should be re-
turned, but having been regularly elected as a member, I did not
feel justified in returning said ten dollars without the official con-
sent of this club, and I would respectfully request the adoption of
a resolution at this meeting, directing me to i-end the amount in
question i ack to the said Indiana State Poultry and Pet Stock
Association. The advisory committee of the A. K. C. met on Jan.
38. 1H91, ard acted upon all matters before it, a repart of which
will be submitted at this meeting. In two cases before said com-
mittee, to wit: Mrs. F. Smyth vs. Cincinnati Kennel Club, and Dr.M H. Cryer, W. L. Washington, (German Hopkins vs. Blichigan
Kennel Club, the said committee granted the defendants thirty
days wuhin which to file their answers. The answers have been
filed within the required time and are herewith submitted;
Detroit, Mi^h., Feb. 12, 1891. A. P. Vredeuburgh, Esq., Secre-

tary American Kennel Club, New York.-Dear Sir: la the matter
of t he special prizes offered by the Michigan Kfnael Club at its
late show, whil" it seems to the officers of our club that we have
occupied the most unrleasant situation of all parties concerned,
standing in the unenviable position of "between two fires," there
is, nevertheless an explanation and apology due both the Ameri-
can Kennel Club and the winners nf these special prizes for the
long delay in sending out the cups. As previously stated, a
majority of the winners of these specials preferred cash to these
cup;, and at their request Dr. Saunders and myself carried the
matter before the exposition committee and used every effort to
persuade that committee to substitute cash for the cups. After
some delay caused by the absence from the citv of two members
of the expisition committtee, we were informAd by the secretary
of the association that they could not consent to substiiute cash
for the cups, as the same had been donated by the mercliants of
the city, and for the association to pay cash in place of the cups
would entail upon them an unnecessary expense of several hun-
dred doUirs. The lett^er embodying their decision was written
under date nf O tt. 3i. 1890. Immtdiately thereafter the order was
given to Messrs Wright, Kay & Company for the mannfactuie
and shipmem. of the cups. The long delay was caused by no de-
fault of the Michigan Kennel Club, as the inclosed letter from
Wrigbt. Kay & Company will explain. We regret very much that
our club sitould have b^en thrown in a position so apparently
deserviyg of censurp. Very respectfully yours, H. E. Cook,
Delegate Michigan Kennel Club.

Feu. 12, 1891.—H. E. dok, Esq., Superintendent Michigan Ken-
nel Cluf.—Dear Sir: We have at last sent out the cups ordered by
your kennel club the fore part of November. We regret exceed-
ingly our inability to manufacture and engrave these cups within
the period of time mentioned in our agreement. The order oni-
ing In the first of November found our manufacturers very busy
in filling orders for Caristmas goods, which caused an unexpected
delay of several weeks in the manufacture. Then after the cups
were made, they were returned to our engravers jiust before

therefore, to liave the inscriptions engraved upon these cups until
alter the close of the holiday season, but, while the long delay
must have been very annoying to you in not being able to forward
the cups according to agreement with the winners of the same, it
was not possible for us to have them completed at an earlier date,we repeat that we are very sorry for the delay in the matter, and
trust this explanation will he satisfactory to all narties concerned.
\ ery respectfullv yours, Wright, Kay & Company (D. O. Kav).
Madeira, O., Feb. 3.—Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh, Secrecarv, Now

\ ork.—De^ar Sir; Your favor of 31st ult. just to hand. As 'I wrote
you Jan. ol the reason 1 did not answer vonr favor of Jan. 15
sooner was owing to my not having gone to Cincinnati for some
time, consequently did not get it. I do not know wba,t I can say
in addition to what I wrote you 8lst ult. in extenuatma of the
clut>'s action in rejudging the spaniel class, that Mrs. F. So^vth
has preferred charges against the club for. other than that after
the (log of Mrs. Smyth was judged the first day the telegraraB
from the.owners of the other three dogs in tnat class showed that

, . ,
^ '^^^ ^ '-i^'-^'^^"^'*-^ * ^ ^ xFXL..?. oLLiy Lu, ijtiu tue mailer ex-

plained to him, he made no objection to having the class lejudsed,
and therefore was a consenting party and condoned, as Mr?.
Smyth's agent the irregular proceeding. And as he (Lewis) r- I-mg for Mrs. Smyth was the only party that could ohject to thp
rejudging and as he consented to it I sincerely trust the advisory
committee will not deem the offense such under the circumstances
as to recommend the suspension of the club. Very respectfully.
Geo. H. Hill.
I beg to report that the otlicers of this club, together with some

of the delegates and associate membern, have received sum-
mons to answer the complaint of George JB. GaUup, secretary of
the late Albany Kennel Club. No cause for said action is given,
but It IS supposed that it refers to the disqualitlcation of said
Gallup and others. The persons wero disqualified for the non-
payment of their prizes in full at their late show in 1889. A pro-
test from Mr. A. W. Smith against their reinstatement is on file
on the ground that he has not yet been paid the pria^ won by his
dog at said show. I wired Mr. Smith on the 11th inst., asking if
he had yet received his money and recei%-ed reply on same day
that ho had not. Both Mr. Hud.=on and Mr. Gallup have heen
written to on several occasions, but without having the desired
effect. Under date of Feb. ti I received notice from Mr. Hudson
that the Albany Kennel Club no longer exists, and I would re-
quest privilege to drop Us name from our lisr of members.
Past experience has shown that frivolous charges are in certain

cases filed against different par.sons, which take the time of the
offlicors and commii tee to investigate, and after investigation are
dismissed. In order to obviate mis unnecessary work, and to
cause parties seeking redress to feel suro that ft eir causes have
enough merit to warrant action, 1 would respectfully recommend
the adoption of a resolution to the effect that all charges lodged
with this club must he made in duplicate, one copy for filing at
this office and one copy to serve on the defendant; that all charges
must be accompanied by a deposit of SIO, and that in ca.se the
charges are not sustained the said deposit shall be forfeited to the
A. K. C ,in case the charges are sustained the said deposit shall
be n-turned to the appellant. I think such a resolution would
have the desired effect, and its adoption is urgently requested. I

bpg to report that the Stud Book for the year ending Dec. 31. 1890
(Volume VI I.), has bpen publishtd and mailed to all of the associ-
ate members and subscribers.
I am in receipt of a commnnication from the California Kennel

Club advising that at a regular meeting of sa'd club, hfld Feb. 17,
inst., it adopted a resolu ion petitioning A. K. C. to recognize the
awards of its show held in 18S6, Your action in this nia tier is re-
que.'»ted at this meeting, as it will be of great benefit to the club
during their forthcoming show if said petition be granted.

I beg to submit the appeal of Dan O'Shea, who has b?en under
the penalty of disqualitlcation since Dec. 6. 1837, praying to be
reinstated. He clairns to have heen innocent of the charges upon
which he was disqnalilied, and feels that if he had been guilty
that he has been suffloiently punished.
The secretary of the stud hook committee handed me an appeal

from F. Stettentienz, together with testimony, in the matter of hi.'^

suspension by the advisory committee, and having sailed for
Europe yesterday, wa-i unat>le to cohtVr with his committee re-
garding the ( ase. He personal ly recommends the removal of said
suspensiop. of Stettenbenz. I beg to say in this mattt-r that I have
read the letters and affidavifs in the case and can join with the
secretary of stud book committee in recommending the removal
of the penaPy of suspension. A. P. Vredenboroh. Sec'y.
On motion report received.
Mr. Anthony—In connection with the secretary's report in re-

gard to charges preferred by one man against a'^ other, 1 think it
would bo advisable that thenamos of the plaintiffs and dpfeudants
should not be published in the proceedings, as it gives unnecessary
prominence to matters which sometim'^s amount to nothing.
Frequently cases have been brought before the ad\nsory com-
mittee which have been brought absolutely on malice. As a
m'^mber of that committep, I havelif-tened for two or three hours
to cases where there was no cause of accusation at all. It is un-
just, hecausB it gives a wrong impression to the public. All
chargps should be heard and acted upon before any names are
made public. I therefore move that everything of a personal
nature in tht^se reports he stricken out before it goes out for pub-
lication. Motion seconded and carried.
The treasurer's report was read:

Treamrer^a Account.

New YottK, Feb. 3t, 1891.
'l<t tfie hxcMitioe Committee, A meriean Kennel Cliib:
Gentlembn—I herewith submit my report of moneys received

ana disbursed by me during the year 1891. to datp;
Receipt'- from all sources from Jan. 1, 1891, to date S5,?44.8l
Expenses for same period 753.93

Balance on hand.. 8i,191.78
I beg to report the following clubs in arrears for their annual

dues of 1891; Albany Kennel Club, German Mastiff or Great Dane
Club, Southern Field Trial Club, and Worcester Kenni-l Club,

A. P. Vredenburgh, Treas.
The secretary presented the report of the advisory committee,

published in the last Gazette,
Mr. Wise—I move thst the reading of the report be dispensed

with. Motion spconded and carried.
Mr. Whiton—1 move that the report be adopted with the excep-

tion of the case of the American Kennel Club against the Na-
tionil Greyhound Club, and in that regard I move tnat the matter
ba referi-Pd oaeli to the advisory committe•^ for acf i"n. The .Vraer-
lean Kennel Club preferred a complaint against the Nationnl
(jreyhound Club relative to its stud book, and acted upon t' e
same without any notification in any form or manner to t he Na-
tional Greyhound Club, except that it came to us in the shape of
a mere rumor through one of the public prints. It seems to me
that that proceeding was. to put it mildly, rather high-h«nded,
and I would, therefore, move that the report be adox>ted with the
exception of that portion of the same, and that that he referred
back to the advisory committee. At th;it time 1 hope the aR visory
committee will extend to the National Greyhound Club rhe cour-
tesy of notifying it to be present. Motion seconded by Mr. Childs.
Mr. A'lthony—The advisory committee did just what tbev should

have done in order to bring the matter to a head. The National
Greyhound Club issued a pamphlet in which they stated baldly,
without having consulted the American Kennel Club, that they
were going to issue a stud book. It si^ems to me that the proper
mode of procedure m that case would have beenfor the delegate
representing the Greyhound Club to bring that mat'erupata
meeting of the executive committee at which he should have
Stated that they intended to take that ,step. The advisory com-
mittee felt that as custodians of the welfare of all the clubs and
of the stud hook they should at least express their opinion. How-
ever, tlieydidnot make a ruling. They said they would recom-
mend to the exerntive committee that it should not be done. 1
am glad that Mr. Whiton moved that it be referred back to the
advisory committee. The advisory committee has the interest of
the Greyhound Club at heart - sit has at heart the interest of all
the club=. I can assure Mr. Whiton that his club will recei\-e the
most courteous treatment, and we will hear evprything that they
have got to say. and the matter will receive full justice.
Motion to refer back to advisory committee carried.
The report of the stud book committee was presented by the

secretary and read as follows:

To the American Kennel Club:
Your stud book commi'fee begs to report as follows:
On Jan. 8 a meeting was hPld at the American Kennpl Club

rooms, at which were present Messrs. Te.rr>-, Lewis and Watson,
and the following business waK transacted:
Objection to regis 'rat ion of collie bitch Hebie K. (18,913), Mr.

A. R. Kyle, breeder of the bitch, called atteni ioa to this registra-
tion, and stated that she was not by Tlie Squire out of Hebe ol
Nesseldown. The registration was declared void on the above
representation, but eince this was done the owner has Btaied that
hig 8tatemept8 were perfectly correct, and the matter is held for
further inquiry.

In the case of Fred Stettenbenz and J. G. Burns, publication of
false pedieree.
/|r. Stettenbenz sent on for registration the pedigree of a litter

of St. Bernard pupp'Pg, and at the same time word was received
trom Mr. Burns ttia.T such misrepresenta+ion wonld be attempted,
A birge amount of correspondPHce was the result of the investi-
gation, and the cnraniittee tboueht the fal^e pedigree orisinated
with Mr. Burns, and as he claimed that he had advised Mr. Siet-
tenberz of its incorrectness, it was deemed advisable to rt^quest
the advisor V committee to impose a temporary su^ipension, so as
to force full information. No reply has been reneived from Mr.
Burns in answer to the request for information, but: Mr. Stetten-
benz has given a full explanation of his pare in the transaction.
Your committee is of the opinion thai the trouble originated wilh
Mr. Burns, and that Mr. Stettenbpsz fuUv believed in the cnrreot-
ness of the pedigree when he requested retfistration of the pup-
pies. Mr. Stettenbenz has assisted the committps to the best of
his ability, and is well spoken of by well-known Buffalo dog men,
and your committee suggests fhat the p5^nalty of suspension be in
this case removed, and that Mr. Burns be permanently disquali-
fied.

Mr. K. E. I-Iopf's communication a=i to the best means of avoid-
ing duplication of names was read. It was not thought advisable
to do more than recommend the secretary to exercise caution and
decline to accppt names which would tend to mislead as to pedi-
gree. Your ermmittep begs to state that the Stud Book for 1890
ck i3.=d with 2,866 entries for the year, and that it will be ready for
disiribution in a few days.
The financial statement of the treasurer is submitted herewith.

As an auditing committee has examined this account, nothing
has been done by the stud book committee in this respect, the
committee having miinly confined its duties to looking into dis-
puted pedigrees. Jas Watson, Sec'y Stud Book Committee.
On motion, said report adopted.
At this point Mr. August Belmont took the chair.
The report of the special committee, appointed at the last meet-

ing to look into the matter of holding a show at the World'j Fair,
was read as follows:

To the Americein Keimcl Ciub:
Your committee appoimed to inquire into the expediency of

holding a show under tlie auspices of the American Kennel Oltib
at Chicago during the World's Fair would respectfully report:
Tha.t we have entered into corrfspoudencp. and have personally
seen several members of the Mascoutah Kennel Club, and they
generally expre.^sed a desire to dispense with their annual show,
and were also viilling to co-operatn with the American Kennel
Club in the enterprise of holding a national show during the time
of the Fair. Y"our committee has also corresponded with several
of the Live Stock Commissioners f)-nd members of the Board of
Control of the World's Fair Commission, and, from the informa-
rion we can get, we believe the American Kennel Club would be
Justified in holding a show at that time.

.lOBN A. Logan, Jb , i

WarhaiV Whitney, /-Committee.
L. O. WniTON, \

After some further discussion. Mr. Munnali moved that the re-
port be accepted and the committee continued. Motion seconded
and carried.
Mr. Logan—I would sutrgest that Mr. Childs's name be added to

the committee as a co-worker wiih us. He understands the mat-
ter very well, and 1 would also suggest that another name be
added, which will make a committpe of five.
Mr. .-Vnthony-1 move that Mr. James Mortimer, or his suc-

cessor, as representing the Mascoutah Kennel Club be added to the
committee, and that Mr. Childs be also added to the committee
Motion seconded and carried.
Mr. Anthony— I move the present secretary-treasurer be elected

for the ensuing year.
Ml'. Belmont—B"fore any action in that respect is taken I would

like to fctate that I have just been informed of my re-election aa
preiddent of this club, 1 thank you for your renewed confidence
in me. I have tried to serve vou in every way I could, but through
a great stress of work, which unfortunately cccupies a gJear deal
of my time, I have been unable to be present with you as often aa
I would like, and 1 hope you will excuse me for nor being on time
to-day. That was prevented by my detention down town. We
have passed tbroueh a very disagretable year so fur as the officers
are concerned, as yon all knovy, in connection wita Mr. PesliHll,
aud the secretary has been obliged to take steps to defend himself
against his attack, and you are all awarp of what has taken place,
and it also appears that rhis Mr. Peshall has been instrumental
In securing action on the part of parties conncoted with the
Albany Kennel Club on account of their disqualiflcatio3. I do
not know what the nature of the complaint is, out I know tliat It
has been done only for the purpose of annoyance and that the
proceeding against the American ICennel Club is an attempt to
harra9.s the associare member.'^ by picking out any number of
names at random, and having the papers served upon them, and I
have been informed that it was the intention to do that in vari-
ous otherdirections. so that parties who are uninformed if served
with those papers, would therffore re.sien their associate ir-em-
bership in order not to be annoyed. I think it should be well un-
derstood and thoroughly circulated among the dog men that this
is absolutejiroof now of an attempt to injure thp fiK.sociate mem-
bership. Tnat is all it is aimed at; and while we are de-
fending ourselves against the attacks of these memhers of the
Albany Kennel Club we wunt your assistance in tplling ever.v-
body thrtt you mppt that there isno hing in it, and that they will
not be annoyed; that the matter will be attended to bs' the counsel
lor the club. The hrunt of all ihis has fallen upon our secretary,
and he is really snft'erine a great dpal from over work, and I ain
quite free to say that it has impaired iii'- health, and I should like
to suggest thatfome action be laken to give the sacretary a fur-
lough. His phvsiciana have advised him to go away for rest, and
his indisposition nas been b-ougut about very much by these
troulnles and annoyauces, and we owe him a debt of gratitude and.
I would suggest that a furlough be given to him for at least H
couple of months.
Mr. Antbony-1 mo\'i 'le reCdectiou of f he secretary-treasuj-er,

and in consideration ol ilienraoitnt of la>'or which he has under-
gone this year under . i . umstances with whicli vou are all
familiar, that he not M.ly i-io rLciected, but lhat this committee
desire to express their appreciation of bis efforts during the last
year, and that he be graii ted a leave of absence for sixty days in
which to recover his health. Motion seconded by Mr. Logan.
Ifnanimously carried.
Mr. Vredenbnrgo— 1 am very much obliged to you. 1 have been

very fortunate, I think, in keeping the confidence of the delegates
as they have changed from year to year. I have now been secre-
tary of this club for five vear-\ I may have done a great many
things that have not bt en pxartly right, but at the same time 1
tritd to serve you as well as I could. Toe busino.^'s of ihe Ameri-
can i\ennel Club has groivn to such proportion th.«i.t I doubt
whether there are any delegates in the dub who really know its
magnitude. La.st year we had an actual list of over 10,1)0(1 letters
which we had to write. It is a general bure:^u of information, and
we make it a point to answer every commtuiication, no matter
bow frivolous it IS. The work of the Stud Book t^a^ increased to
a wonderful extent. Again I thank you for the compliment.
Mr. Anthony—I raovo than the Albany Kennel Club bo dropped

friom tlie roll. Motion seconded and carripd.
The request of the secretary as staged in his report, for permis-

sion to return to the Indiana State Poultry and Pet Stock Asso-
ciation §10, for the reasons mentioned therein, was on motion,
granted.
The resolution recommended by the secretary in his rf poet in

reference to a deposit; of $10 concerning the charges preferred, was
on motion nf Mr. Logan, adopted.
(Joncerning the petition oi the California Kennel Club that its

awards given at their show in ISHil be recognized by the American
Kpnnel Club, was on morion of Mr. Mun' all. granted.
In regard to the recommendation of the stud book committee to

remove the suspension of Mr. S ettenbenz, in the matter of fraud,
ulent pedigrees, and to permanently disqualify J. G. Burns, of
Buffalo, for senaintr the fraudulent pedigrfes, Mr. Anthony moved
that Mr. S'ettenbenz's suspension he removed b\' this club, and
that Mr. J. G. Rums be notified by the secre'ary 'that in default
of hi.^ appearing before the advisory committee at the next meet-
ing and satisfactorily explaining his connection with those fraud-
tdent pedigrees, ho will be ditqualifled. Motion seconded and
carried.
On motion of Mr. SchellhBss, the charges referred to in the

secretarj 's report were referred to the advisory committee.
Concerning the petition of Mr. Dan O'Shea. asKing for rein-

statement. Mr. Munhall moved that Mr. O'Shea be reinstated on
the ground that he has been sufficiently pu^ilslied. Motion car-
ried by a vote of 12 to 5.

The. following communiea'ion was road:
Febru.aby 24. 189L.—Secretary A. K. C: As Khere has never

been any authoritative decision as to what constitutes one ex-
hibitor for the right of showing for a krnnel prize, and the com-
bination known as the Mohawk-Indianola Kennels seems so far out
of the way of what has been always accepted as "one exhibitor,"
for all future time I should like to have an exact definition of the
meaning of the phrase "one exhibitor," or one oerRon, aeex-
pre5srd in the rules of the A. K. C. Very reepectfuUy. M, H.
Ceteb,



March 3, 1891.] FOREST AND STREAM. 1^?

Mr. Schellhass offered tlie following resolution: That tho term
"one exbibitor" is accppted by the American Kenuel Ciiib tn
mpan an iniiivirlnal or co-partnership exbibiiinK hb an individual,
firm or kennpl, under an individual, firm or liennf-1 uame, wbich
individual, firm or kennel has oomolied with ibe btnchshow
rules of the American Kennel Club. Seconded and carried.
Mr. L, A. Van Zandt staied that he had been instructed by the

Gordon Sntter (Jlub to rpquest certain changes to be made as to
what shall constitute a Crordon setrei',

Mr. Cook— [ move that the maiur be referred to the stud book
committee, the prnoosition to be submitted bv the G-ordon Setter
Club iu writing. Motion seconded and carried. Adjournfd.

A. P. Vredenbuhoh, See'y.

[After the vote to give Mr. Vredenburgh a vacation, and while
the secretary was spealjing in acknowledtJment ot the rluh's
action, Mr. Livesey entered, whereupon Mr. Anthonv moved that
all those not entitled to the privilege of the floor bo requested to
retire. Ho said in explana tion that lie did so entirely with refer-
ence to Mr. Livfsej', who M as norhing more than Mr. Peshairs
spy, and that i\Ir. Pefihall was obnoxious to them, and that there-
fore he put the motion to the meeting. It was seconded by Mr.
Wllmerdine and carried, Mr. Cnild iieing the only one objecting.
The secretary was requested to call over tlie names of those eti-
titled to be present, whereupon Mr. Livesey said that sooner than
have any trouble he would retire, and accordingly did so,]

DOG CHAT.

THE bench show committee of the Duquesue Kennel Club,
Pittsburgh. Pa., write its that they have received the

following number of entries iu the different classes: Tva'o
great Danes, 2 bloodhounds, 20 mastiffs, .30 St. Bernards, 5
Newlouudlands, 5 deerhouuds, 11 greyhounds, 80 pointers.
105 setters, 25 spaniels, 18 foxhounds, 2 Basset hounds, 20
collies, 3 poodles, 5 bulldogs, 33 bull-terriers, 31 beagles. 33
fox-terriers, 7 Irish terriers, 13 black and tan terriers, 4 Skye
terriers, 1 Dandie Dinmont terrier, 5 dachshunde, 2 Scotch
terriers, 35 pugs and other siuall pet dogs, 4 Yorkshire ter-
riers, S Russian wolfbounds (Barzois), 6 miscellaneous; total,
499. This is the largest number oiE entries ever received
at any show in that city, and present indications point to a
very successful show iu every respect.

Mr. Geo. H. Hill writes us that the Mascoutah Kennel
Club announce the following additional classes and changes:
There will bo two classes in whippets, one for dogs and Class
165)^ for bitches; also two classes for pug puppies, one for
dogs and Class ITO^ for bitches. They have also provided a
class for Dalmatian or coach dogs, class 177. Dogs and
bitches have flO, «5 and 63. Entrie.s for this show close
March 38.

Mr. Sears announces that Sir Bedivere will appear in Lynn
for exhibition only.

"Namquoit" writes us: "I notice your note in 'Dog Chat'
of Feb. 5 regarding challenge classes. Your idea of two
point and one point shows is 'English you know'; and all
very well in its way. "When in the East I accorded with
your views exactly, but please don't forget the golden West.
It is utterly impossible for the exhibitors of California,
Oregon and Washington to show at your two point shows,
and if your rule be "adopted, our dogs will never enter the
challenge class for the very good reason that they would
never live long enough. The' kennel men of this section
wish to be loyal to the A. K. C, and when rules are adopted
the far West should be thought of. The time is not so far
distant when this coast can compete successfully with the
East in many varieties. Such a rule as you suggest would
mar our prospects materially." We shall have something
fitrther to say on this subject next week, as we hav^e secured
the opinion of several prominent exhibitors on the subject.

We hear that the Occidental Coursing Club's spring
meeting that was to have been held Feb. 33 has been post-
poned on account of the heavy rains flooding the park.

The Fox-terrier Club oti'er at the coming Boston show the
the following special prizes: $10 for the best in open classes;
$10 for the best in the show and $25 for the best exhibit. A
silver cup value S13 will be given for the beagle stud dog
with best field trial record, offered by "Field Ti-ial." They
also make a class, No. 97A, for challenge black and tan ter-
riers, dogs and bitches, offering one prize of a silver medal.
Everything is pointing to a good show, as they are having
numerous inquiries for premium lists and promises of entries.

At the American Mastiff Club's meeting' the' followin
motion was made; "Resolved^ that the American Masti._
Club, having been in existence for five years and having no
official seal, the executive committee be and hereby is auth-
orized to produce a club seal, and that, out of compliment to
Mr. Taunton, and in recognition of the high character of his
dog, champion Beaufort, the likeness of his dog shall be en-
graved on the seal. Resolved, That the secretary be in-
structed to send a copy of this resolution to Mr. Ta'nnton,"
and this will tend to soothe Messrs. Winchell and Taunton's
ruffled feelings.

The Pointer Club meeting was held at the W. K. C. show,
Feb. 26. There were present John S. Wise, Charles Heath,
George W. La Rue, Dr. N. Rowe, Major J. M. Taylor, Dr.
H. C. Glover, J. M. Tracy, G. Muss Aruolt, William H.
Hyland, T. H. Terry aud Hempstead Farm Kennels by A. D.
Lewis. Mr. Joseph R. Trissler, of Lancaster, Pa., was pro-
Eosed and elected a member. Mr. .John S. Wise tendered
is resignation as president, and George W. La Rue fol-

lowed suit as secretary and treasurer. Mr. Charles Heath
was nominated and elected as president, accepting the honor
in well chosen remarks, earnestly soliciting the aid and co-
operation of the members for the ensuing year. Mr. John
S. Wi.se was unanimously elected as vice-president, Mr. La
Rue was the only nominee for the ofBce of secretary and
treasurer, and .after declining was overpowered and induced
to accept re-election without opposition and by acclamation.
Then came the election of au entire new executive board as
follows:— Messrs. Heath, Wise, La Rue. Stoddard, Winslow,
Daniels, Rowe, Meanes, Jr.; Tracy anH Arnolt, ten instead
of fifteen, as formerly. After lengthy discussion it was
resolved to discontinue the list of judges for recommendation
to bench show committees and leave the appointment open
to all. The by-laws were revised, copies of which will be fur-
nished to members when printed. Cash prizes aggregating
S290 were voted—$190 to bench shows and *100 to the pointer
making the best field trial record inthe.seasons 1891-2 owned
by a member of the Pointer Club, the conditions to be pub-
lished later. Tue financial condition of the club was found
to be healthy and the membership increasing steadily.
Other routine business was despatched, after which a vote
of thanks was tendered the retiring offleers.

The annual meeting of the St. Bernard Club of America
was held at Madison Square Garden, Feb. 24, President Hopf
in the ch.Hir. Present, Misses Whitney, Goodenow and
Chandler; Messrs. Johnson, Walbridge, Joeckel, Coffin.
Dunlap, Sears, Wells, Volger, Schumacher, Pierce, Mann^
Moore, Burke, Reick and Thurston. The reading of the
minutes of the previous meeting was dispensed with. Com-
mittee on pedigrees reported on work done iu connection
With A. K. C. Stud Book. On motion President Hopf was
appointed a committe of one, with power to increase same to
three, for the purpose of formulating some plan to be sub-
mitted to the A. K. C. in relation to the duplication of
names and the registration of dogs, who.se names had not
been examined by the St. Bernard Club committee. The
treasurer's report was accepted as read. The following
officers were elected for the year 1891; Pres., K, E, Hopf;

Viee-Pres., Miss A. H. Whitney, E. H. Moore and R. J.
Sawyer; Treas , W. H. .Toeckel, .Jr.; Sec, J. O. Thurston;
Board of Governors, B. P. Johnson-Wells, Jacob Ruppert,
Jr., Otto W. Volger, E. B. Sears, Rev. W. H. Walbridge, H.
R. T. Coffin, W. Stewart Dlffeiiderffer and John Poag. The
following applicants were unanimously elected: John Van
Velsor, Jr., Buffalo, N. Y.; Albert Lockman, Cincinnati, O.:
A, H, Moore, Philadelphia, Pa.; J. J. Kennedy, Oak Park,
HI.; Mrs. DeWitt BucKbee, New York; Fred Potter. New
York. The resignation of W. J. Jordan, Jr., of Portland,
Me., was accepted. On motion the meeting adjourned.—J.
O. Thiteston, Secretary (Mount Vernon. N. Y.)'.

The auction sale of Messrs. L. & W. Rutherfurd's fox-
terriers took place at the American Horse Exchange Feb, 27.
Fair prices were realized, and the bidding at times was
quite spirited. Forty-four dogs brought |1,S15.

The demurrer filed by Mr. C. J. Peshall in the Peshall—
Vredenburgh libel suit has been overruled by Judge Cow-
ing; and we are informed that on next Monday a day will
be set for the trial. At the conclusion of his address to the
judge, last week. Mr. Peshall averred that if the demurrer
should not be sustained he would ask for an early trial of
the case, as he was anxiotrs to get the decks clear for action
—meaning that be wanted to serve summons in suits against
his persecutors.

Harry Malcolm, of Baltimore, has brought suit for *10,00O
daiuages against Messrs. Glover, Blossom, Meyer, Van
Zaudt aud Lordley, of the Gordon Setter Glui), because of
his expulsion from the club last week.

UNITED STATES FIELD TRIALS CLUB.
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.. Feb. 31 —Editor Forest and

Stream: The United States Field Trials Club was or-
ganized in this city Feb. 21, with 45 charter members. It is

the intention of the officers and members to make this club
the greatest organization of this kind ever started in the
world. The membership is not limited either numerically
or geographically. The trials will be held on quail next
fall at some point in the West. Purses of sufficient magni-
tude to induce the best dogs in the world to compete will
be offered. The officers and directors elected are as follows,
viz.: Pres., Dr. N. Rowe, Chicago, 111.: Pres. reserve, C. G.
Stoddard, Dayton, O.; First Vice-Pres., J. A. Graham, Kan-
sas City, Mo.; Second Vice-Pres., John Bolus. Wooster, O.;
Third Vice-Pres., John W. Mun.son, St. Louis! Mo.; Fourth
Vice-Pres., C. E. Proctor, Union Hill, Ind.; Treas., H. Hul-
man, .Jr., Terre Haute, Ind.; Sec, P. T. Madison, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Directors; Hon. J. E. Guinotte, Kansas City,
Mo.; H. J. Smith, Louisville. Ky.: E. S. Shultz, Champaign,
111.; Wm. M. Kerr, Indianapolis, Ind.; Col. A. G. Sloo, Vin-
cennes, Ind.; J. M. Freeman, Bieknell, Ind.; Paul H.
Gotzian, St. Paul, Minn.: G. G. Pabst, Milwaukee, Wis.;
Geo. W. La Rue, New York, N. Y.; Wm. Titteringtou,
Wyanet. 111. P. T. M.-VDISON, Sec.

CONTINENTAL KENNEL CLUB SHOW.—Denver, Col.
Editor Forest and Stream: The second annual bench show
of the Continental Kennel Club will take place in Denver,
Col., on April 22 to 25 inclxtsive, and I can confidently state
that the prospects for its success are very flattering indeed.
We have a large entry for this far western country. Our
premium list is very liberal aud especial features' will be
our large cash prize of S300 for the best kennel of five dogs,
male or female, irrespective of breed: one hotel and restaur-
ant prize of SlOO or more, conditions not yet decided, and
one real estate aigents' cash special of UQQ or more, condi-
tions of competition not decided. These with a host of
other cash specials aud handsome dog collars, etc , will
make up our list. The premium list will be ready March 1,
and all applications for the same should be forwarded to
the secretary, F. W. Rand, 1078 Santa avenue, Denver, Col.
Those who exhibited with us last year were well satisfied,
and if they will come again this season I will bespeak for
them as good, if not better usage than last year. This is a
new country, and a great interest is being shown in blooded
animals of all kinds. I think kennels will consult their
own interest by exhibiting their dogs with us. Mr. A. C.
Waddell, "the old Veteran," will judge. The club will
bench aud feed, new and handsomie benches will be used,
therefore no germs of disease will be carted around. .Sanltas
will be the disinfectant used.—A. DeMokco, M.D.. Pres. C.
K. C.

LYNN DOG SHOW.—Lynn, Uass.—Editor Forest and
Stream: There are three very important things connected
with the Lynn dog show that exhibitors should not forget,
they are as follows: The entries will close on Thursday,
March 12, entries mailed from any section bearing the post
office stamp of the above named date will be received. The
management has offered a special of ^<10 to the handler or
agent having the largest number of doas in charge. A suit-
able place has been provided to keep the dogs in from the
time the show closes until such time as they will be shipped
to the Boston show—a distance of 10 miles. Judging from
the calls of extra entry blanks, the committee feel assured
of a large entry. Gentlemen come and visit New Lynn.—
D. A. Williams, Sec^y^

WE HAVE THE RIGHT BLOOD -Peoria, IIL-Editor
Forent and. Stream: It may interest your readers interested
in mastiffs to know that the dam of Mr. R. Cook's Ilford
County Member, which althortgh but a pup, won reserve and
special at the lalse Cruft's show, the largest ever held in Eng-
land, beating such good dogs as Schoolmaster and Carshal-
town Prince, is ovrned in America, I having imported her
last fall. Another striking fact is that the two winning
bitches, probably tbe best in England, are both half sisters
to my dog Ormonde. One is by the sire, the other out of his
dam.—C. E. Bums.

AMERICAN MASTIFF CLUB MEETING.—JS(7ifo/- For-
est' and Stream: At the annual meeting of the American
Mastiff Club, held at the W. K. C. show, Feb. 26. the fol-
lowing officers were elected: President. Dr. Richard H
Derby; Vice-Pres'ts, R. L. Belknap, F. T. Underbill, Geo. G
Stephenson: Sec. -Treas., Herbert Mead; Directors. R. H.
Derby, R. L. Belknap, F. T. Underbill, Geo. G. Stephenson,
Herbert Mead, W. P. Stevenson, J. L. Winchell, C. C. Mar-
shall, Edward Dudley, Charles P, Fraleigh.

ME TOO.—New Rochelle. N. Y.—Editor Forest amd
Streavi: Died, Feb. 23, Me Too, Mexican hairless, a dog of
some renown and winner of many prizes. After a short but
painfully acute attack of asthma, I felt obliged to end the
life of my old and faithful friend Me Too. This I did with
a bullet through his wise old head, and T feel satisfied he ex-
piretl without ever knowing who or what cut the thread of
his life. 'Twill be long ere I find a dog with so few bad
qualities.—Elnoy Foote.

BLACK AND TANS AT CHICAGO —Buffalo, N. Y,—
Editor Forest and Stream: You are right when you say
that black and tan terrier men surely cannot grumble at the
Chicago show. As this club has been liberal enough to give
us four classes, besides three specials, they certainly deserve
a large entry, and I hope fchey may have at least 20 entries,—
A. w. Smith.

KENNEL NOTES,
Kotes mnst toe sent on prepared blanks, which are fnr-

alshed free on receipt of gtamped and addresaed envelope
of large letter Blue. Sets of 800 of any one form, foovind for
retaining: dnplioates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bar Hartinr Sam. By L O. Converse, Fitchburpc, Mass.. for liver,
white and ticked pointer dog, whelped i^ept. 23, 1890. by Duke of
Vernon (Glendale—.Spotlesf; out oC Boski (Beaufort—Zuba).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dominion—Zippo IT. Rosecroft Kennels' English aether bitch
Dominion (Rockingham—Donna) to John Pederson's Zippo IE.
(Zippo-Euby BuckHllew). Jan. 38.

Domino -Breeze Gladstone. Rosecroft Kennels' English setter
bitch Domino (Rockingham—Donna) to F. G. Taylor'.s Breexie
Grladstone (G-ladstone-Sue), Feb. 27.
Carrie R.—Bang Graphic. F. O. Rochester's (Logan, 0.) pointer

bitch Carrie H. (Meteor II.— Carrie) to (K Falloon's Bang Graphic
(champion Graphic—White Rose), Feb. 23.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lone Star Beauty. .) . Leicht's (Beeville. Tex.) pointer bitch Lone
Star Beanty (Lightly's Jeff—Heaslip's Zip), F- b. 23, eieht(five
dogs), bv J. W. Fiournoy'8 Brazo.s (Spring—Shaw'-< Daisy;.
Sleeping Beauty. Moorefield Kennels' (Chuia, Va.) English set-

ter hitch Sleeping Beanty (Glen Rock-Dreptn). Mov. 17, five (fovir
dogs), by B. P. Wilson's Count Noble (decefj.sen).

SALE.S.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Diamoml Foi-eat. Blade, white and tan beagle dog. whelped JfljQe
15, 1889. by champion Frank Forest, out of .Tnno II.. by Geo?A.
Morse. Norfolk. Mass., to W. A. Small, Waltbam. Mass. •

Spectre. Blue belton English setier bitch, wbflped April 4, 1890,
by Rockingham out of Donna, bv Rospcrof t, Kennels, Birming-
ham. Conn., to Wm. Bryce, .Jr., Xew York.
Prima Donna. Bine belton Engli.sh set ter bitcb, age not given,

by Rockingham out of Donna, by Rosecroft Kennels, Birming-
ham, Conn., to E. J. Myrra, New York.
Onotrt Belle Red Irish setter bitch, whelped Oct. 13, 1887, by

champion Chief out of Bizreena, by N. Mcintosh, Providence, R.
I., to K. H. Burr. Middletown, Conn.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
H. C. S., Troy, N. Y,—My St. Bernard puppv, not 8moi=. old yet,

has been troubled with an itching and eruniion of the skin about
tbe tail and rump. He is constantly biting it till the bair cornea
off. when it presents a sore appearance. What ahotrld T do to rid
him of U? Ans. Use one of the mange cures advertised in our
columns.

J. R T.—I have a valuable foxhound that iu an encounter with
several dogs that wer« fighting lie sustained severe injuries a^l0Ut
the bead, so much so that he has lost the use of sight. Is there a
lotion I can wash his eyes withV There seems to be a thin skin
forming over his eyes. Ans. Better consult a veterinary.

NEW KENNEL ADS. THIS WEEK.-For Sa7e-Pointers: .f.

Lpicht, Lone Star Kennels, Beeville. Tex, English setters: G,
Hills. Hudson, N. Y. Irish setter: Box .560, Dobb.s Ferrv, N. Y
Mastitis: Chas. E. Bunn, Peoria, IU. Pointer: MoUer, 28 E. 23d
street, N. Y^City. Sfitrt—Mastitfs: Chas. E. Bunn, Peoria, 111.
Auction Sate—Philadelphia Tattersall.

A POINT.
The FOKEST AND Stream is gaining neiv kennel readers

every day. It has the best kennel department tn Amei'iea. It

offers profit to kennel advertisers. Sec "Kennel Speeia.P'' rates

in the advertising columns.

lifl^ and ^Mating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
WORCESTER, Mass., Feb. 27.—The merchandise race at the

Coal Mine Brook range, under the. auspices of the Worcester
Sportsman's Club, came to an end this week. The contest was
open to members only, and was the beginning of the practice at
this range under the rules of the -American Shooting Association.
The series began on April 22, 18B0, and continued wepkly until the
hunting season in September, and monthly since. The conditions
were that each contestant must shoot in not less than ten of the
contests, at which he would have a possible 25 clay-pigeons, and
the aggregate of his ten best scores decided bis position . The
prizes offered follow: First, a diamond, value S125; fecond, a dia-
mond, value SIOD; third, a gold watch, value S90; fourth, a Parker
hammerless gun. value 880; fifth, an English field gun, value §20;
sixth, §25 in gold; seventh, an Abbie & Imbrie flsliing rod, va^uii
S18; eighth, a solid silver watch, value S18: ninth, a Smith & Wes-
son hammerless revolver value §13 50; tenth, $10 in gold. The
meets have most of them been well attended, and it was a long
time before any member was at all sure of a position. The final
meet ended with the following records, the Avinners being the first
ten:
E T Smith 25 35 25 24 24 24 22 23 22 21—334
E B Burbank 25 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 23 22 -^-x)

M D Oilman.. 25 25 25 23 28 28 23 31 20 20—228
C Crompton 24 24 24 23 23 32 22 22 21 31—226
VVm M Davis 34 24 24 J3 28 33 21 21 21 21—225
6 J Rugg 23 23 X3 23 23 23 33 33 32 22—224
A R Bowdish 34 23 23 23 23 32 31 31 31 21-221
Chas Howe 24 33 23 22 22 22 2] 21 20-219
C B Holden 23 23 28 22 22 22 21 21 21 20-318
C Forehand 33 23 23 22 22 31 21 20 20 20—215
G Sampson 24 23 23 32 31 31 21 21 20 20—214W R Dean 24 23 33 23 21 21 21 20 1!) 18- 211
A L Gilman 23 23 23 21 21 20 20 21) 20 19--]')
HD Jordan 23 23 31 20 20 20 20 2.i 19 19—205— Hill 23 23 22 22 20 20 19 19 18 19- 304
E 8 Swan .25 33 23 31 31 20 19 19 17 17—20;-!

E W Johnson 24 23 23 21 20 19 19 is 18 18—201
A B F Kennv 23 31 31 3 L 20 19 19 19 19 19-200
H W Webber 22 23 21 20 20 .20 19 18 18 18-198
E Whittaker .20 20 20 20 20 19 19 19 19 18-194
E Welch .23 21 20 30 19 19 19 18 17 17—180
O B R Claflin 23 22 21 20 18 17 17 16 16 1.5—185— i.arking 24 20 19 19 19 19 17 16 16 16-185
E 8 Knowles.... 33 31 19 18 IS IS 17 17 17 17-184
E Jewell . - . 33 31 30 19 18 18 17 16 16 16—183
M ALinrield 22 31 20 19 18 16 16 16 J6 16-180
O A Parker 20 20 19 IS IS 17 16 ]5 15 1.5—173
H Colvin 23 19 18 18 18 18 16 15 15 13—173VF Prentice 21 20 18 17 16 IG 16 16 16 15—171
F Forehand 2-.5 21 19 18 17 16 ]5 14 U 14-170
J B Garland 19 15 15 15 15 15 15 14 14 14-151
F Houghton 19 17 16 16 15 15 13 13 10 10—143
W Brown 13 11 10 8 8 7 7 6 4 4-78
and he received a bunch of bananas as his prize.

HOOSICK FALLS, N. Y'. Feb. 31.-Hoosick Falls Rifle Associa-
tion scores at 200yds. oil-hand, standard Araericnn target:
H Parsons 9 6 8 S 7 5 8 7 7 10—75
F. Lansing 10 8 8 5 8 7 5 « « 7—73
C Palmer. ... 0 6 10 10 8 6 4 6 7 7—73
Dt Mayberry ,J0 7 5 6 0 7 6 7 9 7—70
E Lansing 10 9 5 5 7 6 4 7 10 7-70
PRuBseU 4 40038676 8-H
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A NEW RIFLE MODEL.
BaI/TIMORE, Feh. 26.—Editor Foirst n»r? Stream: In Mr. Sneider's

gun store one day this week, T had the plcaEure of examining his
new model magnzine rifle, wliichi think is far superior to any-
thing in the line of a repeating rifle that 1 have ever seen and I
believe am pretty well acquainted with all the diflTerent systems
of repealing arms, nearly all of which require a movement of the
arm from 6 to lOin. or even more, whinh in this newrifle is entirely
done away with, requiring only a motion of the trigger finger of
abour IJ-gin., lever being in forward end of trigger guard in shape
of a ring, tiiereby allowing a much steadier aim In rapid tiring than
is possible with a gun having so much swing of lever in loading
and ejecting The model wasao'cal. of 13 sh^ts, magazine attached
to right side of barrel, ejects empty shells on left side, works
very smooth and without any perceptible jar. Another advantage
it can by turning small lever on left side be taken apart lo an in-
stant without the aid of a screw driver or tool of any kind and
can then be packed away in a very small space, when to be u^ed
can be just as rapidly put together again. H. A. A''.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blanh&
prepared by the Forest md Stream, and furnished gratig to cluh
secretaries. Correspondents who famr us toifh club scorn are par'
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper onL]j.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following::

IMarch Si 2tj.—Detroit Tournament, assisted >iy the Inter-8tate
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. 81.000 guaranteed.
April 28-30.—New Loudon (or New Haven) Jnter-State Associa-

tion.
May 5-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all, Elmer E.

Shaner, Sec'y,
May 19-3L—Washinston (D. 0.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Club
gives $1,000, Association guars ntees Sl.OOO, total $2,000.
June 3-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Slioot. assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
$1,000. club adds §3,000. total $3,000.
June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

fitate Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Home,
N. Y. M. Pi,. Bingham, Sec'y.

THE ILLINOIS PIGEON-SOOTING BILL.

CHICAGO, 111.. Feb. 33.—A pleasant little party met at Wat-
son's Park, Burnside, this afternoon, for the purpose of cele-

brating in becoming manner the birthday of Mr. Washington,
wMch really fell on Sunday, yesterday. Messrs. Messrs. Donald,
Lord, Burton, Willard, Smith, Kent, IBabeuf, Foss, Kent and
one or two others. jSIr. H. W. Jenney, of the Jenney & Graham
Guu Co., went along, but couldn't be coaxed to shoot. Charlie
Wlllard hadn't any gun, so took a Colt out of the slock. It was
too crooked, and he spent most of his time in trying to build a
comb on it with leather and old newspapers. Some very decent
shooting was done, Mr. Kent appearing to bold 'em pretty well
for a young one. Mr. Hollister got a considerable many, making
some good twc-bartel kills. Mr. Donald distinguished himself
also. I have carefully disguised Mr. Donald under the pseudonym
of "Donagbue," so ttiat tbe imblic will not know his real name in
case he wants to get on an important match. The birds were
good at first, but felloff. When tbe shooting began a tremendous
wind was blowing, and the birds went like rockets. It veered and
fell ofl: a little toward the close. The following are tiie scores of
the sweeps:

Sweep No. 1, 10 live bii-ds, $3, Illinois State rules:

F C Donaghue 2000132010— 5 F HoIliPter . .1223120122— 9

CS Burton 0122011112- 8 C E WiUafd 1002111212— 8

HPoss 1012222221— 8 H Smith: 2002002311-6
C R Babeuf 2221112123-10 Win Kent 3220111001- 7

Babeuf first, Hollister second. Two moneys.
Sweep No. 3, same conditions:

Donaghue 2O0020202-4 Waiard .....0021812113-8
Burton 0211211222—9 Kent........ .... .-.,0121123211—9

Foss 1020013201—6 Hollister OOM123102-7
Babeuf 0H111O222-8 Smith ....... .......0111113112—9
Ties on first carried on to next shoot, second dtv. by Willard and

Babeuf.
Sweep No. .3, same conditions:

Willard 1201220111— 8 Smith 1020220201— 6

Babeuf 1211012021— 8 Kent 3D3132112—10
Foss 1121311202— 9 Donaghue 0000102031— 5

HoUister 2312002211— 8 Bun on 2201121021— 8

Kent first in sweep No. 3 and No. 2, lj"oss second.
Miss and out, |1: WiUard 131. Babeuf 213. Foss 31, Hollister 21,

Smith O.Kent 111, Donaghue 20, Burton 10. The birds were ex-
hausted when the score stood as above.
To-day the shootors of Chicago, threatened by the Humane

Society with a bill suppressing pigeon sliooting. as being a cruel
and wanton sport, hRve read in the despatches of all the great
morning dailies the folLowicg, which is respectfully submitted to
the gentlemen of the socipty:
"PHiLADBLPHi.i, Pa., Fel3. 23.—Special.—The Supreme Cnurt to-

day delivered a decision reversing the judgment of Judge Yerkes,
of Bucks county, and bolding ihat the shooting of pigeons liber-
ated from a trap, provided that it is done not wantonly and
cruelly, but as a test and training in marksmanship and with
proper attention paid to the immediate killing of wounded birds,
is a justifiable sport and not cruelty to animals."
This decision is worthy of note and comment. There are many

who do not believe in shooting pigeons at the trap. Some of these
are honest and some are not in their expressed belief. They
should be equally honest in opposing every form of field shoot-
ing, which is more cruel, because it sees more crippled birds
which escape to suffer. In trap-shooting very much fewer crip-

pled birds escape. The killed ones are often killed as quickly as
if [heir heads were cut off and they are sold for food as much as
turkeys whose heads have been cui off. Thpre is only one feature
about pigeon shooting which goes to make it repugnant and that
is the fact that the bird has been already reduced to possession.
Given the bird wild and free, and there is in most men the
savage hunter's desire to kill it, to reduce it. This is a savage
and not a Givilived instinct. Therefore, there rests against the
shooting of pigeons from the trap simply the weight of a repug-
nance which is founded not upon a civilized but upon a savage in-
stinct. Have all the gentlemen of the Humane Society attended
pigeon matches as conducted to-day? Do they really know what
they are talking about?
The sportsmen of Chicago would like nothing so much a-s to have

the members of the Humane Society come and see a pigeon shoot
for themselves. If they should still wish to abolish such .shoot-

ing, the sportsmen will ask them to extend their efforts also to
the abolishment of all field shooling. Tlie main thing is to be
fair. Each side should try honestly to see the validity of tbe
other's standpoint. A week or eo ago I wrote some severe things
about Mr. Shortall, from the standpoint of the shooters of Chicag'->,

yet after all I was probably unwise, unkind and unjust in doing
that, and violator of a principle all men too often and too easily
forget—that of trying to see the other man's side of the case, and
not accusing him out of hand of sheer unfitness to ".live and
breathe because he doesn't happen to agree with one. The "pigeon
bill" will not be passed. Let us hope that out of the agitation
there will simply arise a better understanding between the two
elements here arrayed against each other. If the Humane Society
has been seeing pigeon shoots wtiich were barbarous and brutal,
let us hope honestly that they will succeed in abolishing all such
forever. None will be gladder to see that done than the real
sportsmen of this city and Slate. But not all pigeon shoots are
such, and this the sportsmen who oppose Mr. Shortall's measure
know very well. If Mr. Shortall and his Irienda do not know
this, it is time they were becoming far more wise.
This is a jarring and discordant woild. There is none guiltless

In it, and none without tbe mote. But cannot the Humane So-
ciety, if we grant it and its ofiieials to be animated only by the
purest of motives, do more good elsewhere than among pigeon
shooters? Their efforts should be toward lessening the greatest
amount of suffering in the most immediate manner. Are they at
this here? The streets of this city reek and groan not only with
individual cases but with whole practices and customs of unmiti-
gated cruelty to dumb creation. There is work to be done. Not
long ago a Chicago & Atlantic train struck a team of horses at
one of the street crossing.?, and crippled both the horses. Word
•was at once sent to Mr. Donald, then general passenger agent of
that road, who at onf^e telegraphed to the Humane Society to go
to the scene and ha,ve the horses killed to end their sufferings. (In

capes of this kind the HumanelSociety steps in between the owner
aod .tii§ jiaUway, as^ ase^mes tt§ respoasibllity for poaaipje

damages, and kills the injured animal, thus leaving the owner's
right of suit unimpaired.) No satisfactory reply could he had,
though Mr. Donald telegraphed repeatedly. The Humane Society
sent no agent; To destroy the horses now meant, of course, to
make his company directly responsible for their value, or was in
law an edmittance of damages without defense, yet Mr. Donald
could not await the convenience of the Humane Society, whose
business is to mitigate suffering, and therefore took the responsi-
bility and had thi^ horses destroyed, for humanity's sake.
There is one instance of a corporation with a soul. Mr. Fred. C.

Donald, the official wl'O couldn't get the society's agent to act, is

a well-known shooter. He was last year president of our St.!).te

association. I have seen him shoot a great many pigeon=. How
about the comparative humanity in this case? Who has it, the
shooters, or the Humane Society? Now, the point I want to make
is that, until the Humane Society has its work so systematized
that it can promptly and efficiently handle some of these glaring
cases of ammal suffering, it is working wrongly and out of its

sphere when it wastes its already inadequate energies by attempt-
ing a thing whose performance is not sanctioned or inspired by a
rational and just humanity. It is effort like this last, leaving its

proper fielti to go into a less fit and less urgent labor, which is

drawing upon the men behind this proposed pigeon law the ready
epithet of insincerity, which I confess has been all too quick
upon my own lips. Let us be more fair than that, more just,
and, if need be, more charitable. Let us not call this anti-
pigeon Dieasure insincere, but only ill-advised, unwise, unfit, un-
seemly, and foredoomed to failure.

Fel). ^G.—ln tbe de.='patcbps I find another case on this question
of cruelty: "Mattoon, 111 , Feb. 2^.—Special re(cfiij'am.—Sheriff
William Checkley, of Coles county, keeps a pack of hounds and
two tame deer. On Friday last he and bis friends enjoyed the
luxury of a chase. Parties at Windsor had the Sheriff arraigned
upon the charge of cruelty to animals. The case was called at
Windsor this evening and was dismissed. The spectators made
tip a purse to cover the Sheriff's expenses." Comment on this is

difficult, because the full facta are not known. Queen Victoria,
of some notoriety in England, is at much annual expense to keep
the Royal Buckhounds, a pack employed for just such sport as
this. As a sport it may not be bigh. Perhaps the Windsor mag-
istrate holds that a Queen or a Sheriff can do no wrong.

E. Hough.

Feb. S5.—Score made here to-day by tbe Lake County Shooting
Club in practice match at live pigeons, Illinois State rules:

Col Bond 1022101110-7
*Wilcox 2023131101—8
Parker 0110011001-5

Col Bond 1013112010-7
*Wilcox 1301020002—5

W J Edbrooke 1111213221-10
H Koehler 2012202100- 6
Nic Ford 1101010113- 7

No. 2:W J Edbrooke 1032tlfl]312-7

H Koehler 0201201120-6
Nic Ford 1101010112-7
Not members.
Feb. 26.—Scores made her to-day for the Herald medal and Jen-

ney & Graham trophy, at live birds, Illinois State rules:
George Klfcinman 02120010131221110100—13
R B Wadsworth 20222222113223212320-18
M J Eich 01011002101323211112-15
J E Price 2222020!I020222111112-15

A W Reeves 1110U000111Ilim22-]6
*0 Von Lengerke 02102110011012310112-14
*Not a contestant. Wadsworth having won the medal and

trophv three times they become his personal property.
Feb." 2S.—Scoi-es at live pigeons. American Association rules,

except Reeves shot at 29yds. with 12ga, gun, four lots of birds, 50

^exTLoyd 22111011321111021101012210111110222011131110111002-40
AW Reeves 121101102,2112120011110202322120012111121020112113—40
The result being a tie, both agreed to shoot a similar match at

some other timeto decicie it.

The Gun Club of Chicago for live pigeon medal, Illinois State
rnle«, with several sweep? included:
P F Rock 1102111010-r F Willard 0132111200-7
F Place 23200001 13- 6 .1 0 Brien 0032223010-6
C E Willard 1112120001-7 W Kent U12110120-8
H A Foss 0210122222-8 A F Lloyd 2112112130-9
Geo Deiter 1211121220-9 Ed Steck 2112320320-8
Loyd wins medal, Steck second, C. E. Willard third.
Same club's blackbird merial:

F WillardlOmilllllOOOllllll-16
G Dei ter..OOH11111111100111 11-16
K A Foss. 1100011111111101 0010—14
C WillardOOllOlOOllOOOOllOOOO- 7

E Steck...OOOlOOllUOOlOOOOOll- 8

W Kent. .10101101111111111111-17
JO'BrieD.OOlllilllllliOOllOllOO-ll
P Rock. . ..lOOlOOlOlUlOimUl—14
F Place.. .00010011011100111110-13

Ra.vbi.kiqg.

PATERSON, N. .1., Feb. 2&.—The Eclipse Club shoot took place
at Martin's club house, 68 Wavne avenue; 10 glass balls, Huber
Trap. 18vds. rise, Huber rules, S.50 and $35 prizes:
Geo Doremus 1101111111- 9 JDavies.... ; 1100101011— 6

Chris Raflerty. . . .0111111111-9 J Walker OlOlOOw.
H 'l urner 1111001111- 8 S Smith 1000011110- 5

S Monks lOOIlOlOOO- 4 J Cartwright 1011111110- 8

Fred Anderson ....1111111111—10 J Bustara 0111101111— 8

R Radcliffe lllOUlOlO- 7 J Byrnas 0101111010- 6

LCoons 0001010100 - 3 J Stevenson. . .. ..1111011000—6
J Post 0010101110— 5 T Bogers 0010001111- 6

H Devine OOlUllllO- 7

Match for 850 a side, at 10 I've birds, 3lyds. rise, old Long Island
rules:
T C Wright 0011111111- 8 Geo Doremus OllOOlOlOl- 5

M. WiLLOY Sec'y.

WATERTOWN, N. Y., Feb. 36.—South S'de Gun Club, weekly
shoot, badge match (handicap), at kingbirds, 5 traps, unknown

O'Connor (23 birds) 11001111111111110111111—20
Taylor (23 birds) 10111111111011101111111-20
Kingsley (23 birds) 1100101101101101111001 -14
Avres (21 birds) 110101011111111111111 —18
Ties, miss and out: O'C^nnnr 3, Taylor 4. Taylor wins the

badge for the third time. Team shoot at kingbirds, 5 traps, un-
known angles:
Tavlor 1010111111— 8 O'Connor 1111111111-10

Tailett inilOllU- 9 Ayers 0111111111— 9

Kingsley 1110001011— 6-23 Knapp 1111110111— 9—28
Winners challenged to another shoot.

Tavlor 1111111111-10 O'Connor 100111111,1— 8

Tailett 1110111111- 9 Ayers .0011101111— 7

Kingsley 0111111100- 7—36 Knapp 1101111101— 8—.23

Shoot at 5 pairs doubles:
Tavlor 10 11 11 11 11— 9 Ayers 11 11 11 11 10- 9

O'Connor 01 11 11 11 00- 7 Kingsley 01 00 11 10 11— 6

Tailett 11 01 11 10 10— 7 Dcstem.
MONEY VS. BROKAW.-Bergen Point, N. J., Feb 27:

Capt Money .... 3220212121- 0 W G Brokaw. . .3?02322o02— 7

3032121211- 9 131o23ll21- 9
3132212023— 9 3223212212—10
2220223231— 9 3333o22222- 9
2212212132—10 ;J3232o2o23- 8

2133112330- 9 2332222233-10
0002220310— 5 .230221oU22— 7

2222211133-10 033122o222- 8

2322320222— 9 122222o210 8-76
1012002122— 7-88 10 birds scored as dead 10—36

NEW HAVEN.—The Fast Dav tournament of the New Haven
Gun Club will be held on the West Chapel street grounds Friday,
March 27. AH are invited. Any person wishing to shoot for the
targets onl 5 can do so. Four moneys in all events except No. 5

and 8.—T. J. Beers, Pres.; W. H. Hazel, Sec'y.

PATERSON, N. J.—Eclipse Gun Club, 68 Wayne avenue, match
at live birds, old Long Island rules, $25 a side:

Geo Fritz 1011111101-8 A Kercbner 1000011000-3

The next matcb will be on March 20, between Hugh Devine and
George Doremus.

Short Line to Katjsas Citt.—That is what tbe Chicago, St.

Paul & Kansas City Railway announces to readers of this paper
regarding the completion of its own line into the cities of Leaven-
worth and Kansas City on Feb. 1, 1891, forming the most direct

and expeditious route for passengers and freight traffic between
principal commercial centers and the great States of Iowa, North-
ern Illinois, Wisconsin. Minnesota, Missouri and Kansas and tbe
West and Southwest. Its splendidly equipped Southwest Limited,
with brand new coaches and the celebrated vestibuled compart-
ment sleeping cars and dining cars, is beyond comparison with
the advantages off'ered by any other line. Information regarding
this popular route, and particularlv the new features it has re-

cently added to its service in the interest of the traveling public,

will be oheerfuUv furnished by its agents.-^c7i'.

Names autd Pobtbaits ov Bibds, by Gnrdoa TrumbuU. A
book particTxlarly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Jdentfiy without question all tlie American game birds which
they may kllL dotb, 800 pages, prlo« Sa.60. For e«l« by Fobibt
AMSSSBIAM.

Modii Fachtfi and Boats. Their design, making and sailing, with
designs and worKino drawings. Postpaid,

Yachtsmen who do not see what they -want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of ihe Canoe, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Bifls, open the Fish Car and
Game Bag, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Fditoriai!
and Adveyrtisin^ Departments.

FIXTURES.

, Pavonia. Annual, New York.
, Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
, Hull, All Classes.
. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester

APRIL.
Excelsior, Ann., New York. 26. Corinthian, Opening Cruise,

San Francisco.
MAY.

Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. 30. Corinthian, Annual, San
Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. Francisco.

JtTNE.
Rochester, Review,Charlotte
Lynn, Lynn.
Quincy. 37.

Phila., Ann., Del. River. , __
Hull, Under 21ft. 27, Lynn, Lynn.
Roch.. Ladies' Day.Charlotte 37. Quincy, First Championship
Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont.

•JULY.
Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,
American, Naphtha,Milton's Toronto.
Neck. 18. American, Steam, Milton's

Larchmont, Ann,, Larchm'r. Neck.
American, Sailing, Milton's 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d
Neck. classes.

DorChester,Club, Dorchester 18. New York, Ann., New York.
Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 18. Riverside, Annual.

5th and 6th classes. 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
Lynn. Lynn. Rochester.
Quincy, Ladies' Day. 30. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Charl.
Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 23. Lake Y.R.A..Oswego,Oswego
Hamilton. 35. Dorcbester,0 pen,Dorchester

Lake Y.R.A., R. C.Y.C., Tor. 25. Quincy, Second Cham.
AUGUST.

Hull. Second Cham., 1st and 13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
3d claFses. 15. Hull, Ladies' Race.

Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- 19. Hull, Ladles' Day.
wich. 30. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 23. Quincy.
Hull, S cond Cham., 3d, 4th, 26. Dorchester,01ub, Dorchester

6th and 6th classes. 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
Lvun, Lynn. 29. Hull, All Classes.
Quincy, Third Cham.

SEPTEMBER.
N.y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York 13. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
Lynn, Open, Nahant.

THE TREGURTHA SAFETY YACHT BOILER.
THE accompanying illustrations show the safety yacht; boiler

made by Murray & Tregurtha, of Boston, builders of marine
and stationary engines and of pipe boilers. The boiler is built in
sections, one of which is shown in tbe smaller cut, which may be

removed or replaced readily. Each section, consisting of a verti-
cal pipe and a series of circulating tubes, is connected at the base
to the horizontal side pipe.°, or mud drums, and at the top to the
steam drum, through which runs the dry pipe S. The feed enters

at F, at P (? is tbe steam gauge, and at G, G, O, the gauge cocka.
The casing is of sheet iron, lined with asbestos. Among the ad-
vantages claimed are reduced weight and floor apace, safety from
explosion, quick steaming and freedom from priming, and
economy of fuel. The boilers are tested to 400]bs. and designed to
work up to 250.

SATAN.—The centerboard is to be represented in the new 46ft.

class by a Burgess boat, the owners being Mr. Chas. A. Prince,
former owner of Helen. 40ft,, and Shark, oOft.. Dr. John Bryant,
owner of Shadow, and two other Bo.aton yachtsmen. Captain
Crocker will have charge of the boat. She will be 16ft. beam. 7ft.

6in. draft, and of light construction, with no cabin fittings, beinjf

intended solely for racing. Her name will be Satan, and the
rather lurid statement has been made that she wiU be painted red
above water. Lawley & Co. will lay her down, but as they are too
busy to build her, the work will be done by Frisbie, of Salem, who
built the Helen. In such good hands the centerboard will have a
very good chance to show what it can do beside the keel; but the
results in the SO and 40ft. classes show that tbe keel boat la the
faster, and the sftms ie likely to be true in the 4fift. class.
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A "MEAN LENGTH" RACING BOAT.
THE "length and sail area" rule is now in such general use, and

the open saadbagger has in so many localities given place to
better types, that awful examples of the bad tendencies of the
various length rules under which such boats once flourished are
fortunately no longer necessary. As this Is the time, however,
when changes of rules are in order, the accompanying design is
of interest as showing the extreme tendencies of a rule that is
still fondly adhered to by a number of the smft.ller clubs
The Charles Cohill was a Delaware River hiker, built at a timewhen the racing in this type of bra'-, was at its height, and when

the tneasurement was of the simplest kind, without even a "plus"
in It, being the length from the rabbet at stem to the inside of
the sternpost, with no restrictions on beam or sail area, the al-
lowance being 2 minutes per foot in a 30 mile race. The Cohill
was built by Capt. R. G. Wilkins, of Philadelphia, to the limit of
length of her class, 17ft., and with no more beam than the boat
she was intended to beat, but with more depth and freeboard. As
the waterlme was entirely untaxed, it was lengthened as much as
possible by means of the projecting stem and absurdly wide stern-
post, the effort being to build a longer and bigger boat on thesame deck measurement. Her dimensions were:

Length by club rule I7ft

L-w.l .....20ft.
Beam, extreme 6ft 10 iv

T x.^-T-^- -^ 5ft- 5 in-
Least freeboard lOUin
Sheer, bow "'

1ft .

^ Stern :; " 3 in.
Draft 2ft.
Mast 33ft.
Boo°^ 28fl.
GafiE.. 16ft.

In racing she carried a crew of 8 men, each with aSolb. sand bag,
the crew hiking'' out to windward by means of short lines, spliced
into eyebolts m the keel and with a toggle or handle in the outerend of each, by which a man could throw his whole weight welloutside the boat, as on the sliding seat of a canoe.
As a racer the Cohill was entirely successful, and effectually

served the purpose of her designer, to kill a bad rule. As the
result of her sailing the rule was abandoned in favor of one basedon length over all and beam, which is stiU used, though the "tuck-
up,' built, under a rule which limits length and sail, has driven
the hiker out of the racing. The lines were sent to France by
capt. WUkms, and a very successful boat was built there from
them.
From the point of view of simplicity, which has been so often

urged, even by those who should know better, against the lengthand sail area rule; that under which the Cohill was buUt was an
Ideal rule. It was absolutely free from cube root, square root, oreven addition, and the boats might be measured by a man who
could not add 3 and 3 together. From this standpoint it was even
better tban the common "mean length," which at least necessi-
tates a knowledge of addition and division. Though it placed a
still higher penalty on deck length than the latter rule, the ten-
dencies were the same, and in any club in which the racing was
keen under the mean-length rule, the boats being built solely for
racing, the ram stem and projecting stern of the Cohill would "soon
be developed. Just now there is not sufficient racing in any one
club using the mean-length rule to induce the building of a special
boat of this type, and the matter rests with the encouragement of
plumb-stemmed and square-sterned boats, and the exclusion of
all modern craft with some pretensions to grace and beauty. Evenm this form the rule is out of date, and is gradually giving wskV tomore modern ideas.

THE FALL RIVER LINE.
TT is becoming more and more apparent as the yachting season

approaches and no new keels are laid, that if New York yachts-men wish to see any racing they will have to go to Marblehead for
it; a fact that is feelingly commented upon by the Boston Glohe as
follows: "It IS really about as convenient for a New York yachtowner to keep his boat at Marblehead as at Bay Ridge. He could
take the night boat on, get a pleasant .sail and a good night's rest
breakfast in Boston, and take the train for Marblehead arriving
\^.^,''r°'^u^,''^^°°,^° ^° aboard his yacht and start her in the race.At Marblehead he is right out to sea, and there is no need of get-
ting a tug to tow down the bay, or fighting with baffling winds or
tides early in the morning."
Of tlie 8 yachts that will race in the IBft. class but three will beowned about New York, and the bulk of the racing is certain to

gravitate to Marblehead, whose natural advantages certainly sur-
pass those of any other point on the coast. If, as the usual atorv
goes, the New York Y. C. is still hunting for an out-of-town site
^t might be worth while to go further east than City Island orNew Haven, to Tinker's Island or Marblehead Rock, where mem-
bers could view the races from the club house piazza.

DELAWARE CAT, "CHAS. COHILL."

SIR RICHARD SUTTON.
THE news has been received by cable of the death on Feb. 35 of

Sir Richard Sutton, the second British challenger for the
America's Cup. Sir Richard Francis Sutton was born on Dec
20, 185.i, and succeeded his father, an old yachtsman and owner of
the schooner Elmma, in 1878. In 1884 he built the cutter Genesta
trom designs by Mr. J. Beavor Webb, and in the fall of the same
year be sent a challenge to the New York Y, C. for a series of
races for the America's Cup. He was on board the yacht for
nearly two months m American waters, during which time the
races were sailed with Puritan, in b"th of which Genesta was
defeated, but her owner made many friends here by his courtesy
and sportsmanlike conduct. In 1888 he was married, and since
then has done no yacht racing, having sold Genesla. His actionm refusing to accept a sailover after his yacht had been fouled
and disabled by Puritan is one of the memorable incidents of the
contests for the Cup and will long be remembered by American
yachtsmen.

LARCHMONT Y. O.-The Larchmont Y. C. will retain the
classification by corrected length, adopted last year, but with
some changes in the limits of the classps, which wi"ll give a better
division of the fleet, and will be specially advantageous in case ofnew yachts being built to the rule at anv time. As we pointed
out last spring, it would have been possible to build a very much
larger boat than Titania or Katrina for the limit of the clas«, 81ft
and similarly the limit of Liris's class, 51ft., would permit ~a boat,
far larger than any of the existing forties. The new limits, 77and 49ft., keeps existing boats just at the top of their classes, and
so are much fairer than the old. The amended rule reads: Cabin
yachts shall be classified accoraing to their racing length, and
open yachts according to their actual load waterline length, as
follows: Cabin yachts—Schooners—Class A. over 90ft.; Class B
90ft. and over 81ft.; Class C, 81ft. and over 71ft.; Class D. 71ft. and
over 60ft.; Class E, 60ft. and under. Sloops, cutters and ya.wls—
Class 1, over 77ft.; Class 2, 77ft. and over 69f L; Class 3, 69ft. and
over 60f c: Class 4, 60ft. and over 55ft.; Class 5, 65ft. and over 49ft
Class 6, 49ft. and over 43ft.; Class 7, 43ft. and over 36ft.; Olass 8,
36ft. and over 30ft.; Class 11, mainsail yachts (yachts carrying
main and mizen sails only shall be entitled io enter in this class
and shall be rated as yawls). The other classes to remain as at
present. After Class 16 add the following: The regatta commit-
tee may, if the number of entries warrant, divide Class 11 into
two classes, dividing it at 35ft. The regatta committee, with the
approval of the commodore, may establish special classes for any
regatta.

SING SING Y. C—Officers: Com., Ralph Brandreth; Vice-Com ,
Francis Larkin, Jr.; Rear Com., Benjamin Jenks; Sec'y, Robert
T. Dennis; Treas., Joseph Thompson; Meas., William E. Haff-
Regatta Committee, Colonel B. S. Gibson, chairman, Pierre Rey-
nolds and Charles S. Gowen; House Committee, Joseph Thompson,
chairman; James Bedell, Robert T. Dennis, E. S,*Pelham and
Charles S. Raymond; Committee on Admission,Dr. E. B. Sherwood
chairman; W. 1. Townsend. Francis Larkin, Jr.; Edwin L Todd
and Joseph Thompson; Auditing Committee, Dr. E. B. Sherman,
chairman; W. I. Townsend and 8. Olin Washburn; Trustess, Ralph
Brandreth, Dr. E. B. Sherwood, Isaac B. Noxon, Gilbert M Todd
Edwin L. Todd, Francis Larkin, Jr.; S. Olin W'ashburn, Colonel
B. S. Gibson and Joseph Thompson.
SEMIRAMIS.—Mr. Jos. Puliizer, of the New York World, has

lately chartered the fine steam yacht Semiramis in England for
use abroad. The Semirami.?, designed by Mr. A. H. Brown, is a
steel yacht, 19.5ft. 1 w.l., 27.3ft beam, 16ft. hold, with triple expan-
sion engines 18. 29 and 47X33. She is rigged as a two masted
schooner with yards on foremast. Mr. Brown is now engaged on a
design for a smaller yacht for Mr. John Lysaght, owner of Semi-
ramis.

NEW ROCHELLE Y. C.-Offleers: Com., Leon Abbett; Vice-
Com., .John F. Black; Rear Com., F. M. Hausling; Sec'y. R. Condit
Eddy; Treas., F. T. Youngs; Meas., Charles T. Miller; Trustef s,
Walter Large and Frank S. Brady; Membership Committee,
Charles Chamberlain, Edward E. Lambden and H. Thompson*
Regatta Committee, Edward H. Sturges, F. W. Schoonmaker and
E. B. LoudeB; Law Committee, Martin J. Keogh and John F.
Lainbden.
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YARROW'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.

THE CORINTHIAN SWEEPSTAKES.
WE have received from Mr. Ohas. Stewarh Davidson, acting

secretary of the. s>iilingr cnraiDittee of the Corinthian Y. C.
of New York, tht^ following minures of a meertng nf the sailing
committpe at which the mailer of the aweepslakea race sailed last
August was fi»;ally decided. The dispute over the measurements
of Minerva and Gossoon gives conclusive evidence, if any more
he needed, of the necessity for one uniform system of meafiure-
menr and classiiication for all the large clubs, and also the meas-
urement of every yacht pi ior to starting in a rac^. in the present
case the rules of the Corintiiian, New York and Eastern Y". C, all
of which were to a certain extent involved, d)iler from each other
in some minor details, though nommally the same. The minutes
of the meetinK are as follows:
At an aojourned meeiiug of the sailing committee of the Corin-

thian Y. O. of New York, held pursuant to notice on Feb. 9, at 50
Wall street. New York city. I-'resent: In the chair, Mr. E. R.
Clarke, Measurer, Mr. Wm. Gardner and Mr. Charles Stewart
Davison (aciirig secretary).
The meeting being called to order, the chairman, Mr. Clarke,

states that the husiness of the meeting is the matter of the sweep-
stakes for 40-foocers held on Aug. 11, 1,S90, at Newport, E. I., end
the awarding of prizes th* rein, and that the long delay in calling
the committee totrether for final action has heen due to his own
protracted atd serious illness and to his subsequent abiseuce in
Bermuda durine convalescence.
On motion of Mr. Gardner, t he (1) original circular, (2) instruc-

tions for the race and (3) copy sailing regulations of the Corinthian
Y. C. of New York are read.
Upon like motion the (4) schedule of the official times of the

hoats as taken at tne race by the committee is also read.
Mr. Clarke further states that a question in relation to meas-

urements was raised by Gossoon shortly after the race, in relation
to which ne calls the committee's attention to the fact that imme-
diately upon the termination of the race and the return to the
harbor at Newport, upon its appearing that the race had heen
very dose between Gossoon ana Minerva the entire commit-
tee visited Minerva and Gossoon for the purpose of obtaining
from them their official measurements (the boats having started
under approximate measurements furnished to tho committee
verbally prior to the start by those in charge subject to produc-
tion of official figures later).

Mr. ClaiKe stater) that on the committee's visiting Minerva
those in charge of the boat s'ated that sbe had been recently
measured by and haa sailed on the preceding Friday (Aug. 8)

under the measurement of Mr. John Hyslop, measurer of the
New York Y. C , and that they would have the certificate found
and handed to the comndttee. That immediately thereafter on
visiting Gossoon and stating to Mr. Adams that the race had been
very close between Gossoon and M nerva and that the committee's
decision would not tie rendered until official measurements were
handed in, Mr. Adams stated that Gossoon also bad been meae-
tu-ed very recently by Mr. Hj slop and had also sailed under that
meaauremtnt on theprei edmg Friday in the New'iork Y. C. race,
and that he thought that tbat would be a fair measurement for
her for all parties to take for the race, and asued if that would be
satisfactory. Thereupon the committee agreed to accept Mr. Hy-
slop's measurement lor both boats, and so notified Mr, Adams
and those on board the Minerva.
During the course of the afternoon the certificate of Minerva's

measurement by Mr. Hyslop was handed to the committee.
Mr. Clarke furthtr states that on Aug. 31 he received a letter

from Mr. Burgess, Measurer of the Eastern Yacht Club, inclosing
Mr. hlyslop's measurement of Gossoon above referred to.

Mr. Clarke further states, tuatin the letter handing him this
certificate Mr. Burgess stated that Messrs. Adams, owners of Gos-
soon, woti'-d doubtless object to Mr. Hyslop's measurement for
either of the boats being taken if it was intended to figure the
lime to decimal fractions of a foot, and that he had replied that
it bad been tne rule of the O. Y. C. in all races to figure to the
decimal fraction.
Mr. Clarke also stated, in relation to Mariquita, that during the

race a mt-mbor of tbe committee, on this boat's rounding the first

mark (a, C. Y. C. flag on a pole and raft;, called attention to the
fact that the mam boom had toucntd the pole; and also called at-
tention to tne fact that a protest against Mariquita for such foul-
ing was made oy a competitor at tiie termination of the race.
Mr. Olarlse fuithei stales that Minerva bad been subsequently

re-measmed by himself and found within ''loo of a fool (corrected
sailing length) of Mr. Hyslop's measuremem, which would make.
!•'*], Id feeconds difiCerente over a 25 mile course.
He also stated he had baa considerable correspondence with Mr,

Burgess in relation to the measmem^nt of Gossoon. That Goh-
soon, having gone to Eastern waters immediately after tbe race,
having carried away one or more spars and shipped others in their
place, naving tnen gone, further East upon a cruise, and it not
being practicable for him to bij in Boston for the purpose of meas-
nvixg her until quite late in the season, at which time the boat
was found wholly stripped, he with Mr, Burgess's assistance, had
then made various nibaauiements of the boat and her spars, lying
on the ad.iacent dock, but tnat it had been impossible for him to
arrive at any deflnife or absolute figures as having been her sciumI
measurement at the time of the race, Messrs. Gardner and
Davison each stated their rer-ollection of Mr. Adams's expressed
desire at the termination of the sweepstakes race that i he mrasure-
mentB used for the New l^ork Y. O. race on the Friday, Aug. 8,

preceding the sweepstakes Aug. 11, slinuld be accepted by all

parties, and of the acquies' ence of Minerva therein.
Mr. Gardner stattd tuat he thougnr in view ot the uncertainty

that would atiachto the adoption oi any otner meBSUrernents the
only fair method of disposing of the question would be to award
the prizes on the measurementa at quiesced in at the time by all

parties.
Mr. Uavison moved that the certificates of measurement by Mr.

John Hyslop handed the committee by Mr. Carroll and Mr.
Adams respectively for Minerva and Gossoon and produced here
by Mr. Clarke be acotpteo as the true tailing meastu-ements on
that day of those Doaty* respectively.
Mr. GardnF-r seconded the motion. The motion being put by

the chairman was carried.
Mr. Davison then moved that Mariquita be disqualified for

having fouled the fiist mark in rounding. The motion was
seconded by Mr. Gardner. Tiie motion being put by the ohair-
man was carried.
Mr. Gardnei' then called for tk© computation of tbe corrected

time biased oa the elapsed time and the time aljowapoes as ggUNd
aD9B tiie re8F«ctlv« eae^Qiemente of tbe Tiurioug boats.

Mr. Clarke produced the figures, which being exammed and
verified by the committee were found to be as follows:

AHow-
Finish. Elapsed, ances.
3 31 42

"
3 14 08
;5 16 13
3 14 43
3 31 12

Start.
11 ."ig 01
U 57 04
11 57 17
11 57 24
12 01 55
11 57 m
12 01 20

3 32 41
3 17 04
3 18 55
3 17 18

. 3 19 17
Withdrew disabled.
3 32 56 3 31 36

1 3H
0 tiU

1 03
3 46

Cor-
rected.
3 80 31
3 15 35
3 18 m
3 IfH 15

3 15 81

2 38 3 29 00

Length.
Choctaw 47.20
Gossoon 47.84
liiris 49. GO
*Mariquita...48.18
Minerva. ... ..46.14
Moccasin
Ventura 47.00
*Di5qualifl-d.
Mr. Davison then called the attention of the commitlee to the

fact thRt the order of the boats as shown bv the above figures

was: Minerva first, Gos«on second, Mariquita third (disqualified),

Liris fourth. Ventura fifth, Choctaw sixth, Moccasin disatUed,
and moved that the first prizg be awarded to Minerva, the second
prize to Go.ssoon and the third prize to Liris on account of Mari-
quita's disqualification. Mr. Gardner seconded the motion. The
motion being put by the chair was csrried.
The chairman states that the prizes, to be awarded in silver

plate, are as follows:
Number of starters—seven, at $100 each $700. 00

Number of entries that paid forfeit—one (Toma-
hawk), at $25 25.0(J

Total amount of sweepstakes
Whereof 10 per cent, to expenses.

.

Leaving for the three prizes .- •

Under the conditions of the race the value of the
first prize is 60 per cent ?435.00

Of the second prize, 18per cent 130.50
Of the third prize, 12 per cent 87.00-8652.50
The chairman then suggested that Mr. Davison be requested to

consult tbe Whiting Manufacturing Company, the silversmiths
who had heretofore furnished the prizes to the club, with a view
to naving sketches made for the above prizes, ar d that he submit
the same to the respective owners, and if their approval be ob-
tained forward the same to the secretary of the club to cause them
to be made. Agreed to.

There being no other business before tbe meeting, on motion the
meeting adjourned. Chas. Stkwabt Uavison, Acting Sec'y.

YARROW'S WATER-TUBE BOILER.

THE accompanying illustrations show a type of water- tube boiler

which has lately been introduced by Messrs. Yarrow & Co
,

of Poplar, for use in the torpedo boats built by this firm. The par-
ticular boiler represented in our illustration has been placed m a
second torpedo boat, which is one of a number that the firm has
latelv constructed for the Argentine Government.
Although this form of boiler has only recently been brought for-

ward by Mf ssrs. Yarrow, it can hardly be described as new; for
the design has been worked out for some time past, and is the re-

sult of a large number of trials and experiments which have ex-
tended over the last ten years or more. It is now about that time
since Mr. Yarrow patented a water tube boiler which we believe

was fairly successful in working, and it is two years or more since
we were shown a smaller boiler practically identical in form with
that which we now illustrate, but which possesses certain addi-
tional features that have since been proved by practical experience
to be necessary.

.

Tbe arrangement and general design are fairly well shown by
our illustration. There is a horizontal upper chamber or receiver
and two lower chambers, each of the latter occupying the .«pace

at the sides of the fire grate. The receiver is connected to the
lower ehamhers bv numerous straight lengths of pipe, compoai'd
of weldless steel tube. The parts of the chambers into which
these tubes are inserted are flattened so that several rows of the
tubes are possible. The tubes are expanded into the chambers in

the ordinary way. Each chamber is made in two parts, which are
flanged out and joined by nuts and bolts, a copper wire serving as
packing to make a steam-tight .ioint. The water gauge glasses
and other fitting.? are attached to the upper cylinder. The whole
is inclosed by a smoke jacket, and the products of combustioB pa.ss

upward among the tubes to the uptake on the top of the boiler.

In the boiler fitted to trie second-class boat to which reference has
been made, the length of tbe cylinders is about6ft., and the diam-
eter of the top receiver is 20in. The tubes are galvanized, and we
understand Messrs. Yarrow & Co. have made arrangements
whereby the whole of the boiler can he galvanized complete.
When running, the water level is kept half way up the receiver,

and the top of the tubes is therefore always below the water level.

In connection with this point the question of circulation—the
crucial point in design of all water-tuhe boilers—will arise, and In

regard to this point the lof^g continued experiments of Messrs.
Yarrow have brought some curious facts to light. As first de-
signed this water-tube boiler had certain exterior pipes which
were intended to aid the c irciilati"U by allowing the cooler water
in them to fall, while the hotter water and st^am in thetutaes sub-
,iect to the heat of the furnace flowed uiiward, inamanner already
familiar. The boiler from which our illustration has been taken
has these exterior pipes. It has been found, however, by recent
experiments that the exterior pipes are unnecessary, a sufficient

circulation being obtained by the difference in heat to which the
rows of pipes respectively near to, and furthest removed from, the
radiant heat of the furnace are subjected, and the consequent dif-

ference in specific gravity of the contents of the pipes or tubes.

The fact is interpsling, as showing the greater simplicity in design
which can often be obtained in engineering structures by further

Another important point which will strike the engineer ac-

quainted with the history of past water-tube boilers is that which
depends on unequal expansion and contraction. Tbe tubes being
straight, if one expands under the influence of heat more than the
rest, a compressive stress will be put upon the tube, while the
colder length of pipe wiU be subject to a ten,sile stre.ss. This, it

would be thought, should lead to a loosi ningof the joints and con-
sequent leakage. It is unreasonable to expect any boiler to work
without stress of some kind, and the question arises whether the
structure is sufficiently strong to resist the stresses to which allu-

eion has been made. The recent experience with certain boilers of
the more ordinary type fitted in some of Her Ma jpsty's vessels,

would lead to misgiving on tWe point; but Is doubtful how far the
oompreesion »nd tanslon of tubes, due to uneijual temperature,

(!»«&ee tube eitds to loftk la ihcU boileva. At ksy rp^t«, the b«il«r

tinder notice stands on a different footing, and the experience of
Messrs. Yarrow is that their new type of boiler neither leaks nor
primes when put to the high duty required in torpedo boats. That
that duty is up to the average may be taken as granted from the
fact that the boat in ^vhich the water-tube boiler has been placed
made a knot an hour more than her sister ships.
The annexed table contains a copy of the official record of the

trial.

Ofpiciai, Thial op SBCONu-nL,ASs Torpedo Boat fob the
Argen'xime Government, by Mebsebs. Yarkow

& Co., Dec. 23, 1890.

Fitted with Yarrow's tu'iulous boiler. Load on board, 2 tons. The
trial took place at Long Reach on the Admiralty measured mile.

ib«.
170

170

171

172

173

iri

173

23

22.t

22.5

22.7

23

33.S

23

3.8

3,3

3.2

S-tt

31

3.4

22.7 3.35 578

370

577 3 4.7

3 1

3 46

?57

3 48

3 o5

3 46

Speed.

knot*.
19.673

Second
Means.

15.929
,

20.338

15.789

SO. 574

15.929

i
17.809

M.1S3

18.063

18.180

18.250

18.021 iuJ
So

18.908 "p
.^^

18.131 1

18.215 as
j5

The boat is 60ft. long by 9ft.. 3in. broad. Her displacement
when fully loaded is about 15 tons. The engines are of the triple-
compound type, and work up to about 250 horse power. Tbe aver-
age speed attained with the same type of boats with locomotive
boilers is IT knots.
The advantages claimed for the boiler by its makers are that it

is free.from complicated and intricate parts, there being neither
bends, elbows or intermediate obstruction to tbe free flow of
steam and water through the tubes. By unscrewing the nut.s and
dividing the chambers at the flanges, a straight length of pine
becomes accessible, tnus allowing of freedom for cleansing pur-
poses. The boiler is light, easy to reptJir, and has high steaming
powers for the surface exposed and fuel burned. Steam can be
raised in a very short time—about twenty minutes, we believe,
starting with all co:d. The great point that remains to be con-
sidered in this boiler is its durability, and rn that subject it is

evident that no one can speak with authority for the next nine or
ten years—at least autlioritatively as comparing it with the loco-
marine type with which it is brought into competition. Messrs.
Yarrow have, however, constructed a few of these boilers which
have been at work for some years with satisfactory results; and
they are only now bringing tbe design forward after having satis-
fied themselves that toere is no serious doubt as to its practical
success. Probably we should have heard more of the invention
ere this, had it not been for the satisfactory results Me.ssrs. Yar-
row & Co. always seem to get from their old and tried friend the
locomotive type of hoUer.—Tlnffineering.

THE RACING OUTLOOK.
ALTHOUGH spring is almost here, and there are indications of

an early season, the outlook for yacht racing is less promis-
ing thtin it has been for twenty years. International racing is

dead for the year, no challenge has been received for the
America's Cup and none is expected; there i.n no prospect of a
visit from a British yacht to contest for the Pamf cup or to take
part in the regular races; nor is ihere any talk of challenging on
tbe part ot American yachts for the New Royal Victoria cup or
either of the American trophies now held in England. The stag-
nation in international racing is accompanied, perhaps as a
natural consequence, by similar inactivity at home, thtre is no
talk of racing on|the part of the owners of any of the large yachts,
and the meagre entry lists of last season are likely Co be still

smaller this year in the 53ft, class and in till sizes above up to the
largest schooners.
The only signs of life are in the 46ft, class, for which seven

racing craft are now building, while one or two more arc likely
to be ordered; hut this is peculiaz'ily an Eastern cla.-s, and though
three of the boats will liail from New York, the cream of tne
racing is certain to be kept about Marblehead. In New York
there is no prospect of any good racing, either by big mixed fleets

in the regattas, as in years gone by, or by a few vrell-filled racing
classes, much as the 40ft. last year. This class is practically dead,
the boats, save Gosso n and Minerva, having been converted into
cruisers, the 35 and 30ft. classes are no better off, and tlie promised
2.5fi. corrected length class has but two hoats building.
The blame for this state of affairs certainly does not, lie with the

clubs or the regatta committees and the pnergetic gentlemen who
have charge of the racing in the New York, Seawanoaka and
Larchmont clubs are already at work on various schemes to
arouse and interest owners and secure entries. Various metiiods
of handicappiog, rules for cruising trim, etc., have been dis-
cussed and the Seawanhaka C, Y. C, will make i canvas of the
yacht own rs in order to aiscertain their views. A similar work
has already been done In Boston by the committee of tbe Eastern
Y, C, which has sent out the following circular to all yacht
owners.

BASTEBN T, 0.

BoSToy, Feb. 83,—De»r Sir: Your regatta coiauiittee are ooas
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fidcnt that there exists amoiig the yucht owners of tliechib a
sportsmanlike spirit sufficient to insure uiimerous interesting

I

races durintr the approaching snmnier; and lliat tliey may oic^r
an acceptahle programme at the earliest moment, tliey ask yon to
fill out and return before Feb. ~S, an iinswer to each of I lie' qu-'-e-

I

tions on annexed sheet. The committee do tiot protnise that all
or any one of t lie races suggested will he giren, and will not re-

)
gard any jH'omise to tsitev your yaehf, but simply seek to gain

\ early knowledge of the probable preference, ot owners. By per-
mission of tij6 commodore it juay he stated that the auuuaiemiso
will prnbaVdy begin in l,he early part of July. A full answer witli
suggestioiis ia requested.

Wm. S. Eaton, Jr., Chairman,
R D. Wears,
P. E. PRABODY,
P. T .l ACKsON, Jr.
Henrt H. Buck, Secretary.

^ Regatta Committe. E.Y.O.
Feb 24.—To Henry n. Buck. Secretary K«gn.t.fa Committee. E.

Y. C, .50 Ststp Street, Bf.ston.—D-ar Sir: In reply to the regatta
committee's circular of tVb. 23, 1 number {from 1 to (i) the kinds
df races susges-ed in the order in wbtch they appear attra tive to
me. and i do not now S€o anything to prevent my en tering my
yacht (rig) (I.w.l.)

m races on those of the foliowiag dates against which I mark X
in case they are decided upon:
Kinds of Races h'lrGOESTED. Dates of Haces Suogbsted.
Racing trim. May 30. Decnracion Day.
CruiBing trim. June 17, Holiday.
Handicap. .Tune 29^nnual Regatta.
Sweepstakes. July 4, Holiday.
Match race. July —, Two days hefore cruise,
Port to pen. cruising trim, club topsails

barred.
Aug. 15, or at end r£ cruise of
N.y.Y.O.

Sept. 1 ( iboul).
Sept. 15 (about).

iBUggest... ....

The will probably be in eommlBSlon by
She could bs in commission by

Name .

Address
Tbe following circular, annouTiclng the result, has since heeu

issued: In yiew of the expressed wishes of the yacht owners, in
answer to the circular of Feb. 23, tbe regatta committee of the
Eas'ern Y. O, propose the following races tor the season of 1891,

AH details will be staled in circulars hereafter.
May aO— Handicap race for first and second class schooners and

Hfth, sixth and seventh class sloops.
.Tune IT—Sweepstakes races for first and second class schooners

in cruising trim, and for flftb, sixth, and seventh class sloops in
racing trim.

.lune 29, subject to change—Annual regatta.
.

July, two days hffore the cruise—flaces for all classes. Handi-
cap, cruising trim.
Aug. l.'i, or end of N. Y. Y. C cruise—Sweepstakes for first and

second class schoonei s, and fifth, sixth and seventh class sloops.
Sept. 1, subject to chfiuge—Fall regatta for all classes.
The club will pay all expcDses of the races, and should the en-

tries for either or both of the sweepstakes warrant it, the club
will add to the st<^kes.

' Tbe regatta committee reserves the right to invite visiting
yachts to enter any of these races and will be glad to arrange
additional races, or races on these dates for other classes shotild
prii^es ho offered.
The above programme includes two features, a race in cruising

trim and a handicap, both of which are new in American waters.
• The committee has set to work in earnest, and if it receives a
reasonaole amount of encouragement from the owners, the season
at IMarblehead will be by no means a dull one.

RHODE ISLAND Y. C.-The Rhode Island Y. C. has electird the
following ofHcers for 1891: Com.. James Lawles; Vice-Corn,, F. P.
Sands; Kear-Com., C. Gr. Bloomer; Pres., Geo. H. Slade; Sec'y, E.
P. Eddy, and Treas., E. T. Herrick. The annual dinner was held

L on March « at Provlden e.

I
THE RIVER IS OPEN.—The first harbinger of spring, in the

shape of 'he clam boat Addie, Oapt. Merrill, reached Newburgh
on Feb. 24 and the ice yachts have folded their white wings for
the season. The vocabulary of Arctic names having been nearly

! exhausted we would suggest, as a novel and very appropriate
! title for the next ice flyer, the name Hope.

JESSICA.—It is stated that Capt. Ben Parker, who began his
1
saiiorizing many years ago as a boy with Mr. Beavor Webb in the
little 5 ton Fred", and who has since won renown as a skilftil

I

racing skipper, being in charge of Dragon for two years, will race
.fessica this season.

CAPE ANN Y. C—Officer.^: Com., J. McLaughlin; Vice-Corn.,
Brooks; Fleet Captain, Aaron Brown ; Sec'y, Arthur Hall; Treas., A.
P. Park hurst; Meas.^ Franklin Davis; Trustees, Aaron Bi'own,

I
Henry Norwood, Daniel King.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membersiiip, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and .also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their. loeal
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
Items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFFICEIiS, 1890-91.

CojiMOBORB: Walter tj. La.wso}.', Boston, Mass.
Seorbtary Treasuher: RAI.PH F. Bbazer, 4T Central street, Lowell, Mass.
Regatta COMMITTEB: .). A. Gage, Lovrell, llass.; W. G. MacKendrlck.

Toronto; L, B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Officers:

ViOE-CoM.: C.V.Wtnnp, Albany, N.Y.
Reah-Com.: T. p. Gaddls, Daj ton, O.
Pdrser: Ho^vard Bi-owUiAlbany^Ny
Ex. COM.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Ojffioer.i:

ViOE-COM.: ,1. W. CarlWright, Jr.
Ebab-Com.: G. L. Parmele, Hartford.
Purser: B. ApoUonlo, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butlei.E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

Applications for memoei-ship must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied by the recommendation of au active member and the sum of $2.(X)
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1M for camp expenses. Application
sent to the Seo'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Dmsion.
Pei-sons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnLshea wdth printed forms ot application by address
tag the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodorc—O. A. Woodrtilf, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasiu-er—J. H. Ware, iSOHlalto Building, Chicago, III.
Applications for membership should be made to the Sec.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him. and should be accompanied by $3 as
initiation fee and dues for the curcent year.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers;

VicE-CoM.: \V. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Reak-Com.: .1. C. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser: s
Ex. Com.: Colin Eraser and E.
Glsborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

H.

VicE-CoM,: I. V. Dorland, Arlington
Rbab-Com : E.D. Anderson,Trenton
Purser: Rlch'dHobart, Newark N..J
Ex. Com.: H. L. fiuicfc and H M
Kreamer.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

30. Bayonne, Annual, Bayonne.
JUNE.

6. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
Brooklyn. Beach.

13. New York, ARnual, S. I. 27. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
20. New York, Sandy Hook Race —. lant he. Spring, Passaic Riv.

.ITJLT.
11-26. W.C.A. Meet, Ballast Island.

AUGUST.
6-37. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Champlajn.

SEPTBMBBB.
7, lantba, Ahq., Passaio Biyor, S« Orange, Aoa., P»s9AlaJ$iver.

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C.

AS DBTATEED BY THE OOMMODORB.

yAHT X

"/^REAT Scottl"crit;d Lncr, as the train dashed out of along,
vjr deep cut and thundered across the lofty iron bridge, and we

caught our first glimpse of the river. It was as red as brick
dust.
"That knocks the flsbin'," said George disconsolately, as we

gazed out upon the hopelessly muiidy stream that meandered
alongside of the ti ack as we speed onward.
"There must have been some rain down this way," said Lacy.

"It's curious how red these Virginia rivers get after a rain or
during high water."
"Yea, it's tbe surface wash from the red clay soil," said George.

"The river is not high, though, and perhaps it will clear in a day
or so. At any rate. ^liddle River was clear when we crossed if

back at Verona, and Ave'll reach the point where it comes in to-
moriow; and we can go into camp there for two or three days and
fish in that st ream while North River eleius."
It was rather a heavy ,iob carrying those three loaded canoes

down tbe long hill from the station to the river along the primi-
tive road that led to th^- ford: and the three Itisty loafers whom we
picked up at the station and tieguiled into the evidently uuacctis-
tomed exertion of doing the bulk of the carrying, certainly earned
thoir quarter apitrce, as they no doubt felt as they rubbed their
astomsiied anna, backs and legs, and gazed curious! v at us and
our outnis as we arranged our cargoes and shoved our canoes stern
first into the r;ver. »
It was 8 o'clock in the evening when we stepped aboard our

boats, pushed o(f from the bank and turned our bows down the

I , -.. i .A- .V .tv^iiu-- ,jci,jv-v VYjacitT' WU UlilUai K-CO, was
SO shall w that we at oneo stepped out into the w.ater, rippling
down over the bar, and lifted our canoes over as soon S,s we iirove
their sharii bows against the rough gravel bottom in a fruitless
attempt to pass over.
"Hf re's where I encountered my first rapid in my cruise on this

stream four years ago." said 1, as we passed under the loftv rail-
road bridge, upon which the entire able-bodied male population of
the lit tle hamlet arotind the station appeared to be assembled.
prPsentJng a curious silhouette of arms, legs and hats against the
sky. We rounded the bend below, and tne river, at the present
low s-tage, ran smoothly though swiftly through a narrow chan-
nel. bMrdered on either side by bush-covered flats, profusely
sprinkled with big recks, whose black heads also dotted the sur-
face of the V ater.
"The river was way up, booming, and the waves ran big over

these rocks along here. It was smoother on either side along
close to shore, but in midstream it looked very much like the
wake of a stern- wheel steamboat; and, as a boy, I used to be fond
of riding steamboat wakes, at a respectful distance, of course, so
I sailed rieht down the middle.
"It was my first camping cruise, and the Frankie had a tremen-

dous miscellaneous assortment, in the way of supplies, on board:
enough for two men, in fact, with plenty to spare; and 1 noticed
when I pushed out that she was low in tbe water and rode heavily.
Also, she was my first canoe, home-made of course, and her shape
was somewhat crude, and she had very little fullness at her bow
and stern, with all her 30in. beam. Well, she lifted slowly over
the first wave, and dropped her nose and drove nearly rio-ht
through the next one. and the water rolled in a smooth, unbroken
sheet clear over her from stem to stern, and came aboard bv the
bueketfnl, under the poorly arranged apron with which 1 was
equipped; wetting my legs and feet tboroughly, and I was thank-
ful to get through the rapid without swamping. Fortunately it
was a short one, and after that when 1 saw any more big waves
piling up ahead, I was only too thankful to get a chance to dodge
them, if such a chance offered whicii was not often."
"Hold on, fellows; my canoe is leaking like an old tub!" shouted

Lacy, who had dropped some distance astern, and had stopped
paddling and was engaged in dipping the water otit of his boat
with his tin cup and boat sponge. We beached our canoes on the
crest of a hugn fish dam that stretclied across the river just
below, and awaited his arrival.
"Can't you find the leak, and stuff your handkerchief into it?'

"No, but the water is above the floor boards and coming in right
fast."
"You knocked a hole in the bottom of your canoe up at that

first rifHf"; you mustn't try to force your boat over such places,
but whenever she sticks hard and fast, as she did ttp there, you
must step right out and ease her over," said George.
"There's no place to camp here," said I. "Can't you keep afloat

until we reach a house or a ford or spring or some place to hans
up for the night?"
"O, yes, if-you'll wait for me to hail out occasionally."
We rifted our canoes over the fish dam. as there was no shoot in

it, and shot down the swift, rocky rapid below, and picked our
way along cautiously among the reefs and ledges that abounded
everywhere; consequently our progress was slow, and twilight
began to throw its shadowy mantle around us and we were still
several miles above the spring I had in mind as our camping
place for the night. We abandoned all hope of reaching it, anc
scanned the banks closely along the base of the steep, densely
wooded bluffs that skirted both sides of the river, as we passed
along, in hopes of finding a spring and room to camp.

•'1 don't know about that shoot!" I remarket! dubiously, as I
looked down over the crest of another big fish dam, wbic'h. like
most structures of its kind, was simply an irregular wall of loose
stones piled up across the river, some three or four feet high, with
a slight gap or notch in the top for the passage of boats; or, more
likely, the place where the trap had stood, through which the
water poured in a furiotis torrent down over the rough, steeply-
sloping face of the dam.

"It's right narrow and steep; and there's a bier rock at the bot-
tom, right in the middle of it. What do you think of it?"
George paddled up to the top of th* shoot and took a look down

its foaming slope and at the suspicious-looking wave at the bottom-
and the only answer he vouchsafed was to close the hatch In
front of him with a snap, pull the apron up to his chin, and drive
the Rosa straight down it. By a dextrous twist of tbe paddle he
swerved aside and avoided the rock at the bottom, and the Rosa—
the spray streaming from her decks and closed hatches in sheets-
slid safely and gracefully out mto the smooth water below. I
followed in the Frankie, but she would not swing, owing to her
sailing lines and greater bulk, but struck the rock on her star-
board bow with a era h that made the tinware in her hold ratt'
again; sustaining no apparent damage, however.
"Commodore, that new canoe of yours don't seem to bandle a.s

promptly and easily aa our smaller boats; she's a little too full
and broad, ain't she?" said Lacy, as lie drew up alongside and
bailed the water out of his leaking canoe, after successfully mak-
ing the shoot.
"1 don't think so; she is a very dry boat, owing to her full lines.

I came down over that dam with^ my hatches open and did not
even wet my decks, while the water rolled clear over your canoe,
and George's also."
The bluffs fell away on either side; the country became more

open and level; and presently our eyes were gladdened with the
welcome sight of a horseman fordio^ the river a quarter of a mile
below; so we pushed on for the f'U-d, knowing that we would, in
aU likelihood, find room for a camp alongside of the road; while
the roof of a house, showing up indistinctly across the fields in the
rapidly gathering shades of night, gave promise of water.
"Hello, Johnnie!" George sung out to a little tow-headed, tow-

breeched urchin who stood on the bank staring at us in open-
mouthed amazi^ment, as we rounded to at the ford; while a slat-
ternly, sun-bonneted woman, with two or three more little
wandering tow-heads clinging half in affright to her limp skirts,
stood gazing at us with dull curiosity a little further up the road.
"Is there a spring anywhere close around here?"
"Yes, sir, rif-ht up here in the bushes; I'll show you," said he, as

he trotted along up the bank, his little flag of truce fluttering out
behind, foUowPd by Lacy with the camp kettles.

It was indeed a lucky find, and while George purloined a hoard
off the fence and reduced ir to firewood, I gathered the camp-
stove and kitchen outfit from the hold of the Frankie and set up
my kitchen and qtiickly prepared a bountiful supper of lamb
cliops, fried potatoes, bread and butter and coffee, George and
Lacy in the meantime unpacking and carrying the canoes and
stoves up the bank a'n^ locating them for the night.
After supper, which we dispnsod of by the light of our lanterns,

Lacy'a canoe was turned over, and an esamication revealed quite
a good-sized hole, knocked through the canvas skin, which was
readily patched by pasting a piece of canvas over it by means of
the composition of resin and grease carried for that purpose.
It is one of the advantages of a canvas canoe, that while easier

In.inred than a wooden one—and not a great deal easier either,
for when the frame is covered with heavy duck, well oiled and
painted, the canvas becomes a tough leathery skin, very hard to
break, and being yielding and elastic it will stand blows without
injury that would spl t a wooden shell—it is also much easier re-
paired. If the bottom is well protected with bilge keels a canvas
oauoe will stand an astonishing amount of hard usage and knock-
ing aroand generally. Our canoes were protected by an o»lc keel

3in. broad and i^ln. deep, and by four bilge keels on each side of
it, each Im. broad by J4in. deep, and when the cruise was finished
the keels and bil^ic keels were bristling strips of splinters, while
the canoes were practically uninjured.
It was intensely hot next mornin-y, and wo hunted the shade as

industriously as possible during our day's cruise,
The entire bed of the Shenandoah from tbe utmost springs of

its triplet headstreams. North, M'ddle and South rivers, in Au-
gusta county, Virginia, to its final swift union with the Potomac
at picturesque, historic Harper's Ferry, is literally ribbed and
seamed with rough, jagged limestone ledges, looking like great
shells set up on edge and generally extending in more or less reg-
ular parallel lines, either with the stream or across it.
Sometimes they are so deeply submerged as to be invisible lu

the eddies" or pools, but an examination of the bottom with pole
or paddle reveals their presence; and sometimes the rRpida appear
to be simply short gravelly bars, but the gravel drift only fills in
the spaces between the ledges, and it is often difficult in the rapids
and tails that everywhere abound in the river to find gaps or chan-
nels through the ledges for the passage of raiiops; and in lov?
water, even in tho eddies, theylVeiiuently appr-iach tbe surface
so closely as to be quite troublesome, as we frequently found, to
otirtrreac tmnoyauce, when we hung up on one (which we too
often did) squarely amidships, with no bottom to be found on
eit.her side with paddle or push-pole, tho only way of getting her
oft being to easily push our piken as far under the bottom? of our
canoes aspossiiile, and with the Inverage thus gained gently work
and rock them off sidewise. Throughout this entire cruise of
oyer 100 miles, owing to the very low water, we were obliged to
pick our way along through rapid and eddy (as the long still
reaches or pools are incorrectly termed in local parlnnot) as care-
fully as one driving abuggy throuarh a field of slumps. With a
footmore water we would have had magnificent coasting down
the miles of rapids that abound in tbe Shenandoah.
"The canoe's top big for me; Pro goiug to sell her this winter

and build a smaller onCi" said 1. for about tbe ninth limethafc
mornmg, as the Frankie went bumping and drifting stern first
down a stiff litile rapid, after hanging her how on a submerged
rock wiiope ripple I bad plainly seen for oOpda. abave, and which
she had, with high-beaded obstinacy, run straight upon. In spite of
every effort on my part to induce bor to dorfge it.

'WhiT model ia your boat built from, commodore?" asked
Lacy. "It certainly is beautifully shaped, but what induced you
to luild such a big boat, and with so much sheer to her bow and
stern? Ishonld tbink it would bo hard to paddle against a head
wind with all that bow."
"It probably will; but wait until we strike gome real rough

water, some of those Shenandoah falls, the falls at Port Republic
or Kemple's Falls for instance, where the big waves come piling
up at you several feet high, and then you'll see where that full,
high bow comes in. Why, I've been going over these fish dams
and rapids all the morning with my hatches open, and have
hardly taken a drop of water on my decks even, while you and
George go under every time with your little sharp-nosed, low-
decked Rob Roys." '

"Rut she .seems to turn so hard."
"Yes, if her bow and stern were cut away more like vour canoes

it Would be better, for she would then undoubtedly turn quicker.
As it is, she has a bad habit of going straight ahead, or bodily
with the set of the current, in spite of my most earnest efforts to
place her where I want her. On such occasions 1 feel strongly
tempted to whale her over the head wnth my paddle. Also being
so much bigger she paddles harder than your canoes, hut on the
other band she draws less water, for I have several times this
morning gone over and through places where you and Georiie
both stuck."
"What are her dimensions, and why did you build so big a boat?

\ou look lost in her."
"She is built from the noted Jersey Blue model, modified for

this kind of cruising on rapids, shallow rivers of course, by
rounding her stern away, just like the how, hy leaving off her
deep keel, and dispensing with her rudder and sails; and by put-
ting in an SCt. cockpit a well like yours. She is 14ft. long, 30in.
beam, lOin. deep amidsbip, llin.' at stem and 16in. at bow; while
your canoes, with the same length, are but .26in. beam, Sin. deep
amidship and lOin. at each end. I built her so large Ijecause I
particularly wanted more sleeping room, as well as more stowage
room, and in these respects at least she certainly is a success. I
have ample sleeping room, while you fellows htive to get up and
go out of doors to turn over, and I do not have to part my hair In
the middle to keep her from rolling over with me either. She is
undoubtedly the beat boat of the fleet, but for a man of my size,
weight and muscle, a smallfr boat^—but still a boat somewhat
laigpr than yours—would tmdoubtedlv have been better."

V\"e easily portaged the Showalter Dam and also the BrewbakeDam a couple of miles below it, by simply slidingthe canoes right
over the crests of the dam.s; Lacy and I standing on the dams
above and pulling them over, while George stood in tne shallow
water on the rocks below to ease them down. Further down the
river we frequently slid the boats over the dam from above into
deep water below by simply letting tbe ends go right down into
the water; and in no instance did we ever ship a drop of water,
•althotxgh a sharp bow or stern would sometimes gadown a couple
of feet or more below the surface.
"There are some fellows fishing yonder on that point where the

river turns," said George, as we entered a long straight reach a
mile below the Brewbake Dam.
"Yes, that's tbe mouth of Middle Rivei; they're right on the

point between the two rivers." I replied.
"Now this looks more like fishing.' I vote to hang up here for a

few days if we can find a good camping place," said George, as we
passed the point and paddled out of 1 he muddy water of North
River into the calm clear waters of Middle River, on whose crys-
tal depths -we seemed to float, suspenaed as lightly as bubbles.
The natives seated on the iwint fishing looked upon us with won-
dering interest as we glided smoothly and silentlv bv.
"Gosb, Bill! did ye ever see such purty little tricks es them

boats?" was the admiring comment we heard, in an undertone, aswe passed.
"See how distinct and plain the line is between the two rivers,"

said Lacy, as we were making our wav ashore for a belated and
much-needed lunch, at a fine sprin.g in the bank some .Wyds below
the junction of the two rivers, to which we were directed by the
kindly disposed rustic fishermen on the point. "Tbe muddy
waters of North River and the clear waters of Middle River. They
run along side by side without mingling as far as you can see."
"Yes, 1 was just noticing it," said Georgf. "This frequently

occurs when a clear and a muddy stream come together so near
the same size as these two rivers. Ah, here's the very place for a
camp," as we beached our canoes. "Shall we stop here for two or
three days ? What do you all say ?"
"Agreed," was the ready reply.

Lto be continiteu.]

WASHINGTON CANOE ASSOCIATION.-The fifth annual
dinner of the Washington Canoe Association took place on Feb.
23 at the residence of Mr. Frank Dyer. 1335 Vermont avenue.
After the dinner, which began at 9 o'clock, several interesting
speeches and other forms of entertainment added to the record of
the evening's enjoyment. Mr. Otis B. Gondall gave a bright his-
tory of canoeing m this city since 1884, when it was first introduced
as a separate sport. A letter was read from Ex.-Oommodore J. R.
Lake, who is now a New Yorker, and ReV. T. S. Wynkoop gave a de-
lightful talk on canoeing in India and England. The members
gave some club songs. The table decoration and the menu card
were appropriate to the occasion. Those present were Rev. T. S.
VVynkoop, Mr. F. L. Dyer, Mr. T. E. 0.-rtel, Mr. J. A. Oliver, Mr.
Otis B. Goodall, Dr. Hugh M. Cline, Mr. Alfred Keneaston, Mr.
Charles E. Bright, Mr. L. Dyer and Messrs. Perkins, Berry and
Clarke. As the Canoe Association is a thing of the past, having
amalgamated with the Analostan Club, the old members took ad-
vantage of this reunion by organizing themselves as an honorary
a=sociat"on and electing tbe following officera for one year: Rev.
T. S. Wynkoop, Commodore; Frank L. Dyer, Vice- Commodore, and
Ot)8 B. Goodall, Secretary.—jBi'cnfoff Star.

WINTER QUARTERS.-The regular reunion will take place on
Frirlay at 19 West 24th St., dinner being served at 7 P. M. Messrs
Seavey and Rogers will tell of their trip down the Housatonic.

A. O. A. MEMBEBSHIP.-CentralDiv., Chas. E. Cragg, Point,
Henry N. Y.; G. S. Whitlcck, Chicago, 111. Atlantic Div, S. W
Ball, New York.

West India Hurricanes and the Great March Blinsard.'' Bu
Everett Hayden, (1. S.Hudrograpftic Office. Large quarto, with M
Mhoffraphic plates. Price $l. Gontaim full history of fc/te areiO.
storm of March, 1888, with practical information how to na/iidle- a
vessel', n a cyclone; use of oil at. sea, etc.

Small Yachts. By C. P. Kunhardt. Price S7. Steam TaclKts and
Launches. ByC. P. Kunhardt, Price $3. Yachts, Boats and
C(MW^. By a StamMld-HiQl(9, Price $8M, Steam Machinery, Su
Donaldmn. Price $LS», * ^
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No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

Kittery, Me.--Write to Supt. Coast and Geodetic Sur-
ington, D. C, for price of "Atlantic Coast Pilot."

Cap Lock.—We will ascertaia the boundaries of the preserve
for you.

E. S. R., Philadelphia, Pa.—We recommend yoTx to try Cana-
densis, N. Y.

J. M. B.. Brooklyn.—The "Nautical Magazine" is puhlished at 28
Little Queen street, London.

J. K.. Gloucester.-We cannot give lines you wish at present.
The other boat would probably be wet in rough weather,

,S. H. P., xvilicl;

vey, Washington

E. E. W., Neihart, Montana.—We can supply back numbers at
ten cents each. Mew York fur dealers are C. G. Cunther's Sons,
184 Fifth avenue.

Jack, Washington. D. C—You will And design small yachts and
sailboats in the book. For canoes and cruising boats see "Canoe
and Boat Building."

B. J., Buffalo, N. Y.—We know of no dealer who keeps large
bamboos in stock. They are sometimes to be had in New York,
but are difficult to find. ^

C. W. H., Albany, N. Y.—Is there such a thing as a list of St.
Bernard breeders published, and if so, where can I obtain one?
Ans. Write to Mr. K. E. Hop', Arlington, N. J.

J. W. G.—Please inform the depth of chamber to order for my
Parker hammerless, T^^lbs.. 80in. .13 gauge gun, and oblige. Ans.
The chamber should tit the shell, generally made 3%in.

E. B. P., Brooklyn.—You can make the greatest part of the trip
by water, but there are some very small bridges, and a portage
must be made at one point. The ad. will cost about $1.

Constant Reader, who asked last week for dog trainer within
100 miles of Chicago, is advised that the Riverside (Ind.) Kennels
(!iee advertisement) are 90 miles from Chicago, and will doubtless
answer his purpose.

D. G., Oswego, N. Y.—1. Where call I procure St. Bernard pups?
3. What is the general price for them? Ans. 1. Consult our ad-
vertising columns. 3. Anywhere from $25 to $75, according to
reputation of sire and dam.

Lighthouse, Summitt, O.—How can a person secure a position
as lighthouse keeper and to whom should they apply for such a
position? How much is the salary paid lighthouse keepers? Ans.
Application should be made to the Lighthouse Board at Washing-
ton. The salaries vary.

1. Please let me know if the pups whelped by the bitch Fannie
are eligible to registry, and cost, also seud blanks to be filled out.
2. Will you oblige by giving the address of Mr. Naylor, breeder of
Scotch terrier?. Inclosed find pedigree of dog and hitch. Ans. 1.

Yes; write for blanks to A. P. Vredenlmrgh, 44 Broadway, New
York city. The fee is $1. 3. John H. Naylor, Mottnt Forest; 111.

iNQiriRiSR.—What caliber rifle is most used by Western hunters
and frontier men? Which sight is most used in hunting large
game? Can you give me description of strap and method of at-
taching it to the rifle, worn by hunters and cavalry men, moss
used when riding it is worn over the shoulder? Does the Mills
belt come for any siZR rifle cartridge? Ans. 1. .45. 3. The Lymant
3. See any military rifle for style of strap. 4. Yes.

C. M. W., Providence, R. I.—I have a very slight dent in the
cylinder barrel of my gun. Do you think that it would be better
to have it removed? I took it to the gun shop here and there they
said it woitld not hurt the snooting at all, and that it being such a
small bruise it would be rather hard to get out. However that
may be, one can see it quite easily when the barrel is clean. As
the gun is a very valuable one, I should feel obliged if you would
give me yoiSr opinion about it. Ana. You may well enough have
it taken out for the saiisfaction of appearances, but it will pot
affect the shooting to any appreciable extent.

Doctor, Oswego, N. Y.—Can you tell me the greatest length of
giin barrel constructed in former years? If information is not at
oand perhaps some of your numerous correspondents can assist

you. There is In a museum at Florence a single barrel of extra
ordinary length. I would like to know just how long it is. Our
representative in that city would doubtless be pleased to send you
its dimensions, which, I think, would be of interest to your
readers. The museum is in a former city hall, where there is a
large collection of arms. The gun was evidently used for sporting
purposes. Ans. Some of the old wall-pieces had barrels lift,
long.

_D. F. C, Tampa, Fla.—1. Which do you consider the most prac>^
tical and best State game laws ? We are about to attempt to have
one put through in this State, and it is with regard to its framing
that I ask Ihe question. 3. What do you think is the best thing
that can be done to rid setters of fleas and vermin and keep them
free, or that will come nearest doing so? 3. Where can I obtain
for a reasonable price a good strain of Irish setters ? Ans. 1. It is
certainly higli time that Florida had a game law that amounted
to something. Of course the same law will not answer for Florida
and Maine. Your best course would be to proi-ure a copy of the
J3oofc of the Game Laws, study the laws of the different States, and
with the help of a lawyer draw up a bill for your Legislature. Let
it be simple, as free as possible, from legal verbiage, and so, easily
to be comprehended. 3. Any of the advertised dog soaps are good;
we have also found whale oil soap an excellent thing. 3. Consult
our advertising columns.

It also applies to men. Says Mr. Lawson Valentine: "The
dog that goes hunting with his master for a day has a good
time. The dog that stays at home has nothing to do but
scratch fleas. The fleas don't bother the dog that goes
hunting."

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account Booh.
Price p. Training vs. Breaking. By S. T. Hammond.
Price $1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price 50 cents.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr, Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
i»T)<1 spftcimeTJ IllnatritjiinB from the volnme.—v4ci»-

''Tmere[j manv ajup'twixt the Cypand the ur"

To t.void loJit^g big fijK-OsIonb^'ABBEY&lMSRI^HIfiHEST QUALITY MljT
COLOR LEAPERJ-Everyone of which i; Ci>r€fvl]y rented, e ® o « « « °

A promiwrvrari^lcrtellj uf tWourjAlmon leJiderj" were beyond qoejtion tl\e bejt l\€5i>vii\uje

NOTICE TO LIMIT CEEEIIOES.
To the Creditors of the F. L. Sheldon Company:
Notice IS hereby given ttiat on the tenth day of

February, 1891, an oi;der was made by the Chan-
cellor of the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors of the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thei'eof, and prove
before him under oatli, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and demands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of
February, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
creditors shall be excluded from the benetit of
such dividends as may hereafter be made and
declared by the court upon the proceeds of the
eifects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to all the cr^dito^s accordinelv. WIL-
LIAM H. LEMASSENA, Receiver, 803 Broad st.
Newark, N. J.

ESTABUSHED 1837.

J. B. okook: <fe CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisMi TacMe, Gniis, Rifles, RcTolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
62 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

WINCHE

LOADED PAPER SEOT SHELLS.
JLsk srour Dealer for them.

TSBot Sold a.t 5?8.«5"ts3iil fyy tlxo Xia[a.xa.u.XEi.c3ln7 -rersst.

WHTCHESTEB DEFEATING AEMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN,

Send tor SS-pa^e Oataloinie of Arms and Ammnnltlon.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting: the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9^, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $8 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is Germaa Silver Mounted ,

" 8 88
No, 4, 8 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, soMd reel seat above the hand, extra tip, sUk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

^, 9, 9^, 10ft ,
weight 9, lOJ, 13, 13oz '.

I Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted , . , . " 8 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, S join!;, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint -. " 3 75
No. 280, 8 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft •'' 90c.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., S3c.; 40yds., 9oc.: 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., f1.15; 100yds., $1.26. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.
Slidmg Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, SOOfb., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 tliread, SSc. Brass Swivels, loc. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., lOo. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ; 3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30o. ;

3ft., doz., 46o.

J. F. MABSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. ¥.
Rend Sc* |itii.mp for Illustrated Catalogue for 1891. OP^ EVENINaS.
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The GeUrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvennents Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
bifffe ©lafK" eJ\6ouf (^igar^'^

,.j the title of a primer issued in the interests of the million or more lovers of the weed whose residence does noi
permit of ujucli choice in the selection of tlieir cigars. Sent free for the asliins; by B. WEISL & CO,. Box 215(i. N. Y

Reels, Lines, etc., is .world wide. Ask

all Anglers.

RODS

Are the most skillfully made. Best

material, more perfect in action, of any

Split Bamboo Rods in the World.

RBELS

Are the smoothest running, strongest in

power, noted for lightness, beautiful in

finish, full steel pivots, patented side

plates, highest quaUty, unequalled.

Are made of best silk, enameled, water-

proof, flexible and tapered. Warranted

not to crack, nor to become stiff. The

I M t= o Fly-Casting Lines />ar excellence.

Send for Special Price List of "Kosmic" Angling Implements, ready March 1.

CHICAGO ; NEW YORK : PHILADELPHIA:
108 Madison St. 1841-843 Broadway. 1032 Chestnut St.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

1 10 & 12-GaTig9.

These arms are the latest and
best firearms to-da.v on the mar-
bet; have features which no other

firearms possess. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

fO 36 New Street, Revolvers .32 & .38.
|

Gunners, read this and practice till you can Wt anything that Tiops. r>xns or flUs. One pound of No. 1 shot
"Ives you 1210 rounds with youi- own gun. Practice limited only by shooters enthusiasm. Our pneumatic auxil-
ary gun barrels can be inserted in any ordinary breech-loading shotgun In a moment, converting your gun into
in air gun to practice with. By pulling trigger of your una precisely as if using shells, a single pellet of No. 1
ihot is discharged -that will break any c'ay pigeon or kill small game at short range. No fire, smoke or noise,
ind no trouble to load ; can be used aaywheie. Wi l teach you to hit with centre of load and kill nearly Instead
it crippling. Such practice is invaluable to any club shooter or sportsman. When ordering give gauge and length
If your gun barrels. Sold by dealers or samples sent on receipt of price, $3.50 ; 10, 12 and 14 gauge only.

P. O. Box 1187. VAUGHAJJ & CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.

A piactical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Practical becaase
ihe author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has biiB
lelf actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes differ from the
kbsurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-called camp cookery books. ITie cooking
mtflt is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work
aoth, 98 pages. Pricp *i,00.

NEW YOJIK: Forest and Stbbam PdblishihO Co., 818 Broadway,

Sportsmen^s Wear
AND

EQUIPMENTS.
CANVAS SHOOTING COAT, - - . . »i 00CORDUBOY SHOOTIKG COAT, - - 5.00CAKXKIDGE BECT, .as
C*PS AN£> HATS, .60GUN CASES .50COMPLETE SniT (CANVAS), ... 3.75COMPLETE SUIT (OOKDUKOT), ... 13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send O. O. D, with the privilege of examination.

OAXALOGUS AND SAMPLES FilK 85,

G-EO. BAKHARD ^ CO.,
IO8 Madison Streex, Chicago, IJl.

E.%stern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way

V
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$600 STEAM LAUNCH^ HOW MUCH WILL. IT WEIGH ?

FREE!
"'"•^laSf,"""''""^'*'"""'

I
li ^^s^^^^^^^^^^*^ Every person lias equal

chance, no matter where
they live, as the beat will
not be completed tin til

all guesses are in.

Manufactured by F. W. OFELDT, the
only inventor of Naphtha Systems for Launches.
This invention his greatest achievement. Tbe
power is doubled for same weight and cost. All
naphtha gas generated is positively consumed.
Speed is greater and can be varied at pleasure.
Specially licensed without examination foi
Government waters; no license required foi
inland waters. Send 1-cent stamp for catalogue.
We also build the liehtest and most economica]
Coal Snrning Boilers for Ijauticbes anc
Stationary Power Plants for all purposes.

Works and Yards: Foot t lity-sixth Street, South Brooklyn, N. Y.
EJIjLIS R.. meeker, Greneral Agent.

Steam "V^essel and Yactit ^o^ency.
NAVAL ARCHITECT AND MARINE ENGINEER.

Telephone, 542 Pearl. 22 State St., New York.
All classes of Steam Vesf els, Steam Yachts, etc., modelled and designed for steel, Iron or wood,

tneir construction superintended or contracted for, complete ready for steam.

LIGHT DRAFT VESSELS A SPECIALTY.
For 8ale and Charter.—Large selection of Schooner, Sloop and Steam Yachts. Launches and Steam

Vessel Property generally.

THOMAS KANE & CO.,
Nos. 137 and 139 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

MiNUFACTUREES

.^^^^m Racine Automatic Marine Engine,
TTslng Kerosene or crude oil for fuel ; or intercnange

able, using OH, Coal or Wood. 1 to 15 horse power.
LAUNCHES, using Oil, Naphtha or Coal ff r fuel.
Celebrated RACINE CANOES, ROW BOATS and

HUNTING BOATS.
Separate Catalogue on application.

iT0MAi'ic Steam EK(^KEs.

, . ... - ^-marineamdstationaryJ oAf E,

RELIABLE AND ECOMOMICAL,REQUIRING NO SKILLED ENGINEER.
I \-:^END 4CENTS —=^ KAW T HOR N 8c O o . ^
:0R ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUET^- 11 4 T TTt'^'R.TY ST.. TJ. Y.

May 23, 1890.

H. M. Siirague, Farishirille, N. 7.:
Dear Sir—Tour boat sent us ivltli rubber Improved

ioint Is by great odds the finest boat ever shipped to
ithls city. Beauty of model cannot be beate". It has
attracted attention and opened people's eyes in regard
to good boat building. We cannot find the slightest
fault. E. V. COBMERAIS.

61 Broah St., Boston, Mass.

Established in 1869. We build the finest boats
tlie world can afford, and onr boats all have
Spragae'g Patent Improved .Joint, the best
in the martet. Our boats are all built of north-
ern cedar, and nnr B grades ranse in price from
S35 to $50. DUiSi'T fail to send 3-cent stamp for
1891 catalogue, and be convinced we have the
best goods for the money ever produced.

H.M. SPRIGUE Parishylii9,S(.Uw.Go.,N.Y.

HIGH SPEED YACHTS
And Sail Boats.

Also Fast and Seawortby Ijight
Draft Cruisers to order.

THOMAS CLAPHAM, Yacht Builder,
KOSLiYN, li, I., N. Y.

Boston Yacht Agency,
- 43 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

YachtDesigners& Brokers.
All classes of yachts for sale. Catalogues

mailed on application.

G. F. Clahk. Jefferson Bokden.

Spring Lake Clinker Boat Mfg. Co.,

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS,
AU Pearson's Celebrated Model. Send stamps for

Catalogue. Spring I>ake, Ottawa Co., MicU-

Parties wishing to sell their boats, please send details.
Send stamp tor list of bargains and details of what you
want to
lOHIT HT. BLAKE. 12 Cortlandt St., New York.

\rACHTS FOR SALE.-CASTANET, FAMOUS
X fast 40 rater, built 1890, lead ballast, good
accommodati'^n, good sea boat and very strongly
built. JVlins, 6t> ton?, and Rosebud, 51 tons, yawls,
both good, wholesome cruising yachts to he sold
cheap: also a good fast rater, built 1890, and
other yafhts of various sizes and build: full par-
ticulars can be obtained on application to J. G-.

FAY & CO., Limited. Yacht, Launch and Boat
Builders, Northam, Southampton,. England, or
sno Winchester House, London, E. C.

FOR SALE OR OHARTER.-THE FAST AND
staunch cruising yacht L'Hirondelle, 47ft.

over all, 14ft. be«m, 6£r. draft. Patent, w. c,
thoroughly found, sloop or yawl rigged. Last
season sailed over 2,000 miles in Gulf of St. Law-
rence and Straits of Belle Isle with a surveying
partv, and also with the owner and family.
Apply to J. U. GREGORY, Qirebec, Canada.

FOR SALE.—PETERBORO CANOE. NEW.
For particulars apply to H. L. C.'^iMPBELL,

485 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

CAPE COD YACHT AGENCY^
BARNSTABLE, MASS.

Designing, Building and Brokerage.
Catboats on hand from 15 to olft. in length.

Send for particulars, stating size required. Lines
furnished and contracts talien for building any
sized boat of this type. See Maeic, Spendchrift
and Guinevere. V. D. BACON.

Yacht Engine and Boiler

For Sale, at SO Per Cent Discount.
A six horse power yacht engine and boiler, made

by Thos. Kme & Co., will he sold verv cheap if

application 13 made immediately. This outfit is

in perfect running order, has all the necessary
appointment and is as good as new. Address
JOHN W. TRUESDELL, Syraoxise, N. Y.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

RefLecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP.
Witli Aiij uEta'ble Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing I.amp,
Catap liamp, Dash liamp,
Belt £/antern. Hand I.aii-

tern, etc.

EXQELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

tLBEBT FERISUSOH, Offioi, 65 Falton St. H.r.

DEAF^
B<>14onijrbjP.H»cox,863B'srii.T,N.Y. "Write far bwk ofjirooftr

Clark's Cork Gun Wiper,
OILBE AKD EUENISHEE
.^^^ Patent appl'ed for.

10, 12 or 16 gauge; fine g-uiis

keptinperfecc condition with-
out the use of any other tool;
no water necessary; rust and
p'ts rendered impossible; es-
pecially valuable to users of
nitro powders: fits any clean-
ing rod. Send SO cents for
sample, with two extra corks
and printed directions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St.,

TopKKA, Kansas,
New York Agent.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

New Style Tent
FOR CINOEISTS tllO HUHTERS.

Patented Jan, 13, 1691.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK, Evanston, III.

Animal Portraits,
$5.00 EACH,

And camp scenes painted in oil from photograph".
Likenesses guaranteed. Send photos with de-
scription of prominent colors to

ARNOLD'S STUDIO, 63 Fulton St., N. Y.

SEND FOR THE BEST AND LATEST

made. They have all the latest improvements,
including glass eyes, from white or yellow cedar,
rounding bottoms with aerew-off heads. None
but the best paint usfd. G. W. STEVENS, P. O.
Box 114, Weed sport, Cayuga county, N. Y.

CHAS. I. GQODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbnry St.,

will now bet'ound atl4i FriendSt., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrumed to his care as formerly.

SABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct liis shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
bo permanent homes, with fuU and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIBS & CO.. 1 Finch Lane.

Field Trial Winners.
We now have ready lor delivery pictures of the

following celebrated dogs, winners of prizes at
Field Trials, on toned paper, size 10x12.

SEFTON, CROXTETH, BELLE, DON, PEG
AND GEORGE.

Price for the full set of four pictures, .50 cts.,

or 15ct8. each, sent post paid. Address

Forest and Stream Pub. Co.,
p. O. Bos 2fB2. New York Oltv

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
.

Beavers, Badgers, Birds,
Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt at.. N.Y. City.

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White.
Berkshire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter
Dogs. Collies, Fos Hounds
and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

try. GEO. B, HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.
Send Btainp for Circular,.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASOlf.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

St Marguerite Salmon Club
Membership for sale. Saguf nay River, Canada.

Forty-five miles salmon fishing; 135 general fish-

ing privileges. Club house and five cottages fur-
nished, jyiembprship limited to 20 Price $2,,50C.

As good as Restigouche, which sells for §6,000.
Sold on acrount estate of Dr. I. H. Ash ton. Also
complete fisherman's outfit, tackle. rubbers, dc,
which cost .$300. Address F. ALLIS,1 Broadway.
N. Y. City, or Dobbs Ferrv, N. Y, mol5,3t

BEKKSHIKE TKOUT HATCHEBY HAVE
for sale healthy brock trout, ranging in size

fiom young fry to four potinds weight, suitable
for stocking public and private waters. For in-
formation and price address

C. H. SAGE, Sec'y, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

Ouefine 13-bore hammerless Grepner for sale,
made to order for 8300; price STfi. One long-range
rifle, each of foi lowing makes, nearly new: Sharpi
Buchards, Remington, Sharps Old Reliable. A 1

guns, complpte with tights. Apply to E. H.
MADISON, 564 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y. It

LIVE WHITE HARES {Lepus America/nm),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express In Bethel, Me., m good condition on
feeeipt of orders and remittances at 83 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley. Dixfleld, Me.,fflah

finrnr. nnm Tn1«iR<nnfr T. a TtlOH, Bntbsl.

FOX-TESRIERS
m STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Ra sly Joker 15
Reckoner 16
Suffolk Risk lO
Hillside Regent lO
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NOBiE--GlftDSTnNE--Sl)E.
AT STDD, - - FEE S4().

PAXTAN.G, the '86 Berby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputatlDn by Count

Noble out of C41ii(lstone—Sue bitch. His puppies are not
excelled by any. He is large size, hea' thy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having g-iod
bitches, dashing to produce the peifectlou of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. iRWre, Kennel Manager. Chtla, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.

Address A. H. Moohe, I'll Spring Garden St., Phlla., Pa.

AT !^Tl'I>: Best bred mastiff owned in Amerlc.T.
Oniioude, byCh. Vicroi- Hiiuo exCh. (^nuibrinn
Princess. Winning.': 3d, a puppy, Crystal Palace, 1st

and cup, South Hampton, England, 1st Cincinnati. 1890.

only timesshown. Pups for sale from I'liiiedra, aprlze
winner in Kngland and America; also from Kliiiet>a
grand daughter of B.-aiifoi t^nd Orlando, atso from
Eadirvtb, sisterto Elraet. Orders booked for pups from
the best Dred bitch in America, » ady < obrey) by
Beaufort ex Ch. Toozie, and dam of R.Cook's
winning pup Ilforrt ^'nuuty Membpr.

CHARLES E. BUNN, Peoria, lU.

STUD DOGS.
Smooth fox-terrier EndclifEe Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince Regent and Beaconsfield.
\yinner of oyer 50 firsts and specials, and acknowl-
edged to be the best black and tan living, and sire
of more winners than any other black and tan.
Bull-terrier English Chs-mpion King of Hearts;
.Scotch terrier Kilster. Dexter, the world re-
nouned black corded poodle. Gem of the Season,
the phenomenal srreybound winner of over 30
firsts and specials during 1890. Address GEO. S.
TH.OMA«, Manager of North Fields YorKshire
Kennels, Salem, Mass.

IN THE STUD--THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee S3.5. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on rulfed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLiS, O't Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

VORKSHIEE TOY TERRIER.
X Champion Bradford Hariy, described id

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P.
OOOMR8. 1 Eschanee Block. Baneor. Mi»

Black and Tan Terriers For Sale.
PUPPIES FROM NOTED SIRES aITO DAMS.

Grand companions, ratters and watch dogs.

At Stud, THE SENATOR. Fee »15.

RoCHELLE KenneIjS, Bos 8(52, New RocheUe.N.Y.

PONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
kJ setters. Bench winners. Field workers. At
Stud—Ked Kiver Glencbo, A.K.C.S.B. 11,473

fehamp. Glencho ex Lyda Belle), won three 1st

prizes on bench, fine field dog. beget- large iittero.

strong dark red puppies. Fee §20. R. H. BURR
Middletown, Conn.

COCKER SPANIELS,
Any age or color, bred from best registered stock.
HANDSOME BRQO^: KENNELS. FranklinJ>I,Y,
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AMATEUR REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.

ME. WALTER WINANS, who is well known to

American marksmen as the best revolver shot of

Great Britain, has asked Forest and Stream to act as

his representative in fixing the amateur revolver cham-
pionship of America. In his letter to Forest and Stream
he announces his desire to ofi:er a piece of bronze as the

emblem of that championship. The objet d'arf which he
contributes will be of his own make. For years it has
been a work of loving pleasure on the part of Mr. Winans
to fashion the daintiest bits of sculpture in wax, have
them cast in enduring bronze and present them to ap-

preciative and specially honored friends. It is not im-
possible that in a response to a demand which has been
often rejjeated, some of these works may find their way
into the regular channels of art sale and thus come
within the reach of those who would gladly possess

these quaint artistic samples of wax sculpture. It is one
of these pieces, a figure of a mounted cowboy, we be-

lieve, which is to come over here as the emblem of the

championship.

The problem now is, and one which we invite our re-

volver-shooting friends to share with us in solving, to fix

the conditions; our own notion is to make the conditions

so free that no one will feel that he is shooting under a
handicap of any sort in striving for the honor of being

the first revolver s=hot of America. Briefly stated, the

conditions will probably be fixed so as to have the shoot-

ing at 20yds., by any revolver, with any sight, with

any trigger pull, with any ammunition, strictly off-hand,

6 shots, at a target which will enable the shots to be

measured each in inches and fractions from th,e fixed

center. With such a target it wSlbe possible to translate

the record into the scores of any target of the dozens now
in use. An open match first, with scores from anywhere,
and then a final struggle of the leading ten or a dozen

shooters, under strict scrutiny at a fixed time and place,

will determine who shall have the honor of first holding

the trophy, to be defended for a certain length of time
against challenge before becoming personal and perma-
nent property.

These, in a general way, are the conditions which
strike us as about right for such a match, and likely to

give the widest satisfaction. On these and all points,

however, we shall be glad, before fixing finally the rules

of the contest, to hear from the Massachusetts Rifle Asso-

ciation's revolver shots, from those who do such fine

work of this sort at Conlin's famous New York gallery^

or the members of the New York Revolver Glub meeting
at the Zettler gallery. St. Louis has revolver marksmen
whose opinion will be welcome as prospective competi-

tors, and the Philadelphia galleries are also to be heard
from. We invite the widest discussion and, by a prompt
expression of opinion from all sides, hope to have the

competition on at a very early date.

THE NATIONAL PARK BILL.

'T^HE lobby which was working to obtain the right of
J- way for the Montana Mineral Railway through the

National Park has again succeeded in preventing Con-
gressional action on the bill for the enlargement and pro-

tection of that reservation. Almost up to the last hour
of the session there was some slight hope that the Senate

bill might come up for action, but in the hurry of confer-

ence reports and other matters this important measure
was crowded into the background. The lobby—if their

agents are correctly quoted—do not hesitate to boast of

the means which they employed in their attempts to

monopolize the National Park; and in a recent interview

Col. May, the "promoter' of the Motana Mineral Railroad,

is reported to have said: "We had a powerful lobby, * *

but the opposition was too strong." Except for the efforts

of the railroad lobby to put through their iniquitous

ischeme the measure would probably have become law
before now, and the next season would have seen the sur-

veying of the boundaries of the Park and the establishment

there of a form of government which would have been
not only a great benefit to the Park at large, but also a
security to each individual who might visit it. All this

is now indefinitely postponed, as is also the prospect

for building any railway from Cinnabar to Cooke City,

something which might have been done had the Montana
Mineral Railway people been willing to assent to the cut-

ting off the northeast corner of the Park.

The statement is now made that the road will be con-

structed, but that a new route is to be selected, which
will not enter the Yellowstone Park. It is said that the

work of construction will be begun as soon as the surveys

are completed, which last seems to us to have a familiar

sound.

The mine owners at Cooke have only that lobby to thank
for their present isolation. If they want an outlet to the

Northern Pacific R. R. we would suggest that they now
take an active interest in pushing the construction of

some railroad between Cooke City and the Northern Pa-

cific which shall not threaten the integrity of the Park,

THE CORBIN GAME PARK.
II IR, AUSTIN CORBIN'S game park in New Hamp-

shire is an enterprise so generous in scope, so

praiseworthy in spirit, and so important in its bearings

on game preservation, that it has excited widespread
interest among sportsmen and naturalists. In response

to our request Mr. John R. Spears has written an account
of what has been accomplished up to the present time;

and the story is printed in our game columns to-day.

Mr. Corbin is engaged in an attempt to bring together all

the large game species of our continent adapted to the

climate of New Hampshire, and to maintain them there

under conditions as nearly as practicable approaching theu-

native haunts. His great preserve is admirably adapted
to the purpose, since theie are within its boundaries
diversities of cover fitted for each species. The results

sure to follow the successful maintenance of game under
these conditions will be of immeasurable value; and we
speak for every sportsman in the land when we bespeak
for the promotors of thisNew Hampshire enterprise every
encouragem^t and a cordial public support.

The market hunters of the lower Potomac call canvas-
back ducks "white-backs," And sportsmen they cnW
"sports."

SNAP SHOTS.

T^HE telegraph brings us the news of the death on Tues-

day last, at Neosho, Kansas, of Col. N. S. Goss, the

State ornithologist of Kansas, and a member of the

American Ornithologists' Union. Col. Goss was one of

the best known men in Kansas, and had a wide acquaint-

ance among ornithologists. In the pursuit of his favorite

science he had traveled over a great deal of the North
American continent, for he was anxious to have a per-

sonal acquaintance with each species of our birds. His
collection of birds, and also of insects, was very large,

and the results of his ornithological labors was seen in

the papers which he has published on the birds of Kansas,
and the numerous additions to the avifaima of that State

which he had recorded. A much more ambitious work
from Col, Goss's pen on the Birds of Kansas was received

at this office only the day before his sad death, and is

now on our table for review-. Col. Goss, who was no
longer a yoimg man, died of heart disease. When his

death was announced to the Legislature, the Senate
adopted resolutions setting forth his invaluable services

and the irreparable loss to the State by his death.

A well known Boston commission merchant has a let-

ter from a merchant down in the Province, asking for a

bid on a live caribou. The owner desires to sell him. He
is tame, will eat hay, oats and turnips like a horse, would
be likely to run faster than any of the trotters of Beacon
Park. He is three years old, or believed to be. Has a
fine pair of antlers. Some of the boys in the produce
trade think of forming a stock company and bringing

that caribou to Boston. The game laws of the Provinces
permit of taking and sending deer and caribou out of the

country in close time if alive. Some of the dime museums
will doubtless get the animal, but Mr, Austin Corbin can
doubtless have him, if he will bid against the showmen
and pay enough.

Now that the cartridge trust has removed all restrictions

as to the selling price of cartridges, it is to be expected

that ammunition will be to the dealer in sporting goods
what sugai- is to the grocer, a line on while the profits

are nil. Under the old rule, which the Ammunition
Association held up prices, the rates fixed by them were
such that on all ammunition there was a profit of at least

10 per cent. There are so many dealers who will cut

prices down to bare cost, to make a "leader" of ammuni-
tion, that the prices will inevitably di'op all around. The
buyer will gain, to be sure, but the individual purchaser's

benefit will be so slight, after all, that he will hardly feel

it.

Whether or not the trout season will open in New York
on April 1 is something nobody can tell. ' The codifica-

tion bill retains the date of May 1 as the opening day.

The bill provides that the new law shall take effect im-
mediately upon its enactment. If the Legislature shall

retain the date of May 1 and shall pass the bill sometime
in April, say the 10th, after the season under the present

law shall have opened, it will complicate things for the

angler who may have left home for the trout streams on
the 9th, But this is borrowing trouble. There is time
enough yet for the opening to be put back to April 1,

where it belongs.

Why should the New England States not have uniform
game laws, or so nearly uniform as to secure the advan-
tages of cooperative protection? The Massachusetts

Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, through
its secretary, Mr, Richard O. Harding, invites correspond-

ence from other societies on this subject. It is hoped
that a convention may be held in Boston at an early date.

The work of the Boston society toward stocking the
covers of the Old Bay State with game birds is going
bravely on. The acclimatization committee has received

OA^er 1,000 quail and 143 prairie chickens, with more to

come. It is to be hoped that the spirit of the association

and its object in increasing the game supply of the State

may be so thoroughly appreciated that the birds may
have necessary protection.

The New York codification game bill has been largely

modified; and numerous concessions have been made to

suit local interests, The bill is now in the printer's hands.

We hope to give the details of the changes next week.
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A STAMPEDE IN THE STORM.
ANOTHER stampede, by all that's holy!" And

springing to his feet Taylor gazed anxiously out
into the night in tlie direction of the herd, whence the
sound of a thundering thousand hoofs mingled with the
faint shouts of the herders fully demonstrated the truth
of the Texan's exclamation.
To the reader inexperienced in all the phases of nomadic

life the dread significance of the abore remark may not
be at once appai-ent, but to the freighters and cowboys
upon our Western plains that strange, indescribable and
often inexplicable panic, which sometimes seized their
stock, was one of the worst calamities connected with
their hazardous calling. One of the favorite methods
employed by hostile Indians to harass the trappers,
traders or immigrants passing through their country was
by creating this panic among their animals; and descrip-
tions of how it was accomplished by crawling into the
herds on all fours, or dashing down upon them on horse-
back, hideously accoutered and yelling like demons, are
familiar to all who take pleasure in tales of Western ad-
venture.
But a stampede in one of the great herds of cattle which

were formerly driven from Texas to markets inthejSTorth
and West, that were many hundreds of miles distant,
possessed some features that were essentially unique and
which are not perhaps as generally known. One singu-
lar fact in this .connection was that the most disastrous
stampede always occurred in those herds composed en-
tirely of full-grown beeves, four years old or upward;
while mixed herds, containing cows, calves, yearlings,
etc., seldom stampeded without some excuse therefor.
The selected droves of great steers that had possibly never
been touched by the hand of man since they were branded
when calves, among which it was as much as a man's life
was worth to go on foot, and which in the daytime would
with a slight provocation give battle to a grizzly, will
when driven far away from their ranges into wild and to
them unknown regions, often acquire at night a timidity
surpassing that of the most defenseless animals with
which I am acquainted.
These panitis usually occurred when there was little or

no moon, and unless the first one was promptly checked
in its incipient stages, was sure to be followed by others,
each more easily created than the last, until only a vigi-
lant, strongly-mounted guard in constant attendance
could prevent them from occurring nightly. Strange to
say, the human voice had at such times a most tranquiliz-
ing effect even upon the wildest cattle, and although of
but little influence after the stampede had fairly started,
a continuous talking, shouting or singing was one of the
best preventives that could be employed. It was in times
of the greatest quiet, when everything seemed most
secure, that the greatest danger was to be apprehended.
Alozig toward midnight the whole herd, tired from the
long day's drive over the dusty trail, Mes down to rest,
not a sound in all that vast solitude around breaks upon
the listening ear, the melancholy howl of the gray wolf
that an hour before arose at intervals like the wail of a
lost spirit, is hushed, and even the jackal-like voice of the
coyote for the moment is still, all nature seems to have
sunk into repose, and the silence is oppressive in its in-
tensity. To the inexperienced herder, who has perhaps
been constantly riding since sunrise, this seems to be a
most favorable opportunity to relieve his aching limbs.
He slips quietly to the groimd, and the horse, equally re-
lieved, gives the heavy Spanish saddle a vigoroiia shake.
The effect upon that great motionless mass can only be
described by a simile. It is like the action of a flock of
shore birds at the report of the fowler's gun, or the elec-
tric shock that runs through a school of menhaden when
struck by the bluefish. Where a moment before many
hundreds of cattle were quietly dozing, not one now
remains. Every instinct, every faculty seems swallowed
up in the one that prompts them to flee from a horror,
whose unknown character makes it tenfold more terrible
than any actual danger that ever existed. The herders
stationed in the direction of the stampede spur their
trained horses to either flank. Both horse and rider are
fully aware of their danger. Both know the futility of
attempting to check that resistless surge, that like a
mighty flood bears everything in its course to destruction
and death: they would be safer in the path of a cyclone.
To skirt the sides of that flying phalanx of hoofs and
horns and go with it wherever it shall lead them is all
they can hope for now.
By this time the sleepers at the camp are all upon their

feet. The sounds that come from the herd are too
familiar to be mistaken or to need explanation. Each
man- has at least three horses at his disposal, and at night
one is kept staked and saddled near by for just such
emergencies. For weeks the men have ridden sixteen or
eighteen hours a day, and during that time have snatched
the little sleep they could get with their boots on and
their bridles by their sides; and without waiting for
directions or company, each as he mounts dashes off into
the darkness after the fugitive cattle, with no prospect of
a moment's rest until the light of day shall allay their
mad frenzy.

It was under conditions such as I have attempted to
delineate that the writer found himself during the sum-
mer of '67, while endeavoring to drive a band of cattle
from Texas to southern California. The journey had
from the beginning been a disastrous one and this fatality
attended it to the end. We had started with 1,500 head
of full-grown beeves gathered in Lampases, San Saba
and Llano counties, with an outfit of two wagons, sixty
horses and twenty men. The men had been mostly re-
cruited in Austin, which was filled at that period like
many other frontier towns with disbanded soldiers,
criminals and refugees of all descriptions from, the older
States. Subsequently we found to our sorrow that we
had secured the services of several of these gentry, who
proved worthless in the drive and dangerous to the peace
of the camp. Two marked exceptions, however, were
Taylor and Coffee, both experienced' cattlemen and
splendid specimens of the native-born Texan, These
two men were a host in themselves, and their sterling
qualities and valuable services gained for them our
warmest consideration to the end. Considerable game
it was expected would be found along the trail, and as
the Comanches were at that time making frequent raids
into the border counties for horse fitealing pirposes, some

arms were considered necessary; but as my partner, who
was the principal owner, was no sportsman and intended
to go round all the Indians, a dozen or so old Spencer
carbines were the only addition made to the side arms of
the herders.

It was the middle of May before we were beyond the
settlements and fairly started on our journey, and very
soon after we began to suffer from the" incompetency of
our men. Before we had reached Kickapoo Springs we
had. lost more than a hundred head of cattle, mostly by
their ehiding the guards and running back to their old
ranges. On ourway we had passed Phantom Hill, a place
whose singular name had often attracted my attention
and excited my curiosity while looking at the" map. No
one lived within many miles of it at the time, but there
were the remains of a large fort with many detached
buildings. The houses had disappeared, but the chim-
neys, built of a very white limestone, were still standing,
and their weird outlines among the scattering trees gave
them a spectral appearance, especially at night, which
doubtless suggested the name. Deer and antelope were
quite plentiful, and we saw several bands of wild hoi-ses,
but the turkeys dwindled innumbers as the timber to the
west grew less abundant.
Soon after we passed the springs two of the worthies

we had hired in Austin concluded they had gone far
enough with the outfit and decamped one bright moon-
light night, taking two horses, two of our best saddles,
two guns, four revolvers, and a few other trifles, none oi
which were their own. Recalling their talk and actions
during the evening, it was apparent that they had in-
tended to take the two fastest horses in the band and thus
defy pursuit, but fortunately these happened to be staked
so near the camp-fire that their removal could not be
effected without great danger of discovery. Their flight
was discovered at midnight. The cattle had already
shown signs of stampeding and half the entire force was
on guard until that time, and the remainder then went
on tmtil morning.
Taylor and Coffee volunteered to pursue the deserters

at once; and, well armed and mounted, they took the
track before it was two hours old, The men were shap-
ing their course for the settlements; and as a heavy dew
had fallen in the evening their trail through the long
grass could be followed on a lope for miles, Taylor rode
a gray mare, his own property, and the assistance she
rendered in the chase was as surprising as it was unex-
pected. The sagacious animal soon comprehended the
object of this midnight ride, and, without breaking her
gait, followed the trail like a hound over ground where
its faint impression would otherwise have caused much
delay. Shortly after sunrise they came in sight of the
quarry, and succeeded in getting within a few hundred
yards before they were discovered by the runaways, who.
not dreaming of any pursuit before morning, were riding
very carelessly and leisurely along. A running fight en-
siled, in which Taylor and Coffee, from their superior
position, luarksmanship and horses, had decidedly the
advantage. The fugitives then endeavored to reach a
river bottom a short distance ahead, where there was a
small growth of timber, but they never got there alive;
and by noon the same day Taylor and Coffee were back
to our camp with all the plunder intact, a striking ex-
ample of the swift and terrible retribution that sometimes
overtakes the horse thieves of the border.

Our intention was to cross the Staked Plains from the
headwaters of the Concho, and when we arrived at the
latter point we went into'camp to rest the stock for a
couple of days before attempting the ninety mile drive
that lay between us_ and the Horsehead crossing of the
Pecos. In the evening of the same day two men, nearly
dead from exhaustion, came into our camp and reported
that a band of Indians on the Pecos had already captured
the three herds which we knew had crossed a few days
ahead of us and that theywould serve us the same as soon
as we reached the river. From their account the reds
did not seem inclined to kill the herders when it could be
avoided, fearful, no doubt, of drawing the attention of
the troops there, by jeopardizing the profitable speeula-
tion they were engaged in of running the stolen stock
over the line and selling it to the Mexicans. All the pre-
liminary steps to this transaction were manipulated with
the greatest ease. The drive over is made, of course,
without stoppages; for forty consecutive hours the cattle
are hurried over that waterless waste as fast as they can
be forced along. When still several miles from the" river
—some put it as high as ten-—they smell the water and
hasten forward with all their remaining energy, some of
the stronger ones breaking into a brisk trot. The herders
do not attempt to restrain them and could not if they
should; they only try to m-ge along the laggards. The
result is that when the foremost reach the river the re-
mainder, with a herder here and there, are scattered
along the road for three or four miles. At the proper
time a strong force of Indians show themselves, make a
few hostile demonsti-ations, the herders disappear as if by
magic, and after the cattle have refreshed themselves
they are started by the Indians on their way to Mexico.
This startling news threw the camp into a state of great

constei-nation, A council was held and it was decided
that the writer should go to Fort Chadbourne and en-
deavor to get a cavalry escort over the dangerous divide.
There was some little risk attending this move. It was
quite certain that Indian scouts were watching the herd,
and if they discovered the move the scalp of the messen-
ger would be likely to adorn their girdles. But there
seemed to be no other alternative; and accordingly, well
mounted and armed, with a little jerked beef tied to the
cantle of my saddle, I left camp by starlight the next
morning, and by sunrise was many miles away. No
startling incident relieved the monotony of my lonely
journey. The country was favorable for fast rid'ing and
my mission admitted of no delay. Long low swells with
broad shallow ravines and occasionally a rather elevated
plateau almost perfectly level were the general features
of the landscape. In one essential respect it dift'ered from
the Northern plains. It was not entirely destitute of
timber. Trees, mostly post oak and mesquit, were thinly
scattered everywhere, but seldom in groups dense enough
to obscure the vision. Deer and antelope were in sight
most of the time, and from a low thicket 1 routed two of
the curious little wild pigs, similar to the peccaries I
subsequently saw in Costa Kica, brrt smaller, being about
the size of coons.
Soon Ei.fter sunset I selected my camping place for the

night in a shallow gulch containing patches of low
brufih, but rode slowly on until dark, when I retraced

my steps, staked my horse in the grassy bottom and
spread my blankets in the bushes 200yds, away. A por-
tion of the jerked meat answered for supper: 'and with-
out fire or water I lay down to rest. Daylight the next
morning found me in motion buoved up bv the hope of
reaching the fort that night. But in this I was disap-
pointed, for the sun again went down without my.having
seen a sign of civilized life since I left the herd, and
what was still worse, I found that the remainder of my
meat, which in my ha«te I had tied carelessly, had dis-
appeared. I made camp under an oak in the midst of a
great level plain with a feeling of comparative security,
knowing that the fort could not be many miles away; and
weary from the long ride was reclining"on the grass with
my saddle for a pillow, when a fine buck antelope came
trotting along not 75yds. away. Seeing a strange object,
but not being able to make out what it was, he stopped
and began to snort. Silently I reached for my rifle,
which lay near me, and the next instant he dropped in
his tracks with a bullet through the breast. Hungry as
I was I did not feel quite safe enough to build a fire'and
cook supper in that exposed position; so after cutting a
large chunk from one of the hams and hanging it in
the tree above me as a safety j)recaution I went supper-
less to bed

,

During the night nothing disturbed my slumbers, and
it was broad daylight when I awoke. As I arose to my
feet I noticed that the dead antelope, which h-id been in
plain sight the evening before, bad disappeared. Some-
what astonished at this, especially as the country about
was so open that I could have seen it for half a mile had
it been dragged off, I proceeded to investigate. It was
easy to find the spot where he had lain by the blood, and
it was evident that he had not been dragged off, but had
been torn to pieces and devoured there. Nothing re-
mained but a few slivers of bone an inch or two long:
and I have never ceased to wonder how this was accom-
plished without ray knowledge. Certainly I must have
slept very soundly that night.
Moving on to a little gulch I cooked and ate a hearty

breakfast of antelope, and then pushed on to the fort,
which proved to be only five or six miles beyond. My
mission, however, proved a failure. The commandant in-
formed me that all the troops that could be spared were
already out; and that it would be at least two weeks
before any of them would return. So after a night's rest
in the quarters I set out for camp again, where I arrived
in safety.
Another long discussion then took place, which resulted

in our deciding to relinquish that route, turn to tlie north-
east, cross the Indian Territorv, and winter the stock in
Kansas. Our route to the Red River lay throiigh Shackle-
ford and Jack counties; and from the day we left the
Concho until fifteen emaciated, fever-stricken men, with
about thirty horses, drove what remained of the herd
through a blinding snowstorm down into therich bottoms
of the Marias de Cygene, the journey was a scries of hard-
ships surpassing anything that had ever fallen to the lot
of any of our number. Five of our original party were
dead. Of the last three, some pieces of boards torn from
the wagons, upon which the name of each was .rudely
carved with a jackknife, marked the shallow graves in
which we had lain them down to their final rest on the
rich rolling lands of the Indian Territory. Constant toil,

exposure and loss of sleep had made us all an easy prey
to miasmatic influences; and the deadly malaria in the
vicinity of Fort Atbuckle left its impress upon- the sur-
vivors for years after.

Among the many stampedes that occurred during this
latter portion of the drive, none have left so vivid an im-
pression upon my mind as that with which I began this
episode of Western life. All that afternoon an immense
bank of inky clouds capped with thunder heads had been
slowly rising. There was not a single garment in the
whole outfit that made any pretensions of being water-
proof, and those who hacl the watch below (to use a
nautical term) until 13 o'clock, "were discussing the
brilliant prospect for a soaking, when Taylor's exclama-
tion, as given above, extinguished any hope of escape
that may have lingered in ou.r breasts. Darkness was
prematurely coming on, and big drops of rain were
already falling as one by one we vaulted into the saddle
and rode to the fray. Coming right from the fire we
could see n©thing. But that was immaterial. Our
horses knew as well as ourselves what there was to do.

I

They needed no guiding to take us to the herd aa fast as

,
we cared to ride. The only fear was that they would fall

i and maim or kill themselves or their riders.

5 The herders had concentrated their whole force on one
j

of the flanks as soon aa the stampede began, and until the
I assistance which they knew would soon come arrived.
were endeavoring to ""mill" the cattle or keep them run-

[

ning in a circle. This was really the only effective course
to pursue that promised any good results, and as fast as
our eyes became accustomed to the gloom, we all dashed
into that living tornado of hoofs and horns, each being
immediately lost in the darkness and able to locate the
others only by their shouts. Gradually the storm in-
creased in violence; the rain descended "in torrents and
the steady roU of thunder, with frequent flashes of
lightning burst from the heavy banks of clouds that
seemed to be concentrating over us from more than one
direction. The lay of the land was fortunately quite
favorable for our operations, or the situation would have
indeed been deplorable. It was a rolling pra,irie, nearly
destitute of timber, with but few ravines and no ledges
or precipitous banks. Badger and prairie dog holes were,
however, uncomfortably numerous, and we were in con-
stant fear of being thrown by them in our headlong ride.
Tlie ground soon became soft, and the sides of some of
the small gulches slippery with mud, while the splash of
water beneath the hoofs of our horses revealed many
a pool that we could not see. Once or twice the whole
herd came for an instant to a dead stop. They seemed to
be listening as a hare listens for the beagle that is hot
upon her traU. But it was only as the momentary Ittll of
a gale; and then the panic, like the shock of a galvanic
battery, struck them again, sending them off in a flight
wilder if possible than before.
What frightful visions of impending evil must have

been theirs to drive them to such madness; surely the
fear of death cannot wholly account for it. Something
supernatural, demoniac or ghoulish there must have been,
a fear perchance akin to that which fiUed the breast of
Tarn O'Shanter when fleeing from the goblins whose
revelries he had disturbed iji "Alioways auld haunted
kirk," Tn the glare of the ligMnin^ we pould gee'tbetn
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with their eyes balgiiig from the sockets, their great
horns striking together like the clashing of a thousand
sabei's, crowding against each other as if for safety, in a
mass so compact that we could have crossed over the
backs of the whole herd on our horses. Now and then
one of the multitude would stumble and disappear; a dog
hole or some slight inequality of the ground had snared
his feet, and the chances of his never rising again after
the herd had passed over Mm was as two to one.
The situation shortly after midnight was one calculated

to appall the stoutest heart among us. The tempest then
had reached its climax, and I do not remember that I

have ever seen its equal even in the tropics: the flood

gates of the skies were thrown wide open, drenching us
with the waters of a deluge, peal after peal of thunder
immediately over head and apparently not fm-ther otT

than the top of a tall tree, smote upon our ears like the
crash of Avorlds; the sharp flashes of lightning followed
each other so rapidly that at times a constant sheet of
flame seemed to be playing all about us, illuminating the
landscape with the light of day; and its momentary
absence left us with a vision entirely destroyed. The
neck of the horse we rode was not visible; the open hand
held a foot from the face could not be seen. Concerted
action on the part of the herders became impossible. Our
voices drowned in the roar of the tempest no longer
reached the ears of the cattle, and deprived of this stay
the herd began to break into small bands, each taking a
different direction. This really was the crisis of the
stampede. If a band escaped unattended is loss was
almost a certainty ; therefore as soon as this occurred some
one of the herders made the detached bunch the object
of his special attention.

"With one of these bands, numbering about 150, went
the writer. By the lightning's aid we scanned the ground
between us and the flying cattle, and if it looked toler-

ably safe iTrged om- horses into a gallop, trusting to an-
other flash to come in time to enable us to continue it

without a break. When this failed, we slowed down until

it did come. There was no expectation of turning them
again to the herd: our greatest desire was to be able to
locate them at daybreak, aud to do this we must keep
ourselves somewhere in their vicinity, for the rain would
obliterate every vestige of a trail.

The storm waned with the night, the rain ceased and
and here and there the stars appeared, until with the first

faint blush of morn I found myself with my little band
in a small bottom where we all appeared to have stopped
from sheer inability to go any further. Where I was I

had no idea, only that I was probably several miles from
camp. My horse was trembling beneath me, his drooping
head and smoking, sunken flanks painfully attesting the
terrific strain of the night's work. It was my favorite
mount, for such we always reserved for the dreaded
stampede, sparing them when possible all other duty, and
his piteous condition excited my liveliest sympathy. It

was evident that it would be many days before he recov-
ered from the wear and tear of this single night.
As the sun rose the panic entirely subsided, the cattle

became obedient; and leaving them in the bottom, I rode
to the highest point near me for . observation. About
two miles away I discovered one of the herders with a
small bunch of stock; and I lost no time in bringing the
two herds together. This left one of us at liberty to ride
in different direction, until familiar landmarks were dis-

covered by which to shape our course toward the camp.
The subaquaous condition of the prairie seriously im-
peded our progress. Ponds and pools confronted us in
every direction ; and the dry gulches of yesterday were
waist-deep with running water to-day. On our way we
passed five or six victims of the i)anic, two of which were
dead and the others lying helpless with broken limbs,
the bones projecting for inches beyond the flesh. These
looked up to us so beseechingly with their great liquid
eyes that the hardest heart could hardly have refused the
act of mercy ; and puttmg them out of their misery with
our revolvers we hurried on to camp, where we found that
a number of the men with a majority of the cattle had
arrived before us, and several had ah-eady been dis-
patched upon fresh horses to hunt up and aid those still out.

It was noon before all the stragglers came in, and we
were able to ascertain the losses of that memorable and
disastrous night. Nearly 200 head were missing; rather
more than a score of these had been killed outright or
had their legs broken, which practically amounted to the
same thing: and the rest had escaped unseen, or at least
unattended at the breaking up of the herd and were
never recovered. Besides this there were quite a num-
ber whose horns had been broken off close to their heads;
they were continually moving about with forequarters
bathed in blood, apparently in too much pain to permit a
moment's rest; and the entii-e herd, wild-eyed and gaunt,
presented a picture of utter demoralization that afforded
us not even the shadow of a hope for the future.
My observations during this journey enable me to cor-

rect a mistaken idea entertained by many at the present
day. It is, I believe, a quite common impression that the
great grassy plains of western Texas were until the begin-
ning of the skin-hunting era in '69 or '70 crowded with
buffalo at all seasons of the year. I have often heard
this asserted and have also occasionally seen articles in
the Forest and Stream where the writers made similar
statements. Such, however, was by no means the case,
for in this drive, covering over 1,600 miles of travel, every
rod of which was in a fine buffalo country, we neither
saw nor heard of one until we had crossed the Red Eiver
into the Indian Territory, where we saw a few old bulls,
never more than three or four together, and frequently
only one. These were stragglers.or had been driven from
the main herd, which was at that season in the Yellow-
stone country, where they invariably spent the summer.
What was known as the great Kansas herd, before civili-
zation had driven them further west, migrated north in
the spring and south in the fall yearly, and while it is
hardly exaggerating to estimate its number in millions;
it practically took all there was, the only exceptions being
a few in the Colorado parks and similar places, which never
seemed to migrate. Forked Deer.
Oakland, California.

The Hardships of Sport,—As a rule, says an Enghsh
writer, a sportsman may take great liberties with himself
without being much the worse. No man was ever harmed
by wet feet on a moor, though if he comes home and con-
templates them for an hour over a gunroom fire he may
be reminded of the indiscretion. A deer stalker has to
put up with great exposure and texaporary discomfort,
but he is rarely the worse for it,

IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
XIX.— cooking.

THE next day we had duck stew for dinner; partridge
also, I suppose; for, though small game was very

scarce we got two of each on our way up and down
Main Stream. But in these days the bill of fare was not
of prirne importance, and the"journal ceases to mention
it. Jot's best efforts were now expended in the prepara-
tion instead of in the provision of food.
There are people who do not consider cooking a profes-

sion; but Jot had a higher idea of it. He was master of
half a dozen trades; but if he had a point of pride, I be-
lieve it was his cooking. He went about it most methodi-
cally. A given amount of hair combing and hand washing
was the initial step; then the food was prepared with
equal neatness and system; the kettles were put on, and
the cooking proceeded to the accompaniment of some
appropriate tune like "O think of the home over there."
No interruptions or difficulties ever seemed to interfere,
and fried, boiled, broiled or stewed, the food came to the
table neither underdone nor overdone. I think it was
science that accomplished this, for my own humble en-
deavors were always unsuccessful and / laid the failure
to lack of science; but Jot knew it all and could explain
every wherefore. When I tried to make a dish of the
cheerful beverage warranted to do no harm, it tasted of
the tannery rather than of the tea caddy; they told me
that it was smoked because I had not put the cover on
the kettle. Wlaat town-born cook would ever think of
her tea being smoked? I have done more things than
that which are set down as sins against Hygeia—let us
not talk of them.
At home, economy consists in using every scrap of

food and the least possible fuel; in the woods, it means
the preparation of what you have in the least time and in
the simplest manner. At the last reduction, one becomes
a question of money and the other of dishes. In the
woods we call dishes of all sorts ''cooking tools." There
is a homely candor about the phrase which I admire; it

makes no attempt to raise these useful articles to the rank
of ornaments and unessentials; it does not seek to dis-
gtiise the fact that their utility is the sole excuse for their
existence: it expresses in the" most satisfactory way this
principle of economy and selection; for if any one word
contains the whole sum and substance of true economy
of time, labor and money, it is that word "tool."
Many years and more experiments have reduced our

kit of "cooking tools" to such shape that it is neither heavy,
bulky, nor inconvenient. Excepting two or three odd
articles, the whole is packed in a heavy ten quart camp
kettle with straight sides and a pointed cover—three large
tin plates, two small ditto, two straight-sided tin basms
of three and four quarts' capacity, two camp kettles hold-
ing corresponding amounts (one kettle iron, the other of
tin for tea, both with covers and with ears riveted on to
prevent melting), four tin dippers with handles nesting
inside each other, three large spoons, three small ditto,
three knives and forks, and besides these, when con-
venient, pepper and salt shakers and the dish cloths and
wipers. It takes three days' practice to learn how to pack
that pail. When this is done, the cover is tied on to pre-
vent the loss of time or articles in case of a stumble or an
accident. In camp the large pail is used for a water pail
and the cover becomes a hand basin.
A few articles are not mcluded with the rest of the kit.

The frying pan is always tied up in a piece of burlaps
kept for the purpose, so that it goes very well, only when
swung on the end of the setting pole it acts like an insane
pendulum—for, of course, it is a long-handled frying pan,
as all which are used in the woods must be. In the old-
time lumber camps, before stoves were used, 4ft. was
the regulation length of the frying pan handle, and a
boy was often employed to tend it. Far more useful than
the frying pan is a little ten or fifteen-cent bread toaster,
of the sort which fashion at one time allowed to appear
on parlor tables as a photograph holder when decorously
appareled in a bow of orange ribbon. It is perfectly fiat,

weighs but a few ounces, is easily cleaned, and is a great
advance on the primitive sharpened stick for broiling fish,
fowl, or venison. A folding baker is also a great con-
venience. Ours is made in exactly the shape of the old-
fashioned baker which was formerly used in cooking
before open fires. After the baking pan is removed it can
be folded into a flat sheet of tin, the sides lapping in, the
narrow back falling so that the long legs on its lower edge
come flat against the lower reflecting tin, and the upper
reflector dropping over all. The baker serves not only for
bread but also for baking fish and meat. The reflection
from the two sloping sides, above and beneath, upon the
baking sheet cooks quickly and evenly, and when the
surfaces have become dull' a little scouring quickly re-
stores the brightness and good cooking qualities.
With these simple "tools" Jot could prepare a dinner

fit for a king, and never was monarch more liberal of his
praises to his cooks than we to ours, as Jot himself will
testify.

XX.—CLEAR W^ATER AND WOODS HOSPITALITY.
The peculiar feature of Pistol Green is the soft green

sward and white clover which cover it. Grass is a rarity in
the woods; the weeds come early, almost before the lum-
berman, but only the lapse of many years and the fre-
quent presence of man will make these civilized grasses
grow in the wilderness. Pistol Green from time imme-
morial has been a favorite ground for camping, and this
is attested by its deserving the name of Green, which, in
our State, is very uncommon. Another sign was a part of
the thigh bone of some large animal, which we dug up
from several inches beneath our camp floor. Moose, ox,
horse?—we asked which it was, and all judged it to be
moose; for it had been cracked Indian-fashion to obtain
the marrow. It is a long time since there were any moose
in this region, except as infrequent sti-agglers.
From the Green several paths diverge; most are driv-

ers' paths used only in the spring; the central one is the
carry to Pistol Lake—two miles if we go all the way by
land, but on high water like that of this yeai-, it is not
necessary to carry beyond the head of the roughest water.

I asked why Pistol Stream got its name, and was told
that it was because "it went just as if it had been shot
out of a little gun." An entire stranger woidd know it at
once from this description. It is what woodsmen call
"smart water" with a good strong "spring" in it. (Has it

never impressed any one unused to our Maine woods and
ways that we have a very peculiar feeling toward running
water, calling it "good," "bad," "mean," "wicked look-
ing" and so forth with a seriousness wbioh go far exceeds

any figurative or rhetorical intention that it seems to im-
pute personality and moral responsibility to the element?
There is something Greek in this : so came the gods about.)

Pistol is beautiful water, clear enough and beautiful
enough to make dear old Garvin Douglass, could he but
have seen it, as I wish he might have, write an epilogue to
every book in the J3neid in its especial praise, telling us
more about

"The sylyer scalyt fypchis on tlie greit.

Ourthwort cleir stremys sprynkland for the heyt."

Abol has richer colors, more of the crystalline irides-

cence of the iceberg, as if it held an imprisoned rainbow,
more of the trajislucent emeraldine tints of cold caverns
brought with it from its birth out of the side of old
Katahdin, more absolute purity; but Abol is not navi-
gable. And Millinockett hasjthe spring and the impetu-
osity, but without the same pellucidness. The charm of
Pistol is that it is itself. We poled up it in the clear,
cool air of the morning, as much delighted as if it were
a fresh creation made for us alone. The stream came
down like a highway through the trees: ferns on the
shores, waving half-vines, which we call "buck bean," in
the water, and the tall stalks of the cardinal flowers, now
brown with ripeness that erewhile had lighted up the
banks with then- flames: clean gravel in the shallows
where the water was clearest, a rock-ribbed channel where
it flowed faster. Great granite boulders lay along the
stream , worn concavely to the height of several feet by logs
and spring freshets, and rocks in the bed of the stream
made it give continual little hops and leaps to get over or
around them, as it ran from one side to the other along
its devious course, like a Naiad pursued by the great god
Pan.
The first Pistol is a beautiful, rounded lake, apparently

about two miles long, with high Avooded shoi-es, partly
pineland and partly hardwood, rising highest on the side
toward Nicatowis. The edges, especially near the outlet,
are set with great granites both above 'and beneath the
water, which in a heavy sea would make canoeing
difficult.

As we knew that Alonzo Spearen, of Passadumkeag
(the Lonz so often referred to), and his partner, Sanford
Hodgkins, of Burlington, had a camp here, we hunted it

up. Lonz was not at home and his partner we did not
known personally, but, woods fashion, nothing would
satisfy him unless we promised to come back to dinner.
There is a heartiness and cordiality about such a welcome
that entirely masters me. This man did not consider the
difficulty of getting supplies in to the camp, hauling,
boating, lugging aud poling them so many miles, it did
not matter that he did not know us, we were friends and
welcome to half of the last biscuit if it came to that. And
that is the kind of cordiality to be found everywhere
through the woods unless it has been chilled by unres-
ponsiveness of those who, ignorant of our native customs,
have failed to return the welcome extended or, as some
unfortunately have done, have taken unfair advantage
of hospitalities offered them.
Less is expected of strangers now than formerly; but

it used to be a common complaint among hunters, ex-
plorers and others that the elite of society who came here
"hadn't no manners; they didn't know enough to invite a
man to eat with them." As long ago as Thoreau's day
Joe Polls felt called on to reprove him for his discourtesy
in not visiting old blind Thurlotte in his hut on Mud
Pond Carry, for this is the true significance of the inci-
dent which Thoreau himself relates. Much experience
has caused the gradual remission of civilities to strangers
unless by speech and action they prove themselves of
native stock; but thirty years ago the same w^ere extended
to all, and no one asked the name of his guest unless he
chose to give it.

After promising to return to dinner, we set out for
Spring Lake, wliich lies between the inlet to Pistol and
the Main Stream, outletting into the latter. It can be
reached either by a short carry or a long one. We went
by the latter, going up the sluggish inlet, where we saw
signs of otter, until we got to tlie foot of the quick water,
where a horseback comes down. The first part of the
carry lies along this horseback through an open growth
of Norway pines, AVe saw a number of bear-biting trees
along this ridge and several bear traps adapted to all

grades of m-sine stupidity—none of Hodgkin's and Spear-
en's w^ork, however, who know how to set a trap.
The rest of the way is wet and boggy underfoot, though
not an open bog.
Spring Lake is a jewel, the perfection of regular shape,

clear water and shining white bottom—a little gem, with
a cincture of prismatic colors, from the autumn-changed
leaves upon the shore, playing about its margin in reflec-

tions of red, green and yellow, like the lambent flames of
a noble opal. The shores are of broken granite, and the
bottom being of the same, finely crushed, shows better
than sand would the clearness and sparkle of the water,
which welling up from springs beneath, fills this granite
bowl with liquor brighter than any wine. It may not
look on all days as it looked on this; but never on any
day did I see so much beautiful water as here about
Pistol; it was an experience not to be communicated by
words.
There are large trout in Spring Lake. A man whom

we met said he caught one the day before that measured
19in. in length and Sin. in depth. We were told that in
Pistol they got white perch measuring 15in.

When we got back to the camp Long had arrived with
the gentlemen who were staying there. We were even
more warmly welcomed than at first. Nothing was too
good for us. The "wicket" was ours while we stayed,
e verybody in it was at our service. It was like having a
crowd of powerful genii spring up at the rubbing of the
ring or of the lamp to do our bidding. They prepared us
a dinner of the best the land afforded, fully equal to Jot's
best efforts. Tliey showed us the camp, and offered us
anything they had. We did want some salt and had
brought a little box to get it in; butwhen we made known
om- want, our entertainers would not think of giving any
one so little and packed up a large baking powder canis-
ter, as much as we should have used in a month, bidding
us not to think of taking less, for salt was cheap—cheap
after it had been brought all that distance!—and we had
much ado to escaj)e carrying off ten times what we
wanted. We were m-ged to stay over night, pressed to
remain, and our refusal was barely accepted; indeed, it

was a temptation when we thought of the stories that
would be told about the fire that evening—Jot with down-
right earnestness, Lon^ with irresistible drollery, Hodg-
kins with quiet gravity ecjually entertaining, Father
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carrying a free lance on all topics, and the rest of us join-

ing in or listening as the ball of conversation came to U3
or rebounded.
The camp is, as its constructors claitn, "a suns; little

wicket" of logs, with a roof of split cedar, large enough for

at least a doz?n men and several ladies. It is in the midst
of a fine hunting and fishing country, the best of scenery
on all sides, and within easy reach of four lakes besides

First Pistol. Built larimarily for the use of sporting par-

ties, it is resorted to by some who care only for the
scenery and rest. Many ladies go there. The gentlemen
whom we met at the place declared in their enthusiasm
that the next year should see not only themselves but
theii" wives there. We were told that next year the camp
was to be improved by the addition of a separate cook
room; though, it' 1 were to be there, I would beg the privi-

lege of sitting in the kitchen to look on, for both the
pai-tners are famous cooks, as well as first-class water-
men, workmen and hunters. Souiewhere on the trip Jot
told us a story of Long which I had heard before from
another source, of how, when a boy of sixteen working
in a lumber camp on Birch Stream, he saw a moose track,

and starting out with nothing but a three-dollar shotgun,
a half-pint tin cup and a little uncooked oatmeal, fol-

lowed on the track for five days, sleepmg in the snow
without blankets and crossing both the Piscataquis and
main Penobscot rivers, where they were open, on rude
rafts, at last overtaking the moose in the town of Lee,
where he killed him and sold him for a good price before

returning.
In the afternoon we started out to see Side Lake, which

lies to the right of the Pistol Inlet at the end of a two-
mile carry; but we were not permitted to go before prom-
ising to return to camp again.
The carry to Side Lake, which is one of the Pistols, was

partly bog, though most of the way good walking throuah
taU growth, hemlock partly, I should say, with a vague
remembrance of feathery saplings; but some of the
undergrowth was beech. Nea,r the end the carry divides,

one part going to the Third Pistol and the new right-hand
branch to Side Lake. With the sun in the quarter where
it now was, Side Lake was softer in its color than the
glowing gem of the morning, but even clearer in its trans-

parency. It was absolutely calm, and looking down we
could see the bottom for a long distance from the shore.

A canoe and paddles lay near by but we would not rulfle

its tranquility. To me such clear, still water suggests
solidity more strongly than anything else, so that the
comparison to glass or marble seems not only highly ex-

pressive, but the only allusion properly explanatory. It

is not the surface of the water alone, Milton's ''clear

hyaline, tbe glassy sea," but its depth and body, so to

speak, which, in proportion to the transparency of the
water, gives it more and more this appearance of being a
solid block of glass, an under world m which the fish are
imprisoned. Our clearest ice looks scarcely more impen-
etrable than such pure still water to which may be given
the fine Horatian phrase, splendidior vitro, not of surface

only but of depth. We tarried awhde, watching the little

fishes, and tossing in bits of moss and dry twigs to see

them rise and draw under the coveted but disappointing
morsels. We wished we had something better to give
them; but finding that they learned nothing from experi-

ence, gradually withdrew our repentance and kept up
our sport. Tti'ey were beautiful, both chubs and breams,
though the. latter had put ofi: iheir brilliant summer garb
of green and copper color and scarlet, and were now but
shadows of their former splendor, rec jgnizable only by
the black spots on their gill cover i and their pretty

motion. A fish out of water is a coarse, clumsy, limbless
creature; in its element it is sylph-iike.

We stopped again at the camp, according to our promise,
and again were entreated. The camp and all that was in

it was ours to control, u^e, or carry away. But we had a
tent standing with open doors on the Green, and we steered
out into the blaze of the declining sun.

Father walked down the carry, not to overload tbe canoe,
as the water seemed to be falling, and Jot and I went
down by stream. A changing color hung in the treetops,

amethyst or purple, or between the two; the first chill of

early evening lay along the stream; from the shadows of

the trees the great rociis stood out more boldly, and the
little onps lifted up their heads where the waters parted

round them to rejoin in a trailing ripple; and others hid
beneath the crowning current which mounted them
smoothly on one side to run away in white-curled wave-
lets on the other. There was no sound above the voice of

the stream but the ring of the metal-sh^d pole on the
rocks as, now dipped on one side now on the other, it

directed or restrained our progress.

We went back across the lower part of the carry at the
time when, earlier in the season, the hermit thrushes
would have been at vespers; but it was too late in the
year for their mu-ic. Instead of their melody there was
stillness throughout the woods, until Jot, coming after

with the caooe on his head, gave a cheery hail as be
passed on down to the landing.

Fannie Pearson Hakdy.

COREECTION.—I will not mention all the errata, I

wrote worse than u-ual and deserved it; but, gentle
reader, for ' Eod P^uha" in the last issue, pLase read
K3d Pnrk. I shall have more to tell about him later.

—

F. P. H.

"That reminds me."

IT is well known that most animals, quadrupeds, are
natural swirnmers, but I know of an exception which

is as well authenticated as it is ppculiar, A gentleman of

our neighborhood had a foxhound which was mortally
afraid of deep wa<:er and could swim but a few strokes.

His head would invariably go down and his hindquarters

up, when he would have to be rescupd. A friend who
well knew the dog's failing, made a bet with the owner
that tbe unfortunate beast c nld not swim across a good-
sized stream which they had to cro>s. When the stake

was put up the proprietor of the phenomenon calmly at-

tached a good sized stone to the canine's tail, and with
equalibrium thus restored in this novel manner he success-

fully swam the stream with head and shoulders trium-
phaatly poised, winning the wager for his ingenious

master. Deacok.

HORN SNAKE- FOX SPARROW.
Editor Forrest and Stream:

I desire knowledge on two points in natural history,

and confidently turn to Forest and Steeam for the
needed information.

Is there a work on natural history in which a snake,
wiih a horn on the end of its tail, is described and named?
The works which I possess, and others to which I have
access, fail to mention such a snake.
Will some correspondent tell me where the fox sparrow

{Passerella iliaca) winten? The fox sparrow comes to

my cabin home (in the woods) twice a year. He arrives
in the fall, about Oct, 1, and leaves for the south about
Nov. 15, I have fed the birds spring and fnil for the last

six years. This season they left Nov. 16, but after a
month's abserce one bird returned. He remained here
ten days and then left, or perhaps was shot. Hermit,
Gloucesteh, Mass., Feb, 38,

[The snake with a horn or spine in its tail is mentioned
in more than one work on natural history and undoubt-
edly exists, but that this horn is used as a weapon of
defense is another matter. This is, however, a popular
belief which is hundreds of years old. One of the best
known of the American spine-tailed enakes is Trigono-
ceplialus piscivorus, described in Lawson's "History of
Carolina," 1707, and again in Catesby's '-Natural History
of Carolina," 1731, Holbrook, in his "N. A, Herpetology,"
New York, 1842, also describes it quite fully. Another
spine-tailed snake is Lachesis mutus, a South American
species. There are others. The fox colored sparrow win-
ters not very far south, and on warm days in winter may
often be seen in New Jersey, New York and even Con-
necticut, Probably the great majority of tbe birds go
further south. We have seen them in Yirginia and North
Carolina in winter,]

DRAGON FLIES AND MOSQUITOES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Doubtless hundreds of Maine people scattered through-

out the land have read and enjoyed '*In the RegionEound
Nioatowis," by your spirited correspondent, Fannie Pear-
son Hardy,
The perusal of her article has been a source of much

pleasure to me. First, because all things relating to my
native State are of interest; second, because many of the
localities described are familiar; and third, because of

the glimpses of natural history sparkling through every
sentence.
That description of the pickerel is perfect. The people

of Maine do appreciate the good qualities of this fish. For
one, I remember it with genuine pleasure, and even now
I respect it for the numeroixs frights it gave me in my
boyhood.
But after all your correspondent has sinned almost be-

yond forgiveness. She has made light of my pets, the
dragon flies. Read what she says: ''I never' yet saw a
dragon fly do anything worth mentioning, except to

whizz about like a portable windmill, or to sit on a stick

and duck his head and rub it just like a fat bald-headed
man,"

If your correspondent could drop down on Cape Ann
some May or June afternoon, at twilight, and see the
"Hermit'" sittins before his log cabin with half a dozen
dragon flies whizzing about his head preying upon mos-
quitoes, she would change her mind and admit that a
dragon fly can do something worth mentioning.
GnotiCKSTER, March 4, HERmT,

Note on the White Goat.—New York, March 3,

—

Editor Forest and Stream.: It may be remembered that
in Forest and Stream of Feb. 19, 1S90 (Vol XXXIV.
63), I prmted some notes on the range of the "white
goat" {Mazama moiitana), in which I spoke of the re-

ported occurxence of this species in the Bull Mountains
of Montana. These Bull Mountains are a range of low
buttes out in the prairie at a considerable distance from
the main range of the Rocky Mountains, They are on
the southeast side of the Musselshell River in Yellowstone
county, Montana, and being low and in a very dry climate
seem not at all fitted to be the home of this species. The
evidence of its occurrence in these hills came from Mr, J.

W, Schultz and Mr, H^nrv Norris, and was in each case
secondhand, and so a little doubtful. An additional bit

of testimony on this point has just been sent me by Mr.
Sdiultz, who under date of Feb. Vi writes me as follows:

'•Last night we were talking about a number of goats
which hhve been seen lately on Birch Cn ek, A rail-

roader, Chas. Ross, who was present, said: 'I saw some
goats last fall in the Bull Muuntaios.' 'How many?' I

asked, 'Not many, but lots of sign. I believe I saw six
head, also a number of sheep.' 'What are the Bull M mn-
tain&?' I said. He replied, 'They are butte'^, most of them
with rocky wails and fl.it prairie tops,'" It is possible

that amnng those who read this note there may be some
who have actual knowledge of _the occurrence of this

species in the region referred to, if so I should be greatly

obliged to any one who would send me a full and detailed

statement of the occurrence, giving date, place, number
killed and all particulars possible.

—

Geo. Bird Gkin-
NELL,

Another Pet Flying Squirrel.— Montreal, — Read-
ing the article signed "F. B., Ottawa, Kansas," about
flying squirrels, moved me to write of one I had for a
pet when a boy living in Worcester county, Mass, I dis-

c ivered a nest of two which looked like youngrats. One
soon died, but the other we raised—we—that is my
mother, for she ran the culinary departnient and always
claimed the credit of keeping afive any animals or birds

that I brought home from my wanderings through the
woods or fields. As he grew older he made his home in

my pockets, and was my constant companion in m.v
gambols and at school. I often sent him up into trees,

and as soon as I called he would come sailing down and
catch on to some part of my body. It was a very sad
day for the boys when be was drowned by a careless

servant. I was very much surprised to read in your
issue of Feb. 13 that coons capture and eat rabbits, and
would like to see some more direct evidence on the sub-

ject. Perhaps that coon was red and had a large bushy
tail.—IBVINS,

DruIiQIINg of the Grouse.—Bay Farm, E-sex Co.,
N. Y,—In this locality ruffed grouse have repeatedly been
seen drumming on a stone. The general ( pinion is that
the male always selects a log, generally a hollow log. on
which to perform. Many think the liollowness of the
log has a good deal to do with the pecuUar sound: but the
noise was exactly the same made by the one drumming
on a stone as one drumming on a hollow log, [This sub-
ject is one that has been pretty thoroughly thieshed out
in past issues of Forest and Stream, and many observ-
ers have contributed notes on it. The grouse drxims on a
log, a stone or a stump, but it may be doubted if this
position is assumed for any other purpose than that of
raising itself above the ground so that it may have a
wider outlook,]

Birds op Minnesota,—We have received from Mr.
George G. Cantweli, of Colorado Springs, Col,, a copv of
bis ''List of the Birds of Minnesota," publi-hed in 1890,
The material for this list was accumulated during six
years' field collecting in the vioinitv of Minneapolis, near
Lake Minnetonka, and in Lacquiparle county, supple-
mented by the local lists which have been issued from
time to time by Dr, Roberts, Mr, Bonner, Dc Hatch and
by tbe notes of other observers whose names are given.
The list, which is briefly annotated, makes mention of
295 species and sub-species of birds, two or three of which
appear to be now included in the State fauna for the first

time*

Snowy Owl, in New York —Red Hook, N. Y., March
9 —About three weeks ago a snowy owl was seen in this
neighborhood. It soon disappeared and was supposed to
have gone to a climate better suited to its taste. To-day,
however, it apneared again, and three gunners started in
search of it, One of them, John W. Bain, was fortunate
enough to get a shot at the bird. At a distance of 120yds,
he made a center shot. Though the rifle was a ,38cal,,

the specimen was not injured. The bird goes to John
Wallace, 16 North William street, New York, to be set
up.—C,

Snowy Owl,—Westfield, Mass., March 5.—There is on
exhibition in the show window of Conner's stationery
store, a magnificent specimen of the Canadian snowy
owl (Nyctea scandiaca), which attracts considerable
attention, as it is cjuite a rare thing to see so fine a speci-
men of this beautiful bird. The mounting was done by
"Prof. Scott," of this place, The owl was shot in Green-
ville about Christmas time, by John D, Ripley of that
place.—WoRONOCO^

English Pheasants for Vermont.—Dr. W. Seward
Webb, of this city, has received at hip Shelburne Farms,
Yt,, twenty-three* English pheasants, which will be turned
out there. Gamekeeper Liddiard, of Yorkshire, Eng.,
came over with the birds, and will have charge of them.

dtne ^dg md ^utj.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game Laws.

THE CORBIN GAME PARK.
HERE is an interesting study in human nature—a pic-

ture of the inception and growth of an enterprise of
great moment to the naturalist and sportsman and of in-

terest to every one. Six years ago a friend presented to
Austin Corbin, the weU-known railroad man, a few young
deer, Mr, Corbin accepted them, and having a great
country seat that included many acres of woods as well
as cleared fields out on Long Island, he caused a part of
the woods to be f-uitably fenced and turned the deer into
the inclosure, Mr, Corbin at that time was neither a
sportsman nor a naturalist in the Fense in which those
terms are understood by the readers of Forest and
Stream, He had no ppecial interest in wild animals of
any kind. Nevertheless, as a lad he had lived on a farm
in New Hampshire among the foothills of the White
Mountains and had trapped woodchucks, and shot part-

ridges and chased foxes, and the good healthv delights
of those days lingered in his memory. Small wonder
then that the gentle pets his friend had given to him
won their way into his affections from the moment they
became his. It was a new pleasuie—something he bad
never known before—to go and watch their graceful
motions and gaze upon the beauty of their forms. More-
over, Mr, Corbm had a son, a lad, almost a man grown,
in whose veins runs a deal of the energetic blood gener-
ated in back country of New Hampshire, tbe S'lrt of
blood that makes young gentlemen take as kindly to
athletic and out-of-d or sports as they do to a square meal
after a day in the field, Austin junior was as much (if

not more) delighted with the pets as his father was, while
the father was delighted because the boy was delighted.

There was ample room on the Long Island farm for

more than the few de^r, and tbe Corbins decided that
more should be bad. This led to the examination of sun-
dry books on the subject of deer culture, if one may use
the term—books like Judge Caton's, for instance, while
the Forest and Stream and other periodicals printed for

men who know howio live were necessarily read regularly.

Certainly the love of nature grows with what it feeds
upon if any emotion of the heart does. If deer could be
kept, why not the deer's cousins, the elk, Ihe moose, the
antelope and the buffalo—especially the buffalo.

Mr. Corbin had lived in Iowa when a young man, and
in the days when his law oflice shingle was becoming
weather-beaten in Divenport the herds of buffalo on the
plains of Nebraska, Kansas and Te:xas numbered untold
thousands. It was .a great pity that such noble animals
were likely to become extinct, and the Corbins deter-

mined to join in the effort to perpetuate tbe species.

They had begun with a few deer, and they added the ellr,

the antelope and the buffalo, and then it became apparent
that the Long Island estate was too small for the proper
care of these animids, or at least for the care which the
owners desired to give them.

It is to be particularly noticed that the Long Island es-

tate was not suited to the sort of care that the Corbins
wished the animals to have. From caring for the few
pets had grown the deeire to rear herds of these animals
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under such conditions of freedom as would leave them
with all their natural characteristics. A pet deer was
beautifu], but it was not the deer of the wild woods after
all. A pure-bred buffalo in a barnyard was, in fact, a
buffalo, but he was too much like a Durham bull to be
perfectly satisfactory. On the Long Island farm the ani-
mals could scarcely become anything more than pets.

So the thoughts of the elder Corbin went back to the
days of his youth and the foothills of the White Mountains.
As most of the readers know, there is plenty of land in

New Hampshire that is just as wild now as ft was wlien
Hudson first looked on the ground where the Statue of
Liberty now stands. There was a deal of it in Sullivan
county—perhaps not the wildest in the State, but oertaiuly
a plenty of unbroken forest that covered hills and valleys
and surrounded little lakes—forests of birch and beech
and maple and pine and spruce and hemlock andbalsam

—

forests beautiful and fragrant enough to give a city man
the heart ache when he thinks of them, Mr. Corbin
determined to buy from 20,000 to 80,000 acres of these
hills and valleys and there establish a park for his new
found four-footed friends in which they would find the
conditions as near as possible to which they were best
suited.

Everybody knows that New Hampshire farms in the
back country will not bring the price of the buildings at
ordinary sale, but Mr. Corbin could not buy all that land
without people learning that much land was wanted.
Thereat prices rose amazingly and soil that wouldn't raise
oats brought the prices of truck farms in Jersey. It takes
a stack of money to buy a game park where oOO different
people hold the titles to the tract. Still, the location was
suitable for the purpose, and moreover, there was the old
home. Mr. Corbin had to have it at any price, and he
eventually got 22,000 acres in one tract,

The next thing was to fence it, and only those who
have tried building elk tight fences can appreciate the
job. Here was a tract of over thirty-five square miles of
land to inclose. They started out with a wire net 6ft.

high secured to stout posts lOlt. apart. Above the net
they strung ten lines of barbed wiie, and that made a
right good fence. But when eighteen miles had been
erected they abandoned the wire net and used barbed
wire only for the rest of the way. That was cheaper and
just as good. It is not uninteresting to note that the
fencing cost $74,000.

In all nine gates are to be placed in this fence, with a
keeper's lodge at each gate, something made necessary hj
the presence in every community of the skulking lout
who will steal or destroy the jjroperty of the well-to do
and especial ly tuch property as this fence will inclose.
Mr. Cjrbin is sure his park will not in any way interfere
with the rights of legitimate sportsmen.
Here in this tract of woodland with only enough

cleared land on it to afford meadows over which the
animals would like to wander at times, are gathered
twenty-five buffalo, sixty elk, over seventy deer, half a
dozen each of caribou and antelope, eighteen wild boars
imported from Germany, and an unknown number of
moose—ptrhaps a dozen. He had four reindeer brought
from Labrador, but all died. He expects to have a com-
munity of beavers, for the lakes and streams of the park
are admirably adapted for these beautiful animals.

Quite as interesting as any description of the park and
its inhabitants is the story of the gathering of the speci-
mens. It is too long to tell in full, but room remains for
enough. The agent employed to gather a large part of
the animals from Canada was Thomas H. Eyan, who has
served Mr. Corbin in a number of capacities' for the past
twelve years. Along in October last Mr. Eyan was com-
missioned to go to Canada to see what could be done
about getting "any wild animals there except bears,
panthers, wolves and foxes."
Without knowing exactly where he ought to go he got

a letter from Mr. Erastus Wiman introdacing him to Mr.
H. P. Dwight, general manager of a great telegraph
system in the Dominion, witb headquarters at Toronto,
and then went up to Sherbrooke, m the Province of
Quebec. He had a notion that some deer might be found
down near the United States line thereabouts. At Stier-
brooke a friendly newspaper man said one Dan Bull, of
Megan tic, knew all about the deer of that country, and
so to M»^gantic posted Mr. Eyan. He met Ball and"found
him able and willing to get the deer, but Bill was a little

doubtful about the law. He knew that the law prohib-
ited the transportation of a carcass of a deer or any part
thereof out of the Queen's domain, and he thought Mr.
Eyan should look up the point. Mr. Eyan found that
the open season in Ontario was from Oct. 15 to Nov. 20,
while that in Quebec was from Oct. 1 to Jan. 1. That was
good as far as it went. The nexD thing was to see about
the meaning of the word carcass.
At Montreal Deputy Collector of Customs Eiley thought

the word meant the dead body of a deer, and that no
one in framing the law had contemplated the possibility
of live deer being exported, neverthelets he would not
give a permit passing the deer. Tbereat Mr. Eyan went
to Ottawa and saw Su- John MacDonald hitnse f. Sir
John considered the matter and said he thought Mr.
Evan's interpretation of the law good. From Sir John
Mr. Eyan had to go to the Minister of Customs, whom he
had no difficulty in seeing, and his coincidf d with the
views of Sir John. Thereat Mr. Ryan addressed a letter
to the Minister, and next day received the following
reply;

Customs Depaktmbnt, Canada.
i

Ottawa, Oct. 14, 1800. f
[In reply refer to file No. 4292.]

T. H. Buan. Esq., Ottawa, Ont.:
Sir—1 kave me nonor lo auUnowledge receipt of your letter of

tbe 13rh mat., addressed to the Hon. tlie Minister of Customs re-
specting the exportation of live dear, moose aod caribou to'the
United States.
In replv, I am directed to infrirni you that there is nothing in

the Canadian law to prolnbit exportation of tliese animals alive-
the law now in forcfi prohibits tbe exportation of tliese animalsm the carcass. I have tbe honor to be, sir. your obedient servant

J. Johnson, Commissioner of Customs.
'

With this in hand Mr. Eyan wrote to Dan Ball to go
ahead with his deer catching. Then he went to Toronto
and met Mr. Dwight. Mr. D wight is a sportsman and
was just ready to start with three others for a hunt in
the Mu-cogee region. Mr. Eyan on invitation joined the
party, and that night took train for Huntsville. How
they arrived at Huntsville at night, how the rain fell, how
they walked to the hotel, how they couldn't eat breakfast,
how they waded to a steamer, how they crossed portages
in farm wagons to other boats, how they at last reached
a comfortable carnp with comforting fire and grub on
a poiat in Loog LaJ^e, le a tale wbich Mr. Ilyaa tflU?

picturesquely. Here he remained two days but got no
deer, and then went fifty miles to North Bay, 200 miles
west, and from there to Mattawa on the verge of a region
where moose abound, deer are plentiful, and beaver pos-
sible to obtain alive. A contract was made with a trap-
per, whose name Mr. Eyan does not wish to mention, for
a supply of all of these animals—at least twenty of each
if that number be possible.

Jleantime Dan Ball had gone to work at Megantic by
selecting a few friends and looking over the woods to see
where the deer were yarding. Along in December the
snow became five feet deep in the woods, and Dan knew
of one yard where at least 300 deer were gathered together.
Then he and six others went on snowshoes with buck-

skin thongs and one gun loaded ^vith powder only. Lo-
cating a bunch of deer in a thicket, six of the men crept
up as near as possible to leeward without alarming them.
Then the seventh came tearing down with the wind and
with a wild yell and the discharge of the gun scattered the
bunch like a flock of quails before a cur pnp. Some of
the fleeing beauties plumped into the snow that was so
deep and so fluffy that they sank out of sight at the first

struggle, nor could they escape till Dan and his friends
kindly lent a hand. In "all a dozen were captured thus,
and with legs bound with the soft leather thongs were
carried to an old shanty in the woods some distance from
Megantic,
So word was sent to Eyan, and along in January he

went away to bring the deer to the park in New Hamp-
shire. Megantic is on the Canadian Pacific road. A box
car was sent to a siding formerly used by a lumber mill,

and there carpeted with hay, straw and no end of browse.
The ends were then partitioned off from the space between
the doors by means of poles and within the spaces thus
formed the deer were placed—simply lifted in. They
had been kept in the meantime in the old mill unbound.
With Dan Ball to look after and especially to water the

deer, the car was hauled to Newport, Vt , the location of
the United States Customs Ofiice. Mr. Eyan found he
would have to go back to a Canadian customs officer for
certain documents, and as trains do not run very often
he drove in a sleigh. It cost him $1.50 to drive 28 miles
in a cutter behind a team that the owner refused |450for.
The deer were passed duty free, and were sent on to New-
port, N. H., by the way of Concord; nearly 100 miles
further than necessai-y. The extra ride proved disastrous,
for one deer died en route and two after arrival. The nine
ar« now as well and frisky as when in their native
forests.

The importing of these animals has made a stir that has
reached Boston, and perhaps New York, for there is a
Megantic Club of American sportsmen there, and its mem-
bers do not like to have the woods round about their
haunts depleted even by a score or two of deer, and what
the outcome will be no one can tell now.
The buffalo in the park came originally from Montana,

but were purchased of a Minnesota man.' The moose, elk
and caribou came from Minnesota also, and were cap-
tured along the Canadian border.
Among the interesting experiences in the transportation

of the animals for this pirk maybe mentioned these:
Moose have been carried 2,000 miles in four days without
apparent injury. The last consignment included 16 moose,
3 deer and 1 caribou. All arrived in good condition, but
8 moose died afterward, because, it is thought, of the
change in their diet or water, or both. On one occasion
when 30 deer were en route over the Nickel Plate a col-
lision with another train killed 23 of them outright, and
4 more died afterward.

It is noticed that the largest deer most easily succumb
to railroad travel. None of the animals ever eat or
sleep while the car is in motion. On a side track they
will eat a little. There seems to be more danger of then-
suffering from heat in a box car than from cold, but the
worst trouble is in the jerking to and fro of the car when
the train is stopping or starting. They are fed barley,
corn, bran and hay. In the woods they are expected to
live as they would nattirally, bud places will be estab-
lished where feed will be left for them so that none shall
lack.

Beginning with a few pet deer in a paddock, the Cor-
bins now have a private zoological garden, where, if at
any such place in the world, the animals on hand can be
seen and studied under natural conditions. What it will
be in the future Mr. Corbin cannot say, but that he will,
as fast as convenient to do so, add aU the animals of the
world that can live tbere harmoniously need not be
doubted. His outlay up to the completing of the park is

not far from ,f400,0u0. Some of his friends say he is

likely to spend half as much more on it and make of it a
place to fairly delight the naturalist. They say that the
work of Judge Caton will be supplemented and added to
by that to be done at the Corbin park to the great benefit
of all investigators into the habits of wild animals.

John E. Spears.

ADIRONDACK DEER KILLING METHODS
Editor Forest and Strea7n:
Kindly grant me space to answer the criticism of

'•Saint Lawrence" and define my own position more
clearly. I did not intend to express disapproval of the
prohibition against floating except as taken in connection
with hounding. The last sentence of my former letter
reads, ' Treat all alike, and to do it you must give St.
Lawrence more or the rest of the State less than there is
in the proposed law." There is the point. It was pro-
posed to give the rest of the State forty days' hounding
and St. Lawrence nothing. I asked that St. Lawrence
have floating in place of hounding. (It is the less destruc-
tive of the two.) Now, instead of giving St. Lawrence
floating in place of hounding, they give us floating, but
also give it to the rest of the State' in addition to hound-
ing.

'•Saint LawTrence" detests floating. If I mistake not,
'Saint Lawrence" has eaten salt pork many a time in
honor to his convictions, and while others less scrupulous
have feasted on venison; also, that he has not camped in
the wilderness for several years. He says. "Its horrors
(floating) have been too often dwelt upon." Yes. and 1
will add, exaggerated; and it is because I have never seen
its horrors" that I do not condemn it. I have been a
"floater" over thirty years: I have also kflled deer by still-
hunting, and by watching a pond. I never killed a deer
in winter or early spring, nor wasted a pound of the
meat. The first deer I ever floated jqmped twice after
the riipe eraoked-c-the last ran perhaps tiwenty yards,

Will "Saint 'Lawrence" tell me what "horror" there was
in that kind of killing? "Saint Lawrence" will ask,
"Were all shots as successful?" and I will answer, no, I
can now recall but one deer wounded that escaped, but I
am wilUn^ to grant that there were more. But are not deer
wounded m all kinds of hunting and do not some escape?
As regards tbe killing of does by floating—if the law says
we must not kill does, I for one will not pull trigger until
I see horns. Easy enough to fix that.

I asked "How are we to get venison" and "Saint Law-
rence" says, "Hunt and kill it like a sportsma^n and a
man," and then suggests watching where deei- come to
water. Let us see. '"Saint Lawrence" watches a pond
where he feels sure a deer will come, and when it does
come he draws a bead and fires—^he may only wound it.

I am paddled up to a deer on the same pond'a couple of
hours later and I only wound it. Are we not quits?
Now in regard to does. The proposed law will not pro-

tect them becaiise it is so easy to destroy proof of sex.
Mr. Editor, as proof that this section of St. Lawrence is

not "retrogressing in protection sentiment" I will propose
the following enactment:

>Jo deer except it have horns shall be killed at any time. No
deer shall be killed save between the ]5th day of August and the
1st day of November of any year. No deer shaJl be killed while
swirnm-ng in any water of the .State of New York. No deer shall
be killed from any boat or other device floating upon ihe waters
of any stream, pond or lake.

This will stop floating, this will protect does, this will
stop club hunting. Give the whole State (tf you please)
the privilege of hounding, but let the hunter stand on the
runways and take his chances—once the deer is in the
water let it be safe.

Under such a law, enforced, deer would increase, I
know "Saint Lawrence" will only too gladly agree to
such a law. Will the bounders? I can answer the
question, no. Then, while they ask and receive forty
Clays privilege to hunt by the most destructive method
known, I ask for myself, and I think many more, that
St. Lawrence be given something. J. H. E.
Canxon, N. Y., March 7.

THE MAINE GAME LAWS.
THE committee on fisheries and game of the Maine

Legislature has voted to report a bill containing
substantially the amendments proposed by the Commis-
sioners, already given in detail in the Forest aIs^d Stbeaiu.
In the committee there was not much opposition to the
amendments, as I am informed, in spite of the force
brought to bear by the enemies of wholesome fish and
game legislation. Mr. Darling and others were given a
respectful hearing, but their demands for greater license
in the killing of game have not been heeded in the com-
mittee. The result, when the measure comes before the
full bodies of both branches of the Legislature, is of course
still in doubt, but the case is more hopeful than appear-
ances indicated early in the session. A letter from a
gentleman well informed in fish and game matters in that
State says that there is rather a growth of better senti-
ment within a few -weeks in some parts of Maine, and that
it is having its influence upon the Legislature, even if
that body, in its majority, was not already favorable to
the wholesome amendments asked for by the able Com-
missioners. The deer-hounding element is receiving a set-
back from a force of its own nature that is striking
stronger blows than its advocates are aware of.
The Maine newspapers are giving a good deal of atten-

tion to game matters, and it has been made plain to the
people of the State, and to members of the Legislature,
that a number of hounds are owned in the State for the
purpose of dogging deer. The newspapers have done
much of late in disseminating this information, and the
spreading of the news has come in a form that is not
doing the cause of the deer bounders any good. A num-
ber of items like the following, besides those already pub-
lished in the Forest a??d Stream, have lately appeared
in the Maine papers: "L. O. Dudley and his wife w-ere
crossing Upper Jackson Lake in a sleigh the other day.
Suddenly a deer bounded out of the thicket on the
opposite shore, closely followed by a hound. At the
urgent request of his wife Mr. 'Dudley turned his
horse, and with all possible speed followed the chase,
hoping to save the life of the deer. Gyp, the mare,
ti-oited nobly, considering that there were" Sin. of water
on the ice, and the chase was a very exciting one for the
lady. But the deer seemed exhausted, and the dog soon
brought down his game, and had its throat bleeding be-
fore they reached the spot. The sight of the deer flound-
ering in the water on the ice, which was crimsoned with
its blood, frightened the horse, and Mr. Dudley was
obliged to hold her, while his wife got out of the'sleigh
and drove off the dog, which went sneaking toward shore
with the blood dripping from his jaws. A man working
in one of Mr. Dudley's logging cainps now came up and
the deer w.as left in his care. It was dotibtless killed by
the bite of the dog at its throat." Another Maine paper
says that Mrs. Dudley has written a strong letter to the
Legislature, against the cruelties of dogging deer. If she
has not, there is not the least doubt but what she desires
to, and when the women of Maine declare against a form
of cruelty, there is little danger but what legislation will
be pronounced in their favor.
Game Warden French arrived at Calais the other morn-

ing and gave the substance of the following report: "I
have just got home from a trip up the lakes and I never
saw the game laws so grossly violated since I have held
my commission as they have been the last month . A
number of parties consisting of from two to four persons
hunting deer with dogs and making a wholesale slaughter
of them. While away I arrested Frank Graham and
Charles Gilpatrick, of Westoia , for the abovenamed off'ense.
They were arraigned before Justice Dresser, at Forrest
City, found guilty and fined .f40 each and costs. I also
arrested Charles Eaton and E. Tupper, of Princeton, for
dogging deer at Pleasant Lake. They were found guilty
and gave bonds to appear at the April term of the S. J.
Court. I found Pete Newell selling trout and fined him.
I also found two more men dogging deer but was unable
to catch them. I am familiar with their names and wiH
arrest them on my next trip up river."

It is unfortunate for the cause of the deer doggers that
these items are being promulgated through ihe Maine
papers at this time. But the good often prevails through
the adverse action of evil itself and it is now to be hoped
that deer hounding will receive the worst setback it baa
ever bad at the present session of the Maine Legislature,
M^ROH 9, Speoi^aIv,
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CHICAGO AND fHE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., March 6 —Heavy snow is falliug here

to-day and though the thermometer is not low it

looks more like winter here now than it has at any time.
It is very likely that the storm on this latitude will hold
back that hip; hurst of the spring flight which invaded
the country from Illinois to Kansas at just about the same
time—Feb.- 21 to 25, The Kankakee and the Illinois
countries were free of ice last week and thousands of
ducks were in. Charlie Gammon and Billy Mussey were
to go to Cumberland country to-morrow after an old-
fashioned duck shoot, but unless this storm moderates
quickly thoy may have to wait a few days before they
meet good shooting. The same is true for Mr. Cleaver
and his friends, who plan a trip to Putnam, in the Sen-
achwine comitry.

It is impossible to say how the flight will hold out, but
from all that can be told now the promise seems xmusually
good for wildfowl in the AVest this spring. I ha,ve just
been out in Iowa this week and they report birds in un-
accustomed qua,ntities along the old Skunk bottom, so
long nearly deserted by the flight. At Reasnor, Jasper
county, ducks were in numbers a week and a half ago.
They have appeared also in great quantities along the
Missouri bottom above Sioux City, At Des Moines I
found plans going on for a special car party to Sioux City,
to start at an early date. Our friend Charlie Budd will
probably go, also Messrs,_ Eoyal, Converse, Chase, Bur-
nett, Roed, MoCJintockj Harris, Eason, Yearnshaw, Per-
kins, Martin, Vertrees and Kercher. That is to say that
most of 'em probably won't go. These gentlemen tell me
that ducks are in or were in last week over a great part
of Iowa.
At Des Moines I met my friend John Hamilton, editor

of the IkdJi/ Mio^. He was just back from a goose trip to
Kansas, and I helped eat a Canada honker which he
brought back with him. Mr. Hamilton is young at this
shooting business, and openly declares himself not above
potting a goose whenever he gets a chance. He gave us
at table a thrilling account of how he crawled a quarter
of a mile through the grass to get a "settin' shot" at a
flock on a sand bar, the result of which nefarious deed
was four geese. "I hope this goose wasn't killed in that
way," remarked one of the party, "for if so, we cannot
eat any more of it." But Mr. Hamilton relieved such
fears by declaring that the taking off of this fowl was
quite legitimate. This party numbered three guns, and
they bagged 31 geese in four days. They were at Mrs.
Dodge's place, 13 miles below Hutchinson, on the Arkan-
sas River. They report the fields and bars full of geese
last week, and the flight along the Arkansas is said to be
heavier than for five years.

"Doesn't it make you feel awfully bad to see the poor
geese fall down out of the air all shot up?" asked one of
the ladies at the goose dinner aforesaid.
"No," replied Mr. Hamilton deliberately and naively.

"The first bird I ever killed onthe wing was a wild goose,
and when I saw him falling down, although 1 knew I
must lose him across the river, I think I never felt so
good in all my life,"

I take the extremest pleasure in telling of the exploits
of my friend, Mr, Hamilton, because he is a good speci-
men of the terrible example reformed through saving
grace. For years he was the strictest utilitarian, think-
ing nothing in the world was good but plain hard work.
I am glad to see he has nearly killed himself at that.
Finally he had to get outdoors or die. He went outdoors.
His shooting dates back for a very few years, and barring
his still rather utilitarian notions about pot shots, I have
some hopes for him.
Now I want to show the reverse of this cheerful pic-

ture. About two weeks ago Mr, James Reynolds, a busi-
ness man of this city, took his own life, under circum-
stances the most distressing, in that he left a wife and
family who loved him. This is what the papers here say
of the matter:
"As to the cause of the suicide there seems to be but

one opinion. The man had worked himself to death. In
speaking of the matter to T. G. Otis, a neighbor said: 'I

have kown Reynolds for twenty years. I am positive
that overwork had rendered him temporarily insane. He
was the first at the store and the last one away. Nature
had to give way some time, and poor Reynolds went
crazy.'"
Too much work doesn't pay. Read the wholesome

sporting papers. Go out of doors. You will be nearer
manhood through it, and the time is passing when people
will pneer at you for that.

In this connection I am reminded of a talk I bad lately
with a gentleman of this city, who is somewhat known
as a shooter and sportsman, and who is now holding for
a .second term a position of high trust as an oflacer of the
Illinois State Sportsmen's Association. This gentleman
told me that he did not read Forest and Stream nor any
other sporting paper, because he did not have time, his
business was so pressing. He represented himself to me
as a hard-driven man, with scarce time enough left to
get acquainted with his family. This only shows how
amusing some men can get to be, and also how far they
can get away from the paths of right living. I don' t think
my friend is any busier than plenty of other men in
Chicago, who find plenty of time to read Forest and
Stream and other fresh, modern literature. If he is so
very busy I scarcely see how he can spare time for any
official duties outside of his ofiice. But, I say, all this is
simply amusing; for every one knows that any man has
time to do just what he wants to do, and no man was
ever so busy he couldn't be busier. If my friend the offi-

cial of the State Sportsmen's Association will take time of
an evening at home to read some good journal of outdoor
sports, I think he will find the pressure lighten at times,
and he v.nll not feel so busy, He will do just as much,
but will be freer from that strain of energy which makes
a worse than slave of many and many a man. I doubt if

the world is so very much better off for these overbusv
raen. Indeed, they seem to realize this themselves, an'd
once in a while they seek another world by gate of
self-destruction. I have reported several just such cases
here in Chicago. I will warrant not one of them was a
reader of Forest and Stream or a breather of good out-
door air.

March 7.—^The marshes are reported frozen. The shoot-
ing is not yet.

Mr. Julius DeLong, of New York, spent a day in town
this week. He and Mr. A. Hirth have some sort of a
mascallonge scheme on the fire for this spring.

Mr. A. Von Lengerke, of the well knovm New York
firm, flitted across the Chicago horizon last week, leaving
a smell of Schultze behind him,
Mr. Gardner Thatcher, of this city, has outfitted here

for tarpon and goes to Florida.
Some unknown friend has sent me a copy of the Beards-

town lUinoisan, with the following marked: "A, M.
Smith made a large haul of fish in Sangamon Bay last
week, aggregating some 30,000lbs." There is a brevity
and dirtctness of assertion about this which we could
wish less conspicuous.
Br'er Hank Kleinman went out behind Br'er Abe's

house, down on Lake Calumet, for a little while last
Monday and bagged 19 bluebills, 1 goldeneye and 3 can-
vasbacks. The birds still hang about that persecuted lake.
Br'er Gawge killed 7 bluebills that same morning.

I take pleasure in forwarding to the kennel ed.itor of the
Forest and Stream a cutting from the Commercial
Gazette of Cincinnati, sent me and, I think, written by
the hand of that remarkable greyhound enthusiast Mr,
M. Phister, of that city. The article speaks of the third
winning of the Waterloo Cup by the phenomenon Fuller-
ton, a feat unparalleled in coursing, Mr. Phister is fortu-
nate in having a half brother of Fullerton, the big brindle
Norwegian.
Within 30 days we shall have good shooting and some

fishing around Chicago. The Kankakee at Momence is

one of the earliest streams to offer any fishing,

E. Hough.

ST. LOUIS NOTES.
QT. LOUIS, March 3.—At a stand in Union Market IO noticed the other day a fine string of croppies, the
fish averaging 21b8. in weight, They came from some
point down the river, and were netted, of course. It

makes the gorge of the angler rise to see the fine game
fish, bass especially, which are shipped to Union Market
from local waters and caught by means of nets and
seines, but there has been no slaughter this year from
fishing through the ice, for the very good reason that no
ice has formed in this section of the country.
Now that the quail season is over, it will do no harm to

"give away the soft snap" of a St. Louis sportsman who
last fall killed nearly 200 quail within two miles of the
western limits of the city. While other hunters went out
many miles looking for quail, he had fine shooting liter-

ally at his own door. No one thought of looking for game
so near home, and the favored party was too smart to say
anything about it until the season was over. But what
chance will these quail have next year?
There never has been a better winter for the preserva-

tion of game birds than the one just ending. It has been
extremely di*y all over this section, with no extremely
cold weather and but few snow storms, so that the birds
will winter over in good condition, and should increase
and multiply at the maximum limit. The absence of ice
will also insure the safety of the fish in the shallower
streams and lakes. The prospects of a good game season
the coming fall are consequently most excellent.
Numerous petitions have been sent to the Legislature to

pass a law prohibiting all seining of fish in the State of
Missouri. The House recently passed the following bill,

and, as there is a similar one pending in the Senate, it is

probable that we wiU soon have a law prohibiting all

seining:

Sec. 3,910. If any person shall place or maintain, or cause to be
placed or maintained, in any of rhe waters of the S»ate, any seine,
net, gill-net, trammel net, wire or other device, or by any suoli
means shall take or catch a flsli in the waters of tliiB State, he
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and npon conviction
tboreof be fined in a sum of not less than S5 nor more than flOO,
provided the provisions of this section shall not apply to persons
who own lana adjoining such waters from taking iish for their
own family use, and provided, further, that they shall not prevent
the free passage of fish up and down such waters.

Ducks struck in here quite freely last week, and there
was a rush for the favorite shooting grounds.
Croppie fishing with hook and line has been carried on

all winter at Creve Cceur Lake owing to the mild
weather.
The State Senate has shortened the deer shooting season

by knocking February out of the old law.
There will probably be amendments to the game law of

the State. The Hawkins bill has received a favorable
report in the House and will probably pass. The bill pro-
vides that game shall not be killed during the following
seasons: Wild turkey, between March 1 and Sept. 15;

prairie chicken, between Feb. 1 and Aug. 15; quail and
grouse, between Feb. 15 and Oct. 1; woodcock, between
Jan. 10 and July 1: and wild ducks and geese, between
April 1 and Sept. 1. The bill also makes it a misdemeanor
to trap or net prairie chickens or quail at any time.
The following bit of genuine news I clip from a San

Francisco market paper: "Japanese pheasants from Ore-
gon have been quite common in the game market during
the past fortnight. The male pheasant of this variety is

of handsome plumage. These birds were imported into
Oregon and for years were protected by very strict game
laws, untn now they are quite plentiful and are allowed
to be hunted. The meat is in favor with lovers of game,
Sales were made this week at $9 to $12 per dozen whole-
sale." Aberdeen.

A WEST VIRGINIA RESORT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your columns, under date of Feb. 19, a com-
munication from "L. R. S.," Scranton, Pa., who refers to
an article from the pen of Mr. T. B. Wilson, Capon Iron
Works, W. Va., which was published in your paper some
weeks ago, who desires to know if the reports of T. B.
Wilson can be relied on. I wish to say a few words in
corroboration of Mr. Wilson's statements. It has been
my good fortune for the past ten years to spend my
annual hunt and fish with Mr. Wilson. I have fished all

the streams mentioned by him, viz.. Wait's Run, Trout
Run, Pond Run and Stoney Creek; and have taken many
fine specimens of brook trout from these streams. The
trout of Wait's Run and Trout Run are fine in point of

size and flavor. Mr. P. Johnston, of Linden, Ya., an old
disciple of Izaak Walton and a very intimate friend of
Mr. Wilson's, has perhaps taken more large trout from
the latter than any other angler; and he informs me that
on one day he took from a single pool in this stream thirty-

six trout, varying in size from l4in. to 18in. in length,
and on the day following took twenty-six trout equally
as large. While he had no means of ascertaining the
weight of these trout,'it is safe to say some of them wotxld
have weighed 31bs. Four years later Mr. Johnston and I

took from this same pool one day seventeen very fine
ones. On one occasion Dr. John McKeever, of Wardens-
yille, W. Va,, took a trout from this stream weighing
4lbs. One peculiarity of these large trout is that they are
seldom, if at all, taken with the fly, but bite on the
bottom.
Game is abundant in the mountains and valleys sur-

rounding the hospitable home of Mr, Wilson, as I can
testify from personal experience, and deer, bear, turkeys
and pheasants can he had in season; and with Tom, or
the "General" as be is more familiarly known, as guide,
the sportsman is sure to get a shot. The name and fame
of Tom and his achievements with his "bone smasher"
(Manton rifle) cannot be touched on here, but will endure
as long as the mountains which he has hunted. In one
hunting season Mr. Wilson, J. W. Thorp and I killed
twenty-two deer, turkeys and pheasants not being taken
into account, though we bagged great numbers of them.
This was done by still-hunting, and on no occasion do we
use dogs.
A few shots made by Mr. Wilson will to the "kid glove"

hunter seem incredulous. I speak truth, however. In
1874: he killed at three shots two four-prong buck and fif-

teen turkeys. A few years after bagged eighteen turkeys
at three shots!

Visitors are always cordially received and every hospi-
tality extended toward them. It is, indeed, "a region
full of interest to the sportsman and naturalist," and in
no other country will he find a more contented, congenial
and true-hearted people.

I beg to refer you to an article by the late Alexander
Moseley, late editor of the Richmond Whig, relative to
the trout of this stream, published in Forest and Stream
in the fall of 1879, A. M.
LiNDKx, Warren County, Va.

REARING PHEASANTS.
AN English correspondent writes: The period has now

arrived for making preparations for the pheasant
rearing season. The results produced in many parts of
the country by the semi-artificial culture of these birds
are certainly encouraging, and are in part due to the
increasing experience of game keepers in rearing them.
The pheasant shooting season of 1890 1 was on the whole
satisfactory, and would doubtless have been one of the
best on record but for the bad weather that prevailed
during the summer. The weather was favorable during
the early part of the summer, and the young birds had a
fair start, but the effect of the wet and cold which super-
vened during June was disastrous to them. Heavy bags
were, however, recorded in many parts, and the condition
of the birds proved to be good on the whole.
The practice of rearing by hand, which obtains on many

estates, has prevented a great amount of depletion which
otherwise must occur. When nearly 4,000 pheasants are
killed on one estate in two days, as was the case last sea-
son, it is apparent that these buds would speedily be exter-
minated but for the system of cultivation now in vogue.
As is generally known, the game keeper is responsible

for this work, and the uninitiated have no idea what
anxiety and labor it causes him, nor of the nights that he
spends with the young birds when sickness demands his
attendance. In "the matter of feeding he has to exercise
incessant zeal at ail times, providing them with food care-
fully and skilfully prepared. In conversation with the
well-known pheasant rearer, Mr. Wm. Burgess, of Malvern
Wells, Worcestershii-e, the other day, I was informed
that the acclimatization of the British variety is being
actively prosecuted abroad and that he (Mr. Burgess)
has, for many years past, assisted in the work by sending
eggs from his pheasantry. In the matter of fish he has
also done the same, and has by way of experiment success-
fully transmitted living examples of perch to Japan. The
Chinese pheasant had, I learnt, succeeded in nearly every
country, and I can speak from experience as to the favor-
able results attending its introduction in England.

NEW JERSEY CODIFICATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Among the bills introduced in the Senate is one provid-

ing for theci'eation of a fish and game commission whose
duty shaU be to revise the fish and game laws of the State
and report a comprehensive bill to the next Legislatiire.

The bill provides that the Governor shall appoint three
commissioners, who shall hold sittings in various parts of
the State during the recess of the Legislature for the jjur-

pose of hearing the views of all persons who may desire
to present the same. The commission is then to prepare
a bill, embodying the present laws with such amend-
ments and alterations as the commission may deem
proper, and report the bill to the next Legislature. The
object of the bill is to follow in the wake of the States of
Pennsylvania and New York, where commissions of this
kind have been created by legislative action; in Pennsyl-
vania the work has been completed; in New York the
commission is still in session.

There has always been serious complaint concerning
the fish and game laws of this State, and no laws could
be more centradictory. Thus, according to one law, a
man taking perch out of lakes or ponds is liable to go to
State prison for six months, but there is no law against
persons taking the same kind of fish out of streams.
There is a law which prohibits catching trout during a
close season, but there is no law prohibiting the j)osseB8ion

of trout during this close season, so that the former law
is rendered practically worthless, it being a dilficult mat-
ter to capture a person while in the act of hauling in the
fish. According to one law, persons polluting rivers or
allowing anything to flow into any sti-eam which will in-

jure or kill fish are subject to a penalty of two years in
State prison and a fine of a thousand dollars, and by an-
other law justices of the peace are given jurisdiction in
all these cases; the law in relation to the pollution of
rivers applies to corporations, so that justices of the peace
are given authority to send not only private individuals
but corporations to State prison. These are only a few of
the absurdities of the fish and game laws as they stand at
present. In fact, these laws are in so badly mixed up a
state that nothing but a revision will unravel the tangle,

and it is this that is sought by Senator Mallon's bill. That
the laws are defective and contradictory is apparent, for

the State provides no way of enforcing the laws in rela-

tion to game, although several thousand dollars are annu-
ally expended for protecting and propagating fish. War-
dens who do their duty do so at their own pecuniary risk,
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The laws of New York and Pennsylvania differ materi-
ally from the laws of this State, but by cooperation the
laws of New York and Pennsylvania have been made as
neax alike as territorial reasons will permit. It has al-

ways been a subject of complaint that the laws of New
York open the season some time before the season opens
iti New Jei'sey, the New York sportsmen shooting oil

their own game and then coming into New Jersey and
getting their share of the game here. If the seasons
opened about the same time it would be of great advan-
tage to Jerseymen who cannot afford to travel long dis-

tances inquest of their favorite sport. It is consequently
that now is the proper time for a general revision, which
would result not only in better protection, but also be of
convenience to all concerned. *

Patbrson, N, .1., Feb. 25.

NEW SYSTEM OF SIGHTING SHOTGUNS.
THERE has always existed a serious difficulty in aim-

ing shotguns, and this difficulty has increased with
our modern chokebore guns. When shooting, the atten-
tion of the gunner should be chiefly directed on the flying
bird, and any arrangement of sights which interfere
with a full view ahead , or sights that require to be looked
at, are worse than no sights at all. In fact, good work
with the shotgun has required that the gun should fit the
shooter well, i. e., come up in good alignment with little

attention at aiming. One of the difficulties of shooting
is that the gun is not used from the same position, the
shooter often having to take a sharp right or left position
which makes it difftcTilt to align the gun the same. I

have foxmd that a small and short ivory sight placed not
more than 18in. from my lai-ge muzzle sight gives won-
derfully good results on a shotgun. Not only is the
vertical alignment readily obtaiiied, but as the two sights
are seen quite distinct and away from each other, the
lateral alignment is made at the same time. This is a
most important point, for one of the common mistakes is

sighting too close to the gun rib. which results in under
shooting. In very quick shooting neither of these sights
are much noticed, but the eye is more or less guided by
them in the quickest work quite unconsciously, and when
shooting more deliberately one forms the habit of bring-
ing the gun up in the right position. There is no better
test as to whether the gun is a good fit or not, than to
look over it with these sights on. This method of sight-
ing can be applied to a rifle, though I would not recom-
mend it except possibly at short distances and where
great accuracy is not required. This target which was
made with the rifle on a Daly gun shows a fair degree of
accuracy. The sights are easHy applied by any gun-
smith. As many shooters have my muzzle sight they
now will only require the new rear sight to make their
gun perfect.

This cut shows the large muzzle sight on gun.

Out of the small rear sight on the gun. This sight is

placed 18in. from the muzzle sight.

Tins engraving gives the appearance of the sights when
aiming at a straightaway bird. It will be noticed that
the muzzle sight is the most prominent and when the
aim is taken should be seen above the rear sight and in
line with it. In this cut the elevation of the gun is
right, but the rear sight shows that the gun is out of line,
which would not be discovered if these sights were not
used.
A large proportion of the sportsmen who use the

Lyman rear tang sight do so with the ordinary crotch
sight on the barrel. This crotch sight is much in the
way of the rear tang sight and the shooting is done at a
great disadvantage. To overcome this trouble I have in-
vented a foldmg leaf sight to take the place of the crotch
sight. This new sight has no notch in it, being straight
across its top. In this respect it is a bar sight. This
sight folds down close to the barrel, allowing the shooter
to use the Lyman combination sight or the wind-gause
sight in an unobstructed manner, and the result is that
the sliooting is twice as good as when the ordinary crotch

A- \ n sight is on the barrel,

s
'\ |J:;Tp

— Although the shooter

nearly all shooting, he has
the satisfaction in knowing that if he wishes to use this
leaf sight, that it is a better sight than any rear barrel or
crotch eight in «S9, both as regards acouraoy and quick-

ness in aiming. The left hand engraving shows the
sight on the gun barrel folded down. The right hand cut
gives the appearance of the sight when in use and shows
the bead or top of the ivory miizzle or front sight when
aiming.
In taking a long shot the front sight should be seen

high above the bar of the leaf sight de'pending on the dis-
tance of the game. The shooter needs to make no effort
to see the front sight in the middle of the bar, for the eye
will centralize the front sight with the bar sight uncon-
sciously while the shooter is getting the front sight on
the target. ' The top of this sight has a knife edge slot on
its face which prevents any reflection from i-ays of light
and always gives the bar a black aiipearance. ' This edge
also gives the thumb nail a hold in turning up the sight.
The sight has also a horizontal bar of ivory "partly ex-
posed" below the square top which allows the sight to be
seen when shooting in a dim light. The folding part is

regulated by the right hand screw to move as firmly as
desired. William Lyman.
MlDDIiEFTELD, CoHH.

BEARS AND BEAR HUNTING.

The Doa Brought Out the G-ame.—The story of the
man who bet that his pup could bring the coon out of the
barrel, and won his bet by throwing in the dog back-
ward, which triumphantly emerged with the coon fast to
his hindquarters, is matched by the story which F. B.
sends from Kansas: Several days ago the Bacon boys,
who live about four miles west of Ottawa, started out to
hunt coons. They had three hounds and were soon on
the trail of an animal wliich tm-ned out to be a large and
fierce wildcat. He led them a long chaso and finally
came to bay under a dark railroad culvert, and here the
two older dogs stopped. The other dog was just learning
to hunt and had never had any expei'ience in this line, so
he started boldly in to bring out the game. He brought
it out a great deal quicker than any one expected and
made a considerable noise about it too. When the hun-
ters caught sight of the dog he was coming toward them
like mad with the wildcat standing straight up on his
back. The other hounds now took hold of the cat and
soon finished him, but he gave them some ugly wounds
in the fight. The pup that brought the wildcat out will
probably remember the feat for a long time.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Eeading "HunterV dissertation on traf)ping bears re-

minds me of old hunting days when the wild woods were
my happiest abode and trapping bears my specialty. I
have killed seA^enty- three bears, trapped the most part of
them, and the manner and kind of laait are a desideratum
worthy of note.
In the spring of the year I never used bait, but set traps

in wild animal trails or paths, which are to be found
around ponds and beside rivera and brooks where the
bears inhabit.
Later on I found that fresh fish was the best bait.

Some hunters use stinkino: meat or waste scraps or bones
of any animal, thinking that the smell of the decaying
meat would entice bruin, but I have always found that
the fresher the bait the better. I think 'bears have a
delicate sensitiveness in their organs of smell, and I have
found honey to be a great attraction to them. I have
also bored auger holes in roots of trees near my ti-aps,

and filled them with molasses and rum, for be it known,
the black bear, although a native of Maine, never con-
sented to her prohibition statute, and can be made as
drunk as any two-legged animal.
There is, however, in my humble opinion, more in set-

ting the trap than in the kind of bait, and at different
seasons of the year in different ways.
As to the time they breed, I see hunters vary in their

opinions. I have kept them in confinement, but they do
not breed the same as they would in their native wilds.
Friend ''Hunter" thinks they drop their young the first

part of February, but says he found four in a den in
March. Well, if anybody finds a female bear in a den in
January, he will find the cubs, for immediately on being
disturbed the mother will drop her cubs. You cannot get
a bear out of her den before she drops them. Yes, he
found four cubs ia March, that is the month she naturallv
has them.

I like the talk of that Maine "Hunter;" it sounds like
my own experience, and here is my hand. Shake!

J. G. R.
BETn KJ., Maine;

Spoet in Missouiii.—Marshall, Mich.—I arrived in
Keytesville, Mo., Dec. 24, The weather was fine: and
the next morning I called upon my friend Mr. Wm. Hill,
and I told him I wanted to have a good hunt. He intro-
duced me to two of the best hunters, Ward brothers.
That afternoon one of them, John Ward, and I went out
a short time and bagged 20 fine quails; and for two weeks
we kept it up, and had splendid shooting. My Gordon
setter was only 13 months old, but she was a "daisy."
Two of us bagged in one day, I think, 93 birds. In the
early fall and spring there ia splendid duckand geese shoot-
ing. 1 once was advocating a 101b. gun and 10 bore, but
I do not want any more of them, nor do I advise their
use for small game. A gun which weighs from 5 to
6|lbs. is heavy enough, and toward evening the gunner
will think even that weight is too heavy. I believe that
a person can kill just as much, if not more, with a 16-
bore, using 2drs. of powder and foz. of shot. It is all

useless to shoot so much ammunition when less will do,
and besides I do not want to carry 3i to 5drs. of powder
around with me when I will do. To me it seems ridicu-
lous to use 4t^drs. of powder for one bird and to blow him
all to pieces, while all is required is to kill the game.
From what I heard, the bird crop is very abundant all
through the southern part of Missouri. There are some
wild turkeys there, and I saw quite a few geese. The day
I arrived there James Ward killed a goose at 180yds. with
a 34in. muzzleloader. The game is too wild to shoot
with a shotgun at that season.—^M. R,

Wyoming Game.—Big Piney, Uinta county
,
Wyoming.—This section is the home of the elk, deer and antelope,

bear of several kinds, mountain lion, mountain sheep, cat,
lynx, beaver and a few timber butt'alo in the mountains,
wolf and coyote of the plains; ducks and geese in summer
and fall; sage hens, grouse in large quantities at all times
of the year. In all. streams and lakes are the mountain
trout and they are very gamy. Sometimes the noble elk
get very poor in winter and have been killed in large
nurnbers for their hides, although there is a strict law
against this. Last winter we had some rare sport roping
elk on horseback. We sold several which were shipped
to Austin Corbin, of Newport, New Hampshire. This
country must forever remain an irreclaimable wilderness.
Here hunters may live in tents and follow the migrations
of the game and lead a life of savage independence.

—

C. V. B.

A Game Club which appears to be earnestly endeavor
ing to do some good in its neighborhood writes: "Can
you not suggest some way for us to increase our treasury ?

Do not some of the Western associations receive some-
thing in the shape of contributions from the different gun
dealers and sporting goods houses?" The gun dealers
and sporting goods houses contribute to trap shooting
tournament prize lists; but most houses that we know
anything about are invited to contribute to an extent far
beyond their means. We have never known of their
contributing to a game protective club. It is hardly to
be expected that they would. Perhaps some one oan
suggeat to our inquirers a method of raising funds for
game and fish protecMon pvu-posee.

Worcester, Mass., March 6.—The annual meeting this
week of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club resulted in the
election of E. F. Swan as secretary. Last year he was
dropped and Henry W. W^ebber elected. This year Mr.
Webber declined a reelection and the only other man
nominated withdrew from the contest. The result of the
annual election of officers follows: President, Gilbert J.
Rugg; Vice-Presidents, A. B. F. Eienney, E. S. Knowles,
M. D. Gilmore: Secretary, E. F. Swan;" Executive Com-
mittee—John 15. Goodell, W. R. Dean, C. Harry Morse,
O. A. Benoit; Committee to Revise the By-Laws—A. B.
F. Keuney, C. H. Morse, F. M. Harris, C. A. Benoit. The
following' were elected members of the club; Geo. Cut-
ting, Wm. Brown, Geo. W. Purringtou, Uemy W. Smith,
Geo. Langdon, W. L. Smith, A. P. Cutting and. Geo. 1.

McClellan.

New York Restaurateurs.—At the monthly meet-
ing of the New York Association for the Protection of
Game, last Monday evening, Messrs. H. T. Carey and
Chas. F. Imbrie, of the executive committee, reported
that through the efforts of Mr. W. Holberton, a member
of the association, and State Protector Dr. Willet Kidd,
they had obtained evidence against Morello's restaurant
and the Hotel Brunswick for serving game out of season.
Whereupon it was unanimously voted that the counsel of
the association should begin suit immediately against the
offending parties. Why does the District Attorney not
go on with the suit against Delmonico, who is charged
by Dr. Kidd with having served woodcock out of season?

He Bragged Not Wisely.—A Hartford man, George
J. Helm, recently wrote to a Western paper, bragging of
his being out shooting on Sunday and escaping the game
warden. The case was followed up by Game W^arden
Collins, Helm was arrested, found guilty, and fined $7
and costs of $20 or more. Helm's attorney wanted to

take an appeal, and Attorney Markham strongly objected
and read Section 693, Revised Statutes, 1888, which says:
"Any person, convicted by a justice of the peace of any
offense, except profane swearing, cursing or Sabbath
breaking, may appeal from the judgment." Good law-
yers claim that the case is not appealable, and that the
justice's decision must stand.

"Book of the Game Laws."—It speaks well for the
BooJc of the Qmne Laws that although it is now nearly
six months since its first number was published, neither
in the October, 1890, number nor in the January, 1891,
number has any serious error been discovered. There
was one stupid critic who averred that the Boole of the
Game Laws gave the Long Island quail season incor-
rectly; but in this case it was the critic who erred. The
January number, by the way, contains the full text of
the recent Illinois decision respecting the sale of quail
killed for market. It is a pleasure to record that the
Book of the Game Laws is appreciated for accuracy and
completeness.

Iowa Association.—J. G. Smith's trip to Forest City
last week was not a fruitless one, after all. He set the
ball in motion by which, two days later, a fellow was
caught attempting to ship prairie chickens, and was con-
victed and fined $20 and costs. When the State Associa-
tion for the Protection of Game in Iowa gets after a fel-

low, it is very likely to run him down before it is through
with him. It has been the means of saving up much of
our game which was formerly killed and shipped out of
the State during the closed season, and has done much
good in a general way.

—

Alzona Upper Des Moines, Feb.
85.

Game Protector Kidd —New York, March 4.—State
Game Warden Dr. Willet Kidd, of Newburerh, has just
notified me that Carl Smith and Smith Vance were
lodged in Kingston jail March 2. They will now have
to pay $240 or serve out 240 days. They were arrested at
EHenville for netting trout in the Sandburgh Stream in
Ulster county. I think Dr. Kidd is very efficient, and
deserves great credit. Last season he brought sixteen
suits to a successful termination , three of which were in
this city.—W. H.

Birds in Nebaska.—Loup River.—The quail are hav-
ing a hard time this winter, but are so abundant that I
fear no great depreciation in numbers for next season.
Prairie chicken were not plenty last season, but I have
about 200 located in the hills just back from the river,

and with a good spring and no prairie fires I think they
will be as abundant next fall as formerly.— C. P. H.

Spring Shooting.—When the Illinois Legislature was
considering a bill to prohibit spring shooting of wildfowl
in 1887, petitions were sent in to the General Assembly
opposing the measure, and bearing something like 10,000
signatures.

Trouble with their Eyes.—A correspondent puts it

thus: "Game is scarce about here; too many sportsmen
who cannot read when it cornea to the game laws; their
eyesight gives out all at onoei."
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KusT IN Gun Barrels.—My recipe for preyenting it

may not be orifrinal, but I recommend it to gunners. I

have tried all the zinc arrangements mentioned in the
Forest and Stream, but always find that there will be
more or less r^^Bt. I use a round stick one inch longer
than the barrels and a quarter-inch smaller: cut a strip of

soft, thick cloth as wide as the circumference of stick,

sew the edges together from end to end. soak in sweet oil

and place in gun. There will be an even pressure on all

parts. I have examined my gun several times tliis winter
and there is not the slightest sign of rust.

—

Irvino
(Montreal),

Memphis, Tenn.—The Commercial of March 4 says: "It
is very rarely that the canvasback duck ventures to the
Southland, but there are lots of them within a radius of
fifty miles of Memphis at the present writing, and the
grounds of tliR Oakdornick Club are fairly alive with
them. Several good bags have been made, and the
slaughtered ones are as fat as butter. The presence of
the 'backs' in this locality is accounted for bv the recent
storms, which have driven them from their usual haunts.''

New ENGLiVSD Game and Fish Clubs are requested to
communicate with Mr, Richard 0. Harding, secretary of
the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association,
30i Washington street, Boston. The association hopes to

havp representatives from many sections and States of
the Ne-w England district at an April meeting, to discuss
the feasibility and desirability of uniform or consistent
game and fish laws.

"Tea?;SPORTATION of Gajie,"—In this paper by Mr.
Collins, last issue, concluding paragraph, for "poultry''
read property.^

dtfd ^iv^r fishing.

The full tests of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the BooU of
the Oame Laws.

THE UNKOWN RIVER.

HERE we are again on the banks of the Unknown.
The very scenes lie before us which we bad thought

of so many times during the past year, and wished with
all our heart tha,t we would be permitted to see again.
We did not care a straw that we were eighteen miles
from a post office and probably would not hear from the
outside world for some time. The road to our camping
place led along the river bank for about a mile, and we
watched the river all along, noting the changes the
water had made since the year before. We found the
river perfectly clear of logs, trees and brush, and we
knew that if the trout were on the rise we should have
some pplendid sport.

Riding over corduroy roads and through pine woods for
eighteen miles had given us appetites that could only be
excelled bv larger capacity than we possessed, and when
we arrived at the farm house at the mouth af the river
we were ready to make a clean sweep of anything Mrs.
R. might set before us. The dinner was excellent and we
ate long and heaxty. After this we made several Kve-boxes
and got our fishing tackle ready for use, and at 3 o'clock
we all started up the river, eacli with a live-box, intend-
ing to place them along the river at convenient places.-

We found the river in splendid condition and full of
trout. Mr. W., who is from England and had never
before fished in American trout waters, was stationed at
one of the best pools, where in three hours he took ten
trout: seven of them averaged l^lbs. each. This he said
was the finest trout fishing he ever had, and beat England
all to pieces. We all had good success and returned to
the house in high sph'its. The man with our tent and
blankets did not come that night, so we had to sleeii at
the house.
The next morning we made a fish pond just below the

old mill, where we could lead the water from the spring
and the river through it. We found it quite a big un-
dertaking, as it was hard digging and the mosquitoes
bothered us a good deal, but we finished it in about two
hours, and we felt proud of having a place to keep our
trout ahve. George said this was really building a dam
by a mill site, and we all voted that we would rather
have it this way than the other way at present. The
next thing was to float the live-boxes down the river and
put the fish we had caught the day before into the pond.
We found some of them nearly dead, but they soon re-

vived when placed in the pond, and swain around enjoy-
ing themselves as if nothing was wrong.
That afternoon was favorable for casting, and we had

glorious sport, taking about twenty trout altogether. The
trout run quite as large as the year before, and it was
rare to hook one smaller than ilh.

The next morning it was raining when we got up, and
we had to stay indoors. For amusement we tried whist,
but Mr. W. did not play American whist, so we aban-
doned that and tried cribbage, and Schlapper Hannes. Just
before noon the rain stopped, and we all went down to
the mouth of the river, where a dock reaches out into
the bay aI>out 400ft. Getting to the end of this we sat
down and enjoyed an hour of cool delight.
The bay here is five miles wide, and on the opposite

shore several Indian villages are located. The people
farm a little and fish and hunt a good deal, but some of
them make good hands getting out logs in the winter
seas-on. The fish they catch are principally whitefish,
which are cleaned and packed with pounded ice in large
boxes on stationary trucks, and taken by small steamers
to the nearest point, where large boats land, and shipped
south.
Just outside the bay we could see a steam barge towing

a schooner, and beyond that a large sailing vessel almost
hull down. In several places where the sky and water
met only smoke could be seen, and some one suggested
that these vessels " were out of sight." While we were
taking in the eachanticg scene around us the dinner bell

rang, and before the second tap every man was on his
feet and moving toward the house, Romance and dreams
were forgotten, castles came tumbling down, and how-
ever different om- thoughts had been a few moments be-

fore, they were unanimous now, and there \vt)'8 no divj-

«pn \inU] 'wp got i?,p fyom the dinner table,

The afternoon was fine for casting and all took about
as many trout as they wanted. All that we could possi-
bly save alive were put into the live-boxes and the re-
mainder were bled and put in the ice house for present
use.
Bright and early next morning I started with Jim, one

of the teamsters, to a point up the river six miles, called
Two-mile Rapids. The road is along the river for the
last two miles and I could see that the river was a suc-
cession of rapids and pools the entire distance. About
two-thirds of the way up the rapids I left the wagon
and started in to fish. The only regret I have for this

day's fishing was that I was alone, I wished forty times
that the others had come, for it was the finest sport I
ever had and I wanted some one to enjoy it with me.
Where I started in there is a deep pool with a big rock
on one side, and just above and below this pool the water
rushes like mad. In three hours I took 43 trout, the lot

weighing SOlbs., from this one pool, I first filled my
creel, and then taking the hoop from my landing net I

filled that as full as I could carry it. I am sure I could
have taken as many more, as the trout w^ere risinar just
the same when I left as when I started in. When I

reached the wagon Jim had returned from his errand up
the river and was feeding the horses, end while he built

smudges around the horses I got out the lunch. It was
a pretty wild looking place where we were, a dense
forest of pine and hemlock would not permit of seeing
very far in any direction. There was a fresh bear track
in the road 3ft. from us and deer tracks were thick along
the river bank. After dinner we took a short rest and
talk over our pipes. Jim stated that eight miles north of
this point there was quite a large lake which an old bear
Imnter had told him was full of big trout, I lost interest
in the lake full of bia: trout when Jim told me there was
no road to it, for I did not fancy a walk of eight miles
through those woods,

I began to get uneasy about my fishing rod; was afraid
some porcupine might come ficross it and take a notion to
climb, so telling Jim 1 would be at the bridge at five

o'clock I hastened back to the river.

I walked along the bank and in the edge of the river
for half a mile, for I felt sure I could get all the trout I

wanted close to the bridge and I would not have to carry
them so far. Nor was I mistaken, for lona* before I got
in sight of the bridge I had my creel as full as it would
hold. I passed a number of fine-looking pools, and at the
last one above the bridge I took off my creel and began
filling my landing net, and by the time Jim came with
the wagon I had both creel and net full. No time was
lost in transferring the fish and myself in the wagon and
we were soon on the road. The remainder of the noon
lunch was disposed of and then pipes and tobacco until
we reached the farm. I should not have taken but one
creel full of trout that day, but there was a party at the
farm who intended to start for the southern part of the
State the next morning and wanted to take some ti'out

with them. I gave them all that I caught that day and
cleaned and packed them in ice, and we learned "after-

ward that they got them home in good shape.
The following day we did not do much of anything but

lay around and read and smoke. We put in part of the
day out on the dock as, on account of the mosquitoes, it

was the only place we could loaf in peace. Monday was
a big day with all of us. Mr. W. caught the largest trout
on the trip to-day, weight S^rlbs.. but we were all after
him with several weighing from 2i to Slbs. each.
For the next three or four days we gave the lower

rapids a rest, and visitpd several points up the river. At
a place called Short Rapids, three miles up, we had ex-
cellent sport. The first day we were there George,
Charlie and I all hooked at the same time and in the same
pool, Charlie with two on and George and I with one.
How we did yell as the rods bent and the lines sailed
through the water. I can see the boys now—George bit-

ing his under lip feeling sure that he would save his trout
(but he didn't), Charlie with bent form trying to steady
himself in the swift water, and with a pleased look on
his face as he slipped the landing net under the two
beauties. George's fish was a big one, and after two or
three leaps in the air he sailed down through the tail of
the rapids and did not stop when he came to the end of
the line. These rapids extend about half a mile and was
the prettiest place to fish we had struck. We had only
come half way down the rapids and our creels were
already as heavy as we wanted to carry back to camp.
We came back here several times and always with good
success.
Some of the best flies we used were royal-coachman,

chippie, Montreal, professor, governor, bee, Martin, queen-
of-the-water, Proctor, gray and brown hackles.
One morning three weeks after our arrival we pulled up

stakes and started for home. We had over a hundred
trout in the pond and these were killed and packed in ice
and taken with us. Arriving home in due time the trout
were distributed among friends, who seemed to think it a
great treat to have fresh brook trout.

Our trip had been a grand success in every way and
one long to be remembered by us. Jack.
CoLCMBtrs, Ohio.

THE PICKEREL FISHERMEN.
BOSTON, Mass.—The pickerel fishermen are out; that

is, if the weather is not too cold and the ice is not
too thick. One gentleman, he does not wish his name
mentioned, fished the Charles River above the dam, with
plenty of live bait, all.day Satm-day of last week, and the
day following, and not a pickerel. Another fisherman,
with permit, fished the Cambridge reservoir on the same
day, following Saturday, and he got no pickerel. His ill

success he gives as his reason why his name is not to
appear in the Forest and Stream. But in both of the
above cases it is possible that the day following Saturday
may have something to do with the matter. Others have
been fishing, however, and they did not fish the day fol-

lowing Saturday. Mr. R. S. Foster, of the commission
firm of Foster & Weeks, was born in the Pine Tree State,

and he dearly loves the rod and line, and what son of
that State does not? He, with Mr, John H, Farnham, in
the fruit trade in Boston, took the train a week ago on
Saturday morning for a pickerel pond in Connecticut.
They went down to Hampton station, several miles from
Wiliimantic. There a team was waiting for them, by
previous engagement. It was a light Concord wagon.
Would it carry them, the driver and all their traps? The
driver declared it woidd. It wsis dark aod tlie road wa^

rough and muddy. They started with some misgivings
on the part of the fishermen, but the driver was sure.
'Three miles of darkness, wheels in ruts to the hubs, and
the worst road," Mr. Foster says, "I ever passed over,
brought us to the house," The house is the dwelling of
the owner of the farm and the pond. This pond is arti-

ficial. It was dammed for a sawmill, and the stumps of
overflowed trees are sticking through the ice. The morn-
ing came. The pond was covered with several inches of
snow^ and several more of water on top of the ice. It did
not look like pickerel fishing, and the sportsmen were
minded to take the train home. But consultation of time
tables proved that no Boston train was reachable till

well toward night. They concluded to try the pond.
They wet their feet, through overshoes, in getting on to
the pond. Again they were minded to start for home.
No pickerel would bite with a dark ooze of surface water
rtmning down through every hole in the ice. But the
lines were set. Pickerel enough were taken to fry for
breakfast on Smiday morning, the day they were not to
fish. Sunday, they did not start back to Boston, the
weather looked better. The water had nearly disap-
peared from the ice. Monday they fished till it was time
to start for Wiliimantic, twelve mUes, where an express
could be touched that would take the happy fishermen
home to Boston that night. They were happy with their
catch of pickerel—over seventy, with several monsters
weighing Slbs. and up to 4lb3. Mr. Foster is in favor of
an artificial pond for gamy and handsome pickei'el of
large s'ze, and one of the desires nearest his heart is to
troll that pond in summer time. The local fishermen
claim that there is a monster pickerel in that pond that
has broken every sort of a rigging—silk lines and linen
lines. Mr. i'oster would like to try that same pickerel
with pliant rod in summer time. Special.

TARPON AT FORT MYERS.
FORT MYERS, Fla., Feb. 2Q.—Editor Forest and-

Stream: I have noticed in sailing on the Caloosa-
hatchie numbers of tarpon; and have wondered at our
Northern anglers stopping at points of so little attraction
simply to fish for tarpon, when Fort IVlyers not only offers

the finest tarpon fishing, but also gratifies the eye with
her beautiful homes sunounded by purely tropical ver-
dure equaled by no other point in Florida. The river is

here l-l miles wide, the banks covered with guavas, sap-
podilloa, grape fruit, shaddock, oranges, cocoanuts,
bananas, date palms, rosf s and a myriad of other flowers,
rendering it most beautiful.

On the 15th inst. Mr, H, N, Brooks, of Meriden, Conn.,
landed a tarpon weighing bOlbs,; length, 4ft. 9in. He
wired his brother anglers and the next steamer brought
them with rod and reel. On the 20th Mr. R, B. Duykinck
brought to galf one that weighed llOlbs., oft. 4in. in
length. On the 24th Mr, H. N, Brooks lauded two that
tipped the scales at ISOlbs., 6ft, in length each. Mr.
Brooks is a thorough master of the rod and reel. On the
same day Mr, J. N. Stevenson, of Chicago, safely landed
a tarpon weighing llO-bs,, after a hai'd fight lasting 3|
hours, Mr, Stevenson caught another on the 3.jlh, weigh-
ing 1251b3,, 6ft. Tin. in length, Mr, Prindell was unfor-
tunate, having several strikes, and after playing one
noble fellow over two hours his tackle parted.

Besides the tarpon, black bass are plentiful, weighing
up to lulbs, Redfish, snappers, sand perch, sheepshead,
rovallie, jackfish and other fish abound; in fact, the
waters are filled with them.
The gunner can find ample pastime in quail, deer and

turkey shooting. Quail are so plenty that numbers are
seen in the yards of our town.
The Planl Steamship Line have established a line of

steamers from Port Tampa, and the sportsman tourist

can be assured of transportation that is very satisfactory.

Should any of the readers of Forest and Stream wish
sporting information we will cheerfully reply to any in-

quiries. MiCKLE & Roe (Lock Box 29).

TROUT AND MOUSE.

WE have recently learned some interesting facts con-
cerning Colorado trout and trout streams from

Mr. Thomas Withers, Civil Engineer and Deputy U. S.

Lind Surveyor for the State of Colorado. Mr, Withers
has been in Washington and while there collected some
useful information preparatory to establishing a ti-out

hatchery on a beatttiful stream owned by him near Den-
ver. He will probably make a special effort to get the
nativfi red bellied troitt (Salmo purjmratus), and devote
considerable attention to its propagation. Mr. Withers is

an enthusiastic fisherman and well posted as to the habits

of the trout. He states that the helgramite is extremely
common in the north fork of the Platte and its fiy form,
which is there known as the willow fly, is one of the best

natural foods for trout and, also, one of the most excellent

baits of the region.

Mr. Witherri gives a very amusing account of the
capture of large trout at Buft'alo, near Denver, on the
South Fork Railroad, There is in that vicinity a so-

called mouse which has the habit of going into the
water very freely, and on this account we suppose the
animal to' be one of the shrews, probably the" common
water shrew (Neosorex jjalnslria), which is the largest of
the shrews aquatic in their habits. It grows to a length
of 6in. including the tail, which is 2^io. long. It is found
from Massachusetts to the Rocky Mountains and north-
ward. The muzzle of this shrew is very long and abun-
dently supplied with whiskers. Its feet are very long
and have a fringe of hair. The ears are valvular and
adapted for life in the water. It feeds upon insects

and also upon other larvte, as we may gather from the
description of a kind of stick bait mentioned by Mr.
Withers. But to take up Mr. Withers's description of the
capture of a big trout with a live moufe. He says: "We
were led to try the mouse from the fact that on cutting
open a large ti'out we were very much astonished by
finding a mouse in its stomach. A hook was passed
through the skin of the neck and the leader was attached
to a large chip in such a manner that the mouse c-^uld

not get away from its float. Then the chip with its live

freight was liberated in the creek at some distance above
the bridgeunder which the big trout was known to secrete

himself. Tne chip went merrily dancing down the stream,
the mouse meanwhile running backward and forward as
far as the limits of his raft would allow, and things went
swimmingly until the bridge was reached, H^-re we saw
a euddi?n comniotiton, whicJj we knew wa^ eauged by the
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bie: trout. His troutship seemed to hit the chip with his
tail, for it flew out into the air a foot or more above the
sui'face of the water, and he swallowed the mouse. The
flsVierman in charge of the line succeeded, after some
difficulty, in landing the trout, which proved to be a fine
pounder." Afterward filr. Withers learned that the live
mouse was known to mauy of the fi-ihermen as one of
the most killing baits for tlie black-spotted trout, and its

use is very general in that part of Colorado.

ANGLING NOTES.
NOW and then justice, though slow, does seem to

reach the wicked, and the two individuals who in-

dulged in netting the Sandburgh Brook are probably
ypishina- they had confined themselves to legitimate fish-

ing. We also hear that another poacher came to grief
over on the Wallkill for netting black bass. He was
fined over one hundred dollars through the evidence of a
"chum" with whom he had quarreled That "chum"
will have to fish fair now, for the other fellow says he is

going to catch him next season.

Mr. W. E. Cook, who purchased the famous Saterly
stretch of the west branch of the Neversink, has added
to his property by buying Biscuit Brook from the mouth
to the falls. This brook in its best days, or even a few
years ago, was alive with trout, and the lower stretch
contained some charmmg pools which aff'-rded excellent
fly-fishing. With the building of the Ontario & Western
R. R, came along the usual gang of loafers who spent
Sunday in poaching the trout streams and robbing the
farmers of fruit and poultry, etc. Giant powder soon
finished the Hbh, but of late ye.4rs these waters have im-
provtd, and under tbp protectinn of Mr. Cook, will not
only afford himself and friends good fishing, but supply
the public waters below with a never failing stock of
trout.

Thouijh it is yet weeks before the anxious angler can
wet his line and the weather not at all suggestive of fish-

ing, yet trout fishermen are getting uneasy. The annual
spring fever is beginning to shovr itself, and, as it is very
contagious, it will soonfpr^;ad over the whole community.
Already it seems to me that Ic;m hear tlie tinkling of
the cow bells and the sweet song of the wood robin, while
a perfume of s^pruce and hemlcck, and the damp, fragrant
odor of moss and dpad leaves mingles with the cloud of
tobacco sent up from my old brier wood. I must over-
haul my rods and traps, and as I do so the "good wife"
wants to know, "For gracious sakes, what are you getting
out that rubbish foi? It's months yet before you can go
to the woods, do put the old stuff away!"

The usual rubbish about best flies for April, and May,
and June, etc., begins to appear in the papers. One list

we read was undoubtedly copied from Sarah McBride's
old catalogue, no where else can you find such high-flown
descriptions of "hyaline" and "sub-hyaline" wings, etc,

Most people discovered years ago that a good fly in April
was a good fly any lime when the same conditions ex-
isted as to height of water. Scarlet Ibis.

RIPARIAN RIGHTS.
Editor Forest ami Stream:

Fifty years ago a small natural stream flowed through
a certain Connecticut section. About thirty-five years
ago a manufacturer bought the right of flowage from the
lacd owners bordering on the same, forming a lake of
some fifty acres. About five years ago this lake was
stocked with fish bv parties, ankms no permission of the
flowers or land owners. Can the flowers control the
fishing in this lake, or do the Innd owners bordering it

have the right to do this? The flowers own a little land
bordering on the lake. Can the flowers prevent boating
on the lakt? Enqlirer.
[Our correspondent must be aware, if he will think a

litde, that questions such as these are not to be answered
off hand. Tiiey require to be brought up in the courts
and to be ruled upon by the highest judicial authority.
The statutes bearing on this subject are as follows:

2500. Every pergon who shall tat«-or carrv awav any eatable
fl<ii frora any s ream, pond rr reservoir witbour the consent of
the owner ol thts land covered bi- and adj linmg such water, shall
b" flDca not lesB tJian three nor mme tuan flfcy dollars, or im-
prison- eat U'lt more than thirty da\8 or both.

2501. Evf-ry p-rson wbo shall enter on the land of another for
the yinpnse of taking fiali from any private pond, stream or
spiiDg tii'^reou, after the owner or O' cupaat of such land or pond,
stream or soring, shall have posted a notice adjacent thereto,
forbiddiug such entry, shall be fined not more than one hundred
dollars,

:i50i. All waters, the shores of wbich a^e owned or leased by
any one person or crporation, and all artificial ponds or pjnds
formed entirely by erecting dams across streams, fucn pouas and
dams lieing owned or leased either by private parties or by incot-
porations, except pouds now owned, or in part owned bv the
towns in which they are situated, or which have been stocked by
thp Fish Commissioners, shall be private ponds or streams wlthm
the meaning ol this chapter, bat nothing contained in this sec'ion
shall be construed to apply loNorth.Pond in the towns of Leb-
anon, Hebron and Colchts'er.

The above are the statutes on the subject, and we may
add that the North Pond mentioned m the last staiute
has been the cause of litigation for many years. One P.
W, Turner leased all the land bordering on the pond and
has attempted to prevent all persons from fishing therein.
The people of the adjacent towns are so indignant that
after many years' contest in the courts they have peti-
tioned for the lay out of a public highway to the border
of the pond, so that they can reach the water without
trespassing upon any one's land. The decision has not
yet been made public. In view of these statutes the
answers to the lay mind seem plain, and competent Con-
necticut authority agrees with us that (1) The parties
who stocked the pond with fish without the permission
of the flowers or land owners acquired no rights what-
ever. (3) Prom the statutes quoted above that owners of
the land bordering upon the lake can control the fishing
by preventing any one reaching the pond by crossing
their lands. (3) Tnat the flowers have no rig'hts what-
ever, except such as they derive from their ownership of
land adjacent to the pond.]

The North Pond case has just been decided, and Dr.
Wm. M. Hudson sends u=^ this report of the finding as
given in the Hartford Ti/nes of March 3: " WiLU^rA^^Tlc,
March 2.—There is great rejoicing among the people of
Hebron and in the adjoining towns at the result of the

the Hon. Luzon B. Morris and the Hon. Chas. E. Searls,

the committee appointed by the Superior Court for Tol-
land county to hear and report the fac^s in the case, have
made their report. They find that Mr. P. W, Turner
does not ovm North Pond, as he claimed, from the time
that he purchased the land all around the pond up to and
during the time of trial; but that the town of Hebron
itself owns a considerable portion of the land covered by
the waters of the pond, and that the title to the greater

Eortiou of land covered by the waters of the pond has
ecome lost and abandoned. The committee say in their

report;

Joshua Ohapoell conveyed all his right and title to said pond
to Abigail BoHWorih, in the year 1773. The most diligent search
of all the town. Court of ProDate atid other records has failed to
discover that the title of said pond, within the five mile square of
land, ever i)assed from the said Abigail Boswortli, and f-o the
committee find that the said t tie never passed from her to any
party or parlies, hut tlie same became lost and abandoned.

True it is, that no party has ever appeared during the
past 117 years, claiming "title or any interest in this jjart

of said pond, from or tlirough the said Abigail Bosworth;
and during this long period of time 106 deeds have been
given of the land contiguous to this part of the pond,
which have, in every instance, botmded the grantee or
grantees by the shore of the pond.
The only land covered by any of the water of the pond

which the committee find Mr. Turner owns is a small
strip lying near bis dam and extending northerly a little

way along the shore of the pond.
The committee ftu-ther say:

I'rom 'ime immemorial, all members of the great unorganized
puhlic, bo'hntar the pond and remote from it, whenever and
wherever dispo'^ed so to do, fisned in North Pond as a matter of
right, at ail seasons of the year; in boats during the spring, sum-
nitr and fall, Piid through the ice during the winter. This was
done without objection from any source whatever down to the
lime when the Plaintiff (Tutnei) bought all the land adjoining
the pond, when he only made complaint.

This conclusion of the committee has been reached
after a long and exhaustiv^e trial in which able counsel
were engaged on both sides, and will give thorough satis-

faction to all sections of the State favored bj^ large bodies
of inland water, from the fact that the nutnber of these
natural lakes in om- State where people may resort for
the cherished sports of flshing, boating, picnicking and
other healthful recreations, in accord with the custom of
their fathers, are none too numerous; and if the late

tendency of crafty men to lease and buy the land sur-
rounding these lakes, and thereby exclude all persons
from access to them is to become general, the greatest
injustice would result therefrom.

It is unusual that a committee is composed of so able
and experienced men, and when such have passed upon
Mr. Turner's title it would seem that it would put at rest
further attempts on his part to monopolize North Pond.
Charles E. Pt^rkins, of Hartford, and Solomon Lucas,

of Norwich, were counsel for Mr. Tm-ner. Messrs. Buck
and Eggleston, of Hartford, and Charles Phelps, of Rock-
ville, were counsel for the town of Hebron.

FLY-FISHING FOR SHAD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Having seen several inquiries of late about flies for

shad, and being interested myself, I have asked some
friends about the matter, and, so far as I can ascertain,
fly-fishing for this spf cies is rather unsatisfactory. Way
back in the 80s Dr. John D. Hver, nf the U. S. Pafpnt
Office, took a few young shad in Ihe Potomac at the Vir-
ginia end of the long bridge, Washington, D. C. These
were very small fish, about ivz. in weight, and were
taken on a light colored fly. Mr. Hyeris not certain, but
thinks it was a white-miller. Under date of Ftb. 26, 1891,
the well-known Baltimore angler, Mr. A. F. Dresel,
writes my friend I). H. Mohler, of this city, as follow-
concerning his fly-fishing for hickory shad: "I have had
some Utile luck with the Montreal fly. Almost all the
fish were taken in the moderately stmng water, from
thirty to sixty fept below the dum at the Relay House.
On receipt of your letter of Jan. 14, I immediately wrote
to Mr. John J. Donaldson, who has fished more for
'hickories' than any one I know of, and I now inclose his
answer," Mr. Donaldson writes as follows: "With re-

gard to fly-fisJiing for &ha'l in the Patapsco River, I have
never known any to be taken with the fly in that stream.
Hickory shad will rise to the fly whenever they are run-
ning. They generally begin to come into the Patap.-co
River between Aprfl. 15 and May 1, and run from one to
three weeks. The conditions of water and weather that
are best are very much those that suit other kinds of fly-

fishing. The flies that are most killing, according to my
experience, are in the following order: 1. The fly that
Dukebart named after me, the 'Donaldson.' 8. The red
and white fly (Dukebart). 3. The Pennell gold salmon
fly. All these dressed on Pennell eyed hooks, about No.
9 or 10. I never have had much success with any other
flies. The largest catch that I have ever known vvas on
April 21, 1885, I think, when I basketed thirty-six, rang-
ing in weight from U to 21bs. Sines that year the largest
catch I have made vvas ten,"
The size of the Pennell hooks mentioned are Nos, 5 and

6, usual style of measurement. I am very anxious to
learn if there are good flips for shad and hope some of the
readers of Forest amd Stream can give us accounts of
success in fly-fishing for that savory species which is just
coming into season in the Potomac. Relpa.
Washington, D. G.

New 'Jersey Pickerel.—Among the big pickerel
hauled through the ice last week was one of 5flbs. caught
by John G. Budd, at Budd's lake; one of Gj-lbs. taken at
Morris lake by J. H. Sutton, of Sparta, and one of 51bs.
caught at Swartswood lake by Joseph Brickner, of New-
tnn. He and his friends caught oolbs. of pickerel. Myron
H Cook, of Dover, caught 47 pickerel at Pickatinny lake
on Wednesday and 18 the dsLj hetoxe.—Neioark Suiidaij
Gall, March 1.

Early Catch of Saugers.—Mr. Henry Douglass, of
Sandusky, Ohio, under date of March 1, writes Cbl. John
Gay, of the U. S. Fish Commission, that the fi-hi:.ig has
begun unusually early in Lake Erie this year. Eight tugs,
belonging in Huron, Ohio, are now fishing with gill-nets,
and although the work is very cold and disagreeable, it is
actively carried on and with good results. The fish prin-
cipally tafc^p irtfe© gayger iSti^gsUdimi catiad^nse),

THE NEW YORK GAME LAW BILL.

THE Assembly Committee on Fish and Game has finally
reported the codification bill, with many amend-

ments. At a hearing before the committee last Wednes-
day Fish Commissioner Blackford, of New York, said his
Commission was responsible for the creation of the revi-
sion commission, and it was expected that its members
would call upon the members of his Commission to meet
with them and exchange views, and together draw up a
codification bill looking toward the best interest of fish
and game protection. This, however, had not been done,
and as a result we have a bill which, judging from nu-
merous amendments already incorporated, will cease to
be a codification bill by the time of the committee's action.
He objected to the provision abolishing his Commission

and for removing the office from New York to Albany.
He proposed an amendment to secure a gradual change
in^tfie personnel of the Commission by providing that the
present five members shall determine by lot which one
shall go out of office on Oct. 1, 1891, and one each year
thereafter, the vacancy thus provided to be filled by the
Governor. He said the New Y'"ork office was an absolute
necessity for the convenience of those employed in oyster
culture.

The Commission had no power under the law under
which they are acting to abolish this Commission, and
their action was inspired by petty malice on the part of
one of the members of the Comcnission. who recently re-
signed as a State Fish and Game Commissioner. He pro-
posed several amendments. One provided that the open
season for brook trout should be from April 1 to Sept. 15,
except in the forest preserve, where the season shall open
May 1. He thought the bill should go into effect not
before July 1.

Camp Comfort, a Vermont fishing resort, near Ben-
nington, is highly recommended by a recent correspond-
ent of the Troy Times. "Little Pond, or Lake Placid as
some have called it, is one of those beautiful sheets of
water which occasionally gem the highest valleys of Ver-
mont. It is somewhat octagonal iii form, and covers
about fifty acres of land. The water, which is perfectly
clear, varies from 2 to 13ft. in depth. Trout are the only
kind of fish that inhabit these waters. They are plentiful
and some will weigh from 3 to olbs. About 18,000 year-
ling trout were put into the little lake a few weeks ago,
and that number will be supplemented in a short time by
the addition of several thousand half-pound fellows, thus
insuring excellent fishing through the season."

Idaho Trout Fishing.—A Coeur d'Alene corresoon-
dent, who has contributed many entertaining sketches to
Forest and Stream, writes that he proposes to spend
IVlay and June fly-fishing on a fine sheet of water in that
vicinity, and will gladly accommodate a party of six or
eight gentlemen in his camp. Later in the year he pro-
poses to visit a good hunting country.

NEW YORK FISHCULTURE.

WE have received the report of the Commissioners of
Fisheries of New York for the year ending Sept. 30,

1890, and find iu it a vast number of items of great pttbUc
ioipoitance. The enormous expADsiou of the work of the
Commission is fitly expressed in this valuable doctiment.
The results obtained iu the State hatcheries were greater

than in 1SS9, altnottgh th <t year was a remarkably success-
ful one, and the work of fish atid game protection "was won-
derfully efficient. Owing to numerous freshets in the Hud-
son in the spring of 1890, the water was unusually muddy
nnd interfered seriously with the shad hatching operations.
The success of stockinj? rivers with shad was made evident
by the enormous catch in the Delaware in 1S90. The fish
ascended the fistiways at Lackawaxeu and dt-posited their
spawn in the n.-itural breeding grounds above these obstrtic-
tions. The increased distribution of lake trout and white-
fish was especially noteworthv, and a great number of
whiteflsh and ciseoes were deposited in Ltke Ontano Great
care has been bestowed on the selection ot localities for
planting fish iu order to prevent the enormous waste of fry,
wbich often follows careless sfcocking. Applicants fre-
quently ask for pickerel and brook trout to be associated in
the same body of water, and, of course, such applications
were refused.
A flsh car was provided for by the Legislature of 1890, and

will greatly facilitate the distribution of fry and the inves-
tigation of streams to learn the result of previous stocking.
It is the intention of the Commissioners in the future to
deposit fish only in public waters, when the work is done at
the public exp'ense. Attention is called to the excellent
work performed at the several hatcheries, and especially at
the Caledonia hatchery, the site of which is regarded as a
most fortunate purchase by the State. The hatching of
wall-eyed pike was carried on this year at Clayton under the
supervision of Monroe A. Green, and a large number of fry
were deposited in Lake Ontario. During the coming year it
is proposed to stock the Mohawk River with wall-eyed pike.
The Commissioners believe that the propagation of food
flsh should be the main object of theirwork.
After numerous experiments, Messrs. Green and Masou

succeeded in rearing mascalonge on Chatauqua Lake. It is
now considered practicable to collect and hatch millions of
eggs during the coming season.
The total numher of fry and eggs distributed in 1890 was

about 40,000,000. The details of this cfistribution have already
been published in our columns.
In the engineer's department there has been much activity

iu surveying the oyster grounds. The oyster protector finds
continual improvement in the condition of the waters of the
State, but owing to t-he want of power to compel corpora-
tions to come into court and plead to an indictment he has
been unable to stop the gas companies from emptying re-
fuse into public waters.
The attention of the Legi-slature is again called to the

necessity of preserving the Adirondacks as a public park.
The health-giving properties of the region and its advantages
as a summer and winter resort have been recommended of
late years by many distinguished physicians. Much of this
territory, wbich should be permanently kept and improved
for the benefit of the people, is passing'into the possession of
corporations and will benefit only the few individuals in-
terested in its purchase.
Two fish ways sf the Rogers pattern have been built on the

Hudson River at Mechanicsville and Northumberland, and
the river is now accessible to auadronious fishes to a point
fifty miles above Troy. The reports of the stocking of the
Hudson with salmon continue to give great satisfaction, and
it is believed that complete success will attend the experi-
ment of making this a salmon river. The Commissioners
remind the fishermen that the law prohibiting the taking
of s^cioa is, yiets is iataaded for thste own beaefibs aad, its
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abolition will be recomxnended as soon as tbe general system
of fishways can be perfected. They recommend the passage
of a law making it obligatory to place fishways in all dams
across any of th"e streams in the State whenever tbey act as
a barrier to the ascent of fish to their spawning grounds.
The Commissioners are gratified with the growth of public
sentiment throughout the State in faror of liberal appropria-
tions for fish propagation and distribution.
"The excellent trout fishing in the Adiroudacks and Cats-

kills dtu-ing the past year and the large numbers of lake
trout taken throuehdut the State, and especially at Lake
Greorge, hare shown the value of their work." They
acknowledge the valuable assistance rendered by the U. S.

Fish Commission, and express their thanks to the Hon.
Robert Lennox Banks, of Albany, for his synopsis of the
^ame laws of the State, and to the several railroad com-
panies who have furnished transportation for fry and the
men in charge.
- The reports of the hatcheries contain many items of inter-

est. The Caledonia hatchery has the enormous number of

30.000 breeding brook trout. It has also 30,000 brown trout,
many of which weigh from 3 to 61bs. In Spring Creek trout
of this kind, weighing 6)0 lbs. and not more than five years
old, have been caught. It is believed that from eight to ten
millions of eggs will be furnished by the breeding brown
trout. Mr. Green makes the following' statement as to their
CLuality; "They are equally as good a table fish as the native
trout, and can be kept and shipped fully as well as natives.

Many fishermen would hardly know the difi'erence when
taking them, and I believe that no one could distinguish
between them when caught and placed on the table."
The ponds at Caledonia contain about 8,000 California

trout. Mr. Green makes the following observations con-
cern this species: "Mountain trout are a verygame fish and
furnish the angler more sport than any other variety. They
are a fine fish for eating at once. After being taken from
the water they become soft and lose their flavor quicker
than any other variety. They also roam from pond to pond
If they can do so, and'are not always found where they have
been planted. In lakes where they can be confined they
make a good and game fish. They will live in warmer water
than native trout and brown trout."
The black bass which were distributed in New York

^vat^e^s were obtained at the foot of Lake Ontario.
Mr. Green recommends the planting of a large number of

lake trout iii the lakes of the Adiroudacks. "Many of the
lakes in the immediate -sicinity of Caledonia and heretofore
stocked have furnished excellent fishing during the past
season. Most of them would now be stocked plentifully

with both lake trout and black bass if poachers could be
kept from taking them unlawfully."
In attempting to hatch mascalonge Mr. Mason had some

diflBculty in obtaining ripe fish for the want of proper nets.

He used'a box and pTaced the eggs in the lake about 4ft.

from the bottom in about 18ft. of water, instead of using
jars or trays as before.

The Adirondack hateherv developed 950,000 brook trout
eggs, 1.850,000 lake trout, 1,600,000 frostfish and 245,000 brown
trout.

' There was practically no loss in hatching the eggs,

"The results of artificial stocking are being seen in sur-

rounding lakes. In Big Clear Lake trout were common
this year for the first time and in Lake Placid fishing is bet-

ter than ever before. The same is true of the neighboring
streams and lakes, and this In the face of the fact that there
are one hundred fishermen to-day where ten years ago there
was but one."
At the Sacandaga hatchery it has not been necessary to

buy fish food because of the abundance of suckers and
chubs. The fish planted last year in Mill Creek have already
done well. Some of the brown trout were Bin. long at the
time of Supt. Boehm's report. At the Fulton Chain hatchery
trap nets are tised for catching trout and suckers. The net
does not injure the trout for breeding purposes and it has
proved very effective in taking bullheads and other inferior

fish whicli destroy the trout. Xine hitndred and thirty
thousand lake trout were hatched and distributed at the
expense of .sportsmen, guides and camp owners. "The larg-

est catch of this species dnrina; the pa.st year was 64Ibs. 7oz.,

caught by what we teiiu a fish hog. There were many
catches of from 15 to ;3filb.H. to each boat."
In the report of Mr. Mather, on the Cold Spring Harbor

station, we find an account of Pleasant Lake and Sackett
LakCi in Sullivan county In Pleasant Lake the water isr

deep and cold. The fishes found in it are small-mouthed
black bass, yellow perch, sunfish, pickerel; sucker.s, catfish

and eels. It is believed that lake trout and possibly land-
locked salmon might thrive in this body of water. Sackett
Lake is similar to Pleasant Lake.
In feeding old and young fish at Cold Spring Harbor soft

clams were freely used, the raw clams being chopped fine

for the fry, and cooked whole clams fed to large fish.

Among the brook trout Mr. Mather found many barren
ones in 1889 and the year before and he begins to think it

po.ssible that trout do not all spawn every year. Some of

the Loch Leven troitt did not spawn until five years old,

when they weighed from 3 to 41bs., and then only three of

them yielded eggs. Mr. Mather succeeded in hatching 03

per cent, of the eggs of smelt, which they obtained at Xorth-
port from a .stream belonging to Hewlett Scudder and
Henry J. Scudder. In Adirondack waters smelt were in-

troduced as food for the landlocked .salmon, and it is hoped
they will thrive in these lakes as well as in lakes of Mame,
Vermont and Xew Hampshire. Mr. Mather is now positive
that his belief that the male black bass guards the nest is

correct, and he finds the same to be the case with the pond
sunfishes and the rock bass.
The State oyster protector, Mr. Mersereau, reports an im-

proved condition of the waters of the oyster region. "The
plentiful oyster set of the past year, the general good qual-

ity of matured oysters, the unusual abundance of fish and
crabs are signal evidences of the decrease of the volume of

poisonous matter heretofore militating against profits from
flsh and shellfish industries and the pleasure of anglers."
From July 7 to Aug. 29, 1890, the summer school of

biology, which originated under the auspices of the Brook-
lyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, assembled at the flsh

hatchery at Cold Spring Harbor and utilized the buildings
for laboratory and office purposes. Sixteen students, mainly
from college's, attended the lectures given by the various
professors. Dr. Bashford Dean, of the College of the City of

New York, is the director of the school. The success of this

establishment was apparent and its continuance is more
than probable.
Among the papers in the appendix of this valuable report

are Observations upon Fishes of Great South Bay, by Dr. T.
H. Bean, with twenty-six plates, and notes on the common
catfish and a thesis on the Pineal Fontanelle of Placoderm
and catfish, by Dr. Bashford Dean, accompanied by four-

teen plates. The discussion of these papers must be re-

served for a future occasion.

WfliTTEN and sprung on us by Dayton National Bank, Dayton,
Oliio; The •'shoe-reet" made by Brown Is tbe nicest thing in town,
And we use the rne you sent us with much pleasure; It is handy
and it's nice. At a very moderate price, Aad the. man who has a
"shoe-rest" has a treasure.—Dayton, O,, Jan. 13, 18i)l.—See Adv.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest ajstd Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. GrinneU's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and FoUi-Tales," giviuE! a table of content?
and apeoimen illHstratlons from the volmae.—A<io.

Names and Portraits oi" Birds, by Gurdon TrumbtiU. A
book particularly interesting to gtmners, for by its use they can
fdentuy without question all the American _game birds which
tbey may kill. Cloth, 2Sa pages, pries fZM. Wot sale by Fosisz

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

March 10 to 13.—First Annual Dog Show of the Duquesna Kennel
Club, at Pittsburg, Pa. W. E, Littell, Secretary.
March 16 to 19.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Washington City

Kennel Club, at Washingtou, D. C.
March Si to 27.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts

Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April .5.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Secretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. .John Li. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhall, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.—Dog Show of the Southern California Kennel

Club, at Los Angeles.
April 28 to May 3.—Dog Show of the California Kennel Club, at
an Francisco, Cal. R. P. Rennie, Sec'y.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Toungstown, 0.

THE BALTIMORE DOG SHOW.
OiSl"E of the best managed shows it has ever been my good

fortune to attend was held last week at Baltimore,
under the auspices of the Maryland Kennel Club. The three
active promoters of the show, Messrs. W. C. Farber and D. C.
and W. S. Diffenderft'er, no doubt, in view of the troublous
times their club is passing through just now, felt some anx-
iety as to the outcome of their second venture, but with the
hearty response of 503 entries to their call, it showed that
dog men in general were with them in their fight for inde-
pendent action. They deserved this confidence, for a better
managed show has yet to be seen. Foi' this part John Read,
the superintendent, is of course partly responsible. Owing
to the late hour at which the club secured the building, 11
P. M. Monday night, it was impossible to have the benching
well set up by early morning, and then the late arrival of
dogs retarded the judging, so that it was 1 P. M. before the
three judges, Messrs. Mortimer, Glover and Lacy, got to
work. There were plenty of attendants, but at first a lack
of stewards, but this was soon remedied, and for myself I

must say a word of thanks to Mr. Lamb for his efficient

services in that capacity in Ring 3. As stated last week, the
way the bulletin 'board was arranged and the prize cards
expeditiously affixed to the stalls of"the lucky winners was
worthy of much praise. Spratts Co. attended to the bench-
ing and feeding with their usttal efficiency. In only one
respect was there any drawback; that was the weatlier of
Tuesday. With snow overhead and under foot the good
people of the Monumental City did not feel like venturing
out, and consequently the attendance was not what was ex-
pected, but Old Sol saw fit to put a good faceion the matter
and on Wednesday and the succeeding days sunshine reigned
supreme, and the bells of the bulletin rang out in great
shape, so that the crowds at the show every afternoon
and evening brought smiles to the faces of the man-
agement. It was reported when I left Thursday night
that they were just about even, and that Friday's
crowd would put the financial balance where it should be.

The 5th Regiment Armory is fairly well adapted to the re-

quirements of a bench show, though at times the building
was quite cold, and when stoves were set going those dogs
nearest the fire suffered slightly from the heat. The build-
ing was at all times free from odor, "Sanitas" being the
disinfectant used. The dogs were generally in good condi-
tion and skin disease was not perceptible in any of the dogs
I came across. The quality of the dogs benched was very
good: in fact, in many of the classes, sporting dogs especi-

ally, it was a simple reflection of New York the week before.

Mr. I. T. Norris, in consequence of illness, could not .judge
Chesapeake Bay dogs, so Mr. J. F. Pearson took his place,

and Mr. Chas. D. Cugle judged the bulldogs. There was no
'milk route" this year, and in point of propriety and steadi-

ness the show would compare favorably with a chui-eh festi-

val. Thanks are due tbe three gentlemen of the committee
named above for their kind courtesy to yoiti representative
during the show. Prof. Parker's troupe of performing dogs
were on hand to go through their tricks, and this part of the
programme always draws as many, if not more, people than
the show of canine celebrities.

As a means of attraction, an auction was arranged for
Thursday night, but despite the efforts of both the profes-
sional and the amateur auctioneer, no healthy bid could be
secured on several nice fox-terriers and setters, Baltimore
people evidently not being a dog-buying public. One of the
features of the show was the display of beagles, no less than
47 entr-ies being made, more, I believe, than has ever yet
been brought together at a show in this country. With
these few remarks I will pass on to a criticism of the dogs
present.

MASTIFFS—(H. W. LACY).

As usual, this breed headed the list of breeds in the cata-

logue. Though the entries only numbered 17 some of the
best mastiffs in the country were on hand, as the Flour City
Kennels showed its choicest stock. Lady Coleus was the
only claimant for challenge honors. Ilford Chancellor was
sheets ahead of the others in open dogs, a local dog, The
Moor, coming a moderate second; he is a bit narrow in
head, not deep enough in body and hardly stands right in
front. Linkwood Chief, third, has a good skull and fair

front and there his good points end, as his muzzle, light
eye and straight stifles will always put him back. Clito,

vhc. deserves the letters for good legs and body, but head
and ears are very faulty. The others in the class went early

to their benches. In bitches that lovely specimen Caution's
Own Daughter, one of the truest formed mastiffs in the
country and a native bred one at that, was here placed
where she should have been at New York the week before.

For true formation of head and mastiffjcharacter she is ex-
cellent: she was placed over the New Yoxk winner Lady
Dorothy, whom she beats in head, wrinkle and front, losing
a little 'in body only. Third prize, after this taste of quality,

was withheld 'and he. generou.%ly given to Linkwood Lady
Catharine, who is a little better in head than the other,

Linkwood Lady Margaret, given c. . both are weedy speci-

mens. In the novice class Caution's Own Daughter had a
walkover, the other prize and mentions being withheld for

want of any merit at all, seemed as if they had a touch of St.

Bernard in them. The Flour City Kennel took the kennel
prize.

ST. BEKJTAEDS—(H. W. LACY).

An excellent entry of fifty-three faced the judge in these
classes, and the local contingent showed up in force. In the
rough challenge class for dogs the gallant Hesper was well
ahead of Ben Lomond, who loses to the winner back and
front. In bitches Miranda's excellent body, bone, legs and
skull placed her well in front of Lady Wellington. In open
dogs Alton, in the absence of Sir Bedivere, who was entered
for specials only, was quickly marked for first, his nearest
competitor being Lord Nelson, a very well formed dog, with
good coat, body and bone, but rather plain-faced from lack
of markings an* a wide blaze; his rather long muzzle, de-

ficient in depth, spoils his good skull; eyes are also faulty.

Lion, third, has a good skull, might be better in muzzle;
markings good, though dark in coloring throughout; too

short in body, but has good bone. The next, Jersey Ben,

was given he; he is a big, well-formed dog, but of tbe
Leonberg type, no markings, and would have been sent out
in a better class. Brace is roached-backed and bad behind,
but fairly good in head, though a trifle long. A splendid
line of bitches faced the judge in the next cIhss and much
quality was to be seen. Mr. Moore's two titled dames. Lady
Livingston and Lady Sneerwell, occupied the same position
as at NewY^ork, and then ]VIr. Diffenderffer's Republican
Belle came third, though very closely pushed by his Pleiad,
reserve. The former beats her in "front, Pleiad turning
out one foot rather badly, neither is she so strong in
loin and back, nor as good a mover. Prudence, vhc,
has an excellent skull, front and length of body,
and were she in better condition might have been put
in front of Belle. Blodwen, vhc , an old friend, of excellent
type, hardly had the size aud substance of the others.
Lakme is w'ell known, though deficient in good head quali-
ties, she deserved her two letters for her good bone and Dody.
These five all belong to the Maryland Kennels, and Mr.
Difleuderfer has a band of good brood bitches of which he
may feel proud. Josephine Marie Sanderson, webave in our
experience come across many peculiar names, but this takes
the Spratts, but a c. card was all she was entitled to in this
company, carried her tail badly, too long a head, and coat
inclined to be curly, nice markings, and good front and bone.
In the novice class Lord Nelson won hands down; Count St.
Vincent, whose slack back and somewhat curly coat put him
back to c. in the open class dogs, was given second here,
chiefly on account of his head, which is rather good, though
too long. Bruce was reserve: Stonewall Jackson, vhc, has
good body and legs but is not massive enough in head, nor
likely to be; Athos has s poor head, no markings, but excel-
lent body and legs, coat not right.
Neithe'r of the challenge smooths, Nevis and Hector, put

in an appearance and Thisbe was absent when her class was
called. In open dogs three fair ones came forward. Adonis
II., by his better bone, body and head, beat Lord Hector, who,
though brimful of quality and an old friend frooi suckling
puppyhood upward, is not straight enough in front and too
straight behind. Lord Clifton, third, excellent in body and
legs, has a broad blaze which added to a stary eye and a too
pronounced stop gives him a bad expression. Erie, vhc, a
promising three months old pttppy, shows excellent- bone
and markings. In smooth bitches Maud, fattlty in ear. fine

in muzzle and bad tail, was given the blue; body and bone
redeeming features. Shirley, he, is a three months old
puppy, bit weak in pastern, faulty in head. Novice class
prizes withheld; dogs lack type and'are bad fore and aft. B.
H. Moore's kennel won the kennel prize. This was a rever-
sal of last week's decision. The two crack teams of the
country were gone over very carefully and this is how I came
to the conclusion that Alton and his consorts had a trifle the
best of Mr. Sears's "big four." Hesper beats Ben Lomond
aud Lady Livingston bsats Plevna in about the same ratio,

Lady Sneerwell beats Lady Wellington more than Sir Bedi-
vere beats Alton, that is presuming that he does every ticne;

then putting the four opposite each other, the general aver-
age is slightly in favor of Mr. Moore's kennel, as Mr. Sears's
two bitches and especially Plevna are considerably behind
the two dogs in type and quality. The St. Bernard Club
medal for the best American bred rough bitch went to Mr.
Diffenderffer's Lakme, and that for best smooth dog to same
owner's Lord Baltimore. The other specials did not fill.

BLOODHOUNDS ASD NEWFOrrNDLANDS^(H. W. LACY).

The only entry was the much-talked-of Jack the Ripper, a
rather large coarse dog. lacking in wrinkle and quality and
faulty in tail.

Newfoundlands were curly-coated—a bad lot—therefore
prizes were withheld.

GREAT DANES—(H. W. LACY).

In the absence of Greene, Melac, about the best ever seen
in this country, walked off with the blue ribbon. In open
dogs, Pedro, well-known, was hard imshed by his eight-
months-old son, who, had he shown himself better, might
have won. He has excellent legs and feet, well formed, is a
bit throaty and dips a trifle behind the shoulder at present;
he beats Nero, vhc, however, for he is short-faced and
faulty in eye aud tail, Minca beat Minca Mia in head.
The only.Barzoi entered was absent.

FOiHOUNDS—(.H. W. LACfT).

Nothing very striking was shown in these classes. In
English hounds the winner, Stranger Lass, beats her kennel
mate, True Lass, in body and head, neither very good in
front. In native hounds only two poor ones showed up;
Hark beats the other, Music, in body and back. Harb._
(American) won the special for best dog and Stranger Lass
(Engli.sh) the same for best bitch.

DEEEHOrKDS— (H. W. LACY).

In dogs, Breck Allan, fir.st, is a well-built dog, with excel-
lent loin, more length of head, and better ribs, legs and feet

than Argyle, second. Venar II., vhc, is a trifle pig-jawed,
has a fair head, good legs and feet, and nice coat. Frnle,
vhc, is li,ght and too full in eye, snipy muzzle, soft in coat,

and legs not ciuite the thing. In the bitch cla.ss, Olaa was a
good winner over Alida from the .same kennel. Dunrobin
Kennels took the kennel prize.

GHEYHOUNDS— (H. W. LACY).

Though the entry was small those present were hijgh-class

enough for anyone. In dogs Gem of the Season again as
spited his superiority to Chas. Davis in ribs, head and loin.

Mr. Ma.son's criticism of these two dogs in the New York
report covers the ground, and in the matter of Gem's hind
action he is also right. In bitches Maud Torrington, de-

scribed last week, had it all to herself in the absence of
Lady Clare, The kennel special did not fill.

POrXTERS—(.JAS. MORTIMER).

An entry of forty-one in this breed was a compliment to

the judge, and lots of good ones were on hand. In challenge
heavy-weight dogs Robert le Diable had little difficulty in

defeating Trinket's Chief, who is coarse, light in eye and
full in skull. Belle Randolph was alone in the correspond-
ing class. Graphite caught the judge's eye in the open dog
class; he has been repeatedly described. Glen Morgan is

throaty and might be better in muzzle, but has excellent
legs and feet and rib.s. Tory White came third. Bangstone.
vhc, is too thick in skull, is throaty, .just fair in body points
but legs and feet are good. Dick Swiveller, he, is coarse in
head and light-eyed, has a good front and a well-ribbed
body. Mart O'Baimon, also he, is too fine in muzzle, nice
skull, excellent ribs, legs and feet, but hardly enough depth
of chest. In bitches Woolton Game took the ribbon nicely
over BevR.; she was described in New Y^ork repoi-t. Bev
R. loses in muzzle, otherwise she is well formed. Cicely,

third, is flat-faced, light in bone and shown too fat. Only
three in the class. In challenge light-weight dogs, that
good field dog Duke of Hessen beat Spot Sting easily, and
Stella B. beating Rosa May in body and won in the corre-

sponding challenge class. Tribulation again took premier
honors in the open dog class. Inspiration, second, has a fair

head though light in eye, legs and feet good, body lacks
depth and substance. Nick of Ion, third, is faulty in head,
good legs and feet. Bing of Kippen, reserve, is light of eye,

bad in stop and expression, and ratlier coarse throughout.
Hickory Staunch, vhc, is thick iu skull, light-eyed, heavy
in shoulders, but otherwise well formed. Peterlcin of Naso
loses in head and front. Lizzie Porter, third last year, won
the blue this time. She has a nicely formed head, good
neck and shoulders, nicely turned body, but is faulty in

feet and a bit straight in stifle. Bloomo 11., faulty in head
and does not stand quite true, came second, followed by
Dora B., whose loaded shoulders and poor muzzle puts her
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back. In the novice class Mck of Ion took first. Pontiac,
Jr.. too short iu muzzle, and light boned, came next. Mart
O'Bannon, vhc. Von Littlejohn, he, is coarse in stnll and
straight in stifles. The Hempstead Farm Kennels vron the
kennel special and Woolton Game the Pointer Club specials
for best in show and best in her class, Graphite winning the
special for best iu open dogs.

ENGLISH SETTEES—(DE. H. CLAY GLOVES).

^ There was, in the absence of the challenge entries, Count
Howard and Princess Beatrice, little quality present, of
course excepting Sir Tatton. In open clogs the last named
had an easy win over Druid Hill, whose faulty muzzle and
qnarteas could not compensate for his good legs and feet;

Mark Twain, third, has a plain head and is heavy in
shoulders; Dun of Rich Hill is a fairly-made dog, faulty in
muzzle, bit coai-se in skull; Gawain is common in head, slack
in loin , a bit out in front, but ] egs and feet of good forma-
tion. In bitches, Bonnie Gladstone Girl, a racily-formed
bitch of nice qualitv, beat Nelly Bly, who is faulty in muzzle
and only moderate iu body, legs and feet are her best points:
Ruby E. came third, these were the only entries. The novice
class winners have been commented upoii, excepting Hustling
Hannah II., he, too long in body, and faulty in head and
ear. Specials did not fill.

IRISH SETTEES—(DE. H, CLAY GLOVEK).

There was an excellent show of the red dogs, and this time
the Doctor thought Max a better dog than Dick SwiveUer
by giving him the ribbon, though where he excels him unless
it be in quarters is hard to tell. In bitches, Ruby Glenraore
and Molly Bawu being reserved for specials only, left the
honors to Winnie II., a much inferior bitch to either. In
open dogs. Beau Brummel easily beats Ben C. for first, who
is coarse in skull and faulty in ears; color, body, legs and
feet fairly good. Henmore Shamrock's coarse" head and
faulty front must he responsible for his falling into third
place. Dennis the Gossoon is pinched in muzzle, faulty in
loin and ribs. Pickens, vhc, is a nice stamp, good iu body^
legs and feet, faulty iu head. Darragh Pat, in same division,
is^coarse in head, faulty in pasterns, ribs and loin, and Lim-
erick is wrong in muzzle.
.Teannette, the winner in bitches, got her due this time,

She has been repeatedly described. Eudora, second, is a
bitch of nice type, her defects were explained last week.
Xorna, third, is hardly straight enough in front and a bit
weak in miizzle. Quail, reserve, is faulty in head and light
in bone. Bessie Glencho, vhc, is well known as a very fair
bitch. Red Belle, vhc, is well known. In novice class
Beau Brummel and Eudora were the winners. Kildare Ken-
nels won the kennel prize: Killarney Kennels' Tearaway (2)

best Irish setter with a field trial record; best brace, Beau
Brummel and Ruby Glenmore.

GORDON SETTERS.

Quite a nice display faced the .indge in these classes, Beau-
mont taking the challenge prize atjain, and Dr. Meyer
resumed his cheerful smile which had vanished at sight of
that awful summons. Becky Sharp was the only entry in
her cla.ss and Canada claimed the prize. In open dogs, Shot,
too dark iu face taUj light in eye, but excellent otherwise,
vvon over Bob, good in tan, fine head. Comus, third, is a dog
of fair type, but faulty in legs and feet. Flash, reserve, is
too round and coarse iu skull, rich tan. Dukemont, vhc, is

out of shape and faulty in head, Gordon, vhc, lacks sub-
stance. In bitches, Beemont, rich tan, light eye, not sprung
enough in ribSj beat Plomont from same kennels, described
la.st week Princess, light in tan, weak iu muzzle, came
third, Sally Beaumont, faulty in head, eye not right, took
reserve. In novice class Bob beat Flomont in heacT. tliough
he does not stand true in front. Beaumont Kennels took
the kenuel prize and Mr. Hale's Princess the Beaumont
Kennels' special, the other club specials ran with the awards
in the open classes.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS— (J. F. PEAESON).
These were poor, only third being given in open dogs to

Duke, who comes nearest the Baltimore type, and Dundee
Plunder, vhc, loses in bead and coat to the other. In
bitches, the only entry, Dundee Lily, could do no better than
third. Specials did not fill, excepting for best bitch,
awarded as above. In puppies Bush took third and Dundee
Lucy vhc. There were 13 entries all told but the exhibition
was not as good as last year, the quarrels of the club, no
doubt, having something to do with it.

SPANIELS—(JAIMES MOETIJlER).

In the challenge class the well-known Baron beat Ladv
somewhat easily and in open black field dogs Beverly Negus
h.sd little difficulty in accounting for the other entry. Toady
Obo, he beats him in head, coat and front. In bitches Miss
Ben D'Or was alone. Any other color class did not fill.

Black Duke, now well known, but showing signs of his con-
stant traveling lately, was the only one present of the four
entries. In open black dogs Snowball, a little fine in muzzle
and a dachshundy front, was the only one present, and so
was Chip K. iu her class, she is gone in mouth, faulty in
muzzle, good body and front. There were several absentees
in these classes. Clumbers saw Lady Belle the winner over
Johnny, Jr.. both described last week. Patsey O'Conner, an
old rounder, beat Countess Bendigo in water'spaniels. The
Spaniel Club did not support the show, as the classification
did not suit. No .specials.

COLLIES—(.JAMES MORTIMER).
A fair lot of dogs faced the jvidge in this breed. The old

winners, Scotilla and Flurry III., taking the challenge
prizes. Wellesbourne Hero, a new face, a bit strong in
head, but excellent coat, body and front, won well over the
rather plain-faced Hempstead Zulu, whose black color is
against him. Nemo, third, coat inclined to curl and too
open. Foxey, vhc, has bad ears, and is coarse in head, coat
soft and open. In bitches Wellesbourne Gypsey, nicely
fronted, but with a bad carriage of ears and fair coat, had
to succumb to Zulu Princess II., open coated, wide in front,
excellent carriage of ears. Lady Moll, third, loses in
quarters. Other entries absent. The novice class brought
out a good entry, Wellesbourne Gypsey taking the ribbon.
Flungua, second, too short-faced and snipy-muzzled, ears
faulty, coat good. Dublina, reserve, was lame, otherwise
would have been higher up, no doubt The others were just
fair specimens, several of them fattlty in ears. Chestnut
Hill Kennels took the kennel prize. The Collie Chib special
for best dog in open class not over two years, went to Welles-
bourne Hero. Hempstead Zulu won the medal for second
best in open class, and Wellesbourne Gypsey that for beat
in novice class.

EITLLDOGS—(CHAS. D. CTTGLEJ.

These classes were just a reflex of the New York show,
and as many of them were commented on then, it is no use
going into them fully here. Harper and Soudan accounted
for the challenge classes. In open dogs African Monarch
beat Bo'swain in head and front. Joker took reserve; Quib-
erou vhc, and Trott, he, has a bad expression, not broken
up enough in stop, fairly out at shoulders. In' bitches The
Graven Image has a nice head and is well out iu front, beat-
ing in these respects Cleopatra II. Beatrice took re.serve.
and Princess Crib vhc The other- entries were entered as
property of the judge. In novice class Cleopatra IE. proved
the winner over Trott. Messrs. Woodward and Herrick won
the kennel prize. The Bulldog Club medal for best bitch.
Soudan. Best American-bred dog or bitch in the show went
to Beati'ice.

BI-LL-TERKIEES-(H. W, LACY).
Nothing very good, with the exception of Starlight, was

shown, she winning the challenge prize for hitches without

competition. In open dogs Dufferin beat his only compet-
itor, Mr. Dick, in head, front and movement; one is large
and the other is small sized. In bitches Lomont Kit, a bit
cheeky, beats everywhere but in tail the second winner,
Lady Melville, patched on ear.

BASSET HOrNDS— (H. W. LACY).

The old winner Bertrand was the only entiy.

DACHSHrNDE—(H. W. LACY).

The well known Feldman K. beat Black Prince in head
and front; the latter knuckles over a bit also. Waldman I.

is only a poor one, not length enough. In bitches Countess
Lina ran second to Lizetta; the fm-mer is a hit coarse and
not so good in front as the latter. Rosie, vhc, not good
enough in head or crook.

BEAGLES—(H. W. LAGV).

A capital entry of forty-three came together in this breed.
There was a little overturning of previous winners who run
too much on the large size. We want a medium sized beagle
without lumber, and not a dog that may be fairly classed as
a harrier or small foxhound, and with this end in view,
Storm, a many times winner, and a hound of good forma-
tion, was disqualified for oversize; he measures at least

and is heavily built. This left Little Duke a clear
winner over Racer, Jr., in the challenge dog class, though he
loses in muzzle he gains tremendously in hind parts and
action. The sweet little hound champion Lou went ahead
of M3rrtle, shown fat and aging rapidly. A big class came
out in open dogs, but when the measure went round several
had to walk. Roy K. turned out the winner, though he has
bis faults in head he came nearest to type; good legs and
feet. Jim Simmons, second, is a bit faulty in e'ars and head,
but has a good front and excellent well-ribbed body, and fair
hound coat. Lee H. just came under the standard, and
though coarse, is a well-fronted hound with good coat.
Stonewall Jackson, vhc, is a little otit at elbow and weak in
muzzle, soft in coat, nice skull and ear, and fair legs and feet.
In bitches several pig-jawed and fraiUooking animals were
disposed of, and the winner turned up in certainly about
the best beagle in the show as regards working type. This
was Twintwo, excellently formed in body, good" legs and
feet, good coat and well carried stern, head a bit long but
skull good. Emeline, second, has a nice front, fair skull,
bit long in muzzle and hardly square enottgh, nice action.
Belle of Woodbrook is a bit coarse now, and her bad front
will always put her back in decent companj-. V^enus III.,
vhc, is long in muzzle, fair coat, well ribbed and has good
action. Flossy, a bit light throughout, was he, and so was
Glenrose Topsy from the same kennel as the winner: she is
a bit cloddy, head nicely formed, but she .stands too wide in
front. Letter must thank her well ribbed body for the sin-
gle letter; head and front not up to the stan"dard. In the
novice class Twintwo had an easy win, and The Bard, one of
the best of the Somerset Kennel pack, has a well-made body
and stands fairly well, but head could be improved. Impres-
sion stands a bit out in front, otherwise she has some good
points, especially in legs and feet. Lady Thorn, c, is faulty
in front and muzzle. Glenrose Kennels won the two speciafs
for be.st kennel, and the competition for this prize was a
very pretty sight. The Glenrose pack was more even sized
than the Rockland one, its nearest competitor. Little Duke
took the special for best dog, and Twintvs^o that for best
bitch. If judges will^tick to a certain type in making awards
we shall soon have an even class of workmanlike-looking
beagles, and this I take it is what the N. B. C wishes tb
attain.

eoj:-teeeiers—(jAiiEs moetlmer).
A capital lot of these game 'uns came together, especially

so for a second-class show. Lucifer and Dusky Trap fougb"t
the battle for challenge dog class honoi-s. and Lucifer pulled
it oflE; and the peerless Rachel easily beat Blemton Conse-
quence in her class. In open dogs Warren Laird played the
trump card, beating Blemton Racket in body, he"ad and
front. Raby Trigger here took third: fatilty'in head and
loin. Blemton Corporal reserve. Endclifl^e Spice, vhc, too
thick and coarse in head: has good coat, body, legs and feet.
Brockenhurst Quick, vhc, and Le Logos, both described last
week, he Valens, faulty in head and front, e, as was Re-
gent Domo. too long cast and poor front, also a bit under-
shot. In bitches, a neat little bitch. Dona, took premium
honors over her kennel mate, Dominica; she has a nice head,
of good expression, fair front, but might be better behind,
Dominica, by the crack Dominie, is a very promising pup;
good head, legs and feet, and of course needs time'on her
body yet. Tiara, third, is well known. Yerdict, reserve, is
also an old winner. Tunlaw Villanelle, vhc, is not quite
straight enough in front. Warren Cachet, he, was described
in New York report. The winners in the novice class were
Warren Dapper and Regent Rocket; the former is faulty in
muzzle, bit round in skull, nice legs and feet; Rocket faulty
in skull, loses in body and coat to the other. Rowdy, vhc",
is coarse in head, ears wrongly set on, good legs and feet.
Rienzi is poor in head and front. Wire-hairs had two en-
tries, the winner being Carlisle Vamp, a terrier all over; bit
big in ear and stands a bit wide in front, nice coat, but could
be longer in face with benefit, Phasa, second, loses in coat,
but I like the head better than the winner's, and is better in
front. Blemton Kennels won the special for best kennel,
and Rachel for best in show. Best smooth in open classes.
Warren Laird. The winner of the Apollo Stakes was War-
ren Dapper, and special for second in novice class went to
Regent Rocket.

IRISH TEREIEKS-(H. W. LACY).
The entries were few, but good. Dunmurrey beat his ken-

nel mate Mars in head, coat, legs and feet, Breda Tinev,
well known, getting vhc, beating the puppv Kildare, he,
in coat and substance. No Dandle Dinmonts* were entered
and Skye terriers saw Sir Stafliord the only winner, the
others being simply wooly terriers of no particular breed.

BLACK AND TAN TEEEIEBS—(H. W. LACY),
The Senator caught cold the first day and was quite a

sick dog, but by careful treatment showed an improvement
during the week. He was, however, unable to compete, the
winner proved to be Beaconfield, easily, second going to
Meersbrook Empress, who beats Brown Madge, vhc, in
head, ears, front, tan, body, tail and movement.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS-(H. W. LACY).
Toon's Royal proved to be the winner, beating his com-

panion Venus in coat and color. The other entry was
marked N. G. in judge's book.

TOY TERRIERS- (H. W. LACY).

Tiny though almost hairless is of so much better stamp
than Frances that they were placed as named.

PEGS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
Kash, looking well, was alone in challenge dogs, and Bo

Peep beat Nelly Bly in bitches, Sprake had an easy win in
open dogs, beating Lord Baltimore in skull, ears and curl,
Penrice absent. Dollie, in bitches, beats Trixie in muzzle
and body, the latter is better La ear, Koui, reserve, is faulty
in muzzle and front. Rustic Katti is long in muzzle anci
skin might be better. Babe, he, is poor. Dot-tie, in novice
class, beat Bippo in head and curl. Major, vhc, is long in
muzzle.

TOY SPANIELS—(.JAMES MORTIMER).
Bendick was the only entry in King Charles spaniels, has

a nice head and tan, coat fair. In Blemheims a good headed
one a bit large sized took the ribbon, only entry. Italian

MISCELLANEOUS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
Kilston, the best Scotch we now have, was placed first,

beating another, Brovraie, of same breed in head, coat and
bone.

PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW.
THIS show opened this morning with 4S5 entries, and,

comparatively speaking, absentees are few. Owing to
the late arrival of some of the dogs, judging did not com-
mence till 1 P. M. Space in the hall, which is known as the
Skating Rink, is I'ather limiteri, and judging rings are,
therefore, set up on the stage, which, while aS'brding visi-
tors a good view of the proceedings, is somewhat awkward
for the dogs, especiallythe large ones, as the stairs are too
steep. Messrs. S. L. Boggs, the O'Hara Brothers. W. E.
Littell, J. A. Home, JohnMoorehead, Jr., D. J, S. Philips and
W. E. Patrick are conspicuous in their endeavors to make
everything run in the right groove. The class of dogs pres-
ent is excellent. Pointers and setters are especially well
represented, the pointer classes being well filled with dogs
of good quality: Sir Tatton. Monk of Furness and Count
Howard are on hand. Mastiffs have filled well, the Whit-
ney and Cook Kennels supplying the quality. With the two
Melrose kennels, the St. Bernards are a ca'pital show Mr.
Mortimer placed Plevna over Lady Sneerwell, reversingNew
York positions. Sir Bedivere is"on hand and the center of
attraction.
The beagles are well represented, and bull-teniers are an

excellent lot. Starlight, Enterprise' and Marguerite being in
the challenge bitches. Irish setters are very~good, and Mack
N, spread the others in the challenge class; he is an excel-
lent dog of the correct type and color. Fox-terriers are
strong with Blemton and Oriole kennels out in force.
Among those present from the East are Messrs. .James Mor-
timer, Frank Windholz, C. W. Twyford, Henry Jarrett,
German Hopkins, Arthur Tucker, F. Loveland, Frank F.
Dole, S. Mann, Ben Lewis. S. Wilcox and Fred Kirby. A
drawback to the building is the poor ventilation and" poor
light, requiring the gas to be lighted during the day; at
night it will be better. Since the show opened'the building
has been crowded, admission being only .25 cents, and this
makes the management pleased with the venture. An event
which has caused some comment is the disqualification of
Dick Swiveller, the Irish setter, or rather the veterinary
would not pa.ss him in; said to have mange— on the nose!
The weather is beautiful and everything is running nicely.
Mes.srs. Davidson and Mortimer getting along with their
work with little kicking to be heard. The prizes awarded
to-day are as follows, the judges stopping at 6 P. M :

MASTIFFS.—CHALLENGE-Do!y.s; 1st, Chas. C. Cook's Moses.
Bitches: 1st. Flour City Kunnels' Lady Coleus. -Opek—Doa.*.- 1st,
Flour City Kennels' Ilford Chancellor; 2d, Chas. Sellers's Major
Sellers: ad and very high com.. .TohTi M. Chaplin's Benedict
Neville and Reginald Neville. Bitches: 1st and 2d. Flour City
Kennels' Lady Dorothy and Caiitiorrs Otvn Daughter; 3d and very
high com.. Chas. 0. Cook's Durbess of York and Miss Beaufort.—
PTPvms-Bogs: I'^t and 3d, Chas. C. Cook's Wilkes and Dude.
Bitches: 1st and 3d, Ohas. C. Cook's Beaufort Queen and Dufhes=!
of Yorke.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-coated — CHALiEJiTGE-Doffs.- 1st,Wyoming Kennels' Hesner; 2d. E. H. Moore's Ben Lomond.
Bitches: 1st, Wyoming Kennels' Lady Wellington; 2d, E. H.
Moore'* Miranda, Open—Dof/s. 1st. E. H. Moore's Alton; 3d, Key-
stone Kennels' Prmce Victor; od, withheld. Com., John Weithaus's
Dnnnis. Bitches: 1st, E. H. Moore's Lady Livingston; 2d, Wyoming
Kennels' Plevna; 3d, E. H. Moore's Lady Sneerwell. Very high
Com., Frank Haslage' 9 Warwich Abbess, Puppies: Prizes with-
held.

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth-coated -CHALnEj,^GE—Bttc/ies; 1st,
Daniel Mann's Cleopatra; 2d, Keystone Kennels' Lola. Open—
Bitches: Ist, withheld; 2d, F. E. Lamb's Keepsake; 3d. S. A.
Bryce's Irma Keystone.
POINTERS.—Challenge—Doffs (over Solbs.): 1st. Chas. Heath's

Graphic; 2d, L. Gardner's Duke of Vernon. Reserve, Arme Ken-
nels' Trinket's Chief. Bitches^ (over aOlbs.): 1st. Chas. Heath's

SOIbs.): Ist, Albert Davis's Dell; 3d, Louis A. Biddle's CiceL; M,
Howard S. Paine's Faustina.
POINTERS. - Challenge - jDoo-'i: (L'nder 551bs.) 1st, Ohas.

Heath's Launceloi; .2d, J. P. Cariwright'a Spot Sting. Bitches:
(Under 501bs ) Ist, Chas. Healh'.s Saliv Brass 11.: 2d,J. P. Cart-
wright's Rosa May. Reserve, Fleet View A- Reading Pointer Ken-
nelo' Belle Randolph.—Opex—Do(7s: (Under 551 bs.) 1st, B. M.
Stevenson's Tribulation: 2d, J. L. Summers's Bing of Kippen; 3d,
John R. Daniels's Graphic Fosie. Reserve, J. A. Hartman's Nick
Naso. High com., J. A. Hartman's Ma k Naso. Com.. ,7. Faw-
cett's Duke Fawcetc Graphic. (?!«. (T'oder oOlbs.) l^t, H. S,
Paine's Miss MeaUy: 2d. J. Fawceii's Lou Croxteth Nellie; 3d.
( ;has. Klocke's Siberian Girl. Reserve, C. E, Engel's Lady Trinket.
A ery high com., H .K. Devei eu-s.'- Fleet and .J . R. Daniels's Lorain.
High com.. E. B. Buchanan's Belle Comfort and J. Fawoelt's Nel-
lie Fawcett Grapldc. Com.. J. Faweett's Nellie II.—Puppies—
Dogs: 1st, Theo. SprouU's Nod; 2.1, J. A, Hartman's >,'ick Xaso; od,
Roscoe T. Ong's Dude N. Very high com., Frank Cole's Claude
Curtis. High com., Miss Josie Engel's Romeo. Com., J. A. Hart-

Graph it

IRISH SETTERS.-Challenge—Doos; 1st. W. N. Kuhns's
Mack N.; 2d, A. V. Armour's Max A. Reserve, Kildare Kennels'
Kildare. Bitches: 1st, 2d and reserve, Kildare Kenttels' Ruby
Glenmore, Mollis Bawn and Winnie II.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Kildare
Kennels' Beau Brummel; 2d. Glend^ oe Kennels' Glen Jarvis; 3d,
St. Cloud Kennels' Minstrel. Reserve, F. F. Capers's Pickens.
Very high com., Killarney Kennels' Ben C, St. Cloud Kennels'
Shanmore. High com., Fred. Pastre's Red Biz, F, L. Cheney's
Henmore Shamrock. Killarney Kennels' Tearaway. Com., W N
Kuhas'fi Don J., Hudson River Kennels' Darragh Pat. Bitches':
1st and reserve, St. (Houd Kennels' Endora and Bessie Glencho;
2d and 3d, Killarney Kennels' Red Beil and Hazel Nut If. High
com., Fred. P. Kirby 's Noma. Puppies: 1st, Seminole Kennels''
Sandy; 2d, C. E. Stewart's Buffalo Tim.
CLUMBER SPANIELS.-CHALLEXGE-lst, Mercer & Middle-

ton's Boss HI.—Open—1st and 2d, Mercer & Middleton's Lady
Belle and Johnny, Jr.

W. Folson'fi
, Swiss Monn-

Demmel's Nick

impstead Farm Kennels'
Bitches: 1st. Chestnut Hill Ken-Hempstead Zulu; 3d, withheld. v^.,...,^.., ^^u-

nels' Wellesbourne Gypsy; 3d and 8d, vruhheld. Very high com.,Wm. E. Kimberlln's Nell. Puppies: 1st, 'Iheo. Sproull's Robin:
2d, withheld.

BULLDOGS.-lst, F. W. Sackett's The Graven Image; other
prizes withheld.

greyhounds had Sprite, well known, a winner over Cute,
large size and faulty in front and head. Prince, vhc, bad in
ears, Duke was the winner in Mexican hairless.

James Massey's Jim and Scamp. Bitchc-s: 1st, Geo. ^House's
Duchess of lork; 2d, Frank W. Moulton's Loomont Kit; 3d, F
Miller's Lill II. Very high com.. .Tames Massev's Busy. Puppies-
1st, J. C. Mahler's Lady Dinah; 2d, James Massey's Rose.
DACHSHUNDE.—Doos; 1st and 2d, Lewis & Klocke'a Fritz

K. and Feldman K. Bitchea: lat and 2d, Lewis & Klocke's Msk-
gie K. and Lena, Jr.

Pittsburgh, March IQ.—Special to Forest and Stream: Judg-
ing was resumed after supper aud the hall was very crowded,
over 3.0(JO people having paid admission.
DEERHOUNDS.-Do{/s; 1st, McDongall's Allan Breck; 2d and

3d, Geo. Page's Argyle and Benar I. Bitclie^: Ist, Geo. Page's
Ahda.
GREYHOUNDS.—JDoas: 1st, Parbeck's Gem of the Season; 2d,
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A. L. PagR's Charles Bavis, Bitches: 1st, A. L. Pagp's Maud Tor-
riDgron; 2d, K-Qight, GroyLound Kennels' Lady Clare,

I

Blem- .

pPKN—JDogn: 1st, Blpinfou li-nLels' Bltinton Vmtnr I.; M, Bfrn-
hfimer's liuby Tiiggei

; 31, Northfleld Kenn.-ls' End. liffe Spice,
yerv hiifii com.. Oriole Kennels' Le Loao^. BUchcf: l-tandSd,
Onole Kf rniels' Dona and Domimcb.; 3.i, Bleiuton KFnnels' Etiid.
Higb com.. Northwoml's B-rrowby Slitfty.and MnnrheadVs BetHV
SpiKUger. Com., Will's Cricket. PupiHrs: 1st, Oriol" Kennels'
Dominica; 2 i, M- 01 head 'ft Betsy Splkuger. Com., Unk's Munele
Lily, WiKE-HAiRS-jBttr /(cs.- 1st, Capsicum.

IRISH Ti< llRIERS.-lst; and 2d, Park Kpmiels' Mars and Dnn-
murr--} ; 3d and very high (om.. Cbes'DUt Hill Kennels' BredaBill
andTiney. High com.. Keystone Kennels' Nevermox-e Gessala.

PCOTCH TRRRIERS.-lsT, Northfleld Ktnuela' Kilston; 3d,
Hertzlet's Gleucoe.

DANDIE DINMONTS.—Ist, Kstlpr's Border Clinker.

-Latef .—Judging resumed Ihis morning. Crowd of people pour-
insr in'o the building. Weather f-plendid. Awards made tip to
13 noon:

GORDON SETTKRS.-CHALl^ENGE-Doiy.s; i«t and ad. Dixon's
Ivanboc and Leo B. Bitclie' ' ,.. „ .

and 2d, Parker's G.\ p and .Jess.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-CHALi.E:s'Gis-l8t, Windholz'a Princess
Beatrice 11.—Open ^ Doys: Isi. l- lmo Kennels' Monk of Furness;
3d, W fist's Sir Tatt .r

; 31, Aveni Ke^'Uels' Roderlgn. Reserve,
G<irdnf r's R-gers. Ver>' high com., ,Joe Noble and Gladaione IJ.
High cnm.. River View K Tmels' D:<d Wilson's B-.v. Tory Glad-

Avenr. Wuh com , Lilly B and Evmtis's Furt.—Pctppies—Doos;
let. .Joe Noble; 3i, Dr. Sun; 3d, Ponto. Bitches: lat, Neitie
Notice; 2d. Reean's Belle.

Kennels' MeersbrooV Empress. Reserve, Rocbelle Nadji . Very
h\sh com., Ijetta. Iligh com.. Pansy. Com., Tiny. Purmies: 1st,
Nellip.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—jDogs; l%t, Toons Royal. Bitchy:
1st, 7<-nus.

ITALIAN GREYROUNDS, -Z)or/s.- 1st, Lewis's Spring; 3d, Van
Buren'- Cupid. Bitches: lat, Steramhr'.- Lady Lee; 3d, Lewis's
Star. Reserve, Sprue Very nigh com.. Lady.
WOLFHOUNDS.—1st and id, Hack.-'s Zloeem and Ivan,
COOKER SPANIELS.- Challenge—Entries absent. Open—

JDogs: Ut. Wolfetjrvn's Dan Browj,; 2 1, Swiss Mountain tieunels'

MISCELLANECUS—Prizes withheld.

These are the regular classes judged so far. Specials this after-
noon. H. W. L.

THINGS AND MASTIFFS AT NEW YORK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Toe hoivlsoE disapproval and the supererogatory rebuke

by the American Mastiff Club (which I hold to havn been lu
very bad taste) estop further comments on the most unfor-
tunate judging of mastiffs at New York show, but a few
cotutnenrs may be in order. Tnat ten munths puppy Ingle-
side Maximilian is both a parody and a wonder; we"hear of
mastiffs being "'too bully," but he is more "Dully" than any
bulldoja: in the show. A muzzle 3>/in. long, a skitll G^in.
long and SS^in. in girth, is enoueh to distance any bulldog
in America, dS fyr as ''bullyness" is concerned. His dewlap
is monstrous, equal to that of a cow, his body and forelegs
are very good, bar show a bit of shortness, while his hind-
legs do not figure as any dehnite quantity. By Ilford Chan-
cellor out of a Mintlus oitch. It is hard to see where he gets
such abnormal prou-rties from.
While his preposterous exagiterations of mastiff type and

miserable hindquarters should keep him "out of it" as a
specimen, his real faults of headshoald make him a most
valuable stud dog, promising great results, bred to bitcnes
long in bead, lackiog volume of skull or snipy in muzzle,
but 1 should fear the results if bred to l)itches of the llfurd
Caution blood, or even those deep in Crown Prince blood.
The only well bred bitches 1 can think of likely to nick
"vvith bim are those of the Clement or Hero II. blood, or
from Dr. Perry's Juno.
Iq this connection It may be well to point out that nearly

all Ilford Caution's successes in the stud were with poor
itches, as I can now recall only the bitch Caution's Ownbi
Daughter (what a name!), exhibited at this same show.
This bitch suffers a trifle from ginaer face and some lack of
size, but for trtte tormntioa of head, excellence of body and
legs, beautiful movement and general symmetry, I have
never seen her superior. Cambrian Princess beats her in
volume of skull and size, hut loses to her iu formation of
head and general symmetry. It was only his greater size
and advantages from sex that put Beaufort much ahead of
her.
Beaufort still stands unequalled, and I cannot see how he

is to be surpassed. How in the world was be ever said to
be extreme in shortness of face)' He is certainly very, very
far from long-faced, but is as certainly not extreme ini short-
ness. For elegance, length, hocks and general symmetry,
how is he to be improved oq ? Some say that Minting was'a
better dog; but Beaufort is decidedly the better in hocks,
his being broad and flat, while Min ting's were too round,
and Beaufort has better length. The only dog that I can
recall as being Beaufort's equal in properties of body and
legs was Mr, Mason's Salisbury, the latter being the larger
dog, but not as good in second tuighs. 1 see it stated that
Beaufort is ' weak behind," but this is utterly wrong. He
is not hog fat, with hams like those of bacon; nor should he
be, considering bis value in the stud: but his muscles of
loins and thighs are full and as hard as dried beef. That he
is as active as a cat without a trace of weakness 1 know
most positively, having the best of opportunities of seeing
this.
While it should be very flattering to Mr. Winchell that a

dog of his breeding sbotild beat Beaufort, I looked in vain
for any sign of satisfaction in his looks and conversation.
We all owe thanks to Mr. Mortimer for the excellent qual-
ity of the helpers he lu'ovided. A neater, cleaner, more at-
tentive bony of men I have never seen in a dog show, and
following the suggestion of ottr old mutual friend Wash
Moore by uniforming the men resulted most satisfactorilj^.
I suggest that in future all judges of ladies' pet dogs at
New York show refuse 10 judge them unless their names
arewitbheld and their personality disguised. This is the
third ye^r in stxccession tnat judges of this class have been
insulted by irate women whose dogs did not win. Two
years since a feminine said to Mr, Fay, a gentleman in every
line, and who possesses more dollars than this person prob-
ably did cents, "We have decided you were paid for your
decisions and wish to know your prict!" Last year one told
Mr, Mayhew that Lfter exbibiting under an English judge
she hated the name of England or Englishman! And this
year some circulated a petition round the show, praying the
W, K, Go to forbid Mr. Maj'hew's ever jttdging again!!!
_How' ase women to get their dogs judged? Xttejp^ ii>|?<?

nudge m their own sex, and where are they to find the man
who will accept a position that insures his receiving insults
from parties whose position protects them from proper and
]ust rebuke? Do not women know that to be cowardly is
not to be womanly, and that nothing is "ladylike" that is
not "womanly?" w. Wade

DOG CHAT.

'It IS of no possible benefit either to the dog or the public!
The mad dog scare, which has been so long agitated, is a
rnyth and one calculated to do much injury by the produc-
tion of a false hydrophobia induced by fear. ' During my
long experience in canine practice I have never seen bu"t one
case of authenticated rabies. I have been called to see hun-
dreds of so-called mad dogs and found they were merely in
convulsions, afflicted by epilepsy, or suffering from an attack
of indigestion or from over excitement, all of which yield to
proper treatment. '

'

Toronto, Canada, is a veritable hotbed of the fancy, and it
has often been a subject for comment why this go-ahead
town has not, so far, indulged in a kennel club, especially
as they give the best show in Canada. Feeling the want of
an organization, several members of the fraternity called a
meeting for Thursday night, at the Rossin House, when a
club will be organized. Following the cottrse taken by the
Hamilton Club, they intend to inaugurate monthly mem-
bers' shows, where the owners of dogs can pick up points
from those calculated to instruct them on the subject.

The English papers not yet having come to hand contain-
ing the particulars of the Waterloo Cup Meeting, we take the
following gossip from the Toronto Olohc: "The winners of
cup, purse and plate, Fullerton, Simonian and Rhymes,
were all by R. F. Gladstone's dog Greentick, and the owner
had the old dog on hand to witness tbe triumphs of his pro-
geny. The Northumbrian kennel of Col. North is now far
ahead of all compeers with its Waterloo record. It was first
and second with Miss Glendyne and Bit of Fashion in 1883,
then won with Miss Glendyne in 1886. It was again first and
second with Fullerton and Troughend in 1889, first with
Fullerton in 1890, and now again in 1891. A remarkable
circumstance in connection with this year's Waterloo is tbe
fact that all the final cjuartette in the cup, as well as the
winner of the purse, claim the Northumbrian bitch, Gallant
Foe, as their grand-dam or great-grand-dam. Bit of Fashion,
the dam of Fullerton and Smionian, was by Paris (daughter
of Gallant Foe). Faster and Faster is by Northern Express
(son of Prenez Garde, own sister to Parisi, and while But-
ton Park is by Jester, (Gallant Foe's son), Bovril is from
Jester's daughter, Eady -Jester. Ou the night of the draw
for tbe Waterloo cup. a well-known supporter of coursing
from Ireland took a double-event waser of £300 to £8 that
Fullerton and Simonian would not win both cup and purse.
This nice bet was ccmfortably landed," On perusing tbe
above, one is led naturally to the question as to whether
the National Greyhotind Club should be allowed to have a
stud bonk of its own and sti U retain its membership in the A.
K. (J. Greyhounds being used now so extensively in coursing
in this country and with every indication that the sport will
increase ni popularity, it is incumbent upon those having
the best interests of the sport at heart to in.sttre, by every
means in its power, the accuracy of the pedigrees, for upon
the correct interpretation of these blood lines rests, in a great
measure, the successful courser. As the A. K. C. cannot be
expected to give tbe subject more than general supervision,
we think that in this case an exception should be made with
the distinct understanding that it should not form a jirece-
dent for other specialty clubs. We do not think, and those
with whom we have conversed on the matter are of the same
opinion, that the A, K. C. stud book will lose any regis-
tration on account of the separate book, but keeping the
good will of the greyhound men will tend to increase
rather than diminish the registrations.

The new Pennbrook hunt, from the Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, seemed to be quite popular, the third meet of the
hounds last Saturday at Mr. Fell's residence having a
greater turnout of members than on the previous one.

The Mayor of Newark, N. J., in view of the recent cases
of children having been bitten by worthless curs on the
streets, is advocating the establishment of a dorf pound and
the destiTtction of a few hundred of these roaming canines.
Several children are now under treatment by Dr. Gibier,
whose price, -SSO per patient, being too high for most of the
subjects to pay, t,he balance of the hydrophobia fund of
1887 has been turned over to the institution on condition that
he treat free for the next five years all indigent Newark
patients.

We are sorry to hear that the Cincinnati Kennel Club is
not in the most flotirishing condition imaginable. It is .said
that out of fourteen letters opened by the secretary one day
last week, only two contained substantial evidence as to the
annual dues, while the other twelve were resignations of dis-
gruntled members.

We are pleased to see that some one has some appreciation
of the merits of one of the gamiest and most companionable
terriers one can have—the Dandie Dinmont. The splendid
special offered by a friend of the breed at the coming Boston
show should bring together all the dogs of the breed in the
country. There is one good man in the breed already, Mr.
Carnochan, and we trust that others will follow suit.

In coming to the Baltimore show last week, the Somerset
Kennels' challenge beagle bitch Cloud was so severely hurt
in her box that she could not be shown.

When Plinlimmon was undergoing treatment for tumor
recently, Mr. Emmett was at a loss for a dog to take his
place. While in this quandary Mrs. H. C. Miner loaned him
her own St. Bernard, Pop. In appreciation of the courtesy,
Mr. Emmett presented Mrs. Miner the other day with a
superb whip mounted with a massive gold handle and
whistle, studded with jewels.

A letter from one of the committee of the Maryland Ken-
nel Club informs us that the club came out a little on the
wrong side, btxt that they werp still in the running. In-
creased expenses and the wretched weather of the first day
is mainly accountable for any loss they may have incm-red,
During the last day of the show there was a'bit of a rumpus
on account of Mr. W. H. Child's attachment of the English
setter Sir Tatton and the Irish setter Desmond II. for a bill
of $150 on some dog deal with Mr. Weiss. Fred Klrby, who
had the dogs in charge, melodramatically proclaimed to the
sheriff, that if he took the dogs it would have to be over his
dead body. Mr, Weiss has his dogs, Mr. Child got his
money and Kirby is still alive, so everything is serene again.

We regret to hear that the black and tan terrier The Sena-
tor is dead. He caught cold the first day at the Baltimore
show. The diagnosis was hardly correct, and our -suggestion
that it looked like a case of pneumonia and a mustard plas-
ter was not far wong after all. Dr. Foote is, indeed, most
unfortunate, and if he bad not the true fancier grit in him,
be would Qn<\ hia loses hard tn bear. He Ijas wr sincere
sympathy^

The Cleveland Kennel Club is making every effort to in-
sure the success of their coming show. Mr, H. W, Lacy has
been engaged to judge those classes not already annotinced
in the sporting papers. Proper arrangements with express
companies and railroads centering in Cleveland have been
made. The building will hold 600 dogs, so that following
Chicago, as it does, there is likely to he an excellent entry.
The premium list is now out and is quite a good one. Chal-
lenge prizes $10 for each sex are made for most breeds, and
in the important classes $1.5 and mO are the prizes given, the
others getting -SIO and .So. Spaniels have classiCcation No. 2
and the small breeds are well taken care of. Entriesclo.se
April 1, with Mr, C. M. Munhall, 111 Superior street, Cleve-
land, O.

A rather amusing incident happened the third day of the
show at Baltimore. A fashionably dressed young lady ap-
peared before the doo keeper with a ribbon bedecked "sort
of" a Yorkshire in her arms On being told that dogs not
regularly entered could not be allowed in the building, she
made quite a scene, and Will Farber coming up at the time
politely told her he would have the dog put in a box till she
made the round of the show. This did not appease her, and
turning with tears in her eyes which friend Farber found
bard to withstand, said, "I did so want Dick to see the
dogs!"

A new venture is on the tapis at Philadelphia. Folldwibg
the style of Aldridge's in London, the Philadelphia Tatter-
sails intend holding periodical sales of dogs, the first of
which will take place Mairch 27, and entries for which will
close March 16. The sale is limited to thoroughbred dogs
only, and tbe number put up is not to exceed 200. Several
dogs which have been winning at late shows are already
entered. The dogs will be on exhibition March 24 till day
of sule, and the sale will take place in the afternoon and
evening of March 27 and 28, and catalogues will be ready ten
days before the sale. This is a venture which no doubt
many fanciers will avail themselves of, tboitgh we hardly
think there will be enough money in it for the sales to
become regular.

Friend Jarrett, the genial manager of the Chestnut HUl
Kennels, seeks a relief from the lengthy heads he is so ac-
customed to see around him, and intends branching out a^ a
pug breeder. He has already purchased several bitches,
among them Cassina, quite a winner, from Dr. Cryer's
kennel.

Tbe protest against the bull-terrier Ruby at New York,
for deafness, has been sttstained.

At New York we were shown a medal which at a casual
glance one would take to be gold. It is jiresumed to repre-
sent the gold medal of the Ma.stiff Club, but it won't wash,
or rather it has been washed, and in a very careless manner.
It seems Lidy Co'eus became entitled to the gold medal of
the club, and after repeated application this medal was sent
to Mr. Moore. In the language of the Gordon men, it is rich
in tan, imt it goes no further than the surface, for on tbe
edge is the silver stamp mark and "sterling" in the custom-
ary form. Glancing sideways at the letteriug on the face of
the medal the "silver threads among the gold" are as plain
as the noonday sun. The question is, what are you going to
do about it The A. K. C. rule states that medals and so
forth shall be made of the materials called for. Some action
should certainly be taken in the matter, and the affair not
be smoothed over with hush!

The Chestnut Hill Kennels want to swim with the tide of
popularity which St. Bernards are now enjoying, and reap
some of the "kudos" an investment in that breed is pretty
nearly sure to bring. Mr. Harrison, in other words, is buy-
ing a few St. Bernard bitches for breeding purposes.

There was one happy woman at New York, Mrs. Nichol-
son, of Alb.tny, who brought seven St. Bernard puppies to
tbe show and sold every one of them at good prices. Now,
if Mr. NichoLsou had come down with them, very likely he
would have had to take them home again.

Mr. W. Stewart Diffienderffer has sold his big St. Bernard
Lord Baltimore, by Burns out of Lady Valentine, to May
Howard, the v .riety actress. We hear his Lord.ship was to
make his debut on the b iards last Saturday evening in his
native town. What is that saying about a prophet in his
own country? However, we expect he will need an able
manager, for as a star he will necessarily feel the importance
of his position.

Query—When is a foxhound said to have leather at throat?

The registrations for January and February of this year in
the A. K. C. Stud Book number 735, against 354 for the cor-
responding months in 1890. Speaking of the stud book re-
minds us that the secretary has started on his two months'
furlough. He holds himself bound, however, not to go out-
side of reach of the telegraoh, as it is very likely that his
friend Peshall will demand his presence very shortly iU
Oyer and Terminer when the noted case comes off,

During his visit to Baltimore Dr. "Beaumont" Meyer
gave two lectures on dentistry at the Baltimore College, and
though he had an innings at the Gordon Club specials at
the show, the faculty, to show their appreciation of bim,
presented him with a handsome silver cup as a token of the
esteem in which they hold him. Dr. Meyer, therefore, can-
not complain of the attentions he received at the hands of
the Baltimoreans, though they were a little mixed.

We were pleased to see that our suggestion that when
charges are made against individuals before the Kennel
Club, they shall be accompanied by a fee of $10 as a guaran-
tee of good faith, has been adopted. This will, we trust,
have a salutary effect.

We were exceedingly pleased to have a lady remark dur-
ing the Baltimore show that there was nothing in the pages
of the Forest and Stream but what a lady could read, and
that from reading it every week sbe felt just as much inter-
est in the dogs as her husband. This is praise indeed, and
repays us doubly for all our efforts to give to dogmen and
every one a clean paper.

We welcome another young fancier into the fox-terrier
ranks. This is Mr. Harry Granger, owner of the Regent
Kennels. That he is getting hold of good material is proved
by his purchase last week of the well-known winner Dusky
Trap and Blemton Wrangle. We wish him every success,

Frank Dole received a very good bull-terrier from Mr.
Fred Hinks of Birmingham, England, on Tuesday last. His
name is Top Sparkle, by Gully the Great. As the dog is
said to be a certain winner, the name is peculiarly appro-
Xiriate,

The Maryland Kennel Club held its annual meeting at
the Fifth Regiment armory on Wednesday, March 4, at 8:30
P. M. In the absence of tbe vice president (the president,
Mr. Harry Malcolm, being under suspension at present) Dr.
B. Holly Smith was called to the chair, and Mr. Jas. E,
Wilkinson was requested to act as secretary. The roll call
was answered by a large majority of the members of the
club. J'ou? aew ia6mi>er8, Mes^, G-tte§b, Williams, Slyaj»
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andHatizsc.be, were, elected. A vote of tLanks, on motion
of Mr. Lamb, was tendered to the bench show committee
for the snccessful show now being held. The following
officers were then elected: W. Gilmor HofEman, President;
Geo- W. Maasamore, Vice-President; W. Stewart Diffen-
derffer. Secretary: W. C. Farber, Treasurer: Board of Gov-
ernors, W. T. Spring, Phas. D. Cugle, Henry M. Walker, Jas.
Thompson, B. Hollv Smith, M.D., Chas. Pv. Diffenderffer,
Edw. J. Farber, Tlios. J. Sheubrooks. Col. II. I). Loney,
delegate to American Kennel Club; Jas, Thompson, alter-
nate.

The use and abuse of specials is beautifully shown in the
Pittsburgh premiixm list, by the Monongabela House oil'er-

ing a special for the bull-terrier "with the best fighting
record," and the impression that has obtained among the
boys that this hotel must be a very tongh one, devoted to
to\igh sports generally. The fact is, that this hotel is pecu-
liarly the respectable house ot the city, one that has in-
herited fifty years of reputation as the leading house, and no
where in the country is there a house with a longer record of
character. The presumption is that the hotel merely con-
tributed the money for the special, and the show committee
blundered in the placing of it. Ju fact, what business has
a "fighting record" in a premium list, anyhow?

In changing his adverti.sement of stud fox-terriers, Mr,
John E. Thayer writes: "I have put the stud fees of these
dogs very low, not because I could not get more, but because
it will allow everyone the use of a grand dog very cheap.
Mixer, by his victory in New York, is the best terrier in
America. No one can say my dogs are not but the best."
Quite right too.

"We have the hottest class in challentre heavy-weight
pointers that ever faced a judge in America," writes Mr. w

.

E. Littell, secretary of the'Duquesne Kennel Club. "The fol-
lowing are in it: Graphic, Robert Ic Diable, Trinket's Chief,
Duke of Vernon, and Lord Graphic. They thiuk this is the
greatest show ever held in this city." Pittsburgh always
was a good dog show town, and we hope that this year their
venture will prove no exception.

A meeting of the Eastern Coursing and National Grey-
hound Club will be held at the office of Mr. G. S. Page, 69
Wall street, New York, at 6:30 P. M. sharp, Friday, aiarch 13.

The bench show committee of the New England Kennel
Club writes; "It looks as though we should have a rattling
good show, if anything comes from the number of inquiries
we have had, especially from the Canadians, for premium
lists and entry blanks. Our bench show committee, Messrs.
Fay and Moore, on their return from New York, brought back
very favorable reports: everyone seemed anxious to show.
Perhaps it was accounted for by a totally dift'erent slate
of judges from those who are to officiate at preceding shows.
The Brunswick Fur Club, Brunswick, Me., offer the follow-
ing specials for Amencin foxhounds: §16 for the best dog,
SIO for the best bitch, S5 for the best dog or bitch under
ISmos. This certainly ought to bring together some good
dogs of this breed. Now that the beagle clubs have settled
all disputes and joined hands, we ought to have a good
entry. The Chesapeake Bay dogs will be judged by Mi-.
John Davidson, of Monroe, Michigan.

Mr. Geo. H. Covert calls our attention to a mistake in the
awards printed in our issue of Feb. 36, when Chief was
glaced first in the challenge Irish setter doss. This is wrong:
is Dick Swiveller held that proud po.sitioa. The incorrectly

marked steward's slip was the cause of the error; the official
marked catalogue had the same mistake. Another mistake
in the award list was the printing oC Douglass II. and Sprake,
the pugs, as equal firsts iq the open doz class. This was a
ca,rele.«s slip ot the pencil in marking the catalogue in the
hurry of going to press. It can't hurt Snrake, reither will
it do harm to Douglass II.

The Mascoutah Kennel Club annotmce that Mr. Chas. M-
Nelles, of Brantford, Canada, has been appointed judge of
the spaniel classes, excepting toy spaniels. Also that the
club ofiers an additional .special prize of SIO for the best ex-
hibit of not less than four bulldogs entered and owned by
one exhibitor. The club's special pris-e of $25 for the largest
kennel of sporting dogs and the same for non-sporting dogs,
.should read in both cases, "for the largest and best kennel,"
etc. All entries must be mailed pre%'ious to Mai'ch 23.

Mr. C. P. Hubbard writes us that he has established the
Loup Kennels at Tuckerville, Nebraska, upon the South
Loup River. He has 160 acres of land upon the banks
of the river with timber and springs of living water. He
controls a shooting right upon upward of 10.000 acres of fine
quail and chicken country. The dogs have an unlimited run
and every opportunity to develop their natural hunting
qualities.

The New England Kennel Club aunounce the following
additional classes, changes and donation of soecial prizes
for their coming show. There will be a class, 9.3a. for Dan-
die Dinmont terriers, does and bitches, with prizes .$10 and
$5. A friend of the club has offered a special prize of $25
for the best dog or bitch and if there are 5 of each entered
they will divide the classes by sex. offering the same money
prizes, and the donor of the above special will then give S50,
making it $.35 for the best doe and ^S25 for the best bitch.
They also make a class, OiA, for Irish terrier challenge dogs
and bitches, offering one prize of SIO. The following are the
conditions of the competition for the American Field pointer
cup to be awarded at this show: The cup will be competed
for once each year and at a show to be designated by the
Pointer Club of America. It is open to competition to mem-
bers of the Pointer Club of America only and must be won
three times, not nece.ssarily in succession, to become the
property of any one member. A member must have owned
a dog with which he comperes for it six months prior to the
closing of the entries of the show at which it is competed
for. The person winning it will be required to file a bond
with the Pointer Club of Amprica, signed by himself and
two responsible guarantees for producing the cup or its
value in money whenever required to do so. Entries for
this show close March 18.

[The following paragraphs were crowded ont last week.]
We never saw so many new faces at a New York show as

this last one, and this fact reminded us of the question
we were asked some time since—Is the kennel interest
of this country really increa.sing ? This is easily answered.
Take up a prominent New York paper, or in fact of any
other city, and there is hardly a Sunday issue which does
not contain either a syndicate article on dogs of oce breed or
another, with more or less accurate illustrations, or kennel
paragraphs of news. The success of the New York show is
in a great measure due to the enterprise of the dailies,
which have lately devoted columns of valuable space to
kennel matters, and the way they wrote up the show
must have been very gratifying to the W. K. C. people.
Would that papers in other cities in which shows are held
would do the same, and we should hear of less financial loss
which many plucky dogfmciers have had to make good,
The kennel world do move and there is no mistake about it.

Many of the dogs at the show were benched in the old
style more with a Tiew to the sonveoieace of the owners

than to that of the public, and there was much complaint
about the getting up of prize cards over the stalls after judg-
ing, but in the case of the specials this was not the faiilt of
the club, as there were no cards supplied them; and when
we say that the catalogue was hardly so accurate as in years
past, several mistakes occumug in the printing, we have
about e.xhausted all criticism and must vote the show a big
success.

The boys appreciated the caf6 at the entrance of the build-
ing, and we are pleased to write that for the honor of dog
men in no instance did we see this privilege abu.sed. So
many club meetings were held at once that the cafii came in
very useful for the purpose.

A man who, if he has not had experience at English shows,
has at least had a good deal to do with American ones, got
ahead of the vet. at the New Y^ork show. Taking a grey-
hound in at the door. Dr. Glover I'efused to pass it on account
ofskindisea.se. Not to be outdone he stepped to the side
door leading to the basement, and telling the m.an in charge
that he had been pa.ssed by Mr. Tallman, was allowed
through and benched the dog. Now this was knowingly a
direct violation of the rules, and a menace to the health of
the other animals in the show. The dog was, we believe,
taken into the ring, but was eventually ordered out of the
building. Such work must not be countenanced for an
instant.

The Pointer Club deserves great credit for the resolution
adopted to abandon the list of specialty judges, and allow
bench show committees to choose their own. This .shows
they have the true interest of the breed at heart, and their
move should be followed by other clubs.

Drs. Glover and Meyer had no sooner entered the show
building at Baltimore, than they personally, and the rest of
the Gordon Club officers by proxy, were served with a sum-
mons on account of Hai'ry Malcolm in a suit for $10,000
damages which he brings against them fortheir recent reso-
lution expelling him from the Gordon Setter Club. The
action met with much adverse comment, these gentlemen
being guests of the Maryland Club at the time. It has
served to put a damper on everything, and where .all this
petty spite will end one can hardly tell, but that it will work
much harm to kennel interests is very certain, as no one
feels safe for an instant.

Col. Ruppert, one of Gov. Hill's staff, purchased at the
New York show two good Sr. Bernard bitches, Ellen Terry
and Empress of Coutoocock. The former has already pro-
duced some very good stock in England, and Empress is one
of our best smooth bitches. This gentleman intends starting
a small breeding kennel.

The Spaniel Club had a very pleasant reunion at the Mur-
ray Hill Hotel on the Wednesday night of the New York
show. Those who partook of the good things provided were
President Wilmerding, Arthitr E. Rendle, G^^o. Bell, A. W
Smith, W. T. Payne, E. M. Oldham, J. P. Willey, Andrew
Laidlaw, F. H. F. Mercer, several other gentlemen whose
names we do not recall, and your representative. After the
cloth was removed and cigar .smoke permeated the room,
toasts were in order and several happy speeches were well
received. Mr. Mercer explained matters to the satisfaction
of all, and the conversation driftingnaturally to theque.stion
of the hour, the "long and low," each one had his theory as
to their working capabilities. The utmost good feeling pre-
vailed and all were pleased to see friend Oldham and once
more hear his cheery voice ia the songs he only knows how
to render. The party broke up in the "wee sma'*' hours with
the grand old song of "Auld Lang Syne." In the words of
"Peto," it is to be hoped that "hardy annual," the cocker
question, may always seek its settlement in a similar man-
ner. It was unanimously voted that the discussion be re-
sumed at the W. K. C. show of '92.

Mr. Carnochan purchased from Mr. F. R. Hitchcock the
noted Dandie Dinmonts Border Wang and Meg of the Mill.
This will make his kennel a strong one indeed.

Mr. Renshaw Mason Jones bought the bulldogs Darby
Nancy, Darby May and Bombardos from. Mr. Chas. D. Cugle
during the show.

The Bulldog Club, it may be remarked, held their show
ill connection with the W. K. C. At any rate, the "get tip
and get" of this club secured a splendid entry. The differ-
ent bulldog cups were displayed under glass "in the middle
of the benching, and they were admitted to be the hand-
somest collection yet seen in this respect. The Parke cup
was a very handsome trophy, with an excellent engraving of
the late Dimple (formerly Mischief) on the cup and two bull-
dogs on the chain at the base, very "rampant" indeed. Over
every stall was a large, round, illuminated card, with the
number of the dog's entry in the middle and the name of
the club round the edge. Souvenir catalogues of tasteful
design were distributed for the asking; in fact, everything
was done in good style.

We learn that Mi-. Stewart, of England, has sold the noted
collie brood bitch Barby Rose, dam of Caractacus, Petrania,
Clifton Chief, Clifton Crack and Clifton Charm, all winners,
in one litter, to a gentleman in St. Louis. She comes out in
whelp to Metchley Wonder.

THE OMAHA KENNEL CLUB.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For years the dog-loving people of this city have been try-

ing to organize a kennel club, but it would seem from one
cause or another the right time had nol^ come. Things took
a turn in November. 1890, however, when the Nebraska
Poultry and Bench Show people held an exhibt herein the
Grand Opera House Annex. While the show was not finan-
cially a success, it gave the fanciers of this vicinity a good
chance to meet daiiv—particularly the doggy portion, which
developed into the Omaha Kennel Club. It may not be out
of place to mention the principal names of tho.se gentlemen
who worked hard to organize it. They were Me.ssrs. J, H.
Short, Cadogan, Waterman, Wm. Meldrum and R. F.
Maher. On the Inst day of the show twelve or thirteen of us
organized with the following officers: John T. Evans, Presi-
dent; John C. Morrison, Vice-President; R. F. Maher, Secre-
tary; Max J. Baer, Treasurer.
The club held since then tive regular meetings, has amem-

bership of fifty and of the best material to be obtained.
The club tenders a cordial invitation to all tru.e lovers of the
dog re.siding in Nebraska, Dakota, Iowa, Kansas and Wyo-
ming. Steps are being taken to come into the A. K. C, and
we purpose givine yearly bench shows under the A. K. C.
rules. The secretary will be pleased to forward a copy of
the rnles and by-laws at any time called upon. At some
future time I will give you a list of the does now being pur-
chased by the members. A Member of the O. K. C.
Omaha, Neb., March B.

GORDON SETTFR CLUR MEETING.—_Bf7iior Forest
and :stream: At the annual uieetitig of the Gordon Setter
Club of Americ.4, held Wednesday, Feb. 25, at iVladison
Square Garden, New York, the following busine.=s was trans-

was resolved to donate sglO to the Mascoutah Kennel Club
as a special prize for best Gordon setter in the show. The
following resignations were accepted; X. T. Norris, Balti-

Mo.; Richard Cromwell, Jr., Baltimore, Md. Election of
officers for the ensuing year was then procped-d with, and
the following were elected: President, Dr. H. Clay Glover;
Vice-President. Dr. J. M. Lordly; Sec'v and Treas., L. a'
Van Zandt. Executive Committee, G. W. Collins, Dr. John
H. Meyfr, James B. Blossom. George Bleistem. C. H. Pepper,
and A. Quackenbush. The treasurer's report was submitted
and approved. The meeting then adjourned. --L. A. Vak
Zandt, Sec'y.

"THE AMERICAN BOOK OF THE BOG."—Editor
Forest a}id, Stream: Ev»^n at the risk of sueeesting remem-
brances of recent comica'ities in England, I must put in my
protest against sundry matters appearine as of niy author-
ship in Mr. Shields's recent work. I certHinlv am not re-
sponsible for .Mr. Sperber being stated as the owner of the
Russian wolfhound Cz.^r, and 1 distinctly remember having
noted the name of Mr. P. H Hacke as owner on the proof of
the picture sent me. Nor did I state that Mes.srs. Milliken
Kelly and Rowditch imported ma.stiffs early in the
eighteenth century, and distinctly remember correcting this
in the proofs sent me. In the list of mastiff' breeders given
on page .577, the upper section only were supplied by me,
most of those in the .second section are totally unknown to
me. The only proofs received by me were tho,se on the mas-
tiff section, and singularly it is in these that the mistakes
occur.—W. Wade.

BULL AND TERRIERS — Efl«or Forest and Stream:
May I take up a little of your valuable space to say a word
for the round head bul' and terriers, as they are called in
Boston, or the "Boston" terriers, as they have been namfd
elsewhere. These dogs are rapidly gaining favor in this
ueiahborhood, and it seems likely that they will take the
place of the tox terrier as a gentleman's dog. With all the
courage of the latter and with perfect ability to take cai-e of
themselves in a "scrap," they are of a most gentle disposi-
tion and never try to pick a quarrel. Their vivacity and
intelligence, which is perhaps nor. even exceeded by that of
the poodle, make them very quick to learn tricks and most
amusing companions. In appearance they are the most styl-
ish ot dofis, and a club to establish a greater uniformity of
type is all that is needed to bring to their due prominence
the best of small dogs.—R. B. P.

Stock-Keeper publishes excellent pictures of D'Orsay and
Dominie, the noted fox-terriers, in the issue to hand.

PROTECTIVE UNION.—The following is a call for a
meeting of honest dog breeders, to perfect an organization
for protection against dishonest ones: All breeders of fine
dogs in the United States and Canada are requested to meet
the undersigned on April 9, 1891. at 2 P. M.. at the office of
the secretary of the Mascoutah Kennel Club, Chicago, 111.,
for the purpose above stated. All breeders in sympathy with
this movement who cannot attend in person, but desire to
become charter members may send their applications by
letter with $5, membership fee, to H. Thompson, supt. of
Money Order Dept., Chicago, Ilk Dated Feb. 16, 1891
(Signed) Dr. J. B. Lewis, Fernwond Kennels, Bellville, Ohio;
Dr. H. J. Thomas. Greenwood, Wis.; Dr. G. H. Grimmell,
Onaga, Kas.; Dr. W. W. Bradley, Richland Kennels, Milnor,
N. Dak.; W. F. Edelbrock, St. Cloud, Minn.; C. H. Babcock,
Cordova, Neb.; Orton Giffurd, Kickapoo Kennels, Wahpeton.
N. Dak.; W. H. Case. Lockport, N. Y.; F. H. Perry, Des
Moines, Iowa; J. F. Pinches, Shakopee, Minn ; L. B. Ash,
Mankato, Minn.: C. B. Jorgenson. Milnor Kennels, Milnor,
N, Dak.; Paul Koeppen, Hector, Minn.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOG CLUB MEETINGS. -^iSalti-
nDore. MA.—Editor Forest and Stream: Our annual meet-
ing of the Chesapeake Bay Dog Club took place yesterdaj\
March 4, and officers for the vear were elected as follows:
President, Edward L. Bartlett; Vice-President, .J. Olney
Non-is; Secretary, James F. Pearson; Treasurer. Thomas J.
Hayward. Board of Governors—Edward L. Bartlett, J.
Olney Morris, James F. Pear.son, James Swan Friek, J D,
Mallory, H. Malcolm, Isaac T. Norris and Wm. T. Leverine

NEW YORK SHOW REPORT.-New York, March 10,
'iSdl.—Editor Forest and Stream.: Kmdly make thefollow-
ine corrections in my report of the New York show. Mas-
tiffs: "Macduff, c, lacks in depth and width of muzzle,
length of legs (they are too long for his body), ribs (they are
round)," should be, ("they are not ruund enough").
Pointers: "Lass of Kent, flrsi in bitches, was the best pro-
vided, and Concave, second prize, could not beat her." Make
it read, "provided that Concave, second prize," etc Fox-
terriers: The criticism following the reference to Raffle and
First Flight belongs to the latter. Instead of "He has a
very neat and good head" read "First Flight has a very neat,"
etc.—Charles H. Mason.

HARTFORD DOG STEALERS,—Hartford, Conn., March
7.—There seems to be an epidemic of dog stealing in this
city. I have lost a valuable trained pointer and an imported
Yorkshire terrier within a year. A week ago two Gordon
setters were stolen. One of them was lame in his right
fore leg, the leg having been broken and he is "out at
the elbow" in consequence. The other had a scar on his left
hind leg. Both good "lookers." Will the sportsmen have
an eye "out" for these dogs and notify me?—A. C, Collins.

CALIFORNIA NOTES.—P. D. Nol=in's greyhound Scout
is recovering rapidly. Col. S. O. Gregory's well-known
greyhound Davy Crockett broke his neck while coursing last
week. He was undoubtedly one of the fa.stest hounds ever
in this country. Mr. A. B. Truman's purchase of Molton
Baron has fallen throuah. The affair is very much mixed
and does not reflect very favorably on Mr. Miner. Specials
are pouring in for the California "Kennel Club's show, and
the prospects of a good show continue.

DANDIE DINMONTS LOOKING VP.-EdUor Forest
and Stream: Where are the Dandle Dinmonts'' If the New
England Kennel Club have enough to divide theclas.ses by
sex, we have been offered by a Jriend S50, hut there is §25
offered anyhow. This ought to stir up those people who
have .some at home resting on their laurels. Where is Baillie?
and don't they own some in Chicago? Where is J. H. Nay-
lor? It ought to bring some of them out.—Bench Show
Committee.

Advertising That Pays.
Lynn, Mass., March 3.—Forest and Stream PuUtshing

Com^jany: 1 find that your puper is a much better one for
kennel advertising than anyother one, and Ihnve tried them
all. I rect ived more answers to-day from the adv, in Forest

Delegate to A. K. C.--rsa.ac T. T\nms. -Jami5.^ F. Norrts, and Stkkam than I have ever received from anv in anv
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DEATH OF THE SENATOR.—New York.—My black
and fcan terrier, The Senator, (19,(;54), winner of fire first,

three second, and many special prizes, died on the 6th iust,
as a result of a severe cold contracted while in transportation
to the Baltimore show. As there were few better in this
country, I keenly feel liis loss.—H. T. Foote.

New Kennel Advs. this Week.—Fo)- Safe.—Bull-terrier?, H.
A. Harris. St. Bernards, L. B. R. Barker. Cocker spaniels, B. A.
Fisher, H, G. Arnold. English setters, Robert B. Lawrence. Mas-
tiffs, J. n Day, .Tv. Gordon setters. C. T. Rrownell. Pointers, Jas.
C. Wrinkle, Ghas. D. Roberts. mT?!fed.—Setter pups, Drawer 19,
UlintOT) , N . Y .

KENIMEL NOTES.
Kotea mast be sent on prepared blanks, which are fnr-

nighed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of »00 of any one form, bound for
retaining dnplloates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

MacJi's Juno. By W. B. McCloud, Hyattville, O., for white and
Ijrowa pointer bitch, whelped June 14. 1890, by Rex out of Fleet,
Dnt. By J. C. Taylor, Pro^ndence, R. L. for red cocker spaniel

hiich, age not given, by Cheney Boy out of Bess.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Emma—Beaufort. W. Wade's (Hnlton, Pa.) mastiff bitch Emma
to Taunton & VVineheirs Beaufort, Feb. 20.

Bavevmixiod Turo— Roland. A. Bitter's (Ravenswood, Tj. I.) St.
Bernard intcb Ravenswood I'uro to E. Emken's Roland, Dt c. 20.

Lady Primrose—Couragi- III. A. Rirter's (Ravenswood, L. 1.) St.
Bernard Mtfh Ladv Primrose to Mr. Reiner's Courage IIL, Feb. 3.

Luna T.—Du1ic of Vernon. Geo. T. Gorman's (Oochituate, Mass.)
pointer Mtch Lima T. to L, Gardner's Duke of Vernon (Glendale—
SpiTless), Feb. 27.

Stm'—IiO[ter- Moorefield Kennels' (Ohula, Va.) English setter
hitch Star to L. Gardner's Roger (Count Noble—Queen Meg),
March 3.

Dora Deam—Royer. L. Gardner's (Mount Vernon, N. Y.) English
setter Dora Deane (Count Paris—Nellie Cambridge) to his Roger
(Count Noble—Queen Meg), March 5.

Black Meg 11.—Black Pete. H. S. Reynolds's (Poughkeopsie, N.
Y.) cocker spaniel bitch Blar.k Meg II. (champion Obo II.—Darkie)
to J. P. Willey'a champion Black Pete (O iio, Jr.—Phonsie), Jan 28.
Hiqii Boeli Pinli-Doc. M. M, Hill's (Andover, Mass.) cocker

spaniel bitch High R< ck Pink to A. C. Wi]merding"s Doc (Young
Obo—Rose Obo), Oct. 30.

Meg Obo-Hornell Silk. H. S. Reynolds's (Pougbkeepsie, N. Y.)
cocker spaniel bitch Meg Obo (champion Black Pete—Black Meg
U.) to Hornell-Harmony Kpnnels' champion Hornell Silk (cham-
pion Oho-Cbloe ID. Feb. 15.

Lucji JDaslm'ood—Prince Albert. Mr. Murphy's greyhound bitch
Lucy Dasliwood to Jas. Black's Prince Albert. March 3.

iVancla—Priucr Alhert. M. Schumacher's greyhound bitch
Wauda to Jas. Black's Pi-ince Albert, Jan, 29.

Cheerful Girl—Prince Alhcrt. C. S. Reinhardt's greyhound bitch
CheerfU! Girl lo Jas. Black's Prince Albert, Feb. 23.

Flirt—Fishpool Gem. Jas. W. Greenbalgb's (Pawtucket, R.I.)
Yorkshire terrier bilch Flirt ( Armande—Lady) to North Fields
Yorkshire Kennels' Fishpool Gem (Hariison's Ben—Bent's Rose),
March 5,

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Gyp$y Blanco. D. A- C. Hefltiager's foxhound bitch Gypsy
Blanco' (Pete—Topsy), March 0. six (four dogs), by Joe Forester
(Bruno— Clio).

Taffy. L. Gardner's (Mount Vernon, N.Y.) pointer bitch TaflEy
(imported Pilate—Fairy II.), March 3, eleven (seveD dogs), by his
Duke of Vernon (Glendale—Sp otless).

Ravensmml Turn. A. Ritter'a (Ra\renswood, L. I.) St. Bernard
bitch Ravenswood Turo, Feb. 28, sixteen ( ten dogs), by E. Emken's
Roland.
Flora. A. Ritter's (Ravenswood. L. I.) St. Bernard bitch Flora

(Sir Pasha—Bella), Feb. 15, six (three dogs), by E. Emken's Ro-
land.
Buffalo Lass. A. W. Smith's (Buffalo, N. Y.) black and tan ter-

rier bitch Buffalo Lass, Feb, 17, seven (five dogs), by his champion
Buffalo General; all since dead.

SALES.
pW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bm. White, black and tan ticked beaale dog, whelped .1 uue 10,

1890. by Bross's Prince out of Flora, by C. F. Hathaway, Chelsea,
Mich., to John Leibeck, Sylvan, Mich.

IIa)'ry. White, black and tan licked beagle dog, whelped June
16, 1890. by Bross's Prince out of Flora, by C. F. Hathaway, Chel-
sea, Mich., to Wm. Wood, same place.
Jidia. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped June 15, 1890,

by Prince out of Flora, by C. F. Hathaway.Chelsea, Mich., to B.
Crittenden, Jackson, Mich.
Joe Forester. Black, white and tan foxhound dog, age not given,

by Bruno out of Clio, by D. A. C. Heffinger, Portsmouth, N. H.,
to Jas Hart, Washington, Pa.
Lady Primrose. St. Bernard bitch, whelped Oct. 14, 18^8. pedi-

gree not given, by Robert Neesham to Arthur Ritier, Ravens-
wood, L. I.

Diikc of Ravcnnoood. Orange and white St. Bernard dog, age
not given, by Dnke of Leeds out of Flora, by Louis Bleil to Arthur
Ritter, Ravenswood, L. I.

Pete Oho. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped April 10, 1890, by
champion Black Pete out of Black II., by H. S. tieynolds,
Pongbkeepsie, N. Y., to Mi?s Breese, N. Y.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
ZETTLER TEAM SHOOT.

"VfEW YORK, March 5.—The. invitation medal team match at
J.> the Zeitler range began Monday evening with a contest be-
tween six teams, only 17 out of 216 invited clubs showing sufficient
grit to enter. The Lutzow Company, G. A. S. G., made the highest
score, and A. Ringler of this team took first place with the hand-
some total of 239. The scores:
Lutzow Co., No. 3, D. A. S. G.—C. Rein 236, G. Z mmermann 234,

A. Ringler 239, H. Litschge 235, B. Zettler 229. Total 1,173; aver-
age 234 60.

Walttier Co., No. 8, D. A. S. G.—B. Walther 234, A. Stahl 233. A.
Rammelkamp 225. L. Spach 219, Menkel 210. Total 1,120; average
231.

Garfield Co.. No. 31. D. A. S. G.— P. Hintz 228. H. Schultheis 222,

A. Gemilin 212, Alb. Gemilin 218, F. Lindkloster 287. Total 1,117;

average 223.40.

Melrose Schuetzen Club.—G. Zumbuehl 231, A. J. Gehrig 206, E.
Sturzeneffger 324, P. Eckel 22C, A. Possehl 321. Total 1,108; aver-
age 231,60.

Gustav Adolf Co., No. 7, D. A. S. G,—Knochenhaupr323, Reumer
319, Fetzer 206. Wagemann 335, J. Lun h 221. Total 1,094: average
318 80,

Germania Sterbe Kasse.—Oehler 211. Recker 304, Zlmmer 338,

Biehn 3a5, Lichtenberger 301. Total l,0i<9; average 317.80.

The foiiowmg teams will shoot to-night: Schiller Co., No. 10, D.
A. S. G.; Robert Blum Co.. No. U, D. A. 8. G.; Germania Inde-
pendent Schuetzen Corps; Washington Co., No. 1, G. S. B., W. R.;
Columbus Co., No. 3. D. A. S. G.
Mavcli 6.—The team medal ma'.ch was continued at the Zettler

range ihls evening and, although .=ome good scores were made, no
team was f bl^ to evercome the lead of the Luetzow Company on
the first day of the shoot. The scores were as follows:
Columbus (Company. No. 2, D. A. S. G.—C. Rehm 312, G. Boch

317, H. Witte 237, J. Stich 216, C. G. Zettler 336. Total, l,l]ti; aver-
age, 333 60.

Schiller Company, No. 10, D. A. S. G.-F. Armburst 239, G.
Kirchhuber 206. M. Trapp 325. A. Engesser 318, O. Uehlein 33^<.

Total, 1,106; average. 231.20.

Robert Blum Company, No. 11, D. A. S. G.—G. Praenkle 339, H.
Jacoby216, E. Stuck 234, H.Mann 199, H. Muskat219. Total, 1087:
average, 317.40.

Germania Independent Schuetzen Corps.—W, Krumseck 191, F,
Facompri 206. H. Bolte 162, A. Ludwlg 334, L. Kecbe 214. Total,
937; average, 199.40,

March 7.—The great team shoot at the Zettler range ended this
evening witb the distribution of the twelve prizes by C. Fraenkle,
the honorary president of the German- A-ineri can Shooting Society.
The Luetzow Company remained in first place, although the Jef-
ferson team save them a close race. A. Ringler's high score of
3-39 was not overcome. Thursday night's results:
FreiBchuetz Company No. 4, Manhattan Schnetzenbund—A.

Natz 332, H. Dietricn 207 G. Messerschmitt 321, L. Dietrich 205, C.
Steckler233. Total 1,088; average 317.60.
Jefferson Company No. 23, D. A. S. G.—Karl 235, Gully 336, Luft

336, Enders 3.30, Wagner 231. Total 1,168; average 333.80.

ton Rifles—A. Mattes 233, A. Bernard 228, H. Kreisel 210, A. Hoff-
mann 223, W. Siebrecht 206. Total 1,097; average 319.40.
Manhattan Company No. 5, D. A. S. G.—Berger 195, A. Nigey

303, F. Schuck 209, R. Pege 193, Fischer 314. Total 1,018; average
303.60.

Theodore Koerner Company No. 18, Manhattan Schuetzenbnnd—
R. Sassenberg 219, P. Pennemann 314, E. Lacbsner 209, O. Fuchs
187, G. Schamber 317. Total 1,046; average 309 30.

The total result of the three days' match, fifteen teams compet-
ing, with the first twelve as prize winners of tbe medals, follow:
Luetzow Co., 12, D. A. S. G.. 1,178; Jefferson Co., 33, D. A. S. G.,
1,168; Washington Co.. 1, D. A. S. G., 1.137; Walther Co., 8, D. A.
S, G., 1.120; Columbus Co., 3, D. A. S. G., 1,118; Garfield Co., 31, D.
A. S. G., 1,117; Melrose Schuetzen Club. U.1&; SchiUer Co., 10, D.
A. S. G., 1,106; Atlantic Co., 7, G. S. B., W. R., 1,097; Gustav Adolf
Co., 7, D. A. S. G., 1,094; Germania Sfcf rbeKasse, 1,089; Freischuetz
Co., 4. M. S. B., 1,088; Robert Blum Co., 11, D. A. S. G., 1,087; Tbeo-
dore Koerner Co., 18, M. S, B., 1,076; Manhattan Co., 5, D. A. S. G.,
1,018; Germania Independent Schuetzen Corps, 997.

MAGAZINE GUN TEST.
The board finished yesterday nearly all the tests on the Lee-

Speed gun. Those stiU to be gone through will consist mostly of
examination of the parts which have undergone the strain of the
tests already tried. The committee will probably adiourn to-day
to return to this city April 7. The trials yesterday began with the
second part of the test for endurance, which provides that the
gun shall be fired as a single loader 100 consecutive rounds wit bout
cleaning. The second test of the morning was the "dust test,"
where the gun was exposed to a blast of fine sand dust for two
minutes and only cleaned before firing by the bare hand and blow-
ing. The idea is to duplicate as far as possible the conditions
encountered by soldiers in a dusty country. The test was applied
in two ways, with the magazine empty and with the magazine
loaded when exposed to blast. Twenty rounds are fired in each
test. The first test of the afternoon was wi tli defective cartridges.
Three cartridges are used, cut in three riifftr nt ways to approach
as near as possible the strain brought on a gun by a defective car-
tridge. In the first cartridge the head is cross-filed nearly through,
in the second cuts are made at intervals around tbe rim, and in
the third a longitudinal cut is made the whole length of the case.
The next test was for excessive charges. In this 37grs. ot the

Max-m smokeless powder was used, which gives a pressure of from
60,000 to 65.000Ibs. to the square inch, while the ordinary charge is
but 34grs., giving a pressure of from 4.5,000 to SO.OOOlbs. The mem-
bers of the board do not announce the results, biit, as they will not
proceed to apply the supplemental tests, wbich are to be used only
when the otbers have given satisfaction, it is fairly certain that
they have not been satisfactory. This Lee-Speed gun was adopted
experimentally by the English government some time ago, and
since then has proved so unsatisfactory in its use by the soldiers
that the English ordnance committee has been trying to alter it.

It will probably take them some months to perfect the alterations.
There are at present two other guns wailing trial at the armory,
the Danish gtm and the Mannlicher, adopted by the Austrian
government. Thesa cannot be tried at present, however, because
the ammunition has not been received. For this reason the meet-
ing had to be adjourned.—Sp)'(;!(7fif7d Rcjmbliran, March 3,

SYRACUSE, N. Y., March 4.—Leighton won the gold medal and
Taber the silver at the shoot of the Onondaga Rifle Club at the
A'alley Range this afternoon. The wind was very s'rong and puz-
zling, and the scores made were, under the circumstances, very
creditable:

Off-Hand.
Knapp 9 8 6 6 9 .8 3
Dalley 7 o 6 10 6 6 5
Barnum 8 4 4 9 5 6 8 0
Merritt 9 9 5 7 6 7 9 i
StiUman 7 10 10 7 7 8 5 10
Ball 6 5 8 5 6 10 4 7
Smith 9 8 6 6 9 10 10 7

Rest Match.
Leighton 8 11 U 9 8 12 9 10 10 13-100
Taber 7 8 9 ]0 10 8 9 7 7 10- 87
Reynolds 9 10 9 12 5 8 9 8 9 7- 86
Robolham 7 8 9 12 8 8 8 7 9 6— 83
Faazer 10 9 6 7 9 9 6 7 9 5- 77

Rest Match—Everson Medals.
Leighton 3 9 10 9 H 9 10 8 9 8-96
Taber 8 899998 13 9 13—93
Robotham 8 6 10 8 7 4 8 10 9 12—82
Barnum 8 7 9 7 6 9 9 9 10 9—81
BOSTON, March 7.—The regnlar weekly rifle and pistol shoot of

the Massachusetts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day.
All the matches were well filled and some fine off-hand scores
were made. The conditions were not of the best, there being a
very bright light on thu snow and an unsteady 7 to 12 o'clock wind
which rather oroke up the rest shooters. Following are the best
scores made to-day, distance 200ydB.. standard American target,
re-entries allowed:

AU-Comers' Rest Match.
F Daniels 108 F S Ham 103 J B Hobbs 86
J Francis 107 F W Chester 99 D Martin 84
JNEames 105 M T Day 98 A S Hunt 83
I B Thomas 103 J French 95

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.
CH Eastman 81 L B Fuller 75 AS Hunt 70
M T Day 77

Pistol Match, 50yd«.W Charles 90 C F Gray .....92 C Snyder 75
G L Hosmer 83

LAWRENCE, Mass.. March 7.—There was a good attendance
at the range to-day, and, the weather conditions being nearly per-
fect, the members present succeeded in making some very good
scores at ;2(X)yds.:

Record Match.
0 M JeweU 9 9 9 10 8

HE Tnck 10 7 8 9 8

A C Simpson 6 8 10 9 10
KF Richardson 9 9 10 8
J Busfield 8 10 8 6
ColMBeal 8 8 9 10
A Edgerly 6 8 9 9W Fisher 5 6 10 10

NEWARK, N. J., March 4.—The semi-annual meeting of the
Our Own Rifle Club, held this evening, was one of the liveliest in
the history of the club, the attenaance being unusually large.
The principal business was the election of officers for the ensuing
six months, which resulted as follows: President, Henry D. Uhl
(re-elected); Vice-President, Jacob Hunsiker; Recording Secre-
tary, C. H. Towusend (rp-elected); Financial Secretary, Albert
Cherry; Treasurer, F. P. Lante (re-elected); First Shooting Mas-
ter, F. A. Freiensehner (re-elected); Second Shooting Muster,
John Bander; Sergeani-at-Arms, Charles Blindu Collector. Emil
Flocke; Scorer, Albert Cherry; Assistant Scorer, John Bauer.
The president appointed George D. Weigman, Gus Goerick and C.
H. Townsend on the shooting committe; J. Hunziker, J. Bander,
A. Cherry, F. P. Laute and J. Bander as an executive committee.
The club decided to suspend shooting for gold medals for one
month. F. A. Freiensehner offered a gold medal to be awarded
on Sept. 1 on the following conditions: He to privately shoot a
string of 10 shots off-hand on the 35-ring target, said target to be
sealed and its total score not to be known to any member o' her
than himself until Sept. 1, when the medal will be awarded to the
member having the greatest number of scores nearest to the one
on said target.
EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB.—At our first quarterly meeting, March

3, the followin;
Muth, Vi(

'

C. Zettler _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ „ ,

baum, Second Sfiooting Master: J. Zettler, Sgc.-at-Arma. The
following scores were made on the standard American target,
IMin. buUseye: Rosenbaum 93, C. Zettler 89, A. Stahl, Jr.. 88. Hill-
meyer 80, Maisenholder 77, VV. Miller 86, J. Grimm 85, G. Muth 64,
H. Zettler 84, J. Zettler 71.—W. Mii-lbb, Scc'y.
JERSEY (JITY, March 5.—The Hudson Rifie Club of Jersey

City has elected the following ofiflcers for the next year: S. Kane,
Pres.; S. Middleton. Vice- Pres.; H. Hansen, Capt.; H. Mahten-
brock, Lieut.: W. Mussehl, Fin, Sec'y; H. Schneider, Rec, Sec'y;
J. Rebhaa, Ti-eas.

8 4 9-68
5 66
5-64

5-78

8 7-80

6 10 9 8 10-88'98 10-85
9 10

8 9 7
7 10 10
7 6 9
9 9 10
9 7 5

8
9

8 8
8 7
8 7

7-85
7-84
7-83
9—81
5- 80
6—74

WINTER SCORES.-The New York Rifle Club is the only or-
ganization of its kind in this city and vicinity which keeps up
practice on the 200yds. range during the winter months. All
previous matches of the club have been spoiled this winter by
more or less disagreeable weather, and the New York marksmen
have not had half a chance, either at Greedmoor or at Cypress
Hills Park, to display their ability until Saturdav, March 7."when
they met at Wissel's Park, Cypress Hills, L. I. The light was fair,
and there was Vmt little wind: as a consequence the results at-
tained were good, in fact the best of the fall match so far. No
less than four men seeured scores of 85 or better for the gold
medal^three for tbe silver badge, and one for the bronze decora-
tion. Dr. Chadbourn, who is rapidly entering the front ranks of
of rifle shooters, did most commendable execution, every one of
his scores indicating 80 points or more. The result: Dr. Chad-
bourn, .38cal., 8" '

- - - - -

Dolan, '
'

.38cal.,
. . , „ .„

of the gentlemen present made trial scores with a .25cal. rifle, and
achieved the following results: Dr. Chadbourn 83, J. Duane 83,
T. Lloyd 76.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out 07i the prinf^ed blanks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to dub
sec7'etcvries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ticxHmly requested to write on one side of the paper only,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

March 31.—White House Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

M. S. Anderson, Sec'y.
March 34-3S.—Detroit Tournament, asststed by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. $1,000 guaranteed.
April 28-30.—New London (or New Haven) Tnter-State Associa-

tion.
May 5-6.—Algona (la.) Gim Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to «U1. Elmer E.

Shaner, See'v.
May 5-9.—Grand Totu-nament of the Hill City Gun Club, Vicks-

burg. Miss. Open to all. (j.?o. H. Hill, Sec'y,
May 19-31.—Washington (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Club
gives 81,000, Association guarantees SI. 000, total S2,IJ00.

June 3-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
Sl.OOO. club adds $3,000, total Si3,00O.

June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.

CHICAGO TRAP EXPERTS.
Chicago, 111.. March 3.—A pleasant little raf-e was shot last

Saturday at Cumberland Lodge between Mr. Rolla O. Heikes
and Mr. W. P. Mussey, 50 live birds, g.50. The scores are not re-
markably high, but the conditions were not of the best, the ther-
mometer being in tbe neighborhood of zero. Some choice spirits
braved the 8 miles wintry ride at midnight from Lowell to the
Lodge. Tbe score:
R O Heikes 02111213111311213210103132233311310313112010212031—43W P Mussey 2203123112223i(K)22120] 33131020310002113311001313113-38

Watson'vS Pask, Burnside, 111., March 3.—Chicago Shooting
Club for club medal, 13 live birds each, Dlinoia State rules, small
sweep in connection;
M J Eich 111110111111-11 *A T Loyd 113313110013—10
R B WadswQrtb..2()1112121111—11 *H A Foss 132311113010—10
Geo Kleinman. . .111111313011—11 *C E Willard 113311331111—12
H Kleinman 212021233123-11 *R 0 Heikes 113122111110-11
Henry Ehlers... 010300133111— 8 *J While 101212311211—Jl
A Kleinman 110221131121-11 *W H Skinner. . .113133113m—13
*A. C Anson 131113111311—13 *Not member.9.
First div. Ties for mtdal and second money, first miss ont,

Wadsworth 0, A. Kleinman 3, Heikes 4, White 0. Eich, George and
Henry Kleinman div. second money on 31 straight, and will finish
the tie for m^dal next shoot.
Match at 50 live pigeons each, American Association rules (ex-

cept Mussey shot at SOfds. with 13-2auge gun), for cost of birds:W P Mussey lini0233122101333S103111113132222123300l001310131-42
AlPX T Lo/d 31101203111313311110113130102101313230201111112113-42
They agreed to shoot a similar match at some luture day to de-

cide. This is the second 50-bird match Loyd has shot within a
a.week and tied in both.

March .'..—Fort Dearborn Shooting Club, 15 live pigeons, Illinois
State rules (small sweep added), for club medal:
Abe Kleinmanl03131221112(ai—13 Leo Hamline. 000000131202010— 6
J E Price 221110200121100-10 C E Willard . . .111232031011220-13W H Skinner .222231113011030—12 Henry Ehlers..llll0120130ll31—13
Geo T Farmer.ll201203202S010-10 Cap Anson 133302021111021-13
Andy Thomas 231123022011222-13 +C D Gammon 311331021 312012-13
J Wilcox 223112001113033-13 *Geo Hoffman.202101111313212—13
^Y McFarland 130310303332110-11 J H Ashley. . . . 200001311330101— 9
McCammon... 000013302010123- 8
Abe Kleinman, Andy Thomas and C. D. Gammon tied for medal

and will shoot it off next shoot. Ties div. +Not in sweep. *Not
a member.
Twenty Peoria blackbirds each, for the club medal, unknown

angles:
Kleinman 110011111 11111111111—18 McFarla'dlllllOlllllOlIllOlOO—15
AThomasOllllllllllllUlOin—18 J Wilcox..l01101101imill0100-l4
Skinner. ..10010111111110011101—14 Hamline..10101000111111111101—14
Cleaver. . .11101111111101010101—15 *Heikes. ..10111111111111111111—19
CapAnsoLOmmillllllllllll—19 Gammon..l0110H0inilllimi—17
Ashley. . . .00010110101110100101-10
*Not a member; used one arm only in handling his gtm. Cap.

Anson won the medal.

3Iarch ?,—The Forester Shooting Club, 15 live birds, American
Association rules, for club medal:
Abner Price...103101310311 U2-13 J P O'Brien....131212320003031—11
C E Willard . . .200320232311313-13 Ed Steok 102121320311113-13
Same club for blackbird medal:

O'Brien . . .01110101110111010101—13 Ed Steck..lllllllllllllll0n00—17
D Davis... lOOUOOllOOOOOOlOOOO- 6

Ten-bird sweepstake, same day, ties div.:

C E Willard 2031303203—7 G Lanterbach 0000333313-6
J P O'Brien 3110010103- 6 A Price 0120111112—8
EdSteck 1031301302-7 RavelkiGG.

Chicago, March lO.-Spccial to Forest and Stream: The bill pro-
hibiting pigeon shooting was to-day killed in the committee room.
Much satisfaction is expressed among Chicago shooter* over the
result of the anti-pigeon shooting movement.—E. Hough,

ELLIOTT-WOLSTENCROFT.
On Saturday, March 7, J. A. R. Elliott, of Kassas City and

Wm. Wolstencrof t. of Philadelphia, met in a match at 100 live
birds each for $1,000 a side, on the Jersey City Heights Gun Club
grounds at Marion, N. J. The attendance was brge and the
match an interesting one, though not at all close. Very early in
the race it was evident that Wolstercroft was out-classed, and the
victory for Elliott was a decided one. The conditions were Hurl-
ingbam rules, 31yd8. boundary. Below is the score in full:

EUiott 2333333320 Wolstencroft 221022311o
3302332233 q022323223
3333222321 1332203332
3323321133 2002122120
1113333333 22230(j0303
11232o2o03 22o222322o
0220231323 2210o2o300
2033232012 30232o3331
3233323203 11121202ol
1223203320-88 1233323222-77

o Dead ont of bounds.

Recapitulation.—Elliott bad 28 left-quarterers, 16 right-quarter-
ers, 48 drivers, 3 incomers and 5 right-quartering incomers. He
made 76 second barrel kills and lost 3 birds dead out of bounds.
His lost birds were 3 drivers, 5 left-quarterers, 1 right-quarterer
and 1 incomer.
Wolstencroft had 28 left-quarterers, 19 right-quarterers_ 49

drivers, 1 incomer and 3 right-quartering incomers. He made 63
second barrel kills and lost 8 birds dead out of bounds. Hia lost
birds were 10 drivers and 5 left-quarterers. The birds were
furnished by Miles Johnson, and were aUgood fast flyers. Andrew
J. risk, of Helena, Mom ana. svas the referee and E. D. Miller the
trap piuller.
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UNION GUN CLUB.
SPRINGFIELD, N. J., March 5.—The trap-sbootiug tournament

of the Union Gun Club yesterday and to>day was ushered In
with a rain and snow storm that greatly curtailed the attendance.
The day was devoted to shooting at Keystone targets, and the
scores made by the several contestants were as follows:
Collins 10 9 19 B 9 18 9 (5 9- 95
Miller 10 8 go 5 10 19 10 10 9—101
Lindsley 5 9 18 5 7 19 9 1 8— 81
Stout 6 3 7 . . 5 , . 8 . . 6— 34
Margernun 3 3 14 .. 5 — S5
The shooting on Thursday was at live pigeons. The day was

cold and clear, and the wind very strong until 2 o'clock. The
events were as follows:
First event, 4 birds, .?3 entry: Miller and IloUis 4 eacli, took

nrst money: Captain Jones and Lindsley on 8 each took second;
and Collins on ~' took third.
Second event, 8 birds, $7 entry: Miller and Lindsley took first

money on clean scores; Jones, Collins and Hollis tied for second,
Jones and Hollis div. after shutting Collins out on the shoot-off.
Third event, 10 birds, $7.50 entry: Williams. Penrose and MiUpr

tied for first and shot off at 3 birds each, Penrose winning the pot;
second went to Collins and Liodsley on S each; Jones and Hollis
div. third on 6 each.
Fourth event. 4 birds, $3 entry: Collins, Williams, Jones and

Miller div. first on straieht scores; Lindsley, Penrose and Hollis
killed 3 each and took second monej ; third money being added to
the first.

Fifth event, 8 birds, $7 entry: Collins took first alone on a clean
score; seeoid was diT. by Williams and Hollis on 7 each; third bv
Jones and Miller on 6 each; Lindsley and Penrose being shut out.
Sisrh event, h birds, §5 entry: Lindsley, Jones, Miiler-and Hollis

captured the first pot with clean scores; Collins and Penrose killed
4 each and took second; third went to Williams r,n 3 kills.
Seventh event. 5 birds, $5 entry: Jones, 5 kills, first; CoUins,

Lindsley and Miller, 4 each, div. second; third went to Williams.
Penrose and Hollis on 3 each.
Eighth event, 5 birds, S5 eutr?: Collins and Penrose div. first on

5 each; Lindsley, Jones and Miller got 4 each and div. second; while
third went to Hollis alone on 3.

The shooters then tried their hands in a sweep at 10 Kevstone
targets: Miller broke 9 and took fir.st money; Lindslev, Collins.
Penrose and Jones tied for second on 7 each, and shot off at five
birds each, Cnllins and Penrose div. after breaking 4, t o T^mdslej 's
3 and Jones's 3.

ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. 24.—The tournament of the league of
northern New York was held at the West A]b.H,ny ranges to-day,
and brought out a good line of contestants. The prcaramrne
comprised 10 events. Four were 10-bird sweeps, entrance^in eacli
SI; 4 were 15-b1rd sweeps, entrance in each $1.50; the League
medal contest and a foam match. With 13 entries or under the
purse was divided 30 and 20 per cent., 12 entries. 40. 30. 20 and 10
per cent. Every contestant who shot through the eight prelimin-
ary contests shot at hX) kingbirds. The club offered $10, divided
§4, $3, 83, SI, for highest aggregate scores. Back (Saratoga) won
first monej-, score 87; Becker (New Scotland) won second, score 92;
Rockworth and Geisel (Albany) divided third, each scoring 01;
Schneider (Albany) and Ramsdill (Saratoga) divided fourth, each
scoring 89.

The League Medal Contest.
Buck uiimmoiiiioiiiimio-23
Eockworth lllllOllKHJlllllllOllllll—.21
AdHma 1110011000111111111111111-20
Buesser Ill OllilioillU 1001111001—19
Mattiee 1101011110100111111110110—18
Goggin 00100011 < 1111 111110110011-17
Betis UlOOUOllimiOw.
Mr. Washington A. Coster (Buck) won Che medal. This makes

a second \Tinning of the troptiy his. There are two other mem-
bers of league clubs who have won the medal twice—Henry K.
Adams, of Albany, and William Mattiee, of Catskill. Another
winning by either of the above named and the medal will become
the personal property of the successful shooter.
The team match, open to teams of two men from any club; con-

ditions: 2.5 kingbirds per man, .50 per team, entrance $2.75, purse
divided -50, 30 and 20 per cent.

Saratoga Gun Club.
Ramsdill 1lllUll Ul 11111111111111-2.5
Buck 1111111101111110111111111-23-48

West End Gun Club. AJbany, Team No. 1.

Schneider ..1111111111110011111111111-23
Adam s 1011 100111110011111101111—19—42

West End Gun Club, Team No. 2.

Porter 0111111111111101110110111—21
Sidney 1111011111101111101011110—20—41

«reenbu.sh Gun Club.
Leon imilllllliniOllllOlOll-32
Dacy 101101001 1 011100110011111-1(5—38

West End Gun Club, Team No. 3.

Beckworlli 11110001010lOmilUlllU—19
Geisel . .1111101111111100110011010-18-37

CLEVELAND, O., March 5.—The members of the East End Gun
Club and those interested in the contest for the Smith gun had a
red-hot fight this afternoon. Three men tried for the bud and in
the shoot off Held won by one bird and is now a factor in the fight
with Wherry, Murray, L. L. Jones and Svveetman. The score of
the .shoot is as follows, correct score in the first column and handi-
cap added in the second:
Wherry
A B Jones.
Ashley
L O Jones.

.

Storey
Sweetman 37
Held 43

Murray 41

.31

...34

.. 41

...34

Upson ia
Wilson 36
Sweeney 37
Maygo 45
Nrrth 43
Holt 37
Calhoun ^9

37
38
45
42
44
45
48
48

Shoot OS,
Held 84 Murray 16 Maygo 33

BABYLON, L. L., March 6.—An unusually large number of
society folks went down on the train to Babylon, Long Island,
to-day, among whom were some well-known pigeon shoot-
ers. The attraction was the handsome grounds of the Westmin-
ster Kennel Club, where a special match at 100 live birds for a
stake of $4 000 was to be decided between Robert Lawrence and
Frederick HoeJ^ Superintendent James Mortimer had a wonder-
ful lot of birds on hand. The grounds were especially prepared
for the contest, which attra cted a large throng of interested spec-
tators. At the first attempt so evenly were the gentlemen matched
that the contest was a tie. On the shoot-oif Mr. Lawrence won.
Mr. Hoey's birds were a particularly strong lot of flyers, and sev-
eral towerers and quarterers to the right succeeded in carrying
their loads of shot outside the boundary, to the plainly exoressed
disgust of the Long Branr-h man's backers. Mr. Hoey was the
favorite in the bet ting, which was very brisk. Several thousand
dollars chansed hands on the result. Hoey killed 70 and missed
30. Lawrence killed 70 and missed 30.

WELLINGTON, Mass., March 7.—There was a good attendance
at the grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day, and the con-
ditions were all that could be desired for good shooting. In the
classification match at IS standards and 5 pairs blu<^rocks Barrett
won in class A with 21; Bradstreet in class B with 21; and Moore
in class C with 14. The other scores were: Perry 21, Bennett 18,
Stone 17, Pnrdy 17, Sanborn 10, Stanton 15.

SAN FBANCtSCO, March 2.—The members of the San Fran-
cisco Gun Club will this season compete for the beautifid trophy
offered by Harry I Babcock. The San Francisco Gun Club is an
organization of well-known club men of this city, with a member-
ship limited to thirty-two, and of which H. 1. Babcock is president,
S. L. Golcher vice-president, and J. K. Orr secretary and treasurer.
NEWARK, N. J., March 9 —The Active Gun Club is the title of

a new organization which comprises a number of well-known
amateur live-bird shooters. The club will hold a contest at live
birds in the Newark Shooting Park on the first Tuesday in each
month. Robt. Laible is President; Geo. Dammeron, Vice-Presi-
dent; Arnold Biandorff, Secretary and Treasurer. The trap-
shooters living in Caldwell recently organized the Caldwell Gun
Club, which now holds weekly shoots at that place, artificial tar-
gets be used.

VICKSBURG, Miss.-The Hm City Gun Club, of this place, will
give a grand shooting tournament, beginning May 5 and lasting
lour days. Liberal purses; open to aU. We would like to see a big
ot of North&rn shooters down in Dixie. We promise them lots of
fun.—Geo H. Dohset, Cor. Sec.

FOHBST AND Stbeam, Box 2,833, N. Y. city, has deseriptlye Illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefllngwell's hook, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wtdoh wiU be mailed free on request. The book isjro-
nounced by "Nanlt," "Glean," "Dick Swlveller," "SyblUene" snd
other competeat aathorities to be tbe best treatise on the aabject
•zt«nt

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C.

AS DETAILED BT THE COJOIODOHE.

PART 11.

JT was a beautiful place for a camp. A nice shady bank, with
the united rivers flowing broad, still and deep'in front; the

clear water of Middle River on our side, while the muddy current
of North River ran' along the other side; the two streams com-
mingling in little swirls of clear and muddy water along the
center.
The spring was a large, fine one, and was in the bank down at

the water's edge at a convenient distance from where I had located
the kitchen and dining fly; and we soon had the canoes carried
up the bank, emptied of their cargoes and standing out in a row
under the beautiful growth of young sycamores alongside of the
faint trace of a road that led along the bank to a ford below; I he
blankets spread in them and the picturesque little Mohican tents
of blue and white striped awning cloth erected over tliem. In the
absence of masts—for sails and rudders are superfluities on the
Shenandoah—each tent was erected by means of a pair of light
standards, one for each end of the tent, each standard consisting
of two light pieces of pine about 3}4 to 4ft. long, bolted together at
one end while the other opened like a pair of compasses, with the
feet resting on the gunwales on each side of the cockpit, while the
light lines rove into each end of the top of the tent were passed
over the notched tops of the standaid, and made fast to the
painter rings at each end of the canoe. We first, however, par-
took of our ample lunch of bread and butter, potted ham, bo-
logna, cheese, hard-boiled eggs, flgs and gingersnaps, procured
frrm the mess chest of the Rosa, washed down with a p'nt cup of
lemonade apiece.
We erected a dining table by mounting the Frankie's broad

midship hatch upon stakes carried for that purpose, and over it
put a light fly of bed ticking, using the iron-shod pike poles car-
ried by the B^ankie and Rosa for lent poles, with an extra piece
of light pine for a ridge pole, which was carried by the Clyde for
that purpose.
The camp stove was piflced just at the edge of the fly; the ex-

peditionary tinware and cooking utensils neatly placed in posi-
tion on the stove and table; all of which being done we were fulily
at home tor an indefinite time.
We led a dreamy, lazy, enjoyable existence In this beautiful

camp for the next two or three days. We were in no hurry; time
was no object to us; and just to lie around in this deliglitfnl,
balmy, shady, big out-of-doors, with thehpautiful golden sunlight
elintmg through the leaves, the river gleaming mirror-like in
front, the musical murmuring plash of the water over the stones
of the ford below, mingling with the gentle rnsile of the breeze
through the leaves and branches overhead, and the general rest-
ful pastoral surroundings, seemed to he all that our brick-and-
mortar-tried systems requii-ed to complete their sum total of con-
tentment and satisfaction.
We had some lair fishing, enough to keep our table well supplied,

and the half mile of most beautiful tree-shaded water up which
we daily poled the slow-moving, broad, flat-bottomed boat kindly
placed at our disposal by a neighboring resid^^nt, on our way up
to our chosen fishing place in Middle River, a huge fish dam, fol-
lowed by some .50 or 60yds. of bass-haunted rockv rapids, was
indeed a study for an artist.
One ot us always remained in camp to keep out predatory pigs

and little darkies, both of which vermin were a constant source
of annoyance to us. \Ve had a couple of heavy rains also, but
clad in our rubber suits or ensconced within our snug little tents
with book and pipe, or seated companionably around our table
under our convenient dining fly, the rains caused us no special
inconveuieuce beyond making pedestrianism around the camp
anything but a pleastire.
"Hello! What's gone wrong with the river?" said Lacy, who

had stepped across to the spring for a bucket of water for matuti-
nal purposes early on the fourth morning of our sojourn here,
preparatory to breaking camp and resuming the cruise. "The
water's muddier than ever, and it's all over on this side, while the
other side's nearly clear; it's up into the spring, too."

I lit a match and touched off the oil-saturated pile of kindling
and wood in the camp stove, and walked to the edge of the bank
and took an observation.
'There's a small rise coming out; of Middle River, that's all

Those rains must have extended up above for sorne distance."
"That means no flshin' at Rippetoes," said George disconso-

lately.
"Yes; and nowhere else either, unless we find North Fork clear

at Riverton," I replied.
"How far is Riverton?" asked Lacy.
"Just one hundred and six miles from this camp," I answered.
"Well, let's break camp and go tiere."
It was a royal breakfast I got up for the boys. I fried some

bacon, then fried three or four apples which Lacy peeled and
sliced; then I put into the frying pan a mixture ot sliced potatoes
and onions (in about the proportion of two potatoes to one onion),
and when this was done 1 stirred in three or four well-beaten
eggs; all of which, with*a pot of hot coffee and biscuits and butler,
soon disappeared under the combined attacks of the party, after
which I left the boys to clean up the breakfast things while J set
out across the country to the little hamlet of Mt. Meridian, or
Middle River, a mile and a half above, tor mail, and to send back
home some tbmgs that were found to be superfluous.

It was a most lovely of all times—early in the morning of a
bright summer day, and the walk across the fields in the crisp
morning air, freshened and purified by the rains, with the bright
golden sunlight flooding and sparkling in radiant effulgence
everywhere, was a most charming episode.
The water tumbling over the the big fish dam sung out cheerily

at me across the fields as I passed up; the drowsy hum of insects;
the joytus caroling of birds, and tne lowing of cattle pervaded"
the air.

The only walls and roofs in view were the stately walls of living
green, with the majestic mountain peaks in the near background,
over-arched by the blue dome of the .sky, a few light fleecy clouds
drifting high up across it. The lovely pastoral prospect was en-
trancing, the busy workaday world was behind me, and just to
live in such an air and in such calm, restful surroundings seemed
all there was of life for the time being.
"They bed a tremend jus' heavy rain storm in Stanton yester-

day," said the venerable postmaster to me as he took down the
post-ofliice (which consisted of a cigar bos) from a shelf by the
tiny back window of his little residence, and after deliberately
adjusting his spectacles slowly looked over the handful of letters
in the box, finally extracting one and handing it to me.
"Yes," I replied, as I looked over my letter, "I supposed from

the looks of the river that there had been a heavy rain somewhere
above as well as here."
"Yes, goin' down river again, I reckon."
"0 yes. I couldn't do without my summer's cruise."
"Well, good luck to ye, and a pleasant trip," was the kind re-

joinder, as I started on my way back to camp.
The tents were soon struck and the canoes packed where they

lay and then slid down the bank into the river and we were once
more afloat.
We had the usual difficult portage over the peculiarly ugly dam

at Rippertoes and easily shot the big fish dam in the angle of the
bend a couple of miles below it and picked our way cautiouslj' but
safely through the mazes of the half mile or so of reefs that suc-
ceeded tlie fish dam.
"There's the worst falls yonder ahead," said George, as we

paddled through the broad, still, lake-like expanse of river
below the reefs toward the wall of low, rocky, bushy islands that
seemed to extend like a dam across the entire width of the river
ahead of us, which here widened out to a considerable breadth;
while for half a mile or more below the river sloped away down
hill, and we could everywhere see the whitened crests of the
waves as they lifted their foam-capped summits from among the
jagged black rocks and little bushy islets that pushed their heads
above the water over the entire expanse, and seemed to almost
completely fill the bed of the river; while below the higb brlr'ge
across the river at Port Republic traced its slender iron filaments
against the great green background of the Blue Ridge.
"Here's where we had sucb a time two years ago," said Lacy.

- -. apprehen
sively.
"We will not," I replied. "I didn't know anything of the location

of the boat channel then, and started in over yonder under the
left bank, where most of the water is."

"Well, isn't that the proper place? The river seems to set that
way."
"Not a bit of itl The boat channel is entirely an artificial chan-

nel, and by no means follows the natural bend of the river in all
cases. I know it through here now, and we will not have any
trouble, George and 1 came through like a breeze last summer.
Just you fellows follow me; keep tolerably close, and look sharp,

for the channel is a crooked one and rough enough, and the falls
are long, and if you get out of the channel there's going to be
trouble."
"How did you ever drop on that channel, Commodore ?" asked

Lacy an hour afterward as we sat at luncd under the beautiful
growth of willows on the old camp ground across the liver from
Port Republic, "why we crossed the river t^vico coming througli
there!"
"It was pointed out to ms from the bridge by an old boatman

one evening when we were camped here a couple of years ago. It
goes in right in the middle of the river between the two largest
of the low. Hat, bushy islands, then veers clear over against the
right bank on reaching the still water belovv the first ledges and
we go through the worst of the falls here."
"Yes, and it's pretty rough, too, even in the channel the big

wa ves ran clear over my canoe from end to end."
"Did you ship any water?"
' No, indeed! my hatches and apron kept it all out."
"Well, I came through that entire fall w^ithout closing my mid-

ship hatch or apron; I told you that fnll high bow would count
when it came to rough water. Well, after this part of the falls is
passed we then cross back clear over to the left bank and come
out finally on this side close to the left hand pier of the bridge."
"I move we camp here to-night for old times sake. I want to

make a new seat for my canoe," said Lacy.
"Well, it's a good idea," I replied, "we need some supplies, our

outfit needs a little overhaulina and the villsae is handy."We soon had the canviis up and the camp in order for the night,
although it was yet early in the day, after ^vhich wo separated
for the Afternoon, (Jeorge and Lacy in search of a carpenter shop
while 1 repaired to the village store to replenish our supplies.

VESPER B. C—The annual meeting of the \"esper B. C. was
held on March 5, with President Paul Butler in the chair. The
treasurer reported the finances in a good condition, although
S3,a00 had been spent during (he year; a part in the new bowling
alley and the canoe annex. The following officers were elected;

A. Lawson, A. C. A., who is an old meniber of tpp Vesper B. C,
was present and spoke of the coming meet and of the A. C. A.

WINTER QUARTERS.—The meeting on Mar.-^h 6 was a great
success. Com. Seavey first told his story of the Housatonic cruise,
Mr, Rogers being absent; then the latter gentleman was admitted
and told his story of the same cruise.

NEWBURGH B. AND C. A.-The annual meeting of the New-
burgh Boat and Canoe Association was held on March 3, the
officers being Com., B. B Moore; Vice-Corn., C. 8. Williams; Capt.,
A. Kayne; Purser, W. K. Leech.

A. G. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Eastern Division—F. W. Miner, Jr.,
H. A. Dyer, Providence, R. I.; F. L. Bean, Lowell, Mass.; Rev. H.
L. Wheeler, Burlington, Vt.

Model FacMs and Boats. Their design, maMng and swilinf), uritli
dcsigm ami worMng drawint/s. Postpaid,

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
E'e?7))6?, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Game Bag, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial
and Advertifting Departments.

BISCAYNE BAY Y. C. REGATTA.
THE fifth annual regatta of the Biscayne Bay Y. C. and the first

event of the yachting season of 1891 was sailed on Feb. 33 over
the regular club course off this place. The "practice heretofore
has been to sail the club races on one day, and a Sfend series,
open to all comers, on the next; hut as there was a yacht race at
Key West yesterday that attracted most of the outside boats on
which we had depended, it was decided to combine our forces and
sail >ioth the club and open races together. The result Was thor-
oughly satisfactory, and the prize winners were Nethla (club).
Vice-Commodore Thos. Hine, cup and championship pennant for
Class B schooners; Allapatta (rluh). Secretary Kirk Munroe, cup
and championshin pennant for Class C schooners; Mischief (club)
Edward Hine, cup in Class D yawls; Florence W., Richard Cajney,
pin and championship pennant for Class E open boats: Sunbeam,
Fletcher Allbury (open), cup in Class B schooners, and Four B's
(open), William Pent, a cup in Class E catboats. The judges and
timekeepers were Edwin P. Brown, John Peacock and Robert
Thompson.
The course was the twelve-mile triangle lying between Cocoanut

Grove, Bear Cut, and the inner buoy of the Cape Florida channel.
With a light breeze from the westward, or oft' shore, the pretty
fieet slipped over the starting line between the judges' Isunch and
a flng, half a mile off shore, and with the schooners sailing wing
and wing, headed for Bear Cut, dead to leeward, shortly before 11
o'clock. Allaoalta was the first to cross, and held this position
nearly to Bear Cut buoy, where she was overtaken, blanketed and
passed by the big schooners Nethla and Sunbeam. In the wind-
ward work to the second mark the Class C boats, Nicketti and
Daisy made a pretty fight for weather berth, a.nd were so evenly
matched that as they broke tacks thev repeatedly crossed each,
other's bow. Finally Nicket'i shook off her sturdy opponent and
started in a vain pursuit of nimble-footed Allapatta. At the
second mark she had made a slight gain, but after turning this
and entering the homestretch Allapatta had everything her own
way. She crossed the finish line a winner by Im. and 3s. actual
and corrected time. Nethla, which had jogged easily over the
course with a large party of guests aboard and everything in
cruising trim, and Sunbeam, were already in, both winners of
their re.spective walk overs, the former crossed 6m. 5s. ahead of
the latter in actual time, hut with her allowance Sunbeam was a
winner by 4m. 38?.

In Class C, Allapatta was followed by Nicketti and Daisy in the
order named. In Class D. Mischief beat Egret by 7m. 7s.. and in
Class E, Florence W., being the only club boat, retains the pen-
n ant won by her last year.
One of the most interesting features of the regatta was the re-

markable sailing of the 18ft. catboat Four B's, which not only left
three competitors of her own class out of sight, but passed the
Class D boats and finished among the Class C schooners. From
her own class Four B's won by 25m .5es. This boat was built at
this place by Jack Peacock two years ago, and is fitted with a
small cruising sail. The following table shows the actual and
corrected times of the several races:

CLASS B.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Nethla (club) 10 69 15 1 20 01 3 20 46 3 20 46
Sunbeam (open) 10 56 57 1 24 34 2 27 37 2 10 10

CLASS C.

Allapatta. 10 .55 42 1 ,50 30 2 54 48 3 54 48
Nicketti 10 57 15 1 56 04 3 56 49 3 56 49
Daisy 10. 57 50 3 07 53 3 10 02 3 10 Oi

CLASS D.
Mischief 10 57 55 3 33 46 3 35 ,51 3 35 51
Egret 10 58 26 2 41 24 3 42 ,38 3 43 38

CLASS E
Four B's 10 .57 20 1 57 04 3 ,59 4 4 3 50 44
Florence W 10 57 30 2 37 UJ 3-2!3 53 8 35 40
Edna 10.57,55 withdrew.
Mamie 10.58 20 withdrew.
The anticipated [noian canoe race that was to have been sailed

in the afternoon did not come oft", as only one canoe put in an ap-
pearance. Its captain, Mr. Coacooehee, lingered about the club
house tor awhile, but wlien ho fotmd his dugout was not to be
started in the morning race with the other yachts his aboriginal
dignity was so outraged that he incontinently took his departure
for the everglades, without the prize that he might have won by
a walk over.
On the evening of regatta day the club entertained over two

hundred guests at a reception and ball. This affair, with its
orchestra imported from Key West, its supper, and the profuse
decorations of signal flags, ensigns and bunting, was by far the
most elaborate and preteniious of its kind ever attempted in this
remote corner of Uncle Sam's territory. During the reception the
prizes and championship pennants won in the regatta were pre-
sented, and when, shortly before sunrise this morning, the last
light was extinguished the faint echoes of music lingering above
the moon lit waters, whispered that^ the fifth annual regatta of the
Biscayne Bay Yacht Club had been an unqualified success in every
particular. Q. K, Chobee.
OOOOASUT Gbovb, BiBoayne Bay, Fla., Feb. 84.
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THE CRUISING CAT YAWL KUMA.
THE craft here shown is an adaptation of t^e fiill-bodipd hull

of ihe Eastern cat boat, such as is found along the coast from
Newport to Boston, the after end being carried out into a longer
overbang than is usual. Ttie Kuma was dt-signed by the Boston
Yacht Agency for Mr. James Notman, of Boston, who u ed her
about the Bay of Cbaleur, P. Q., last season with excellent results,
as she has proved fast, able and comfortable. She was intended
solely for cruising, and though a s nglehander has very good ac-
commo'iaiions for four persons in her cabin, while the TJ-^it. cock-
pit gives room about the decli. Her dimensions are as follows:

Length over all 25ft. 7in.
L.W.L 23ft.

Beam extreme 10ft,
L.W.L... 9ft. 5in.

Least freetioard. 1ft. Sin.
Sheer, how 1ft. lOin.

stern 5iii.

Draft 2ft. 6in.
with board , 6ft.

Mainmast, deck to truck .31ft, 9in.
M zenmast, dtck to truck. 16ft. Sin.
MainDoom 21ft. 31n.
Mizenboom 10ft.
Mainsail 560 sq. f t,

Mizen 130 sq. It.

The cat yawl rig has much to rtcommend it in the way of sim-
plicity, hacdiness and effectiveness. The sails are battened, as in
a canoe, a sprit batten serving to set the poak. It will be seen
that the pull of the halliards, only one heing needed to each snil,
serves to set up the peak by meaus of the iprit, and causes the
whole sail to sit fliit.

DEMURRAGE ON YACHTS.
THE following decision, which we copy from the American

SliipbuiJder, cannot fail to be of interest to yachtsmen. Tiie
decision was rtndere'l Dec. 17, 1890, by Judge Benedict m the ciise
of Maihiesen v. tug Jas. A. Gailield, and decides, first, that de-
murrage may be recovereo for the dt-ieniion of a yactit, caused by
a wrongful act, at the market ra^e of such craft, though the ya- lit

was never let to hire, and no substitute was employed during the
period of such detention. Second, that the amount of demurrage
lobe recovered by such jachtmaybe ascertaintd from the tes-
timony of tbose engaged in chartering yachts as to what in their
opinion the owner could have obtained for her use during the
period of de'e .tino.
R. D. Heneaict, for the Lagonda; Goodrich, Deady & Goodwich,

for the G..rfif'ld.

In reudering ihe decision. Judge Benedict said: This case comes
before the court upon exceptions to the commissioner's report.
The action is brougbtio recover damages sustained by thel'bellant
by reasons of injuries done to the steam yacht Lagonda in a col-
lision between that j aeut and the tug James A. Garfield. An in-
terlocutory decree in favor of the libellant was entered and the
case referred to a commissioner to ascertain and report the amount
of the libellant's damages. The commissiotjer, among other things,
rep rted that the yacht had been detained eigutda^ s while unner-
going repairs made nece&SHrj by the collision ai d allowed the sum
of $48 lor such detemion, heing intfrest. for eight days on $36,000,
the cost of the j acht. To this the libellant excepts. It apptared
before the commissioner that me Lagonda was a pleasure boat
kept for the peisonal use of tae owner, and without anv inceniion
to use her for profit. That the yacht was in commission at the
time of tbe coliision. Ko evidence was introduced to show that
the owner desired or sought a substitute for the yacht during tnat
period. Upon the evidence before him the commissioner found
that there was no market rate forthe use of yachts of tbe size and
character of the Lagonda. and accorclingly he allowed as damages
for the detention of the yacht eight days inierest on tne amount
she cost the owner.

It canatt becoabied tha' demurrage is recoverable for thedtten-
tion of a jach" caused by & wiongiul act. In the case of the
"Walter W. Pharo (1 Low, 437), Judge Lowell gave demurrage for
a yacht kept, as this one wat, for pitasure and never for hire. It
was tht^re )-aid: "It is no concern of the respondents what use
the libellant chose lopu. Ins vessel to. He had ihe right to change
his mind at anym jmeai." So here, although it may oe that toe
owner ot this yacht at the time she was run into had no intention
of chartering her or employing her for profit, still he wasatlinerty
to charter her at any moment. Death, sickness, loss of fortune,
mere wnim,migaL have imptlled him to put her to some proiitable
use. If lb appears, therefore, that the yacht could have been
chartered by ner owner during the time of the detention in ques-
tion then any turn he could have realized by chartering her may
be re overed by him from the wrong doer who had caubcd her
detention.
The evidence taken by the Commissioner was sufficient to show

that this yacht could have been chartered for Lire at the time she
was run into. For instance, one witness called by the claimant to
the question. "What is the market demand for yachts of this
class iti tnis port," says: "The demand is greater than the supply,
there is no trouble about chartering." The testimony of other wit-
nesses waste the same effect. I cannot dou'it upon the evidence
that if tne owner of this yacht had concluued to offer her for hire
he could have done so, and I judge from the testimony that it
would have "een possible to charter her for eight days only. But
that tact is not necessary to a recovery. It was open to the owner
to charier his yacbtfor the mouth or for the season. It is fcufflci<-nt

to entitle him to recover for her detention, if it appears that he
could nave realized money from her during the period of her
detention. The gmund upon wnich the Commissioner seems to
have found his decision is absence of proof ot an establisned rate
at which yachts were chartered, and evidence that the rate in
every instance depends upon ihp personal inclination of the
owner, and so he allowed the lihellants eigut days interest on the
cost of tne yacht, and this, although it is manifest that the owner
had no intention of realizing interest on his mvefctmi^nt. But
proof of a rate es ablished by custom or by repeated similar trans-
actions cannot be required m a case of this description. If it
appears that the yacht could have been chartered lor hire, the
amount losi to her owner by being deprived of ability to charter
her may be sho-wn by the testimony ot those engaged in charter-
ing yachts as to what in their op.nion the oftner could have ob-
tained lor her use tor eignt aays in ca>^e she had been chartered.
The tesiimonv of the witness Manning seems to me to justify the
conclusion that Ih's yacht could have been chartered by ner owner
for a season of three months for the f-um of $6,000. the owner fur-
nishing the crew. Uucer such a 'harier the vessel would have
earned for her owner in eignt days tht s m of $552, and that sum
is in my opinion entitled to recover for her detention. The first
exception on the part of the libellant is therefore allowed. All
other exceptions are overrult-d.

A NEW 46FT. RACER.
THE rumors of a 46-footer to be built at Bay Ridge, whicb have

been current for a couple of weeks, received a very substan-
tial confirmation last week in the successful casting of a 32 ton
lead keel by Mr. Wintringham, The new boat, which is now well
under way and will sh'Ttly be in frame, was designed by Mr.
Wiutringbam for Mr. J. Rogers Maxwell, owner of Shamrock, and
as a matter oi course is intended tor racing. She will be a keel
craft, 63ft. over all. 46ft. Lw.l., 13ft. 6in. beam, 10ft. draft, with
all her ballast, 23 tons, on the ktel. The lead is loin, near bottom,
24in. on lop, and about 30in. dtep, the bottom bsing semicirt ular
in section. The yacht is similar to the other new boats of her
class in general appearance, with clipper s em and long overbanr.
The stem and fore dead wood are of natural rrrobs, as is the after
deadwood. The keel is a fine stick of oak, 10x24in. The frames
will be of steamed oak, with 10 angle steel frames on each side,
steel floor plates oeiog used. The construction will be as light as
is practicable.
Below the yacht will be fitted with a large main cabin, with 6ft,

3in. headroom, toilet room and lockers in the steerage, and a
roomy after statproom, Tne interior finish will be plain and sim-
ple, but as comtortaole as possible; tiie yacht being intended for
racing between New York and Marblehead, which Involves more
or less cruising and makes the question of accommodation an im-
portant one. Her sail area will measure about 3,450ft. by Sea-
wanbaka rule, making her racing measurement about o2.3oft.
Sue will steer with a tiller. Mr. Maxwell will fit out Shamrock
as usual, and enter her in any laces that may be -"iraneed for ber
class. The new boat now gives New YorK one representative out
of a class of nine boats, and as it brings in another designer to
compete with those already represented, Messrs. Buret-ss, Fife
and Faine, it will make the class still more interesting. New York
owes a good deal to Mr. Maxwell for giving her a representative
In tne class of the year, and it is a pity that out of her large num-
ber of yachtsmen there are not two or three more of equal spirit.
A boat from Mr. A. Gary Smith's designs and another by Mr.
Gardner would put. New York somewhere near Boston in the
year's racing, and would result in bilnginga fair portion of tbe
Bport to New York waters. There Is yet time to build for the
class, and we hope, for tbe credit of New York yachting, that the
mt^ will net be Igft eRtir^Jy tp ©fl,e ?i:i*a.

CRUISING CAT Y^AWL "KUMA." Desi&ned by the Eoston Yacht A&mcY
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SAIL PLAN OF CAT YAWL "KUMA.'

gBCTIQN m CABIN.

THE ST. LAWRENCE Y. C.

THE plans for the new houae of the St. Lawrence Y. Care now
b ingprepqred by Mr. Gardnpr, of Montreal. The building

will be 40x32. On the ground floor tbere will be a fine club and
dining room, with the usual offlres. looker room, rirrmltory and
committee loom. The structure promises to be not only a very
comfortable but a very handsome club house. The club has also
decided to lav down ways for hauling out, and to erect a mending
shop and storage shed, with the Intention of leasing the plnnt to
a competent builder, awi thus doing away with the greatest exist-
ing obstacle to the development of yachting in the vicinity of
Montreal.
During the winter a number of meetings have been held, the con-

stitu'ion aud by-laws have been inoroughlv revised, and although,
tneie has been a substantial inrrease in the fees, a very creditable
increase in the membership is tailing place.
Tne additions tothefleetfor the coming season are of such a

nature as to insure good racing in all of the new orrected length
claf-ses. Two boats, the Queen, late of the Lake Champlain Y, C,
and the Frolic, of the Atlantic Y. 0., were bought into ilie club
last fall, and will bo raced in the n*'w^ a class for boats of over
29ft. c.l. The principal addition to th's c'ass is, however, the Vik-
ing, a 30 l.w.l. of 35 c 1 , designed by Mr. S. H Duggan, the commo-
dore of the clnK lor Mr. L. L Smith, and now under construction
at MacIntire'sCoie St. Paul shop. The Viking has 27ft. beam for
3tt. draft—the limit inxed by the nature of the wafer—and will
have 6,0001bs. of iron outside. She has a lougand light counter, a
very pretty raking stem, and fine wa'erlines with very easy but-
tocks.
The only boat building for the 29ft class is one of 32ft. water-

line. STft. overall, 9ft. beam and about 26ft. c.L, which is being
built in Hamilton, by Wtir, for a sj ndica'e of 8t. Ann« men.
Two new ones are being added to the 24it. class, one ot which, a

boatfn m a Burgess design, now buildibg at Lawl-'i's promises
to be a verv iiQe craft indeed. Siieis to be about 20fi. 1 w.L, 8ft.
beam and 3ft draft, and will carry all rhe sail which h'-r c ass
allows her. This boat is be^r g built for Mr. W. Kavanagh. The
other is a lapstreak boat of 31ft. l.w.l. and 23ft. c.L, which is being
built for Mr. Fairman.
No boats are actually under way for the 21ft. class, although

several are tailed of, but three boats are being built for the new
18ft. c.l class, which is intended to be a singlehander class, the
crew being limited to two men, and more are being talked of. The
boats of this rlass promise to be exceptionally able and useful
little crnfts and the class affords a fine opportunity for the amateur
designer.
Two of the 18-footers now under cons+ruction are being put up

together in Marlntire'a shop. The one is from Mr. Duggan's
design, for Mr. Kenrick, a likp].\ looking little craf of 16ft. 1 w 1
20ft. over all and 61 1. beam, with oOOlbs. und.rneaLh. The other
was designtd oy Mr. F. P. Shearwood, for Mr. A. W. Shearwood
and for 16ft. l.wl. she will have 5ft. 6in. bpam. 21in. draft ard
about eOOibs.out'ide. The third boat is a 16ft. catboat, designed
by Mr. A. Gary Smith for Mr. E. M. Fulton of the steamship
Gadabout.

WORK AT BRISTOL.—The works of the Herreshoff Manu-
facturing Co. at Bristol, R. I., are busy with a number of yachts,
both sail and steam, in adtiiiion to Government work. Thp largest
yacht is a steamer, U2ft. long for W. K. Hearst, to make 25 miles
per hour, another steamer, 98ft. long, is for E. D. Morgan, her
gpetd being 23 miles; while Mr. Morgan will tlso have a steam
tender, the Katydid, 27ft. long and 6tt. Sin. be^m. Beside these
two steamers he has a keel catyawl 29ft. Oin. l.w.l., of tbe same
family as the Consuelo d CJara. H-r name will be Gannet.
Another ca'yawl 26ft. 5ln. l.w.l. is for Mr. J. C. Moran, of New
York. Thf firm has a steam launch, the Miss-issqai, for Dr W S
Webb, of Burlington, Vt. for use on Lak" Champlaiu. She "is 48ft!
over all, 7ft. 6in beam, and has made 19>gmilf s in one hour. Be.-ides
these are two 16ft. cats, one for Boston one for New York. Mr N
G. Herrenhoff designed this winier a keel 46-''ooter for Mr Royal
Phelps Carroll, but nothing has ht tndone toward building her it
is now reported, however, that the firm will build a keel 46, which
will make the class still more interesting.

A NEW CRUISING STEAM YACHT.-The Cleveland Ship,
building Co. is now at work on a large steel steam yacht for Mr,
J. H. Wade, of Cleveland, who proposes, after using her on the
Lakes this s-psnn, to send her to the Meditertanean next fall
where he will .ioin her for a long cruise, piohablv to Jap^n and
China. The yacht will bp 160ft. over all,2]fr. btam, 12tt. fcptb
9ft. draff. The bar keel is 6 bv IJ/gin.. frames o> 3in., garboardg
and sheerstrakes^'n. andplating^ijin. The fl ors will be s,, to
There will be 5 bulkheads f^nd a s'eei deck. Ti.ti 3 cjlindf r com-
pound engiuf s will be 15}^ 20and42Hy22in.;t e Scotch > o.ler l2Utt.
long by 13ft., carrying iTOlbs.; and tbe wheel 7^ft. diam. ihe
yachtwill be fitted with condensers, ste^m steering gear and a
complete electric light outfit of 135 lamps »nd a search light of
3,010 canole power. She will also carry an ice machine, widle a
system of fans will be fitted to force either hot or cold air through
the cabins. The arrangement and flitmgs of the cabins will be
very complete and elaborate.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.-The New York Bay SquRdron's com-
mittee on education has arraiigtd tor a I cture at the Hotel Marl-
borough, Broadway and Thirty-sixth street, on March 19. The
lectuppr will be ex-Sergt. Wm. Henderson, U. S. A.; tliesu-^lect
Signaling. The Kast River Squadron has elected T. Fleming L>ay
commodore and W. F. Tonens pur-er. The New York Bay
Squadron has elected Paul E. Vollum commodore, and H. F. ()•.

Wey purser. The first regatta of the season will be given under
the Long Island Sound Squadron's auspices at New Rochelle on
June 27. The board of managers have named Aug. 1 to 15 as the
time for the annual meet. The mept win be at Riverside, Conn.
The locality is an excellent one, affording dailv communication
with New York and giving an excellpnt anchorage and camp
grounds. At the next meeting of i he navy a committee on plan
and scope of the meet will be appointed. Tnerega'ta committee
is now fram ng lules for the new twenty-flve-footers and raters.
The new rules will be published shortly.

RHODE ISLAND Y. C.-The fourth annual dinner of the Rhode
Lland Y. C. 'ook plai.e in thP Nan agansett Hotel, Providence, on
March 2, nearly 200 persons being present, in- ludmg C' m. John
C. Solej, Massachus'^tts "S. C, commanding offlon- of the Massa-
chusetts Brigade ol Naval Militia; President J. W. Miller, Ston-
ington Steamship Co.; Ma j W. R. Livermore, U. S. A.; Gov. John
W. Davis. ex-Gov. Herbert W. Uadd, Lieut. Franklyn J Drake.
U. S. N.; C( m. D. J Burdick. Fall River Y. C; Judge G orge M
Carpenter. Hon. Henry W. Hayes, A. G. McVev, yachting ediior
of the Boston Herald; Hon. Joshua Wilboiir, C( i. Samuel P. Colt,
and Judge L' Bar-n B. Colt. The dinner was a great success, the
speeches being sppcially good. Com. Sob y spoke on the subi ct
of the Naval Reserve; Lieut. Drake delivered a very inteTesimg
address on the possibilities for speed in the stearn crait of t.Jie

fu ture. Designer McVey spoke on ihe new 46ft. class. The menu
was embellished with a number of severely nautical designs.

TOWER RIDGE BOAT CLUB.-The newly organized Tower
Ridee B at Club, of Hastings-on-Hudson, are patiently waiting
the disappearance of ice in i,ne river, to s'art the cr.b f undation
for their club house, which Aichiiect O'Brien, of the New York
Cputral Railroad staff, hopes to have completed by May 30. The
officers are: Com . Wm Christie- Vi e-Com ,T. K. Eraser; Sec'v
E. Searl; Treas., Wm. Fanning; Capt., A. V. Jones.; Meas., H. c!
Brown: Trustees, T. K. Eraser, Wm. Fanning, Rev. .T. A. N orris.
Dr. E. N. Brandt. A. H. Smith, T. M. P. Mills, H. C. Brown, Wm.
Ross, Jr., and A. T. Jonei'; Committee on Membership, T. M. P.
Mills, H. C. Brown, T. K. Eraser, Wm. Fanning, Dr. E. N. Brandt,
Wm. Ross, Jr., and A. T. Jones. The m-mbership bas reached
sixty, and about thirty boats will fly the flag at the opening of the
season.

OYSTER. BAY Y. C—At a meeting of the directors of tbe Oys-
ter Biy Steamboat Company, held at the Bav View Hotel, at
Oyster Bay. L. I., on March 7, the corporation's dock at Oyster
Bay with the land adiacent owned bv tne company, wa's Ipa^ed to
to the O VEter B ly Y. C. few 21 years at a yearly i ental of $8=0. By
the conditions of the lease the club agrees to keep the dock in
good repair, and to allow the landing of regular passenger and
freight steamers at all times when necessary, and at the ex-
piration of the lease to turn the property over to the company m
as good condition as when it was leased. The club wiU erect a
handsome house near the dock.

SEAWANHAKA CORIVTHIAN Y. C.~On March 10 there was
a V- ry large attendance at the club house to li^ien to the lecture
by Mr. Cnas. A. Post, of the lecture committee of the club, on
"The Night Sky irom the Deck of a Yacht, and How to See It."
Mr. Post attempted the diflicult task of compressing a subject of
almost unlimited magnitude into an evening's talis, and succ» eded
admirably, retaining the interest of his audience to the Pud. The
leciure, which we hope to publish shortly, was illustrated by a
number of stereopticon views from negatives taken bv the Lick
telescope.

ALVA, Steam yacht, Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt, reached Cadiz on
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PORTLAND Y. C—The officers elected at the annual meeting
on March 4 are: Com.. C. W. Bray; Yice-Com , Walter Wood-
man; Fleet Captain, W. Willis Gonld; Sec, Chns. F. Flagg; Treas.,
9' ^^v-A.- Weber; Meas., Jos. H. Dyer; Fleet Surgeon, Charles D.
Smith; Trustees—Commodore ex-oMcic, Wm. Senter, J. Hall Bovd,
Beuj. W. Joups; Regatia Committee—Commodore ex-offidx), A. M.
Smith, R. S. Rand. Willis E. Carter, Wendel Kirsch; Membership
Committee-C. J. Farrington. F. H. York, J. Hall Boyd, Secretary
ejc-offlcio; House Committee—Wm. Willis Goold, Chas. E. Rolfe.
Secretary C. D. Smith and Vice-Commodore Owens declined re-
election. The anniversary dinner will be held on April 26. The
annual spring cruise will take place on May 38; return June 1.
The annual challenge cup regatta will bo sailed on June 11, 10
A. M.

NAVAL COURTS MARTIAL.—The Army and Navy Publish-
ing Company, Washineton, D. C, has just issued a pamphlet on
Naval Summary Courts Martial, compiled by Lieutenant Lemly,
U. S. Na^y, and Lieutenant Denny, U. S. Marine Corps, attached
to the Judge Advocate General's Office, Navy Department. The
pamphlet treats of the constitution, composition and jurisdiction
of summary courts, of the trial and its incidents and includes all
the recent rulings and decisions of the Department on subjects
that relate to such courts. A complete "form of procedure" is
appended. It will be a valuable little reference book, a reliable
and convenient guide to naval and marine officers detailed for
court martial duty.

ANOTHER OCEAN TRAMP.-Captain Wm. A. Andrews, the
bold and hardy navigator wnose name is familiar in connection
with the Nautilus and Dark Secret, is about to undertake another
dangerous and foolhardy voyage; this time in a flat-bottomed
centerboard dory, 15ft. long, 5ft. beam and 2ft. depth. His inten-
tion, as announced, is to sail for Europe and thence to China and
San Francisco.

KATHLEEN.—An advertisement of this well-known 30-foot er
will be found on another page, as Mr. Whitlock has decided not
to race her this year. She has made an excellent record in each
of the two seasons that she has raced, and is still good enough to
add to them this year, as she has not yet been outbuilt.

CASTANET.—We call attention to the advertisement on another
page of Messrs. Fay & Co. who have for sale the .59ft. keel yacht
Castanet and several other cruisers, also the 2M rater Trouble-
some, a fast boat that comes within the new 25ft. corrected length
class in New York.

FORTUNA, schr.. will be towed from her winter berth at Bev-
erly to Boston in a short time, where her foremast will he replaced,
her headgear removed and a pole bowsprit shipped, and lead will
he added to her keel.

SALADIN.—As usual, Mr. Fowiels the first afloat of Eastern
yachtsmen; his 30-footer Saladin was launched last week, and
will be cruising about in a short time under a trysail.

No Notice Taken of Anonymoas Correspondents.

C. D. S.—We have forwarded your letter to Von W.
W. B. J.—We do not know T. Gard aer as a gunmaker.
P. W. G., Boston, Mass.—Pattie of Portland is not registered.

D. W. R., Vanceborough, Me.—Consult our advertising columns-
F. B., Binghamton, N. Y.—We do not know. You had better

advertise for one.

F. J. B., Troy.—Copi's of the moose portrait are for sale stilL
and may be obtained by addressing Lucius L. Hubbard, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

J. L. B.—It will be safe to use the powders so far as the material
of the gun is concerned, if you do not load too heavily and the
powder burns normally.
R. M. S., Philadelphia.—Can you give me the address of builder

of portable houses convenient to the Adiroadacksf Ans. Norman
Barbour, 81 New street. New York, is agent for a portable house.
Constant Reabeb.—In answering your question as to a trainer

residing within 100 miles of Chicago, we inadvertently omitted to
state that the Riversifie Breeding and Training Kennels, River-
side, Ind., are located 90 miles from Chicago.
J. H. B., Punkapog.—Can yon tell me how it is possible to keep

prairie dogs out of a 'sheep pasture? Ans. We know of noway.
They can be kept down by trapping and shooting. Perhaps some
of our Western sheep herding readers can give J. H. B. points on
this.

J. E. I., Carthage, Mo.—A makes a wager that a dog which had
lost an eye would be demerited on that account; B says not. Ans,

A 18 right. Total blindness disqualifies, and the loss of an eye is
certainly a demerit, and under a proper judge will be scored ac-
cordingly.

Beagle.—I see sonae beagle hounds advertised in your paper for
$5. Do you think they would be any good at that price? What is
a good beagle hound worth? Ans. 1. The breeding is good. 2.
All depends on breeding and training, anywhere from SIO to $50.
Of course a good bench winner will come much higher.

J. H. Y. E. B., Cazenovia, N. Y.—I am the owner of two rough-
coated St. Bernards; bitch, Francesca (A. K. R. 3.017), and a dog
puppy, out of her by a dog called Prince, owned in Boston, said to
be a registered animal. I bought the bitch of an old lady's estate;
and would like to know how to have proper transfer made on A.
K. R. books, also how to register the puppy? Ans. The A. K. R.
was purchased by the American Kennel Club, and vour dog must
now be registered in their stud book. The fee is $1, and blanks
and all information can be obtained from A. P. Vredenburgh, 4i
Broadway, New York city.

Pheasants, Syracuse, N. Y.—Where can I obtain colored plates
of the various kinds of pheasants. Where can Elliott's Mono-
graph of the Pheasant be obfained and at what price? Please
give me an idea of the nature of the work. Ans. This magriflci-nt
monograph was published in London by the author in 1873. The
subscription price was £37. 7. Only 150 cop-'es were printed and
all were sold. It can now only be obtained by chance. It brings now
in London £50. At the Ives sale last week a copy was sold for $190,
which was cheap. We have a little book called "Pheasant Keep-
ing for Amateurs," which has one colored and nine uncolored
plates. Price $1.50.

Aebho, Webb, Me.—1. Will you please tell me if any town in
any State has the right of eminent domain, as regards the
streams on private property in said town? 3. Can the State
specially legislate, giving towns the right to control the fishing on
streams belonging to private individuals? 3. If so, would the law
be constitutional? 4. Can the individual have any redress, pro-
vided the law is unconstitutional, if he has been fined in accordance
with such a law. Ans. 1. As to the right of eminent domain we ad-
vise you to consult a lawyer. 3. The State undoubtedly has the
power to give towns right to legislate respecting fishing in streams
belonging to private individuals, just as the Stato itself legislates
directly as to such waters. 3. The constitutionality of many of
our fish and game laws can be determined only by carry-
ing the test cases to the highest courts. 4. Yes, if he thinks it will
pay to fight it out in the courts.

From "Outing." Copyrighted

is of the utmost importance to Anglers who contemplate

taking a trip to Florida for Tarpon Fishing that they provide

themselves with proper tackle.

Our Noib Wood Tarpon Rod, patent compen-
sating steel pointed Reels, Tarpon Lines and

Snells on forged hooks, made expressly for this kind of fishing, have stood

the most severe tests and given perfect satisfaction.

Send ID cents (to cover postage) and we will mail you our 136 folio

page illustrated catalogue.

ABBEY & IMBRIE, 18 Vesey St., New York.

NOTICE TO LIMIT OEELITOES.
To the Crediim's of the, F. L. Sheldon Company:
Notice is hereby given that on the tenth day of

February, 1891, an order was ofiade by the Chan-
cellor of the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors of the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thereof, and prove
before hiin under oath, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and demands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of
February, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
crpditors shall be excluded from the benefit of
such dividends as may hereafter be made and
declared by the court upon the proceeds of the
effects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to all the creditors accordiuglv. WIL-
LIAM H. LEMASSENA, Receiver, 803 Broad St.
Newark, N. J.

ESXABIilSHED 1837.

J. B. OHOOK <fe CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisMi TacHe, Uii Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

INCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

rWot Sold, ekit XCe-ta,!! toy tlie XMCa.xixi.fa.o-tvT'exTs.

WINCHESTER HEFEATma ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Bend for 82-nafF<^ (lataloflrne of Armii and JLmmnnition.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Ijow prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 8 joint, 6 strip. Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9*, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price f2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted 7 " 3 32
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length% 9, 9|, 10ft., weight 9, 10|, 12, LSoz Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 38
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint '» 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft ' '* 90e.
Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 35yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 95c. • 60yds., 11.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Sliding GUck, Nickol Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 48c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 58c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz., &o.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 53 ic 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send Sc. stamp for ZUustrated Cataloieue for 189 1« OPEN EVENINGS.
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T13LO Tru.-rr^*^ of
Reels, Lines, etc., is world wide. Ask

all Anglers.

RODS

Are the most skillfully made. Best

material, moi'e perfect in action, of any-

Split Bamboo Rods in the World.

REELS

Are the smoothest running, strongest in

power, noted for lightness, beautiful in

finish, full steel pivots, patented side

plates, highest quality, unequalled.

Are made of best silk, enameled, water-

proof, flexible and tapered. Warranted

not to crack, nor to become stiff. The
Fly-Casting Lines par excelle7ice.

LINES *

Send for Special Price List of "Kosmic" Angling Implemeats, reftdy Marcli 1.

CHICAGO : NEW YORK : PHILADELPHIA

:

108 Madison St. 241-243 Broadway. 1032 Chestnut St.

FISHERIAN'S AUTOI&TIG REEL.
Wlien a sportsman finds anytliing- wliicli adds to his pleasure, with-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First—It will wind up the line a hundred

times as fast as any otlier reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Thibd—No fish can ever get slack line with it

FouETB—It will save more fish than any
other reel.
Fifth—It will prevent tip?, lines and snelh

from beine: broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, touse lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Jti9PT0\/<jcL

AUTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely by the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN «fe ERBE, Rochester, N.Y.
Agent for B. C. MILAMS'

t'elebvated
Kentucky Reels.

FIREAKMS, FISirtNG TACKLE, BICY-
CLES, TENTS, LAWX TENNIS, JirSICAL

INSTRrMFA^To. PT'rtUTTXG fiOOOS, .fef- Tlhi=trntpd rnh<iloffiie,-with low cash prices, scTit on anplication to those

mentioning Forest AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

HENDRYX

Makes 244 sizes and styles of Fishing

Reels, in sizes from 25 to 400 yards

capacity, at prices from 25 CENTS to

25 DOLLARS per Reel. Ask your

Fishing Tackle Dealer for them.

EVERY REEL WARRANTED.

Catalogue free.

THEANDRE¥B.HENDRYXCO.
New Haven, Conn.

THE WAY TO BE HftPPY!
Have a 'place for everything and

everything in its place,

"BEOWN'S PERFECTION SHOE-REST."
Holds Brush, Dauber, Blacking-

and Liadies' Dressing-.
A perfect rest for the foot -while polish-

ing the shoe. Designed for

Homes. Offices, Banks, Stores. Etc.
^"DESCRIPTION—This Shoe-Rest is made

of solid cast iron, weighs 121bs. and is beautifully
finished. It screws to any wall or door-csse, and
swings entirely out of way wlien not in use. No
dirt and unuecesaary lo touch blacking while
using 11. Ladids, Gontlf men and Children use it.

(Metallic).. NO LARGER
THAN A 5-CENT PIECE,
AND REGISTERS THE
TEIIPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE INHEAW GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, Sl.SO.

MEYROWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., Mf. Y.

8.E. Cor 23d St.

Price by Express, $2.00.
Sent neatly packed on receipt of price. Address

Fred. H. Brown It Co, Detroit, Midi.
Dealers write for prices. Salesmen wanted.

CHAS. I. GOODAIF, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as fonnerly.

"eJ\ biftfe ilafiC MovX (iigar^"
Ir the titl(i of a primer issued in the interests nf the million or mure lovers of the weed whose reRidence rloes not
permit of much choice In the seleetioD of their cigars. Sent free for the asking by B. WEISL &Cr>,, Box 2156, N. V

Chamberlin Cartridge Co.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade Machine Loaded Shotgun Ammunition,

American Wood, Schultze and E. C Powder Cartridges a Speoiaily.

If you want carefully loaded and
thoroughly reliable "Trap Cartrid-
ges" use the Chamberlin Trap Loads,
as they are unequalled. The present
record of 180 straight targets made
by R. O. Heikes was made with the
popular Chamberlin Load, .5(5|, which
is used by many of the experts.

Send for list.

The New Whitmore Hammerless Shotgun and American

Arms Co. New Safety Hammerless Revolver.

3B New Street, sevoivers .32 & .ss.

Sportsmen's Wear
AND

EQUIPMEXTS.
CANVAS SHOOTING COAT,

-

CORDUROY SHOOTING COAT,
CARTRIDGE BEl-T, -

C*PS AND HATS, -

GUN CASES, - . . -

COMPLETE SUIT (CANVAS), -

C01VIPI.ETE SUIT (OOKDUROV), -

$1.00
5.00
.25
.50
.50

3.75
13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we wiU send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

0ATAI.OGUE ANB SAMPI,ES EJESBE.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
IO8 Madison Street;, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDING & BROS., 241 B'way, N.Y

NEW LI6HT FRAME AUTOMATIC
HOPKINS & ALLEN HINGE REVOLVER.

.32 , 11
CALIBER. V OUNCES.
The only one of its

class.

With Patent

Folding Hammer.

This Revolver can also be furnished in a larger frame, .38-cal., 3^^ and S^-in barrel.

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE WITH PRICES APPLY TO
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., 26 West 23d Street, New York City.

Gunners, read this and practice till you can hit anything that hops, runs or flie^- One pound of No. 1 sh
gives you mo rounds with your own gun. Kractice limited only by shooters enthusiasm. Our pneumatic aux
lary gun barrels can be Inserted in any ordinary breecli-loading shotgun in a momeDt, converting your gun In
an air gun to practice with. By pulling trigger of your yun precisely as if using shells, a single pellet of No
shot is discharged that will br^ak any c ay Digeon or kill small game at short range. No fire, smoke or no
and no trouble to load ; can be u^ed anywhere. Wl 1 teach you to hit with centre of load and kill neatly Inste
ot crippling. Such practice is Invaluable to any club shooter or sportsman. When ordering give gauge and leng
of yotu- gim barrels. Sold by dealers or samples sent on receipt of price, gS.SO

; 10, 12 and li gauge only.

P. O. Box 1127. VAUGHAN & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

BIRD PORTRAITS,
Some ISTative Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.
A handsome imperial octavo volume of untechnical descriptions of the lives and ways

of fourteen American birds. The list comprises:

Robin, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Boholink, Blne-
iay. Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Ruffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer Duck and Crossbills.

Each ot chese birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
by Howard H. DameU. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessai-y to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds describei^, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been
done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price. postoaidL
$3.00. FOREST AND STREAM PtlBLISHmo CO.. 318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIE8 & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Comhill.
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$600 STEAM UUNCHr-7 HOW MUCH will it weigh ?

FREE!
Every person has equal

chance, no matter where
they live, as the boat will
not be completed imtil

^a»° guesses are in.

IKE DAVIS BOAT & OAR COMPANY, DETROIT. HIGH., U. S. ii

Steam V^essel and Yaclit A.2:eiicy.
ISO.. DOCXJBBE, ^ ^

NAVAL ARCHITECT AND MARINE ENGINEER.
Telephone, 542 Pearl. 23 State St., New York.

All classes of Steam Veseels, Steam Yachts, etc., modelled and designed for steel, Iron or wood
their construction superintended or contracted for. complete ready for steam.

I.I6HT DRAFT VESSELS A SPECIALTY.
Vpy- Sale and Charter.—Large selection of Sctooner, Sloop and Steam Yachts. Launches and Steam

Vessel Property generally.

THOMAS KANE & CO.,
Nos. 137 and 139 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

I

SIANtTFACTXTEEBS

Racine Automatic Marine Engine,
Using Kerosene or crude oil for fuel ; or intercnange

able, using Oil, Coal or Wood. 1 to 15 horse power.
LAUNCHES, using Oil, Naphtha or Coal for fuel.
Celebrated RACINE CANOES, EOW BOATS £

HUNTING BOATS.
Separate Catalogue on application.

and

IS^OWNER HIS OWN ENGINEER.
he Shipman Automatic Steam Engine.

STATIONARY AND MARINE.
1, 3, 4. 6 & 8 Horse Power; 8, & 22 Horse Power Compottnd.

Launches from 18 to 50ft. length.
F:asy to Manage, Roomt, Safe. Send 5c. for Catalogue

216 Snminer Street, Boston, Mass.

May 23, 1S90.
H. M. Sprague, ParishviUe, N. Y.:
Dear SiK—Your boat sent us with rubber improved

joint is by great odds the finest boat ever shipped to
tills city. Beauty of model cannot be beaten. It has
attracted attention and opened people's eves in regard
to good boat building. We cannot find the slightest
fault. E. V. CORJtERAIS.

61 Broad St., Boston, Mass.

Established in 1839. We build the fluest boats
the world can afford, and our boats all have
Sprague-s Patent Impreved .Jclnt, the best
in the market. Our boats are all built of north-
ern cedar, and miv B grades range in price from
$2.5 to $50. DON'T fail to send ;i-cpnt stamp for
1891 catalogue, and be convinced we have the
best goods for the money ever produced.

H M. SPRilGUE Paris}i¥i!l8, St. Uw. Go.. N. Y.

T. J. SHAW & CO.,
Manufacturers of

Shell Oars for Racing.

FANCY OARS OF ALl. KINDS
AND CANOE PADOLH/S.

166 COMMERCIAL ST., BOSTON.

HIGH SPEED YACHTS
And Sail Boats.

Also Fast and Seaworthy Llglit
Draft Cruisers to order.

THOMAS CLAPHAM, Yacht Builder.
KOSI.YN, L. I., N. Y.

Boston Yacht Agency,
43 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

YachtDesigners& Brokers.
All classes of yachts for sale. Catalogues

mailed on application.

G. F. Clark. Jee-febsos Bobdbn.

Spring Lake Clinker Boat Mfg. Co.,

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model, Send stamps for

Catalogue. Spring I-ake, Ottawa Co., Mich.

CAPE COD YACHT AGENCY^
BARNSTABLE, MASS.

Designing, Building and BrQl(erage.
Catboats on hand from lo to 34ft. in length.

S.end for particulars, stating size required. Lines
furnished and contracts taken for building any
sized boat of this tyne. See Masic, Spendthrift
and Guinevere. V. D. BACON.

DRY STEAM
Always obtained from our improved vertical
boiler. "Perfect circulation and dry steam.

—

Prof. B. H. Thurston. "Would not do without
yotir ipiprovemsnt in a boat boiler."'—ZTemian
Westinahouse.
B. W. PAYNE & SONS, Elmira, N. Y.

Parties wishing to sell their boats, please send details.
Send stamp tor list of bargains and details of what you
want to

JOHN HY. BLAKE, 12 Cortlandt St., Hew York.

"XrACHTS FOR SALE.—CASTANET, FAMOUS
X fast 40-rater, built 1890, lead ballast, good
accommodation, good sea boat and very stronglv
built. Ivlinx, 6tj tons, and Rosebud, 51 tons, yawls,
both good, wholesome cruising yachts to be sold
cheap; also a good fast 2^4 rater, built 1890, and
other yachts of various sizes and builri: full par-
ticulars can be obtained on application to J. G.
FAY & CO., Limited. Yacht, Launch and Boat
Builders, Nortbam, Southampton, England, or
.300 Winchester House, London, E. C.

FOR SALE OR CHARTEB.-THE FAST AND
stsunch cruising yacht L'Hirondelle, 47ft.

over all. liCt. beam. Off. draft. Patent w. c,
thorottghly found, sloop or yawl rigged. Last
season sailed over 3,000 miles in Gulf of St. Law-
rence and Straits of Belle Isle \vith a surveying
party, and also with the owner and farciilv.
Apply to J. U. GREGORY, Quebec, Canada.

For Sale—Cutter rigged keel sloop Kathleen,
30ft. waterline, outside lead, remarkable cabin
accommodation, unequalled speed. Designed by
Wm. Gardner; condilion first class. Full de-
sci-iptive circular sent on application to WM.
WBUTLOCK, 10 W. 37th St., New York.

STEAM LAUNCH FOR SALE.-23i^ft. over
all, 414ft. beam, wood top with side curtain,

corduroy cushions. Fitted with two-horse Kane
engine and boiler, using oil for fuel; everything
complete; new last fall. Price 5350 if sold at once.
Address H. A. HARPlIS, Tremont House, Boston.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

I^KGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locometive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With A'ljustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combinet) Mead Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Ijamp,
Cauip liamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt I.antern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH L&MP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp tor Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 6S Fulton St. N.Y.

if\(\ PER CENT. PROFIT GUARANTEED
J-Uv to all Mho intend to plant Fruit and
Ornamental treea, shrubs, vines, roses, etc., if

you will give me your name and P. O. address on
a postal card directed to

J. HAMMOND, Nurseryman, ©eneva. N. Y.

FOR A

We are receiving subscriptions towards the
fcrmation of a Sportsman's Club, and to this

end have an option for the purchase of Long
Island, off Charleston Harbor, a celebrated
Hunting Ground with ample facilities for

YACHTING, etc.

It is proposed lo have .50 subscribers at -SSOO

each, the subscribers to elect theirown officers,

after 40 subscribers have been received.

Prospectus and full particulars of

DB BLOIS, HUNTER & ELDRIDQE.

9 West 27th Street, N. Y.

gttm MM.

FOX-TEBSIERSm STUD.
Champion Raby Mixer $15
Ru- sly Joker 16
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Hillside Regent , 10
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NOeiE--GUDSTONE--SUE.
AT STUB, - - FEE S40.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only kno^vn dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. H is puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfectioii of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. InwiN, Kennel Manager. Chula, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Hough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. Moore, ITU Spring Gftrden St., Phlla., Pa.

AT ."^TUn: Best bred mastiff owned In America.
Ormonde, by Ch. V icror Huiio ex Ch. Taiubrlnn
Princpss. Wlonings: 2d, a puppy. Crystal Palace, Ist
and cup. South Bampton. England, 1st Cincinnati. 1890,
only times shown. Pups for sale from Phaedra, a prize
winner in England and America; also from Elniet, a
grand daughter of B'«aiifortnnd Orlando, also from
Eudsytli, sistertoElmet. Orders boolced for pupsfrom
the best ored bitch in America. I ady ( obrey, by
Beaufort ex Ch, Toozie, and dam of R. Cook's
whining pup Ilford Tounty Member.

CHARLES E. BUNN, Peoria, HI.

STUD DOGS.
Smooth fox-terrier Endcliffe Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince Regent and Beaconsfield.
winner of over 50 firsts and specials, and acknowl-
edged to be 1he best black and tan living, and sire
of more winners than any other black and tan.
Bull-terrier English Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster. Dexter, the world re-
nouned black corded poodle. Gem of the Season,
the phenomenal greyhound winner of over 30
firsts and specials during 1890. Address GEO. S.
THOMA'^, Manager of North Fields Yorkshire
Kennels, Salem, Mass.

IN THE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $25. Al was bred by the late Mr.

All in and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

ORESHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pftdigree and winnings free, photos BOcts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H
nnOMR.^. I RTenhftTipo Rlorb. Bangor. IM*

AND

Dogs at stud. Brood bitches, young and old
stock always on hand. Prices low for quality.

LAKE VIEW KENNELS,
Worcester, Mass.

For Sale—liORNA DOONE,
Formerly Dell (8339), broken English setter bitch,
whelped May 3, 1887. by Belthus out of Princess
Ptojbu;: bred by F. Windholz. No better blood
in the country. A rare chance for a line brood
bitch. Price $125. Address ROBT. B. LAW-
RENCE, 35 Wall street, N. Y. mchl3,3t

m mi AT MODERATE mm.
Four thoroughbred St. Bernard puppies, two

months old. Write for prices to L. B. R. BAR-
KER, 100 W. 4th St., Wilmington, Del. marl3,3t

Black and Tan Terriers For Sale.
PUPPIES FROM NOTED SIKES AND DAMS.

At, Stud, - BROOMriEtiD SITI.TAN,
The best in the world. Send for catalogue.

RocHELLE Kennels, Bos 862, New Rochelle.N.Y.

CONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
seiteis. Bench wioners. Field workers. At

Stud—Red River Glencbo, A.K.C.S.B. 11,473
(champ. Glencho ex Lyda Belle), won three 1st
prizes on bench, fine field dog, beget- large litters,

strong dark red puppies. Fee $20. R. H. BURR
MiddietowTL, Conn.

COCKER SPANIELS,
Any age or color, bred from best registered stock.
HAt^SOME BROOK KENNELS, lVanfclin,N.T.

SEVENTH ANNUAL BENCH SHOW

New England Kennel Club,

MARCH 31 and APRIL 1, 3, 3, 1891.
Mechanics Hall, Huntington Ave.

ENTRIES CLOSE MARCH 18.

For Premium Lists address
BENCH SHOW COMMITTEE.

6 Hamilton Place, Boston.

FOURTH

Bench Show of Dogs,

Tnesflay, feiestlay, TMay, Friilay,

April 14,15, I6& 17/91.

CITY ARMORY.

$2,500 IN PRIZES.

OPEN TO THE WORLD.

ENTRIES CLOSE APBIJL 1st.

For Premium Lists, etc., apply to

C. M. MUNHUl, Sec'y,

Cleveland, Ohio.

BULL-TERRIERS
The property of H. A. HARRIS.

Owing to business engagements fully occupying
my time, I have decided to sell my entire kennel
of bull-terriers, including the following well-
known dogs:

No. 1. CHAMPION JUBILEE (A.9100),
by Bendigo ex Queen, whelped June, '8R, weight
Solbs., winner of over fifty prizes in England and
America.

No. a. GREENHILL GENERAL,
by Prince ex Kit, whelped July, '89; weight SOlbs.
Just Imported. A sure winner.

No. 3. LITTLE DONOVAN,
by Duke ex Tany, whelped May. '90; weight 241bs..

winner of first last Birmingham show and un-
doubtedly the best light-weight bull-terrier alive.

No. 4. STANLEY BILL {A.'20.016).
bv White Wonder ex White Violet, whelped May,
1890.

No. 5. WHITE VIOLET,
by Charlie ex Rose, whelned April, '87; weight
401bs. Winner of many prizes in England. Never
shown in America.

No. 6. MY QUEEN (A. 12,679),
by champion Grand Duke ex champion Maggie
May, whelped July, '87; weight .501bs.

No. 7. COUNT NELL (A. 16.499),
by champion Count ex Bertha, whelped Decem-
ber, '87; weight SSlbs.

No. 8. STANLEY BELLE (A. 20,017),
by White Wonder ex White Violet, litter sister to
Stanley BiU.

No. 9. STANLEY ROSE (A. 20,018),
by White Wonder ex Marguerite, whelped July,
1890.
For prices and fuU particulars address

H. A. HARRIS,
Tremont House, Boston, Mass.

SPRATTS
PATENT

DPG SOAP.



Forest and Stream.
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

TSbms, S4 a Teab. 10 Cts. a Copy. I

Six Months, $3. (
NEW YORK, MARCH 19, 18 91. ( YOL. XXXVI.-No. 9.

( jSTo. 318 Broad-vtay, Nett Yowb-.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Fobest ahd Stream is the recognized medium of entertata-

ment, instruction and information bet-sreen American sportsmen.
Donimunlcations on the subject to which, its pages are devoted are
respectfuJly invited. Anonymous communications mil not be re-

garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.
The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADYERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character Inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to
Issue in which they are to be Inserted. Transient advertisements
must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be
Inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $1 per
yeaj, S2 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.
Bemit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Oompany.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout Che
United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davles
& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, OornhUl, and Brentano's, i30 Strand,
London. Greneral subscription agents for Great Britain, Messrs.
Davles & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searles and Rivlng-
ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.
Brentano's, 17 Avenue de I'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent
for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $5 per
year; $3.50 for six months.
Address all eommunlcatlone

Forest and Sts-esm Publishing Co.
No. 318 Broadway. New York City.

Editorial.
Pot-Hunters and Sportsmen.
Stocking Lake Ontario.
Snap Shots.

Sportsman Tourist.
In the Region Round Nicato-
wis.—X.

Natural History.
Doves Nestiog In Ti-ees.
Coou Preying oa Rabbits.
Snakes in Florida.

Game Bag akd Gun.
Game Slaughter Along the
Border.

A Handy Camp Bed.
Dakota Game Birds.
Wildfowl in Oregon.—m.
Traits of the Virginia Deer.
A Deer Hunt in Florida.
Pa'tridge.
Chicago and the West.
Maine Game Association.
Wyoming Should Act.
The Massachusetts Assoc'n.
Game in the National Park.

Sea and Ri\'br Fishing.
The Otsego Bass.
Angling Notes.
Chicago and the West.

Ftshcultuee.
Work of the Commissions.

CONTENTS.
The Kennel.
Washington Dok Show.
Pittsburgh Dog Show.
Correct Interpretations of
Standards.

Texas Field Trials.
Beaglps on the Bench.
Notes and Notions.
National Beagle Club.
A Helen Keller Fund.
Dog Chat.
Kennel Notes.
Kennel Management.

RiFLB AifD Trap Shooting
Range and Gallery.
The Revolver Championship.
Importing Firearms.
A New Bullet Mould.
The Trap.
Chicago Shooters.
St. Louis Trap Siiooiers.
Lake Ontario Gun Club.
Tlie Detroit Tournament.
Brooklyn Traps.

Yachting.
A Cruise to the West'ard.
Mineola.
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contingent upon the condition that the U. S. Commis-
sioner of Fisheries is satisfied that the State of New York
has taken necessary measures to regulate the fishing and
protect spawning fish in the w^aters to be benefited by
fishcultural operations.

In some of the correspondence growing out o£ this

subject, and particularly in a- letter written by the

Superintendent of Canadian Fishculture, it is stated that

the U. S. Fish Commission, like some other organiza-

tions, holds to the doctrine that artificial breeding with-
out the aid of wise protection will sufiice to insure a per-

manent fishery. The real position of the Commissioner
of Fisheries is so clearly shown in his report accompany-
ing the bill for the estabhshing of a fish hatchery for

Lake Ontario that we need only refer our readers to that

document to show that this criticism is groundless.

The more we look into this subject the more we are

astonished at the little attention bestowed upon Lake
Ontario. Since the beginning of whitefish hatching by
Canada in 186S that government has deposited annually
about 16,000,000 of fry on the average, but very few of

these have been placed in Lake Ontario. For the years
1887 and 1888 the output of whitefish by Canada in this

lake was less than 10,000,000. From 1883 to 1890 the U.
S. Fish Commission has deposited in Lake Ontario 40,097,-

000 whitefish fry.

One of the essentials of success in fishcultural opera-

tions is their systematic conduct upon a large scale, and
this is provided for in the national legislation above re-

feiTed to, which contemplates a hatchery with a capacity

of 100,000,000 in a season: and we look forward with
bright anticipations to the future of the whitefish in Lake
Ontario, under the combined activity of a healthy public

sentiment and a wise State and national policy.

bill

SNAP SHOTS.

now before the New York Legislature, as

STOCKING LAKE ONTARIO.
TN September last we published an account of the great

popular movement, led by many representative New
York men, in behalf of an increased supply of cheap fish

food for the State, and particularly for Lake Ontario.

The circular widely distributed by these gentlemen, who
are officers of the Anglers' Association of the St. Law-
rence River and of the Caledonia Fishing Club, together
with influential editors and judges, showed the backward
position of New York, as compared with some of the
other States and the Dominion of Canada, in the efforts

to increase the whitefish, and indicated the steps neces-

sary for the future of fishculture in the region. The
specific demands of this undertaking are: Liberal and
systematic appropriations for artificial hatching, a strict

close time during the spawning season, preventing the
capture of undersized fish, efficient protection of stocked
waters, and cooperation with the national Government
and with Canada in all measures necessary to secure the
desired object.

The comparative neglect of Lake Ontario has become
a matter of notoriety, and the appeals of public-spirited

gentlemen have enlisted the attention not only of the
Fish Commission of New York, but, also, of the national
Congress. On the part of the New York Commission the
sympathy with the popular desire has found expression
in their published determination to largely increase the
introduction of whitefish and ciscoes into Lake Ontario
next spring. In our issue of Feb. 36 we set forth the
measm-e taken by the Government in behalf of Lake
Ontario. An appropriation was made by Congress for

the establishment of a hatchery in the State of New
York, near the St. Lawrence River, and it is intended
that this establishment shall have a fcapacity of 100,000,-

000 whitefish eggs and 1,000,000 salmon eggs, together

with troughs for 1,000,000 salmon fry and an extensive

system of rearing ponds. This !i|)propriatiori was m^de

POT-HUNTERS AND SPORTSMEN.
A S the bad example of a professing Christian is worse

than that of a non-professor, so ai-e the law-break-

ing and selfishness of professed sportsmen immeasurably
worse than the evil deeds and unfair methods of those

who make no pretension to the name which should imply
respect of law and the rights of all.

Too many sportsmen have a feeling that the laws are

not made to restrain them but only the market-shooter

and pot-hunter, and too many are apt to measure success

by their score. Indeed, there are more than would be
willing to confess it, who feel pride in making a large

bag, and humilitation in bringing home an empty one,

and fewer than boast of it, who are content with small
things well done.

In sober truth, this class of peripatetic philosophers is

almost confined to those who use the gun and rod as the
excuse for a ramble, or go hunting without a gun and
fishing without a rod.

Nothing is expected of the market-shooter but violation

of law and complete hoggishness under cover of the law,
and if he disappoints this expectation he is credited only
with fear of the law or ill luck even when his example
should shine like a good deed in a naughty world and
lead more pretentious men to better practice.

But the eyes of all men are upon the vaunted true
sportsman, not as one above the law except as he needs
not its restraints but as one who more religiously than all

others shall abide by it and uphold it, even when its re-

strictions run contrary to his desire and his judgment.
He must be an exemplar of strict adherence to its

letter, for if his practice accords not with his precept, to

whom shaU we look for faithfulness?

Necessity and desire for gain are stronger incentives to

infraction of law than the gratification of the sporting
instinct. How can we expect those who are impelled by
these to abide by the statutes, when the sportsman sets

the example of disobedience?

T^HE
amended, printed and ordered to second reading in

the Assembly, differs from the text as printed in our issue
of Jan. 24. The present biU provides for five commis-
sioners, one from each judicial depai-tment, the first

appointments to be for one, two, three, four and five

years respectively; subsequent appointments (as the first

terms expire) to be for five years; the office to be in Al-
bany. It makes the deer hunting season Aug. 15 to Not.
1; hounding, Sept. 10 to Oct. 11; hare, rabbit, Sept. 1 to

March 1; wildfowl, Sept. 1 to March 1: quaih Nov. 10 to
Jan, 1; woodcock and partridge, plover, bay snipe, etc.,

Sept. 1 to Jan. 1; robins, blackbirds, meadow larks, Oct.

1 to Jan. 1; trout, May 1 to Sept. 1, none less than 6in.;

salmon trout and landlocked salmon, May 1 to Oct, 1;

black bass, Oswego bass. May 30 to Jan. 1, none less than
8in.; muskallonge, May 29 to Jan, 1; salmon, March 1 to

Aug. 15, none under 18in. There are numerous excep-
tions relating to localities as to both game and fish. The
act if passed will take effect immediately.

The West Jersey Game Protective Society is an associa-

tion with a membership of over one thousand, having
control of the shooting in six counties of the State. Their
charter empowers them to tax non-residents for the priv-

ilege of shooting game $5 the first year and $2 annually
thereafter. The membership is chiefly composed of non-
residents. The society is governed by a board of direc-

tors, there being one from each county. The income
from license fees is devoted to the payment of officers to

enforce the game laws, and to the i^urchase of live game
for stocking. There is a large class of residents who are
restive under the rule of the society, A bill to annul its

charter was before the Legislatm-e last year, but did not
3s. This year a similar bill has passed the Assembly

by a vote of 48 to 6. The non-residents will find little

comfort in the new "Home Rule'" measure, however,
since it increases the tax he must pay to |10 per year,
with $1 to the clerk who makes out the paper for him.
This applies to the entire State. The law is to be enforced
by county game commissions of ten members, and the
proceeds are to go to enforce the laws and increase the
stock of game.

Game preserve fences may be pig-proof, horse-high and
bull-proof, but they cannot keep in the imported pheasants.
The country along the New York and New Jersey line be-

tween Greenwood Lake and the Delaware River has been
stocked with English pheasants, which have strayed from
Tuxedo Park, the Stuyvesant estate at Tranquillity, and
Mr. A. S. Hewitt's preserve at Ringwood. There is

abundant cover for the game in the Warwick and Sha-
wanguak mountains, and it is to be expected that they
will spread over a wide stretch of territory. This rule
holds good in greater or less degree in the neighborhood
of all game pregerves.

A recent Canadian decision, as reported in the Cana-
dian Law Journal, relative to shooting rights on navi-
gable waters, was this: Ownership of land and water
(though not inclosed) gives to the proprietor, under
the common law, the sole and exclusive right to fish,

fowl, hunt or shoot within the precincts of that private
property, subject to the game laws when pertinent. And
this exclusive right is not diminished by the fact that the
land may be covered by navigable water. The right of

navigation, where it exists, is to be used so as not to un-
necessarily disturb or interfere with the enjoyment of the
subordinate private rights of fishing and shooting. The
public can only use the water for bona fide purposes of

navigation, but not so as to occupy the water for the pur-
poses of fishing or fowling when the soil underneath is

the private property of one who objects to such
occupation.

Size is rapidly displacing number as a criterion of suc-
cess with the rod. It is the big fish, not the big string of
fish, that is shown with pride amongmen who claim to be
true anglers. They tell a good story of a fellow from this

city who went up to a New Hampshire lake last summer
where there were several New York anglers, and having
succeeded in catching a huge string of diminutive bass,

brought in his spoils in triumph and exultation. The
cold, not to say scornful and sneering, reception gi^'en

him by every fisherman in the party so dampened his

foolish pride that he cut short his stay, and quickly
sought other fields of renown. This growing contempt
for the fingerling fisherman is thoroughly healthful. It

means everything for the fish supply.

The United States Supreme Court rendered a decision

last Monday in the Massachusetts menhaden fishing case,

sustaining the decision of the Massachusetts Supreme
Court that the State has jurisdiction over the waters of

Buzzards Bay and may regulate the fisheries therein.

This ruling will have an important bearing or\ the Ojen,"

liadea legislatio© lof other states.
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IN THE REGION ROUND NICATOWIS.
XXI,—GRAND FALLS AND SPAWNOOK.

WE went down stream in the chilly morning, saying
good-hye to our old heron as he sat hunched up

under the trees on the sunny left bank. Off behind a
swamp we heard a partridge drumming, but not being
anxious to wait in the cool, did not encourage Father's
going after him, and at Trout Brook Landing we were
willing to go ashore and exercise to get warm.

It lacked an hour or two of noon when we reached the
head of Grand Falls. These are a mile long, rough water
all the way, ending in a natural fall, improved for driv-
ing purposes by a rolling dam about 14ft. high. That is

my own version on my own judgment; Well's Water
Power of Maine gives the falls as 300 rods, the total fall

100ft., the last pitch 20 ft. I do not know about the length
of the falls, but that carry is full 320 rods by my reckon-
ing, and I carried on it a varied load from my slippery
jacket and the rifle down to whatever could be clutched
with the other hand; if any benevolent-minded person
said that it was twice as long as Nicatowis carry I should
try to believe him unless he could prove that the jacket
was just twice as slippery as it had been there. I do not
pretend to know the total descent of the falls, though it

is considerable. But as to the last pitch I have an opin-
ion, though rather than quarrel with Well's Water Power,
I would comxiromise, stretching the height from I4ft. to
15ft. if the opposing party will throw in the other 5. It

is a good fall, though, and pours down a flood of white
water.
Father and I each lugged a light load across, but Jot,

after running ahead a little to look out the place, said
"he guessed he could go it all right." It is bad water at
any time; even in a dry season Big Sebattis declared that
it was "berry rabbidge water" and took "great deal judg-
ment" to pole up it; but this year the stream was 2 or 3ft,

higher than Father had ever seen it in the fall, and the
increased volume of water pouring down over the falls

made them much worse than usual. The rains had so

swollen the river that it boiled down over the rocks in
great white rapids that showed a brandy-colored edge
above the yellow foam when the sun struck on them,
rapid after rapid, increasing as they descended until, just
before it made ready for the grand leap, it was all foam.
After waiting some time, part of the time on the bridge
watching the water and part of the time in the bushes
basking in the hot sun, I heard the clink of the pole on
the rocks, and soon the Lady Emma appeared slowly
picking her way through the rapids. Presently she shot
beneath the bridge and Jot landed out on a large rock on
the right bank just above the Grand Pitch. He did not
say much about the place except that there was "some
great kywashing around up there," and that the worst of

it was not in sight. Several times, he said, when he put
his pole down the whole length it did not touch bottom

—

a great danger when all may depend on getting pole-hold
and snubbing at that particular place. Pointing to the
last rapid above the grand pitch, the worst of those in

sight, he said that he went through several places as bad
as that. Many expert watermen would not have cared
to run Grand Falls this year when Jot did. Let me fore-

stall the question by confessing that I am altogether too
much of a coward to have desired any part in it myself.
We took time to view the grand pitch from the dam

both above and below and also ci'ossed the stream to the
left side where there is a gx-eat, square, out-hanging rock,
which some poor witling undoubtedly either has named
or will name the Devil's Pulpit. Let it be named Joe
Mitchell's Rock, for here it was, in fu.ll view of the mag-
nificent panorama of the river, the falls and the moun-
tains below, that old Joe used to have his camp and his

eel-pots, and here was enacted that laughable story with
which many an audience has since been ejitertained, of

Joe Mitchell's eels and Stickney's cow.
Just before we embarked I found a family of snakes

coiled up in the sun. It was mean to do it, but I threw
them into the swift cm-rent to see them swim. They
came straight to the shore, riding on the surface of the
swift water, their heads and breasts reared up, their backs
arched in undulating advancing curves. They were
Virgil's pythons coming from Tenedos, vindicating his

description point for point, and imparting to it a new
forcefulness, it seemed to me.
From the Grand Falls down the stream is quiet, with

low banks and few camping places. The hot srm made
it pleasant for us, but in the treetops we could hear a
wind howling. We glided along quietly, occasionally
scaring up an old heron that would keep just within
tempting gun shot of us, until we came to Spawnook
Lake, which is threaded on the stream like a single great
bead. On the lake it was blowing a gale. From the
shelter of the inlet we could see the big, white-capped
waves, black and ridgy, rolling in to us across the shoal
grounci. On a lake one never sees the smooth, glassy,

green rollers of the sea shore; lake waves are blue, black,

or leaden, with wrinkled fronts, and they rise up very
straight on the foreside as they are driven on by the wand
which they never long outlive. We looked at the lake
before we started out, and planned how we should be able

bear up against the wind. But this was not like that day
when we were windbound at ' Nicatowis, nor like that
other when we were driven down upon the shoal and
rocky ground at the foot of Caucomgomoc with the odds
against us. We could see the worst of the waves, and the
lee shore was clear sand. We laughed as, within the haven
of the inlet, we took off om* head gear to prevent its being
blown away, tucked the tent down over the load and the
gossamer over myself to keep the water off, and put out.

It was rough, about as rough as it could be on a lake no
larger than Spawnook, and hard work for the paddlers,
who had to do their best to prevent being driven back on
the shoal ground and capsized; but it was good fun for

the passenger with nothing to do but be rocked like a sea-

gull and admire the skill with which the Lady Emma was
held on her quartering course so long as the wind per-

mitted, and the moment a gust came or a larger wave
than common lifted his ci-est, was turned head to, and
eased off, so that with an uplift of the bows she rode out
what would otherwise have come near to ujisetting her.

Maps give this lake the name of Saponic, but that is

not its proper title. The real name is Pawnook, or Bar-
nook, and it means "an opening in the mountains"—an
approprig,te naoje for this sudden exnansiQn of stream

just as it reaches the foot of the massive Passadiunkeag
Mountain sloping down to it on one side, and the granite
studded hills which encii'cle it on the others. Pawnook
was the name the Indians gave it seventy years ago; for

in 1828, or within a year of that date, when my grand-
father went up fhe Passadumkeag with some Indians and
S. R. Peale, of Philadelphia, a member of Long's expedi-
tion in 1819-1820, and of Commodore Wilkes's in the for-

ties, the Indians gave this name and this meaning. If

we cannot restore the old Pawnook or its softer equiva-
lent, Barnook, let us keep the vulgar Spawnook, and not
give up name, association, meaning and everything for

the barbarous Saponic proposed by some unknown map-
maker, or corrupted by some careless printer.

The wind was so strong that we could not keep the
course we wished to, but instead of going directly for

the old bark landing on the left where we intended to

camp, we were forced to head up into the wind a great
deal more than we wished to, until, when nearly half

a mile out from the shore, where we wished to land, we
could take advantage of a lull, turn and run in shore.

We did not take in much water after all, thanks to good
management. And we did pass a very pleasant evening
on that camp ground; though being the last, it seemed
just a little lonesome.

xxn.'^-^AMb SO HOME."

The next morning we started out again—another glori-

ous day, bright October weather, not too cold, but every
morning the trees waking to find themselves redder than
before. Just as we entered the outlet Father killed two
wood-ducks at a shot, A little below comes the fall called

White Horse, which Father and I walked past as only one
man was needed in handling the canoe and our extra
weight would make it harder. I remember that I had
been allotting on the fun of running the quick water here
apd at Lowell and lost both.

Many were the pleasant reminiscences of this day, little

things"seen in passing—a blackbird in the bushes, a flock

of ducks flying, ship-timber floating slowly down stream,

an old heron that like all those we had seen this trip was
so tame thatwe repeatedly came within a few rods of him
At one place we heard a partridge drumming, and Jot and
I remained in the canoe looking over the side at the wrig-

gling creatures in the water, while Father went off after

the partridge. In the course of half an hour he returned
with his bird, having successfully located him and hunted
him up when he was drumming on the top of a granite

rock some five feet high,

Down to Lowell we floated quietly, but below there the

stream is broken by many rips, "nothing at all for water,"

as Jot would say, but very delightful for the canoeist,

who loves to feel the quickened pulse of the water and to

see the canoe, skillfully guided, swerve, turn, or shoot

ahead as directed. Most of these rips had water enough
on them to be run on the paddle, but sometiu^es we used
the pole a little. With a poor canoeman in the stern

every one, insigniBcant as they were, would have been a
fresh vexation, for we should have been run upon gravel

beds, scratched over little stones and bumped on big ones,

which hru-ts one's feelings more than it does the canoe.

But with Jot all was different. He does not need our
commendations as woodsman, hunter, waterman, cook,

or honest man, but he has them, none the less,

0, the perfection of a day, the perfection of a cruise

—

to glide over still waters in the hot sunshine, to dance
with the ripples down the rapids, the trees standing on
both sides robed in scarlet. That it was the last day, so

soon to be over, only made us grasp the more greedily at

its pleasures; we drank in our environment with the un-
slakeable thirst of Gargantua, and a hundred pictures of

scenes we passed are held in memory as vivid as the

moment we passed them. How we did enjoy the day"
like others that had preceded, rainy and sunny alike

looking back we would not have had any of them other

than as it was. The weather and the events seemed to

have sympathized from the first; we saw each place in

the mood most becoming to it. We would not for a world
have missed the exquisite delight of that day about the

Pistol region, and Fourth Lake Avould not have shown
half its proper dismalness on any but just such auspi'

cious days as we sjient there.

Just above Rocky Rips, Father shot a sheldrake flying

overhead and brought him down into the water; we saw
him fall and swim a space; when we were almost upon
him he disappeared. AVe searched everywhere for him

,

scanning the bottom up stream and down, to see that he
was

"

WILDFOWL IN OREGON.-III.

HUNTERS habitually refer only to their successes.

Seldom do you hear much about their failures and
their hardships; but then hunters at best are only human
beings in disguise. Observation and experience impresses
me with the behef that a record of the failures and hard-
ships in the life of any persistent sportsman would con-
stitute more than half of his diary. The rains, the chill-

ing fogs, the cold winds, wet feet, muddy duckboats,
frozen decoys, tired bones, hungry stomachs, all these
are seldom referred to; neither is much said about empty
game bags; but without experiencing all or most of these
vexations and afflictions no man was ever a true hunter.
You can teU the old hunter from the tyro simply by his

patience in adversity and his calmness in distress. He
never murmtu:s; he never wants to go home simply be-

cause things have gone a little wrong or the ducks don't

fly. Hunting is a safe cure for chronics. It either makes
better men of them or makes them stay at home where
they belong.
Dan Howe and I left Portland at 2 o'clock A. M. one

dark stormy night on the old hunting boat for a shoot

around Sturgeon Lake on Sauvies Island. It was not
only dark, but black, and the rain was out of Oregon's
old original stock, the same that prompted envious neigh-
bors to dub this the "Webfoot" State. I concede that it

does sometimes rain in this country for six weeks, day
and night, without cessation. I concede that the word
Oregon affects the majority of Eastern people somewhat
as a mild attack of the ague affects them, and that in

their minds it is synonymous with mists, clammy feet

and influenza, but these assertions about the birds, the

animals and the people aU being web-footed, I assure you
are not strictly true. As a matter of com-se it rains; but
ordinarily the rains are of such ajmild, gentle little tear-

drop kind that nobody seems to feel like seriously pro-

testing.

But this particular night was very stormy and boister-

ous. An hour brought us to the "breakwater," through
which we were hurled into Willamette Slough. This break-

water is a thorn in the side with every Portland himter.

It is built at the entrance to the Slough and is an ex-

tremely dangerous place in the night. It is always a re-

lief to be through it, either going or coming. Another
hour brought us to the mouth of the Gilbert River, a
navigable tide stream of the island, up which we started

under a good head of steam. Ten minutes more and the

prow of the boat was pointing to the north star, while the
stern was almost under water. In fact, the water was
washing into the fire room. We had run square upon a
sunken log, and apparently were there to stay unless the

boat sank. Every usual expedient in such cases failed to

bring us off, so Dan and I, against the protestations of the

captain, launched our little duck punt, which was about
the size and shape of an ordinary cofiin, and pulled up to

our destination, leaving the dogs to find their way as best

they could along the bank. It was a long, laborious pull

;

but perseverance prevailed, and we arrived in due time

at the narrow ridge which separates Big and Little Stm-
geon.

It rained unusually hard all day, but the shooting was
excellent. The birds were continuously flying over this

ridge, back and forth between the Sturgeons; and taking

our station in their fly-ways, we killed all we could carry.

As I have remarked before, it rained. Our luncheon got

wet and resolved itself into a kind of soft hash. Its

sickly, mysterious appearance was enough to appease

even a hunter's appetite without partaking of it. Night
came on early, and the last we could discern of the htmt-

ing boat was her white steam rolling up over the trees

away down the Gilbert, as she puffed and pulled in her

frantic efforts to free herself from the embrace of that

log. -We learned afterward that she pulled off at dusk,

whistled herself hoarse for us and "hen steamed back to

Portland, But we were too far off to hear her, and could

not have reached her in time if we had.

As the darkness settled down upon us we began to think

serious thoughts, A night on Sturgeon Ridge, in such a

wind and such a rain, was not an agreeable contempla-

tion, Dan suggessted that we try to reach an old hunter's

cabin which he remembered to have seen away at the

upper end of the ridge. We acted upon the suggestion,

hung our ducks in a tree and struck out for this haven of

rest.

It was very dark, but by following the bank of the
nmg the bottom up stream and down, to see that he

^^^^ arrived at a point opposite that at which Dan
... not clinging to the weeds beneath the water, and

{ ^^ ^g^^ ^-^^ ^^^^^ ^e located. Feeling our way
beating the banks to drive him out if he were hiding

, t^^^ugh the dripping brush for half an hour we found the
Failing to find him, we went ashore to take our last meal

^abin entered, scratched a match and surveyed our
together. After dinner we went down stream oyer Rocky

^^^rters. We found ourselves in a httle box about 8ft.

Rips, Lightning Rips, Scalp Rock—natives call it Sculp
g^Quare, with no sign of a roof, and such evidences of

Rock; it commemorates some old Indian fight probably
| ^^^.^j^ jj^ving been there as made hip boots a necessity,

of the last century, and there was another at Spawnook
| ^ ^j^g^j. xAa^Qn; and stood under a tree to talk

—and over all the other numerous rapids on the way,
'Tis too bad not to tell a good joke on one's self. I was
pondering over the escape of the sheldrake, going over

all the possible escapes open to him, how he looked, how
he was wounded, which way he went, and all that, when
only a few feet from us a pickerel flipped out of water
with such suddenness that I was scared into speaking.

Well, what did I say? What but "There's your duck,
Father," and got well laughed at as I deserved, for the

duck had been shot mUes behind and was either dead or

recovering long before.

We went down through the wide meadows, the booms,
the rafting-out place, to the town of Passadumkeag. It

was not pleasant to see houses again ; we always dread
the coming back. But we repacked our goods into

smallest compass, brought out the neglected clothes

brush and clean but crumpled collars, straightened our

hat brims and made ready to go down to the railroad

station and so home, as loath to return as we had been
anxious to go. Sic semper.

Fannie Peahson Haedt,

[Next week we shall begin the publication of a series

of papers by Miss Hardy, entitled "Six Years Under
Maine Game Laws," As the topic is one of importance,

and one about which our correspondent is well qualified

to write intelligently, the papers will be read with inter-

est. It is well known that in a large section of ]\Iaine

the present game and fish laws are disregarded. If Miss

Hardy shall carry out her expressed intention of telling

the public how this unfortunate condition has come about

and shall succeed in pointing out even a partial remedy,
she will have performed a public service of no mean
jnagtiitude.]

the matter over. It was raining and blowing just as hard
as ever; and was getting cold. Finally we concluded to

build a fire and try to get warm, Did you ever try to

build a fire of a dark, rainy, windy night with green, wet
wood, benumbed hands and a match?
Well, as the last match flickered and went out we stood

there shivering and silent. I don't know what Dan was
thinking about, but I was thinking something about home,
hot supper and a blazing fire in the hearth.

The wind moanedand the rain drizzled down our backs,

the only variation in the monotony being the hoarse

whooping of cranes, the weu'd honking of geeae, and the

rude quacking of ducks, while their restless thousands

made the air tremulous. It seemed as if the air itself was
some living thing, shivering as we were, such a strange,

confused, incessant noise did the wings of the uneasy
water-fowl make.
But we must do something. It would be at least ten

hours until daylight and it would not do to stand there

aU night. So we sneaked away into the darkness like

two thieves, or two tramps under orders from the police

to move on. Shortly we struck a grassy swale and fol-

lowing it came to an old hay barn biult up on stilts. We
could not get in, but hearing hogs grunting and snoring

underneath, we concluded that they might go out on
watch a while and give us a chance to get warm. Of
course the dogs eagerly took off om- hands the job of

ejectment, and, shame to say, we crawled into their warm
beds. No, not exactly into them, but we compromised
with our pride and got as close as we could. Then the

fun commenced. It was very evident that our intrusion

was distasteful to both the hogs and the fleas; but it was

fight or frei?e, and we prepared to fight, Th(j l>attle
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lasted five hours, but the perseverance of the swine and
the pei'severance of the fleas won the field. Imagine onr
surprise, however, when emerging from this den we found
that the clouds had broken away, the wind had stilled
and nearly a full moon was smiling down upon us.
The ail' was full of water fowl seeking their feeding

grounds, for as is well known, they feed as readily by
moonlight as by daylight, particularty when they are
hunted a great deal.

We came to a little round wapato lake, and the boom
of a gun away up the island suggested tha,t we might
mix a little fun with our night's wretchedness. So we
sat down on the bank of that little pond and potted about
two dozen mallards by moonlight. It is a reprehensible
practice, however, and should not be countenanced, for
ducks must have their feed and rest without molestation
or they will abandon the best of lakes.
Next morning we found our way back to the ridge,

pulled the boat over into Little Sturgeon, paddled our
way to the head of the island, boarded a passing river
steamer, ate up everything eatable aboard except the
China cook, and in due course of time arrived home with
about eighty mallards.

It must be that the mind cannot retain jjainful memor-
ies, or if it does it ignores them, for after years of hunt-
ing and angling with all their accompanymg hardships
and privations, to-ni^ht finds me loading shells and wish-
ing for bad weather just the same as of old.

S. H. Green K.
POBTLAKD, Oregon.

DOVES NESTING IN TREES.

IT seems strange that the mourning dove (Zenaidura
macroura) should ever attempt to nest in trees, seeing

the extreme labor such an undertaking entails upon her,
but the fact that she frequently does so remains and fur-
nishes food for refl.ection to the ornithologist.
Every one is familiar with this bird's nest as found on

the ground, a shallow, carelessly-constructed afEair, with
the two snow-white eggs, over which the sleek owner
broods continually from the time the first is laid until the
two are hatched, not daring to come off except at dusk,
EO conspicuous are her treasures in their far-gleaming
whiteness. This is her natural nesting place. When the
time comes it is but little trouble for her to collect the
handful of dry weed-stems and straws upon which to de-
posit her eggs, and so perfectly does her gray-hued
plumage blend with the tints of the soil that they are
seldom discovered by man unless disclosed by her flight
therefrom.

It is when this beautiful creature, whose name has be-
come with us a synonym for meekness and gentleness,
resolves to become "a scorner of the ground" that her
trouble begins. The interested observer finds himself at
a loss in his speculations for what he may deem sufficient
cause to justify all this extra labor. To be sure, the
ground-nesters are subject to a thousand perils that im-
mediately suggest themselves to the mind and furnish
apparently obvious reasons why this timid and gentle
bird should seek, in the selection of an unusual nesting
place, to avoid some of the dangers that threaten her eggs
and her young. But we commonly agree that birds
through all their changes have preserved the wisdom of
ancestral serpents entii-e, and I felt pretty certain one
May morning, when I discovered a dove preparing to
build in a winesap of my orchard, that this wisdom was
at fault. A little investigation, I said to myself, would
have proved that this leafy security of the grove is a mat-
ter of pm-e imagination. No shady deep suffices, no
triumph in the art of concealment avails to render the
successful rearing of a brood of young birds anything
less than a miracle, and as far as safety is an object she
might as well have trusted to mother earth and saved
herself trouble. I was, however, highly pleased to have
her meet this "sea of troubles" in my orchard.
To one who, like myself, holds the study of birds his

chiefest recreation, and who has to contend with the
natural disadvantages of prairie location, it becomes a
matter of no small importance to detain among his wind-
swept groves such of his feathered friends as stray thither
from more congenial haunts. He must learn to regard a
nest as a thing almost too sacred to be looked at, much
less rifled of its contents; and the shells in. his shotgun
must be allowed to reach a green old age, whatever temp-

relations, make propitiatory offerings in the shape of
boxes for bluebirds, wrens and martins, a festal board in
some retired nook whereon corn is to be spread for the
cardinal, and free baths at all hours for all comers.
And after everything is done, the student of bird life

on the prairie will find that his work lies among the yoe-
manry of the feathered race—the robins, the brown
thrushes, the kingbirds and sparrows. The rarer song-
sters hold themselves aloof in the line of blue timber that
bounds his horizon, and whose sequestered, wing-
haunted shadows seem to him a very paradise. Even
from the great warbler clan—the Smith family among the
birds—the yellow warbler is generally the only one who
will accept his hospitalities and venture to swing his nest
among the uneasy treetops of the place. Perhaps once in
many years that inveterate little tree lover, the chicka-
dee, will espy a woodpecker's hole in one of his fence
posts, and, imable to resist it, be seen tearing the lint
from gunny sacks and stripping the fibrous bark from
weeds: and then our ornithologist, "too happy" at red
sunrise, will hear the fairyhke song of this little fellow,
and in due time be filled with a pleasant astonishment at
beholding a pint or so of nestlings tumble oft" that little
lint-lined den.

I imagine that any one who makes a study of the living
birds and becomes acquainted with their many taking
ways, will soon begin to look askance at his cabinet of
stuffed ones, and at his collection of blown eggs, so many
of which, with the lapse of time, lose their richness of
coloring and gloss. I, for my part, no longer find the
mummified specimens in the glass case or on the dusty
shelf to my taste. A hawk, or an owl, or some one of
the waders who can stand to petrifaction when alive, are
the only birds anjway that are endurable stuffed. With
tbe others life is motioB, and after the first glance at

their mounted skins the beholder's pleasure in them is
gone._ Besides, how thick the shell of selfishness on his
conscience; thoughts and memories will fall on it some-
times as he looks at his spoils, that like coals of fire will
make the creature show signs of life.

No evil intent marred my pleasure that morning when
I discovered the dove prowling in my orchard. With a
heart soft as her own and as far from any treachery, I
chose a tree sufficiently distant from the scrubby winesap
she had picked out, and couching in the grass at its foot
proceeded to devote the remainder of the morning to
watching her movements: for though I had several times
found doves' nests in my orchard, this was the first time
I had ever caught one building, and I was curious to see
how these rosy-footed walkers managed among the inter-
lacing twigs. It soon appeared that whatever the diffi-
culties of the undertaking, the female dove was to en-
counter them alone. For the three or four hours that I
watched her she toiled at her task unaided; her selfish
mate, sitting concealed in a neighboring blackberry
patch, answered her short, piteous appeals for help with
a note of undisturbed serenity and content. She certainly
needed assistance. Unable to hop, like the perchers, from
twig to twig, she was obliged to make her way through
the trees by means of her wings, which striking against
the branches about her, baffled and distressed her beyond
measure.

I was ready to accuse her of being uncommonly stupid
as well as headstrong by the time the morning was gone,
for it was only on one side that the branches of the
tree were so disposed as to admit her into the leafy in-
terior, and if she failed, as she frequently did, to strike
this opening when slie returned laden with building
material, she became completely bewildered, and wotdd
fly distressfully about the tree in search of the lost portal,
when apparently the difficulty Avould have been to have
missed it. But she was out of her sphere and suffering
the natural consequences of her aggression.
About noon she flew away in search of food or rest, and

I went over there to see what she had accomplished.
Among the close-set branches of the tree lay the loose
jumble of stems and straws—the handful of trash which
had been collected at the cost of so much time and trouble.
It was a mere skeleton platform in arrangement, and the
material composing it could have been gotten together in
five minutes by a bluebird or a robin. Much of it had
evidently fallen through to the ground, and what re-
mained looked so hopelessly insecure as a foundation for
a nest that I was strongly tempted to improve it by
sprinkling a similar assortment of stems and straws on
top of it, but the remembrance of how a like officiousness
on my part had resulted in the case of two robins, de-
terred me, and after a short inspection of the dove's work
I went away. She came back no more that day, and I
believed that she had given it up, disheartened and dis-
gusted with things in general, and her mate in particular.
But the avian mind seldom changes in the matter of nest-
making, if left unmolested by man. Once resolved on a
building site I have seen them hold it in spite of most
audacious attacks from lesser foes, and overcome what
seemed to me insuperable natural difficulties.
The dew was still bright on the grass the next morn-

ing when I heard the peculiar whistling flight of the
dove, and going down I found my bird at work. Again
she spent half the day at her solitary task, carrying and
arranging her coarse twigs and straws with an air of
troubled uncertainty that was quite piteous. Once when
a golden warbler suddenly darted down and gave her a
spiteful peck on the back she took no notice, but plodded
on absorbedly in search of straws. Three days this
work went on, the whole of the mornings being de-
voted to building and the afternoons to rest and recrea-
tion.

At the end of this time the loose, shaky platform sup-
ported a pile of debris that presented a quite respectable
appearance, and though very far from answering to the
ordinary human conception of a nest, filled no doubt the
gentle breast of its builder with joyful pride and content.
The next day when I visited it I found her nestled upon
it for the purpose of laying.
Watching the construction of this nest and still under

conviction that the great labor expended on it was
thrown away, in so far as the dove believed herself the
safer for being oti the ground, I now resolved thoroughly
to satisfy myself on this point. I determined at once to
search out and make a list of all the birds nesting on the
place, and by daily visits to each nest to ascertain how
many of them succeeded in getting their young safely on
the wing. My place is small, and the list consequently
short, but it answered the purpose—it gave me some idea
of what a purely fortuitous circumstance it is that any
bird of even our commonest species ever reaches matur-
ity. The list follows, and the birds are so well known
that the Latin names are not needed.

1 house wren,
1 black-capped chickadee,
1 bluebird,
1 lark finch,
1 golden warbler,
2 robins,
3 brown thrushes,
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2 cardinal bird
3 catbirds,
3 orchard orioles,
3 chipping sparrows,
1 mocking bird,
1 kingbird,
2 purple martins.

Here were twenty-four nests over which I constituted
myself guardian, and which I visited every day or every
other day. By the ninth of June the result summed up
as follows:

LIST OF BIRDS HATCHED.
No. of Young.

1 bluebu-d 3
1 golden warbler 5
1 chickadee 6
2 robins (respectively) 3 and 5
2 brown thrushes, each .3

2 pui-ple martins, number unknown.

It will be seen that for the nine nests which escaped,
fifteen were destroyed, and all these, with the exception
of one cardinal bird and two oriole nests, contained full
sets of eggs when first found. To tell of the various ac-
cidents that caused the destruction of even the few I
know all about, would take too long. The greater uart
of them had their eggs spirited away in the mysterious
fashion that usually characterizes these felonies. Some
morning I would climb to a nest to find it safe, sound, and—empty; that would be all.

Now I imagine that any one keeping a close watch over
the bird nests about a farmhouse could match this ex-
perience of mine, and if I am not mistaken, would come
to the same oonclusione which I have reached, namely,

that it is indeed monstrous that the birds, exposed by na-
ture to such numberless perils, should have man to con-
tend against as their greatest enemy. That he is such,
who can read and doubt?
Let us continue to smash fashion plates over the ladies'

heads, but let us, also, give a part of our attention to the
egg collectors, the accounts of whose shameless raids fill

pages of every ornithological pamphlet published. Who
has not been disgusted with the repeated descriptions of
these heartless robbing expeditions in which no nest or
bird is spared? Who has not been weariedwith receiving
through the mail price lists in which the eggs of our most
useful song birds are offered at a few cents a set? Again,
learned naturalists show us in their papers what becomes
of many of the birds. Not content with large and com-
plete collections, they kill numbers of one species to
satisfy themselves regarding some slight variation in
pluraage, or they slaughter hundreds of our most beauti-
ful singers to prove, by examination of the vocal organs,
tins or that theorj' of song to be the true. one. "In the
mterests of science" is a fine phrase, but what it covers
will sometimes not bear the investigations of common
sense.

Why are not our laws enforced to stop this wholesale
destruction? It is because the average observer believes
birds multiply so fast naturally, that no protection is
needed. He was never more deceived in bis life. If he
would be convinced of this, he has only to follow, for
one season, the fortunes of the harrassed 'songsters about
him.
After all the above recorded disaster, of coui-se, I

watched over my dove with increased solicitude, strolling
every day or so by her tree, with just a quick glance to
see that she was still all right. A brooding bird will let
you fairly brush against her before she will start from
her nest, if she does not meet your eye. that alone con-
vmces her she is seen, I was careful, "then, not to alarm
this mother bird in that way, and in due time I had to
recite my little lesson in humility, for her darkly-mottled,
preternaturally-solemn twins were hatched and safely
reared within the leafy shelter of the wine-sap.

S. A. Ball.

SNAKES IN FLORIDA.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I don't think yom- correspondent "Anti Snake" need to
be so much afraid of rattlesnakes in Florida. I have done
considerable camping, tramping and hunting in the
twenty winters I have spent in Florida, but I have never
lost a dog nor seen a live rattlesnake in the woods or
swamps of this State. I walk through the swamps, scrub
palmetto or grass without ever thinking of snakes; and in
the twenty years have only known of two persons to have
been bitten by rattlers; one a Mr. Babcock, at Pine Island
Charlotte Harbor, and the yoimg Englishman killed this
winter at Halifax River, He saw the snake and struck
at it with a stick, when it struck back and hit him It
don't do to play with them.
What is called the moccasin snake or cotton-mouth

here, is very abundant in the water and swamps in the
southern part of the State, but not much feared or con-
sidered very dangerous like the rattlers.

I Avas once shooting from a boat in south Florida when
the bushes pulled out one of our rowlocks (quite a loss
when we could get no other), I proposed to our colored
man "Bill ' that he take off his shoes and pantaloons and
feel for it with his toes, in the water about three feet deep.
He dropped out of the boat and stepped upon a big moc-
casin snake. He gave an awful yelJ, and as he came out
had an enormous snake twined about his naked leo s. As
soon as he was out of the water it unwound and went
away. Bill was sure he was bitten, and I thought he
looked very pale for a black man, but I could find no bite
or damage. It was several days before he got over the
shock, and the rowlock was never found. The moccasin
snake keeps in or near the water all the time, and the-
fires that run all over the country do not kill them, but
the rattlesnake keeps most always upon the diy land,' and
most of them are burned up in the long grass and scrub
palmetto.

I only know of three poisonous snakes in Florida or
United States : The rattlesnake, moccasin and coral snake.
The last is a small very pretty snake, and not dangerous
unless you handle it. The rattlesnake of the Southern
States is a very large and dangerous reptile, but, as I have
said before, a very rare snake and seldom seen.
Jacksoiwillb, PJorida. Geo. A. BoAEDJLAN.

DRAGON FLY AND MOSQUITO,
Editor Forest and Stream:

I fully indorse what "Hermit" says regarding the praise-
worthy qualities of the dragon fly, in the last nuniber of
the FOKEST AND STREAM. Your correspondent Fannie
Peai'son Hardy evidently did not study her lesson in en-
tomology very closely before making her attack on these
very useful insects. Many times during the past 18 years
while wading trout streams in the Adirondack re<^ion'
have I welcomed the whir of the dragon fly. After coat-
ing my face with "tar and oil" and smoking until my
mouth was sore, in the vain endeavor to disperse the
cloud of black flies or gnats swarming about my bead
I have found it a relief to have this hawk of the insect
world swoop down among my persecutors. Back and
forth through the swarm he would dart with lightnino--
like rapidity, presumably carrying away a gnat at each
return, and affording me at least temporary relief. The
whir of the dragon fly's wings in in-oximity to one's head
is not particularly soothing to a nervous individual, but
if one can rid himself of the idea instilled in his boyish
mind many yeai-s ago, that "if you are not good the
'darning needles' will sew up your ears," they are not at
all unpleasant companions under certain conditions.
Utica, N. Y., March U. POKTSA.

Jack Eabbits for England.—New York. March 13.—
Editor Forest and Stream: It may be of interest to your
readers to know that I shipped last week some Kansas
jack rabbits to the Duke of Wellington for propagation
on his estate, Strathfield Saye. Should they multiply, it
is probable that they will be adopted for coursing in place
of the English hare, being so much larger and speedier.
Geo. Shepard Page.

A Book About Indiaks.—The Fohest ANn SittHAM will mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book.
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Foik-Tales," giving a table of contents
uad specimen iUBatratlona from the volume.—JLdlt).
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COON PREYING ON RABBITS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

''B," in Forest and Stk.eam of Feb. 26 doubts my con-
clusions as to coons catcbing rabbits, publisbed in youi-

edition of i'eb. 12. He says: "Before we accept Mr.
Latbrop's conclusion in the matter of their preying xipon
rabbits, I think we should examine his practices closely

to see if bis observations have been made with that thor-

ough minuteness the importance of the subject demands."
I bave hunted coons for years. The smallest number

captured in any one season was thirty-three, the larg-

est forty-five. This season, by reference to my records I

find I spent the whole or part of forty-nine nights in the
woods. My va,cation lasts from July 1 to Oct, 1. 1 keep
from five to seven coon dogs, and during July and August
spend many days with them on brooks and in swamps
looking for tracks and coon signs generally, so to know
where to bunt for them later. Among my friends I am
known as a "coon crank." The last of December, 1888,

1

took three old coons from a hollow tree alive, kept them
in a cage made on purpose to see if they would make any
crying noise that cou.ld be beard in the woods, and found
they did, These were full-grown coons weighing sixteen
pounds each. The next year (having disposed of these) I

had four tame ones. I have often let them out in the
yard after a snow storm, just to see their tracks and
notice how they looked when walking, trotting, pacing
and running. I spent many hours thus during that
winter, and feel very competent to tell a coon track from
a cat track, I am very sure the tracks seen following
those rabbits were made by coons.

"B." says "it is a death blow to formerlj'' received
theoi'ies of abstinence while in a state of hibernation,
etc." If "B." supposes that coons at a given time go into
a state of hibernation to remain so until the season for
that state is over, then to come out of it and remain so
until the next winter, he is mistaken. A coon hibernates
the least of any hibernator. Any warm foggy night dur-
ing December, January or February, after two or three
weeks of severe cold weather, coons are out, principally
to drink water: but they eat acorns, chestnuts, birds or
anything they can get that is included in their bill of
fare.

The three old coons captured as above were tracked by
me to a hollow tree in the last part of December, after the
ground had been covered with snow for about three
weeks, and we bad severe cold weather during that
month. I was in the same swamp the day before during
a hard rain and captured two coons, located by my dog
by scent, the hole in the tree being but five or six feet
above ground. There were no tracks in the snow that
day, but this rain brought the other coons out that night.
Now as to my practices on the day in which 1 made the

discovery, which "B." doubts, I had hired a livery team
and driven two hours from Cambridge for the express
purpose of looking for coon tracks; spent the whole day
there; left Cambridge at 9 A, M,, returned at 6 P. M., so
you see I spent five hours with those coon tracks.

If "B." will send me his address, and ask what questions
he wishes about coons, I shall be glad to enlighten him to

the best of my ability, James G. Lathrop.
Cambhidge, Mass.

The full texts of the game laws of all the StateSj Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Gam e Laivs.

A DEER HUNT IN FLORIDA.
DUEING the month of January, 1890, scarcely a day

passed but that a prominent physician of Cincinnati,
a fruit grower of Rochester, and myself, a resident of
Pennsylva,nia, gathered at Lake Helen, did not have an
hour's talk on our proposed deer hunt to the southern part
of the State.

Though daily Hayward and myself bagged a number of

quail and pigeons, which the chef of the Hax-lan Hotel
served up in good style to the appreciative guests, a deer
hunt was quite beyond anything we had undertaken,
with the exception of the doctor, who had shot deer in

the northern woods of Wisconsin.
We were ready to leave Lake Helen the first week in

February, having secured Paul Long as our guide. He
was a native of Florida, an excellent hunter and a good
cook. We had decided to go to Polk county, where a
brother of our guide lived and where there was reported
to be an abundance of game. Eagle Lake we found to

consist of but one house, the property of Martin Long,
our guide's brother. Orders were immediately sent to

Bartow for provisions, and about four P. M. the following
day the mules were hooked up to the large lumber wagon
whose broad tires prevented it sinking in the sandy soU.

One camp chest in which had been packed bacon, flour,

potatoes, canned goods and the necessaries was loaded on
the wagon with a large tent, and with Long as driver we
started off, followed by two deerhounds. Quail flew up
at our approach, but though the guns were nervelessly

fingered, they were left to fly away in peace.

Camp was made late at night along a small creek of
clear, pure water, and as the silvery moon came peering
over the treetops, we ate our supper of bacon, crackers
and coffee. After gathering a quantity of pine knots for

fuel, our couches were sought and all was still save the
quiet breathing of the sleepers. As w^e were to penetrate
still further into the forest our eariy breakfast was eaten
by the light of a huge camp-fire, which cast weird
shadows about us.

The rude trail wMch we had been foUovsdng was left

and a southerly direction was taien toward Lake Ar-
buckie. As we arrived near a beautiful lake about a half

mile in diameter the guide thought we had better make
our permanent camping place on its banks. It would in-

sure us plenty of pure water, and deer and turkey tracks
were visible. If no game fell to our guns, plenty of fish

could be caught.
Ere we had pitched our tent the rain began to fall in

torrents, the first good shower we had had in eight weeks.
When we awoke the following morning it was still fall-

ing copiously, but it did not dampen our spirits, and the
forenoon was pleasantly passed listening to stories related

by our guides.
The rain ceased about noon, and Long thought it would

be a good time to go out and look for deer, and I accom-

panied him. The camp had scarcely been lost to view
when we jumped a big buck. Both fired, but, alas! he
escaped us. Nothing daunted, however, we crossed a
marshy plot of ground and found where a deer had been
feeding since the rain. We tracked him by his trail in
the damp sand, but lost it when it entered the swamp.
While meditating whether to go on or return to camp,

the quick eyes of the guide caught sight of three deer
coming out of the brush along the edge of the swamp.
We quickly dropped on the ground and were hidden from
view by the scrub palmetto. The wind being favorable
and the deer feeding toward us, we waited until they
were within SOyds. from us, w^hen they were laid low by
the shots from our guns. As evening was approaching
and we were two miles from camp, it was necessary to
work rapidly in order to get them into camp. The greater
part of the next day was occupied in cutting and salting
the venison to take home.
Early the following day, before the sun arose, Long-

started out to look up the tui'keys we had heard gobbling
the previous day, but his search was in vain. The after-

noon of the day all went fishing and our supper would
have delighted the most fastidious hunter—deer steat,
fish fried in bacon, sweet potatoes, flapjacks and coffee.

Then followed two days of unsuccessful hunting. The
weather turned very warm, our provisions were running
low and we were fearful of our deer meat spoiling. So,
the next day, we put out our hoimds into the baj'ou, two
of our party going on one side, the others on the opposite
side. It was not long before the dogs struck a trail of
some kind and gave tongue. This was kept up for a
half-hour, yet jjeer as we might into the brush nothing
could be seen or heard. Suddenly we heard three reports
of a gun and upon running up to where they came from
we found Hayward standing over an old bear, which was
quite dead, while a ctib, which we soon killed, was mak-
ing things lively for the dogs. The combined weight of
the two was 7001bs. and with much difficulty they were
brought into camp, and it was late at night before we
could rest our tired bodies.

The next morning's sun found us with loaded wagon
ready to start for civilization. It was with delight we
turned our faces homeward with our trophies. Night
found us at Eagle Lake and the morning train bore us
northward, well pleased with our deer and bear hunt in
Florida. L. R. S.

SCBANTON, Pa.

TRAITS OF THE VIRGINIA DEER.
NONE of the wild animals of America is better known

in a general way than the common or Virginia deer.
It is my purpose in this article to mention some, only, of
the peculiarities of this animal as the result of many years
of careful observation, and which may have escaped gen-
eral notice. I regard this variety of the deer family as
likely to remain longest among us, in a wild state, and as
the one best adapted to furnish sport to the hunter. For
lithe and graceful motion he excels all other American
varieties. In this respect he equals the action of the
proudest horse. The mule deer under like circumstances,
that is, when alarmed by the approach of the hunter, is

awkward in his movements, making his few first jumps
striking the ground with his feet close together, and
stiff-legged like a bucking horse.

The Virginia deer has a natural inclination to remain
in one place or neighborhood, and about clearings in
forest and farms, even after cover has become scant,
leaving scarce a dozen acres of timberland between
cleared farms. For twenty-five years I lived in a well-
cleared and cultivated valley. During that time deer
were always to be found on the mountain sides within a
half mile of the clearings, and where they could at all

times see and hear the usual farm operations, inclttding

a view of the house dog as he lay in the farm yard or run
about the fields.

This deer is a great lover of water and of the food he
finds about lakes and rivers. I have known at least one
to be out in Lake Huron twelve miles from shore and
making for an island a couple of miles further from the
shore of the main land. I saw a large buck go into the
breakers of Lake Michiganwhen every wave knocked him
over on to his back. He did not like such rough water,
and came back to shore in spite of hounds and hunter.
When pursued by a full-blood staghound a buck takes to

water in about half an hour. A doe will require aboiit

twice as long. And a four-months-old fawn will fre-

quently run before the hound from four to six hours
before it goes for water. Of course trained cur dogs and
crossbreeds of many sorts run a deer much faster.

Some of his methods of escaping the shot of the hunter
show great sagacity. I have many times known deer to

be driven to a public road where a hunter was stationed.

If a wagon was passing the deer would cross the road
close behind the wagon, and so the hunter hidden a dozen
rods away could not fire. I have seen this occur too often

to believe it an accident. I w.as digging potatoes one day
when a buck came up behind me and lay down about
10ft. away. Half an hour after a hunter approached and
inquired where his deer went to. 1 had seen none and
told him so. While we were talking the deer jumped up.

If the hunter had carried a hoe instead of a I'lfle I doubt
if the deer wotdd have moved so much as one of his ears.

Their returning upon their track, or "back tracking,"

when pursued, is known to all hunters.

The mule deer, so far as I have discovered, knows
nothing of these tricks. Judge Oaton once said to me,
speaking of the difference in sagacity of the two
varieties, "The mule is a fool." Whether or not that
criticism is just, it is certain that living as the mule deer
does in the solitude of these great mountains, he does not
need to practice so much cunning to keep himself fairly

safe.

To discover the approach of danger deer depend on
their sense of smell. A single hunter, if skillful, when
there are two paths or runways, will walk into the forest

on one of them, then take his stand near the other in

order to shoot the deer before his hound. One day I saw
a band of five thoroughly frightened deer strike the track

where a hunter had passed but a short time before. They
all stopped when they reached the track as suddenly as

if their necks were just then broken. After sniffing the

air a few seconds they all set off again, but in an opposite

direction to that taken by the hunter.

One Smiday morning found me in a lumber camp on the

Rabit River in Michigan, where I must stay all day.

After breakfast I strolled up one of the log roads aud saw
where five deer has crossed on their way to some hard-

wood bottom land bordering the river, I followed on
their trail, intending to find them and spend an hour or
two in their company. I found them scattered out over
an acre of ground, but all in sight and browsing. The
one nearest me, and in no caver, soon saw me. At fii'st

he only looked at me when I was sitting down on the
snow and covering my face with my hand. He looked at
me sharp and often, but continued to browse. When
they were busy feeding I managed to approach. The
wind blew from them toward me. Sometimes I whistled
as if calling a dog. They all looked at me, but my face
was covered , and I sitting on the snow. After a while
the deer furthest to my right had got nearly in my rear,
when he gave a big snort and ran with great apparent
alarm . The others, startled by his warning snort, ran also,
but only a few rods. After a quarter of an hour of stand-
ing motionless, they slowly made tbeir way back and
began again to browse. I continued to approach as I had
a chance, while they were busy eating, until I had got
within a few rods of one of them. Just then he stepped
behind a big pine and I stepped forward briskly and made
a jump for his hind leg. I missed it by an inch. The
deer was too much frightened to jump more than a length
at one spring, until it had got ott' some rods, and then
made what might be called fast time. The others ran at
the same time and I saw my friends no more.
From the experience of a tolerably long lifetime in the

woods I am satisfied that the Virginia deer was intended
by nature to run before a deerhound. He is not afraid of
the hound and has no reason to be. But wolves, cur-
dogs and cross-breeds are his terror. I have seen a deer
pass me in the woods, bleating most piteously at every
jump. A black cur-dog was only a few yards behind. I
have seen deerrunning before a staghound and loping along
as happily as a fox in the same situation, stopping at top
of every considerable hill and waiting for the hound to
come up. When tired the deer will go to water, or if a
buck may stop and beat off the bound. I have seen a
buck beat four as good hounds ar ever were in the United
States.

The deer after a day's run goes back at night to the
bed he was started from in the morning; and I have
started the same buck with my hound from the same
bed several times. And the testimony of my friends is to
the same fact.

Often a hound gets beaten by a particular buck and
will not after that follow it a ro'd. In a case of that sort
I got a farmer to go with me, taking a large dog of his. I
got up the buck; and in fifteen minutes the fai-mer's dog
came back with a hole in his side as big as a hen's egg.
My hound was within 20ft. of the buck when he sprang
up, but did not follow the buck a dozen rods, notwith.-
ing I did my best to urge him on.

I learned when a boy to still-hunt deer. But I would
not give a straw for all the sport I can get from shooting
deer. I would as soon walk in the autumnal forest with
a cane as with a rifle. My only idea of sport in good hunt-
ing is shooting on a runway before a deerhound, a,nd with
a party of my friends. 1 never saw a party of deer hunt-
ers that could kill as many deer in a week as either one
could kill in the same place at still-hunting. For myself
I never killed more than two deer in one day before
hounds, and that but a few times, while I have shot as
many as five in as many minutes while still-hunting. It

is not the killing of deer that makes "sport," but the
chase, and 1 am as well contented without the killing as
with. I hunted for twenty years more or less every fall

with hounds, most of the years about the rivers and lakes
in northern New York; and never shot a deer in a lake
nor saw one killed from a boat except in two cases. I

saw one Indian and one half-breed each kill one in Lake
Hm"on. In the first case I was watching a deer floating
about in the breakers near shore and waiting for her to

come out. Suddenly she sank, nothing except the tip of
her black nose remaining above water. Surprised at this,

I looked up and down the shore for the cause. Soon I

saw coming round a sharp point of land jutting into the
lake on the north an Indian canoe, containing an Indian
and his squaw and children. I showed myself and he
passed the deer without pretending to see it. One of my
party, however, whom I did not suppose was near, hailed
the Indian a quarter of a mile below and engaged him to
land his family and go out and catch the deer. I was dis-

appointed. I could have shot the deer any time dui'ing
the last half hour, but did not wish to do so until it had
left the lake and was on the jump through the scant
timber lining the shore. Geo. H, Wyman.
Boise City, Idaho.

PA'TRIDGE.

WILL you kindly tell me througb your columns the
difference between a "ruffed grouse" and a "part-

ridge"?
I was raised in Vermont, and recall with pleasure

many a ramble, while yet a boy in my teens, over her
forest-crowned hills, lugging guns that were not infre-

quently dangerous at both ends, particularly the closed
end. Nevertheless the blood of Nimrod coursed through
ray veins, and on these tramps I occasionally brought
down one of those magnificent birds which in my neigh-
borhood I never heard called anything but partridge.
During those early days I often heard and read of grouse
in other States and other countries, but supposed them to
be an entirely different bird. When about twenty-one I

left my native State and came to Kansas, where I have
since lived. I do more or less gunning every season for

prairie chickens, quail, geese, ducks, etc., but have never
yet fell into a "ruffed grouse" locality.

From reading about the habits and tricks of the latter,

I have long since had a suspicion that the "ruffed grouse"
and the old "partridge," friends of my boyhood days, are
one and the same bird. Web3ter does not make it en-
tirely clear to me, or at best he gives different names for

different localities, but does not make the difference plain.

I am aware that a man who has carried a g^ln for quite
a number of years ought to be posted on so simple a
question, but my boyhood's birds were partridges, and
known in our part of the State as such, and by the time
I had grown to manhood I was far away in another State,

and my hunting since has been for different birds, either

in open field, brush thicket or water, and having had no
opportunity to form the acquaintance of ruffed grouse,
or renew my partridge acquaintance, I am obliged to

settle my doubt from the knowledge of others. Tfiis

much I do know, that a partridge—be he known by that
name or any alias—is wise enough to lead anyoldgunne^
a long chase, and when flushed within range thatgunne^
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must be quick and sure of aim, or the bird's plump
breast will still continue to thunder tbroiigh the woods
instead of steaming from the frying-pan.

,

I have read with great interest the late articles on the
woodcock cfjestion, and feel that the subject is yet open
for investigation if all doubt is to be removed.
In the last number (March 5) I notice a communication

from Stockton, Kansas, by "A. L. T.,"in which he re-
grets the violation of our game Jaw. He has expjessed
the right sentiment, and our towns are not far apart. I

would be glad to correspond with, him to secure his co-
operation to create sentiment against this unlawful
slaughter. If he will kindly address me at Kirwiu,
Kansas, P. O. Box 11, giving full name, I will gladly
reply. H. A. E.
KiRwm, Kansa?, March 9.

[The ruffed grouse is commonly called partridge or
pa'tridge in New England: that is the name the bird is

best known by ; it is the name associated with shooting
days in the memory of scores and thousands of men : and
there arc lots of people who know the ways of the bird
in its native haunts and the txicks of shooting it, who
never have and never will call it ruffed groitse nor any-
thing else than pa'tridge.]

My experience for 1890 with dog and gun is as follows:
Number of birds shot forty-seven, about half and half
woodcock and partridge. All brush shooting. And in
some of the most inaccessible places. It cost me about
five shots to the bird. All shot on the wing but one.
Made my first double shot this season on partridge.
Woodcock have been more i^lenty than usual. But
partridge scarce, broods small; in the season's hunting
did not see a brood with over four in. Something wrong
through hatching season.
Game has all sorts of enemies, and some worse enemies

than man. In this section we have only two months"
hunting, September and October. Snow and cold weather
close it for us about Nov. 1. One day while out
hunting I came to a fence of alders. The dog showed
game, and a woodcock flushed wild. I marked him down
and worked that way with the dog. Before getting half-
way to where the woodcock lit, to my surpi-ise a great
hawk got there before me. Then there was a hustling
right toward me—woodcock ahead, followed by hawk
three or four feet behind. I had but little time to think,
and wheeled calculating to shoot both. Shot the wood-
cock; and in the smoke and confusion the hawk got away.
Another time I was hunting partridge. Had just shot
one, and Avas working along to where I had seen others
go, when, on rounding a clump of scrub pines. I noticed
a large hawk making a great effort to fly, I looked at it

vrtth astonishment for a minute, when collecting my
senses let go a shot which brought some feathers, but the
hawk got away. On walking along further I saw a lot
of feathers which on examination proved to be of a
partridge. The dog stopped, and in going where he was
I found a partridge yet warm, I picked it up and ex-
amined it. The hawk had gone to work in a scientific
raanner to make a meal. First every feather had bsen
picked off of the head and neck, then he i^lucked out the
eyes, after which the fat and skin of the neck make a
dainty morsel. Coming along just then I had broken up
the meal. With my jackknife I cut the neck off close to
the body—the blood still running—and jiut it in my game
bag, not feeling badly at robbing a hawk of its supper.
Another time, after the snow came, I found that nearly

every partridge track had a fox following. So we see that
game has enemies all months in the year. J. E C. D.
Glovkbsville, N. Y.

GAME SLAUGHTER ALONG THE BORDER
RV. GrRIFFIN, an old hunting companion, in a pri-

• vate letter to one of the editors, vvrites from
Toats Ooula, Washington, near the boundary line be-
tween that State and British Columbia, of the destruc-
tion of game in that vicinity: "I am deUghted with
Forest and Stream, and shall always continue to take
it, I wish we had some of your game protectors in this
country, for it is a shame the way our game is disappear-
ing. The blacktail deer in particular have been shot
down here and left lay to feed the magpies and eagles,
without even removing the hide, and many four-horse
team loads have been killed and hauled to the Columbia
River and thrown away and not a pound of the meat
used. Even the ranchmen have gone out for a week's
hunt and killed from fifteen to twenty large, fat bucks,
and never bring a pound of it home. Some of the same
party now would be glad to close their lips over a piece of
a poor doe. I have hunted a great deal m the last twenty
years, and have killed a good many deer, but always
made use of the meat and hides, but I never have seen
game destroyed as it has been in this section of the Slate.
"Just think of it! Last winter on the Ashnola one

hundred rams were killed for their horns, and the meat
left to feed magpies. It is no trick to kUl as many as one
wants in the winter, when the snow drives them out of
the high mountains and down to low hills along the
streams to the great licks. Any bodv that can hold a
gun f o bis shoulder can kill sheep there. Now, the same
party that killed so many last winter have been to the
same place with sportsmen for two summers, and they
never got but one sheep, and that was a two-year-old
ram. That don't speak very well for men who follow
hunting and guide for sportsmen.
"Since writing this the same men havereturned from a

six weeks' hunt on that stream. They got two two-year-
old rams, two wolverines, which were caught in bear
traps, one large silver-tip bear, which they caught in a
steel trap; he was very old, his tusks were gone. Two
cow elk were seen on the headwaters of Nehumsion
Creek, the first that have ever been seen in these moun-
tains. The party reported deer very scarce and shy.
"Some of the old mountaineers here had the laugh'*on

me when they heard we got lost a year ago last fall, but
one of the same men, a good mountaineer and good
hunter, got caught in the same trap as we did a few days
ago. He went out in the morning to kill a couple of deer,
and had shot one doe when it commenced to get foggy.
He came on to a buck and a doe, and shot at the buck"but
struck him too low down, but he was bleeding very free,
so he kept on after it, but never got to see it again! Then
he thought he woidd go back to the doe he had shot and
take it to c imp, but he did not find the doe that day, as
it was so foggy he could not tell where he was. So he
got under a big pine tree and walked around the stump
fhe whole night. Do you ask why he did not make a fire?

Well, in the first place there was no wood and in the
second he had no matches and no coat on. and not a bite
to eat from the morning he left camp until the next night
—and he was not more than a mile from camj) at any
time. Such is the life of a hunter. The best of them get
caught some time, and when they do get caught they
know how it is themselves.

• 'I see they have placed a hea^^ license fee on all hunt-
ing parties or persons that are not citizens in British
Columbia. This is a little rough on the boys, ain't it?''

A HANDY CAMP BED.
^^mCA.GO.—Editor Forest and Stream: Some of
V.'' your readers like to cam]:) out, but do object to
sleep ©n the ground. This is not tlie case with me, for
I would rather sleep on the ground than in a feather bed.
Still as all "outers" do not think or feel alike, I have put
together a device that may be used as a bed.
A bit of canvas or duck of any required size, as say Sft.

by 6ft., is provided along the edge "wdth eyelete, and to
each eyelet is a short cord or rope. This forms the bot-
tom of the bed; and it is to be used in this fashion in the
woods. A few notched poles are cut and put together,
as indicated in the sketch; and on the top of the four hori-
zontal poles the bed bottotiv is put and the cords tied each
to the opposite cord underneatl-. the bed, passing the cord
over the horizontal poles on the sides. This forma a can-

vas bed bottom. Now, my experience has been with
these canvas portable beds that they are "colder than
Christmas," and to remedy this defect I propose that this
canvas bed bottom, as it will always sag, be filled with
spruce or pine feathers up to a level with the poles; or in
other words fill the hollow, and then spread over it the
blankets. Then if the sleeper, before he goes to roost,
will spread over the frame a mosquito bar, he will sleep
like a top.

Of course it should be remembered that the poles must
be tied together at the top and other joints; and by select-
ing the poles with a view to the notches, one can have a
bed on which he can comfortably sit in the morning to
put his moccasins on or stretch himself and yawn with
the greatest comfort. And all it will cost him is a bit of
good stout ducij, a little mosquito bar, some cord or
thongs, and a few grains of sense; and with a hatchet
the thing is done. So am I. Herman Haxjpt, Jr.

DAKOTA GAME BIRDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I send you a few notes on the game birds of Towner
coimty. North Dakota, as I saw them during the spring,
summer and fall of 1890. I arrived in Towner county
May 10, and from thsit time until late in the fall I saw
game birds of some kind nearly every day. The main
flight of geese and ducks had gone north, presumably to
their breeding grounds, leaving only those which for
reasons of their own had determined to try their luck
where they were at that time.
May 1 I saw first willets and bartramian sandpipers

—

called plover—the 13th I saw a good many mallards, some
widgeon and bluewing teal, four ruddy ducks (the only
ones seen during the year), hooded mergansers, tv70 sand-
hill cranes, and flocks of geese that looked very large to
me. and they were when compared with what I had seen
in old Connecticut. The 16th I had my first goose hunt.
With two friends I went to the Big Slough, some 2^ miles
northeast of town. We arrived late; the flight was over.
The geese and ducks frequented the place for the purpose
of rest and to drink. Charlie, thinking to give the two
novices a chancp, went back and around a hill, coming on
to the shore of the pond opposite our stand. Every "bird
immediately took flight, several hundred coming over our
heads. Billy picked out his bird, kiUing one with first

barrel and missing wdth the second. As for myself, I

scored a complete miss. As the flock went over my head,
I thought the geese were so thick that a shot could not
get through without striking a bird, so I drew up and shot
both barrels into the flock, and, so far as I could see, never
stirred a feather. Small wasn't the word for the way I
felt. This proved to be the last flock of geese we saw
until the fall flight.

On the 19th 1 added the gray duck to my list: the 20th
an American coot; the 33d the pintail duck; the 25t.h
prairie chickens were seen, also a large flock of black-
bellied plover. May 21 I found a mallard's nest with
eight eggs; the 31st another with eleven- eggs. June 4 I
added the marbled godwit to the list. .June IS saw^ female
gray duck with six or eight young two or three days old.
June 14 a friend brought me a young prairie chicken less
than a week old. His dog had killed it. There were a
number of good broods of prairie chickens raised within
a short drive of the town. A few were shot before the
law was off by local hunters. The farmers at this season
are very busy, or in all probability more would be shot.
In 1888 chickens were rarely seen in this vicinity, while
the sharp-tailed grouse were quite numerous; but now it
is changed. The prairie chicken is increasing and the
sharptail disappearing, although said to be the only
grouse in and ai-ount Turtle Mountains,

Sept. 8 I found a flock of twenty chickens, apparently
two broods, as they were of different sizes, nearly full-

grown and very strong flyers. Pj-evious to finding the
chickens I had put up an old male shai'p-tailed grouse,
who proved to be too sharp for me, as, after following
him over three miles and shooting at him several times, I
gave it up, thinking it would be too bad to annihilate the
only specimen of its kind I had seen.
Two days later, with my friend Charlie Canfield, I had

some fine shooting for a short time at the same flock of
chickens, getting seven. They were about the last killed
in this place. Sept. 20 I saw a small flock of brant which
were the advance of the fall flighfhere. The 25th I saw
the first flock of snow ^eese, which were common fronl
then on. Oct. 5 Hutchins's brant and white crane made
their appearance. Some flocks of sandhill crane had
been seen flying over, but they did not stop to feed. Oct.
1 it commenced storming and it rained or snowed evei-y
day until the 17th. It was an unusual thing for so much
water to fall at this season of the year, but the hunters
thought it a great blessing, as it filled up the sloughs and
coulees. Before the storm general complaint was heard
from shooters that there would be no geese or duck shoot-,
ing as there was no water. From then on geese and mal-
lard ducks were without numbers. Figures can give no
idea of the size of the immense flocks that were seen.
The largest flock I saw was in one continuous line over
a half mile in length and they were flying from 20 to 50
abreast. Nearly every resident agreed in saying that
there had never been so many mallard ducks seen in one
fall as there were during the last weeks in October, 1890.
They were considered small game. Every one could eat
goose. One man, who had killed a good many ducks,
took a buggy load into town. He could not give them
away and they were fed to hogs. 1 heard of an old half-
breed who sneaked on to a flock of geese and killed twelve
with one charge from an old muzzleloading shotgun of
not over 16-bore. The geese I saw, and could identify,
were snow geese, which were abundant and led in num-
bers. Hutchins's brant were quite common and often
seen in large flocks of snow geese, besides many flocks
that kept by themselves. The Canada geese were common
but not seen in any great numbers at one time; the
American white-fronted or speckle-bellied goose was
quite frequently killed out of flocks of snow geese. I
also saw several that I could assign to no place, apparently
hybrids, or they might be classed as sports from the varie-
ties of the genus Berniela or brant geese.
There was a severe cold snap the first week in Novem-

ber, after which the geese were seen flying in the trian-
gular-shaped flocks in which they migrate, and from then
on the numbers seen grew rapidly less and all were gone
by Nov. 15, with the exception of now and then a small
flock which would be seen flying rapidly toward the
south, until about Dec. 1, After geese and ducks go south
it is seldom a game bird of any descrij^tion is seen on the
prairies of North Dakota. I append the weights of a few
of the geese and ducks I killed during spring and fall.

Snow geese in adult j)lumage: 7 weighed respectively
olbs. 6oz., .51bs. 5402,, o^lbs., Oflbs., 6fibs. In young or
gray plumage 8 weighed 41bs. 6oz., 41bs. lOoz,, 61b. 12oz.,

41bs. lOoz., 51bs., fflbs. 2oz., 4lbs. 8oz,, 4lb3, 4oz.
Mallards: 6 drakes weighed 31bs., 2ttbs., 21bs, lOoz.,

2ilb3., lib. lOoz., 3lbs., 2ilbs; 3 ducks, 21bs. 2oz., 21bs. 8oz,,
2tbs. lOoz. One gadwall drake weighed 31bs., one pin-
tail i 21bs., one widgeon drake l|lbs., 2 ducks, l|lbs,,

l^lbs. Blue-wing teal, 5 drakes, 4 ducks, weighed with-
out any variation fib. each. Elmer T, Judd,
Bethel, Conn.

WYOMING SHOULD ACT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I was glad to see you editorial of March 5, calling at-
tention to the destruction of game and fish in the region
bordering on the southern boundary of the Yellowstone
Park. For a very small expenditure the new State of
Wyoming could do much to prevent the poaching going
on in that portion of her preserves. It is surprising how
quickly the wild animals take advantage of protection
and come back to their former beloved ranges when un-
disturbed. I have been amazed at the results attending
our efforts on the east side of the Park to stop wanton
and indiscriminate killing. We have only been at work
for a few years, and the increase of game is most gratify-
ing. If similar action could be instituted in the other
districts adjacent to the Park it would not be long before
the natural increase and overflow would provide enough
game to warrant a modification of the game laws, or at
least to the extent that they could admit the visiting
sportsman to a reasonable share in the trophies of the
chase.
Hunters and guides now are generally in favor of strict

game laws; they see that without them their occupation
is gone. They could do a good work too in restraining
their parties from going too far. Patience and great
moderation should be their guiding principles. Let us
hope that Wyoming will, before it is too late, realize the
necessity of action. It is extraordinary that the protec-
tion to game throughout the whole country has always
been of a puerile character, locking the stable door, etc.

On a trip last fall and certainly within a mile of the south
line of the Park, we saw many evidences of game ruth-
lessly shot down and left to rot. Archibald RoaEES.
Hyde Park-on-Hudson. N. Y.

General Sibley's Sketches. — Referring to two
sketches by General Sibley mentioned in a recent article
by Chas. Lanman, a correspondent asks where "Buffalo
Hunting" and "Hunting on the Western Prairies" can be
obtained. Can any of our readers answer the question"?

Scott Guns.—Tariff changes may come and go, but
there are a large contingent of American shooters who
are wedded in their likes to the English gtms and secure
them no matter what the customs rates may be. When
an order is given for a prime weapon it's Scott to be filled,

and Wm. Read & Sons, of 107 Washington street, Boston,
can take the instructions of the gun user and fill them to
the smallest detail. They import Scott guns direct from
the maker and have an exceptionally large supply on
hand, and can fill a special order in a very short space of
time. They report that the demand is increasing at a
very gratifying rate, and from the best class of shooters,
those who have used guns for some time and learned just
what they want for the best work. A list asked for from
the firm of Read & Sons will give Forest and Stream
readers full particulars about old reliable Scott arms.
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THE MAINE GAME QUESTION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It is with considerable reluctance that I take up the
task of replying to a letter of Mr. Manly Hardy in the
Forest and Streajvi of Feb. 26, 1891. In the outset, per-
mit me to say that I dislike a controversy in a newspaper
above all things, and am well aware that the readers
thereof share in my dislike. Indeed, were it not that a
principle is involved, that the principles of Forest and
Stream itself are involved in having published "Special's"
articles for six or eight years, believing them to be the
truth, that personal attack upon "Special" would never
have been replied to by me.
In the first place, it may be well to state that I am con-

vinced that Mr. Hardy is honest in his opinions; indeed,
that he is an honest man, and, so far as his knowledge
extends, he would not knowingly mislead the readers of
the Forest and Stream in regard to the situation ofgame
protection in Maine, the way to do it, or any of the af-
fairs of the State immediately connected with that subject.
So far as Mr. Hardy's knowledge is concerned, so far

as he has thought, he is right in regard to "Special." He
evidently supposes him to be a writer in Boston or some-
where else, writing about Maine game affairs like a long-
distance war correspondent. But it would perhaps sur-
prise him to know that the writer behind the nom de
plume of "Special" was born in Maine, in a back town
(he is proud of it), schooled in one town in Maine, fitted

for college in another town in that State, college-trained
in another town, now a city, began newspaper life in yet
another town, only removing to a larger New England
city for the sake of the better oiDportunities offered,
"Special" also visits Maine twice annually for the sake of
the dear old hills, the woods and waters, and the little

share of fish and game that is left to him after the legal
open seasons commence. That "Special" is ia daily con-
tact with "sportsmen" and tradesmen who visit Maine,
and goes there himself as often as occasion or business
requires is another fact that Mr. Hardy should under-
stand, lest he make another mistake; also that he is fully
aware of the number of deer being shipped to Boston
commission houses in the close season, and at a time
when the city sportsmen are certainly at home.
That certain of the lumberland owners of Maine would

willingly see all the fish and game laws of that State re-

pealed is capable of proof, and that they would try some
such action before the Legislature of that State this win-
ter was communicated to me by men in whom I have
confidence, need not be repeated. One of the largest
land, owners in Maine has told me himself that he should
be glad of any form of law or any means whereby fisher-

men and hunters could be kept away from his lands.
"We don't want them there," he said, "we are afraid of
their fires." Mr. Hardy must also be aware that the
present game laws of his State were left in their present
ineffective condition for the simple reason that a lumber-
land owner proposed the amendments that weakened
these laws at the very last hours of the session two years
ago, and at a time when the friends of the laws as pro-
posed had all gone home.
Mr. Hardy objects to "true sportsmen." I do not. By

the term, I mean a man who will not kill game in close
time. There are many such who go to Maine. X can
give Mr. Hardy some of their names. Some of them own
camps and cottages on lands leased of the lumber land
owners, costing thousands of dollars. I have in mind
one such gentleman, who rowed three miles in an open
boat himself one night, to try to extinguish a fire that
some canapers had left burning. He could not even wait
for a mari to come to row the boat, though he had several
men at work not far away, who would be in at nightfall.

The fire was set by some native hunters, and it could not
be extinguished for several weeks, though it was kept in
check by the efforts of crews of men from the camps in
that region, till the fall rains came. True sportsmen
will not kindle fires in the forest, neither will they
kill game out of season, even at Nicatouse, where,
it must be admitted, the love of the game laws is at low
ebb.
But Mr. Hardy should not for a moment imagine again,

from the above, that I stand up for either the hunter from
Massachusetts, New York or Yale College, that goes to
Maine to kill deer in close time. If he does again allow
himself to so think, I shall be obliged to accuse him of
not having read my letters carefully. I defy him to pro-
duce either word or line that I have ever ^vTitten for the
Forest and Stream defending the killing of game out
of season in Maine or any other State. The files of the
Forest and Stream for all the time I have written for
it are at his service; for if he does not have them at hand
I will forward them to him, express paid. I shall expect
that he will show some words from me defending those
from outside of his State who have killed game out of
season, or I can with justice claim in the Forest and
Stream that the principal accusations in his letter in that
paper of the issue of Feb. 26 have fallen to the ground
for lack of truth.

I am also here obliged to ask him if he will kindly point
out a single paragraph wherein I have denounced any-
body, either citizen of Maine or any other State, except
the enemies of the enforcement of the game laws of that
State as interpretpd by its able and honest commission-
ers. I shall be obliged to request him to refer this para-
graph to those commissioners and ask them if I have
ever denounced any other citizen of Maine. With reply-
ing to the accusations of Mr. Hardy I am done, except that
I must request him in his careful perusal of what I have
written in Forest and Stream to carefully note the
many times I have openly denounced the carrying of
guns into the Maine woods by anybody in the close time
for game; to note where I say in substance that if any-
body does this and gets shot, why, I am simply glad of
it. Something like this idea he will find in connection
with the shooting of the son of the Massachusetts profes-
sor, with the noted Connecticut professor, the announce-
ment of which piece of news was made by me in the
Forest and Stream at the time, or as near to the time
as the news got out. Will he also carefully note the con-
demnation that I gave in the case where a New York
sportsman got a charge of shot in his side, I think it was,
at Seven Ponds, a year or two ago, while attempting to
jack a deer in close time. Then there was the case of the
son of a Boston gentleman, who was shot by his own
rifle, in a Maine camp, last summer, or a year ago. He !

will find the case if be reads the back numbers of the
Forest and Stream carefully. There I say in substance '

that the boy had no business with a rifle in camp in close ;

time, and that if he was killed his parents had only
themselves to blame. The editor of Forest and Stream
will tell Mr. Hardy that I have very often scathed the
breakers of the Maine game laws—several of the very
ones that Mr. Hardy mentions in his letter—so severely
in my articles that he has been obliged to soften and tone
down the language, lest it might appear that I were
altogether too severe.
With answering the -attack of Mr. Hardy the above

ruust suffice, but he wiU permit me to submit a proposi-
tion to his judgment. I desire him to answer it through
the Forest and Stream. Now, suppose that for some
cause or other it should happen to become the thing to do
for about all of the vacationists of the country to burglar-
ize houses in Boston. Indeed, allow that the desu-e for
robbing houses in Boston had greatly increased during a
few years; that even Maine visitors to the city had
grown to have a passion for this thing. Now we will
suppose that the Maine visitor does not even know the
streets of Boston : does not know the location of the house
he desires to rob, but that there are a set of men in Boston
who are ready to guide him to the house for pay. Nay, they
will even furnish the conveyance and "holdup" the place
while the Maine "sportsman" you may call him, if you
desire, does the robbery—^brings off the trophy. House rob-
bing becomes very common; even the "guide's" themselves
are at it. Now it is necessary to enforce the law of Massa-
chusetts against burglary. Where shall the officers begin?
Shall they rush to a "newspaper and complain of the Maine
"sportsmen," and claim that the "sportsmen" from Maine
are altogether to blame; that the Boston "guides" have
become disgusted with the robberies committed by the
Maine visitors ? Shall they say, "Keep your Maine sports-
men out of our city and the robberies will cease?" Has
Mr. Hardy never heard about such a thing as an acces-
sory in a crime? Don't the Maine laws have something
to say about an accessory before the fact, wherea "guide"
writes letters telling thieves where the booty lies, when
to come, etc.? Suppose that it was almost impossible for
the visitors to find the particularly desired booty in the
great city; that the visitors are"^not experts at stealing;
yea, even that it would be almost impossible for these
visitors to get the booty unless guided by experts, where
would Mr. Hardy begin to enforce the laws of Massachu-
setts against this stealing ?

I think that Mr. Hardy will reply that I have put the
comparison in too strong terms. Please remember that
I have drawn no comparison. I have not even men-
tioned the other side of the comparison. I have left that
for him. He may say that 1 have put the case too
severely; that shooting deer in close time is not a crime
against society, and that housebreaking is; that the
illegal killing of game is only a crime against the State.
Well, then, put it in a different form, if you please.
Suppose that it was the thing for Maine visitors to do to
pluck the flowers from the Public Ciiarden, or from pri-
vate yards and greenhouses. That these visitors had to
be guided by Boston "guides" in order to know where
the flowers were; indeed, that they would not succeed
in getting a flower once in a dog's age, unless assisted
by a Boston " guide," where should we begin to
enforce the law? Stealing flowers before the owner
is willing that you should gather them is scarcely
worse than shooting game in the legal close time.
Now let Mr. Hardy tell the readers of the Forest and
Stream squarely whether if Maine people universally
stood by their own game laws and refused to assist ' 'sports-
men" from other States in the illegal killing of game, if

the whole work would not be done; then take the last
sentence in his own article in that j^aper of Feb. 26, and
see again how it sounds: "The fact lies just here: keep
your true sportsmen out of our woods in close time and
our own people will respect the laws; hxit if these gentle-
men see fit to keep on doing as they have done, and have
a man like 'Special' to charge their sins to us, they must
not blame Maine people if we join with them in killing
in close time," Special.

GAME IN THE NATIONAL PARK.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PAEK, Wyoming,

March 10—Editor Forest and Stream: On Feb,
14 Capt, F. A. Boutelle, who has been Acting Superin-
tendent of the Park for the past two years, turned over
to Capt. Geo. S. Anderson, Troop I, 6th XJ. S. Cavalry,
the government of the Park, civil and military. Troop I

is just from Pine Eidge and the Sioux Indian war. They
anticipate a much pleasanter time liere than herding
hostile Indians.
Up to Feb. 14 we had had very little snow; what there

was could easily have been absorbed by the dry ground,
Scarcely any of the water would have found its way to
the streams. Since that date we have been blessed with
several snowstorms that have been very extensive, cover-
ing the whole country with what insures good grass and
plenty of water, although the body of snow for the Park
15 about one-third to one-half the usual quantity.
The mail carrier for the Park hotels reports about 3ift.

from Norris to the Fails of the Yellowstone, a section of
the country noted for its deep snow. The cold waves have
averaged from 16" to 18

' below zero, except at Soda
Butte, where they claim —40".

All kinds of game are in the best possible condition to
stand the severe storm and deep snows. I have noticed
less scabby animals this season than ever before.
The mountain sheep have returned to the Gardiner

Canon once more. They suddenly disappeared from
there last winter, driven out either by shooting or a
mountain lion, their greatest enemy. There are about
350 antelope on the flat across Gardiner Elver from the
town. Several large bands are on the hillsides betw^een
Hellroaring and Stough Creek. Othei-s are about Junc-
tion Butte and the Blaoktail country. There cannot be
less than 800 antelope in the Park.
There are several small bands of blacktail deer nea.t

the Mammoth Hot Springs. It is noticeable that these
deer axe preparing to stay all winter in the Park, where
before they have left for a lower and more open country,
where there is less snow. This has been the case with
all game animals in the mountains. When the snow
begins to fall they seek lower altitudes, but the settle-

ments of the countiy has compelled them to change
their habits. The blacktail were the last of the deer
kind to do this,

I have tried to get an estimate from a great many peo-
ple acquainted with the country as to the number of elk
m the Park and vicinity. They claim all the way from

25,000 to 75,000, some as high as 100,000. Without a
doubt there aer not less than 25,000 elk on this reservation

.

I am unable to give an accurate estimate of the number
of buffalo in the Park. Last summer several bands were
seen with from one to eighteen calves. It would be
necessary to make an extended snowshoe trip over- a
greater portion of the Park in order to see most of the
buffalo or arrive at a definite estimate as to numbers. If
they have not been driven from the Park there ought to
be not less than 400 on the National Eeserve, this allow-
ing for a very small increase and more than natural loss.
They are so wild and unmanageable that the greatest
caution is necessary to get a glimpse of them in the tim-
ber, where they usually spend most of their time.

I learn that very few buffalo have been seen in the
Hayden Valley, where usually quite a band spends the
winter, owing probably to quite extensive fu-es which
burned their winter feed. None of the moose that fre-
quent the section of the Park between Mt, Holmes and
Norris Basin have been reported, though quite a number
range in the unfrequented section.
A few local shocks have been felt at Norris Basin and

violent enough to throw dishes, etc.. from the tables at
the hotel. ' H.

THE MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
BOSTON. Mass., March 18.—The Massachusetts Fish

and Game Protective Association held its regular
monthly meeting at Young's Hotel last evening. Presi-
dent Samuels presided , 45 members being present. The
following were elected: Benj. V, Howe, S. G, Brooks,
Selim S. White, A. H. Wright, Cyrus Thacher, Samuel
C. Bennett, Jas. H. Lange, Wm. F. Ray, Chas. Stewart,
Sidney Gleason, Frank A, Nelson, Stephen Mieusset, E.
B. Blodgett, Wm. R. Scott, John Cowen, Willard D. Ball,
Robt. M. Read, Abbott Frazar, Willard S. Peel and J. G.
Bartlett. Fifteen applications for membership were re-
ferred to the committee.
President Samuels said that the open season on wood-

cock and partridge would probably begin on Sept. 15 and
on quail Oct. 15. These dates have been reported upon
favorably by the committee of fisheries and game at the
State House and will probably be adopted.
Mr. Samuel Hanson for the fund committee reported a

total of $926.26, as the Association fund, |357 having
been added last year.
Mr. John Fottler, Jr., for the game committee, stated

that 1 000 quail and 200 prairie chickens had been re-
ceived and distributed in twenty-one different localities.
The 150 white hares had not yet arrived, but were ex-
pected very soon.

Capt. James H. Jenkins, of West Barnstable, com-
plained of the damage caused by skunks, and stated that
since the town of Barnstable had offered a bounty on
these animals, the town Nhad paid out |250 in bounties
at twenty- five cents per head.
President Samuels spoke of the damage caused by cats,

which roam wild through the woods and kill off lots of
birds,

Mr, Henry G. Thayer moved that the Association in-
dorse the petition now before the Legislature for a bounty
on skunks, foxes and other carnivraous animals, which it

was voted to do.
Mr. John Fottler suggested that sportsmen take one day,

and instead of a gun carry a bill-hook, and erect little

piles of brush, where birds can find a safe retreat from
their enemies. "It is of no use to import birds unless we
can protect them," said Mr. Fottler; "stop snaring, plant
food and erect shelters, and the game will increase."
A letter from So. Gardner, asking for a close season on

pickerel from Jan. 1 to May 1, was referred to the com-
mittee on legislation. Dr.'Heber, for the committee on
securing headquarters, reported progress.

All the fish and game associations in New England are
to be invited to attend the next monthly dinner and meet-
ing of the Association, to be held at "Hotel Thorndike,
Boston, on Thursday evenina-, AprU. 9, at T o'clock, to
discuss the subject of uniform game laws in New
England.
New England associations for the protection of fish and

game are cordially invited to send their address to the
secretary. Eiohard O. Harding.
301 Washington Street, Boslon, Mass.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, March 13.—In the matter of positive success

nothing has yet been attenq^ted by way of legislative
measures. The State Sportsmen's Association's commit-
tee on legislation held its final meeting yesterday at Mr.
Chairman Low's olfices. Mr. Low himself has been
seriously ill for a week and was forced to leave early.
Mr. NichoUs was at home, also sick. Mr. Donald, Mr.
Baird and Mr. Bostree were present. South Water street
was not present. A well-drafted bill was at hand and
was discussed carefully. This bill will go down to Spring-
field for handling about as it is now. It is not radical or
sweeping in its demands, and if it could ever be laid fully
and pleasantly and fairly before the people,of Illinois, it

would doubtless be approved in whole. The bill will ask
that the quail date be made Oct. 15 instead of Oct. 1, as
it is now; that any quail exposed for sale shall show shot
marks; that the selling season shall close Jan. 10 or Jan.
1 (open for comj)i-omise); that the chicken season shall
open Sept, 1 instead of Sept. 15; that fish and game
wardens be appointed by the Governor at request of the
State Fish Commissioner. There is not an unreasonable
request in that. What a grand thing it would be if the
sportsmen should carry their bill! It will be introduced
in the Senate. Where is the Senator who wants a lot of
friendship and a'few votes some day, perhaps? He has
his chance in the supporting of this most reasonable
measure.
Of course the chief opposition to the bill will come

from the game dealers. We never speak as we pass by
now. The game dealers have also openly said that if the
selling season were shortened to Jan. 1 or Jan 10, they
would not be responsible. They would obey the law, of
course they would; but the law wouldn't make any dif-
ference. In other words, Chicago markets would be run
wide open as a matter of retaliation.

All right. We wish they would run South Water street
wide open for a while. That is just what we want. We
are getting ready for that.

In the past there has never been a warden on South
Water street who would work against the game dealers.
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The office of warden is nothing. It is the man who must
make the office. The present incumbent, or perhaps I

might better call him incumbrance, the immortal Bruse-
witz, is now thought to be sufficiently well advertised as
an incompetent. Action in his case has been all too long
delayed. Yesterday at the committee meeting a petition

for his removal was presented. This petition will have
10,000 names in a couple of weeks. As it is desired to

circulate it somewhat outside of the city of Chicago, and
as some clubs or individuals may wish to sign it if for-

warded to them, the petition is here given as drawn;

P15TXTION FOHTHE BEMOVAL. Ofc' THE COOK COWa Y GAME WAR-
DEN, AND FOR THR APPOrNTMSNT OF A SirCOESSOn.

To Ms ExceUeitcii, Jnmxjli Fifar, Qnvcrnnr uf the SUite of TtUnoiti:

We, jour petitioners, do "respectfully rcpresf-nt:

First—That the tmlawful haudliug, soIHuk and exposure for sale
of wild game in the county of Cook and city of Chicago, ia an
offeuse flagrant, continuons, and openly shataeful, and asainst
the dignity of the Commonwealth which has enacted laws for the
prevention of such practices.
Second—That Uie game warden under whose inspection falls

the great game markets of the city of Chicago, ahouid be ti man
holding in the highest degree qualities of energy, fearleasneea and
probity of character, and a disposition to prevent this unlawful
offense agaiuBt the dignity of the Cotamonwealth.
Third—TJiat the present incumbent of said ofBce of Cook county

game warden, H. V. Bruscwitz, is, and has been from the first,

notoriously inefficient and incompetent, and has shown himself to
be possessed of qualities the reverse of those demanded in the
possessor of that office, for that:

((•() He has rartly, if ever, appeared upon South Water street,

that being the location of the game markets, and has shown
i-ather a disposition to keep away from said game markets than to
appear and prosecute his duties tliere.

(ft) He has, in his capacity as insurance agent, taken large
amonnts of bttsiness among the game dealers, but he has found no
illegal game.

(c) He has said publicly, and often, that he "cared nothing for

this game business, knew nothing about it, and didn't propose to
bother with it." He has further publicly snid that he "did not
know a duck from a prairie cliickeii, and did not care to."

(d) He has refused always, although repeatedly so requested
by those wi'o had discovered the whereabouts of illicit game, to
appear and make seizure or search for the same; so much so that
it is now known that be will not act in any such case.

(c) He has refitsed to appear and seize illegal game when so re-

quested by a justice of the peace, to wit; Justice Harry Smith,
who had dismusted an action through error in form, the said
action involving .a certain lot of illegal game then and there lying
in the court room of the said Justice t>mith.

( f) He has failed and neglected to file an annual report of his
acts and doings as such wrden, as is by law required.

ig) Ho has been gtiilty of assisting in violating the game laws
of this State.

(7il He is so notoriously indifferent, incompetent, and inefficient
that your petitioners believe your Excellency will be unwilling to
retain blm in olTicenpon the presentment of these facts.

i\"oit\ therefore, we. yoitr pptitioners, do respectfully pray:
First—That tile said H. P. Bntsewitz be removed from his office

as game warden for the county of Cook.
Second—That a successor be appointed at an early date.
And we believe that one , of the city of Chicago, county of

Cook, now resident at , would be a man tit and worthy for
said ofiice of game warden for the county of Cook, lie, the "said

, being in our belief, energetic, feailess, of iuregritv, of an
nnfeigned interest in the preservation of our fast disappearing
game, and well imbued with a disposition to make it hot for the
law breakers on South Water streets

And your petitioners will ever pray.

We shall have to ask the game dealers to guess the
name of the successor referred to in blank, and for the
present the same must be asked of Foeest and Stream,
until the petition is actually started going. It would be
worthless to jump Brusewitz out and get another incom-
petent in. This titne we want a w.<jrden who will make
a national name for himself, as Mr. Collins, of Connecti-
cut, has done, or if you like, as Mr. Bergh did, as Mr.
Shortall is doing. We want an enthusiast, and if possi-
ble a man of means, not an impecunious and questionably
honest incompetent. We believe out here that we have
got just such a man located, or we hope we have, at least.

At present he will not accept, but tinder the pressure
brought upon him to do so, it is thought that he will yield
and take the office. If he does, we only hope that South
Water street will try that vride open business. We are
going to have some fun out here yet, and this time I be-
lieve the warden will have better support than any ever
did before from the sportsmen.
Now some more talk about this question of game pro-

tection. My old friend Col. Bond, the king of the game
dealers, and a man of no mean ability in general smooth-
ness, as I think readers of Forest and Stream will agree,
writes me as follows:

The Forest and Stream came Saturday, and I roticed your
article. You have no correct conception of this game question.
Your idea of eventually closing the season Jan. 1, is welt enough
in its way, but does not solve the question of game protection.
Now take grouse as an example; the great destruction is made in
Septpmber, October next. November next, then December, and in
January less than any of the preceding months. If you wish to
save game, prohibit its being killed in the months when most of it

is destroyed. Commence by stopping the killing first in Septem-
ber, then October, as there are twice as many killed in September
and October than in November, December and .Tanuary. I don't
know but I would favor a uniform law prohibiting liie killing in
September and October, and opening the season on all game Nov.
1 and closing Jan. 31. There is no use to talk to me about being
in favor of the "bird" when September shooting is alliwed. The
disposition to make big bags is another reason for the great de-
struction of game. A large majority of shooters wottld like a gun
thai would be as effective at a quarter of a mile as their present
guns fire atSOyas., and if thev could get one of the former would
throw their old guns away. T would suggest other ways of saving
game. Prohibit the use of dogs in field shooting, and the use of
boats, blinds, decoys and duck-calls in water fowl shooting. If
this could be done it would go a great way in saving the "bird."
But there is no tise talking of such things, as the sportsmen would
not agree to anything that would take away their ohancea of
slaughtering game.—E. S. Bond.

So I haven't any correct conception of this game ques-
tion, Col. Bond says. I reckon he is about right. But I
just want to struggle with his letter for a moment. Col.
Bond says that most of the game is killed in the two or
three early months. This is unfortunately true, so far as
shooting and not traj)piug is concerned. But who kills

that game, and where does it go? It is not killed in bulk
by sportsmen and used by themselves and friends. It is

killed by market-shooters and ptit into the freezers all

over Iowa, Minnesota, South Water street. It is the
fiend Cold Storage which kills this early game in btilk,

and not the sportsmen. A denial of this is worthless,
because the truth is too well known. It is true that the
State Sportsmen's Association by its committee agree to
advance the chicken date to Sept. 1 instead of Sept. 15,

Why? Simply as a compromise. A compromise with
whom? Was it a compromise with the sportsmen of the
lower part of the State? No sir! It was a compromise
with the shooters in the lower part of the State who shoot
for Cold Storage, and who can kill more birds on th»
stitbble than they can in the corn. Not a man of the
legitimate personnel of the whole association but would
rather see the chicken date Nov. 1, now and forever, if

that thing could be. That cannot be, because Col. Bond
and his associates and their market-shooters, who here
blame the sportsmen for this early deatruction of game,

would never all of them Jonce agree to any such a date.
Col. Bond's real friends are these same early shooters,
whom, wrongly named as sportsmen, he here seeks to
blame. Col. Bond is playing an easy game. No wonder
he can talk. He has two ways to win. Last summer I
could have showed the game dealers in early July
prairie chickens on South Water street not bigger than
your fist. Next summer, unless we get a decent
warden, I shall be able to show the same thing.
Was it the sportsmen who killed those birds? Is it

the sportsmen, or just the game-selling shooters, who
are so anxious to do this slaughtering of game early in
the season? I know very weil that the dealers do not or
dare not openly invite these early shipments. Why?
Because they get them anyhow, out of the local freezers,
when the season permits; also, because, as they admit
and publicly profess, the natural demand for game, and
consequently the time it brings the most money, seems
to be in the cold weather. It is easy to see, then, that
the cry of the dealers against September shooting is be-
eatise there is not so much money at once in that shoot-
ing for tlie dealers. I think Col. Bond will admit that
the September game and its allied poultry trade must
amount to some little amoimt. I think he will admit
that he gets his share of this, anyhow, sooner or later, at

once or ultimately out of the Iowa and Minnesota freezers,

and that he can get this just as well while he upbraids
the "sportsmen'' for practicing such early shooting.
There is nothing like being honest with one's own self.

Very well. Let us suppose that all this could be cut off,

that the dealers wotdd really give up this September
profit which they now realize in December, and that the
actual sportsmen would be willing to sacrifice the mild
and beautiful days of autumn, the natural sporting
season of the year, and agree upon so cold and stormy a
date as Nov. 1 for the opening of the season. Would the
dealers meet this last sacrifice with an equal sacrifice

and cut down the selHng season to Jan 1 ? No indeed

!

They Avouldn't do anything of the kind. Would they
agree to Oct. 1 to open the season, shooting and selling,

and Jan. 1 to close both? No, indeed, nothing of the kind.
In short, the game dealers know just exactly how they
can make the most money out of selhng game, and they
are going to hang out for just exactly the dates most
profitable to them. Their indignation at the ' slaughter-
ing of game" is a very artificial and really transparent
affair.

I do not think the use of a dog in field shooting ought
to be prohibited, any more than the use of a gun, for it is

natui-al and fit; but as to the tise of more destructive
arms, their adoption by sportsmen is as much from a de-
sire to be up with the times as from a desire for actual
butchery. I do not find these large bags by sportsmen
so very common as Col, Bond would indicate. The
shooter for sport lays in many appliances for sport, but
who is the man that actually and steadily uses such ap-
pliances? Col. Bond knows it is the man who ships his

game. To give up boats, blinds, decoys, calls—I can
conceive of a spirit of American sportsmanship which
would agree to all that, but a law to that effect would
have to be made by a compromise, and that compromise
would have to be made, not with the sxjortsmen, but with
the men who ship their game—the men who are Col.

Bond's friends, and not the friends of sportsmen. I do
not find the sportsmen such steady killers as would seem
to be intimated in Col. Bond's letter. I don't find them
eager to devise ways to kill game more generally. I bear
in mind a devoted little body of men who not long ago
pleaded strongly with Col. Bond to consent to a means
which should make the killing of game, as they thought,
less general. And Col. Bond would not consent. It

wasn't his way. I shouldn't like to say anything unfair
or discourteous to Col. Bond, who is himself always
pleasant and fair—although 1 know I don't have any
"just conceptions of this game question"—it does look to
me as though a South Water street compromise was one
by which South Water street gets the carcass, hide, tail,

horns and tallow, and the more valuable portion of the
intestines, while the sportsmen get the rest—withascold-
ing for being so selfish about it.

I've got the Colonel stirred up a little, and the other
day he sent me another letter, which I really must have
space to run, for it raises some more interesting points.
The letter says:

I inclose a letter from an old friend and one of the niost aticom-
plished sportsmen 1 ever knew. I have several of the same tenor,
so you see the free advprtising I have had in the Fobest and
Stbeam has done me good. I want you to become a convert to
my idea of preventing September shooting. I have taken the
trouble to look over my old books and find my receipts of grouse
in the mon' h of September were about half the number I received
during the months of October, November and December. At that
time the season opened Sept. 1 and closed Jan. 1; and I have not
the least doubt but that the grouse killed in August and Septem-
ber amounted in round numbers to over dotible killed in October,
November and December.—E. S. Bond.

The inclosure refen*ed to is a letter from Mr. S. W.
Scott, of Osakis, Minn. I wonder if it is Col. Bond who
has put sttch funny ideas in Mr. Scott's head? I reaU^^
must quote a part of the latter's letter, since I am not
told not to do so, thotigh we cannot be severe in comment
on it under the circumstances. Mr, Scott says;

I saw by Forest and Stream that you represented South
Water street at the Sherman House the other evening. I hope
you will make game laws that will suit everj'body. 1 see the
Forest and Stream occasionally, and would be highly interested
in it, it they would only drop a little of their game protection.
Anything English makes me sick, and if they could only have
their own way they would tax the guns of us poor dcNils and cut
us off entirely. They keep agitating the subject, and have got the
city shooters to believe as they do, and in time they will succeed
in making a law to sitit them, and we the people, the majority not
being organized, a mob, so to speak, will have to go to the wall.
South Water street is a posver, and can keep them in check in
Hlinois, but we, unorganized as we are, are powerless. My day is
most past, and I can't be cheated out of what sport 1 hav-e had,
but my sympathies are just as strong as if I had got to spend
another life on this naughty world.

Now, if Mr. Scott will so permit, I can't help thinking
that he would be yet more highly accomplished as a
sportsman if he would get out of the way of thinking
that game protection in America is anything either Eng-
lish or undesirable. The old idea that it is the "city
shooters" who want to protect the game for themselves
selfishly and not for the people, ia now quite too old and
exploded to be retained by Mr. Scott or anybody else any
longer. It is for the people, heedless, thoughtless, waste-
ful and unreasoning as they are, that other and wiser
heads should act in the preservation of the game. For-
est A'SD Stream is not more for the city shooter than for
any shooter, and everybody knows that who knows the
paper. But I imagine it will keep right on agitating this

game protection until it does indeed obtain a law which
drives to the wall the unorganized mob of the thoughtless
and reckless shooters. The day will come when these
sporting papers will be called blessed. Mr. Scott says he
cannot be cheated out of the sport he has had. How
about his cheating his own children and the next gener-
ation out of the sport they ought to have? How about
cheating other fellows, right here in this generation? If
such fraud be prevented, who should have the praise for
it, the unorganized mob, or the organized thought and
energy and intelligence which lie behind an able journal
of to-day?

It pleases me to hear my friend the Colonel say he is

getting results from his free advertising. I always said
Forest and Stream was a capital advertising medium.
But as to "becoming a convert to the idea of September
shooting," I would like to know who is more of a convert
or a devotee to that idea than the writer, or than the men
of the State Association, or than Forest and Stream?
We all know very well that witli the Sept. 1 date we
should have no chickens in Illinois after the next fall.

Why was not the date Oct. 1? Compromise. With whom?
This has above been answered fully enough for any one
to understand who cares to do so. Col. Bond may or may
not, but I wish he would turn in and really help to stop
the extermination of the game. No man could be so able
as he, for he is cute above all things, and smooth, oh my!
Still, 1 hope he will once in a while come over in our yard
and holler down our rain barrel, even if he can't stay very
long.
March 14.—Mr. Lew Harrison, of Minneapolis, I sup-

pose about the best-natured and biggest-hearted sports-
man in the world, is in town this week, having scented
from afar off the battle of day before yesterday between
Capt. Adrian Constantinople Anson and Mr. Geo. Hof-
mann in the matter of 100 live pigeons, somewhat a side,

in which, as will appear by the scores in the proper
column, Capt. Anson won. The boys wanted Lew Har-
rison to come dowTi and have a little duck shooting, but
he declined. He is one of the all too few men who will
not shoot ducks in the spring at all. Something of prin-
ciple in that, sure. Mr. Harrison informs the Chicago
boys that he has started a branch Possum Club in Minne-
apolis, and that it is already a howling success.
The organization of the Rock Creek Fishing Club is

announced at Clinton, la. Will some friend out there
report more fully? The fishing season is coming on, and
Forest and Stream wants "all the news from all the
fishers.

Mr. James Wolstencrof t, of Philadelphia, who was in
the city last week, got away without my meeting him.
It was wrongly reported in a Chicago paper that "Billy"
Wolstencroft, the Philadelphia crack shot, was in town.
Billy and Jim are brothers.

Mr. H. L. Cairncross, a well-known figure at Illinois

traps, blew in the other day, and so did Johnnie Euble,
of Beloit. Charlie Budd will be here next Friday. There
will be quite a party going over to the Detroit shoot, and
the opening of the season there will be something of an
event.
Mr. V. E. Wampler, of Dayton, O., an old friend of

Rolla Heikes, was here yesterday visiting with Rolla,
Mr. F. E. Bosworth, late of Lexington, Ky., is recently

arrived in Chicago, which i)lace he will now make his
home.
On last Saturday quite a party went down to Mak-saw-

ba Club after some duck shooting, but a cold turn of the
weather defeated plans and no bags were made. There
were some bluebills about, and some sheldrakes in the
river, but no shooting. Mr. W. H. Haskell says tlaat

about that time a conductor told him that in running
along the Kankakee Marsh he had seen great numbers of
geese out on the ice. I have beard of no goose shooting,
though tmusual quantities of geese have appeared here-
abouts this spring. The'weather has been changeable and
mostly cold all this week, and though a thaw ought to
bring some shooting now, it is still a question whether
those going out near the end of this week will meet any
bhds. To-day wiU see a good many shooters start.

E. Hough.

A Silver Gray Fox.—It has been known for a num-
ber of years that on the hills north of Port Crane there
lived a silver gray fox, the most beautiful and highly
prized of all the reynard family. Every effort has been
made to capture the cunning creature, but in vain, aa
every time the hounds were put upon his track he would
lead off to the north and make such a circuit that nothing
would be seen of the dogs for the rest of the day. The
next day, if they had good staying qualities, they would
come in worn and exhausted by their long and fruitless
chase. For several days after such a chase no trace of
the fox could be found "in his usual haunts, after which
his trail would be fotxnd leading from the hennery where
he had been to regale himself. His home was known to
be in a rocky gorge, but there were so many entrances to
it that all efforts to trap him proved unavailing. Last
week the cunning animal was shot by a hunter who got
within range of him by the merest chance. He was one
of the largest foxes ever killed in that section'of country.
His size was probably due to his age, which cotild nob
have been less than ten years. The fur was coal black,
except on the extreme tip of the hairs, where for about
,\, of an inch they were as white as snow. The skin was
shipped to a New York fur dealer and yesterday the
hunter, A. C. Wilson, received a check for .$100 in pay-
ment for it. lu conversation with a fur dealer in this
city to-day it was learned that silver-gray fox skins are
the most valuable of any furs obtained in this State, and
.f100 is the usual price for a good one. But one other has
ever been obtained in this county so far as known, and
that was shot by Burton Wylie near North Colesville
about ten years ago. He kept the skin two years, which
damaged it somewhat, and finally sold it for $50.

—

Bitig-
hain.ton{N. Y.) Exchange.

Missouri.—Sedalia, March 11.—The game prospects
were never better here at this time of year. Chickens
and quail are very plentiful, the latter very numerous,
and if the breeding season is favorable the shooting next
fall will be exceedingly good. The law is pretty well
observed here, and I am satisfied the quail supply is stead-
ily on the increase.—L, S. E.

Madawaska Caribou.—Caribou are unusually plenti-
ful this winter in Madawaska. At Murchie's camp they
have killed over fifty.—Sf. Croiv (N. B.) Courier, March 5.
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Deer Hunting Incidents.—West Lebanon, N. H.—

I

take lots of comfort reading the experience of my brother
sportsmen, and it gives an added zest when it comes from
some of the waters that I have camped on. The account
of a trip to Cold Eiver, by F. Berkley Smith , in your
issue of Feb. 12, -puts me back twenty-six yea,ra and more,
when I first began to camp in the grand old Adirondacks.
I well remember that the first deer I ever shot was in

Long Lake, not more than two miles from the outlet of

that same Cold River. That feeling can never come to a
man but once in a life time. And speaking of that same
Long Lake (as you say) "reminds me." One of your cor-

respondents spoke of a strange shot made at a deer, and
asked if any one knew of a similar case. It was of a deer
killed by the bullet striking its horn, I can answer for

one that in the fall of 1865, when I was camping on the
lower end of that lake, my dogs drove in a fine buck.
He was so far ofl: that I shot the rifle barrel at him. He
was dead by the time I could row up. The ball struck
and split the left antler about 2in. from the head, I

always supposed that it was concussion of the brain that
killed him. I watch the paper very closely to see if

"Von W." has written anything, and feel well repaid
when I find something from his pen. I have followed
the hounds for over forty years till the present winter,
and now I feel as though I would like to ait in the
chimney corner with "Yoa. W." and talk of the days of

old, never to return; but the memory is sweet.—C, D. S.

A LoNa-BARRELED GuN.—^In the last Forest and
Stream I see a query from "Doctor" as to length of gun
barrels, I have in my possession an ancient "fowling
piece,'' brought to this country by a brother of my great-

grandfather, who lived at

Flatbush, L. I., some time
before tbe Rjvclu'ion, say
1760-70. The barrel is just

5ft. long, but the gun is

bexutifuJly balarcsd and
comes well to the shoul-
der. It was brought from
England, but from the
fleuv-de. lls on the barrel T

judge it to be of French
luaDrcacture, Tlie first

owner used it to shout
plover cn Long Island,
and the familv tradition is

that a colored servant
used to drive him in a
low gig, from which he
fired when lie got near
enouglj. An uncle of
mine luid it altered to
" ijercussion " about 60

years ago, and many a
gi-ay squirrel and some
ruffed grouse have I killed

with it w^hen a boy, I
sometimes think I will

take the old gun out and •

try it again, with fine shot,

and see what it will do.

"The boys" always used
No- 3 shot in those old
days, but the old gun had
a fearful reputation as
"sure death," and the "other boys" said I just knocked the
squirrels out of the trees with it without taking the
trouble to fire.—Von W.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of
the. Game Laws.

THE OTSEGO BASS.
A SCIENTIFIC INVESTiaATION.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As is already known, principally through tbe columns

of your journal, large numbers of the Otsego bass, so
called, have during the past two winters, and contrary to
all former experience, been taken with the baited hook,
chiefly through the ice.

More wonderful still is the fact that, whereas the Core-
gow subsist naturally upon Crustacea, these fish, averaging
about lib, each, are almost invariably taken with a small
lake shiner or tiny fragment of the same.
As the original Otsego bass averaged from 2 to 3lbs,

each, reaching in one instance a weight of 71b3,, and were
rarely if ever taken with the hook, howsoever baited, the
question whether the fish now taken is identical with
the original Otsego bass has been quite seriously raised.

By some it is fiatly disputed.
To clear the matter up, I forwarded to Prof. T. H. Bean,

Ichthyologist of the Bmilhsonian Institution, at his re-

quest, one of the fish packed in salt, which reached him
in i)oor condition, partly disintegrated, and from this he
was unable to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion.
My theory is that we have now in our lake three varie-

Eemoving Dents in Guns.—One of your inquirers re-

cently asked about removing dents in gun barrels. Several
times I have carelessly dented the barrels of my shotgun.
The dents were in all cases removed by firing heavy
charges a few times, 1 loaned a friend metallic shells to

use in a gun of German manufacture, the chambers of

which proved to be much larger than those of my gun,
and when the shells were returned they coi:ld not be
placed in the chambers of my gun, they were expanded
so much, I made a die and forced them into it, but instead
of this compressing the shells they were cori-ugated. I

loaded them heavily, and the first discharge left the shells

as perfect in form and otherwise, so far as I could see, as
when they were new.—H. L,

A Gun Cltib for Weymouth,—"Weymouth, Mass.,
March 10.—An enthusiastic meeting of a large number of
sportsmen of Weymouth and Braintree was held this

evening to organize a club to enforce the game laws, for

stocking the woods with game, and for general develop-
ment of fine shooting. Charles E. Jacks was elected
president and C, Frank White secretary. The remaining
oificers will be elected at the next meeting. The club
will hold their first clay-pigeon shoot Fast Day, A large
number of applications have been received for member-
ship. South Weymouth sending eleven. We have a club of

enthusiasts qualified and protected by a doctor and lawyer
for emergency.—^Chas. E. Jacks, Pres.

What's in a Name?—The press reports relate that
"Wm. Slaughter, a wealthy farmer of Clay county, South
Dakota, has got himself into a remarkable tangle, from
which it will cost him more than $20,000 to extricate
himself. He was cau!2:ht yesterday by the sheriff of his

county and taken to Vermillion, together with nineteen
barrels of jjrairje chickens which he admitted having
killed. The penalty for violating the law is $10 for each
bird, and as he had 2,060 of the birds barreled up, it is

very easy to figure out the amount he is indebted to the
State. There are no loop holes in the law, and Mr.
Slaugliter has goods and chattels enough to pay for his

sport,"

Great South Bay.—The duck shooting in Great South
Bay, Long Island, is capital. An unusual wildfowl score
of twelve brant was made there last Saturday, by a gun-
ner who went out from Sayville,

FOBHST AND Stbkam, Box 3,832, N. Y. city, lias dessriptlve Illa&
trated circulars of W. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wWch will be mailed ire© o& reciuest. The l30ok Is pro-
notmoed by "Ns^ait," "aiofiii," "Dick Swtvejler," "SyWUene" ana
other competeat authorities to be the best iareaeted on tbe sBbjeoi
extant.

THE OTSEGO BASS.

ties ''of the Coregonus albus, viz, (1), the original Otsego
bass ("an established misnomer for the common white-
fish"), averaging about Slbs., but attaining an extreme
weight'.of 6 or 7lbs,

; (2), the Lake Huron whitefish, averag-
ing 3 to 61bs., but said to attain a weight of 20 to 23ros.,

and (3) the fish now taken, averaging lib. each, but reach-
ing to 3 and 4lb3., and that this fish is probably a fertile

hybrid, resulting from a cross between the original Ot-

sego bass and the Lake Huron whitefish, of which 300,000

were planted here in 1877.

As this theory affords a logical solution of the doubt, I

have submitted it to Prof. Bsan, who, after another and
thoroughly scientific analysis of a perfect specimen, sent
to him in alcohol, herewith appends his conclusions,

which, having been reached with the utmost care, must
certainly place the matter beyond all further controversy.
That the variations betAveen the fish now taken and the

original Otsego bass are neither structural nor organic, but
purely accidental, resulting from change of food and habi-

tat, I'am the more ready to believe since, upon this very
point, Dr. Bean's views concur exactly wirh those of the
late Gov. Seymour, formerly New York State Fish Com-
missioner, and one of the most careful observers of his

day. Elihu Phinney.
COOPBRSTOWN, N. Y., Feh. 13.

'•Mr. Eliliu Phinney, Coopei'sioiim, N. Y.:

"The whitefish from Otsego Lake arrived in excellent
condition and will be permanently preserved in the
Museum collection. After having carefully gone over
the specimen and compared it with other individuals from
Otsego Lake and with the common whitefish from Lake
Michigan, I find certain differences, which are constant
in all the examples I have seen. The Otsego Lake white-
fish, to begin with, is a smaller fish than the common
whitefish of the Great Lakes; (2) if I may judge from the
specimens at hand, the snout of the Otsego Lake fish is

blunt and not obliquely truncate as in the common white-
fish; (3) the scales of the Otsego form are smaller than in

the common form, almost invariably exceeding 82 along
the lateral line, while in the common whitefish the average
is about 72. The fish you have sent me is most neariy
related to the common species of the Great Lakes
(Coregonus du])eiformiH), but if the differences which I

have pointed out prove to be constant the Otsego Lake
whitefish must be distinguished by at least a varietal

name, and would be written Coregonus clupeiforini'i var.

Otsego. You can better judge than I about the constancy
or variability of these characters, and I will be glad to

have as full "information on the subject as you can obtain.

Is the snout in your fish always even with the end of the
lower jaw, or does it pi'oject somewhat forward into a
conical point as in the common whitefish? What changes
do you notice in the breeding season, does the male acquire
a decided hump on tbe nape?
"From present appearances your fish is more nearly like

tb«-< common whiteSah than anything else, and the dift'er-

ences which I have pointed out migiit be caused iu the
oommon whitefish after introduction into a lake like

yours. You know more about the history of the hatching
operations at Cooperstown than anybody else, and I should
be delighted to learn just what work you carried on there
years ago. Very respectfully, T, H, Bean,"

[One of the very best accounts of angling for whitefish
was published by Mr. Phinney in Forest and Stream,
Feb. 26, 1885, wherein he relates the experiences of Seth
Green, Charles Carpenter, Dr. Garlick a-nd Judge Potter,
with a variety of baits. Seth Green recommended the
use of small minnows and red angle worms, very fine
tackle, the line to be left on the bottom and the fish

allowed to hook themselves. He always insisted upon a
light strike and careful handling, in order to avoid' tear-
ing out the hook. Mr. Carpenter was successful when
large schools of the fish were present in Lake Erie in
catching a few with oocki-oaches drawn rapidly through
the water. Dr. Garlick took them at Copper Harbor,
Lake Superior, bottom fishing at night, with small pieces
of fresh beef. Judge Potter saw a great many taken at
Sault Ste. Marie, Lake Superior, with the hook baited
with the June or soldier fly. The fishing was done just
before sunset in a deep, still pool, adjoining the rapids,
and the bait was allowed to rest on the bottom where the
fish were feeding. The whiteflshes consort in large schools
and are found in deep cold water in summer, approaching
the shore in cold weather. Dr. Garlick thus describes
the action of the common whitefish: "These fish bite
very gently, with no dash like the trout or other game
fish. You will barely feel a slow movement of the line
in your fingers. Then with a light strike you bring them
slowly to the surface and take them out with a landing
net.'" The methods recently pursued in Otsego Lake
have been so fully described by Mr, Phinney that we need

only refer the reader to
his excellent descriptions,]

Onondaga Anglers'
Association, — Syracuse,
N. Y., March 7.—At the
annual meeting of the
Anglers' Association, E.
W. Jones was reelected
President; J. N. Babcock,

^-<^ Vice-President; W. S.
MacGregor, Secretary and
Attorney, and Clias. W.
Phelps, Treasurer, with.
M. J. French, George B.
Wood, F. J, Kendrick,
Charles H, Mowry and C,
W, Smith as Executive
Committee, There was a
larse attendance of mem-
bers and much interest
man 1 ested in the worlc uf
the Association. Starting
one year ago with a mem-
bership of about twenty,
the Association now has
upward of 200 members.
The report of work done
during the past year in
capturing and destroying
nets and in detecting and
prosecuting net-fishermen
in the waters of Onondaga
county, shows that the As-

sociation has accomplished more in the work of protecting
fish during the past year than any other association in
the State, and that it has become a terror to the law
breakers, a.8 they have discovered that the Association is

determined to prosecute the fish pirates without fear or
favor. It was decided to stop the use of all dip-nets and
flat-nets and other illegal devices for fishing upon Onon-
daga Lake, Oneida Lake, the Seneca River and their
tributaries, and the shooting of pickerel, and that any
one detected in committing any violation of the law in
that respect should be prosecuted. A large number of
new members were admitted and the prospects are bright
for a large increase in membership during the coming
year, and for a very vigorous campaign against the
pirates,

ANGLING NOTES.
FLOUNDERS of large size, ^Ib, to 4lb3,, have been

taken in considerable numbers in Jamaica Bay.
The best bait seems to be sandworms, though when these
cannot be obtained soft clams will answer fairly well,

• .

The first run of striped bass may be looked for about
the middle of April, and the weakflsh follow about three
weeks later. The first are generally caught off Fort Ham-
ilton.

In Professor Bean's list of fishes caught in Great South
Bay he omitted the redfish and spot. Almost every sea-
son one or more of these handsome fish are taken while
chumming for bluefish. And they are generally of good
size. The largest on record was the 35]b. fish killed by
Mr, Wilson,

Some magnificent specimens of fresh cod have been
received from Boston dealers lately, John Sutherland
had one on exhibition this week that weighed 561hs,, and
last week received one of 611bs, in weight. Last season
his biggest cod weighed 861bs. These large fish are of
fine flavor with layers of cream between the flakes of
meat, and are at their best at this season of the year.

Game Warden Kidd has been visiting Saw Mill Creek
in Westchester county. He found that a lime kiln where
they used petroleum to burn the lime was running the
refuse oil into the stream; also the managers of a couple
of pickle factories were allowing the brine to escape.
They were notified that imless the nuisance was abated
inside of ten days, suit would be commenced against
them. This stream has recently been stocked or is about
to be stocked by the State with trout. It seems a sh it-ne

that the tax-payers Avho contribute money to keep up our
stock of fish and game should be imposed upon oy these
people.

The wisdom of changing the date of the opening of
the trout season from March 1 to April 1, both in Nev?
York and New Jersey, was again made apparent th ^^

year. It seems that in recent years the clerk of th. q
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weather supplies us with some of our coldest weather
during the montli of March. Last season we had several
inches of snow on the first of Api'il, and it is generally
well along in this month before the angler can fish, witli
any degree of comfort.

Public waters are getting more scarce every year on
Long Island. Smithtown, Glen Cove, Patcliogue, New-
bridge Greet and Cedar Creelv are about the only places
that afford any ti-out fishing worth going for, and most
of these are very uncertain. The following hst of flies

comprise the list of well-tried favorites: Scarlet-ibis,

cow- dung, Abbey, dark-montreal, Cabill or Von-Patten^
Imbrie, great-dun, black-gnat, coachman, professor,

Sueen-of-the-waters, plum, Lowery, golden-spinner,
larch-brown, brown-hen and grizzly-king. No. 8 sproat

is the best size to have the flies dressed on for early fish-

ing. Scaelet-Ibis.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST*
CHICAGO, 111,, March 11.—I want to tell a very pretty

little story which will show the beauty and the use-

fulness of a right devotion to field sports, A friend of
mine, with whom I often go fishing, is the hero of it.

This friend is a newspaper man, and like all good news-
paper men, he tries conscientiously to live up all his

salary. Last week, without any very elaborate prelimi-

naries, the manager of the paper for which he labors

came to him and told him that the paper was not making
very much money, so he guessed he wouldn't publisii it

any more after the next Saturday, and such being the
case, he wouldn't need any editor to speak of after that
date. "Now, I don't know what I'm going to do," said

my friend, "Here I've only got just about $45, and this

is a mighty bad town to get broke in, I can't live for

over two weeks on $45, and besides that, I've got to have
some clothing. I've got to have some shirts, and I need
some other things. And you know we were figuring on
going fishing this spring, and I was going to buy another
fly-rod."

I flatter myself that I rose to this occasion. "It is

pretty tough, H,," said I, "but now you want to be care-
ful and not spend any money foolishly till you get to

work again. Don't be extravagant, and buy only the
necessities first,"

That was good advice, as I think all will agree. We
then laid our heads together to determine what the
"necessities" were. We argued that a man could wear
a coat without any shirt, if need be, but that he could not
possibly go fishing without a rod. and that therefore the
rod in this case was properly to be classed as a necessity.
"Come on,'' said my newspaper friend, "I know where

I can get a dandy for |15." So we went and bought the
rod, and I must say it was a beauty.
Now I imagine that -a great many practical people will

say that was a very imwise and absurd thing to do. That
is all they know about it. Mark the result. Just two
days after my friend had bought this elegant few rod, a
publishing house came along and bought the newspaper
of his late employer, retained my friend as editor, raised
his salary $15 a week, and gave him an interest in the
business. These are actual and bona fide facts, and I

could give the names of all the parties if it were proper
to do so. To-day I met my friend again and he was happy
once more. We congratulated each other on our judg-
ment in buying that fishing-rod. I do not wish to pose
in the least as a wise man or an authority in business
methods, but to any one who finds himself in &uch straits

as render economy obligatory, I would i)ointto the above
example and rejpeat my advice. "Don't be extrvagantand
spend your money foolishly. Buy the necessities first."

And there hadn't better anybody teU me this story isn't

true.
March IJf,—Messrs. A. C Ely and W. H. Comstock, of

this city, leave to dayfor Castajia, 0., for t'ne opening day
of the trout fishing, 'March 15 or March 16 (Monday.) The
success of the Castalia Club with its preserved stream is

too well known to need much mention. The gentlemen
will probably have rather cold weather, but last spring
they caught trout in a blinding snowstorm on opening
day. Success to the First Line.^ E. Hough.

Wh^^vles in the Chesapeake.—The lower Chesapeake
is fairly ahve with whales. They have the appearance
of sperm whales, and the man who could corral the lot

would be rich. Capt. Howes of the steamer Dorchester
from Boston, reports three big fellows off Fortress Mon-
roe. They were blowing at a great rate. Neaiiy every
captain arriving the past week reports having seen the
eea monsters throughout the various parrs of the bay.

—

Washington Evening Stat\ March 11,

A MoosEHEAD Lakee.—Mr. F, S. Stevens, of Augusta,
Me., is credited with having caught a speckled laker^
which is believed to be the king fish of all its species ever
captured at Moosehead, The fish was taken near Deer
Island and measured aSin. in length, lOin. from back to
belly, and weighed 31^1bs.

CnuBB's Catalogue would have been noticed this
week, but "Podgers" saw it, the other day, borrowed it,

and found it so interesting that he has not brought it

back,

Mh. Andrew Harris, Pro\ideiice, R.I., whose advertisement
appears in another coluran, carries a full line of fishing- laclile
and anglers' supplies. Write Mm for a catalogue.—^cJu.

WORK OF THE COMMISSIONS.
Jirizona.—Arizona's Commissioners can report very little

as yet in regard to the fisheries in the Territory. Some of
her private citizens along the moimtaiu streams are doing
something. Mr. W. J. Hill, of Belmont, has expended not
a little in building ponds and placing fish in them. He has
met with xDoor success through want of experience, but is
now more tally informed and liopes to succeed. Our people
take to mining and not to fishing. The Legislature has not
b6en asked to do much, it anything, by way of appropria-
tions to help. We expect to niake a report of our work at
the coming legislative session.—T. W. O.
Cotora rZo.—Colorado has placed W. S. Kincaid in charge

oC her fishcultural operaiuoa?; ;ind the result ot his wnrii bas
been most encouraging, botli last season and so far this
year. We have over 500,0011 c-gs of S, ioiitinrd's now in the
trays and hope to get about ,800,000' before the season tor
taking their eggs, closes, which is with us about Dee. 20.

PttPwoyk in flo.afi»x^/i to trpiit pivpanHUon ejitixelv, Ws

handle ,S'. fonUnalis. S. 'irideus, S. fario, and S. inrginalis,
not the 8. spilurus or Rio Grande trout, but the black
sootted or Utah trout of Girard. These fish spawn only in
June and no earlier eggs have ever been taken by our Com-
mission though there are a few per.sons who claim to have
taken ripe eggs in May. The stocking of ban-en mount.qin
lakes has been very successful the past two seasons. On
Aug. 17, 1SS9, the State superintendent stocked Mowaine
Lake on the Pike's Peak trail with several thousand brook
trout (8. foritinnlif:). In September of this year one was
captured in the lake that weighed 1 '/lbs. As the lake never
had a fish in it of any kind prior to the above date we con-
.sider this a very rapid growth, as the fry put in were not
over 23^'in. long.' The elevation of Morraihe Lake is I0,500ft.

above the sea level. The cans ot Qsh were placed upon the
backs of burros, there being only a pack trail leadina; to the
place of planting. Other lakes report almost the same
results, wljile Echo Lake, near Idaho Springs, shows such a
wonderful vjrowth of ,S'. font ina lis in its waters that no one,
who has not actually seen the flsh, will believe the reports
in regard to them. An examination of the water plants,
that grow to such an extent as to afCord shelter and food
for myriads of insects, reveals the real reason for such mar-
vell^^us growth upon the part of these vigorous fish. S.

fontAnalis is an incessant teeder. He takes his food from
the bottom, from the weeds and mosses, rocks and from the
surface. Nothing in the .shape of aquatic anmial life, small
enough to be taken into his capacious maw% escapes his
efforts to devour. We have barren rivers as well, that are
literally alive with fish food and yet contain no flsh of any
kind. These we are stocking and in every case meet with
good results. An entomologist would find rich harvests
along our mountain streams and lakes.—G. L.
lliinois.—The year 1S90 has been a great angling season in

this State. Outside of pond culture for carp, our method of
rescuing and distributing indigenous fishes is about the
only fishculture carried oil in thi's State.—S, P. B.
I)idf(/na.—Wehave organized the Indiana Fish and Game

Association and mean to protect the food fishes of this State.
Over a hundred -violators of the fish laws have been punished,
and dynamiting and illegal seining have been checked.
Numerous auxiliary branch associations have been formed
in several coanties,'and an interest Iq fish protection is ob-
.servable throughout the State. During the past year we
have placed 30,000 young bass in various streams. At Rome
City we have 500,000 young wall-eyed pike in a pond. These
wiU be kept until a year old and then distributed in suitable
streams. We have also 10,000 landlockedsalmon. which will
be planted in Indiana lakes when old enough, The German
carp is not coming up to our expectations. They are poor
food and, burrowing in the mud like swine, they keep the
water so muddy as to disgu.st the clean fish and drive them
away. Indiana has a vast amount of water that is inhabited
by the betfer class of indigenous fish. Its shore line amounts
to oO,000 miles, and we have 300,000 acres of water well
adapted to fish. The value of the fishery products of the
State, if carefully protected, will amount to many millions
of dollars. The present impoverished condition of our lakes
and streams is due to several causes. The wholesale capture
and destruction of fish; obstructions in streams preventmg
the fish from reaching their proper spawning grounds; the
pollution of streams, etc., are among the principal causes.
We hope to be able, with the aid of our fish and game as-
sociations, to secure a strict enforcement of the law for the
protection of fish, and by restocking our streams and lakes
to restore them to their original condition of productiveness.
—W. T. D.

Kanms.—Ouv streams are fairly well stocked with fish.

The most valualjle are the black bass, sun-perch, croppies,
channel cat and bufl'alo flsh. These are all native fish. Some
others of the better varieties have been deposited in the
streams, a landlocked salmon, weighing over 61bs., having
been taken in Shawnee county. Other kinds are heard from
occasionally, but there is so little protection aiforded flsh in
the State, and so little encouragement given by otrr law
makers to our fishing interests, that it is surprising that
any should live to nTaturity. The waters of the northern
part of the State, like those of the southern half, are pure
ana well suited for the propagation of all kinds of fishes and
are tolerably well inhabited by the finny tribe; but, strange
to say, there are no bass of any variety found in any of these
streams, except such as have been planted by the general
Government. The general character of the beds of the
streams is the same, the aquatic plants and flsh food seem
to abound as in the southern portion of the State; but why
one section should aboimd in bass and the other have none
is a question not yet satisfactorily answered. Because of
the limited area of the waters of Kansas it is very essential
that wise laws be enacted to protect the native fishes,

especially while spawning. Such protection, in connection
with the fish we may have from the general Government,
will largely supplv us with this excellent and wholesome
food.-J. M. B.
Maine.—We have steadily advanced in our work. The

mass of the people begin to comprehend our objects. We
hope for better legislation by the coming Legislature. Our
woods are full of deer and our ponds and streams of fish.

The people begin to see the result of such protection as we
have been able to give to our game, as well as the product
of our fish plantings.—E. M. S.

- Mrtryland.—The reports from the western counties of
this State as to brook trout are very encouraging, and from
what I can gather they are so eagerly sought after that the
Commission will have to increase the output. There is not
so much demand for carp as formerly. Some years ago a
friend and I bought 500 acres of land, through which Deep
Creek flows, and we erected a dam and formed a lake of
about fifty acres, and strange as it may appear, the fishing
was good the following spring. Since then 1 have intro-
duced the rainbow and German brown trout. Of the rain-
bow we have some that will measure 3ft., and as game as
they are large. As to the natives—the brook trout—they
are there by the ton.—G. W. D.
Minnesota.—In the years 1S89 and 1890 Minnesota dis-

tributed more than 5,000,000 of fishes, besides 25,000,000 eggs
of the pike-perch (St/iostcdi.!;?;! 'Vitrcum). Of this number
800,000 were brook trout (S. fonUnaliH) and 347.000 lake
trout and 163,000 Loch Leven trout. The United States
Fish Commission planted in addition to these, in the waters
of Lake Superior within the limits of Minnesota, 36,910,000
fish qpnsisting principally of whiteflsh, lake trout and pike
perch. Every indication at the present time leads us to
believe that the output of the coming season will largely
exceed, if not double, that of the last.—R. O. S.
Missouri.—Missouri has had her fish car out two months

distributing large numbers of crappie, bass and carp, for
which her streains are admirably adapted, especially for the
first two species mentioned. In 1891, if our State Legisla-
ture appropriates snfiicient money, we mean to double our
present work and handle several new varieties.—H. M, G.
Nebraska.—The reports for the years 1SS9 and 1890 are now

(Jan. 15) in the State Printer's hands. The Commissioners
are all gentlemen of large experience in piscatorial matters
and take a livelv interest in all fishcultural operations. The
practical results of the work of the Commission are demon-
strated by the fact that in the few years of its existience it has
successfully stocked many of the waters of this State with
the best varieties of food fishes. Perhaps oui' greatest suc-
cess has been in stocking the spring streams with the brook
and rainbow trout. When trout were flrst planted in these
streams the wisdom of the undertaking was doubted by a
good many, as before the advent of the Commission no fish
of the salmon variety was ever known to be found, in the
jjiistorv of thA white man. in any f>f t)i9 wg-ters of this State,

However, at the present time we are pleased to say that
many of these streams aft'ord the angler excellent trout fish-

ing, and the speckled beauties are as plentiful in some of

them as they are in the streams of New York and Vermont

—

States which are noted for their excellent trout fishing.

What has been said of stocking the smaller streams with
trout might also be said about stocking the lai-ger streams
and lakes with the black bass and wall-eyed pike, as very
few of these fish were found in this State until the waters
were stocked by the Commission. The stocking of private
ponds with the German carp has also been successfully car-

ried on and is considered one of the most important branches
of our work. The State owns a fish car which the Commis-
sion finds a great advantage in distributing young fish. Dur-
ing the year.s 1889 and 1890 we hatched and distributed
in the waters of this State 36,925,0C5 young fish; of this

number 35,000,000 were young wall-eyed pike (Stizostcdium
vitrcum); the others were brook trout, rainbow trout, sal-

mon trout, black bass and German carp. The State appro-
priation for the Fish Commission for the biennial period
ending March 31, 1891, was -SIO,000; an extra appropriation of

-S3,000 for a fish car is included in this sura, and the Commis-
sion have recommended the appropriation of •516,000 for the
next two years' work.—M. E. O'B.
Ncn- Uorfc.—Notwithstanding the increased efficiency of

the hatcheries, the demand for eggs and young fish for
planting has vastly exceeded the supply. There has been a
notably'ur.gent call for the propagation of whiteflsh in Lake
Ontario, which the Commission, with its present fimds, has
been entirelv unable to satisfv. The Caledonia h.atchery

distributed during the year 1890 upward of 20,000,000 eggs
and fry of food and game fishes. The total distribution for

the vear aggregated nearlv 40,000.000. composed as follows:
Frost fish or tomcod 3,330.000, wall-eyed pike 4,000.000, mas-
calonee 75,000, smelts 300,000, whiteflsh 3,998,000, siscoes

3,400,000, Atlantic salmon 50,000, landlocked salmon 18,000,

brown trout 1,346,500, rainbow trout 155.000, brock trout
2,669,.500, lake trout 7,477.000, shad 14,338.688. An appropria-
tion of ?38,000is e.stimated for the expenses of the ensuing
year.
0/i/o.—Ohio has finished her pond hatchery at Chagrin

Falls, for the purpose of stocking the inland streams. From
this hatchery ;30.000 marbled catfish {Ictalnrus pjnictatus)
were distributed last year. Some small-mouthed black bass
W'ere turned out from the same place. We find that the
catfish does well in confined ponds, but that the bass does
not. Next year a much larger number of catfish will be
produced, and another effort made to ctiltivate ba.ss in these
ponds. Of course our work will depend largely on the
amount of funds placed at our disposal. Private enterprise

win fit some of our brooks for the retention of trout, and
we hope to make this fish to be no longer a stranger in

many parts of our State. The two-year-old fish received a
year 'ago from the U. .S. Fish Commission show up well,

measuring now 13in. and weighing from 13 to 14oz,—CV. O.

Fcnnsiil vaj}ia.—Pennsylvania's work of propagating and
distributing fish was siniilar to last year's (1889)", but on a
much larger scale. The species a.. d varieties, which have
received attention at om- several hatcheries, consist of brook
trout, lake trout, Loch Leven trout, brown trout, California
trout, and some lake and brook trout hybrids and German
carp. ' At the Central or Erie hatchery w'e prop'^gate white-
fish and wall-eyed pike, and have about 20,000.000 of each,

which we hope" to distribute dm-ing the coming season. We
expect to have about 3,000,000 trout from Corry and about as

many from Allentown.—J. A^. L.
Utnh.—\Jtah has no hatchery as yet. At the last legisla-

tive session an appropriation of S5,000 was made to build a
hatchery, etc., but up to date the sum has not been made
available. Utah has quite a large water area, which is in

every way adapted to the wants of fresh-water fish. Our
Great Salt Lake is too salt for any living thing except a
small shrimp (Artcmia fcrtilis), which abound in great
numliers. Utah Lake, some thirty miles south of Salt Lake
City, is our best fishing ground. During the year 1889 our
regfilar fishermen took from that lake 25,4501bs. of trout and
l,2S9,0001bs. of mullet, suckers and chubs. The number of

fishermen employed was 38; the number of days. 3,811: boats,

44, valued at 81,800; seines, 25, value 82,380. Of the trout,

l,5501bs, were taken with hook and line. The trout are par
excellence. The fishermen found ready sale for trout at 30

cents per pound. The mullets, etc., were sold at from ll.< to
3}.i cents per pound. Utah Lake is about 10 miles wide by
30'long. while its greatest depth is but 13ft. It empties into
Great Salt Lake through the River Jordan, which is about
40 miles long. The south half of Bear Lake is in Utah. Its

area is about the same as C^tah Lake, while its maximum
depth has not been fathomed. Then we have a large num-
ber of small lakes filled with native fish. The meat of the
suckers, mullets and chubs is white and sweet, hut, oh.- the
bones! Our largest rivers are Green, Bear, Weber, Jordan,
Prove, Sevier and Price. In all these fish abound. A few
white salmon are found in Green River, and they are a very
fine fish. Colorado heretofore has been liberally supplied
with Utah fish, but now the law forbids their export. The
General Government has been sending us carp, shad, black
bass, perch, crappies, etc., etc. The shad and carp are doing
well, the other species have been planted but a short time
and that they will do well no one has a doubt.—A. M. M.

Fi)T/i?iia.—Virginia had no money last year for fishcul-

tural work, her last Legislature having failed to make an
appropriation for that pm-pose. We earnestly hope that
provision will be made for the work during the coming sea-

son, when we expect to continue the artificial propagation of

our most valuable salt-water flsh. Last season we deposited
in the Chesapeake Bay, near the Glebe hatchery in North-
ampton county, 7,400,000 young Spanish mackerel and
1,135,000 young shad in the tributaries of the Chesapeake.
In addition to these a large number of ova of porgy, bonita,
mackerel, coalfish and gray and speckled trout (Cynosc(O)i
regale and C. niacidatum) were secured, and with these we
were, in an experimental way, quite successful. Beyond a
douijt, if means were at our disposal for the manipulation of

these eggs, we could make large deposits annually of the
fry of these varieties of fish. LTutil two years ago it was
thought by those tolerably familiar with the subject, that
the period oi spawning of the Spanish mackerel extended
over a space of three months, beginning about the middle of

June; but we have established the fact beyond controversy
that the time of greatest activity in spawning is in the early
part of June, while after this month ripe fish are met with
only sporadically. An inve.stigation of the condition of the
Virginia fisheries reveals the lamentable fact that the catch
of our pelagic fish is declining year by year, and the value
of the product, even with the latest devices for taking the
flsh, is growing gradually less. This condition, coupled
with the fact that we have such abundant opportunities for
artiflcial propagation, makes it especially desirable that
such supplementary methods should be adopted as an auxili-

ary to our natural supply, and its practical value would be
inesti mable.—

J

. T. W.

MILLIONS OF COD AND SALMON.—During the
months of January and February nearly nine millions of
young cod were planted from the U. S, Fish Commission
stations at Woods Holl and Gloucester, Mass. In Januaiy
upw.ard of twenty millions of cod eggs were taken from 48
females at Gloucester. At this hatchery the development
of haddock eggs it assuming great importance. From the
Clackamas station, in Oregon, young California salmon have
been liberated in the river from time to time as they reached
the proper age, and on Feb, 28 there remained in the hatch-
ing house 3,500,000 young salmon. To make room in the
building 75,000 fry were transferred tn a small ditch, fed by
d-S^rift^, and here they are doing remarkably well.
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All communications must reach us by Tuesday

of the weel< they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Mavch 16 to 19.—Inatigural Dog Show of the Washington City
Kennel Clnh, at Washington, D. 0.
March 24 to 37.—Second Annual Dog Show ot the Massaehusetta

Kennel Olub, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 81 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Olub, at Boston, Ma.as. E. H. Moore, Secretary.
April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, lU. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secretary.
Ajpril 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.—Dog Show of the Southern California Kennel

Club, at Los Angeles.
April 38 10 May 2.—Dog Show of the California Kennel Club, at
an Francisco, Cal. R. P. Rennie, Sec'y.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Yonngstown, 0.

PITTSBURGH DOG SHOW.
THE opening account of this show, held March 11 to 13,

aud a full list of the awards, with the exception of
beaeles aud foxhounds, which had not been judged up to
the time of our going to press, appeared in the last issue of
POKEST -iKD STREA3I. The management of the show, so far

as the care of the dogs, the benching and so on is concerned,
was, as might be expected, in the hands of "Billy" Tallman
all that could be desired, though he was necessarily hamp-
ered in his moyemeuts by the immense crowds which
poured into the building from morning till night. The
memlDers of the committee, whose names I gave last week,
worked like beavers to make the show the success it proved
to be, and were continually on hand to answer all the de-

Tiiands that the ordinary exhibitor is so iirone to spring on
these hard-worked gentlemen. I never attended a show
where such eager interest seemed to be evinced by the
general public and, as on the first day over 3,000 tickets

were sold, on We&nesday 5.970, on Thursday 4,982 and a
similar mimber on Fi'iday, the financial success of their first

undertaking must have been very gratifying to the club,

and in appreciation of this good luck a show is promised
next year which will outstrip all previous endeavors. The
Exposition building will be secured and a better array of

prizes will be set forth to tempt the best dogs and owners to

the Smoky City. The present building is altogether inade-
quate to the needs of even a fourth-rate show. The boys
were loud in their praise of the way Mr. Boggs and the club
had treated them, and it is safe to say they can command a
big entry next year.

The judging ring on the stage was poorly lighted, and as
iQ"any people were allowed to sit round who had no business
there, the judges were seriou.sly handicapped in their work.
The dogs should have been judged outside in the exercising
yard, where light aud plenty of room could be had. The
nudging somehow seemed to lag verymuch and it was night
time on Wednesday when everything was over. This was a
show of soecials and these take a lot of time to settle, es-

pecially when so manj; are given for loc8.1 dogs which in
many cases liave no merit as winners, still demand so much
valuable time to pi'operly adjust. Messrs. John Davidson,
James Mortimer and Joe Lewis did their work well, and
though, as is usually the case at Pittsburgh, there was some
grumbling by the local element, the "rounders" took every-

thing as it came, appreciating that which they were lucky
enotigh to get and looking forward to what the future and
the next show might bring them. The catalogue, while sub-
stantially gotten up, Avas, we regret to say, rather too full of

en-ors, and the management lost money in not ordering
double the number of copies, as the 1,500 were all disposed
of by Wednesday and no more could be had for love or
money. The lire in the city on Wednesday night caused
Tnany an owner and handler some anxious moments, but
happily the building escaped all harm, bixt of this more will

be said in "Doe: Chat." The criticism of awards will be
taken as the catalogue runs:

MASTIFFS—(JAMES MORTIMEE).

This breed was well represented by the Flour City and
Chas. C. Cook kennels, outside of them there was little of

any quality. In challenge dogs Mo.ses, hardly looking as

well as we have seen him, was alone, and the same may be
said of Lady Coleus. Five dogs faced the judge in the open
class and, in the absence of Melrose Prince, Ilford Chancel-
lor had an easy win over the others. Major Sellers, second,
is too flat faced, houndy ui ear. faulty behind and a poor
mover, but, no doubt, his excellent body and chest gained
him the place. Reginald Neville, third, is a black-faced
brindle, long in head, weak in pasterns and straight behind,
Tedeemed by good bone, vhc. going to his son, Benedict
Neville, who is wooly coated, is bad behind, but better in
head and front than the third winner. Lady Dorothy here
reversed her position at Baltimore, Caution's Own Daughter
moving down to second place; she is young yet, and age, no
doubt, will make her superiority more apparent in future.

Duchess of York, third, has a small but well-formed head,
ears might be better and little fault can be found elsewhere.

Miss Beaufort, vhc, also from the Cook Kennels, .shows lots

of quality, excellent bone, hardly deep enough in muzzle,
but boasts a nice skull and body. Puppy dogs, with the ex-

ception of Wilkes and Dude, were woefully lacking in mas-
tiff type. Wilkes has apromi.sing head, feet and ears might
be better. Dude has faultily-carried ears and is a bit

straight behind. The winner is by Moses and the other by
Beaufort. Mr. Cook took both prizes in bitches with Beau-
fort Queen and Duchess of York, though there must he some
mistake in the name of this pup; the Duchess of York in

the open class is by Minting and the puppy by Beaufort.

ST. BEENAEDS—(.JAMES MORTIMER).

These classes filled fairly well with 32 entries. The two
big kennels were on hand to fight out their battles again,

though Sir Bedivere was, as usual, entered for specials only.

This policy may be strictly within the rights of an exhibitor,

but I bard'ly think it fair to the judge or the dog. It took a

good deal of explaining aAvay at Baltimore when several

people a,sked me why Alton was put over Sir Bedivere, con-

cluding so erroneously from the fact of Alton winning in the
open class. Hesper and Ben Lemond did their little act over
again with the same result, but Jjady Wellington turned the
tables on her rival, Miranda, though she only scores in muz-
/Je and color. In open dogs, Alton was quickly sent out of

the ring with the blue ribbon and Mr. Mortimer settled

down to decide on the merits of an inferior lot of dogs.

Prince, excellent in bone and markings, but moving badly
behind, was given the red. Third was withheld and c. given
to Dennis. Meinrod, thfe winner in 1887, is all gone behind,
and as his very bad hocks seem to be transmitted to his pro-

geny, we .should advice Mr. Stucky to seek further afield for

stud dogs. The three cracks, the two Ladies and Plevna ap-

peared in the open bitch class and were a welcome relief.

Lady Livingston's superior quality again put her ahead, but
Lady Sneerwell had to give place to Plevna this time. The
latter is certainly improving in coat and her excellent body
and bone is very catching, but she loses in quality to the
other as well as' in muzzle and skull. Puppy prizes were
withheld. In smooth challenge bitches Cleopatra's better

quality and markings put her in front of Lola, who has
'

done some winning herself when competion was not so keen.
In dogs. Keystone Mars, one of Meinrod's get, was given
first. He is very bad behind, plain in head, coat the best
pai't. In bitches first prize was withheld and second given
to Keepsake, who is a bit, long-faced, good front, coat and
body; Irma Keystone stands fairly wetl but is plain-headed;
coat aud bone good. But for the presence of the Melrose
Kennels quality would, as may be judged, have been poorly
represented,

]S'EWFOU??-DLANDS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
The quality here was better than anything seen this year,

Mr, Marshall's team springing quite a surprise. Prince
George won easily in docs over his son, Prince Hal, in size,

head and ear. Albany Lass beat Troy Lass II. in bone and
head; coats are correct, and these dogs, in this respect, stand
as object lessons to the owners of the general run of New-
foundlands it is our misfortune to see at our shows.

BLOOr)HOITND.S— (.JAMES MORTIMEE).

Two dogs were entered, but the rather coarse Jack the
Ripper won somewhat easily in head, peak, wrinkle and
leather.

C4REAT DANES— (.JAMES JIOETIMER).

There were only t"wo entrie.s, Imt Melac met a by no means
unworthy competitor in Oakron Pascha, whose lack of size

compared to the other is his most noticeable fault, as he is a
well-balanced dog all round. Melac is simply invincible at
present. Splendidly formed, he is activity itself, and his
good disposition should make him eagerly sought as a stud
dog.

DEERHOTJNDS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

Olga was alone in the challenge class The dogs were the
same as at Baltimore and occupied the same positions.
Alida being alone in her class took the prize.

G-RETHOirNDS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

Gem of the Season and Charles Davis again contended
with the same result, and their presence so completely
smothered the others that no further awards were made. In
bitches, Maud Torrington easily accounted for Lady Clare,
who loses in body, ribs and front. Bess of Braddock, faulty
in pasterns, nicely libbed, but too flat in loin, received the
vhc. card, and Gyp was lucky to be commended.

FOXHOUNDS—(JOSEPH LEWIS).

An excellent pack from the Cook Kennels showed us
what careful selection and breeding can do for the Ameri-
can type of hound. Brawl carried his challenge honors
well, though a little throaty now; he is excellent elsewhere.
Drum II., the winner in dogs, is also a bit throaty, but his
excellent head, ear and front make him a good winner over
his kennel mate, Bill. Rob, vhc, is the whippety style of

hound we are accustomed to associate with the American
type. Bernhart, the winner in bitches, is not so truly
formed in head, but is well off for other hound properties.

Florah, vhc, lacks substance.

POINTERS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

An excellent entry in most of the classes faced the judge
in both this breed and setters. In heavy-weight challenge
dogs no le.ss than five were entered, Robert le Diable being
the absentee. Graphic, looking well, put in an appearance
and gained the ribbon over Duke of Vernon, Trinket's Chief
getting the reserve, a bit out-classed in this company. Revel
III. took care of the bitch class. Twelve dogs looked
anxiously toward the judge in the next class, and after as
careful an examination as the limited ring would admit of,

Pontiac proved to be the judge's choice. He is well known,
and Glamorgan, transferred from the light-weights, came
in for second money. He is good in head, a bit throaty and
might be stronger in pasterns. Tory White, well known,
came third, reserve going to Don, whose good front and
body offset a rather coarse head, full eye and straight stifle.

Trinket's Chief, .Jr., vhc, is coarse in head, throaty, but good
behind the head and looks every inch, as his fair mi.stress

informed me, a worker in the Held. Dick Swiveller, he, I

have spoken of before, and Rex C. is faulty in skull and eye.

In the coi'responding bitch class Dell, transferred from the
light division, though too fat, is a well formed bitch and
rightly beat Cicely for fir.st place, her bad feet and faulty
skull putting her back. Fau.stina third. In the light weight
challenge class for dogs, in the absence of Duke of Hessen
and Naso of Kippen, Launcelot proved the winner over Spot
Sting, who is a bit heavy in shoulders and out of condition.

In the bitch class Sally Brass II. was placed over Rosa May,
though she loses to the latter in head, and is better in body.
BelleTRandolph, reserve. Open dogs saw Tribulation, now
well known, the winner. Bing of Kippen, also described
several times before, and Graphic Poxie, a new one, third,

a bit long and short in muzzle aud not quite true in front,

Nick Naso, reserve, is a little long cast, thick in skull and
light in eye. Mack i*Jaso, he, is light in eye, bit lathy in
body, and muzzle could be improved. There was quite a
cla.ss of bitches, no less than sixteen coming to the scratch,

and first went to Miss Meally, wrongly catalogued as owned
by H. S. Paine; she belongs to Charles Heath; she is a bit

plain faced, but excellent in body and legs. Lou Croxteth
Nellie, second, prominent faults are a stary eye and snipy
muzzle. Siberian Girl stands a bit wide in front, and was
shown heavy in whelp or seemed to be. Lady Trinketj re-

serve, is hardly straight in front, a bit too .straight in stifle,

throaty and coarse in tail. Lorain, vhc, has a nice head,
but is heavy in shoulders. Nellie Fawcett Graphic, he, has
bad pa-sterns and feet, and Belle Beaufort is houndy-headed
and .stands wide in front. Nellie II., c, must get it for her
nice body. Puppies were fair. Nod, the winner in dogs,
has a nice head, but feet are too open.

ENGLISH SETTERS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

This town has alwtiys a large setter entry, as there are
many men in the neighborhood who think the English
setter takes the Spratts as a .sporting dog. In the challenge
class Count Howard had a walk-over, and afterward met
Monk of Fumess for the special. Though rather heavily
formed in head and a bit lippy, his excellent coat and body,
legs and feet, put him nicely ahead of the other, who looked
soft and coat not in good trim, though profuse enough.
Count also beats in movement. In bitches Princess Beat-
rice II. beat Zona, both are well-known. Fifteen dogs were
present in the open class, and the judge had no easy task to
pick the winner. Competition was keen between the two
first, Monk of Furness aud Sir Tatton. The latter may be
beaten in size and head, but is infinitely better in coat' and
quite as good in bone. Roderigo came third, Roger took
reserve, all well known^ as well as Joe Noble, vhc Glad-
stone II. is a bit broad m skull, full in eye, and faulty in
muzzle, good body, legs and feet. Ben Hur of River View.
Dad Wilson's Boy, a bit slack in loin, and Tony Gladstone,
have all been noticed before, Dan, c. , is coarse and is faulty
in quairters, good legs and feet. In bitches Albert's Nellie,

a field trial winner, though faulty in muzzle and .stop, is

well off in body, legs and feet, is short of feather just now.
Lilly Hill, second, is a bit straight-faced and stands wide in
front. Bonnie Gladstone Girl has a fair head, is not ribbed
well enough, and is faulty in carriage of stern. Vic, re-

serve, is not quite straight enough in front. Rosa Lee, vhc,
is light in muzzle and bone. Bessie Avent has been com-
mented on. Nellie Kitson, he, is very snipy-muzzled. good
body, and Evan's Flirt is too broad in skull and muzzle, not
right in body and legs fair. Joe Noble was the winner in
piippy dogs," and Nettie Novice in bitche.s, nice body, legs

and feet, but too line in muz/Je.

IRISH SETTEES—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

These were a good display, especially the open dog class,

but the limited space and bad light on the stage made it

difficult for the judge to pick the best. A rattling good dog
is Mack N., and he made the familiar ones, such as Max A,
and Kildare, take a back seat. This is the type of dog we
require to perpetuate, while his head is of the correct form-
ation, his color, bone, body, legs and feet leave little to be
desired, though he shows age a little round the muzzle.
Max A. beat Kildare for second place. Dick Swiveller had
been refused entrance because of mange, though his only
apparent sore was on the nose, which seemed to have been
bruised against the crate. In open dogs, Beau Brummell
scored again; he seemed to have eczema on the hock, and his
muscle on the off hind leg seems to have shrunk away.
Glen Jarvis, second, is a dog of nice type, head though
might be better. Minstrel, third, in fact all the mentioned
dogs have been commented on so recently it is needless to
repeat. That nice bitch Endora was here the winner over
Red Bell, both described at Baltimore, as was Hazel Nut IH.,
third. Bessie Glencho took reserve again, and Nornahc.
Dog puppies saw Sandy's good head put first over Buffalo
Tim. No bitch puppies shown.

GORDON SETTERS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

In challenge dogs Ivanhoe beat his kennel mate Leo B. in
head and color. In bitches, Becky Sharp was ahead of
Meadowthorpe Blossom. King Item again proved the win-
ner in open dogs, followed by Tyrus, also well known. Rex-
mont, third, loses in muzzle and body. Bob, reserve, is
faulty in front, nice tan. Parker's entry and bis Quail
were placed vhc. and he. With Beemont and Flomont
absent in the bitch class the prizes fell to Parker's Gyp and
Jess, some distance removed in quality from those men-
tioned, being small and faulty in heads "and coloring. No
puppies were shown.

SPANIELS—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Irish water spaniels, or rather the Irish water spaniel, as
there was only one entered, was judged by Joe Lewis, and
Patsey O'Connor was the entry. I believe he is well known.
In Clumbers, a challenge class was made for Boss III., which
relieved the judge of his presence. Lady Belle then beat
Johnny, Jr. They may al! be counted now among the
rounders. Two good ones came up in the field spaniel dog
class, and competition was keen. Baron, by his better front
and body, beats Beverley Negus. Toady Obo, third, w;is at
Baltimore. Lady was alone in bitches. Both challenge
cocker entries were absent. In the open dogs, Dan Browu
beats Snowball in coat and head. Pippo, third, is poor. In
bitches, Vera, the winner, has a topknot like a water .spaniel,

is faulty in muzzle, nice body and front. Dimple is lia:ht in
eye, wavy-coated and leggy. Chip K, was at Baltimore.
Nona, first in puppies, has a nice head, is hardly straight
enough in front. Queen is leggy, long in muzzle, but boasts
a nice straight coat. As may be imagined from the above,
outside of the field dogs there was little quality.

COLLIES—(JAMES MORTIMEE).

There were only about a dozen collies present, the Chest-
nut Hill Kennels supplying most of the winner.?. Roslyn
Wilkes proved the winner in challenge dogs and a Western
winner," Rob Roy, came second, loses in head, front and
coat to the other. Flurry III., brimful of quality as she is,

took the corresponding prize for bitches, and afterward
downed Wilkes for the special. Wellesbourne Hero again
snatched the prize from his now old opponent, Hempstead
Zulu, third was withheld, Wellesbourne Gypsy again
proved the winner in bitches, other prizes withheld, and
vhc. was given to a curly, soft-coated, short-headed .specimen,
which must be considered a lucky animal. Robin won in
puppies, only an ordinary .specimen. Second withheld.

POODLES—(JAMES MORTIMER).
Mr, Mortimer indorsed the Baltimore decision by placing

Dexter over Berria. If the first named dog could have a
little more attention paid to his cords, what a grandly
coated dog he would be; at present he is simply a good dog
wa.stcd.

BULLDOGS—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Harper, standing the strain in good shape, was alone in

challenge class, and The Graven Image accounted for the
only prize given in bitches, the other two looking like
promising competitors for the Monongahela special. Do!|S
no entries.

BULL TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMEE).

In challenge bitches the winner proved to be Starlight,
beating Enterprise in shouldei-s and head. A nice class of
dogs came together in the ne\t class, and as large aud small
were about equally divided, the class was si)lit up. In
heavyweights a rattling good dog, a bit short in head, but
.standing well all round, was placed over the well-known
Spotless Prince. Duft'erin, being a little outclassed here,

took third. Yale, vhc, is light in eye and might be im-
proved iu body. Nelson, the same, is thick iu .skull, faulty
in eye, shown fat, and is a bit too wide in front. In the under
301bs. division, MLster Dick was first this time, second going
to Rogue, who shows too much stop, and though well fur-
nished in body, is faulty in eye. .Jim, third, is full in eye
and short in muzzle, and stands a trifle wide in front. In
bitches, Duchess of York proved the winner, Loomont Kit
this time taking second, losing in legs, feet and shoulders.
Busy, vhc, is faulty in head, muzzle especially. Lady Dinah
won in puppies, has good legs and feet, butterfly nose and
badly cut ears. Rose, second, is not up to much.

DACHSHUNDE—(JAMES MORTIMER).

This city is a stronghold for these quaint little hounds,
and one of the best we have seen over Jn-re, at least thetrue,st

to type outside of Rubenstein, is Fritz K., who lowered the
colors of his kennel lunte, Feldman K., who has done so much
winning. Fritz beats in stop, cleanness of head, has excel-

lent crook, chest coming well through and low down, nice
lengthy back and correct loin; the otlier is coarse beside
him. in bitches, Lena, -Jr., had to succumb to a daughter of
Feldman's; nice coat and length, well crooked and chest
well let down, firm on her pins and better in mouth than
Lena. Bertraud was the sole representative of the Bassett
race.

BEAGLES—(JOSEPH LEWIS).

The classes here were .similar to those at Baltimore and as
many of those winning here were commented in that report
it is no u,se going over them again. The judge went for good
working stock. That good little worker Frank Forest had
to give way to Little Duke, who stands better in front and
is better in shoulders. Lou had her class to herself. Quite
a class of clever dogs faced the judge aud Don, a bit long in
muzzle, full in eye.'but good in running gear, was placed
over our old friend Tony Weller, who is a bit coarse in skull
and hardly strong enough in pasterns. Roy K. here weut
back to third place, this is simply a matter of opinion, he is,

I think, quite the equal of either placed ahead of him.
Sport is wide in front, soft in coat and a bit coarse in skull.

King, he, might be improved in legs and feet. Some of the
others might have beeu mentioned too. In bitches Twiutwo
was again placed in front and MoUie, hardly true in front,

coarse and thick in ear, but excellent body and coat, came
next. Flora K. third. Cris, he, is a trifle long in head and
wide in front. In puppies Belle of Rockland, hardly straight
enough in front, has an excellent coat, muzzle might be
squarer. Bmeli'ne, loses in coat, 1 almost preferred for the
place, Fitzie, third, is fair.

FOX-TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTtMER),

An excellent display, and the Blemton and Oriole kennels
had it nip and tuck. Lucifer had an easy win over Volun-
teer, who is out of shape, and Rachel accounted for Blemton
Brilliant. Our only German was in it again in the dog
class with Blemton Victor II.; needs a little trim in body,
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but in head, correct carriage of ears and legs and feet,
certainly beats Rnby Trigger, second, and is withont doubt
bbe best the Blemtou Kennel has yet turned out. Endcliffe
Spice, thii-d, was at New Yorlc and Baltimore. Le Logos,
The, loses in head. In bitches that smart terrier Dona was
placed over her kennel raate Dominica again, the latter has
her time to come yet. Bleraton Enid is large in ear, a bit
slack in loin, and does not stand true in front. Verdict, re-
serve, is well known as a terrier all over. Barrow, by
Shifty, was nursing a litter, is faulty in front, and Betsey
Splanger, he, is round in skxill, and ears are not well
carried, but has a nice front. Dominica won in puppies
with Betsy Splanger second. Muneie Lily is a bit coai'se.
Capsicum was the only representative of the wire-hairs, she
was at Baltimore last week.

IRISH TEERTEES—(.JAMES MORTIMER).
An excellent lot of these dare deAnls turned up, but as the

supply of good ones is limited the prizes fell to the old win-
ners. Here Mr. Mortimer reversed the Baltimore decision
and put the faulty-fronted Mars over Dunmurrey, Breda
Bill, who is unfortunate in having had two front teeth
knocked out in a fight, is a well-fronted terrier, and but for
the above defect, if such it can be called, when earned in a
hard-fought battle, would always be placed higher up.
Breda Tiney again came in for vhc. NeTermore Gessala, he,
too big and coarse and short of coat, was lucky in getting
the letters.

SCOTCH, DANDIE DINMONT AND SKTE TERHIERS— (JAMES
MORTIMER).

Two were entered in the Scotch class, and Killston proved
an easy winner over Glencoe, beating the other in coat, front
and head. In Dandies Border Clinker 11. , owned by Henry
Linzer, was given the prize. In Skyes Sir Stafford had to
give place to Lovett, though why I am at a loss to say. Sir
Staft'oi'd beats in head, coat, length and bone. In bitches
Efiie Dean beat Bessie, and judging from the former class
Bessie should liave been first.

BLACK AlsV TAK TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
Beaconsfield scored again, but was beaten for the special

by Meersbrook Maiden. Dixie, he, got all he deserved. In
bitches Meersbrook Maiden, though she showed herself as
cold as charity, was placed ahead of Meersbrook Empress,
her mother, Rochelle Nadgy reserve, all well known. Pansy,
vhc, has poor tan and ears, just the ordinarj' sort. Lotta is

a fair dog, and so is Tiny C. Nellie, the winner in puppies (1),

is a nicely marked toy.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—(jAMES MORTIMER).
Toon's Royal was alone in dogs, and Venu^, from the same

kennel, completely shut out Lucy.
PUGS— (.JAMES MORTIMER).

With Bessie, Vesta and Nellie Bly in the challenge class
made competition keen, but Bessie's nice shape and condi-
tion could not be denied and they were placed in the order
named. Penrice, the new dog, here made his first appear-
ance at a big show; he is a nice cobbily-built little fellow,
good skull, fair muzzle and carries himself as a pug should
do, is not in good condition yet. Eastlate Curtis is not so
good in skull as Ben Hur, vhc, also loses in ear and is plain
faced. Carmine again won in bitches, followed by Little
Bessie, who only needs time to develop into .something nice.
Lady, vhc, has a nice skull, ears badly carried and is faulty
in front.

TOT SPA^flELS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
The King Charles came out strong; Calumet Ben d'Or,

the winner, has an excellent skull, might be better in eye, is
a bit on the large size, good tan. Nigger, second, as his
name denotes, is dark in markings. Bentick, vhc, is faulty
in muzzle, curly-coated and large. The class was divided
and this let in Calumet Alice for first in bitches; she is a
nicely skulled, short-faced little animal, tan a bit smutty,
especially on legs. Top.sy, second, is well known as a good
one. In Blenheims a good one in Calumet Cromwell, though
a bit wavy-coated, is better in this respect than Oalumet
Lulu who also loses in skull and muzzle to the other.

ITALIAN CTliETHOUKDS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
A larger show of these than any outside of New York,

Lewis's Spring winning nicely over Cupid, whose ears are
faulty. Rex vhc. In bitches Lady Lee is nice size, head
and ear faulty, won over Lewis's Star, whom I preferred for
the place, better in head and action. Sprite is a bit too
straight in back, but can give either points in shape of head
and front. Lady, vhc, is faulty in muzzle and has tulip
ears.

SHAGGY EOXHOUKDS—(JAMES MORTIilER).

These dogs were so mixed up on the benches I do not feel
like tackling: them. To all appearance they differ in no
way from ordinary foxhounds, they may be a little rougher
round the neck. All the claimants for miscellaneous prizes
were sent back without mention. They were a funny lot.

H. W. L.
SPECIAL PRIZE LIST.

Masxifps —Best kennel. Flour Oity Kennels. American Mastiif
Club medal for best American bred mastiff: and bitch (2), Caution's
Own Daughter. Best dog or bitch, Lady Cnleus. Best rioe;. Ilford

ton Victor II. Best bitch, Rachel. Irish Terriers.—Best do^
Mar.B. Best bitch, Dunmurrey. Best dog or bitch, Mars. Scotc
Terriers.—Best dog, Killston. Dandle Dinmonts.—Best, ISorder
Clinker II. Skye Terriprs.-Best in show, Lovett. Best bitch,
b.ffle Dean. Black and Tan Terriers.—Beat in show, Meersbrook
Maiden. Yorkshire Terriers.-Best in shnw^ divided. Toon's
Royal and Venns. Best collection. North lield Kennels. Best
hitch, Venus. Best dog, Toon's Royal. Pugs.—Best kennel, Dr.
M. H. Cryer. Beat dog or bitch, Bessie. King Charles Spaniels.-
Best dog. Calumet Ben d'Or. Best bitch. Calumet Alice. Blenheim
Spaniels.—Beat in show, Calumet Cromwell. Best bitch, Calumet
Lulu. Italian Greyhounds.—Best collection of three, Jop Lewis.
Best brace, Joo Lewis. Wolfhounds.—Best in show, Zloeem.
Shaggy Poxhounds.—Best kennel (2), A, B. Wliitlock.

TEXAS FIELD TRIALS.
ISpecial Report.']

THE fifth annual meeting of the Texas Field Trials Club
began Feb. 24 and lasted three days. The prizes being

of small value none of the ''regulars" were in attendance,
and the number of entries was small, but some of them were
fine workers, and the All-Aged Stake showed a remarkably
even lot of good dogs. The weather was warm the first two
days, but ciuite cold the third, and a high wind prevailed at all
times. Although birds were known to be reasonably abund-
ant they were at times hard to find, and some heats were de-
cided without mtich actual work. The judging was done
by various members of the club assisted by Mr. C. M.
Bounds, of San Antonio. The first day Messrs. R. P. Lit-
tlejohn, W. J. Welz, W. J. Rosborough; Sr., and Hon. A.
H. Cooper judged; on the 2.5fch Messrs. C. M. Rounds, W. J.
Rosborougb, Sr., W. E. Winston, Behn Cook and Hon. A.
H, Cooper were the jxidges; on the last day the Messrs. Ro.s-
borough and Cook judjjed. All decisions were carefully
and well made and received with satisfaction, by the com-
petitors.

The Derby was won by Amory R. Starr's June, a rather
small white, black and tan English setter, whelped April,
1889, and bred byB. M. Stephenson, of Lafrrange, Tennessee.
He is a doj? of fine .speed, range and nose, with about perfect
style. Second was won by J. L. Appling's Maud, a black
and white di-opper. She presents a curious appearance,

a setter in form, action and color, with a pointer'sbeing

St. Beknabus.-Best kennel (2), E. H. Moore. St. Bernard Club
medal best American bred smooth dog. no entry. Best American
bred hitch, Cleopatra. Best rough dog. Prince Victor. Best
smooth, Cleopatra. Best rough dog or bitch, Sir Bedivere. Best
bred by Keystone Kennels, Keystone Mars.
Newfoundlands.—Best kennel, John Marshall. Best dog or

bitch, Prince George. Bloodhounds.—Best in show, Jack the Rip-
per. Great Danes.—Best dog, Melac. Deerhoundt .—Best kennel,
George Shepard Page. Beat In show, Allan Breck. Greyhounds.
—Best kennel, Dequesne Greybound Kennel. Best in show. Gem
of the Season. Foxhounds,—Best kennel, H. E. Cook, Best dog.
Brave. Best bitch, Bernhardt.
PotNTEBS.—Best tennel, Chas. Heath. Best dog (2), Graphic.

Best bitch. Revel III. Best dog or bitch started in field trials
1890-91, Belle Beaufort. Best bitch puppy, Lon Oroxteth Nellie.
Best owned in Allegheny county. Dell. Best threp-year-old dog
owned in Allegheny county, Dick Swiveler. Best puppy 8 months
old, Lon CroxTeth Nellie.
ENoniSH Setters.-Best kennel, Joe Lewis. Best Paul Glad-

stouB pup, Tony Gladstone. Best dog or bitch (3), Count Howard.
Best dog by Gladstone—Lad y M., Gladstone II. Best dog in open
class. Monk of Furness. Best bitcb in open class, Albert's Nellie.
Largest colli'dion of English setters, Joe Lewis.
IRTSH Setters.- Best kennel, Kildare Kennels. Best dog or

bitch (3), divided, Mack N. and Ruby Glenmore. Best bitch. Ruby
Glenmore. Best dog. Mack N. Rest brace of bitches, MoUie
Bawn and Ruby Glenmore. Best dog or bitch with field trial
record, Tearaway. Best brace, dng and bitch, owned by one ex-
hibitor. Beau Brnmmell and Ruby Glenmore. Youngest with a
field trial record, Covert's Tearaway.
GORUON Setters.—Best Kennel, S. G. Dixon. Best dog, Ivan-

hoe. Best bitch, Beckv Sharp.
Spaniels.—B?st cocker (2), Dan Brown. Beat Irish water

spaniel. Patsy O'Connor. Best Clumber, Boss III.
CoLLits —Best kennel, Chestnut Hill. Collie Club medal best

American-bred, Roslyn Wilkes. Best collie. Flurry III. Best
bitch in open class, Wellesbourne Gypsy. Best dog ditto, Welles-
bourne Hero.
_ Poodles.—Best dog or birch, Dexter. Best collection, Purbeck's
Dexter and Kell. Bulldogs.- Best in show, Harper. Rest bitch in
open class, The Graven Image. Bull-terriers.—Best dog or bitch,
Starlight. Dachshunde.- Best dog, Fritz K. Best bitch (3),
Maggie K. Best red bitch, Lena K. Best kennel of four, Lewis
and Klocke.
Beagles.—Best kennel, Glenrose Kennel. Best dog, Little Duke

Best bitch, Twmtwo. N. B. C. Specials.—Best kennel, Glenrose.
Best dog. Little Duke. Best bitch, Twintwo. Best beagle startedm a field trial, Butter's Don. Best dog or bitch in open class
Twintwo.
Fox-Terriers.-Best Kennel, Blemton Kennels, Best dog, Blem-

coat. She had a great local reputation, and it was to test
her merits that the trials were made "open to all bird dogs."
She is a good killing bitch, and has a fair nose, with toler-
able range, speed and moderate style. She was accidentally
bred by W. C. Cock, and is .small. Barney, the winner of
third, owned by C. M. Rounds, of San Antonio, Texas, and
bred by Robt. Schuetze, of that place, is a very handsome
liver and white pointer of medium size, he has good nese,
range and speed, with fine style in motion and tolerable on
point, he shows high ciuality and has a blood-like appearance.

Craft, owned by Amory R. Starr, won the All-Aged Stake.
He was also bred by Stephenson, and is a half brother to
June. He is not so brilliant a performer as his younger
brother but a very pretty, accurate worker, his speed, range
and nose are good, as is his style on point, in motion he is
only moderate. .lune won second and Barney third. Mv.
Starr, who secured the bulk of the honors, had a decided ad-
vantage, as his dogs were especially nrepared for the trials
while the others had only been used in regular shooting; his
trainer, W. B. Harvey, is a novice, but deserves much credit
for the condition in which he started the dogs in his charge;
his handling for a beginner was also quite good. The running
was as follows:

DERBY.
First Series.

.1. L. Appling's black and white dropper Maud (whelped
March 29, 1889), by Capt. Craig (setter) out of Ress (pointer),
handled by W. C. Cock,

heat
Amory R. Starr's white and black English setter Manitoba

Frisk (whelped Sept. 11, 1889), by Dick Bondhu out of West-
ern Belle, handled by W. B. Harvey.

Amory R. Starr's June, white, black and tan English set-
ter, by Corsair out of Tchula (whelped April, 1889), handled
by W. B. Harvey,

heat
C. M. Rounds's liver and white pointer Barney (whelped

March 16, 1880), by Spot out of Qaeeny, handled by owner.

W. J. Rosborough, Sr.'s white and black setter Glad's
Doncaster (whelped July 16, 1890), by Gladson out of Ruby
Doncaster, handled by owner,

beat
A, H. Cooper's white, black and tan English setter Texas

Rake (whelped July 10, 1890), by Ran Tucker out of Lady
Ethel, handled by owner.

Second Scries.
June beat Maud.
Glad's Doncaster a bye.

Finals.
June beat Glad's Doncaster (withdrawn) and won first.
Maud beat Barney and won second.
Barney beat Manitoba Frisk and won third. In this heat

Barney ran immediately after a very long heat with Maud,
his work was better than in the first heat, showing him to be
a dog of fine bottom.
Glad's Doncaster was awarded a special prize of a gun case,

offered by Mr, Lake, of Marshall, for best puppy under
ISmos. old,

ALL-AGED STAKE.
First Series.

Amory R. Starr's black pointer bitch Onyx, 4yrs. old {Wat
—Flash), handled by W. B. Harvej-,

heat
J. F. Cock's white, black and tan English setter Tennessee

Belle, oyrs. old (Gladstone's Boy—Flirt C), handled by W.
C. Cock.

Amory R. Starr's black and white English setter Mani-
toba Frisk. ITmos. old (Dick Bondhu— Western Belle)
handled by W. B. Harvey,

beat
W. E. Winston's white and black English setter Chatham

II., oyrs. old (iMingo—Fausta XL), handled by owner.

Amory R. Starr's black, white and tan English setter
.lune, 22mos. old (The Corsair—Tchula), handled by W. B.
Harvey,

beat
C. M. Round's liver and white pointer, 23mos. old (Spot—

Q.ueeny), handled by owner.

Amory R. Starr's black, white and tan English setter
Craft, 2>^yrs. old (Ben Hill—Tchula), handled by W. B.
Harvey,

beat
J. L. Appling's black and white dropper Maud, 33mos.

old (Capt. Craig—Ress), handled by W. C. Cock.

Second Series.

June beat Manitoba Frisk.
Craft beat Onyx.

Finals.

Craft beat .June (placed by judges without running) and
won first.

June (placed by judges) won second.
Bai'uey beat Maud and won third.
In the Craft-Onyx heat the former wan handled by his

owner and Mr. Appling handled Maud in her heat with
Barney.

ManitobaFri.sk, the winner of the 'last Manitoba Derby,
failed to secure a place. He is a very fine dog. but when, re-
ceived from Canada was from some cause badly cowed, so
much so that it was at first almost impossible to get him to
hunt at all, and he could only be worked very little before
the trials. Some of his work was brilliant, but it was quite
irregular.
Mr. Rounds and his little pointer acquitted themselves

well for beginners and made many friends.
Craft was awarded the collar offered by the Alexandria

Rod and Gtm Chib for the winner of the All-Aged Stake and
a case of cleaning tools offered by Mr. E.]J. Fry, of Marshall,
for the best setter. Tes.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

I DO not personally know Mr. Krehl, the editor of the
liondon Stoch-Keeper, but is it possible to withhold the

most hearty and thorough respect and admiration for the
man, after his large-hearted offer as to the mastiff for the
little blind, deaf and dumb girl? Not only does he ask the
privilege of making tip any deficit in the proposed subscrip-
tion, biit should the subscription fall through, asks Mr.
Wade to buy the mastiff and send him the bill. In .some
men or some papers this might have an air of ostentation,
shrewd advertising, etc., but Mr. Krehl instills an amount
of heart into the tone of hi.s offer that shows beyond all
question that it is simply the moving of a kindly, generous
heart. Such a ma,n reflects credit on all dog lovers, and
each of us may feel proud that there are such men among
us.

Thinking over the extravaganza.? of fanciers, the thought
occurs to me that after all it is not the eminent authorities,
the great fanciers that do the mischief of exaggeration of
de.sjred properties. It is the all-round man, the authority
who .shares his ktiowledge between a dozen breeds. Take
the case of the collie Marcus recently commented on. It is
unquestionable that Mr. W. W. Thomson, the peculiar and
eminent authority on the breed.lheld the dog of very high
merit. I strongly .suspect that our best judge, Mr. Apgar,
holds the .same view. Yet I never heard a general judge who
did not say the dog was a rank bad one, a duffer or some-
thing to that eflfect. "The History of the Mastiff" shows
that its author, M. B. Wynu, is a devotee of the extreme of
short, broad head, yet nowhere do I find bodily perfection so
strongly insisted on. The inference I draw is that it is the
diluted authority who incites the rage of elevating some
marked feature to a prepo.sterous extent, or as Mr. Fellows
defines it, "renders long and low, as longest and lowest."

4:-
*

-vi-

How many times have you run yourself tired over a dog
show to meet a certain party, and how long has it taken you
to find the party who was in the same show with you all the
time? It seems to me that shows would render the paths of
visitors much less thorny if they would set up a sort of
bureau of information. Suppose Tom leaves word at the
bureau office that he wants to see John at the bureau win-
dow, this to be posted on a bulletin, and haMiv.es make it a
practice to call at the btiUetin occt,sionally ? This is only
a rough sketch of a plan, but it might Ije worth while think-
ing such a plan out.

Going to .shows, with many men, now means more to meet
oggy friends, exchange notes, talk over old times, and gen-
rally to have a good time than it does to see dogs, and in
view of this it would be a great accommodation if commit-
tees would provide a sort of general meeting room whenever
it is possible. Of course I know this is impossible in many
cases; at Pittsburgh it was evidently out of the question, so
it was in New Y''ork in the old Garden or the American Insti-
tute building. In the new Garden building the restaurant
afforded a convenient place. I think the Boston building
has a good place, and I hope all committees will bear this
point in mind.

I was pleased to hear you, Mr!' Editor, sav that while you
proposed that Forest and Stream should'have and express
its opinion on every public subject, you further proposed
that the antagonistic view to yours .should be allowed the
utmost freedom of expression as long as a proper manner
was chosen. Not only is this the only fair course, but it is
the most effective one toward strengthening the side you
hold by, for it add.s to the independent, outsider, estimate
that readers are apt to put on editorial utterances, while a
policy of excluding or belittling adverse expressions of
opinion, only lead to the conclusion that the journal is
partisan, and its views being strictly partisan, of no weight.
Most of us can recall instances of two kennel journals who
totally ruined their influence by indiscreet and blind cham-
pionship of one side of a dispute of a national character, as
far as dog matters went. The Oxlooker.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB.
Editor Forest and Strea m:
At a meeting of the executive committee of the N. B. C,

held March 13, 1891, the following business was disposed of:
It was voted to hold a banquet on March 31. 1891, at a place
to be selected later. The president, Mr. O. W. Brooking,
and Mr. W. S. Clark were appointed a committee to make
all necessary arrangements in regard to above.
As it is absolutely necessary that the executive committee

should know how many to provide for, it would be well if
those who intend to be present would send in their names to
the secretary as soon as possible. The tickets will be §2. In
order to make this a success each member who possibly can
should be present, as a most enjoyable evening is expected.
It was voted to send the following letter to each member of
the late A. B. C:
Dear Sir: At meeting of executive committee of the N. B. C.

and A. B. C, h^ld at W. K. C. bench show at New York, Tuesday,
Feb. 21, with full authority to act on premises, it was voted that
that cluh, A. B. C, amalgamate with"the N. B. C. under follow-
ing conditions: First—The name shall be the National Beagle
Club. Second—The officers shall be the present officers of the
N. B. C. Third—They shall pay no initiation fee. Dues shall com-
mence July, 1891, pro\aded that if members wish to compete at
present show for special prize tbey shnll pay dues for first half
year of '91. Otherwise they shall eojoy all privileges of mem-
bers. Fourth—They shall accept constitution and by-laws of the
N. B. C. In accordance with above we send herewith an applica-
tion blank which we would be pleased to have you fill out and
return as soon as possible.—F. W. Chapman, Sec'y.

Since the last meeting the following members have been
elected: The Field Kennels, Mr. Geo. W. Rogers and Mr. J.
J Dwyer. The resignation of Mr. H. S. Gilbert was accepted
with much regret. It was voted to offer the following spe-
cials at Cleveland: Suitable piece of silver (value S15) for
best kennel of four beagles; suitable piece of silver (value
^10) for best beagle bitch; suitable piece of silver (value §10)
for best beagle dog. It was voted to make a suitable decor-
ation at the New England Kennel Club show at Boston, and
Messrs. Chapman and Clark were appointed as committee
in charge. Meeting adjourned. HUBITE.

MASTIFFS AT NEW YORK SHOW.-Peoria, Hl.-
Editor Forest and Stream: I cannot refrain from thank-
ing the Forest and Streaji and Mr. Chas. H. Mason for
the thorough, able, and comprehensive review of mastiffs at
the New York show. To us poor souls who are much inter-
ested and unable to attend the show, such a report cannot
be overestimated. I do not think many who were there
have as good an idea of the dogs as could be gained from a
careful study of that report.—C. E. BuKN.
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DOG CHAT.
PROFESSOR BARILLI, of Atlanta, Ga., is a nepliew of

the 'divine" Patti, and wishing to make his celebrated
relative a present, he has through Jos. P. Sharp, Springfield,
O., purchased a pug pup fi'om Al. G-. Eberhart, of Cincin-
nati, O., who takes for his motto in the dog business "a
square deal." The pus will, we presume, be shipped to
Craig-y-nos, the home of the great singer.

J. H. Pritchard, who has for several years been connected
with the Wiulawn and Mrs. Grant's kennels of mastiffs on
Staten Island, writes us he has been euaaged as manager of

the Flour City Kennels, Rochester, Js . Y. From what we
know of Mr. Pritchard, Mr. Whitney could hardly have
made a better selection.

Miss Van Bnren has sold her Italian ereyhound Cnpid to
Mrs. Andrews, of Douglaston, L. I., for S135. Cupid was
entered for the last time in the name of Miss Van Buren at
the Pittsburgh show, where after his winning he was de-
lirered to his new owner. Cupid, it will be remembered,
has done a good deal of winning in years past.

At the annual meeting of the Michigan Kennel Club the
following officers were re-elected for the ensuing year: Dr.
L. Younghusband, President; Dr. John Younghusband,
Vice-President; Dr. M. V, B. Sauaders, Secretary; C. H.
Royce, Treasurer; H. E. Cook, Delegate; Prot. Will Tracy,
member of executive committee.

The Mascoutah Kennel Club desires to announce an ad-
ditional special prize in the setter class, viz.: The Goi'don
Setter Club of America offers -SIO for the best Gordon setter
exliibited. Arrangements have Iseen made, for the benefit
of Canadian exhibitors, with S. T. Percy, agent of the Can-
adian Express Co., Port Huron, Mich., to forward all dogs
for their coming bench show upon the following conditions:
Each dog must be returned dead or alive immediately after
the show, otherwise duty will be collected, each shipper will
have to pay -50 cents for a bond and express charges in ad-
vance. Consular invoices will be unnecessary if the valua-
tion is placed at less than -^ilOO. Each express invoice must
be in duplicate and state the names of the dogs, color and
value, countersigned on the b'^ckby the shipper and directed
to S. T. Percy, Port Huron, Mich.," for Geo. H. Hill, super-
intendent, Battery D, Chicago, 111. Shipment should be
made to allow for at least the delay of one day. Negotia-
tions are pending with the railroads centering in Chicago
for reduced round-trip passenger rates, which if secured will
he duly announced.

Mr. C. M. Munhall writes us that at the solicitation of
many exhibitors they have changed and added to classes in
their premium list as follows: Class 66, cocker spaniels,
any other color, not over 2Slbs., open class, dogs, first §10,

second 85. Clas.s 66M, bitches, first §10, second S5. Class 67,

Clumber spaniels, challenge class, dogs and hitches, first -SIO!

&7}i. open class, dogs and bitches, first $10, second S5. Class
lOS^black and tan terriers, over Tliis., dogs, fir.st slO, second
$5. 'lOoV;, bitches, first SIO, second s.5. The list of specials
for the show is increasing daily, and they will Ije attractive
enough to induce the largest kennels to make entries there.

We have received letters from Dr. Whitaker and "Mai-k
the Boy," the one about the Malcolm matter and the Gor-
don Club and the other questioning our report of the B;iUi-
more show regarding its success, etc. It is not our policy to
encourage the nagging spirit which seems to be abroad at
present. It leads to no good end and only opens an avenue
for those who want everything their own way and cannot
get it, to annoy and stir up bitter feeling in dogdom. Our
aim is to keep all interests friendly. We wish to see still

more men of standing and respectability come into the
fanciers ranks, but we are stu-e that should they get a whiff
of the odors whicli are flying around at preseiit, they will
"bide a wee" before venturing in and dogdom loses so much,
and those who are already in it may become disgusted and
shake the dust from off their feet and retire into private life

again, thus will the kennel interests suffer still more. Our
business is to give the dog news of the day and not to open
our columns to a discussion of every petty quarrel, which
some dissatisfled members of dogdom seem to delight in.

In addition to this, as the several libel suits are now suh
judtce, it is in bad ta.ste for any one to discuss their ^^^erits

in the public press. Let the courts decide who is right and
who has been wronged, till then we decline to discuss the
subject in any way except to again deplore the fact that
such discordant elements should arise in our kennel world.

There were blanched faces among the boys at Pittsburgh
on the Wednesday night of the .show. About 11:50 P. M.,
when after a pleasant hour spent in talking over doggy
matters the word passed round among the boys that a fire

was raging near the dog show building, a rush was made
for the Central Rink, and had not two or three of the club
men and exhibitors kept their heads there would have been
trouble, confusion and many dog collars ruthlessly cut.
The burning building was a' large paper warehouse, situ-

ated several blocks away and the ^^dnd carried myriads of
burning lumps of paper right over the frame building which
held the dogs. Men were at once stationed on the roof with
Babcock .extinguishers and buckets of water. Froai the
street ran an awning to the entrance of the hall, and at one
time this caught fire a few feet from the door.' It was an
anxious moment, and there were several fellows there who
pretty nearly lost their all in that fearful Columbus fire

three years since, and no wonder they were anxious. Even
the sawdust in the exercising i-i°g outside the building
caught fire in several places. Happily the fire burned too
fiercely for the dangers from sparks to last more than an
hour, and then one had time to look around and take in the
humors of the situation. Not the least of these was the
appearance of "Honest John" with his valise, all ready to
leave the town should the fire become general, as it threat-
ened to do at one time. When asked if he had settled his
hotel bill he said no, he'd told them if they were not burnt
out he'd come back and stop a little longer with them. Then
Harry Goodman went to release Melac, the great Dane,
from his room in the hotel, and in the excitement got the
wrong key, and between this and the dogs he had in the
building poor Harry was nearly driven to distraction. Then
FrankjWiudholz sat at the door of :the building on his dog
crate with Count Howard and Princess Beatrice hoxed up,
patiently waiting for the building to catch fire, so he could
move out. One of the best features of the affair was the
solicitude the club men felt for their charges, Mr. Boggs
going to the extent of sending across the river into Alle-
gheny City for a special fire engine as, all the Pittsburgh
ones were'at the main fire. Dnilng the balance of the show
two men were stationed at each end of the building all day
long with Batjcocks ready for emergencies, but happily they
were not required

.

Here is a pretty good one oa "our only German." During
dinner at the hotel, German amused the company with
.several of his choicest adventitres, till the colored waiters
were in ecstaciea. As one of them was passing his chair he
asked him if he'd ever seen a "blarsted Britisher" before.

"Oh, yes!" he said, "he'd done seen lots o' dem curiosities!"
German paid up like a m£in.

The "rounders" were delighted with their treatment at

Pittsburgh. On arriving at the city from Baltimore, having
guaranteed ten tickets, they were provided with a special car

for the dogs by the B. & O., they foiind the president of the
club. Mr. S. L. Boggs, in waiting with several wagons at
6:15 Sunday morning. Arrived at the building free of ex-
pense, they found meat and all that was necessary to make
their dogs feel at home. Wise is the club that puts itself out
a little to make things easy for the handlers, for traveling
round to shows is not all fun by any means, and these little
attentions are treasured up and rem'embered another year.

This was the first show we have seen where the crowd was
so dense that it was necessary to have a number of policemen
stationed at different parts of the hall to keep people on the
move and working round in one direction.

Mr. Prank Windholz would like to get the names of those
exhibitors and handlers who intend going to Chicago show
next month, and if a party of ten can be secured to go by
the Pennsylvania road, considerable reduction can be ef-
fected in ticket rates and three dogs will be allowed free on
each ticket.

One of the most conscientious and hard working men on
Spratts staff is "Captain" Murphy, who puts up the bench-
ing and attends to the feeding on the circuit. But he had a
tremendous scare the last evening of the Pittsburgh show.
Frank Dole told him with his usual serious smile, that
there was a petition going round for signatures to get
Spratts Co. to appoint another man in his place, as the boys
were not altogether pleased at the way he was doing his
work. Murphy felt in,iured, but when the paper with about
fifteen signatures attached was handed him, he drew some
consolation and fifteen dollars from the envelope. It is

more than likely that the "Captain" will finish the circuit
after all.

At Pittsburgh, Mr. H. E. Cook, of Detroit, showed four of
the most sorty foxhounds we have seen for some time.
They were a handsome team of four black and tans, as level
as a table, and looked like the thorough workers they are
said to be. Englishmen are wont to speak slightingly of
American hounds, but could they see this team and old
Brave, they would, we are convinced, alter their opinion.
These hounds would make an interesting exhibit at the
coming Kennel Club show.

As we told our readers last week, Toronto having come to
the conclusion, though rather late in the day, that it needed
a keunel club to protect the good work private fanciers have
already done in encouraging- dog breeding and to further
advance the kennel interests in the town, last Thursday a
meeting to organize was held, and from the Canadian papers
we find that such well known kennel men as the following
were present: R. W. Boyle, setters; J. S. Williams, St. Ber-
nards; F. .J. Smith, fox-terriers; W. B. Eraser, Irish terriers;
C. G. Winchell; English setters; J. Douglas, Irish setters;
R. P. Forshaw, greyliounds; J. Yorke, toy spaniels and Gor-
don setters; J. J^ Sheedy, greyhounds; J. Hynes, Bedlinaton
and fox-teriers; P. J. Keating, cockers; .J. A. Quill, Irish
setters; T. J. Fitzsimmons, greyhounds, fox-terriers and
cockers; D. -Tackson, Scotch collies; H. F. Russell, fox-ter-
riers; G. B. Sweetman, csckers; P. J. Horrocks, St. Bernards;
W. E. McKay, C. Campion, English setters; Dr. Campbell,
J. G. Mitcheiier, cockers and fox-terriers; H. .J. Hill, pugs; F.
H. Elmore, poodles; G. C. Taylor, greyhounds; R. Wright,
black and tans and bull-terriers; Geo. Bell, cockers; H. B.
Donovan, editor Kennel Oazettc; John Trebilcock, Allan
Trebilcock, Wm, Davidson, toy .spaniels; J. Scholes, grey-
hounds; H. P. Thompson, grej'hounds and fox-terriers; C.
Stone, Engli.sh setters; J. Smiley, dachshunde; F. Habart,
greyhounds and foxhounds; F. J. Nelson, cockers; R. -Junor,
wire-haired fox-terriers. Mr. R. W. Royle was appointed
chairman of the meeting, and Mr. J. G. Mitchener secretary.
After some preliminary discussion pointing to the great ad-
vantages of such a club, it was decided to form a kennel
club, the name of the Toronto Kennel Club being suggested.
It was also proposed to hold monthly shows on the plan of
the Hamilton Club during the year. A committee con.sist-

ing of Messrs. H. P. Thompson, W. Eraser, C. A. Stone, J.

S. Williams and J. G. Mitchener was appointed to draft a
constitution and set of rules for the new club, and it was
decided to adjourn until March 18, when the committee will
report and all arrangements will be made.

Uncle Dick won his customary "special" at New York.
This time it was i^'-33 iu cash. Authorities differ as to what
Dick won it on. Some say it was his caj), others his diplo-
matic smile. So we go.

One of the most dastardly acts we have heard of for some
time was committed at Mystic, Conn., last week. A lot of
boys had incased a dog in some loose cloths, which they
had soaked in kerosene, and then set it on fire. The dog
was burned to death after rushing wildly through the streets.
We are glad to see that the matter is being investigated by
State Agent Thrall. An introduction to the "cat" would, no
doubr, have a very beneficial effect in this case.

Here is an extract from an interesting letter on Barzois,
which Colonel Wellesley received from Prince Dimitry
Obolensky (Uncle Dick and the member from Hulton please
keep quiet), who is vice-president of the Tual Racing Club
and a member of several hunt clubs in Russia. He says:
"The dogs that have been catalogued at various shows'in
England for the last three years are pure Borzois, and have
corne originallj; from the best kennels in Russia. The speci-
mens are very far from being poor. For instance, Krilutt,
Pagooba, Soi:)Ol, Zloeem, and others were not ordinary work-
ing hounds, but dogs that were admired iu their' native
country, boih on the show bench and in the field. Pdgooba,
for example, who is of exceptional size for a bitch, has several
times pinned wolves single-handed. The English traveler
mentions the .size—viz., S2in.—of the dogs he saw as tre-
mendous. There are exceptional cases where the Borzoi has
stood very near that height. At the dog show in Moscow
thisyearadogcalled Pilai measured SlUin., or Su centimetres;
but "the average height is from 28in. to 2Ulfiu. It often
proves to be the case, however, that, for workiog purposes,
the smaller dog shows itself to excel in speed, pluck, and
tenacity. For wolf hunting I personally prefer the English
greyhound, acclimatized here (/. c, born in Russia from
English parents), but I am also a great admirer of the Rus-
sian rough-coated Borzoi. I may claim to know something
about the latter, because for many years I have bred and
hunted them, and my dogs are the lineal descendants of
those bred by my grandfather, General Bibikoff, who is him-
self renowned for his sporting proclivities and for the excel-
lence of his breed of dogs. So valued is that strain now that
it can be found iu most of the best kennels in Russia.''

A peculiar case of superfoetation in a bitch is related in
this week's London Field. A gamekeeper's night bitch, 12
years {Y) old, pupped on Feb. 16 a grizzled-colored pup to a
sheepdog on a farm. On March 3 the same bitch gave birth
to another black dog, and died shortly afterwards. It ap-
pears, from reliable information the writer had received,
that the sheepdog served the bull mastiff' bitch in the fii'st

instance, and a fortnight later his black retriever likewise
served her. He asks, "is this not a rather unusual freak of
nature'.'''' and no wonder.

Deerhounds are more extensively used in this country
than many have an idea of, Mr. J. P. Bampfield has a ken-
nel of those shaggy fellows at Niagara Palls. We are toM
they worked splendidly on deer in Muskoka last fall,

The fox-terrier Pitcher will no doubt by this time be in
his new home at Youngstown, O., in tlie Oriole Kennels.
Such a reputation as a sire has this dog that directly his
book was opened at New York he had twenty services
booked at twenty-five dollars, which covers the price of the
dog, S500. It would seem that the Oriole Kennels have made
some judicious purchases lately. Dona and Dominica are
two bitches that any one need be proud of. By the way,
these two arrived at the show from the vessel at 3 P. M.
Tuesday of the New York show, and were judged at .3:30

P. M., a close shave indeed, but quite near enough for a
terrier.

Mrs. Diffenderffer is as fond of St. -Bernards as her son,
and though too ill to come to the show at Baltimore, she
could not forego a sight of the crack Sir Bedivere, so he was
taken to her room, where a wreath of flowers repaid him for
the trouble. Speaking of the secretarv of the Baltimore
club reminds us that all the English papers speak well of
his new bitch Hepsey. "Cheerful Horn," in Canine World,
says: "In buying Hepsey the Americans have made a good
stroke. They have undoubtedly run after the gold, and for-
gotten the mint wherein the precious metal was coined.
Therefore, if such bitches as Hepsey go out of the country—
especially in whelp to high-class dogs—breeders in this
country will have to look to their laurels."

The premium list of the Continental Kennel Club's show
at Denver, Colo., April 23 to 25, has been received. Chal-
lenge classes are made for most of the breeds and SIO given
to the winner. In open classes to every breed SIO and .S5 is
given, but we regret that in most of the important breeds
the same is given for ptxppies. They would seciu-e a much
better entry had they put this money on the regular classes
and left the puppies out altogether. The bankers of Denver
give ;S65 to the best and .?35 to the second best kennel of five
dogs owned by a non-resident of Colorado. Owner must
prove ownership of dogs for sixty days prior to the show.
The real estate dealers give the same amount of money to
the first and second largest exhibit of dogs of any breed
owned by one kennel. The hotel men give $100 in the .same
way for first and second best kennels of four dogs of one
breed owned by one per.son, a resident of L^tah, Colorado,
Wyoming or New Mexico. These handsome cash specials
will no doubt induce Eastern kennels to send something on,
especially as the dogs will be well on there when at Cleve-
land, which comes the week before. Entries close April 6
and the fee is -§3.50. Mr. A. C. Waddell, of Kansas City,
Mo , will be the judge. The club will do their own feeding
and benching, new benching is to be supplied by the Berry
Ironworks and Spratts dog biscuit will be fed. Sanita's
will be ttsed to disinfect.

In the list of awards of the Irish setters at Baltimore,
Tearaway's name is given as the winner of third in open
dogs, when it should be F. S. Cheney's Henmore Shamrock.
In our detailed I'eport of the show the dog is given proper
credit. In the greyhound dog class the first report should
read Gem of the""Season first, Charles Davis .second.

The Kennel Club show in England will be held this year
at the Agricultural Hall, Islington, London, April 7 to 10.

Some -328 classes are distributed among the various breeds.
The specialty clubs come out in great form with specials,
the St. Bernard Club donating their two 100 guinea chal-
lenge cups, etc.

Stocl<^Keeper says: "The Onlooker" in Fokest AND
Stream has taken up the question of Barzoi-headed collies.
We will forward a cutting to W. W. Thompson without the
p, please "Onlooker."

"Nutcracker" stirs the boys up a bit again in Stoeh-
Kcepcr this week. In .speaking of the kennel papers he
gives first place to Forest a>"d Stkeam. Well, the old
Fokest axd Streaji does get ahead a bit when it comes
down to show reports and news.

The stranger within the gates appreciates the kind courte-
sies of fellow fanciers, and our thanks are due Mr. E. J.
Farber and Mr. F. H. Kennedy, the one for the freedom of
Baltimore city clubs and the latter for the use of the rooms
of the Western Pennsylvania Sportsmen's Association. One
becomes tired of dogs and dog shows at times, and a little
relief in another atmosphere is greatly appreciated.

Pittsburgh seems to have played sad havoc with the health
of several members of dogdom. Frank Dole was looking
forward to Washington sho"w, but La Grippe holds him fast
in bed. Friend .Jarrett, of Chestnut Hill, is also laid up
with bronchitis, and saddest of all, Mr. Menckins, who
brought Mr. J. Daniels's team of pointers tn the Pittsburgh
show, succumbed to a sudden attack of pneumonia, dying at
Pitsburgh. All the boys are ailing more or less, and it be-
hooves some of them to take good care of themselves and
their dogs or neither will last the circuit out.

The dogs have sttffered too. Prof. Maenner had the mis-
fortune to lose his promising pup Mentor II., who died iu
two days after the Baltimore shoy^i^ where he took second,
from pneumonia, and to make things more pleasant still, he
lost through some carelessness the litter sister to him, a
better one even than the dog pup.

W. C. Farber's Baltimore bulletin board arrangement
seems to have "caught on," but it is hardly so well managed
at other shows as the original.

That Prof. Parker's performing dogs are the main attrac-
tion at a show is amply evidenced by the increased attend-
ance at shows about the time he is advertised to give his
performance. Every one seems to be delighted with those
three somersault dogs with the euphonious names of Rags,
Bottles and Jerry. Their back somersaults are very cleverly
done.

Now that everything is settled up and we come to talk the
Baltimore show over with some ot the committee, we are
pleased to find that they came out at the right end of the
lane. Considering the troubles they have encountered this
is a very happy result.

The boys must have a little laugh now and then; this time
it is on the Tunlaw Kennels' advt. in the catalogue at Wash-
ington, "Young dogs, bitches and puppies in whelp."

Now that there are so many important kennels iu the
coimtry and such a number of excellent specimens of differ-
ent breeds of dogs, it is always a question how to keep the
dogs in good coat and condition aad the kennels sweet and
pure. It is therefore a pleasure to find something that will
help the keunel men in both these essentials. This is Cyno-
line, which those in whom we have implicit confidence tell
us is q uite as effective as a quick disinfectant as it is a ready
and handy healing medium for kennel sores, mange and
other skin diseases that dogs are liable to. We can there-
fore recommend it with the fullest confidence. .Sufficiently
diluted it is also a pleasant addition to the toilet table.

The latest from the Boston committee is this: "The Spaniel
Club offer a silver cup, value §100, for the best field spaniel iu
the show, open to members of the Spaniel Club only. We
are in the midst of a heap of entries, and from appearances
^re going to have a big shoyy,

"
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Contented.—"If you marry Mary Mortimer you'll lead a
dog's life."

' Well, if it's as agreeable as tlie life of Mary's dog I shall

be content."

Mr. Hough writes from Chicago, March 11: Some one is

runBing a very good, albeit slightly English, little kennel
department in the Cincinuati Comnicrcinl Gazette, copies of

which Mr. M. Phister sends up. Can it be Mr. Phister him-
self, who does this:^ Hardly, though possibly. Mr. Phister,

I understand, has charge of the engraving department for

the paper. I firsi heard of him as the dramatic editor of the
Cornmc.rciiil Ouzeltc, and I know he was connected with
dramatic work very favorably and well. In this connection,
and apropos of Fullerton's third addition to Col. North's

flories, which I see again nicely described in the clipping
efore me, there is a bit of gossip which I do not reinember

to have seen in print, bearing upon the way in which Mr.
Phister got over some of his dogs from the North Kennels.
He was after Col. North for some young ones for a long time,

but Col. North did not want t'o part with anything for

America, and remained obdurate for months. Mr. Phister
remained equally persistent. He had to have the dogs, but
couldn't get them. Miss Minnie Palmer, the actress, is a
great friend of Mr. Phister's, and also a great friend of Col.

North's. She was in England and Col. North could not
refuse her reqtiest to let her American friend have two or

three greyhounds, and this is how the Greentick and the
Bit 'o" Fashion blood aot over to Cincinnati. At least, so
goes the story. I never bea.rd it affirmed by Mr. Phister.
Preparations for Maacoutah Club .show go bravely on and
Supt. Hill is level up to his eyes in work. The show this
spring is going to be a great society event, and beyond all

doubt a very great canine success as well.

WASHINGTON DOG SHOW.
WASHINGTON, D. C, March 17.—This show opened

this morning in the Riding Academy, a btiilding

which, though small, is peculiarly well adapted for a dog
show. The only drawback is the size of the judging rings.

It is almost impossible to nudge a large cla.ss of dogs in a
ring only about 18ft. across. In the catalogue there is an
entry of*4ST dogs, but there are a good many absentees.

Miss Anna H. Whitney and Messrs. Tracy, Diffenderffer
and Mortimer are on hand to do their duty in the ring, but
this part moves very slowlj-. Miss Whitnev. as usuhI, was
the first to get to work on the St. Bernards at 1 1 :20 A. M.
There is an excellent show of this breed, the rival kennels
.and many from Baltimore making competition keen. Sir
Bedivere competed in the open class, and the decision was
the same as at New lork. Sir Bedivere first, Alton second.
Both are, however, .showing signs of the traveling they have
undergone this last few weeks^and evidently need a rest to
flesh up a bit. Pointers and setters are, as might be ex-

pected, on hand in good force. With the Marshall Kennels
the Newfoundlands make the best showing yet seen, and
this time Prince George had to give way to his son. Prince
Hal, who is at present in better condition. Sir Tattou here
finds himself in the challeoge clas.s, and in the absence of
Cincinnatus has a bloodless victory. The open dog class is

a treat for the field trial men. with such dogs as Roderigo,
Chance, (xath'-s Mark, Dan (Tladstone, Reverdv, Tory lAeii-

teuant, Roi d'Or, Ben d'Or and Toledo Blade entered,
though all are not on hand. Irish setters are quite strong.
Beagles no doubt are being kept for Boston, as entries are

poor, the same ,1udge officiating here. Fox terriers are very
.strong, mo.st of the well-known dogs being present. Top.
Sparkle and Yottug Marquis, both newly imported bull-
terriers, are entered; but the former, having had his foot
bitten by a bulldog, stays at home to sympathize with his
master, 'Frank Dole. Outside of the Flotir City Kennels, the
mastiffs are poorly represented as usual. Pug entries are
good. Black and tan terriers, though few. are choice, with
Beaconsfield, Meersbrook Maiden, Sultan aud the others on
hand. Judging progresses .slowly, Miss Whitney getting
through by 4 P. M., when Mr. Mortimer started in with his
long string of classes, taking the fox-terriers outside in an
alleyway. Judging will not be done till late to-morrow.
The" attendance has been fairly good through the day, btit

the situation of the building is so far otit of the busy center
of the city, that I much doubt if a pajdng crowd will be forth-
coming.
Among the visitors present to-day I noticed John A.

Logan, Jr., J. H. Winslow, F. E. Hitchcock, W. S. and C.
B. Biffenderflrer, W. C. Farber, Harry Malcolm, T. J. Sh en-
brooks, Harry Granger, F. R, Carswell, R. M. Agnew. Jas.
Thompson, A. C. Coffin, C. A. Shinn, Prof. Maenner, W.
Tallman, Major Taylor, Victor Haldeman, Dr. H. Clay
Glover, H. F. Smith, and of course the regtilars. The fol-

lowing are the awards made to-day:

ST. BERNARDS.—RotTGH-CoATEn — Challenge—Dofifg; 1st,

WyomiDg Kennels' Hesper; 3d, E. H. Mooie's Ben Lomond.
Bitches: Isr, E. H. Moore'.s Miranda; 31, Wyoming Kennels' Lady
Wellington. Open—Do;/.?: 1st, Wyoming Kennels' Sir Bedivere;
2d, E. H. Moore's Alton; -Sd, E. H. Moore's Lord Melrose. Reserve,
Wyoming Kennels' Lothario. Very high com., A. A. Cobb's Lion;
Robt. M. Agnew's Bruce; and .Swis? Mountain Kennels' Archduke.
High com., V. trola's Count St. Vincent. Com., Gair Kennels'
Tantallon. Bitches: 1st, E. H. Moore's T^ady Livingston: :id, E. H.
Moore's Lady Sneerwell; 8d, Maryland Kennels" Republican Belle.
Reserve, E. H. Moore's Moore's Lady Melrose. Very high com.,
Wyoming Kennels' Lady Adelaide II.; E. H. Moore's Meli-ose
Plinella; a.nd Maryland Kennpls' Prudence and Pleiad. High

Sanderson. Reserve. Gair Kennels' Lady Floiis III. Very high
com., Hugh Pitzer'a Princess. High com., Half-Way Brook Ken-
nels' Mas.

ST. BERNARDS.—SMOOTH-COAi'ED—OHALt.ENGB—1st, Daniel
Mann's Cleopatra; 2d. Wentworth Kennels' Tiiisbe.—Open—Doos;
1st, Maryland Kennels' Lord Hector; 2d, .Tames E. Wdkinson's
Adonis II.; 3d, Lieut. Everet Haydeu's Fritz. Bitches: 1st, Jacob
Rupnert, Jr.'s Empress of Contoocook; 2d, Julius J. Jose's Count-
ess; 3d, F. E. Lamb'3 Keepsake. Puj)pies: 1st, Halfway Brook
Kennels' SwanhUd; 2d. E. E. Lamb's ICeepsake.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, 3d, reserve and high com., Gair
Kennels' Prince Hal, Prince George, Albany Lass and Troy II.

Very high com., Mrs. W. T. Hildrup's Rover Hildrtip. Com., C.
H. Lambert's Rover.

POINTERS.—CHALt.EKGH—Do(/s(5'vlbs. or over): 1st, Hempstead
Farm Kennels' Robert le Dialile: 2d, CbarlottsvUle Field Trial
Kennels' King of Kent. Bitches loOibs. and over;: 1st, Fleet View
and Beading Pointer Kennels' Belle Rtmdolnh —Open—Duos (.551bs.

and ovej ): 1st, E. E. Bellman's Graphite; 31, -J. B. Puroeli'a Nick
of Ion; ;^d, L. A. Biddle's Glen Morgan. Reserve, Hempstead
Farm Kennelb' Tow White. Very high com., Mr.-;. E. S. Avis's
Trinket's Chief, Jr., J. R. Trisslei's Duke of Richmond. Com.,
St. Julian Kennels' Blanco, L, M. Lsveriog'.s Von Littlejahn.
Challenge—Dogs (under .lilbs.): 2d, B. L. Stephenson's
Trioulation: 3d, J. P. Car! wright's Spat Sting. Bitches (under
Mlbs.): 1st, S. P. Cartwrigbt's Rosa May; 2cl, Hempstea I

Farm Keimels' Queen Fan: :^d, E.R. Bellman's Stella B. Open-
Doers (under fwibs.,): 1st, Oharlotr.^s'.ille Field Trial Kennels'
B1p Rap: 2ii; F. G. Taylor's Inspirarion; 3d, F. S. Webster's Prinee
Don. Very high curu.. J. S. Summer's Bing of Kippen, E. K.
Goldsboroni^h'.? D»n'l Derond.^i. High com., Chas. E. Connell's
Rockll. B!/,c7ii;;; (under Suibs.): Isf, Charloitsville Field Trial
Kennels' Muid of Kent: -Jl. Ch:is. E. Connell's Fan Fan; 3d, E. A.
Hodge's Eva. ^'ery hish com., Mrs. .ins. H. Hunter's Delta. High
com., B. Holly Smith'.s Lizzie Porter, D. W. Ovst'^.r's Bloomo ID".

Com., F. S. Webi5tcr's Lassie Bang -Puppies—Dof/s.' 1st, J. W.
Perkins's Fritz: 2d withheld. Bitches: lit, J. P. Ryan's Trixie R ;

2d, Austin Herr "a Nellie .Slaaach. Resei-\ e, G. F. Zeh's Star.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challexge-Do(/.?-: 1st, West End Ken-
nels' Sir Tation; 2J, J. E. Diger's Cmoianatus.—Open —Boos: Ist,

J. M. Avent's Roderigo: 2d and Sd. F. R. Hitohcook's R oi d'Or and
Tory Lieutenant. Eeserye, F. S. 3rown's Ed^e Mark. Very high-

corn.,V. L. Bossa's Reverdv. High com., E. W. Jester's Dick Roy.
Com., W. E. Burford's Hair's Belton, J. M. Avent's Rayon.
Bitches: 1st, J. M. Avent's Bessie Avent; 3d, F. R. Hitchcock's
Annie F.; 3d, J. H. Hunter's NeUie Bly. Reserve, F. R. Hitch-
cofk's Anita. Verv high com., Mrs. M. E. Keller's Boscotael. Com.,
R. H. Goldsborongh's Dolly.— PtiPPii^s-Dof/.?.- 1st. Lirne's Sig.

Gladstone; :3d, Oraies' Cliff. Reserve. St. Julian Kennels' Ivan.
Com., l.ynch's Briff aud Daly. Jv.'s Roc!iefelh?r. Bitches: l^t, Foil
Daly's Virginia Rockingham; 2d, Dickinson's Nantucket. Reserve,
Chadwick's Bird.

BEAnLH:s.—Challenge—1st, F. W. Chapman's Lou.—Open—
Dorp: ]gt, J. R. Graves's Jim Simmons: 2d, F. W. Chapman's Best-
le^^. Dnu. over .si7,e. Bitches: 1st, F. W. Chapman's Twintwo; 2d,

AV. F. Rntter. .Tr.'.s MolUe; 3rI,F. W. Chapman's Glenrose Topsey.

PFGS.—Cn.iLLENGE—Dof/s; 1st, M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy. Bitches:

1st, M. H. Cryer's Vesta; 2d, M. H. Cryer's Bessie. Reserve, H-JT.

Harrison's Nellie Blv.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Miss Bishing's Prince H.;

2d, Seminole Kennels' Kash, Jr.; 3d, Graham Pearre's Bitters.

Reserve, Mrs. W. R. Traver's Flip. Bitches: Isf, Miss Bisbing's
Cassina: 2d, M. H. Cryer's Lady Victorin; 3d, G. W. Wambach's
Rustic Kate. Reserve. M. H. Cryer's Little Bessie. Very high
com., Mrs. W. R. Traver"s Dora.

FOX TERRIERS —Smooth—Challengb—Do(7.?.- 1st, Blemton
KeuneJs' Ltrcifer; 2d. Regent KenneL*' Dusky Trap. Bitches: 1st,

Blemton Kennels' Rachel; 2d. Regent Kennels' Blemton Conse-
quence.—Oi'en—Do(J.':; 1st. Woodale Kennels' Stardens Jack; id,

Blemton Kennels' Blemton Racket; 3d, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Wai"-

ren Laird. Reserve, Chas. Bernheimer's Baby Trigger. Very
high com., Regenr Kennels' Regent Brisk and .Joseph W. Kerr's
Warren Dandy. High com.. Oriole KHunels' LeLogos and North
Fields Yorkshire Kennels' Endclifl'e Spice. Bitclirs: lat. 2d and
verv high com., Oriole Kennels' Dono, Uominica and Verdict; da.

Wobdaie Kennels' Ebor Nettle. Reserve. Blemton Kennels
Blemton Enid.— Puppies -Dojys; Ut, Wilton Kennels' Warren
Tripper; 2c!, J. A. Hollar's The Dean. Bitches: 1st, Oriole Ken-
nels' Dominica; 2d, P. A. Plant's Frisk.

Weunbsdav.—[SpeciaZ to Forest and Stream.]—To-day's regu-

lar .iudging was delayed this morning by the whole two rings

being required by Miss Whitney to decide the St. Bernard kennel
special. A finer display of St. Bernards has never been seen m
America than when eight from Melrose Kennels ranged thein-

selves before 1h» .indge. After scrutiny Mr, Moore once agam
plucked the blue riobon by the aid of his good bitches. Mr. Tracy
then began witli

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dof/s: Ist, Kildare Kennels'
Kildarc; 2d, Armour's Max A. Bitcnes: 1st. Kildare Kennels'
Winnie [L—Open- Doas: 1st, Kildare Kennels' Bean Brummel;

nets' .Jeannette: 2d, St. Cloud Kennels' Endora; 'M. Price's Noma.
Reserve, St. Cloud K^-nnel^' Bessie (-i-lencho. Puppiei<: 1st, Semi-
nole Kenrels' Sand}; 2 I, Glf'iulyne Kennels' Lisinore; 8d, Dodge's
Clonmel. Reserve, Barr's Frank.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge— Xtor;s; 1st and 2d. Dr.
Dixon's Leo B. and Ivanhoe. Bitches: Ist, Campbell's Becky
Sliarp: 2d, Dixon's Blossom.—Opes—Dogs: 1st, Item Kennels'
kintrUcm; .2d, Mont Kennels' Rostmnni; od, Waggerman's Don.
Ee-^^rve, RnweU's Rob. Very high com. and high com., Key's
Eldorado and Scott.

MASTIFFS.- PuALLENGE—Ist, Whitney's Lady C^-.1eus.—Open
— Do/,.5; Isr, Wljiiuey'a Ilford Chancellor; 2d, Swrdberger's
Troi>p'-r; od, Leaeh'sDuke. Verv higli com., .Jumbo. Com., Hew-
lett's Tiger and White Nimrod. '

I{f(c?if.?; 1st aud 2d, Whitney's
Ladv Jiorothy anil Caution's Own Daughter. PiLppics: 1st, Nel-
son's .Jeilersou; 2d, Wade's Sport. High com., Fitchlynu's Stanley.

BLOODHOUNDS. -1st. Mrs. Rcckford's Jack the B-pper.

GREAT DANES.—Doys: Ist, Macuner's Pedro. Bitches: 1st,

Minca Mia.
GREYHOUNDS.—Dof/s: 1st. Purheck's Gem of the Season; 2d

Barber's Hector; :.)d, Mrs. Loving's Sir Donald.

This is all that liave been .judged up to 1 P. M., the time of our
going to press. There is a fair attendnnce and the weather is

charming; the hall last night was crammed, and the show looks
like a success: and the managers are working hard. H. W. L.

CORRECT INTERPRETATION OF STANDARDS
Editor Forest and Strcnin:
Our auntial dog show stiggests to me several subjects for

discussion aud wiiich I think ought to be decided. One is

the size of setters. It seems to me a mistake to favor small
sized dogs as some judges and sportsmen seem inclined to

do. Surely we want an animal that can see aud be seen
among the hi,gh, rank weeds, etc., that so abound in otir

fields. It is an error to suppose that speed and power ac-

company diminutiveness. Runts are not wanted, either on
the bench or in the field, and especially in the Irish setter it

is uattiral to expect size and even "leggiuess."
Another matter to be decided is whether judges are to fol-

low the standards in their decisions. If not, why do the
specialty clubs go to the trouble of elaborating standards

?

AH. Davidson goes by his "intentions," "inner conscious-
ne.ss." etc.; Mr. Wenzel by another rule of thtimb: Mr.
Brown and Mr. Smith by some other eciually indefinite and
varied standard; and, so, where are we breeders aud how
shall we know what to breed for?

And another as important a matter is the rating of shows.
Surely small exhibitions should not count for as much as
the large shows; and yet many dogs are in the challenge
classes simply because"their owners perseveringly sent them
to village shows, where they were altuost sure to win the
necessary number of firsts to entitle them to enter the chal-
lenge class. This is all wrong. Bbeeder.
New Yoek City.

CRITICISMS AT NEW YORK SHOW.—Philadelphia,
P&.—Editor Forest and. Stream: I see in yotir report of

Irish terriers at the New York show Mr. Bacy says Kath-
leen, reserve, has nice front but is faulty in body. I would
like Mr. Lacy to explain where she is faulty in body, as in
my opinion she has a grand body, legs and feet. I admit
she could be improved in head, being weak before the eye,

much too cheeky and cotild do with more coat, although
what she has is of the right texttire, but wrong in body
uever. In black and tan terriers he says Sultan's tan is

good but hardly bright enotigh and head is a bit narrower
than he likes. I fail to see where Sultan's tan cotild be im-
proved by being brighter, as the standard, as set forth by
the Black and Tan Terrier Club of England, calls for a rich
mahogany color, head should be narrow, almost flat. Per-
haps Mr. Lacy can tell us why a black and tan terrier's head
should be wide.—Edwakd Levek [Mr. Lever has his
opinion and we beg to be allowed to retain ours. A bright
tan does uot necessarily mean a light tan, the tan on a black
and tan may be a good mahogany color and still be dttll.

Mr. Lever's last question hardly requires an answer.]

MR. WILLEY'S COCKER KENNEL. -Mr. J. P. Willey
writes us from Salmon Falls, N. H., March 10: 'T have just
bought of our friend George H. Bush his kennel of cocker
.spauiels, consistiog of champion Novel, Bessie W., Idea,
Jersey Obo and several other good ones never shown. Don't
think I want all the good ones, but we must have good
bitches to breed good youngsters. I shall not show much as
I prefer to retire from'that part of it. I have a large lot of
spaniels and should breed some good ones this season. I

have champion Obo II., the king of cockers, champion Black
Pete, champion Jersey, Jersey Obo and several other stud
dogs. For bitches there are such as champion Miss Obo II.,

champion Shina and two of her litter sisters, and some of

Jersey's si.sters, champion Bolly Obo and lots of other win-
ners. I cotilcl show a rattling strong team if 1 only brought
them all ottt. My plan is to retire them when they tiuatify
in the chatupiou class, as 1 only show cockers and only a
few shows. I don't push them along very fast, btxt I have
the quality just the same."

A HELEN KELLER FUND.
"VTO one can have read of the brutal killing of Helen

Keller's mastiil and the child's grief and forgiveness,

without having had his heart touched. The facts are

doubtless fresh in memory; Mr. Wade, of Hulton, Pa,, gave
the little blind girl a mastilT, which straightway became a
companion, protector and friend; and on Helen's leaving her

home for Boston mourned about the house for days, refusing

to be comforted. One day in January tl-ie ma.stiff, at large

in a public square, was shot and killed by a policeman, in

compliance with a brutal city ordinance. Never was Helen
more distressed, wrote her teacher, than when the news of

this deed was broken to her; but with the spirit of forgive-

ness which is one of the most marked traits of her character,

she forgave the cruel wrong, saying, "They could uot have
known what a good dog Ijionesawaa, or theyyrould not have
done it."

Upon reading the note of the death of Lioness, Mr. Geo. O.
Goodhue, of Danville, Quebec, wrote to us offering to con-

tribute to a fund to purchase another mastiff to replace the

one killed. But immediately upon learning of the death of

Lioness, Mr. Wade had written to "Uncle Diet" Fellows
and bought Eriant, an elder sister of Lioness, and sent her
to Helen's home in Birmingham, Ala. In this he had antici-

pated not only Mr. Goodhue but Mir. Fellows himself, whose
kind heart had already prompted him to send Eriant as a
gift.

But while IVH. Wade's prompt action has thus taken from
others the occasion of contributing for Helen's pet, many a
reader of the Forest and Stream will welcome the an-

nouncement that there is still a practical way of showing
interest in the sweet child.

While visiting Mr. Wade .at Hulton, Helen became warmly
interested in a little blind deaf mute boy; and her sympa
thetic heart was filled with a desire that he might be sent fco

Boston for the same course of instruction which has proved
so successful in her own case. Not long ago, one of Mr.
Wade's children received a letter written by Helen, express-

ing this wish, and Mr. Wade has sent it to us, thinking that

it may prompt many a reader to add to a proposed Helen
Keller fund for the pttrpose sending little Tommy to the

Boston school for the blind. Here is the letter, and a won-
derful letter it is, too, from a child not yet ten years of age;

South Boston, Feb. 17, 1S9L

Valentine, O Valentine,

Pretty little love of mine.

I send yon many sweet thanks for your deai' love and for the
gentle pets you sent to tell me of my dear Valentine. I have been
sick for a long time and am not quite all well yet, but teacher
said I could write to you a little letter. I am so glad that your
papa is coming to Boston. Yon must ask him to bring you with
him. We will have great fun at the dog .show. I think. Did you
know that my beautiful Lioness was dead? She was killed whQe
playing with some other dogs near my home. My heart is so sad
about it. The tears come whenever I think how terrified she must
have been to have people unkind to her. We had all loved her so.

1 cannot tell how 1 knew that my beautiful dog's expression

softened aud t>ecame more intelligent when I caressed her, but i

am sure it was true. She would lav her great head in my lap

whenever I told her how fine dogs ought to behave, and I am sure

she understood. At first I was delighted to hear that your papa
had another dog for me, but now I fear that something might
happen to it, and that would be too dreadful. I would rather try

to be happy without one, than that the faithful friend should be
killed. Tell yotu- papa that when I am well I am going to «Tite a
letter to the boys and girls in Boston and tell them about darling

little Tommy, and a^Ji them to send their pennies to Mr. Anagnos
so that he can bring Tommy to Boston in April. I hope 1 can
teach him somethmg myself. Now my own Valentine I must say

a loving good-bye. Give your papa and mama aud dear sister

Lois my love and many kisses.
Your Valentine,

Helen Keller.

Some of the "dog men" Mr. Wade spoke to about this, at

the New York show, have asked him to accept their contri-

butions, and the following have already been received. We
will gladly acknowledge others.

THE HELEX KELLER EPND.

Chas E Bunn, Esq.. Peoria, 111 $5.00

W. Wade, Htilton. Pa 5.00

Mrs. E. H. Wade, Hulton, Pa 5.00

L. J. Campbell, Parnassus. Pa .5.00

C. J. Pe.shall, .lersey City, N. J 5.00

BEAGLES ON THE BENCH.
Editor Forest and Stream:
One learns little, one learns much. This thought come to

me to-night on perusing the awards given at New York,
Baltimore and Pittsburg by three different judges. Can one
tolerably conversant with the beagle adopt a standard from
the ideas expressed in the awards that woitld be of any
practical service to a breeder? It strikes me very forcibly
that in order to show to win, we must first ascertain who is

to oSiciate, and make entries accordingly. My dogs may
win hands down this week and next week they a're not in it.

Is it purely a matter of fancj" or favoritism ? If fancy, then
let us endeavor to adopt a standard or scoring rule, so that
the disadvantages which the unpopttlar strain is laboring
under may be reduced to a minimum, and at the same time
force the popttlar strain to come up to the recjoired standard.
As now done, your dog beats mine this Aveek, mine gives

yours a go next week, and so on through the entire circuit.

At its termination, good, bad andinditferent have all won a
blue ribbon.
As an improvement, I would suggest that the National

Beagle Club adopt a standard, and that two judges duly ap-
pointed shall schedule each dog separately, submitting dif-
ferences to an ttmpiro previously agreed upon, and the de-
cision of any two to be binding. This wotild to a large
degree do away with one-man power, fancy or favoidtism.
Will brother beagle breeders kindly express their views?

Mr. BRO-ms.

MASTIFFS AT NEW YORK.—Troy, N. Y.—Editor
Forest and, Stream: In reading the crititjisms of Mr. Mason
in your publication on the mastitis I notice that be states
that lugleside Princess was ttnnoticed in the bitch class at
the New York dog show. According to my understanding
she took third prize, and I have the card so signifying. His
order is Lady Dorothy first, Duchess second, Edda third
and Caution's Own Daughter fourth. Please inform me if

I am correct, and if so, please correct such criticism of Mr.
Mason's in your nest issue.—C. E. Gkeexmax. [Mr. Mason
is correct; your bitch was not mentioned.]
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mSPLRATION HAS DARK EYES.—Philadelphia, Pa.—
Editor ForeH and Stream: It is with much surprise that
I note in the report of Baltimore show, prepared by your
Mr. Lacy, in which he criticises my pointer dog as follows:
"Inspiration, second, has a fair head, though light in eye."
Now, stu'ely Mr. Tjacy has never seen my dog, when he states
that he has light eyes. No matter what other faults he may
hare, his worst enemy, if such a person exists, could not find
that fault with him.' On the contrary, he has particularly
fine large dark eyes, very brilliant and with much intelli-

gence in their expression. He has the dark eyes in keeping
with the dark nose, which he has inherited from his cele-

brated sire, champion Bang Bang. Errors like these are
peculiarly disheartening, and I, for one, think that the gen-
tlemen reporting the bench shows should exercise conscien-
tious care when they attempt to crit.ici.se a ma.u's dog, and
make sure that it "is the dog they are writing about.—
]?RAIfCls G . Tay i-OR. [It is not our intention to do any inan's
dog an injustice, and as Mr. Mason's New York report cor-

roborates Mr. Taylor, we must apologize for an error which
must have been a .slip of the pen. as our notes in the cata-
logue make no mention of this dog having light eyes.l

A FALSE nUMOPx,.—Editor Forest and Stream: A re-

port is in circulation to the effect that there area number of
sick dogs in and around Lynn. Whether this rumor is

started to injure the forthcoming show here or not I cannot
say, 'but so far as I know there is not a word of truth in it.

—Robert Leslie, President.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, Trhloh are (nr-

ulshed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
gW" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Puncli, EUars, Elackthome. Prairie Tip. Prairie Boa-, Prairie
Girl, Prairie Flame and Prairie Dale. By L. K. Hilsendegen, De-
troit, Mich., for Irish setters, five dogs and three bitches, by Dan
O'Oonnell out nf Lalla Rookh.
Prairie Oiief. Prairie Tim, Prairie King, Prairie Lily, Prairie

Rose, Prairie Meg and Judy. By u. iS'. HUsendegen, Detroit,
Mich., for Irish setters, three doss and four hitches, by Dan O'Con-
nell out of Bifldy.
Sunol. Bv C. E. Rowland, Toledo. O., for hrindlo erreyhound

bitch, whelped July 10, 18S0, by Conspirator (Workman—Luna II.)

out of Princess Ida (Victor—Gypsy).
Leonle. By C. E. Rowland, Toledo, O., for white and brindle

grevhound bitch, whelped March 7, 1890, by Ti ales (Wandering
Toi—Little Emily III.) out of Dick's Darling (Colera'uc Diamond
—Daylight).

Gonvalaria. By J. E. Hair, Bridgeport. Conn., for black and
white English setter bitch, whelped Dec. 33, 1890, by Monk of Fur-
ness (Sir AUister—Belle of Furness) out of Lady .Snowflake
(Prince Nobl«—Cassandra F.).

Ranger of Claremont. By H. K. Snyder, Michigan City, Ind , for
red Irish setter dog, whelped Oct. 10, 1890, by Claremont; Patsy
(Frisco—Nellie IX.) out of Nora of Clai emont (Sarsfleld—Nino).
Prairie Mound KenveJs. By L N, Hilsendegen, Detroit, Mich.,

for his kennels oC red Irish setters.

BRED.
|W Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Thora III.—Oscar II. O. E. Rowland's (Toledo, O.) deerhonnd
bitch Thora III. (Rohin—Thora II.) to S. W. Skinner, Jr.'s, Oscar
II. (champion Mhc—Cluthan), Dec. 23.

Lady Zora—Treasure. Mrs. McCuen's (N^w Orleans, La.) pug
bitch Lady Zora (Kash—Lady Thurman) to W. M. Stukey's Treas-
ure, Feb. 28.

Dinah—Braclford Jiulmj II. Eberhart Pug- Kennels' (Cincinnati,
O.) pug biich liinah (Santa Glaus — ) to their Bradford Ruby
II. (champion Bradtord Hubv—Puss B.), Feb. 2o.

Lady Tlnmnah—ElicriiarVs Cashier. Ebarhart Pug Kennels'
(Cincinnati, 0 ) pug bitch Lady Thurman (Dixie—Silver Shoe) to
their Eberhart's Cashier (champion Kash—Lady Thora), March 9.

East Lake Virgin—Bradford Huby II. Eberhart Pug Kennels'
(Cincinnati, O.) pug bitch East Lake Tirgie (champion Bradford
Ruby—Puss B.) to their Bradford Ruby 11. (champion Bradford
Ruby—Puss B.), March 1.

F.annv—SheAii<tone. J as. Lewis's (Bridgpport, Conn ) English set-

ter bitch Fanny (Wig—Leudime) to J. E. Hair's Shenstono (Don
Gladstone—Heather Bell). Feb. 15.

Nellie Bly—Shcnstone, J. H.Wilson's (Bridgeport. Conn.) Eng-
lish setter bitch Nellie Bly (Prince Foreman II.—Donna Inez) to J.

E. Hair's Shenstonc (Don (Jladstone—Heather Bell), March 10.

Ovpsy—Shmstone. J. H. Wilson's (Bridgeport, Conn.) English
setter bitch Gypsy (Prince Foreman II.—Donna Inez) to J. E. Hair's
Sbenstone (Don Gladstone—Hpather Bell), March 11.

Fanny B.—SliemUme. J. Ellis's (Milford, Conn.) English setter
bitch Fanny B. to J. E. Hair's Shenstone (Don Gladstone—Heather
Bell). Feb. 18.

Oountess of Devon-iliire II.—Bap. H. Malcolm's (Baltimore, Md.)
Gordon setter birch Countess of Devonshire II. (Stubble—Countess
of Devonshire I.) to his Rap (Heather Harold—Chapman's Blos-
gom), Feb. 10.

Lady Black.—Rap. H. Malcolm's (Baltimore, Md.) Gordon setter
bitch Lady Black (Whip—Gypsey) to his Rap (Heather Harold-
Chapman's Blossom), March 10.

Bessie C.—Oliadiah. A. Geddes's (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker spaniel
bitch Bessie C. (Ubo II. -Darkie) to Geo. Bell's Obadiah (champion
Brant—Bonita), Feb. 18.

Oba G.—IIorncll Silk. A. Geddes's (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker spaniel
bitch Oba G. (champion Black Pete—Jet Obo) to Hornell-Harmony
Kennels' champion HornellSUk. Feb. 11.

Flossy T.— Gierry Boy. G. L. V. Tyler's (West Newton, Mas?.)
cocker spaniel bitch Flossy T. (CoL Stubbs—Pet) to C. G. Brown-
ing's Cherry Boy, Feb. 20.

MoMe McGinty—Cherry Buy. J. M. O'Brien's (Worcester, Mass.)
cocker spaniel bitch Mol lie McGinty to C. G. Browning's Cherry
Boy, Feb. 18.

Merlie—Cherry Boy. W. H. Walton's (Lynn, Mass.; cocker span-
iel bitch Me rlie'(Blaek Duck—High Rook Jet) to C. G. Browning's
Cherry Boy. March 1.

Little Gypsy—Cherry Boy. G. G. Browning's (Worcester. Mass.)
cocker spaniel bitch Little Gypsy to his Cherry Boy, Feb. 7.

Bradford Lill—Bradford Harry. P. H. Coombs's (Bangor, Me.)
Yorkshire terrier hitch Branford Lill (Tickle'em—Judy) to his
champion Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Beal'a Lady),
March 14.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Thora III. C. E. Rowland's (Toledo, 0.) deerhouud bitch Thora
IIL (Robin—Thora II.), Feb. 27, four bitches, by S. W. Skinner,
Jr.'s, Oscar II. (champion Mac—Cluthan).
Queen Bale. Gordondale Kennels' (P.eadville, Mass.) English

setter bitch Queen Dale (Boswell's Ked—Daisy Dale), March 14,

seven (four dogs), by their Bow Bondhu (Gus Bondhu— Bo-Peep).
Gassy W. H. G. Arnold's (Lnuisville, Ky.) cocker spaniel bitch

Cassy W. (Koko W.—Pnyllis D.), Feb. 87, seven (two dogs), by J.

E. Weston's Little Lad (Newton Aobot Beau—Dinah Bennett); one
dog since dead.
Temptation. W. T. McAlees's (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-terrier

bitch Temptation (Mixture—Warren Lady), Jan. 23. three (two
dogs), by Jas. Mortimer's Sutfolk Toby (Carlisle Prince—Nellie
Farren).

Tennis. W. T. McAlees's (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch
Tennis (Raby Mixer-Temptation), Jan. 38, three dogs), by L. <fe

W. Rutherfurd's Raftte (Brokenhurst Rally—Harmony).

SALES.

J^" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Thora III. Brindle deerhonnd bitch, whelped Dec. 24, 1888. by
Roblm out of Thora II., by E. W. Jester, St. George's, Del., to C. E.
Rowland, Toledo, 0.
Simol. Brindle greyhound bitch, whelped July 10. 1S90, by Con-

spirator out of Princess Ida, by Mary J. McCleery, New York, to
C. E. Rowland, Toledo, O.
Leonie. White and brindle greyhound bitch, whelped May 7,

1890, by Trales out of Dick's Darling, by D. 0. Luse, Great Bend,
Kan., to C. E. Rowland, Toledo, O.
Littleton. Lemon and white pointer dog, by Underwriter out of

Juno, by J. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn., to F. PhUlips, Port Jetter-
bon, L. I.

Bonnie Juno. Liver ticked pointer bitch, whelped .July ,'iO, 1890,

bv Kennerly out of Juno,; by J. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn., to G.
W. Lovell, Middleboro, Mass.

Lady. Apricot fawn pug bitch, whelped May 3, 1890, by Kash
out of Lady Thurman, by W. M. Stukey, Mt. Sterling, O., to Mrs.
L. McOuen, New Orleans, La.
Trixy. Silver fawn pug bitch, age or pedigree not given, by

Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to Ben Sherwood, same
place.
DinaJi. Silver fawn pug bitch, age not given, by Santa Clans

out of •

-, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, CHncinnati, O., to Wm.
H. Grabe, St. Louis. Mo.
AlberVs Nelly. Blue belton and tan English setter bitch,whelped

Feb. 14, 1889, by Warwick Albert out of Princess Belton, by J. E.
Hair, Bridgeport, Conn., to Dr. J. A. Hartman, Latrobe, Pa.
Fern Dale—Queen Dalewlielv. Oranse and white English setter

bitch, whelped Feb. 28, lb93. by Gordondale Kennels, Readyille,
Mass., to Chas. Mott. Columbia, Conn.
Ned—Gyp whelps. English getters, whelped July 28, 1890, by Gor-

dondale Kennels, Readville, Mass., a liver and white dog to G. B.
Earle, Central Falls, R. I,; a black, white and tan dog each to G.
B. Foss. Boston, Mass.; A. L. McDonald, Campello, Mass., and
Noyes Billings, Dodeeville, Mass., and a black, white and tan
bilch to J. C. Drake, Gloversville. N. Y.
Ned—Daim Dale whelp. Orange belton English, setter bitch,

whelped May (i, 1888, by (Jordondale Kennels, Readville, Mass., to
J. B. Charlton, Washinuion, Pa.
Prince Keni-Baisy Dale tvhelp. Blue belton English setter hitch,

whelped Oct. 4, 1890, by Gordondale Kennels, Readville, Mass., to
E. J. McCa<«hin. Lowell, Mass.
Mark Dale, Black a.nd white English setter dog. whelped May

I, 1890. by Qaih'a Mark, Jr., out of Belle Dale, by Gordondale Ken-
nels, Readville, Mhss., to E. J. McCashin, Lowell, Mass.
Bow Bondlm—Boueta whelp. Blue belton English setter bitch,

whelped Jan. 11, 1891, by (Gordondale Kennels, Readville, Mass., to
C. H.Jackson, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Belle Dale. Orange and white English setter bitcdt, whelped

March 12, 1881, bv Gen, Ely's Breeze out of Bessie Dale, by Gor-
dondale Kennels, Readville, Mass., to R. £. Forbes, Milton, Mass.
Daisy Dale II. Orange and white English setter bitch, whelped

Jan. 3. 1886. by Gen. Ely's Breeze out of Bessie Dale, by Gordon-
dale Kennels, Readville, Mass., to R. E. Forbes, Milton, Mass.
Paris Q.neen. Blrtcl<, white and tan Fnglish setter bitch, age not

given, by champion Paris out of Miss Twilight, by W. H. Walton,
Lynn. Mass., t.o (Gordondale Kennels, Readville, Mass.
Little GyiX'-ii. Black and white ticked cocker spaniel hitch,

whelped April 25, 1800, by Rex Obo out of Topsy, by (J. L. Y. Tyler,
West Newton, Mass., to C. G. Browning, Y^orcester. Mass.
The La Faycittc (Greyhound Kennels, La Fayette, Ind., have sold

the following: Span, fawn greyhound bitch, whelped Dec. 26,
1885 (Sport-Minnie M.); Vick. brindle greyhound bitch, whelped
Nov. 12, 18S6 (Don-Minnie ^I.j; Nell, brindle greyhound bitch
(Duke—Dee); Prince of Better Times, blsok and white greyhound
dog, whelped May 15, 1890 (Dexter—Vick); LadyMay, brindle grey-
hound bitob, same littei ; M.ii.\ flower Maid, fawn greyhound bitch,
same litter; fawn greyhound dog pup, whelped July 20, 1890 (Duke
—Span); fawn greyhound bitch pup, same litter, and a blue grey-
hound bitch pup. same litter, to F. J. Darcey, Mt, Vernon, O.
Dexter, white greyhound dog, to L. W. Browning. Little Rock,
Ark. Black greyhound dog pup, whelped May 15, 1890 (Dexter—
Vick), to A. S. Kerr. Muscatine, la.; greyhound dog pup, same Ut-
ter, to Mississippi Kennels, Morrison. 111.; black and white grey-
hound dog pup, whelped July 26, 1890 (Duke—Span), to Howard
Kennels, Cotumbii.-, O.; fawn greyhound dog pup, same litter, to
W. H. M. Reed. Norfolk, Ya. Mable Belmont, fox-terrier bitch,
to C. A. Loud, Stauton, Ya.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

A. C. H.. So. Manistique, Mich.—What is (he best dog food in
use? The best soap for fleas, also best remedy for mangeV I want
to be prepared in case my St. Bernard shonld have the disease.
Ans. Those ad vertised in our kennel columns are all good. You
can take your choice with little to fear,

J. S. H.—It is cerebral distemper, for which there is very little
remedy. He will very likely be dead before you see this,

If you want a dog we do not know of any better way of trying to
get one at your own price than of sending a bid on those to be sold
at auction, March 24-28th, at the Tattersall, Philadelphia. You
can tell by the catalogue about the breeding, etc., and you can
send a bid by mail. If it exceeds your price, money will be re
turned to you. Catalogue can be bad by addressing Tattersall,
30th and Market streets, Philadelphia.—..Idu.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHfP.

The discussion and comment already provoked by our an-
nouncement that a formal fixing of the revolver championship
was to be carried out under the auspices of Forest and Stheam
for the possession of the trophy offered by iRLr. Y'alter Winans,
convince us that the affair is to be a success. Some of the minor
points are open to criticism perhaps, but that such a match should
be held and that it can be held wPh satisfaction to all con-
cerned seems to be assured beyond douht. There is no fear that

it is to be a repetition of the Tribune match with all its absurdly
perfect scores. At the start anybody may shoot and send in their

target to this office. Targets for ready measurement will be

furnished on application, and the scores properly authenticated
duly entered. This trial bout, so to speak, is open to all, but
before the troiihy is awarded there will be the finals, tired under
the direct or delegated supervision of the editor of Forest akd
Stream. As all the scores will be by shot measurement it is

really a matter of no moment what target the shooter may
practice on, and the scores as printed by us can at once be con-

verted into the scores of any target now in use. Anent the

matter of distance of which "Picus" speaks. It would be a hard-
ship to insist upon a greater distance than that suggested by us.

Twenty yards is the range at the outdoor shooting stand at

Y^mbledon and Bisley, and for indoor work it is not easy to find

a gallery with a tiOft. space for revolver work. In fact we were
strongly urged to make the distance 13yds. or the regular old-

time duelling distance of 12 paces or 36ft. The targets might be
more compact and the shots more nicely bunched, but with a
measurement target it is the easiest thing in the world to com-
pare the work at another range.

FoHEST AND STREAM has invited discussion upon the subject of

conditions to govern shootin,? for Mr. Winans's trophy, which as I

understand It, is to be representative of the amateur champion,
ship of America. It goes without saying that Mr. Winans or his

representative Forest and Stream should have the privilege of

naming the conditions under which the trophy shall be shot for

and defended, and the conditions mentioned in the current num-
ber of Forest asd Stream (March 12) are certainly generous
enough to satisfy any one. But I thiuk that the championship of

the United States should not be won at a distance less than 50yds.,

which is a range "within the capabilities of any revolver or

shooter likely to enter such a competition.

It was decided in 1886 that 21yds. was too short a distance to

test skill, using the 8ia. bull, and the re.sult of using that target

and that distance was to show that "the possible \vould he secirred

so frequently as to make the sport uninteresting."

Since that time revolver shooting has not declined and there

are, no doubt, a number of men capable of making a high score

at that distance upon the Standard American target.

Y''ould it not be wise in instituting such a competition to agree

upon a distance which should be a standard for other matches and
at the same time be fully up to the capabilities of the American
revolver, which ia still beyond the ability of the shooter in point

of accuracy. I agree fully with Forest and Stream in the con-
ditions that any revolver, any sight, any trigger pull and any am-
munition may be used. That is a comprehensive width of gener-
osity to be appreciated by those who en.ioy a certain weapon, sight

or trigger pull without knowing just why, and believe that the
ammunition loaded by themselves suits their shooting better than
the factory ammunition.
Restrictions upon trigger pull are and always will be a mistake,

from the fact that no two men are exactly alike in muscular or

nervous conditions, and defects in trigger pull are to blame for

much poor shooting. Beyond a desire to see the range longer than
twenty yards, as a lover of revolver shooting and a possible com-
petitor, the conditions so far suggested are satisfactory. There is,

however, one question not yet touched upon fully. What is to be

the accepted deflnitioQ of amateur? PiCUS.

The Canadian Militia Gazette, a popvilar organ of the active

force of the Dominion, speaks of the match: "The growing pop-
ularity of revolver shooting has led to the making of scores far

beyond what the weapon was thought capable of making. Minor
improvements in loading, etc., have brought the arm up to a point
of precision v/hicb should satisfy the most critical user. Thus
far the scores made have been without any very precise condi-

tions, and comparisons have been difficult to make. In order to

bring about a definite fixed championship record to determine
the amateur having the highest degree of credit as a shot. Forest
AND Stream has undertaken the conduct of a formal champion-
ship match. This is at the special request of Mr. \Yalter Winans,
whose position at the head of the line of English revolver shoot-

ers is well known. He will contribute as an emblem of the cham-
pionship one of his own artistic pieces of sculpture done in bronze,

and conditions will be made as open as possible and an opportu-
nity made for all to shoot, in what promises to be a match of more
than ordinary importance. While comparatively little attention

is given to the use of the revolver in Canada, last year showed
signs of an awakening of interest in practice with that arm."

IMPORTING FIREARMS.
Judge Laoombe, of the U. S. Circuit Court in New York, has

reversed the decision of the Port Appraisers in the Schoverling,
Daly & Gales ease. This firm, it will be recalled, imported some
gun stocks under alower rate of duty as "manufactures, of which
metal was a coinponent part." Another Itottse imported barrels
which would fit such stocks, and the appraisers clapped on the
full duty of sporting guns. The decision of the Court reads:
"The question of intention does not enter into this case at all,

provided the importers have done no more than what under the
terms of the tariff they may do. Whether their object was to
make their goods more readily saleable in this way, or by this
particular method of importation to secure the entrance of goods
here at a lower rate of duty than they would otherwise have to
pav is wholly immateriHl, provided that what they have done is

within the terms of the tariff act.

"Now, there is no evidence that these articles were ever 'as-
sembled' or brouarht together with the gun barrels on the other
side. There is no finding to that effect by the appraisers; and if

there were such a finding of fact I should he constrained to reverse
it because there is no evidence in the record to support it. I do
not by this mean to imply that that single fact would bo control-
ing of the case if it were here; it is enough to say that it is not
here. For all that appears, the gun stocks may have been bought
from one manufacturer and the gun barrels from another. They
came here under a provision of the tariff act which lays a duty
upon 'sporting breechloading shotguns,' and lays a separate and a
different duty upon the parts of which those sporting breechload-
ing shotguns are composed, as 'manufactures in whole or in part
of metal.'
"It can be fairly assumed that Congress by that very terminol-

ogy meant to allow importers who choose to bring in fragmentR of
a combinaliou article by different shipments and then lo employ
domestic labor in putting them together to do so. Itmsyhave
been intended to induce importers lo employ to that extent the
labor of this country instead of having the articles combined
abroad. We cannot tell, of course, what operated upon the minds
of the framers of that particular passage of ihe act; we can only
deal with their language as they h five set it do\\'ii for ue. And
under that language it seems very clear that there is nothing in
this shipment except "gunstocks mounted,' articles which are
properly described in the tariff only by the phrase 'manufactirres
composed wholly or in part of metal,' and they should therefore
pay that duty and no other. The decision of the Board of Ap-
praisers is reversed."

A NEW BULLET MOULD.
THE Ideal Manufacturing Co., of New Haven, Conn., have just

put on the market an adjustable bullet mould. This is some-
thing that will he appreciated at once by those riflemen who pre-
fer to prepare their own ammunition. The cut shows the mould
open, and also a sectional view of the bullet which is cast with a

cavity in the base. The
cavity is for the double
purpose of upsetting or
expanding the bullet and
furnishing a receptacle
for the. twist of the paper
patch. Thi!3 mould will
cast bullets of .32 caliber
ranging in weight from
laSers. to 200grs., and by a
little regulation of patch-
ing, as regards thethick-
ne.^B of the paper and the
temper of bullet, do good
work in tiie .33 caliber
Stevens, Maynard, Rem-
ington, and other rifles of
this caliber. Possessors of
the .;!2-20 Marlin and ,33

Colts lightning rifles will now be able to get a light-patched bullet
for target practice not ciimuing t he shell and aiailmg iremtbe
breech. With this mould bullets of great variety of lengths and
weights can bo made. An adjustable scr(!W passes through the
nut B, which moves t he cavity formerE in or out, as is desired to
shorten or lengthen the bullet, and the check nut D is to fasten
and make the screw immovable and firm at the point desired.
The nut B is held in the mould by the screw A passing tnrough
the side of themould. This sr-rewhas a slight lateral movement,
and when the bullet is cast a light rap on the head of the screw A
will lift the bullet up out of the mould and release it from the
cavity former. The metal is poured into the mould at the point
of the'bullet, thus leaving the base solid and free from blow-boles
or hollow places- Further information will be furnished upon
application to the Ideal Manufacturing Co., of New Haven, Conn.

NEW YORK CITY SCHUETZEN.-The Shooting committee
of the Ne.w York City Schueizen Corps was fully represented on
March 12 at the haU of thp German-American Snooting Society,
and acted on the shooting plan submitted by the first shooting
master, J. W. Schneider. The plan was adopted with a few
slight modification*, and the shooting days were fixed for April 24,

May 22, .Jttne 26, July 24, Aug. 28. Sept. 25, and Oct. 23. On the
regular 25-ring target the members will he classified according to
marksmanship. The prizes will consist of handsome gold medals,
to go to the shooters making 1,800 points in the first class, 1,600 in
the second, 1,400 in the third and 1,200 in the fourth class. Tickets
at 10 shots for 50 cents, no limit. On the man target the money
shot in every day will be divided jw'o ntta, after a deduction of
35 per cent. The corps iias also given four medalf, and J. Schnei-
der a fifth one, which will be presented to the marksman making
the greatest number of red flags, 20 line, during the entire shoot.
Gold medals will be given to all scoring 100 points on the point
target; the red flag counting 8 points is the center ring. 25^§tn. in
diameter; the- blue ftag will be shown if the marksman hits the
next ring, 3'>iin. from the center ring and he will be credited
with 3 pointt.' the rest of the 121n. buUseye will count 1, a white
flag being shown.
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SAN FRANCISCO, March 8.—A large number of mftrksmen
asaembled at Shell Mound lo-day to devote the day to rifle ahoot-
ing. The occasion was one of more than ordinary Interest, as
Captain Siebe had placed 25 prizes in competition and the marks-
men present tried hard to malie top scores. Co. B, 3d Infantry
Eegimeiit, held its monthly medal shoot and some good scores
were made. Companies 0 and G (Nationals) of the Tst Regiment
were present In strong irambers to compete for the trophies of
their company. The Independent Rifles held their final monthly
medal shoot and hrought out a good many members, who tried
hard to place good scores to t heir names. The San Francisco
Schuetzen Verein turned out strong and used their hest endeavor
to win the handsome medals which the company places at the dis-
posal of its members. Representatives of the California, Ger-
mania, and in fact nearly all the rifle clubs of the city were pres-
ent to participate in the prize shoot of Captain Biebe. The mem-
bers nf Co. B of the First were present at the range and Indulged
in a little practice preparatory to th« Tobin tropiiy shoot, which
will take place next Sunday. At the conclusion of the day's con-
test Captain Sifbe Invited all the marksmen to a banquet which
he had prepared as a surprise for them. F. Attinger acted as
toast master and kept the riflemen in a constant vein of good
humor by his many witty remarks. The marksmen who partici-
pated in the day's shoot were surprised to see good shooting done
by the old champion, Pbilo Jacoby. For several days he has been
a very sick man, imder the doctorV care. He showed that he was
still alive and would remain so for some time to come.

BOSTON, March 14 —The regular weekly shoot of the Massa-
chusetis Ride Association was held at its range to-day under very
unfavorable conditions, a very strong wind blowing from 8 to 11
o'clock. AA". C. Prescoi.t wins the bronze membership badge. Fol-
lowing are to-day'a scores, distance 200yds., American target, re-
entry allowed:

All-Comfrs' O EE-Hand Match.W Charles 79 W Hawlev V.'j M T Day 70
C H Kastman 77 J B Mason 73 AS Hunt C7
BL Fuller 77 FW Chester TZ D Martin 63

All-Comers' Rest Match.
F Mansfield 104 W C Prescott 95 MTDay 83
T Warren 103 J W French 91 WF Chester 83
A H Ballard 9" J French H4

Pistol Match, 50yds.
H Severance 86 SO Sydney 79 M T Day 74W Charles 83 0 F Grav 78 A N Mann 73
H Cushing 83 GLHoamer 75 D Martin 70
A D Stevens 81

CONLIN'S GALLERY, corner Broadway and Thirty-First
street.—The first of the series of annual contests at Conlin's gal-
lery, the Beginners' Revolver Match, was terminated March 12.
The conditions were as follows: Any ammunition, any trigger
pull, position standing, free and clear, standard decimal target,
best three targets to count. The match was well patronized by a
number of beginners and some of ihe sliooting made by competi-
tors who did not prove winners gave much promise for good
scores in the future. Tiie following are the names and scores of
the winners: First prize, C. B. Bishop, of Clifton, N. J., 50. .'50, 4?—
149. Second prize, R. Hoag, of 23d Regiment, Brooklyn, 45, 44, 44
—133. The nest match will be for amateurs.
LA.WRENCE, Mass., March 14:.—There was a small attendance

at the range to-day. These scoies were made:
Record Match.

OM Jewell 80 E D Sargent 68 lEtOlmstead 41
A APhllbrick... .76

Rest Match.
E D Sargent 89 E F Richardson. . ..88 I E Olmatead 85

EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB, N. Y., March 11.—The following scores
were made by members of the Empire Rifle Club, of 13 St. Marks
Place, at their regular weekly "-hoot March 10, on the standard
American target, 1^ bullseve: W. Rosf^nbaum 95. 0. Zettler. Jr.
93, A. Stahl. Jr. 92, W. Maisenholder 89. W. Miller 89, J. Grimm 88,
H. Zettler 86, J. Zettler 81, G. Hillmeyer ri.-W. Miller, Sec'y.

REA^OLVBR CLUB. New York, March 14.—At to-day's shoot
of the New York Pistol and R°volver Club, at 12 St. Mark's place,
the following results were attained on the Zettler decimal target:
Stein 57, Jantzer .56, Oehl 56, Bussee 54, Walther 53, Hecking .53, G.
L. Hoffman 47, out of a possible 60 on six shots.

TORONTO, March 10.—The challenge cup belonging to the Off-
Hand Rifle Association of Ontario was shot for at Bradford to-
day, Mr. Alfred Graham, of Everett, heading the score with 93
points out of a possible 100, ranges 100 and 200yd.s.

THE TRAP.

Scores tor publication should tie made out on the printed blank*
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us loith club scores are par-
licularlu requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

March 21.—White House Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.
M. S. Anderson, Sec'y.
March 34-26.-Detroit Tournament, assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. $1,000 guaranteed.
April 9-11.—Annual Tournament of the Boiling Springs Gun

Club, at Rutherford, N. J.
April 28-30.—New London (or Hew Haven) Inter-State Associa-

tion.
May 6-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all, Elmer E.

Shaner, Sec'v.
May .5-7.—Auburn, N. Y., Gun Club Tournament. $800 guaran-

teed. Professionals barred. Chas. W. Brister, Sec'y.
May 5-9.—Grand Tournament of the Hill City Gun Club, Vioks-

burg. Miss. Open to all. Geo. H. Hill. Sec'y.
May 13-16.—Harrisburg, Pa., Shooting Association Tournament,

assisted by the Inter-State Manufaetnrers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H. M. F. Wooden,
Sec'y.
May 19-31.—Washineton (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Club
gives Sl,O0O, Association guarantees $1,000, total $2,tX)0.

June 2-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
Sl.OOO. club adds S3,000, total $3,000.
June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.

THE DETROIT TOURNAMENT.
DtTRTNG the coming week the new Inter-State Manufacturerers

and Dealers' Association wdll lend its aid to the extent of S1,000
guarantee toward the shoot of the Detroit Tournament Associa-
tion. The days for the shooting are the 34th, 25th and 26th with
a slate of 8 events each day. The successor to the old American
Association has a membership of a dozen concerns all directly
interested in encouraging sport at the trap.
In explanation of its object the Association prefaces the Detroit

programme with a brief card saying: "This organization is com-
posed of people all well known to parties intei-ested in shooting.
Their object is to encourage gun clubs and promote trap shooting,
which is a worthy one and should receive hearty support every-
where. Tournaments will be held in different States, and the
proflts arising from these tournaments will be turned over to the
club in each city in which a shoot is held. The club to invest such
money in securing grounds and club house."
The rules governing all shoots of this Association embrace all

the well known American Shooting Association rules, except the
following changes: The gun may be sighted while at score, but
when ready to shoot the butt of the gun must be held clear below
the armpit until the shooter has called "Pull." The load of shot
for both 10 and 12-gange guns must not exceed IHoz., struck meas-
ure. Disposition of Ties—Any contestant may draw his share of
the purse where sitch share equals or exceeds the amount of en-
trance. Standard Keystone targets will b^ used. The Amateur
Protected—All experts will be classified and amateurs will have
an equal show for winning purses with the best shoti. A scheme
has been devised which should bring our amateurs to all our
shoots, and is as follows: 10 traps will be used and the contestants
shoot in squads of 11. The experts mnst shoot first and at un-
known angles. When they shoot the indicator will be used and
the shooting will be very difficult, as they shoot at unknown
angles, different distances and unknown traps. All experts will
he debarred from entering the contest after the last gun of
the first squad has been fired. While rotating from No. 1 to No, 5,
these traps only will be sprung. After passing No. 5 the ahooter
will ^Bt birds from No. 6 to 10. After all the expert^ have flniBhed

their score, the indicator is laid aside and the amateur squads
begin firing and shoot at known angles from the trap directly in
front of them. Thus it will ba seen tliat a shooter in the expert
class may be in front of No. 1 and have a bird from No. 4, while
the amateur will know each trap and flight. The full programme
of events include the foUowine::

guaranteed; No. 7. 15 singles,$4, $75 guaranteed; No. 8,10;singles, $1.
March 2.5.—No. 9, 10 singles, entrance $1; No. 10, 15 singles, $4, $75

guaranteed; No. 11, 15 singles, S2: No. 13, 15 singles, $4. $75 guaran-
teed; No. 13, 6 pairs doubles, $2; No. 14, 20 singles, $5, $100 guaran-
teed; No. 15, 20 singles, $5, $100 guaranted; No. 16, 15 singles, $2.50,
$U) guaranteed.
March 26.—No. 17, 10 sineles. entrance .61; No. 18, $2.50, $.50 guar-

anteed: No. 19, 15 singles, $1.50; No. 20, 15 singles. $4, $75 guaran-
teed; No. 2], 6 pairs doubles, S3; No. 33, 30 singles, ,$5, $100 guaran-
teed; No. 21, 15 singles. $4, $75 guaranteed; No. 24, 10 .singles, fl.
All surplus money divided as follows: 40 per cent, added to

purse.«, 20 per cent, to first and 10 per cent, to second for best av-
erage in p.wort diss to those shooting in all guaranteed pursps
this day; 20 per cent, to first and 10 per cent, to second for beat
avernge in amateur class ro those shooting in all guaranteed
purses this day. All averages paid each night. The shooting will
commence at 9 A. M., sharp, each day. All purses at this tourna-
ment will be divided in all events, 30 per cent., 25 per cent.. 30
per cent., 15 per cent, and 10 per cent.

CHICAGO SHOOTERS.
Chicago, 111., March 13.—As was announced last week, the

sportsmen of Illinois have this year won at least one substantial
success in tne State Legislature, in the killing of the bill intended
to prohibit pigeon shooting. The measure never got beyond the
committee room, and its stopping tijcre v/as a very nice bit of
work ingeniously done. The Humane Society will need to wait a
while yet. I do not see how this rebuke to that organization can
be looked upon in any sense as a triumph of the baser elements or
more cruel tendencies in society. It may be, «iuite as well, the
triumph of the old principle that he who would ask equity must
come into court with clean hands. The Humane Society and its
leaders have no better friends than are to be found among the
sportsmen, but these friends are not all blind. The Humane
Society of this or any other city is, in its proper idea, a noble thing,
but as carried out it may or may not be a noble thing. It should
be entitled to respect, not for its name but for its works. The day
of sentiments is past for the world. It is practical to-day. "By
their fruits ye shall know them" was never so true before. The
press had this idea right. Let not the Humane Society be dis-
couraged at this defeat. There remains still a wide field of activity
for it. For instance, it has won on a bill prohibiting the docking
of horses' tails. Let it now prevent the beating, overloading and
overdriving of animals. Mr. Shortall should be interested in this
last especially. E. Hough.

Watson's Park, March 13.—The Gun Club of Chicago for
club badge, 10 live birds each, Illinois State rules, small sweep
added:
H A Foss 1231111113-10 P F Rock 2313311201- 9
EdSteck 2100]3;»31- 7 Leo Hamline 0100031331- 6
Same club, blackbird medal:

P F Rock.llOiailOlKXIOlOlOOOl— 9 LHamlinelOOOlOOOOOlOOOlOOOOO- 4
Ed Steck..l0111000110110111011-13 *R HeikesllHH11110111111101—17
H A Foss. 11111111111010101101-16

* Not a member.
Same day: R. O. Heikes and P. F. Rock shot a match at IGO

Peoria blackbirds each. Score: Heikes 91, Rock 6,5.

Same day: Rock. Steck, Foss, Plamline and Heikes shot four
live bird sweeps of 5 bii-ds each, two moneys in each sw<^ep: Stice
got first once, Foss first once. Hamline and Heike.s diy. first once,
Hamline and Foss div. first once, Hamliue second twice, Fo a
second once. Rock second oneo.
March JA.—The Pullman Gun Club for club cup, 10 live pigeons

each, Illinois State rules, small sweep added:
James Finn 0333301203-7 G Fieldhouse 11100^)112-7
Joe Finn 2020010222-6 Al Schuttler 0202010212 -6
Chas Sleeth 3220220013—7 E M Gardner 2130222021-8W Dallyn 0202131112-8 W Walpole 0100001001-3
Chas Williams 0111202320-7
On shoot-off: Gardner cup and first, Williams second, third div.
Same club, blackbird medal and added sweep:

E M Gardner 1111011101-8 W Dallyn 0111111101-8
Chas Williams .. ..1010000000-3 Al Schuttler 1111111100-s
.Toe Finn 1000000100-3 Chas Sleeth OUOOnoiUOl—

3

.limFinn 0000111111-6 *G Fieldhouse 1000011011—5
* Not in sweep. Ties div. Ravjslhigg.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
Brooki,xtj, March 10.—Nearly all of the best shots in the Coney

Island Rod and Gun Club were at Woodlawn to-day at the regu-
lar monthly shcot. The usual 7 birds each were shot at bj- 19
members, club handicap, and only three could make a clean score
for the Schlieman badge. P. Ward won it by killing 6, after tieing
with Dwyer and Eppig. The second prize was won by Captain
Cranmer. J. B. Dyer and C. Juch divided the third money. G.
Engelhein took the fourth money, and H. P. Donnelly won the
fifth.

March i;?.—Fourteen members of the Unknown Gun Club went
to the range at Dexter Park in to-day's rain and put up very cred-
itable scores, considering the disagreeable weather and the difii-
cult rules. J. Johnson, one of the veterans in the club, captured
the club medal and first prize; G. Pfohlmann took second money;
the third prize went to H. Housman. and fourth money was
divided , between H. von Staden and W. E. Skidmore. A o-bird
sweepstakes followed the regular shoot. Club shoot, handicap
rises, old Long Island rules, 7 birds each man, for the club medal
and four additional cash prizes: J. Smith 5. G. Pfohlmann 5 J
Johnson fi, 1. Byde fi, H. Housman 4, E. A. Troome 5, H von
Staden 3, W. E. Skidmore 2, Dr. Schwartz 5, W. Simeringl, A
Langenberg 4, J. Offermann 1, H. Knebel, Sr., 6, W. H. Schu-
macher 6. Shoot-off for first prize and the club badge. 3 birds
each man, then miss and out: J. Johnson 3, 1. Hyde 3, II. Knebel,
Sr., 3, Schumacher 3. Johnson won in the next round by killing
his bird", while Hyde missed. Shoot-off for second prize, same
conditions: J. Smith withdrew, E. A. A''roome missed his first
and killed his second. Dr. Schwartz nice versa. Pfohlman won on
3 straight. SUoot-ofl for third prize: Langenberg missed 3
straight, Simering killed his first and missed his second bird,
Housman killed all three and won the money.
March I'J.—The Crescent Gun Club held a shoot at the Dexter

Park grounds this afternoon, nine members competing for the
handsome gun given by the club and three extra cash prizes. G.
EUerhorst was the only marksman who made a clean score, and
he won first prize. The second, a cash prize, went to W. Tomferd
on 6; W. Gilman, .J. Rathjen, M. Schmidt, and J. Vagts tied for
the next prize, and agreed to shoot off the tie in the following
sweepstakes. H. Hopkins and J. Mohrmann divided the last prize.
The birds were a great deal better than the weather. The scores:
Regular club shoot, handicap rises, 7 birds each man, gun below
the elbow until the bird is on the wing, 5 traps, unknown pull, 80
yards boundary—Gilman .5, Ratbjen 5, Schmidt 5, Hopkins 4, Tom-
ford 6, A^agts 5, Hilmar 3, EUerhorst 7, Mohrmann 4.

First sweepstakes and shoot-off for second money of the club
contest, $1 entrance, two prizes, 3 birds each man, SSyds. rise,
otherwise club rules—Gilman, Rathjen, Schulz and Hopkins tied
on 3. A''agts, EUerhorst and Mohrmaun tied on 3 for second money;
Tomford withdrew.
Second sweepstakes, same conditions, all previous ties to be

shot off in this event—Gilman killed 3 straight and won second
money of the club shoot, first money of the first event and one
half of first money of the second event. J. Vagts killed 3 straight
and took the first sweepstakes. Rathjen, Tomford, Hopkins and
Mohrmann divided second prize of the second event.
March XV.—The shooters who went to Dexter Park this after-

noon to shoot at live birds had their hands full trying to kill the
pigeons which had been shipped all the way from Illinois. Of
course the high wind helped the birds considerably, and the gen-
eral result attests well the marksmanship of the sportsmen
present:
First event, 10 live birds, 3 prizes: E. H. WiUiams killed 8 out

of 10 and took first money, G. Remsen. J. Muenoh and A. C. Hunt
divided second on 5.

Second event, 5 Uve birds, gl entrance, 3 prizes: J. Muench took
first money on 5 straight, G. Remsen and G. Pfohlman divided
second on 4. Hunt killed 3 and missed one, and WiUiams, who
was evidently in hard luck, missed all but his first bird.
Both sweeps were shot under modified Hurlingham rules, 2Syds.

rise, unknown pull. In a subsequent 15 bird match, 26yds. rise,
otherwise same conditions, Jacob Link killed 9 and missed 6,
while A. Bauer killed 6 and missed 7; the latter had to bear the
expenses. Both shooters would be glad to arrange a live bird
match with C. Muench, of the Acme Gun Club, the contest to
ta^e place la Dexter Park, and Mr. Muenoh to name the con-
ditlODB.

March J6.—The Kings County Gun Club, of Brooklyn, held a
shoot at live birds and hiucrooks a,t Dexter Park to-da5^ The
rules in the first eveni: were 25yds. ri-se. H. and T. traps. Long
Island rules, both barrels allowed. The bluerock sweepstakes
followed. The scores:
Live bird shoot, at 10 pigeons each man, L. I. rules, both barrels:

Zirkel 6, Greiner 4, Bopgel 4. Bieber 6. Raehm 3, Duerner 3. Lind-
stadt 6, Schottler 9, C. Thiel 6, Short 6, Keller 4. Link 7, Dethloff 6.
Regular club shoot, at 20 bluerock.'-j each, right and left angles:

Schottler 16, Baegel 13, Zirkel 13, Lindstedt 12. Link 11, Short 10,
Bieber 9, Thiel 9, Dethloff' 9, Keller 6, Greiner 4, Durner 3, Raehm 3.

First sweepstakes, at 5 bluerocka each, club rules. 3 prizes: Zir-
kel 3, Greiner 0, Boegel 4, Bieber 3, Lindstedt 3, Schottler 4, Thiel
1, Short 2, Keller 1. LinK 5, Dethloff' 4. Link won first money,
Schottler won second on shoot-off and Lindstedt took third.
Second sweepstakes, same conditions: Greiner 0, Boegel 3,

Bieber 3, Lindstedt 3, Thiel 3. Keller 3, Dethhjft' 1, In the shoot-off
Bieber outshot Ijindstedt and won on the fifth round; for second
prize Thiel was shot out on the second round, but, it took six more
rounds before Boegel could be decided the winner. Dethloff took
third lu'ize.

LAKE ONTARIO GUN CLUB.
Rochester, March 13.-Regular club shoot of the Lake Ontario

Gun Club, held at the Forest House in Irondequoit. Strings of 7
Peoria blackbirds, 31yds. rise, unknown angles. Sweepstakes, 4
moneys. First string:
A Evershed 0011111-5 J C Aman 0111101-5
O E Walzer 110011 1-5 W S Smith, .Tr 1101011—5
HDMcVean. 1000000-1 F Knebel 0101100—3
F L Smith 1010101-4 B Costich 0100010-3
D Foreman 0110101—4 D Walzer.... lllOlll-G
JAman 1100101—4
D. Walzer first money, W. S. Smith second, F. L. Smith third,

Kueble fourth.
Second string:

Evershed llimi-7 JC Aman 1111010-5
O E Walzer 1111111-7 WS Smith, Jr 1010100-3
McVean 0010111-4 Knebel ....0101111-5
F L Smith 1010111—5 Costich 1001010-3
Foreman 0100101—3 D Walzer 1111111—7
J Aman 1011110-5

O. E. Walzer first money, F. L. Smith second, McVean third.
Foreman fourth.
Third string:

Evershed IIHIII—7 Knebel 0011011—4
O E Walzer 1001110-4 WS Smith, Jr 1000100-3
McVean 1001011-4 Costich 1100110—4
F L Smith 0011111-5 D Walzer 1011001-4
.1 Aman 1101111—6 Foreman 0010111—4
J C Aman 0110111-5
Evershed first money, J. Aman second, F. L. Smith and J. C.

Aman diy. third, Knebel fourth.
Fourth string:

Evershed 0011111-5 K n ebel 1101001-4
O B Walzer 1111001-5 W S Smith, Jr 1110100-4
McVean 1011110-5 Costich 1101000-3FL Smith 1101001-4 D Walzer 1101111-6
J Aman 1101101-5 Foreman ..1010000—3
J C Aman 0111111-6 Wittman 0011000—3
D. Walzer first money, McVean second, W, S. Smith, Jr., third,

Costich fourth.
Fifth string:

Evershed..... 1110111-6 WS Smith, Jr.. 1011001-4
O E Walzer 1111101—6 B Costich .0001010-3
McVean O1O0O11-3 D Walzer 1101010-4
F L Smith 1001111—5 Foreman 0010110—3
Knebel... 1111010-5
Evershed first money, Knebel second, W. S. Smith, Jr., third,

McVean and Foreman div.ifonrth. j

ST. LOUIS TRAP SHOOTERS.
St. Louis. March 16.—The Sharp Shooters' Union of Western

America will hold their biennial tournament in St. Louis, June
8 to 13. It is expected that .about 3,000 shooters wUl participate in
the tournament, representing about 100 different associations.
Local committees have been appointed to take charge of the visit-
ors and delegates to the convention.
Rawling Bros, are now nicely located in their new store, and to

the great convenience of sportsmen they have set aside a por-
tion of their large room, where meetings can be held and tnat-
ters of general interest discussed. Heretofore there has been no
common meeting place for the sportsmen of St. Louis, and this
bit of enterprise and generosity is highly appreciated.
For some time the trap shooters of St. Louis have been trying

to form a central organization. A meeting was held last Thurs-
day night at Rawlings Bros.' store for the further consideration
of the question. The president of the Trap Shooters' Association
is Mr. Peter CUng. At present there are some 500 trap shooters in
St. Louis, divided among about 20 clubs. The plan is to form
these clubs into a central organization for the purchase of a tract
of land, which shall be fitted up for the use of all the clubs.
Nothing definite has been done so far, and the matter has been
referred to committees for action. Aberdeen.

NEWARK, N. J., March 13.—The Newark Gun Club held its
monthly shoot on John Erb's grounds this afternoon. The rain
came down in torrents, but eighteen men were present out of the
total membership of twenty-two. In the club shoot each ma.n
fired at 10 birds, under club rules, 10-bore guns (Hedden and
Brientnall) shooting at 30 and 13-bore guns at 28yds. rise. The
score:
Castle 1111111111-10 Pushee 1011110111— 8
Class 1111111110- 9 Erb 1111001111- 8
Hedden.... 1111111110— 9 Wheaton 1101101111— 8
Licdsley 1111111110- 9 Leddy 1011101111- 8
.Tones 1101111111-9 Griffen 1110110101-7
Heath 1111110111— 9 Hilfers lOlOUlHO- 7
Reinhardt 1111110111- 9 Brientnall 1110111001— 7
Holiis imUOUl— 9 Fairchild 1111001000— 5
CoUins 1010111111— 8 Bruen 0020032003- 4
Castle took first money. Second and third moneys wers shot off,

miss and out. Class winning second by killing 7 straight. Hedden's
seventh bird falling dead out of bounds, and the others being shot
out early in the race. Third was div. by Collins and Pushee.
JEANNETTE SHOOTERS.—The annual meeting and election

of otflcers of the Jeannette .Jagd Club took place at the headquar-
ters, 183 Duane street, on March 13. The following gentlemen
were elected members by acclamation: H. Wllking, E. Brosmer
and President G. Wallbaum, of the Hudson County Jockey Club.
The invitation sent the Jeannette Club to participate in the team
contest for the G. V. Hudson trophy was declined with thanks, as
the Jeannette men never shoot under Hurlingham rules. It was
decided to purchase three new medals for competition in the
three classes, and the executive committee was empowered to
classify all new members. President Cordts donated a handsome
gold badge, which at the end of the year will go the marksman
who has kiUed in the regular club shoots the most pigeons by
using one barrel only. As soon as the center field at the Gutten-
burg race track has been put into shape the Jeannette men will
again hold their shoots at Guttenburg, but until then they will
meet at Dexter Park. The annual report of the secretary was
accepted with loud applause. The club has greatly increased in
membership, and the contents of the treasury, as compared with
last year's, have been increased tenfold. The following officers
were elected: President, H. W. Cordts; Vice-President, J. Vagt;
Secretary, T. J. Christen. Financial Secretary. L. Lehing; Treas-
urer, N. B. Brunie; First Shooting Master, J. Boesch; Second
Shooting Master, H. Eibsen; CoUector, C. Disch. All officers were
reiJlected with the exception of C. Meyer, who declined positively
to accept the office of financial secretary again.

NEW JERSEY" SHOOTBRS.-C. H. Townsend, the energetic
Major Domo of shooting matters in Newark and thereabout, ia
getting the 16 active gun clubs of Essex county into line Cor a
county organization. A trophy, probably a pennant, wUl be pur-
chased, each of the clubs entering teams to pay a pro rata share of
its cost. This trophy will become the property of the club whose
team wins the most contests during the series, the club team mak-
ing the highest aggregate score in each monthly shoot to hold the
trophy until the next shoot. There will also probably be prize
offered for the best individual average made by members of teams.
By making the teams small, all the clubs in the county may be
able to enter teams, beside which each of the clubs will be able to
hold one big day's shooting during the series.

GREENLEAF VS. LANGC.4KE.-Nearly .500 men and boys
went to the Jersey City Heights Gun Club grounds, at Marion,
N. J., on the afternoon of March 16, to witness the live-bird match
between "Abe" Greenleaf, of Union Hill, and "Tom" Langcake,
of Brooklyn. The men shot for $350 a side, under old Long Island
rules. The scores were: Langcake 39 kills, Greenleaf 39>^ kills.
Considerable money cUsweed hands on the resuJi. Mr. J. Peiitz
WaB referee.
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PHIL ADELPITIA-, Marcli 14.-.T. Frank Kleinz, of this city, and
W. S. Willunns, of Nevvfirlc, N. .T., arranged to-day for a spries of
three matclics between J. A. R. Elliot, of Kansas Oity, a.nd John
L. Brewer, of Hammnndton, each match to be at 100 live pigeons
per man tor 81,000 a side. The matches will take nlace on the
Kfomidsof the Jersey City Heishts Gun r'lub, at Marlon, N. J.,
the dates fixed being March 19, ai and 3S. lu addition to the
above fitake the Newarker wagered $1,000 against $2,500 of Mr.
Kleinz'a money that Elliot would win the three matches.
WELLINGTON, Mass.. March 14.—A strong ynnd blew across

the trapa at the gronnds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day, and
the rapid llighr of the hub targets preven'ed the shooting of many
clean scores. In the classifioation merchandise match at 15 single
and five pair hubs, Barrett won in class A, with 19; Eager in class
B with 17, and Hooper in class C with 12.

MT. VERNON, N. Y., March 14.-Mr. Edey, of New York, and
Mr. Sheriff of the Mf, Vernon Gun Club shot a friendly live-bird
match at the Mount Vernon grouuds to-day. Edey killed 14, while
Sheriff killed 20 straight.

WEEHAWKEK, N. J., Marchl3.—The semi-monthly shoot of
the Algonquin Gun Club caiue off at Monitor Park, Weehawken,
N. J., this afternoon. Each man shot at 10 birds. Dr. Griswold
won the club medal on 0 dead out of 10. A friendly match at 13
birds each man was shot later on between F. G. Rinn and P.
Tomlin, the former winning by killing 9 birds to Tomlin's 8.

LONG BRANCH, N. J., March 14,—The regular weekly shoot of
the Oceanville Gun Club took place yesterday. The targets were
blue rocks. The first event was a club shoot at 10 birds per man, 5
entries: Tlic scores were: A. B. Stout 7, W. I. Cook 6. Goo. Van-
note and J. Laird 5 each, W. A. Beecroft 3. The next event was a
miss and out between Vennote and John McKean, Vannote win-
ning.

NEW YORK GUN CLUBS.-Dr. Hudson, President of the
Emerald Gun Cltib, has offered a handsome trophy for competition
between the representative gun dubs of this city. The competi-
tions are to be open to teams of 10 men at 10 live birds per man.
The Emerald, Algoncinin and Washiugton Heights clubs will in
all probability be the competing teams.
WATEBTOWN, N. Y., March 5—South Side Gun Club's badge

shoot, at kingbirds, 5 (raijs, unknown angles;
Taylor (»2 liirds) 1101111001111111101111 -18
Ayers (21 birds) 011111101101110110110 -15
Kingsley (22 birds) OOllOllllllOlOUOllUlO -H
O'Connor (33 birds) 11111110111111111101110-20
O'Conner wins badge for third time.
TeaiH shoot, SO birds: Tallett 28, T.aylor23, Kingsley 18; total

68. O'Conner 25. Smith 23, Ayers 26; total 74.
"B" class badge handicap shoot, at kingbirds, 5 traps, unknown

angles;
Taylor (22 birds) ...1010111101111111111011-18
O'Connor (32 birds) 11X11111100111101110111-16
King-^ley (22 birds) 1111101111101111111111-20
Avers (21 birds) 111111111111111110111 —20

Tie, at 5 birds each:
Kingsley 11111—5 00111-3 Ayers 11111—5 11110-4
By winning for the fifih time Mr. Ayers now becomes the owner

of the badge, Messrs. K'ngsley, Taylor and O'Conner having won
it three times each.—Oustem.
CLEVELAND, O., March 12.—There were some excellent scores

made at the grounds of the Cleveland Gun Club this afternoon,
but none were more wonderful or better than ihe score of "Fritz,"
who made 34 out of a possible 25. When tt is borne in mind that
"Friiz" has but one arm. sc me idea can be obtained of the clever-
ness of his work. The tie for second place was won by L. O.
Jones on the shoot off. The conditions were good for shooting.
The wind was favorable and the traps worked nicelv. Scores:
Upson 20, Elworthy 18. Holt 13, L. O, Jones 20, Story 20, Calhoun
19, Fritz 34, Ta.mblyn 23, King 14, Sanders 19, Silsby 31.

GERMAN GUN CLUB.-The New York German Gun Club
held its first shoot in 1S91 under the newly revised rules at Dexter
Park grounds, March 10. J. P. Dannefelser captured the club
badge and Vice-President Huff the Boessnecker medal, which
goes to the marksman who makes the three best scores during
the year. In the meantime the second best man at eacn shoot is

the owner until the next meeting; in ties the competing numbers
are handicapped 3yds. additional, and then 1yd. up to 31yds.

PORT RICHMOND, N. Y.-Scores of the North Shore Gun
Club made at their regular monthly shoot. March 14. The wind
blew very brisk from the northwest, which made the targets
duck and fly in a very uncertain manner. Twenty-five bluerocks
per man. 3 traps; Schabert 10, G. Seawood 16, H. Seawood 13, Sco-
field 19. Zimmerman 6. The high wind had much to do with the
poor scores and light attendance.

BOGARDUS.—Samuel Castle, of Newark, contemplates the
issuance of a challenge for a 100-bird mateb with A. H. Bogardtis.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are rectuested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning; their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officeks, 1890-91.

CoMJiODOHE: Walter U. Lawson, Eoston, Mass.
SECB.ETAKY Tkeasurer: Raiph F. Brazer, 47 Central street, Lowell, Mass.
Regatta CoMmirEB: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. G. MauKendrlck,

Toronto; L, B. Palmer, Newark, Jf. J.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCE-COM.: AY. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Re.\e.-Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser: C. E. L. Porteous, Kingston.
Ex. Com.: Colin Praser and P. H.
Gisborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION,
Officers:

VicE-CoM.: I. V. Dorlaud, Arlington.
Rear-Com : E.D. Anderson.Trentoa.
PonSER: Rich'd Hobart, Newark N.J.
Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick .<ind H M.
Kreamer.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Queers;

Vice Com,: C.V.Winnp, Albany, N.Y.
Rear-Com.: T. P. Gaddls, Dayton, O.
PtTRSER: Ho^vard Brown,Albany,NY
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Officers:

VrcE-COM.: J. W. Oartwright, Jr.
Eeae-Com,: G. L. Parmele, Hartford.
Purser: B. Apollonio, Wiuehester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E, S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

Applications for niemDerstdp muse be made to division pm-serH, accom-
panied by the recommendation of an acti ve member and the sum of §2.00
for enti-ance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expense?. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnishea with printed forms of appUcatiou by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, 111.

Vlee-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, lU.
Rear-Commodort^O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. H. Ware^ 130 Rialto Building, Chicago, HI.
Applications for membership should be made to tlieSec.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should bo accompanied by S3 as
initiation fee and dues for the cm-ront year'.

FIXTURES.
JUNK.

e. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
Brooklyn. Beacb.

3. New York, Annual, S. I. 27. Brooklyn, Ann,, Bay Ridge.
0. New York, Sandy Hook Race — . lanthe, Spring, Passaic Riv.

JULY.
11-26. "VV.C.A. Meet, Ballast Island.

ATTGTJST.
6-27. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Champlain.

SEPTEMBER.
7. lanthe, Ann., Passaic River. 5. Orange, Ann,, Passaic River.

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH
AS JJETAItiED By THE COMMODORE.

c. c.

PART ILL

WE werenp betimes intbe morning, and after a good breakfast
of fried bacon, fried potatoes, poached eggs on toast, bread

pnd butter and coffee, we struck the camp, packed and launched

the canoes and embarked, getting a good early start, with Bear
Li thia Springs twenty miles away as our ob.iectiv6 point lor the
evening's camp.

It was a bright sunny morning, and as we paddled around the
bend, past the confluence of Norrh and South rivers and into the
Shenandoah, the "Beautiful Daughter of the Stars," which
stretched Its 8ilv<;ry length invitingly before us as it began its
northward journey, seeking an outlet through the mountains to the
sea; and as we inhaled great drafts of the fresh, vivifj'ing moun-
tain air, and our eyes took in the exquisitely beautiful picture of
mountain, forest, field and river, we felt that it was indeed good
to be here; and we unanimously voted that Captain John Mc-
Gregor, who first brought canoeing intfl prominence as an eligible
out-of-door sport, was a benefactor to the human race and should
be honored accordingly.
We portaged the mill dam a mile and a half below Port Repub-

lic, as the river was .so lowthat the shoot was closed, and in shoot-
ing the rapid below, the Frankie, with her usual obstinate go-
ahead-a-tiveness, got a terrific rake on her starboard bow from an
ugly snag at the foot of the rapid that Iliad tried my best to avoid,
that might have opened a slit in her side for 18in. or more.
'This ground, all along the right hank of the river and from

here over to the mountains, is the battlefield of Port Republic,
isn't, it?" said one of the boys.
"Yes," I replied. "This was the last of the series of battles

Jackson fought in his remarkable valley campaign; and, although
the ntimber of troops engaged on either side did not exceed twelve
or fourteen thousand, it was one of the hottest and most despe-
rately-contested battles of the war, and at its close (xen. Jackson
is said to have remarked that the dead outnumljerHd the living."
"Old Stonewall was pretty hard pressed here for a time too,"

said George.
"Yes, he barely escaped defeat here. At one time the day was

almost lost; hutaflanK movement along the mountain side by
one of his generals saved him. He himself rallied the old Stone-
wall Brigade, which had become badly routed, and led them in a
charge. This mill race here," I added, as we neared the Lewis
dam, "was full of Federal soldiers at one part of the engagement,
and they made it pretty hot for Jackson's men from their
ambush."
"There was also some very fierce fighting around the old Lewis

mansion, over beyond the raiload toward the mountains," added
George.
"I have always heard that campaign spoken of as a remarkable

one, how was it ?"

"Well, it was a remarkable one and was something like this:
Jackson was in the valley with a little arrny of fii'tt en'or sixteen
thousand men in the spring of 18Ga—in May—wliile McOlellan was
meandering around in the swamps of the Cbioatiorainy with the
great Army of the Potomac, and Johnston was facing tiim, trying
to keep him out of Richmond. In addition to the lorces imme-
diately under MeClellan, McDowell was at Fredericksburg with a
Federal army of 40,000 men; and directly opposing Jackson were:
Milroy with 12,000 to 14.000 men at McDowell, out in the moun-
tains about :15 or 40 miles west of Staunton, Fremont with over
/.'0,000 men at Franklin, not far from Milroy at McDowell, Banks
at Strasburg on the vallpy pike down below Staunton, winle
Shields with 12,000 to 15,000 men had ht-en detached from Mc-
Dowell's forces and was east of the Blue Ridge, ready to pop in on
Jackson through some convenient gap when the opportune time
and place should occur.
"This was the situation early in May, with Jacksou and his little

army near Port Republic, and the only hope of saving Richmoud
was for him to keep all these people interested and thereby pre-
vent them from swarming doM'n on that devoted eitj^ long enough
for Johnston to have it out with McCiellan.
"Jacksou began operations by leaving the valley in an ostenta-

tious manner, moving as though to join the forces at Richmond.
This news speedily reached the Feueral forces, just as Jackson
had intended it should, and Milroy at once prepared to advance
toward Staunton, to be followed by Fremont.
"Jackson, however, simply went as far as Charlottesville and

other adjacent railroad stations, where he had collected trains
enough to transport his forces, and at once put swiftly and
secretly back into the valley, arriving in Staunton on Sunday,
to the intense surprise of everybody. He at once put a guard
around the entire place and allowed no one to enter or leave it, so
as to keep all knowledge of his presence from becoming known,
and as soon as possible he took up his line of march from the
mountains in Milroy 's direction, through BufTalo Gap, and fully
expecting to meet him at every mile, and arresting and stopping
all persons going that way, so that no news of his approach should
get to Milroy. He surprised Milroy, still at McDowell, and after
a very severe battle he routed him utterly. Jackson, leaving Mil-
roy's demoralized forces to tall back on Fremont, then came out
of the mountains, via Harrisonburg, and disappeared over the
Massanutton Mountains into the Lurav Valley, crossing the
Shenandoah River at the White House ferry, George, where, as
you remember, we camped one night two years ago."
"Yes, I remember, it ia at Massanutton post-ofiice."
"Well, Jackson hastened down the Luray Valley and fell upon

Banks la the rear at Front Royal and Strasburg, and defeated
him and chased him clear down the valley beyond Winchester.
Jackson was now in a precarious position; for Fremont, with his
25,0C0 or .30,000 men, was advancing rapidly out of the moimtains
upon him, while Shields was hastening with ,all possible speed
across the Blue Ridge to cooperate with Fremont, the plan being
to catch Jackson between the jaws of this relentless vise and
crush him. Jackson, however, was not to be so easily trapped, for
he made an Impassable barrier of the rain-swoilen, unfordable
Shenandoah between himself and Shields bv handling his cavalry
so skillfully and quickly as to burn all the bridges on the river
ahead of Khields. He then returned with all possible haste up the
valley, reserving battle until he could get Fremont and Shields
where he could handle them one at a time in quicit succession, and
yet where neither could render assistance to the other. His cal-
culations were so close that on his rapid retreat up the valley
after pursuing Banks down beyond Winchester, as his rear guard
passed up Fisher's Hill, not tar from Strasburg, Fremont's ad-
vance was visible just coming out of the mountains, while Shields
was impotenily raging at him from the banks of the impassable
Shenandoah.
"Jackson thus slipped from between them and continued his

retreat up the valley, hotly pursued by Fremont; while Shields
went tearing up the Luray Valley beyond the Shenandoah, pur-
suing a parallel course with the other armies. When Jackson
reached the vicinity of Port Rppublic—as far as the Shenandoah
would serve him—he gave battle to Fremont at Cross Keys and de-
feated him; then crossed the only remaining bridge, at Port
Republic, immediately burning it behiud him to prevent Fremont
from rallying to the assistance of Shields; and then the next day
he disposed of Shields at the battle of Port Republic, as already
mentioned.
"That certainly was a remarkable campaign; to do all this

marching and to light four severe battles, each vyith forces as
large and larger than his own, and win them all."
"Yes, It really reads more like the romance of liction than sober

history. Jackton"s strong point was to mislead, confuse and sur-
prise his enemy as much as possible, and to si i'ike his blows quickly
and sharply."
"Commodore, wasn't there some kind of an incident or adven-

ture happened at this Port Republic, bridge in which Jackson
played a conspicuous part?" asked George.
"Yes; I have heard ses'eral versions ot it; and as nearly as I can

get it. It runs something like tbis: Jackson had just fought the
battle of Cross Keys, and bis aimywas encamped at and near
Port Republic, across the river and but two or three miles away,
except one division under Ewell. which were holding Fremont's
scattered and defeated forces in check while Jackson should try
conclusions Avith Shields, whose advance had just eomenp, and
whose army, you will remember, had been pursuing a parallel
course wiih Jackson's retreat all the way up the valley, but
unable to cross the river to reach him. Jackson with his staff
was on the Cross Keys side of the river, away from the main body
of his army, when a small detachment of Shields's advance under
a lieutenant galloped boldly up and seized the Port Republic end
of the bridge, and "

"What! with Jackson's army encamped right there at Port Re-
publicl" exclaimed Lacy incredulously.
"Y"es," I replied. "The forces of the three armies were now .ill

together. Fremont's at Cross Keys, just across the river, defeated
and more or less demoralized, Jackson's in and near Port Repub-
lic, and Shields's pushing up after and parallel with Jackson's,
and since the battle of Cross Keyes, after which Jackson crossed
the river, now on the same side with him and right up with htm;
and the job of work Jackson had cut out for himself was, after
having defeated Fremont, to now defeat Shields also.
"Weil, as Jackson came galloping down from Cross Keys with

his stalf at his heels and dashed upon the bridge he found this
Federal detachmt^nii just getting apiece of artillery in position,
training right down across the bridge in his face. Without an
instant's hesitation he put a bold face upon the matter and gal-
loped right up to the squad. 'Turn that gun the other way!' lie

commaded sharply; and the Federal soldiers, taking him for the
moment in the dim gray of the early morning for one of their own
offleers, obeyed the ordei-, and Jackson dashed over with his staff

trailing after him. No sooner had Jackson gotten safely over ana

out of the way, however, than the Federal liputenant began tolre-
cover his wits, and just tben Capt. Willis, of Jackson's staff, came
dashing along at the rear end of the straggling scurrying line of
stail officers, and was at once recognized bv the lieutenant as an
old West Point schoolmate who had resigned the Tear before to
join the fortunes of his State in the Confederacy, and he was
promptly taken in, together with the few remaining staff officers
with him. As Willis gracefully submitted to the inevitable he re-
marked to his 'Yankee' friend, pointing to Jackson's retreating
form still visible 111 a cloud of dust scurrving down the village
street: 'Landen', do you know who tli:i,t. is?' 'No,' said Landers.
'Whoisil?' 'That's Stonewall Jackson, and j on' ve just missed
the opportunity of your life!!!' was ihe reidy. 'Great !!'

exclaimed Landers with a Durst of sulphurous profanity, the
heartfelt fluency of which can only be acquired in the army.
'Just ^iv luck!! Why, I'd have been a colonel by
night!!!'"
"That vvas pretty rough on the lieutenant; to let such a chance

slip through his tiugers!" aaid Lac\ .

"Yes and a pretty close call for Mr. Jaekson." said Gsorge.
"It illustrates in a most picturesque way the fortunes of war,"'

said 1. "And by the way, Willis's subsequent adventures were
quite in that line. He was sent to the Federal rear with his com-
panions, in charge of a sergeant and a small squad of men, and
after the battle of Port Republic—wliich, bear in mind, was
fought that morning and resirlted in a disastrous defeat for the
Federal forces—he found himself and bis fellow prisoners, with
their little squad of captors, making their way virtually alone
down the valley after the retreating army. The sergeant seemed
ssmewhat demoralized and uncertain what to do; upon seeing
which 'vVlllis stopped and slid to him and his squad: 'See here,
my men, your army is whipped, and cut to pieces, and you are
virtually alone in an enemy's country: now you can't get off witb
u.=, and it will go hard with you if you are found trying to make
your way through here with Confederate soldiers as prisoners.
Now the best tbi"g you can do is to go back with me and give
yourselves up. I'll pi-omise you that you shall be well treated.
You've treated us well and I don't want to see any harm come to
yon. Now that's my advicp, and you'd better take it!'

"

"Ha! ha! ha!" shouted both boys, '"did they go back?"
"Go back! of course they went back! It was the best thing they

could do; and Willis actually brought his guard back into his own
lines as prisoners."
"Well, that's good! that fellow deserved promotion."
"Yes, poor fellow, he got it. He went up higher and higher un-

til, two or three years later, he was made a brigadier general, and
was instantly killed in one of the bloody battles around Rich-
mond, within less than an hour after receiving his commission,
while leading his new brigade into action,"
"That's the fottuae of war with a vengeance," said George

thougbtfully.
"It is indeed,"' I replied as we procsedpd on our way.
We stopped for our midday lunch and rest at the Three Springs.

It was a lovely place for a camp, and we regretted that it was so
early in tlie day that we had no excuse for stopping. The water
burst forth from three great crevices in the rocks at the foot of
the heavily-wooded bluff that here rose abrupdj- from the river,
and united in a single stream which poured its ice-cold crystal
waters io to the river in volume equal to a large creek; a beauti-
fully shaded strip of level ground between tlio blulf and the river
offered ample room for the tented cauoes, a handsome residence
stood on the brow of the blutx embowered in the trees, and alto-
gether the place was an attractive one.
"I'm goinc' to try a cast iu the clear wafer off the mouth of the

•spring." said tx^orge. who bad been poluug around among the
rocks in the edge of the walei- until he i:apturBd a crawUsh, and
was now enaai?ed in rigging up his fishing tackle.

liiicy and I pulled away at our after-dinner pipes and watched
him witli interest as he baited liis hook; then stepping carefully
out upon the stones in the edge of tlie water, he droppedhis craw-
fl.^b skillfully out just where the cleLir water of the spring held
back the muddy water of tlie river, and waited for developments
He had not long to wait. With &• mighty splash and a rush the
bait was taken, and he uttered a yell of delight as he begau (o play
the tish. His delight was of short duration, for with a final lunge
the big bass brolje from the hook and made 1 is escape.
"I declare but that's too bad! What ttshing we would have out

among these reefs and rocks if the water Vvfis only clear!" he ex-
claimed excitedly, as he hunted in yniu for anotlier orawtish.
He then attached a collar ol flies to his line and whipped the ad-

jacent clear water industriously, but it was no go; they wouldn't
rise. So he sadly reeled in his line, uu jointed his rod and stowed
it away, and we reiimbarked.
"This is a famous Ashing ground all along here," I said, "especi-

ally below Shaver's Dam, w hie ti is Just ahead half a mile below
this slack wat^r. Hovt" ttais headwind does catch a fellow!" I con-
tinued, as I labored awsy with my big double-bladed paddle,
driving my canoe into the teeth of the stiff up-stream breeze;
while the little wa^es chopped aw3 y under her bow with a succes-
sion of sharp slapa ;i,a she slowly made way against the wind.
"Yes, that's where that full, high bow comes in," said Lacy.
"I shall really have to sell this boat this-—

"

"Georee, xhn Commodore is going to sell his boat this winter!"
"No! Whai's the trouble'i'"

"Sh«'s too big for hini."
"You don't sa> ! Will he build a new one?"
"Yes; he thinks tie will build one a little smaller."
"That's all right, boys; but I only wish one of you had to paddle

this.'^hip for half a mile against that gale, that's all," said I, as
we strung ourselves out to I'est on the edge of the dam, which was
entirely above water, after sliding the canoes over on to the bare
i-eofs below.
"I hardly felt the wind cigainst my canoe," said Lacy. "It lies

so low in the water the wind gets no hold on it."

"Yes, that's one advantage you certainly have with those small
canoes; but they really are as much too small as mine is too large.
Now, a haptiy medium would be about the thing. Say 14ft. length,
27in. beam, 9 or 9!/gin. deep amidships, 13in. at bow and r2in. at
stern, with the lines considerably fuller than iu your canoes and
with plenty of cutaway to the bow and stern. That's the design
for my next canoe," said 1 as we took our places in our canoes,
pushed off and dodged our way out carefully through the laby-
rinth of reefs below the dam.
About! o'clocic we reached the Riverbank mill dam in company

with an industrious shower, which caught us lialf over the port-
age, and there we lay for an hour and a half—my canoe below the
dam, half on the rocks and half in the water, wkile the other
canoes remained floating on the still water above the dam.
We of course at once donned our rubber coats or oUed capes

and esconced ourselves in our respective canoes, where with
hatches tightly closed and waterproof aprons tucked up to our
breasts under the rubber coats or capes we were in a position to
bid deflanee to the showeriest shower that ever showered.
The rain fell heavily, and as I lit a cigar and watched the drops

as they splashed fiercely from the deck in front of me and looked
down the steep slope of the foaming rupids before me, everywhere
dotted with the rocks and reefs which thrust up their black, ugly,
grinning heads through the foaming white waters; I mused.
This place was the scene of my first and only attemjit at jump-

ing a full-grown, able-bodied mill dam, actively engaged in busi-
ness, and that huge black, jagged mass of stone i hat stood up out
of the boiling white watjr some thirty yards below, was where
my canoe brought up. filled and sank after the rlisastrous capsize
that followed or rather accompanied the attempt.
George remarked 88 lie crawled out from under his wheel one

flue evening at the foot of one of those big hills for which the
Valley pike is noted, after successfully achieving one of the most
brilliant headers it has ever been my good fortune to witness. "'If

1 had only been expecting it." Yes, that's it. and the same thought
occurred to me as 1 sat here in iny cauoe, enjoying my cigar and
watching the rain drops splashing from the deck in front of me
and hissing in the water around me; but it is the unexpected that
always happens, and In my case it happened with the most start-
ling unexpectedness.
I was conscious of a tremendous rake all along the bottom of

my canoe as I shot over the edge of the dam, and had just time for
the thought to flash through mv mind that the canvas was un-
doubtedly ripped clear off the bottom of the canoe before the waters
closed over my devoted head v,*iHi a roar, and the sky glimmered
vaguely yellow above me, 1 have never yet exacUy understood
how it happened; but I instincti^'ely struck out to free myself
from the canoe, and as instirictively held on to my paddle, and as
1 recovered rny feet and stO'-nl nearly waist deeii in the midst of
the roaring torrent alougside nf my unfortunate canoe, securely
wedged In among the ro"l;s, her cockpit coatning just about three
inches below the sulfate of the w.ater, whicli'boUed over and
through her with a fci-.'e which instiiuily wasbed everything
movable or that was not lasted fsst or under decks out of her,
and watched my most cherished belongings go bobbing one by one
in a little procession doAyn the rapid, r^nd theu turned and gazed
with a dazed fascination upon the cold, unfeeling waters pouring
with a calm, steady roar in a glittering sheet over the dam, the
surface ot which Avas considETably above the level of my eyes as I
stood in ihe water 20 or 30yds. below it, my scattered ideas

: gradually took shape in a vague but positive desire for some one
I
to appear in sight and come ottt and kick me for ever attempting

I
BUOh a foolliardy piece of busineBS.
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Ifc was my first cruise in my first canoe, and in addition t,o tbe
temerity born of inexperience, T bad ilie most unbounded confi-
dence in tlie ability of that wonderfuJ craft to do anythiug and
everything required of her.
This confidence was founded largely upon the highly-colored

and somesvhat sangume descriptions of canoes and canoeing
found in the. pages of the catalogue of a prominent builder, which
lor mouths bad been my daily snirly; and it is a wonder I wasn'i.
drowned a dozen times on Liiis cruise, which in my raw entbnsi-
aaml had undertaken entirely alone.
Before tbia ratber eventful cruise was over, however, I found

through ibe prompt and ready assistance of that proverbially
severe teacher—experience—that while "our littie Shadow" prop"-
erly handled" might "live in any sea," my poorlv-designed, home-
made canva"! canoe wouldn't; at least not without discomfort,
and some personal risk to her crew; and I soon learned to dread
the tumultuous ranids with which tbe river abounded, whose big
waves usually swept bodily over my canoe from stern to stern,
dashing in by the bucketful under my poorly arranged apron;
and as 1 looked complacently at the admirable Ti*edwen harches
in front of me, which so completely protected the cockpit of the
Frankie from rain and seas, I smiled as I thought of that bed-
ticking apron, with strips of wood tacked along the sides, and
held in pla^e by little pieces of bent tin tacked to the wooden
stnps and hooked over the coaming, which I had to lean forward
and hold down with hoth hands in rough water to keep the crests
of the waves from lifting bodily overboard.

I had fortunately kept a firm grip on mypaddJe all this time,
and as my t;ent went flying out of the canoo 1 made a wild grab
for it ami raught it rind managed by bard work to retain it, in
spite of the wbirlinE; waters which so nearly wrenched it from my
giasp.
By this Time 1 bad pulled myself together and recovered my

accustomed coolness; and as 1 found my canoe immovably fast
upon th* rocks, against which the s'rong rush of water held her
with such force that a tfam of liorses could hardly have pulled
her loose, I calmly proceeded to lash my rescued tent: and my
paddle fast to tbe deck with a paiurer, so as to laave the free use
of my hands. I then twisted and pulled and worked the canoe
around tintit I linally got her on a level keel, with her coaming
above the water, which still flowed freelv over her decks, and then
proceeded to utipuck my kitchen furniture, which was stowed
under the forward deck, until i got hold of a six-quart hur-ket,
with which I soon made abort work of the load ot water which
held her down. When I bad gotten the water down to some four
or live inches, she began to get restless and uneasy on her bed of
rocks, so I took the hint and repacked my bucket and kitchei i'ur-
niture, and unlasbed my tent and paddle, packing the former
securely under the deck and laving the latter where I could quickly
lay hands on it, and continued my bailing operations with a tin
cup. Presently she started, so I gave her a parting lif and shove
oflf the rocks, grasped my paddle, threw myself over the coaming
into the cociqjii, and aww 1 went with a rush down the rapids
without apron, imck-rpsr or seat, silting flat on the lloor in three
inches of vvattr; while the big waves roiled their crests freely over
the coamioH of i he open cockpit into my lap. v

I landed at the mill half a mile below at the foot of the rapid,
and as I stood shivering disconsolately around in the sun for the
nest three lionrs, drymg out and waiting for my plunder, that
covered pretty much .all the fencing in the neighborhood, to do
likewise, and pretended not to notice the covert .smiles and semi-
audible snickers of the inevitable little crowd of curious rustics
around me. 1 concluded that, after all, perhaps canoeing was a
humbug. At any rate, the nest time I attempted to jump a mill
dam I hoped tlie traditional fool-killer would be in the immediate
vicinity, and would not be derelict in his duty.

WINTEE QUARTERS.—The usual Friday night meeting will
he held on March 20 at 19 W. Twenty-fourth strrer; dinner at 7
P. M., followed by a talk by Mr. H. C. Ward on the "Cruisers' Para-
dise," with music later under the direction of Mr. M. T. Bennett.

WAR OANOE.S.-The Wanderers War Canoe Oluh has been
formed at Monti'eal, and will have a war canoe from the Toronto
Canoe and Boat, Co. The same firm will build one for the Argo-
nauts of Toronto.

lAMTHE C. C.-The lanthe C. C. wiU rejoice in a new house
this spring on property iately purchased bv it. On AprQ i a con-
cert will be given in Newark in aid of the building fund.

MOHICAN C. C.-The last camp-lire of i:he Mohican C. C. was
enlivened by a lantern exhibition by Mr. F. L. DunneU, followed
by music.

Model Faclits and Boats. Their desfj/n, making and sailina, with
ilewigm cmd wonting draivinga. Postpaid, $3.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of ihe Canop, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the BMe, open the Fish Car and
Game Baa, inquire of the Sportuman Tourist, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfted, push their explorations into the Editorta/
and AdvrtMng Departments.

FIXTURES.
APRIX.

5. Excelsior, Ann., New York. 26. Corinthian, Opening Cruise,
San Francisco.

MAY.
2. SauFrancisco, Opening.Sau- 80. Corinthian, Annual, San

sal i to. Francisco.
3. San Francisco, Squad. Sail. 30. Eastern, Handicap, Marble-

23. San Francisco, Fish Cruise. head.
28-?l. Portland, Cruise. 30. Brooklyn. Opening, Graves-
30. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. end Bay.
30. Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. 30-31, San Francisco, Cruise,

Mare Island.
JTtNB.

11. Rochester, Review.Oharlbtle 20. Brooklyn, Spring, Gravesend
11. Portland, Annual. Bay.
13. Monatiquot, Opening, Wey- 20 Corinthian. Marblehead'

mouth. Sweep and Club,Marbleh'd
13. Massachusetts, Spring, Dor- 20-31. San Francisco, Cruise,

Chester.
13. Lynn, Lynn.
13. (Juincy.
1.5. Phila,. Ann., Del. River.
17. Hull. Under 21ft.
17. Massachusetts, Ann .Nahant
17. Eastern, Sweeps., Marbleh'd

Martinez
23. Pavonia. Annual, New York.
25. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
37. Hull, All Classes.
27. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
27. Lynn, Lynn,
27. Quincy, First CJhampionship

18. Eoch., Ladies' Da.y.Charlotte 2ti. Eastern, Ann., Marblehead.
20. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. 29. Massaxihusetts, Ladies'Race,
20, Hull Corinthian, 1st Cham. Dorchester Bay.

JULY.
Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. 1.5. Monatiquot, Ist Cham.,Wey-

3 l-S. San Francisco, Cruise, mouth.
Mare Island. 16. Lake Y.R.A., R. C.Y.C., Tor.

3. Monaticiuot. Club, Weym'th. 17. Lake Y. R. a.. Queen City,
4. American, Naphtha,Milton's Toronto.

Neck. 18. American, Steam, Milton's
i. Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. Neck.
4. Corinthian, Marblehead. 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d

Sweep and Club.Marbleh'd classes.
6. American, Sailing, Milton's 18. New York, Ann., New York.

Neck. 18. Riverside, Annual.—
. Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 18. Hull Cormthian, Club.

head. 18-19. San f rancisco.Fiah.Cruise—
. Eastern, Cruise, Maine Coast 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,

7, New Rochelle, Ann., New Rochester.
Rochelle. 20, Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Charl.

11. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester 23, Lake Y.R.A.,03wego,Oswego
11. Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 25. Dorchester,Open. Dorchester

5th and 6th classes. 25. Qnincv, Second Cham.
11. Lynn. Lynn. 25, Corinthian, Marblehead, 1st
11. Corinthian,Marbleh'd,Cruise Cham., Marblehead.
14. Quincv. Ladies' Day.
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton,

Hamilton.—
. Massachusetts, d6ft. Special.

—
. Corinthian. Marblehead,

Ladies' Day, Marblehead.
28. Monatiquot, Pennant. Wey-

mouth.

STARLtNG, steatu yacht, built by A. D. Story for E. A. Sec-
comb in 1888, hafi been sold to W, C. Langley, owner of the once
famous EUsworth schooner Comet.

THE EATOi^ STEAjNIER -On March 13 at Lawley's yard the
new 65ft. steam launch for C. S. Eaton, owner of Rosalind, was
successfully Jaunohed.

A CRUISE TO THE WEST'ARD.
PAllT I.

"VTOT being able to own as fine a cruising yacht as the Yampa,
-L^ Sea Fox, or even the Titania, is no bar to the eniayment of a
summer cruise, and so far as that goes, last summer in Newport I
met a gentleman who owns two ."js fine yachte as float, who had
just bought a large Cape cat, and with one man to iielp him, was
starting out on a cruise in it, as he said, for real pleasure. He
said he ran his sloop and schooner for style, and got down to a cat-
boat for pleaani e, as that entailed no drunken cooks, no enormous
supply bills, no champagne suppers and their attendant headaches
at every port, and no crowd of 'necessity" friends, and he could
get around as well and nearly as quickly and fully as safely. 1
know^some persons will hold up their hands at the idea of a'cat
boat being safe. But no safer boat swims salt water for its size
than a good Newport or Cape cat, in competent hanas, and no boat
is safe in others.
It was the 3d of September before we could leave our business

for two weeks to take caro of itself, so on that date, at 9 P. M,, we
found ourselves sailing into Newport Harbor all re,qdy for a fort-
night's cruise to the wesl'ard in the morning. My boat, a 23t't.

cat, 10ft. beam and 38in. draft, with good cahin accommodations
and 3,8(1011)?. of pig iron closely .stowed below the floor, looked, and
waf, ,'it^le to meet most any kindof weather,and she certainly had
to bet(}re she eot back to Newport again. We use an alchohol
stove fur aener"! purposes, being much more cleanly and easily
handbd than kerosene or wood, although we bad a small wood
stove well forward for cold weat her or einei f^'cucies. We had on
board plenty of bread, butter, crackers, canned meats and somas,
and the water tank full of clear spring water. A complete change
of clothes from head to foot, with extra shirts and stocbings. A
Winchester rifle and a sliotgun, and a little good whisky formedi-
cinal use.
That night we fii^pt as only tired men can sleep, and turned out

earlv, only to And a heavy fog covering everything, including our
spirit.s, like a wet blanket. The crew got breakfast and put things
in order while I went uo town for a spare pipe. About 10 o'clock
the fog lifted some, and the wind being light, Imt from tbe north-
west, we concluded to Ti-y for Stouingron or New Jjondon. Taking
our compass course at Castle Hill, we were soon out on the broad
Atlantic, tbe wind peovt^d lighter out here, hut rlie fog cleared
away entirely, and at 2:30 P. M. we were at Point .Judith; and the
ciew trying to got dinner and keep the remains of his breakfast
down at the same time. The long, lazv swell off this point made
the latter job so difflcult an un'Jertaking I soon saw I was to dine
on cnld \v;iler and hard tack, with my pipe for dessert, and pro-
ceeded til do so.

The long stretch of lo\v, sandy beach in sight from here, over
sixteen miles in a nearly straight line, is anything but pleasant to
see, wrecks being nesrlv as numerous as houses, and no ghost of a
harbor. The air continued very lisht and from nearly ahead,
necessitating a long leg and a short one from here to Watch Hill,
and the tide just starting to run east. For the rest of the after-
noon the crew busied himself in trying to keep alive and hold the
various parts of his anantomy together, and 1 speculated about
where the black cloud in tbe north would catch us. At sunset
Watch Hill was still far ahead, and the black cloud gave me some
uneasiness. I decided to get into Stonington if I could, and I laid
my course to pick up the Spar Buoy oflC Watch Hill Reef close
aboard.
The wind had crawled around well to the north by this time,

and it was thick looking and dark. Suddenly a line of white
ahead made me sing out to the crew. Breakersl and that one word
cm-' d his seasickness instautly. I knew I had stood too far in,
and was close into Watch Hill. It only took a minute to come
about and lay ofi' shore on a line parallel to this line of white
water. We held off with a good stifli breeze for perhaps ten min-
utes, when smash! something struck our boom; it was thebi:oy.
and glad enough I was to see it, even in this unceremonious man-
ner, for it was now black all around and raininu, with an ncca-
siona] flash of lightning. The barometer bad fallen but a little
all tbe afternoon, so 1 was not afraid of a serious blow, but it
made my hair raise just a little to think of running into Fisher's
Island Sound for the lirst time at night, and in a thunder squall.We lay to and took in a couple of reefs, then laid our couise for
Latimer's Reef Light, which soon hove in sight. " eaching this in
short order, for it was blowing half a gale, we hauled up northeast
for Stoninston, I had a good many misgivings as to my course
here, as my chart was two years old, and I had heard that a break-
water was in process of construction, which was not down on thy
chart. Stoniofcton Light showed clear and white ahead in a short
time, and the wind and rain had greatly subsided. Suddenly a
flash of lightning showed a loner gray line of rocks ahead, stretcli-
ing on either side as far as we could see. Here wa.s a dilemma and
no mistake. The crew mutinied and insisted that the captain did
not know his business, and although the captain did not feel very
comfortable In his own mind, the crew did not find it out.
Two things were plain. One was that Stonington light showed

clear right ahead, distant about a mile, and the other was that
an apparently tight stone wall was stretched from shore to shore
of the bay. The captain concluded that tbe Government was not
fool enough to build this wall with no opening, so decided to sail
westward for a piece till an opening or the =hore showed up. No
sooner was this decision reached than ared light suddenly showed
on tbe starboard bow and very near. Steering for this took us in
a tew minutes into smooth water and a good harbor in Stoning-
ton at 10:30 P. M. Only yachtsmen can appreciate how good our
supper of beefsteak, eggs, coft'ee and bread tasted that night and
no dreams or nightmare to follow, as such a supper would surely
cause to a landsman. Only a peaceful and unbroken sleep till
7 A. M. next day.
One thing 1 never could understand about sailors, and that is

how they can wake up after only four hours' sleep. 1 know noth-
ing short of Gabi-iel's trumpet will wake me when I am asleep on
the water, unless I am especially anxious about my position, it
can rain and thunder, and do anything but throw me on the floor
and only cause me to sleep the sounder, and the bare idea of hav-
ing to turn out after only four hours' sleep would almost prevent
sleep, and my crew are generally fullv as bad. If more persons
suffering from insomnia would try this cheap remedy the doctors
would lose a good many dollars.
We left Stoninerton at about 8 A. M-. and had a very pleasant

and uneventful sail to New London. How in the world a large
vessel can sail through Fisher's Island Sound I don't see, as we
found a perfect forest ot buoys marking shoals and ledges, until
we w^ere tired of thinkinsr of them. We arrived at New London
about noon, and agreed to get dinner ashore, as our own cooijinar
did not seem quite up to the mark, although in another week we
did not care who cooked, so that we got something to eat. The
afternoon was pleasantly spent in rambling around over the old
city and in visiting the ruins of Fort Griswold across the river
and hearing of its brave defence in 1781. It was well after dark
when we started for our bo 't.

The crew knew just where she lay and so did the captain, but
the two places were not identical by about half a mile. As the
crew's locality was nearrst, we tried that first, and after much
trouble, climbing over alOfc. fence, we found ourselves in a large
lumber and cohI yard combined, and immediately met with a
rather warm reception from a big watchman and hie dog. 1 never
could tell bow we both gnt back over the fence in less than a sec-
ond, for it certainly took us all of ten minutes to climb in. Hold-
ing a parley from the street side of the fence, we came to the
conclusion our boat was not there, so agreed to investigate the
locality where tbe captain was sure she lay. After tumbling over
a lot of oil barrels on an old wharf, we saw a S£ hooner at an ad-
joining wharf That I felt sure was the one our small boat lay side
of, but soon found that nothing is more deceptive than strange
schooners after riark.
In the following half-hour we boarded at least half a dozen

vessels trying to find tbe right one, meeting with diflferent recep-
tions, and often with none at all. It was now 10 o'clock and very
dark, so, almost despairing of ever finding our skiff, we hailed a
passing boat and asked the occupant if he had seen a strange cat-
boat in the habor. He had. Would he put us aboard her? He
would. So in a few minutes we were rustling around getting
supper in our own comfortable cabin. Next morning at daylight
oar skiff was in plain sight right where we had left her, and we
soon had her alongside.
Anchored just astern of us was a large scow sloop, with Centen-

nial, Greenport, painted on her stern. Now here was our chance,
we wanted to go to Greenport, and through Plum Gut to get there
too, but our courage was hardly up to the sticking point. Soon a
frowsy-looking man appeared on deck, and a hail from us pro-
duced the information that he was the captain, and was bound to
Greenport if the wind held out. Taking our bottle of medicine I
put myself aboard the old sloop for a yarn. The captain was not
in a very talkative mood, so 1 asked him to take an eye-opener.
"You first," he said. I told him I rai ely used it, but carried it for
accidents. He allowed he was an "accident," and I had the
pleasure of seeing a good quarter of my quart disappear down his
throat. But it limbered bis tongue, and he agreed to pilot me
throughPlum Gut and into Greenport as soon as his "old woman"
woke up enough to help him hoist his sails, cautioning me, how-
ever, that he would not slow up for me, and that his boat was very
fast, and could beat half the yachts on the coast; a Btatement
ibat her looks certainly belied,

I foolishly agreed to help him get up hia sails, so as to hurry
matters somewhat, and very soon founa m vbi-1[ pulling and .sway-
ing all my 2001 bs. could do and he obligingly holding the turn; but
I was too proud to back out now, .and before I had ieft him 1 had
hoisted the mainsail and jib and gone aloft and loosed his top-
sail. While he got Ins anchor I slipped oyer her side into my
skiff, mentally cussing myself for being such a fool, and I am
afrs.id tlS:! cussing was not all mental when I got aboard my own
boat and found my crew nearly dead fromlaughter and the break-
fast suffering from my absence.
When we got sail on our boat and things cleared away in good

.shape the Centennial wns out of sight around the bend below.
Before he had got to Rartlett's Reef we had passed him, and in a
good steady breeze, too, and from there to Plum Gut we luffed,
quietly along in his wake, our greatest labor beine not to get too
far ahead of him; but our much-dreaded Plum Gut was growing
nearer and plainer all the time, and soon we could see the tide
rips at tbe entrance and also two slonp yachts trying to get
thi'ough and apparently having a hard time of it. We concluded
that if our pilot did not know the way any better than he did the
sa^iling qualit'es of his old sloop we stood a slim show of getting
throuKh that day; but in this we were disappointed.

.lust before vve reached the tide rips tlie skipper hailed us atid
at the same time luffed up and took in his topsail. He told us to
keep right in his wake and we would go through flving. but to be
careful and follow him exactly, as he was going through inside
the beacon to avoid the tide. This information rather staggered
us, as the chart gave the passase as impossible, and I began to hopemy whisky bad not gone to his bead. However, we told him to
heave ahead and, sure enough, iu a very few minutes we were
through and in smoit.h water, without fairly knowing how it was
done. I think he held on to the reef of rocks that makes off the
Orient shore, until ho took a back current, and then run through
on the west side of the beacon and verv close to it, keeping in the
back water all the way through, Any way it was well done, but I
would not advise a stranger to trv it. The two sloops that had'
tried to get through the Ciut had given it up and gone around
Plum Island.
As soon as we were well through the skipper luffed, and told me

to come aboard and bring my medicine, as his ' old woman"
needed some to brace her nerves after the passaae. 1 had not
seen any female onboard so far all day, so was inclined to think
his own nerves were the ones needing bracing. I went on boards
and the skipper went below, taking a good pint and a half or
whisky with him. I got tired ot waiting for him to appear,
and poked my head down the companionway just in time to see
the last drop in tbe bottle disappea.r down the throat of his old
woman. I said g"od-bye, and told him to keep the bottle to re-
member me by, and got into my own boat as fast as I could con-
sistent with due dignity. In half an hour, when we rounded the
point near Orient, the old sloop still lay aoout as we left her, with
no signs of life aboard. This troubled us so that when nearly up
to (ireenport we took a stretch back to help them home, but "saw
tbe skipper was then on decH: and able to navigate. But it was a
good lesson well learned, and never since "have I had more than
one good drink on board my boat for strangers at any one time.We had a brush going up to Greenport this time with a couple
of native catboats that said they were fast; they might have
been. We had to take their word for it, as they could not prove
it. We c:ist anchor between two very handsome schooner yachts in

.

the harbor, and had commenced preparaaions for dinner and sup- _

per in one, when the crew informed me we were running .short of
grub. 1 told him if he could not give us quail on toast, to give us
what he could. 1 may have been a little snarp in my remarks, for
Iwastireil. Anyway, he shut his mouth tight and went below,
and in half an hour calle d to supper. I noticed he had apparently
eaten most of his, so called for mine. "None left," he said. Of
the generous supply we started with none was left but one potato
and one egg, and that was small rations for a hungry man. It is
astonishing what an amount a man can get away with and still
live when on the water.
The next morning dawned as clear and beautiflol an autumn day

as one ever sees, and Shelter Island opposite looked so pleasant
and inviting we sailed over to cultivate its nearer acquaintance.
Its high bluffs covered with trees, its beach all white pebbles of
nearly uniform size, its green lawns and beautiful summer houses,
all combined to make it seem almost a paradise; so much so, that
after sailing for an hour and finding a pretty little bay, we decided
to anchor and spend the day on the island. Our small anchor had
perhaps twenty fathoms of warp on it; so we sailed in to within
about lOOyds. of shore and east it overboard. Down it went, faster
and faster, until it finally bit up at the end of our warp; but no
bottom. The tide runs very stroHg here, and the amount of back-
ache and sw-eati'^'g required to get tnat anchor aboard again can
be imagined. This time we stood nearly ashore before casting
anchor, and found about twenty feet of water and good holdine
bottom.
We got breakfast here. Then had a smoke and decided on fui"-

ther plans. The result of the conference was that we decided to
stay where we were that day and see the place and enjoy oui'-
selves, also to stock up on enough provisions to last a week. Then
for Peconic Bay, Sag Harbor, and back home over nearly our old
course. If we had stuck to this we would have had a better time
of it, but would have missed much valuable experience.

QUEQDECHAt:.
[to be oonclttded].

THE FRYE BILL.

IN addition to the many emphatic protests from such clubs as
the New York, Eastern and Larchmont, as well as from

American yachtsmen generally, against the obnoxious "Frye
bill" prohibiting the sailing of foreiKn-built yachts m American
waters, our foreign exchanges. English, French and German, are
outspoken in condemnation of the measure. Now that Congress
has adjourned, there is no immediate prospect of tbe passage of
such a law, and the matter may never be brought up again; but
even in that case a great harm has been done to the fame of
American yachtsmen.
While the features of the bill which provoked the most general

condemnation were those relating' to foreign-built yachts, they
were hardly worse than the final provision, by which the smaller
class of American-built yachts were prohibited from 'flying the
American flag.
Although all immediate danger in both directions is averted, the

same malign power which inspired this bill, and which has al-
ready done so much in a short time to annoy yachtsmen and to
discourage and hamper the growth of yachting, is still at work:
and its evil influence is likely to bear still harder on yachtsmen
this year than ever before.
Before submitting to the added restrictions and exactions, there

is one thing for American yacht smen to bear in mind; that there
is no law of the United States which compels a yacht of any size
to take out a I'cense or other papers, and that it is entirely volun-
tary with every yachtsman whetlier his yacht shall be a "docu-
mented vessel of the United States." The attempt to make
licensing compulsory, and to class yachts large and small with
recognized merchant vessels, is a piece of petty officialism which
only requires a little opposition on the part of the leading clubs
and yacntsmen to expose and put an end to.

A FOOLISH VENTURE.—On March U a match was made
between Capt. Wm. A. Andrews and Capt. Josiah W. Lawler for
a race across the Atlantic in 15ft. dories, the agreement being as
follows: "Article of agreement made this day between Capts.
Jo-iah W. Lawler, of Chelsea, and William A. Andrews, of Cam-
bridge. Wituesseth. that the said Josiah W. Lawler and William
A. Andrews shall each procure a boat, and fit out same, said boat
to be not over 15ft. over all, and they shall race said boats from
off the vicmity of Boston Lower L'ght to the Lizard Point, L tnd's
End, Eng.. the race to be started on or about June 17. It is further
agreed between the parties that the boat arriving at liand's End
first shall receive a suitably inscribed silver cup, as a souvenir of
the race. Each boat shall be sailed by th". parties to this race,
and uo other person shall be allowed on board. In witness where-
of we have set our hand this 14r,h day of March, 1891.—VYiiUASt
A. Andrews, Joseph W. Lawler. Witness: Edwakb Sheb,-
LOCK " Captain Lawler was in commann of the Norton yawl
Neversink on her voyage from New l^ork to Paris in 1889, and
whatever credit accrued from her trip is due to him, as Captain
Norton did not accompany him.

MANHATTANATHLETIC CLUB.-At a meeting of the yachts-
rnsn of the Manhattan A. C. on March 14, the Cherry Diamond Y.
G. was organized, its ohject being the encouragement of boat sail-
ing and racing. The limit of length for boats was fixed at 53ft.
l.w.l. Among the yachtsmen present were William W nit-
lock, Joseph W. Gibson, Seymour Hyde, and C. S. MoCuUoh.
After the name of the club had been chosen, Messrs. Wbitlock,
Brown, and Gibson were anpoioted as a nominating committee to
elect officers for the new club. The ticket submitted bv them was
as follows: Com., J. C. Summers; Vice-Com„ Edmund 'C. Stanton;
Rear-Com., William J. Swan: Sec'y-Trea.s., C. H. Kaubel; Fleet
Captain, Joseph W. Gibson. These gentlemen were unanimously
elected. A committee was then appointed to frame a constitutioa
and by»law8 for the club.
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MINEOLA.
npHE first of the new 46-footers was lauBched on March li at

Lawles-'s yard, the Mineola, designed by Mr. Burgess and
owned by Mr. August Belmont, who has owned and raced the 40-
footer Mariquita for two seasons. The new yacht is a keel cutter
with practically the same beam as her 40ft. sister Mariquita,
though 6ft, longer. She will be fitted solely for racing, the wheel
and large American cockpit of Mariquita being replaced bj- a tiller
and a small steei-ing well. Her dimensions are: LengtlTover all,
64ft.; h«am extreme, 13ft. 6in.: beam l.w.L, 12ft. lOin.; dTatt, 10ft.
6in. Her lead keel weighs 46,0001bs. The construction issemi-
composif p. with 10 steel angle frames 2i^x2}^x34, and steamed oak
irames ?}^in. square. The planning is of l^m. yellow pine; the
deck ff 2xl?4in. white pine. The accommodations will include a
main and atter cabin, captain's stateroom and toilet room. Her
sails wUl be made by Wilson & Silsby, the outfit including a main-
sail of ordinary cotton duck and an extra mainsail of Egyptian
cotton, Capt. Harry Half, Jr., who has been in Mariquita since
sne was launched, will command the new boat. Mr, and Mrs.
Belmont were on board when the yacht was launched, with Mr.
Burgess and some other yachtsmen, while Gen. Paine, Mr, John
B. Paine, C. H. W. Foster and others were present. The yacht
was christened by Mrs. Belmont.

THE LOSS OF THE NYANZA.-A marine court of inquiry has
been held at Victoria, Hong Kong, into the loss of the Nvanza,
schooner yacht, 21S tons, owned by Mr. James Gumming Dewar,m .July last on a voyage from Kusau (Caroline Group) to Ponape.
under circumstances already detailed in the FieM. The log, chart
etc.. were lost with the vessel, and the court had to be guided
entirely; by the evidence given. The mate (Robert George), a cer-
tificated officer, was in chirge of tiie watch aftermidnight of July
39, when the vessel struck, but he said he did not know where the
yacht was with reference to the reef, neither did he see the chart,
or ask to see it. Soon after she struck, the captain (John Carring-
ton), who was sailing master, came on deck, the sails were lowered,
and the boats got out, but nothing further was done to save the
vessel. The court was of opinion that the master was in error in
that he did not exert himself to verify the position of the ship on
the afternoon of July2S, and, further, that he did not remain more
constantly on deck on the night of the 28th before the ship struck.
The court was further of opinion that steps should have been
taken, either by letting go an anchor, or by any other means, to
prevent the yacht driving further on the reef, and the court were
unable to agree with the master in his opinion that this would
have been of no avail; on the contary, they thought it might have
been the saving of the ship. The court were also of opinion that,
after obtaining help, some attempt should have been made to
heave the vessel off. They recognize that there were difficulties,
and were not prepared to say that these could have been overcome,
but still they thought an attempt should have been made. These
errors of the master they did not consider amounted to wrongful
acts or defaults, and tfiey did not, therefore, deal with his certifi-
cate, but the court thought it would be well for him to avoid like
errors in the future. The court expressed their opinion that the
ser\nces of the first mate did not appear to have been of much use
in the navigation of the ship, and that if the cross bearings taken
by him during the afternoon had been made use of it was possible
that it might have avoided the disaster. The court was composed
of Commander Robert Murray Rumsey. stipendiary magistrate;
Staff-Commander W. R. Stevens, R. N.. H. M. S. Victor Emanuel;
Mr. W. H. Watton, master of the British steamer Phra Nang;
Mr. James Mooney, master of the British steamer Riverdale; and
Mr. W. B. Seabury, master of the British steamer China.—Fie?d.
NEWARK BAY Y. C.-The Newark Bay Y. C. of Bavonne,

N. J..ha3 elected the following officers: Com., A. Van Buskirk;
Vice-Com., John Spavin; Treas., E. D. Scott; Sec. J. J. Vreeland;
Meas , S. Mowrey; Fleet Capt., H. Mainhard; Delegates to the
^.Y.Y.R.A., W. P. Vreeland, T. Windas and D. Voss; Trustees, H.
Mainhard, E. Carrigan and James Spavin; Regatta (Jom., Wm. P.
Vreeland, T. W'indas and John Spivin.
TALISMAN, steam yacht. J. W . Thomas, was at Jacksonville on

March 12, bound for New Y'"ork.

THE COST OF RACING YACHTS.-The cost of one of the new
46-footers is estimated at $9,500. The Heireshofl boat will cost
considerably more than the others, as she will he double planked,
which adds greatly to the cost of construction. Altogether, with
nine new boats started the total cost of the new 46-foot fleet will
be not far from $100,000. A suit of new sails for a 4e-footer costs
about Sl,100, while the cost of the lead for the keel will go about
$2,000. It is plain from these figures, that the yacht racing of the
present has no place for a poor man, or even one of moderate means.
Building a yacht every year or two at an expense of $10,000. is a
sport for millionaires to indulge in. Looking over the list of
names of owners of the new 46-footers, embracing such names as
Thayer. Vanderhilt, Turner, Belmont. Prince, Paine, Foster and
Maxwell, it is evident that one cannot jibe his mainboom next sea-
son without hitting a millionaire. ''It is the long purse that
wins," and money will win every time, as modern yacht racing has
developed.—Boston Globe.

DELAW^ARE RIVER.—The sloop Nance is being changed to a
keel boat, with a new iron keel of 2,1001bs. The Burgess cat. J. S.
M., has been changed to a sloop. Moore & Schute are building a
small cutter for Dr. Chas. P. Tuttle, of Camden. She will have
3,8001hs. of iron with a folding iron board That will not come above
the cabin floor. Her dimensions are: Oyer all 31ft., load line
23ft., beam 10.2ft.. draft 4.2ft.,with 5ft. 7in.,head room in the cabin
NEWARK Y. C.-The annual dinner of the Newark Y. C. was

held on March 9. The following officers have been elected for
1891: Com., J. M. Foote; Vice-Corn., A. F. W'obeke; Treas., Chas.
Schade; Rpc. Sec, Frank Long; Fin. Sec. Thos. Luff; Meas., J.
Sandford; Board of Trustees. C. E. Cameron, T. J, Roche, E. L.
Phillips, Fred Miller and J. W. Smith.
L. W. FERDINAND & CO.—The new catalogue of yacht and

boat hardware and fittings to be issued by L. W. Ferdinand & Co.,
of Boston, has been delayed by the electrotypers' strike, and will
not be ready before April 1.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C.-The subject of the "Smoke Talk" on
March 13 was '-Meteorological Instruments, Weather Charts,
Storm Charts and Barometers," by U. S. Signal Service observers.
On March 20 the subject will be "Marlinspike Seamanship and
Wire Rope."
ROWING ALMANAC AND OARSMAN'S COMPANION.—W'e

have received from the Ffefd, London, the edition of this useful
little handbook for 1891, containing the full records of English
rowing.

BOSTON YACHT AGENCY.-We have received the new and
complete catalogue of the Boston Yacht Agency, containing a
larg- list of yachts for sale. The firm makes a specialty of de-
signing and building, having its own yard and shops.
VENITZIA.—This sloop, owned by Arthur Colburn, for a long

time one of the cracks of the Delaware River, has this winter
been entirely rebuilt with 16in. of freeboard added. Collins, of
Cooper's Point, is doing the work.
PAVONIA Y. C—The Pavonia Y. C. has decided to build a

wharf 600ft. long, and costing $1,300. in front of its headquarters
at Atlantic Highlands.
MOSQUITO RACING.-The Savin Hill Y. C. has its floats out'

and will open the season with the usual race of mosquito boats
on Fast Day, April 2.

Wanted.—W^anted at once, good boat builders for planking and
finishing high grade rovvboats. canoes, work boats and small
launches. Only first-class workmen need apply. Write, stating
previous experience, reference and wages required. Address St.
Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co., Clayton,
Jefferson Co., N. Y.—Adv.

Names and Portraits ov Birds, by Gurdon Tmmbtiu. A
book particularly Interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game blrdB which
they may kill. Cloth. 230 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Fobhst
UTD Stbxam.

^ff" No Notice Taken of Anonymoas CorrespondeutB.

W^iLT. Dr. M. G. Ellzey please send us his address?
T. C—Name and address, please, before we can answer your

question.
J. R., Providence, R. 1.—You will find the remedy in the books

ordered.

J. C. P.—Address Chas. Reiche & Bros., animal dealers. Park
Row, New York.
Constant Reader.-Y\'e know nothing about the ways of de-

ciding bets on such events.

C M. B., Lakefield. Ont.—W^e can put you in communication
with a person who will sell you a Gazetteer.

N. O. F.—1. Camping is practicable in Florida in January. Care
should be taken to select h'gh andhetiltliy ground. 2. Write to 8.
D. Kendall, Tarpon Springs, Fla.

A. C. LT., Buffalo, N. Y.—Please inform me where I can purchase
a greyhound dog or bitch cheap. I want a thoroughbred. Ans.We have answered your letter by mail. It would be to the inter-
est of greyhound men to advertise, as we have numerous inquiries
for stock.

W. W. B., White Plainp, N. Y.—Would you mind letting me
know what height and weight an Irish setter bitch should be,
al^o any other points in regard to same? Ans. From 20 to 23in.
high and weigh from 50 to 551bs. There is no definite weight as in
pointers. An Irish setter should not be heavily built and should
appear rather leggy than otherwise.

Texas Game.—L. S. E.. Sedalla, ask.=. Can some of your'numer-
ous readers lell me the kind of game to be found on "or near the
Brazos River, in Texas, east of where the map shows the forks? I
would like particularly to know if turkey, quail, squirrel, coon-
possums and chickens are to be found, I wotild also like 1o know
if there is any trout or bass fishing in Brazos River. I expect to
make a trip there next fall and want to know how to prepare
myself. I nave seen accounts in your paper of hunts on this rivei'
by parties and if some of them will answer this through Forest
AND Stream and give addresses I would like to write to them.

W. B., Toronto —Could you tell me if there is any place within
an easy distance of Chicago where you can get any kind of small
game, such as squirrels, rabbits, etc., and also where is the nearest
place to get chickens from there? Ans. Rabbits, squirrels, quails
in ntimbers, and a few ruffed grouse can be found within 50 to 60
miles of Chicago. De Motte, Jasper county, Indiana, or other
small towns on the edge of the Kankakee Swamps, would be good
objective points. Snipe and ducks also in season. Ashton, Bloom-
ington and Jacksonville are points in Illinois out of which some
prairie chicken shooting can be had. Unless unlawfully killed off
next summer, there should be fair shooting at prairie chickens
next fall within 100 to 200 miles from Chicago.

Assuming that one contemplates trainine a setter or pointer
after the instructions of Hammond in "Training vs. Breaking"
and "H. H." in "Scientific Education of dogs for the (>un", would
it be impracticable (1) to keep and train one or more beagles,
housing them in same kennel and training them so far as possible
in the same inclosed yard. I have Hammond's book and that of
"H. H.," but find nothing on training of beagles, nor do I find
anything elsewhere. 2. Can you tell me of any source of instruc-
tion on this point in books? Ans. The training of beagles is far
different from that of the pointer or setter. Beagle training can
only be done in the woods or on the trail of the hare, they of
course could be kept in the same kennels. 2. There is no book
that we know of on the subject. We shall shortly have an article
on beagle training, which will give you no doubt every informa-
tion.

.

ABBEY&IMBRlgS FISHING TACItLE j^r^pegi^t^r

18 SX: NEW YORK.

NOTICE TO LIMIT CEEDITOES.
To the Orcclitors of the F. L. SlieUJon Company:
Notice is hereby given that on the tenth day of

February. 1891, an order was made by the Chan-
cellor of the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors of the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thereof, and prove
before him under oath, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and demands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of
February, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
ci-pditors shall be excluded from the benefit of
such dividends as may hereafter be made and
declared by the court upon the proceeds of the
effects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to all the crt-ditors accordingly. "^VIL-
LIAM H. LEMASSENA, Receiver, 803 Broad st.
Newark, N. J.

ESXABtJSHED 1837.

J. B. CHOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers In

Mm TacHe, anus, Rifles, RcTolTers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

BSTo-t Sold a,t IRe-ta.!! toy -tlie ZWEa.xi-ufa.o'tvrex-s.

WmCHESTEE EEFEATINQ AEMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 99'P9^e Catalogue of Anui and mmimition,
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Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revoivers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutiTe sbots at 13yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Kevoiver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield, Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
lioris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

aT^esson,
DO YOU SHOOT AT THE TRAP THE FIELD ? J\ bifffe ©lafiC eKftouf Csigar^i)

"

is the title of a primer issued In tiie interests of the million or more lovers of the ^^'eed resideiice does not

permit of much choice in the selection of their cigars. Sent Iree for the asliing by B. ElhL A CO., Box 215t). iN. i.

STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS.

If 80 ask your dealer to sliow you the Whiiinoi-e iiiiiierless. This gun is

made by us and we guarantee it in every respect. No better gun made and at prices

within the reach of all sportsmen. Our Mew f-af<»ty Hanimei;less Revolver
leads them all. Cal. .32 and .38. AMERICAN ARMS CO., East Boston, Mass.

Sportsmen's Wear
EQUIPMENTS.

CANVAS SHOOTING COAT, -

CORDUROT SHOOTING COAT,
C.4lRTKIDGE BEtT, -

C4PS AND HATS, - - -

GUN CASES,
COMPI.ETE SniT (CANVAS), -

COMPLETE SUIT (CORDUROY),

$1.00
5.00
.35
.50
.50
3.75

13.00

All goods of onr make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,

or we will send C. O. D. witli the privilege of examination.

0ATAI.OGUB AND SAMPIjBS FBBE.

G-EO. BARNARD & CO.,
Madison Streer, Cliioago, 111.

;rn Agents: A. G. SPALDINCJ & BROS., 2il B'way, N.Y

Wherever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens Rifles and Pistols are

being introduced, and on account of their superior accuracy are preterred.

STEVENS PISTOLS have made more brilliant records and have done finer work than any
other pistol ever made.

STEVENS RIFLES have made records which were considered impossible.

STEVENS POCKET RIFLES are carried by ladies, anglers, tourists and hunters. They
are marvels of accuracy, compactness and beauty.

STEVENS LADIES' RIFLE is the proper rifls for ladies. It is wonderfully accurate and
has no recoil.

The .23 long rifle and the .25 rim-flre cartridges, the most accurate small-bore cartridges made,
were originated by this companv. These celebrated rifles and pistols are manufactured by

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
Send for Catalogue. P. O. Bos 4102, CMcopee Falls, Mass.

NESSMUK'S POEMS.
FOREST DUKES. By Geo. W. Sears. IMessmukl
Large octavo, 208 pages, printed on heavy paper, bound in clotli, gold lettering, with

a portrait of the author. Price, $1.50.
PO-R 8ALB BY ALT, ROOF B-EAI-ETIP

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No L 3 ioint 6 strip. Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood foi-m, length 9i, 10,

10|ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz %i 72

1. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted • -. •• . VV- -'i \'
n i a _i..,-„ o„i;j- -D„„,T,— Di„„i, -D^^, T3„,-<- 13^/1 -D„fcari Tia fim'/^Qo ooi^/i Tcic^ <3oo+. aVirtvo t.ho hn.Tirl A-jrt.m. tin silt whirmins'S- mckfil mountmars. comolete in wooa lorm, lenartn

No. 4 3 ioint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, soUd reel seat above the hand, extra tip, sUk whippmgs, nickel mountings, complete m wooa form, length

8J, 9, 9^, 10ft
,
weight 9, 10 J, 12, 13oz ^^j^^

^
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted •." • * v,' '-'LVnn n o
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, mckel mountings, length 8ft., weight 2tioz ^75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint - • •

No. 280, 8 ioint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft

Brass T-lultiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., S3c.; 40yds., 95c.; 60yds., 81.05; 80yds., $l.lo; 100yds., $1.35. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Sliding Chck, NickLl Plated, 40yds. §1.75; 60yds.. §2.25; 80yds., S2.50; 200yds., S3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, SOOfb., 41c. J. F. M Brand Liuen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thi-ead. 43c. ; 15 thi-ead, 4bc. ; 18 thi-ead, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quahty Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ;
double gut, loc. per

doz • treble gut, 20c. per doz. Suigle Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o. ;
2ft., per doz., 30o. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
ott., doz., 45o.

3 75
90c.

J. F. MABSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court
Send ita-wp fdr Illustrated Catalogue for 1891, OPEN EVENINGS.

I9f
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
<:eJebrated

Kentucky Keels.

as, FISIIIN& TACKLE. BICY-
OLES, TENTS, I.AWJi TJENJVIS, Mr!»lCAI.

INSTRHMT^'^'fTS- Sl^nr^rma yctOsJS. *<.. niiistrnt-.(l rn'iloirncwith loir cash prices, sent, on application to those
mentioning FOREST AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISK. 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Reels, Lines, etc., is world wide. Ask

all Anglers,

DS

Are the most . skillfully made. Best

material, more perfect in action, of any

Split Bamboo Rods in the World.

Are the smoothest running, strongest in

power, noted for lightness, beautiful in

linish, full steel pivots, patented side

plates, highest qualit)'^, unequalled.

Are made of best silk, enameled, water-

proof, flexible and tapered. Warranted

not to crack, nor to become stiff. The
Fly-Casting Lines Mr excellence.

Send for Special Price List of ''Kosmic" Angling Implements, ready March 1.

CHICAGO : NEW YORK : PHILADEUPHIA

:

108 Madison St. 241-243 Broadway. 1032 Chestnut St.

FISHEBH&irS AUTOHiTIC REEL.
When a .sportsmau finds anything which atlds to his pleasure, witli-

out increasing- his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and aiigl«^rs to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
FiRST~It will wind up the line a hundred

time- as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the araler chooses.
Third—No fish can ever eret slack line with it

Fourth-It will save more fish than any

FiFa H—It will prevent tipF, lines and snells
trnm beins: broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

UTOMATIC

This ree) is manipulateti
entirely Dy the hand that
nolds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, N.Y.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

FEKGCSOK'S PATENT

With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNiVERSiiL LAMP,
1 "With AdjuitaWe Attaohments,

For Sportsmen and Others.
Com bines Head Jack,

> Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp,
Catiip Ijamp, Dash Iiamp,
Belt i^antern, Hand Lan-
tfirn, etc.

EXGELSiOH DASH UMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ItBEBT FERBUSON, Offics, SS Fgllen St. K. f.

trai

Wliich Interest Ghmners; with descriptions in
language understanaed of the people.

BT G. TKUMBUIiL.

Contains the local names in popular use, and
eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, wiU enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS:
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.— yp>'oy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all who shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it—Boston Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
In every sportsman's library.—CMcagfo Intw-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a had word or two upon it and go in search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.-iVew York He/>-ald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing: Go.

PRTOE as-fio.

DEAF NESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
Peck's Invieible Tubular Ear Cusbiond. Whis,

pera heard. Successfulrheu all reme(iie9p|^gg
GiiL SoldonlybjF.fliscox.BfiSBVaj.N.Y. Write for book of proofsF

The Spaniel and its Training.
By F H. F. MERCER.

A complete manual of the care, management and training of the Spaniel by a practical
sportsman and an enthusiast on this breed. The volume is illustrated by admirable portraits
of all the more important breeds of spaniels, and contains the standards adopted by the
English and American Spaniel Clabs. Tae work is highly praised by the sporting press
eenerally, and is indispensable to every owner.

pmcE $i.oo.

FOEIBT AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway,]?. Y.
OAVIBS & CO., London, England,

FISHIRI! TiGEE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
163 Broad St., Providence, R. I.

Clark's Cork Gun
OILEB AND BUENISHEE."

Patent applied for.
10, 12 oris gauge; fine guns

kept in perfect condition with-
out the use of any other tool;

water necessary; rust and
3 rendered impossible; es-
ially valuable to users of
ro powdert; (its any clean-
rod. Send 50 cents for

ipie, witb tAVO extra corks
1 printed directions to

C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St.,

TOPEKA, Kansas.
'ew York Agent.

HENRY C. SQUIRES,
178 Broadway,

CHAS. I. GOGDAIF, Taxidermist.
For the past 30 years located at 93 S\idbury St.,

will now be found at lii P'riend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as formerly.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
bv tbe author of "Tight Shell" ana "Double."

^^^^^ SHOT (over decoys), size 15x20, $3.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallaids) 11X15, |l.50
A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebiils), 11x14, $1.50
Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
vnnv.P.T ANT) f^TUF.AM niRTdSHTNO CO..

F0X-TEBRIES8
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $16
Ru h\j Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Soft- Ik Risk 10
Hillside Regent 10
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KEN^iELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT N081E--GIADST0NE--SUE
AT STUD, FEE S40.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch, rl is puppies are not
excelled by anj'. He is large size, hea'thy and a fast
dog with the most delicate uose. Parties liaving g )od
bitches, desiring to pvodiiL-e ilie ijeifeetioi. nf the field
trial strain of J<nglisii setters shoidd address for pedi-
gree an<i particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. lEWix, Kennel Manager. Chula, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bei-nards for sale.
Address A. H. Moore. ITll Spring Garden .st., Phila., Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS
IN THE STUI>.

Collies & Irish Terriers.
FOR SALE.—Puppies and full grown dogs

of both breeds. Prize winners and young stock.

Address P- O. B-^x 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

AT wTU'*: Best bred mastifE owned in America.
Ormonde, by Ch. Victor IliifiO ex Ch. <'niubrtnu
"?riiic*'ss. Winning-: 3d, a puppy. Crystal Palace, 1st
jnd cup. South HatJipton, England, 1st Cincinnati, 1890,
only times shown. Pups for salefrom I'liHedraiaprlze
winner in England and America; also from elmet, a
grand daughter of B'anfo- t"nd Orlamio, also from
Kadsry til , sister to Elmet. Orders bookedfor pups from
the best bred bitch in America. > aily * obrey, by
Beiiiil-ivi ex Ch. Toozie, and dam of R. Cook's
\inningpup llford ' outity Srembfv.

CHARLES E. BUKN, Peoria, 111.

STUD DOGS.
Smooth fox-terrier E:ndcliffe Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince Regent and Beaconsfield,
winner of over .50 firsts and specials, and acknowl-
edged to he 1 he best black an d tan living, and sire
of morewianers than any other hlack and tan.
Bull- terrier English Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster. Dexter, the world re-
nouned hlack corded poodle. G-em of the Season,
the phenomenal greyhound winner of over 30
fir.«ts and sppcials during 1890. Address GEO. S.
TH0MA«5, Manager of North Fields Yortshire
Kennels, Salem, Mass.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.-RED RIVER
Glencho (champion Glencho ex Lyda Belle).

R. R. Glencho has won three first prizes on bench
and is a iine field dog. beg^^ts large litters of
strontr, dark red puppies. Fee S20.00. R. H.
BURR, Middletown, Conn.

IN THE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee §35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies bv him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLAS. 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion isracsford Harrys described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcts. A
limited ntimher of his puppies for sale. P, H-
COOMBS, 1 Sxohange Bioel?, Bangor, Me.

FOURTH

Bench Show of Dogs,

Tuesday, fete(lay,Tliursflay, Friday,

April 14,15, I6&I7,'9I.

CITY ARMORY.

$2^500 IN PRIZES.

OPEH TO THE WORLD.

ENTRIES CLOSE APRIL l,st.

For Premium Lists, etc., apply to

C. M. MUNHALl, Sec'y,

Cleveland, Ohio.

BULL-TERRIERS
The pi'operty of H. A. HARRIS.

Owing to business engagements fully occupying
my time, I have decided to sell my entire kennel
of bull-terriers, including the following well-
known dogs:

No. 1. CHAMPION JUBILEE (A.9100),
by Bendigo ex Queen, whelped June, 'S^i, Aveight
Salbs., winner of over fifty prizes in England and
America.

No. 2. GREENHXLL GENERAL,
by Prince ex Kit, whelped July, '89; weight oOlbs.
Just imported. A sure winner.

No. S. LITTLE DONOVAN,
by Duke ex Tany. whelped May, '90; weight 241hs.,
winner of first last Birmingham show and un-
doubtedly the best light-weight bull-terrier alive.

No. 4. STANLEY BILL (A.'20,016),
bv Wh'te Wonder ex White Violet, whelped May,
1890.

No. 5. WHITE VIOLET,
by Chai'lie ex Rose, whelped April, '87; weight
401bs. Winner of many prizes in England. Never
shown in America.

No. 6. MY QUEEN (A. 12,679),
by champion Grand Duke ex champion Maggie
May, whelped July, "87; weight oOlbs.

No. 1. COUNT NELL '(A. 16,499),
by champion Count ex Bertha, whelped Decem-
ber, '87; weight 8Slbs.

No. 8. STANLEY BELLE (A. 20,017),
by White Wonder ex White Violet, litter sister to
Stanley BiU.

No. 9. STANLEY ROSE (A. 20,018),
by White Wonder ex Marguerite, whelped July,
1890.
For prices and full particulars address

H. A. HARRIS,
Tremont House, Boston, Mass.

AND

Dogs at stud. Brood bitches, young and old
stock always on hand. Prices low for quality.

LAKE VIEW KENNELS,
Worcester, Mass.

BULL-TERRIERS.
FRANK F. DOLE. New HAVEfr, Conn., baa

for sale ten bull -terriers, dogs and bitches, of the
best blood obtainable. Nearly all winners. Four
of the grandest hull-terriers in the world, at stud.
All weights. Fees SIO and $L5. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Write for particulars, marl9,4:t

For Sale-LORNA BOONE,
Formerly Dell (8.339), broken English setter bitch,
whelped May 3, 1887, bv Belthus out of Princess
Phcebus; bred by F. Windholz. No bettor blood
in the country. A rare chance for a fine brood
bitch. Price S125. Address ROBT. B. LAW-
RENCE, 35 Wall street, N. Y. mchl2,2t

Four thoroughbred St. Bernard puppies, two
months old. Write for prices to L. B. R. BAR-
KER, lOO W. 4th St., Wilmington, Del. marl3,3t

Black and Tan Terriers Por Sale.
PtlPPISS FROM NOTED SLRES aWD DAMS.

At Stnu, - BKOOMFIEtD SITI.TAN,
The best in the world. Send for catalogue.

ROCHELLB Kennels, Box 862, New Rochelle,N.Y.

COCKER SPANIELS,
Any age or color, teed from best registered stock.
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THE OYSTER PROBLEM.
''pHE evident and alarming decrease of the yield of the

oyster beds of Chesapeake Bay, recently emphasized

by the removal by nineteen oyster packing firms of the

whole or a part of their plant to other localities, led to an

important meeting of parties interested in the subject in

Baltimore on the evening of March 18.

At this meeting Mayor Davidson presided, and addresses

-were delivered by Prof. W. K. Brooks, of Johns Hopkins

University: Marshal McDonald, U. S. Commissioner of

Fisheries; Hon. John K. Cowen and Col. Thomas S, Hod-

son, of Crisfield. Prof. Brooks, twelve years ago, warned

the State authorities that the extermination of the oyster

by injurious methods of fishing and lack of suitable pro-

tection was imminent. The small yield of 3,000,000

bushels of oysters in 1890 as compared with the output

of 17,000,000 bushels in 1875 is sufiicient evidence of the

soundness of Prof. Brooks's prediction.

In the course of the addresses it was shown that the

oyster industry of Chesapeake Bay involves an outlay,

for wages, labels, boxes and transportation, of about

$3,000,000 annually, this not including the cost of the

oysters. It is safe to assume that the value of the oysters,

together with the cost of putting them on the market,

will represent a sum not less than $4,500,000 to $3,000,000,

Prof. Brooks estimates that since the establishment of

the oyster packing industry fully 400,000,000 bushels of

wild oysters have been taken from the waters of Chesa-

peake Bay. This magnificent resource, however, is threat-

ened with complete destruction unless speedy measures

be taken to arrest the decline and foster the growth of the

industry. The Professor further states that in other coun-

tries, where the grounds are much less valuable, they have

by cultivation been made to produce oysters at a rate per

acre which in our superior waters would bring the annual

yield far above the entire harvest so far gathered by the

packers of Maryland and Virginia.

There was perfect agreement among the parties inter-

ested in t]i§ OJjeeapeake oypter as to the need of prompt

action, and this agreement found expression in a series

of resolutions calling attention to the threatened destruc-

tion of the oyster beds under present conditions, with the

consequent throwing out of employment of thousands of

workmen, and a greater injury to the people of Maryland

engaged in allied industi-ies. This threatened extinction

is charged to the want of legislative encouragement of

artificial propagation, and stress is laid upon the necessity

of selling or leasing to individuals certain portions of the

beds, for the experiment of oyster rearing. The desira-

bility of State supervision of oyster grounds has been

demonstrated in North Carolina, South Carolina and

Georgia, as well as in Massachusetts and New York, and

particularly in Connecticut, where the natural beds are

reserved for public use, but all other waters capable of

pi-oducing oysters are sold to individuals, whose vested

rights are amply protected and hence enjoyed without

molestation. As an illustration of the practical working

of this plan it.is stated that the oyster crop has quadrupled

in Connecticut in the last decade.

Some experiments have been made by the U. S. Fish

Commission in the artificial culture of oysters, but so far

without demonstrating methods which are entirely prac-

tical and satisfactory. We understand that the subject

will continue to receive diligent attention, and, in addi-

tion to this, the methods of rearing oysters in artificial

basins, so successfully practiced in certain parts of Europe,

and especially in France, will be studied in detail, with a

view to utilizing the information in behalf of the oyster

industries of the United States.

THE HOME FIRESIDE,

WEEKS ago the camp-fire shed its last glow in the

deserted camp, its last thin tlu-ead of smoke was

spun out and vanished in the silent air, and black brands

and gray ashes were covered in the even whiteness of the

snow. The unscared fox prowls above them in curious

exploration of the desolate shanty, where wood mice are

domiciled and to whose sunny side the partridge comes

to bask, the woodpecker taps unbidden to enter or depart

from the always open door, and under the stars that

glitter through the net of branches the owl perches on

the snowy ridge and woods in undisturbed solemnity.

For a time, camping days are over, for the sportsman,

and continue only for the lumberman, the trapper and

the merciless crust-hunter, who makes his secret lau- in

the depths of the forest.

In the chill days and evenings that fall first in the in-

terim between winter and summer camping, the man
who makes his outings for sport- and pleasure, must con-

tent himself by his own fireside whose constant flame

burns throughout the year.

Well may he be content, when the untempered winds

of March howl like a legion of wolves at his door, snow

and sleet pelt roof and pane with a continuous volley of

storm from the lowering sky, or when the chilly silence

of the last winter nights is broken by the sharp crack of

frozen trees and timbers, as if a hidden band of riflemen

were besieging the house. Well maybe be content then,

with the snug corner of his own hearthstone, around

which are gathered the good wife, the children and his

camp companions, the dogs.

Better this cozy comfort in days and nights such as

these, or in those that fall within that unnamed eeason

that lies between winter and spring when the whilom

white carpet of the forest floor is untidy with all the

downfall.of winter litter, and if ono stirs abroad, his feet

have sorry choice between saturated snow and oozy

mold, a dismal season, but for its promise of brighter

days, of free streams, green trees and bird songs.

Better, now, this genial glow that warms one's marrow
than the camp-fire that smokes or roasts one's front while

his back freezes. With what perfect contentment one

mends his tackle and cleans his gun for coming days of

sport, while the good wife reads racy records of camp life

from Maine to California and he listens with attention

half diverted by break or rust spot, or with amused watch-

ing of the youngsters playing at camping out. Or when
the callow campers assail him with demands for stories,

and he goes over, for their and his own enjoyment, old ex-

periences in camp and field, while the dogs dream of

sport past or to come, for none but dogs know whether

dog's dreams rim backward or forward.

Long used rod and gun suggest many a tale of past ad-

venture as they bring to mind recollections of days of

Bport such as may never come again. The great logs in

the ;fireplace might tell, if their flaming tongues were

given speech, of camps made long ago beneath their lusty

branches, and of such noble game as we shall never see;

moose, elk, deer, panther, wolf and bear, that are but

spectres in the shadowy forest of the past. But the red

tongues only roar and hiss as they lick the crackling

sinews of oak and hickory and tell nothing that ordinary

ears may catch. Yet one is apt to fall dreaming of by-

gone days and then of days that may come to be spent by

pleasant summer waters and in the woods gorgeous with

the ripeness of autumn.

So he is like to dream till he awakens and finds him-

self left with only the dogs for comrades, before the

flameless embers, deserted even by the shadows that erst-

while played their grotesque pranks behind him. Cover

the coals as if they were to kindle to-morrow's camp-fire,

put the yawning dogs to bed and then, to bed and further

dreaming.

SNAP SHOTS.

THERE was at last accounts a bill before the Penn-

sylvania Legislature, introduced into the Senate by

Mr, Brown, of York county, to reinstate fish baskets

in the streams except the Delaware and Schuylkill.

Through a misstatement to the efllect that the measure as

amended was acceptable to the Pennsylvania Fish Com-
mission the bill has reached a second reading and will

probably be voted upon during this week. The result of

such a move would be to undo all the good already ac-

complished in stocking streams, and destroy the fish in-

troduced at a cost of much patience and money. It will

place a basket and dam across every trout stream of large

size and restilfc in the total destruction of both trout and

shad.

It is only human to regard things which are at a dis-

tance as better than those which we know well. The

Illinois farmer is likely to believe that land in Dakota is

more fertile than his own farm, the unsuccessful Eastern

business man that he would make money in Seattle, the

Montana prospector that his luck would be better on the

other side of the range, while the big-game hunter sighs

for some distant game ranges of which he has only heard.

A good maliy years ago it was thought that the English

sparrow—about which we then knew a little less than noth-

ing—would rid our streets of the unpleasant measuring

worms which festooned the shade trees. We have had

an object lesson in sparrows, and now a Frenchman sug-

gests that a small European owl will deliver us from the

plague of sparrows and recommends that a cargo of these

pigmy owls be imported to do this work. We have native

owls and shrikes enough for this purpose, if they were

j)roperly protected and encouraged, and it seems scarcely

necessary to go to Europe for help. As things stand

now, however, if an owl, a shrike or a small hawk
attempts to capture a sparrow in any of our city streets,

the lives of the larger bird, and of a considerable portion

of the populace, are put in jeopardy. Boys and men—in-

cluding policemen—turn out and open fire on the aggres-

sor, and if not killed he soon becomes disgusted with

urban life and retires again to the woods and fields.

Mr. Alexander Starbuck, of Cincinnati, O., has recently

presented to the Cuvier Club Museum a collection of bril-

liantly-plumed birds from Guatemala. Among them is a

specimen of the alma perdita or lost soul, which takes

its name from its mournful note, which sounds like a wail

of despair. Whittier has written of it, in his well known

poem, as
"The pained soul of some infidel

Or cursed heretic that cries from hell."

The Emperor of Brazil liked this poem so well that he

translated it into Portuguese and sent the translation

with two mounted specimens of the bird to Whittier; and

a Michigan doctor liked it so well that he transcribed the

verses direct from Whittier, signed his own name to them

and sent them in to the Forest and Stream as an original

specimen of native Michigan minstrelsy.

The Audubon Monument Committee, after four years

of hard work, have succeeded in raising less than $3,000

toward the fund for the proposed monument to the natur-

alist. The total sum it is desired to raise for the purpose

is $10,000.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest asd Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of tbat friend.
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A TRIP TO POPPLE CAMP.
WITH the advent of cool September weather the Nesi;-

muks put aside their boat and tackle and began
to make preparation for that most fascinatinj? sport of
a.ll the year, bird shooting over a good dog. No mighty
hunters have we in our little band, nor dogs with worid-
wide reputations as bench or field trial winners, yet we
worry down a few birds during the fall; and as Charlie
Pierce puts it, ' 'manage to keep them off of i>8,' ' and get
no end of exercise and amusejnent out of onr eftorts.
And it's not terribly wearing on the birds unless it's just
after we have killed a cat or in some like manner removed
the hoodoo which seems to overshadow us.
Of course the season could not be allowed to pass with-

out the First Annual Big Hunt of the Nessmuks." Dur-
ing the early fall we had been invited, through one of our
members, to pay a visit to the camp of Mr. E. D. Perry,
at Phillipston, and w« decided that no better place could
be found for our hunt.

Oct. 17, g A.M., found ua all up and cussing a dismal,
cold rain wbioh drove us all back to bed. During the day
it let up a little and one of the Mrs. Nessmuks predicted
a fair day for the following one. then more rain. She
hit it exactly.
Saturday morning we were off, the two Hicks with the

light team, Charlie and Half-Breed following with the
democrat and most of the duffle.
We had arranged to meet at the "horse pasture'* as

soon after sunrise as possible: and before the sun was up
little Hicks had knocked down a •'woody''* in the '"green
patch'" just for a starter. Meeting at the "horse pasture"
we changed partners, little Hicks and the Half-Breed
heading for "Bryants" and the "Browning" cover, Hy
and Charlie looking after what might be in the "side
hill" and the upper end of "Browning."
The next meeting was at West Rutland at 11 A. M.,

where we were disappointed at not finding (::;harlie Pierce
at home, and so pushed on for Colebrook.
As we came to our "best ground" we ran on to a party

from West Rutland, who advised us of Charlie's where-
abouts. One of them knocked down a pair of woodcock
in a strip of alders beside the road as we sat in our wagon
talking dog. The birds were beauties, as handsome a
pair as I ever saw, and their proud possessor was not at
all bashful about showing them. They made an impres-
sion on me somehow, and when the "pony team" turned
in a pair that night that must have been reared in the
same cover the coincidence struck me as singular.
Just before reaching Colebrook we turned down an old

cartroad beside a cold brook and soon had the horses out
and feeding, and were busy looking after our own lunch,
which consisted of chicken salad, bread and butter, and a
cup of hot coffee. We carry our tools right with us for
this sort of thing when we are on a pilgrimage. Thenwe
started again, and passing through Colebrook took the
river road for Barre, celebrated for its annual cattle show.
Barre isn't the highest town in the State, but you would
never suspect but what it was if you a,i)proaGhed it from
the south or east. Leaving Barre we took the old Peters-
ham road and branching off crossed the Rutland brook,
stopping to hunt out the cover at its head.
Fi-om here we crossed to "Moccasin Brook" cover, and

when we had partly hunted the upper end out darkness
began to fall and we struck out for Phillipstown, where
we axrived about 7 P. M, tired and hungry. Putting up
our horses with neighbor Miller we proceeded to establish
om-selves across the way at the Mecca of our long but en-
joyable drive, "Popple Camp." The owner of the camp
Mr. Perry, you nearly all know to be a sportsman, whom
it would be presumptuous for me to attempt to eulogize.
His camp, which is prettily situated in the center of the
village, next the church, is a plain story and a half old-
fashioned country house, its small, heavily-shuttered
windows looking out upon the village green. On the
ground floor of the house proper are five rooms. The
parlor, with its open fireplace, boasts a carpet which Mr.
Perry had made by guess. Any surplus he intended to
double under, but that carpet is nowhere doubled. The
walls are adorned with sporting pictures and mounted
birds, the latter the handiwork of the owner. Across the
hall is a large double chamber, back of this the kitchen,
dining-room and another sleeping room.
In the ell are the sink room, pantry, woodshed, and

further back the kennels, all under the same roof. A
good cellar is underneath and an extra sleeping room up
stairs.^ The house is thoroughly furnished throughout
with dishes, cookin'g utensils, bedding, everything, in fact,
necessary, including a half dozen sixits of clothes if you
should chance to come in wet, and a pile of slippers,
hunting shoes, arctics, leggins, moccasins, rubber boots!
etc., that filled most of the kitchen, not occupied by the
stove. Over the front door is an arch which be ars the
legend "Popple Camp—Sportsmen Welcome."
We soon had a fire going, the bedding aired and prepar-

ations were under way for dinner. One slice of steak
was the piece de resistance for four men, but that same
steak weighed Sflbs., and after we had trimmed the ends
so the cook could get it over the stove front, we arranged
the table and soon sat down. Then we adjourned to the
open fire place to talk over the events of the day and burn
a little of Dill's best. Every one had some pleasing ex-
perience to relate, even the Half-Breed, who had
missed a partridge clean, sitting under an apple tree, was
made to see the humorous side of it. It was probably the
first gun Half-Breed ever had in his hands outside of an
"M. V. M." musket, but when it comes to catching trout?
You don't want to fish a brook for a week after he has
been down it. They can't resist the wav he approaches
them. Everything has to come, trout, suckers, chiven,
pouts, all "pay tribute to his untiring zeal. The dogs came
in for their share of praise in connection with the day's
sport, and after each shot, successful and otherwise, had
been gone over to the minutest detail, the tire was
soQothered and we followed Charlie's example, who de-
clared his intention of crawling into his "payamas."
Sunday morning opened with a northeast rainstorm

which increased as the day wore on. At noon we started
for home, where we arrived at 5:30. Soaked! Well, it
was twenty-eight miles in an open wagon during one of
the hardest and wettest rains I ever experinced.
Well, the trip had been a pleasant one for all that, but

there still was an unsatisfied feeling about it, and a couple
of weeks later as Charlie and Hy were working up a shoot

for Friday, Popple Camp was thrown out as a feeler.
This was Thursday noon, and it was argued that as the
weather clerk would only have a half day's notice of our
intention, he might not be able to cook up anything Very
bad for us on such short notice.

Little Hicks and Half-Breed were telephoned, but they
could not get away till Saturday, so it was arranged for
Charlie and Hy to start Friday morning and htmt up,
putting in v^attlrday abolit Petersham and meet the pony
team at Moccasin Brook Saturday P. M,

Pour A. M. Friday found Charlie and Hy on the road.
The first stop was made at the "side hill," and a woody
was downed in no time. From there they touched up
the upper end of Browning, and finished up the day be-
tween Cradle Rock and Petersham. Everything was in
order at the camp, and they were warmly greeted by Mr.
Miller, who informed them that they were just in time,
as he was going to have a "husking" that evening. You
who have attended a country husking know that they
had indeed "struck it rich." After they had cleared up
the supper dishes and "spruced up" by the aid of Mr.
Perry's spare himting shoes, neckties, etc.

,
they started

for the husking. Lanterns were flitting about the yard
and buildings, and evidently something of importance
was on the tapis* The barn floor was Ut up by a dozen
or more lanterns sUspehded from rake-stales stuck in the
hay mow. J^very school marm within a radius of ten
miles was there. Every man, woman and many children
who knew Kd. Miller was there, and soon the two Ness-
muks Were thei-e, right in the midst of it, making an on-
slaught on, the cornstalks which threatened an early
Itinch foi- all hands.
How the boys did search for the red ears, and what a

wrestle they had in trying to secure the prize a red ear is
supposed to entitle them to. One in particular seemed to
have unusual luck in picking out red ones, but he ad-
mitted that he "come heeled." Charlie did not husk more
than twenty-five ears the entire evening, yet he had five
reds, while Hy stripped bushel after bushel—well, a good
many ears any way—and gave the search up in disgust.
Noticing a stray ear on the floor as they were clearing up
he picked it up and had the prize of the evening, a beauty
about 14in. long and the size of your wrist. None of
these of course were redeemed. After sampling Mrs.
Miller's pumpkin and mince pies they returned to the
camp, leaving a happy crowd in possession of the house.
The next morning the hunt was continued. Birds were

scarce, The woodcock had mostly gone, and partridges
were not found in the usual places, but a suMcient num-
ber were bagged to insure a game supper for all hands.
The day was perfect. Ned and Karl, the setters, worked
to an "allspice," and a pleasanter day was never put in by
two hunters.
Not finding the pony team at the appointed place, the

hunters pushed on for camp, dressed the bird --, got a roar-
ing fire under way, and were just preparing, to put the
birds away and broil a steak, when a warvvhoop Which
roused the enthe village announced the safe arrival of
the other two.
Such a supper as we had! Broiled partridge and wood-

cock with crabapple jelly, baked sweet potatoes, chicken
salad, bread and butter, chopped cabbage, and the in-
evitable crackers, cheeseand colJee for a finish. Gould you
ask more? We don't go in much for variety; vou know,
but we want something sUbstantialj then we w"ant lots of
it and a cup of "Nessmuk'* coffee and we are happy.
Washing the dishes was deferred even longer than usual

this night, and after we had burned the last lump of sugar
we offered to back Charlie to beat the world as a hungry
man's ehef.

After clearing away and washing the dishes and put
ting things in order we arranged a little dinner party,
with the help of Mr. Perry's spare clothes, which we left
in possession of the dining room to see that aJI went well
until our host should return. He has since asked Charlie
how he liked the way he had arranged his dining room.
We all liked it immensely. I wonder how he liked the

way we arranged it.

Sunday morning more rain, but not nearly so severe
as on our first trip, aaid after leaving Templeton we left
the scorm and the rest of the drive home was most enjoy-
able. Just above North Rutland we stopped and had
our lunch, arriving home about 6 P. M.
And so ended our trip to Popple Camp, which every

one declared to be as pleasant an outing as they had ever
experienced, and if we don't look after some of the trout
streams in that vicinity another season we are very much
mistaken. "HaL,

SOUTHWARD BOUND.

WE have come 150 miles on our southward journey to
the land where the deer feeds in winter, where

the silver-tip never hibernates, where the mountain lion
breeds in February and where the big-horn has his line of
limitation—a beautiful land, limbered and. well watered,
but one upon which the farmer has not entered; neither
has it been explored by the prospector, nor has the shep-
herd any claim upon its verdant parks. We is a collective
noun, equivalent in this case to "We, Us & Co." The
firm is composed of Shoshone and his man Friday, of two
ponies and a p.ick mule, of a dog that is useless except
for pm'poses of companionship, i. e., to keep my feet
warm on a cold night, of firearms, grub and a camping
outfit.

The trip would be most enjoyable if it were not for the
knowledge that we have yet a hundred miles to travel
over the snowy divides before reaching the "Dixie" of the
Rio Colorado, Rio Virgin and Santa Clara. If this inter-
mountain plateau were not so far up in the air, we would
find a very mild climate, but for the last hundred miles
our altitude has been from 5,500 to 6,500ft, above the sea
level, an elevation that assures a bracing and healthful
climate. Still, we cannot complain, for the weather
would be mild in New York or New Jersey. If a hay-
stack is handy we make a bed in it when night comes; if
not a rubber blanket and the tent under us, with a pair
of army blankets above is all that can be desired. When
we have no oak or pine our camp fire is of sage brush,
and when game is wanting bacon and hot bread keep us
from stai-vation. We have already taken the advice of
St. Paul and learned in whatsoever state we are there-
with to be content. But a man has no business to be
either cold or hungry in this country, for a more hospit-
able people than the Mormons of southern Utah would
be hard to find.

We have not yet oonimeiioed fishing in ©arn^t, Our

route has been along the highway and in the midst of
.settlements and ranches, but the mountains hate at nd
time been thore thaii three miles distant, and far lip theit
rugged sides we have more than once seen the bounding
deer. Jack rabbits are too common for shooting. Two
white hares have, however, fallen to our maa-ksmanship,
and;they have furnished two very savory suppers.
Of the birds of the air we have not had a taste. Mag-

pies and snowbirds are all w^e have seen. This is not
because grouse are not to be found, but because we have
not looked for them. Twenty-five miles more and we
will reach the last of the long line of valley settlements
and our next town, after that will be upon waters that
empty into the Gulf of California. Twenty-five miles
of up-hill climb and then we must depend on our guns
for game.
Among the hills through which we have passed the

mountain lion reigns and he is a beast for which the
hunter must be well armed. To the ilocks, and this is a
pastoral country, he does immense damage, but colts are
his favoi'ite article of diet. At Thistle station, where we
entered the mountain region, we saw two lions, just a
year old. The male measures 9ft. from tip to tip, the
female 8ft. 2in. They have been in confinement ever since
their eyes were open and have become accustomed to the
presence of man. But woe betide the unfortunate quad-
ruped that ventures within reach of their claws. Last
week an adventurous old mule went sniffing about the
cage. Ben's paw flew through the bars like a flash of
lightning and Mr. Mule retired minus a nose. I doubt if
the beast can ever be worked .again, excepting as a pack
animal. At Manti we saw a pair of kittens less than a
month old. Each stood higher than a Newfoundland
dog.
So we have traveled through holiday week. Every

settlement through which we have gone has had its

dance, these have been our diversion. In good, saintly
settlement'!, where Gentile sentiments have not entered,
but one round dance is allowed during the evening. 1

have just come from a good orthodox ball, and has^e seen
nine consecutive quadrilles. They call them quadrilles
in this country. Heaven only knows what they would
be termed in any other portion of the footstool. The cos-
tumes, the strictly original figures, the pigeon-wings, and
the liigh stepping, have never been equalled, can never
be surpassed. I would rather go to a Mormon dance than
to a circus, which is saying a great deal, as I have not
been within reach of a circus for five years. But dances
must be left behind, as well as the daily paperp. We are
two days from the Salt Lake papers now, and at the last

town on our route that enjoys a daily mail and that comes
sixty miles by stage. The settlement where we expect
to camp to-morrow night has a tri-weekly .service, and
then into the wildernesB where mails are unknown.

ShoshoJSe.
RlCtfJI-EtD, trtah, Jan. 1.

GOONS PREY ON RABbITS.
Editor Forest mid Stream:
Some winters ago I arose one morning to find the

snow had melted all night, and the first thing that
popped into my head was to go coon hunting; and after
an early breakfast, accompanied by a colored man with
a good axe, and two good hounds we started. We had
no trouble to find plenty of tracks of different animals,
and when about a mile from home we ran across a large
coon track. We had no trouble to follow this fellow, for
he soon left the woods and made for a thicket; we fol-

lowed through this thicket, about two hundred yards
wide, and came to a flover field. Just at the edge of the
thicket we came upon a rabbit about half eaten. The im-
pression in the snoW was as plain as could be, a7]d there
was no other track there except those made by the coon
and rabbit. The rabbit tracks terminated there. There
was no sign of a chase; the coon was going soutli and the
rabbit came from the east and geemed to have run right
in the coon's mouth, as the coon did not seem to vary any
in his course, nor did he take it to any spring and wash
it. He simply ate about half of it, and left the remainder
right there and went on across the clover field, We fol-

j
lowed him to some open woods about a quarter of a mile

, and went to a large elm tree. Failing to find any tracks
I leading from this tree we proceeded to cub it down, and
^8 soon as it fell the dogs told us that our wofk was not
in vain. He was one of the largest Coons I eter saw, and
I was surprised to find him so fat, this being in March:
That the coon killed and ate the rabbit 1 have never had
the slightest doubt. I cannot say though that they make

j a business of it; this coon had no doubt been in his den
' for a month on account of bad weather, and was hungry.
I wish now 1 had made a post-mortem examination of

him, but did not think it necessary. L. S. E.

SEDALIA, Mo.

Editor Falsest and Stream:
I have just read Mr. Lathrop's interesting letter in cur-

rent number of Forest and Stream in answer to my
criticism of a former letter on the subject of coons prey-
ing on rabbits.

In his conclusion Mr. Lathrop offers to enlighten me to
the best of his ability on any questions concerning coons,
and I take this opportunity to profit by his offer. I am
interested in coons and the study of hibernation, but
have not had Mr. Lathrop's advantages of observation.
And here let me say that I never objected to l^b:. Lath-
rop's "practices." The authority for that statement rests
with the intelligent compositor. What I said was in re-

lation to the premises from which Mr. Lathrop argued
that coons catch rabbits, If Mr. Lathroyj had followed
up the track of the animal— coon or what not—that killed

the rabbit and found it in reality to be a coon, then 1

should have had no difficulty in believing that coons eat
rabbits; but since Mr. Lathrop did not mention killing

any coon the day of his discovery, the proof of his asser-
tion did not seem to me above question,

I know perfectly well that coons do not go into a state

of hibernation at a given time to remain so till the season
is over; that they do not conform to an orthodox calendar
of feasts or fasts, but I have seen it stated that when they
come out on warm nights during the winter they never
eat, and my experienoa has heretofore confirmed this,

I have tracked a nwmher of coonB this winter, but at no
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time did I find any indications that they were in search

of food or had eaten anything. If Mr. Lathrop will teJl

what lie knows ahout coons eating during the intervals of

hibernation, I will be very much obliged. Were his tame
coons kept in a warm place, or were they allowed to shift

for themselves, and if the latter, would they accept food y

I made a careful post mortem on the last coon I killed

this winter, and found the stomach empty except for a
teaspoonful of a muddy sediment. The bowels were
closed with a considerable quantity of excreta, which
was in cylinders, hard as slag, and almost metallic. This

coon had traveled from his den tree several miles on the
two days immediately preceding its capture, and had un-
concernedly passed abundant rabbit sign.

I always imagined a coon did not care much for cold

weather so long as he had an abundant suj)ply of fat on
Ms body, and only stayed in his den in the very coldest

weather of the early winter; but that later, wheri the fat

supply was burned away, he took advantage of his ability

to hibernate to save himself from an otherwise almost
certain death.
To hibernate an animal must be in a peculiar state,

with circulation almost nU, and if it eats one warm day
how will it be prepared for the cold snap that comes the

next ? The digestive jjrocess necessitates a free and rapid

blood circulation , and 1 should think considerable time
would be required to regain a state of torpidity.

Hahtfohx), March 21. Jj_B. BURNHAM.

HOW TO DESTROY PRAIRIE DOGS.
LEAVENWORTH, Kansas, March 16.—Editor Forest

and St7'eam: In your paper of the 13th inst. I notice

an inquiry by "J. H. B.," Punkapog, asking how prairie

dogs can be kept out of a sheep pasture.

On the open ranges poisoned grain is used, wheat, corn

and oats. The grain is poisoned by soaking it in water in

which strychnine and arsenic are dissolved, and the solu-

tion sweetened with sugar to disguise the bitter taste of

strychnine. This method, while killing a great many, is

not always successful; and there is danger of poisoning

the stock, as the grain (about a tablespoonful) is placed

on the ground near the holes.

If the land is inclosed and valuable, or the dog town
not too large, the following method is certain and free

from any objections, except as to cost. After three years
experimenting I think it is as cheap as the work can be
done—costing from 3 to 4 cents a hole.

Procux-e a carboy (50 to lOOlbs.) of bisulphide of carbon,
which will cost wholesale from 15 to 18 cents a pound; a
half-dozen rolls of cheapest cotton batting, an oil can
(which keep closed when using), an old pan, and last but
not least a hoe or spade, with which to cover up the holes.

Then with an assistant visit the dog town except when
the frost is in the ground. Take a roll of cotton batting

about the size of a base ball and saturate it with the
bisulphide of carbon and throw it instantly into the hole

and at ones cover up the hole with dirt air-tight.

To do this work properly requires two persons, one to

make the ball and saturate it and one to attend to the
coveriner. Boys can do the work as well as men when
once ^own.
The way it works is thus: The bisulphide of carbon is

very volatile and instantly forms a heavy poisonous gas,

heavier than air, which sinks to the bottom of the hole
and then poisons the dogs. It is perfectly safe and harm-
less in the open air, and there is no danger attending the
use of it. I am informed that it is liable to spontaneous
combustion, and should therefore be kept outside of

buildings and not handled near a light. Its fumes while
on fire are dangerous to man. I use the oil can for con-
venienc e while working, refilling when necessary, and
the pan is to catch the waste, which I use on the next
ball. Be sure and keep corked air-tight when not using,
or you will find yourself minus the carbon. A pound
will be enough to use on six or eight holes.

- G-o over the town regularly, covering all dead as well
as live holes, and in a day or two revisit the town and re-

peat where necessary. If there are two or three holes
near each other be sure to treat all of them, as they fre-

quently connect. The owls will frequently uncover the
holes, so it is not to be taken for granted that at all un-
covered holes you have failed.

The above method wds tried on a dog town on the Uhl
& Carney ranch, in Burton county, Kansas, in the spring
of 1888, and a town of over a thousand holes annihilated
by two men in about a day and a half. I and my brother
went over it again two days afterward and found that
not more that fifty holes needed attention. It is on this

ranch that the American Coursing Club hold their annual
jack rabbit chase. E. L. Carney.

Whistling Up a Woodcock.—Dolores, Colo,—Snow
bound; no mail for a week. Have read up on back num-
bers of Forest and Stream, and am now wondering how
a close observer can venture the opinion that woodcock
do their wliistling with their wings! Most hunters know,
perhaps, how easy it is to imitate the call of a "scattered"
quail, in order by his response to locate him, or call him
to you, which can be done. Well, in like manner I have
called woodcock to me. The bird on the ground, wings
motionless, running toward me, as it whistled its response,
I did this often for myown amusement, and once to prove
to a skeptical old fellow who knew it all that I could do
it, and of this latter occasion I still have a living witness.
I further believe that none of the woodcock's whistle comes
from its wings.—JOHN J, Harris.

Another Flyifc4 Squirrel Pet.—The Cedars, Oak-
dale, Long Island.—I have read with much pleasure the
interesting articles on the intelligence of the flying
squirrel. Memory carries me way back to early in the
fifties, when in one of my boyhood outings in West-
chester county, I captured a young flying squirrel, and
carried it home, where he grew to be one of the most af-
fectionate and intelligent creatures I ever saw. When
playing with my companions on the block in Twenty-
second street, I would let the little fellow free; he woiild
roam through the tops of all the largest trfies, and on to
the roofs of the houses, his range being the length of the
whole block. I often, while engaged in my play, forgot
about him, but he never got lost; all I had to do when I
wanted him was to call " Bunnie," and in a short time he
would appear sailing from the roof of a house or the tops
of the tallest trees, and land on my shoulder; and in a
twinkling would be in my coat pocket, where he always
loved to get. There was a dossen or fifteea boys, my

companions. I used to enjoy hiding out of sight in the
midst of the boys, and then calling to the squirrel. As
he came out of the air, not seeing me, he would light on
the nearest boy, and then spring from one to the other
until he found me and my coat pocket. 1 had him a long
time, and every one living on the block was much at-
tached to him. But alas ! he went the way of most all

small pets. There was a pretty little maiden living op-
posite, who used to come regularly to the house (when I

was away,) to play with Bunnie. One day he got in my
bureau drawer, as she supposed, and in shutting the
drawer the squirrel was jammed and killed. Many tears
were shed for the little fellow, not only by the little folks,
but some of the older ones too. That same little maid
afterward became the wife of Francis Endicott, so well
known to many of your readers. Years have rolled away
since those happy times, and Frank and his wife have
gone to that great unknown from which no traveler
returns.—Alfred A. Eraser.

Harlequin Duck at Cohasskt.—Boston, March 16

—

Mr. C. V. Barnes, while cooting at Cohasset, Mass., on
Nov. B, 1887, shot a harlequin duck (Histrioiiicas Mstri-
ouicus). The bird was an adult male and in fine con-
dition. This is the first instance of H. histrionicus hav-
ing been taken at Cjhasset.—E. H. Clark.

^^m^ md 0ntf*

The eull texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Qame Laws.

PRACTICAL TRAPPING.
I.—LAND TRAPPING.

FOR twenty-two years, off and on, I have trapped for
fur in the winter time. There are two great divi-

sions of trapping—land trapping and water trapping.
The latter, which is intended for the capture of beaver,
otter, mink and muskrats, needs the use of steel traps.
For trapping land fur we use dead-falls and twitch-ups.
There are many different patterns of these devices,

but the one I generally use is sketched in these illustra-
tions, one of which gives a ground plan and the other a
front view of the structure.
The letters will show how these traps are made, but I

will give a few words of general explanation besides;
The cross-stick, C, runs between two guiding doorposts,

D D, which are about a foot apart, and is heavily weighted
by the logs, W W, The bait-stick, B, is laid on the round

bottom log, L, and the cross-stick is held up by the trig-

ger, P, which is balanced on the bait-stick. Sticks are
laid on each side of the door posts, and also slanting
down from the cross-stick to the ground behind, so as to

form walls and a roof, in order to force the victim to go
in the door for the bait. The roof is weighted with
rock. Now, when an animal smells the bait he goes in
the door and gives the bait a pull. This throws the trig-

ger off and the cross-stick falls on the animal, who Is

thus crushed between the bottom log and the cross-stick,
while the weighted roof, which comes down too, helps to
keep wolves and wolverines from eating up the animal
caught or spoiling his fur.

The principal fur-bearing animals caught by land
trapping are the marten, the fisher, the fox and the mink.
Lynx, wolverines, and sometimes wolves are caught in
steel traps, though they are not water animals. Bear also
are occasionally caught in steel traps, and sometimes in
dead-falls, but this is not in the winter time, because the
bears "hole up" then, and they cannot be considered a
regular fxu- for the trapper. Many of these animals are
also taken by poisoning with stryclinine, but what I am
now telling about is the trapping of land fur in the most
ordinary and profitable way.
My trapping grounds have been in Oregon, Washington

and British Columbia, and my way of doing it is as
follows:

I start out pretty early in the season, say in August oj-

September, to look up a location where I think that there
is plenty of fur and that it will pay to put out a line of
traps. After I have found a section that suits me and
where the signs indicate that there is an abundance of
fur, the first thing that I do is to build a cabin—which is

to be my headquarters, where I intend to store everything
that I may need during the winter; provisions, fur, etc.

When the cabin is built, I start off in the direction which
seems most favorable, and, after prospecting a little, select
another spot about a fair day's journey from the main
cabin and build a second cabin. Then I build a third in
another direction and about the same distance from the
headquarter house, so that I have two days' journey
covered by my shelters. The two side cabins do not need
to be nearly as substantial as the main one, for they are
only intended to serve as shelters during the night; and
no great amount of time will be spent in them. Some-
times, when the country will admit of it, I build only two
houses, and make a circle of which these two houses are
on opposite sides of the circumference. This saves labor,
and, if the country if favorable, is a very good way.
When these houses have been built, you have to get

your bait. If there is a salmon stream near at hand

—

within a dozen or fifteen miles—you want to catch and
dry a lot of salmon. Dried salmon makes the best bait of
all. If you can't get salmon you must use dried meat, for
you can not be sure of securing fresh meat in winter, I
generally kill and dry deer for my bait, if I cannot get
salmon. When the bait is all dried and stored, it will be
time to get in your winter's provisions, and this is no

small job when you have got to pack it all in from the
water, a distance sometimes of from fifteen to twenty-
five miles. I generally take a simple prospector's grub
list; bacon and beans, coffee, sugar, tea, flour, a little
vinegar, and if I can get them, some dried potatoes; these
last are useful in keeping off scurvy. But I believe that
the best remedy against scurvy is rustling round. Hard
work and exercise are in my opinion better preventives of
this disease than most people think.
After you have packed all your provisions in to your

headquarter house, it will be about the first or middle of
October. It is now time to begin building your traps,
and you start out for one or the other of your two end
cabin?, blazing your way on both sides of the trail as you
go. You build a trap every two hundred yards from the
central cabin to one of the shacks, and then returning to
headquarters, build off toward the other shack. The
marten and the fisher, which are the moat valuable as
well as the most numerous of the fur taken on such a
line of traps, are animals about which but little is known
by most people. They are both weasel-like, inhabiting
the timber and very active. The marten is very quick
and active, and the fisher is lively enough to catch the
marten, on which to a great extent it preys, ;Both
aninjals feed largely on squirrels, mice, birds and on fish
when they can get them. The rutting time for fisher is
in March, but 1 do not know when their young are born,
nor whether they breed more than once a year. I know
nothing of the breeding habits of the martin. The fisher
from tip to tip is about as long as a good-sized cat, and
the skin when taken off and cased will often measure a
yard in length. The color is black, except for a sprink-
ling of gray hairs on the head, neck and shoulders of the
male. The tail is very bushy. The female fisher is
smaller than her mate and has less of this gray hair.
The marten is about the size of a mink, and in color is
yellowish brown with a bualiy dark brown tail. In the
high mountains and to the far north, the body color is
darker, and when you get in toward the Peace River
country they are perfectly black.
Until all your traps are built you set none of them. At

some time during three weeks of preparation you have
looked up some straight cedar for stretchers, that is, for
sticks on which to dry your fur, and have cot a lot of it
and brought it to the cabin and put it inside where it will
dry. A stretcher is a flat board about Jin. in thickness
and 2ift. long, for a marten, and about 3in, wide, taper-
ing to a point from about Sin. from the head end, so as
to run down into the small neck and head of the skin.
The boards are carefully smoothed and the edges rounded
so that no splinters should stick out to tear the skin. For
each of these boards two additional sticks are needed of
the same length, but about f Xiin. for the greater part of
their length, but tapering as does the larger stick from
the shoulder of the animal to the head. After the skin,
inside out of course, has been drawn as far as possible on -

the larger board, one of these sticks is shoved inside the
skin on either side, so as to completely stretch it. These
stretchers of course can be manufactured during your
evenings. They must be perfectlv dry before being used.
When your traps are ail made you start out with a load

of bait to set them. Your bait-stick must be sharpened
at one end and notched a little below the point. You
take a piece of meat or fish, say liin.xlin, a.nd thrust
the bait-stick through it up to the notch, so that the bait
cannot be pulled back, for of course the aniuia' cannot get
around to pull it off, and then set your trap. You ought
to be able to set the traps between your main cabin and
one of your side camp« in a day. When you start out
from one camp to another you always want to carry your
blankets, and provisions enough to last you for a day or
two in case you get caught in a storm and have to lie out*
When your traps are all set, you wait for a day or two

before visiting them again. The work of visiting the
traps is very exciting. Sometimes you will go along
nearly the whole line of perhaps a hundred traps without
getting a fur, but you are always expecting each further
trap to be sprung. On one trip I got thirty-six marten.
The traveling, after the deep snow has fallen, is done on'
snowshoes, and you drag a little toboggan to pack your
load. This is much easier work when the trail is once
broken than going on foot and packing loads on your
back.

The animals caught in these traps are always dead
when you get to them, and nearly always frozen, so you
jiick them up whole and carry the entire day's catch to
the end of the route. Sometimes weasels or mice will set
the traps off, and these animals are too small even to be
caught by the crushing stick, so you must simply reset
the trap. You always carry a supply of bait for resetting.
Some trappers smear certain kinds of strong-smelling

mixtures they call medicine on or near their baits to
attract the animals. This is especially common with
beaver. In land trapping, too, this is much practiced.
Among the various ingredients used at different times
are oil of rhodium, oil of valerian, oil of anise, alcohol
and the contents of the musk glands of the captured
animals, I never use medicine for marten bait, but for
catching fishers I nrb on the bait-stick a mixture of
alcohol, honey, and the contents of the fisher's musk
glands, preferring the musk glands of the female. These
glands are better medicine for this purpose than any
essential oils, but the juice when squeezed out and
bottled will not keep well, unless you mix alcohol with it.

The trapper's great enemy is the wolverine. These
fierce creatures tear to pieces the animals that are caught,
and sometimes tear down the traps themselves to get at
baits, for the wolverine is too large to fit in the door of
dead-falls. When I see a wolverine track I lay out some
poisoned bait near by, but these brutes are very cunning
about poison. On one occasion I tried to catch one with,
poisoned bait and failed, then I strewed a lot of unpoisoned
bait along with the poisoned, and the wolverine would
eat the good bait and let the other alone, Finallv the
idea struck me to poison some of the bait in the traps
themselves, and this proved fatal to the shy fellow.
When the catch is carried to the cabin the first thing to

do is to thaw out the bodies that are frozen; then they are
all skinned by "casing," that is by opening the skin across
the hind legs from heel to heel and pulling the skin inside
out off over the animal's head. The tail is skinned by
putting the bone of the tail in a split stick, pinching the
sides of the stick together and pushing the skin of the tail
off the bone. Then I run a sharp wire through the skin of
the tail and through its tip to clean it. The tail, of course,
is not turned inside out by this process.
The skin is then put on one of the stretchers I have
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already spoken of, with the fur side in, and stretched so
as to be as long as possible. Then the hind feet are fast-
ened to the stretcher, to keep the skin from shrinking,
and the skins are hung up to dry, Tney must be huug
by the head, so as to let the tail hang down straight, and
they must be hung as far from the fire as practicable,
that they may not bake and harden. Skins dried too fast
are said to be "burned" and are liable to crack and leak.
When the skins are partly dried they should be carefully
stripped of any flesh or fat that is sticking to them, and
they should be constantly watched and worked over
until they are thoroughly cured.
In this country we traj) until the first or the middle of

April. Anything you catch from Jan. 1 to April 1 is

prime and brings the best prices. During the last month
of this time you may Tery likely get a bear skin or two if

you carry your gun, for by this time they have come out
of their holes and their skins are now at their very best.

The winter, though not without its excitements, is a
long and lonely one, and the work very hard. For six
months you see no living soul and have only your dog for
company. Very likely, too, you may be poorly paid for
your time. I trapped one whole winter and only caught
four marten by my land trapping. After I had bfen at it

for a time I saw that there were no marten in the coun-
try, and as I happened to have two No. 4 traps with me,
I started trapping otter and caught thirty-seven during
the winter.
When the trapping is at an end, you begin to think of

getting your fur to market. The skins must first be got
out to your canoe, if you are trapping on the coast or on
a large river, or else out to some settlement. The fur is

made up into bales of a size convenient for packing and
carried out, a cache being made of your first load if you
have to make two or more trips. Then your canoe is

stowed and you set sail for your market, which on this
northern coast is generally Victoria, where the skins are
sold at auction.
Nothing definite can be said about the returns in this

business. Much depends on the skill and industry of the
trapper, and quite as much on the abundance or scarcity
of the fur. About the best winter I evt?r made in land
trapping was 20 fishers and from 180 to 190 marten. Be
sides this regular fur a man may pick up some odds and
ends by steel traps and poisnn; a bear or two, a few
wolves, perhaps a wolverine. Tiaese would bring in a few
dollars in addition to the regular catch. Then, too, a
man may have an opportunity on his way down the coast
to catch a few otter or bear or to trade for a few furs
with the Indians, but on the whole, even in the best of
years, a man got but small return for a season which lasted
perha]3s from the fiirst of August to the first of June,
Okanagan County, Washington. R. V. GripFIN.

[A second paper on "Water Trapping" will follow.]

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, III., March 19.—To-day ducks are in all

over the river country below us in thousands and
thousands, yea by hundreds. A wire from Cumberland
Lodge yesterday from Mr. Zeigner reports the shooting
good. Everybody who has crossed the Kankakee marshes
within forty-eight hours reports great quantities of game
in sight. Mak-saw-ba marsh is full of ducks. Mr. Lin-
coln has been wiring from the Undercliff , down on 8en-
achwine, that the outlook there was favorable, and it is

likely that to-day and to-morrow will be big days there.
Mr. Burton and several other shooters are awaiting tele-

grams, which they hope will summon them to Fox Lake
to-morrow. Word is up from Water Valley on the south
that the birds are there. In short they seem to be every-
where, and there is no doubt that the flight is now well
up in this latitude. Two days ago I saw a splendid bunch
of redheads which bad been shipped to T. D. Randall &
Son by the Dannells on Fox Lake. In the market alfo
the mallards are coming in now from the New Madrid
marsh and points in Missomi. We shall hear of some
shooting: at the close of this week in all probability.
Mr. Wolfred N. Low, one of the pillars of Chicago

sportsmanship, has been seriously sick for two weeks
with the very prevalent lung trouble. Mr. H, D. Nich-
olls, another of our notables, is also now lying at his
home instead o£ at his place of business.

:Mr. J. B. Clow and Col. Davis, director-general of the
World's Fair, are reported now absent in Florida on a tar-

pon trip.

Mr. R. B, Miller, a prominent fly-caster of Fox Lake,
is about to start for a trip to Texas, where I am afraid he
will find a good deal more than he can shoot.
As stated in the Trap columns, there is another pigeon

bill introduced in the Legislature, this time in the House.
It will probably get lost in the shuffle in the mix and
mazes of the great original deadlock Legislature.
Oar esteemed and venerable friend, the Tribune of this

city, is showing flattering signs of growth in its knowl-
edge of field sports, if not in rhetoric. Commenting on
the success of a certain politician in this same recent
deadlock, it mentions the fact that "two suckers were
jerked into the bosom of Democracy." Does the editor
of the Tribune still jerk fish into his bosom when he goes
fishing? It is very old fashioned.
But speaking of growth in matters of field sports as

evidenced in the daily press, which is the immediate
neighbor of the people, what a change there has been
since ten or a dozen years ago. The fellow with the gun
is coming into his innings. Witness the following from
a late symposium in which a number of the most promi-
nent thinkers, scientists and educators gave their opinions
or what the "perfect man" should be. Professor William
James, of Harvard, said:

"What are the cardinal points to be insisted on for the
more perfect development of the coming young man?
Out of a large number of answers to that question seems
to me that something valuable may probably emerge in
the shape of a consensus of opinion as to what the actual
young man in America most lacks.

"The young man of the sedentary and commercial
class in cities most lacks, as it strikes me, the wholesome
and manly sort of animalism which gives to the very best
of the youth of the upper classes so sweet a tone—the
sort of thing which comes from plenty of dealings with
the animal elements of things, as swimming, boating,
fishing, riding, tramping, mountain climbing, and camp-
ing out. It seems fair to think that the 'athletic move-
ment' may be productive remotely of great good in chang-
ing, little by little, the rather unmanly ideals of the 'mid-
dle claee.'

"

Another learned gentleman, none less than the presi-
dent of Clark University, Worcester, starts right out this
way about the perfect man: "1. Health is chief. Health
is absolutely of prime importance—not physical culture
merely, but right eating, drinking, bathing, breathing,
exercising, sleeping. In Germany they have thrown out
the classics to make room for hygiene. This was done
long ago in Sweden, Dyspepsia, bad teeth, nervousness,
and the seeds of phthisis are poor foimdations for a per-
fect man."
The growth of the man with the gun into a practical

prominence and into the most highly rational and scien-
tific indorsement has not been instantaneous. In other
words, the general press and the general tone of public
thought is now getting along toward where Forest and
Stream was ten or fifteen years ago. But as testimony
to the main exhortation I may say that more shooting
and outing material is now sold in Chicago than ever was
the case in any other year, while the fishing tackle trade
for this coming season will altogether distance that of
any pei'iod known before.

'•It is funny," said a leading gun and tackle salesman
to me the other day, "about the ideas our Eastern house
has in regard to this Western trade. Thoy think they
can sell a lower grade of goods here than in New York.
The exact reverse of this is true. I can not get enough
of the very highest grade of goods for my customers.
Chicago wants a higher priced and better grade of goods,
on the average, than New York does, and the sales of
our two houses, here and there, will demonstrate this."
I shall not add more, for it would be unwise to make
New York more jealous of Chicago than she is now.
Will "Scarlet-Ibis," or somebody else who knows a

whole lot, please tell us what is the best wading gear,
especially for angling? I can't find wading trousers
which don't leak, or lose their boot soles, or otherwise
cause grief. All these things are getting mighty im-
portant out here just about now, because the stir of the
spring preparations is beginning to be heard out here un-
mistakably. Every sportsman you meet now has a sort
of uneasy look on his face, and he is buying things.

E. Hough.

STOCKING OLD BAY STATE COVERS.
'"pHE committee on restocking of the Massachusetts
JL Fish and Game Protective Association is doing a
good work, and one that must result in good, unless the
best efforts of the Association to restore our game birds
are frustrated by some very unfavorable circumstance or
chain of circumstances over which the society has no
control. Nature may not work in harmony with this
committee, but its members have given Dame Nature
considerable study. At the same time the committee

—

John Fottler, Jr., president, Henry J, Thayer, secretary,
and Edward E. Hardy, treasurer, with Edward Brooks
and Outram Bangs as eiiicient members, have been labor-
ing earnestly in the work and gaining a good deal of ex-
perience that will be of good help to them in the future:
an experience peculiar and not laid down in the books.

It is a fact that the restocking of the country with
game, a most noble work, is deficient in literature, and
mainly experimental. The society has furnished the
means, bat the brains of the committee have been severely
taxed to do the work in tlie best manner. That they have,
in a great measure, succeeded, is more worthy of praise
than success much more replete can ever be in the future.
This committee has opened the way, and the work of the
future will be easy comparatively. In all the committee
has liberated about 2,000 quail in difl'erent sections of the
State, the warmer and seashore counties generally being
selected, while avoiding too close proximity to the cities.

Last year 800 were liberated, while the committee has
just finished the distribution of 1,200. One quail is left
of this number, a stray one that was found m the room
where the birds were received and repacked for distribu-
tion. The committee has found that quail will absolutely
die of starvation when food is plentifully scattered aboiit
them, the dead birds invariably being found with crops
and intestines completely empty. The quail have also
been found to burrow almost as successfully as the grouse.
They invariably return to the coop or cage that they are
liberated from each night, for some time after they are
set free. The idea is that it is the food scattered about
that draws them to the spot, but how the birds should be
able to burrow down into the snow and find the cage is a
fact that has interested the committee a good deal. The
snows have been heavy since some of the birds have been
put out this winter, and the fact of their burrowing under
the snow for several feet till the old cage was found, has
been observed by careful eyes.

The success of the quail put out in this State last year
is not a matter of doubt with the committee. That the
broods raised were very late is generally conceded, and
how well the youngsters will winter is a question. The
lateness of the broods is explained by Mr. John Fottler,
Jr., upon this theory, A few years ago he put out some
quail on private grounds, where there were no quail
previously. It was months before the birds became suf-
ficiently accustomed to their new surroundings to give
attention to mating and raising broods, and consequently
at gunning time the next fall the birds were i-emarkably
small. The committee is satisfied that the broods may
be expected to be late till the birds are m«re thoroughly
acclimated than it is possible for them to become in one
season. The committee is of the opinion that the quail
fared fairly well last year, so far as the gunners are con-
cerned, for the feeling was very good generally with the
best informed gunners, and the little half-grown birds
were not troubled. In Dedhara a covey of birds were
put out and were thoroughly watched by the gimners
that were interested. It was generally understood that
they should not be troubled till the open season, and then
the understanding was that it would be small business to

shoot the half-grown birds, A number of broods were
seen many times in the season, and it is believed that the
birds have wintered well.

The committee of the association has also succeeded in

obtaining about 300 pinnated grouse, or prairie chicken,
from South Dakota, and these are being liberated in Ply-
mouth, in suitable locations in Barnstable and Bristol

counties chiefly. These birds have borne confinement and
transportation so long a distance, remarkably well, only
a very few dying on the way. Some of the birds were
nearly starved on arrival, and unlike the quail, they
readily took to coi'n, even while in the hands of the per-

son taking them from the c-oops. Putting them down in

the midet of corn, they continued eating till eridently

satisfied. In a few days they became quite tame. They
were taken from the coops, on arrival in Boston, and
w-ere liberated in a large upper room hung with cloth a
little distance from the four wall-s, in order that the wild
birds might not injure themselves by flying against hard
substances. The windows also were first grated and
then covered with white cloth in the same way,
the cloth far enough from the grating that the
birds could not be injured by flying against it. In
this room the prairie chickens have actually become fat
and hearty while awaiting distribution. It' has been in-
teresting to the committf-e and other privileged persons
to watch the birds and listen to their notes. Some of
their notes closely resemble the chirps or clucks of the
barnyard fowl. The committee feels quite sure of the
success of the birds in the localities where they are being;
put out. In the first place there have been for time im-
morial a few pinnated grouse on Marthas Vineyard..
Then in all the localities where the birds are being-
liberated the wild rosebuds or seeds are very abundant
and the birds are believed to subsist on these seeds in
winter, when other food is covered with snow. Again
the land is much of it oak and scrub oak, and prairie;
chickens are noted burro wers after acorns. In summer,,
and in fact the greater portion of the year in the seashore
counties, the ground will be bare and food abundant.
Only one featui-e gives the committee much iraeasiness,.

and that is the possibility that the birds are immediately
to fall into snares. Snaring is now permitted the farmer-
boys, on their own land, but if this is continued, the
whole work of the committee will be in vain. The com-
mittee on fisheries and game of the Massachusetts Legis-
lature will, without any doubt, report a bill to prohibit
all snaring, and the Fish and Game Association will work
for its passage. Indeed, the restocking committee feels,
very confident that the bill will become a law. They
know of but one member of the Legislature that is really
opposed to such a law. This man is making some talk
about the rights of farmers' boys being infringed upon.
But the sentiment of the farmers' boys is one of so rnuch
gratitude to the committee, especially in sections where
the birds are being liberated, that they will urge their
fathers in the Legislature to vote for just such laws as the:
committee desires.

But the restocking of the State with game birds ia not
all that the committee has undertaken. The association'
has instructed them to obtain game animals and 150 great,
northern hares {Lepus canadenftis)), and set them free in
different locations of the State, a pair in each location.
The committee has also engaged 100 more, making 250 in
all. These animals they have little difficulty in obtaining.
They are caught in Maine and Canada, probably in box-
trap^. But the shipment is not an easy matter. They
will fight, and that too to the death. In the first lot one-
old buck killed four. One he "went for them" after the.
lot wei"e taken out of the boxes they came in. He seized
his antagonist, and with a few hard bites the under dog-
was finished. The victor drew away, but seeing a little

motion he again bit the dying hare tremendously. This;
he reppated several times till not a motion was to "be seen.
The committee ordered the hares packed separately -as i

they "would fight." The shipper left the work to his:
boy, and he did pack them separately. He put each hare^
into a separate compartment, separated by inch boards
and so narrow that Mr. Hare could not turn round. But
the fellows are tough and they came through all right.

Special,

WILD GEESE.
LAST fall I saw one goose, high np in the sky, %ing'

southward, uttering a cry which sounded peculiarly
wild and forlorn. I always scan the sky closely in sj-ring
and autumn for the migrating wildfowl, which fairly
draw the heart of a gentiine hunter out of his body after
them as he watches them drive steadily and swiftly along
in their high flight. With all my looking last autumn 1
saw but the one solitary goose. There would have been
nothing remarkable in this in some parts of this broad
land. But I live just now in eastern Illinois, in the very
center of what was once an unequalled highway for all
waterfowl. So recently as fifteen years ago they passed
over this region in vast numbers. This part of Illinois,
was thickly dotted over with swamps and shallow ponds.
Leaving the IMississippi River at Cairo, the chain of ponds
made the duck and goose highway from south to north
in the spring, leading up to the Calumet region, then to
the great Skokie above Chicago, and so on up to the
countless Wisconsin lakes and the waters of the far north..
What has wrought the change? I do not think it

entirely due to the breechloader and the game dealer.
But let me shift over on the other foot and say that the-
common belief out this way is that brother Hough isi

right, in supposing that game dealer has something to
answer for in this direction. However, the game in this-

particular region has gone because the farmers have-
honeycombed the soil with tile. The swamps and ponds
are all gone. There is hardly water enough in whole'
counties to attract a duck's eye or wet a goose's foot.
Fine farming country, getting to be a superb chicken
country, but the wildfowl are gone. The poor goose that,

leads oft" in this article had a cry that was not only lone-
some but sounded as if the poor fellow had not had a
chance to wet his throat for a long time. No game laws,
will ever bring back the ducks and geese to this country.
Word came this morning, from a friend living on the

Illinois River above Beard.stown, that the spring flight
was on in good shape. But alas, that invitation, from a
royal fellow, cannot be accepted this season. It will not
make much dift'erence in the quantity of the game that
will get by to breed in the North, for I never made very
big bags on my best shooting days. But it will make a
big hole in the pleasure of one man's life—my own.
P.VXTON, 111., March 18. RlCHARD Gear Hobbs.

A large flock of wild geese were in this vicinity March
11. Four separated from the main flock and dropped into
a wheat field inside the borough limits. One man tried
a shot at them with his rifle, but shot under; they rose,
ended and came down about the same spot. He tried a
second shot and again shot pnder. This time they went
up the creek about a mile, where the balance of the flock
were. We believe they left before the boys secm*ed any
of them. Quail and grouse have wintered well; two or
three fine coveys of the former being reported in this

vicinity recently. H.
Wtamtsisg, Pa., Mwch 16,
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SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
FORE-WORD.

To the Gentlemen iclio visit the Maine Woods:
When Capt. Drew, the genial '

' Kennebecker" of the
Boston Journal, wrote up hia cruise to Australia, in order
to get as long a start as possible, he went back to his trip
to Trout Brook on the Passadumkeag; and so in writing
on game matters I have begun by telling of the region
round Nicatowis becaiise that is" supposed to be as far
away as anything can be from a wholesome love of what
is lawful. That I have not told you what you expected
to hear from that place, may have caused some specula-
tion, and what I shall say will perhaps cause more; but
whether you agree or not, hear me out. It is not an easy
story to tell, and it is impossible for any one person to
present all sides. I speak for the side which never has
been told and for tlie peojjle who cannot speak for them-
selves. If I make mistakes or misrepresentations, the
road is open for both their criticism and yours. I would
request, however, in advance, that critics sign their own
names and place of residence, since otherwise discussion
will not greatly help the matter which needs mending.
I ask your patience. What I have to say cannot

be said so that all will take it kindly, and I must seem at
times to speak bitterly, for I speak the thoughts of my
people. Nevertheless, I have been at some pains to put
these things as mildly as possible. I have written all the
sketches previously published that you might be the more
willing to take my word for what I shall now say, thus
saving the bitter retort to facts, names, and dates'. And
I have chosen to treat it historically rather than polemi-
cally, because unless the statement of the facts is con-
vincing, no amount of argument will be.
Those of you who have been in the country of which I

have written, know that I have told the truth; those who
have not been there but who know and love the woods,
can tell whether my observation is exact, my eye correct,
whether I know what I have claimed to know. I only
ask those who have credited what has been said to believe
what will be said. I know this a great deal better—was
bred up to it from childhood, have studied it these three
years and held my peace, have strengthened my own
opinions and observations with those of the best informed
men in the State. Now after aU that I have seen and
heard and written down, I prefer to let these papers on
game rest entirely on my own credibility. I only ask
you to remember that I do not always undertake to ex-
press my own views ; that I am not writing what ought to
be, but what is,- that though I may sometimes seem to
misstate facts, I am only undertaking to tell what is gen-
erally believed here, which whether true or false, influ-
ences public opinion; and that when our opinions differ,
I am talking about matters concerning which I know
more than most of you possibly can know.

I shall not undertake to exhaust any subject nor to tell

all 1 might tell, rather to give such facts as appear to me
be.st to represent the subjects treated; but, if I tell some-
thing of deer hounding, the cause of the warden-murder,
the effects of the Graves case, the Jock Darling case, and
other much disputed mattei's, is it agreed that for the time
being all foregone conclusions are set aside, and these
subjects are looked at from the standpoint of the people
for whom I write? For we are at a crisis in game matters
here, so serious that great caution in action and full free-
dom of discussion are the. only means of our delivery.
Few dwellers in our cities and larger towns can be aware
just how matters stand, and it is harder yet for those out-
side the State to comprehend them.

I am speaking for the farmers, lumbermen, explorers,
guides, hunters, and all others of the section hereafter to
be described who may be classed as our rural population.
I am addressii% those who visit the Maine woods, which
includes many of our own citizens with the many from
outside the State; but more particularly the gentlemen
who visit the Maine woods—a much smaller class, whom
it may be hard to separate from the "outsiders" and
"sports," so-called, for whom no great regard is professed.
If 1 do not seem to distinguish the two, understand now
for all that the present company is always excepted, and
that you and I are the people who never broke a game
law;—at least I am sure /never did, and if you have done
so at any time to meet your necessities for food we will not
quarrel over that, knowing that as we say, you did it

'•reasonably." I have the honor to extend you a hearty
welcome, irrespective of the money you have spent on the
guides you have hired here. If you have come and pad-
dled your own canoe, as some of you have, so much the
better. If you have not hesitated to help the guides with
the camp work and on the carries, it is to your credit.
Your welcome here never is gauged by the "money you
leave, for the people whom I represent above all other
things judge and prize a man for what he is.

Fannie Pearson Hardy.

I.—WHO OWNS THE DEER?—PAESIER SPEAKS.

SOOEATES had just oome from his easy conquest over
Euthydemus, when Agelasus, one of the rabble, came

up to him.
'•I would like to ask you some questions, Socrates," said

he.
"It would be more to your advantage if I questioned

you, AgelfBus," returned Socrates, seating himself on a
curbstone; -'however, if they are profitable questions I
will answer them."
"Indeed they are profitable; they concern my moral

duty to my neighbor and that of other men to me. I ask
to be instructed. I am a farmer, Socrates, and the other
day my goat broke her corral, so to speak, and put for
neighbor ^polus's garden, where she ate up all the win-
ter cabbages which he was intending to sell at the Pry-
taneum at once and a half the market price—supplying
government, you know; cabbages are cabbages this year,
and the archons have all they can do to get enough to
keep the visitors from Sparta in Spartan broth. It is

about as cheap as anything after aU, and seems palatable
to them."

"It does not become such as you, Agelseus, to talk
politics," remarked Socrates, ''What is your point?"
"I want to know must I pay for those cabbages?"
"Certainly."
"But I shut her up all right, and the old idiot broke out

without my connivance or cognizance, all on her own
hook. Am I to blame for that?"
"Yes."
**Then aman must pay for damage caused by his own

"Certainly."
"That's just what I wanted to find out. ^polus, you

see, keeps sheep and lets them run loose. It was only
yesterday that they got in among my choice tomatoes
and trampled them up so I must sell out the whole thing
to the canning factory for ketchup at a big lose. Mustn't
he pay mef"

"Certainly."
"But he won't."
"He can be made to; the laws see that all such injuries

are redressed. It is the part of the good citizen "

"It is your part to answer, Socrates; you've had your
play, now ante. If the laws shouldn't touch this case,
would I be justified in kilUng them until he took care of
them?"
"No; for the law provides thattheowner must pay such

damages, as I have already told you, and it wiLl make
him care for his cattle."

"That's just what I want to know, Socrates, for we
haven't got to the end of things yet. There is a herd of
deer which come every night and trample down my beans
and buckwheat. Unless that is stopped I am a ruined
man, I shall have to come on the town. Will the State
stop that, Socrates?"

"It cannot. These are wild creatures."
"But the State owns them?"
"Certainly."
"And they have come into my field and trampled down

my crops—my beans, too; 1 had both white and black.
This new ballot system, you know, requiring a fresh
bean at every ballot to prevent fraud was going to make
a big call for beans. I know of three or foxrr election
rings formed already to get around it, with all sorts of
devices for making an over-count, I was expecting to
make large sales. Now, will the State pay me for those
beans, I want to know?"
"Of com-se not."
"Weren't they destroyed by the deer? and doesn't the

State own them?"
"Very likely, but the State will not pay."
"Mustn't the State pay for damages caused by its

property?"
"O, AgeliBus, you are a clown and a rustic, and for

aught I know a fool also not to imderstand that the State
has peculiar privileges, peculiar rights—

"

"Ha, the State! I have heard you talk about the State
before, Socrates, you have queer notions about the State;
but it seems to me that the State, which is so rich and
powerful, ought to be at least as honest as the private
citizen, and else pay damages or keep her cattle fenced
in. I want to know what I can d® about these deer spoil-
ing my field of beans."

"If you wait till October. Agelajus, the State will allow
you to shoot them, three of them if you know where to
go and whom to go with. This should be ample pay-
ment."

"It seems to me I have heard something before now
about a bird in the bag being worth two on the snag, and
meantime my crops are spoiling. That kind of business
won't keep a man in sandalia not to speak of chitons."
"But the State is wise and understands—

"

"It's a poor kind of a State in my opinion, Socrates,
that doesn't pay any attention to us farmers. I pay my
taxes and I own a share in those deer if any part of the
State is me. Are they all to be saved for the guests from
Sparta so that the tavern keepers of Athens may have
geese to pluck? But while we are talking of these
matters I would like to know whether other States than
Attica own the game in their countries?"

"Indeed they do, Ageleeus—Bceotia and Argolis, Phocis
and Arcadia, the whole of them in fact."
"How is it, then, if our deer go into Bceotia? Or if

their deer come here? Or, indeed, as sometimes happens,
if the whole tribe migrates from one State to another?
Can they kill om- deer because they have strayed across
the boundary? You would not let me do that to my
neighbor's sheep. You said that he was responsible for
them. Do we pay the Boeotians damages? And how is

it if theu-8 come here? Are they subject to our laws or
do they still obey their own? I would like to know
these things, Socrates."
"O, Agelasus, I am puzzled. I am floored. You are a

dolt I know, but you do ask hard questions."
"There is one point more. If this game belongs to the

State and the State prescribes certain days on which it

may be sacrificed, as it were, I suppose that the State does
it impartially, so that all the citizens may have an equal
chance. It belongs to the State wherever it is, and at
these stated seasons is free to aU."

"Certainly. The State strives above all things to be
impartial."
"Then it is not permitted one man to capture and hold

alive any game animal^that he may keep it for his own
pleasure or sport, and de^jrive the other citizens of their
shot at it? Indeed I know it is not; for Penes, a neighbor
of mine, who is a poor man, caught one a week ago in-
tending to make a pet of it, but Thersites informed of
him and the ofiicers made him release it,, saying that it

was not legally captured,"
"I heard of that, Agelasus."
"But Plutus and Crresus, who live near the Academe,

have a whole park full of them—it is what I think they
call a preserve—and what is more, they have special laws
passed prohibiting any but themselves and their friends
from killing the creatures, so that they are no better than
licensed butchers in spite of their aristocracy. But I
would like to know whether they really own these or
whether the State does, and by what rights they obtained
the privilege. Did they pay the State for them, or are the
deer sold with the land like a kind of prize package busi-
ness, in which they run their risks of something or
nothing, a prize or a blank? But if it was by the beans,
why should not I who am a bean grower—

"

"Keep thyself from the traders in votes and from things
above thy understanding," interrupted Socrates, "As for
these, Dolus is their lawyer and craft is in him. I con-
fess that I do not understand these matters. But it seems
to me more the part of the good citizen to cry up the
majesty of the State and the infallible justice of her laws
than it is to dabble in dirty broils about dumb animals.
For myself, I will return to my work of asking questions
and training the youth to answer me with sense and fit-

ness."
"Go your own way, old Soc," replied Agelaeus. "If the

laws won't adjust my grievance and don't undertake to
be consistent, I rather think I can settle the matter my-
self. I pay my taxes, I vote, I serve in the militia, 1

my duty as a citizen. If the State won't either shut up
her deer or else pay for the damage they do, I'll take my
pay in venison whenever I can get any. That's all to-
day, Soc." Fannie Pearson Hardy.

IOWA GAME BIRDS.
WINTERSET, Iowa, March IQ.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Twenty years ago this was an ideal
coimtry for feathered game. It was the natural home of
the prairie chicken and the quail. A country of rolling
prairie with dense thickets of hazel and oak along the
many streams, it furnished cover for untold ntimbers of
both chicken and quail. It was an easy matter to load
up a wagon with prairie chickens, even with our indiffer-
ent dogs and muzzleloading guns. The number of
chickens one could bag came near being a question of
how fast he could load and how well he could shoot,
But the pot-hunters and the market-shooters, the quail
netters, the excessively wet seasons that followed one an-
other year after year, the plowing up of the prairie grass,
the change from rail fences —in the corners of which
many a Bob White made his nest—to barb wire, the
heavy snows for a succession of winters, came very near
exterminating both chickens and quail. During the
whole of 1883 I saw but two quail; and a party of five of
us with fair dogs and guns, in a two days' hunt, bagged
six chickens and flushed but eight. So far as local shoot-
ing was concerned wing shooting became one of the lost
arts, the dogs were sold and the sportsmen became pur-
suers of rabbits, or contented themselves within taking a
shot at a squhrel in a treetop, or a sneak on a stray duck
that dropped down to take a rest in his northward flight.

So far had the extermination of game gone that when I
returned from a short residence in Nebraska and brought
with me a well broken setter, for two years I enjoyed the
distinction of owning the only bird dog in a county
twenty-four miles square and containing 17,000 people.
But in 1884 Iowa went dry both climatically and legally,

but as a success the climate beat the prohibitory law all

to pieces. Ever since then the hatching seasons have
been nearly perfect and the game has increased wonder-
fully. The mild winters may have something to do with
it, for the cornfields were the resort of many chickens
driven down from the north by the heavy snows. In
September, 1889, with Hamilton Lee, going after a covey
that we supposed was the only one within a radius of four
miles, we flushed not one covey but three in the same
field. We foimd another in the field adjoining, and one
in every field we tried. Most of the shooting was in the
corn owing to the short stubble, but still we got fair bags
every time we went out. Last May and June were
almost perfect hatching months. There were no storms,
scarcely any rains, and the nights were warm and dry.
The coveys of both chickens and quail were unusually
large and the birds strong and vigorous. On Sept. 3,
Dr. Eobert Davisson and I, over the same country that in
1883 we found no birds, cracked the limits of the Iowa
law—twenty-five to the g\in—almost before we knew it,

flushing eight coveys in one field of cat stubble. Mr. Lee
and I the week following bagged fourty-four in an even-
ing and morning, and in October on the "Iowa Home-
stead farm," in Adair county. I killed twenty-two in one
small field in about an hour's shooting.
The birds have come back. Of course not in such

numbers as they once were, but there are enough of them
to afford any man who likes shooting well enough to
wade through wet corn, tangled stubble and high rosin
weeds a fair day's shooting, and with the continuance of
such seasons as we have had they vrill become still more
plentiful. Along every hedge row and in every hazel
thicket there is a covey of quail, and the winter was mild
enough to let them come through fat and strong. With
good weather in May or June the number of Bob Wnites
in the fall will exceed that for many years.

A. G. GOSHORN.

TEXAS HUNTING AND CRUISING.
CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex.—The country in the vicinity

of Corpus Christi abounds with game of every de-
scription; deer are frequently killed within five miles of
the city, and are very plentiful within a radius of fifteen
or twenty miles. On what is known as Flower Bluff, ten
miles from the city, wild hogs are numerous and afford
great sport to the hunter, while an occasional panther or
wildcat and scores of coyotes give the tenderfoot sports-
man many opportunities to test his nerves.
During the winter season the small fresh-water ponds,

which are frequently found on the islands and sandy bot-
tom lands along the coast, are covered with wild ducks
of every deecription, while the wet prairies along the
coast and in the interior are the feeding places of thous-
ands of wild geese and brant, which make this their win-
ter home. The various kinds of snipe and curlews are so
abundant as scarcely to attract the attention of the gun-
ner, who generally goes for the larger game. Wild ttu--

keys are very plentiful in the brush and timber along the
streams, while quail are so numerous that many are fre-
quently seen in the gardens and streets of the city.

A glance at any good map, or at the coast charts, wiE
show what splendid facilities are here afforded the
yachtsman and canoeist, especially those who desire to
spend a winter vacation cruising in the Siinny South.
Matagorda, Lavaca, Espiritu Santo, San Antonio, Aran-
sas, Copano, Corpus Christi and Nueces bays, and the
"Laguna Madre'" form a connected system of inland (salt)

waters, extending along the coast for hundreds of miles,
teeming with fish of every description known to southern,
waters, including the highly-prized tarpon, while oysters
of the finest flavor may be had for the taking, and, as
the islands and shores at almost any point along these
waters furnish deer, turkeys and other game in abund-
ance, a cruise in these waters offers advantages unsur-
passed even by the inland waters of the Georgia and
Florida coast.
Good hotels may be found at the various towns along

the coast, including some very fine ones at Rockport and
Corpus Christi, and the prices charged are moderate, so
that a sportsman can live well here at much lower cost
than at other mere frequented resorts, J. S. P.

Illinois Geese.—Lexington, III., March 14,— The
eese have made their appearance. JVIr, Chas, Scrogin
iUed two on the 13th less than a mile from town; they

were fine birds. Grant Preble and I were out on the 7th
and bagged 128 rabbits In six hours,—W* W, G.
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ANOTHER POWDER TEST.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On Feb. 26 last you published a few tests that I made

with my Colt hammerless IS-gauge gun, which Danne-
felser has changed from a full ciioke to nearly a cylinder-
bore. The teat I made then was witlg. Lyman" expert
powder and dead shot, black powder. Since then I have
had numerous requests from shooters to try my gun with
Schultze and E, C. powder; so to satisfy the numerous
readers of Forest and )Stream I had Von Leugerke &
Detmold load me some shells with those powders, using
the usual trap chai-ge, 42grs. of each powder, with l^oz.
No, 6 chilled shot.

The day was clear and cold, in great contrast to the day
I made the other test, which was very damp. I used the
same kind of paper and penetration pads that I used in
other test, aiud shot at -lOyds. on the same range. After
shooting i made a 30in. circle, selecting the best pattern.
While the patterns were not as good in percentage as the
other test, there was very little difference in the penetra-
tion, but taking the distribution of the shot on the paper
I find the E. C. powder gave the most even pattern, while
the Schultze patterns were very spotty, the patterns of
the E. C. run more even, and I should prefer the E. C. to
the Schultze for best general results. I only shot 8 shells

of each powder, and selected the best 4 of each to get the
average.
Without any interest in any one powder, other than to

get the best results for my gun, I have yet to find from
my numerous tests the equal to the Lyman powder, for it

always makes the best showing, not only in pattern but
in penetration also, and good distribution.
Powder test, day clear and cold, distance 40yds., E. C.

powder, 42grs., t^oz. No. 6 chilled shot:
Right barrel, pattern 187 (71 per ct.), penetration 27 sheets*

166 (63 per ct.), " 21 "

Left " " 176 (06 per ct.), " 26 "
" '' " 176 (66 per ct.), " 31
Schultze powder, 42grs., l^oz. No. 6 chilled shot:

Eight barrel, x>attern 163 (61 per ct.),penetration26 sheets,
" *' 181 (68 per ct,), " 26

Left " " 163 (61 per ct.), " 28 "

" " " 159 (60 per ct.), " 25 "
' E. A. SUMiMERS.

* Three shot.

THE INDIANS AND THE GAME.

IS it not time that active steps be taken to prevent the
wanton destruction of game by IndiansV To-day

sportsDien have no rights that red men ai-e bound to

respect, and red men have no legal limitation upon either
season or quantity. They want trout. The mountain
stream is dammed; the waters are turned out upon tlje

grass; the Indians pick up what fish they want; the rest

perish.
In the days of muzzleloaders deer had a little chance,

but now, with Winchesters of the most approved pattern,
the Indian is nothing if not a wanton murderer. He is

too lazy even to tan the hides. He takes them, just as
they are ripped from the carcass, and barters them for
cartridges with which to continue his work of destruc-
tion. Sometimes the skins are traded for Avhisky.
An expei'ienced, careful hunter, who never kills one

deer more than he needs for meat, told me that this fall

he had foimd 300 fat deer that had been skinned by the
Utes and then left for the crows and coyotes to pick. Not
one particle of meat had been taken. A year ago, in

Circleville Canon, only tweh-e miles away, a little band
of Utes hemmed in a bunch of fat deer and killed every
one, taking only the hides. In the bunch were 80 does,

and the slaughter amounted to the destruction of not less

than 150 fawns. Now, under such existing circumstances,
how is the preservation of game possible? These cases
require immediate and decided action on the part of all

huaters and lovers of legitimate sport, and I believe that
if Forest and Stream would take the matter in hand, it

would prove a powerful factor in rapidly bringing about
the desired result. Either confine the Indians to their
reservation or else make them subject to the same laws
and penalties as the whites. Call a halt! Shoshone.
Utah.

ST. LOUIS NOTES.

ST. LOUIS, March 21.—The Coots fishing bill which I

noticed two weeks ago, has now passed both houses
of the Missouri Legislature and only needs the Governor's
signature to become a law. Under the old law, seining
and netting of fish was allowed during evei-y month of
the year except April, with nets of not less than 2in.

mesh. Under the new law, seining is absolutely pro-
hibited except as stated in a x>revious issue of your paper.
The author of the bill, Mr. John W. Coots, writes me that
while the law is not just what was wanted, yet it was the
strongest that could be passed at the present session of
the Lescislature.

The Hawkins game law has passed the lower house
and is now before the Senate. It is very strict in its pro-
visions, and prohibits the transportation or marketing of
game at any season of the year, and makes it a misde-
meanor for any transportation company to carry game at
any time.
The Sc. Louis Coursing Club will give its first meeting

of the season a week from Sunday at the fair grounds.
Thirty jack rabbits have been received from Nebraska
for the purpose. This sort of sporting is of a kind that I

hope will never become popular. It is too much like

chasing a chicken around in a barn yard. All true sports-
men should frown upon such clubs as this.

Duck shooting during the week has been very good.
They struck in here freely the fore part of the week. The
trouble with the shooting grounds is that there is too
little water and too much mud, so that it is difficult to re-

cover ducks even when killed. One of the members of
the Kidd Lake Club bagged a dozen snipe the fore part of
the week, but as a general thing snipe have not yet put in
an appearance. The heavy rain of the middle of the week
will greatly improve the shooting gi-ounds. One of the
members of the Cuivre Club was fortunate enough to bag
half a dozen wild geese.

Early Yellowlegs.—On Saturday, March 21, Mr. W.
Duryea saw in a swamp near H iverstraw, N. Y., on the
property of Mr. T. G. Peck, a flock of 13 yellowlegs and
2 cmlews. No English snipe had as yet been seen there,
but no doubt they are on now.

Dead-Bbats.—There is a class of men in this city and
State that by its acts brings into discredit and disgrace
every individual who delights in the pleasures surround-
ings hunting and possesses the disposition to pursue this
pastime in a thoroughly honorable sort of a way, without
infringingupon the rights of others or occasioning property
owners any annoyance. The class referred to is made up
of dead-beats, unprincipled individuals, drunkards, fel-
lows who think it is smart to commit some offense against
the peace and dignity of the State, taking every opportu-
nity when they go out into the woods to damage some-
body's property. It is this kind of people that tear down
walls, leave gates and bars open, set woods on fire, tram-
ple down grass, steal fruit and hens, put charges of shot
into cattle and dogs and violate innumerable laws of right
and humanity and decency. For the scoundrelly actions
of these fellows men who respect the law and are careful
not to injure in any way the property of people have to
suffer. It is always gratifying to learn that one of these
vandals has been caught in some act of depredation and
made to suffer the penalty of his offense. Such was the
case a few days ago with|three Manchester fellows who
went over to Gofftown after rabbits and shot a higly-
prized dog owned by Peter Hanley. The killing of the
animal was deliberately and cold-bloodedly done, and by
chance a neighbor of JNir. Hanley's happened to hear the
culprits talking over and laughing about their mean and
brutal act. He informed the proprietor of the dog what
had occurred and that gentleman immediately took steps
to secure pecuniary satisfaction for his loss." The horse
that conveyed the rascals from the city had been left at
Mr. Hanley's house and by this fortunate step the dog
killers were compelled to come to terms, for Mr. Hanley
would not allow the horse to be removed from his shed
until he had been paid |10 and received as security for
$25 more a gun belonging to one of the trio of scamps.
For several hours a wrangle of words continued, but Mr.
Hanley, armed with a stick of cord wood, held possession
of the horse and sleigh and at last got the price of his
dog. Tiie inhuman scamps several times sought to get
away and once came very near doing so, but Mr. Hanley
grabbed the horse by the bridle and his wife got the gun,
so that finally, when these disgraces to the title of hunter
left for home, Mr. Hanley had obtained his recompense.
The fellows unsuccessfullly sought to make Mr. Hanley
believe that the person who killed his dog was one of a
party of hunters that was pursuing a fox in the vicinity.
The names of these brutes ought to be made public and
if any information comes to the Mirror again of either of
them being engaged in any act of a like or kijidred nature
they will all be exposed to the publicity that they richly
deserve.—ilfanc7ies^er (iV, H. ) Mirror and American.

Autistic Snipe Shooting.—A few days ago Capt. T.
H. Hyman, a great lover of dog and gun and rod, came
by my store and left word for me to be ready early in the
morning to go out for snipe. He was anxious to try his
new lO gauge hammerless Parker. When we reached the
snipe ground it did not take us long to get out guns and
put on rubber bootsj and in a very short time oirr guns
began to ring out. I shot at one about 50yds. The bird
fell and on going up to it I found it sitting up apparently
unhurt. I cautiously reached out and picked it up. It
made no move till I touched it, then it fluttered and strug-
gled. I examined it to see where it was shot but could
find no shot mark whatever. I was puzzled and soon dis-

covered that it could not see. I thi-ew it up in the air, it

could not fly but would sail slowly down. I gave it

another close examination and this time was rewarded by
finding a small red spot on the top of its head. The skin
was not broken. The shot had paralyzed and blinded it.

The Captain came up, and I showed him the bird and told
him that was the latest and most artistic manner of shoot-
ing birds, and was mitch preferable to the old way of fill-

ing the bird full of lead, and I advised him to learn it. I
have hunted a great deal but never saw anything like
that before. Snipe are very scarce in this section. We
bagged 21 that day.—Yeldarb.

The Springfield Club.—Damon N. Coats and A. B.
Wallace have returned from the Canadian winter camp
filled with enthusiasm for the free and restful experiences
possible in a region where the steady cold gives high zest
to living. They saw caribou, one roving band of the big
creatures coming within 200ft. of the camp, but the
campers are guiltless of bloodshed in this connection.
Edward S. Brewer tried a few shots at the caribou, but
of course he was too tender-hearted to take fatal aim.
When it came to trout, however, the party dropped all

sentimental scruples, and a sample of the efficiency of
Mr. Coats in this line may be 'seen in E. C. Barr's win-
dow to-day. The beauty weighing 41 bs. shows up a pound
less than the largest caught last year. Mr. Coates, by the
way, spient a full month in camp, and Mr. Wallace agrees
that winter is the time to enjoy most in that locality

—

snow-shoe walks of 20 miles a day, for example,

—

Spring-
field (Mass.) BepuUica-ti, March 18.

The New Jersey Non-Resident Tax.—New York,
March 19. —Editor Forest and Stream: I notice in last
issue a very important statement of a bill passed by the
New Jersey Assembly in regard to non-residents taking
out a license and paying $1 for same and $1 to the clerk
who makes out the paper for him. I must confess that
as a son of an old resident of New Jersey I am ashamed
of this. Is it possible that the people of New Jersey for-
get that New York and other Scates open their doors for
all? Jersey people seem very willing indeed to visit the
Catskills and Adirondacks, and there shoot and fish as
they like without paying for a license, and why is it that
New Jersey should act in such an ungrateful manner
toward residents of other States? A movement of this
kind will prove a verv foolish and expensive one for
New Jersey.—H, C.JW\

Crust-Hunters' Hard Luck.—Eutland, Vt., March
14.—The Forest and Stream has an item this week
suggesting that sportsmen undergo with Impunity severe
hardships. They do; but recent events have shown that
the way of crust-hunters is hard. Two men from New
Hampshire were after deer over here in Vermont. They
got lost, and were badly frost bitten. One of the hunters
has had both feet amputated, and the other man may lose
one of his. They won't crust-hunt any more this winter.
This is a case where Natm-e took the law into her own
hands; and Nature is sometimes an tmrelenting dame.—
Whiielock.

Monroe County Association.—Rochester, N, Y.,
March 15,—A meeting of the directors of the Monroe
Sportsmen's Association was held last week, Thursday,
and very flattpring reports were offered from parties to
whom quail had been consigned, in regard to the condi-
tion of the birds. The subject of stocking the public
streams in this county and adjoining ones with game fish
was discussed and definite action will be taken at an early
date. The membership of the association is steadily in-
creasing and among the names are noticed many of the
most prominent business men of this city and vicinity.
A scheme is on foot to trap a large number of English
sparrows and hold a mammoth trap -shoot using these lit-

tle pests for targets. Doubtless this scheme will receive
the support of many who would not subscribe to all the
other tenets of the association.—Osceola,

Maine Deer.—a Maine correspondent tells us that he
never saw the deer so plenty. He saw two last week and
could have shot them both. The buck had the largest
antlers he ever saw.

Long Island Snipe,—Oakdale.—I bagged . the first

brace of English snipe March 13.

—

Alfred A. Eraser,

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of
the Game Laios.

TROUT IN WEST VIRGINIA.

AT the approach of April and May, the most desirable
season for fronting in the beautiful mountain

streams of West Virginia, I am filled with the peculiar
sensation experienced by all lovers of the gentle art, and
until that time I will be constantly reminded of happy
days spent amid scenery wild and too beautiful to be
marred by any attempt to picture with the pen. Imagin-
ation alone can do justice, and I will only state facts in
my j)leasant exjierience.
Leaving Ronceverte station, on the C. & O. R. R., our

party first reached the ancient town of Lewisburg, the
county seat of Greenbrier, where our stay, though brief,
was made very pleasant, for we met some old and made
some new friends, and enjoyed the warm hospitality of
the good people.
This is the blue grass region of West Virginia, and it

has been my experience that where you find blue grass
and cattle you will find a well educated, cultivated and
hospitable people.
The distance from Levs^isburg to the mountains is quite

a long day's journey, so we had so muster ourselves quite'
early in order to reach our proposed camp. When we
reach a sinall mountain known locally as Muddy Creek
Mountain, we leave the limestone belt and note quite a.

difference in the character of the country. After cross-
ing this mountain we leave the waters of the Greenbrier
River and soon reach the tributaries of the Meadow, a
very slow running stream, which is fed mostly from
Clear creeks, both Little Clear and Big Clear. After-
crossing Little Clear we continue our journey in a.

westerly course for a mile or two, when we reach Big
Clear.
These two creeks have a general southwesterly course,,

making quite a curve, but always keeping very nearly
parallel and quite close together, being divided only by a
very small mountain. These two streams^erive their
names and have always been noted for their clear, jjure,
beautiful waters, and tradition has it that they were
never known to be in the least muddy until the past few
years: even during long-continued spells of rain they
become slightly clouded on account of the byways and
paths made through the mountains by the rude foot of
man, which lead the muddy waters from the clearings
into the streams.
We are now at the mouths of these streams and at an

elevation of 2,o00ft. above sea level. Now picture these
streams dashing down over moss-covered rocks many
feet high, forming crystal cascades along which nature
has planted all varieties of beautiful ferns and flowers,
which she has seen fit to distribute in this particular
climate.
Well, we have reached our camping ground, and as I

had never experienced the joy and comfort of hooking or
tasting a trout, and as the sun was only just edging the dis-

tant mountain tops, which left me from one and a half to
two hours of daylight, for you must know that hemmed
in as we are here by the moiintains, we have a much
longer twilight than those on the lowlands or plains. So
I hied myself to the brook to investigate, while others
looked after putting the camp in order. To my great sur-
prise and joy, I was soon given a chance to decide the
question which had long troubled me, "Is the trout all

that is claimed for it?" Verdict thus, it may be the
novelty of the first catch, or it may be the appetite, but
"They aa-e the stuft"."

Then I don't know much about "fly"-fi8hing and am
not very delicate in the manipulation of bugs, but I am
willing and trying hard to learn how: but these trout
just suit me, for you can use a fly or a bug, natural or
artificial, or a vulgar worm, and when your insects have
all gone you can just reach out to the nearest bush
(should you be fishing at that season) and take the first

blackberry or raspberry, and they go for all with equal
avidity. Should all of these ^ive out you only want to
catch one trout to supply you with plenty of bait, for
there is none better than the anal fin or the eye of the
trout properly adjusted to y^our hook.
In these streams the trout are abundant and attain to

good size, as they have a chance to become fully grown
and matured

,
weighing often lib. and sometimes l|lbs.

Usually they run from 9 to llin, long, but after fishing
several hours and out of a catch of forty to sixty fish you
will find eight or ten 12 to 16in. in length.
As all the brethren know, I will only state for the benefit

of the heathen, that the best mode of taking these fish is

to seek the headwaters of these streams and fish down.
These trout abound more plentifully way back in the
mountains, so near the source of these streams that there
is scarce water enough to float them, yet here are found
the best fish.

In fishing this way you can take double the number of
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fish, as they do not see you as you cast down just below
some large atone, where you find the constant washing of

the water has washed the stone away and left a beauti-
ful little pool juat below, where Sir Brook Ti'out delights
to lie in wait tor some tempting bug or berry.
Just drop something over to him and see if you do not

feel a drop on the tip of your rod.

The trout's mode of feeding is veiy similar to that of
the black bass, which abounds in the Greenbrier River;
that is, he is very quick to "catch on." I have often
amused myself by going off some 50ffc. from some pretty
quiet pool and watched the trout catch flies or any insect
flying just above the water, they leaping sometimes clear
of the water.
In these cold clear streams the trout seems to be gor-

geously colored and they are just too lovely, and I always
want to be taking them in out of the wet.

I want to say a word about the great enemy of the
trout in these streams and the great pest of the anglers
thereof.
They are known out here by the right name, for he is a

hellbender. Whether he is a serpent or a snake or an
alligator, or whether he has a scientific name or not, I do
not known, for I hope he is not known anywhere else in
the world. He attains to a length of 14 to i6in. and looks
like a young alUgator or a big lizard, and is of an ugly
dark brown color.

Little Clear Creek is about 10 miles long and Big Clear
about 18. They rise in the Greenbrier Mountains, in
Greenbrier county, W. Va,, and both are good trout
streams. Other fishes in these waters are chubs, suckers
and stone-toters. Hominy Creek, a tributary of the
Cherry, which falls into 'the Gauley, is a fairly good
trout stream. _The trees of the region include hemlock,
yew pine, poplar, chestnut, linden, ash, oak, birch and
beech.
The scenery in this country is suflSLcient to induce the

lover of nature to return should he never catch a trout

—

but I promised not to spoil it by an effort at description.
LoiJG Isaac.

OUR TROUT PRESERVE.

ABOUT two years since, my brother and myself pur-
chased a large tract of land some twelve miles from

here. Most of. the land was covered with second growth,
affording very good cover for rabbits, partridge and in
some seasons woodcock. There was also a small house,
which, in the days of staging, had been a wayside inn, a
barn in tolerable state of repair and a sawmill. The mill
pond and the stream emptying into it were the chief
attractions to us. The brook started high up on the
mountainside and flowed through wood, pasture and
meadow land, over falls and under its banks, beautiful
itself and an ideal trout brook. For years this stream
had been noted for the large number of trout annually
taken from its waters, but continued and persistent fish-

ing had sadly reduced the number of fish and taken away
much of the pleasure of former years. From the pond,
however, with a fly one could, at most any time, take a
few fine fish.

Our object was to protect the brooks and pond, as well
as we could, from the market-fishermen and from those
whose greatest enjoyment seems to be to bring in a large
basket tilled with fish, no matter how small, and boast of
the great number they catch. The land was well posted,
but we gave all our friends a standing invitation to fish
whenever and wherever they pleased, provided only that
they w ould put back into the water all trout caught less
than tiin . in length. It was a beautiful drive to the brook,
througii the woods for most of the \N-ay and past two
charming ponds. On the avera,ge during the season once
every week we would drive out after lunch, cast a fly
for one hoiu' or so, generally catching eight to twelve
trout of fair proportions, and return home in the twilight
hours. We had hoped the number of trout would in-
crease and that during many years to come we might
enjoy the w^eekly outing, not so much on account of the
fisn which we might be able to catch, but on account of
the pleasure derived from the clear fresh air, the scenerv,
the drive, in fact, from all the factors which make life
out of doors, whether in pursuit of fish or game, so ben-
eficial and enjoyable. Our anticipations were, however,
soon overthrown; as fast as we could put up notices they
were destroyed, the house and barn w^ere repeatedly
broken into and nearly every window was demolished.
But the climax of all was the damage done to the stream
as a stream for the preservation or maintenance of trout,
One Monday early in July, as we approached the place

about two o'clock in the afternoon, to our dismay we dis-
covered that there was no water in the pond. Upon ex-
amination we found that some person or persona had
raised the gate, and what was formerly a pond covering
several acres was now only a small stream without the
least signs of any trout in it, but worse, for here and there
was a small pickerel. If whoever raised the gate had only
been wise enough to have lowered it when he had ac-
complished his purpose, we might never have known of
it, and would probably always have wondered at the sud-
den scarcity of trout and the sudden appearance of
pickerel, for during the time the gate was raised small
pickerel ran up from the larger stream just below, into
which our brook empties.
From the best of proof the pond was full at five o'clock

the evening previous, so the time in which the deed was
done was limited to about 18 hours. We offered a large
reward for evidence sufficient to convict whoever did it,

and notified all the proper officials in the vicinity, but
there was a wonderful ignorance about the matter. To
be sure everybody said it could only be one person (a law-
less sort of a fellow who spent most of his time fishing,
hunting or trapping for market), to be sure he was seen
in that neighborhood about the time of the occurrence, to
be sure he sold a very large amount of fish immediately
after, and many other small things pointed to that one
person, but no ofiioial would proceed in the matter with
the evidence obtainable.
We repaired the damage done to the dam, and last

spring placed in the brook 10,000 small trout obtained
from the State hatchery. These trout were doing finely
late in the autumn, as we took pains to look after them
whenever hunting in tJiat vicinity.
This spring we intend to place as many more fish in the

brook, and hope to be able to again have good fishing for
ourselves and our friends in our own stream and pond.
There seems to be a feeling of resentment against any one

wj|0 ttien to preserve fish or game in this locality, and ail

seem to work against his efforts; and also, the majority
of people cannot understand how any jjarticular person
can claim ownersliip in a fish or garae'bird.
Besides the market-tisherman, poacher, stealer of fish

or whatever you would call him, there aremanywho will
fish all the day long and save every identical fish they
may catch, and in the daily paper of the following day
you will read, "Yesterday over there Mr. So and So
caught ninety-nine fine trout." There are others, how-
ever, who are content with a moderate number of fair-

sized fish, and who get as much real enjoyment out of
the ride, the views, the lunch and rest at midday, as they
do out of the actual time spent in fishing.

If we could only persuade the former of these two classes
that if they would only be satisfied with fewer fish now,
in coming years they might continue to enjoy their favor-
ite sport; but that unless something is done fishing for
trout will be only to the favored few who can possess
their own brooks and afford to fully protect them.

W. H.

DO NOT DROP THE ROD TIP.

OF all the cranks known to man since Adam "knew it

all," there are few that equal and none excel a
fisherman. Let three or four gather together at the
corner grocery or club rooms, it matters not which, and
immediately the diversified hobbies of each will bubble
up like the phantasies of the "Wimodaughsis." They ac-
cept no man's ipse dixit. The experience of each is, per
se, the only safe and perfect way to success, and while
extended and practical knowledge would lead most iier-

sons to put by the bad and accept the good, you can no
more harmonize the views of these men than you can
hope to harmonize the views of the governors of the
States of New York and Connecticut; and each remains
happy and contented in the ways he has acquired.
Now, while such noted writers as HenshaU and Hal-

lock, and Wells and Gi-een and others do not always en-
tertain the same views of doing the same thing, they
seem in some instances to have accepted certain vagaries
as foregone conclusions; and they lay down as an axiom
that when salmon or bass leap from the water in their
efforts to free themselves from the hook, "the tip of the
rod should always be lowered," on the supposition that
otherwise the fish may fall on a taut line and wrench the
hook from its hold.
With great respect for the opinions of these writers and

others, as one of the aforesaid "cranks" I beg to state, it

has been my experience that dropping the tip of the rod
under such circumstances is of all the most fatal way,
and will cause more fish to escape than it will save; and
while no man can or ever has saved all fish that may be
hooked, I have found it a surer way when there be an
indication of a bass coming to the surface, to place the
rod near the water, the line taut, in the same position you
would lay a half hoop on its side. Nearly the entire
line is thus under water, you lose no tension nor spring of
the rod, and if the fish leap there is no slack, nor can he
fall on the line.

If a bass go to the bottom and remain in one place,
with a short, quick, tremulous pull of the line, you may
rest assured he is availing himself of some friendly rock
or stone to detach the hook from its hold.
No hesitancy now, to bring the fish from his position,

or in nine cases out of ten your hook will come back to
you as placidly as a spring flower is swayed by the air
of a summer morning.

There, reader, a "crank" has touched the button, you
must do the rest. Try it. Oneovem.

ANGLING RETREATS OF MAINE.
IV.—THE MONSON LAKES AND PONDS—CONTINDEP,

ONE of the most popular resorts for the angler in this
entire region is the Twin Doughty ponds. A ride

of about two miles from Lake Hebron in a northwesterly
direction over the highway known as the "lake road"
brings one near the summit of "Doughty hills," where is

one of Maine's now famous "abandoned farms," and
which was once the humble home of one of the early
settlers, Uncle John Doughty, and for whom the places
thereabouts are named. He no longer tills and toils on
these sloping and rugged acres, but has joined the invis-
ible throng who have passed over the dark river. He is

not there now to gruffly warn trespassers to ' 'keep off
that grass" and to direct them in someweat stentorian
tones how to take the most feasible, which is the pasture
path to the wilderness, which surrounds the fishing-
grounds.
The long-used walk and well-trodden path is visible,

however, which soon leaves the withered pasture with
its meek kine and continues through a forest and some
swampland to the shore of the first jiond. The distance
from the Doughty farmhouse is less than a mile.
The first pond is not generally as certain for fishing,

but the trout are rather larger than in the other. A walk
of a few rods in a well defined pathway brings one to the
Westerly Doughty Pond. Both are in a wilderness un-
changed since it was fashioned by nature's own hand.
A brook of clear pure water wanders down the decliv-

ity between the two, and by its side many anglers have
built lodges and camped while enjoying their sport. This
is called Cold Brook, and near it are charming places for
a sportsman's temporary outing. Only spotted trout in-
hibit these waters, and they always take the fly during
the months of July, August and September.
Monson Pond, sometimes called" Goodale," inhonorof

an old inhabitant, is the second largest jjond in Monson,
lying on the south side of the Elliotsvilie road about two
miles from the village.

The " Thompson Ledges " are high and ragged bluffs
on its east side, under the broken brows of which in fifty
feet of water the lake trout fishermen have at times
great success, often capturing some very large ones.
Spotted trout weighing from one to five pounds are

also taken there with both fly and bait. An eminent
divine, of Portland, Maine, for many years until his de-
cease, a few years since, could always be found during
the summer months with rod and reel, enjoying sweet
communion with Natm-e at this beautiful retreat,
Moores and Meadow ponds were also among his favorite
resorts. Eighteen Pond, thus named because a part of it

is in lot No. IS, in the east half of Monson, is about the
size of Meadow Pond, and is well filled with spotted
trout above the average in size. It is about three-quar-

ters of a mile from Monson Pond in a southeasterly
direction.

In a due north course from Lake Hebron is an old
wagon way, known as the "Savage Road," which now
termin.ates at the farm of Chandler Watson, formerly
known as "The Moores Place." It was in the more primi-
tive times the only and mam traveled way to Moosehead
Lake. It was over this road that Seba Smith traveled,
many years ago, when he was a famous author and wrote
sketches of this section of Maine for his book entitled
"Way Down East,'' which once delighted many American
readers. This road then crossed the Spectacle Pond out-
let, where were mills and a small hamlet of settlers. The
road has since been legally discontinued and adandoned.
The old mill has rotted and tumbled down and the

farms have been forsaken. Where broad fields of silken
grain once waved, and where the busy sounds of life and
industry was once heard the poplars and firs now mingle
their whisperings to each other with the murmurs of the
sparkling stream which winds its way through a rocky
and mountainous country to the larger water-ways below.
The weird ruins of an old burying ground alone remain

to remind the tourist of the scenes of those days. The
only permanent habitations tliere are those of the deer
and caribou.
This old way can now be used with backboards for a

mile beyond the Watson farm.
In the immediate vicinity of this road are the two

McLarigu ponds, the Moores, Bell, Lillie and Ward ponds,
all of which have the spotted trout. The angler who
visits them all will find it a matter of great difficulty to
determine which is the most delightful or which one
affords the most satisfactory sport. This entire northern
portion of Monson is a vast natural park where the scen-
ery is wild and magnificent. It is a succession of meadows,
hUls, valleys, gulches, bluffs and ravines, all covered with
verdant forestry.
Among them all is a perfect network of brooks and

streams, cataracts and cascades, ponds and small lakes.
Thatcher and Curtis ponds are also in this park in an

easterly direction.
The finest and most enchanting view that one gets from

any point in the whole of Monson is from the summit of
Horner's Hill, overlooking the village and a wide stretch
of country hfe, a boundless forestry. Lake Hebron and
numberless other lakes and ponds. The height of this
hill is 300ft. above Lake Hebron, or some over 1,300ft.
above the level of the sea. J. F. S.

MoNSOTN", Me.

ANGLING NOTES.
THEEE has been a great increase during the last

season or two in the number of anglers who have
visited the Yellowstone Park. Many of them have been
somewhat disappointed in the fishing, not because there
are not plenty of trout there, but on account of the diffi-

culty in getting reliable information as to the proper
localities in that wild country of immense distances.
Most people in that section will inform the visitor that

he cannot kill the black spotted trout with artificial flies,

but must use grasshoppers or some other bait equally diffi-

cult to obtain. But he need pay no attention to this ad-
vice, let him stick to his flies, and if he is anything of a
fly-fisherman he will have no trouble, provided he selects
the proper kinds.
The following information furnished by Mr. F. W. Foos,

an experienced angler and excellent fly-fisherman of this
city, can be relied upon as being correct.
After the angler has rested himself from his long

jom-ney at the Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel in the Park,
let him leave word at the post office that he wishes to go to
Yancey's. The stage, which makes two or three trips a
week to that locaUty, will stop for him at the hotel bright
and early, and he will have a fine drive of twenty miles
that will repay him for the rough journey. In five hours'
time he will arrive at Yancey's Httle hotel, and will be
able to get some good fishing the same day within a short
distance of the house.
When he tires of the fishing to be had there, where a

catch of 40 trout, weighing from 1 to 21 bs., is not unusual
in an afternoon's fishing, he can hire a horse or mule for
a trifling sum and go over the old deer trail back of the
house, to a branch of the Yellowstone, where 3 or 41b.
trout are quite common and even a 6 or 71b. fish is occas-
ionally caught. Perhaps Yancj' himself will go along
and try to show you how much better he can catch fish
with a pole and grasshopper than you can with yom- fancy
split bamboo and flies, as he did with Mr. Foos, only on
that occasion he was badly "left," as it was a good dav
for flies and hoppers were at a discount. The fishing on
this romantic stream is wild and exciting. The water
rushes madly between great boulders and over falls, and
when a big trout takes to the swift current there is fight-
ing enough to satisfy the most ardent angler. The fol-
lowing files have been thoroughly tested and may be
relied upon: Governor Alvord, dark-coachman, brown:-
hen, professor, royal-coachman, March-brown, jungle-
cock and brown-palmer. A long handle landing net of
good size is indispensable.

Early on the morning of the fu-st of Api-il people will
find the markets supplied with trout. They naturally
say to themselves. "How is this? These fish must have
been caught out of season." They forget that Rhode
Island and Canada supply many of these fish and their
laws allow fishing March 1. so that they can be shipped
to reach New York very early on the morning of the first.
The trout breeders on Long Island can also get their fish
to the dealers by daylight, so there is no reason to suspect
that these trout have been taken unlawfully.

The New York Recorder ia setting a good example by
publishing the kinds of game out of season with the
penalty attached in its weekly market reports.

Scablet-Ibis.

Mixed Metaphors. —Ex-Protector Drew pubHshes else-
where a letter which he states to be one he sent to this
office where it was refused publication. The printed letter,
however, is not the letter as sent us. It lacks, for one
thing, the choice characterization of a publ o official,
"who," Mr, Drew wrote, "is learning that public opinion,
can cut even through bristles, but, loathsome reptile like,
when trampled underfoot, in his impotent \N-rath, at-
tempts to strike his fangs at any object that comes before
his distorted vision." '

-
'
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SEALS PRESERVE THE FOOD FISH.
THE EXISTENCE OF THE FUR SEAL IS BENEFICIAL, NOT

INJURIOUS, TO THE SUPPLY OF FOOD FISHES FOR
MAN IN THE WATERS OF ALASKA AND THE

NORTHWEST COAST OF AMERICA.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In Census Bulletin No. 39, March 16, 1891 (Washington,

D. C), upon the "Wealth and Resources of Alaska,"
Superintendent Porter makes the following^ statement in
his letter of introduction to Special Agent Petroflf's report:

One of the most eminent rtiithorittes on Alaska recently stated
itastiis belief ttiat the salmon, cod, and herring lislieries of the
Territory would beenme of such immense value in the event of the
entire destruction of the fur seal, which now preys upon (he fish,

that its possible extermiuatlon is a contingency lliat need not ex-
cite serious aliirni.

As this subject of what influence the fur seal herd had
and has upon the supply of food fishes for man, is one
which has often been discussed during the last six or seven
years among ichthyologists and naturalists generally at
the Smithsonian Institution and of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission, it is not a nevr theme; but the verdict of experts
here is diametrically opposed to the statement above
made by Mr. Porter's authority as he quotes him.
Curiously enough, on page 8 of this Bulletin No. 39 ap-

pears the following significant suggestion by Special
Agent Petroff of the real and most destructive enemy
which these food fishes have to encounter:
The waters of Prince William Sound contain, perhaps, less fish

than other sections of the Territory, the most abundant species
being the dogfish, which seems to have driven away the codfish
and nearly exterminated the herring, upon which it feeds.

This is the same dogfish (Squahis aeanthias) that vexes
the soul of the East coast fishermen from Massachusetts
up to the Gulf of St. Lawrence; it is the same ill-favored
sea-wolf that these men recognize there as the most active
and deadlv enemy of the cod, lake and pollock. It is

none the less destructive in the waters of the Northwest
coast and Alaska, going as far north as the 60" of N. lat.

in Behiing Sea, and ranging as far south as Cape Mendo-
cino, coast of California.

It is especially numerous and voracious all through the
littoral waters between the Straits of Fuca and Kodiak,
and it feeds largely upon young codfish, from 2 to 6in. in
length, young saltaon fry and herring.
Now, what has mainly prevented these dogfishes from

so rnultiplying so as to produce the same result of ruin to
tlie cod and herring fisheries everywhere else in Alaska,
as is declared to be the case in Prince William Sound, by
Sppcial Agent Petroif, above cited?
Why, the fur seal. He is the chief and only pronoimced

hunter of the dogfish: man rejects all fishing of that
creature as unprofitable, except in a very small way for
its oil; but the fur seal regards the Squalvs as its especial
and most toothsome game, and feeds fat upon its plump
oily body, with soft gelatinous fins; bites the head off at
the nape and usually rejects it, because the teeth are sharp
and hard and unpleasant when involved in the slight
mastication that this animal ever gives to its food. Of
course, I do not deny that the fur seal eats cod, salmon
and herrings, wolf-flshes, eculpins and crabs.
A little reflection will-teach most men that nature has

kept a perfect system of checks and balances upon the
relative status of all wild life, and that when man steps
in to disturb that system of JiatUrai equilibJrium he gener-
ally makes a bltrader and strives biard to atone for it

afterward.
Of course, if we could protect the f-3od fishes of Alaska

from this dogfish, their own most uatm'al enemy, and
other enemies, as well as the fur seals can and do, then
there would be no argument on that score in fftvor of
saving these animals; but until we are equal to that task
it is best to let the fur seal life remain, without reference
to several other excellent and weighty reasons why it

should not be greedily and thoughtlessly exposed to the
positive danger of swift extermination by the hands of
unchecked pelagic sealers.

If your readers who are really interested in the subject
of the preservation of the food fish fisheries of Alaska
will turn to a recent report upon '-The Salmon and Sal-
mon Elvers of Alaska," by Dr. H. Bean, S, I'lsh

Commission, they will find in its pages abundant proof
rhat the chief enemy to-day, and its only one, to the well
being and perpetuation of this industry up there is man
himself, and that the seals cut no figure in the trouble,

Henry W. Elliott.-
Smithsonian iNSTirnTioN, March 20.

Landlocked Salmon and TRoai.—We have been
asked whether or not the landlocked salmon will inter-
fere with brook trout if x^laced in the same waters.
These two fishes are now associated in various localities

without apparent injury to either. In Sunapee Lake,
N. H., we have perhaps one of the most striking illustra-

tions of this fact. Here the brook trout is native and
the landlocked salmon was introduced in the early days
of American fishculture, and at numerous intervals
within recent years. The landlocked smelt was put in
also as food for the salmon and trout. The smelt has
multiplied exceedingly, and both the brook trout and
landlocked salmon are abundant and thrifty in the lake,
the trout attaining a weight of Gibs, and the salmon
14|^lbs, It is generally known that the landlocked
salmon and the winninish are identical. We described
in our columns of Sept. 18 and 35, 1890, the winninish of
the Metabetchouan. The first of these articles contains a
reference to the food of the fish, which in the specimens
examined consisted of small insects and insect larvge.

Mr, Dana has found the winninish in the Grand Dis-
charge with its stomach filled to the utmost capacity
with insects. The probability is, therefore, that even if

the smelt be not present in a body of water suitable for
trout and salmon, a plentiful supply of insects would sat-

isfy the appetite of the salmon and save the small trout
from destruction. To be on the safe side, if we were
going to associate the landlocked salmon with the brook
trout, we should at once supply the smelt as a food fish

for both species.

Great South Bay Tisues.—Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of March 19, " Scarlet-Ibis" calls attention
to the omission of the x-edfish and spot from my notes on
Great South Bay fishes in the last report of the New York
Fish Commissioners. The spot is mentioned on page 260
and the redfish was not included because I did not know
it had been caught in the bay, although the fish ranges
north to Cape Cod occasionally. Both Mitchell and De
Kay describe the redfish among tiie New York species.

Mitchell styles it the beardless drum and branded drum,
and DeKay calls it the branded corvina. Neither of these
authors names the Great South Bay as one of the locali-

ties for the redfish. I trust that " Scarlet-Ibis," as well as
other observers, will continue to note additions to the list

through the colums of Forest and Stream. The writer
knows upward of thirty species, besides twenty-two men-
tioned on page 341, which are found both north and south
of Great South Bay, and probably form a part of its

fauna.—T. H. Bean.

"Kelpie" says of the BooTi of the Gdme Lam that "it
is the most important contribution to sportsmen's litera-

ture which has been brought out of late years. It is a
remarkable compilation."

Mmmt
All communications must reach us by Tuesday

of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOQ SHOWS.

Marcb 24 to 37.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Massachusetts
Kennel Club, Lynn, Mass. D. A. Williams, Secretary.
March 31 to April 3.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New

England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Secretary.
April 8 to il.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Club, at Chicago, 111. John L. Lincoln. .Ir., Secretary.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhall, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.—Dog Show of tlie Southern California Kennel

Club, at Los Angeles.
April 28 to May 2.—Dog Show of the California Kennel Club, at
an Francisco, Cal. R. P. Rennie, Sec'y.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown KeJxnel Club, at

Youngstown, O.

WASHINGTON DOG SHOW. ^

THE veriest pessimist in dogdom must needs retire into
the darkest corner, for never has there been a year like

1891 from a dog show point of view. Unlike former years,
when blank ruin has faced most of the clubs holding shows
outside of the three large cities, success seems to crown every
effort, I thought Pittsburgh was phenomenal in the way
of attendance, but Washington was equally good, consider-
ing the price charged for admission, and especially the class
of people who simply swarmed into the Riding Academy
from Tuesday, March 17, to the end of the week. At times
it was simply impossible to move about, except with the
swim. Up to the time of our leaving the building, Thurs-
day night, about 6,000 tickets had been sold at half dollar
each, not to mention nearly a thousand at half price for the
rising generation. The class of people who attended were,
as might be expected, of the best, and most of the society
people .spent half an hour at one time or another "doing''
the dogs, and the elegant equipages which stood outside
went far to give the show the needed tone. The manage-
ment fully deserved the encouragement they received, for
they worked hard, and though most of them were novices in
show management, and this was very apparent the first

day, they soon fell into the routine and afterward matters
worked inore .smoothly. It would be well if clubs., and especi-
ally those which are new to the btisiness, would engage one of
two or three men who are professional superintendent.^, and
who, knowing most of the dogs and exhibitors and the num-
ber of attendants required, can at once put the show in
order. Ou this depends the celerity to a great extent in
which the judges get through their work. If the club mem-
bers are all helping a local superintendent to run the show
there is no one left to do steward work in the ring; and a
good steward is half the battle for the judge. The disin-
fecting in the ring was hardly what it should have been,
and the straw in the stalls did not seem, to get the attenticn
that is necessary to secure perfect freedom from ofEensive
odors. The president, Mr. Stiner, and the able secretary,
Mr. Webster, were conspicuous in their endeavors to make
every one feel at home, and they were ably seconded by the
bench show committee, Messrs. B. K. Goldsborough. .Jos.

H. Hunter, .John A. Hoffar, who also acted as superintend-
ent, and W. R. Traver. As I have already given your
readers in last week's issue the principal features ot the
opening days it is needless now to saj' much niuve. There
was .90me grambling among the sporting class exhibitors at
the way the field trial dogs carried all before them, and in
some instances not without csuse. The judgmg, owing to
the limited space allowed for judging rings, e.Ktended over
the two days, for it was 12 o'clock on vVednesday before Mr.
Mortimer could get down to regular work, 'though he
judged fox-terriers the previous eveniiig in an alleyway out.-

side the hall , and it was 6 P. M, on Wednesday before every-
thing was judged. Although Miss Whitney and Mr. Tracy
were the first to begin I will take the breeds, as usual, as
they are^found in the catalogue, but as many of the dogs
are well known my task becomes easier every week.

mastiffs—(JAMES MORTIMER).

In the absence of Sears's Monarch, Lady Coleus was the
only one present in the challenge classes. In the open
classes, with the exception of those from the Flour City
Kennels, the entries were chiefly local, and type \\as very
mixed. Most of the dogs from the above kennel, having had
an uninterrupted run of luck, will soon be in the challenge
classes, and there does not seem to be mnch of anything to
take their places. Illford Chancellor walked out as u.sual
with the blue ribbon without any trouble, his nearest oppo-
nent, Troopu, having a fair head, but is faulty in carriage
of ears and is inclined to be cow-hocked; Duke, third, is

rather houndy-headed, otherwise fau-ly well formed. .Jumbo
II. hardly deserved his three letters, he is long and flat-faced,
besides being too black. Of Tiger andNimrod, c, the former
is a bad one, leggy, long and narrow in head, badly-carried
ears, and the latter is .shipy-muzzled but deserved mention
for his bone. Lady Dorothy and Caution's Own Daughter
were placed as at Pittsburgh underthe same judge, the other
two entered were absent. Jefferson, first in puppies, is one
of the long-headed ones, and Sport, second, has only good
bone to recommend him, head and ears wrong. Stanley, he,
is very poor, and I am afraid the letters will raise false hopes
in his owner's mind. Mastiifs, as may be gathered from re-

ports of shows, are not improving in type, if I except those of
one or two kennels. The kennel special went to the Mour
City Kennels, and Trooper won that for best dog or bitch
owned in Washington.

ST. BERNARDS—(MISS A. 11. WfllTNEy).

The entries in these classes have a reflex of Baltimore with
several new faces froru the two Melrose kennels, which served
to increase the interest when the two kennels came up for
the kennel special, which as usual was one of the events of
the show. In challenge rough dogs, Hesper and Ben Lo-
mond, walked Into the ring again and went out in their
accustouied order, but this time Miranda reversed her Pitts-
burgh position and no longer played second fiddle to Lady
Wellington. An excellent class trooped into the ring when
open dogs were called. They filled the ring completely, so
much so that it was almost impossible to move them. Mr.
Sears showed Sir Bedivere fjid Lothario, and Mr, Moore,

Alton and Lord Melrose. They divided the honors between
them. Sir Bedivere scoring his second first with Alton a good
second. JSIeither are in their proper bloom. Lord Melrose's
size and well-formed head, albeit he is so faulty behind; could
not be denied for third place; Lothario, a nicely-formed dog,
though small, taking the reserve. Lion, third at Baltimore,
found the company a little too .strong, but gained the three
letters, and so did Bruce; both were described in that report.
Archduke also came in for vhc; has a nice head though
lacking in shadings, his body lacks depth and substance.
Count St, Vincent occupied the same place as at Baltimore,
he. Tantallon, c, is a white with brindle markings, bit
long in head and not in show condition; has good bone. The
bitch class was the strongest that can be shown at present.
Lady Livingstone and Lady Sneerwell occupied the same
positions as at New York, but Plevna was reserved for the
specials only. Republican Belle upheld the Baltimore de-
cision in the same company, with the exception of Lady
Melrose, who came in for reserve; she was- looking better
than at New York, though still short of coat. Another
from Pine Hill Kennel. Melrose Plinella, a new face, took
vhc. ; she is a nice bitch of good quality, eye and muzzle could
be improved, but is well off for bone. Lady Adelaide II. is

another bitch of excellent type, might be better in head, but
very good in body, bone, legs and feet, color a little too light.
Prudence and Pleiad, both vhc, were commented on at Bal-
timore. If Prudence could be fleshed up a bit she would
stand higher no doubt. Veda IL, he. , has a sharp, long, flat

face. An excellent class and handled with Miss Whitney's
accustomed ability. Count St. Vincent turned up the win-
ner in puppies, and that bitch with the terrible name, J. M.
S., for short, was put second, so friend Mortimer will have
to write it out once more. Lady Floris III., reserve, though
good in bone, is a bit fiat-faced and straight behind. Max
looks as if his head will be too long when matiu-ed. There
was a big class here, but no doubt this will be the last ap-
pearance of many of them in public.
In smooth challenge classes Cleopatra and Thisbe were

placed as named. The former stands the racket well. In
open dogs the judge reversed Baltimore awards, placing
Lord Hector over Adonis II., his Lordship's superior quality
no doubt catching his eye; Fritz, long in head and not
straight in front, was given third. Empress of Contoocock
had an easy win in the next class, and but for cxcejssive dew-
lajj she is an excellent bitch. Keepsake, second, was shown
in poor shape and Countess, wrongly recorded as second in
our last week 's list of awards, was given only c. She is brin-
dle marked and too .suipy in muzzle. In "smooth puppies
SwfiDhild, a little slack in back, nice legs but feet hardly
close enough, fair head, was placed well over Keepsake. As
already stated last week, Mr. Moore captured the kennel
prize. Best dog or bitch owned in Washington, D. C, V.
Petrola's Count St. Vincent. Best rough bitch owned in
Montgomery county, Md., J. M. Ford's Rose. Best smooth
dog or bitch, Jacob Ruppert, Jr.'s Empress,, of Contoocock.

BLOOUHOUND.S—C'JAMES MORTIMER).
In the absence of the Fair Haven, Vt., entries, Victor and

Judith, Jack the Ripper, who utterly belies his dreadful
name, took first in the dog class,

JTEWFOXJNDLASDS— (MISS A. H. WHITNEY).

Mr. Marshall is doing good service to the Newfoundland
breed by sending his dogs round the circuit, aud I trust that
the breed will be benefited by it, for though they are not
crack specimens, still they are 'of good and correct type, es-

pecially in coat. Prince Hal turned the tables on his sire,

Prince" George, who, though better in type of head, lost in
condition and coat. Albany Lass, reserve, and Troy Lass,
he, were at Pittsburgh. Rover Hildrop loses in head aud
coat to the others, and Rover is hardly the stamp.

tfREAT DAfTfiS— (,TAMES MOHTIMER).

Only two were shown, Pedro and Miuca Mia, and both
won in their das.ses. Mentor II. haviog died since the Balti-
more show, is quite a loss to hi.y owner, for hi: wa:; > ertainly
a most promising youngster.

GREYHOUNDS—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Gem of the Sea.son had an easj^ win in his clas.s. Hector,
.second, is prick-eared, none too straight in front, flat ritabed

and straight stifles. Sir Donald is better type, though his
feet turn in aud needs a little more rib, is heavy in shoulders
and tail not correct. In bitches Lady Clare won over Spin-
away, as the latter was shown too thin; Lady Clare is none
too healthy looking in skin, but Was here admitted by the
vet.,shevfas commented on at Pittsburgh, .Spinaway in
condition can give her points. Lady Ringgold, third, has
a nice head, is well-ribbed but too slraight in shoulder and
but for her temporary lameness would have beeu higher up,
no doubt. Trixie C. is only moderate and Ida i.s too long-
waisted. First was withheld in puppies and .'second went to
Hector, of no aceouut. Best ire;; honrd ovrried by a resident
of Washington—Dr. Snyder s ij&ny Hiagsi.jld. Best grey-
hound-'A, W, Pui-beck's Gem rit th^- Season, Serond best
owned by a resident of Washington—E. L. Piarber's Hector,
In Russian wolfhounds Ivan won, beatin,i<- Iv.in r.omanofl;,

both are well kovvu. Prokaza, though hardly iu good .'^hape,

was alone in bitches. She can beat either of the dogs.

DEERHOUXDS—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Some old faces turned up here, Mr. Thayer sending down
Robber Chieftain and Clansman, Breck Allen, who won at
Baltimore, winning second to the former and beating the
latter, with Wallace, vhc, loses to all in head, bone and
coat. In bitches the well-known Wanda beat Theodora,
both from the Lancaster Kennel.

POINTERS— (J. M. TRACY).

These classes showed up well, and the field trial elemeiit
was well to the fore. Robert le Diable was placed over that
sterling good pointer King of Kent in challenge heavy dogs.
In bitches Belle Randolph was alone. Open dogs had a big
clas.o, and a very small ring made it a difficult matter to pick
out the best of a rather indiff'erent lot, as far as bench-show
form goes. Graphite proved the winner, and Nick of Ion was
called up for second, he was at Baltimore; Glen Morgan,
thii'd, has also been described; and Trinket's Chief, Jr., vhc,,
loses to Tory White, reserve, in head and quality; Duke of
Richmond, vhc, is big and coarse; Von Littlejobn, c.,is a bit
long-cast, light in eye, but head nicely formed, pasterns
faulty. Tempest must have been overlooked. In bitches
Woolton Game was well ahead over Bev R., commented on
at Baltimore, and so was Cicely, third; Queen C. is rather
dish-faced and was in poor shape for showin.g. Iu challenge
light-weights Duke of He.ssen was ea.sily ahead of Tribula-
tion, and Spot Sting was outclassed, Rosa May's nice head
caughtthe judge's eye for first place, though she loses to
Queen Fan in body; Stella B. a good third. In open class

dogs Rip Rap, though as a field dog he has few supei-iors, is

not a bench show dog, and his poor head, light eyes and
pasterns are enough to defeat him, against such dogs as In-
spiration, Flockfinder, and others behind him. Inspiration
was given second; Prince Don, third, is a new one, is well
ribbed and stands well all round, eye too full, and muzzle
snipy. Bing of Kippen, vhc, is well known, and
Daniel Derondu, who is throaty, hardly straight enough
in front, has a fair body. Rock II., vhc, is too much
cut out before the eye, is heavy in shoulder and a bit straight
in stifle. Maid of Kent, a bitch of nice quality and a good
Eerformer in the sedge, won in the bitch class. She has
ardly enough depth of chest, is a bit long cast, not right

in front, head might be better, eyes light and is faulty in
.stop, is well ribbed. Fan Fan, "second, has fewer faults,

though is faulty in head, but is better in front and body.
Eva B., third, is only fair—faulty in head and front. Delta,
vhc, I did not see» Bloomo IlL, though showu a bit above
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herself, Is a nice stamp, with a fair head; she has a well
ribbed body and good loin, is straight in trout and should
certainly have been higher if not the winner. Lizzie Porter,
he, F.rst at BaltiitKire, vras certainly badly treated; she has
been desciibed, beats the winner in head, body and letjs.
Lassie Bang is too open in feet and straight in shoulder.
Pnppy doKS saw Fritz the winner; is too long and narrow in
head, otherwise fair. Second prize withheld. In bitches
Trixie R., faulty in muzzle, has a had light eye, bub nicelv
formed body. Nellie Staunch, second I did not see, nor yet
Staj", reserve.
Hempstead Farm Kennels took the kennel special and

their Woolton Game special for best bitch in the open class.
Best bitch j)up sired by Robert le Diable, F. S. Webster's
Nautilus. Best dog or bitch sired 'by Dick Swivellcr, J, E,.
Purcell's Nick of Ion. American Pointer Club special for
best pointer with two of his get, King of Kent with Maid
of Kent and Rip E.ap. Best dog under 551bs. owned south
of the Ohio River, Charlotl^esville Kenuels' Rip Rap. FOR-
EST AND Strbam subscription: best pointer owned iu Wasti-
ington, F, S. VVebster's Prince Don. Best ttiree or more
with a held trial record, Hempstead Farm Kennels, with
"Woolton Game, Robert le Diable and Duke of Hessen.

ENCrLISn SETTEES— (J. M. TRACY).
In the absence of Cincinnatus, Sir Tat ton had a walkover

in challenge dogs. The bitch class had no entry. A class
of twenty-two next puzzled the judge. Roderigo, carrying
his years well, was put dosvn for hrst, he is well known, Roi
D'Or, that won one of the Lorillard medals iit Lexington.
N. C, coming next, he is a bit snipy muzzled, has a'nice
skull and is well set in other respects. Tory Lieutenant, a
bit faulty in head, is well formed in bodv and legs. Edee
Mark, reserve, is faulty in muzzle, a bit long cast, and is not
ribbed up enough. Reverdy, vhc, was described at New
York. Dick Boy, he, is short in muzzle and out of coat.
Rayon, c, has been described before. Gath's Mark, tliough
large and a bit coarse, deserved some letters. In bitches,
Bessie Avent, second at New York, moved up one and took
the blue, followed by Annie F,, faulty in head, but nice
body, legs and feet. Nellie Ely, third, loses in muzzle and
eye, otherwise good. Anita, reserve, is a bit domy in skull,
is small-sized and nicely formed. Boscobel is short in
muzzle, also snipy. Dolly, c, is coarse. Puppies were noth-
ing to speak of. Best kennel. F. R. Hitchcock, Best dog
owned by a member of the club, J. H, Hunter's Nellie Bl.v.
Best in the open class, J, M. Avent's Roderigo. Best three
with held trial record, P. R. Hitchcock's team. English
Setter Club medal to breeder of the best three over ISmos.
old, Memphis & Avent Kennels. Best dog or bitch with
field trial record. J. M. Avent's Roderigo. Best bitch owned
by a Dumber of the W. C. K. C, J. H. Hunter's Nellie Bly,
also Forest akd Stream subscription for best owned in
Washington.

IRISH SETTERS— (J. M. TRACY).
In the challenge dog class Max A. bad to succumb to Kil-

dare, though he is only beaten in head, and N^annle II. was
alone in her class. Many of the winners in the open class
are now so well known that it is needless to describe them.
Beau Brummel again took premier honors, second going to
Minstrel over O'Donovau Rossa, who is" too thick in skull
and shore iu muzzle, not of good type. Shanmore, reserve.
Js too sharp ia muzzle, excellent front and fair bodyi
Limerick, vhc, has been commented on before and Tim's
Dandy, c , was iu the New York report. Glen Jarvis, second
at Pittsburgh, certainly should have been in the money, he
pot nothing, neither did Scotland Chief. The Eillarney
Kenuels entries were absent in all classes. In bitches that
fine bitch Jeannette again came to the front, followed by
Endora and Norma third, Bessie Glencho vhc. They are all
familiar faces now and were well placed. Iu pitpiay dogs
Sandy, first, has a nice head and is fairly well off otherwhse.
Sismon is faulty in head. Clonmel, third, has the same
faults, not type enough. No bitch puppies entered. Kil-
dare Kennels' took the two kennel prizes and also the best
brace special. Best Irish setter owned in Washington—R.
L. Jones's Limerick.

aORDON SETTERS (J. M. TRACY).
The challenge class was divided and Leo B. and Ivanhoe

changed places, though the latter beats in head and color.
In bitches, Becky Sharp again came out ahead of Blos.'om.
In dogs, King Item beat Rexmont in muzzle and bodv; Don,
third, loses in tan and head. Bob. reserve, is better"] n this
respect and equally as good in body and legs. Eldorado,
vhc, is faulty in head and tan; Scott, he. , is hardly straight
in front. Critic H. won iu bitches. Best brace, Dr. Dixon's.

FOSHOl.rND.S— (JA M ES MORTIMER)

.

Mr. Avent had his full pack and took in all the prizes;
they were placed as at New Orlea-ns, Fox and Rock first,

Rob second, Nellie vhc, and Florah he They are all of the
racy American style of hound and according to their type
show plenty of (Quality. Mr. Avent took the two specials
for best foxhound and kennel. Duke was the only Chesa-
peake shown; he is as was stated at Baltimore, a poor one.

SPANIELS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
These classes did npt fill well Patsey O'Connor, of course,

held up the honor of the water division. He really ought to
be initiated. Boss IIL was alone iu challenge Clumbers, and
Lady Belle and Johnny, Jr., were placed as at Pittsburgh
under the same judge. In field spaniels' challenge class
Baron had no difficulty in disposing of Lady, the Sussex;
this left Beverly Negus to capture the blue ribbon iu the
open class, which he found pretty easy work with onlv Toady
Obo, more of a cocker than a field dog, to contend against,
the others being nondescripts, but of good working type. In
the bitch class Rosedale Dolly, infnture to be known' as Say-
brook Dolly, won over Miss Ben d'Or, who was shown too
fat; Floss, third, is wavy-coated and faulty in muzzle.
Black Duke was alone in challenge class. In open dogs
Adam, a dog of nice quality, a little long and sharp iu
muzzle, but good otherwise, won over Snowball, described
before; Jacco, third, is too curly in coat, light in body, and
muzzle not square enough. Eve was an easy winner in
bitches, with a look of great quality she combines a good
cocker head, if her skull is a bit domy at present, she is
hardly straight iu front, bat excellent for her age in body
and coat; Zulu, second, has a fair head, skull nicely formed,
bub is a bit out in front; Maggie, third, is snipy iu muzzle
and poor in coat. In puppies Eve beat her kennel mate,
better in head.

COLLIES—(JAMES MORTIMER).
There was quite a fair show of collies. The challenge dog

class hadRoslyn Wilkes at the head of affairs, Scotilla, his
sire, is getting a bit seedy, Roslyn Dandy, third, did not look
his best. In bitches Roslyn Clara, in the absence of others
from her kennel, had a walkover, she was looking well. In
open dogs Wellesbourne Hero had to give place to a young
one from Wilmington, who is better iu head and coat and
shows a bit more quality; Hempstead Zulu, third, is well
known, the others were poor. In bitches, Zulu Princess II.
proved the winner, though it is a near thing between her and
Roslyn Parole; Aveua, thtrd, has a fair head, is a bit faulty
in front. In puppy dogs Duke scored again, and Glenfoyle,
soft and wooly coated, bub with a nice clean head, cam.e
second. Bitch puppies hiid a nice class. Avena, who will
need some care wnen she gets home, as she was coughing,
won nicely from Eoielina, not quite right in muzzle and coat
could be better; GypsyDubliu Scot, reserve, shows too much
stop; Prinu-ose, vhc, is a bit coarse in skull. There were a
good many absentees in these classes. Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels vfou the kennel prize. Bestpuppv doa, F. R. Cargwell's
Duke. Best brace bred and owned in Washington, S. E.
g.abbitfc's E.oxi6 and. Dublin I/a3.sie. H&ii coIJis sired by oae

of the Chestnut Hill stud does, Seminole Kennels' Roslyn
Dandy. Bestov^nedin Washington, D. C, R. W. Lee's Peter
the Great.

POODLES—(JAMES MORTIMER).
Dexter again beat his old rival Beri, and Jim Jim, too

wooly-coated, but fairly well formed, came next, and Nell,
well known, vhc.

BULLDOGS—(JAMES MOTIMRR).
Harper was here at home and reclined in a tastily deco-

rated stall with his consort, the Graven Image, both w'inners
in their classes. In open dogs a fairish specimen iu Trotb
took the blue ribbon, but the others were hardly the thing
and prizes were withheld. Best bulldog, F. W. Sackett's
Harper.

BULI^TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTBIBR).
In the challenge class Starlight again beat Entei-prise, and

in the open heavy dogs it was simply a repetition of Pitts-
bnri/b, Dick Wbittington, Spotless Prince and Dufferiu. In
bitches there was a little trouble: through souae misunder-
standing Duchess of York should have been entered instead
of Pickens, the Irish setter. The prize w^as awarded to her,
though she was not iu the catalogue, bxit afterward Frank
Monlton, owner of Lady Melville, protested, and his protest
was allowed, so all moved up a peg. Lady Melville took
first; she was at Baltimore, and Queen Bendigo, losing in
stop and shortness of face, was given second place. Lou-
mnrjt Kit coming next; though a.liit cheeky she is better by
f ir than the %vimieT. In li^ht weights M r. Dick won over
White Duke, who loses iu body, loin and eye, though shape
of head is Ijetter. In puppies two fair ones were shown.
Best iu the .'•how, Frank Dole's Starlight: best bred in Wash-
ington, D. C, T. W. Moulton's Loumout Bess; best owned
in Washington (2), T. W. Moulton's Lady Melville.

DACHSHUNDE—(.JAMES MORTIMER).
A nice little show. Feldman K. again proved himself supe-

rior to Black Prince, who only got vhc , while W.aldman, a
rather coarse dog, came second; he is a bit better in crook
and pasterns. Ii? bitches Countess Lina changed places with
Lizette, though the latter is better qtiality and is better in
crook and let down Joau d'Arc, vhc, "is too straight in
front.

BASSET HOUNDS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
Bertrand, that has been ^vinning right along, had a rebuff

here when he met Babetfce, who, though showu so heavy in
whelp that she almost touched the ground, and on this' ac-
count ought to have been put back, is so much superior in
quality, chest and coat, that were she in good shape the de-
cipinn could not be questioned. Mau, vhc, is out at elbows,
faulty in crook and head. Krooks is too much of a good
thing in front.

BEAGLES—(W. STE-W-AST DrrpBSDEKEFER).
There was not tlie show here I expected to see. I suppose

as, the same Judge ofiicialis at Boston the entry will be
strong there, Lou upheld the challenge honors. In open
dot'S Jim Simmons, second at Baltimore, beat Restless iu
body and compactness, losing iu head to the other. Don
was thrown nut for beintr over.sized, There will have to be
some reliable standard luade to meastire thess dogs with, as
w4ieu it comes to a close fit there is ithvays some dotxbt.
T'H'iutwo again won iu bi'ches, foilowed by Mollie, who is a
bit wider in front and coarse iu ear, otherwise fair. Glen-
rose Topsy came in third, she was commented on at Balti-
more, slie lias the ijest headiu the class. Restless v.'pn the
puppy pii/.e. F. W, Chapman took the two kennel prizes
and Restless took the N. B. C. special for best dog, and
Twintwo that for best bitch. V

FOS-TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
Several new faces turned up in these classes, while the

others take a needed rest. Lucifer and Dusky Trap had an-
other innings, with the resultasusual infavor of the fortner
and R.ichel accounted for Blemtou Consequence. In dogs
that good-bodied and good-legged Starden's Jack proved the
winner. He is faulty in head, and Blemton Racket's good
frdut pulled him into second place, third going to Warren
Laird, described at New York. Raby Trisjger, also now
well known, taking the reserve crrd. Warren Dandy, vhc,
has a fail- I'l-ont, is laalty behind and shows too ranch "frill."

Kejient Brisk, a little lull iu brow and a bit wide in front,
and ears not carried rittht, also got three letters. Le Logos
and Endcliffe Spice, he, are well known. In bitches the
judge was not so generous with the cards. Dono and Dom-
inica occupied their accustomed position,?, and Ebor Nettle,
a little light in bone, but nicely pu* together, came iu for
third money. Yerdict, vlie, and Blemton Enid, described
at Pittsburgh, reserve. In puppy dogs Warren Tripper^
tbirdiu novices at New York, easily beat Dean and Domin-
ica was away ahead of anythingin her class. Blemton Ken-
nels too];: the Iteunel prize. Best terrier owned in Washing-
ton, D. C, P. A. Plant's Frisk. Ameiicau Fox-Terrier
Club specials: Best in show, Rachel. Best in oiyen classes,

Starden's Jack. Best iu puppy classes. Oriole Kennels'
Dominica. Tomboy Stakes, Oriole Kenhels' Dominica.
Best fox-terrier iu puppy class, Oriole Keunels' Dominica.
No wire-nairs shown.

IRISH TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMER).

The Park Kennels had competition to themselves, Mars
again beating Duimiurt'ev, and Which and T'Ocher had their
usual little game iu the Welsh terrier class, Killston again
beat Kilbord, as at Pittsburgh. In Scotch terriers. Fighter,
a fair one, and one of friend Haillie'sbreedinst, took the three
letters. In Bediingtons, Tick Tack agaiu showed his
.superiority over Qui Vive, bettt-.r in coat, ears, top-knot and
arcLi of loin. Sir Stafford courted defeat after his experience
at Pittsburgh, L''Vett taking the ribbon once more and
Tob^c has a profuse coat, bat not the sort that is wanted.
Effie Dean and Bessie were placed as at Pittsburgh.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Meersbrook Maiden, standing her travelings exceedingly
well, was alone in the challenge division. In the open the
two cracks Beacousfleld and Sultan ci'ossed swords agaiu and
the New York decision was upheld; as these two will very
likely come under me at Boston, I reserve my opinion till

then. Empress again very properly beat Broomfield Madge
iu bitches.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Toon's Royal again had an easy win, his nearest opponent.
Dandy, is sbort of coat and head tan is too light. Venus
here met Minnie York again, and as at New York, was
placed well ahead of her kennel mate. In toy terriers Tiney
had to give place to Ctite, in better shape, and though lack-
ing penciliugs and thumb marks, has nice tan, is I'ather
apple-headed and is well on the large size.

PUGS—(MISS A. H. WHITNEY).

Bob Ivy was alone in the challenge dog class, and Vesta
succeeded iu reversing the Pittsburgh decision, being placed
over Bessie, Nellie Bly reserve. Prince 11.^ owned by Miss
Bisbing, who is a new exhibitor in the field bub is starting
well, beat Kash, Jr. in make up and head. Bitters, third,
loses in ear and muzzle. Flip reserve. In bitcbes Miss
Bisbing's Cassina. lace of Dr. Oryer's kennel, won again,
beating L idy Victoria but with little to spare. Rustic Kate
loses in face, muzzle e'^peeially. That nice little puppy
Little Bessie won in puppies. Dr. Ciyer won the lEeunel
special. Best pug doe owned in Washington, D. C, Mx.
Traver's Flip. Best pair owned by a lady residing in Wash-
ington, Mrs. Traver's Flip and Dora. Best bitch owned in
Washington, Mrs. Traver's Dora.

KING CHARLES SPA:SIELS—(ME. MOETDfEE).

Topey aiter tjryiag several times managed to get ia aliea4^

this time beating his kennel mate, though in muzzle only.
Flossie, vhc, oil' in tan and light eyed. Dandy is too long
iu muzzle, faulty in eye, bat has a fairly good skull.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.
Sprite here won well over Skip, beating in front and head.

Fancy, vhc, has something the matter with her eyes, loses
in skull ancl front. Best Italian greyhound owned by a lady
residing in W^ashington, D. C. (2), Mrs. Webster's Skip.
Mexican hairless had only one representative, Mrs. Hard's

Pippo, who is now well known and seems to thoroughly
enjoy a show. He won the .special as well.
In the miscellaneous class a sort of Mexican spaniel won

over an ablireviated Russian setter, one of Fred Kirby's
Jokes, and Monte Carlo came in for third. The prizes not
awarded at the time our going to press last week are
appended;

GREYHOUNDS.-Pwppies; Isc withheld; 2d, S. Wren Howard's
Hector.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.-Doffs; 1st, Pnul H. Hacke'a Ivan ;

3d, W. M. King, Jr.'s Ivan Romanoff. Bitches: 1st, Paul H.
llacke's Prokaza.

DEERHOUNDS.-Doff.s: Ist, John E. Thayer's Robber Chieftain;
Sfl, George McDnugal's lirock Allan. Reserve, .John E. Tbayer's
Gluusman, Very high com., Mrs. Francis B. Lorins's Wallace.
Bitches: 1st, John E. Tiayer'a Wanda; 3d, John E. Thayer's
Theodora.

FOXHOUNDS. -AMEBicAN-l3t. J. M. Avent's Fox is Rock; 2(1,

J. M. Avenr's Rob, Very h'gh com. and high com., J. M. Avent's
Nellie and Florah. P^NO-tiiSH—No entries.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—Doffs: 1st, Mrs. H. M. V/alker'.s
Duke.
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—1st, B. P. Lewis's Patsy O'Conner

,

CLUMBER SPANlELS.-OnAi.UENGE-lst. Mercer & Middle-'
ton's Boas III. Open—lat and 3cl, Mercer & Middleton's La,dy
Belle and Johnny, Jr.

FIELD SPAXIEL'^—Any Color (ovrr 28lbs.)-Ghallbngb—
1st, Gs". W. Fotsom'.s Baron; ad. R. P. Keasby's Lady.—Open—
Dnut:: 1st, R. P. Keashy'H Beverly Negus; Swiss MountainKen-
Tiels' Toad v Obo. Citc/ics; 1st, R. P. Krasby 's Say''rook Dolly (late
Rosedale Dolly); 2d, D. A. Dennison's Mary; equal M, R. P. iveas-
by'.'^ Mi.s.s Ben d'Or; 3tl, W. 0. Kimpton'a Floss.

COOKER. SPANIELS.—ANi' CoLOH-CHAULENGB-lst, Lack-
well Douglass's Black Duke.—Open—Doc/s: la*-, C. T. Sacket'a
Adam; 2d, Swiss Mountain Ksnnels' Snowball; 3d. H. T. Wright's
Jacco. BUclias: 1st, C. T. Sacket's Evo; 3.1, G. V. N. Ogden's Zulu;
31, Thos. S. Kimpton'.'? Maggie. Piqypicti: 1st and 2d. C. T. Sacket's
Eve and Adam.
COLLIES.—Challenge -Dof/.'?; 1st and 2d, Chratnut Hill Ken-

nels' Roslyn Wdkes and ScotiJla. Reserve, Seminole Kennels'
Roslyn Dandy. Bitches: Ist, Chestnnt Hill Kennels' Roslyn.
Claia.—Open-Doos; l^^t, F. R. Caswell's Duke: 3d, Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Wellesbourne Hero; 31, Hempstead Farm Kennels'
HempstPHd Zulu. Very high com., Ralph W. Lee's Peter the
Gren. High eom., Linkwood Kenrels' John Bright and Seminole
Kinnels' sooirh Laddi<^ Don. Bitches: 1st, Hempstead Farm
Kernels' Zulu Princess Ik; 2d, F. W. Sacket's R^'slvn Parole; 3d,
W. R. Carswpll's Avena.—PUPPIES—Doflts." lat, F. R, Carswell's
Duke: 3fi. Mc Vicar and Appleby's Glenfoyle. Reserve, Mrs. A. H.
L"e'3. Vuu-y hig'i com., Ci^as. .Scherer's Robin Adair, Com.. Mr.
J. E^^gar Smith's Sandy. Bitches: 1st, 2d and very high com., F.
R. Carswell's Avna, Emilme and Primrose. Reserve, Austin
Tl en 's fi vrsy Dunlin Scot. High com., VVm, E, Pottburj'a Flora
VI and S. E, Rabbitt'a Dublin Lassie.

POODLES.—1st and very high com., A. W, Purbeck's Doxter
Tod Nell; 3d, Louis A. Biddle'a Ben; 3d, Miss Bessie Stewart's
JimJitn.
BULLDOGS.—CHALLEitGE—1st, F. W. Sacket'a Hnrper.—Opest

"

—Dogs: Ist, Cnlumhia Atnletic Clnh'.s Troit, BUefm: Ist, Mr.
F. \v. Sacket's The Graven Image.

BULL-TERRIERS.-CHALLSNGE-R/ic/ics.' Ist, Fr.ink F. Dole's
StiifUghi; 2d. W. F. Hot bie's Enterprise,—Open—Dofirs (over
aOlhs.): 1st, R L. Steven's Dick Whitthigton; 2d, \V.,F. Bobbie's
Spotless Prince; 31, Wm- J. Brysou's Dnfferin, Bitches: 1st, Frank
W.Miulton's Lady Melville; 2d, Frank ff. Dole's Queen Bendigo.
31, F. W. Moi-dtou Loumont Kit.—Open (201ba. and undeij—1st
and 2d. P. Dole's Mr. Dick and White Duke. Puppies: Istf A.
•r. Gedney's .Loumont Benville; 3d, Frank W. Mouuon's Lou-
mont Bess.

DACHSHUNDE.-Doi/s: 1st, Mount Waahington'Konnels' Feld-
man K,; 2d, Arthnr HennehOf fer',s Waldman. Very high com.,
IrcquoTs Kennels' Black Prince. Bitches: IsK Mount Washington
Kennels' Countess Lina; 2d, Iroquois Kenuels' Lizette. Very high
com., E. A. Marnces's Joan of Arc.

BASSETT HOUTSTDS.-lst and high com., E. W. Jester's Bahette
and Krooks; 3d, C. B. tiilbert's Bertrand. Very high com., F. M.
Buckingham's Man.
IRISd TERUIERS.-lstand 3d, The Park Kennels' Mars and

Dnnmary.
WELSH TERRIERS.~l8tand2d, Prescott Lawrence's T'other

and Which.
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—l-st. North Fields Yorkshire Kennels'

Kilstor; 3d, F. P. Dole's KUbord. Very high com., E. W. Jester's
Fighter.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—1st. W. H. Russell's Tick Tack;
3.1, M. A. Thelherg's Qui Vive.

SKYE TERRIERS.—Do0s: Ist, W'oodbnry Kennels' Lovett; 2d,
CiffiirH A. Shina's Sir Stafford, f^lom., Joseph Prather's Tobac.
Bitches: Isi, S. H. Sanderson's EfHe Dean: 3d, C. A. Shinn's Bessie.

BLACK AND TAN TERRI^^ RS -Ovek 7lbs.-''HAI,lenge—
Isr, Rocn.Ue Kennels' Meershri'Ok Maiden.—Open—Dog,5.- 1st,
Rochelle Kennels' Bi'oomfiejd Sultan; Sd, Nortb Fields Yornshu-e
Kennels' Beaeonsfleld. Bitches: 1st. Nonh Fields Ynrksnire Ken-
nf-is' Meersbrook Empress; 2d, Rochelle Kennels' Bioomfleld
Madge.
yORK=5HIRE TERRIERS.—Doffs; 1st, North Fields YorkPhire

Kenr.Hs' Toon's Royal; 3d, W. B. Tiax'eV.s Dandy. Bitches: lat
and 2d, Nonh F elds Yorkshire K-nnel.s' Venus and Minnie York.

TOY TERBIERS.-Othek tuajn Yorkshihe—Under 7lbs,—
1st, B. E. Braden's Curt; 3d. Woodburj Ktnuels' Tiney.

PUGS.—Challengs—Dogs; 1st, M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivv. Bitam:
Ist and 3d, M. H. Cryer's Vesta and Bessie. Open—Dof/s: ist.

Miss Hisbing's Prince II.; 3d, Seminole Kennels' Kasb, Jr
; 3d,

Grahnm Pearre's Bdters. Reserve, Mrs. VV'. R. Travel's Flip.
Birches: Ist, Miss Bisbmg's Ha.ssioa; 23, M. H. Cryer's Lady
Victoria; od. Geo. W. Wamt-ach'a Rustic Kate. Reserve, M. H.

-

Oryp-r's Little Bessie, Very high com.. Mrs. W, R, Traver's Dora.
Puppies: 1st, M. H. Cryer's Little Bessie.

KING CUArtLES SPANIELS.—1st and 2d, Robert Paul For-
sbaw's Tonsy and Ruby. Very high com., Woodbury Kennels'
Flossie. High com., J. M. Soulfe's Dandy.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.—3d, Austin Herr's Toma.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS. — l.st, Mt. Washington Kennels'

Spriw: 3d Mrs. F. S. Webster's Skip. Very high com., H. Walker
Tucker's Fancy.

MEXICAN HAIRLESS.—Ist, Mrs. L. D. G. Hurd's Pippo.

MISCELLANEOUS.—lat. Lieut. T. G. Fillette's Daisy; 2d. Wood-
bury Kennels' Czar II.; 3d, Miss May Hnyrk's M mte Carlo;

RECORDS OR MERIT.—Sheffield, England.—£?fZitor
Forest and Stream: Your issue of Feb. 19 has iust come to
hand and I am greatly surprised to find Dr. Foote's most
unfair attack upon the black and tan terrier Beaeonsfleld.
From gentlemen who profess to have the fancy at heart and
desire to see improvement and progress made in a breed we
expect something in a different spirit from his letter, and I
am pleased to see you draw his attention to the Oldham show
and"the reports of the Palace show, 1890. I think I am cor-
rect in saying that it was the only time Beaeonsfleld and
Sultan met and they were placed as follows: Beaeonsfleld
first. Dewy Bess second. Sultan third. Now if this is the
best' performance of what the Doctor styles "the best of ^Lt.
Ellis's superb kennel," it is certainly making Beaeonsfleld
far away.the best dog, unless Mr. Astley was a long way out
ia his judgment, and if the Doctor also refers to the report
of this show ia our leading c-inine papers he will find the
award entirely agreed with. I am awaiting reaults of the
jndging at New york, and then probably (with your per-
mission) 1 shall liave more to say in reference to the Doctor's
flowery aanouaoemant that fctultan is ooming.-^BlCHABD
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THE LYNN DOG SHOW.
THIS show opened this morninR in weather not at all

propitious, a nasty drizzly rain making things very
uncomfortable. The Music Hall, where the show is held, is
about the worst building one could think of for a dog show,
the flooring being of course on a theatrical slant and every
six feet raised above the other. There are Sl-S entries in the
catalogue, and this is just about forty more than the hall
can comfortably hold. St. Bernards are in a had place, and
so are setters and pointers; in fact the club is working under
many disadvantages, but they seem the right sort of fellows
and deserve every encouragement. The quality nf the dogs
present is excellent, and competition in some of the classes
very hot, especially beagles, fox-terriers and bull-terriers.
Mastiffs have nothing very striking, excepting of course
Cambrian Princess and Lady Phyllis. In St. Bernards Mr.
Sears has it all his own way, Mr. Mooi'e's kennel not being
entered. Deerhounds are an excellent show, all the entries
coming from Mr. Thayer's kennel, the Heath, Hyland and
Fleet View & Reading Kennels are Avell represented here in
pointers. English setters are only fairly well filled, and
Irish setters have most of the regulars. G-ordons are, with
the exception of King Item and Becky Sharp, rather poor.
Great Danes show up well, New York winners being on
hand. Mr. Willey is here with his spaniels, and Clumber
classes are well filled. Beagles are here in force, the local
kennels showing up well. Little Duke was beaten in the
challenge dog class by Frank Forest, which created no little

excitement, and Twintwo. nnder Mr. Maybe w, had to go back
to third iilace.

Collies are only moderate, Kilmarnock Kennels being the
principal exhibitors. Bulldogs have the regular winners, but
the fox-terrier classes are excellent, Mr. Harris showing
most of his kennel. Prank Dole's new dog Top Sparkle's tail

did not please the judge and he got nothing: he is quite a
good stamp. Fox-terriers are very strong, but competition
lays between the Thayer and Logan kennels. Mr. Comstock
shows his new black and tans, which make a favorable im-
pression. Yorkshires of course are good, for this is Mr. Sy-
monds's own.doorstep, and so are the other classes of terriers.
Judging did not commence till after 12 M., as the train from
New York on which the three judges came up was delayed
by a broken bridge. About S P. M.' all the judges, exhibition
and press representatives, in all about 80 people, sat down to
a bountiful and extremely enticing dinner at the Revere
House, tendered by the club, and the courtesy was much
appreciated. The following is a list of awards "made up to
6 P. M. this evening:

MASTIFFF,—ChalTiENOE—Dofy,s.' 1st, Wvoming Kennels' Sears'
Monarch.—Open—jDiigs; 1st, O. Kammern's Duke II.; 2d, E. B.
Dearborn's Don; 3d, L. M. Ranger's Hanger's Rex. Verv high
coni., J. Whorf's Lord Rochester. BitchcH: l&t and 21, W. C.
Sanboru'.s Cambrian Princess and Lady Phyllis; 3c1, G, W.
Glazier's Madge Minting:. Very hiuh com., Mrs. W. O. Sfinborn'a
Lady Beatrice. High com., F. W. Coruolly'.s Meg MerriUies.
ST. BERNARDS.—KouGH-COATEn - Chat^lenoe-Dop,--; l.st,

Wynmirtg Kennels' Plitilimmon, Jr. Bitclics: 1st, Wyoming Ken-
nels' Champion Lady Wellington.—Open—Doos; 1st. Wvoming
Kennels' Lothario; 2d, Albert Bernard's Nero; 3d, Thomas
Boomer's Prince Draco. Bttolies: 1st aud 2ci, Wvomme Kenoels'
Plevna and Lady Adelaide: S'l, Col. J. Ruppe.rt, Jr.'s Ellen Terrv.
Puppies: l?t, R. C. Bflcheller's Grover ClevelRud. Smooth-
OOATEU-CHAnnENGB—-Bitc7ies: 1st, Daniel Msnn's Cleopatra.-
Open—Doas.- 3d, Miss T. R. Twichell's John Bonivard. BitcJics:
Ist, Col. J. Buppert's Empress of Oontoocook.
GREYHOUNDS.—CHAnnENGE—1st, W. J. Middleton's The Lady

Belle,—Op EN-I3o(7s.- 1st, A. W. Puj beck's Gem of the Season; 2d,
'W. J. Middleton's Demon; 3d. D. J. Donohue's Nero. BitcliKS: 1st,
Woodhaven Kennels' Spinaway; 2d, W. J. Middleton's Spice; 3d,
D. J. Donohn<=-'s Belle. Puppies: 1st, D. J. Donohue's Bruno.
DEERHOUNDS.—OHALnENGB-r>of/s; 1st and 3d, J. E. Thayer's

Robber Chieftain aud Clansman. BUehcs: 1st and 2d. Joh^i E.
Thayer's llamona and Wanda,.—Open—Doos.- lat, 2d and 3d, J. E.
Thayer's Douglass. Hillside Warrinr and Hillside Hamld. Bitches:
1st and 2d, J. K. Tbayei'.s Hillside Ruth and HiDside Sylvia.

GREAT DANE?.—Challenge— Ifit, Ten toni a Kennels' Irene.-
Open—Doos: Isx and 2d. Higii Ground Kennels' Pascha and Nero.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, High Ground Kennels' Flora Florida and
Flora; 3d, Harrison & Lawson's Fitz:,

DACHSHUNDE.-lst, J. Lewis'* Feldman; 2d, Mr. Mannise's
Joan of Arc; 3d, B. Cannon's AYaldmann,
BASSET HOUNDS.—1st, C B. Gilbert's Bertrand.
BEAGLES.—OHAiiLENGE—Xtoos.- 1st, Forrest Beagle Kennels'

Frank Porrept: 2d. H. Bennett's Little Duke. Bitcli/'s: lit. Glen-
rose Beagle Kennels' Lou —Open—Docw; lat, E. Ledyard's The
Rambler; 2d. E. Greenleaf'sSnnday; 3d, Glenrose Beagle Kennels'
Restless. Bitches: 1st. W. A. Small's Topsy S.; 3d, Forrest Beagle
Kennels' Forrest Qopen; 8d, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Twintwo.
Reserve, E, C. Tarr's Lady. High com., Waldinefield Kennels'
Lonesome.—Undeb 12in.—Ist Bradford 8. Turpin's Clyde; 2d,
Glenrose Beaele Kennels' Bannerqueen.—Puppies—Dof;«; 1st,
witbeld; 2d. Forrest Beagle Kennels' Forrest Prince. Bitclm:
W. M- Sanborn's Daisv 11.

COLLIKS.—Challenge—iJogs; Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyn
Wilkes.-Open—Do0S.- 1st, Kilmarnock Cnllie Kennels' Renown;
3d, Hempstead Farm Kennels' Hemp=tead Zulu; 3d, Kilmarnock
Collie Kennels" Kilmarnock Chief. Very high com., Kilmarnock
Collie Kennels' Kilmarnock Gibbie. High com.. Kilmarnock Col-
lie Kennels' Box. Com., KUmarnock Collie Kennels' Kil-
marnock Mac and Kilmarnock Scot. Bitches: Is*, Hempstead
Farm Kennels' Zuln Princess II; 2d, Kilmarnock Collie Kennels'
Kilmarnock Stella; 3d, Kilmarnock Collie Kennels' Kilmarnock
Winnie. Reserve. F. R.. Carswell's MisF Nancy. Com., Kilmar-
nock Collie Kennels' Kilmarnock Pearl. Puppies: Prizes with-
held.
BULLDOGS.—OHALLENGE—lst. F. W. Sackett's Harper. Open

—Bogs: 1st, H. D. Kendall's Bathos; 2d, John Coles' Carisbrook.
BttcJies: Isf. F. W. Sackett's The Graven Image: 2d, H. D. Ken-
dall's Doll v Tester.
BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge—Over 25LBS.—1st, Frank F.

Dole's Starlight. OpfSN-Dogs: 1st, Frank F. Dole's Dick Whit-
tington; 33. H. Fred Church's Prince Bend'go; 3d, H A. Harris's
Greenhill General. Yery high com.. W. J. Bryson's DnflEerin.
High com , Northflelds Yorkshire Kennels' King of Hearts.
Bitches: 1st, 2d. and 3d, H. A. Harris's White Violet. My Queen,
and Count's Nell. Under 35Lns —Challenge—TSTo em rie.?. Open
—Dofls; 1st, H. A. Harris's Little Donovan; 2d. Abbott La wrenee's
Silver Nugget. Bitches: 1st. H. A. Harris's Stanley Belle. Pup-
pies: 1st. 3d, and very high com,, H. A. Harris's Little Donovan.
Stanley Belle, and Stanley Bill.

PUGS.—Challeng e—Ist, Roger T. Harrison's Nellie Bly. Open
—Dogs: Ist, Associated Fanciers' Little Jewel; 2d, Mrs. J. Smith's
Bnaen Bitches: 1st, Mrs. W. S. Clark's Lena; 2d, R. F. Harri-
son's Nellie M.
FOX- I E U KI ERS.—Challenge—Dnt/s; I't, J. E. Thayer's Raby

Mixer; 2d. Regent Kennels' Dusky Trap, Reserve, J. A. Logan's
Blemton Volunteer. Bitches: 1st, Regent Kennels' Blemton Con-
sequence: 3d, J. E. Thayer's Richmond Dazzle. R-^serve, -J. A,
Losan, Jr "s Blemton Brilliant.—Open—Dogs; 1st. Woodale Ken-
nels' Stander's Jack; 3d, J. E. Thayer's Russley Joker; 3d, War-
ren Vexer. Reserve and very high com., Northtield Yorkshire
Kennels' Endcliflfe Spice. Very high, com., John A. Logan, Jr.'s
Le Logos. Bitches: 1st, 2d and very high com , John A. Logan,
Jr.'s Dona, Dominica and Verdict; 3d, Woodale Kennels' Ebon
Nettle. Resers'e, John E. Thayer's Rosa Canina. Puppies: 1st,
J. A. Logan, Jr.'s Dommica; 2d. J. E. Thayer's Hillside Rachel.
BLACK AND TAN TKRRIERS -Dogs: l«t. The Park Kennels'

Salisbin-y; 3d. .Joseph t-. Sa vnre's Pring. Bitches: 1st and 2d, The
Park Kennpls" Queen lU. and Louie; 3J, J. J. Lang's Rochelle.
SKYB TRRRiERS.—1st. Clifford A. Shinu's Sir Stafford.
A^ORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-Ohallenge—Doas: 1st, Northfield

Yorkshire Kennels' Toon's Royal.—Open—Doffs: Ist and 2d, North-
field Yorkshire Kennels' Pishpool Gem and Prince A. I. Bitches:
1st and 3d, Northfield Yorkshire Kennels' Venus and Mmnle
York.
SCOTCH TERRIER'-'.—Ist, Northfield Yorkshire ICeunels' Kil-

stor; 2d, F. P. Dole's Kil board.
BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.-lst, Wm. H. Russell's Tick Tack.
IRISH TERRIERS.—IJ0(;i^.• l«t, Tr.e Park Kennels' Mars.

Bitches: 1st, The Park Kounels' Dunmurrey: 2d, Triraont Ken-
nels' NnraS., od, Northfield Yorkshire Kennels' Carey,
POODLES.—CHALLGKCE-lst. A. W. Purbpck'8 Dexter.-Open

—Dog,^: I 'I, S. Biddlt'.s Berri. Bitches: 1st and 2d, A. W. Purbeck's
NeU aw) V.dga.
KING CH ARLE3 SPANl ELS.-lst, T. Plafil'agoekney Charley;

3d, Nort.h.beld Yorkshire Kennels' Belle. <:. v,>'Vj,
|

MISCELLANEOUS.-Oveb 25Lns.—1st and 2d. T. Plant's Nelhe
and Stnbbs.—Under 25lbs.—1st, Harrison & Lawacn's J umbo;
3d, R. Weiner's Smasher; 3d, R. M. Hook's Topsey. Reserve, J. B.
McCollach's Miggles.
SCHlPPERKES.-lstandSd.F. W. OonnoUs's Prince, Jr., and

Dorothy Stanley.

Tuesday, March 2L
ISpeeiM Dispatch to Forest mid Stream.']

Lyxn, Wedne.sday noon, March 25.—Last night the at-
tendarce was quite good and the managers are well satisfled.
The weather is charming, aud everything is running
smoothly but slowly. Dr. Hoon began with his classes at 10
A. M., but is going on the slow and sure principle, the
pointer light-weight bitch and open English setter dog
classes giving him something to think about. Mr. Mayhew
has finished his specials, but as they follow in most cases
the regtilar awards they can be left over. The Doctor has
foxhounds, spaniels, Chesapeakes and round-heads to do yet;
and judging will not be completed till night.
POINTERS.—Challenge-Do(/.s: 1st, Heath's Lauucelot. Bitches:

1st, Fleetview Kennrds' Bel le Randolph.—Open—jDoffs: 1st. Heath's
Pontiae; 21 and 3d. Riddle's Glenmorgan and Wizard. Reserve,
Caswell's Ned. Com., Foster's Don F. Bitches: 1st, Biddle's
Ciceh ; 2d and 3d. Stoddard's Bess's Beauty and Beauty.—Light-
weight—Challenge- Dng.?: 1st, Hempstead Farm Kennels'
Duke of Hessen; 3d. Stephenson's Tribulation. Bitches: 1st,
Heath's Sally Brass.—Open— Do!?.': 1st, Hyland'.s Ossing; 2d, Tay-
lor's Inspiration. Very Uigh cum., John's Mack. High com.,
Stoddard's Sancho Dash. Bltchat: Ist, Heath's Miss Meally; 3d,
Hyland's Lady Graphic; 3d, Heath's Bloomo. Reserve, Neal's
Mamzelle. High com., Rice's Naso's Belle and Giftord, and Fin-
ney's Patti of Portland. Com., Owen's Inc.-Pitppies— Dog.3." 1st,
withheld; 3d, Phillip's Nick of Graphic. Bitches: l8<, withheld;
2d, Leslie's Cora Lynn. A good pup and well deserving first; very
wrong.

Kennels'
, Lovell's

- " , „„„ ^. . ^, Cobannet
Kennel's Royal Kent. Very high com., Lewis's Princeton Lame
and Haine's Gus Bondhu. High com., -Toe Lewis's Tony Glad-
stone. Com., Gifford's Prince Harry and Brown's Livingstone.
A good class. Bitches: 1st, Hartmann's Albert's Nellie; 2d, Ive's
Glen Ada; 3d, 0 ark's Jessie NoMe. Reserve, Moore's Katie
Howard. Very high com , Lovell's Lady Snowflake.
IRISH SETTERS.-Challenge-jDoo.s; 1st, Armour's Max A.;

2d,Kildare. Bitches: 1st, Ruby Glenmore: 2d. Winnie.—Open—
Dngs: let, Soanlon's Inchiquin; 3d, Gilchrist's Dan Myhica; 3d,
Ktldare Kennels' Beau Briimmel. Reserve, Gaffney's Sunset.
Very high com . Garland's Duke. Hiah com., Scanlon's Red Nat
and Brewer's Huntington. Com.. Nelley's June. Bitches: Ist,
Logan's .Teannette; 3d. Glendyne Kennels' Mollie Glendvne; 3d,
Gaffney's Hammej less. High com., Gaffney's Gipsey Bell, Gan-
nor's Daisy and Finney's Belle. This is all up to press time.

.
H. W. L.

CHAMPION »ICK SWIVELLER AT PITTSBURGH-
EdUor Forest nnd Slream:

I wish to call your attention to the farce that occitrred at
Pittsburgh show last week, in which my champion Dick
Svvivellerwas disqualified and refused competition in his
class becau.se the attendant veterinarian claimed he had the
mange.
Now, I do not know what standing this vet. has in Pitts-

burgh or any other part of the country, but I have taken
the trouble and gone to the expense 1;o prove beyond all
doubt that the same vet. passed an opinion wrongfully and
with great injury to me and my kennel. On this basis, that
if Dick Swiveller had the mange others of my kennel must
be likewise affected, as the disease is contagious and would
soon spread all tbrough it. The following certificates from
prominent veterinarians and M.Ds. prove beyond all ques-
tion that this Pittsburgh veterinarian either does not know
his business or else he made an unpardonable and damag-
ing error in claiming to be what was not the case.
Mr. Harrjr L. Goodman, who had charge of my dogs at

this time, made a .strong protest against what was a very
unjtist decision, but he could get no satisfaction from any
source: consequently Dick Swiveller could not be shown,
which proved a great disappointment to thousands of
peoijle, as he and other members of my kennel had been
largely Tvritten up by the local papers. Following I give
you the certified opinions of every veterinarian and M.D.
that has examined champion Dick Swiveller, thus proving
beyond all questiou that I have been very badly treated.

First (copy)- Pittsburgh. Pa.. U, S. A., March 12, 18!^: "1 cerlify
that I hi ye carefully examined the Irish setter Dick Swiveller on
March 10, and again on March 12, 18'Jl, and that I unhesitatingly
say that he has no symptom, sign, or indication of having any
contagious, inf i clious or communicable disease. I further certify
that he has not any sympton or sign that would justify anyone
acQuainted with the diseases of dogs and the patuology of their
diseases, to question the innoxloxisuess of the very slight dermal
troubles with which he is aflfected.—J. B. Grimes, M.D."

Dr. Grimes is an entire stranger to me, hence his testi-

mony must be unbiased. He is attendant on Mr. Paul
Hacke's Russian wolfhounds. This certificate is corrobor-
ated by Mr. Wade, who examined Dick Swiveller and pro-
nounced hint not diseased.
You will note he was examined on the very day he was

disqualified, viz : March 10. The second ceii;ificate is from
R. J. Withers, M.D., V.S., of Chicago, a man of the strictest
integrity and a veterinary of the highest standing:

Second (copy)—Chicago Veterinarian College, 2.537 and 2.5-39 State
street, Chicago. March 16, 1891: "This is to certify that I have this
day examined the Irish setter champion Dick Swiveller, and find
that be is tree from mange or any other contagious disease.—R. J.
WiTHEES, M.D ,Y.S."

The third is even more clinching, being a microscopic ex-
amination by Dr. F. S. Billings, V.S., who is authority.

Third (copy)-Chicago, III., March 16, 1S91: "Harry L. Goodman,
of Auburn Park, brought to me this day the champion Irish setter
dog Dick Swiveller, which presented a slight cutaneous eruption
ot the skin of the nose, which had some of the appearances, though
nothing ot the essential characteristics, of mange. 1 made a most
careful microscopic examination of the pus of the few pimples
present, and hereby certify that the dog has not any form of a
contagious cutaneous disease known as mange, as neither sar-
coptes mites nor acarus foUicuIorum were to be found after re-
peated examinations."—Frank S. Billings, MD.. Pathologist of
the Chicago Veterinary Colieee. Late director of the Patho-Bio-
lo^ioal Laboratory of the State of Nebraska.

Is there no recourse for such an unjust decision? It may
be a trifling affair to some, but to me, I assure you, the
damage is very great and entirely uncalled for. Mr. Good-
mau also informs me that dogs that really had the mange,
belonging to other parties, and in other classes, were allowed
to be benched and compete for prizes. He also states that
several dog owners were of the opinou that the disqualifica-
tion was entirely uncalled for. 1 have failed to find any one
that thought the decision just, aud the evidence proves that
champion Dick Swiveller has neither mange nor any other
contagious disease, Geo. H. Covekt.
Chicago, HI.

BOSTON SHOW.—New England Kennel Club, Bo.ston,
March M.—Editor Forest and Stream: Please find below
a list of entries: Mastiffs 31, St. Bernards 4S, great Danes
7, deerhounds 17, greyhounds 13, Chesapeake Bay dogs
5, pointers 59, English setters 46, Irish setters 41, Gordon
setters 30, spaniels 38, beagles .d8, foxhounds 10, collies 29,

poodles 7, bulldogs 9, bull-terriers 34, roucid-headed bull
terriers 28, fox-terriers 63, Dandie Dinmont terriers 5, Scotch
terriei'S 3, Irish terriers 11, black and tan terriers 16, Skye
terriers 1, Yorkshire teiTiers 4, pugs 9, toy spaniels 8, Schip-
perkes 5, and miscellaneous 16; total 629.—Bench Show
Committee. The American Fox-Terrier Club offer SIO for
best fox-terrier in the show, same in open class; $35 for host
exhibit; also the Home-bred Puppy Stakes of 1891 aud pup
aud Yankee tStakes of 1891, - -

• ' ~ . . f

DOG CHAT.

A SHORT time ago Mr. J. 'W, Munson of St. liouis had a
fine young dog stolen which he valued very highly.

Although a heavy reward has been offered, no trace of the
stolen dog has been found. In this connection a prominent
sportsman of St. Louis would like to have Forest and
Stream agitate the matter of the formation of a protective
association for the purpose of recovering stolen dogs. His
idea is that all owners of dogs in the West shottld join into
an association Avith a nominal fee of say 35 cents per annum.
This would give a sufficient ftmd to distribute photographs
or cuts of any stolen dog to every member, and by this
means it is thought that stolen dogs could be recovered. As
it is now, the stealing of valuable hunting dogs goes on
almost unchecked. The plan proposed seems feasible, and
it is strange that such an organization has not been formed
before this. The fees might be made higher still, and the
I)urposes of the club include the prosecution of the poison
fiend.

Mr. J. S. Hamaker, of Wyalusing, iu writing to us of the
death of his English setter King's Rocket (17',343), which
died March 13 from distemper caught at the Elroira shoAv,
complains of the management not having had a vet, to ex-
amine the dogs. His dog was in .splendid shape when he
arrived at the show, but was taken sick after winning first
and special.

The Mascoutah Kennel Club announce the following addi-
tional specials: Guy N. Virtue offers -SIO for the best pair
(dog and bitch) rough-coated St. Bernards, owned and ex-
hibited by a lady a member of the St. Bernard Club of
America.

The Duqixesne Kennel Club have hardly cleared the btlilti*

ing of their last .show before they claim dates for their next
one, March 1.5 to 18, 1893. Noth'ing succeeds like success,
aud we trust that next year they may have as good a show
as that just past. They deserve it.

Mr. Chas. D. Cugle, secretary of the Bulldog Club, writes
us that the souvenir catalogue of the Bulldog Club is tiow
ready for delivery, and will be .sent post paid on receipt of
price, 50 cents for each copy, upon application to P. O. Box
602, Baltimore, Md., or .John Matthews, .933 East Twenty-
sixth street, New York.

There was a notable funeral at Bucyrus, O., last week.
Frank, the pet dog of the men employed on the Toledo &
Ohio Central Railroad, died last week. His body y^as placed
in a handsome casket, and on the day of the funeral an
engine and car were draped in black, the casket was placed
in the car, and the train bore P'rank's remains to the grave,
while all the engine bells in the yard were tolled. Frank
di<l not, in life, rely upon his good looks for recognition, but
as he had barked in a neighborly way and wagged his tail
socially among the trainmen for years, he completely won
their hearts by his happy disposition.

The Cleveland Kennel Club have divided the classes for
King Charles and Blenheim spaniels: Class 113, .SIO and 1*5.

Class 11.3V.<, bitches, §10 and .^5. Class 114, dogs. UO and $5.
Class 1143^, bitches, ,?10 and $5. They also have received the
following additional specials: .fS cash for best collie in .show,
dog or bitch; 15 cash for best collie bitch in open class ; $5
cash for best Irish setter in open class, dog or bitch; So cash
for be.st bull-terrier in show, dog or bitch; and. more to
come. Entries for this show close April 1.

We understand that Mr. Hellowill had nothing to do with
the recent purchases in England forthe NorthfieldKennels.
Mr, Toon buying them for Mr. Symoud.s on his own judg-
ment.

The Mascoutah managers ha-ve an eye to Eesthetics ; a
member offers $\0 for the most tastefully decorated stall or
stalls at the coming show.

We have received lately several inr(uirips for the addre.sses
of reliable trainers, and we therefore take pleasure in recom-
raending Horace Smith, whose training kennels are situated
at Monroe, N. C. He is in the midst of good game country,
and jtidging from the testimouials he has received from gen-
tlemen who have trusted dogs to his care, there is little doubt
that he is the right man in the right place.

Melac will have to look to his laurels for we hear that a
noted great Dane came over on the S. S. Fulda last Saturday,
consigned to W. E. Hagans, of Chicago. He has, under the
name of Sandon, won in Germany numerous prizes and at Ber-
lin last May he took four firsts from among 150 competitors.
He will now be known as Imperator and is considered one
of the tallest great Danes on the bench, .3.5in. is given as his
height. He isjawn colored with a black ma,sk and is three
years old. He will, we understand, be shown at Boston ne.xt
week.

The last day of the Washington dog show must have been
more interesting tbau the others, if that was possible. The
hall was graced by the presence of the President's wife and
Sara Bernhardt. Mrs. Harrison was accompanied by
several ladies and seemed to take great interest in the dogs,
but did not stay very long. On the contrary the celebrated
French actress devoted considerable time to the show and
accompanied by several members of her company, found
much amusement in patting the different dogs. The crowd
on the last day is said to have been greater than on any
other and of course the venture is a pronounced success.

The Charlottesville Kennels we hear during the show dis-
posed of that sterling good pointer and sire of good field
dogs, King of Kent to the W. K. C, for something over
$1,000, The president, Mr. Stinemetz, also disposed of a
pointer pup for SIOO.

"Wash" Coster, so well and favorably known to all field
trial men as the secretary of the Eastern Field Trials Club,
has been distinguishing himself before the traps. The other
day he won the final shoot for a superb trophy given by the
Eastern New York Shooters' League. As he had already
won it twice the medal becomes his own property. The
medal is a massive gold one.

The Toronto Kennel Clnb was finally organized on Thurs-
day last. There was a large attendance at the Rossin House,
and every one was very much interested in the proceedings.
The proA'isional committee presented a constitution which
was adopted after several amendments. Member.ship is

limited to Toronto and .suburbs, and the annual fee is $S
with an initiation fpe of -SS. Quarterly meetings will be
held on the third Thursdays of March, .June, September
and December, Officers were elected as follows: Pres., R.
W. Boyle; First Vice-Pres., J. S. Williams; Second Vice-
Pres., J. G. Mitchener; Sec'y, C. A. Stone. Executive Com-
mittee, Robert Wright, G. C. Taylor, Robert Jttnor, R. P.
Forshaw, H. P. Thompson. Tlie executive will choose a
patron, treasurer, honorary veterinary surgeon, and three
additional members of the committee. Votes of thanks
were passed to Mr. R. Wright for his services in the organ-
ization of the club, and to the proprietors of the Rofssin
House.

The Tattersali .sale of dogs at Philadelphia is crediting con-
iii(^et^,]:}le interest among dog raea all over th^ country.
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HEMPSTEAD FARM KENNELS' POUi^TER DUKE OF HESSEN. J. B. DAGER'S ENGLISH SKTTER CINCINNATUS.

First in UgTit-weight challenge tslaaS Jiit New York sTiow. First in challenge class at New York show.

There are already about 115 dogs entered, and some of them
haTe won many honors on the bench. Among the St. Ber-
nards we find the names of Marquis of Staiford and Prelate.
Quasimodo, the bulldog, is also on sale. In collies the
Chestnut Hill Kennels have Maney Trefoil , Wellesbourne
Hero, Wellesbourne Flurry and others. Clifton Maid is also
to be put up. Mauprat aiid Chef, the bassets, vrill also be
brought to the hammer, and so will the Irish terrier Roslyn
Murptiy and Kathleen. Little Jewel, the pug, and several
Schipperkes will also be sold to the highest bidder. Nearly-
eveT-y breed is represented, and if good prices are realized
there is every likelihood that .such sales will become regular
in the future,

Mrs. Smyth, the owner of the Swiss Moiinfcain Kennels,
has, through Mr. Watson, purchased a bitch by Alton out of
a bitch by Rhoderick Dhu, the sire of Hepsey, from Mr.
Sydney W. Smith. She has been bred to Scottish Prince.
This enthnsiastic fancier has also bought a bitch from J\ti-.

Schillcock, of Birmingham, England, and bred to Lord
Bute. Mrs. Smyth is determined to have the best blood and
we trust her venture will prove successful.

At the Washington show Mr. J. H. Winslow purchased
the nice looking pointer bitch Bloomo III. and a ptippy by
Dick Swiveller, iO months old.

Mr. James Watson will only get back from his European
trip just in time for the Boston .show, for he sails on the
LTmbria Saturday next.

We deplore the fact that bench show committees are fall-

ing back into the old slip-shod way of benching the dogs.
At the last two or three shows, and New York as well, the
dogs are benched here, there and everywhere, just as ifc

seems to suit the sweet whim of the exhibitor. This is not
right, nor is it fair to the public who pay admission aad
help to make the shows a success. At Washington it was
worse than ever, and one could walk almost down a whole
aisle, especially among the sporting cla.sses, and scarcely
one number would be in rotation. This must be altered.
It detracts from the interest of the show to the visitor and
is a source of annoyance and confusion to the reporter, for
when dogs are benched this way they are generally placed
more with a view to their dispositions than anything else,
dogs being benched irrespective of the numbers that may be
above them, and consequently mistakes arise in reports that
not only annoy the owners but discredit the paper in which
they appear.

Mr. Dexter, the owner of the Charlottesville Kennels, was
an interested spectator at the Washington show. He in-
formed us that Maid of Kent will be bred to Duke of Hes-
sen, and some future Derby winners are therefore expected
as a result. Mr. C. E. Buckle, who, with Capt. McMurdo,
has charge of his kennel, sails for England on the 8th of the
month, and besides taking to himself a bride will also
skirmish round for a good pointer dog to flu-nish an outcross
for this kennel. If they can get another as good as King of
Kent they will do well.

We regret, and so will all St. Bernard lovers, to hear of
the serious illness of Mr. Moore's good dog Alton. It seems
on Friday last he developed symptoms of pneumonia, and
when Arthur was ready to go home on Saturday it was
found impossible to move him. He is still at Washington.
At first it was reported that all hope for him was gone, but
the latest telegram says he shows a slight improvement.
We trust it will continue, as such a loss would indeed be
hard to bear, and Mr. Moore has had quite all of his share in
the past.

Sydney W. Smith, we hear, will ai-riveonthe S. S. Umbria,
having been ordered by his doctor to take a sea voyage. It
would have been very interestinghad he brought his"'Scottish
Prince over here, it would have livened things up a bit.

The Columbus, O., people have given up the idea of hold-
ing a show this spring, owing to their inability to secure a
suitable building.

During the Pittsburgh show Frank Dole sold the bull-
terrier Mr. Dick to Mr. Moorehead, of the Duquesne Kennel
Club, and also the bull bitch Jessup to Mr. Brereton. She
has been served by Harper, and something good is expected
from the union.

Mr. Stucky, of Pittsburgh, is having a fine kennel built,
with twenty yards. Besides his St. Bernards he will also
kennel Mr. Hacke's Barzois.

In a cage at Pittsburgh we noted a cat and a terrier which
seemed to be the greatest friends, frequently indulging in
sham fights and other eccentricities. The cat derives her
nptoriety from the fact of her being the only seven-toed feline
in America. '

After long and baffling experience of the law's delays, Mr,
Chas. T. Peshall has succeeded iu having his trial in the
libel suit set for next Tuesday, March 31.

The following committee has been appointed to take
pha^ of tli6 trench ?how to be held in connecfcion with t^e

Central Canada Pair, Ottawa, Sept. 29, 30, and Oct. 1. 1891:
Alfred Geddes, Dr. T. We.slev Mills, F. H. F. Mercer, P. G.
Keyes, W. G. Young, C. E. Linng, W. H. Middleton, L. N.
Bate, D. Gordon, V. S , and H. Kirby.

We have received $5 from Mr. F. H. F. Mercer, for the
Helen Keller Fund, for sending the little blind mute of Pitts-
burg to the Boston school.

The crack St. Bernard bitch Hepsey arrived Wednesday
in good health, though heavy in whelp.

GUNSHYNESS.
EAiior Forest and St/t'eam:

If you will put colts in any number, of any age or breed,
from a Couestoga to a thoroughbred, in a pasture through
which a railway runs, they will in a few days' time cease to
take notice of the train as it goes rushing past within 20yds.
Their freedom from restraint and constraint seems to reniove
all apprehension of harm, and so, if you will snap caps, or
beat a tattoo on a tin pan in the distinct heai-ing of a litter of
j-oung puppies, most of them will .scamper off and hide away
in their nest or box: and let them hide as much as they
choose, but take no notice of them; and in a short while they
will come to understand that no harm is meant. From this
beginning, it is easy to accustom them to the report of a
gun by .shooting in the yard, away from them, but in full
hearing. In case your puppy comes to you at several months
of age, give him time to learn that you are his friend and
guardian, and that yourhome is hishome, then take yourgun
down in the garden and shoot a half dozen, or so, of catbirds,
or go over in the orchard near by, from time to time, and pop
away at hairy woodpeckers. Very soon he will be out in the
orchard enjo3ang the fun with you. Of course, all this is
only necessary in the case of a timid puppy; but every pujspy
should be made acquainted with the sound of fire arms
before he is taken afield. lam satisfied the mistake in all
the rules I have read for curing gunshyuess is that there is

too much form and ceremony iu the whole proceeding. The
puppy's attention is too sharply drawn to all that is doing,
yon^take him at close qtiarters, and cut off his retreat, all of
which is very demoralizing. Never iutercept a dog's line of
retreat to his place of refuge in time of alarm. We never
hear oE city dogs being afraid of city noises, and it is because
they are left to themselves to settle"the question of sound in
their own way. Yet let a half grown puppy go in the street
away from home, and ten to one the first loufnoise he hears
will send him back like a blue streak to his familiar quar-
ters; but in a little while he will be as bold as the bravest.
At the same time, it is my opinion that if there were less in-
breeding there would be very much less of gunshjmess,
though this is neither here nor there, for inbreeding 'is the
fashion, and fashion rules in all things both great and small.

"Breeding io-nnd-in is good for the blood.
But it plays the devil with the flesh."—Byron.

W. A. W.

WELSH TERRIERS.—San Francisco, Gal.—Editor For-
est and Stream: In the report of the Binghamton show in
the Forest asd Stream the reporter calls Rowton Vixen
undoubtedly the best Welsh terrier in America. At the
Liverpool show, the largest show of Welsh terriers in
England, she is good enough to win second. At New York
she takes he, vhc. withheld, beaten by Mephisto Bob (a
dog I own) that is not worth one side of 'her. In a Chicago
paper I read: "Which, though suckling puppies, was the
only decent terrier of the five representatives that entered
the ring." I don't know T'other from Which personally;
but when I read comments on T'other's topknot it strikes
me forcibly that the judges and reporter don't know a
Welsh terrier from a hole in the wall. What on earth does
a Welsh terrier want with a Bedlington's topknot? If some
intelligent old country man will kindly step forward and
comment on the lot I think his remarks will be read with
pleasure by many that desire to be enlightened on this sub-
ject. Mr. "Mayhew may have seen a few, but it is quite evi-
dent that he has forgotten what little he did know. As all
exhibitors know, I am the last man on earth to kick about
being beaten. T'other and Which, for all I know, may be
better dogs than any of mine, I wish to confine my com-
ments to the placing of the son of Mephisto Bob (first,

Bangor, 1889, in a class of sixteen dogs) and champion
Bangor Dan Liu (a winner of twenty firsts) second in a class
of five, with Rowton Vixen, a bitch that smothers him for
quality, he—A. Russell Ceowell.

THE HOSPfCE KENNELS.—Arlington, N. J., March 31.
—Editor Forest a}id Stream: I am on the eve of breaking
up my kennels of St. Bernards, expecting to leave for Mont-
rose, Colorado, in the early part of May. Though the Hos-
pice Kennels will no longer be represented at bench shows it
is not my intention to desert the breed entirely, for I shall
take a few specimens with me to the Rockies, where the
climate, in all probability, will be more congenial to' the
dogs than in New Jersey. To the members of the vSt.

Bernard Club of America, and to the board of governors
especially, I tender my thanks for the confidence they have
shown me since the club was organized, and I trust that the
good feeling they hold toward me will contiuue though,
after my departure, I shall no longer be In a position to
take any active paj-t in club matters.—K. E. Hopf,

SPECIALS AT CLEVELAND. ~ Editor Forest and
Stream.: The following specials have been donated for our
coming show in April. We will have more later on. We
have made class 106, Yorkshire terriers, open class dogs, SIO
and*5: class 106}^, bitches, ?tO and S5. President of club
offers $10 for agent or handler having in charge largest num-
ber of dogs; a meurber offers SIO to person or kennel making
largest exhibit. Prizes for best .shown; Case whisky for
brace setters, any breed, dogs or bitches. English Setter
Club's silver medal for bitch and two of produce over 12iuos.,
regardless of ownership, prize to go to bitch; to breeder of
three dogs or bitches or both over l2mos., regardless of own-
ship; .silver medal for dog or bitch with public field trial
record; meerschaum pipe (value -820) for dog and bitch in
open class. The Pointer Club of America offers $10 each for
best dog and bitch in open class owned by member; English
coal hod (value -81.5) for dog under ISmos. owned in Cleve-
land; stud service of Lord Graphic to bitch in open class;
gold-headed cane for best get of Lord Graphic. The Na-
tional Greyhound Club offers a solid silver medal for dog or
bitch, to be competed for by members of the club and by such
dogs as are registered in their stud book. The Collie Club
of America offers silver club medal for collie not over 2yrs.
iu open classbelongingtomember; bronzeclub medal for sec-
ond best; bronze medal for dog in puppy class; also for bitch.
Silver-mounted silk umbrella (value «i5) for American-bred
St. Bernard dog or bitch; $10 for the best in show; the St.
Bernard Club of America offers silver club medal for Ameri-
can-bred rough-coated dog, same for rough-coated bitch,
same for American-bred smooth dog, same for American-
bred smooth bitch, the awards to be made in accordance
with the rules of the club; a water-color picture (value $15)
for smooth-coated St. Bernard owned bv a lady, a resident of
Cleveland, Ten dollars cash for mastiff' dog or bitch; collar
(value S6) for bitch in open class. Solid silver cup (value $30)
for fox-terrier dog or bitch in open class; same for dog or
bitch in puppy" class; dozen cakes Whitman's LTnique dog
soap for dog. Semace of cocker spaniel Brush W. for bitch
in open class, donor not to compete; $10 for field spaniel
owned by member, also the $100 cup for the cocker spaniel in
show owned by member. The National Beagle Club offers
piece of silver (value $15) for kennel of 4 beagles owned and
entered by one exhibitor a member of the club, also piece of
silver (value SIO) for dog owned by member, same for bitch;
dozen bottles Whitman's Unique mange cure for bitch; S5 for
smallest in puppy class over 4 months. Five dollars cash
for the best brace of bulldogs, dogs or bitches, owned by
one person or kennel. Five dollars"cash for pug dog in open
class, same for bitch. Ten dollars cash for largest dog in
miscellaneous class. —C. M. Munhall, Sec'y.

SPECIALS FOR BEAGLES AT BOSTON.—Editor For-
est and Stream: The following special prizes for beagles
have been offered at the New England Kennel Club's show
at Boston by a friend of the National Beagle Club: A suit-
able piece of silver, valued at $10, for the best beagle bitch,
having the best field trial record. A suitable piece of silver,
value SIO, for the best beagle bitch that started in the N. B.
C. field trials. A suitable piece of silver, value $10, for the
best beagle puppy sired by champion I3annerman.—HUB-
BITE,_

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, wlilch are far-

nlahed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter slz^e. Sets of 800 of any one form, bound for
retaining dnpUcates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dimple and Trix. By D. B. Kelton, Holyoke, Mass., for black
and tan Gordou setter bitch and dog, whelped Jan. 4, by Ned
Kelton (Dash XL— Pan) out of Gladys.
Lady Joan mstead of Our Joan. By Mercer cfe Middleton, Ot-

tawa, Can., for Clumber spaniel bitch, by Boss III. out of Lady
Judy.
Signo. By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.. for silver

fawn pug dog, whelped Feb. 27, 1891, by Spokane (ehampioa Kash
—Lady Thora) out of Lady Verne (Joe II,—Mandie).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Zimmer's Blue Belle—Fainj Lee. J. M. Barnes's (North Adams,
Mass.) beagle bitch Zimmer's Blue Belle (Blue Cap II.—Constance)
to George L%iol<'.i Fairy Lee (Lee IL—Fairy), March 6.

Gladys—Ned Kelton. C. £. Bid well's (Holyoke. Mass.) Gordon
setter bitch Gladys (MuiMand Ranger—Buelas) to D. B. Kelton's
Ned Kelton (Dash IL—Fan), Nov. 4.

8qua.iv—Kaiser. J. F. CampbeH's (Montreal, Can.) black and tan
terrier hitch Squaw (Salford— Nettle) to his Kaiser (Punch—Luce).
March 10.

Fly—Kaiser. B. Wall's (Montreal, Can,) black and tan terrier
bitch Fiy (Othello—Sarah) to John F. Campbell's Kaiser (Punch-
Luce), March 5.

G4'/t (formerly BoclieUe &rit)—Kaiser. John F. Campbell's (Mon-
treal, Can.) black and tan terrier bitch Grit (formerly Roehelle
Grit) (champion Buffalo General—Meersbrook Girl) to his Kaiser
(Punch—Luce), Mar«h 18.

Monie—Cliaminon Red Rover. Theo, J. Hook's (Borne, N. Y.)
cocker spaniel hitch Mollie (Carlo—Beauty) to his claampion Red
Rover (Obo IL—Woodstock Dinah), Jan. 29.
Topsy S.—CMmynon Bed Rover. O. S. Svkes's (AlexandTla Bay,

N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch Topsy (Snap—Walklll Bess) to Theo. j.
Hook's champion Red Rover (Obo II.—Woodstock Dinah),March 7.
Donna—Cliampiou BocMngham. Rosecroft Kennels' English,

setter bitch Donna (Yale Belion—Forest Dora) to F, Wiudiiolz'g
chamnion Rookintrham. March t.
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Champion Lady BromlJie—Chumpion Johnny, Mercer & Middle-
ton's CJuinber spaniel bitch champion Lady Bronaine to tbeir
champion Johnny.
Laf^u Belle—Johnny, Jr. Mercer & Middleton's Clumber spaniel

b;teh Liidy Belle to t-heir Johnny, .^r.

Lady Judy—Champion Boss llL Mercer & Middletoh'e Clumber
spaniel bitch Lady Judy to thejr champion Boss IIL
Nancy Belle- Champion Boss IIL Andrew Laldlaw's Clumber

Bpaniel bitch Nancy Belle to Mercer & Middleton's champion
Boss IIL
Lady Joan— Ghamnion Johnny. Mercer & Middleton's Clumber

(champion Ilford Caution-Oountpsp), Feb. 13.
Berlfshire Zetto—Berlfshire Caution. Berkshire Kennels' f Hins-

dale. Mass.) English mastiff bitch Bei'tshire Zetta (Debonair—
Demeter) to tbeir Berkshire Caution (champion Ilford Caution—
Countpss), Jan. 18.

Jewell^Berhshirc Prince. Berkshire Kennels' (Hinsdale, Mass.)
St. Bernard bitch Jewell (Laurian—Lof ta) to their Berkshire
Prince (champion Merrbant. Prince—champion Miranda) Jan. 17.
Renwna—BerMhire- Cautdon. Berkshire Kennel'*' (Hinsdale,

Mass.) English mastiff bitob Eeniona (C d. Trix—Berkshire Zetta)
to their Berkshire Caution (champion Ilford Caution—Countess),
Jan. 23.

Berlishire Juno—Berkshire Prince. Berkshire Kennels' (Hins-
dale Mass.) St. B'^rnard bitch Berkshire Juno (champion Mer-
chant Prince—Nnn) to their Berkshire Prince (champion Mer-
chant Prince—Mirand Jan. 35.

Berlishire Belle—BerTishire Prince. Berkshire Kennels' (Hins-
dale, Mass.) St. Bernai-o bitch iSerkshire Belle (Belle of Lancaster—Lyra) to their Berkshire Prince (champion Merchant Prince-
Miranda), Jan. 25.

Glendora—Bcrlishtrc Caution. Berkshire Kennels' (Hinsdale,
Mass ) English mastilS bitch Glendora (Col. Trjx—Berksliire ZettP)
to their Berkshire Caution (champion Ilford Caution—Countess),
Marcti 13.

Tudie—EMrharVs Cashier. H. J. Bramlage's (Cincinnati, O )

pug bitch Tudie (Coco—Judy) to Eberhart Puer Kennels' Eber-
hart's Cashier (champion Kifh—Lady Tho'-a), March 20.
Bosa Lee—Breeze Olad.stonc. J. A- Hartman's (Latrobe, Pa)

English setter bitch Rosa Lee (Berry—Ruby) to Francis G. Taylor's
Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Feb. 28.

Domino-Breeze Gladstone. Wilson Fiske'a (Plainfield, N. J.)
English setter bitch Domino (Rockingham— Donna) to Francis G.
Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sup). Feb. 27.
G«ssie Bondhu—Breeze Gladstone. J. L. Sneed's (Toledo, O.)

English setter Mtch Gussie Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—Jessie Noble)
to F. G. Tavlor's Bresze Gladstone (Gladstone -Sue), March 10.
Alherta G.—Breeze Gladstone. L. Shuster, Jr.'s (Philadelphia,

Pa.) English setter riiteh Alberta (i. (Count Noble—Alphonsine) to
F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), Feb. 11.

Donnu Juniata—Breeze Gladstone. James W. Wood's (Pough-
keepsie, N. Y.) English setter bitch Donna Juanita (Rockingham
—Donna) to F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue),
March 16.

Front—Breeze Gladstone: D. Stern's (Milwaukee, Wis.) English
setter bitch Front (Drake, Jr.—Daisey) to F, G. Taylor's Bree/,e
Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), March 7.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Gladys. O. E Bardwell's (Holyoke, Mass.) Gordon setter bitch
Gladys, Jan. 4, five (one dog), by D. B. Kelton's Ned Kelton (Dash
II.—Fan).

Jill. Dr. Nicol's (Cookstown. Ont.) cocker bitch Jill (Doctor-
Lucy), March 18, six (five dogs), by Chas. M, NeUes's champion
Brant (champion Obo II.—Blackie III.).

Katie NoMe. F.G.Taylor's (Phila-^elphia. Pa) English setter
bitch Katie Noble (Count Noble—Queen Meg). March II, eight
(five dogs), by his Brepze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue).
LiStNoUe. F. G. Taylor's (Philadelphia, Pa) English setter

bitch List Noble (Count Noble- Pate Gladstone). Feb. 14, seven
(four dogs), by his Breeze (Tladstone (Gladstone—Sue).
Delaware- J. G. Gray's (Bridgeville, Md.) English setter bitch

Delaware (Glen Rock—Lenore). Feb. 9, ten, by F. G. Taylor's
Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue).
Maude IIL Otto Langenbsrger's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) rougb-

cop.ted Sr. Bernard bitch Maude III,_(E. Barry—Duchess), March
20, seventeen (tnirtoen dogs), by K. E. Hopf's Viodex (Ot.ho—
Lakme).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Snttt). Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped May 2, 18S9,
by Tenor ont of Haida, by George Laiok, Tarrytown, N. Y., to E.
D. Weller, Emleuion, Pa.

Little. Dvlre, Jr.—Snap vjhelp. Black, white and tan beagle dog,
whelped July 7, 1890, by Little Duke, Jr., out of Snap, by George
Laick, Tarrytown, N. Y., to E. D. Weller, Emienton, Pa.

F!i"ft. Black, white and tan beagle liitch, whelped Jtily 7, 18B0,

by Little Duke. Jr., out of Snap, by George Laick, Tarrytown, N.
y., to W. H . Wood, GJennviHe, N. Y.
Lady Florence. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped

July 7, 1890, by Little Dnke, Jr., out of Snap, by George Laick,
Tarrytown. N. Y., to Edward Beck, North Tarrytown, N. Y.
Tomljoy 11. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped Aug. 15,

1890, by Tomboy out of Nettie, by Oeorge Laick, Tarrytown, N. Y.,
to Edward Beck. North Tarrytown, N. Y.

Oassella. Brindle bulldog bitch, whelped Feb. 3, ISSK), by Harptr
out of Charmioii, by Woodward & Herrick, Chicago, II],. to E. K.
Austin, New York citj\
Nettie. Black, white and tan beagle bitch, whelped Oct. 29, 1888,

by Mayo out of Trixy. by George Lalok, Tarrytown, N. Y., to .). M.
Stymus. Elm ford, N. Y.
Dimple. Black and tan tiordon setter bitch, whelped Jan. 4.

B9I, by Ned Kelton out of Gladys, by D. B. Kelton, Holyoke,
Mass., to Anson Howard, Townshend, Vt.
NellieD. Croxteth. Liver and white ticked pointer bitch.whelppd

Marcb 9, 1887, by C >un t Croxteth out of Lo Faust, by Lewis ilaight.
New Berlin, N. Y., to Lyman W. Cluie, South Ballstou, N. Y.

Satellite. Rich tawny, white markings, rough coated St. Bern-
ard bitch, date of birth unknown, by Monk II. out of Sheila, by
Dr Leverty, New York city, to A. Ritter, Long Island City.
Nero. Orange and white rough-coaterl S . Bernard dog.whelped

Jan. 3, 1889, by Tiger out of Obrist's Flora, by F. Kaiser, New
York city, to A. Ritter, Long liland City.
Into t!>range tawny and white St. Bernard bitch, whelped Nov,

28, 18S9. by Berkshire Prince out of Jewell, by Berkshire Kennels,
Hinsdale, Mass.. to George W. Dureu, Woburn, Mass.
BerlssMre Ben—Flirt v:help. Wbite, bl ck ano tan head fox-

terrier bitch, whelped July aO, 1889, by Berkshire Ben out of Flirt,
by Berkshire Kennels, Hmsdaie, Mass., to Winihrop Jordan,
Portland, Me.
Blue Bell III. Blue, white ticked, beagle bitch, whelped Aoril

29, 1886, by Blue Cap IL out of Constance, to H. T. Renshaw, East
St. Louis, 111.

Lev. Orange tawny St. Bernard dog, whelped Dec. 1890, by Jarto
out of . by Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to W. H.
Lotze, Springfield, Mass.
Duke. OrHHge and white St. Bernard dog, whelped November,

1889, b^ Merchant Prince ou"^ of . by Berkshire Kennels, Hins-
dale. Mass.. to M. Menor, Dalton, Mass.
Berkshire Prince—Berkshire .funo %ohclp. Orange tawny and

white S . Bernard dog, wneiped March 1,1889, bv Berkshire Prince
out of Berkshire Juno, by Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to
W. H. Whitney, Pitisfleld, Mass.
Berkshire Prince. Orange tawny and white St. Bernard dog,

whf^lped July 10, 1886. by Merchant Prince out of Miranda, by
Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass.. to J. W. Flint, Scio, N. Y.
Bismcork. White, black and white head fox-terrier dog, date of

hinhnot given, by Landlord out of Gip^v Queen, by Berkshire
Kennel=, Hinsdale, Mas'=.. to Dr. Nivens, Northampton, Mass.

Oarlotta. Pawn English masti EE bitch, whelped Octobf r, 1888, by
BerRshire Caution out of Lady Belle, by Berkshire Kennels, Hins-
dale. Mass., to Du Brutz Cutton, .Jr., Wilmington, N. O.
Berkshire Cotmtess. Fawn Kuglish mastiff bitch, whelped Sep-

tember, 1889, by Berkshire Caution out of Berkshire Zeita, by
Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to Du Brutz Cutton, Jr.,
Wilmington, N. C.
Emperor Napoleon. Fawn English mastiff dog. whelped Sept.

9, 1889, oy Bf-rkshire Caution out of Zulu, by Berkshire Kpnnelti,
Hinsdale, Ma=s.. to Du Tii utz Cutton, Jr., Wilmington. N. C.

B&i'kshire Cmitlon-Lady Belle whelps. Fawn English mastiff
dogs, whelped Oct.. 24, 1889. bv Berksmre Caution out of Lady
Belle, by Berkshire Kennels. Hinsdale. Mass.. two does to Jamts
G. Burns, Buffalo. N. Y., and one dog to H. C. Hall, Hudson, Mich.
Berkshire Caution Glendora ivhelps. Fawn English mastiff dog

and bitch, whelped July 1, 1890, ov Bei^i-shirp I'aution out of
Glendora, >iy Berkshire Kennels^, Hin.-dale, Mass., dog to J. G.
Burns. Buffalo. N. Y.. ani b'tch to J. W. Flint, Scio, N. Y.
Berkshire Caution—Zulu whelps. Fawn English mastiff dog,

•whelped March 4, 1890, by Berkshire Caution outof Zulu, byBerk-
sh'te Kennels, Hinsoale, Mass., 'o J. G. Burns. Buffalo, N. Y.

Carroll. Brindle English mastiff bitch, whelped March 14, 1887,

fay Cromwell Doom out of Ashmout Fawn, by Berkshire Kennels,
iikisdaie.. Mass., to James G. Burae, BuflEa-lo, N- Y.

LuDar. Fawn English mastiff dog, whelped March 4. 1890, V-y
Berkshire Caution out of Zulu, bv Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale,
Mass., to Geo. P. Bollock, Stony Man, Va,
CathaHna. Fawn English ma- tiff bit h. whelped Oct. 5, 1888, by

Berkshire Caution out of Lady Bnlle, bv Berkshire Kennels, Hins-
dale, Mass., to Geo. F. Rollocfe, Stony Man. Va.

jBer7c,?7iire Caution — Berkshire Zetta whelps. Fawn English
mastitis, by Berkshire Caution out of Berkshire Z^tta. by Berk-
shire Kenn(5la. Hinsdale, Mass. one bitch, whelped Sept fi, 18R9, to
L. M. Benice, Wankon. la.; one dog, whflped March 4, 1890 to

^y^n^- B':agdon, Portsmou'h, H. H., and one dog, whelped Aug.
24. 1890, to E. H. Moore, Melrose, Mass.
Berkshire Caution -Patience whelp. Fawn English mastiff bitcb,

whelped Aug. 17, 1890, by Berkshire Caution nut of Patience, by
Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to W. B. Underill, Carthage,
N. Y.
Berkshire Caution-Old Lill whelp. Pawn English mastiff dog,

whelppd March 1890, by Berkshire Caution out of Old Lill, by
Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to Ida P. Warren, Leicester,
Mass.
Berkshire Caution—Carlotta whelps. Pawn English mastiff dogs,

whelped Juno 23, 1890, by Berkshire Caution out of Oar'otta, by
Berkshire Kennels, Hiiasdale, Mass.. two dogs to E. H. Moore,
Melrose, M«ss.
Berkshire Caution—Carroll whelp. Fawn English mastiff dog,

whelped Jan. 29, 1889 by Berkshire Caution out of Carroll, by
Berkshiro Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to Mr. Abbott, Hudson. Mich.
Berkshire Tell. Fawn English mastiff dog, whelpod Jan. 20, 18S0,

by Berkshire Caution out of Carroll, bv Berkshire Kennels, Htns-
dale, Mass., to F. W. Legg, Wohurn, Mass.
Berkshire Chief. Fawn English mastiff donr. whelped Sept. 6,

1889, by Berkshire Caution out of Berkshire Zptta, bv Berkshire
Kennels, Hinsdale, Mass., to Robprt Exley, Providence. R. I.
Ztilu. Fawn English mastiff bitch, whelped November, 1886, by

Donald out of Maid of Athens, by Berkshire Kennels, Hinsdale,
Mass., to Joseph Treager, DaventJort, la.
Prince. Fawn English mastiff dog, whelped March 7. 1890, by

Berkshire Caution out of Berkshire Zetta, by Berkshire Kennels,
Hinsdalp, Mass., to A. E. Cbamberlin, Dalton, Mass.
Yolande. Black greyhound bitch, whelped July 2. 1390, by Mem-

no? oiJLof Harmony, by Woodhaven Kennels, Long Island, N. Y.,
to H W. Lacy, New York.
Ben. Black and tan terrier dog, whelped Aug 6, 1890, by Buffalo

General out of Buffalo Lass, by A. W. Smith, Buffalo. N. Y,, to A.
W. Ferguson. Buffalo, N. Y.
Signo. Silver fawn pug dog, whelppd Sent. 15. 1890, by Bradford

Ruby 11. out of Pearl, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.,
to C. F. Borden, Winchester, Tenn.
Fahia II, Silver fawn pug dog, whelped Feb. 27, 1891, by Spokane

outof Lady Verne, by BbPihart Pug Kennels, Giucinnati, O., to
H. H. Lyons, Guthrie Center, la.

West would prefer a distance greater than the one yon mention,
and the outdoor shooters in the East are used to 30yds.

Wjt. R. Prtoe, Director of Shooting, M. A. C.
MANjqtATTAN Aa?HLETXc Clpb, Nbw Yoek, March 19.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

G. DE C—Will you kindly inform me the bpst way to enrich the
color of an Irish setter whose coat is extremely bad V Ans. If you
mean in color, we do not know but good grooming every day and
plenty of exercise will work wonders toward putting a glo.ss on.

A. B. C, Washington, D. C—I have a setter bitch that has a bad
case of red mange, I have tried several mange tnixtares without
any beneficial results; can you recommpud any treatment for hei?
1 think that she needs internal treatment, with external appli-
cations combined. Ans. Take two tiu^rts of lard oil, half a pound
of black antimony, and half a pound of sulphur lac; mix and
apply well all over, kepping the dog in a warm place. After two
or three days wash off.

H, R... Saginaw, Mich.—Please inform me through the columns
of your paper what is the matter with my two-year-old setter dog,
and give treatment for same. He is thin in flesh and his coat Is in
poor condition. He acts lively and healthy around the yard, and
has a wonderful appetite, but when taken afield he shows his
trouble. For the first two or three honrs he hunts well, but after
that he begins to slacken up his gait until be is unable to walk,
and then lies down refusing to follow. After resting fifteen or
twenty minutes he is again able to follow along slowly. After
this the spell comes on and he stands still, his bind parts gradually
sink to the ground. He has had this trouble for about live months.
His ravenous appetite made me think he had worms. I gave him
60 grs. areca nut on an empty stomach, but he only passed two
thin pinkish worms; they were about Sin. in length and poiated
at. both ends. Ans. Try again for worms. Give santonin© in two
grain doses in lard three times a day; after the third day give a
large tablespoonful of castor oil and report result.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In regard to the pistol competition, the members of the St.

Louis Pistol Club, while heartily in favor of the tournament
believe that the number of shots should not be le'^s than fifty. A
half dozen shots is no test of theaccuraey of a shooter, as most
any time good scores are accidpntally made when only a few
shots are had. The opinion is also expressed that the shooting
should be under cover, so as to have uniform conditions, and that
each party who proposes to enter the tournament should forward
hisname to Forest and Stream along with tho name of some
responsible party who is to act as referee for Iiis shooting and
make oath to his report. Only in this vvay, St. Louis pistol

shooters think, that sufficient safpguards can be thrown around
shooters to prevent a repetition of what has happened at previous
tournaments. Aberdeen.

THE REES RIFLE.
A FEW days ago an exhibition wi+h ball cartriges was given bv

the Kees Automatic Rifle invented by Frank Rpcs. In a word
the weapon is wound up much as a time p'ece with a large ooil-
main spring in the stock, and then with the weanon at tiie
shoulder, the shooter has hut to press and repress the trigger, to
have the magazine exhaust itself. The spt ed is ab-ut as rapid as
one can count aloud. The trial, wb'ch was with .41 calibre cart-
ridges, was a success so far as showing thp workint^ of a wonder-
fully rapid arm. In speaking of his invention, Mr. Rees said,
"The advantage possessed by this rifle over others now in the
market, is that it i-pquires no effort but a single pull of the trigger
to load and tire it and eject the empty shell; each successive pull
of the trigger repeating this complete operation. The loading,
firing, and ejecting of the empty shell is practically instanta-
neous, and so quickly done that the motion of the mechanism
cannot be seen or followed.
The automatic action is obtained by simplv inserting a spring in

the breach of the gun and by ingenious mechanisms allowing the
spring to do the work usually performed by hand. This is a great
advantage, as it secures speed, safety, and accuracy; and prevents
car^less work under excitement.
The gun has about the same number of parts as the Winchester

and other similar rifles, and it is estimated that with proper ma-
chinery it can be manufactured at about the same cost.
A brief and simple outline of the action of the mechanism is as

follows:
"The mainspring is wound by turning a crank arm about six

revolutions, and the gun is then ready to fire twenty-five shots
without further attention.
"When the trigger is pulled, the mainspring is released, and with

its box revolves, the sp ockets on this tjox. engneing in a chain
belt, cause it to revolve thp sprockpt wheel, which wheel and
tumbler by its connecting Imk moves back and forwai-d the bolt-
with its extractor hooks. The carrier is made to revolve at the
instant thp bolt is drawn back and out of it, by the cog teeth on
the tumbler working on a pinion on the cariier fhaft.
"A cartridge inserted in the magazicelis pressed back into the

lower chamber of the carrier, which carrier rt^volving one-half
turn, brings the cartridge up to the breech or harrel. the bolt then
coming forward, shoves the cartridtre into the barrel, when the
firing pin strikes and fires it; the bolt then being drav/n back,
draws out the empty shell by its extractor nooks, and the carrier
revolving throws out the empty shell.
"The safety catch, which is the pressure of the thumb in starfing

the trigger, is a marked iniprovement on this rifle, rendering It

safe at all times, and experts have approved this j-pecial feature
of the invention as worthy of being applied lo almost any other
form of rifle or shot gun. The gun is also easily cleaned and with
no openings when not in use. It is finely bcilanced and with
scarcely a, perceptible kick or recoil."

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.

OUGGESTIONS continue to flow in about the revolver test for

the determination of the amateur championship of this

country. It is not likely that there will be any material change
in the conditions of the match. With the distance at 20yds. and
a measurement target capable of gauging the dist ances of shots

down to the closest fraction there will be but little chance of ties,

and there will be opportunity for 1 he closest of holding. Again,
at this distance the medium line is struck between the indoor
and outdoor distance. It is a poor gallery indeed which cannot
give a range of 60ft., and at an open range with any but the
heaviest of arms it is a gamble against the weather in the scores

which may be made. By indoor shooting it will he possible to

have the trial tests and the final record scores all made under
exactly the same conditions, even though they should be shot at
various times and on differp nt galleries. It is not to be a test of

endurance, and it will be .just as satisfactory to have a result of

say ten or a dozen inches in the three selected targets of six shots

each out of the five scores fired as it would be to have a high
sounding total of 900 out of a possible 1,000.

Dr. Pryor, who is Director of Shooting in the New York M.^n-
hattan Athletic Club, stands in the first rank of the amateur
revolver shots of the metropolis. He advises as follows:

Editor Forest and Stream:

I offer the following suggestions as to the conditions of the
forthcoming revolver match for the championship of America.
Distance, SOrds.; number of shots, 60, in strings of 10 shots: 8in!

bullseye, American standard decimal target; the match to be shot
outdoors on a certain fixed day, and open to the amateur world,

as every other championship should be, and as most of them are;

the definition of amateur in connection with this match to be
made the same as that of amateur in billiards or amateur in shot-

gun competitions. The position should be strictly off-hand; the

arm used should be a revolver of not less than five chambers
length of barrel not greater than Sin., with open sights; any trig-

ger-pull, any weight of arm; any kind of ammunition; any
caliber. The object of the above conditions being to embrace the

kinds of arms most used in this country, and consequently the

conditions would appeal to most revolver shots as just.

I take it that the competition will be held outdoors. If such is

the case, the distance at which it is shot should assuredly be
greater than the gallery distances. Again, what is the use of pre-

liminary trial? Why not have fixed days and ' advertise the
event under certain definite conditions, at^a certain known
target, and let all shooters intereeted come and compett? Poor
shots will keep away.

It you limit your shots to 6, or even 20, the endurance of ibe
i shooter iB not taxed in any way. I know that the men from the

SAN FRANCISCO, March 15.—Although the weather was un-
favorable the attendance at Harbor View to-day was very 'arge
and the marksmen made up in enthusiasm for the lacking pleas-
antness of the weather. The atmosphere was very thick and
heavy, and as a oonseriuence the fmoke from the marksmen's
rifles lay low in the range, and often obscured the targets from
view.
The winners of the first fourteen prizes in the priw shoot of the

Germanla did some good work and made very fine scores. It
often happened during f^e day that it was impossible to tell who
would be high, so close did the scores run. The names of tiie win-
ners are as follows:
AStiecker 96 J Utsehig 91 CHeeth .....89
FKuhnie 94 R Pinking 90 P O Young ...89
D W McLaughliu..92 Dr IJotrpr.s . 90 Leo Klotz gg
GHe'- 93 FAitinRer 89 Ed Hovey 88
P Jb cojy 91 W Glindeman SO
The members of the California Club werp. out in force for their

last shoot at Harbor View. In a few weeks they will throw open
their now park to the public and exp'-ct to show many fine scores,
as a result of the change. The contest to-rlay was a bullseye
shoot and all shots that were not placed within a circumference
of Sin. from the center were counted as misses.
The California Club cadets were on hand and took part. in a

medal and bullseye slioot. The winners of medals for tho cadet
class were Gus Glindemann, with 398 ringr, and L. Reubold won
the second class medal, with 364 rings.
The Turners' shmfing section brought out a large number of

men to compete for medals. Tho shooting was expellent and
many members scored more than 100 poims. The membfcra who,
by their good shooting, carried off the mi'dals, with the'r scores,
are as follows: Champion medal, George Helm, 426 rings; first
clasp, 11. Finking, 398; second class, L. Thierbach, 403: third class.
L. Bruner, 3.39.

The contest for the champion medal of the Turners proved to be
one of the most exciting events which has taken place at the butts
for some time. Utsehig, Kuhnle and Helm pro>.spd each other
hard, and each went to work with the determination or coming
out winner. Soclos^did these marksmen keep to each other's
score that it could not be told until the last shot was tired who
would be the winner. George Helm provf^d to be the lufky man
with the good score of 433 rings, Jouii Utsehig scored 425 and F.
Kubnle 423.

Many of the clubs bade a long farewell to Harbor View to-day.
In future all the clubs which have made Harbor View their mee't-
iug idace will shoot at the new park near San Rafael.

NEWARK, N. J., March 16.—The Essex Amateur Rifle Club
wound up its tournament matches to-night by deleating the Oak-
lands, thus giving the Essex team the splendid record of sixteen
matches won and none lost. This gives the team first prize in the
tourn«ment, besides giving it the right to hold for one year the
handsome silver ice pitcner, know n as the "Our Own Trophy,"
nresented to the United Amateur Rifle Associ'ition by the Our
Own Kiflp Club last season. The record of the Es^ex duplicates
last season's record of the Howard team in having a clean run of
victories, although the Howards had eleven clubs to contend
against, winning twenty-two consecutive matt hes.

BOSTON, March 21.—The regular shoot of the Massachusetts
Rifle Association was held to-day in a mild northeast gale. The
scores:

All-Comers' Off-Hand Match.
F Carter 83 AG Stevens 76 AS Hunt 70
FC Bridge 80 I B Thomas 71 W C Prescott 65W Charhs 79 M T Day 71 J B Hobbs 66
A Maynard 78

All-Comers' Rest Match.MR Barter 95 C W Snow 90 J B Hobbs 90

TORONTO, March 13.—The fifth match of thf Canadian Off-
Hand Rifle Association was shot to-day over the different ranges
in the Province of Ontario. Tnere were 13 team'^ competing and
8 riflpmen shot for the silver trophy. The day was one of the
worst tor close shooting, as a most lerriflc snowstorm raged from
morning until night, and extent' ed over the ranges of all clubs,
and in consequence none ha^l any ad vantage so Tar as weather
was concerned, acd yet some remarkable shooting was done.
Aurora as usual look first place m team matr-h and W. W. Wood,
of OrilJia, swept tne board for trophy with a score of 98 out of ti

possible 100. The fidlow'ng are the scores m.ide, 6 men pdv team,
10 shots each, 100 and 200yds., team possible 600;

Aurora 5-32 Midland. 442 Uhthofl 410
First Orill^a 503 Bycg Inlet 430 Maple 381
Tottenham., 4.h9 Bolton 428 Parry Sound 362
Second Orillt». . . 465 Barrie , .43J KLiae City 35-5

1 The Bixch mateh will be shot on Friday, April 10.
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SYRACUSE, N. Y.. March 18.—Some vpvv good off-hanfl pcores
were made in the shooc of the Onondaga Rifle Club at their Valley
range this afternoon, but the rest march was particularly bril-
liant. The records on the whole, however, were worthy of the
skilleci Tnai'ljsmen who participated in the contest. The scores
follow:

Ofl-Hand Match.
Dalley
StiUmuii
Ball
Ward

Koehler,

.

8 4 1 (5 7 7 8 fl 10 10-75
10 6 9 0 7-748 6 5 9 8

5 0 8 8 3 8 9 7 4—B.^i

7 7 8 6 9 8 8 6 9 2—70
7 10 5 7 4 4 3 .'j - t)2

Q in 6 8 i 5 7 10 6 4-68
6 5 4 5 4 r> 7 10 8-58
5 8 7 8 6 .•) 8 in 5 o-fi7
8 6 8 8 9 5 r 6 .5 5-67
8 1 5 9 2 2 0 0 5 8-33
eh.

8 8 VI 9 10 9 7 7-91
12 9 10 7 10 10 8 8-92

7 10 7 7 r 9 8 7 8 7-74
7 11 8 8 r 7 12 8 9 8-85
9 8 9 8 9 8 8 10 10 8-87
8 10 0 8 13 9 8 3 0 8-87
8 ]0 8 9 9 9 10 9 10 11—94

9 8 12 13 11 10 10 9-96
8 7 9 7 5 8 7 9 6 6-73
8 5 7 5 8 11 8 6 5 5-06

Smith .

Robotts
Knapp .

Koehler
Spies
Dr Coon
PRIZES AT BISLEY.—The report of the finances of the Na-

tional Rifle Association of Great Britain shows into what a large
concern the shooting fortnight of tlte riflemen has grown- The
revenue account for 1890 shows that the subscriptions and dona-
tions of all kinds, includi"8r the sum appropriated for th^ Mullens'
prizes, amounted to £3.944 7s. 6d., as against only £3,181 15s. in
1889. Various receipts (other than those directly connected with
the shooting), iucluiing "gate money," rents and manyo'her
items, prnducpd £3,201 13s. The corresponding amount in 1889
was £iJ 8?4 lis. Id. The competitors contributed direclly In en-
trance fees, pavments for ammunilion. "blnwing-olT" tickets and
flues £17,430183. 6d.: in 1889 £I8.8?,3 Is, Td. The gro^s total of re-
ceipt'! for 1870 was therefore £34,576 19.^., as aaiHinst .b".'4,T02 Ms. Ud,
in 1889. The working expenses "f 1890, iucluding thp sxim set apart
for aepreoiatiou, amounted to £10,318 2.«. lid. In 1889 the corres-
ponding amount was £10,380 4s. (Id. The amount given in prizps
last year was £14,330 8i. 8d.; in 1889, £15,130 8s. 3d. The percentage
of entrance fee.s, etc., returned in prizes amounted to 83 1-5 per
cent., a larger proportion than has been given since 1886, The
revenue account shows a deficit of only £71 123. 7d. upon the
working of the year.

"NEW YORK GERMAN GUN CLUB.—The followiuE officers
were elected at tbe recent annual meeting of the New York Ger-
man Gun Club: .T. H. Bossenccker, President; F. Huff, Vice-
President; .J. Schlicht, Secretary; .1. P. Dannefelser,lTrea8urer; F.
Sauter, shooting master- President Boeasnecker presented a
handsome medal to the club, the marksman making the highest
aggregate .score in three shoots to retain it at the end of the year.
The shooting rules as adopted and printed by the club are very
explicit, and will make disputes an impossibilitv in the future.

THE TRAP.

Seores /or publUicMon should be made out on the printed blankt
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores a/re par-
ticularly requested to write on one side of the paper only,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced herte

send in notice like the following;

March 24-33.—Detroit Tournament, assisted by the luter-State
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. $1 000 guaranteed.
April 9-11,—Annual Tournament of the Boiling Springs Gun

Club, a,t Rutherford, N. J.

April 28-30.—New London (or New Haveo) Inter-State Associa-
tion.
May 5-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Olub Tournament. Open to all.

John G, Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.-Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all. Elmer E.

Shaner, Seo'y,
May 3-7,—Auburn, N. Y.. Gun Club Tournament. .$800 guaran-

t.eed. Pruiesbionals: barred. Ohas. W. Brisier, Sec'y.
iMav D-9 —Grand Touruameut of the Hill City Gun Club, Yicks-

bursT, Mips. Open to all. Geo. H. Hill. Sec'y.
May 12.14.—Graud Tournament of the South Side Gun Club, at

Watertown, N. Y. Open to all. L. H. Prentice, Sec'y.
May 13-10.—Harrisburg, Pa., Shooting Association Tournament,

assisted by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H. M. F. VVorden,
Sec'.y.

May 19-31.—Washinston (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted
by Inter-Siate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Assnciaiion. Club
gives $1,000, Association guarourees .$1,000, totftl §2,000.
June 3-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
$1,000. club adds S3,000, total S3,000.
.Tune 15-19.—Thirty-t I lird Annual Tournament of the New York

State Association for the Protectiou of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R- Bingham, Sec'y,

OOING TO A SHOOT.
ONEIDA, N. Y., March 19.—Editor Fortal and Sli earn: Having

received a programme f'om the managers of a shoot to be
held at Athens on St. Patrick's Ds.y, and not having shot a gun
since the tournament at Canastola on the day appointed by the
Governor to give thanks, 1 concluded to attend. At Canastota 1
sauntered toward the forward part of the train and asued the
conductor if I could ride a way with the engineer. "Have to ask
him, hut it is strictly against the rules. You might get a pass bv
asking the Superintendent." "Don't need any pass; got a ticket."
"Did not mean a pass, but a permit." "'What would he do if I
should get up there?" "Put you off, I presume." Looking at the
engineer, I made up my mind he could do it. But 1 resolved to
"cheek" it. Handing my ticket to be punched, I remarked, "I
will venture it." Just at this moment the train for which we had
been waiting thundered up, and taking advantage of the noise and
confusion. I stepped into the cab and took a seat on the fireman's
side. I doubt very much whether the man of the throttle noticed
me, for his attention was taken up by the bustle outside. I heard
th« signal given and soon we began to move out of the village.
Just at this momant I met the kindly eyes of the engineer fixed
upon me and in them rend a look of astonishment at the liberty.
He made no remark and I felt a little relieved. Soon the village
was left behind and we commenced the hill climbing. At first the
cuts and fills were not deep: and over this serpentine course we
continued to climh up and iip, 75ft. and more to the mile. Soon
Clookville station was passed and a straight piece of road met the
eye; this was soon passed and once more we commenced the climb
of 1,200ft. in about 13 miles. The cuts grew more numerous and as
we twisted in and out (for the bank was mostly on our side), now
running directly toward a precipice, down which yawned a chasm
100ft. or more, now beading directly toward the wall of stone
on the other side. The ride grew more enchanting each moment.
Not a word bad been spoken by the three occuimntf-; onlj' tlie
regular ch Ch-ch of tile iron horse as he bore us on CTuld he heard.
The rail was in good condition and the wheels hugged the iron.
As I looked down the bank I said to myself, Verily 'tis but a step
to eternity. Something in my countenance must have shown the
engineer the thoughts passing through my mind, for 1 caught him
looking at me and he said, "Don't be afraid, there is no danger; I
have been here thousands of times and never went down there
yet."
When we reached the summit what a view met my gaze! To the

right of me was Oneida Lake, whose frozen waters glistened in
the morning sunlight: to the left a black cloud hung over that
part of the horizon; ahead of us the rounded hilltops of Wood-
stock could be seen. Our ascent had been slow but sure. Now the
pace had quickened, and one glided down the steep descent and
rounded me corners as easy a^d smooth as one rolls a penny on a
floor. Once more the regular and even breathing of the locomo-
tive could be heard. The village of Cazenovia was snon reached
and we glided into the depot. The word was given and we moved
out, A change had come over the face of Nature; the black cloud
had spread itself over the entire heavens and a fleecy speck now
and then fell silently to the ground. We had not proceeded a
mile when the storm struck us in all its fury. One could not see
a oar length ahead. The situation was novel but not very reas-
suring, for at any moment we might run against some passing
team at the crossings or into one of the bouiders which often
break loose and tumble upon the track. Before a d^^zen miles had
been, left behind the worst of the storm was over. Heard two long
and short whistles, denoting that a road crossing was near; then 1

saw those four motions—the shoving in of the throttle, reversing
the lever, applying the air and blowing the whistle—and all done
far quicker than it has been told. A sudden stot) almost threw me
through the window; and on the track directly in front of us was
what to mo at that rime (.-=0 small did all appear) seemed a baby
wagon drawn by two setter doas, but which proved to be a lumber
wagon and a pair of bay horses. So near did we come to striking
them that 1 could almost have touched tlic wagon by leaning out
of the side window. Only for the promptitude of the engim-er
this man would, no douot, have been in a different land. Our
speed was so ereatthat it was impossible ccmpletely to stop the
train. Glancing toward the man of the lever, I saw his face was
as white as the snow. He said that he never siruck a man in his
life (and the glance of his eye, ^V'hich had assumhd far different
from its usual pleasing one, added emphasis to his words), but if

I was positive that 1 could catch that man he would stop this
train and give him a good pounding. The next morning, at
Athens, dawned bright aud lieautiful. hot a bit of wind disturbed
the smoke as it cutled heavenward. The grounds of the club are
situated on the Hair pro))erty. Three traps were used, rapid-
firing system. Our friend Park got disappointed about the live
birds, and only three constituted the sfiot. The boundary was
only 30yds., and all were so anxious to gflt there quickly that the
shooting was not good, only ono man killing the whole of them,
taking first money; those with 3 kills to their credit divided second;
and those who had 1 only shot, it nut, and every one missed their
bird excepting Crittenden, who captured tlie third prize. A good
ma,ny of the biidswere hit hard aud droppRd dead outside the
30yds.

Ten single kingbirds, entrance 75 cents;
Sheriden 0101101101—6 Norton 1011110111—8
McCormick 1100011011-6 Park 0111110111—8
Purcell 0101011010-5 Stacy 00100llOtH)-3
Crittenden 1111011101-8 Vail OIUOIWHO-S
Ten single kingbirds, entrance SI:

Purcell 001)1011101-6 Norton OOHllllll-8
McCormick 1101111111—9 Crittenden 0011111111—8
Sheriden 1101101111 8 Park 1111111110-9

Ten single kingbirds, entrance SI-'

Slieriden 1111011111-9 Norton 1111101101-8
McCormick 1000101111-6 Crittenden 1110111111—9
Purcell nOlllOlll—8 Park 1101101111—8
Vail 1101011010-6 Stacy 0010001011-4

Fifteen single kiugt^irds, entrance $1.50:
Sheriden lliOlllllOOlUO-ll McOormick. . ..111000110111111-11
Norton lllllOU It 11 100-13
Crittenden . .. 001111111001111-11
Von Wolfl'radtOOllOl001111000- 9

Ten single kingbirds, en(r,ancc T

31 on 1 a.gue 5 t"'Titt^ nden
Snyder ..9 Norton ,

Keys 9 McCormick
Dettrieb ,.8 Put cell

Twenty single kingbirds, entrauce $2:
Purcell 16 Park
Snyder 18 Keys.,
McCormick IS Sheriden

Ten single kingbirds, entrance $1:
Heckman 5 McCormick

PurceU llllOlOOllllOn-H
Park 111111111111111-15

5 cent;-:

Park 0
...9 Brown 1
...9 Wolffradt i
..6 Sheriden 8

20 14
17
16

8
7 Keys 6
8

. .5 6
6

4
. 7 Snyder .... 10
9 ... 10

8

Brown 2 Purcell
Vail 6 Woltfradt
Ten single kingbirds, entrance §1,25;

Keys 7 Albeit
McCormick 9 Purcell ,

Park 9 Montague
Sheriden ,.9 Fritz
Wolfirradt ^ .. 6
Ten single kingbirds, entrance $1.25:

Sheriden 9 Fritz 1 Keys
Montague 6 Snyder 9 Dettrich
McCormick 9 Stacy 5 Park
Albert 6 Heckman,. 8 Wolfradt
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BERGEN GUN CLUB TROPHY-A PROTEST,
Uditor Foretft avd Stream:
TJie following appeared in the N. Y. Swn of 3Iarch 22, and 1

su b tant i i il ] y I or rec t

:

"The Bergen Gim Club won a handsome trophy, put up by
'Unclf Billy' Taylor some two years ago in the Suftern Gun Club's
team tournament, and decided to give the same cup as a prize in
a series of team matclies, with the undf-rstanding tUat the Bergen
(jun Club woul<l.not participate. Thfs initial match was open to
all regularly- oiuranized gun clubs in Bergen and Passaic counties,
N. J . and Rockland amd Orange counties, N. Y., under following
conditions: Teams ot 8 men esch, to shoot at 25 bluerocks, under
A. A. rules, the team winning the cup in the first match to have
the privilege of fixing the date for the next contest inside of sixty
days from the opening shoot at their own grounds, the trophy to
become finally the property of the club winning it three times.
The first contest look place in the rain at the Bergen Gun Club's
grounds, Chprry Hill, N. J., yesterday, the following four teams
emering: Bxcekior Gun Clut>, of Pearl River; Spring Hill Gun
Club, ot Blauveltsville; Boiling Sming Gun Cluh, of Rutherford,
and Suffern Gun Club, of Suftern. When the Spring Hill men
saw the strong array of theSulTern men, including such men as
Capt. Jones, E, Post, Enooli Miller aud J. Riggotr, they packed up
their guns and went home, disgusted. The KxeeJsior Olub,
although only in existence for two years, claimed the scrsices of
Van Riper, who baa been a member of the Boiling SpriUE Cluu
for five yenrs. The captain of the Rutiiertords needed Van Riper
for his own team, and although the Excelsiors had a. sufBcient
number of mem hers on hand, they refused to enter unless Van
Riper shot on iheir si'le. This left the Sufl'ern and Boiling Spring
men alone in the race, the match resulting in a victors for .Sulf-
ern by 3 points only. W. Tavdor, Jr., of the Sufi'ern Club, made
tlie highest score, 22 out of 35. The result: Suffern Gun Club-
Taylor 23, Capt. Jones 21, Post 21, Miller 20, Riggott 19, Blackledge
19, Friedman 17, J. J. Blauvelt 14; total 158; average 19.13 Boiling
Spring Gun Club—Ohafl'ee 31, Cutwater 31, Collins 21. Van Riper
19, Hollister IS, Peck 18, Klees 17, James 15; total 150; average
18.75."

The immediate result of the fizzle therein described is the fol-
lowing letter addressed to Wm. Tavlor, Jr., captain of the so-called
Sufl'ern Gnu Club team, by C. M. Hathaway, captain of the Spnng
Hill Gun Cluh, located at Blauveltvillp, Rockland county, N. Y.,
a station on the West Shore R. R. about; twenty miles from this
city:
"New York, March 31.— TFoi. Taylor, Jr., Captain, etc.: Friend

Billy—I was much astonished at your action in bringing experts
to the shoot on Bergen Club .grounds to-day. I think you have
made a bigmistake. You will .=ee it plainer six months form now
than you do to-day. If you keep those men in your club and have
them shoot at your own club practice and holiday matches, they
will keep your own men away ai d ruin your club. If you have
them only for figliting pnrposes then you will find you will get no
more challenges or chances to fight. The Spring Hill Gun Club
can be counted out of any such contests. We might not kick
against one extra good man on any team, but the spectacle of C.
D. Miller, John Riggott, Capt. Cranmer, etc., all on one team and
that only eight men strong cannot go with us. The Spring Hill
Club is ready any time to contest its own club members against
any other team composed of amateurs, and liave never refused to
shoot before to-day, liut we feel the time has come to protest,
against an exttnsion of this iniouity--it, will kill any club in short
time. In conclusion, my dury is pl'.iirj; in view of the fact that
this evil of importing or ifii i_ - ij. .7 1

1 1 men (some of your team
came nearly forty raius by rail) st fm.s lo 1 e growing, and desiring
to do what I can to stop it, 1 hereoy resign as a memPer of the
Suffern Gun Club, such rpsiraation to take effect immediately.
1 am, yours truly, C. M. Hathaway."
An analysis of the teams as made up will, I think, prove inter-

esting. Here you are: Capt. Jones (or Cranmer) belongs to the
Newark Gun Club, and when asked on alighting from the train
what team or club ho would shoot with answered "he did not
know." F. Po.st is a memlserof Bergen Club, Pearl River Club,
and may he of tbe Rutherford Club. E. D. Miller hails from
Springfield Club, away nut on the M. & E. R. R. J. Riggott is of
the same club but lives further away even, as he buys his ticket
from Rockaway, N. J. Blackledge belongs to every olub ifiat F.
Post does. So do^s Friedman ano J. J. Blauvelt. Comment is un-
necessary. The Boiling Spring Club team is open to same criiicism
in part. Chaff' 0 is memher of pvary club ihatF. Post helongs to.
Van Riper is ditto, and everybody knows where Eddy Cnjlins
belong.^'! he is a floater from way back. The rest of their team is
properly composed of t heir own members.
Need any more be sairi> Two clubs, out of four on the grounds

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
BBOOKLTftf, March 18.—Dexter Park. L. I., was occupied by the

Emerald Gun Club, to-day. Twenty-one faced the traps and shot
in two classes for two club medals at 10 birds each. Emerald Gun
Olub rules. The summary of the shoot is as follows: P. BalzS,
G. Nowak 9, H. Leddy 6. J. Maiesel6, L. C. Gehring 6, Dr. Hudson
8, M. J. Quinu 2, E. Doenck 6, R. Regan 7. T. Purcell 10, G. Rem-
sen 5, M. Murphy 7, H. Thau 7, D. E. Dowling 4. T. Bradv 6, G. T.
Henry 5, P. J. Keeuan 0, C. M. Hathaway 7, Cody 4, J. H. Voss 9,
N. Maiesel 4, Referee, Hugh Leddy, of Montclatr, N. J. Scorer,
T. PurceU.
The Eric Basin Gun Club shoot at Woodiawn Park, L. 1., to day

drew eleven members only. The club is not a very large one. but
it has some good shots. They shot at 7 birds each, Hurlingham
rules, and C. Plato and M. Alsesser marie a straight score. In the
shooi-offi Plato killed 3 more straight and won the club badge.
The score of the shoot is as follows: C. Jericho 8. J. Graef 7, C.
Plato 10. H. Dohrman 5. .7. Schm^deke 6, W. Schillye 7. J. Jonkoskl
1, M. Alsesser 9, J, Plato 5, D. Lynch 5, G, Luhrsen 6, A sweep-
stakes at 5 birds each, 25yds. rise, was divided by C. Plato and J,
Scbmadeke, with a score of 7 each, C Jeri''ho took second money
and J. Plato third money. Referee, H, W. Blattmacher.
The Phceaix Gun Club is the most conspiwative shooting club

on Long Island. It Is limited to ten members, and they only have
six shoots in a year. They shoot at 15 live birds each. Long Island
rules, 25yds. rise. H and T traps, but with the use of the second
barrel to score as a kill. To-day the ten members of the club
shot at Dexter Park, and very fine shooting was done, as only one
man of the ten failed to score double figures. The president of
the club, Dr. Freligh, aud Ed Madsou each killed 15 straight, and
then congratulated one another. There is no club medal, but the
dinner that the members afterward sat down to in the hotel was
enjoyed. The score ia as follows: D. Freligh 15, A. Rutan 13. E.
Madison 15, P. Gardner 9, W.Hughes 11, M, Brown 15, W.Smith
14, A. Botty 13, J. Akhmot 13, J, Henry 13.

A team shoot at 5 bluerocks, four men on a side, was wor by
Capt. Botty 's side with a score of 14 against Capt. Freligh's side
wi'h a score of 6.

Marchm—The members of the E'alcon Gun Club had any amount
of fun and sport at Dexter Park to-day. lu the regular club shoot
at live birds Herrmann won the cluh badeo and the first prize on
9, while J. Bohling took second money on 8,14. In the subsequent
bluerock sweep Herrmann, who was in excellent form, captured
first prize again, Yagis second, and President Miller third. The
results;
Club shoot at 10 live birds each man for the club badge and two

extra prizes, old Long Island rules, a bird killed with the second

5}<^', 6; Herrmann, 9, 9. The first number in the score gives the
number of birds as scored, the second the number of birds killed.

and wrap it up in regrets and la.y it away; silver tarnishps easily.
New YOEK, March 23, Ad Vakcb.

Mat(di at 10 bluerocks each between Miller and Lager—Miller
broke 4 and won. Lager hitting only 3.

Referee of the club event. President Miller; judges, Messrs.
Lager and Bohling.
March 20.—The regular shoot of the Jeannette Gnn Club, of this

city, was held at Dexter Park, Long Island, to-day. The club
shoots in three classes. A, B and C, under modified Long Island
rules, gun below the elbow, a bird killed with the second barrel
to count as half a bird. The captain of the club puts up a prize
for the best score with the first barrel. It was won by J. Bohling,
who killed 8 straight, and also won the prize in Class A. In Class
B, J. Christen won with a clean score of 7 with his first barrel. In
Class C. G. E. Loeble won.
March 23.—The Linden Grove Gun Club, a new pigeon-shooting

organization, had its first shoot at Dexter Park, Long Island to-
day. The club shoots for two gold medals at 7 birds each, Linden
Grove Gun Club rules, 2.5yds. rise. The handicap for the second
medal will be made at tbe next shoot of the club. W. Cunuing-
ham won the first medal. He tied J. Link and W. Horney with 5
kills, and killed 2 more in the shoot-off. The second medal was
shot for by the four—J. Braunstein, E. Eichorn, J. Landman and
F. Frauke. The first named won it, as he was the only one to kill
in the shoot-off. A sweepstakes at 5 bluerocks was shot by 17 from
the 16sd. rise: J. Link broke 4 out of 5 and won first money; J.
Bach won second, with 3 out of 5; and Eichorn took third money.
Referee, W. Mills.

CHICAGO TRAPS.
Chicago, 111., March 30.—If our friend Boha Heikes, the West-

ern man of the standard Keystone people, who has recently acquis-
ited himself to this town, expects to win any money out here in
tare'et matches except his salary, he will have to go about it dif-
ferently, for if he wins a few more races the boys will quit pester-
ing with him altogether. First there was Percy Stone who thought
he was only 10 birds in 100 weaker than Mr. Heikes at 3 unknown
traps. Result, Heikes 94. Stone 6.5, or 75 with the 10 added. Mr.
L. M. Hamline thought he ought to be about as good with two
hands as Mr. Heikes was with one, and he said so deliberate. Re-
sult, Heikes 33 out of 25 with one hand, Hamline 19 with two
hands and both feet. Then Andy Thomas thought about 4 targets
on ,50 was all he needed. Result, Heilies 48, Thomas 36, or 40 with
the 4 added. The last race of record for Mr. Heikes is not yet
shot, but will be. In this unique aft'air Mr. Heikes shoots at 100
targets, using ono barrel.and competes against the united scores
of three gentlemen, Mr. W. P. Mussey. Mr. Pans and Mr. Barney
Clark. All three of the latter gentlemen are to stand in line and
are 10 have the use of both ban-els or six shots to Mr. Heikes's
one. This ouaht to be about the bigsest fool race ever was, but it
isn't. Mr, T. Newman has bet ,^25 with Mr. Fetherstone that the
latter cannot hit one out of ten balloons of tbe regular variegated
colors, such as are sold at cireusef, at 30yds. rise, use of both bar-
rels. This race will actually he shot, and Mr. Fetherstone is con-
fident of winning it. "Why, Billy," I said to Mr. Mussev, when
he was talking about 'his match to-day, "what kind of use to
give a man §25 that way? Mr. Newman might as well pay right
now," "I don't know," said Billy, "Newman's got 'way the best
of it in that bet."
To-day we learned by the dispatches the result of the first

Brewer—Elliott race, at Marion, N. J., in which Brewer won.
There is a great deal of interest taken in these matches and
Brewer is rather the favorite in the odds here.
Chicago has always been backward about shooting inanimates,

but this year we think more targets will be shot here than ever
before. There was great talk for a while that the target com-
panies were behind the effort to put the pigeon bill through the
Illinois Legislature, but no specific charge was ever made of this
kind, except against one small concern not in the composition
target business, and I do Tiot believe that any of the regular com-
panies did or could have been induced to take a hand in any such
scheme. They are doing well enough here in this State now and
will do better, on the plain business principles Avhich built them
up. That is doubtless the only plan of business any of them ever
contemplated.
By the way, attention should be prominently called to the fact

that another pigeon bill has been iut reduced into the Legislature
and it ought to be watched. This one is a House bill and was In-
trodacfd by Mr. Whitehead. The other bill, which was killed,
was a Senate bill. There is not much fear but what this House
bill wiU be killed in the commitiee rooms also. It ought, how-
ever, to be watched pretty carefully until it has received decent
burial. These pigeon bills have been bobbing up for four or five
years, but never had the prominence they assumed this year,

E. Hough.
Watson's Paiik..—Burnside, 111., March 19.—Fort Dearborn

Club, for club medal. 15 live pigpons, Illinois State rules. Mem-
bers mostly off duck shooting or down with the grin:
Andy Thomas 222121021201131—13

Blackbird Medal,
Andy Thomas 10101110111010001011—12
Same day the followins score was made by Nic Ford of the Lake

County Club at 25 live pigeons. Hlinois State rules:
Nic Ford 1111111111111111111111110—24

Raveleigg.

HARRISBURG SHOOTING ASSOOIATION.-Harrisburg, Pa..
March 19,—Regular monthly medal shoot, at 25 blU'^oclis:
Brlesford 11011] niOOllllllOllllllO-20
Fry OOlUinilOIOnoilDllllll—20
McKee OlOllOOOlOOllOOOnilHOll-14
Todd lOllllOlllOOOlllOOOWOlll-15
l^oerstT im 1 01110011 00010 1 101 0] 1-15
Hammel 1010111010001101111011100-15
Siuthor OllllOlllOIUllilll J 10111-21
Folsinger 1011100010I11001001000101-13
Troup 0111111111110111111111111—23
Worden 1110111111101011111110110-20
Owens ,1011011001110101111111111—19
Di»!l . , . .... limiOlOUOOlOiOUUIUO-IB
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BREWER VS. ELLIOTT.
THE <wo experts of experrs have met. and given a lucky com-

pany of spf'otators somcj samples of shooling tliat, is Blwoting.
The. ma.lch was for $1,000 per side, at the Marion Qronnds of the
Jersey City Heights Gun Club. The first round was aliot Thurs-
da V. JMarch 19, before a crowd of nearly a thousand. It was after
Elliott's defeat by W. H. Wolstencroft that the friends of John
L. Brewer, through Frank Kleintz, challenged the phenomenal
Wesret-ner to a three days' match at 100 birds per man per day,
fr>r $1,0110 an inning. The challenge wns promptly met, with W.
S. Uumion as the representa tive of Mr. Elliott. The first shot
was tired at Doon after IE. A. Penroseliad beeuagreed upon as ref-
eree, with Fred Qtiiuiby as sta>ke holder, E.D.Miller afB trap-
puller, Pentz and Keller as ;corers.
The Inrds were first-elasa throughout, and the decision upnn

them very satisfactory. Brewer won the toss and went first to
tiie trap. He is a magniiicent specimen of American manhood,
over tift. high, of fair coniplsxion, blue eyes, and a flowiug mus-
tache: h.5 was dressed ia a dark jersey, dark pants and Crrant hat:
he killed his first bird in fine style, using a ^p-ilb. Greener gun.
which he won in Eugla.iid; lie loaded with Von Lengerlce & Det-
mold Bin. shell?, 4rlr. Scliuitze powder, wadded with n. card-board
and two pink-edged wads, lysoz. of No. 1' Sparks chilled shot, with
light cari'-iioard wad. In his movemeuts Brewer was quiet, easv
and collected, in marked contrast to the sharp, nervous gait of
Elliott, who nest took his place at the score. In his dress he some-
what resembled a cowboy, top hoots, dark pantaloons, a buckskin
shooting shirt and a cinnamon colored slouched hat surmounted
all; yet Elliott is a handsome man, stands 5ft. lOin. high, weighs
16811)8, and is 36 years old; he is of dark complexion, jet black
hair, which he wears neatly trimmed: a heavy mustache, not so
black as hia hair; large, dark hazel eyes, M'hich denote him to be
a man of good disposition; his poise is graceful, nnd he scarcely
uttered a word from the commencement to the ending of the
match, leaving all to the referee, and accepting without comment
all his decisions.
His first bird fell dead within a few feet of the trap pierced by

shot from both haiTels of his Greener gun. He used Climax sheila,
loaded with SJ^dr. Sohult/je powder, held down with one card-
board and two pink-edge wads, IJ^oz. No. 7 chilled shot, having
one card-hoard wad on top.
The first miss came with Brewer's third bird. He also let No. i

go. but Elliott followed snit by slighting Nos. 4 and .5 on his score.
Without going into detailed description of each shot, sufflce it

to say that it was hard hitting and holding, with now and then a
long and hard shot, which brought cheers from the impartial
crowd.
The score stood:

Brewer 32o0231 323332322120312323222332222023222322201331

2

12222322122223232213322322122222232223202233222022—93
o Dead out of hounds.

Elliott 22200111322322222232233.322322122213222321 223203333
223300232332202222-^1112122233333232122012221222323—93

Tie skot off at 25 birds, with this result:
Brewer 2322332032222220222222222-23
Elliott 2301233103331233330033123-21
Totals: Brewer, 116. Elliott, 114.

John L. Brewer —36 drivers. 32 right quarterers, 32 left quarter-
ers, 14 incomers. 11 towerers: dead out of bounds 2: used second
barrel 107 times, 23 times to kill, and 84 for safety; number of birds
called, 13.

J. A. Elliott.—19 drivers, 35 right quarterers, 47 left quarterers,
11 incomers, 18 towerers; used second barrel 90 times, 24 times to
kill, and 73 times for safety; number of birds called. 8,

Among those present were Milt. F. Lindsley and his charming
wife, who is quite an expert trap shot; G. H. Squires, C. W. Dim-
irk, Isaac Wolstencroft, Geo. W. La Kue, Louis Duryea, J. R.
Lawrence, B. S. Smith, E. B. Magnus, E. A. Summers, Frank
Class, J. H. Brientnall, F. R. Sheppard, Prof. H. Meusch, Robert
L. Smith, Al. Beers, C. M. Hedden, Sam Castle, Daniel Terry, Phil
Lumberger, Dr. Knupp, Robert Lawrence, Chauncey Flovd-Jones,
Fred Hoey, Edgar G. Murphy. Walter Murphy, Lewis T. Daven-
port, W. R. Greenp, E. D. Miller, H. Piper, Gustav Freche, Louis
Cokefair, Jnstus Von Lengerke, Capt. Mone.v. William Siegler,
Henry Siegler, E. B. Magnus, Capt. Oranmer, Ctiarles Heath, Jas.
Wolstencroft, W. H. Wolstencroft, J. Fi-ank Kleintz, ,1. David
Davis of Philadelphia, and Richard Roche of St. Louis.
It was indeed a remarkable match. Those present said it was

one of the best ever shot in this country. Brewer said that he
tad the hardest birds and had been outlucked. He also found
fault with the referee's decision on two doubtful birds, one of
which was. he thought, certainly shot on the ground. Elliott,
when asked to what he attributed his defeat simply said, "I didn't
shoot my gait."
The second match of the series was set for Saturday, but the

rain came down in sheets and a strong northeast wind blew in
from the traps, making any sort of a test out of the question, so it
was decided to postpone the match until Thursday the 36th, with-
out interfering with the date of the match previously set for
Tuesday, March .34.

The second race on Tuesday brought out a crowd of 600, and
they were well repaid by the magnificent performance of Brewer,
who scored 99 out of his 100, his 70th bird, a hard-hit righi-quar-
terer, landing dead on a roof just out of bounds. Brewer showed
himself from the start too much of a man for his competitor; he
was cool, deliberate, shot hard, won constant rounds of applause
and (as he put it in reply to a hail from a friend) "as happy as a
clam at high water."
Each man shot their 7M Greeners, loaded as on Thnivsday and

under the same Hurlingham rtiles. Elliott won the toss and
sent Brewer to the score. Brewer killed clean, and kept it up to
his 70th bird. Elliott's first got away and landed on a roof just
beyond the line, the same roof that Brewer's single lost bird fell
on. Elliott lost his other, a hard-hit driver, which landed 80yds.
out of bounds; the 9th followed, but then a straight run was made
until the 6l8t. Mortally wounded, it fluttered to the outside fence
and lay there dying, while Al Heritage's Duke (retrieving for El-
liott) was Btealtliily sneaking up to it. Before the dog reached
the bird, however, a gorilla lad from outside stuck his hand
through the fence, seized the bird and drew it out. The howl
that went up was something to be heard; it cannot be described.
Referee John Riggott reftised to rule the bird as "dead." but
ordered another one, which proved to bo a straight driver, which
Elliott missed. His 84th carried the lead out of bounds, and
losses were scored on his 90th. 95th and 97th. Frank Kleintz's
dog saved Brewer's 82d bird, which had strength to getaway, and
would have done it but for the gatherer's expertness and cool-
ness.

Elliott and his backer, Cannon, showed their irritation as the
match was going to dead against him, and a protest was made as
to the loading of Brewer's shelle. The big Philahelphian was not
choice in his language when commenting upon this insinuation of
sharp practice, but Referee Riggott opened two of the cartridges
and poured out a perfectly legitimate charge, and this measuring
up drew a chorus of jeers from the lai ee delegation of Philadel-
phians present. Following are the sco (•?,=;:

Brewer ,
2222222 r232333'-'322:21 2] :.^3;.'.32:33221223333333322322321

1113122 13323322321201 3232:^211 22332133123231 21332 13- 99
Elliott 0212111002212211212111122311311132131333,3331232321

23123232220320223132133ll31221121222il30233303l)';22-93

HECAPITULATION.
Flight of Brewer's birds—36 hft-quarterers, 39 right-quarterers,

13 incomers. 13 straight drivers.
Plight of Elliott's birds—27 left-guarterers, il right-quarterers,

18 incomers, 14 straight drivers.
The final match v.'ill be decided on the same grounds at 1 o'clock

to-day

A PIGEON SHOOTER'S OR.ITORY.-Apropos of Monte Carlo,
It is usual for the administration to give a grand dinner to cele-
hrate the finish of the pigeon-shooting season, followed by a dis-
play of fireworks, which on a still night light up the bay of
Monaco and give a singularly beajititul effect to its picturesque
surroundings. One year, at one of these festive dinners, a gen-
tleman who only knew a few words of the French language hav-
ing won one of the principal prizes, had his health proposed and
rose to return thanks. Knowing the task that was before him, he
had carefully learned a few words as a reply to the toast. Whether
it was the length of the dinner or the excellence of the wine that
made him forgetful I know no t.but when h e got up and the cheerino-
that greeted him had sub.sided, he began, in faltering tones: "Mee^
sieurs!" Then there was a pause. At length he repeated, "Mes-
sieurs!" upon which an important guest called out, "Faitesle
jeu." This fairly settled the speaker, who again stammered out
the word, "Messieurs!'' But he collapsed utterly when the:afore-
said guest shouted, "Rien ne va plus," and sat down amid, the
good-humored laughter and chafE of all his friends.

PATERSON, N. J., INLarch 20.-Match shoot at seveii live
birds each, for $30 a sicie, at JNIartin's Chib House.
Hugh Divine 0010111-4 Jas. Burns .0001100-3
Two .shoots will take jjlaee from the club hotise, 08 Wayne avo.

on Easter Monday, one double team shoot for fifty a side, and a
match shoot for twenty-five a side.

SAN FRANCISCO, March Il.-The Alameda Gun Club had its
openiiig shoot for the season at the Oakland race track this after-
noon, but notwithstanding the fact tliat the day was a glorious
one, scarc^ a fourth of the membership put in an appearance.

club match, 12 birds, 30yds. rise, was the opening event and
brought out 11 members to the score, Mr. Wooster, a euest of the
club, joining in the shoot by invitation. Three prizes in the shape
of club medals will be offered for the best average scores made at
four out of six club stioots. F. B. Norton made a clean record by
bringing down his dozen birds in fine shape with 14 cartridges. R.
E. Bell and H. Schroederdid splendid execution, knocking over 11
bii'ds each, while Fred Wooster and John Cadman both got 10.
Mr. Wooster was in very bad luck, for the two birds charged up
against him were swift tail-enders, which dropped immediately
out of bounds. The score was as follows:
SE Kuowles 011111023000- 7 IMBolander.. . .01102210212I-

8

S T Kellogg 121101002112- 9 H R Houghton. . ..011100,300001- 5
C T Morrison 322001031101- 8 R E Bell ..1 1101111 i3S2—11H S^chroeder 211032111111-11 F B Norton 111111111313-12CM Osborne 111022203011— 9 J Cadman 3i^2S1332032—10
C B Smith 101183102121-10 F Wooster 303120131133-10

Sweeps followed. The closing event was a freeze-out, which
was not decided before the lengthening shadows of the night put
an end to the sport. The Alameda Gun Club, vrhich has 50 mem-
bers on its roll, met on Thursday and elected the following
ohioers and hoard of directors for the ensuing year: C. T. Mor-
risou. Pres.; L, P. H. Bolander, Vice-Pros : H. P.Houghton, Sec'y;
S. E. Kuowies, W. W. Ha.skell and F, B, Norton, Directors.

NEW YORK STATE SHOOT.-The thirty-third annual conveu-
tion of the New York State Association for the Protection of Fish
and Game will be held in Rome, N. Y., June 15-19, under the
auspices of the Rome Gun Club. Our complete programme, with
revised rules, contests, etc., will bo ready May 1. If vou fail to
receive a copy send for one. Our programme is very attractive,
and prizes aggregate, with specials and trophies, about ,$4,000.We offer the largest amount of cash ever given at a State shoot.
According to the revised rules any contestant in ties may draw
his share at the end of contest, thus giving every one an equal
chance. We have made arrangements for special rates on nearly
ail roads. Procure a certificate at your home office when ticket
i.s purchased, have it signed by the fecretary at Rome, and if pre-
sented when return ticket is honght the return fare will be but
one-third of regular ta,rift'. American Shooting Association rules
to govern, 12-gauge guns allowea, ij^oz. shot, sweepstake moneys
divided 40, 80, 20 and 10 per cent. All trap shooters are invited to
attend the tournament and participate in the sweepstake shoot-
ing, whether member of a club or not. We do not think it neces-
sary to guarantee purses in sweepstakes, as the large entries
always make it interesting. Any gun club in the State of New
York may become a member of the State a.=socia.tion by anplica-
tion to Mr. D. M. Lefever, Syracuse, N. Y., and erclos'ing $1
annual dues. The annual convention will he held in the Arling-
ton Assembly Hall, Monday evening, June 15. Any club desiring
to obtain accommodations in advance may send name and num-
ber of persons to provide for to the secretary and the same will
be attended to and acknowledged.—M. R. Bingham.

ORANGE VS. RAHWAY.-The first of a: series of matches he

-

tween teams of 10 men each from the East Orange, N. J., and
Rahway clubs took place at K* amy, N. .1., on Monday, March 16,
each man shooting at 35 bluerock targets, under A. S. A. rules,
the losine- team to pay e.'ipenses for the whole series. A high
wind made shooting difficult. The match was won by the East
Orange team by the appended scores:

East Orange.
T Dukes 20
Sickels 20W Dukes 19
R Dnkes 16
S S Hedden 15
Waltham 1.5.

Leonard . . ...15

A B Hedden 14
Edmunds 13

Rahway.
Lawrence 18
McGrath 18
Tucker ...16
Bloar 15
f/rane ..15
Kelly 12
Daly ..9
Smith 7
Clark

Lewis 13-160 Bnrnhard 6—131
The return match will be shot al Rahway on March 30.

RED BANK, N, J., March 18.-The Freehold Gun Club sent a
thirtoen-man team here tc-day to shoot a return match with the
Riversides. The two teams shot at Freehold last fall and the
result was a tie, and to-day was to decide who was the winner of
both matches, The conditions tc-day were thirteen men lo a team,
each man to shoot 20 clay-birds from 5 traps at unknown angles.
The judges were W. S. Burtis from the Freehold team and E. W.
Tnrockmorton of the Riversides. Riversides—E. M. Cooper 16,
E. W. Tlirockmortou 15, John Cooper 11, H. C. White 13, P. Beale
12, Jehu P. Cooper IT, Tabor Parker 10, W. A. R. Ooleruan 8, James
ConiievS, W.n. Little 7, J. B. Bergen 6, A. Ivins 5. Total 119.
Freehold Team — M. Oonover 17, .1. W. Danser 13, P. Conover 13,
John Dubois 12, W. S. Burtis 11, O. C. Snyder 11, Joseph Atkinson
10, James Laird 10, J. MageeO, P. V. Thompson 9, John Van Schock
8, W. 11. Davis 7, F. V. Yetman 7. Total 136.

PLEASANTVILLE, N. J., March 18.-A shooting tournament
was held here on the grounds of the Pleasantville Gun Club be-
tween the Neptune and Atlantic clubs, of Atlantic City, and
Plpasaiitville Cluh this afternoon. There were eight sweepstake
matches^ each marksman shooting 10 pigeons. The tournament
closed with a live-pigeon contest, each gubner shooting at 3 birds.
Large crowds were on the grounds all the afternoon.

NEWARK, N. J., March 17.-W. F. Quimby, of this city, and H.
A. Penrose, of New York, shot a team match at Marion to-day
against M F. Lindsley and Capt, Jones, of the Newark Gun Club,
eacn man shooting at 25 pigeons, 30yds. rise, 21ydg. boundary. The
scores were:
Quimby 22 Lindsley 16
Penrose 19—41 Jones , 32—38
A few 4-bird sweeps preceded the match.

VON LENGERKE.—Oswald Von Lengerke will in future con-
duct his business as a dealer in guns and other sportsman's goods
at Chicago, where he has gone in partnership with Chas. Anloine.
Oswald was a great shooter, always ready for a match and a live
member of at least a dozen guu clubs hereabottts. New York's
loss is Chicago's gain.

WAY'-NE GUN CLUB.-Philadelphia, Pa., March 23.-At the
annual meeting of the Wayne Gun Cluh, Nicetown. Pa., the follow-
ing were elected officers for the ensuing year: President, A. A.
Ulary; Vice-President, T. Scargle; Secretary, E. Hansberrv;
'I'reasurer, H. Kane; Captain, F. Hessler; Cor. Spcretary. P. F,
Yost. Trustees, T. Scargle, J, Sidle, Wm. Ulary. - P. P. YoSt, Cor.
Sec'.v.

TORONTO. March 21.—The pigeon matches this afternoon at
the Chas. Stark Co.'s athletic gronu.ls resulted as follows: Match
at 25 pigeons, use of one barrel only, for diamond medal, value
f100: Humphreys 30, Charles 19. Match for McDowall Cup, at 30
pigeons, 15 with use of one barrel only and 15 with use ot both
barrels: Charles 34, Dowland 30. Mr. Dowland retired at his 27th
bird, as he could not win. Match at 25 pigeons. 10 with use of one
barrel only and 13 with use of botli barrels, $35 a side. Henry 33.
Bovel 18.

WELLINGTON. Mass., March 21.—A man has to be something
of an enthusiast for trap-shooting who would stand outdoors in
such a cold a^nd heavy rainstorm as we had this afternoon. Bat
there are some men of just that stamp in the Wellington Gun
Club and they attended the regular weekly shont of the club. In
the classification merchandise match, at 15 singles and 5 pairs
standards, Barrett won in class A with 18 and Bradbury won in
class B with 14.

DETROIT, March 24.-The first of the monthly tournaments to
be held by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Asso-
ciation began here to-day. Standard keystones were the targets
used, and the high winds that prevailed twisted them in every
conceivable angle, making the snooting extremely diflicult. The
handicapping of the experts, making them shoot at unknown
angles, was tried, but was tho'ight to be too severe and will pro-
bably be modified.

LIVE BIRD SHOOTING STOPPED.-The Staten Island police
" ---"-u -u.-^. .

in progress at
sporting men

. - - — • -re present, a.ud
many ot them took part in ttte shooting, whicli was for a gold
medal and a purse of .?100. The police stopped the match on the
ground that the contestants were violating section 6.55 of the
Penal Code, which prohibits the shooting, of liye birds for sport,
'file sportsmen left the. park disgusted., <

A SURPRISING NUMBER of trap shooting programmes mis-
spell the plural of money " monieis."

.PENN.SYLVANIA.—A bill has heeti passea by the Senate to
legalize pigeon shooting.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It is particularly re-
t^uasted that soores b© sent us as earlv as possible.

Model FacM^ and Boats. Their design, maMng and sailing, with
dcsigvs and worltlno draimtgs. Postpaid, $3.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want tinder this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the (7an.oc, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rille, open the Futh Car and
Game Bog, inquire of the Spo7i.krnan Tourist, and if their vearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Editorial.
and AdvertiMno Dejpartments.

FIXTURES.
AJPEIL.

. Ravin Hill, Open Mosquito. 26. Corinthian, Opening Cruise,

. Excelsior, Ann., New York. San Francisco.
MAT.

, San Francisco, Opening,Sau- 30. Corinthian, Ajinual, Saa
sal i to.

San Francisco, Squad. Sail.
!^an Francisco, Fish Cruise,
il. Portland, Cruise.
Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont.

Francisco.
30. Eastern, Handicap, Marble-

head.
30. Brooklyn, Opening, Graves-

. - end Bay.
Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. HO-31. San Francisco, Cruise,

Mare Island.
JTTNii.

Hudson River, Ann., N. Y. 20. Brooklyn, Spring, Gravesend
Rochester. Revie w,Charlotte -

Portland, Annual.
Monatiquot, Opening, Wey-
mouth.

Massachusetts, Spring, Dor-
chester.

Lynn, Lynn,
l^tiincy.
Savin Hill, First Cham.
Phila., Ann., Del. River.
Hull. Under 31ft.
Massachnsetts, Ann.Nahant
Eastern, Sweeps., Marbleh'd
Roch., Ladies' Day,Charlotte

20 Corinthian, Marhlehead,
Sweep and 01ub,Marbleh'd

20-21. San Francisco, Cruise,
Martinez.

22. Pavonia, Annual, New Y'ork.
25. Rochester. Club, Charlotte.
37. Hull, All Classes.
37. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
27. Lynn, Lynn.
27. Quincy, First Championship
27. Cor. Navy, L. I. Squad, New

Rochelle.
„ 37. Savin Hill, Fleet Oapt's Cups

Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. 29. Eastern, Ann., Marhlehead.
Hull Corinthian, Ist Cham. 29. Massachusetts, Ladies'Bace,

Dorchester Bay.

Lynn, Lynn.
Corinthian,M«rbleh'd,Crtiise
Savin Hill, Ca.sh.
Riverside, Annual.
Quincy, Ladies' Day.
Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton,
Hamilton.

>5lh and 6th classes.
Lvnn, Lynti.
Savin Hill, Second Cham.
Quincy, Third Cham.
Massachusetts, First Cham.,
Dorchester Bay.

Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. —. Massachnsetts, 46ft. Special.
L-5. San Francisco, Cruise, 15. Monatiquot, 1st Cham.,Wey-

Mare Island. moutli.
Monatiquot. Club, Weym'th. 16. Lake Y.R.A,, B. C.Y.C., Tor.
American, Naphtha.Milton's 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,
Neck. Toronto.

Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. 18. American, Steam, Milton's
Corinthian, Mar hi e he ad. Neck.
Sweep and Club.Marbleb'd 18. Hull, JTlrst cham., 1st and 2d

American, Sailing, Milton's classes.
Neck. 18. New York, Ann., New York.

Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 18. Hull Corinthian, Club.
head. 18. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

Eastern, Cruise, Maine Coast 18-19. Sau v rancisc'>,Fish.Cruise
New Rochelle, Ann., New 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,

Rochelle. Rochester.
Dorchester,Club, Dorchester 20. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Charl.
Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 23. Lake Y.R.A..03wego,0swego

5th and 6th classes. 25. Dorchester.Open.DorchesterT T Quincy, Second Cham.
25. Corinthian, Marhlehead, Ist

Cham., Marhlehead.—
. Corinthian. Marblehoad,

Ladies' Day. Marhlehead.
28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-

mouth.
AtraosT.

Hull Corinthian. 3d Cham, —.Corinthian, N. Y., Sweeps,
Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- Marhlehead.

wich. 1.5. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleh'd.
5. Cor. Navy Meet, Rivf laide. 15. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.
Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wej- 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sa.il.
mouth. ;J0. Rochester, (Miib, Charlotte.

San Francisco, Club. 20. Massachttsetts. 3d Cham.
Hull, S oond Cham., 3d, 4th, Dorchester Ray.

32. (Quincy.
32. Corinthian, Marhlehead, 3d

Cham., JMarblehead.
23. Monatiquot, Sweeps., Wey-

mouth.
32.33. San Franeisco.Fish.Cruise

- 26. Dorchester, (Jlnb, Dorohester
la. Monatiquot. Ladies' Day, 27. Rochester, Club. Charlotte.

Weymouth. ^7. Massachnsetts, Third Cham.,
15. Hull, L:tdies' Race. Dorchester Bav.
15. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 29. Hull, All Classes'.

Summer Series, Marbleh'd 29. Savin Hili, Cash.
SEPTEMBER.

1. Eastern, Fall, Marhlehead. 11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor-
5. Monatiquot, Sail-off, Wey- Chester Bay.

mouth. 12. Lvnn, Cup, Lynn.
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. 13. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-
7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York Chester Bay.
7. Corinthian, Marhlehead, 12. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-off.

Handicap, Marhlehead. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. Lynn, Open, Nahant. 26, Savin Hill, Fleet Captains

Cups Sail-off.
OCTOBER.

7. Bigoklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.

A CRUISE TO THE WEST'ARD.

STOCKING up our fond seemed easy enough, for a cottager on
shore told Hi thai all we had to do was to climb the bluff and

we would find stores enough. \ ery plain and easy apparently. So
after dinner I set out with a large imsket una pMth through the
woods. The bluif was s'ery high and steep and the day very hot,
and that, combined with a generous allowance of fle-sh, started
the perspiration in great shape. I'o make my trouble complete,
the paths branched in every direction, and 1 soon found I was
making a circuit of the place instead of giiug shopping. After
half an hour's climb I found a store that seemed to have every-
thing I wanted, and I soon filled my basket with a generous
supply. When I came to pay for it, imagine my despair on find-
ing! had not a cent with me.
LTp to now the storekeeper had been rery bland, but his manner

changed in a hurry. He intimated that that racket had been
played on him by boatmen as oiten us it woitld work, and gave
me to understand that I stayed in the store till my bill was
liquidated. How I could stay in the store and go after the money
al the same time he could not say; so I left him my regards and
my basket, and started out over those crazy paths to find my boat
and my money. It took nearlp two hours to do this, and w'hen I
got back to the store again it was closed and the owner gone
home to supper. There was nothing to do but wait till he came
back, which he did about sunset, apparently tnuch sUTpri.sed to
find me there. I madu good time baok to our boat this time, as I
hnd learned the path pretty well. After supper we srent the
time very pleasantly for a few hours aboard a fishing schooner
lying near us, picking up points about that part of the coast and
telling yarns.
Nest morning such a breeze met otu- faces on tttrning out aa

one rarely feels, so cool and clear, and braciny. Overboard we go
for a sv.-im, then nut a piece of salt pork c-j :> V,i-oK. and in a few
miuute-s catch a mes.s of small bluefi«h i i . t They were
small, but very sweet and tt-nder and 1... l.-. After break-
fast was cleared away we got sail up with cue reet m for comfort,
and that was the last time we took that reetitt for the rest of the
cpuise, fur v-'o kept it in after tliah, '

• -

-
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1 tTiink 710 finer sail can he had than through Shelter Island
Sound and into Peeonic Bay, and one wonders as you sail alooic
if the old pirates wlio made these small bays and bold lieadlands
their hidinc idaces ever appreciated the great beauty of the
scenery. What tales this Sound coutd tell. We enjoyed every
minute. Soon after starting a large catboat came along and asked
nsif we were not an Eastern boat, coupled with the information
that Eastern boats were always naturally slow. This caused us
to trim a little flatter, and, as a smashing breeze was blowing, we
soon hauled out under his lee and gave him a chance to read our
name, but he knew the tides, and for a couple of hours gave us all
we wanted to do to hold our own, and but for the great power of
OUT boat we should have come in second best. His Inability to
carry sail was all that saved us.
The barometer was rising and the wind looked like a cbani?e,

presaging- a northeaster, so when half across Peeonic Bay we de-
cided to put buck and go Cor Sag Harbor, as it is hard heating out
of Peeonic Bay in a nijr'easter. The run from Jessup's Neck to
Sag Harbor was fully as beautiful as from Greenport to I-'aconic,
and we hope to spend a week on that same ground this ye^r. We
tied up at Sag Harbor about dark, and did not go ashore at all
that night.
Next morning being Sunday, we decided to lie quiet, and spent

the day very pleasantly in rambling .around the old place and
hearing stories of its former prosperity in whaling, and of the
cruises of some of its famous old ships. In the afternoon we went
aboard a small steam yacnt lying there at the invitation of her
captain, and in the conversation that followed he expatiated
freely on the beauties of the country around Fort Poud Bay, on
the hospitaUtios of its inbabit;i.utt: and the good harbor there, that
we made up our minds to go thereon the following morning and
stay two or three days in thai par;idige of game, according to his
tale. How we could have heen so green I don't see. The rest of
the afternoon we spent in looking up our course on the chart and
picking up information about the locality.
Early next morning we were under way, with a fresh southwest

breeze. We decided to go over the shoals to the south of Grard-
ner's Island, as that was the most direct way, and the chart gave
a fair channel, although rather crooked. All went well in getting
out of Sag Harbor, as there is a buoy about every htmdred yards
or so until clear; then we laid our course, single-reefPd, down
towai'd G-nff's Island and as near the channel as we could make
out. When about half way across, and two miles from the shore,
our centerboard, whni'h was halt down to prevent her griping,
came np with a bang, much to the discomfort of the captain, who
was astride the box at tue time enjoying a smoke. We luffed in a
hurry, and as soon as we couid recover our senses pulled out our
chart and tried to figure out how tliere cnnid be two feet of water
where the chart distinctly said seven or eight. The wind was
blowing pretty fresh, and tfie white caps were plenty all over the
bay; so we cnncltided to keep on under short sail and try and find
some kind of a channel. The water that day was clear as crystal
and often fooled us; about every five minutes it would seem as if

the bottom was not more than a y-ard under us, all sand and kelp,
hut stick an oar down and you cotild not touch it. All the same,
it made one feel queer, for to strike there with that sea on wonld
mean speedily pounding to pieces.
At last we made the can buoy off Kapeague, and were well clear

of the shoals, and in another hour or so made the headland of
Fort Pond Bay. This bay is beaniifuUy clear and deep, and free
rom all obstructions, but is no place for a small boat, or l<jrge one
ther, in a nor'wester. as it is open in that direction. We looked
round for signs of the huspilable inlialiltants, but could see noth-
ng but an old shanty at the south end. Sailing down abreast of
that, we cast anchor, and both turned to to get dinner. After
dinner we both took to the surrounding hills for a tramp, and to
get our legs out of kin li. We had a most enjoyable tramp over
the brown hills and through the green vaJleys. One pectiliar
thing about tJiis place was that every valley contained a little
clump of trees or bushes, and a small pond of water. We enjoyed
our ti-amp very much, and prolonged it till nearly dark, but we
only got one or two plover, and saw no ducks.
we found on returning to our boat that the wind was coming

out of the dreaded northwest, but was light, and looked as if it
wonld continue light for the night. We got supper and turned
iu. About 11 o'clock we heard the wind mourning through our
rigging with anything but a pleasant sound, and found ourselves
pitching around considerably. Putting on our clothes we went
on deck, and decided to warp her in nearer shore, and make fast
to an old wharf there, so we could get ashore easily in case it
blew too hard, for trying to get out of the bay at night in the face
of a nor'wester was out of the question. We did not sleep any too
well that night, and were glad to see daylight in the morning.
As the sun rose the wind increased, and the barometer bad

dropped considerably by 8 o'clock. We got breakfast and made
everything snug, then concluded to get out while we could.
Putting in three reefs we made a start, and a lively time we

had of it, making good enough way till wo struck the heavy tide
at the entrance, and then we began to lose ground and bob up
and down. This would not do, so we put back and shoot out a
reef and tried it again. This time we got clear of the bay and
headed up the beach for Napeague Harbor. The wind and water
took us abeam, and the way we rolled and jumped made us
anxious about our mast. Plenty of water came aboard but that
did not greatly trouble us. The sail, almost new, commenced to
tear at the reef grommets, and taken all in all we had enough to
keep us busy.
We made the can buoy otf Napeague about noon and turned

sharp around it, heading in through the narrow passage, guided
by three or four birch trees stuck in the channel. The chart and
the Coast Pilot both said this wa^ a hard harbor to make, being
shoal and crooked, and we certainly found it so, running on to
shoals so as to touch our hoard at least nye times in making our
anchorage, but when we did get there we found a good harbor,
smooth and safe for any wind.
Soon after coming to anchor we found a small catboat near us,

but did not take much notice of her at the time. We were out of
fresh water so 1 took our tank and went ashore on Goff's Island
and asked the first person I saw, a darky, if I could find any good
water there? Yes, he said, good enough for him. I filled the
tank at a pump before tasting of it, and one taste was enough till

I got pretty thirsty. It was only a little less salt than the sea and
had a very strong taste of dead menhaden, yet all the persons on
the island, over 7.5, drank it through the summer, and we had to,
but it took a good deal of coffee to take the taste away.
When I got back to the boat the crew was sitting on the stern

with sncli a look of despair on his face I thought perhaps the bot-
tom had fallen out of the boat. Before starting from Fort Pond
we had made everything as snug as we could, but on opening
the cabin door while I was gone for water the crew had been
appalled at the damage done. He had a nearly new pair of
trousers, of a very nice light stripe, that he had kept for
Simday wear. These were oh the bottom of the cabin, and a
quart bottle of tomato ketchup was carefully emptied into the seat
and had run down both legs. Then the coffee pot, stove
cover, shoes, pillow, kerosene can and all the odds and ends of a
boat's cabin, were aU in a mass on top of them, and all weU. soaked
from the water we had shipped, and which had splashed up when
she heeled. Such a mess I never want to see again, and I think
tne crew can echo that.
We managed to partially clear away and get supper; then,

chancing to look at our neighbor in the open boat, we saw that he
was an old man, and had to spend the night, which promised to
be rainy, iu the open air only covered with an oilskin, and the
crew pulled oyer and Invited him aboard for a cup of coffee and
something stronger. He readily came, but you can imagine our
horror when, on inviting him to take a drink to warm him up, ho
informed na he was a Methodist minister at Sag Harbor. He had
come over after beach plums, intending to stay only one day, but
the blow had detained him for two already, and bid fair to for
two or t liree more. He was a man about seventy, but rugged as
ever. He made the evening pass very agreeably for us, in relat-
ing his past advontures, which had been many, and sometimes
exciting enough. He gladly accepted our invitation to stay all
night and sleep on a good mattress.
In our snug harbor we did not feel the northeast ^ale blowing

outside, but it was ciuile apparent the next morning that we
should have to spend the day there. Suclia day as that is the great
drawback to yachting. Cold, raw, drizzling, mean, no chance to
go anywhere except to the fish-oil works, and we soon got tired of
that and its abominable smelL Toward night the wind moderated
somewhat, and our plucky old minister bade us good-bye and set
sail for home. He had over two bushels of beach plums, both pur-
ple and yellow, and generously left us about a peck of the finest,
which were very fine eating. The last I ever saw of him he was
standing np toward Sag Harbor, and handling his little boat in a
heavy- sea better than most professionals could. His sermons
would be worth hearing.
The next two days were but monotonous repetitions of the first;

eat. sleep, drink vile water, play cards, and then commence all
over again. The morning of the third ci iy dawned much like its
predecessors, but not so much wind. We concluded to try for
Block Island, as we could fetch it by one long leg and a short one
if the tide favoi-ed, and we were heartily tired of staying where
we were.
We put in two reefs about eight o'clock and started out; it was

not as bad aa we expected and we made comfortable progress.

Soon after leaving land a large, thrasher shark came alongside and
followed us for several hours, much to our discomfort. Ho was
such a big fellow and had such a wicked look it made us feel un-
comfortable, even if he could not get at us. We flz-ed a number of
.oB oal. bullets at him. and I presume hit him several times, as he
would drop out of sight for some minutes, then reappear. It was
nearly night when we got into Block Island Harbor, which was
full of craft, hardly room enough to turn around, and the old
swells rolling in made it a mighty uncomforta.ble berth for us all
night.
We bid the place good-bye early In the morning and gladly

started for home with a warm and pleasa.nt breeze from the
southwest, and in about four hours were in Newport. Fourteen
days had passed since we left it, and we almost looked to see the
place changed. We stayed here till nearly night and then
started for home, arriving in good season and finding every one
well and glad to see us. Our two weeks had cost us, for food, sup-
plies, some slight repairs to sail and all money spent for pleasure,
$27.10; and for that small sum two of us had a splendid time and
came home feeling tough as oak knots and all ready for a year's
work. I would not advhse any small boat to cruise for pleasure
nearer Montauk Point than Sag Harbor, but through Shelter
Island Sound and Peeonic Bay ia splendid cruising ground, and
both sides of Long Island Sound cannot be beaten, except perhaps
by Narragansett Bay. Climbing mountains may be pleasure for
some, but a good summer cruise along shore is hard to beat for
solid comfort and cheapness. Qdequechaji.

YACHT BUILDING50N THE CLYDE.
THE influence of the present rule and classification in Great

Britain has been to produce more boats and better boats, and
the results there in three seasons have entirely disproved the
likelihood of such dangers as have been foretold in case corrected
length should be generally adopted in America. While building
and racing have both greatly increased under the new rule, they
have followed very much the same course as ou this side; as the
trouble and expense of racing iucrease,the size of racing yachts has
rapidly decreased. Thistle is now on the sale list and will not race
this year. Valkyrie wil 1 probably not fit out, and the largest class
promises to be the 40-raters, of about eOft. l.w.l. Of the yachts
building the mojority will he in the smaller classes, from 10 to 2^4
rating, or Sti to 26ft. l.w.l. The centerbo-ird has already been tried
inseveralof these smaller boats, though with but moderate suc-
cess, in spite of the yarn concerning a wonderful centerboard
craft, the Archer, M'hich has beou circulating in American pa-
pers. This year, however, Mr- Watson will have real centerboard:
craft afloat in a class which possesses such known boats as En-
core, Yvonne and Phantom, and in the hands of the tried sailor
men who have won over 100 prizes in the old ii-tonner Doris; so
that the merits of tlie board are more likely to be fairly tested
than ever before. We take from the Mdd the following account
of building on the Clyde:
'"The Clyde was never so busy building racing yachts as it is

just now. There .are none of the big cruising yachts which vyere
the features of the yacht building yards years ago. There are no
100-ionners for racing, even GO-tonners are out of date on the
Clyde. The racing yacuts with which Clyde builders are busy
are iOs and under. But the racing 40 of the period costs quite as
much as the 100-tonner of some twenty years ago, and the sport
has fortunately improved with the outlay. The "racing machine"
which conservative yachting men regarded as an uncanny in-
vention, has triumphed, and the Clyde is devoted to "racing
machines." Lead keels have given a new lease to the sport, and
on the Clyde the casting of lead keels has become an important
industry. Some twenty years ago lead ballast was regarded as
a dangerous innovation; at the present time lead keels involve
the whole question of winning prizes. And it is startling to find
the denouncers of lead keels among their most enthusiastic advo-
cates.
"To Mr. James Reid. of the firm of .John Reid and Co., Port

Glasgow, belongs the merit of understanding the full value of
lead, and in the Boreas, Leauder, Merle, and Florence he showed
what could be done with outside ballast. All of these cutters were
successful; and. if Messrs. Steele, of tireenock, had been permitted
to put 80 tons of lead, as they desired, on the keel of the Garrion,
instead of 11 tons, the Garrion would have been remembered as
the dying 90-tonner of her day, and the fore-runner of the lead
keel 90's. But pivjudices had to be overcome, and a wearj^ fight it
was. To Mr. G. L. Watson belongs the merit of following up the
innovators and crushing out the crowd of yacht-racing captains
as well as owners who know all about the hazards of lead keels.
The 40-rater now building in Messrs. Inglis's yard at Point House,
Glasgow, for Prince Henry of Prussia ought to be answer enough
to the Clyde captains and owners who regarded lead as the most
hazardous of all ballast. This cutter is planked up with teak and
American elm below, and has a shear strake of steel, on which the
covering board will rest. She is of composite build, and shows a
long overhang in her bow, as well as a lengthened counter. Like
Mr. G. L. Watson's -iO-rater of last year, the Creole, she is
strengthened throughout with steel diagonals, steel ties, and aU
the appliances requisite for strength under the enormous strain
of a lead keel weighing about 35 tons. She resembles the Creole,
in being cut away very much forward, and dppending on her deep
keel for holding a high wind. The cutter is altogether a Watson
up to date, and presents in her prominent features an extraor-
dinary contrast to the racing cutters of ten years ago. Up to that
date a fore-foot was a recognized advantage going to windward;
\mr, Mr. Watson has done away with this fad, and shown in Creole
that it is not wanted.
"At Fairlie, Messrs. Wm. Fife & Son have a racing 40 in hand for

Mr. John Anthony Inglis, of Point House, which cutter is planked
up with teak above and American elm below, and is ready for her
decks. This cutter is so far a novelty at Fairlie, that her frames,
or timbers, are alternately wood and angle steel. She is, besides,
strengtliened with steel diagonals and straps, and is altogether a
most substantially built yacht, and will carry a lead keel consid-
erably over thirty tons. To look at, she shows somewhat deeper
forward than the Point House forty, and looks a trifle fuller about
the quarter. But the difference in design must he very small in-
deed. The cutter will be put in charge of Capt. John Carter, who
raced Moina, Genesta and other cutters, and has left behind him
in Clyde the name of being a first-class man. While he will have
an English crew, the English captain of Prince Henry's
forty wiU have a crowd of Germans—good enough for cruis-
ing, but not quite up to the British standard if racing is
meant. With Creole, Castanet, Deerhound, and the new 40 build-
ing at Fay's, the 40-ton matches, with five yachts under racing
colors, will be ahead of the old 40s that used to give to Clyde re-
gattas such a rare flavor of sport. Only one 20-rater is building
at Fairlie, the owner of which cutter is at present unknown. This
20 is like the 40, partly composite, looks a very fast and hand-
some yacht, and it is safe to say will show alongside of the Fairlie
Dragon in any weather. A lO rater has been planked np, and
looks both powerful and fast; she is for a Welsh owner, and it is
to be hoped will fly her colors among the Clyde lO-raters, which
promise even better sport this coming summer than they did last,
when the class was the feature of the season. Another new Fair-
lie cutter is a 6-rater for a Clyde owner, Mr. Watson, who intends
her for cruising in the meantime, but with the tashionable lead
keel his cutter will be quite able to hold her own in her class,
which unfortunately has migrated from Clyde to Dublin Bay.
'The most numerous class of raters building at Fairlie and" else-

where in the Clyde, are the 33:^-ton cutters. Messrs. Fife have no
fewer than five of these fashionable craft in hand. Messrs. Coun-
sell and Mr. P. Inglis are among the owners. They are miniature
cutters in every respect, equipped up to date, and with Bander-
snatch and Princess Ida of last year, and two budding at Gourock,
will complete the big number of nine in one class, and still further
complicate the crowded starts at the Clyde regattas. These new
boats will be ready at the opening of the season, and the fearless
style in which such small cutters are sailed in Clyde promises to
give a new feature to the opening cruises of the Roval Northern
as well as the Royal Clyde, where the 10-tonners were held to be
the smallest class fit to sail round Arran.
"At Fairlie Mr. Boaz is converting a fishing sloop into a roomy

fishing yacht for Mr. Fenton Livingstone, and a good-looking
craft be is making of her.
"At Gourck Mr. Adam is building three centerboard cutters for

racing from the designs of Mr. G. L. Watson. These include one
lO-rater and two SJ-s-raters. The lO-rater is for Messrs. Brice and
Richard Allen, whose old Doris gained a fine reputation. This
new 10-rater will be sailed by her owners in the same perfect
style Doris was handled, and the value of a centerboard in smaU
cutters will be thoroughly tested. The vessel is a great depart-
ure upon Mr. Watson's keel cutters, one of which, the Phantom,
builf, last season, is lying alongside, and gives opportunity for
comparisons. The Phantom proved herself to be the best of the
lOs going to windward, especially in a breeze, and the centerboard
is being built to beat her, if possible. In consequeuce the racing
of the two will have the keenest interest. The centerboard is
no compromise. She has a beamy, shallow hull, with long
counter and overhanging bow; but the bow is the reyerae of the
fiddle bow. It is convex and sweeps up like a continuation of the
keel in a curve that will give the cutter a very long bow above
the waterline. The sternpoat; is heavily raked, and the length

over all must be lOft. or 12ft. longer than the load waterline. The
lead keel is hung by angle steel floorings, aud the oo.k frames are
tied before and behind the slot for the gun metal centerboard,
with angle steel floorings. Tne cutter is built of extra strength
to stand the unusual strain, and nothing has been left to possible
accident in any weather. The longshore critics shake their heads
over the novelt>% but it will be time enough to venture an opinion
after a trial of speed. Mr. Henry Allan, also of the Allan Liners,
is having a 2^4 centerboard built by tlie same designer, in Mr.
Adam's yard, and another of the s%ms build and size is being
constructed in the yard for a Clyde owner. About the perform-
ance of these centerboards a great deal of the interest of tjie

coming Clj^de season hangs, for with their success a new depar-
ture is certain.
"From the design of Messrs. Fife & Son, four 18ft. cutters are

being built by Mr. Robertson, of Sandbank, Holy Loch, Clyde, for
Irish owners. These boats will have Ba,ngor, in Belfast Lough,
for headquarters. They are big, powerful-looking Hoats for their
length, and they will want their power in such an anchorage as
Bangor. They are half-decked, with side decks and a cocKpit.
For Mr. Adam Teacher, of Glasgosv, Messrs. Fife are also build-
ing at Fairlie a 23ft. cutter, for the Holy Loch Yacht Club. This
cutter will be completely dcckpd, and she will want it in the Holy
Loch, where the hardest 9qua.lis m Clyde blow. The workman-
ship of this boat is remarkable, the planks being so perfectly fitted
that no caulking is required, save a single strand of cotton laid
along the center of the plank.
"AC Gourock Mr. Paul -Jonea is building three 19ft. racing boats

for the West of Scotland Yacht Club. These are to be sailed with
lug sail and jib, and it is intended, by having the luy-gers in every
way identical, that the test of speed will lav with i he amrireur
crews. The boats have been designed by Mr. Eoberi Ferguson, of
Messrs. Ferguson, sailmakers, Greenock, and show he has a gift of
designing yachts as well as fitting suits of canvas. Hot raffing
may be expected between these boats, as well as between them
and the Royal Clyde Club boats.
"The above notes do not include all the new boats building in

the Clyde of smaU tonnage for racing and cruising purposes."

THE PROTECTION OF THE HULLS OF VESSELS
BY LACQUER.

BY IJ.EUT. J. B. MDBDOCK, tT. S. N.

Reprinted by perniigsion from the JProceedings of the TT . 8. Naval Institute.

AMONG the many problems arising from the use of steel in naval
construction, none is more important than that of protecting

the under-water body of a vessel from the corrosive action of sea-
water. The problem is a luodificatiou of the old one of protecting
the bottoms of wooden or iron vessels, as steel is much more liable
to corrosion under water than iron, and steel vessels, being gen-
erally constructed of much lighter scantling, are proportionally
more injured by an equal amount of chemical action. So far as
the purposes of construction are concerned, no material equals
steel; but if steel ships cannot be protected against the destructive
action of the medium in which they must exist, the question as-
sumes another phase, and economical results might be obtained
by reverting to iron or wood. As however, the use"of steel enables
the naval architect to obtain results in speed and strength and
lightness of hnll which are otherwise unobtainable, this reversion
is practically out of the question. Steel must be used and pro-
tected.
In General Information Series No. VII.. Lieut. Schroeder gives

a most complete and interestin" resume of the whole question of
protection of the hulls of vessels. He refers ou page 277 to the
process of lacquering, which lias been tried on several of the ves.sels
of the Japenese navy, but without giving any details, it has been
my good fortune, while on the Asiatic Station to meet Mr. Hotta,
and to receive from him quite full infoi maiion as to his process of
lacquering; and I have also had an opportunity, through the cour-
tesy of the oflicials of the Yokosuka dockyard, of inspecting two
of the vessels of the Japanese navy while in dock for the purpose
of receiving or renewing their lacquer coats. It was thought that
the information thus obtained might be of interest to the mem-
bers of the Naval Institute, as having an important bearing on one
of the most prominent professional problems of the day.
Nearly every book on Japan refers in greater or less detail to the

subject of lacquer, but until the substance w^as analysed only little
was really known of it. It may not be amiss in the consideration
of our subject to examine somewhatin detail into the constitution
and method of preparation of lacquer, using for the purpose such
published accounts as have appeared in the proceedings of scien-
tific societies, or in the works of residents of Japan who had care-
fully investigated the subject. The lacquer tree is indigenous to
Japan, and ia also found in Corea, China, and the countries of
Farther India. In Japan it is systematically cultivated. New
plantations are being laid out in Japan and will commence to
yield in five years, and as the whole coast country of Asia is
practically available for the cultivation of the tree, it is safe to say
tnat a gi-eat demand, such as might he caused by an extensive ap-
plication of lacquer to steel or iron ships, would create its' own
supply.
Lacquer is obtained from the tree by making incisions in the

bark. L^sually several cuts are made approximately paralled to
one another and at various points on the circumference. The lac-
ciner exudes from these incisions in the form of a thick grayish
juice, and is gathered by a wooden spatula. As already stated,
the trees commence to yield when five years old, and yield for ten
or fifteen years. An inferior lacquer is sometimes obtained by
grinding the small branches and twigs of the tree, but nearly all
that is used is obtained from incisions in the bark. It is purified
by stirring in a tub with a wooden spade, by which process the ex-
cess of moisture is given off and the consistency slightly increased.
The pure commercial lacquer has a specific gravity of about 1.002
to 20° C, is of a grayish white color and dextrinous consistency,
and possesses a characteristic sweet oder. In contact with the air
it darkens and hardens, forming a film that protects the lacquer
underneath. The ordinary method of application to any surface
is by taking a small quantity on a wooden spatula and placing it
on the surface to be lacquered, working it down into a thin uniform
coat by repeated strokes with a flat camel's-hair brush, the strokes
being made in different directions, but in ordinary work most com-
monly at right angles. The lacquer rapidly darkens to a dark brown,
and afterwards dries, forming a lustrous coat. Colors are given
to the lacquer coat when desirable by mixing metallic body pig-
ments such as vermilion, cinnabar, ochre, or orpiment.
Lacquer has been frequently analyzed, with somewhat varying

results. The analyses given below were made under the direction
of Prof. H. Yoshida, Asst. Professor of Chemistry in the Imperial
University at Tokio, and recognized as one of the best authorities
ou lacquer in Japan. They are from a paper contributed by Prof.
Yoshida to the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
on the Chemistry of Japanese Lacquer.
The constituents of pm-e lacquer are found to be a resinous acid,

gum arabic, water, and a nitrogenous residue. The method of
analysis adopted was to extract the resin from the lacquer by
treating it with absolute alcohol, evaporating the solution and dry-
ing at 105° to 110° C. The residue was boiled with water and the
extract evaporated ou a water-bath, giving the amount of gum.
The residue from the water solution consists of a coagulated
nitrogenous substance and small quantities of coloring matter.
The sum of the percentages of the above subtracted from 100
gives the amount of water and volatile matter.
The percentage composition of pure lacquer was obtained from

a sample specially collected under official super\dsion in the pro-
vince of Yoshino, celebrated for producing the best lacquer in
Japan. It yielded the following results:
Soluble in alcohol (nrushic acid) 8.5.15
Gum arabic 3.15
Nitrogenous matter 2.28
Water and and voatile matter 9..^

XHE LACQUERING OF SHIPS.
The idea of lacquering iron and steel vessels as a protection

against the action of sea-water was suggested to Mr. Hotta, a lac-
quer manufacturer of Tokio, by the observation that pieces of old
lacquer recovered from the sea showed but little action, the lac-
quer being practically nuattacked. As the Japenese were then
purchasing iron and steel ships from abroad, and were encounter-
ing the same difficulties that were met with elsewhere in protecting
the metal, experiments were made ou special test plates, whien
were immersed in sea-water for considerable periods, generally at
the Yokosuka dockyard. The first results obtained were not fully
satisfactory^ but were very encouraging, and the tests were con-
tinued, varying slightly the composition of the lacquer, or addtog
chemicals to assist in obtaining the desired results. In June, 1889,
a practical test was made by lacquering about 1,200ft. of the bot-
tom of the Fuso-Kan, using the preparation of lacquer that at
that time had given the best results. The ship was docked again
in September, 1887, and the condition of the lacquered portion was
so satisfactory that the Admiralty gave an order to lacquer the
whole bottom. In December, 1888, the ship was again docked, but;
tlie lacquer coatwas found to be so good tbat jxa xe^airawdra
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made. In. Jutie, 1889, the ship was again docked, the lacquer being
still satisfactory. In each case anli-fouling paint was applied over
the lacquer. The Fuso was docked once more in April, 1890, and
although the lacqupr covering was almost perfect, it was for some
reason all removed by scraping, and the bottom was painted.
Many other vessels of the Japanese Navy have since been lac-

CLUereri, a list being apppnded. Experimfntation has been going
on continually. Too work is all done by Messrs. Hotta & Co., they
holding a monopoly under the laws of Japan, practically the
equivalent of an American patent. Not content with merely pro-
tecting the metal against corrosion, the contractors have endea-
vored to meet all tba requirements of the case by providing aa
anti-fouling lacquer preparation, as well as an anti-corrosive, the
use of metallic anti fouling paints over the lacquer having oeen
found to be injurious, the urushic acid of tbe lacquer sometimes
attacking the metallic base of the paint, resulting In the practical
destruction of tbe useful qualities of both. This preparation was
developed experimentally, and test-plates coated with both pro-
tective and anti-fouling lacquers having given most satisfactory
results immersed in sea-water at Yokosuka for 18 months, the
Japanese Admiralty ordered the lacquering of the new despatch-
vessel Yaeyama with botli kinds of lacquer. The work was per-
formed in .July, 1890, and the results will be watched with interest,
as the test-plates remained perfectly clean; and if the same pro-
tection is afforded to the Yaeyama under the ordinary conditions
of service, the anti-fouling lacquer will have vindicated its claim
to be the equal if not the superior or any similar composition
known.
The protective or anti-corrosive lacquer is mainly larquer, small

quantities of some inert minerals like mica or kaolin being added
to increase the covering power and body of the preparaHou. The
composition of the different coats differs somewhat, that applied
directly to the skin of the ship containing the largest proportion
of lacquer.
In the first experiments special pains were taken to have the

plates perfectly clean, the metal being washed off with acid in
order to remove aH oxides, but this process was soon discontinued,
as the lacquer coats when applied to the clean iron were found to
blister considerably. In later experiments the steel was merely
brushed clean, remo\ing all non-adherent oxides or films, the lac-
quer being applied over all adherent substances. An impoitant
noint in which lacquer differs from ordinary protective compounds
IS in its insulating power against galvanic action. It is well-known
that if a steel plate having magnetic oxide of iron on its surface
be exposed to sea-water, a strong galvanic couple is set up between
the oxide and the steel, underneath the protective covering, and
pitting of tbe metal results. With lacquer the cat^e is different.
Lacquer has no chemical action on the magnetic oxide; and if the
plate is dry when it is applied, galvanic action is prevented by the
waterproof and insulating properties of the lacquer coat. The
exclusion of water prevents any action whatever, and the best
results with the test-plates have been obtained on plates on which
the presance of the magnetic oxide was ignored. The removal of
this oxide, which is ordinarily considered necessary, is therefore
avoided.
The method of lacquering is as follows: The ship is docked and

the bottom carefully scraped nf all yellow rust, oia paint, or other
matter that is not strongly adherent. If old paint adheres firmly,
it is considered unnecessary to remove it. The bottom of the ship is
then shut in by screens of old canvas suspended from just above
the water-line to the bottom of the dock. In winter, stoves or other
heating apparatus are placed inside this screen to ralfe the tem-
perature and thus f8.cilitate the drying of the lacquer. It has been
proposed to allow exhaust steam to escape inside the canvas screen
to secure the requisite warmth and moisture for the drying; but
although this practice is commoain lacquer manufactories, it has
not yet been tried on ships. In summer, the screen around the
bottom is necessary in order to screen the metal from the direct
rays of the sun, which might raise the temperature to such a point
as to impair the lacquer by a partial coagalation of the albumen.
With the screen in place, the lacquering can be carried on in almost
any weather. When everything is in readiness, the first coat of
protective lacquer is applied, and worked down into a smooth
uniform coating by a soft brush, as already de.«crib''d. One man
can lacquer 500sq. ft., one coat, in 8 hours. The time of drying of
the first coat, which as already stated, is almost pure lacquer, may
vary from 3 or 4 hours to one day, according tu the temperature
and moisture of the air. In cold weather the drying process is
tedious.
As soon as the first coat is dry the second is applied. This may

contain mica or kaolin in small quantities, as alio the outer pro-
tective coats. Five protective coats have generally been applied
to the Japanese men-of-war, but a smaller number may be used
when th» anti-fouling lacquer is applied over them. The inner
coat of the anti-fouiing preparation is principally lacquer, the
amount of pnisonous mercury salt contained in i he preparation
increasing with each coat. The only ship that has thus far received
both preparations, the Yaeyama, has four coats of the protective
and three of the anti-fouling.
The number of coat's considered necpssary is at least three of the

protective and the same number of the anti-fouling lacquer.
Under favorable circumstances tbe ship would not be in dock
more than than six days, but ten would be mnre probable. The
cost of lacquering is stated by the centractors as five yens for
SSsq.ft., about lo cents U. S. gold per square foot. If the work
were to be carried on more generally, the expense could be reduced,
as a permanent corps of emp!o\ es have to be maintained, although
frequently out of work. Work has been done at much less than
above rates. The (•hief, in fact the only serious, objection to the
use of lacciuer is the expense. If dockage is cht ap, this is not ex-
cessive, but the long time involved for the proper drying of the
lacquer coats renders the operation a very costly one when the
dock charges are high. The vital question is whether the pro-
tection afforded is worth the expense. If absolutely complete,
prevetiting all deterioration or fouling of the hull, it would be
economy to pay tbe hiehest charges in order to have the vessel
always sound and in condition for service. It is just becoming
known otitside of professional circles that steel vessels are expen-
sive, and that more money may be spent in excessive coal bills in
trying to force a foul hull through the water than would be ex-
pended with proper economy in the frequent dockings necessary
for keeping the hull clean.
It cannot be said with certainty that the use of lacquer is more

expensive than the ordinary methods otprotection. This depends
very largely, of course, on tbe dry dock charges. The contractors
claim that one thorough lacquering of a vessers bottom will keep
it clean and protect tne metal for three years. The expense of
this operation may be figured up as follows:
Taking the Charleston, for instance we have:

Cost of cleaning and lacquering 20,000 sq. ft. at 13 cents $2,600
Docking aud nine "lay days" 4.300

$6,900
For painting and cleaning we have:

Docking and one "lay day" .$i,4B0
Painting, etc., (estimated) .i... 600

$3,000
Allowing the claim of the contractors that one lacquering is

sufficient for three years, and taking the common estimate that a
steel ship should be docked every six months at least, the total
cost of three years is:

Lacquering $6 900
Painting... 12,000

These prices for Yokosuka dockyard. Accepting the data in
Naval Constructor Hichborn's article on the "Sheathing of Ships"
in relation to the work on the Chicago in government docks, we
have the cost of one docking and painting at New York as fol-

lows:
Docking $400
Painting 1000

$1400
Assuming that the cost of lacquering in the United States would

he twice that in Japan, we have:
Docking $400
Lacquering 21.000.q. ft. at 26 cents 5460

$5860
Taking the cost as before for three years, we have:

Painting $1400X6=S8400
Lacquering 5860

It may be questioned whether the larquer will last three years,
and it is also possible that the painted ship would need docking
oftener than once in six months. In the absence of data a careful
estimate is impossible, but enough has been shown to render the
statement prooable that protection by lacquer is not in the long
run expensive.
The experience of the Japanese navy must be largely relied on.

and tbe unanimous testimony of all tbe naval officers whom I
have met is that lacqtier affords excellent protection to the hull,
hut is expensive. It is noticeable that the work is being continued
in the Japanese navy in spite of the expense.
Through the courtesy of the oflSclals of the Yokosuka dockyard

I was allowed to Inspect the rondition of tbe lacquered bottowi of
the Tafe:atchlhe i» January, 1800, the ship bavin? been in tbe Wfttsr

since May, 1889. The water-line belt had been lacquered in Sep-
tember, 1886, and repaired in May, 1889, when the rest of the ship
was lacquered, as a result of the good condition in which the belt
was then found. Wtien the bottom was examined in January,
1890, it was found that on the bilge and floor plates the lacquer
was perfectly smooth and unbroken and had afforded complete
protection to the metal. On the sides below the water line there
were numerous small blisters, averaging about a quarter of an
inch in diameter; but these were dry inside, tbe lacquer coat being
unbroken and the metal underupath was bright and uncorroded.
Occasionally larger blisters were found which contained water,
the film of lacquer having become broken. Underneath these the
metal was dull but uncorroded, and there wire no signs of rust.
In cases where tlie lacquer had been scraped off, rust cones had
formed, and their position marked the number ot breaks that
had occurred in nine months. In the entrance, especially in the
wake of the anchors and chains, the lacquer was considerably
broken and the metal consequently rusted, but in no part of the
hull was there any extensive corrosion or pitting, except under-
neath the lacquer, showing that it antedated the application of
the lacquer in?ilay, 1889. An in' cresting feature illustrating the
effect of the lacquer in preventing galvanic action existed in the
starboard side of the run, where some of 'he piatts showed exten-
sive corrosion under the lacquer, apparently the result of galvanic
action between the steel ana the propeller and its Jittings. Here
was not a single rust spot, showing that no corrosion had taken
place since the application of the lacquer.
The impressions derived from the appearance of the bottom of

the Takatehiho were that lacquer is a peiftct protection against
the action of sea-water, so long as lite coat remains unbroken.
Although much more elustic and adherent than any kind ot paint
can be, it is somewhat susceptible to mechanical injury, and
especially so forward where the anchors and chains and tiie impact
of floatmg bodies are liable to break it. Every break becomes a
spot of corrosive action or pitting. As it seems impossible to
prevent this injury, and as the protection afforded by tne lacquer
is that of the worst portion, it would seem desirable in practice to
dock the ship oftener than once in three years for examluaiion
and, if necessary, for repairs to the lacqaer coat. If this were
done, the metal of the ship would suffer hut little deterioration.
Another use of lacquer that has not been tried as yet is as a sub-

stitute for cement on the insidti of ships and for the prelection of
the inner sktn throughout. There can be no question that its use
here would prevent all rusting, as it seems absolutely unalterable
in air. It has been used with success as a substitute lor galvan-
izing, and seems to admit of numerous applications in places where
metal is to be proiected against the chemical action of gases.
Messrs. Hotta & Co. are making preparations for carrying on

the laiquering of ships in other countries than Japan, and it is

possible that in the near future the process may become widely
known.

MBN-OP-WAB LACQtTERED BY MESSRS. HOTTA & CO.

Japanese.

Fuse—June, 1886, 1,824 so. ft. lacquered for trial. Sept.. 1885',

entire bottom lacquered. Dec, 1888, docked but no repairs made.
June, 1889, slight repairs made. March, 1890, lacquer scraped off.

Riujo.—April, IgSa, armor shelf lacquertd. A wooden stiip cop-
per sneathed; armor belt much corrooed.
Tsukushi.—Aug., 1887. entire bottom lacquered. Jane, 1888,

docked but no repairs. Feb,, 1889, slight repairs.
Naniwa.—Sept., 1886. 5,200 sq. ft. (water-line belt) lacquered , May,

1888, additional surface lacquered. Feb., 1888, eniire bottom Jac-
qtinred.
Takatchiho.-Sept., 1886, water-line belt lacquered. May, 1889,

entire boti om lacquered. Jan., 1890, docked and slight repairs made
At ago.—May, 1889, entire bottom lacquered.
Torpedo-hoats 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 —April, 188a, entire bottom lacquered.

These boats have all been docked since and slight repairs made as
necessary.
Kotaka.—Sept., 1888, entire bottom lacquered.
The above were lacquered with the anti-Rorrosive preparation

only, generally five coats. Metallic anti-fouling paint was used
over the lacquer, and the vessels had to be docked to renew this
paint.
Yaeyama.—July, 1890, entire bottom lacquered with four coats

of protective and three of anti-fouUng preparations.

Russian.

Battle-ship Dmitri Donskoi.—Nov.. 1886, armor belt partly lac-
querea. Nov., 1887, armor plate wholly lacquered. Oct., 1888, lac-
quer on steel portions was found to be in very good condition. On
the zinc sheathing it had been detached through the action of
uiushic acid on the zir c.

Admiral Nakhimoff.—Aug., 1889, steel armor belt found to be
very much coiToded and wasthereiore lacquered.

NOTE BY LIETIT. COMMANDER CLIFFOl^D H. WEST, IJ. S. N,

Messrs. Hotta aud Company, of Totio, Japan, have sent two
plates to the United States for trial by the U. S. Navy Department.
One plate is of steel and one of iron, each 4ft. square, and covered
with three coats of anti-corrosive and three coats of anti fouling
lacquers. These plates arrived at New York City in November,
1890. Chief Constructor T. D. Wilson, U. S. Navy, has directed
that the plates be submerged in tide water at the Navy Ya,rd, New
York, for a period of three months, when they are to be taRen up,
and a report made to the Bureau of Construction and Repair as to
their condition.

CORINTHIAN NAVY.—The Delaware River squadron held a
meeting at 133 Market street, Camden, N. J., on March 26, when
all the details of organization were completed and a programme
of events outlined for the season. Ihe new squadron is growing
I'apidly and will have a busy season. The New York squadron
held a meeting at 47 Dey street on March 25, when arranKements
were made for a two day squadron cruise on May SO, The East
River squadron and Long Island Snand squadron have been
ordered to assemble at New Kooheile on May 30 and 31 for a
cruise. This will be an informal affair, and will be under the
direct command of the admiral.

WORK AT BAY RIDGE.—The new 46 is now in frame except
the.steel frames, which have been delayeil by a strike in the shops
whpre they are being bent. The lead keel is a fine casting, and
the keel and frame generally show no waste wood. The deck
beams have been lightened in a very ingenious manner. The tran-
som and qua.rrer timbers are of mahogany . Tne joiner work is

well under way and will be ready by tne time the deck is laid.

The Harlequin has been launched, her al orations being com-
pleted. In the joiner shop a small calboat with lead keel, designed
by Mr. Gardner, is in frame.

BUFFALO Y. C—The annual meeting of the Buffalo Y. C. was
held on March 11. Tlie following officers were ehcted for the en-
suing year: Com., Frank B, Hower, yacht Merle; Vice-Com., Alan
S. Chishoim, yacht Erchless; Sec'y, H. L. Campbell; Treas., W.
C. Cowles, yacht Reatha. Mr. Hower has lately purchased the
Merle from her Toronto owners, and she will make a splendid
addition to the Buffalo fleet. The club house will be remodeled,
new approaches built, and a great many other improvements
made. Everything points to a season of unusual prosperity and
activity for the club.

SOUTH SIDE YACHTING ASSOCIATION.-The yacht clubs
of the south shore of Long Island have lately organized an asso-
ciation for the management of inter-club racing. The following
dales .are proposed: Hempstead Yacht Club July IS, Shinneeook
Club July 25, Great South Bay Aug. 1, Wtst Hampton Aug. 8,

Moriches Aug. 15, West Hampton Aug. 22, and Great South Bay
Aug. 29. The first annual regatta of the association will be sailed
on iSept. 5.

"SEGLERS TASCHENBDCH."—We have received a copy of
this compact, but comprehensive Utile volume, just issued by the
publishers ot the German yachting journal tVassersport. The
book, which Is written in German, contains a great deal of prac-
tical information about building, rigging and handling and is ex-
cellently illustrated.

HAYERHILL Y^C—OfScers 1891: Com., M.E. Priest; Vice-Com.,
H. Emprson; Seo'v, C. H. Stacy; Treas., E, Dwitmells; Meas., G.
F. Kllis; Fleet Captain, A. Jackson. Tiustees, J. J. Dresser, W.
Hicks, E, Dwinnells. Reg. Com., A. Pettengitl, A. Amberg, N.
Hammill. Secretary's address. Box a24, Haverhill, Mass.

A "DARK HORSE."—The Boston Globe discovered a possible
"dark horse" at Flte's yard at Fairlie, which it intimates is for
Mr. Tweed or some other American owner. As the model of the
ji^acht shows, she is not for a length class, but is hmldingfor a well
known British yachtsman, and will beyond doubt prove a second
Dragon.

VOLUNTEER.—Gen. Paine and Mr. Burgess have prepared the
plans for lengthening Volunteer from 86 to 90ft., and converting
her into a schooner; but It Is not flnally decided to undertake the
work at present.

GRAYLING.—Capt. Terry has his crew at work on the schooner
Grayling at Greenport, where she has laid all winter, and will

li^ve her la eoDnmisBloQ early,

THE HERPESHOFF 48-FOOTER.—The report of a 46-footer
from the Herreshoff yard is confirmed, but the name of her
owner is not yet known. It is prohaV>le, however, that she is for
Mr. Arnold Thayer, late owner of the 40-footer Choctaw.

VARANDE.—On March 16, at Lawley's yard, the cutter
Varande, designed and built by Lawleys for Mr. C. A, Welch.
The new yacht is a cruiser, like Mr. Welch's former yachts
Vashti, Vayu and Valhalla. She is 34ft. l.w.l.

OSNONE, schr., will probably have some of, her inside lead
transferred to the keel this spring,

SAGAMORE, steamer, Mr. W. A. Slater, is fitting out at Tebo's
for a southern cruise.

BEETLE, cutter, has been sold by 0, H. Gtiild to W. M. Jame-
son.

PRINCESS, schr., will have two tons of lead added to her feeel
at Lawley's.

VIVID, sloop, has been sold by W. A, Wolf to John Curtin.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fobest and
Stheam their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OFPICEHS ISOO—Sl.

Commodore; Walter tj. Lawson. Boston,''Mass.
SECRETART-TREAsiTffiR: RALPH F. Brazer, 47 Ceatral street, Lowell, Mass.
Regatta Commiitee; J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. G. MacKendi-ick,

Toronto; L, B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION. NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers;

VicB-CoM.: C.V.Wiunp, Albany, N.Y.
Rear-Com.: T. p. Gaddis, Dajton, O.
Pdksee: Howard Brown.Albany.NY
Ex. Com.: J. K, Bakewell and H, M.
Stewart,

EASTERN DIVISION.
Officers:

VlCE-COM.: J. W. Cai-twrlght, Jr.
Rear-Com.: G. L, Pai-mele, Hartford.
Purser: R. ApoUonlo, Winchester,
Ex, Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towue
and Sidney Bishop,

Applications for memoerslijp must be made to division pursereJ, accom-
panied by the recommeadatlon of an active member and tlic suiu of $3.(X)
tor enti-ance fee and dues for cuirent year. Every member atteuolng
tlie general A. 0. A. camp shall pay $1.00 for camp expenses. AppUeation
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing In any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., wiU be fm-nishea with printed fonns ot application by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodnre—D. H. Crane, Clilcago, III,

Vlce-Coiirraodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, lU.
Bear-Commodorc—0. A. WoodrufE, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J. H. Ware, ISO Rialto Building, Chicago, 111,

Apphcations for membergliip should be made to the Sec.-Treas., onblanks
which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2 as
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

Vice-Com.; W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Reae-Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay,
PtTRSER: C. E. L. Porteous, Kingston.
Ex. Com.: Colin Fraser and P. H.
Gisbome.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCE-CoM.: I. V. Borland, Arlington.
Reak-Com : E.D.Anderson.Trenton.
PURSER: Rieh'dHobart, Newark N.J.
Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and H M.
Kreamer.

FIXTURES.
MAT.

16. lanthe. Spring, Woodside.
JUNE.

6. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
Brooklyn, Beach.

6, Yonkers. Annual, Yookers, 37, Brooklyn, Ann,, Bay Ridge,
13. New York, Aanual, S. 1. — . lanthe. Spring, Passaic Riv.
20. New York, Sandy Hook Race

JULY.
11-26. W.C.A. Meet, Ballast Island.

AUGUST.
6-27. A, C. A. Meet, Lake Champlain,

SEPTEMBER,
3. Orange, Ann,, Passaic River. 7. lanthe, Annual, Woodside.
7. lanthe, Ann., Passaic River.

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C.

AS DETAILED BT THE COMMODORE.

"/COMMODORE, let's fin& a place to camp, and go in," said
yj George, breaking in upon my reverie as the rain ceaRed,

'•we can't make Bear Lithia to-night, it's eight miles off, and it's
half past five, and Lacy is wet through and thoroughly chilled;
that old rubber coat of his was no good."
"Ah! 1 told you so. Well, we'll find a good place down at the

mill, half a mile below, and I suppose we had better stop for the
night," 1 replied.
We flnished the portage, shot down the rocky and difficult

rapid below the dam. rendered the more difficult by the low stage
of water, and rounded to at the little hamlet clustered around
the mill just above the ferry. At pretty much the same spot
where I nad landed four years before, after my unfortunate
attempt upon the dam, we stopped, and soon had the canoes in
position for the night, resting one above the other on the sitle of
the steep bank; there being no level ground close to the water.
Supper was soon merrily sizzling and stenmiug away on the little
camp stove, while Lacy speedily invested himself in dry clothes
procured from his water-proof clothes bag of oiled canvas.
Our arrival created the usual sensation in the little hamlet, and

we were speedily surrounded by the usual knot of interested aud
kindly spectators, who showed us many attentions in the way of
milk, tomatoes, canteloups. etc., for which they would accept no
payment except our thanks.
I had friends living in the neighborhood, and after supper

Georgfl and 1 walked up the hill and spent the evening with them.
We had every reason to expect more rain, so we went prepared,
with a lantern and our rubber coats. Never were expectations
more fully realized, for it rained furiously all the evening, the
noise of the lain on the tin roof of the house being so great at
times as to render conversation inaudible. Great concern was
manifested by our host as to the shelter afforded by our frail
quarters, and we were hospitably pressed to remain all night, but
we declined (very fortunately, as it afterward ptoved), but ac-
cepted an invitation for all three of us to breakfast the next morn-
ing, and about half past nine, the rain showing no signs of abat-
ing, we went splashing down the road by the dim light of our
lantern to our camp,
"Great Jupiter Pluvias! look at the river!" exclaimed George,

who entered the camp v.ith the lantern ahead ot me. "Why, I
walked right into it!"

He held up his light and its rays flashed out upon a swollen and'
muddy torrent. Great patches of foam gleamed ghostly white in
the dim light of the lantern against the black surface of the
water, seen for a moment, then lost to sight; while loss, fence
rails and other debris shot swiftly by like shadows, dimly seen
through the darkness and the fast falling rain.
The top of the camp stove was just viai rrle above the water,

which ripoled around the stakes suppOTting tbe mess table. As I

hastily drew the mess chest out from under the table, where it lay
half submerged, a water snake slid off thR top of it and darted
away in affright into the inky blackness of the river. A sleamine
white object in the margin of the river a few yards below proved
to be the < lub oil can, stranded among the weeds and rolling aim-
lessly back and forth with the wash of the water against the bank;
while the water lapped gently against the side of my canoe, which
lay lowest of tbe three.
We usually, in camping close to the water, made our up-stream

painters fast to a tree or stump or some other fixed obje ct; but on
this particular evpning this safe precaution had been neglected,
and there is no telling where my canoe would have turned up in
the morning if we had remained all night with our friends.

"It's a good thing I didn't stack all the paddles against that post
there when we went into camp, as I thought of doing," I re-
marjsed, as we liurriedly removed the stove, mess obest, kitchen,
warejin4 tableand cQveredtbew with»ba«fih to fce^ptb^raJnoff.
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The post stooii 20ft, from shore in 3ft. of water. Wo hung the
lantern on one of ihe standards supporting; Lacy's tent, and
carried my canoe up ihe bank above Lacy's, whiuh lay highest of
the three, and then removed George's to a higher and safer loca-
tion, after which we carefully made all painters faat to a con-
vetiierit tree,

"HeJloI wbal 's pH Miis '-ow about?" asked Lacy, as he thrust his
head out of hip •••

•>'!• v.-e were working away in the rain.
He had hiirii : -in bis bertti all the evening: reading,

ano knewnotlii;',: .-, ii, ,i •

, i r ol tiie sudden rise in the river.
Morning dawm d i.ritljt an.i fair after a pretty steady a.l]-night

rair,. The river flowed swiftly hv us in a smooth, unbroken sbef^t
of water, nith not a rock or ledge in sifrut. The rise, which did not
exceed four fpet, had reached iis maximum during the night, and
the river had already hegun to recede. We had contemplated
spendiner a quiet Sunday in camp, as was our usual custom; hut
we had also set our minds on taliing our Sunday dinner at Bear
Lithia Springs. So, as a move of some kind was necessary—our
present camp on the s^de of the steep high bank, without slielter
from the rays of the sun, which hade f^Jr to make ihings warm
for us in the course of trie dav, being already untenable as an all-
day camp, and as the eight mi Iks lo ibe Springs could be quickly
and easily made on the present stage of water—we decided to go.
Alter a bountiful breiilviasi, witb our hospitable friends, we re-
turned to the rivpr, tooit down the tents and packed and launched
the canoes; the children and young people of the family who had
accompanied us back to our camp to see our boats a.nd tents,
watchmg us with interest as we embarked.
The short cruise was a pkasant one. It was a beautiful, bright

sunny morning after the rains. A few stray clouds floated high
oveviiead and wrt atbed in fleecy folds about the tree-clothed sum-
mits of the ma.iastic peaks and bold headlands of the Blue Ridge
and Massanutiou MoDu tains, which towered on high in solemn,
reposeful majesty; facing eaub other in stately grandeur on either
side of us acrcsi itje narrow valley. The ratn drops sparkled in
myriad points of light from every leaf and twig. The air was
filled with the ,io.\ ous caioHing of birds and the soft musical mur-
mur of the river, to wtiich tlie subdued, deep-toned drone of the
frequent rapids supplied a pleasing undertone. The tigly, briok-
red water of the jiver, which spread across from bank to bank,
covering rocks, ledges and shoals, over which the white-oappert
waves broke angrily and lopped up among the trees and Hhrubs
and grasses that boi dercd either ba.nk, did not add to the beauty
of the landscape; but it bore us along at a lively rate as we went
bowling down the middle of the stream with a disregard of rapids,
reefs, fish dams and everything under a seven-foot mill dam, that
was refreshing after the tedious, careful croismtf of the past four
days. The eight miles between Riverbank and Bear Lithia were
quickly accomplished, and we soon found ourselves lying above
the old mill dam ,1ust opposite the Springs.
We noted a good camping place among the trees a little below

the dam, but we decided to go up to dinner before going into
camp, so we landed and tied up just above the dam and walked
across the fields and aloug the country road to the hotels, which
are in plain sight from the river bank, where we were speedilv
enioyingour Sunday dinner.
Our apnearance at the Springs in our canoeing costumes created

a little ripple of excitement at the quiet little resort; and as is

usual on the arrival of strangers the register wa,s speedily sur-
rounded by a curieuf. little group, who were somewhat mystified
by the names of the canoes following our own names.
We found Bear Lithia very imereBting and well worth visiting.

The buildings are situated on an elevation in the midst of the
narrow vall>-y anil command an extensive and beautiful moun-
tain and pastoral prospect, while the spring itself, which is a
great pool some 150ft. long by over half as wide and 4 or 5ft,
deep, and from wliich flows a good-sized creek, greatly excited
our interest as we walked out over the board walks built out into
and across it, and watched the water, everywhere bubbling up
through its crystal dep-hs from the Kandy bottom.
The fact that we were troiag to shoot the dam after dinner soon

got out, and we were a,cconipau1ed back to the canoes by quite a
party of gentlemen, including Mr. Cloud, the manager, all anxious
10 see us go over.

"Where do lou all get your eating along the trip?" asked a
stylishly-dressed young fellow who was evidently unaccustomed
to any form of out-door recreation more vigorous than sitting on
a chair on tne verandah of some country hotel.
"We cook it ourselves," I replied.
"And the Commodore is a good cook," added Lacy.
"Well ,1 should hate lo eat any kind of a mess you fellows would

get up," lie drawled in all sincerity.
"Wuy, we live right well in camp." I replied laughing. "Sup-

pose you come down and take supper with us and see for yourself;
we shall be glad to have you."
"No, I thatik you: the hotel is good enough for me,'' was the un-

appreciative reply.

"Where are you going over?" asked Mr, Cloud as we came out
upon the bank overlooking the dam, which, as the mill had been
burnt some years ago, was In a state of dilapidation and decay
quite gratifying to the passing canoeist. There were several
breaks in it, affc^ding eligible shoots for our canoes in the present
stage of water; but about tne middle it was rsther more broken
down than elsewhere, and a furious torrent of water rushed
througn the >>reach and went roaring and piling down the rapid
below in a long line of huge foam-crested waves—au exceedingly
rough shoot, but a safe one with earetul management, and one
that promised some excitement in the running.
"Well; I think we'll go right down the middle," 1 replied care-

"What! You arn't going down that cataract in those little cloth
pumpkin-seeds!" exclaimed the young man who had dortbted my
culinary ability.
"Why not?'; asked George.
"O.it's safe enough," added Mr. Cloud, "if you handleyour boats

carefully."
We embarked and pushed out into the stream, while the specta-

tors hurried down the bank to a point a little below the dam,
where they could see us come over to better advantage. It was an
exciting plunge over the dam. and a wild rush down the rapid
below; the canoes swooped down the smooth, liquid slope, one at a
time, with a dizzying swing, and were completely buried in the
huge roller that curled up at the foot, then went flying down
among the big waves below, which rolled over the decks and
tightb' closed hatches in solid sheets of water, while they were
pitched and tossed up and down like corks, and the spray flew in
clouds, high above our heads.
The party on the bank gave a wild yell of delight as we came

plunging down, and hastened down the steep bank to meet us as
we rounded in below the rough water some fifty or sixty yards
below 'he dam.
"That's the way we do it!" I remarked, as I beached my canoe

in the mouth of the old, disused mill race and stepped ashore,
wiping the water from my face with my handkerchief, followed
by George and Lacy.
"I declare, that was a fine sight!" exclaimed the delighted

manager, clapping me heariily on the shoulder, "and more than
worth the walk down here just to see. I want you fellows to come
up and take breakfast with me In the morning."
We found a very favorable camping place, under the trees on

the flat, sandy river bank, a few yards lower down, and soon had
the canoes unpacked and drawn up on the bank, the blankets
made up in them and the little Mohican tents slung over them,
and everything ready for the nigut, with the fly erected over the
commis=ary department, as we were by no means sure, judging
from appearances, that we would not be favored with more rain
before the day was done. Our new friends watched the process of
unpacking the c»noes and setting up the camp with great interest,
and were favorably impressed with all they saw; albeit somewh it
concerned as to how all that plunder could ever be gotten back
into those small boats again, and if my doubting friend had any
misgivings as to the comfort of a canoe for .sleeping purposes, or
as to the reliability of the shelter furnished by the diminutive
iteuts, in ease of rain, he kept them to himself.
The Frankie hsd been leaking a little during the morning's

cruise, so after getting all the cargo out and before preparing the
bed and tent for the night, I turned the canoe up on one side
agakist a convenient tree, wht^n a careful examlDaiion revealed a
deep scratch two or three inches long, just below the vvaterline,
cut, almost through the canoe, by that ugly snag I collided with,
away back at the Port Republic ciaoi two days before, I drew Ihe
edges rightly together with a needle and stout thread, a' d then
painted the place thickly Inside and our with asphaltum, a small
bottle of which was carried for such contingencies among the
Rosa's Stores, extemporizing a brush for the purpose by cutting a
small twig about the size of a lead psncil and then beating one
end into small slivfrs, and the wound was effectually healt-d.
There was, as usu'sl. a large melon pat h close to our camp; in-

deed, the river bank seemed to be clothed with melon patches all

the way down, and wherever we camped we were sure to find our-
selves near one, and a nickel or a dime would purchase as many
watermelons or ranteloups as we covild dispose r f at a camp, and
a bountiful supply was readily procured here for our evening
meal from the watchmen stationed in the rude little box or shed
overlooking the field.

Our weather prognostloatioBB proved to be entirely oqrreot, for

,

we had a wild, tempestuous night of it, and each man scuttled oft
Into his tent as soon as possible after supper.
Snugly lying in my berth, with my little tent tightly buttoned

all arou od to the gunwales of my canoe, I lay and read by the
light of a candle, set iu a small block of wood, hooked over the
cockpit coaming by a strip of bent tin, so arranged as to come be-
tween the page and my eyes, while Ihe wind howled and rushed
through the treetops otitside, which swayed and moaned com-
plainingly in the storm, and the rain beat in driving gusts and
sheets upon the top ami sides of my tent, while above all the tur-
moil of the storm, aroae the deep, dominating roar of the river as
it fell over the dam and rushed down the rapids above us.
An occasional draft would come in through the little ventilator

windows in each etd of the tent, high up undf^r the projecting
ends of the top, causing my candle flame to flicker and flare and
the melted wax to run down iu a transparent buttress on one side
of the candle; or pHrchance a few fine drops of spray would come
in with the air and sprinkle my face and my page, and sometimRs
an unusually severe blast and rush of rain wottld shake and sway
my little tent from side to side with force enough to even make
the canoo tremble in her bed of sand; but I lay and read undis-
turbed, secure in the knowledge that nothing short of a hurricane
could tear my tent from Its supports and fastenings.
Tired of reading I blew out my candle, drew my blankets snugly

up over my shoulders and was lulled to sleep by that most sooth-
ing of all sounds to the tired, well-housed canoeist—the patter,
patter of rain upon my tent.
Morning dawned as bright and aunny as if the weather clerk

had been innocent of any thought of rain for a week. The rise
had run otf and the river—still as muddy as ever—was down to
low water mark again, the storm being evidently merely local;
at any rate, it did not extend far enough up the river to have any
effect upon it.

When we arrived at the hotel for breakfast we found ourselves
quite the center of interest, and a large party of ladies and
cuildren accompanied us back to our camp to inspect the canoes
and camping outfit, of which they had evidently had a glowing
account, and to .=ee us start.
The party were quite delighted with everything they saw, and

exclaimed at the snug appearance of the tents, which we had left
standing. The camp stove and kitchen outat came in for a full
share of attention, and the children wondered how we could cook
on such a funny little stove,
"Do canoeists ever jump over a perpendicular dam, like that

place over There?" asked one of our fair visitors,lndicating an un-
broken section of the d^m between two small islands, having a
perpundioular face some 5 or lift, higb,
'Well, if the water is deep enough over the edge of the dam it

can be done safely, and I have read of canoeists doing it, but I do
not think it is generally done. We do not do it, unless the dam is

alow one; say not over 3 or .Sft, In height," I replied, modestly re-
fraining from alluding to my unfortunate episode at the River-
bank Dam.
"The Commodore tried it once—" began Lacy, innocently, but

I withered him with a look and at once began expatiating upon
the peculiar merits of the canees for a trip of this character, to
sucu effect that his ill-timed remark excited no notice or
comment.
Our visitors took a gratifying interest in the camp, the canoes

and the cruise, and whilo we were finishing our packing they
hurried down along the bank to a point 100yds. below to see us
go by, and saluted us as we passed along on the bosom of the rapid
stream with smil^s, and pleasant words, and good wishes, and
waving of handkerchiefs, and remained watching us as long as
we were in sight.
Our stay at Bear Lithia was a pleasant li tHe episode of the

cruise and one that we greatly enjoyed, and the kind treatment
received there from both guests and management (for our failing
supplies were renewed there freely and abundantly and no pay
accepted but our thanks) will long be remembered.
We found tne five miles of river between our late camp and

Milnes to be by far the roughest we had experienced on the trip,
and after finally backing and filling around through the half mile
of rapids in front of the long, straggling wooden town to secure a
safe passage among the boulders, ledges and fl«h dams with which
the river bed was profusely strewn, our arms fairly ached to the
shoulders, and we were glad to land in the stiller water below and
go up into the town for mail and supplies (including a heavy rub-
ber coat for Lacy) and give our tired muscles a chance to recuper-
ate before resuming tue cruise.
The village of Milnes did not present miny attractions to us, so

we did not tarry longer than to replenish our supplies and get our
mail. It is in no sense a representative old Virginia towH. being
simply a railroad and mining village of a few hundred inhabi-
tants, and it looks more like a new Western railroad town
stranded high and dry upon the banks of Che Shenandoah than a
Virginia town. The classic old towns of Luray, Front Roval and
Cnarlestown are but a short distance from the river, and will well
repay the contemplative canoeist In search of the picturesqae for
the walk from the river and a stroll through their quaint old
streets: while Staunton, with its female colleges and State insti-
tutions (which, while not on the river, is the point from which the
cruiser will make his start), Strasburgand historic, battle-scarred
Winchester, where the dead were piled up in the streets like cord-
woe d, and with its great cemeteries full of Confederate and Union
ds'ad, buried on the battle fields where they were slain, are easily
accessible by rail; and s'oried old Harper's Ferry, with its ruined
Government buildings, John Brown's fort and its lavish wealth of
wonoerful scenery, nestles under the towering heights at the
point where the Slienandoah mingles its waters with those of the
Potomac in a glad and .smiling union.

GENESEE C, C.

THE Genesen C. C. i" a paddling club, located in Genesee Park,
at Roetiester, N. Y., on the river of that name. Its member-

ship of 3D, with 9 applicants on the waiting list, includes 19 mem-
bers of the Rochester C. C, the latter club, whose station is at
Irondequoit Bay, on Lake Ontario, being devoted mainly to sail-
ing. Tne officers of tne Genesee C. C. are: Capt., Courtland
Avery; Mate, A. B. Dodge; Purser, F. J. McCall; Executive Com-
mittee, C. A. Bratt", M. H. Smith and G. H. Harris; Regatta Com-
mittee, H. D. MoVeau, F. F. Andrews and Henry King.
The committee has already arranged a series of races and

appointed starter, clerk of course, etc.. for the season. Tne dates
are; Annual spring regatta. June 6; second race, June 27; third
race, July 25; fourth race, Aug. 29; annual fall regatta, Sept. 19.

In case a club trophy Is provided to be raced for the regatta com-
mittee will report conditions for such race at a later date. All
races of the club are governed by the A. C. A. rules.
Two novel races are proposed as follows: Tandem cruising

race, single blade. The canoeists shall start at tho regu'ar home
buoy, oaddle to the State dam and eithe.r shoot or be carried over
It, paddle down the rapids to a point on the east shore, to be
marked by a white flag, there carry over into the feeder, paddle
up the feeder to the river gate, and there carry into the river
and to paddle across finishing line between the home buoy and
the elub dock. Single cruising race, single blades. Canoeists to
start at regular home buoy, paddle to and over the State dam,
down the rapids to a point to be marked by a white flag, turn and
return to finishing line, crossing it between the home buoy and
the club dock.

THE NORTHERN DIVISION MEET.— Editw Forest and
Sh'eo.m: It has been proposed that the next meet of the Northern
Division of the A. C. A. should take the form of a cruising meet,
and the waters of Georgian Bay have been suggested as a suitable
place for the trial. It is just possible, however, that it may not
be found practicable to carry out the scheme this year, in view of
the crippled state of the Division finances. If this should be the
case, would it not be possible to arrange a cruise to the general
meet in Lake Champlain ? Starting from Kingston a week or ten
days before the date of the general men, cruising down through
the Thousand Islands, taking the mail boat when passing through
the rapids, and cruising on from Montreal or Sorel. Members of
the difl^erent clubs could join in wherever moat convenient to
them. This plan would swell the numbers at the general meet
and give the cruising scheme a test.—Nemo.

A, C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Central Division: E. B. EUiott, Jr.,
Geo. S. Morley, Newark, N. J. Atlantic Division: John L. Heaton,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Central Division: W. N. Clarke, Broekville; C.
H. Brainscomb, Picton, N. S.; R. H. Sfricklau'^, Lakefield; H. B.
Muckleston, G'. P F. Osborn, J. A. Thoren. L. W. Shannon, Lind-
say Russell, T. Y. Greet, J. M. Richmond, W. J. B White, W, R.
Skinner, R. E. Burns, F. H, Macnee, H. W. Richardson, R. M.
Hannaford, G. A. Walkem, W. A. Kent, Kingston, Ont.; W. E.
Stewart, Ottawa.

THE HOISTING SAIL COMPETITION.—Thus far but three en.
tries have been received for the hois'ing sail competition for
prizes given by Mr. Zerega. The date for cloging the entries was
set for April 1, but Mr. Zerega liaB decided to extend It uptll
April 8,

PASSAIC RIVER CLUBS.—The delegates from the Associated
Canoe Clubs of the Pas-aio River met at the lanthe C. C. house
on Nov. 11. Owing to the close proximity of the Atlan'lc Division
meet, Decoration D iy was not chosen for the meet, but it Will be
held in connection with the regattas of the Orange, Arlington
and lanthe canoe club^, on Saturday, Sept. 5, and Labor Day, Sept.
7, at the sev^eral club houses. Offl :er8 elected for the year were:
Wm. H. H. Hlllier, Crencent C. C, Chairman; R. W. Straehan.
Oranga C. C, Sec.-Treas. The camp site committee appointed
were O. V. Schuyler, H. S. Farmer and Georee Manley. 'regatta
committee, R. W. Peebles, Dr. Wm. H. Mitchell and W. J.
Stewart.

ACCIDENT TO COL. NORTON.—Col. O. L. Norton, the well-
known writer and veteran canoeist, who is now on an exploring
expedition In Florida, was very severely injured by a fall from a.

tree last week. The full extent of his injuries is tot known, but
the brief reports indicate that they will not prove fatal, as was
feared at first-

WINTER QUARTERS.—The rooms were well filled on March
20 by representatives of all tho suburban olubs to hear Mr. Ward's
description of "A Cruiser's Paradise," which proved to be Lake
Champlain. Mr. Ward described the lake quite fully, using the
four Government charts, and speaking in detail of tiie new camp
site for '91. The evening closed with congregational singing of a
high order. On April 3 Mr. W. P. Stephens will give a brief talk
on designing.

WAR CANOES.-The St. Lawrence River Skilf, Canoe and
Steam Launch Co., of Clayton, N. Y., have two war canoes on the
stocks, viz, one 36ft.x50in. for tne Chicago C. C. and one
3oft.x50in. for Brown University C. C, of Providence, R. I. Both
canoes are to be handsomely "finished, and are after the model
of the famous Ko-Ko-Ko-Ho, built last year by the same com
pany.

PEORIA C. C—A club by this name has just been formed in
Peoria, 111., with the following oflScers; Com., H. C. Morse; Vice-
Com, A. G. Palmer; Purser, F. A. Willard; Executive Com., H. C.
Morse, A. Bown, C. C. Green. Plans have been drawn for a float-
ing boat house, which will be r«ady for occupancy April 1. Peoria
Lake and Illinois River offer most excellent waters for sailing,
paddling and cruising, therefore the members of the club look
forward to many good times.

OTTAWA O. C—Another club house has come to grief, this
time that of the Ottawa C. C, the water running over the ice
and flooding the house. Fortunately the trouble was discovered
in time and the scows pumped out before the ice melted and al-
lowed them to sink.

CARILLON C. C—A club by this name was formed at Ticon-
deroga, N. Y., the officers being: Com., H. W. Twednay; Vice-
Com., M. J. Wilcox; Sec'y, J. S. Can; Purser, W. E. DonneU.
HARRISBURG C. C.-The members of the Harrisburg C. C.

held their sixth annual dinner at the residence of Andrew A.
Hoak on March 19. The following officers were electf'd for 1S91:
E, B. Flickinger, Com.; J. E.Whitehouse, Vice-Corn.; M.W.Fager,
Sec'y.; E. R. Dasher, Treas.

Canvas Canoes and how to Build Them. By Parker B. Meld.
Price 80 cents. Canoe and Boat Building. By W, P. Stephens.
Price $^.00. Ttie Canoe Aurora. By C. A. NeidL Price $1. Canoe
Handling. By C. B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T.
S.Steele. Price 1.60. Four Months in a Snealtbox. BiiN. H. Bishop,
Price $1.50. Canoe and Camp Cnoltr.rii. By "SenecM,." Price $1.

MINNEAPOLITANS ABROAD.*
A BOOK of travel may be the most stupid of volumes, or It may

be most delightful. As a rule we are inelined to shun them,
for the personal element Is likely to crowd out matters of general
interest; the book is apt to become the diary of a narrow minded
person. On the other band it is oftentimes the very introduction
of thi" personal element that gives its charm to the book. No
one who has read "China and Tnibet," "A Girdle Round the
Earth," "Tent Life in Siberia," or any of Miss Bird's bonks, will
believe that the same story could have been told with equal
charm by any one else.

ftD'. Reeve's book, just issued by the Putnams, is one of the de-
lightful Dook3 of travel. It consists of a series of sketches in
which the personality of the aaithor lends an interest and a eharm
to many matters which might appear commonplace enough if
told in a different way and by au Oidinary narrator. The author
always looks at things from an original standpoint, and a genuine
atmospi ere of freshness mingled with a vein of quaint humor
and hearty fun pervades the book.
Toe story is of a party of eleven residents of Minneapolis, who,

having purchased their tickets from Cook & Son, set out to pass a
winter in Egypt. But little time is wasted iu starting them on
their travels, and the first chapter takes them across the Atlantic
to Havre, Paris and Brindisi, fmm which point they are to start
for Alexandria. Of the trials of this voyage the autnor speaks
with abundant feeling, and his description of the steamer is ex-
cellent. He says:
"The boat has a strauge history. She was an ancient Cartha-

ginian trireme, which, having escaped the destruction of the fleet
by the Romans, was purchased by the Austrian Lloyds for one
hundred sestertii, encumbered with an engine and some other
machinery, and put on the line between Trieste and Alexandria.
"The captain, who tvas liortator on the anr-ient trireme, was re-

tained by the management, and some of the lormer rowers, cap-
tured in the interior of Africa, now occupy different positions of
trust about the craft. None of them, I learn, have the slightest
idea of the uses of the barometer or compass, and the maaage-
mei t of the engine is to them a sealed book. It seems strange
enough in this nineteenth century to be pl oughing the historic
waves of the blue Mediterranean in a craft, upon the deck of
which perchance Hannibal once stood, the sailors steering bv the
sun and stars, and the familiar landmarks of Corfu, Cephalonia
and Crete, the only incongruities being the groaning of the
machinery and the presence of the All-Minneapolis Eleven."
From Alexandria the party went to Cairo, ascended the Pyra-

.mids, went up the Nile as far as the first catarart and saw many
wonders on the way. From Cairo they went to Beyrout, Baalbpc,
and Damascus, and back to Beryout; thence to Cypru-', Rhodes
and the ^^igean Islands, to C'lnstantinople Greece and back to
Brindisi. The story of the whole trip is told in a most entertain-
ing and often amu5i"g way, and yet the book contains a great
deal of information which is well worth reading, both for the
traveler and for the stay-at-home.
Mr. Reeve's style is most agi eeable. It is charmingly free from

conventionality, for he w^rltes his story just as he would tell it. in
a breezy, chatty and thoroughly natural way. The reader is
interested from the beginning, just as he would be if It wei'e told
him by word of mouth, and laughs or is serious, being in thorough
sympathy with the narrator throughout.
The volume, which contains about 400 pages, is very handsomely

gotten up, as the Putnams' books always are, and should have a
ready and large sale.

* How We Went and What We Saw. A Flving Trip Through
Egypt, Syria, and the -^^gean Islands, Bv Charles McCormack
Reeve. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. 1891.

A Book Abotit Indians.—The Fohkst and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen iUnstratlons from the volume.—.^dv.

Names and Pohtbaits of Bibds, by Gurdon Trumbnu. A
book particularly Interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the Amerf
they may klU. Cloth, 2

utdStiuiah.

American game birds wMdt
pages, price ga.EO. For sale by ffOBBBt

Forest and Stream, Box 3,8^, N. Y. city, has deseriptlve IUqb-
;ated circulars of W. B. LeffingweU's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-

ing," which win be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
aoTinced by "Nanlt," "Gloan," "Dick SwlveUer," '^yblllene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
Qxtant,

Warren Five-Cent Savings Bank, Peabodv, Mass., Deo. lU
m.—Fred. H. Brown Mfg. Co., Detroit: Gents—The "Shoe Rest'

purchased of you recently just fills the bill. It is neat and tasty
in appearance, takes up but little room and answers its purpose
admirably. It ia the most complete blacking arraagement I have
ever seen. Yo^n truly, A. H. Merbiw/, Txeaa.—,^3tj,
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1^°' No Notice Taken of Auouymoaa Oorregpoiideiitg.

Gr. W.—We have asked H. L. 1o reply to your query.

J. P. B., Meriden, Conn.—There is a letter liere for you.

J. H. B.—We suggest your trying cynolina, it can be obtained at
any of the gun stores that keep medicines.

Can you tell me anything of the pedigree of the English setters
General Grubb's Jim and Col, Stetson's Nell? Ans. They are not
registered.

Dick, Allegheny City, Pa.—You will find all information in
Hammond's "Training vs. Breaking." Price $1, published by
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

E. B. B„ "VSTiitinsville, Mass.—Can you inform me where I can
hnv wild rice seed? Ans. Chas. Gilchrist, Port Hope, Ont., or
Richard Valentine, Janesville, Wis.

Reader.-Please give the pedigree for three or four generations
of the pointer bitch Beaulah? Ans. Beaulah, by Sam out of Vivian,
Sam by Caper out of Kate, A^vian by Shot out of Fly.

J. F. S.—1. The BaUard is the better target rifle of the two. 2.

Our pamphlet "Trajectories of Sporting Riflys," giving full report
of our Creedmoor trajectory tests and their results, will be mailed
on receipt of 50 cents.

TJpiNGiN, Savannah, Ga,—Which is the best in fiy-fishing, to use
reel on top or below handle, also when the seat is below hand
grasp and above. Ans.—The reel should be placed underneath
and below the hand grasp for a fly-rod.

R. L. S., Kansas. —Please inform me if a Gordon setter or an
Irish setter is the most endurable dog? Ans. From what we have
seen of the two breeds, we should say the Irish setter, though
there is little to choose between them.

O. H. R., New York.—Could you give me the address of any
hunting club near New York that I could join wnere there is all
kinds of small game? 2. What kind of a place and where is

Robins Island? Ans. 1. We know of no such club. 2. The Robins
Island Club has quail shooting.

J. E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.—1. Do the Lorillards register their dogs?
2. Can you give me breeding of litter of pointers whelped May 2,

1885, belonging to Mr. Lorillard? 3. Give me Mr. Lorillard's or
his kennel manager's address. Ans. 1. Yes, in the A. K. C. S. B.
3, No. 3. Pierre Lorillard, Jr., Tuxedo Park, N. J .

P. W. G., Boston, Mass.—Could you tell me through the columns
of your paper the pedigree of pointer bite h Patti of Portland ?

She is four vears old and was owned and registered by J. F. Rich-
ardson, of Portland, Me. I don't know whether she was registered
in the A.K.R. or the A.K.C.S.B. Any information you could give
me would be gratefully received. Ans. Can find no trace of her.

M. E. N., Hyde Park. Mass.~I inclose pedigree of my dog Grip
Bondhu, 18mos. old. Will you please tell me how much, if any,
the inbreeding shown would injure him in the estimatiou of dog
men? Would it be advisable to have him registered undpr th«
circumstances? Ans. This will not hurt him. only avoid any
more of it. There is no reason why you should not register him.

G. C. H., New York.—Will you kindly answer these questions?
1. Where can I procure a standard for Irish terriers? 2. Is there
any book published on the breeding of Irish terriers, and where
can I get it? I am desirous of breeding these dogs but know very
little about tliem. A.n8. You will find all the Information you
require, and much interesting reading on the breed, in Vero
Shaw's "Book on the Dog." We can supply it.

G. R. B., Smethport, Pa.—I would like to hear from some of
your correspondents in regard to the wild pigeons that used to
frequent this section of Pennsylvania. McKean county Ifas for-
merly one of their principal nesting grounds when there was a
good crop of beech nuts and a great many were netted here and
sent to the markets, but for the last ten or twelve years we have
seen but a few birds. Are there any in the United States? Ans.
There are said to be large flocks which migrate to the northwest.

R. H. B., Cambridge, Mass.—Can you answer the following
questions for me: 1. What is the reason of the popular impres-
sion that nearly all pure white dogs are deaf? 2. Is it possible to
get a pure white Irish setter? 3. What is the origin of the so-
called round head bull-terrier? An=. 1. The only reason we can
assign is the fact that many whire show bull-terriers have been
found to be deaf. 3. You would have to seek some outcross. We
do not see how it would be possible. 3. It is the original English
bull and terrier, the first step toward the modern show bull-
terrier.

D. B. K., Holyoke, Mass.—I have been trying to get the pedigree
of my dog so I could have him registered. I must give it up unless
you can tell the sire and dam of Buff and Lena, as the A. K. R.
registered the Gordon setter Guy II. (A.K.R. 6,759) and furnished
Buff and Lena as sire and dam of Dash II. Ans. We cannot find
Buff's pedigree, perhaps the owner of Lena can help you. Lena's
pedigree is as follows: Breeder. Hugh Mollvain, 3Ith and Market
streets, Philadelphia, Pa. Owner, J. B. Hirons, Ridley Park, Dela-
ware county. Pa. Sire—Pilot, by Grouse out of Dixon's Maud, by
Rudy out of Dixon's Merse. Dam—Crete II., by Grouse out of
Dixon's Maud.

H. De B., Mount Morris, N. Y.—Can you give me regular num-
ber and pedigree of greyhound bitch Sybell, register receipt beai-s

oate of Dec. 29, 1886, to Geo. E. Peer, of Rochester, by Forest and
Stream Pub. Co. Her sire. Spring (1993) was owned by J. J. Mul-
doon, of Toronto, Ont., imported from Blair Athol, Scotland. Her
dam. Bluebell, was owned by Arthur Allen, Montreal, P. Q., im-
ported Dec. 2, 1883, from England. Also please send me registry
blank, as 1 have one of Sybell's offspring which I wish to have
registered. Ans. Sybell (A.K.R. 4536). whelped Aug. 10, 1886. Sire,

Spring, by Hodginfiin (Cattiemay— Eva) out of Lady Maud, by
Barron out of Old Sis. Dam, Blue Bell, by Leo (Butcher—Annie
Lyle) out of Clare Ann, by Jussups out of Susie. You mu«t write
to A. P. Vredenburgh, 44 Broadway, New York oily, for registry
blanks for A.K.C.S.B. Fee to register $1.

C. L. W. Detroit, Mich.—Please give me the names and num-
bers of the English mastiffs, sire and dam of Ashmont Venus
(A.K.R. 2820} also pedigree for three generations of the mastiffs
Prince Leo (A.K.R. 3211) and Fannie (A.K.C.S.B. 13005). Ans.
Ashmont Venus, sire, Mike, by Austin's Jack out of Leo, by Leo
out of Juno (Jack:Kelly's Dash—Austin's Juno). Dam, Juno by
Lion (Jack—Tutu) out of imported Fannie. Prince Leo by Aerippa
out of Pride. Agrippa by Gwalior out of Berenice. Gwalior by
champion Rajah out of champion Princess, by cbampion Wolsey
out of Banbury's Juno, by Turk out of Lucas's Juno. Rajah by
Griffin out of Phyllis. Berenice by champion Beau out of Creuso,
by Niger out of Devonshire Cleopatra. Fanny by Cesar 11. out of

Juno, bv Sampson out of Fury, by Turk out of Juno. Sampson
by Leo 11. out of Dido. Cesar II. by Major out of Nell, by Pluto
II. out of Lotta. Major by Leo out of Leona.

J. R. J., Ellicott City, Md.—Two friends and myself are breeders
of beagles and otir kennel is known as the Patap?co Bf^agle Ken-
nel. We are desirous of joining the National Beagle Club. Can
we join as a kennel or will we have to join individuallv? As you
can enter dogs in shows in the name of your kennel I can't see
why you can't join the club in like manner. Please inform me
how to proceed. 2. My gun is very much pitted, how can I remove
the same? Ans. 1. The best way is to make application in the
name of the kennel. We see no reason whv your kennel could
not be a member as long as your dogs are entered at a show under
the kennel name. 2. Rust spots in barrels may be smoothed out
with emery paste, made from three parts cosmnline or oil and one
part emery. L^se on a soft swab which fits the barrels closely.

Then apply the wire "scratch brush and finally wash out clean.
—(From "611 Hints and Points for Sportsmen.")

H. K. D., Cleveland, O.—Is there any sort of :^early publication
giving names and parti-^ulars regarding winning dogs on bench
and in field, a regular summary of each year's performances or
winnings. Something after the manner of "Wallace's Year Book"
for horses. I have Mason's bool^, "Our Prize Dogs," but that is

simply a very handsome and elaborate summary of one year. I

am a beginner and seeking information, and having been an
ardent admirer of horses all my life, realize that the quickest and
surest way to familiarize oneself with the best strains of blood,
winning strains, is to study a summary of each year's winners,
with their winnings and defeats, and particulars regarding same.
Ans. The A. K. O. Stud Book for the past year simply gives the
winnings of each dog on the bench. Some such publication as
that mentioned would be very useful, and that, we believe, is

what the National Greyhound Club wishes to do in their separate
stud book.

On the "bill of fare of the Palace, Cincinnati, one day last
week there appeared the rather unusual dainty "loin of
elephant." It was in facta part of Chief, the vicious ele-

phant who was shot in the Cincinnati Zoological Garden,
and was not bad eating, as some of the force of this office

can testify. It was without exception the best roast ele-

phant that any of us had ever tasted—Hotel 3IaU.

Jim Candee, an old Lyme trapper, has caught an unpre-
cedented number of muskrats this year. He sinks a half
barrel near the runs of the rats to the level of the ground,
half fills it with water, and then on floating pieces of boards
in the tub places small pieces of carrots. When the mnsk-
rat jumps in after the bait be can't get out, and he leaves
the trap set for an another victim. Mr. Candee has caught
as many as six rats in a single barrel in one night.—ITart-
ford Times.

Here is a prodigiously tall story sent to us by a young sub-
scriber: "A gentleman in Rosario was once attacked by
Pampa Indians. There were seven of them and he had only
his six-shooter, Avith five shots from which he succeeded in
laying low an equal number of his assailants. He had then
orie charge left, and the remaining two men were advancing.
Quick as thought he opened his pocket knife, held it up in

front of the pistol barrel, with the sharp edge of the blade
toward him, and fired. The knife split the bullet in halves,
each half killing one of his foes, and the hero thus saved his
scalp. This is his own account of the affair."

Flint locks are generally supposed to be entirely things
of the past. How, then, are we to explain the fact that at
Brandon, in Suffolk, at this moment no fewer than thirty-

five men are still employed in fashioning gun flints, or "flint

knapping," as it is generally called? No less a number than
30,000,000 of gun flints of various qualities and sizes are
officially stated to have left the workshop of one Brandon
man alone during the last ten years. What has become of

them? Some light is thrown on this puzzling question by
the information that their destination is the west coast of

Africa, whence they are distributed among the savage tribes

of the interior. Auctioned off many years ago as no longer
of any use to us, our old flint guns and pistols have found
their way to remote parts of the great African continent,
where they are doubtless regarded as better than no weapons
at all. Brandon, in brief, is Avorking chiefly to keep our old

friend "Brown Bess" in decent repair.

—

London Daily News.

ttyen/arket tl("^|?.bu^iti5 7cNa/5s^o

• 1SVE.3EY ^T. NmYoF^

NOTICE TO LIMIT CEEDITOHS.

To the 0)-6clitors of the F. L. Sheldon Company:
Notice is hereby given that on the tenth day of

February, 1891, an order was made by the Chan-
cellor of the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors of the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thereof, and prove
before him under oath, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and demands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of
February, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
creditors shall be excluded from the benefit of
such dividends as may hereafter be made and
declared by the court upon the proceeds of the
effects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to all the creditors accordingly. WIL-
LIAJM H. LEMASSENA, Receiver, 803 Broad st.

Newark, N. J.

ESTABIilSHED 1837.

J. B. OROOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Mm TacMe, finns, Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
53 Tulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

WINCHESTER
STARiMr^ RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

nao-t Sold a-t RetELll l>y ttto XMEa.xi.-u.fa.o't-cr-rex-s.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,

312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Send for SX-piMCe Oatalosae of Amui and Ammnnltlon.
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
CelebvaHMl

Kentucky K«!t?Is.

FIUEAKM5. FISHING TACKLE, UICY-
CI.T-:S, TENTS. I.A« \ TKNNIS. MUSICAL

llVSTRtTSIENTS. SPOKTIKf! (;<li{H>S, Ac-, lilustt-atcd Catal0Lnm,wit.h lov. cash prices, Ptnt. on npplicution to those

mentioning Forest a™ Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 I^a Salle St., Chicago. Ill,

Reels, Lines, etc., is wofld wide. Ask

all Anglers.

Are the most skillfull)^ made. Best

material, more perfect in action, of any

Split Bamboo Rods in the World.

Are the smoothest runiiirig, strongest in

power, noted for lightness, beautiful in

linish, full steel pivots, patented side

plates, highest quality, unequalled.

Are made of best silk, enaineled, water-

proof, flexible and tapered. Warranted

not to crack, nor to become stiff. The

Flv-Casting Lines par excellence.

Send for Special Price List of "Kosmic" Augling Implements, ready March 1.

CHICAGO : NEW YORK : PHILADELPHIA

:

108 Madison St. 841-243 Broadway. 1032 Chestnut St.

nsHEM&irs iUTommc reel.
Wlien a sportsman finds anytliing wliicli adds to liis pleasure, with-

ont increasing- liis labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to Imbw of it and share with liim

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOB

The Automatic Reel.
First— It will wind np the line a hundred

tixpo^ aw fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the ansler chooses.
. .

Third—No flsh can ever get slack line with it

FoT-RTP—It will save more fish than any
otht-rreel.
FIFJH—It will prevent tip.'', lines and snells

tinm beinz broken by large fish.

SiuTii— It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
Tliese claims have been substantiated by

the most skilJful fishermen in America and
fcmope.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

]n9pro\/(?(i

AlJTOMATIC

Thi'^ reel is manipulated
entirely Dy the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN cfe ERBE,

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

COki^JVVALL SMOCK,
"THE OLD ESMmGTO]^ GOT STOEE."

281 Sio 2S3 Broadway, jN"ew Yorfs,
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADTAjSJT.A-GEOUSLY they can

purchase Sporiins Goods. Onr ptnrk covers the following lines in their /M/?esf uarictie^: GUNS,
RIFLES, AMMUNITION, :H"xsixi23.sr T^olas-lo, BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents ((o cover postage) and we will mail you
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

FISHING TACKLE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
(63 Broad St., Providence, R. I.

Copies of large map issued for the

ADIRONDACK PAKIt AfSSOCIATIOX,
Size T2x93iu., showing ssrate lauds find proposed
State Park, colored, cloth back, wooderi rollers. $15.

Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pouket edition cn map-bond papfr. §1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adu-ondaok

region ever isubUshed."—Jbrest anA Stream.

Address 8. It. STODDARD, Glens Falls, N. T.

HENDRYX

Makes 244 sizes and styles of Fishin

Reels, in sizes from 25 to 400 yards

capacity, at prices from 25 CENTS to

25 DOLLARS per Reel Ask your

Fishing Tackle Dealer for them.

EVERY REEL WARRANTED.

Catalogue free.

TIE ANDREW B.HEN])RYX CO.

New Haven, Conn.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROTTT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
as FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

FEKGUSON'S PATENT

Rejecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERS&L LAMP.
With Adjustable Attachments,

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, i"i8hiiig: Lamp,
Camp Lamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt Lantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH L&MF,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FEBGUSOH, Office, 6S Fulton St. N. Y.

I

(Metallic). NO LARGER
THAN A .5-CENT PIECE.
AND REGISTERS THE
TBjMPERATURE ACCU-
RATELY. PRICE IN
HEATY GOLD PLATE
WITH ONYX BACK, $1.50.

MEYROWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 Fourth Ave., N. Y.

S. E. Cor 23d St.

Hunting Boots &Slioes.
The most practical, comfortable and durable

goods manufactured. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and of! and pre-
vents slipping at heel. Our shoe, with bellows,
tongue and top extending 5 inches higher than
ordinary shoe top, is the best hunting shoe ever
devised. Best oil grain (waterproof) uppers, best
Oak SoleSj genuine hand sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or shoes. Best American calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN. MASS,

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY

!

Ham a place for everything and
everything in its place.

'BROWN'S PERFECTION SHOE-EEST,"
Holds Brush, Dauber, Blackiug

and Ladies' Dressing-.
A perfect rest for the foot while polish'

ing the sho e. Designed for

Homes. Offices, Banks, Stores. Etc.
DESCRIPTION—This Shoe-Rest is made

of solid cast iron, weighs 121hs. and is beautifully
finished. It screws to any wall or door-ca^, and
swinsra entirely out c f way when not in use. No
dirt, and unnecftssary to touch blackiner wljjle
using It. LadiPf, Gentltmen and Children u.^e It-

Price by Express, $2.00.
Sent neatly packed on receipt of price. Address

Fred. H. Broffl Iff. Co, Detroit, licli.
Dealers write for prices. Salesmen wanted.

THE S21±AR TYPEWRITER
ABCDEFGHI

A perfect and practical Type "Writing macTiine for only OSE
D()LL.4R. Exactly nke cut; regular Eemington typS; floes
the same quality of work : talses a fools cap sheet- Complete
witU paper holder, autflmatie fe^d, perfect tj-pe wheel & inkln-
roll; uses copying ink; in fact it does all of the work of
a higti priced machine. Speed, 15 to 35 words a niinute^
Size, 3x4x9 inches; weight. 12 oz; BIEXTION THIS I'APER.
Satisfaction guaranteed ; Circulars free; AfiENTS WANTEP,

m'lil' e.-itrafor postage.
R. H. ISGliRSOLL & BRO., 65 COKTI/ASDX ST., X.Y. CITT

FOR THE BEST

Cedar Decoy
Ducks,

Made the exact size
and imitation of the
natural bird, address
J, N, DODGE, Detroit.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
bv the author of "Tight Shell" ana "Donble."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15x30, $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallaid-) 11X15, fl.SO
A LOST OPPORTUNITY fbluebills), 11x14, $1.50
Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
TOREST AND STREAM PURIjISHINO CO..

318 BTOadws.y. New Ynrk.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cuttinpr the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, o joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below liaud, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9^, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz , Price $3 73
No. 1, G, same as above but is Germaa Silver Mounted , " 3 S3
Iso. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8i, 9, 9J, 10ft , weight 9, lOi, 12, looz Pi-ice 3 72
No. 4, Q. same as above but is German Silver Mounted , .

" 3 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 .ioinb, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 3 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is S joint " 3 75
No. 280, 8 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9£t ,

" 90c
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., aSc; 40yds., 9oc.- 60yds., S1.05; 80yds., $1.15; lOOvds., $L35. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Shdmg Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., .$1.75; 60yds., §2.25; 80yds., §2.50; 200yds., §3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 3, 8, 4, 5, 6, SOOfb., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Liuen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 13 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, .^Sc. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best QuaUty Hooks on single gut, per doz., lOc. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz.

I
treble gut, 20c. per doz, Kngle Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c. ;
Sft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz , 45o

J. F. MARSTEHS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St.« Brooklyn, ¥.
Send 8c. stamp for Illustrated Catalogue for 1891. OPEN EVENINGS.
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BOWDISH M'F'G CO.
SKANEATEtBS, N. Y.

Builders of

Marine and Btationary Engines,
Wator-Ttibe BoilftTS, Etc.

Engines either Single or Oomponnrl, Roll-
ers use eltlier Coal or Oil for Fuel. We build
a full line of Canadian Paddlino Ganoes-
BAsswooD or Ckdas. Out Boats ana Canoes
have the Bowdlsh Patent Compressed Expan-
sive Seam, and are smooth inside and out.We are making the «enn?ne and Oviel-
nal f«t- Lawrence River i»)tifr, and
Eive secured the services of Dr. A. Bain, of
layton, N. Y., and several of the best men

from his old shop to superintend the con-
struction thereof.

MIAMISBURG, O.
The only portable hoat that combines handsome model vnth compactness. No bag!?lng; smooth, uniform

surface. All parts of frame adjustable to conipensate for stretching and shrinkage of canvas. Flooring forms

12, 1890.—Gentlemen: I have just returned from a thorough trial of the 13ft. boat purchased of you. and am de-
lighted with It. In Europe and this country I have used nearly all kinds of folding and portable boats, but I un-
hesitatingly accord you tlie palm of superiority. It Is thoroughly well made, stahle on the vrater and so conveni-
ent to pack and set up that its use Is a real pleasure. Besides this Its shape and exceedingly light weight when
packed render It perfection itself as a boat to carry from place to place. We hardly realized we carried a boat for
Ms*ee. Respectful.!' , J. Harrington Kebnk." AGKiSI'l'aJ:

L. W. FURDINANU & CO., Boston. THOS. KANE & OO., Chicago.
MERWIN. HULBERT & CO.. New York. T. Q. MEYERS CO., St. Louis.

THOMAS KANE & CO.,
Nos. 137 and 139 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

MANtlFACTtTKERS

Racine AutomBlic Sparine Engine,
Using Kerosene or crude oil for fuel ; or lutercnange

able, using Oil, Coal or Wood. 1 to 15 horse power.
LATJNCHFS, nsing OU, Naphtha or Coal frr fuel.
Celebrated RACINE CANOES, ROW BOATS and

HUNTING BOATS.
Separate Catalogue on application.

The Ideal Cruising Launch.
Size 32ft.x6f t. 6in. Coal, wood or oU bui-nlng. Com-

pound engines. Running expenses lowest possible.
Slagle handed. Requiring no skilled engineer. Lowest
prjce. Send stamp for description.

lOHUT HY BLAKE. 114 Liber y St.. Hew York

FOR SALE OR CHARTER.-THE FAST AND
st<jtiiich orttising yacht L'Birondelle, 47ft.

over all. Hit. beam. Gft. draft. Patent w. c,
thoroughly foimd, sloop or yawl rigged. Last
eeason sailed over 2,tX)0 miles in &nlf ol: St. Law-
rence and Straits of Belle Isle with a surveying
party, and also with the owner and fanailv.
Apply to J. U. GREGORY, Quebec, Canada.

CTEAM LAUNCH FOR SALE.—223^ft. over
beam, wood top with side curtain,

corduioy cushions. Fitted with two-borse Kane
eiigiD-'> and boiler, using oil for fuel; everything
complete; new Inst fall. Price .'$350 if sold at once.
Address H. A. HARRIS. Tremont. House, Boston.

FOR SALE.-TWO FIRST-CLASS SAILING
aud paddling canoes 15x30 and 10x30 in per-

fect condition, sails, et'^. complete. A bargain.
For particulars, address EMIL C. KNAPPE, care
Chicopee National Bank, Springfield, Mass.

e Tent
FOR CANOEISTS IHD HUNTERS.

Patented Jan, 13, 1891.

DESCRIPTITE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK, Evanslon III.

DEAF; Successful .boll all remedies

bit 8oldonljbjP.HlscoI,863UVii.j,N.T. Write for bookof proof!FREE

JUT 23, 1890.
H. M. Sprague, ParishvUle, N. T.:
DEiR Sm—Tour boat sent us with rubber Improved

Joint is by great odds the finest boat ever shipped to
this city. Beauty of model cannot be beaten. It has
attracted attention and opened people's eyes in regard
to good boat building. We cannot find the slightest
fault. E. V. COKMKRAIS.

61 Bkoad St., Boston, Mass.

Established in 1869. We build the fluest boats
the world can afford, and our boats all have
Sprague's Patent Impr«..v6d Joint, the best
iu llie marliet. Our boats are all built of north-
era cedar, and nuv B grades ranee in price from
S35tof50. DON'T fail to send -Z-cPut stamp for
1891 l atalogue, and be convinced we have the
best goods for the money ever produced.

H M. SPRAGUE Parishviile, St. Uw. Do., N. Y.

HIGH SPEED YACHTS
And Sail Boats.

Also Fast and Seawortby liight
Draft Cruisers to order,

THOMAS CLAJ»HAM, Yacht Builder,
HOSLTN, li. 1., N. V.

Boston Yacht Agency,
43 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

YachtDesigners Brokers.
All rlasse=! of j^achts for sale. Catalogues

mailed on application.

G. F. Clark, .Jefferson Bordek.

Spring Lake Clinker Boat Mfg. Co.,

BUILDERS OF ROW BOATS.
All Pearson's Celebrated Model. Send st«mps for

Catalogue. Spring Lake, Ottawa Co., Mlcli.

CAPE COD YACHT AGEWCYj
BARNSTABLE, MASS.

Designing, Building and Brokerage.
Catboats on hand from 1.t to -Sift, iu lengilu

Send for particulars, stating size required. Lines
furnished and contrac ts talj en for building any
siz-jd boat of this tspe. See Maeic, Snendihrifl
and Guinevere. V. BACON.

O. SHELDON St, CO.,
394 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Mass.

Manufacturers and Dealers in

Steam Launches and Sailboats.
ROWBOATS, CANOES,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

WILSON &, SILSBY,
(Successors to A. WtT.sOJr,)

Rowe's Wharf, Boston,

SAIL MAKERS.
We have furnished .sails for Gossoon, Saladin,

Ventura, Wayward and most of the prominent
boats of the day.

DRY STEAM
Always obtained from our improved vertical
boiler. "Perfect circulation and dry steam.^
Pfof, B- H. Thurston. "Would not do without
your improvement in a boat boiler."—Herman
Westirwliouse.

B. W. PA.YNE & SONS, Elmira, N. Y.

The Expert's High Grade Trap Cartridge
Owing to tlie demand for a tliorougWy reliable aud strictly first class "Trap Cai'tridge,''

we have decided to put on the market a cartridge to be known as "The Expert's High Clrade

Trap Cartridge. These cartridges wiU be loaded with The ChamberMn Cartridge Co.'s "High
Grade Trap Powder," Avhick is made "exclusively and expressly" for these cartridges, and

which we know to be the best trap powder made. The speoification.« and lists of these car-

tridges are as follows:

Load No. 30. lO-gauge-CUmas SiieUa^ 3^ dli-s. High tirade Trap Powder, 1;^ oz. No. IS shot.

List 180.00 per M.
Wadded two !) aud one 10-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Load No. 33. 12-Gauge CHmax Shells, 3 drs. High Grade Trap Pdwden 1^ oz. No. 8 shot,

List m.m per M.
Wadded two 11 aud one 12-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Chilled shot .*1.00 per M. net extra.

We solicit a trial of these cartridges aud know that they will not fail to give the very best
of satisfaction. We are also prepared to load these or any of our regular trap or nitro-powder
cartridges in the new TJ. M. C. Co.'s "Trap" shell for which an extra chaj-ge of §10.00 per M.
net will be made.

Send stamp for our Ust and discount.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO.,
CL.EVEIiA:KD, OHIO.

NEW LIGHT FRAME AUTOMATIC
HOPKINS & ALLEN HINGE REVOLVER.

.32
CALIBER.
The only cue of its

class.

This Revolver can also be furnished in a larger frame, .3S cal., 3i and aVm barrel.
,

FOR DE^UBIPTIVE CATALOGUE WITH PRICES APPLY TO

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO-, 26 West 23d Street, New Vork City.

DO YOU SHOOT AT THE TRAP OR IN THE FIELD ?

11

With Patent

^^J* Folding Hammer.

If so ask youi- dealer to show you the Wliitniove i« « imnerless. TIub gun ib

made by us and we fiuarantee it m every respect. No better gim made and at prices
within the reach of all sportsmen. Our >ew.-nfeiy Hiimiiiei-iess Revolver
leads them all. Cal. .33 and ,38. AMERICA IV ARMS CO., East Boston, Mass .

Sportsmen's Wear
EQUIPMENTS.

CANVAS SWOOTING COAT, -

CORDUBOy SHOOTING COAT,
CARTKIDGE BSCT, -

C4PS AKD HATS, -

GUN CASES. . . - -

COMPI-ETE gniT (CANVAS), -

COMPtETfi SUIT (OOKDUROT), -

81.00
5.00
.8.5

.50

.50
3.75

13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,

or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

0AXAi:.O6UE AND SAMPUES FJSES!.

G-EO. BARNARD &l CO.,
108 Madison. Street, Oiuoago, HI.

Eastern Agents: A- SPALDI?f^ *-^R0$., 8il B'way, K.Y.

Clark's Cork Gun Wiper,
OILES AKL EUEHISHEE.

Patent appl'ed for.
10, !2 or 16 gauge; fine guns

kept in perfect conrliiion with-
out I he u;;e of any other tool;
no v. atei- Deceesary; rust and
p'ts rendered impossihle; es-
pecially valuable to xisers of
nitro powders; fits any clean-
lEg red. Send 50 cents for
.sample, with two extra corks
and printed directions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St..

Top-EKA, Kansas.
New York Ageut.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

CHAS. I. GOODAiE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbnrv St.,

sv-iJl now be found atUl FriendSt., Boston, where
he will give Ihe pame personal attention to all
work intrn.stp.d to his rare as formerly.

T.A'ROT? for Advertisers. Newspapers,xjxi.JJV-J'XV and Business Alen generally.

g^'^J^Q. on hand or made to order by

T? a'nnrc>T\^ howaed ghallen,
irv. itV^UJcviJo in Sprure St . New York.

1 (\(\ CENT. PKOFIT GTJAKANTEEI)
to all -nho intend to plant Fruit and

Ornamental trees, shrubs, \'ines, rosef=, etc., if
you will give roe y,our name and P. 0 address on
a postal card directed to

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Thera.

It gives a vast auiount of Infortnation abottt

how DO live out of cioors. Besides tents, Low
to make and put them up, it tells of camp
fires, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully

illustrated. Price $1.25.

FOEEST AISTD STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

in t%t ftM.

FOX-TERBIESS
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Ilussly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk lO
Hillside Regent 10
Puppies for sale from theae celebrated dogs but

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENMELS,
LANOASTEK. MASS.

COUNT NOBIE-GUDSTONE--SUE.
AT STDD, - FEE StO.PAXTANG, the '88 Derby Winner.

The only known clop: 'jf any reputatijn by Count
Noble out of Glnd?^ ' - ' - '•'i'-h. H Is puppies are not
excelled by any- Mze. \wi\<t\-\y and a fast
dog with the mo: i Parties having good
bitehe.s, desU'ing r, ,0 :11: : iio perfec-tlou of the field
trial strain of I'liill^u '-etters slioukl address for pedi-
gree aurl particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. IRWIK, Kemiol Manager Chttla, Amelia Co., Va.
Stajidard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle audRough-Coiite.l

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden sr., Phila,. Pa-

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS
IN THE STUD.

Collies &, Irish Terriers.
FOR SAIiE.—Ptippies and full grown dogR

of both breeds. Prize winners and young stock.

Address P. 0. Bnx 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

STUD BO«S.
.Smooth fox-terrier Endcliffe Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince Regent and Beaconsiield.
winner of over .TO firsts and special^, and acknowl-
edged to be the best black and tan living, and sire

of more winners than any other black aad tan.
Buli-terrier Knglish Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster. Dexter, the world re-
nouned black corded poodle. G-em of the Season,
the nhenomenal grevhound winner of over 30
flrpts'and spt ciala during 1890. Address GEO. S.

THOMA'^, Manager of North Fields Yorkshire
Kenncl=, Salem, Mass.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.-RED RIVER
Glencho (champion Glonrho ex Lyda Belle).

R. R. Glencho has won three first prizes on bench
and is a fine held dog. begets large litters of
.=trono-, dark red puppies. Fee .®30.00. R. H.
BL'RR, ^liddletown, Conn.

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee SSo. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AlJin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

VORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
X Champion Bradford Harry, described in
show reports -us -"best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
COOMBS, I Exohange BIoc^. Bangor, Me.
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THE NEW YORK LAW.
irii7 E are receiving numerous inquiries about tiie con-
' * dition of the New York game law. Up to the

time of going to press the codification bill had not been

sent to the Governor. Ail provisions of the game and
fish laws remain as they were last year; the trout season

opened yesterday, except in the Forest Preserve, where
the date is May 1. The wildfowl season under the pres-

sent law will close May 1. The prevailing perplexity on
these points illustrates and enforces what we said the

other day of the effect of jjassing the codification in its

present shape. The bill provides that the law shall take

effect immediately on its signature by Governor Hill.

This, if the measure shall be passed this month, will pro-

duce complications by asummary change of the trout fish-

ing and duck shooting seasons. A man who catches

trout legally in the morning of one day may be arrested

for catching more of them illegally in the afternoon of

the same day, or for having in possession those caught in

the morning. The new law, if enacted, should take

effect at some date sufficiently remote to afford every one

an opportunity to become advised of the changes. No
good is to be attained by any other course.

The Anglers" Association of the St. Lawrence River has

sent out circulars asking sportsmen throughout the State

to urge upon their representatives at Al bany a speedy

approval of the codification bill. It would be a decided

pity if, after the intelligent action of the State in provid-

ing for a revision of these statutes, the bill should fail to

become a law. We hope to see the measure enacted; but

as has already been jDointed out, there are nimierous

points which should be changed, and which can better be

altered now than later. Certain of the sections relating

to the Fish Commission are by no means satisfactory;

there are numerous exceptions in favor of special classes

and special localities which should have no place what-

ever in the law, but which have unwisely been adopted

to allay feared opposition to the bill as a whole. In

many respects the bill is better than when it first came

from the hands of the codification committee; but in

many otlier particulars it has been tinkered for the

worse.

Several bird lovers and students of ornithology, resi-

dents of Buffalo, have petitioned the Legislature to strike

out the clause which provides that any person may kill

birds destroying his fruit. Intelligence and common
sense are against giving any such permission to destroy

insectivorous birds. Every well-informed person knows
that the birds which destroy a little fruit depend for ex-

istence almost wholly upon insects; that if it were not

for the assistance of the birds in keeping the insect hordes

in check, there would be no possibility of fruit growing.

To shoot a robin because it is eating cherries does not

differ in principle from shooting a horse which happens
to break into the garden patch. Add to this that birds

are nesting in the fruit season, and the destruction of

the parents means the starvation of the young. There is

nothing but folly in such an exemption as this clause

provides. It should be stricken out, and stricken out

now, before the codification bill shall become a law.

BEAR TIME IN THE ROCKIES.

TT is perhaps not generally known that this is the very
-- best season of the year to go bear hunting in the

Rocky Mountains. The natural close times which pre-

vail, for other game are not in force for bears, and it is in

the spring when he first comes out after his protracted

winter's sleep, when he is hungry after his long fast, and
when his heavy coat is at its best, that the bear is to be

killed.

When Eplu-aim or Bruin first comes out of the "den"

in which he has spent the winter, he is fat and sleek, his

coat is long and glossy, and he seems in superb condi-

tion. It is not long, however, before a change comes.

First he loses his heavy coating of fat, and becomes very

hungry. As a result of this, he is traveling about almost

all the time, and in this respect his habits differ widely

from what they are in the summer and early autumn,

when he rarely shows himself—except on rainy days—
until the dusk of the evening. In April and May, how-
ever, in the Rocky Mountains, the bear is moving about

at any hour of the day. He turns over the rocks and
tears open rotten logs in his hunt for insects, explores the

streams for frogs with the earnestness of a coon
,
digs out

mice or ground squirrels, and tears up the caches of pine

nuts which the thrifty squirrels made the fall before. If

he finds one of these caches the bear considers himself

in great luck, and that they do find many is certain, for

the shells are often seen in the droppings of the animal.

At this time of the year, therefore, the bears being

always hungry and always moving, may be successfully

hunted.

In a country where they are plenty the hunter who
posts himself on a commanding point, overlooking a valley

in which he has found signs that the bear has been work-
ing recently, will be likely to see more than one during

the day.

The fact that the bears are always moving makes the

stalking of the animals at this season somewhat more dif.

ficult than it would otherwise be. You have to act with

promptness and are not at liberty to take your time.

Often a long run must be made to get within shot of the

prey, and often just as you have come in sight of him
and, all winded by your hurry, are raising your rifle to

shoot, he will disappear into a clump of brush and will

not be seen again.

The restlessness on the part of the bears of the Rockies

does not last very long, nor does their excellent condition

of coat continue. The time of theirshedding varies with

altitude and latitude, but usually by the middle of May
their skins are ragged, sunburnt and worthless.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE absolute necessity of restocking the depleted

covers of the East has long been dwelt upon by

Forest and Stream, and within a year or two the ball

has fairly been set in motion, and this work assumes con-

stantly greater proportions. As is well known the impor-

tation and breeding of English pheasants has been under-

taken at a number of points, quail have been brought

from the South and turned out in many places, Massa-

chusetts has taken steps to stock her sandy barrens with

the allies of the "heath'n," which was long ago extermi-

nated everywhere except on Martha's Vineyard. A pro-

ject is on foot for making an addition to the fauna of

Long Island which will be very important from the sports-

man's point of view, and about which we hope to give

full details in the course of a few weeks.

Hereafter the sportsman who visits Maine will have
the privilege of carrying home his venison without com -

mitting a technical violation of the law. Under the old

statute, which was construed to forbid transportation

companies from carrying more than one moose, two
caribou and three deer in a season, visiting sportsmen
did carry their game out of the State, but they did it

because the authorities were pleased to wink at what was
in effect illegal. The new statute is modeled on the law
of New York, which has been found to work well. The
text reads: "No person or corporation shall carry or

transport from place to place any moose, caribou or deer,

or part thereof, in close time, nor in open time unless

open to view, tagged and plainly labeled with the name
of the owner thereof and accompanied by him, under a

penalty of forty dollars; and any person, not the actual

owner of such game or part thereof, who, to aid another

in such traneportation falsely represents himself to be
the owner, shall be liable to the penalties aforesaid.

Ex-Minister Phelps's recent paper in Harper's Maga-
zine on the fur seal controversy has again blown into

flames the almost dead embers of this discussion. The
most diverse views are expressed by the newspapers of

opposite political parties over the rights and the wrongs
of this matter, and in much of the discussion a shameful

degree of ignorance is manifested as to the ownership of

ferce naturoi. Meantime we presume the destruction of

the fur sf al will go on, and in a few years this animal is

likely to be classed with the sea elephant, the buffalo, the

great auk, the Labrador duck, and other exterminated

wild creatures.

Dr. David S, Jordan, the distinguished ichthyologist

and college president, now at the head of the Indiana

State University, at Bloomington, has accepted the presi-

dency of the Leland Stanford, Jr.
,
University, in Califor-

nia. We congratulate the University and the State of

California upon the accession to its educational ranks of

a man whose administrative ability has been so strikingly

demonstrated. The science of |ichthyology on the West
Coast will gain a most able exponent.

Our long-time and' popular ^correspondent "Von W."
is an angler through and through. This was demon-
strated the other night, when he woke up to find the

house in a blaze. There was a scramble for dear life, and
a saving of what effects might be rescued. After it was
all over, the neighbors discovered that our angler had
made sure of his gun, rods, fly-books and wading boots.

When Barnum's Museum was burned Horace Greeley

consoled the showman with the comforting thought that

he now had time to go fishing, and advised him to do so.

All lovers of good dogs will sympathize with the mis-

fortune of Mr. E. H. Moore, who within a few days has

lost the two fine rough-coated St. Bernard dogs, Ben
Lomond and Alton. It is not so very long since the

same gentleman suffered a similar misfortune by the

death of the mastiff Minting, a dog which was reputed to

be nearly, if not quite, the best mastiff in the world.

We trust that if any of our readers overlooked the note

of the "Helen Keller Fund "in our issue of March 19, they

will turn to that number and read it. The enterprise is

one which should appeal strongly to a much wider cii'cle

than those who are specially interested in our Kennel
columns, where the note was published.

The New Jersey bill to repeal the charter of the West
Jersey Game Protective Society has passed both houses

and is now before the Governor. The probability is that

it will have his signature, for numerous petitions have
been sent in by the farmers and land owners, who are

said to be bitterly opposed to the Philadelphia society and
its ways.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest akd Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of that friend.

Moose wijl be pix>tepte4 Idaljo for ?ix.years from date

.
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THE MYSTERY OF A PIECE OF PIE.
MY ADVENTUBE AT PON QUOQUE.

PART I.

IT was very near midnight when I left the cosy reading
room of the famous inn at Canoe Place, at Pon

Quogue, Long Island, on my way through the woods to
the Foster House, where I was stopping. It is a walk of
only some three or four miles, by making a short cut
through the pines and alder bushes, although much
longer when following the sinuous shore of Shiuneoock
Bay; and althoiigh the night was intensely dark and
rain threatened, i felt sure that I should not lose my way
before reaching the ridge opposite the "Hills," when the
Shinnecock light would be in plain sight and furnish a
guiding beacon for the homeward journey.

But, as the French have it, L'homme propose, et Dku
disjMse. So it was in my case, and 1 had made my
reckoning without mine host. I have always flattered
myself with the belief that I possessed considerable
woodcraft, and ridiculed the idea of "getting lost" in a
civilized country, for I have wandered through the lonely
forests of Sweden and Norway, in the ''Land of the Mid-
night Sup," all by myself, for days together, and by a
sort of intuition, or instinct, always found my way
through the tangles of birch and larch to some lumber
camp or fishing cove. I have ti-aveled through the dense
solitudes of the Harz Gebirge and Thiiringerwald, in
Germany, without a guide, yet always brought up at
some little hamlet, where I would strike a road leading
to a railway .station. The idea of losing my way on
Long Island, therefore, and within a few miles Jrom
home, seemed preposterous, and I gave it never a
thought.

I had hardly left theruddy windows of Canoe Place Inn
behind me, however, and fairly entered the jungle of
alders and huckleberry bushes before I realized that the
night was uncommonly dark, sure enough. Not a star,
nor the glint of a star was to be seen; it was pitchy black
all around. When my foot caught in the briers and I
stumbled I would see for a moment a small white spot
on the ground where I had scraped the thin soil so as to ex-
pose the white mica-glistening sand underneath ; that was
the only speck of color that could be discerned in that inky
blackness. For a moment I felt as if I would like to
return, but then they would make fun of me at the inn
for coming back, and I resolved to push on.
Of all kinds of jungles in which I have had any experi-

ence, alder bushes, which are just high enough to reach a
couple of feet above your head, are the worst. Even in
the daytime they hem you in and obscure your vision. In
an ordinary forest you can at least see between the trunks
of the trees, and you can take your bearings from the
moss-covered roots, the slant of the trunks and many
other signs which are familiar to the experienced eye of
the woodsman. But when you are in a thicket of dense
bushes, too high for "underbrush" and too low and in-
significant for "trees," it sometimes (in the absence of
any sign of a path and with the sun obscured from sight)
becomes a hard matter to navigate. That was precisely
my position on that dark September night. It was warm
and sultry, not a wind was stirring—but how black it
was! I do not remember in all my travels ever to have
seen anything like it above ground and under the canopy
of heaven.
As I stumbled on through the brash with my rifle on

the shoulder (I had of course draven the cartridge), getting
caught up and snared by the brambles at every second
and third step, I peered ahead for a gleam of the big
lantern at Shinnecock; but not a speck of light could be
seen anywhere, except that of the match with which I lit

a cigar to keep me company. Of course there was no
danger, for if the worst came to the worst I could easily
"camp out," as the night was warm and pleasant, but it

was the mortification of losing my way at such a place
and under such circumstances: and there were the jeers
and jibes with which I would be greeted when I "showed

• up" next morning. It was the ridicule I was afraid of,
for my friends at the Foster House had abundant wit and
scepticism, and we knew how to "toast" one another to
perfection. No "lish stories" would go down with that
crowd.

Well, I stumbled on through the thicket, which seemed
to become denser (it could not get darker) at every step,
or every fall, for I had more falls than steps; until,'by the
light of a match, my watch showed me that it was half-
past one in the morning—more than an hour and a half
since I had left the cozy parlor at Canoe Place, I should
have been home and in bed by this time: but still there
was no sign of the lighthouse, although it is said that the
light can be seen 40 miles at sea. Where the dickens was
I, anyhow, and where was that blanked lighthouse? It
was too absurdly ridiculous that I could not find my ^vay
home—but it was a startling and full-grown fact, never-
theless. And facts (and alder bushes) are stubborn things.
Another half hour of weary stumbling, and at last I

caught a glimpse of the light I had been peering for so
anxiously and assiduously. It is true it was not in the
direction in which I had been looking most of the time
and where I expected to find it; quite the reverse, it

seemed to have gone out of its way and be behind me.
But there it was at all events, of that there could be no
doubt, and by steering straight for it I should soon be
home.
At least that was what I thought. But, as I remarked

before, L'homme propose et .Dieu- dispose; it was easier
thought than done, ' However, black as it still was,
the bushes seemed to thin out, there were not bo many
brambles, and walking became decidedly easier. I steered
straight for the light, which seemed to be only a short
distance off, and was walking fast and blithely, when

—

what was that? It tore my pataloons and cut my left
wrist. Ah! a barbed wire fence—1 could feel it, though
I could not see it. I tried to crawl through it between
the wires, but it caught in everything, my hair, panta-
loons, stockings, and pulled the watch by its chain out of
my pocket, I tried to withdraw, but got only tangled up
the more, cutting both hands and ankles into the bargain.
At last I extricated myself on the right side of the

fence, minus my cap, one coat sleeve and the better part
of the seat of my trousers. It began to feel chilly, for it

was getting toward morning, and I hastened on—only to
run into another fence of the same -kind, only more

wicked. After paying toll with my other sleeVe and
what remained of the back part of my nether garments,
I concliTded I had had enough of this and had better take
no more chances, and as just then I discovered a faint
light about 300yds. to the right, I decided to follow the
line of fence rather than attempt to crawl through it.

So, breaking off a small sapling, and holding it in my
wounded left hand, I let it slide along the topmost coil

and was thus guided nearer and nearer toward the light,

which proved to be a lamp or candle shining through a
small muslin-curtained window in a cottage, which, to
the best of my knowledge, 1 had never seen before,

PART II.

As I lifted the gate-latch I was greeted by a low, vicious
growling and had half a mind to draw back when I felt

the cold and clammy nose of a large dog snifling my hand
with which I held the latch. The dog bad evidently
changed his mind, however, for instead of barking or
manifesting other unfriendly demonstration he com-
menced to wag his big bushy tail, snif&ng the while at
my gun, cartridge-bag and' boots, and behave quite
friendly. As I entered the gate another smaller dog came
up and' I was again subjected to this snififing operation,
after which the two dogs seemed to have a sort of consul-
tation, which must have resulted favorably to me, for
they forthwith led the way along the narrow sandy path
across the garden to the front door, where they stopped,
one on each side of me and both wagging their tails

furiously.
I knocked at the door and waited developments. No

answer. I knocked again, the dogs meanwhile mani-
festing some impatience by a low whining, but no res-

ponse came. A third time I knocked hard with my iist,

the big dog at the same time scratching the lower door
panel witli his paw. but still no response. '"Surely, they
are sound sleepers!" I thought. "That comes of tlie salt

air and a good digestion, but I guess I will make them
hear!" With that I rapped the door with the butt of my
gun and both dogs set up a dismal howling, which, it

seemed to me, would suffice to arouse the seven sleepers.
Again T waited i^atiently for the expected sound of muf-
fled footsteps coming down the stairs and along the hall
to open the door, but not a sound, except the pawing and
whining of the dogs,
By this time I thought I had waited as long and

patiently as ceremony and a proper regai'd for the "pro-
prieties" required. I tried the lock and found the door
unfastened. Opening it slowly, I saw a dark room before
me, with abeam of light projecting slantingly into it from
a keyhole in a door immediately opposite. Crossing the
dark room, still followed by the dogs, I knocked at this
other inner door, but receiving no reply, I opened it and
entered. It was quite a large room, evidently answering
both the pui-poses of kitchen and dining room, for at one
end was a stove with a smouldering wood fire, A large
table stood in the middle of the room, covered by a
scrupulously clean white linen table cloth, and set with
half a dozen plates, all white and clean, flanked by spoons,
knives, forks and other appropriate belongings of a table
set for supper. In the middle of the table were some
large dishes covered with red and white checked and
fringed napkins, so that i could not see what they con-
tained. At one end was a cream jug, also covered with
a folded l-ed and white checked napkin, and, next to that,

a waiter with a complete tea service of thick white stone
chinai but all scrupulously neat and clean, as, indeed,
was everything about the

.
room. But- not a human soul

was in it-, except myself.
All this I comprehended at a single glance, and I also

observed, immediately on entering, that there was a stair-

case on the left side of the room leading up stairs, and
with a cupboard under it. I stepped to the foot of the
stairway (it was only a single flight) and sang out:
"Hello! Anybody here?" There was a faint echo in the
casing of the stairs, which sounded hollow and ghost-
like, but beyond that nothing. I heard a sputtering,
gurgling sound behind me, and turned around quickly

—

it was only the lamp, which stood on a sideboard over
by the window, and was about to go out for want of oil.

As I walked across the room to see what was the matter
I perceived a gallon oil can with a long spout on the floor
next to the woodpile, so I quickly replenished the dying
flame, lit a cigar over the lamp chimney, put a fresh
stick of wood on the smouldering embers in the stove,
and sat down in a big rocking chair with both the dogs
lying at my feet, apparently asleep.

Presently, as the stick of wood took fire, a kettle on
the stove commenced to sing, and a faint odor of Oolong
seemed to pervade the room. From boyhood I have
been fond of a good cup of tea of an evening, and
especially Oolong. I sniffed the odor, there could be no
doubt about it, it was the genuine article. I was both
thirsty and hungry, a cup of hot tea Avould taste so good.
So would something to eat, I wondered what was on
those platters iinderneatli the napkins. Eatables, doubt-
less. Thinking of that, and of the tea, made me more
hungry still. I rose and walked on tiptoe to the table, as
if afraid of awakening someVjody (for, somehow, I had
the feeling of a human presence in the room), and care-
fully lifted the corner of one of the napkins. Sliced
ham. I examined another dish. Sliced tongue, gar-
nished with parsley. Next to that, and similarly covered
by a red and white checked napkin, was a pile of biscuits,

and next to that the butter dish. It all looked very nice
and tempting, especially to a hungry man.

1 finished my cigar, looking askant at those dishes and
waiting for somebody to arrive; but nobody came. Then
I made up my mind what to do. I flung my cigar stump
into the stove and deliberately proceeded to make myself
at home, commencing by pulling oft' my coat. Next, 1
poured myself a cup of steaming tea, took a biscuit
from the pile on the table, buttered it, and went on as if

this whole arrangement had been made specially for my
personal benefit.

It was a delicious, though rather quiet, meal. I tried
the various dishes—ham, tongue, cold roast beef, and
something that tasted like potato salad—but there was
such an abundance of everything that my attacks did not
leave any visible mark. Even the stack of nice brown
biscuits seemed as higli as at first. Indeed, I might have
left the table then and no one would have been any the
wiser from the af)pearauce of these dishes.
But—are we not all the sons (and daugliters) of mother

Eve? I was tempted, as was my ancestor on my mother's
side. Not by an apple, but by a pumpkin pie. Under one
of the spread napkins I found a nipe brown pumpkin pie,

cut into eight big triangular slices, fitting together to

make a complete circular delicious-looking pie. Now* if

there is anything the rural Long Islanders know how to
make to perfection, it is jrampkin pie. It seemed to mo
that all my hunger returned at the sight of that pie, and
that nothing would appease it but a slice. Should I? Well,
why not? I had partaken of the other "refreshments,"
and why not the pie also? So whispered the serpent Epi-
curus in my ear, and like Eve I succumbed.
One slice—and another, for it tasted good. That left a,

big white triangular gap in the brown circle, and that
gaj) there was no means of filling. Pies are constructed
on a gometrical principle, viz.: Complete P.P. (stands for
pumpkin pie)=8 sectors; 8 sectors—2=6. That was the
solution to a mathematical certainly. There was no get-
ting over the two missing sectors—the glaring white
empty space in the pie spoke for itself to the tune of two
missing slices.

Thinking that the least I could do was to give the
people who had so kindly, though unwittingly, enter-
tained me as little trouble as ijossible, I washed the cups,
plates and other utensils I had used, carefully covered up
and arranged all the dishes precisely as "l had found
them and prepared to take my leave, just as a faint
glimmer in the eastern sky announced the approach of
dawn. Both the dogs were fast asleep on a piece of rag
carpet in front of the stove, in which the fire was again
smouldering, just as I had found it when I eame in ; the
odor of cigar smoke had vanished, and aa I stood by the
half open door looking back into the room there was not
the faintest apparent trace of any one having been there
since the legitimate occupants left. Everything was in
apple-pie order, precisely as I had found it: and as I softly

closed the inner door behind me (for I still had that

strange feeling of somebody being in the room, which
somebody I didn't wish to disturb) and stood alone in the
dark outer room, I did not, strange to say, feel any
qualms of conscience, but on the contrary was immensely
refreshed and relieved after my rest and nocturnal ban-
quet all by myself in that lonely house.

As I reached the white sandy roadway a crimson line

near the horizon heralded the approach of d.ay, and at a
considerable distance ahead of me, and a little to the
right, shone the bright lantern of Shinnecock light. I

knew that by following the road in that direction I

should soon striije familiar landmarks, and I was not mis-
taken; after half an hour's walk I reached the cross-roads

at the end of the woods, with its well remembered tall

sycamore, blasted by lightning, and the rest of the way
home was plain enough sailing. I reached the house
and stepped softly on the veranda without making any
noise, crept quietly up-stairs and was soon abed and
asleep, none the worse for my night's adventure or ray
late supper,
A few days after this I was in a boat bound for South-

ampton. It was a large, roomy catboat and there must
have been at least a doz?n people aboai'd besides myself.
It was evident that they were all laboring under some ex-
citement. They came from Good Groimd and Pon Quogue
while I stepped on board at Canoe Place, where the
jjarty had touched for clams and other refreshments. It

soon became clear to me that the exciting subject of con-
versation was the miraculous disappearance of a piece of
"punkin'-pie" from a covered dish at the house of one of

the occupants of the boat, some evenings before. The
spokesman was emphatic in declaring that "it was cl'ar

as nobody had been in the house, for jiary thing was
teched or disturbed in the least!"

"Well, I swan!" said the skipper, "it must 'a been
spooks,"
""Yes, yes," said another, "thafa just what I say; o'

course it was spooks—mebbe the same spook that be-

witched old Cap'n Mumford's hogs, as is what they call a
hog spook!"
This was not very complimentary to me, so I decided

to keep mum and say nothing.
"It couldn't 'a' been the dogs?" timidly suggested one

of the party, a small man in store clothes and with blonde
side whiskers; but his suggestion was met with the scorn
and derision it deserved by all the rest, including the skip-

per.

"Dogs!" said the chief spokesman, at whose house the
strange incident had happened, "d'you 'spose dogs could
take off a na,pkin, or rake a pie from imder a napkin, and
it ne'er be seen? I've seen trained dogs at the circus, but
I swan as I ne'er saw dogs as could do that!" That prop-
osition was assented to all around, and it was settled that
the house must have been visited by some kind of a spook
or "fairy" (that sounded better than hog spook, at any
rate)—"pi'obably because the seeds from which the pump-
kins had been grown, from which the pie was made, had
not been steeped in salt water," was suggested by some
one, and accepted as a very likely proposition.

I gathered from what I heard while we bounded merrily
over the blue waters of the bay on our way to Southamp-
ton, than on the night ofjthe adventure the folks at the
house had all gone to the political meeting at Riverhead,
intending to return before supper; and as they would be
tired when they returned, everything was with fore-

thought "fixed" and in readiness. By some accident, how-
ever, the train was missed, and, as there were ladies in the
j)ai-ty and no team could be obtained, it was decided tore-

main with friends in Riverhead over night and take the
early morning train to Good Ground, Avhich is only a few
miles from Pon Quogue. Early the following morning
the owner of the house, with his family, returned to their

home, to find, as they expected, everything (apparently^)

exactly as they had left it the night before, except that m
some mysterious and inexplicable manner part of a pie

had disappeared from a dish under a napkin, which had
been carefully spread over it, as over all the other dishes

on the table. Inquiries at the nearest neighbor showed
that none of them had been at the house during the
absence of the family; the dogs had not been heard to

bark, as they invariably did on the approach of tramps
and other strangers; nothing else in the house was missing;

not a thing had been distiirbed; in short, the whole affair-

of the pie was an inscrutable mystery!
And 80 it vsdll remain, until Captain P (for I after-

ward learned the name of the owner of the house)
reads this confession, and with it I tender him and
his household my smcere thanks for the hospitable refuge
and repast I had at his home in my character of "hog
spook," or "fairy," on the night when I was lost at Pon
Quogue. ' i^oms Bagger.
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ANTOINE BISSETTE'S LETTERS.-VII.
Wsieu Fm-en' Strim: ,

One evcliB we '11 set by de stof-heart, a smokin' tabacca.

As fas' as de chimley was smokin' de sproce an' de balsam.

M'Meu Mumsin be '11 oios' mek rae cry wid bis read ia' a story.

Was write, so he say, by great long AriLcrican feller,

Baout a Frenehmana, he '11 lo;o. of liees gal 'long go, in Acadie.

You '11 hear of it, probly, baovv one gone on one sloop, one on
anodder.

One seratter dis way, one scratter dat way, never togedder,

Til! hose of it, ho)', an' de feller was ready for die off.

It mek me felt sob-le, for hear msh frien' read of it, softly.

For it suoun lak de vowce of mah mudder, w'en he sing to me,
"Dnr' p'«/e," dat tain Ah '11 was bebby. an' lie half sleep on bees

bosom=.
One ear an' one heye hopen for lislia an' see what be go on.

Two tudder shut saoun, fas' sleep on de breas' of mah mudder;

It bring it all back, as Ah '11 hear it an' see it, dem day tam.

De bump of de hin'leg an' foreleg of de chair, on de hard floor.

As she rock me, "Dor' p'tWc, rtor' pHiLe,^'' all de tam sing mah hoi

mudder.
De humbly bee bumblin' all over de marigol' posy,

De bobolink ringin' bees bells 'bove de meider where hayin'

De mans was, an' tie wheat flel' where liwomans dress all in blue

gown.
Was scoop daown for reap off de grain shinin' more yaller as gold

was.

On de river, a Hingin was paddle his can-noe more la';y

An' slow as de move of de water, an' oyer de fiel' an' de river

De blue sky aooop daown to da big hwood.
S:) it comeback to mab remblor w'd de nowse of dereadin'.

An' mek mo for feel kan' o' oacomfahle happr,
Lak a feller dat heat up all of hees mud-turkey keep wlshln'

'11 have it for hsatit, forever more some of it.

Wen he '11 finish hees read. Ah '11 t'ink while Ah '11 finish mah
smokin',

Haow Ah '11 mek it come off grea' deal more better for pleasant

P Ah was flat great long Amerl an feller dat wrote it,

For Gabriel, Evangeline an' all dar was hear of de story,

Gabriel wa'* dat kan o' mans Solem Brigg was call it philosoply.

W'en de pos' hofiice aa' telegrab ant bring it no letter,

W'en de sloop an' de atimboat an' de railroll ant bring it hees

gal back.

Nor took heem to de place where Evangeline was be a stoppin',

An' he fan aout he can' fan aout where she was have been

gone to,

He'll msk aout hees min' dat everyt'ing come to de feller dat

waitens.

He goin' do dat. An' bombye Evangeliae goin' for come to heem.
So he '11 sharp off hees h^xe an' hee.iin for chanp aout some

clearin'.

Everv nowse of de win" dat he hear in de taup of de tree blow.

Every nowse of de tree dat he chaup an' coma tomble hover,

Dey say, "Bombye, Evangeline comin', bombye she 'U comin'."

De bird from de sous come, de bird from de nort' come, dey tol'

heem de sem t'ing;

Dewil' geese draggin' de sky wid hees harrer in sprim tam.
In de fall, de black string of crow puUin' de las' one to de sea

shore.

All tol' heem dat "Bombye, heesleetly gal comin' "from some-
wliere;

So he '11 buil' for it up dar a nice leeUy lawg haouse, all smooze
off

De side, aii^ covenvld whitewash, an' notch all de aidge of de
shingle,

An' under de free window, he sow some marigol' posy.

But bes' t'ing of all he feel plump of, was bed of beautiful onion.

All summer he caffly weed it, in fall it was beeg as tea sasaer;

Den he pull it an' braid it in long string an' hang it on side of de
haouse up,

Where blow by de breeze of de evelin, de pref-fume was carry
long way off.

An' w'en he look of it, he '11 said, "Haow Ah '11 weesh dat leetly gal

comin'.

For help me of heat off dat onion. Prob'ly she '11 tink. Ah '11 free-

git it,

Ant rembler for love, but Ab. '11 love it dat gal, more as onion.

An' mah heart was grow lonesick for waitin', more as waitin' for

onion for supper."

All lone in de dark hwood, was poor Evangeline wander,
All de star an' de moon from de sky, de norc' win' was blow off,

An' haowl lak some wolf, an' bite her wid col' toof;

De black cloud spiU hees rain drop daown on her an' mek her
more col'er,

De win' haowl more wolfy an' laoud an' bite her more harder.
An' someC'ing scareful creep toward her in every black shadder;
An' her heart was grow lonesick for aU de scare t'ing araoun'

her.

Her heart dat was so lonesick afore for all her long lookm'.
Jus' w'en she was ready for give up, so scare', so tire', so honger,
She '11 feel of de smell of onion, an' rise up, riffesh, an' go on.

T'rough de snatch of de brier dat ketch her an' tear off her clo's off,

T'rough de switch of de bushes dat wheep her lak forty hoi' school
mom,

'Gainst de bump of de tree dat was paoun her lak maul drivin'

wedges,

She foller dat smell, lak haoun dat was cbasin' de rabbeet;
An' bombye it brought her to clearin' where she '11 seen lit in de

winder,

F you '11 ever been hongry all day, an' come home for heat some
mud-turkey,

'F you '11 ever be dry all a hot day, den fan de col' sprim' a
bubblin',

Den you know haow she feel w'en she faint on de door an' it hopen,
An' she '11 fell on de harm of her Gabriel. If you '11 ant, Ah '11

can' tol' you,

Wal, den, dey was marry, an' leeve very happy togedder.
But probly dey was tam w'en dey weesh dey ant fan one nudder

!

Antoine Bissette.

August Schoverlkg of this city died in Ditsseldorf-
on-ihe-Rhine, Germany, Sunday. Mr. Schoverling went
abroad early in the month in search of relief from a bad
cold that threatened pneumonia, but by the time he
reached Diisseldorf he had grown so mucb worse that
the physicians gave up hope. He was born in Osnabriick,
Hanover, fifty years a^o, and came to this city when fif-

teen years old, finding employment at Herman Boker &
Co. 'a gun store. Five years later he went into the gun
business with Charles Daly, as Schoverling & Daly, and
the firm continued under this name until 1879, when Mr.
Joseph Gales became a partner, and the firm name was
Qh«nged to Schoverling, Daly & QtaXeu^

THE RACCOON AND HIS WAYS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I would say to your correspondent, "B.," and others of
his opinion, that it is a fact that raccoons do come out in
winter; and also a faci; that they do catch, kill, and eat
rabbits. I would not be misunderstood. My knowledge
of the above extends to two States only, Maine and Mass-
achusetts. Further south I knoyp^ nothing of the natural
history of the coon.
In Maine the coon often comes out in mid-winter, pro-

vided there is the usual January thaw, and I do know
that they kill and eat hares in that State.
My knowledge of the coon on Cape Ann dates back to

the fall of 1884. In the winter '84 and '85, I tracked a
rabbit {Lepus sylvaticus) to where a coon had killed it. I

did not see the rabbit killed, but the tragedy was litho-

graphed on an inch of light snow, and thus as easily read
as the printed page of Foeest and Stkbam, I tracked
that coon to his den and the next spring cai)tured Mm
alive. He was in my posi^ession nine months, and I find
that my note book is crowded with interesting items as
regards his habits and actions. He preferred food in the
order herein named: Insects, eggs, birds or poultry,
frogs, nuts, red squirrel, rabbit, gray squirrel and fish.

This, without doubt, was the bill of fare of his wild state.

He would not touch green corn or milk until I had
crushed the former into his mouth, and had dipped his
nose into the latter. Afterward he would leave every-
thing for milk.
The first rabbit I fed to him was about two thirds

grown. It was one which a mink had chased into my
dooryard and killed. It was evident from the first that
the coon was no stranger to this kind of food. He opened
the rabbit's mouth with his fore paws and ate out the
tongue, after which he skinned the head, turning the skin
back over the neck. He crushed the bones of the head
and lapped out the brains. On the third day he had
finished the rabbit, and the skin was turned inside out,
even to the ends of the toes. Sqtxirrels were skinned in
the same manner.

This coon decided for me a disputed question. I refer
to the whimper or cry of the coon. Night after night, in
the rutting season, he would call to his comrades, and
they would answer from the surrotxnding woods.

It is no uuusual thing for me to see signs of where rab-
bits, grouse or quail have been killed by the coons.
Perhaps it will be as well to explain to the uninitiated,

that the coon makes two kinds of tracks. Usually when
walking or rtinning the back is humped or arched , and at
such times only the toes touch the ground, and a track is

made accordingly. When at rest, or moving about for
a few feet, the back is level and the whole foot comes
to the ground, making the plantigrade track. Hkrmit,

THE BIRDS OF GREENLAND.
''pHERE has just been issued, by Little, Brown & Co.,
X of Boston, a catalogue of the "Birds of Greenland,"
by Andreas T, Hagerup. Mr. Hagerup is a Danish mining
engineer, who spent two and a half years in southern
Greenland, and some of the results of his sojourn there
are known to readers of the Auh, in which appeared in
1889 a paper on the birds of Irigtut. The present work is

much more elaborate, and is the only complete catalogue
of the birds found in Greenland which has been published
since 1875. It is translated from the Danish by Mr.
Frimann B. Arngrimson, and is edited by Mr. Montague
Chamberlain, who is sufficiently and well known to all
Americans who are interested in ornithology. The nomen-
clature and classification followed in this catalogue are
those adopted by the A. 0. XJ.

The catalogue before us is divided into two parts; (I) a
list of the birds of Irigtut, which occupies 31 pages and
gives 39 species, and (2) a catalogue of the birds
of Greenland, in which 139 species are enumerated. In
this list there are given 10 species which were not men-
tioned in Newton's list of Greenland birds (1875), and there
are several additions to the bird life of that country.
Mr. Hagerup's notes—especially tho^e in connection

with the birds of Irigtut—are extremely interesting, and
he tells us much that is new about the habits of several
little-known species, such as the gyrfalcon, redpoll, ptar-
migan and others. This material is very valuable, for his
long residence in Greenland has given Mr. Hagerup
opportunities for observing these northern forms such as
have not been had by other students of the birds of that
region.
The work of editing this list appears to be well done

and we may quote Mr. Chamberlain's concluding note,
in which he says, "Of the 139 species here enumerated i

is extinct and 53 are merely accidental stragglers, while
24 others are so rare that they might be classed with the
accidentals, leaving but 61 species that should be recog-
nized as regular inhabitants of Greenland; and of these
several are of quite uncommon occurrence."
This catalogue shows the bird fauna of Greenland to be

more American than Old Woild, thus confirming previous
conclusions.

THE DEVIL'S HOLE.
FEOM ]Mr. "Walter Aiken, who is now at Hamilton,

Bermuda, we learn that the Islands are very lovely
this winter, and the mercury has averaged 72 degrees.
He writes also that the fishermen are bringing in fine red
snappers, groupers, rockfish, hogfish, amberfish, pom-
pano, yellowtails, senate fish, and many other beautiful
species.

These are caught on the reefs some miles distant,
where there is generally too much swell for a veteran
trout and black bass fisherman like Mr. Aiken.
Several handsome eel-like fishes, called morays, are

taken with the food fishes, but these are rather ugly to
handle.
One of the curiosities of Bermuda is the pool in which

live fishes are kept until needed for market. This is

known as the "Devil's Hole" and is thus referred to by
Mr. Aiken: "The -Devil's Hole' is a natural hole of great
depth in the coral rock near the sea, and is fed with
water that comes through the rock. It is used as a pound
to keep fish in until they are wanted for use. There are
several hundred fish in it and it is great fun to break up a
loaf of bread and throw it to them. They make the water
fairly boil. The whole is inclosed with a fence and the
colored man who owns it makes a good thing out of it in
the wiater by admitting Tiaitors at one shilling each,"

)Hme §Hg md ^ntf.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of tlie

Oame Laws.

PRACTICAL TRAPPING.
n.—WATER TRAPPING.

WATER trai^ping is, to my mind, a much more diffi-

cult and intricate art than land trapping. The
work, though somewhat more diversified, is quite as hard,
and a far more thorough knowledge is needed of the
habits of the animals to be taken. As has been already
said, the three most important of these are the beaver,
the otter and the mink, and each one of these living in a
different situation and having its own habits, must be
carefully studied. The mink, the most abundant but
least valuable of the three species, is not diflicult to trap,
but the beaver and the otter are animals of eiugular
acuteness, and no trapper will be successful who does not
meet their intelligence with a greater one.
Although beaver and otter are both water animals, their

habits are entirely tmlike, and quite different methods
must be employed in trapping them. No trapper would
think of setting a trap with the notion that he might
catch either a beaver or an otter. For the one animal he
would put his trap in a particular place, bait it with a
pardcuiar substance and fasten it in a particular way,
while if setting for the other species, the place, the bait
and the mode of fastening would all be changed.
Constant pursuit extended over many years has made

beaver and otter extremely shy, and has made them also
well acquainted with the simpler devices of the trapper.
The green hand who nowadays wants to take up trap-
ping must either serve a long and profitless apprentice-
ship, picking up a knowledge of the art through slow
experience, or else he must contrive to spend a season or
two with some old trapper who is familiar with the work,
and learn from him. The trappers of early days had an
easy time of it. All they had to do was to find where the
beaver lived and to set their traps for the animals to walk
into. Then trapping was only*a trade, but nowadays I
call it an art.

So much has been written about the habits of the beaver
that almost every one knows something about the animal,
and everybody is acquainted with the fact that it builds
dams and houses to dsyell in. Their dams are exceed-
ingly strong and dtu-able, and they are prompt in repair-
ing any injury to them. A dam cut during the day will
usually be repaired the same night, and in the morning
will be as good as new. I remember an instance of this
sort which occurred on San Juan Island; An old Eng-
lishman named John Wootton, who was new to the coun-
try, wished to get rid of a colony of beaver that lived on
his place, and one day cut their"dam. The next morning
he found it repaired and cut it again , and this time to
frighten away the animals when they should come to re-
build it, he set up a green cottonwood pole on the dam
and hung his overcoat on it. The following day on visit-
ing the place he not only found the dam in its usual go.od
condition, but the cottonwood pole and his overcoat had
gone to help stop the gap he had made and were now in
the dam.
Beaver houses are less common now than they ttsed to

be, partly because beaver themselves are less abundant,
but mainly because the presence of a fresh beaver house
betrays even to the most unskilled eye the existence of
beaver in the neighborhood. In the older districts beaver
now generally live in holes in the banks of the streams
they inhabit, though in some parts of the Reeky Moun-
tains and in many places on this coast the sight of a
beaver house is not uncommon. The houses differ a good
deal in size, location and shape. Some are as large,
though of course less high, than a small haystack; others
are hardly more than six feet through at the base. They
may stand either wholly on land or partly in the water
and partly on the bank, or wholly in the water. They
are never placed in very deep water, for a base must be
built for the house to stand on reaching up to the surface,
since the chamber inhabited by the occupants must be
dry. The shape of those houses which I have seen on
shore approaches the conical. Those in the water are
more irregular, sometimes only rounded, at others long
and rather fiat on top. Within each house, and con-
nected with the water by a concealed passage, through
which the beaver pass to and fro, is the chamber which
is the animals' dwelling place. It is large enough to con-
tain seven or eight of them, and high enough so that a
beaver can conveniently sit up on its haunches. It is

warm, dry and clean, for the beaver is extremely neat in
all its habits.

The food of the beaver consists chiefly of the green
bark of twigs and young hmbs of various trees. Cotton-
wood bark is preferred, then comes willow, then alder,
but the bark of almost any tree may be eaten. I have
known them to eat pine and white" cedar. The beaver
often cut down trees of very considerable size to get at
the smaller limbs, which they eat. I have seen cotton-
woods 30in. in diameter so cut, and once on Vancouver
Island, near Johnston's Straits, found a cedar 24ft.
throtigh which they had gnawed down. This work of
cutting down a large tree is done by a single animal. I
have seen the beaver engaged in the"^ operation, which is
performed as follows: The beaver sits up on its haunches
facing the tree and with his fore-paws resting against it.

With his head turned on one side, he cuts a groove above
and then one below and bites otit the chip, taking it off
in almost the same way an axman would. He thus saves
himself the trouble of gnawing all the wood up into fine
cuttings. When' the tree is felled the whole community
attack and cut up the tender limbs, carrying them away
to the cache.
Unlike many of our gnawing animals, the beaver does

not sleep through the winter: he remains active, often
venturing abroad during the whole of the cold weather.
He must therefore have food, and a large part of the
summer and autumn is devoted to securing this food and
depositing it in caches. This food consists of the limbs
and twigs of the trees most preferred by the beaver. They
are cut from H to 3ft. long, stripped of their leaves and
smaller twigs, carried to the water and floated to the
cache where they are sunk. And here comes a very
curious point. These sticks are floated to the cache and
are sunk by the beaver to the bottom of the water, where
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tliey remain without any apparent anchorage. They aie
not stuck in the mud of the bottom, nor held down by
weights. If you lift one to the surface it will float, but
you may move it about on the bottom withoiit its rising.
I have myself tried this with sticlrs from which the bark
had been ea,ten, but liave never done so with the green
unhealed limbs before the beaver has taken them into
their houses. This matter to me is a very mysterious one,
and I have never been able to get any hint as to how these
sticks were sunk. Ail through the winter the beaver
visit these caches, carry the sticks to their houses where
they eat off the bark, returning the bare sticks to the
water. Sometimes it may happen that, for some reason
or other, the cache may not contain enough to last the
whole colony through the winter. In this case the beaver,
if possible, get on land through some air hole or piece of
open water and then forage among the timber. Occasion-
ally a combination of scarcity and severe weather may
oblige the colony to emigrate during the winter to some
more favorable spot.

No description of the beaver is needed, since his picture
may be found in every child's book. The females are
somewhat smaller than the males, and may be more
certainly distinguished from them by their broader and
more rounded tails. I have never seen the tail used in
swimming, though it may be used as a rudder. The
largest number of young that I have known of is seven.
These I took from a female in April, and from their size
and development I conclude that the young are born in
May. The largest beaver I ever took I weighed and
found that he turned the scale at llOlbs. He was an old
fellow and had lost three of bis feet in traps.
Aside from man, the worst enemies of the beaver are

wolves, lynxes and wildcats. These catch them to some
extent in summer when they are working; but the
number destroyed by these is probably not very great.
Although beavers are' supi^osed to be entirely confined to
fresh water, yet I have on a few occasions, notably in
Loughborough Inlet, on this coast, found them swimming
in the salt water. In such situations they may easily be
overtaken by a man in a canoe and shot, for a man
can easily paddle a canoe fast enough to overtake a
beaver.
The fur of the beaver as seen after being dressed and

prepared for trimming clothing does not look very much
like the coat of the beaver when freshly skinned. Then
the soft under fur is concealed by a covering of long
silky brown hairs, which are usually removed in the
dressing. The castor, which is contained in two glands,
one on each side of the vent, is the only other valuable
product of the beaver. It is used by druggists, and was
once, I believe, in great demand. It is a yellowish
substance—very bitter—a sort of concentrated essence of
Cottonwood and willow bark.
While these remarks on the habits of the beaver will

not help any one to learn how to trap him, they will
serve to indicate that he-is an animal of high intelligence
and pretty well able to look out for himself under or-
dinary circumstances. In beaver trapping we use a No.
4 steel trap, and the bait is a strong-smelling mixture
composed for the most part of the castor taken from the
beaver itself. Almost every trapper has his own peculiar
formula for preparing his ' 'medicine," and each one thinks
his preparation is the best thing in the world to trap bea-
ver. It is a very unusual thing for a trapper to divulge
the secret of his own preparation. Mine is a very simple
one, consisting of castor, honey and alcohol, the purpose
of the latter ingredient being merely to keep the castor
sweet. Having mixed my "medicine," I bore a 3|in.
hole in a birch limb, lengthwise of the grain, fit a stout
plug to it, and in this unbreakable bottle place and keep
the mixture.

Many trappers set for beaver on the dam or near the
house or on the slide or runway, where they go into or
out of the water, I never do so. If you catch a beaver
on the dam all the others see him there in the trap, and it

makes them still more shy and diiEcult to catch. If you set
close to the house you are almost sure to catch kittens,
for the yomig are the first to come out in the evening and
so the first to find their way into the traps. The skms of
the kittens are worth but little, whereas if they are
allowed to grow to full size they will bring full prices.
I never set where the beaver himself goes, but try to put
my trap close to where he passes. Having chosen my
sj)ot I take a lot of mud from the bed of the creek and
make a little mound like the ones formed for sitting and
rolling on by the animal,himself. I then dig out a place
large enough to hold the trap in the edge of the bank,
splashing water over the digging to make it look natural
and old. Just under water and on the bank above it I

set up a little step on which are a few drops of the bea-
ver medicine. This should be fastened to the trap either
by a slender twig or a piece of black thread so that the
animal, when he dives in the water, will carry it with
him. This is to keep the other beaver from smelling it.

The trap is set 6 to 9in. below the water's surface, and the
end of the step is 6in. above water, and a foot or more to
the landward side of the trap. The chain I carry out to-
ward deep water as far as possible and make fast to it a
good sized rock, as heavy as the beaver could well drag.
Many people stake down their traps or fasten them in
some way so that the animal, when caught, is held to the
spot. The result of this is that the beaver, when he finds
himself in the trap, works away until he has twisted off
the imprisoned foot and escapes. The object of the trap-
per should be to drown his victim as soon as possible, and
with the trap set in my way the beaver usually makes
for deep water where the weight of the stone attached
to the chain soon drowns him. A dry pole 10 or 13ft.

long will serve to mark the position of the traj) in the
water after the beaver has cai-ried it off, and make it an
easy matter to recover it.

This pole should be bo small that the ring of the trap
will slip over the butt. The branches which should be
left on the pole will keep the ring from shpping toward
the smaller end, while the butt may be split and wedged
so that the ring will not slip back the way it came.
The spring of the trap should be bent around to one

side—that to which the catch is fast, and the trap should
be so set that the jaws when closed will stand parallel to
the direction of the beaver's path. Thus the jaws in
closing will grasp the beaver's foot without throwing it

out of the trap. If they close at right angles to the beaver's
line of approach, it might well happen that as they flew
together they would strike the foot and knock it out of
their reach.
Some trappers set a little deeper and make use of a

j

device to induce the beaver to put his foot to the bottom
! before he otherwise would. They plant in the bank a
small stick sharpened at both ends. This stick is hori-
zontal and about 2in. underwater, and its free end is just
about over the landward side of the trap. When the
beaver comes swimming along over the trap this sharp
stick strikes him in the neck and stops him. He puts his
foot to the bottom for support, and it touches the pan of
the trap and he is caught.

It requires a great deal of patience to trap otter success-
fully. This is partly because they are such great travelers
and are almost always moving about. You may find an
otter slide to-day with fresh sign on it, and set your trap,
and perhaps it will be ten days before the animal visits
the slide again.
For otter I use a No. 4 trap, which I set either on

the slide or somewhere near where the otter will pass.
For "medicine" I use the glands, and scatter the mixture
over the leaves and grass about the trap. When the trap
is set on land I fasten the chain to a spring pole long and
strong enough to raise the animal quite off the ground.
The otter's struggles free the pole and he is lifted up so
that he cannot twist or gnaw his foot off. If the trap is

set in shoal water I tie the chain to a rock. He will not
drag it far. When the trap is set in deep water, the ring
is strung over a sliding pole. The otter skin is cased, but
the tail must be split and tacked to a stretcher.
Mink are easily trapped, as they have but little cunning.

To take them, build a little pen and set the small steel
trap a little to one side of the middle of the entrance.
Put the bait, which may be fish or bird's heads, on a stick
a foot or two above the ground. Or a deadfall such as is

used for martin or fisher, but smaller, may be used.
The days of successful trapping are now pretty much

over, yet if a man has a taste in this direction it is always
worth while for him to take a few traps with him when
he goes into the mountains, for in this way he may bring
back many specimens that he would not otherwise get.

ToAT CouLA, Washington. R. V. GRIFFIN.

SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
II.—WHY THE FAEMEE COMPLAINS AND WHO HE IS.

THE Greek farmer, neither in character nor ability,
represents the class of men who live on our hill-

sides and forest clearings, but what he says is just what
I have heard, and in much the same temper, from many
of our farmers and back settlers.

That they should hold such views is natural, even un-
avoidable, under present conditions. Farmers, who are
not guides nor hunters part of the year, are not very well
acquainted with the game laws; many of them never
saw the printed statutes and have no other means of
judging the import of the law than by what they see
done in its name. They have heard it said that the game
laws were passed for the benefit of all; but what they
have seen of the execution of these laws leads them to
believe rather that the claim is a blind, and that the real
object is preserving game for privileged classes who can
pay for it, and keeping it from them, thp poorer classes.
If the suspicion at first sight seems absurd, consider
whether any other view would be more likely to prevail
among men who have had contrasts like the following
thrust upon their notice.
A farmer on the Penobscot captures a caribou in clope

season intending to keep him alive, and an officer is

straightway sent by orders from Bangor to force him to
release the creature, under threat of prosecution. Prose-
cution, for having the animal in possession? No, for
putting on snowshoes in order to catch the creature, be-

cause putting on snowshoes is prima facie evidence of an
intent to hunt, whether one has a gun or not, and under
the law the attempt is punishable. Bat while such wire-
drawn logic is used against the farmer, two full-grown
deer, which must have been taken in close season, are
kept by the month and the year at the Banp-or House,
within a quarter of a mile of Mr. Stilwell's office. The
immediate inference is that the rich and the poor are
differently regarded by the laws. Again, a farmer who
trit^s to sell eight or nine partridges in close time is finpd,
although he proves the bii-ds were ktlled legally in De-
cember; but togue and trout are openly sold in close time
in city markets. The poor man has no chance, they say

;

the rich man can do what he pleases.
Again, two farmers each killed a caribou a little before

the open season began; neither was a hunter, neither
knew what kind of a creature he was killing or that it

was illegal; both were fined; But men from our own
cities and others yearly violate the laws, knowing well
what they are doing, and no wardens are sent into the
country where they are known to have gone for this pur-
pose. This injustice in the execution of the law is mis-
takenly but naturally laid to a partiality in the law
itself. The law favors sportsmen, it is said, and is against
our own people.
But the farmers see this difference between rich and

poor made not only in capturing alive, in killing and in
selling game, but even in transporting it. A hunter buys
a ticket to Boston and checks his deer as personal bag-
gage, just as sportsmen do daily, but he does not go on
the same train with them. The deer are seized at Bangor
on the ground that the owner must accompany them per-
sonally. The State law about non-tran.-portation does
not say this, by the way, but it is the interpretation at
Bangor. The query comes, what is there wrong in it?

Were not the radroad requirements met in having the
deer checked as personal baggage and the ticket punched
with the baggage check, so that nothing else could be
afterward sent on that ticket? A sportsman's deer would
not have been seized if the owner were detained by sick-
ness or accident from going with them, iti the comment,
and the suspicion of unfairness is strengthened when this
case is compared with another a few years back, when
the non-transportation law was at its strictest. Then the
orders issued at Bangor forbade any conveyance, public
or private—railroad, stage or private team—to handle or
convey more than one moose, two caribou or three deer
under penalty of seizure of the whole load of game. The
Maine Central E. R. issued the strictest orders on this
point and refused to carry any game; seizures were fre-

quent. But, nevertheless, this railroad at one time for-
warded a load of deer—nine, it is said, including one
white one tagged to a prominent rHilroad official, and all

or a part of them killed with dogs by outside sportsmen.
The load passed through Bangor, the officers there knew
it, and yet no seizure was made, Comparing this with
the foregoing, what inference could well be drawn except

that the laws had not been fairly executed? It is only a
step to the' assertion that the laws themselves are unjust,
and the step is taken by those who know less of the law
than of what is done by the officers of the law.
The cases given above are not fictitious. The informa-

tion regarding the farmer who caught the live caribou,
was given personally by Warden Eben F, Morse, of Ed-
dington, wfio was sent to release the animal, and the
ground for prosecution, absurd as it seems, is as he gave
it. Warden A. J, Darling, of Enfield, gave the informa-
tion regarding the farmer fined for having partridges in
possession, and said that he tried to get the fine remitted
because the man was too poor to pay it and the violation
was unintentional. If the farmer had been able to so to
law about it he could have won the cas-^, as Benjamin
Young of North Milford won his case on deer. Warden
Alec McClain, of Mattawamkeag, said that he fined one
of the farmers who killed a caribou, but should not have
done so if the man had knowm enough not to sell the
horns in close time to the station master at Mattawam-
keag. The other, Milo Merriam, of Sherman (I believe),
personally told my father of his case, and said that the
caribou came out among his sheep at Benedicta, and he
killed it not knowing what it was. The last case is the
Walter McPheters case, soon to be tried in court.
Of the instances cited on the other side the first is too

well known to need comment, the second will be referred
to later, the third is notorious, and the last is based on in-
formation from various sources and the admission of the
highest authorities here. These are not a tithe of the
contrasts which might be cited; but these are enough to
show how the present feeling could arise, I must not be
understood to say that the laws are invariably or even
half the time executed after this fashion; but to bring
them into disrepute does not need that the majority of
the grand total of indictments should have been of this
sort; but only that the people, whose individual judg-
ments make up the public opinion which I represent,
should have seen three prosecutions of every five that
have come to their notice conducted contrary to their
ideas of fairness and justice, or if strictly legai in form,
enforced against one class of law-breakers, while another
class seems to have been scarcely noticed.
In what I say now, however, and in what I shall say, I

am not speaking of the State at large, bat only of the
section included in Penobscot, Hancock, Aroostook, Pis-
cataquis and the upper half of Somerset counties. Wash-
ington county might perhaps be added, but I do not know
enough of the popular feeling there to speak with any
certainty. Waldo, Knox and Lincoln, by their situation
on the seaboard, have less interest in game than t' e other
counties; and of the region west of the Kennebec I know
nothing, though I judge a much better state of feeling
prevails there than here. I speak of and for the country
drained by the Penobscot, Union, and St. John rivers and
their tributaries, and the territory about Moo^ehead Lake,
which is always treated here as if it belonged to Penob-
scot instead of to Kennebec waters because most of the
travel to and from it comes this way. These four couutiesi
and a half cover more area than the other elevf n and a.

half—considerably more than the States of Massachusetts,.
Connecticut and Rhode Island combined. Thp population
of these three States taken together, by the census of
1880 (the last not being at hand), was <J00 to the square
mile; that of Maine, 21. The proportion of native tO'

foreign population in the three States was less than 70i

per cent. ; that of Maine, more than 90 per cent. Bat in
the region of which I am writing the contrast is much
greater. With half the area we have little more than
one-fourth the population—not more than 13 to the scjuare
mile, by the census of 1880, and the ratio of native to
foreign born must have been more than 95 per cent. In
these four counties and a half there were only a dozen
places of more than 2.000 inhabitants, and five of these

—

Bangor, Brewer, Hampden, Orono and Oldtown—lie

almost adjoining each other. The significance of these
facts in relation to what I propose to say is this: The
absence of large towns shows that manufactures can
occupy comparatively few of the inhabitants; the great
preponderance of native over foreign born shows that
under similar conditions they will be i-ure to think nearly
alike; the scattered population shows that agriculture,
under which lumbering may properly be included, must
be almost exclusively followed. Since the population is

practically homogeneous both in race and in occupation,
I must either entirely mis-represent them or else repre-
sent what is known politically as an overwhelming
majority.
Now this section contains by far the greater portion of

the forest land of the State, including all the best of the
deer country and nearly all the moose and caribou coun-
try in the State. The inhabitants of this section as a
whole must therefore know more and care more about
game matters than those of any other section, For
another reason also they are better informed,

Bangor lies in this section and Bangor is the grea
lumbering and sporting center of the State, Whatever
is done in the woods, in the course of time drifts down
the river to Bangor, and there is caught by those who
stand waiting for it. Things that the doers supposed were
buried in the wilderness—what was done, what was seen,
what was said, even, come to be talked over publicly on
Bangor streets. As it is the center also of all the radroads
leading to the great game country, most of the sportsmen
who come to hunt must pass through it, while game seized
in tran5»portation is more often taken here than anywhere
else. Then, one of the gam^ commissioners lives here, so
that it is headquarters for official news. Besides, Bangor
and Ellsworth are the two principal county Feats of the
region described, so that most of the game cases that pass,

into the higher courts are tried in either one or the other
of these places. While many of the people may not be
able to tell a deer from a caribou, there is, nevertheless,,

no other place in the State or out of it where Maine game>
matters are so well understood and so much discussed as.

in Bangor; and a knowledge of what is said and done
there is indispensable if one would speak on game matters.
This knowledge I may claim to have, from having lived

so near as to be almost in the city and from peculiarly
good facilities for obtaining information. Other circum-
stances have given me a considerable acquaintance with
woodsmen, guides and hunters, both white and Indian,
and opportunities of knowing about many more whom I

never have seen, therefore I know definitely for whom I
am speaking and what are their views. In addition, I
have been through the game regions of which I speak in.

oloae time, for the express purpose of seeing what wae
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done and hearing what was said before the better class of

visitors had arrived, so that I can speak from my own
knowledge on some points where I speak most strongly.

The information obtained from these sources, the fact

also that the people of this section, for the reasons given
above, must be practically of one mind upon game ques-

tions, and that 1 am heart and hand, by birth and educa-
tion, one of them—lead me to suppose that I can represent

their views, Do not misunderstand me as doing more
than presenting these, explaining their origin and to what
they will lead : as I have purposely shown you in the pre-

ceding series, T am too prejudiced to be able to sit in judg-
ment on the laws, audi' shall not attempt it. But by
reason of this very prejudice I am able to get at facts

vsrhich you could not, and I can reflect public opinion in a
way that your critical and judicial povs^er, which fits you
for discussing what I am debarred from, could not arrive

at. It will be done solely for the sake of producing a
better understanding between you and those for whom I

am speaking. When you reflect that the people here are

the natural game wardens of this great forest region and
that the very existence of the game depends on their good
pleasure, the unportance of your knowing how they think,

feel and talk about these matters will be self evident—

a

sufficient reason for my saying what I have to tell you, a
sufficient excuse for giving some good advice, which must
be heeded if sportsmen would like to come here and enjoy
the privileges they have had heretofore.

I have already' told something about the commonest
claim here—that the game laws are enforced so as to

favor sportsmen—and that many say the laws themselves
warrant this. On the former of these two points I have
given some evidence, the other I will illustrate briefly in

my next paper, with some other claims of a similar

nature. It should be stated that the latter of these two
opinions i^ more prevalent among farmers and those less

likely to be well-mformed on the subject, that the former
is held by guides, hunters and others who have had better

opportunities for studying the printed statutes. And
here let me state unequivocally that whatever the indi-

vidual opinions quoted hereafter may seem to claim, to

my best knowledge and belief the people as a whole do
not ask to have the game commission abolished, do not
ask to have visitors excluded from the State, nor more
rights given to residents than to non-residents, nor to

have the laws changed. Some localities would like to

have one change made and some another, but they are

not agreed upon any unless it is the law regarding winter
fishing. The laws, "they say, are good enough; let them
be enforced. Or, we have plenty of law on the statute

books, we would like to see some of it in the woods. Or,

give us good oflScers and we will see that the law is re-

spected, for the law is good. Fannie Peaeson Hardy.
Bhetwek, Maine.

HUNTING AND KILLING.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Geo. H. Wyman, in his interesting paper on the

Virginia cleer in your issue of March 19, brings up the
old question of still-hunting vs. hounding, and expresses
his opinion in favor of the latter method in very decided
terms as least destructive and more sportsmanlike. This
is largely a matter of opinion, of individual taste, and
depends almost entirely on early imi^ressions and educa-
tion.

As it happens, I have killed only two deer ahead of
hounds, while I have secured many by still-hunting; and
my preference as to these two methods is altogether in

favor of still-hunting as much the higher form of sport.

It is, I think, an axiom that the more skill there is re-

quired in any form of sport, the higher that sport is.

Thus, by as much as it is more difficult to cast a fly for

a salmon and successfully play and land the fish than it

is to take and land a trout, by so much is it a nobler
sport. So fly-fishing for trout is higher sport than catch-
ing bullheads in a mill pond. To kill the swift-winged
quail or ruffed grouse on the wing is more difiicult, and
so finer sport, than to pot sparrows along a hedgerow.

It is, I believe, generally admitted that to kill a deer
before dogs is easier work than to still-hunt. A corres-

pondent of yours writing from St. Lawrence county a
few weeks ago complained in substance that but few deer
would be killed in his county if neither jacking nor
hounding were permitted, thus admitting that still-

hunting could not be successfully practiced by most
hunters. It is a matter of common knowledge, I believe,

that deer are often killed before hounds by men, women
and children who have not the slightest knowledge of
the habits of the animal, and are no more competent to
practice still-hunting than they are to fly.

If I understand the methods pursued in hounding, all

that is required of the hunter who is successful by this

method is that he shall be able to stop a deer on the jump
and shall have patience to remain quiet at his stand.
The successful still-hunter, on the other hand, must know
the habits of the deer, and must match his skill and cau-
tion agaiust the acute and ever-alert senses of one of the
most wai-y of animals.
Granting that there is a great charm in the meUow

music of the hound, and a vast deal of excitement in
the uncertainty as to whether the game will or will not
come toward the hunter, I cannot help thinking that the
difficulties of still-hunting raise it far above the sport of
hounding.

It may be that still-hunting is more destructive than
hounding, though I cannot think this is the case. Take
the Adirondacks, for example; how many deer would be
killed there annually by the visitoi-s to the woods without
the aid of dogs? Not many, I fancy.
There is one point on which I am thoroughly in accord

with Mr. Wyman. That is, that it is not the kilhng that
constitutes the sport of hunting. It is the meeting the
wild animal on its own ground, finding it in its own home,
and then proving that you arem ore watchful and wise that
it is; that, notwithstanding the fact that it is always on the
alert, that its eyes, ears and nose havebeen trained through
centuries of inheritance and years of practice, your cau-
tion and your senses—though dull by comparison—yet
enable you to circumvent it, and approach within the
killing distance.

Many and many a time have 1 spent half an hour or
half a day in watching, waiting and creeping to get up
within easy range of deer, elk, antelope, buffalo or other

fame, and then when I have reached the point of vantage,
ave lain there with my loaded rifle and watched the

aotions of the graceful oreaturee, feeling that they were

in my power and yetwith never a thought of killing what
I did not need,

I think that among old hunters this feeling ia quite gen-
eral, and that very few of them care to kill merely for

the sake of shedding blood. The triumi>h of their hunt-
er's skill over the animal is the only satisfaction which
they seek, and for them this triumph needs no visible,

tangible proof, such as would be furnished by the carcass

of the slaughtered game. The old himter knows perfectly

well whether he could have killed if he had wished to,

and he has killed enough in the past to make the addition

of another victim or two a matter of no moment to him.
It seems to me that those of us who have passed the

stage where we kill simply for the sake of killing, can do
a little good by explaining to those who are yoimger, or

have had less experience than we, just how we look at

this matter. Aside from its value as food, game is use-

ful for the hunter to practice his hunter's skill on, not his

shooting. It should not be killed unless required for

camp use, or possibly when an unusually fine head is seen.

The Silent Man.

REPLY TO "SPECIAL."
rWISH to thank "Special" for stating that he believes

me to be honest. It is what I have always endeav-
ored to be.

His statements as to who he is occasion no surprise, as
I know far more about him than he supposes. It is on
account of this knowledge, corroborated by the state-

ments in his last, that I have wiitten. I do not question
his knowledge of Boston markets, or that he visits Maine
occasionally, or that he sees many from there. I said he
was a stay-at-home correspondent, and I still say so. I

do not question his good intentions, but I do say that he
gives statements as authoritative on many points of which
he has a very limited knowledge. That he intends to

state facts is no excuse for stating things to be so which
are not so. T did not question the many correct state-

ments; I challenged the incorrect ones regarding our
land owners. By an official report to the Boston Jotirnal,

March 17, our wild lands are given as containing 9,^60.836
acres, valued at over $19,000,000, and the tax for 1891 is

$52,743. Is it wise to antagonize the owners of this prop-
erty by making statements about them which cannot be
proved? "Special" stated that they were "obstinate to
pig-headedness" and would oppose a certain measure
"with all the power they could bring to bear." In his

article of March 19 he says truthfully, "There was not
much opposition to the amendments," and his silence

regarding land owmers shows he was mistaken. I asked
him to quote any article a land owner had ever written
proposing_ to curtail the privileges of sportsmen. He has
not done it. Instead of this he speaks of one who wished
that hunters and fishermen could be kept off their lands
for fear of fires. This, I think, is no unreasonable wish,
If "Special" Were a land owner he would wish the same.
He mentions a praiseworthy case where a gentleman

tried to extinguish a fire which "some camper had left

burning." If there had been no campers there, there
would have been no fire. He complains of land owners
because "they can see no difference between the real

sportsman who would as deeply regret a forest fire as
they would themselves and the worthless, thieving
poacher of their own State."' Now, the fact is that it is

the guides, who belong to the class "Special" calls names,
who really preserve our lands from fires. They choose
the camping places, they build the fires for the sports-

men, whether real or sham, and they put them out on
leaving; were it not for our guides the State would have
been burned over long ago. A man may be a perfect
gentleman and obey all laws, and yet be very careless

with fire. I can give names of three Bangor men who
set three separate fires in past years—all first-class men,
but careless. To imply that a gentleman will not care-
lessly set a fire, and that those who do are poachers and
thieves is absurd.

"Special" says that I object to "true sportsmen," That
is his statement, not mine. I object to no man, white
man or Indian, who kills no game and catclies no fish to
waste. A good many such come here to fish ; a very few
to hunt. All such men are welcome. What I do object
to is having any one calling the men who leave our trout
in piles to rot on the banks, as I have often seen them,
and who kill our game in summer and waste it, "true
sportsmen," and calling other as good men "thieves and
poachers," if later they kill what they need to eat. I do
not believe in calling any one hard names. It never
does any good to the cause of the one who uses them;
but I believe in fair play. "Special" says in the Forest
AND Stream, Jan, 13, 1887, page 487:

"I have heard a gentleman say within a couple of days,
and I know him to be a true gentleman, notwithstanding
he has been in disgrace in Maine for shooting game out
of season, for which shooting he has paid his fines—

I

have heard him say that if Maine changed her game laws
so as to give September as part of the open season on her
larger game, that he should do all in his power toward
helping the Commission."
Now if he means to say that amanwho has killed game

in close time is a true gentleman because he has paid his

fines, why is not Jonathan Darling, after he has settled
his fine, as much a gentleman? Darling wants Septem-
ber opened for dogging deer, and this man wants it opened
to kill them after his own fashion. Wherein is the dif-

ference? What I wish him to see is that by making class

distinctions, by keeping silent about the rich who come
to waste and berating those of our State who kill to eat,

such a state of feeling has been made to exist as
"Special" at his distance knows nothing about. He heai-s

one side and gives that as he hears it; there is another
side of which he knows little and which I feel would
modify his tone were he morefuUy informed. My daugh-
ter is writing a series of papers on Maine game which
may place some things in a different light from what
they have been viewed. "Special" doubtless knows more
of the Rangeley region where he visits than I do; I

make no pretensions to knowledge of that country ; but
of the country east of the Kennebec from the sea to the
boundary lines, I have a knowledge such as he will never
have.

"Special" asks me to find a line he haa vrritten defend-
ing the killing of game out of season. I have never
stated that he defended it; what I do say is that he con-
demns one class and keeps silence about the other. He
will remember that our close time extends to Oct. 1. He
knows that fully tbree-fouyths of our hunting visitors

have finished their hunting before that; of the remainder
T think a fair statement wou.ld be that at least half go to

different points, where deer are dogged to hunt in this

way. I think "Special" would be fair if he knew the
facts, but our local papers rarely expose visitors, while
they do give some cases of violations by our own people,

and at his distance he repeats what he reads.

As to shooting cases, "Special" says: "Note where I say
in substance that if anybody does this and gets shot, why,
I am simply glad of it." I freely acquit him of partiality;

but how any man can say he ie glad when a man is killed

or wounded and a home is left desolate, is beyond my
comprehension; but that is his funeral, not mine.
A large part of his article is given to "submitting a

proposition to my judgment," and to bring it down to

my comprehension he has kindly restated it in simpler
form. When I first read it over I thought it sounded
familiar and at once tui'ned to Mark Twain's first inter-

view with Artemas Ward. I quote a part of it, as I think
any one reading the two will at once see the similarity in
directness of style:

"Now, what 1 want to get at is—is, well, the way de-

posits of ore are made, you know. For instance: Now,
as I understand it, the vein which contains the silver is

sandwiched in between casings of gi'anite, and runs along
the gromid and sticks up like a curbstone. Well, take a
vein 40ft. thick, for example, or 80 for that matter, or
even a hundred—say you go down on it with a shaft,

straight down, you know, or with what you call 'incline,'

maybe you go down oOOft., or maybe you don't go down
but 200—anyway you go down, and all the time this vein
grows narrower, when the casings come nearer or ap-
proach each other, you may say—that is, when they do
approach, which of course they do not always do, particu-
larly in cases where the nature of the formation is such
that they stand apart wider than they otherwise would,
and which geology has failed to account for, although
everything in that science goes to prove that, all things
being equal, it would if it did not, or would not certainly
if it did, and then of course they are. Do not yon think
it is?"

And then I said aloud: "I—I—that is—if you don't
mind, would you—would you say that over again? I

ought —

"

* * # * * «

"Now, don't you be afraid, I'll put it so plain this time
that you can't help but get the hang of it. We will begin
at the very beginning. You know the vein, the ledge,

the thing that contains the metal, whereby it constitutes

the medium between all other forces, whether of present
or remote agencies, so brought to bear in favor of the
former against the latter, or the latter against the former
or all, or both, or compromising the relative differences
existing within the radius whence culminate the several
degrees of similarity to which —

"

1 said, "Oh, hang my wooden head, it ain't any use

—

it ain't any use to try—I can't understand anything. The
plainer you get it the more I can't get the hang of it."

"Special" sums up his proposition by asking me
"squarely to tell the readers of Forest and Stream
whether if Maine people stood by their own game laws
and refused to assist 'sportsmen' from other States in
illegal killing of game, if the whole work would not be
done." I answer squarely, no. Only the year before
last a New York gentleman whose name I have, left here
threatening to bring his guides and boats from the Adir-
ondack county. I say that if our people all stood by the
laws to a man, these men would come as long as they
knew that by paying a fine, light to them, they would
still be considered gentlemen in other States. They care
no more for our laws or our State than the Boston liquor
dealers do; what they wantis the game. "Special" has im-
wittingly showed where his sympathies are. He has pro-
posed for the whole people of a State to keep the laws
and to keep any of their number from being hired by out-
siders to help them break the laws, before he proposes
to help us. Did he ever know any State, city or town,
where no one could be hired to break laws? If that is the
only condition on which he proposes to give us any moral
support, we will "paddle our own canoe." To expect the
people who own the game and the land it is on, to stand
by year after year and see it wasted, with rewards oft'ered

by outsiders for their conviction if they break their own
laws, and no rewards for non-resident violators, and no
word of encouragement for those who do well, but only
opprobrious epithets hurled at those who follow bad
examples, is too much to expect even of Maine.

Manly Hardy,

Chicago and the West.—Chicago, March 21.—John
Gillespie is back from Florida, the better for the trip, it

is hoped, though suffering from a very bad trouble with
his eye, the lid of which seems temporarily paralyzed.
March 23,—At the close of last week thousands of geese
wore reported, so Mr. Low tells me, at the Kankakee
marshes at Cumberland Lodge, the most seen there in
any late years. Ducks are said to be in all over the
marshes now, as the thaw is well on. There seems little

doubt that the flight of this spring is exceptionally heavy
though no steady shooting has yet been had. A number
of parties went out last Friday and Saturday, but at this
writing no word is yet obtainable from them. They have
doubtless met the birds this time,—E. Hough,

Duck Shooting on Great South Bay,—New York,
March 16.—I rigged my decoys on the windward shore,
but only secm-ed four ducks. Then, determined to do
better, I rigged on the following day on the leeward
shore, where I bagged seventeen. After a stay of five

days I took thirty ducks home with me, and bethonght
myself that leeward shooting is better than windward,
when the wind blows a reef gale.—D. M. Hare.

Spring in the Adirondacks.—Northwood, N. Y,,
March 25.—Spring is certainly here. Robins, bluebirds,
woodchucks, ducks, snakes, blackbirds, song sparrows,
yellowhammers, and some of the smaller hawks have ap-
peared. The snow has nearly gone, and the ice is out of
the West Canada Creek at this point. The pheasants ap-
pear to have wintered well.

—

^Woodchuck.

What tte harness manufaottirers use and praise should eer-
taiuly be just the thing for private and livery stables. Harness
manufacturers consider the dressing produced by Frank Miller &,
Sons to be the hest ever used on a harness, new or old, for it is not
only a beautifler but a preserver to tbe leather, while giving It a
perfect finish. It does not jjeel, crack or smut, nor will it harden
the leather, and may he used on buggy tops, fl.y nets, travellne
bags and trunks. It is a general favorite because it can be relied
upon,—.Adv.
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THE PIKE FAMILY.-I.

THIS family contains some of the best known and
most widely distributed of all the fresh-water fishes.

The name is derived from that of its commonest; repre-
sentative, the pike of the North Temperate and A rctio
regions of the world. It includes some of the largest and
most formidable inhabitants of inland waters, the pike
and tlie mascalonge being exceeded in size by few of
their associates except some memhera of the salmon
family, the giant catfishes, the alligator gar and the
sturgeons. The family contains, also, some diminutive
representatives, as for example, the banded pickerel.
Abundant remains of the common pike (Esox liicius)

are found in quaternary deposits, and members of the
same genus have been
found fossil in the fresh-
water chalk, of Oeningen
and the Dilavian marl of
Silesia.

The pikes are formid-
able in the number and
wide distribution of their
teeth. The roof of the
mouth contains a middle
row and two side rows,
the tongue and pharynx
are both well armed, and
even the gill arches bristle

with teeth in card -like
plates, while the sides of
the lower jaw have a row
of long pointed teeth of
unequal size. The capacity
of these fishes for seizing
and holding their prey is

remarkable.
The pikes have a wide

and plaited stomach,
-which passes insensibly
into a slender intestine,

the latter being without
appendages where it joins
the stomach. Digestion
in these fish is extremely
rapid and in keeping with
their savage powers of

grasping food.
We will now take a

glance at the various
members of this preda-
ceous family, of which
om- own country has the
lion's share.

The Pike {Esox hicius).

This fish is known in

some localities as the pick-
erel. The name pickerel
is in general use on Lake
George, N.Y., and inV er-

mont and some otherNew
England States. Herbert
(Frank Forrester) calls it

the great northern pick-
erel. The origin of the
name pike is in doubt,
opinions being divided as
to whether it is derived
from the resemblance of
its snout to a pike or spear,
or because of the swift
and spear-like motion of

its body through the
water. In Great Britain
the young pike is best
known under the name ef
jack, although the name
pickerel has also been ap-
plied to the early stage of
this fish, while the term
luce has been bestowed
upon the adult form. To
the French our pike is the
brocket, while the Ger-
mans style it heeht, and
the Italians hcccio.

Distribution.—The pike
is found in the North
Temperate and Arctic
regions of the world, be-
ing equally common in
Europe, Asia and North
America. In NorthAmer-
ica it occurs as far south
as Pennsylvania, while to the northward it extends into
the Arctic regions. Dr. George M. Dawson, Assistant
Director of the Canadian Geological Survev. obtained
the pike in Francis Lake, Northwest Territory. Dr.
Dall and Mr. E. W. Nelson both found it to be one of the
common inhabitants of the Yukon Eiver, in Alaska,
where it is known as the ehiiJc-ivhuk. Mr. C. H, Towns-
end obtained a fine pike in the Kuwuk Eiver, which falls
into Hotham Inlet above the Arctic Circle. This fish
does not appear to exist on the islands of the Arctic
Ocean and in Greenland. A few years ago the writer
announced the capture of this species on the island of
Kadiak, in Alaska, by Mr. W. J. Fisher, but in the
summer of 1889 he learned from Mr. Fisher that the
specimens sent down by him from Kadiak were caught
on the Alaska Peninsula.
The pikes, according to Thompson, Natural History of

Vermont, 1842, is very common in Lake Champlain and
all its larger tributaries. In this region and throughout
Canada the name pike is bestowed because of the resemb-
lance between our species and the common iDike of Eng-
land. Dr. Richardson, as early as 1836, imblished his
belief in the identity of the pike of America and Europe,
based upon a comparison of the two made by Baron
Cuvier. la the report of the Fish Commissioners of
Pennsylvania, for 1879 to 1880, an eminent American
zoologist claims to have been the first to show that the
common pike of America is identical wjth the EJui-ppea^

pike. The following quotation from Richardson, how-
ever, will show that this claim is untenable: ''Our speci-
men, taken in Lake Huron, was submitted to Cuvier's
inspection, and it has also been carefully compared with
English pike without any specific differ-enees having
been detected."

Size.—The limit of size of this species is involved in
some uncertainty. By reference to Goode's "American
Fishes,"' we find that Continental Europe is credited by
one author with an individual weighing I451b3., wliich
was caught at Bregenty in 1862. A Scotch specimen
weighing 721bs. and measuring over 7ft., appears to be
the largest of the monsters of Britain. No such mam-
moth specimens have been recorded from American
waters. Thompson mentions individuals exceeding 30in.
in length and weighing 10 or 121bs. Herbert speaks of
examples weighing 16 or ITlbs.

One of the crowning glories of Lake George is its

"pickerel." Tlianks to the help of Dr. Presbrey, from

LAKE GEOJRGE 'PICKEREL.

whom we have the hes i of an enormous specimen which
he killed on a 13o2. rod. in 1889, we were able to identify
the "pickerer' of Lake George as the common pike of
other waters (Esox hiciiis). Dr. Presbrey's fish weighed
161bs. 2oz., and Avas the largest one taken in 1889. Major
H. A. Hall, of Washington, D. C, was one of a party
that took over thirty pike in 1889, averaging OA'^er lOlbs.

each. The illustration accompanying this sketch was
made from a small photograj)h presented to us by Dr.
Presbrey, and I'epresents one of the famous catches of

the year 1889 in Lake George. The largest was upward
of 4ft. long, but the average length of adults is little

more than 2ft.

Season.—Pike are caught during the summer and even
into midwinter. The fishing season usually begins June
1 and ends in some States Dec. 1, but in many of the
States continues through the winter. Pennsylvania has
prohibited the catching of pike and pickerel between
Dec. 1 and June 1, in order to prevent the destruction of
the fish during then- spawning season.
Food.—The pike is carnivorous and destroys all animals

of suitable size within its reach, including waterfowl,
aquatic mammals and especially its associates among the
fishes.

iTabiis.—Notwithstanding the special adaptation of the
pike for swift darting movements it inhabits still, cold
waters, or those with a moderate current rather than
rapid sfcreaija8» It oonyeals itself like the tiger in its lair,

and darts upon its prey with unerring precision. Its dis-
position is wolf-like and its power of assimilating animal
food is scarcely surpassed. The species are not gregarious
and pair only during the breeding season. As an illus-
tration of the voracity of these fish we may repeat the
following account quoted by Dr. Jordan in the ' Z jology
of Ohio": "E. T. Sturtevant once put two pickerel, about
5in. long, with a great quantity of little cyprinoids of
about lin. in length. These two pickerel ate 122 min-
nows the first day, 130 the second day, and 150 the third
day."
Reproduction and Orowth.—The pike spawns in the

winter and early spring. The eggs are about J-in. in
diameter, and a female weighing 33lbs., according to
Buckland, contained 595,000, weighing 51bs. The eggs
are deposited in shoal places or upon meadows which
have been overflowed. The period of incubation ranges
from fourteen days in southern Germany to thirty days
in Sweden and other northern countries. The yolk Ba.c

of this species is remark-
a.bly large. According to
Seely the pike breeds
when three years old, and
the female is the larger of
the two sexes. The rate
of growth, of course, de-
pends upon the amount
of food available. At the
age of a year it may at-
tain to a length of 1ft.

and its annual increase of
weight is said to be from
2 to 31bs.

Food Qucdities. — The
flesh of tlie pike is fairly
good, but the species does
not rank among the ch oice
game fishes m most Iccal-
ities.

Game Qualities,— From
what has betn stated
abouttheshapeand swift-
ness of this fish it would
be inferred that its game
qualities are superior.
There are some writers
who consider it equal in
boldness and voracity to
the mascalonge. It bites
very freely and can be
caught with any kind of
bait by trolling or .spin-

ning, or on lines set under
the ice. Favorite bails
are live minnows and
frogs. Dr. II e n s li a 1

1

states that members of
the pike family will rise
to a large and gaudy fiy.

The best method of catch-
ing them in Lake George
is by still- fishing in 35 to
40ft. of water with live
bait, for which purpose
the white chub is a gen-
eral favorite. T H. B.

Two Fish With one
Hook —Allegheny City,
Pa., March 26.—In your
issue of July 10, 1890, I
noticnd an article headed,
*'Two Fish on One Hook,"
which reminds me of a
similar tale, and I can
vouch for its truthfulness.
Some years ago my father
while fishing in the Ma-
honing River, this State,
set his rod in a pkifl; and
went to a small stream
near by in quf st of bait.
When he returned he
found the line all run off
the rtel, and while taking
it up was turpiised to see
a good sized black bass
rise by the side of the
boat with line attached;
as it made no effort to
escape he captured it by
hand. In lifting it into
the boat he noticed the
line extended through the
fish's gills and also felt a
tug at the hook end. By
hauling in the line he
succeeded in landing the
second bass, which was

somewhat smaller than the first. Upon examination he
found that the first fish had allowed the bait, a live min-
now, to pass tlrrough its gills, and consequently found
itself strung on the line. In its effort to escape it had in
some manner moved up the line 10 or 12ft, from the hook
and formed a loop which, when drawn taut over its head
snugly held it. During this act, or after, the second bass
took the minnow with the hook attached, and suffered
capture for his i-ashness. If I remember correctly the
first fish weighed 2^ and the second 21bs. Father told us
the story that evening as we picked the bones of the two
black bass that he had taken in such a peculiar manner.
I think they were large-mouthed.—O. H. P. R.

A Census oj? the Fisheries.—Early in the year 1890,
the Superintendent of the Eleventh Census provided,
iiiter alia, for a review of the fisheries, and placed in
charge of this inquiry a person of reputed skill in figures
and fishery details, Mr. Charles W. Smiley. After fifteen

months of field and office work, involving an outlay of
§150.000, Mr. Smiley has been suspended from duty
pending an investigation of charges preferred against
him, one of which is that the statistics collected under
his direction are entirely worthless. Yet he has found
time to take an active part in the recent malicious attack
on the Fish Commission, which resulted so disastrously to

the reputation of those who brought the charges, and
demoaetrated the uniform, disrespect of Stniley for hifn
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superior ofla.cers, and especially those who promoted his

advancemenb. The Census Bureau may well hesitate to

publish statistics obtained by methods which have already
provoked widespread censure, and are tinctured by
motives which would be discreditable even among
savages.

HUBBARD LAKE WHITEFISH.
ALPENA, Slich., Feb. U—Editor Forcsl and Sti-min:

Noticing an article some time since iu the Fohkst
AND Stream in regard to catching whitefish with liook
and line in Otsego Lake, N. Y., I have been thinking
that perhaps we have the same fish in Hubbard Lake,
Alcona county, Mich. I referred to what authorities I

had at the time the article was written and they say that
it is a different species of whitefish and commonly called

Otsego bass. T have had this Hubbard Lake fish and a
true whitefish from Lake Huron placed side by side, and
there is quite a difterence between them. A fish is

caught also in Lake Huron which is the same as the
Hubbard Lake fish, and is commonly called by the fish-

ermen long-jaw or black-fin, to distmguish it from the
true whitefish. The Hubbard Lake fish and the long-jaw
ate exactly ahke, as far as I could distinguish: the long-
jaw has a mouth more like a herring: the mouth is four
times as large as that of a whitefish: the fins are dark;
back dark, and they are very inferior in flavor and eat-

ing qualities to the ti'ue whitefish. Their habits in the
spawning season are different also; the true whitefish
spawns on gravel or rocky bottom, while the long-jaw
spawns at least two weeks later and deposits its eggs on
a thick growth of weeds. The average size is about
31bs., but I have caught specimens of 7 and 81bs, with a
spear late in the fall. I have never heard of one caught
with hook or line. Perhaps you may be able to inform
me whether this fish is the saaie as the Otsego bass, as if

they will take a hook I can have some sport with them,
for the lake contains very many of them and is easily

reached from here. H. B.

The Hubbard Lake whitefish, which is so well described
above, is a variety of the bldck-fin and has recently re-

ceived the name Coregonus nigrijDiintis var. hisseJU, given
in honor of the president of the Michigan Fish Commis-
sion, The whitefishes of North America are divided into
two great groups, one of which contains sptcies having
the lower jaw shorter than the upper and included within
it, whUe in the other group the species have larger mouths
and a projecting lower jaw. The true whitefish and
"Otsego bliss"" belong to the first of these divisions; the
black-fin and Hubbard Lake whitefish come into the
group with the lower jaw the longer, A figure of the
whitefish or "Otsego bass" is published in our issue of
l^klarch 19; a comparison of the Michigan fish with this

cut will at once show that it may be distinguished by the
structure of the jaw. The Lake Miltona whitefish, of
Minnesota, is a near relative of the Hubbard Lake sppcies;

as this fish sometimes takes the hook there is little doubt
that the Michigan variety will do the game.
The figure in our issue of March 19 should have been

credited to the ''Fishery Industries," from which it was
copied. Mr. Phinney writes of it: '"It so chanced that
just as my eye fell on the admirable engra^dug my son
came in with 9 of the fish (recently taken and all within an
hour) and there they were, side hy side, copy and original.

The likeness is perfect—a facsimile."

ANGLING RETREATS OF MAINE.
v.—THE ELLIOTTSATCLLE LAKES AND POJiDS—COKTINUED

THE fisher who locates for a few days or weeks at any
of the Onaway camps is not confined entirely to the

trout and salmon fishing there.

In this township and nestling among these forest-clad
mountains are many smaller lakes and ponds Two of
the most noted for landlotked salmon are the two Benson
pojids, the larger known as Big Benson. They are about
one and one-half miles north of Onaway, and'the salmon
and trout fishing there i^ not excelled in that vicinity.
From Onaway one can also go to Brown's Farm, thence
to Long Pond and Hedgehog Pond before mentioned.
Houston Pond, Houston Bog and Chah'back Pond are
also in that section. Chairback is in a northwesterly
direction from Onaway on the south side of Chau-back
Mountain. The outlet of Onaway empties into Sebec
Lake some three miles to the south. This is a lake twelve
miles long. Several steamboats ply its waters, and some
summer cottages have been erected on its shores. Land-
locked salmon, pickerel, white perch and smelts are lis

principal fish. These salmon are natives of the Sebec,
Onaway, Long Pond and the Benson waters. Trout and
salmon fishing on the Onaway Stream is always good.
A mong the attractions and natural scenery in EUiotts-

ville which delight the tourist none is more delightful
than the Little Wilson Falls on the Little Wilson Stream,
which empties into the Wilson Kiver a short distance
above the bridge and the falls above referred to. They are
about three-quarters of a mile from the wagon road "in a
southwesterly direction. The Little Wilson there flows
through a deep gorge. A very steep and narrow ridge
divides the stream from a tributary north of it. At the
head of the gorge, some sixty rods from its mouth, is a
waterfall sixty or more feet high. It is often visited by
sportsmen, tourists and anglers, and is mentioned in sev-
eral guide books.
A tour up the Wilson River is also a favorite one for

anglers. There they iind a labyrinth of streams and
brooks and many small ponds seldom explored, where the
trout are very abundant.
On the Elliotteville road, six miles from Monson Vil-

lage, the angler may put up his team at the farm build-
ings of Mr. R. C. Davip, and after walking one-half mile
in a northerly direction he arrives at Bear Pond, about
one mile in area, in a spruce forest under some high hills,

and where are foimd some of the finest specimens of
spotted trout that are in this entire lake region. They
are very numerous, although not of a large size. From
June to October the fly-fisherman is always sure of a fau*
eatch and quite often "a very large one.
About one mile northward from Bear are three or four

other ponds. Two of these, Juniper Knee and North
Ponds, have a very fair reputation for trout fishing.
Although the highways of the world's commerce liave

penetrated this lake, forest and mountain couutiw, and
the clau^ and noise of the locomotive have already
startled the deer mi surprjsea tfee bear a?l4 tiie oawbrni

in their woody retreats, yet the rails are only on its very
border, and the soil being better adapted to raising spruce
trees than for anything else, there is no immediate pros-

pect of any further marks of the vandalism which usually
follows the "march of civilization." The great bulk of

the tree growth is spruce, which is owned by parties in-

terested only in its value for the winter operations of

lumbering. " As this is a successful business the owners
have every motive for preserving it in its natural state.

The spruce forestiy of Maine is reproductive. So the
continual cuttings by the lumbermen during the winter
do not deplete it as is the case in some States.

In one of Victor Hugo's posthumous works appears the
following: ''It is a huinble corner of earth and water
which would be admired if it were in Switzerland, and
famous if it were in Italy, and is unknown because it is

in Guipuzcoa." These words of the great artist are very
applicable to this Monson and EUiottsville region in the
judgment of the writer. J . F, S.

MoNSOsr, Me.

NEW ENGLAND TROUT.
^"^HE legal trout season wiU open in Massachusetts
J- April 1, before these lines are perused by the readers

of the Forest ai^d Stream, If possible, there is more
interest than usual iu this opening. Last year was a pro-

pitious one with the rod and line s^jortfmen of the State,

in that the catches of trout were more abundfiit and con-
tained individuals of larger size than for many years.

This alone is sufiicieut to increase the interest and make
the anglers more anxious to be on the ground early. It

is a peculiar feature that Fast Day, in this State, is ap-
pointed for April 2, and this will give the sportsmen,
many of whom are business men , a better chance to be
out. Rods are being put in order for the dsy that the
Governor has appointed for "ei. day of fasting and prayer."
If some of the boys engage in devotions at all, it will be
beside the running waters, and their fasting is likel}^ to be
continued only while wading the streams or fishing for
luck. But the weather is not yet very comfortable for

outing, though the strea-ns near the sea coast and in the
southern part of the State are all open, and the water is

at about the right ijitch for fishing. It is a common
question for a friend to ask a friend of known fishing pro-
clivities if he is ''going to drown any worms" on Fast
Day? But it will not be all worms that will be taken out.
The Monument Club will be well rppresented at their

waters on the Cape on tin? opening day, and still better
represented on Fast Day. Tnis club includes some of the
first merchants and professional men of Boston, among
whom are the Shattucks, noted lawyers, and many
others. They have their tackle ready for Fast Day, Mr.
Foster, of Foster & Weeks, proposes to try the streams in
the vicinity of Waltham; but the greatest movement of
the fishermen will be toward the Cape, The expectation
is that a goodly number of sea trout may be secured,
Mr. C. E. Leonard, well known in the dry goods trade

here, but now a prosperous woolen manufacturpr of Ben-
nington. Vt,, will try a private stream in Falmouth,
Mass. He goes there by invitation of the Swift Brothers,
who have bought the stream, once a mill stream, but
they propose to improve it in the way of a summer farm.
Mr, Leonard will take his Kttle son with him, who,
though a boy of only ten years, is as fond of the line and
the rod as his father. When seven years of age he had a
record of trout caught. Such are' among the few who
will try the streams on Fast Day. The number includes
many of the first business and profes3ion.al men of Boston
and other cities in the State. You may laugh at the fish-

erman and all his luck if you please, but he will be there
the next time all the same.
The opening of the Maine waters does not occur till a

month later, and if a vast quantity of ice and snow have
anything to do with the opening of the trout waters
there, the opening; will be very late this year. The snow
is still deep in Maine. The rivers are generally open,
however, from a very heavy fall of rain a week ago^ which
took out the ice, with a good deal of damage to dams and
bridges. But the smaller streams are still locked in ice,

or bordered with such a quantity of snow that it would
be next to impossible to reach them, even if it were of the
least use to fish in so much snow water, or if it were legal

to fish for trout previous to the first day of May. It is

suggested by old guides and others that the celebrated
trout lakes and ponds will scarcely open in Maine previous
to May 15, though the opening has taken place at the
Eangeleys as early as April 29. The oiiening of the trout
streams will be earlier, but there is yet a ^•ast body of
snow to run down them, and it is doubtful if there is

really any fishing in these streams as early as May 1, the
beginning of the legal ox-ien season.

Better than the usual annual display of live trout is

promised this year by Geo. B, Apjjleton & Co., at their
tackle shop on Washington street. They will haA^e the
usual tanks and fountain in the window, and they pro-
pose to show a Tibs. English trout, Ciilifornia rainbow
trout, hybrid ti'out, Loch Leven trout, besides a good
showing of brook trout. Then- supply will come from
Plymouth, N, H., as usual, with some good specimens
from Plymouth, Mass. It is ciirious to note the amount
of interest there is taken each year in this display. There
is always a crowd at the window, and at first extra
policemen are required to keep order. Grown up men,
with possibly but little knoAvledge of trout, will stand
and watch the fish in the tank. There are many who
would like to be trout fishermen, if they could. The de-
sire is growing, and where shall the supply of trout come
from? Special,

Angling Talks. By George Dawson. Price so cents. Fly-
Rocls and Flij-TacMe. By H. P. Wells. Price S2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. U. Keene.
Price $1.50. Ameriean Angler-'s Book. By Thad. Norris.
P)Hce $5.50.

The extll texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Pro^^nces are given in the iJooTc of

tlie Game Laws.

A Boos. Aboui Indiaiis.—The Forest and Stream will madi
free on application a descrijytive circuiar of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hera Stories s.iid t olii-Tales," gtviue' a table of contentf
tail BPe'iimBTi lUnRtradf^'^i'; frr r.i f'ff T^'-iume —^(is.

Names asb Portraits of Birds, by G^nrdon Tramotm. A
t^ook particularly interesting to gnxm&vs, for by its use tlioy cai
Ideattfy withunt Questiori ali tha Amerloaii gaiai» birds wtilcb
•ubey raay kiU, Gjeig,m $riot> p^, for Ud» r«!aS65

STOCKING PENNSYLVANIA WATERS.

WE give below a stateraent of the fishes distributed by
the Pennsylvania Fish Commission in 1890. The in-

crease of trout over the number sent out in 1889 was about
1,000,000. Owing to the loss of many breeding fish by over-
crowding at Corry, the di.stTibutiou of brook trout in 1891

will .show a falliuK oft', but from the present indications
the season of 1892 will be more than ever .successful. In
1890 only 135 large brown trout were planted, but the ship-
ments now going on will place 115,000 fry into the streams.
Applications for brook trout in 1890 numbered 550 at the
Western Hatchery and 750 at the Eastern,

TABLE OF DISTKIBUTION,

Brook trout (Western Hatchery) 1.029,900

Brook trout (Eastern Hatchery) 1,590,000

3,619,900

JElainbow trout (Western Hatchery),. . 460,100

Rainbow trout (Eastern Hatchery). .. 122,500

483,600

Western Hatchery (large) 1,.583

Eastern Hatchery (large) 900
485,083

Lake trout, Loch Leven and hybrids. 217,535
Black bass and rock bass 3,535
Brown trout (large) 425
Penobscot salmon 94,000
Carp

..

5,122
Wall-eyed pike fry 18,000,000
Whitetishfry 14,000,000
Shad fry 6,500,000

Total ., 41,42.%590

NEVADA FISHCULTURE.
7E have received the report of Hon. George T. Mills,
' Fish Commissioner of Nevada, for the years 1889 and

1890.
The Commissioner states that on the date of his appoint-

ment, Feb. 33, 1889, he found about 600,000 eggs of the East-
ern brook trout in the State hatchery. The new building
was occupied April 1, 1889, and work is carried on in it during
eight months of the year, or from the reception of the eggs
until the distribution of the fish.

Begardinp; the Lake Tahoe trout the Commissioner says:
"Ova from the Lake Tahoe trout are taken as early as April,
and through June, July and August, while in Pyramid Lake
the season commences in March, with but little difference as
to dates in rivers and streams. In Marlette Lake, where I
obtained the eggs of the Eastern or red spotted trout now in
the hatchery, the season commences about Oct. 15 and con-
tinues until December, the best time being from Oct. 20 to
Nov. 20. In 1889 the first eggs were placed in the hatching
house Oct. 23, and the same date in 1890."

Breeding fish are collected in Marlette Lake by seining
with a 100ft. seine, never more than 100ft. from the shore.
The breeders are kept in a small reservoir near by, through
which passes a stream of pure running water. The eggs
taken at this place are carried in cans on spring wagons over
fourteen miles of rough mountain roads to the hatchery.
The temperature of the water at the hatchery ranges from
46 to 35 degrees during the eyeing period and continues nearly
the same until the hatching is completed. The eyes are
visible in about forty- five days and the first try appear in
ninety days, while some ot them are delayed to one hundred
and ten days. Tlie yolk-sack is absorbed in about forty to
forty-five days, after which the young are fed with boiled
beef liver, finely grated, with an occasional allowance of
sour milk. The young have been successfully shipped by
wagon over rough roads when six weeks old, but Commis-
sioner Mills prefers to keep them until they reach an age of
three or four months.
The following interesting note on the Sacramento perch,

which we suppose to be the Arclioplites interruptns de-
scribed and figured in our Black Bass Supplement of July
4, 1S90, contains some additional information about that
little-known member of the sunflsb family: ''Walker,
Piu-amid and Washoe lakes are now fully stocked with
Sacramento Biver perch. They grow to about 41bs. weight,
rise to a fly, and during the months of April, May, June
and July large numbers are caught. As yet but few have
reached the weight named, but every year shows their in-
crease in size and numbers. The flesh is white, flaky, of a
most delicate flavor, and esteemed as among the most
nutritious of our fresh-water food fish. They seem to he
hardy and thrive well in muddy and saline waters, but are
difficult to ship for transplanting, particularly where long
distances and rough roads have to be traveled."
No returns have yet been reported of the black bass which

were planted in Washoe Lake and Carson River dtu'ing 1887
and 1888, hut this may be owing to the small number of fish
placed in a large water area.
The German carp has multiplied rapidly in some parts of

the State. Mr. Taft, of Diamond Valley, White Pine
county, has more than enough to supply his neighbors and
the Eureka market. Mr. Thomas Oliver, of Carson City,
had so many young carp in his ponds that he was able to
fill orders addressed to the State Fish Commissioner until
the earthquake of .Tune 3, 1887, deprived him of his water
supply. The Humboldt contains carp weighing 51bs. and
upward. In the Winnemucca markets they are considered
an excellent food fish. In various reservoirs and ditches
the increase of carp has been beyond all expectation.
The blue catfish of the Schuylkill River, which was de-

po.^ited in Washoe Lake, Carson and Humboldt rivers, be-
ginning iu August, 1857, has multiplied enormously and
furnishes the basis of a very important and profitable in-
dustry. In the markets of Carson and Virginia City it finds
a steady and extensive sale, and is esteemed a fish of great
value.
The results of planting quinnnt or McCloud River salmon

are not very favorable, says the report, although some of the
original plant have been captured and evidences of their re-
production are reported.
The introduction of landlocked .salmon was begun in the

spring of 1889 and it is too early to look for results as yet.
Commii^sioner Mills has the following to say about sports-

men's clubs: ''The organization of sportsmen's clubs is
most urgently recommended. The persons usually members,
of such organizations are doubly watchful of fish and game'
interests and strong upholders of the law. There are now
several organizations in the State and to them is mainly due
my ability to report so few infractions of the law. When
we consider the amount frequently expended by these clubs
in protecting fish and prosecuting violators of the law, and
the time occupied by the membership in looking out for these
interests, we find a body of men deserving the highest praise
from the Commission as well as every law-abiding person in
the State. Every encouragement should be given these or-
ganizations, as they are determined to see the abuses corrected
and the letter of the law carried out."
The depositing of .sawdust in Tmckee River is still con-

tinued and, it is believed, with very serious damage to the
trout in that stream. The law officers of Nevada county,
California, have been urgently requested to enforce the
law against the pollution of rivers, Indians havs been
gi41ty oi takiog flsU by hjpeajlnjg aad use ot grab Uodk.^
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White men have also been engaged in using the latter im-
plement. After convicting one Indian in Orrashy eonnty of

selling speared trout, and warning others through the
several agents, these methods of taking fish have been
largely abandoned. Wells, Eargo & Co., also, have advised
their agents in Nevada to receive no speared or other
illegally caught trout for shipment.
A McDonald fishwav was placed in the Trnckee Biver near

Eeno and has enabled spawning fish to surmount the dam
at that place. Other dams in the State are to be supplied
with necessary flshways very soon.
The Commissioner 'vrill submit a bill to the Legislature

intended to remedy the defects of existing fish laws and
secure harmony with the laws of California.
Among the enemies of yoi^ng fish the report mentions the

following: "-There is a small white worm of less than an
inch that is one of our greatest enemies. It spins a web in

the water to catch the young fish, similar to the web of a
spider. It is made quickly by fastening the thread at differ-

ent points and going backward and forwai-d until finished.

The fry swimming about, the web catches the fins, gets into

the gills and soon kills the fry. The webs are not visible

until the sediment collects on them, when they are very
plainly seen. In order to prevent this the troughs are
feathered twice a day."
Mr, Ernest Harris, on account of his interest in flshcultnre

and his acqnaintance with the waters of the State, andhi.s
fame as a most zealous sportsman, was selected as Depiity
Ccaimissioner, Mr. Byron Close is the Superintendent of

fish hatcliing, and his work has been extremely successful.
The Commissioner has made a compilation of all existing
fish laws and a sketch of all the kinds of fish artificially

propagated and distributed within the State. The excellent
results of fishcultural work in Nevada ai'e ascribed to even
temperature of the waters, the abundance of food and the
surroundings generally favorable to fish life.

NEW HATCHERIES FOR NEW YORK.—The Assembly
committee on ways and means has rejiorted Mr. Beake's bill

appropriating S5,000 for a fish hatchery in Sullivan county.
Also Mr. Brundage's bill appropriating -55,000 for establish-
ing a fish hatchery at Urbana, Steuben county.

^jhe Mennet

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

March 31 to April 8.—Seventh Annual Dog Show of the New
England Kennel 0]ub, at Boston, Mass. E. H. Moore. Spcretary.
April 8 to Jl.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Mascoutah Ken-

nel Cluti, at Chioaso, lil. John L. Lincoln, Jr., Secrecary.
April M to 17.—Fourth Dog Sliow of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at (Jleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary.
April !5 lo 18.—Dog Show of the Southern California Kennel

club, at Los Aijgelee.
April ilS 10 Mri V 3.—Dos Show of the California Kennel Club, at

San Francisco, Cal. H, L. Millfir. St*c'v.

Sept. 1 fo 4. -Dog Show- of the Yoiingetown Kennel Club, at
Youngatowu, O.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. ai.—Central B'ield Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

High Point, N. C. C. H. OdeU, Sec'y, H and 46 Wall street, New
York city.

LYNN DOG SHOW.
"'X'HEIIB'S nothing like leather" is an old saying, but
X none the less true, especially when one thinks of the

success which the Massachusetts Kennel Club, of Lynn, at-

tained in their second vent are in the shoe town last week.
Although the opening on March 34 was hardly an auspicious
one, and the delay of the pidgcs in getting to tlie hall was
unavoidable, still all's well thatends well, andthere is little

doubt bnt that the club's finances must have been consider-

ably strengthened when the show came to a close on Friday,
the'STth. As 1 stated last week, the clttb was very mvtch
handicaiipod l)y not being able to secure a better hall. A
theatre is haudlV the place" for a doe show, btit whoever was
resnonsible for the arrangement of Spratts benching could
hardly have done better, considering the peculiar disad-

vantage under which he labored. A door which every -1ft.

or so is raised several inches higher than the other is hardly
the place to set up a level bench, but it was done, and firmly

too. The large stage was appropriated for the two rings,

and on this part there was good light, btit in some parts of

the hall artificial light had to be used before a sight of the
dogs could be obtained. Though there were only about 840

entries, it would have been better for the comfort of all had
there been less. The members of the cltib's committee were
enthusiastic in their efforts to please everv one. and the

superintendent, Mr. John F. Williams, considering his lack

of experience in stich matters, was an excellent selection and
attended to his duties very efficiently, and some of the bench
show committee. Messrs. "Bob" Leslie, D. A. Williams, E.

B. Sears, W. H". Reede, Captain Hoitt, and others were
always around to lend a helping hand.
Crowds of people poured into the Music Hall throughout

the week, and "standing room only" was an appropriate
cry after 8 o'clock every evening. Some of the breeds were
very well represented .'especially the sporting classes and
some of the terriers, particularly the bull-terriers, black
and tan and Yorkshire. The considerate care which the
club manifested toward the visitors and exhibitors by
tendering them such an excellent dinner the first day, was
highly appreciated, and mine host of the Revere House
quite surpassed himself in his efforts. There is only ore
thing to be regretted in this connection, that such "spreads"
should be given in the middle of the day, for, besides being
an event more appropriate for the evening when the hard
work of the day is over, the judging Is considerably delayed
thereby, and another thing, the judge hardly feels like

bending down very often, as he must do when going over

hie classes. When dubs go to this expense it wotild be
better if they folhiwed the custom in vogue at English
shows in sm;h matters. St. Bernard men felt rather de-

pressed over the news of the serious illness of A\Um and the

palpable indisposition of Sir Bedivere, whose owner was
runniuti- unwarranted rislc in having the dog at the show at

all, or at any rate after the first day. The judges, Messrs.
Mortimer and Mayhew and T)r. Glover, performed their

duties conscientiously, and little grumbling was to be
heard, if we except some of the "Irishmen" and beagle men,
but somehow this season pretty nearly every type of dog
gets a look in at the money at one show or another, for the
"reversals" have been many this year. The boys must have
their little jokes, and of course the great .shoe town comes
in for its share. It was remarked on all sides the club had
come to "last," and the inhabitants enteredheart and "sole"

into the fun. and the success of the show was drunk with
full musical honors and no "heel taps."
There is little more to be said, so I may as well review the

lucky winners.
MASTIFFS—(J MOETIMEE).

The absence of the FIoui- City Kennels was in part made
up by the presence of Cambrian Princess and one or two
others of Mr. Moore's recent sales. Sears' Monarch made his

first appearance since New York in the challenge and had no I

competitor. In dogs, Duke II., bad in front and rather
roach backed, but with nice depth of body and fairly good
head, was placed over Don, who, if he does not acttially best
the other, only loses in muzzle and tail and is much better
in other parts. Ranger's Rex, ears fatilty and muzzle short
btit not deep enough, came third, and Lord Rochester, poor
in muzzle but otherwise fairly formed, vhc. A poor class.

Of course, Cambrian Princess, despite her vsnretched con-
dition, was a good winner in the bitch class, and Lady
Phyllis, who loses considerably in head, took the red ribbon;
Madge Minting, better in body than Lady Beatrice but loses
in head to her, came third, the latter getting the three letters.

Meg Merrilles, he, got all she deserved, No puppies were
shown.

ST. BEP,irAKDS—(JAMES MOETIMER).
As Hesper was reserved for the specials only, this let

Plinliromon, Jr.. in for the challenge prize, and his kennel
mate, Lady Wellington, was alone in the class. The well
ptit together son of old Valentine, Lothario, scored his fijst

win in the next class for roughs. He is now well known.
Nero, second, has a long and narrow head, is light in eye,

and body has not depth enough. Prince Draco, also a bit

too long in head, faulty in pasterns and a little slack in back
took third prize. The others were poor. In bitches, the
winner proved to be Plevna, already described. Lady
Adelaide, spoken of at Washington, second, and Ellen Terry,
plain faced, lacking blaze and too long, btifc excellent behind
the head, though feet and pasterns could be improved,
dropped into third place. The next class called was chal-
lenge bitches and Cleopatra scored again, though there was
nothing against her. The open dog class had one entry, a
poor one, and first and second prizes were rightly withheld.
Empress of Contoocock, however, made up for this in the
nest class, though she was treated to a walkover. Mr.
Moore's dogs were taking aneeded rest. No Newfoundlands
were entered.

GEETHOUKDS— (R. P. MATHEW).
In challenge class The Lady Belle, a fairly formed and

well known Western winner, was alone. In open dogs Gem
of the Season continued his victorious career and still keeps
in good shape, Demon, given second, is a very coarse dog,
flat-ribbed, short and thick in neck and far behind the win-
ner. Nero, third, is also a plainish, flat-backed specimen.
In bitches Spinaway, well known, though in poor show
.shape, having only just recovered from distemper, had a
tus.sle with Spice, who though she loses in ribs and quar-
ters, has an excellent fi'ont. Belle was lucky to get third:

she has a poor front and was outclassed. In puppies a fairly

well made one, Bruno, was alone.

DEEFvHOLTXDS—(R. F. MAYHEW).
Robber Chieftain's superior head, action, loin and coat

placed him again ahead of Clansman, and in bitches Ra-
mona rightly scored over Wanda, better in head, front and
action. The winner at the gre^yhound show in New York,
Douglas, was again to the front in the next class, and Hill-

side Warrior, though better on his feet, loses in bone and in

front to the other, also in coat. Hillside Harold, hardly
looking so well as at New York, was sent out with third,

though his 'excellent head, bone and legs and feet should
have conima^nded more attention. In bitches Hillside Ruth,
better in head, loses to the other in body, legs and feet.

Romola. was absent. These were all from the Thayer
kennels. Jack the Ripper I believe was sick and was not
shown.

POINTERS—(DR, H, CLAT GLOVER).

The Doctor did not begin bis work till Wednesday. In the
absence of Robert le Diable. Launcelot secured the heavy-
weight challenge prize and Belle Randolph did the same in

the'corresponding class. In open dogs Pontiac, an old win-
ner, though heavily shouldered and a bit out in front, was
placed over a heavier built one in Glenmorgan; third went
to Wizard, a poor mover and none too good in parts, a very
coarse tail being his most noticeable fault. Ned C. ,

reserve,

is faulty in muzzle and front. Dan F., c, has a fair body,
but legs and feet are not the best. Several noted dogs were
absent in this class. In bitches, Cicely, who has been on the
circuit, here scored first, followed by Bess, who had a litter;

she loses in muzzle, nice body, fair legs and feet; Beauty,
head

' ' ~u„„„„„,n:.-T,.
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to the more sterling merit of Duke in head, bone and ribs.

Sally Brass II. was alone in her class. In open dogs, that

well-made one, Ossining, just beat Inspiration, who occu-

pied his accustomed place. The quality of the others was
not very high, when third was not given and vhc. only
awarded to Mack II., who loses in head, body and feet, and
Sancho Dash, he, could be better in loin, head and front.

Miss Meally's good head, well-ribbed body and good under-
standings carried her nicely to the front over Lady Graphic,
who pushes her close in everything but head and front.

Bloomo, third, is also a well-made one, and there is little to

choose between the three. Mamzelle, reserve, lo.ses in head
and bodv. Naso's Belle is weak in muzzle, though other-

wi!=*e a good head. Patti of Portland, he, faulty in front

and (piarters. Ino, c, is wrong in stop and forelegs and feet.

A poor Graphic pup was given second in the next class,

puppy dogs, first withheld; but in the bitch class an injus-

tice was certainlv done Cora Lynn, who was only given sec-

ond, first withheld, when her excellent body, legs and feet,

and fairly good head, could have put her ahead of many
older mentioned ones.

EK&LISH SETTERS—(dr. GLOVERh

Sir Tatton was alone in his glory. This dog is having a
little better luck now and again. I may say all's well that

ends well, for if he hasn't had his trials he has certainly had
his disappointments. No challenge bitch. In dogs the Doc-
tor soon put the only likely looking fielder to one side: this

was Edeemark, and" he not the blue ribbon; he was descri bed
at Washington. The others were of heavier type, and Glen
Belton, faulty in muzzle, legs and feet, came second, fol-

lowed by Kent II., one of Mr, Davidson's favorites; though
he moves a bit queer behind he has the best formed head and
body in the class: reserve went to Royal Kent, another good
one," but too heavily built for the new club, though he could
have won nicely. Gus Bondhu, vhc, is coarse in skull and
muzzle, good tront and body; Pnnce L., rather heavy in

head but boasting a well-shaped body, was given three let-

ters too; Tony Gladstone might have had another letter. In
bitches Albert's Nellie, who is built on the field type order

and de.scribed in Pittsburgh report, beat Glen Ada, who is

al,=o faulty in muzzle, but wins in body, legs and feet might
be better. Katie Howard, showing nothing of her sire's

depth of muzzle, but of good body and shoulder formation,

just lost to Jessie Noble II., whose faults are in front and
muzzle. Lady Snowflake lacks stop development, but her

nice body and legs took the three letters. No puppies.

FEISH SETTERS—(DR. GLOVER).

In challenge dogs Kildare had to succumb to Max A., last

week it was the other way, and this decision is about right,

for what Kildare gains in head he loses behind it to the other.

Ruby Glenmore also, in the next class, changed places with
Winnie II,, and this was right too. Open dogs saw a nice

class, and the decision took some time to arrive at. Inchi-

Quin, fairly good in head, but might be better ribbed, and in

nice coat, was placed over Dan Mylren, a bit bitch-headed,

short in muzzle, bnt excellent in body and color; Beau
Brummel after his long run of victories must have been
surprised to get only third; another good one. Sunset took

j

reserve, hindparts his worst faults; Duke, vhc, has a nice

type of head, but coat is too wavy; Bed Nat, he, is faulty in

pasterns; Huntington, he, is just fair. Open bitches, an old

favorite, Jeannette, scored, and Mollie Glendyne, a bitch of
excellent type, troubled with a bit of eczema, might have
won otherwise; Hammerless, third, has a fair head, could be
better in body, legs and feet nice; Daisy, he, needs color and
head is faulty to type; Gypsey Belle, he, has good color,
muzzle wants depth. In puppies several fair ones were
shown, but the judge again withheld first, though this is

wrong in the case of puppies of fair merit in a show of this
dimension; New Y'ork and Lynn must be judged on a dif-

ferent basis.
GORDON SETTERS—(DR. GLOVER).

King Item and Becky Sharp, both old rounders, were alone
in tbefr respective chailenge classes. In dogs Tyras, a dog
of good shape with a nice head, well marked and possessing
rich tan, scored easily over Don, who loses in muzzle, tan
and front. Third was withheld, and very rightly; the other
entry was a weed. In bitches Flomont won easily over
Fannie, who loses in bone and body. No puppies, These
classes were poorly filled,

GREAT DANES—(R. P. MAYHEW).
Irene was alone in challenge class: she is hot wearing very

well. In dogs Pascha, the New York winner, had little

trouble in getting away from Nero, from the same kennel,
better in head, front and body. In bitches Flora Florida's
better movement, loin, front and head put her well ahead
of Flora, who is a bit slack in loin. Fitz, third, is a plain,
uncropped specimen; her body is her best point,

SPANIELS—(DR. GLOVER).

Irish water spaniels were taken care of by the inevitable
Patsy O'Connor, who was looking in anything but fine
feather. In challenge fields Lady"was alone, and so was
Beverley Negus in open doys; both are well known. Dolly,
spoken of at Washington, had the bitch class to herself. In
challenge cockers Rabbi downed Jersey for a change; the
latter can beat him in head, front and coat. Bessie W. was
alone in her challenge class. Jersey Boy, from Mr. Willey's
kennels, is hardly straight in front and a bit too round and
full in skull yet, but has excellent coat, beat Clean, who is

a bit undershot, a trifle coarse, described at New York.
Black Duchess in open bitches won nicely over her kennel
mate. Little Nell, who has not fulfilled her Boston promise,
loses in head and body, though better in coat than the win-
ner. Lala, third, is too long in head, nice body. Merlin,
reserve, is out at elbows, but has a nice head'and body.
Bonnie Obo, he, faulty in muzzle, front and coat. In pup-
pies Obo was the winner, having it all to himself. In any
other color dogs Cherry Boy, good body and leg.s, won over
RolloW., a little too' much cut out before the eyes, .skull

could be better, but body and legs good. An old winner.
Lady of Learning, walked away with the ribbon in bitches;
she was as usual heavy in Avhelp. Boss III. had things to
himself in the Clumber challenge class, and Lady Bell and
Johnny, -Jr., occupied their accustomed places in the order
named, another Belle having a better head than either,
though hardly square enough in muzzle, good body, came
next. Meteor, vhc, loses in muzzle and legs.

FOXHOUNDS—(DR. GLOVER).
There were not many present, but the three shown looked

like workmen. In challenge dogs Roseville Rover, a noted
winner, though a little heavy throughout, is a well-made
hound, he seems to be going a little in front, the hard
country round Newport evidently telling on him a bit, but
his straight limbs and excellent loin are still noticeable.
Deacon was the winner in dogs, there is little between this
one and Wa,ltham Jewel, Deacon is not as good in feet and
pasterns as the other, but is better in body, especially ribs.

DACHSHFNDE— (E. F. ifATHEW).

Feldman K was again returned a winner, his points are
now weU known. Joan of Arc, first in the puppy class at
New York, is not let down enough in front, and ears could
be hung better. Waldman I., thix'd, loses in head and body
length. Bassets had old Bertrand the winner of another
first.

BEAGLES— (R. F. MAYHEW).
These classes were fairly well filled, of course, as this is

the heart of the N.. B. 0. district, there was found to be a
satisfactory showing. Frank Forrest turned the tables on
Little Duke, though better in muzzle he loses so much in
front and is so out at elbow and a bit gone behind that
Little Duke was fairly entitled to the honor. Lou, heavy
in whelp, made her last win this season in her class. Open
dogs saw the winner in the nice-headed, good-bodied and
nicely-actioned Rambler, who beats Sunday, second, especi-
ally in those points. Restless, third, was decidedly under
the weather, he was at Washington. In bitches Topsy S.,

though hardly straight in front, is of excellent type. Forest
Queen, a bit slack in loin, nice coat, not ribbed up enough,
and narrow-headed, came second. Twintwo, who beats
them all in body and legs, third. Lady, reserve, is fault.y in
front and head. Lonesome, he, is throaty. Clyde, filling

out a bit, won in under ISin., he is light in loin and feet and
quarters could be better. Bannerqueen, much improved
lately, came second. Fore.st Prince, first in puppies, is a
trifle long in head and not straight enough in front. Daisy
II. is a nicely put together youngster,

COLLIES—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Roslyn Wilkes was the only representative from the Chest-
nut Hill Kennels, and he took care of the challensre dogs.
Flurry III. was absent from her division. In dogs. Renown,
a dog showing nice quality, good head and coat, was placed
over'Hempstead Zulu, who has been doing all the shows.
Kilmarnock Chief, third, is coarse and heavy but had a good
shaped head. Kilmarnock Gibbie, faulty in head and coat,

vhc. The others from this kennel were mentioned, but
wotxld not be in good company. In bitches, Zulu Princess II.

won nicely over Kilmarnock Stella in coat and front. Kil-
marnock Winnie, third, is too cloddy. Miss)Nancy, reserve,

is faulty in head and legs, coat fair. Puppy prizes were
withheld, Roslyn Dolly being at home. In the open classes

there was little quality outside of the two winners.

BULLDOGS—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Harper as usual in the challenge dog class, and Bathos in
the open dogs had little trouble in accounting for the plain-
faced and faulty-fronted Carisbrooke. The Graven Image
was well ahead of Dolly Tester in quality, shoulder, chops
and lay back. The other two were more like business dogs.

BULL-TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMER)

.

This show brought together the best classes of these dogs
in the circuit. Starlight, on account of absentees, was alone
in the challenge class. An excellent lot of heavy weight
dogs came together in the next division, but Dick Whitting-
ton again held his own nicely. Prince Bendigo losing in neck
and shoulders, and Greenhill General, third, is too leggy and
falls away in quarters too much. Dufirerin could do no
better than vhc. in this company. King of Hearts, a bit out
in front, got he. He is well known. In bitches White Vio-
let, an excellent specimen, but hardly long enough in muz-
zle, was selected for first over May Queen, well known, beat-

ing her in cheek and body. Count's Nell, third, is light in

eye and feet too open. A nicely made youngster, liable to

get cheeky. Little Donovan won in under 3.3lbs. class,

second going to Silver Nugget, who loses in ears, tail, loin

and head to the other, besides being a little wide in front.

Top Sparkle, a good stamp of terrier, was sent out in the
open dogs (heavy weights) on account of tail looking hardly
an naturel. Stanly Belle, a promising youngster by White
Wonder, took the bitch prize without competition. Mi-.

Harris, with Little Donovan, Stanley Belie and Stanley
Bill, who was also shown in open dogs and should ha^e been
-mentioned, were fiwt, second and vhc, respectively.
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PUGS^(E. F. MATHEW),
All things come to she who waits, in this case, and Nellie

Ely at last met with no competitor anri wou in the challenge
class. Little Jewel had kIso somewhat of a walkover in the
dog class, heatioij Budge in cleanness of neck and sboiilde's;
the latter has excellent wrinkle and a well-formed head, but
is shown too fat. Lena took the blue ribbon in bitches, her
nice skull counteractina; ber pincbed muzzle, curs good.
Nellie M., second, loses in ear and color. One entry in Chesa-
peakes, Mrs. Walker's Duke.

rOX-TERElERS—(JAMES MOETIMBR).
Raby Mixer again won handily over Dnsky Trap, reserve

going to Blemton Volunteer, who was looking a litMe better.
Lucifer absent. In birches Blemton Consequence was first,
though she cannot beat Richmond Dazzle, especially in head.
Blemton Brilliant took the reserve. In open dogs Starden'a
Jack bent Russley Joker in all but head, third going to War-
ren Vexer, clura'-y in skull and weak in muzzle. " LeLogos
and Endcliff ypice were given vhc; they are now old faces.
There were sevt-ral absentees in tbis clasB. In bitches Mr,
Logan, by the nid of his well known Dono, won again, fol-
lowed by his Dominica, third going to onr last year's Cana-
dian friend, Ehor Nettle, who his hardly enough of the
terrier about her. Verdict and Rosa Canina, vhc. ; the lat-
ter is soft in codt and hpavy in shoulders uow. Pu ppies bad
Dominica again the winiier, followed by Hillside Rfichel,
faulty in muzzle and stop and feet turn out a bit. Other
entries absent,

BLACK ATJD tan TEREIERS—(E, F. MAYHEW),
The Rochelle Kenuels not having an entry, very likely

taking a much needed rest, let the Park Kennels in without
much compptition. This was the first appearance of this
recent importation, and they certainly are to be commended
in keeping their dogs back till they could be shown in thnt
excellent condition a black and tan should be, full of fire
and vigor. In open dogs Salisbury easily accounted for
Pring, who is small, faulty in head, but has nice markings.
Salisbury has good tan, a well shaped head, excellent front
and clean cut, short body, tail long and coarse and looks as
if a piece was off the tip, but it only had the hair rubbed,
thumb marks are not distinct enough. In bitches a neat
terrier, and a terrier all over in Queen beat Louie, her ken-
nel mate, in head, front and body; her neck is hardly clean
enough, but her excellent head, rich bright tan and truly
formed body will always keep her if not at the top. very
near it; her tail is also very good; eyes in both dog and bitch
are rather light and full. Nadjy was outclassed, though
her markings are very good.
Sir Stafford was alone in Skyes, and so Mr. Shinn had no

grievance this time.

TORKSHIKE TERRIERS, ETC.—(R. F. JitATHEW).

Toon's Royal, looking well, was alone in challenge class,
and Fiahpool Gem had little difficulty in scoring over Prince
A. I., who is a little smutty, is too high on legs, and short of
coat just now. Venus and Minnie York were placed as at
Washington. In Scotch terriers Kilstor again beat Kil-
board, and in Bedlingtcns Tick Tack was alone.

IRISH TERRIERS— (E. F. MAYHEW).
A good show, though only a few present. Mars took care

of the dog class, and in bitches Duumurrey had little difB-
culty in beating Mora S., who is faulty in front, coat only
fair; Sissy taking third.

TOT SPANIELS, POODLES, ETC.— (E. F. MAYHEW).
Nanki Poo, that good little Jap, was alone in a mixed class,

and Sprite h.ad the burden of the Italian Greyhound class
on her shoulders. Dexter won the challenge prize in poodles,
he needs attention, is losing flesh. This let Beri up for a
first in open dogs, and Nell easily beats her kennel mate
Volga iu head and coat. Cockney Charley, faulty in tan,
but good legs, beats Belle in skull, muz/le, body and tan.
In tbe miscellaneous over 251bs., Mr. Plant's two entries.
Nellie and Stubbs, were placed as named, they have round
heads. In the small class tirst went to the Mexican hairless.
Jumbo; and Smasher, second, is a small, round-headed ter-
rier, and so is Topsy, third. Mr. Connolly showed his
Scbipperkes, Prince, Jr., and Dorothy Stanley.

SPECIAL PRIZE LIST.
B'^Pt dog in show, Mr. Sears' Sir Bedivere; best mastiff in show.

Bears' Monarch; best mastiflp bitch. W. O. Sanborn's Cambrian
I'ritjceF!-; best Sr. Bernard in the snow, Sir Bedivere; best smooth-
coated S . R-rnard biich. Empress of Oontoocook; best American-
bred .>t. Bernard in show, A. Bernard's Nero; best kennel of St.
Bernards, Wyomine; KeriDel; h'-st collie dog. KosUn Wilkes; best
colbe bii ch, Hempstead Kennels' Zulu Priucess II.; best kennel
of roiree, Kdmaruock K^-r,nels; best bulldog or bitch, Mr. Sack

-

ett's Haip«r; nest American-bred bulldog, Carisbrooke; best bull-
terrier doR, Dick Whitlington; best bull-terrier dog or bitch,
Whire Violei; best fox-':err;eT- dog or biicb in show, Siardpn'.-j
Jock; best fcx-rerrier biich, DonBa; best kennel of fox-territr.«.
John E. Thayer; best foxhound iu the show, Roseville Rover; best
gre\ bound dog, G^va of the Seasor: b.^st pomter in open dog class,
P.'ntiar-; best pointer in open bitcb class. Miss Meally; best poin-
ler in oitoli challf nge cbi.ss, C. Heath's Sally Brass II ; hest pointer
purp.y iu bliow, R. Leslie's Cora Lynn: best pointer owned in
Lymi, H. Tomer's Wizard; best kennel of pointers, CbarJes
H'-ath; bpgc Anierican-ured pointer in the show, Sally Brass II

;

best pjinier ill < pen elHss nwned iu Lynn, Bess B-auty; best Eng-
lish .setiT bitcU, Albert's Nellie; best English setter dog, Edge-
mirk; best AmeriuMh-bred English setter, Edgemark; best Insh
Belter dog in sli' \v, Mjix A.; best Irish setter bftcb m tbe show,
Kildare Kennels' Rubj Gieumore; best Gordon setter in show, H.
F. Smith's Ki ig Item; best red cocker in open class. C. G. Brown s
Cherry Boj ; b^st Kiue Charles spdniel, T. Plant's OoL-knev Char-
lie; best greyhound bL^ch.ihe Lady Belle; best greyhound dog,
G.m of the Sf'aso' ; best (Ireat Dane birch in show. Irene; best
Gr^at Dane dog. Pascbi.; best kennel of beagles, Forest Beagle
K-nnels; uest heagle in sh^w, Eorest Kennels' Frank Forrest; best
beagle biicb, Topsy S,; best Irish terrier. Park Kennels' Dun-
mulre^; best poodle dog, Dtxter; best p-<odle hitch, Nell; best pug
in sbotv, Assocated Fanciers' Little Jewel; best Skye terrier in
show. Sir Stafford ; best Italian greyhound. Sprite; best Yorkshire
terrier in show. Fishpool Gem: best deerbound in show, J. E.
Thsyei's Robber Ohiertaii.; best in misceJlam ous ovpr 251bs.,
Kellu; best in tniscellMueous under 2olbs., Jutnhn; best spaniel
b:t( h from I.jnn, Belle; best kennel of Iri-b setters, Kildare Ken-
nels; besi Irish setter owned in Lynn. F. Gaffney's Hamine'less.
The following awards wet c made after we had gone to press

last week:

IRl-^E. WATER SPANIELS.—1st, B. F.Lewis's Patsy O'Connor.
FIELD SPANIELS.—OHALLENGE-Ist.R. P. Keast-ey'a Lddv.-

OPEN— ps- I'-L R- ?• Keasoey's Kevelry Ntsgus, Bitches: R! C.
Kra-ho's Dolly.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Black or Liver—CHALLENGE-Dof/s:
Is', Abdiew Laidlaw's Rabbi; 2r!, .1. P. Wiley's Jc.-ev. Bitches:
1st, J. P. Willev's B ssie W.-OPEX-Dops; 1st, J. P. Willej's
Je^B V Bo) ; 2d. Andrew Laidla^'s Oban. Bitc7us; 1st and 3d. -T.

P. Willey's Black Dnehess and Little Nell; 3d, Park Kennels'
Lala. Reserve, High Rock Cocker Kennels' Merlie. Very high
com,, A. J. Purrington's Trot. High c om., A. S. Ahorn's Bocnie
Oon. Puppirs: Is', Andrew Laidlaw's Ooau.—any other Color
—Doys; 1st, C. G. Bro nine's Cheiry Bo\ : 2<i, J. p. VVibev's RoUo
W,; 3J, Dr. C. H. Harwood's Flash H. Bitches: 1st, J. P. Willey's
L.tciy of Learning.

CLUMBER SPVNIELS, -Challenge -1st. Clumber Kennels'
Boss JI. -Open—1st and 2d,. Clumber Kennels' Lady Bed and
Jobi.n.v. .Ir.: 3\ G. J. OUandler's Belle. Reserve, G. J. Cnandler's
Bess. V' T\ higu com , J. M. M> aney's Melor.
FOXHOUNDS. — Challenge — 1st, Newport Oountv Hunt's

Roseville Rover —kpen—i=t, Dr. H. T. Thnrber's Deacon; 2d, W.
A. Small's VValtham JtweJ.

Canine World has this week an excellent portrait of Mrs.
Foster, world-renowned as the principal breeder of York-
shire terriers, pues and other pet dogs. She commerced her
show career iu 1884, and she is one of the very few who can
say with truth that she has bad an exueriense of nsarly
"twenty" jeass In the show ting.

A HOMILY ON JUDGES.
Editor Forest mid Stream:

In a recent issue of > our journal an eminent authority on
matters canine, wrinoii m connection with cocker spaniels,
suggests the advis bility of the .judae adhering to the
standard and deciding on tbe ruerits of tbe specimen
brought before him tor adjudication poleiy oa its merits,
regardless of whether it is the property of iniuce or pauper.
This, genflemen. is not the plaint of a disEru titled exhibitor,
nor is it the vaporiugs of one who knows nothing of tbe sub-
ject of which be chooses to treat, on the contrary, it eman-
ates from no less an .authority than Chas. H. Mason, whose
long experience in tbe capacity of judge and writer in rela-
tion to niau's best friend, entitles his opinions to the most
respectful consideration. Although Mr. M. lioes not make
any specific chrtrsces, bis reference is so plain that he who
runs may read, mid as it is not at all likely that that gentle-
man would cry wolf when no sheep destroyer is in sight, it
is yvell that we profit, by his advice. Mr. Mason's sugges-
tions in relation to cocker spaniels will apply equally well
to other breeds. Tne time has gone by when a judge can
award the palm to specimens not entitled to receive it, with-
out leaving hia motive open to criticistu. True, on general
principles, it is good to foster the fueling that leads to the
expre.ssion, "With me the judge's decision goes," yet it is
well for the judge to bear in mind that while engaged in
selecting the best specimens brought before him, there are
those clustered about the rint'side who can tell a good from
a bad specimen, nearly if not quite as well as tbe jttdge;
thanks to toe spread of knowledge connected with matters
canine. By all means let it be strictly understood that the
judge, who ever he or she may be, must accept the standard
as a criteri' 'U upon which to render a verdict. If the .stand-
ard is a faulty one then let us change the standard. Let us
not forget that it is the judge's duty to define the law, not
to make it, and we will have less ttpsettiug of decisions, and
the tyro looking forward to a type to breed to will not find
himself so often at sea without chart or compa,ss. It goes
without saying that one selected to adjudicate upon the
merits of any particular breed at one of our dog shows is
less hampered and allowed moi-e latitude than a judge in
any other capacity, and as far as the particular show in
question is concerned bis verdict is as fixed and unalterable
as the laws of the Medes and Persians, hence the greater tbe
necessity that his fiat should not be open to criticism on the
grounds of favoritism, partiality or undue departure from
the standard established, and that his judgment is confined
to the attachment on the end of the chain nearest the collar.

John Keevan.
Bkookltn, N. Y., March 3.

WHEN IS A DOG IN BENCH SHOW CONDITION ?

Editor Forest and Stream:
As this is an important subject for bjth the general nublic

and the exhibitors I crave space in your columns to discuss
it; the more so as I am unable to see that the views in re-
gard to it, so far as I can learn them from the press reports
in tbe sporting journals and from the decisions of jutlges,
are in harmony with sound sense or science. I hope I may
not be cbarsied with ventilating a private grievance if 1
illusti-ate my meaning by .some show experiences of ray own
within the past few mouths, for after all, one knows the
facts in bis own case best.

1 sent a well known pointer bitch to one of the winter
shows. She won first, but when the press report appeared
it read to the effect that the bitch, owned by me, was the
best, but "shown in poor condition." In a few days after
this .show the bitch came under the observation of Jas. L.
Anthony. His estimate was that she was iu good condition
—better than he had ever seen her since she was firstshown,
years ago. As Mr. Anthony has perhaps shown more good
pointers, and in the best condition, than any other exhibitor
of this breed, bis opinion should count for a good deal.
LTsually the reporters do not say wherein a dog fails in con-
dition. I should say a dog was in bench show condition
when he has the appearance of health, vigor and intelli-
gence; and when in addition the dog's present make-up
suggests the sort of work he is intended for. and his coat
calls up t he idea of full (canine) dress. So that for example
a setter oi pointer would be in condition when he is bright,
active, .spirited, free from all obvious disease and in such
flesh as to be fit to do a moderate amount of work afield.
Now, the bitch above referred to met these conditions. Her
muscles stood out well and were moderately hard, and her
ribs were somewhat visible when she was iu motion—Stone-
heuge's criterion, and he generally knew whereof he athrined.
Yet the press report says "in poor condition." I presume
the reporter confounded a muscular condition with an un-
thrifty one. Another instance. The writer exhilnteti a
yoitng Irish setter bitch at the last New York show. She
got he. The only reporter that notices ber at all had the
penetration to see that "she showed much merit, aud was
well deserving of vhc." But he also remarks, "Elfreda was
not in good condition," The judge's verdict was, "A good
little bitch but out of condition." He learned tbis entirely
with his eye. having never laid his band on her, except to
rapidly pass it over a small part of her shoulder. Had he
really felt the bitch, he, as well as the reporter, might have
learned that she was the hardest and best muscled bitch iu
the class. Her coat was poor (since distemper), bttt coat
counts only 8 in 100 according to the standard, and she was
ashadethiu, having lost flesh on the journey, being a very
nervous creature. A correct criticism might have read
about like thus: ' Shown rather thin and otit of coat, but is
well muscled and hard; combines strength, symmetry,
character and quality; should have stood much higher in
any case "

Be it understood I am not impugning the ability or
motives of the judge, as I regret to see some of the reports
have tlone. I believe he meant to do what was strictly right
and that he acted up to the light he had; but when he
placed a bitch like the first prize" winner, that is almost de-
formeil from the shoulder down, over such specimens as
Endora, Elfreda and others, and sent former winners in
good company out of the ring withoixt a letter, I cannot but
think his light was darkness.
But his mistakes and those of others are to be set down to

faulty met hods of judging, by which neither the points nor
the condition can be adequately learned. Dogs must have
an opportunity to show themselves naturally. How then
would I improve on the methods in vogue, say at^^ew York?
In this way. Taking that very class of Irish setters referred
to, about 20 in all, after having them walked about together
and divided into groups of about equal merit, they might
be all sent to wait outside the ring except one group' of four.
These should be led about on chain and afterward set free
to scamper iu the ring; then brought together and carefully
compared, the judee either taking notes or dictHting notes
to an assistant, while he bandies the dogs all over and
learns not only their shape but their real coudition. Finally
let the best be brought together for more careful compari-
son. After such an examination the judge would be pre-
pared to rate every dog with accuracy, and could not make
gross errors, if a man of discrimination and experience.
This methoti applies to all breeds but especially to hunting
dogs. It would tike a little more time but would be in-
finitely more Sri.ti.sfactorv. The i-eporter should see the dogs
oS the benches and have them moved and handle them. To
illustrate this question of condition further, by dogs in
which I am in no way personally intereatedj I will compare
two well-known pointers. Revel III., as grand a bitch as
ever waa beochaa, was shown so fat at tb« last New York

show that her appearance did not in the least suggest the
work for which this breed is intended or. in fact, fitness for
any kind of work. On the other hand Tribulation showed
his muscling admirably and was every inch a pointer,
though a far inferior specimen to Revel III. He was a shade
too thin, but .such a coiidition isiufinitely preferable to that
of fatness for l)oth health aud work. How many of either
the setters or pointers at New York met S'oriehenge's test
of condition of showing the ribs somewhat when in motion?

It is a notorious fact that tbe larger breeds of dogs of tbe
present day, such as mastiffs, St. Bernards, etc., are short
lived, liable to disease, defective in stamina, and so apt to
succumb when any serious malady overtakes them, and, as
I think, for these reasons; Breeding too much for size;
breeding from stud doars weakened by excessive use; the
forced feeding, with inadetjuate exercise, of growing pup-
pies, and last, but not least, showing these breeds of dogs
so loaded with fat that the internal organs are hampered
and the vitality of the animals lowered. Yet this is what is,

in the language of the bench show reporter, ''good condi-
tion." As 1 understand nature, such is very bad condition,
and the sooner this whole subject is considered afresh, and
.sense and science rule and not canricious fashion, the better
for our canine interests. The writer has been a student of
hysiolowy and medicine, aud has bred dogs, and studied
ogs as well as men and other animals, in health and disease,

for more than twenty years, and hopes, therefore, that he is
not impertinent iu presenting his views to exhibitors, judges
and critics. He is, however, willing to learn from any one
who has reason.s for his opinions. He thinks, fiu-ther, that
in Canad.a, at least, no one has urged this question of pre-
senting dogs at shows in healthy and beautiful form more
persi.stently than himself. Wesley Mills, M.D.
MoNiitEAL, Canada.

WATCHDOGS.
Editor Forcat and Stream:
You ask "What breed is be.st as watchdogs-'" Nearly every

dog man will be apt to answer succinctly, "Mine," going
on the principle stated by Mr. Jas. B. Blossom, "The differ-
ence between Mr. A and sanemen is, that the latter recognize
that (well say cbipmunk.s) have not so far demonstrated
their superiority to all other- breeds, and Mr. A thinks the
world will accept it that they have proved this, on his bare
assertion." Now this so well formulates the frequent doggy
way of considering any question that it is well to dismiss all
prejudices from a discussion, ami even feats and instances
hardly have any great force, for like all expert evidence,
they are easily rebutted by instances of the other side; so
unless we can show some reason why a certain breed should
be the best watchdog, no very strong case can be made out.
Now a watchdog is not a mere terror, a sav:ige to attack all

strangers who may trespass on the ground be watches.
These are attributes of ferocity alone and by no means guar-
dianship. As well might Mr. 'Sullivan be set up as an exem-
plar of a peace officer. The watchdog must have the home
instinct deeply rooted in him, and must consider the protec-
tion of home his aim in life, and he must exercise that dis-
crimination between right and wrong in conduct that the
efficient policeman does in his work; be mtist warn and re-
press, not attack or revenge. Now for these qualities to
iDCCome rooted in a breed, it'is evident that tbe breed must
be kept as bouse dogs, they must learn to attach themselves
to home and to feel they are part and parcel of it. What
breed has longest been thus used, aud which tbe most ex-
clusively so? Certainly tbe mastiff. Dr. Caius, or some
equally remote cLryasdust, writes of "the mastiethatkeepyth
the house." The very careful Bingley, in 1S09, writes of the
mastiff, describing his especial trait of watching visitors
without molestation, as long as they refrain from touching
things he (.the mastiff ) considers under his charge, but if the
visitnr tran.ggresses, the mastiff' interferes, but still with
discretion; and I may ask of what other breed can so long a
history as guardians be given?
As confirming my view as to mastiffs I may point to the

diff^erences in sheepdogs as to this characteristic, connecting
it wdth their environments. The bobtail is certainly much
superior to the collie as a guardian, he has been used more
as a dog of general utility, much of his stock work being
with the drover, not so largely vrith the shepherd as the col-
lie's has been; thus he has been more accustomed to home,
has associated more with home folks than the collie, kept
much of his life on pastures remote from his owner's home,
and this difference in the environments of the two breeds, I
think the superior courage of the bobtail is due. He has
been forced to fight his w^ay through life aud has had all
kinds of animals much more courageous than .sheep to deal
with, and he has risen to tbe situation. Although I hold
bobtails to be unexcelled by any breed as companions, I do
not say that they are as valuable for watchdogs as tbe mas-
tiff', for even if their dispositions were fully as good for the
work, they lack the size and appearance " that enables the
mastiff to deter evil doers by mere fear.

Iu claiming this pre-eminence for the mastiff as a watch
and house dog, I by no means deny that other breeds possess,
to some extent, the same qualities. I know that the St. Ber-
nard Barry was the equal of any mastiff that ever lived, as a
watchdog, and I am prepared to believe very much tbe same
of Duke of Leeds. Leila and Bonivard, and 1 remember that
fifty years since such mastiff men as the then Capt. Garnier,
Mr.' Lukey and others could see no difference between the
English and Alpine mastiffs except in the greater size of the
latter, and the life of the dog of the Hosnice has been such as
to develop the very qualities that make the watchdog. I
have known of blacli and tan setters (I purposely eschew
Gordons, being something no feller can find out) that were
excellent yvatchdogs. So of many other breeds, and not a
few mongrels, but I do claim that, as a whole, no other
breed averages as high as the mastiff as a watchdog, and on
tbis very point I once diff'ered with so experienced a band as
"Billy" Graham, and to settle it, we referred it to Mr. Edwin
Nichols, ecitmlly eminent as a breeder of bloodhotruds. New-
foundlands and mastiffs, who unhesitatingly decided, from
his experience through so many years, that no' breed averaged
as high as the mastiff for this purpose.
The Newfoundland seems to have retrograded in public

estimation for wisdom, faithftrlness and docility, and I can-
not but think that this impression, well or illy founded as
it may be, is due to crosses of that vile beast the "big black
dog" and to this abomination being taken as the true breed.
It oft.en looks to me as though the brute classed as a "New-
foundland" was the product of a black setter aud black
boarhound.
A good deal of nonsense has been perpetrated about "pure"

mastiff's being good tempered and that it was only the snipy,
fiddle-headed ones that were ever crusty, aud from my ex-
perience, observation and inquiry this is the most complete
and utter rot and humbug. Tbe best watch dogs among
mastiff's of history that I can collect instances of were the
"bully" Imkev's Countess, her long-faced son Governor, the
"lurcher" Turk, Colonel the long faced, champion Briton, a
dog of medium typ ', and the "houndy" Miss Hales's Lion;
while among the savages were the "grand-headed" Bill
George's Tiger and many of his get, Scawfell, a dog of
medium type, and, from accounts, the excessively bully-
headed Hotspur. Of course many of the long-headed, long-
legged, lanky, snipy, miserable brutes, savoring of a grey-
hound having interviewed a mastiff, are savages, but so is
any other mongrel likely to be, but that any particular type
of mastiff is better or worse tempered than another is all
IjOSh. " W, WADEi
Kmaov, Pa<
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BOSTON DOG SHOW.
THE seventh auntial iDencli show of the T^ew England

Kennel Club opened this morning with an excellent
attendance in the Mechanics' Hall. Ifc was an agreeable
change to enter this well regulated show, especially when it

is held in a building: than which no better conld be found,
after the somewhat go-as-yon-please method of some of the
shows just past. With siich able men as the members of

the N, E. K. C, who by this time have the running of a dog
show down to a fine point, and on the look-out for every
one's comfort, and with s^^ch experienced managers as John
Eeed and Alf. Bursjess to steer everything into its proper
place, no wonder the remark was made that somehow one
always felt • t home at a Boston show. Thoiigh the entries
are not as large as in former yeai-s, there is no falling off in
quality, but it is essentially an Eastern show. Owing to the
sickness of several dogs entered in the St. Bernard classes,

those did not show up so well a.? in the past. Deerhounds
and grevhounds are very good, while pointers and setters
are just"about as usual.' Spaniels and collies are ^i\st fair,

but beagles are particularly strong, especially the open bitch
class, and certainly the show of the year so far.

Bulldogs, strange to say, are few in numbers compared to
last year'^ but the open dog class in bull-terriers gave the
judge some work to do. The "round heads," of course, are
strong and all tlie cracks are present in the fox-terrier
division, and previous decisions have lu en reversed to some
extent. The other terrier classes are nicely filled and
especially the bl ick and tans. Pugs make a poor showing
and so do the toy spaniels. Mastiffs are not up to the usual
high standard oi' previotis shows, for to withhold the prizes
iu'the open dog class is something unheard of in the New
England Kennel Club show before. There are numerous
oiit>of-town dog men present and the presence of Messrs.
Sidney W. SmitLi and ,1. Green lend somewhat of an inter-
natioiial aspect to the gathering. A well-served luncheon
was spread in the press room at noon for visiting exhibitors,
judges, members of the oress, etc., which wasmucb eujoyrd.
Owiog to press of time I mu^t postpone further chro'uicles

till next week, but below will be found a full hst of awards,
judging being completed iu good time with the exceution of

a leAv specials iu the .sporting classes. H. W. L.

Tttesday, March 31, 10 P. M.

PRIZE LIST.

MASTIFFS.—f'HALTLiENGE—Dogs; 1st, Flour City Kennels' Ilford
Chancenpr. Bitches: Isi. Fl^ur Ci'v Kennels' Lady Ooleus.—
Open— Dogs.- Eeservf , A. Harrison's Nnma Pompibus. High crm..
E. K. Baldwin's Nicholas. Other pn>,es withJiPld. Eitclm: 1st
and 2cl, Flour Citv Kennels' r'aution's Own Daugucpr a id Miss
Ciinrioij; 8d, G. W. Glazier's Maitge Minting. Reserve. 'S^ . 0. San-
horn".? Ladv Pliyllis. V^ry tilsrh com, W. C. S.anl>orn's Lady
Beatzice. High com . C. E. Greenraa"'s Ingleside Cambrian Prin-
cess. PiQiptrs: l-'t, G. P. Dustan's Monailnock; 3d, Flour City
Kennfls' Beaufort, Jr. P.eserve, C. E. Greenmaa's Ingleside
Cambnan Princefs. \"evy high com., C. Kammerer's Duke II.

Best kfcnnt>l, Flonr City Kennels.

ST. BERNARDS —RocGH-CoATED—CHA-LLBNGE—BttW/es; 1st

and 3d, E H. Moore's Ladv Livnigsron a'-d Alirandfi; 2ri. A. ,1.

Gosling';; Mauon.—Open—Dog.s; Is', E. H- Moore's L'U'd Melrose;
2d, C. T. Wheeiock's Scotch B^nivard; 3d, Mrs. A. G. Gorham's
While Cln«'f. Reserve, A. Gorhara's Bruce.. Very high com., B.
.f. Hobbfc's Hesper. .Jr. Bitches: 1st and 2d. E. H. Moore's Lady
SnterwtR and M^lrofe PlineRa; 3d, J. Rnpperr. Jr.'s Ellen Terry.
Reserve, E, H. riloi^re's Moore's Lady yielrose. Very high Pom.,
Mpoford HiUside Kenntls' Prin' e&s SoiSrou. High com., Mrs. ,J.

M. NicbolsouV Gundred. Puppies: Ist, J. il. ^lichoison's Mount
Sion Guy; 2d, R. Barry's Coum- ss Bedivere. B servp, E. Brown's
Res B.mivard. Very high com., Mrs. J. M. Nicholson's Noble,
Medford Hillside Kennels' Prince Draco.

ST. BEK:vARI)S.—Smooth-Coateu— CHALI.ENGB—Dogs; 1st,
Elmwood Kecneib' BeauLhamp. Bitchcg: 1st, D. Mhdd's Cierijatrn.—Open—Daf/.''-: l^ t. Elm wood Kennels' BellsHiins; 2d, T.H. Burke's
Duke of Sjjarra; oi, K, H. Moore's Viscount Eludug'ton. V^ry
high rom., .1. Keevan's Patrol. Bitches: 1st, Col. Jacob Ruppert.
Jf.'.3 Empras-s of Contoocook; 2d and 3d, Contoocook Kennels'
Burton Belle and JSiora. Very liigh com., Elmwood Kennels'
Nun Nicer. Pftppies; lit. E. H. iNfoore'a Viscount Ebringtop; 3d,
Contoocook Kennels' Nora. Very hich com. and high com., Elm-
wood KeDnels' Fanny and Belmont III. Sr. Bernard Club medals
for best American-bred dogs: Smooth dog, Burke's Dnke of

GREAT DANES.— IXk/.-;.- ist and 21, 0. Leihbacher's Pascha
and Nero. Verv ideh . om.. O. Kammerer's Roland Hi. Bitrlicn-
1st a.nd 3d. G. Lpihbp.Lher's Flora Florida and Flora. Very high
com,, H. H. Lawson"s Flia.

DEERHOUNDS.-CHALLENGE-Doait.- Ist and reserve, J. E. Thav-
ei's Rublier Chieftain and Clansman. Bitches: 1st and reserve, J.
E. TUaxer's Ramona and Wanda. Very high com., G- S. Page's
Olea.—Open—D'jos: l^t, 2d and very high com., J. E.Thayer's
HiUside Har- id, LLHside Dougia= and Hillside Warrior. Reserve
R. M. McDoug.all"s Alan Break. Hieh com., G. S. Page's Luncan.
Bitches: Ur. 2d and very high com., J. E. THayer's Hillside Sylvia,
HiJRide Ruth and Lorna Secunda. Puppies: 1st, J. E. Thayer's
Hillside Robber.

GREYHOUNDS.— Challenge — 1st.. A. W. Purljeck's Gem
of the Season. Reserve, A. L. Page's Maud Torringion.-Open—
Drigs: 1st. A. L. Page's Charles Dqvis; 3d, E. Hnpkms's Scudding
Cloud. Very hieh com.. Mies T. A. Ruggles's Glauous. High
com., W. J. Middleton'' D'mon. JSite/ics: 1st, Knight Greyhound
Kennels' Ladv Clare; 3d, Woodhaven Kennels' Spinaway. Very
high com., W. ,1. Middleton's Spice.

POINTERS.-Challenge—Doas(551bs. and over): 1st. Charles
Heath's Champion Graphic. Bttchf:-i (.501hs. and ovei): Charles
Hea h's Champion Revel 111.—Open—Dor/s (.55ibs. and over): 1st,,

Chas. Heath'>; PoQt'ac: 2d, ;Tell Kennels' Dare-eo; .Sd. T. H.
Harris's Mikado. Very high com., H. F. Amsden's Schuyler.
High com., JMrs. Geo. V Neal's Duke of Beaufort. Com., E. T.
Cowell's Dandv. Ftcserve. F.H.Harris's Music. BltchfS (501ha.
and over): 1st, Chas. Heath's MissMeally: 2d, HenrvD. Kendall's
Ca • ^ ,

.

Cicelv.—Challenge— Doa* (under 551bs.): 1st. B. F.Stephenson's
Tribulation. Reserve, Ctia.';. Heath's Launcelot. J3ife7ies (under
.Wits.): 1st, Chas. Heath's Sally Brass II. eserve, \Vescminster
kennels' Glancn.—Open—Doffs (under fi.51bs.): 1st, Fiancis G. Tay-
lor's Inspiration, Louts A. Bi'tdle's Glenmorgan; .2d, AA''m. Hy-
land's Ossining. Highcom., A. W. Rotmds's Nimr.'d. Reserve.
J. R.. Pm-cell's Vicodemus of Ion. Bitclies (under SOlbs.): Ist, Geo.
V. Neal's Mam'zelle; 2d, H. L. Rice's Naso's Belle; 3d, C. E. Con-
nell's Ea Fan. Very high com., Charles Heath's Bloom, D. W.
Oyster's BloomoIIL High com., Wm. H. Hyland'sLady Graphic,
E. H. Ricbards' Lassie Jean Beaufort, High Kennelb' Westches-
ter Girl, Westminster Kennels' Westminster Gladys, Westmin-
ster Kennels' Westminster Nan. Reserve, Tell Kennels' Mango.

—

Puppies—Dof;^.' ist. High Kennels' Swiftaway; 2d, George W.
Lovell'sBob B. Very high com., Fred F. Harris's Dictaior. High
com.. H. A. Hai'ris'B Stanley Clover. Reserve, Williarn C. Henry's
Joe Jefferson. BilchCf': 1st, C. W. Hodgkins'a Gail; 2d, H. A, Har-
ris's Stanley Daisy.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—No entries.—Open—i)u9s.-

l^T. Cohannet Kennels' Kent II.: 2d. E. E. Haine.s's Gtis Bondhu;
8d, A. J. Lewis's Prince L. Reserve, Wm. Meggat's Ranger. Very
high com.. Wild Hrow Kennels' Canadian Locksley, Joe Lewis's
Tony (4lHd?tone and F. S Brown's Edsre Mark. Hign eoro., E. H.
Latbiop's Flush and G. W. l,oveU's Glen Belton. Com.. A. H.
Bo'Ju-btGu's Young Gath, Jr., M. E. Roche's His Grace and A. E.
Davis's Forest Taiton. Bitcliei: 1st, J. W. Law=on's Blue Nell; 2d,
Dr. J. A. Hartman's Albert's Nellie: 2:1, N. Mcintosh's Bine Jen-
nie. Reserve, F. H. Clark's Jessie Nobie II. Yerv high rom., G.
F. Anthon) 's Flirt, C. H. Leonard's I\Iaud Noble and R. R. Moore's
Kati^^ H^'ward. H'gh com,, .J. W. Lawson's Princess Novel. Com.,
<T. W. LoveU'a Lady Snowflake. Puppies: iM, N. Mcintosh's
Lidy Monaicr,; 2d, L. Hapgood's Joker.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge— DOfy-s; Ist. A. V. Armour's Max
A.; 2d. W. L. Washington'- KUflare. Bitches: 1st, W. L. Washing-
ton's Winnie li.—Open—Doffs.- 1st, J. .1. Scardan's Inchiquin; 2d,
G Ichrist & Tucker's Dan Mylrea; W. L. Washington's Beau
Bmmdael. Reserve. F. H. Gaffney's Jactiueminot. Very high

f-a,,

O, M. Tarr's Bill}?, J. W. Gale's BiaKe. High com., Nath'l
War. Jr.\ Huutiivcton, Glsndyne lltunels' Q-len Jarvis, St.

McGowan's Glen. Bitches: 1st, J. J. Scanlan's Hazelnut II.; eqnal
2d, Mount Royal Kennels' Elfreda 0. K. C. and F. H. Gaffney's
Hammerless; :W. St. Cloud .Kennels' Eudora. Reserve. A. L. Fin-
ney's Belle. High com,, R. H. Burr's Onota Belle, E. J. Kenney's
Fanny Hazebnit. Com., W. H. Gannon's Daisy, Dennis Meagher's
Loo M. Puppies; 1st, J. B. Blossom's Duchess; 2d. W. McCarthy's
Kildare Elctio- Reserve. J. A. Garland, .Jr.'s. Dnke,
GORDON SETTERS.—CH.yLLENt^E—Do(7s: 1st and reserve. S.

G. Dixon's ivanhoe and Leo B. Bilclies: lat, John L. Campbell's
Becky vSharp. Reserve, Samuel G. Dixon's Duchess of Waverly.—Opf.n— Do!fr': ist, C. F. Brownell's (-iroiise; 2d, Charles H.
Leonard's Dash L.: 3d. Frank R. Pease's Tyru.s. Reserve. Mont
Gordon Setter Kennels' Resmout. Yerv high com., C. E. Comer's
Nero. Hieh com.. George W. Langdon's Rab II. Com , E. E.
Dupee's Yap and Wm. Rucban's Ranger. Bitches: 3d. George E.
Brown's Jessica: ad, W Buchan's Neva. Reserve, M. W. .Murray's
Ven. High com.. S. G. Dixon's Crete II, Com., H. H. I 'ouglas's
Lady Fanny. Puppic^:: 1st, Chas H. Gerry's Bess B.; 2d, D. S.
Bennett's .Juliette. Reserve, very higia com. and higb. com., H.
H. Douglas's Donald Beaumont, Rupert Beaumont and Belle
Beaumont.
SPANIELS.—All Breeds, over 28Lns.—Challenge—1st, R. P.

Keasbev's Lad V. Reserve, G. W. Folsom's Bawn. Best kennel,
R. P. Keasbey's. Best field spaniel, R. P. Keashey's Lcdy.
FIELD SPANIELS -BL.iCK (over 281bs.)—Open - Di*f;.*: 1st, R.

P. Keasbey's Beverly Negus. Bitches: ls\. B. P. Keasbey's Say-
brook Lass.—Other than Black—1st, R. P. Keasbey 's Saybrook
Dolly; 21, J P. WiUey's Bla -k Night,

COC^KER SPANIELS.-Ant Color (not over 2Slbs.)-0uAL-
LENGE—1st, J. p. Willey's Jersey. Reserve, J. P. Willev's Bessie
W.—(.)PEN—Bl.ACK—Dn(;s; ist, Andrew Laidlaw's Oban; 3d, W.
5 BoPes's Sancho Panz.a. BUrhrs: 1st and 2d

, J. P. Willey's Black
Duchess and Little Kelt Rr.-erve, Tne .Park Kennels' Lala. Rich
com.. Miss yi. Minus Morse's :sh:i.st;i and b'. B. Oo' ton's Ilva.
Com.. S. H. Barker's Black Daisv.—UTOKfi than Black—1st, O.
G. Browninii's Cherry Boy; 2d, .J. P, Willey's Rolio.

CLUMBER SPANlELS.-lst, withheld; 2d, J. L. Little's Tyne.
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-Frize withheld.

BEAGLE-f—Challenge— 1st,. Forest Beaele K^nne's' Frank
Forest. Ues'-rve H. Bsnuett's Liule Dnke.—Open—Doiy--'; Isi and
very high i om., W. F. RuHer's Briiile and Don; 2ei "W. d. (

'! ijo's
TonyWeller; 31, High Kennels' The Rambler. Bitclnv: Ist, W.
A. Small's Topsy •-'.; 2d, very higu com, high com. and eom.,
Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Twintwo, (t it ui' i.-e Topsey, Gii-nrose
Mollyaud Tone. Ver,\- liigh com , Waloiuti/ield Ivnueb' Lo ie-

some, Moses L. Brown's Fiinn.N , W. ii. Caiio's Oatvit- w Ju let.

High Kentiels' Dixie L. and Lady Vic. Hik-b i^-^'m., l orest Be.aglR
Kennels' Gypsey Fores , June Rose, Foiest, (,Hie-n F. KimbaU's
B ssK. and W. P. Butter's MoUie. Com., 11. t-,a'unpi'; Torie JL
12yroS- AND UxDEti—1st, 3J, very liigh eoni. aud b'gh com.. G!en-
r.'Se B agh Kebiieis' Be^isie, Baniieiqu en, C 'pu:e and Dixi'.* II —
Peppifs—Dop,< Ist, Forcsi Bragle Kennel;,' Foiesl Pr-nce; 2d F.
ivimhall's KiuK Kel Com.. W. P. Rurier's Lu i le Rock. Eitclics;
1st, W, M. Sanborn's D dsy II ; 2,1, W. J. Rn iter's Fanny L^-e.
Higb com.. G A. Abbott's Midge!. Rf serve. High Kennels' Jnde.
FOXHOUNDS.- Do!/s; lit, W. A. Small's Waltham Jewel; 2d,

Dr. H. T. TuurOer's Deacon. Reserve, .1. W. Braitluvaite's Jumf o.

Very high com., C. A. Scaafei 's Andy. High com. and com., F.
M. Sullivan's Prince and Hunter B. Bitcho;: Is', J. W. Bruith-
waite's Bess; 3d, C. H. Foss's Nell. Reserve, C. S. Brodrick's
Dixie.

COLLIES.-Challenge—Dogs; 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Roslvn Wilkes. Bitches: l>i, Cnestnut Hill K^-nnels' Flurry IL—
Open—Dops; 1st and 2j, Chestnut Hill Kennels' -janey Trefoil and
Roslyn Oooway; od, G, A. Fletcrer's Robley. Reserve, F. R.
Carsweli's Duke. High com., A. V. White's Fordbook Climax, H.
R. Sack's Scot IL and Wm. Wcns'.-^ OrphdU Boy. Bitches: 1st Hnd
3a, Chesmnt Hill Kennels' Roslyn DoUyand Roslyn Pnmrose; -Si,

H. R. Sick's Flurry IV. Reserve, G. A. Fleichnr's Lucy LocKet.
Puppies: Ist, Chestnui Hill Kennels' Roslyn Doll.^ ; 2d. C. C. Abbe's
Gildtroy's Buttercup, Reserve, G. A. Fletcher's Liicv Locket,
High com., J. H. Davidson's (3-lendenning and (i. A. Fletcher's
Lockharr. Best exhibit, Cnestnut Hill Kennels; Presklcnfs cup,
Obescnut Hill Kermels' Maney Tre.-oil; stud di g prize. Chestnut
Hill Kennels' The Squire; best coHie not over 2^ rs. old, Roslyn
Dollj; second best, Roslyn Conway.
POODLES.-lst, L. A. Riddle's Berri; 2d, A. W. Purbeck's Nell.

Reserve, Geo. D. Braman's Mon6. Very higb com., E. J. Evans's
Aida.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Isr, F. W. Sackett's Harper.-Open
—P>ogs: 1st, John Coles's Carisbrooke; 3d, J. A. Nesmitn's Zip.
Bitches: ist, E. W. Sack» tt's The Graven Image; 2d, Beacon Ken-
nels' Psyche. Puppies: Withheld.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, W. Marriner's Attrac-
tion; 2d, H. A. Barris's Cb. Jubdee.—Open—Dog,?.- 1st, H. Fred
C'jUrcb's Prince Bcndigo. Reserve, W, J. Bryson's Dufferin.
Very h'gh com., Nortti Field Y'orkshire Kennels' King of Hearts.
High com.. Frank F. Dole's Topsparkles and H. A. Harris's Green-
liiU General. Bitclics: 1st and 2d. H A. Harris's White Violet
and My Queen. Puppies: ist, 2d and Reserve, H. A. Harris's Lmle
Donovan. Stanley Bid and Stanley Belle.—20lus. anh under—1st,
E. D. Hays's Sailor.

ROUND HEADED BULL AND TERRIER.-Any Color—
(Over 20lh?.)—Doys; Isr, Gen. C. H.Taylor's Tumbler: 2d, very high
com. and high com., W. C. Hook's Doctor, Jack and Sir Roger.
Reserve, H. J. Harris's Ciipid. Com., Trimonnt Kennels' Pawn-
broker. Bitches: lat and com., H. Y''oiing'8 D;iis> and Nellie; .2d,

Beacon Kennels' Topsy. Reserve, M. B. G. Ketteli's Mollie Very
h'gh coin., high com, (2) and com., 'Inmou'-.t Kimnels' \Ye,atel,
Volanie Judy and Fannie. High com., D. J. Colburn's Aiav. Piiij-

ples: Ist, D. J. Colhurn's Nohic; 2d, W. C. Hook's Jocko. Reserve,
'frimouiit Kennelr)' Tiiora. Very high com., M ss A. M. Daniels's
Flirt. Higb com., A. E. Snow's T ppoo Tih.—::'Olbs. and I nher—
1st, Mrs. W. C. Hook's Evarine; 2d, E. & J. L Motleys BuOv.
Reserve, W. A. Mosman's Jerry. Very Jugk com., Miss A. M.
Daniels's Dorris.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—Doos; 1st, L. & W. Rnthei'-
furd's RafHe. Reserve, Rlemton Kennels' Luciter. Bitclies: lat,
Blemton Kennels' Rachel. Reserve, John A. Li.gan, Jr.'s, Rlem-
ton Brilliant.-OPEN—Dog.?: 1st, J. E, Thayer's Russley Joker; 2d,
Woodale Kennels' Stardeas Jack; 3d, Blemton Kennels' Blem-nn
Victor. Reserve, Blemton Kennels' Blemtoa Valour. Vi^ry high
com., C. D. Bernheimer's Raby Trigger, L. & W. Rntlipri'urj's
Warren Laird. High com., Tunlaw Kennels' Brolieuhurst tiiuick,

H. A.. Harris's Blemton Match. Com.. A. H. Wan tui's Tramp.
Bitches: 1st, 2d and 3d, John A. Logan, Jr.'s, Dona, Dominii-a ;ind
Verdict. Reserve and high. com.. J. E. Thayer'.s Princess and Rosa
Canina. Very high com., Woodale Kennels' Ehor Ne tile. Com.,
Tuulaw Kennels' Tunlaw Villanelle,— i-'t'PPiES—Df"/.?; ist, James
Mortimer's Crack; 3d, J. E. Thayer',-^ Hillsiiie Joker. Reserve, L,
6 W. Rutherfurd's Warren Dare. Hitrb com., C^. Ra thbone's Bev-
erwyck Star, Jas. Mortimer's Vero. Bitches: 1 t, John A. Lot'an,
Jr., Dominica; 2d, Woodale Kennels' Woodale Kennels" Wordile
liefusal- Reserve, Jas. Mortimer's Riot. High com., C. Rath-
bone's Beverwyck Luna, Woodale Kennels' Woodale Reva.

—

Wire-Haired.—1st and 2d, Jas Mortimer's Suffolk Toby and Suf-
folk Settler; 8d, reserve and high com., J. A. Poole's Tic-Tac, Ter-
rigan and Lill Foiler.

DAN DIE DINMONT TERRIERS.- 1st and 3d. Frederick
Brooks's Laddie and Solway Queen. Very high com., Edward
Brooks's Gypp V,
SCOTCH TERRIERS.—i-t. North Field Yorkksire Kennels*

Kilstor; 2d, Robert G. Shaw's Gypsey.

IRISH TERRIERS.-CHALLENGE-lst, Chestmit Hill Kennels'
Breda Bill.—Open—Dogs: 1-t, Tiie Park Kennels' Mars; 2d, Peter
F. Clano's Snaun Bo.v. Bitches: 1st, The Park Kennels' Dun-
murry; 2d. Trimount Keanels' Nora S. Very higb com., Patrick
Clancy's Nancy II. Com., Chester Parker's Eileen Alaunah.
Puppies: 1st, William A. Dupee's Breda Choice; 3d, Chester
Parker's Mickey Free. Com., Endicott P. Saltonstali's Shaun
More.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Challenge—Isl. RodieUe

K^ nnels' ^^dtersinnok Maiden, Reserve. J". 1". Campbell's Kaiser.—Open - Do;/.?; 1st and very higli com.. North Field Yorkshire
Kennels' Beatonsfield and Prince Regent; 3d, The Park Keimels'
Saliiburv. BiTclics: Ist and 2d, The Park Kennels' QueeallX. and
Louie. Very high ccm., J. F. Campbell's Desdemona.
SKYE TERRIERS.-lst. C. A. Shinn's Sir Stafford.

Y'ORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-olrs. .4nd ovEii-Dogs; 1st,, North
Feld Yorkshire Kennels' Toon's Rix'.al. Bilchcg: 1st. P. H.
Coomb-'s Bradford Leah; 2d, Koi th Field yorksMre Kennels'
Venns.—OLBS. and Under.—1st, North Field Yorkshire Kennels'
Fishpool Gem.
PUGS.—Challenge.—1st, Dr. M. H. Oryer's Ve.sta -Open—

Dogs: 1st, Miss Bichine's Prince IL; 2d, Dr. M. H. Crys^r's Fritz
Emmett. Ver.x' high com., Mrs. J- Smith's Budge. BUclus: 1st,
Dr. H. M. Cryer's Oassina; 2d, R. T. Harrison's Nelhe M. Com.,
W. Buchan's Fanny,

TOY .SPANIEL8.-CBALLBSeB-A.^Y VAiUSi'V-lst, The Park

heim, Prlnce Charles, Rtjbt and Japanese—1st, R. Russell's
Ohing II,; 2d, Miss S. S, Kimball's Victoria. Very high com.,
Mrs. S. Colby's Rehie.

SCaiPPERKES.-lst and very high com,. The Park Kennels'
Kaiser and Sylvie; 3d and high com., F. W. Connolly's Prince,
Jr., and Cople Sophia.

MISCELLANEOUS.—Over 23LBS.-lst. G. R. Gilbert's Bert-
tran i; 2d. H. A. Lawson's Jumbo.—Under 85lbs.—1st, Miss M.
McCauIey's Floss; 2d, R. H. Smith's Bluebell.

DOG CHAT.
THE Mascoutah Kennel Club desires to inform exhibitors

and visitors to their bench show, that they have secured
a reduction of railroad fare of IX for the round trip
between Chicago audall points in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa,
Missouri and .Minnesota, including Atchison, Kansas, and
Omaha and Nebraska, upon the certificate plan, that is: each
person must purchase a first cla.ss single trip ticket to Chicago,
at the same time, before starting, obtain a certificate receipt
from the ticket agent, duly signed and sisamped by him; this
will be countersigned by one of their officers upon presenta-
tion at the show and will enable yon to procttre from the
ticket agent at Chicago of the line lipon which you return, a
ticket at one-third the regular fare. These certificates are
good for only three days after the closing of the show, and
are not tran.sferable Most of the railroads centering in
Chicago will carry from one to three dogs free at owner's
risk, when accompanied by keeper. Apjpended is a list of
the number of entries in the different breeds at their coming
show, and as will be seen it is a good advance on last year's
total. The Western dogs have beea to few shows on the
circuit and Boston coming just before no doubt feels the
effect of the Western show, as the exhibits there will be
chiefly K'dsteru; Bloodhouods .5, bulldogs 13, bull-terriers
21, beagles 2.5, Bedltngton terriers 3, bhick^and tan terriers 10,
Blenheim span ids 4, (Jhesapeake Bay does 8, Clumber spriuiels

1, cocker_ spaniels 19. col lies .tT, deerhounds 13, dachshunde>
14, Dandle Diiinumt terriers ;2. Daltnaliao or coaco dogs 3,
English setters m, foxhounds 15, Held spaaields 11, "fox-
terriers fi<5, gre a iJctnes 31, greyhounds lt>, Gordon setters 17,
Irish setters td, Irish water spaniels IT, Irish terriers 15,
Italian greyhounds 5, King Charles spaniels S, mastiffs 49,
miscellaneons 4, Newfounalands 4. poiuters S'i poodbs 10,
pugs 34, Russian wollbouud.-.2,8t Bernr^rds 61, a otch cerriera
Suye terriers t), toy terrier.'i 7, whippets 4, Yorkshire terriers

11; total 825,

The Collie Club, through their secretary, sends us a very
neat little leaflet coutaiaing the list o' officers of the club on
the outside, autl particttlars of the different trophies, sweep-
stakes and prizes which will be offered by the club in W92.
Eirst there is the CoUie Club trophy, value S500, for the best
Americau-bred collie, competed for annually. Then the
President's Cup, value .$300, for the best collie exhibited by
a member. There is also the Collie Club SvYeepstakcs, open
to all, for collies whelped iu America on or after July 1. ISOO.
The Special Stud Dog Prize is also open to all. This is a
club medal, value ^'30, tor the be.^t stud dog. to be judged by
two of his get out of dilltn-ent bitche.s, h nd is under the u.su-^1
couditious. The competition for Produce and Euturity
Stakes having become restricted to two or three breeders,
the club has decided to discontinue them. Specials at differ-
ent shows will be institi-ted instead. In one corner of the
leaflet is an excellent reproduction of the club's silver medal.
We draw particular attention to the letter signed by Mr,
Shotwell in another column, and we trust that the liberality
of the Chestnut Hill Kenntls will be appreciated in the
proper manner, and that next Eebrmry the result will be
distinctly app.arent in a better class of dogs at the New York
sh»w and elsewhere.

On Wednesday afternoon during the Lynn show, receiv-
ing a telegram that Hepsey, the crack iSt. Bernard bitch
which Mr. Diffendertrer has just iaiported, had at la.st been
lauded iu Boston, alter a wearisome wait out in the Bay,
owing to rotigh and foggy weather, it did not take us long
to get down to the CJuuard wharf and rake a look at her.
Mr. Ditfenderffer may well feel enthusiastic about her, for
she has a beaittiful head, good depth and breadth, excellent
front and coat, hut as she was very hea\'y iu whelp to Scot-
tish Prince we cannot say much as to her body, iler mark-
ings are almost, if not quite, perfect, and that her new
owner is x^leased one may judge when he yvrites us he would
not take -51,000 for his bai-gaiu. She will, if lucky enough
to get through her trip all right, make the best of the
females hustle.

Now that toy spaniels and especially the King Charles ai'e

seemingl.v coming rapidly to the front iu this country, and
the question of a few white hrurs has always been more or
less a subject for argument, we think it appropriate to pub-
lish the last resolution made at a menting of the Toy
Spaniel Club of Euglaud. It was resolved after much dis-

cussion that: "The King Charles is a rich glossy black and
deep tan; tan spots over the eyes and on the cheeks, and the
usual tan markings on the legs are also required. The ruby
spaniel is a rich chestnut red. The presence of a few white
hairs, intermixed yvith the black ou the chest of a King
Charles spaniel or with the red on the chest of a ruby spaniel,
shall carry great weight against a do,g, btit shall not in itself

be -ATX ab.solute disqualification; but a white patch on the
chest, or white hairs ou any other part of a King Charles or
ruby spaniel, shall be a disqualilication." This rescinds
the "previous rule bearing on this subject.

The Manchester (England) show, yvhich is counted one of
the two-point shows, is again numbered among the events
of the past. Though iu some of the breeds the qufdity was
not up to the form of previous years, the exhibition was a
great success. The pointer Saddleback (Mr. Norrish's) took
the special for the beat in the sporting classes, and the collie

Mons Meg that for the non-sporting division, though the
decision was hardly a fair one, we are told, when the St.
Bernard Princess Florence was also in the ring.

Mr. Millais is the moving spirit in an endeavor to down
the dread demon of distemper arising from imperfectly dis-
infected shows and the carelessness in exhibitors showing
sick dogs or those just recuveriu,g. He has had the provi-
sions of an act drawn up which will shortly be introduced
into Parliament making it a misdemeanor punishable by
fines not exceeding -SlUO for the firsc offense and S'350 for the
second. The principal points ;ire: Any person sending a
dog to a show which is suffering or for five weeks previously
has stiffered, from distemper, shall be guilty of offense under
the Act, also if he sends a dog to a show that has been kept
in a kennel where any dog has been suft'ering from distem-
per, unless he can prove he has taken every precaution by
disinfecting dog hampers, etc. All benching should be
thoroughly disinfected before it can be put up at a show
nnless a period of twelve months has elapsed since the
benching was used, the show people, as well as the person
supplying the benching are also made liable for the oft'ense.

With the power of the law behind them something can
surely be done to mitigat-e the great evil from which the
canine family suffers.

Yes, '-Cheerful Horn," Sir Bedivere has "to be kidded to a
bit," and a few weeks on one of our bench-show circuits will
make any dog, unless he has the very best experienced care,
look rather careworn, to say the least. Poor Sir Bedivere
looked oQly a shadow of his handsame self at Lynn, and his
owner dpseryes all the trouble it will take to get him right
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MRS. E. CLARKE'S JAPANESE SPANIEL "KIOTO.'

Winner of first, New York Show.

C. G. BROWNING'S SPANIEL "CHERRY BOY."

"Winner of first in open class, New York Show.

A. W. PURBECK'S GfREYHOUND "GEM OF THE SEASON.'

Winner of first in open class, New York Show.

more ttan three times this spring. Had his late owner
shown him here, there and everywhere, he would not have
made up into the dog lie is.

Poor Ben Lomond! and unfortunate Mr. Moore. On
Thursday night last Ben Lomond was taken sick with colic

at the kennels at Melrose after returning from Washington
show, and at 12 o'clock he died. This is a heavy loss to Mr
Moore, as Ben's services have been in great demand. At a
show he was always admired for his good temper and hand-
some appearance. He was by champion Barry out of Tiietis,

and his breeder was Mr. W. F. Shepard. He was just about
six years and four months old. His winnings emtirace first

at all the principal shows since his importation in the
summer of 1888. Lacking the black shadings, he did not ap-
pear so massive in head as he really was. and this was made
apparent when, last year, we painted his head, putting on
the black on muzzle and ears, when it was dilEcult to recog-
nize the dos. he looked so improved. The death of this dog
rather cripples Mr. Moore's team, but in a. letter telling
us of Ben's death, he shows that he is still in the swim in
spite of the worst luck.

Talking of St. Bernards reminds us of Mr. Hopf, who is so
soon to leave us. Our absence at Lynn last week prevented
our seeing his letter before it was printed, or we should
have had something to say theu. The president of the St.
Bernard Club has for many years been an important figure
in St. Bernarddom, and no man in the fancy commands more
respect as a breeder and an exhibitor. Honest to a fault in
all his dealings he somehow has hardly had the good luck
that should go with it. Champions Otho and Hector are
the dogs with which his name is inseparably connected. As
a prime mover of the St. Bernard Club, its president, and a
hard worker in its behalf since its inception, his counsel
and help will be sorely missed, but we are sure that all vSt.

Bernard, men and fanciers at large will wish bim, with us,
every prosperity for himself and family in his new home,
and that on the other side of the Rockies he may succeed in
breeding a St. Bernard that may come nearest to his idea of
perfection.

Mr. Mei'cer's bad luck still pursues him, for he writes us
that a litter of puppies out of Bromine, sired by champion
Johnny, on which his hopes had centered, have become vic-
tims to the mother's unnaturalness. she having eaten them
all. Thisishardluckindeed. The Ottawa Club lias decided to
abolish puppy classes altogether at their shows, and there-
fore are thev greatly to be praised. Sometime in the distant
future our own clubs may see fit to follow the same lead.
There is no reason why they should not. The classes are very
seldom well filled, but at the same time one puppy in a show
can do the damage which we wish to see lessened to some
extent at least, and abolishing puppy classes would be a
great step toward it.

We are told that there are over 500 cocker spaniels in the
hamlet of Woodstock, Canada. Friend Laidlaw must answer
for this state of things.

The Philadelphia Kennel Club has come to life again and
the boom in dog shows this season has made them think
that after all they can hold a show with a reasonable chance
of coming out at the right end. They claim the dates March
lto4.

We hear that Mr. James Green, who had full charge of
Sir Bedivere in England, is on his way over, if he is not
already in this country. He will we understand take hold
of Mr. Sears' kennel and he comes in the nick of time to put
the crack in good shape again.

Mr. Percy Ohl has purchased from Mr. Muss-Arnolt the
pointer Bracket.

On the third day of the Chicago show an important meet-
ing of the United States Field Trials Club will be held.
Every member is earnestly requested to be present.

We trust Mr. Harris will reconsider his determination to
go out of the bull-terrier fancy, especially when he has got
together such a good string. A catalogue of his tex-riers
which we have received shows that in the dispersal of this
kennel some excellent terriers can be picked up at a modei^
ate sum.

Mr. C. S. Wisom has purchased the beagle dog Tricotrin,
vrbich be speaks very highly of. He is a litter brother to
Ava W., aaa 'svUl mm& witfe gtiii?P8 at Gblcftgfo &»4

The many friends of Secretary Odell, of the Central Field
Trials, will be glad to learn of his recovery after a long ill-

ness.

Mr. Mortimer writes us shat the actual pricp paid for the
pointer King of Kent by the W. K. C. was .sl,250. This dog
ought to do well in this kennel, having been the sire of such
noted field dogs as Rip Rap, Zig Zag, Maid of Kent, Tapstpr,
etc., besides being himself a noted bench show winner. He
also wishes us to say to owners of bitches that have missed
to him, if there be any, that these bitches can be sent to him
free, although this is in no way binding on the club.

Mr. Hersey. of Utica, N. Y., writes us that the old blue
belton setter bitch Donna died of old age March 4. She was
by Royal Blue out of Dryad.

The Vredenburgh vs. Peshall libel suit was set for last
Tuesday, but as on former occasions Mr. Peshall was unable
to have it tried. This time it was because Mr. Yredenbureh
did not put in an appearance. In addressing Judge Fitz-
gerald, urging him to insist upon the case being put through,
Mr. Peshall asserted that it had never been the intention of
the other side to try it, but that the case was being carried
along in the coiu't as a barrier to suits which he him-
self was preparing to brin.g. Judge B'itzgerald said that the
case had now been on the calendar several months, and he
recognized that in his faihu-e to spcure a trial Mr. Peshall
had a grievance; it was due to Mr. Peshall that the case
should be tried or dismissed. Mr. Peshall said he did
not move to have it dismissed: his effort from the beginning
had been to get it to trial. Finally, the District Attorney
promised to try it next Wednesday, ''if he could secure the
attendance of the complainant."" Mr. Peshall gave notice
that unless Mr. Vredenbui-gh should then be present and
the case be tried he should move lor its dismissal.

The National Beagle Chib held their first annual banquet
at Young's Hotel on Tuesday evening, and about twenty
members sat down to an excellent dinner. When cigars and
coffee came on, speeches were the order of the evening, and
several of the members showed they were not far behind
their pets in giving tongue when the trail is once found.
The party broke up at about 11:30, and all look forward to a
repetition in 1892.

Mr. Moore's prospect of a pleasant week among fanciers at
the show were marred by news of the death of Alton, at
Washiuaton, Sunday night. Mr. Moore's luck seems to run
in couples, for Ben Lomond's death has only just been re-
corded, and now this last blow is a greater one still, both to
him and the breeders of the country. Experience is dearly
bought sometimes, but at any rate Mr. Moore has our sin-
cere sympathy and that of every St. Bernard lover.

Hepsey is reported as being very low. She whelped, but
only five pups are living. The last message to-night (Tues-
day) says she is a trifle better.

Mr. Watson and Mr. Sidney Smith arrived all safe from
England last Saturday, and both are taking in the Boston
show. Mr. Smith will, after Boston show, go on to Chicago
and take in the Mascoutah Kennel Club"s show. Mr. Green
is here and will take charge of Mi-. Sears's kennel and Sir
Bedivere, his old protege. Mr. Lovel, who had the dogs
round the circuit, has left the Wyoming Kennels. We were
surprised, as we always thought him very attentive to his
charges and seemed quite wrapt up in them.

Mr. F. W. Chapman has lost his young beagle Restless,
that won second down at Washington. Pneumonia took
him ofi', and he has lost from similar causes fiiteen dogs in
the last fortnight. What a spring this is for canine mor-
tality. The grip must attack the dogs as well as their
masters.

Our spaniel friend, George Bell, has been acting m a new
role, that of coursing judge at a little meeting up at To-
ronto Some "artificial" rabbits, that is, rabbits kept for
the occasiou, had been provided, and several greyhounds,
known more or less to fame, took part in the fun. They
were the dogs Why Not, Lady Langtry, Wire, Second Sight,
a noted bench perlormer, Milo, also a winner at show.s, Jolly
Ranger and Friday. In the first round Second Sight suc-
cumbed to Why Not. The contest seems to have been rather
on the go-as-you-please order, for when Milo should have
come ag dnst Why Not in the second , he was withdrawn, and
Second Sight v,'as given another opportunity to show her
mettle. Tbis she did to good purpose, defeating the dog after
l»oi»e Y^7 oievep work, fiiea sbe met Jolly Raa^ef, wfeo

led her three lengths to the hare, wrenched twice and served
to Second Sight, who immediately picked up bunny, and so
lost the course. Jolly Ranger and Why Not then came to
the slip?, and the hare was allowed 500yds. Why Nnt killed
too soon and let Jolly Ranger in for first prize, Why Not
second and Second Sight third. After this there were two
races, one S-.-^Oyds. and the other 440yds., between Jolly Ranger
and Why Not. At the finish Why Not was in froiit about
half a length in both races. No di^ubt this will sprve to
create an interest in coursing round Toi-onto which will
bp appreciated by the many greyhound owuers in that city.
Unfortunately, we hear that in returninghome the owner of
Why Not lost his dog, and he has not yet turned up.

We have repeatedly urged the Collie Club to inaugnrate
sheepdog trials, and now we pre pleased to annonnce that
the club intends holding their fir.^t ones in the fall of 1892 at
some place convenient to New York city, very likely at
Huntington, L. I. The first prize will be 8250; second, -SlOO;

third, S50, and fourth, a silver medal. The competition will
be open to all. This is a good move, and as they are set far
enough ahead there is no excuse whv the dogs should not be
pro perl V trained, and the trials in place of being a farce, as
heretofore, be a credit both to the club and the dogs.

Mr. Charles P. Barry's bloodhound Malmesburv has gone
the way of all flesh, though rather suddenly. He died last
week at Rochester, N. Y. It is supposed that poison was the
cause, as a whole sparrow was found in his stomach after
death.

At the last meeting of the Toronto Kennel Club, on Thurs-
day evening last, the following additional ofiicers were
elected: Patron, J. Beverley Robinson; Committee, H. B.
Donovan. J. Wilson and W. P. Eraser: Club Veterinary Sur-
geon, Dr. Camv»bell, who is con.3idered among the dog men
of Toronto to be quite an expert in canine ailments.

We took a trip over to Mr. Symonds's kennels at Salem,
Mass., during the Lynn show. The home of his famous
Yorkshires and other terriers is quite elegantly fitted up, and
though cramped for space, the kennels are exceedingly well
arranged and in such style as befits these dainty morsels of
dog flesh.

Mr. Parbeck expects the noted greyhound Pious Pembroke
over very soon, he is said to be a big winner on the other
side.

The prices realized at the Tattersall sale at Philadelphia
last week can hardly be called very encom-aaing. Marquis
of Stafford, the white St. Bernard, brought S350. Jim Lim-
mon S240, the bulldog Quasimodo §30, Maney Trefoil, a crack
collie at one time, S300, Wellesbourne Flurry §45, Welles-
bourne Hero, who ha^ been doing some winning at the
shows lately, went for S90. A large number of different
breeds did not realize 825 apiece.

Mr. George Bell has succeeded in having the Spaniel Club's
§100 challenge cup for cockers put up at the uext Toronto
show, and the club also give several cash prizes.

We are sorry we cannot devote enough space to give the
mc7U( of the Massachusetts Kennel Club's, of Lynn, dinner
to their visitors on the 24th, as it was really a very enticing
one. At the tables we noticed: Robert Leslie, James Mor-
timer, Dr. H. Clav Glover. R. F Mayhew, E. B. Sears, Capt.
Hoitt, T. C. Faxon, A. E. Lincoln, D. A. Williams, Rudolph
Weimer, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sanborn, Miss Dearbom, Mrs.
Smith, C. A. Bramble, of the Bomm Herald, W. A. Power,
Major J. M. Taylor, F. W. Chapman, W. F. Rutter, Jr., O.
W. Hrooking, H. V. Jamieson, ^V. Parry, Bradford S. Tur-
piu, W. S. Clark. A. J. Purintou, A. S. Aborn, Geo. Thomas,
W. E. Jones, George W. Lovell, C. E. Gilchrist, E. E.
Haines, and many others. Mr. Leslie, the president of the
club, bid us all welcome in a neat speech; but as time was
pressing there was little speechmaking, and every one settled
down to business at once.

Mr. William Stephenson, who will be remembered as a
familiar figure at shows two or three years ago as the owner
of the Wiulawn Kennels of mastiffs, met with a serious
accident last week while driving iu Rahway, iN. J., with his
little daughter. The horse ran away, and dashing against a
tree flung Mr. Stephenson with such force against it'that he
now lies at the Sheridan House suffering from concussion of
the brain. We trust he may recover, though it is said to be
doubtful. His daughter, strange to say, wasunburt.

Is 8. ft-i^tUy JettefUm Mi, Isgrigg, of Oartbage; UQ.,k»,
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writes: "We have some fine dogs down in this neck of the
woods, not only in breeding but as fine lielders. There are
owned here sous and daughters of the followiTig sires and
dams: The pointers—Champion Grapnic, Triuljet's Bang,
Croxteth, Fowler and Metfor. In setters—Champion Glad-
stone. Bessie A., Gath's Mark and Count Noble. I have just
purchased a young dog which can show 4T^4 per cent. Dalse-
Rhosbe blood. In Irish setters have a brace by Dick
Swiveller and Elcbo, Jr. The Gordons arp represented by a
daughter of Beaumont and a son onfc of Becky Sharp. We
might at almost anytime bring together enough to form
quite a bench show, or get up a field trial at three hours'
notice. There is owned here a dog—a grandson of old Glad-
stone—who can beat anytning or everything in the dog line
west of the Mississippi. Yonr readers will laugh when thej-
peruse this, and 1 can hear them say, "If that is so, whv
don't you run him in the field trials and stop blowing?"
"Bring him out if he is such a ereat doR." "Why haven't
you done so before this, etc." I'll tell you why. He belongs
to a market-hunter, who puts in every day while the season

^^^^ ^.^^ J ^ '^^J v'uo V, iivj lUlUttO tic Ufta cL litLLUi
one he can be accommodated by running a three days' race
for a purse of .$500. Money and dog read'y at any time, field
trial rules to govern, We will either give or take expenses
and run on neutral grounds. Of conrse I understand thnt
the close .season is now on, but we can have the race just the
same, we need not kill any birds, which would necessarily
bar retrieving, and the dog we refer to is a very tender re
triever too. We would be glad to hear from any oue who
would like to make this $.500. We will not draw the line at
the Mississippi either, but will make it free for all. We pre-
fer the owners of Prince Lucifer^ Gath's Mark, Rowdv Rod,
Tjillie Burgess, Spotted Boy and Ossian to show their hands,
and an^ of the above can be accommodated for the amount
named." Now a gentleman well known in pointer circles
while chatting in our office lately spoke very feelingly on the
merits of a certain dog he owned, and wished to inake a
match. _ He refrained from issuing a challenge because the
field trials were over, but as the above looks genuine we
really think he has the opportunity now.

The last day of a dog show is generallv a dull one, and
many schemes are devised to attract the public. At Pitts-
burgh Sir Bedivere was paraded on the stage during the
afternoon. Would it not be a good idea, when circumstances
will allow of a good view of the proceedings, to have the
specials, such as cups, medals, etc., arranged on a table and
then coax some lady, or in default of that, the president of
the club, to donate them to the lucky winners. The dogs
which have won them to be, of cottrse, brought up to the
table at the same time.

GORDON SETTER CLUB MEETING.

AT a meeting of the executive committee, of the Gordon
Setter Club of America, held March 38, at Dr. Glover's

office, the following busine.ss was transacted, a quorum
being present; Comiuunications from Grott Collins were
received and acted upon, and the telegram from Mr. H.
Malcolm to the .secretary, appealing to the club from the
decision of the committee, was moved to be accepted as such.
Dr. Mej'er read the following com Luunication signed by ten
members: To the president of the Gordon Setter Club of
America: Inamuch as Mr. Harry Malcolm has appealed to
the club from the decision of the committee, although not
in strict accordance with the constitution, the undersigned
members desire that said appeal be duly recognized accord-
ing to Sec. 11 of our by-laws. We therefore respectfully re-
quest you to issue a call for a general meeting of the club,m accordance with Sec. S of otir by laws, to vote as to the
action of the committee. The president therefore ordered
the meeting to be called for Monday, Mav 4, at 7 P. M. It
was then resolved that H. Malcol m be noti fled at once by the
secretary to appear in person at the general meeting of this
club to be held at the office of the president, at 1293 Broad-
way, on that day, to state his exceptions to the action of the
committee in this case. On motion the secretary was in-
structed to draft a letter to the Stud Book committee in re-
lation to the tia>.< per cent, in GordoQ pedigrees and the
term black and tan setters, as per their request. The secre-
tary was also instructed to communicate with the Cleveland
Kennel Club, .stating that the club's finances do not warrant
any further money specials being offered this spring. It
was resolved, on motion of T)r. Meyer, that the club should
follow the lead of the Pointer and Setter Club, and suspend
the list of judges, allowing bench show committees to choose
their own. Mr. Blossom was elected a delegate to the A. K.
C, and Dr. Meyer was elected a Stud Book committee of
on?. The old committee on bench shows and field trials,
consisting of J. B. Blossom, Dr. Glover andL. A.VanZandt,
was re-elected. The following committee was also elected
to draft a new constitution and by-laws: J. B. Blossom, Dr.
Meyer and Dr. Lordly. Seven new members were elected.
The meeting then adjourned.

CALIFORNIA NOTES.—The Occidental Coursing Club
finished its fourth year on the lOtn inst. The club has a
neat balance in the bank and will soon own its own coursing
park. The treasurer, S. L. Abbott. Jr , stated that during
the club's existence he had expended .?2,000 for fair sport.
The railroad company has agreed to give the club reduced
rates and to kssue coupon tickets, good for admission to the
park. By a unanimous vote of the club, it was decided to
strike out from the constitution the section which has
hitherto prevented pool selling and bookmaking at the
club's cotirsing meetings. After a vote of thanks was tend-
ered the retiring secTftary and treasurer, Messrs. Carroll and
Abbott, tlie following officers were elected: President, J. F.
Carroll; Vice-Presidents, T. J. O'Keefe, T. J. Cooney, E. J.
Healey of Petal u ma, and Thos. Hind, of Redwood City.
Treasurer, S. L, Abbott, Jr. Secretary, J. R Dickinson.
Executive Committee, Col. S. O. Gregory, John Grace, T. J.
Cronin, J. B. Lincoln, and Henry Wormtngton.

CENTRAL PIEL D TRIALS.—Brfiior Forest a/iid Stream:
The Central Field Trials (.Hub will hold its third annual
meeting at Lexinjiton, N. C, beginning with the Sitter
Derby on Monday, Nov, 30. This will be followed by the
Pointer Derby, which, in turn, will be followed by the All-
Age Setter Stake, All-Age Pointer Stake and free for all

four hour heat race, in order named. Entries tor Derby will
open April 1.5 and close May 15. Kntries for All-Age Stakes
will close Oct. L5, and for the four hour heat race on Nov. 1

The prizes in each stake will be the same as heretofore
given. Our running rules are being revised and we hope to
have the same ready for distribution by April 10. For entry
blanks and other information, please address the secretary.
—K R. Coleman, Chairman, C. H. Odell, Sec'y and Treas.,
44 and 46 "Wall street, New York city.

COLLIES NOT IMPROVING.-Orange, N. Y.-Editor
Forest and Sireum: The exhibit of collies at the late bench
show at Madison Square Garden, witti a few exceptions, was
not equal in qtirtlity to last year. It was evident that bret^ders
were not patronizing the best dogs, so the Chestnut Hill
Kennels have kindly consented to make a reduction of thirty
per cent from tbeir'reguiar siud dog fees to members of the
Collie Club. The object of this is twofold: to improve the
breed and to increase the membership of the club. It ought
to have the desired effect.—J= D. Shotwell, Sec'y,

A DOG PROTECTIVE UNION.— Editor Forest and
Stream-: In your issue of Feb. 19 I notice a communication
from W. W. Bradley concerning a Dog Protective Union,
and would like to hear from him in regard to what move
has been made in this direction. I can add my testimony to
his regarding methods of the Associated Fanciers. I wrote
them inquiring for a pair of thoroughbred trained beagles
last June, and received a prompt reply describing just such
a pair as they thought 1 would want. They were recom-
mended as being fine hunters, the bitch particularly being
described as "hard to beat on rabbits." I sent them their
price, $45 for the pair, and in due course of tiate they came.
The dog [ found to measure l?in. in height. He was stiff in
the hindqttarters, which from careful examination proved to
be due to a bad case of fistula in ano. I tried them on rab
bits, putting the dog on a hot scent which he followed per-
haps two minutes and then gave it up. The bitch stayed
closely to heel and showed no desire to hunt. I wrote at
once to the As.sociated Fanciers, telling them the dogs were
not as represented, and received a reply telling to try them
again, and if they would not work they would make every-
thing satisfsctory. Several trials convinced me it was use-
less to continue, and I wrote them for satisfaction, receiving
an offer of another pair, express prepaid, which I considered
fair and accepted. They answered that they would ship an-
other pair soon. This was in November or JDecemher of la.st
year. I have not yet seen the other pair or heard from the
Associated Fanciers since. Mr. Bradley's experience has
convinced me that I shall never receive the consideration
from them that is my due. The dog has recently disau-
peared, and as I had another doa poisoned from a wolf bait
about the same time, I presume he has met the same fate.
The bitch 1 have now commenced to train, but it is uphill
work without a pack. She is doing well, and I think by next
season she will make an excellent trailer. A dog protecMve
union or some similar organization is certainly needed to
protect the public Irom such sharp, yes, criminal, practice.
I for one shall be glad to subscribe toward such an organiza-
tion.—C. P. HUBBAED^

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fnr-

aished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound for
retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Clover Hill Kennels. By J. G. Fisher and H. A. Bridge, Colum-
bus, U., for their kennels of English setters.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Eva—Jemj K. W. S. Gates's (Chagrin Falls, O.) dachshund bitrh
Eva (Waldman K.—Fraulein Walaeck) to J. Kreesh's Jerry K .

March 1.

MooreJield''s Cad's Pet—Pa.vta7ig. M"oiefield Kennel?' (Chula,
Va.) En!,'Usli s- tter bircb Moort field's Cad's Pet f Moor^flelri—Uad-
dii-') to tlieir Paxlang (nnnnt Nonle—Fate Gladstone), Feb. 20.
Countass of Riclimoncl—LiWc. Boy. Dr. G. Dixon's (Philadel-

phia, Pa.) G'Tdon setter biich Countess of Eichinond tohischam-
pion Liitlf Boy.
Bcauttj n.—Sir Herbert. F. G. Street's iLexumfon, O.) St. Ber-

naid buck Beauty II. (unportt d C;e=iar—(iuenu) to Miss VVhitnev 's
imported Sir Herbert (cuanipion Plmlimmou—cfiampion Queen
Jui a), Feb. 10.

—Elach Bufferin. J. G. Bewtley's (Tilsonburg, Ont.)
rocker spaniel bitch to Woodland Kennels' Black Dufferin
(champion Bra-nt—Bonita), Jan. 6.

Manrmrite- Black IHifferln. J. G. Jorgetisen'.-* (WoodRtoo>.
Out,! cocKer 3i)aniei biiuu Marguerite (Black Duke—Lady Nell) to
Wooi^land Kennels' Black Dufferin (champion Brant—Bonita),
Jan. 16.

Miith—Black, Lhilferin. John Allan's (Woodstock, (^nt.) cocker
spaniel biica Mytii to Wondland K-^nnels' Black Dufferin (cham-
pion B ant—Bonita), Jan. 31.

Countess—Black Dufferin. D. Bfl.shinpr's (LaiKlon, Ont.) cocker
spanitl I'irch Countess (King of Obos—A'eruiiUioiO to WooJbnd
Kennels' Black Dnff'-rin (champion Brant—Bonns), Feb. 6.
WoodJand Queen—Oho II. Woodland Kennel^' i S\ ondsrook.Ont.)

cocker spamet birch Woodland Quf en (K' lle.v'sTippo—Woodstock
Queen) to J. P. Willey's champion Obo II. (champion Obo—cham-
pion C'doe), Jan. SO.

Topseij-Black Dufferin. Chap. Banting's (Woodstor-k, Ont.)
cocker sp niel Mtch Topsey (Burmah—FrRtvie) to Woodland
Kpnnels' Black Dufferin (cuampion Brant—Bonita), Feb. 11.
.lealoitsy—Black Dufferin. Woodland Kennels' (Woodstock, Oat )

cocKer Hpinrel tmcU Jcaiouf y (Obo, .Tr.— Woodland Queen) to their
BlHck DulTerin (rhamp<on Brant—Bonira), March 3.

Lady Nell -Black Dufferin. •). G Jorgensen's ( Woodstock, Ont.)
cocker spaniel mrcb Lafiy Nell (Burm-^ h— Pre; yie) to Woodland
Kennels' Black DutfpriQ (cnampion Brn at-Boijita). March S.
Rosedale Belle—Black Dufferin. J. F. Knk's (Toronto, Ont.)

co(ker t-usniel bitcn Kosedhle Btdle ( Rean—.Shadow) to Woodland
K' unels' Black Dufferin (champic n Brant—Bon its), March B.

Merry Duchcfis-Bradforii Harry, P. H. Coombs';. (Bangor. Me.)
Yorkshire Terrier bitch Merry Duchess (Young fioyal—Juno) to
his champion Biadford Hairy (Orawshaw's Bruce—Beal's Lady),
March 21.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on ai>pllcatlon.

May. W. S. Gates's (Chagrin Fall?, O.) beagle bitch May (cham-
nion Bannermaa—R'ossom), March 14. five (three d'-g-), bv nis
chamoion Rattler lU. (charopion Rati lur—champion Mu-ic II ).

ErnglishLady. Rochelle Keniiela' (New Ro(•D^lle. N. Y.) tdack
and tan Lfrric-r bitch Enclish Lady (Jacks^on's Gjrd'>n-McMei''&
Bess), Feb. 25, two (one dog), by their fhe Senator (Jackson's Pat-
rick—Oosgrove's PmK).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Cliarlotta. Brindb', white markings, St. Bpvnard bitcti, age not
givtn, tiy Duke of Leeds out of Alma 11., by Hav-nswood Kenntls,
Long Island Oity, N. Y., lo Fred SoPnutt, Kcw York city.
Beautij II. Orange tawny, white markings, St. Bernard bitch,

wueiped Oct. 3, 1885, by imported Cinsar out of Guenu, by Miss
Anna 11. Whitn* y, i^ancaster, Mass., to i'red G. Street, Lexiug-
too, O.
Countess of Hiclunoncl. Gordon setter hitch, age and pedigree not

givfu, by b. E. Dhvis to Dr. S. (,. Dixon, Philidelpbiti, Pa.
Daisy Gates. White and tan beagle bitch, wbelptd Mai'ch, 188S,

by tiuunerman nut of 3Iagnie. by W. S. Gates, Chagrin Falls, O.,
to Geo. N. Leaveus, On ario. Can.
Lady Bassctt. Black and white English setter bitch, whelpefl

July 11, ISaO, oy Dick Fate out of Model Bondbn. by A. H. Bassett,
Somervllle, Mass., to H. A. Bridge, Columbus, O.

PRESENTATION.
Bonnie Lassie. Gordon .setter bitch, age not given, hy Pilot out

of Crete II., by Hngii Mcilvain to Dr. S. G. DLson, Philadelphia,
Pa.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering' questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

B. D. T., Fairflel'k Maine.- I have a hound bitch that had a lit-
ter of paps on Dec 23. Will you pleasf tell me through your cor-
respondence coiumu when she will probably be in heat again?
Ans. About the beginning of nexi June.

T. W. G. J.. Sorel.-My seller bitch after weaningpups had tears
considerably i^nl^ii-ged, and alth'-ngn remedies prescribed by local
veterin'-ry FnTijeoni have reduced indHmmauor, two teats still

remaiu distended beyond the u^um.! siz-and do not appear to get
apprec'abl.\ smallrr. The bitch oib rwise apnearsin good heal h.
Pup' have been Wf aned nine days. Kindly .id vise. Ans. Ruo the
ti ats well two or thrte limes a day wiih camphorated oil. A pre-
pa'ation of burnt leather and viuegar is also a good thing, Onar
ti^e leather, pound into a powder and mis wlcn the vinegar. Try
the oil first,

D. D. B., Blonmington, Ind.—My dog, prior to tbla trou We, bad
eight or ten fits. His appetite is somevyhat ioipaiied, bowelsi co!i«

stlpated, temperature and pulse about normal. He lava about

per Tectum an.i also seen and felt tlirout-h said muscle and thelymphatic gland .lust « rove the book in the rfgion of the gastri-nemUB, win iv it forms ibn flpxov ppdi^ p^rforans tendon, is ab'>ut
the (it a hen s egg. One day f noi,iced bim pans h, lirile blood.
Ans. It i.=j u-t 9a<e TO prescribe for your dog without fe<-ingliim.
the tumor is probably anabbc^-ss, ischiorectal ahscse," and thedog suiters from blood vois'M inc. The enlargement of lymphatic
glands would seem to hear this guess out.

J. W. H„ Beverley. N. J.-My six months old setter puppy, ap-
parp.ntly in good healUi. is constantly swallowing cinder^, coal,
stones, rags, etc. I have seen similar cases before, but none so

He Gonsuoi'S so much that is indierestible that I fear the result.Kmdly suggest a remedy. Ans. Your pup has worms. Have

an hour after give the Ouber half drachm: If in half an hour there
is nothicg passed, give a la-ge spnonful of castor oil and watch
results. For a week or so afterward feed soft foods, such, as
soups, etc.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP,

TN our next issue we shall probably announce definitely the sim-
pie broad conditions which will govern the contests for the

Amateur Revolver Championship ofAmerica, and the competition
for the Winans trophy emblematic of that championship. The
comments from vaiious p'lrts ^.f the country all go to convince ua
that the conditions, as originally outlined, wiU git^e the widest
satisfaction, and they will foi-m the bas's of the requirements.
There is a fear that with the whole country for a shonting

ground, possibly some irregularity in scores may result. The
large facilities of FoRt:sT and Stream will be amplysufficient to
prevent any such outcome. When the match was suggested by-

Mr. Winans we did not decline to conduct it, fearing the trifling
outlay which it would involve on our part. Where a point of ad-
vantage to sportsmen is to be met we consider it our duly not to
hold back and carp, but to step forward and carry the projnot
through. Several years agn there was much discussion anent
rifle trajectories, but an expenditure of over a thousand dollars
enabled w to gather a set of data which are now s'andnrd on that
point. AU manner of talk prevailed about the shotgun patterns
of to-day, but the establishment of onr testing ground at an ex-
pense of hundreds of dollars now enables the test of an arm to be
made promptly and with scientific accuracy. So it happens that
when the open question of a revolver championship is to be
answered by the revolver shots of America, it is onlv natural and
in accord with prf c^ dent that Foresi and Stream should act as
the reliable representative of the sportsmen of America.

S.VN FRANCISCO. March 32.—The first regimont turned on'
strong to-day 'o compete for the Tohin trophv. Every company
in the regiment sent over a fall complement of 20 m-^n each to do
honor to t^e trophy presented to the rfgiment. The day was a
windy and blustery one at the range, and tue guardsmen had their
hands full 1" endeavoring to hold thfir r iaces on the bull -^eye.
Alt bongh it was conceded that Company O, who carried off the
trophy last year, would again bp wiuners. cvetv company m the
regiment did their u'most to come in second. Company ti won
tbfi honor of second place, and in addition made the highesi indi-
vidual score of th" dav. The honor of scoring the highest record
of the day belongs to F. O. Young, who made the excellent score
of 48 out of a pos'-ible 5U, The shooting was under the supervision
and dirpction of tlit» Inspector of Rifle Practice. Springfield
rifles, having 6lhs. pull, 200^ 'a, Teams to consist of twenty men
from each company. Tie Tobin trnnhv was presented to thcFirst
Regiment by the family of the late Col. Robert Tobi eO the Third
Regiment as a mark of gra'ii ude to that resrimfnt for the friend-
ship they had shown Col. Tohin. A trophy was also presumed by
the family to the Third Reginipnt, which was won by Co. Blast
month. These trophies ate c-'Titested for e^'pry year. The com-
panyin each of these i wo regiments makini? the highest score at
the butts ari- di-cbircd the winni-rs nf the year.
Co C, Oapt H H WoodiulI...,8lK Co F', Capt A M^rgo 67l
Co A Capt R A MarsliHll C'?2 Co G, C^pt 0 L Tilden 740
Co B, Capt I B Cook TOT Co H, Capt H P Bnsh 643
Co D, Oapt (!has Jansen ii49

The winning company beat its good i-ecord of last year by 7
points.

REVOLVER SHOOTING.-It is a peculiar fact that very few
men, even accomplishtd shots, know how a revolver ought to be
handled. Nearly all are taught to aim a revolver as if it were a
rifle, that is. by bringing the object "imed at and the fore and hind
sigblsmto line. Ti'isisaU well, nought r shooting ffalleiy piactice,
but should never bi- foUowrd in tlie field. In training troops to
u.-e the revolver the<^ are langht. in aiminu, never lolook at the
weapon at a'l, but to keen their eyt-s "ui the obj-ct which is to
be struck, lu qu'ck firing, and especi«lly in sho ting from horse-
back, much er results are oia inaole in tLis «ay. A man
ttaowing a stone doi-s not loot at his hand, neither does a billiard
plaver sight along hia cue. The Fame rules appiv to the use of
short f eapons. I hav^ sefn men tr-iined to shoot excellently at a
mai k when ih^-y l ouk) not see their nistcl sights at all. Pieces of
pa^txhcird v^ete fasten d juatin front ' f ihe cylindfr. which eff ct-
ually prevented ih^- men f r m using their foresights and greatly
increased Ihe rapidity, as well as tlie accuracy of their fire.
Nearly any one can sight a pistol correeilv, the inaccuracy of the
aim being due to tremblim.' of the hands before the trigger is
piessed. My hiding tlie sight the temp alion to hold toolongia
removed, and the first pim. geoerally the most aceuraie, is pre-
served.—Sf. Louis Globe-Democrat.

BELLE\T:LLE, March 25.—Appended is a brief account nf the
winonpoi a vi ry interf sting series of rifle matches which were
shot in this c)U' during the winier. The long series of rifle

, ma+c'-es in ihe Foret^t and Stream Oub'^ eallt-rv, commenced In
Dt-cembtr last, was concluded on th^ 17ih, and tm-nished an ex-
citing finish. The c ondition'=, which gnvi rntd 27 matches, were in
the main these Distance, 2'. d.-,; targi-c. American field, reduced
fordistancf; p'sin'on. olT-hRB''; number of thoT-,10; highest pos-
sible score, 100; r.fle. U-^mMm-rnu and a Sit VlJn^. wii,n openaigats;
best 10 scores to be counted; 2'l entri 's and 7 prizes. For first
prize ihf- contest was of t be kteue.si, po-iHible deBcription—between
W. P. Clarke and Geo. A. Fro.=;r, Toe former, up lo the last match,
Weis 5 points ahead, ard each bad 7u as his lowtst s'^oro. If. there-
f(rre, Frost failed to m.^ke 73. tie was beaten. He made 77, how-
ever, and Clarke tad to maku 74 ro tie or 73 to win. Ho stood the
test welbmnkiiig 39 m hs first five shots, but then hp dropped to a
4 and ti, lesseuine bi.- average maleriHlly, But he c me again
with an 8 and a 10, matiing 67 for 9 stmts, and the task was weU
within the reach of a m'lrksman so skillful and steadv. All de-
pen led on the last sbol—7 to tie and 8 to win. 0 dv G," however,
rewarded his «im, and he was, with a score of 73. beaten by 1
point in ^up of the flnestcr'utests possib e. T- e peven prizp-s were
Geo. A. Frost 743, W. P. Olarke 743, R. A Davi- 078 S VV. Veimil-
>fae65, I. G. Smnh 680, R. S. Bell 651, J. H. Mills eOl. Toe best
singln score was 8S. by Geo. A. Fr st. Alim-itches were shot at
night, and the light was p or. A copy < f the target (inclosed)
will er'able you lo jndore of the merit of the scores made under
the conditions statea.—R. S. B.

IIARRISBLTRG, Pa. -A movement is ^:n^ in progress to form a
Central State Shooting Leygue. Pour clang hive already eX-
pre'^sed themst lves as wiUing and desirous to enter, and itiseX-
p oted nearly all will o rai m. The prc posed ground wUi bR 6«^t
as tar a» L-mcaster, Movrntville and Lenman p'ace,norLh to Cata-
wissannd Williamsnort and west to Altoona. Pa, Address for all
particulars, H. M. Wordeij, Secretary Karrisburg Snootlnj?
AagociatioB.'
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BOSTON. March 38.-The regular weekly shoot, of the Massa-
obTi8"ttB Rifle Association was held at its range to-day, with a
very iTge atteridauce of siiooiers. The shooting eondil ions were
very fine, and some high scores were made at rest, oflP-band and
with the pistol. Following are the hpst scores made, 200yds.,
standard American target, re-entries allowed:

Al'-Coroers' Rest Ma' eh.
8 Wilder 113 J W French 103 SEHov.ard 91W P Thompson. ..109 J French 100 W Conway 90
F Daniels 10" T S Horn ! 9 M T Day 88
T Warren 107 AH Ballard 9H AvSHunt 85
IB Thomas 103 MRBaxrer 93 .1 B Hobbs 81

An-0"meis' Ott-Hand Matr li.W Charles ?0 W Coaway 73 SE Newton 63
ASHnnt 78

Pistnl Match, oOydP.W Charles 96 AGStevea 80 A S Field 77
MTDay 90 F D Hart 78 D Martin 7.5

AC Sydney 83

RAT SHOOTING. March 38.—The Atlantic Gim Club, of Atlan-
tic City, ». J., held their regular weekly sh-^ot at their new
grounds, at the Inlet. The attraction of the day was a rat-shoot-
ing match between C. Sander and C. Harold, ll rats per man, 21
yds. rise, 7yds. boundary, use of both barrels; Harold won by one
rat, as follo^Vs:
Harold 12012113131—10 Sander 12102013111— 9

EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB.-New York, March 21.-The following
scores were made by members of the Empire Rifle Club, of 12 Sr.
Marks Place, on the Standard American targ-jT, IV4 hutlseye: W.
RoseuhaumSr, C. Zettler, Jr , 91, W. Miller **8, H. Zettler 88. A.
Stahl. .Jr.. 86, F. Schneider 85, G. Hillmeyer 80, W. Maisenholder
78, J. Zettler 78, A. Krueger 76, A Schmidt 70.

THE TRAP.

Score* for publication should be mads out an the pri^itcd tuannc
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to clufc

secretarieg. Correspondents who favor m with club scores are par-
tieularly requested to m-ite on one side of the, palmer only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice lilce the following:

April 9-11.—Annual Tournament of the Boiling Springs Gun
Club, at Rutherford, N. J.

April 28-30.—New London (or New Haven) Inter-State Associa-
tion.
May 5-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all. Elmer E.

Shaner, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Auburn, N. ¥., Gun Club TournamenT. $500 guaran-

teed. Professionals barred. Chas. W. Brister, Sec'y.
May 5-9.—Grand Tournament of the Hill City Gun Cluh, Vicks-

burg, Alips, Open to all. Geo. H. Hill, Sec'y.
May 13-14.—Grand Tournament of the -'^outh Side Gun Club, at

Watertown, N. Y. Open to all. L. H. Prentice, Sec'y.
May 13-16.—Ha rrisburg. Pa., Shooting Association Tournament,

asMsted by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H. M. F. Worden.
Sec'y.
May 19-31.—Washinerton (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Club
gives $1,000, Association guarantees $1,000, total S2,000.
.Tune 2-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Sboot. assisted by the luter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Ast^ociation. Association guarantees
81.000. club adds $3,000. total S3,000.
June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New i'ork

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
July 2-4:.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun

Club. E. B. Roberts, Sec'y.

DETROIT INTER-STATE.

DETROIT, Mich., March 24.—A glance at tbe list of entries for
the opening day of this, the first tournament n£ the Int'-r-

State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association, will show two
facts; first, the names are largel v of tho.9P not famiharly known
as circuit shooters; second, the numbers present would indicate a
very good interest taken for a shoot held iu so inclement a Feason.
The weather was wretchedly raw and unpleasant to-day, with ice
in the river, f^novv still on the ground and winter in the air; yet
between 40 and 50 entries came in before lunch time, and the
shooting throughout ttie flay, cleaning up the programme nicely,
was steadily engaged in by a goodly litfle party. Of the namf s
shown, will all be so familiar as those in the roster of the main
shoots last year? Many of them are not so familiar to the writer,
and it is said to-;iay by those who know, that many of the shooters
are from clubs in small towns not far distant. If these are fairly
to be called amateurs, and their scores would .-^eem to indicate
that, then the main purpose of the Association, which it widely
advertised in its catalogui s, namely, that of holding a shoot for
amateurs, would seem to be very flatteringly realized, or at least
as much so as could at this early hour be asked.
Now let us eo hack. We all remember the state of afl'airs under

the old rapid tiring system last year, with the tremendous runs of
the machine shooters, which made it necessary to average 96, 9",

98 or over to win, and which practically drove the amateur, the
"lover" of shooting otit of the field, narrowing the attendance in
the open shoots to about 30 high sverage men. Some may remem-
ber the day, after Corry shoot, when the sporting press began to
"roast" the old machine system, and to declare it was mining
sport at the trap.
Probably due to this cry of the press-and it was a just one-

matters were so pondered and considered in different lights that
ultimately this association of the dealers was formed, with the
sole purpose of furthering shooting at the trap, and with the minor
plan of keeping up, in a cheaper and easier working form, the
spirit of the old American Shooting Association. The very first
sentence the Association wrote; on its banners was, '-We are for
the greatest good to the greatest number." Its nest was, "We
shall hive two classes, the expert and the amateur, the first to
shoot the professional (or walking) svstem. at 5 unknown traps,
the second to shoot the regulnr rapid-firing amateur rules; the
scoring to be score|and score alike." This sboot at Detroit, with
$1,600 guaranteed by the friendly association, and all the profits on
the targets to be given outright to the home club (or "tournament
association"), is the first under the new experiment. "We will call
it an experiment by courtesy to those experts who appx-ove it.

Really it is the only just and proper thing to do.
This morning, when the "expert class" was called to shoot in the

first event only two men responded. Those two are men as well
known as any in America as shooters, and withal as honorable
and lovable men. Charlie Budd and Rolla Feikes are known
where shooting is known. They have no enemies, and their friends
are thousand. Nothing mfan, itiggardly, unfair, underhanded or
ungentlemanly was ever urg<-d or dreamed against tither of them.
Indeed, if one were asked to select two men typical of the best
element of general trap shooters, he could not pick a better two
than these. Very well. The scores will tell the rest. Budd got 8,

and was shot out in the ties. Heikes eot 6, and also went out in
the ties. They followed this through the day, and only pulled oxit
about even by reason of a little surplus average money, S44 25, left
for their class. Below these men, in the amateur class, were
several men not thought justly to he clusFcd experts, but who as
amateurs stood to win more than these two experts at the expert
rules. The two experts knew they could not win. "We will sub-
mit to anything reasonable, ' said rhcy, "but it is throwing money
away to shoot in this way. To-nightwe quit."
This placed the management in rather a hard position. Every-

body likes "Charlie and Roll" so well that it is extremely hard to
keep friendship out of sight when reasoning on a question where
thej are concerned. Let us tor the moment put this fi-iendship—
which the writer begs to claim in as high degree as any for both
thesemen—out of sight, and suppose these two to be sheer rob-
bers whom nobody likes. They find it throwing away money to
go on. How about the fellows who threw away money for these
two to win in all these past years? These two quit, btitif they stay
in on the old hasis don't twice two, and double and four times
that, quit and go away, or fail to come out at all ? Sympathy is

all riylit, but how about the poor devils who have patiently "con-
tributed to these men for years ? How about the amateurs who
have come out to this shoot for the specitic. reason that the experts
were announced to shoot by themselves'? Hosv about ti e H'r'. 5'^-,

6»8 to bo seen in the amateur scores below V In short, ieaving out
that difficult matter of loyalty to a friend, what earthly right had
Charlie and Roll to object ? They were about even with the game
as it was to-day, and did not shoot as well as they ought to under
these same exi?ert rales. How many of the .amateur class below

.

them quit even to-night? Are the experts not as well off, and
better off, than the average amateur? Because they always have
won right along under the old absurd system is that any reason
why they should insist on winning all the time? Each slrie has
its inning in a game of ball. Why not in a game of scooting? The
professionals have bf-en having their inning for years. Why
should tbev object to playing even for a whilt? Rolla Heikes
has his salary and exueneea paid to come here and sboot.
Ought he to complain because lie m^eses a few birds, and gives
some man a chance 10 win a few dollars who has paid
his own expenses and put up big own money to come out
and have a little funV Miwh of this applies to Charlie Budd, also,
or I believe it 10 brt so. Have rhuy pillier of them any right to

obj^ci? Barring the bi;is of frieudKhip, the idea is simply pre-
posterous and not worth a moment's thought, i-iuppose tbev do
quit, do r.ot others come in all the more? And is auy hardship
wrought up ''H them when so matiy shoots are still left open all

Dver the land where they are not barred? The management was
therefore quite right in concluding, as it is this evening under-
stood to have done, that the orig'nal plan of the meeting must be
adhered to and the two classes kept distinct. It was suggeeted
that the experts b<? allowed to smnd directly behind the five un-
known traps, thus avoiding the possibility of being "outgunned"
by the opposlte-anale birds, but even this was thouerht not desir-
able, as It is 80 desirous of carrying out fully and thoroughly the
experiment of induciug new shooters to come in. What our
friends tbe experts mav do is not now determiued, but it is hoped
they shriot through the wee'.*, as they are both universally well
liked. Besides, it will do 'em good to see just how it eroes. Ruble
is here and is classed expert. He only entered twice. It is too
risky for John.
The grounds, at the foot of the hill near the driving park, lie

just at the rivet's edge and are about as cold, wet and muddy as
they could be, though in good weather they are fine, lying as they
do directly opDOSite BeUe Isle and the anchoring grounds of the
Detroit and Michigan yacht clubs. The management by its able
lieutenant, John Parker, has done all possible "toward comfort by
means of abundant board wallcs and plenteous shavings. It is

not a pleasant time to hold a shoot, but this is only the first one,
and the first day of that.

It is one of the plans of the Association that each member have
a tent on the grounds. Not all; but many were so represented
to-day. To the right of the walk stood the spacious umbrella
tent of the Colts Patent Fire Aims Co., with Charlie Willis as
presiding genius. On the left was tbe ingenious tent of the Peters
Cartridge Co., made in form and color imitative of a shot shell.
To tbe right of the Colts tent was the mnrqnee of the Jenny &
Graham Gun Co., of Chicago, a similar one yet to the right flaunt-
ing the blazonry of the L. 0, Smith gun. To the left of tne Petejrs
tent was the square canvas of the "headquarters t'nit," and be-
yond that the striped marquee of W. Fred Quimby & Co. At the
extreme right of the score was the FoTtEST and Stream domicile,
and at the es'reme left that of its hated rival. The Forkst
AND Stream tent has a pretty sign on it, saying "Come in and
Sit Down." From a sense of duty I did so, but the way the wind
sighedthrough the open-sided house was too suegcstive of pneu-
monia, and I did not linger. No one went into the tents, the
chilly air making the heated, though ovf-r-crowded club house
shanty the only tolerable place to stay. The canvas structures,
however, picturesque, unique and various as they were, made a
very pretty picture. In better weather and on pleasanter grounds
they will be an interesting and valuable feature of these shoots.
A number of Ohio shooters are here, and also many from Michi-

gan. Heikes and Oharlio Willard are over alone from Chicago,
and Budd from Iowa. Uncle Jake Pentz is here in business ca-
pacity from New York, and Tee Kay is also here. The latter is

lust up from a sick bed, and Uncle Jake is nearly down in one.
Paui North, of the Clevelana Target Co., is present, and CJhape
Wht-tmore got in this evening. Cady is on from New London, and
Penrose of course is on hand, but on the whole the East Is not
very well represented. Among shootera from nearer by are Du-
sett, of Aramada; Andrews, Sardinia, N. Y ; Courtney, Syracuse;
Osborn, Toledo; Moiher, Fulton, K. Y.; Osman, Pontiac; Donald-
son, Windsor; Kdwards, Dayton; Hannaford, Jackson; MDonald,
Dayton; Wright, Lansing; Waruf, Kalamazoo; Mumma, Dayton;
SproH?, Toledo; Ricbter, Milwaukee: North. Cleveland; Merrill,
Friesp, Milwaukee; Orowell. Hastings. This is not, as to-day at
least would show, a gathering of old familiar faces. Not, per-
haps, so p'tPasant as yet for that reason, since strangers are not
friends, but still all tbe better foi- the purposes in hand is this
gathering, the first e)f the regular season, now shivering in the
inclement air of the bleak and early spring. The following are
scores of to-day's shooting:
Event No. 1, 10 Keystones, $1:

Expert Class.
CWBudd llOllllOH—8 R O Heikes .OllomOlO-6

A-^^iit^xii'' CJrss*
Oshorn 1111111011— 9 Yager. .....OOIOIOOIOI- 4
Meirili lUinuilO— 8 dwell. - 1111111111—10
Buckley 1101111011— 8 Andrews 011110)011— 7
Hichter 1101011111-8 Hebel 1111111111-10
McDonald IIIIOIIOII- 8 Sauford OllllliOll- 8
Edwards 1111111110-9 Courtney lllllltlll—10
Ford 1111010111- 8 Cole IIIUUIOIO-
Cady 1101011010- 7 Forrest lUOllliOO- .

Shorty lOlOlOOlOl— 5 Don OOCOOOlOli— 3
Spross 1111111111—10 Latham lllllOdlll— 8
Mosher 0010101111- 6 Watts 1111111111-10
Perry 0100111100- 5 Hanaford lOOOOillll— 6
Wright 1011111011- 8 Went llOlllOOlO- 6
Waruf llllUOill- 9 Nobbs llllUOllOO- 6
Wallace 1011011110- 7 Cooper lOllUoilO- 7
Renick 1111001101- 7 Tee Kay 1110011111— 8
Robson nimoill- 9 Lynch OllOllOlni- 6
Mumma 1111101111- 9 Parker 1111001100- 6
Five mnn' ys in all snoots. Ties on first div. by Spross, Crowell,

Hetiel, Courtney and Watts. Ties on second div. by Osborn, Ed-
wards, Waruf and Mumma. Ties on third shot out and Wright,
Buckeye, Ford and Tee Kay div. Ties on fourth shot out and
Wallace. Forrest atd Cooper div. Ties on fifth shot out and Han-
naford won.

Jt will he noticed that the experts fpll out in the ties. It will be
noticed also that the experts are required to shoot first. This
would prevent dropping for place in a class of experts who desired
to do that..

Event No. 3, 10 Keystones, $3..50, S.50 guaranteed:
Expert Class.

C B Budd 1111010100-6 J A " White" 0100100110-4
R O Heikes llOlOiOlU-7

Amateur Class.
Cooper lllOllini— 9 Watts. IIOIIOUII— 8
Brummitt IIOIIIOIOI—
Cody 0101011010— 5

Dussett iniiiuio—
Yager 1110111110— 8

Shorty OOOOUOOU— 4 Cole 1111111101— 9
Parker llliOlOHl- 8

Forrest lUOlU'Ol- 8

Sanford 1111111111-10
Weudr 1111111111—10
Hannaford lUOlOllll— 8

Osborn lllllOllU- 9

Don 1101010110— 6

Shilling 1100000100- 3
Andrews 1111111111-10 Merrill
Ford OOiiniOU- 7 Perry
Renick 01 II 011101— 7

"

Lvncb 1001101011- 7

OoweU 1111111111-10
Richter H00110011- 6
Mosher llllllldlO - 8

Robson 1111111101— 9
Tee Kay 0010111101- 6
Wright IIIOOIIUI— 8
Hebel llllllllOl- 9
Edwards IIOIOUIOI— 7
f'ourtney lllllOllU— 9
Mumma lllOoilllO— 7
Waruf 11110in 11— 9

.1111101110-8
- - . 00101 to 111- 6
Spiois lOlllJOin— 8
McDooiild limillOl— 9
Usboni "illllOillO— 8
^uC e 1111111111-10
L il.um..,. OnillfJlll- 8

Ties on Orstdiv. Ov Cro.-.eU > nd iJucvevt ; ties on 9 shot out and
won by i smond; third thot uTiri iiiv. bv Latham, Watts, Wrght
and Parker; fourth sliot and div. hy Mumina, Ford and Heiket;
fifth .shot and won by Perry.
Event No. 3, 15 Keystones, $L60:

Expert Clsiss.

Bud 1 lIOlIlOlUOllll-12 Heikes HOilOOlllllOll-11
Amateur Cla=s.

Spross 111111101111101-13 Crowell lUlOOlOlOH 110-10
Kichter UllimUlllU—15 Tee Kay 100110011011011— 9
Jaeer 10(X)1001ini011— 9 Webb lOOIlOOUllllOl—10
An<lrBwe COlIlOUI 111101—11 Wright 111110111010111—12
Hebel 100111011011111-11 Litbam lillOOlllllOHlU—10
Cooper 110011110110111-11 Forrest .111111111101111—14
Wat ts 111001111111110-12 Ed wards 0001111 110101 11 -10
Sanford 010101111110111—11 Mummi 101111111111111-14
Par ksr 1100 1 11 11010111-11 Osmun 0111 11111011111-13
Merrill 111111111111011-14 Brum ett ... .inCOlOlllOrn 1-11
McDonald .. .111111001001101-10 Cole 11011101101] 1 11 -]2
Wendt llOlOlllOimOi'-lO Mosher IIOOOIOIIOIOIXIO- fl

Lynch 101011110111110-11 Dussett 0111 UlOlllU 10-12
Shoity 101 11 01001 111 1 1-11 Reinick UUOllOOOllliO-iO
Oadv lOOlllUOlOOlOl - 9 Ppi-ry 000001101010111-7
Osborn 011111111111111-14 Whiteshurger.Ollllllllllllll—14
Hannaford... 111001111111110—12 North 011011011110 01—10
Courtney Illl010<:ii011111-ll Rohson Ill011111111011-13
Waruf...,. . .111110111001111—l:i Schtlling.- 001110110010001-7
Buckeye 110111111110111-13

First div. by Merrill, Osborn, Forrest and Whitesburger; second
div. by Osmuu and Robson; third shot and div. hy Waruf. Wr'ght
and Hannaford; fourth shot and div. by Parker, Hebel and
Shorty; fifth div.
Event No. 4, IS Keystones, $4, .§73 guaranteed:

Expert Clasp.
Budd 110110010101110- 9 Heikes 011101110100010- 8

Amateur Class.
Dusett 110100101111101-10 0.'5mun 110111111101101-13
Bucktve lUOl 01 11111 001 -11 Cooper. HlllOlllllllll-14
Robaon lllUllllllllOO 13 H <nn"ford . . .011111111111010-13
Wendt 110111111011110—13 Wright 010100111110111—10
Yager 111111011110110-13 Warnf .1111111' Ollllll—14
Parker lOUOllOlOOlOll- 9 Spross IIOOIKXJIIIIIOI-10
Andrews 11001H11111110-H Merrill 111011100111011—11
Osborn IIIOIH 111111 11-14 Lalham 110110000111111—10
MoBher 110101110110001- 9 Richter 011111111110111—13
Don Ill 110101100101-10 Crowell HI 1111011101 11—13
Edwards 111101111101111—13 Ody 110101101101111—11
McDonald 110111011101111—12 Mumma 01 1001110111101-10
Courtney llllllUOllOl 011—11 North 011101111111101—12
Perry llOlllllOOlllOO-lO Sanford 1 11110111111111 -J4
All ties div. but fifth, which was shot out and div. by Spross,

Mumrna and Perry,
Event No, 5, 6 pairs Keystones, $3:

Expert Class.
Budd 11 10 11 10 11 10- 9 Heikes 10 10 01 11 10 11- 8

Amateur Class.
Oshorn 10 00 10 10 11 11— 7 Mumma 10 11 10 10 11 11— 9
Edwards ... 10 10 11 10 11 00- 7 Sanford 01 10 10 11 10 00- 6
Richter 01 01 00 10 10 10— 5 Hebel 10 10 UO 00 11 10— 5
Merrill 00 00 10 10 01 11 - 5 Perry 10 10 10 01 CO 11— 6
Andrews ...11 00 11 10 10 10— 7 Duselt 10 00 10 10 10 10- 5
Freise 11 11 10 10 10 11— 9 Cooper 10 10 10 10 10 11— 7
Webb 10 10 10 10 10 10— 6 Spross 11 10 10 11 00 11— 8
White 10 11 11 11 11 10-10 Cady 00 10 10 11 01 11— 7
Parker 10 ll 11 10 11 10— 9 Crowell 01 10 10 11 10 10— 7
.lager 10 01 10 10 11 10- 7 Robson 10 11 01 U 10 01— 8
Buckeye 10 10 10 10 10 11— 7 McDonald . ..lO 00 11 10 11 00- 6
"^Tiite" first, second div. by Friese, Parker and Mumma; third

div. hy Spross and Robson; fourth shot out and div. by Buckeye,
Cooper and Crowell; fifth div.
Event No. 6, 20 Keystones, 85, $100 guaranteed:

Expert Class.
Budd UOmOlOllOmiOOll-H Heikes... 11110111101001101111—15

Amateur C!a=s.
CroweU.. -00111011011110111111-15 Ed wards?.. 11111111111111111111-20
.sanford ..01001011111111111111-16 Andrews .11111111110111111111-19
Friese 1111011)1000010011111-13 Cady 10111111111110111111—18
Dussett . . .1111000111101111 1011-15 Osborn . . . .11111101111111111110—18
Wright... 11011111111111110110-17 Osman ...01111)01111111100111-16
Cooper....1101 lOOlUlllil 11101-16 Merrill... .11111101111111111011-18
Mumma.. 1111111101)011101111-17 Backeve.. 11111110111111110111—18
McDonaldlllIH01111)01111111-18 Richter.. .UlllOllllOllllllOll-17
Forest. . . .11111111110111011111—18 Spross. . . . 11111111111111111111-20
Parker... .lOOmilliil 111101001—14 Oourlnev. 00111111111111111011—17
Brooks . , . .01001110101101011110—13 Robson . . ..010111010101111 10111—14
Waruf. . 11011101111111101110-16
First and second div.; third shot ofE and Cady won; fourth and

fifth div.
Event No. 7, 15 Keystones, Si, $75 guaranteed:

Exp-rt Glass.
Budd 110111000101111-10 Heikes 101011111000100- 8

Amateur Class.
Sanford 110010111101111-11 Waruf 110111111111111-14
I isborn 111111111111111-15 Cady IIHOIIOOIOIIIO-IO
Courtney 1ID II 1101 101 10-12 Friete 111011001101111-11
Merrill 111010111101111-12 Edwards OllllllUlllllll-lS
Mumma 111111101011011—12 And re .v s . . .111110101 111011—12
Parker 111110100111101—11 Dussett 11111 lOlllOmi—13
Buckeye 11111 lOllllllU—14 Cooper lllllllCOllOlOl—11
Richter 101111001111111—12 p.-rrv 111101011000111—10
Osman 111101110111111—13 VVright lOiilllllUlllOll—11
Cro v.'ell 01 1 101 llllUl 11- 13 Forest 1 11110111111111—14
S pross llllllllUOOll 1-13 Sch illing 1 00111011 111101-11
McDonald . . . OOIIOIHOIUOOO- 8
Obiiorn first: second div.; third shot and div. by Osman and

Crowell; fourth shot and won by Richter; fifth shot and div. by
Sanford and Cooper.
Event No. 8, at 10 Keystones. $1:

Expert Class.
Budd 1111010011—7 Heikes UUOlllOO—

7

Amateur Class.
Mumma 1111111011— 9 Latham 1010111111—8
Buckeye OUllllUl— 9 Spross 1111110111—9
Courtney OllllOllOl— 7 Forrest IHOlllUl—

9

Hannaford IXHIIOIIU— 7 Osman 1011011111—8
McDonald IIOIUIIIIO- 7 Edwards 1001110101-6
Merrill 1111011111—9 Watts 1111011110—8
Schilling OUOOOUOOl— 3 Wolfutz . _ 1001111000—5
R'chter llllllllOl— 9 Andrews 1111001011-7
Brooks 1111111111—10 Sanford 1101111101-8
Osborn milllUl-10 Cooper 1101011111—8
Friese OOlllllllO- 7 Weisinger ,0011(XI0111-5
Wilcox OllOlOllOl— 6 1 iurett ,1011111111—9
Perry llUOllllO- 8 Weight 0111101011-7
Hebel OOOOllllOl— 5 Paiker UllOlOOlO-O
CroweU 0111101111— 8

First div. by Brooks and Osborn; second shot and div. by Buck-
eye and Snross; third shot and Crowell won; fourth shot and div.
by Budd. Hannaford and Friese; fifth div.
Toward dusk Messrs. Heikes, McDonald and Parker shot a lit-

tle 20 bird race to decide the ownership of a gun ease offered hy
Mr. John Brooks. Messrs. HeiKes and Parker shot with one
hand, McDonald witu both. The latter won. Score: McDonald
16, Parker 15, Heikes 14.

lo-day Mr. G. C. Osborn, of Toledo, who holds the L. C. Smith
cup, indicative of the championship of Ohio, shot all through in
the amateur class. There were also otliors whose scores to-day
average over 90 The only fair and proper thing to do is to put
such men up in the expert cla^s, not so much to console the other
experts as to protect the amateurs with whom they do not belong.
In regard to rfais point the management announces that at the
close of the next shoot following this all such shooters must go up
and stay up, but one shoot dot s not constitute such record. This
is perhaps as fair a way as can be devised, though the usual loop-
holes of the cliissificatior) system aiv. visible tc-day. This one day,
or this one shout, should not, however, be asked to decide the
merit of the plans and intentions ot the Inter-State Assrciation.
We shall need to go further into the season before much is said as
to that.

Second Day.
Wednesday broke clear and rather cold. The temperature mod-

erated about noon and it was a fairly good shooting day. The
attendance was not so large to-day as vesi-erday. but the entries
hovered around 40, which is very fair. This shoot is nt.t attended
so largely as the spring rournamunts of the last two years, but
there may t^e auy of a half dozen reasons for that. The guaran-
tees have filled nicely, aud the shooting has b^-en so steady that
the management ought to have a neat little sum to hand the home
club. The surplus money for averages in the expert class has
amounted, countiug yesterday and to-day, to a little over $85.
This, of course has been divided by Heikes and Budd. Char-
he admitted to me tc-night that he had won more m tbe expert
class, counting in this average money, than he could have made
in tne other class. In homely Western phrase, it would seem that
there "isn't much kick coming" to him ana Rolla, after all.
To day both our friends, the experrs, improved, and Charlie

Budd got the hang of the game enough to shoot i'lto some toppish
ties, where he staid in, too. He won enough to clear all his en-
trance fees, he says. It is very'pleasant 10 say that both he and
Rolla Heikes stood in ard shot all day and did not quit the shoot.
They have both been cheerful and pleasant under their hard con-
ditions, have done no "Kicking." and have given their friends
reason to be proud of them. Tuey will not be losers on this
week's work. Financially, tlieir time may come later, when the
expert class is fuller of material which they can shoot out. They
are getting valuable practice to-day. So far as any earthly in-
terest to a spectator Is concerned, this shooting at tbe unknown
angles makes the only feature of marksmanship worth noticing
here. The monotony of the old system goes on and on. but when
experts step to the score the crowd all comes to watch them.
Why? Because they are doing shooting, and not smashing.
Another tent was added to the semi-circle to-^ay, the spacious

and high wan canopy of Henry C Squires. This is the showiest
of tents now on the srrounds. In color it is a dark green and in
shape unique. The top and sides are covered with" inscriptions
pertinent to the Greener gun and the Squires specialty, and they
tell me that all this is from the hand of 6. Harry Squires, the in-
genious and able framor of Mr. Squires's meritorious new.=paper
advprti.<ements. The ground was in a trifle better shape to-day,
and the tents were better patronized. Tbe idea of having up
these tents is a good one, and tn suitable localities thev will make
a good and attractive display. The members of the Inter-State
Association are now all thus represented on the grounds with ex-
ception of three, the U. S. Cartridge Co.. the American Wood.
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Powder Co,, and Tatham & Bros. Their tents have not yet
arrived.

j

Percy Stone came over from Chicago this morning, hut is the
last shooter to he expected from that town. I may have omitted
Mr. A. G. Courtney's name from the scanty personal mention of

jyesterday. This I certainly should not do. for itisgoorl to see
Mr. Courtneyagain and again. Mi-. Ivdlar, of Batavia, N. Y., also
arrived to-day. The personnel of the attendance was not much
changed. Tni' following pre the day's scores:
Event No. 9, 10 keystone?, $1:

Expert Class.
c w Btxdd miinioi— 9

Amateur Class
Rosey 1111000111- 7 Richler IIIOIUIOII- 7
Forrest 1111110111— 9 Mumma lOlllOOlOl— (i

Cooper llOOUiniO— 6 Perry 1011111100- 7
Mosier. .. 0101111111- 8 Edwards 0111111111— 9
Sanford 1111111110— 9 Wright lOllOIllll— 9
Wenit 11100OO11O— 5 Lath-m llOOllOlll— 7
Sprnaa lllllOllU- 9 George 1111111101- 9
Andrews 1111111101— 9 Cady 1011011111- 7
Keller UllOODlOl— 6 Penn 1110110010— 0
Parker 1010101111—7 Buckeye 1101110111- S
Schilling lOOiOOOllO— 4 Meritt 101111111— 9

(''hols Oil 0101011— 6 Van Buskir b: 1100101 001— 5
Bobson 0110010011— 5 Watuf 0111110110- 6
Har.naford UOllllllll— 8 Wallace 1111111000 - 7
McDinald KMllOOOO— 4 Crowell 1111011111— 9
B' hreit 0101000110— 4 Weisingpr 1010000001— 3
Ties on flr^t shot out and Qiv. hy Budd, George, Wright and

Andrpwa; tie^ on second d:v, third shot out and div. by Wallace
and Richter; fourth shot out iind div. hy Mumma and Cooper;
flfihdiv.
Event No. 10, 1,5 Keystones, S4. $75 guaranteed:

Exp-rt Olass.
Heikes 011001011111111—11 Bitdd 011111111111111-14

Amateur Cl'-ss.
Sanford 011110111111111-13 IMerrill 111111111111111-15
P-'nn llllimUlllOl—14 Edwards OlllOlUOlllUl—13
Wright 111111111111111—15 Huckeye 11100111 lOlillll—lo
BPvock lllOllllinilll-14 Flitin 010110110101111-10
Perry 11101 lllUOllll-lS Courtnev 011111011111111—12
MoDonal i 1011 UlOll 11101—I'J Hannaford... 111111111101111-14
Mummii lOllllOllOimi—13 Cad 111111111111111—15
Andrews 011101101111111—13 Latham 111011011101101—11
Iih':h-er 110111111.11111-14 W' udt lllli 11100111111-12
Mosher OllliOlllOlOlOl—10 Wali;,ce 110010111111111—11
Fnrreat 101111101 111111—13 KeDsM- 001011010101101— 8
George 11011U11111111-J4 Spro-.-^ 111111110011111—13
Waruf 11111 1 lllllllll-1n Ccoper lOiiOlOllllllllO-10
Ornrecll 000010111110110 - 8 P«rker lOllOllOliOllOl-lO
First^spcoad and t hii d fi>v.: fourth sbot out an i d i v. by Weodt,

Courtui^y and Andrews. Heikes shot out his conipanv and won
fifth alone.
Event No. 11, 15 Keystones. $3:

Expert Cla=s.
Hfiues OUllOOOlllOOOO— 7 Bndd 111111011001111—12

Amateur Class.
Meirill 111111111111111—15 Mosier lOIOlOOOCOIOOOO- 4
Wil- ox 101111011110011—11 Cooper 110111001111011-11
Wall ace Ill 1 01 01 11 1 10 lO-ll S pross 111111111111111—15
George 11111 illOlJllll-14 B Rock 0101110011111111—10
Penn 101111111111111-14 Forrest 111111101111111-14
Edwards 1111011 11101011- I5j Rosy 111001101111111—12
Courtney HOI 11011111111—13 Witt lllllliniillOlO—10
Van Buskirk., 100100001001101— e S-hiLliDg UOIOOIIOOOOOOO- 5
Latham IIIUOOITOOOIOI- 8 Whipple 100011110111011—10
Cady 101111111011111—13 Kliue 111101111111011-13
Hannaford .. -IIOUIOIOIOOIIU- 9 Walts 111111111111111-15
Wright 011011101111101-11 Wendt 110111011101110-11
Robsou 110101111111111-13 Wrisineer 0111000010 Hill— 9
Rieh'e.r IIOIIOOIIIOOIOI— 9 Keller . ..001110011101110— 9
Nicholas 111111100111111-13 Crowell 111111111110110-13
Perry 11 1111010111110—13 Buckeye 101101010110111—10
Mumma -

.
- 001010010001 111— 7 Parker 111111001111110-12

Sanlord, lllUlllllUlIl-15 McDonald 111111111111111-15
i-'irst, spC 'Uil an-i fbinl rUv. Fourth shot, Edwards won. Fifih

slirit, and Wilcox and Wallace div.
Event No. 12, 15 Keyetoiii s 84 , $75 guaranteed:

Expert Olass.
Budd 011001110111111-11 Hpikes 111110111101111-13

Amateur Class.
Warup 111110111101111—13 Watts 010001111111110 -10
Mernll 111111 O'llOOlU-ll Sanford 110111011111110-12
Penn 111011101111010-11 Wright 111111111110101-13
Aadrews 111101111111111-14 Edwards 001111111111111-13
Buoke> e 1 111 110 111011 '1-13 George 111111111 1 111 11-15
Onurtney 110111 lOll'lOll—12 North llllllil 1101011—13
Rob o ' toil lUUOl 1110—13 Richter OlOlOlOllOl UIO— 9
Parker 111111111011011-13 Wallace .111101101101110-11
Bluercck 111101100011101—10 Perry 111100111111111—13
C^Av UlOOOlOllll 1 1

1- 11 Foj-rest 111111 11 10111 11-14
McDonald 1111 11111010111—13 Crowell 011011101110011—10
Spross 111011111111011—13
George first, Andrews and Forre^it div. second, third shot, and at

the cT'd of 10 birds Parker and North div., fourth dlv„ fifth shot
and Merrill wtd.
Event, No. 13, 0 oairs. S2, one class:

Buclieve .. .10 10 11 11 10 11— 9 Sandford 10 00 11 00 11 10- 6
Rnbion 10 10 11 00 01 10- 6 Bluerock . ..10 11 10 11 10 11— 9
Edwards 10 10 10 10 10 10- 6 George 00 10 11 10 01 11— 7
Ri nter 1] 00 11 11 10 11- 9 Wh^te 10 11 11 10 11 10- 9
Cady 10 10 10 10 00 10- 5 Mumma. .. .10 00 10 10 U 10- 6
Merrill 11 10 10 10 01 10-7 Li 1 ham 11 10 10 01 10 01— 7
Klein 00 00 00 11 00 00- 3 Budd 10 11 10 10 11 11— 9
Cooper. 11 11 11 10 10 11—10 lleikea OO 00 11 Oi 01 01— 5
Watts 10 10 10 11 10 10— 7 Spross 00 00 11 01 01 11— (i

Williams 00 10 no 11 10 10- 5 Crowell U on 10 10 00 10- 5
Parker 00 11 10 10 11 10- 7 Leitcb 10 U 10 11 11 11-10
Perry 10 10 10 00 00 00- 3
Cooper and Leitch div. fir-t; second shot, and Bttddand Buckeye

div.; third shot, and George, Walls and Parker div.; fourth shot,
and Sanford won: tifth shot, and Williams won.
Event No. 14, 30 singles, $0, SlOO guaranteed:

Kxpprt Class.
Heik^-s. . . .11011101110111111111-17 Budd 11111111011111011110-17

Amateur Class.
Parker.

.
..10111111110110010101-14 McDoiialdllllllllllllllllllll-20

Willi;.>ms.l0110100i)iaO010O001O- 7 Edwards .11010011110010111111—14
Bird 11101101001110011111-14 B Rock.. 11111111111111111111-30
Richcer. . .11101111111111111011-18 Spross. . . . llllinoHlUlllllOl-lS
Merrill.. ..01111011111000110111-14 l.eitch. ., .11111100111111111111-18
Waruf. . . .11111011101111011111-17 Brooks. . . .11101110101101010100-13
Wrigtit...ll0111111illlimil0-18 Penn . ..llllOlOllOmiilllOll-15
Buckeye.. 11111110111111111110 -18 North 11011111111111111111-19
Cady 11111111101101111111-18 Jonss lOOOlOlOOlUllOllllll—12
George . . . .1111111111 1 1011 01111—19 S&Tj ford . . .01 1 1111011011111 1011-lR
Foi-est .. 11101111011111011101-16 Cooper .. llllllllllllllllOlH-19
Andrewc-lllOllllllllllllllU—1!) Gillman . .01001101011111001111-13
Courtney. 01111111111110110111-17
^McDonald and Book div. first; second div : third shot out and

div by Wright and Ppross; fourth and fifth div.
Event No. 15, 30 singles, 85, .flOO suaranteed:

Expert Class.
Pleikes. . . 11110010100111011111—14 Budd llimilllllllOimi-19

-Xma eur Class.
Buckeye. .11110101111011011101-15 Wriglit. . .11111011011111101111—17
B Rock. ...11111111011010110110-15 Friese. . . .10101110011010111001-13
Spross. . . .11111111111111111111-20 North . . . .10111101111011111110-16
Parker ...01111111111111011110-17 Courtney. 011110111 10111011110-15
Cody 11111011011011011111-10 Merrill. ...11111101101001111111—16
Sanford. ..11110011110111111111-18 Richter.. 11111111111111001111-18
Brooks... .10111111111111111110-18 Andrews. 1101111111] 111111111-19
George . ..11101011111111111111— IM Edwards. .11101111111111111111—19
Waruf . .

.
11111111111111111111 - 20 McDonaldOlOimiOOlOllOllllO-13

Waraf and Spross div. first; second, third and fourth div.; flfth
shot and r'ady won.
Event No. 16, at 15 singles, $3 50 entrance, $50 guaranteed

:

Exp 'n Class.
Budd 011110110111111—12 Heikes 011111111101111—13

Amatetir Class.
Cady 111110110111100-11 Andrews 111111111111111—15
Spros? 011101111111110-13 Jones lOllOOllOlOilU-lO
Richter 1 lllllOllillUl—14 B Rock.. 010101110111111-11
Watts 101111111111111-14 McDonald. ...101111111111110-13
Wendt 111111111111111-15 Buckeye 111111111011101-13
Belong 00111 Oi 01101011- 9 Tee Kay 0111001 11000001- 7
Keller ..111101110001011-10 Forrest 111011110111111—13
'loolidge 110011110111101-n fCdwards 101101011111111-12
WhiLtlesbtru'rllllOllllinill-14 Perry OllUOlOOOllllO— 9
Fnese 11111 1 lOUllOlUO -10 Sanford 11 11 1 Oil 1 101111—13
Georgr Ill 1 1111 1 unio-l 4 Latham 11101101 01 111 11- 12
Waruf 111101101111011-13 North 011111110111110-13
Willenback . - .llOllilllUilll-U Merrill ...OllOllUlUlOOl-11
Parke.r niUUUlOllll-U Robson . . . .llllOionilOlOl-ll

opiuimiim Braoks mouoiiumwa

I
Andrew's and AVendt div. first, second div., third shot out and

div. by Forrest, Sanford and Heikps; fourth shot out and div. by
Budd. Courtney, Edwards and Latham, fifth snot out and div. by
MeiTiU and Coolidge.
This was the last programme shoot for tbe dav. It is a question

whether the management, is not placing its guarantee purses at
^ figure and therefore using too high an entrance fee; $4

and $5 IS too high for the average shooter. Entrances $3..50 and
S3, with purs='S of $50 to $75 might be better.
The following c onditions of the shooting should be appended:
Ail surplus money divided as follows: Forty percent, added

to purses: 20 per cent, to first and 10 per cent, to second to best
average lu expert c]a<^s to those sbooting in all guaranteed purses
this day; 20 per cent, to first and 10 per cent, to second for best
average in amateur class to those shooting in all guaranteed
purses this day. All averages paid each night.
"Allpur.ses at this tournament will be divided in all the events-

30 per cent., 2o per cent., 20 per cent., 15 per cent, and 10 per cent."

TMrcl Day, 31arc.h SB.

Theday was cold, uncomfortable, and the strong wind which
swept over the river diagonally across the score made the shoot-
ing extremely difficult, the birds dancing, twisting and s.ailing in
a most surorising manner. The amateur rules were hard enough
for the average shooter this morning, and the poor experts found
life hardly worth living. Ruble, unable to find a place at this
shoot for a hard-working, industrious expert, to-day faded pretty
much outot sight, but our two plucky and faithful friends, Messrs.
Budd and Heikes, stuck to their knitting admirably. They have
done the best thing tbey could have done by staying the' .= hoot
out and not quitting, as at first they threatened to do. The result
alter all is encouraging, for the management in its decision to
enforce the ruh-s, as in spite of the tough work cut out for them,
Mr. Budd and Mr. Heikes will play about even on this shoot Hud
tbe indicatiore are now that they will gradually learn this upwgame of unknown angles. Charlie seems better at it than Roil.
In the first event, with the birds dancing every way in the treach-
erous air, he broke 8 out of 10, and received much applause. No
two shots were the same, and it took as much judgment as field
shooting, and wa? as interesting. Charlie is apparently getting
back to his beat form this spring, and he will be in it in every
racB he shoots if he keeps this gait.
The crowd was not heavy nn ihis disagreeable day, but the

guarRutees all filled. It should be stated that the main guarantee
ul $100 ($a entry) was divided int;r> two events, $50 guarantee. $2..50
eniry. The .Association will not lose anything on Uetroit shoot,
and if not here then it hardly will anywhere, for as the season
advances the attendance will probably iocrease. The amount
baud' d over to tbe home club here for building and improvement
purposes will be a ver" tidy one, though their expt;ases will cut
th-rt. down. About l.fiOO birds were shot, and at a profit of $2.i a
tbousnnd the club ought to clear $100 to $150 at the loweet estimate,
all expenses of trappeiF, scorers, etc, out.
It is th'Hight that by giving the home club 3 cents on each bird,

management relaining 1 cent, the full expense of tbe dealers'
association can be covered. In this evei t the firms in the Assn.
elation could afford to he more liberal. There will probably be 75
shooters or more at New Haven shoot, the next on the series I
think it would be perfectly safe, and very desira* le, for tbe man-
agement to get out a programme for tlti.-s shoot in which every
event from first to last was a guaranteed purge, say $.50, not more
perhaps less. These shoots ought to be four-day shoots, all of
them. This whs only three, and to-day the interest had waned.
There seems to be a queer rule in these fcournamentp, wbich any
experienced i-hooter will confirm: No matter how manv days long
the tournament is, the shooters will hold out pretty well up to the
day before the last, and on the last day they will tbin out. It
might be well, therefore, not to guarantee clear through four
days, but three days full. Each shoot guaranteed, from start to
finish, ought to be a good card for any shuot, and it is very likely
that if the Inter State people should try that experiment in one
of the good towns of this circuit, tbey would not lose much, if
anything, on their purses.

It may almost oe announced as a certainty that the rule putting
experts at tbe 5 unknown angles, professional rules, will hence-
forward be enforced inflexibly. Amateurs and low-averao'e men
will be plea-ect to note this. Toe management has made ifs stand
and gone on record here on that point, under circumstances th»
most difficult, as above explained. If the experin^eiif is worth
trying at all, it should now he followed through with lboron<^h-
ness and decision. If thi.? business of olassiiication is going lo
bring the country to the demnitjon bow-wo\\-t., as the old-time
high-score men have al«avssaid, it is time we learned it. Because
this association of iotplligent firm;* has sand and common sense
enougn t" thif'k tlmtsuch is not tije ca'^e, the next following shoots
of its series will be aitendi-d with uiiusutil intere.-^t.
Following are ihc scores of the day, including the medal shoot

finished laie last night.

SpeciHl event, iudi\'idual -lO-lurd championship of Micbi'-'an for
the Littlefitdd gold mednl .50 singles, emrancfi orice nf tue hiid*-
Crowell 010111 11111 IIIIOOIIIOIUOOIOIIIIIOIOIIOIIOI 111111 L-3H
Nicholas lOOOOinillllOllllllOllllllOjlllUll 111110111101101-38
Waruf lUOllllllllllllUniUlullllOOllllOllltlll nil 1011-48
Klein OlllllllllllOlllllOlOlllOllllOlllliniOi 101 10111110-39
Hob-son 11011111101111011101111111111111111 lliluiOlllOOll-43
Rpnick 011111111110iJllU0111111110ni011101]10011]010llll-.39
Baker OllOOllOOlOl l OUUOl 00U:O100tjij] 1 tOul mil ilOllOOllll 1—96
MUlcnbach 0111l0110111(J{illll!011111101111111101111llll01im-41
Porker 10111011 1 llOlllOllUlllOOllOOlllllOll 1 1111111111111-40
Delong 10000110100111111 lllOOllObaiOOOlllOOOlOiOOhilllOl—.38
Brooks 1011 1001 lOOlllllOlOluOOtiOlllll llOlOUOllOlOllllll 1-33
Waruf and Robson tied on iS, ana shot off a» 25. t-cort

Waruf 1111011101 lUlllimillll-23
Ro iison 1 1110111 11 uOUniOllllll 1 -21
Waruf won the Littlefield championship medal.
Event No. 17, 10 singles, SI:

Expert Class.
Budd 1110110111-8 Hfikes 0116000010-3

Amateur Class.
Cooper OOOUOUIO— 5 Crowell 0100111001— 5
Watt'? imUOlOOi - 6 .SproBS 1011111111— 9
Wallace OOOllOllOl- 5 Paysoo 1100011010- 5
Andrews ... llOlOOllll— 7 Edwards ..lllllOlllt— 9
Buckeye... . 1 1011 111H— 9 Merrill ...0111101111—8
Waruf limoilll— 9 McDonald 0111101110— 7Mumma lOOlUOlCO- 5 Richter OOllOUOOO— 4
Tee Kay lOOOOllOOO— 3 Sandfo rd 1100010011-5
Forrest 1010101000- 4 Wendt lllOlllHl- 9
Parker lOOllllOOl- 6
Ties OQ first shot and div. by W'endt, and Waruf; Merrill second-

third and fourth div ; fifth shot and won by Sanford.
Event No. 18, 10 singles, $2,50. $50 guaranteed:

Expert Cl sg.

Budd 1011111011- 8 Heikes 0101011100- 5
Amatf^ur ClafcS.

McDonald 1111010111— 9 Crowell 0011111010— 6
Merrill 1111101111— 9 Cady 0010100000- 2
Cody 1011010011— 6 Richter lOlllllOlI— 8
Oourtney 1110111011— 8 Watts ....1110101111— S
Andrews 1111101111— 9 Spro=s 1111111011- 9
Waruf 1111111011—9 W'endt 1111111011—9
Cole 1000010111- 6 Wallace 1111111111-10
Buckeye lllOl' Olll— 7 Cooper 0110111111— 8
Sanford 1101111011— 8 Forrest 1111111111—10
Mumma 1110001100- 5 Parker OOlOllllir)— (j

Edwards 1011111110- 8
Ties on first div.: second shot, and div. by Courtney, Edwards

and Richter; third div.; fourth shot and.won by Parker; fifth div
Event No. 19, 15 singles, .$1.50, all shooting under protessionai

rules:
Friese 110010101100111— 9 Cooper,. 010011111111101-11
Spross 011011011100110— 0 Renicks.. lOOul 1110000101— 7
Richter 001111110111011-11 Yager 00111,0110010101— 8
Heikes 011101010100111— 9 Cady 101010001111111—10
Budd 111111101111111-14 Edwards OloiiuoilUlllO-lO
McDonald 101101011110111 -11 Merrill 111000110101111-10
Mumma 101110001100110- 8 P.irker lOlOlllOlOOiiOlO- 7
Courtney OOlllllOllOOlOl— 9 Buckeye 100111111110111—12
Andrews ,. . ..OllOllOOlllOOOl— 8 Coiiy lOOUliOlOO 11011— 7
Budd won first. Buckeye second, ih ru div., lourth div.. fifth

shot and Heikes won.
Event No. 20 15 .singles, ?4, $75 gua,r.<inteed:

Expert Class.
Heikes 0111100111ICOOO— 9 Budd 111011111101101—13

Amateur (Jlas^.
Parker 001111111101011-11 Waruf 111111111101111—14
Richter 111111011111111-14 Buckeye 011111111111111-14
F Forrest lOOllOlOll 11100— 9 Walla-^e IIOIIIIOOIOOOII- 9
S Sanford 111111111011111-14 MeiriU.... OllOiOllO.OllOl— 9
Cooper 011011100111100— 9 Spross lilllUllllUll—15
Wendt 111011101011101 -11 C'lU'tney 111101110110111—12
Walls lOUinitOllOOti- 0 Cole- lOllOllllimOl- 12
Cody 100110011110111—10 McDonald OOUllUlOOUllb— 9
Andrews-.... .llinilllOlOlOl-12 Cady...., 1)01011011010100- 7

Mumma OoioiomijijoO" & l£d wards, ... ,
, .lououiaimOG-,10

AU ties div.

Event No. 31,'6 pairs, was omitted.
Event;^No. 22, a $100 guarantee. 20 birds, $5 was split into two

shoots, $.o0 and $2.50 entrance, 15 birds.
Extra, 15 singles, $2.50, $.iO guaranteed:

„ , , Expert Class.
-Budd 111110101011010—10 Heikes 011011011111110—11

„ , Amateur Class.
Parker 101111111111111-14 Courtney 001011110111111—11
Cody OlOlOnOlllllll-U AVaHace OlllOQOl 1101111—10
Wpudt 111110101101111-13 Freise 101111110111111—13
l^.dwards 110101110111011—11 Cole lllOOlOllilnilO—10
Wliitt 010110101111101-10 Tee Kay OUOCOOOOOllOlO - 5
Forrest 110111111101111-13 Cady 000001100111011— 7
Andrews 111111011111111-14 Merrill 001111000110011—8
Cooper 010111111111111—13 Richter 101111001111111-13
Buckeye 111111001111111—13 Soross 1111]1111111110—14
Waruf 110110110101101-10

*

First, second and third div., fom-th shot and Cody won, fifth
shot and Waruf won.
Extra, same conditions as above:

. Expert. Clap.s.
Heikes 000110001111011- 8 Budd 111011111001111—13

Amateur Ol^ss.
Waruf 101111010111110-11 Richter 010101001111111—10
Preise OlllOOOOOliUUl- 8 Parker 101000111001100 - 7
Cole 101001111011011—10 Sprof.8 101111111110111-13
Buckeye 110001011011011- 9 McDonald 110100001111111-10
Courtney IIO!!' 1001 110100- 8 Forrest 111110111111111—14
Edwards 111111101001111-12 Cadv 110011010110111-10
(•ody 111010111110110-11 Cooper 110111011110101-11
Merrill 011000011111111-10 Renick 111011111000011-10
Wf-odt 111110111111101—13 Andrews 010101111101 111-11
Forrest won flrsr, second div., third shot and vVarut and

Andiews div., fourth shot and Merrill and Cadv div, Buckeve won
flfth.

Event No. 23, 15 singles, $4, $75 guaranteed:
Hxpert nias.5.

Budd 111111111011101-13 Heikes 101001111101111-11
Amateur Class.

Richter 111111011111100-12 Courtney 101101111111011-13
fe«ntord lOlOllllOllUlO-il Buckeye 111110 11110111—13
\\'end t 110010111100111-10 S oross lOUl 111 10101111-11
Crowell 011101100011110- 9 W'aruf 111111110111011-13
Andrews 111110111011011—12 Mumma 011111111110101-12
Cooper 011111101111001-11 Cole 101110110110100- 9
Edwards 111111111111110—13 Cody 0101 UOUKliOl-10
Frelse Ilill0111111110-13 Cadv 1 1001 ItlOtlOl 1111- 9
Merrill 110010111100111-10 Parker 111111111011111-14
Parker flrsi; second shot and Buckeye and W urui fiiv,: third

ehot and Courtney and Andrews div.; lourth .slio' aud Heii;. s and
Sanford div ; fifth shot and M-'rrilt and VWudt div.
Extra. Sunilaii IVms team trophy race, 3 men ttams, Michigan

teams only to quality for trophy, at t^u singles, entrance piice of
birds:

Peoria Gun Club No. 1,

Parker 0111111111t)110mmillll-22
Millenbach lOdOllllOOOnOllllllOllli: -16
Reinlck liOlOlOlllllllllOlllOllll-20-58

Peoria No. 2
Wi ttlesberge r 111011111 1 11 11 0 1 1 11111110—23
Cnrlsoii llll011olU;l001010iil01000-13
Hilsendegen llOlOmillllllOlllOOOlll-19—5V

Bachelor Gun (}iun.

.Klein 101 01 1 OOlOO 1 100001 1 1 1 10 11 ~ 14
liehfl lOlOlOOlO 1011000 1 101 01 1 01-13
Andrews

_ 1111111110001011110111111-20-47
Alien Team No 1.

Heikes 1110101111110110111111100-19
Courtney lOllllllllllUlllllOOllll-23
Andrews 1111111101111111111101 lll-'.;3-64

Alien No. 2.

Merrill Ill 111010111 111011OOHHI-20
Richier 0101011101101100111110111-17
McDonald 1110111111110111011111011-21-58

Alien No. 3.

Butler - - 0111111111111111111110111-33
Yager 1U 1 1 01001 1101011 UllOll I -19
Stanion lOllOOilOOllUlOl II UilOl 1-17-59
The Peoria Gun Club Team No. 1 \von the t)Unday JS'ews team

tropliy.
Exira sweep, 10 .singles, $1:

Hi-izzard 1111111111—10 Cady 1111010100- 6
Hpioas 0010100101- 4 H B Cast 000011111)1— 5
Budd 1111111111-10 Heikes UOUlOlll- 8
Edwards lOOlillOll— 7 Parker 1100010110— 5
.lonfs llOllillU- 9 Schmit 111010010.1- 6
McDonald lllllllllO— 9 Mernll OllOllliol- 7
Cooper 1111101111— 9 Richter 1011110111- 8
Andrews ^..llllllilll—10 Buckevf lloirillll^ 9
0-;dv -..,1101111110- i'^ Fnese" OMiliOiiliLiD— 3
Weidt -.0001111111- 7 Courtney 1111111101- 9
Yagtr 01 10011101- 6

Ties on flr.st d i v ; .sto.md suct and won by Buckeye and Cooper
tbird and louith div ; iiti shut and Schmit won.
Extra sweep, same co"dui'in=:

_ Eye 1111100111-8 Hazard, 1110010011— 6
Pariier 1111101111—9 McDonald 1111101111-10
Millenbaek lOllllHll-9 Budd lOllllllll- 9
MeiriU 1010111101—7 Andrews llltilllOOl— 7
Htikes - OOiOOllOll—5 Courtney OUlOOOlH— 6
Jones llJOOlOOllO-4 Spross IIOUUIIO - 8
Richter 1100111111-8 C.-oper lUilOllil- 9
Schmidt OOOOaom—5 Carison 0010010001— 3
H..1 Blast bMlOlllO—

6

Mi.D nald first; second div.; third shot and Biehter add Spross
div.; fourth shor and 31,ririll won; flfth shot and Oourtney won.
Sweep No. 3, pani - coadj tions:

Budd lUllUlU-lO Richter 1110101111— 8
Cooper lOllUim— 9 P,irker 1111010111— 8
Edwards iUlOllOLO- 0 Courtney OlilOlllll— 8
Klein lllllOlOll— 8 .Inger OlOillllll— 8
Frank OOOlllOUOO- 3 Heikes UlllUlli-lO
Jones b.'llOUOtll— 6 Andrews llilOlllll— 9
Buckeye 1111111111—10 Sp-oss lllllillll 10
Merrill 1110111001— 7 McDonald limillul— 9
Millenbach 0000110011- 4

All ties div.
Sweep No. 1, same conditions:

Buckeye Ollimioi— 8 Courtney 1011010001— 5
Heikes 1111111111—10 Cooper 1111110111— 9
Millenbach 1110110100— 6 Spross llOillUlO— 8
Merrill UOioOlOil 6 McDonald llllidOlll— 8
BuOd 1111111111-10 Andrews OlUUllll—

9

Richter OlOtlOllOl- 6
First and second div., third shot ofl' and Parker won, fourtii and

fifth div.
This closed the tournament. On the whole it has been success-

ful.
During the tournament Keystones were used, the lot of tbe new

birds, Standard-Key^stones.nou-corrugrited and a trifle larger than
the old standard, not arriving in time for ase as wa.* intemied.
In the amateur class, first day, G. C. O.slioi ii. of Toh^fio, won

first average, $20. "iO: Dr. Vincen I" second, tU.3.25. Mr. Osborci sbot
under ihename of "George." 1 >^hou]d iaive pleasure in jiubii^h-
ing the name of any man >v ho sought tlirougU liiiancial or snre-
thing reasons to conceal his Mentity from tlio public. It is time
the ringer system should be hrok,^n up. 1 do not know that Mr,
Osborn shot under a diigu'se foj' ans' such reasons as the above,
out his uame ought to be linown on the rtcord, for claasification
puipuses. Mr. Osborn is said to bavc gone home at ihe end of tbe
second day $97 clear wiuner. He would seem to be a mighty good
man to jump up info the expert cla,^s.

On the second day, fiist average amateur class was won by
Osborn, $27.10. Andrews spcond, $13.55.
On the third day. first amateur average was won by Spross, $5.10.

Andrews second, $2.76,

The average mone.\' for the expert class was divided half and
half by Budd and Heikes. For tho three days it footed a little
over $94.
There is quite a flight of ducks on now in the waters near by,

and to-morrow a small party of the tournament shooters will go
out for a two days' hunt.
The next tournament of the Tnter-Siate Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Asscciation will be held at Now Haven, Conn., April 28,
29 and 30. Everything will then be io perfect running order, the
weather milder, and all in trim to insure a very notable event in
stiooting at targets. Tbe oroject of tho Association may even now
be said to be shown practicai and praLseworthy. The firs^t shoot
was a very pleasant success, and 'he following ones should be vet
more bO. The history of this circuit should be very Interesting
reading, and it s-eem' probable that no pleasant cr, fr<'she.r and
more entertaining meets will be offered auyvvduTe. a!-^a fresh
I'fe and novelty of feature in this artifici&J ring, in
order that it shall not grow stale, hut fetill nr - -ocy to
draw out large crowds. The shooting public >\ , . , ; hance,
it is thought, to iiive » Y&Vf i}ie^«»j}t mifi ftt a^i-u . u,. .ti.jut* of



April 3, 1891.] FOREST AND STREAM. M9
BREWER VS. ELLIOTT.

The East'Srn and Westprn repreReiit-'iTivos ixipt on Thursclajr,
Match. 26, i'.r iheir ilrird taoui at 100 iive hirris each, and for the

iifirnu d to llie rulli-gr, the eouhdci't, boasts oft)u
til

m
80 i

(Jhi

in i

ed their faith upon his shootiny- noweis. Thp
was mot UTi.-ler HmJinuiiP.m rules, .is. iise and
arid too !c place on the .levsev Ci.:.v H-iyiji,s Gun
jMai-iOD, tht stakes being- lixen at 11,(100 li side, as

rmines. The day wits e]ear, with scaicely
y eiiouuh wii'.d to gi\'e tin; birds an-.:.:y, there t

adv:.:-...j I- • ff ihe men at th« scoiv. Both men were prompt to
the 111'^ 111 ;e, Miiil were ready to pet, I o work at 1 (i\-lock sharp, when
Referee John Kiggoit', of Bocka.wav, N. J., tossed a coin for the
choie" of positions. Hrewer wmi, and sent Elliott to the Ficore.
The Wes'Tii mqn siarteo in to shoot with anewgun. It had only
krriVf d from Ecglaud oia Wednesday, and Ellhilt after shooting a
fpwbirriH In the afternoon with it deetfiea to use it in yesterday's
race. Elliott changed hi;i opinion of tlie new aru\ after shooting;
at the tirsr torty birds and lo,^ii.g six or them. He then took the
old i?4 tireom r oML of its case, but he seemed i.o lack nerve, and
was weak on birds lo the right, rais-ing a number of right quar-
tering driver.'?. He npsatedly had favorable opporlnnities
to reduce his opponent's lead, but Brewer's failure To graad a
bird was almost iavaiiably the signal for Elliott to fofiow suit.
Elliott, as in the provious march, was the first to slip up, and to
ever\' one's sui prise missed hia fourth bird, an easy rigut quar-
Terc.r. j ii ni.iiie up for 11, however, on his seventh bird, a hard
driver, wliicli he broug'jt tumbling to the ground with his second
ban el. Bi ewer conliuued tn she'Ot iii^his u.sual deliherate manner
until he reaciud his tii'teeuth bird, which proved a low driver.
He rook iis tad featliers "Ut wilh hi,« .second barrel, hut could not
stopitand itlhw overthe leiic*', only to fall betore afusilade from
the nmnercuH pot hniHers ou side.

HeloUowed jt nii h\ niiss ni; his si.\i(^eiith bird, and everv one
exclaimed "()"! ' ;is n, lookeo li kc- an eas\- one. This gave. H:lliott

a lead of one bird, and it \v;is the lirst, lime he had been in the
front since tiie ojieniu',,'- day. His friends, cheering up, said he
would show Brewer How to ^hoo^ yet, I'Ut he missed uis Very next
bird, wliieh he should have potted easily.
The birds were, so an expert ifJiio, jiniong the best ever furnished

for aniMteh in this vieinuw an I in -iirakin-; of ilie seore he said;
"No mar. livinu- o<iuld have 1. il it-i {ir, out of hii) of those birds to-
day," The wind no doubt ajdt- d I lie on ds. but the flight of many
was da^zliriij, one idrd hip u ticular with a High t as twisting as
that of an Englisli ; iiipe.

Among the novabh s iiresen*' weie Captain Money, of England,
who reptese'^'i.s tiie ''E. C." gow-.ier eouipany in tbisi ouiur\ j Milt
F. LindS'Oy, G. H. t^quires, .ludge Wes'eott, of Camden, X. .1.; Dr.
Kuanp, Dr. Grjss, William H. VVois' encroft, and William Wol-
stencroft, .Sr., his father, who took a lively interest in the match;
Mr. C. Eloyd .iones. Mr. Krigar Murpliy, William H. Pack and
William M'. Pack, Wade Wilson, AP^ert, W. Worrell, Newell Ban-
croft, William Sigler, Auttast Von Lengarke, C. M. Hedden,
James Woisteneroff, Isaac Wolstencroft, F. ^V. Post, E. T. Eul-
f 1 1 I 1 u k CI I- , J ) \Vh ,11 n. Willnni Eib,
Dr. T, C. Z>-iuler. Joseph Garvin, Hei j. Holt, J. G. R. McOorkle,
Ames l'.ai^.lev. W ;V. I'.hm.s, bamucd A. hniitz; and b red Untha-
Jser, wliij haudh d Klein// .s Kranli, Jirewer s retnever. to perfec-
+in,i TiiH rf.irin.vin<j- for RUiot t. was well dnnfs bv A I HpvitiKrr.'a

Duke.
Tiio score, t

tine on bom kh
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J?ULL SCOKE OF THE THKEB MATCHES.
, Kllleu -

,

First Barrel. Set^-rd Barrel. Total. Missed.
First match 10 (3 93 7
Shoot oft Id 23 2
Second match ... 17 83 99 1

Third match ....18 75 93 7

45 m 808 17
Elliott—

15 78 93 7
4 17 21 i

62 92 8
63 89 11

76 319 395 30

Acting for Brewer, J. Frank Kleinz gave it out to W. S. Can-
non, Elliott's backer, that he was willing to at once enter into a
match for Brewer to shnot Elliott at 100 live pigeons, Monaco
boundary, for $5,000 or as much more up to S20,000 as they cared
to take, and offered to put up a forfeit of §3,000 at once in the
hands of W. Fred Quimby as te.mporary stakehnider for such a
match. Mr. Kleinz met no response from the Elliott partv.
Capt. Biewer will go West at nis first opportunity and challenge

EUioit fo' the chauipionship of America on his own grounds.
This cannot be done for some time vet, as Elliott has three oiher
challenges to dispose of first, and by tne rules of championship
contests can claim at least a month between a defense of the
championship trophy with another challenge.

AUBURN, N. Y., Marcti So.—The sixth bi-weekly prize contest
of the Auburn Gun Club was held at its grounds this afternoon.
The day was still and clear but chilly. Conditions: 15 singles, 5
traps, unknown angles:

A Class.
Brinkerhofi^. . .110111111111111-14 D^vitt 111101011011111—13
Carr iniinoillH 11-1+ Whyte 011001111101111-11
Tuttle 1101011111 11111—13

Tie, 5 bi) ds;
Brinkerhof¥...lllllimilllll-l.n Carr 1111111111110 —12

B Class.
Doane llOlllOHlOllll-12 Wheaton lOlOlOlOlllllll-U

O Class.
Rrister 111111111011111-14 Tripp lOllOOlOlllllOl—10
White 111110111100110-11 Webster 101111000001111- 9D Class.
Garrett 110111110111111—13 Goodrich 001111101111011—11

C. W. B.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., March 26.—Lake Ontario Gun Club, un-
known angles, sweepstakes, a very high wind across the grounds
kingbirds, 3 kingbird traps. Slvds., 4 prizes:
JCAnran .0000110101-4 0000010110 - 3 1011100101-6FL Smith OlllllODl-8 0111111111-9 1011010101-6
JAnran 0011010100-4 0010101110-5 0100110010-4
McVean 1010000001-3 0110110101-6 0000000100-1W S Smith, Jr .1100110111-7 OOlIOOlOlO-f 0101011010-5
Evershed lOOlOOOlH-5 0111111011-8 1011101111-8
D Walzer 0110110100-5 OOlOlfiOOOO—3 0100110011—5DEW alzer IIOOIOI 101 - 6 lllllOOl 01-7 lOOK 01010-4
Knebel OllOOlUOdl—l 100illiXK)0-4 D1000000:)-3
Foreman.. 0011110091—5 1001011100 -5 0001000000—1
F. L. Smith breaking 23, the highest number, holds the club

badge until won from him.

CANASTOTA.N. Y., March 26.—The third annual tournament
of the Canastota Gun Club will bo held at Canastota, N. Y on
July 3, 3 and 4.—E. B. Roberts, Sec.

ENGLISH SPARROWS FOR THE TRAP.-I heartily approve
of the measure of the Monroe County Association in using Englisb
sparrows for trap shooting. It would be a goijd idea if all gun
clubs would do the same, so as to exterminate a few of the pests
of the CDunlry.— Wild ChabOjEY.
INDIANAPOLIS, March 3-5.-The Capital City Gun Club will

give a tfiree-day tournament at tlieu' club grounds, Indianapolis,
May 19, 20 and 21. A large amount in guaranteed parses, money
lor averages, and numerous spi cial prizes will be offered for con-
test. The programme will give two days to inanimate targets and
one to live birds.—W. B. Allen. Sec'y.

Every week we are oblig-ed to defer to the next
week trap scores which come In too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It Is particularly re-
auesx»d that aooros he sent us as earlv as oossibla.

OUB correspondent '•Birdo," of Port Royal, Tenn., weU known
as a breeder of fine Llewellin setters, is also a large grower of
tobacco, and now offers to supply brother sportsmen with the
flBCBt smoking tobacco at a very low price. See his advertise-
meat in another colUipaQ.—J.dv.

Modd FacMs and Boats. Their design, making and sailing^ with
desigm and wonting drannugs. Postvald, $2.

Yachtsmen who do not nee what they want under this heading
will please Inokundcr the hatches of 'he rAinoc, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Riflu, ojien the Fish Car and
Game JJag, inquire of the Spori^man To uris/., and if ihnir yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Brfttoritif

and Advertiiting Depmtrnents.

FIXTURES.
apr.il.

2. Savin Hill, Open Mosquito. 28. Corinthian, Opening Cruise,
5. Excelsior, Ann., New York. San Francisco,

MAY.
3. San Francisco, Openiiig,Sau- 30. Corinthian, Annual, San

salito. Francisco.
3. San Francisco, Squad. Sail. 80. Eastern, Handicap, Marble-

23. San Francisco, Fish Cruise. head.
28-551 Portland, Cruise. 30. Brooklyn, Opening, Qravee-
30. Cor, Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. end Bay.
30. Roojieater, Open, Sqdus Bay. 30-31. San Francisco, Cruise,

Mare Island.
JUNE.

8. Hudson River, Ann., N. Y. 20. Brooklyn, Spring, Gravesend
11, Rochester, Review,Oharlotte Bay.
11. Portland, Annual. 20 Corinthian. Marble head,
12. Monatiquot, Opening, Wey- Sweep and Club,Marbleh'd

mouth. 20-21. San Friineisco, Cruise,
13. Massachnseti;Bv.Spfiiiig, Dor- Martinez

Chester. ' 22. Pavonia, Annual, Ne^v York.
13. Lynn, Lynn. 25. Rochester. Club, Charlotte.
13. {^.uincy. 27. Hull, All Classes.
i;5. Sa vin llill. First Cham. 37. DorehestT, Club, Dorchester
15. Phila.. Ann , Del. River. 27. Lynn, Lynn.
17. Hull. Under 21ft. 27, Quiney, First Championship
17. Massachusetts, Ann ,Nahant 27. Cor. Navy, L. I. Squad, New
17. Eastern, Sweeps,, Marbleh'd Rochelle.
18. Roch., Ladies' Day.Charlotte 27. Savin Hill, Fleet Cap! 's Cups
20. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. 29. Eastern, Ann., Marblehead.
20. Hull Corinthian, 1st Cham. 29. Massachusett.^, Ladies' Race,

Dorchester Bay.
JULY.

3. Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. — . Massachusetts, lept. Special.
3 4-5. San Francisco, Ciuise, 15. Mon aliquot, 1st Cham., We>-

Mare Island. mouth.
3. Monaiiqunt. Club, Weym'th. 16. Lake Y.R.A,, R. CY.C, Tor.
4. American, Naphtha,Milton'8 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,

Neck. Toronto.
4. Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. 18. American, Steam, Milton's
4. Corinthian, Marblehead, Neck.

Sweep and Club.Marbleh'd 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d
6. American, Sailing, Milttm's classes.

Neck. 18, New York, Ann., New YorJi.—
. Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 18. Hull Corinthian. Club.

head. 18. Savin Hill. Moonlight SaU.—
. Eastern, Crui.se, Maine Coast 18-19. San rancisc"',Fisb.Cruise

7. New Rochelle, Ann., New 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
Rochelle. Rochester.

11. Dorchester,Club. Dorchester 20. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Charl.
11. Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 23. Lake y.K.A..03wego,Oswego

5th and 6th classes. 25. Dorchesler,Open. Dorchester
11. Lynn, Lynn. 25. Quincy, Second Cham.
11. Corinthian,Marbleh'd,Cruise 25. Corinthian. Marblehead, 1st
11. Savin Hill, Cash, Cham.. Marblehead.
11. Riverside, Annual. —

. Corinthian. Marblehead,
14, Quincv. Ladies' Day. Ladies' Dav, Marblehead.
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-

Hamilton. mouth.
AUGUST.

1. Hull Corinthian. 2d Cham. —. Corinthian, N. Y., Sweeps,
1. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- Marblehead.

wich. 15. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleh'd.
1-15. Cor. Navy Meet, Riv" rside. 15. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.
6. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

mouth. 20. Rochester, Club, Ohariotte.
8. San Francisco, Club. 20. Massachusetts, ad Cham.
8. Hull, S cond Cham., 3d, 4th, Dorchester Bay.

.5th and 6th classes. 22. Quincy.
8. Lvnn, Lynn. 23. Corinthian, Marblehead, 2d
8. Savin Hill, Second Cham. Cham., Marblehead.

10. Quincv, Third Cham. 22. Monatiquot, Sweeps., Wey-
13. Massachusetts, First Cham., mouth.

Dorchester Bay. 22-23. San Prancisco,Fish.Crnise
13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 26. Dorc,hester,Club, Dorchester
13. Monatiquot. Ladies' Day, 27. Rochester, Club. Charlotte.

Weymouth. 27. Massachusetts, Third Cham.,
15. Hull, Ladies' Race. Dorchester Bay.
1.5. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 29. Hull, All Classes.

Summer Series, Marbleh'd 29. Savin Hill, Cash.
SEPTEMBER.

1. Eastern, Fall, Marblehead. 11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor-
.5. Monatiquot, Sail-off, Wey- Chester Bay.

mouth. 12. Lvnn, Cup, Lynn.
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. li. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-
7. N.y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York Chester Bav.
7. Corinthian, Ma rb lehead, 12. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-oflf.

Handicap, Marblehead. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
7, Lynn, Open, Nahant. 26. Savin Hill, Fleet Captains

Cups Sail-off.
OCTOBER

7. Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.
Bay.

THE DEED OF GIFT.

BEYOND a vague and improbable report that Thistle has been
sold to a German yachtsman who would challenge under the

new deed, there isno more talk of a race for the America's Cup this
year. The Field of Nov. 21 has the following sensible comments
in a line with what we lately printed concerning the "mu'ual
affreemenf." that tmder the existing conditions the only overture
tor a race must be in the form of a specific challenge, giving the
four dimensions, name and dates, and thai any less formal com-
munication would lay the prospective challengers open to the
same discourteous reception as was accorded the overture^ for a
"mutual agreement" made by the Royal Clyde Y. C. in 1886:
'Tt seems to us that the most certain way to bring about inter-

national racing is to render a contest tor the America Cup possible.
If a competition took place for that Cup, and if by any miratde a
British yacht won it, international racing would at once take plaee
all along the line; but so long as the America Cup is secured to the
New York Y. C. binder the present conditions, wedo not think the
present generation will see another race for it. Practically there
is only one condition in the svay, and that is the 'dimensions
clause.' It has been informally announced that the New York Y.
C. will waive that clause, but the club itself has made no
oflacial pronouncement in the matter. Indeed, according to
the deed, all the stipulated dimensions must accompany a chal-
lenge, and the powtr vested in the club to waive other condi-
tions after a challenge has been made does not include conditions
which must be complied with in initialing a formal challenge.
This is the view the New York Y. C. has itsflf taken when inter-
rogated by a possible challenger as to what would or wotrld not
be waived. The club's reply has been, 'Make the challenge, and
we will then consider what concessions we will make.' This
creates a very unpleasant position, and if the New York Y. 0.
imagines that the difficulty has been removed by the announce-
ments which have recentlv been made by Gen. Paine and others,
we think the club is mistaken. The club has to reckon with this:
it is a vital condition in making a challenge that the dimensions
of the challenging yacht must be given, and these mav not be ex-
ceeded. If the club accepted a challenge and only received one
dimension—length of load line, say—and the challenger -won the
cup, it is quitB clear to us that any member of the cltrb could pre-
vent the committee from handing over|the cup to the winner, be-
because he has not supplied the required particulars of his
yacht, which might have enabled the holder to defeat her. There
appears to us, however, to be a way out of the difficulty if the
club called a general meeting and obtained authority to accept a
challenge if the length of waterliue be given. This would not of
course alter the valid conditions of the deed under which the cup
is held, fut at any rate it would be a sort of guarantee to the
challenger that if he sent a challenge and one dimension only it
would be accepted; and that if he won the cup it would be deliv-
ered to him and his club."
If the New York Y. C, is bound in any way by the new deed it ia

beund ta rscofaiea (^%Ut9ff faratM eo ;ifiilly |p«oiasd toy

if; and as the FieM points out, a race sailed without such a chal-
lenge might very properly be set aside as illegal.
There is, however, a more s ifisfaotorv way out of the whole

dilUculty than that suggested by tne Field; the repudiation of the
entire new deed, a,nd a icversion to tlie ongintil and genuine deed
signed by the five donors, tlie club ai; the fame lioie drawing up
certain added conditions, all in harmony wirii ihe terms of the
original deed, which conditions sliall be .sulniitted for auproval
to such Aineriv-an nd foreign clubs as ere eligible to compete for
the Cup. W hile sueii a dooumijnt miijht not nerheps be ifgn.lly
binding it would cury a weitrht ot Jrnihority with it which no
fniure bolder could afford io di;. reg.Hrd.
The one objection argued tig-iinst such a proceeding is the

legality of the new deed and tVie impossibility of changing it since
theeeathof Mr. Schuyler. Whatever force this may b.ave is
weakened by the whole history of the Cop races, iti which the
New York Y. C. has successfully i huojed and exercised the power
to do absolutely as it pleased in laying fiowai new conditions and
changing old, without regard to public opinion, to the courtesy
due to a challentrer, or even to strict legal ttchnicalities. After
twice repudiating the original deed, after insiaiing for years on
conditions as to compeiitors and courses whicu it bas finally
been compelled to abandon as unfair, it should be no difficult
task to find a pretext for annulling the new oted and reverting
to the only one whose authenticity is beyond question. To do
this would be a far from pheasant task for the gentlemi'n who
stand as sponsors and npoloeisfs for the new deed, but it is the
only permanent and satisfactory solution of the difficulty.

PROTECTION OR EXCLUSION,
THE Marine Journai, a paper whicli has thus far been very fair

and liberal in its comments on ya.'Muing. is out in defen.v-e of
the nnsavoi-y Prye-Bates bill, in the following terms:
"A new branch of smuggling has of late years come into vogue

with certain of the yachting fraternity, and esneeialLy with that
class made up of worshippers of British aitribules and per-
fections.
'•No excuse can bo made for purchaf-ing or chartering British-

built yachts on the ground that they are superior to American-
built, or that they are cheaper. Itts simply that Knsland is looked
to to set the fashion by a lot of unpatriotic pt ople. Only by an
abuse of pur laws can the importation duty free (for that is what
it is) be made of foreign yachts.
"By section -iaie. Revised Statutes, the privilege is granted for

a foreign yacht to leave a port without clearance if the nation fo
which it belongs grants a similar privilege.
"This statute Is abused by American oivneis or charterers buy-

ing yachts that belong to foreign clubs, and retaining their mem-
bership in those clubs. Of course, such vessels navigate with
foreign and not American papers, iind although American
property, th°y do not come under any of our laws, a no 1 f eir owners
can snap their fingers at revenue cutters and custom house or
SI earn vessel inspectors.

' The Frye bill was prepared by the Commissioner of Navieation
fo break up this new-fangled smuggling, and is destined to pass
at an early day."
So far from being smuggling, the use of British built vaehts by

American owners has been openly permitted by tlie Treasury
Dipartmont at all times in the past u"der SecMon 4,210; the
owners in many cases registering iheir bills of sale, though this
has not always been exacted. There has been nothing secret or
underhand about the proceeding, and there are no grounds for the
JournaV» sweeping charge of smuggling against sueh well knovTn
men as tne late Mr. W. A. W. Stewart, Messrs. E. D. Morgan, S.
B. Pomeroy, C. H. Tweed and G. H, Warren, who have chosen, for
reiEons of their own, to purchase British yachts.
Those yachts which, like Madge, Bayadere and Delvyn.have

^heen imported by sieamer, have all paid duty, and as long as ibe
protective system is adhered lo, there is as good a reason for ex-
acting duty from vessels that sail here as for those brought by
steamer, providing they are to remain in this country under
American ownersb'p.

If, as the Journal assumes, the object of the bill were only to
place a dtity on imported yachts sailed in on their own bottoms,
no more valid objections could be urged against it i ban is felt by
so many against the doctrines of high protection and their applica-
tion in the McKinley bill; but we have alreadv shown that the
measure proposed and advocated by those "born sportsmen"
Messrs. Frye, and Bates does not stop at the levying of a high pro-
tective duty; but provides other restrictions which would make it
impossible to navigate a foreign-built yacnt in American waters,
even though the last cent of duty were paid. If, as the Journal
intimates, the Frye-Bates bill becomes a law, it will most effect-
ually stop all competition between American and foreign yachts,
and work even more injury to American yachting than the
clumsy meddling of the Commissioner of Navigation has yet
eltected.

NEW YORK Y. C—The regular March meeting was held on
March 36. with Com. Gerry in the chair. Mr. Ogden (^oelet again
offertd cups of S1,000 and 8.500 for schooners and sloops, to be
sailed on the cruise, as usual. Some minor amendments were
made in the constitution and b.\ -laws, and tne proposed changes
in the sailing rules were approved, but vvill not come up for final
action until the next meeting. Com. Gerry presented a letter
from Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Neitleton, stating that
the laws of March 3, 1»8J, would still be en f reed in regard to
yachts. The following new members were elected: W. W. Cole,
Th. de Thulstrup. J. H. Wade, Fred. M. Hausling, J. F. Lawrence,
Wm. E. Dodge Stokes, W, H. Vanderbilt, Cornelius Vanderbilt,
Jr., Bayard Thayer, H. B. Duryea, J. M. Hughes, C. W. Welmore
and J. B. Morgan.

BEVERLY Y. C—Thf Beverly Y. 0. has arranged the following
races for 1891: June 17, 170th regatta, first open sweepstakes.
Monument Beach; 27, lecond open sweepstakes, Afarblehead.
July 4, third open sweep-uakes. Monnmenc Beach; 18, first Buz-
zards Bay championship. Monument Beacn. Aug 1, first cham-
pionship, Marblehead; 8, fourth oiien swtep-taKcs, Alonument
Beach; 19, second championship, Marblehead; 27, second Buz-
zard's Bay championship, Monument Beach. Sept. 5, fifth open
sweepstakes, Marblehead; 7. open, Monument Beach; 13, sixth
open sweepstakes, Monument Beach; 19, third championship,M a-blehead; 25, third Buzzard's Bay ohampionghip. Monument
Beach. Tbis makes a total of 13 regattas, 5 at Marblehead. and 8
at Monument Beach, Cape Cod.

PLYMOUTH Y. C—At the annual meeting of the Plymouth
Y. C, on Man h 19, the following officers were elected: Com,
Nath. Martin; Vice-Corn., T. A. Eldridge; Fleet Captain, Horace
P. Bailey; Sec. W. L. Eldridge; Treas., Geo. Benson; Ex. Com
Geo. Bartleit, A. L. Bailey, Chas. D. Craig, W. T. Eldridge, The
club starts in for 1891 with good pi-ospects. All bills are paid and
a neat balance in the treasury, over 40 active members, and the
season promises to be lively for the racing men. Most of the boats
are of the local lobster boat style, fined down somewhat, and
rigged with spritsails. Two or three new catshave been added to
the fleet and three new canoes.

THE 35FT. CORRECTED LENGTH CLASS.-This new racing
class, equivalent to the Y. R. A. 2J<j raters, has thtis far but two
boats, both designed by Mr. Gardner. One is buiiding at Wood's,
City Island, for Mr. C. W. Wetmore, owner of Liris,; the other,
nearlv completed, was built by Thos. Webber, at New Rochelle,
for Mr. L. J. Boury. Webber will begin work at once on another,
also designed by Gardner, for Mr. O. B. Jennings, while Capt. Jas.
.Summers will own a fourth. The fii-st three are keel boats, with
the new Gardner rudder. The latter, to be namfd Colleen, will
be a centerboard. Mr. Boury 's boat will be named Smuggler.
ROYAL HAMILTON Y. C.-Through the efforts of Senator

Sanford, commodore of the Hamilton Y. C , of Hamilton, Ont
the chtb has been granted an admiralty warrant, entitling it to
fly the blue ensign and to prefix the word Roval to its name. This
privilege has been enjoyed heretotore by but two Canadian clubs,
the Royal Canadian, of Toronto, and the Roval Nova Scotia, of
Halifax. The pews was announced at a smoker held on March 17
and was received with great enthusiasm. The club has also
secured a permanent site for a club house in a desirable location.
METEOR-GOLDEN ROD. -The steam yacht Meteor, built as a

model for a 6-day steamer, and owned by A. E. Bateman, who
fitted her as a yacht, has lately been thoroughly overhauled by
her new owner. Com. Archibald Watt, American Y. C, who has
changed her name to Golden Rod.
UTOWANA.—The steel steam yacht Utowana, designed by J

Beavor Webb and built by Neafle & Lew, Philadelphia, for W
W. Dnrant, was successftiUy launched on March 28.

OLYTIE, schooner, has been sold by Com. Alanson Tucker. E
Y. C, to J. R. Roosevelt, of New York. '

BERTIE, .sloop, has been sold by Manning's Yacht Aeency toW. J. Butler. The agency has also sold the schooner Ranger and
sloop Rover. The fine steel yawl Montecito is also advertised for
sale in another column.

^ IROQUOIS, eohr., Vice.<Jom. EUig, S, C. Y, 0., was at Bermuda
fr^m JaoksenvIUe oa U^jak 18, Mftroh 19.
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THE NIGHT SKY FROM THE DECK OF A
YACHT AND HOW TO SEE IT.

WopyriO^it^ 'by Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 1S91.'\

THROUGH the kindness o£ Mr. Olias. A. Posn of the Seawan-
haka Corinthian Y. O. we are enabled to publish the following

lecture delivered hy bim before that club on March 10. The
lecture was prepared by Mr, Po?t at the requfs' of tbe Lecture
Committee, as it was considered that from his own experience he
wonld be able to treat the subject; in the best possible manner to
interest and in.struet an audience of yacli'smen, Mr. Post was a
member of the navigation class of the club two years since, and
bis work in this direction led bim to a closer study of astronomy,
with a degree of success that is fully evident from his lecture.
Having so recently been over the same ground himself, he has
been able to condense into a short evening tslk just the inforpia-
tion which is needed by the yaclitsraan who baa not the time, and
probably not the disposition to eo deeply into the whole subject of
astronomy, and who usually remains In ignorance because he
does not know where to loot; for ihe desired knowledge in a com-
pact and accessible form. Unfortunately we are unable to repro-
dnce the numerous diagrams shown by means of a stTeopticon,
with which the lecture was very fully illustrated; but they are by
no means indispensaiile, and ^vith only Mr. Post's description for
a guide, the reader need have no trouble in locating the stars
easily seen but too often unknown. We must mention in particu-
lar among the pictures sbown the very fine views of the moon
taken by means of the Lick telescope, and the one taken by Mr.
Butherford.

In attempting, as a yachtsman, not as an astronomer, to collate
and taring to notice a few facts in relation to the best method of
finding the principal stars I shall endeavor to steer cl^ar of the
intricacies of nautical astronomy, which is, at best, for the racing
yachtsman, only an accomplishment.
As a rule there is so little cruising out of sight of land that a

few fundamental principles in regard to charts, the compass and
dead reckoning are about all that we really require. If, added to
this, we can by rule of thumb take our meridian observation of
the sun for latitude and work out our lorgitude from our morn-
ing sights, we may certainly congratulate ourselves on attain-
ments far beyond the average requirements. Therefore all of the
problems involving the use of the stars as aids to navigation may
well be dismissed by us as useless refinements.
While it is true then that we do not absolutely need a knowl-

edge of the stars for safe navigation, we see them so constantly at
night from the decks of our vessels that a feeling of curiosity
naturally arises in our minds as to their names, relative positions
and peculiar characteristics. We would like to know what stars
we aie looking at—we ask each other questions on the subject
and generally get rather confused and unsatisfactory replies. I
once knew a yacht's company, which passed a whole sunomer
trying to locate Arcturus Bootis, and when he was once found,
"Boots," as he was familiarly called, became a very dear friend,
and was every night regarded with a peculiar and tender inter-
est. It is with the attempt to satisfy this laudable curiosity that
I am going to talk to you to-night. I make no pretensions to
originality of astronomical research, but I have had occasion to
picK out the principal stars and constellations myself, and re-
member perhaps better than some moie beamed teachers how
hard it is to get a start in the business, and how the difficulties

melt away after you have become familipr with a few of the more
important constellations. With this end in view 1 have not hesi-
tated to quote, in some instances nearly verbally, from standard
authorities.
The s< ars are called fixed, as opposed to the planets or wanderers

through the sky. These stars for all the practical purposes of
this evening's talk remain permanently fixed in the celestial con-
cave, that is Lo say, as if they were glued fast to the inside of a
hollow sphere surrounding us. It may be interesting lo state
here that from an astronomical point of view this statement is

not absolutely tTue. Delicate observations extending over more
than a century show that they are really flying through space as
fast as the planets, and it is only their inconceivalile distance
which makes their apparent change of place, or proper motion,
as it is called, appear so small. These motions vary from about
7 seconds to 'if, of a second a year, and are due partly to their
own motion aud partly t" the motion of the Sun, which, like the
other stars, is traveling through spHce, taking the Earth and the
planets with him. The best; modern opinion seems to be that the
Sun himself is moving at the rate of about Ifi miles a second
toward a point in the constellation of Hercules, anH that we and
the other planets are on the same express train with him. This
last station or jumping oft place is called the "Apex of the Sun's
Way." During the past year a strong movement has been made
to place this last station in the adjoining coneiellation of Lyra;
which constellation will Anally win it is at present impossible to
say. However, all this is foreign to what I started lo talk about.
I will try not to yaw again, but stick to the plain course maxk* d
out for us on the chart when we started. We will therefore
assume that the stars are fixed in the celestial concave which
appears to revolve around us, once in twenty-four hom-s, owing
to the rotation of the Eiirth upon its axis.

A fixed star can generally be distitguished from a planet visible
to the naked eye by its inferior size and by the fact that it twinkles,
while the planets, as a rule, do not. This twinklmg, as far as we
know, arises from the fact tiiat the star is optically a luminous
point, without apparent size, while all of the larger planets have
discs whi h can be mcHSun d; hence there is an inteiference of the
waves of light in the ease of a stnr which does not take place with
a planet. The only fixed star which, from iis size anci brilliancy,
is likely to be mistaken by a novice tor a planet, is Sirius; but he
is so easily distinguished by his close pioximity to the well-known
constellation of Orion, that he is not likely to give much trouble.
In the study of the geography of the sky, or L'ranography, as it

is more correctly called, it is a good plan to begin with the cm um-
polar stars, for they arc always above the horizon, and thus form
a convenient point of reference m picking out the other constella-
tions. As you know, aclrcimapolarstar is one whose distance from
the pole is less than the latitude of the observer. As the elevation
of the pole above the horizon is equal to the latitude of the ob-
server, a star whose distance from the pole is less than the eleva-
tion, or altitude of the pole, must always remain aoove the horizon.
As the Earth revolves from west to east, the motion of a circum-
polar star around the iiole is from east to west, or eonTrar.\ to the
nands of a watch. This figure, known as the Wain, the Dipper,
the Plow, and sometimes simply as Ur-a Major, is far from com-
prising all the stars of the constellation of that. name. Tne re-
mainder are spread out to a distance of about 15° to the right of
the figure as shown on the screen.
Speaking of degrees we are often told, in descriptions of the

location of stars, that a certain star is about so many degrees
from another star aud it is convenient to have some scale to be
guided by.
The Dipper is often used for this purpose. From Alpha to Beta

is 5°, from Alpha to Delta is 10°, from Beta to Gamma is 8°. from
Alpha to Eta is 26°. So here is a measure or scale in the sky,
always ready for you. Avery good plan Is to take a walking
stick or 2ft. rule and Imld it at aim's length between yourself and
the Dipper. K'lte tlie distance on the rule between two stars, sav
Alpha and Delia. Torn now to the part of the sky which you
wish to measure and this distance on the rule will give you a
rough idea of how far 10° extends. Tue star Zeta, the one next to
the last in the handle, is known as M'zar. Persons with good eye
sight can general! y see near it a small star called Alcor. Proctor
thinks that it is clear that this star Alcor must have latterly in-
creased in brillianr-y, as among the Arabians it was considered an
evidence of remarkable vision to be able to detect it at all: now
almost every one can see it, even in moonlight.
The stars Alpha and Beta point to the North Star, which is at

present about 1^° from the celestial pole, around which, like the
other circumpolar stars, it revolves once in J!i hours and toward
which, owing to the precession of the Equinoxes, it is slowly but
constantly approaching. In 200 years it will arrive at a distance
of only 26'. After this it will again recede and finally attain
such a distance that its usefulness as a pole star will cease. Four
thousand years ago tliis star, Alpha Draconis, situated about mid-
way between Mizar and the guards of the pole, as these two stars.

Beta and Gamma Vrew Minoris are called, was within 3}^o of
the pole and was used as the Pole Star of that day, a fact wuich
is plainly shown by shafts, in the Pyramids, which were evidently
intended to point at it at the moment when it was on the meridian
below the nole.
Twelve tnousand years hence this star, Yega, Alpha Ljtsb, wiU

be within 5" of the pole, and make a pole star before which tlie

present Polaris will sink into insignifl -ance, and which will delight
the Pearls of the manners of that day. Decidedly the Seawan-
haka Club commenced its navisatinn too soon. It should have
waited for Vega. As Polaris is not exactly at the pole, it follows
that it each day describes a small circle around it. Of course it

bears due north twice, once when it is directly above the pole and
once when it is below it. In the familiar Pole Srar observation for
latitude, as you know, a correction depending upon the position of

the star in this circle, is applied, before we can get the true altitude
of the pole. This is approximately arrived at by roughly working
out tbe rittbt awenaion of the meridian.

Id the absence of tables, a very fair approximation can be made
by a simple inspection of the stars. When Polaris is directly
above Mizar, it is on the meridian above the pole, when it is below,
it is on the meridian below the pole. When The line is horizontal,
the altitude of Polaris is that of the pole, without correction.
Early in the eenturv this star, Alioth Epsilon LTrssD Majoris, was
used for this purpose, and in most of the books it still given, but
as the time is now about 28 minutes out, while the interval of
Mizar is scarcely half a minute, the propriety of making the sub-
stitution will he apparent.
If a line be now drawn fioin Delta, in the Gr^^at Bear, to the

Pole Star, and carried oui about the same distance on the other
side, it will strike the consteUatiou of Cassiopea, which is easily
recognized; forming as it does a sort of irreeular W in the sky,
which also revolves around the pole once in 21 hours. It will be
noticed that thisW when above the p^le is upside dowm; wh^n
below the pole i t is right side up—at other times it is somewhat on
its ear, as you see.

The first star Capb, or Beta Cassiopea, performs an important
function, for, as it very nearly coincides with the equinoctial
colure, it fulfils the purpose of the hand of a celestinl clock, and
byit the sidereal time maybe told with a fair amount of accuracy.
Knowing the sidereal time, the mean time foUovrs from a very
easy sum in mental arithmetic.
Let us take, an example. You have the mid-watch on deck. It

is the 4th of July. You have forgotten to wind your watch. Your
crew, consisting of one Swede, has been ashore, and his watch
is wound too much; the bells, therefore, are not being struck with
any remarkable accuracy. You and your friend have divided the
watches. Y^ou don't want to call him too soon, but when four
o'clock comes you would like to turn in. The condition of your
crew makes it wise for yon not to leave the deck. You glance at
the celestial clock, bearing in mind that it is sidereal noon when
Caph is vertically above the pole, that is 6 hours when it bears
west. 13 hours when it is vertically belnw. 18 hours when it is east.
You can make up your mind that Caph is a little less than ^'g of
the way from 18 hours to "i houis. You therefore call the sidereal
time 23 hours 50 minutes. You know that at about noon on March
21 it was sidereal noon or 0 hours. As sidereal time gains on m°an
time 2 hours a month and 4 minutes a dav, on June 31, 3 months,
it had gained 6 hours. To noon of July 3 it was 13 days, at i min-
utes a day=48 minutes. It was half another day to the time you
came on deck at 13 o'clock, so that it is 2 minutes more. There is

therefore a correction of 6 hours, tS minutes and 2 minutes, mak-
ing 6 hours and 50 minutes. Caph must then indicate a time whii h
IS 6 hours and 50 minutes fnst of mean time. So you menially
make a note of the time indicated by the stars, 23 hours 50 min-
utes, and subtract 6 hours 50 minutes and get July 3, IS hours, or
4 o'clock A. M. July 4.

You hope you are not 15 minutes out. So you give yourself the
benefit of the doubt, call the other man, and dropofl; to sleep
with that calm complacency which the possession of superior
science always sives.

It may be well to explain whj sidereal time is ahead of mean
time; the reason is this: The interval between two successive
transits of a star acmss the meridian of an observer shows the
true period of the Earth's rotation.
The interval between two successive transits of the mean Sun,

which is the standard of our time, is four minutes longer than
this true period of rotation. This results from the fact that the
Earth is revolving about the Sun, while it is not revolving around
the stars, A glance at the diagram will show what I mean. In
the figure S is the Sun; E, the Earth; E, C, D, F, the Earth's orbit:
A, B, the plane of the meridian produced toward the mean sun
which is on the meridian at noon. Let us suppose a star to b« on
the meridian, at the same time, but outside of the Earth's orbit
aud at a pructically infinite distance. Now the Earth revolves
around the 300° of her orbit in about 365 days, consequently it

moves, in one day somewhat less than a degree. In one day it

would go, say from E to E'. It is, therefore, obvious that when
the plane of the meridian A' B' is parallel with A B—that is to
say when it has got back where it started from—the star will
again be on the meridian, but the Sun will not, it having appar-
ently moved to the eastward about a degree or four minutes of
lime. The Earth must then rotate ihrough this additional angle
before it becomes solar noon again. As the distance of the stars
are so inconceivably great, the Earth's orbital motion in respect
to ihem i" inappreciable. A sidereal day is, therefore, about four
minutes shorter than a mean solar day, and as a consequence all

of the stars rise about four minutes earlier every night, than they
did the nieht before. In one month this gain amounts to about
120 minutes or two hours, aud in twelve months to twenty-four
hours or an entire day.
Sidereal time agrees with mean solar time at about noon on

March 21, and as I have shown, gains on it at ihe rate of 4 minutes
a day. Hpuce. at any iutermeriiate date you have only to multi-
ply tbe number of days since March 31 by 4 minutes to get a pretty
close approximation of the amount by which sidereal time is fast

of mean solar time.
This interval between two successive transits of a star is called

a sidereal riav; audit is the most Kccurate unit of time which we
have. La Place, as the result of very elaborate investigations,

thought that its length had not altered 'looPart of a stcond in

2.000 years, this retardation being caused oy the friction of the

^Modern calculation make it about '„a of a second- I don't know
what we can do with this stariling dihcrepancy. Perhaps we had
better diWde it by 3 and wait for more inlormation.

The smflll number of stars visible to the naked eye is commonly
a matter of surprise to those who have their attention called to it

for the first time. We are apt to speak of the myriad- of stars

and to forget that the greater part of them are only visible to us
through the telfscope—which by the way shows us about 100,000,-

000, and we are surprised to learn that in the whole heavens ihe
numher of stars bright enough to be seen by the aver.-ge eye,
without optical aid, IS only between 6.000 and 7.000. At anyone
time and place we can only see, under the most favorable atmos-
pheric conditions, perhaps 2,500 or 3 000, Clouds or moonlight cut
this number down indefinitely. Before the invention of the tele-

scope the whole number of stars bright enough lo be used for ob-
servation with the instruments then employed barely reached
1 100. The field then, which we are partially to explore to-night,
is not 80 vast as many imagine, especially as I shall c mfine the dis-

cussion to .-tars of the first magnitude and the constellations m
which they are found.

^ _

There are in all 20 stars or the first magnitude. In judging
magnitudes no attention is paid to 'he real size of the body. It is

simply the size as we see it. Judged by this standard, Vega is of

the fii-st, Polaris is of the second magnitude, and the smallest star
easily seen is about mid-way between the fourth and fifth. Of
these 20 first-magnitude stars, 14 are visible in the United States.

As they are scattered all over the sky, if I can succeed this even-
ing in showing you how to find and know them„I think you will

be surprised to see how familiar the aspect of the heavens will be
to you in future; how it will become buoyed out and lighted hence-
forth with beacons, each shining down upon you like an old

and familiar friend, each formmg a convenient point of departure
in future celestial explorations.

t ^ i, ,i
The names of the 14 stars to which I shall call your attention

are as follows: Sirius, A Ganis Mh joris; Arcturus. A Bootis; Rigel,

B Ononis; CapeUa, A Aurigte; Vega, A Lyrro; Procyon, A Canis
Minoris; Betelguese. A Orionis; Aldebaran, A Tauri; An tares, A
Scorpii; Altair. A Aquilfe; Spica, A Virginis; Formalhaut, A
Piscis Australia; Pollux, B Geminorum; Regulus, A Leonis,

In order to point out. these stars we need a more extended map
than the one we have been using. Siar maps differ from ordinary
maps in one important pariicular. In terrestrial maps we look at

the globe from the outside. Star maps represent the globe of the
heavens as spen from the inside.

, ^ ^
The north point is therefore at the top. but Che east is to the left

and the west to the right. The confusion arising from this fact

can easily be overcome by holding the map over your head and
looking up at it instead of down. The points of the compass can
then be made to actually coincide with those of the heavens. You
notice in the picture on the screen the familiar menagerie of

beasts, birds, fishes, mathematical instruments and mythological
heroes, all tangled into a confused mass of arms, legs, fins and
tails. Moat of these characters are a legacy from a very remote
date, and it would almo.'^t appear that they were invented by the
early star gazers and astrologers for the express purpose of inspir-

ing awe aud bewilderment in the minds of the i(/noMc im/6(i<.8. I

have had it put on the screen simply to impress upon your minds
the fact that you have no use whatever for such a map. There is

hardlv a constellation which T am going to shovr you this evening,
which the most vivid imaginat ion can torture into any likeness to

the figure which the stars are here supposed tn outline in the sky.

Auy attempt to trace out these figures is sure to end in defeat,

discouragement aud perhaps disgust with the whole suV ject.

Wh'lo then, the name must be retained to designate that portion

of the sky which the figure covers, I shall make no effort to en-
cumber your minds with these obsolete pictures, but will try to

associate the name of each constellation with some peculiar
arrangement of bright stars, by which It may be remembered,
mentioning at the same time its popular name, when it has one,

which generally does convey an idea, more or less perfect, of the
etnflgaration actually seen in the sky,

, . ^ ^
Modera stK ehatts giya nosa of these »aoUnt ptctureSt bst tbe

outlines of the constellations are simply marked by doited lines.
I think that you will agree with me that these lines (shown in

one of Proctor's maps) bear no striking resemblance to bulls,
rams, water-bearers or whales. But here we meet with another
difficulty. These maps are meant for telescopic work; they go
into too much detail and cover too small a portion of the sky for
our purpose.
What we yachtsmen want is a plain map of the whole visible

heavens—a sort of directory—which will tell us the names of the
brightest stars which we see, at any given hour, at anj season of
the year.
The best device which I know of for this purpose is a movable

planisphere, similar to the one which I hold in my hand. (Plani-
sphere on screen set to 9 o'clock, June 10,) The two parts revolve
one upon the other. You simply make the hour at which you wish
to observe the sky coincide with the day of the month on the outer
circle, and the portion of the heavens %nsible at that moment is
before you in a convenient and compact form.
We will suppose our investigations to commenr e at 9 o'clock on

June 10, Our old friends, th-s Dipper and Cassiopea. will be at
once recognized. The zenith, the point directly overhead, will be
here. The points of the compass are as shown. Now, if you hold
the map overhead with the north point pointing at the North
Star the map Vill show the sky exactly as you wotild see it. If we
slnwly revolve the map it is evident that in the course of 34 hom-s
every star visible in this latitude wiU appear before us just as
they would in the actual sky, if the light of the sun did not render
them invisible during the day. As star time gams on mean time
4 minutes a day, making a star day only about 23 hours and 58
minutes of solar time, this 4 minutes a day would amount to 120
minutes, or 2 hours in a month. It follows that any star, say
Arcturus—our old friend "Boots"—which is on the meridian at 9
o'clock June 10, will be 2 hours past the meridian one month
hence, A star which was setting will have set for 3 houfs, and a
star which was 2 hours below the eastern horizon will be just
rising. The whole heavens will be advanced—pushed westward

—

2 hours. Therefore at 3 hours later than 9 o'clock June 10—say at
11 o'clock June 10—we will see the sky m exactly the position in
which it will be at 9 o'clock on July 10. If we then revolve the
planisphere 3 hours at a time, each \'iew will represent the sky,
at the same hour, one month later than the preceding one, and I

shall be able to point out each star as it appears on the screen.
As I said before, at this hour Arcturus is on the meridian, but

no matter where this star is, it can always be found, when above
the horizon, bv continuing the curve formed by the handle of the
Dipper, and the first bright star which meets the eye in that Une
will be Ar.:turus. It is of an orange color and ranks with Yega
and Ca pella, directly after Sirius in the order of brightness. A line
drawn through Alpha and Gamma in the Dipper will pass close
to tne well-known bluish-white star Spica, Alpha Virginis, This
is one of the scars of which the lunar distance is givon in the
Nautical Almanac. From the fact that it has no conspicuous
stars near it, it is easily found. In the spring it phsscs the
meridian before midnight. It is therefore a handy star, at that
season, to try for latitude. It is on the meridian at about mid-
night on April 11— of course before that date it transits later and
after that date, earlier in the evening. It will then be a conve-
nient star until the early part of June.

I should like now to call your attention to two great triangles
which are far more easily louud in the sky than on any map, for
they form very noticeable landmarks, perhaps I should say, sky
marks, and in them both Arcturus and Spica play important
parts. Returning to the Dipper and carrying the line of the
pnintei's backward we reach the constellation of Leo, which does
not forcibly convey to my mind the idea of a Lion; but when we
apply to these sis stars the papular name of the Sickle their
general outline certainly is suggestive.
In the handle of the Sickle is the White Star, Regulus, Alpha

Leonis, also a. lunar c istanct, star. This constellation is so plainly
marked that if once seen it can never be forgotten. Now Ri guius,
Spica, and Arcturus form this conspicuous triangle, with Spica at
the right angle. Following the line of Spica and Arcturus in a
northeasterly direction, about mid-way between tho zenith and
the horizon, and near the edge of the Milky Way, we come to
Yega, Alpha LyrjB, wh'ch is the vertex of a nearly right-angled
triangle of which the other two points are Arcturus and Polaris.
Very near Vega audio the eastward of it will be noticed two
small stars which, with it, form a small triangle. These are
Epsilon and Zeta Lyire. Wi+h an ordinary opera glass this star
Epstlon is easily divided into two stars. Some people see its

duplicity Willi tue naked eye. Sir Wm. Herschel reports that he
so saw It several timds double, and Bessel relates that when a
boy he could also separate it. It is quite as much as I can do to
clearly distinguish tue star itself, unlesTS the night is ex eptionally
clear, and I have never seen any one who could divide it without
optical aid. A good telescope of moderate pjwer easily shows
each of these componems to be itself a double star, thus revealing
the fact that this little spnck of light, hardly distingui.«hable with
the naked eye. is composed of four stars, each perhaps rivalling or
even surpassing our own Sun in splendor.
Nearly due east and just rising above the horizon you will notice

a line of three stars, two small ones with a larere one in the center,
which points directly at Yega. The central star is Altair, aud
the constellation is that of Aquila, the Eagle. A field glass dis-
closes a large number of stars here, but to the naked eye these
tnree stand almost alone, and will therefore be readily recognized.
Below Yega and somewhat to the north in the Milky Way are

three bright stars with a large one to the left (on top here, remem-
ber the map is supposed to be held over your head) which f^rm the
Northern Cross in Cynns. The top star is Den^b, Alpha Cygni. I
will leave you to find the figure of the Swan for yourselves, but if

we take in these two stars Phi and Beta, the cross is very .striking,

and I am informed by those who have seen its celebrated southern
rival that our northern specimen is far the better of the two, as
far as the regularity of the figure is concerned.
This is the celebrated 61 Cygnl, the first star whose parallax was

ever demonstrated aud measured. This was done by Bessel in
lb38, and had t;he effect of upsetting many theories as to relative
stellar distances, which had up to that time been generally
accepted. This is one of the nearest of the stars, and its light
traveling at the rate of 186 miles a second, reaches the Earth
in about eight years. Inconceivable as this distance is, it is

absolutely dwarfed into insignificance by that of other stars, for
it is stated on the highest authority ihat the greater part of those
which you see with the naked eye are probably distant two or
three hundred of these light years, and that it is almost certain
that many telescopic stars are seen by the light which they emitted
long before the creation of man, if we accept the received Biblical
chronology. 6,000 years.
This light year, or distance which light will travel in a year, is

the ordinary astronomical unit for such measurements. It repre-
sents in distance about 63,000 times the space which separates the
Earth from the Sun, which in round numbers is about 93,0Q0,IX)0 of
miles.
The light of the Sun reaches the earth in about S minutes and 10

seconds. Now, it we compare eight minutes with eight years, the
distance of this star, which is astronomically so near,^arrlves
at proportions which stagger the human intellect; and yet we are
using a measure of velocity which itself requires illustration to be
appreciated.
To my mmd the old and familiar illustration, dependent upon

the lime which it takes a nervous shock to be felt, conveys a more
forcible idea than even the velocity of light. We all know when
we burn our hand how long it is before we feel the pain. Now, let

us imsgine an infant to see the bright Sun shining in the sky, and,
childiiKe, to reach out its band to grasp it. Let us suppose the
arm to be long enough to reach the Sun. As tbe hand touched It,

it would, of coiiise, be instantly burned to a cinder; yet, according
to the experiments of Helmholtz and others, ihe child wonld have
to livelbl) years before it. felt the slightest sensation of pain. If

we now reflect that light traverses this same distance in eight
minutes, we can form some idea of what is medut when we are
told that the light of a star takes 200 years to reach us.

LXO BE CONCLUDED.!

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Streaji their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of

their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Steham t;heir addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local

waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport,

WINTER QUARTERS.—On April 3, at No. 19 West Twenty-
fourth street, Mr. W. P. Stephens will speak on the subject of de-
signing, Capt, Nicholas wul furnish dinner to all who notify
him in advance. The dinner will be at 7 sharp, the talk at 8 P,M.

CARILLON 0. C—The present ofiicers of this club are: Com,,
H. W. Treadway: Vice-Oom., E. A, L«et,' Sec'y, M. J. Wilcox;
Purser, W, G. PoRnaU.
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AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OmCEKS, 1890-91.

CoMMODOEi:: Walter TJ. Lawsos, Boston, Mass.
Skcbbtaby-Theasurer: Kalph F. Beazes, 47 Central street, LoTvelJ. Mass.
Regatta Cojimittee: J. a. Gage. Lowell, Mass.; VV. G. MacKeridJ'icfc,

Toronto: L. B. Palmer. Newark, ]N. 'J.

NORTHERN" DmSION.
Officers:

VIOB-COM.: W. EI. Cotton, Kingston.
Reaii-Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.
Puhsee: C. E. L. Porteous, B:ingston.
Ex. COM.: Colin Praser and F. H.
Gisborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
O.J!ic:ers:

VicE-CoM.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington.
KEAn Coiii : E.D. Atiflcrson, IrejitoD.
Puksee: Kieh'dHoliart. Newark N.J.
E.X. Com.; H. L. Q\iict and H .M.

Kre.'imei'.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Officers:

VicE-CoM.: C.V.Wjnnf, Albany, N.Y.
Rear-Com.: T. P. Qaridls, Da) ton, O.
PORSEB: Howard Bro\Mi,Albany,NY
Ex. COM.: J. K. Ealcewell and H. JI.

Stewart.

EASTERN Dn'ISION.

Officers:

VicE-Coji.: J. W. Cartwrlght, Jr.
Bear-Coji.: G. L. Parmele, Hartford.
Potser: K. Apolloiiio, Winchester.
Es.CoM.; Paul Butlei, B. S. Towuii
and Sklnej- Bishop.

Applications for memoerslilp must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied by the recommendation of an active member and the snin of ,«;3.00

tor entrance fee and dues for cuirent year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp .'jhall pay Sl-00 lor camp expense." Application
Bent to the Sec'y-Treas. \vlU be torvs arded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnishea with printed forms ot application by address
tag the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chieaxro. III.

Vlce-Oommodore—N. B. Cool:. ChienKO, lU.
Bear-Commodore- O. A. VToo inrii, It iyton, O.
Secret«ry-Trejism-er-J. H. W.ire, r. o Rialto BiUldmg, Chicago, m.
Applleatious for mcmbor.ship sliould be made to theSec.-Treas., onblanks

which may be obttiiued from him, and should be accompanied by §3 as
initiation lee and duos for the cm-rcut year.

FIXTURES.
MAT.

16. lanthe, Spring, Wood?ide.
JtrirE,

8. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. Marine & Field. Open, Eath
Brooklyn. Beach.

6. Yonkers, Annual, Yonkers. 37. Rrooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
13. New York, Ar«nuaJ. S. I. — . lanthe, Spring, Passaic Riv.
30. New \''oik, Sandy Hook Race

.TtJIiY.

11-26. W.O.A. Meet, Ballast Island-
AUGUST.

0-27. A. C. A. Meet, Lake ChamiiLiin.
SKPTEMBEH.

.5. Orange, Ann.. Passaic River. 7. lantlie. Annual, Woodaide.
7. lantbe, Ann., Passaic liiver.

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C.

AS DETAILED BY THE COMMODOBE.

PART VI.

WE liad a. pleasant all afternoon's cruise tlirougli varyirg
lights and shades, down rapif^s and nvev flsh dams, wi h an

occasional mill dam lo portaee. By uh-s time we had gjownso
accustomed to the numer' us fish dams that we plumped down
right over the m, wlieiever au openuig appeared that was at all
promisinji: safely takiue shoots tliat a week ago, and fifty miles
furtjjtr up the river, we would have porraged around rather than
have attempted.
The river finally left the basp of the Blue Ridge, with the con-

glomeranon of sp dTy railroad tresile budge.':; aod raw. ugly em-
narikments or "'ttiU." and deep cuts showiog like red scars tipon
the fices of tlie green mountain spurs, to the right; and wound off
to the left across the narrow vail y in a sureessiou of serpentine
curve?; approaching the base of tbp :\I .tSHnuti.nn Mountains. The
banks grew wild and rugged, srtd lines of cl'lfs apoeared here and
thert ; ti eir gray stone faces softened and lon^d down with mo.«ses
and lici'e is and trailing vines; winh bright scatltt berries showing
out vividly fiom among the darit green triangtLliir li-aves.
A sbaip 'urM to tlie risht prf^^s^ ntcri itself, with a high wall of

rugged cliffs along the roncave left b.ink. A peculiar black hole
in the ft.ce of iht wall, like the pnssTde entrance to a cavern, at-
tracted onr attention; and we gazed at it ctiruiusly as we ap-
proai h-- d, with a vie\s of stud ing it more closel ' ; but one of the
rougbf tt and roi kubi littlp falls we had e'ncountered in iheent're
critisc so engrossed our atttn' ion for i he n^xt quarter of a mile,
that we had neiihei- time nor opportuoity f r the iospei tion or
Study of licles or caves or anyi hiiig idse tnan the business in hand
of getting those canoes dowtt ti.at rocky rip wiihont mishap.
"This is the place you took for liemple's Falls, Oommodore,'"

exclaimed George, as we drifted along on the still, deep water
below; elad of a little breathing spell after the rush and lussle
with the falls above.
"Well I'm sure its rough enough for Kemple's or anybody else's

fallsl" said Lacy.
''Wnit! ' was tile seuten*'iou8 reply.
The river wound around to the left again. A mis-sive wall ""f

stone towered upward for a couple f tmndred f>. et along the right
bank, while the water flo^ved ommcu-lv sn'll aid black at^iis
base. We skirted the cliffs and pis-ed steodily on around the
low, beavilv -wooded point on the left, and a new vista opened up
with another tmposiT g line of lofty clilTs on the opposit-, or left
side, crowned with a dense mat of evergreens, xshose sombre
plumage looked glooaty and forbidding in the fading light.
The still, black river bioughi up against the base of the cliffs on

the left, turned sharply to the right and disappeared from sight
down the d^ clivity.
"That's Kemple's Falls !'' said George.
We beacned the canoes on the crest of the hig fish dam- which

stretched across the river at the head of the falls and took a sur-
vey of the river ahead of us.
We saw a long line of gloomy, perpendicular cliffs stretching

straight away down hill along the left side ot the river for over a
mile. The river, at the base of the cliffs, spread out to a great
breadth, the watery vista fiaally becoming entirely lost to sight
in the confused mass of boulders, ledges and busli-grown islets
which seemed to terminate the river bed at the distance of half a
mile.
What water we could see was entirely still, with the exception

of a tew hundred yards imm-riiately helow the fish dam. which
was lashed into fo^m by the reefs and rocks with which the
river bt-d was profimely studdfo, while the down hli] grade of the
entire vista ol cliffs, water and rocks was very marked. The
sun had dipped below the neighboring peaks and walls of Massa-
nutton, and this always su'desss gorge loyk<d fascinatingly re-
pellant, gloomy and impre-siv? to onr awed eves.
The cliffs frowned down in stern dtflanee upon the water and

the still black water looked sullenly up at the cliffs, reflecting
the gray, lichen-covered precipice, with its frowsy mat of trees
and bushes, from its dtpins, wlille the bubbles scattered in pro-
fusion over its surfcce stood out starrlingly white and distinct
against the black surface upon which they floated. The dull,
heavy, ominous roar that pervaded the entire gorge added to the
somtire impressiveness of tiie place.
•'What a magnitleeut place for bass flshingl" said George i

a

awe-struck tones.
'"Oh, get out with your bass fishing!" exclaimed Lacv. "We '11

have all we can do to get our canoes through this hole alive with-
out fooline with fishing tacklel Can we make it. Commodore, do
you thin Is?"
" We're going to try," said I as I pushed the nose of my canoe oft"

iTom the hih dam, closed my hatches and prepared for action.
We slipped easily and skillfully over a little gap in the end of

the fish dam nest to the wall, and slid down its steeply sloping
lace into the foamirii? wafer below, and threaded our way slowly
and with great care through the mazes of the reels for the nest
quarter of a mile, back paddling steadily against the swift cur-
rent.
"I don't recollect this Stillwater at all," said George, as we

paddled csutioualy through the wide, i-till reach below.
"Nor 1," I replied. "Mv recollection is that wo were hustled

down thp entire fall with more speed than caution. My impres-
sion was also that the river was narrow through here, while in-
stead it is unusually wide."
"Perhaps tliis isn't the place," suggested Ijacy. "I don't see

anything the matter with tnis kind of navieatiun.""
' Oh. yes-! it is the place; and yo' 'il find all the rough water you

•want Jong before you get out of it, too!" I answered as we ap-
proached the vast conglomeration of reefs and rocks, which from
a little distance appeared to block up the entire river, but witich
upon our approach revealed numarous passages and coannels,
down which the water surged and roared, while the huge foam-
capped waves everywhere reared their white crests among the
rocks, and the light mist floated up in their fleecy wreaths toward
tbe tree-crowned BiunmltB o£ the oliffe.;

A narrow little canal hut a few feet in width led close along
the base of the cliff, past all these rocks and reefs, down along
which the waier shot with arrow-lite velocity, an occasional
sharp, whtte-cri-st 'd curl or break In the ot herwise smooth stir-

fate showing the presence of a rock heie and there, while at the
end of the ' hute, a quarter of a mile away, the hig waves could
be seen gamboling and tumtiling about and io>-sing their gleaming
foam-oresis h gh in air as though in delight at the approach of
two or three callow youths in small boats.
"This is the 'Devil's Racnpatb'!" said I as I entered the chute,

followed by the others. Look sharp for the rocks! There are a
few left in the channtll"

It was a wild, exciting rush down the Racepath—more like
coasting a hill on a hand-sl^-d than running a river in a canoe.
Cliffs, hushes, trees and rocks shot swiftly oy up stteam in a
dazzling whirl as we flew alocg; and the big waves at the bottom
got In their work to good advantage before we weie out of their
clutches.
"W'hew:" exclHinied Lacy, paddling alongside and wip'ng the

eprsy from liis f.i.i-e. as we reached a breathing place in a quieter,
thougli still switt, stretch of waier below. "That was a hard one;
"my canoe's half full of watei ! Any more such places?"
"O yes! wait till we reach the bottom of the talis!" said George,

raising the corners of his well-oiled apron and pouring overboard
a bucketful of water which was calmly reposing in his lap.
"How about that full, high bownoAV, Ija' >? I didn't ship a drop

of water, and my decks and hatches are barely splashed!" said 1.

"Here's where we veer over to the right, Commodore. There's
the Navigation dam that you jumped last trip," said George, as
we approached a long line of reefs and rocks, coming out from
the cliff, with more rough water, with a long, low stone dam jut-
ting out from tue cliff just above, throwing moat of the water
around the open, right hand end.

• Yes," I rppli> d, "1 recollect I he place well."
"I wonder we ever got through over there at all without ship-

wreck," said George, as we shot swiftly along in the open water
on the right sidp. a'nd t^ ok a good look at the labyrinth of rocks
and reefs that fllled tUe channel ot the river below the dam, over
along the base of the cliffs.

"So do 1," I replied. "But the water was higher then, which
facilitates matters somewha*.''
Swifter and rougher grew the river until we fairly flew along.

Fish-dams and ledges occurred in rapid succession, allot which
we were compelled to take fijing, as the swift rush of the water
gave us but scant time to look for a favorable passage over tliem.
Our paddles were plied with lightninglikerapidity. Now a strong
backward stroke iierc, or a forward stroke to avoid a rock, whos'^
sodden proxiinity was .'tavrling. Now pausing under the protect-
ing lee of a big rock to stitvey the course ahead. Auoo back-
paddling gently and cautiously across from one furious current to
another or darting swiftly ahead or across to lake advantage of
some opportune opening among the rocks, or to plunge headlong
over a fall. The uold stone promontory at the lower end of the
falls appeared in view around a lit tle turn to the right and we
bote rapidly down upon ii; while the still, csltn waters of the
Ne%vpori mill pool appeared invitingly and restfully at the foot of
the watery slope down which we were rushing.
A small hotiSd' stood near the right bank, with a rickety tVnce of

poles surrounding the small, scant, rock v clearing around ihe
house. A cow in company witn a good-siz d calf stood c ilmiy
ntar one corner of the house; a number of chickens were already
roosting on the btick fer ce. An old dog barki d lazily at us from
the front yard, and a rouple of men were watering four or five
harnessed horses, evidently fresh from the field, in the still water
in front of the liouse. the whole scene below looking invitingly
pastoral and ri SLful to u> in our harassed, nervous, excited stale.
With a mighty roar and plunge the river fell over a massive

boulder-studoed ledge in a series of irregular cascades, several
feet m height, and the falls were ended. A hig Navigation dam
extended out from the clitfs a short distance above the faU,
around the right hand end of which the water flowed clear of ob
siraction and slid rippling down the descent over a shallow gravel
bar or reef. It did not look de"p enough to float a canoe, but
George, wno was in the lead along here, at once declined the dam
and the fall and took this shoot, and prrmotly stuck hard and
fast on the gravel bar. After a few vigorous but fruitless shoves
with his paddle in toe endeavor to force his canoe os^er, ha disem-
barked and waded down the shallow slope, with his canoe,
lightened of his weight, drifting before him at the end of her
stern painter.
Wnile I hesitated to observe the success of his venttire, unde-

cided whether to follow him ortake the tall, the relentless current
carried me so clo=e on to the dam that 1 had no alternative tmt to
take it. It was an unusiiilly high dam and there ws no promis-
iug shoot or opening iu its cre-twit'dn reach, and I had no time
nor opportunity to loo'< for one, so I drove my canoe ahead onto
the dam—over the broken, rocky crest of whid the water fl nved
freel.s—with all the power I p -ssessed, hoping by the impetus to
drive her over. Her bow slid well over the crest of the dam when
shf struck upon a rock nearly amidsbip upm her starboard side,
with a cra-.h that 1 felt certain had smashed in her entire hide,
then hung txembling for a moment upon the verge of the dam,
while 1 lost no time in springing out upon the rocks alongside,
narrowly escapir g a disistrous capsize.

' Is soe sma-hed?'' asked bacy, as he shot by me, prudently fol-
lowing George down the gr . vt l slope. "1 don't know," said I. as
I held the Frankie carefully up on the edge of the dam and made
a hasty examination to s.-e if there was enough left of her to
carry me ashoie in some way, for t was pretty well out in raid-
stream, with about as swift and rough a piece of river ahead of
acd around me as the average canonist would care to see; and to
my great relief I found she was entirely uninjured by the terrific
blow the had sustained.

I slid my Canoe down ever the dam imo the swift water below,
where she lay pointing directly down stream. It was impossible
to get her up broadside to the dam, so that I could get m, in f lie

rush of watt-r that -^et from the dam down over t.hn falls which
were but a few yards away, so I pulled the end of the anoc up as
close to the base of the aam as p issible, and then qui kly apd
carefully "coonfd" it along the stour ridge of her deck and
scrambled into the cockpit and my seat just in time to secure
control of the canoe before she reached the fall.

I dropped easily over the f nil into a little terraop some 3 or 4ft.
lower than the level above, formed by a huge boulder set right in
f ront of the fall, then twisting my canoe around sharply to the
right, with more dexteri'yahd promptness than I had thought
possible considering her usual obstinacy upon this point, 1 glided
smoothly out around the lower end of the rock and down the
sloping outpour from the little terrace and joined George and
Lacy floating restfully up jn the still water helow, and the falls
were successfully run.
'A rough place up there, gentlemen!" .=aid one of 1he men on

horseback to us, with friendly interest, as we drifted slowly past.
"It is thai !" replied George.
We turned and looked back up the hill doM'u over which we had

just arrived. Viewed from below it didn't seem possiblp that
anything in the shape of a boat could come through such a place
and live.
We wpre all pretty well tired out as we paddled along gently

down through the deep still miU pool. The day's cruise had been
an unusually long and arduous one, and the severe tussle with
the falls had just about finished us; and for my part I felt that I

would not paddle my big l eavy canoe another mile for it thrice
over, and we hailed with joy the appearance of Nev/port mills

—

our camping place for the night—around the bend but a short
distance away.
Twilight was stealing its shadowy folds around us, and render-

ing softly inaisttnct the more distant objects, save where a soft
red glow iu the western sky brought out the dark outlines of tlie

neighboring peaks of Massanutton into sharp prominence against
it, While their steep, rugged .slopes and spurs were shrouded in a
smooth indiKtinguishaole veil ot purple shade that covered alike
the bo'd headlands and deep valleys.
We shot the Newport mill dam at the right hand end, where it

was not far down to the water b^low, wdth scarcely a pause. Im-
mediately below it, in the swift water, I was startled and roused
by a sharp splash behind me, while a shower of water flew over
my face and neck as a big bass jumped h'eh out of the water and
came down with a thump upon the deck of my canoe behind me,
but with a vigorous flop he was off again and back in his native
element before I had recovered sufficiently to lay violent hands
on him.
We had a difUciilt passage down the short hut troublesome

rapid below the dam, during which we all had to take to the water
bef'Te we got through, and as we pulled up to the bank by the big
soring helow the rdill and landed, I really felt more dead than
alive, and Lacy forgot to fell George that 1 was going to sell my
canoe this winter and build a smaller one, as they kindly and
good-naturedly did all the heavy vork of the camp, such as
carrying the canoes and camp duffle uo the hank and placing
them in position for the night, while I devoted my remaining
energies to the welcome tasK of gftt'ng up as good and plentiful
a supper as our really liberal resources would permit.
The air was chill and the fog was steaming up from the cold,

black surface of the river and wreathing up among the tree tops
when we turned out next morning; and the hoarse roar of the in-

,
TlBible lolU dam and repida above as was ominoualy suggestive,

and had a depressing effect upon our already depressed spirits.
Wp were in no hurry for the inevitable wresile with ttie Columbian
Falls, which we well knew lay in wait for us—fully as rough
as Kemplb',s Falls, and a mile and a half long—at the very
outset of our day's cruise, just around the bend a mile away. As
the sua put in an appearance and dispelled the mist, and the river
threw off its black, frowning aspect and smiled brightly in his
oaressing beitms, and as t he menacing, too-suggestive roar of the
fog-veiled dam took upon itself the ordinary common-place drone
of the fully revealed mdl dam but a couple of hundred yards away,
and the rapid rippled and murmured musically as its waves
sparkled in the sun, flashing hack his rays in countless points of
light, our usual ouoyancj and careless love of adventure speedily
returned to u<; and the further encouraging stimulus of a good
breakfast of fried flsh (tor we soon f lund that, although bass
wouldn't strike in mudiiy water, chubs, suckers, perch, and other
small fry were not so fastidiouh; and while perhaps i;ot as gamy
were at least fully as filling), soit-hoil^d eggs, buttered toast and
hot coft'ee effectually dispelled what little depression of spirits re-
mained, as the natural result of our severe tus le with Kemple's
Falls so late in the evening of the day before, at the close of an
already long and ard uous day's ciuise; and we felt fully ready to
tackle anything not absolutely impassable.
We idled around onr camp duties in a leisurely way, as we had

but a short dav'.s cruise of 10 m'les to make—the plan being to
camp at Massamition and walk over and visit the Caverns of
Luray—and it wa.^ 9 o'clock when we filially embarked.
"Well, here we are!" said George, as we turned the base of the

mountain spur to the left, a mile below our late camp, the
jagged, tree-clothed heights towering imposingly above the calm,
tihtck depths of the river at the base, studded with great masses
of moss-grown bush-covcred rocks, looking double in the stiU
water, as though thev had fallen, ages ago, from the heights
above into the depths below in a vain attempt to stem the course
of the river; and the tumbling and foaming slope of the Colum-
bian Falls lay bright and gleaming in the morning sunlight before
us, the gi-eat rapid being finally lost t > sight to the left around
another point of the mountain spur nearly a mile below.
"Well, this is flue!" said Lacy, closing and fastening his hatches

and pulling his waterproof apron welt up in front of him. while
George was not slow in following his example, and I smiled a
superior, satisfied smile and remarked to the effect that people
who will crui«e in pumpkin seeds must put up with the discom-
forts incidental thereto.
We felt fresh, and in the mood for the fall«, as we paddled boldlv

up and headed our canoes—one at a time—over the verge and
straight down the smooth pitch, and began the long, exciting
descent. We first had a wiid, exhilarating rush down a steep,
but tolerably smooth, slope, reminding us of a greatly magnified
repetition of the Devil's Racepath and containing nothing worse
than a couple of fish dams, which we jumped without tarrying to
inspect very closely, at the bottom ot which we found a hundred
yards or so of big waves, whose flashing crests had attracted our
attention as soon as we rounded the point above and sighted the
falls, and from whose tumultuous caresses I was fain to quickly
close my own hatches and aoron.
This was followed by a considerable expanse of still water,

through which we paddled Inisurelv, stopping at a beautiful
spring, nesrled in a shady bank, the beauties of which for camp-
ing purposes we all admired.
"Now 'he nest half mile is a bad one," said George, as we pad-

dled out from the spring and approached ihe wall of reefs, rocks
and low bushy islands that extended across the river below the
still reach.
"Why, is it rough?" asked Lacy apprehensively.
"Not at all," said I. "It is simply the most interminable series

of reefs and ledges 1 know of <m the entire river. I never have
been able to find the channel, but think it goes in here in the mid-
dle; at any rate, I'm going to try here."
"Well, I'll try over here toward the right hank," said George,

suiting the action to the word.
"I tnmk you're wr'ing," 1 ivplied; "but it wUl do no harm to

tiy. The .'•lack water from the Columbia Dam used to come over
this," I said lb Lacy, who had followed me. "You can see the re-
mains of the dam down there now, at the foot of the reefs, half a
mile below."
"What became of the mill?" asked Lacy. "I don't see any signs

of it."

"It went out with the dam, iu the great flood of '70," I replied.
We found fhe reefs verk' troubl-some and gieat care and pa-

tience were required in order to thread our way through their
mazes. Tue passages of clear water through their generally
parallel lines led us from the middle of the river close in to the
left bank, when, before getting too close in, we took advantage of
favorable little gaps or openings in the irregular "saw-tooth"
ledges, as thf y are tei m-d, and sUpp ;d further out into the river,
to again be led back to the proximity of the bank =ome distance
further down. We found no ivgular boat c annel, hut the tactics
we employed zigzagged us through the reefs without welling our
decks or much more than occasionally .^craping our keeis.
"Now." said I. as we r mnded fhe p3int and passed the remains

of the old dam an-i the final stre'ch if he falls lay before us, "we
come to the worst part of the falls. Alt .\ ou ua.ve to do is to keep
cool, keep your hatches closed, dodge the rocks and hold her back
all you can. Look out for the big fish dam at the bottom of the
faltt!"
The remaining half mile was a tumultuous mass of foaming,

splashing waves, profusely dotted with black, threatening rocks
and bouiders of all sizes and shapes, around and against which
the waves beat and stormed, and over which they threw theii'
angiy crests in driving fheets of spray; and after we had safely
leaehed the hottom—not without several severe thumps apiece in
sp'te of skill ;.nd catt—we were glao to make a landing and go
ashore and stretch our cramped legs under the soade of the wil-
lows and rest our tired arms, which fairly ached from the con-
stant back-paddling. Whili wi^ w»ited for George, w no was still
fioundei ing around among the ledges half a mile away above the
rough water, we I't a cigar apiece and strolled up the bank along
the foot of the falls and watched him wiih interest as he came on
down, his little canoe rising and falling like a duck among the
big waves, and riding them equally aswll. Now she was lost
almost entirely to sight, again rising so high on the crest of a
wave that half the hull was visible, with the water streaming in
sheets from her decks and closed hatches. He soon came shoot-
ing down past us at the lower end of the tall, plumped down over
tue big fisU dam at the foot and pulled up to i he dam helow and
joined us. as tired as we were and fully as glad of a chance to rest
a short time after his severe exertions.
"I stopped all night once up at that house there on the hill,"

said 1 as we lay idly in the shade resting and finishing our smoke,
in which George had speedily joined us, and as I spoke indicating
a large, coiufortablt-looking two-story brick mansion, occupying
a commanding position on the bluff, overlooking the river and
the falls, and but a < ouple of hundred yards or so from the river.
"Commodore, you appear to have sto'npi d considerably along the

river," Lacy remarked as ue refilled his pipe and struck a match
on his boot heel and lit It.

"Well, yes," I r< plied, "that first cruise of mine was rather an
eventful one, and if I gained nothing else, 1 certainly gained a
large store of experience which has been tiselul to lue ever since."
"D da't you do any camping at all on this cruise?"
"Only one nigbt, alihougii 1 had a lent and camping outfit with

me. I had intended to camp every nitrht, of course, hut one thing
or another occurred on diftereat evenings that rendered it advisa-
ble to seek quarters at some farm house or other rather than
camp."
"Y'ou found no trouble in getting accommodations I suppose?"
"Not a pariif le. I found the people at the better class of farm

houses invariably gtnerous and hospitablp. freely taking me in for
the asking and giving me the best the place afforded in the way
of supper, lodging and breakfast, and refusing all pay, although,
of course, I always tendtred payment."
"Old Virginia hospitality Is proverbial," said George.
"Yes; I don't know that the people of this State are any more

soihan the peoole of other States, but Idoknow that their reputa-
tion for hosiritality is well deserved. The country people are sim-
ple and direct in their manner towartl a stranger, and if they give
an iuvita'ion they mean it."

"One of the most valuable lessonsI learned on this cruise was on
this point. It happened this way. VVay back up at one of the
North River dams, while making a landing to scout aiound for
assistance in portaging the dam, I carelessly lost my paddle over-
board, and it was swept over i he dam, .and as the water was high, I
was unable to recover it, and as a matter of course, mv cruise was
in a fair way to end right then and there. By a piece of undeserved
good fortune, however, I found a cooper shop at the mill, and the
cooper in the course of three or four hours or so, whittled me a
new pa die out of a piece of pine fencing, for which, by the way,
he cnarged m • the psTrbitaat sum of 3.') c nts.
"Well, during my detention here the dinner hour came, and the

proprietor of the mill, who had taken cmsiderable interest in my
cruise, and who had, in the course of conversation, loarued who I
was, kindly invited me to his residence near by to dine with him.
It was my first day out on the cruise, which you will remember,
was my first cruise, and being enthusiastically full of the idea of
living entirely in my canoe and upon my own resources, and,
moreover, helog accustomed to the mere empty formality of snob
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invitations in town where they really mean nothing but civility
and politeness, I thoughtaessly declined the invitation and was
surprised to notice that the gentleman seemed displeased and
hurt. I incidentally mentioned the matter in con ver-^at.ion with
Len. Mohler that evening while enj oying my after supper pipe on
the verandah of the Weyer's Oave Hotel, and he assured me that
I had made a mistake, and impressed upon me earnestly that the
next time I was invited by one of the farmers in the valley to go
to his house and stop with him for a meal or for a night, to accept
the invitation if possible, for he meant it, and to decline it cause-
lessly v,'ould t^urely offr^nd and wound bim. During the remainder
of my cruise I bad occasion to test this advice, and you may be
sure I acted upon it and found no cause to regret it."

THAT "MAIL AND EXPRESS" CRUISE.-Though the MaU
and Ewress canoeist; has '^een enjoying the freedom of New York
for some time, bis wild, weird story of this famous land cruise
has only rpaohed a termination last week, concluding as follows:
"Over 6.350 miles I had carried that precious bottle. * * * re-
garding my achievements I may have accomplished, I leave ray
readers to judge of their worth, and would only say in conclusion

Perseverance is a Roman virtue
Tuat wins each god-liKe act, and plucks success
E'en from the spear-proof crest of rugged danger."

It is all vpry Wf-ll to talk about perseverance and success in con-
nection with ibis cruise, but its most striking characteristic is
the cold, Calm cheek with whif^h the claim is made that some-
thing noteworthy and extiaordmary has been accomplished. Tak-
ing those of Mr. Bapi-alj ea's flpures mosr f:i vorahle to him, allow-
ing that the distance jhe canoed is not 6,250 milps, as intimated
in various parts of his log, but only 5,000, and of course that his
time of 230 days does not inclnde Sunday traveling, ths average
p^r day we have about 25 miles, which over such a route is as
absurd as 50 miles w^uld be. It, may be true i hat "it is possible to
cross the continent by water except for a carry of 13 mil^s," but
it is entirelv untrue that Mr. Rappalyea did this or anything ap-
proximately like U. If he wishes to obtain the respecu of canoe-
ists he ml st promptly repudiate the absurd cl'iim^ that have
been made, whether by him or by others for him, and prove by
his log how many miles he actually covered afloat m bis own
canoe, or even in anything that can be prone rly called a canoe,
and how mm h of tb^ 6,250 miles was made m canal boats, rail-
way trains, stages, wagons and other easy and convenient vehicles
which are not canoes.

THE ACCIDENT TO COL. NORTON.-More detailed accounts
of the accident to Col. Norton, mentioned last week, bring the
very welcome news that he is in good bauds, and his injuries are
much less serious than at first reported. Witi a native hunter
and a boy he had camped about 10 miles from Tallahassee, inten-
ding to push his explorations from his camp. He put on a pair of
climbing spurs a"d ascended a tree to a distance of about 75ft. He
had decended some distance in safety, but the increased girth of
the tree made it impossihle for him to span it, and after sliding
down until about 45ft. from the ground, tie dropped. Fortunately
befell straight, landing on his feet, which were driven 3 or 4in.
into the ground. He was unconstious for a long time, but the
guide, who had served as a nurse in Southern hospitals during the
war gave him the best attention possible, though there was no aid
at hand. He was finally transferred by the guide and the boy to
the former's house, and later on was taken to the hospital at Jack-
sonville, where he now is, under the care of his wife and daughter
and the guide. The doctor reports no bones broken, but some in-
ury, how much is not yet determined, to the spine.

CANOEING ABOUT ROCHESTER.—It is decided to make a
cruise down the Genessf e on Decoration Day, and to invite the
Rochpster C. C, the Buffalo C. C. the Free Academy C. C, and
the Newark C. 0. to join. The committee for the day is G. H. Har-
ris, J. ft. D'Oliever and F. J. McCall. The Rochester C. C. has a
war canoe which will accommodate twenty persons, it will make

its maiden trip down the Genessee River from Mount Morris this
cruise. About twenty members of the Rochester O. C. paid a
visit to Capt. George W. Ruegles, of Charlotte, on March 18, an
electric car being chartered by the party for the evening. The
captain entertained his visitors in grand style. After they had
partaken of a fine supper, G.H. Harris, the purser of the club,
read several letters of regret from absent members and presented
to the captain an elegant ba.<ise of solid gold, suitably inscribed.
Aftprward the guests vvere shown several new canoes which the
captain has in process of construction, and returned to the city
shortly after midnight.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division; C. J. Davol,
Providence; C. C. Baron, Lowell; C. W. Hubbard, Boston. Cen-
tral Division: E. G. Ricketson, Bloomingdale, N. Y.; William
Howcrof t, Platt&burgh, N. Y.

to ^arren^andmis.

^W" No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

O. H. R., New York.—There is a letter for you at this office.

W. R. F., Lynn —We have not published the sail plan of Bat, as
it has no special features. You will find the latest sail plans in
Forest and Stream of Dec. 29. 1891, Oct. 17, 1SS9.

B. B. S., Warwick. N. Y.—Mr. Rushton has made a number of
experiments with electrical launches, but we know of none now
on the market in this country, though they are built in England.

T McG., Detroit. Mich.—WiU you kindly inform me if a St.
Bernard's coat will change from a black to a tawny color? And
at what age, if at all? Ans. It will to a slight extent after the
first shedding.

J. C. S., Newark, N. J.—You will find directions for building
canvas canoe in issue of Nov. 6, 1884. Every volume contains
lines of canoes suitable for building from. See "Canoe and Boat
Building for Amateurs" for full instructions in all kinds of build-
ing.

Kit.—Will you be good enough to give me register number of
the collie dog Domino, formerly owner! by Mr. Barbour, of O. N. T.
Co., Newark? Have one of his offspring ana would like his pedi-
gree. An°. Domino (14051), by Ivanhoe (8648, Vol. V.) out of Shep-
herdess (7435, Vol. IV.).

A. B. M., Cobassett, Mass.—The laws of North and South Caro-
lina and of Georgia contain special provisions governing the
shocitingand fishing in certain counties. These are all stated in
the Boolt of the Game Laius, vvnich you had better study. We can
send It to you; price 50 cents for a single issue or $3 for the annual
subscription, four numbers.

Constant Reader.—Will you give me the pedigrees of the fol-
lowing English setters through the columns of Forest and
STREiM, Druid, S'ar and Queen? Ans. Druid, by Prince out of
Dora: Prince, by Dash II. one of Moll III.; Dora, by Duke out of
Rhoebe. Star, bv Leicester (148) out of Dart (335): Lplces'er by
Dan out of Lill 11 ; Dart, by Pr nee out of Dora. Queen, by Rob
Roy (328) out of Pickles; Unb Roy, by Fred out of Rhoebe; Pickles,
by Dan out of Lill II.

Constant Reader. — Please give the pedigrees of Count
Wind'em, Nora and Mersev, the di,m of Roval Blue, for three
generations. Ans. Count Wind'em by Count Dick "ut of Phan-
tom, by Llewellyn's Prince out of his Lill II.; Count D-'ck by Dan
out of Countess; Dan by Field's Duke out of Statter's Rhoe'ip;
Countess bv Laverack's Dash II. out of his Moll III. Llewellyn's
Prince by Laverack'.* Dash II. out of his Moll III. l^ora bv Dan
out of Nellie. Dan already given and Nellie is by Laverack Dash

II. out of Moll III. Mersey by Leicester out of Dart; Leicester by
Dan eut of Lill II.; Dart by Prince out of Dora,

J, B. B., New Haven.—I have had an antelope skin mined bv
motbs, and a porcupine skin, though this latter was treated with
corrosive sublimate. W^iil you please tell me some way to treat
skins to kepp motns out of them? Ans. We know of no better
way of treating skins that are constantly exposed than by a bath
of a strong solution of corrosive sublimate. This, however,
ought to be applied once a year. II- is Well in spring to wrap up
and put away such furs, first treating them with corrosive sub-
limate and then wrapping them up in paper, enveloping them so
completely that the moths or other insects cannot get through the
covering. A little camphor or mothaline sprinkled over the furs
lends additional protection. We always pack away our fur mats
and rugs in spring and take them out in late fall.

H. C. G., Norris, Texas.—Will you please inform me as to the
best remedy for mange in dogs? Would like it in the form of a
dip. to be used in a tank, so that the dogs could be immersed in it.
All of my hounds, as well as my two pointers, are aflfectcd and I
think dipping them in some preparation would be the easiest way
of curing them. Ans. You will find the following quite as good as
dipping and almost as readily handled: Takp a gallon of lard til,
one pound of black antimony and one pound of sulphur lac. Mix
thor(raghly and rub on the sores or all over the dogs. Keep them
warm lill it dries on, and in two or three days wasn off. 0£
course you can m x as much as you require according to the
above proportions. If you cannot procure this, you will And one
of the advertised sheep dips a good remedy. We have often cured
sheepdogs in that way.

L. R., St. Louis, Mo.—Kindly give me, through your columes,
registry number of the Ll«wellin setter bitch Trinket, dam of
champion Gloater. 8. Also please give pedigree for threp genera-
tions with registrv numbers, if possible, of Llwellin or Liverack
setters Dash II. (E. 5.0-39) and Noma (3. 7.218), sire and dam of
Dtsl ing Rover. Ans. 1. She is not rpgistered. 2. Dash II. (K.
5.039), by Blue Prince (4 259) out of J. Armstrong's Old Katp; Blue
Prince, by Pride of the Birder (E. 4.275) out of Nell'e (E, 1 Si83), by
Dash II. out of Moll HI ; Pride of the Border, by Dash II. (G.
1,341) out; of Belle II.; Dash II. by Sting out of Cora tl.; Moll IIL,
by Fred I. out of Belle If ; Sting, by Rock II. out of Blair's Cora
(t'laclt and while); Cora II., bv Fred I. outotCorw I.; Armstrong's
Old Ka'e bv Dash H (<. 1,341) out of E. Armstrong's Kate, by F.
Graham's Duke our of V. Comeit's bitch, which was out of a pure
Beausert bitch by Graham's Rolln; Graham's Dutie bv Dart out of
Bess. Noma, by D.an (E' 1,336) out of Nellie (E. 1,55'), by Dash II.
(E 1,341) out of Moll III , by Fred L out of Bexle II ; Dan, bv B.
Field's Dtike (E. 1,361) out of Stattex's Rhoebe (E. 1,546) by Rake
out of Psyche.

Sportsman, Conn.—1. Will you please tell me how a well-trained
bird dog should act in tbe field, that is, the points that he must
have to be a perfect dog according to the rul^s now used at field
trials? Wharl want to know particularly is whether a dog should
drop every time a bird is iiubhed, whether it is fired at or not.
Take an extreme case where a bird is flushed very wild and the
dog sees or hears it, must he drop to the ground or is he consid-
ered just as perfect if he remains standing, if be does not offer to
chast ? Is it out of order t > command a dog to charge or to to-bo
each time a bird flushes, or must he be trained to do it each time
with<->ut being spoken to? 2. To be perfectly tr'uned, about how
far can a dog range from his handler in open ground and be in
bounds? Ans. 1. The dog should drop to wing at all times, or if
he does not he should at least stand stpady without any caution.
It IS not necessarily a demerit when he o dy stops to a command;
the circumstancps of the flush must always be taken into con-
sideration. 2 Opinions differ on this score; the Eastern field
trial people require a dog to range wide and fast, the Central ex-
P 'ct him to keep well within hail of his handler and to quarter
his firi ound thoroughly, though pottering is not countenanced for
a moment. The dog should never, unless the country is heavily
wooded, range out of sight of his handler.

HE season is rapidly approaching when AllglerS will need

to replenish their stock of Fishing Tackle.

Before doing so, we would advise them to call On US

and examine the largest assortment to be found

in the World, or send us lo cents to pay postage and we will mail

you our 136 folio page illustrated catalogue and price list.

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
Manufacturers of Every Grade of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

NOTICE TO LIMIT CEEDITOHS.
To the Creditors of the F. L. Sheldon Coynpany:
Notice IS hereby given taat on the tenth day of

February, 1891, an order was made by the Chan-
cellor of the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors of the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thereof, and prove
before him under oath, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and dpmands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of
February, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
crpditors shall be excluded from the benefit of
such dividends as may hereafter be made and
declared by the court upon the proceeds of the
effects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to all the cr^ditors accordingly. WIL-
LIAM H. LEMA5SENA, Receiver, BOi Broad St.
Newark, N. J.

Established 1837.

J. B. CKOOK <fc CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Mm TacHe, Gnus, Rifles, ReTolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
62 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass FUes.

WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

3Xr<yt Sold at lECetalX toy tla.e> 3MCa,nufEa^cstv -v&xrist.

WZNCHESTEE EEFEATHTG ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

fo? i9»pfige Q^taloime of Ami fiii4 Ammsnitioii.
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREARMS, FISniNG TACKLE, BICV-
OLES, TENTS, I.AWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

iNPTRUMENTS, SPORTITVG GOODS, Ae. Illustrated Catalogue, with lov.- cash price?, sent, on application to those

ihentiimiug FOREST ANT3 Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago. 111.

nSHEBHAR'S ADTOH&TIG BEEL.
When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his pleasure,

out increasing liis labor, he wants all his brother hunteri
and augiers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper.**

with-

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First—It will wrad up the line a huiidrecl

times as fast as any other reel in the Avorld.
e'ECOND—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Thihd—No fi.'=h can ever pet slack line with it

FoiTRTH—It will save more iish than any
other reel.
FiFiH—It will prevent tip?, lines and .snells

from beino; broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated bv

the most skillful flshermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATie

This reel is manipulated
entirely by the hand that
tiolds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, N.Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH BOD CO.

MANUF.\CTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AUD CELLULOID HAISD GRASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will no'j blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the IT. S. Order one through yom* dealer for iaspection, and if not sacirfactory
can be returned.

The glittering ganj? trolling baits which we are mauufactaring are the coming bait. It
takes tlie place of the phantotn minnow, and is warranted to take tvvo fisb. fco one on any
other bait.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

racuse, N. Y.Syr lENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

SSI &; Se3 Broadwar, >TeAV Yot-1c,
We inv'to Dealers find Sportsmen to csU upon us and see how ADVAKTA(7?:0USLy tbev cku

l,,!r^i.as, Spoviing Gond"^, Oiu- Fin, k r-overs the fcli-Mving ^:^e^M^n ) b' . r t'!:?/<>f rr;; irt/es; GUNS.
^^J^^r'^^W^^J'!?'^^!^^^^^^^^^ "X'^cslatlop BASE B.^LL, TENNIS,FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. S^^d 5 r—'= ( o rnvr-f- p.-.tnij' ) we wiH mail voil
rxii new lUnstrated Catalogue, coveri: :? i br-ve poods. WHl also enclose a "Cativas Pocket Book."

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HAKRlNGTOlSr KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, SI. 50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all
practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustratioDS make everj' step clear.
The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requii-es.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk.

nSHING TAGEE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
(63 Broad St., Providence, R. i.

Copies of large map issued for the

ADIROXDAOK PARK ASSOCIATION.
Size T:ix931ii., showing State lauds au«l pvopo.se<l
State Park, colored, cloth back, wooden rollers. $15.

Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond pap-r gl.OO,
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Forcsi and Stream.

Address S. R. S*TOni>ARD, Glens Falls, N. Y.

TROUT REELS.

Fine Rubber and Ger-
man 8ilver, Raised Pil-
fer, Fly Click Reel.

No. lA,40ytls. each «4.50
" 2A,60 " " 5.50
" 3A,80 " " 6 75
Other styles of Fishing

Reels from oOc. to
$35.00 each.

LINES
Are made of the best silk, enameled, waterproof,
flexible and tapered. Warranted not to cra,ck or
to become stiflC. The Fly-Casting lines par excel-
lence.

File Quality Enamel Silk Line, Level.

Soyds. each. Four Connected.
Per lOOydg. Per lOOvds.

Size G S4.25 Size E. .«5 35
" F 4.50 " D 6 00

THE KOSMIO TEOUT LINES.

Fine Quality Enimel Silk Lins, Tapered.
Size F 20yds. SSyds. SSydg. f-Oyds.

Price !S1 50 »1 50 (Kia.OO $3 each.

Size E 35vds. 35yd8. 40yds. 50yds.
Pxlcs )»3.00 S3. 50 S3 80 S4 each.

Angeli's Pat. Metal Revolving Flies,

FOR TROUT AND BASS.

lievolving Metal Wings on a Feather Fly.

Revolving Wings and Body.
These flies are of light moial, of attractiv e col-

ors, in nickel and bronz=. M"hen trolled in the
water the body and wines revolvf, giving them
the appearance of live flies in the water. The
difference between Ihese flies and the artificial
feather fly is this: One is a dead flv in the water
and the other is a live flv. These flies have been
well tried. The Angler has only to put one on
the end of his leader to And out that it is the best
trout fly in the world.
You can fly-flsh at the bottom of deep water by

letting the metal fly sink and drawing it up
rapidly catch large trout that won't rise to the
surface.
The metal wings shown in the lower cut are

made to fit all sizes of artificial feather flies for
trout and bass. The angler can vary his flies by
flipping on various colored wings over a single
feather fly, as sliown in the center cut. A pair of
nickel wings with bronz'* body, fitted to a "Pro-
fessor," wiQ be found a killing fly under all con-
ditions.
Price of Wings or Flies, 81,00 per dozen.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

NEW YOBK. CHICAGO. PHILA.
H^Send for Siiecml Price I^ist of Kosmie Angling

Implements containing Open Seasons, 1891.

FOR THE BEST

Cedar Decoy
Ducks,

JVIade the exact size
and imitation of the
natural bird, address
J. U. DODGE, Detroit-

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Doz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

FEKGrSON'S PATENT

With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors,

"With Ai^justal)le Attachments.
For Sportsmen and Others.
Comblne^ Head Jack,

Boat Jacli, Fishin k Latup,
Cauip liamp, Dash I/amp,
Belt JLantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR D&SH UMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBEBT FERGUSON, Office. B Fultsn St. N Y.

THE NEW WEBSTER^
JUST PUBLISHED—ENTIRELY NEW.

A GRAND INVESTMENT
for the Family, the School, or the Library.
Bevision has been in progress for over 10 Years.
More than 100 editorial laborers employed.
$300,000 expended before first copy was printed.
Critical examination invited. Get the Best.

Sold by all Booksellers. Illustrated pamphletfree.
G. & C. MERKIAM& CO., Publishers,

SiJringfleld, Mass., V. S. A.
Caution! —There have recently been issued

several cheap reprints of the 1847 edition of
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, an edition long
since superannuated. These books are given
various names,—" Webster's Unabridged," "The
Great Webster's Dictionary," "Webster's Big
Dictionary," " Webster's Encyclopedic Dictiona-
ry," etc., etc.

Many_ announcements concerning them are
very misleriding, as the body of each, from A to

Z, is 44 years old, and printed from cheap plates
made by photographing the old pages.

For Harne*!S, Buggy Tops Saddles,
Fly Nets, Traveling Bags, Mili-

tary Equipmeuts, Etc.
Gives a beauiiful finish, which will not peal or

crack ofi'. smut or crock by handling, does not
lose i's lustre bv age; dust will not stick to work
finished with it. Is NOi a Tarnish. Contains
no Turppntine, Benzine, Naphtha, Alcohol or
other ir.jurious articles.

S01.D BY ALL HARNESS MAKERS.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

mj business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. I, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Troufc or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat belovy hand, nickel mountings, silk wliipptngs, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9i, 10,

lOJft., vreightT, 8, 9oz Price $3 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German SUver Mounted " 3 32
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, 9J, 10ft ,
weight 9, 104, 13, 13oz Price 2 72

No. 4, Q. same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 30oz ,

" 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint , " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Laccewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollov>' butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 35yds., 83c.; 40yds., 9.oc.; 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds.. $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Slidmg Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., §1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; SOyds., $2.50; 300yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 3, 8, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Liaen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 13 thread. 43c. ; 15 tlu-ead, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gab Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c. ;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., l£c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c,

;
8ft., doz., 45o

J. F. MABSTEBS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, X. 7.
Send ee, stamp for Illustrated Catalogrue for 1891. OPEN EYENINC^S.
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The Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauiy of Finish^ Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest
improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith &. Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,

DO YOU SHOOT AT THE TRAP OR IN THE FIELD ?

BO&ARPUS'S BOOK.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.
•By CAPT. A. H. BOGARDtJS.

This is a thii'd edition. That means, not a mere reprint, but that the chapters needing
changje have been re- written to brlQg the work up to date. It is a book of practical instnic-
tion for beginners in the art of shootiag, and of entertaining reading for the older hands.

CONTENTS.
General Introductory Eetnarks.
Gans and thotr Proper Charges.
Golden Plover, Curlew, Gray Plover.
"Wild Ducks and West.ern Duck Shooting.
Wild Geese, Cranes and Swans.

Cloth, 493 pages, illustrated. Price $2.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting.
Trap Shooting B,ules,

in tUt MM,

lASTIFES.
AT STUD: Best bred mastiff owned in A.mer.

ica Ormonde, by Cb. Victor Hugo ex Ch.
Cambrian Prince s. Winnings: 2d, a puppy,
Crystal Palace, 1st and cup. South Hampton,
England. 1st CmcinnRii, IS90, only times shown.
Pur s lor sale from Pliaedra, a prize winner ih
Eng'and and America; also from Elinet, a grand
daugbter of Beaufo^-t and Orlando, also from
Eadgytli, sis'er to Elm^ t. Orders booked for
pups tn m the best br^ d bitch in America. I^ady
Cobrey, by Beaufort ex Cb. 'I'oozii^, and dainoi!
K. Cook's winning pup Ilford County Mem-
ber. CHARLES E. BUNN, Pcria. 111.

If so ask your- dealer to show you the Whil iiinre n . iiiiiierless. This guu Is

made by us and we guarantee it in every respect. No better gun made and at prices
within, the reach of all sportsmen. Our Aew.-sifciv Hmumerieiss Revolver
leadstlLem all. Cal. .32 and .38. AMERICA Of AKMS CO., Easi Bostoi^

Sportsmen's Wear
EQUIPMENTS.

CANTAS SWOOTING COAT, -

COKDUBOY SHOOTIJSG COAT,
CAKTttlBGE BELT, -

C*PS AND HATS, - - -

GUN CASES, ....
COMPLETE SniT (CANVAS), -

COlilPIiETE SUIT (COKDUKOY), -

Sl.OO
5.00
.85
.50
.50

3.75
13.00

All goods of our make delivered free of mail or express
charges to any part of the U. S. on receipt of catalogue price,
or we will send C. O. D. with the privilege of examination.

CATAI.OGUE AND SAMFI,E:8 F£E£i.

GhEO. BARNARD & CO.,
108 JVEadison Street, Chicago, 111.

Eastern Agents: A. G. SPALDnSfGr & BROS., 241 BVay, N.Y,

COUNf NQBli-GLAD^Ji ONE-SUE.
AT STDD, - - FEE §40.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputation by Coimt
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch, n is puppies are not
excelled by any. He is large size, hea.'tby and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Partias having good
bitches, desii-ing to produce the perfectioi^ of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree anrl particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Chula, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phtla., Pa.

SrUD DOGS.
Smooth fox-terrier Endcliffe Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince R^^gent and Beaconsfield.
winner of over 50 firsts and specials, and acknowl-
edged to be the best black and tan living, and sire
of more winners iban any otlier black and tan.
Bull-terrier English Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster. Dexter, the world re-
nouned black corded poodle. Gem of the Season,
the phenomenal greyhound wmner of over 30
firsts and spf eials during 1890. Address GEO. S.
THOMA=!. Manager of North Fields Yoriishire
Kennel", Salem, Mass.

TN THE STDD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
X ter Al, fee S25. Al was bred by the late Mr.
AUin and trained on ruffed gi'opse by bis handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfleld, Mass. tf

FOX-TEBBIERS
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Kussly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suff olk Bisk 10
Hillside Regent 10
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNJELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS
IN THE STUD.

Collies Sl Irish Terriers.
FOR SALE.—Puppies and full grown dogs

of both breeds. Prize winners and young stock.

Address P. O. Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

TRISH SETTER AT STUD.-RKD RIVER
X Glencho (champion Gleneho ex Lyda Belle').

R. R. Glencho has won three first prizes on bench
and is a fine field dog. begets large litters of
strone-, dark red puppies. Fee $20.00. R. H.
BURR, Middletown, Conn.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford HaiTy. described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and ^vinnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of his puppies for Bale. H.
OOOMBS, 1 Eschange Block, Baagor, Me-
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A NEW FOREST RESERVE.

FOR ab ut ten years we have been working to secure

for the Yellowstone Park an enlargement of its

area, a»id proper protection for its forests, game and
natural wonders. la four succes-ive sessions of Congress

billi^ providing for these meisures have been introduced

and have pissed the Senate, but have failed in the Hou^e,

usually through the opp isition of a small but powerful

railroad lobby, which insisted that no bill for the Park's

protection should pass which did not grant them a

right of way to build a raib'oad line through the Park.

Tnrough the interest felt in the National Park by succes-

sive Secretaries of the Interior, many steps have been

taken providing for a more careful protection of the

Reservation, but it still remains without a leg.il form of

government, and a great area on the east and south,

useless for settlement but of the utmost value as a forest

preserve, has been left to the mercy of woodchopperi?

and of Indians, and careless or malicious persons who
start forest fires. During the last few years much of

this region has been burned over. This great territory

has now by Presidential proclamation been set aside as a

forest reservation in which timber cutting and settlement

axe forbidden, and is therefore practically safe from dep-

redation.

Daring the closing days of the Fifty-flrst Congress a

bill was passed entitled '"An act to repeal timber culture

laws and for other purposes," and this bill was approved
Mxrch 3, 1891. Sactioa 24 reads as follows:

Section ?4. That the President of the Uaited Stales may from
time to time set apart and reserve, in any State or Territory hav-
ing public lands bearing forest", any of the public lands wtiolly

or in par*^^ covered wi'h timber or undergrowtfi, whether of

commeri-ial valueornot^aspunlicreserva'ions; and the President

shall bv public proclamation declare the establishment of such
reservations and the limits thereof.

Not long after the passage of this act, the section in

question came under the notice of some of the vigilant

and earnest friends of the Yellowstone Park, who recog-

mz3d that it offered a means of proteotion for the terri»

tory south and eist of the Park, which it has so long

been hoped might be added to the R 'servation. The full

meaning of this section being apprecidted, Mr. Arnold
Htgue and Mr. W. H-illett Philbps brought the matter
to the attention of the Secretary of the Interior, whf^se

interest in this and similar su^j^cts is we II known. Mr.

Nohle at once realized the force and effect of the law,

and, the matter having been fully discussed, a proclama-
tion was drawn up and sent to the President, with a
strong letter of recommendation from M--. Njble. The
result is seen in the executive proclamation which we
print in anoth^^r column.

While the President's procHmatiou does not actually

add this forest reservation to the Nation il Park, it is the

first step toward djing this; for since settlement vvithin

the boundaries named is prohibired, it will hereafter be

a much simpler matter to have the region formally added
to the Park.

In connection with this proclamati'^n the following sec-

tion from the Revised Statutes of the United St;ates should
be read by all persons:

Se'tion£388. Evry person who unlawfully cuts, or aids, oris
employed in ualawfully cutting, or wan'only des'roys or procures
to be d'^striyed, any Umber standing upon linds of the United
State?, wtnich in ]>nrsuance of law may ba reserved or purchased
f ^r military or other purpises, shall pay a line of not more than
five hundred dollars and be imprisoael not more than twelve
months.

The setting aside of thi=? tract of I'nd as a forest reser-

vation practically adds to the Yellowstone National Park
1 500 square miles of territory, and enlarges the whole
reservation to more than five thousand square mile;—

a

little less than the combined areas of Connecticut and
Rhode Island. The territory set aside is high, rough
mountain land, valueless for settlement, but of extreme
importance as protecting the sources of many tribu-

taries of the Yellowstone, Snake and Wind Rivers.

This new reserve is also of the utmost value as extending

the protect d range of the many varieties of game which
are found within the P.*rk. It ewers in part the winter-

ing ground of the elk to the s mth of the Park, the range
of thebiFon, and the great sheep grounds which lie on
the east side of the Park, on the heads of the s^uth
branch of Clirk's Fork of ths Yellowstone, of the Stink-

ing Water and of other streams.

It will be observed that the boundaries as stated leave

the valley of Clark's Fork outside the forest re.-erve, so

that it is open to settlement and traffic. This valley is

the natural route by which C 'oke City is to be reached,

and the establishment of this reserve therefore does not

in any way interfere with the efforts which that settle-

ment is makitjg to secure a railway outlet.

It is not yet definitely known what measures will be

taken to protect this new forest preserve, but it may per-

haps be as>^umed that it will be placed under the charge

of Ctpt. Geo. S. Anderson, th<^ superintendent of the Yel-

lowstone Park. He could look after the protection of the

forests and could prevent the killing of game by enforc-

ing the game laws of Wyoming, which are sufiiciently

stringent if they were only observed.

The protection of this additional adjacent area cannot
but be regarded with very great satisfaction by that large

class of our citizens who are interested in the Yellowstone

Park ; while to those who for years have been working to

bring about such a result, it is above all a source of pride

and triumph that their labors should have been so far

crowned with success.

To Secretary N jble, whose broad mind appreciates the.

importance of p'-eserving from spoliation spots like the

Yellowstone and Yosemitie regions, too much credit can-

not be given for the active interest he has shown in this

matter. Mr. Arnold Hague, of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, whose intim ite knowledge of the Park
extends back over a number of years, has long been a
cmsistent worker for this reservation, with an eye single

to the public ^ood, and the same may be said of Mr. "W.

Hallett Phillips. To all these gentlemen the country
owes a debt of gratitude for what they have d me.

It may fairly be said that the Forest and STREAir has
borne the heat and burden of the day in carrying on its

fight for the protection of the people's Park. The battle

began a good many years ago and it has been kept up
ever since. We have driven out of the Park more than
one set of land grabbers, and by our criticisms have made
it possible for rich and poor to share alike in this

great heritage wh:ch belongs to all citizens of the United
States. The work is not yet completed. While much has
teen done, much moreremains to be aocoiaplished ; but as

public sentiment in favor of protection for the Park is

constantly growing stronger, we look forward to a day
when this larger Yellowstone Park will be properly gov-
erned and carefully protected so that it may remain for-

ever a spot sinyular by its beauty and its wonders, a source
of pleasure and pride to all our people.

THE HELEN KELLER FUND.
FN our issue of March 19 some account was given of
*- the "Helen Keller Fund," and since some readers

may have overlooked what was then said, we refer briefly

aga'n to what appears to be a most commendable effort.

Mr. Wiilitm Wade, of Hulton, Pa., some months ago
gave to Helen Keller, the little blind girl, a mastiff for a
compani )n. Tbe child and the dog were greatly attached

to each other. One day in January list, Helen being
then in Biston, and Lioness the mastiff in Birming-
ham, Ala., H len's home, a policeman shot and killed

the dog, because she was at large contrary to a city ordi-

nance. When this occurrence was reported in the Forest
AND Stream more than one kind heart was prompted to

make good the child's loss by sending another maptiff to

take the place of the one so cruelly killed. la this khidly

purpose, however, all others were anticipated by Mr.
Wade himself. But, Mr. Wade wrote, for all those whose
sympathies had been awakened by the mastiff incident,

there still remained a way to show interest in the child;

and it is a way still open to others than "dog men." There
is in Pittsburgh a little boy, blind and mute, in whom
Helen has taken great interest: and to the sweet child

has come the purpose of providing that this hoy, afflicted

as herself, shall have the opportunities she has enjoyed
of instruction at the Perkins Institution for the Blind in

Boston. In her letter, published in our issue of March
19, she wrote that she was going to try to raise a fund
for this purpose herself; and Mr. Wade has suggested
that readers of the Forest and Stream should join with
her in this work. Helen has already secured a part of

the required sum, as appears from this letter:

Perkin's Institution asd Massaohtjsetts School for the
Blind —Souih Bjsion, March 23, 189L—Dear Mr. Wade: I am
making arrangements to receive Tommy and shRll send for him
soon. The amount reqiired t"r his education will be about $700.

If you can manage to raise 83(Xl or .§300 ro-vards this sum I thick
we can raise the rest. Helen's efforts have already secured $120
and her success has made her very happy. Tlianking you for
your kind interest in this work, I am, sincerely yours, M.
Anagnos.

Mr. Wade pertinently suggests that "if after the little

girl's success we dog men cannot raise $300 I shall be dis-

appointed." We have noted the fund in these columns
becau-e we think it should appeal to the sympathies and
meet the support of even a wider circle of readers than
those who are interested in our kennel pages. In addi-

tion to the money already acknowledged, we record the

receipt of |5 from "P. O. P.," New York. Sub.'^criptions

may be sent to the Forest and Stream to be forwarded,
or may be addressed to Helen Keller, Perkin's Institute

for the Blind, B ston, Mass.

SNAP SHOTS.

I T is popularly supposed that the lion is the most cour-
^ agpous and powerful of the carnivora, or at least of

the felidse; but on the few recorded occasions of a battle-

royal between the lion and the Bengal tiger, the lion has

come off second best. One such combat occuiTcd recently

at the Calcutta Zoo between an African lioness and a
tigress. They were exhibited in adjoining compartments
of the same cage, and the door having been carelessly

opened between the two compartments, the tigress

rushed in and disposed of her rival in a fight which
lasted about ten minutes.

The great success which has attended the establishment

of the German and Austrian Alpine Ciub suggests the

desirability of getting up similar organizations in this

country for climbing and exploring the less accessible

peaks of the Rocky Mountains. The Alpine Club, estab-

lished 1876, now numbers 33.586 member.*, and owns 113

huts of refuge, and at its last meeting voted 35,000 marks
(nearly ^9,000) for the construction of roads and huts.

In this country we have at least as fine a field for explora-

tion, and no want of adventurous spirits of the right

temper, all that is needed is to divert their energies into

the right channel. There is the Appalachian Club, but
with our mountains and our population tid^ is but o^ie

where there mig]:^i! we^ Ipe % spores
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HOW COMES THE SPRINC?
XST^HO can t«ll how sruing comes,
' * Wlitn the brandies of brown turn red;

When the blnebird and robin fly north wai'd;
When the brook burets its icy bed;

Whf n the earlh. after elpf ping all winter,

Is brealhi7ig the perfume of life.

And the beart-throbs of Nature quicken,

Liae rh« pulses of heroes in strift?

Who cju tell how spring comes,

When the winds forget to moan
And steal gently through the valley,

With an idle mono' one?

When snows melt in lears for winter;

Wh-en soft grows the blue of the skies-.

And, over ( he marshy meadows.
The mists of evening ai ist?

Wl-o can tell how spring conws-.

Like the olive- bearing ^ovo,
With its melody of gladness:

With its harmony of lovt?

Who can tell? Ask not the question.
But, iC yesterday were drear,

Be tiianMul for a blessing

•And say, *-Tlie spring is here." ISftOSHONE.

PETE'S GHOST.
'LThis is a continuation of "Shoshone's" trip to "Dixie." See

"Southward Bouncl," in issue of March 26.]

STORM-BOtTNDJ The fact that I am writing on browti
wrapping paper iudicates either that I am in a terri-

bly impecmiious condition or that I am out of reach of
the luxuries and necpssities of an effete civilization. The
mountain peaks that loom up on three sides of us are
veiled in clouds, and down the valley there is a white
wall—dense, impenetrable. E^en the pines are covered,
and stand like snow giants bidding defiance to the
elements. For two days and three nights the storm
jaa'5 raged, nor is there sign of intermission.
To get out of this , call it what you please, words

of mine are inadequate to do justice to my feeiings, we
must ere one of three dividts. On none of them is
there less than three feet of snow. To the e'ist we can
tross the mountain, go down into Grass Valley and
thence to the Colorado. Southward a lone trail of seventy
miles leads to Dixie; while the i-oad that goes west will
take us to Cedar Cty.
O temporal O mores! Was it for this we left home and

fire, the daily paper and three square meals? Seventy-
five miles from a railroad, twenty-five from daily mail,
and heaven only knows how far from a good cigar.
^'Listen to my tale of woe." The principal building of the
settlement is store, saloon, post oiiice and hotel. About
the fire, that sympathizes with despondent nature to such
an extent that it positively refuses to blaze, sheepmen,
hunters, tie choppers and prospectors gatlier and swap
lies, I divide mv lime between a back number of the
Salt Lake Herald, a well-worn copy of "Faust," that is
always wiih me, and "The Book of Mormon," in Danish.
Now and then, once or twice a day. a customer will come
in, buy two bits' worth of this or that, pay for it in script
and retire. Script is a wonderful thing. So far as I can
make out, it is a tsind of wampum, isf-ued by storekeepirr->
for grain and produce, and redeemed by the same store-
Sseepers in meichandise at their own figures. If I had a
bushel of the sluiT that wet log would do something be-
side smoke.

There is one happy man in the settlement, and but one.
He has come from the lower country and is engaged io
the occupation commonly known as'"sparkin'." He goes
out direc'ly after breakf i&t and comes in when the last
man is snoring, so we are not cheered by the light of his
countenance.
We talk about one thing or another. I learn most

when I say nothing. Politics, religion, crops and hunt-
ing are discussed whenever thecrowd tires of diagnosing
and prognosing the weather. A majority of the assembly
are saints, Paddy is not one of the elecc and never hesi-
tates to revile them. Last night one of the boys asked
him what his reliaion was. ^'Begorra, I've got no
religion. I'm a catholic," was the angry reply.
They say that these mountains are full of deer and

mountain lions. Oae man says that a few years ago it

was unusual to fiad more than eight or ten deer in a
bunch, whil*^ now bands of thirty are not infrequently
met with. This seems incredible, and yet I know it to
be a fact. The Pah-vant range, west of the Upper Sevier
Biver, is exceedingly rugged. The roads acro.<s the sum-
mit nf the divide are forty miles apart and the mountain
is seldom vii^ited fxcept for timber, and this is obtained
near the settlements. The climate of these west moun-
tains is mild. The warm valley is on one side, the
warmer desert region on the other. A continuous chain
of settlements along the Rio Virgin has driven game from
its old winter quarters, and it takes this portion of XJcah
as the best camping ground that is left.

Ducks are abundant on the river, findinff the waters
more open and the feed better along the Upper Sevier
than near its mouth. I was lucky enough to get a pair
of teal on the way up, and they were a great relief after
the bacon upon which we had been subsisting. We have
seen plenty of deer, but as the law is supposed to be in
force, we will not kill any until we get away from the
settlements and actually need the meat.
Forty miles to the south, away up among the snows, is

Panguich Lake. We intended to reach it before the
storm and make a week's camp, but the fates interfered.
Panguich Lake is frozen over, but it is a bonanza to
men of the settlpments who want cash. Last week
l,9C01bs, of trout were caught through the ice. These
the fishermen sold at ten cents per pound, and the mid-
dlemen delivered the goods in Salt Lake city for eightt en
cents a pound. At this rate the supply will soon be ex-
hausted. I believe, in spite of all assertions to the con-
trary, that giant powder is used in this profitable busi-
ness, and if I can ever prove it the ©ffender wiU have a
chance to pay a fine.

What? Amid the clouds of tobacco smoke there is a
light. The old log is actually beginning to burn. The
roices are hushed, and a veteran pioneer, who invariably

takes the lead in story-te^ing. a man who has spent forty
years in the wildernes', begins a tale of adventures
"About twenty-five years ago, before the sheep got so

thick nver in the Eist country that they drove out all the
deer, I had a few cattle ranging in Grass Valley. At that
time there was no settlptneht within fifty milep, and when
we went in we had to pack grub enough to last for the
season. For all the cattle I had I might haVe gone by
myself, but a feller gets dogOned lonesome when hie don't
see a human in three months, and there's bo teilin' what
might happen. So 1 took Pete Lirsen for 'company, jpete
was a gotKl bay in them days, before drink got away with
him. He took to prospt ttin'. and. the last I heard of him,
be wetit West from Silver Ijeef out on to the desert, and
took two quarts of whiskey, a pick and a shovel, and I

always aliowed he dug his own grave. That's neither
here nor thar; Pete was ez good ez four of a kind on that
trifv.

' We went slow and lived high. There was plenty of
trout in them day?. The deer run in big bands, and it

was no trick at all to get all the iiioUntain sheep we
wanted. The lojiins Vrere etayin' bli the reservation and
we had eVer^thmg ottr oVvn way. Pishin' and huntin'
took up our time ft>i- a month, and when we got down to
Otter Creek We iiiade up our minds to go over to Fish L tke
and njake a steady camp. Fish Lake is one of the puniest
ponds you ever seen, and now it's a great plaice for
campers. But then there was nothin' but the shiny watef-
and the mountains comin' right down to it and the finest
timber in the land.
'•Game? well, I should saV so—all kinds that a decent

man would want to eat, and enough lions, bears, beavers
and otters to make a trapper rich for life. We ptit the
tent in a (^uakin' asp grove and built a bowery in front of
itj where we ate and smoked and lived. The tent was
our sleepia' room and pantry. The day after we struck
the lake I was ridin' up a little side canon and right
across froni me was a bunch of deer. They seen me, but
was in no hurry to git out of range, so 1 pulled down on
to what T tuk to be a barren doe—the bc-st eatin' in the
world, I hit her hard and druv her ahead of me almost
to the camp. She had been hit low and quarterin*, and
every jump she made the insides kept comin' out of her
and draggin' on the ground, I expected to see her drop
every minute, but when she gotwitbia a hundred yards
of the tent she bolted for Cove Caflon and ran a full half-
mile ez tight ez if she'd never been touched. Then she
fell dead in her tracks, and when I got to her sue Was
purty nigh ez well dressed ez if I'd done the j-ib myself.
"One afternoon Pete and I wire out with our etins.

For a wonder, we were on foot and neVer a thing did we
see till we were almost back to the tent. Then 1 saw a
couple of kittens in the tfail. They were ab >ut a week
old, as large a=i a two- months-old Newfoundland dog and
the sassiest little devils you ever seen. Pete warn't no
whar in sight.-, neither war the old lion, so I thought I'd
catch one of 'em and p'ick it to camp. The 1 tile cusses
Coii'dn't run very fast, but howthey did fcratch. Finally
I got one of 'em under my arm, with its feet in chancery,
and started along. I don't know how I happened to oe
clean off my guard, but I hearn a growl and a spat behind
me, and as I turned—well, I never got turned. 1 jest
spun aroun' and went down in a heap. Look thar, gen-
tlemen,"
He took off his coat, rolled up his shirt sleeve and

showed three red streak •>, looking as thoilgh the arni had
been burned with a hot iron, thdt extended froni shoiilder
to elbow,

' That's plenty nloire mat-ks like that on my back and
sides, I clean lost my head and didn't feel a bit of piin

;

jest had sense enough left to gi^e myself up for a goner.
Then I hearn a Couple of shots. They sounded a long
way fIf and the nest thing I knowed was Pete draggin'
me out from Under the biggest she lion that I ever laid
my eyes on. He had been the other eide of the brush
patch and seen the brute spring, but he c 'uldn't shoot for
fear of puttin' daylight through me. Pete helped me
back to camp, and mighty weak and sore I was for a
month.
"The queerest part of the whole business was the way

Pete <uk on. H-^ said there was sometbin' in that lion's

eyes that reminded him of a human. He always was a
superstitious cuss—that Pete, He said that ef it hadn't
been to save my life he'd never have shot her. I didn'c
take much stock in his feelings, but that night, after we'd
turned in, we hearn the darndest moaning and cryin' up
in the pines. I told Pete to get up and see what wan the
matter. He did want ter and he trembled like a leaf
when he crawled out. It didn'c take more'n a minute
for him to be back,
" -What is it?' says I.

" 'Bob,' says he, 'there's a light way up on the mountain
and there's somethink white a movin' about ii". Th's
dumed camp is ha'nted and I'll be blowed ef I sleeps
here another night.'

" 'Yet' daft,' says I, 'that's nothin' but an owl, hootin*
and hootin' and hootin'.'

* 'O wl yer eye! Bob, didn*t you ever hear tell that the
speerits of humans is sometimes found in dumb critters
an' when you kill a critter that's that way it's jest as bad
as murder. The critter dies bu', the sp?erit stays with you
and loller^ you from land to land, and if that lion didn'c
have a human speerit in it I'm a liar.'

"After a whUe the howlin' stopped. I went to sleep,
but Pete said that he didn'c close bis eyes. The next day
I couldn't get out. Pt te wouldn't leave me. He wouldn't
leave camp either. He just hung round, acted solemn
and downcast like, and got the water without sayin' a
w rd. That night the cryin' and the Fcreechin' was as
bad as ever. Pete wouldn't go even to the tent door. He
was purty nigh crazy, and looked mighty tough when
daylight came. The third day I could get around the
camp, and I told Pete that'just as soon as I cou'd
travel we'd quit the kentry and go back to Octer Creek.
By night I felt so much better that I made up my mind
to go up into the pines the next day and find out for my-
self what all the racket was.
"The third night cameand we turned in. 4-fter a while

the same vvailio' began again. I was purty weak, but I

didn't take no stock in Peter's gho=t. I went outside with
my rifle and fired as dose as I could for the sound. You'd
cughter have heard the yell that follered. Then I shot
again, and everything was still, except the echerij that
kept ringtn' back and forth through the can m, .

" 'Thar, Pete, I've tjuieted yer speerit for you.'-
" *God help you, Bjb, thar'd no tellin' what youV©4oae,*

says he, and we both w^afc to sleep.

"T hadn't strength enough to Climb the hill the nfxt
day, and the next night we heard no noise. On the second
day after we went up into the pines, and after huntin*
around foimd an old f qtiaw stiff and cold.

.
Sbe had been

turned out by Santaqnin's band to die; abd whilfe. t
didn't hit her, Ireckoli tny Shootin' gcaied her to death.
Pete didn't say no more abnut speerits, and we campisd
by Fish Lake till snow flew."
Indian John arose with the quiet dignity characteristic

of the Caon Creek U es, wrapped his blanket about him
and muttering, "Ugh! heap bad man," strode out into
the tempest.
Somebody says that it is cold enough to freeze the

flames as they come out of the chimney. A disconsolate
drummer propo-es a game of "high five" and gets no en-
couragement. He has already been set down as a tender^
foot 1 beg a little pinch of villainous .tobabco, wrap it

itp in a piece of brown paper, take a putt or two, light a
Candle and ath gone.

Aboiit the i-oof the storrn shriekq and rages. Through
the chinks the snow has blown and sifted, and there are
little drifts on the floor. Bah! this is an execrable coun-
try. What if the "speerits'" of the slaughtered innoc-nts
that have fallen by my hand should surround mv bunk?
Wouldn't I have a sweet time? Seoshone,
MjLaYsvAtE, Utah, Jhu. lOs

tHE BIRDS Of* KANSAS*
ORNITHOLOGISTS have long known Col N. S. GtiSd

as an enthusiastic worker in this science, and it has
been also that he has been engaged for many yeais in
collpcling material for a work on the birds of the Slate
of Kansas. The work has recently been issued from the
pccf s, and a c ipy of it was received at this uffice the day
l?efore the deatu of its lamented author.
The title of this work, "HisLtjry of the Birds of

Kansas," expliins just what the book is. It treats of
343 species and subspecies, and is illustrated by photo-
gravure engravings, made from the mounted blros of ihs
"G.8S Ornithological Collecti in.'* The work is not bur-
d ned whh sylionymatic I s's, the name of the bud, as it

appeal's in the A. U. U., Cutfek List; alme being used.
The ordinal; family antl,.generic characters aire 4'it)te<i

from Baird; Brewer land Ridgway, with such changes as
are ihade necessary by more modern classiticati'in, since
Col. Goss did not have access to cillectu ns sufficiently

large to enable him t) prepare original descriptions:.

It is in the notes which follow the descriptions of the
species, and which give the author's own obseivati ms,
that we find the best and most entertainingly original
work in the book. These notes, to accumulate which Cal.

Gass traveled over much of the North American conti-
nent, give us a great deal of information, which is no less

interesting to the general reader than it lo the student
of bird life. They show in almost every line the careful
accurate ob'.erver and at the same tittle the aident lovef
of naiUi'e. In his acCoUnt of tbe dovvny wordpt &ker we
find the foil )^ihg defeiiae of that iiselul little bird in
which a populat prejudice is combatted. He saye;
"Of all oui: woodpeckers none rid the apple trees of po

many vermin as this, digging off the muss which the
negligence of tbe proprietor has suffered to accumuUie,
and probing every crevice. In tact the orchard is his
tdvorite resort in all seasons, and his industry is unequalled
and almost incessant, which is more than can be said o£
any other species we have. In the fall he is particularly
fjnd of boring the apple trees for insects, digging a cir-

cultrhole through ti.e bark ju t sufficient to admit his

b.l'; after that a second, thiid, etc., in pretty regular
hoiizontal circles around the body of the tree. Tnei-e

parallel circles of holes are often not more than an inch
or an inch and a half apart, and sometimes so close to-

gether that I have covered eight or ten of them at once
with a dollar. From nearly the surface of the ground up
to the fiTftt fork, and sometimes far beyond it. the whole
bark of many apple trees is perforated in this manner,
so as to appear as if made by successive difcharges of
buckshot, and our little woodpecker, the subj ct of the
present account, is the principal perpetrator of this sup-
posed mischief—t say supposed j for so far from these

j
perforations of the bark being ruinou«, they are not only

,
harmless, but, I have good reasjn ti belieVe, really bene-

' ficial to the health and ferdlity of the tree, I i-ave it to

(the phdostpHical bjtantist to acO:)unc f.ir thi"; but thei

j
fict I am confident of. In inore than fifty orchards Which

1 1 myself have carefully extmined, tnose trees which
were marked by the woodpecker (f^r sorhe trees they
never touch, perhaps because not penetrated by insicth)

were uniformly the most thrivingi and seemingly the
most productive, Miay of these were upward of sixty-

years old, their trunks completely covered with holesj

while their b-anches were broad, luxuriant and loaded
with fruit. Of decayed trees, m ire than three- foutihs
were untouched by the woodpecker. Several intelligent

farmers with whom I have conversed candidly acknowl-
edged the truth of these observations, and with jus-

tice look upon these birds as beneficial; but the most
common opinion is that they bore the trees to

suck the sap, and so destroy its vegetation, though
pine and other resinous trees, on the juice of which it is

not pretended that they feed, are often found equally
perforated. Were the sap of the trfe their o j ct, the
saccharine juice of the birch, the sugar maple and several
others would be much more inviting, bscause more sweet
and nourishing than that of either pear or apple tree; but
I have not observed one mark on the former for ten
thousand that may be seen on the latter; besi-les, the
early part of the spring is the season when the sap flows
most abundantlv, whtriasit is only during the months
of September, October and November that woodpeckers
are seen so indefatigably engaged in orchards, probing
every crack and crev ca. boring through the bark, and,
what is worth remarking, chiefl}^ on the south and south-
west sides of trees, for the eggs and larvee deposited there

by the countless swarms of summer insects. These, if

stiffered to remain, wi^uld prey upon the v-ry vitals (if I

may so express it) of the tree, and in the succeeding
eummer give birth to myriads more of their race, equally
destructive."
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The descriptions of the habits of the birds are full of
life, and breathe the true spirit of the open air. In most
cases where the uesls and eggs of any species are
scribed they were taken by Col. Goss, or by his brother,
Capt, B, F. Goss, in whom he had a sympathetic and able
coadjutor.
We regret to say that the illustrations in this volume

are not worthy of the text—a fact which Col. Gass ap-
pears to have realized, for in a note appended to the
volume he expresses regret that in many of the plates the
figures do not come out as they should. Where the birds
figured are large, the representations are sometimes ef-

fectivp, but it is evident that, for figuring small birds
directly, this process is by no means satisfactory. With
the smaller species it is often quite impossible to identify
a bird; a guess can be hazarded, but that is all.

We notice, too, more typographical errors than should
have been in such a volume as this, errors of ordinary
proofreading as well as errors in the scipntific names o'f

the species. In a volume of nearly 700 pages like the
oae before us it is inevitable that some blunders of this
kind should occm-, but they are none the less unfor-
tunate.
Notwithstanding these minor blemishes "The History

of the Birds of Kansas" is a most useful contribution to
our knowledge of the bird life of the central West.

Wolves m France.—Many people every year, no
doubt, read with surprise in their "Robinson Crusoe" the
account of the attack which wolves made upon his party
as they were coming down the Pyrenees into France, and
wonder a little that those wild beasts had not been exter-
minated at so late a date as a couple of hundred years
ago. Such readers will find cause for still greater aston-
ishment in an article which appeared in the Revue Rose,
of Feb. 7, and which gives a good deal of curious informa-
tion about the existence of wolves in France at the present
day. No less than 315 of these animals were killed in
the battues of the year 1889, the Exposition year. In
several parts of the country they are a serious nuisance,
killing sheep, destroying the little game that still exists,
and even attacking human beings. General battues have
been held twice a year, in March and in December, for
two hundred years and more, under the direction of the
lieutenants of louveterie. These officers are appointed by
the chief of the State upon nomination by the Minister of
Forestry, and, apart from their official character, seem to
be much like English masters of the hounds. Tbey are
taken from the class of wealthy land-owners, keep up at
their own cost an eqmjmge de ehasse, and serve without
pay. In return they had up to 1832, the right to hunt
stags, boars, and hares twice a month in the State for-
ests This privilege is now restricted to wild boars only.
Within the last ten years attempts have been made to ex-
terminate the wolves altogether. In 1882 rewards were
ofrered of 300 francs for every wolf, male or female,
known to have attacked a human being; 150 francs for
each louve pleine; 100 francs for each lorive non pleinc,
and 40 francs for each whelp. These rewards were paid
in 1889 for 86 animals killed in Dordogne only, and 79 in
Charente. In 1888 the numbers were: lOO in Dordogne,
56 in Charente, 53 in Haute-Vienne, 29 iruMeuse, and 26
in the Vosge?. The north of France, the centre, Nor-
mandy, and the basins of Paris and on the Rhone appear
to l)e the only regions that are quite free from them. Ac-
cording to the writer in the Revue Rose, the last wolve
were killed in Scotland in 1680 and in Ireland in 1710,

—

New York Evening Post.

Wild Geese and Electric Lights,—Ottawa, Kansas,
April 1,—This &ea,son has been very wet so far, in fact
there has been more rainy weather crowded into it than
we have had in a like season for a number of years, I
suppose this is the reason for the immense flight of wild-
fowl last Satiu'day night, as we have not had many ducks
for several years until this spring. On that night it

seemed as if the sky was filled with ducks and gees^
The night was still and dark and as the birds flew over
the city some of the geese would get bewildered by the
bright light of the electric lamps and circle round and
round the light, squawking as if lost. The ducks do not
seem to care for the excitement of city life and go quietly
on their way, but a goose is so supremely curious that he
can hardly pass an electric light without flying round
and examining it. About two years ago there was a ter-
rific thunder storm in this city and vicinity, dm'ing which
a flock of geese, numbering probably 20o, entered the
city and soon became bewildered by the storm. Some of
them, it is said, even lit on the roofs of houses; but cer-
tain it is that at half past four or live in the morning
there was a great flock of geese sitting in the light of the
arc lamp, on the corner of Main and First streets, in the
center of the town. This, of course, is an exceptional
case and would probably never have happened if it had
not been for the storm, but why they should be so
irresistibly attracted toward a light as to" lose all fear of
man's habitations, and to alight in the middle of the
street, has always been a wonder to me.— F. B.

HOW TO GROW MUSHROOMS.*
MUSHROOMS are usually regarded as hiqrh-priced delicacies,

yet it is uot a difficult matter to cultivaie them, if only the
methods to be pursued are known. Kothing satisfactoi-y on this
subject has ever been published in America until now, but in the
present work we have a little treatise which renders mushroom
culture easy, and should result in making this delicious plant
much more common than it is at present.
Mr. Falconer's practical cultivation of the mushroom has ex-

tended over many years and his experience entitles him to speak
with authority on this subject. His directions are full, explicit
and detailed. He does not, like most writers familiar with a stib-
jeot, take a good deal for granted, but tells of all the minor points
of the subject, Irom preparing the bed up through planting the
spawn to gathering a.nd marketing the crop. Nor does he con-
fine himself to instructions torgrosving the musliroom on a small
scale morply, but he gives ample directions tor cultivating it for
the market. Plans for the construction of mushroom houses are
given, the diseases which may attack the plant describefi, and
generally tbe subject la gone into with a fullness and clearness
which !• aves little to be desired.
The cultivation of the plant in England and France is described,

and finally there is ausedal ciiapter ou cooking mushrooms.
The Donk is one whiob certainly ought to have a place in the

librfiry of every dwellerm the country.

* Mushrooms—How to Grow Them, bv William Falconer, cloth.
Orange Judd Co., New York. Price §1.50.

A Book About Indians.—The Fobbst and Stbeam will mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grlnnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Foik-TaleB," givln? a table of contents
and Bp«olmen illiiatr«tloxis from the Tolams.—

^^m0 ^Hg mi
TUE FULL TEXTS of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booh ot tlie

Game Laws.

SIX YEARS UNDER IVtAINE GAME LAWS.
lU.—THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER OHAEQE.

MOST do not profess to believe that the laws as now
on the statute favor any class, resident or non-

resident; but those who hold the opposite opinion claim to
have some show of reason on their side. The following
extract from a newspaper article by an old Aroostook
trapper deserves careful attention as illustrating not only
the way in which this conclusion is reached, but the
plainness in speech and strength of feeling with which
game matters are discussed here, There is no doubt in
the writer's mind about the animus of the law—no hesi-
tation in declaring that "the shifting of the game from
rural to aristocratic hands is the final and mam object."
I hold the original of the article of which this is an exact
copy. It was also published in the Bangor Daily News,
Feb. 12, 1891, over the writer's own signature, with the
title of his own choosing:

THE ARISTOCRATIC WAY.»*** *«****
Now, then, let us decide how the penalties for breaking the

game taws compare with the penalties for breaking oilier laws,
it woitld be out of all reason to punish a game law breaker as
severely as a horse thief, and yet he is punished far more severely
—$100 for killing a $10 moose, auri the same for attempting to do
so by unauocessfully hunting him; and as earning a thing favors
(in a moral sense) ownership, tUen tne moose is his unless prior
ownership can positively be proved and thus the law sustains its
moral iigtit.

If the State sitould weave the principle of punishing the attempt
to commit crime, as she does the committing of crime, into her
other penal laws, the game law breakers could not complain of
the lueaualityof her tyranny. If she claims that that peculiar
feature of law- making is necessary to check such a heinous crime
as seeking one's own food in the forest in the leeth of the doubt
regarding the right of the State to make the law at all—and hav-
ing severely earned it, too—then 1 would beg leave to remark that
it might likewise be a fine thing to weave a similar principle into
the punishment of other milder crimes, such as murder in the
first degree, arson, burglary, larceny, etc., etc., etc.
And while a horse thief Is not materially punished for simply

keeping the fixings for running oil" hoi-.-es, we are fined $20 to glOO
for keeping the fixings (dogs) to run wild hoofs. Why does tbe
State thus make an exception of the game law breakers? 1 will
try to show further on. But, again, I shout a partridge in close
time, worth from 5 to 10 cents [that is, in the place where he lives!
and am fined from So lo §10, oue hundred fold the value of the
bird. Apply the principle to one who steals a $100 horse, and a
$10,000 fine is his fate. Why this severity on a breaker of the
game law? I will show further on. Bat again,' you send your
horse, worth .flOO, up to Massachusetts on the train. Isendmv
bird kiUodin open time (my lawful property) on the same train,
under the sanction of tue Constitution of the United Slates, and
while the State defends you it punishes me one hundred fold right
in the teeth of the United States charier which says, "Commerce
between the States shall not be restricted," whicii, if applied to
you, would cost you S;10,00r>. Why such terrific, outlawed tyranny?
1 will show further on. Again, the fish law places a fine of $20for
an attempt to break the law and $1 apiece if the fisher is success-
ful. What is the proportion here? Well, suppose he catches 50
cents worth per fishing trip, then tlio fine is at least fortv foldWhy this severity on tnis class of law breakers? I will tell'
further on. But again a fine of $10 is placed for killing certain
fur animals from tue first of May to the middle of October. Now
muskrat are prime through May. and are worih aoout :iO cents,
and I happen to kuow as a hunter ihat May is as good as any
month ot the year to hunt them, and 100 ot thpse heing a fair
month's work, it follows that the buuter is fined $1,000 for a
meritorious month's work.

If tnis principle was applied to everybody, then everybody
would rebel, and nothing, or rather nobody, to rebel against; and
this law might well oe called a duplicate of the Devil's Statute
Book. But if plead that this was an inadvertence, I answer, "If
ignorance of tne law excuses no one, then ignorance of law-mak-
ing excuses no State," more especially such an unparalleled
abomination, and besides one which has been on the statute books
some twenty years.
But why all tnis severity and even recklessness, even to the

violation of the Constitution of tbe United States, and the umlei-
mining of the underlying principles of equity and decencv? I
have promised to tell why aud I will do it.

The whole thing is got up by commercial men under the as-
sumed object of protection; and in part this is true. Still my
best opinion, after looking the field all over, is that the shifting
of The game from rtu'al to aristocratic hands is the final and main
object. Wliere is the evidence? Why, everywhere a sportsman
aud a backwoodsman kill a moose unlawfully on the same rtav
The rich sport pays his $100 and keeps right on; the other hunts
inside four walls; and tne city Chan has entire possession of the
hunting grounds. Thus, though the fines are etjual, the effects are
quite opposite, aud the desired effect is consummated.

This is as nearly independent as any opinion can be;
for the one who writes is by his tastes, habits, and loca-
tion, little likely to hear these matters much discussed,
and he says in addition in a personal letter; "About all
I know ia what I have dug out alone while hunting, I
have nothing personal in the matter, never having been
troubled by any agent of the State. My main objection
is that the sporting organizations mean mischief, aiid that
the underlying principles of the whole code tend to de-
stroy our Americanism.'' But although he reaches this
conclusion independently, he is not alone in holding it.

By an odd coincidence, the same issue of the paper wliicli
printed the above contained another article, by a gentle-
man uot known to me, though he wi-ites over his own
name and from the same county and town as the other,
whichshows that this feeling is far from being uncommon
in this section. He writes (and the character of his article
is ample evidence for the correctness of his statements):
The game laws have not received the hearty endorsement ofmany of our good citizens, because in their judgment the law

favored the sportsman more than the citizen and settler. Whether
this be true or otherwise it matters not, so long as the people put
this construction upon it. If any were m doubt, we have only tomake September an open month and aU doubts will be removed
and suspicion wiU resolve itself into absolute certainty. Then all
sympathy aud aid -o ill bewitlidrawn aud each settler will become
a party to the general massacre, fully persuaded that he will have
his share of the spoils. Such talk is already being indulged in and
it means more than tbe language implies.

It is not necessary to dwell longer on this point since
no good would come from it even if tbe fact of such a
partiality existing in the laws could be established, while
the claim that it exists there is too common to need
formal proof and is as well illustrated by this one example
as by the thousand which might be cited. But it is a
fact, and a fact to be regretted by all, that game matters
and game legislation are coming more and more to be re-
garded as a contest between rich and poor, non-resident
and resident, sportsman and farmer, the game being
only the casus helli—ihe excuse for the war. To
strangers to our customs and ways of thinking, "the
transfer of game from rural to aristocratic hands," must
seem the very shadow of a grievance. But it is real and
weighty here where equality is the air we breathe and
every man is known by Im first name, where social dia-

tinctions are scai'cely recognized and even to talk of
"privileged classes" gives offense. Very little respect is
shown for money, though the ability to acquire is recog-
nized; for an outdoor life, among physical hardships and
dangers has caused personal prowess' to be generally re-
garded as a better endowment than a fortune; money
won't buy everything here, is a common sentiment, and
many a man wiU do as a favor what he could not be
hired to do for large pay. But the influx of a large num-
ber of visitors, competing with each other, has produced
an impression that '-outsiders" think money will do
everything. These outsiders are the "aristocracy" re-
ferred to, and the point feared is not so much that a class
with leisure at command shall be able to spend more time
and so have more opportunity for hunting than a labor-
ing class, as that what always has been shared by all
shall become the monopoly of those "who think they can
buy the air of a free country." The feeling is deeper
than a stranger can easily comprehend. The time will not
soon come here when the typical farmer or woodsman
will prefer five dollars or 'thrice five for showing a
sportsman a deer, to the right to take his own chances at
the deer if he prefers. He cannot understand how
natural rights can be bargained for money, and he looks
with suspicion on whoever tries to buy him out.

It is this—and it is useless to evade the matter in try-
ing to give an account of the dissatisfaction here—which
has given rise to the charge that the game Commissioners
wish to save the game for sportsmen. They have spoken
so much of the amount of money which sportsmen leave
here—where money never has been the popular standard
in game matters, but the equal rights of all to fish and
hunt—that their statements, however true they may be,
because they run counter to the feelings of the people,
have helped in arotising opposition to sportsmen. All
the classes of residents whom I have heard speak on the
subject agree in this: they have no game to sell—do not
know any one who has any; sportsmen may come as
much as they please and take their chances with other
folks, but no game will be saved for them: game is free
here and will be as long as it lasts. It is the Com-
missioners, not the people, who have talked of the
amount of money sportsmen leave; no one else sees mil-
lions in it; and if there were, a thousand dollars for every
head of game killed would not satisfy us that any man
has a right to killgame animals wantonly and waste them.
"Sport" is a term not understood here. The condemna-
tion of waste is universal, and the chief reason why
sportsmen as a class are not welcomed with more than
toleration is the inexcusable waste of game, of which
they have been guilty these many years. "A mink, an
otter, and a sport," the saying runs, "are the only
crea tures in the woods that will kill more than they can
eat."

For the lack of cordiality shown toward sportsmen as a
class, they themselves are responsible; for as a class they
have broken our laws, transgressed our customs, inter-
fered with our lawmaking, tried to raise class distinctions
both by urging special privileges for non-residents and
by then- bearing and words while here. These are true
charges: and yet, so far as I am aware, they have not pro-
duced any other influence adverse to sportsmen than a
failure to respect them as a class. There has been a
marked change within a few years in the way sportsmen
are spoken of by the guides, wlio know most about them.
Formerly it wtis "the gentlemen I was with," or "the
man I was guiding for:" but now it is, "two sports I had
last fall," or "a city dude that was here,"or at the utmost
stretch of civility, except when some always-welcome
guest is spoken of, "the man that was imtk me." These
phrases indicate exactly the popular feeling which verges
on contempt if it does not pass the line of it—for the
majority of those who come here to hunt—not of the
toiirists and anglers, for I am not speaking of them.
This is the figure at which sportsmen by their own actions
have placed their valuation: it expresses toleration rather
than regard or ill wiU. The bad feeling felt toward
sportsmen is caused by something of which I cannot but
think them ignorant, though their actions here do not
tend to disarm suspicion on this point. It is impossible
that they should^know what we know about the manage-
ment of game matters as conducted in this State, or that
the laws are not enforced against non-residents in the
same way that they are against residents. We have
known it so long that we forget that every one does not
see the same, and sometimes suppose that non-residents
who come here in summer have an interest in continuing
the present state of affairs. That this is imjust both to
visitors and Commissioners, does not make it less harm-
ful to them; for there is no mistake about the fact of par-
tiality in the administration of the laws, and the only
way in which this can be accounted for by those who
know only one side of matters is that the Commissioners
know it, the visitors wish it, and the object is to save the
game for those who pay cash for it, "transferring it from
rural to aristocratic hands." This arouses the bitterest
feeling against sportsmen, and it certainly is as much for
their interests as for ours to know the facts and to be
.able to show that they do not desire anv such thing.
Just where the error lies I will show later, but as to the
justice of the ground on which the complaint is based,
did any one, on thinking the matter over, ever see a
warden in the woods anywhere over the whole Moose-
head, East Branch, West Branch and Allegash country
the greatest hunting ground in the State—before the first
of October? It would be strange if anv one did, for not
only have we never heard of it, but on the Slsfc of March
of this year, when my father asked Mr. Stilwell person-
ally if he ever had sent a warden into the woods during
the summer months, Mr. Stilwell did not mention a single
case. And yet this is the time and this is the region,
when and where the majority of visitors from outside the
State go to hunt, and it is well known that thev kill large
quantities of game illegally and waste the niost of it—
that they have come for this purpose. But wardens are
active in winter, and the same visitors who broke law.s in
summer with utter disregard, are urging them to exter-
minate the race of "crust-hunters." Is it strange that
this having been the case year after vear, the people here
should declare that all the visitors wish is to be allowed
to do as they please, and that they hire the wardens to
let them alone?

I can show another way of explaining the matter with-
out necessity of claiming that this ugly charge is correct;
but it will be very much for tbe advantage of sportsmen
who come here to disprove it themselves by demanding
that good and trusty wardens be placed an the M^oods
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next summer. If they do not do this before next July,
very few in this State will disbelieve the charge. If I
seem to neglect the fact that people from outside the
State have been fined before now, it is not because I
have forgotten it; this is a broader matter. For the
half of the year when non-residents are here and the
laws are constantly violated, no attempt is made to en-
force them, as we know and the Commissioner admits;
for the half of the year when few except residents are in
the State, they are at least partially enforced. The peo-
ple here demanded that the laws should be uniformly and
justly executed, and yet matters have grown worse every
year. It now remains for the summer visitors to state
openly whether they wish them enforced in summer, and
to do it over their own names, so that we may know who
they are. For every one who comes here is known by a
larger ckcle than he is aware of. He sees very few of
the residents, knows next to nothing about them, and
thinks that they know as little of him. On the contrary,
no one comes here whose whole cruise is not known by
at least twenty resideuts, sometimes by hundreds. What
he has seen done and said, what kind of a man he is and
all the particulars concerning him, are told from one
guide to another, are discussed in a dozen lumber camps
during the winter, are told agaui on the drive in. the
spring, and then are carried to a score of different towns
to be talked over by the inhabitants. Instead of being
done in a corner, what he has done is better known than
if it had been published in the daily papers. Next fall is

to be the decisive time in game matters in this State, and
it is necessary that those who speak should speak right
and then should live up to their professions.
Of the charge of unconstitutionality of the laws I will

not now speak, since as lundertand it, it is dhveted rather
against interpi-etations of the laws than against their ex-
plicit meaning as they are printed, and the present dis-

cussion is a consideration of matters affecting sportsmen
from outside the State ratlier than local topics.

A subject of miich interest to sportsmen, if they could
hear it discussed as it is here, is the way game matters
are managed in the Legislature. Abundant discontent
prevails. It is claimed that petitions sent in by the people
are disregarded; that officials are bought up, that log-
rolling and wire-puUiug are openly practiced, and worse
practices are carried on behind slight screens, while the
whole is controlled by raUroads, hotels and i^olitics.

That these charges are unreasonable and exaggerated is

not to be denied: that they are baseless is another matter.
"We have only too good reason to fear a substantial truth
at the bottom of some of them; for, speaking plain-
heartedly, non-residents have too openly declared an in-
terest in our game legislation for us not to take them at
their word. lili-. J. F. Sprague, of Monson, Maine, writ-
ing in Forest and Stream in October, 1883, says of the
sportsmen who came here at that time:

iQstead of these laws failing to secure the approval of this class,
they have ever been their truest and most staunch and reliable
friends, and in more than one ins'ance these "professional men"
from otiier States have inspired or originated the acts which are
now the very laws so despised by "OUoo."
In the Forest and Stream for Oct. 30, 1884, "Special"

writes

:

The request to change the beginning of the opea season there
[in Malnel to Sept. 1 will come from some of the leading sports-
men and filends of game protection in Massachusetts, Rhode
Island and Oonnecticat. * * * The request for change will
come from sportsmen who desire to add shooting to the faU fish-
ing.

Rev. Newman Smythe in Scribnea^'s Magazine for
October, 1890, says:

EflEortg have been repeatedly made by the Kineo Club to have
the laws so m dified that, while the wholesale slaughter of deer
and moose may be pi'evented when they are helplessly yarded in
the deep snows, some opportunity for legal shooting may be
granted somewhat earlier than October; and a bill which was
introduced int6 the last Legislature of Maine for this purpose,
passed one branch of that body but was defeated in the other by
some infiu'-nce adverse to sportsmen. Gentlemen who taKe to
the wooas m summer generally denounce, and are quite ready to
help expose indiscriminate and wasteful killing of dsh or game;
but as m the course of the season they bring considerable money
into the State, they naturally think that some liberty might be
granted them of feeding.

It is the same old story of crust-hunting, and the
amount of money left; and we notice that the gentlemen
neither wait for the law to be changed nor for open season
to begin, so we fail to see what difference it makes.
Then we hear the other side from our representatives,

how they were approached, how the lobby was too strong
for them when some popular measure came up; of the bills

that failed to pass, and the people who were there to get
them through. One bill I remember, as reported by our
own representative as long ago as there were pigeons in
the State, tried to make it a State prison offense to fire a
gun within SOOyds. of a pigeon bed owned by a certain game
club from out the State. We have heard the boast of the
man who declared that people outside the State could pass
"any reasonable laws" in Maine. We have heard Mr.
Stilwell say, when he was opposing an open September
some years ago, that "the men and the means" were there
to put the bill through. On the whole, we are "ower
canny" to disbelieve those who say that our game laws
are fearfully and wonderfully made.
We do not deny that many of the bills introduced and

advocated by those outside the State, make good laws

—

better perhaps than we should have made for oui'selves;

but the fact that they did not originate here arouses sus-
picion of their import, and, to our minds, makes the moral
obligation less. Even if it were all good and disinterested,
we have had too much of it. If for ten years Maine people
had besieged the New York Legislature with bills pro-
posing this and that means of purifying the municipal af-
fairs of New York city, and had concerned themselveain
season and out of season in telling New York people what
to do about it, much the same state of feeling would exist
there toward us that exists here to-day toward those who
have made our game laws for us; and however good the
measures proposed might have been, they would hardly
be called popular measures, nor tbe reform a popular
reform.
How much has been done by those outside the State

we cannot say; but if our present trout law was a native
production it is the oddest bit of legislation with the
oddest history of anything ever produced here. One
thing I do know, for I was a child at the time and fre-
quently saw the man most active in it, heard htm talk on
me subject and remember the particulars. The law for-
bidding the killing of moose for five years was proposed,
drafted and principally carried through by a Massachu-
setts man, Mr. John M. Way, who published the first

tourists' map of Moosehead Lake. It was a good law

and was very well supported, but was hardly a popular
measme, ,and was not primiuily int^^nded to beuteht the
people, but to increase the number of moose available for
sportsmen. Mr. Way saw the nted of .hi:?. The T'revious
winter he had stayed six weeks at Hat mock Like in the
camp of Mr; Gardiner G. GrinneiJ, of Nt^w Yurk, and
Capt. Samuel C )le, of Grepnville, trying to kill a moose
illegady. To illustrate how the law was passed let me
quote from a private letter written by a prominent game
club man to Mr. Way, who showtd it to my father:
"Don't get up petitions, for that will stir up the oppo-
sition of the country members. Get the right men at
Augusta yfared and ritsh it through, for it is hard to un-
make a thing after it gets to be a law."
This is not the kind of legislation that does much good

here, and friends of game protection will be doing a favor
to themselves and us if they try to discourage it.

Fannie Pearson Hardy.
Erratttm.—I notice that by a mistake in copying my

last paper I wrote that the caribou horns werp t-o'id to the
station master at Maltawamkeag, when I should have
paid at Kingman, which is the next town above.—F. P.
Hardy,

LASSOING A BEAR.
VENTURA, Cal. , March 25.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The followmg is from the Ventura Daily Free Fi^ess
of to-day's issue. I can vouch for its trutblulntss, hhv-
ing known Ramon Ortega fur sixteen years, his veracity
being unquestioned, and to-day, having h^ard the story
from his own lips and examined the trophy. He is re-
nowned as a vaquero and bear hunter, This is the story

:

"Ramon Ortega lassoed a big black bear yesterday and
choked it to death. He is the most noted bear hunter in
southern California and several days ago when he began
to lose some of his stock on bis ranch at the head of the
Sespe, some 50 miles from Ventura, he started out to
hunt for the thief. Early yesterday morning he dis-

covered him in the shape of the bear, in a little narrow
can^on, and although without firearms, so soon as he
caught sight of the monster he spurred up his horee and
gave chase. It was a short race, for as soon as distance
would permit his lasso went circling about the head of
the bear and caught him about the neck. A few dexter-
ous turns of the horse soon choked the life out of the
animal, and Ortega, as a trophy, ctit off one of his paws
and brought it to town with him. It meastued seven
inches across and eleven inches in length. He tells as a
fact that in 1864 he and his brother killed 56 bears in one
month about the regions where Bard dale, Ventura
county, is now laid out, and they were all killed the same
way as the one yesterday."
Six years ago, while crossing; the trail with his ten year

old son. to this same ranch, he came face to face with a
she grizzly and her two nearly grown cubs. He was
armed with a Winchester, but had only five cartridges at
hand. He succeeded in killing the three bears with the
five balls, the last of which was sent through the enraged
mother's heart as she reared to embrace Ortega's son, who
had been dismotmted by his frightened horse.

A. J. CoiiSTOCK, M.D.

WHY 1 GO HUNTING.
Editor Forest and Stream;
Some weeks ago your Chicago correspondent gave some

good advice to overworked professional and business
men. I want to add a few words on the subject, believ-
ing that my own experience is that of many professional
men.
Some twelve years ago I made the discovery that too

much office work was using me up. I took too much
time to decide questions of judgment and worried too
much over the decisions after they were made; fomid all

my work hard woi k ; lost ray patience at trivial things;
was annoyed at trifies: would not eat or sleep well, and
was in a bad way generally. As I came of a long-hved
family, I did not propose to pive up without a struggle
even if the doctors did tell me I had u'tvous dyspepsia.

I had a fairly good history of my family for a couple
of hundred years, and in looking it over made the dis-

covery that close confinement in an office did not "run
in the family." I now believe that in a n'-w country like

ours we have no type of olBce men answering to the types
of miners, toy makers, cobblers and hundreds of others
in the old countri' s.

At this time a friend suggested hunting, since, living in
a small village, although having my office in a city, I

could readily find something to bunt. I had been fond
of hunting in my youth, but had never done much of it,

and none for years. My friend went home with me one
afternoon, and I got out my old muzzleloader and tried a
few shots at chips thrown in the air. The result satisfied

me that if birds were plentiful enough and got up close
enough to me they would not all get away; and I delib-

erately took up hunting as a means of improving my
health, and I have stuck to it ever since and mean to
stick to it so long as 1 can carry a gun.
The first fall I went to Iowa after chickens, and found

I could do quite well at them, I made no profession of
bein^ a crack shot, and so was not annoyed in the lea^t

at misses. Never losing my temper I found a great ad-
vantage, and being a very industrious hunter I made as
good bags as much better shots.

I am satisfied that there are many over-worked men
who could derive much benefit from hunting, and would
too if they only knew how easy it was to take it up even
quite late in life. For the last six seasons I have spent a
good part of November in deer hunting. I killed six deer
last November, and stopped every deer I should have
stopped. The year before I missed a running buck at
SOyds.. but killed a doe the next day with as easy a con-
science as though some other fellow had misled the buck.
Our deer club used to hunt with dogs, and your corre-
ppondents may say what they please about stiil-hunting,

but I would rather go out day after day and hear the dogs
and hear some other member of the party shoot a deer or
miss him, and never see one myself, than to pot-hunt a
dozen a day stOl-hunting. I have killed but two i~tHnd-

ing deer, and never want to kill another. Wenever killed

deer out of season, as is done all around us by the still-

hunters; never killed a deer in the wate r, and have more
deer around our club house than six years ago, and ex-
pect to have fine shooting for years to come if we can
keep off the still-hunters. We own thou^qnds of acres of
land, poison the wolves, ^ut out salt and plant turnips for
the deer, and do everythmg in our power to keep up the

supply of deer. I killed one deer last fall at SOOyds. and
one at a35yd8., and ftlt better over it than t would to go
into a farm yard and kill a dozen—beg pardon—I mean,
kill a dozf^n standing deer, as they were both on the dead
run over logs and stumps and through brush.

I have added fishing to my list of desirable sport^, not
becatise I can get many days actual fishing, htit because
one can spend so much time getting reany before the
season opens and so much time lying about it afterward.

I throw a fly just as I shoot. Plentv of men can beat
me at both, but what of thai? I can efet as much fun out
of a few days in the woods, alons a trout stream, or on
the prairie, as any one. I claim that I c m do more work
in shorter time and do it better than before I took up
hunting and fishing, and there are thousands of over-
worked business and professional men who could say the
same if th^y would only give hunting and fishing a trial.
What busiufss has a man whose father was a black-

smith and grandfather a farmer, and great-grandfathfr a
carpenter, perhaps, to think that he can sit at an olfice
desk day after day and not truffer for his foolishness
sooner or latex? The most extravagant thing a man can
do is to work himself sick; the n- xt worst thing is to
think he can do good work when out of condition. Plead
with your readers to treat themselves at least as well as
they do their horses. Dddley.

WILDFOWL IN OREGON.-IV.
IT is said that all true sportsmen abhor a pot-hunter,

and that no gentleman will pot a duck. But they all
do it. I have done it myself. I have seen the best of
them sneaking on to decoys, and have had the pleasure
of protesting against some of the most blatant taking a
shot at mine. A short time ago, in one of my rambles I
came suddenly upon a fine flock of mallards ft^eding in a
little secluded pond near Columbia Slough. Fortunately
I was not discovered, and quietly drevv back where I
could study the situation. My imagination came to my
aid and I could see the ducks sVimraing gracefully
around, feeding leisurely, entirely unconscious of my
presence and the ioipending danger. I observed that by
going around to the left I could come up behind a little

clump of willows within easy ranee of the game. Here
was a pudding and no mistake. With the stealthy tread
of a cat I ar>proachpd my unsuspecting victim-\ 'l even
got down and crawled. I was nearly to the willovvs and
cautiously peered through them to make sure. The first

thing that met my view was a dog sitting there under a
leaning willow on his haunches demurely looking out
over the pond, and the next thing I saw was a man
quietly lighting his pipe. To say that I eneak^d back and
away, clear away from that pond is putting it modestly;
and friend H. does not know to this day how near I
came to potting his stool of mallard decoys.
The open season for shooting water fowl in Oregon be-

gins Sept. 1 and closes May 1, while in Wa hington it

commences Aug. 15 and closes April 1. Was-hington has
the best law. Mallard and summer or wood ducks are,
as a rule, paired and nesting in April and often in March,
while the wood duck shooting must be hjd, if at all,

about the ^st of August. It is a burning shame and a
sin to shoot ducks that are paired and nesting, and every
true sportsman will refrain from firing at them, law or
no law. The laws of this State mu«t be materially
changed and then enforced, and the various rod and gun
clubs are disposed to urge the matter at the coming ses-

sion of the Legislature. We hope that some of the East-
ern sportsmen will lend us the aid of their influence, and
I can assure them that their efforts will be appreciated
by their brethren of the Northwest. I have received
communications from the secretaries of several local
clubs relative to the matter, notably one from SPcrFtary
M. E. Pogue, of the Salem Cltib, wVierein he advocates
the enactment of a law pronibiting the sale of all

kinds of game, and restraining sawmill men from rim-
ning their savfdust into the stream^. Trout are sub-
jected to more grievotts abuses than are waterfowl, for
the reason that they are more helpless; but both need
the strong hand of the law to save them from ultimate
annihilation. Ours is yet one of the best States in the
Union for wildfowl and trout; but howlong will it remain
so unless the fowl can have decent treatment and the
trout can have pure, sweet water in which to live and
multiply.

I will venture the prfdiction that, imless some prompt
and energetic action is taken by those in authority the
boy hunters and anglers of to-day will live to see the time
when they must fill their game bags with crows and jays,
and their creels with cbub5 and snckprs.
And now my dear Forest and Steea:ii, in closing these

careless letters, I hope that, even if productive of no other
good, they will have given Eastern sportsmen an appe-
tite for a more thorough and perfect knowledsre of this,

to most of them, terra incognita, S, H. Greene.
PORTLANU, Ore;^

CREASED.

I SUPPOSE that every boy who has read much hunting
or Indian literature is familiar with the marvellous

shooting of the long-haired scout of fiction who, when-
ever he wanted a fresh horse, used to go out on the prairie

and crease an animal out of the herds of wild horses,
which were always so abundant in the books—and no-
where else. I myself, in the course of a somewhat long
experience of wild Western life, never saw any of this

"crpasing" done, although I once knew of its being at-

tempted by a somewhat loud mouthed and widely-adver-
tised character, who was once a resident of this Slate and
is now a showman. This attempt was not successful.
The man shot a litile too low and broke the neck of a very
handsome wild stallion.

Instances of accidental creasing of game are not very
uncommon, however, and I recall one case where this

helped out a small party of very hungry men.
There were half a dozen of us, white men and Indians,

who had for some days been following the trail of a small
war party of Sioux who had stolen a lot of our horses.
Partly by good luck and partly by the instinct of our
Indian allies, we made a cut off on the Sioux, and just
before light on the morning of the fifth day we overlook
them, killed four, and recovered all the horses. We lost

no men, though we had two wounded.
When we had started on the trail of the Sioux wn had

taken what food we could lay our hands on, but this was
not very much, because we had expected to be gone only
three or four days. The consequence was that for the
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last t^o days we had had nothing to eat and we were
getting pretty hungry. Tnere had been one or two
chancfg, on the fmjvth day of our ride, to kill auteiope,
but as vve did not know how near we were to the enemy
we had not dared to fire a gun.
When we made the attack every one hoped, I think,

that we would capture some food, but either the enemy
had been as shcirt'of food as we were or else the ones who
escaped had carried ofl: what dried meat they may have
had, for there was not a morsel of food in the camp.

It was pretty evident that we had a choice of three
courses: (I) (o continue hungry, (8j to bill and eat a
horse, or (8) to kill some game.
We started back for the camp, determined to starve a

little longer befoi-e trying horse flesh. Jack and I rode
ahead, the loose horses driven by an Indian followed us,

and the rest of the party followed the horses. We had
not gone more than three or foiir miles when, as Jack
and 1 rose a little ridsre and looked across a flat, we saw,
standing on a little ridge on the other side, what we took
to be a cow elk. Only our heads had shown and we ducked
down and dismounted at once, while the men behind all

stopped, understanding by our actions that we had seen
game. jHck was a good shot and 1 asked him to kill the
elk, for I did not want to take the responsibility of the shot.

We cra^Nlf^d up to the ridge and looked over and saw the
cow standing there broadside to us and quite unconscious
of our proximity. She seemed to be about 200yds. dis-

tant, and I said so to Jack. He answered, ''It don't look
nearly so far to me, by the ground, and yet she looks
small."
Jack fked and the elk gave a jump and turned around

so as to face us. She gave no sign of being hit, and we
had not heard nor seen the ball strike anywhere. I said
to Jack, '"You must have over-shot. Try her a little

lower." He shot again and the elk went'down as if it

had been sti'uck by lightning. We jumped on our horses
and rode ovpr as fast as we could, but before we got to
her we could see that we had been badly fooled. The
animal, in the first place, was less than 100yds. from
where we had shot; in the second, she was a yearling
and not a cow. Finally, she was not killed, but only
ereased.'the ball having cut a little line between the ears
from which a drop or two of blood was flowing. I
guessed what the state of the case was before I got to her,
and jumped off my horse and on to her head, while I cut
her throat. She began to struggle almost as soon as the
knife touched her, but we held" her head down until she
was dead.
A little further on we came to a stream where there

were some willows growing, and there we had a feast,

and disposed of about one-half of the meat of the animal.
The remainder kept us going until we got back to the
camp, and we never got a shot at anything else during
the whole of that march. Old Man.
Chadbon, Neb.

SIERRA NEVADA NOTES.
THE past winter has been a splendid one for game.

By this I mean for the game itself, not for the
hunters of game. There were early September rains that
started herbage, and thereafter, at wide intervals, came
refreshing showers that kept things going until the latter
part of February, when heavy rains set in. The snows at
no time came lower dowu than at an altitude of 3,000ft.

This gave the deer and mountain quail a chance to pass
the winter under the most favorable circumstances, and
it is to be hoped, will help them to recuperate from the
losses caiiaed by our disastrous season of last year.

I reported great losses last year in both kinds of game,
but the half was not told. Other observers, as well as
myself, aver that over 7.3 per cent, of the mountain quail
lieriahed in last winter's unprecedented snows in this
section of the Sierra Nevada. The deer also suffered terri-

bly, but just to what extent is hard to determine—proba-
bly 50 per cent. Twenty-five carcasses were found last
spring, after the snows had melted, on less than half an
acre of ground near Michigan Bluff, in this county, while
finds of from one to a dozen carcasses were reported from
all over this and adjoining counties.
A bill is now ponding before the State Legislature, with

a fair prospect of passing, making it unlawful to kill any
male deer, antelope, mountain sheep or elk, for the next
six years. Should this pass, and 'tis a consummation
devoutly to be wished," it will give our harrassed and
rapidly disappearing game a chance to replenish our
mountains. Our laws already protect the females of these
animals, bub the skin butchers slay all alike when out on
their nefarious trips after laicks^kin.

Last year I recorded in Forest and Stream the un-
precedented numbers of Oregon robins, Lewis wood-
peckers, blue-fronted jays, common robins, etc. that the
severe winter had driven down into this section of the
State. Tois year I have noted none of these birds except-
ing the common robin, and that is always with us'in
winter.
The berries of the toyon {Heteromeles arhutifolia) fur-

nish the favorite winter food of xhese birds, and as it

grows in great abundande at this altitude (.500 to 3,000ft.)
the robins are very plentiful with us throughout the
winter.

I also noted their great destruction of the olive crop
last year, and of the consequent war of extermination
that was waged against them. This year the crop was
gathered without loss. Another such a year as last
year will probably not occur again for two or three
decades—perhaps never—and the olive crop and the birds'
lives will thus be spared.
An attack was mide upon our State Fish Commission

in the present Legislature, but fortunately failed. It is

true that the C )mmi3sioner8 have not done much during
the past four years, but it has been due, to a great extent,
to the nigreardiy appropriation granted them, and not to
want of fffiri. It is true that the late Commission was
appointed through political influence, more than for
any special fitness for their position, but I believe they
tried to do their duty according to their lights. More
will be expected of the new Commission just appointed
by Grovernor Mirkham, with Joseph D. Redding at its

head. If they had a decent appropriation to work with,
instead of the inadeqaate sum now granted, they could
do a splendid work, But even as it is. I am satisfied that
these new appointees will accomplish great good. Mr.
Redding is a man of ability, and has served in the same
position before, and knows all the needs of the State.
His co'comroissioners I do not know, but trust they may
be as zealous ae he is. If they prove to be so, the nefa-

rious netting in our great bays and rivers by the Chi-
nese fishermen will be checked. These people tise fine-

meshed seines that not even a water bug could crawl
through, and destroy all the young fry in the waters.
Verily, "all is tish that comes to" their nets." More anon.

Arefar.
AtTBUHN, California, March 18.

ST. LOUIS NOTES.

ST. LOUIS, April 5.—The King's Lake Club had its

annual election last week, with the result that the
officers remain the same as last year.
Our State Legislature has adjourned, and the Hawkins

game bill died in the Senate, to the great regret of all

sportsmen.
Last week at Compton Avenue Park there was a live

bu-d shooting match between J. E, Hagerty. of this city,

and Harvey McMurchy, of New York. Hagerty was
badly beaten, the score being 89 to 96 for the victor.
The State Assembly was liberal to our State Fish Com-

mission, having appropriated $9,000 for its maintenance.
In connection watu the U. S. station at Neosho, Missouri
is pretty well jjrovided for in the way of fishculture.
Two swivel gun fiends were arrested and convicted last

week of shooting ducks at our neiebboring Illinois town
of Collinsvilie. One was fined $25 and costs and the
other .$10 and costs.

The Ballard Rifle Team has reorganized and will open a
200yds. range.
The Western Com-sing Associa tion has been incorpor-

ated with a capital stock of |5,000. Object, to give
coursing exhibitions with hares and greyhounds. April
11 and 12 are the dates for the first show.
A farmer's club over in Illinois is again chasing out

sportsmen from St. Louis—rather we should say hood-
lums who call themselves sportsmen. Every Sunday
there is an outpouring of a rabble with guns which bring
disgrace upon all decent hunters.
A few days ago I ran across Mr. C. Morrison, of Water-

loo, III., and he unfoMed to me a tale of fishculture and
sport which might well be imitated. In conjunction with
four other enthusiasts a small lake of only four acres
was purchased eome years ago and stocked with croppie
and bass. Now the little body of water contains plenty
of game fish and affords most excellent fly-fishing during
the whole season. Last year Mr. Morrison says at least
oOOlbs. of fish were taken from the lake by the fly. The
club of five members is called the Island Lake Shooting
and Fishing Club. Dr. J. S. Sennett is president and W.
H. Horine secretary.
Governor Francis has signed the Coots fishing bill, and

it is now a law. Aberdeen.

'•CLOSESEASON"SCREED ABOUT GUNS
WHAT would sportsmen do during the close season

were it not for the weekly visits of the Forest
AND Stream; which comes freighted with so many things
of interest. The wonder is how it is possible' to get
together weekly such an amount of interesting matter
from all parts of om- country—"and the rest of mankind"
—as is to be found in each number. I have read with
growing interest every issue of the Forest and Stream
since its absorption of the Bod and Gun, and honestly
believe that I have gained more reliable information in
geography, natural history, etc., than from all the various
encycloppdias. In addition, we have scientific gun and
powder tests, penetration and speed of shot and bullet,
articles on guns, and gun implements—sights, choke-
bores, hammerle-s, long and short barrels, large and
small bore, light and heavy weights, etc.

Some of our modern gun modifications are of decided
merit, some of doubtful utility, and some worse than use-
less! Among the latter is placed the full choke, which,
in close shooting, so mangles its victims as to render them
disgusting to look at or handle, and unfitting for the
table or the taxidermist. But fortunately this evil is cor-
recting itself, and choking is fast losing favor.
Another is the "pistol grip." Can any one name a

single point in favor of that unsightly lump which mars
the recent breechloader?
Another is the recent and at present fashionable ham-

merless—the most graceless and ill-looking implement a
sportsman ever took afield; reminding one more of black-
snakes or oxen withouthorns than a thing for enjoyment.
It may shoot as well and be as safe as its predecessor, but
what a thing to look at! For gracefulness and beauty of
proportion the old muzzleloading flint-lock fowling piecp,
as manufactured by Manton and other artists, has never
been equalled.
Many and different kinds of sights for shotguns are

being advertised. To this there is no great objection, as
they neither hinder nor help in wing-shooting. Who
thinks of the sights on his gun when a grouse or quail
springs up before him? Although I have carried a fowl-
ing piece for more than si^ty ypars, I never think of the
sights on my gun unless shooting at a target from a
stationary rest.

The real cause of so many misses in wing-shooting
with young sportsmen—and older ones, too, for that
matter—is not for want of any particular gun sight, but
for want of a suitable drop of the breech. This may be
too much or too little. The correct thing is to have it

just right, and this only practice can determine, and
each one for himself. Mr. Hough gave some excellent
hints in this matter some months since. No general rule
given in inches and fractions can be relied on for differ-

ent persons. The following is believed to give the best
satisfaction to all shooters—if it is original:
In testing a gun (for purchase) place heel plate firmly

against the shoulder, with the muzzle drooping, raise the
gun slowly, and if the butt of the birr^ls are first seen
set it aside, it is not the gun you need; in practice you
will generally miss your bird by under-shooting, "the
drop is too great. If in the next trial the muzzle of the
barrels first come in sight, don't buy it, the drop is too
little and you will over-shoot. Keep on trying until you
find such a gun that when it is raised to a" level the eye
glances along the entire length of the barrels at the first

sight without your ducking or turning the head. That is

the gim you want, and one that will satisfy you in prac-
tice, whether it be stub and twist, laminated or Damascus,
or a piece of gas pipe. Many are the ducks I have lost
from having too straight a breech.
Among the hopeful signs is the growing feeling that all

spring snooting should ba abandoned m praotice, and
Btrictly prohibited by law and enforced oy adequate

penalty. The sooner the better. Another evidence of
healthy growth with sportsmen is that it is not needful
to carry 8 or lalbs. of gun metal when out for a day's
sport. There may be some excuse for a market-shooter
—when out for ducks or geese—riarrying an 8 or lOlbs.
gun. But any sportsman—whose object is sport and not
slaughter—who cannot make a satisfactory bag of ducks
or other game with a Tibs, gun, 13-gauge, had better con-
fine himself to rod, reel and line. J. H. D.
POUOHKEEPSIE, N. Y.

CLEANING GUNS.
WORCESTER, llass.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have noticed recipes in the Forest and Stream
concerning the cleaning of guns, but I have never heard
of a method that could surpass the one that I wiU en-
deavor to explain.
The trouble with most methods is that it takes too long

to clean a gun to obtain a favorable result. By my
rnethod I will guarantee that any sportsman can'clean
his gun in three minutes, so that when the gun is pitt
away and not looked at for six months the barrels will be
as bright as a mirror.
Remove the barrels. Hold them over a pail or sink and

pour enough hot water tlu'ough the barrels to thoroughly
wash them out. Then running a w-oolen cloth through a
few times will remove the remaining dust. Wipe dry the
exterior of the barrels. Take another woolen cloth, add a
few drops of watchmaker's oil (the best preparation
known, as it contains neither salt nor acids), draw
through the barrels a few times, wipe outside with same
rag. The locks can be oiled with the same kind of oil.

For the stocks boiled linseed oil is excellent.
Where not obtainable watchmaker's oil may be made

as follows: Take a small bottle and fill with pure olive
oil. To this add a small strip of clear lead, Cork and
place in a window where the sun's rays will shine upon
it. Let it remain until a curdy substance settles to the
bottom (about a week's time) or the oil is colorless. Then
carefully sejiarate the pure oil from the impurities which
settle in the bottle. WlLLLlM Bro"\vn.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your correspondent inquires in regard to proportion of

alcohol and sperm oil I use, referred to in a recent item,
in relation to cleaning guns.

I use about half and half. The compound is not chemi-
cal, only mechanical and requires shaking when used. I
might have added to that item, the oiling sponge spoken
of is fastened to a metallic tool, such as usually accom-
anxps a wiping rod, screwing into the end of the rod if
esired. By sprinkling a little powdered emery upon the

oiled sponge it makes a fine tool to remove rust from the
inside of shot barrels, although I would not rpcommend
the free use of emery except in case of necessity, on
account of its great cutting power. I prefer to avoid the
rust by keeping the gun clean, as recommended. H, L.

A PRESIDENTIAL PROCLAMATION.
ON Saturday, April 4, the President issued the follow-

ing proclamation. Its effect is to withdraw from
settlement or occupancy about 1,500 square miles of ter-
ritory on the south and east of the Yellowstone Park,
which it has been hoped might be added to that reser-
vation. It is now in order for the friends of Park pro-
tection to shout Hm-rahl

By the President of tlie United States of America:
A peocla:mation.

Whereas it is provided by section 24 of an act approved
March 3, 1891, entitled an act to reppal timber culture laws,
and for other purposes: That the President of the United
States may, from time to time, set apai-t and reserve, in any
State or Territory having public land bearing forests, any
part of the public lands wholly or in part covered either with
timber or undergrowth, whether of commercial value or only
as public reservations, and the President shall, by public
proclamation, declare the establishment of such reservations
and limits thereof.
Now, therefore, I, Benjamin Harrison, President of the

United States, by virtue of the power in me vested, do
hereby make known and proclaim that there has been, and
is hereby, reserved from entry or settlement and set apart
for a public forest reservation all that tract of land, situate
in the State of Wyoming, contained -within the following-
described boundaries:
"Beginning at a point on the parallel of 44deg., 50min.,

where said parallel is intersected by the meridian of llOdeg.
west longitude, thence due east alone; said parallel to the
mei-idian of 109deg. and oOmin. west longitude; thence due
south along the said meridian to the forty-fourth parallel
of north latitude; thence due west along the said parallel to
its point of intersection with the west boundary of the State
of Wyoming; thenca due north along said boundary line to
its intersection with the south boundary of the Yellowstone
National Park."
Warning is hereby expressly given to all persons not to

enter or make any settlement upon the tract of land reserved
by this proclamation.
In witness whereof I hereunto set my hand and caused

the seal of the United States to be affixed. Done at the city
of Washington this 30th day of March, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, and of
the independence of the United States, the one'bundred and
fifteenth. BENJAMIN HARRISON.
By the President:

James G. Blaine, Secretary of State.

A RELIC OP ancient DAYS may be seen in the window
of C. Louis' gun shop. It is an old musket, originally
flint lock, but now altered to percussion, brass mounted,
and having a 62-in. barrel, of between 10 and 11 gauge.
The breech is st <mped in three places, one design being
a large crown, the others smaller crowns having under
them the letters G and V respectively. Save a little out-
side corrosion, the piece is ia very good condition, is not
as heavy as its great length would lead one to expect,
and is well balanced. The sportsmen who are striving
to create the best "all around" gun might get some points
from an inspection of this old veteran. It can carry
several handsfuU of small shot for snipe, etc., enough
slugs and buckshot for deer or bear, while its great length
suggests a feature hitherto overlooked by enthusiasts in
the evolution of the "all around" gun, and that is its
adaptability as a fish pole when game is shy—a most de-
sirable improvement. The weapon was brought in for
some repairs by a farmer, who stated that it was given
him by hie grandfather. It is evidently very old, but
etill in aotiye Bexyioe,^Ogdensburg {N, Y,) Journal.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
SANDUSKY, Ohio, April 3.—In a hurried business trip

in tMs hurrying day and age of the world much of
the fact and incident of interest to sportsmen comes in
that shape called in the newspaper counting room "too
late to classify." It would be hard for me to malre a
story out of the past week's shillings which should fit

any one department very well, but still it would go hard
if one couldn't find some sort of news along the lower
edge of the Great Lakes, in a country qualified for a wide
range of field and water sports. For instance, there is

Detroit. That thrifty city is certainly favored by Diana
and Neptune alike, although authorities do say, she
doesn't recognize her mercies fulh^, and i^m't a red-hot
sporting town. At least, that is what the dealers say, and
the late suspension of the single retail siiorting goods
house of any consequence would seem to warrant it. In
the past, the spring trap tournament at Detroit was wont
to be one of the finest. This spring, as reported fully
elsewhere, the shoot was only a conservative success.
May be Detroit is conservative. If so, she must follow the
fate of the conservative, time through and the world
over, and lead only in decay and death. From a fate so
sad may she long be spared, for a more beautiful city, or
one more beautifully situated, it would be diflacult to
find.

Doubtless by this time the duck shooting has assumed
big proportions on the flats above Detroit and on the
river below town. The most earnest efforts were making
in the Legislature of Michigan this winter to abolish
spring shooting, and let us hope that ultimately this

effort will reach success. The better of the ducking-
clubs of tliat region do not shoot in the sjjring now.
There was considerable sheoting on the Flats last week,
and as noted earlier, quite a flight of deep-water ducks
was on. Snipe had not yet made their appearance, and
snow lay on the ground, openly and unabashed, though
the days were calendared for spring.
The coming season wiU be a great one in Detroit yacht-

ing circles. The yachting industry in the "West has
never been fully chronicled, exploited or apparently
understood. Some authorities say that the yachtsmen of
the Lakes will talk, but won't yacht. I do not believe
this, nor do I believe any one would think so who was
really familiar with the fresh-water seas. Chicago, it is

true, has no yachting, and probably never will have, but
Detroit, with her pretty inclosed and less dangerous
waters, supports quite a fleet. The Michigan and the
Detroit yacht clubs number over 500 members and own
over 50 sailers of all classes. The eummer races are good
events. This summer they will be better than ever.
The starting line runs from Belle Isle to the Park House
opposite, and the big river on a racing day has a very
nautical look. A great rivahy exists between the two
clubs above named.
The Dati'oit Boat Worka lie just below the anchoring

ground of the yachts. I went in there and saw some
things I never saw before. This firm is building a sub-
marine boat for some Chicago fiend with torpedo on his
brain. The hull looks like a turtle set up edgewise. I

have never seen on the marshes around Chicago any of
the monitor or sneak-model boats which are in such gen-
eral use about Detroit, or any of the canvas-lined double-
enders for fishing use which this firm makes ; so perhaps
Chicago hasn't exactly all the ideas in the world after all.

There are numbers of finely-bred hunting dogs in De-
troit, as we all knovv, but much as I love a setter, I

believe I would trade all the Detroit cracks for the big-

white Russian poodle Bob, which the trap-shooters of the
late tournament will remember so well. Bob's owner
had him out at the grounds. A more remarkable case of
animal intelligence than that of this dog was ijrobably
never seen. lie is descended of performing stock, and
though not a circus dog himself, he outclasses any tiained
dog i ever saw. The remarkable feature about his per-
formance, if so it may be called, is that he does not act
by rule, rotation or routine, but never gets puzzled or
tired or confused. Bob apparently understands human
speech. This is an old and common saying, but one
which will rise to the lips of any who may see him.
There is another old saying, that such and such a dog
could ''do anything but talk." • Well, Bob can talk, dis-

tinctly and unmistakably. True, his vocabulary is lim-
ited, consisting of only two words; but whenever his
owner says to him, "Bob, can't you say 'Oh, no'? ' Bob
at once remarks in a hoarse, but distinct whisper, "O-o-o,
no-o-o!" The poor fellow would unquestionably like to
talk, and to this extent he unquestionably does, It sounds
uncanny.
Coming down from Detroit to Toledo I saw eleven

meadow larks, a pair of turtle doves and one sparrow
hawk. The road ran along the lake shore for a distance,
and it seemed remarkable how many marshes, dull creeks
and lagoons back from the lake there were all through
that region. We must have passed close to the grounds
of the famous Toledo Ducking Club, whose privileges are
80 valuable that a share of the stock is worth $3 ,500 to-day.
There were no birds visible working over the marshes,
but the country seemed naturally a great one for water-
fowl. What regret rises in one's mind when he thinks of
the magnificent past and the possible future of this whole
country in sporting matters. The waste, the greed, the
butchery of the rabble of half-breeds or no breeds who
make most of the shooting population of what is now
called America!
Toledo is something of a yachting point also. I am

told there are forty boats there under the fiag of Commo-
dore Ketcham, and some of them flyers. Will the com-
modore detail a clerk to tell Fokest and Stream all

about the Toledo fleet?

From Toledo to Sandusky. Sandusky-on-the-Bay.
Sandusky, which might have been Cleveland, but wasn't
and never can be now. Sandusky, the biggest fresh-
water fish market in the LTnited States, they say, and
certainly the biggest, quietest and comfortablest dormi-
tory in the world. It is too early in the season for San-
dusky yet. In the summer months it is said to be lively
here. Of course, everybody knows that Sandusky is the
entry port for the bass reef fishing of the islands, Pelee
Island club traffic, the W, 0. A. ca,noe meet at Ballast
Island, and all the motley summer travel of the Put in-

Bay, Peninsula and Cedar Point resorts. Excursions,
and not exertions, are what keeps Sandusky alive. A
quaint, quiet and very pretty place is Sandusky, and
sometime one of our American novelists will find a new
and pleasant field here for a story. Quite a place, too,

naturally, for field aports, m remams to be iuvestigated

and chronicled by an enterprising journal of the field,

videlicet Forest and Stream. For instance, there are
the trout clubs of Castalia Stream, only six miles or so
from here, which certainly deserve a good and thorough
study and a careful story of that. I remember how sur-
prised and delighted I was seven years ago, when I dis-
covered trout in the Castalia Stream. Let no man dis-
pute it, I was discoverer as much as though I had seen
tlie first trout that ever swam there. It was in the dead
of winter, and a cold one, too, but as I passed over the
bridge below the never-freezing pool, I saw the dart of a
fish which I knew must be a trout, though I had then no
idea that there was a trout in any Ohio stream. Excited,
I told my news, and learned the history, or part of the
history, of the Castalia Stream. It was part of my
mission here to get a good and pprfect history of this
singular little stream and the clubs which own it now.
To do this I found it necessary to go on to Cleveland. So,
still skirting the shore of pretty Lake Erie, and crossing
a lot more of lovely duck marshes, I ran up to Cleveland.

I shall not soon forget my few days' stop at Cleveland,
for never so clearly in my life before did I realize the
actual truth of the common saying about the brother-
hood, the freemasonry of sportsmen and of sportsman-
ship. I cannot call Cleveland less than delightful, nor
any man there born of any but blood royal of the crown.
In view of my visit to Cleveland Mr. Geroutd, of

Spalding's Chicago house, had fournished me with a
letter to Mr. C. W, Burrows at Cleveland. Mr. Burrows
I found eager to assist in the hunt for bed rock facts
about the Castalia clubs. He stopped writing and set the
telephone into a serious tintinnabulation, calling up mem-
bers of the two different clubs. Mr. Harry Brown was
absent that day, fishing on that very stream. Mr. Inger-
soll was expected back that day from a similar trip. Mr.
Scott Robinson was sick. Mr. Clark T. Hasbrouck was
absent. So on through a great list of sick or absent. At
last Mr. Burrows took up his hat. "Come with me," he
said. We visited Judge Eanney's ofiice, but the fishing
member of the fia-m was absent. We met a dozen men
on the street, and got a dozen futile dii'ections to mem-
bers of the clubs. Mr. Rollin White we almost caught,
up at the White sewing machine oflices, but he eluded
us. Then we went to the Clerk of the Supreme Court, to
the Lord High Custodian of the Ouspidore, and a lot

others. Finally we went to the Mayor's office. Here is

where we ought to have gone in the first place, because
here dwells that veteran and most amiable sportsman,
Hon. George W. Gardner, Commodore of commodores,
known by every one in Cleveland, known and beloved of
every yachtsman on the Lakes, and fixst in the hearts of
all his canoeing countrymen, from Ballast Island to Chi-
cago, anyway. All readers of the fine-print end of For-
est AND Stream will remember Mr. Gardner's presence
and address at the banquet of the W. C. A. at Chicago
last January.

"So you are of the Forest and Stream family, are
you ?" said Mayor Gardner—or perhaps I ought to call

him by his first and highest title, and speak of him as
Commodore Gardner. "Well, I am glad to see you."
Mr. Bm'rows then explained our errand.
"You want to call on Mr. George J. Johnson if you

want anything about the Upper Club of Castalia," said
Mayor Gardner, "and for the Lower Club you would
better see Mr. Lee McBride. Either of these men will
tell you all you want to know. They are both in town,
and neither of them is ever sick, so you are all right there.
Now come here and let me show you some of om" boats."
And he brought us to where the picttu'es of the old Mari-
etta and of the more recent Wasp hung upon the waU
with others, including Mr. Ketcham's Toledo yacht, the
Speranza, and a print showing the Puritan-Genesta race.
"Our yacht fleet here," said Mayor Gardner, "is a large

one, and one whose success deserves special comment.
We are not favored here by nature as a yachting town,
as Detroit or Sandusky, for instance, for our shores here
are very bluff and rude, and Lake Erie in the open is the
most dangerous of all the Great Lakes. For this reason
I believe our sailors are the most daring and adventurous
of any on the Lakes. They stand out in almost any
weather. We have little 16 and 20ft. cutters here which
go out when it alarms even the old Lake captains to look
at them. I must show you some of our boats. You see
this water-color here ?'" pointing to a small canvas on the
wall, "this is a view of the shipping in the Old River Bed,
as it is called, and was presented to me by the Cleveland
Art Club. You must come up to-morrow, say at 2 o'clock
in the afternoon, and we will make a trip among the
shipping. Do you know that w-itliin the last two years
Cleveland has built more tonnage than all the ship-build-
ing towns on the whole Atlantic coast? Well, that is a
fact. Another thing, we are building a yacht here now
which for elegance and for truly modern equipment will
sm-pass anything now on the Eastern coast. Do me the
favor to call on Mr. Coffluberry, the president of the
Cleveland Ship Building Co., this evening, and ask him
to tell you about the steam yacht they are building for

Mr. J. H. Wade, Jr. V>rait, and I will give you a letter

to Mr. Coffinberry." And this letter was duly received.
"How is the canoe editor of Forest and Stream?"

asked Mayor Gardner as we turned to go. "Tell him I

still have the old canoe he built for me more than a dozen
years ago and she is as staunch and sound as ever. I

have traveled over 2,000 miles in her and she is good for

3,000 miles more if I ever get the time. Now you go and
see Mr. McBride and Mr. Johnson and Mr. Coffinberry,
and come back here to-morrow, and we will meet Mr.
Will Huntingdon, one of the liveliest members of the
Ohio State Fish and Game Commission, and he will take
us up the old channel in his steam yacht."
Now, that's the kind of a Mayor to have. Forest and

Stream doesn't go into politics, but I am satisfied that if

Commodore Gardner woxild come out to the much-vexed
city of Chicago the paper wouldn't object to the hojB
starting a large sized boom for him as Mayor for life.

It was evening, about the dinner hour, when I arrived
at the elegant residence of Alv. Johnson, on that world-
famous residence street, Euclid avenue; yet Mr. Johnson
was accessible and soon enthusiastic over the Castalia
Trout Club, and for nearly an hour the atmosphere was
fishy, while the dinner maybe waited. Mr. Johnson said

—hilt I am not going to tell what he said, for there is not
room now for the story of the club.

Mr. Lee McBride, well known hereabout as one of the
great iirm of Root & McBride Bros., dwelt a little further
up the avenue, He was more fortunate and had dined
before the butler served on him the relentless eummom

to come forth and talk to a stranger about fishing. Mr.
McBride was as genial as Mr. Johnson. "We had a long
talk about the Castalia stream, and he said—^but no mat-
ter what he said just yet, for ail that is part of the history
of the lower stream., for which we have not room at
present. But on the following morning, calling by re-
quest at his place of business, he gave me further data
from his desk (he is secretary of the "Lower Club"), pre-
sented a letter to Mr. C. W. Sadler, at Sandusky, and
said:

"You must meet Mr. Sadler. He will go down with
you to the stream, and though Mr Sadler is not a member
of our club, he is an angler and an enthusiast. You must
both take your rods, and I hope you may have good luck.
I want to get away and meet you on the stream on Satur-
day, The fish seem to be rising well. Mr. Harvey Brown
yesterday took a 151b. basket, the limit, in a few hours,
and they averaged well."
Now. what could be nicer than all this? What Aladdin's

lamp charm lies between the covers of Forest and
Stream?

It was dangerously late in the evening now to call, but
I sought out Mr. Coffinberry's apartments at the August
Stillman, on Euclid avenue, and sent u» Mayor Gardner's
letter, resolved, if need be, to have Mr. Coffinberry out of
bed but what he should be interviewed about the new
yacht. But like all the others, Mr. Coffioberry was
smiling and pleasant, and as full of courtesy as of fact.
Mr. Coffinberry said—but that also is another story, and
I shall not spoil it by telling it here, for Mr. Coffinberry,
the designer and builder of the new yacht, has promised
photographs and a full technical description of lier as
soon as she shall be completed. She will be the most con-
siderable craft of the kind ever built on the Lakes,
although her owner, Mr. Wade, deprecates all heralding
of her excellence, and her builder speaks very modestly
of all that himself. She will cost between $100,000 and
$200,000, and will be a strong sea-going steam cruiser,
not so fast as thoroughly safe and comfortable. She will
be steel frame and steel plated up to the windows, with
plain steel bulwarks and very strong decks for heavy
seas, the total effect being that of a rather high-riding,
plainly-finished boat. Lighted throughout, from search
light to hold, by electricity, heated by steam throughout,
with hot and cold air fans, a large refrigerating machine
of the ammonia process sort, an elaborate distilling plant
equal to 1,200 gallons of fresh water daily, and a dozen
other extensive and expensive projects for comfort, she
should warrant her builder's description as a "floating
museum of conveniences." The expensive character of
her woodwork, the original plans for the quarters of pas-
sengers and crew, and many other details, make her
a marvel for this country, and it is tliought that she will
eventually open the eyes of many down-East folk who
do not think that the yachting or yachts of the West
amount to much.
The following afternoon the appointment was kept

with Mayor Gardner, though Mr. Huntingdon was not to
be found.
"We will go down and get the city fire boat," said the

Mayor, and this indeed is what we did, pausing for a few
moments at the neat quarters of the fire boys, near where
the Superior street viaduct towered 60ft. above us. Mr,
Dickinson, the fire chief, was not on hand, so Lieut,
Campbell, after some fruitless telephoning, went aboard
as skipper, and the J. L. Weatherly with two passengers
and the full crew of the river fire force, turned around
on her heel, gave a kidney-crawling whistle or two and
started down the river.

I do not know that thia is just in the line of any one
department of Forest and Stream, but I do not know
of any more interestmg little trip than this down the old
channel of the Cuyahoga, the "Crooked river" of the
Indians. It would certainly open any one's eyes to see
the magnitude of the shipping interests of the Lakes.
W^e passed whole lines, two deep, of fine modern steel

ships, all of which take any weather in their traffic with
the Upper Lakes, and saw also any quantity of the old
wooden ships, barges, iceboats, lake freighters, tugs, fish

boats and what not else. The big steel ships, averaging
3,000 tons burden, were in the majority. We passed the
mouth of the new river and saw on the pier the club
houses of the Cleveland Yacht Club and the Cleveland
Canoe Club. Then we saw the big i^assenger boat,
the City of Cleveland, twin to the ill-fated City
of Detroit, which was sunk last Monday night;
and near by us saw, too, the schooner now
called the Col. Cook, but once known as the Augusta,
which years ago collided with and sunk the Lady Elgin
on the Upper Lakes. The Cook is a rough- looking, hang-
dog sort of a craft to-day, and doubtless has a bad con-
science and an unlucky record. Not far from here were
two yachts in dock, the Say When, owned by W. J,

White and calked with Yucatan gum, and the Winni-
fred, owned by Dan Peels. The former boat is a Herres-
hoff yacht, and just gob in last fall after a long cruise to
the Gulf of Mexico. And then we came up with the
skeleton of a new boat, to be the largest passenger steamer
on the Lakes, now on the ways in one of the largest yards.
And so on, and so on, past the great ore, red with the
rusty treasures from the Superior country, past one slip

after another crowded full of noble shipping, and tij) to

the vast dry dock, the largest in the country, where ends
the first chapter of the Old River Bed. It would take
Dickens to do all this river life rightly. Out of it all, I

do not know that we saw anything much prettier than
two little baby cutters, deep, sturdy little fellows, about
fifteen feet in length, which we found hauled out at one
yard along the bank.
'You have seen only a part of the shipping," said

Mayor Gardner, as we said good-by at the end of a hur-
ried walk to catch a train, "and you can as yet tell

nothing of the yachts and canoes we have." This is

true, and it is unfortunately true also that only a part
can be told of what we did see.

And so back to Sandusky, with some talk with Messrs.
A. C. and A. L. Moss, treasurer and secretary of the
"Upper Club" of Castalia, and by courtesy of the former
gentleman recipient of a card to the rooms of the Sun-
gendeand Club of Sandusky, where, I am informed. For-
est AND Stream is kept and read religiously. There are
many pleasant sportsmen in this city also, and indeed

—

well, this is a pretty good sort of a world, after all.

Mr, Sadler I found here easily, and he at once agreed
that we should go down to Castalia together on Satur-
day, at which time I will go over the stream and dig into

its history aa much as posBible.
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"I was just about to go out oa the marsh after a few
ducks this morning," said Mr. Sadler. "I don't much be-
lieve in spring- shooting, but I have not had a hunt for a
long time and I thought I would try for a bird or two,
especially as the snipe have not got up yet. I only sa\v
one snipe on the grounds I hunted over the other day.
However, it looks like rough weather, and I concluded
not to go."
"How many duck clubs have you around here?'' I asked,

"and how large are they?"
"We have two large ones up at the head of the bay,"

said he, "and several smaller ones."
Then we fell to talking about the duck clubs, and Mr.

Sadler said—but never mind what he said, for there isn't

room to tell about these Sandusky duck clubs now and
doit as it should be done, and we may best postpone that
for a little while, until we have more facts and more
time to classify. Meantime the main fact in American
history seems to be that Mr. Sadler and I are to-morrow
to see again a real, live brook trout—if we have luck; for
it is snowing here now, and the indications are for colder
weather to-morrow, E. HouGH.

BEiVEE Tra-PPINO.—In Mr. Griffin's paper on beaver
trapping, printed in our last issue, a typographical error
occasions confusion in the first column of p. 208, about
three-fourths the way down the column. As printed the
directions read: "Having chosen my spot I take a lot of
mud from the bed of the creek and make a little mound
like the ones formed for sitting and rolling on by the
animal himself. I then dig out a place lai-ge enough to
hold the trap in the edge of the bank, splasliing water
over the digging to make it look natural and old. Just
under water and on the bank above it I set up a little

step on which are a few drops of the beaver medicine.
This should be fastened to the trap either by a slender
twig or a piece of black thread so that the animal, when
he dives in the water, will carry it with him. This is to
keep the other beaver from smelling it. The traj) is set 6
to Gin. below the water's surface, and the end of the step
is Sin. above water, and a foot or more to the landward
side of the trap." They should read: "Having chosen
my spot, I take a lot of mud from the bed of the creek,
and make a little mound like the one formed for sitting
and rolling on by the animal himself. I then dig out a
place large enough to hold the trap in the edge of the
bank just under water, splashing water over the digging
to make it look natural and old, and on the bank above
it I set up a little stick, on which are a few drops of the
beaver medicine. This stick should be fastened to the
trap either by a slender twig or by a piece of black thread
so that the animal when he dives into the water will
carry it with him. This is to keep the other beaver from
smelling it. The trap is set 6 to 9in. below the water's
surface, and the end of the stick is 6in. above water, etc."

G-AME IN MONMODTH COUNTY, N. J.—Hornerstown,
March 31.—So far as I have learned by observation and
otherwise, quail and partridges through this section have
wintered in good shape. Although they were sharply
hunted last season their number now seems to be quite
large, so if nothing happens there will be plenty of bird
shooting next fall. Rabbits also have wintered well.
Many of them are to be seen as one goes through the
open iields and sproutlands. Should judge the number
is larger than common for this time of the year: also
the numbers of English hares—the increase of strays
from Lorillard's late game preserve near Jobstown—are
to be seen in the fields, and their number seems to be in-
creasing from year to year, so the farmers and local gun-
ners say. As game, tiie hunters around here much pre-
fer the common rabbit {Lepus sylvatwus) to the hare.
As to small birds, although having lived in different
parts of this State for a number of years, I never recol-
lect seeing so many large flocks of them before as I have
seen this spring, especially of robins and blackbirds: often
the woods and fields are full of them. The uncommonly
large flocks have at different times reminded me of their
migrating period in the fall.—A. L. L.

Bob White and the Other Whites.—Unlike the
young broods of the woodcock, which are mute, save the
twitter with which they rise, the bevies of quail appear
to be attached to each other by tender affection. If dis-
persed by accidental causes, either in the pursuit of their
food, or from being flushed by some casual intruder, so
soon as their first alarm has passed over they begin calling
to each other with a small, plaintive note, quite diffei'ent
from the amorous whistle of the male bird and from their
merry, day-break cheeping, and each one running toward
the sound and repeating it at intervals, they soon collect
themselves together into one happy little family. If,

however, the ruthless sportsman has been among them
with his well-trained setter and unerring gun, so that
death has sorely thinned their numbers, they will protract
their little call for their lost comrades, even to night fall;

and in such cases—I know not if it be fancy on my part-
there has often seemed to me to be an unusual degree of
melancholy in their wailing whistle,

—

Fjeank Eokbester,

The Knee Eest foe Aiming.—A correspondent with
the signature "H. S.," writing in Forest and Steeaji
of Feb. 12, has mistaken my object in sending you a
photograph of the sitting position for shooting with the
rifle at game. I was well aware of the wiping or loading
rod havmg been used as a rest by hunters in America
many years ago. Mr. Ruxton, a British officer who
traveled through the Eocky Mountains in 1846, writes of
the trajjpers in some of the fights with Indians, dropi^ing
on one knee and resting the rifle barrel on the loading
rod, I sent the photograph in order to draw attention to
tlie superiority of sitting down with an elbow on each
knee, over other positions, when taking long shots at
game, and my chief reason was the hope that, by some
sportsmen trying this, a certain number of animals might
be killed on the spot instead of escaping to die in misery
from their wounds. The use of a stick, in addition, give's
a little extra steadiness, but is not actually necessary for
even very close shooting,—J. J. M.

Game on Jekyl Island.—Jekyl Island Club, Bruns-
wick, Ga., April 1,—The recoi'd of game shot during sea-
son 1890-91 is as follows: Qaail 3,516, English pheasant
17, wild turkey 4, deer 6, ducks 80, marsh hens 36, wild
hogs 11, doves 59.—E. G. Grqh, Supt,

A Montreal Game Case.—Montreal, April 3.—Yester-
day afternoon was almost entii-ely taken up in the Police
Court with the case of the Fish and Game Protection
Club of the Province of Quebec against D. P. Irish, man-
ager of the Canadian Exjpress Company, for carrying
three carcapses of deer, addressed to Hon. Geo. A. Drum

-

mond, in the close season. During the progress of the
case it came out that the deer, with sixteen others, had
been killed on Longue Pointe, an island comprising 2,000
acres, in Lake Erie, owned by the Longue Pointe Game
Club, which has only fifteen members, of whom Senator
Drummond is one. The president of the club, a well-
known lawyer from Toronto, named Harris, was in court
as a witness, and it appeared that the deer, which were
killed on Nov. 10, had been kept in refrigerators till now,
but, as the warm weather was coming, it was decided to
have them shipped to friends of the club. Those that
were shipped to the United States were refused admit-
tance, and the elaim of Mr. Walker, the attorney for the
Quebec Fish and Game Club, is that in this province it

takes a special permit from the Commissioner of Crown
Lands to import game even killed in season. Decision
was reserved.

New York Game Bill.—The Assembly has passed the
game code bill without amendment.

'^^ ^tfd ^w^r fishing.

The full tests of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of
the Oame La ws.

DYEING FISHING LINES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Will you please inform me (or have some of your read-
ers to do so) what is a good homemade dye for fishing
lines that will give them a fixed color, or dye them
black, and at the same time not injure them by rotting,
swelling or otherwise gi-eatly affecting the form, texture
or size of the line??

In explanation of the question I have to say that I
never find any lines in the market dyed to suit my taste,
and it is souietimes. recently, difficult to find any tliat

are suitable, otherwise as to size and quality, for the
locality. I therefore often have to do my own dyeing.
While my mind is on this subject I shall give' you an

idea I have as to the appearance a line for\i8e in very
clear water should have, which idea I have often put in
practice with apparent success; and inasmuch as 1 have
not heard of any one else using lines prepared in the same
way it may prove new, and possibly of some value, to
Forest and Stream. If so, I shall be happy in having
contributed a mite to heighten the success, and therefore
increase the pleasures, of the "gentle sport."

I will first give a brief description of the nature of the
streams in middle Tennessee, to which my fishing ex-
perience is limited.
As will be seen from the map prepared by the State

Commissioner of Agriculture, and from any otiier geo-
logical map of the State, the great central basin of this
State is surrounded by an elevated region many miles in
extent known as the "Upland Rim." This region is very
rich in iron ores and timber, but affords scanty soil and
scarcely any lime. For this reason the streams which
have their rise and courses in that particular section are
very clear, the bottom being often plainly visible at a
dejjth of 6ft. or more, forming a marked contrast with
the streams of the adjacent basin the waters of which
are, when the weather has been fau-, a blueish green
from the lime held in solution, and at other times turbid
with extraneous matter carried by rain from the rich
fields and from the outskirts of towns.
In "ye olden time" both classes of streams fairly

swarmed with the finest fishes, as the country did with
deer and buffalo; for was not this the most highly prized
hunting ground of the red men north and south whose
mutual jealousies forbade the tribes of either section to
possess it as their own? For many years after the coun-
try %vas settled these lowland streams were the paradise
of the awkward fisherman with primitive tackle, and
those were the days when the ubiquitous "one-gallussed"
boy with his home-made line and sycamore pole is said
to have laid the city dude, with his fine seagrass line, in
the shade. Delicate tackle and extra skill could not be
a great necessity in taking game fish in a na,rrow stream
in which black bass and rock bass abounded and which
held substances in solution to such an extent that a log-

sunk to the depth of 1ft. could not be seen. I have my-
self had the smaU-mouth bass—which is a much more
wary fish than the large-mouth, of which there are none
in this immediate vicinity—to take the bait in 18 or 20in.
of water and within 10ft. of where I was standing, and
yet no glimpse of the fish could be seen. From the fa-
cility, therefore, with which almost any kind of fisher-
man could take fish, and from the constant seining, the
streams have been almost entirely denuded of fish, and I
believe that, whether from the fouling of the streams or
from the washing away of bars and the decay of drifts,
bringing the bottoms of the streams almost to a dead
level instead of the alternation of rapids, pools, eddies
and holes that formerly existed, the few bass that remain
are abandoning these lowland streams and seeking more
congenial quarters, and the blue cat is filling, to some ex-
tent, the abandoned habitations. Be that as it may, if

one's duties are such that he cannot devote some days to-
gether to fishing, to him it is farewell to the finny tribes

—

"Othello's occupation's gone." I believe this is true of
about all the limestone waters of ,Tennessee and Ken-
tucky,
In the clear streams in the upland rim and mountains

it is somewhat different. The country is more sparsely
eettled, and so the army of invasion is smaller. Again,
the "nigger-pole" (common rod without reel) is not an
elfective weapon against small-mouth bass in clear water;
and again, these streams afford in many places good pro-
tection from seines in the shape of shelving rocks, under-
mined banks and deep pools.
Of course the sport is not comparable here to what it is

in the hundreds of other places la the country. Ten or
twelve bass averaging one pound is a fair day's sport,
and oftea one must put up wiih five or six, although you
may now and then find a man with imagination strong
enough to magnifj tljis latter number into food enough

apparently to feed several thousand people. I doubt not
that there is quite as much real enjoyment in taking a
dozen bass in these streams as there would be in taking
fifty in Florida; from which sentiment you will see that
we regard ourselves in this line,

"As tlie indifferent children of tlie eai th,

Happy in that we are not over happy;
On fortune's cap we are not the very button."

In the clear water the bass are very wai"y and will not
take the hook when the angler is in sight. It is necessary
to cast to a great distance and to remain concealed. As
a fom'-pounder is a great rarity a.nd the common run iis

below two pounds, a very small line must be used'—one
smaller than many first-class dealers advertise. A white
line is quite a conspicuous object in clear water, and I am
satisfied that bass cannot be taken readily when one is
used. It is necessary to use a line that cannot be seen
readily, and tliis is all the more necessary in casting, as
Dr. Henshall says truly that in that style of fishing the
leader muso be discarded. To prevent the line from
being seen by the game, manufacturers have, as we ail
know, made lines of various different solid colors, and
also braided and twisted together threads of different
colors. Either of these is better than a white line, but
they still fall short of the requirement. The point I in-
sist upon is this, that that which enables the human eye,
as well as the fish's eye, to catch and follow a line of any
kind is the continuity of the line as to form and color,
and e coriv<irso, breaks or irregularities in contour or
color have a strong tendency to prevent the eye from
following up the line. In other words, irregularity, so
far as the vision is concerned, destroys a line. If a line
be speckled or ringed, the continuity is not broken, be-
cause it is still regular in that form. ' The line should be
so dyed as to run from one shade to another, then per-
haps to spots, and tlien to other shades, so as to make the
whole irregular and unsystematic,

I have dyed in this wav by wrapping or balling the line
up upon itself so as to leave irregular interstices for the
penetration of the fluid, and then dipping in the juice of
a walnut, warm, and renewing after a short time. The
line can then be wiped off with a wet rag. Applications
of water immediately after dyeing will reduce the shade.
A line dyed in this way is not readily followed by the eye
at some little distance: and I imagine when stretched on
the bottom of a stream it would attract little more atten-
tion than the gravel and small twigs and stems of leaves
that often lie there.
An illustration of the manner in which the eye can be

misled by a broken line is this: Many a bass angler has
spent hours of suspense lest the "one-gallused" boy
should do harm to his bucket of shiners, or "steel-backs,"
in his absence. Let the fisherman cast his minnow
bucket into the stream and fasten the cord to a root or
stone at the shore; if the water be clear the cord will
probably be seen very plainly. But then let him take
two or three switches, or say a small branch with several
twigs, and place them, in an apparently haphazard man-
ner, at the surface and at a slight ang'le over and across
the cord; and he will find, especially if shadows be cast,
that he will have to look close in order to locate the cord.
This may all be regarded as very trivial and I may find

in course of time that I have come too quickly to a con-
clusion , but from fishing in company with others and
from sometimes using two rods at once, my observation
and experience lead me just now to believe that the best
results have been obtained with 6uch a line as I have de-
scribed, and I would suggest that anglers elsewliere on
similar waters, especially where bass are wary, give it a
trial, if the idea has not already been p]-actically tested
by others. P. M.
FKANKtiiN, Tenn.

[Hon. H. C. Ford, president of the Pennsylvania Fish
Commission, makes a beautiful olive colored dye for gut
by the following process: "Take two empty tomato cans;
pour into one about an inch of Stafford's" writing fluid;
then pour in water until the can is over half ftiU. Put
two tablespoonsful of logwood into the second can. and
pour in water until two-thirds full. Bring both to a boil-
ing point on your range. Then take your hank of gut,
from which the rough ends have been severed, and im-
merse iu the ink can a minute and a half. Hold it under
the hydrant a short time to wash out the superfluous dye,
and then plunge into the logwood can for two minutes.
Then wash off the superfluous dye as before. If the color
is not dark enough repeat the process in both cans." We
have seen this gut used in clear water and know that it
is highly effective. Doubtless the same method will be
av,ailable for lines. Walnut leaves and shells have been
used to produce a brown color from a very early date,
with alum to fix the color.]

HONNEDAGA (JOCK'S) LAKE.
Editor Forest and Streavi:
The Adirondack League Club now has a fish and game

preserve of 120,000 acres in the great northern wilder -

ness of this State. In addition to the Blake estate trac t
of 85,000 acres to which the club obtained title last year,
it has recently secured control of Township No. 5,' con-
taining 35,000 acres, adjoining the Blake tract. The club
has decided to change the name of Jock's or Transparent
Lake to "Honnedaga," the old Indian appellation. A.
D. Barber, .Jr., who has conducted the Forest Lodge at
Jock's Lake for four years past, has been appointed
steward for the club and will continue to conduct the
Lodge. He is now engaged in erecting two new build-
ings for himself, and also has the supervision of the con-
struction of four cottages on the lake. One of these, for
L. O. Snyder, of Buft'alo, to cost $2,500, will be located
at Flat Rock, and a second for M. W. Barse, of Olean,
after the same plans, will be built, L, B, Jones, of New
York, is putting up a cottage in the colonial style of
architecture at Big Rock Bay, M. M. Pomeroy, other-
wise known as "Brick" Pomeroy, is also to build a neat
cottage at the head of the lake. The season promises tq
be early at the lake although the snow in the woods is
still 3ft. in depth, and the ice on the lake is from 20 to
24in. thick. The beauty of the Lower Stillwater on the
West Canada Creek, three miles from Jock's Lake, has
been spoiled this winter by the lumbermen who have
erected a dam there and felled all of the spruce timber in
the vicinity. The iuaibermen are a-lso making great
inroads on the soft timber on Black River near North
Lake. Mi-, Barse is quoted as saying that palace cars
will be rimning to North Lake by Aug. 1. Pobtsa.
Utxca, May 5.
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WHERE THE TROUT LURK IN NORTH
CAROLINA.

AWAY up in the heart of the Blxie Eidge Mountain?,
in Macon coDBty, N.C, 4,000Et, above the sea

level, in a. little basin of not over 40U acres, and which
from its appearance might have been the crater of a
fiercely hurnuig volcano, nestles the picturesque village

of Highlands. For thirty miles from Walhalla, S. C,
the nearest railroad station, the weary tourist and his

more weary team have been toiling up the intervening
3,000ft. of ascent, and just as body and mind are on the
verge of collapse, and the setting sim sending its level

rays up the valley of the Cullasagee Eiver to gild the
barren tops of Whiteside and Satulah Mountains, the
welcome sound rescbes his ear from the kindly hack
driver, "There's Highlands!"
Since 7 o'clock in the morning the eye has been feast-

ing almost to satiety on the gi'and old. mountains that
rise tier upon tier as one advances toward the main chain
of the Blue Ridge. At first in long rolling hills, with an
occasional steep ascent, clothed to the top with dense
forests of oak, yellow pine, walnut and hickory, then
gradually changing to the more rugged and wild moun-
tains, with their wealth of white pine, liemlock, chest-

nut and cucutnbar, while the gorges between are dark
and solemn with their almost impenetrable mass of

rhododendron and laurel, these mountains gi-adually

assume that wild and barren aspect that characterize the
peaks around Highlands, and forcibly remind the tourist

that he is now reaching well up toward the limit of

vegetation.
Wliile all this .magnificence of scenery, ever varying as

one advances, has helped to sustain the weary body and
mind for the last few miles; yet the feeling of relief and
pleasure can better be imagined than described when
"There's Highlands!" greets the eai'. Looking from the
ridge, on which the tired team has been momentarily
stopped to "blow,'" we gaze in rapture on one of the pret-

tiest little pictures of a rural snuggery that can be found
in the mountains of any land. Entirely surrounded by
mountains, aave on the western side, the little valley is

studded all over with neat and, in some instances, very
handsome cottages, each surrounded with the bright
greensward of well-kept lawns. Pushing its Norman-
looking roof through the foliage of surrounding chestnuts
and white pines, the water tower attached to one of the
several good hotels here acts as a beacon to the sore-

limbed tourist, guiding him to a place of rest after his

twelve hours of rumbling and tumbling over what are
not the best roads in the world.
A choicje is afforded of very good hotels and boarding

houses, and after making your selection and removing
part of tlie soil of the three States you have been travel-

ing through all day (South Carolina, Georgia and North
Carolina), you find yourself comfort;) bly seated round a
roaring lire, which is found far from unpleasant even if

the season is midsummer and you are in the midst of the
Southern States.

It is claimed that this is one of, if not the highest, vil-

lages east of the Rocky Mountains; it lies about 4,000ft.

above the sea level. The mountains which so closely

surround it fend off at all seasons the cold blasts that

otherwi.se might be expected at such an altitude, hence
fruit of a superior quality can be raised here that cannot
be grown 1,000 to 1 ,5U0fc. lower down. This temperate
climate has inducedpeople suffering: fromthroat and long
disease to seek it out, and having found relief, they have
remained to make one of the most cosmopolitan popula-
tions that can be imagined, f 'r here we find, as perma-
nent residents, citizens of nearly every State and Terri-

tory. Although arriving here in feeble health, yet they
brought their bright and active Northern and Western
minds, the exeicise of which has caused this lonely moun-
tain valley to blossom into a.s thriving a little town as

could be found anywhere even under more favorable cir-

cumstances. Excellent gchools, a good public library,

scientific and botanical societies, and churches of sev-

eral denominations, all epeak for their intelligence and
advancement, Minufacturing and milling, in a small
but highly improved way, tell of their thrift; and the
beauty of thf lr homes and surroundings leaves their taste

beyond dispute. Several of the wealthier Southerners,
even from as far as the Mississippi Valley, have erected
summer houses here, where they enjoy relief from their

malarial farms and the much dreaded *'hay fever." Dm--
ing the season commencing with June and extending to

the end of October about 300 or 400 visitors arrive from
all parts of the Union to breathe the pure air, drink the
cold spring water (anything stronger being unattainable),

climb the lofty moitntain peaks from whence a view ex-

tending into four States is obtained, gaze with wrapt awe
on the mighty waterfalls that abound in every direction

for five miles; and a few, among them the writer, to kill

the beautif til brook trout that are found in such quanti-

ties in all the streams for miles around.
It was at this lovely ntountain retreat that a party of

five casually met in the month of July, 1890. Like the

inhabitants* of the village, they hailed from far divergent
points; Kentucky, Kan=ias, Georgia, South Carolina and
Scotland claiming their several birth places. Though
strangers to each other till they thus met, they were
brothers bound by a well-recognized tie among lovers of

the rod and reel—keen fishermen all, willing to face any
and all difficulties, and endure endless hardships where
trout were to be their reward.
For several days mysterious caucuses intimated to the

other visitors that something important was about to

happen with the ''fishing crowd," as we had been dubbed;
and when one bright morning it was announced that a
week's camp on the Lower Ctillasagee River was our
plan, a gay crowd of ladies and gentlemen dismissed us
on our way with many a wish for our good luck.

Our rig consisted of a two-mulo wagon without springs,

on which we loaded cur 12 ft. Sibly walled tent, ntimerous
boxes and bags of duflfle, all the sundry paraphernalia
necessarj' for a week of camp life, and perched wherever
a soft place ootild be found, the four unlucky ones who
hadn't been quick enough to secure the one spring seat

beside our driver and guide.
The first mile or two of our road lay through one of the

most beautiful pieces of mountain woodlands that the
most fastidious of woodland critics could desire. Con-
Biderable care had been exercised in grading the road
along the steep aides of the motiiitain, resulting in a drive
that would rival successfully the studied avenues in the

parks of more favored localities. As it winds and turns

the eye is delighted by the magnificent display of forest
growth. Giant chestnuts, hemlocks, poplars and cucum-
bers entwine their branches over head until the soft light
of evening seems to surround you. Beautiful springs of
sparkling water gush from the mountain sides, and rush-
ing across the road, dance down their rocky beds to join
the Cullasagee below, affording sustenance to dense
thickets of rhododendrons and mountain laurel, whose
gorgeous flowers make the air heavy with their perfume.
Under the spreading trees the flaming azalia, with its

flowers ranging from pure white through all the shades of
j^ellow to a ruddy orange, is handsomply set off by the
intense green of matted beds of giant ferns that abound
in all varieties from the coarse bracken to the delicate
maiden hair. This is part of the property of the "High-
lands Park Association," whose lands extend along the
banks of the Cullasagee for some miles lower down. The
woods on each side of the road for a mile or more have
been neatly but substantially fenced in by the Association
to protect them from the ravages of roaming cattle, and
an object lesson in protecting undergrowth in this way is

plainly before us, as nowhere in any mountains can such
undergrowth be found over which cattle and fire have
exerted their baneful influence.
On we dash, and soon we pass the mill of Mr. Henry

Stewart, President of the Park Association, who lives

here for his health, though his home is in New Jersey.
Mr. Stewart carries on an experimental farm around his

mill, and as he is on the editorial staff of the agricultural
department of the New York Times, the public gets the
benefit of his intalligent researches into nature. Through
about seven miles of his estate the Cullasagee River rolls

and tumbles, and some years ago he planted in that
stream large quantities of California (rainbow) trout fry,

which, with careful protection, have gradually stocked
the stream for ten miles with these gamiest of all trout.

Past the mill, the roar and almost the spray of the Neiad
Fall are around us as the foaming waters dash down
some seventy feet into a pool that would make a trout
fisher's mouth water. Soon we ford the waters of Big
Creek, a tributary of the Cullasagee, and rising a steep and
extremely rough road reach a point where there bursts on
our delighted eyes a panorama far beyond my feeble pen
to describe. Imagine an immense gulch hundreds of feet

below you, where the roaring of a series of cataracts, the
Long Falls, extending for over a mile, churns the waters
of the river into a mass of foam, and finally dashes them
into a narrow cafion through a crevice in the rocks not
over two feet in width. On the opposite side of the
gulch, and rising almost precipitously from the water's
edge, is the main chain of the Blue Ridge, its rugged
face frowning with many a precipice and seared by count-
less fissures. Lower down the dense foliage of the hem-
lock and chestnut, relieved by the broad green leaves of
the cucumber, are fringed, as the water is approached,
by the glossy-leaved and bright-flowered rhododendrons.
Here and there a glimpse of the rushing stream adds
finish to the picture. Creeping up the mountain side to

mingle with the clouds that rest upon their tops, gauzy
flecks of gray mist are stealing, for though the morning
is well advanced, the depth of the gorge and the density
of the foliage keep the rays of the sun long at bay.

A bend in the road hides this beautiful landscape from
view only to open another as enchanting; and so on from
mile to mile, until with a sudden jerk our guide puUs up
his team and announces, "Now ye'il hev to fut it." And
such a "futting" it was! Soon the contents of the wagon
are deposited on the ground by willing hands all anxious
to get to the camping ground. Each one seized a gener-
ous share of the loads and away we start. One of the
mules was pressed into si^rvice to act as a carrier for the
tent canvas and other heavy articles. For a short dis-

tance the trail lay up the almost precipitous side of a
short mountain, wtiich cut our "wind" sadly and made
us each regret we had been so free-handed in supplying
ourselves with loads However, this soon came to an
end, and down the hill we went.
As the camp ground on the banks of the stream was

neared ttie trail disappeared entirely, and our course
carried us into a pnrfect labyrinth of enormous boulder.--,

varying from the tize of a trunk to that of a church. In
every direction these masses of rock lay scattered propped
up against each other, forming oave like crevasses, or

standing solitary, like Mexican bouses with their square
box like walls. The whole place looked more like a
ruined city than anything else.

While on the way down one of our party nari-owly
escaped being bitten by a huge black rattlesnake. The
first intimation we had was a perfect volley of "Queen's
English" and the rapid rise and fall of the heavy tent

pole which he was carrying. By the time we reached
nim little of that snake remained to tell the tale.' I don't

think I ever saw a riding switch used with so nuich free-

dom as that tent pole. 3in. in diameter and 10ft. long.

This piece of excitement carried us to the camp ground.
The spot selected, and in fact the only available one,

was picturesque and convenient to the stream and a
beautiful spring of ice cold water; bnt as to comfort-
well, we didn't come there to hunt comfort. The sides

of the gorge were so steep that nowhere could enough
level grotuid be found on which to pitch our tent

decently. Hemlock twigs furniahed good bedding, and
though there was a lively chance of rolling out of doors

in our sleep, yet many a camper has been worse oft' than we.

Leisure to look around, while dinner was in course of

preparation, revealed the fact that we had pitched our
tent on a narrow atrip of slanting gmund which lay at

the foot of an enormous precipice^ that loomed almost
over our heads, ending in a sharp rocky peak, hundreds
of feet above the camp. Immediately in front of the tent

door, and level with same, lay one of these enormous
blocks of rocks, the faca of whose smooth surface rested

in the stream 30ft. below. All around us, like the ruins

of Pompei or an Aztec village, lay hundreds of these mas-
sive blocks, the squareness of whose sides certainly left

little to the imagination to make one feel that he was
gazing on some ruined city of by-gone ages. Immedi-
ately below the camp an enormotis slab, at least 30x 40ft.

and 10ft. thick, stood on edge and extending out from
the mountain side far into the middle of the river bed
formed an eddy that raised visions of lusty trout. This

point of vantage we dubbed the "Pulpit," as a reverend
gentleman from Charleston, who formed one of our
party, was so carried away by the awftil grandem- of the

view obtained from its outer point that his actions

strongly resembled the necessary adjunct to one of his

eloquent sermons. Immediately across the stream from

the camp another precipice, corresponding to that which
towered above us, frowned on the chaos below with its

rugged and shattered face. Without doubt, in the dim
past, these two frowningwalls had been fiimly joined by
a mighty wall whose fragments lay scattered in such pro-
fusion around us and for more than a mile below.
Standing on the "Pulpit" the view up stream is nothing

but a chaotic succession of these bouldens, around, under
and over which the stream boils and churns, forming
deep black pools, which would delight the heart of any
angler. Below the top of one of three falls of from .50 to
75ft. each is in view, and far below where the stream
gradually assumes a more level and placid condition, the
sun lights into golden tints the fields of a beautiful little

farm that smiles as complacently as if far removed from
the ruins of nature whicii surround us. Nothing could
be grander than these three falls after you have clam-
bered at risk of life or limb to a point where a view can
be obtained. The broken and scattered boulders not
allowing the free passage of the water give them a look
of wildness seldom seen. At some points on the stream
the blockade is so complete that the stream has forced
its way into the mountain side, emerging lower down to
its natural bed in many a swirl and eddv. This whole
stream from the time it takes its rise at Highlands till it

reaches a point about nine miles below there, has more
or less this wild and grand aspect, having descended at
least 3,000ft, in its rugged course.

Well, of course, in the angler all this description of
falls, rapids and pools must have prepared the mind for
trout, and we foiwid them, both many and large. I

question if a fly had ever been cast on these waters till

we arrived, so some idea of the sport that was in store
for us can be imagined.

The choice fishing grounds where good wading could
be had were in the more level stream below the third falls,

and thither I wended my way with my chum on the
morning after our arrival. On the way l managed to

hang my landing net, which I had stuck through the
strap of my basket, on a bush, and though I discovered
my loss in a few minutes the closest search failed to find
it. and there it remained till the last day we were in camp,
when I accidentally stumbled on it. This, of course, was
a very serious loss if the fish proved very large, so I at-

tempted to improvise one by stretching a handkerchief
on a willow hoop and then ctttting holes all over it.

Arrived at the fishing grounds T put on a whip consist-

ing of & gi'een-drake, coachman and brown-lrackle, and
made a few casts and captured as many fair fish.

While standing on a rock at the foot of a small, still

l^ool I chance to see a- good-sized fis'a rise to a fly between
two large rocks lower down, where the stream, contracted
to one-tenth of its natural width, made its escape from
the pool. At once I dropprd a fly to Ihe spot. With a
suddenness, that forced my heart into my mouth and
caused my reel fairly to scream, I felt a pull. Though,
little looking for such a recepiion to my fly, I at first felt

a little excited, the old instincts of a fly-fisher soon
brought me to my senses. As I immediatfly pr^rceived

that I had no common fish to handle, T braced myself
more firmly on my narrow foot space and prppared for

the fight. Had his lordship concluded to continue the
down-stream course he started on all would soon have
been ended, as once through the narrow ppace between
the rocks no leader in the world woiild hitve stood the
chafing. Luckily for me. he concluded that up sti-eam

was where he belonged, so at me he came with such speed
that the most rapid reeling and .''killful manipulation of

my rod failed to dispose of the slack. Again I feared he
was gone, but soon the sudden tightening of the line

announced he was still with me. As soon as he felt

the line tighten he rushed madly to the top, and as

he leaped high in air I recognized from the biilliant

scarlet of his side that he was a California rainbow trout
of no mean size. As the pool was of the smallest and
the sharp-edged rocks above and below portended danger
to my tackle I determined to keep him as near me as
possible, even at the risk of a tip. For several minutes,
with tip and butt almost meeting, the tierce struggle
went on. Sometimes leaping in the an- and vainly trying

to knock the hook out of his mouth with his tail, then to

the bottom, where he would sulk till I almost feared he
had got under some rock and was lost to me. But my
trusty little rod (a Toz. lancewood) did me good service,

and after a battle of several minutes he giMduiUy turned
on his side and I reeled in carefully. Feeling for my
landing net I remembered for the first time what kind of

one I had, but hating to ask aid I went for him with that.

At sight of my flag of truce the gentleman from Cali-

fornia concluded that he wasn't so far gone as he thought,
and away he went braced for another tussle. This was
a short one, however, as he soon came to hand again. I

attempted the white rag again, but he bhowed such an
antipathy to it that I was forced to call for aid from my
chum, who was enjoying the sport from a rock below.
Soon the prize was on the grass with the sun reflected

back from his beautifully rainbow-tinted sides. He was
"a beauty without paint." While the fight was in course

I could have sworn he was 34in. long and weighed at

least 5lbs., but a calmer examination of him on the grass

reduced him to about 16in. and Iflbs. Those who have
tackled this gamiest of the salmon tribe can readily ex-

cusemy rough guess.
During the time we staid on this stream we caught sev-

eral of these fish, and one in particular was by one of

our party who was new to the sport, who yanked him out

before the trout knew what was the trimble.

After a fine day's sport we returned to camp to find

that good baskets had fallen to the luck of all of the
party. Such cooking and frying and eating and lying as

was done that day can be easily understood.

Good weather and necessarily good water furnished us
for the rest of our stay with many fine baskets, and it

was with regret that we saw our old friend the pack mule
wending his way down the momitain to conduct us back
to civilization.

Not one of the party but hope to meet another time in
this beautiful spot, and assist at the killing of more of

these California trout, which an additional year's growth
will make worthy of any angler's rod and reel.

Within twenty miles of Highlands there are many fine

trout streams, some jtistly due the name of rivers. The
roads are remarkably good for the mountains, and the

accommodations for those who don't care to go into camp
are fair from an angler's point of view. Highlands is

reached by rail to Walhalla, S. C„ or Silver, N. C. thence

across the mountains in hacks for thirty miles.
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THE PIKE FAMILY.-II.

HAVING- already considered the typical pike, the best
known and most widely distributed of its family,

and probably the oldest in point of time, let us pass to'

a

review of the smalJer members of the same family, which
have been grouped under tlie subgeneric name "of Pico-
rellus, none of which have the extensive range of the
pike, nor his surpassing size. In the pike the cheek is

scaled, but the lower half of the gill cover is scaleless,
while in the group PicoreUus both the cheeks and gill-

covers are scaly. These fishes are best entitled to the
name pickerel, which means little pike. They may be
readily distinguished from the pike and the maecalonge
by their difference in coloration, the ground color being
green, while in the pike and mascalonge it is grayish.
The pickerels, again, are marked with streaks or bars,
while the other two species have spots of whitish or
blackish. The young pike, it is true, has pale bars, but
these are in a much smaller number and very different
from those of the pickei-els.

The pickerels, as we shall hereafter call them, are now
referred to three species, two of which are found east of
the Alieg-henies, froai Maine to Floiida, and the other
inhabiting the Ohio snd Mississippi valleys and the trlliu-

taries of the Great Lakes.

The CH.4IN Pickerel (Esox reticiclatiis).

The largest member of this group is the eastern pick-
erel, Esox reticnlatus. This species is sometimes called
chain pickerel, green pike. Federation pike, and in the
Southern States jack. The Federation pike of Dr, Mitch-
ell was obtained by him from Oneida Lake, and as its

coloration is peculiar. I
quote his account: *'The
four individuals now be-

fore me were obtained by
Mr. Wm. Sykes on the
26th January, 1825. The
largest is 23in. long, and
more than 9 in. greatest
girth. Eyes yellow: tail

forked; skin covered Avith ^
small scales. Color of
the back and upper pvsrt

of the head brown, al-

m'^st running into black;
all the contiguous parts
brown, running into yel-
lowish or orange, and the
yellow ending in the
snowy or silvery white
of the belly. The broad
side, that is the space be-
tween the back and belly,

is beautifully and curi-
ously variegated with
irregular black lines,

which intero.-culate with
each other all the way
from the eyes to the tail,

and sirrround spaces of
various sizes and figures,

all of which are fantastic
and odd. Toward the
belly and tail these black
lines lose themselves or
end abruptly. S o m e-

times they are oblong
and roundish spc ts. The
modifications of these
colors give the fish a very
striking and indeed ele-

gant appearance, quite
equal to the Spanish
mackerel, or indeed su-
perior to it. * * * The
fins are reddish and their
color contrasts admirably
with the others to in-
crease the beauty of the
fish. I know of no fish

of the fresh, or even of
the salt-water, in the
market and region of New York that equals it. The flesh
is savory and fine." The origin of the common name
Federation pike is somewhat singular. Dr. Mitchiii
found that the brancbiostegal rays and tho=e of the pec-
toral and dorsal fins wfre almost uniformly thirteen in
numhpr, and thereby suggestive to the original States in
the Uoion. It is evident that Dr- Mitchili's >-pecimens
were in the spawning condition, and this will account
for the peculiar coloration. Although the ground color
of this pickerel is usually greenish, it is subject to a great
deal of variation. De Kay says: "In some it is deep
green, varyinj? to bluish on"^the back and head, or bluish
gray; in others it is of a golden or olive yellow on the
sides, the free margins of the scales bordered with black.
Numerous irregular abbreviated longitudinal du-ky
streaks on the sides of the body, united with similar
oblique streaks, and producing an imperfectly reticulated
appearance. Iris yellowish varied with blue. The fins
greenish, those below tinged with reddish."
Esox retieulcitus derives its name from the markings

on the body, which are dark on a green ground. Occa-
sionally an individual is found which lacks the dark
reticulations altogether, and the body shows only a uni-
form pale green. Such a jMckerel was obtained from the
Potomac River a few years ago. The coloration of the
species of Esox changes very greatly with age. The
young retieulatus, for example, resembles lucms in its

markings, the reticulations being inconspicuous. There
is, also, a faint white stripe along the middle of the body
in the second half of its length.
Distribution,— 1b% common eastern pickerel does not

occur west of the Allegheny Mountains, but east of this
range it is found from Maine to Florida and Alabama.
It lives in ponds and lakes as well as in streams. Dr.
Kenworthy mentions as among the best points in Florida,
tributaries of the St. John's between Mandarin and Lake
Monroe. In these streams the bream, a member of the
sttnfish family, is associated with the pickerel- Another
one of the pickerels is al-o found in FlTida, the smaller
of the two eastern species {Esox americanm). In Ver-
mont iheE. reMeulatus is the common pickerel on the east
side of the Green Mountains, while on the west side of
this range the pike hicivs) is known as the piekerel.

5't'2r<.—The species reaches a length of 2ft., and individ-
uals weighing Hlbs. are recorded, but the average weight
is much less.

Habits.—This, like the pike, is one of the most pre-
daeeous of all our fishes, and its increased distribution is,

therefore, very undesii'able, and yet it has been trans-
ported to numerous points by inhabitants of the neighbor-
hood and has greatly multiplied. Pickerel are extremely
abundant in many of the large rivers, as, for example,
the Potomac and the Connecticut. It is to be found in
great numbers in the shelter of river grasses and in the
ponds among the stems of water plants, where it lies in
wait for minnows, of which it consumes vast numbers.
In the article upon the pike, an incident showing the
wonderful voracity of that species is given, and the same
is equally true of the pickerel.
The pickerel spawns in winter and early spring.

Thoreau has given the following graphic description of
the feeding habits of the species. He styles it "the
swiftest, wariest and most ravenous of fishes, which
Josselyn calls the River Wolf. It is a solemn

,
stately

,

ruminant fish, lurking under the shadow of a pad at
noon, with slow, circumspect, voracious eye; motionless
as a jewel set in water, or moving slowly along to take
up its position ; darting from time to time at such unlucky
fish or fi-og or insect as comes within its range, and swal-
lowing it at a gulp. Sometimes a striped snake, bound
to greener meadows across the stream, ends its undula-
tory progress in the same receptacle."
• Edible QuaUties.—Herbert describes it as having coarse,
watery flesh, of little value for the table. The species,
however, is pretty generally considered as a fairly good
table fish, its flesh in most localities being white and of

Th-b Chai^- Piokeeel {Esox reticnlatm).

The Little Pickeeel {Esox vemiiculatus).

good flavor, with just a little tendency to toughness and
dryness.
Mode of Capture.—Trolling with the spoon or still-fish-

ing with live oaif, shiners, pickerel frogs, etc., are good
methods of angling for the pickerel. The hooks should
be tied on gimp and a minnow gang is often effective.
The fish bites with great freedom and boldness, and fights
with great stubbornness when hooked.
Tivo small members of the sub-genus PicoreUus remain

to be considered. One of these is western and the other
eastern.

The Little Pickerel (Esox vermieulatus).

The small pickerel of the West inhabits the Ohio val-
ley, the upper Mississippi valley and streams flowing into
the Cxreat Likes from the south. It is common in ponds
formed in the spring by the overflow of river banks and
has frequently been taken in large numbers in cornfields.
Last spring we referred to a circumstance of this kind,
which was brought to our notice by Mr, S. F. Denton
while in Ohio collecting natural history specimens. He
told us that the people at the time were '-fishing in the
cornfield." This sojourn in overflow waters is often fol-

lowed by great destruction of fish when the ponds dry up.
The little pi'''kerel grows to the length of about one foot,

and is too small to be of much importance as a food fish.

The sides of the body are green or grayish a,nd usually
have many reticulations or irregular streaks, but these
may be entirely absent. The sides of the head are gen-
erally variegated. A dark bar extends downward from
the eye and another one forward. The fins are plain
except that the caudal is sometimes mottled at its base.
As a member of the pike family, this fish keeps up its

reputation for voracity and destroys vast numbers of
fishes smaller than itself. It is very prolific and congre-
gates in swarms ascending small streams in the epnng.

The Bandep Pickerel {Esox amerioanua).

This is a fish of the same size as the last, but occurs
only east of theAlleghanies from Massachusetts to Florida.
De Kay calls it the varied pickerel. The body color is

dark green, and the sides are ornamented with about
twenty dark eurred bars, which are usually very distinct,

A black stripe passes along the snout and through the
eye to the upper edge of the gill-cover; another extends
from the eye downward on the cheek. The fins are not
mottled or banded.
De Kay describes the color as "dark brownish black

above, descending in irregtdar dark clouds a short dis-
tance on the sides. Sides greenish yellow, with irregular
vertical brown stripes descending on the belly. Dorsal
and caudal fins dark brown. The pectorals, ventral and
oval lighter colored; often, by infiltration,' reddish. A
short dark band from the eye to the angle of the jaw."
The banded pickerel is similar in general appearance

and liabits to the little pickerel of the West. It frequents
rapid brooks and clear, cold waters, and is said to be not
injurious to trout when inhabiting the same stream. The
species scarcely reaches a foot in length, and individuals
will not average more than ^Ib. in weight,

Dr, De Kay Ibelieved the banded pickerel to be identical
with the mackerel pike of Mitchiii, and his supposition
appears to have been well founded. Many streams and
ponds of Long Island contain this handsome little species
in abundance, and only its small size spoils it for a game
fish, ^T. H. Bean.

ANGLING RETREATS OF MAINE.
VI.

—

W THE VICINITY OF MONSON.

ONE of the delightful drives for the tourist is over the
road to the head of Sebec Lake through the pleas-

ant farming town of Willimantic pleasantly situated in
the Wilson River valley. About six miles from Monson,
at a place called William's Mills, a highway in Williman-
tic crosses this river and runs in a northerly direction,

ending in a new farm on
the rim of the great wil-
derness. Here is Grind-
stone Pond, 3 beautiful
little sheet of water and
famous for its great

> abundance of spotted
trout, and also for being
the place where a local
angler, John McDermott,
immortalized his name
by resisting the efforts of
the owner of the land
around the pond to pre-
vent sportsmen and fish-

ermen from fishing in its

waters. The result waa
a law suit, and a decision
by the Supreme Court of
Maine that all great
ponds (being ponds of ten
acres in size) were free
to the public as highways
for fishing and fowling.
The opinion in this im-
portant and interesting
case (Barrows vs. Mc-
Dermott) was rendered
May 27, 1882, and may
be fotmd in the 73 Maine
Reports, p. 441.

In the township of
Shirley adjacent to Mon-
son on the west and
northwest are also some
excellent trout ponds.
The two Bunker ponds
and the Marble pond are
not very far from the
Spectacle ponds. There
are several others some
eight miles west of Shir-
ley Mills, a small village
on the B. & P. railroad
accessible by buckboard.
Among these the most
popular are the RiddeU
and Indian ponds. The
entire chain of ponds in
that locality is very fa-
mous for superior trout

fishing. It is not unusual for a party of two or three to
bring away from them two hundred trout averaging one
pound in size as trophies of a three days" fishing trip. A
good camp is in the vicinity.
Among the pleasant drives near Monson is one of about

four miles over hills and through the green woods to
Blanehard, which is in a deep valley through which
wanders the Piscataquis River, where many enjoy the
pleasures of stream fishing in its numerous gorges. The
high tops of Russell and Bald Mountains, grim-visaged
and spruce-clad, look down upon pretty and pastoral
scenes along the shores of this still and peaceful running
river. On the sides of Russell and near Bald Mountain
are several good trout ponds.
The best white perch fishing in this neighborhood is at

Kingsbury pond in Kingsbury plantation, sixteen miles
southwest from this place. There they are found in large
numbers, as well as an abundance of pickerel. A club
house owned by parties from Massachusetts is located on
its shores.
Piper pond is in the town of Abbott, ten miles distant

from Monson. It is three miles in area and many large
lake trout are taken there. Pickerel and white' perch
are also plenty. Whetstone is in the same town, and is
considerably smaller than Piper, but has much better
spotted trout fishing. It is only a short distance from the
former. Greenlief pond, also in Abbot, is a good pickerel
pond, but has no trout.
The principal game here that the sportsmen are inter-

ested in are moose, deer, caribou, grouse and ducks.
Moose are not as common in this immediate vicinity as
they are in the wilds above Moosehead Lake, yet they are
occasionally seen in the Elliottsville forests. But caribou
and deer abound in great numbers in the northern part
of this town, and many are killed each year after Oct. 1.

It is a mountainous and uneven country well calculated
for their retreats.

Throuehoufc Blliottsville and in the region beyond,
around the wild mountains and the lakes, th& sportsman
from Oct. 1 to Jan. 1 can with a guide familiar with the
country secure his lawful number at almost any time.
Other excellent places in near prosimity to Monson for

capturing large game are the Blanehard, Square Moun-.
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tain and Bald ]\Iouutain regions and other wild townships
lying to the westward. In the season when dnck shoot-
ing ia lawful these favorite garae birds may be found in
plentiful nuDibers at nearly all of the Monson and Elliotts-
ville lakes and ponds. Doe pond in Munson near Lake
Hebron is one of the spots that they frequent the most.
Poaching is not indulged in in this 'section to any great
extent, although the present lamentable laxity in the
enforcement of our game laws prevails here as in other
parts of Maine.
For about a quarter of a century the people of Maine

through their representatives in the Legislature have
been gradually formulating the present code of protective
laws. During the same time the so-called pleasure travel
here from other parts of the Union baa increased to a
wonderful extent. This has been like a river of gold
annually flowing through our State, benefiting all classes
aijd industries from the rough-hewn shores of the sea to
the bleak mountains of the interior. The result has been
to educate the people up to a high standard of thought in
relation to game protection. Especially is this true of
this part of Maine where numerous summer hotels are
being maintained, and where large numbers of people
derive a liberal income from the business of catering to
tourists. Yet i7a Washington county and some parts of
Penobscot an unfortunate antagonism to the enforcement
of the laws arose a few years ago among the citizens. It
matters not who in the long and bitter contest which
has been waged was the most blameless, for the result has
been bad and almost disastrous to the cause of game pro-
tection. By reason of this violent opposition in a few
localities, tbe most important part of the law was repealed
in 1887. I refer to the act which gave one-half of the
fines to the complainant. Although its repeal was effected
clandestinely and unfairly, it was no less a result of this
contention. ^The same influences succeeded in prevent-
ing its revival at the session of 1889. Until this is re-
stored the friends of game protection must continue to
experience the chagrin and bitter disappointment which
they have for the jjast three years in viewing a non-
enforcement of one of the most righteous laws on our
statute books.

I will close these brief and hasty notes by extending
my hearty greetings to the tourists, campers and lovers
of the "gentle art," whose annual visits to Monson have
become a pleasant feature of the season when the birds
sing and the flowers bloom. ,-J. F. Sprague.
JMoNsoN, Me.

"'

A WADING OUTFIT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In answer to Mr. Hough's query let me say that here is

the way some of us arrange our wading outfits and that we
find the plan very satisfactory : The first requirement is a
pair of wading pantaloons with stocking feet, cost $6 to
|18, as one's taste and pocket-book may dictate. Over
the feet of these draw a pair of loose-fitting heavy woolen
socks, and inclose the entire outfit in a pair of low, broad-
soled leather "stitch-downs," as the shoe men call them,
which will need to be about two sizes larger than your
ordinary boot or shoe. These "stitch-downs," which cost
|1 to $1.25 per pair, should have the bottom of the soles
filled with soft iron hob nails and be perforated along the
lower edge of the uppers for the free j^assage of water.
In this way you have a footmg that is much more secure
than any rubber boot, an easy and comfortable arrange-
ment for walking or wading and perfect protection for
your rubber wading stockings. When your ' 'stitch-downs"
give out you can duplicate them at a small expense en-
tirely independent of your waders. Being sewed work
there are no pegs to da'mage the rubber. Iha,veone such
pair of slioes that have already done service for two pair
of waders and are pretty good yet. You can oil them
occasionally if you like, although that ia not absolutely
necessary. Jay Beebe.
Toledo, O , March 31.

A Terrapin Farm.—Of late years a number of terrapin
farms have been started along the Chesapeake. The
biggest farm is on the Patuxent River, and it consists of a
large salt water lake, which could accommodate thousands
of terrapin if they would breed as rapidly as is desired.
The farmer has surrounded this lake with broad fences
to keep out the muskrats and foxes, which are the terra-
pin's enemies. He has made hatcheries of boxes partly
filled with sand, and so arranged that when the females
enter them they cannot get out until they are taken out.
He has nurseries for young terrapin, and he keeps the
little ones in here until they are 10 months old, in order
to preserve them from their fathers.—FmnA- G. Carpen-
ter in PitMmrg Dispatch.

Berkshire Trout in April.—Berkshire Coimty, Mass.,
April 6.—The most convincing argument in favor of a
later opening season for brook trout in our State was the
appearance of the fish caught in this section April 1 of
this year. The day was raw, chilly and sour, but the fish
took everything offered them and well-filled creels were
the order of. the day. The fish, however, were shaped
like overgrown and elongated smelts, one specimen, loin,
in length, weighing only 12oz., dressed with the head on.
The law permitted the catch, but does it not seem clearly
wrong to take such slim, lank, ill-conditioned fish? The
stream from which thej^ were taken furnishes splendid
fish in proper season.—Ned.

Salmon in the Penobscot.—Bangor, Me., April 1.—
To-day big salmon were jumping in the river in front of
the city, and at the pool one twelve-pQunder was taken.
This ia two weeks earlier than these fish have ever taken
the fly here. April 16, 1889, one was ta.ken and last
year a twelve-pounder was caught April 18. Five days
later eleven fish weighing 3341bs. took the silver dollar
and thereafter one ton was caught before the season
waned. Fish Commissioners say that the sport should be
fine this year with salmon averaging 25lbs. or better.
Salmon taise the fly until June. Tbe best sport is usually
in May.

Lake CHAaxPLAiN,—Albany, April 6.—I have just re-
taraed from a trip around Lake Champlain. The ice
has oommenced to break up a.nd will soon be out. There
18 considerable open water in the south end and the net-
t^rs are getting in their work; I counted over a dozen
sets of poles betweejj Putnam and Dresden stations,—
Dexter.

A PLRA FOR LAKE CHAMPLAIN.-Albaoy, March
60.—Editor Forest and Stream: I read with much satis-
faction your extract.s from Fish Commissioners' report and
eoiuments thereon. Whv do tbey entirelv overlook Lake
Charaplnmy Would not the whitefisk do well there? Also
salmon trouty There is plenty of pure, deep water for the
latter and an abundance of smelts for deep water food and
all kinds of little fishes for surface feeding m the spring. I
aru not posted as to the relative value of wall-eyed oike and
other food fishes iu the matter of production; I do know that
there sre few fresh water fishes that equal them as a food
fish. 'Tis only of late they seem to have attracted the atten-
tion of breeders, and I sincerely trust that they may repay
all efforts. As the commission's desire is to do the greatest
good to the greatest number of people, 'tis such as these that
will further that end. Lake Champlain is one of the best
natural breeding lakes we have, and while we ai-e not selfish
on this end of the State, we would like to see a few of the
good things going around dropped in her basket.—Dexter.

FISHCULTURE I^T MEXICO.-We learn from Col. John
Gay that Senor E, Chdzari, Fish Commissiioner of Mexico,
obtained egss of carp in abundance in the City of Mexico on
March 22. The summer has fully set in, which accounts for
the early spawning of carp. We have already noted the
successful introduction of rainbow trout into Mexico with
the aid of the U. S, Fish Commission, and we are now in-
formed that this is the only trout which has reproduced
naturally in that country.

Menml

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES,
DOB SHOWS.

April 8 to 11.—Third Annual Dog Show of the Maacoutah Ken-
nel Club, at Chicago, III. John L. Lincolu, Jr., Secretary.
April U to 17.— Fourth Dok Sliow of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munball, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.—Dog Show of the Southern California Kennel

Club, at Los Angeles.
April 38 to May 3.—Dog Show of the California Kennel Club, at

San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show oi the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Youngstown, O.
Sept. 14 to IK—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Supt.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Loxington. N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.

BOSTON DOG SHOW.
EVERYONE interested in dog shows must feel pleased to

hear that the show which the N. E. K. C. held in the
Mechanic's Hall, Boston, last week, was one of the most
successful ever held by this club. When the number of
entries was announced and it was found that only 628 had
been secured, the knowing ones shook their heads and
predicted a loss again, But it was ordained that the man-
agement should share in the general boom which dog shows
have had this season. Tne crowd on the first day was much
larger than that of any previous show they have held, and
when Thursday (Fast Day) came around those who have
followed the shows of this club since its initiation admitted
that they had never seen a better attendance, consequently
the faces of Messrs. Grosvenor, Pay and Moore took on an
expression of buoyancy that spoke voltunes. It was a good
show and well managed—how could it be otherwise with
John Reed at the helm and Alf , Burgess to attend to the de-
tails, and the above named gentlemen alwavs on hand as
general supervisors. There is no better building in this
country for a dog show than this Mechanic's Hall. Plenty
of space, excellent light and ventilation without draught.
It is also in the size of the judging rings that they are ahead,
which, when the partitions which divide them are taken
away leave an exercising ring that cannot be excelled, and
which gives Parker full swing with his jumpers; hj the way,
many are disappointed this year in not seeing his long dis-
tance flyer—the fawn-colored one—with the troupe, person-
ally I always looked forward to this jump and saw it wnen-
ever I could get the chance.
The judging was got through in better time than in any

show of the circuit, but of course there were more judges
and rings, still it felt a bit like old times to get all the "reg-
ulars" put in their places by 6 P, M. All the judges except-
ing Mr. Davidson, who had the pointers and setters to do,
had their classes finished by about 4 P, M, The service of
the rings was good, and any number of attendants were pro-
vided for each ring: this is where some of the other shows
this season have shown their want of experience. As usual
the first day, the annual "feed" came off, and pretty nearly
every one known to the club partook of an excellent lunch,
and afterward a pleasant half-hour was spent over the coft'ee
and cigars, and "dog chat" was indulged in. Among those
we noticed at the show were Messrs. Sidney W. Smith, J. H.
Winslow, W. H. Child, W. Wade, C. H. Mason, John E.
Thayer, J. P. Willey, E. M. Oldham, E. B. Elliott, Victor
Haldeman, Thos. Burke, N. J. and Frank Coni.stock, Frank
F. Dole, C, A. Parker, H. W, Smith, C, A. Shinn, .lames
Greene, brother of the late owner of Sir Bedivere, Joe Lewis,
R. P. Keasby, Geo. Shepard Page, W. H. Walbridge, W.
Teague, W. C. Sanborn, H. D. Kendall, James Mortimer, R.
F. Mayhew, Drs. Jarvis and Faxon, Henry Jarrett, Robert
Exley, German Hopkins, J, H. Pritchard, Clarence Rath-
bone, H, Twyford. P. H. Coombs, Col. Puroell, F. W, Chap-
man, F. Parry, O. W. Brooking, C. S, Turpin, D. A, Wil-
hams. W. F. Rutter, Jr., W. Stewart Diffendertfer, H. L.
Krueder, A. E. Leuyard, H. V. Jamieson, G. A. Peabody, C.
Inneas, and of course all the regular handlers not already
mentioned. There is little more to be said here unless I
remark that on Thursday the "take" at tlie gate was W,oOO.
Tbe weather tbe first three days was beautiful, but Thurs-
day niglit and Friday morning' saw plenty of regular Boston
weather, a little of everything. This year Spratts Co. put up
their benching, and it is not likely that the old style will be
reverted to again, as was the case last year. The' disinfect-
ant used, though we could not find out what it was—some-
thing furnished by Spratts— was very elficieut and kept the
building very free from odor. I will now pass on to the
awards.

POraXEKS—(MP.. JOHN DATIDSON).
(Report hu Mr. Mason.)

There were nearly sixty entries in these classes and the
quality of many was of a high order. This does not, how-
ever, go to show that breeders are making headway, and
the best specimens are still to be fonud anaong the imported
division. Nobody seems able to breed a siood dog, and at
tbe rate we are naoving it will be forty or fifty years before
one can go to a dog show and find a class of doga typical In
head, truly formed in Iwdy, strong in limbs, good in feet

j

and true to correct type. And why will this be so? The
answer is easily fotmd. A handful of incompetent persons
will run a pig-faced, round-barreled, wide-fronted dog like
Sensation to the front. The uninitiatftd breed to that dog
and the country becomes over-run by a race of spike-nosed,
round-bodied bitches. Then we get another SensHtion in
the shape of the round-skulled, yellow-eyed and splay-
footed Croxteth. who, when run off his legs, falls down and
makes a "sensational point." The produce of this wonder
is crossed into the Sensation family. The re.sult we have
seen and see to-day. Then a bit of whippet blood is put in,
and the shallow-faced, characterless Meteor is introduced,
just because a well-known judge says he is an "easy moving
dog." Next comes Robert le Diable. the lovely spotted flat-
catcher that never sired a good pointer and never will.
What will be the next lad none can tell. If he be a good
dog he will be of little use when the type of batches is
ruined and the blood hopelessly mixed. The past cannot'
be recalled, a fresh start will have to be made. It is aP
nonsense to say that pointers cannot be bred true to tj^pe—
the right type—for they can be. Compare Mr, Heath's dogs
as shown at Boston with the exhibits from any other ken-
nel, and you find in it a striking uniformity of type as com-
pared with the rest. Surely what has been'accomplished by
this kennel can also be done by others, but it never will so
long as breeders are all mixed in their ideas. Paying ex-
travagant prices for good imported bitches is throwing good
money away when they are lored at random to all types of
dogs and into any mongrel conglomeration of blood that
comes along. "Why do the English dogs run truer to type?"
I was asked while taking my notes. Because pointer men
in England have agreed upon a type and because pointers
are judged by pointer judges. A man who would place dogs
like Sensation, Croxteth. Meteor, Robert le Diable. etc ,

over pointers true and pure like Graphic, Revel HI,, Wool-
ton Game, Naso of Kippen, Lass of Bow, et ah, would
judge once and only once. Here he would be patted
on the back by the uninitiated members of a clique
specialty club or by some ignorant reporter who knows
no better than do as he is told. This is clearly not
the place for advice' on the question of breeding, but as
this is my last report on the circuit shows, and as things
are going the wrong way I want to call a bait and start
folks athinking. As an old and successful breeder of
pointers I am not altogether unknown to your i-eaders,
and having won over 500 first prizes for this breed alone,
some of them before a dog show had been held in America,
I do not feel any particular delicacy about coming out flat-
footed and giving advice where it is needed. Look at the
puppies shown at New York and Boston! Did mortal man
ever see such a drove of cattle? Why thev are 90 per cent,
worse than in 1887. This is the result of following the blind.
Well, gentlemen, you are paying for your experience.
Nobody will question that; and experience dearly pur-
chased is less likely to be forgotten. The trouble is I fear
we will all be in our graves before you realize the signifi-
cance of the memorable Chicago editorial "Whither are We
Drifting?" You bred good bitches to Sensation and never
produced a typical .specimen. You tried it with Croxteth
and failed. Now you are ruining the breed by using Robert
le Diable. Look at the puppies one finds at the shows and
there find live evidence of the breeders' inability to produce
dogs worthy the name of pointers. The direct cause is
staring you in the face, and you either cannot see it or do
not want to .see it. The judging of the classes Avas a de-
cided improvement on New York, and although mistakes
were made, there was nothing glaring, like, for instance,
the placing of Robert le Diable over Duke of Vernon, Quite
a number of pointer men were looking for a meeting of
Robert and Graphic, but the owners of the former veiy
wisely kept him at home. Under a judge of pointers he has
the same chance of beating a good dog like Graphic that I
have of becoming President of the United States. So Graphic
was alone, Duke of Vernon having been sold and gone West.
Mr, Heath's grand old champion had a swelling on the
throat, the result of a fight, and this gave him the" appear-
ance of being bad iu neck, but elsewhere he looked nearly as
well as ever he did iu his life, and he can still beat any
large pointer dog in America. He moves a bit stiff behind
when taken from the bench, but this wears oft" after he has
had a run. The bitch cla.ss brought out a couple of good
ones in Revel III, and Lass of Bow. The former, clearly the
better specimen, won with many points to the good. 'Mr,
Mortimer wanted' to know in what points Revel III. can
beat Lass, but I guess he was joking and really wished to
know in what points Revel 111. cannot beat Lass. These are
mighty few, and it tests a man's ability to find them. Lass
wins in eyes, skull and coat. Revel lib wins in all other
points. Pontiac headed the open dog class, which was not
strong in point of quality. His coarse, throaty neck and
very wide Iront must alwavs put him behind a good one,
but he was rightly placed on this occasion. My old reports
give all his other defects. His sire, Bang li., though
a better dog was always a coarse one and, like Pontiac, he
was very throaty. He had a grand body and the very best of
legs and feet, his .general appearance being marred bv a high-
carried and coarse stern. So it will be well to be very care-
ful in selecting bitches for this dog. There fs coarseness in
the family, and even old Bang (Price's), the sire of Bang IL,
was not without it. Dare-go, second prize, wasin hisproper
place. He has not fulfilled early expectations, having gone
oft' in many points where he was fairly good when a puppy.
He is a white and liver flecked dog, larking in size for the
heavy-weight class and not of right type. Head only fair,
stern not straight, set of forelegs not jmst right, rather flat
and light in loin, does notstand quite tiaie in front. I shall
expect hi.s owner, Mr. Parker, to breed a better one. Mikado,
a son of Graphic, was third. He would need altering in
many places to be a good one. ITnlike most of Graphic's get,
his stern is the best point about him. In head he is far better
than average, but he lacks in po.sition of forelegs, stifies,
second thigiis, and, iu addition, is close in bocks, crook<-d in
front and wrong in hind action. Through all his detects he
shows some of the old dog's character. In color he ia white
and liver ticked. Nixie, vhc, is a white and lemon by Nick
of Naso. He is rather coar.se in skull, heavy and throaty in
neck, wide iu front, good in bone, coarse in stern and wrong
below the hips. Schuyler, vhc, was shown in good shape,
his coat especially being iu nice condition. He is not quite
cleanin neck, on the leggy sitie, rather too pronounced in .stop,
light in loin and quarters and is rather straight in hindlegs.
His best points are in skull and chest. Duke of Beaufort,
he, is useful looking, but not quite a show dog. He is a
white and liver hea^dly flecked throughout, and this does
not add to his appearance. Head rather coar.se, eyes a shada
or two light, loin flat, not quite straight in front, good bone,
moderate feet, hocks too high, throaty. Dandy, c , is a white
and liver, pig-faced, short iu neck, inclined to be throaty,
ears set high, right eyelid iu wrong position, bad expression,
not a show dog by a loug way and very lucky in getting a
card. Class well judged. Miss Meally was clearly the best
in the next cla.ss for large-size bitches. This bitch was fourth
at New York where she should have been second. For de-
scription of her see my report of that show in Fokest ajju
Steea.m, March 5. Cavalier's Lady, second prize, is many
points behind the winner of first. Her face is too masculine
and is not clean cut below the eyes. Eyes a shade light,
throaty, ribs too flat, loin rather light, moves a bit stiff
behind, good forelegs and tcet, showesomeeharacterthrough
many detec- s. Cicely, reseiwe, is a white and lemon of very
ordinary appeaiauce and wrong ty^pe. She is top-heavy,
plain in head, not straight in front, wrong in carriage of
stern, throaty, and lacking in true pointer character. Fama,
vhc, showed up badly in the ring, acting as if ,<hy and
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nervous. Sbe is good in legs and position of same, light iu
eye, too long and coarse in stem, and very throaty for a
young one. Fedora, be, is throaty, light in eyes, not quite
rigbt in ears, long and coarse in tail, good shoulders. Tbis
is a white with liver head markings and tickt d body. She
is sister to Fama and is of the sau^e type. Mr. Harris's dogs
were not iu good condition, ooe beiug much too fat and
the other too thin. If either of the tvpo shown really was
Bonanza 1 would not have known it. Freeze Bang Bang,
he., is a bit foxhoundy in type and too coarse for a show dog.
She is not first-class in back, knees, stifles, hocks or in stern.
Class well judged.

The challenge class for light weight dogs brought to-

gether Laimcelot and Tribulation in show condition, and
that once grand little dog Naso of Kippen, a wreck of his
former self, dead out of condition, the hair off about his
eyes and his bod3' coat all stained with mange cure. Would
it not pay Mr. Mortimer to get a good kennel man to put
the dogs in condition for the shows:' Bang Bang became a
wreck as soon as he got to America, and it's the same thing
with Kippen. Lad of Bow began to fall to pieces as soon as
he got to Babylon. There is something wrong, and ''Jim"
should see to it. I am inclined to think that the trouble
lies in the feeding department more than anywhere else.

Well, Kippen was never in the hunt and should not have
been sent to the .show. I have been under the impression
that Tribulation could beat Ijauncelot, and Mr. Davidson
seemed to be of the same opinion, for he took a cursory
glance at the two dogs and then handed the ribbon to the
handler of the former. I marked down in my notebook
"rigbt," taut when I got the dogs together after the judging
and carefully overhauled them, I found Launcelot the bet-
ter specimen, and he had some points to spare at that. Tbis
shows that one cannot be too careful in criticising dogs
which are of the same class. Both dogs are dished and shal-
low in muzzle, and are equal in bead properties. They are
also both of them light in eyes, Launcelot's being the "best.

But what I^aunce gams here he loses in quality (not carriage)
of ears, Tribulation's being best. Launcelot is to-day
rather coarse in neck and is beaten by Tribulation. In
straightness of forelegs Trib gains a point, but loses it and
some more in his long, light pasterns. In feet Lauuce is a
good winner, also in knees. In back, ribs, loin, strength of
quarters and hocks Launce is away ahead, and he also scores
in formation of stern. Both move in good style, but Launce
has much the more bone and power. T feel quite sure that
if Mr. Davidson had given them as careful an examination
as t did he wotild have reversed the decision. Two very use-
ful-looking ones turned up iu tlie corresponding class for
bitches. These were Sally Brass If., tbat should have won
at New York, and Giauca. There was a report abroad that
the former had the mange, but as soon as it was found that
the trouble was caused by a flea, she was allowed to compete,
and Giauca being a bit outclassed, Sally proved an easy
winner. Their good and bad points have been noticed in
other reports. With the decisions in the open classes I can-
not agree. Mr. Davidson judged them too rapidly, and I

shall be prepared to see him reversesomeoftheawards aftera
more careful examination. Glen Morgan, first in dogs, has
been doing some winning of late, but I do not think he
is a show dog. He is a flash-looking, catchy flat-catcher
that deceives the eye at first sight and on close and careful
examination dwindles dowu to a bit of very inferior pointer
flesh. Let him stand in a certain position and he gives one
the idea that he is very good behind, but get him moving
and follow him closely and it is easy to see there are struc-
tural defects in his stifles, which alone are sufficient to ever
prevent him beating a fairly good dog. Not only is he bad
behind, but he is crooked in front, rather weak in knees, bad
in feet, wrong in hang of ears, flat in loin, throaty and he
.stands badly. To offset these defects there is nothing
but a fairly good head and chest and catchy color, with good
coat and average stern. I could not get him higher than
third. Wrong type, Mr. Biddlel A "gay deceiver" and not
a true pointer. Ossining, second prize, is not quite a show
dog. In addition to tUe defects noted in my New York
report, he is wide in front and his elbows are very apt to get
into wrong position. Still he is a gay, merry mover, has
good quarters and stifles, with clean hocks, enough jbone,
fairly good feet, a strong back and a moderate chest and
ribs. The class was a weak one, and I would have placed
him second a though he is a long way removed from good
form. He showed up much better than he did in the New
York "cellar." Inspiration, third prize, should, I think,
have won. To the defects noted in the New York report add
rather upright shoulders and elbows not in correct position.
He beats Ossining in muzzle, skull, carriage of ears, neck,
knees, feet (a trifle), stern and carriage of stern, strength of
loin, and is himself beaten in chest, shoulders (slightly),
position of elbows (slightly) and below the hips. Nimrod,
he, is a white and lemon with a black nose and dark eyes,
legacies of the defunct Bang Bang. A very wide blaze makes
his head look worse than it really is. Bad stifles, defective
hocks, stands over some at knees, flat loin, do with more
depth of middle, lacks symmetry, not a sbow dog. Nicode-
mus of Ion, reserve, a useful looking and sound dog, is weak
in head, high stationed, rather flat m loin, and has acquired
the habit of trying to scratch the back of his head vcith the
tip of his tail. I thought he pressed the first prize winner
very close for third place. He was shown light in flesh for
a leggy dog. Mam'zelle, first in bitches, is not one of my
sort. She is a rather catchy looking white and liver with
ticks, whose best points are in head .and tail. Eyes too light,
not clean cut below the eyes, wide in front, position of fore-
legs wrong, shoulders not well placed, not straight in front,
stands over at the knees, short ribs not deep enough and not
carried far enougb back, loin rather light and flat; good
coat, color, carnage of stern, and below hips, also about
right in ears. Naso's Belle, second prize, is another poor
specimen, and I would have pegged her back. She lacks in
head, carriage of ears, color of eyes, neck, stern, stifles and
hocks (slightly), and was shown much too heavy.
She is a white bitch with liver head markings
and ticked body. Fan Fan, third prize, is a white
and liver with lightly ticked bodj-. Lips not just
right, face dished (slightly), eyes too light, ears 'not
well carried, as a rule, but she can put them right; rather
long from the knee down, somewhat light iu bone, coar.se in
stern, fair good body and quarters, shows more true char-
acter than either first or second. Maygo, reserve, is a wbite
and liver ticked with a head of more than average merit,
albeit not perfect in lips. Throaty (a little), fairly good
body, a bit too round, loin could be improved by more arch,
not good behind, stern rather coarse, straight in bocks, short
from hips to stern, would do with more bone. Bloom, vhc.

,

is a white and liver, very lightly ticked on body. Her head,
while rather heavy at all points for a bitch of her inches, is
not badly formed; rather throaty, eye too light, tail too long,
stands rather low at the shoulder, light in bone, shows
quality and true character. That she is not a high class
specimen is true, but she was, I think, good enough to win
in this company, and I would have placed her first with the
third prize winner second. Lady Graphic, he. , is well known
Her most prominent defects are in head, neck and forelegs.
She is a white and liver ticked, showing good breeding
through her several defects. Lassie Jean Beaufort, he, is a
white and liver ticked and was shown in nice fettle. She
has a clean cut and rather neat head, is throaty, not right in
stifles, flat in loin, does not carry her stern quite right, but
shows quality. Blomo III., vhc, gets her stern very high,
is light in eyes, not first class in feet, moderate in back and
rather light in bone. In hocks, stifles and formation of
stern there is lots of room for improvement. She is a white
and li vef, lightly ticked. Head is the hest part' of her. Win-

chester Girl, he, was described at New York. Winchester
Gladys and Winchester Nan, both he, may do to breed from.
They are not up to show form. Flos.sie B., c. is a white and
dark liver, lightly ticked. She is plain in head, terribly
.straight behind, all wrong in stifles and she moves badly;
not a show ijitch. Puppies were a very funny lot. I have
notes on them, but do not wish to waste good paper and
printer's ink. The beat advice I can give the owners is to
drowm them and start over. As Graphic was suffering from
a temporary swelling of the neck the special for best pointer
in the show was very properly awarded to Revel HI. For
the kennel prize the Westrain.ster dogs of two or three types
and none iu first-rate condition, were fairly outclassed by
Graphic, Revel III., Launcelot and Sally Brass II., a very
sorty and level lot, showing strength and stoutness com-
bined with action, quality and correct pointer character.

ENGLISH SETTERS—(Mr! DAVIDSON).

Report hy Mr. Mason.

There is no improvement in this breed, neither can there
be any until breeders snail have agreed as to what is the
right type. Take out a handful of imported dogs and the
breed as a whole has not advanced an inch since 1881. The
same reckless mating continues. There is little uniformity
of type, and not likely to be any for many years to come.
.Juggling with the standards and skipping about from one
type to another has proved a means of introducing a lot of
animals which are said to be the best in the world, but
which really could not take a he card in good company.
From Thunder to Paul Gladstone was a mighty sharp curve,
and from Paul Gladstone to Rockingham and'Rockingham
to Cincinnatus is like climbing a greasy pole—you get up a
foot and slip back a yard. Eight years ago the writer ad-
vised setter men notto breed to a bandy-legged, splay-footed
dog like Thunder. Major Taylor's friends replied that I had
gotten myknowledge of dogs" out of a barnyard in England.
Now these men get up a standard which tells us that the
type of dog that was winning iu Thunder's day was useless.
I should say it was, and ten years hence the Major will prob-
ably wake up .some morning and find that his friends have
dropped the Tennessee whippets and gone oft' on another
trail. Then wo will need a new standard. It is easy to pre-
dict what will become of the English setters in the mean
time. They will of course disappear as the pointers did at
the time when a lot of ignora,nt but well-meaning gentlemen
were breeding Sensations, Croxteths, Meteors, etc. The light
will dawn on a few who, like the Westminster Kennel Club
and Graphic Kennels, will clear out the rubbish and start
over again. To-day a man will breed to anything that has
four legs and can run. This was clearly demonstrated to
me at Bustoo, when I was making notes on a certain cross
between an English and a Tennessee setter. A man stand-
ing by remarked; "You ought to see him in the field; he is
as fast as a ghost. I'm going to breed a couple of bitches to
him tbis spring." "Indeed," said I; "why, I saw a dog
going up oar street the other day with a tin can to his tail,
and I would wager this dog never traveled half so fast in his
life, but I'm not going to breed to him." A few minutes
later I was in another part of the building, and I saw that
setter man sitting all alone on a dog box with his head
firmly planted between two tiny hands. He was doing
something he had probably seldom done before. He was
thinking.
Mr. Davidson kept very close to the type which he insists

is the right one, and while I cannot agree with one or two
of his decisions there was none of that glaring work which
perplexes the beginner and never fails to bring dog shows
into bad repute. The challenge cla.sses were drawn blank.
Monk of Furness and the New York dogs were probably
being prepared for Chicago, and Cincinnatus is much too
wise a dog to face the music under any but Tennessee
judges. The open cla.ss for dogs was as good as the same
class at New York, and after a careful examination of the
competitors Mr. Davidson landed on bis old favorite, Kent
II., for first, with Gus Bondhu second and anew one, Prince
L., third. Kent II. has been in the money at New York,
Boston, Toronto and Ottawa, and is well-known. Never
good behind he is getting worse with aee. Old Gus, though
ten years old, looks just as well as he did when I saw him
at Boston five years ago. This is a dog in a thousand. He
moved as well as any setter in the ring and does not show a
trace of age in his wise old face. Prince L., third prize, is a
Laverack possessing a number of good points. Head well
tormedj although a trifle coarse; inclined to be throaty;
hang of ears nob perfect; stands back a bit at the knees; a
trifle flat in loin; hocks should be lower; stifles should be a
little more out. These are his defects and none are very
pronounced. He is is not so neat and clean in the head as
the winner, but so vastly better is he behind and in move-
ment that 1 should have placed him first. There is room
for improvement in his condition. Ranger, reserve, is a
blue belton, by Rockingham out of American Girl. Head
lacking some in qualicy, it might be cleaner cut; rather
throaty; only fair in knees: coat not flat behind the withers;
feet inclined to turn outward; fairly good behind, save in
tail, which is too long; elbows not free enough; rather
coarse throughout. Canadian Locksley, vhc.

, got all he was
entitled to. What a row Mr. Davey raised when I said this
dog was faulty in eyes, loin, stern and hocks. Now, Mr.
Davidson, who bred him, seldom gets him higher than vhc.
In addition to defects previously noted, add plain face and
wrong movement behind. Edge Mark, vhc, is a sound and
useful-looking dog, posses.sing many good points, but he
comes too near the Tennessee order to suit the judge, who,
after the raking the Major got in these columns for incon-
siderate and glaring work, seemed determined that none
but dogs of true English setter type should have any of the
money. This dog Edge Mark has been doing some winning,
and although he is by no means a bad one I think we have
heard quite a lot of nonsense about him. He is a white,
black and tan, flecked, standing on good forelegs and feet.
Head not clean cut below the eyes and lips, near nose, not
hanging just right (too tight); quarters and second thighs
rather light; hocks too far from the ground; stern should
be shorter; somewhat short from hips to set of stern;
ribs not sufficiently sprung. He is at present too light in

j

flesh, but taken all in all, I like him better than Ranger.
Tony Gladstone, vhc, is ail out of condition and should have
been left at home. Mr. Davidson was generous to give him
a card and he was clearly out-classed by Edge Mark, who
was in the next kennel to him. Fair type of head, eyes a
shade or two light, good lengthy neck, proper shoulders,
stands back a bit at knees (which in his present bad condi-
tion may result from weakness), might have more depth in
middle, back ribs not deep enough, long, badly carried stern;
coat hard and dry. I would have put him out of the ring as
not in flt condition to be shown. Rex, he, is a big, upstand-
ing, pretty dog with dish face, wrong eye and expression,
bad feet, open coat and a very spaniely appearance in front.
He was in elegant condition but is not a show dog. Flush,
he, is a big, coarse dog, heavy in .skull, none too good in
ears, very straifiht and bad behind and cut away below the
hips. His good bone, forelegs and feet won him notice.
Glen Belton, he, was described in the New York report. He
has come on some since then. Young Gath, Jr., e, isa'
white, black and tan, good in chest, forelegs and feet, but
bad at both ends. His Grace, e, is a big, coarse, white and
lemon without a pedigree, which is not the greatest draw-
back. Forest Tatton, c, is not in good condition, especially
in coat, or would surely have been higher on the list. Too
high and straight in hocks, loin not well turned, fair good
head, legs and feet and not without character. Among the
unnoticed ones Prince Hasty is fairly good in skull and ears,
but defective in ribs (too flat), lour (light), knees, quartew

(narrow), stern (too long), and the left foreleg appears to
have been injured at some time. Dover is a red dog with
feather on legs and stern. Leo M. is one of the old native
white and lemons, short in neck, weak in head properties
and lacking in true character. Paul H. is a better dog than
Rex that got a c. card, albeit rather coarse and sour in bead
and shallow in middle, good forelegs and feet. Spot is a
white and liver showing ."spaniel character and having a note
book full of defects. Royal Arthur, big in name but light
in setter quality, is bad in head and coat. He has a lovely
butterfly nose, all well enough in a circus horse, but not the
right thing for the English setter class. Prince Edward
belongs in the same category. Bitches were a rather mixed
lot and judging the class was the hardest kind of a task.
Blue Nell, that has found a coat since Hast saw her, was
finally put aside for first. She has gone in cheeks and is too
bad in front legs and feet to suit me. Albert's Nellie, second
prize, is not of the same type as many of Mr. Davidson
winners, but she showed fewer structural defects than any-
thing in the class, and for this reason, combined with the
fact of her showing quality and strength for her size, I

would have placed her first on this occasion. She is

an undersized white, black and tan with flecked
body. Stop and below eyes not clearly defined, good
neck, eyes a shade light, expression not quite right,
rather long from the knee down and inclined to stand back
at the pasterns; fair good shoulders, good neck; set of legs
might be better; stem a bit too long, but well carried;
hocks too straight,; very small, but not weedy. Blue
Jennie, third prize, is a taking-looking one. She has just
raised a litter and is very soft and flabby, besides being too
fat. My note book says: Muzzle and below eyes not clean
cut; good skull; head well set; plenty of bone; not quite
straight in front; good back; strong loin; stifles and hocks
not right: tail not well carried: does not move well behind:
proper coat; shows quality: catchy. Jessie Noble III., re-
.serve, possesses quite a number of good points. She is a blue
belton of modest manners and showed up badly in the ring.
Coat not free of curl; not right below the eyes; lips, near
no.se, not hanging well; eyes might be better; fair good
body, legs and feet; stern not very well carried; shows qual-
ity.' In the condition in which the third prize winner was
shown I think this bitch should have gone ahead of her.
However, she acted badly in the ring and out of it, and
tasked my patience to get a fair description of her. Flirt,
vhc, was not on the bench, neither could I find her. Quite
a number of dogs have a bitter dislike to my pen, and possi-
bly she is one of them. Maud Noble, vhc, is handicapped
with a small yellow eye and poor expression, but she is a
strong, sound bitoh, with good body and correct legs and
feet. She may not be able to beat the third prize winner
when that bitch is in tip top condition, but I think that in
the present condition of both dogs Maud Noble should have
been ahead. Katie Howard, vhc, is a blue belton, by Count
Howard out of Princess Phoebus, blood good enough to build
a kennel on if judiciously used. Will it be? A neat head,
spoiled a bit by slight fullness below the eyes; legs not in
good position; not perfectly straight in front; feet inclined
to turn out; light in bone, coat in fine condition; good top;
straight in hocks; deep, well-formed chest; moves fairly
well; if right in legs would take a good one to beat her.
Lady Snowflake, c.-, would be improved by white face mark-
ings. Her black head and muzzle, edged'with tan, does not
add to her appearance, and has the same eft'ect as a black
head on a fox-terrier. Feet and pasterns moderate; heavy
in front; hocks too much bent and showing weakness; down
a bit behind shoulders. Princess Novel, he, as she stands
to-day is not clean cut in face; yellow eyes; stands back at
knees; well-turned body: coat short and inclined to be
woolly; hocks too high and straight; a big, roomy bitch,
somewhat coarse throughout. Puppies, with the exception
of the winner, that will never become a crack, were a miser-
able collection; and surely it is time breeders stopped to
think what they are doing." Hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars have been invested in English setters during the past
ten years, and it is humiliating to have to admit that we
have accomplished so little in the way of improvement.

IRISH SETTERS—(MR. DAVIDSON).

Report by Mr. Mason.
Certain owners and reporters have been telling us since

the New York show that Irish setters are improving. Such
statements are easily made, but the man does not live who
can put forth evidence to support them. There is not a high
class Irish setter dog on the bench to-day and with Molly
Bawn out of condition there is not a high class bitch. Look
at the classes and then go back to the time when Jarvis
with Elcho, Jr., Wenzel with Chief and Tim, Pierce with
Glencbo, Roberts with the typical-headed Bruce, Clarke
with Blarney and Dunphy with MoUy Bawn (at her best)
appeared at the shows. It needed an Irish setter to win in
those days, and dogs that could not possibly have done bet-
ter than vhc. are now winning, and in some cases winning
ea.sily. Breeders were on the right track but it vs'as all too
good to last. A handful of breeders with a correct idea of
type raised the breed to a high level of excellence, and now
that they have relaxed their efforts the beginner is having
an inning. The result we see. New York showed a marked
falling oft' in the quality of the exhibits. It was the same
at Boston, although there were plenty of dogs. The chal-
lenge classes were represented by Max A,, Kildare, 'W'inuie
II. and Ruby Glenmore. Max'A. I have criticised before,
but dogs, like other things, are apt to change with age and
conditions, so I will go over him again. Rather plain about
stop and below eyes, but not a bad head, it lacks that clean
cut, bony and neat appearance which one likes to see in this
breed, shows some jowl and too much neck skin, ribs not
sufficiently sprung, loin should be more arched, hocks
rather high, good straight legs which are going a bit at the
pasterns, would be better if shorter from knee to ground,
eyes and ears about right, good coat, carriage correct, a dog
of good size and showing some quality. His color is about
right. Kildare, in his present condition, was rightly placed.
He is a good topped dog. better in skull than Max, has well-
placed ears and if put in tip-top shape would crowd and
maybe beat him. Defects: Shows some throatiness, shoul-
ders not first rate, not perfectly straight in front, out of con-
dition, especially in coat; decision on this occasion correct.
The bitches have been criticised recently.
Inchiquin, first in dog class, was very fully and carefully

criticised in my New York report. I see nothing to change.
He was in grand shape. Dan Mylrea, second prize, is a new
one to me. He is defective in skull (too flat), ch eeks(too full),
muzzle (not clean cut nor quite right in lips), eyes (too light),
and he might be better in chest (it's a bit wide), straightness
in front and also in hocks. He is a useful-looking customer,
not rangy enough for an Irishman (running too much to the
English type), but he has a strong, .sound frame, plenty of
bone, good feet, a nice coat and a flne color. Beau Bruminel
has been temporarily injuredm one hock, he was light inflesh
and dull in coat. Those who have circulated the report that
he is a cripple should be careful lest they hurt themselves
more than the dog or his owner. For criticisms see New
York show report in Forest And Stream, March 5, and in
addition to defects therein noted add too straight in hocks
and lacking width through thighs and second thighs. Jacque-
minot, reseiwe, was second at Boston last year. Head ratner
plain and coarse, though not actually bad, eyes a shade light,
better than average ears, rather long from knees to ground,
feet inclined outward, loin too short, falls too much from
hips to stern, carriage of stern not perfect, color on and
about quarters too light. Bluff, vhc, I did not find on the
bench. Blaze, vhc, not clearly defined in stop, ears of good
quality and well .set, eyes rather light, a fairly-good head,
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falls a 'hit beTiind shoulder, loin strone; but rather short,
knees Tiot just right, eood feet, straight behind and hocks
too hieh, enousaih bone, color fair, leggy, head and feet his
best points. Huntington, he, was second at New York, and
was here looking worse, especially in coat. (Tien Jarvls, he,
was second at Pittsburgh under the same judge, bul. must
have been in poor company. He is, hov\ever, only a puppy
and his coat alone in its present condition is boTiud to beat
him in a fair class. Head of good length, but not right in
stop and a bit plain, forelegs and feet very bad, leggy, flat in
loin, stands hadly, too wide behind, skull the best part of

him. will not be a show dog. Minstrel, he, was at New
York. Duke, c was not on the bench, Glen, c, is plain,
light, in eyes, straight behiad, feet too small, lacks quality,
not in show condition. Bpn Hur, unnoticed, is fairly good
in head and has an excellent color, but he is entirely too
small for show purposes. Waif, unnoticed, is coarse and
bad in color. Echo W., unnoticed, is bad at both ends, the
ends commencing from the center.
Hazelnut II., first in the bitch class, is a well-known win-

ner. The judge went very wide of the mark in selecting
Elfreda for .second place, as she was clearly beaten and out-
classed byEudors, that got third. Eudora was fully de-
scribed at New York. Stie crowded Hazelnut II. for first

place. Elfreda is somewhat coarse in muzzle, not clean
cut below the eyes, a shade light in color of eyes, light in
bone, very long from the knees down, inclined to stand over
at the knees, too low at the shoulder for height of quarters,
straiyht behind, no feather or flag, moves very badly when
walking:, coat showing curliness, was exceedingly lucky.
This bitch toolv he. at New I'ork, an award which repre-

sented her real merit. Belle, reserve, is a better specimen
than the second prize winner. Stop and ijelow the eyes not
clearly deflui d. feet inclined outward, too flat in ribs, a bit

slack behind the shoulders, stern should be straighter,

skull too flat. Hammerless, rhc, and another chained near
her were each marked No. 24."), for tliis reason I shall pass
both. Fanny Hazelnut, he , shows quality in head, though
it is too short, too low at the shoulder, position of shoulders
not correct, good feet, does not stand true in front, set of

stern not correct, very straight in hocks, good coat, superb
color. Oaota BeJle, he , is too flat in head, not correct in

stop, shoulders not right, feet and pasterns not strong,
leggy, short coupled, coat not in good condition, shows
some quality, best part of her is back of the loin. Ijai.sy, c,
is coarse in head, curly, shoulders not in good position,

back parts are best. Puppies a very weak class. Ben
Lewis had an Irish bitch along with him bound for Chicago
that could have smothered most of them at this show. She
is owned. I think, by Dr. Jarvis, and I shall expect her to

do some %vinning.

SORDOSr SETTEES—(MK. D A.VID.SO'K).

BcpoH hy Mr. Mason.

As usual thei-e were quite a number of black dogsin these
classes, but verv few Gordons. In the challenge class for

dogs, Ivauhoe, just fair in bead, wrong in expression,
throaty, too wavy in coat and lacking correct type, was
properly placed over his kennel companion, Leo B., who is

very course in head but better than the winner in body and
one or two other places. Becky Sharp in bitches beat Duch-
ess of Waverly very easily. The last named is much above
average in head, bnt is wrong in knees, hocks, neck, ribs

and condition, and her hind feet especially are very bad.

The open class for dogs was conspicuously free of good ones.

Grouse, first prize, was first in puppv class at Boston la.st

year. His head and bone which are just fair are about all

the good I can find in him. Light eyes; ears long and span-
iely; very throaty; not straight in front; shows too much
knee; ribs not right; tuc'ied up in loin; very straight and
stilty behind: sh^illowin middle; hocks much too high; cojit

and shoulders and color passable. Dash L., second prize, is

clearlv inferior to the third prize winner, Tyrus, that should,
I think, have been a rather easy winner of first prize. It is

unnecessary to criticise these dogs again, because they are

well-known winners. Rexmont, reserve, has some white on
breast., is smutty in color, not right in knees, moderate in

coat, not typical in head, and he lacks quality and tiue Gor-
don charficter. Nero, vhc, is rather snort in ear, liaht in

eve and in color, but he beats a number of them in expres-

sion and head, albeit rather plain. R^b II., he, is not a
show di'g. Yap, c, is plain in head, domed in muzzle, span-
iely in front und round in rump; good legs. Ran>ier, e, is

plain throughout; wrong in knee?; high and strrdght in

hocks; narr.W th tough the hips and he stands badly. Cliff

B. is too long in Iront of the eyes, which are small ami
rather light, giving him a wrong expression. Bone plenty;

inclined to st^md over at the knees; good color; doesnotmove
well; coat fair. Carlo lacks In head, neck, color, coat, mark-
ings, knees and feet. Old Jessica, carrying her years very
well, was first in bitches. Like the second prize winner,
she has a head of English type. She does not carry her
stern well, and is not good in color, but she has good bone
and stands well in front. V(-n, third prize, lacks in expres-
sion, position of legs, loin, knees, feet, and she is very defi-

cient m type. Crete IL, he, is not a show bitch. Puppies
a very p\jor lot with not a future winner among them.
Light eyes, long whip tails and plain heads were painfully
conspicuous. Dr. Dixon's team had a walk over for the
kennel prize.

SPAiJIBLS—(MB. -WATSOST).

Beporl hy Mi: Manon.

Here the quality wa? much the same as at New York, a
number of winners at the latter show being hailed winners
at Boston. After having examined the winners at both
shows it is quite evident to tne writer that spaniels, like

pointers, setters and mastiffs, are not making headway. The
challenge class for >ill sorts and conditions of held spiniels,

over SSlbs, weight, bnmght into compptition the Clumber
Newcastle and the well known winners Newton Abbot Don,
Baron and Lady. Newcastle being outclassed the competi-
tion lay between the last three named and the bitch won.
Mr. Oldham, who had charge of Don, thought that dog
should have won easily. Mr. Morris thought the prize at

the mercy of Baron, and'the o.vner of Lady thought the de-

cision correct. There was some kicking and there will be

lots more of it unless the Spaniel Clubtakes the bull by the
horns and clearly deHnes the type of hend that a field span-

iel ought to have. Would it not be a gond move to make
the di.stiDcnon clear, and also provide a class for Sussex span-
iels? Our judges d > not seem to know what type of head a
field .spaniel should have to be a good one, and time and
again one finds overgrown cuckeis winning over dogs which
the writer believes to be of better type. Therp was really no
room for kicking over the awards in this class, because
cocker heads are to tlie front at one show, Sasspx heads at

another, and thehigher, leaner and longer heads find favor

at a third, clearly showing that it is all a matter of fancy.

If Bowers's Maud was a typical Sussex, and I believe she
was, then Lady is clearly defective in head and decidedly so.

If Zulu was a typical field spaniel then Don and Baron are

both of them defective in head properties. As our stand-
ards do not clearly define the head points for the field class,

there need be no wonder that judges fail to agree and that
when in a tight corner they try to keep on the right tack by
selecting the best bodied specimens. When Don beat Baron
at New York the writer indorsed the award, believing as he
does that Don's head comes nearer to what is wanted than
Baron's, and because Don is shorter in leg and fully as long
in body, Don, as shown at Boston, wa,"? not as gooil in body
as Lady, but his head cornea nearer to my idea of a field

-ipaniel's head than Lady's does to either the field or Susse.x

head, and for this reason I would have placed Don first.

There is, however, as surely must be seen, plenty of room

for competent .and honest difference of opinion, and Mr.
Oldham, whom I believe to be a good J-jdge of ."spaniels,
should not be .slow to recognize the fact.

' In~a conversation
I hid with Messrs. Willey and Wilmerding at the New
Y'"ork show I suggested that it would be best for the Spaniel
Clnb to make known its idea in reg-ard to the character of
head that is most desirable for a Held spaniel; and I hope
the club will bestir it.self so that when judging a class like
the one under criticism we may know how to act so as to
give satisfaction to ourselves, if not to the exhibitors.
In the open class for dogs Beverly Negus si mplv smoth-

ered Timbo, a short-bodied, leggy, light-eyed snecimen of
wrong type, but shown in good condition. Negus is in
poor condition, but after the shows be should come on
rapidly and prove a useful dog to Mr. Keasbey. Saybrook
Liss, first in bitches, has a rather coarse head of cosker
type, ears might be better, light in eyes, not quite right be-
hind, a black bitch, whose best points are in body and coat.
Saybrook Dolly is a weak-faced black and tan, light in
eyes, throaty, too high, feet and pasterns only moderate,
not right behind, stern not properly coated, coat too woolly,
but may be improved, good body. She was entered in the
class for blacks and transferred to that for '"other th^n
black," where she took first over her only competitor, Black
Knight, a black dog with white on chest and near forefoot.
This latter is not up to Mr. Willey's usual high class form,
being short and plain in head, wrong in set of ears, defective
in feet and pasterns, moderate in coat and bad in movement
behind.
The challenge class for cockers found .Jersey, Bessie W.

and Rabbi in competition. The lucky winner at Lynn was
here put in his proper place, going down before Jersey and
Be.s.sie W. All are well known. Decision correct. In the
open claas for dogs Obin, de.scribed in the New York re-
port, was first. Sancho Panza. second prize, was not to be
found when I called. Black Duchess, tir.^t in bitches, is a
nice one and held the same position at New York, see re
port. Little Nell, second prize, is some points below her
form. Cheeks rather prominent, lips not sufficiently for-
ward, do with more bone, wrong behind. Lala, vhc, cheeks
too prominent, lips too tight and not deep enough near nose;
eyes too light, travels close behind, but not cowhocked;
rather long cast, stern too high, bad feet, hocks rather
straight, does not move freely. Shasta, he, was not on the
bench. Ilva, he., shows too much stop, lips not right, good
ears, t,ail not shortened, feet open and flat, coat only fair,
not a good one.
In tne class for dogs and bitches other than black Cherry

Boy, the New York winner, was rightly placed over RoUo,
a black and tan mth some white on muzzle. Bad muzzle
and eyes, hocks not first-class; body, legs and feet redeeming
points. Peter, unnoticed, is a long-tailed, toothless, weak-
faced and short coated .specimen. He is a devil to howl.
Ponto is a curly mongrel. If -Juliette has any good points
they are inside and not out.
Clumbers, in the absence of the Ottawa Kennels, were a

poor lot. Old Tyne, Mr. Richardson's once well known win-
ner, was given second, and the rest of the p izes withheld for
want of merit. Now that Clumbers are improving, and we
have one or two good ones, there is no reason why the old
winners of very wrong type should be encouraged.
Only one Irishman showed up, and as he is all out of coat

and condition the judge very properly withheld the prize.
This action of Mr. Watson's broke Ben Lewis's heart and
so the management put on a poultice in the form of a SIO
bill and a prize ribbon, which quickly restored the injured
Benjamin to a normal condition.

FOX-TEEKIERS (JIR. MAYHE"W).
RepoH by Mr. Mamii.

Many years ago—in 1877, 1 think— I was judging at a north
country show with an old Y'"orkshireman. We had given four
or five first prizes to a well-known exhibitor who would not
keep a bad dog in his kennels, when this same exhibitor
brought into the ring another good one. "Let's equalize
things a bit," .said my coHeigue; *-we hnve already given

four or five firsts, and it will give better sati*faciion
to give somebody else an inning." "Not here for that pur-
pose," said I; and the "equalizmg" did not come off. The
judging of fox-terriprs at Boston was evidently done on the
"equalizing" plan, the result being intense dissatisfaction,
which exi-ended even to some of those who got a slice of the
"butter." The judge not only reversed previous awards
made by himself, but tacitly admitted that his dog show
reports nre worthless and th -it his knowledge of dogs is best
described by the letter O. Several of the awards call for a
public explanation. This should be forthcoming without
delay, for as matters now stand some of the work done has
a very ugly appearance. In this opinion I am indorsed by
the judge himself, as will be seen below. The challenge
class' for dogs contained a number of good ones. Indeed, it

was about the best class of fox-terrier dogs that has been
seen in this countiT. Raby Mixer, Dusky Trap, Lucifer,
Riffle and Blemton Volunteer were the competitors, and
the prize was given to Rafli^, the reserve card going to Luci-
fer. These are dogs of the same type, though Lucifer is

more upstanding and has more liberty throughout. He is

of course a vasti better terrier than ever Raflia was or can
be. Raby Mixer was unnoticed, although he beat Lucifer
under this same judge at Boston last year, and the judge
then stated that Lucifer is too short in couplings and cloddy-
looking all through, that the dog was very much no good,
and that he w s dreadfully disappointed iuhim. This same
judge has recently stated that Mixer has letdown consider-
ably, and that he is a better dog than he ever was, which is

true. Lucifer was whelped in 1884, and of course is worse in

mouth than he was a year ago and if anything weaker
looking in foreface. In the i oterpst of the fox-terrier fancy,
justice and fair play, I &sk why was R -iby Mixer put back,
and why was the short-legged and liberty-lacking R^fHe
placed over Lucifer? Here is Mr Mayhew's report, which
was printed in Forest AI<D Stream, April 10, 1890, the week
following the Boston show. Toere can be no dodging
this report, for it bears his own .signature:

Editor ForeKt and Stream:
la compiiane^' wuti your rcqueat I give you notes on the fox-

terriers ill the Bosi '-n "show. T'je challenge class contained Raby
Misev, Blemton Rubicon, Lucifer and Bfiochanal. It was soon
evident the latter was outclaaf-ed, FO 1 disposed of him early in

the contest In order to rnake ttie rf>«»son'^ for my awards tlie

plainer, I will first "f all des'-r'be ih'^ threft remmniog dogrs as far
as my opiuiors of th-m were formed. Raby Mixer has a beer.,

hard, dpfermmeri exxireHsion. wiih a j iw of sufFicient power, good
Bkull, well-shttped and beautiiuUy carried ear.-; his neck is good,
but owing 10 his upright shoulders not so well pla' ed as it would
bedid the shouldrrs lie moreoHiqm; tie has clean, hard, grannly-
formed bone "f excellent sub.stauce, neither too lumhery nor too
light, and stands on close, deep feet; as regards hm front gener-
ally the greafest crank in Christt-ndom could not And fa,ult with
it; his shoulders, as I have previously said, are tuo upright, but
they are cleHU «nd devoi-i of buperflaons musch ; nb.s siroug and
robust: lorn powerful; blndquurters as might be expected from
his shoulders, straight in stifles and stilty, and not quite. nice in
second thighs; his set on of stern is very good indeed, ai.d in out-
line, top and general ma'KC-up to my idea iust what a terrier

should represent, for what is a derraciion in many terrier ra'n's

eyes with regard to him if to nie an attraction, i. e.. his total lack
of any suspicion of squihbiness or cloddinesf; in fact, the height
from the ground so apparent in iiim is to me a feature in his
favo--, and not a blemis.i. His coat is not of nice quality, or of
orihodos profu^enes?, but it is dense and close, and nuite as
serviceable a.s a longer and more fashionahJe one. Blemson
ttuMcon bef'ire I wentm the ring f confess was my favorite as
between himselt and M'ser. He has a strong, powerful J*w, but
a too prominent and pronounced forehead—not domed as I have
lieard ii described—his ears not a nice shane, but his expression
and character are good, of the prononnced Clarke type: neck
nicely arched, deep at tne base and well placed; hone clean, hard
and well formed; his shoulders are oblidue, but pitched too much

forward at tha hl^fle. which makes their mechani.im too loose
and floppy; i-lb? well formed and cgpscious. e,=;pecially tha back
one«; loin too long a"d loose; hindquarrera excel'ent, the muscle
being beautifuilv distributed, with his bocks w^ll le,t down. In
top, set on of stern and gt^neral contour, he has all iho higb-nlass
fiuisVi of his dam, whi-h is sayine: a lot . Hi>s coat is of the fnsh-
ionab'e pi-ofua^nocfl. hut is not •''ense enouah. and when argcred
he puts up h^s haekles in a. yr-ry r.ronou'jced way, whiph, to me. is
not -in additional attraction. In si^e he is .-ibout the same as
Miser, t-hough his extra length of loin makes him apnea'- ,a bigger
and longer-bodied dog. Lucifer I was woefully disappointed in,
as I certainly >iad the impression that bs was the beat of three.
His teeth are n^ne too good, nor is his mouth ievl by any means;
his,law is short and somewhat wef'gp-'^han'>d, skull widn in pro-
porrion, eyes light and UDattractive. In expression and character
he is comm'^n, lacking that hiab-clisp, keen, undeflnable prcp '^ty
which should be found in a fo.^-ferr'er; for. though game enough
looking, there is a .«u«picion of foreign cbaracfpriatica. His neck
is .short and inclined to be ihroaty; bone of sufficient pubsiancp,
but its formation is marred by strong muscle on the outside of
the forearm, .and he falls awav a. bit about the pasterns, so that
when he sta.nd? his front does not prespnt that clean. e%^en appear-
ance so desirable. His s.hou)der= are well placed, but hidden bv
lavers of u-ine'-essary muscle; ribs strong and good, loin, lo my
mind, too abort; pet on of sfrn excellent; hi^riqunrters spoiled
by badly-distributed, knotty muscle. In general outline he is too
sboTt in couplings a.rd cloddy-lookiuK all through; in fact, this
evident shortness of body was a surpi'i.^e to me. as I had never
noticed thi*^ detect in him before. In judging tho ihreedoiis. I
first of all compared Rubicon with Lucifer, and found the f'>rmer
to pcor? jn quality, higher claas character and finish in nearly all
esseutials of a fox-terrier, pspeeially in distribution of mu'scle,
power of head, formitiou of bone, length of bod v. Though the
former is too lorg. I pre'erred thi.'i defTct to the too abort one of
the latter, and only in size, and the way they sto'^d in front had
Lucifer the p'-eferenco. After this Miser underwent the ordeal
of comparison with the white dog. In head, j ^w, mouth, ejrm'es-
sion and charaet'-r, be was tho better r^f the two; in neck, front,
formation of bone, cleanness of shoulders and eeneral distribu-
tion of mu=cle,he had the preference, and only in size and move-
ment could Lucifer beat him.

That dog shows as at present conducted are a royal farce,
no experienced dog man can doubt, but this sort of thing is

going a little too far anrl must be checked. Rachel, the
beautiful, had an easy task in the cballenee class for
bitches, having only Blemton Couseciuence and Blemton
Brilliant to beat. Blemton Brilliant took reserve, although,
I think, the judge has described her as a bad one, and inferior
to Blemton Conseciuence. but this was before Blemton Conse-
quence was sold out of Mr. Belmont's kennel. She was the
better bitch then, and I fail to .see why a change of owner-
ship should make her otherwise now. Mr, Thayer, who had
been deprived of bis just deserts in the challenge cla.ss for
dogs [vide the judge's printed statement), was probably
soothed a little by getting first in the onen class for dogs.
Russlev Joker is the winner's name, and he showed up in
much better form than at New York, where he was looking
very seedy. SMll I thought him lucky in beating the third
nrize winner, Blemton Victor, a grand headed young one
that only needs time. He is light in middle at present.
Why Stard^ns Jack was given second I am at a loss to s^y,
unless it was so that tbe Lyon dechsion in his favor might
look less off-color than it would if be were sent out without
a prize. He has a wretchedly bad head, and his cont about
the neck and withers is long and open enough to suit any
incompetent judge of "wires." Warren Laird, vhc, was at
New York. He is a vastly better dog than Jack, and so is

Blemton Valour, but what good looks the la.st named pos-
sesses will hardly be retained, as he is already getting coarse
in head. Raby Trigger, vhc , is outclassed by Warren Laird,
although placed equal to him. He falls too much in
stop, has a rather plain head, is not good in expression,
does not carry his ears close, and is none too good
in coat. He is an inch too long in the back and although he
can stand straight has a habit of throwing his feet out. He
has plenty of bone, good .straight legs, good feet and can
beat the second prize winner. In my report of the New
York show I said Valour could beat Rttssley Joker. This
he cannot do when the latter is in condition. I think if

Victor had been first, with Joker and Warren Laird next,
and Valour where he was, with Jack and Trigger vhc,
they would have been about right. Blemton Match, he, is

not a show dog, though well bred. He is plain in head, wide
in front, wrong in set of stern and is not straight. Mr.
Logan, Avho has stopped buying Blemton cast-offi, is now
getting to the frou*'. Dona, first in bitches, is one of bis

recent purchases. She was bred by Mr. R dmond.from
Dominie and Avon May. but is not all front, in ffict her
most conspicuous defect—bad feet—is in front. She has a
nice type of head, a shade weak perhaps before the ey s, is

rather large in ears, would do with more bone and shows
slight we-ikness in knees. A little more length in loin

would improve her. She shows lots of quality, in fact more
ciuality than strength and was hard pressed by the second
prize winner, from the same kennel and a winner at New
York. The latter has come on and may yet get ahead
of Dona, whose mouth is going already'. Verdict, third
prize, is of a lower and sturdier type than Ebor Nettle;

I prefer the last named. Both are well knovrn, as are
also Princess and Ros'i Canina. Tunlaw A^illanelle, c,

a rai-e bred one, a trifle weak in face and not very
straight in front, should have been higher on the list.

Princess, unnoticed, is a small, round-headed puppy, wrong
all over. Ebor Dnstv, also uonotice'^, is cheeky and light in

eves, good ears. I did not see her oft' the bench. The New
York exhibitors did not show anything in this class and the
judging was much better th.in elsewhere In the wire-
haired class Mr. Mortimer, of course, gnt all the money with
Suffolk Toby and Suffolk Setthr. Tbe former is rather
light in eye, "not just right in ston orb^lovv eyes, and his ears

are large emiugh. He is also rather wide in front, might be
better (closer) in coat, and he was shown too tat. Settler is

wrong in head, wide iu front, heavy in shoulders and only
moderate in coat. Tic Tac is better in head and ears than
the second prize winner, but he fails in eyes, front and ia
coat. Terrigau, reserve, and Lill Foiler, he, are toyisb,

scanty in coat and wrong in front. The placing of Crack
over Hillside Joker in tbe puppy class was a most
unjust decision. The former has a nasty, long, sheepish
face, wretched stern, beagle ears, low set, and is

not a show dog to-day and never will be. Joker
is rather large in ear, on the coarse side iu head; good
legs, feet and puppy coat. He should have been the easiest

kind of a winner. Warren Dare, reserve, is coarse and round
in skull, bad in hocks, but is fairly good in legs and feet.

His head will always stop him. Dominica iu the bitch

puppy class won all the time from Woodaie Refusal, who
equals her only in coat and strength of limbs. Woodaie
Reva, he, is coarse in head, cheeky, wioog behind and mod-
erate in feet. Of all the puppies shown only Dominica will

prove a winner in good company, though the second pri^e

dog may be heard from again. Rachel won the special lor

best of all classes, and the Blemton Kennels won the ken-
nel prizes. The award iu favor of Mr. Mortimer's wire-

haired terrier for best in the open class was as absurd and
unjust a decision as was ever made in a fox-terrier class,

Further comment is unnecessary. Such judging acts as a
boomerang, doing far more injury to the judge than to the
wronged exhibitors.

MASTIFre—(E, H. MOOEE).

Mr. Moore handled this breed, making hi.s d&jut as a
jurlge, and I am sorry that there was not a larger and better

"entry; but .wnehow the mastiff classes have been poor all

through the circuit, and if it was not for two or three ken-
nels vrhich have been more or less represented, the quality
of dogs, like those in the collie classes, would have shown a
palpable falling off. Ilford Chancellor was here in the chal-

lenge class, and with his kennel mate, Lady Goleus, they
I were the oiily representatives in their classes. In open dog«
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a very poor lot came forward, and the jndc;e rightly with-
held the first and second prizes, giving thii'd to DuKe, who
has a head of the old type, too long, nicely formed ear, ex-
cellent eye, is coase in cnat and pasterns Vea1^. This dog
created additional interest in himself from the fact that
over his stall was a notice that he was kept free from fli'as

by the use of "Knock 'Km Stilf" soap. Numa Pompilius,
reserve, a great name but a poor mastiff. He has a poor
expression, a long mu7zle and light eye, carries bis ears
badly, his feet turn out a bit, and he is inclined to be
reached backed. Nicholas, he, has also a ''long head," ears
set on too high, has a fairly good front, is light in body and
a hit straight behind. The bitch class was^just as good as
the other was bad, and certainly no finer class of bitches
could be brought together just now. Cambrian Princess
was out of shape, heavy in whelp and thin. It was a qires-

tion of putting her down the list, as the .iudge could not
give her first, or sending her out without a roentinri; this the
judge had the kindness to do. The fair owner, however,
thought otherwise, and was unwise enough to create a scene.
Such practices are reprehensible in a man and much more
so in a woman, as the judge has no defense. For the win-
ner Mr. Moore picked out Caution's Own Daiighter, indors-
ing the Baltimore decision; Miss Caution coming next,
owned by the same kennel, third going to Madge Minting,
who has'a fairly well shaped head, ears faulty, is full in eye,
feet too long .and open, nice body, and is" good behind,
though a bit light in bone. Lady Beatiiee, vhc, is small,
knuckles over in front, not enough breadth of skull, is well-
ribbed, but is in poor condition: just off a little, we were
told. Ingleside Cambrian Princess, faulty in muzzle, ears
not right and hiudlegs could be better. In puppies, Mon-
adnock, a bit dish-faced and round in skull, too round in
barrel and not depth enough, faulty in quarters and tail,

came in for first, with Beaufort, Jr., second, This dog we
did not see. Ingleside Princess took the reserve card, and
Dake II., faulty in head and front, vhc.

ST. BERKARDS—(H. W. LACY).

Grim death had been busy in the St, Bernard ranks and of
all the bright array of these dogs seen at New York, six
weeks since, very few were on hand. Two of the best, Ben
Lomond and Alton, have passed over and Sir Bedivere and
Hesper were on the sick list. On the other hand, it was a
pleasure to see the frisky condition in which the Lady Liv-
ingston and Sneefweil was in, also Miranda, who, though
losing flesh, stands it well. The challenge dogs were absent,
one dead the other sick. lu the bitch division Lad.y Liv-
ingston beat Manon nicely in size, bone and length, Miranda
getting the reserve, Lady Wellington absent. In open dogs,
Alton having died left Lord Melrose to do the honors of the
kennel, this he did well, for he was looking much bptter
than at New York. Scotch Bouivard, se<'ond, has a nice ex-
prc'ssion and markings, muzzle would do with more depth,
eyes be darker, chest wider, rather poor in flesh, nice coat
and good bone. White Chief, third, is a well-boned active
dog, coat needs attention, has good volume of skuH, a
rather blunt plain muzzle but good depth, his light bulgv
eyes and too much hair spoil his expression altogether, ears
could also be carried better. Bruce, reserve, has a curly
ccmt, is a bit houndy in head but of good depth, has ex-
cenent bone but is inclined to be straight in stifles. Hesper,
Jr. is a bit plain-faced, muzzle snipy, nice skull, not enough
blaze, a bit stout in body but a good mover. In bitches
Lady Livingston's promotion to thechallegne class let Lady
Sneerwell in for first, followed by the nice quality bitch
Melrose Plinella, whose only fault "is a hardly deep enough
muzzle and a badly carried tail, carried on the back like a
watch spring. Ellen Terry, third, though faulty in head-
long and not enough stop—still her good legs, bone, body
and coat served to put her over Moore's Lady Melrose, re"-

serve, who though better considerably in shape of head
loses in front, hindlegs and body. Princess Saffron, vhc, is
small, lacks bone, is a bit we~ak in pasterns, not enough
skull, is a trifle dish- faced, but has a nice look of quality,
being nicely marked. Gundred, he, who has a fair head,
though a bit long-faced and flat, was shown lame or would
have got another letter. In puppies first went to the li<rht-

colored Mount Zion Guy, the second winner at New York
and improving, he was an easy first, followed by Countess
Bedivere, whothouah plain and long-faced has an excellent
body and bone, is almost white in body color. Rex Boni-
var," third, has a fine head but loses in bone and straight-
ness of front. Prince Draco, vhc, has a light shelly body as
yet, feet turn out, pasterns being weak, muzzle long "and
light and big in ear. Noble, vhc.,' is not ribbed up enough,
dips behind the shoulder, coat is a bit curly, has a fair head,
is straight behind but possesses good bone.
In smooths, some very fine stock was shown. The well

known Beauchamp was the only entry in his challengeclass.
So was Cleoparra in hers. Both looked well. In open dogs
a good one in Belisarius was shown. He has an excellent
head, splendid front, well boned, but is hardly ribbed enough
but depth of body good, excellent action; his color, his
worst fault, a light brindle, but well marked. Duke of
Snarta, he of the honndy h^ad but excellent body ajid leg?,
came next, with Viscou'nt Ebrington, very nice in front but
a trifle cowhocked and weak behind, second. Patrol, third
in novice class at New York, vhc He lacks markings and
is faulty behind. la bitches, that sweet-headed and full-of-
quality bitch Empress oi Contoocf^ok was a good winner
over Burton Belle, as at New York, where both were
described. Mr. Green was so pleased with this bitch that he
did himself the pleasure to take her in the ring when shown
against Cleopatr.i for the special. Nora, third, was the
puppy and novice class winner at New York. She is long
in muzzlp, shows a little too much coat, h.ns excellent limbs,
but is a bit flat ribbed. Nun Nicer, vhc, is small. In pup-
pies. Viscount Ebrington won nicely over Nora. Fannv.
vhc. is narrow in head, muzzle not deep enough and bone
too light, ears too large, tail faultily canned, but has nice
body and limbs. Belmont III., he, I did not find in his
stall. An excellent dog on the bench was Keeper of Contoo-
cook, seemingly a very good specimen of the smooth order,
one that would give the best some fun. Why he was not
shown is a mystery.

GREAT DAKES— (H. W. LACY).

These classes were poorly filled, the New York winners,
Pascha and Nero, being the best in dogs, vhc. going to
Roland If., a harlequin, light in bone and snipy-muzzled.
In bitches Flora Florida won again over Flora;" these two
have been repeatedly described, and Fitz, vhc, is too
cloddy and short-headed.

DEERHOUI^DS—fH. W. LACY).

Qrute a nice display. In the bitch challenge class I
thought Rainona beat Wanda in head, coat, front, bone and
hind parts. Ol.ga loses behind. In open dogs a rattling
class showed up and first went to the despised dog at Lynn,
which I found to be one of the best legged ones yet seen, ex-
cellent head, shoulders and quarters, might be a bit better
in ribs and depth of body. Douglas loses in hocks. Allen
Breek, reserve, has been described: beats Warrior iu head
and front. Duncan, he, loses in bone and head. In bitches
Hiked the light-colored one, Sylvia, better than her kennel
mate, Ruth; has a better front, head, quarters and hindlegs.
Loma Secunda, vhc, is well known, loses in bone and head
to the others. A promising pup. Hillside Robber, built
much after the style of Hillside Harold, was alone in the
puppy class.

GREYHOITNDS— (H. W. LACY).

Gem of the Season and Maud Torrington met iu the chal-
lenge class, the dog's better hind parts and ribs placed him
in front. In open dogs Charles Davis scored his first win of

the circuit, his old antagonist being out of the way, the
ruther plain, soft-looking Scudding Cloud, handled by an
old exhibitor, Mr. H. W. Smith, whom we were pleased to

see still knew how to "set" them, came next, he has a nice
head and i-ibs, might be better in loin but boasts a good set

of legs. Glaucus, vhc, loses in bone, head, ribs and hind
muscling to him. Demon, he, is too coarse and loosely put
together, and long in couplings. Imperator by some mis-
take was either not iu the ring or was sent out by mistake
by the steward, as when I came round to take notes I found
a" fine hound but no mention card up, though too short in
body his fine front-, nice head, neck, ribs, quarters and
general look of quality entitled him to he, at least, though
he was shown otit of shape. In bitches Lady Clare, a
stronger built bitch than Spinaway, who loses in'ribs, quar-
ters and head to the former, was placed first and the latter

a good second, she is hardly in .good shape yet. Spice, vhc,
loses in ribs and body and is not let down enough iu stifles,

nice head and ears. A nice lot of quality was apparent in
these classes.

BEAGLES—(W. STE"5VAPvT DIFFENDEKFFER).

As predicted, the show of beagles in this hotbed of the
fancy was excellent, for like their ancestors of old in their
fight for independence, they were bound to show that they
were justified in having some say in loersonal matters. The
judge had no easy task, and all things considered, got
through his work very creditably. A word may here be
said about measuring." That an injustice was don'e one dog,
Clyde, I am pretty sure, a.s the cross bar was used upside
down, which made a difference of nearly half an inch, and
as the dog was only just over the twelve inch, the half inch
was an important item, and when the mistake was found
out the class should have been rejudged, but the judge had
gone home. Frank Forest again succeeded in downing
Little Duke, it's a mere matter of opinion. Fitzhugh Lee
was shown too fat. In open dogs a pretty sight was formed
in the ring, and a new aspirant came forward in Brittle, a
nicely formed little fellow, cobby, good coat and front, eye
a bit prominent, and hardlv clean enough in throat, excel-
lent movement. Tony Weller, well-known, came next;
loses in front and head to the other. The Rambler, winner
at Lynn, took third; he is not so good in front, and skull
and muzzle are both faulty, but he is a nice shaped little

dog of true beagle type. Don, vhc. , was the winner at Pitts-
burgh, and described then. About twenty bitches dashed
into the ring in the next class and gave the gentleman from
Baltimore sompthing to think about, and in placing the
winner he was not far wrong, though I must deprecate the
practice of giving every dog in the class a mention however
good they may be as a whole, as it detracts from the merit
and honor such letters should convey. Mr. Dift'enderffer
evidently has a kind heart, so we will do our best to foi'give
him this time, but I am afraid other reporters will not as it

incre.ises their labors more than double. Topsy S. was again
picKed out the winner; she was spoken of in Lynn report,
where she won; her coat is soft, but hor understandings are
good. Second went to Countess .Juno, who carries a little

too much bone, but legs and feet are of the best: muzzle is a
bit lon.g, is not clean enou,gh in shoulder and neck, nice skull,
ear and action, a rather coarse little bitch but ot good type.
Reserve went to Twintwo, who.se excellent legs" and body
can hardly offset her lengthy head and longish model when
alongside' those of better type. Among the vhc. division,
which numbered six. Lonesome is a fairish bitch, faulty in
head and front; Glenrose Topsy has been described; Dixie I.

is a little on the large size, too straight-faced, a bit coarse,
and is wide in front, good action and carriage of stern;
Fanny is a bit coai-se in head, stands wide in front, ears not
right, excellent hone and action; Oakview Juliet is a bit
pinched in muzzle, coarse in ear and hardly true in front, a
nicely-put-together bitch with good expression andcaiTiage.
In the he lot came Gypsey Forest, too prominent in eye and
brow, not depth of chest, fair coat; Mollie, out at elbow, too
foxhoundy a head, good loin and coat; June Rose, faulty in
face, fair front, soft in coat; Forest Queen, long in head, ears
too oloodhoTudy, poor feet, is nicely ribbed, soft in coat and
a bit too straight behind; while a beagle should not be let
down like a grevhound, still there is a happy medium; Bess
K. is large, weak in pasterns, has a good coat, is too long in
head, but gets along in good style. In under 13in., first

went to Btssie, a moreeobbily built one than Bannerqueeu,
but loses in bone, coat, muzzle, and type of head to the
latter. Cappie. vhc., and Dixie II. are just apologies for
beagles, there is nothing to them, and though they may
make excellent carriage pets I like a beagle that take's some
following. These sort would do for Hyanuis, wher? the
going is necessarily slow. In dog puppies, Forest Prince
proved the winner over King Kel. who we rather thought
the better, his feet turn out a bit, muzzle could be better,
has a good co.it and f^ir ribs, good bone, but not so good in
head as the winner. Little Rock is poor, light-boned and
sharp-faced. In bitches, Daisy IL, first. I could not find,
and Fannv Lee is a bit long-faced, has a nice front, coat soft
yet, ears nicely formed. Altogether this was the finest dis-
play of beagles ever seen together in this country, and shows
conclusively that the N. B. C. is now a club that can make
its voice heard in any premium list, for their list of specials
overtopped those of any other breed.

FOXHOUNDS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

These dogs showed up well too, but type was very diversi-
fied. Before another season comes round it would pay
some one to impoi^t say two couples of English houna.s

—

good ones, something that will give people an id^a of the
type, and when showing for a kennel prize make a good sort
of appearance, in open dogs the winner was Waltham
Jevvel, a bit long cast, nice legs and feet, but not depth
enough of chest, dog more on the American type. Deacon
was at Lynn last week, and Andy S., vhc, "bad the best
head in the class, coat too S'jft, though fair legs and feet.
Prince, he, good body, legs and feet, and should have been
higher up; head a bit coarse but of good shape. Hunter B.
is loaded in shoulders and very throaty, is weak in pasterns
and coat too soft, but has a good body. In bitches Bess has
a good front, a soft coat; in fact many of tuese hounds lack
the hard, wet-resisting coats that these dogs should have;
the texture of a hound or beagle coat is distinct from any
other. Nell, set'ond. is faulty in front, but has a nicely
formed body. Dixie is pinched in muzzle and none too true
in front.

POODLES— (H. W. LACY).

In the absence of Dexter, Bsx-ri had a look iu for first

which he won hands down, followed by Nell, who though
small is of good type; they are both old winners: both of the
coats could be improved in texture. Mont?, reserve, is of
nice form but faulty in skull and coat too woolly. Aida,
vhc, loses iu loin an"d coat.

BULLDOGS—(,JOHN E. THAYER).

After the enterprise shown by the Bulldog Club at New
York and Baltimore I think it was very bad taste to sa}'' the
least, to boycott this show on account of a breed which,
while it may usurp some of the rights of the bulldog, is not
likely to make much progress outside of Massachusetts;
and the W. K. C. have just as much right to make a class
for this breed as any other club has to give specials to the
best liver dog with yellow eyes, owned in such and such a
town. Mr. Tluiyer, as the pi"oneer of good bulldogs showing
in this country and a prominent member of the club, cer-
tainly deserved better treatment, and theiraction is u blotch
on the bright escutcheon of thi-s club. Iu the challenge
class Harper was the winner and alone. Iu open dogs the
plain-faced, but good-skulled Carisbrooke was returned the
winner over Ziz, who, while he has a nice head and wrinkle.

is not out enough at shoulder, fair body. Jack Horner,
third, is only a fair one, not out enough in front. In bitches
The Graven Image scored an easy win over Psyche, who
losses to her in jowls, skull and front. Puppies were ab-
sent.

BULL-TERRIERS—(R. F. MAYHEW).
An excellent gathering. That good bitch Attraction had

little difficulty in disposing of Jubilee, whom she beat in
head and front. In dogs, Prince Bendigo. a bit out in front
and inclined to be cheeky, was the winner, with Dick Whit-
tingtoh, whom I prefer in head, second; Dufferin, a short
faced dog and none too good in front, getting reserve. King
of Hearts, faulty in head and not true in front, vhc. Top-
sparkle, a bit spiky in muzzle but truer in front and body
than either of the last two, he Greenhill General is a bit
cheeky and open in feet, but his excellent limbs, body and
ciuality .should put him higher. In bitches. My Queen had
to give way to that good bitch White Violet, who, though
undershot a trifle, beats the other in muzzle aud body,
shorter. Countess Nell must have been put back on sccount
of being undershot, The smart Little Donovan beat Stan-
ley Bill again in puppies, with Stanley Belle reserve. These
were all described at Lynn. An excellent show of round
heads was on hand, and now that a club has been formed
and a standard is to be formulated, they will very likely re-
ceive recognition and become a recognized breed, though I
think their encouragement is more likely to hurt the bull-
terrier fancy than the bulldog.

DANDIE DINMONT.S—(H. W. LACY).

First went to Laddie, who is better in head, length of jaw
and body than Solway Queen, both are wroug in front, too
dachshundy, and Gypp V. is snipy muzzled, weak in loin
aud wretched behind, hocks fairly knuckle in. The owner
of these do,gs, Mr. Brooks, has commissioned Frank Dole to
get him a pair of good ones in England, so this hreed may-
look up yet.

IRISH TERRIERS—(H. AV. LACY).

Breda Bill had the challenge class to himself and Mars
had little difficulty in accounting for Shaun Boy, who is a
bit coarse, too wide in front, has a fair coat. 'In bitches
Dunraurrey beats Nora S. in head, Nora's coat has still that
very wiry feel about it, but I could And no evidence of arti-
ficial hardness so let it go again; if I had the touch of a
Helen Keller I might know more. Nancy II., large, falls
away in muzzle, head thick and short, coat good, a little
cloddy throughoiit. In puppies Breda Choice, a bit too big
but of fair type, won over Mickey Free, who loses in head
and front.
Black and tans will be reported by Mr. Mason at my re-

quest. In looking them over again on a clean board 'floor
and in good li.ght f preferred Prince Regent to Salisbury,
though as they were shown in the ring Salisbury was tnier
in front.

Sir Stafford was the only Skye and looked himself, as
usual.

YORKSHIRES—(H. W. LACY).

Toon's Royal, looking in good coat, was alone in the dog
class, and Wad ford Leah, with her better tan, only just
beats Venus, whose cloudy head coloring was against her,
though she is more even in head color than the other,
though too dark. This decision of course may be reversed,
but there is room for difference of opinion, but as the rich,
clear tan on the head is, I think, more difficult of attain-
ment than the body color I gave more importance to it in
this case. Fish pool Gem won in the small class.

PUGS— (H. W. LACY).

These were poorly represented, Vesta being the onl}^ good
one, and she easily accounted for Nellie Bly, who is shown
now in better shape. In dogs Prince II., wretchedly longin
muzzle, but so much better in ear, front, body and curl than
the next, Fritz Emmett, that he got the ribbon. Budge,
better in type of head than the others, but too fat and large,
took vhc in bitches Cassina had little difSculty in dispos-
ing of Nellie M., whom she be its in skull, muzzle, ear and
general carriage, though she has a black face.

TOY SPANIELS—(H. W. LACY).

In the challenge class Nanki Poo, a well known Jap, was
the only contestant, Exeter Beauty being absent. Iu King
Charles spaniels the prizes were withheld, Don Pedro, who
had a fair skull, bat a muzzle one could lean upon, was
given c. In a mixed class Chiug II, , a nice little Jap. a bit
long-faced, scored easily over the Ruby, Victoria, who beats
Rebie in skull, muzzle and body. Several schipperkes were
shown and I placed them as near to the standard as I eotdd,
never having seen an acknotvl dged good one. In the mis-
cellaneous cla-ss for heavy weights I tried for the Airedale,
but as Mr. Watson pulled him to pieces till there was little
left of him, I concluded I knew uothmg about them, and so
looked round for a familiar race, aud spying old Bertrand,
the basset, plumped for him aud gave what i pre.sumed was
a Mexican hairless second prize, but I was afterward in-

I

formed that it was a Japanese hairless, the distinction in
favor of the Jap being nine hairs on his forehead. I was

,

very pleased to hear that, especially as the weather looked
threatening. Vhc went to the Airedale Ajax. wno is not
good iutront and muzzle too weak and is short-faced. In
small ones Topsey, a nice M:dtese, won, a poorish Bedlrng-
ton took second and the Boston show was again counted
among the events of the oast.

[Mr. Mason's criticism of the collie and black aud tan ter-
rier classes will appear next week ]

SPECIAL PRIZE LI'ST.

Best exhibit of 4 or more masfiflf-s Flour City Kennels. Best
AmericaL-bred smooth St. Bci-naid dog- ovtr JSoios., Dake of
Sparta; bircn, Kmpress or C inioociob. Umier ISmos.. dog, Vis-
coum. Jibringtou; biich, Nora. Rough, over ISmos., dos. Lord

'• Melrose; bitch, Moore'd L idy M dr.se. Best estiiblt of -l or more
rough or 4 or more smooiu St. Bernards, Mo^re. Best kennel of
i or more liehi, cocker or Clnmber spaniels. Keasbr. Best spaniel
in show, K^aslij '.s Lad\ . Collie specials: CluD m-dal for be.si stud
dog. The Squire. Silver medal for best collie in open class, Ros-
lyn Dolly. Bi ouze i-lub medid lor second be.«t. sime cooditious,
Roslvn Conway. Best kennel. Chestnut Hill Kennel. Presi-
dr Ill's cup, VEiUe S550, Msmey Trefoil. Foxteir.er specials:
Best m oppn e)afs, SuQolk Toby. Best in show, Eactel;
reserve. SuBfoJk lohy. Best exhibit. Blemion Kennels. Pointer
specials: Best kennel four or moie. Heath Kennels. Pointer
Club prize for best dog, Pont^a ; lii.ci', Miss MeaUy. The
Pointer Club cup, valuB §100, Revel III. t^ordon setter special:
Best kennel 4 or more, S. S. D'xon. B'^asle specials: A piece of
silver for best- bitcb in puppy class. Fanny L^^e. Same for best
beagle in show. Brittle. Cup for best stud beagle witb field trial
record, Frank Forest; best bitcli with field trial record. Tone; best
bitch that started in tield trials 1?90. Twintwo; be.'tsiud dog with
two of his get, Frank Forest, (-ripsey Forest, Topsv S.; best ken-
nel owned by member of N. B. C, Forest R- agle Kennels; best
dog in open class, Brittle; bitch, Countess Juoo; best dogm puppv
class. Forest Prince. Club cnpfor best couple with field trial
record, Frank Forest, Gypsey Forrest. Cup for 1 est pair iu show,
dog and bitch, Brittle, Uounress Juno. Special for best kennel of
4 under l^mos., Glenrose Beagle Kennels. Best; foxhound dog,
Walrbam Jewel; birch, Bess; beat dog or bitch, Bess. Best kennel
Irish setters, Kildare Kennels.

A GOOD BEAGLE.—Barton, Yt.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I wish to ask the boys through the Forest and

I

SxREAyi who owns a better beagle bitch than my old Skip
(A.K.R. 1067)? Skip is eight years old, has had 73 pups and
raised 61 of them, and has just whelped six. Skip stands
13>.^in., chest measure 24J'^in., weighs 27lbs , and can ran to-

' day as many hours as the best of them, Skip is the dam of
Frank Forrest, Chapman's Tone, Proctor's Skippy and lots
of other good ones we have up here, Skip has never been
shown, but was pronounced by a good judge a prize winner
sure.—Geo. F. Reed.
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DOG CHAT.
THERE is one little item m show management wbich

seems to have escaped the managers this year. This is
a little square platform for each ring. To a iadge these
platforms are of inestimable value to get an uninterrupted
and raised view of the dogs. When it comes down to a
critical question between the merits of two dogs almost
equal, a raised view of the dogs is a great help in arriving at
a con-ect decision.

Mr. G-eo. Thomas, who is so favorably known among the
boys as the manager and chief valet to those "dear" little
Yorkshires, will sail for England after the Cleveland show.
He goes over in the same vessel as Prof. Parker, who takes
his troupe of performers along to delight the Britishers.
George has several commissions to fill for terriers and will
be home in time for the fall shows.

The article iu the Boston Glohe on the principal exhib-
itors and men of dogdom at the Boston show, took mightily,
judging from the number of extra copies that were mailed
even as far as the "tightlittle island."

Pneumonia was busy among both dogs and men at the
Boston show. Ramona, one of Mr. Thaye\''s best deerhound
bitches, was taken sick with it after winning the challenge
prize on Tuesday afternoon and on Thui'sday inoruing was
a dead dog. This is quite a loss to Mr. Thayer, as. of course,
she was a good one to beat .such a bitch as Wanda. Katie
Howard, the English setter bitch, was also taken sick with
it, but whether she pulled throxigh or not we have not
heard. Mr. Morris had her in charge, Joe Lewis having
been called home, as all his family were down with la
grippe.

What's this tale about Sally Brass IT. y We heard she
was ordered to the cellar for skin disease before the judging
and Dr. Glover is said to have expressed an opinion that she
was not fit for tiie bench. Wilcox persuaded him that he
was mistaken and the bitch went back on the bench—and
stayed there. Then went into the ring and won. Sally
Brass H. was in good condition.

Mr. S. S. Hanks, of Bcston, who has been doing St. Peters-
burg, Russia, this winter, comes home about the end of this
month. It will be remembered we cave a list some time
since of the several good fox terriers this gentleman had
purchased. It seems now that Mr. Jeau Grosvenor and he
are iu partnership and intend gettinti together a good ken-
nel of fox-terriers. The first of the bitchfs arrived March
30. This was Grouse II., in whelp to Yenio and due April
15. Damson, a litter sister to Dominie, will come out as
soon as she has been bred to D'Orsay. Another is Brocken-
hurst DuLton. who will sail immediately after being bred
to Dominie. With this blood in the kennel Boston should
soon become a strong fox-terrier centei-, especially with Mr.
Thayer's kennels close at hand. Mr. Grosvenor and his
friend will build a handsome kennel during the summer.

Our latest news from Baltimore is that Hepsey was much
better and is on a fair way to rpcovery. We trust the pups
can also be saved, as we believe they are about the first of
the Scottish Prince's.

On Saturday last we saw Frank F. Dole and Frank Com-
stock off to England by the Umbria. Both looked happy
and had no fear for the consequences. Thev go on the hunt
after terriers. Prank Dole has numerous commissions, and
we doubt if Crui't can hold another terrier show for some
time to come. At the last moment we conveyed an order for
the best pair of Dandies, to be bought for Mr. Brooks, of
Boston. Frank's address will be ear'e of the Stoclp-Keeiier,
1 Hanover street, London.

We had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Ledyard. who is an
enthusiastic beagle man, at the Boston show. He owns
c[uite a nice beagle in The Rambler. He tells us that there
is a movement on foot to form a kennel clitb in Maine, and
no doubt this summer or in the early fall some definite
action will be taken. It is intended to hold shows alter-
nately at Portland, Bangor and Lewiston. Another object
of the club will be to hold field trials for pointers and set-
ters, for they see no reason why they should not; game is
plentiful and the country well adapted, and much nearer to
home for many of the sportsmen than those of the South.

Mrs. Smythe, owner of the Swiss Mountain Kennels, while
at Boston, bought two nice young bitches by Alton from Mr.
Sydney W. Smith. They will be bred to Scottish Prince
before coming over.

The Toronto Kennel Club is booming and many new mem-
bers have been enrolled and they intend holding a members'
show soon. Speaking of Toronto reminds us that the Indus-
ti'ial dog show committee met Thursday last to elect oificers
for the next show. After some discussion as to whether
oflicers of the committee should be allowed to show dogs at
the show, because of some detrimental remarks having been
made last year, it was resolved to flnallysettle this question
at the next meeting, to-day, and the following officers were
elected: C. E. Postlethwaite, Chairman: John Maughan,
Yice-Chairman; J. F. Kirk, John Massey, C. H. Nelson. J.
Henderson, J. Wilson, W. S. Jackson, Gapt. 0. Greville
Harston, Robert Junor, J. G. Mitchener, H. B. Donovan, J.
D. Dilworth. Mr. C. A. Stone was then elected superinten-
dent with the right to publish the catalogue. After a state-
ment of the financial resources of the dog show part of the
exhibition was read it was found that there was s;i,354 to
the good, an unprecedented showing. Messrs. Kirk, Wil-
son, Alassey, Junor, Mitchener and Jackson were appointed
a committee to consider the amount of prize money to be
given and to select the judges. A great show may certainly
be expected next September.

The new Omaha Kennel Club members are getting to-
gether a good lot of dogs. Mr. John H. Short, one of the
officers of the club, has purchased a pair of good beagles
of Bannerman stock. Another is going in for cocker span-
iels, and a Mr. Koster is negotiating for a crack black and
tan terrier. Recognizing the ri.sk of sending East for all
the dogs they want, the club intends, through its members,
to get together goodspecimens of the most fashionable breeds
and by breeding be able to supply the demand for dogs from
the far Western States.

The St. Bernard breeders of this country had taken a
great fancy to Alton and there is little dotibt but that he
would have become a very fashionable sire, as he had already
proved his ability as a stud dog. having among others sired
the crack bitch Alta Belle and Altoua, and was not four
years old when he died. His death is a great loss, both to
Mr. Moore aud the St, Bernard breed. On the Thursday
before his death the doctor offered §1,500 for him, the dog
was improving so much, and then came two days of the
most fearful snowstorm that Washington has experienced
for many years, and this was more than the poor dog could
stand, and on Sunday he went under-. Arthur Triokett, who
staid with him at Washington, never hud his clothes off
from the Saturday of the Washington snow till Sunday the
week following, and naturally he was completely done tip
for want of sleep, having to administer medicine every hour.
Alton was by the great Plinlimmon out of champion Queen
Ju ra, aud therefore royally bred

,

On Friday the children from the Kindergarten for the
Blind were invited to the show, and arrived in the morning
in charge of the Misses Bennett and Phelps. Among them
was Helen Keller and her teacher, Miss Siillivan. Last year
Helen was unable to speak, but this year not only can" she
do so but asked after some of thf winners of last ve.Ar.
While others of the affiicfced children show unmistakable
.signs of not having all their senses, Helen Keller can cer-
tainly give points to many who are infull possession ofthem
in brightness and animation. While in the ring the other
children made no particular demonstration, but Helen was
quite beside her.?elf with excitement till the dogs came in to
be fondled. The first to come was Harper, the bulldog, aud
the good natu.red old fellow just laid himself out to be as
sociable as possible, andthe wavthev mauled himmu.sthave
been trying to any dog. Some Kot him by the head and
others by his screw tail, but he didn't mind it, but just en-
joyed himself. Then Gem of the Season, the greyhound,
came in, and his .spindle legs and long, thin tail rather
puzzled the children, and from their looks they evidently
toimd it hard to determine where he began and where he
ended. The St. Bernards also came in for their share of at-
tention. Helen, asked to place the dogs as she liked them,
put Lord Melrose fii-st, a great Dane second; and of the
smaller dogs the Italian greyhound was given first place. It
rather made one jealotis to see what a favorite among these
children was Mr. Blackwood Fay, their first inqtui-y was for
him, and they were quite at home with him.

The Vredenburgh vs. Peshall libel suit, as we reported
last week, was set for yesterday. It was. however, not put
on the calendar for that day. Mr. Peshall appeared before
Judge Martine, and after explaining that this was his ninth
attempt to have the case tried, asked that it now be disposed
of in order that he might go on with other suits. The Dis-
trict Attorney, for Mr. Vredenburgh, said that it would not
then be tried because "there were witnesses iu Philadelphia
whose convenience should be consulted." The new date
agreed on is April 17, at which time. Judge Martine prom-
ised, it will be disposed of.

Secretary W. A. Coster, of the Eastern Field Trials Club,
writes us that there will be a meeting of the governors at
the office of Mr. F. R. Hitchcock, M Broadway, Tuesday
April 14, at 3 P. M.

A little boy in Bergen Point, N. J., a son of a subscriber
to PoKE.ST AND Stream, was so interested in the account of
Helen Keller that he wrote a letter himself to Helen, inclos-
ing a dollar of his own to the "Helen Keller" fund.

Mr. Francis S. Brown informs us that the Philadelphia
Kennel Club claims the week commening Dec. 14 for their
next field trials.

"Dog Chat" this week must necessarily be "curtailed.'"
La grippe holds us fast and a sore throat stops our bark.

CALIFORNIAN NOTES.
EASTERN greyhound men will have a chance to win a

Lttle money in this State this fall. The Merced meet-
ing will probably offer S.500 for the first money, with S250 for
second. The ]\Ierced boys propose to run their own meeting
this year aud the other club cannot blame them, The work
is all theirs and they should have the glory. After the Mer-
ced meeting, the Occidental Cour.singl'lub willgive an open
meeting at their park at Newark, near San Francisco. The
Occidental meeting will be a sort of consolation meeting for
the losers at Merced. The Eastern dogs will also stan<i a
better chance of winning at the inclosed coursing. It takes
a regular clinker to win at open coursing with such jacks as
are common about Merced.
The premitim list of the California Kennel Club will con-

tain 175 special prizes instead of 150, as I wrote you last
week, and since the list went to the printer we have received
specials to the value of --SlOO more.
At the meeeting of the executive committee of the Califor-

nia Kennel Club held at their rooms March 24, it was decided
to hold the show at the Wigwam, April 29 to May 2 m place
of beginning April 28 as fir.st published, Mr. A. Ru.sseU
Crowell was elected superinteudent. The committee adopted
the finest diploma the writer ever saw. It is a lithograph
about 16 by 20ln. containing an appropriate hunting scene,
6 heads iu profile of various breeds, a pointer (ch. Patti M.),
and the usual reading matter. The committee distributed
144 special prizes, ranging in value from -^1 to ^tiO. The best
pointer in the show wins ^30 cash. Best dog or bitch
in show wins a -$60 portable house. The specials aggre-
gate in value over S1,000. The premium list will be out
March 28. Many valuable specials will be added to the list
before the opening of the show.
The Southern California Kennel Club's show at Ijos

Angeles promises to be an enjoyable occa.sion. The pre-
mium list just is.sued is small, but neat. Ninety-six classes
are provided for, with 45 specials of considerable value, I
think the classification might be improved. Newfoundlands
are given three classes and I doubt if the country contains
three true [Newfoundlands, There are a few smooth-coated
St. Bernards here though, but the club has not provived lor
them at all. The prizes consist of diplomas, and while many
would prefer cash, I doubt if a snow could pay expenses
here if they gave cash prizes. Namquoit.

THE CHICAGO SHOW.
[Special Dispatch to Forest and St^i-eam.]

CCHICAGO, April 8.—The third show of the Mascoutah
J Kenael Club promises to be even a greater success than

the others. Nearly all the well known Eastern handlers are
here witti big strings. Judging did not commence till 11 :30,

a few minutes since. Mastift's, St. Bernards, great Danes,
greyhounds and the sporting classes are especiallj^ well
filled. Pug and terrier classes are as good, if not better,
than at New York. There are six ringsln the two buildings,
but they are small.
The challenge Irish setter class is great. Geo. H. Covert's

purchase of Elcho, Jr., from Dr. Jarvis, puts him surely in
the front this year. Mastiffs show more quality than yet
seen this season. The members of the club are, as usual,
actively engaged, and everything is running smoothly ex-
cepting among the Irishmen. Ruby Glenmore will be pro-
tested for wrong entry. Weather charming and attendance
good. Among the visitors are Wixom, Ghilds, Haldeman,
Lewis, Cody, Difienderffer, Winchell, Hopkins, Jarrett,
Pritchard, Twyford, Pabst, Mortimer, Miss Whitney, John
Davidson, J. J. H. Long, Nelles, J. Bell andother.s.

H. W. LACY.

CLEVELAND ENTTRIES.-The Cleveland show folks
have 441 entries as follows: bloodhounds 1, mastiffs 16, St.
Bernards 33, Newfoundlands 5, boarhounds (Great Danes) 1,

deerhounds 4, greyhounds 10, pointers 66, setters 97, re-
trievers 1. spaniels 37, foxhounds 14, Basset hounds 1, sheep-
dogs 20, Blenheims 3, poodles 2, King Charles spaniels 4,

bull-terriers IS, Russian wolfhounds 2, fox-terriers 31, Irish
terriers 2, black and tan terriers 8, Skye terriers 3, Yorkshire
terriers 7, dacbshunde 3, pugs S3, Bedlingtons 3, beagles 20,

toy terriers 1, Italian greyhounds 1, miscellaneous 6."

THE BENCHING OUR EXCUSE.—Lancaster, Pa.-
Editor Forest and Strmin: In looking over my last issue
of FoBBS'r AUD Stbej^-M I see the report of the Washington

show. And in reading the comments on pointers I see that
you say my pointer dog Duke of Richmond was vhc, and
that he is big and coarse. Now if that were a correct
description of the dog I would not say one word. But it is
wrong. I claim that there does not live to-day a finer look-
ing pointer or a more typical or symmetrical dog than Duke
of Richmond. He has some faults. He is light in eye and
.slightly full in cheeks. But aside from those faults, I claim
him as near perfect as a pointer can be bred, .^t the late
New York show all the sporting papers claimed that all the
crack pointers of America were there. I showed Duke of
Richmond in the open class at that show, and in your report
you say he was commended, but should have been vhc. In
reading further on in your paper I see you complain of the
manner of benching at Washington; and from the informa-
tion I have received from a friend of mine who was at the
show, I am convinced that the fault of the mistake in saying
that my dog Duke of Richmond is big and coarse does not
lay with yom- reporter, and should not discredit your paper,
but the management or those who had the Washington
show in charge deserve to be censured. My friend told me
that he looked for my dog by the number in the catalogue,
and when he got to the bench which had his number on he
found a different dog there. He then started to hunt for
him and found him benched away from the other pointers in
a far end of the building, and on exatnining him found no
number on his collar, or nothing to identity whose dog he
was. This in my opinion accounts for your mistake, and iu
justice to the dog's merit and myself, as his owner, I think
you should correct this mistake in your next issue.—Jos. 11,
Telssler,

"HICKORY" TAKES UP THE CHALLENGE.-EtZMor
Forest and Slrcain: Seeing for the first time the proposi-
tion to run a three-day race for a prize of ^500 from Mr.
IsgrigK, of Carthage, Mo., he to run or have run the market
hunter's dog and I one of mv own at a point eciui-distant
between Boston and Carthage, Mo., it appears to be my
duty to accept the propo.sition. Therefore 1 herewith hand
you check lor 83.50 as my part of the contribution toward
.said prize, and I name Mr, F. R, Hitchcock, of New York (if

he will kindly act), to represent my interests as to what
shall constitute a day's hunt, and to agree upon the grounds
about equi distant between these two points fair to both
breeds. Of course the Eastern rules will govern. Now,
when I state the fact that during the entire season my dogs
have scarcely been fired over at all, and that Nicodemus had
last fall a bad case of distemper, Mr. Isgrigg would appear
to have a walk over, and therefore this race should material-
ize. My own health is such that I will ride when I prefer,
aud ordinary fair shooting weatuer will be counted. The
race will be run in the month of May. I having most prob-
ably previous engagements of April 3 to meet^ The condi-
tion of F. F. v., whom I would prefer to use in this race, and
with whom I made Mr. Avent lay down without restriction
when she was a puppy in Louisiana, on an eight-hour prop-
osition, may be such that I may use Nicodemus, over whom
1 have only killed three Virginia partridges, 1 have, how-
ever, other dogs and puppies I wish to give some practice,
being from sickness unable to do so during the season,
which will give some distinguished kennel a soft snap, pro-
vided the prizes are not put too high, myself not being
loaded with money. Now bring up your strings and I will
try and match thfm, for business is business.—J. R. PtrR-
CELX. [Check for .3250 received and lield subject to Colonel
Purcell's disposition.]

DEATH OF LIST NOBLE.-Philadelphia, Va.-WdUor
Forest and titream: It is mth great regret that I write you
to-day of the loss by death of my English setter bitch List
Noble, by Count Noble out of Fate Gladstone. Last Satur-
day I took List away from her puppies, which were six
weeks old. In bringing her home we were caught in a very
heavy shower of rain and the dogs were soaked. List took
cold from this wetting which settled in the milk glands, and
blood poisoning was the result. Her loss is a severe oue in-
deed; she was one of the most promising field dogs I ever
owned. Being but three years old I anticipated entering
her in the trials this year with every prospect of a success-
ful running. She was a bitch of great speed and endurance
coupled with a wonderful no.se and one of the most eager
hunters I ever saw in the field. She reared all of her pup-
pies, seven in number, by Breeze Gladstone, audit is but
little satisfaction I am able to take in saying that they are
all doing well.—Francis G. Tatlok.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

N. D. E.—A dog belonsing to James She! ton, of Himtington,
W. Va., is sutijeet fo the hallucination that he is constantly sui-
rounded with denizens of the. air. He keep^ up a constant snap-
ping to the right and left, and in front of him. and apparently
.seems to feel that he captures ttie pesky thing at everv snnp. It
is the first disea'e of the kind that has come under my notice.
Except tbis his sanity seems unquestionable. I am of tlie opinion
that the trouble is "all in the eyp." Ans. More likely in the
Biomach. Treat him for worms. Give after twent:y-four hmirs
fast, two pills, in lard, of areca nut, half drachm each, one hour
apart.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.

'TPHE fixing upon the conditions to determine the ownership
the trophy which Mr. Walter Winans has proffered through

FORTSST AND STREAM to the amateur revolver shots of this country
has tieen no easy task and the main discussion seems to have cen-
tered upon the distance. In deciding that 20yds. shall be the
range we have borne in mind the requirements of the largiist

number of shooters. Of course it would be a fine sight to have
all the revolver shooters of the country gathered at Creedmoor on
a fixed day and with long rows of targets in line have a fusillade

of skill all along the front. New \rork and Brooklyn would have
a fine chance at such a place, Boston and Philadelphia might
come in, Chicago and St. Louis would be there only at much in-

convenience, while New Orleans and San Francisco would be
practically debarred. To have a number of outdoor shoots on
various fixed days at various places would introduce all the un-
fairness which now attaches to and makes so unpopular the tele-

eraphic match. One place catches a cold, raw, blustering day,
another a calm, moist afternoon, and at once the element of

weather luck comes in to the discouragement of the hapless
victim and the dftstruetion of all value of comparative merit as
shown in the score.

At 20yds. we can do indoor shooting and have the surrouudings
at any time essentially fair and even. The 20yds. range Is a
mean between Indoor work where the great bulk of revolver
shooting is done and will be done, and the outdoor work on the

great ranges. Again, in consideriug the] practical uses of the re-

volver, 20yds. ia a fair working distance. That a great Oxeft. tar-

get can he hit by a sexwjce revolver at SOOyda. is an interesting
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fact, but it would be sbsurd to use such a target and such a difs-

tanee m a formal championship match. Even in outfioor matches
the authorities at Wimbledon fixed upon SOyds., and with a close

measuring target it is easy enough to determiae the merit of

various shooters down to the finest degre e. With such a system
of string meaaurement for shots, too, it ia a matter of the greatest

readiness to make comparisons with records at other distances.

In all our consideration of the subject we are always mindful
of the fact that our readers and the possible contestants for such
trophies are scattered over the entire country, and that it would
be more gracious to tit the competition conditions to suit the con-
venience of the greatest number and to iucur some trouble and
expense on the part of Forest and Stream, rather than to

grandly bid aJl to appear on a certain day at a certain place and
bar out all who may not find it possible to report. As has been
before stated, the desire is to malie it as broadly inclusive as pos-

Bible. Everybody who has a revolver with which he thinKs he
can make a finer and closer sc-^re than any other shooter, should
have a chance to show his skill. To limit it to service revolvers
such ns ail ordnance board may at some time have designed or

recjiiired, or to bar out all weapons except such as have been un-
improved since they left the factory, would be at once to throw
out the finest target revolvers in the country. Where do we
And a w eapon that has not had its trigger-pull improved or its

sight changed for the better, and as for ammuEition, Gould, in his

capital little book on the Pistol and Bevolver, says: "There is a

general impression among the shooting fraternity that reloaded

ammunition is superior to the factory made. This is doubtless

true if prepared by an expert," audit is fair to asstune that those
who may appear in a championship contest are experts.

When in our issue of March 13 last we sketched ouD the general
rules which we thought sliould be followed, it was for the purpose
as we then stated of inviting criticism. In commenting upon
them Mr. Winans, under date of March 24, writes: "I think the

sketch of the rtiles for the rev^olver competition very good, and I

cannot think of any alteration to be made in them."

CHA.MPIONSHIP MATCH CONDITIONS.

In accordance then with the instructions of the donor we would
fix the following as the conditions of the match for the Amateur
fievolver Championship of America, open to any American citi-

zen or permanent resident.

Any revolver, maximum length of bore, including cylinder,

ten inches.

Auy trigger pull.

Any sight, both sights to be on the barrel or forward of the grip

of the pistol hand.

Any fixed ammuuition.
Cleaning allowed only bBt^veen scores of six shots.

Position standing, free from any artificial support, the revolver
held in one hand only with the arm free from the body and un-
supported in any way. The rear sight shall not be nearer to the
eye thun twelve inches.

Target—Ready measurement disks, one shot on each disk and
the measurement to be taken by mechanical Vernier scale from
center of disk to the center of the shot hole.

Scores—Aggregate of best three in Ave scores, each score to con-
sist of six conseculiA''e rounds. The five scores to be iired consecu-
tively.

Amateur Standing—The standing of a contestant as amateur
and professional to be determined in each individual case by
Forest akd Stream rules.

Where not in conflict with conditions herein, the rules of the
Massachusetts Rifle Apsociation for revolver competitions to

hold. The decision of Fokest and Sxbeam to be final on all

points.

Places of holding the competitions will be fixed, with considera-
tion to the convenience of contestants, and one montn's notice will

he given of exact time and place. It has been already determined
to have competitions at New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chi-
cago. These finals open to all comers, and will be in charge of

the shooting editor of Forest and Stream or his representative.

Preliminarily to the final shoots for the championship, which
wiU be held several months from date, and in order to develop
shooting ability. Forest and Stream will open a season of trial

shooting. The targets for this test may be had free of cost on
application to the office of Forest and Stheam. By their nee
the revolver shot may fix his progress, and the ready measure-
ment feature in them enables a quick determination of the total

number of inches in tht six shots.

Any winner of the trophy shall hold it subject to challenge for

a term of two year?, after which it shall become his personal
property. Upon receiving a challenge the holder shall agree with
the challenger upon a place and date for their meeting not later

than six weeks from the receipt of the challenge, of which meet-
ing at least two weeks' notice shall be given through Forest and
Stream, and the shooting at said meeting shall be under the same
conditions as the original competitions for the championship
trophy. In case of a failure to agree upon a time and place of

meeting they shall be fixed by Forest and Stream.
The trophy shall be deposited in the custody of Forest Ax\d

Stream at least one day prior to any challenge meet, audit re-

quired, holders must give bonds to Forest and Strkajj; for its

safe return.

The holder shall not be required to accept a challeaige pending
the determination of a challenge shoot already under date. In
case of any dispute about the right of priority in shooting chal-

lenges. Forest and Stre.aji shall determine the order of shoot-

ing. All expenses of targets and gallery will be borne by FoBESX
and Stream. Contestants will defray all other expenses.

New York, April 9.

BOSTON, April 2.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association Wal-
nut Hill Range has known few more pleasant days generally than
to-day, and cue ot the best Fast Day meets in the history of the
association was enjoyed. More than 100 shooters were on hand,
and they banged away at the targets all day. The shooting con-
ditions were good. P. S. Killam won i-he silver imd gold military
medah O. H. Pratt the bronze and silver, and B. A. Lenfast and
W. I. Uetchell the bronze military medal.
Api-il A—Tee shooting tournament for the Boston Athletic As-

sociation champion gold medal was finished this evening. The
conditions were 10 scores with the revolver, 10 scores with the
pistol, 10 scores with the rifle at rest, and 10 scores with the rifle
ofC-hand. F. B. Crowninshield captured the prize for the highest
aggregate of the 40 scores, his total being 3,487. Sumner Paine was
second, with a total of 3,37S. The rt-entry tournament, 10 scores
with each of the weapons of the champion match, W6s also de-
cided. F. B. Crowninshield won three out of the four matclies,
securing the cup oft'ered for the highest aggregate of the 40 scores.
He also gets three other cups for the highest scores in three
matches.
MASSACHUSETTS RIFLE ASSOCIATION. -The shooting

house at Walnut Hill range is too small, and a committee, con-
sisting of Messrs. J. N. Frye, J. B. Fellows and N. C. Nash, has
been named to secure the sum of S2,000 for a new headquarters.
The contributions are flowirg in, and the erection of the new club
house, and a good o- e, too. is an assured fact. Many annual
members are taking life membtrsihip, the fee going to the build-
ing lund, while many direct donations are coming in. No shoot-
ing organization in the country, hardly even excepting the N.R.A.,
nas done more to advance marksmanship with the rifle than the
MasBaohusetta Association, and none is more deserving of en-
CQUTAgios commeod^tioQ from the sbootmir frat^raitsr.

NEWARK SHOOTING SOCIETY.
THE programme of events at the Newark Shooting Park for

1891 is a liberal one and w 11 give abundant chance for fine
work. The serison opens April 9 and closes Sept. 24, and the pros-
pects aie thiit the-lOuh sbootingyear of the old Society wiU be a
prosperous one. Ti^o events provide:
Expert Rf corcl Mat -h, To close Sept. 20. open t" all, to be sh^t

on the following Thursdays; April 9, 23, May 14, 28, June 11, 25,

.July f), 23. x\ug. la, 27, Sepi. 10, 24, and every Saturday Irom April
9 10 S(-pt. 2tj. Coiiuition-:: Opeu to all comers; taiget, American
Champion; distance, 2O0.vds.; paaitio'i, off-hand; ronndp, 10: rifle,

any. without rtsirictiun as to wciglir, tri^rgei-pall or sight?; en'ry
fee, 25 cents; enirie'^ unlimited. Scores made in other matches
do not count in this. On each daynO per cent, of f,he putrance
fees will be deducted and the hahince will be divided to the com-
petitors making the highest single scores m order.
in addition to the division of inoneva thf following special pre-

miums will be awarded: first, an exiiert gold m-dnj, to the com-
petitor who scores 5 ISOs during tlie yeai; second, an export silver
medal, to the cotnp» titor wUo scores ."i 120i cl urine the :veai ; third,
an expert bronze medah to the competitor who scores 5 llOs dur-
ing tne year. It is obligatory on nil competitors to win first a
bronze, then a silver and then a gold medal. In competing for a
higher rank medal all S'.:ores made previous to winning one of a
lower rank will tie void.
Members' Troujiv Match for 1S91. to be shot on the following

days: April 9-23, May 14 2S, June 11-2.5. July 9-S3. Aug. 13-37. Sept.
10-24. Conditions— Oppii to members only. Distance. 2C0yds.
Hiflt\ auy, wiihoiit l estriciion as to weight, trigger pull, or sights.
Position, off-hand. Rounds, 10. Entry fee 25 cents. Competttoi'S
will be allowed to .shoot only one score each w'eek. Target, the
German 25-ring (-f^-inch). If a tie exists at the end of the year, it

shall be decided as follows; Each competitor tied shall shoot a
string of 10 shots, the same handicap to be allowed as in the leeu-
lar competitions. Match to open at 1 P. M. The member making
the highest score at each competition will hold tbe trophy until
the next regular competition, when it must he delivered to the
executive officer at the ran^e; it finally to become the property of
the competitor having wim it the greatest number of tiuiFs during
the year. Compel itors will be allowed to shoot only under their
own name.
Sbooters will he divided into three clsss, designated as Class A,

Class B and C,and each class will be sub-divided into two grades,
the classification to bo made by the shooting committee. Sixty
pnr cent, of the entrance fees at each competition will be divided
into three equal parts, one of these parts tn go to the winner of
the competition, and the balance to the second and third highest
scores in order.

NEW YORK. April ].—The following scores were made by
membi^rs of the Empire Rifle Club, of 13 St. Marks place, on Tues-
day evening, March 31. at their regular weekly shoot: W. Miller
93, Ch. Zettler. Jr. 90 W. Maisenholder 90, J. Grimm 90, W. Al-
botu'u iiO, H. Zettler 86, J. Zettler 81, F. Schneider 81, G. Hiilmeyer
77, G. Muth 60.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publicatwn ghould be made out on the printed blanki
(M-epared lyy the Forest and Stream, and furnisheii gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favorm with eluh scores are pa/r-

ticularlu requested to ivrite on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

April 9-11.—Annual Tournament of the Boiling Springs Gun
Club, at Rutherford, N. J.
April 28-30.—New London (or New Haven) Inter-State Associa-

tion.
May f)-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all. Elmer E.

Shaner, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Auburn, N. Y., Gim Club Tournament. $500 guaran-

teed. Professionals barred. Chas. W. Brister, Sec'y.
May 5-9.—Grand Tournament of the H ill City Gnu Club, Vicks-

burg. Miss, (^peu to all. Geo. H. Hill, Sec'y.
May 12-14.—Grand Tournament of the Soutli Side Gun Club, at

Watertown, N. Y. Open to all. L. H. Prentice, Sec'y.
May 13-16.—Harrisburg, Pa., Shooting Association Tournament,

assisted by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H. M. F. Worden,
Sec'y.
May 19-31.—Washiuffton (D. 0.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Assoriation. Club
gives Jpl.iXK), Association guarantees .€1,000, total 32,000.
May 30.—Canajoharie (N. Y.) Gun Club Tournament. T. C.

Pegnim, Sec'y.
June 3-.5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State

Manutacturers' and Dealers' Asfociatlon. Association guarantees
81.000. club adds $3,000. total $3,000.
June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

Slate Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun

Club. E. B. Roberts, Sec'y.

CLUB ROUNDERS AND PROFESSIONALS.
Editor Forest Qud Stream:
My last to you, published in Fore.'^t and Stream, March 2Ij,

was a ''protest" against the unsportsmanlike way in which the
competing teams werp made up at the shoot on March 21 for the
Bergen Gun Club trophy. I want now, if I can, to suggest a rem-
edv for the future.
First—When a man belongs to more than one club, then ht him

be compelled to select one club with which he will shoot on team
competition for that current year, and have it so understood by
the clubs to which be belongs.
Second—When clubs challenge each other, let them exchange

the names of the respective teams, so that if any objections are to
be made they can be made before all the pfeparations have been
completed and the teams brought at considerable expense to the
shooting grottnds.
Third—Bar out rigidly all ammunition men or men employed

by gun firms, powder firms and sportsmen's goods firms geiier-
ally. If they want to show what they or their wares can do. let
them shoot at such places and times as will best advertise their
stock; and let it be "dog eat dog" \vith them, and let them not
come to amateur shows and grab all the money and drive the
young begmners to the wall.

1 want s outly to maintain the position that men like Penrose,
Q.uimby. McMurchy. Courtney, Von Ijengerke, etc., have no busi-
ness among amateurs, by virtue of their business alone; tbe.v
have gone into business to make troney and to make monev out
of shooters by selling them goods, and it is a shiime for them' also
to try to take tne few dollars left in a shooter's pocket after his
outfit is purchased by omshooting him at the traps.
Considerable leeling has been developed lately against some

parties well known to the shooting public, and I may in next issue
voice some more of it; let our club friends speak out also.
New York, April 4. ad Vance.

HARRISBURG TRAP INTERESTS.
HARRISBURG, April 0.—If aU indications do not fail this will

be one of the greatest trap-shooting seasons that Harrisburg
has ever had, no such interest has been manifested among the
general list of shooters since the formation of any kind of a shoot-
ine organization herp.
The list of shooters who have worked with perseverance and

pluck for the last four or five years it seems are about to be re-
warded as each day's shoot brings new members before the traps
for practice, and I doubt if the arrival of the Forest and Stream
has ever been looked forward to with any more interest than the
last issue, as all knew a fuU report of the Detroit shoot would be
given, and as the dally papers had stated that the handicap placed
on the experts would have to be modiiled all were anxious to
know how it was to be doue. The manner in which the question
was met and disposed of by the association meets the approval
of all the shooters in this section.
We have no experts here, hut have one shooter whrm it may be

well for the amateurs to keep close watch of, "Commodore Nu^t,"
known by all shooters who havt^ ever attended anv of our shoots
as one of otrr most popular and fun loving members, and a gentle-
man besides. His friends wUl note with pleasure that out of 75
targets shot at he broke 73, doing up all the balance of the boys in
grand shape. In making tnis remarkable score he used his 10-bore
haramerless Smith, and the way he literally wiped them out
should have been seen to be appreciated, and he displayed con-
siderable anxiety that his score might become known to the
manasers ot the Dealers' Association and bebeoompeUedto shoot

with the experts in our coming tournament. If the association
keep the resolve not to char.ge the plan laid out at the commence-
ment. I shall predict one of the largest meetings here in May that
this State has ever heJd. "I am not a prophet, nor the son of one,"
but with all due rpspect to our Western txperts, I think Harris-
burg will head its list with nion' than two experts. Thei e are ex-
perts in the Bast that will shoot the handicap and live, and I beg
pardon if they do not show the metal Ihey are made of and do it.

We are having every Saturday open sweepstakes, and although
the weather has been bad we have had fair attendance. On next.
Saturday, besides the regular matches, a prize of an L. C. Smith
gun will be shot for at 2n targets, A.ssociation rules. Below we
hand you last Saturday's scores. Weather cold and raw:
No. 1, 15 singles, §1 fufrv:

Kinzer llllllltOOllUOl-ll Shoop 01 1010011001111— 9
Worden 111101110111111-13 Brelsford llllOHIllOllOl-13.
No tt I LiminiOllll-14 Huston 111011011101011—1

1

No. 2, 15 singles, gl entrv:
Kinzer 000101011111101— 9 Brewster 111001101011111—10
Worden 10miii:illlllll-i3 Brelsford 110111110110111-13
Nutt inil'Oiilillli—14 Duslon lllOlimOUlU—13
No. 3, 15 slngl-s, $1 entrv:

Kinzer 01111101 lOOOOll— 9 Brewster OOUOIOOOOIUIO— 7
Worden l]lllO(ihillHil-13 Krelsford imOinOlllOll—12
Nun 1 1 1 1 1U 1 11 ]n01-i4 Dubtin 1 LOlll 101111101-13
No. 4, 15 .sin.yhr-, $1 clry:

Kinzer 110011111111111-13 Dusfin 010110101111111-11
Wordtn UOIIOIOIIOO -ll— 9 RJrKee 111010111111111—13
Nutt 1 ni 1 ] 1 1 111 1m-15 Brelsford lUllllllllUlO—14
Breu s ter IIOOCOO 1 11101 11-9
No. 5, 15 singl'^.", SI '-nirv:

Kinzer ..lliniOlOlfllll-13 Sulivan OlOOllUmOOU—10
Worden 01 lOlOol) 111101-10 Du.Hin lOlOlOlllOUlU-11
Nuit iiLiiiiiiiiiiii-15 Wis oooioioioomol-

r

Brelsford OiOllllllilOlllO-lO
Nc. 6, 15 tingles. SI piitr>

:

Sulivan lllllininim—15 Dustin 101011011101011—10
Kinzer Oil 0101 11111101—11 Ere ) sford 11 1011011111111-13
N utt n UlllllOll 111—14 Tvtr Kee 111011 111111100—12
Worden 111111111111011—14 Wis 011110101100111—10
Race for 100 loaded shells:

J T McKee 0101110101111000000101110—13
J o Nutt lomoiii 101111oiioumo—19

H. M. F. Worden, Sec'y.

WATSON'S PARK.—Burnside, 111.. March 35.—A. W. Reeves
and Sam Booth and Mc Ford and W. J. Edbroke, 25 live birds, $35
per man, Illinois State rules:
A W Reeves 2123210U3112120111311101—23
Mc Ford 3100013.2101111020211023DO—16
ham Booth 10122311111101212132001 11—31W J Edbroke 2232121100201032010200000—14
A. W. Reeves and Sam Booth, 13; Mc Ford and W. J. Edbroke.

30
Lake County Girn Club, practice sweeps, Illinois State rules:W J Edwards 2212103220-8 H Koeblen 31202010U—

7

Mc Ford 3101111310—8 ^Marshall 2091121101—7
Col Bond 2111110U11—

8

Second sweep:W J Edbrolte..: .. .2032111010— 7 Sam Booth 1112211131—10
Mc Ford 1103131111— 9 G Klemman 221121021)0— 7
Col Bond 1111112212—10 A W Reeves 2m001010- 6
H Koehlen U'21013i,21— 9 GMarshall 01131.22310— 7
Marclt ~'S.—Gun Club of Chicago, lUiiiois State rules:HA Foss 1212111220-9 E Stfck 1103110001—7W Kurb 12202ni02-S J O'Brien 1130202023—7

P F Kock 1223102112—9 G Laulenback 0200000020—3
L Hamlino 1012221112-9
On shoot out Hamlme won medal.
Peoria B, B. medal:

Foss 11111101111100101111—16 Laul'nb'k 01111101001100001111—13
Kurb 1101 . 10100100111 0111-13 Steck 111111 10100110111111—16
Hamline ..11110111110111111101-17 O'Brien . . .011111(J00110011011U-13
Rock 11111111111111111111—20

THE SARATOGA SHOOT. -The second annual shooting tour-
nament of the Saratoga Gun Club, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,
assisted by the Interstate Manufacturers and Dealers Association,
will be held June 2-5; gS.OUO in purses, and open to all. The man-
agers feel justly pl<»ased to slate that ws will nflerfor competition
the most liberal aggregate of guaranteed purses—at the lowest
entrance fee that the trap shooters of the country have yet re-
ceived—and in addition there will be equally liberal purses given
for daily and grand averages. The shootirg and general manage-
ment will be under the supervision of Mr. H. A. Penrose, whose
experience insures a certainty of avoiding the many vexatious
annoyances known to trap-shooters. We have adopted the Key-
stone system—irap and targets. The grounds have a clear back-
ground-are accessible and snfliciently large to run two sets of
traps of 10 each. If supported by tlie trap-shooting fraternity, as
we nope and expect, this tournament will be the forerunner of
many upjn whicb will be expended time and money sufficient to
insure even better offers than those above. Our programme will
be issued later. Send all iDqniries to Saratogo Gun Club, Saratoga
Springs, N.Y. Please sena us the names and addresses of trap-
snooters of your vicinity.

OHIO TR AP-SHOOTERS' LEAGUE.-Detroit, Mich., March
27.—Mr. Paul North, of the Cleveland Target Co., announces an-
other liberal departure in trap-shooting methods in the annual
tournaments of the Ohio Trap-Shooters' League, to be held at
FinOlay, O., May 12-14. Tlnknovvn angles, to be determined by a
new ''vaiiator," will be partly used, and only a cent and half will
be char.ged for targets, it being the intention of the club not to
make any money, Hut to give the shooter all the profits. The L.
C. Smith tronhy for Ohio will be contested for at that time. A
very good programme, partly open snots, is asstired.-E. Hough.
VICTOR, N. Y., April 4.—Victor Rod and Gun Club, match at

25 kingbirds. 3 kingbird traps: Barry 9, W. A. Hill IS, Will Hill 1.5,

Mann 18, Agate 15, Br u si 1 16, Vick 11, L. Benson 17, Header 14,
Brace 15, W. G. Hill 16. O. Benson 15, Van VechtinlS, Sage 8,

ATHENS, Pa., April 5 —The Athens Gun Club are just now
awaking from a three years' nap and will soon be smashing king-
birds once a week. Several young men in town bave joined tbe
club, and being ardent sportsmen, will help to build it'up. Only
five members met on April 4 for practice, as the weather was
rather unfavorable. With one exception all were beginners at
the trap and the scores were not very high. Fi fty single kingbirds,
three unknown angles: John Vail 31, W. K. Park 47, Wm. Von
Wolfradt 41, A. H. Nevins 30, J. H. Aloerts 29.—Athenian.
RED HOOK CLUB.—At the annual meeting of the Red Hook

(N. Y.) Gun Club, held April 1, 1891. the following officers were
elected for the ensuing yar: Pres., Geo. H. Cramer; Sec, Robt.
J. Carroll: Treas,, John W. Bain.

FIXTURES.
mat.

16, lanthe. Spring, Woodside.
JTNE.

6. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
Brooklyn. Beach.

6. Yonkers, Annual, Yonkers. 37. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
13. New York, Awnnal, S. I, — . lanthe. Spring, Passaic Riv.
20. New Y'ork, Sandy Hook Race

JTiLy.
11-26. W.C.A. Meet, BaUast Island.

ATTGTJST.
6-37. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Cham plain.

SEPTEJIBER.
5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 7. lanthe, Annual, Woodside.
7. lanthe, Ann», Passaic River.

IRRAWADDI C. C—The Irrawaddi C. C. is making active prep-
arations for the summer campaign. The club house, which is
already a very handsome one, will be enlarged bv the addition of
another story. The upper rooms will be us* d for reception room
and the regular meetings of the club. The receptions and enter-
tainments eiven by the club are always very pleasant afleirs, and
an invitation is always eagerly sought after. Several members
are fine siuErers and the musical entertainments are more especi-
ally interesting.

THE ZEREGA HOISTING SAIL COMPETITION.-The fol-
lowing. entries have thus far been received: Wm. VVhitlock. W.
T, Wintringham. C. B. Vaux, F. L. Bunnell, H, H. Smythe, C. J.
SteveuB, Greo, P. DouglasB.
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THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C.

AS DETAILED BT THE COMMODORE.
PART VII.

""DUT how came you to stop at this honse up on the hU] here,
-IJ Oomm- dort?" asked Geor^ti. as he lazily filled his pipe for

the second time.
"Well, it Wiis Inte on S=iturday fiveniiig, and I was pushing on,

hoping.to rerioh AlMSsanuftoii before darK, as—"
' Ma-sanutton! Why, that's eight or ten miles from here!" he

exclaimed.
"iea, I know that now, but I didn't know it thpn. I ])a.d had a

tedious and difficult portage around the Nfwport Dam. The men
were all In the harvest, Held and tlio mil] was closed, and there
was no one at hand to help me around the dam, and I seemed
fated to Btop there nil uieht. I felt that I must on, for I knew
there was some mail for me ar, Mn^sanut'on that, I was very anx-
ious to get; 1^0 Irj sheer despair I dragg' d my cnnoe ashore above
the mill and unpacktd tier, and carried all my plunder ai'ound not
only the dam but the mill also, and then picked up my empty
canoe by one e'^d and draerged it amund al=o."
"<'reac Scott!" cued Lacy, ' that was a tedious job."
"Yes, that is one of toe beauties of cruising alone. You'll never

catch me out slone on another cruise, if I never cruise again.
You have no idea at the trouble I experiencefl at every mill dam.
Inever succeeded in getiingr past one without a detention of oiie
or two hours. Up at Sbaner-'s Dam, for instance, I had to walk
nearly half a mile across a plowed field to ask a couple of young
men wlio were plowing on the other side to come and help me
and—"
"Did they comt V"
"O, yes, willingly."
"But couldn't you have jumped this Newport Dam, Commo-

dore?" ast' d George. "We certainly came over it easily enough
last uiaht."
"Yes, I could have jumped it at the same place we did last night,

and as easil.N ; but my Imle adventure at the T?ivet B ink Dam
fwmch I havii f old yon of) was quite fresh and green in my mem-
ory, OS it hnd only occurrtd i wo or three days befon ; and I was
not jumpii g any oiore njill dams just then, no matter how harm-
less and T'nocenf they lnoked,
"Well, I got a drink at, the spring at Newport, and I ought to

have gone into camp there for the night, as it was fully 6 o'clock;
but I was anxious to gel tbese letters at Massanutton, and 1 felt
certain I could not be far from there; in fact, I was expecting to
see the place at every turn of the river. So I repacked my canoe,
launched and got aboard, and pushed on."
"Yes, and you might easily have paddled right along by it and

never have noticed it," sa d George.
"Why, how so?" osked L^cy.
"Well, another one of ihe things I learned on this cruise was

that a Virginia posi-o1?iee very frecxuently makes a much bigger
show on the map than it does in reality.'' I continued. "There
aie but two or three houses at Massanutton and you would no
more take it for a village than this p. ace up on the hill back of us,
which is, indeed, all that is left of quite a little village that once
stood here."
"Why where is the rest of it? what became of it?" asked Lacy.
"Washed out in the great flood of '70," I replied.
"Well, as I rounded the bend below Newp. rt and began the

descent of tlie Columbian Falls a most terrifio thunder storm,
which had been rumbling aiound behind me all day, threatened
soon to come to a foeus in my immediftte vicinity, and I began to
think that I could ijot i-eaeh iVIassanutton that evening and that
it was time to camp. I noticed that beautifnl turfy snot on the
right bank under the trees about half way down the fall«, wnere
we stopped and got a drink and at once decided to camp there;
but fitsi I wanted a bucket of water, and as I failed to notice the
spring right there to my band I looked around for a house and at
once caught sight of that old redd isi -brown frame house perched
way up there on the mountain spur on the left bank, across the
river from mv camping place.
"I thought I would hiive time to make the house, get my water,

return across the rivtr and get my canoe out. and tent up before
the storm caught me, sol caught up my bucket and scuttled off
up th" htil tor the house, first covering the cockpit of my canoe
with the apron, weighting it down with stones, to be on the safe
side. I found that I was mistaken, however, for I had barely
reached the house before I was overtaken by one of the most sub-
lime thunderstorms up tbcre among the mouutaintops that a man
ever witnessed. The rain fell in sheets and the hail rattled like
musketry on the roof and porches of the old houses, while the
lightning shot around iu blinding flashes and the thunder hurled
forth peal af'er po'l of the suidimi^st grandeur in startling suc-
cession, each peal rolling and reverberating around among the
neighboring mountain peaks in a grandly impressive way, the
last echoes of one hardly dying away before being succeeded by
another. I teil you it was grand and my hair seemed to stand on
end and my flesh to fairly creep with awe. The residents of the
house were ot the mountaineer type and the place was rough and
untnviiing, and beyoud giving me shelter from ttie storm freely
enough ihty offered me no further hospitality, although I could
plainly see tb.at i iieir !:uppc-r was growing cold in an adjoining
room while they were evidently only awaiting my departure
before eating it.

"I asked how fnr it was to Massanutton and was told it was only
about eight or ten miles, and that I could easily make it that
night, as there was "good drawin' water' all the wav."
"Just fancy rui.ning the Snenandoah after dark!" said George.
"I should saveo, esptcially on 'good drawin' water!" said Lacy.
"Yes; well, just .ib soon as the storm passed over, and the heavy

black clond-masses wett skurrying down the sky toward the
horizon, and while the last echoes of the thunder peals were still
rumbling and tumbling around among the mountain tons, and
the rain drops « ere itill falling from tlie leaves of the t rees, I put
out again in ihetnsc gathering twilight, wiibout fcrouiling myself
to fill mv bucket with water, for I decided not to camp as every-
thing wa's so bopplessly drenched and wet, but to drop on down
the river and stop at the first reputable looking farmiiouse I saw
and a'=k a nigbt'n lodging. By the time I had waded down to my
canoe througti the tail grass, weeds and hushes, thorougrdy satu-
rated, of course, wita the rain, I was completely wet through
from the wais' down, and by the time I tad run the half mile of
big waves at the lower end of the falls there. I was nearly as wet
from the wai.st up; and you may imagine how glad 1 was to get
sight ot that big, lint-looking honse of Mr. Russell's np on the
bluff There, and you may be sure tha.t I did not hesitate to stop.

' I certainly lo iked like a shipwrecked mariner as I told my story
to the people of the house, and my request was readily and kindly
granted, and an excellent cold supper given me, as their own
supper had been < ver for a couple of hours. After my supper
young Mr. Russell went with me to the river, and we carried my
canoe np the hank and hid lor the night among a thick growth
of weeds a little distance b^ck from ttie river.
"I got some dry clothes from my rubber navy bag and put them

on, and went to bed in a comfortalile and well-furnished room,
thoroughly tired out and fully resolved to abandon the cruise as
soon a? I reached Massinutioa."
"I5id vou do so?" asked La^-y.
"1 certainly did," vra^ my reply. "I had myself and canoe car-

ried over to the railroad station at Luray in a spring wagon, and
there our troubh s were at an end."
We found Long's dam, a few miles below, to the meanest, ugliest

and generally worst place (o portage we had encountered during
the entire cruise. It was ' uilt of a i onglomeration of brush, logs,
and stones, and the cheiiaitrcde frise presented on the down stream
Bide was truly tormidaijle. At the present stage of the river the
water that aid not pass through the mill race found its way
through the d«m, and tne entire crest was above water. We were
quite at a loss bow to get the canoes over without having the can-
vas skin ripped clear off their hulls by the ugly, jugged mass of
stubs, sticks and limb,>; and the only alternative to our usual
method of simply sliding th" canoes over the crest of the dam was
to make a long carry up a stetp, high bank and clear around the
mill.
While walking along the crest of the dam in search of a passa-

ble pl-ce 10 slide the canoes over, George im autiously stepped on
a rotten limb, which broke under him. and threw him headlong
down the face of the dam. It was a fearful fall, and as he lay
there perfecily motionless on his head and shoulders for a few
seconds befoie attempting to rise, Lncy and I were greatly alarmed
and hasten- d to his assistance, fully expecting to flud a broken
limb or some other terrinle injurv,and we were all greatly re-
lieved vyhtn he regained the crest of the dum. to find that with the
exception of a few scratches he had escaped without injury.
We finally found a place near one enfi ot the dam where we suc-

ceeded, after some irouole, in working the canoes over without
damage, and we were soon over and afloat again in the swift water
below the dam, and the cruise was resumed.
"Oommodore, bert's where we saw th^t pretty e'rl last cruise,

when we stotped to get a drink of water," said George, as we ap-
proached a small white house some two or tl'ree miles below,
located pretty weil up the slope of a high bank with a straggling
orchard In front of it, the ground underneath the trees being
pretty well covered with apples,

'*i aajl Let's atop and get a drinb! I'm falply euffariaa iat
waterFsald Laoy, with great eameetQets.

"All right," I replied, laughing, as we rounded to at the beach,
in front ol the house.
We walked up the winding path under the trees, and made our

way around one end of the house— i^ne hoys keeping a sharp look-
out on the doors and wiu'tows meanwhile—to a spring house,
where we found an enormous wooden pump with a great iron
handle, looking ample and capacious enough to supply water to a
small village.
The boys saw no signs of any girl, pretty or otherwise, but our

appro ca aroused a swarm of about twenty rough-looking men
and hoys who were lounging ar^'und the back porch and yard,
apparently in from some kind nf harvest or other farm work, and
tney gathered around usm a cur'ous group, the natural intere=it
created by the appearanco of strangers at an isolated country
house or haml-^-t being heiehtened by our pecuUar canoeing cos-
tumes, and The unwonted manner of our approach by the river—
a.nd followed us down to our canoes with great interest. We were
kindly invited to take all the apples we wanted from the abund-
ance scattered under the trees as we passed down the hUl, an in«
vitation we were not at all backward in availing ourselves of.
The graceful, shapely ctnvas greatly excited their wonder and

interest, and many and curious were the, comments made upon
them as we emb^-rked and pushea oft from the shore, the univer-
sal expression of opinion, hovvever, being as invariably met with
alorg the rivt r, that they "Didn't want to take no chances in
them dad hlnmpd little things."
"There she is," said George in a low tone as we swung out into

the current and turned our bows down stream. A fair face ap-
peared at an upper window, and tlie smirks and smiles of the boys
in what they were pleased to consider their most killing attempts,
were rewarded with a derisive little laueh for an instant betore
we were swept out of sight of the house behind the thick growth
of trees that lined the banks.
In a very short time we rounded another bend to the left, and

entered another reach of the river, and beheld the m'i,ssive live-
clot bed walls of '"The Fort" mountain lowering s^quarrly across
the vista, the light, fleecy clouds v\reathi'"|5 around its rocky sum-
mit, and in the foreground the crumbling, moss-grown, vine-
covered piers of the old white bouse b' idge— he bridge itself long
since gone—with the ferry cable suspended over ^ hem, appeared
in view; and in a few minute- more we had landed at Massanut'on
or White House Ferry, and were enjoying our midday lunch of
biscuit, cheese, potted ham, hard-boiled eggs, ging< r snaps and
figs, washed down with the usual pint cup of lemonade apiece,
under the spreading branches of the great elm tree by the White
House gate.
The White House, a two-story stone mansion of the olden times,

stuccoed and painted white, standing as it does right on the high
bank, is a familiar landmark on the river, and is well-known to
all boatmen and frequenters of the river, as well as to wheelmen
and tourists by the road, for at this terry the road leading from
the gi'eat "Valley Pike" to the Caverns of Luiay emerges from
the wild passes of the Massanutton Mountains and crosses the
river.
George and I were rememl^ered at Massanutton. At the "White

House we found our portly friend, Mr Brubaker, comfortably
seated in his door yard under the grateful shade of the trees, with
a fan in his hand and a pitcher of ice water beforfi him, reading
his newspaper just as we hnd left him two years before, and the
Postmaster, apparently undisturbed by the recent political revo-
lution at Washington, handed me my mail without troubling me
for my name, quite as though I belonged there.
Lacy and I had a very pleasant three-mile walk over a pictur-

esque country road, winding around np hill and down dale,
through woodland, field and meadow, affording the most beauti-
ful, varied and imposing mountain scenery, to the Caverns of
Luray, where wo spent a couple of hours exploring their marve 1-

ously wonderful subterranean recesses; and returning reached
our camp again a littlo after sunset.
"Well, fellows, I've spread your blankets all out for you to air

and dry out while you were gone," said George, with the conscious
air of one having performed a meritorious action, and falling
baek to re eive our tlianks.
"Yes, that's all right," said I. "But you ought to have stretched

a point and taken them in again before the sun left them, and not
left them out until dark; they're full of dew now."
"Great Scoti ! mine are nerfectly damp!" cried Lacy in dismav,

as he gathered his in an armful off the fence and dumped ihein
into bis canoe.
"Certainly they are," I replied. "And the rest of them are no

belter!"
"Well I declare! I never thought of that," saidGeorge in a crest-

fallen tone, as he gathered in hia own damp blankets, and we all
prepared to make the best of a bad matter.
"Well, you'll think of it next time," said Lacy.
"1 will indeed," he replied.
We found that George had devoted the leisure time afforded by

our afternoon's absence to improving his knowledge, of the man-
ners and customs of rural society as exemploded in the conduct
and conversation of the pretty girls of t he vicinitv.
In the course of bis laudable re.' earches lie had discovered a

really exr client parlor organ in one of the few houses of ttie little
hamlet, and we spent the evening in a little impromptu concert,
which seemed to be greatlv enjoy ed by the villagers, who thronged
the rooms and gathered around the open doors and windows until
well along in the evening before we could slip away for a quiet
smoke arotmd our little blaze of a camp-fire before turning in for
the night.

A BIG CANOE REGATTA.
THE Marine and Field and the ManhaHan Athletic clubs

jointly will hold their annual canoe regatta on ,Tune 20, in
Gravesend Bay, off (ha grounds of the former clab. Tlie events
and the order in which they will be called, weather permitting,
are as follows:
Moniivg.—l. Unclassified sailing race, 3 miles. 2. Tandem pad-

dling, 1 mile straightaway, 3. Senior sailing, Marine and Field,
3 miles.
A.fteimoon.—i- Marine and Field Gluh cup race, ii4 miles. 5.

Manhattan Athletic challenge trophy, 7!^ miles. 6. Consolation,
i]4 mile".

t he fir'it race will be called at 9;H0 A, M , the others following in
the order nami'd. These races will he op n to all members of re-
cognized canoe clubs or of 'he A. C. A., except No. 2 and N". 5,

which are tor the championships of Nev\' York f^ay and adjacent
waters and are open only to canoeists living within a radius of 2.5

miles of New York. Entries will be accepted up to and inc luding
the day of the ra.ces, but the committini request that they be
handed in as much earlier as possible. All races will be governed
by the A. C. A. except the unclassifi-d, wbioh «in be sailed under
ttie rules of the Coiinthian Navy. Rai e No. i is for the Marine
and Field Club cup. which must be vvon t-.^ice in succession to be-
come the property of the winner. Races N'l. 3 and 5 are for the
local championships of these waters. Ttie prizes are perputnal
challenge trophies and the holders are subj 'ct to challenge once
during each canoeing year (May 1 to Nov. j ) on 30 days not'ce.
Such cha lenge to be given through the Mannattan Arhlei ic Club
and the races are to be sailed or paddled on waters designated hy
the M. A. C. All entries and correspondence must he addressed
to W. S. Elliott, Cnairman ot Commi tee,

Ifil Franklin street, N. Y.

GALT C. C—The annual meeting of the Gall G. C. was held on
April 3 with thirty-four members present. The annual reports
wnich were very satisfactory to the members were read and
adopted. The canumdore congratulated the club on the succes-s
of tne two regattas held on the home waters, and the success of
the club representatives at foreign regarias, several wins baying
been placed to their credit at Toronto. Monirenl an i Branif..rd,
while at the general A. O. A. meet at Jessup's Neck. L'uig Island,
the single championship together with the tandem and club fours
and several minor events were a''fled to the list of victories. The
following officers were elected: Com., T. A. Stepher; R^ar-Ootn.,
J. H. McGregor; Tr'-as.. G. M G'bb.=; Sec'y, J. N. Mc l< ecdrick;
Committee, Wm. J. MiHican, C. Trumbull. H. Sneyd. There are
nospecfs of a very active sea-on during 1891. Twenty new mem-
liers were proposed. Tbe exe utive co'iimittee were ins'rucied
to provide three challenge cups. Arrangements were made for a
club cruise on the Grand Rive". Tne l iub house wh'oh will ac-
commodate forty canoes will likely require enlart;ement during
the present season. If Lake Coamphun is a "cruiser's paradise"
for open canoes, the club will probably send a delegation to the
general meet.

ANOTHER WAR CANOE.—The St. Lawrence River Skiff,

Canoe and Steam Launch Co.. of Clayton, ^. Y., have received an
order from the Orange C. C for a 30tt.x50in. Ko-Ko-Ko-Ho war
canoe. This company has now orders forfnurof these immense
canoes for delivry this spring. This will be the first war canoe
on the Passaic R ver.

WINTER QUARTERS.—Mr. Stephens was not present on
Friday evening bemg uusy with a very fully deveJrped case of
grippe. Com. Howard amused the audience by an account of his
recent trip to South America.

JANTHE 0. C—A very succeasful concert we-s given toy the
lanthe 0, 0. on April 4, at Newark, a feature of the evening being
the Book Harmontcon,

Modd Yachts and Boats. Their design, making and sailing, with
designs and, uoorhiing drawings. Postpaid, $2.

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of 'he Oanoc, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifl-e, open the Fish Car and
Game Bag, inquire of the Sporbsman Tourist, a,n6. if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their esplorallpnalato the jSJdXtOT^f
and Adixrti»tng Departments.

FIXTURES*
APRIL.

26. Corinthian, Opening Cruise. Si,n Francisco.
MAY.

2. San Francisco, Opening,Sau- 80. Corinthian, Annual, San
sail to. Franoiaro.

3. San Francisco, Squad- Sail. .30. Eastern, Handicap, Marble-
23. fian Francisco, Fish Cruise. head.
28-Hl Portland, Cruise. 80. Brooklyn, Opening, Graves-
80. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. end Bay.
30. Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. 30-31. San Francisco, Cruise,

Mare Island.
.ruNE.

8. Hudson River, Ann.,N. Y. 20. Brooklyn, Spring, Gravesend
11. Rochester, Review,Charlotte Bay.
11. Portland, Annual. 20 Corinthian. Marblehead,
12. Mona'iquot, Opening, Wey- Sweep and Clnb,Marbleh'd

mouth. 20-21. San Francisco, Cruise,
13. Massachusetts, Spring, Dor- Martinez.

Chester, 23. Pavonia, Annual, New York,
13. Lynn, Lynn. 25. Pvochester, Club, Charlotte.
13. Ouincy. 37. Hull, All Classes.
13. Savin Hill, First Cham. 37. Dorchester, Club. Dorchester
15. Phila... Ann., Del. River. 27. Lynn, Lynn.
17. Hull. Under 2irt. 27. Quincy, First Championship
17. Massachusetts, Ann ,Nahant 87. Cor. Navy, L. I. Squad, New
17. Eastern, Sweeps., Marbleh'd Rochelle.
17. Beverly, 1st Sweep, Mon, Bob 27. Ravin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
18. Roch. , Ladies' Day.Charlotte 27. Beverly, 2d Sweep,Marbleh'd
20. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. 29. Eastern, Ann., Marblehead.
30. Hull Corinthian, 1st Cham. 20. Massachusetts, Ladies' Race,

Dorchester Bay.

\.Copyri{iht, t>V Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 1891.']

THE NIGHT SKY FROM THE DECK OF A
YACHT AND HOW TO SEE IT.

IConduded from Page SSO.I

EEVOLVING the planisphere now two hours we have the sky
a« it wi nid appear at 11 o'clock June 10 or at 9 o'clock July

10. About midway between the zenith and the horizon will be
seen a small diamond-shaped constellation called Delphiuus, pop-
ularly known as Job's Coffin. Almost directly overhead between
Vega and Arctnrus is the Northern Crown, the Corona Borealis,
while the red first magnitude star Antares Alpha Scorpii is about
on the meridian. Antares is one of the stars of which the lunar
distance is tabulated in the Nautical Almanac, and it is, there-
fore, important for sailors to be able to find him. It 's named after
the planet Mars, Ares, which it clos-ly resembles and near which
it is often found. According to some astronomers it belongs to
the class of expiring suns, hut our spice will hardly permit more
than a mere reference to the fact, which, by the way, is not undis-
puted.
Tne constellation Scorp-'s is often mistaken on account of its

bow of stars for the one which follows it, Sagittarius, tbe
Archer, which of course being called i^e Archer, has nobowinlt.
Tnere is, however, a. figure here, commonly known as the Milk
Dipper, which is quite corspicuous. This asteroid in Scorpio is
popularly kn"wa as the Kite, and it certainly does nut require
much of an effort of the imagination to detect the resemblance.
Two hours later we have the sky as it would apnoar on Aua. 10.

The great Square of Pegasus has now risen. A line drawn from
Polaris through Beta of Cassiopea wdll easily direct the eye to so
prominent an object. This magnificent curve of five bright stars
will also aid in finding it. Two hours later we have the sky as it

would appear on Sept. 10 at 9 o'clock. You will notice that Altair
has passed the meridian but still pnin's to Vega; that "Boots" is

on the po nt of seitmg, and that tbe Northern Crown, between
him and Vega, is iu a fine, position for observation. Following the
line of Alpha and Beta Pegasi, we come to the first magnitude
star, Fomalhaut, low down in the S.fc). horizon. It passes the
meridian at about midnight Sept. 1, and is often used for latitude.
We have now arrived at Oct. 10, The constellation of Taurus has
risen. The Pleiades are well up. It was here Id Ihe Pleiades that
Madler located h's celebrated Central Sun, around wh'ch all of
the stars were supposed to revolve. But as this idea has been en-
tirely abandoned by modern astronomers, its position is only
interesting as associated with a theory once generally accepted,
and in connection with one of the most beautiful clusters in the
heavens.
Below the Pleiades we see the great V, with Aldebaran—Jack's

standby- at one of the ex'remities. A line drawn from Vega
through the North Star will direct the eye to Capella, Alpha
Aurigce.
A sort of cross bearing for CapeFa can be got by a line through

Alpha and Delta m the Great Bear.
You will nonce that the Great Bear and Cassiopea Auriga and

Vega are somewhat symmetrically spaced around the Polar Star.
So the posiuon of one nai urallv gu'des the eye to the other.
Tais star. Beta Aurigro, has recently created much interest in

the astronomical world, for it wi<s last year discovered by I'rof.
Pickering, of H.arvard CoHege, that in »bcir photographs certain
Im-sin Us spectrum were shown sometimes double and sometimes
single, and that this doubling appeared at regular interval^, which
could be accurately pred'cted. Tne explanation is that Beta
Aurigf3B is a binary star, ba-^ingits components loo close to be
separated visually; and from these slight data thev have acl,ually
been able to weigh, measure the orbit, and compute the period of
these two sues, while, to the largest telescopes, the star still re-
mains a single point of light. A similar discovery had previously
been made in regard ro Zeta Urtfe Majoris. Mr. Lockyer has now
announced a like dnublmg of the lines m fe spectrum of Vega.
This last discovery is, however, siiil more than in aoubt.
Two bouts later, or at 9 o'clock 00 JMov. 10, this will be the posi-

tion of the pky, and the most beautiful constellation m ihe heavens
will be on tbe eastern horizon I never see the constellation of
Orion aft' r its long absence from the sumujcr st< y. without a feel-
ing that it is the return of an obi and d' ar friend. As first seen
in the east, it is directly belovy Al 'euaran and the Pleiades.
Aline, from the Pole Star through Capella. is an easy guide,

but 10 find the constellatinn few directions are necessary. Once
fairly aViove the horizon, it so dominates the surrounding sky that
tbe eye is arrested by its marked individuality and splendor. Let
us pass to Dec. 10 snd get a better view of it. No map can give
any idea of its m-illiancy. The figure now sho jfu on the screen,
v/hen actually seen in the sky, sefms to stand alone, while on its

left a superb curve of first and second magnitude stars, Capella,
Beta, Aurigae, Castor and Pollux, Proeyon and Sirius form an
appropriate framework to tbe picture. This curve, like almost all
otber star figures, is sometimes hard to trate at fir- 1, hue once
found It becomes very conspicuous, and it .".ontains so many im-
parl ant stars that it will well repay the trouble of tracing it out,
especially as it directs us to Sirius, the most important star in the
nortnern heavens. It lias been < omputed thai the light of Sinus
is more riian 40 limes that of our Sum, and that this light is over
8yea)'siu reaciiiug ua. As Sirius as wellasall of the vast suns
have minute companions, tbe question naturally arises, are any
of them similar to 1 ur planets, shining by reflected light?
Tbe answer seems tu be that while it is pussible that other stars

may have their families of planets, it is certain that none of them
could be seen with our telescopes. From the nearest of the stars,
Alpha Centauri, our Sun would be a small first magnitude star,
and Jupiter, whose volume is 1,80*!) times that of the Earth, would
be of the 21st magnitude, which would be b'-rely visible with a
glass ?lft. in diameter. That of the Lick telescope is 3ft. Re-
luming to the constellation of Orion the lowest aiaris Rieel.
This IS Betelauese, the name of wbich 'ran^lated is the armpit of
the central o"e. undoubiediy so called because the figure is cen-
trally dl\nded by fhe Equator.
If we revolve the planisphere two hours more you will ses that

we have hurriedly glanced at the entire sky, for the constella-
tion of Leo, containing Regulus, which was on the western
horizon when we started Is now just appearing in the east.

Now a word about the planets. Tbelr motions appear to an
observer from the Earth so erratic that they well deserve their
same of wanderers. Viewed from the outside of the system ihelr
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orlnt-s arp all uiore or lei-H ellipticol, and their motion is from west
tn east, coatvary CO 'faeliatjcis of a WBtci; but, viewed from the
Eartb, vvli'ch Ih iisflf la motiou, they desLi-ibe a se-riep ot curves
ai d loop.-, sometimeH appoai-ins' 'o have ibeir real or dire ct mntlon
and ai o litrs t'l becoaie fctaiioaMry or iciroHrade. TI.epe loops
were ihe nighlmarf! of ihe ancient astronom«rs, arid ibey rl-
t'iiap'td lo account for iLem Dy ihuories sliowiiig ^ OTuierful in-
geMiitA

,
Iryiiii; to i-i cnnnle. tuetr argumeuts vfith the siapoosition

thai ilio Smi and ibc x^laneis revoivt-d arourrj iiiHEai th. It, is
Ufdiehs ijj hciy tnnt when jr became known fhwt the Eaith ro-
voUud avoimd the Sun ibe whole matter whs grf ally simplilied.
The planetB are ciivided by asironomfrs luto two classes, the

Intbrior and SupBiioi; i.iit tor our purposes tney mav well bo
dividtd into those wtiicb are mrerphiiuB; and tiot interesting. But
after all a diagratn lil;e tliis is tinsaiit^faut' ry, !,nd to a certain
exiGEtuiisieaciin?, lor it if. ]nn.ioESU)lH to cotivpv tav it any idea of
relative m.'gniiuii. s an i distatices, aud Herschel'.3 old illustra-
tion, cvtn if u bas a flavor of tbe Kinoernarifii atjout it, has
always /trpcalrd to u.c with singular fcrci : "Cbnose anv wtil
leveled rwid. Oa it ulace a ei-ioe 2ft. in diam-ter. Tht'-* will
represent the bun, Mtreurv will be repre.sentHd ijv a grain of
mustard eeea, oni be cneumfereiice of a r-iiolte ICift. in diameter,
for its oridt. Venus a pt-a on ?i, euelr S.^-lft. iu difsmeter. The
KarthalftO" pea on a eircie rf 4/iOM. Mara a i-al her large pinV
ht ad oil a cirri" of Gf^ti t. Tbe Asfei oids yraiiiB of eatjd ouoibHs
rf 1,01)0 ar-d 1, 200ft. .Inp'tei' a mi'der.-ite .-^ized orange in a eircle
noail half a inile a n ss. t^aturn a small orange on a circle foui-
fitths of a mije. Uranu.s a I'uH-.sized cherry or plum upon tbe
circumteir a, e ol s cic'e more than a mile and a half in diame-
tev. ^st liL'.iue a gouii -.sized pium on a ciiele two and a half miles
indiam::Ler. On this scale tne nearest htar wotrld be 8,000 miies
away."
Ui anns and Nepttmo arc, for all of oMr purposes, practically in-

visible, \vbile Mercury, Irom his close proximity to the Stin,i3 80
Sfcldom seen that we may almost aism'ssmm witib the ol hers. An
old English writer, of the narao of Goad, in lObC, called him "a
squirtitiK iacltcy of the '^un, who seldom shuw-s liis head in these
pans—as if he were in di bt."

it ha^- aiwa.\ & bten auppoi^ed. since Schroter, abotit a hundred
years tigo, detftmiiied his poiiod of rotation, mat the length of
Mercuj-i 's d.ay wae similar to ours, bui, Scbiaparelli. of Milan, who
has receijily created so much distu'^&ioij ah lu the crnala iu Mars,
has, riur'ng the papt jear, anLioiiiiced (bat, both Meicury antt
Vtnu*, ta their rovolu'ion, aiwaj's piv.seiit the same face to the
Sun, exactly as tho Moon turns on its a.^is. oncn inmnkiuKher
circuit around the Earth. This Wfiiild make the day ot Mercury
about 88 of our days long, wh le that of Venus would be in the
neigbliurbood of 2!a dav.«. Oue side of each of thtse planets would
then be iu constant illumination and the other in constant darli-
ness.
Leaving these knotty questions for the astronomers to fight

over, the question presents itself: When from the deck of a yaclit
we Fee a hr glit star which does not twjniile, and which we cannot
find on our planr-pliej'c, how do we know which of the planets xt
is? Of cotn'se, i.i: we have an almanac which gives the lime when
each pliinei i ists, r-oulb.a, or sets, the question is at once settled.
But let u<< suppoio thatyouhave noalmanac. If the jilanet is very
brigtit Jiiiu not (ilccidcdly r^d in cidor, you may be sure tliat it is
either Jupuor or v enua. Saturn's place should always be known,
as will appear Jif-rtafifcr. If it is anywhere on the meridiHn or
anywhere near it, ihe planet is not Venus, tor Venus is never
more timn three hours trom the Sun, and of course, most of the
time she is much nearer. Her orbit being witpin that ot the
Earth, fdie appeais to sin. ply viorate across the Sun, being some-
times to tbH west f.f him, wh^n sbo is iMorning Star, and some-
times to the east, when she is Evcnirg Star, bhe ihernfore Seta
soon after the Sun or rises a sbcrt time before him. She never
rises \^ hen the Sun is settiLg nor sets wnt-n the *«un is rising.

jSIo celestial body comes ro near the Earth as Venus does in por-
tions ot her orbit, except tho Moon, and perhaps a strav comet.
AtinUrior conjunction, when she is between us and the Sun, si e
is only 2C,tJ0O,iJ0iJ of miles distant. This happens ooce in every 581
dsy-', and her light then reaches us iu a lidle over two minutes.
If It weie not tliai sae has phases precisely like the M^on, and

that, unfortunately, she wanes as she approaches the Earth, we
should at^uch times have ai other smali mnon m the sky, and be
able to mmutely examine this planet whicn so nearly resembles
tbe Earth in volume and perhaps in physical characteristics.
Although at these near auproaclies a m"rt crescent, she becomes
at these times suohanotj ct of unusual splendor, that we are
always sure to hear from the dt-vout of the Star of Bethlehem;
from the quidnuncs of elecirie ligtits .sent up on balloons by
Edison—for what rfaeon they never exactly knaw. At last some
newspaper '^ets them straigh I, and people begin to realize that it
is their old friend Venus, only six timts nearer than they are
accnstomed to see her.

it was my fortune once during thfi war to be a humble member
of a brigade which was routed up by the long roll m the e^rly
morning, to witn^es this planet rise majestically over an adjacent
wood, the nificer in charie of tue picKet having mistaken the fair
goddess for a signal iigut of tiie<'ictmy. Before night thatgenile-
mun wished that he bad acquired a more accurate idea of oracti-
cal asir'-nomy— an't we meant he shouhl.
By a process of exclusion then, knowing that the planet is not

Venu.«, Mars c-' ^ m mn, we may nearly always locate Jupiter. To
satisfy otu' i

. ver it w- look at him through a good field
glass under I ile conditions, Jupiter's moons should lie

plainly vi^i: ; . ui appear in a straight line on either side
of the phmti, The figure on the screen givrs a very fair idea of
whai you would see. This is a telescopic view of Jupiier showing
the cloua belts and the great red spot which has txciied so much
discussion.
The red color of Mars makes his identifteafion very easy. Saturn

would tie more diilicult If it were not t t^a^ his motion is' so slow,
tbe pepiod of his revolution being 39}^ years. He consequently
accomplishes only about 12'-' a year, i-emaining 2}4 yeais in
each eonsit Hatiuji. It follows then, if we once know" what con-
siellafi. n, we are p''eity baff* to find him a?aiu after any moder-
ate hip-e o£ time. He is now in the constellation of Leo, which is
marktd by the teickle.

The screen shows a view of the most magnificent sight In tho
heavens, isaturn surroucded by his sjstem ot rings, probably
consisting of a swaim of meteors, moving in orbits nearly circu-
lar arid iii one plane. As these rings alwa.NS keep par,*llei to the
Equator, wnien is inclined to the nrbit, it follows that twice in
each rcV'jiutlou they are edge on, when thev are nearly invisible,
except in the largest t-ltscopes. Tliey therefore must be ex-
treme Iv thin. Tne Jast disappearam e of the rings was in Pebru-
ai'y. lets. The next will he in the autumn of this year, 1891.

ll a model of Saiurn were constiucted, on a scak of 10 000 miles
to the inch, the outer ring would have an exterior diameter of
17ic„ Htd the thickness of this sheet of paper would be in fair
proportion.
The n xt view i = a fair telescopic view of Mars as ordinarily seen

under f.ix orable ccnditiom. Von notice tbe snovv c;ips. which in-
crease ourii g the -Martian winter and decrease otirmg ths sum-
mer, also the general cloud-like markings, supposed to be land
and water.
Tbe riis ance of Mars from ihe Earth varies so enormously—

from 234,01)0,0U0 to ?ir),000,OOJ of milc^—tnat his app>,reut magnitude
vanes irom abeut tnat or Polans 'o that of Jupiter. He is some-
times 5^ limes as brisht as at other season^. He can therefore
only he satisfdeterily observed when m opposition, wnich happens
once In every TSO days. Tue most favorable timt is when the op.
po ition occurs a t the planet's per'helion. It is then nearest to tLe
Sun. and, as we are then dtrtcuy between it and the Sun, it is con-
EtQutntly nearer usihenfhanat any other time. Next year, in
1892, he will be nearer than be has been for 15 jears, and astrono-
mers hope then to si ttie many questions which are now m dis-
pute. The screen shows a map of Mars, by Schiaparelb, who has
of late made ^uch startling ann-iuucements in relation to this
planer, showing his system of canals, about which there has been
so much discu'^sion.
Such vagUH ideas generally exist on this subject that perhaps a

short .statement of what the controversy rtally is mav not be df-
void of interest. L-^t me commence by saying that Scbiaparelli
occupies a deservedly high position iu the astronomical world,
and his staiemems are therefore entitled t^ respectful considera-
tion. Duriue the opposii ton of 1881 and 1882 he claimed to have
di-covered a netwoi r of fine, straight daik lines, or ciUhIs, as he
calls 'htm. erosfjmg the planet lu every direction. The term
canal seems to he an unfortunate one, for the narrowest are from
40 to 50 m les broad, and they run iiuudrens, some-times thousands
ofmilcs;nor is there the sliehtest evidence that they are filled
with water. At times these lines are reported to become douoled,
two canals appearing where there was only one before. In Fome
Ins'ances Schiapar elll claims mat he was actually aole to follow
th's "gemioatiou" or doubling, and he thinks that the phenom-
enon is in some way connected with the plane' 's change of seasons.
H - ami Perrotm, an observer at Nic", who strongly confirms his
OOieivations. als-i report that large regions of land are su>j-ci to
periodical inundatioiiS, and that inl8H8 a coitineat, "L.\ bia,"' so-
called, about as largi as France, was hidden from view in the
early part ox that year.
On the otner hand, Nelsten, at Brussels, made drawings of the

planet at tbe same time, in which the continent, reported as In-
vlsiblo "completement dis puru" by Schlaparelll ana Perrotin, ie

plainly shown. Neisten also reports that he could not see the dup.
licaied canals, alih.iugb be paw some single, while others to him
look like the boundary lines ot two difficTcct tinns on the platet'a
surface,. Mr. Pioctor c^'Psidered ibese markniKS to oe '"optical
products." He was careful to exfilain mat hedid not meantorall
them opi ical illusmns. He bought tbi t ' hey were roaily pictured
on theie'ina of the eye, but, like ditTra(uive ring.?, could be ex-
plained a' cording to f^ome known rp n al law.
Prof. Hall, of Washtngfon, witu the great refractor of the

Naval OtHcrvaiory, the same instrument which discovered the
Moons of Mars, observed for eighteen rights and failed to see
the Lauhls it portfd. Pr' f. Holrieu, of I he Lick Observatory, failed
to see any Oouhlmg of the canals; and Lyhia was frequently
drawn, while invisible to Schiaparelli "ud P.'rrotin,

Prof, W.H. Pickering, iu The October number of the Sidcrred
jlfr.?sc«(7cr, reports as tne result of an examination of a series of
photographs taken on Mount VViLon, and from a careful series
of vts-ual observations at Camtiridge with the Boj den 12in. refrac-
tor, that he can see a large number of these markings. He fm-ther
says—I use his own words—"I have not jet been abb' to double
any of them, or to S' e many of the fainter ones, but I liave the
highest admiration for rpe eyesigbt of the aatronome'r who could
discover ihtm m the first phu'e with an 8iQ. leleseope."
Such, then, is V'f evidence, as far as I know it. For the fa.cts I

am •ndebreh 10 "Young's Ehments of Astronomy," and to the
S'dereai Memfiioer of Dec- mher, 1890.
When there in ^uch wide divergence of opinion among observ-

ers, who all stand ill me frout rank, we cannot wonder thnt
astronomers aie looking forward to the great opposition of 1892
with much interest and excitement.
We now come to compsirativtly lamiliar ground. When we see

tbiH ob.il ct in the sky we need no oiu'. to tell us that it is the Moon.
We al'io know thtii ir is about 240,000 miles from the Earth, thai ii:

completes its revolution in about a month, turning once upon lis
axis our ing that time, so that the same side is always presented
to us.
Tho "Man in the Moon," that horrible warning to Sabbtith

t>reakers, fent th're, with his staff and fBgot, bv Moses, for
gathering sticks on the Sabbath day, is one of the famllier recol-
lections ot our nurswry.
Recently, a lady, who seems to_ have escaped the eye of Anti-

quity, bas come into fashion. We have most of us gazed at her
with interest and rejoiced that tho mytbii:al Lunarians are no
louger con tin • d to the sterner sex alone. VV^e also remember,
from our school hooks, diat'rams similar to the one now shown,
illustratinn New Moon, fir.st quarter, lull Moon and third tjuarter.
Our reason teaches us that these cbangi-s cannot possibly affe(Jt

the weather in any way. and yet, as yachtsmen, we are so < oe-
Btanily throwu in wiih tnose whose faith m the theory i.^ fixed
and immutable that it is sometimes hard to maintain our skepti-
cism. We also hear a good deal from the same sources of -'wet"
and "dr.v" moons. When The h^^rns of the oescent are turned up
it is to be "dry weather," when they are turned down it is to be
wet."
Now, as these cusps, or horns are obviously always turned away

from the Sun and a line connecting them is always perpendicular
to a line drawn from tho Moon to the Sun, their precise position
at any moment can be calculated with perfect certaintv. Jf then,
their potition weie an indication of rain or the reverse the Signal
Service might w^Ugiveup ihat branch of its duty and we could
make our engagements for months ahe^d eniirelv undisturbed bv
the thought of umbrellas and mackintoshes.
Familiar as we all are with these; f«cts, it is amusing to see the

errors into which distinguished artists and authors will some-
times car- lessly tall. It was only the other day that I siw a very
fine picture by a French artis' of a sunset, in which the new
moim was represented as about midway between the zenith and
the horizon, with its cusf s turned toward the west; that is to say,
with the unillummated s-de toward the Sun. Like Sam Weilcr,
I suppose the artiat thought that it looked "more tender" that
way. But he was in good company, for Dickens himself, in
"Barnaby Rudge." says: "It was a fine dry nignt and the light of
the young moon, which was then rising, shed around that peace
and tranquility, which gives to even time its most delicious
charm."
The photograph now shown was taken by Mr. Eutherfurd in

IS73 and it speaks volumes for his skill, that in spit-i ot all the
improvtmcnrh in photography and optical power during the past
18 y«ar8, it still loses but little in comparison with the best modern
work.
Tbe next picture is a typical view of three great ring plains,

Ptolomy, Alphonsus and Arzachel. Pcolmy has a b'ead'h of
about 11.5 mile^. Its wall or rampart is about 13,000ft. high and it
contains 46 minute craters. Alphonsus Is 83 miles in diamer and
has a central volcano about the height of Vesuvius, Arzachel is
t35 miles across and on its west side has a peak 13,6.10ft.. high.
This view is a copy of a photograph presented to the Camera

Club of This city by Professor Keeler. The original was taken by
the Lick telescope during the past year. I am enabled to show it
to you through the kindness of Mr. B-idgeham, who made the
slide from tbe negative ia the possession of the club.
It represents the Moon in the first quarter and shows an amount

of detail which I regret our time will not permit us to examine.
Near the center yuu will notice the craters shown separately on
the last slide. On the right these dart ''p:)ts are the sn-called
Lunar seas, ihe Mare Orisium. Mare Focunditatis, Mare I ran-
qailiratis. Mare Serenicatis. Here are the Lunar Alps and the
Appenincs, ranging Irom 6,000 to 20,G00tt. in height. Near the edge
of Ihe terminator, as tbe line dividing the Illuminated portion
trom the dark is called, you notice several minute points of ligbt.
Those are tne tops of distant mountains whose bases are still in
the shade, but whose peaks are gilded by the rising Sun. This
suggesis one of the meihods by which the heights of Lunar moun-
tains are measured, and in this connection a glance ai the fdllow-
ing slide may he interesting. When tne brignt epot first apoears
the distance from the terminator to it is measured. The- radius of
the Moon is of course known. We have the two sides of this
ri^h angled triangle, and the remaining side, the hypoihenuse. is
obviously the radius of the Moon plus the neight of the moun-
tain.

1 suppo=e that there is no one who owns a telescope who is not
rou iiiualh asked. How near does the Lick telescope brmg us to
the Mo Jt ? So I am going to anticipate the question to-night and
tell you all I know about it. The answer seems to be—rememi^er
lam not now referring to the nhoiogiapbs just shown—that for
ordinary working piu pises, vrsu-illy, about 500 miles. With a
power of about 2.5IX) or 3,i00 under exceptional atmospheric condi-
tions, this instance can probably be reduced to about 100 miles,
perhaps SO miles, but owma: to the sharp bmar shadows and also
to the laci that the Moon is seen through a les-* dense atmo'^Dhere
than a terresti ial objt ct at the same distance would be, ii is probd-
ble that more detail is visible ihan would appear on the Terres-
trial object.
The last vie^v is an ide-.al picture of a lunar landscape, a scene

of such alisolute desolat'oi that fori'; no analogy cau be found
upon the Earth- with praciicaliy no atmosphere, no water, no life
of any kind, and probably a degree of cold which it. would lie hard
for us to imagine. A dead world. A t.\ pe of what the Earth, the
planets and the Sun may oue dav become, for according to the
bi-si authorities everything leads to the conclusion That not they
alone, hut all of the afars ^hich you see are gradually losing their
heat and cooling off, that in tne course of countless ages thev too,
like tne moon, may becune dead worlds. Wtiether a new system
ma\ be evolved from the wreck ot me old, it is impossible even to
conjecture
Having now finished up the universe aud suggested tbe possi-

bility of a new one, ihis seems to be the proper plnce for me to
conclude my remarks and to thank you lor the kind attention
with which you have listened to what I fear has been a long paper.

LIEUT. HBNN'S CRUISE.-Llent. and Mrs. Henn have just
finished a loni; cruise at Tiiusviile, Fla., their yacht, the. Minne-
haha, being a flat -bottomed Indian K'ver skipjack, 38ft. J. w.l.. 12ft
6in. beam, and 3it. 2ia. draft. At Jupiter Inlet they met with
unite an adventure, out fonimately . ame off safely Wnen they
left Bircajne Bay for the 90-mile nin to Jupiter Inhr the win<l
was light and fair, and the sea smooth with risir.g glass, and all
went well for tbe first 60 miles, when a heavv sea and rising wind
werempt. The boat ^^ix6 kept going and finally the Inlet was
reached but the bar was impass.tOlc, and the onlv course was to
anchor. The little boat rode very heavily, the sea being so had
that the Life Saving crew were una- le (or some time to launch
taeirlite lioat. Finally ihty gor nlE and took ashore Mrs. Henn
and the steward, LieU'. Henn staying by the jacbt. After a very
bad night a shiti of wind ea rned the sea on the bar and t he 3 ach't
made, uer way in with some danger, after wbi^h tbe cruise was
resumed to Tittisville. Lieut, and Mis. Henn will be m New York
shortly on meir way home. Lieut. Henn .-peaks m the highest
te'ma of the bravery and Kindness of tne Life Saving crew.

THISTLE'S NEW OWNER.-The New York Ti'orid is reapnns---
ble for the statement that Tuistle's new owner is no less a person-
age than the Emperor of Germany, who will rate her In British
watera this enmmer.

CATS AND SAFETY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At Ihe ouiset of the very rf adable account of a "Cruise to the

West'ard" iu your last two numbers I find tlie fnlln\vu-g; "I
know some ppople wdl hold up their hands at (he irlca ot a cai boat
being safe. But no safer boat swims the salt wa.ier for its size
than a good Nev\port rr Cape Cod boa t in competent banrig, and
no boat is safe in others." 1 confess 1 cntert.Hined s 'mc demur to
this, biitl read on. Tbe Vioai the narrator went cruising in was a
genu ne Newport eat, :;3ft. l.w.l , lOfi. beam, and 2Sin, Iraftr
Kvtry thing went lovelv so long as ' he water was sinootn and the
breeztj moderate, If we could always have tho.se eonditi ns on«
might go cruising in an\ thing. Bat let this laudator of cat'='tell
his own story. In Fort Pond Ray 11. came on to blow a good breeze
from the northwest. It was evidentiv net more than a good
breeze, for tie cat was able to he tied up to an old wharf all night,
where they coul i "gei ashore easily m case it blew too hard, for
trying to eet out ot the hay at night m face of a nor'wester was
out of the question." Whv out of the que'ition? It was not for
want of ronm to sail the boat, heoauae, as tiio narrator ttlls u.«,

the bay U "beautifully clear and deep and free from, all obstrue-
tiou'." It must have *'een on account of thissafe and handy cat.
I next made a mental note as I rea.l cf the accumt republished
by you afew number.s back from Hiini's oH the manner m wbielii
the Englisii fleet of racing yachts, many small ones a,-noog them,
forced a pasi^age out ot Kangor Bay some yo'\,ra ago, when sud-
denly caught at midnigbf, not in a good plain breeze but in one
of tbe savage equinoctials which lash the we.stern coasts of the
British Isles.
Next morning "as the sun rose the wind increased," so our

narrator "put in thr e reefs and made a stai t" to bfat out of the
bay, "and a liwiy time we tad of it, making good enough way
until wo struck the heavy tide at the en'rance. and then we begaa
to lo-e gi-oundand boh up and down." Precisely; given a short,
shallow, enormously wide boat '-^ith a huse mast in her e>es, a
good breeze and a choppy sea. what else could she do but bo>) up
and d< wri and lose ground. Obviously there was only one thing
to do, and that was to cram ou more canvas and ram her (brougb
it, she not being of the kind th.i.t can so to wind waid m a seaway
Tiuder an easy sad. So "we put back and shook out a reef and
tried it again," wii b sucress. Irwasatood ihmg, thousb, that
he had a snue anchorage behind him, seeing tbsit ne had to put
back to do so simple a tn ing ('m a snng-riggcd boa .1 a^i sbakmg
out a reef. It would have been awkward to have 0- en caught
that way on a lee shore. Ramming a boat alorg has its evils.
"Tne way we rolled and jumped made us anxious about our mast."
Certainly, boing a cat's mast it was n- ce-sarily a big heavy one,
and stepped ritrnt where it was impossible (o stav it properly, and
what else could the short, broa'i, shallow null do out jump and
roll. "Plenty of water eame on board," too. and the "sad, almost
new, commenced to tear at the reef grommets." Canvas is only
canvas, and if you put your sail plan all in one piece you must
expect a big strain on the fastenings. Finally they made a
harbor, and then proceeded to investigate the condiliou of things
below. This is what they found

;

"Before stai-ting from Fort Pond we had made everything as
snug as we could, hut on opening the cabin door while I was
gone for water tbe crew bad been app.'^lled at the damage done..
He had a nearlv m-w oair of trousers, of a very nice light sTipe,
that ne had kept for Sunday wear. These were on the bottom of
the cabin, and a quart bottle of tomato ketchup was carefully
emptied into the seat and had run down hoth legs. Then the
coffee p^ t, ^tove cover, shoes, pillow, kerosene can and all ihe
odds and ends of a boat's cabin, were all in a mriss on top of them,
and all well soaked from tne water we bad shipped, and which"
bad splashed up when she heeled. Such a mess I never want to
see again, aud I think the crew can echo tiiat."
All this the result of a good b ret ze on Long Island Sound. What

would have happened in case of a genuine blow and the open sea.
And yet the narrator thinks a boat capable of culling -:ip such
antir^s on such small provocation as good and safe as anything of
her size that swims the salt water. Anti-Cat.

NEW ROCHELLE Y. C.

THE New Rocbelle Y. C. is making an earnest eflFort to secure
the best methods of measurem-nt and classificanon. snd rta

committee, Messrs. Henry A. Guaee, Chas. Pryer.and B. W. Din.^-
more have lately requested the views of the leading designers in
the matter. On April la meeting was held at tbe Grand Union
Hotel, at which Messrs. John Hyslop and Wm. Gardner were
present in person, while letters were read from Me.'^srs. Burgess.
A. Carv Smith. J. Beavor Webb aud H. J. <4ielow. The opinions
expressed by these gentlemen were as follows:
Mr. Gardner; "I am thorougl ly in favor of rating by corrected

length. A rating ot this kind brings aU Vioats built to the limit of
any class in competition without time allowance, which I roasider
a ye-ry desirable feature. 1 should tavor rating lay ti e Spawan-
haka rule, or a rule somewhere between that and the old New
York rnle. 1 look upon the ratms of rhe Sea wanhaka rule as very
much superior to that of the New^Tork, the Inter seeming to be
practically a h ngth measurement stated in another form. The
great point of rating by a rule that gives opportunity for taking
advantage of length is that ihe lactr and the cruiser would be
sparred practically the same. The vessels that are now b-ing
built are rertalnly very undesirable rraft for our waters. They
represent maximum sail area and draught vith a moderate
amount of accommodation and a large expense for band'ing. In
th'' adoption of rating by corrected lensm I believe we would s«e
our racers doubled and trebled. Ou account of our waters and
facilities for hauling out, it is of very great importance for us
to get the largest tiout possible nn a given nraugbt. 'the ta-ing
rule seems to lie best adapted to accomtdish rbat object. Since
the advent of profession.al designers almost the eucre tendency
bas been toward the large power. We have a great field btfore
us in studying and developicg.small powered boats and this would
be done if we had rules mat would ericourage designers going in
that dirflction, instead of relying so much on brute force for gain-
ing speed in racing. The racine boats that I am desiening atthft
present time are tne most satisfactory sailint; craft to me that I
have ever attempted, and seem to show less objectionanle featuips
than auy type of h at 1 have everworted tn. It seems tome
that it is time the yacht clubs of this country should be represent edm a conference to determine upon and draw up racing rules lor
the country generalh ."

Mr. HvpI p: "My opinion is that none of our clubs have vet
taken sail spread too much into account. It is impracnoable for
anyone club acting by itself to make a classiflcaii> n by length
and sa-l area combir ed, rr indeed by length alme or in anv other
way, that shall be generally sat sfactory to yachtsmen. I further
believe that the geneia' aiopt on of a classification by length
and sail area with Ihe respeciivc valuer arranged as now in use
by the New York, tbe Seawanbaka, Laichmont. Eastern, and
oihei- clubs will be made practicable by ihe Juriher experience of
a season or two in tne use !-nd value of (hat rule. Kuch t sperience
in these waterr has been gained mainly bv t!ip. use or an allowance
itgulated by factors repr.-tenting length' and sail area, but bv a
classilicanon cetermined by length alone. A classifier t on which
shall result by both factors can be made ar easy and natuial
change from a more ex'ended "nd gentr 1 u^^e of length and sail
area m the government of allowances. But the d. ti rmina'ion of
such a class ncatiou needs more txpt r-cLce, t-reat deliberation
and general concurrence 10 end in anyii ing sati-facory ai d en-
during. The best rules are thor.e whicho+fer the 1 -vgest d'iscretion
and liberty as to the elements and featuie- of a riesign, .^lUd res-
trict only such as are directiv connected with the production of
speed, and tnese only to the extent of attaching to their use the
requirements of a just aUowai ce. The gnat evil of to-day isth^t
yacht racing is going our. Cruiring conditions uKve no chance
with a large-rigged lead mme. The adoption of a raiing by
length and sail area is a gcod thing, but it is prtmiture until we
can settle up"n the value of these two thingt—that is, to make
them r quivalent."
Mr. V\'ebb: "The evil lies in classification rather ihan measure-

ment. Yachts Hhmdd be classified by their corrected length.
Were that adopted I feel sure many yachts would be ba'lt. But
unless adonled universally it would avail but little with one or
two clubs."
Mr. Burgess: "T wrote a short paper on the measurement ques-

tion f
'
r the WeeJc's Sport of Christmas, '89. anri I nave had no j ea-

£0n to change my views since. I Relieve in measurim? water line
and sail area in same cnmbination. Under the New Y''ork Y. C.
rule of '89 twice the load water line plus the square toot of the
sail area divided by three. I think we mieh' s' f, ly class boats by
their lacing measurement, and I beheve this would proiiuce a
bet'er type Than is fostered by the piej-ent h neth classification,
and allowances bas' d on the length plus the Fquare root of the
sail area divided by two. Even unrter the New York rule it is
very desirable 10 invent some fair- r method of mpasutiug ea'l
area than at present adopted, but I am not able to suggest any-
tningln this respect."
Mr. Burgess sajB in the articla mentioned; "I should not

,
snriousiy ohj-ct to a classification based on rating under the old

I

New York Y. C. rule on the score of the vessel which would he
I produced under it; but the bad effect on sail plans would still be
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felt, altbougli, of course, tne temptation to modify them to gain
lenstb would not he nearly so great. I think bv measuring tlie
after and the forward sail separately, and perhaps charging the
forward triangle at half its area, this dffHculty might be sen«ibly
diminished, i'or the present, however, it seems to me safest to
leave matters as they are, classifying by waterline length, and
seeking to invent some more satisfactory and fairer method of
measuring sail and of taxing it severely enough to prevent, nr at
least not to encourage, the building of 'brutes,' and at the same
time to escape the, difficulties above suggested. For some time to
come, thanks to the example of the Minerva, yachtsmen will be
satisfied To bnild hoats of moderate proportions sttch as we all
want. One thing is clearly necessary for encouragement of yacht
racing—a combination among our large clubs by which we may
he secure in the possession of a common and, if "possible, stable
measure."
Mr. Grielow: "I am strongly in favor of classifying yachts on

their corrected lergth and sail area rule; and the measurement
of sail area in accordance with the rules of the Seawanhaka Y. C.
The statement, oft* n lieard, that the corrected length rule will
produce a long and narrow boat has not been borne out by expe-
rience in Great Britain, where the rating rtile, which is substan-
tially the same thing, has been in force for several years. From
data before me it appears that with one or two notable exceptions
the wide boats have beaten fairly tho old narrow^ cutters. The
accurate measurement of sail area has always been a vexed ques-
tion, and is likely to remain so. All rules formulated so far have
been approximately correct only, and have admitted of more or
less evasion bv clever designers. Even if exact actual sail areas
could be readily obtained and were used it wottld not eliminate
evasions by reason of the fact that all sails are taxed as being of
equal value for speed. Obviously, the more effective sails would
bH increased at the expense of the less effective, and the result
would be a rig undesirable for seagoing purposes. The Seawan-
haka rule seems calculated not to offer a premium on bad rigs,
and it is uniform with the rules of the other large yacht clubs.
It has much to commend it."

Boat Builbebs Wanted.—Wanted immediately, first-class
workmen for planking and decking high grade canoes, small sail
boats and launches. Only (700d workmen required. Write stat-
ing previous experience to J. G. Fraser, Manager, St. Lawrence
JRiyer Skiff, Cauoe and Steam Launch Co., Clayton, N. Y.—Adv.

No Notice Taken ot Anonymous Correspondents.

J. H. B.—There is a letter here for you.

H. S., Morristown. N. Y.—The New York Legislature has not
yet passed any law affecting the wildfowl shooting.

W. E. H. M., Muncie, Ind.—Consult our advertising columns for
addresses of St. Bernard breeders.

H. L. A... C'lnton, Ohio.—Apply to any of the large dealers in
sportsmen's goods whose names you will find In our advertising
columns.
A Reader.—Whether ties on highest score take all prizes or

not depends on the rules of the game, and those rules must be de-
cided on beforehand.

G. W. H., Fredericton, N. B.—Will you kindly inform rae where
I can purchase some wild rice seed? Ans. Write to Chas. Gil-
christ, Port Hope, Out.

C. M. W., Providence, R. I.—You will find plover, ducks, etc., at
Mace's Bay, New Bruasvvick, in season. The law requires non-
residents to take out a license (from the office of the Provincial
Secretary), fee $20.

H. L. F., Camden.—1. Which one of the books vou advertise
gives the best instructions on the c^ire of a horse? 3. What is the
best way to kill a wounded rabbit? Ans. 1. Geo. A, Martin's
"The Family Horsf: Its Stabling, Care and Feeding," price SI.
2, St-rike it on the back of the aeok with the edge of your hand.
MONA^N, Fitchburg. Mass.—The Catskill deer park is an enclos-

ure of 150 acres, which has been stocked by the Forestry Commis-
sioners. It is reached by the Ulster and Delaware R. R. to Big
Indian, thence stage to Claryville and Slide Mouutaia. Hunting
is not permitted there now.
P. H. R., Oakland, Cal.—Have vou published anv other writings

by -'Nessmuk" than the "Poems" and -'Woodcraft?" Is the 3lb.
campax mentioned on page 7i in "Woodcraft" supposed to be the
favorite pocket ax? At what age did he die? Ans. 1. No, 3, It is
liked by many who use it. 3. "Nessmuk" (George W. Ssars) died
May 1, 1890, at, the age of 69.

W. H. H., Tarrytown, N. Y.—Please give me the pedigrees of
following pointers: Judge (A.K.R. 6330), Ruby (A K.R. 4S93). Ans.
.Judge. bvKibbee's Ned, by William's Quaker (Clement's Dash—
Batty's Tidv), out of ludicott's Vixen, bv Foster's Dan out of
William''* Daisy, by Woodward's Mic out of Gillett's May. Dim,
Flossie, by ludicott's Van, brother to Vixen, out of William's
Blitzen, by Kron's Woopich out of William's Gvpsey, by Snapshot
out of Gabb's Fanny II. Ruby, by Rowell oat of Romp II.

J. H. Shsrm.an, Idaho.—Lake trottt are readily caught bv troll-
ing wiih a minnow, about 4in. long, in deep water. A 6-0 to 10-0
O'Shaughnessy eyed hook is recommended for this kind of Rsh-
ing For the small lake trout, such as we have seen from Henry
Lake, Idaho, an 8-0 would be suitable. The samfi arrangemant
will he proper for still-flshing. We do not know that bears make
it a practice to visit salt Hcks. We would advise you to choose
for bears nothing smaller than .45-70 or .45-90.

R. E. F., New York.—1. For trap-shooting pigeons near New
York go to the new grounds to be opened by Mr. Penrose, whose
office is at 178 Broadway (in Sqnires's gun store). 3. For Long
Island duck shooting go to G. W. Howell's at Atlanticville. In
New Jersey try Samuel Loper's at Waretown (on Barnegat Bay),
or Capt. Johti Kelly's at Barnegat. 3. For information about the
Chatham Club apply to Mr. Geo. Shepard Page, 69 Wall street,
New York.
C. E. T., Indiana.—1 would very mtich like to know how large

the horns of mountain sheep grow. I have a pair that measure
lUn. around the base of horn and spread 21in. Ans. Your horns
are fair, but not large. Sixteen inches in circumference at the
base of horn and from 33 to Slin. in length measured along the
curve are fairly large horns. Seventeen inches is a big pair. We
have heard of a head that measured 22in. about the base, but have
never seen one that approached this, and never expect to. As
with other game so with sh^ep, the big heads are growing more
and more rare. The animals no longer have time to grow them.
E. T., Avon, Mont —Have yoti any model of a screen to put at

the mouths of irrigating ditches out of streams to prevent fish
going out of the creek? Ans. Drive a post firmly at each side of
the mouth of the ditch, each post containing a groove in which a
screen can be placed and raised or lowered easily. The screen is
merely a rectangular wooden frame supporting a sheet of wire
gauze, and this should be of the proper fineness to prevent the
fish from passing through. We have no model or figure of such a
screen at hand, but the simple form here indicated will answer
the purpose. Any of the works on fishculture advertised in our
columns will give the necessary details about screens and their
position
Abefar, Auburn, Cal.—Will you please tell me if "Antoine Bis-

sette's Letters" are written by Mr. Rowland E. Robinson? Their
great fidelity to the "Pea-soupers' " methods of speaking English
denotes a master hand, and one that has faithfully copied their
pronunciation and traits of mind. I was born and raised among
them and lived in daily communication with them for thirty-five
sears, and thought I "had them down fine," to use a bit of slang;
and Antoine Bi=sette is the living embodiment of the Canuck ot
my youth. Although Mr. Robinson does not sign his name to
the.se letters, I think no other man than the author of "One'

Lasha" could have written them. Ans. They are by Mr. Robin -

son, author of "Uncle Lisha's Shop" and "Sam Lovel's Camps."
J. A. E., New York.—We advise the .45cal. The hollow-pointed

express bullet expands, oa striking the gime, and gives a greater
shock than does the solid lead bullet. The steel fishing rods are
liked; their use is largely a matter of individual fancy. The black
fly preventive r«com'nended by Mr. E. A. Samuels in his "With
Fiy-R-)d and Camera" is this: One part pure Stockholm tar to
two parts sweet oil, adding a little oil of pennyroyal or pf'ppsr-
mint. Vaseline raoraoghly incorporated with this mixture gives
it consistency and "wear." Too much pennyroyal will irritate
the skin. "Npssmuk's" famous recipe, as given in "Woodcraft,"
is this: Simmer together over a slow fire 3oz. pine tar, 3oz. castor
oil, loz. oil pennyroyal; bottle for use. Rub it in thoroughly, and
renew from day to day. "Kingfisher," in Forest and Stream,
recommends: One-half pint tar, pint lard or vaseline, i4oz.
pennyroyal, 3 drops creosote; mix with heat and bottle for use.

J. S. C, Jr., Bosfon.—In the number of your paper of March 26
I notice under the heading of "Maine Deer" your correspondent
claims to have seen two deer "within the past two weeks," one of
which had a fine nair of antlers. Allowing that it is now four
weeks since these deer wera seen, it brings the date some lime
during the latter part of February or first part of March. I
would like to know if anyone else has ever seen a deer at this
season with a pair of antlers. Have never heard of such a thing.
Ans. The Virginia deer is supposed to shed its antlers from Janu-
ary to March, later in the North than in the South. In his work
on the "Deer and Antelope in North America" Judge Catou men-
tions the case of a buck which he had which had onlv shed one of
hiah'irns in April. This was in Illinois, and it is to be noted that
the animal was in a pirk. i. c, perhaps not under perfectly natu-
ural conditions. We have a record of a captive deer in a Boston
park which had shed one horn by March 15, 1878. Deer in the
Baltimore park are reported to shed in April. On the other hand,
we have seen a deer with only one horn about Feb. 15 in Nebraska.
We imagine there is a good deal of individual variation in this
matter, but that the rule nrst stated generally holds good. It is
well known that different species of deer differ widely in the dales
at which they sh ed their horns.

There are those who seem to think that wherever there is
water there must of necessity be fish, but they are in error.
If fish are not protected during their spawning season the
supply must eventually become exhausted, just as the stock
of swine of a farmer vvould be cut off should he butcher his
sows just before they are about to farrow, or kill his other
stock as they were about to produce their kind. The policy
of Vermont has for some years been to protect valuable food
fish during their breeding season, but the class we have
spoken of, together with those who care more for the grati-
fication of their present desire to catch fish either for pelf or
pleasure, have been fighting these protective laws. At the
last session of the Legislature they thought they did a mighty
smart thing by the passage of an act that they'seem to think
has destroyed the efiectiveness of the protective laws passed
in former years. The statute book shows, however, that
they have reckoned without their host. If the time comes
when any of them shall presume to act unon what thev seem
to think to be true, they will find they have made 'a very
great mistake. The act that they fondly hoped was going to
enable them to defy the law with impunity, they will find
to be but a rope of sand. When it says this, the Argm and
Patriot speaks whereof it knows.—Argus and Patriot,
3Iontpelier, Vt.

Names and Pobtbaits of Birds, by Gnrdon Trumbuu. A
book particularly Interesting to gtmnera, for by Its use they can
'dentify without question all the American gama birds wWoh
•.bey may kiU. Cloth, 23) pages, prlca $3.60. For eal e by FOBBST

HE season is rapidly approaching when Anglers will need

to replenish their stock of Fishing Tackle.

Before doing so, we would advise them to call On US

and examine the largest assortment to be found

ABBEY & IMBRIE,

Manufacturers of Every Grade of Fishing Tackle,

18 Vesey Street, New York.

NOTICE TO LIMIT OEEDITOKS.
To the Creclitors of the F. L. Sheldon Company:
Notice IS hereby given that on the tenth day of

February, 1891, an order was made by the Chan-
cellor of the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors of the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thereof, and prove
before him under oath, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and dpmands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of
February, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
creditors shall be excluded from -the benefit of
such dividends as may hereafter be made and
declared by the court upon the proceeds of the
effects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to all the creditors accordinglv. WIL-
LIAJVI H. LEMASSENA, Receiver, 803 Broad at.
Newark, N. J.

Established 1837,

J. B. CKOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

YMm TacHe, finns, Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

NCHESTER
STAR RIVAL

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash Youx Dealer for them.

XVro-t Sold a,* Ret;a,±l toy tSa.«5 na:a,x3.ufa.<3t:x7rr&rret,

WmCHESTEE. EEFEATINQ ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

SleKd for 89-pfige 0»talogae of Amn and Ammnnltioii.
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Agent foe B. C. MH-AMS'
« el<>brate(l

Keutticky Keela.

FIREARMS. FI6IIIN6 TACKLE, BICY-
C5LE8, TENTS, I.AWN TENNIS, MUMCAl,

jNSTRnM^>.-'^e. smu.jTTNe <iOODS, .Sti: lUustriyed C"f;>!"'j"e,-ivlHi 1o«; cash prices, sent on Application to the**

mentionlne Forest AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 lia feallfe St., Chicago, 111-

FISHERin&n'S ADTOHHTIG BEEL.
Wlien a

out
sportsman finds anything wlilch adds to his pleasure,
iucreasiugf lils lai»op, he wants all his brother huntei
^nd anglers to kriort^ of it and share with him

the newly diSeovtired " helper/'

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel

with-
unters

FIRST— It will wind up the line a hundred
tin.e- H« fast as any othtr reel in th** work).
p'Kf'OND—It will wind up' the line slowly if

s tli8 nptler ohonses.

T Ti! 'v! Nn fish ran ever get slack line with it

-4 t'()(5KTE(—It will save m6fe fish than any
a ofh-r r<-.(-l. .

-

Fj k ! H—It will prevent ti ob, IJneS and sn6lls
s

i I (111) ln-ina: btol^^n by large nsh.
'» V' sriiTiT—It euaMes toe angrier, and mates It

_ desni.ble, to use lighter 1a(kle.
*' There claims have been substantiated bv

vJi"{ I "1"-^ skillful flfhermen in America ana— " Kuiope.

SEND FOIt CATAtOGUE;

ThW reel is ittanipula'e'1
entirely tiy the hand toat
hoMs tne rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, y.Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

MANUFACTURERS OtT

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AUD OELLDLOID HAND GEASP. (Patent applied for<)

It is light, fits an I will no'. blister the hands. Recommended by the most ex|yefieDded

anglers iu the U. S. Order oDe through your dealer for iaspecbioQ, and If not saiisfaotorjr

can be leturn- d.

The glittering gan? trolliuK baits which we are manufa''ttiring are the conaiug biit. It

bakes the place of the phantooa minnow, and is warranted to take two flsatooneou any
other bait.

We are also mauuficturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammerad.
For sale by all dealers. 8end for catalogue.

Syracuse. N.Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FISHING TACKLE.

^^^^^^
CORNWALL k SMOCK,

"THE OLD REMINGTON GOT STORE."
Syl ife ;2S3 I3road.way, New York,

We invite D<'.alers pnd Sp"''tsni*'n to call upon us au-l see how ADVAKTAItEOUSLT tbev r-n
);ur"*ias> Ppo'-titicr tTO-d \ O'^c pt.i, i< oovets ihe Icl^nvint; lines in tb-ir /(''/tst ra/ictic-s; GUNS,
FIF]Lt:S, AMMTJNTTI'^N, lE'issliisas Ta.cslatle., BASE BALL,, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLXNfi, Etc. St i d 5cp"t^ ( o rover p"gtti -

--

our new Uhistcaied Catalogue, covcri; !? f bovc poofl
'

, _ , _ , g> ) rnd we. will ma'l veil

Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book.'"

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HA.KR1NGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

sec .nd edition. Revised and enlarged. Pi ice, $1.50,

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great succe«s. It is first of all

practica ; the i stiuctions are plain and lull. Numerous illustrations make every =tep clear.

The actual specimers of mbteriais show pi-ecisely wnat the fl^-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PlJBLISHINa COMPANY,
318 Brof-dway, New Yortk.

FISHING TACKLE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
63 Broad St., Providence, R. I.

THE ADiRONDACKS.
Copies of large map Issued for the

ADIRONDACK PARK ASSOCIATION,
,

Size 72x93in., showing State lands and proposed
State Park, colored, cloth laaek, wooden rollers. S15.

Map of the Adiroodack Wilderness.
Po kn editioQ on mun-nond oap r §1 00.

"It is the most, complete map of the Adirondack
region cer published "—Forest and Stream.

Address S. R. STODDARD, (ilen« Falls, N.Y.

TROUT REELS.

Fine Rubber and Ger-
man Silver, Rai^pd Pil-
lar, Fiy Click Reel.

No.lA,«).vds.each«4.BO
'• 2A, 60 " S.50
" 3.\.?Gi " " 6 115

Other etvles of Fishing
Eefla from .50b. to

$35.00 each.

LINES
Are mad° of the b^-st silk, enameled, waterproof,
fl-xible and tanered. Warraufd not to c-a' k or
to become stiff, Tlie Fly-Castiag lines par excel-
lence.

File Qislity Enamel Si k line, Level.

2.5yd8. eafh. Four Connected.
PerlGOvdE, Per l(X]fvds.

Slie 6 tui.iS Size W mS 2!i
" V 4.50 D 6 00

THE I^OSMEC TROUT LINIS.

Fine Quilitf Enimel Silk Urn. Tapered.
Size F UOVdP. 2ty's. Slvd"?. ^ydn.
piice )»1 50 »1 50 »3 O0 S3 • ach.

SiznE 25vdi. 35vds. iOVds. SOVds.
F.loj... »3.50 80 «4 eauh.

Angeli's Pat. Metal Revolving Flies,

FOR TROUT AND BASS.

Revolving Metal Wings on a Feather Fly.

Revolv'nff Wing'' and Body.
These flies are of bcrht meml, of attra'^tive col-

ors, in nirkel and bronz^. Wnen trolled in the
water the body and wintrs rev^olv-

,
giving them

thp appearance ot live fl'^s in the water. The
d'fleienrp, hf-tween thete flies and the, nrtifii ial

tVatber flv is this: Orip is a dead flv in the water
and the other i" a live flr. Tupse flies have b en
well tiied. The Angler bas only to put one on
the end of his leader to And out thatilis the bei-t

trout flv in the world.
You can fl -fisb at the hottom of d^ep water by

letting the metal fly sink and drawng it up
rap'dlyca'cb large trout that won't rise to the
surface.
The metal wings shown in Ihe lower cut are

m-'de 10 fit all siz s of artificial feather flies for
ti-r^ut and bass. The angler c-in vary his flies by
flipping oQ vari'^vis c lored wing** over a smule
feat hpr fli', as showfu in the ceoter cut. A pair of
nickel w ng« with bronz body, fitted to a *'Pro-
fessrr," will be found a killing fly under all con-
ditions.
Price of Wings or Flies, SI.00 per dozpn.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YOBK. CHICAGO. PHILA.

i^Scnd for Special Price List of Komiic A vgling
ImiMments containing Open Seasons. 1891.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
Atlantic St., Englewood, Ills.

Tront Flies al 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cenia K»ch.
Send Ten Cents for iLLUSTBATKD Cataloouk.

CHAS. I GQODAiF, Taxidermist.
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sndburv 9t.,

wiD now be found atlH Friend St., Boston, where
be will give the Rame personal aiientioa to all

work ifitrusied to his care as formerly.

HENDRYX

Makes 244 sizes and styles of Fishing'

Reels, in sizes from 25 to 400 yards-

capacity, at prices from 25 CENTS to

25 DOLLARS per Reel. Ask your

Fishing Tackle Dealer for them.

EVERY REEL WARRANTED.

Catalogue free.

THE ANDREW B.HENDRYIC0,
New Haven, Conn.

Small Profits. Quick Sales.

TROUT FLIES.
36 Cts. Per Dgz.

H. H. KIFFE,
318 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y..

Send for Catalogue.

FJBKGCSOM'S PATJLNT

ReflectiDg Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSn lAMP,
With A jn-table AttBcitaentsi-
For Sportsmen and Others.
C"UlbilIni> Ht-Hd J ckr

Boa Jack Fisbing Laiup,
Can p immp, ••ash I amp,
Kelt 1 aniern, Uaud Lan-
tern, t!t<-.

EXCELSIOR DASH UMP.
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Ilinstratpd OatalogUR.

ILBEST FERGUSON, OfficaJS Fulton St N T.

Hunting Bo3!s& Shoes.
The most practical, comt'ortable and durable

goods mannfacturpd. Our Knee Boot is adjusta-
ble over instep, easy to draw on and off and pre-
vents slipping at In^el. Our s''oe, with nellows,
tongue and top extending 5 incbts higher than
ordinary shoH fop. is the best bunting shoe ever
dpvispd Best oil grain (waterproof) uprwrs, best
Oak Soles, genuine band sewed, $6.00 per pair,
boots or J'h PS. Be.st AmericctH calf vamp and
top shoes $6.50 per pair.

WHITMAN BOOT & SHOE CO.,

WHITMAN. MASS.

Hi'

(Mptallic). NO LARGER
THAN A •'i-OENT PIECE.
AND REGl.-^TFRS THE
TEMPERATURE ACCU-
BATFLY. PRICE IN
HEAVY GOLD PLATE
WIIH OKY^X BACK, $1.50.

MEYROWITZ BROS.
OPTICIANS,

295 & 297 FoTirth Ave., N. T-

S, E. Cor ?3d st.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cuttingr the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No 1 ?. ioiut 6 strip Sp it Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, soUd reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood iorm. length 9|, 10,

' lOift.
,
weight 7, 8. 9oz . .

. ^ SUTCr Mounted
'

"
'.....'......'....'....... .*.

V.
^'^

8 83

No 4 S^ioki't 'e^trip'sp S^Blmboo'siack bIss Bait°Eod', Rais^' Tie Giiidek; solid reel se^t aiiove the hand,' es^tra tip, silk whippiiigs, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

'SJ, 9, di 10ft
.
weight 9, inj, 12, 13oz ".

V^'V^V^\\\V^\\\V^'.\\'. '""^ 3 83

No! I,' fttrtp Splft^Bam^aoo Salt wSe? or Lake Ti^ollmg Rod, 3 joint, 'solid reel'seat 'above the 'hand, 'double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 'sft., weight SOoz 2 75

No. 8,' same as No 7. bat is 3 io nt 1" 'AcJ « orL
No. 2^0. 3 joint Ash ai.d Lancewood Heavv Salt Water Bass Rod hollow butt, extra tip, brass mounting^ 9ft Wc.

Brass Multiplying Reew, Balance Han-^'" -c.-..o.„ nu n.,.r. flr.<. fimch v.ST7Ha s.'^p. • iCtrrfls.. ft.^c; hoards.. *.L05: 80'

Sliding Chck, Nicktl Plated, 40y

dST SlSe°StfS'pL'S^'^'Si^^^^^ GurLeadel-tlftM per dGZ.ri5o. Tsft^ per doT, SOoTsft-V per"'Ao2::'45o: Double "Out" L^dferTrmT.TeFdoz^.'iSe: r3ft7per cloz!, SOo ;"'8ft.7d«z.V^.

J, F. MARSTERS, 51, 53 ite 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ftend 2c. stamp tor nittstrated Catalogue for 1891. OPEN UVBNJNG^,
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The Expen's High Grade Trap Cartridge.
Owing to the demand for a thoroughly reliable and strictly first class "Trap Cartridge,"

we h'lve dpcided to put on the markpt a cartjidge to be known as "The Expert's Hiali Grade
Trap Carti idge. These cartridges will be loaded with The Chambprlin Cartridge Co.'s '-High

Grade Trap Powder," wh-ch is made "esciusively and espres ly" for these cartridges, and
which we know to be the best trap powder made. The specifications and lists of these car-

tridges are as follows

:

Load No. SO. lO-gaiige C'imas Sliells, 3J drs. High Grade Trap Powder, IJ oz. Wo. 8 shot.

List ?30 00 per M.
"Wadded two 9 and one 10-gauge Black Edge Wa^ds on powder and card on shot.

Load No. 32. IS-Gau^e Climax Shells, 3 drs. High Grade Trap Powder, 1^ oz. JSo. 8 shot.

List -27 50 per M.
'

Wadded tAvo 11 and one 12-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on sliot.

Chilled shot %\.00 per M. net extra.

We solicit a trial of these cartridges and know that they will not fail to give the very best
of satisfaction. We are also prepared to load thpse or any of our regular trap or nitro-vowder
cartrideres in the new U. M. C. Co.'s "Trap" sheU for which an exti'a charge of SIO.OO per M,
nec wi,l be made.

St-nd btamp for our list and discount.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO.,
f^I.EVET.ANO. OHIO.

DO YOU SHOOT AT THE TRAP OR IN THE FIELD ?

If so ask your fle.'Jer ro show you th° AVhifni-.. ......e< le>s. TMsguuls
ma te by us an i we guarantee it lu e\'ery respect. No better gun made aud at prices
within the reach I >f all sportsmen. Our J>ew nf-'yH muicr't-«s Kevolvc'
leads them aU. Ca!. .32 ana .88. AMERICA.^ ARMS CO., East Bos.o-, ..^eLSS.

NEW LIQHT FRAME AUTOMATIC
HOPKINS & ALLEN HINGE REVOLVER.

.32 SMH^ 11
CALIBER. ^^^^ OUNCES.
The only cne of its

class.

With Patent

; Folding Hammer.

This Revolvpr can also be furni^hpd in a larprpr framo, .38 cal
, 3^ and Him barrel.

FOR DESCRIPTIVE OATALOGUE WITH PRICES APPLY TO

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO , 26 West 236 Stree% New Vork City.

GRANI> KAPIDS PORTABLE HOUSE CO., Graiul Rapids, Mich.
Hnutcrs' Cabins, Clnb Houses, sjuiiinier Cottages, Photograph Gall-

eries, liawn Uonses, Play Houses. Etc., Etc.
-ibsolutolT portable. All sizes and designs. Especially dnsigned for Camplnp, Hi;nt

Ing and FisLin c. Ai e made of three ply vereer very light, strong and durable. All parts
thoroughly sea-oned and pflintf'd in atti'active colors'. T he fasti nirj s are iron pi.-8. No
nails or screws used. Easi'y erected or talien down without a.uiilation.

Send 5>raiiu> for Catalogue.NORMAN BABBOOR, Eastern A^ent,
81 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

BOSART)US'S BOOK.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.
By CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS.

This is a third edition. That mears. rofc a mere reprint, bnt that the chapters needing
change have been re- written to bring tne work up t'^ date. It i^ a bnok of practical instmc-
tion for beginners in the art of shooting, and of entertaining reading for the older hands.

COJfTEKTS
General Introductory Re-narks.
Gons and th.v.r Prop-r Charges
G-olden Plover. Cmlew. Gray Plover.
Wild Ducks and Western I luck ahooting.
Wild Geese, Ci anes and Swans.

Cloth, 493 pages, illustrate 1. Price f3 00.

Fn>RE'*T AM> STHE *M PUBLISHING CO., 818 Broadway, If . Y.

-The Spaniel and its Training.
By F H. F. MERCER.

A complete manual of the care, management and training of the Spam'el by a praotical

sportsman and an emhusiast on this breed. The volume is illustrated i j adnairable portraits

ff althe innre important breeds of spaniels, and contains the standards adopted by the

English and Auierican Spaniel Clnb^. Tae work is hxgiily praised by the sporting press

generahy, aud is iudispensaile to every owner.

PKlUliJ $1.00.

FOREST AUD STREAM PUBLISHING CO , 318 Broadway, H. Y

Wild Tui kev and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Sho'iting on the Wing.
Shooting D 'gs— Breeding and Brea^ldng.
Pigeon Shootine.
Trap Shooting Rules.

By C. B. VAUX ("DOT.»*)

A complete manual for the management of a canoe. The author begins at the verj

beginning, de>-cribes and esplains the rudiments in the s raplest ana p'auDest way possible

BveiTthmg is made Intel igibJe for beginners and besides this ABC teaching there are sc

manv hicits and wrinkles that the o'dnst canoeist afloat wtU find pleasure and profit in thf

study of these. The book is complete and concise—no useless duffle between its covers. Th€

subjects treated are the choice of a cauf e, paddling, sailing, care of the canoe, recipes anc

rules. T'ne text is further elucidated by numerous practical drawings, and the beauty of th€

book" is ^whanced by the many ornamental vignettes. Pages IbS; uniform with "Oanoe
BuildJig." Price, postpaid, fUuO.

SEW YORK: ifoREST and Btekam PuBLiSHmo C50., 818 Broadway.
LOKDON; DAviga & qo., 1 Fmob Lane, ComlOU,

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY

!

Have a place for everything and
everything in its place,

" BROWN'S PERFECTIOJI SHOE-REST,"
Holds Bru.sli, Dauber, Blacking

and Ladies' Dressiuy:.
A perfect rest for the foot while polish-

ing the shoe. Designed for

Homes riftic8s,Banks, Stores. Etc.
^DESCRIPTJON-Ti^is Sho^-Rest is inade

nf s' ca«T iro-, w-ighs ]21bs. and -s hpautiful]^
fj' ished. It screws to any wall or door-cse, «Tid
swin2« en^iji ly out ' f nsy wh^-Ti not in use No
di^t arid ni'npcf s^pary to touch Mackius wbile
TisiTic^ i . 7 o Mc' .

dp, ti Tnen an^' O" Jr'rfn nao it.

Price by Bxprtrss, $;^.uO.
Sent neatly pat !• ed on rtoelpt of price. Addr- ss

Fri, H. Brown Mfg. Co, Detroit, I cL
Dfalers write for pfiues. Siltsnr en watittd.

Clark's Cork Gun Wiper,
CILER AND BUaNISHER.

Pa'ent applied for.

10, 3 nr ]6 gaug> : tine gnus
kept'n p-rfeci condition «icli-
cul ilie Use nf any otbf-r tool;
no wateT T f c-Fsarv; rnst and
p fs rer dertd 'mpossi'-l''; es-
ypfiallv valuable to u=ers of
niiro powoer>; ti's any cUan-
ire rrd. Seijrt 50 cents for
samolp, wiib two t-si 'a t orke
and printed dKPCiions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St..

TOPEKA, 1\.A^SAS.

ffow Y"rk Agent.
HENRY n. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

MEACHAM UAMMERLESS
n GUN.

portea A\alnut Pistol G^rip Stock. Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered. JIattetl Rili. Double
TTnd"r Faateuins-.Kublier Butt. Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, c^^^e^, S36.S^
SEND FOR CUM CATALOGUE.

E. G.MEAGHAM ARMS Ga..ST.LQUis.MQ

TeufeltheTerrier;
OK,

TJie Life and Adventures of
an Artist's l>og.

Told ard illustrated bv .T. YATES CARBTNG-
TON, and writun by CHAKLES MORLEV,

a friend of Ttofel's.

A book which ha? had wnriaerini popularity in
Etgland. Paper. Prlc, To cei I?.

FOREST ANI> STREAM rUBLISHlNG CO.,
318 Bioadway. New YorK.

New Style Tent
FOR CANQEISTs AND HUNTERS.

Patented Jan. 13, 1&91,

DESCRIPTIVE OIRCDL AND PRICE LIST
MAILED O.N APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK. Evanston 111.

LIVE vN^Ti HA-ttES (iepti* A:mencanush
captured and properly hosed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
tecelpt of orders and remittances at 83 per pair.

Hefer to Hon. H. O, Stanley, Dlvfleld, Me., JPteh

S4dOame CoBUSlBalooe;. J. Q. EIOH, Betbel, Ue.

Which Interest Ounners', with descriptiom in
language understanded of the people,

BT O. TRUMBm.
Contains thp local names in popnlar use. and

elgbtv-n'ne illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable anyman who
can read to idtntify the contents of his game

OPINIONS Oft PBKSSs
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

hooks of which the need is felt in ^very depart-
ment ot natural history. -'iVoy Press.

To all dwellers by the wait rand in the country
and especially all wi'o shoot, the book will supply
a g'-eat need, and every c-ne v\ to inieresttd m
t>ird= will be interested in it—Boston Evening
Traveller.

Tbe hook should find Its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—OHicago Inter'
ocean.

There is a deliehtful dearth of dead languages
in this hook. Tbe spor'sm^n who looks between
Ibe covers tor a des' rip* ion of some game t»jrd—
a description which wUl enable him to identify
the en amre should hemppf it in the woods or on
the wan—is not compelled to shnt the book,
drop a had word or < wo upon it and go in 8ear> h
of Some Greek and Latin diL-tionar'eH to find out
whai ilie description means.—JN'eio Fork Heroid.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Oo.

Beautiiy the Walls ot Your tiooms
With the three new wver-colnr hunting scenes
bi tbe author of "Tight SheP" an i "Dnnnlp."

A SIDK !>HOT <nver necnys). size 15x20 $2.liO

aTOT'PINGAN INC{»MF.R (m«illajd') 11x1.5, f1 50
A LOS!T Or'P()RTinSriTY fbluHbills). nxU, »L50
A^iove singly by mill, or the set for SS.

Po' Balp bv
FORKST AVT> «Tt?KAVi r>tTRl.(SHTMR CO..

FOX-TEBBIERS
IN STUD.

Cliampion Ral>y Mixer $15
Riissly Joker 15
Kei'koner 15
Snff .Ik Risli 10
Hillside Kegeut 10
Puppies for sal" from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KEN^^FLS.
LANCASTER, MASS.

lASTIFfS.
AT STUD: Bpptbred mastiff owred In Amer-

ica O mt n<le, by Cb. Vlc or Hago ts. Ch.
rambriau P-ince s. Winijipts: 3d. a punpy.
Cristal Pilace, Ist find cup. South Hampton,
(••Dgland Ist CiTiiiDn°ii. l'*30, only times shown.
Puts lor salrt from Phatdrn. a pr-ze winner in
Kns'and and Amerii a; also from ISlmet, a grand
danebtpr of Be^ufo'-t and Orl-iiid"', also from
Eidgyih, sis er to Elm- 1. Orders booked for
pups fr mtbehest l^r. d hitcb in Arnerica. lady
Cobrey. B««tifort es Cb. loozl'', ar-ddsniof
t>. Cuuk'ii wi^nire- pup Ilio-^rt County M^m-
».er. CHARLES E RUNN, Pc ria. IIJ.

COUNf NOKit-GlAD^' ONE-SUE.
AT STUD. . - FEE S40.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby "Wfnner.

The only (mown dog of any lepntatl n by Count
Nobleoui of Gljdstone^sitie bitch. Is puppies are not

trial strain or mgll^h setters should address for pedi-
gree an' ' particulars.

Wio'-refield ^reading and Training Kennels.
W. T. iBwts, Kennel Manager CatJi.A, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards f.Tsale.
Address A. H. Mooke, ITU Spring Gsrdea St., Phlla., Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS
EN THE STUD.

Collies & Irish Terriers.
FOR SALE.—Puppies and full grown dogs

of i'oth breeds. Prize winners and young st^ck.

Address P 0. B"X 1630, Philadelp' ia. Pa.

S rVD DOhS.
Smooth fos-'erripr EndcIiflEe Spicp, black and

tan terr ers Prince R g>-nt and BeaconsfieTd,
w'nnerof over ,tiI firsts and special", and acknowl-
edged t.j he the best black a"d tan living, and sire

of more winiiers than any othf r olaok and Tan.

Bull terrier !• ng'i*h Chai^pion King of Hearts;
Scotib terrier Kilster. DexTpr. thp world re-

nouned blbclj c o ' ded pnod]p. Gem of thp Season,
the pheufinenal ffrevbnund winner vt over 30
firsts and sp cials during 18S0. Address GEO. S.

THOMA'*. Manager of North Fields Yorkshire
Kennels Salem, Mass.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.-RKD RIVER
Glenoho (champ'on Glet.r bo ex L\da Belle).

R. R. Glen'Jho has won three first prizes on bencb
and i's a fine, field do2. beg is large Utters o£
FtroD-. dark red put pies. Fee $30.l>3, R» H-
BQhR, Mlddletown, Conn.

IN THE STUD -THE ETHAN ALLIN^ SET-
ter Al, fee S3o. Al was oroc\ ny the late Mr.

Allinand trained on ruff d grousebv bis oan^ler.
Two pnppies by h'm for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOli>, 54 Tavlor street, SprlogSeld, Mass. tf

YORKSHIiiE TOY TERRIER. ^ ,Champion tsraaford Harry, deserined In

show reports as "bes' Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos Mots. A
limited ntimber of his puppies for sale. P. H,
COOMBS, 1 Sx<di»iee ^00%, Basfor, i^.
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APRIL TALK.

OF right there should be no shooting now, but of pests

and at inanimate targets. The killing of a bird in

this season of northward migration means, at least, one

better bird the less, perhaps two, or a dozen, in the sea-

sou to which shooting properly belongs.

No right-minded man practices or advocates the shoot-

ing of woodcock, quail or any of the grouse in the spring.

Why should such uphold the spring shooting of snipe,

shore birds and waterfowl ? The poor reason is, that the

lirst breed with us and the loss is directly apparent,

forced at once upon us, when in early summer days we
visit the barren covers, fruitless now, not because of un-

timely harvesting, but for lack of seed, while the far

northern fields, on which the crop of last-named birds are

grown, are for the most part beyond our sight and ken.

Just as surely as if w'e destroyed the seed there instead of

here, the yearly crop diminishes and less and less of it

returns to us,
*

The only plea for this improvident killing of migrants

is, that without it we should have no spring shooting !

As if life were not worth living unless one can be killing

something from the beginning to the end of the year, and

as if it were not better to stay our hands for a season now,

than to have nothing to shoot by and by. No, let there

be no more spring shooting of geese, ducks, snipe and

bay birds. If we cannot be content without the pulling

of triggers and the noise of guns, let us blaze away at

targets and clay-pigeons. There will yet be left clay to

mould others of. And if we want to go hunting, let us

go now without a gun.

We shall not find it unpleasant nor unprofitable to take

to the woods now, for we may be sure -that they are

pleasanter than the untidy fields. Where nature has her

own way with herself, she makes her garb seemly even

now, after ;a.ll the tousling and rents sKe gave it in her

angry winter moods. The scraps of moss, bark and twigs

with whicli the last surface of the snow was obtrusively

littered lie now unnoticed on the flat-pressed leaves, an

umber carpet dotted here with flecks of moss, there

sprigged with fronds of evergreen fern, purple leaves of

squirrel-cup and its downy buds and fu'st blossoml.

Between banks so clad the brook babbles as joyously as

amid all the bloom and leafage of June, and catches a

brighter gleam from the unobsti-ucted sunbeams. So

befittingly are the trees arrayed in graceful tracery of

spray and beads of purpling buds, that their seemly

nakedness is as beautiful as attire of summer's greenness

or autumn's gorgeousness could make them.

Never sweeter than now, after the long silence of win-

ter, do the birds' songs sound, and never in all the round

of the year is there a better time to see them when the

gray haze of the branches is the only hiding for their gay
wedding garments.

If you would try your skill at still-hunting, follow up
that muflied roll that throbs through the woods, and if

you discover the rutfed grouse strutting upon his favorite

log, and undiscovered by him can watch his proud per-

formance, you will have done something better worth

boasting of than bringing him to earth from his hurtling

flight.

Out of the distant fields come, sweet and faint, the call

of the meadow lark and the gurgle of the blackbirds that

throng the brookside elms. From high overhead come
down the clarion note of the goose, the sibUant beat of

the wild ducks' wing, the bleat of the snipe and the

plover's cry, each making his way to northern breeding

grounds. Are you not glad they are going as safely as

their uncaught shadows that sweep swiftly across the

shadowy meshes of the forest floor? Are you not content

to see what you see, hear what you hear, and kill nothing

but time?

Verily you shall have a clearer conscience than if you
were disturbing the voice of nature with the discordant

uproar of your gun, and marring the fresh odors of

spring with the fumes of villainous saltpeter.

THE MAINE GAME SITUATION.

''pHE Maine game question is so important that it is

-L well worth our while to try to understand it; to

learn all we can about it; to hear all sides.

Two classes are interested, residents and visitors. The

chief importance attaching to the papers written by Miss

Fannie P. Hardy is found in her claim for them that

they give the side of the residents, or at least of those

residents most nearly concerned. She professes to speak

for this class—a class which is less often heard than the

other; and she claims that her peculiar opportunities for

gaining information and her long study of the subject

enable her to represent the views of these peoj>le accur-

ately..

Miss Hardy is a daughter of ]\Ir. Manly Hardy, of

Brewer, Maine, engaged for many years in fur trading (a

business from which he has only recently retired). Mr.

Hardy has had an acquaintance wider perhaps than that

of any other Juan in the State with hunters, trappers,

guides, lumbermen and other dwellers in the woods, upon

whose co-operation the preservation of game so largely

depends. More than this we imderstand that Mr. Hardy
enjoys the respect of the Game Commissioners, as a

citizen wdio has always obeyed the letter and spmt of the

game laws, even when such compliance involved great

personal loss to himself.

From all this it would seem that Miss Hardy's claim

that she is qualified to speak for these people is well

founded; and if it is; and if she can tell us how the Maine

residents look at this game question, it is surely desirable

that %ve should hear what she (for them) has to say. Their

views may be full of error, their attitude a mistaken one,

their logic at fault, their position untenable, their prac-

tices indefensible; nevertheless all these must be accepted

as actually existing conditions, which should be taken

into account in the effort to ju-ovide the remedy and save

the game. For that, unless a change shall be inaugurated,

the game is going, appears to us to be beyond dispute.

If what is told by Miss Hardy in to-day's issue is insuf-

ficient evidence as to the doings of so-called sportsmen

in Maine, turn liack to the Forest and Stream of Dec.

11, 1890, and read there what "Special" wrote of the

wholesale destruction of Jfaine deer by jacking and dog-

ging and other modes of hunting in the summer months

of 1890, and tip to the opening of the season, Oct. 1. Ac-

cording to "Special's" report, this, killing out of season

and by forbidden methods Avas done by sportsmen from
outside the State, or-by guides employed for them. His

account and Miss Hardy's amply corroborate each other.

Their reports and much other information which has

come to us indicate that the illegal destruction of large

game in the Maine forests last year was practically un-

checked, and exceeded that of any previous season.

The result appears to be this: The people of Maine, or at

least that class for whom Miss Hardy speaks, having seen

the deer and moose thus wantonly killed and wasted by
sportsmen in the summer months, have themselves given

over all restraint and in theiv turn have slaughtered the

game in winter and without regard to the laws.

This, we are told, is the actual condition of things. We
need not now discuss the moral aspects of the case; we have

already said that two wrongs do not make a right; but

the situation is one that cannot be touched by an abstruse

or argumentative consideration of the points of ethics

involved.

We confess that we do not at this moment see where

the remedy lies. Perhaps Miss Hardy may have one to

suggest: or it may come from elsewhere; but we are not

without confidence that it will be found, and that the

discussion of the question by Miss Hardy and by those

who will doubtless follow her will aid in its discovery.

It surely must be discouraging to every true sportsman

(and we know many such), who visits Maine, and by his

practice, pxample and influence there strives to awaken
among those with whom he comes in contact a respect

for game protection and an observance of the laws, to

find that after all he is in a minority; for it appears from

what Miss Hai'dy has written that the Maine people

themselves have acquired their notions of "sportsmen"

as a class chiefly from the lawless individuals who in the

close season commit outrages which are abhorred even

less by the native of Maine than by sportsmen of better

type themselves.

DEATH OF GENERAL STRONG.

ON Friday last the cable brought to this country news

of the death, at Florence, Italy, of Gen. William E.

Strong of Chicago, a gentleman who had a wdde circle of

friends all over the land. He sailed for Europe only a

month ago for the benefit of his health, though he was

not at the time supposed to be seriously ill. His death

was therefore entirely unexpected. Gen. Strong was

born in 1840 at Granville, N. Y., but during his boyhood

his father removed to AVisconsin, where the son studied

law and was admitted to the bar in 1861. At the break-

ing out of the war he raised a company of troops and saw

much service, passing through the various grades of pro-

motion from Captain to Brigadier General of Volunteers,

which brevet he received March 31, 1865. Gen. Strong

•was Inspector General of the Freedman's Bureau from

May, 1865, to September, 1806, and then became Secre-

tary of the Peshtigo Lumber Co. of Chicago. In 1873 he

became President of that company, and occupied the po-

sition until his death. He was Sergeant-at-Arms of the

Republican National (Convention which nominated Presi-

dent Garfield.

General Strong was an ardent sportsman, and has had

a great deal of experience in many kinds of hunting.

Years ago he Avas a most successful prahie chicken

shooter, and did much deer hunting in Michigan. He
was an intimate friend of President Arthur and General

Sheridan, and accompanied them on many excursions

into what used to be the wild West. He was with the-

Presidential party which in 1883 made the trip from the

ITuion Pacific Railroad north through the Yellowstone

Park, and one of the camps made by this joarty on Snake

River, not far above Jackson's Lake, is still known as

Camp Strong. General Strong was a most genial, kindly

man, and was warmly esteemed by all who knew him.

At the meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Protective Society last week 170 members and guests

were present. New England uniform game legislation

was the topic discussed, without definite result, the gen-

eral opinion being that it would be diflicult to make the

game and fish seasons the same in the several States.

South Side Club Trout.—The first day's catch at the

South Side Sportsmen's Club was 556 trout weighing

5461bs.
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SNOWBOUND.
nj'^HE storm has passed into the deep, impenetrableX mountain whence it sprang. The frost king rules.
White are his locks and beard, stern his eyes, and the
unsympathetic diapason of his voice comes down the
cafion on the strident blast. His icy breath congeals the
laughing brook that groans beneath liis pitiless sway.
The forests crack and wild beasts seek their lairs at the
mere whisper of the monarch's iron wiU. Even rough,
weather-beaten men stand trembling at the half-opened
door, for aU their wraps and furs, their wool and hides,
are but scant armor 'gainst the lances of the powers of
the air.

They are gone and I am left alone. Before me is the
cheery fire. Great logs of cedar snap and blaze, and
from them rises a sweet incense—vain offering with
which to propitiate an implacable deity. The cedar
gives its fragrance forth not for love's sake, but impelled
by rude necessity. Therein, with the crushed bay, it

shows a trait most common in mankind. 'Tis strange
that if the milk of human kindness once turn sour, it

may, by pride or public sentiment, forced neutralizers,
be given a semblance of its former self, and yet the
quality and flavor, once lost, can never be restored. So,
by the sniell, that cedar log is cedar till it be reduced to
ashes or fly away in smoke and vapor, but how different
that odor from the rich perfume of which it was so
prodigal when once it stood in upland grove and nodded
to the blossoming earth or raised its sinewy limbs up to
the smiling sun.
Now, I am not finding fault with the cedar. It is

neither better nor worse than the majority of the men
with whom it has been compared, and, on this bleak,
bitter January morning it is doing valiant service. Up
the wide-mouthed chimney roars its challenge, its de-
fiance, and down from the upper ether comes the shrill
reply of the angry, baffled sovereign. Listen! Did some
one speak? No, I am yet alone, save as the elements
companions be. The sounds change to words: the words
frame themselves into song:

"Darkness my cradle,

Chaos my throne,

Terror my mantle,

I monarch alone.

Me defying,

AU things dying
Prostrate fall;

And tlie armor
That they trusted

Is their pall.

While the moaning and the groaning
And the ever sad intoning

Of fierce winds 'mid branches bare,

And the wild, incessant rattle

Of the elefnents in battle

Makes sweet mnsic everywhere.

"From realm of hail and bitter blast,

Where icy forms fly thick and fast.

Where frozen land looks on frozen sea,

1 come, and 1 have come for thee.

Sharper than Toledo dart
Is the lance that seeks thy heart;

More snre than Borgia's poisoned steel

Is the weapon thou sUalt feel,

For my hi'tath

Is death.*'

But the dancing fire leaps higher, laughs and sheds
abroad new lustre. Even the old, smoky rafters glow
and the dull andirons take a cherry tint. The fire is alive
and the great room, a moment since so cold and cheerless,
is peopled with strange forms of light. There is music
in my ears and the sound is the sound of murmuring
waters, of bees lulling the nodding clover to sleep; the
music is the music of the morning stars when they hailed
the new-born earth , and from the dazzUng splendor, to the
insj^ired accompaniment, comes a sweeter song;

"I am the spirit of the flame;

The flre of love is my life.

Softly I conquer the hearts of men;
I banish care and strife.

"1 have stolen the warmth of the noonday sun.
The light of the harvest moon.

The first faint blush from the maiden's cheek
And the mother's cradle tune.

"1 Ijave given love's hxie to the budding rose;
I have cherished the eggs in the robin's neat;

From the babbling brook I have loosed thy bonds;
To the tired soul I have given rest.

"Oh, I am the spirit of the flame.'

While the flre of love burns true
I know no rule but my own sweet will,

And that shall conquer you."

Roar on, old Boreas, thoa king of darkness and desola-
tion! Thy reign is short; make the most of it. Sing on,
thou spii-it of the flame; and you, light-hearted heralds of
the spring, gather about the hearth. Pile on the logs of
fragrant cedar. Winter storms without, but within is
endless summer, peace and rest,

* * * -»

All, me! The great door opens: the vision flies: the
song is hushed. Once more I am by the fire in the cold,
dreary room, and the teamsters have come in from their
morning chores. The breath of the ice king is on their
garments. On the brick hearth they stamp their half
frozen feet and smite their hands with pain. Then they
take their customary seats in the half circle they have
daily made since first the snow began to fall. The vile
aroma from their pipes pervades the hall, and another
day, monotonous, almost interminable, is here.

I wonder if the good Qaeen Anne's poet-philosopher,
looking in upon this motley throng, could, with clear
conscience, say:

"The noblest study of mankind is man."

But it takes all kinds of people to make the world, and
there is a certain profit and pleasure to be found in the
analysis of humanity, that can be derived from no other
source. My new-made friends are silent now, but let

theu- voices thaw and the insidious nicotine bemuddle
what they call their brains, and coarse jests will fly and
tales of strange adventure such as might bring a blush to
Baal's brazen brow or turn old Nitnrod green with envy.
"Yes, ' Winn begins—a rough frontiersman of the genus

cowboy, species miractibilis. Winn is the perpetrator of
a joke upon a certain erudite justice of the peace and the
tale will bear repeating before his owti story is given.
His home is in the quiet town of Richfield and when he
visits the settlement he celebrates by painting the town a
flaming cardhial. On one of these occasions he took a
hand at some simple game played with five cards, of
which the first is buried. I think they call it "stud."
Soinething about the game was forbidden in the city
ordinance "For the suppression of gambling," and under
the kind supervision of the marshal], AVinn, with five
companions, found himself before the bar of justice.
Denials and defense were useless. Justice Orrick solemnly
peiiised the statutes and fined each offender $12.00. Winn
found he had but -flO.and this he offered to the magis-
trate, but no compromise could be effected with the city
treasury. It was $13.50 or 12i days in durance vile.

Finally a happy thought struck the young man.
"Say, Judge, Til give you a bill of sale of my mule and

if I don't bring you the money within five days I'll bring
the critter and it's youm.''
Now an average mule was worth |40 and the justice

tiiought he had a good bargain, so did Winn, although
he never cracked a smile until the bill was drawn upj
signed and delivered; then sometliing ia his countenance
warned the grave Orrick of impending trouble.
"Winn, how old ia that ar mewl?"
"Old enough to vote, Judge, old enougli to vote," and

the door was closed from the outside.
Now Richfield justice cannot be lightly treated. Straight-

away the justice hied him to the constable and together
they visited Winn's home.
"Well, Winn. I have a warrant for you."
"What fer?"
"The Jedge says as you ain't settled that fine."
"Ain't settled that fine? You try and make me settle

it agin and it '11 cost you three or four mules."
"Hows that?"
"Well, I give the Judge a bill of sale of my mule and

he let me go."
"Is that so, Brother Orrick?"
Tlie Judge, witli much hesitation, confessed that 'such

was the case.

"Well, then you can't do nothing more with Winn."
"But, Winn, you 'U let nie see the mewl?"
"Cert. Come along."
Out to the old corral they went and there upon the

ground lay the ungainly hybrid, patriarch of all the
mules in Utah. Winn kicked it and it slowly rose and
tottered to its feet.

"Look out, gentlemen, it may fall on you and I can't
be responsible for accidents."
"Now. Winn,'" whined the baftled OiTick, "I meant to

do the right tiling by you, but I guess I stretched the law
a leetle. The law won't let me take anything that'll eat
or run away."
"You're all right, Judge. You're all right. That mule

can't do neither one."

Five days later there was a procession through the main
street of Richfield. Winn drove a cart and behind was
tied Brother Orrick's mule. Two of his boon compan-
ions marched on either side to steady its feeble steps, and
the fifth brought up the rear and gave the beast a push
whenever it seemed that it must surely fall. The next
morning there was a funeral in Justice Orrick's corral,
and the worthy magistrate, having just deposited ^12,50
of his own hard-earned cash in the city treaaury, was
the sole mom-ner.
But to return to Winn's narrative, which has been

rudely broken b^y the advent of three lusty Corn Creek
Utes. Tall, straight, broad-shouldered, with clear-cut
profiles, they are noble specimens of their fast-dying
tribe. From one to another they pass, trying to barter
then- heavy navy blankets. Failing in this, one produces
a worn-out .23-cal. rifle on which he had evidently been
swindled. He offers it for $4, and with grim irony re-
marks: "Shootem buckskin, no much bueno: sho'otem
mouse, shootem fly heap good."
Then the trio roll three cigarettes, and squatting on the

floor behind the charmed circle puff away while Winn
proceeds.
"Last summer I went up on Panquick Lake to see what

show there was for choppin' ties and floatin' 'em down
the river to Richfield and Salina. I allowed to chop this
winter and float before irrigattn' time, but it's handier to
get red pine and black balsam right here and on Clear
Creek, so I give up the job. Bill Jones went with me.
We had been running our cattle in Emery Valley and
we knowed they couldn't get away, so we allowed to be
gone about two weeks. We didn't take much grub, for
the man that can't get all he wants to eat about Panquick
Lake deserves to starve. There was no trail up Mammoth
Creek, and we had a tough time of it. Didn't get to the
lake until dark, and didn't see a deer on the whole way.
Bill made a little yeast powder bread, and we wrapped
up in our blankets and lay down by the fire to sleep. The
next morning we started chopping', and worked a little
every day on our cabin so as to have it all ready in case
we came up in the winter. We didn't hurt ourselves
with hard work. The fishing was too good. I believe
there's more trout in Panquick Lake to-day than in all
the rest of Utah. The Injins used to catch' lots of 'em in
some kind of willow fish traps, and the time was when a
man could buy all he could pack for two bits or a plug of
terbaccer.

"After we'd picked a place for a camp and cut down
one tree we wanted a mess of trout. But we was in the
timber and thar warn't no hoppers, and we hadut no fish
eyes and pine logs make durned poor poles. So we wan-
dered around till we found a little creek. There we cut
some willows and caught a few mianies in our hats. We
had to use our hats for pails in getting them back to camp.
Then the fun began. We put on heavy sinkers so the
little cusses couldn't swim very far and then we threw
in. I didn't wait more 'n a second before there was a
yank at my pole that almost pulled it out of my hands.
That was the first fish that ever I had on that I couldn't
fling out right over my head. He was a whopper and no
mistake. The more I pulled the more he jerked. Bye 'n
bye he jumped clean out 'n the water, and by jimminy
he looked like a young whale. Well, I fooled with that
feller half an hour before he tvirried b©Uy up and let me

haul him in. He must have weighed 8 or lOlbs. Well,
we fished until noon and then had eight fish. Any one
of them was enough for a meal, Tlie rest we cleaned
and hung up in a tree. Every day we had the same luck,
and every day the string of fish in the tree got longer and
heavier.
"One afternoon when we got back to camp the fish was

gone. The whole pile had been drug away, and by the
tracks, which wasn't very plain, the beast that done the
thievin' was a bar. The trail was well marked and went
up toward the mountain, and Bill and I thought that
between the scalp and the hide we could make a good grub-
stake; so we took our gun and started after it.

"We had gone about a mile when just ahead of us
there was the darudest yowlin' and growlin' and spittin'

that ever you heard. We stole up and looked through
the bushes. There was a big wolverine and a she lion
fightin' over them trout, and two kittens were havin' a
circus of their own jist beyond them. We managed to
git up pretty clost. The beasts had all they could do to
look out for each other without attendin' to us. Talk
about a wolverine bein' a coward! I know better. That
old lion would walk round and round and switch her tail,

and every time she'd spring the wolverine would half
stand and half jump and snap at her neck. Then they'd
roll over together, and when they parted for the next
round the wolverine was always over the fish. They was
both of 'em torn and bloody. By'm by the lion got in a
side scraper—gee whiz! but it was a horrible belt—right
on the wolverine's head, and the wolverine curled up and
rolled as if it had been hit by a thunderbolt. The lion

yowled a little and the kittens ran u'o to her, and she was
just makin' off with the fish when 400 grains of lead took
her whar she lived, and she nsver axed no questions.
Before we got to her, Mister Wolverine picked himself up
and shook himself together, but Bill attended to his case.

Their hides was so cut up and bloody that it warn't no
use skinnin" 'em, but you kin bet yer life we didn't have
no more fish stole from that camp."
The door opens and Oretohen's frowsy head is thrtist

into the cloud of smoke. "Dinner's ready, gentlemen,"
So am I. Shoshone.
Mabvsvale, LTtah, .Tan. 18.

AN EXCITING CHASE IN NEW JERSEY.
''I^HIS being the iiming of a driving northeasterly storm

,

.JL when the authorities had cut and dri. d a "westerly
wind, with fair and colder weather," and having nothing
worse to do, I make so bold as to tell you about a lovely
fox cliase we had down this way in January. Ever since
we didn't go deer hunting and get shot by some other
hunters, we had been solacing ourselves with the promise
of a run after reynard some day when the time seemed
propitious, and the time seemed at least to get around
into that quarter when my friend C. asked me one even-
ing if I was ready for that fox hunt, The outlook for a
fine day was below par at that time, for Old Prob had
guessed that a stoi-m center had alreaiij'^ formed in Arkan-
sas with wicked intent, and head faced to the east, with
a good second out among the Rockies; that the Arkansas
trouble would give the mountain business a handicaji of
tvVelve hours or so, and that if there was not any coimtei'
diversion from Manitoba or the Gulf region, the two fly-

ers would probably, otlier things being equal, impinge
on the seaboard more or less according as the precipita-
tion of moisture radiating from a given area should be
influenced by opposing currents. This looked bad as a
starter, added to which there was a ring around the moon
and a decided tendency to disturbance in the cornfield,

and when I retired the moon had done the same thing
behind a thick covering of very snowy looking clouds;
consecj uently I didn't layout my hunting togs over night,
as I usually do for an early start, for I did not think the
circumstances warranted it, but went to bed in the usual
way.

I heard the clock strike two, and in a minute or two,
three, and shortly after four, and before I had time to
turn over twice five came along, when I rose and looked
forth. The wind had got lost somewhere, so that the
dogs could be heard nicely, the mercury had stojjped at

80, and a star or two twinkled from between bands of
clouds which spanned the heavens. "Good luck," said I,

and hopped into my clothes. By dayligiit the sky was
almost clear, and by 7 o'clock F. was on hand, and T gave
Moddess her head and told her to g'long, to the old hunt-
ing song:

"A southerly wind and a cloudy sky
Proclaim it a hunting morning,

Before the sun rises away we fly.

Dull sleep and a drowsy bed scorning.

To horse (buggy), my brave boys and away,
Bright PhcBbus the hills is adorning,

The face of all nature looks gay,

'Tis a beautiful scent-laying morning.

Hark! Hark! Forward!
Tauta-ra, tauta-ra,

Tauta-ra-a-a."

We drove about four miles from town to a road from
which the man with the dogs was to come into ours.

The sun had fairly got above the low-lying clouds and
begun to warm up stift'ened nature considerably, giving
j)romise of a day without flaw, when L. loomed up in the
rear rumbling over the frozen road, flanked by skirm-
ishers in the shape of five fine foxhounds that at intervals
fdled the circumambient with their musical baying. Just
behind L. came C.

,
having gathered in Mr. Y. as he came

along, and away we went for the rendezvous, a mile
distant, at the house of Mr. F., an old fox and deer
huntei', whose name by the way, is the same as the
middle name of the world-famed author of the Leather
Stocking tales. He was on hand to welcome us, and in

a short time we were putting om- guns together and dis-

cussing methods of operation, when up drove Mr. McK.
in his road cart, followed by a hound or two. The party
was now complete, and in a few minutes we were jogging
down a woods road that skirted a swamp in which Bre'r
Fox might, could, should or would be found.
In less than five minutes one yoimg wliite purp, a

heedless, headlong, headstrong hound had got out into

the swampy brush and started a lively ruction all by him-
self after a rabbit. This wouldn't do at all at all, so L,
ch'opped behind to call off' his dog while we with much
urgent persuasion restrained the other dogs and straggled
along into the woods. After a while L. rejoined us, ac-
companied by the delinquent, which immediately went
off into the woods to the right and began to stir up
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another smell. We left him to Ms own devices and odors
and plodded ahead.
By tliis time McK. had got his dog in leash to prevent

any more hare rising, and was being towed along through
the bushes at rather an iincomfortable rate of speed by
the half-choked eager hound, which soon placed him in

the advance together wilh C, and several dogs, which
latter soon found what was pronounced a fox trail and
dashed oft'. Right here we'll drop this much of the outfit

for they don't interest us further, as we saw them no
more that day. I neglected to mention C.'s big black and
white dog, which accompanied him without any definite

purpose, being composed of several different breeds with
a good deal of oiher kind of dog, and exhibiting consid-

erable enthusiasm without much attention to business.

V. had a pocket edition of canine, as had our host F.,

which were taken along to take care of us in case we got
lost, I suppose, as I couldn't see any other reason.

Paster and faster away went the dogs ahead, and we
five pulled along behind easily, while the lone dog in the
scrub behind was evidently working up considerable of a
fever. The theory was presented that he was working
the same trail that the other dogs had struck further on,

and that he would work it up to their trail and then re-

join us. This was as satisfactory as anything we could
think of, and more complimentary to the dog than if

charged with frittering away his time on a hare. Of
course all the motions of the dogs must be understood,
and each person generally having a different opinion
added to the clear solution 'of the matter. The skirmish
line was getting pretty much out of hearing, when we
struck a road, one end of which was anchored in Millville

^and the other somewhere else. Here we halted a bit,

listening for the dogs and making various wild and un-
- satisfactory conjectures. Then host F. said that he and
;:L. i70uld follow on and F. , V. and I could form a picket
>iine along the road, and if the dogs turned the fox back,
,or the fox led the dogs back, we would be in position to

^ shoot him, perhaps. So the woods swallowed them up,

i,and we moved down the road a way and stopped for con-
.aultation, as it was necessary to come to some conclusion
;as to what the dogs were doing and what the fox would
Iprobably be compelled to do in case there was any fox up.
tOnce in a while one would say "Hark!" and then each
would stretch his ears away off into the forest and en-
deavor to persuade himself that he heard the dogs, when
an entirely new set of conjectures were called into play.

After a time, during which the rear guard hound had
joined the company cheerfully, showing that he had done
all that could have been expected of him, V. suggested
that we go down to Hance's bridge, across "Painter Greek
Branch," that could be seen at a little distance. There
being no good reason why we should not, and there being
the possibility that we might surprise the fox swimming
up the creek, we leisurely I'eached the bridge, where we
paused and looked into the water and speculated about
how old the puncheons were a,nd other fox hunting sub-
jects. V. told of coming along here in winter one day
and going out on a slippery log to dip a bucket of water
for his horses, and how cold he was wheir he crawled out
from the water and for some time thereafter. He also
said that in the cedar swamp, that skirted one side, the
stream was a good place to find rattlesnakes, and I

mentally resolved that I'd choose some other place to find
mine, where the odds would be more even.

F. mentioned that near here was the spot where Mrs.
Whatshername dug for gold, having dreamed that there
was any amount bm-ied in a certain spot. He also begun
to tell how in the swamp near the bridge was a jug cache,

, made by two boys, I believe, who were teaming to and
from Millville, and who didn't dare carry the liquor home,

. and there was more to it, but right here something in-

V terrupted him, and I'm in a good deal of doubt as to the
, 3ee[uel—I'll ask him for the rest some time when there is

lUo danger of being inteiunipted by the incidents of the
cihase.

We were having a terrible good time and enjoying our-
selves immensely, exclaiming '"Hark!" every now and
then and pretending we heard the dogs. Across the
bridge and up the road a little way was a covered wagon
in the bushes, denoting the presence of other hunters far-

or near.

After exhausting the pleasures of this place we easily

moved back to our first position, where, after due consul-
tation and much straining of ears, dm'ing which we
plainly heard dogs in the same direction as before, we de-
cided to follow the advance guard and endeavor to come
upon the field of action, convinced that the fox had not
yet been started and that if he was he would lead the
dogs straight away down across the Dowdy's Tavern
road, then doubling back would keep up the other side

the swamp toward Bennett's mill and over into the Thick
Holes. That was as far as we coald safely predict and I
couldn't see any good reason for any prediction at all,

but when a person wishes to do anything he will gener-
ally find a reason. So we started, overtaking ere long a
solitary huntsman with a dog chain over his shoulder,
going in our direction with a white hound. He was sur-

prised to find that our party was ahead of him on the
same trail and before long he vanished in some mysterious
way. We halted every two or three hundred yards to

listen for the dog music, which began to be a little better

defined and served as a mild stimulus. After a while we
entered a i-oad going our way, crossed a swamp and rose

a hill, where in the sand we found the tracks of our
party pointed ahead in the road, as evidenced by the rub-
ber boot track of F and the small track of L. which we
could identify. Here and there we found where they
had halted, waiting for the dogs to work out the trail or

watching for a shot. The music, however, keijt about so

far ahead, old Jack of the baritone voice, with supple-

ment of soprano and falsetto mixed, doing the solo jiarfc,

while the other dogs encom-aged him by tm-ns. Of
(Course, we periodically halted during the next mile or

two and held a caucus as to the present position and occu-
jjation of the pack and what we'd better do in case the
fox kept the swamp or took a side shoot to the starboard
and a turn over by May's Landing and down Egg Harbor
River. Old Jack continued to keep just about so far off,

which was just near enough to render it very doubtful
whether we heard him at all, though occasionally one or

the other would exclaim: "Hear that? I heard him then
sure. There! Don't you hear lum ? That's him." Then
we'd all strain a while with more or less doubt or cer-

tainty, as we had imagination in the emergency.
Finally as we came to a fork of the road up which the

party had gone, we heard unmistakably the dogs in what

seemed to be full cry, a long distance away. Here was
a new mix. If we kept on we'd be going directly away
from the attraction. So we caucussed again and con-
cluded that the fox would now come down the swamp we
had Grossed, and if we were not there we'd be somewhere
elsCi In order to prevent so dire a calamity wo took the
back track instanter and paddled along lively for a while,
and then halted to listen—notasound. Everything dead.
V/ell; now what? The whole chase was pi-obably head-
ing now for Atlantic county and would probably pull up
down by Atlantic City somewhere, but we might as well
scup on to the swamp and wait awhile j and so we did,

enjoying the sport as only thoroughbred fox hunteis can*
On nearing the crossing we found a little open space

where some woodchoppers or charcoal burners had once
had some little huts. Here we sat or reclined and rested

om' weary legs, almost exhausted in the hot chase after

the fox, while we talked of the pleasures of the sport and
enjoyed the mild air of mid-January. A light breeze had
arisen, and sighing through the treetops gave once and
again momentary sounds in confusion which might have
been wafted from the dogs, and might have been from a
thousand and one other causes, probably were. After
waiting long enough to be reasonably certain that neither
dogs nor fox were going to make us any trouble, we re-

sumed our legs and filed along the road for a mile or so
until we came to a road, old and disused, leading diago-
nally to the right from the one we were on. Here we
stopped to indulge our ears once more and caucus a little.

F. said that right here on this ridge was formerly a noted
deer stand, where his father and perhaps his grandfather
had slain many a mighty son of a glen, which of course
started reminiscences in whichwe all indulged, while we
drank in with quivering ears the "heavenly music" of
the fox chase—in the next county, and congratulated
each other that it was our good fortune to be enjoying so
much sport on such a perfect day in the woods.
Well, should we keep the old road we were on or take

the still older one and go some where else? It was argued
by F. that we were nearer home now than we would be
were we to go "callahootin' " off into a new neck of
woods, while V. said that the right hand road led nearer
in the direction of the dogs' last note and not so far
away from the home road; while I, being a stranger in a
strange land, opined that if the road in question inter-

sected the Bennett's Mill road at a point equi-distant
from the junction of Rattletrap Bi-anch and Petticoat
Greek we might get there in time to cut the fox off from
heading for Thick Holes—in case there was any fox or
dogs.
During my argument V. had slowly wandered off

down the fork, and F. and I not wishing to break up the
procession, slowly and uncertainly followed. In a few
yards we came to another old road intersecting this one
at nearly right angles, thus making the direction of the
last found road S.E. by E. i E. Here we stopped from
force of habit and listened. The wind softly sighed
among the oaks and pines, and away off somewhere
where there was life and hope a locomotive whistled for
a crossing, and then silence smothered everything again.
"Wonder where this road goes," said V.', referring to

the almost overgrown track that had just arrived from
S.E. by E. i E. He said lie was going to look it up a
little, and was soon swallowed up in the brush. I looked
at F., who was looking away, waj^ off into the untried
realities of the unseen, and 1 said, says I, "F., the strain
attendant on the intense excitement of the past few
hours' sport is beginning to tell on me. I'm as a nervous
as a cat and—^"

"Hello-o-o-ol" came faintly from the dim recess of the
brush.

"V.'s in trouble," quoth F. "It'll never do to leave him
to suffer out there all alone by himself in the bushes," and
off we went to see what the matter was. After quite a
tramp we sighted V. standing in the edge of a mile wide
clearing, evidently gazing away off into 1900, and when
we had nearly reached him he cried, "Hold on! Heao-
that? There they are. They've got him up this time
sure. That's music for you."
AVe listened some more. It was true. From away

across that clearing, and from how much further we
knew not, came the rich baritone of Old Jack, accom-
panied by the voices of the other dogs in full chorus. It

did seem as though we were to have a little taste of a fox
chase after all. The clearing was thickly grown with oak
bushes about head high with branches as stiff as wire,
but into it waded V. face to the music, and with con-
siderable misgiving we poked along behind. Pushing the
bushes aside, stepping high over brush, zig-zagging this

way and that to avoid the more dense portions we slowly
forged ahead forestward, and at last the scrub was ail

behind us and we stood in the Bennett's Mill road and
paused to catch a breath and do the Hstening act over
again. Naught but a faint and far "ough" rewarded us.

The crescendo with which we had entered the scrub had
given way to a diminuendo which in turn had died away
into a pianissimo, and we were badly left once more.
"The dogs must have caught that fox again,'' quoth F.
"Yes," I said, "and lucky it is that we were down in

this section to head the fox and turn him back. Those
fellows wouldn't have had any fun but for us."

It was now nearing the middle of the afternoon and
the internal vacuum plead loudly to be filled with some-
thing besides dog music, and very Uttle of that, which
led, I suppose, to examining the road for tracks, if per-
chance we might find some leading homeward, and in-

deed we did find two, one of which we pronounced that

.

of F. with his rubber boots, the other that of C., also the
tracks of a large dog, which must have, of course, be-
longed to the buUfoundhmd. We didn't wish any better
pretext than this for a retreat, and forthwith fell in for
home arguing that if two who had been with the hunt
all day had given it up, we couldn't be expected to hold
on. So we left the hounds and such of the htmters (if

any there were left) as chose to stick to the forlorn hope,
to work out their own salvation, and paddled along the
sandy road, with a good deal of rumble in the conversa-
tion. After a tiresome tramp, during which we passed
through a part of the Italian settlement of East Vineland,
we reached the house to find that C. had left for home to

attend to some business, and that host F. had not come
at all. So easy is it to be mistaken both as to foxes' and
men's tracks. Hitching up, we started homeward, skirt-

ing the flooded cranberry bog near the house, and so with
cheerful chat over the softened road to town, which we
reached in the eai-ly evening, having had a full suffi-

ciency of fox hunting under existing circumstances, and

perfectly convinced that there are some things just as
feasible as atterai^ting to corral a lone fox in a ten-mile
square tract of swamp and other varieties of wilderness
indigenous to Jersey.

This is the way we went fox hunting, But then we
know that it is not all of fox hunting to shoot a fox.
To change the proverb slightly, UJiomme pi^opose et valpes

I have learned since that the dogs did really act after
we left as though they had started a fox, and tore up the
country in groat shape, but they begun too late in the
day to secure tangible results. O. O. S»

FROM A PHILADELPHIA SANCTUM.
I^HE MERCURY," PhUadelphia, March Ql.—Dear

- Forest and Stream: I notice in the issue of the 36th
a suggestion by E. L. Carney, of Leavenworth, Kansas,
for the extermination of prairie dogs, the method being
the use of the fumes of the poisonous and volatile bisul-
phide of carbon. Can it be that this is the final solution of
burrowing pests? I wonder what the answer will be from
Australia when the Fokest and Stream for March 36,
1891, arrives? The question as to whether the English or
the rabbits shall take that continent may soon be decided,
or at least be put in a more premising way for the English
than it seems to be from the latest advices.
As I sit in my office alone nights, letting thoughts of

woods and fields come between me on the one hand and
the latest exchanges, the tariff, the wickedness of the
Other Fellows, etc., etc., on the other, I have had a singu-
lar experience, or at least one singular to me. Eating an
apple one night, I threw the core down among a large
pile of papers I had been clipping so that it Avas com-
pletely concealed. Within a very few minutes a rat came
out of the near offiGe and walking straight up to that pile,

dug his nose down into it and fished the apple core first

shot and marched off with it. I can only attribute this
to extraordinary powers of mind reading on the part of
the gnawer; or (who knows?) it may have been a sense of
smell so keen as to put our human organs to the blush
(that is to say if any organs except those we modest news-
paper fellows run, can blush). Have you had any data
or information on the point of extraordinary keenness of
scent like this among animals of this kind?

I have been using Schultze powder in a .33 Winchester
magazine gun. Result: less noise, greatly less smoke,
of course, and slightly greater penetration. Can you
explain, however, why an occasional bullet should leave
no signs of its presence on a seven foot square target at a
time when I am making anywhere from 38 to 31 out of 3.5

(Creedmoor figuring); or what is equally singular to my
untGchnical soul, that the bullet should in one case appear
to have cut a hole in the target, which looked as though I
had fired a piece off the sharp end of a lead pencil about
an inch long, rounding in point like the bullet, said piece
appearing to be three times as long as the bullet and to
have turned round broadside to the target, so. D. G-.

WATER LIFEp
Occasional Observations on the Fishes in the Aquaria of the U. S.

Fish Commission,

THE KEEPING!- OF YOVNQ SHAD IN AQUAMA,

DURING the shad hatching season of 1890 a number
of shad eggs and fry were placed in a pool in the

yard of Central Station, at Washington, D, C. The pool,
which is constructed of brick and has perpendicular
sides, holds about 4,000 gallons, and in the summer con-
tains a dense growth of aquatic vegetation. During the
summer of 1890 it was essentially a small pond, the
water net being allowed to run in it except to clear it on
two or three occasions, when it became green from the
presence of unicellular alga). At times the temperature
of the water, which is about 30In. deep, was taken, and
found to be sometimes as high as 85" at the surface and
83° at the botton, but it appeared to be perfectly satis-
factory to the fish, they, however, keeping nearer to the
bottom as it grew warmer. The growth of the fish was
watched with interest throughout the summer, and they
could be seen in schools of hundreds, always in motion.
The water was alive with insect larvse and small crusta-
ceans, such as Oammarus. Asellus, Daphnia and Cyclops,
and these appeared to constitute their sole food' up to
September, by which time they had attained a length of
li to 3iin. During this time several goldfish, which had
hatched from eggs accidentally introduced into the same
pond on some aquatic plants, had grown to a length of
4 to oin. The goldfish is a forager for food, while the
young shad usually only takes what it finds floating free
in the open spaces."

The young shad in September were not so large on an
average as those which had been planted in one of the
big carp ponds, and they aijpear to have stopped gr-ow-
ing. This was no doubt due to the exhaustion of the
natural food supply. They were now tried with bread
and crackers, and it was found they would eat them
with avidity, catching the crumbs as they descended
through the water. From this time with daily feeding
they grew more raj)idly, and in October, when from 1-J

to 2iin. long, an attempt was made to transfer them to a
fresh-water aquarium. Three attempts were made, but
although there was no lack of aeration, both natural and
artificial, and apparently wholly favorable conditions,
except in the size of the tank (about 60 gallons), they did
not thrive, and soon died.

In the latter part of October a number of them were
brought from the carp ponds in a tub, and instead of put-
ting them in fresh water they were put into brackish
water, about 1.005, where they seemed to be more com-
fortable. The water was gradually brought up to the
full strength of the sea water of the aquaria, and some
of the shad are yet alive, and are therefore almost a year
old and 3 to Sin. long.
Their principal food is clam chopped very fine and they

take it voraciously. This is varied with oyster, mussel,
raw beef, bread, crackers and chopped earth wonns, all

of which they will eat. Most of those which have died
have been affected by some form of eye disease, which is

prevalent with some species in the aquaria. It is sur-
.mised that it is due to the presence of some immature
form of a parasite, which is present on some species of
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the fishes in the aquaria, but it has not yet been care
fully studied.
The youDg shad would not at first take food from the

bottom of the aquai'ium but would only eat it as it fell
through the water. Now, however, they will pick it

from the bottom, tossing it up and catching it as it fallts.

They are always in motion during the day and, aUhough
some times swimming more slowly than at others, they
have never been seen, day or night, in a state of absolute
rest.

An interesting question yet to be decided is whether
the adult shad mav not also be kept as easily in the salt
water aquaria. With the gizzard shad, which is quite as
delicate, it has been demonstrated here that there is no
very great difficulty, as some adults of that species have
been kept for over a year in tanks of only sixty gallons
capacity, but until much larger tanks are provided tlae
keeping of the adult common shad cannot be satisfac
torily tested. Wm. P. Seal.

WHY THE GROUSE DRUMS.
THERE has been a great controversy among ornitholo-

gists and many conjectures have been formed as to
the motives that prompt the grouse to drum. To say
"that it is a natural habit" is to say next to nothing. To
suppose that he does so for the purpose of obtaining grubs
and insects out of dead logs (as some have believed), is to
suppose something entirely foreign to what would natur-
ally be looked for in a bird of such superior intelligence
and sagacity. Tlie grouse drums from a high not a low
motive. If I may give an opinion it will be one formed
after many years of observation and study and one born
of the woods. The grouse drums:
To announce the approach of day, at dawn.
To announce any approaching remarkable change in

the atmopphere, night or day.
To make his whereabouts knovpii to the female.
To celebrate her coming. (The grouse has been seen to

drum while the female stood within 6ft. of him).
To announce a triumph over a rival.
To sound a requiem over a dead mate or friend.
To divert himself. (As we sing or whistle to amuse or

divert ourselves).
The tone, cadence or sound made by the same bird

varies and changes somewhat at times. This may be due
to atmospheric or physical conditions, but I believe it

to be due to the power possessed by the grouse to modify,
alter or intensify somewhat the 'sound, as he has the
power to modify the whirring roar as he rises from the
ground. The all-wise Creator has implanted tliis faculty
in the grouse to deepen the solemnity or feeling of awe
and loneliness in the dark, dank, silent and solitary forest.
For where the grouse dwells no singing of birds and but
few sounds of a musical character are heard. And as
the sound comes to the ear, at first slow in measured
strokes, and gradually accelerated till they roU into each
other, and away through the depths of the woods and
over the meadows and streams, we instinctively feel that
"there is a spirit in the woods." " Dorp.
SCHENEOTADT.

The Bea-ver's Sunken Wood,—Duluth, Minn.—In
reading Mr. R. V. Griffia's valuable and interesting ar-
ticle on the habits of the beaver in your issue of April 2,
("Practical Trapping"), I find allusion is made to the
habits of that sagacious animal in laying in a winter's
supply of sticks or saplings for food, and sinking them in
caches near their housps: and the question interesting to
Mr, Griffin as it must be to every one and certainly was
to me before it was explained, is how the beaver managf s
to make his sticks or saplings sink. Captain Edward
Patterson, with whom I undertook to discuss this matter,
says that whatever we may think of it, the beaver them-
selves find it simple enough, for all they do is to draw
enough air from the interstices of the fiber of the wood to
rnake it lose its superior buoyancy to water, when it will
sink; hence it can be moved on the bottom freely without
a tendency to rise, but when raised to the surface, the in-
terstices of the fiber (or the cells if you will) are again
filled with as much air as was drawn from it by the
beaver, and, having regained its buoyancy, it floats again
as unsinkable as before, Capt, P. is the "happy possessor
of quite a store of forest lore himself, yet credits an old
trapper friend of bis, Andy Reefer, with at least the
knowledge of this curious fact, if not with having made
the observation himself.

—

Berlin.

Eagle and Jack Rabbit.—While hunting antelope on
the prairies of Colorado I was the witness of a very inter-
esting chase between an eagle and a jack rabbit. The
various circles and downward sweeps of the eat'le at-
tracted my attention, and I resolved to ascertain the
reason, I put spur to my horse and succeeded in gaining
an elevation from which a good view of the chase could
be had. The rabbit to all appearances was very much
bewildered, and would run first one direction and then
another, and sometimes in circles, its pursuer, the eaele,
following its every turn. Finally the eagle, as if tired of
his sport, with a vicious downward swoop, and a stroke
of the wing, laid the rabbit out lifeless on the prairie.
At this moment I gave a tremendous yell, and at the
same time rode rapidly toward them, which had the de-
sired effect of frightening the eagle away, leaving its vic-
tim in my possession, which turned out to be the only
game I bagged that day.—W, L. J.

Cincinnati Natural History Society.—The oflacers
for the year are: President, Col. J. W. Abert; First ^'ice-
President, A, D. Smith; Second Vice-President, Dr, F.
W. Lanerdon; Secretary, Dr. J. A. Henshall: Treasurer,
Davis L. James; Librarian. W. H. Knight; Tj-ustee, W. P.
Anderson; Members of Executive Board at Large, T. H.
Kelly, T. B, Collier, Alex. Starbuck and W, H. Knight,
Curators—Geology, E. O Ulrich: botany, D. L, James:
zoology, Chas. Dury; anthropology, Dr. A. J, Howe;
photography, T. B, Collier; microscopy, Dr. B. M.
Ricketts; physics, W. H. Knight; chemistry. Prof. Karl
Langenbeck.

Long Island VerjVIIN.—Minks raided the pens of or-
namental wildfowl belonging to Major Frederick Mather,
State Superintendent of the Government hatchery at
Cold Spring Harbor, one night last week, and killed
many valuable bii-ds. They took the original pair of
Chinese mandarm ducis imported from China at a cost

of |oO, three pairs of wood ducks, and several teal, wid-
geon, and other wildfowl that were in process of domes-
tication. Fortunately all the fowl were not in one pen,
and some of each species were saved. Vermin has been
very plentiful on L-iag Island the past winter, and farm-
ers have lost much poultiy through their depredations.
Notwithstanding the steel traps kept around tue grounds
of the Fish Commission to protect the trout from minks
and the ponds from muskrats, these animals occasionally
get in and work mischief. The following is the record
kept by Major Mather of the vermin destroyed this sea-
son: Opossums 10, minks 9 mu«krats 23, weasels 3, night
herons 8, kingfishers 43.—Neiv York Times.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Boolt of the
Oame Laws.

OUR GUN CLUB-TURTLING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
With your permi.-sion I will introduce, to such of the

readers of the Forest and Stream as may care for the
acquaintanceship, the memberB of our gun club. Ours is
not a very tony outfit. We have no president, treasurer,
or secretary, no spacious parlors and smoking room
adorned with trophies of the chase or freaks which have
emanated from the imaginative brain of the taxidermists.
We have merely got into a habit of gathering around the
stove in the rear end of om- patient friend's grocery store,
where we adjust ourselves as comfortably as possible
upon whatever affords a convenient seat, and smoke and
chat to while away a dull horn- or so every evening ex-
cept Sunday. Here our himting or fishing parties are
made up and verbal reports of each expedition rendered,
with a goodly sprinkling of remarks from the audience
and not a few tales of the "That reminds me" order.
The ages of our members, of whose names there is no

official list, range anywhere from twenty-five to seventy
years, but we don't reckon age by the Gregorian calendar
and count our men young as long as they feel youthful
and able to fill their store box at the stove fire even
though unable to endure fatigue in the field or on the
stream. I know of but one point upon which we all can
agree, and that is sporting matters of a general character,
though even on this subject many small differences of
opinion develop. We don't like one another's religion,
politics or habits; no two of us have the same daily occu-
pation; we are radically opposeil to each other's views on
almost everything: don't look alike, and in short, are a
misfit all around, except that we all cherish a friendly
feeling tempered with charity for all, and are glad that
we are so well acquainted.
Fishermen are in the minority, because water is scarce

in this section, and the sport is almost exclusively lim-
ited to mountain trout and snapping turtles. By the
way, the last-named affords us a huge amount of fun
and generally an ample reward of real turtle soup.
When the water becomes warm enough, a wagonload of
turtle fishers may be seen creeping away in the gloom of
very early morning on the way to somp muddy meadow
brook, perhaps some miles distant. Coffee pot, tin cups,
canned good^, bread, etc, are stowed away, together
with empty coffee sacks to carry the game in, horse feed
and fishing clothes; while we will trust to the farmer's
wife for good butter and milk. Rpaching the stream the
party, usually four or five in number, divide; two will
&<h, two will pack the game and provender, while the
odd man takes care of the team and courts all the eligible
rural maidens who are so unfortunate as to be forced to
endiu-e his presence, A hasty breakfast with hot coffee
is prepared over our camp fire, while old clothes are
being donned; and this being disposed of, into the waters
the fishers go, attired in decollett« costumes of the most
extreme fashion, and immediately the one whose teeth
are chattering informs us that that water is c-c-cold and
wet besides. But the chill of the first plunge soon wears
off and the fun begins. The fishing is done entirely with
the bare hands here, and it is considered cowardly to use
any other method; though frequently a turtle which has
been disturbed will inflict a reminder which is by no
means gentle, and if anything on earth can equal his
Satanic Majesty for perseverance it is an angry snapping
turtle, bulldogs not excepted.
Groping around under the overhanging sod banks,

under piles of drift biu-h and logs, ledges of submerged
rock, routs of trees, among the rank growth of water
vegetation, and in muskrat holes, the fisher feels his
way; now he gets ducked all over, and now the blazing
sun kisses his damp shoulders and leaves a red mark—
the mark will assert its importance to-morrow, "He's
,;ot one!" a yell from the shore proclaims. Yes, which
las got one? Then, accompanied by much grtmting,
perspiring and evolutions which would put a professional
contortionist to shame, the struggle becomes more and
more exciting. It is "liberty or death" with the bedrag-
-^led reptile, and honor and spoils for the captor. Sud-
Jenly there is a change in the tide of battle. His turtle-
ship has broken away and makes a hastv retreat through
a muskrat burrow under the bank. Quickly the fisher
leaps from the water to the solid ground and once more
8eiz?s his prey by the tail as he passes mine host musk-
rat's back yard door. Behold the spectacle now! The
brawny form of the fisherman is doubled, his head and
arms are suaining to get further into the hole for a better
grip, his knees are on the edge, wVile his, at present,
most prominent parts are turned skyward in the attitude
of a devout Moslem in the act of making a particularly
obsequious Salaam to the Prophet. The strain is terrible
and power has almost fled from the contorted muscles
of our chamj)ion. Hark to a doleful sound which rises
lingeringly above the grunts and pants from the hole.
Aye, the pants have indeed suffered, and at a most incon-
venient place, too, but then with that mighty effort which
wrought this havoc, all was not to be discouragement.
There lies the quarry on his back, and long and loud is

our merriment, while our champion rests himself and
attempts to repair the damages to his apparel, but withal
well satisfied with himself. Such and many other equally
ludicrous scenes are what make turtle fishing one of the
periodical sports of our gun club.
Toward the evening of the hunt we get up a good sub-

etairtial luuoh, with plenty of fresh butter, milk and eggs

procured in the neighborhood, and after the fatigue of
wading, stooping and kneeling do^n iu the water only to
rise up again to move on a little further, this meal is an
important part of the programme to the robust fisher,
who generally does it justice. Our catch on this occassion
was fifty-three.

The turtles are usually found with their heads shore-
vpard iu the forenoon and toward the water in the after-
noon. They are able to cling to brush and roots with a
strength truly wonderful, and knowing this the experi-
enced hunter prefers to seize it by the head instead of the
tail, as it cannot then get a hold on the numerous ob-
structions, neither can it turn and bite.
During the season many parties come from the cities to

hunt turtles, and market- hunters do not miss the oppor-
tunity of turning this i-port into a profitable business.
Having thus introduced a few members of our gun

club to the readers of Forest and Stream, and hoping
that some of them will add turtle fi.-hing to their list of
outdoor pleasures, I will defer making them acquainted
with the others until some future time. As in all other
amusements, care should be taken in selecting companions
for the hunt, and a knowkdge of how to dress and cook
a turtle is also very necessary. Deacon.
Gheensbubg, Pa,

MY LAST EXPERIMENT.
I AM fond of trying experiments. My last one was only

too successful, but it might have had a fatal endiDg.
I will give it for the benefit of the readers of Forest and
Stream.

I was spending a few weeks in Pike countv. Pa., in a
region where partridges were quite abundant. They
sometimes come out by a fence only a few rods from the
house. One morning I flushed five not far from the b irn.
But as most sportsmen know, this is a very difficult bird
to secure. One requires a good dog and should be a superb
shot. Then it is exceedingly hard to stalk him. and so
far as walking him up goes there is no telling where he
will rise nor what du-ection he will take. I found it. I
had no dog and a lame leg prevented my rambling in the
brush , even had 1 wanted to.

This time I thought 1 would try a new plan and see if I
cotdd not outwit Bonasa. I did outwit him. though I re-
gret to say I outwitted myself at the same time.

I know that all the birds in the neighborhood had been
in the habit of seeing the cattle browsing in i;he woods
and consequently were perfectly familiar with the sound
of a cowbelL So it occurred to me that if I t-hould strap
old Brindle's neck ornament around my waist, allowing
the bell to fall by a string from behind me, so that its
sound would not be impeded, the birds would not ba
frightened.
All this done and out I went through the bars and

along the road that ran across the "back lot," the bell
meanwhile clanging and jangling in the most approved
style. There was no need of treading carefully, nor did
I care how many sticks broke under my feet. I'just went
on, my bell registering every step with a clang.
But not a bird started, nor (much to my surprise) did I

see one in the road. It was strange, I thought. There
must be some around here, I will stand still for a mo-
ment and wait. I did stand, and in a moment the bell
ceased its noise.

But my! Whirr, whirr, whirr, behind me, at the side
of me, right, left and in front. One went this way and
another that. I would turn for one, and another would
fly, and not a shot after all! Nothing but brown streaks
darting here and there among the scant oaks and piues,
and some of them starting not 3yds. from where I btood,

I must try again, I say, and be more careful when I
come to a stand. Can it be, I ask myself, that my "bell
attachment" is too great a succes.-? I walk along for a
little distance and stop again, I am already now looking
toward the left, when whirr off to my right, and I get
a glimpse of something brown going like an airow
through the pines. No chance yet, I will turn off on
another road more grown up with blackberry bushes in
the center. I do this, my bell attachment ringing all the
time. No birds fly until I come to a stop, and then an-
other gets up almost in front of me and swings off bfhind
a bush to my right. In a sort of desperation (T am afraid)
I fired at a shadow. I only know I heard no thud, nor
did I find a feather.

I go a long distance now and no bird flies. I am in a
place where I have seen plenty in days past. But this
leg is tired and I must rest on this log, I have been sit-
ting here for perhaps half a minute, my gun lying across
my knees, and my noisy appendage now quiet, when
whirr again, and a bu'd gets up almost in front of me in
an open place and darts into the woods before I get the
gun to my shoulder. I begin to despair of getting any
now, but will make one more effort. I will keep along
this path by the side of the fence, and when I get to the
bars go through them and up among the short pines that
border a low meadow. The birds at this season are feed-
ing on wdntergreens.
No bird flies', and I have passed through the bars and

am about to cross the little bridge and make my way up
to the pines. My foot is on the bridge. But, hark!
Booo-o-o-o. I look through the alders, and here comes a
red bull to meet me. One glance is enough. I know he
means business. He does not see me yet. and -I retreat
through the bars and limp into the woods! But bars, I
know, are nothing to that fellow, nor gates either,

I cannot run fast and I get laughing at my ridiculous
plight, ami this renders my race the slower. "Then I try
to get the bell off of me. It is betraying my whereabouts
to the bull, and the harder I run the rnore it clangs.
Meanwhile the bull is coming. His booing is nearer. I
guess he is beginning to paw.
But the bell is off.' It drops to the ground, I must net

lose it, and down I stoop to pick it up, and eft again.
But, dear me, it still clangs! even worse than it did before,
as Brindle when she runs. And the booing is louder
than ever. What shall 1 do? My footsteps on something
soft. It is moss. Fill the mouth of the bell is at once'
suggested to my mind. It is done, and now the bellowing
ceases,

I am in a thick undergrowth by the side of a stone
fence. I climb over it and rest. My heart is beating very
fast and I am warm. But I am hidden and do not hear
the bull, and then if things come to the worst I could
blind him with shot. However, I woidd not like to serve
my friend's bull in that way.
But now I am rested. I want to see this bull that has

caused me so much ^alaraa and interrupted my sport. I
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will go cautiously, and wade the stream and come out by
the edge of the woods and see what he is doing. Then I

will pass up by the side of the fence to another pair of

bars and take the moss out of the bell and tinkle it.

Thin plan was carried out to the letter, I knew there
would be a stone wall between myself and the bull of at

leat 44ft. high by 4ft. broad. So I walked to the edge of

the woods and looked out, and there was the bull quietly

waiting for t lie strange cow to appear. He was 200yds.

from me now, and when I got to tlie upper bars he would
be 500. Here I determined to have my fun. The moss
was taken from the mouth of the bell and I gave it three

or fom- tinkles. That was enough. Again he came as

fast as be could, while 1 plugged the mouth of the bell

and made off in very good time. That is the last I saw
of him.
The bell experiment is one that I do not care to repeat.

It was too successful as a help to stalking partridges and
too dangerous to one who has no ambition to engage in a
bull fight. Stillaboy.

MAINE'S NEW LAW.
'"pHE Maine Legislature has adjourned, and the game
jL la ws ha ve been vastly improved in several respects.

Deputy sheritls, constables and policemen have been em-
powered lo enforce the game and fish laws. Any of the

officers or any game warden can arrest without process

any person at any time if found breaking or having
broken the laws, but he is bound by a heavy penalty to

use all diligence in bringing the arrested parties before

the nearesc trial justice for examination. All trial

justices are also empowered witli juri-idiction of such
cases. Tne law agamst hounding i"s made more plain

and stringent, and dogs that are known to be in theScatf
or kept for the purpose of hunting moose, deer or caribou,

may be destrovi^d and the owner fined. Cow moose are

protected at all seasons by a fine of |lOO. The having in

possession of any game in the legal close season is made
a penal offence, but provision dealers, having a place of

business in the State, may have on sale at retail during
the open season, one moose, two caribou and three deer,

which they are pprmitted to retail to their trade. When
these animals are used up they may replenish their stock
with the same number again. Transportation is forbid-

den of moose, deer or caribou in the State, except openly
and i)roperly tagged with the owner's name and resi-

dence. Transportation of partridges from the State is

forbidden at all times. These birds can only be had in

possession to be Uhed in the State, and then no person is

permitted to have more than thirty at one time.

The fisb laws have bpen so amended that the spoon
hook, for taking trout or landlocked salmon, is not pro-

hibited, or at least it is not included in the list of pro-

hibited articles, as it was in the old law. The new law
gives the proceeds of fines for infractions to the cause of

fish and game protection in the State. These fines do not
go directly to the wardens or Commissioners, it is true,

but the trial jastice who imposes the fine must immedi-
ately pay the money over to the county treasurer where
the case is tried, and the county treasurer must in turn
immediately piss it over to the State treasurer, who must
accredit to the fish and game fund, to be u-^ed in enforc-

ing the laws. This gives the money virtu illy for the en-

forcement of the laws, but removes it from the nature of

a bribe direct to the wardens and oflicers. Perhaps this

is well, for the reason that there has been a good deal of

complaint in the pabt that the zeal of wardens and offi-

cers has led them to commit injustices for the sake of a
share in the fines, But the incentive of a reward direct

is removed. Tiie game and fish wardens are to be ap-

pointed by the CJovernor and Council, on the recommen-
dation of a majority of the three Commissioners, and
they are to hold office for three years, unless sooner re-

moved for cause. They have the same power as sherifl;s,

so far as the enforcement of the game and fish laws are
concerned, and rtceive the same pay. It is also providt d
that no person shall use any sort of explosiA^e or poison
for the purpose of taking fish, under a penalty of |lOO

and two 'months imprisonment in the county jail for

each oitense. Special.

"PA'TRIDGE."
FRANKFOET, Ky., March 22.—Editor Forest and

iStream: A writer in your issue of March 19, from
Kirwin, Ktnsas, asks the difference between ruffed grouse

and partridge or pa'tj-idge. Your reply, to my mind,
"ain't altogether satisfyin';" as Jeems Mackerel would
say, alter feedin' on pickerel, "it don't altogether fill the

aching void,"
I've hunted partridge since I was old enough to lift a

gun on a straight line—and don't know but what even
befoi'e that I rt-sted on a stump or rad fence to get a bee
line on a squirrel. But the partridges I hunted and the
ruffed grouse or partridge you are talking about are not
the same thing, by a long jump. In our country—down
here in ©Id Kentuck—partridges, except in mating season,

go in flocks or coveys from S or 10 to 15 or 20. Some people
call them quail—that is, people from other States, and
what right have they to name our game birds. Hasn't a
man a right to name his own children and his own horses,

and why not our wild game? If your mind is bent and
fixed on calling a ruflied grouse a partridge, and nothing
else, why cair 1 1 call a partridge a partridge, and nothing
else?

Seems to me there is in your reply a scent of boyhood
days coming across the clover. That's the way you were
born and raised, and that's the way, consequently, you
are going to have it. Well, I was born and raised where
ruffed arouse were never heard of and where the thing

you call p ir fridge were neverknown—unless it was hiding

under the nick-name of "pheasant." May be it was.

Down here we call a little striped animal that is found
in the Michigan Avoods by the thousand—a ground squir-

rel. Up there they call him a chipmunk. Dawn here we
call a little stream' 6ft, wide a branch or creek—up there
they call it a river, Down here we call a pool of water
100yds, long a pond—up there they call it a lake. Down
here we call a brown-colored, long-billed, uneatable bird

that hangs about muddy banks a "shite-poke"—up there
they call it a water-hen.' Do%vn here we call a comely,
eatable fish with a full optic and golden, hickory or lead
color, a salmon—up there they call him a wall-eyed pike.

When "Kingfisher" was ruminatin' down in Tennessee a
year or two ago he caught a fish known universally down
there as a "jack-fish." Sending it to one of your big

scientists, he pronounced it a "muscalong."
^ow, who'9 goin' to give way aad surrendar hi« natural

born rights? IVe seen partridges by the thousand and
killed "era by the hundred—in fact, with the help of

another Kingfisher, have killed as many as 20 out of one
covey (nary one on the ground) and what's the use saying

they weren't partridges? If a ruffed grouse can be a par-

tridge, why can't a xiartridge be a partridge?

I believe" in equality on game matters- equal rights to

all and exclusive privileges to none. If a Kansas man
calls a certain bird a ruffed grouse and the Foeest and
Steeam calls a certain bird a partridge (in the memory of

shootin' days) and a Kentuckian calls a certain bird a
partridge—who's right and who's going to win the pot?

It don't make any difference if the birds are not ex-

actly alike. What I'm after is, who's got a right to give

the name and call them by the name they giv. ? Aren't

we all sovereigns—and can a sovereign be hampered on
the matter of partridges? From the time I was born till

I got to readin' books published somewhere else, I never

knew the plump, neat, shy, quick, toothsome bird we
found in the stubbiefields, woods and brier thickets as

anything else than a partridge. I claim that name as a
natural, indefeasible, undyin' right thnt shall last for-

ever and ever. If a woman on "Hell-for-Sartain" Creek,

in Kentucky, calls her offspring that kicks and yells as

she spanks him. a "brat," and an Indiana woman calls

her offt^pring "a baby," and a Few York woman calls

hers "an infant," aiid a Montana woman calls hers a

"pappoose," who'd goin' to hinder 'em or make 'em
afraid? Who's goin' to swear they don't know what they

are talkin' about? If there's any discrimination at all, it

ought to be given to the one who can show he first named
the bird and gave it identity, and let him crowd out the

balance. If that propo=itiou is accepted I'm goin' to

strike for Dm'l Boone, and Simon Kenton and the other

buckskin fellows who came from Virginia, until I reach
Gporge Washington, and that ought to settle it. If Noah
Webster is mixed on the partridge question, as our
Kansas friend says, ain't every other man entitled to his

free opinion in tliis glorious countiy of ours?

Why, up in Varmount they call a cow a ke-ow; down
in East Tennessee they call a regiment a reegement; over
m Indiana they call pies cookies; up in Pennsylvania
they call a polecat a skunk; over in Connecticut they
call a bar a bruin; and in West Virginia they call silver

perch by the name of Campbellites. Then what's to hinder
me from stickin' to things as they were and callin' a par-
tridge a partridge, or if you want it that way for euphony
sake, a pa'tridge? Old Sam (of the Kingfishers.)

[Reference to a map of the United States hanging on our
office veall shows chat Rockingham, N, C, lies southwest
from Frankfort, Ky., in a beeline less than the width of

this line of type. If "Old Sam" will buy a ticket for

Rockingham and there hunt up our correspondent
"Wells," he will go back to Kentucky and ever after call

his "partridge" a "Bob White."]

TO HELP OUT THE POT.

AT a recent dinner of the Boone and Crockett Club Mr.
E. P. Rogers, of Hyde Park on the Hudson, exhib-

ited a very neat device, of his own invention, by which
the big game hunter can without change of rifle shoot
birds without making noise enough to disturb large game
that may be near at hand. Ail large game hunters
know that it often happens that days may elapse after

starting into the woous or mountains before any fresh

meat is killed. It is therefore the practice of some hunt-
ers to carry a shotgun or a small rifle for the purpose of

killing grouse, which are frtquently met within hunting.
It is a bother to carry a shotgun, which is very noisy,

and it is a bother too to carry a second rifle. To do away
with the need of a second gun Mr. Rogers invented the
attachment which is figured below.

It consists of a solid steel shell with a chamber in the
butt large enough lo hold a .22cal. shell and a rifled bore,
very short it is true, yet long enough to cfirry the .v!2cal.

ball with reasonable accuracy for a distance of 10 or
15yds.
Mr. Rogers has used this apparatus with great satisfac-

tion and success, though of curse the range of the little

ball is comp.iratively short. This is not important, how-
ever, when we consider that in a wild country birds,
whether they are ruffed, blue or Canada grouse, are ex-
tremely gentle.
With regard to the device Mr. Rogers writes us as

follows:
When hunting in the Rockies and Canada, it has been

a source of considerable bother to have to lug along an
extra outfit for feathered game, generally a 22cal. rifle,

and while moose hunting one fall, when there were lots
of partridges about, it occurred to me that a reducer could
be made that would obviate the above difficulty. The
accompanying sketch of a grouse illustrates its success
and its exe<;ution. The reducer shown herewith is for my
.45-85 rifle. It is 2fin, long and weighs l|oz. It dis-

charges a .22 central fire cartridge. Icari-y 4 to 6 of these
steel shells loaded in my belt with the larger rifle shells,
and before the last one is fired my Indian can have the
discharged ones reloaded and ready again. I have fired
over 100 shots from one reducer. I should never think of
going after big game without a supply of these iiseful

ttle fellows to "help along the pot."

SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
IV.—ON THE WASTE OF GAME BY SPORTSMEN,

Editor Forest and Stream:
I think that in my last paper I brought forward evi-

dence enough to show that sj^ortsmen from outside the
State have been influential, if not mainly efficient, in

bringing into the code of Maine game laws many of their

present features. I asserted that, though equally respon-

sible with us for the proposition and framing of these

laws, sportsmen as a class had brought discredit upon
themselves by inexcusable violations of the laws, involv-

ing the waste of large quantities of game and that, more-
over, though this was known, they had not been held to

account for their deeds in the same way as residents of

the State—two circumstances which have aroused bitter

feelings against sportsmen, the first because it is a direct

aft'ront to our ideas of economy, the latter because of its

unfairness.
That laws have been proposed and partly carried

through by outsiders no one will have the temerity to

deny in the face of the facts that might be furnished, but
it may be claimed that I have not proved either the waste
of game by sportsmen or the partiality in the execution
of the law. For the latter, since the Commissioner's
silence may be taken as presumptive proof of the asser-

tion, it is enough to ask if any one ever knew a sports-

man, visiting in the summer or fall the section of which
I write, to be arrested on evidence that the warden gained
personally in the woods without the aid of an informant,
excepting only that case at Gassobeeis where the three
wardens arrested, by mistake, on a warrant sworn for
"Jonathan Darling and others," three spnrtsnipn who
gave their names as Doe, Roe and Poe, supposing that
they were capturing Darling also, who proved not to
have been of the party at all. Rarely wardens have gone
into the woods iu the fall to make seizures of hides, and a
few times to Nicatowis to watch for Darling; but none
have been stationed at important points to patrol the
game country and pi event the illegal destruction of
game. Prevention never has been sought, but only the
occasional capture of an offender after the harm was
done.
On the former of the two points—that sportsmen kill

large quantities of game illegally—I can satisfy even
the sportsmen themselves. They will hardly challenge
the statement that nearly all the game that is wasted is

killed by non-residents—in summer, sportsmen; in winter,
Canadians. But betore taking up this point, a word may
be necessary to e^iplain why residents of the State seem
to put less stress on the illegality of breaking game laws
than on the wickedness of wasting game.
In our eyes, however good it may be, a game law is not

founded on moral distinctions; to break it is a misde-
meanor, but not a crime nor a felony, and no wrong is at-

tached to the violation when it is done to supply neces-
sities. At the most, it is a transgression of a standard put
up arbitrarily, whose violation involves no moral wrong
doing, except the technical one of acting differently from
the tacit agreement made at the time of its enaction. That
this is a wrong is not to be denied; but here comes in one
of the bad t fleets of having laws of doubtful origin.

With the increase of the conviction that our laws have
been tampered with by those outside the State, has spread
the denial of the moral authority of those laws, until at
present it is frequently asserted that it is not wrong to

break a law which was not made by one's representatives.

That the laws are good, in the main, does not materially
alter the public opinion on this point. The present situa-

tion is sometimes compared to that in Boston just before
the Revolution, and it has been notunwittily said that the
cau-e of the discontent is the same as then, taxation
icithout representation. Be that as it m:iy, there is very
little compunction felt here about breaking a game law
whtn any one wishes to do it—sportsmen and residents

are at or e in this. But the residents are restrained in one
way which does not seem to aftect visitors. The people
of Maine consider it a sin to waste food. They might break
the law with untroubled consciences; but they could not
persuade themselves that there is any excuse for
wasting what they got, even if they obtained it

legally. Sportsmen" evidently do not feel so, and here
arii-es a difficulty. To illustrate: We can understand
perfectly the temptation to a sportsman who sees

a cow moose splashing through the lily pads a
few rods away—how the destructive instinct of
curiosity, as in a child, almost foices him to shoot
unless there is a wholesome certainty of detection and
punishment— 1 hat is the temptation to an illegal act.

But how a man can shoot at a moose when he knows he
can use but oOibs. of the meat and that he must leave
several hundred pounds equally good to spoil, is beyond
even cur imagination; that is a positive sin, and if the
man is a man he will not do it. We never forgive those
who have done it. We never quite trust them afterward.
The man who has not sufficient self-control to hold him-
self from taking life unnecessarily, lacks the poise which
makes a man well-balanced and trustworthy, and by a
subtle undercurrent of thought is set down as lacking
courage al-o. He is a "sport" (the word is abominable,
but it supplies a lack and tells the kind of man meant
and the feeling entertained towartl him).

The mistake that seems to have been made by many
visitors is that they have paid for the game and are at
liberty to get as much as they can—as if it were a lottery,

the amount of the prize not depending on the value of
the ticket but the luck of the drawer. We claim, and we
certainly are right, that they have paid nothing at all for

the privileges they enjoy, and have no right to any more
of the game and fish than they can use or legally carry
away. They have paid the raihoads a certain sum—for

transportation; they have paid the hotels—for board,
which they must have paid at their homes if not here;

they have paid the guides—but it was for transportation
and personal services. If they had been capable and
willing to undergo the hardships, they might have walked
hither carrying their ovvn packs and eating wayside ber-

ries, with theoretically no expense to themselves. Would
they have been paying for the game then? Not one cent
has any one paid for the right to fish and hunt; it is a gift

from the people of Maine, We say that the sportsman
has no more right to kill game on account of what he
pays out while he is here, than he has to shoot farmers'
sheep and cows when he is on a railroad train on the score

that he has paid for his ticket and meals. Whoever owns
the game, the man who lives outside the State certainly

dQ9s not; but he is given the same rights which tho prob-
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able owners assume for themselves—the right to feed
himself economically at a certain season, a limit being
set which is supposed to be liberal enough to proTide for
all his necessities. It is considered here that it is an un-
courteons act to take all a man has because he offers all

anyone wants; and so when a sportsman kills a moose
where a deer would serve him, or a deer when trout and
partridges would suffice, he is doing a wrong act even
though the law allows it, and an outrage to hospitality.

This is the ground of objection 'to waste of game:
First, morally wrong; second, ungrateful. That the
charge of sportsmen wasting game is not unfounded will
be proved. Instead of giving iiidividual instances for each
year, I will abbreviate by quoting from the Commission-
ers' reports and Forest and Stream, when I know that
the statements agree with facts that have come to my
notice.

The Commissioners' Report for 1883 says:

We have been credibly informed of three moose wantouly shot
down in hot August weather by a party of whites (we will not
class them) when even the trophies could not be pleaded as a
temptation, as bui one bore horns. Of other as flagrant cases,
committed in the same region, we are in possession. The destruc-
tion of this valuable game is greater by resi-rlcnts of mhcr Slates
than hy our oivn, while arrests and cmivictwns arc moslln of our own
citizens.

The Commissioners' Report for 1884 says:

All the severity of remark that the Commissioners felt war-
ranted in uttering last year in relation to the acts of summer vis-
itors, has been more than borne out, more than confirmed by the
experiences of the year. * * * We ascain repuat, the meanness
aud infamy of the acts seem to be in almost direct ratio to social
position, eduoatiou and profession. * * * Tlic hDo has Ixcn bet-
ter o'bscrvcd hy our oum citizens than bu visitor;<froiii oilter S'tafcs.

This is supported by what "Special" says in Forest
AND Stream, July 10. 1884:

Concerning game protection in some sections of Maine, mattei's
are not just what they should be. * * * Just such sportsmen
are causing tlie friends of game protection a great deal of trouble.
They demoralize the worst and lowest class of the guides with
their money. They care nothing for the future of the game; they
are not citizens of the State; their only object is to kill a deer or
a moose and come home to be regarded as a great hunter by their
friends.

In Forest and Stream, Oct, 30, 18S4, "Special" says: r

There has been some hunting of deer with dogs, but gcneraUy
by persons living out of tlic State, and the law faUs to reacli a
poacher of this class. He kills a deer in close time or with dogs
and escapes from the State; his crime is regarded as of too small
magnitude to bring him back by requisition, and he steers clear
of Maine soil ever after. * * * a few cases are also being
worked up by the authorities where deer and caribou have been
killed before the season opened. These eases are also generally
from out of the State.

Because the Commissioners and "Special," who has
always exactly reflected their opinions, have ceased to
speak thus plainly, it may have been supposed that the
evil has ceased within a few years. It has not. It has
increased proportionately to the increase of the visitors if

not faster. Fish, it should be said, are not wasted as
formerly, but in the jDalm iest days of skin hunting the
slaughter of moose sometimes was no worse than it has
been this year, and fewer deer and caribou were killed
then because there were almost no deer and caribou in
the State. Leaving the gap between '84 and '88 because
it would take too long to give the history of those years,
I may come to what I have seen myself in 1888 and 1889,
Of com'se, my own experience is very limited, and would
be worthless if not borne out by the testimony "of many
others.

"We were in the woods these two years in the months of
August and September, when it is illegal to kill any game
animal. We traveled as rapidly as possible along the
main routes, not going into the side streams and remote
places where sportsmen were going and were at that time
staying in numbers, and where they did most of their
hunting. We endeavored to ask no impertinent questions
of those we met about their business or what they had
seen. And yet in 45 days, of which 5 were Sundays,
when we did not travel, 3 were spent in travel on railroad
and steamboat, and 7 days' time lost by foul weather or
other circumstances which kept us within a few rods of
the tent, leaving 30 days of actual travel, we knew of
fourteen violations of the game laws, which may be tabu-
lated as follows:
Four deer, wholly saved, by residents of the State.
Two deer, at least partly saved, one by resident, one by

non-residents.
One deer, probably partly saved, and probably by resi-

dents; the names were left, but not where they lived; the
size of the party would indicate that most of it was eaten.
One deer, mostly wasted, by sportsmen from New York.
One caribou, all wasted except one hip, by sportsmen

from outside the State.

Two deer, without even a pou^nd of meat cut from them,
killed by "sports."
Three deer, moose or cai'ibou, not seen but smelted.

From the stench, probably the whole, or nearly the whole,
was wasted; from the location, off the line of travel of
residents and far off from any houses, probably killed by
sportsmen.
AU but the last five were actually seen, and of the last

three we had sufficient olfactory evidence; the two deer
wholly wasted were shot between Aug. 23, when we
passed down the West Branch, and Aug. 27, when we
returned to Chesuncook, where we were informed of the
case by one who had examined the deer carefully, and
said that they had no mark on them except the bullet
holes. We also saw trout and whitefish left to waste

—

not even thrown into the water where the eels could get
them.

This is my own experience. I have compared it with
that of others, and will present some extracts from letters
giving the opinions of men whose information is prob-
ably as great as that of any man in the State.
This comes from an experienced woodsman, not a guide,

living at the foot of Moosehead Lake, and so situated
that he knows what is done in the woods at all seasons:

I think there is a great deal of large game killed and wasted by
summer visitors. What is killed by our own people is made good
use of, which is far better than some of the sportsmen do, as they
shoot it down and never touch it, I don't think there are manS'
fish wasted by sportsmen; the guides look after this pretty well.

This is from the head of Moosehead Lake, a point which
seventy-five out of every hundred who go into the great
game country of the West Branch, AUegash, and East
Branch must pass. It contains a good word for sports-
men which I am happy to repeat. The writer's knowl-
edge and veracity cannot be doubted:

It is my opinion that ten Pimcs as Tnany moose and deer are
killed in the summer months as there is killed in open season and
crust-huntiny together. There is a growing tendency among the
better class of sportsmen to come in the open season. There were
more parties left Kineo for the woods after Sept, 35 tbis year than
any two years before.

One reason for this probably was that the full moon
came very late in the month, which made moose calling
begin later than usual.
This comes from the neighborhood of Chesuncook;
Nine-tenths of all moose killed here and near Chesuncook are

wasted except skins. I knew of the last season of more than
twenty-five moose skins being taken out to sell and only a part of
them were brought out to use.

It may be said that probably most, if not all, these
moose hides were taken by one man who stays around
Chesuncook. He has killed this year certainly twenty,
probably thirty moose, and some reports which investi-
gation has disproved would make the number much
higher. This shows who kills the moose? Hardly, As
usual the man is not a native of the State, but in this
case happens to be a bummer from the Provinces. Our
native-born white hunters do not kill game to waste. As
the man who wrote the letter quoted from above, says:
People living here, citizens of the State, do not kill to waste,

but Canadian hunters do, and most of the moose hunters ai'e
Canadians.

A guide who has been a great deal on Passadumkeag
waters, writes:

Last summer more than one Imtidred deer were killed and
v.'oimded on the Passadumkeag Stream in the months of July and
August, and I saw lots of them rotten on the shore.

Although not so stated, this must have been done
principally by sportsmen. The doggers do not go to work
so early, and do not run deer into the streams but into the
lakes. The fact of the deer being killed on the stream
shows that they were shot while feeding in the water.
Settlers would not have left the deer to sjjoil after killing
tliem. I have been told of two sportsmen who went to
this region to fish in July, and who killed six deer in spite
of all that the guide could do or say against it. When we
were in there we saw no sign of waste, except the fore-
quarters of two deer which had been skinned out and
left. Most guides, it may be said, would not call this
waste, because the forequarters of a deer are small and
light compared with the "saddle," and are not as good
meat.

Instead of quoting what I have received from Aroostook,
I prefer to repeat what some one who signs himself "Back-
woodsman" writes in Shooting and Fishing for April 2,
1891; the sentiments are the same:
Almost all of the violations of the Jaw in summer are done by

tourists and flahermen while going the rounds of our lakes and
rivers. They are armed with repeating rifles, and slioot at every
living thing they see, whether it be a nursing doe or a chickadee.
This is no fancied sketch, but plain, unvarnished facts, aud I
claim these are the most despicable of poachers; for what they
kill is left to rot; while the native crust-hunter usually takes his
ill-gotten gains to his family, and in a good many cases is tbe only
meat these poor folks have through the long, cold winter. The
latter class are the ones usually caught, as they make more tracks
in snow: while those on the water, in a canoe, with a good fat
purse to bribe the guide to silence, go unpunished. As a general
tiling, there has been mnre poaching the past winter than usual.
The law ^iolateTS attempt to justify themselves by saying if they
do not kill the game, the tourisr will.

It certaiulj' is true that more game has been killed this
winter in close time than for many years, but it has not
been by accident nor entirely because the snow has been
deep. It is an avowed retaliation for the enormous waste
of game last summer and fall by sportsmen. In Novem-
ber I knew as well that it would be done as I do now that
it has been done. Any one who was in the woods last
fall could not fail to predict it if he knew anything about
the waste and the feelings of the people. And next
winter the same wiU be repeated unless sportsmen re-
form very suddenly.
Concerning the waste of game in 1890 by sportsmen,

it is enough to say that it has been unparalleled. With-
out touching at all upon what has been done the length
and the breadth of t£e State, I will give a few facts re-
garding what has been done in the immediate neighbor-
hood of Chesuncook Lake. And I will quote from only two
men, who write only a loart of the cases they have known
this year. I asked only these two in that vicinity for in-
formation because there was danger, if I asked many, of
getting the same mstances repeated again and again and
thus making the case appear worse than it really was;
for, of course, no one covdd tell whether five independent
witnesses going to these different ponds and lakes saw
the same cases of waste or different cases, without going
into a more extended investigation than the importance
of this case warrants. Therefore I call on but two who
tell only a part of what they know and confine them-
selves entirely to cases where the meat was wasted. The
first says:

I went to Duck Pond to get some fresh meat myself and I found
three moose dead that had been killed some ten days there, only
one hindquarter taken. Mr. Hosford and wife went to Cusabexis
Lake on Sept. 25, they foxmd two large ones there left. 1 savv one
left at Mud Pond and at the foot of this lake, and at Harrington
other people saw the remains of six.

Here is a perfectly trustworthy man who teUs of thir-

teen moose which he has known to be wasted, and
twelve of the thirteen killed on four ponds or lakes lying
within the limits of three adjoining townships. He
makes no mention of deer or caribou, nor of any cases
where only one moose was left in a place, except two
which he saw himself. This shows that he is telling the
smaller part of what he knows about. But it maybe said
that, since no particulars are given, a large part, if not
all these, might have been killed by .Jack Russell, the
Nova Scotian'renegade, who killed so many last year for
the skins. As to the absence of names of tiae offenders, I

particularly stated in askiug the information that I

wished it for publication and did not want the names;
but I think I made it sufficiently clear that I wished to
know of cases where sportsmen had done the wrong.
We will grant that the above proves only a heartless and
inexcusable waste of game; the following shows who was
responsible for something simdar. This writer knows
nothing of what the first had written:

Last August a party camped at Mud Pond landing two weeks.
It is a well-known fact that there is not a ti-out-flshing ground
within five miles, but they were within easy reach of Mud Pond,
Quaker Brook and Caribou Thoroughfare, three of the best hunt-
ing grounds on Chesuncook. This goes to show that it was hunt-
ing and not fishing they were after. In Quaker Brook I saw tbe
body of a large deer with only the horns taken, and after they
left, the body of a moose and a caribou were found in Mud Pond.
Kear Sept. 1 two calf moose were killed at Duel? Pond hy a party;
they lay about two rods apart. The hides and a small piece of the
meat were taken. Near the last of September a party of sports
killed a bull and a cow moose on Cancomgomoc Stream near Little
Scott Brook. They camped till October and then brought the
hides and head out openly as killed in October. The meat was
left. I made a trip to Loon Lake Sept. 1 and saw a dead caribou
at the foot of the lake, and got the smell of taiiited meat in a
number of places on Loon Lake and Hurd Ponds. This is only a
few cases of a great many that have come to my notice.

Comment seems superfluous. Here are five moose, two
caribou and one deer wasted. Four of the eight were

seen by the writer, and all but one are expressly stated
to have been killed by sportsmen; for "a party" does not
mean Frenchmen, Indians, residents, nor Jack Russell.
If they were sportsmen in this ease they probably were
in the other, for two of the instances referred to by each
man are probably inclusive of each other. The three
moose which one saw at Duck Pond probably include the
two which the other saw a few days earlier.' The moose
and caribou which one hears of at Mud Pond probably
cover the moose which the other saw there. If so, there
is no doubt that sportsmen were the murderers. Here
are at least eighteen large game animals, principally
moose, wasted in the immediate neighborhood of Chesun-
cook; and if I say that this is one-fifth of the waste on
waters that run into Chesuncook last year, I am putting
the statement so low that those who know most about it

will laugh at the caution shown. This does not include
what was honestly eaten whether summer or winter killed.

Besides these thoroughly trustworthy accounts, various
reports have come to me from men whom I know to be
truthful, but who did not actually see the game. Two dif-
ferent men tell of a moose wasted at Moosehorn Stream on
the AA^est Branch above Chesuncook. One of the best
guides in the State tells me that his brother saw a cow and
a calf sunk in the West Branch between Northeast Carry
and Chesuncook, and two others tell the fame thing.
Anotlier correspondent writes me concerning what a

guide and hunter told him: " was telling me that he
saw a Boston man that was guided by one Joe , an In-
dian guide, who shot and killed eight deer in two days
and never xased only part of one of them, and then he
asked his guide if he could not take him where he could
find good shooting; and that was last summer. He said
that he saw four big moose lying dead just as they was
shot by a New York pai-ty, and if this kind of work is

carried on we know that our ga,me must play out in a
short time. There are lots of moose being killed in this
section." This accotmt is almost startlingly like a story
Darling published; although differing in some particulars,
there is no disagreement between them. I do not present
it as being absolutely correct, for I have not investigated
it ftu-ther, preferring, since I had the matter at a point
where it would be easy to find out the real facts, to treat
it merely as an example of the way that the news gets
around here. That there is truth in it cannot be doubted.

If enough evidence has not been presented to shov? that
the sportsmen who come here "have brought diecredit
upon themselves by inexcusable violations of the laws,
involving the waste of large quantities of game," more
definite evidence with names and dates can be furnished.

F^VNKiE Pearson Hardy,

White Deer and Bad Luck.—-Negaunee, Mich.—In
reading your valuable paper of Feb. 5, I Avas much inter-

ested with Mr, Hough's account of the white deer, as I

had the pleasure of seeing one at Humboldt Station in
this county in 1874—a 2 -year-old buck as white as snow.
It was shot by a deer hunter by the name of Candy. An
old Indian told Cundy it was bad luck to kiU a white
deer, and that the Indians never kill them as they are the
spirit deer. Shortly after that, Cundy was out deer hunt-
ing. Somehow or other his rifle was discharged and shot
him in the back. He was laid up a long time and came
near passing in his checks. There are a number of people
at Humboldt that know this to be a fact.—GuiffFlN.

Look Him Up.—AU readers of this department are re-

quested to read the communication in our Trap columns
of this week, regarding the mysterious disappearance of
E. S. Benscotten, the well-kuown trap-shooter, late of
Sliinrock, O. For the relatives of the missing man we
bespeak among the trap-shooters of the entire cortntry,

and more particularly on the Coast and in the Northwest,
every effort to determine his whereabouts or his fate.

Let more than idle curiosity govern in this. Will shoot-
ers of the Northwest kiirdly send to this office any infor-

mation they may have as to E. S. Benscotten, or E. S.

"Brown." He must be found.

Nebraska Wildfowl.—^Edgar, Nebraska, April 8.

—

The shooting has been fine in this vicinity for some
weeks. We have had more than our usual supply of the
game, by reason of plenty of water in the lakes and
ponds. Canada geese, Hutchins geese, brant, snow
geese, redhead, mallard and pintail ducks have been
plentiful, and some of our hunters have made good bags.
One of our hunters bagged a fine specimen of the whistl-
ing swan. It was quite large, being nearly 8ft. in ex-
tent. We are expecting the dow birds to put in an ap-
pearance in a few days.—H.

"That reminds me."

IT was in the winter of 1870 that I made my first visit

to Florida. At that time railroads were not; the
Northern tourists were few in number; St. Augustine was
a sleepy old town with no Standard Oil king in sight.

The alligator basked quietly on the bank of the St. John,
and the white plume of the egret gleamed from every
swamp. Bears, deer, and turkey were abundant. Ac
Lord's comfortable cottage at New Smyrna were five or
six anglers who filled their boats dady with channel bass,

sheepshead and spotted sea trout. Almost all those
worthies have joined the great and silent majority. New
Smyrna then contained three houses and "a store, and
from the head of the Halifax to the Inlet there were
hardly 100 people. Daytona I think was laid out that
year. A mile below that hamlet lived a kind of natural-
ist named Chamberlain, who had a cottage on the river

bank filled with skins of beasts and birds, and copper jars

of alcohol containing fishes and reptiles, which he had
collected for Northern museums. Like that of most men
who live close to nature, his conversation was interesting

and I often visited him. One day he said, "I think you
have not seen my alligator. Come with me and I will

show you my pet." We went to a small creek about a
hundred yards from the river, winding through a hamak.
At one place there was a hole under a high bank into

which Chamberlain thrust a pole. The reply was a loud
and ugly growl. "He is at home but he won't come out
to-day," The pet was a good-sized alligator, seven or

eight feet long, which 0, had partially tamed by feeding
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it with fish and snakes, the 'gatoi* being particularly fond
of the latter. C. iiuuched it; with the pole to make it

come out, but it seized the pole in its teeth and shook it.

"I think if I was alone he would come out, but he is a
little bashful before strangers," said the naturalist, and
we left.

The next year when I visited the region Mr. C. liad
moved away to some wilder and more con,u;enial spot,
where he would have fewer neighbors, and my host at
the Inlet told me of the fate of the alligator. After 0.
left some mischievous boys at Daytona borrowed a mule
with plow harness and took him to the creek where the
alligator lived. They xjunched him till he got angry and
then dropped the plow chain on his nose. The 'gator
seized it at once, as is the habit of the beast, and held
onto it, bulldog fashion, while the boys started the mule,
a powerful animal, which di-agged the alligator from^the
hole. Now there is nothing which a mule fears more
than an alligator, whose miisky odor will set him crazy.
"When the mule smelt this he looked round and seeing
the beast at his heels he tore away homeward at full

speed, dragging the 'gator after him—and, of course, the
faster he ran the faster he was pursued. Up the narrow
road he dashed, the 'gator bounding behind him, striking
against trees and slumps at every jump, so that before
the mule got to his stable the poor alligator was dead
enough. As to the mule, his nerves were so shaken that
lie never could be got down the river road again. He
smelled alligators in every breeze and was a ruined mule.

S. C. C.

The ftjll texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Boole of
the Game Laws.

NEW ENGLAND TROUT WATERS.
THE returns from early trout fishermen are not yet

very flattering. The number who tried the streams
of the Old Bay State on Fast Day, April 2, was good, but
the water was high and the day was cold. Some of the
Arlington boys tried the brook, and the result was six
trout to about a dozen men and boys. They will try
again as soon as the water is lower and the weather is

warmer. At Waltham the boys of the club went up to
the camp, but the brooks were very high. Indeed, the
water was so high that it was not easy to find the brooks
at all, especially where they flowed through the mead-
ows, the best positions for trout in fine weather and at
low water. Some waded the overflowed meadows, with
rubber boots, and two trout were taken. This set those
on shore crazy and all went in wading, but the two trout
a,lready taken were the entire resxilt of the day's fishing.

The same streams will be tried when the water is lower.
On the Cape the anglers had better luck, but after all

the sport was not quite up to expectations. Sea trout gen-
erally did not come to the bait or fly. It was evidently
too early.

Reports from the Maine lakes are rather more favorable
for an early movement of the ice than at first, though the
weather is still very cold, and the last storm, which was
a heavy rain in New York and Boston , was snow in Maine,
and indeed the same in the western part^of Massachu-
setts. Capt, Fred 0. Barker gave me a very pleasant call the
other day. He was out from Rangeley hy the new route.
That is, he came out on snowshoes six miles to Redding-
ton, and from that point by the new Phillips and Range-
ley Railroad to Phillips. ""He is of the opinion that the
new railroad will soon be in operation to Rangeley, and
the manager of the road, Mr. Rich, has been in Boston,
and says that the completion of the road will be pushed
to the utmost, and he hopes to have it running to Range-
ley by the first of June. Capt. Barker is of the opinion
that the ice is going out of the Rangeley Lakes early, and
in this opinion he is agreed with by Mr, Bowley, of the
Mountain View, and other men of long exijerience in that
region. Billy Soule, of the Capsuptic, has also been in
Boston of late, as well as J. A. French, of the Upper
Dam, and they agree that the ice is to leave the lakes
early. The recent rainstorm in that region raised the
lakes, which had previously been very low, and broke off

the ice at the shores with, considerable commotion. The
rain also took the snow oft" the ice, and now it is more
exposed to the direct rays of the sun. This will tend to
melt it rapidly if the weather is warm enough. The body
of snow is still very great in the backwoods of Maine,
and the waters promise to be very high, a condition favor-
able to a good run of trout when the water does begin to
subside. The best trout seasons in that State have usu-
ally followed the deepest winter snows that have caused
lirolonged high waters in the spring.

Trout fishing is not yet at its full height, though there
was a good send off on Fast Day, April 2. But since that
time the weather has been cool, and the streams have
not been in favorable condition. In the mountain
streams the water has quickly run down, and some of
them have actually been fished at low water, though the
time was early in April. A warm rain is needed to start
the fishing in good shape. The best creels noted are
those mentioned by Mr. John Fottler, who is authority
on fish and game matters in Massachusetts. He says
that from a pond in Norfolk county an angler took
seventeen trout with a fly on Fast Day, an occurrence
most unusual for so early in the season. Other fisher-

men were generally more successful with the "garden-
hackle," a ground fly not altogether unknown to the
early fishermen in this region. Two other sportsmen
killed thirty-four trout on the same day, one of which
weighed 21b8., a very extraordinary size for this part of
the country. The others of the creel were all the way
from 2oz. up to lib.

Trap Hole Brook, which runs from North Sharon to
East Walpole, was thoroughly fished on April 1, and also
on Fast Day, The fishermen did fairly Aveil. The water
was low, though the meadow brooks were full of snow
water. But it was plain that the hillside brooks had run
down early. The trout were small that were taken from
this brook. President E. A. Samuels, of the Fish and
Game Protective Association, has been absent a couple
of days fishing at Wareham River. He was accompanied
by H. H. Kioaball and Dr. J. T. Stetson. They had good
sport, though not as lai'ge trout as they expected.
About the ice leaving the Maine lakes, the wise ones

have changed their views somewhat. Only ISin. of snow
fell in the mountain regions of Maine during the storm
of a week ago, which storm was all rain on the sea coast.

This has been followed by very cold weather for April,
and now some of the guides who prophesied an early
departure of the ice at first, say that May 15 is early
enough to expect the ice to leave the Rangeleys, while it

may depart from Moosehead a few days earlier. It is ex-
pected that fishing at Moosehead will be good this year.
Spotted trout are protected by statute from the ice fisher-

men, but the togue may be taken. It is a popular theory
with the lovers of brook trout fishing at Moosehead that
the togue should be all fished out, even if it were necessary
to pay a premium to have them taken by the ice fisher-

men. But the Commissioners realize the impracticability
of such action, even if it were thoroughly established that
the togue destroy the small brook trout. Special.

EASTERN FISH IN CALIFORNIA.
THE current report of the Fish Commission gives a

gratifying record of the successful introduction of
Eastern fishes into the waters of the Pacific coast. The
first black bass taken to California were carried by Seth
Green, at the ex])ense of a sportsmen's club, who placed
them in Temescal Lake, near Oakland. Mr. B. B. Red-
ding obtained the second lot for the California Fish Com-
mission and planted them in the Crystal Springs reser-
voir, near San Mateo. In California the black bass will
devour even the sticklebacks, which are avoided by most
other fish because of their sharp si)ines. Russian' River
is said to be well stocked with black basa and it is pi-o-

posed to iiitroduce the species into numerous lakes and
sti-eams, except those which are now salmon rivers.
The introduction of striped bass into California began

in 18T4, when 150 young fish, from 1 to Hin. long, were
taken over. In 1882 another shipment of this species,
including fish ranging from 5 to 9in. in length, was
brought from the Shrewsbury River, at Red Bank, N. J.,

and deposited in Suisun Bay, at Army Point. A number
of these fish have been taken from year to year until, in
1889, several weighing over 201bs, each were caught, and
in the winter of 1890 an example of Solbs. was captured.
In the spring of 1890 Mr. "Woodbury found that thousands
of young striped bass were offered for sale in the markets
of San Francisco. He immediately secured the passage
of an ordinance by the board of supervisors prohibiting
the catching of striped bass under Slbs. weight, but not
before from 3,000 to 4,000 young of the fish had been
sold. From this it is evident that the striped bass has be-
come acclimated in California and only needs pi'otection
to provide the people with a valuable food fish.

The Eastern brook trout was first introduced from New
Hampshire in 1876, They were hatched at the first Cali-
fornia hatchery . at Berkeley. Their introduction and
hatching was continued for several years and many huir-
dreds of thousands were planted in' the streams of Ala-
meda, Marin, San Mateo, Santa Cruz, Santa Clara and
Monterey counties, also in the high Sierra Mountains,
above the falls of the Yosemite "Valley, on the headwaters
of the Yuba and North Fork of the American River,
Prosser Creek (a branch of the Truckee) and in Cold Creek
at Sisson, a small branch of the upper waters of the Sacra-
mento. In all those short coast streams, which become
narrow and diminish in volume as the summer advances,
they have not reproduced, but in all the high Sierra
streams where they were planted they can now be found
quite plentifully. A number of them were caught during
the past summer in Blackwood Creek near the Tahoe.
About four years ago a few were placed in a small lake on
the mountain side back of McKinney's place on Lake
Tahoe. Last year Mr. McKinney stated that a number
of these trout had been caught in the little lake, one of
them weighing 31bg. He said they were fierce fighters
and had a delicious flavor. In the winter of 1869 and
1890 100,000 Eastern brook trout eggs, obtained from Mr.
Livingston Stone, of Charlestown, N. H., were hatched
at Sisson and yielded 80,000 fry, which were planted in
small tributaries of the Upper McCloud, in Deer Creek,
and in various tributaries of the Klamath and Sacramento
rivers.

ANGLING NOTES.
'"pHE following opinion handed down by the Supreme
JL Court of Fairfield county, Conn., January term,

1891, is of interest to all sportsmen, particularly those
who lease lands for the purpose of controlling the' fishing
and shooting rights.
The Potatuck Club, at Newton, Conn., leased the Cold

Spring Stream and adjoining land from John B. Peck
and had it posted. A man by the name of Geo. H. Tur-
ner was prosecutor on complaint of a grand juror, for
having entered the grounds of said club without permis-
sion for the purpose of fishing. The Justice Court before
which the case was first tried found him guilty and im-
posed a fine. Turner appealed to the Criminal Court of
Common Pleas, the case was given to a jury and the de-
fendant was again found guilty. He then appealed to
the Sujjreme Comt of Errors, claiming that as the suit
was not brought by the owner of the property, and the
posted signs were not signed by the owner, the verdict
was wrong and he should not have been convicted.
The court held that Turner's evidence as above stated

must be ruled out, as it had nothing to do with the case.
The authority of a grand juror to prosecute for a crime
committed is fixed by law, and cannot be controlled by
the wishes of any person who may have been aft'ected by
the crime. Neither did the question of putting in fry or
of signboards have anything to do with it. it was proven
that the defendant committed a trespass and he must
suffer the penalty. Tiie court rendered a lengthy opinion,
quoting many authorities, and sustained the decision of
the lower courts, holding that there was no error in the
judgment appealed from, in which opinion all the judges
concurred.

Striped bass are still being taken off Sing Sing in large
numbers, one caught the other day weighed 461bs. The
smelt tried to ascend the Croton River in immense num-
bers, but the river was practically closed by the fykes,
so much so in fact that the smelt left in disgust and went
up a stream at Peekskill, where they had never appeared
before in any quantity. Here they did not know how to
handle them and only a few were caught in dip nets.
The people of Sing Sing are now afraid that as they did
not have a chance to spawn, there will be none next
season.

A number of salmon have been killed in the fykea in
the Hudson River, three of which were brought in at
Sing Sing.

The .anglers at Smithtown, Long Island, had excellent
luck on the opening day. The largest troirt so far re-

ported weighed 31bs, 2oz. , and was caught by James L.
Livingston, who brought in 16 trout that weighed dressed
151bs. 2 oz, , and he returned by the afternoon train to the
city. The next largest caught the first day weighed 2^
pounds. But all the trout brortght in were large and in
fine condition. These fish were all taken in public
waters.

The striped bass that are now being caught in the Hud-
son River between Tari-ytown and Sing Sing are in re-
markably fine condition. Some say that they are follow-
ing up the smelt, while others insist that they do not feed
at all at this season of the year. It seems strange that
they should be so fat if they do not take any nourishment.
Can any one throw any light on this subject? If they
are feeding on the smelt they certainly ought to take
the hook.

The New Adirondack Hotel League proposes to join
the army of supporters of game laws; this will be a good
thing and a radical change of base. If the hotels in the
North Woods would only stop buying game and fish, in
season and out, it wottld be much better for their guests.
The benefit they derive from having a supply of trout and
venison on their tables does not compensate for the skin-
ning of the woods and waters by the loafers that hang
around these places. These men resort to all sorts of un-
lawful methods, and even visit private grounds at night
to jack deer and set line ponds, and are getting to be an
intolerable nuisance in the Adii-ondack region. Too lazy
to earn a living legitimately, they resort to any method
to get money for rum, even to stealing baggage from the
visitors if poaching fails. The next question is, will the
members of this League take any steps to prevent their
guests breaking the law? It is a common occurrence now
for visitors to go out after deer before Aug. 10.

Scablet-Ibis,

THE SILVER PIKE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The article of "T. H, B." in last number of your paper

on the pike family is very interesting, but he does not
seem to make any distinction, only between pike and mas-
calonge. Now there is through Michigan and Georgian
Bay country a fish commonly called the silver pike; it is
brighter colored than the common grass pike and easily
distinguishable from it or the mascalonge, I have had
the three together, and from my own observation, as well
as that of others who have seen them, there is about as
much difference between the grass pike and silver pike as
between the silver pi lie and the mascalonge—that is, iu
looks; for eating qualities I prefer the silver pike to either.
While the grass pike has that muddy, soapy taste and
the mascallonge its peculiar twang something like the
large-mouthed bass, the silver pike has that peculiar
flavor of the salmon family which is so delicious. The
common grass pike in color is green all over with green
fhis and green back and sides; the silver pike is generally
a bright silver color with reddish fins, streaked with
black, and a red dotted line when the fish is fresh caught
lengthwise along its side; the mascalonge has the same
dotted red line only more pronounced, blood red fins and
large round spots on its sides. I sent a mascalonge to Mr.
Clarke, of the U. S, Pish Commission, last year, and he
pronounced it the true Eso.v nobilior. I had quite an
experience with one of those silver pike last season fish-

ing on a small lake back of here. My companions having
gone to look for some bait, and a Frenchman happening to
come along that I knew, I asked him to paddle me up the
lake and I would get him some fish to take home; he
kindly consented to do so. I took my rod, an 8oz. lance-
wood and got ready, having first secured 4 live minnows.
We paddled up the lake and I caught four good sized pike
of both kinds and had one minnow left. I laid my rod
carefully across the boat and putting on my last minnow
I threw it over so as to clear the boat, keswash! biz! went
the reel, the water flew into my face and I nearly upset
the boat, it was so sudden. Getting hold of my rod and
taking in the slack, I struck and had him fast. My
Frenchman by this time having got speech says to me:
' Giminy Mr.' B. that fellow was watching you put the
bait on." He must have taken the bait one foot or more
above the water. Having got him under control, I played
him hard, forcing the fight all the time. He made one fly
in the air and then settled down to steady runs and turns.
Coming on to the boat he turned suddenly, and coming
to the surface he must have slid fifteen feet like a bird,
alighting on the water, "Giminy," says the Frenchman,
"he's got his skates on," He was a plucky fellow, but he
was two well hooked under the tongue and had to suc-
cumb. I landed him and he tipped the scales at T^lbs.
This made 17 1 had caught that day, the largest one lllbs.
I mention this simply to show the game qualities of the
silver pike. They will almost invariably break water
when hooked and I have never seen the grass pike do
anything but bore in the weeds and mud. The only place
that we get mascalonge is off and in the mouths of rivers
running into Lake Huron. I have never seen or caught
one in any of our inland lakes, H. B.
ALPENA, Mi ch

.

California Trodt at Oswego.—A correspondent
sends us this report from the Oswego, N. Y,, Times, of
April 11, and having seen the fish pronounces them
beauties; "About five years ago a quantity of California
rainbow trout fry were deposited in the Oswego River
here. Last year.a few were taken out, which indicated
that the fish were breeding. Yesterday Mr. L, Reiker
took out two handsome trout at the high dam, which
weighed together about 2|lbs, These fish must have
passed up through the fishways, and have reached a size
which indicates that these game fish will thrive well in
these waters,"

Cazenovia, N. Y,, April 11.—Trout fishing opened here
April 1, but only one small catch thus far. The weather
has been cold and raw. Smith and Cruttenden, the vet-
eran anglers, have their "wums" dug and packed in saw-
dust ready for use, and only wait for a day or two of
sunshine to visit their old haunts and catch some upon
whom they have a claim.—W. H. C.
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SOME ST. LOUIS CLUBS.
TBTE shooting and angling clubs in. St. Louis number

thirteen with about 800 members. After a week's
still-hunt I was enabled to gather the following brief

sketch of each club:

The St. Louis Game and Fish Preserving Association^

commonly called the King's Lake Club, is located in

Missouri at King's Lake north of St. Charles. The asso-

ciation has under its control about 6,00f) acres of land
and controls one shore of the lake for about two miles.

There is a large club house contaiiiing about forty rooms,
ice house, garden and other conveniences. The mem-
bership is fixed at 200, and is nearly filled. There is a

wide range of sport, there being both timber lakes and
prairie lakes. The shooting consists of duck, snipe,

quail, squirrels, and imported coons. The fishing is

mostly for bass and croppie, although other fish are

caught. The officers of the club are: David Caruth,
Pres. ; Joseph Specht, Tice-Pres. ; John McDonald, Sec'y

and Treas.
G^rand Pass Sliooting Olvb.—This club is located in

Green county. III., about luO miles northeast of St. Louis.

The club owns 3,000 acres, and has a fine ten-room club

house. The membership is limited to twenty-five and is

full. The club grounds alford duck, snipe and quail

shooting, and black b^ss are freely taken in the spring

with the fly. Tlie offii^ers are: J. F. Shepley, Pres.:

Frank Carter. Vice-Pres. : J. D. Malin. Sec'y.

Calhoun Fishing and Hunting Cluh.—The grounds
are located in Calhoun county. 111. The club owns about
too acres of land, upon which was recently erected a
new club house, and in addition conU-ols a large sloueh

from the river with about two miles of water front. The
membership is limited to seventy-five, the roster now
numbering about seventy. The officers are: D. W. Mc-
Elroy, Pres.; M. Petersen, Vice-Pres.; P. J. Cliiford,

Sec'y: M. P. Morrisey, Treas.
Kicid Lake Cluh.—The grounds of this club are located

in Monroe connty, Illinois, and contain nearly 2.000

acres of land and lakes. The shooting is duck and snipe,

while the fishing is for bass and croppies. The lake being
clear water, fly-fishing is the only method pursued, and
fine scores have been made. The fishing begins in June
or about as soon as the shooting is over. There is a club

house on the pronerty. The membership is limited to

twenty, and the officers are as follows: President. F. G.

Huaunin, and Secretary, Allpn Glassow.
Murdoch Lake Clidi.—This club was organized about a

year ago under the laws of Illinois, and has a member-
ship of fifty. The officers are: President, Thos Couch:
Secretary and Treasurer, Chas. Smith, The lake is loca-

ted near Harrisonville, I'l. The club also cnnti-ols the

shore land around the lake, but the shooting is mostly on
the water. Angling is good, especially for croppie, for

which the lake has long been famous." The club put a

stop to seining, and fishing has been much better in con-

sequence.
&ilead Slough Hunting and Fishing As.sociation.

—

This club is incorporated under the laws of Illinois, with

a capital stock of $7,250. Its membership can reach 290,

hut at present numbers about seventy. Their grounds
are located in Calhoun county, 111. The club owns 800

acres of la,nd a,nd controls about two miles of water on
the Mississipi River and two miles on Gilead Slough.

They are now building a fine cbib iicuse to cost $3,000,

and an ice house is also being constructed and a cottage

for the accommodation of members and their families.

The shooting consists of duck, quail, snipe and rabbit;

flshine', black and striped bass and croppies. Fly-fishing

is also done on these waters. The officers are: President,

D. Delabar; Vice-President, C. Schweickhardt: Secretary,

A. E. Winkelraeier; Treasurer, Herman Schwartz.
Brevatore Shooting Club.—This club owns 4 000 acres

in Missom-i about 10 miles from St. Charles. It has a fine

club house of 10 rooms, and as the club contains but 10

members each one claims a room. The association is

what is known as a close one. The president is Joseph
Lucas. Sec'y-Treas., David Rankin.
The Cuivre Shooting Club.—This club owns 3,000 acres

of land in St. Charles county, Mo. They have a fine club

house suitable for the accommodation of the members of

the club, which number only 20. They have excellent

shooting on then property, on which there are six lakes.

The shooting consists of duck, snipe, quail and geese. No
fishing in the lakes. The president is Geo. M. Wright,
Sec'y, Geo. Dana.

TJie Dameron Hunting and Fishing Club.—This asso-

ciation, now in its fourth year, holds a State charter from
Missouri good for 20 years. It is located in Pike county,

Mo,, and contains about 5,000 acres, mostly prairie with
some timber. There are a number of small lakes and
sloughs on the property which afl'ord fine bass and crop-

pie fishing. The shooting consists of duck, snipe, prairie

chicken and quail. The membership of the club is

limited to 20. There is a comfortable house on the grounds
for the use of the members and also an ice house. The
officers are: Wm. Clark, Pres.; E C. Mohrstadt, Vice-

Pres.: L. A. Weaver, Sec'y; Wm. Hettel, Treas.

St. Louis Hunting and Fislmig Club.—This club has a
memberphip of 100. The grounds are located in Stoddard
county. Mo., and consist of lOO acres, but as the region

is a very wild one, the range of country for hunting is

almost unlimited. They have a fine club house with
every convenience. The character of the shooting con-

sists in deer, ducks, quail, turkey, squirrel, woodcock and
rabbits. In angling of black bass, croppie, jack salmon,
wall-eyed pike, su.nfish ,

pickfrel and catfish. The officers

of the club are Seth W. Cobb, Pres.; J. R. Claiborne

Vice Pres.; E. C. Lickiand, Sec'y.

The AllenviUe Cun Club is a sortof a close communion
club and has only five members, but they claim lo con
trol about 4,000 acres of landand water at AllenviUe, III

.

near Collinsville. They have a club house and boat house
with excellent duck and snipe shootine. The president

is C. W. Steinmetz, and secretary, G. Miller.

Current River Fishing and' Hunting Club.— This

club is located on the Current River, in southeast xMis

souri, not very far from Doniphan. The offic^-rs are

R. C. Barrett, President; J. A, Lee Vice-President, and
R, L. Mabrey, of Doniphan, Mo., Secretary. The associ-

ation was incorporated in 1887. It has spent several

thousand dollars in building a club house on the Current
River and in other improvements. At one time the

membership numbered over 200, but of late there have
been many withdrawals, and the future of the club is in

a somewhat dubious condition . The shooting and fishing

are both excellent in the tei-ritory surrounding the olu b

property, but it is somewhat difficult of access from St.

Louis.
Dardenne Hunting and Fishing CZu5.—This club is

located in St. Charles county, near St. Peters. It controls

3,000 acres of land, upon which is a fine new club house
|

with accommodations for thirty guests. The grounds
are fitted up with all conveniences for the accommoda-
tion of shooters. There is a fine kennel house, ice house,

etc. The membership of the club is limited to thirty-

five. The shooting consists in ducks and snipe. The
club is incorporated und^r the laws of Missouri with the

following officers: President, -JobnC. Noble, the present

Secretary of the Interior; Vice-President, Mark Taylor;

Secretai V. J. Shepley.
The Giiham Lake Hunting and Fishing Club, which

was partly organized a few weeks ago, will probably not

reach a permanent organization. The property they had
in view they have been unable to obtain, and without
full control of the lake the property they now have under
lease would be of no vahie, consf quently the club will

not go further in theic organ iz-ation.

A movement is on foot by prominent sportsmen of the

State for the purchase of a birge game preserve in south-

east Missouri. It is fsaid that about 50,000 acres have
already been purchased in the rrgion of what is known
as the" "sunk lands" of Missouri. The land is mostly
swamp, but is full of game of all kinds, nnd is probably
the best hunting ground in the State of Missouri or in the

West. Abeedeen.

AN ANGLER'S MEMORIES.
ALTBURN, Cal.— Our trout season opened April 1, but,

alas! 'twas the same old story. When the law-

abiding angler went to his favorite stream, he fotmd a
well-worn path up and down the banks, formed by the

feet of numberless law-breakers who had fished the waters,

over and over again, in defiance of all law. It makes the

law-respecting man's blood boil, but what can he do? It

has all been said a hundred thousand times before, and
will have to be said millions of times more, until the end
of time—or trout. As long as every petty officer, even
down to constable, is elected by the voles of We, the

Sovereign People, just so long can the Sovereigns fish,

hunt, or do aught else contraiy to law that happens to

come into their sovereign heads unmolested by any and
all official action.

But it is no use "kicking" 'Tis so the world over, more
or lees; and I try to think with Dr. Pangloss, that "Tout
est pour le mieux dam le meilleur de.f mondes possthles"

—which, being (ilj-literally translated, means, "every-

thing goes
"

I received a call the other day from an old Eastern
angling acquaintance that I had not seen before for

twenty years. He was visiting the Pacific coast and
came to'see me, and oh! didn't our tongups wag? When
we last met it was on the shores of Egg Pond, some two
miles back from Spider Lake, in the Megantic region.

At that time there was nothing but wilderness in that

region, the nearest settler being at Piopolis, on the west
bank of Megantic, ten or twelve miles away. We had
gone there as members of separate parties, to explore the

place, and to afcertain the facts about some wonderful
yarns we bad heard about the size and numbers of trout

contained ii: tbst small body of water. 'Twas only a

case of •'anolbrr lie nailed," as the fish were small and
in very limited numbers. I bade my friend good-bye
that June morning, just twenty years ago this coming
June, and we had never seen or heard from each other

since. Twenty years! It is a terrible gap right out of

the middle of one's life. We were only thirty then, and
now Ave are fifty, and—alas! and alas! our fishing days
will soon be over.

What's that ? Our fishing days will soon be over ?

Fie, for shame! For, lo, these twenty more years we
intend to "go a-fishing," if life be spared, and when we
are doddering old men the chck of the merry reel and
the ze-e-e-p of the silken line as it cuts the water, res-

ponsive to the wild dashes of his royal highness at its

further end, will again send the old boyish enthusiasm
bubbling through our senile frames.

And when we get too old to cast a fly in actuality we
will do it in our minds and see the line go rolling out

across the dimpling water until the flies drop softly down
thirty yards away (there is no limit to our cast when it is

done in our minds) and his lordly trcutship answers with
flashing leap. Ah! here comes in an advantage we had
not thought of before. When fishing in our minds every

cast is rewarded by a rise!

By the way, what can any old man occupy his mind
with after he becomes helpless and housebound, who has
never gone a-fishing? The glorious memories that store

every old angler's attic will be brought otit and dusted,

and ranged before the mind's eye vrith ever new delights,

and the rapidly descending road to the great unknown
will be smoothed and cheered by the innocent compan-
ionship of those dear old friends. Not one memory
among them all but what is innocent and happy. God
bless the declining years of the honest angler !

But this is digression. My friend tells me that the fish-

ing at Megantic has followed the dodo, the Labrador
duck and the buffalo.

The advent of the railway brought the world to its

doors, and its glories have departed. In the Chaudiere,

Lower and Upper Spider rivers, where I have filled a creel

in two hours' fishing, the angler must fish all week for

the same number, and then be in great luck if he accom-
plishes so nuich. But then, ''Tout est pour le mieux,''

etc.; and where nothing was once heard but the melan-
choly hoot of the owl or bellow of the moose, hundreds of

our fellow creatures dwell in comfort anrl contentment.
And where it took me tliree days to go, in a boat

mounted on wheels, the wonderful nineteenth century

railway train will transport you to the same spot in three

hours.
Now, dear Forest a>'D Stbeam, all this maundering

comes from the awaking of old memories by my angler

friend's visit, so you must pardon me. I promise not to

do it again—till next time. Arepah.

Hajl) a Seceet,—Columbus, Tex.—^Last year a fisher-

man came into our midst, and every night he would
catch nearly a wagonlcad of catfish, and no one was able

before or since to do it. Thinking there is a secret about

I

it I write you to see if you can give me this secret, or put
me in position to get it. Our stream has plenty of fish in

it, but they cannot be caught, and the turtles and gais

I
are bad.—J. G. B.

KEUKA LAKE.

A DUNDEE, N. Y., correspondent sen^is us these notes

of the fishing in Keuka Lake: We have no good
fishing in this immediate vicinity. Our fishing grounds
we find in Lake Keuka, "The Queen of the L'lkes," about
ten miles west of this place. This lake is 23 miles long,

and averaging from ont -half mile to one mile wide. It is

in shape like the letter Y, with the village of Hammonds-
port at the head of the lake, Branchport at the foot of the
AVest branch and Penn Yan at the outlet and foot of the
East branch. This lake is traversed by two linf s of steam-
boats making several trips daily during the summer sea-

son, and, owing to the strong competition, the fare for a
trip through the lake, or to any pornt thereon, is only ten
cents.

This lake is well stocked with trout, black bass, pickerel,

perch and whitefisb, with an occasional g]as--eyed pike.

Trout are caught troUtn^ with the spoon and "Seth Green"
rig, using with the last named tackle, alewives or "c-aw-

bellies," as they are commonly calkd for bait. This bait

is taken from the lake, long minnow seines being used
for the purpose. These lake trout vary in size from one
pound in weight up to twelve and fifteen pounds, with
an occasional "old sender" tipping the beam at eighteen
or twenty pounds. To capture one of these "heavy
weights" upon the "Seth Green" rig and safely land him
in your boat, furnishes an angling experience never to be
forgotten. The "Seth Green" rig is made of No. 1, 3 or 3

siUc line from 300 to 350ft. in length, with from 4 to 6

single gut leaders 12 to 15ft. long. Gang hooks are used,

upon which the baits are fixed in a slightly curved
position.

The favorite fishing ground for these trout is at Keuka.
The season opens April 1 and continues until October 1.

At Keuka is situated the Lake Ketika House under
the management of Mr. J. M. Washburn, owner ana pro-

prietor. It is a well kept hostelry and a favorite resort

for fishermen. Mr. Washburn always endeavors to keep
a good supply of bait on hand, together with necessary
tackle and boats. His charges are one dollar and fifty

cents per day, or by the week seven dollars.

Last season' a trout register was provided by Mr. Wash-
burn in which the number of trout taken by his guests

was recorded together with their weight. Although the

season was a poor one owing to the high water and other

causes, yet the grand total footed up 1,005 trout weighing
2,o9llbs. The largest trout captured was taken by a gen-
tleman from Dansville, N, Y., and weighed 11^1 bs. No
record was made of any other kind of fish. Any inquiries

addressed to Mr. Washburn, Keuka, N. Y. , will receive

prompt attention. Guides are not necessary, though any
one desiring an oarsman to row his boat while trolUng,

can readily secure such help at reasonable prices.

For black bass, the favorite bait are live minnows, the

helgramite or "dotson'" and the fresh water lobster or

"crab." Pickerel and perch also take the same bait.

Trolling with the spoon is a favorite way of capturing
them with many. The "dobson" or "crab" are not ob-

tainable at the lake, but have to be secured in advance
from other places.

Keuka is easily accessible from either Haramondsport
or Penn Yan. Railroad guides give full dir^ ctious how-
to reach these places. The scenery of Lake Keuka is en-

chanting and picturesque. Tourists pronounce it the

most attractive of all the lakes in we^^eyn New Y'Tk.
Its shores are lined with cottages, while vineyards cover
tiie slopes o]j either side for several miles back. The lake ^
has become famous on account of its imm.ense grape in-

dustry, and the large wine cellars in connrcLion there-

with. Much more might be written of this attrsctive

body of water, appropriately called "The Queen of Lakes."

CASTALIA TROUT IN THE SNOW.
C\HICAGO, April 11.—I don't hear of the snipe yet,

) though it must be nearly time for them to be up
here. Along the Castalia strpam in Ohio last week I

heard of about half a dozen being seen. That is just at

the lower edge of Lake Erie. And while so near to that.

I must say, in re the close of last week's letter, wherein
the prospect of taking a trout was mentioni-d, that Mr.
Sadler, of Sandusky, and myself did go fishing on the

club preserve on the following day, and we did catch a
trout, and more than one, though the full score of those

kept (the smallest fish retained must be Sin. or over) was
only six trout. I had heard so much of fly-fish mg for

trout on this stream in the middle of a snow s'orm. "I

would dearly love t« see a trout takpu on the fly when
the snow was on the ground," said I to Mr. Sadler. And
a few moments later we did see one. In the snow bank
then lying along the stream the brilliant fish rolled and
struggled, encasing himseif in the frosty crystals until

he looked like no fish ever seen. But I shall tell much
more of this strange stream before we close about it.

Maantime the engravers must have a little time to play,

they are too busy to make a picture or two of things

bearing on that story. E. Hooth,

GAME PROTECTIVE SOCIETIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The Utica Fish and Game Protective Association held

its annual meeting last evening. The reports of the

president and secretary showed that much good work
had been accomplished during the year, especially on
Oneida Lake. The removal of F. P. Drew from the

office of chief game protector was deemed unwise. The
following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President, I. J. Gray; Vice-President, I. C. Mcintosh;

Secretary, John D Collins; Trea^-urer, Geo. L. Br-idford;

Durectors: I. C. Mcintosh, W. K. Gdmore, VV. E. Wol-
cott, Gustavus D.xter, Dr. C, M. Hitchcock, Ebon G.

Brown, T. Jay Griffiths.

The Hamilton Fish and Game Protective A^sr'ciation

held its annual meeting April 7, in Hamilton, N. Y., and
elected officers as follows: President, A. M. Russell:

Vice-President. L. B. Crowell; Secretaiw, E. L. Kings-

bury; Treasurer, Wm. Wentworth; Directors; E. L.

Kingsbury, C. M. Wickwire, Nicholas Carp, Wm. Went-
worth, E. Hoostkotter, A. R. Orvis, L. B. Crowell.

Although only one year old the a'ssociation is doing ex-

cellent protective work. Poetsa.

UxiCA, N. Y., April 9.

Lease of St. John Blver for sale; splendid salmon fishing, See
advertisement.—A.dv.
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CALIFORNIA TROUT STREAMS.
VENTURA, Oil., April d.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The trout Beascm opened liere on April 1, and there
are more fish in the streams about here than has been
known for jears. It is btslieved to be due to the enforce-
ment, during the past year, of our scrern law, whereby
all irrigating and other ditches are screened by iin. wire
mesh before leaving the streams. Vast amounts of both
small and largo fish were formerly destroyed by being
carried out in tliis way. Our local water supply company
first put in screens for theu- own protection, as the fish
were a constant source of trouble to" them by plugging up
the distributing pipes. The requirement is now a law
and is being enforced in this locality.
The largest catch for the season that I have heard of

so far was made by myself and two companions on April
1st, when we took out 475 trout, tbe largest weighing lib,

p.nd measuring 14iu. in length, They take any of the
commonly used ilies with avidity, probably preferring of
those I used the professor, coachman, ston^ and grannum.
There are, in this county alone, about 235 miles of trout

streams, all teeming witli the speckled beauties, many
miles of which are virgin tn the angler. I am to take an
antiling for ten days in the early part of May far back
into the mountains, a two days' trip out. May tell vou
something about it when I return. A. J. 0.

Squeteagoe is the name of a club of happy lovers of
the gentle art who rendezvous at Great Kills, Staten
Island, where mine host, the amiable Judge Collins pre-
sides. This club was organized a year ago by five men
who regularly journeyed to those waters in vain effort to
lure the wily squeteague or weakfish from his lair, and
the organization resulted from a conclusion these men
came to. that in union there was strength—hence the
club. The success of the club is proven by its growth,
and at the annual meeting held in March last there as-
sembled at the club rooms over twenty of the most widely
known of Staien Inland's Pilerims. The present officers
are: John M. O'Brien, President; Benjamin F. James,
Vice-President: Tnomas J. Nolan, Treasurer: Geo. C.
Meyer, Secretary; Geo, W. Graham, Sergeant-at-Arms.
The members present beside those mentioned above were:
Judgo Jas. P. Collins, C. R. W. Davis, Peter J. Conlan,
Edgar Whitman, Edward Milligan, Harry Kalb, Cl'fford
W. PuUis, John Klockemeyer, George Shapley, Hsrry
W. Graham, Samuel A. Beatty, Fred. .Jordan. Sim O'Don-
nell, James Murray, William Kelly, Josh Ward, Esq.,
all of whom after adjournment proceeded to Klocke-
meyei 's Hall to partake of their annual banquet. Covers
wore hid for fifty, there being a numerous contingent of
the Fishing Bruders, the crack organization of the
Eleventh Ward. The hours sp^d by merrily aa the boys
congratulated each other on the near advent of spring,
but the lionized man of the evening was tbe "Judge',"
who has the envious reputation of having "never told a
lie." Tbe Squeteague Club house at the'Great Kills ad-
joins Coliins's Hotel, and the tjxembers will always be
pleaspd to welcome their similarly inclined friends.

—

Geo. C. Meyer, Secretary,

Angle-r's Wading ElO.—Staunton, Virginia, March 30.
—Editor Forest and Stream: At the risk of tellmg so
experienced a sportsman as Mr. Hough something he
already knows, permit me to say in answer to his query
in Forest and Biebam of the SGth inst., that the wading
rig must in vogue in the very rough, stony mountain
trout streams of this State consists of a pair of rubber or
Silesia wading stockings or pants (stockings preferred as
they are long enough for all practical purposes and not
so hot around the waist and body as the pants) without
boots, over the feet of which a pair of heavy cotton or
yarn socks is drawn, over which is worn a pair of the
coarse heavy leather fewed shoes known as "stitch-
downs," the soles of which are plentifully studded with
large hob nails. The practice of cutting small slits in the
leather uppers of the shoes close to the soles to Jet the
w^ater out has been discontinued by our fishermen, as it

has been found that the sand and gravel will work in
through the holes, to the serious detriment of the wading
stockings. Care should be taken to have the points of
the hob nails inside the shoes well clinched, both to pre-
vent them from working out and from cutling the stock-
ings. A light leather insole will be found advisable also.
Several years' experience with this rig by myself and all
my fishing acquaintances has demonstrated its entire
utility and reliability and I can confidently recommend
it to Mr, Hough as worthy a trial.—Cojimodoee.

STATE OYSTER POLICY.
A T the public meeting held in Baltimore, March IS, to
Ix consider measures necessary for the restoration of the
oyster industries of Chesapeake Bay, Hon. Marshall Mc-
Donald, U S. Oommissioner of Fish and Fisheries outlined
the policy which the State of Maryland should pursue in es-
tablishing preliminary conditions of successful enterprise ia
this direction. We give the following abstract of his re-
marks:
"The lands under the tidal waters of the State should be

placed under the same conditions as to production that now
exist for the farming lacids above the tide. As far as prac-
ticable, they should be placed under private ownership and
control, and individuals shoiild be invited and encouraged to
invest their energies and capital in oyster farming by tiavin£c
first assured to them that security oC tenure which must
constitute the basis of all futm-e development. The man
engaged in oyster [jrodnction should be harassed b\* no im-
posts nor special supervision. He should be treated as is
the farmer, protected in his rights of property, and his in-
vestment required to bear equally with tbe lands above tide
the burdens of taxation. Tbe State should seek to derive its
revenue not from any special taxcr from extravagant prices
for sales or entry, but from the vastly increased valuation
which would be given to these lands when the opportunity
for tlieir improvement is afforded.
"The first step in dealing with this matter intelligently

would sfem to be an actual careful survey of all the waters
of the State—not only of those areas which are now oyster-
producing or are planted, but that much larger area from
whicli at present no oysters, either natural or planted, are
(clraNA'n. Tlie object of this .sxirvev should be to make a classi-
fication of the grounds into: (1) The natural beds, or those
areas of the Chesapeake over which the oysters are now so
abundant as to furnish steady production' and employment
for the men engaged in tbefi,stiin,s<: (3) the. grounds which

I

are now available for planting and which are under actual
cultivation; (3) that extensive area of marsh and swamp and
muddy bottom which now is not oyster-producing, hut
which, under thp intelligent use of capital and the applica-
tion of improved methods, will doubtless in the future bp-
come fully as productive, if not more so, than the natural
grounds or those at jiresent plantipd.
"The area of the natural oyster beds should be carefully

limited and defined bv law. so as to indicate clearly to all

without the possihility of mistake, those portions of the
Chesapeake in which the genera,! Hshing on public grounds
will he perniittpd. Having thus appropriated to the public
use the area so indicated, all the rest of the land under tide
should be thrown open to entry under such conditions as
the State might prescribe.
"In the case of planted ground, which has at present a

market value, tbe State miarht consider it reasonable to ex-
act a good price for the privilege of conversion of existing
leases or franchises into fee-.simple holdings. In the case,
however, of that broader area which at present yields noth-
ing to production, it would, in my judgment, be wise on the
part of the State to permit its entry under conditions simi-
lar to those which are prescribed for the public lands of the
State above tide. The great oj'ster production of the future
in the Chesapeake and elsewhere will not be from natural
beds, from which, at present, the chief supply is drawn, nor
yet from the existing planting grounds, but from those vast
mud fiats and salt marshes now bleak and barren, but which,
through the agency of private enterprise, and by judicious
investments, will be converted into productive oy.ster field.'^,

which will yield a harvest more abundant and a usufruct
more generous than the richest ahrive the tide.
"When we consider the vast extent of this area which is

now valueless, and tbe pns.siliilities for i^roduction which
may be realized by judieiotis exploitation, it does not seem
unreasonable to expect that the inauguration of a policy hy
the .State such as I have indicated, arid such as Connecticut
now observes, would in the end carry the oyster production
of Maryland waters to many times what it is, and that the
increased revenue to the State which would come from the
enhancement of values would be a genei'ous equivalent for
the surrender of her right of eminent domain."

he Mmmh
All communioations must reach us by Tuesday

of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

April 14 to 17.— Fourth Dog Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,
Bt Cleveland, O. C, M. MimliaU, Secretary.
April 15 to 18,—Dog .Show of the Southern California Kennel

Clut). at Los Angele?.
AprU :28 10 May 2.—Dog Show of the California Kennel OJub, at

San Frano'pco, Cal, H. L. Miller, See'y.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show ot the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

YoUCgKtnvra. O.
Sept. It to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exluhitinn Aspociation Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stone, Seo'y and Supt.

FIELD TRIALS.
Niy. 80.—Central Field Trial Cltib'.'? Third Annual Trials, at

L'-jrington. N. 0. O. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. Kew
York city.

BOSTON DOG SHOW.
COLLIES—{MR, WATSON).

Report, hy Mr. Mason.

If the breed has improved any dm-ing the past two years I
fail to see in which points the improvement comes in. The
infection that rushed it to the front a few years ago seems
to have gone off on another tack and collies "to-day are a one-
man show, with Mr Harrison first and the rest nowhere.
He has in his kennel about a dozen does that can be.at ali
others and as hreeders .show not the slightest judgment in
mating their bitches he has a walkover for all' prizes. Mr.
Terry tried to breed good ones and failed. Mr Shotwell ex-
perimented and proved a failure, and so it has been with
others. Not until some wealthy per.son with more dollars
than knowledge of dogs steps in and buys up the Metchley
Wonders can Mr. Harrison s victoriotrs march be checked.
There is mighty little honor in winning for there is nothing
to heat: at the same time the fancy owes Mx-. Harrison a
world of thinks for having .set the pace, even though it is

too hot to follow. There is good—the be.st—collie blood in
America, but it has not been used with judgment and the
•same reckless mating that has ruined the type of pointers is
doing the same thing for collies. Keep it up another cwentv
years gentlemen. There is nothing lilie experience. At
this, one of the very best shows in America, there was not a
good specimen outside of the Philadelphia Kennels and it
was the same thing at New York. What a prospect. But
after the thousands of dollars that have been invested in the
breed is not this a disgrace? Advice is of little use. It is for-
gotten as soon as it is read. A man will buy a bitch by the
woolly-coated Pomeranian Eobin Adair. This bitch he will
breed'to The Squire. Another will buy a sterling bitch by
Scotilla out of Fhirry H. and breed it to Old Scot, a moii-
grel half-bred Gordon, because '"my wife likes the color."
When the puppies come they are shown and get nothing.
Then there is music in the air and the owner rushes around
the show for four solid days showing everybody that will
talk with him a printed xiedigree three feet long and asking-
how much he (the judge) knows about collies.
Roslyn Wilkes in challenge dogs and Flurry It. in bitches

had no competitors and those that tried conclusions with
Maney Trefoil and Roslyn Conwayin theopen cla«s for dogs
might just as well have been at home. Robley, third
prize, I thought lucky in getting the place. He is called a
light sable but is really fawn color, there being no dark
shading on any part of him. His head is of Esquimaux
charticter, with wrong expression and ears not properly
carried. He fdls away very sharply from the hips,
has a nasty ring tail and is rather soft in coat at present,
hut being a youngster will improve in that respect.'
He has strong legs and fairly good feet, which, with his
coat, are his only po.sitive points. Duke, resnrve, has light
eyes and wrong expression; ears not well carried; not right
just before and below the eyes, good muzzle, stifles and
hocks not perfect, loin would be improved by more arch,
good forelegs and feet, plenty of coat of better than average
texture, lacks quality and character. Orphan Boy, he, by
Strephon—Flossie, i.s"a much better specimen, but then his
right name is Scotilla 11. It appears that Mr. Harrison
gave this dog to his doctor, who lost bim, and the (ion found
his way to Bo.ston in cliarge of Ben Lewis, who brought him
on for the supposed owner. Jarrett, who handles Mr. Elar-
rison's dogs at the shows and manages his kennel, knew
about Scotilla II, having been lost or stolen, and vvhen he
saw the dog come into the ring ho quickly had what thr
only German designates his '-heusle lieyes" upon him and
be soon let Ben know that his charge was not an orphan.
It was said Mr. Watson did not wish to give the reserve or a
prize to a dog that was really not eligible to compete, but
about thi.s 1 cannot say. Anyhow, Scotilla II. was about
third best dog in that class, but I thought him very clo t-ly

pressed by Scot II., he, who may yet beat bim. "Barring
Maney Trefoil this was the best coated dog in the class. .He

is rather coarse in skull and cut away too mUch below the
eyes, also defective in fei^t, Init for type, character and other
essentials he is far ahead of Robley and Uuke. Fox-dhook
Climax, he, is round and coarse in head, cut away too much
below the eyes, legs not in good position, lencth and arch of
'oin would improve him, ring tail, coat behind withers too
short and open, fairly good ears, proppr legs and feet, dark
sable with white frill. Of the unnoticed ones Silver King is
light in eyes, coar.ge in head, not quite straight in front, coat
rather short and too open, e.ars only moderatp, good feet and
plenty of strength. Scott is a vidous. bad-headed brute,
"date of birth, breeder and pediEcre? unknown." Lothian
Laddie lacks in co.at, head and lips, and has terrier ears.
Smtson had a fit just before the judiiing comtnenced
and did not compete. In bitches Roslyn Dolly fairly
ontclass'^d all others. Roslyn Primrosp, .second prize,
is a light sablo and white. Kyes ton li.>iht, muzzle
near eyes not ritrbt, ears not well carried, bad feet,
specially the hind, bad stern, not properly coated, scanty in
body^coat. Flurry IV . third pri/.o, is a 'snintty black and
••an, bad eyes, forelegs net too close, with elbows tied: ears
not just right, they are at times almost prick car.'^; knees
showing weakness, do with nnn-c bom;, f.-dr good liody and
coat, shows quality in head. undersi:<e. Lucy Lnr ket. vhc,,
had been sent home and I did not see her. Miss Nancy,
second in puppy class last year, might have been .second in
this class had she been in cnat. This was a Aveak cla.ss. In
nuppies there w«s only one .show dog, Ro.slyn Dolly. The
President's cup for best collie in the show was awarded to
Vlaney Trefoil. After a careful examination of the competi-
tors the judge landed. I think, on the wrong one and it was
not until I had given them an equally careful overhauling
that I felt sure that both Wilkes and Dolly eonld beat
Maney, The latter was clearly the best-coated coHiein the
show, but his head, never a very good one, h;is gone off con-
siderablv and bis ears were d.angling down in poor style. He
heats Wilkes in coat and color of eye.s, but T think hnwhere
else. The former Is not quite so typical a dog as I expected
to find after all that has been said and written in his favor.
He is. however, a good one, and only the best of them can
beat him. If made to order I would have had him darker in
eyes, better in expression, a bit more up in ears, more level
in back, more arched in loin and, of course, better in coat,
which is big weakest point. He has a good type of head,
stands on proper Irgs and feet, i.<5 eoodb?hind, we'nk nowhere,
.stands well and moves well, is of auseful size, of much better
type than Trefoil and shows eon.siderable sheep dog char-
acter. But my choice for the trophy would have been the
undersized Ro,slyn Dolly, whose exquisite front places her so
far ahead of the others that I do not spo how they can get
back behind what theylo.se in front. Trefoil beats her in
coat and size, but nowhere else, and Wilkes has her in
bone and size, and perhaps a little behind the short
ribs, but for character and quality of head, expression,
set and carriage of ears, she has, in my opinion, no
equal in this country. Then how about the "old lady,"
Flurrv II.? She is not quite out of the bunt; in f>ict with
Trefoil's head and ears as they appeared to me I would have
placed her over him. Mr. Watson has been breedins colUes
many years and has seen the best of them. His opinion is

entitled to respect. He 'may be right; but my decision,
takiner tbe dogs as they appeared at this show, would have
been: Dolly first. Wilkes second, Flurry II. third and the
winner, Maney Trefoil, fourth.

BLACK AND TAN TEKIUERS—(MR, LACT).

Report by Mr. Mason.
This was probably the best class ever seen in America, and

the judging was done in a careful and prunstaking way. the
attachment at the lower end of the chain being the thing
considered. In the challenge class for both .•sexes Meers-
brook Mfdden and Kaiser aeain met, the result being, as
usual, in favor of the bitch, that is more symmetrical than
tbe dog, truer in body, better behind .and in markings, also
his superior in one or two minor points. The open class tor
dogs was a hot one for America, where the breed, rxutil

recently, has received little attention. Bx-oom field Sultan,
the New Yoj'k winner over Beaconsfield. failed to show up
under Mr. Lacy, who might not have attached any .special

importance to the awards at that show, so Beaconsfield won.
Enoxxarh "deadly rot" has been wi'itten about this i^terling

good dog to scare the inmates of an insane asylxxm. Whether
some of these reports have beexx ptxblished to show if the
writers know any more aboxxt black and tans than they did
about Meersbrook Maiden, or whether they were written to
tnake room for somebody else's do2, are qrxestions 1 cannot
answer; but I do know that great injixstice has been done by
the.so reports. Beaconsfield is not' full 1u eye, he is not
full in cheek, he does not staml "very bowed" in front, he
is not all .shrunk in loin and croxxchy in hindquarters,
neither is he utterly devoid of mixscle, "nor yet a shocking
mover. The .suspicious looking patches on his second thighs
existed only in the reporter's imagination. "It is hard to
think bow he coixld have beaten his yoxxnger opponent in
England recently " Very hard indeed,"if he had the defects
scored atrainst him; but it is just because he does not have
them and never had thenx that he "beat his yoxxnger oppo-
nent in England recently." To breeders of biack lind tuns
1 woidd say blot oxxt the rubbish that has been wx-itten about
this good dog and judge him not to make room for others,
but strictly on his merits. Head beaxxtifixlly formed, .albeit

a trifle short, eyes a shade light; eye, che k and face mark-
ings correct; good neck, with head well set, excellent back
and ribs, shoulders putting on mxxscle, stifles ixot truly
formed, mxxscle of legs behind cox'rect (a bull-terrier mxxscled.
black and tan is an abomination not to be tolerated for a
moment. Old General pxxt on the soi-t of nxuscle that some
ignorant folks demand and that ended his career); thxxmb
marks not clearly defined, excellent color for a 7yrs. old dog,
foot and vent markings correct; good, short stern carried
rather high; stands on excellent legs and feet; getting wide
in front, bxxtlimbs from the elbows down as straight as they
m.ake them; mouth going; good coat; a good dog, bxxt not a
Queen II., a Saff or a Belcher, bxxt a terrier that can .still

hold his own in any company and one that has
none of the flat-catcher about him. He was rightly
placed first. Salisbury, second prize, is a very fair son of
Beacon Held, but is not nearly so good a terrier! Good length
of head, but not sufhciently tilled in xxnder the eyes and in
front of them, set of forelegs might be better, does'not stand
qxxite true in front, gets over at the knees once in awhile,
too wide between the hocks, rather leggy, tail coarse and has
been shortened, good colox", clean behind, markings better
than average, eyes a shade light. Prince Regent, third pi-ize,

was, I think, second best in the class. He is shorter in legs
than Salisbury, more trixly formed in body, better behind,
straighter in front, hut is beaten in front of the eyes (his
weakest point) where both dogs are deficient. My note book
says: Foretace weak, eyes a shade light, excellent skull,
stands well in fi-ont, legs well set, proper feet, good color,
thumb marks not defined enough, stern rather long and not
well carried, shows qxxality, .symmetrical. Prince Wallace is

a rose-eared wastrel. Snap is a qxxeer little fel ow that should
always stay home. Queen III., hrst in bitches, was, all things
considered, rightly placed first. Rather weak in front of
the ^yes, color of eyes too light, a trifle cheeky, feet inclined
to turn oxxtward, woxxld do with raox'e depth in body, shows
some breeching, stern well formed but too heavily coated,
good coat and color, thxxmb marks not clear, other-
wise well marked, trxxly formed hind parts, moves
well. While not up to the high class form of her
namesake, Mapplebeck's Queen III., she is a fairly
^ood specimen and one that shoxxld quickly reach the chal-
lenge class. Loxxie, second prize, is by Beaconsfield, that is
eviaently a good sire. Better in eye and foreface than tha
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wiiToei', also Ijettci' in ribs, of better size, not soheayyiu
stern coat, and also better topped, Init lieaten In set of legs,
and nboA'i? all in feet, Tvhich are bad. Chest sbonld be
deeper; slightly breeched; would be lirst bnt for her feet.

Leg markiDg.s 'not perfect. Desdeniona. third prize, is au
old face that bas often been described. Kit, umioticed, is a
bad-headed toy. Ent<]ish Lady was absent and the others
outclassed. Salisbury, Qncen III. and Louie are owned by
the Park Kennels (Mr. Goro.stock), of Providence, and were
sent over by my old friend, Henry Lacy, of Manchester, who
at one time coiild beat the world in black and tans. Queen
II., Belcher and General were among those that helped to
win him fame.

CHICAGO DOG SHOW.

TO one who attended dog shows held in the Windy City
several years ago and observed the liiuited interest dis-

played by the public iii those ventures, it was indeed a great
treat to 'watch the strides whicli kennel interests have
made in this city since the Mascoutah Kennel Glnb was
organized. The show held last week, from April 8 to 11,

proved conclusively that this city is certainly the New York
of the West, as far as dog shows are concerned. The only
drawback, and a sei'ious one, is the lack of space in the
buildings secured by the club. Battery 1) wonld just about
hold 400 dogs comfortably, but for the whole 820 the adjoin-
ing armory, connected by a temporary paasager/ay, had to
be, as last year, scured for the occasion, and several of the
breeds were benched here with a wing extending from either
end of the hall reserved for the dog circus and the whippet
racing. The light in Battery D building is very bad indeed,
and it would have been better had the judging rings been all

put in the armory. The jndges were seriously handicapped
owing to the smallness of these judging rings in the first

hall, and added to a bad light it was ,simply impossible to
properlv move the dogs, and I am afraid sever.al bad movers
got a little more than they de.served ou that account. The
judging was not completed till Thursday afternoon, and
somehow as usual this' spring the pointer 'judging failed to
entirely satisfy the bulk of exhibitors.
When one thinks of the attendance one is afraid of becom-

ing almost too enthusiastic. 1 thought Pittsburgh bad
enough, but here in both halls it was almost impossible to
move roitnd after 8 o'clock in the evening. The crowd was
a well-dreased one, too, and reminded us forcibly of the New-
York show. Of course the clubnuist ha^'e made "barrels of
money," as a, .'iO-cent admission fee was charged. The ex-
hibitors and handlers were of course feeling very happy, as
plenty of shekels were put up, and some of the dogs could
win all the way from to ^-100 each. This bears us out in
our assertion some time since that it is not so much the
judges who draw, but the amount of money hung up that
serves to sv^-ell the entry li.st. Among the members of the
chtb who were parti cularlybusj'' in attending to the bu.sine,ss

of the show were Messrs. H. Ives Cobb, the pre.sident; Gr. H,
Goodrich, one of the vice-presidents, who seemed to be
ubiquitous, here, there and everywhere, making every one
feel at home; Wm. J. Bryson. another vice; John L. Lincoln,
Jr., the secretary; Allison W. Armour, H. G. NichoUs, W,
F. Fox and Dr. i>. Lewis. Dr. Withers is well known as a
good "vet.," and attended to his duties conscientiously. The
jndges will be named over their several classes in the criti-

cisms. The cataloguing, while well arranged and gotten up,
had several misprints, but this, though provoking, is a
minor fault and only di.scernable to those who follow the
shows and know the dogs. A marked catalogtu^ was issued
on Friday morning, the first .since New Y'"ork.' Owing to the
crowded state of the benching and other inconveniences,
Geo. Hill, the superintendent, succeeded in keeping (^very-

thing pretty clean and comfortable for the dogs; plenty of
clean straw' every day. The portly Hill knows how to rttn

a show, for everything goes smoothly, and another thing, he
is poptilar vs'ith the boys, and that is a great advantage.

MASTIFFS—(JAJIES MOETI:^^ER).

I was quite surprised to see the good entry which the West
can show in this breed, and the class of dogs is better, as a
whole, than the run of mastiffs we find in most of the Eastern
shows, outside of the principal kennels. A good many
Minting and Ilford Caution pups have found their way out
here, and while there are no real cracks, the general average
shoves a good running to type. In challenge classes Ilford
Chancellor and Lady Coleus were the only representatives.
In open dogs the prize fell to Elksou, a dog with a good
square-cut muzzle and nice .skull, good bone and fair body,
eyes a bit light. Edric, second, was in poor flesh, has a tan-
head, but rather lacking in character. Ormonde, third, has
a fairish head, needs more rib, stands on good forelegs, bnt
behind he is a bit straight. Melrose Don, vhc , is faulty in
iTont, and head could be improved; Ilford Caution III. has a
nice body, but is faulty in head and behind; Melrose Cau-
tion, in the same division, boasts a nice front and body, head
only fair. The others call for no particular mention. In
bitches, Caution's Own Daughter, of ccnirse, scored another
win toward the challenge class, she keeps up well too;
Pharoah Queen came next, she loses to her in head, though
by no means a bad one, decidedly over the average, she is

well known; Kariu, third, lacks bone, ears not right, is

rather plain-faced, and faulty in pasterns. Mai, fotirth, is

exceedingly short-faced, but not of good type. Miss Cau-
tion, vhc, is small and,,; not quite true in front. Genette,
he. is weak in muzzle" and wants more rib. Fitzgerald's
Spera, c, is long-headed, and Lula Minting is light built
throughout. Elkson won again in dog puppies easily, fol-

lowed by Cj'rus, whose head is rather plain and long; Moses
Duke is ouly fair. Beaufort Queen, by Beaufort out of
Pharoah Queen, shows good breeding, though light in eye
and rather i>lain-faced, Counte.ss Von Moltke is poor.

GREAT DANE.S—(MISS WHITNEY).

A good showing, especially the bitch class. Melac and
Irene took care ot the challenge classes, and in the open
dogs the new one, Imperator, a light fawn, is a big upstand-
ing dog but shown in wretched condition, and evidently all

out of sorts; he is well formed and beats Melac in head, but
otherwise there is little between them, and in his present
condition the special might easily haA'e gone to the darker
dog; feet rather broken tip, stand's a bit too wide in front, is

well ribbed with a good loin when covered with flesh.

Second went to Grover Cleveland, a bit heavy in head,
throaty, but excellent front. Don, third, is light-eyed, too
fttll and round in skull and heavy in shoulders. Major, re-

serve, is also not clean enough in head and neck; otherwise
fair. Prince is lippy, light-eyed, and hardly deep enough in
chest. Prince Leo has a good front, too flat in loin, and
Hector S. is wide in front, fault.y in feet, but has a good
body. Minea II., the winner in bitches, is throaty, other-
wise nicely formed. Madge, second, is nicely put together,
though I think Nevezel is cleaner ctit in neck and head, is a
bit straight behind but well-fronted. Flora S. is throaty,
has nice head, but was in whelp, in puppy dogs Don Sen-
ator, a rather coarse big dog, is albeit well formed and won
easily, with Grover Cleveland second. Black Jack, third, is

too broad in skull. Madge won in bitch puppies and the
others need no particular mention.

ST. BEIINARDS— (MISS WHITS'EY).

An excellent shoNving and nearly all Western dogs. The
Melrose cracks were all absent and Folko II , an indifferent
one comxjaratively, was given second in the challenge dogs.

A very nice son of Victor Joseph showed up in the dog class,

has a good body, bit fattlty in pasterns, otherwise good bone,
head showing plenty of character and is of good formation.
Pretty much the same may be said of Lord Wilton, who
woula b'e improved by more stop, but it excellent in bone, '

body and coat, not enough volume of skull yet, a very pro-
mising young dog though. Monte, third, is light in body,
faulty behind, but good bone and fair head, Comte, fourth,
is shortr-backed, but has a very nice head and good depth
and volume, excellent bone, his wor.st feature is his rather
curly coat, at present, and straight stifles. Knight, be,
lacks markings and Grover Bogart is only fair in head, uo
shadings and is a peculiar colored one, chocolote nosed. In
bitches the nicely-formed Republican Belle just beats Lady
Alice, gaining in type of head and markings, lo, third, is

a daughter of Victor Joseph and shows a fair bead, a bit
dished, bitt has good bone. Prudence, lacking flesh, could
do no better than fourth and iVlona K. is a bit straight be-
hind, front might be better and has a fairish head. Nymph,
vhc, I did not see. In puppies the dog class order was main-
tained in fir.st and second, third going to Monarque, who
loses considerably in head and size to the other two. One
Stickney,, a small 'one, bnt well marked and promising, by
Watch, came in for reserve. Grand Marque, vbc, was otit
when I called and Fernwood Snow is too round in skull and
a little too short in muzzle; the others were below the aver-
age. In bitches Bedivere Benais a little straight faced but
shows lots of character. Belle, second, is plain in head,
weak in pasterns and coat too curly. In the novice class
the awards pretty well followed the regulars.
In smooth challenge dogs Lord Hector, looking well, of

course, had to give in to Victor Joseph in .size and bone.
Cleopatra was absent. Watch won easily in the dog class,
beating Mascot lioyal in everything but 'comparative form
of body. The beautiful Empress of Contoocook walked
away from Alpine Queen in head, but is not much if any
better in body. Sola, third, loses in head and front. Thus-
neldais only fair and below the average. Rehue loses in
head and front. Puppies were fairly good as I saw them in
the wing, but had beeu taken out when I came round. Some
nice dogs, showing lots of quality and of average type, were
brought out, and this shows that Chicago and the West are
advancingrapidly in St. Bernarddom.

BLOODflOU'SDS, ETC—(.TAMES MOETIMEE).

Four nice hounds were shown, first going to Jack Shep-
ard, who beats Burniston, second, in length of he^d, p^ak
and wrinkle. In bitches Metchley Venus and Pembroke
Star divided the honors, the former beating in bone and
body, but not so good in head, wrinkle and leather.

In Newfoundlands old Leo came to the front once more
with the redoubtable Dan O'Shea, giving an old-time flavor
to the show. The others in the class were of the curly non-
descript order, and prizes were rightly withhold.
The Hornell-Harraony Kennels took the prizes in the Bar-

zoi classes, with Vlademir and Princess Irma, both well
known.
In the absence of the Hillside Kennel entries, Brock Allen

had to uphold the honor of the deerhounds; he has been
round the circuit. Fergus Mclvor loses in head and loin to
him. These were all that were shown.

GKETHOUNPS—(JAMES M()l=;TIMEe).

Quite a Western turnout and visions of Great Bend and
jack rabbits naturallyaxose when I passed through this absle.

'Gem of the Season and Harmony took care of the challenge
class, both looking well. Then came the open dogs with
Lord Neverstill an easy winner over Jolly Ranger, in front,
ribs, loin and bone. This dog afterward beat G'-'m of the
Season for the special. His wonderful rib development and
short loin is what is wanted and his excellent citiarters show
that he is well off for the necessary propelling power, and
his .short back gives him a great advantage in his turns when
after the wily .jack. Like all of his breeding, he is a bit
coarse looking in coat and not let down enough behind.
Jolly Ranger, second, is hardly ribbed up enough. Bruno,
faulty in hocks, flat-ribbed and coarse and short in neck,
third. Little Climber, first in bitches, is a taking hound,
beating White Lips, from same kennel, in head, muzzle es-

pecially, quarters and pasterns, bone and hocks. Lan-
cashire Lass was at Ne\v York and with Liberty j)artakes of
the same quality as the dog class winner in color and coat,
losing to the winner in head, front and hind parts. Lady
Clare was a bit out-classed, her faulty loin being against
her, and so was Lady Olivia, little out in front, weak in muz-
zle and losing to the others in bone and quarters. Cleo, he,
is only moderate. Foxhounds were a nice show, but as most
of them were at Pittsburgh it is no use .going over them
again. Mr. Cook, got up in Frenchy style, paraded them
down the ring with whip and horn for the edification of the
public every evening.

poiKTEES—(jomr W. MUSrSON).

While the classes were well filled the quality on the whole
was ouly ordinary, and the scattering round of so many
commended cards is no criterion to go by, but on the con-
trary detracts from the merit of tho.se which really deserved
them and were entitled to them. The ring was entirely too
small for the judge to properly handle the dogs, and as no
weeding out process was gone through it took him one hour
and fifty miutttes to place one dog class alone, and then
naturally several mistakes were made. In the challenge
dogs, heavy-weights, Robert le Diable easily beats Trinket's
Chief, though not in good shape, and Belle Randolph had
the bitch class to herself. In open dogs, Tory White, in
poor shape, was placed over Trinket's Coin, who loses in
.skull and shoulders. Shotmaster, third, has a fair head, is

a bit straight behind, but if better shown could have won.
Westmin.ster Drake, faulty in head and throaty, came
fourth; he has been desctibed before. Luck of Idstone, re-
serve, is doray in skull, but good in front. A lot of dogs in
the mention division were "too ordinary for notice, with
the exception of Spotted Boy, he, who should have had
more, having a fair head and i's a bit straight in stifle^ but
shows good body and front. It is unnecessary to mention
the others, as they will hardly be heard of again, this year
anyhow. In bitches first went to Dolly C. , good in head and
neck, a rather catchy-looking bitch, faulty in ribs. Wyan-
ette, second, is faulty in muzzle and a bit coarse in build.
Nell of Idstone, third, is too round in barrel, and straight in
stifle, nice head. Lou Bracket, fourth, loses in quarters but
has a good head. Sal II., reserve, is throaty and open in
feet, round in barrel and altogether too fat, also wide in
front, a queer decision for a man seeking field tyi^e. Josie
Bracket, too heavy in shoulders, vhc. Pride of Idstone the
same, throaty, flat-faced and wide in front, worth abotit c.

Cicely, good in front, well known, should have beeu higher
up. "Others call for no mention.
In light weight dogs, Duke of Hessen had to go under to

Tribulation this time, thougb he beats him in most points;
still Duke was a little off in condition and that may have
done it. In bitches. Fan N. beats Queen Fan in head, but
loses a bit behind. Open dogs saw the neatly put together
Glenmorgan, fully described before, the winner. Springbok
coming .second, though numbered as Shot S. in the judge's
book; he is a bit throaty, but well put up in body and legs.

Trinket's Champion, too heavy in shoulders, faulty quarters
aud coarse tail, third. Rock II,, fourth, loses in head and
legs. Wonderful Lad, reserve, is nicely put together and
can beat several of those ahead of him. Bing of Kippen,
well known, was left without anything; should have had
three letters. NewBright's Tom is faulty in head and stern:
same owner's New Bright 's Dick is a better dog. Inspira-
tion, just about the winner, w.as shut off with an he: more
than likely obscured in the crowd. In open bitches, Phan-
tom caught the judge's eye; she has a good head and body,
but is a bit straight behind. Juliette, second, is a bit dished-
faced, nice body aud front, ribs faulty. (Chicago Peggy,
third, I could uot find. Fan Fan, fourth, is faulty in head-
muzzle. Reserve went to Lady Graphic, who, though losing
in head, should have been hi'gher up; she is well Ijnown. \

Pearl's Dot, too round in barrel and poor in muzzle, vhc.
Bloomo III. could have done with another letter: a better
bitch than the last mentioned. In puppies. Dictator was
about the only good one, fair in head, bus excel lent neck,
chest and shoulders. Tempest Bpppo, second, is only nmd-
erate, and Tinker, third, will hardly be heard of again. The
others do not merit particular mention. In bitches. Queen
of Spades, out at elbow a bit .and stright behind, otherwise
fair, was placed over Nell of Naso, faulty in stifles and
body. Hester of the Elms has a poor head, and Hedwig of
the Elms is too long cast.

ENGLISH SETTERS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

Here was a fairly good show of these dogs, and most of
them new ones. Monk of Furness was the only entry in
challenge dogs, and looked much improved on' his Pitts-
burgh form. No challenge bitches. In open dogs a rather
nice one in True Blue came to the front, is a bit long cast,
and might be better ribbed, head pretty good; second went
to Ben Hur of Riverview, faulty in ribs'^ahd chest, good head
and front; Diamond was third, is almost a cripple behind,
falls right down, no doubt the crowded ring hid this from
the judge; Carleton Pero, described before, coming fourth.
King Gladys, re.serve, shortin muzzle and heavy in .shoulders,
fair head. Gippo II. is well made and should have been
higher up; Dashing Kent deserved his letters, and so did
Tony Gladstone. In bitches Albert's Nellie was again ahead,
second going to Lilly Hill, a nicely-built bitch, better than
winner in head; Idaho of the Elms, third, is light in bone
and short in neck, fair head; Monk's Fan, fourth, is long-
cast, but fair otherwise; same owner's Forest Heather, a
much better bitch in body and head, vhc; and his Canadian
Lilly, though faulty in stop, might have changed with the
third winner, as sb'e has a good body, legs aud feet; Bess
Noble, vhc, is faulty in muzzle, and Stell is faulty in stop,
good ribs: Lady Zoe, vhc. too, while faultyin head, is a well-
built bitch. The others call for no particular mention. In
dog puppies Pembroke's Blue Don was rightly well in front,
though a bit straight behind; Darby j., second, loses in
shoulders and pasterns; Blade's Boy, third, is light in muz-
zle and throaty. The two bitch pupiJies were fairly good,
the winner. Silk, is light in muzzle; andNushkaof the^jlms
is also wrong there.

IRISH SETTERS—(JOHN DAVIDSO"N").

Certainly the best challenge dog class of the season put in
an appearance here. With such tvpical dogs as Elcho, Jr.,
aud Mack N. to lead them, thequalit.y was of course the be.st

that we can show. It was said that Elcho looked as well as
he did five years since, and he certainly keeps his age won-
derfully. There is little to choose between the two named.
Mack M, perhaps losing iu muzzle a trifle to the other.
Max A. took the reserve over Kildare and Beau Brummel,
In bitches Ruby Gleumore was placed ahead of Molly Bawn,
Winnie II. falling far in "reserve" to these two. The open
dog class filled the ring, and I certainly wonder how the
judge managed to get through with so few mistakes; the
light was badj and it Avas almost impossible to move the
dogs. Inchiquin was picked out for the winner, and Ben
C, coarse in head, catne in second, third went to Minstrel,
all well known. Prince Ninon, fourth, is hardly straight in
front and also loses in ribs, fair head. Rancho, reserve,
from the same kennel, is faulty in quarters, has good shoul-
ders, legs and feet. Western Elcho, vhc, is a bit dish-faced,
and TmmpS.jinthe same division, is wide in front and
thick in skull, but has good body. The others did not show
much Irish setter type, most of'them being on the English
order. The bitch class was another large one and gave the
judge much unuecerssary trouble io such a small ring. Edna
H., by Elcho, Jr., was the winner; .she is a bit nut in front
and light in bone, but has a new type of head. Nora Blythe,
second, is deficient iu stop, nice color. Eudora uiight have
been higher up; she is well known. Flora H., fourth, has
an English setter head, has a fairly well-ribbed body, but
falls away in quarters too much. Anna H., reserve, bas a
poor muzzle. Nino, vhc, is faultyin coat and muzzle.
Jessie is a bit throaty, faulty in ear, nice in front. The oth-
ers call for no particular mention. Puppies were only fair
the winner in dogs, Elcho of Claremont, beats Terry S. iu
head, thougb much younger.

GORDON SETTERS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

As usual, most of the winners in the challenge classes are
too well known to need describing, and their order will be
found in the prize list. In the open dogs, Rexmont took the
ribbon, beating Reginald H. in head and front. Foreman B.
is faulty in skull and a little out in front, otherwise good.
In bitches, first went to Fly, Avho has a nice head and good
tan, but hardly stands true enough in front. Floss lY. loses
in stop, is too wide in front, but has a good body and nice
tan. Countess of Richmond, third, has been before us at
other shows. The other entries were absent, and the pup-
pies call for no mention, though a fair one by Beaumont
was shown.

CHESAPEAKE BAT DOGS—(JOHN DAVIDSON).

Quite a good lot were shown. Dick, a dog of good color
butabitsnipy in muzzle, had the challenge class to him-
self. In open dogs, a well known winner in Barnum, who
has been the .subject of one of Mr. Tracy's best efforts, won
easil.y; he is, we believe, a little too dark for the accepted
standard. The Csceola Kennels claimed all the prizes in
the bitch class with some nice specimens.

SPANIELS—(CHARLES M. NELLES).

Patsy B., who was returned the winner in the Irish water
dog class, is lacking somewhat in topknot and curl, but has
an excellent front and body. Pat.sy O'Connor, though out
of shape, came in for second, and Barney O'Connor, third,
has a nice head, deficient in curl, and front not so good as
the others. Denis O'Donoghue, vhc, is short-faced, and
Jack loses iu type of head, has a nice front aud loses again
in fineness of tail aud curl. In bitches, Irish Flora's best
part is her well-boned front, muzzle faulty but nice coat.
Queen Vic is plain-faced, woolly-coated and stands too wide
in front. Marguerite, in puppies, beats Jerry in length of
head and especially in skull, and also in coat. Jack A,, de-
scribed above, won in novii e class. This was the best dis-

play of the breed yet seen on the circuit.

In Clumbers the four circuit dogs from the Clumber Ken-
nel had four classes, and took the four prizes, no others
being on hand.
In challenge fields. Baron and Lady took the challenge

honors in their classes. Beverly Negus had an easy win m
the open dogs over Samson, both are well known, third
going to Dude, who has a head on the Irish water spaniel
order, with quite a topknot. Saybrook i^a.ss had another
win iu the next class, followed by Dorothy, who is too
pinched in muzzle, but has a nice body, is faulty in front.

Any other color saw Saybrook Dolly the winner over the
black and tan colored Fancy, beatin,g in muzzle and front.
Workman, third, is not very good in front, but has an ex-
cellent body, head and coat.

Cocker spaniels were nicely represented, and Mr, George
Belle writes us the notes on them:
In challenge dogs Rabbi and Black Duke were the only

entries. Black Duke being absent gave Rabbi a walkover.
In bitches there were uo entries. In open black dogs Oban
was first. Cannot agree with this award. Nice formation
of skull, right type of body, slightly undershot, light in eye,
showing too much haw; front le'gs not straight, is rather
light in bone and a little low at the shoulder, has well-
sprung ribs, a good stern, coat too waA'-y. Black Dutferin,
second, is weak in muzzle, ears carried too gay and is rather
out at the elbows, ribs badly sprung, is weak in loin and
tail carriexi too gay, coat good bijt yery short. Obadiah
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third, bead not quite rigbt, a trifle sour in expression,
shoulders, legs and feet good and haa a good deep chest,
fairly good ]oiii, tail cariied correct and has' abnndaiuio of
coat,' and of til e right texture. The first or second prize
should have goue to Black Dufferin or this dog. In bitcljes

Amazement was lirst. Formation of head could not be im-
proved on, eye a trifle light, good front, very straight on
legs, good pads, well-s piung riVjs, good loin, good set on of
stemi^with a well-carried tail, a good flatcoat andisagrand
mover. Roscdale Busy, second, is weaTc and snipy in muz-
zle and very badly overshot, skull not right, is wide in
front, out at elbows, light in bone and is a little too tayish.
This bitch should have given way to Lady Obo, third prize.
Lady Obo is a shade weak in muzzle, very good in stop, nice
formation of skull, well set eais, good dai'k eye, best of legs
and feet, well-sprung rib.?, good loin, best of stern, abund-
ance of coat and feather, with the right texture, a good all-

round bitch, very little to choose between the first and this.

In any other color dogs Bamboo, first, a wretched specimen,
void of all cocker character, should have been ordered out
of the ring. In bitches King Pharoah's Sister was first.

Very weak in rairzzle, light in bone, too toyish, with a good
black coat. This bitch should have been placed third in
place of first. Blushing Rose, second, is weak in muzzle,
has good straight legs, well-sprung ribs, good loin and is a
grand mover. Bed of Clay, third, is one of the best cockers
in the show, muzzle good though slightly undershot, stop
not quite right, eye a shade light, formation of skull good,
length of head right, ears set on low, very straight in front,
witti good bone and the best of feet, well-.spi'ung ribs and
good loin, grand stern, well-carried tail and a perfect flat

coat, and moves well. This bitch should have been placed
higher.

COLLIES—(.lOHK A. LOKG).

In challenge dogs there were Roslyn Wilkes and Scotilla,
the former, better in head, expression, loin and carriage of
ears and tail, won. In challenge bitches, Flurry II. and her
daughter, Flurry III., met for the lirst time this year; the
former won. It is a close thing, but as the older bitch was
not in full coat, Flurry III. shoTild have won. Open dog.s—
The Squire being absent, IManey Trefoil, in grand coat and
looking well, won easily, with Rosljm Oonway second; both
were at Boston last week. Carmen, third, good coat, wrong
in head and carriage of ear; rather small, too. Macgregor,
vhc, is thick in skull, nice eye and expression, heavy shoul-
ders, wide in front. Kinloch, reserve, is heavy in ear, coarse
in head, short coat; a well-made dog with good bone.
Queechy, big and very coarse, was out of coat, and may be
called lucky to get mentioned. Open bitches—Roslyn Dolly
was an easy winner, and afterward won .specia.' for best dog
or bitch and most of the other specials offered. Dawn, sec-

ond, is a good bitch, nice shaped head, too much hair on
skull makes it appear a little domed, fair coat, dense, but not
long enough, good legs and feet, and nice carriage of tail.

Nancy, third, is thick in head and cheeky, nice expression,
good ears, out of coat; in good condition would probably do
better. Jakyr Dean, reserve, is well known and was look-
ing well: the others in the class were very poor specimens.
In puppy dogs, Roslyn Regent, a well-made pup, won; he
has a good head, beautifully carried ears, and is good in body
and loiu, grand legs and feet, tail a little short, fair coat.
Moray, second, is a good-sized pup, Avith heavy bone, wrong
in ears, head and expression, good coat, body, legs and feet.

Roslyn Tory, third, won at New York, was rightly placed
here.' Regent got reserve at New York. In puppy bitches,
Roslyn Dolly of course won. Clara, a black and tan, has a
soft coat, nice expression and good head, but did not move
well behind. Venus M. is too small and lacks quality all

through. Isis is light in bone, has a sweet head, nice ears,

but was too young to show. Zoe, vhc, is small, in poor con-
dition, bad head, earsset on wrong and carried badly, and is

soft in coat. The others were poor. Novice dogs saw
Wellesbonrne, thick in head, short in body, good legs and
feet, beautiful ears, light eyes, good coat, the winner.
Queechy had no right to be entered in this class. Won at
Troy first or second in open class and first in puppy class.

Novice bitches had Roslyn Primro.se first. She has'a good
bead and body, is a big bitch, bad ears and feet. Whiff and
Dell were lucky to get mentioned, for they are wrong all

round. With the Chestnut Hill Kennels and Messrs. Mc-
Ewen & Gibson's dogs out, there was little quality shown.

POODLE,S— (JjUSIES MORTIMER).

Dexter, in challenge class, was absent. Berri scored again
in open dogs, beating Parisian in front and loin. Hund,
third, is not up to much. In bitches Nell had an easy win,
second going to a wooly-coated one in Juno. Third was
withheld.

BULLDOGS—(JAMES MOETIMEE).

No challenge entries. In the open first fell to Bo'.swain,
and second to African Monarch, both of these have been met
on the circuit before. Third went to Jack Spratt, a queerly-
marked dog, too high on leg and nothing much to .speak of
in head, and nearly straight in front. Cleopatra II. did the
trick in bitches, beating her kennel mate Duchess of Parma
in front and head. Messrs. Woodward & Herrick supplied
the winners in both classes, and thej' now have quite a good
kennel. Bandy, third, is not out enough in front and not
broken up enough in ,stop. Jack Spratt won in the dog
novice class, and Lady Nan, the winner in the bitch class, is

a promising daughter of Harpei*.

BULL-TEEEIERS—(.TAMES MORTIMER).

A fair lot, with Attraction at the head of affairs in chal-
lenge class bitches. Slaven is a small dog, just over the
301bs., has a nice head, though muzzle is a bit suipjs good
legs and feet, but gets his tail up too gaily. Dufferin, well-
known, came second, beating King of Hearts in head, eye
and front. In bitches, that well put together bitch Duchess
of York, beat Lady Melville in earnest this time, in body
and front: both are known. In light-weights first went to
Loumoiit Kit, who has been doing some of the past shows.
Mister Dick is also another one now well known, he is short-
faced and cheeky. White Pete, third, stands wide in front,
but otherwise fair, muzzle could be improved. Straight
Tip, the winner in dog puppies, we did not see, and White
Pete was alone in the bitch class.

BACHSHUNDE—(JAMES MORTIMER).

Handesport Bergmann won fairly well in open dogs, Feld-
man K. beating Countess Lina especially in front in chal-
lenge cla.ss. Second in open class went to Knirxis, not rib-

bed up enough, excellent crook but not let down enough in
chest, has good length. Hundesport Zaenker, third, loses
in crook and chest and is rather short-bodied. In bitches
first went to Waldine and second to Tatsy, the former win-
ning in head, length and front.

BEAGLES—(JOHN DAVIDSOK).

A nice display. Royal Krueger and Little Duke met in
the challenge class for dogs, and Royal wins nicely in head
and shoulders, the other better in carriage of stern. Una
was the winner in her class. Tricotrin, a new (face, sort of
liver marked, proved the winner; he has a good fiout, muz-
zle a bit spiky and tail carried away over his back; too much
brush. Tony Weller coming a good second, Rowett third,
is poor in front, and soft in coat. Princeps, reserve, has a
bad muzzle, long and snipy, and is a bit large-sized, but
has a nice hound coat. Bross, vhc, is only a moderate one,
faulty in head and front. Rattler S. is too high in brow and
head is coarse. Stub is pinched in muzzle and not true in
front. Bitches had Bettie the winner; she boasts a nice
skull, good front, and is altogether a fairly good bitch but
shown too fat. June M. is pinched in muzzle, faulty in ear
and only f^r front. Elf^ thijrd, should have changeii places;

better in head and front though a little lengthy in body.
The only puppy shown is a poor one.

EOX-TERRIERS— (JAMES MOKTIMEE).
Lucifer and Volunteer fought their battle o'er again, with

Lucifer in the ascendant. Volimtcer is regaining his form.
In bitches Rachel of course was unapproachable, beating
Brilliant, well known. In open dogs that good terrier
Bleraton Victor 11. was well ahead over Valour, whom he
beats in head and body; third going to Verdi, too full in
skull and tine in muzzle; Le Logos, an old circuit runner,
getting his vhc. again; Gyp, c, ia out in front, though he
has a niceish bead. Several Avell-known faces were absent
in this cla.S8. In bitches Dona again beat her kennel mate
Dominica, who is running her very close, though third was
withheld. In puppy dog.s Rustic Brown proved the winner,
is open in feet, has a niceish long head, good legs, ear,s not
come down yet, and coat .just half-and-half; Belvoir Gambler,
second, loses in front; anil Prince Albert is too short in muz-
zle and ears are not right, otherwise well formed. Fogle,
vhc, loses in front, too wide. In bitches, Dominica, though
entered was over age, this left the prize to Vixen, just a fair
one, faulty in head properties. Busy, .second, was out of her
stall; third went to Richmond Lilly, too full in skull and
straight in front.
The wire-hair division was well represented, in fact no

better this year. In open dogs Wentworth Wonder, .short-

faced, soft in coat, a bit out in front, hardly beats the second
winner Esk dale Brown, who excels him in head and coat,
but is a bit open in feet. Nettle Topper won in bitches, is a
nice one, with a good lengthy head and fair coat; Lill,

.second, was shown too fat, and a bit wide in front, soft in
coat. Dartmouth vSunbeam is faulty in ears, wide in front
and soft in coat. In fact, vrry few had the proper wire. In
puppies, a nice little customer in Piucher captured the blue
ribbon, stands a little out but has an excellent body, and
general carriage good, head nicely formed, Dartmouth Nora
came second, faulty in head and front.

' IRISH TEERIERS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
Breda Bill and Breda Tiny took cai-e of the challenge

classes. In the open. Mars of course won over Roslyn Mur-
phy and the well known Arra, third going to Adventurer,
faulty in muzzle, big in ear, and showing too much coat.
Nailer, reserve, loses to the winner in head and front. Ro.s-
lyn Pluck is too coarse in skull and snipy-muzzled; coat,
body and legs good. D.unmurry led the way in bitches, the
well known Kathleen coming next and Eileen, a bit wide in
front, coming next. Rose T., vhc, loses in muzzle and stop
too much, and front could be straighter. An exeellent show-
ing altogether.

SCOTCH TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMER).
The largest .sii owing yet, as might be expected, but there

was nothing to oust Kilstor from first placein dogs. Bonnie
Leach, second, has a good coat, but is too short in head.
Glencho, third, is short and thick-faced and coa.t not of good
texture. Pepper, vhc, loses in head and front, nice feel of
coat. In bitches Bessie beats her kennel mate Topseyin
head, coat and size; the other stands too high.

BEDLINGTON AND OTHER TERRIERS—(JAMES MORTIMEE).
Qui Vive, well known, had no trouble in beating Sir

George. Dan winning though in bitches, with Zulu II..

described at Toronto last year, sVie was alone. Border
Clinker II. took care of the Dandie divi.sion, only one shown.
In Skyes there was some competition. Lovett and Sir
Stafford leading oil in the challenge class in their usual
order under Mr. Mortimer. A moderate one in Prince
Victor was alone in dogs, and Eflie Dean the same in bitches.
Pedro looked after the puppy division.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS— (jAMES MORTIMER).
Toon's Royal and Venus took care of the challenge classes,

and then Fishpool Gem had a somewhat easy win over
Toon's Royal George, in coloring and size. Prince, short in
coat, nice blue, smutty tan, came third. Victor, reserve,
has nice blue, but is light in tan, coat not long enough.
Damfino, owned by a lady, is cloudy in tan, short of coat,
but nice body color. Quite a good class. In bitches Minnie
York won, second going to Rough, who loses in coat and
head. Calumet Bo Peep is too dark in blue, niceish tan, but

,
not much coat. Several of the terriers, had they the care
given the Northfield dogs, would make a much better com-
petition.

BLACK AND T4.N TERRIERS.
Many of the old faces were on hand, Buffalo General and

Meersbrook Maiden taking care of the challenge classes. In
open dogs, Broomfleld Sultan, indisposed at Boston, crops
up here and won easily over Prince in markings and head;
Dick, an old friend, coming third. Buttercup was the win-
ner in bitches over Lady IL, beating her in pretty nearly
every point, as the latter is a poor one. Some fair little toys
were shown, rather apple-headed and short of coat, but nice
size and fair markings; both the winners are tulip-eared,
and would take an excellent crop. Pepper, third, is another
of the apple type.

WHIPPETS— (jAsrES MORTIMER).
Maggie, a nice little smooth, won over another smooth,

Jessie, and a rough, Nellie Gray, coming third.

PUGS— (MISS A. H. AVniTNET).

One of the best shows of the .season, as might have been
expected when the West round here is the hotbed of the
fancy now. In challenge dogs, Kash beat Bob Ivy again,
and Vesta had little difficulty in disposing of Bo Peep II.
In open dogs, Sprake, the New York winner, was again to the
fore, with the rather large but well-formed Eberhart's
Cashier second. Ijittle Toots I could not find; he came
third. Nixy, Jr., losing in ear, muzzle and front to the
others, vhc. In bitches. Beauty III. leads Mint in head and
general type, third going to Toadie, faulty in ear and muz-
zle; Cribbage getting reserve, and the lightly-built Sara
Bernhart vhc. Bang's G , a nice little .son of Sir Loris. won
in dog puppies, second going to Ijord Fauntleroy, poor in
feet, ears faulty, nice head. Mable E., the winner in bitches,
has a nice muzzle, skull fair, is not straight in front and
falls away in quart ei-s. Silver Queen runs her close.

TOY SPANIELS—(JAMES MORTIMEE).
These interesting little dogs made a very nice di.splay,

plenty of quality being apparent. Royal Duke, an excel-
lent-headed one, fieats Calumet Ben D'Or in tan and pas-
terns, Bentick, losing in ear and front, third. In bitches
Calumet Alice, described before, won over Nell Gwyune II.
in eye and ears. Jenny, third, has hardly volume enough
of skull, has a good eye, tan and ear and nice body.
In Blenheims Milwaukee Duke, one of the best" out, with

excellent skull and face, beat Calumet Cromwell in muzzle,
eye and .stop. Calumet Lula was alone in bitches, she is
nicely formed.
Sprite won in Italian greyhounds, beating Challis in size

of ear, though both are carried wrong, and sbeisnotsogood
in body. Dixie, third, was out and Lavender loses to the
winners very much in muzzle and ears, though neither are
right.
In the miscellaneous class a Mexican hairless of poor

type was given equal first with Kirby's Russian terrier or
setter or bobtail, or something, but a rather handsome dog
nevertheless.
In Dalmatians there were shown one family, parents and

daughter, and the only properly spotted one was the
daughter, the others running in. H. W. L.

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.-Chau>enge—Dogs; 1st, Flour City Kennels'

Ilford Chancellor. Bitches: 1st. FfourCity Kennels' Lady Coleus.
Oj»EN—Dotrs; 1st, Edwin 1^, gimhaire Elkson; 3d, 0. N. Powell and

A. H. Ayers' Edric: 3d, Chas. E. Bunn'a Ormonde; 4th, E.A.
Moiiey's Nrro. Very high com., C. B. Davey's Meliose Don..
High com,.Mv.s. Klla. JoliusuTr., Ilioro Caution til., and G. Fl,

Hawlev, M. D.'a Mclro.'^c Caution. Oonu, Oi.u» A. .mione's Kigini
Mack, C. A. Al(maii.rispprs:cr\s Ben Tiarvlsoti II , atnl Hu'='tom
Wypth'H Gladiator. lUtclus: lst;an<l 2 .«p<?cia|p. Flour City Ken-
nels' Cautioii'fci Own DauKhtei; 2c], Clias. C. (Jook'.^ FMiaroah Qaeeu;:
3d and -Itb, llustoo Wyetb's Karin and iVl.ai. Very high com.,.
Flnnr C'itj' Kennels' Miss CfiutToa. Hi.ah enm., Huston Wyeth'si
(iennette. Com., Thos. P. Fiiv;,[;i?vald'.-' FiizKci'M.ld'a Snera and-
Ct. E. Holcnmb's Lula Mintint.-. Ptjfi'ies— tst, Edwin h.
Kimball's ElkRon; 3d. Mrs. Nonie McLetni's Cyi-nn; fid, Chas. C.
Cook's Moses Duke. Very high coni., CJeo. M. & Clement Stude-
baker's Ilford Trust. Com.. Oito Di(-derichs' Connt \m Moltke
and Will J. Davis'.i Mac. Bitches: 1st and :Jd, Chas, C- Cook's
Beaufort Queen and Queen Alice; 3d, Otto IJicdericlis' Countess
Von Moltke.

GREAT DANES—CHArjLENGE—Dofifs; 1st and special, H.
Nichols's Melac. Bilchcv 1st and .special, Teutonia Kennels' Irene.
—Open— I'toas; If-t and 4th, luipeiial Kennel-' Imperator and
Prince; 2d, J. Zillip«n's Grover Cleveland; 3d, E. K. Bacon's Don.
Resprve, Imnerial Kennels' Ma jor. Vei y IurIi (om., Rli"(!uo(:j.uan

Kennels' Prince Leo. High com., (t. K. Schmidi'.s PTf ctnr S. Com.,
Imperial Kennels' Pinto. Dr. C. Faber's Rnice. Bilclict^: tst, H..

G. Nichols's Minca II.;' 3d, G. W. .Sidienk's Madce; 3d, Osceola
Kennels' Nevezel. Reserve. G. K- Sctimidi 's Flora S. Com., W,
W. Ormsbee, Jr.'s. Meer Meriles.—PupPTn;s— Dof/s.' ist, and i^pecial,.

T. C. Dennehv's Don f^enator; ^d, .1. Zilliuni'.^ Grnver Cleveland;;
3d,Wm. Podariltz's Blacdv .Ja,rk. i;r:--.:)-vc, H. Walker's Nohr-
High com., C. H. Riihl's Paul, oifc/ies; Ist and two specials, G-..

W. Scheuk'H Mange; .P Airouhach's NcUie B.; 3d, G. K.-
Schmidt's Bella S. Reserve, Mr.s. Emma Otto'.^ Kate. Very high
com., O- Seegar'a Pilanka. Higli coia., C. E. Howe's Zeilar. Com.,
H. C. Tyler's Queen T.

ST. BERNARDS.—RouGH-CoATEB-CHALOENaB—1st, With-
held; ad, Hiawatha KenneL' Folbo U.—OPMN—Dog»: 1st, W. C.
Hickox & Co.'s Fernwood Bruce; 2d, Mrs. Ales. Mackenzie
Hughes's Lord Wilton; 3d, P. L. Hansom'.^ Monte; 4th, Dacotah
Kennels' Com te. High c in., C. G. Bogait's Grover Bogart and
Frank S. Anderson's Knight. Bitches: Jst and 4th, Maryland
Kennels' Republican Belle and Prudence; ;M. Mrp. Ales. Mac-
Kenzie Hnr'lies's Lady Alice; 3d, J. B. Lewis's lo. l^,ei-erye. .1. J.
Kennedy's Mo^a K. Very high com.. South Bfud Kennel Club's
Nymph.—Poppies—Ziof/.s; 1st, W. C. Hickox & Co.'s Fernwood
Bruce; 2d, Mrs. Alex. Mackenzie Hughes's Lord WiUon; .3d,n.
Gorman's Monarque. Reserve and high com.. Sperce & Rabbins's
Major of Lenionr and Colonel of Lemont. Very high com.. A. G.
Lithgow's Grand Marque and A. W. H<irris's Fernwood Snow.
High com.. Miss Barrictt Pullman's Borne, Dimmen-den-Ble.v-
ker's (jrover D. and F. W. Lamhport's Marco. Bitchcx: 1st, Wal-
ter F. Clark's Bedivcre Bena; 2d, A. B. Vani)lariconj's Belle; 3d.
Robbina & Cavidge's Princess .Joseidilne, Very high com.. Spence
& Rabbins's Lady of Lemont and W. Roach's Si. Cecily.—NoviOE
—1st, W. C. Hickox & Co.'s Fernwood Bruce; 2d. Mrs. Ales. Mac-
kenzie Hughes's Lord Wilton; 3d, E. GermaTi's Mascot Ouray.
Very high com. Mrs. J. H. Naylor's Jeanette. Com., Erauk Fos-
ter's Cap. Foster.

ST RKRNARDS.- Smooth-Coat FD—CHAnt,ENGE—Do(j.s; Ist, J.
B. Lewis's Victor Joseph; 2d, Maryland Kennels' Lord llector.

—

Open-—Do(/s: First, John Poag's Watch; 2d, Afbert Lackman's
Mascot Royal. BiLches: 1st. Col. Jacob Rupert'.'^ Empress of Oon-
toocook; 2d, J. R. Lewis's Alpine Queen; 3d, H Gorman's Sola; 4tb,
Francis B-ichmcyer's Thusnelda. High roai., Dacotah Kennels'
Rehue. Puppies—Do(/s: .A. B. Vanblaiioom's Victor Boy; 2d,
f''rancis Rachinever's Tell William; 3d, W. Roach's St. Luke.
Bitches: 1st, H. Gorman's Sola; 2d, Francis Bacbmeyer's Thus-
nelda; 3d, A. F. Kramer's Lady Gladstone.

BLOODHOUNDS.—Dops; l=it. R. G. H. Huntington's Jack Shep-
pard; 3J, Huston Wyeth's Burnston. Bitches: 1st, Huston Wyetli's
iVIatchley Vtnus; 2d, Huston Wyeth's Pembroke Star.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-lst, Dan O'Shea's Leao, High com.,
Mrs. E. F. Upham'.s BlacK Diamond.
RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.-Dops; 1st, Hornell Harmony Ken-

nels' Valdermir. Bitches: Horuell Harmony Kennels' Princess
Irma.
DEERHOUNDS.-Doffs: 1st, G. MoDougal'S Brock AUen; 2d, S.

Skinner, Jr.'s Fergus Mac Ivor,

GREY BOUNDS.—Chalt.enge—Do(/.s.- 1st, Arthur W. Purbeck's
Gem of the Season. Bitches: Ist, Hornell-najraony Kennells'
Oh. Harmony.-Open—Dof/.v.- 1st. H. C. Lowe's Lord Neverstill;
3d, C. E. Ireson's Jolly Ranger; 3d, B. A. Cbarleton's Bruno. High
com.. B B. Bonheim's Major B. Biir.}ift<: Igt. H. O. Lowe's Little
Climber; 2d, H. 0. Lowe's While Lip«; 3 j, Field, Ilaynes & Web-
ster's Lancashire Lass. Very hinh com., Th« Knight txrayhonnd
Kennfls' Lady Clare, C. W. Sarvis's Lady Olivia. High com., T.
Ellis Taylor's Clio.

FOXHOUNDS.—OnAiiLBNaE—Doffg; 1st, Cook Kennels' Brave,
Bitches: Ist, Cook Kennels' BarnUart.—Open— Doffs: 1st, Cook
Kennels' Drum IL; 3d, Cook Kennels' Rodeiick; 3d, Cook Ken-
nels' Streak. Reserve, F. G. McNeir's Rock. Very high com.,
Cook Kennels' Bill. Com., L. A. Parker's Scott. BUclics: 1st, Cook
Kennels' Fanny; 2d, Cook Kennels' Fly; 3d, Cook Kennel's Jet.
Reserve, Cook Kennels' Francis. Very high com.. Cook Kennels'
Black Bess.

POINTERS.—CHAtrENGE—Dnr/.s (.>51bs. and over): Isfc, Hemp-
stead Farm K -nnels' Robert; ie Diable; 2d. Acme Kennels' Trink-
et's Chief. Bitches (^Mh". a.-ad over): l.st, Fleet View and Reading
Pointer Kennels' Belle Uandolph.—Open—JJof/s (SSIbs. and over):
Ist. Hempstead Farm Kennels' Tory White; 3d, C. G. Stoddard's
Triniiet's Coin; 3d, Idstone Kennels' Shotmastfir; 4th, T. G.
Daeey's Westminster's Drake. Reserve, Idstone Kennels' Lnck
of Idstone. Very high com., J. A. Graham's Bangstone, J. G.
Farle's Chief Amo, W. D. Clingmau's Sir Stanley. D. Ferguson's
Prince Grajdiic, E. N. Freeman's Roclcford Bang, H. J. Thomas's
Devonshire Don. High com.. C. E. Felton's Smoke, H. K. Magee'a
Denis. C. Proctor's Spotted Boy, C. K. Fargo's Felix, Abdallah
K-^unels' (xrand Duke, D M. Kelly's Kent Rob. Com., James R.
Walker's Pete. Bitches (501hs. and over): 1st, J. Crugom's DoUy
C; 2d, J. Moerlein's Bessie Wyanet; 3d, Idsbone Kennels' Nell of
Idstone; 4th, S. B. Dilly's Lou Bracket. RRserve, T. Donoghue's
Sal 11. Very high com., S. B. Dilly's Josie Bracket, Idstone Ken-
nels' Pride of Idstone, G. E. Poyneer's Ravenswiner, L. A. Riddle's
Cicely. High com., W. D. Clingman's Chicago Peggy.—Chal-
nENGE-Dof/.s (under .551bs.): lst,J3. M, Stephenson's Tribulation;
3d, Hempsiead Farm Kennels' Duke of Hessen. Bitc/iR.s (under
501bs ): 1st, T. G. Davey's Fan N.; 3d. Hempstead Farm Kennels'
Qneeu Fan.—Open—Dng.s (under 551bs.): 1st, h. A. Bindle's Glen-
morgan; 2d, W. B. Slieldon's Springbok; 3d, J. Bolus's Trinket's
Champion: 4th, C. E. Council's Rock II. Reserve, Kalamazoo
Kennels' Wonderful Lad. Very high com., F. Canfield's Mark S.,
E. Cowin's Major E., T. G. Davey's New Brighti's Tom and New
Bright's Dick. High com., W. B. Sheldon's Shot S., F. G. Taylor's
Inspiration. Bitches (under nOlbs.): Isi, Idstone Kennels' Phantom;
3d, T. G. Davey'H Juliette; 3.1, J. B. VViokery's Cliieagn Fa.wji; 4th,
C. E. Connell's Fan-Fan. Reserve, W. H. Uylaud's Lady Graiihic,
Very high com., C. f. F.ugel's Lady Trinket, I). Feiguson's Prin-
cess Marguerite, Abdefla Kennels' Pearl's Dot, T. G-. Davey's
Geneave. High com., Mi'-s Josie Eng^l's Juliei, .1. IT, Winslow's
Bloomo 111 —PuppiER-^-l>/f/.s; 1st, ld«tone Kenuel.-s' Dictator; 2d,
T. Donoghue's Tempi St Beppn; 3d. J. Harley, Jr.'s Tinker. Re-
.*ervo. The Elm's Kt_-rinels' Wonomoo of the Elms. Very higb coin.,
L. B. Norris's Clifton Spring, Tne Elms Kennels' Oisegn ot the
Elms. High com., Mrs. C. I. EngePs C'apulet, Miss .lo^te Engel's
Romeo, The Elms Kennels' Nordeok of The Elms. Blhiu-.-i: 1st,
Idstone Kennels' Qu' en of Spades; 2d, G B. Thomas's Nell of
Nasso: 3d, The Elms Kennels' Hester of The Elms. Keservc, The
Elms Kennels' Hedwig of The Elms. Very high com.. Miss Josie
Engel's Juliet.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CHAnLENGE—Dof/s; 1st, The Elms Ken-
nels' Monk of Furness. Opb!<—Dogs: Isi, Edward S. Hunter's
True Blue: 3d, Walbngford & Wdhams' B^n Hur of Riverview;
3d, M. C. Byers' Diamond; 4tb,J. W. Kemblt's Carletou Pero,
Reserve, L. T. Ward's King Gladjs. Very higti com., T. B. Emer-
son's Bud, J. W. Kemble's Dashing Kent and Clartmont Kennels'
Zippo II. High com., R. B. Morgan's Sam Jones and King of
Akron, andMt. Washington Ivennels' Tony Gladstone. Com., G.
O. Ferry & Co.'s Kokomo Dan and Tim Donoghue's Duke Glad-
stone's Dick. Bitches: 1st, Dr. John A. Harimau's Albert's Nellie;
2d, J. Tavlor Williams' Lilly Hill; 3d. The Elms Kennels' Idaho of
"The Elms;" 4th, T. 6. Davey's Monk's Fan. Reserve, T. G.
Davey's Canadian Lilly. Very higli com., Charles R. Ver Nooy's
Bees Noble, C. O. Ferry Co.'s Sfell, J. Taylor Williams' Lady
ZoP and T. G Davey's Forest Heather. High com., H. Waruf's
Fly Noble, J. M. Pike's Lily B-xer, L. T. Menkev's Madge D., G.
O. Feriv & Co.'s Clara IL, and R. B. Morean's Miss Bob Pitts.
Com.. Kalamascoo Kennt If.' Susan B., C. 0. Ferrv & Co.'s Pearl
Bondhu and Rollin A. Smith's Trusty Gladstone. Puppies—jDo0s;
Isl. Tim Donoghue's Pembroke's Blue Don; 2d, Ceo. W. Johnson's
Darby J.; 3d, R. B. Morgan's Blade's Bov. Reserve, H. (J. Foote'S
Seoul. High com., Hayward V/alker's Chicago. Com., W. P.
Biddle's Count B. Bitches: 1st, H, C. Foote's Silk; 2d, The Elms
Kennels' Nashka of "The Elms."
IRISH SETTERS.-CHALT.BXQE-Doo'i: Ist, G. H. Covert's

chapipion glcho, Jr.; Sd, W. N. Kubne's Mack N. fleserye, A- V,
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ATjnoiir's Max A, Bitches: 1st, 3d and reserve, w. L. Washlns;-
ton's champton Ruby Glenm'^re, ohamDion Molly Bav^n and Win-
nie II.—(tPEN—Doffs; 1st, J. J. ScanliTi's Inchiqxiin; 2d, (r. II. Co-
v»rt's Ben C; Sd, St. Cloud Kennels'' Mmstrei; <)th, reserve and
high com.. Claremon'^ Kennels' Prin/'e Nmon, Ran^ho and Olai-e-
mont Paisv. Very bigti com.. Dr. D. W. AWricu's Trump John
Pfiater's Western Elc'^o. Hitrh com., John PQstor's Count Denis.
Com.. G. F. Barry',^ Don, F. Gei"-inanu's Spot.'em, Jolin Pfis^er's
Prairie Spy. Bitclics: 1st, Dr. W. Jarvis's Edna FT.; 2d, W. L.
WasbiBgton's Norah Blyti ; 3i, St. Clnud Kenpplb' Budorn; 4th
and reserve, H. Schubert and Wm. Read's Flora H and Anna li.

Verv bi^h com.. G. H. Covert' Red River Jp=sie, Claremont K^n-
npis' Nino. Idich com., G- H. Covert's Red Rplle and Ktldnre
Ruby. Sam Slade's Lury Clrirpmo'it Kennrts' Claremont M°.°r.

Com., G. H. Covert's GI'delia, D Fairhaok's Gypsie H.— Pitppies—Dogs: l.«t, Claremont Kennels' Echo of Cla'^emont; 3 i, Dr. Ut'o
E. Seeglitz's Terry S, BUcnes: 1st, R. J. Lamoreux's Winfield's
QUP*"!!.

GORDON SETTERS.—CHALiiTiiNGE-Dogs: 1st a"d 2i^, Samuel
G. Dixon's Ivanbo and Lei B. Bitehcs: 1st, L L. CamphPll's ^pclry
Sharp; 2d. S. G. Dixon's Duchess of VVaverl >'.—Oprn—J[)"f/s.- l<t,

Mont. Gordon Setter Kenuels' Rexmon ; 2d. C. C. Hem'ee'- Regi-
nald H.; 3d. Woirihnrv Kennels' Foreman B. Bitches: 1st, xto.
Meister's Fly; Sd, E. Paraons's Floss IV.; 81, S. G. D'xou'a Coun-
tess of Richmond.—Puppies Dnffs; 1st. J^s. M. Gorring's Roynl
Beaumont. Bitclics: Ist, wiiuheld; 3d, E. G. Asmus's Independ-
ence Belle.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—CHAi^LBNGE-Dogs; 1st, Osceola
KrtDntls' D'ck.—Open— Docfs: Is*, Chtsapeakp Kenn-ls" Barnuni;
3d. H. M. Walker's Duke. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Chesapeake lien-
nels' Gympaie and Wavf; 21. Osceola Kennels' Osceola Miss.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Dogs; 1st, Sea Moss Kennels'
Patsy B.; 2d, B. F. Lewis's Patsy O'Oonner; 3d C. M. Hfmpsoo's
Barney O'Co nT'er. Very h'gh ''om., Fnglish Lake Irish Water
Spaniel Kennels' Jack A. anil Hua-h Smith'wS Denis O'Donaghne.
Biiches: 1st and 31, English Lake I. W. Spaniel Kennels' Irish
Flora and Qaepn Vic; 3d, T. W. Mills's Nora O'Donohoe. Puppiex:
1st and 2d. Sea Moss Kennels' Mar^erite and Jerry.—NOVICE- 1st
and 2d. Eng'i'^h Lalv« I. W. Spaniel Kennels' Jack A. ana Queen
Vic; 3d, .T. PSster's The O'Donahue II.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.-CH.iLLENGE-Doa.?: 1st. The Clumber
Kennels' B ss III. Sitc/i'S; 1st. The Clumber Kennels' Lady
Belle.—Open—Dof/s; 1st, The Clumber Kennels' .lobnny, Jr.
Bitches: 1st. The Clumber Kennels' Lady Joan.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Chat^t.engt2—Do(7S; 1st, G. W- Folsom's
Baron, Bitclies: Isr, Rowland P. Keaghy's Lady.—BLACK—OPEN
—Dogs: 1st, Rowland P. Keasbv's Beverly Netrus; 3n, Andrew
Laidlaw's Samson; 3d, Mrs. W. H. B f ird's Dude. Bitches: 1=1,

Rowland P. Keasby's Siybronk Lass; 3d, John Smith's Dorothy.
—Any Other Coloh—1st. R P. Keashy's Saybrook DoUy; 3d,
Andrew Laidlaw's Fancy; 3d, G. Bell's Workman.
COCKER SPANIELS —Chat,lenge-Do!7s; lat, Andrew La'd-

law's Rabbi.—Black—Open—jDu0s; 1st. Andrew Laidlaw's Oban;
2d and high cona.. Woodland K*=nnels' Black Dutferin and Coruie;
3a,G. BpU's Obadiah. Very high com , Detroit Kennel Oluh's
Leroy Obo. High com.. A, W. Pancoast's Lad O. Bifehfs; l<^t

and 3d, G. Bell's Amazement aufi Lady Obo; 3d and com.. Wood-
land Kennels' Eosed.-ile Bisy and Kate W. A^'ery high com. and
high com,, Andrew Laidlaw's Cleo II. and Woodsbnck Birdie.
Very high com.. Lake Shore Kimnels' Lake Shore Beauty. -Any
Othkb Colob—Down: l^^t, Andrew Laidlaw's Bambo. Bitches:
1st, Woodland Kennels' Kincr Pharo'a Sister; 3d and 3d, G. Bell's
Blushing Rose and Bed of Clay.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Do(y*\- l«t. Chestnut Hill Kennels Ros-
Ivn Wilkes; 3d, Chestnut Hill Kpnnels' Oh. Scotilla. Bitches: 1st,

Chestnut HiH Kennels' Ch. Flurry II.; 3d, Chpstnnc Hill Kennels'
Flurrv III.—Open—Dogs: Ist, Chestnut. Hill Kennels' Maney Tre-
foil; 3d, Chestnut Hid Kennelt' Roslyn Conway; 3d, McEwen &
Gibson's Carmen. Reserve, R. H. Salter's Kinloch. Ver^ high
com., R. C. McLean's Macgresor- High com., Ed. O. Brown'* Rob
Roy McGregor Brown, Curry & Parks's Quee'-hv. Bitches: 1st,

Chestnut Hill Kenn- Is' Ro'lyn Dolly: 3d, McEwen and Gibson's
Dawn; 3H, H. P. Harrison's Nancy. Reserve, Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels' Jakyr Dean. Verv high com.. J. S. Schnaitnan's Highland
Flossy. High cm., McEwen & Gibson's Clover. Com.. P. D.
Johnston's Garth.—Puppies—Dops; Int, Chestnut Hil! KphupLs'
Roslyn Reeent; 3d. McElvven & Gmson's Moray; 3 !. Ohesinut Hill
Kennels' Ro^hnTory. Rpserve, John C. Hatel\ '3 Simpson. Com.,
P. D. johnson'is Gvth, Bitches: 1st, On^stmit Hdl Kennels' Ros-
lyn Dol'v; 3ci. MeETvay & Gibson's Elora; 3d, Harry M. Niece's
Vb'^us M. Rps-erve. George E. Wriehl's Tsis. V^ryhigh com.,
Cnrry & Parks's Z ie High rem., Cutv & Parks's Dell.—Vov-
iCB—iJogs.* Isr. Chestnut Hill Kennels' Welisbournf ; 31, McEwen
& Gibson's Moray; 3i. R. H. Salter's Kinlcek. Reserve. Ed. (>.

Brown's Rob Roy McGregor Bio^-n. Very high com., Cnrrv &
Parks's Qaee"hy- Hign com., S. C. Stanton's Donald III. Cjm.,
E. G. Asmus's Skip. Bitches: Ist, Chestnut Hill K^nueis' RosKu
Primrose; 3;i, McEwen & Gibson's Elora; 3ii, Cuii y & Parks's
Zoe. Very high com.. Curry & Parkn's Whiff and Dell.

POODLES.—Dof/s: 1st. L. A. Biddl^'s Berri; 3d, Mrs. R. S.
Hatcher's Par aian; 3d, C. M. Rust's Hund. BitcJic^: 1st, A. W.
Purbeck's Nell; 2d, W. Sehoeinger's Juno.

BULLDOG S.-Dof/.s; I'it and Sd.Woodward&Herrick's B -'swain
and African Monarch; 3d, J. W. Hrdtz's Jsck Spratt. Bitchen: 1st
and 3d. Wondvrard & Herriek's Cleopatra If. and Ducness of
Parmfl; Sd, W. C McA-thiir's Band v —NoviCB— Dortj); Ist, J. W.
Heitz's Jack Spr^tr. Bitches: 1st, Woodward & Herriek's Lady
Nan; 3d. W. C. McAnhur'- Bandy.
BULL-TERRIERS. -OiiALLESGE-jBite'itN: 1st, \Ym. Marinee's

Attraction.—Open— Do9S(3Uihs. and over): 1st, J. Fleming'.^ Slavon;
2d, W. J. Bryson's Dnfferln; ;5d. North Fields Vorkshire Kennels'
King of Hearts Very high com., F. F. D ile's Topsparkle. Bitelies:
1st, G. Haub 'sDuc'ipssof York; 2d, F. W. Mnnlton's Lid v MpI-
vJlle,—Open (under 301b-.) -1st. F. W. Moulton's LMimont Ki'; 3J,
John Moorhead. Jr.'s, Mistpr Dick; 3d, Woodbury Kennels' vvbite
P-te. High com., C. Trestriiira Straight Tip. Puppies: 1st, O.
Treatrail's Straight Tip.—Novice—Ist, Woodbury Kennels' White
Pete.

DACHSHUNDE,-CHALLENGE-l8t and 2d. Mt. Washington
Kennels' Feldman K. auri Oouut-'ss LIna. Open—Doffs: 1st, Wm.
Loeffler's Hundesports Bergmann; 3d, VVm. Kirchnei's Knirps;
3d, Wm. L 'f ffler's Hnnde.sports Ztenker. Verv high com.. Dr. E.
Otto's VValdmann. Bitches: island 3d, Dr. E. Otto's Waldine and
Tatsy.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dn{/.3; 1st, Hornell-Harmony Ken-
nels' Ch. Royal Krueger; 3d, H. Bennett's Little Dukp. Bitches:
1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Una. Open—£)oos; Js*. Horneli-
Harmony Kennels' Tricotrin; 3d, Wm. H. Cnild'.s Tony Weller; 3d.
Cook & Mak's Rowett. Reserve, Middleton Kennels' Princeps.
Very high com., Detroit Kennel Club's Bross. High com., RoUin
A. Smith's R.attler and Stub. Bitches: 1st, R. C. Rinearson's
Bettie; 2d. Middleton Kennels' June M.; 3d, Hornell Harmony
Kennels' Elf. Reserve, very high com., high com. and com., Rollin
A. Smith's Trixie S,. Whisper, Juliet C. and Isabell. Puppies: 1st,
Middletm Kennels' Snow.
FOX-TERRIERS.—Smooth-Challenge-I>03S; lat, Blemton

Kennels' Lucifer; 3d, J A. Logan, Jr.'s Voluntepr. Bitches: 1st.

jSlemton Kennels' Rachel; 3tl, J. A. Logan. Jr.'s BrUli ant.—Open
—Dogs: 1st and 2d, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Victor II. and
Blemi.on Valour; 3d, H. M Anplegate's Verdi. Very hign com.,
J, A. Logan. Jr.'s Le Logos. Com., T. M. Hunter's Gyp.— Bitches:
1st and 2d, J. A. Logan, .Jr.'s Dona and Dominica; 3d, withheld.
Gora., J. J. Steward's Nellie B v and J. W. Cotton's Jessie C—
Puppies—Dof7.s.- 1st, H. LiuTien's Rustic Bower: 2d, Dr. T. W. Mil-
ler's Belvoir Gambler; 3d, G. W. Schmidt's Prince Albert. Very
high com.. L Anplegate's Foele. Bitches: Ist, R. Lambe's Vixen;
2d, F. A, Coker's Busy; 2d, C. C. Hilt's Richmond Sally. Very
high com., W. F. Render's Richmond Liliie.

—

Novtce—Dops; 1st,
Dr. T. W. Millei's Belvoir Gnmbler.
FOX-TERRIERS.—WrRE-HAiHED-Dofl.s; 1st and 2d, Hendrie &

Muir's Wentworth Wonder and Eskdaie Broom, Reserve, Dart-
mouth Kennel'.' Dartmoor Snowtor. High com., Al unro & Cieg-
horn's Ad-wood Jim 11. Cfiia., Patter Bros. Kpnpels' Moscow and
Munrr & Clpghorn's Gale Green P'^tch. Bitrhcs: 1st, T. G, Davey 's

Nettle Topper; 3d, Pott.pr Bros. Kennels' Llil Very high com.,
Dartmouth Kennels' D irtraoor Snnbei-m. Puppies: Ut, Potter
Bros. Kennels' Pincher; 2d, A. T. Aldl^'s Dartmoutn Nora.

IRISH TERRIERS.—OHALLENGE-XioffS.' -Ist, Chestnut Hill
Kennels' Breda Bill. jB(tc7ic»; 1st. Chestnut Hill Kennels' Breda
Tiney.—Open—Do£7s; Isr, The Part Kenupls' .Mars; 2d, Chestnut
HIU Kennels' Roslyn Murphy; 31, T. Pulvertaft's Adventurer.
Reserve. E. Lever's Nailer. Very high com., J. H. S;-hropder's
Roslyn Pluck. High com,. W. C. Titeomb's Raa T. jBito/ics: 1st.
The Park Kennels' Danmurry; 2d,E Lever's Kathleen; 3d, Chest-
nut Hill K anele' Rosl . n Eileen, Very high com., W. C. Titeomb's
Rore T. Com,, T. G. Davey's Gipsy.

SCOTCH TERPJER-!.—l>if/.s. Isr, North Fields Yorkshire Ken-
nels' Kilstor; 3ii ami 3;1, A. i\ Hcrlzler's Bonnie Leach and Glen-
cho. Very high com., S. VV, Skinner, Jr. 'a Pepper. Bitches: 1st
and 3d, A. F. Hertzler's Bessie and lopsey.

BEDLINGTON TER.RIERS.-Doi/s: 1st, M. A. Thelberg's Qui

Vive; 23, Dan O'Shea's Sir George. Bitches: Isfc, Dan O'Shea'a
Zulo II.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.-Doos; lat, H. J. Llnzin's
Border Clinker II.

SKYE TERRIERS. -Challenge -Ist., Woodbury Kennels'
Lovet; 3d, C. A. Shino'a Sir ff >rd —Open— DOfifs.- 1st. M H.
York's Princ" Victor. Bitches: 1st., Stevenson & Sanderson's Effy
Dean. Puppies: 1st. M. H. York's Pedro.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS -Challenge —Do£/s; 1st, North

Fields Yorl-Ts lirp. K-u pI:-,' T ion's Ro ,-al. Bitches: 1st. Nor'

h

Fields Yorkshire Kcanels' Ye nns.-Open—Doff.s; Is' and 3d, North
Fields Yorkshir" K nnels' Fishpool Gem an i To m's Royal G- orse;
3d, .Mrs, M. H. York's I'riucp. Reserve. Mrs. Wm. P'^ttpr's Vic'or.
Yei-y high com., Miss Lizzie Stanley's Damdno. Bitches: 1st..

N^rth Fields Yorkshire Kennels' Minnie Y'ork; 3d, N. E. uliyer's
RongO; Sd, A. Mendel's Calumet Bo Peep.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS -Ovrr Vlbs. - CHALLENGB-

JDoffs: Isr A. VY. S nita'a Buff ilo G?ae-ral, Bitches: Ist, Rochelle
Kennels' Mner«bronk Maiden.—Open—Dufifs; 1st, Rocnelle Kon-
nels' BroomHeld .'^ul 'nn; 2d, Blake & Heb- rtson's Prince; 3d. Gen.
Oliver's Dick. Bitches: l^t, Blake & Hebertson'a Buttercup; 2cl,
E. S. Cnnninghani's Lvly II.

TOY TERRIIiRS.-OTHEB than Yorkshibe—Undbh Tlbs.-
1st and 3d, A. L. Oollms'a Jessie C. and Gyp C; 3d, N. E. Oliver's
Pepper,

WHIPPETS.-Dofli.s: 1st, Campbell & Blake's Ben Bnw. BitcJies:
1st, 2d and 3ti, Campnell & Blake's Maggie Jessie and Nellie Gray.
PUGS.—Challenge -DnffS.- 1st, Mobawk Indianola Kennels'

Kash; 2d, M. Li. Crver's Bob Ivy. Bitches: 1st, M. H. Hrvpr's
Vesta; 3d, Mohawk Indianola Kennels' Bo Peep II —Open—Uoc/s;
1st. M -hawk Indianola Kennels' Sprake; 3h. Eberhart Pug Ken-
nels' E"erhart's Cishier; 3d, Mrs. Wm. .1. Brv^-on's Lttile Toots.
Very high com., Herbert C Cleaver's Trixy, Jr. High com., Jas.
Moran's Pudge BUclies: 1st, Mohawk Indianola K-nnels' Beauty
HI,; 3d, Gale H. Hardy's Mint; 3d, Mrs. Sarah E. Davis's Toadip.
Rpserve, M. H. Cr.> er's Cribbage. Very high com,, E. E. Parnell's
Midget and Eberhart Pug Kennels' Sara Bf'rnhardt.—Puppies—
Dogs: 1st, Eberhart Pug i-Lenn^ls' Banjo G ; 3d, Acme Kennels'
Lord Fsuntleroy. Reserve. Henry A. Kol he's Vixen. Very high
eom.. Falls City Ken neks' Couat Max. High com., Thomas
Belmer's Scamp. Bitches: Ist, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Mable E.;
2d, Mohawk Indianola Kennels' Cilver Queen. Reserve, Acme
Kennels' Gretcheu. High com.. Gale H. Hardy's Miglt.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.-D.m- 1st, Acme Kennels'
Royal Duk. ; 2d, A. M. Goldsmith's Calumet Ben D'Or; 3d, H. H.
Kennels' Bt-ntick. Bitches: 1st, A. M. Goldsmith's Calumet
Alice; 2ri. Acme Kennels' Nell Gvvvnne II; 31, H. H. Kennels'
.Jenny. Very high com., Woodbury Kennels' Flossie.

BLENHEIM SPAiVIRLS.-Docrs; 1st. Homes & Kitzeneer's
Milwaukee Duke; 3d, Mr<. G ildsraith's Calumet Cromwell; .3d,
Mrs. O. Wallace's Imp. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. Goldsmith's Calumet
Lula.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-1st, Mt. Washington Kpnnels'
Sprite: 3d, C. F. Lawrence's Clialli-a; 3d, Mrs. Chas. E All n's
D xie. Vtry high com., .T. S. Rockwell's Lavendar. High com.,
Isaac Florsheim's Princess.

mSCELLANEOUS.-Eciual 1st, Albert J. Geis's Sport NeU and
Woodtiury Kenn- Is' Czir il ; 2d. Mrs. Han=ien's Butte; 3d; F. C.
Lynn's Lady. High com., Louis Turcocte's Mont.on.

DALMATIANS.—1st, 2d and 31, Geo. E. Bowen's Sam, Susette
and Fanny.

THE AMERICAN SPANIEL CLUB'S JUDGES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 have Just learned that it i.stbe iotentioa of the American
Spauifcl Cltib to add a conple of names to its already rather
lengthy list of judges. To effect this change the club must
cast a vote not only for the new men but for the others as
well; and as a freah vote might bring about a uumber of
other ehaages in the list, it will be well for spaniel men to
go slow and be sure they are getting the best judges avail-
able. Reckless voting iu favor of those who are unwilling
or unable to serve, might result in the retirement of others
wbo.5e iiJtlaeace and jttdgments aie essential to the best in-
terests of the club; hence this letter from one who has the
club's welfare at heart.
The old list as published in the AmerieoM Kennel Gazette

is as follows; S. R. Hemmingway, Chas. H. Mason, C. M.
Nelles, E. M. Oldham, Jas. Watson, Wm. West, J. P. Willey
and A. C, Wilmerding. Of these Air. Hemmingway, whose
address according to the Gazette is New Haven, Conn., left
New Haven some years ago and is at present living far beyond
the homes of dog tneu. It asked to judge he would not and
could not accept. His traveling expenses would bust the club
that appointed him. Then why vote again for this popular
fancier? Mr. West is nolonger willing to officiate, andavote
cast for him means a vote lost. So that of the old list there
remain six, viz : Messrs. Mason, Nelles, Oldham, Watson,
Willey and Wilmerding. This leaves us four instead of two
vacant seats. The gentlemen just noticed are the actual pil-
lars of the club and should be re-elected, but it is not .so easy
a matter to decide upon a wise choice of the others, Canada
has always contributed a large number of names to the prize
lists of dog shows in this couatry. and in the writer's opinion
she is entitled to further recogniti on on the new list. Mr. C.
M. Nelles, the only Canadian or Canada fancier on the old
list, has at least three equals if not superiors in point ot
ability to judge dogs. These are Messrs. Kirk, Hell and
Laidlaw. Mr. Kirk i.s not only one of the best judges we
have of spaniels, but he has the confidence of the best element
in the club. He should be elected. Mr. Bell is also a good
judge, but perhaps uot a better one than Mr. Laidlaw.
-Torotito would have one judge in Mr. Kirk, and as Mr. Hell
is from the same place I think we should take Mr. Laidlaw
in preference. For the two remaining vacancies 1 do not
think we could do better than elect Mr, J. Otis Fellows and
Mr. J. H. Winslow. The former knows a spaniel (even
though he says he don't) and as proved by his decisions at
the shows be does not carry his crocodile—long and low

—

back action arguments into the judges' ring. Mr. Winslow
was exhibiting and judging spaniels several years ago and
he is still true to his old love. There is not a more conscien-
tious, painstaking, upright or more respected member of the
spaniel fancy. The disiutei'estedness of his awards and
opinions has never yet been questioned by right-thinking
persons and he has never made worse blunders than have
been committed by many of the other judges. So let us
elect J. H. Winslow, of Philadelphia. The Spaniel Club
must he careful not to follow in the steps ot the English set-
ter, pointer, bulldog and mastiff clubs. It must recognize the
btst, the most capable aten, and I think it will tlnd these on
the list submitted belo w and that it will cast a solid vote for
them when the right time comes. They are:
Fellows, J. Otis, Hornellsville, N. Y.
Kirk, J, F., Toronto, Ont.
Laidlaw. Andrew, Woodstock, Ont.
Mason, Chas. JU., 353 West Twenty-fourth street, New

York.
Nelles, C, M,, Brantford, Ont.
Oldham, E M,, New York.
Watson, Jas.. Box 770, Philadelphia, Pa.
Willey, J. P., Salmon Falls, N. H.
Wilmerding, A. C., Bergen Poiut, N. J.
Winslow, J. H,, 608 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa.

A Mei^iber of the SPAmEL Club.

CLEVELAND DOG SHOW.
\Special to Forest and StreamA

TUESDAY.—The doa; show held by the Cleveland Kenne
Club opened this morning with 453 entries in the cata-

logue. Many others were returned, bpius too late. The
building, called the City Armory, iu which the show is held,
is not very well ad-toted for a show, although the hall itself
is all right, being up-.stairs, and it is verv awkw-Rfd to get
at the main entrance, visitors h-ivinff to go through a shoe
store from thf mnin street. Tbejudgitrg has been delayed
till 2:30 P. M. owing to the l^te arrival of some of the
benches and the attendant confusiflu. Many of the Chicago
exhibitors are here, and the quality of tbe dngs ni'esent is
very ETood. Soortine classes are well filled, beaccles are good,
fox-terriers and bnll-terriers are also strong Strange to say
not one bulldog is entered, not even a "buMness" dos.
Spaniels are choice but few. Miss A. H. Whitney .'->nd J. H.
Winslow were the first to appear in the judging 'rings, two
only of which are provided, and the licrbt is not very good.
The following are the awards made this afternoon:
PniNTERS (J. H. Winslow) -Ch.4lle)ngi5-0vhr S.^r.BS -Dofls:

l9t. otv^'='. Hpn< h-s P >ntiar; g/l, J R D n1els'^ Lord Gr-'phic—
Over .50LBS —U(tc/!.';.s.- l«t. Chas. Heath's R"vel HI.—'^pbn—OvEB
55t,bs.—Doos; I'^t, Hpss Milkins's C^nint Grspbir; 31. B. F. Scitnpr'a
Shotmasl>-r. V°ry lne;h rom. aTirl resorve. Id^tone Kennpf*' Luck
r.f Idstotie. Rery high com.. J. R, Pnr-all's Junit'^-. Hiah com..
John H-^l.i's B-insr H. und Wilbur Parkpr's R"x Com , J. R Par-
CPU's Spo'tswood's l<'rnnV.-OvER m.Tss.- Bitches: 1st. Idstone
Kennpls' Nell of Idstone; 3-i. J.ifob Moerlin'? B -(We Wvaneth.
Res^^rvp, Td=!tnne Kenned' Pridp of I 'stone. Very hieh com., L.
A, Riddlp's CicHv and .1. R. Purrell's . Hiirh com., E. Pro-
hert's Nellie.—UND!?R-';5LBS.—Dr,0.s; 1st, W. H. Hvland's Ossining;
Francis G- Taylor'- Inspiration. Reserve. H. H KodoH's Y«I-
lowjsck. Very bierh com.. J. R Daniels's Juno. Chas. E. C"n-
noU'.s Rnck H and J. R. Purcell's pntrv. Hieh con.. J. L. R-'f^ge's
Gr.sp>iic Duke. Kalamnz-io Keanpis' Wonderful Lad and VV. B.
Sbpldon's Sprine-bok. Com., J. ft. Pn r-cel Ts enM-v.-UNDt.'.i! .5ni.BS.
—Bitches: 1st. Cha«. Heath's Mias Meallv; 2d, J. H. Daniels's
Trinket S. Verv high com., C. E. Connell's Fan-Pan, Com.,
Columbus Kennels' Duke's Shadow.
The attendatice during the afternoon has been quite good for

the flr«t day and wettber is fair.
ST^ BERNARDS (Miss A- H. Whitney.)-Qnite a nice collection

of VV estern dogg.—RotTGHS—No chaRpnero en tries.—Open—iJoos*
1st, Mount Lion Kenupls' Whife Chief; 3d. A. V. A^i re's Newman'.

bi£?h
..Vr ;iiE;h.

ilen-
1,- i\'-,,apls'

im„ G&o, D.

TORONTO SldOW^.—Toronto, April 10.—The Bench Show
Committee of the Industrial Exhibition Association, of the
city of Toronto, met on Thursday and appointed the follow-
ing judges for the coming show, Sept. 14-18: Miss A. Whit-
ney, St. Bernards, great Danes and pugs; John Davidson and
G." H. Mason, of New York, for all other classes except
spaniels; a judge for the latter class will be chosen later.
Mes.srs. Postlethwaite and Massey were appointed a deputa-
tion to wait upon the General Committee of the Industrial
in regard to the amount of money reqtured for the premium
list.—0. A. Stone, Sec'y and Supt.

publican Belle; 26. J R, L°ws'3 In. Rpsprv^, Marvland Kp"nela'
Prudp-cp. Com.. W. Heal's Victoria. Puppies: 1st and 3 1, Mount
Lion K-'unels' Guv and Nohlp. Reserve, D. Selzer's Lion. Hish
com.. Mount Lion Kennels' Ben and Charlie. Com., G. E. Feller's
Daniel Webster.

ST. BERNARDS.—Smooth — Challid.vgb- 1st, .L B.
Lewis's Vi'>tor Jasppb Kpgprve. M'lr^la^^ Krnnnl.s' Lord Hec-
tor. Bitches: isf, Ool. Rnppprt's Empress „f Con'nocock. Re=ervo,
Wentivorth Kp-nnels' Thisbe.—Opes—JJnf/.s; 1st, .T-^hn Pcie's
Watch; 3d. T. G. S'lenbrook's Lord Cb fttm. Reserve, Miss Emi
Black's Count UizyI k Vp.pv b-tjh com.. J. M, (Jallshpr's Cato,
•Jr. Hlcb com.. Jas. Bakpr'.s Kpyston^ Minarc'i. Com., F. Bo-
monti's Barrv de Berne and Wentvrortb Kennels' Prince Went-
worth. Bitches: 1st. J. B. Lewis's Alpine Queen; 2d, F'. Bomonti'a
Rpkq, Snfcials—Rest AmerlPan. bred dost or bitch. J, B. Lewis's
lo (2): hest ronc'i dot? or lu'ch in nppn classes. Maryland Keunels'
Reoubl'can Belle: best under 18 months. Mount iiion Kpnnels'
Mount Zion Guy; best smoo^h-r-oitod St. Burn-ird owned by a
lady rpsident of Cleveland; best .^roerican-brcd smooth do?.
Maryland Keonpls' Lord Hpctoi ; best American-bred Emootb
bitch, Col. Rupp^rt's Empress of Contoocnek.
PUGS (Mi=^= A. H. WiMtiiev)-CnAt.r.KKQE—Dn(7.^- 1st, Dr. Crver's

B >h Ivy. Bitehcs: In,, D'-. '~rvpr's VPsta.-OpsN-Do(7.'<' I'^t. Eber-
ti-*rt Kpnnels' Ehpi-l,n i-i Ci-lii-^r; 3rl. Howard B;-o>,' Penrice.
Bitclizs: 1st. Dr. r!,-ver's n.'-ht.nirp: ?d, G. H Hard v,; .Mint. Very
hlKh coin, and reserve. E I'J, Psr.-.&IIV ?" ' * " ' '

Dr. Crver's Low -•nd Flietliart K - ' '

>'

com.. G. D. Gordon's Dais^-. P'//.,
"

n^ls' Mable K. and BanjT G. Vcr' .

Kins; Lear. High com., G. H. HardN
Jordan's Dick.
TFednesday.-Judging was resumed this mornitig, beginning

with
EKGLISH SETTERS—CHAi.t,ENGE-no'7f-'; Ise, Dager's Cincin-

nams. Bit-chrs: 1st, Bnliemia^ Girl.— OPEiV-Doas; 1st, Daffer's
Tolpdo Bladr: .-^d, Wallin^foid'^ Ben Bar. Ll-spfve. Brnivn's
Ederpmar''. Verv hiarh com., HuiopkopRi-'s B -nzine, Claremont
Kennels' Zippo II., .'^•oppeT.s Don S. ar-d Sraitbnitiht's Dashing
Coimt. High com., Hnid.'knp.^a'"s Uid^*on", Morgan's Blade's
Hov. Hudson's Dad Wtlson. Jr. aiv Wnri hinuton'^ Beaumont.
Biteiics: 1st and 2d, W-lliams'., Lady Zop nnd '.illv Hi'l. Reserve,
Hudson's Tubpi-o p. V'cry hicrh com.. Fpvris's St' Ha, B onmont
Kpnnels' D"isy B., Kalamazoo K-^nneis' Susan B,. Hudson'.. Snu'
shine nnd Hartm.'m's Albert "<!'pllie. Hiirh com., tVrris'.s C ra IL,
Hov. Jr.'--, Paitie tilidatone II.. Morean'-- Ladv P>- . : -nont
Kennels' S 'Tidv's t>. Com

, Ho-* t's N^ITp T an- >i r-;.>P-

sie Marsiiall. FtiFFita—rM7-s: 1st, Morsao's BVmI. J:- Bid-
d'e's Count B, Reserve, Te-.s^erlioft's C'Hint Kiu-.-. V'ei v nisrh
com.. Hitch's Rpu Harrisor.. Hiffh r-nm

, F-Jr'anmonf Kennels'
B'^aumont II.. Srnitbn'gt.i T\f. n (: lacl^'-onti and pp.t- Crladstone.
Bitdics: 1st, Rudd's Stm's Girl; 2 I. Neat's DashinK Daisv. H'gh
com. and com , Beaumont Kennels' Fanny Beaumont and their
Beamvand Bi-IIp Reanmont.
IRISH SETTER'=;.-f'eAr.LEXGE-Doo,s; 1st, Kuhn's Mack N.

Bitches: 1st, Kiliare K-unels' Wmuie II. Open—Dops; 1st,
Scanlaii's locbiQnin; 2d. Sein>olp Ksnnpls' Seminolp. Reserve,
Hubbard's lowi. Prmce- Very bieh com.. St. Cloud Kennels'
Minstrel and Cb'rpmont Kennp];' liaocho H'f;b com, Claremont
Kenn°ls' Pr'nce Union, Mrs Vpals' Jumim >'nd Nels'-u, wnd Sptu-
inole Kennel^' Sandy S. Bitc.ltes: ls^ .1 irvis',; Edn^, I L; 3d, Clare
mont Mea:. Rese've. St. (!loud Kpunel-' Kud ir^i. Vt^rv high < om..
Npales' D' llv Washington and Nofa Blytbe. and Clareraonr Reti-
nels'Nino. Puppie.s—Doffs; Ist, WaKeman'-- Roy. Bitches: 1st,
Drak-'s Ducbpss; 2d, Higbee's Gypsy II. High com., VYinney's
Mollv Bawn II.

SPANIEL'*.—CH.^LLENGE-lst. Folsnro's B-.iron. Reserve. Keas-
by's Lady.—OPR."f-Dog.s; 1st, Woodstock Kennels' Samson. Buchea:
1st. Keasby's SaybrnoK Lass.—any otheu color -Ist. K-asby's
Saybrook Dolly; 2d, VVonistock Kennels' F-.mcv.—Cockers—
Chat^lenge — Woodstock Keni-iels' Rutiue.—Bl.\ck— D.';(7.s: Ist,
Woodstock Kennels' Oban; 2d, Mrs. XMiite's il-^r lo. Re-erve.
Woodland Kennels' Biac'n. Dnfferin. Voi-y"hi2h com., EpU's Oba-
diah. Hi<^h com., Pancost's Lado. Com., Woodland Kennels'
Carrie. Bitches: Ist. Bell's Amazement; 3d. Bell's Lady Ono. Re-
serve. Woodland Kennels" Ros'^dale Busy. Verv hifh com.,Wood-
stock Kennels' Cleo II. High com.. Woodland Kennels' Kate W.
These are all the awards up to nress time. H. W. L.

THE HELEN KELLER FUND.
THE effort of Helen Keller to provide means for giving

the little blind mute Tommy Sanger the means to go to
the Perkins Institute has awakened the interest we felt sure
it would. Since our last issue we have received as contribu-
tions to the Helen Keller fund the sums:

Everett Millais. England (through W. Wade) $10
Judge L, B. France, Denver, Col 5
"M.," New York .=>

A Well Wisher to the He. en Keller Fund l

$E
Previously acknowledged 30

Total $51

OUR SHOW REPORTS—New York, April 10,—I take
pleasure in stating that through the prompt and efficient
action of Mr. E. H. Morris, my setter bitch, LCatie Howard,
recovered from her attack of pneumonia contracted at
Boston, and while di.stemper has set in, her condition is so
improved, as to warrant every hope of a speedy recovery, I
wish also to congratulate you on the grand reports of the
New York and Boston shows, written by Mr, Chas. F.
Mason, ft is a great relief to find in theci the absence of
those vague generalities so commou in other reports. Tne
merits and faults, not only of the winners but of most all

the entries iU'e placed so clearly and fairly, no hedging, that
they go far toward quieting and reassixring breeders who
may almost become demoralized by the inconsistencies of
some of our judges ami writers.—R. R, MOORB.
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DOG CHAT.
rpHE roundheads are conspirinec to form a club. On Tues-
J clay even ircc of the Bnstou show they held an enthu-
siastic meeting and jndsins from the eamestuess with which
the admirers of the breed are entering into the subject, there
is little doubt that this smart little dog A^'ill soon aspire to a
recognized standard of its own. Dr. J. B. Saunders was
elected president and H. J. Earris secretary. Messrs. C. F.

Leland, C. C. Kammerer, Rudolph Weimer and S. D. Par-
ker were electpd a committee to form the coustitutiou and
by-laws and Messrs. Leland, Hook, Newman and Hughes
had the sfrioiis tusk assiened them of wrestling with a stan-
dard. The next meeting of the club will be held at 366

"Washington street, Boston, April 7 at 8 P. M.

The Beaffle Club dinner to which we briefly referred to
last week was a great success and served to tighten the bonds
of good feeling now existing in the club. President Brook-
ing sat at one end of the long table and secretary Chapman
faced him at the other. Among the lovers of the merry
little hound whom we noticpd were Messrs. W. Stewart
Dififenderffer, Robert Leslie, W. F. Rutter Jr , W. A. Powrr,
W. H. Childs. C. H. Innes, H. L. Krueder, A. E. Ledyard,
F. P. Williams, Joe Lewis, J. A. Peabody, H. H. Brown. H.
V. Jaraicson, John Jarvis and several press representatives.
The dinner was served in Young's best style but in kindness
to our readfrs we refrain from tantalizing them by publish-
ing the menu. Pretty nearly every one gave voice to their
sentiments when cigaVs came along, and the club received
congi-atulatious enough to turn its head. Mr. Childs as a
member of the old club .'•aid that a successful club must
have the sinews of war, and that ••pl.oO cups and dog dollars
would not accomplish the object for which the club was
formed. He also wished the trials could be held nearer the
Mason and Dixon line and so do we, as the country down in

Maryland and AHrginia is so much better adapted for a clear

view of the running, The company broke up amid hearty
cheers and mutual good wishes.

Genial Bob Leslie, president of the Massachusetts Kennel
Club of Lynn, writes us of his ill luck since their show. His
pointer bitch Cora Lynn, which was so harshly treated by
the judge at that show, died last Thursday morning from
internal injuries received in a collision with the St. Bernard
John Bonivard while out exercising. This pup was the
apple of his eye and he intended running her in the trials.

He had picked her out of a litter of seven when only seven
weeks old and she turned out to be the only good one in the
lot. Never mind, better luck another time. In speaking of
their show he tells us they are just aliout 830 out, owing to
keeping the show opeii on Saturday. They will not have
another show until a more suitable ball is available.

We understand that the Ottawa show coaimittee, after a
protracted meeting on March :^1, decided to invite Mr. Kii-k,

of Toronto, to judge the spaniels, greyhounds, deerhoimds
and foxhounds,' and Mr. Lacy the balance of the classes, at
their show in the fall. While fully appreciating the honor,
it is more than likely that tbis arrangement may be upset,
owing to the inability of tbe latter to accept. They expect
a good show, especially as they have abolished all puppy
classes, and for this they deserve the thanks of the members
of dogdom. It is tbe thin end of the wedge of common
sense.

Mr. Mercer's Clumber bitch Lady Holmes has just died
in England. Her sister. Lady Lancaster, will be bred to
Hotpot before crossing. With four dogs io the challenge
class it was rather iiard lines that this kennel could not
have a class provided at Boston. The best interests of the
breed would have been better served had such a class been
provided, considering the specimens that were shown.

The premium list of the California Kennel Club show
(San Francisco, April 29-May 2) is received. There is pro-
vision for 105 classes, with diploma for first, second and third,
and a long list of specials.

Miss Anna H. Whitney was the recipient of a very pleas-
ing nresent from tbe Mascoutab Kennel Club. Fastened to
two strips of satin something after the stvle of the ordinary
judge's ioadge, was a cross bar of four swallows on the wing.
Hanging from this by two chains was the club's silver
medal with this inscription:

PRESENTED TO
MISS ANJ«JA H. W'HlTXIiY,

JlUl(lf-

St. "Rernahos,
ItREaT DAJES and Ft' OS,

CHICAGO,
1«91

The table in the ring was covered with a fancy table cloth
and a large bowl of'tulips .stood in one corner" of it. Cer-
tainly a most pleasing attention and showed that the club,
while admitting that Miss Whitney can judge as well as
any man, remembered that she is still a woman.

It was a great disapijointment to Mr. Covert to have Dick
Swiveller down with pneumonia just as the Chicago show
came on, but in Elcho, Jr. he bad something still safer to
pin his faith to. At last accounts Dick was progressing
favorably.

This gentleman's new Irish setter Blue Rock an-ived in
fine shape on Saturday evening at the show, having come
over on the City of New York, arriving on Thursday last.

He is rather a coarse dog, but is well built, with a strong
intelligent looking bead, and seemingly a dog full of life

and vigor: be has excellent bone and color. He is a work-
man, too, having at the Irish Setter Field Trials last year
won the St. Leger Stakes tor all comers, pointers and setters;

second in tbe Puppy Stakes, and fourth in tbe All-Aged.
After this he was sent to the Birmingham show in Novem-
ber, and won first and the Irish Setter Club's cup for best
Irish setter in the shovv. Mr. George E. Gray will take
charge of him iu the trials this fall, together with several
other dogs from the Eallarney Kennels.

Mr. John H. Naylor—"Diehard"—^ill take on a team of
about 27 dogs to Denver, Colorado, for the Continental Ken-
nel Club's show. Good luck!

Spratts Co. bad a nice display at the Chicago show, but
Mr. Babbitt was feeling very wroth vvhen we came across
him, as, after having secured the exclusive right to put up
posters, etc., in the building, and afterthey had plastered the
walls in the usual style, some pei-son during the fir.st night
tore them all down. Next day he had to have canvas ones
printed and put up. Rather a small piece of business on
somebody's part.

A. G. Spalding & Co. had also a good display, and we no-
ticed the old champion English setter Gladstone set up on
their counter, though the mounting hardly does the old dog
justice.

Elmwood Kennels have, we understand, sold their chal-
lenge smooth-coat dog Beauchamp to Dr. L.N.Ward, of
Newark, N. J., and this kennel will now try for roughs as
far as possible.

The Norfchfield Keaaels sold daring the Chicago show th e

well-known Yorkshire terrier Fishpool Gem to Mr. John L.
Lincoln, the secretary of the show, for $200. They also sold
Minnie York to Dr. Ellis Oliver, of Chicago.

The Chestnut Hill Kennels sold Wellesbotirne, first in
novice class for collies, 1 o Mr. George S. Sheldon, of Chicago.
AlsoRoslyn Tory to Mr, Howard of the same city, at good
prices.

Mr. Gibson, of the firm of McEwen and Gibson, the well
known collie breeders of Byron, Canada, had several of their
dogs at the show and succeeded in disposing of Carmen,
Elora, Clover and Mora to different parties at excellent
prices.

On Friday afternoon last tbe following gentlemen inter-

ested in the new United States Field Trials, met in the show
buildioEr at Chicaao: Chas. G. Stoddard, Gustav Pabst,
Tavlor Williams, B. F. Seitner, P. T. Madison, Andy Glea-
son, Wm. Keer. James Freeman. John W. Munsou, Chas.
Proctor, J. W. Patterson, Paul H. Gotzian, H. Hulman, Jr.,

Wm. Titteriogton, Geo M. Lier. J. H. Perry. Bert Crane, S.

B. Dilley, R. B. Morgan, John Bolus, W. H. Childs, Mf-jor
Taylor and Dr. N. Rowe. The club was organized and a
committee appointed to ilraft constitution and by-laws, and
with power to lease land at Bicknell, Ind., for from one to

live years. A committee was then formed after discussion
to confer with other field trial clubs with a view to a uni-
formity of field trial rules. It was decided to have the trials

Nov. 2. There will be a pointer Derby and one for setters.

Also an All-Aged pointer and All-Aged .setter stake. $500
will be given in each stake with $200 for each absolute win-
ner.

A good many dogs were disposed of at the show, B'red
Kirby placing three Skyes to advantage, and also his bull-
terrier White Pete.

It was estimated that something like 20,000 people at-

tended the Chicago show, and judging from the immense
crowds the estimate cannot be far wrong, as the manage-
ment of course had tbe sold tickets to go by. It is said the
club has iu view the idea of starting a kennel and going in
for several breeds.

The Maryland Kennels (Messrs, Diffenderffer) purchased
the fourth prize winner iu the open rough St. Bernard dog
class, Comte, from the Dacotah Kennels, of Jamestown,
N. D. This dog is rich iu Bonivard blood and will no doubt
prove a useful purchase.

Tbe boys pretty well owned the train which left Sunday
evening for Cleveland on the Chicago & Atlantic R. R. A
certain number of tickets having been guaranteed the man-
agement provided a special car which landed the dogs in
good shape at Cleveland about 1 P.M.Monday. All of the
exhibitors and handlers had been treated well at Chicago in
the way of prize money and they were consequently very
happv. Those who traveled on the sleeper (

:-) were: Chas.
P. Diffenderffer, J. F. Cody, S. L. Boggs, Harry Twyford,
German Hopkins, J. H. IPritchard. George Bell, H. B.
Meyers, A. Hart, J. G Williams. B. F. Lewis, Joe Lewis,
Joe Hill, Fred Kirby, George Thomas, C. S. Wixom, E. H,
Morris, C. O. Ferry, Prof. Parker and the writer. A pretty
"dogly" crowd. At Leavittsburgh a change of cars was
made and a wait of over an hour en.sued which was taken
advantage of by two amateur '"photogs" to group memen-
tofs of the occasion. Forest and Stream had its "Hawk-
eye" on them, but whether the machine will be permanently
damaged or not time only will tell. Geo. Bell, giving "our
only German" practical points on cocker spaniel winning,
was also caught ia the telltale box, and will be used for
future reference.

Mr. J. H , Winslow has sold his noted pointer bitch Golden
Rod, by Beaufort out of Zuba, and winner of six prizes, to
Mr. Chas. Clippinger, Lansing, Mich., who reports himself
as highly pleased with her.

The Clumber Kennels, of Ottawa, Canada, have sold their
Clumber bitch Lady Joan, who has been winniog on.the cir-

cuit, to Mr. W. S. Cobb, of Chicago.

The show at Cleveland promises to be a good one. A good
many dogs arrived to-day (Monday) and though arrange-
ments at the ball are not altogether in order yet no doubt
everything will be ship-shape by morning. This is the last
show of the circuit and there is hardly any one. who has
been connected with it, who is not heartily glad it is over.
Some different arrangement of dates will have to be made
next year or some of the chibs will surely suffer a loss, as it

is too great a .strain on both men and dogs.

IRISH SETTERS ATLYNN.-Cambridge, Mslub.—Editor
Forest and Stream: The result of the judging of the Irish
setter puppies at Lynn is very discouraging to the exhibitor
of young dogs. There was a strong class in the open dogs,
and my puppy Duke succeeded in getting a vhc. in that
class, winning over a dog who received .second at New
York. Duke was also entered in the puppy class and only
received vhc, the first prize being withheld. It seems bttt
reasonable to suppose that if he had sufficient merit to de-
serve a vhc. in the open class, that the dog beating him in
the puppy class deserved first and that he should have re-

ceived second. As there was no money prize offered in the
puppy class the withholding of first cannot be attributed to
any economic scheme on the part of the club, and the blame
can only be placed upon the judge. I should like to see,

through the intervention of your paper, a censure on such
judging.—J. A. Gaklasd, Jr. [We spoke of the matter in
our report of that show. [

KENNEL ||IOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are far-

aighed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of SOO of auj one form, bound for

retaining duplicates, are sent for ^0 C'^uts.

NAMES OLAIMEI).
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Prince Trefoil. By Barnes Bros.. Wellsville, N. Y.. for black and
tan collie dog, whelped Dec. IT, 1889, by BnhLne (Bobbif—NeUie)
out of Trefoil's Beauiy (Young Trefoil—importerl Mi. Beauij).
Canadian Kennels. By A. M. Trebllcoek. Toronto, Oat., for his

kennels of toy spaniels.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bninnette—Crip. Mrs. R. Braive's (New York) Newfoundland
biich Brunette (Bruno II,—Mirza) to M. Rurtte's Crip (Nap—
Dai«.\). Mareb 2
Jennie—Beaitiiwnt, Prof. L. P. Braive's (New York) Gordon

setter tuicti imported Jennie (Dash—FannH) fo Dr. .f. H. Meyer's
champion Beaomrmt (Rouald III —Floss E ), Feb. 7.

Luiui T-—nuke of Vrrnuii. G. T. Corm^n'ri (Ojchituate, Mas?)
poiiUt-r lutci! Luna T. (Wm. Tell-llosa Oro.'cteth) to L. Gardne-r.^;
Dukp of \". riion (Ob-nclale—Spotle.-s). Fen. ;?7.

QMintd LomoiLd—Metsixr II. John V^an Vesnn, Jr.\s (Buffalo,
Y.) Sr. Bernard hitcii Quinta Lomond (B.-n Lomond—Daohe?.fa of
Htatberfield) to his Hesper II. (Hesper—0 loffne), April 8.

B((«';; Renali-Little Lad. J. E. Weston's (Utica, N. Y.) cocker
spaniel bUch Black Reaah (Black Dasti-Renah VV ) to his Little
Lad (Newton Abnot Beau—Dinah Bennett), March 29.

Gimsey Qirl—LW.e Lad. S. E. Morgan's (Johnstown, N. Y.)

cocker spaniel bitfh (ivpsey Girl to J- E. We«ton's Little Lad
(Newton Abbot Bcan-Dinah B^innptf), Maroh 200.

Black Me.Q TIL—Little Lad. J. E. Weston's (Utica, N. Y.) cocker
spaniel bitch Black Mesr III. (champion B'ack Pete—Black Meg
IT.) to his Little Lad (Newton Abbot Beau—Dinah Bennett),
FeK 8.

Nell \r.—Little Lad. J. E. Weston's (Utica, N. Y.) cocker span-
iel bitch N.ll W. (Kf.ko W.—Phyllis D.) to his Little Lad (Newton
Abbot Bean— DiDfih Benneit). F<-b. 4.

Buhy—Rorneo. R. P. Forshaw's (Toronto, Ont.) King Charles
spaniel bitch Ruby to his Romeo. March 23.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Black Meg II. H. Reynolds's C^ouarhkePD'ie, N. Y.) cooker
spanipJ bucn Black Meg H . March 27, six (three doge), by J. P,
Willey's rhamni'^n Black Pete; all black.
Gladys B. R. H. Burr's (Middletown, Conn.) Irish setter bitch

Gladys B (champion Tim-L dv Edith), April 18 nine (five dogs),
by J. W. Galo'^ Blaze (champion Cblef—Bizref-na).
Countess of Devonshire 11. Harrr Mdlco'm'si (B'lPimore, Md.)

Gordon s. tter inicu nountess of Devonsiiire II. {Stubble—f 'ouui ess
of Devonshire L), Apri' 8, nine (fhiee doKS), by his R^p (Meadow
Thorp"—Meadow Thorpe Blo=<som).
Maggie B. F. W. Bddv'a (Detroit Mich ) English seUerMtch

Maggie Bee (King—Lucy Bee), March 30, ten (seven dogs), by To-
ledo Blade; two doga since dead.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Marquis of Staifrird. White rough-coated f^t Bernard dog
wheli^ed .May 10 1887, hy champion Save our of Miss Piinlimmon,
by Jis. F. Hall, Philadelohia, Pa., to Geo. Moore, pame place.
Little Red Rover—Nell W. ichelp. Liver cocker spaniel dog,

wiieiped March 26. 1890, by J. E. Weston, Utica, N.Y„ to Geo. Mu-
ler, .Jr., Toledo, O.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

W. B., Philadelphia.—T have a spaniel puppy 8 weeks old, that
has a dry scale all over his bodv, and when he is combed the ViHir
comes nut very tliickly He is lively, eats well, and has good
evacuations. What if^ he>-t to do? Ans Rub in a little sulphur
omitnent daily and give 3 drops of JTowler'a solution of arsenic in
the milk once daily.

W. H. G.— I have a [)ointer pup six months old which is growing
very rapidly. Of late she limps on one hind leg, and when she gets
up sometimes cries out as tiiough it hurt her. Her eyes are blood-
shot and her appetite vari.sble, stie will moan when sJeeping. She
was awkwar*' in p'aying, which sbe did a great deal of, ana some-
time ago I tbougai she got hurt in playing with a hound dog; it is
in the small of i he back or kidneys, 1 ti'iuk. What is good? Ans.
It is impo.«sible to tell witbout a more panicular diagnosis.

J. L. P., E=8ex. Conn.—It is canker. Get the following:
Bromo-chloral 3 i

Tr opii , ,
-

i

Aq : vi Mix.
Sig. A few drops in the ears night and morning. Was'i out ears

with warm wat' r and castile soap and dry thoroughly ijefore drop-
ping tbe mix'ure in the ears.

-F. M. K., Beading, Pa.—I have an English setter puppy, four
months old, which I desire to raise succe? sfuUy. I will be obliged
to you if yon will recommend sometbing which it would he wellio
give a puppy of this age, from time to time, to prevent worms.
Will you kindly stale tbe iirst symptoms? Ans. Sj mptoms:
Hunching up the hack, groanins and twitching iu the sL ep, diar-
rhcep, general gastric tind intestinal disturbance, presence of
worms in the stools. Ke.ep bowels easy with half teaspoonful
doses of syrup of buck' borne if necessary. Do not feed meat.
Exercise in open air daily.

T. E. C, New York.—My English setter Is in poor condition,
continually fcratcbing, which caust^s red hlotche^ all over his
bodv, more espe' ially on his legs. The nose is very dry, rougb and
apnears chappi; tbe hair is ifist faHin.i; off, and whenever eser-
oised coughs and sneezes, ^ut bd.s nn escellenr appetite. The eyes
run alitlie every twent\ -four hours. I am inclini d to think the
dog has worms. Ans. Tbe riog is nu' of condiiTn and has one of
tbe forms of mange. Open tbe bowuls hy giving 2 or 3 compound
cathartic piJls concealed in a morsel of meat. Wash once weekly
with carbolic soap and give 5 drop= of Fowler'.s solution of arsenic
in the food once or twice daily for three wpeks. Exercise regu-
larly and do not feed meat, or very little, if any.

E. W. O., ISTewport —Mv setter dog has had a bad diarrbosa for
about two wteVs, whicli 1 iiave vet been unable to stop. His ap-
petite Is very poor and he h.= s lost fle.'h terribly. He has no fever
but yesterday he heaan to slobher; and tr-day, when I gave him a
piece of meat, be dr< pped it and shook his bead for about a min-
ute, tbrow-ing tbe slobher in all directiens. I thought from his
actions that be bad got a hone siuf k iu Lis throat, but on oxamin-
ii g him found nothing. This is bis ti'st sickness; he is 9 months
old. Ans. Stop the diarrfcu^a with Dover's tat^lets, givitg one
every three hours in a bit of meat until diarrbosa stops. Give 5
grains of quinine three times daily in pill or capsule. If he ha8
fever give aconite tincture 3 drops every hour, or anli-febrin, 5
grains every 3 hours. It looks like distemper.

"BiHDu," of Port Roysl, Tenii., offers some of his celebrated
Llewellin setter puppies for iraje. See his adv. in another column.
—Adv.

*ifl^ mul ^tftfi ^haating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.

'T^HE number of inquiries for the trial targets prepared by us for
those who would improve their skill with the revolver in. an-

ticipalion cf participation in the revolver championship match
convinces us that the affair will be a complete success, and that
when won the trophy will go to a very excellent holder.

Curiously enough there has been some adverse criticiBm

launched against tbe conditions as they were first proposed by us
and approved by Mr. Walter Winans, Ihe donor of the emblem.
Some of tbe talk, where it is not so obviously the result of disap-

pointed interest, is so utterly ridiculous as to be scarce worth
attention, and were it but criticism pure and simple would receive

none by us. But it goes a step further and makes positive mis-
statements with the evident intention of confusing those who may
be unlucky enough to read these publications. Harpe/'s Weekly
critic speaks of the shots "limited to six." This is simply not true.

There is no such limit and this writer ought to have known it, and
probably did. The conditions call for five scores of six rounds
each, the record to stand on the aggregate of three of these scores

or eighteen shots in all. So this clever all-round critic, but not
quite a square critio, just got one-third of the truth. It is not de-
manded or required that tt e shooting shall be indoors or even that
the contestant stand at twenty yards. The shooter may, if he
chooses to be guided by our critiral friend, pick out the gustiest

day he can strike, take possession of a lot where there is no end
of weather, and back away from the target as far as he pleases.

He may do all this and get gloriously left by those who prefer to

shoot when trying for a record under more favoring conditions.

These conditions are quite difficult enough to shoot under
though so very easy fo talk about with glibness. A shooter who
can .-ivfrasti inside of an inch .-^i shot for his IS counting rounds is

niakiug a very good exhiiiition of liis shooting abiiiiy und the

merits cf his arm, and is gnod enougii to he clas.sed as an expert
tind possibly as a champion. It distance is to court and cndur-
ance, of which bo much is prated, then let us get a ihousand-yard
range, with a big duffer target, of courfe, and make it a "drop
a,nd ont" match, each to bang away until his pistol arm falls ex-
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haiisted >iy his side. That would be a grand teat and possibly

please our wiseacre scolds, but we propose to go right on with our
plan, aiaking the match so easy and convenient that no one who
can shoot and wishes to shall be debarred by any oppressive con-

ditions as to place and time. We want the best work and we will

probably get it. While we have no personal interest in any gal-

lery, we think it very poor policy to sneer at those who run such
excellent resorts and possibly Renette and Rigby from the other

side aud a dozen excellent shooting masters on this side of the
water may have something to say on this aspect of the case.

We repeat the conditions of tMs match in this place and re-

mind our readers that the trial targets will be sent post free on
request. We shall be glad to receive samples of partictjlarly

good targets made for publication and encouragement of those

engaged in practice.

CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH CONDITIONS.
In accordance with the instructions of the donor we would lix

the following as the conditions of the match for the Amatenr
Revolver Champion?hii) of America, open to any American citi-

zen or permanent resident:

Any revolver, masLmum length of bore, including cylinder,

ten inches.

Any trigger pull.

Any sight, both siglits to be on the barrel or forward of the grip

of the pistol hand.
Any fixed ammunition.
Cleaning allowed only between scores of sis shots.

Position standing, free from any artificial support, the revolver

held in one hand only with the arm free from the body and un-
supported in any way. The rear sight shall not be nearer to the

eye than twelve inches.

Target—Ready measurement dislfs, one Shot ou each disk and
the measui-ement to be taken by mechanical Vernier scale from
center of disk to the center of the shot hole.

Scores—Aggregate of best three in five ecores, each score'. to con-

sist of six coaseeutiTe rounds. The five scores to be fired consecu-

tively.

Amateur Standing—The standing of a contestant as amateur
and professional to be determined in each individual case by
FOKEST AND STREAM ruleS.

Yfhere not in conflict with conditions herein, the rules of the
Massachusetts Rifle Association for revolver competitions to

hold. The decision of Forest and Stream to be final on all

points.

Places of holding the competitions will be fixed, with considera-

tion to the convenience of contestants, and one month's notice will

be given of exact time and place. It has been already determined
to have competitions at New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chi-

cago. These finals open to all comers, and will be in charge of

the shooting editor of Forest and Stream or his representative.

Preliminarily to the final shoots for the championship, which
wUl be held several months from date, and in order to develop
shooting ability. Forest and Stream -will open a season of trial

shooting. The targets for this test may be had free of cost on
application to the oflice of Poresi and Stream. By their use
the revolver shot may fix his progress, and the ready measure-
ment feature in them enables a quick determination of the total

number of inches in tht six stiots.

Any winner of the trophy shall hold it subiect to challenge for

a term of two years, after which it shall become his personal

property. Upon receiving a challenge the holder shall agree with
the challenger upon a place and date for their meeting not later

than six weeks from the receipt of the challenge, of which meet-
ing at least two weeks' notice shall be given through Forest and
Stream, and the shooting at said meeting shall be under the same
conditions as the original competitions for the championship
trophy. In case of a failure to agree upon a time and place of

meeting they shall be fixed by Forest and Strb.am.

The trophy shall be deposited in the custody of Forest ASD
Stream at least one day prior to any challenge meet, and if re-

quired, holders must give bonds to Fore.st and Stream for its

safe return.

The holder shall not be required to accept a challenge pending
the determination of a challenge shoot already under date. In
case of any dispute Hbnut the right of priority in shooting chal-

lenges. Forest and Stre.am shall determine the order of shoot-

ing. All expenses of targets and gallery will be borne by Forest
AND Stream. Contestants will defray all other expenses.

SUNFLOWER RIFLE CLUB.—Topeka, Kansas.—The interest
in rifl« shooting is apparently increasing all over the country, and
aa the season opens w e will hear the clear crack of the .33s and
the new 35s, and as the times grow better there will come again a
grand boom In target practice. We can but admire the per-
sisteEce with which some of the old reliable clubs have held to
regular practice, noticeable among which we will name the Cin-
cinnati Rifle Club, of wliich Capt. Gindele is a member. It is a
worthy, honorable and healthful recreation, and well worth the
time and expense to any hard-working business man, and we bope
to see all riflemen take bold of the interest and help push it to the
front. Here in Kansas we have started the ball rolling by organ-
izing anew club in Topeka with a charter membersliip of twenty-
one. The name of the club is to be the Sunflower Rifle Club, of
Topeka, Kan. Several new good shots having recentlv come to
the city there was little trouble in effecting an enthusiastic
organization. The officers were elected as follows: Robert Max-
well, president; Ben Striekfaden, vice-president; G.Irwin Royce.
sec'y and capt. of contesting teatns. A match was made with the
Expectation Rifle Club, of Jcew Orleans, La., to ha shot Monday
evening, March 31; gallery -listance ISJ^yds., .23cal. rifles, 10-men
teams, 10 shots, standard American target, and resulted as follows:
Sunflower Rifle Club 701. Expectation Rifle Clu^ 648. It is likely
that a return match will be shot soon. The Sunflower Rifle Club
will confine their practice to gallery work umil the weather
becomes settled, when a fine 200yd. range will be fitted up and
regular practice, matches and individual contests will be the
order of the day. The club is open to a challenge from any club,
gallery distance, .32cal. rifles, 10-meu teams, the match to be shot
at any time on short notice.—G. I. R.

EPHRATA. Pa., April 11.—On Friday afternoon the members
of the North End R fle Club formally opened the season's sport
by engaging in several hours target practice on tbe range, about
a halt a mile south of Ephr 'ta. The unfavorable weather kept
several of those who always attend the shoot, away, as it was
c]oud> and cold and ocoasionallv rained somewhat. Tne follow-
ing scores were made, distance 200yds., ofiE-hand, standard Ameri-
can target:
JMSheaflier 8 7 7 5 6 4
L M Wiest 6 9 6 7 5 5
M F Kqfroth 6 8 6 4 G 0WD Winters 8 6 5 6 7 5

D B L»fever 4 3 10 5 4 7
J AStober 6 5 5 5 6 6
CKonigmacher 10 4 0 6 3 9

EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB.—New York, April 7.—Scores made at
the regular weeklv shoot at 12 St. Mark's place: W. R-osenbaum 93,

A. Stahl, Jr. 91. C. ZH'tJer, -Jr. 89. W. Mifier 88. H. Zettler 86, W.
Maisenholder, 85, J. Zettler 83, G. Hillmeyer 73, W. Hammer 61,

G. Nowah 75, W. Smith 60.

THE FORT SCHUVLER RIFLE ASSOCIATION of Utica will
have a tournament on its new range, Wednesday, April 23. Hand-
some cash prizes will be offered.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbuii. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they cai
Identify without question ail the American gam© birds whiob
they may kilU Clotli, 220 pagesi price $3.f:0. For sale by FOBsei

THE TRAP.

7
7
6 10
4 8
4 5
5 4
3 3

4 10-86
6 5—63

5-60
5—56
4-52
5-51
6-49

Scores for pttMicaMon should he made out on tlic printed hlanKi
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished s^-atis to dub
secretaries. Correspondents wlw favor us viitn club scores are por-
tieiHarly reqpjtested to wrUe on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

April 28-30.—New Haven Inter-State Association.
May .5-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

•John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Pittsburgh Tournament. Open to all. Elmer E.

Shaner. Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Auburn, N. Y., Gun Club Tournament. 8500 guaran-

teed. Professionals barred. Chas. W. Brister. Sec'y.
May 5-9.-Grand Tournament of the Hill City Gun Club, Vicks-

burg. Miss. Open to all. Geo. H. Hill. Sec'y.
May 13.—Eastern New I'ork Trap-Shoot-ers' League Tourna-

ment, held under the auspices of the West End Trap-Shooting
Association, of Albany, N. Y.. at their grounds on Co'vin avenue.
May 13-14.—Grand Tournament of the South Side Gun Club, at

Watertown, N. Y. Open to all. L. H. Prentice, Sec'y.
May 13-16.—Harrisburg. Pa., Shooting Association Tournament,

assisted by the Intei'-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H. M. F. Worden,
Sec'y.
May 19-31.—Washinston (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Club
gives SI .000, Association guarantees .Sl.OOO, totnl $2,000.

May 30.—Canajoharie (N. Y.) (jun Club Tournament. T. C.
Pegnim, Sec'y.
June 3-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State

Mauufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
$1,000. club adds S3,000. total 13,000.

.luue 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New iTork
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun

Club. E. B. Roberts, Sec'y.

E. S. BENSCOTTEN.
Chicago, 111., April 11.—This week Forest and Stream has

what in daily iournalism is called a "sensation," and what may, I
believe, also be called a complete "scoop." Months ago one of
the best-known trap-shooters of Ohio, one of the most'skilful of
the "rounders," and a man whose portrait is included in most of
the "galleries of prominent trap-shots," took up his possessions
and departedfor the West. He told one friend that he was "going
where he wasn't known, and where he could get into some shoots
and make some money." This may or may not have been liis

laudable intention. The fact remains that since last fall Eugene
S. Benscotten has not been seen in Ohio, and nothing has been
heard from him direct for months; his relatives have bsen seek-
ing for him, anxious to know even where he had been. For
months they have thought him foully dealt with, but have hoped
for the better, trusting that his foolish whim of disguising himself
may be the only cause of his passing out of knowledge. For
months Forest and Stream, knowing the great reluctance of
the family to have all the unpleasant facts brought out, has asked
for permission to give the whole matter publicity, knowing that
if E. S. Benscotten be dead it is a fact which should be deter-
mined, and that if he be alive, and for any reason whatever, from
shame, self-interest or bitterness, be hiding himself away from a
family as terribly anxious as his relatives have been, he ought to
be found out.
Briefly stated, Benscotten left Ohio last November, went to

Spokane Falls, Wasbington, remained there, and while there shot
in a tournament under the name of "E. S. Brown," and w^on some
money. Since then he has not been heard of, although his friends
have communicated with the oflicials of Spokane Falls, and made
every possible inquiry without resorting to the rress.
Here let us close tbe record for the present. The ca=e is clear

in some points: E. S. Benscotten for certain reasons did pass as
E. S. Brown at Spokane Falls. If be is now passing under that or
another assumed nime he ought to be exposed for reasons which
will at once rise in any true sportsman's heart, the chief of which
is that his relatives are suffering in their anxiety and suspense.
The authorities at Spokane Falls ought to investigate at once.
E. S. Benscotten was a rough, rugged, burly looking man, about
ofs. lOin. or over, dark hair, lighter eyes, baddish front teeth.
His picture may be seen in the "gallery of noted trap-shots,"
commonly found about the sporting goods stores. He is a man
easily identified. Will the readers of this journal assist in the
duty of looking him upV E. Hough.

HARRISBURG SHOOTING TOURNAMENT.
Harrisbtjrg, Pa., April 13.—Shall I say the fates or the ele-

ments seem to be against us on our regular shooting day? for as
one of our members remarked, we have not had a pleasant shoot
day for three months. The important event of the day, the L. C.
Smith gun, was not shot ofl owing to the absence of nearly two-
thirds of promised contestant", who did not show up owing to the
dampness of the day. But this did not keep our genial Iriends M.
J.Corcoran, of the York City Gun Club, York, Pa., or R. E.
Shearer, of Carlisle, Pa., from presenting themselves on the
grounds fully equipped with their Lefevers and favorite shells,
and again the attention of the Manufacturers' and Dealers' Asso-
ciation will have to be drawn to the fine run of clean deads made
by our true sportsman friend Shearer. But it is astonishing what
a'falling off occurs in the scores of the shooter as soon as he is

talked of as being classed as an expert, for while our friend Nutt
could easily defeat this man in two individual races during the
past week, he could not lay claim to a clean score at yesterday's
shooting. But it is wrong to say all this is done purposely, and
we will await further shooting before endeavoring to make any
classifications. Herewith I hand you scores made at Saturday's
shoot:

Match at 15 singles. SI entry:
Brelsford 111110111111111-14 Worden llOOllllcaiOlll-11
Shearer 111110011101111—12 Lonesome OUUOOOnilllOll— K

Duston 010011011110111-10 Nutt 011111101111111-18
Corcoran lllllOllllliini-13 Dili 1111100111101]1-12

No. 2, 15, singles, SI entry:
Brelsford 110111111000011-10 Fuller 111011111011111—13
Shearer 111111111111011—14 Lonesome OllOlOlUOlOlOl— 9

Duston llxnilOi 1 011011—10 Nutt OUOll 1111111110 -11
Corcoran .... lOllllllllllUO-le Dill 111101110110101-11

No. 3, 15 singles, §1 entrv:
Brdsford 111011111111111—14 Fuller Ill 111 111111111-15
Shearer 111111111111111-15 Nutt 110010011010111— 9
Duston lllOllllOnilll—13 Diil -. .OllllliJiUlllll-lS
Corcoran 100111101011111—11 Kinzer. UUUiOlOOllUOl— 9

No. 4, at 15 singles, Si entrance:
Brelsford 0110UOli0111111-#10 FuUei- 011101110111111—13
Shearer llllllUllimi-15 Nutt 111111111110101-13
Duston 110111111101011—13 DiU 000111111111111—12
Corcoran 101111011111011-12 Kinaer 111111100110010—10

No. 5, at 15 singles, SI entrance:
Brelstord 111111111111111—15 Nutt 110000010101111— 8
Shearer 111111111111111—15 Dill ] 11101111111011—13
Duston 111111110111111—14 KiDzer 110101011111110—11
Fuller imillOOimiO—13 Corcoran UOllOllOllllll—12

No, 6, at 15 singles. $1 entrance:
Brelsford 111001110111101-11 Fuller llllllllimilO-14
Shearer 011110101110111-11 Nutt 100101101111111—10
Duston 111111111011011-13 Kinzer 111110011111001-11
Corcoran 111111111011011—13 Todd UOOIUIOUOOIO- 9

No. 7, 15 singles. $1 entry:
Brelsford llllU 111111111-15 Fuller 111111111111111-15
Shearer 101111011111110—12 Nutt 111111111111110—14
Duston 110011111111101—13 Kinaer OUOllOllOidlll-10
Corcoran IIIUIUO110111-13 Todd 110011111111111-13

N". 8, 15 singles. $1 entry:
Brelsf, rd llUOllOllOllll- 13 Nutt 110111011111111-13
Shearer 101111101101111-13 Kinzer 110111001101011—10
Corcoran 10101 1000 lOO111- 7 Todd lOUOOlOlliOllll— 9

Fuller 111111111110111-14 Lehman lllOllll'3100011-lO

No. 9, team race, entry S2 per man:
Brelsford 1 1 1111 011111 01111 110-17
Shearer llUllOlOlllllOlMOll-14-31
Nutt OlOlIOlUUllUlllim—15
F uller nil 1 1 001lllOliniOl-16-31

Shoot-ofle at 10 birds each:
Brelsford 0111111111-9 Nutt . . ; COlOnillO-6
Shearer ,

1111010011—7—16 Fuller .UOmiUl—9—15

LAKE ONTARIO VS. VIOTOR.-Rochester, N. Y., April U.-
match was shot on the Lake Ontario Gun Club grounds to-day,
on challenge by the Victor Gun Club, at 35 kingbirds, 21yd8. rise,
3 traps, unknown angles. The match was shot in a very high and
gusty wind; the flight of the birds was very uneven. The Lake
Ontario Gun Club won handily by 38 birds, as the score shows. A
retttrn match will be shot at Victor on Saturday, April 18.

Lake Ontario Gun Club.
F L Smith 1110010101111111111001111—19
A Morris OOllOOlOlOOlllllOOlOlOnO-lo
J Aman 011100011001001111 0100010-13
H D McVean 0001010000100010111111110-12
J Morris 0001011111 101101110101111—17
F Knebel 1100111111000011101111111-18
J C Aman 00001000100001111X11010111-10W S Smith, Jr 0011111010101011101101110-16
O E VVaizer 0001001011011111111111010-16W Morris 1010011110011011001010001-13W La Force 111101111111 1010111111 011-31
D Walzer 1111101111010000011111011—17
A Ever,shed OllimilllllllllllllOOll-33
J Rissinger 1101101111111011011111110—30-326

Victor Gun Club.W A Hill 0100011110111111111110010-17
A Sale 1011010111110101010:101011-15W Agate 110 1011 1101 11 11111 1011111-31
T Header 1101100001001000111 110111—14
J Houston 1101111100100011101111001-16W Hill ICOlOOiniUlllOl 1 lllOlOU—17
A O Gordon 1010101101011101001010100-13W Mann 0010111001010011010001010—11
E Vick 0110111001111010011100100-14
L Benson 0001000000110011000100001- 7
O Brusie 0111010011110100110110111—16W G Hill UOllOllUOOlUOl00011111-17
O Benson 0011000000100101011010010- 9

J Barry 0000110000110010101110011-11-198
H. D. McV,

WOODSTOCK, N. Y., April 11.—The shoot which was to have
taken place last week at Canestota, N. Y., 100 kingbirds per man,
between D. Lefever and Chas. Mowry, of Syracuse, on one side,
and E. B. Roberts, of Canestota, and Will H. Cruttenden, of Caz-
enovia, on the other, failed to materialize from tlie fact that Le-
fever took train for Cazenovia instead of Canestota. The otber
parties claim Dan was led astray by one "Court." They were seen
together at Cai^enovia and had a very pleasant time together
waiting for evening train to Syracuse.—Hammerless.

Model FacJitsand Boats. Their design, maMno and sailing, vMh
desHjns and worliinq drawings. Postpaid,

Yachtsmen who do not see what they want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the Ccr/ioc, peep into the
Kennel, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Game i3ag, inquire of the Sportsman Tuuri-^t, and if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their esplorations into the Edit07'ial
and Jidvertising Departments.

FIXTURES*

36.

APRIL.
Corinthian, Opening Cruise, San Fi-ancisco.

JIAY.
San Francisco, Opening,San- 30. Corinthian, Annual, San

salito. Francisco.
San Francisco, Squad. Sail. 30. Eastei-n, Handicap, Marble-
San Francisco, E'ish- Cruise. head.

•^1. Portland, Cruise. 30. Brooklyn, Opening, Graves-
Cor. Mos. Fleet, barohmont. end Bay.
Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. 80-31. San Fra.nciscD, Cruise,

Mare Island.
JUNE.

, Hudson River, Ann., N. Y. 20. Brooklyn, Spring, frraVeseiul
Rochester. Review,Charlotle Bay.
Portland, Annual. 30 Corinthian, Marble head,

, Monatiquot, Opening, Wey- Sweep and Club, Marbleh'd
mouth. 30-21. San Francisco, Cruise,

, Massachusetts, Spring, Dor- Martine:.^.

Chester, 32. Pavonia, Annual, New York.
Lynn, Lynn. 25. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
Quincy. 27. Hull, All Classes.
Savin Hill, First Cham. 37. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
PhUa.. Ann., Del. River. 37. Lynn, Lynn.
Hull, Under 31£t. 37. Quincy, First Championship

. Massachusetts, Ann.,Nahant 37. Cor. Navy, L. 1. Squad, New
. Eastern, Sweep?., Marbleh'd Rochelle.
Beverly, 1st Sw^ep, Mon. Bch 27. Siivin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
Roch., Ladies' Day.Charlotte 27. Beverly, 2d Sweep,Marbleh'd
Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. 29. Eastern, Ann., Marblehead,
HuU Corinthian, 1st Cham. 39. Ma^ssachusetts, Ladies' Race,

Dorchester Bay.
.ItJLT.

Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. — . Massachusetts, 46ft. Special.
-5. San Francisco, Ciuise, 15. Monatiquot, let Cham.,Wey-

Mard Islan< i . mouth.
Monaiiquot. Club, Weym'th. 16. Lake Y.R. A., R. C.Y.O., Tor.
American, Naphtha.Milton's 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,
Neck. Toronto.

Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. 18. American, Steam, Milton's
Corinthian, Mar hi e head. Neck.
Sweep and Club.Marbleh'd 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d

Beverly, 3d Sweep, Mon. Bch classes.
American, Sailing, Milton's 18. New York, Ann., New York.
Neck. 18. Hull Cormthian. Clab.

Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 18. Savin Hill. Moonlight Sail.

head. 18. Beverly, 1 st Cham, Mon. Bch
Eastern, Cruise, Maine Coast 18-19. San i- ranciscn,Fish.Cruise
New Rochel'-e, Ann., New 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,

Fvoe belle. Rochester.
Dorchester,Clnb, Dorchester 20. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Charl.
Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 23. Lake Y.K. A..(Jswego,Oswego
5th and 6th classes. 25. Durchester,Open.Dorchester

Lynn, Lynn. 25. Quincy, Second Cham.
Corinthian.Marbleh'd,Cruise 35. Corinthian, Marblehead, Ist
Savin Hill, Cash. Cham.. Marblehead.
Riverside, Annual. — . Corinthian, Marblehead,
Quincy, Ladies' Day. Ladies' Day, Marblehead.
Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-
Hamllton. mouth.

NEW YORK NAVAL RESERVE ASSOCIATION.
\ LTHOUGH four years have passed siu'^e the subject of a

JrX. Naval Reserve similar to the National Guard of the various
Slates was first brought before Congress and an effort made to
secure aid from the Government; but little has thus far been
done. Several of the States, among them New York and Ma.ssa-
chtisettes, passed laws intended to encourage the formation of
State battalions, and a certain amount of prtjgress has been made,
but under discouraging conditions, and with results by no means
satisfactory so far as New York is concerned. Within the past
three months a new movement has been started, which has re-
cently taken definite Shape through the organization of an incor-
porated body under the title of the Naval Reserve Association of
the State of New York. The promoters of the new scb erne are
mostly leading New York yacht;-,men and ex-naval men, amon"
them being Messrs. Herbert L. Satterlee, T. C. Zerega, J. W.
Miller, Wm. Whitlock, E. B. Keuwick, W. Butler Duncan, Jr ,

Aaron Vanderbilt. E. C. Weeks, E. D. Morgan, A. Bryan Alloy, C.
W. Wetmore, Archibald Rogers, Robert Contcr, W. C. Brown,
Henry Stanton, August Belmont, W. E. Iselin, S. D. Pomeroy,
and O'hers of equal prominence. The officers are: Herbert L.
Satterlee, -59 Wall street, Seawanhaka C. Y. C. president; J. W.
Miller, P. & S. S. Co., Pier 88, N. R., late Lieut. U. S. Navy, vice-
pres.; Edwm C. Weeks, 18 Wall street. Weeks & 0_p., bankers,
treas.; E. B. Rcnwiok, 19 Park place. Larchmont Yacht Club,
recording sec; Wm. Whitlock,;iO West 37th street, corresponding
sec. The Association has adopted a constitution and by-laws, and
has established its headquarters at No. 9 West 29th street. New
I'ork. The initiation fee is 35 and the annual dues S6, members
being regularly proposed and balloted for as in any club. The
first object of the Association is to form a battalion under the
present laws of the State of New i^ork, and to secure a suitable
vessel for regular drills and practice. In the meantime the rooms
on 29th street form a rendezvous for all about New York who are
intere.sted in the work. It is not essential that a member of the
A-sociation shall join the battalion when formed, nor that
members of the battalion shall also be members of the Associa-
tion, but in most cases men will belong to both.



April 16, 1891.] FOREST AND STREAM. £B9
EASTERN Y. C.

THE regatta committee of the Eastern Y. C. has prepared the
following varied programme of races, in which Inducements

are offered to all classes ot yaeiits. If a proper spirit is shown by
yacht owners in eutering their Tessels the season will be an
unusually exciting one.
May 30—Handicap Kaee.—From jMarblehead Rods-, for vachls

belonging to members ot tbe club. Prizes—First class scboouers
$100, second class schooners SVo, fifth class sloops ^50, sixth class
sloops aud seventh class sloops §50. Entries to be received by
Mr. Edward Burgess, Sec'y, Scars Huilding, Boslou, before May
35, at 3 P.M. The handicaps will be declared at the club house
the evening before the race.
June 19—Sweepstaix-es Ence.—From Marbleliead Rock —The en-

trance fee in each class will be and in each class wiiprc four
or more start the cbib vvill add the foliowiug amounts—for first
class schooners glOO, for second class schooners .575, for lifih class
sloops $50, for sixth clat-s sloops SdO, for seventh claFs slnous S-'.bO.

In each class where four or less start the prizes will he divided—
7.5 per cent, to t lie first yacht aud 2.5 to the second; where more
than four start they will be divided—TO per cent, to the first vacht,
20 to second and 10 to third. Entries, inclosing- check, to be'made
to Mr. Edward Burgess before June Iti, at 2 P.ai.
June 29—Annual Regatta, for all classes.— Fj oiu Halfway Rock.

—Prizes for schooners—First class (over TOCr. waterlinc) S'.iOO,

second class (30ft. and not over 75i!. waterline) ,5100. If four or
more first class schooners complete the course a second prize of
$100 will be awarded. For sloops—First class (over TOft. water-
line) $3j0, second class (over (ilft. and not over 70n. waterliue)
$150, third class (over ;>3l't. a.ud not over Oft. waterliue) $100,
fourth class (over 4Gft. and uot over ,53ft. waterliue) §7.5, fifth <-)as8
(over 40ft. anri not ovei- hift. waterliue) £75, sixth class (over 3.5ft.

and not over 40t't. waie-line) 5, seventh class (over 80ft, and not
over 35ft. waterliue) .p'lO. If hve or more yachts start in any class
a second prize of ,82.) will be awarded. Entries to be received by
Mr. Burgess before June 27, at 2 P.3I.
July (two days before the Annual Cruise)—Handicap Race.—

From Halfway Rock, for yachts in cruising trim belonging to
members of the club. Prizes—First class achooners SlOO, secnnd
class schooners $100, first class sloops SlOO, second rlass sloops $100,
third class sloops ,-?100. fourth cLhss, sloops «75, fifth class sloops
$75, sixth class sloops ,i:7,"'. secenj li ctass sloops $50.
August 15 (or at the end of N. . A , C. cruise)—.'Sweepstakes Race.

—From Halfway Rock loj- first clat-s and second class schooners,
and for fifth class, sixth cb'iss, aud seventh class sloops. Kntrance
fee for schooners $100. fifth class sloops $100, sixth class sloops $75,
seventh class sloops $30. 1 n each class, where four or more yachts
start, the club will add the following prizes: First class schooners
?100, second class schooners 8*5, fifth class sloops S50, sixth class
sloops $50, seventh class sloops .SoO.

In each class where four or less start, the stakes antl prizes will
be divided 75 per cent, to the first yacht and 25 per ceur. to the
second. When more than four start, they will be divided 75 per
cent, to the first yacht, SO per cent, to the second aud 10 per cent,
to the third. Entries, Inclosing check, to be made to Mr. Edward
Burgess before 3 P. M. of the Sfcond day before the race.
September 1 (subject to change)—Autumn regatta.—Special pro-

grammes for each race will be issued in due course.

WHEN TACHIS AKB TO RACE IN CBUISIKG TRIM.
No doors, tables, cabin skylighis, stoves, or other fittings on or

below deck (davits excepted) shall be removed from their places
before or during the race.
No tops.ails shall be carried extending beyond the truck or the

gaff end, and in yachts exceeding 40ft. on the waterlineno sails
or other gear shall, barring squaQs, be put into the main cabin.
Anchors and chains suitable to the size of the vaclit .^hiill be

carried; and of these, one shackled to the chain shall be in the
usual place on the bow.
Each yacht above .53ft. waterliue shall carry two serviceable

boats; each smaller yacht, except the Seventh Class sloops, shall
carry one such boat.
Except a pilot, no more than the regular crew of the yacht shall

be allowed, and :io more persons than can be suitably lodged at
night.
The committee reserves the right to invite visiting j^achts to

eater any of the above races, and calls the attention of members
to the recent change In Bv-Law V.. under which vachts under
30ft. may now enter races of the club by assuming 30ft. waterliue.
The committee will be glad to arrange additional races, or races

on these da,tes for other classes, should prizes be otTered.
Wir. S. Eatok, Chairman, 1

R. D. Sears,
I , ^.

r. E. Peabodt, 1 Regatta Committee,
P. T. Jackson, Jr., i

E, Y, O.
Henry H. Buck, Secretary, J

50 State street.

AN ADVENTURE AT MOSQUITO INLET.
''HILE glancing over a number of the Forest and Stream

last evening, I was suddenly reminded of a little adventure
at Mosquito Inlet, a dangerous, e^'er changing channel opening
to the sea just north of New Smyrna, on the e.-ist coast ot Florida.
We had bnen roamiue about tlie flowery State since the latter
part of November (IS-Sl), aul now. after five months of continual
pleasure, were leistireiy journeying homeward. Our' party had
spent some delightfiifly lazy weeks at and abotit Daytona, on the
Halilax River, aud tue only Question which agitated our minds
was how to reach St. Augustine with the least possible fatigue.
At that time a railroad was a thing of the future, and onlv talked
about by a fewenterprising citizens of this city in the wooiis. The
all stage route, through sand and cypress swamps, and lasting
about twenty hours, was quickly decided against; there remained
then only the stage to Volusia, thence by steamboat down the St.
Johns to Jacksonville, or the acceptance of a friend's offer, to
fake us to New Sm.\rna in the Ella, where we might catch an
oranee freight boat for the outside voyage withia a week or so.
Wegladlj chose the latter mode of travel, and so, with our friend
as captain and the mother for mate, we weighed anchor one fine
morning aitd headed dowTi stream.
All went smoothly until we neared the treacherous inlet, the

only opening in the natural breakwater for forty miles in one
direction, and sixty in the other. Here the waters of the two
rivers meet, and together flow out to sea. The Hillsboro runs
north, the Halifax south, so in order to safely cross from one cur-
rent to the other a strong, steady sailiug breeze is absolutely
necessary. As the tide was on the ebb it was in our favor until
we reached the Hillsboro, when we had the tide against us just
where it was strongest (i. c, in the center of the channel). Just
here our danger began, for the wind entirely left us, the sails
flapping languidly and we quickly floated toward the great white
breakers, which had caused the death of an eminent man only a
short time before, the ever shifting sands being far more to be
dreaded than otir own rock-bound coast, as the many skeletons of
large and small sea-going craft strewn along the shore of this
penrnstila effectually proved. Fortunately Madame La Mere sat
in the cabin, and so knew nothing of our peril, and the Bashi
Bazook who was with her had enough presence of mind to remain
perfectly still until such time as action was called for.
Outside the young captain and the remainder of our trio stood

ready for any fate. The doctor took off his coat, colled the long
rope belonging to tbe boat conveniently near, fastened the free
end arouud his waist, and stood ready to pluuge into the breakers
and try to fight his way to the shore should our little craft by any
chance be carried near the beach instead of out to sea. This was
an almost hopeless task, owing to the .size ot the breekers now
close at hand, to say nothing of the sharks which Infest these
waters as we presently bad good reason to know. A long moment
of anxiety as the Ella turned slightly toward the first white horse
who proudly threw the foam from his mighty head and tossed ths
spray from his long green mane, and then the faintest, softest
breath that ever tried to fill a sail, caught us, held us, and after an
agonizing length of time, actually bore us away from the beauti-
ful destructive monsters, which had seemed so sure of their prey.
Slowly we fought our way against the tide, and, fortunately fo"r

us, its force was nearly spent or our little breeze could not have
saved us. After tacking back and forth a countless number of
times we ran aground on a sand bar left nearly bare by the reced-
ing waters. The ever ready Doctor threw the anchor aud then
himself overboaril, and fairly hammered the heavy flukes into
the yielding sand imtil the anchor was nearly out of 'sight. Then
we breathed. We were safe; and although a tedious wait was un-
avoidable no one murmured, but all was thankfulness for our
narrow escape from disaster.
It was growiug dart, and the tide would not permit us to move

for at least four hour-*; so we prepared and ate our evening meal,
and then, while the rest dozed in the little cabin, the Do'jtor rissed
up a shelter from the dew. and we I wo remained on deck to wfUr-h
tlie last of the ebb, the slack, aud fiuallv the flood tide. And a
weird scene it was! Out of sight ot laud, bv the dim Hghi of I he
phosphorescent waters, anchored in the. very center of two arms
of the sea, and so near the breakers their mtisic sounded iu our
ears at every heart-beat of the mighty ocean.
And now, as we leaned over the side, queer forms glided near

US, and close to the surface of the quiet water, and aa the tide

rose, the size of these spectres increased, until the shadowy foams
resolved themselves into sharks of all sizes aud kinds. The white,
hammerhead, man-sa'er, d> g, razor-back and pray shark were
recognized witbout ditficulty, for they were so bold we invcdun-
tarily drew baci<, almost believing tViese inrates of the sea would
board us, or at least re.5ch us w here we sat, tbe distance from
their ugly heads to our low deck being so slight.
Presently the \\ater was df ep enough for us to venture up the

Hillsboro with ihe tide in our f;ivor, for there was almost a dead
calm at that hour of the night, so we roused our cabin passengers,
hauled in the- anchor after many efforts and once more set sail for
New Smyrna. We gently floated along near rhe shore avoiding
beds of raccoon oysters, with their sharp edges turned upward,
and the dark mysterious mangrove islaiids, by good luck rather
than Sr-ill; and at last reached the rude pier "we long had sought,"
between one aud two o'clock in the morning, and another hour
saw us comfortably housed in the old fashioned inn on the bluff.

Nar a. More.

PHILADELPHIA Y. C.

THIS second meeting of Hie Philadelphia Y. 0. was held at the
club rooms ou April 1, AHce Com. Pratt in the chair. J. H.

Sloan, chairman Board of Trustees, reported that the purchase
money had l)een paid, the title had been passed and the club bad
taken possession of tbe river property at Tiuicum. Plans and
specifications for improvements have be>=m submitted and work
will be commenced at once. One of the most imiiortaut improve-
ments will be the construerion of a basin 00x5(}0fi., with a depth
cf 10ft. below low water mark, for tlie winter storage of yachts.
The buildings, including the club house, will be thoroughly over-
hauled aud eompleied by opening day. May 30.
The proposed cdiaugcs in the racing rules were adopted. The

most iiunortant were: Changing the detail in measurement rule
to conform to that now in use by the .Seawauhaka Corinthian,
New York, Corinthian and Larchuiout yacht clubs. Clas.sifying
by corrected length, instead of waterliue'length with these clasRr-s;
Schooners, first class, :ill of 70ft. corrected length and over; .second
class, all under 70U. corrected length. Sloops, cutters and vawls,
first class, all over .50ft. cirrected length; second class, all over
40ft. aud not over 60ft., corrected length; thii'd class, all over oOft,
and not over 40ft., correcled length; fourth class, all over 30ft. and
not over aort., corrected length: fifth class, all of 20ft, and under.
These new courses were adopted: Course .A—From starling Hue

off the club house at Tiuicum to aud arouud Buoy 27, W.S.W.
from Deep Water Point Light, keeping it on the port hand, and
returu to starting point, keepiug to westward of Cherry Island
Flats and Marcus Hook Bar both ways; distance, 30 mibis. Course
B—From same starting point, to and around Buoy 32, east of
Erlgemoor, and return to starling point; distance, 20 miles. Course
C—From sameslariing point, to and amuud a station boat off
Marcus Hook, aud return to starting point; distance, 10 miles.
Secretary A. F. Bancroft was elected a life member iu recoani-

tion of the fact that he is the only one of the origin.'il members
remaining in the club, and who has been active inits affairs every
year since the organization of the club in 1876.

Hon. Samuel Crothers. James G. RamsdeU, Emlen Pone Etting.
Resignations of A. C. McElroy, R. W. D. Albury and Richard T.
Starr were accepted.

NEW FIFE YACHTS.
THE present season has been a very busy one at Fairlie, as tbe

following list shows. The most important of the new boats
is the Thalia, the largest racer that Mr. Will Fife, Jr.. has de-
signed for some years. She will go into a hot class, with Creole
and the new 40 raters by Watson and other designers, and will
have to work for all that she wins. Dragon is the yacht lately
described by the Boston Criobe us building for this side, but she is
a regular 30 rater of toe latest design, and is intended to succeed
Mr. Hill's famous Dragon, now the top of the class. It is rather
unusual for an owner to otit-build his own boat before she has
been beaten, but this ia practically what Mr. Hill has done.
Captain Ben Parker, who commanded the hrst Dragon, wUl sail
her, while Captain John Carter, who was here iu the Oeuesta,
will sail the 10 rater, with an East Coast crew. The old Dragon
has not yet been sold.

LIST of designs, 1891,

Ncmic. Big. R-ating. Owner. Builder.
Cut.. 10 .J.W. Fansmith. .St. Petersburg

Thalia. . .Out. .40 .J. A. Inglis W. Fife & Son

.

Dragon. .Cut. .20 .F. C. Hill W. Fife & Son.
Myrta .. .Lug . 2»^.W. Conuell W. Fife & Son.
Thelma..Lug . SJ-S J. C. Counell. . . .W. File & Son.
Vashti...Lug . 2J4.P. M. Inglis W. Fife & Son.

Lug . 2>n,tiapt. Campbrll W. Fife & Son.
Volva .. .Cut.. 0 .(xeorge Watson.W. Fife & Son.
Erica. . . .Cut. . \V. C. Teacher. . W. Fife & Sou

.

Kite Cut. .10 .J. H. Lister W. Fife & Son

.

Cut.. 6 W.Pife & Son.

Jeanie...Lug . fg.Blair Cochrane .Taylor J-^^'iiS^^V ^•

\ 01 W 3gilt.
Barbara. Cut. .46ft.C. H. AY. Foster.. .Lawley Boston

Lug . 3 Robertson
Lug . 2 Robertson
Lug . 2 Robertson. .....
Lug . 2 Robertson
ljug . 2J.^.Norman Clark. .W. Fife* .Son.
Cut.. 3 J. P. Bell Halifax.
Lug.. .5 H. R. Langrishe. Camper & Nicholson.
Lug.. 18tt(cb)M. H.Cameron
Lug..lfifi(cb)
Cut..27ft.A. B. Mateer. . . .W. Fife & Son.

THE HERRESHOFF 46-FOOTER.
THE new- Herreshoff 'IG-footer, which is generally assigned to

Mr. E. D. Morgau. wdll be named G-loriana. "The midship
seetiou is not vridely different from those of the Fife boats, but in
other features she is unlike any others of the class. Her most
noticeable feature is the forward overhang; the rake of stei-n-
post is only moderate; the heel of the keel i.B slightlv rockered no
aft, bringing the deepest point a little forward of the sternpost.
from which the keel rounds up with no forefoot aud with none of
the usual reverse curve above water, but runs out in one con-
tinuous sweep. The result is tbe most excessive overhang yet
seen, the length over all being 70ft., v,^hile tbe designed waterliue
is but 4.5ft. 3iu. The overhang aft is very loner, but the bow is StiU
longer. The waterlines forward are quite fttll, but the diagonals
are very easy in all parts. The lead, about 23^.^ tous, is bung quite
low. The frames are all of steel, 15-4 s spaced 16m. The yacht
has a complete steel frame, incltiding diagonal braces under the
deck, with steel gussets and floors. The lower planking will be
Ipsin. yellow pine, a single skin, but the bilge aud top-sides will
be double planked, J,^in. cedar and %iu. yelTow pine, all fastened
with copper screw bolts. She will have a large sail area, but Ion<'
and low iu proportions, the boom being about Stift. and gaff 5Ut
There will be a stateroom on starboard side, forward of the maiii
cabin, and a ladies' cabin alt. The workmanship throughout
will be of the best;

CORINTHIAN NAVY.-The Delaware River Squadron will

a, uiKLaiioB or 4o mjiea jn an. i ne smaller boats will cover a
shorter course. The suqadrou will also cruise on Decoration
Day. The Committee ou sailing rules of the Navy have com-
pleted their labors, and their draft is no w in Admiral Connollv's
hands. The committee was a very strong cue, consisting- 'of
James O. Summers, William Gardner, W. C. Brown E'rank
Taylor and Thomas Clapham. The uew rules governing the
25-footers cannot be published until the Association has jia^^ed
on them. The East River Squadron lias opened its navigation
school, and 25 members are now attending. This se^uadrou will
cruise on Decoration Day with the Long Island Sound Squadron
The New A ork Bay Squadron held a meetine: at 47 Dey street on
Mar. 21, when arrangements for cruise ou Decoration Day were
completed. There are five 25-footer8 either built nr buildi'ug tor
the Corinthian Navy, Four are Gardner boais and one a Burges.^.
The St. Lawrence River Squadron is making arrangements for its
annual elceiiou. This squadron will give a big regatta during the
summer, aud wUl keep things humnoing tinder Mr. Taylor's
management.
CONQfJERER, steam yacht, lately purcliascd bv Mr. F W

Vanderbilt, will sail from Hull, Eng. in June, for Ne'wpoi't. Con-
queror is a very handsome iron vessel, designed and built in 18S9
by Russell and Co., Port Gl.isgow, for Mr. W. S. Bailev, Hull
Eng. Sue is 188tt. ou deck, 179ft. l.w.l,, 24ft. 7in. beam, and ISfi.
Oil! draft, with triple expansion engines of ^00 L H, P.. cylinders
1.5.1.V;, 24 aud io by33iu. She is classed 100 A at Lloyds and has
made 13}^ knots. She is schooner rigged and of 526 tous.
TEMPEST, schr., has recently been Bold by Lowell Mason to 8.

M. Roosevelt, of New York, for |3,500,

A OLLNTEER.—It will be a surprise to yachtsmen to learn that
within a very short time the farhous Yolunteer will practically
be destroyed, and that the largest and last of the famous sloops
will disappear entirely. In the cases of the others, Mayflower,
Priscilla and Atlantic, that have been altered to schooners, the
hulls have been so little changed as to retain their identity nuder
the new rig; but the alterations to A'oluuteer are so extensive as
to involve the destruction of the yacht aud the replacing her byanew craft. She has been hauled out at Lawley's, her mast re-
moved and also the interior joiner woik, and the Isfeel htili will
be cut in two abaft the midship section. The entire fore body
will be destroyed, the only parts retained being the after body,
the keel and (he centerboard trunk. The deck, bulwarks and rail
will be new, which will give an opportunitv to get rid of that
very ugly stern, which was always such a detriment to the vessel
and discredit to her builders. The new yacht, which will retain
the old name, will be GOft. on the waterline, in place of 85ft., and
wtU be schooner rigged. The steel plates aud angles are now
being rolled by the Pencoid Mills, and the yacht is to be ready bv
June. "

MONTGOMERY SAILING CLUB.-Norristown, Pa.-Tfie
Montgomery Sailina Club has been reorganized and the follovy-
lug offtcers elected: Com., L. (j. Palmer; V^ice-Com., George W.
Ritter; Sec. and Treas., E. A. Leopold; Timer, William Alcorn,
there are 18 mpmbers and 9 boats enrolled, with several applica-
tions for membership to be voted on at the next meeting, to he
held April 14. The rules of the old club of Ihe same name were
adopited with a few minor changes. Class 1 consists of canoes
aud duckers with a maximum sail area of 110 feet. Class 2 in-
eludes tuckups with a sail area of 165 feet, and will be set back 10
mmutes at the start in a five mile race. A special rule was made
allowing the 16 foot hiker Pennsylvania, carrying 300 feet of sail,
to start with class 2. The racing season will open April 19; 13.'

races wiU be .sailed, and the boats scoring the greatest number of
points in the lull series of races will be awarded a pennant at the>
close ot the season.—E. A. Leopold, Sec'y.

DOUGLASTON Y. C—The spring meeting of the Douglaston:
1

.
C. washeld on April T, at tbe Hotel Marlboro, N. A^ Commo-

dore Newman presided and H. F. Ducret acted as secretarv. It-
was decided to hold the annual regatta on July 4, on Little Neck
Bay, open to the leading clubs. It was also decided to give a series
ot monthly races during the summer. The vachts to he sailed by
ladies selected by the owners. The two boats t\ inning the greatest
number of the races will receive handsome prizes which will be
awarded tbe fair skippers. Twelve new members were elected,
also the following honorary ones: Ex-Commodore W. P. Douglass,
Constant A. Andrews and A S, Robbins. The club goes into com-
mission May 30.—A . F. Ducret. Sec'y.

SEAWANHAKA 0. Y. C—At'tberegularmeeting on April 7the
following smendment was proposed but not adopted: Section 13.
If an overlap exists between t wo vachts when both of them, with-
out tacking, are about to pas^, a mark on the required side, then
the outside yacht must give the inside yacht room to pa.-^s clear nf
thi'mark; in-ovidcd slic can do v^njioiu tach-Uiu or Virnwinfi her-
self into the wind. A yacht shall not. however, be justified ia
attempting to establish an overlap aud thus force a passage be-
tween another yacht and the mark, after the latter has altered
her helm for the purpose of rounding.
THISTLE.—The price paid by the German Emperor is given as

$2.1,000. Her interior will be refitted in an elaborate manner.
Captain Duncan and bis Scotch crew will be in command this
year and the yacht will be raced in the principal British regattas
It is stated that the Empcrer is desirous of changing the name to
Meteor.

E. LUCKENBACH.—The big tug E. Luckenbach has been sold
to Charleston, 3. C, pilots. New- York j-achtsmen will remember
her well, as she was used as judges' boat by the New York and
Seawanhaka clubs for several years about 1882-6 and has played,
an important part in some famous races, especially the trial and
Cup races of 1?85.

WM. L. FORCE.-On April 3 the well-known yacht builder W-
L. Force died at the age of G8 at his home iu Keyport, N J Mr
Force was noted as a skilful sailor and a very good workman!He built the Regina for the late Mr. W. A. AY. Stewart and also
tbe old Active, Ocean Gem and the fast eat Bijou.

COMANCHE.—The schooner .ffilolus, formerlv owned by Sam-
uel Wood, has been entirely rebuilt at Port Jefferson, her name
being changed to Comnnche She is now SOft. over all, 83ft 1 w 1
23ft. Sin. besim, and 10ft. draft. She was formerly 90ft. over all'
79ft. l.w.l., 22rt. 4in. beam and 9ft. Bin. draft.

CORSAIR, steam yacht, J. Pierpont Morgan, has been sold to
Isaac Stera. of New York. Mr. Morgan retains the name fc- his
new yacht building by Neafie & Levy from designs by J. Beavor
AVebb.

GANNET.—This handsome little keel yawl is advertised in
another column. She is completely equipped and is a perfect sin.,
glehander.

BEATRIX.—The Burgess centerboard 40 for Messrs. Bryant and
Prince will have to content herself with a less ruddy and lurid
name than Satan, as she has been christened Beatrix.
RAMONA. schr., formerly Resolute, has been sold to Crocker

Gilley, of California.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fobe.st and
Stre.'S.m their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc of
their clubs, aud also E'ltices in advanec of meetings and races, "and;
report of the same. Canoeists aud all interested iu canoeing af6'
requested to forward to FoitEST and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats .and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
ItAT.

16, lanthe. Spring, AVoodside.
jitnb.

6. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. Marine & Field, Onen Bath
Brooklyn. Beach. '

-

6. Yonkers, Annual, Yonkers. 27. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridare.

h- ^ • <=^'*'i'^^ ^ ;
-• Ian tlie. Spring, Passaic Riv

.

20. New York, Sandy Hook Race
.TOLy.

U-26. AV.C.A. Meet, Ballast Island-
AUGUST.

6-27. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Champlain.
SEPTEMBER.

.5. Oraiige, Ann., Passaic River. 7. lanthe, Annual, AVoodside.
7. lanthe, Ann., Passaic River.

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C.
AS DETAILED BT THE COMMODORE.

PART \Tn.

AFTER breakfast the next morning, while George and Lacy
were engaged in putting the culinarv utensils to rights and

polishing up the club plate, I strolled down to the AA'hite House to
get a drink of water from the great iron-handled pump in the
shady dooryard, and to have my morning smoke ami a little chat
with Mr. Brubaker. His war recollections were exceedingly in-
teresdng, and although he took no part in it, and indeed hardly
left his home during the entire four years' struggle, were ouite
tinged with the pathetic.

"

He had been a Union man, and bitterly opposed to the secession
movement, and. like many other LTnion men in A'irginia he was
not drawn into the vortex of secession in the great storm of '61
which swept over the fair land of the South, but remained stead-
fastly kiyal to the Lniou through all the long dark years of fire
devastation and death which followed. He could notn^dit a^-ai ast-'
the Lmou, nor could he join the alien Northern invader* a^-ii-Tst

'

his own kindred, friends and neighbors; so he remHiued tiiv'
aud sadly at home while the fierce tide of war surged uq 'and?,down the valleys and over the mountain passes, leaviiig deathand devastatiomn its trail. His place was repeatedly^.verrnn
with the troops of both armies; and, in common with ati the other
inhabitants ot the valley and elsewhere throughout 'this wai--
desolated land, he was stripped of stock, fences, barna and cvuos.'

'

Here it;^was that Jackson emerged from the passes of the Ala^s-
'

auutcou Mountains during his memorable campaien, and ero=sed"
the Sheiiaudoah. to fall upon the devoted Banks in"a whirlwind of.'
hre arid iron hail at Front Royal and Strasbursr. and here tha";
bsffled .Shields came sweeping down with his blue-coated host in,
a furious rush to cross the river and the mountains and head Jack-
son off ( his flight up the broader valley beyond, onlv to gaze in'
rage upon the still smoktug ruins of the bridge, but just burned
by the fleetmg cavalry of the great strategist, as, under the iax*-
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petuons Ashty—so soon to fall at Cross Keys—they went scurrying
Tip the river for this purpose aheaa of both armif f: and back over
tbiB Bame srouud o»me. these same troops in a broken, torn and
shattered tiiass a few days later, after the dnnghty Shields bad
accompl'shed his desire and overtaken and met Jackson upon the
bloody iield of Port Republic, forty miles above
At the close of the war ne wem, to worU, with every one else

throne bout tie desolated, impoverished South, to repair his

broken fortunes, „ , ,We found tne character of the river from here on down to
Riverton, gome fifty miles or so below, quite changed from what
it had been above. Tuti bold, open rapids were replaced by long
lines of "saw-iooth" ledges or reefs; which stretched across the
river from shore to shore in irregular, parallel lines insiead of

running lengthwise with the stream, as they had generally seemed
to do aiiove. An observation of ihe uuflerljmg strata of the
Talley sliow* that these linss of reefs (which are not by anv means
confined to the river bed. but may be found cropping out in the
fields, along the hillsides and acmss th^ roads.) appear to run gen-
erally lengthwise of the valley or parallel with ihe mountain
ranges; and as the river in this section, from Massanutton to

RivertoQ. is simply a series of zigzag r-urves or loops from west to

east and from east to west in search of an outlet through the
mountains to the sea, and nowhere presents the approximately
straight course that hud irregularly characterized its flow from
Port Republic to Massanutton; it followed that the ledges were
invariably found rot parallel v.ith but cr^issing the river; some-
times in a straight line, forming a literal cataract or watprfall of

several feet; but more often in a series of parallel ledges a few
yards apart, extending frequently for miles down the river: each
reach, or bend, from one sidf of the valley to the other being more
or less filled with them; while, as a consequence of these obstruc-

tions in these reachep, the "eddies" orstill pools were as invar'ab'y
found in the angles of the bends where the river made its turns
torecross the valley in its interminable series of letter S loop?.

There were no more wild exhilarating dashes down long, open
stretches of rapid—nothing but these series of reefs or fails, as t hey
are not inaptly termed. The river was literally terraced, the
water in each terrace between the lines of reefs being still and
motionless. Large parts of each reef—par icularly in the present
low stage of the river-stood out above the surface of the waier;
and the black and jaggd masses of stone, some of them of great
size, and in many cases matied with a tangled, stunted growth of

bushes, vines anr] weeds, tbat presented themselves to view,

scattered iiregulaily over the snrfaee of the river as each new
reach was entered, added to the wildness of the scene; and with
the dttll. menacing rnar of the river as it fell over the ledges in

countless lit'le cas^cades. wei e not calculated to allay onr appre-
he^ sions of unknown perils and difficulties in our watery path as

we threaded our way t'lrough their mazes.
As may readily be surmised we found this sort of cruising to be

quite difficult and not unattended with danger to our frail craft.

If not to ourselves, and indeed bur for the friendly ever present
boat channel it would have been impossible to safely navigate
many of these falls. It did not take us long to quickly and accu-
rately locat» the channel on reaching the bead of a fall. We
speedily discovered thai tlip channel was almost invariably close

up against one bank or the other; and it, was an easy matter to

find it by one of us coasting along close lo one bank, another close

to the other, while the third remained in midstream to watch f' r

the occasional exceptions to the rule, when the channel would be
found in midstream; and when found it was a oebghtfuland
comparatively easy matter to shoot swiftly down the narrow little

road of wate>-, past all these forniioable obs' ructions, a sharp
lookout being kept for occasional stray rocks and the -ver-present
fish dams. However, if the falls provrd particularly long and
intri' ate we had to watch sharply for the channel, for it not in-

frequently took advantage of the still, watery terraces between
the ledge-', to cross over from one side of the river to the other.

The country was much wilder alf^o and more thinly Fettled, and
the mills were much less numerous along ti»e river. However, as

there was a corresponding scarcity of iheir necessary adjuncts,

the mill dams, we bore their ahsenr-e wiin great eqiianimii.s . We
were also gratified to note that most of l ue dams had shoots in

them, which, %vhile invariably crude aff '•irs and more or less sleep

and rough in pitch, especially for small boa s, still savfd us the
trouble of pori aging, and afforded us exciting sport in pitching
down rheir steep slopes and plunging wll'tly through the big fOAm-
crested waves at the bottom ot each shnot.

The dav proved most intensely hot by far the hottest we bad
had on the cruise, and alter successfully negotiating the unusual
intricacies of "the pig path." which we accomplished by entering
the chantiel alone tbe bluff close to the right bank, follnwmg it as

it veered to the m'd'lle of the river, and wound through tne laby-

rinth of ugly grinning reefs and small bu^h-grown isle's, and
finally emerg'ing with it from the sharp-nointed "sawtooth" ledges

into the still water below, close over to the left bank. We were
iain lo lie by for several hours on a shady bank close to a fine cold

spring while we indulged in a lunch, pmoke and unusuaJly pro-

longed siesta, nnil the heat of the day should pass by before re-

suming our ciuije.
. .,.,„.

We l amped that nieht by a little spring on the side of a steep
bank 20fi. hij^h Tnere was not a foot of level ground between the
water's edge and the top of tne bank, and we bra^td the canvas
up alongside of tae bank with stones, ' ne gunwale of each boat on
the upper side being directly against the bank, while on the lower
side it WHS so high above the ground that Lacy declared he wottld

have to get a step ladder to get into bed.

A platform of stones was soon heaped together by the side of

the spring, upon which the camp stove was placed, and a fire

started in it; and in a v^ry short time the appetizing odors of

bacon and coffee were difl'using their fragrance around about us.

A country road ran along the top of the bank; hut the bank was
so heavily wooded and so sieep that one or two out of a procession
of four-horse wagoi.s loaded with the piinoipal commodity of this

section—bark—passed by before we were observed; but finally we
heard the inevitable yell, "Gosh. Bill look down yer at i hese fel-

lers campin' under tti' baal< !" and in a minut- we were surrounded
by half a dozen of the primitive, bare-footed, shirt-sleevfd drivers,

who examined everything with wonder and interest, thei canoes in

particular attracting their notice because of their unusual model
and constfuction.

^ .

"You two fellers went down yer a couple o' year ago, didn't ye?"
asked one. af ler gazing intently at me for a short tioae.

I admitted th^ fa^t.

"J seed ye !" he said. "Me and Bill ver wasfordin' the river right
up there with a couple o' loads o' bark, an' a couple o' them dad-
blamed little boats sQoi by anead of us an' yon two fellers was in

^Y^-'reckoned" if "musr a bpn us," as I recalled the incident to

George, how wh had narrowly escaped being blockaded in the boat
channel through the rapids above by the foremost wagon, which
was slowly bumping its way across over the reefs and stones of

the ford; and how we mide a dash for it—as the condition of the
water and the swift rush of the cui-rent would nor admit of much
tarrying on our part while they leisurely crossed—and shot by
just' under the noses of the foremost team of horses, who were
'disposed to be restive and frightened until quieted by the reassur-
ing cuss words of the drivers.
After we had finished our supper and had gotten the club tin-

ware out of the way, and while we we'e enjoying onr ev^euing

smoke, a stylishly dressed, nice-looking young man scramoled
down the bank into the camp and couveised with ns for a while.

He was engaged in getting out ties ana rafting them down the
river. He proved to be quite tamiltar with the river, and gave us
considerable useful information in regard "o theloiation of the
boat channels through the falls and rapids for miles below.
Strange to sav, we found his information to be quite coriect; for

it is proverbial among canoeists that the natives along tht> j ivers

know little or nothing ot ihe streams along which they live, and
but little reliable information can be obtained from them, par-
ticularly in regard to distances; a man, when asked, almost in-

variably giving the distance to the desired pomt by the nearest
road, and seeming to have no idea of the possibility of any differ-

ence existing by the river.

About noon tne next day, after threading our way along the
narrow little boat ctannel cl'tse up along the left bank through
the three or four mile wilderness of reefs and ledges constituting
Bumgardner's Falls and Keyser'a Falls, we found ourst^lves pad-
dling through the short backset above the dam at Goode's mill.

•'Say, Commodore," Geoi ge sung out as we approached the dam,
the Frankie leading, "this is that ugly shoot we went down last

trip, don't you recollect?"
"Well, 1 should sav I did," 1 replied, "the water is lower this

year and I do not believe it is so rough. I'll land on the dam and
take a look at it, as 1 see the top of it is above water."
The shoot was close over against the left bank and I approached

the dam with the intention of landing to reconnoitre. I got a
look down it and at once saw that it was practicable, although as
the construction of the shoot consisted in merely leaving off the
top course of timber in the short rising of the dam next the bank,
over which the water poured in a smooth cataract of some 4 or
5ft., with an enormous wave rearing itself up on end at his foot

and flaunting its white crest at us, followed by a long line of

lesser waves, It was a tremendous pltuige; so I resolved to take
it a^d abandoned my ide% of landing and made at onoe for the

SAIL PLAN OF CANOE YAWL.

"Look out, Cimraodore!" yelled George, "you are not going
down there again!"
"Certainly 1 am!" I replied, snapping my hatches tightly down

and pulling the waterproof apron up to my chin. "Come on! it's

all right!"
My canoe swooped down over the fall with a dizzying plufge.

Her"bow went straight out over the edge of the dam until nearly
half the boat's length was out of the water and then it droppad
with tt thud and a shock rigor into the breast of the huge roller at
the foot of the fall, whose white, curling crest loomed up to my
astonished eyes appsren ly as high as the bank.
That fnll, high bow, as usuil, proved its effli-acy, and although

a shower of spray flew all over me the water did not roll over mv
decks any further than to the front end of the forward hatch and
I did not ship a drop of water, nor did a single drop shimmer on
the blistering hot deck behind me.

I gavR a yell of delight as my beamy canoe swooped buoyantly
down over the big waves below, and I backed in under the trees
close to the hank, and held on by the overhanging branches to see
George and Lacy make the passage. Down they came wi'h a slap
and a pltmge, George in the lead and Lacy following Each of the
sharp-nosed, narrow little Bob Roys dove bodily through the big

wave at the foot of the shoot, and the water rolled m a solid sheet
a fiiot deep clear over each canoe from stem to stern,
"Great Scott! C ^mmodore, that's aroug'i plunge! What r'o you

want to go down such places as that for?" said Lacy, as he and
George swung in alongside of me and wrung the water out of

their flannel sleeves and mopped their dripping faces. "I look a
tub full of water there and I'm wet from head to foot," he con-
tinued.
"Me too." said George, as both opened their hatches and pro-

ceeded to dip and sponge the water out of their canoes.
"Hadn't you better buy this canoe this winter. Lacy, when I sell

her?" I asked, "Look at my decks! perfectly dry from the batches
back, and I didn't snip a drop of water. How about that -full high
bow' now, eh?"
'Oh, she's sot her good points," he admitted.
"Say, fellows" said George, "I notice that in shooting places

like that, if. instead of driving your canoe briskly over, you hold
her back by back paddling steadily, and let her slip gently over,
she don't ship anything like as much water."
"Yes, I've noticed that too," I replied. "The water seems to

slip out from under the canoe and she floats up gently over the
waves; whereas, ii you push her ahead, she shoves her nose right
through them."

, . . , ,
"I'm hungry! let's lunoh somewhere, ' said Lacy, who was

always the first to propose lunch.
"Well, we'll lunch at the old Oedar Point campground just

around the bend below," I replied, as we get under way again.
We easily dropped down over the lower fall and paadh d slowly

along under a burning sun over the deep, still pool b lovv the dam,
and around the hiyh, he.ivily-wooded point to the left, and beached
the boats on a bar of glistening white sand putting out from the
point upon which the burning ravs of the sun beat fiercely down.
We then opened all the hatches and removed the cargoes, throw-
ing the canoes wida op^n, and pla'-iug the provisions in the shade,
while the tents, blankets and extra clothing were spread out on
the hot, dry sand to give them a sun bath, tnan which nothing is

80 relreshing to blankets, rents, etc.. and to air and dry out the
canoes. We then rook the mes* ch^st; our camp stools, books and
smoking materials and repaired to a nice shady bank, where we
proceeded to make ourselves comtortable for the next three hours
or so, for it was entirely too hot to think of pushing ahead during
the heat of the day.

. -r, ^ ,

The true canoeist is never m a hurry. He takes things easily

and does not measure a cruise by i he number of mil^s made in a
day. He spends more days on the cruise even to the extent of

shortening his objective point if time be limited. If the heat is

great or a strong headwind prevails he seeks a shady nook and
lies by and go^s a fishing, or reads an entertaining book, or takes

a nap, or does anything except to obstinately push ahead through
the heat or work like a cart horse battling against a head-
wind. He lakes time to explore the attractive lii tie brooks and
creeks along ihe river, frequented only by the muskrat, the duck
or the contemplative lurtle. He visits places of inturest along or

near the river, climbs lofty bluffs and gets a view of the country-
for he really sees but little of the country through which he is

passing from the bottom of the trough in which his cruising

stream flows.
, , , ^ ^ . , ,

,

He strolls contempla'ively through the streets ot quaint old

towns and villages, and becomes of real benefit to the drowsy in-

habitants thereof by affording fresh subjects of conjecture and
comment; or finds a lovely camping place and remains quietly

there for days if the fancy suits him or the fishing is good. In
short, canoeing is not a rapid sport, like bicycling or driving or
riding, but is a quiet, lassy, dreamy sort of existence where just to

drop quietly and calmly down the stream, or linger repose.fuUy

under breezy, shady trees and listen to the musical plash of the

water, the rustle of the leaves and the twittering carols of the
birds, in the great big out-of-doors, seems all there is of life for

the time being—albeit plentifully imerspersed wit h spoi-t of the
most exciting character, if the river be full of rapids and falls, as

is the lovely Phenandoah; and the true cruiser takes his cruise as

it really should be taken, and avoids that false idea of canoeing—
any attempt at making time. ™ • , ^

"Boys, although not strictly in the line of my olhcial and pro-

fessional duties," caid I, "I'm going up Che hill to the house there

on a forapn^ expedition, and wlU bring back a bucket of water

^•Thftt'e"a laudable enterprise, and one that ehowid iae«twltb

"Thanks, ye?: yon go ahead and open the mess-chest and pre-
pare th" limch while 1 am gone," said'I, picking up % camp-kettle
as I siioke and starting off up the hill toward the 1-. :'go handsome
white house on its summit.
"Well, what have you got?" said Lacy, who was r Kvava hungry,

as I reappeared in camp niesently, laden with all I could carry.
"Ice water, by .Jove!"
' And canteloiip !" exclaimed George.
"And fresh bunerl"
"And toma'oof!"
"And pies ! ! !

" yelled Lacy in delight.

"Yes, and I've arranged for five diz^u nice fresh biscuits, which
we can have in an hour," I continued as, assise d by the boys, I

relieved myself of my load, and we attacked our r.oon-dav lunch
with a will, for L cv was not the only ho nu'i-y one in the p'u'ty.

Our aft.f moon's cruise was thro-igli as '.^ikl and uppaveniiy un-
inbabiied a section of country as thoutrh vi e v.'ere cviuijlei elj- out
of the confines of civHiz itinn. For hours we saw no si.t;u of human
habitation or pre'euce, aiud the v.'.si, screen soiitude of forest and
mountain which hemmed tlK- rive;- in on all sides hmT^overua
oppressively with its solemn, i.iajestir-. repose brokf^n only by the
occasional splash of a fish, the aioui'i:ful o y of a loon or the far
off scream of atish hawk and ihe ever preyenl. hoarse, menacing
complaint of the river, as ir, iripped ana fell over and among the
ledges and rocks that contiuuonsly ohsfnicted its pro:^re-s.

At rare intervals a saiall house or hovel would aiipfiir, hur-
nnnded by a barren, rocky idearing on the slope of the mountain—
the hom« of some mountaiueer, and generally swarmmir with
slatternly wcmen and dirty children, wtio eyed us witli dull

curiosity as we pissed by—or a bit of the weather-beaten, mD.ss-

grown roof or side of a mill would glance out at us from the dense
surroundingmass of green as we shot by—like a familiar face seen
hurriedly in the crowded street of a strange city.

We picked our way cautiously through th- three miles of falls

that extend for that distance above the massive yellow-stained
cliff knowm as the Golden Rocks, and skirted our wav along its

base over the deep black waters, on whose reflective surface we
seemed to float like bubbles in mid air.

A gigantic trestle bridge sti etched its spiderv filaments seem-
ingly half way to the cljuds, across the deep gorge at the head of

the cliff (the railroad returning to the river as-ain), and as we
aoproacbed it, ddn':ing down on the rapids above, a heavy freight
( ngTne came hustling out of the depths of the forest, crawflsh-
like, tender first, and went roaring across it, outlined boldly
against the deep tdue of the sl, y, and screaming a salute to us as
it shot by, which we returned by waving our helmets. This
rushing, meteor-like fragment of ciyili^ation so suddenly nnd un-
expectedly projected across our vision in the midst of the dense
solitude was quite like meeting wi'h an old friend, und \ye felt

our oppressed -ind droop'ug spirits quite revived by tb'i ineident.
' I say, boys," I exclaimed an hour or so later, as we wer^ pad-

dling along clo'e together in a little, bunch over a long, smooth
"eddy," our hatches open and our helmets lying before us upon
them as we enjoyed the cool shadow of Massanutton, behind
whose wall-like 'crest t.he sun has dropped. "Wha''3 the matter
with a canoe club ? The Shena"doah Canoe i ilub, for insfcauco ?"

"That's a splendid idea," exclaimed treorge. --You'll be com-
modore, of course, in virtue of your having already enjoyed that
distinction. Til be secretary and treasurer, while Lacy will be
president and janitor."

"We needn't have any initiation fees nor dues," said Lacy.
"Consequenily you needn't trouble yourself to give bonds, as your
duties and resoonsibiliti<^s will be light."

"I really think it an excellent idea," I continued. "There are
two or three other canoeists at home, who of course will be in-
cluded; and as our club house will be in the river itself, and each
man takes care of hi^ own canoe and outfit. I do nor see hut what
your duties. Lacy, will be about as light as George's."
"Well, consider the club duly organized and officered then,"

said George. "By the way, it's high time we were looking out for

a place to camp; it's getting late."

"It is that," said Lacy, "and I'm getting—"
_

"Yes, we know you're getting hungry. Lacy," said T, "and I've

been looking for a suitable camping place this half hour, but have
seen notaing but bluffs aid woods and rock.«, with no signs of a
spiing or honse. We will hive to push on ro Overalls Creek. The
railroad touches the river again there, and Overalls Station is

just up on the bluff", and we will of course find water there."
'I wonder how far it is?" said George.
"Around the next bend to the left, say a couple of miles; we'll

reach It in something like an hoiu-."

"I hope so," said Lacy; "for it's getting on toward dark now,
and we've hardly an hoiir of daylight left."

We slipped carefully along the boat channel, close up under the
frowning, rocky bluff along the right bank, whose dense shadow-
darkened the fast deepening twilight, in whose gathering shades:
tne foam crests of the waves in the rapids and falls, which here
filled the river, gleamed with a ghostly radiance, while the black
rocks glided swiftly up stream past u3 like threatening shadows.
The fall ended, as usual, as the river turned to the left at the foot

of the reach across the vallev; and the river flowed still, deep and
smooth in the half mile stretch before us, leading parallel with
the mountains.

W. C. A. YEAR BOOK.—The new year book of the W. C. A. is a
very handsome pamphlet containing a number of excellent Illus-

trations, including a view of Ballast Island. TheW. O. \. now
Bumbere 170 members, including ladles. The meet -will be held

fTQia July 11-29, Bfc Ballast Island.
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22-FT. CAN©E YAWL. DESIGNED BY MR. F. W. MARTIN.

A SfNGLE HAND CRUISER.
VSTE are indebted to Mr. F. W. Martin, formerly of Clayton, NTV y.. for ihe accompanying liaBdsome designs of a singleband cruiser; the boat Ihonglj intended for sailing and day crnis-mg onJy, being built to the ful] limit of tbe class of tbe St. Law-
rence River International Skiff SailinK Association, whose head-
qnarters are about Clayton, Brockville and Ogdensbnigh, on the
St. Lawrence River. The lines show a very st\li&h and serviceable
crmser of tbe canoe yawl type, of moderate draft, Siin., and with
very good internal accommodations. The boat was designed by Mr
Martin for his own use, sailing by day about the river, with no
special regard for o uising and camping out. and the well is very
shoaJ, being above the r enterhoard trunk; but ample stowage room
IS provided on each side and in the cloped compfnments lore and
atr, as well as below th^* iioor. Large air chambeis are also fitted
11 the ends. For regular cruising with a crew of two or even

and forward - f the latter a largp ciif^dy could be fitted up, for bed-
ding, SI on 8, etc., the air tank being dispfnsed with. In this way,and wiib a tent over the well, there would ue plenty of room byday and night. For long cruises the boat would be still further
improved by the removal of the board and the addition of 6in. of
UteJ, ruakiBgan extreme draft of 3ft. 6in., and giving still moreroom inside. The rig is very peculiar, but it is designed with thepurpose of securing fhort broms to which the ustwl hand reefing
K?ar may be easily fitted, which cannot well be done with a verylong brom such as is used on the racing skiffs. The three sails are
o. the same size, 80.- q. ft. ea-h. and can be very easily set, reefed,trimmed or stowed by a crew of one. The details of constructioii
are very neatly and carefully worked out, and if followed the

arl as follows-^
^^^'^ stylish and shipshape craft. The dimensions

Length over all 22ft
L.w.L ::;:.:;:;;;:g3ft:Beam extreme 4ft.
L W.L Sft S54in

l^east freeboard ift! 2 In!
Sheer, bow lo in.

Stern 4
Draft without board

.

'

2ft
With board

. . 4ft! 4 in
Fore side of stem to

Foiemast ift. 3 in.
Mainmast 9£t. 4 j^,.
Mizenmast 17ft. 4 in.
Bulkhead No. 1 7ft lUin
guikheadNo.s ;;; ;; gft! &
|Ti kheadNo.3 ]5ft. 4 in.
Bulkhead No. 4 ,17ft.
Fore end of eoamins? 7ft! Sl^in
After end of coaming 18ft. 3 in!
Oenterboard slot, fore end 9ft. 4 in.

After end 14tt. 4 in.
\Vel', width 2ft
Spars and sails

Mast, deck to head lift. 8 in.Boom 7ft. 9 in.
Yard 9ft. 8 in.

-D \ 4 in.
Battens 7ft. 2 in.

I 7ft. 10 in.
^^ea 80sq. ft.
Total area 240£q. ft.

disaster. Allan Hnra's Sappho nllimaiely came to the rescue.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Eastern Division: J. A. Apollonio
Winchester, Mass.; Herbert S. Clarke, Holyoke, Mass, Northern
Division: The nimea credited to the Central Division in our issue,
ot March 26 ' elonged, " ith on< exception, to the Northern Division.
Atalantie Division: Jas. N Fuller, Passaic, N. J.

THE ZKREGA SAIL COMPKTITION.-The following entries
tav_e thus tar been received lor the hoiP'irg sail competition, for
wb;ch prizes have been r flered by M'-. Z-rega: C. J. Stevens W.
1. Wmlringham, O. B. Vaux. P. L. Dauuell, L. B. Palmer, G P
Douglas, H. H. Smythe and Wm. Whitiock.

J^" No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondenta.

C. H. E., Syracuse, X. Y.—We do not understand your question.

A. S. Mand. Pa. -Vv^e will he glad to publish your claim ot name.To qtiality your dog for exhibiuon he mu^t be listed with the A.
K. C. It will not hurt the puppies -to give the motber worm
Luedicine.

F
.
E. C—Where is a, good place to go for a dav's sport, fox or

coon hunting/ Ans. In us season fair sport at these animals can
be had npar almost any back town in Connecticut or Massachu-
setts. Write to J. L. Pratt, Essex, Conn.

SouTHERNBH. Charleston, S. C—la Woodcraft, "Nessmuk"
speaKn of •vv.-li cleaned angle worms," and says "Do not go in thewrods fishing wirh .ut a s'ook of well cleaned angle worms."
Will lou kindly give mauner of cleaning earth worms, and state
It they are as lively after cleaning as before? Mast of our fresh
water flsbirg bere is donewuh bait, or ear-.h worms, minnows
ar d spinners. Ans. Leave the worms overnight in moss. See No
240 ot your "Hiui s and Points."

.'I-
^ Texas. Can any thing be put on hooks to

attract hat? What is tbe best way to catch buffalo flsb? What
are the best and cheapest works on flstiing? Ans. 1. The onlycbarm kooi^n to us for taking fish is p oper oait and tackle.
(Tive us the nnmes of your fish and we will state methods of cap-
ture. The caifisLes can be readily taken with earth wo>ms, raw
liver and most other animal substances. Mr. Albert Turpe, of
Brackettsville, Texas, can give you information about your fish-
ing. Buffalo fish do not take the hook Ireeh

; they belong to the
sucker family and, like the others, are usually caught by seining
or spt-armg. A corretponflent has caught buflfalo on a minnow or
tty-hook baited with biead. fishing on the bt^ttom. The fish, how-
ever, is say and hard to catcb. 3. See our advertising columns for
list of works on fish and fishing.

D. J M., Grant's Mills, N.Y.-Does the game law now in ferce
prohibit a mill owner trom letting sawdust in a flowing stream of
water, the mill having been in usp on said stream for a, period of
oO year&v Ans. Chap. 514, Law- 1874, Sec. 25, as amended by Ctiap.
130, Laws 1881 (given m the Bnoltof the Game Laws), reads: No per-
son, association, company or corporation snail throw or deposit
or permit to be ihrown or deposited, any dye stuff, coal tar,
refuse trom gas houses, sawoust, Jime or other deleterious sub-
stance, or cause the same to run or flow into or upon any of the
rivers, lakes, ponds, streams, or any of the bays or inlets adioin-mg thf Atlantic Ocean within the limits of this State. Any per-
son who shail violate this section, or any member of any such
company, assonation or corporation who f-hall authorize and
direct such vioUtion, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and in ad-
dition thereto shall be linble to a penalty of fifty dollars for each
ottense. But this section shall not apply to streams of flowing or
tide water, nor to the town of French Creek, in Chautauqua
county, which constitutes the motive power of the macbinery or
manufacturing establishments, when it is absolutely necessary for
the manufacturing purposes carried on in such establishments torun the refuse matter and material thereof into such stream.

Forest and Stkbam^Box 2,833, N. Y, city, has deseriptlve Ulus-
ifllngweU's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-crated circulars of W. B. Lefi

mg, which will be mailed free on request. The book 1b pro-
aopnced by "Nanit,'' "Gloan," "Dick SwiVeUer," "Sybillene" and

competent authorities to be the best treailse on the subject

A Book Aboxjt Iitoians.—The Forest and Stbkam will mall
free on applioation a descriptive circular of Mr. Grlnnell's book.
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," givins! a table of contents
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1 St Angler v; itli "broken rod

;

Where do you get tackle that

will stand such fishing?"

2d Angler;

"At Abbey & Imbrie's, 18 Vesey

Street, l^ew York, they are the only

people who make flrst-'class tackle

at a reasonable price."

NOTICE TO LIMIT CHELITORS.
To the Creditors of the F. L. Sheldon Company:
Notice IS hereby given ttiat on the tenth day of

February, 1891, an order was made by the Chan-
cellor of the State of New Jersey, that the credi-
tors of the F. L. Sheldon Company present to the
undersigned, the receiver thereof, and prove
before him under oath, to his satisfaction, their
several claims and demands against said corpora-
tion within two months from the tenth day of
February, 1891, and that in default thereof, such
creditoi-s shall be excluded from the benefit of
such dividends as may hereafter be made and
declared by the court upon the proceeds of the
effects of the said corporation, and notice is here-
by given to all the creditors aecordinglv. WIL-
LIAM H. LEMASSENA, Receiver, 803 Broad st.

Newark, N. J.

ESTABIilSHED 1837.

J. B. OiiiOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Mm Tactle, Guns, Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

WINCHE

lOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ash your Dealer for them.

WINCHESTER EEFEATING AHMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

«l#»T»i1 for SI18-t»ft^Pt naftftlnsruft of knmfi nnd ATYiTnimftilon.

DO YOU SHOOT ftT THE TRAP OR IN THE FIELD ? STEVENS SPECIAL FIRE ARMS.

If so ask your dealer to show you the Wliitiiioi-e i. ,. iiiinerless. Thisgunls
made by us ana we guarantee It in every respect. No better gun made and at prices
witMu the reach of all iiiportsmen. Our New ftafely Hammeriess Revolver
leads them aU. Cal. .32 and .38. AMERICAN ARMS CO., East BostOM. xVXass.

BOGARPPS'S BOOK.

rield, Cover and Trap Shooting.
By CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS.

This is a third edition. That means, not a mere reprint, but that the chapters needing

change have been re-written to bring the work up to date. It is a book of practical instruc-

tion for beginners in the art of shooting, and of entertaining reading for the older hands.
CONTENTS.

Greneral Introductory Remarks.
Guns and th^ir Proper Charges.
Golden Plo-ver, Curlew, G-ray Plover.

Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting.

Wild Geese, Cranes and Swans.
Cloth, 493 pages, illustrated. Price $2.00.

FOREST AI^D STBE^M PUBLISHING CO., 318 Broadway, Y.

Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breeding and Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting.
Trap Shooting Rules.

Wherever shooting is done, in all parts of the world, the Stevens Rifles and Pistols are
being introriuced, and on account of their superior accuracy are preferred.

STEVENS PISTOLS have made more brilliant records and have done finer work than any-
other pistol ever made.

STEVENS RIFLES have made records which were considered impossible.

STEVENS POCKET RIFLES are carried by ladies, anglers, tourists and hunters. They
are marvels of accuracy, compactness and beauty.

STEVENS LADIES' RIFLE is the proper rifle for ladies. It is wonderfully accurate and
has no recoil.

The .33 long rifle and the .35 rim-fire cartridges, the most accurate small-bore cartridges made,
were originated by this company. These celebrated rifles and pistols are manufactured by

THE J. STEVENS ARMS AND TOOL CO.,
Send for Catalogue. P. O. Box 4102, Chicopee Falls, Mass.

GRAi^D RAPIDS PORTABLE HOUSE CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Hunters' Cabins, Clnb Houses, Snnnner Cottages, Pliolograph Gall-

eries, Lawn Houses, Play Houses. Etc., Etc.

Absolutely portable. All sizes and designs. Especially designed for Camping, Hunt
ing and Fishing. Are made of three-ply veneer very light, strong and durable. All parts
thoroughly seasoned and painted in attractive colors. The fastenings are iron pins. No
nails or screws used. Easily erected or taken down without mutilation.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

NORMAN BARBOUR, Eastern Ag-ent,
81 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891,
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases i

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.

No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood for.n. length 94^10^

'lOHt., weight 7, 8, 9oz ;
'

.
.'. .V

". " 8 S2-

4' fioTnT'e'^trlX' ?t"BlL^^^^^^^^ Rais-ed T^e Guides; soUdreeiVeat above th^ hand,- e^ra tip; silk whippingsV nickel mountings; complete in wood form, len^h

'Sj; 9, 9J, 10ft.
,
weight 9, 104, 13, 13oz. '

- -

doz,

J, r. MABSTERS« 61, 53 & 55 Court St«, Brooklyn* N. Y.
Send Sc, stamp for Hlwgtrated Catalogrue for 1891. OPEN EVBWINGS*
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREARMS, FISHINO TACKXE, BIOY.
OI-ES, TENTS, I.AW?r TENNIS, MUSICAI.

TNSTRTJSIENTS. SPOKTINU GOODS, <fei-. Illustrated C3taIoK)ic,with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentiotung FOREST AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

nSHEBHAN'S iUTOl&TIG KEEL.
"When a sportsman finds anji;liing wliicli adds to his pleasui*e, with-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with liiin

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CI^IM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
FiBiST—It will wind up the line a Lundred

times as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Third—No fish can ever get slack line Avith it

Fourth—It will save more fish than any
other reel.
FifiH—It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from heine hroken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely by the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, N.Y.

"ANTICIPATION IS HALF THE FUN"
BUY YOUR PISHING TACKLE NOW OF

Dame, Stoddard £ Kendall,
374 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.,

And get the HIGHEST QUALITY GOODS at
the LOWEST PRICES.

Our own special *'NEVERBREAK" Split Bamboo Fly and
Bait Rods at $tO each are unequalled at that price.

OUR "NEVERBREAK" OUTFIT FOR FLY-FISHING AT $17.00 EACH
CONSISTS OF THE FIKEST OF GOODS.

Our latest specialty is a Pocket Outfit of Angler's Repairs, con-
sisting of twelve articles (ueatly put up in a box) of great a alue to
the angler miles from lionie with a broken rod. Price, $2 per set.

ANGLING IMPLEMENTS OF ALL KINDS.
CATALOGUE FREE OTs^ APPLICATION.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AMD OELLDLOID HAUD GEASP. (Patent appHed for.)

It is light, fits and will nob blister the hands. Recommended by the most exi^erieuced

anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satiisfactory

can be returned. <

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N.Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOIT GUN STORE."

SSI & 3S3 Broadway, New York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call uponus and see how ADYANT.\.(tEOUSLY tbey can

purnhas'i Sportinpr Gond". Our stork covers the following lines in their fit//c8t raj ict/es; GUNS,
RIFLES, AMMUNITION, IFislilias T^cslacl©, BASE BALL,, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING. Etc. Send 5 ceriiR (^o cover postagp) and we will mail you
our new Jllnstrated Catalogue, covering above Roods. WjII also enclose a "Canvas Packet Book.'"

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, .fl..50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make evei-y step cleaa-.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk,

TROUT REELS.

Fiue Rubber and Ger-
man Silver, Raised Pil-
lar, Ply Click Reel.

No, lA,40yd8.each !»4.50
" 3A,60 " " 5.50
" 3A,80 " " 6 75
Other styles of Fishing

Reels from 50c. to
$35.00 each.

LINES
Are made of the best silk, enameled, waterproof,
flexible and tapered. Warranted not to crack or
to become stiff. The Fly-Casting lines pai' exc&l-
lence.

FiHB Qjaiily Enamel Siik Line, Level.

2.5yd8. each. Four Connected.

Per 100yds. Per lOOvds.
Size O 84.35 SizeX: sSo.aS
" F 4.50 " D 6.00

THE KOSMIC TROUT LINES.

Fine Qualitjf Enamel Silk LIns, Tapered.
SizeF '20yds. 2.5yds. SSyds. oOyds.
Price »1 50 »1.50 SfJ.OO »3 each.

SizeE 35yd8. lioyds. 40yds. .50yds.
Prica S3.00 »3,50 S8.80 S4 each.

Angell's Pat. Metal Revolving Flies,

FOR TROUT AND BASS.

Revolving Metal Wings on a Feather Fly.

Revolving Wings and Body.
These flies are of light me1 al, of attractive col-

ors, in niclcel and bronze. When trolled in the
water the body and wings revolve, giving them
the appearance of live Hies in the water. The
difference between these flies and the artiflcial
feather fly is this: One is a dead fly in the water
and the other is a live fly. These flies have been
well tried. The Angler has only to put one on
the end of his leader to find out that it is the best
trout fly in the world.
You can fly-flsh at the bottom of deep water by

letting the metal fly sink and drawing it up
rapidly catch large trout that won't rise to the
surface.
The metal wings shown in the lower cut are

made to fit all sizes of artificial feather flies for
trout aud bass. The angler can vary his flies by-

slipping on various colored wings over a single
feather fly, as shown in the center cut. A pair of
nickel wings with bronz'* body, fitted to a "Pro-
fessor," will be found a killing fly iinder all con-
ditions.
Price of Wings or Flies, 81.00 i>er dozen.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. PHILA,

i^"Send for Special Price Jbist of Koionic Aiwlbiy
Impleincnts containing Open Seasons, 1891.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for >9l Illustrated Catalogue,

nSHING TiCEE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
(63 Broad St., Providence, R. I.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With AiijnstaWe Attaohments,

For Sportsmen and Others,
Cotnhlnes Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing liamp,
Catop Lamp, Dash liamp,
Belt X.antern, Hand I-an-
tern, etc.

EXGELSIOR D&SH UMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 6S Fulton St. H. Y.

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURN&j

11.5 Roosevelt st., N.Y. City.

WANTED.-YOU TO KNOW THAT BTRDO
will sell to brother sportsmen the finest

and best smoking tobacco for 15 cents per pound.
Send him 10 cents in money or stamps to cover
postage, and you will receive a free sample of
tobacco. Address ''Bihdo." Port Royal, Tenu.

WANTED.-MAY 1ST., 500 LIVE PIGEONS.
Write at once, giving best prices,

M. R. BINGHAM, Secretary Rome Gun Club,
ap]9,3t Rome, N, T.

Swans, Ducks, Pheasants.
EUROPEAN WHITE SWANS. AUSTRA-

LIAN BLACK SWANS, MANDARIN DUCKS,
GOLD AND SILVER PHEASANTS, LADY
AMHBRST PHEASANTS, BAR - TAILED
PHEASANTS AND ANY OTHER KIND.
All these birds can be imported within four

weeks by LOUIS RUHE, Importer of Birds and
Animals. 2i N. WiLiam street, New York.

Send for price list.

YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

£GGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JK.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N, Y.

SALMON FISHING
On the River St. Lawrence

TO BE LET.
The fishing privileges of the Trinity River

about 250 miles below Quebec on the north shore
will be sublet for the ensuing season. There aro
comfortable houses on the ground with accom-
modation for a party of four. The fishing in thip
river has been steadily improving since it has
been in the hands of the present lessee, the catch
of last year being 150 salmon. Besides the com
moa sea trout, which are in great abundance,
there are the rare and beautifnl salmon trout,
sometimes weighing over 81bs., both affording
excellent sport close to the camp.
The Trinity River is within 36 hours by weekly

steamer from Quebec, or 15 hours from Bimouski,
All the canoes and most of the men I'equired can
be obtained on the spot. For further particulars
apply to P. MACNAUGHTON, P. O. Box .512.

Asheville, N. C, or to I. D. GILMOUR, Ottawa,
Canada.

SALMON FISHING
IT-on. JS^IjilES,

Lease of St. John River, Gaspe, Canada. Nine
years to run. One of the best salmon rivers in
the world. For particulars, apply to A. F. CAR-
RIER, M. P. P., Quebec, Canada.

Breeder, Shipper and
,;;

Dealer in Chester White,
Berkshire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter
Dogs, Collies, Fox Hounds

_ and Beagles,- Sheep & Poul-
try. GEO. B. iiluKM.4N, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp tor Circular.

BERKSHIRE TROUT HATCHEBV HAVE
for sale healthy brook trout, ranging in size

from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable
for stocking public and private waters. For in-
formation and price address

C. H. SAGE, Sec'y, Gt. Barringtoii, Mass.

WILDFOWLING -FOR SALE CHEAP-A
new double 8-bore goose gun made to order

for owner by Greener. Apply to
A. G. ROSS

apl9,3t 147 St. James street, Montreal, Canada.

FOR SALE.—A SMALL FISH FARM AND
feed mill, one mile from a beautiful city in

S. Wisconsin. Address DR, SWAN, Beaver Dam,
Wisconsin.

Valuable marsh for sale.—Controls the best can-
vasback shooting in America. For particu-

lars, address .L L. Hovj-man, Monroe, Mich. Imo

FINE Duck Marah for Sale.—Cheap, 172 acres.
Address J. L. Hoffman, M.onroe, Mich, imo
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Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 12yds., oflF-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield, Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
luoris, Washington, D. 0.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH aTwESSON,
THE WAY TO BE HAPPY

!

ft

Rave a place for everything and
everything in its place.

BROWN'S PERFECTION SHOE-REST,"
Holds Brusli, Dauber, Blacking

and Ladies' Dressing-.

A perfect rest for the foot while polish-
ing the shoe. Designed for

Homes. Offices, Banks, Stores, Etc.
^"DESCRIPTION—This Shoe-Rest is made

of solid cast iron, weighs 131bs. and is beautifully
finished. It screws to any wall or door-case, and
swings entirely out of way when not in use. No
dirt and unnecessary to touch Wacking while
using it. Ladies, Gentlemen and Children use it.

Price by Express, $2.00.
Sent neatly packed on receipt of price. Address

m, H. Brown It Co, Detroit, licli.

Dealers write for prices. Salesmen wanted.

IjEjCHAM UAMMERLESS

^-!§s^=^n GUN.

Teufel the Terrier;
OR,

The liife and Adventures of

an Artist's Dog.
Told and illustrated by J. YATES CAHRING-
TON, and written by CHARLES MORLEY,

a friend of Teiifel's.

A book which has had wonderful popularity in
England. Paper. Price, 75 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

New Style Tent
FOR GtHOEISTS tKD HUNTERS.

Patented Jan, 13, 1891.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK. Evanston Hi.

THE ADIRONDACKS.
Copies of large map issued for the

AJJIRONDACK PARK ASSOCIATION,
Size 73x93in., showing State lanil^^ and pi-oposed
State Park, oolored. cloth back, wooden rollers. $15.

Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pooket edition on map-bond pappr, $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—fore-si and Stream.

Address S. R. STODDARD, Glens Falls, N. Y.

'101' hl^XP,

'Extended Kib, Im-
ported Wabnit Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Pull Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Fastening,Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

$36.00
SEND FOR GUN CATALOGUE.

LCMEACKAiVl ARMS CO..ST.lqiiis.mo.

.r^Tax CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5654 Atlantic St., ENGLBWOOl), ILLS.

W^T/'VJ Troat Flies at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.

Send Ten Oeats for X^LUSTRATSD CatALOGUS.

IDYLLS OF THE FIELD.
BY

FRANCIS A. KNIGHT.

A charming series of sketches on outdoor

life, which cannot fail tc appeal to evjery man,

woman or child who delights in the country

and its beauties. The book is fresh with the

cool, salt breeze from the sea and fragrant

with the smell of the mountain forests.

Cloth,' pp. 183. Price $L50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Rroadway.N

receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, DIxfleid, Me., Flab
and Q^ame Commissioner. J. a. RICH, Bethel, Me.

Clark's Cork Gun Wiper,
OILEB ANC BUBNISHEB.

Patent applied for.
10,13 or 16 gauge; fine guns

keptin perfect condition with-
out the use of any other tool;

no water necessary; rust and
P'ts rendered impossible; es-
pecially valuable to users of
nitro powders; fits any clean-
ing rod. Send .50 cents for
sample, with two extra corks
and printed directions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St.,

ToPEKA, Kansas.
New York Agent.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

STUD DOGS.
Smooth fox-terrier EndclifEe Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince Regent and Beaconsfleld,
winner of over 50 iirsts and specials, and acknowl-
edged to be the best black and tan living, and sire

of more winners than any other black and tan.

Bull-terrier English Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster, Dexter, the world re-

nouned black corded poodle. Gem of the Season,
the phenomenal greyhound winner of over 30

firsts and specials dm-ing 1890. Address GEO. S.

THOMAS, Manager of North Fields Yorlishire
Kennels, Salem, Mass.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.-RED RIVER
Glencho (champion Glencho ex Lyda Belle).

R. R. Glencho has won three first prizes on bench
and is a fine field dog, begets large litters of

Ptron!?, dark red puppies. Fee $20.00. R, H.
BURR, Mlddletown, Conn.

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al. fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.

NIPBOLS, 51 Taylor stj-eet, Springflel-d, Mass. tf

FOX-TEREIEBS
m STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Hillside Regent 10
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

lASTIFES.
AT STUD: Best bred mastiff owned in Amer-

ica. Ormonde, by Cb. Victor Hiigo ex Ch.
Cambrian Princess. Winnings: 3d, a puppy,
Crystal Palace, 1st and cup, South Hampton,
England, 1st Cincinnati, 1S90, only times shown.
Pups for sale from PUaedra, a pri/.e winner in
England and America; also from JBlmet, a grand
daughter of Beaufort and Orlando, also from
Eadgytli, sis'er to Elm^t. Orders booked for
pups from the best bred bitch in America. l-.ady
Cobrey, by Beaufort ex Ch. Toozie, and dam of
K. Cook's winning pup Ilford County Mem-
ber. CHARLES E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

COUNT NGBLE--GIADSTONE--SUE.
at stud, - - FEE $25.

PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch, ri Is puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitehes, desiring to produce the perfectiou of the field

trial strata of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels.
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Chci-a, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.

Address A. H. Moobb, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phtla., Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS
m THE STUD.

Collies & Irish Terriers.
FOR SAIiE.—Puppies and full grown dogs

of both breeds. Prize winners and young stock.

Address P. O. Box 1630, Philadelpbia, Pa.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.^
^ ^Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50ct8. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. H.
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A MARINE RESERVATION

'J'^HE recent establisUmenl; of the forest reserve adja-

-L ceiit to the Yellowstone Park, which was brought

about largely through the efforts of Secretary Noble, has

been welcomed with the warmest interest by a very large

class of people. This is a matter which appeals strongly

to the naturalists, a small class, to those interested in

forest preservation, and finally to the agriculturists and

stock raisers of the West, whose business must be ruined

unless measures are taken to pro\dde for them a never-

failing water supply. It is to be hoped that as time goes

on other forest reservations may be established in the

Rocky Mountain region. There can hardly be too many
of these. We may feel sure that Secretary Noble will do

all in his pow^er to forward such action.

It will greatly interest those among our readers who are

naturalists—and should interest the sportsmen as well-

to learn that the Secretary of the Interior—following out

a suggestion made by Professor Langley—has in view the

reservation of certain portions of lands and waters sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of the United States in the Pacific

Ocean so that a chance may be given some of the great

ocean animals to be preserved in the future. It is well

known tha,t many of the marine animals of the North,

especially those which afford valuable fur and oil, are

being destroyed at a rate which foreshadows their speedy

extinction. While most of these animals are prone to

wander great distances from land, and so are exposed to

a thousand ^dangers which would not threaten a land

animal on a reservation, and more or less local in its

habits, it is nevertheless true that an asylum such as

would be fm-nished by an island or a group of islands

might do much toward presef ving species which are

on the verge of extinction.

Animals soon learn to resort to 9- place where they are

never disturbed, and when tliey are assured of safety in

such a locality they become singularly tame. This is

shown by the conduct of the elk, deer, sheep and ante-

lope in the National Park, whose lack of fear has been

witnessed by many of our readers. We are glad to print

the following letter and memorandum, which set forth

the plan so far as it is yet developed. Viewed from the

standpoint of the biologist, the matter is one of great in-

terest, and it may be hoped that it will he fully discussed

in these columns by naturalists.

The position of Amak Island is stated in the memoran-

dum which we print. The Farallone Islands lie in the

Pacific Ocean nearly due west of the entrance to San

Francisco Bay and about 35 miles from land. These

islands have often been visited by naturalists, and re-

cently by Mr. W. E. Bryant, who pubhshed an interesting

paper giving an account of his visit there. The following

letter and memorandum explain themselves:

Smithsonian Institution, Jan. 14, 1891.

The IlanoraMc Jolm NoUe, Seeretm-u of thu Tnterior:

Sir—-Referring to a late conversation, in which you expressed

an interest in a suggested plan for enabling the Government to

secure a place of refuge for many of the marine mammals now
threatened with extinction on our Paciiic coast, 1 have the honor

to present to you a memorandum laid before me by some of the

most competent experts in the country upon the matter, recom-

mending the reservation of Amak Island, a small, rocky, treeless

isle of a few square miles, bordering the Alaskan Peninsula near

latitude 55° north, and the well-known Farallone Islands near

latitude 38'' north. The latter is already, I believe, occupied by

the Treasury Department as a station of the Lighthouse Board.

1 have not addressed the Honorable the Secretary of the Treas-

ury in the matter, though, if you should think it desirable, 1 will

do so.

I inclose a map showing the exact position of Amak Island, and

am, sir, yours very respectfully,

(Signed) S. P. LAngley, Secretary.

Memorandum on the establishment of Natural History Life

Reservations in American waters, to prevent the extinction of cer-

tain well-known forms of amphibious mammalia.
1. A northern station might be established for the preservation

of the walrus {Odohmnm rosmanis) from impending extinction by

the reservation of Amak Island, in Behring Sea, Alaska.

i!. A southern station might be established for the preservation

of the northern sea lion (Evmetoinas stelleri), and the California

sea lion {Zaiophus gillesiiii), from extermination by a prohibition

of the right to kill the"e animals on the Farallone Islands, off the

entrance to San Francisco Bay. These islets are special reserva-

vations of the Government to-day, and occupied only by the

Lighthouse Board servants.

REMARKS.

With reference to the reservation of these stations above

located, it may be stated that the title of the land is now held by

the Government, and the order of the Secretary of the Treasury,

supplemented by that of the Secretary of the Interior, whenever

the United States land laws are extended over Alaska, will be all

that is required for their control.

It would be necessary on Amak Island to build a keeper's

house, supplying him with a small sailboat, .provisions and fuel.

The cost would be perhaps some gl,aOO annually. The cruising of

the Revetiue Marine cutters wool i give this keeper his supplies

and enforce the prohibition of killing walrus on this island.

These cutters cruise every summer aud early fall in these waters

of Behring Sea, charged with the duty of protecting the Seal

Islands.

On the Farallones the Lighthouse Board has a perfect establish-

ment, and its keeper of the lights might have the extra duty de-

volved upon him of looking after the preservation of the amphib-

ians above cited.

The sea elephant (Macrorhinv^n angusUfrons) of California is

now believed to be extinct. This animal, under the circumstances

of its breeding, could not very well be saved to-day, even if a few

breeders survived.

The sea otter (Eyihydra marina) of the northwest coast and

Alaska is also at the limit of ext«rmination. The reservation of

Amak Island would save a few breeders and the species from

utter elimination.

With reference to the other forms of marine mammalia in

Alaskan waters, it may be truly said that they are not, any of

them, in sufficient number or of value enough to tempt the

cupidity of the white man. It is unnecessary to attempt saving

them, since there is no real danger of their extermination in the

present, or the future, as far as we now know. The conditions

which operate to save the fur seal from destruction we well know,

though they are at the present moment being taxed to their

utmost to attain the object of their creation.

The waterfowl of the Pacific Ocean coast and Behring Sea have

so many practically inaccessible rocks and cliffs to breed upon,

that they are beyond all danger of extermination—there is no

helpless bird among them like the extinct giant auk of the

Atlantic.

.Tan. 14, 1891.—The preceding memoranda are prepared from the

statements of naturalists personally familiar with the marine
mammals and the Pacific coast, and I recommend them as worthy

of confidence. (Signed) S. P. Lanqley, Secretary.

The islands proposed to be reserved in the plan outlined

are valueless from any commercial standpoint, yet, for

the purpose indicated, they may be of great benefit to

science, and the act of setting them apart as reservations

where animal life gbaJl be protected may result in the pre-

servation from extinction of some most interesting mam-
mals. Just as to-day in the Yellowstone Park the visitor

may see a few individuals representative of the hordes of

buffalo which once darkened the Western prairies, so on

these tiny islands of the Pacific—if set aside—the natur-

alist of the future may study forms of ocean life which
but for this reservation would have been swept out of

existence.

SNAP SHOTS.

'T^^HE bill prepared by the codifiers of the New York
^ game laws still hangs fire in the hands of the Senate

Game Law Committee, and no man can tell in just what
shape it wUl ultimately reach the Upper House of the

Legislature. It is understood that the Senate Committee
has determined to amend the section which legislates the

present Fish Commissioners out of office, leaving that

body as it now stands. They have also decided to leave

the deer and the trout law substantially without change.

It seems altogether probable that the day of adjournment

for the Legislature is not far off, and it is important that

this bill should be put in proiier shape as soon as possible,

so that action may be taken on it before the closing days

of the session. As the bill if it passes the Senate must
go back to the House and be acted on there, no time

should be wasted. It is certainly to be hoped that

the bill with i^roper amendments may become a law,

As may be seen by a reference to the Book of the Game
LaiOH, the statutes of this State with regard to fish and

game are at present a disgrace to a civilized community.

Something should be done at once to straighten out and
render intelligent and intelligible the obscure, confused

and contradictory hodgepodge of enactments which at

present are supposed, to protect our game and fish.

The account of Mr. Austin Corbin's game preserve in

New Hampshire, published in Fobest and Stream a

short time ago, has excited a widespread interest, and

been extensively copied in the newspapers of various

towns and cities of the East. It is not strange that this

should be the case, for the general public takes a real

and lively interest in the preservation from extinction of

American wild animals. It is for this reason that the

public feels so deep a sentiment about the Yellowstone

National Park, but to many people the National Park-

seems so far off that they feel that they may never get

far enough west to see it, while New Hampshire on the

other hand is at our very doors, and it may fairly be

hoped that w^hen Mr. Corbin's park is fully stocked and

in fair running order the general public may be afforded

an opportunity to see some of the great mammals of this

country in a state of nature.

The enterprise of Californians in all matters affect-

ing the welfare and happiness of the people of their

State is proverbial and has been rewarded with most

gratifying results. In no respect is this more strikingly

manifested than in the efforts to stock open waters with

choice fish. The shad and the striped bass now swarm
in California bays and rivers, while the black bass and

the brook trout have found congenial permanent haunts

in the fresh waters. We give in our columns an account,

drawn from the last report of the Fish Commissioners,

concerning the introduction of several well-known East-

ern game fishes by State and individual cooperation.

The dog world of this city and vicinity are watching

with interest the progress of the Vredenburgh—Peshali

libel suit, which as we go to press is being tried before

Judge Marline in the Court of General Sessions. A brief

report of the proceedings will be found in our kennel

columns, but any extended consideration of the matter

must be postponed until the case has been decided.

The present month has been marked by an unusual

mortality among well-known sportsmen, several of which
we chronicle this week. The list includes the veteran

who has completed the span of life allotted to man as

well as the young man just entering his prime.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of that friend.

The tmavoidably delayed index to Vol. XXXV. is sent

out with this issue.
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BEIIINISCENCES OF THE LATE GEN. STRONG,
]

TN the death of Brevet Brig.-Gen. William E. Sti-oug, of Chi-

cago, as annoTinced. last week, the sportsmen of the cotmfcry,

and more particularly of the West, which was his home, sustain

a lamentable loss.

His services in the war were briefly referred to last week, but

to what was said then may be added the statement that he was
with Gen. MoPherson from the organization of the Seventeenth

Army Corps until Gen. McPherson took command of the Army
of the Tennessee and was killed before Atlanta. When that ill-

fated officer fell before the fire of the twelve ambushed rifle-

men upon whom he had bliiudered while mal<ing a reconnois-

sance, he was accompanied by tien. Strong, who had at the

moment started off in obedience to an order. It was Gen. Strong'

who caught McPherson's wonuded horse, which later died, and it

was he also who recovered and brought in tlie dead body of his

commander. Throughoxit the war he showed nimself the noble

man and soldier.

It was in January, 1867, that Gon. Strong came to Chicago. He
did not resume his law practice, but became connected with the

Peshtigo Lumber Co., a large concern operating in the pine for-

ests of Wisconsin. He leave.'? a widow and three cliildren. He
died possessed of considerable property, though he was not so

wealthy a man as was generally supposed.

It is in his capacity as a sportsman, hovfever, that lie attracts

most interest for these oolunms, and in nothing was he more con-

spicaous than in his ardent love of field .siiortK and for his pro^

flciency in them. Any weapon fitted his Iiand. He was a skilled

angler, and as a combination rifle and wing shot he had no supe-

rior among the amateurs of the West. He pui'sued birds or big

game with almost equal eagerness, and spent a great deal of time
in long hunting trips. His outfits for his different lines of sport

were very elaborate and well chosen. He was a. rover years ago
of the mountains and plains of iha West and has killed many
sorts of big game, chiefly buffalo and elk. He was an old com-
panion of Gen. Phil Sheridan in the West after the war, and the

two spent many a w^eek in camp together in successful chase.

Gen. Crook was another hunting comrade of his, aiid when the

latter died the loss cut Gen, vStrong deeply. Mr. Wirt Dexter, one
of the wealthiest and most prominent shooters of Chicago, who
died within the year, was yet another shooting friend of General

Strong. It is now only about a year ago that Gen. Crools, Gen.
Strong and Wirt Uexter made a big hunting trip together to the
Indian Territory. To-day not one of.these men is alive.

If, however, we 'svish to find the dearest friend, the esteemed
companion and the most frequent comrade on the hunt that Gen.
Strong ever had, we shall find him alive to-day, in Chicagb, him-
self gray but still vigorous, and even to-day hardly able to talk of

Gen. Strong's death. This is Mr. Alex. Semple, one of the oldest

shooters of this city. He was fairly a bj other to Gen. Strong, and
these have hunted together almost excltisively. On receipt of the

news of the General's death a Fokest and Stk^)AM representative

called on Mr. Semple. The latter spoke most feelingly.

"I hunted with Gen. Strong for over 2li years,"' said he, "and he
was the perfect sportsman in every day of aU those years. He
was a tall, well-made man, strong and vigoroxis. He was the best

all-round shot I ever saw. I don't think his e^ual existed. He
had hunted all over the country. We used to get most of our
deer up in Wisconsin, but he had shot all over the Rockies, and
killed elk, buffalo, antelope and deer, all through that country.

He was as pretty a held shot as ever you saw, and a great duck
hunter. He was a member of ToUeston Duck Club, and one of

the best of tbem. He shot all the game birds well, and used to

Ush a great deal also. He seemed to ,iust naturally love the woods
and fields, and he took naturally to aU such sports. Many and
many is the happy day we spent together. I never knew a friend

like him.
"The last hunt we had together," said Mr. Semple, "was in

Kansas, the 20th of last November. We went out to Alm.^, Kansas,
and were with Mr. Gleaaon, who t ook out some of his dogs for usv

We got a good many birdt, but the General was not shooting well.

I never saw him do so poorly. He wa.s not himself at all. Ho
never expected to get well, and we both knew it, though he did

not talk much of it, on my account. 1 knew \^ hat was his trouble.

I knew all his family matters. There is no use saying anything
except that a good man has left the ranks of sportsmen.
"When the General felt his health failing rapidly, he wanted to

go to Florida. His doctor thought he would better go to southern
Europe, and I advised him to do this, and got him to take liis

nephew along. The General's wife and two daughters had been
in Europe for some time, and he was to join them and keep to the
warmer climates. It broke ray heart to see him start, for we both
knew he would never come back. When I saw htm get on tlie

train, I said, 'That's the last. I will not see him again.' 1 have
the last letter General Strong ever wrote to anybody, and the last

telegram he ever sent. He sent them to mo from New York before
he started across the ocean. I carry them in my pocket. You
won't find a kinder letter anywhere than this one he sent me.
when he knew it was all up."

By courtesy of Mr. Semple Fokest ANt) Stream gives this

letter. The sportsman spirit shows through it, even to the last.

It reads precisely as follows:

"MuBRAY Hii/i. HogDlsii, 3Sfew JToi'tk, JVIarph 13, 1891.

Jfy Dea/r Mr. Semple:

"We arrived safely at 7:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon. The trip

was rather tiresome, but I stood it fairly well. I think 1 notice
some improvement in my condition. I am a trifle stronger than
when I left Chicago, and my appetite is a little better. I hope
when I get on the ocean I will notice still further improvement.
I believe I shall.

"We go down to the ship (La Gascogne) in the early morning to-

morrow, and sail at 8 o'clock. I will write to you from Italy, or
wherever I may be, and keep you advised of my condition. I

think I am going to get weU and strong again, and expect to be
back in Chicago on or before June 1, fully restored to health, I
want to have another shoot with you, anyway, perhaps several.

"I want to thank you for all your kindness, thouahtfulness and
consideration 6,UiHng all time year>- that it nas been my pleasure to
know you. We have had some glorious times together which I
shall never forget. You have done very much to cheer me up and
make my life happy. I remember it all with pi-ide and pleasure.
Yottr warm friendship and close companionship are treasured in
my memory. I send you my heartiest best greeting and my
wishes for your health, happiness and prosperity.

"Remember me kindly to Mrs. Semple.
"Youre ever sincerely, W. E. S."

On the nest morning Gen. Strong sent the following telegram
to Mr. Semple: "8:09 A. M.—We are about to sail. Feeling better.

Good-bye.—W. E. Stroitg."

Unquestionably he wrote thus cheerfully to cheer up his old
friend. A few days of travel, a few days with his family, happy
ones, we hope, and his life \vas over. ca,blegran^ announped th^

fact to the papers in this country. His remains will probably be
brought to Chicago, where he has a son living. He died at the
age of 51 years.

D. W. GROSS.

VTERY many of our readei-s will learn with keen l egret of the
~ death of IVIr. D. W. Cross, a veteran sportsman, whose genial,

kindly nature and deep interest in aU that pertained to his

favorite pursuit had endeared him to tht wide circle of friends

tliat he had made during a long and honored life.

Ml'. Cross died in Cleveland, Ohio, April 9, at the age of 77. He
was born in Pulaski, Oswego county, N. Y., Nov. 17, 1814, was
educated at Ha,niilton Academy, Where he was prepared for col-

lege, and In 1&16 went to Cleveland, where he entered the law
office of Payne & Willsou, the senior member of the firm being
the Hon. H. B. Payne,, of Ohio. In the year 1837 he was appointed
deputy collector of the port of Cleveland, which position he held

for eighteen years. Soon after this he was admitted to the bar

and practiced successfully up to the year 1860. In 1855 he began
to take an interest in commercial pursuits and gradually devoted
less attention to the law and more to business, and as the years

went on was prominent in various industrial enterprises in and
near Cleveland. A few years ago Mr. Cross suffered from a
stroke of paralysis which has confined him to the house ever

since. Our last shooting with him was done in the winter of 1884

and '85.

Mr. Cross was a ihost ehtiiusiastic sportsman, and it would be
difficult to mention any man In this country who has done more
to raise the tone of sportstiianshlp. In the old days he was a great
deer hunter, and for thirteen successive seasons from 1838 he de-

voted his vacations and what time he could spare to this faacinat-

ing pursuit, in which Oliver H. Perry was his favorite companion.
He was one of the founders of the Winous Point Club, and to his

wise counsels the club ow6d much pif the good shooting which its

members enjoyed for so many years. He founded and was
president of the Oneida Club of New York, and was a member of

the Castalia Club of Ohio, the Narrows Island Club of North
Carolina, and of many other similar associations. He did much

nails, to be worn on rubber boots in fishing on rapid and stony
trout streams* as a protection against slipping and to preserve
the boots. He also devised a mode of safely carrying an extra tip

in a water-tight copper tube, inserted in the hollow staff of his

landing net, which has been quite extensively used by anglers.

Mr. Cross was a versatile writer, mostly in the interests of

sportsmen; but among his most noteworthy productions was his

personal reminiscences of the Canadian rebellion, during the ad-

ministration of Sir Francis Bond Head, while Governor of the

provinces of Upper Canada, which was ptxblished in the Magazine

of Western History.

Personally Mr. Cross was a most charming man. He took the

readiest interest in all matters pertaining to sport, and was
always glad to assist others with his great stores of information.

His death leaves a vacancy that it will be hard to fill.

IN MY BOAT HOUSE.
Staunch old canoe.

We've had some pleasant times, we two,

In autumn days when Nature's book
Was bound in gold and blue.

What rdoky cove or rushy bay
But saw our lazy shadow stray

Over tlie languid grass.

Or flashing of our silver hook
And now and then a sullen bass

Come, fighting all the way.
Ah, me! old boat, how swiftly speed

Oar yellow Indian summer days.

How soon the tawny gold and red

That made the maples all ablaze,

In rain of withered leaves was shed;

And autumn time was dead.

Would that to-day as swiftly flew

These laggard hours so long and slow;

For many a mouth must come and go

Ere I set sail again with you.

Stout old canoe.

D. W. CROSS,

for flshculttire, and was one bt the first to plant the California

trout in Ohio waters. In ISSI he purchased three hundred acres

of land In Oswego coimty, N. Y., in the waters of which he planted
several hlmdred thousand California trout.

l\lr. Cross studied carefully the food of wildfowl, and did much
to introduce the wild rice and the wild celery in regions whpre
they had hitherto been unknown.
The preserves of the Winous Point Club are at the head of

Sandusky Bay, and at the mouth of the Sandusky River, and
comprise several thousand acres of marsh and feeding grotmds
adapted to every variety of wildfowl, especially of canvasback
and redhead ducks.

Soon after the establishment of this club, Mr. Cross began the
careful sttidy of the habits of the difl'ereut species of water fowl
that resorted to these exteusive marshes. He soon discovered
that the food that attracted them here and that made It a resort
of such vast numbers of game'birds, both in spring and fall, was
the bulb and tender leaves of the wild celery. He learned, too,

that the seed of the wild celery could be gathered in October, and
when planted In suitable water with mud bottom would gi'ow
well and attract the ducks in their annual passage to and from
the breeding grounds. This food is found in many places in this

country, especially in the Chesapeake Bay and in Currituck Sound
in North Carolina, on the extensive preserves of the Narrows
Island Club, where the canvasback, redhead, widgeon, wild goose,

brant and swan resort to feed and fatten on the succulent bulb.
Of this latter club Mr. Cross was long a member, and there at the
age of seventy years he brought down a wild swan.
Among the attractive food for the geese, swan, canvasback,

widgeon, pintail, teal and mallard, aside from the wild celery, Mr.
Cross noted in the water of Sandusky Bay the marsh potato or
the bulb of the arrow head, and the tender water plant known as
the anacharsi-s, fotmd also in abundance in the preserve of the
Narrows Island Club.

Having made the food and habits of water fowl a successful

study, he utilized it in his pursuit of game, and at the request of

his sportsmen associates he was induced to compile his knowledge
in his book, "Fifty Years With Rod and Gun," published in Cleve-
land. In this book he approximated the flight of birds per second,
and the projection of different sizes of shot s\,t various initial

velocities, wliich in the tables prepared would show very nearly
where and how to hold to enable the hunter to kill his game.
He devoted much time toward perfediug the game and Hsh

laws of Ohio, and was always an uncomproniising advocate
of fish and game protection, believing that the sportsman of

the era of abundance should yield something tmselfishly to the
sportsman of the future. He believed fully in artificial culture
of food fish, and Avas in favor of stringent laws for its advance-
jnent and protection. He invented sandals studded witfl hob

Brave old canoe,

1 gfiall not soon forget, nor you.

That day of all our autumn da,\

When she was with us to i.

Ahl still I see her sittin? there,

The yellow sunlight in her baiVi

As in and out the dimpled bay.-^ •

We drifted, careless where.

Our lines were never even wet-
Yon thought it quite absurd, I knew;
Maytiap it was; and yet—and vet

Though she forgot and went her waj'.

The queer thing is I can't forget.

Ah! well-a-day!

Hereafter we will go—we two-
Dear old canoe. M. M. t.i.Ass. Jr.

BETWEEN TWO RIVERS.
1'^HERE is a vast deal of wilderness in Sullivan county.

N. Y., and will be when the people of these
United States outnumber the population of China. The
surface conformation affords great var'ety, with hill and
rock for the predominating features. To one whose
acquaintance with the region is limited to the vicinage of
Monlicello and the lake.s this may seem like libel, but
the upper crust of the town of Thompson is not the whole
of Sullivan county, and even here the stubborn soil de-

mands of the farmer something more energetic than ioi-

plied in the pht-ase, "tickling with a hoe." Pixcepting

more or less "soft spots here and there, sister townships
present a face of adamant to the agriculturist. Great
boulder-strewn barrens, thousands of acres, are sacred

to scrub oak, sweet fern and huckleberry bushes, sentin-

elled with rock pines, jagged, starved looking and con-

sumptive.
These dismal barrens terruinate when a more ambitious

growth r-ises, generally in a straggling manner, to forest

height and girth. Woods extend over hill and dale for

miles, little of which is now forest primeval. The in-

creasing demand for sleepers, ties and telegraph poles,

promotes close inspection of the hard wood growth, oak
and chestnut especially, and often when the game seeker

is indulging himself with the fancy that he is an explorer

he meets with a stump on which the axe has left its des-

tructive seal.

Occasionally one meets with natural groves of rock
maple, lifting aloft their foliage crowns until they seem
strangely small for the nolirishmeht of such mighty boles.

Wide areas are studded with giant eyergteens, a few pines,

but mostly plebian hemlocks. In many of the hollowe
lie extensive laurel swamps, swales and bogs, siirroilnded

by wilderness so utter that the bellow of a moose,- or the

sight of one digging for pond lily roots on the margin of

a peaty pool, would seem in keeping with the rest*

A few stout hearted sons of toil have their clearings

here and there, and wage endless battle to keep wild
nature sufficiently subdued to grow at least a portion of

their sustenance, usually gleaned amid a stout annual
growth of oak and hickory shoots.

During the early decades of the century when as a boy
the poet Saxe was helping to extend his father's clearing

near- Monticello, the population of the county increased
rapidly. Almost every man was a woodman and hunter,
and the woodland life shrank before them, some species

quite disappearing. When our people learned of the

great wealth that lay in the fertile bosom of the West, a
reaction came. The young men of the hilly East relin-

quished their assaults on the forests, tired of struggling
with stumps and stones, they began an exodus to the al-

luyial timber bottoms of Ohio and Indiana, and to the in-

viting sward of the prairie.

At the same time, the diversifying and rapidly growing'
volume of national industry attracted the braiaand bravvn
of old Sullivan to more profitable employment than the
tillage of their native fields.

As might be expected, this reaction had a marked effect

on the native fauna. By confining themselves to the

forest they enjoyed comparative immunity from pursuit

by human foes. Adaptation to change in environment
due to the presence of civilized man took place. Many
localities in the Eastern and Middle States now swam^
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with wild beasts, wheu such auimal life was almost ex-

terminated there sixty or seventy-five years ago.

Between the Mongaup and Neversink rivers, with
Thompson towjiship on the north, and Deerpark, Orange
county, for its eonthem boundary, lies the township of

Forestburgh. It is a natural game preserve, where thri^^e

in rela.tive abundance deer, two varieties of black bears,
' 'ho^-backs'" and "racers," the latter occasionally at-

taining a weight of seven or even eight htmdred pounds.
Foxes, lynxes and wild cats prey upon two kind of hares
or rabbits as popularly called.

The streams team with trout, the numerous ponds with
pickerel, perch, eels, etc., while muskrals, mink and
otter are frequent near the water, the latter sometimes
attaining a weight of fifty pounds. Here also resort

numerous water-fowl, including heron, cranes, geese,

ducks and loons. One or more pairs of the latter (great

northern divers) haunt every considerable pond to the
terror of the camper-out unfamiliar with their weird
night cries.

Within recent years the foxes have so multiplied that

as their tracts in the snow reveal, the woods are fairly

overrun with them, and the word is that they are exter-

minating the gr.ay rabbits. Apparently the large white
rabbits are too much for reynard, since he passes over
their trails with indifference, but meeting the trail of a
gray rabbit he follows it up. Sometimes the victim is

caught napping on the lee of a bush or boulder, or allows
himself to be entrapped in the hollow end of a rotten log.

The white rabbit is both swift and alert; he lies on the
slopes, and when pursued scuds down into the laurel

swamps. If a dog be in his wake he circles about wildly
and is easily shot.

Two years ago grouse were plentiful, but for some rea-

son their scarcity was remarked last winter. The foxes
are charged with being their wholesale destroyers during
the nesting season; doubtless the foxes do their share, but
two mild winters in succession had the effect of multiply-
ing the number of rodents and snakes, and grouse nest on
the ground. Inference is easy.

This between-rivers wilderness is a favorite retreat for

hunted game from all quarters. Bear and deer frequently
cross the Delaware to the New York side, a large pro-

portion of them find their way into the region lying
between the Neversink and Mongaup and remain there.

The bears of Forestburgh are not easily brought to bag.

In the first place they are excessively timid. Ttiey are
not hunted with much success until snow falls, after

which they hole up for winter or confine their move-
ments to the center of some almost impenetrable swale,

whenca they are not easily expelled. In case a routed
bear persists in the fatal desh-e to return to its quarters
he soon falls a victim, provided the hunter understands
his business. One of the best hunters in Forestburgh,
after routing a "racer," pursued the quarry for three
days and gave up, his nearest approach being at the out-

set.

The slaughter of deer by hounding them in the deep
snow, especially when the rivers are frozen over, is a thing
of the past in Forestburgh. That clause of the New York
game laws which closes the season for deer hunting on
November 1 prevents the cruel practice. The law is a
great mercy to the deer, and is generally satisfactory to

sportsmen,"but the backwoods folk who were accustomed
to fresh venison throughout the wmter feel differently.

A short time ago a party from Port Jervis spent a day
in Forestburgh searching for bear tracks. They were ac-

companied by "Lu" Boyd, who now rejoices in the title

of ''Chief Game Keeper of Hartwood Pai-k." Lu had his

hound in leash. A light snow had faUen during the pre-
ceding night, and the party crossed the trails of five deer,

two of which they saw standing within easy rifle range,
while the dog was yelping and plunging to get after

them.

"Act as if they know the law is on," said Boyd. "By
hang! if 1 were alone," he muttered. Even the lawyer
had to struggle against temptation. By the way those
Jersey nimrods who invaded Hartwood Park on or
about Thanksgiving, capturing a deer or two, will even-
tually pay well for their venison. The sheriff of Sullivan
county has in hand certain papers, the service of which it

will be hard to evade.
The popular notion that the deer flies terror-stricken

before the hounds is a misconception, at least as regards
the deer of this region. "By hang!" declares Boyd, "I've
seen 'em fairly play with the dog." However that
may be, they do not seem to be much afraid when fol-

lowed by a dog. The hound is a rather stupid fellow and
goes baying and floundering with nose down, stumbling
into all sorts of tangles and has to push his way through
the low scrub. A pursued deer passes over all these ob-
stacles without difficulty, and sometimes he will wait
until the dog approaches within a few rods, then bound
lightly away.

If the hound catches a glimpse of the quarry and at-

temps to follow by sight he is soon hopelessly left behind.
Frequently the scent is lost at the same time, and the
humLIiated canine has to face the anger of his disgusted
master. A good many dogs have died young in the wilds
of Forestburgh for failing to stay by the game.
When the dog cannot be thrown off in this way, the For-

estburgh deer proceed to play a trump by which, if not
shot down on the runways, he usually secures the win-
ning trick. He turns in the direction of one or the other
river and crosses the Mongaup into lumberland or the
Neversink toward Mamakating. After a sojourn of a
few days he returns.

It is easy to start a deer in Forestbm-gh but it generally
requu-es "head work" to effect a cajjture, and each one
slain represents, on an average, a deal of toil and wood-
land science as well. The man who does the killing may
not be in it. Yet those stationed on the runways have
need for quick eyes and must be ready for a snap shot.

When the man who has been doing the hard work is met
with the solemn assurance that nothing has passed it is

exasperating. On the other hand it is extremely mortify-
ing when the man who was relied upon to do the killing

is forced to admit that a stag just went by without being
seen by him. It hajspens so often enough.
Within recent years a species of animals of foreign

origin and fearful ferocity have taken up their quarters
in Forestburgh. These are the descendants of the Black
Forest boars that a few years since escaped from the
Plock estate on the side of the Shawangunk Mountains
near Port Jers^is. The known presence of a genuine
mountain cat could hardly make the mere deer slayer

more uncomfortable in Forestburgh than doee the fact

that "wild hogs" are prowling around. The animals
whose ancestors the Ccesars were wont to chase in the
forests of lilyria, are reputed no less dangerous than the
mountain lion.

The boars of Forestburgh, however, have thus far
proved excessively shy, Last November a sow weighing
two hundred pounds was shot on the margin of a big
swale into which the numerous drove to which she be-
longed plunged immediately afterward. Food is plentiful
at present, but doubtless when their numbers press on the
margin of subsistence their native savagery will reveal
itself, for these creatures have come to stay.

PEOPLE AND THINGS.

LET us stop an instant in the middle of these tales of
sport and adventure, tales of hotel life and of the

lonely camp-fire, aJid talk about the people that we meet.
"The noblest study of mankind is a man" is a quotation
as trite as it is true, and the traveler or sportsman who
fails to study the specimen of humanity with whom he
comes in contact loses some of the profit and much of the
pleasure of life.

I have been going through a portion of the country
where the stranger is seldom seen, where customs are
quaint and curious, where the people know little or
nothing of the great outside world,

"Where every prospect^leases,

Aad only man is vile.'"

One evening I stopped at a little mountain settlement
and put up my faithful Rosinante at the only farmhouse
in the neighborhood where a poor wayfarer could look
for accommodations. The napkinless board , the fat baeon,
and the half dozen children that clambered over the table
took away my appetite and after supper I "took in" the
dance, the only amusement that the place afforded, The
hall was rough and the crowd rougher, but there was en-
joyment in the scene. In one corner of the hall there
was a box fenced off and this I was informed was the
"baby bin." Its use was subsequently discovered. Soon
the people began to arrive. The counti-y, for miles up
and down the A'alley, turned out en masse. There were
women in calico, men in overalls and blue flannel shirts,

babes in short di-esses and babes in long dresses, and
"kids," not boys and girls, of both sexes, all ages and
every condition of servitude. The floor of the baby bin
was rapidly covered with shawls and coats, and as the
little tots became sleepy they were unceremoniously
tossed within the inclosure to sleep until the revels were
over.
The bishop entered and there was silence for an instant

while he implored the divine blessing upon the revels.

Then the accordeons screeched and the fiddles shrieked
and one barbarian yelled, "Come on Susan, let's raise

hell," and they raised it literally. I wondered whence
the whisky came, as there was no saloon in the settle-

ment, but all the men were gloriously full, and the little

boys stole the bottles and soon were in a more maudlin
state of intoxication than were tlieir elders. I afterward
ascertained that a woman, near the bridge, pm'chased a
barrel of $1.25 whisky just before Christmas, and her
profits, on Feb. 1, amounted to $600 and the liquor was
not half consumed. That was great whisky. An old
Frenchman near by had inflammatory rheumatism and
determined to take an alcohol sweat. He got a quart of
the spirits, put it under his chau, wrapped blankets about
him and applied the match, but the fluid would not ignite.

Then his wife put in a shovel of live coals. They sizzled

and went out. Frenchy lost patience,

"Marie, Marie, tak out de co-als! Ah'll trink de
stuff."

The dance went on, hour after hour, quadrille follow-
ing quadrille in monotonous succession. When all the
men were intoxicated or played out the bishop returned
thanks and the party broke up.
The next afternoon I walked up Bullion Cafion. It was

a six-mile, uphill tramp, but it was one of the most de-
lightful walks of my life. Beside me the brook roared,
danced and flung itself into a foaming fury. The lofty
rocks stood like black sentinels in the outlying waste of
the snow and the great pines were silver with the frosts

of winter. Now the trail was crossed by the sharp-cut
hoof print of a deer and now the sprawling mark of the
mountain lion was imbedded in the drift. Beside me a
noisy crowd of Rocky Mountain jays quarreled and
chattered, and snow birds flitted in and out among the
bushes.
At length I reached the mine and asked for Mr. Fer-

guson. He was pointed out to me. By the way, I looked
as seedy as a thoroughbred knight of the road, and if I
had presented myself in Forest and Stream's sanctum
in such a condition, I would have been kicked out as an
impecunious book agent.
"Mr. Ferguson?" said I.

"Yes, sir,"

"Can I get a job?"
"I'm not going to put on anymore men for a month."
"Fine mine you have here."
"Pretty fair."

"How far in is your lower tunnel?"
"About 1,100ft."

"How about that native silver strike that you made
last week and that you've been keeping so quiet?"
"Oh! there's nothing in it."

"Well, now about that 60 per cent, galena lode in the
220-foot level?"

"See here, young man, what paper do you represent?"
"What makes you think I'm a newspaper man?"
"Oh, I piped off those gold specs and that long lead

pencil in one pocket and the note book in another, and
you don't want a job any more than I do. Now what's
the paper?"
"The Salt Lake Tribune:'
"AH right. Go down to the bunk house, get your feet

warm, and after supper you'll go home with me and spend
the night."
He gave me his own horse and walked down the caiion

while I rode through the gathering gloom. Three miles
down the creek we stopped. The exterior of the house
was not different from others I had seen in the Southern
settlements, but within—I had seen nothing like it in six
weeks. It was a home. There were Eastern papers and
magazines on the table and there were the comforts of
life, and when we sat down to a late supper there was
snowy linen and no greasy bacon, and more than all,

there was a hostesa in every aesse of the word. Why, it

was almost as enjoyable as a trip East to meet once
more with people who could think and talk and who
knew something.
After that I wandered often up the oafton. Sometimes

the blinding banks of snow would drift down from the
mormtain and then there would be wai-m days, and bye
and bye I saw a flock of geese fly northward through the
Sevier Valley, and behind them were a pair of sandhill
cranes. In the leaveless sarvice berries sang a thrush
and before me hopped a robin, and 1 knew that the
winter was going and that soon I could get through the
lofty passes of the Rockies and down to the Grand Canon
of the Colorado. But if I can I will camp for a month
this summer on Bullion Creek and catch the gamy trout
and hunt the deer and the bear and fill my herbarium
with the beautiful flowers that grow on alpine summits
and follow the receding snow.

It was the last Sunday night of my stay in the Bullion
district. The morning had been spent in the assay ofiice

and.mymind was a confused whirl of grams and milli-
gi-ams, of sulphates and nitrates, of chlorides and bro-
mides, of antimonial and galena compounds, and I
wanted a change. 1 rapped on the door of Mr. Fergu-
son's house. Around the fire his family was sitting and
the conversation drifted to the ever enjoyable subject of
game and fishing. Mrs. F. told of the beavers that she
had seen just up the creek. An irrigating ditch had been
taken out and the diversion of the water almost drained
a pool where the beavers lived. They went up above the
ditch, cut stakes about 2ft. in length, drove them verti-
cally into the ditch, made a dam and ran the water over
the bank right down into their old haunts.
Mr. Holderman then told of his first experience with a

bear. When he first came out to the w^ld country he
went on a deer hunt with a man named Callaway. Just
at night a storm came up and they had to camp against
trees with theii' blankets over theh' heads for protection
against the rain. About midnight the dog charged into
the brush and commenced to bark furiously.

"I can tell that it's a bear by the way that dog acts,"
said Callaway. Haldeman tried to light a fire while his
partner stood guard with a rifle. Nearer came the noise.
They crouched behind the big pine, a rifle pointing out at
each side. At length the dog ran whining to them, be-
hind him was a small animal no bigger than a cat. It

had no protection but its own quills and was commonly
called a porcupine.
At another time Holderman went out and saw a bear.

He succeeded in wounding it, but it escaped and he gave
it a long chase. Finally he thought he had found it. He
heard a rustling in the bushes and fired at the soimd. As
a result he had to pay for a poor widow's only pig. But
practice makes perfect, and to-day Mr. Holderman is one
of the most expert and successful sportsmen in the whole
region. Shoshone.
Bullion Canon, Utab, Feb. 19.

THE IMITATION SPORTSMAN.
BT THE AUTHOR OF "THE BRIDAL TOUR OF THE KENKEDTS."

THE other evening I was sitting by Henry's side at our
comfortable hearthstone sewing, and looking over

at him I saw he was reading the Forest and Stream,
and my thoughts naturally took . me back to our first

housekeeping in a tent, and by the time I had about
reached the doxology of that episode, "How good, O
Lord, that we commenced our life in the Garden of
Eden," Henry gave a great snort over his paper, and I

knew he must be having a little fun while his suft'ering
family was stitching its eyes out in patient silence. So I
went and looked over his shoulder and saw him reading
the "Answers to Correspondents." Now, Henry is an
irreverent man and sometimes laughs at things his
superiors seen no fun in. There was only a little question
about whether or not sportsmen's axe No. 3 was well
liked by the fraternity, and I am sure this was one of the
things Henry did wrong to laugh at, for you, Mr. Forest
AND Stream, answered in youi- gravest, courtliest manner
that it was. I asked Henry what a sportsman's axe No,
8 was, and he said it was a little sawed oft" axe aboiit as
big as a hatchet attached to a leather belt trimmed with
Hamburg edging.
After little he asked me if he had ever told me about

George Devoy. And then, when I replied that he had
not he laid down the paper and began to tell me about
him. I wish to preface his story by saying that I think
Mr. Devoy a very nice gentleman, and that my husband
took advantage of his credulity as he has done with
others equally as good as himself, although I name no
names.
"Many years ago, my dear," he said, "when you were a

little girl in short dresses, I met Mr. Devoy through my
clerical connection with the ofiice of a great railway
magnate. My position on that raih-oad was humble-
Third Past Assistant Keeper of the Book of Car Num-
bers—my salary was small, and my office on the top floor

in a back room at a plain open-front desk; whereas Mr.
Devoy was private secretary of the Supreme Grand Master
himself, he of the frowning glance, the set eye, the iron
jaw and the special car. His salary was commensurate
with the reflected glory of his office, and he sat in a
swing-back office chair with a red velvet cushion and
made out passes with an air that has never been equaled
sinee Hector was a small child. Now, there was a fellow
in my office named Warner, who used to go hunting with
me when he could get away and spent his other time
doing some of the real work of a raih'oad, but who was
never so busy but that he was ripe for mischief, especi-
ally when the Supreme G. M. was out on the road in his
car. And one day he brought me Mi\ Devoy and gave
him to me body and soul for eight delicious weeks. He
introduced me to him with an unwarranted tribute to

my skill as a sportsman, which gave me a suspicion that
something was in the wind, and in the course of conver-
sation Wai'ner, who was my superior in years, position,
sportsmanship and all things else save goodness, paid
such studied deference to my opinion, my slightest sug-
gestion on matters of the chase, that 1 was not whoUy off

my guard when he finally explained that himself and
Mr. Devoy were planning their fall vacation, and had
concluded to try and get me to accompany them on
account of my knowledge of the game resorts, skiU with
the shotgun, etc., etc.; and I said that I would think it

over.
"Well, I thought it over in Warner's company, and the

result was that I named a deep pine forest in northern
Michigan as the objective point, the paradise of all the
paradises of the sone of guas of the earth. Quail? The
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ground was covered -with them. Ruffed gi'ouse? They
weighted the branches of the trees to the ground. Deer
were plentiful and to be had for the asking; and fish-
knowing that here I had a foundation of real fish to build
upon I straightway put more fish in the northern penin-
sula of Michigan than there is water there to hold them.
"In the course of our talks about the trip he told me

about his gun; and I will say right here that if some evil
influence had not possessed some old uncle or grand-
father of Devoy's to leave him that old Westley Richards,
with its combination rim-fire hammers, you might have
known him all your life and never have suspected he was
eloquent; you might have passed him every day and ad-
mii'ed his fine face and faultless attire withoiit knowing
that the real attractiveness and fascination of the man
lay in his graphic descriptions.
"I confess to a somewhat hyperbolic reference to the

game preserves of Michigan, and trust my sin will be re-
membered against "Warner; but when Devoy turned loose
that old sway-back, mule-eared, scatter-bored shotgun at
me, he made me feel as if I hadn't told enough, end that
I owed it to myself to inform him that buffaloes were fre-
quently seen near Kalamazoo. He lied for himself up to
eighty yards, and from there up to a hundred and fifty

put it onto his poor old uncle. And it was pathetic to
notice that even when . it was beyond the eighty yards
boundary he would tell you what kind of a dog it was.

' 'In my peregrinations up and down this vale of tears I
have heard many explanations of why a man missed a
bird, but I never heard such truly plausible ones as he
gave in his preparatory practice at glass balls. And if,

at any time, he fell short, Warner loomed up with arundel-
tinted spectacles to shooc through to overcome the sun-
light, or changed liis position at the score into that of a
man in the act of making a sneak on to a grizzly bear.
"Every morning he would loom up with a portentous

air and the gratifying anouncement that he had loaded a
hundred and fifty shells last night with sixes, or that he
had sent on for a pair of Vermont moccasins to wear
around camp in the evenings. He also bought one of
those little battle axes with the Hamburg edging. I re-
member that Warner let him in on the ground floor for a
gunshy puppy, and he immediately put him in the hands
of a trainer. I always thought that was going a little too
far, although Warner said the dog was all right until the
$25 trainer took him in hand. When, however, Devoy
came into the office one morning and told us that fie had
been sleeping on the floor lately to get himself hardened,
and intimated that he was having some trouble in his
household, we abandoned all our scruples and advisedhim
to get a suit of corduroy of the color of the inside of a
rabbit's ear, and one proud and happy day he wore it

down to the office.

"We were unable to go with him after all. Warner,
with an old trapper, a bag of provisions and a rifle, dis-
appeared in the forests of Elk county, while I took my
old Parker and went out on the Platte. He found a
couple of kindred spirits, however, and brought back
glowing accounts of their trip, and I do hope they were
justified, although, as I said a moment ago, I lay the
blame of whatever he was led to do upon Warner."

As usual, I find it advisable to follow up Mrs. Kennedy's
remarks with something in extenuation and explanation
of the imperfect manner in which she reproduces my
utterances. Of course we all know how hard it is to do
justice to truthful and modest souls when we undertake
to quote them. I have been made to admit that I had a
certain share in what was done to poor Mr. Devoy. Per-
haps in the abandon of a rambling fireside reminiscence
I mayhave intimated as much; but I hereby disclaim any
and all part in the afiair other than what I was compelled
to perform by Warner, who was my superior officer and
very fierce when crossed.

Seriously, though, our hero, while he is a real personage
whom I have not slandered in the least, is typical of yom'
half-caste sportsman. Trifling over his uniform like a
conceited guardsoaan; lying about his prowess; whose
gun is the best in the world, and whose dog is without
spot or blemish; who never misses but by reason of some
extraneous circumstance which you have to listen to with
a straight face: who, when you come to sift him down,
is never so nearly a person of any note whatever as when,
rising out of his obscurity and insipidity, he goes a hunt-
ing and assumes the airs and graces of a person of cun-
ning and skill, engaged in an employment the most
momentous of a man's earthly existence, instead of a
plain, unassuming man, descended, for the moment, from
the really important and manly function of his kind,
work—plain, hard, dignifying, elevating work—to the
simple operation of children of a larger groAvth, play

—

none the less necessary to his well being, perhaps, but
still only play. How ridiculous, how more than childish,
would it appear to us were children to sit around devot-
ing their time and energies to lying about their bats and
balls and trying to outdo each other in the perfection of
their oiitfits, rather than trying to outstrip each other
simply in the enjoyment to be derived from their use.
Should we not conclude that they were only enjoying
themselves because they were having to do with great
things, commonly resorted to by their elders and supe-
riors?

I am going on a train with a dog and am accosted by
one of these people with the overpowering announcement
that he too is a hunter. Now, if he only hunted for play
I might enjoy his enthusiasm and his experience; but I

soon find that it is the greatest agony he can put on and
that his gun has all the old time-worn supernal qualities,

and his dog does all the acts—backing off his point and
coming to notify him, uniformly retrieving birds by their
toes and the tips of then* wings, and so on to the end of
the string; and I say to myself, "You are a curious mix-
ture of a boy and a man, combining whatever qualities
of either go to take away your dignity, and you make a
laughing stock of those who love the sports of the field

and river."

And in this connection I want to just say in passing
that last week while snipe shooting my pointer broke off

in chase of a rabbit, and when I brought him back to be
punished he would not let me lay my hands on him, but
kept moving in front of me in a 'circle. Finally I strode
to the middle of the ring, grabbed my gun, pushed up
the safety and leveled it at him and exclaimed: "Now
you stop or I'll blow your brains out!" And, sir, he just
stood up and held up his forepaws as plain as anybody
was e^er "held up" in his life, and waddled up to me and
lay down.

BIRD NOTES FROM MISSOURI.
THE past winter with us here along the great Missis-

sippi has been a season of peculiarly high tempera-
ture, and is the third one of consecutive mild winters.
The mercury has remained above zero most of the time,
and another uncommon feature of the season is the ab-
sence of snow and rain. For three years we have had
very dry weather, and all the rivers, lakes and ponds have
remained low. Some inland lakes have gone entirely dry,
and thus the feeding grounds of thousands of ducks have
disappeared. And this leads us on to the question that is

being asked in many parts of our land: What has become
of the wild ducks? All along this splendid valley of the
Mississippi there were, but a few years since, thousands of
all kinds of ducks, but now they are seen only in reduced
flocks. Lately I have observed gangs of a dozen or more
mallards flying along the Des Moines, and I recently saw
eight canvasbacks sailing up the Mississippi. Wild geese
reappeared in February. One flock which remained on
the'^ wheat fields here must have had three or four hun-
dred fowls in it.

Some time ago Forest and Stream asked if quail ever
collected in great flocks. My observation and study of
bird and animal life justifies the statement that almost
all species of birds times unite their companies into
one grand brigade. This may be due to certain laws of
migration, or owing to peculiar seasons. In early Decem-
ber I saw a vast flock of grouse which must have num-
bered two thousand birds. This truth is followed by
another one no less apparent that there are but very few
flocks of small numbers. Quail in this region used to
form themselves into immense aggregations. I have ob-
served several flocks in one, and have counted as many
as fifty-five birds in one body.
While visiting in several counties in this State this win-

ter, I found that in some localities there were scarcely
any rabbits, while in other places more favorable for their
existence and protection these animals were flourishing
in plentiful numbers.
The winter has been rather kind to all bird life in this

latitude, 40' north. Some kinds that are migi-atory have
remained here all winter. I have seen many red-headed
woodpeckers, robins and bluebirds. Some February days
were of summer warmth, and a few birds that forsake
this region for a warmer clime, made the mistake of
undertaking the return journey too soon. On the 26th of
that month I saw the first meadow lark of the year.
There was a freezing cold storm from the west, and the
poor lark was seeking shelter on the warm side of an em-
bankment. How I pitied it. The lark is the very earliest
migratory bird we have to return from its southern home.
Other birds are influenced by these severe changes of the
weather, and many of them perish of cold. This is par-
ticularly true of the swallows which are deceived by the
early warm days of spring, followed by cold storms.
Upon several occasions I have found many swallows
and other small migratory birds which had perished from
storms and cold.
Aside of the climate we now now have an additional

enemy of our native birds in the English sparrow. They
should be killed without mercy. I have raised the black
flag in deahng with them, and I have enlisted for the
war in exterminating this pest. Jasper Blines.
Alesandeh, Mo.

SOUNDS OF WOODCOCK AND SNIPE.
HALIFAX, N. S.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your

issue of March 5 a writer quotes as follows: Re-
membering that the bleating of the snipe is only heard
when the bird is rushing downward, with quivering
wings and spread tail, I think the evidence pretty good
that the sound is not vocal, and extracts are given, from
Darwin, to explain why the feathers make the noise.
Now, with all due respect, quotations and extracts and

theories are all very well in their way, but actual, per-
sonal observations are, I think, much better, and with
your kind permission I wish to make a few remarks that
I trust will be taken by your readers in a kindly manner,
as they are intended by me.
Before me is a bound book, printed in London, in the

old English style, called the "Universal Sportsman," in
1799, and turning to page 540 1 take the following: Wood-
cock: "It is common to see them in pairs at the morning
and evening flights and to hear them, when flying, make
a small piping noise, although at other times they are
quite mute."
Here, you will note, is authority that 93 years ago it

was conceded that the woodcock did make a piping noise
and, without doubt, it is meant for a vocal sound.
Now, regarding snipe, with quivering wings, spread

tail, etc., I claim the booming is made at dusk, and long
after dark, when the birds are flying around in circles
overhead (just as the chimney swallows act in the day-
time), and that it is impossible for one to see the snipe
with the naked eye, let alone to be able to describe "the
quiver of the wings and the spread of its tail," and that
you may judge I will mention a few scores from my
journal ao you may see how fairly plently the birds were
and what chances I had of taking notes:
Aug. 8 and 9, "84—Major Walker and self, at Saint Ju-

lian's marsh, killed 33 snipe, (5 cock, 1 rail; Aug. 29 and
30—15 snipe, 4 rail, 5 bittern, 27 yellowleg; Sept. 20 and
21—Capt. Lousada and self, at Saint Julian's, killed 73
snipe, 8 rail, 1 bittern, 1 teal, 1 cock; Sept. 27, 28 and 29—
62 snipe, 9 yellowleg, 2 rail, 5 bittern, 1 cock.
Now, in the evenings, when the shooting was over, guns

cleaned, and things fixed up for the morning, I would go
down to the marsh, sit myself down, light my pipe, and
lay me back and pass the time in listening to the snipe,
flying round and round overhead, going ivho—1, 2—ioho—1, 2

—

ivho—1, 2

—

who— I, 2, and they would keep up this
booming, I call it, continuously (count 1, 2 between the
sounds, which gives pause made by bii'ds between them),
and although the birds would sometimes seem to be close
above my head, yet I can honestly say that I never saw
one of them, and any one who has laid out on the marshes
after dark to shoot the dusky duck when they are coming
down from the fresh-water lakes to feed will back mo up
that ittakes a keen eye to see them, and quick eye and hand
combined to get on and bring them down, and if big ob-
jects like these are so hard to detect, I fail to see how
such a small one as the snipecan jt^e placed and the spread

of wings and tail noted. Here, too, you will hear the
squeak of the great blue heron as he slowly wends his
way to some favorite fishing stand, and if he should come
within range, well overhead between you and the dark
sky, a charge of No. 4 shot intended for a dusky duck
will double him up, and down he will come with a dull
thud to the marsh below.
Many and many an evening have I spent up to my

knees in water, crouching down among the reeds and
flags, waiting for the duck, and bearing the snipe,
circling about, with their slow monotonous ivJio. who,
tvhc^vho; and any one who has listened and heard this
sound would never for an instant confound the noise
with the movement of their wings, as it goes far too
slowly. The wings could not make this peculiar vocal
note, and the bird would have to flap or move them with
more rapidity or else he could not keep himself up in the
air, and if moved rapidly the sound produced would be a
whirl or rushing noise, and not by any means of the same
description as the vocal who, ivho. If some of us agree
that the snipe is able and does produce or make one vocal
sound, which is skeep, and which we are able to note, as
it is done in daylight and under our eye, why insist that
the other notes he may utter, must be caused by the
wings. Surely, if the bird makes one vocal sound he is

quite capable of making others. I have seen them in the
daytime in whisps, flying about and going siceep, sheep,
and marked them pitch right down in front of me, in the
flags and rushes, but I have yet to hear them bleat or
boom when descending in the daytime. On the conti-ary,
all the sounds that I have ever heard in daytime has been
their vocal sAree^?, except that on Aug. 11, 1885, when
shooting on the marsh—our shooting began then Aug. 1
—I heard about and around me v/jZio, loho, who, only not
in veiT loud notes, and for quite a while was puzzled
until I found running about at my feet three tiny young
snipe, which must have been a very late or possilaly
second brood.
Something new in bird life and natm-e is cropping up

every day. A short time ago one of your esteemed cor-
respondents was astonished to find that the woodcock
could and did actually "cock his tail up over his back and
strut." Another was delighted to find that this wonder-
ful bird had a "song equal to the lark," and yet another
testifies that he saw the bird flying about in the daytime
uttering vocal notes like ereeke, creeJce, and all these
gentlemen were quite right,

I sincerely trust they and others will continue their
interesting notes taken in the fields from nature, and not
from books and theories. H, Adsten.

HABITS OF THE RACCOON.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In Zas, G, Latbrop's article in Forest and Stream,
entitled "Coons Catch Rabbits," he says he would like to
know if others have noticed "anything like this." Some
time ago I was talking with a man who used to make a
good living by trapping fur-bearing animals and shooting
ruffed grouse for the market.
In speaking of the habits of the coon he asked me

whether I knew that they sometimes caught rabbits in
the snow. I told him if they did it was isomething new
to me. He said he came by the knowledge in this way:
One winter about five years ago he was up in Mt. Dis-
covery (a mountain north of Boquette River, below Eliz-
abethtowTi, New York) looking for coons that might have
come out during the warm days. He followed one coon
track, which left the rocks of the mountain side and
joined a rabbit runway, which led into a swamp. At a
jjlace in the swamp beside the runway were the remains
of a rabbit that had been kiUed and eaten by the coon. I
asked him whether he thought the coon had run by scent
or sight. He said it was his opinion that the coon had
followed the runway into the swamp and waited for a
rabbit to pass by. The rabbit, probably being overcome
with fear, fell an easy victim to the coon, just as we have
seen rabbits terror-stricken vvlien suddenly confronted by
a dog. He set a trap here at the remains of the rabbit
and caught a coon soon after.

This coon had not carried his prey off" to water for the'
purpose of washing it before eating, as there was no open
water anywhere near.
What tactics the coon employed in taking his prey re-

mains for some one else to tell us, C. M, DttBois,

Essex, N. Y.

Editor Forest and Strem7i:
In Forest a^'d Stream of March 26 Mr. Burnham ex-

presses the opinion that coons do not eat during the
winter. Having had a little experience with coons I
want to tell what I know about them.
W^hile hunting rabbits this winter I tracked a coon to

a hollow tree, and as it was but a short distance from
home I caught him alive and took him home. I put him
in a box with a hole in the side and chained him to the
box. He could move about 6ft. on either side of the box,
and would come out every night except on very cold
nights. He never stirred from the box in the day time,
except two or three times on rainy days. Food was
placed in the box and would be eaten every night except
on very cold nights, I do not think a coon becomes
reaUy torpid when lying up in cold weather, for no mat-
ter how cold the weather is when you find a coon in a
tree he is always sufficiently alive to put up a good hard
fight. When this coon of mine was lying apparently
asleep it was only necessary to touch him to cause him
to spring up business end to the front, ready for a fight.

In regard to their catching rabbits I am sure it is not
common for them to do so, I have hunted rabbits since
I was a foot high in a locality where coons are plenty
and have never seen or heard of coons disturbing them.
As GOons will eat meat of any kind I have no doitbt they
would kill rabbits if they "got the di'op" on them. They
couldn't catch them otherwise. A pet coon will clean
out a poultry yard quicker than a mink. McC.
Eagle Rock, Pa.

Early Birds,—A son of Mr. E. S, Balcome, of this

town, found on his father's farm last Friday—April 10

—

a ground bird's nest with four little chicks in it. Every-
body can have the first robin—they are so common that
we never care to lay claim to them—but a whole nest full

of young birds on the lOth of April certainly entitles the
mother of that family to "the worm,"

—

Canton {N^, Y,)

Vomvwcial Advertiser, April 15,
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ABOUT THE BEAVeR.
INDIAN ROCK, Me.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I send
you some notes on the beaver, what I know from ac-

tual observation, and also what I have learned from
trappers whom I know to be reliable. There are many
curious traits in all wild animals, and I am satisfied that

many statements made in regard to them as facts are

merely guess work. The information I can procure of

the beaver does not extend back more that thirty years,

except in the case of one solitary beaver which was caught
thirty-five or forty years ago, and hardly any one knew
what it was.
In the winter of 1863 a party of five went moose hunt-

ing. After following the track of the moose for a few
miles we came to where another party had turned up the

track, so we left it and started for camp at foot of Winne-
bago Lake. We followed the main inlet most of the way
to the lake. While on the brook we came to a hole in

the edge of the bank, made by what is called a bank
beaver; there had been a light snow which showed the

track of an otter which had gone into the hole, and as we
could see nothing of beaver tracks, we concluded the

otter had killed the beaver and eaten it. About one mile

below we came to another hole, and fomid the beaver

was out after food ; he was but a short distance away.
We killed him and carried him to camp, That was the

only beaver seen that winter, yet there were then old works
such as dams and houses, made years before, but for some
cause or other the beaver left this part of the country
years before, and did not put in an appearance until about
1862.

Since then they have become quite plenty. It was sup-

posed by some that a bank beaver belonged to a species

different from the house beaver, but I am satisfied they

are one, and the only difference is when one gets strayed

from his family he linds a good location on some brook
whete there is a spring (and the water does not prove very
hard), and digs a hole in the bank (under water), makes
his nest in the ground above high water mark, and when-
ever he wants food goes out after it, instead of laying in

a supply as the house beaver does. Every mark about a
bank beaver is the same as a house beaver; a solitary or

bank beaver never builds a dam or house; whenever you
find a house or dam, you will find a family of two or

more.
Beavers are first-class engineers, they know the exact

spot to build their dam and the height they must be
built, so as to have about one-half of the floor ©f their

house under water. They eat and sleep on the same
floor, which is on the ground, they (sometimes) build

their house on the bank of a stream where the water is

5 or 6ft. deep and having a hole run from the stream to

their house. Their dams are built in three different

forms, sometimes the lower side is concave, some are

convex and some straight across the brook or stream.

They keep them in good repair as long as they have any
use for them, they never leave houses (in winter) except

to go into their pond to get their food, which is sunk
near the hoiise, xinless there is an open place not far dis-

tant and there is a warm spell. A person not acquainted
with their habits and houses might pass them lor days

,
(after snow had covered them) and think the house a
.boulder or pile of brush, nearly the shape and size of an
. ordinary haycock; they never come outside their house
L (in winter) to show any sign of their being in that vicinity.

I have read a statement that whenever a beaver cuts a

•tree it invariably falls to the ground; such is not the

iact, as I have seen several that were lodged in other

itrees, and one in particular, a white birch, which a bank
ibeaver had cut in the winter, that it could not fall.

When the beaver had cut it off it slipped from the stump
rand stood as straight in the snow as it did before it was
icut; the beaver cut it four times and the four sticks stood

;as straight side by side as any man could place them.
What I have written can be proven by reliable parties.

There are many traits that I have heard mentioned that

would not be believed. In my estimation the beaver is

ithe nearest to a reasonable animal of any in the Maine
woods. C. J. Richardson.

AS TO RATTLESNAKES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
For the last four years I have spent the most of the

summer in Pike county, Pennsylvania, a county in which,

according to some accounts, are abundant rattlers, and
during that time have met only four. In some of the dry

and rocky places, especially on dry and scrubby ridges,

they are undoubtedly quite numerous. But unless a
person goes on a regular hunt for them he will not often

meet one. In midsummer, July and August, they come
• down from the high ground arid go into the swamps and
ibogs, and ramain there until early fall.

In all my encounters with them I have found them to

'.be peaceable when not molested, and to act entirely on
ithe defensive. Moreover, they nearly invariably give

^warning when approached. I killed two last summer,
fone of which was 4ft. 4m. long, while the other pos-

sessed three fangs instead of two; two on one side of the

iupper jaw and one on the other.

Could the editor, or any of the readers of Fobest and
Stream, give a reason for rattlesnakes' color varying from
as black as a blacksnake to a handsome yellow with
chocolate markings? Some hold that it is sex; but I do
not credit this at all; as the yeUow in some species fades

into light or dark brown, and in others the reptile is dull

black.
The popular belief that these snakes have a new rattle

each year is also, I think, erroneous; as a 3ft. snake will

often have as many rattles as a shake 4jft. long. Of
course they may lose or break off rattles occasionally,

but I do not think the theory to be correct.

New sroBK CiTT. Theodore Monell.

"Woodcock."—Brewer, Maine, Jan. 30.—Deay Sir An-
toine Binsette: We heard what you been wrote it wood-
cock. We want for tell it you, you don't been know it

those bird name what you call him woodcock. He log-

'cock. Cogs, he's big trees; loood, he's chop it up for fire.

: S'posin'Jjnbu gone woods you seen it those bird on log—big
^,.ee_hang it side tree just like pitchmengan side person;

inever you see him leetle bush for fire, 'cause he's log-

cock, don' go dar. Very much we s'prise you caU him
woodcock; What for you don' know logs—'cause French-

mans? When you seen him next time dose bird, you call

ihim logcock, like what is. We like what you wrote it

letter. We think so ourself. We decent man, don' kill

leetle bird, only once, that time we gone 'splorin' bh-ds'

egg, for collecting. I tell you we got j)ile those egg—qua-
bird, alabama bird, great many bh-d we got it that time.

We don't thought no harm, 'cause did it ourself. Friend
Fannie P. Hardy she wrote itdis letter. S'pose don' spell

well don' be blame it us. Your truly friend, Big Sebat-
TIS MiaCHELL.

Reported Death of J. C. Cahoon.—A dispatch from
HaUfax. N. S., dated April 30, says: A special from St,

Johns, N. F., says: "J. C. Cahoon, an American natural-

ist, was killed while gathering eggs at Carslett, Placentia

Bay. While under a nest overhanging a cliff his strength

failed. He let go his hold on the rope and dropped 70f fc.

and struck on the rocks. His body rolled into the sea

and has not been recovered." Mr. Cahoon was well
known among bird men as a collector of skins and eggs.

A 10ft. Sponge.—^There is on exhibition at a store in

Pearl street an enormous sheep's wool sponge, which is

said to be the largest one ever obtained. It measui-es
10ft. in circumference, and is 2ft. thick, being quite solid

throughout. It was fished up near the Bahama Islands

by the crew of a vessel engaged in that trade, and, judg-
ing by the stories of the fishermen, they had a tough
time in getting their prize aboard. Being in a small
dinghy when the hooks fastened themselves in the
sponge, the men nearly upset their boat in the effort to

haul the sponge to the surface. When it was finally

secured, the iron prongs of the hook had become straight-

ened out under the tremendous weight. When thoroughly
soaked this monster sponge is said to hold ten pailfuls of

water.—iVe?/) YorJc Times.

km^ ^nd ^ntf.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Game La/ws.

WILDFOWL IN OREGON.
Editor Forest ami Stream:
When man was young on this little world of ours, and

it was a struggle between him and other species of ani-

mal life to determine the question propounded at a later

date by Darwin as to which was the fittest to stirvive—in
those days when books were neither written nor read,

when the flint was made to do that which at a later date
could not be done with anything short of Schultze's pow-
der and a hammerleas gun, all mardsind, regardless of

"age, sex or previous condition," lived out their lives in
the open air, and hunting and fishing were not so much a
pastime as a necessity; and necessary labor, generally
speaking, seldom has much of the charm of sport about
it. A man's reputation in those days depended on his

ability to capture game and fish. Our love of field sports

is simply an inheritance handed down to us by those early
ancestors, a taint of the free and easy life led by them
that assumes in us the importance of instinct. So we find

the best men and some of the best women going to the
duck lakes and trout streams for their sport and recreation.

The green woods, the smiling lakes and the sparkling
streams infuse new life and vigor into the stiffening sin-

ews and hardening clay. The heart throbs quicker and
its energy draws from the pure, fresh, balm-laden air a
new lease of life. The eye sparkles, the blood dances,
and we forget that time has already commenced to fore-

close its mortgage on our dust. If women were encour-
aged to take this tonic instead of the doctor's pills, our
race would grow healthier and better instead of weaker
and more vicious. My wife has her own little No. 16
breechloading shotgun, her own shell-sack, rod, reel,

creel, etc., and knows how to use them, and you can see

the effect in her cheeks. The pride in casting a neat fly

and making a good s'not does not seem to interfere with
her household accomplishments, and she can cook can-
vasback and trout to the queen's taste. But like all

hunters she has her experiences, and in this connection I

will relate one of them.
Probably the most famous canvas lake in this country

is Greene's Lake on the Washington side of the Columbia,
near Knapp's Landing. The lake is about one and a half

miles long by half a mile in width, and is almost a solid

bed of wapatos—the great food of canvasbacks in this

country, At this season of the year the wapato tops are
not yet down, and there is only a comparatively narrow
strip of water throtrgh the center of the lake where the
water is too deep for them to thrive. Last November
my paid wife and I went there for a hunt. I wiU tell it

straight. We left Portland at 9 A. M. on the Lucia
Mason, landed at Knapp's at 11 A. M., walked across the
meadow half a mile to Lake River, which we crossed,

walked a hundred yards to the shanty, where duck boat
and decoys were stored, launched the boat with the cargo
and crew made up as follows, viz.: In the bow of the

boat four sacks of decoys, then two shell sacks, next two
guns, next wife, next dog, and lastly your humble ser-

vant with barely standing room in the stern of the boat.

The wapatos were so rank that I had to pole the boat out

to deep water. The good ship had just reached the edge
of deep water when the pole broke, throwing me off my
balance. Now, all hunters are agreed that if ever an
accident occurs the dog is just where he ought not to be
and does just what he ought not to do. As I said, I lost

my balance, and throwing my right foot back to re-

establish my equilibrium, stepped on the dog. Of course

he did what any educated dog would do under the cir-

cumstances—jumped. I fell on the side of the boat. The
boat did what any staunch duck boat would do under the
circumstances-dipped and filled. I don't propose fur-

ther to disgi'ace my family by describing the scene that

followed, or relating how we got otit, but the dog swam
ashore, sat on the bank and for about an hour and a half

watched one of the most remarkable exhibitions of very
civil engineering, on a small but interesting scale, ever

seen.
My wife was too proud a hunter to get hysterical and

would not acknowledge much, but I noticed that she
afterward questioned me closer than usual as to what I

would do without her. Honestly, I believe she thought
she was going to drown. Our soundings showed 13ft.—

3ft. of water and lOft, of mUd, Kind-hearted Mrs.
Knapp with dry flannels and generous care soon made
her forgetful of the shipwreck, but I observed that
during the rest of our stay she amused herself in the
swales with the jacksnipe. Her confidence in me as a
navigator seemed to have diminished.
Speaking of jacksnipe I wish to be understood as

simply adopting the name for this very gamy little bird

by which he is universally recognized here. I am doubt-
ful, however, whether this is his correct name; but I

would rather bag one than a goose. They are very plen-

tiful, particularly during the months of November and
December, but the ordinary hunter's bag is seldom con-
clusive evidence of that fact. Many hunters who are
considered dead shots on duck find great difficulty in
getting "on to" them. The best bag I ever made in one
day was of fifty-two, on what is known as the Wapato
Lake, about two miles above East Portland; but two
gentlemen gathered in 150 in one day not long since

among the marshes at the mouth of Scappoose Creek,
about twenty miles below Portland, on Willamette
Slough.
The jacksnipe is regarded as among the finest of our

feathered game by all sportsmen, and as potting them is

out of the question the small boy and pot-hunter turn
from them in disgust, as they do from the wonderful
Mongolian pheasants, of which more anon. Two hunters,

secured a very nice bag of jacksnipe last fall within the
limits of the city of Portland, at the south end of Guild's
Lake. As a rule hunting jacksnipe is hard work. They
use that pare of the lake where the water is not deep
enough to float a duck, just aboiit that part where the
cows browse on the juicy wapato stem s or tops dm-ing
the hot summer months when the water is very low, as

you will observe when you look for the snipe in Novem-
ber. As every Oregon hunter knows, the snipe has a dis-

agreeable habit of flushing just as you step in to one of

these aforesaid cow tracks, and my experience has taught
me that at this interesting moment (if you shoot at all)

the chances are two to one that you will hit yoiu- dog in-

stead of the snipe. This malicious habit of the jacksnipe
is distressingly irritating to fat men with short legs.

On the 21st day of November, 1885, the Oregon Legis-

lature made it unlawful for the term of six years from
that date to injure, take, kill, expose or offer for sale or

have in possession, except for breeding purposes, any
ringneck Mongolian pheasant, any green Japanese pheas-
ant, any copper pheasant or scholmeringu, any tragopan
pheasant, silver pheasant, or golden pheasant, being the

species of pheasants imported into this State by the Hon.
O, N. Denny, ex-United States Consul- General to

Shanghai, China; the penalty upon conviction being a
fine of not less than $50 nor more than $100, and in de-

fault of payment of the fine imposed imprisonment in the

county jail at the rate of one day for each $2 of the fine

imposed.
The best citizens and various clubs put forth great ex-

ertions to enforce this law and protect these beaittiful

birds ; but there is a class of people in every State and in

every community who have not the fear of the law in

their hearts, and that resort to mean and despicable

methods to subvert and render inoperative these beneficent

laws which were enacted as much for their ultimate
pleasure and good as for that of other and better people.

These people would be indignant if accused of being petit-

larceny thieves, and yet proudly boast of bagging three

or four dozen of these lovely birds; in open violation of a
good law and a sportsman's honor. But the Mongolian
pheasants are hardy birds, and have learned to put their

trust in their own cunning and activity rather than in the
statute laws of the State, for protection.

They have come to stay in spite of the unmanly efforts

to desti'oy them, and they are prospering and becoming
pretty well distributed over western Oregon and Wash-
ington, They are beautiful beyond description; the cocks
boasting the most gorgeous plumage of all the feathered
tribes of earth. Their stunning loveliness would make a
rainbow turn pale with envy.
But I must tell you of the characteristics and peculiar-

ities that not only preserve these magnificent birds from
annihilation but make them the gamiest of all game
bii'ds. Unlike the common grouse and pheasant, they
never "tree" (in the parlance of the country m-chin).

They will lead the dogs not only a long chase but a lively

gallop before flushing, their flight is irregular and strong,

they light on the dead run and "keep a-runain'," and
will carry off a handful of No. 6. They are very pug-
nacious and often visit the neighboring barnyards just

for the fun of licking the boss rooster; in fact their well-

known pugnacity has been turned to good account in
capturing them alive. I have been told by persons,

whose reputations for truth and veracity in other matters
have never been questioned, that they have witnessed
something like the following: Tie a barnyard rooster

out in a "burn." The rooster crows, the pheasant accepts
the challenge (his answer much resembling the crow of a
spring chicken) and comes forth to fight. Unless he kills

his antagonist early in the fight he will become so infat-

uated with his job and so oblivious of his surroundings
that he can be easily taken.
This generous country with its equable climate seems

peculiarly suited to them, and they have readily accom-
modated themselves to their new home. Other wildfowl
might profitably take a few lessons from the Mongolian
on various points. The Willamette Valley farmers say
that the female will lead her brood to the field of ripen-

ing grain and, flying slowly close over the wheat, whip
out with her wings a fat breakfast for the young long-

ta,ils in a few minutes. This is undoubtedly an innova-
tion upon the time-honored custom of pulling down the
stalks—the only plan in general use adopted by other
grain-eating fowl.

Those that have eaten the Mongolian pheasant unre-
servedly declare him to be the best of all wildfowl.

Portland, Oregon. 8. H, GREENE,

FOBBST AND Stbkam. Box 3,833, N, Y. city, has deasrlptive lUns-
trated circulars of W. B. Lemngweirs book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wMoh will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
aounced by "Nanit." "Gloan," "Dick Swlveller," "Syblllene" and
uther competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject

Names and Portraits oir Birds, by Gurdon Trumbuu. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Jdentfiy without aneBtion ail the American game birds which
tbey may kill. Cloth, flSO pages, prlca $a.eo. For sale by Fobbst
iJTPSXBBAX.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, HI., April 15.—To-day the duck season

closes in Illinois, and the troxit season opens in Wis-
consin. One continuous round of pleasure. As for the
duck season now ended there seems little reason to call it

anytning but a changeful and capricious one in shooting,
though perhaps that is all that can be said for any duck
season. The birds have certainly been seen over our
marshes in unusual abundance. That is the main and
cheering fact, and I am glad we have so few heavy spring
bags to report. I have shot ducks in the spring myself,
and I know many goodish sort of men who do the same,
but the practice "^is falling off as it should very well do.

Anything to save the birds. I believe that the spirit ex-
pressed in that wish is on the increase in this country.
There is getting to be more of a popular interest in game
laws. The whole people must be convinced of their ne-
cessity, The voices of a few sportsmen make small noise,

but tiie voice of general protest against the destruction of

our fish and game was never so apparent before in this

region.
As to the ducks, more Bpecifically. On Camberland

marsh more ducks have been killed than in any one sea-

son for five years. On Mak-saw-ba marsh the shooting
has been hard, but the birds abundant. There are not
very many hard-working shooters in Mak-saw-ba Club,
but^those who did work got birds. At Lake Senachwine,
in the Illinois River country, the feed seems to have been
good, and the shooting has been pretty regular. On Tel-

leston marsh, Little Calumet, the fowl have been abund-
ant as usual and more so. This is choice property. A
year ago last fall Mr. Alex. Semple shot on Tolleston

marsh on seven consecutive Mondays, stopping at about
3 P. M. on each day to take the train in to the city. His
bag for the seven days was 331 ducks and 93 snipe. This
is within 30 miles of" Chicago. I think this a record not
often beaten. This spring I do not hear definitely much
from Tolleston. You have to hunt hard for Tolleston
news, though why this should be I am sure I don't know.
Beyond all question the feature and the chief cause of

wonder for this season has been the jjrolonged and tre-

mendous flight of ducks in that much derided and much
settled up locality, the Fox Lake region. They tell me
this passes belief. One of the market-shooters there
shipped 500 ducks, the ijroduct of his single gun in three
days shooting. Everybody who went up there w^ithin the
past two weeks seems to have hit it right. Billy Mussey
is jasfc back. He got 61 in two days. Charlie Burton had
several.good bags. Fred C. Donald also got a fine lot.

Al Knox got 73 one day. Ed. Cleaver, Will Price, Charlie
Carhart, Frank Floyd and numbers of others also had
fine shooting. At the opening of this week there were
about 3,000 canvasbacks working on Fox Lake, and prob-
ably 15,000 bluebills.

From Hennepin Chib I do not hear much, except that
Geo. Davis got a good lot there a little while back. This
is in the mallard country, but the mallards seem to have
been scarce all this spring,

A]pril ic?.—Snipe were chiefly absent before this week,
but ai-e now coming in. They are all over the Cumber-
land, Water Valley and Koutts country on the Kankakee
to-day. Earlier in the week they were at Gillman, on
the Illinois Central road. Last Wednesday Percy Stone
and Rolla Heikes picked up fifteen right around Wheaton,
To-day is soft weather with warm rains, and unless ap-
pearances are very deceiving we shall hear- of heavy bags
of jacksnipe made to-day and to-morrow. I should try
it myself down at Shelby, Ind., if there were not a pre-
viously formed arrangement, by which my friends Hirth
and Harryman and myself are to open the bass season
for ourselves at Momence, on the Kankakee River, to-

mon-ow afternoon. From now on the fishing interests

wiU be looking up as compared with field shooting.
The executive committee of the Illinois State Sports-

men's Association have been busy lately in their arrange-
ments for the annual spring shoot, June 9 to 13, inclusive.

The cash prizes already foot up a greater total than at

any previous shoot here, and will go so much larger still

that it is likely the aggregate will show larger than at
any shoot of the entire circuit this year. Comparatively
little merchandise will be offered in prizes, though I

notice Secretary Shepard came around to ask about that
annual missionary copy of FOREST AND Stream, But
then Forest and Stream isn't merchandise. It's more
like currency. By the way, Mr. Wm. .J. Starr, of Eau
Clare, Wis. , was in town the other day. He visited a
sporting goods house here, and reporting his conversa-
tion later the gentlemanly salesman who supplied his
wants said to me, "I have a compliment for your paper.
Mr. Starr says it is the only gentlemanly paper published
in the line of field sports. It's clean." That's about so.

I see that my friend Charlie Budd fell down against
Jim Elliott's liill in Kansas City the other day, in a little

entanglement aboixt a "championship" cup. Charlie
only got 46 and James A. R. got 49 out of 50. The latter

therefore retains the "championship," in spite of six
recent Waterloos. Six Waterloos are a good many. But
then, 49 out of 50 are a good many, too.

That sweet thing, Harvey McMurchy is not, it appears,
on the coast at all. He was here last Tuesday, enjoying
himself with the "grippe," but promised to start for St.

Paul that night and to be back in Chicago in time for the
Illinois shoot. It seems that Mr. McMurchy and Mr.
Haggerty got into a little entanglement last week, down
in St. Louis, Mr. McMurchy 96 out of 100 live birds, Mr.
Haggerty 85. This was a strictly private, social race,
scores suppressed. ]\Ir. Haggerty kept his suppressed all

right,

Mr, A. G. Spalding has retired from baseball and now
says he intends to get acquainted with his business a
little. The sport of baseball is much a scheme, and is

up and down
,
always a matter of fight and faction. The

spirit of field sports is sweet and undisturbed, perennial
and pleasant. I sincerely trust that some one of Mr.
Spalding's lieutenants will sell him a gun and a fishing
outfit and make a reformed man out of him.
A week ago Chicago had a baby lion, born at Lincoln

Park, Last Wednesday evening it died. Its mother was
Maggie, the big and popular lioness known by all visitors

of the Park. Maggie died on the same day of the birth
of the little fellow, and the keepers smothering their
regret for the loss of the old pet, put the lion kitten in
the charge of an Irish setter female. The setter and the
cub took to each kindly, and for a timeseemed to flourish
in their strange relation. The cub was about as large as
a full-grown cat. Soon, however, the baby lion began

to pine away, and passed in his checks last Wednesday.
The setter made a great outcry over her foster baby's
death, and fought those who came to take it away.
Since then she has been inconsolable, for she had been
very proud of her baby lion, as indeed the keepers and
all Chicago had been. So the animals have tragedies,
too.

Last week I sent to Forest and Stream a copy of a
game law bill passed by the Senate April 9. This bill is

not a law, and we hope it cuts no figure, for it is not the
bill introduced by oiu- sportsmen's" committee, but one
presented in the Senate by Senator Hamer. The sports-
men's bill was introduced in the House Committee, and
it passed the committee favorably, though it will doubtless
meet opposition on the floor of the House, on account
especially of one clause attached to it, which exempts a
warden specifically from action in damages for a wi-ong
seizure or prosecution. This clause may or may not be
constitutional, but is probably unfortunate. At this date
we cannot learn what the fate of the sportsmen's bill will

be, thought it is thought that by next Tuesday something
will be kno^vn. Recent developments point to an adjourn-
ment of the Legislature at an early date, and it can only
be hoped that the measures wished by the sportsmen
shall go through.

It was really very pretty, so says Dr. Bartlett, our State
Fish Commissioner, to see how the sportsmen's commit-
tee tangled up and got away with Col. Bond and his game
dealer cohorts before that House committee. There were
Mr. Wolfred N. Low, of this city, for the State Association,
and Ml'. Clarence Knight, the able attorney who assists

the Fox River Association, and Mr. F. A. Baird, also for
the latter body, and Mr. Hawley, of Dundee, all agreed
for the sportsman's bill, which, of course, includes the
clause shortening the selling season for the dealers.

Against these Col. Bond made certain statements as to
the dates in other States, but the boys were loaded for
him—had a copy of the Booh of tlie Game Loh's, I be-
lieve—and could quote dates a shade better than he could.
"Col. Bond was knocked out," said Dr. Bartlett, "andtlie
boys beat the dealers altogether, in a square fight before
the committee. I never heard a more diplomatic, able
and convincing effort in my life than Mr. Low made.
And the bill went through with the committee right there."
Pity if it doesn't beconoe a law, as it deserves to be. The
point taken by the speakers for the sportsuien was just
this: The only way to prevent the destruction of game
is to prevent its sale, and the effort at that should he in
cutting off the inducement for the killers to kill. This is

just the doctrine so often presented in these columns. It

goes beyond the warden system pure and simple, for the
latter means to stop the killing while the inducement to
kill stiU exists. And on this very basis the dealers were
beaten by our men. We ought to remember that.

I regret to announce publicly what has been known
privately for a time as a certainty—the closing out of the
Jenney & Graliam Gun Co. Since coming to then- new
location they have made but little over their heavy ex-
penses, and having a chance to sell their three years'
lease at a profit of $6,000, they took it and willclose.
This was voluntary and not forced. E. Hough.

NOTES ON DEER HUNTING.

CCHELMSFORD, Mass., MB,rch 2B.—Editor Forest mid
! Stream: A late experience in fox hunting, coupled

with the article of Mr. Geo. H. Wyman on "The Traits of

the Virginia Deer" in Forest and Stream of March 19, has
suggested a few remarks. One of the pleasures of pe-
rusing a sporting journal is the comparing of notes with
the experience of other sportsmen. Your Boise City cor-
respondent struck the key note of the spirit of sport in

remarking that "it is not the kilUng of deer that makes
sport, but the chase, and Iam as well contented without the
killing as with." His idea of sport in that line is shoot-
ing on a runway before a deerhound in company with his

friends. This statement will accord with the feelings of
experienced huntsmen in every section.

That the hounding of deer is especially "a slaughter of
the innocents" is a mistaken oi)inion, and I agree with
Mr. Wyman that one good still-hunter can arrange to kill

more deer in a week than a party of several will get at
different runways before hounds. There are exceptions
to all rules. While agreeing with the general tenor of

Mr. W.'s article and as to the time a deer takes to water
when pursued by a hound, will say that in the backwoods
of Ontario I have known a band of six red deer take to

the lake in ten or fifteen minutes after being started by
the hounds. The hunter in this case made a pot slaughter
by killing five of the six with gun and paddle. As an
offset to this, a friend of mine killed seven deer on a stiU-

hunt in Michigan in one day, not over three deer being
seen together at any time.
Regarding the destruction by deer hounding much de-

pends upon the caliber and training of the hounds. With
the average hound pitted against the average four-year-
old doe or buck, the latter are able to protect themselves,
in a great degree, by sagacity, flight or fight, unless the
hounds are aided by a large scattering of hunters stationed
at various runways. The pleasurable excitement of the
chase holds good either with deer or foxes. The deep
baying of the deerhound when on the scent, changing to

the glad, eager cry when in sight of its quarry is appre-
ciable music to the patient waiter on the ridge, runways,
or in the canoe.
The foxhound commences baying and barking from

the moment of striking a fresh fox track, and the cry is

increased in rapidity and volume as the scent gets

stronger and the pace* more rapid. It is marvelous how
they supply wind for so much noise and action.

The hunter, understanding the habits of the fox and
the corresponding action of his hound, will know from
the voicing of the latter about where to station himself
to intercejit the wily fox, who lias, perhaiis, been started
when himself on the trail of a partridge. Unless very
hard pressed Mr, Fox will either cncle round or by some
stratagem take the back door to the point of starting,

and. the alert sportsman will at times be kept in lively

motion to speedily gain desirable positions when the
chase is nearing him.
Mr. L. Douglas, of this place, who during the past

winter has secured with dog and gun nine foxes in this

vicinity and two on the borders of New Hampshire, in-

vited me last week to ti'y my luck with him at fox hunt-
ing, which invitation was gladly accepted. Starting
early, when we came to a fork of two main roads with a
newly made timber road near by, and an open field and

swamp on the right, he showed me where, by stationing
himself at this point, he had shot three foxes within a
month.
On reaching the swamp, which was frozen over suffi-

cient to traverse by using care, we found tracks of rab-
bits, partridges, mink and fox impressed ta the newly
fallen snow. The morning was too cold for the hound to
scent well, and after trailing several diflierent tracks by
sight, he invariably returned to us without getting up a
full cry. At a certain intersection of two brooks we
found numerous mink tracks, some of which were so
large that D. concluded to return in the afternoon and
set a couple of traps for them.
While indulging in a rest, a lunch and a chat regarding

the habits of the fox, my friend spoke of one that watched
him. Seeing his tracks repeatedly at a certain crossing
of the road in angle line with a stone wall, he had for
several mornings started out early to try and intercept
him. As the fox did not "show up,'' and as his tracks
led up to a large rock on the hillside overlooking the
road, D. concluded the fox could also play at the game
of intercepting; consequently to beat his game, an unusu-
ally early start was made one morning, and D. stationed
himself where he could overlook the rock, and soon Mr.
Fox came trotting along and sneaked up on the rock
where he sat watching for the usual coming of his hunter.
A charge of BB shot from the rear stopped his watching.
This reminded me to remark that bears will indulge in
similar watch meetings at times.
Last spring, while walking with Sam Crowle from his

shock to the crossing of the IlHcilliwact near its junction
with the Columbia, he was complaining of the bears who
were constantly chasing and sometimes killing his pigs.

There were fresh tracks along the trail, and Sam re-

marked that quite likely some of the bears wore then
watching us. After he had rowed me across the river I
proceeded on my way to Revelstoke, and he had not gone
over a quarter of a mile on his return trij), when after
passing a large fallen tree he heard a slight noise, and on
looking around he saw a black bear on top of the wind-
fall facing him. As bruin quickly turned to jump down
Sam sent him a .44-caliber bullet as a salutation, which
traversing his body from flank to shoulder laid him out
quivering. This bear had evidently lay within ten feet
of us when we passed him on the trail.

After lunch, Douglas said wp had better go on a mile
or more to a fox borrow he knew of, and then if the dog
did not strike a fresh scent we would defer the hunt until
the next flurry of snow. From the present outlook that
will be a long postponement. Wayland.

SHORE BIRD SHOOTING.
BOSTON.—The spring shooters along the Massachu-

setts shore are making some good bags this year,
though not all are fortunate. Mr. Gordon Plummer, of
the Boston Leather Co. , is a lover of spring shooting, as
indeed he is of any sort of shooting, and many is the
trip for shore birds that he is the author of. Indeed he
is on record almost every season, fall and spring, for
going shooting, and generally with remarkably good
luck. This time it was a good company that went down
to Nantucket, a little over a week ago, composed of Mr,
Plummer, E, S, Grew. W, H, Rothwell, W, E, Plummer,
all of Boston, with Will Mason, of Providence. They
were away about a week, and came back with a score of

187 birds, 100 of which were brant geese. They brought
home 87 brant, having used several at the house where
they stopped. These Ijirds, together with several eider
ducks, black ducks and sheldrake and old squaws in
abundance, they had on exhibition for their friends the
other day. It was a bag seldom seen in these days of
scarcity of game, and only brings with the pleasure of

the hunters the pity that they killed so many birds on
their way north to breed.
The spring shooting is also reported to have been exeel-

lent in the vicinity of Portland, Me., and more especially

at Pine Point. Geese and wooddack were taken with a
number of brant and an abundance of lesser birds, such
as sheldrake, old squaws, etc. A large number of local

sportsmen took part in the shooting. In the vicinity of
Biddeford Pool good shooting was also reported. Alto-
gether the spring shooting has been better than usual
this year. Special.

ROCHESTER AND VICINITY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Some very practical people may be glad to know that

canoe and yacht clubs are of some other use occasionally

than causing men to fool (?) away their time several

weeks in the year, and may approve of the action of the
canoe and yacht clubs of this city in holding a joint meet-
ing lately for the purpose of enlisting the members in the
project of the Government to form a lake naval organiza-
tion for the protection of the lake cities in case of war.
The snipe are here and several fair bags are reported,

the best being that of E. O. Sage and Dr. Stoddaxd, of

this city, who brought in ten as the result of a day's
shooting. The only trout fishing heard from so far is that

of the Caledonia Club on the opening day, when several

members made good scores. The dealers in tackle report
trade very brisk for this season.

The Monroe Sportsmen's Association has put out the
following quantities of fish: In Oatka Creek 50,000 brook
trout: in the tributaries of Irondequoit Creek 50,000 brook
trout; in the tributaries of Oatka Creek 50,000 brook trout;

in Burned Swamp Creek 10,000 brook trout; in Old Allen
Creek 25,000 brown trout: in the Hoffman Creek 5,000

brook trout; in the Genessee River above the city 100,000

wall eyed pike; in Irondequoit Bay 1,000,000 wall-eyed
pike; in Black Creek 50,000 wall-eyed pike; in Lake On-
tario in the vicinity of Rochester 12,000,000 wall-eyed
pike; in Irondequoit Creek above Float Bridge an indefi-

nite number of channel pickerel; in the Genessee River
above the city a large number of native black bass from
six to eight inches in length; in Irondequoit Bay an in-

definite number of Oswego bass and in Long Pond a very
large number of bass, channel pickerel and wall-eyed
pike. At the meeting when it was decided to do the
work just detailed, Monroe H. Green, of Caledonia,
brother of the lamented Seth Green, was present and pre-

sented some very interesting points; also advised as to

the waters to be stocked and the kind and quantity suita-

ble for each. Since April first, game i^rotector Schwartz
has captured and destroyed seventeen gill and fyke nets.

This is a good showing and added to his past record
marks him as one of our most efficient protectors,
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Since writing: the trout fishing notes, I have learned
that Dr. E. M. Srantor and Charles Ballard, of this city,

have been on a successful trip to Wyoming county,
and caught about forty nice trout, but owing to county law
were unable to bring them home. Osceola.

OiiEASiNa Game.—Windsor, N. C—Editor Forest and
Stream: I read in Forest and Streaivi of April 9 what
"Old Man" says about creasing an elk, which reminds
me of a circumstance I have heard my father relate. He
was a very successful deer hunter. His manner of himt-
ing was to ride thi-ough the forest with two trained deer
dog?; when they showed signs of game ho would cock
both barrels of his gun, and when the deer got up he was
quite sure to kill it before it could get out of range. Bat
on this occasion the game was an old and wise buck
which got up and off before a shot could reach him; and,
therefore, the only way to kill him was to put spurs and
head him at a runway, Avhich my father did Just in time
to shoot him down. Dismounting, he at once proceeded
to cut the old fellow's throat, but just as the knife was
about to enter the neck the buck became vei-y lively and
began to rise; but father held on, and with the assistance
of the dogs (which arrived by this time) succeeded in cut-
ting his throat. On examination it was learned that only
one shot had hit the deer, and this had cut the skin just
back of the horns.

—

Cashier.

Grouse Chokers.—-'Coll" Richardson, one of the
Square Pond grouse "chokers," was fined $20 and costs

by the Tolland county Superior Court yesterday for snar-
ing two partridges in September last—before the law was
oi?. It will be remembered that Richardson was cap-
tured in the act of taking partridges from his snares by
one of Detective W. 0. Fielding's men, who was in the
employ of the Connecticut Association of Farmers and
Sportsmen for the Protection of Game and Fish of this
city. President A. C. Collins prosecuted Richardson at
the Justice Court at Ellington, and Attorney Charter, of
Rockville, appeared for the defendant. Justice Leonard
imposed a fine of $15 and costs and Richardson ajDpealed
to the Superior Court, with the result as above stated.
Rather than pay his fine Richardson went to jail. It

would be well for all persons to obey the game and fish

laws.

—

Hartford, (Conn.) Times, April 16.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Teri-itories and British Provinces are given in the Book of

the Game Laxos.

SHEDDING TEETH IN SALMON.
AN interesting observation of Mr. Dennistoun on the

loss of teeth in the Atlantic salmon while in fresh
water was brought to our attention by Mr. Clarence M.
Roof in connection with the following letter;

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Alexander Dennistoun, the former jjresident of

the Labrador Company, and probably one of the most
expert and experienced salmon fishermen of the present
day, sends me from Edinburgh the inclosed article in re-

lation to the Labrador salmon, which must be of great
interest to all anglers. The writer, one of the lessees of
the Romaine, to which he refers, was a guest of Mr.
Dennistoun's at the Mingan at the time spoken of in the
accompanying article. The score of the Romaine alluded
to was made by the other lessee, Mr. Chas. Fitch, presi-

dent of the Waltham Watch Co., Newton, Mass.
It may be of interest to add that in the pool above the

falls on"the Romaine there has been for several years
during the season a salmon that the Indians say is "as
big as a canoe.'' He used to roll"about everyday in the
most aggravating manner and show his immense proj^or-

tions above water, but could not be induced to take a fly.

One day, however, whUe Mr. Fitch was getting out his
line preparatory to making the cast from the rock above
what is known as the "Ladies' Pool," he hooked the fish

above mentioned, which jumped entirely out of the
water, showing his immense size, scarcely the length of
the rod from Mr. Fitch; this unexpected turn of affairs so
excited Mr. Fitch that he failed to take his thumb ofi" the
line, and the result was that the leader snapped and the
fish was gone. The whole thing transpired in a few
seconds. There is no doubt that this salmon would have
weighed 601bs. Only a salmon fisherman can appreciate
Mr. Fitch's feelings as he sat upon the rock thoroughly
exhausted. The fish in the score alluded to by Mr. IDeii-

nistoun average 13 to 25lbs. and the largest one taken
was 881bs. Clarence M. Rooe.

From Mr. Dennistoun's article, which was published in
the London Field, March 21, 1891, under the title of
"Labrador Salmon Problems," we make the following
extracts:
"During my annual salmon fishing excursion last sum-

mer to the rivers on the Labrador coast flowing into the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, a discovery was made by me which
seems to be an important contribution to the natux'al his-

tory of salmon frequenting these waters. Notwithstand-
ing my having made some twenty fishing excursions to

these magnificent rivers, landing on an average not less

than five clean fish for every day's fishing during these
years, I only last summer accidentally learned a very in-

teresting fact, which I record for the information of all

who are interested in the subject.

"In the first week of last July we left the river Mingan,
my fishing headquarters for the season, to examine and
explore a small river named Tnpitagan, and to test its

fly-fishing capabilities.

"The Government lessee of the net fishing for salmon
in the tidal waters near the mouth of the river was a very
intelligent French-Canadian, named Girard, who came to

my tent near his house to have his usual chat about fish-

ing matters. During our discussion as to the fact whether
salmon which had once entered the fresh water of the
river often returned to the salt water again before making
their final ascent to their spawning grounds, he asserts

that such was undoubtedly the case; that he had com-
pletely proved the correctness of this statement, judging
not only by the color and general appearance of the fish,

but by a more efficient test. He stated that, as soon as

they entered fresh water they began to lose their teeth,

and when they had been some time in it, they had lost all

of them. He "said, if he had fifty salmon handed to him
in a dark room, some from the river and some from the
sea, he could easily separate them into two lots—those
without teeth from the river, and those with teeth from
the sea, and that the color and general look of the fish,

when examined by daylight, would confirm his selection.

"Having caught with the fly more than 2,000 salmon
on that coast; having previously known or met most of
the gentlemen who for the last twenty years had iished
various rivers of that territory ; having come in contact
with many lessees for net-fishing salmon, and read most
of the books on the natural history of this fish, without
hearing or reading any statement to this effect, I thought
the man was chaffing me, and probably intimated as

much to him. He then good-naturedly called one of his

children from the adjacent house, and told them to bring
from his salmon storehouse the two fish they had that
morning taken from his nets. This was done, and when
examined, one, bright as silver, evidently from the sea,

had a formidable mouth full of sharp teeth; the other,
which had lost much of its brightness, and had all the
signs of having been in the river, had scarcely a tooth in
its head—a few quite loose old teeth being aU that were
visible. My next question to him was naturally, 'How
did you make this discovery ?' His answer was curious,
showing in how simple a manner such problems are often
found out. His statement was this:

" 'One Satm-day afternoon, some three years ago, I
went to tie up my nets for the weekly close time, and
found in them two salmon, just such as are lying there
before us. I gave one of them to my ten-year-old girl,

who had accompanied me, to carry the fish home. Pi-es-

ently she remarked, "Dad, this fish has no teeth !" This
led me to examine it carefully; it was evidently, by the
color, a fish that had been some time in the river, and it

was toothless. Since that time I have carefully examined
all fish caught in my nets, and found the result always
the same.'
"The following day we left that river for the mouth of

the St. John, and after a delay of two days ascended it

in canoes some twenty rniles to its noted pools, We had
at this time twenty-four hours of welcome heavy rain,
which raised the river 2ft., and brought down the tem-
perature of the w^ater, giving us a splendid chance for the
next ten days, dming which my nephew and self landed
160 fish, and hooked and lost some forty or fifty additional
ones. All these were most carefully examined, with the
result that nearly all were quite toothless. A few of them,
evidently later from the sea, had some straggling loose
teeth. These pools we fished were between twenty-five
and thirty miles from the sea, and salmon had begun to
reach them five or six weeks before the date of our visit.

Some of those we caught had therefore been a long time
out of the sea. We then returned to the Mingan River,
and caught some forty more fish. A careful examination
of them gave the sameresult as on the St. John. Before
leaving Mingan for the Tupitagan we had caught there
some fifty fisli, in addition to some half a dozen kelts,

but being then ignorant of the toothless problem, the
mouths of none of them were examined, and as we were
at that latter season unable to obtgin any kelts, could get
no evidence as to the regrowth of their teeth.

"At the Mingan Post of the Hudson's Bay Company
there was an opportunity of examining a number of the
hunters of the Montagnois Indian tribe,who all confirmed
the statement that salmon lose their teeth soon after
entering fresh water. When cross-questioned on the
subject they answered, 'It is just the same as deer lose
their horns, bears, martens and other animals their fur,
and lobsters change their shells every year.' It seems
almost incredible that this fact, of which we obtained
such ample evidence, and which a slight amount of ob-
servation would have easily detected, has been over-
looked by so many exj^erienced professional and amatetir
fishermen. I have conversed with many of both classes
on the coast, and since my return, but none were aware
of this peculiarity. This in the case of fly-fishermen
may in some measure be accounted for, when a fish has
been gaffed or landed by a net they leave the detaching
of the hook to the gatTer, and therefore do not see the
mouth of the fish.

"It is to be hoped that during the coming fishing sea-
son in Canada and elsewhere this iDroblem will be thor-
oughly investigated and reported on, especially in the
case of kelts. What may be the case of salmon in the
rivers of Great Britain others must demonstrate, but if

found to correspond in any measure with those of the
rivers of Labrador the fact may have a most important
bearing on the much-argued question, 'Do salmon feed
in fresh water?' The mouths of the toothless salmon we
caught could have no holding power over small fish

—

one's hand could be rubbed hard along both upper and
lower jaw without the least obstruction, while salmon, if

caught in or just out of salt water, would in like circum-
stances cut the hand severly."
In the above description Mr. Dennistoim has apparently

brought out an exceptional condition of the teeth in
breeding salmon, and the subject deserves careful and
continued investigation. It has long been known that
salmon a.nd charr frequently Shed their teeth and as often
renew them by others which appear from below or on
one side of the deciduous teeth. The number is much
reduced as old age comes on, and, especially in sea-going
species like the Labrador salmon, the tooth-bearing sur-

face shrinks rapidly in extent. Males in the breeding
season have the jaws greatly produced and bent: the
teeth of the intermaxillary bone become much enlarged,
so that they are fully four times the size of the corre-
sponding teeth in females. There is, however, usually
no serious loss of teeth during the spawning period. Dr.
Gilnther's description of a male Irish salmon in full

breeding condition, and measuring 3ft. in length, con-
tains the following remarks as to the teeth : "The denti-
tion of the jaws and of the palatine bones almost perfect,
the teeth of the intermaxillary being stronger than those
of the mandible, which again are larger than the maxil-
lary and palatine teeth ; the series of intermaxillary teeth
does not extend across the forepart of the snout, the inter-

maxillary bones themselves being separated by a deep
notch. Of the vomerine teeth three only of the anterior
ones are left; they form a triangle; most of the teeth of
the tongue are lost." Breeding males of the Penobscot
salmon agree with the above description and males of all

the Pacific salmon show the same characters. As we
have remarked, therefore, the peculiar condition of Lab-

rador salmon is worthy of further study, and will no
doubt have the attention of anglers who may visit the
region.

NEW ENGLAND TROUT WATERS.
THE run of salmon in the celebrated pool at Bangor

has not yet been of any considerable proportions.
Following the first one caught, already mentionefl in the
Forest and Stream, only a few have been taken. In
one day, Saturday, April 11, six fish were hooked, but
only one was landed. The trouble seemed to be with the
tackle in use, or with the inexperience of the fishermen
who were fortunate enough to get the rises. In one case,
where the salmon was hooked and secured, the fish came
out of the water to the casting of one gentleman, and
would evidently have risen again to the same cast, but
another fisherman near by put an end to the hopes of the
owner cf the cast. The fisherman above evidently saw
what was going on and ordered his guide to paddle him
across the pool. Either intentionally, or otherwise, the
guide allowed the boat to drift slightly down the stream,
with the cast of flies of the fisherman trailing in the pool.
The salmon rose to these flies, was hooked and landed.
It is explained by those who have been there this spring,
that the fishing ground has changed, or appears to have
changed, in that the best fishing has been on the Bangor
side, whereas on former seasons it has been on the other
side, where the shore is controlled by the club,
Moosehead Lake sportsmen are preparing for a good

season with the brook trout in those celebrated waters.
It is reported that the ice is liable to go out early. The
water is tinusually high, and the ice is broken from the
shores, indications that are supposed to suggest an early
breaking up. But this is by no means positive evidence
that the ice wiU go out early. For after all the ice has to
thaw and become thin enough and weak enough for the
wind to break it up, since it is but the work of a few hours
for one of those great Maine lakes to clear of ice. It

gradually grows thinner and weaker till it is weak enough
to rise on top of the waves, or rather to be moved by the
wind, starting at the shore. An old hermit, who formerly
spent his winters at the South Arm of Richardson Lake,
once explained the matter of the going out of the ice to

some ladies in these words: "I was here when she all

went to smash," He said this with a vacant stare up the
lake. Then he added, "I looked up the lake and she was
all solid. The next time I looked up she had all gone to
smash !"

The latest indications and suggestions do not point
toward the clearing of the Rangeley Lakes previous to the
10th of May. Last year these lakes cleared on the 8th and
9th, at the same time Moosehead cleared. The Rangeleys
cleared in 1889, on the 29th of April , which was about the
earliest on record. The average is about the 13th. It is

announced that the railroad from Phillips to Rangeley
will be completed by the first of Jtme. This wnll be too
late to catch the best of the travel this spring. It is now
completed to within seven miles of Rangeley, but the im-
finished part is through a wilderness, and the road will
not be of any use to the public till completed.
A fronting party of three went from Boston up into

Barre, Mass., last week and returned with a creel of some
70 trout. They found many of the streams still very high
from the effects of rain and snow water. One of the
larger, and about the best stream, they did not fish at all

by reason of high water. The tackle people mention a
good trade with the fishermen, getting their outfits ready
for the Maine waters. It will be legal to fish the streams
there on May 1, in fact, any water's, but the lakes are not
likely to be open, as mentioned atjove. Portland, Saco
and Biddeford sportsmen are getting ready for the land-
locked salmon fishing in Sebago, as soon as the ice leaves.
They are expecting a good run. Special.

At the last business meeting of the Loon Club of Mpnr
son, which is an organization of local sportsmen, letters

were received from O. A. Denner, of Kineo, and other
gentlemen who had been elected honorary members.
Among them was one who has in former years often

enjoyed the pleasure of angling in many of the numer-
ous lakes and ponds in Monson and vicinity.

It is unnecessary to add that this pleasant missive from
Maine's honored citizen and one of the nation's great
statesmen was highly appreciated by the members of
this club. It is as follows: "Bangor, April 10.—E. R.
Haynes, Esq.: I have your notice informing fte that the
Loon Club had elected me an honorary member thereof.
The club will please accept my thanks for the compli-
ment. I shall endeavor to meet the club at some time
during the coming reason. Very truly yours, Hannibal
Hamlin."
As it is an autograph letter entire it wiU be framed and

hung in the club house.
Every indication is that the ice will be out of the lakes

and ponds earlier by several days than usual, J. F, S,

MONSON, Me.

ICE FISHING FOR PIKE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read with pleasure the articles on the pike in
your issues of the 3d and 9th inst. Your correspondent
is misinformed when he places a fish weighing 16 or 171b?.

as being upward of 4ft. in length. I inclose a photograph
(flash light) of a part of a day's luck in fishing through
the ice; the catch was made by a friend and myself on
Feb. 23 last. The three large fish weighed 22, 2]^ and
IBlbs., being weighed immediately after capture. The
one bass (bigmouth) shown weighed 4^1b?. The rule
standing between the two large pike is 4ft. in length, the
rounds of the ladder are 1ft. apart. The tails of the fish

became somewhat broken by freezing. We use a differ-

ent method in jireparing the lines and hooks here in
Kalamazoo from that used anywhere else in the country;
our hooks are different, we fasten the bait dift'erently, we
coil the lines so they wfll sm-ely run out—in fact, we are
successful always in the capture of the pike. B. O. B.

Kalamazoo, Mictu

[The authority for the length and weight of the large
piRe of Late George is named in the article on the "Pike
Family," in our issue of April 2. As the pike spawns in
winter, perhaps some of the big ones referred to were
gravid females, and consequently much heavier than
usual for their length. The ratio of length to weight,
however, is a variable quantity.]
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FISHING IN EAGLE LAKE, TEXAS.
EEADEE, haTe you never been met with the cheery

i "Hello! where are you going?" from a friend when
rigged out with basket, rod, etc.? Well, I have. Just
two weeks ago, while waiting for a delayed train, I was
approached by my friend and brother sportsman, Dan
H., who asked .the above question, to which I replied,

"Fishing, you chump. Can't you see?"

"What do you expect to catch?"
"Fish," I answered; "want to go?"
"Betcher life. How much time have I got to gpt

ready?"
"Jtist 50 minutes: the train is 40 minutes late, so run

home, pack uj), and come on." So off rushed Dan, and
in about half an hour he came into the Grand Central
Depot, puffing and blowing like a porpoise, and then
found out that, between his haste and anxiety to reach
the depot in time he had forgotten his flies.

"Well, I will be blankety blank! Dam a fool anyhow,"
exclaimed Dan, and was only comforted when I opened
my heart and basket and "whacked up" with him.
"Where do we go?" He had not thought until that late

moment to ask my destination. "Eagle Lake," I replied,

"and put me down as a disciple of Annanias if we fail to

make a good catch of bass and croppies. R. (Little Lord
Fauntleroy) joins us at jNew Philadelphia."
"Are you sure?" asked Dan. "Sure," I replied,

"Bully," quoted Dan, "then we catch fish to-morrow,
for R. is a real live mascot."
Just then the delayed train came thimdering in and

the welcome "All aboard" from the conductor, caused
our hearts to leap with pleasure and soon we were being
hurried through the darkness toward our haven of sport,

the reed-lined and lily-padded waters of Eagle Lake.
Dan and I were both fast asleep when we pulled into

jSTew Philadelphia, but were soon awakened by Little

LordF,, who came tearing through the coach, banging
his fish basket against the heads of several of the uncon-
scious occupants of the car.

We reached Eagle Lake station about daylight, where
we were met by P. H. Bunn, the veteran guardian of the
lake, with a team, and were soon bowling over the broad
IDrairie at a hvely rate and reached the lake about 6

o'clock A. M.
Reader, is there anything that so stirs the feelings of a

sportsman, or fills his soul with greater delight, than to

stand beneath the spreading branches of a gi-eat live oak,
his brow fanned by a gentle spring morning's breeze,

ladened with the fragrance of Avild flowers and prairie

grasses, listening to the singing of the meadow lark, the
bark of the festive fox squirrel and last, but not least,

gazing with longing eyes on the placid surface of a grand
expanse of water that fairly teems with bass, white perch
and bream? I guess not.

After a breakfast of corn cakes, bacon and black coffee

we hurriedly jointed our rods and prepared for sport.

Now for a toss to see who shall secure the services of

Mr. Bunn. E., with his usual luck, won and announced
his success by a demoniac yell. So off we pushed our
boats, R. and Bunn in the first and Dan and I in another.
They go directly across while Dan and I pull lustily up
the lake to a place known in these waters as the "deep
hole," I acting as guide, as this was Dan'a first trip to
Eagle Lake.

I seat Dan in the bow of the boat, rod well in hand,
and as soon as we near the edge of the lilies quietly say,
"Now, Dan, play your fly close to the Kly pads," which
he does, and at the second cast a heavy splash and he has
one hooked. Lord! How he pulls, rushing hither and
thither, leaping high in the air in his vain endeavor to

loose the cruel hook. Dan, all excitement, plays him
carefully and the beauty soon lies gasping in the bottom
of the boat.
"Five pounds if an ounce," shouts Dan.
"Naw," I reply, "about three."

"Betcher the drinks," he replied.

"Done." Scales are then produced and the fish weighs
3flbs.

"Must be something the matter with those scales," says
Dan, who passed the bottle and we proceed to liquidate.

Soon the fun grows fast and furious and in about three
hours we have 11 fine bass to our credit, ranging from 1|
to oilbs. each. The bass now cease to feed so we con-
clude to try for white perch (or croppie) and pull for a
tall bunch of reeds about a half mile away.
These fish, I notice, in Texas waters' have different

habits in difi:erent localities. For instance, in the lakes
of the Brazos and Colorado bottom lands, white perch
are found only in pairs, while in the lakes that border the
San Jacinto and Trinity rivers they are found in schools,

in very deep water, and most always at the extreme end
of a fallen tree top, and when found can be taken in large
numbers. They grow large, are frequently caught as
high as 2lbs. in weight, and afford rare sport.

Soon we reach the reeds, drop anchor and proceed to
fish. I open the ball by landing a fine specimen of crop-
pie, above fib. in weight. Then Dan's float sinks grace-
fully beneath the placid waters, he strikes, and evidently
has a large fish. Dan grows excited, cries "Another
bass!" and nearly swamps the boat in his wild endeavor
to land his fish, which he does after a hard fight, but alas!

no game and beauteous bass meets his gaze, but the de-
detested grindell (or fresh-water shark), the greatest
enemy of game fish that inhabits our waters. "What is

it, Irish?" addressing me. I solemnly inform him that he
has caught a cypress trout, one of our rarest fish that
swims, and this being the lirst specimen that he has ever
seen, of course he believes me and places him gently on
the string.

We now pull up stakes and make for another spot about
a quarter of a mile away, much to the disgust of Dan,
who did not then know it would have been folly to stay
where we were. Soon we cast anchor and once again try
with more success. This time we catch bream, croppie
and goggle-eyes; moving from reed to reed, picking out
one or two here and there, until we show a magnificent
string of 15 croppie, 9 bream and about a dozen goggle-
eyed perch.
After counting our catch Dan took the rear of the boat,

standing on the seat, intently fishing, while I was busy
with the anchor, when one of the most amusing (to me)
accidents occurred I have ever witnessed. All at once I
heard a splash, so light that I thought Dan had a strike.

Glancing hurriedly around, to my horror no Dan was in
sight. "Good Lord!" I exclaimed, "he has fallen over-
boardJ" I tore frantically at the anchor and pulled the
boat gxound to where the wg-ter wais disturbed.

Now Dan wears glasses, and the first thing I saw when
he arose was the glasses. He fairly churned the water in
his wild effort to reach the side of the boat. He climbed
in the boat, and found that as he fell overboard he broke
his rod, lost his spectacles as he reached the edge of the
boat, and split his pants. Hokey, how he cussed. The
whole thing was so ludricous that I fairly roared with
laughter; but when Dan said, "Just think. Broke my
rod, lost my glasses, and busted my breeches all at the
same time; who ever heard of such cussed luck?" I

laughed until the tears rolled down my cheeks. But not
until B. and R, came in was his cup of sorrow filled. He
had put on Bunn's Sunday vest, Dan is 4ft. and Bunn is

G; of course E. and B. laughed and called him Santa
Clans, and when their merriment subsided Dan
triumphantly produced his string of fish. R. picked up
the grinnell and exclaimed, "Dogfish!". Dan dropped
the fish and started for me, but I proved too swift. All
jokes were then declared off, andwe proceeded to count the
catch of B. and Little Lord F., and found that then- take
exceeded ours: showing 15 bass, 19 croppie, 23 bream and
6 goggle-eyed perch. Our total catch was about 581bs.

Eagle Lake is situated in Colorado county, on the Colo-
rado River, and is about li miles from a station of the
same name. It can be reached from almost any point in
Texas by either the Southern Pacific or the San Antonio
& Arkansas Pass Railways. The lake is 4^ miles in length
and from A to 1^^ miles in width, and is entirely surrounded
by large magnificent liveoaks. It abounds with fish of all

kinds, and it is not an infrequent occurrence to catch
from 40 to 50 bass a day, to say nothing of croppie and
several varieties of perch.
During the winter months ducks and geese can be

found on and in the vicinity of the lake by the thousands.
Quail, jacksnipe and squirrels are plentiful, with deer
further down in the bottom. Verily this is a sportsman's
paradise.

Families from all parts of Texas visit this lake, bringing
their own tents, etc., remaining from one to three weeks,
renting a boat, which costs only 50 cents per day, or §].oO

including the services of Mi-. Bunn, who has a cabin on
the lake and is untiring in behalf of visitors.

At 7 P. M. we board the east-boimd train and reach
Houston at midnight, healthier and happier for our one
day's outing. J. C. W.
Houston, Texas.

THE LUMP FISH.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A salt-water fish obtained from the Philadelphia markets

has been upon exhibition for several days without being
named. I send you a rough description from a casual
glance with the desire that it may he lucid enough for

the purpose.
It is 16in. in length, 7in. in width or depth, for three-

fourths of its length very heavy in structure, the tail and
fins being small in proportion to the apparent weight,
6ibs. In cross- section (transverse) it is triangular or tre-

foil, the base being 4in. In color it is a glossy blue black,

the fins being darker in color, a small area on the stomach
being a dirty white, rapidly shading into the prevailing

color. The uijper surface is apparently without scales

except two or three longitudinal rows on each side far

apart of triangular scales or warts touching each other.

The heavy upper portion upon which is the dorsal fin is

of jelly-like consistency. The head is not defined; that

end is rectangular and flat on the end, with a transverse

mouth opening 2^in. long near the bottom, with the eyes
set near the front on the sides. There are apparently no
gill covers.

It is evidently a bottom feeder and an odd looking crea-

ture as it lay upon its stomach, having about as much
shape as a wooden jack plane. We would be pleased if

you can name it and give its habitat. J . M. T.

[We think the fish is the lump fish of oiu- East Coast
{Cyclo])terus lumpus). This species is figured on plate 70

of the "Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United
States," and its natural history is well set forth by Dr.
Goode in the accompanying text. The lump fish is a
very common inhabitant of New England seas and north
to Greenland, occurring also in the eastern Atlantic in

large numbers. It ranges south to Chesapeake Bay, but
is comparatively rare in the southern portion of its range.]

Rooky Mountain Geayling.—Salt Lake City, Utah,
March 39.—Please send me a cut and description of the
grayling, as some of our local anglers think that in some
of the waters of Idaho, whither we occasionally take a
trip, they have found the same, and I wish to have the
means of identifying it.—T. J. S. [In Idaho and the
Rocky Mountain region of some otherWestern States two
fishes are known under the common name of grayling.
One of these is a true grayling (Thyrnalliis tricolor), the
other is a small whitefish (Coregonus williamsoni). The
grayling may be easily distinguished from the whitefish
by the presence of distinct teeth in the jaws and by its

very long dorsal fin, which contains about twenty rays.

The whitefish has no teeth in the jaws and the dorsal fin

is short, containing about twelve or fourteen rays. The
whitefish again is plain silvery in color, while the gray-
ling has the sides pmrplish gray with numerous black
spots. The dorsal fin is beautifully marked with blackish
and rose-colored streaks, besides rows of dusky green and
rose-colored spots. The belly fins are also variegated
with rose-colored lines crossing diagonally over a dusky
ground. There is no difficulty about distinguishing the
two fish with specimens at hand for comparison. The
very small toothbss mouth of the whitefish alone would
distinguish it readily from the comparatively large
mouth and tooth-beajing |aws of the grafting.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE anglers of the Tuxedo Club are having fine sport

with the brook trout they turned out last winter.
Their fish run larger than usual this spring and are in
fine condition. The catches average fib. each, but so far
none have been killed over 1+lbs. It is comparatively
easy to catch the limit in any of the private club waters
at the beginning of the season, but after the trout has
been fished over for a month or six weeks they seem to
become educated and very shy; then the real sport begins
and only those fishermen who are good anglers can hope
to fill their creels.

Many persons will be disappointed to learn that the
best part of the east and west branches of Broadheads
Creek, at Henryville, have been taken up by a club of
anglers. Every year free waters are getting more diffi-

cult to find and trout fishing, like all luxuries, must be
paid for.

A Canadian fly-fisherman gives us the following inter-
esting occurrence which happened to him last summer
in one of the lakes back of Quebec. He was casting with
a light rod along shore, when he struck what seemed to
be a heavy fish. After a long fight he found that he had
on two trout instead of one. In landing the upper one
the bottom fish tore loose and took the tail fly and part
of the leader with him. The one he saved weighed a
trifle over 31b3. and was a very handsome specimen; the
lower one he only got a glimpse of, but he saw enough to
convince him that it was a much larger fish. The next
morning he went bright and early to the same spot and
soon was so fortunate as to hook "that identical trout with
the fly and leader still fast. It weighed 31bs. 7oz, During
that day he killed among many others twelve speckled
trout that weighed SOlbs., none of which were wasted.

The lake trout fishermen are looking at their gangs and
making ready for their annual raid to tha Adirondacks
and Maine waters. The ice on Raquette Lake is reported
to be 2ft. thick and it will probably not break up before
the first or second week in May. Most of the veterans
arrange with their guides to keep them posted, and when
the long looked for telegram flashes the welcome news to
them that the ice has gone out, they are off. Last May
was unusually wet and cold and the water Avas too high
for good fishing; this season promises to be much better.

Anglers and sportsmen should make the most of it

while there is any game or fish left in the old North
Woods, for in a very few seasons the new railroad will

cut the Adirondacks nearly through the center and spread
fire and destruction along its path.

The New York Association for the Protection of Game,
at theu- April meeting, refused the offers of Morello and
the Hotel Brunswick to compromise the suits, and their
counsel was ordered to proceed against them as soon as
possible. Morello seems to have kept right on serving
quail. Game Warden Kidd has commenced a suit for ten
quail served to him and a party of friends a week or two
ago.
Mr. Archibald Mitchell writes that four salmon were

taken at Bangor on Friday. Scarlet-Ibis.

PENNSYLVANIA TROUT WATERS.
MECHANICSBURG, Cumberland County, Pa., April

18. —The opening of the trout in Pennsylvania
was inaugurated in the Cumberland Valley by the banks
of the many trout streams being lined with hundreds of
noted fly-casters from this and adjoining States and a
full complement of the members of the local angling
brotherhood.
For days before the open season the outlook for good

weather was discouraging, as March closed with a snow-
storm which beat the largent in the memory of the oldest
inhabitant. But the fifteenth opened with a sky and a
wind that gave joy to the heart of the angler as well as
many fine trout to his creel. Among the many streams
which vein this beautiful valley the famous "Big Spring"
at Newville is the most noted for the excellence of its

trout fishing. The well known fly-casters of the Eastern
and Middle States have ofttimes wet their lines in its

silvery stream, and year after year make pilgrimages to

its shore in quest of the speckled denizens which popu-
late its waters.
This year they gathered in on the afternoon and eve-

ning of the 14th, and the evening was spent at the only
inn in the town talking of the troutin^ of "auld lang
syne." Long before dawn on the 15th the banks of the
stream were dotted with anglers, who faithfully whipped
the stream until the sun went down. On this stream the
catch numbered over 3,000 trout, the "stone fly" being
the taker, and those who came provided with this fly

were the most successful. Among those whom fortune
favored with good catches were IMr. E. S. Osgood, of New
York, who caught the famous 9lb. trout in the Rangeley
Lakes. This gentleman took a great many trout of large

size. Marbourgh Keedy, Esq., John U. Adams, editor of
the i\^eit's, and Dr. Murray, of Hagerstown, Md.; R. M.
Sturgeon, of the Telegram, H. W. McAlamy, of the
Evening Telegraph, Dr. Vallerchamp, Dr. Moffit, Alder-
man Fager and Mr. Lutz, of Harrisburg; Mr. Bech, of
York; Theo. Rakestraw and R. W. Short, of Mechanics-
burg, and Mr. Mell and Mr. Loy, of Newville. At Ship-
pensburg the Dykeman ponds were fished hard, anglers
paying $1.00 per pound for the trout caught. The Letort
Run and the net work of brooks in the south mountain
out from Carlisle yielded many fine fish. Harry Noble
and the Messrs. Heckman were successful in these waters.

Many fine trout were taken also at the "Bonny Brook"
preserve near Mt. BLnlly. This preserve is owned by the
venerable Johnson Moore, who is the pioneer fly-caster of

the Cumberland valley.

The stream near New Kingston was not fished hard,
but some big trout were taken by local anglers. Cohochen
Run was in fine condition, and "the fishermen who fished

it with worms got the big fish and a large number of
them.
Trout Run, as in former years, was a favorite, and good

returns came from that water. Commissioner Levi
Hertzler took 16 that weighed over ISlbs., Major S. N.
Emminger took 13 fine fish, and John Uhrich took 16.

Hoge's Run was neglected by the anglers who formerly
fished it, and no returns are reported from it.

Trindle Eun. showed up well^ and many excellent trpif
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were taken. A. Gr. Hade caught 9, John Cobver hrought
to basket 26. Chas. Murdoch, of Columbia, Lancaster
county, captured 9 in this stream, four of which weighed
9ibs.; the largest weighing 31bs. ooz. Harry Mayer took
one that weighed 31bs. 9oz,, and a young Titian it surely
was. Over at the well known "Silver Spring" dams re-
markable success was had by the anglers who gathered
on its banks to try their favorite sport. Chas. Sletzgar,
Jacob Haehnlen, Geo. Boyd, W. E. Seiler, Prof. W. F.
Seller and T, B. Robinson took 110 big trout, running in
size from 13 to 18in. in length. Good success was had by
the fly-fishermen who went to Cedar Eun. Dr. Jones, of
Harrisburg, had a well-filled creel of 23 trout, among
them several two-pounders. Mr. Miller and Mr. Schroeder
also took some trout from this brook.
The brook-veined mountains north of this place were

given the "go by" so far as Cumberland county visitors
were concerned, but were fished by anglers from the
Juniata Valley. A gentleman in town from that section
to-day reported many fine fish takenfrom those mountain
streams.
All of the above-mentioned streams, from the Big

Spring down, have been stocked with trout from the
State hatchery of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, and
the success of the planting is manifest by the unprece-
dented catch of opening day this season. The California
rainbow trout {Salvio iridea) are showing up well and
take the fly greedily. Mr. Thos. Adams took one at New-
ville fi-om the Big Spring that tipped the beam at lib. 9oz.
and measured 17in. in length. But the fish pirates are
alert and active. On the night of the 14th a party of
trout hogs and fish pirates drew off the water at the
middle dam in the Big Spring and sinaply murdered
himdreds of trout. Some of them were exhibited the
next day that weighed Sjlbs. and 41bs. 8Joz. respectively.
Both of these fish had their heads smashed with some
hard instrument. No effort has yet been made to mete
out justice to these violators of the fish laws of the Com-
monwealth.
For a number of years "Silver Spring" was thus phiu-

dered by fish pirates, but a wholesale prosecution by par-
ties interested placed the pirates in a pillory of ioublic
contempt and a quietus on fish robbery in the lower end
of the county. With all the joy which the rapid growth
of fish planted in the streams gives om- local angling
brotherhood, yet our hearts are sorely troubled because
we have a "farmer Legislature," and there is a disposition
on the part of the majority to tamper with the present
excellent fish laws and make fish piracy respectable. Still

more grievous is it to know that tlie Senator and member
of the lower House of the Assembly are heartily in favor
of the change—^indeed they pronounce themselves, it is

said, as in favor of doing away entirely with the fish

laws. The honest anglers of our grand old Common-
wealth have need to lift up their voices against this
iniquitous measure now before the Legislature.

Roberta.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, m., April 17.—Dr. Bartlett, Fish Commis-

sioner for Illinois, lives at Qutncy, when he isn't

somewhere else, but lately has branched out and now has
an oSice in Chicago. I found his desk to-day, just at the
left of Mr. Geo. E, Cole's, in the big establishment of the
latter gentleman, at 86 Dearborn street. Mr. Cole, as
everybody knows, is president of the Fox River Fish and
Game Association, and any one knowing that will know
why the Commissioner's office is where it is. The two
work together, and that very well indeed.
Dr. Bartlett is highly encouraged by the improvement

noticeable in his lines of labor in this State. He rejoices
in the system of fishways which now let the fish from
the Mississippi clear on up to the Fox Lake waters. At
the La Grange locks, once much dreaded as a barrier, the
Government has made one of its stone abutments suitable
as the wing of a good tishway. The wardens all over
the State are doing well. Hundi-eds of nets have been
taken up in the Illinois River country this spring and an
entire new era inaugurated in a once lawless region. The
Commission, as will be remembered, has a steamer of its

own and by means of this steamer it carries out a pretty
smooth scheme about these nets. Of course, the Commis-
sion has no authority to destroy a net without legal pro-
cess after its removal, though some of its wardens have
burned a few without protest from the owners who lately

used them unlawfully. They do not destroy the nets
therefore, but acting under their legal right to remove
them, hitch a long drag rope to the end of the net wing,
put on steam and di-ag the net bodily from its moorings.
Of course, it may tear, but that's in the "removing,'' and,
of course, after it has been dragged down sti-eam a mile
or so it sinks and in due time gets covered with mud and
sand, but that isn't destroying property, it's only remov-
ing illegal nets. A great "many have been so removed
and the work is constantly going on.

There will be a good-sized planting in the Des Plaines
River soon, 1,000,000 German carp, 1,000,000 pickerel,

500,000 black bass and 500,000 pike, all of which fry wiU
be placed in the river near Riverside. There have been
three attempts made to stock the Des Plaines within the
past six years, but the stream has no fish worth mention-
ing now. It is speared, netted, dynamited and otherwise
depleted constantly, and no one of the angling guild
thinks of fishing there. There is no fishway in the dam at
Riverside, but one is to be put in this spring, it is said.

The Des Plaines, if properly protected, would be a good
stream for pickerel and big-mouth bass, and it is the
most accessible stream about Chicago, being only about
a dozen miles out. It is hoped the new plant will give
the Dutch, Polish, Irish, Bohemian, Russian, Italian a-nd

other delectable "American" element a chance to net,

poison, spear or blow up a few more fish. The warden
of Riverside says he will stop illegal methods there.

Warden Buck, acting for the Fox River Association
along the Fox River, sends President Cole the following
report on his work. He has gone clear from Fox Lake
on down, and this is what he says:

Elgin, April 5,—Geo. E. Cole, 86 Dearborn Street, Chi-
cago. Dear Sir: I went to McHenry Wednesday night, and
Thursday morning at 4:30 I was at the Johnsburg Creek. I
waited there vmtW it was light and then commenced to look
for nets. I dragged the creek as far as I couJd go up it and
all around the mouth, hut could find nothing, nor any
stakes where a net could be fastened. I then went to the
lakes and looked along up Nippersink Creek and found
nothing there. The water is so roily they can't see to spear
there yet. Qn J'ridayJjcasi.e dowp the river. T found one

net opposite Bain's place below Burton's bridge, hut could
not find the owner. Bain said he did not own it, but I
think he does, as he had a gill net last year and it was not
in his shed where he kept it. I have got it stowed and think
I will be able to prove who owns it. "'I found a large gill net
in Courtney's Bayou and Mr. Courtney said some boys were
there last week from Ringwood and he thought they left
it. I have got that put away and will try and find the
owners. T came on down to this place and got here last
night. I found everything all right at Algonquin, but at
Garpentersville the fishway was all stopped with some
pieces of stumps that had been put in there. I notified Mr.
Edwards and will go there in the morning and see that thev
are cleaned out, and then I will go on down the river and
see that every fishway is" in shape. Mr. Edwards said the
fishway was all in working order when he got my notice,
and this stuff must have been put in last week. Yours, re-
spectfully, F. L. Buck.

Beai'dstown, on the Illinois River, is one of the old of-

fenders, and one of the hardest of places to straighten out
into lawful ways of fishing, the watei'S thereabout having
been unrestricted for years. Yet there are good men
there in plenty, and now there is a good club there, which
will break up the lawdessness. Mr. A. A. Greene was the
inaugurator of this movement. He wrote up to Mr. Cole
about by-laws, etc., early this spring, and was duly
answered. On March 16 he wrote

:

The by-laws and your letter reached me in good time, and
I am happy to state that we organized the Beardstown Rod
and Gun Club yesterday, with some S.5 or 90 members. We
elected 10 directors, who have called a meeting for Friday
for the election of pre.sident, vice-president, secretary and
treasurer, and adopted your by-laws, and will incorporate
also at an early date. Will send you copy of by-laws and pro-
ceedings as soon as printed. If you can assist any in having
Dr. Z. T. Smith, of this place, appointed deputj^ fish war-
den it will help out; he is one of our members and assures
me that he will watch the matter closely, without fear or
favor from any one, and is the right man in the right place.
We are going to see the law is obeyed from this out regard-
less of everybody. Fraternally yom-s, A. A. Gkeene.

The next letter from Mr, Greene was as follows:

Beardstown, 111., April .5.-1 take pleasure in making
you an honorary member of otir club. Our membership will
number near 100 when we get thoroughly canvassed, and I
hope to do good work and have a good report when you come
down in May. I propose to go for 'em tooth and nail—let
the chips fall where they may—prompt and vigorou.^ action
in movements of this kind is the only way to win. In addi-
tion to officers on membership card we have Jno. H. Hazener,
treasurfr, and G, L. Van Dorcn, vice-president. We will in-
corporate, and have adopted yom- by-laws.—A. A. GEEEiifE

This is the way the Fox River Association has built
itself up, by the constant accretion of clubs whose mem-
bers live right along the Fox River and Illinois River
tract. Its membership is growing and it cannot grow
too large. Now here is another new little club Avhich I

have just got track of and which I recommend for early
action upon to Mr. Cole and Mr. Wilkinson. I met Mr.
Wood and told him all his club should certainly join the
association, as that will help their fishing. They are on
the Fox River, well up, not far below McHenry.

I believe we are going to have a big fishing season out
here this year, both in sales of tackle and in actual
angling. Our game will go, we may be ready to say,
but it is easy to see that the fish can be protected and
kept forever to afiiord sport. Angling is growing in favor
in Chicago and the fishing is growing better, and not
poorer, around Chicago.

It is a strange fascination this that angling has, both
for the old hand and the novice; and hereanent I have
found something in one of our daihes here. It is good
reading, and not bad writing, though the writer is im-
personal, and I have a notion to ask room for it:

Yesterday morning two men -svere strolling up tlie lake shore
drive. Tlie lake rippled and shimmered under the \varm sun in a
rea.lly inviting kind of way. The grass looked much greener than
it has on any previous day this year. There was a hint of balmi-
ness in the air. One could feel the sap starting in the trees.
The men walked very leisurely to the end of the drive and

across a corner of Lincoln Park to that new causeway. At the
lower end of it for a few rods a row of tall pilings makes a sort of
paling at the water's edge. Two or three boys were seining there.
They had a long piece of scantling projecting over the posts.
Near the land end of this scantling was a huge reel, from which
a rope ran out over the end and down to the water. The men
leaned over the pilings and watched. Presently one of the boys
wound up the reel, lifting from the water a four-cornered seine
held by a frame of two oaken hows—empty.
"Pooh!"' said one of the men as he tossed the stub of Ms cigar

contemptuously at the unsuccessful apparatus. "An intelligent
occupation! Fishing's about the stupidest thing anyhow. Inever
could imagine any fun in watching a string dangling in the water
all day. Here's one of 'em" (indicating a youth who was just then
tossing out his line). "It's 9 now—these fellows will ha at it till
noon."
They loitered along over the granite blocks. A little further

up an old man was pulling a fish from the water—a small fish
that flopped and squirmed amazingly.
"Y Jove!" murmured the contemner of Walton, surprisedly,

"this man's caught a fish!"
He stopped, half mechanically, while the patriarch stooped

down and pulled from the water a piece of cord, at the end of
which three other small fishes flopped and squirmed, and put on
it the new canti^'e. Then he watched the ancient sportsman bait
his hook and toss it out again. Presently he shifted his weight to
the other leg and took his cane in the other hand. Every now and
then there came a twitch and tautness at the flshliue. The fisher
pulled his old slouch hat close over his brows to shade his eyes,
and moved his line a little once in a while. The watcher cast a
hurried glance about him, selected a smooth and comparatively
clean stone and sat down upon it. He lighted a fresh cigar and
rested his elbows on his knees, and smoked lazily and kept his
eyes on the bobbing line. The water lapped against the posts in
a soft, grateful sort of way, the birds over in the park sung, and
the sun climbed higher.
Presently the other man said, "Well, it's after 10—let's go

hack."
The observer jumped up hastily, "After 10, by .love—yes, let's

go." He dusted his coat-tails and glanced back and stopped.
"Had a mighty strong bite then." he said. ' Let's wait just a sec-
ond. I want to see him land this one."
After a while the other man said again, "Well, I have got to go."
"Yes; hold on—I'm going," said the scoffer. He cast one hesi-

tating, lingering glance backward, then set his face resolutely
cityward.
As they passed the boys with the seine he said, "Where'd be a

good place to run out to next Saturday and go a-fishing?"

That question is becoming a common one now, and I
hope we shall have abundant answers to it after a whUe.

Ajjril 19.—A number of friends respond, I see, to my
inquiry for good wading gear. I have even had marked
advertisements sent me. The heavy stocking and the
stitch-downs I have never tried, though I have found
heavy rubber-soled canvas tennis shoes good to wear
over the rubber foot. My trouble isn't about that, but
about the rubber or silesia stockings or trousers. I have
a couple of pairs that leak, always did leak, always will
leak. No matter what I pay I always get stuck in wad-
ing trousers and that's why I am not stuck on them. In
jnj family they sprinkled a?id didn't dip, an4 Vm degd

against a portable bifurcated rubber bath tub that only
leaks one way and goes under the trade name of water-
proof wading trousers. E. Hotran.

CHEAPER FOOD FISH.
Editor Falsest and Stream:

I was much pleased with your editorial of March 19,
on stocking Lake Ontario, and hope you will refer to it
again. The subject is receiving very much attention and
we are encouraged to believe that results will soon come
from the agitation. Th e United States people have shown
a disposition to assist, but ask that our State first protect
the water by laws and regulations well enforced. We
are in hopes this will speedily be done, from the fact that
the life of the Game Law Codifying Commission has been
extended for the purpose of conferring with Canadian
authorities on this subject.
New York State has done well in fishculttu-e, and can

view with pride the shad and game propagation: but
there is a growing sentiment that in the matter of food
fish, which are natural to the Great Lakes, she is far
behind the other States and Canada, and that the time
has come when New York should turn her attention to
the restocking of the vast water farm on our northern
border, thus affording a cheap and very desirable fish
food for the rapidly increasing population and at the
same time fostering an industry now monopolized by
our neighbors. If the coming conference above men-
tioned could be extended so that Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Michigan and Wisconsin be represented, I believe much
better results would be arrived at. Our Association
favors uniform laws for all the Great Lakes, and joint
action, both State and national, and working harmoni-
ously together, is what we deshe to see accomplished.
Cheap fish food is sure to receive more attention in the
near future. Legislative bodies are beginning to per-
ceive its importance, political and industrial. What is
first needed is wise protective laws thoroughly enforced,
followed up by liberal artificial planting. One good prac-
tical result we are in hopes may come from this confer-
ence mentioned is a finding, after careful consideration,
what wotild be wise laws to enact and enforce, and as
there is much difference of opinion on this subject, we
would like to see it include the other States; and at the
same time we would suggest that the people now engaged
in the industry—fishermen and fish dealers—^be given a
hearing. This class we find, from extensive correspond-
ence, are fitUy alive to the importance of the subject and
more anxious than any one else for proper protection.

F. J. Amsden.

Tape Wokm in Rock Cod.—Whatcom, Wash., March
1—Editor Forest and Stream: The specimen of morbid
anatomy which accompanies this letter, was this day
taken alive from the stomach of a small fish weighing
nearly lib., of the variety which is known here and at
other points on Puget Sound as rock cod. We have heard
of tape worms being found in trout in northern Scotland,
but never credited the report. This looks, however, as if
some fish in this country might have a touch of the com-
plaint. Can any of yotu- specialists on fishculture give us
any light on the subject? H. E. Henderso^t, M.D., M.
MuiE PiCKEN. [The parasite referred to in the above
letter is a tape worm and we havereferred it to a special-
ist on fish entozoa for identification . It is a very common
thing to find intestinal parasites in fishes, and among
theta tape worms are rather abundant. Professor Ed-
win Linton, of the Washington and Jefferson College,
Washington, Pa., has written several important articles
upon fish entozoa for the Report and Bulletin of the IT. S,
Fish Commission. Some of these papers have been
separately issued and can probably be obtained by writ-
ing to Hon. Marshall McDonald, Commissioner of Fish
and Fisheries, Washington, D. C. By reference to these
monographs it will be evident that intestinal parasites are
among the commonest and most varied afflictions incident
to fish Hfe. The rock cod of your locality is a species of
Sebastodes, of which you have so many fine representa-
tives; it is related to the rose fish of the Atlantic waters,
but is very different from the true cod.]

Bahia Fishes.—We have received from the U. S.
National Museum an extract from Vol, XIII. of its Pro-
ceedings, being a list of fishes obtained in the harbor of
Bahia, Brazil, and adjacent waters, by Dr. David Starr
Jordan. These fishes form a part of the scientific results
of explorations made by the U. S, Fish Commission
steamer Albatross. They were obtained ditring the cruise
from Norfolk, Va., to San Francisco. The principal col-
lection was made in the harbor of Bahia and includes 112
species. Two of these are flounders which are described
in this paper as new to science, and one of them is made
the type of a new genus. One of the first things that
strikes the attention of the ichthyologist is the large
number of species possessed by this locality iu common
with the East Coast of the United States and the Gtdf of
Mexico. More tlian one-fom-th of the species mentioned
in the list occur as far north as Cape Cod. Among them
are the well-known lady fish, thread herring, anchovy,
lizard fish, half-beak, trumpet fish, Spanish mackerel,
mackerel scad, big-eyed scad, look down, gray snapper,
moon fish, flying gurnard, spotted sea robin, common
file fish, orange file fish, blue-striped trigger fish, trunk
fish and spotted swell fish of our waters. The mmiber of
specimens procured was only about two hundred, and as
Dr. Jordan remarks: "It is evident that the results which
would have come from extensive collecting might have
been exceedingly valuable." We note the presence in
this lot of fom- species of snappers, but unfortunately the
coveted Aya or Garanha, which Dr. Jordan believes to
be the same as our famous red snaj)per, is not among them.

Codfish in Canarsie Bay.—On April 16 John Roeok-
lein, a Brooklyn youngster of twelve years, who was
fishing for flounders in Canarsie Bay," Long Island,
caught a o^lbs. codfish, a capture reported by old habitues
to be remarkable for the locality.

Lease oC Sc. John River tor sale; splendid, salmon fishing. See
advertisement.—^dt).

"I will see you some time after April il," said the angler
to the trout. "How will I know that you are coming'"
queried fontimlis. "Oh, I '11 drop ypp.a l)jje,"-77n4<?e?j>
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CALIFORNIA FISHCULTURE.

THE biennial report of the Fish Commissioners of Cali-

fornia for 1888 to 1890 has just been received through
.the kindness of Mr. J". G. Woodbury, superintendent of

hatcheries.
The Commissioners are Joseph Rontior, Sacramento, J.

Downey Harvey, San Francisco, and Charles Josselyn, San
Francisco. The report announces that stiirgeon are steadily

diminishing- on accouLit of the slaughter waged upon them
by Ghiriesii lishcimen. Trout are r.apidly increasing in

number in the rivers and lakes, owing to fishcultural

efforts. Black bawH have been introduced in variotis places

and their m^ltiplieatio)^ at Crystal Spring has been suffi-

cient to constitute a base of supplies for future stocking.

Catfish have become abundant inmost waters and have met
with popular favor. Seals and sea lions continue to destroy
the incoming salmon and their depredations are so seriously

felt that the Legislature is asked to abate the nuisance.

The lialchery at Sisson, on the headwaters of the Sacra-
mento River, has achieved a great success.

The annual aiipioprlation for the work of the Commission
was .f!10,000. In disbursing the $3,000 appropriated for the
purchase and importation of certain f<ame birds diflficulty

was met in obtaining most of the species mentioned in the
act. Chinese quail and Oregon pheasants were bought and
distributed in suitable localities, Forty ijairs of pheasants
were obtained at 815 per pair and 1,300 Chinese quail at the
rate of |20 per hundred.
The Commissioners recommend the passage of a law re-

quiring the use of close-meshed screens at the ends of all

irrigating ditches within the State. This is to prevent the
destruction of millions of fish, which ]3ass from the streams
into these ditches and are left to perish when the water is

exhausted.
Theclose season for salmon, says the report, should include

the months of August and September. At the present time
September covers the entire close season for this fish in Cali-

fornia.
It is also recommended that the killing of deer be entirely

prohibited for the next two years. This is necessary on ac-

count of the loss of deer through the severity of the last two
winters.
In beginning operations at Lake Tahoe trout were found

to be scarce in several streams which a short time ago were
famous fishing waters. The decrease is attributed to torch-

light fishing, and in one stream to the serious pollution by
sawdust, as v/ell as to the building of dams in Truckee
River, which pve\'t'n(, the front from making their way into
Tahoe 1 ,alje. A new hatchery was built at Lake Tahoe, near
TahoeCil y. The species of trout abounding in this lake is

one of the' forms of the red -throat oi- Clark's trout, and has
been described as Sabno iicnsliav:i. It is a beautiful and
excellent food fish, which of late years has been rapidly
diminishing in numbers.
In March, 3890, a small hatchery was started on Shovel

Creek, a tributary of Klamath River, for the propagation of

rainbow troiit.

In taking trout for the Tahoe hatchery in March, 1890, the
seiners frequently caught as many as SOOlbs, of suckers at a
haul, and also whiteflsh. As the suckers were very plump
it was thought they must be full of trout spawn.

_
On open-

ing them, however* not an egg was seen. The whiteflsh, on
the other Sumd, were found to be full of trout eggs. The
largest tro^it caught in Blackwood Creek weighed a little

more than Kilbs. Some of the females furnished 5,000 eggs
each.
The total number of salmon, trout and black bass distrib-

uted in California during the period covered by this report
amounted to nearly 9,500.000, and the SLssou hatchery con-
tained 3,000,000 salmon eggs in the fall of 1890.

The report concludes with a paper on the food fishes of

the fresh waters of California by Dr. C. H. Eigenmann,
The list of fresh-water fishes now known in the State in-

cludes only 47 species, not counting those which have been
introduced from other localities. There are two kinds of

lampreys, two sturgeons, six species of suckers, twenty rep-

resentatives of the carp or minnow family, one whiteflsh,

four kinds of Pacific salmon, four black-spotted trout, one
red spotted trout, two species of sticklebacks, one member
of the sun fish family (the Sacramento fierch, Archoplites),
one species of the viviparous perch family and four species
of fresh-water sculpins or miller's thumb. One of these
sttangelv enough has received the common name of catfish.

About oiie half of the species enumerated are used for food.

The fi'esh water sculpins have no interest to the angler or
fish consumer, but to the flsbculturist they are among
the greatest pests of the fre,sh waters on account of their
extensive destruction of the eggs and young of the salmon
family. Dr. Eigenmann gives us a grain of comfort by
.stating that one of the species of garter snakes sub.sists

chiefly on these troublesome fishes.

All commuhlcatlons must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.

TROUT PLANTING IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
We are going to make an effort to improve the fishing in

the few streams that are left to us in this locality by arti-

ficial propagation. I .speak of the streams as the few that
are left, for they are few indeed now, thanks to the many
sawmills and tanneries that dump their fish-exterminating
refuse into them. Only a few weeks ago a bill to oblige
owners of mills and tanneries to adopt some less destructive
method of getting rid of their refuse was defeated in our
State Legislature.
There are few things more exasperating or saddening to a

fisherman than to arrive at the stream he has fished for
years and knows so well and find sluggish, discolored water,
filled with sawdu.9t and sour, soggy banks of the same
material. The loss is never forgotten.
In response to applications made to Mr. Streuber, of the

State Commission, we recently received from the Corry
hatcheries several cans of brook trout fry in excellent con-
dition. These will be cared for till attaining a length of
about 4iu. before being placed in the .sti'eams. I intend to
try Mr. Wm. P. Seal's arrangement of trough as given in
your issue of Feb. 19.

In removing the fry from one of the cans I noticed two
little fellows that seemed to be .stuck together. On closer
examination I was astonished to find them possessing a well
developed head apiece, but only one tail in common. They
frew into one body at a point about midway in their length.
'hey could notnaAdgate as gracefully as some of their com-

panions, but would lie on the bottoni and take things easy.
They are over three weeks old now, but I have no hope that
they can hold their own for a very much longer time, as
they do not appear very robust. Caxadohta.
I'lTUSVILLE, Pa^

Angling Tallas. By George Dawson. Price 50 cents. Fly-
Bods and Fly-TacMe. By H. P. Wells. Price $2.50. Fly-
Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. By J. H, Keene.
Price i!il.50. American Angler's Book. By Thad. Norris.
Price $5. 50.

A Book About Indians.—The Forbbt and Stream will mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grlnnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales," giving a table of contents
and ^^edmen illvstratioiis from the Tolam&—,^do.

DOG SHOWS.
April 14 to 17.—Fourth DoK Show of the Cleveland Kennel Club,

at Cleveland, O. C. M. Munhall, Secretary.
April 15 to 18.—Dog Show of the Southern California Kennel

Club, at Los Angeles.
April 38 to May 3.—Dog Show of the California Kennel Club, at

San Francisco, Cal. H. L. Miller, Sec'y.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at

Yonngstiown. O.
Sept. 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Supt.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lfixington, N. 0. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city.

CLEVELAND DOG SHOW.
THE last show of the circuit has come and gone, the Cleve-

land Kennel Club having the honor of bringing up the
rear last week. Shows in the Forest City have heretofore
been anything but a success, for in the two shows previously
held something like $1,500 having been dropped. It was
therefore with no little trepidation that the club issued their
invitations this spring, and naturally they did not feel very
much inclined to go to any extravagance in the way of lulze
money and etceteras, I have already given in last week's
issue .some particulars of the building and the opening of the
show. Contrary to expectations, the crowds poured in and
the building every afternoon and evening was comfortably
filled, and on Thursday night it \fas especially crowded and
with a most respectable gathering, the admission fee being
50 cents. The club members were soon in good humor, as
they are sure to be well on the right side, and next year
promise us a right good show. Among those present whom
we noticed were: Miss A. H. Whitne5\ Miss Lancaster, .1.

H. Winslow, N. H. Child, Geo. Bell, C. M. Nelles, T. K. Bull,
Chas. G. Cook, Jno. R. Daniels, German Hopkins, H. Twj'-
ford, J. Shelley Hudson, Major Taylor, C. S. Wixom, Al
Eberhart, Howard, Edgar Huidekoper, J. F. Pritchard, .1,

E. Dager and Mrs. Dager, B. F. Seitner, Joe Lewis, L. F.
Whitman, Jno. Moorhead, Mrs. Nicholson, Chas, R. Difi'en-

derffer, B. P. Cody, E. Probert, Jno. Poag, E. H. Morris,
George Thomas, Ben Lewis, Fred Kirby, etc. Mr. L. P.
Whitman, of Chicago, superintended the show, and though
things were rather muddled at first, owing to the delay of
benching, everything soon worked in good order, and a very
enjoyable show was the result. The only drawback was the
entrance spoken of last week. This will be improved
another year, but more of this in "Dog Chat." Mr. C. M.
Munhall bore the brunt of the show on his shoulders, and as
secretary he had to arrange everything with little or no help
from the others of the club, in fact, Mr, Robison, the presi-

dent, and a model one he is, and Mr. Munhall were the only
club officials with whom any one had any dealings. One
pleasant feature of the show was the entire absence of
"kickers," decisions being received with that spirit of com-
placency which tends to make the judge have a good opinion
of him.self.
Judging did not commence till about 2 P. M. Tuesday,

and the awards up to the time of our going to press were
published in last week's issue. Our task will be an easy one
this week, as many of the winners have already been de-
scribed. As only two small rings were provided, judging
was not completed till Thursday morning, black andlans
and the spaniels having been left over till a good light could
be had. Spratts Co. fed and benched in their usual good
style, and by the way, we may mention the fact that an en-
tirely clean set of benches had been sent on from New York
for this shov7, .so that the fears of some o I; the exhilritors

that it followed too close on the Chicago show for the health
of the dogs, were groundless. The names of the judges
will, as usual, be found at the head of the breed criticised.

MASTIPF.S- (B. W. LACij.

The classes were poorly represented on the whole. The
open classes are the criterion to go by as to the ciuality dis-

played in any breed. Ilford Chancellor and |Lady Coleus
were present in their resfjective challenge clas.ses. The bitch
needs some little attention now, and the end of the circuit
must be welcomed by these dogs, though they have cer-

tainly .stood it well. In dogs I found nothing but Ormonde,
and 30 withheld everything but first, which fell to the dark
dog. Something better came forward in bitches, Caution's
Own Daughter repeating her Chicago victory over Pharoah
Queen, Miss Caution getting vhc, losing in sixe to the
other.' Some fair pupiues were shown, fir.st going to Beau-
fort Queen, who boasts a nice body, but head and expression
are faulty. She will hardly make a good one unless she im-
lirovesin skuU. Second went to Dictator, who, had he been
straight in front and not so weak in pasterns, would have
been placed first; he has an excellent head and immense
bone for his age, about 3mos., judging by the appearance.
The decision was a popular one, as this son of Beaufort, if

he raises well, hasafuture before him. The others were only
fair. Lady Constance, he, lacks substance, and Talisman
is faulty in skull and weak in pasterns. Hesper is black-
faced.

ST. BEEKARDS—(MISS A. H. WHITNEY).

With the cracks out of the way, some of the other kennels
have been able to improve their prize records at the Western
shows, so it is an ill wind that blows no one any good.
There were no challenge roughs entered. In open dogs a
fairish class appeared. White Chief, who has been described
before, winning ea.sily from Neumann, whose best points
are bone and skull, muzzle is light, good coat, is a bit
straight behind, but is a dog that shows a good deal of
quality, Cherokee Bruce, reserve, beats Chequasset II, in
head and markings, for the latter has a snipy muzzle, lacks
blaze, is light in body and a bit .straight in stifles and out of
coat; bone and skull good. Mox, hc.,is light-colored and
no shadings, light in eye and poor expression. Odin is too
short-faCed, sour in expre.s,sion , and faulty in pasterns.
Major, also he, is long in ear, light in body and rather slab-
sided. Republican Belle repeated her Chicago win with less
competition, lo being her nearest opponent; both were at
Chicago. Prudence, reserve, owes this to her want of flesh.

Victory, c, is a pretty dog but not a St. Bernard, like an
overgrown setter with St. Bernard markings. In puppies
Mount Zion Guy, who has a promising future before him,
and especially so were he belton colored, again beat his ken-
nel mate Noble who was reported on at Boston. Lion, re-

serve, I did not see. Tim H., vhc, is long and narrow-
headed, no blaze, curly-coated, and is weak in pasterns.
Albert and Charley were nicely marked small ones. Victor
Joseph, as before, beat Lord Hector in smooth challenge
dogs, and Empress of Contoocock had little difficulty in
disposing of that nice little piece of quality Thisbe in size,

head and bone. Open dogs were rather good, not taking
into consideration Watch at all; he stands alone in such a
class. Lord Clifton, from Baltimore, who was described in
my report of that show, took the red ribbon, and this bemust
esteem honor suflScient to such a dog as the first prize winner.
Count Laszio, reserve, has a long, plain, bloodhoundy head,
is a bit straight behind^ but has a good body and plenty of

size. Cato, Jr., has a poor-expressioned, long head and ex-
cellent front, but it is faulty behind. Keystone Monarch is

also too long in head, turns his feet out, has good bone and
nice coloring, but is wretchedly straight and weak in hind-
legs. Barry de Berne, c, has "a small, suipy-muzzled head,
good front, but is peculiarly ticked all over in body like a
Xiointer. Prince Wentworth has a nice shaped head, but is
spoiled by a light eye. Two old friends in Alpine Queen and
Reka took the prizes in the bitch class, the latter, while
having a better head, stands A'ery much bowed in front, and
is small, the other being far ahead in bone and body,

BLOODHOTJSDS, &KEAT DANES, ETC.— (H, W. L.A,CY).

A fair specimen of a bloodhound was shown in Bruno,
rather coarse, head of good length and formation, but lack-
ing wrinkle; good bone and leather. The Newfoundland
shown was one of those curly apologies, and the prize was
rightlj' withheld by Miss Whitney. Melac was absent and
so was Imperator, though entered in the great Dane division.
In the open class two poor ones and one very moderate speci-
men in Csesar, Jr., showed up, and after the grand display
at Chicago it would have been an outrage to award a first;

so the judge gave Ceesar second and withheld other mentions.
Caesar has a fair head, but is all wrong in body and tail; the
others were rank bad 'uns. The Hornell-Harmony Kennels
showed their two wolfhounds, and A-^aldimir beat his kennel
mate Princess Irma, better now in ribs, head and body
development; both want more flesh, and need a little "kitf-

ding to," as "Cheerful Horn" puts it.

FOXHOUSDS— (MA.JOR TAYLOR).

An excellent showing of the improved American type, the
Cook Kennels being strongly represented. Brave and A. Bern-
hardt took care of the challenge classes. In dogs Roderick
beat Drum II., reserve going to Trolla, a bit out in front and
coarse in shoulder, shown in excellent condition. Jolly .Joe,

faulty in head, throaty and rather light in.muzzle, and stern
carried wrong, vhc. Brave Boy, c, is only fair. In bitches
two from the Cook Kennels, Fly and Fanny, were placed as
named, with Primrose he, too fine in muzzle, a little out in
front and small sized. A rather good shaggy hound was
.shown, this is a true shag and partakes much of the type of
an otterhound, excepting the ears.

GREYHOUNDS—(H. W. LACi').

Mr. Thayer's entries in deerhounds were all ab.sent. In
greyhounds Gem of the Season and Harmony were on hand
to instil a little quality into the display, which, with the
exception of the winners, was very poor. Jolly Ranger out-
classed any thing in the open dog" class, he was at Chicago,
and Cyclone, given c, second withheld, is altogether too
much of a good thing, nearly as big as Chief fc;iin, the deer-
hound, but fairly well formed. Lady Clare proved herself
the winner over Lady Olivia in the bitch class, losing in
front, bone and quarters.

POINTERS— (.7. H. WINSLOW).

This was Mr. Winslow's first appearance in the ring this
year, though I knoM"- he has been invited. His judging
proved more careful and satisfactory than any yet done in
this breed throughout the circuit, and this proved to be the
opinion of most of those who exhibited. In heavy dogs
(challenge) the heavily-fronted Pontiac beat the coarse-
headed Lord Graphic in head, body, bone and hind parts,
Revel III. also accounting for Belle Randolph with some-
thing in hand. In the light-weight challenge Triljulat.on
again shut out the hopes of Launcelot, and the decision
seemed popular. Sally Brass II. was alone in her division;
all these dogs have been so repeatedly gone over that exhib-
itors, reporters and the public need a rest. Count Graphic
was picked out as the winner in heavy-weight dogs, Ijoast-

ing a niceish head, though light in eye, is a bit faulty be-
hind, but has good legs and feet. Shotmaster I spoke of
last week; he came second, with Luck of Idstone reserve, as
at Chicago, Trinket's Coin, faulty in .'skuU and shoulder,
vhc, as was Col. PurcelFs Jupiter. ' I am nob sure about the
latter name, as the entries from this kennel were telegraphed
and no names given. Barry H. is throaty, faulty in muzzle,
open in feet, but has a good body. Rex might be better in
muzzle and feet, but legs Hre good; these were all he. In
bitches Nell of Idstone, third at Chicago, was the winner,
second going to Wyanett, who loses in head, eye and bone
to the other. Pride of Idstone, reserve, got a little more
than she deserved; her faults were detailed la.st week.
Cicely, in the vhc. division, is well knowTi, and Purcell's
entry, poor in head, was also in this lot, as was also Jinnie,
bad in front, good head, but shown in poor shape. Minnie-
ha-ha, he, has a long, plain head, good ribs and loin, and
nice front; ought to have been higher up. Nellie, also he,
had a litter of pups, and I failed to see her. In dogs under
5,51bs., Ossining beat Ius[iiration again; their merits and de-
merits have been fully de.?cril>ed. Yellow Dot:!-:, i-eserve, is

light in loin, faulty in skull, but boasts some nice legs and
feet. In the vbo/division June is a poor one, light and
shelly, and wrong in muz/Je. Rock II. is now well known,
Purcell's entry is snipy in muzzle, body not well ribbed,
faulty in feet and iiasterns. In the he. lot came Springbok,
whom I noticed last week, and who might have had another
letter. Graphic Duke is wide in skull, and Wonderf nl Lad
lacks a well-ribbed body, is fairly good in front, is a bit
broad in skull. In bitches Miss Meally, v.-ell known, won
nicely over Trinket S. in head, cleanness of throat, legs and
feet. Lady Graphic is quite her equal, reserve. Phantom,
vhc, was at Chicago, and so was Fan Fan, Lord GJraphic's
Gem, he, loses in ribs, has a fair head, legs and feet, and
Karle is heavy in shoulders and bad in feet, head fair,

though ears are faulty. In dog puppies Dictator was again
a winner, with Spot second, feet turn out, but he has a nice
head, reserve going to Rex, a well-built young.ster showing
good bone, Cleo won in bitches, is a bit dished-faced, nice
skull, and good bone, legs and feet. Dixie, second, loses in
head and is straight in stifles. The classes throughout were
well filled, and in the small ring it was no easy matter to
place the dogs.

ENGLISH SETTERS—(MAJOK TAYLOR).
In these classes the entries were good, but the cj|_uality has

been better. In the challenge dog class of course Cincinnatus
won. Dad Wilson getting the reserve. It is no use going
over them again. Bohemian Girl was alone in the bitch
division, she has been described fully in these columns, In
open dogs Toledo Blade, rather dished-taced and light-eyed,

but well made in other respects, excepting that his tail is

carried too gaily, won, with Ben Hur of Ri verview occupying
the same place as at Chicago, Icses in ribs and chest to the
other, but head is better. Edgemark took reserve. Zippo
II. is coarse in head, and Don'S. is faulty in head but good
in body and legs; Dashing Count, also vhc , has a plain
head, is a nicely-bodied dog, but there is lack of quality
about him; Benzine, vhc, is not straight in coat, not quite
straight front, but a nicely-made dog nevertheless; Dad
Wilson, .Jr., is wrong in stop and wide in front, nice body,
legs and feet; Redstone, he, coat not straight enough, nice
head, but, like his kennel mate, not true in front. The bitch
class was a large one. Lady Zoe proving the winner, her head
is her worst part, being a well-built bitch; Lilly Hill, second,
is Roman-nosed, and at times stands quite bowed in front
and out at elbows. Tube Rose, reserve, much better in this

respect, but long and straight-faced and faulty in quarters.
Stell, vhc , has a nice head, and should have been higher up;
and Albert's Nellie, that has been winning a good deal
lately, could do no better i:.han vhc. Daisy B. has a poor
head, is light in bone and straight behind; Susan B. is coarse
throughout, but stands on good legs and feet, and Sunshine
loses in muzzle what she gains in .skull; these were all given
vhc. In the he. lot Patti Gladstone II. is too short in muz-
zlej not straight in front, and is small-sized; Lady Pitt I did
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not see. Bessie Marshall, c, is faulty in sliull and muzzle,
too long. Blade's Boy was tbe winner in puppies, he needs
a good deal of filling out yet and is too fine In muzzle; Count
B., second, has not much "to recommend him, and the others
will never be heard of again. Sam's Girl, winner in hitches,
has a good head; and Dashing Kent had been removed when
I got to her stall, the others were poor.

IRISH SETTERS—(MAJOIt TAYLOR).

My task in these classes will be an easy one, for, the list

of good Irish setters, unlike pointers and English setters, is

limited, and shows follow so quickly that most of the win-
ners are simply a repetition of otlier shows. In challenge
dogs, in the absence of Kildare, Mack N. had a walk over.
In bitches, Winnie XL, who loses to Jeanuette iv head and
front, but gains in color, took the blue ribbon. The well-
known Inchiquin won again in dogs, Seminole coming
second, losing in forelegs and head to the winner, Iowa
Prince taking reserve. Prince's faults are in muzzle and
ribs, good otherwise, but a bit coarse. Minstrel, vhc, is now
well known, and Planch o was at Chicago, and so was Prince
Ninon, c.; the others need no mention. Though in numbers
few, the quality in bitches was good, Edna H. furnishing
the winner, beating Claremont Meg, although she has not,

as our printer got it last week, a new type of head. Eudora,
reserve, is too well known to need description. Dolly, vhc,
loses in muzzle and is not quite right behind. Here was
another poor bitch suckling puppies; wliat folly and cruelty
at the same time, to subject a bitch to this ordeal. Nino,
vhc, is well known and was rightly placed. Nora Blythe,
a peg or two higher up at Chicago, had here to content her-
self "with the three letter.?. This comprised the class. A
rather coarse-skulled pup with a snipy muzzle but good in
color and body won in the dog class; second was withheld. A
very nice, promising bitch pup was shown in the bitch class,

a good head, excellent color and .shape.

GORDON SETTERS—(.MA.JOR TATLOR).

Ivanhoe and Leo B. occupied their usual places in the
challenge class. In the open,Rexmont had nothing but
Reginald H. to beat, who this time did not impress this
judge so favorably as Mr. Davidson at Chicago, for second
"was" withheld and he was only given a com'mended card.
The open bitch class was better. Janet, the winner, is but
a pup, has a nice head though rather on the Irish order,
good rich tan, nice body, but ears don't hang right, she also
wou in the puppy class for her .sex. Flomont has been
described before, she took second, and Countess of Rich-
mond, reserve, I have also spoken of before. Gyp loses in

front and ribs. Jess was leniently treated, having a short,
plain head. In dog puppies Pilot of Lorain was alone. A
fair Chesapeake Bay dog was shown in Duke. The entries
were, as usual, poor in this breed.

SPAXIELS—(C. M. NELLES).

The same .iudge and prettj' nearly the .same dogs in the
classes makes criticism easy this" week. In challenge
field dogs Baron and Lady were placed as named. Samson
was alone in the open dog class, and so was Saybrook Lass
in her division. In any other color Saybrook Dolly again
proved herself superior to Fancy. In cockers, Rabbi again
took the blue, Bene Silk not being for competition. Oban
won in the open dogs, beating Mardo, who has but one eye
to get along with, the other having some sort of a film over
it. Reserve went to Black Dufferin, well known. Obadiah,
vhc. could easily have changed with Mardo. Lad O., he,
is too Jong and fine in muzzle, and has a dachshundy front.
In open bitches Amazement and Lady Obo shared the
honors, though how Oban can beat either for the special is

hard to utiderstand, losing to them in mouth, front, body
and quarters; Rosedale Bu.sy in this class received the reserve
card. Cleo 11 . from the same kennel, getting vhc, she is a
bit undershot and not straight in front; Kate W. is ,iust a
light-built field spaniel, with little cocker type. Any other
color saw Silverton an easy winner over Bambo, who,
though he has made up a bit since the fall, is still far away
from good form, Silverton has a good head, nice body, legs
and feet, but is light in ej, e. Clumbers were the three'which
have been winning all along the circuit. The Irishmen were
9l^stained by the immortal Patsy O'Connor and PatayB,,
the former looking the shadow of his former self, in the
challenge class, and the latter in the open dog class—only
two shown.

COLLIES—(H. W. LACY).

It is not often one sees such a good collection of collies

outside of the principal shows. In the challenge dog class
poor old Scotilla, I regret to say, received his last blue rib-

bon; and now that the old dog is dead one feels some satis-

faction that in his last appearance in the ring this grand
collie was able to carry otf the blue ribbon, Roslyn Dandy, in
good shape, getting reserve. Flurry III. was alone in her
class. In open dogs eompetitioii was keen, and Roslyn Con-
way only just won from Golden Clipse, beating a little in
skull and quarters. Prince Para, vhc, fair head, light eye,

soft and rather ragged in coat and not quite straight in
front, was not up to the form of the winners. In bitches
Jakyr Deaue had all she could do in beating Golden Flirt,

a bit light in body, wide in skull, but coat first-rate, though
a bit soft. Nancy, vhc , is rather coarse in head, soft in coat,
but nice front and shows quality. Hera, the dam of the
two second prize winners, is rather short-faced, soft and
open in coat, but has a nicely formed body and good legs.
The puppy class was a hot one. Golden Clipse's lengthy
head pullin^ him to the fi-ont over Golden Flirt, reserve
going to Roslyn Tory, who loses in coat and head to them,
vhc. Golden Prince is a little domy in skull, faulty in
quarters, but has two good coats, though they are soft, as
are all the dogs in this kennel. Golden Charlie is not so
good in front, but of the same type as the winners. These
are all from a litter by Prince Charlie out of Hera and cer-
tainly a very good lot.

POODLES—(H. W. LACY).

Competitiou lay between Berri and Nell, both well known
and placed in that order at Boston. There were no bull-
dogs shown.

BTILL-TEERIERS—(H. W. LACY).

Jubilee was absent, as were all Mr. Harris's entries. At-
ti'action therefore did the honors in the challenge division.
In open dogs a well-made young dog, Keno, with poorly cut
ears, was placed over Topsparkle, who loses in muzzle and
front to him. Keno had one of the be.st natural and well-
carried tails I have seen in many a day. King of Hearts,
vhc, well known, and Master Dick, short necked and faced
and rather cloddy, he Rogue, c, is coarse. The bitch
class was a hot orie, with not a good one in it, Queen Ben-
digo winning from Lady Melville in body and front and
showing more quality. Loumont Kit stood wretchedly out
in front, reserve, and Venus, vhc, loses in head to the
others. Lill, he, faulty head and front. A rather good pup
in Luce won in the puppy class, Stanley Rose being absent.

BEAGLES— (H. W. LACY).

A fairish Basset was shown in Fanshon,"and three dachs-
hunde turned up. Gyp, the winner, is better in head, crook
and chest than Erdman. Waldmau, he, got his letters for
bodj', not crooked enough, but fine bead. Three good ones
turned up in challenge beagle dogs, the ribbon eventually
falling to Royal Krueger, better in head and shoulders than
Little^Duke, who was run close bv Rattler HI., whom he
beats in front and skull. In bitches Una beats Bonnie in
neck, loin and hindparts, though Bonnie shows a little

more quality and type. In open dogs, Tricotrin, though he
carries his brush too gaily, had no difficulty in beating
Fleetwood in body, front and head. Bugler, vhc, losing in
bone and siiSe to ttie otheTS. In bitches Twintwo had a hard

0 with Elf for the blue ribbon; both are a bit long in body,
ut Twin beats in front, coat and loin. Merry Maid is

snipy-muzzled and not true in front. Pearl of Hollywood
has a good front and coat, but loses in head, and is a bit
coarse. The two puppies were runts and the prizes were
withheld.

FOX-TERRIERS— (H. W. LACY),

The challenge class at first sight seemed a hot one, but
with Raby Mi.xer and Dusky Trap among the absent ones
the fight lay between Lucifer (as in present, vide catalogue)
and Blemton Volunteer, which made the proper placing of
the ribbons an easy matter, in the order named. In bitches
the struggle was. in the absence of Richmond Dajzzle, Con-
sequence and Brilliant, short and sharp between Rachel and
Dona, the former's excellent front and head placing her
Avell to the fore. People may try as they may to pick the
old bitch to pieces, gone off and so on, bnt there she stands
to-day as truly fronted as any terrier now on the bench. In
open dogs Blemton Victor II., thousrh he had been bitten
through the knee by his kennel mate Valour II., still showed
bimself so superior that, though a bit lame, he took the rib-

bon, with Valour II. next, not so good in head, bnt better at
present in body, Victor having naturally lost flesh a bit

owing to his mishap. Le Logos, better in head, took reserve
over Raby Trigger, who is faulty in ears and skull. End-
clifte Spice, also vhc, is coarse in head, good body. Bever-
wyck Rebel, he. is coar.se in skull, too full in brow. In
bitches, owing to the absence of several well known animals
entered, competition narrowed down to Dominica and Hill-
side Gaudy, and it was not long before the former walked out
with the "blue i-ibbon , a better all round bitch, the other
being light and shelly looking. Out of six entries in the
puppy class only two turned up, Rogue and Rival, the for-

mer winning; has a much better shaped head, but is hardly
so good in front as the other. No wire-hairs were shown.

IRISH TERRIERS— (H. W. LACY).

A challenge class was made for Mars and Dunmurry and
the bitch was placed over the dog. Is better in front. In
the open a leggy, shelly specimen in Brick Bat was shown
but hardly deserved the"prize. Sir Stafford was .shown in the
Skye class, and having no competition, won, the other entry
being one of those fluffy nondescripts which may be any-
thing from a bad poodle to a Yorkshire. Mr. Russell's Jack
was the only entry in Bedlingtous, and, of course, took the
bhre ribbon.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS— (H. W. LACY).

This was about the strongest classyet seen. Beaconsfield,
Sultan, Prince Regent and Prince. After carefitl handling,
Beaconsfield I found the better dog, more true to type, better
in head; the other is long and narrow enough "to .stiit my
Philadelphian friends no doubt, but there is not enough ter-
rier in it. There is such a thing as getting a head too grey-
houndy and losing all character and expression. Beacons-
field has brain room and the other has not, and though his
head looks a trifle .short to the others, it is better formed.
Sultan beats in cleanness of neck, but in everything else ex-
cepting, perhaps, in color, the older dog is going oft a bit in
this respect, still his markings and pencilings are truer.
He is also much better in front, deeper in chest, shorter in
body and immensely better in tail. Prince Regent has a
better muzzle and were he better filled out in body would
also beat Sultan, but the whippety style of black and tan is
not the correct one, and now that we are "learning" we may
as well start right as not. Prince was out of this company.
In bitches Matchless, though small and a little light built,
but well marked, nice head, fair front, and showing quality
all through, won easily over Buttercup, English Lady being
absent.

YORK.SHIRE TERRIERS— (H. W. LACY).

Toon's Royal George I placed over Toon's Royal, it is near,
taut George has it in coloring. Bob, reserve, though short of
coat and coarse in head, has the best can I ever saw, it quite
made George Thomas's eyes sparkle, In bitches Ventts was
alone. A fairi,sh toy terrier Avas shown and given first.

PUGS— (MISS A. H. WHITNEY).
Bob Ivy and Treasurer met in the challenge dog class, the

former winning in head. Vesta was alone in her class.
Open dogs saw some good ones, the struggle lying between
Eberhart's Cashier and Penrice. The latter beats the other
in size and is shorter and more cobby in body, Cashier gain-
infj in head, general condition and front. In the bitch class
Cribbage won this time over Mint, who was second at
Chicago under the same judge, and Cribbage reserve. Mid-
get loses in front and head to the others. Low, vhc, is
black-faced and pinched in muzzle; Sarah Bernhardt, in the
same lot, is well known, and Daisy, he, is faulty in ear and
muzzle Mable E. and Banjo G., winners at Chicago, were
placed as written in puppies, with King Leah, quite a fair
one, by Kash, given vhc. Midget, that charmed the hearts
of the ladie.s by her cirteness, was given he, too small yet,
but thoixgh three months old. is no bigger than a month
old puppy, and paraded the ring like a Bradford Ruby with
chain and collar on; it is a credit to its sire, Penrice,

TOY SPANIELS—(H. W. LACY).

Calumet Ben d'Or won over Ben d'Or, Jr., in skull, short-
ness of face and loin , in King Charles dogs. In bitches, Cal-
umet Alice, the winner at Chicago, was here alone. In
Blenheims, Calumet Cromwell, faulty in skull, muzzle and
eye, was alone in the dog class, and Exeter Beauty, though
smothering Calumet Lula in head and coat, had to give
place to the latter, owing to her inability to walk, some
weakness in the loin.

ITALIAN" GREYHOUNDS— (H. W. LACY).

Lavander beats Nellie in size, front and head, 'Nellie
being too much cut out before eye.

MISCELLANEOUS— (H. W. LACY).

Kilston, the Scotch terrier, and Nellie Gray, the whippet,
were given the money, and letters were distributed gener-
ously to two German Wachtels that look like very bad
cockers, a Leonberg, etc. This brings the spring season of
1891 to a close, and no one is more pleased than H. W, L.
The following is the list of awards made after we went to

press last week:

MASTIFFS.—Challenge -Dofirs; Ist, Flour City Kennels' Ilford
Ctiancellor. Bitclies: 1st, Elour City Kennels' Laciy Coleus.—Open
—Bogs: 1st, O. E. Bunn's Ormonde. Others withheld. Bitches: Ist,
Flour City Kennels' Caution's Oivn Daughter; 2d, O. C. Cook's
Pharoah Queen. Very h'gti com.. Flour City Kpnnels' iMlss Cau-
tion. Puppies: Ist and 2d, C. C. Cook's Beaufort Queen and Dic'a-
tor. Higb com-, H. A, Luther's Lady Constance, .J. M. Horner's
Talisman.
GREAT DAXES.-Doffs: 1st, J. C. Krehl's Ctesar, Jr. Others

withheld. Bitches: iS!o entries.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.—1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels'
Valdemu'.
FOXEIOUNDS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, The Cook Kennels'

chamuion Brave. Bitches: 1st. The Cook Kennels' A. Bernhardt.
— Open—Doffs: 1st ar.d 2rJ, The Cook Kennels' Foderlck and Drum
11. Reserve, C. C. Cook's Troller. Very high com,, D. E. Patera's
Jolly Joe. Com., Oriole Kennels' Brave Boy. Bitcftis: 1st ard 2d,
The Cook Kennels' Flv and Fanny. High com., Oriole Kennels'
Primrose.—Shaggy—1st, T. Bright's Sailor.

GREYHOUNDS.-Challenge—Dofifs: If-t, A. W. Purhcck's Gem
of th" Season. BitcMes: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Harmon.v.—Open—Dn{/s; 1st, C. E. Ireson's .lolly Ranger. Com., J. M. Cis-snt's
Cyclone. Bitches: 3d. C. W. Sarvis's Lady Olivia.

COLLIES—Ch.4LLENGE— Do(7.?; 1st, Chestnut Hill Kmnpls'
ScotiUa. Re.=erve, Ssminole Kenrels' Roslyn Dandy. Bitches: 1-t.
Chestnut Hill Kennels' Flurry in.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Chestnut
Hill Kennels' Rorlyn Conway; 2d, E. Huidekoper's Golden Clipse.
Vory high com.,C M. Manhall Prince Para. Com., VVm. Taylor's
Wood ataea Rover and P, B. Sears'* G-lencs II. Bitches: Ist '

Chestnut Hill Kennels' Jakyr Dean; 2d, E. Huidekoper's Golden
Flirt. Very high com., H. P. Harrison's Nancy. High com., E.
Huidekoper's Hera. Puppies: 1st, 3d, very high com. and high
com.. E Huidpkoper's Golden Clipse, Golden Flirt, Golden Priace
and Golden Charlie. Reserve, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Roslyn
Tory.

BULL-TERRIERS. -CHALLENGB—Bitc/ies; Ist, Wm. Mariner's
Attraction.—Open— Dog.?; 1st aud com.. Crockery City Bull-Ter-
rier Kenncla' Keno and Rogue; 2d, P. F. Dole's Toppparkle. Very
high com.. North P'iold Yorkshire Kennels' King of Hearts. High
com., J. Morehead'3 Master Dick. Bitches: 1st, John Monrhead'a
Queen Bendigo; 2d and reserve, F. W. Moulton's Lady Melville
and Loumont Kit. Very high com, and hish com., Crockery City
Rull-Terrie.r Kennels' Venus and Lill.—Pttppj'es; 1st, Crockery
City Bull-Terrier Kennels' Luce.

BASSETT HOUNDS.-lst, Idsfcone Kennels' Fanshon.
DACHSHUNDE.-Dogs; 1st, T. N. Bright's Gyp; 2d, H. Kaase's

Erdman. High com., H. Kaase's Waldman.
BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs,- 1st, Hoi-nell-Harmory Ken-

nels' Royal Krueger. Reserve. H. Bennett's Little Duke. Bitches:
Ist. Hornell-Harmony Kennels' L^na. Reserve. Hollywood Ken-
nels' Bonnie. Open—Dogs: 1st, Hornell-Harmony Kennels' Tri-
cotrin; 31. F. F. Osier's Fleetwood. Verr high com., HoUvwood
Kennels' Bueler. Bitches: 1st, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Tsyin-
two; 2d. Hornell-Harmon.v Kennels' Elf. Reserve, F. F. Oeier's
Merry Maid. Very high com., Hollywood Kennels' Pearl of Hollv-
wood. High com., 0. W. Fromm's Piney. Com., W. S. Gates's
Mage. Puppies: Prizes withheld.

FOX-TERRIERS.-Chaleenge- Dog.s; 1st, Blemton Kennels'
Lucifer. Reserve, Oriole Kennels' Blpmton Volunteer. Bitches:
1st., Blemion Kennels' Rachel. Reserve, Oriole Kennels' Dona —
Open— D(?gs; 1st and 3d, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Victc II.
aud Blemton Valoxir II. Reserve, Oriole Kennels' LeliOgos. Very
high com., Chas. D. Bernhimer's Baby Trigger and North Fields
Yorkshire Kennels' Endcliffe Spice. High com., C. Rathbone's
Beverwyet Rebel. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Oriole Kennels' Dominica
and Hillside (4audy. Pxppies; 1st and 2d, Oriole Kennels' Rogue
and Rival,

IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st and 2d, The Park Ken-
nels' Dunmurry and Mars.—Open—1st, Geo. Bell's Brick Bat.
SKYE TERRIERS.-lst, C. A. Shinn's Sir Stafford; 2d, with-

held.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.-lst. Wm. H. Russell's Jack.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Oveh 7lbs.—Dog.s: 1st and

reserve, North Fields Y^orkshire Kennels' BeaconsSeld and Prince
Regeni; 2d, H. T. Foote's Broomfleld Sultan. Very high com .

Blake & Herbertson's Prince. Bitches: 1st, North Fields York-
shire Kennels' Matchless; 2d, Blake & Herbertson's Buttercup.
Y'ORKSHIRE TERRIBRS.-Dogs; 1st and 2d. North Fields

\''orkshire Kennels' Toon's Royal George and Toon's Royal, Re-
serve, E. Etzensperser's Bob. Bitches: 1st, North Fields York-
shire Kennels' Venus.
TOY' TERRIERS.-lst. E. Etzensperger's Midget,

PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs; Ist. H. M. Cryei's champion Bob
Ivy. Reserve, Seminole Kennels' Treasurer. Bitche^i: 1st, H. M.
Cryer's champion Vesta.- Open—Dog?; let, Eberhart Pug Ken-
nels' Eberhart's Cashiei; 2d, Howard Bros.' Penrice. Bitches: 1st,
1st, M. H. Cryer's Cribbage; 2d, G. H. Hardy's Mint. Reserve, E.
E. Parnell's Midget. Very high com,. Eberhart Png Kennels'
Sara Bernhardt, M. H. Cryer's Low. High conn., G. D. Gordon's
Daisy. Puppies: 1st and 2d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Mable E. and
Banjo G. Very high com., Seminole Kennels' King Leah. High
com., G. H. Hardj's Migit. Com,, G. D. Gordon's Dick.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS.-Dogs; 1st, Calumet Kennels'

Calumet Bend Or; 2d, F. G. Boesger's Bend Or, Jr. Bitches: 1st,
Calumet Kennels' Calumet Alice.

BLENHEIM SPANIELS.-Dogs; 1st, Calumet Kennels' Calu-
met Cromwell. Bitches: 1st, Calumet Kennels' Calumet Lu La;
2d, Mrs. B. F. Lewis's E.'seter Beauty.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.-lst, J, S. Rockwell's Lavander; 3d,

D. S. Davis's Nellie.

MISCELLANEOUS. — 1st, North Fields Y'orkshire Kennels'
Kilston; 2d, Campbell & Blake's Nellie Gray, Very high com.,
Miss Marie Adair's Oyez, G. Kiepler's .Spot. High com,, M. Rein-
hard's Rolland, Campbell & Blake's Benbow.

SPECIALS.
Masttpfs.—Best dog or bitch, Ilford Chancellor; best bitch in

open class. Caution's Own Daughter; best pnppy, Beaufort's
Queen.
St. BEHN.4BDS.—Best dog or bitch. Watch; best American-bred

dog or hitch, lo; St. Bernard Club medal best American-bred
rough bitch. lo; beat in open class. Republican Belle; bestnnder
18 months. Mount Ziou Guj;btst smooth owned by a lady of
Cleveland, Count Taszio; St. Bernard Club medal best American-
bred smooth dog, Lord Hector; best smooth bitch. Empress »f
Contoocock.
Great Danes.—Best in show, Cesar Jr.; best under 18 months,

Leo. Best foxhound dog or bitch. Brave.
GaEYHOtTNUs.—National Greyhound Club medal for best in

show. Gem of ttie Season (2).

Pointers.—Pointer Club of America for the best pointer owned
by a member of the Pointer Club, Idstone's Spot Master: a sim.il«r
prize for the best pointer bitch, Nell of Idstone; Daniels prize,
Nell of Idstone; the best get of Lord Graphic, Count Graphic;
best kennel of American bred pointers, Idstone Kennels; the
special for the best field trial record dog or bitch. Tribulation;
best kennel of pointers entered from Cleveland, John R. Daniels;
the pointer with the best field trial record owned in Cleveland,
Lord Graphic.
English SEiTEES.—Club medal for Lest bitch and two of her

produce over 12 months old, Nellie T., with Bob and Dan Beau-
mont; breeder of the best three dogs or bitches over 12 months
old, J. Shelley Hudson; beat dog or bitch with public field trial
record, Cincinnatus; best in open classes, Toledo Blade; best dog
puppy owned in Cleveland, Count King; best with best field trial
record, Toledo Blade; best bitch, Bohemian Girl; best brace sired
by Beaumont, Dan Beaumont and Dashing Count; best brace,
Cinrinnatus and Toledo Blade; best kennel, J. Shelley Hudson.
Irish Settehs.—Best dog or bitch. Mack M.; best dog in open

class, luchiquir; best bitch ditto, Edna H.; best kennel, Clare-
mont Kennels.
Gordon Seiiehs.—Best dog, Ivanhoe; best bitch. Duchess of

Waverley; best brace owned in Cleveland, Gyp and Jess; best
kennel. Dr. Dixon's.
Spaniees.—American Spaniel Club specials, best field, Baron;

best cocker. Oban; best cocker bitch in open class (Lake Shore
Kennel ."peciol) Amazement; best brace (a hal) Amazement and
Lady Obc; best spaniel dog or bitch. Baron; best Irish water
spaniel. Patsy B.
Collies.—Collie Club medal, best not over two years old in open

class, Roslyn Conway; bronze medal for second best ditto. Roslyn
Tory; bronze medal best dog in puppy class, Roslyn Tory; best
collie in show, Flurry HI.; best bitch la open class, Jakyr Deane;
best entered frrm Cleveland, C. M. Munhall's Prince Para; best
kennel. Chestnut Hill.
Bull-Terriers.—Best dog or hitch. Attraction; best bitch in

open class. Queen Bendigo.
Beagles.-National Beagle Club specials (3): Best kennel of

four, Hornell-Harmony Kennels (2): best dog Royal Krueger; best
bitch t2), Twintwo; smallest puppy over 4mos. old, Mrs. White's
Silver.
Fox-Tehriers.—Best dog or bitch in open class, Blemton Vic-

tor II.; best in puppy class. Rogue; best dog, Blemton Victor IT.;
best in show, Rachel; best brace, Rachel and Blemton Victor II.;
best kennel, Blemton Kennels.
Pugs.—Best dog in open class, Eberhart's Cashier; best bitch

ditto, Dr. Cryer's Cribbage; best in show, Bob Ivv.
Best black and tan terrier, Beaconsfield. Best Y'orksbire terrier.

Toon's Royal George. Largest dog in miscellaneous class, Rel-
land. BestGeiman Wacbtel, divided; handler with largest team,
Ben Lewie; kennel making largest number of entries. North Fields
Y'orkshire Kennels. Best stud dcg, any breed, with six of his get,
English setter Beaumont.

IRISH SETTER EIELD TRIALS.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I see by a Western paper that the committee ap-
pointed to make arrangements for the field trials of the
Irish Setter Club have recommended to the exectttive com-
mittee the date of Nov. 2^ for the trials. If .such be the
case they have made a bad start, and one I am very much
surprised to see advocated. The trials should be held at
such time that they will not interfere with any of the other
large field trials, for all the best handlers are already en-
gaged for the larger trials and could not therefore take any
Irish setters. The Irish trials should be held so as to bring
out the largest and best field of Irish setters. The date
recommended by the committee will not do th.is,—MONi
Clark
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DOG CHAT.
MEETING Mr. F. E. Lamb, of Baltimore, on our way

home from CleTeland, he told us he had sold his two
St. Beruards, Lady Bedivere and Keepsake, to John H. Fran-
cis, Jr. . Peoria, 111. Keepsake is nowin Melrose to be mated
to Pliulimmon, Jr. We understand Mr. Francis is negotiat-
ing with Mr. S. W. Smith for his crack dog Aristocrat, by
champion Plinlimmon out of Adela. Mr. Lamb is import-
ing the bitch Marguerite, in whelp to the one-eyed dog Poly-
phemus. She is by champion Plinlimmon, and won first and
cup at Dundee, only time shown.

T^Tiile we are talking about Baltimore we might as well
add that Hepsey is completely recovered and has now been
moved to Mr. Diifenderffer's country kennels. The pups
are doing well and are beautifully marked.

On our ari'ival home from Cleveland we were rather exer-
cised over the noii-appearance last week of a paragi'aph
which we had sent regarding the purchase of Scottish Prince
by Col. Ruppert. Somehow it had gone astray, and perhaps
just as well, for we hear, from a perfectly reliable source,
that Mr. Smith has not sold Scottish Prince, though nearly
all the dailies had the circumstances of the sale very pat.
Mr. Mann was to go over May 2 to bring him home together
with another young bitch that Mr. Soiith swears by, if one
could imagine the "Greek professor" guilty of such an act.

In referring to our advertising columns we find that Sir
Bedivere has been placed at stud, and this, in addition to a
letter from Mr Green, the kennel manager, leads us to sup-
pose that the crack is all right again, and so is Hesper, there-
fore Mr. Sears must be congratulated on his lucky escape,
and all's well that ends well' just fits his case, but it would
be wise not to tempt Providence again.

The old English Mastiff Club intend holding another of
their club shows this summer and Mr. Taunton was in-
stracted to negotiate again for the Crystal Palace accommo-
dations.

There were several exciting races on Friday last at Cleve-
land between the greyhounds Gem of the Season- and Jolly
Eaneer. A course of about ISOyds. was cleared and the re-

sults were very even. Hanger "won two out of three by a
neck and the last one was a dead heat. Considering Gem
has been doing the circuit for nearly two months, while
Banger has had some racing in Canada, Gem's work was very
satisfactory.

The Toronto Kennel Club now numbers 31 members and it

has been decidedto hold semi-monthly members' shows, only
members' dogs to be admitted, and the first show will take
place in May. They also pledge themselves to do all they
can for the Fair show in the fa'l.

America is a great country. Instead of having to keep
his pack eating their heads off during the summer, the mas-
ter of the Penntaroke Hlint, Mr. Mitchell Harrison, had an
offer from Forepaugh's circus to sell the pack for exhibition
drag purposes if they could show a good performance in the
ring on a drag, this they did and the sale was consummated.

It is not usual for strangers to become attached to Patsey
O'Connor and we were therefore surprised to hear that the
sheriff at Cleveland had laid hands upon our old friend of
the topknot. It seems that a Mr. Chisholm claims the dog

_ was stolen from him two years since. This ought not to be
diiScult to disprove, as we believe Patsey must have been
for three years, at least, a circuit rounder.

There is quite a little storm raging in Canadian papers over
tbe selection of Mr. Mason to judge at Toronto. They should
bear this in mind that with Mr. Mason judging there last
year, the entry list exceeded any other show by nearly two
bund red entries.

We hear that the cockers Amazement and Lady Obo will
be sent to England next month to try and snatch some of
the prizes from the clutches of the Boultons, the Farrows
and the Jacobs. We Avish them luck, for they are both
worthy specimens of the breed.

Canadian breeders have put in circulation throughout the
country a petition for the Minister of Customs for such
alterations in custom regulations as will put dogs on the
same level as swine, and so be allowed, as registered stock,
free admission into the country.

The Cleveland Kennel Club is to be congratulated in
having such a whole-souled president as Mr. Robison. He
understands the peculiarities of dogmen instinctively. On
Tuesday evening, after the show closed, several of the boys
were rounded up, among them Messrs. Winslow, Childs,
Diffenderffer, Moorehead, Munhall, JSTelles, Cody and the
writer. At the invitation of the president we adjourned to
one of the restaurants, and in a private room spent about
the pleasantest evening of the circuit. Dog chat mingled
with theMoet, interspersed with songs from the only "Bert"
and others. Mr. Robison in the course of conversation pro-
posed that the kennel clubs of the country should subscribe
ilOO each toward an' annual pigeon shoot, three members
from each clvib to shoot at .50 birds each. For the first

meeting Mr. Robison said he would supply the birds and
have it on the track at Cleveland. It was thought that
three would surely enter from the Philadelphia Kennel
Club, and no doubt the Westminster and other clubs would
also join. The plan is a good one and the meeting would be
very interesting.

There is to be a Sangerfest at Cleveland next year, and a
permanent exposition building is about to be put up in time
for the gathering. This building the kennel club intends to
secure for their next show, and as it will of course be well
situated they have every intention of making their next
venture a notable one. Though the club numbers some 100
members, owing to the losses on their last two shows the
other members were not willing to incur much risk and left
everything to Messrs. Robison and Munhall, who must be
congratulated on their pluck and their courteous treatment
of the visitors.

We have received the premium list of the California Ken-
nel Club's show, to be held April 29 to May 2, in San Fran-
cisco. There is no regular prize money given, only diplomas,
but the classification is very liberal. ' The special prize list

is certainly interesting reading, as the prizes range all the
way from hard cash. Peerless steam cookers and carpet
sweepers to sides of spring lamb and "pants," the latter
being singularly appropriate to the occasion. One novelty
is the first payment on ten shares of a building and loan
association. Mr. Davidson mil judge all classes, and A.
Russell Crowell will superintend, and with his Eastern ex-
perience this is a good selection. "Honest Jobu' ' we all know.
The secretary is H. L. Miller.

Mr. C. A. Stone, the secretary, writes us that the indica-
tions are that the coming Industrial Exhibition Association
International Bench Show of Dogs, to be held in the city of
Toronto Sept. 14-18, will be the grandest ever held in Canada,
and will compare favorably with the largest show in the
United States- The general Committee of the Industrial
has granted about $1,500 more cash to be added to the amount
offered last ^ear, besides a large nnmber of tlieir very haii<J-

some silver and bronze medals. Miss Whitney and Mr.
Mason have both accepted the position of judges, and it is
more than likely that it Avill be necessary to appoint another
judge to take some of the classes. The committee are now
hard at work on the premium list, which will be published
shortly.

Mr. Charles N. Symonds, owner of the North Field York-
shire Kennels, has, we understand, formed a partnership
with Mr. Richard Toon, of 316 Fitzwilliam street. Sheflaeld,
England. That Mr. Symonds has made a wise move there
is little doubt, Mr. Toon being a thoroughgoing fancier,
and with the increasing interest now being taken in Irish,
black and tans and Yorkshires, a man with good judgment
on the ground to pick up the coming cracks is a great ad-
vantage to any kennel. The combination will now be
known as the Anglo-American Terrier Kennels. George
Thomas will sail with Prof. Parker next week for England,
and will then with Mr. Toon attend the summer shows, tak-
ing along with him Beaconsfield and Kilston, the Scotch
terrier, together with Lady Belle, the Clumber.

One of our advertisers, who has a boarding and training
kennel, writes us, in making an addition to his advertise-
ment: "My advertisement in Forest akd Steeam has been
very satisfactory; judging from the many points from which
I have received letters, its circulation must reach almost
every hamlet in the land." It does.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Eastern
Coursing Club, held March 37, the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: H. Q. Pope, President; J. H.
Watson, Vice-President; C. M. Fitzgerald, Secretary; A L.
Pape, Treasurer.

After reading a chatty letter, which the noted Irish setter
breeder. Dr. Jarvis, sends us, the reason he was prevailed
upon to part with Elcho, Jr., is not far to seek. It seems he
has purchased a young dog, Duke Elcho, from Mr. T. H.
Sherman, Augusta, Ga. The Doctor sold the pup when
lOmos. old to that gentleman, and he is now nearly 2yrs. old
and has been trained by friend Titus of West Point, Miss.
He was shown at Augusta, Ga. , in 1890, taking first and special
for best puppy of any breed. The Doctor says he is more
like Elcho, Jr., than any dog he ever saw, and when he ex-
hibits him he expects to carry all before him. He bought
him back for his field qualities and hardly expected to find
such a bench dog. He will run him in the Irish setter trials
together with Edna H., the young bitch that has won at the
last two shows. She was trained by S. C. Bradley and he
will handle his dogs this season. Closing his letter he says:
"Isold Elcho, Jr., but I am still 'in it.' I don't think; I
have lost my knowledge of Irish setters and can still bi-eed
winners." We are sure that all setter men will be pleassd
to see this well known "red" man taking an active part in
Irish setterdom again.

Owing to lack of space we cannot devote much time to the
Engli.sh Kennel Club show, of which the English kennel
papers this week are full. There were 1,377 dogs benched,
just 7 more than our New York show—we are speaking of
numbers, not quality. The show is said to have eclipsed all
previous ones in both respects. Royaltj^ made several
entries, the Queen and the Prince of Wales being among the
exhibitors. During the show the noted bulldog Cardinal
York was purchased from Dr. Snow by Mr. Alfred George
for an American buyer. He is now on the way over. British
Monarch still showed himself cock of the walk, defeating
Bedgebury Lion. Col. North showed his crack greyhounds
Fullerton, Simonian and others and they were, of coui-se, a
center of attraction. Black and tan terriers were good, and
personally we were pleased to see that Mr. Henry Lacy won
the team prize against Mr. Ellis' formidable kennel. Will
history repeat itself? We shall go through the breeds more
extensively next week for the benefit of our readers.

"Namquoit" intends to boom the St. Bernard interests on
the Pacific coast, and has brought out the dog Republican,
by Duke of Wellington out of Restless.

The Barzoi Elsie is seriously ill, but hopes are entertained
of her recovery, as she is under Mr. Sewell's care.

A speaking likeness of Mr. Geo. Raper appears in a late
issue of Canine World, bixt we can hardlj; compliment that
enterprising journal on the picture of Princess Florence in
the last issue to hand. It is not in their usual style by any
means.

If "Pater" will kindly send us his name we shall be
pleased to publish his letter on the spaniel judge question.

Mr. Shillcock, the owner of Lord Bute, purchased for
13,000 the noted St. Bernard sire Marvel. He is a son of
champion Pouf. It seems he has sired a wonderful pup out
of Princess Florence, which simply out-Herods Herod in
head properties according to Stock-Keeper. B y the way,
Keeper won the St. Bernard Club's 100 guinea challenge cup
at the kennel club show.

The English Bulldog Club's show will be heldMay 1.3 to 15
and the prizes are said to be especially rich. It must be re-
membered that a ten-guinea cup is to be competed for, for the
best dog or bitch owned by a resident of America. The
American club will also offer a silver medal to the breeder
of the best dog or bitch owned by a resident of America.
We shall therefore expect to hear of something going over
from this side. We believe Mr. Geo. Thomas would take a
dog or two over with him if the A. B. C. people feel like
showing.

Poor old Scotilla. It is bad enough for an old favorite to
die in his kennel with those he loves best around or near
him, but to think of his dying of suffocation like a rat in a
water hole, is very distressing. Coming home from Cleve-
land show the dog was found dead when he reached Jersey
City Sunday morning, and Ben Lewis was very much
troubled, though it was no fault of his. Scotilla, a champion
many times over, was Dublin Scot's best son and out of
Flurrj^ 11. Mr. W. R. Dockrell, of London, England, bred
him, and he was whelped Oct. 28, 1885. He was shown two
or three times in England and then imported by Mr. Harri-
son in 1887, and since then, till the Baltimore show last year,
he had had an almost uninterrupted run of first prizes.
Roslyn Wilkes, his son, being the first to take his number
down. Since then he has lost his bloom and has never
looked the Scotilla of old. It will be long ere we meet with
another collie that can keep such a strong head as he had
without getting coarse. Mr. Harrison has our sincere sym-
pathies, for, however many winners he might breed, he still

had the tenderest spot for Scotilla and his dam. Just before
going to press we received a letter from Mr. Jarrett saying
that Scotilla had died from poison. An analysis is being
made of the stomach contents. He says: "The whole thing
seems a mystery," and promises us further news on the sub-
ject.

Dogs: Their Management and Treavmentin Disease. By
Ashmont. Price $2. Kennel Record and Account Booh.
Price $3. Training vs. BreaMiig. By S. T. Hammoiid.
Price ^1. First Lessons in Dog Training, 'Witli Points of
a}l ^reecls. Price 6Q G^p^te.

VREDENBURGH-PESHALL.
THE trial of the Vredenburgh vs. Peshall case was begun

last Friday, and is still in progress. Assistant District
Attorney Mclntyre appears for the prosecution, and Mr.
Peshall is conducting his own defense. Judge Martine,
before whom the case is being tried, is presiding with dis-
tinguished ability, unfailing patience, and an evident desire
to be exactly fair to both sides. If the rights of the case are
not determined, it will not be the judge's fault.

A. P. VREDEKBtTEGH.

The first witness for the prosecution was Mr. A. P. Vreden-
burgh, who was subjected by Mr. Peshall to a cross-examina-
tion lasting through Friday afternoon, all of Monday and into
Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Peshall was bent on getting the items
making up the famous balance, .$1,2;38.38. Mr. Vredenburgh
testified to the correctness of his accounts throughout, but
did not satisfy Mr. Peshall on this point, and by the time
the cross-examinati6n was concluded the jury appeared to
be more muddled about the A. K. C. finances than dog men
themselves have been. The two sums named by Mr. Vreden-
burgh as making up the 81,328.28, were those mentioned by
Dr. IPerry in our issue of July 17, 1890, namely:

Club dues ..$285 39
Stud Book account 912 89

1,238 38

This was supplemented on the foUovying day by a more
detailed account, as follows:

DETAIIiKD STATEMENT OP ITEMS MAKING UP THE BAIiANCE
OF :gl,228.28.

Statement from Jan. 10, 1888, to Jan. 11, 1889.

Bec,6ipt>i.

Balance on hand Jan. 10, 1888 S650.04
Received for members' annual dnes 310 00

Registration of prefixe.? 42 00
Traveling expenses 100 00
Registration of dogs 2128 00
Sales of Stud Book 997 00
Tabulated pedigrees 54 50
Advertising ,

425 35
Incidentals 7 90

Total receipts $4714 69
Less total disbursements 3486 41

Balance on hand Jan. 11, 1889

This account embraces 47 pages in cash book, Janttary,
April, 1888, and 97 pages in cash book, April, 1888, to April

jyishursements.

Jan. 10, 1888, to Jan. 11, 1889.

Paid Dr. N. Rowe
Fov postage stamps

Stationery -

Exchange to bank
Volnme I. Stud Book
lixpressage
Returned registrations
TreaKTirer's account
Gas bill

Telegrams
Extra services
Vol. V. American Kennel Beoister
Trade discount
Librarian of Congress for copyright
Type writing
Returned registration of prefix
Returned copies of Stud Book
Furniture
Stenographer.—
Christmas gifts to elevator boys and postman.

.

Travelmg expenses
Rent of office
Salary A. P. Vredenburgh
Salary A. D. Lewis
Printing to Rogers & Sherwood

$1228 38

1887, to

$35 00
118 CO

7 05
13 45
20 00
1 65

20 00
69 73
18 67

75
31 15
3 00

14 14
4 00
50

3 00
4 87
21 00
35 00
3 00
64 70
268 75
700 00
400 00

1,651 01

Total disbursements §3,486 41

All the books of the club were put in evidence and Mr.
Peshall announced that he would go through them vdth an
expert and after his examination would then, if permitted

C. J. PESHALL.

by the Court, renew the cross-examination. The trial has
been converted by Mr. Peshall into a "fishing excursion,"
as the lawyers call it; that is a quest for evidence to be used
in the civil suits which are threatened. This was manifest
in the cross-examination of James L. Anthony, who was
made to testify that he was one of those who in secret meet-
ing of September, 1890, voted to suspend Mr. Peshall,
Messrs. A. C. Wilmerding, James Watson, James L.
4ntbony and oue of tji§ staff qf Forest and Stbe^sj were
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called by the prosecution to testify respecting Mr. Peshall's
coanection with the article on which the indictment was
based, and at 4 o'clock Tuesday afternoon Mr. Mclntyre
rested for the prosecution.
Mr. Peshall opened for himself Wednesday morning. It

appeared that his defense, as then outlined, woiild be that
the money received by Mr. Lewis for the Stud Book belonged
to him and not to the club, and therefore could not have
been put into the club. Secondly, that the article named in
the indictment was a reply to other articles, and further that
the statements contained in the article complained of'were
true and their publication was justifiable, as the subject was
of general interest to the public.
We are indebted to the courtesy of the New York J] orld

for the portraits here given and we publish them after hav-
ing taken advice of counsel that such publication is not
libelous.

BLACK AND TANS AT BOSTON.
Editor F<yrest and Strcnm:
There are times when friends must agree to disagree, and

even the oldest and best of friends must not forget those
little courtesies which they owe one to the other. Mr. Lacy 's

notes on the mixed terrier class at Boston contain the fol-

lowing statement: "Black and tans will be reported by Mr.
Mason at my request. In looking them over again on a "clean
board floor and in good light I preferred Prince Regent to
Salisbury, though as they were shown in the ring Salisbury
was truer in front." My first intention after reading this was
to ask you not to print my report of black and tan terriers at
Boston, which reiJort, along with the report on collies,

reached you too late for publication last week. But as Mr.
Lacj^ is from home and you cannot get a report from him
this week, it might seem that in canceling what I have
written I was acting unfairlj' by you, and this I could not
do. So let it go this time.

It was to oblige Mr. Lacy (who had been requested by cer-
tain exhibitors to have me, if possible, report the black and
tans) that I took the class off his baud.s. After having gone
over the competitors very carefully, I told Mr. Lacy that he
had, in my opinion, made a blunder, and on an linpriuted
leaf of my catalogue I showed him why Prince Regent
should have been second. Then is it not in bad taste for
Mr. Lacy to forestall my criticism by saying that "in look-
ing them over again on a clean board floor and in good light
I [he] preferred Prince Regent to Salisbury''? If Mr. Lacy
had said that after I, and not he, had examined the dogs and
showed him thatihe was in error ,he preferred Prince Regent,
he would not now be guilty of an act of discourtesy to one
who took the class merely to oblige him, lessen his task and
five your readers a report of a breed which, since New York,
as been clumsily butchered in Chicago and almost unno-

ticed in New York. Chakles H. MA.soi^.

New York, April 13^

Ediior Forest and Strcavi:
Mr. Mason is in error. Long before Mr. Mason had fin-

ished taking his notes I expressed myself to Mr. Thomas
and another, I forget who it was now, as satisfied that
Prince Regent was the better dog in front, aud that was the
particular issue, though he did not show himself so in the
ring the day before." I think friend Mason is stretching a
point, for as I was not writing a report of the breed I had
no other way to correct my award to some extent. However,
if I have been guilty of any discourtesy in the matter I will
freely apologize, as ic was not my intention in any way to
usurp the credit of the best report on black and tans we
have yet seen in this country. I would also draw the atten-
tion of terrier men to the very full report on this breed at
the late Manchester show in Canine World, written by
"Anglo-Saxon,'^ H. W. Lacy.

EDGAR SHEFFIELD PORTER.

IT is our painful ditty to record the death of one of the
most popular members of our kennel world, B. Sheffield

Porter, of New Haven, Conn. The news of his death will be
a shock to manv of his friends in the fancy, not only on ac-
count of its suddenness but from the feeling that his death
is a distinct loss to the kennel interests of this country. He
died of heart disease on Thursdaynight at his home on Hill-
side avenue and was only thirty-three years old. He studied
in several departments of Yale'; devoting a good deal of time
to the study of medicine at the Medical College, he was
well versed 'in the use of drugs. Mr. Porter belonged to
several New York clubs, among them the St. Anthony Club
and the New York Y. C, also to several clubs in London.
He was the son of the late John A. Porter, a grandson of
Joseph Shelfield, and a nephew of William VTalter Phelps,
late Minister to Great Britian. His brother is John A. Por-
ter, editor of the Hartford Post. He took great interest in
athletic matters, especially those of Yale. It is rather as a
fancier that we know him best. Fond of dogs, his fancy led
him toward bull-terriers and bulldogs. The bull-terriers
President aud Victoria, among others, occur to us as having
been shown by him, also the bulldogs Lion, Carisbrooke and
other winners. He was also well known as a fearless, con-
scientious and capable judge of these breeds, having officiated
several times at ^ew York and no longer since than last
February, when we all saw him apparently in the best of
health. As a prominent founder and officer of the Bulldog
Club his loss will be keenly felt. Soon after the organization
of the A. K. C, he was elected secretary but resigned from
office after a short time. Genial and pleasant in his manners,
his tall, familiar form will be sadly missed from many a
show in the future. Our sincerest sympathy is tendered
the family in their bereavement.

OTTAWA DOG SHOW.—Ottawa, Caxiaia.—Editor For-
est and Stream: The newly appointed bench show com-
mittee have commenced work. Mr. P. G. Keyes has been
appointed chairman. The Fair Association have been asked
for an increased grant for this year's prize list, and also for
a larger and more suitable buiFding. Last year, it will be
remembered, the committee extended the age of some of the
puppy classes; this year they have gone one better, and have
decided not to make any puppy classes. Mr. Kirk, of
Toronto, has been asked "to judge spaniels, deerhounds,
greyhounds and foxhounds, and Mr. Lacy all the remaining
classes. The undersigned has been appointed superintend-
ent, to whom all communications relating to the show
should be addressed.—Alfred Geddes, Supt.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must lie sent on prepared blanks, whicb are fur-

nished firee on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of SOO of any one form, bound for
retaining: duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Mis$ Boots- Dan O'ConneU. Prairie Mound Kennels' (Detroit,
Mich,) Irish setter biich Miss Boots to their Dan O'Connell,
Marcb 24.

Laura ISlcho^Dan O'ConneLl. Prairie Mound Kennels' (Detroit,
Mich.) Irish setter bitch Laura Elcho to their Dan O'Connell,
April 20.

Petrel I f''.—Forest Tatton. A. E. Da\-is'f (Worcester, Mass.) Eng-
lish setter hitch Petrel IV. to his Forest Tatton, March 29.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Virginia. P. C. F. HofTman's (Rockville, Conn,) beagle bitch
Virginia (champjon l.e,e—Dorsey's Venus), April 19, four (tWQ

dogs), by F. W. Chapman's champion Bannerman (champion
Marcbboy—Dewdrop).
Fraidcin WaldecU II. W. S Gates's (Chagrin Falls, O.) dachs-

hund Fraulein Waldeck 11. (Waldman K.—Fraulein Waldeck),
April 9. sevon (four do^s), by J. Cref ch's Jerry.
Forest BeUe. Geo. M. Johnson's (Birmineham, Conn.) English

setter bitch Forest Belle, March 33, seven (four dogs), by Gene;
one hitch since deaf roved.
Eseepes Oladstonc. David Francis's English setter hitch Eseepea

Gladstone (Rake Gladstone—Mina), April 6, eight (four dogs), by
Coin's Dan (Coin—Mistletoe).
Maggie Bee. F. M. Eddy's (Detroit. Mich.) English setter bitch

Maggie Bee (Kink—Lucy Bee), March 30, ten (seven dogs), by J. E.
Dager's Toledo Blade: two dogs since dead.

SALES.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Spot F, Orange helton English setter dog, whelped Oct. 18, 1880,
by Phil F. out of Petrel IV., by A. E. Davis, Worcester, Mass., to
A. G. Wordsum, same place.
Phil F.. Jr. Orange belton English setter dog, whelped Oct. 18,

1890, by Phil F. out of Petrel IV., by A. E. Davis,Worcester, Mass.,
to M. M. French, same place.
Ban O'ConneM—Lana Roolsh vMelp. Red Irish setter bitch, age

not given, by L. N. Hiisendegen, Detroit, Mich.; also presented to
same partv dog pup Elsars.
Prairie King. Hed Irish setter dog, age not given, by Dan O'Con-

nell out of Biddy Clare, by L. N. Hiisendegen, Detroit, Mich., to
J. D. Houch, Luwville, N. Y.
Bonnie OJw. Black cocker spaniel bitch, whelped March, 1889,

by Pete Oho out of Floss B., by A. S. Aborn, Wakefield, Mass., to
Fred H. Hpnry, same place.
Prairie Tim. Dark red Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. 11, 1891, by

Dan O'Connell out of Biridv Clare, by Prairie Mound Kennels,
Detroit. Mich., to T. F. Foley, .Jackson, Mich.
Blacktliorne. Dark red Iriph setter doe, whelped Jan. 18, 1891,

by Dan O'Connell out of Lalla Bookh, by Prairie Mound Kennels,
Detroit, Mich., to Jus. Murpliy, Bad Axe, Mich.
Prairie Lilii. Dark red Irish s^•tte^ hitch, whelped Jan. 14. 1891,

by Dan O'Connell out of Biddy Clare, by Prairie Mound Kennels,
Detroit, Mich., to Joseph Millenbach, same place.
Punch C. Dark red Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. 18. 1891, by

Dan O'Connell out of Lalla Ronkh. by Prairie Mound Kennels,
Detroit. Mich , to M. B. Curtiss, Berkley, Cal.
Prairie Rose. Dark red Irish setter bitch, wheined Jan. 14, 1891,

by Dan O'Connell out of Biddy Clare, by Prairie Mound Kennels,
Detroit, Mich., to Jas. Henley, same place.
Judy C. Dark red Irish setter bitch, whelped Jan. 11, 1891, by

Dan O'Cnimell out of Biddy Clare, by Prairie Mound Kennels,
Detroit, Mich., to M. B. Cm-tiss, Berkley, Cal.
Prairie Uiii. Dark red Irish setter hitch, whelpod Jan. 18, 1891,

by Dan O'Connell out ot LnDo Rookh, by Prairie Mound Kennels,
Detroit. Mich., to Alb. D. Millard, Windsor, Ont.
Prairie Tip. Dark red Irish setter dog, whelped Jan. IS, 1891. by

Dan O'Connell out of Lalla Rookh, by Prairie Mound Kennels,
Detroit, Mich., to Geo. H. Martz, same place.
Prairie Flame. Dark red Irish setter bitch, whelped Jan. 18,

1891, by Dan O'Connell out of La' la Rookh, by Prairie Mound
Kennels, Detroit, Mich., to Geo. H. Kemkcl, Mexico, Mo.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

M. S., Leland's Mills. N. Y.—I have a puppy tha,t has a very bad
hUQior, scratches himself most of the time. Tne hair is nearly
all oil, and he i"? in very had condition. Please give me your ad-
vice about him. Ans. Mange very likely. In our advertising
folumns you will find a mange cure that will no doubt put him all
right.

G. W. P., Chicago, III.—Please prescribe for my English setter
bi+ch, aged 11 months. S^me time ago I found she bad worms
and gave areca nut, followed with castor oil, and succeeded in get-
ting quite a few aw^ay from^ her, also a few pieces of tape worm.
I repeated the dose in about three days, but was not successful.
I notice she has an abnormal appetite, eating the dropping of
horses, cats, etc., .and s' ill think she has tape worm. Ans. Fast
the bitch twfnty-four hours, and if bowels are constipated give a
spoonful of castor oil. Then in a pill of lard give half a drachm
of areca nut, and in one hour repeat the dose, if in twenty min-
utes there is no result, give a dessertspoonful of the oil. Feed
soft food, such as soxips, etc., for a week or so after.

W. J. W., Montreal.—I have a cocker spaniel pup, 6 months old,
that is .<*utlering with some trouble with his bead or ears. He
will Fit down and scratch his ears terribly, and then shake his
head at a great rate. At limes it seems to pain him to even
scratch his ear.«. There are no signs of any soreness, nor are his
ears inside at all inflamed. The dog has every attention and is
kept perfectly clean. Hp is in the best of spirits otherwise and
very lively. He had distemper when but 2 months old. Will you
kindly advise me of the trouble and what to do? Ans. Canker.
Use the lollowine:

B Bromo chloral 3 i

Tr. opii 3 i

Aq. ad 3 vi
Mix. Drop in ears night and morning after washing with warm

water and castile soap and drying thoroughly.

Anxious, N. Y. City.—About two mouths ago I had given me a
valuable Irish setter, about Umos. old. At the time I received
him he was suilering badly with distemper and worms, nnd his
eyes were running badly. I doctored him for th? two former,
and after three or four weeks of serious illness, during which he
was at times at the point of death, I succeeded in bringing him
round so that now he seems perfectly weU, except that he appears
partially blind, I can see nothing the matter with his eyes, as
they do not run and seem to be perfectly clear and natural. Shall
I do anything for them or trust to nature to effect a cure? His
general health and spirits now, could not be better and his coat is
In fine condition. Ans. Wash the eyes with boras and water, tea-
spoon of borax to cup of warm water. Amaurosis is not uncom-
mrn as a sequel to distemper. Get some "iron aj]d strychnine"
pills or tablets and give morning and evening hidden in a bit of
meat.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

C. A. Hankie 268. Geo. McCune 205, W. J. Meyers 25", Thos. Ford!
250, Joseph Hosie 247.

SYRACUSE. April 15.—These scores were made at the Syracuse
Rifle Club shoot this afternoon, Leighton and Taber doing re-
markably well in the rest match. Off-hand:
Ball ....3 6 3 8 7 5 8 7 6 10-63
Leighton 6 6 8 9 9 4 6 4 7 9—68
Stillman 688874756 8—67
Knapp 789726387 8-65
Dalley 7 7 10 9 7 9 6 4 10 9—75
Smith 79975789 10 4-15
Grassman.... 6 6 9 6 8 7 4 6 6 6—64

Rest.
Robotham 12 10 10 9 13 9 13 9 9 9-101
Smith 9 13 9 8 7 8 5 10 8 10- 89
Robotham 9 11 11 9 8 9 8 11 9 9— 91
Leighton 9 9 10 9 10 12 9 9 13 9— 98
Taber (telescope),... 9 9 8 11 8 10 9 11 9 8—93
Robotham 7 7 9 11 11 9 13 9 9 8— 93
Leighton H 11 10 ]1 11 10 13 9 13 9—lOti

Stillman 8 9 9 U 11 9 10 9 9 11— 96
Taber (telescope) 9 8 13 9 12 11 9 13 9 13-103

BOSTON, April 18.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massa-
chusetts Rifle Assnciation was held at its range tO'day with a
good attendance of riflemen, and some good scores were made.
Following are the scores made to-day, distance 200yds., standard
American target, re-entries allowed:

All Comers' Off Hand Match.
SC Sydney 88 IB Thomas 78 D Martin .71
H Cashing 86 FSHam.. 76 J B Moore 68
C H Eastman ... . .85 M T Day 76 M T Wdek 67H Severance S3 AS Hunt 73 JB Hobbs 65

All Comers' Rest Match.
JNEames 113 F Dunn 103 J W French 93
S Wilder 109 M R Barter 103 S E Howard 90AH Ballard 106 MT Day 100 AS Hunt 88
FW Chester 105 D Martin 98 J B Moore 87
ST Crawford 104

Pistol Mntch, 50yds.
H Severance 90 M R Barter 79 MT Day 74W Charles 89 F C Bridge , .79 D Martin 73
JLFowle 83 AG Stevens 77

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP,
npSTE progress of the Amateur Championship match in revolve--

shooting is all we could desire. From every direction come
inquiries for particulars and demands for the new ready measure-
ment targets prepared for the preliminary preparation. By using

these a shooter can at once gauge his skill and measure his pro-
gress. The cut below will show the target for each shot full size.

The outer boundary is just the size of a current postal card. This
is amply large enough to be hit by any one who has the proper

revolver and who has any claim to the title of expert. Line shots
in this kind of shooting are of more moment in actual work than
shots having good elevation and away on either side. The con-
centric circles are of an inch apart. This arrangement facili-

tates countmg up the total score into inches and tenths of an inch.
One shot only should be fired at each card in order to have no pos-
sible dispute owing to the cutting up of the previous shot hole-

Forest and Stream wishes each week to give samples of good
targets made and would invite our shooting friends to send in
their best targets for that purpose.

Early in the fall we will begin fixing times and places for the
various final competitions. By that time enough targets will have
been published to enable all to form some idea of the degree of

skill probably required to gain a place. We shall accommodate
competitors as far as may be in naming locations and date for the
shoots, of course making them public in advance through our
columns.

CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH CONDITIONS.
In accordance with the instructions of the donor we would fix

the following as the conditions of the match for the Amateur
Revolver Championship of America, open to any American citi-

zen or pennanent resident:

Anj' revolver, maximum length of bore, including cylinder,

ten inches.

Any trigger pull.

Any sight, both sights to be on the barrel or forward of the grip
of the pistol hand.
Any fixed ammunition.
Cleaning allowed only between scores of six shots.

Distance, 20yd8.

Position standing, free from any artificial support, the revolver
held in one hand only with the arm free from the body and un-
supported m any way. The rear sight shall not be nearer to the
eye than twelve inches.

Target—Ready measurement disks, one shot on each disk and
the measurement to be taken by mechanical Vernier scale from
center of disk to the center of the shot hole.

Scores—Aggregate of best three in five scores, each score to con-
sist of sis consecutive rounds. The five scores to he fired consecu-
tively.

Amateur Standing—The standing of a contestant as amatetir
and professional to he determined in each indi\'idual case by
Forest and Stream rules.

Where not in conflict with conditions herein, the rules of the
Massachusetts Rifle Association for revolver competitions to
hold, The decision of Forest and Stream to be final on all

points.

Places of holding the competitions will be fixed, with considera-
tion to the convenience of contestants, and one month's notice will
be given of esact time and place. It has been already determined
to have competitions at New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chi-
cago. These finals open to all comers, and will he in charge of
the shooting editor of Forest and Stream or his representative.
Preliminarily to the final shoots for the championship, which

will be held several months from date, and In order to develop
shooting ability. Forest and Stream ivtll open a season of trial
shooting. The targets for this test may be had free of cost on
application to the office of Forest aud Stream. By their use
the revolver shot may fix his progress, and the ready measure-
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ment feature in them enables a quick determination of the tot«.l

number of inches in the six shots.

Any winner of tlie trophy shall hold it subiect to challenge tor

a term of two year?, after which it shall become his personal

property. Upon receiving achallenge the holder shall agree with
the challenger upon a place and date for their meeting not later

than six weeks from the receipt of the challenge, of which meet-
ing at least two weeks' notice shall be given through Fobest and
Streaji, and the shooting at said meeting shall be under the same
conditions as the original competitions for the championship
trophy. In case of a failure to agree upon a time and place of

meetlug they shall be lised by Fobest and Stream.
The trophy shall be deposited in the custody of Fohest and

Stream at least one day prior to any challenge meet, and If re-

quired, holders must give bonds to Forest and Stream for its

safe return.

The holder shall not be required to accept a challenge pending
the determiua+ion of a challenge shoot already under date. In
case of any dispute nbout the right of priority in shooting chal-

lenges. Forest Asd Stream shall determine the order of shoot-

ing. All expinses of targets and gallery will be borne by Forest
AND Stream. Contestants will defray all other expenses.

THE TRAP.

'.cores for publicaUon should be made out on the printed MankB
p spared by the Forest and Stream, and fivrnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
t cularly requested to write an one side of the paper oiUy.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

sand in notice like the following:

April 28.—Tournament of the Eastern Xew York League, at
Saugertie- Driving Park.
April 28-30.—New Haven Gun Club, assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Assooiarion. S1,000 guaranteed.
May .i-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Auburn, N. Y., Gun Club Tournament. S500 guaran-

teed. Professionals barred. Chas. W. Brister. Sec'y.
May 5-'.'.—Brunoi's Island (Pittsburgh, Po.) Tournament, under

management of Shaner, Davison and Orow. E. T. Shaner, Sec'y,
PJttsbureh, Pa.
May o-9.-Orand Tournament of the Hill City Gun Club, Vicks-

bure, Miss. Open to all. Geo. H. Hill, Sec'y.
May 12.—Eastern New Yoik Trap-Shooters' League Tourna-

ment, held under the auspices of the West End Trap-Shooting
Association, of Albany, N. f.. at their grounds on Colvin avenue.
May 11-16.—Fourteenth Annual Tournament of the Texas State

Sportsmen's Association, at San Antonio. W. L. Simpson, Sec'y.
May 13-14 —Grand Tournament of the South Side Gun Club, at

Watertown, N. Y. Open to all, L. H. Prentice, Sec'y.
May 13-15.—Meridian (Miss.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to

all. .L R- Alexander, Sec'y.
May 13-16.—Harrisburg, Pa., Shooting Association Tournament,

assisted by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H. M. F. Worden,
Sec'y.
May 19-21.—Washinaton (D. C.) Capital City Gun Club, assisted

by luter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Aseo-
ciation su^r intees Sl.OOO.

May 26-28.—Wm. H. Wolstencrof t's Second Annual Tourna-
ment, at Faconv Driving Parli, Philadelpliia. Pa. Address Wm.
H. Wol t?ncrofr, Frankford, Philadelphia. Pa.
May 30.—Canajoharie (N. Y.) (iun Club Tournament. T. C,

Pegnim. Sec'y.
June 2-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Sboot, assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers* Association. Association guarantees
81.000. clnb adds S2,000. total S3,000.
June 3-5.—Rocky Mountain Sportsman's Association Tourna-

ment, at Denver, Col. C. M. Hamrison, Sec'y.
June 9-13. -Regular Annual Touruament of the Illinois State

Sportsmen's Association. W, L. Shepard, Sec^y, Chicago, 111.

June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York
Slate Ass.ociation for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
July 2-1.—Third Annual Touruament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun

Club. E. B, Roberts, Sec'y.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
BROOKt.yN, N. Y., April 13.-The regular monthly shoot of the

Long Island Sportsman's Club to-day was well attended, and some
good shooting was done in the bluerock contest for the three club
badges. The first medal went to M. Sehottler, the second to Major
Gaeniber and the third to E. Bieber. Sweepstakes shooting occu-
pied the rest of the afternoon. The scores: Regular club shoot,
20 bluerccks each man, Lone: Island rules, ISyds. rise —M. Sehott-
ler 1«, 0. Wiascl It, Bieber 16, Fluegel 15, Haferl3. Schrengauer 11,
Kunzsveiler 15, Kress 11, Thielll, Guentherl6, Silber 5, Freseo,
Gnetz 9. Ranch 13, Gentzlinger M, Sfurtzle 8. In the shoot -oft' for
choice between second and third prize, miss and out, Guenther
broke 2 and Bieber 1.

First sweepstakes, 6 bluerocks each man, club rules, 3 prizes—
Kunzweiler and C. Wissel each broke 5 out of 6; in the shoot -DtT
the former won.
Second sweep, same conditions, Gentzlinger took first prize.
Live-bird sweepstakes, 7 birds each man, moditied Long Island

rules— Kunzweiler 6, won first money; Silber and Wissel 5 each,
divided second prize.
April Ik.—F. Leibinger, the well-known member of the Coney

Island Rod and Gun Club, and E.Helgans, a crack shot of the
Parkway Gun Ciab, met at the Dexter Park tc-iiay in a live -bird
match which had been arranged at a very short notice. The con-
ditions were 50 birds each man under moditied Hurlingham rules,
Leibinger to stsnd at 28yds. and Helgans at 30yds. rise, for ?100 a
side. The scores; Helgans 10, Leibinger 44.

At the conclusion of the contest arrangements were made for a
return match tn be shot at Dexter Park, each man to shoot at 100
birds, for $100 a side, under modified Hurlingham rules, Leibinger
to stand at 28yds. and Helgans at 30yds.
Ai>Hl i?.—Jeannette Jagd Club held its regular shoot at the Dex-

ter Park grounds tc-da.v. The meeting was well attended, but the
absence of Capt. H. W. Cordis, the popular president of the or-
ganization, who is justrecovering from an attack of sickness, was
felt by all present. S^me good shooting was done in the live-bird
event.
Club shoot, 10 birds each man, 5 unknown traps, gun below the

elbow until the bird is on the wine, both barrels allowed: Class
A, SSyds. rise—C. Boesch 6. J. F. Rottmann 8, J.'Bohling 7. J. Vagts
7, C. SteffensS, H. Etien (SOydp.) 7, C. N. Brunie 7. C. Meyer 10.
Cla'JS B, 25yd3. rise—H. Winters 7, J. A. Christen 7, L. Eibsen 9, J.
ScharfC 8. H. Eibsen 8, C. Disch 8, J. F. Kroeger 8, H, Muess 3, C.
Reicbardt killed 3 out of 8. Class C, 21yds. rise—R. Russe 4, W.
Buenger 7. W. fiomhofl 8, H. Noble 4, H. Hoops 4, H. Straatmann
5, C.Mohrmann 7, L. Lehing 3, G. Loable 5, C, Adhers 8, 0. Wi!-
kens 8, A. lilee shot at 8 and killed 6.

First sweepstakes, 5 bluerrcks each man, unknown angles,
31ds. rise, 3 prizes—Brunie and Reichardt 4, div. first money.
Second sweepstakes, same conditions, but 18yds. rise—Steffens

5, look first prize.
Third sweepstakes, same conditions as in the second event, all

ties div.—Winter 4, H. Eibsen 4, Muess 4, Mohimann 3. Loeble 3,

Busse 3, Meyer 3, Brume 2, Vagts 3, Steffens 3, Otten 1, Noble 1,
Bomhotf 1, Reichardt 1.

BLOOMING GROVE PARK ASSOCIATION.—The Blooming
Grove Park Association opens the season with the intention of
making things a little more lively ftr their memVers. A number
of tournaments are annr.uuced for the following dates; April 25
and 27, May 30 and June 1. July 4, 6 and 7, Aug. 8 and 10, Sept. 5
and 7. Oct. 17 ardl9. On the first days there will be contests at
live birds and clay-pigeons and on the second days rifle shooting
and fl\ -casting, the latter only in the months of May, July and
Ociober. The live bird contest is for a $50 cup, at 10 birds each,
handicap rises. 28, 27 and .26ydf . men allowed or e miss to be 8C« r- d
as no bird, and 25yds. men and under allowed two misses to be
fcored as no bii-ds. Entrance fee .?5. The clay bird contests are
lor a $1.5 nrize at 25 clays each, entrance $3. The nfle shooting is

tor a S£0 cup, at 200yds.. ofl'-l aTid, only open sights allowed,
riesimal target, entrance $5. The tournan^ent committee is com-
posed of the following gentlemen, who will give full infonuation
to inquiring meanbers: Robert B. Lawrence,Frede.rick EixgJe, A.
L. Crommelin. D. A. Keyes and E. M. Youmans.

WATSON'S PARK.—Burnside, 111., April 8 —The Lake County
Club's prac'ico shoot, at 10 live pigeons, Illinois State rules, small
sweep added:W J Edbrooke 2132113312-10 Hv Koehler 2111222110-9
Nink Ford 0130123103- 7 J H Donnell 2210010210-0
Col Bond 0223312120- 8 W L Shephard 2112221220—9
LW Flasher 1231022120— S W O Scott 0300221111—7
Ties on 9 divided second.
Sweep at 5 live pigeons:

Edbrooke 11323-5 Koehler 01211—

t

Ford 32310—4 Shephard llO^S'v—

4

Col Bond 31111-5 W G Scott 11130-4
Donnell 20220-3 Gabbus 00100-1
Flisher 32001—3
On shoot-nff Scott and Ford divided second.
April The Gun Club of Chicago, for club medal, and added

sweep, at 10 live pigeons. Illinois .State rules:
B Rock 1001031223- 7 M L Parker 0021003020- 4
Hy Ehlers 1002:01010-5 F A Place 1000103000 -3
Geo Hamline 0000222013- 5 P Patterson 0110133000-5
J L AVilcox 1200203103-6
Blackbird medal:

Rock 10100100100000111010-8 Wil cox . . , .011 1101 CI 11110000001—14
Hamline. ..OOlOiOllOlOOOOOOllll -9 Parker . . .00001110100000010101— 6
Wilcox won medal.
April ii.—The Pullman Gun Club, for club cup, and added

sweep, at 10 live pigeons, Illinois State rules:
G tT^ardner 3002213311—8 Ike Watson 221123?m—10
Jim Finn 1011101210-6 M Wolf 131?233102— 9W Dallyn 0122122101-8 J Hackenbroch . . . .0110„'20100— 5
C O Williams 0202232(i01-6 A Schootler 13020O00OO - 3
F Teiple CO2111110O-6 Joe McConnell 0101211002- 6
CScleelh 1002231100-S AVanselow 2200301012- 6
L Pickett 10300100:i—

5

Thu-d divided.
Match at blackbirds:

Finn .1111110001— 7 Leiple 1001100011-5
Gardner 1111111111—10 Hackenbroch 0000100001—2
Williams (HlOOlOllOO- 3 Wolf OllOliniol—

6

Dallyn IHllllllO— 9 Scleeth 0001010011-4
McConnell 1011100100- 5

April ,9.—Match Jfor the Sporting Review Trophy, 20 live
pigeons, use of one barrel only, otherwise American Association
rules:
Williams. 000130010000110110001- 6 Torking'nOOOOllOllOlllOlOOllO-10
J Finn . . . .11101100010011101110-13 Kleinm'n.01011110110000111100-11
Five -bird sweep, $2 entry, one money.

Abe Kleinman 11120—4 C O Williams 01013—3
Jim Finn 00100—1 A Torliington 31121-5
April The Fort Dearborn Club, tor club medal and added

sweep, 2 moneys, 15 live pigeons, Illinois State rules; those marked
(B) not in sweep:
A Kleinman.. .110130122122100-11 *J L Wilcox. . .1120201(10202211-10
C Willard (B)..0312012l2002n0—10 *A Steaford . . .110000021200011- 7

J Hutchinson, 201222211222200-12 *H Farnum (B)noO':0220IOLll]2— 9
Hf^nry Ehlers..2100222ni2mi—13 *L M Hamline. 102011130023203—10
J E Price 310120201111131—13 *M Parker (B).322212202132220—13
Al Hofmann...010202112112212-12 *B Harper (B). 330120301100011- 9W L Shepard ..00121 UtX)2111323-10
Blackb'rd medal:

Kleinman llOllllllllllllHlll—19 *J Wilcox.Ullin 11111 11110111-19
Hutch 'son OOTO1100020010101101- 8 *B HarperUlllOllllllllllOOll—17

* Not members.
Blackbird sweep, 1 money:

Kleinman lllllOllllfKllllOllll-16 B Harper.OOlllllllllllllOlOU—16
J Wilcox . .OlOlOlllOlffiillOlllOl-12

Ra^vtilrigg.
NEWARK, N. J., April 15.—At Erb's this afternoon there were

nearly .300 onlookers, [and they were well rewarded in seeing
some good work. The first event was a match at 100 live birds
each between Charles M. Hedden, of thi.s city, and E. D. Fulford,
of Harrisburg, Pa., for a purse of S800 a side, the loser to pav all
expenses. Hurlingham rules, Hedden 30yds., and Fulford 38yds.
rise. M. P. Lindsley was referee and J. E. Wheaton and C. H.
Townsend scorers. The birds, taken as a whole, were a good lot.
The match was close in the first half, Fulford kiUing 49 to Hed-
den's 47, but in the latter end of the race Hedden seemed to lose
control of his gun and was shot out on ihe ninetv-third round
Falford 1I1212211111111121123110]1211121132I21121121U1:.'11

3111122212111310111311103330213I03111I11111 -83
Hedden 12211031122221111121132221131120ol2U2212212231113

1111012ill2212111122ll0102o030011313020U01 —SO
As birds were scarce and Hedden could not possibly win, the

match was ended at this stage. The next event was between
Chris. Reinhardt and W. G. Hollis, at .50 live birds, 30yds. rise,
31yds. boundary from center trap for $100. The match resulted
in a lie, as did both the match and shoot-off between the same
men two weeks ago. The same officials as in the previous match
were chosen. The score:
Reinhardt 01()1001o231001330112nolo22130230220113210go3201ol-3a
HoUis 000102o3211211ool022002ool01ool21233o222o211121211~33
The tie was shot off at 15 birds each, Reinhardt winning by the

following score:
Reinhardt 1112103roll]Q21-]2 Hollis 213131003100233—

U

A five bird match was next shot between Class and Castles, in
which each grassed 5 straight in the 31yds. boundary. The rest of
the afternoon was devoted to crockery smashing.

TORONTO. April 14.—The West Toronto Junction Gun Club
held a shoot tc-day at 60 bluerocks, 30 singles and 10 pairs, double
rise, for a handsome silver cup, presented to the club. Sixteen
members turned out to try their skill on the long string of birds,
and some good shooting wa.s done considering the mis.erable
weather, Mr. P. Wakefield winning'- the trophy with the good
score of 41, closely followed by Mr. F. Henry with ^0 out of 50.
Following is the score at 50 birds from 3 unknown traps:
P Wakefield

-

loiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiimi 10 10 10 10 11 10 10 10 ii 10-41
G Henry-

oiiioiiniuoimiiinniiioio 10 10 11 10 11 11 01 11 10 11—40
G Jones—

oiiiiiiimimuomooioiiiii 11 10 10 10 11 10 10 11 00 00- 36
D Walton—

iiiioiiiioimioiiiioiiouoni 01 lo 01 01 10 10 10 10 11 10-35
T. Boswell 34, W. Dodge 33, T. Sawden 33. E. Dollery :30. C. Sin-

clair 30, J. Davidson 28, George 28, T. Charlton 38, W. McDowall
J. Fisher 26, D. Blea 33, W. Blea 23.

WELLINGTON, Mass., April 18.—The thermometer reached
the highest point of the season to-day and the shooters were
forced to shed, not only their overcoats but cardigan jackets as
well. The score shooters put in their time at the firing points
and participated in the events, the winners being as follows: Six
targets-Gore. Six targets—Bradbury and Amsden. Five targets
—Moore, Six targets—Moore. Three pair targets—Bradbury.
Five targets—Bradbury. Six targets—Cowee, Gore. Am?den and
Bradbury. Fifteen targets-Barrett. Five pairs targets—Gore,
Barrett and Bennett. Six targets—Bradbury, Barrett and Ams-
den. Fifteen targets—Ban-ett. Nine targets—Cowee, Barrett
and Amsden. Five pairs targets—Barrett and Bennett. Seven
targets- Moore and Amsden. Threp pairs targets—Gore. Six
bluerocks—Cowee. Five bluerocks—Cowep. Three luirs stan-
dards—Porter, Cowee and Bradbury. Six hubs—Bond, Amsden,
Barrett ard Moore, Five hubs—Bund. Six targets-Bradbury,
Cowee, Barrett and Moore. Six hubs—Bond and Bradbury. Five
pairs bluerocks—Cowee and Bond, Fifteen hubs—Barrett. Nine
bluerocks—Bond. Six hubs-— \Yarren.

KANSAS CITY, Mo., April 13.—Champion Jim Elliott was shoot-
ing for the championship cup to-day against Charles W. Budd,
the crack shot of Des Moines, la., and tl;e way he knocked over
the pigeons filled the hearts of his admirers with joy. Just one
bird of the fifty did he miss and that fell dead out of bounds.
Despite the gloomy weather a large crowd was present. Budd
was slightly ihe favorite in the betting. The match was .50 birds,
30yds. rise and 80yds. boundary. Elliott used his old Greener and
Budd a Smith gun. Elliott had a little the worst of it in the birds,
but they were to his liking—fast flyers. Elliott's only miss was
the 21th, a right quarterer. The sr-nre was:
Bud d 2222:222232313121110221122221230222122222121222002—46
Eihott 3333211221211321222222:?022112111222S13223221232222- 49

RED BANK, April 17.—The Riverside Gun Club held their
monthly live bird shoot to-day. The opening event was the club
handicap, 17 birds, S3 entrance. Phil Daly, Jr.. H. C. White, E.
M. Cooper, James Cooper, W. H. Little a^ d J. B. Bergen each
made straight f cores. In shooting off at 5 birds Daly and Little
each killed 4 and divided. M. F. Cornwell, John Cooper and A.
Ivins each got 6 for second money, ane in shooting off John Cooper
won. Second event—A ma' ch for SlObetween L. B. CampbeU and
P. Daly, Jr , S birds each. Campbell made a clean score, and Daly
tilled 4. Third event—Ten clay-birds, .

I ohn Cooper won with 8,

A. Ivins and \V. Little each got 7. In shooting off Little won.
WOLSTEKOROFT'S SECOND ANN UAL.-Franlsford, Phila-

delphia, April 17.—Will you kindly insert in your Trap Fixtures
for 1591 Che foUoii^ing dal t-s of my tournament: May 26. 27,38,
Wm. H. Wolstencroft'8 second annual tourjiament, at Taoony
Driving Paj-k, Philadelphia, Pa.—Wm. H. Wolstenchoft.

PITTSBURG TOURNA.MBNT.-The fourth shooting tourna-
ment at Brunot's Island, Pittsbtrrg, Pa., will be held May 5-7,
$300 cash in guaranteed purses, and also a number of valuable
merchandise prizes. Management: Elmer E. Shaner, F. F. Davi-
son and Jim Crow. They guarantee..'R300 this vear and add all sur-
plus money, besides the guaranteed money. In addition to mon-^y
prizes, there are anumber of valuable merchandise prizes ofllered.
There are 23 gun clubs within a radius of 83 miles of Pittsburg,
comprising a membership of 454 persons. This alon-^ assures the
success of the tournament. All purses shall be diviiied into four
moneys; 40 per cent, to first, 30 per cent, to second, 20 par cent, to
third, and 10 per cent, to fourth. In ease of a tie any one in the
tie can ask for a divide, where their interest amounts to as much
as their entrance, and the balance can shoot ottt after the interests
of those asking for a divide have been deducted from the purse.
For further information, address Elmer E. Shaner. 122 Diamond
Market, Pittsburg, Pa , or F. F. Davison, 49 Federal street,
Allegheny, Pa.

W0ODSlDE,L. I., AprillO -Vice-President H. Flegenheim-r,
of the Ma.nhattan Gun Club Invited his club mates to a shoot at
live birds and bluerocks and a subsequent dinner at Woodside,
L. I., yesterday. Seven men participated in the live bird contest,
7 birds each man, under modified Long Island rules, second bwrel
allowed. The results: F. Lambrecht 4, M. Litchenberger 7, H.
Flegenheimer 6, J. Bayer 7, A. Lucas 3, H, Bailer .5, G. Messer-
schmitt 5. In the following bluerock contest H. Bailer v/ou first
prize on 9 broken out of 10.

SYRACUSE. April 17. -The Syracuse University Gnn Club h«M
its first annual shoot on the campus this afternoon. Most of the
boys were out of practice, but the scores are quite good in spite of
that fact. The contest was a sweepstake at 15 clay-pigeons. J.
W. Young took first with a score oE 9, Miller second with 8, and
Darbonnier and Richardson tied for third with 7 each. The club
is fairly launched and a number of other students have promised
to join. Prof. Frank Smalley and several other members of the
facidty will also go in. Next week a meeting will be held, when
the club will be formally organized and arrangements made for
regular meets.

TUXEDO PARK, N. Y., ApriTlS.-What proved to be the final
match at the live nigeon shooting contest for the Tuxedo Club
Cup, valued at Sl,003 took place to-day, and the cnp became the
personal property of Mr. Fred Hoey, this being his third consecu-
tive win. The contest which has been waging for the past four
years narrowed down to a trial of skUl between' Mr. Wm. Kant,
W. Breese Smith. Captain Money, Philip Allen, W. W. Wattroua
and. the winner of to-day's match. The contesti caused consider-
able excitement among the club members, and was witnessed by
a large crowd. The cup was presented to Che club by Mr. Pierre
Lorillard.

INTER-STATE ASSOCIATION.-The second shoot of the In-
ter-State Association will be given at New Haven, Conn., on the
grounds of the New Haven Gun Club April 28, 29 and 30. A large
attendance is expected and should be on hand, as the association
guarantees a large amount of money, and under the new system
of shooting protects the amateur. Shooters who want to send
their guns, shells or other ti-aps on ahead may forward them in
care of M. D. Folsom, New Haven, Conn., and they will be deliv-
ered on the grounds.

INTER-STATE ASSOCIATION SHOOTS.—New York, Api il 18.—Editor Forest and Stream; Please change your fixtures as fol-

lows: New Haven Gun Club, assisted by the Inter-State Manu-
facturers' and Dealers' Association, New Haven, Conn., April 2^^,

39 and 30, §1.000 guaranteed. Change amount of money to be
given at Washington to S1,000, and kindly note that this has b^en
changed at the request of the Inter-State Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association. The Capital City Gun Club had offpred to
guarantee $1,000 more, but the association thought it would be'too
much money to ofl'er and it has therefore been withdrawn. Add
$l.t)00 to be guaranteed al Harrisburg by the association.—Inter-
State Association.
TE.\ASTOURNAMENT.-The 14th annual tournament of the

Texas State Sportsmen's Association will be held at San Anlo",io,
May 11 to 16, Reduced rates on all railroads.-W. L. Simpson,
Sec'y.

MISSISSIPPI.—The 8th annual tournament of the Meridan
Gun Club will be held Mav 13 to 15. Shooters from all parts of
the ljuited States are invited. National rules to govern all
matches.—J. R. Aeexander, Sec'y (Meridian, Miss.),

EASTERN NEW YORK LEAGUE.-The tournament of the
Eastern New York League of Trap Shooters will be shot under
the auspicps of the Saugerties Gun Club, on the Driving Park,
next Tuesday.

DENVER TOURNAMENT.—Denver, Col., April IS.-The third
annual tournament of the Rocky Mountain Sportsmen's Associa-
tion will be held in Denver, June 3, 3, 4 and 5.—C. M. Hampson,
President.

HARRISBURG SCORES, received just as we are going to press^
will be given next week.

WATCH our fixture notices at head of Trap.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoein« are
requested to forward lo Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all

items relating to the sport,

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C
AS DETAILED BY THE COMMODORE.

PART IX.

We reached the deep gorge in whose depths Overalls Creek found
its way down from the mountains into the river. Another

gigantic, spidery trestle bridge appeared, springing from the tree-
tops on the summit of one lofty bluff, soaring over the gorge
apparently away up into the blue depths of the sky above us and
losing itself in the treetops on the other side.
No signs of a station or other human habitation appeared. The

banks were densely wooded as before, and no spring was to be
seen anyivhere; while the twilight was rapidly deepening its gloom
around us, and the lofty bluff which faced us at the end of the
river vista in the bend below was growing indistinct in the purple
haze which shrouded it.

•'I say, fellows, this is getting serious," said Lacy. "It's getting
dark and we must camp here, but we're no better off than we
were before.

"

"yes," said I; "we can't go any further to-night, for it wiB he
dark in a very short time. Here's a fairly good place for a camp,
barring the water, and I know there is a station up on the bill
there, and it can't be far away, and there must be water there; so
I'll tie up here and go and see," said I, as I opened my hatches,
picked up a camp kettle and sprang ashore.
"All right," said George. "Lacy and I will drop on down to the

mouth of the creek, a hundred yards below there, and see what
we can find."
I found a little path leading back from the river up a little

ravme and at once started out to follow it in the hope of speedily
finding the station. I followed it up the hill and through the
woods and up the ravine and over the fences and across a field or
two and down the road and along the railroad and I don't know
where all for half a mile until I finally reached the one house
which constituted the station, only to learn that they procured
all their water from a spring down in the bottom of the gorge
under the Ms trestle, along whose level top, as I now looked, the
shiniijg rails converged to a point almost before they were lost in
the dense shadows of the heavj^ trees on the further side, and that
this spring was but a hundred yards or so from where the boys
had landed-
The people of the house, however, among whom were a number

of young persons, evidently visitors or summer guests, and all of
whom were assembled in a noisy, chatting group on the front
verandah and eyed me curiously as 1 approached in my strange
and not prepossessing costume, very kindly gave me all the water
they had. including a big lump of ice, with which I made my way
back to my canoe as rapidly as possible over the devious route by
which 1 had come, where, as soon as 1 appeared in sight, I was im-
patieiitly hailed by George and Lacyfrora below and informed as
I paddied briskly down to them in the gloaming—my bucket of
ice water on the hatch in front of me—that they had fotmd the
spring and a good place to camp; and I found their canoes already
in position for ibe night, up on top of the sloping clay bank Just
above the mouth of the creek, where, in a very short time, the
Frsjikie reposed comfortably by them.
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Tliere-3 a httle town or village up there above the trestle,

Commodore." said Lacy, aa we gatJiered around our mess table a
little later aud made a most vigorous onslaught upon a supper of
fried bacon, scrambled eges, iried pofatoef, hot coffee and the
elegant fresh biscuits we had procured a tew hours before at
Cedar Point, for it was late and we were very hungry.
"Yes, and a post-olBce, tlie place is called Milford," said (xeprge.

"By the way, this is a good camp-ground, plenty of fuel and water
as well as shade,"

tains where the streams are cold I can't sav that I enjoy it"in"a
more civilized stream like the Shenandoah.
"Nor L" said George. "Another piece of baron. Commodore.

\es, thanks: you may give me some more et^ss. and some potatoes
also. Particularly in such hot weather as we are now having
The water is so warm it would be sickening to be obliged to drink
it. Lacy, please pass the biscuits."
"Pll lake some more prog, Commodore, too," said Laev, pas=iing

up Lis plate for the third installment, "and somp. more coffee too
while you are about it; what nuisances these bugs are around the
lantern!"
"Yes, it is an albround nuisance to be obliged to make camp

and get supper after dark by the light of a lanrern, and I never do
It when I can help it. When my brother and I cmised the UpperWabash two or three years apo we decided itiat it would ba a
good plan to utilize the cool of the evening and run until eight
o'clock before making camp, but our first experiment wa= our
last, and after that we made the bulk of our day's run in tho'fore-
noon and went into camp early."
"Yes, that ia the best way," said George. "It is verv inconveni-

ent to do the thousand and one little odds and ends incidental tomaking a camp by the light of a lantern, to hunt firewood, fix
blankets, tents, etc , prepare supper, and eat it with ibe hues and
flies swarming in a cloud around your lantern and falling into
your plate aud your coffee by the dozen."
•

"Yes, and if you lay anything down you can't find it tiU morn-
ing," said Lacy. * And then again it is pleasant to get into an
early camp after, perhaps, a hard or a hot dav's cruise, and take

go any further, when all the little camp duties that ordinarilv
add to the pleasure of the occasion brcome so many little tasks
that must be gotten through with as well and aa ciuieldv as
possible. ' said I.

'

"lAIoral—G-o into camp before dark," said George, as he rose
from the table and gatbered the tin plates into a heap and took
them down to the river, where, by the light of a lantern and with
Lacy 8 assistance, they were scoured clean and bright with the
river sand before being rdturnel lo the camp to undergo the still
further cleansing properties ot nor water and soap

hands into Hot

- J J- u i- r ' —ore effective than themore orthodox dishcloth, and iiy means of which the disaereeable
job of dishwashing is robl3ed(U its worst feature.
After the cullnBry utensils hsd been put to rights and the club

tinvvare placed in a polished, shining heap upon the mess table in
the light of the liLtle camp-fire and the lanterns, which huns «u«
pendfcd from the tent supporters, one at each end of ihe canonvwe lighted our pipes and strolled up to have a look at the litrie
village, which was but a hundrei yards or so up the gor':'e from
our camp. It was a picturesque littJe hamlet of a dozen "or «o of
houses cdu&teiing around an old mill, nestled down in the eorc'Pand dozing peacefully a couple of hundred feet or so lielowthe

in the clear sky above, while its shadows fell in fantastic cros=5e^
and in all imaginable angles on the roofs and sides of the houses
as the little hamlet lay peacefully dozing in the bright moonlieht
with here and there a light twinkling from window or an ooen
door. ^

A little knot of disreputable looking loafers hano-ino- around thedoorot a mean little doggery at the lower edge of'the hamlet
eyed us ruriously as we strolled back to camp. Their curioMtp ledthem to follow us, and, as Lacy spoke to them pleasantlv thev
joined us and accompanied us back to the canoes, fhev proved
to be harmless and good natured in spite of their uupreposses'^iucr
appearance; aud, being of the waterside variety of loafers thev
were greatly impressed with the outtir. pariicu'iarlv the canoes
and the fact that they were home made greatly deepened their
interest in them and in us. One particularly iVifling, shiftless-

i' 1^ J
.x^i.^v....... V.J L^. .juc .-auc ciLiu luiuimcu me that it he

only had me here what a good thing we coaJd make ont of the
boatbuilding and navigating business. "If I had vou here " he
repeated, hooking a finger through my buttonhole, while he waved
the oilier hand impressively, "if I only had you here'" and the
rest of the sentence was lost in the hazy mist of conjeciure
The night was a peaceful and auiet one; broken onlv bvrbe

deep-toned ludicrous ?>!-Z-Z<3l*ou<.' of a big bullfrog down in the
sedge at the edge ot the creek l>elow us, ana the drowsv chirp -mdhum of tlie insects and other noise-producing things 6f the ni^^ht
and the woods, and the occasional roar of a train as it sped metmr
like in a glare ot fire and flashing lights up against the =ky over
ihe great creefcing trestle ja;t above us; dying awav with a dull
rumble in the disiaace, leaving the momentarvgiareof adull red
eye and a faint trail ot smoke. The distant bark of a do" in' the
little hamlet above alternated with the deep hoot of an owl and
the plaintive call of the whip-poor-will.
The full moon rode high in the cloudless skv above, scatterine

her effulgent radiance over hill and dale, and vfas mirrored in the
calm, reposeful bosom of the river, while the tall, tree-clothed
bluff in the bend below us rose solemnly in a solid wall of black
ness far up against the northern skv.
A fishing boat with a solitary occupant put out from the other

side and paddled slowly and noiselessly across; breakins- the
mirror- like surface of the river into long lines of snarklinEr
dancing light, and disappeared in the black shadow of the bluff-
from whence the dropping of a paddle in the bottom of the boat
a few minutes later sounded ont upon the quiet night startlinelv
sharp and distinct, and was echoed back from the more distant
bluff a mile or two up the river.

.-i^auL

The loveliness of the night was impressive in its calm repose and
I sat apart fi'om the little groop gathered around Lacv's'tent
while I finished my pipe and drank in the scene. Then donnina-my pajamas and slippsrs, 1 retired into the privacy of my own
little cabin where, with the flaps tlu'own upon both sides ad
mitting freely the soft, balniy air, fragrant with the forest I sat

blankets and went to sleep-the last sounds that dimly and vacuelv
wandeied through my unheeding mind being the ceaseless gabble
and the excited exclamations of Lacy's new-found friends as
thev were all deeply engaged in a friendlygame of seven-up In 'his

ROCHESTER C. C.

AT the regular meeting held April i it was decided that the
Decoration Day cruise of tlie club should be from Porta^-e

down the Genesee, to Rochester; a three-day cruise. It was not
deemed advisable to use the war canoe, as the river for a great
part of the way is rocky, shallow aud swift. A committee'coc-
sisting of H. D. McVean, A. B. Dodge and Geo. J. French wai ap-
pointed with power to make all necessary arrangements. "The
question of a club trophy was discussed and a committee consiat
ing of Capt. W. S. Smith. C. A. Bruff, Geo. J. French, O. H. Moodv
and H, J. Wilson, was appointed with instructions to purchase a
challenge cup at an expense of §200. An invitation to join the
club cruise on Decoration Day was extended to the Genesee C C
The regatta committee presented the following report, which
was adopted:
.\ppointmenta for the season of 1891: Clerk of the Course H D

McVean; Judge. Arthur Luetchlo'd; Starters. C. F. Wolters and
\V. C. Seward; Timekeepers, A, B, Dodge and y. B, Perkins
The dates of the cluli regattas are tixed as follows: Annual

spring regatta June IS, second imlimiied sailing rae-e July 9 third
unlimited sarliDg race .(uly ;;;-!, fourth unlimited sailing race Aug
37, annual fall regatta tept. lo, Xn Tinlimitcd sailiugrace -hall he
called unless there skall be at Jeast four starters. The order in
which the races shall be called at the next annual spring and fall
regattas shall be left entirely to the judgment of the starter
In case a trophy is provided to be raced for, the unlimited sail-

ing race shall be considered the cup race, points to count as here-
tofore, further conditions lo be reported later by this committee
The first race of the spring and fall regattas shall be called at

3:30 P. M. sharp.
Jf for any reason peither staiter is able to attenij any regatta,

they shall appoint a starter for that day only. Such appointee
need not necessarily be a member of the club.
If in any unlimited sailing race there be not the required num-

ber of entries, such race shall be postponed one week, and at the
expiration of that time shaU be called irrespective of the number
of entries.

J. F. NEWMAN.—A telegram from Colorado Springs announces
the death on April 18 of Mr. J. F. Newman, a well known and
popular canoeist of Xew York. Mr. Newman, who has long been
in delicate health, suft'oring from consumption, took up canoeing
about 1881, joining the New York C. 0.. and using his canoe as an
aid to the outdoor life which his precarious state of health made
necessary. Though never a racer he was in all wava a most
earnest and enthusiastic canoeist; he served the Xew York C, C.
well for several years as secretary and on its executu e committee;
he took a most active interest in the A. C. A., aud ev^ ry canoe he
owned has been a model of perfection in its fitting up and equip-
ment, his canoe aud camp o"utflt being matters of special pride.
Though by no means vigorous, Mr. Newman did a good deal of
cruising on Lake George, Lake Champlain, and the St. Lawrence.
Being a resident of Brooklyn, he was one of the leaders in organ-
izing the Brooklyn C. C, and did much to establish it on its
present successful basis. He leaves a wife and one child.

lANTHE C. C—On April 18 Mr. W. P. Stephens was present at
the smoker of the lanthe" C. C. at the club house, and spoke for a
couple of hours to a very attentive audience on the subject of
designing, illustrating his remarks by models and working draw-
ings.

Model racMs and Boats. Tlieir design, making and sailing, with
designs and looming drawings. Postpaid,

Yachtsmen who do not see what tbey want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
Kcmwl, squint down the barrel of the Rifle, open the Fish Car and
Game Bag, inquire of the Spoiitsman Totir ist, und if their yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, pusn theii- explorations into the Editorial
and ^rti'frf Departments.

CAPE CATS AND KEEL BOATS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am just recovering from the shock given me by "Anti-Cat" in
lust wes'k's Forest and Stream, and my doctor savs if I can keep
still my good constiitution will pull me through. But I must ask
him not to jump with botli feet next time, for I am an orphan. I
would like to ask him if he ever was in Fort Pond Bay and can
recall the lay of the land, and the tide rips at the eni-rance in a
good northwester? If lie can, and ever tried to get out in any kind
of a small keel boat I ever saw, and did not get a good shaking up,
then I am no judge of choppy seas. But that is neither here nor
there, I presume "Anti-Cat" was jumping on the type of boat,
and not on us personally. When I was a bov. I remember that
from Boston Light to Point Judith the prevailing type of boat for
the fishermen was a deep, narrow, heavilv-ballasted keel craft
generally with two sprit s.ails and often a jib. 1 have hardly seen
one of this type on the coast for the last five years, and none have
been built. If "Anti-Oat" will take the pains to go to Province-
town, or more especially to Chatham, aud visit ^Jantucket on his
way around, take a side trip through Buzzard's Bay and then to
Block Island, and at all of these places ask the men who spend
their life on the water, and rough water, too, summer and winter
pulling lobster-pots and fishing, why they have universally aban-
doned their deep-keel boats for ''Newport" cats, he will have good
answers from the most experienced men in the country in botli
kinds of boats.
"Anti-Oat" says they are not seawnrthv, Lat him go to Block

Island and ask the skipper of the Puck (2fift. cat) why he carried
the mail over to Newport and back in the great March blizzard of
three years ago, >vhen it was so rough that the steamer would not
run, in an unsafe boat. Ask Capt, Shay or Si Albro, or a dozen
others in Newport, who go out in keel boats of four limes the
size, when they do not go in their despised cats? Ask Capt. John
Jones, of Fall River, why he spent three months cruising in the
stormy St. Lawrence Gulf last summer in a 20ft. cat, when keel
boats were much easier to find down there. No, brother "Anti-
Cat," you cannot convince a whole race of men, who know some-
thing about them, that catboats, properly built and properly
handled, are unsafe. Last September at the open regatta of the
Rhode Island Y. 0. it was so rough and flawy that none of the
entries of cutters cared to risk their spars, and yet over two-thirds
the entries of catboats sailed over the entire 'course. Any good
sailorman will admit that the proper type of boat over SOCt, is the
keel, with low ballast, and more than one sail; but a man has a
hard row to hoe to find a more useful boat for going about the
coast near reefs and shoals, and into small harbors, and at the
same time comfortably and safely, than the Newport cat; and I
think for the same size boat they are much faster and easily
handled than sloops. If "Anti-Oat" has a small cutter and would
like to demoustrate spped and seaworthiness against a few cat-
boats, there are quite a number in the Pall River 1", 0, that would
be willing to give him an opporlunitv in weather of his own pick-
ing and time of his own choosing. I am sorry I am not able to
better defend the poor cats, but generally they can defend them-
selves, QtrjSQUECHAN.
Fall River, JMass., April ll.

SIPPICAN Y. C.
''PHE Sippicau Y. C. expects a lively season this year. The class
-1- for sloops under Sift, l.w.l. will be revived. Commodore
Ryder has bought a 10ft. schooner named Mystic. In the first
class Mr. Stetson is having a new racer built by A. M. Jenney to
take the place of Climax, sold last summer. The old Mattie will
be ready for her. Dora and A. P. E, of course wUl be on hand. It
is also rumored that Surprise will race again. If this is so, there
will be some good racing.
In the second class Mist, Widgeon and Anonyma will be in

flshting trim. It will be Anonyma's second season, and great
things are to be expected of her. Hanle.v, of Monument Beach, ia
buUding a new one for this class and will probably find his way
over to Marion sometimps.
In the third class Eina, Puzzle and Parole will be at it again,

with Daisy not far bohinff. It is to be regretted that Trump, who
by the way has a record of 9 firsts o'lt nf 1;^ races, is on the sale
list and will not race. Eben Holmes, of Marion, who was so suc-
cessful wiih Parole last year, is building a boat and aoisC. A.
Clark at Bird Island. Mr. Coolidga is having a boat built by Dunn,
of Monument Beach. Mr, J. L, Stackpole is having a racer built
by A. M. .Tennej', and Hermioneis undergoing extensive altera-
tions which are expected to improve her speed.

is to be named Squall aud will be Itift. lOiu. l.w.L. Sit. tin. beam.
She will prove a flyer if we may judge from Mr. Dunn's former
efforts: at any rare she will make Edith look out for her laurels.
It is to be hoped that Red Wing will be in better trim and better
bandied than last year. Mr. J. H. Clark, Jr. has purchased the
little Mattie and she will not suffer in his hands.
In the fifth class Worry will ba raced for all sh a is worth. The

famous Skipjack wiU be in for her share of the prizes, with Fairy
and McGinty almost neck acd neck with her. The illustrious
secretary and treasurer of the club, Mr, J. Henry Clark. Jr., has
the keel, stem and stern piece laid for a boat that he intends to
have ready for this summer's racing. Of course Worry wiR have
to stop in her victorious career.
The following dates have been arranged for the coming sea'?on:

Thirteenth regatta, first open sweepstakes, July 11; fourteenth
reeattn, annual club race, July 25; fifteenth regatta, open race,
Aucr. 21; sixteenth regatta, second open sweepstakes, Sept, 5. The
races are to be sailed at Marion, Mass.
The cruise will be held about Aug. L time not definitely

decided. The fleet will reach New Bedford about the same time
as the New York Y. C.

MONTGOMERY SAILING OLUB.-First regatta, April 19.
Courses, Norristown to Indian Creek and return; distance five
miles, weather clear and warm, wind strong westerly. Summary
_ Length. Start. = • .

n'

Playford. Grisdale Eros. 1.5. 00 1 40 00
inla, George Walker . . .15.00 1 HO 06
Strauger, E, MacAllisterlo.OO 1 40 00
Gracie, E, A, Leopold ...12.00 1 30 00
Sadie. Geo, W. Ritter ...16.00 1 30 00
Emma L., E. Beideman.1.5.00 1 40 00
Flying Easle, .1. Berndt.15.00 1 40 00
J. S. Lever, J. S. Lever. .15 00 1 40 00
Pennsylvania. Adamsonie. 00 1 40 00 .....,„.^„.

It was a beat dead to windward to the buov and a run home.
The skiff Gracie started with 0Ofr. of sail and af 'er sailing one
mile took in a reef and finished with about 70ft. The canoe Sadie
carried tiOft. of sail for about IM miles aud then quit. The tuckup
J. S. Lever carried away her throat block. The hiker Pennsylva-
nia, with SCOft of sail and a crew of only 5 men, was overpowered
at the end of 2 miles. The small ducker IoI>i, with a ciew of two
men, did some very fine sailing, but was beaten by the tuckup
Frank and Willie Playford, chamuion of 1S80.—E. A. LioiPOLD
Secretary. '

MODEL YACHTING.-The pastime of model yacht sailing,
which has been neglected for some years after a period of pros-
perity, has lately taken a new start about New Y'ork and Phila-
delpma , the latter city having a flourishing club. The American
Model \ . C„ of Prospect Park, Brooklyn. N. Y., is preparing for a
very lively season, as a strong interest in the sport has lately
manifested itself. The opening races will be sailed on May 30 at
Prospect Park, aud nine new yachts, one of oSin. and eight of fOin.
are now preparing for the occasion, while many of the old boats
are being overhauled. A great change has been recently made in

Finish. Corrected.
3 55 4.5 1 15 45
3 01 20 1 21 20
3 05 00 1 25 00
3 35 00 1 55 00
Withdrew,
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

Eilitor Forest and Stream:
1 would like to state for the benefit of "Anti-Cat" that a Cape

Cod cat boat properly sparred and hung and fitted with cruising
rig, not racing, in competent hands is as safe and as weatherly a
boat as one wishes to sail in. As to the incident in question I
quite agree with "Anii-Cat" that it was unskillful lo turn back
to shake out or turn in a reef. Why was it out of the question
trying to get out of Fort Pond Bavin a nor'syester; wa« the «ea
running so high or what? Port Pond Bay is free from dangers
with a depth of water varying from lift, near the shore in the
bay to 8 fathoms, average depth 5^ to fJ fathoms. Sticky bottom
and as good holding ground as one can find. Why did tliey tie up
to a wharf? They should have anchored unless their ground
tackle was not in gool order. As for the mess in the cabin it was
not the fault of the boar, but the carelessness of the erew in not
having stowed the dunnage in a secure manner. I would H=k
"Anti-Cat" whether a larger, narrower and deeper boat would he
any better in a seaway if things were not stowed awav snu"ly and
secured? "

"

By the tone of "Anti-Cat's" letter I think that he is an i dvoeate

sail, providing she is m proper sailing trim; and will make good
weather of ii, too. I have sailed in a large number of boats from
a Itift, catboat of 14in. draft to an 800 ton schooner, and have been
in the business twelve years, and I find that any boat not properly
handled in a blow makes bad weather of it. "Anti-Cat" asks
what would hapi^en in a case of a genuine blow in an open sea?My answer is. that in competent hands she would come through
all right. With a balance reef in her mainsail and a short stim-
sail a catboat will make good weather. I cruised for five mont hs
in an 18ft. w,l. boat, drawing 2£t. Tin,, on the eastern coast fromNew York to Belfast, Me., aud have experienced Eome pretty
rough weather, but never had to put back to turn in or shake out
a reef in all of my cruises. In conclusion I will say to "Anti-Cat "
as well as other readers, that eight out of ten men sailing catboats
do not know how to handle them in rough weather, neither is aman who is accustomed to sailing a sloop, schooner or cutter com-
petent to sail a catboat unless he has had experience in one
NEWBtmG, N. Y^. April 13. Sailor.

ATLANTA Y, C—A meeting was held on April 13. at which it
was decided to amend their racing rules so that yachts In cruising
trim will be rated for time allowance of 94 per cent, of theirracing
lengths. In regard to rules for the special 25-foot rating class it
was provided that the club's reduction of one-tenth ot the s'ail
area of yachts in measurement for time allowance shall not apply
to the raters, the sail area being taken at its full value, and the
mast must be at least one-fifth the length of water line from the
fore end of the water line. The spinnaker boom of the raters shall
not exceed their sailing lengths, the crew shall not exceed threemen in addition to the helmsman, and all shall be amateurs, and
in case any sail of different design from ordinary jib and main-
sail be carried the club's measurer shall measure this excess of
sail. A motion to extend the privileges of the Bay Ridge club-
house to the Alcyone Boat Club was lost.

B-AR BARA.—The actual loadline of the Fife 46-footer jb given
AS 40xt, ulQf •

that have been altered are reported as improved greatly. Three
of the boats were built by Com. Hansom, from designs by their
owners. The present measurement is by l.w.l, only, the classes
being 42-o3in. and d0-43in.; but much interest is taken inthemea=-
urernent question, and the coming races are looked to for consid-
erable light on the subject. The present offlcers are: Com. and
Pres., W. Y Hansom: Treas., G. W. Townley; Sec, Harry Mehin;
Meas., F. Nichols. '

^
GRE.Vr SOUTH BAY Y, C.-The aunual meeting of the Great

Soulih Bay V. C, ot Long Island, was held at DeLmonico's on
April 18. Treasurer Bergen's report showed a balance of $611 10.
It was deciced upon motion of L, C. Peschin to revise the racin'^-
rules and constitution. Com. Ssvan announced that agreements
had been entered into with the Hemnstead Bay Y. C . We4Hampton County Club, Shinaecock Y. C. and the South Side Y
C, for inter-club regattas this summer. It was decided to erect anew club house besides the fine home alreadv at Islip, and a com-mutee was appointed to ascertain sites aud prices of property
available for the plant. The following oflicers were elected
Com., A. S. Swan; Yice-Com,, L. T. Powell; Rear-Corn., W. Arnold
Treas., M.H. Bergen; See'y, John W, Rickards. Executive Com-
mittee, Schuyler L. Parsons, W. S. Alley and W. M. Yan Anden
ROYAL HAMILTON Y. C.-This club has been formed with a"phenomenal boom, its membership having grown from 146 at the

end ot 1890 to (i34 at this date. The club house at Hamilton Beach
costing ST.GtJO, will be really by July 1. The oflicers are: Com.!
Hon. vV.E. Sanlord; Yice-Com., S. O. Greening; Bear-Com W
G. Townsend; Capt., J, F. Monok; Hon, Sec'v-Treas., E. H 'Am-
brose; Meas., John B. Y^oung; Asst. Meas., 6."R. Judd. Commit-
tee of Management—G. F. Eirely. Geo. E, Hamilton, T. W Les-
ter, John Stewart, T. H. Stinson. J. V, Teetzel, Q. C„ T H Stin-
son. Sailing Committee-J. F. Monck, Chairman; E. H. Ambrose,
.1. H. Fearnside, T. H. Lawry, R. A. Mathesius. F. R. Waddell
House Committee-E.H. Ambrose, W. J. Grant, J. M. Lottridge,
R. A. Lucas, George Roach. ^ '

M.IRINE AND FIELD CLUB REGATTA.-The third annual
regatta of the Marine and Field Club, of Bath Beach, will be
sailed on June 17. being open to all sloops, cutters and yawls of the
iS'ew loi'k, Atlantic, beawanhaka. Larchmont, New RocheUe
Oyster Bay, Corinthian of N. Y., Kinderhook, Manhattan Ath-
letic, Yachting Dept., Brooklyn, Pavonia and Eastern. The
classes wdl be 62-71ft. l.w.l., 47-34£t., 41-47ft . 36-llf t., 31-36£t., 25-30ft
open 01b and mainsail boat^s 25ft^and' under; catboats. Entries,e 1, . _

^^^^
of

Stoddard and J. Hozack; Auditors. James AUan and W, McGUL
new
gat

- club is in a ver.v prosperous condition and win add several
V racers ot 18 to 2ott. to its fleet. On July 17 it will hold a re-
ta a.£ a part of the L. Y^ R A. circuit.

SOUTHEBN CRUISING.-On April 17 the schooner Wanderer
Mr. G. . ^^ eld, arrived at New York from Havana on April
touching at Savannah on April 11, She has made an extended
cruise m the West Indies during the \vinter. She will tow to New
T?pi-lfnrrt Tn IsiT- nn . Whim =r.li,. c,..il„ei /-ii i .-^ V,

Apri
N. C, on April 13.

THE NORTON COMPANY.-Ir is reported that among the
asse.,.s ot the recenily wjceked Wasbiugtou National Bank, ofIsew Y ork IS stock ot the Norton Shipbuilding Co. of the nominal
value of «10.000, actual value not stated.
UVLRA, cutter-, built last year for Jas. Fraser, of Halifax, byWm. Fite, Jr., is reported sold to F. P. Sands, of Newport, owner

of the sloop Pen, ^ ,
.

T ^^T?.A?^^^^^'i't£*^'?T^''^'^^'^ ^? reported sold by J, W. SuUivan, to
Jos. Pirliizer, of the New York World, for 163,000,

IROQUOIS, schr,, Yice-Com, Ellis, S.C,Y,0.. has returned from
her Southern cruise and is at the Atlantic Basin,
^KATHLEEN, Mr. Whitlock'a 30-footer, was In comi^ssioa last
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YACHTING FRANCE.

OF all peoples who have coDtended for the supremacy of the
Spas, in war, in commerce or In pleasure sailing, the English

speaking nations have always held the lead; the Anglo-Saxons
have proved their snperiority to the Latin races, and the battle
for first place has for the past century been between the United
States Eind Great Britain; the results in the main being decidedly

THE BASIN AT AHGSNTEUIL.

satisfactory to Americans. After these, the third place must be
conceded to France both in war and in pleasure sailing, and though
on the whole she has never led her two rivals, she has always
shovra a most creditable progress, and at times pre-eminence, in
some directions In the old days of wooden ships, France was
noted for the skil] of her naval architects and designers, and in
the matter of model she was often ahead of all rivals. Though

PKOJ'lLES OF YACHTSITEN.

her shipbuilding to-day will not compar'^ with that of Great
Britain, there are vards and shops and skilled constructors who
turn out vessels of the first rank. The strong point of the French
has been in the theory and practice of shipbuilding, in the more
complicated and abstruse branches of the science of naval design,

while the weak point has been in the handling of the vessels

afl^oat. While in yachting France is stiU a long way in the rear

BOYAIi YACHT SQUADRON—COWES.

of America and England, having always heen to a great extent,

dependent on the two, at the same time she has won an honorable

place as the third of the great yachting nations, and the possessor

of a strong and firmly established system of yachting.
Unfortunately French yachting has thus far developed no

strong individuality, the inland waters are in the main very

eliofil, and the craft that navigate them have been imported frow

the United States, while the roueher waters of the seaboard have
developed no national type, but the narrow racing cutter so long
in the ascendency in Brirish waters has been transplanted to the
French coast. In these two diiTerent types, each modified more
or less in time, but still prpserving its most distinctive character-
istics, a great deal of racing and sailing ha« been done by French
yachtsmen, the number of yachts, of yacht clubs and of individ-
ual yachtsmen having increased in a very gratifying manner; but
at the same time the fact that the boats are all practically of
foreign origin has proved a hindrance to the advance of yachting
to the place it should occupy an a national sport.
This state of affairs has of late attracted cons' derable attention

among the leaders of French yachting, and as a result a most
practical and we hope successful movement has been started.
During the past winter a body under the title of the Committee
du Yacht has been formed, its object being to encourage French

yachting on a home basis, to promote the designing and building
of yachts in France, to encourage French yachtsmen to ei ter
their craft in international races, to build up a pleasure marine
nf sk lled French skippers and sailormen to form the crews of
French yachts: and in short, to place French yachting in the same
indepen'dent position that the sport has long enjoyed in England
and the United States.
Among the leaders in this work is Mr. Philippe Daryl. a French

yachtsman who has done much with his pen to enlist the aid and
interest of Frenchmen generally throueh the public press, and
who has also chosen this opportune time for the publication of a
most exhaustive and comprehensive treatise on yachting. This
work is a large octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, handsomely
printed and containing a number of excellent illustrations.
Though at the risk of giving a rather unfair and frivolous idea of
a work whose technical value and patriotic aims cannot be over-

rated, we cannot refrain from reproducing some of the most
amusing of the many slsetches from the skilful pencils of Messrs.
Brun and Vallet. The former is well-known through his

work in the French yachting journal Lc YaeM, as one of the
cleverest of marine artists in pen and ink: while the spirited

sketches of the latter speak for themselves.
Tho book opens with a hearty eulogium of yachting, which

should move the veriest landlubber to venture afloat; Mr. Daryl
is an enthusiast, and speaks most earnestly in praise of his favor-

ite sport. In the same chapter are some figures relating to the

cost of yachting and also to the French fleet, from which we learn
that the number of steam yachts is 337, with a tonnaee of 11,165

tons; the sailing craft number 712 vachts of a total of 8,970 ton?,

making in all L019 yachts and 20,135 tons. French yachting and
French yachtsmen each claim a chapter, and from the first we
learn that the word yacht is of French origin, though derived

A PROFESSIONAr.

from the Dutch "iacht," signifying chase. The auth9r discusses

rhe various modes of pronunciation, and decides in favor of

"yak" as in accordance with the best usage; but at the same time
he recognizes the claims of the English terms yachting and yachts-

man as well established by custom, though expressing a prefer-

ence for the form "yakting" as more logical.

After describing the earlier vessels and the galleys of the
ancients, the author takes up the origin of yachting in France,
the date of which he places at 18^8, when the international re-

gattas of Havre were established. This date is very near the

beginning of organized yachting in America, beiner but a fpw
years prior to the foundation of the New York Y. C, 1S44. In 1817

the first American centerhoard was imported, proving very suc-

cessful and leading to the general adoption of this type on the

Seine and other rivers where draft was the first consideration.

An interesting chapter on racing yachts reviews the great racipg
events of various periods, following which are two chapters

descriptive of English and American yachts and yachting, each

fullv illustrated by views of the principal yachting stations, pic-

ture's of the yachts, and charts of the leading courses, such as

around the Isle of Wight and that pf the New York J, C, The

THE PROPPafilOES.

very spirited picture of the "man at the wheel" forms the head-
ing to the chapter on American yachting. The other picture, of
a "Yachtsman Yankee," was evidently taken at Newport on
Goelet Cup day, and not at Larchmont or Marblehead; we are
glad to say that the monocle has not yet come into general use
among genuine yachtsmen, but is confined entirely to the ele-
gantly attired gentlemen who ornament the decks of the larger
steam yachts on a few grand occasions in the height of the .=eason
if the weather is fine. The earlier American ra-^es, the develop-
ment of the centerboard yacht, and the progress of American

A FRENCH YACHTSMAN. A FRENCH YACHTINf} LAt)Y.

yachting are treated A^ery fully, while the America's Cup is
honored with a separate chapter with excellent portraits of the
most famous competitors.
The next chapter deals with the purchasing and building of

yachts, the nationalization of foreign yachts in French waters,
the survey and registry and similar details. Chapters IX. and X.
take up in detoll the various rigs and parts of yachts and the in-
struments of na^igfition, the compass, los, lead, etc., the explana-
tions being very clear, and aided by many cuts, a chapter on
interior arrangements is also very practical. The cost of yacht-

SOME PROFILES OF YACHTING LADIES.

ing, the question of measurement and allowances, and the man-
agement of regattas are each treated at length in separate
chapters. Deep and narrow yachts are discussed in another
chapter by the aid of lines and diagrams. A chapter is also de-
voted to steam and electric yachts, and another to the French,
clubs and to Le Yacht, the journal which has done so much for
French yachting. The discipline of the ship and nautical educa-
tion occupy two other chapters, following them being an inter-
esting summary of single-hand sailing and canoeing. A special

THE SCHOOSER ALINE.

chapter, with many excellent illustrations, is devoted to the
steam yacht Sunbeam and rhe late L^dy Brassey, followed by a
chapter on "Some Famous Yoyages."
The book concludes with an earnest and stirring appeal for

French yachting, in which the author not only insists on the ne-
cessity of action, but lays down a positive policy, which if carried
out is likely in a few years to place French yachting on an equal
basis with that of America and England as possessing distinctive-
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national cbaracteristics and an individuality of its own, in place
of beiner a mere reflex of other nations. The appeal concludes as
fbllows:
"Let ns not allow the world to believe any longer that if we do

not build yachts it is because we are not able to do so. Let us
build one at first, big: or small, if it were only to call the attention
of the country, which is not yet awakened to a question of vital

A TACHTING LADT.

importance. Let ns form a society of sailors, architects, yachts-
men and even of laymen. Let us pay our addresses to the public
powers, to the chambers of commerce and to the governments of
our cities. Let us intrust to a skilled board the business of de-
signing our yacht, and then let us enter her in the lists^for the
America's Cup.
"We shall be beaten perhnps once or twice. What matters it?

There are defeats which bring better results than victory. There
Is no disgrace in being beaten in a peaceful and gentlemanly con-

A YAJiKBB YACHTS.MAN.

test. The disgrace is for our country while it bears the name of
France to fail to enter a tournament gotten up in the interest of
science and art."
The author has at least done his part of the work thoroughly in

winning for France a place in the literature of yachting beside
those hitherto occupied exclusivelv by America and England.
We know of no single work in the English language with which
Mr. Daryl'scan properly be compared, as he has treated the sub-
ject from a broader and more comprehensive standpoint than

DECK OP YAWL ZAMPA.

other writers. As a history^ of yachting ou both sides of the At-
lantic, the work has a special value to the casual reader or for
purposes of reference; while it is no less valuable to the tyro and
the yachtsman as a tfchnical guide, the leading points being
brought ottt clearly, although the author has not attempted to
cover the field of designing and construetiou with the detail that
Messrs. Knnhardt and Dixon Kemp have devoted to it. Apart
from its historic and technical features, the book has a special
value from the high pnrpoae of the author, which is evident
throughout; and should the present attempt of the Committee du
Yacht meet ultimately with the success which it deserves, a large
part of the praise will be due to Mr. Philippe Daryl.

KILL VON KULL Y. C.-Olficers: Com., Geo. Ross; Vice-Corn.,
F. B. Huyler; Trustees, C. M. Sterline:. Frank Foggin, A. W. Ap-
plee^ate, L. M. Pulz, C. A. Ingalls, L. Delile, 0. J. Jones and A.
Greenwald.

OORINTHTAN NAVY.-New members enrolled during March
1891: Dr. E. J. Ranhofer. 337 West^ Thirty-fourth street, New York-
Wm. Cfardner, 1 Broadway, New York; R. M. Blatchford, Sackett's
Harbor, N. Y.; Wm. A. Marsh, 16 Coenties slip. New York; Joseph
Rudd, Jr., 738 St. Mark's avenue, Brooklyn; Morton V. Bn^kaw,
93 WilLiam street. New York, New York Bay Squadron. Jas. R.
Thompson, 55 Dey street. New York; R. E. Lowe, '121 Rodney
street, Brooklyn, East River Squadron.

SAN FRANCISCO Y. C—At the annual meeting of the San
Francisco Y. C, held on April T, the following ofiicers and direc-
tors were elected: Com., Wm. N. McOfirthy; Vice-Corn., L. R.
Thomas; Sec, Fred B. Chandler; Fin. Sec. Geo. W. Reed; Treas.,
Chas. W. Kellogg; Meas , Capt. Matthew Turner; Directors—J.
Gutte, G. F. Davidson, Henry A. Bow en, E. C. Bartlett and John
W. Pew.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C—The committee on lectures has an-
nounced a course of lectures on "Emergency Surgery," imder the
auspices of the Massachusetts Emergency Society, at the winter
quarters, 370 Boylston street, Boston. The course will consist of
lour demonstration lecttires by an eminent surgeon, assisted by a
live model, and will be concluded by an examination entitling
those in civile life, who pass successfully, to a diploma, and those
in the JSL V. M. to a medal which they are authorized to wear.
The entire course, the commencement of which will he duly an-
nounced, will be given for the nominal charge of $3.50 for each
member.

THE NEW AMERICAN COAST PILOT.-We have received
from the author, Wm. A. Pratt, Deep River., Conn, a copy of the
new edition of the "American Coast Pilot, or Yachtsmen's and
Coasters' Book of Reference." This well known book has lately
been revised and extended in accordance with the latest charts
and surveys. It covers the entire Atlantic coast, from St. John,
N. B., to Mobile Bay, giving courses, distances and bearings, with
full directions for entering all harbors. It is printed in clear,
legible type, and bound in enamel leather, being specially intended
for use in bad weather when it is difficult to handle a chart on
deck.

STEBBINS' COAST PILOT.-Mr. N. L. Stebbins, the yacht
photographer, has just published a novel and useful hook under
the title of "Stebbins' Illustrated Coast Pilot. The volume con-
tains about 360 photogravure views of rhe lightships, lighthouses
and beacons of tbe New Enijlaad coast, from New York Harbor to
Eastport, Me. Sailing directions are also given for a portion of
the coast. The book is intended for the use of yachtsmen and
coasters, and will enable them to quickly id entifv the variotis
aids to navigation. It makes a neat oblong volume 11 X SJ-iin,,
bound in canvas.

PAINE AND FIFE.-There is a big difference between the
Fame -tC and the Barbara. Tbe Paine boat looks bulky and power-
ful all over, and shows a belief in "brute power and ugliness" as a
method of winning. Fife, on the other hand, has gone in for fine
Lnes. If anything, the Fife cutter looks too fine on the ends,
especially aft. Fife has the neatest looking construction of all the
designers. His boat is tied together the whole length with neat
diaaonal strsps. Five courses of oak planking are alreadv on the
bottom.—Bostojt Oloba.

PAVONIA Y. C—The contract for extensive imnrovements at
the new station at Atlantic Highlands, including a wharf 600ft.
long, with a bulkhead forming a basin and a large landine stage,
has been made with Ross & Sandford. It is intended also to build
a pavilion on the outer bulkhead and bath houses on the shore
bulkbead. The club races can be started off the Communipaw
house and finished off the new station.

VOLUNTEER -PHCENIX.- The work of demolishing the
famous Volunteer is still going on at Lawley's yard. The Boston
Globe IS responsible for the statement ttiat not even the name will
be left, but that Gen. Faine has chosen a new one. Phoenix. The
Globe also quotes a yachtsman as suggesting Pensioner, as aU the
old volunteers are pensioners now.
THISTLE—METEOR.—The Field states positively that Emperor

William has changed the name of his new purchase to Meteor.
This does not speak well for the originalitv of His Imperial
Majesty if the name is such a yachting chestnut in Germany as it
has long heen here. The price is quoted as £4,500, $33,500.

YARANA.—Mr. M. B. Kennedy, owner of the Maid Marion.yawl,
has bought Yarana from Mr. Paul Ralli, and will race her this sea-
son. !Mr. Ralli has lately taken a great interest in the new class
of small open boats, ]^ raters.

NORMA, steam yacht, Mr. Horace Daniels, grounded in a fog
on the night of April 17 on the Long Island shore, two miles west
ot Greenport, when on her way from Npw York to Providence.
She had run inshore to anchor on account of the fog. She lies in
good position, and though leaking slightly will probably behauled
oft without serious damage.
ALVA., steamer, Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt, arrived at New York,

April 15, from her Mediterranean cruise. One of her oilers was
ill with varioloid and died while being transported to the hospital.
SMUGGLER.— The first of the Gardner 2,5-footers will be

launched on April 35 at Webber's yard. New Rochelle. She is
owned by Mr. L J. Boury. Atlantic Y. C.

LLOYD'S YACHT REGISTER.-We call attention to the ad-
vertisement on anoiher page of this valuable book. It is furnished
to individual subscribers at a nominal price.

NEW YORK Y. C—The annual dinner of the New York Y. C.
will be held at Delmonieo's on May 9.

LIEUT. HENN.—Lieut, and Mrs.Henn returned last week from
Florida and will remain in Now York until May 3, when they
leave on the Umbria.
ATLANTIC, schr., Mr. E. C. Homans. is receiving a thorough

overhauling below and aloft at Poillon's yard. Capt. Rose wiU
he m command.
^,DAPHNE, sloop, has been sold by Com. Lowery, Larchmont
\. C, to Mr. A. W. Booth, owner of the sloop Mistrfil, of Bergen
Point, N. J.

KNICKERBOCKER Y. C—This club is about to make a very
important change of quarters, having secured a site at College
Point, so that the old anchorage at Port Morris will be aban-
doned.

VALKYRIE.—Lord Dtmraven has decided to race Valkyrie this
year, and \^ in. Crantield, her new skipper, is now fitting her out.
MONTECITO, yawl, has heen sold by Manning's Agency for

Mr. Ronald Thomas, the new owner not being yet announced.
YACHT AROHITECTURE.-The second and enlarged edition

of Mr. Dixon Kemp's standard work is just ready in England.
VENTUR A, cutter, has been sold by C. H. W. Foster to S. J.

Colford, of New York.
CaRMITA, cutter, has been sold to Mr. Broughton. of Marble-

head.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. OP SAN FRANCISCO.—This energetic
club is doing much for the revival of yachting on the Pacific
Coast, and this year expects to have a most prosperous season. A
very large list of fixtures is announced, the lirst being the open-
ing of the club, on Saturday next.

NEW JERSEY Y. C—The 20th annual regatta of the New Jer-
sey Y. C. will be sailed on June 17 over the usual course on New
York Biy.

UTOWANA.—The New York Times of April 19 contained a very
interesting description of Mr. Durant's new steam yacht Ufco-
wana.
RAMONA, schr., formerly Resolute, has been sold by D. H,

Smi th to H. M. GiUig for |24,500.

MONTAUK, schr., has been sold by J. E. Brooks to F. E.
Weeks.
" VTest India HunHcanes and the Great March Blizzard.''' By

Everett Hayden, U. 8. Hydrographic Omce. Large quarto, with S3
UthogravMc plates. Price $1. Contains full history of the great
storm of March, 1SS8, with praelical infortnation how to handle a
uesseJi 71 a cyclone; use of oil at sea, etc.

Inme^s ta ^arrespand^nh.

No Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondenta.

M. A. v., Philadelphia, Pa.—State breed of dog.
A. O, N., Newburyport, Mass.—You do not state what breed the

dog IS.

TL D., Sandusky, O.-I have the pedigree of a dog in written
torm, can you tell me where I can have the same in printed form
and how much it wlU cost? Ans. Write to O. L. Sehember, 96
Nassau street. New York city.

Steady READEH.-Please inform me where I can procure the
history and picture of the South American bloodhound, either by
letter or through your valuable paper. Ans. We do not know ot
such a hook or dog. By writing to iL-. Wine hell, Fair Haven,
Vt., you can procure photos of his celebrated bloodhounds.

T. S., Brooklyn, N. Y.—L Please inform me how to train and
keep a dog's hair m proper condition. 3. Also, what color is a
Yorkshire terrier? Ans. 1. Plenty of exercise, judicious feeding
and a good grooming every day with brushes suitable to the tex-
ture of the dog's coat, always brushing from head to tail of
course. 3. Golden tan on the head and legs and silver blue from
neck to tip of tail.

E. J. M., New York City.—I have a puppy of the Rockingham-Donna strain, which I desire to have trained and handled for the
held trials ot '91. Cottld you kindly furnish me with the name
and address ot some trainer to whom I could send tbe puppy for
careful treatment? The puopy. Prima Donna, took the two first
prizes at tne recent Westminster Kennel Club show in this cityand I am very desirous of developing every good quality she may
possess._ Ans. \oa will find several kennels advertised in this
week's issue, any one ot which we can recommend.
G. F. S., Haverhill, Mass.-Will you kindly state the weight of

the largest striped bass on record, caught with honk and line'^How large a bass has been caught, to your knowledge? Do the
-largest striped bass enter the rivers at all, as far as is known ofthem 1- Ans. 1. Between .50 and 601b3., at Cattyhuuk. 3. A speci-men of 113tb3. was taken in the Town Cove, Orleans, Mass 3
Occasionally. An example said to weigh 98lbs. was taken in thePotomac and seat to Washington, D. C, recently. In some NorthCarolina sounds individuals of lOOIbs. are reported common bvgood authority.

u^^u K,y

C.B., Akron, q.-I am thinking of going into the kennel busi-
ness, and would like to ssk a few questions. 1. Do vou know of aman that hves m Ireland that wiU buy dogs for an importer'

*

Is there any money made at the bench shows? The prizes are so
.s'^^H'.I should thmk the expenses would be more than the prizes
3. VV hich IS the most profit m, setters or English mastiffs? Ans!
1. A\ m. Graham, Belfast, Ireland, a. All depends on the sho^^,distance trom home, and the kind of dogs you exhibit. It is an ad-vertisement tor your kennel more than anything else. 3. Setters
3-D prssGHt.

M. T., Chicago.-Will you be kind enough to tell me what kindof flies to use tor trout and bass in Montana, North Dakota andWashington? Ans. The best patterns for the black-spotted
trout are coachm.au, royal-coachman, dark-coachman, professor,brown-Palmer, Abbey, Montreal, alder. Lottie, Imbrie and bro\ra-hen. The Alexander and black-prince are good flies for swiftstreams. The brown-hackle is a general favorite for the regionFor black Dass the grizzly-kmg, coachman, professor, r^^d^ibi"
polka, oriole, Oconomowoc, Henshall, Eptinsr, gray-dral<e Serb
(xreen, wbite-miller, fluttering-fly and various hackle= The suc-cess of any particular fly is limited by many conditions, whichcan be learned only by local experience.

wuiou

Aztec—A Mexican gentleman, who is a friend of mine has re-cendy received as presents a couple of fine dogs. One of them isa setter bitcii whose parents were imported direct from Englandand presented to President Diaz, who is a great hunterT I do notknow what stock she is from, but she has the appearance, so far
as lean judge, of being a good dog. The other is a pedigreed
pointer, given bim by General Stanley, of San Antonio, Texas.He has not received the pedigree yet, but the dog is doubtless agood one. Now, what he wants me to find out of rhe "onlY"FOH-
ESi AiTD Stue.^m is, what will be the probable result of bVeedlirirthe two, pointer and setter, together? Do such crosses usually

answer throush the paper or otherwise will
greatly oblige. Ans. Such an alliance would result in a "dron-
per," which is known, as a rule, to be an excellent field dog Wedo not advocate this breeding, though in your case it may be un-
livoid, bis.

E H. P East Trumbull O.-Wm you give the distinguishing
features between a niascalouge and a pickerel? In Grand Rivera tributary of Lake Erie, there are fish that local anglers callmascalonge, but some persons call them pickerel. The fish aretaken wuhminnow or spoon and weigh as high as 30lbs. Ans. Inour columns 01 April 3 and 9 we published accounts of the pikeand pickerel, and we will soon have a paper on the mascalonee
cont.aining a figure of th» species and some illustrations, showiii'^the difterences between the three principal members of the pike
^^^P'^f-j-^.^^*^ Pickei-el ot Grand River is probably the pike, which
IS best distinguished from the mascalonge by its pale spots on adark ground, the tnascalonge having dark spots on a pale ground.The pike has the cheek scaly and the lower half of the gill covernaked; the mascalonge has the lower half of both the cheeks andthe gill covers naked. In all the true pickerels the cheeks andthe gill covers are completely scaled.

New Style Tent
FOR GINOEISTS IKD HUHTERS.

Patented Jan, 13, 1S91.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK. Evanston III.

THE ADIRONDACKS.
Copies of large map issued for the

ADIUONDACK PAUK ASSOCIATION,
Size raxOSin., showing State lands and proposed
State Park, colored, cloth back, wooden rollers. S15.

Map of the Adii'ondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond papier. $1.00.
"It js the most complete map of the Adii'ondacJi

region ever published.'"—Fo;-t't!< and Stream.
Address S. R. STODDARD. Glens Falls. Tf . Y.

PRIZE OFFERED!
SIO IN GOLD will be awarded the person
sending an account of the best adventure with
any of our wild animals. Fine writing not re-
quired—the facts are wanted. Before competing
write for particulars to

S. N. MoADOO, Dover, JVIinn,

At a meeting of the United Protective Association of Fishes
it was Resolved: "That the use of ABBKY & IMBRIS'S
Fishing Tackle is exceedingly dangerous and should be prohibited
under severe penalties."

Resolved
:

" That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to
ABBEY & IMBRIE,

18 Vesey Street, New York."
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPEE SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

WINCHESTER REFEATma ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for SS-paire Oatalofirne of krmn »nd Amtnanitilon.

The Expert's High Grsde Trap Cartridge
Owing to the demand for a thoroughly reliable and strictly first class "Trap Cartridge,"'

we have decided to put on the market a cartridge to be known as "The Expert's High Grade

Trap Cartridge. These cartridges -will be loaded with The Chamberlin Cartridge Co.'s "High

Grade Trap Powder," which is made "exclusively and expressly" for these cartridges, and

which we know to be the best trap po^wder made. The specifications and lists of these car-

tridges are as follows

:

Load No. 30. 10-gauge Climax Shells, 3i drs. High Grade Trap Powder, H oz. No. 8 shot.

List $30.00 per M.

Wadded two 9 and one 10-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Load No. 32. 12-Gauge Climax Shells, 3 drs. High Grade Trap Powder, IJ oz. No. 8 shot.

List $27.50 per M.
Wadded two 11 and one 12-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Chilled shot SI.00 per M. net extra.

We solicit a trial of these cartridges and know that they will not fail to give the very best
of satisfaction. We are also prepared to load these or any of our regular trap or nitro-powder
carti-idges in the new U. M. C. Co.'s "Trap" shell for which an extra charge of $10.00 per M.
net -will be made.

Send stamp for our list and discount.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

THE LATEST AND BEST'
Removes liurnt powder, lead and rust spots at once.

Lasts a lifetime. Tlio more you use it the sliarperit gets.
Will not Injure the finest barrels, but burnishes them
nicciv. No springs, but an elastic rubber cone allows it

to fit'any gauge gun. Ask your dealer to see one. If he
hadn't them and will not order <hem for you, send pos-
lal note for 75c. and receive sample by return mail.
Mention this paper. Agents wanted. Electrotypes fur-
nished dealers. WILL H. FERRIS, Pranklin\'ille, N. Y.
Hexrt C. Squires, ITS Broadway, Agent for N. T. City.

Clark's Cork Gun Wiper,
OILEE AND EUENISHEE.

Patent applied for.
10, 13 or 16 gauge; fine gtins

kept in perfect condition with-
out the use of any other tool;
no water necessary; rust and
p'ts rendered impossible; es-
pecially valuable to users of
nitre powders: fits any clean-
ing rod. Send 50 cents for
sample, with two extra corks
and printed directions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Si2E:tIi St.,

ToPEKA, Kansas.
New York Agent.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

The repu ation we gained in the manut'aciure of the Fox Shot-
gun is fully sustained in the New Wliitmore Hammerless,
of which we are the sole manufacturers. We also manufacture the American Arms
Co.'s New Safety Hammerles.*; Kevolvev.

AMERICAN ARMS CO.. 36 New Street. East Boston. Mass.

NEW LI6HT FRAME AUTOMATIC
HOPKINS Sc ALLEN HINGE REVOLVER.

.32
CALIBER.
The only one of its

class.

11

OUXCES.
AVitli Patent

Folding Hammer.

This Revolver can also be furnished in a larger frame, .38 cal., Bi and 5|in barrel.

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE WITH PRICES APPLY TO

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., 26 West 23cl Street, New York City.

MEACHAM UAMMERLESS

" GUN.

Top Snap,
'Extended Rib, Im-

ported Walnnt I'istol Grip Stock. Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Eib, Double
Under Fastening,RuhherButt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, chXd, $36.2P
SEND FOR GUN CATALOCUE.

E.G. MEACHAM ARMS CO..ST.Lnuis.M0

THE EAGLE
\The Easiest Running Bicycle

in tlie World.

' SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

targe Illtistrated Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY,
STAMFOKI), CONN.

AN ATTRACTIVE EXHIBIT
Of Marine and. inield. Grlasses

May be found in our salesrooms just now. Your
sumtner outfit is incomplete without an article
of this kind. Send for illustrated price lists.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, OPTICIAJf,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

395 and. 307 ITotaT-tli Avein.ie,
S. E. Cor. 33d st., N. Y.

CANVAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

Tlie directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
27in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next, niastrated; paper
18 pages; price 50 cents.

POREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane. CornhllL

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus Amerioanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express In Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at |3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish

Q>tTDf> Oomm1ssion«r. .T. (4. RICH, Bathel. Mb,

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to huy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1. 3 ioint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9J 10

'lOJft., weight'?, S"9oz
•

^^i?^ ^
No i ?J-ofnT'6lrip%\^"Blm?^^^^^^ Raised Tie" Guides; solid reeiseai aboV; the hand,' e^r. tip, siik whippingsVnickel mounUngs,' complete in wood form,' ien|th

8i, 9, 94, 10ft
,
weight 9, lOi, 12, 13oz "7.

3 33
No. 4. Gr, same as above but is German Silver Mounted V i: r '

' Vi," cV*' " '^'^^^v^V o'n'^'r, « 9 7t;

No! 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie gmdes, mckel mountmgs, length 8ft., weight 20oz 2 75

No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint •.• • • •
: •

•
'

n qn™

dSz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ; 8ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., loc.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c Sft^oz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTERS, 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send So. 9timv tor JUiwtr»tea CaUlP««e for 1891. OPEN EVENmOS.
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AGENT FOR B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREARMS. FlfeHING TACKLE, BICY-
OliES, TEiVTS, LAWX TENNIS, MUSICAI,

TXSTRT7ME1«TS, SPORTHVG- G001>S, Sec: Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, scB> on application to those

mentioning FOREST AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

nSHEBH&irS AUTOnATIG BEEL.
Wlien a sportsman finds anything- wliich adds to Ms pleasure, with-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
FiHST—It will wind up the line a hundred

times as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Thibd—No fifh can ever get slack line with it

FouiiXH—It will save more fish than any
olher reel.
FiFiH—It will prevent tipF, lines and snells

from beine broken by large fish.
Sthth—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely by the hand that
holds tbe rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, N.T.

"ANTICIPATION IS HALF THE FUN."

BUY YOUR FISHING TACKLE NOW OF

Dame, Stoddard & Kendall,
374 WASHINQTOIT ST., BOSTON, MASS.,

And get the HIGHEST QUALITY GOODS at
the LOWEST PRICES.

Our own special *'NEVERBREAK'* Split Bamboo Fly and
Bait Kods at $10 each are nnequalled at that price.

OUR "SEVERBREAK" OUTFIT FOR FLY-FISHING AT $17.00 EACH
CONSISTS OF THE FINEST OF GOODS.

Our latest specialty is a Pocket Outfit of Angler's Repaiis, con-
sisting of twelve articles (neatly put up in a box) of great value to
the angler miles from home with a broken rod. Price, $2 per set.

ANGLING IMPLE31ENTS OF ALL KINDS.
CATALOGUE FREE ON APPLICATION.

SYBACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEE ASD CELLULOID HAED GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will noi; blister the hands. Recommended bj' the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gang trolliug baits which we are manuCactiiring are the coming bait. It
bakes tlie place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two flsti to one on any
other bait. For sale by all priucipal dealers in New York,

We are also manufactiu-ing all the popular spoons, sucli as fluted, kidnej^ and hammered.
For sale by all dealei's. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTON GUN STOEE."

3Q1 &: SS3 Broadway, ISTew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see hoM- ADVANT.4GE0USLT ttiev can

K^i'£;'^5? SportnyjGonds. Our stock covers the following lines in tbpir fuUca varieties: GUNS,
^MS^.?f^.-^¥MKHTWAx^T^«*3^i^.S T^-clS-i©, BASE BALL, TENNISFENCING, EOXmG, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 eenfs (to cover postage) and we will mail you
>nir new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."'

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making tlies of forty-eight vai-iebies. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, S1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all
practical: the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.
The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST ANI* STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY.
318 Broadway, New Yortk.

TROUT REELS.

Fine Rubber and Ger-
man Silver, Raised Pil-
lar, Fly Click Reel.

No.lA,40yds. each«4.50
" 3A,60 " " 5.50
*' 3A.gO " 6 75
Otber styles of Fishing

Reels from 50c. to
835.00 each.

LINES
Ai-e made of the best silk, enameled, waterproof,
flexible and tapered. Warranted not to crack or
to become stiff. The Flv-Castiag lines par excel-
lence.

Fine Quality Enamel Silk Line, Level.

aVds. each. Four Connected.
Per 100yds. Per 100vds.

Size G S4.25 Size E IB5.35
" F 4.50 " D 6,00

THE KOSMIO TEOUT LINES,
Fine Quality Enamel Silk Un^, Tapered.

SizeF 20yds. 25yds. 35vds. SOyds.
Price SI 50 »1.50 «3.00 S.3 each.
SizeE 2.5yd8. 35vds. 40vds. 50yds.
Prlca 83.00 S3.50 83.80 84 each.

Angell's Pat. Metal Revolving Flies,
FOR TROUT AND BASS.

Res olving Metal Wings on a Feather Fly.

Kevolving Wings and Body.
These flies are of light metal, of attractiv e col-

ors, in nickel and bronze. When trolled in the
water the body and wines revolve, giving them
the appearance of live flies in the water. The
difference between these flies and the artificial
feather fly is this: One is a dead flv in the water
and the other is a live flv. These flies have been
well tried. The Angler has only to put one on
the end of his leader to find out that it is the best
trout fly in the world.
You can fly-fish at the bottom of deep water by

letting the metal fly sink and drawing it up
rapidly catch large trout that won't rise to the
surface.
The metal wings shown in the lower cut are

made to flt all sizes of artiflcial feather flies for
trout and bass. The angler can vary his flies by
slipping on various colored wings over a single
feather fly, as shown in the center ctU. A pair of
nickel wings with bronze body, fltted to a "Pro-
fessor," will be fotind a killing fly under all con-
ditions.
Price of Wings or Flies, 81.00 jjer dozen.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK. CHICAGO. PHILA,

^"'Send for Special Price List of Kot»nic Angling
Implements containiyig Open Seasons, 1891.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed tiling got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

gend fer '91 Illustrated Catalc^e.

HENDRYX

Makes 244 sizes and styles of Fishing

Reels, in sizes from 25 to 400 yards

capacity, at prices from 25 CENT.S to

25 DOLLARS per Reel. Ask your

Fishing Tackle Dealer for them.

EVERY REEL WARRANTED.

Catalogue free.

THE ANDREW B.IENDRYX CO.

New Haven, Conn.

ill

Are made in two sizes, and by remove
mg the center seftions are quickly
changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to oj^ or 8o7.. wif h
the No. 8. AH changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
L-xtra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be desired

.

Ask your dealer for them, or stnd 10
c^nts for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a

TOMLINSON & CO;,
51 .John Street,

NEW YORK.

FISHM TAGEE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
163 Broad St., Providence, R. I,

ESTABUSHED 1837,

J. B. OJKOOK & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

Mm TacMe, dims, Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & U91 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Trout and Bass Flies.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5651 Atlantic St., EXGLEWOOD, Ills.

Trout Flies at 3, 5. 7 and II Cents Sach.
Send Tea Cents for ILLUSTRAIKD CataLOGUS

trai
Which Interest Chmyiers; with deacripiions in

language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBTJIil,,
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in tlie test, wiU enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his gamp
'^ag.

OPINIONS OF THJE PBESSi
It is the first, so far as we know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.—Troy Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the coimtrv
and especially all who shoot, the book will sapply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it.—Boston Evenina
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.—Chicago Juter-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird

—

a description which will enable him to identify
the creature shotild he meet it in the woods or gu
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a had word or two upon it and go in search
ef some Greek and Latin dictionaries to tind out
what the description means.—iVf U' York Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PRioB aa.ffo.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" and "Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size ISX-'O, S3.50STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11x15, |l.50
A LOST OPPORTLTSflTY (bluebills), 11x14, $1.50
Above singly by mail, or the set for $6.

For sale by
irOREST AWn STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

Rroartwnv. Now VorV

GHAS. 1. GQODSIE, Taxidermist,
For the past years located at fs! Sudbury St.»

w iU now- bo found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he win give the same personal attention to all
work Intrusted to his care as formerly.

DEAF~ " pers beard. buccesarulwhcQ all remedieapQpp
esil. gal4oiU}-b?P.Hiscoi,863BV»jf,N.Y. Wriw forbooiotp^ooftr Ktt

NESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
bj Peck's Invisible Tubular Ear Cushioas. Wtia,
pers heard. Succesafulwhen all remediesp
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It you want a sail Iboat, a

steam lannch, a rowboat, a

canoe, a sneak box, or any-

thing in the boat line from
I 10-lb. canoe to a 70ft.

jteam launch, get and peruse

our catalogue ere you place

your order.

We make a specialty oi

fine sailboats and launches.

Remember we not only

build the greatest number
and variety ot boats of any

one in the world, but we
carry by far the largest stock.

Send 15 cents for finest

boat catalogue published,

containing nearly 100 orig-

inal cuts and designs.

R. J. DOUGLAS CO
,
Waukegan, 111., U.S.A.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., 26 W. 28d st. N. Y. City, Eastern Agents.

OWNER HIS OWN ENGINEER.

The Shipman Automatic Steam Engine.
STATIONARY AND MARINE.

1. 2, 4, 6 & 8 Horse Power; 8, & 22 Horse Power Compound.
I-aiinches from 18 to 50ft. length.

Easy to Mais^AGE, Roomt, Safe. Send be. for Catalogue

216 Snmraer Street, Boston, Mass.

In Stock, over 500 Rowboats, Sailboats, Canoes from $20 upward.
Our canvas-lined Boats are unrivaled

for eheaoneBS, tightness and easy rowing.
Send 10 cents for complete catalogue.

DETEOIT BOAT WORKS,
DETROIT, MICH.

Mention this paper.

May 33, 1890.

S. M. Spmgue, Pariahville, N. Y.:
DES.R Sir—Tour boat sent us with rubber Improved

joint Is by great odds the finest boat ever shipped to
this city. Beauty of model cannot be beaten. It has
attracted attention and opened people's eyes In regard
to good boat building. We cannot find the slightest
fault. E. V. COEJIERAIS.

fil Broad St., Boston, Mass.

EstabliBhed in 1889. We build the finest boats
the world cau afford, and our boats all have
Si>rague's Patent Impreved Joint, the best
In the market. Our boats are all built of north-
ern cedar, and our B grades range in price from
825 to $50. DON'T fail to send 2-cent stamp for
1891 catalogue, and be convinced we have the
best goods for the money ever produced.

H. M. SPBIGUE ParisiiYiile, Si. Law. Co., N. Y.

LLOYD'S REGISTER
Of British and Foreign Shipping.

YACHT REGISTER.—Notice is hereby
given tl'at this Hocietj 's Yacht Register for the
year 1S91-92 will he ready to be issued early in
May nest. It wiU contain in addition to the par-
ticulara of British and foreign yachls. a separate
list of American yachts over SOft. in length, and
in an appendix, lists of Yacht Club flags, racing
flags, signal lettei-s.. changes of names, yachts ar-
ra.nged according to tonnage, owners names and
addresses and builders. The terms of subscription
will be post free 17 shillings per copy for indi-
viduals or firms, and for Yacht Clubs, Marine
Assurance Companies and other public bodies,
3 guineas per annum, for which two copies of the
worli will he supplied. Intending subscribers
should forward their names to the Secretary as
earlv as tms.iible. By order of the Committee,
A. &. DRYHURST. Secretary, White Lion Court,
Comhili, London, E. C, April, 1891.

WILSON & SILSBY,
(Successors to A. WrLSON,)

Rowe's Wharf, Boston,

SAIL MAKERS.
We have furnislied sails for Gossoon, Saladin,

Ventura. Wayward and moet Of the prominent
boats of the day.

OUR CATALOGUE OF

Yachts, Boats, Canoes,

Launches,

AND THEIR COMPLETE OUTFITS,

Contains over 400 iHusb'ations.

SEND FOR ONE.

L, W. Ferdinand & Co.,

367 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Boston Yacht Agency,
43 Milk St., Boston, Mass.

YachtDesigners& Brokers.
All classes of yachts ior sale. Catalogues

mailed on application.

G. F. Clakk. Jefferson Borden.

WHITE GEDAR BOARDS
—FOR—

Yachts, Boats and Canoes.

HAOKMATAOi: AISTD OAK OEES.

C.F.HODSDON, 742 Water St., N.Y.

HIGGINS & GIFFORD.
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

Manufacture to order Yachts, Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 8,000 boats
built the last thirteen years.

Send for New Oatalosae for 1890.

SFORTSiyLaJS^S
Camping or Fishing Tents

Of AT.T. KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most anproved styles
\l80 awnings for store fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Canoe Tents made at low
9gnres. Elags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacking Bottoms,
Hammocks, all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed. My
beantifnlly illustrated circular now ready. Send
stamp for price list. Address

S. HEMMLENWAT, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

T. J. SHAW & CO.,
Manufacturers of

Shell Oars for Racing.

FANCY OARS OF ALI. KODS
AJfD CANOE PAODLiKS.

166 COMMERCIAL ST., BOSTON.

DRY STEAM
Always obtained from our improved vertical
boiler. "Perfect circulation and dry steam.

—

Prof. B. H. Thurston. "Would not do without
your improvement in a boat boiler."—Herrtiox
WeMimlwuse.
B. W. PAYNE & SONS, Elmira, N. Y.

The Ideal Cruising Launch.
size 32ft.x6f t. (iin. Coal, wood or oil biu-nJng. Com-

pouDfl engines. Eimniag expenses lowest possible.
Single handed. Reqxilring no skilled engineer. Lowest
price. Send stamp for description.

JOHW HY. BLAKE. 114 Liberty St., New York,

FOR SALE OR CHARTEB.-THE FAST AND
staunch cruising yacht L'Hirondelle, 47ft.

over all, lift, beam, G£^. draft. I'atent w. c,
thoroughly found, sloop or yawi rigged. Last
season sailed over 2,000 miles in Gulf of St. Law-
rence and Straits of Belle Isle with a sm-veying
party, and also with the owner and family.
Apply to J. U. GREGORY, Quebec, Canada.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE FOR LARGER
one.—Stpara yacht 5.5ft. long, lift. bpam.

Built 1890. Cabin tinished in hard wood, nicely
furnished and complete outfir. Address A. E.
BOUSFIELD, Bay City, Micliigan.

GANNBT, KEEL YAWL, OVER ALL 23FT.
6in., l.w.L %m. 6in., draft ift.. headroom -Ift.

8in. Racing record as sloop, .5 firsts, 3 seconds
and 1 third for 8 starts. Safe, fast, roomy, good
sea boat. Complete outfit. E., P. O. box 3,812,

New York city.

F OR SALE.—Sailboat iVtV.) .ffiO, bargain; 17ft.

shell, $30. F. L. Robeuis, 910 B'way, N. Y.

FEKGU.SON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP.
Witt Adjustable Attachments^

For Sportsmen and Others.
CouibiDee Head Jack,

Boat Jack, fishing Iiamp,
Camp Ijamp, Dasli I<amp,
Belt Xiantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR D&SH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, Office, 6S Fulton St. N. Y.

STUD DOGS.
Smooth fox-terrier Endclifle Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince Rogent a.nd Beaconsfield,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials, and acknowl-
edged to be the best black and tan liviug, and sire

of more winners than any other black and tan.
Bull-terrier English Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster. Dexter, the world re-

nouned black corded poodle. Gem of the Season,
the phenomenal grev^hound winner of over 30
firsts and specials during 1890. Address GEO. S.
THOMAS. Manager of North Fields Yorlisliire
Kennels, Salem, Mass.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.-RED RIVER
Glencho (cliampion Glencho ex Lyda Belle).

R. R. Glencho has won three first prizes on bench
and is a fine field dog, begets large litters of
strone-, dark red puppies. Fee S30.00. R. H.
BURR, Middletown, Conn.

IN THE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on ruffed grouse hy his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, .54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

IN THE STUD. — CHAMPION HECTOR,
smooth-coated .St. Bernard. Fee $50, or the

second choice of the litter of a few approved
bitches. A. M. MURRAY, 138th street and North
River, New York,

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Cliamp. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Aclsnowledffed by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four limes, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee S150.00

Champ. HESPER (15169).

Sire of some of the best stock living, and con-
sidered to be the best STUD DOG living to day.
He is the winner of 17 first and special prizes and
sire of Donnybrook Fair, Andromeda, Lady
Livingston and many other well known prize
winners. Stud fee $75.00

Champ. PlilNLlMMON, JR. (6864).

This errand young dr'g is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some irood
stock. Stxidfee fBO.OO

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after by St-
Bernard breeders. Stud fee .$35.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A select stock most always ou hand, sired by-

the above dogs out of prize- winning bitches, air

reasonable prices.

WYOMITT(J KENNELS, Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TEBBIERS
IN STUD.

Chami)ioii Rahy Mixer. . , $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Hillside Regent 10
Puppies for sale from these celebrated <iog9 out,

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

lASTIFES.
AT STUD: Best bred mastiff owned in Ajnaiv

ica. Ormonde, by Ch. Victor Hxigo ex Oil.
Cambrian Princess. VMnningH; 3d, a puppy,
Crystal Palace, 1st and cup, South Hampton,
England, 1st Cincinnati, 1S90, only limes shown.
Pups for sale from Phaedra, a prize winner in
England and America; also from JBlinet, a grand
daughter of Beanfort and Orlando, also from
Eadgytli, sister to Elmet. Orders booked foJ-

pups from the best bred bitch in America. I.ady
Cobrey, by Beaufort ex Ch. Tooxie, a nd dam of
R. Cook's winning pup Ilford County Mem-
ber. CHARLES E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

COUNT NOeLE--GUDSTONE--SUE.
AT STUD, ^ - FEE §35.

PAXTAN6, the '86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. His puppies are not
excelled by any. He is large size, healtby and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfection of the tleld

trial strain of English setters should address tor pedi-
gree and partictdars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels.
Vf. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. C'mrLA, Amelia Co., Va-
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle andKough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.

Addi'ess A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden st., Phlla., Pa.

CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS
IN THE STUD.

Collies & Irish Terriers.
FOR SALE.—Puppies and full grown dogs

of both breeds. Prize winners and young stock.

Address P. O. Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.

Mastiffs and Bloodhoimds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Beaafort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last Ave years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of JBnglisli Bloodhounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiilpups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also ouii of well Snown and proved breeders of
champion and ereat p-^ize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—Avoca), imported Irish setter at stud.
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee S30. Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY,

Pittsfleld, Mass.

VORKSmRE TOY TERRIER. ^ .

JL Champion Bradford Harry, described lu
show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50ots, A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P, H,
COOMBS, 1 S^cban^e ^ook, Baogor, Me-
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THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB ACCOUNTS.
'^^HE trial of the case of Mr, Chas. J, Peshall, who was

indicted for criminal libel of Alfred P. Vredenburgh,
has resulted in a verdict of acquittal. In other words, a
jury of business men have determined that it was not
libel for Mr. Peshall to state in the Forest ajjd Stream
of June If, 1890, that the accounts of the American Ken-
nel Club were "juggled." As a matter of fact, it happened
that the verdict turned directly upon the actual condi-

tion of the books as shown by an inspection in the jury
room. After discussion of the evidence, on the third

ballot the juiy stood, nine for acquittal and three for

conviction: and so firm were both sides after a further

consideration of the evidence that no other result than a
disagreement was thought possible. At this juncture
the A, K. C. Treasurer's book was sent for, and when the

three jurors who had stood out for conviction looked at

them there was no further argument; they concurred
with the rest that Mr. Peshall had not been guilty of

libel.

The result of the famous Peshall case is far from pleas-

ing. Mr. Peshall, it is true, has every reason to feel

elated and to look for the congratulations of his friends,

and of others, who, knowing him (as we have known
him), have believed (as we have believed) in the perfect

sincerity of his contention. To know the man at all was
to be convinced that he had made no charges, the full

truth of which he did not believe; and the verdict will of

course be accepted as a substantial indorsement of his

charges. With this personal vindication he and his

friends may well be satisfied.

When it is considered, however, what Mr, Peshall's

personal vindication means, at what a cost it has been
won, there is outside of his own sympathizers little reason

for rejoicing. Here was a man on trial for having ques-

tioned the accounts of a public club. He was not alone

on trial. The accounts were being tried. The verdict

tUToed on the aqtual Conditioii of the ^.Qcounts. The mm

was acquitted. The acquittal is bound to carry with it in

the mind of the public, rightly or wrongly, discredit

of the accounts; and we submit that this is an end-

ing of the case much more deplorable than the con-

viction of any one man possibly could have been.

Had the jury found Mr. Peshall guilty, his friends

might possibly have claimed for him that such
verdict proved only that he had been intemperate
and criminally rash in his public charges; they might
still have contended for his honest intention and
his justifiable motives. At the most, looking at it ab-

stractly, such a result would have convicted an individual

only, and any personal hardship would—in public esti-

mation—have borne with it more than ample compensa-
tion in the vindication of the accounts—accounts with
which the kennel world is so nearly concerned. The
members of the local clubs constituting the American
Kennel Club surely have little reason to be satisfied that

Mr. Peshall has been vindicated at the expense of their

executive officers.

There was no charge of stealing ; nowhere in all the

discussion of the case has there ever been any imputa-
tion that one single cent had been dishonestly appro-

priated. The charge was that certain transactions had
not been recorded as they should have been recorded: in

short, that the accounts had been "juggled."

What are the facts about the financial management of

the American Kennel Club for the years 1888 and
1889? Do the Treasurer's books contain a correct

record of the transactions of that period? Was the

January 11th, 1889, balance of $1,228.28 made up of

money actually earned by the club and properly

belonging to it at that time? These would appear to be
questions easily answered by the club's ofiicers having
the books in their possession. They are questions, one
would suppose, which would have been answered at the

trial, and answered conclusively—beyond the shadow of

a dispute—by the men who caused the prosecution of Mr.
Peshall. On the demonstration of the absolute integrity

of these accounts, or at least of the correctness of the

manner of keeping those accounts, depended the verdict

last Friday, The demonstration was not afforded. The
verdict was against them.

DESTRUCTION OF SEAL LIFE.

A S was to be expected, the announcement made last

week by the Forest and Stream of the project to

establish marine reservations in the Pacific Ocean, which
should be refuges for certain species of the larger aquatic
mammals which resort to the land for rest and breeding,

has attracted wide attention and tnet with general ap-

proval. Every day thinking men are coming to realize

more and more that it is worth while, now, before it is

too late, to try to save from utter extinction the wild crea-

tures native to our continent. These wild animals are a
part of nature; and nature, uninterfered with, cannot exist

among our people—has no place in our scheme of civi-

zation. To-day even the most sternly practical men
regret the extermination of the buffalo, and we have
heard those who were among the most successful of the
old-time buffalo skinners express profound sorrow at the
part they took in that miserable butchery.

The slaughter of seals, sea lions, sea elephants and wal-
ruses has been going on for more than a hundred years,

and these animals have been destroyed in numbers which
really cannot be computed. No one who is not familiar

with the literature of the subject, can have any concep-
tion of the vast numbers of these creatures which have
been slain since the trade in their skins and oil first be-

gan. It has been a war of extermination, and one
species—the northern sea elephant—has already suc-

cumbed to this continual pursuit, and has no doubt
passed out of existence.

The history of sealing tells the story of the rapid
diminution of other species. The fur seal, for example,
used to be taken in paying numbers on both coasts of

South America, and on many outlying islands in the
Atlantic, the Pacific and the Antarctic oceans, as well as
on the coasts of Australia and New Zealand; but to-day
those shores no longer resound with the hoarse barking
of their crowding multitudes, and the only profitable fur
seal fisheries are on those islands of the North Pacific

where the seals have been protected for many years, and
where they are now, we are told, rapidly diminishing in

numbers.

The walrus, while it inLabited aM area much more lim-

ited, and was probably never anything like so numerous
as the fur seal, has yet been slaughtered in appalling

numbers, for we have records of cases where one ship's

company destroyed eight or nine hundred of these great
beasts at a single killing. Mr, Lament mentions such
occurrences, and adds that in one case, when he visited

the spot six years afterward, "the smell of the island was
perceptible at several miles' distance."

The destruction of the Phoeidce in the North Atlantic
is scarcely less than of the species already mentioned,
and each year very many thousands of them are slaugh-
tered, as many as 35,000 having been taken in one spring

by a single vessel. The season for this hunting lasts,

however, only about two months.

It is evident that these marine carnivora are peculiarly

subject to destruction by man, and that if they are to be
preserved it must be done at once, and by the establish-

ment of just such places of refuge as outlined in Forest
and Stream last week. That the Secretary of the Inter-

rior should act in this matter will be acknowledged by
all, and we have good reasons for believing that the time
is not far off when these marine reservations will be duly
established by law.

Elsewhere we print letters from eminent naturalists,

whose intimate knowledge of one phase or other of the

subject in hand, entitles their opinions to the greatest

weight. Their letters are prompted by their interest on
the subject—an interest which is shared by all who have
given the subject any thought—and solely by a desire

for the public good.

THE CODIFICATION BILL.

\ POLITICAL wrangle between the Senate and the
Governor of the State of New York has resulted

in a deadlock, which blocks the wheels of legislation and
will apparently prevent the passage of any more bills dur-

ing this session of the Legislature, which is now almost at

an end. Among the bills which will fail to be acted upon
is that for codifying the New York game and fish laws—

a

measure which all sportsmen in this State hoped might
pass. The failure of this bill is deplorable, but it is not
difficult to discover the reasons which postponed action

on it until it is now too late to hope for its passage.

The commission appointed by the Governor to codify

the game laws did not confine itself closely to the work
for which it was established, which was "to revise and
codify the laws of this State for the protection and pre-

servation of fish and shellfish and of birds and quad-
rupeds." It went outside of this defined and limited

work, and attempted to legislate out of office the present

Fish Commission. By this action it drew upon the bill as

originally submitted the hostility of all the Fish Commis-
sioners, who naturally objected to the slur which was
thus cast upon them and upon their work. The time
taken up in hearings before the game law committee,
which should result in eliminating this provision of the

bill, caused the delay which has led to the failure of

the measure.

If the codification commission had confined their

labors to the game and fish laws and to nothing else, their

bill, with some minor modifications, would no doubt be
to-day the law of the State.

The laws on our statute books with regard to fish and
game are a disgrace to the State and it is high time that
they should be changed for the better. Next year an or-

ganized effort should be made to put through the Legis-
lature a bill, which shall simplify and improve them.

SNAP SHOTS.

\ CORRESPONDENT writes: "I leave home to-day
for my thirty-ninth annual spring trip to the dear old

Adirondack woods and waters." Our correspondent "Are-
far" asked, the other day, what old men who had never
gone fishing had in memory to amuse themselves with.
Surely our friend of the thu-ty-nine annual fishing trips

to the Adirondacks—if he shall ever confess to old age-
will have a rich store of delightful reminiscences.

The Forest and Stream notes with pleasure that it is

to have for neighbors Messrs, Hartley & Graham, who
are about to remove from their old stand in Maiden Lane
to Nos. 313-315 Broadway, just across the street. The
vicinity of this office is every year coming to be more
and more a center for the sportsmen's goods trade: ever
since we came here, of course, it has been the center
from which has gone out the best of sportsman's litera'

tm-e.
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DUCKING IN THE MOUNTAINS.
SOUTHWARD, ever southward, to the summit of the

great divide, where the snows lie deep, where the
rivers run, some to the north to lose themselves in inland
lake, some to the east or south to mingle their foaming
waters with the muddy Colorado. Here and there amid
the great snowy billows rise white sentinels that, far
above the timber line, collect the fleecy clouds above their
majestic head?f. And the rivers that cut their way out
of this great wildernes make the grandest canons to be
found on the continent. Yonder the Kanab hews mighty
parapets from the barrier walls of trachyte; there the Vir-
gin boils and tosses over granite boulders; there the reced-
ing banks make parks along the picturesque Wa weap,
and, far to the south, far as the glass can spy, beyond
the Buckskin plateau, the Grand Canon of the monarch
stream stands—the crowning wonder of this mountain
land.
Not on the old Thessalian hills, but here did Titans fight

and Ossa pile on Pelion. Aye, and before the rule of
Kronos, here dread Chaos, Nox and Terror had their
thrones. Shapeless, sombre, sublime was the waste they
left—awful in its solitude, peerless in its planless grandeur.
Age followed age; rocks crumbled and the warm wind
from the southern seas breathed the breath of life upon
the cheerless scene, until the hills were covered with a
mantle of pine andf carpeted with mosses and ferns and
the great timber district of the middle Colorado assumed
its present shape. But why should I attempt to describe
this region that the Powell expedition opened to the view
of the world—this region where winter and summer are
at endless warfare, where the perfume laded breezes
from the Mexic coast beat forever on the banks of eternal
snow and where frosty gales are lost on the cactus and
yucca-strewn desert?

This great, timbei-ed angle of the Rockies occupies an
area 100 miles in length by 60 in width. It is unsettled
and the few saw mills that have been built along its bor-
ders have scarcely made one respectable clearing. Game?
Well, some. You can find deer, bighorns, bears, lions,
wildcats, Mexican lynxes, beavers, wolverines, dusky
grouse, western ruffed grouse, sage hens, quail, duck^,
geese, wild turkeys (these from Buckskin plateau southl
ward) and trout. You can find Utes and Pah-vants
slaughtering game by wholesale, and zealously guarding
their "rights" against all intruders. To one who can
speak their language they are inclined to give every
privilege, and to a "Mormon" they are invariably friendly,
but a stranger gets run out of the country with little

notice and less ceremony. It seems almost time for these
Indians to be converted {nolentes, volentes) into law-abid-
ing citizens. Only last week I knew of a man going a
few miles into the foothills and bringing back fifteen
deer that he had found in the deep snow. Of course it

was wrong and he knew it, but if he had not slaughtered
them the Indians would have done so for their hides and
the meat would have been wasted. There is a trout law,
but the Utes dam the streams, divert the brooks from
their natural channels and shovel out the spawning fish.

What better can you expect of their white brethren ? I
have ceased to be angry and expostulate. I am "clean"
disheartened at the outlook.
Day after day there have been hours of snow and hours

of sunshine. The heat has grown stronger, the mercury
has climbed higher, the ice has broken on the rising
brooks, and the snow in the valleys has given place to
mud. It is spring. You can fool the geese, you can fool
the robins, you can fool the ground hog and you can fool
the freshly budded trees, hue you cannot fool a beaver
nor can you deceive a sprigtail. Last Friday, Feb. 27, a
flock of sprigtails sailed northward over the mountains
into the upper Sevier valley.

I did not imagine that there could be much sport in
duck hunting on a swift, tortuous mountain stream. I
was certain that there could be no such fun as is to be
found along the Platte or upon the Missouri or Sacra-
mento bottoms; but ducks are ducks the world over.
Early Tuesday morning John T. brought his cart to the
door and we started down the valley. I had a lot of
shells in the pocket of my hunting coat. My gun and
outfit were on a freighter's wagon somewhere down the
Sevier, but coming southward at the rate of fifteen miles
a day. However, John borrowed the only breechloaders
in the settlement. As luck would have it they were both
12-gauge, so we were fixed. His was a "pump." while
mine was one of those rtisty single-barreled nondescripts
that sometimes gops off at half cock, and sometimes re-
fuses to go off at full cock: that sometimes is provocative
of profanity and that does best execution when used as a
club. After riding five miles we turned down to the
river, tied the horse in a fence corner, left our lunch in
a flour sack on the seat and made our way through mud
and snowdrifts to the water's edge. As a fortunate
omen, above us northward sailed a flock of geese; eleven
answered to the name Branta canadensis and one, the
second in line, was a white-fronted goose.
The Sevier at this point was open, with steep banks

from 3 to 8ft. high. It was turbid, swift and filled with
floating ice. It made more bowknots in a given distance
than any stream of its size in America. In the great
bends, where the flow was more gentle, beneath the
shelter of the wind-breaking banks, the ducks were sport-
ing. Here and there were little clumps of willow, but
the principal protection was from knee-high sage brush.
For half a mile we walked without seeing a feather.
Then on a bend below us we saw some bright objects
bobbing up and dovm. We stole up as cautiously as pos-
sible, but before we were within gunshot four or five of
them flew up. Supposing that no more were there we
walked boldly to the brink and from the base of the bluff
at our very feet a large flock raised. John was so taken
by 8uri)rise that he forgot to raise his gun and mine came
up only through force of habit. There was a snap, but
no report, and I was so mad that when I did succeed in
getting the gun off I scored a clean miss. As we went
along the ducks kept rising before us, but always just
out of range. At length John bent over and commenced
to run. An instant later he shot and a pair of blue-winged
teal fell as the first trophies. Then five mallards flew
overhead. John banged away and a fat female fell in the
meadow 100yds. away. He had now three to my none,
and I was getting my Irish up, but it didno good, for we
WilJsed Kecwljtwo miles without seeing another bird.

At length John pointed out a line of willows far to the
left.

"There," said he, "is a warm creek, where there are
always lots of ducks. We will go down to its mouth and
then follow it up to the spring."
Down the warm creek rode a horseman on a white

horse. We have a special reason for remembering him.
In all probability he would scare up whatever ducks were
over there. That is just what he did. .John and I were
sitting on the bank, when there was a rustling of wings
and, within 20yds. of us, a tremendous flock of teal
fluttered to the water, balanced themselves and prepared
to settle. Bang! bang! whoop-la! Johnmade a miss, but
I dropped one in the water and one in the sage brush on
the further bank. The current carried the first out of
reach, but I was determined to secure the second. The
river was about 40ft. wide, and only two weeks before I
had waded it 50 miles below this point and the water had
not reached the top of my hip-boots. It would be only
knee-deep here. One step, two steps, thi-ee steps. Ob!
I catch my breath, gasp, and just manage to keep my
head above she water and the floating ice.' Evidently the
melting snow had exerted a decided effect upon the
treacherous stream. Well, I got over and came back
with that doggoned little teal. After getting wet I'd
have crossed if it had been for only a sparrow. Then, as
there was no bridge within 10 miles, I plunged in and re-
joined the smiling John. Revenge is sweet, and to pay
for his levity John scored three consecutive blanks. Oh
the perverseness of inanimate things! Up to this time the
sun had shone brightly, but now he hid himsllf, and one
squall followed another in rapid succession. To dry was
an impossibility, and I became terribly chilled. My
fingers were so numb that 1 could scarcely cock my gun
or pull the trigger. But I kept constantly in motion, and
John T, did most of the shooting, which grew better as
the snow and wind increased. We were enabled to get
closer to the ducks, and they arose in confu-ion and made
short flights. At one bend we found the river perfectly
black with teal. As there was no way of stealing upon
them we ran along the chord, a distance of some 60yds.,
intending to intercejit the flock as it came floating by.
When we reached our vantage point a flock arose. As
we blazed away John remarked that he had never before
known ducks to swim so fast. We each dropped one into
the river, and, as I could not get any wetter or any
colder, I played retriever, and made a most excellent
water spaniel.

The warm creek yielded its quota, and when we started
on the four-mile walk back to the cart the game bag was
more than heavy. The last shot of the day was a won-
der. The snow stopped falling for a few minutes, and on
a little pond a quarter of a mile away John espied a flock
of big ducks. 1 was too stiff to crawl or even to lift my
gun, so John played a lone ha,nd. He did it in elegant
shape. There was only a solitary sage brush to hide
him, but he flattened and crawled like an adder. At
length he stopped and raised his head. I thoaght that
he was out of range, but at the report two ducks dropped
dead in the mud on the further side of the water. One
was the finest greenhead I have ever seen, and his mate
lay beside him. The distance from the sage brush, where
John stopped, was 93 good paces, and the shells were
loaded with 3^drs. of powder and l^oz. No. 4 shot. The
shades of night were falling fast when we reached the
cart, to find that our lunch had been stolen by the man
on the white horse. I still have a warm place in my
heart for him. John helped me to my seat and held me
in place, for I was too nearly frozen to look out for my-
self. All I could do was to shiver and with chattering
teeth pray that I might land somewhere where a simple
prescription could be compounded; but no such luck was
mine. At 7 o'clock we drove up to the door, and in a
few moments John's kind mother was dosinij me with
ginger tea and cayenne peeper. A change of clothes and
an hour before the glowing fire-place restored the circu-
lation, and the next day I was in excellent condition to
enjoy the duck dinner.

All the readers of Forest and Steeam are duck
shooters, but I imagine that few of my confreres have en-
joyed ducking at an altitude of 6,500ft. above the sea
level. I did not know that the Anatidfe were so abundant
in this region, but they winter only 60 miles away in the
streams east and south of the divide, where the climate
is as warm as that of Louisiana. The Escalante, Paria,
Kanab and Virgin rivers are covered with ducks during
December, January and February. But the habits of
these western ducks differ from those of the aristocratic
dweller upon the Calumet marshes or upon the shallows
of the Chesapeake. Here there is no feed in the streams
and ducks follow the example of geese and take their
meals in the stubble fields. The mountain lakes are full
of lemna and algae, and with the addition of an occasional
trout, an ordinary duck can make a square meal. On the
lakes, however, ducks and geese are migrants. They do
not enjoy the gloomy environment of somber pines.
Along the upper Sevier mallards and teal are found dur-
ing the entire year. If a cold snap freezes the river, an
hour's flight over the divide brings them-to Dixie, and
just as soon as the ice breaks they return. Sprigtails are
migratory, making a very brief visit and I am told that,
in a week or two, there will be a few canvasbacks on the
stream.

There are very few shotguns in this country, so the
ducks are comparatively unmolested and they are too
small game to attract the noble redman, so those of us
that do enjoy ducking can have a genuine feast. I have
selected half a dozen lakes and streams where deer, trout
and ducks are abundant and where there is plenty of big
game. These pools and preserves I intend to put on the
market when I return to civilization, and I think the
scheme ought to be as profitable as the ordinary mining
sale, especially if the mine is salted. However, I do not
believe in a blind sale, and I wish it were possible for the
editorial staff of Forest anp Stream and as many of
their friends as they could induce to make the trip, to
come up here to this out-of-the-way land of wonders to
enjoy rod, rifle and gun, to drink in the glorious scenery
and to find in every breath anew life, Friends, the latch
string hangs out. Shoshone.
Panquitgh, Utah, Marcli 6.

Since writing the above I have learned that one Mike
Lloyd has been appointed game commissioner for this
county of Garfield. He has not yet qualified but I under-
stand that it is his intention to"^do so. I haye ixpt the

honor of a personal acquaintance with Mr, Lloyd but I
wish to give him a little friendly advice.
Don't quaUfy, Michael, unless you intend to see that

the law is obeyed. If you enforce the game laws you
will incur the ill-will and the anger of your neighbors;
if you close your eyes to the wanton destruction of deer
and trout you will only excite the scorn and derision of
the very men that it is your duty to watch. There is ex-
cellent fishing in your meadow onPanguitch Creek and I
suppose that you will never refuse any one loermission to
catch enough trout for one meal, but what are you going
to do about the carloads of trout that you know are caught
with seines and giant powder and, regardless of the
season, are shipped to Salt Lake? What are you going
to do with your friends that pitchfork trout out of the
brooks when they go up to spawn and then salt them
down by the barreful? You would not begrudge a deer
to a family that you know is out of maat, but what will
you do about the wagon loads that you know are slaught-
ered for market every month in the year?
Speak up, Michael. Be a man. Enforce the law,

whether you cinche friend or foe. The country at large
and Utah in particular needs the example of a "few fear-
less, honest game wardens. If you are such a one your
praises will be sung by every true sportsmen from ocean
to ocean. You may have the old laurel wreath of Cin-
cinnatus for your brow and may wear the little toma-
hawk of George Washington in your cartridge belt. But
if not, bah! The sooner you get a corner in that lot that
was originally homestead ed by Ananias, why the better
you will suit SHOSHONE.

A STORY OF THE FIRST RAILWAY.

I PASSED the winter of 1833 in Au.gusta, Georgia. It

was the year when South Carolina proposed to
nullify the revenue laws of the United States, "peacably
if she could, forcibly if she must," always provided that
Georgia would join in the act. In February the annual
race meeting was to be held in Charleston, and this
usually brought the leading men of the other slave States
to that city, where the scheme was to be laid before
them. A party of Augusta gentlemen were going down
to these races on horseback and I was invited to join
them.
At that time there was an excellent breed of saddle

horses in Georgia, called the "Cherokee pony," being
raised in the upper country, then occupied by the Cher-
okee Indians. It is now a thickly settled region, with
Atlanta for its chief city, but the Indians have long since
disappeared, along with their ponies. I owned one of
these ponies, a very handsome animal, about twelve
hands high, a compactly built bay, with long tail, mane
and foretop, very easy in all gaits, gentle and spirited. I
had ridden him in fox chases, and he could generally
keep up with a field of big horses, and would jump any
common fence. I have ridden many horses in many
lands, but I think "Little John" was the best saddle
horse I ever rode.
The distance from Augusta to Charleston is 140 miles;

there were no railroads then, although one had been begun
from Charleston toward Augusta, and it was the first

railroad in the United States which was operated by
steam power. On a fine morning in the latter part of
February we started, six in number, with a change of
clothing in our saddlebags, down south through the great
tract of pine forest which lies between Augusta and the
coast, thinly settled, with i-oads only suitable for horsemen.
We made about thirty miles a day, and ate and slept

usually in some log cabin by the roadside. There were
few villages or taverns, but almost any planter or farmer
would take us in for the night.
One day as we approached Charleston suddenly there

appeared on the road an elephant, coming slowly toward
us flapping his great ears. -This apparation was more
than our horses could stand, and they all bolted into the
woods with their riders, and refused to be comforted
until the monster had passed. A few hundred yards
further we met the caravan of wild beasts to which the
elephant belonged—as the wagons were drawn by the
familiar mule our horses passed quietly, but as we got
abreast of them from one of the wagons came the roar of
a lion, with the growls of other beasts. The bolting pro-
cess was renewed, and off' went our horses in a panic.
Hardly had their nerves become quieted again, when

we saw in the distance the new railroad, finished some
( ten or twelve miles out of Charleston; it was built upon
' piles, longer or shorter, according to the nature of the
ground; sometimes in crossing a ravine the rails were
20ft. from the surface. Our track ran near this L road,
and soon a horrid shriek as from twenty panthers was
heard in the woods. By this time we were nervous. Ble-

I

phants and lions we had heard of, and some of us had
;
seen them, but what monster was this whose screams we

' heard? Presently it came in sight, flying aloft through
the air, and breathing fire and smoke, and again our
frightened steeds became unmanagable. And in fact I

think that some of our party were as badly frightened ae
their horses. If any of my readers are old enough to
remember the introduction of locomotives, and how they
felt at first sight of them, they will perhaps understand
om' sensations that day in the pine woods.
A mile or two further on we came to a broken wagon

by the side of the road, and near it sat a Georgia cracker
smoking his pipe. On being asked what was his trouble,
"Well, stranger," was the reply, "I've offen hearn tell of
nullification, and now I reckon I've saw it for true."

We found Charleston full of the notable men of the
South, bent upon politics and the sports of the turf. I
attended the races every day and saw the finest horses of
that region. The methods were different from those of
the present day. Instead of running two and three-year-
old horses in short races of a few furlongs, as now, these
old-timed turfmen seldom trained a horse till he was four
years old, and then run him in heats of 1, 2, 3 or 4 miles
—best two out of three, or three out of five—so that a
horse had to run from 3 to 20 miles before the contest
was decided. The great event of the week was a match
race, four mile heats, between the gray mare Bonnets
of Blue, belonging to Wm. R. .Johnson, of Virginia,
called the "Napoleon of the Turf," and the chestnut
mare Clara Fisher, belonging to Col. Singleton, of
South Carolina; this for $5,000 a side. The Virginia
mare won in two straight heats, the quickest being 7 :45.

I also saw a little chestnut mare (name forgotten) belong-
ing to Wm. R. Johnson win the regular four mile race in

three heats, equal to 13 miles, and she was ready to ri^j
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again two days after. How many of the fast youngsters
of the present day could do this? Tbp profpssed object

of horse racing is to improve the breed of horses, and it

would seem that the progeny of a four-miler, who was
not put on the turf till he came to maturity, would be a
stouter and better animal (:htin ooe whose sire began to

run at two years and never ran over a mile. But a race
horse nowadays appears to be merely a betting machine.
The politicians of South Carolina, as well as her horses,

were unsuccessful on this occasion, for the Georgians
would not join in nullification and President Jackson put
a stop to it'for the time, S. C. CIuARKE.

OLLA PODRIDA.

I WANT to join those who have been of late expressing
their satisfaction with Forest and Stream as a sub-

stitute for the pleasures of the field when you can't go
hunting or fishing, I too feel as if I ought to say some-
thing grateful, graceful, if I could, to the writer of An-
toine Bissette's letters. I never heard the lingo, myself,
but the beautiful consi^.tency with which "Antwine"
miu'ders good "United States" is evidence that the work
is well done. AnH we can all enjoy the pleasant satire,

that "long American fellow" being simply declicious.

But the thing that sets me gomg just now is a wish to

say something on a subject mentioned several times of
late and discussed rather more at length by your corres-

pondent "Dudley" in the last number. This is the value
of hunting and fishing as a relaxation for professional
men. But it has just occurred to me that after all it is

idle to discuss this matter in these columns. Those who
need to he convinced are the ones who have no time to

read fuch literature as Forest and Stream. Still a few
words may not be amiss, as they might be seen by some
one not yet entirely persuaded. It seems to me chat the
convincing answer to all objections is that more actual
work can be done in the course of the year, not to speak
of a whole lifetime, by thus keeping up the balance
between mental and physical forces than by constantly
digging. This I believe capable of full proof. I have
seen it tried more than once. But if there is any question
as to the quantity of the work there can be none as to its

quality. In those professions whose demands are purely
upon the mind the importance of a sound condition of the
nerves cannot be over-estimated. But the constant des-
truction of nerve tissue calls for a variety of rich and
nourishing food, and the strain upon the digestive organs
being so one-sided they get awry and the brain begins
to work at a disadvantage.
But there are other considerations. No man is fairly

himself or getting his just proportion of satisfaction out
of life, when he is suffering from even incipient dyspepsia.
The false coloring which a morbid condition of the
physical man throws upon men and motives hinders
mucli the prompt and efficient discharge of professi(mal
duties. A Methodist Bishop who is well-known all over
the United States is an enthusiastic fisherman. He says he
would have been a hunter too but for being near-sighted
in his youth. When his over-conscientious friends ask
him how he can afford to spend so much time on the
river bank he replies: "As a means of grace, sir."

Lawyers, physicians and preachers, all whose success
depends upon their dealmg with m^n, especially need to
have themselves thoroughly in hand, so that no personal
element may mix with their judgment of 7notivea and
characcer.
Nothing can be compared to field sports in the way of

recreation. Of course the same amount of mere phybical
exertion can be easily had by artificial means, but this is

only half, perhaps less. No mind that is trained to close
and intense application can suddenly leave off and do
nothing. While one swings the dumb bell or takes a
constitutional, the touah question, be ie a sermon, a brief,

or a battle with pneumonia, riots in the brain and will
not down. The only show is to give the mind something-
else upon which to work. Tuis is most successfully done
in the effort to circumvent a wily trout or make the most
of a day's shooting. The intensity with which a genuine
sportsman will focus his trained facilities on such prob-
lems is refreshing to a degree, and sometimes supremely
funny.
These are some of the things I say to my friends who

seem surprised to see a preacher and a missionary put on
a ducking coat and a slouch hat and "take to the woods.''
And to myself I say that if ever there was a position
in the world which demanded a little communing
with nature from time to time it is the one I am try-
ing to till, Even if I thought it interfered a little with
my present success in my work, which I do not, I should
still not deny myself that which I know to be essential to
my properly livmg the long and laborious life that I
believe I am entitled to look forward to.

It is close season with us now, not that we have any
laws, but on account of the heat and because no true
hunter will shoot birds in breeding time. A few weeks
ago two of us in a sort of farewell shoot got about six
dozen doves and quail in a day's shooting. The ducks
are gone to Canada, I suppose. Maj"- they have a safe
return. If I don't get some pinther and leopard shooting
next fall I shall be disappointed, I know where they are
and ho w to get there. It is only a question of opportunity.
Mine host of Angostura has given me a standing mvitation
to come and shoot deer, of which he has plenty. Aztec.
San Luis Potosi, Mexico.

A Labrador Expedition.—Prof. Leslie A. Lee, of
Bowdoin College, wbo was cbief naturalist on the U. S.
Fish Commission steamer Albatross during her cruise
from Norfolk to San Francisco in 1887 ]888. is to lead a
scientific expedition to Labrador during the coming sum-
mer. The expenses of the excursion will be met with
funds raised cniefly by the alumni of the college, but the
personal expenses of the membars will be paid by them-
selves. Theexxjedition will study the E.-iquimaux between
Hamilton Inlet and Cape Ctiudleij;ii and make general
collections, which will be studied after the return of the
party. It is hoped thU the expedition will be able to
cover a distance- of 500 miles among the comparatively
neglected E quimaux of the region. Tne collections of
ethnological and other natural history objects, besides
the determination of some doubtful geographical ques-
tions, will undoubtedly prove interesting to the public.

A Book About Iisni.tNS.—Tlie Fohkst and Stream will mall
fres on application a descriptive clrciilar of Mr, Grlnnell's book,
"P»WELee Hero Stories emd Folk-T&lee," giving a table of coateQte
and ep«clsier QlTtfitntlQiu tnin tlie yolma&.-.^(frc

MARINE RESERVATIONS.
THE project for the establishment of marine reserva-

tions in the Pacific ocean, which was outlined in
last week's issue of Forest and Stream, has been re-
ceived with the greatest interest by naturalists, and so
far as we have been able to learn, there is but one opinion
as to its desirability. We print this week comments on
the subject from several gentlemen who are peculiarly
fitted to speak intelligently about it. No one knows
more about the rapidity with which our marine carnivora
are disappearing than Dr. J. A. Allen, whose important
volume on the Pinnipedia (seals and walruses) must long
remain the standard work on this group. Dr. Dall is

well known as one of the earlier explorers of Alaska, and
no doubt to-day knows more about that Territory at large
than any other single man in the country. Mr, Elliott,

whose important monograph on the Seal Islands of Behr-
ing Sea, really contains all that is known about these
islands and their fauna, has resided long in these and
other islands in this sea, and has an exhaustive knowledge
of all the larger mammals which are found on them.
We are glad to be able to present to our readers the

opinions of these experts.
It would seem that the only possible objection to the

plan, which we outlined last week, will come from the
walrus hunters, who, like the buffalo skinners of a dozen
years ago, want to secure the last one of the great beasts
left alive; and from those ignorant fishermen who desire
the extermination of all seal life, because seals destroy fish.

These men do not know that the seals—as shown by Mr.
Elliott in Forest and Stream some weeks ago—do a
great deal toward preserving the valuable food fishes of
Alaskan and other waters by killing enormous numbers
of the dogfish, the most destructive enemy that the cod,
hake, j>ollock, herring and young salmon have to meet.
There is every probability that the amount of useful food
fish which the seals destroy is insignificant in compai'ison
with what they preserve.
Below we print the letters already referred to:

Editor Forest and Stream:
I am delighted to see your hearty editorial indorse-

ment of the suggestions of Prof. S. P. Langley, secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution, favoring the setting apart
by the United States Government of certain islands on
our Pacific Coast as Government reservations for the
preservation of some of our larger marine mammals, for
such action can be taken none too soon.
The suggestion of making Amak Island, on the Alaskan

coast, a reservation or place of refuge for the Pacific
walrus (OdobcRnus obesus) is an exceedingly proper one,
this island being one of their favorite places of resort,
and so situated as to be readily protected apparently
from invasion by the walrus hunters. The sluggish nature
of this animal and its unwieldy form render it an easy
prey to human enemies, and its"^ wholesale slaughter for
commercial purposes threatens its early extermination.
During the last half century they have decreased from

herds of thousands to a comparatively small number,
distributed in little groups lingering precariously in out
of the way places, to which they are pursued and relent-
lessly slaughtered. Amak Island also seems favorably
situated for the sea otter {Enhydra marina), which is

also evidently approaching extinction.
The Farallones, off the California coast, opposite San

Francisco, have long been noted resorts of the northern
sea lion {Eumetopias steUeri) and the California sea lion
{Zalophus californiamis). These islands belong to the
Government, and can be easily patrolled for the protec-
tion of the animals resorting to it. While these two
species are of comparatively small commercial import-
ance, they are more or less hunted for their oil, and
doubtless many are killed wantonly. Their numbers,
however, are annually decreasing, and it is only a ques-
tion of time, in the natural order of things, when these
most interesting forms of seal life will go the way of our
larger mammals generally, unless the Government inter-
venes for theu" protection—a sacrifice to man's avarice or
to his insatiable desire to "kill something" for the mere
sake of killing.

It is to be hoped that Professor Langley's letter and
recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior, pub-
lished in your issua of April 23, will promptly meet with
the favorable consideration their importance so evidently
merits, and that our Government will provide suitable
marine reservations to serve as places of refuge for, and
thus prevent the extinction of, some of the most notable
and interesting of our aquatic mammals, which otherwise
will s ion swell the list of species needlessly exterminated
by man. J. A. ALLEN.
Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., New York, April 35.

Editor Forest and Stream,:
Tne preservation of any well known form of animal

life from extinction is a popular idea among all civifized
people, especially among Anglo-Saxons. Yotir recent
editorial on the proposed Marine Eeservation in the
waters of Behring Sea and off the entrance to San Fran-
cisco Bay is one that has doubtless aroused the interest
and approbation of all readers.
The case of the Alaskan waltus, which is now threat-

ened with extermination, is one that is decidedly press-
ing, since the combined hunting of this animal by our
own people and the Alaskan natives has dtiring the last
twenty years reduced the herds so much that unless some
refuge is left for the remnant the end is at hand, and the
skin or two more in the National Museum will be the last
evidence of the existence of Odobcemis which we will
have.
Although only a few hundred walrus haul out annually

on Amak Island, yet it is due to the fact that they are
regularly hunted there as ehewhere in A-laska; if not
disturbed on Amak, then the herd would be recruited by
large numbers, which, having been driven from P.u-t
Moller, Oogashik and the Togiak region, would speed-
ily recogniza and visit Amak Island as a quiet and safe
resting place.
While it is true that the walrus does not breed except

on the ice floes of Behring Straits and the Arctic Sea,
and where it is practically impossible to prevent whalers
from getting them, except as the fog and weather from
year to year shall interpose to save them, yet I believe
that this reservation of adijlt and young walrtis liie at

Amak would be sufficient to tide the species from ,year

to year over the danger of extinction.
The walrus is evidently long-lived, and although slug-

gish, is still a watchful and cautious traveler when in the
sea; it is only when hauled out on the rocks or sand
beach that he becomes an easy prey to man or any other
adequate foe, like the polar bear for instance. Let him
rest in security at Amak and I believe liis race will be
preserved from extinction,
But the fact that Amak Island was reserved for this

purpose would be duly advertised, and unless an Ameri-
can keeper, well equipped with the simple belongings of
civilized life, was placed on the island, it would be raided
worse, far worse, and oftener than it has ever been thus
far.

The memoranda of Prof. Langley seems to cover the
ground very well in my opinion, and nothing better can
be said as far as I understand the subject.

Henry W, Elliott.
Smithsonxan" Institution, April 27.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It may not be amiss for me to say in regard to the pro-

position to reserve Amak Island from the pot-boilers who
are destroying all our larger and more interesting mam-
mals and birds, that I am heartily in favor of it. When
I visited the island in 1868 I found it a dead volcanic cone
without a harbor, covered with luxuriant herbage near
the shore, and with a herd of about 300 walrus hatiled up
on a sand and shingle beach near the sea. The only other
animals were sea birds and a few blue foxes. It is the
only place in Alaska where I have seen what appeared
to be young and female walrus associated with old males.
Walrus Island, of the PribilofE group, is a sort of walrus
club house, where old bald males associate with each
other exclusively. On the sand islands at the mouth of
Port Moller I am told by the head of a walrus party who
spent a year there, killing them, that only males were
found. At Amak Island the dangerous character of the
navigation, from myriad rocks and reefs, had preserved
the little band almost free from fear of man. At a dis-
tance we saw the steam rising from their hot bodies in
the frosty September air. Coming nearer they gradually
slipped into the water and played around our boat, rising
on each side of us upright in the water with their strange
crimson eyes and fmmel-like nostrils fringed with stubby
bristles; then diving under the boat to rise on the oppo-
site side and stare at us again. I do not know how many
survive from that time, but if any there are by all means
let them be preserved! Wm. H. Dall.
gjiiTHSONiAN iNSTiTrTiON, WasliingtoD , D. 0., April 25.

WRENS VS. SPARROWS AND BOYS.

ON May 3, 1890, our little friends tlie house wrens
(Troglodytes aedon) returned and undoubtedly in-

tended to occupy again the little white cottage situated
in the apple tree that they had occupied for the past two
or three seasons. But, alas! the apple tree had been
blown down during a severe wind storm, and when we
cut it up into firewood we neglected to place the little

white cottage in another tree. But our little friends had
come to spend the summer months and they took posses-
sion of a much larger domicile that had been erected for
our more sedate friends, the bluebirds, who had been
evicted by the English sparrows, who, however, did not
occujjy it. But the wrens had not known of this and
they commenced moving in their household goods, when
they also received notice from the sparrows to vacate,
which they did, and took possession of an old sparrow
house on the grape ti'ellis of our next door neighbor.
Matters now seemed to be moving on smoothly until one
morning about two weeks after they had taken posses-
sion, we saw an English sparrow entering their abode
with a straw about 2ft. long.
In the meantime we had found the little white cottage

and placed it in another apple tree, to be in readiness for
om' friends another season, little expecting that they
would require it for the present. But the next morning
after seeing the English sparrow moving in their old
domicile we saw Mrs. Wren enter the little white cottage
and Mr. Wren perch himself on the top of it and pour
forth his song of exultation over the victory over their gar-
rulous and pugnacious enemies, knowing by past experi-
ence that no Passer domestieiis could pass the threshold
of the little white cottage, the entrance of which was a
tin. round hole.

But now our little friends seemed to have difiiculty in
finding material enough to furnish even the small back
room of the old house, as it was nearly two weeks before
they were satisfied with their efforts. We had called on
them whenever they were not at home. But one morn-
ing we saw Mr. Wren on top of the cottage witli his wings
di'ooiDing, bill pointing upward and wide open, his throat
throbbing and tongue vibrating, and we knew that he
was again exulting over some event (the writer does not
hear the .songs of birds any more.) Shortly after, when
we thought that they were not at home, we called at
"the little white cottage," and looking in we saw in the
nest a little wliitish-brown egg. The next day there was
another. The third day three, and at the end of the
week there was the usual complement of six. A few
days passed and we did not see our little friends. But
supposing they were so busy with their household aft'aira

that we thougnt little of it; but after another day or two
had passed without seeing them, we thought we would
call and see if there was anything wrong, and found that
the nest was empty with no signs of its contents in "the
little white cottage." It had been ruthlessly robhed.
We surmised that our next door neighbor's boys might

know something about the robbery and offered them $5
if they would give information as to who had taken the
eggs, but they did not seem very anxious to earn the
money, which I suspect they might easily have done. It
is again about time for our little friends to return from
the South. But we- can hardly expect them to occupy
"the little white cottage." As an mcentive for them to
do so, we will put a good strong lock on it and warn our
neighbors' boys not to meddle with it in future.

J. L. Davison,
LocKPORT, N. y., April 15.

Names and Poktraits of Bikds, by Gnrdon Trumbnu. A
book particularly interesting to grunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American _gaine birds which
tbey may ilU. Cloth, 890 pages, prio« P.EO. fos gale by FoaiSflf
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HOW GREEN MOUNTAIN FORESTS GO.

CHAELESTOWN, N. H., Feb. 21.—Editor Forest and
Stream: I much fear the Green Mountains are to

lose their title to their name, if an opinion may be formed
on the observations made in a recent trip among them.
To be sure, the trip led me right into scenes tending to

create such a conclusion, for I %vent on a business errand

to examine the working of sundry engines and boilers in

the sawmills on the higher slopes of the main range,

above the reach of the available water power, which has
long since made into boards and scantling the available

timber on the lower hills and is now superseded by steam
engines, the fuel for which is supplied by the slabs and
sawdust, which were formerly thrown into the trout

streams.
Leaving Brattleboro at 6:30 P. M. with a comijanion,

who had furnished the engines and machinery for a num-
ber of these mills, we reached the little village of London-
derry at 10, and were soon asleep, getting rested for the

morrow. The next day was spent in the examination of

a large mill in L., about fotir miles from the village, in a
steady drizzling rain, which we did not mind while under
cover, but which destroyed all the enjoyment of the
beautiful mountain scenery through whicli we drove in

getting up to it. This mill' was busy working up beech,
birch and maple logs into furniture stock.

It cleared in the evening, and we anticipated a pleasant
drive across the mountains the next day to Dorset on the

west side, but were disappointed. When we started

early in the morning, it was gray and dark again, and
began to snow before we had gone a mile, and soon de-

veloi)ed into a "howling blizzard.'' We kept on up into

Peru, where we came to a mill which we intended to look

at on our way, when with frost bitten cars and faces we
drove into an open barn door, blanketed the horses as

quickly as possible, and made a beeline for the nearest

house, which proved to be that of the owner of the mill.

After thawing out over the kitchen stove for half an
hour, we went to the mill and found it idle. The owner
said he did not make slabs and sawdust enough to run
his boiler, and he "was not going to buy hard wood for

fuel. He was sawing spruce lumber. He dissuaded us
from the attempt to cross the mountains in the storm, and
tying our hats down over our ears with our mufflers we
turned our horses' heads and were back in Londonderry
to dinner.

In the afternoon we took a passenger car attached to a
freight train and started for Brattleboro, stopping at

every station for a load or two of lumber, among which
we took on two car loads of huge rock-majjle logs, 18in.

to 2ft. in diameter, destined for wash rolls in the bleach-

eries at Lowell. We got on such a load that the engine
could not pull it all over a rise, where the West River
makes a long turn through a rocky gorge, and our engin-

eer "broke the train" and went off with half of it over
the hill, leaving us waiting until he came back, which he
did in half an hour, and got us down to B. in time to take
the up train for Rutland which we reached at 10 P. M.
At 6 the next morning we were on the cars again, on

the Rutland and Bennington Road. When we reached
Danby, our destination, it was just coming daylight,

We soon secured a pair of horses and driver, with a
"box-sled" from the office of the sawmills, whicla is here
in Danby, and started for the deep gorge of one of the
branches of Otter Creek, for Mb. Tabor. It was clear and
still, but the mercury was down to 10" below zero, and
we tied our hats down over our ears again, drew the robes
well up round us, and enjoyed the climb.

There was just room up the ravine for the brook and
the road, and the latter wound its way up among the

rocks and trees, in a manner which was j>lcturesque

enough, and it must be a lovely drive in June. We met
occasional sled loads of lumber and charcoal coming-
down, and at one rooky corner had to wait some time
while the drivers of the charcoal sleds chopped tracks

through the ice to keep them from "slewing" over into the
stream. At another point we found another lumber sled

hanging on the edge of the road, the horses having gone
over into the water the day before. Luckily no bones
were broken, and they were taken out safely, and when
we came down at night the sled had been carried away.
However, in spite of delays, we reached the first set of

mills, in an elevated plateau at the base of Mt. Tabor, in

goor order, and after thawing out at the "store," which
the Lumber Co. keeps there to supj)ly their workmen,
and examining the huge piles of spruce logs, we went on
three miles further to the upper mills, getting there in

time to enjoy a lumberman's dinner in the logging camp,
of fried salt pork and potatoes, brown bread, "biled" tea,

with a raw onion to give it a relish. "You know how it

is yourself," and you can believe in that cold mountain
air that simple dinner tasted better than "all the flesh-

pots of Egypt!" The afternoon gave us time for our ex-

aminations, and slowly and carefully we picked our way
down the steep mountain road to Danby, my companion
pointing out to me on the way the big trees by the road-
side, to which he had attached "blocks a,nd tackle," and
applied "man power" to help the ten paix' of horses which
were attached to the wagon, last October, to pull that big

boiler up the mountain.
We reached Rutland again at night, and the next day

drove north four miles to Mendon over a level road on
wheels. Then we turned sharp up another gorge, not so

long or so steep as the one we ascended the previous day,
and at the end of three miles more found ourselves in an
ampitheater, surrounded by "Pico," Killington Peak
and Shrewsbury mountains. Half a mile more u^p the
base of one of the opposite hills brought us to another
mill belonging to the' same parties as the one we had
visited the day before, and just erected, right in the edge
of an unbroken forest of old heavy timber.
These parties have bought all the timber, as I was told,

on 30,000 acres of mountain, and are preparing to con-
vert it into dollars as rapidly as possible.

I fear the dwellers on Otter Creek will suffer from
summer droughts for many years to come until these
forests are grown up again, for it is probable that they
will do so in the course of another century, for the land
is too steep and rocky even for pasturage.
This last mill was working hard wood the day we were

there for furniture stock, wainscoating and boards for

the Brandon Scale Works, Everything was going on
satisfactorily, and while my companion took the meas-
ures for a new set of grate bars I went out in front of the
mill, sat down on a big beech log and enjoyed the pros-

pect.

Right in front of me rose the sharp, clear peak of Kill-

ington, white against the blue sky, a little to the left was
the rounded dome of Pico, and the longer and lower
slopes of Shrewsbury Mountain laid to the right, dark
with their heavy spruces, while Pico and the Peak had
been caught in the rain and blizzard of the previous days
and rocks and trees were covered alike with a snowy
coating and only distinguishable by these outlines.

I sat there some time enjoying it all, for the weather
had moderated sufficiently to make it very pleasant,

until my companion joined me, with the wagon, and
we made our way back to Rutland, where there was
no snow, though we found four feet of it on the moun-
tain. Had there been eight days in the week instead of

seven I would have run up to* Danvis and inquired for

those thirty-seven coons of Antoine's, but it w^as Friday
night and I had to be home the next day, so I could not
s]5are time. I had been up in Peru and that region
thirty years ago trout fishing, but never got up there in
mid-winter before, and now hope that you and some of

your readers may enjoy my trip half as much as I did.

Von W.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the

Oame Laws.

Then stood we shivering in the night air cold.

And heard a sound as if a chariot rolled

Grroaning adown the heavens; and lo! o'erhead.

Twice, thrice tlie wild geese cried, then on they sped,

O'er field and wood and bay, toward Southern seas;

So low they flew that on the forest tiees'"

Their strong wind splashed a spray of moonlight white;

So straight they flew, so fast their steady flight.

True as an arrow they sailed down the night;

Like lights blown out they vanished from the sight.

—From I. B. P6nnypac1ier''s "Qettysburg and Other Poems,"

BORES AND SHOOTING QUALITIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Not long before the Forest and Stream shotgun trials

commenced I wrote you a letter upon several points con-
nected with the subject, and mentioned, among other
things, that my own ex]jeriments did not confirm the
general opinion that, with equal charges of powder and
shot, small bores give greater penetration than large.

In stating this, I referred to some experiments made
tln-ee years ago with two Maynard shot barrels of 28 and
18 bore, a double Engbsh shotgun of 16-bore and a double
muzzleloader of 14 bore. The Maynard barrels are of

steel and each26in. long, the 8S-bore being muzzle-choked
and the 18 recess-choked. The 16-bore barrels are of

Damascus twist, 28in. long and both are recess choked so

as to make a pattern of about 175 on a 30in. circle at

40yds. when loaded with loz. of No. 6 shot (270 pellets to

the ounce). The muzzleloader has COin. Damascus bar-

rels of cylinder bore, making very close and regular
patterns of their kind. For testing penetration I used
straw boards placed lin. apart in a rack. The trials

showed:
1. That with very minute charges, such as are used by

naturalists for collecting small birds, viz. : 20 to 28grs. of
powder and OOgrs. weight of No. 12 shot (1,272 pellets to

the ounce), the 28 bore was greatly superior to the 18 in

pattern and jienetrated about double the number of

boards. When No. 7 shot (870 to the ounce) was substi-

tuted the 28-bore was still superior, but not nearly to the
same degree as with No. 12 shot.

2. When the charges were increased to only l^drs. of

powder and ioz. of shot, the 18 bore made a closer pattern
than the 28, and was equal and sometimes slightly supe-
rior in penetration with No. 12 shot. When No. 7 shot
was substituted the pattern and penetration of the 18-

bore were considerably superior. This was the case with
both fine and coarse-grain powders.

3. When both barrels were tried with the largest charges
that the 28 bore shells will hold, viz., 2drs. of powder and
foz. of shot, the 18-bore was slightly superior in pattern
and very decidedly superior in penetration.

4. The 16-bore with 2drs. and ^oz. gave the same pene-
tration as the l8-bore and abetter pattern.

5. When the 16 and 18-bores were each loaded with
l^drs. of powder and loz. of shots their penetration was
almost exactly the same and the pattern of the 16 supe-
rior.

When the 14-bore muzzleloader was fired with the same
charge the patterns were of course superior to those of

the 16 chokebore, but the penetration was exactly the
same with No. 4 grain powder and superior when both
were tried with No. 2 (a finer grain.)

The above detailed results were quite dift'erent from
what I had expected. I w^as aware that a large bore with
its own loads of powder and lead must be superior to a
small bore, for the same reasons that a. punt gun must be
superior to any shoulder gun ; but I had always heard and
believed that a large boregwith the loads of a small bore
had less penetration that the latter, because the powder
was not confiupd sufficiently to develop its force.

One conclusion arrived at was that naturalists' coUecfc-

ing guns need not be of the very small bores made in

England, These are (in rifle gauges) .36, or about 90-bore,

for 14 grains of powder, and .41 for 20 grains.

The 28-bore Maynard barrel, with 20 grains of powder
and 90 of No. 12 shot, carried so closely up to 16 or 20yds.

that hummingbirds could not have escaped, and at the
former distance gave an average penetration of 9 straw-
boards. When tried at sparrows it killed them in a most
satisfactory way. A naturalist when searching for small
birds often has opportunities of shooting at hawks and
other kinds that require heavier charges. It would then
be advantageous to be able to use the shells of a 38-bore
fully loaded.
During the past month I have been making a few ex-

periments in order to find out the difference in penetrat-

ing i)ower between a 16 and 12-bore. The 16, which
weighs slightly over 71bs,, was the gun used in the first

mentioned trials.

The 13-bore weighs 6Ib3. 9oz. ajid has Damascus barrels

80iii. long. The right is very slightly recess-ohoked bo as

to make patterns of about 140 on a 80in. circle at 40yd8.,
when loaded with 3drs. of powder and 1 Joz. of shot con-
taining 270 pellets to the ounce.
The left is muzzle-choked and makes patterns of more

than 200 with the same charge. The penetration was
taken with cardboards lin. apart in a rack, the ends of
which were guarded from injury by pieces of hoop-iron
nailed on, leaving the exposed part of the first card 6^ in.

sqtiare. (I believe this to be the most reliable of all tests
when the cards are not so thick as to fiatten the shot,
otherwise, as sometimes with paper pads, the pellets
driven with the greatest velocity would show the least
penetration, although their effect upon live game would
be the greatest.)
The powder used was Curtis & Harvey's No. 4 grain,

the favorite size for shotguns in this country. The
charges were measured from a powder flask, tapping it

always the same number of times against the hip, which
I have found to give accurate weights within a grain.
Each charge of shot was carefully weighed. The size

used was No. 7 (330 to the ounce when counted). It does
not suit either gun (both being regulated for No. 6), but
I loaded with the smaller size in order to economize the
cardboards, which were difficult to obtain in sufficient
quantity.
The distance was 40yds., and only those cards were

counted which were pierced by three or more pellets in
order that errors might not arise from an occasional
large pellet.

The guns were first fired with 30-bore loads, viz., 2idrs.
of powder and ioz. of shot, and the results were;

*18-B0BE.
Eight Barrel. Left Barrel.

No. of pellets No. of cards No. of pellets No. of cards
through first pierced by 3 or through, first pierced by 3 or

eardi more pellets. card. more pellets.
39 13 25 14
9 13 15 13
28 13 13 13

1
3
7

Av.. T%

12
11
13

13

Av..l79^

n2-B0KB.
21
20
5

Av..i5^

13
13
11

12J^

The ordinary 16-bore loads, Sfdrs. and loz., were next
tried and gave:

16-BOUE.
9
19

21
18
28

U
13
13 30

Av..?31^ 13?^ Av..l9ii

13-BORK.
11 12 13
IS 15 43
r 12 19

Av-.U im Av..i^

With 3drs, and loz. the results were:

16-BOKB.

n
13
u
13

5

12
19

17
10
13

12
13
13

m
u
13

16
11
13

Av-.l

12-BORE.

14
16
13

13
13
34

1^

U
12
13

Av..133^ 139^ Av.. 6^73 13

It will be noticed that, as a rule, the penetration was
gxeater when the first card was hit by the greatest number
of pellets. This was probably due to my having fired off-

hand, and so failed to hit regularly with the center of the
charge, which would usually give the closest pattern and
best penetration. I did not try the patterns of either gnn
on a 30in. circle. They are of slight consequence since

the invention of cbokeboring, because guns of any gauge
can now be made to throw too closely for 49 sportsmen
out of 50.

The trials show that the 12-bore gave practically as

good penetration as the 16, whether fired with 20-bore or

16-bore loads.

The first mentioned trials jjroved that the 1 6-bore was
equal to the 18 and superior to the 28 with the loads

I^roper to either of the two latter gauges. It seems, there-

fore, that nothing is gained in penetration by using
small-bore guns for small loads. Is there anything gained
in pattern? It is generally admitted that the killing cu-cle

is less in smaU bores than in large, and this is usually at-

tributed to their making closer patterns. The statistics

quoted in my former letter to Forest and Stream, of the

extensive trials made by the London Field, prove clearly

that small bores do not throw shot more closely than
large, even when loaded with the same charges of shot.

To what then are their smaller killing circles attributable?

I believe those sportsmen to be right who say that they

have a larger proportion of outside pellets deficient in pen-

etration. They therefore do not kill so well as large bores

unless held straight enough to hit with the central mass
of the charge. Whether this opinion be correct or not
could be proved by trying several 20 or 16 bores against

12 or lO bores, with cardboards (in a rack) of sufficient

diameter to show the whole killing circles.

Although the 16-bore I used makes remaxkably regular

patterns with the shot which suits it, the general rule is

that small bores make make lees regular patterns than
large. The question then which would be well worth
settling is wliether it is advisable to have a small-bore

when in want of a light gun. Suppose, for instance, that

a sportsman did net care to carry more than the weight
of a 20 or 16-gauge, would it not be better to have a 12-

bore of the same weight loaded with the 20 or 16-bore

charges? The 12-bore barrels would be quite safe, even if

the same length as the smaller bore and consequently
thinner, because the pressure of the powder gas rapidly

decreases in proportion as the bore is enlarged. These
could be used for ordinary shooting, and there would be
the advantage of being able to load with heavier charges

for occasional shots at ducks or other game that required

extra hard hitting. As guns vary so much individually,

several of each gauge would have to be tried together in

order to settle the question conclusively, To make the

trial quite fair the barrels should be of the same length.

I never can understand why sruall bores are usually made
with shorter barrels than large. It is said that 28in, or

even SQin. are quite long enough to burn the small charge
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of a 20-bore. and at the same time that BOin, are beat for

a 12- bore. The latter is usually loaded with only | of a
dram more powder than the former. The inteiior

capacity of a 30m. 12-bnre barrel isnearly 12^ cubic inches,

and that of a 28in. 20 bore is very slightly more than 8

cubic icichcs. If 8 be sufficient for burning 2^ or 2i drams
of powder, surely 12 are not required for burning f of a
dram more.
Some of our best gun makers and practical sportsmen

assiert that they get as hard hitting with barrels of S6iw.

or shorter a?) with those of 30in. Other makers and
sportsmen, probably quite as reliable, state that even
SOin. barrels 'Jo not give so much penetration as larger
ones. DDugali, the London maker, says in his book
"Shooting Simplified," that he once made some guns of
36 bore with barrels 36 to 40In, long for an Arctic traveler
to take as presents to the JCsquimaux, and that these were
afterward found to bill wild geese at ranges far beyond
the reach oi" ordinary sized guns.
One of your correspundents who signed his name

"Cyrtonix," wrote three letters to Foeest and Stream
about small-bore guti?, and said that lie found a 16-bore
with 'ijdrs, of powder gave more penetration than a
lO-bore with odrs, If he used a, reliable test for the pene-
tration, the extra power of the lt> must haye been due to

the length of barrels— 34in.
Mr. G. T. Farmer, who wrote two extremely interest-

ing articles in Fokest and Stiieam last July, about the
Hudson's Bay teriitory. mi^ht be able to enlighten us as

to the kiiUng powers of tiie guns supplied by the com-
pany for their Indian trappers. Tiie-e were when I lived

in Canada in 1864, of 26-gauge, and had barrels from 36
to 40in. long'.

One point, which certainly oiight to be settled, is

whether the recess choke or the muzzle choke is to be
preferred. I have several times been surprised at writers

in Forest akd Stkeam complaining that chokebores do
not carry large shot, and especially buckshot, as well as

cylinders. Three of my own guns, two 16 and one 12-

bore, choked on the recess system, have been remarkably
good with large sliot, but the behavior of the Maynard
28-bore, and the left barrel of the 12 bore used in my last

experiments, make me think that perhaps the complaints
are not unfoitnded as applied to muzzle chokes. The 28
scatters all large shot badly. The left barrel of the 12-

bore makes very close and regular patterns with Nos. 8,

6 and 4 shot. It throws No. 3 in patches, and with such
sizes as BB or A shot it is absolutely useless. With a
moderate cylinder, on the other hand , both the 16-bores

are splendid performers with buckshot, whether due to

their being recess-choked, or to some peculiarity of their

boring, I am itnable to say.

The weight of the 12-bore, 61b. 9oz., will be thought
ridiculous in A merica, but with the ordinary charge of
3drs. of powder and l^oz. shot it is not unpleasant at a
target, and when frring at any game the recoil is abso-
lutelv unfelt. Perhaps this is due to there being plenty
of metal in the breech and to t he barrels' being about the
weight of those in 71b. guns, viz., 31bs. S^^oz,

Here in England we think that our brother sportsmen
in America sadly overload themselves with iron. When
a man shoots only for health and recreation he surely
ought not to have a heavier wea.pon than he can carry
and handle with pleasure at the end of a fatiguing day's

tramij. Of twelve shotguns which I have ovvned during
the last 30 years none ever gave me greater enjoyment
than a cylinder 16 bore of only ejlbs. weight. I used it

for years at everything, including ducks, and only gave
it up when taking io breechloaders. For all immd pur-
poses, including duck shootina:, I prefer a 12-bore of 71bs.,

and would not buy one exceeding Tjlbs. at any price, for

a gun of that weight will cai-ry the largest charges that
the shells will hold without uncomfortable recoil.

J. J. JVlE^KICK.
Devonshihe, England.

SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
v.—VARIOUS MINCE MATTERS.

THE last paper was on an unpleasant topic and needs
the relief of the brighter side to prevent misunder-

standing, for some will say : Are there no good sports-

men then? And those who have come here and left a
record of honorable acta will ask in discouragement. Has
all that we have done counted for nothing?
Far from it! to both. There are such honorable sports-

men—to them these papers are addres8ed._ They have
done well and it is remembered for them. We look for

some of them every year, and are glad to see that they
have returned; when finally they shall cease to come,
among those who regret their loss most deeply will be
some at this end of their accustomed haunts. A man is

prized here for what he is, and is judged by what he does;
nor need the one who has lived honorably and spoken
truly ever fear the judgments of Maine backwoodsmen,
or an uncordial welcome to Maine.

I have a cnriou,? matter to present, which I can in no
way explain without taking into account the influence
of such men as these. In the four counties of which I

speak there is one that in some ways is so different from
the others that at first it would seem it ought not to be
counted with them. In area it is one of the largest in

the State; in population the smallest of all. More sports-

men go there than to all the other three; and in proj^or-

tion to its area more such enormities as were described
in the last article are committed than in any of the other
counties. And yet the residents of Piscataquis county
do not, so far as" I have been able to learn, either feel or
speak upon game matters in the same way as those of
the other eastern counties. I have not so far found that
they were greatly disturbed by the present unhappy
state of affairs. At first it would seem that this county
ought to be classed with the western part of the State;
but in aU its interests it belongs to Penobscot waters,
and so a different explanation must be sought.
What? In the first pla.ce some of the grievances
of the eastern pai't of the State have scarcely
touched this county: but even so, why should it not
sympathize? In the supposition by which I have been
able to explain the matter I may be wholly or partly
wi'ong, but it is the only one by which I can account for

a noticeable difference. I think that the character of the
summer visitors who go there largely explains it, That
county includes Moosehead Lake, Katahdin Iron Works
and many other resorts more or less known. It is visited

by people who go for recreatiou, for fishing and for hunt-

ing. Now, of those who go for the two former purposes,
a very large part stay at hotels or near enough the settle-

ments for the residents to know them piersonally or to

know of them, and a better class of visitors than most of

these could not be desired. The people there form their
opinion from these. Of those who go to hunt most pass
beyond the settlements into the deep woods, and they are
the ones whose misdeeds are so widely reported, The
eastern counties hear of these principally—much less of

those who stay on the borders of civilization. But Pisca-
taquiB people know the latter also, and while no less

severe in condemnation of such waste and slaughter as I

have reported, do not blame the whole class of summer
visitors, but the individuals who are responsible. In this

way the presence of these well-disposed, honorable men
coming to stay for a time and not merely to pass through
the country, seems to me to account in part at least for

this manifest difference in feeling, and so to be its own
reward. Lest a mistake should occur, I will say that by
"sportsman" as I have used it, and as it is used in this

locality, I mean those with whom hunting is the princi-

pal object—not fishermen nor tourists, but those who wish
to kill large game. In using it I do not intend to include
any other class of summer visitors. Of those who come
for this purpose, observation and consultation convince
me that the majority come and go in close time and kill

what they get illegally : but there are certain honorablf^
exceptions of whom it would be a pleasure to speak if

space permitted, but who surely are no more condemned
with the majority t'aan are these others of whom we have
spoken above by the p»eople of Piscataquis county.
Lest there sliotdd be a misunderstanding on another

point, I wish to state again that in what I have said so
far I have tried to represent other people's views rather
than my own, and to give their reasons for these opinions
instead of tho.se which I might hold personally. For
my own opinions on most of these matters I conceive to

be of little value. That I sympathize fully with the peo-
ple who say these things is most true, but does not make
it necessary for me to believe all these charges correct,

even thotigh they may not be baseless. I do not believe
that our Legislature is wholly corrupt, nor that the game
laws have been unfair, nor that all visitors are lawless
and all residents are saints—nor, it may be added, that
the people here all think so. What we all hold is that
grave wrongs have been done—and T will show some of

them in the forthcoming papers—which have greatly dis-

turbed a very large number of people, which ha-ve caused
loss of property and loss of life, which still endanger
both and are fully sufficient to account for all the com-
plaints that have been made and for others yet more radi-

cal. I might claim even more and be fully able to sustain
it, but this is enough. In the papers which have preceded
I have tried to represent the' state of public feeling at

present, thus preparing by anticipation for those which
follow which will tell the causes and deal with facts

instead of with theories.

If it should be asked after this part, Where is the good
sportsman? it will certainly be asked after the second,
Where is the good warden? He is not very abimdant
here, but in this immediate vicinity we have one man
who deserves sjjecial mention. Mr. Eben Gr. Morse, of

Eddington, is a wai-den whose justice, faithfulness and
honesty are believed in by the people here, I have never
but once heard him accused of doing anything which was
not honorable, and that he did not do, although there was
reason for the suspicion. I may make this personal men-
tion here, for it is he who has suggested that I should ex-
plain more fully some points regarding my article pub-
lished on April 2, mainly those relating to the holding of

game animals alive. This I am the more happy to do, as

it may not only bring: out some facts clearly, but will

illustrate an interpretation of the game law which caused
trouble three years since.

Mr. Morse writes: "The law making it subject to fine

for hunting and keeping alive is of recent date, and was
not in eifect nor passed at the time that the deer kept at

the Bangor House were caught; and Mr. Bealor any other
person, rich or poor, had a lawful riaht to catch and keep
such animals. But later on, and before Davis caught the
caribou, the law was amended so as to prohibit the hunt-
ing in close time." Mr. Morse thinks that insufficient in-

formation was given on these cases, which was indeed
necessary at that time on account of lack of space.
Regarding the Bangor House deer, I may quote the fol-

lowing letter from their owner:
"To the best of my.memory I bought my first deer in

the spring of '8iJ, buying two at that time. The next
winter I bought another, and then raised several. In the
spring of '84 I bought an albino buck, the other btick
having escaped. I had them every year until I sold

them in the fall of '88. My impression is that those
which I bought were in captivity but a short time.
Trusting that this is the information which you desire, I
remain, very respectfully, F. O. Beal."
The point of my reference to these deer was that they

were allowed to be kept in Bangor at a time when
other people were required to release deer and other
animals which they had captured, and that this gave
rise to the complaint that one man was favored more
than another. The complaint was made. I did not
seek to discuss its justice though I tacitly admitted it;

nor did I try to give the whole facts. These, as the letter

shows, were that one deer was undoubtedly legally held

,

having been taken before 1883; and that the white one
was not legally held as the law wa,8 afterward interpreted,
though supposed by the owner to be so; that neither was
disposed of until after other people had been forced to

liberate animals, and that then they were not set free
but sold. The facts have borne out the statement which
I made. It would be interesting to trace their history
from this date.
But respectmg the change in the law to which Mr.

Morse refers. There was no change in the law from 1883
to 1891, but there was a change in the interpretation
which is what Mr. Morse means. This occurred in 18»8
or a little earlier, but was not legally established until
1889. Until last month there was no explicit law against
holding live game taken in close season, and it very
rarely can be taken when there is no snow on the ground.
Since our game laws were first originated in 1830 there
have been but two passages which could apply to such a
case.

Sec. 11, passed in 1878, reads: ."Whoever has in his

possession the carcase or hide of any such animal, or any
part thereof, between the first days of January and
October, sball be deemed to l^ave hunted and destroyed

the same contrary to law," etc. Sec. 9 on moose and 10
on deer and caribou (both passed in 1883) say; "And no
person shall, between the first days of January and
October, in any manner hunt, kill or destroy," etc. The
two are not mutually inclusive. On the one hand it is

forbidden to kill large game at a certain season, and also

to hunt it. On the other it is forbidden to have in pos-
session dead game taken at that time, but nothing is said
about live game captured then. If it is legal to have the
game alive in close time, why is it illegal to hunt it then
for the purpose of keeping it alive? If it is illegal to

himt it for this ptirpose, why is it legal to have the game
so taken? It is evident that all depends on the definition
of hunting if we are to construe the law in the strictest

way.
But at first it was not so interpreted. For nearly five

years it was admitted that any one could capture and
keep live animals taken in close season. Hence the keep-
ing of the albino deer at the Bangor House. In 1888, or
a little earlier, the opposite interpretation was unexpect-
edly put upon the law, and it was declared illegal to keep
any game animal taken in close time. Did this refer
merely to those taken after this decree, or after 1883, or
after the decision of the court in 1889? It would be hard
to say: btit there are a number of instances of animals
being let loose before the law court gave its decision on
the James vs. Wood case.
The grounds of this change in interpretation are inter-

esting. There was no possible reason except what coitld be
educed from theoneword "hunting." The one who held
a game animal taken in close season could be prosecuted
for hunting it, but not for having it. As Mr, Morse says:
"The having it in possession was not taken into account,
only to prove the hunting. I admit that the law did not
prohibit having live deer, moose or caribou, if tsMen in
open time or if obtained in aiiy way without hunting it

in close time." This sudden change in the meaning of
the law caused some trouble. The Davis case occurred
about this time, and in the western part of the State
there was a famous one which was carried up to the law
court—Isaac H. James vs. Thomas P. Wood, a game war-
den, who, without process, released or caused the plain-
tiff to release from his own inclosure, a moose and a deer.

The moose was captured by Mr. James in March, 1888;

the deer bought by him the same month. In the lower
court Mr. James was awarded f125 damages. The case
was then carried to a higher court, and the opinion of
the law court given Dec. 11, 1889, was in favor of the
defendant warden.
Mr. James's moose and deer were set at liberty June

6, 1888. As evidence that the interpretation of the law
which allowed this to be done was considered very doubt-
ful, I may say that on Sept. 14 of the same year (1888) I

saw a full-grown caribou, with fair-sized horns, confined
in a pen near the railroad station at Winn in this county.
I was told that it was taken in close season. I was also

told that a warden had been sent to release it; that the
possessor had refused to allow him to do it; and that the
warden had yielded. What became of the animal after-

ward I do not know. The Bangor House deer were kept
somewhat later than this, I am very sure. Mr. Morse
tells me that he has knov/n several to pay fines for keep-
ing live game "after it became unlawful," which I under-
stand to be previous to Dec. 11, 1889, as I have heard of
none since then, though some who had captured deer
have let them go.
In support of my definition of hunting, a,nd to show

that Mr. Morse did not proceed as too many wardens
have done here in pursuance of plans that no court would
uphold, even when he released the caribou on the ground
that to put on snovv^shoes to follow it constitutes hunting,
I will quote from the James vs. Wood case. Law Reports
82, Maine 179: "The plaintiff followed the moose in the
forest until it became snow-bound, and then, by the use
of a rope, tied it to a tree, and finally bound it upon a
sled and hauled it some fifteen miles to his home, where
he confined it until it was released by defendant. With-
out doubt this conduct resulting in capture was in violation

of the statute. The plaintiff did not destroy or kill the
animal, but he did hunt and thereby capture it."

This matter which from one side is unimportant, from
another has weight. It shows a law changed from a
looser to a stricter interpretation. In my next article I

will show another which has had just the opposite history
during the eight years past.

Mr. Morse calls my attention to an error in one of the
cases mentioned, i wrote partridges "legally killed in

December" when I should have said November. I am
likely to make other similar mistakes, and will correct

them when brought to my notice, if not too trivial or
having no real bearing upon the point in question.

Since writing the above I notice the following in the
Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, April 25:

"A buck caught at Moose River has been brought to

Portland and placed in Deering Park as a companion to

the fawn presented to the city by Captain Winslow last

spring. A yard will soon be built for them."
If true, this is an ample commentary on what has been

said, Are there any deer in Deering Park? If so, by
what right? Fannie Peaksok Hardy.

Kansas Game.—Hutchinson, Kan., April 19.

—

Editor
Forest and Stream: We have had splendid goose and
duck shooting this spring. Trap shooting is getting to

be a very popular sport in the West; our State meeting,
to be held at Salina, May 19 to 21, promises to be a large

one. We have had an extremely mild winter; the quail

have fared well; chickens are scarce, but we will have
fine quail shooting tliis fall.—Shady.

Halifax, N. S., April 21.—I was out this afternoon
trying my new setter dog. I put up a woodcock, and if

you could have heard them "whistling" you would have
thought their "outer primaries" pretty well developed for

April birds. Killed five sea trout afternoon of 18th; tliey

were a small run, from 1 to lilbs.—H. Austen.

Forest and Stkeam, Box 3,833, N. Y. city, lias deseriptlve Illus-

trated circulara of W. B. LefflngweU'a book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," wMeh will be mailed free on request. Tte book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan," "Dick Swlveller," "SyblUene" and
other competent anthontles to be tbe Iwet treatise on the siibleot
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THE BOB WHITES.

THE day before Christmas I was all anxiety to have
some sport with the Bob Whites. Five miles above

where I was visiting was a plantation noted for more
quail than any other on Red River, in Bossier Pariah. Just

before the close season for birds was to begin I had been
to this plantation and had a moat succeasfnl hunt. There
were not less than two or three hundred quail left over

for the summer rearing. As the front lands on this plan-

tation were not overflowed in the great overflow of last

summer I concluded that the birds had escaped destruc-

tion and that I would most assuredly iind them quite

numerous at this time. Alas! for such thoughts I

With Dan's Trump and his year-old son, out of Maud,
I rode to this plantation with ''expectation big," that I

should have a grand time. Nothing short of a bag of a
hundred Bob Whites M^ould satisfy me.
As I entered the fields a negro assured me there were a

number of coveys in the coco pasture, opposite Captain
Billy Robson's store. This was the place where 1 left so

many birds the close of the last winter. The pasture em-
braced some 40 acres of land, thrown out of cultivation

by coco, on which dewberry vines thickly grew, thereby
protecting the birds from the rapacity of hawks. Bor-
dering on three sides of this pasture grew great quanti-

ties of the cow pea (that the frosts of a year or two cannot
rot), affording ample food for the birds the year round.
The pasture was above all high waters. Thence my con-

clusion was a reasonable one, that the Bob Whites had
escaped destruction from the great overflow of 1890 and
I would have a most interesting time with them.
Dan's Trump and Jeff Davis ranged the fields as finely

as I ever saw pointers do, until I drew near the coco
pasture. Xot a point had been made; not once did I

notice that they winded the scent of a game bird.

Surely, I thougbt, all the Bob Whites have congregated
in the pasture, and soon there will be a massacre. Over
the barbed wire fence leaped both dogs. I remained on
my pony, momentarily expecting to see them grow^ rigid

to a point. Over the forty acres both ranged, crossing

and recrossing. Not a halt' was made, no points. Dan's
Trump came back to the fence, crestfallen and with a
dowTicast look of disappointment. He peered into my
face, as much as to inquire, "Where are they?'' and
"What must I do?"

"Ah! Dan's, the butchers have murdered them, leaving

not a bird for seed. Over the fence, sir, and we will go
home. Day after to-morrow we will go to the Bossier
hills, and I trust we will have better luck."

As Jeff had never been there before, he was not disap-

pointed. Both dogs leaped the fence. Jeff proceeded to

range far out, while Dan's showed his disgust and chagrin
by merely keeping ahead, so the pony should not step on
him.
"Cheer up, old dog!" I said to him; "we will go to Mrs.

Weather's new ground field. Perhaps we may find a
covey there. If so, you shall have the pleasure of re-

trieving a bii-d, provided my old eyes do not deceive me."
Dan's seemed to understand what'l said. He brightened
up, increased his gait, and made a bee line for Mrs.

Weathers plantation. Jeff was in advance, and when he
got to the fence, sprang over, and flushed a covey of only
five birds. Dan's looked as if he could have bit his head
off; but it was not Jeff's fault. The birds were running
and flushed some distance from the fence. Besides, the

wind was blowing from the dog to the birds. I marked
the places to which the birds had flown and said to Dan's,

"Now we will have some fun.'" On entering the field

both dogs drew to a point at once, rigid as logs. Dis-

mounting I gave Black Pat the bridle to feed as he pleased,

and approached the dogs. It was the first time Jeff had
ever smelt a quail. Foam fell from his mouth, his beau-

tiful eyes flashed witlx excitement, his tail stood horizon-

tal, body toward head sbghtly crouched, and left hindfoot

raised from the ground. I was anxious to have the dogs
flush. To my order to ' -Hie on!" neither moved, each afraid

of the other, and I had to flush the bird myself. It rose

with an ascending flight, and at the distance of some
SOyds. fell to the crack of the gun.
Both dogs stood steady, not moving to the report of the

gun, but at the command, "Dead bird, go seek," each
dashed out. Dan's got to it first and came running back
to me followed by Jeff, who did not like his taking away
the bird.

On going near the place where I saw two birds drop,

Jeff got in ahead of Dan's, and made a splendid point.

At the command he flushed, I dropped both birds, which
he retrieved in handsome style, not crushing nor rumpling
a feather, a quality he inherits from his sire, who never
hurts a bird, and no matter how far off he retrieves a
bird it is brought to me uninjured. I have no use for a
dog that mashes a bird, and will not keep one that does.

Both dogs scented at once the other birds that I had
marked, Dan's making the point, and Jeff backed. I

flushed one bird, the gun failed to fire—examination
proved I had not reloaded, no wonder at its failure when
the chambers contained no shells. I reloaded in time to

get in a snap shot as the second bird got up behind me,
and the bird was retrieved by Dan'n, who beat his son to

the fallen bird. Thus I got four out of the five.

The dogs ranged the entire field without finding any
more birds. As I went out of the field to take the public

road home I met an intelligent negro, who, in answer to

my question, "What had become of the quail on the

Clyde Pickett coco pasture?" replied , "Oh! sir, last spring

in the high water they were all killed." Both whites and
colored people united in killing them. They were con-

fined to the front banks of the river, and could not escape.

It was death by di-owning should they attempt to fly to

the overflow, and death to remain on the pasture. None
escaped. Had the owner only urged the protection of his

game, tlaere would have been" birds in quantities to have
given both himself and friends good shootizig all the

hunting season. How long will this be the case, that our
planters, in the eagerness to grow cotton, are regardless

of the protection of their game?
While I was talking to the negro I missed Jeff". A

search found him pointing near the banks of a beautiful

lake, known as Wasson's Lake. Supposing it was a hare
he had pointed, as it was in the woods, I rode in and
flushed a very large covey of birds. Shot once and killed

a bird from the saddle. All the birds flew across the

lake but one, that perched in a tree. It was too late to

fo after the birds, and I wanted that one in the tree. I

new I could not kill it if I shot flying, and pardon me,
reader, I rode up and puUed down on it, sitting. Under

ordinary circumstances I do not shoot at a bird sitting.

But in this case there were five mouths at home waiting
to enjoy a bird pie for Christmas dinner, .Mine would
make the sixth, that would be as eager for that bird pie,

and only five birds were in the pockets of my hunting
coat. What would you have done, kind lover of the gun
and rod?

Dan's recovered the bird, giving it to my outstretched
arm—the only one t have. ^Putting it in the papacious
pockets, I rode back to the residence of my son-in-law,
Lawser K. Hodges, with no twinges of conscience that I

had committed murder in shooting a "sitting" bird.

The next da}^ was Christmas. I enjoyed the fine din-

ner, especially the bird pie. In the afternoon, by appoint-
ment. I rode to Elm Grove, the mansion of my friends,

W, H. and C. B. Hodges, to spend the night and accom-
pany Mr. Caw Hodges the next day to the Bossier hills

for 'a two days' sport with the Bob White. Thereby
hangs a tale, which I may, in another nvxmber, give to

the columns of the Forest akj> Stream.
Geo. D. Alexandeb..

HuNXEK's Ranch, Cross Bayou, La.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
THE ruft'ed grouse behaves far differently before a dog

from what he does in the presence of a man. He
does not resort to those devices and maneuvers which he
is wont to practice with the latter, knowing well that
they would be useless and vain. When pursued by a
dog he relies mainly for safety upon flight and keeping
himself off the ground; hence he betakes himself to a

tree, and standing on a limb on the leeward side looks
down in security upon his four-footed enem3^ He selects

the side opposite to the wind so that the scent will not be
carried in the air, and he be thus located. When he flies

into a tree to escape from man he gets on the side oppo-
site to that in which the person is approaching. A grouse
in a tree always remains motionless, whatever the position

may be he assumes.
A favorite one is with his back to the body of the tree,

standing txpright. In this case he selects one of which
the bark corresponds as nearly as possible in color with
that of his breast and under feathers. When he stands
on a limb on the side opposite to the person approaching,
his head alone is visible, and this is the "crook"' or "knot
on the tree,'' that country hunters talk so much about.

Sometimes the grouse stands out on a limb plainly in

view, and does not seek concealment in the least. Then
he is indeed a beautiful sight, and one which I would go
quite a distance to see. The grouse (except in rare in-

stances) is a diflSciilt bird to shoot either on the ground or

in a tree.

To do so successfully requires an intimate knowledge of

the habits and ways of the bird and a keen vision. In-

deed, a more perfect knowledge than most sportsmen
attain to. It also requires great caution and carefulness

in approaching the bird at times, while at other times a
careless and indifferent demeanor with the eyes wide
open answers the purpose. The difficulty of shooting the
grouse while at rest has been generally, I think, over-

looked by sportsmen, as well as the great knowledge re-

quired to do so successfully.

I am sure I could more easily kill ten grouse flying, in

a given time, than ten sitting, and yet one sliot flying

would give me more cause for rejoicing and inward satis-

faction than ten shot at rest. This is the true test of

superior sportsmanship.
The grouse is still more difficult to shoot while flymg.

To accomplish this feat requires the exercise of quickness
of motion with precision of aim.

I [have heard stories told of men who were ivon-

derful shots at the ruffed grouse, of one who took off a
pair of gloves, cocked his gun and then killed his bird,

all done after he had started from the ground; of another
who killed one bird going from his left and turning
killed another going directly from his right, both birds

sprung at the same time. I leave my reader to judge of

the truthfulness of such fiction.

Akin to this is the ancient myth about the "flock of

Xoa'tridges" in the grapevine, and how if you are very
careful and particular to aim at and shoot first the bird

that sits lowest, the rest will not take wing; but on the
contrary if you happen to be a little too hasty and should
happen by mistake to shoot the one that sits highest his

falling down will so frighten the rest that sit lowest that

they will take wing.
Although the grouse is so difficult to shoot on the wing,

yet a very small wound on one of his wings will bring
him to the ground. On one occasion while hunting in

Clifton Park I fired at a grouse as he went over the tops

of the trees along the edge of the timber, I had but a
small hope of hitting him, as I got but a glimpse and he
was quite a distance away. It was a golden October day,

not a breath of air stirring. After the report of the gun
had died away I heard a slight rustling in the leaves in

the direction in which I had shot. I ran out and saw the

bmi on the ground. Instead of going into the woods he
ran out on an old sheep pasture. Then began a foot race

(for I had no dog with me on this occasion). After going
about 150yds. I came up to about 20ft. of the bird when
he lay down and I walked up and examined him. One
shot only had struck this bird, and that bad gone through
the tip of the wing a quarter of an inch from the end.

The grouse when mortally wounded sometimes flies

quite a long distance and falls dead. One day I fired at

a grouse that rose quite close to me but he still kept on,

and after going 75yds. passed near my brother, who
noticed a wavering niotion in his flight, and keeping his

eyes on the bird heard him strike far in the woods.
Going to the place, about SOyds. from where he had stood,

he found the bird dead at tne foot of a large hemlock
tree. He had struck the tree about 40ft. from its base

and fallen dead.
On one occasion I saw a grouse shot that fell in a small

stream of water about 8ft. across: he fell du-ectly in the

middle of it. This bird could not have been hurt very
badly, I think, for he rose again. As he struggled to i-ise

he threw the water into the air in a spray and it was
about 10 seconds before he succeeded in getting up and
imder way, when he flew up the vale and lit among the

tall pines. We were unable to get this bird and saw
nothing more of him.
The grouse wBen wounded will run as lon^ as able, but

he soon tires, and when come up to wdll lie down and
seem resigned to his fate, and be passive and rarely, if

ever, make any struggle while in the hand, I)OKP,

SCHENEOXAny,

GAME THAT IS ALWAYS ON TAP.

EDDY, New Mexico, April 22. —Editor Forest and
Streavi: Our local sportsmen- are h-aving great

sport shooting jack rabbits. There are thousands of them
in this country and they can be found anywhere mthin
half a mile of town. They do a good deal of damage to

the young fruit trees, and farmers are anxious to have
them thinned out. Several parlies have been out lately

and made large bags. So far the only w^eapon used has
been the rifle, but some of our wing shots are getting
interested, and a large circle hunt is talked of foT the
near future, in whicli everything that will burn powder
and throw lead will be allowed to enter.

We could have great sport with a pack of greyhounds,
but none have yet been brought into this valley.

The blue quail are nesting, and the iudicatious are that
there will be an abundance of them next fall.

Antelope have bred liberally. Cowboys and others who
have ridden over the staked plains, to the east of this

valley, report a large number of kids. Band of ihem are

found within five miles of this town, but so far as I have
been able to learn no one has molested them since the
season closed.

The season is well advanced here. Alfalfa is 13 to 18in.

high and is in bloom. The first crop will be cut in a few
days. Fruit trees are in bloom and promise an abundant
yield. We raise all the fruits here that are grown in

southern California, except oranges and lemons, and
being 1,000 miles nearer the B istern markets this valley
is destined t6 become in the near future as rich a fruit

country as any portion of that State.

There are over 100,000 acres of Government lands in

this valley, subject to entry under the Homestead laws,
that are "well adapted to the cultivation of fruits and
cereals of all kinds, and if any brother sportsman, who
may be in search of a new home, will write me, I shall

be glad to give him any further information desired.

H. A. L.VDD.

STKANC4E Antics of a Jack Rabbit,—Pecos City,

Tex., April 22.—J^ditor Forest and Stream: I walked
out a mile from town yesterday to shoot jack rabbits,

and on my way in shot at one that immediately gave an
interesting exhibition of his agility. When the rifl'^

cracked he jumped straight up, some tw'o feet high, and
then ran in a small circle, at the best speed he was capable
of, for two or three minutes. During this performance I

shot again and missed. When he stopped I threw down
the lever to fire again, but my magazine was empty and
so were my pockets. The jack now settled down and
appeared to be getting sick. I laid down the rifle, picked
up a couple of rocks and started toward I lira, When
within 20ft, of him he got up and ran several times
around me, keeping about the same distance av/ay. I

threw several rocks at him, all of which missed. Finally

one hit him on the point of the shoulder and knocked off

a bunch of fur. Then he turned and ran straight toward
me. I threw again, missed, and, as true as go?pel, the
long-eared Lepas ran between my legs. I grabbed at him
as he went through, but had both hands full of rocks, and
the action was so quick that I did not think of dropping
them until too late. I caught him on both sides wit h my
clenched fists, but he shot through my hands 1

1 ke a greased
pig, leaving another good crop of fur on the ground. He
lost no time then in getting out of the country, and to

this moment I am unable to say where the first bullet hit

him. I presume it was on the lower edge of the stomach,
although I could not see a drop of blood on hisn or on his

trail. If I had had sense enough to di-op the rocks when
I saw him coming I could easily, have held him, l)ut a fel-

low always knows more to-day than he did yesterday.

I presume some smart Aleck will get himself in xjrint to

say that this whole business is a lie: but as I get no pay
for writing this article, and have no axe to grind, 1 am.
telling the truth this time just for a change.—E. H. G.

"That remincls me.*'

A SHORT time after the winding up of the "late fra-

ternal unpleasantness" found me stranded out on
the prairies in Illinois, about midway between the Des
Plaines and the Du Page rivers, a few miles from a place

called Napierville. There I unexpectedly ran across a
former friend from the East, named Joe Elliott, who
just then happened to strike the same place. We had not
heard from each other for a number of years, so we were
both surprised and glad to meet again, and, of course, un-
dertook to enjoy ourselves. Among other pleasures we
proposed to go shooting. As for guns he had none, but I

had a rifle; so we decided that when any suitable game
was found we would shoot alternately with the rifle, to

equalize the sport. After tramping quite a while we
came to a big slough (pronounced "tloo"'), and in the

grass and water off near the middle of it I espied a large

sandhill crane, or "stake-driver," as the AVestern folks

call it, standing as immovable as a stick in the mud and
looking like one too. Now Joe had never seen a bird of

that kind before, and when I told him "to take a shot at

that stick out in the slough to see if he could knock it

over" he. thinking it was a stick and in order to get a bet-

ter shot, lay down on the prairie with head to the target

and blazed'away. By dumb luck (for he was never even
a decently good shot with a rifle) he hit the bird and
woimded it in such a manner that it made an awkward
flapping and jumping, as that species invariably will

when wounded. In great surprise, and as quick as a
flash, Joe bounded clear- of the ground and shouted in his

excitement at the top of his voice, "I'll be darned,
Andi-ew. if I ain't shot the devil himself this lick,"

Although poor Joe, many years since, joined the great

majority on the happy hunting grounds, his rema.rk in

connection with that shot is still vivid in my memory.
A. L. L.

A flshhawk pulled a large salmon out of ElkRlver one 6ht
last week. The fish was too large for the bird to carry off,

so leaving it on the sand the bird flew off to a pile of drift-

wood, and pickiEg tip a stick with a sharp and jaggfd edge,

returned to where the fish lay and sawed it in two, when it

flew away with half of the salmon. The other half was
served lor oiu' ainneT.—Crescent City (Cal.) Record.
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m ^tfd ^iv^f fishing.

The fixll texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Terri tones and British Proviuces are given in the J3oo7f of
the Gavxd Laws.

ON THE NORTH SHORE.— I.

"No paetim^s and pleasures,

No wealth nor no treasures.

Can yield us so much delight.

As to throw the light fly.

And vFilii quick skillful eye.

Hook the trout—sportive and bright "

ONE of the most delightful trouting trips I ever made
was that to the North Shore of Lake Superior, in

the summer of '89, an account of which was published in
this paper, the firsc part appearing Jan. 30, 1890. It was
BO pleasantly aesociated in my mind with the sports of
the angle that when the next season came around and
the radiant beauties were rising to the alluring fly I was
exceedingly eager for a second trip to that rock-bound
coast, which evidently presents the best trouting waters
on this continent, and at the same time the most grand
and imi)osing scenery, with an atmosphere of ozone as
exhilarating as the purest champagne. A mention of my
desire to again renew my pleasures to my respected friend
Ned, who accompanied me on that famous trip, met with
a response that pleased me beyond measure. He mani-
fested an eager desire to again do battle royal with the

.

dandies of the crimson stars, and so we agreed to meet
at the "Soo" about the middle of July and prepare for
the voyage.

I was passing some idle days at Petoskey after having
had a week's sport with the small trout in Deer Creek, at
Boque Falls. Mich., when a telegram reached me, bring-
ing the glad tidings that Ned would be at the Soo on
July 18. I at once arranged to meet him as specified,
and at an early hour in the morning of that day I was
aboard the train booked for the Soo by way of Mackinac
city and the lake. I expected a very pleasant trip when
I reached the lake, but not till then, for along the rail

route of about thirty-five .miles there is little to interest
and no scenic beauty to delight. A few struggling vil-

lages, a brook or two running into the dense foliage, an
occasional clearing and the inevitable saw mill about
complete the prosaic picture.

Wfiafc a sudden change transpires when you reach the
little lake town. After the trip through a loveless forest
it is like emerging from darkness into light. Here I was
greeted on every side with ecenes of beauty and interest.
There was the indescribable richness in the dome above,
which was chaxming in lovely shreds of silvery clouds;
the unstained, far-reaching sapphire margin of the lake
that lost itself in glittering sunlight; the graceful move-
ments of vessels far and near, with their white wings
spread to the nentle south wind; the rhythmic beat of
curling waves along the sandy beach, all harmonizing in
lovely views ever a delight to eye and fancy.

"Here Mils and vale.s, the woodland aud the plaiu,

Here earth and water seem to strive aga^n."

The steamer on which I took passage was stanch and
decidedly comfortable, a.nd as it progressed throvigh the
spax'kling waters the landscapes grow in beauty, and
when you strike the St. Mary, at Detour, you have .sixty-

two miles through a tortuous channel, which completes
one of the most lovely panoramas imaginable. It is really
one succession of beatitiful straits and broad lakes, with
long islands mirrored in the clear, i-apid river. This
sinuous stream has been compared to the Hudson and
other noted rivers of romantic grandeur, and one writer
declared - hat the Canada side, with its bold and precipitous
cliflTs, only lacked the ruiiied villas and castles of .the
Fatherland to make it a veritable Rhine. At intervals
along the route you are gre^^ted with decaying wigwams
and the ruins of old forts and posts, which, if they could
only speak, would give a startling history of red-handed
tragedies of the past. The ruins of old St. Joseph, on St.

Joseph's Island, Canada aide, can be seen quite plainly
from the boat, as well as many other points of historic
interest. Looking up Hay Lake from the Neebish can be
seen the smoke of the dredges at work for Uncle Sam,
making a new channel through Hay Lake, shortening
the present channel about twelve miles. Work has been
prosecuted in this canal several years, and at the present
rate of appropriation several years more will transpire
before the completion of this necessary and important
work,

I reached the "Soo" by supper time, and ascertained
that Ned and his family had arrived in the morning and
were impatiently awaiting my appearance. I was given
a royal reception, I assure you, and then we entered into
the details for our prospective trip to the North Shore.
Ned during the day had already engaged a half-breed
boatman, but on being: informed that he was perfectly
unreliable cancelled the contract at once, and, like
Micawber, folded his arms and waited for something
better to turn up.
As the tents, mattresses and cooking utensils we were

to use on the trip had been left last fall at Sailor's encamp-
ment, some thirty miles down the river, where Ned had
been having some royal sport with the bronze-backers,
we concluded to take the early boat in the morning and
go for them. It was about a three hours" ride, and as we
started at 6 o'clock sharp, we were there in ample time to
do all the packing and the hauling of the goods to the
landing. The work being soon over, we crossed the river
a,nd there took dmnpr at the tavern, and then after a
ci^ar or two, vve recrossed the river and awaited the ar-
rival of the steamer, which soon came. Our bill of lading
being duly signed, we felt that the cares of the day were
over. Ascending to the deck of the steamer, we took
position on the guards, and as the wreaths of nicotian
incense floated gracefully o'er our heads, we watched the
wrinkles in the water as they rolled in flashing silver from
the bow. then the low and craggy cliffs of the shore as the
sunlight brightened them and "the airy beauty of the
snowy clouds, as they were tinged with the iniby splendor
of a sinking sun.
Asain we are at the "Soo,'" and here we were gi-eeted

by Joe Peters, cur half-breed boatman of last year, who
expressed an anxious desire to make another trip with us.

He had a lai;ger and better boat than the one we wdnt in
last year, and a number one assistant, so he stated. Ned

and I had positively declared against Joe on account of
his churlish disposition, but as he made such fair promises
to us, we concluded to try him once more, and so made
the contract with him without further delay. We might
regret the compact in the future, but as boatmen just
then were scarce and we were soon to leave, it was as
much a matter of necessity as aught else. We might
have waited longer and fared worse, but believing in the
old adage now modernized as a "bird in hand is worth two
pair," we instructed Joe to have his boat and helper at the
mouth of the canal at 7 A. M. on the Monday following.
This gave us three days in which to complete our prepara-
tions.

The next thing was the cuMne, and as neither of us
were much in arrears of being true disciples of LucuUus,
we concluded we could fill the larder without having to

seek outside advice. We were old campers, helievine:

that the throe necessaries—food, raiment and shelter

—

should be liberally provided.
Ned had brought three extra brands of hams with him

from home, aud while at Detroit bad laid in other choice
provisions, which were shipped on the steamer Winslow.
This shipment was really unfortunate for us, as the boat,
during the night, ran on a reef in Lake Huron, and in
order to lighten her a hundred tons or more of freight
were consigned to the waters, among which was our
choice stock. We laniented the loss, not pecuniarily, but
fi'om the fact that we could not replace it with the same
quality at the ''Soo,"' aud consequently our entremets
would be somewhat reduced both in flavor and stock.
The loss of these provisions neces:iitated another selec-
tion, and before that was done we must determine the
time desired to remain on the trip, Ned said two months,
I said six weeks, being fully satisfied that the romance of
the Trip would pan out in about four weeks. We finally
settled on a six weeks' stay, and then at once selected
and purchased the following bill:

C 00
aUlha. larrl IIV-

ISlbs. Inil.Tfr (0 ::Hc. 4 50
501 bB. i]nnrQ y.:... _ 1 .50

f>ll"y, ' oy.il uaiiiug powrler iW oOc 2 50
iiOlhs. granulated sugar Sljc: 2 55
6ll>9. beans 35
llh, pepper 30
'i-S[bi. hard bread ;?« SJac 4 42
lOi bs. con] mea.l

Slbs. (_)oloii5 tea ((' iy-r. C 00
lOlbs. fut-loHf sutra r '?v. lilc ... 1 00

3 hnities catsup @ 2oe .50

15 dozen Ptrgs @ ',Uv 3 30
8 cans Califoruia, peadie- fft:, 25: .-J 00
8 cans California p?ars 0' "ntc 3 40
Shags Pair 25
9 bars Ivory soap 45

10
1 dozen wax candles 30

12 boxes sardines Uiz 1 9a
10yds. crasii @ 5c. .50

Clothes Ime
, 25

842.57

This may strike some campers as being an excessive
supply, particularly when trout would be served at each
meal," and in addition an occasional bird or rabbit. The
Indian, it is well known, is simply a glutton when the
chance offers. Not satisfied with two or three meals per
day he will, when occasion offers, arise in the middle of
the night and partake of a bounteous lunch. Our men
frequently complained of headaches, the result undoubt-
edly of over-eating. So you see it is well to have a lib-

eral supply or else your rations will run short and neces-
sitate either a replenishing or a retm'n. We are evidently
correct as to the sup]3ly of food.
The time to leave soon came, and wdien we arose on

the appointed morning we were fairly bubbling over with
enthusiasm, so eager were we to lure and play a trout.
After our early breakfast we waited some time for our
boatmen, and began to think they would not put in an
appearance at all. They came, however, hut it was fully
an hour after tlie appointed time, their excuse being the
rowing of their boat that morning all the way from Point
aux Pins, where they were then located with their fami-
lies engaged in gathering huckleberries. Another hour
was now consumed in getting all our things hauled to
the head of the canal, where the boat was at anchor.
Here we sat for fully another hour before they came,
they having remained at the Soo to make some purchases
for their ramilies, which they desired to leave with them
en route. We had come to the conclusion duriiig the
anxious wait that they had been toying with fire water,
as I had that morning advanced John, Joe's assistant,
five dollars for his family. In addition to this I had the
day before allowed Joe to draw seventeen dollars. This
is generally customary, as their families must have sup-
port wliile their husbands are away. I had every con-
fidence in Joe's appearing, knowing full well that he
viTould not prove unreliable, though there was slight
danger that the tempting fluid might have proved too
strong a temptation while he had the %vherewith.

FOR "FOREST AND STREAM" READERS.

WE have secured, for the private information of the
readers of Forest AND Stream, knowledge of a

number of streams and lakes easily accessible from this
city, where we beheve tliat good fishing for trout and
black bass may be had. This information, much of
which comes from j)rivate sources, we are not at liberty
to print, but we shall be glad to furnish it without charge
to any reader of Foeebt and Stream who will apply
for it, either personally or by letter.

Striped Bass in the Hudson.—On Monday last there
was exhibited at Abbey & Imbrie's a 301b3. striped bass
taken with hook and line near Tarrytown, N. Y. While
fish of this size and even larger are often taken up the
river in>jQets, it is very unusual to learn of the capture of
a ''big feUow" in the Hudson by means of hook and line.

ANGLING NOTES.
POSSIBLY some of the readers of Forest and Stream

may remember a little book published years ago
called the "Blackwater Chronicle, which gave a very in-

teresting description of the adventures of a party of gen-
tlemen in search of trout among the mountains of western
Virginia, in Randolph county. It was ilhistrated by
Porte Crayon (G-en. Strouthers) who afterward made up
another jjarty and penetrated into the wilderness as far
as the headwaters of the Cheat and Blackwater rivers,

where they camped for a week and had a royal good time
with the trout. Porte Crayon wrote this trip up and it

was published in Harjxrs Magazine. From all accounts
there is considerable wilderness left there yet, and it is

still an angler's paradise and well worthy of a visit. The
Cheat River and the B'ackwater abound with good-sized
trout and the upper Potomac fm-nishes excellent black
bass fishing. The nearest railroad station is Elkins, from
which point the angler had better drive to Mingo Flats;
the ride alone is said to be well worth the trip. The best
flies for this region are the professor, cowdung, coach-
man, brown-palmer, Abbey and march-brown; these
should be tied on an No. 8 sproat. The wading is rough
and hob-nailed shoes are not only a comfort, but a neces-
sity.

No doubt manj'' anglers have noticed how often trout
change their location, particularly in lakes and ponds.
A curious instance of this was related to me by Mr. A.
B, Knapp, of this city, who sjjent a couple of weeks in
the Rangeley Lake region last September. He was pass-
ing through Kennebago Lake, when his guide stopped
the canoe at the mouth of a stream and told him to try a
cast there, as once in a while it was a great place for
trout. At the first cast the water fairly boiled with
eager fish, and at once two were hooked and soon landed
As there seemed to be so many Mr. Knapp timed himself
and tried to see how many he could catch in an hour.
The guide unhooked them and threw them back as fast
as they were caught, and when the hour was up told him
he had returned just 102 to the water. Mr. Knapp re-

ported the wonderful catch to the rest of the party that
evening, and the next day they all visited the same spot
expecting great sijort, but no fish were there; they had
left for parts unknown and probably the party had their
opinion of Mr. Knapp's fish story. But it w-as true never-
theless.

The old saying, "When the horse-chestnut leaves are
as big as your nail, then the blackfish bite without fail,"

came true this year to the dot. And the thousands of
New York fishermen who visit the bays and harbors
around this city are happy, for, next to the universal
flounder, no fish is caught in greater numbers or is more
rehable than the blackfish. Many use the humble hand
line for these fish, but they afford greater sport on a stiff

rod. Use a small Virginia or Chestertown hook snelled
on twisted linen in pairs—bait with the tough part of a
soft clam or a fidler crab. When the tide runs swift a
rather heavy sinker is necessary, as the fish is a bottom
feeder. The favoi'ite resort for blackfish is around rocky
ledges or old wrecks. The wreck of the Black Warrior is

a famous ground, but rather diOicult to find; there is also
a wreck of an Italian ship opposite Manhattan Beach
which is favorite ground for big blackfish. The shores
of Long Island Sound from NewRocheileto New London
afford excellent blackfishing, and at the latter locality
they are caught as large and as plentiful as at any place
along the coast. Scarlet-Ibis.

Natural Bridge Trout.—New York, April 25.—Your
old correspondent '•F"lin"" writes me from Natural Bridge,
Va., the letter given herewith, and it seems to me of so
much interest to anglers that 1 give it to you verbatim.
The "sheet of paper'" measures lOJin.-H. S. Chandler.
The letter reads: "Natural Bridge, Va., April 23.

—

Yesterday, svith a small 'coon' as guide, I drove down to
the James and was shoved across in a flat boat, when
after a few rods the creek came tumblmg down: an ideal
trout stream, about 30ft. wide, swift in places and filled

with likely holes. I put on some flies, and in a moment
a trout started for it, but he decided not to bite after he
had gotten within about an inch of the tail fly, nor would
he rise again. I tried flies for a half-hour without catch-
ing a fish, and then descended to the 'barnyard-hackle."
Standing on a tree ti-unk. which had been thrown across
the stream'as a bridge, I let my bait go down on the cur-
rent about 50ft,, when I felt a yank, aud in a second I
found I had hooked a fine fish.

* He fought savagely and
it was some little while before I could land him, as I had
no net and the boy was with the horse on the road. The
fish finally swallowed enough water to drown him and I
pulled him ashore. He was fully Sin. longer than this
sheet of paper and weighed over a pound. I got another
from the same place within nve minutes, but a trifle

smaller. The day was very hot and with a bright un-
clouded sun, and I fished only in the middle of the day,
10 to 4, and had no wading boots, but I caught 9 as hand-
some fish as I ever saw, and was satisfied. I shared them
with the people here for breakfast. I took a walk this
morning and got within oOf t. of a fox. There is a den of
four bears within three miles of here, and wild turkeys
are shot across the river five miles away in the fall, and
there are a few deer within 15 miles, to say nothing of
countless partridges, etc.

—

F'lin."

Wesifield, Mass.—The trout season opened here with
a rush on the first. Most of the members of the gentle
craft who could wield a pole or chuck a bug were out
after trout. In many cases from fifteen to twenty per-
sons would be found upon the new stream, so anxious
were all to avail themselves of the open season. Various
catches were to be seen running in quantity from a few
fingerlings to a respectable creel of from 5 to 81bs. The
most successful catch so far as individual size is concerned
was that of the veteran fisherman James Liswell, who
caught a magnificent specimen of Salmo fontinalis in the
Still Pond, so called, (which is about half "a mile from the
station of the B. & A. R. R.), which weighed 2lbs. 6ioz.
It was placed in the show window of tackle dealer Lewis
shortly after its capture, attracting crowds the rest of the
day. The weather thus far is too cold for fishing, and
the snow in the woods in this neighborhood is too deep to
admit of fishing for some days to come. Fishermen gen-
erally predict a larger catch of trout this summer than
last, as the result of stocking the streams the past two
seasons, which will result in larger fish andmoie of ihstmt

:

—WOROKOCO,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CH:T0A.G0, 111., April 23,—It would seem that we are

to be snipeless this spring. There is so much water
everywhere that the birds are scattered. George Airey
got 61 snipe on the "S ig," south of town, last Thursday,
but that is the only shooting I hear of. Tom Marshall
writes Charlie Willard from Keithsburg, on the Mississijipi

River, that the snipe are not there in any quantity. Clark
Neltnor said yesterday from Fox Lake that a few snipe
were in there and that the bass were biting well. Snipe
have made their appearance around Ft. Dodge, Iowa, and
indeed they are probably away north of here. They can
be heard in the air at night all around Calumet Lake, but
none seem to be stopping. Al Sharp and Dick Turtle only
got 21 at Water Valley in two days, Billy Mussey had a
big hunt and got one snipe this week, and one is a good
many this week. I have not fired a gun this spring,"and
since reading the recent editorial in Forest and Stebam
have about concluded I won't go out at all.

Mr. Lew Harrison, of Minneapolis, is again in town,
I don't know what makes him, but believe he is buying
his spring tackle.

Spring tackle is getting to bs of great importance just
now, for the bass season will soon be upon us. I should
not counsel bass fishing in serious earnest until nearly the
first of June, for the run and the spawning season should
first be over. I do not know of any bass having been
caiight yet, except a half-dozen taken by our party at
Momence, 50 miles below here, on the Kankakee River.
Mr, Harryman, Mr. Hirth and myself went down there
more to wet our lines than anything else, and to spy out
a new land for the people. We found a great many fish-

ing, and learned that a number of bass had been caught
under the dams. We caught two or three bass apiece,
but I can't say that we should be very proud of that,
though we found no spawn, except in one Oswego bass!
We were simply delighted with the Kankakee River at

Momence. It runs through a rock bed there, and for
miles is a swift, dashing, sparkling stream, clear when
we saw it, in spite of the high water. Momence is a
pretty little country town, and the country thereabout is

lively, the shores of the river being high and covered
with blue grass all along that part of the stream. The
Stream itselt is simply lovely. 1 cannot get any word
that it has ever been fished with thefly, but it is elegantly
adapted to that in season, I caught one good bass on the
fly while there. I shall certainly try for bass down that
way later on, for I have found no water around the city
that I like so well as this at first sight, I presume we
may add the Momence trip to the cheap and desii-able

fishing trips out of Chicago, Round trip tickets S3. 70.

Minnows 10 cents a dozen and plenty, such a.s they are.

Hotel good at |1.5U to |'3 a day. The fishing is \vithin
250yds. of the hotel, or begins there. The train leaves
Chicago 4 P. M. or 5:05 P. M., and leaves Momence for
Chicago in the morning at 4:40 or 7:32. No wagon
needed. I don'c know how a much nicer trip could be
planned. It was a new one to me, but I presume there
are plenty of other new ones waiting to be found out,
and of these we shall hear later I hope.

It is high time the lower Kankakee were visited and
investigated and shown up, for certainly a more lament-
able state of absolute lawlessness never existed than is

now displayed there. No feature of the law is observed.
We saw a dozen spearing lights the night we were there,
right in the city limits. We purchased one bass, speared,
that weighed 4ilbs. The bass were working inshore
and were sufl'ering for it. I intended to show this
fish to Dr. Bartlett, our State Commissioner. To him
and Mr. Cole, president of the Fox River Association, I

gave a four-hooked grab hook, or "jig," which we pulled
up from below the dam. At the corner of this same dam
we saw a boy who was working one of these jigs, or
"grab-lines." He had six hooks tied at intervals on a
leaded line, none of the hooks baited. He jerked this
sharply through the water under the corner of the dam,
and in an hour caught a long string of fish. I saw him
catch three magnificent bass, all snagged in the side or
belly. Then I couldn't stand it any more, and told him
to skip or I would stay over and prosecute him. He
skipped, blaspheming, but going. I could not find any
fishway in the upper dam at Momence. In the lower dam
there was a break or cut, apparently, but no fishway.
There are eight dams in forty miles on the Kankakee, I
was told by Mr. Strunk, of Momence, and not a fishway
in one of them. The heights of these dams are as follows:
Two Momence dams, about 6ft. each; Altor dam, 6ft.;

Kankakee dam, 8ft., Wilmington dam, lift.; dam right
at Wilmington, 6ft. : "Feeder" dam, 6ft, ; dam below that,
height unknown. Once there was a sporting club at
Momence. They tell me it broke up because it could
accomplish nothing at getting the ways put in the dams.

I saw Dl-. Bartlett yesterday about this matter, and he
said he would go down at the end of this week and see
what was wrong at Kankakee and Momence. The latter

.
town, he said, had an ordinance requiring the opening of
a section of each dam for three months in the spring. He
had been making a big fight to get a way put in at the
great Wilmington dam. Unless that was in the rest were
useless, and that was a government atTair and therefore
slow. Dr. Bartlett invited me to go down with him on
this trip, and I hope to be able to do so, and in any event
expect to have further news about this lower country,
which is altogether too good to be allowed to waste.
The Fox River and the Kankakee River are the sport-

ing streams for Chicago, and they have actual merit
besides that of accessibility. Both are good streams for
game and excellent streams for fish. Both should be
protected in every possible way as spoi'ting grounds for
the rapidly increasing population of this great city. The
Fox River is protected. I have often called attention to
the splendid work done by the Fox River Association,
and even now cannot find praise enough for it, qualifying
that only with the ho^e that its work may never begin to

lag. The record of this society, which was only organ-
ized in 1888, is a grand one, and shows what a few years
of serious effort can do. It is the only association in the
State which has results to show, but its record is sufiicient

and convincing. It has won every suit, put in fishways
in the dams from the Mississippi River to the head of the
Pox, furnished support to the State Commissioner when
needed, enlisted club after club along the Fox and
Illinois in the work, and even now is morally behind the
great raiding at present in progress against the nebters of
the Illinois, for Mr. Cole, the president, is in receipt of
daily letters regarding the work of the State boal", the

Lotus, which has this spring, under Dr. Bartlett's orders,
filled a big ice house full of illegal nets and is afcer more.
The Fox River Association has filled its stream and lakes
with game fish. Warden Buck reported yesterday that
a big Mississippi River catfish was taken this week clear
up the Fox, above the St. Charles dam. This was not a
game fish, but its capture is cause for exultation, for such
a fish has not been taken there for twenty years, and it

shows that the water way is now open for the fish to run
up even from the big river.

Now what I want to get at is this: If a protective asso-
ciation could be organized for the Fox, and could do so
much work, and accomplish such unquestionable results,

why could not an association be organized also for the
Kankakee?
The Kankakee is unprotected. It is simply ravaged.

That it has a fish in it or a bird along it is a miracle of
natui-e. No butchery is spared its creatures, no illegal,

wasteful or destructive method of taking the life of its

fish and fowl is forgotten. Rob, kill, destroy, biitcher,

spare not, pity nothing—that is the rule of the dweller
along the Kankakee. Yet the Kankakee is a larger and
yet as good a stream as the Fox, and just as close to Chi-
cago. The Chicago ducking clubs are located, it is true,
on the Kankakee jnarshes, which lie in Indiana, but the
best fishing part of the stream is in Illinois. Help the
Illinois end of it, and you certainly help the Indiana end.
Every club man of the Kankakee would be interested in
a Kankakee Fish and Game Association.
Now, why not have it ? No reason not, unless apathy,

indifference or niggardliness. Has not the time gone by
for us to have those things in sportsmanship, especially
in the sportsmanship of Chicago? Has not the time ar-
i-ived to continue a work which we have seen made plain
as possible and effective. All the earth hates a bluffer,

and loves the quiet man who gets there. The Kankakee
is as pretty and good a stream as flows in the West. The
men who camp along its banks are as good men as any,
and they have as UTuch money, and they can organize as
well, and work as well, and accomplish as much, andean
get there if anybody on earth can. Then why not?

I talked with Mr. Cole and Dr, Bartlett about this, and
they thought it over seriously before answering. Then
they did answer, and they sa!id that the association for
the Kankakee ought to be organized, and that they
would back and aid it, counsel and advise it all they
could. Mr. Cole said it would not need much money for
the first year, not as much as the Fox River Association
spent. He could show how to save some money in that
work, and besides the work done in suits by the Fox
River men would not need to be done over so exten-
sively now on the Kankakee, but would serve as prece-
dent. I asked Mr. Cole if he would take the presidency of
such an association, and he said he would act in any ad-
visoi-y ofS.ee, though he would not take the full execu-
tive. Then I asked him if, with an able and respected
vice-president for acting executive and a working secre-

tary and $600 put in bank before a hand was turned, he
would come in and take the headship of the association.
This shook him a good deal. Mr. Cole ought not to be
taken away or subtracted from the Fox River Associa-
tion the least bit in the world, for that institution should
be guarded jealously on the principle of letting well
enough alone. That is what we have to go by, to meas-
ure from, to refer to. But Mr, Cole has showed that he
could get there, and that is the quality wanted in the
leader for this work. There are not many suitable for
it. That is why he is wanted to lead this new move-
ment, if it is ever made. Miscues, blunders, errors are
unavoidable to novices in this work, Mr, Cole and his
associates now know how to avoid much of that, They
have bought their experience. To-day Dr, Bartlett said:

"I use George Cole's name as a club over the law-
breakers, Down along the Fox and Illinois they think
George Cole has horns," Now, the Kankakee association
certainly ought to be organized , and its leader ought to be
a man with horns.

The success of a Kankakee association ought to be
even quicker and easier than that of the Fox River Asso-
ciation. There are the three great clubs, English Lake,
Cumberland, Mak saw-ba. Couldn't Abner Price raise

$150 in a hurry among his English Lake peoph? Couldn't
Geo. Faxmer, "Charlie Gammon, a dozen, twenty, fifty,

in Cumberland Lodge raise a little $150 in about one
evening? Wouldn't Benton Leiter, Roll Organ, Joe Card,
Joe Kinney, Billy Mussey, Dick Cox^ or half a hundred
others, acquire a hundred and a half in about a minute
and a half if they started out and said, "Boys, it has to
come?" Couldn't Henry Ehlers go among his German
friends at the Diana Club and make 'em liquidate $100
before breakfast? Couldn't Dick Turtle and his friends
hustle out $50 from the Water Valley Club? Wouldn't
Momence men put up $50? Wouldn't Kankakee town
jump at a chance to drop in $100?
The difficulty in interesting these clubs is that most of

the men are shooters and fishers. That ought to cut no
figure. The fish wardens could also stop the illegal shoot-
ing of the woodducbs, woodcock, teal and mallards. It

would be a good thing all around. Besides, it is the right
thing, and I'll tell why. Some day there is going to be a
State league of all these protective societies, with an an-
nual meeting at Springfield, and delegates enough to scare
certain legislators who need it. Dr. Bartlett, Mr. Cole
and others are already talking this over. Ic is Mr. Cole's

idea. The time will come for it. The organization of
the Kankakee association would hasten that day. Word
is coming up from the Beardstown Rod and Gun Club
every day now, and Mr. A. A. Greene, their president, is

jubilant. The Fish Commission is doing great work in
this State, and it ought to be known, and so should the fact
of the assistance of these local clubs. They are yanking
them. They are snaking them this year, sure, and now
finally we have got to a place where we can say that the
fish protective work for Illinois is past the day of promise,
and into the day of performance. It's getting there.

Now, what greater step forward in all this work could be
taken than the formation of a little league along the Kan-
kakee? It should be organized, and that for success, and
not for failure.

We make a mistake when we go away up into Wiscon-
sin, or out into Minnesota, or somewhere else, for fine

fishing, be that with bait or fiy. We don't know our own
country. The Kankakee is a lovely stream. Go see it

and then match it for excellence by any other river

within 300 miles. It's too good a stream to be robbed,
abused and ruined by the mob, as now is being done, lb

ought to be ijrotected. It stands to reason that some day

it will be. The organization of the Kankakee association
is a proper and natural thing. Time will bring it. Why
not now? It may not be this year, but I will bet my
rifl°, blankets andnonies that it will be some day.
April "24.—Mr. Greene writes from Beardstown that the

Lotus, the State Commission's steamer, aided by two
men, sent out by the club, captured on the I7l;h two big
focus nets (fykes) and a boat load of other nets, and in-
tended to take a flat boat and go for another load. He
says the market men are getting scared now. He reporta
$75 in the treasury of the Rod and Gvm Club and offers
aid in men or money. Dr. Bartlett yesterday received a
telegram from one of his men that the Lotus had seized
another big focus net in an adjacent creek. I met Mr.
Cole on the street and he told me he had yet another let-

ter from that locality and that a lot more nets had been
seized, but I have not yet had time to go over and see
this last letter. It looks as though they were shaking
things up down BeardstoAvn way. E. Hough.

THE MONARCH OF THE POOL.
THE morning of Sept. 13, 1890, broke in gloom over

the State of Maine and the rain beat a restful tattoo
upon our camp on the Little Jo Mary, and contributed to
a lengthy morning snooze on our fragrant beds of spruce
and hemlock. The camp-fire sizzled and spit—the cir-

cling smoke now forced to earth by fitful gusts of wind
and again circling up and losing itself in the branches.
The weird notes of the loon made mournful threnody
with the soughing of the wind in the treetops and the
swish of the waves as they broke upon the shore. Dur-
ing the forenoon we snoozed, played whist (our wives
being members of the party), oiled boots, made needed
repairs to tackle, mounted some new casts of flies—when
came the summons to report at the dinner table. Our
stomachs always accompany us on our outings and we
strive to treat them as we would our best friends, and •

years of experience have made us somewhat fastidious in
the selection of a chef. The savory odors that had reached
our cami) for some lime previous attested his skill, and
these joined to our sojourn in nature's haunts high up in
the mountains had so sh.arpened our appetites that we
stood not upon ceremony in obeying the call. That we
did ample justice to the inner man and to the skill of oar
chef, may be inferred when it is known that the one rule
ihat he thought he would have to make and enforce was
one limiting our time at table to an hour and a half !

The x-ain having ceased, our friend of former camps,
H, S, Seeley, jumps up from the table and sings out:
"Here's a go for a paddle to the upper end of the lake."
No sooner said than he and the writer with Frank

Jones as factotum are off.

The clouds rolled low and Katahdin's nightcap was still

upon its head. Spiteful whitecaps broke against and
over the bows of our canoe, b\it being well laden we rode
along quite smoothly. Not expecting to do much if any
fishing we left all of our cackle behind save a cheap rod
that had been left on the beach under the overturned
canoe, and a few casts of flies which we carried in our
hats.

A beautiful sand bar and shoal has been formed by the
action of the Avater where a brook enters the lake, passing
which we find deep water extending back from the moiith
about a fourth of a mile, now broken only by gentle rip-
ples. The width varies from twenty to fifty yards with a
forest growth on either aide and an occasional bouldof as
large as a small house jutting out from either shore or
nearly submerged in the water.
Who could resist the temptation to cast? The rod was

soon jointed and a cast made by Harry, a second, a third,
and a rise and a strike. Ah! and a' game boy is he. I
grasp my watch to take the time as he flashes his beauti-
ful sides out of water. Down he goes, out again! down
and off as the pliant rod yields and the reel sings a tune
to which Paganini never played an adequate accompani-
ment.

It is give and take, and take and give for twenty
minutes, when our disciple of Uncle Izaak begins to think
it more labor than fan. puts severe strain upon the rod
and forces the fight. By dint of great efifort and con-
siderable skill he leads the victim around to the stern,
where I sit, and as I reach out my hand to grasp the line
to lift him in, the fish makes a plunge for liberty, break-
ing the rod at the second tying from the tip, but T grasp
the line on the instant and he is in the canoe and the
struggle is ended; and we have an addition of two and a
half pounds of beautiful freight to our cargo,
"Well, yes! he made a splendid tight and I am tired.

You take the rod, Doctor, and give them a try,"
Examining the rod we find it like all cheap goods, only

"a delusion and a snare," The strip's had never been
cemented, but glued, and the glufi yielding to the mois-
ture, had allowed the strips to ee]nrate and bend over
nearly to a right angle. Had we another rod along this
one doixbtless would have gone where it de&erved—to the
bottom. But we straightened it out, split a quill tooth
pick and bound it firmly about the rod with a bit of line
and startf'd down stream toward the lake.

We had gone some distance witbuut a rise and T began
to distrust my store flies, A huge sunken tr(?e, which
had fallen athwart the str ,'pm at an angle and right in
line with an immense boulder, which extended into the -

water, turned the current and made a whirlpool that
looked to be a most promising spot, and we did our best
for "distance, delicacy and accuracy." And, lo! a rise!

a swirl of the water and all is quiet. I note that he is

a large one, and distrusting my flies tell the paddlers to
send the craft right along to the shoal. Here I mount a
cast of flies tied by Geo. H, Burtis, of this city, composed
of Parmachenee belles for hand and tail fly with a Jenny
Lind for dropper, and back we turn to try conclusions
with his lordship. We near the spjt and redoul^le our
efforts. A rise, a strike, and right a bL.ut face went our
canoe down stream for the lake as if drawn hj a .span of
ponies. And here we are anchored to a giant" with a dis-
abled rod and no gaff or landing net. Let him go, says I,

keeping the canoe in mid-sti-eam, and if he reaches the
clear water of the lake I will make a landing at the sand
bar and reel him out on the beach. We fight minute by
minute and contest inch by inch. We near the mouth
and I prepare to step out. but no, says he, as he makes a
grand break and darts up stream as if he divined my
purpose. He sulks, and we think it safe to reel in—

a

dart to the surface, a break, a dive, a break and dive
again. Break, dive, dart, sulk succeed break, dive, dart
and sulk! Minutes have sped along into an hour and yet
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he is not subdued. As we start from the rapids on the
fourth trip I avow that it will be trout or no trout this
time when we reach the sand bar, as the fatigue that has
supervened has long since eliminated the element of
sport and excitement from the unequal contest, I give
him the butt of the rod and succeed in getting his nose
out of the water. He throws all his weight on the rod
and the pUant thing permits him to dive well below the
surface.
Again I get his head out of water and again he dives,

but with less strength and detarmination : and he sooner
yields to the pressure on the rod. His strength fails and
yet he is game and a very unwilling captive. We reach
the bar and 1 step out, followed by the crew. The'oanoe
is beached and I reel in. The boatmen, armed with a
paddle, surround his kingship and follow him in until I
land upon the sand this foeman worthy of our steel. He
tipped the scales at 4ilbs., and while many a larger one
has fallen victim to the tempting lure and human skill, I
cannot conceive of and never expect to have, a greater
battle than I had, with this monarch of the pool.

If any reader of Forest a^'d Stream would like to try
his luck and test his skill in this attractive and romantic
region, which is outside the beaten path and yet easy of
access, a line of inquiry addressed to L. M. Gerrish, Bur-
onville. Me., will secm-e all needed information. Mr.
Gerrish was our guide and clief, and we cannot say too
much in his praise. ' Geo. MoAleee.
WoBGESXiSB, Mass.

APRIL TROUT.
THE April fishing for trout in Connecticut, New Jer-

sey and Pennsylvania has not come up to the expec-
tations of the anglers. The fish liave not reached their
prime condition and show very little interest in anything
except the worm. In Connecticut a sentiment in favor of
changing the date of the open season from April 1 to May
1 appears to be growing. A great many small trout have
Been caught and few large ones; the largest recorded is

one of 23oz., taken by Mr. Potter, of Forestville. Con-
necticut ptreams have been depleted by over-fishing and
the use of explosives.
In Pennsylvania large trout have formed a greater ratio

of the catch; the good work of the Fish Commission in
restocking natural trout streams which had been fished
out is attracting universal attention and the anglers are
reaping the benefit of the State's liberality. The Schuvl-
kill valley has yielded a goodly number of fine trout,
among them numerous specimens of about fib. in weight]
"When the balmy air of May is fragrant with the per-

fume of apple blossoms, and the meadows are bright
with the golden buttercuj); when the pale anemone lifts
its modest head in shady woods and the busy hum of in-
sect life mingles with the plaintive notes of nesting birds,
the angler may seek his favorite streams and match his
choicest flies and consummate skill against the cunning
of the vigorous and wary trout with reasonable assurance
of rare enjoyment and am]3le reward.

Missouri Valley Association.—Kansas Citv, Mo.,
April 21—Editor Forest and Stream: It is im'portant
that the sportsmen generally shotild know that we (Kan-
sas City sportsmen) are working just as hard as our
friends and neighbors are. We have used our best efforts,
and by the aid of our worthy representative, Mr. Coots,
for wbich we thank him very much, will have a law in
about sixty days which we intend shall protect the fish
and game of our section, at least. We want the public
t-o know that in the last threee months we have perfected
an organization known as the Missouri Valley Fish and
Game Protective Association, and at our last meeting it

was shown to have 807 members in good standing. Uncle
Joe Erwin, one of the oldest veterans as an angler, is our
permanent president, and we are fully satisfied that there
is no one in our State that is more earnest in the matter
than Uncle Joe. Some time in the future we shall give
you the joke he played on some of the Down East anglers
before he emigrated to this country. He being in such a
position as to prosecute the law breakers, and having the
money to back him, we feel sure that we shall soon have
better fishing than we have had in the past. James
Whitfield, who is connected with our leading daily paper
and is a great rustler, is the secretarj^ of our organization,
and is very active and a well-informed man. The season
for angling here has been very backward, and so far we
have not heard of any great catches having been made;
but if this season is as favorable as the last, no doubt we
shall be able to give you an account of some of the great
game fish procured in the West before the season is over,
—Scott.

Sullivan County Trout.—Woodbourne, N. Y., April
34.— Never in the history of trout fishing have the indi-
cations been so favorable for a great season, as everv
circumstance promises for the coming summer an abund-
ance of sport for the worthy angler. The winter has
been favorable, as there were no ice jams in the streams
to do destructive work, as is too often the result in the
breaking up of winter in these mountain streams. And
the beneficial evidences of a continual stocking have
encouraged the residents to greater energy. This season,
as heretofore, over 1,000,000 trout fry w'ere distributed
throughout the county at the heads of the many streams.
This good work has been carried on for the pa^t ten
years. It takes about four years for the young trout to
reach the desired size, whei-i they can make it interesting
for a 7oz. rod in the hands of an amateur angler. There
are about 500 miles of trout streams throughout the
county, convenient to the line of the New York, Ontario
and Western R. R., and some of these streams are the
most popular in the State. Among them are the Never-
sink, Willowemoc, Beaverkill and Mongaup. TheNever-
sink has its source in the Big Indian Mountain and flows
through a wild and romantic part of the county, it is one
succession of pools, eddies and rapids, in which sport the
spotted beauties varying in size, and frequently reach up
into the pounds. The largest catch for last" year was
made by a guide living at the village of Woodbourne,
who thought it no trick to fill a 13 or Ulbs. basket dm'ing
the day, with as fine specimens of brook and California
trout as one could hope to hook. The California trout
were first placed in the Neversink River by Seth Green
as an experiment, to learn if they would propagate, and
since the stocking by Seth Green a number of shipments
of the same species have been successfully placed in the
small brooks leading into the main streams; they gi-ow

almost twice as large as the native brook trout in the
same length of time. Experienced fishermen hereabouts
look for the best sport during the months of May and
June, when fly-fishing will begin in earnest, and they
safely predict for this season a greater catch than has
ever before been known.—Observer.

Keuka Lake.—Dundee, N. Y., April 37.—Trout fish-
ing in Lake Keuka has opened very satisfactorily this
year. Several tine catches have already been made.
Eighty pounds of trout were recently brought in in one
afternoon by the guests of the Lake Keuka House. The
fish are running larger than for several seasons past at
this time of year. Dr. Phillips, of Penn Yan, captured
one last week weighing I4,5lb8. and measuring 37in. in
length. Several weighing lOlbs. have also been caught.
—Guy Grundy.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
D06 SHOWS.

April 28 to May 2.—Dog Show of ttie Galifornia Kennel Ciuh, at
San Francisco, Gal. H. L. Miller, SecV.
Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the YoUTigstown Keimel Club, at

YoTingafo^vn. O.
Sep). 9 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. U to 18.—Toronto Ir.dustrial Exhiliition Associcstion Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Supt.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 30.-Gentral Meld Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

LRxington, N. G. C. H. Odell, Sec'y. 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.

COCKER SPANIELS AT CHICAGO.
Editor Forest and. Stream:
As an owner and exhibitor of dogs, I desire to protest

in the most emphatic way against Forest aicd STEE^m, a
journal which the dog-loviogpuljlic look to for accairate nnd
unbiased reports of the different dog shows that are held,
being made themedium for abusing and maligning my span-
iels by a disajjpointed exhibitor. My special cause of com-
nlaiut is yonr report of cocker spaniels at the Chicago show.
It is not my indention to enter into a newspaper discussion as
to the cocker spaniels shown at Chicago turtber than to say
that the dog which Mr. Bell appears desirous of setting
back has won at five shows this spring, nuder tour different
judges, six first prizes, two second prizes, cue third prize
and Ave special prizes. Further, that he can beat, under
the official judges of the American Spaniel Club, any cocker
dog (or bitch either) that Mr. Bell owns; for fun, money or
marbles.
You say, in regard to the cocker .spaniel classes; "George

Bell writes us the notes on them." I am quite ready to admit
the statement as correct, and believe any one with ordinary
perception would not require to be informed of the fact, but
would see that there was a "nigger in the fence" after reading
the report. It is quite evident that Mr. Bell did not exnect
that his name would appear in cotmection with the report.
[Here follows Mr. Bell's repoi-t in parallel columns accom-

panying his criticisms on his own dogs and those of his com-
petitors. Space will not permit our publishing it, especially
as it is only a repetition of a report already printed. In jus-
tice to Mr. Bell we may say that he signed his name in full
to the report in question.]
Any one who will say that this report was a strictly fair

and impartial report is stating what is untrue. A glance
shows that all the dogs owned by the writer of the report
have all the essential points of the breed, leaving almost
nothing to be desired. All Mr. Bell's dogs (if you take his
word for it) are "world-beaters," grand movers, etc. None
of the other dogs appear to have been "in it." Still, Mr.
Kelles, who is one of the official judges of the Spaniel Club,
thought differently; andwhen Mr. Bell found that hecouldnot
work successfully the big game of bluff on the judge that he
intended, he became abusive and so impertinent in the ring
that Mr. Nelles finally asked him who was judging the do^s.
The spaniels at Chicago were placed as 'a majority of the
Spaniel Club judges would have placed them, and I think
that this report, belittling every dog not owned by himself
comes with very poor grace.
This same George Bell wrote me, under date of March 13,

1891 (less than a month before the Chicago .show), in reply to
a letter of mine, stating that I desired to dispose of all my
spaniels, the following peculiar letter;

TOF.OSTO, March 13.—Mr. A. Laidlaw.—Dear Daidlaw:
Your letter to hand. I am showing at Chicago and Denver
only. I have got a strong kennel of blacks, do. reds, do.
livers. Would not care to buy any at present, but would
show about three of yours for you in my name and do my
best to sell them for you. Let me know wh.at you think of
this.— G. Bell.
Mr. Bell has for several years never lost an opportunity of

abusing my dogs and myself personally. He has followed
the same tactics with regard to other spaniel men, tmtil
forbearance has ceased to be a virtue. I naA'e hopes, how-
ever, that he will in future devote his attention more strictly
to his own business, and if by doing so he can produce the
"world-beaters" he claims to have (but which he has not) I
will acknowledge the fact as quickly as any one. My
own opinion is that your reporter was much more compe-
tent to criticise the cocker spaniels at Chicago than the man
who supplied the notes for the report.

Andrew Laii)la.w.
WoonsTOCK, Ont., April 31.

IVTASTIFFS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
iSTotwithstanding the opinion of the judge at the last New

York bench show that champion Beaufort was a used up
specimen, authority of greater weight says Beaufort never
looked or appeared better or was in better show condition
and health, "and that no one could say that he showed the
first symptoms of weakness in any part of his grand frame."
He was there as he always has proved himself in the strong-
est company and before all judges, king of the stud and of
the show ijench.

Why has the mastiff fallen in popularity? Not from any
fault of the dog, for he is still the most trusty and noble of
all. Is it not more on account of the poor specimens that
have appeared with few exceptions at our principal shows
for the last two years? Why have not the old breeders
brought out anything new? Is it to be supposed that with
tlie best bitches that can be obtained from England in their
kennels and with such a sire as chamDion Beaufort has
proved himself, that within the past two years they have
bred nothing worth .showing. If yon think so visit their
kennels and judge for yourself. Should there be a jitdge
at New York next spring who is a recognized authority, a
breeder who has owned and bred good ones, then you will

see a class of mastiffs that America can be proud of. It
wdll have the same effect on quality and the increase of the
mastiff classes that it did in 1888, when Mr. W. K. Taunton
was the judge there. Then the value of Beaufort as a stud
mastiff would be more plainly seen.
Besides the quality of Beaufort's get, he has sired the

largest and strongest litters; besides, bitches thati have been
unable to get in whelp by other dogs after repeated trials
for the last three years, have had fine litters by him. At
first I regretted that there were no entries made of Beaufort
pups that be had sired .since he came over, but afterward I
saw it was best that they were away. I w^as anxious to
show the great value of Beaufort to American breeders
when properly mated. Ma.stiff breeders will remember the
exhibition of mastiffs given at the Crystal Palace in honor
of the visit of the president of the American Mastiff Club,
and of the presentation of the mastiff bitch Albion (cham-
pion Hotspur—Nita) by Dr. Sidney Turner to Dr. Derby,
and his remark that by the unity of Beaufort and the Albion
blood the finest pups should be obtained. Shortly after
Albion's arrival she was .sent to my kennels and was ln:ed
to Beaufort, when she whelped one of the most remarkable
litters in every respect, so far as cmality and quantity goes.
She gave birth to 10 dogs and 5 bitch e,s. I call this B^eati-
fort's great, prize litter. Well may Dr. Derby be proud of
it. He will stand many points ahead whenever any appear
on the show bench should it be before a judge who knows a
mastiff. J. L. WiifCHELL.
Fair H/Vvbn, Vt., April 18.

THE AMERICAN SPANIEL CLUB JUDGES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice, in April 16 issue, that a member of the above
club wishes to tell some of us how to cast otir vote for the
two vacancies that remain on the list of judges. Mr. Hem-
ingway and :Mr, West, as explained, will not be on the list
and two others Avill lake their places. Who shall those two
be? I think another misht be .substituted for Mr. Nelles,
thereby making thrRe. Mr. Kirk, of Toronto, is mentioned
as one and will probably give great satisfaction, Mr. Win-
slow is the other. I do not hold with his nomination.
Should not caU him a spaniel man; he is a first-rate gentle-
man socially—none other like him, and a great favorite and
as good a point; r judge as we have in America, but I am
sure the last few years he has not dabbled in .spaniels.
Count him out and put in "long and low" Otis Fellows. Now
la.st, but not least, comes the best of the trio, one who has
proved himself time and again the shrewde.st buyer and
breeder of any one in the country—that is G-eo. Bell. A man
who bujrs Obos and such like for !S4 and makes champions
of them is quite qualified as a judge. So cast your vote as
follows and be euided by your father and vbu won't go
wrong—Mason, Wilmerding, Willey, Oldham, Otis Fellows,
Elirk, Geo. Bell and Laidlaw. Pater.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It was with much reluctance that, during the past circuit,

I had to so often disagree with the awards and criticisms of
the spaniel classes, and particularly where the Spaniel Club's
cups were competed for. I always avoided saying anything
where I was interested in any degree, and wish to make it
clear with regard to Baron's competition for the cup, that I
carefully prevented any arrangements whereby I became in-
terested in his defeat or success. This is a point I wish my
fellow members to know. In a recent issue you had a com-
munication recommending certain men for the new list of
judges for the Spaniel Chib, which did not seem to be ex-
actly to the taste of many exhibitors, and it seems tome
that the members of the club do not require to be so in-
structed. I wish to say in reply that, with many others, I
think that some provision should be made for some one
competent to handle the large Irish water spaniel classes at
the Western shows, and that others thoroughly acquainted
with the Clumber, the field, as well as cocker spaniels,
should be on the new list. In thus insuring a good and
equal representation for each variety, a fair proportion of
Canadians should be on the list, not only because it is their
right and equally proper as a matter of courtesy, but also
because of the desirability of having the judges so located
that their expenses will not be too heavy for "show commit-
tees. EDWrN H, ilOREIS.
New York, April 24.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
An executive meeting of the National Beagle Club was

held at -Mi Washington street, Boston, Mass., April 35.
'

President O. W. Brooking called the meeting to order at
8 o'clock, the roll call showing two absentees. Minutes of
la.st meeting read and approved. Committees on banc£uet
and decoration gave their reports and were discharged.
Several communications were read and accepted. Mr.

Schellhass was further instructed to fullfil duties imposed
upon him at the amalgamation meeting held at New York
and was elected delegate to represent the National Beagle
Club at meetings of the American Kennel Club. Mr, W. S.
Gates, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, was elected a member.
Dr. W. A. Power, chairman, Messrs. Rutter, Jamieson,

Clark and Turpin were appointed a committee by the presi-
dent to carry out the vote of the club in regard to incorpora-
tion under the laws of Massachusetts.
Much discussion in regard to the National Beagle Club

field trials followed and the executive committee was in-
structed to look up and report at the next meeting any
grounds they may see before that time. It is exoected at
the next meeting the time and place may be selected so that
those who desire to train their dogs may be assured that the
field trials will be held. The prizes will be liberal and a
large entry is expected. Meeting then adjourned until Sat-
urday, May. 3. Hubite.

THE LATE MR. PORTER,
Editor Forest and Stream:
By a vote of the Executive Committee of the Bulldog Club

of America, the following was adopted:
miercas, The All-Wise Disposer of htiman events has

taken from us by the hand of death, .suddenly on the 16th
inst., our highly respected friend, colleague and vice-presi-
dent, Edgar Sheffield Porter, who was one of the prime
movers in the formation of our club and has been our valued
associate, be it

Resolved, That acquiescing as we must in this dispensa-
tion of Divine Providence, we cannot but lament the loss we
have sustained, as individuals, and as members of this club.
Besolved, That we express in this manner our* high ap-

preciation of his many excellent qualities which endeared
him to each one of us, and of his valuable services so cheer-
fully rendered to the club, and of which we regret that we
must henceforth be deprived.
Resolved, That these proceedings be imblished, as our

testimony of the worth ot one who has been called from us,
in the summer of his years and usefulness, and that they bo
communicated to his family as expressive of our cordial
sympathy in their great bereavement.

Chas. D. CtTGLE, Sec'y.

HAMILTON DOG SHOW.—Hamilton, Canada.—Editor
Forest and Stream: I have the pleasure to inform you hereby
that the bench show of the Hamilton Kennel Club will be
held in this city on 9th, lOfch and 11th Sept., 1891. and the
clubnow claims these dates.—A. D. Stewart, Pres.H. K. C.
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THE VREDENBUROH-PESHALL CASE.

THE trial of jSIr. Chaa. J. Peshall, charged -with libel, for

having said that, the accounts of the American Kennel
Club were jiiggled.was concltided last Friday,-wheu the jury,

having weighed the evidence in the case, brought in their

finding that there was no libel in what Mr. Peshall had
written.
The evidence was sumnied up on Thursday afternoon.

Judge Martine concluded his charge shortly after 1 o'clock

on Friday, and the jury retired. They were an intelligent

set of men, "a jury 'of business men," as the Court had
characterized them'; and among the twelve were three prac-

tical book-keepers. Their first ballot .showed 7 for acquittal

and 5 for conviction; the second 8 for acquittal; the third 9.

There it stood; and so determined were the 3 for conviction

that in the jury room a disagreement was thought inevit-

able. Then they sent for Mr. Vredenburgh's books. It was
discovered that although these were a part of the evidence
iu the case, they had already been taken back to the A.K.C.
office; but after'an hour's delay they were brought into court

and by consent of counsel on both sides were delivered to

the jury. The three jurors who had all this time been
standing out for conviction took a look at the books. There
was no further argument nor delay. The jury returned to

the court room, and Foreman Samuel Levon announced the

verdict. "J^ot guilty."
The case grew out of Mr. Peshall's criticism of the man-

agement of the A. K. C. This began in the winter of 1888-9,

and was continued, until on June 19, 1890, in an article pub-
lished in FOREST AND Stream, Mr. Peshall charged that the
financial management of the club, as evinced by the treas-

urer's reports, was false and fraudulent. As a reply to this

article Sec. Treas. Vredenburgh preferred counter charges
against Mr. Peshall and summoned him to appear to answer
them at a special meeting of the advisory committee in July,

1890. Mr. Peshall denying the jurisdiction and even the
legal existence of the committee, refused to appear. The
committee refen-ed the charges to theclub. The controversy
over the accounts was continued in FOREST AKD Stream.
On Sept. 18 Mr. Vredenburgh made a complaining affidavit

before, the Grand Jury charging Mr, Peshall with libel. The
charge was based on the article of .June 19, and specified in

particular the following paragraphs which we copy as they
appear in the indictment:

I have also opposed the financial manaeement of this Club
rtneaning the said American Kennel Olubl and for fear that I may
nave been misuuderstood, permit me now to say that the financial

management as eriaced by the reports made, are not only false

and fraudulent, false, because they are not true, and fraudulent
because they have been made with the intention to deceive.

the _

burgh]" staVcd'to ine out of his own mouth, substantially that I

had made no mistake in nominating Mr. Belmont, as he had come
Into the oflice mourning over the smallness of the bank account
and replenished it with a large sum of money. At the annual

I
meaning ^^^^ ^ . .

ports, commencing from Dec. 5, 1888. and showing tbe halancn as

reported at the previous meeting $5.39, and on Jan. 11, ,'61,228.28. If

any book-keeper will now take these two amounts and examine
them, there is only one conclusion that he can come to, and that

Is this, that thev are false. The item of 81,338.28 win not earned
by the Club [meaning the said American Kennel Club], there was
no possible resource from which the club could earn this item, and
the club [meaning the said American Kennel Club] did not earn

it, it was either borrowed, book-keeped or juggled into the ac-

cotmts.

May 8, 1858, the American Kennel Club treasurer's [meaning the
said A. P. Vredenburgh's] report shows 8128.01 on Band. Secre-

tary goes to Europe, returns Dec. 3,1888. Dec. 6, WSS, mak^s a
report dated Dec. 5; balance on band $5.39, At the same meeting
asked to have reaistration fee increased 100 per cent., because
stud book was always published at a loss. On same month states

to the writer, received a large amount of money from the presi-

dent. Feb. 31, 1889. makes two reports on one day, which show
upon their face fully as much jugglery as cauld have been gotten

into one report in two days.

January, 1830, secretary and treasurer [meaning the said A. P.

Vredenburgh] published an annual statement showing that from
and during the year 1889 he [meaning the said A. P. Vredenburgh]
had received from the dog niea and breeders of th's country

S8,313.26, and that he [meaning th^ said A. P. Vredenburgh] and a
few others had esoeuded S7,03T.6«, and yet he [meaning the said

A. P. Vredenburgh] fails to show in any of his reports where the
dog men and breeders have received any benefit from thp expen-
diture of this monev; for no stud book was published during the
year and for some two months thereafter,

Mr. Vredenburgh's affidavit was sustained by others sworn
to by Messrs. Jas. L. Anthony and A. C. "Wilmerding. Upon
these an indictment was fotind by the Grand Jury, and on
Sept. 25, at a time when the A. K. C. had convened in secret

session to suspend him, Mr. Peshall was arrested on a charge
of criminal libel. He pressed for an early trial, but the pros-

ecution put the case ofi:' with one excuse and another, and it

was not until after numerous postponements—nine it is

said—that he finally succeeded last week in getting his case

before a jury. The trial began Friday morning, April 17,

was resumed' on Monday, and concluded on Friday last.

Mr. Peshall, who is a lawyer, conducted his own defense

and did it with great skill. The old saw is that a man who
tries his own case has a fool for a client. Mr. Peshall did

not illustrate the truth of the saying, though his position

was recognized to be a difficult one; and it was a tremendous
physical and mental strain on the man: and when, on the

afternoon of the fifth day of the trial, he came to tbe sum-
ming up, he exhibited manifest signs of exhaustion. From
the beginning he showed that the prosecution was notgoing
to catch him napping at any stage of the game. If ever a

lawyer pleaded a case with a firm conviction of the merits

of his side it was Peshall defending Peshall. This unmis-
takable sincerity had its effect upon the jury from the first.

Those who heard the man knew that, right or wrong, he be-

lieved he was right; and before he finished he had made
most of them share this belief with him. His opening
address was a creditable effort, with passages marked by
true eloquence. The lines of defense—the points which he
endeavored to prove—were that the publication of the
article was justified because the charges contained in it were
true, were made withottt malice and in the belief that they
were true, that the article was in reply to the personal

attack on himself in tbe American Kennel Orizette, that

his prosecution for libel was only part of a scheme to "down
him" in the estimation of dog men. All this he endeavored
to show for the most part by the prosecution's own wit-

nesses. The direct examinations by As.sistant Di.strict At-
torney Mclntyre were as a rule brief, and most of the ques-
tioning was done by Mr. Peshall on his cross examinations;

he kept Mr. Vredeiiburgh on the stand about two full days.

A tremendous mass of testimony was brought out: the
stenographer's transcript comprises over 500 type written
pages of letter paper. We cannot attempt to give more than
a small portion ot it, selecting those parts which relate to

the points to which most interest appeared to be attached.

The notorious balance of 81,228.28 was, as a matter of course,

the first subject of inquiry by Mr. Peshall. In fact it never
disappeared for long, and was heard of all through the trial,

and made a farewell ai^pearance only in the charge to the
jury. We shall give to-day only that part of the testimony
"(ol* a portion of it) which had to"do with the sum of 81,228.28

and the items composing it. To this item the cross examin-
ation always returned, even after the defendant had, as Mr.
Mclntyre complained, "traveled all over creation." Here is

a protest by tbe Court, on the second day:

The COURT: I am not going over the accounts of this club

any more than is pertinent to this question . You are charged
•mth. having uttered and published a libel. "Whatever re-

lates to your defense—whatever relates to the claim that is

apparently made, that the statements that the accounts
were incorrect are true—whatever tends to show that you
were correct or incorrect, I must certainly allow: but I do
not want to be drawn into any side issue that may not have
that tendency and pertinency, and I am not going any
further unless I atu clear that that is the situation.

Mr. Peshall: Well, t£ Your Honor please, these are ac-

counts that I have been attacking. I have been attacking
these accounts right along.
The Court: Well, haven't you all that you want? This

witness has told you.
Mr. Peshall; I understand that, your Honor. But I

propose now—this is the first opportunity that I have ever

had to get these items, and I want them now.
The Court: I am not going into the general bookkeeping

of the club. It may have been good or bad bookkeeping,
and I care only for the portion that relates to the charge
here.
Mr. Peshall: It all relates to the indictment. Please hand

me the indictment.
The Court: Now, Mr. Peshall, without going over all

that, if you can sitow here and elsewhere that the accounts
are incorrect—is not that what you want to show?
Mr. Peshall: Yes, sir.

The Court; And without going into the entire book-
keeping of the club. Do you think it serves the interest that
you represent to do that?
Mr. Peshall; It certainly does; and I will state here—
The Court: You will have this jury so beclouded with

figures that they will not know where they are when they
get through.

, , , ,

Mr. Peshall: Well, if thev are not more clouded about
them than the dog men throughout the country, why, it

will be lucky.
The Court; I assume that, because I confess that I am be-

clouded myself as to the figures, but I depend upon the jury,

who are business men and better mathematicians than 1 am.

The first witness called for the prosecution was Mr. Alfred

P. Vredenburgh, who testified that he was the secretary and
trea.TOrer of the American Kennel Club at an annual salary

of *1,800; had held the office since May, 1886, Described the
composition of the American Kennel Club and its purposes.

The constitution and by-laws of the club were introduced

to show his duties as an officer. The witness testified that

he had charge of the publications and finances of the club

and made his annual reports in February. Had a conver-

sation with the defendant in May, 1890, at which time he

had assured him that the accounts were perfectly correct in

every way, and the defendant's response was a simple reiter-

ation of his accusation. The witness had brought with him,

and they were subsequently put in evidence, a copy of For-
est AND Stream, June 19, 1889, containing the alleged libel;

also the treasurer's book of the A. K. C, including the

bank pass book (Chatham National Bank), stub of check
book and returned checks, minute book of the A. K. C. to

January, 1890; invoice book, containing the bills paid by the

A K. d.; a ledger of the A. K. C: daily cash book from Jan-
arv. 1887, to April, 1888, and another one from April, lb88,

to April, 1889; also the American. Kennel Gazette forPeb-
ruarf, 1880. Mr. Peshall subseouently called for a large

red-bound ledger, in which he claimed the A. K. <1. accounts
were formerly kept; but Mr. Vredenburgh denied its ex-

istence.
On cross-examination by Mr, Peshall, the witness testified

that at the December, 1888, meeting he had read his treas-

urer's report, showing a balance in the treasury of S5.39, and
that his next report was that of February, 1889; that he had
never made an annual report for 18S8; that the February re-

port was the Treasurer's account from Dec. 5, 1888, to the

time of the meeting, February, 1889. That reporfc was as

follows;

BEPORI BEAD AT ANNtfATj MEEXDSfG, FEB. 21, 1889.

'rEEASDBEB'S BWORT, J889.

A. K. a. Account.

Balance on hand Deo 5, 1888, 85 39

Received from clubs for annual dues ^ «
Received for registration of prefixes 15 00

$390 39

Expenses,

Returned dues to Tenu. P. and P. S. Association,
said club withdrawing its aoolication SSlO Oo

Stenographer, meeting Dec. C, 1888 25 00

Office furniture 16 00

Petty expenses ij^ob a*

Balance • • • • • • S333 45

GuJjs in Arrears for Dues.

American Field Trials Club $WOQ
National Poultry Association, Atlanta, Ga 10 00

Sta iJord Kennel Club 10 00

Wins ted Kennel Club . . . 10 00
A. P. Vredenbukgh, Treasurer.

TllBASUEEK'S UEPORT, 1889,

of moneys received bv tbe A. K. C. from all sources, and of ex-
penses of every description to Feb. 16, 1889:

Receipts to Jan. 11, 18^9 as per balance carried
forward to new cash faoo'<< •• $1328 28

Receipts frotn .Tan. 11, 1SS9.

Prom registrations, Stud B^ok 183 00

Sales of Stud Book 145 50

Advertisements, Stud Book 50 00

From registrations, Gazette 141 in

Sales, GazetU „ -50

Advertisements, Gazette... 9 00

Subscriptions, Gazette .
o 00

Annual dues, active members 90 00

Annual dues, afisociates "Vl xi?
Claims for prefixes • 15 00

$2375 53

Mx-penses from Jan. 11, 1S89.

For Stud Book, including editor's salary on ac-
count of lastyear 8191 29

For Gazette 865 64

For club - 19i ol S'^l 44

Balance on hand. $1B24 09

A. P. VbedekbttbGH, Treasurer.

Asked to explain the item of t^370 in this statement, the
witness, consulting his ledger, testified that it was made up
of club dues paid as follows:

.luly 24, Dues, Southern Field Trial Club §10
Albany Kent el Club 10

Washington City Kennel Club 10

Virginia Field Spirts Association. 10

Tbe Tennessee Poultry and Pet Stock Association 10

The Ohattabocchie Valley Exposition Company.. 10

The Gordon Setter Club 10

The Maryland Kennel Club 10

Tbe Rochester Kennel Club 10

The Columbia's Financiers' Club 10

Pacific Kennel Club 10

Michieau Kennel Club 10

The Beagle Club 10

The Westminster Kennel Club 10

The Fox-Terrier Club 10

The Collie Club 10

The St. Berrard Club 10

The New England Kennel Club 10

The Pittsburgh Kennel Club 10

The New .Tersey Kenufl Club 10

The Mascoutah Kennel Club 10

The Philadelphia Kennel Club 10

The Georgia Poultry and Pet Stock Association,. 10

The Cincinnati SuortRjnan'a Association 10

The Khode Island Kennel Club 10 '

24,

24,

31,

14,

Aug. 6,

31,

Oct. 23.

Ueo. 5,

5,

5,

8,

10,

10,

13,

13,

14.

15.

17,

19,
20,

28,

31,

31,

Jan. 2, The Massachusptts Kennel Club 10
4, Tbe Worcestpv Kennel Club 10

11, Tbe Hartford Kenntl Club 10
12, Tbe Wi=coTJS!n lsenn-1 Olnb 10

31, TbeOleveiimd K-nnpl Club 10

SI, Tbe Amen -an M i-ii ff Ohio 10
23, The RenPFflaer Kennel Club. 10
23, The Svracu'e Kennel Club 10
2!i, The Fort Schinler Kennel Club 10
26. The Gordon Setter Clnb 10

Feb. 4, Tbe St. Paul Kennpl Club 10
- 0, The Toledo Kennel CI ab 10

Mr. Peshall then asked for the receipts of this nature sub-
sequent to Dec, 5. 1S3S (the date of the|5.39 balance), and the
testimony ran as follows:

Q, Now, will you tell the Court and jury how many dollars
you got iu after that; that is, commencing on Dec. 8, how
many clubs paid ?10 each? A. Twenty-six.
Q. Twenty-six? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Now, will you look at that account and see how you
can get 26 clubs to pay in S370 there, and -190 in the other ac-
count? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Well, tell us how it is. A. The statement of the treas-
urer was broueht up to the annual meeting of Feb, 6, '89,

which made $370, received from dues from -37 clubs. The
statement that I made, running back from Jan. 11, includes
in that, as you will see, only dues from active members—?90
—which were paid in between the 11th day of January and
the date of the Kith of February,

Q. Now, will you take your pencil and figure out and show
us how you make that? You may be a better figurer than I

am, I don't pretend to be a bookkeeper, A. Well, I can do
it very well. On the I2th of January I received $10.

Q Well, who did you receive that from? A. From the
Wisconsin Kennel Club. That is one. On the 21st 1 received
from the Cleveland Kennel CI ub -'10. On the 22d of January,
from the American Mastiff Club. SI 0, On the 23d of Jan-
uary, from the Rensselaer Kennel Club, .-^lO. On tbe 2,3d of

January I received from the .Svraeuse Kennel Club SIO. On
the 25th of .January I received $10 from the Fort Schuyler
Club. On the 26th of January 1 received SlO from the Gor-
don Setter Club. That make.'t seven. On the 4th of Febru-
ary I received SlOfrotu the St. Paul Kennel Club. On the
6th of February I received *10 from the Toledo Kennel Club.
That is 9.

Q. Now, that is the ninth. Now, will you acconnt to us
and tell us in reeard to the other. That makes 9 clubs that
paid after Jan. 11, does it? A. After Jan. II.

Q. And there were how many clubs that paid between Dec.
.5, 1888, and Jan. 11?

The Court: That would be Jan. 11, '89?

Mr.. Peshall; Yes, sir. Dining the latter part of Decem-
ber and commencing the 8th of December. A. 20.

Q. How many are ten 20's? A. 200.

Q. How do you account for .?370, then? A. Well, simply
between Jan. 24 and Dec, 5, there were eight clubs that paid
applied on the new payment; of dues.

Q. Now, let me ask you this question; You made a report
on the 5th of December and read that report at the meeting
of December? A. Yes.
Q. And you said you had $5.39 on hand? A. Yes.
Q. Where was tliis money? A. It w.as waiting to go on

the new account: it belonged to the account.
Q. You did not report it' A. No.
Q. You had it? A. Yes .sir. 1 had it,

Q, Then you had— then your account on the 5th of Decem-
ber was not correct, and you had §80 raoreiu your possession
than you stated? A. My account is correct, because—
Q Now, answer my question. You are under cross-ex-

amination.
Mr. jVlClKTTPvE: If your Honor please—
Mk. Pe.?hall: I protest. This is cross-examination and it

certainly is no time to come to his rescue.

The CoirKT: Mr. Peshall, you must not talk quite so
much. Kverybody is with you but the District Attorney.
If vou talk so much the Court cannot hear you.

iViR. McInttre: And I am certainly against hira on this
line of examination. ^
The Court: Now, put a new question. Let us have it;

agai a.

Mr. Pes^h.-vll: Q. You say that you had -§80 in yoiu- pos-
session that you did not report as trpa-mrcr'' A, I did.

Q. Then your account that you. made then— the report that
you made at that time—was not true? A, It was true.

Q. It was trtte? A. Yes. The S8U .applied to a subsequent
time. It waspaid in advance—there i.s the difference—before
it was due.

Q. You had the money in your possession as treasurer?

A. And it is here credited.

Q. Was it credited in December? A. No, sir. It was
credited alreadv, but it was paid.

Q. You say it was paid iu July or August—along there?
A. Yea, sir.

Q. And you had it in your possession as treasurer of the
American Kennel Club?" A. Yes,

Q. And you did not account for it at the December meet-
ing? A. No, sir.

Q. Then, it it was your duty to account for the money at
the December meeting—for the -ISSO—then your account was
not true? A. 1 held that money in trust for these clubs.

Q. You were treasurer of the club? A. 1 was.
Q. And you had tbe money? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And those clubs looked to the American Kennel Club
for that? A. Yes.
Q. And you were secretary and trea.surer? A. Yes.
Q. And you had the money and did not report it? A. That

is true. But that money was not due until the following
December.
The witness then testified that he had never as treas-

urer at any meeting of the club given the items making up
the sum of f:l,228,28, but he had given them to a number of

the members of the club. Had never published them in the
sporting papers nor in the Kcnvel (Jazelte. Had been re-

quested by defendant to do so. Had made in 1890 a detailed

report for 1889, so that the dog men throughout the country
knew where the money he spent bad come from and where
it went to. Had in .January, 1888, published a report for

the year ending 1887, because the FOREST AND STREAM had
questioned the defendant's statements respecting the finan-

cial condition of the A. K. C.

Returning to the item of ^1,33S.2S, the defendantresumed:

Q,. Will you give us the items now, Mr. Vredenburgh,
going to make up that item of .^1,228,28? A. 1 will. I com-
menced on Jan. 10, 1888, with S650.04, 1 received from mem-
bers' dues ?3l0. I received for registration of prefixe.':' S42. I

received for traveling fund SIOO. Received for sundries, in-

cidentals. §7.90. Received for the registering of dogs §3,138.

Received for sales of stud book S997. Received for tabulated
pedigrees gol. 50. Received for advertising ?4.2.5.35. The total

receipts were 84,714.(59. The disbursements for salaries, rent,

printing, postage, expressage and incidental expenses dur-
ing the period amounted to •1^3,466.41, which disbui'sements
deducted from the receipts of §4,714.69 leave a balance of

§1.328.38.

Q. Now, Mr. Vredenburgh, vdll you allow me to recall

your attention again to this accotmt, which was filed in 1890

—January, 1890. Now, will you look at that stud book for

1888 and tell me how much money was in the stud book
account, at that time, of this sum Of 81,228.28 that you
claim? A. It must have been the diff'erence between
§1,328.28 and S3S3.45—about §900, This is in my following
ledger.
The Court: Q. The difference between what? A. $3.33.45

Ms. Peshall: Q. N'ow, what was the balance on hand

^
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You are a bookkeeper? A. Not an educated bookkeeper,
but r keen tbe accounts of the club.

Q. What do you n^ean by an annual statement? What is

meant by it—as secretary and treasurer of the corporation?
A. Well, I mean by the annual statement that I show the
sourcfs of income and the disbursements for the year, lead-
ine up to that item, and the dilSerence, the baiance, is to
my crpdit. That is, if we have a balance, but showing
everything in detail.

Q. That is it. Everything in detail? A. Yes.
Q. Now, Mr. Vredenburgh. an annual statement made by

a firm or corporation or bank—when this statement is made
it shows the condition of the corporation, or the club, or the
firm, or whatever it may be, when the annual statement is
made, does it not? (Objected to. Objection sustained.)
Q, I will ask you if this is a part of your report made for

the year—if you made this report to the club, to the mem-
bers of the American Kennel Club at the annual meeting
and published in your official paper, of which I will show
you an extract.
The CorRT: Let him identify it first.

Me. Pesiiall: Q. Yes, I will ask you to identify it first.

A. T wrote that renort.
The Court: Was it published by your authority? A. It

was published l)y me. I nevpr reported it at a meetins:,
_ though. Q. Ton wrote and published it? A. Yes, sir.

Mb. Pesiiall; Q. I would ask you to read what is said in
that report about your stud book? A. "The 'Stud Book
Account' c.irried over from 1SS8 a credit balance of S943 89,
but from this we had to pa3' for the printing of Volume V..
Part IV. (that is the book containing the registrations re-
ceived during October, November and^December, 18SS)— [Q.
Now, I want to ask you— The Court: He may finish the
answer.] A. There are only three more lines—''amounting
to S498 12; also the editor's arrears of salary, S>'287.50, which
left an actual balance of S1.57.'3T."

Me Peshall: Q. Isow. Mr. Vredenburgh, if you will
hand that back to me I will ask you this (juestion. In truth
and in fact, now the only balance that is, if you have been
making an annual statement: but. if it was an annual state-
ment that }"0U were making for 1888, the true balance, as you
state there, would be f157 and some cents. A, Let me have
the book and I will tell you.

Q. You just read it. A. That's all right, but I would pre-
fer having it in my hand before I answer the question. We
carried over a balance of 89, and then from this we had
to pay for the printing of boobs, which is -$-198.12; also the
editor's arrears of salary, S'2Sr.oO, which left an actual bal-
ance at that time—
Q. At what time? A. After these were paid—of S157.27.

(J. Now. then, at the time that you made that statement
at that lueeting-at that meeting those bills were aU due?
A. Yes, they were due.
Q. And at the time yoTx made that statement ycuknew

those bills were due? A. Yes.
Q. That is what I am getting at. That is wh.at I am get-

ting at Then, as you have said there truly, the true amount
or balance of the American Kennel Club, "if you were mak-
ing a financial statement, on tbe SLst of December, for the
year 1S88, would be 150 odd dollars? A. No: I don't say that.
I say tbe stnd book accounts, after paying everything, the
actual balance is ?157 27.

Q. On the 31st of December, 1SS8? A. No, sir

Q. There would be S12'2, .and some cents left? A. No, sir.
I don't understand what you are getting at.

Q. Did you or did vou not take in, between Dec. 31 and
Jan. 11. $133.75? A. I had, on Jan. 11, 1889. $1,223 28.

Q Wait a minute. I am not asking you that question. I
am asking you if you toolc in. between Jan. 11—or. how
much you took in between Dec. SI and Jan. 11? A. Well, I
can tell you. I took in, between Dec. 31 and Jan. 11, SI 23. 75.
Q. How much? A. -$123.75.

Q. Weli, then, really the American Kennel Club's balance
sheet should have shown, on Dec. 31, 1885. according tfo this—your stud book account—taking tbe S133 from it, would
leave how much? A. I don't know anything about it.

The Court: If it is a question of arithmetic, he need not
do it. If he has got it there, he mavtell you.
Mr, PeshALL: Q. Then I will plit it in this way. Then

the true account at that time would be the 150 odd dollars,
as reported by you, less the amount taken in? A. The true
account would be, on Jan. 11, $1,328.28, that I had in the
bank,

Q. Wait a moment. I am asking you this question. You,
in your report, the following year, said—refer back to that
time. Now, is your report true here, in 1889? A. Certainly.
Q. Then, if that is true then, your statement should have

been, I say, S;l57 and some cents, less the amount that you
took in between Jan. 11 and the 81st? A. I don't know. I
don't know what you are getting at.

Q. You don't know what I am getting at? A. No. sir.

Q. Then I will put it to you a little plainer. You have
made a report here one year afterward, m which you refer
back to a portion of this item of 81,238 38? A. Let me have
my book and I will follow you.
Q. Let me read this: "The Stud Book Account carried

over from 1888 a credit balance of §942. 89, but from this we
had to pay for the printing of Volume V., Part IV. (that is,

the book containing the registration recplved during Octo-
ber, NovPiuberand December, 1888.)" A. What is the balance
carrif^d over from ]SSS there?
Q. 8913.89 according to your statement. A. This ac-

counts for it. I commenced the account with a balance of
$942.89.

Q. When—when did you commence? A. Jan. 11, 1889 I
ended Dec. 31, 1890, with a balance of §1,077—

Q. I am not asking you that. We are mixed up enough
now. I want you to confine yourself to the item, going back
—your report is made there as of 1890, and you refer back to
the item of S943.89.

Me. McT:sttee: He has asked him to explain his account
and the witness is attempting to do it.

The Court: If ne is attempting to explain something else
he is not answering the question.

Me. McIottre: He is using the report that the defendant
has banded to him.
Mr. Peshall: I will repeat the question: You have in

[hand] your next report made in 1890—have you? A. Yes,
sir.

Q. In that you refer to the report of 1888, and you say that
you commenced the j^ear—when? Dec. 31? Your account is
headed that way. is it not? A. Jan. 11.

Q. Well, Jan.* 11? A. 1889.

Q, Leaving a balance of how much? A. .s943.89.

Q. Now, in that report, which I have marked, you say
you had to pay—you say the true balance is so much. Do
you use that word? A. I do, and I was trying to explain it
to you.

Q. Now, what I want to know is this: Was that report
true that you then made? A. Most decidedly.
Q Then Land me back that paper. That's it exactly.

That's whi.t I want to know. Then there was—the true
report should have been -§157—the balance? A, It is the
difference between the credit that we started with and the
credit that we ended with, that year. I explained that
whole year in that statement, and. there was only a dllEer-
ence of about ?150.

Q. That's what I say. Consequently, instead of your
having that amount of money—making this statement of
si,'328. you then, at tbe time, and had before that time
actually a debt of S157—of that money? A. No, sir, it is not
true.
Q. Lb is not true? A. No, sir, I didn't say so.
Q. You are jfositive on that point? A. Why, certaiiily.

Q. And that is as truthful as any other of your answers
that you have made to mp to-day; is it? A. (No answer.)

Q. Say yes or no? A. Why, certainly, it is truthful.

Witness then testified to the truth of his supplementary
report made at the May meeting of 1889, wfaica was as fol-

lows:

The Treasurer's Report was read as follows;

TBEAStrRER'S RBPOHT.
Receipt«£rom all sources from Jan. 11 to date |4,538.43
Expenses for same period 3 578.38

Balance on hand S'J6D.05

Mr. Vredenburerb, supplementing the above report, slated that
no bills for advertising had been sent out yet, and that about
$1,310 wa^! due the club. Also no indebtedness, and the rent paid
up to August.

He also testified to the truth of the report made in Sep-
tember, 1S89, in which were given the bills receivable and
bills payable. It was as follows:

rREASn-BER'S BEPonx.
New Tobk, Sept. IS, 1889.—The treasurer hegs to report as

followp:
Receipts from all sources from Jan. 11 to date f (> 003.81

Expenses for same period— .. r),173.11

Balance on hand.... ^83!*. 70

BUls' RcccivaMe.

Due for advertisements. Gazette... . ...... S6o7.37
Due for advertisements. Stud. Book..., 33.00
Due for petty accouato. OS. 23

A.ccounts not good 7

S690.63

S135.75

Balance due club fS.5t.S7

BWis Payable.

Rogers & Sherwoo l, printing account

H0JJOEA.BLE EAKpOLPH B. MAETI^TE.

Mr, peshall then ceilled attention to the Stud Book ac-
count, made at the end of this vear (1889), and reported in
the January, 1890, Gazeftte as follows:

1889.

AStEHICAN KBNNET, CI.UB STUD BOOK ACCOTTKl'S.

Jan. 11. To balance on hand $943 ,S9

Dec. 31. entries received for registration 1 973.50
31. Bales of stud books tilS.iiO
31. advertisememts . 171.00
31. certified pedigrees ]6 -nO

ol. binding siud books 10.00

S3.7:J3.:ffl

$83.00Bills receivable (uncolleotable).

.

S7.^.36
12.3-^

10.7:3

17.511

16.97
498.13
n2.5fi
100.00
503.00
107.50
287. SO
9la.68
,077.19

Dec. 31. By postage stamps
31. exchange charged by bank
31. trade discount.
81. entries returned, not eligible
31. petty expenses Ct^xpressage, stationery, gas

bills, carpenter, etc.)
31. Rogers & Sherwood. Vol. Y., Part IV
31. Rogers & Sherwood, cstra printing
31. office rent, paid to F<ib. 1. 1.^00

31. purchase of Amen'cDj Kennel Urgi.strr
31. purchase Vol. N. a K C. Si ud Bonj,-
31. editor's salarv, balance due for j.SSK. .

,

81. editor's salary, 18S9
81. balance, carried to new account

$3,733.39

Referring to the item of «171 for advertising, Mr. Peshall
asked for an explanation of it. The witness testified that
it was for adverrisements of the stud book and was due
prior to 1889, that is in 1888; that no account was made then
because it was not paid then. It was paid in 1889, during
which year it was accounted for in the reports. Testimony
then ran as follows:
Q. I want to call your attention to another matter, Mr.

Vredenburgh. Now, would you kindly look at ''Editor's
salary, balance dtie for 1888," and tell me when that was
paid, Mr. Vredenburgh—Mr. Treasurer? A. Yes: I can tell
you. That was paid between Jan. 38, 1889—
Q. Wait a moment. What was the first date? A. Jan.

28, 1889, and Nov. 30.

Q. How much? A, S50, 873. and •^'iO,

Q. Wait a moment, (rive me tlie dates. A. Jan. 28, ^^50,

[The COUET: Q, What vea t are vou reading from? A. 1889 1

Feb. 1, $73, March 30, .ifoO, Aug. 23, *S.5.50, Nov. 30, f;50.

Me. Peshall: Q. How did you pay that? A. Some check
and some cash.
Q. Now I call your attentiou backward. In May of that

year you published your statement, and you supplemented
it with this report that you read a while ago [Mr. Peshall
reads the supplementary statement of Mr. Vredenburgh.
May meeting, 1889]. Now, that was not true, was it—
that statement? A. Some of this money—
Q. Was it true? Answer yes or no. Was that statement

true that you made, that supplementary statement that you
made and published to the world? A. Yes, sir.

Q. It was true? A. Yes, sir.

Q. That is all. I am satisfied with that answer for the
present. Now, I want to call your attention asrain to the
September statement, and in this you give the bills payable
—the only bills payable are to Rogers & Sberwood. Is that
true or not? A. When was that—September?
Q. Yes—September, 18S9—is that true? A. That is cer-

tainly true.

Q. Well, notwithstanding the fact that those statements'
are both true, the facfe xioiw ap4)'ear that you did pay money

out that you were owing, and paid money out after making
those statements—isn't that so? A. No, it is not.

Q. That's all. You need not explain to me.
The Cot:et: He has not tried to explain.
Me. Peshall: I mean I did not ask for any explanation.

If he wants to do he can do .so.

Mr. IvlclJ^rrRE; And then I will ask for it.

The Court: No: not now. The witness stood mute after
he had answered, and counsel interjected something and the
Court replied to it.

In his complaining affidavit Mr. Vredenburgh had sworn
that Mr. Peshall bad had "the means of knowing all tbe
time tiie sources from which tlie said item [Sl.238.28] was
made up, as the manor part thereof, to wit, the sum of
S943. 89, was taken from the American Kennel Club's Stud
Book account, he being the Chairman of the Stud Book
Committee, which had tbe full business management of the
Stud Book accoitnt." In reply to Mr. Peshall's cross-exam-
ination he explained: "I had that amount of money when
you were Chairman of the Stud Book Committee." And
after an interruption:
A. (Continued) You resigned on the 6fch day of December,

'88. This balance was struck on the 11th day of January,
,89, which was about a month later. At the time you re-
signed as chairman of the Stud Book Committee the cash
on hand to the credit of the Stud Book Committee was
practically the same as it was on the following Jan. 11, '89.

Mr. Peshall: Q Mr. Vredenburgh, where was that
money on the (ilh of December, '8S? A.' In the bank or in
the box.

Q. How much of it was in the bank? A. I can tell you
exactly.
Q. That is what I am getting at now. Well, state

about it, A. Excuse me. I will get at it exactly. There
was about ::'7r,i m tlie bank at the time.
Q. Mr. Vredenburgh, how was that account kept in the

bank? A. In what way do you mean—the name?
Q. In what name was it kept in the bank? A. The Amer-

ican Kennel Club.
Q. The American Kennel Club? A. Yes, sir—A. P. Vre-

denburgh, Secretary.
Q. In what bank was that money in? A. In the Chatham

NaTion.'tl liank.
0, Was that money in that bank on the 6th day of Decem-

ber? A. This money was in that bank on the 6th day of
Deiember.

Q. When you made that report? A. Yes, sir.

Q. The same dav when you made your report to the meet-
ing? A. On the 0th of December?

Q. Yes. The meeting was held on the 6th of December
and your report is dated the 5th. Here it is. A. Well, that
day—I want to look at my books. That money was in the
bank a.t that time, and on the 6th of December I made
the report that there was -$1-51.48 on hand which belonged to
the Treasurer's account of the American Kennel Club. The
balance of it naturally belonged to the stud book account.
Q. You made what-on the 6th day of December, '88, you

made a, report that there was how much? A. Oh—S5.39.

Q, Yes? A. Yes, sir.

Q. Then you say there was how much money in the bank
at that time? A. About S7.50.

Q. About .?750:-' A. Yes
Q Theu when yott stated in your report that there was
ao balance, you do not account for that money that was in

ihe bank? A. No ncces.'rity to. I was not reporting the
balance in the bank at all.

The Court: Q, Did you, as a matter of fact, do so? A.
No, sir.

Me. Peshall: Q. Then, that is what I am coming at.
Then you had over S700 in bank and you reported that you
had a balance of So, 39? A. No, .sir: I did not. You have
asked me—
TUE CoiJET: Q. No: you must answer the qttestions and

the District Attorney will lead up to anything that he de-
sires tn correct.
Me. Peshall: Q. You made a report to the American

Kennel Club meeting that you had jS.39 on hand? A. Yes.
Q. Now you say you had -S600 or §700 in bank? A. Yes.
Q You published a statement showing tliat you had

i?5.39? A. l"es.

Q. And sent it out to all the sporting papers and published
it in your &'(7r.''/tf A. Yes.
Q. Now. was there anything to show the breeders and ex-

hibitors, or the men intei-ested in the affairs of this club,,
that there was any uioney in that btink?
Me. McIxtvke: Tluit is objected to. It makes no difiEer-

ence. if i^our Honor jjiease.

The Couet: Was there anything in that statement do you
mean, Mr. Peshall?
Mr. PesH:VLL: Yes, sir.

The Cqurt: Q. Was there anything in that statement
that wotild sho\^' the amount of money that you had in the
bank:-' A. It simply showed the S.5 39.

Q. Was there anything in tbat statement that would
show anything of tbat amount of money that you have just
spoken of as being in tbe bank? A. No.
Me. Peshall: Q >3ow, this money tbat yoti received is

gathered from all over the country, practically—from Maine
to Californi i!' A. Yes.
Q. The public are interested in this club, aretheynot?

I have no means of answering that.
Q. Do you get this money from the public? A. I do.
Q. Well, if tbat is the case, they must be interested in the

club, are they not ?

The Court: You need not answer; that is a conclusion.
Mr. Peshall: A conclusion? Well, you receive money

for the. registration of dogs from California? A. Yes.
Q. From .Maine? A. Yes.
Q. From Oregon? A. I suppose so.

Q. From all over the country? A. Yes.
Q. Now, the clubs are located all over the country, are they

not—in different States and Territories? A. Pretty generally
dbstri huted.
Q. Yes, pretty generally dbstributed? A. Y^es.
Q. Now then, did you make any statement during the

year 1S,S9 to show to these people who have been interested in
the funds of that club, or members of the club, the items
that went to make up the sum of 81,328.38? A. No.

Q. Did you as Treasttrer— I believe that you have stated
that it was your duty as Treasurer to make reports—in your
examination in chief, did you not—in answer to Mr. Mcln-
tyre? A. I imagine so. I don't remeniber what I stated
about that. I believe the constitution was put in as
evidence, and it was not necessary for me to answer the
question.
Q. Well, is it j'our duty to make reports? [The Witness:

I have to answer the question. Your Honor, when the con-
stitution is in evidence? The Coc^t: Of course. Answer.]
A. Y^es, it is.

Me. Peshall: Q. Is there any rule of the club making it
your duty to make reports? A. In the order of business
there is.

j. Is there any rule of the club? [The Couet: That
requires him to do what? Me. Peshall: To report as to the
financial matters.] A. In the order of business there is.

Q. Now did you not in any annual report make a report or
have you up to the present day made a report of the finan-
cial affairs '88? A. No sir.

Q. Why not? A. Because it was not necessary.
Q. Why not? A. Because, up to Feb. 31, '89, 1 never made

a report of any moneys that came to me, other than those
that belonged to me solely as the treasvu-er of the American
Kennel Club. At each quarterly meeting I reported that
the balances on hand to the credit of the treasurer's account,
and at e'ach meetingmy report was accepted bv the delegates.
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The Cotjet; Q. Did you. render monthly accounts? A. No
sir; quarterly. Q. To the club itself? A, Yes sir.

Q. In committee assembled? A. Yes sii% Q. Then, how
do you say that you rendered no account? A. A detailed
statement. I simply reported the credit balances on hand.
Q. Showing simply so much to the credit of the club? A.
No sir—to that one account of the club. Q. Without show-
ing what disposition was made of the dift'erent moneys. Then
you say you accounted for all the money in these quarterly
accounts? A. 1 say that I gave the balances on hand in the
quarterly accounts.
Me. Peshall: Q. How much balance was on hand at the

July meeting, 18S8? A. That was not a regular meeting,
sir.

"

Q. Did you report a balance on hand on that date? A. I

will tell you—July. '88?

Q, ' July, '88. A. No.
Q. You did not? Did you at the May meeting? A. Yes.
Q. How much was on band? A. I answered you that

question this morning. [The COURT: Well, answerit again.
|

A. $V2S 01.

Mr. Peshall: Q. That was all the money that you had
then? A. To the treasurer's account?
Q Was that all the money that you had in your posses-

sion? A. No, sir; it was not.

Q. Then, where Is the rest oE the mouey—that is what I
am trving to find out? A. It was in the bank.
Q. Did"you ever account for the money that was in the

bank? A. No, nothing but the annual account until '89.

Q You never did ? A. No, sir.

Q. What did you do with the money? A. Left it in the
bank.

Q. Left it in the bank? A. Yes.
Q. Where is it now? A. In the bank.
Q. In the bank yet? A. Yes.
Q. Will you explain how that money stayed—remained in

that bank? A. Why it was changing continually—making
deposits and drawing from it.

Q. And do you mean to tell this jurj^ that you have never
accounted for any of the money since you have been treas-
urer of the American Kennel Club—for the thousands and
thousands of dollars that you received to date? A. No, sir;

because I made a detailed statement in '90 of my '89 account.
Q. Of you;- '89 account? A. Yes.
Q. Hflve you ever made any detailed statement of the '88

account? A. No.
Mr. Peshall had evidently been doing some hard thinking

about the printers' bill for payment of "Vol. V., Part IV., of
the Stud Book [1889 account], and he asked aboiit it:

Q Now, Mr. Vrpdenburgh, I want you to look at the bill
marked Feb. 11, '89. and slate when that bill was paid, if you
know, and how it was p;dd?
The Goitrt: When it was made or paid?
Me. Pesiiall: Q. When it was pain and how it was paid?

A. It was paid on Feb. 35. '89. It was paid by check.
Q. One moment now. When did you say it was paid? A.

Feb. 25, '89.

Q. By a check; on the Chatham National Bank? A. It
was the only bank I had any money in.

Q. Give nie the number of the check, please. A. Check
No. 51.

Q. Now, Mr. Vredenburgh, was that bill presented before
the meeting of Feb. 21, '89? [The Court: Presented to him
by the printer, yon mean? Mr Peshall: Yes, sir.] A. I
don't remember, sir, when it was presented.

Q. Is that the original bill that you received? A. That is

the original bill that I received.

Q. And that is the bill—you placed it, as soon as it was
paid, in that book, did you? A. I did.

Q Hand me the book again, will you, please? Was the
bill due when vou held that meeting? [The Court: What
meeting? Specify.] Q. Feb.ilS, '89. A. The work had
been done. I tell you I don't remember whether 1 had the
bill or not.

Q. It is dated Feb. 11. A. I don't remember. I did not
notice.

The Court: Well, the bill is there.
Mr. Peshall: Q. Was the bill due when that meeting

was held? A. I tell you I don't remember.
Q. You don't remember? A. No.
Q. Well, is there any document or paper that you know of

that you could get that would refresh your memory upon
that stxbject? A. No.

Q. None? A. No, sir.

The Court: I understood you to say that the work had
been done? A. Yes; but I am not positive that the bill had
been presented.

Q. Then how do I understand you when you say that you
do not remember whether the bill was due Or not? A. I
meant the work may have been done, and if the bill had not
been presented I would not know the amount that I owed.
The Court: Exactly.
Mr. Peshall: Q. Now, Mr. Vredenburgh, I will ask you

if that stud book was not out in January? A. I think it

was out the latter part of January.
Q. You think it was out the latter part of January? A.

Yes, I thiuk it was.
Q. That is, it was in your office at that time? A. Yes; it

may have been the 1st of February.
When Mr. Peshall at one time came around to the dona-

tion, which he says Mr. Vredenburgh told him Mr. Belmont
made to the club," this colloquy ensued:

Mr. Peshall: Q. Before I read this I desire to ask you,
you say JVlr. Belmont never put any money in the club ex-
cept a hundred,dollars? A. Thatis all.

Q. Did anybody else ever put any mouey in the club? A.
Yes.

Q.' Who did? A. I did.

Q. How much? A. $350.

Q. Cash? A. Cash.
Q. When? A. At the time that you olJered me, as chair-

man of the Stud Book Committee, to pay me -^750 that I was
entitled to and I declined to take it all and made the club a
present of f350 and afterward gave my services for nine
months for nothing.

Q. When was that? A. That was May, 1888.

Q. You say that I did it? A. You instructed me to draw
from the funds of the club $750, as the chairman of the
Stud Book committee. I say I declined to take it all. I
gave the club S350 out of that S750 and I drew $500 in two
amounts.

Q. You gave the club $250? How did you give it to them?
A. Because you gave it to me and f refused to take it.

Q. Did yoit have any of the money? A. You were chair-
man of the Stud Book committee and gave me that instruc-
tion after the meeting of the committee.

Q. I was only one member of the committee, was I? A.
You stated to me that that was the result of the committee
meeting.

Q.. When did I state that to you? A. At the time that
they had the committee meeting. It was, I thiuk, in May,
1888, or the month before.
Q. Was there minutes kept of the meeting during that

time? A. I ana sure I don't know what you did in your com-
mittee

Q. Did we have one room there? A. You met in another
place that day, I distinctly remember.

Q. Who was secretary ? A. I don't know. I had nothing
to do with your committee at all.

Q. Did you take the money? A. I took S500.

Q. Then you .gave the club §250 by not taking .$350 more
that I said you might take, was that it? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And that is what you want the jury to believe? A. It is
the truth.

Q. I say that is what the jury is to believe? A. I say it is
the truth.
Q. And subsequently you made a donation of S350 to the

club? A. That is exactly it.

Q. Haven't you repeatedly stated in yoitr reports and in
your speeches that the club has never received one penny of
donations? A. In reply to your accusations only, I have a
statement that you will see I acknowledge a donation of SIO.

Q. I think you mentioned that. A. Yes, you read it,

Q. You were a friend of mine, were yoti? [Objected to;
objection overruled.] A. Yes.
Q. When? A. I was.

^ Q. Up to when ? A. Up to the publication of your letter of

Q. Of'June 19? A. Yes.
The prosecution had two expert accountants to whom ref-

erence was made from time to time through the trial. It
was explained that they had examined the books and were
on hand to testify to their correctness. At length on Thur.s-
day the fir.st expert was put on the stand, and read this
statement (which had alreadv been given Mr. Peshall by Mr.
Vredenburgh on Wednesday):

detahjKD statbmekt op itejis jiaking [up the balance
OF $1,228.28.

Statement from Jan. 10, 1888, to Jan. 11, 1889.

Beeelpts.

Balance on band Jan. 10. 1888 55650.04
Received for members' annual dues 310 00

Registration of prefixes 42 00
Traveling expenses 100 00
Reg'stration of dogs 2128 00
Sales of Stud Book 9.<7 00
Tabulated pedigrees 54 ,")0

Advertising 42,5 25
Incidentals 7 90

Total receipts... $4TI4 69
Less total disbursements 8486 41

Balance on hand Jan. 11, 1889 $1228 28

This aoconnt embraces 47 pages in cash bnok, January, 1S87, to
April, 1888, and 97 pages in cash book, April, 1888, to April, 1389.

Disburfiements.

Jan. 10, 1888, to Jan. 11, 1889.

Paid Dr. N. Rowe S35 00
For postage stamps 118 00

7 05
12 45
20 00
1 65
20 00
69 73
18 67

75
31 15
3 00

14 14
4 00

50
3 00
4 87
21 00
35 00
3 00
64 70

Stationery
Exchange to bank
Volume I. Stud Book
Expressage
Reiurned registrations
Treasurer's account
Gas hill

Telegrams
Extra servlcps
Vol. V American Kennel ReffMer
Trade discount
Librarian of Congress for copyright
Type writing
Returned registration of prefix
Returned copies of Stud Book
Furniture
Stenographer
Christmas gifts to elevator boys and postman..
Tra veling f>xpeuses _ . .

.

Reut of ofiSce 268 75
Salary A. P. Vredenburgh 700 00
Salary A. D. Lewis 400 00
Printing to Rogers & Sherwood 1,651 01

Total disbursements $3,436 41

On cross-examination it was developed that the first expert
had examined only the cash book. He had not looked at the
ledger or other books. The second expert read a similar
statement, and on cross-examination acknowledged that he
too had seen only the cash book.

The prosecution called Messrs. A. C. Wilmerding, James
L. Anthony, C. B. Reynolds and James Watson to attempt
to prove that Mr, Peshall published the article in the For-
est AKD Streajni. Mr. Wilmerding testified to a conversa-
tion he had had previous to the publicatiou of the article, at
which time Mr. Peshall had shown him the manuscript and
had told him he wotild publish it in the Forest A'SD Stream.
Mr. Wilmerding appeared to be an unwilling witness with a
very weak memory, and bis testimony amounted to verv
little.

Mr. Anthony, on his direct examination, testified that he
had met Mr. Peshall in New street, after the publication of
the Forest and Stream article of June 19, 1890.

Q. State the substance of the conversations? A. The time
of day was passed, and I said, "Well, you have done what
you threatened to. I see you published what you said you
would publish in the sporting papers about tlie finances of
the A. K. C."

Q. What did he say to that? A. He replied yes, that he
had published it, and that he proposed to follow this thing
to the bitter end—proposed to prove the truth of his publi-
cations.
Q. Did you call his attention to the publication in the

Forest akd Stream? A. I told him I had seen it ptiblished
in the Forest and Stream and Turf, Field aiLd Farm-.

Q. And in reply to that what did he say? A. He said that
he had published it. He admitted the publication, and he
proposed to prove its trtith in the contest, the publication.
On his cross-examination he testified:

Me. Peshall: Q. Now, Mr. Anthony, I believe you made
a motion at the May [1890] meeting, you introduced a reso-
lution to keep me out for the reas^on that I have made? A.
Shall I answer you yes or no?
The Court: 'Q. Did you introduce a resolution ? A. Yes,

sir; I was the father of it, yes.

Mr. Peshall: Q. Now, since that meeting we have never
spoken? A. I have never spoken to you.
Mr. Reynolds testified that he did not know whether the

original manuscript of the article complained of was sent to
the Forest and Stream or not, but that in several conver-
sations had with Mr. Peshall, Mr. Peshall had acknowledged

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

I AM in receipt of a note from Mr. Geo. R. Krehl, advising
roe that Mr. E. Millais explicitly denies any connection

with the publication of the libeloiis article in Fanciers'
Gazette. When the armed neutrality these gentlemen
maintain is taken into consideration, both are raised in
estimation, and Mr. Krehl's ma.gnamity in hastening to
correct an unjust impression against an opponent is par-
ticularly creditable to him.

Judging from the editorial course of the Stoclc-Keeper,
Mr. Krehl is no carpet knight, but a most puissant warrior,
and it is a great pity that combatants generally cannot, or
will not, adopt the same coux'se of generous justice. The
hateful mischief of kennel squabbles is the blind vindietive-
ness usually characterizing them. As a result, while A
often proves that B is a liar or knave, he also often proves
that he himself is a blind, vindictive fool, caritig more for
injuring his antagonist than for helping himself, and sel-
dom entirely escapes sharing the garment of Ananias with
his antagonist.

* * *
I see that "Busy Bee" is still unconvinced as to the com-

parative merits of the collies Marcus and Metchley Wonder.
As an expert discussion between two tin knowns would be
exceedingly ridiculous, I drop the question, with the remark
that I am in hopes of Forest and Stream having commti-
nications from .some very distinguished Eoglish judges on
the comparative merits of such dogs as Vero, Marcus,
Carlyle and Cocksie, contrasted with Metchley Wonder,
Christopher and Rutland, with perhaps a consideration of
such intervening dogs as Eclipse and Charlemagne, and I
fancy many collie men will be surprised. By the way, I
think that Mr. C. H. Mason will say that he has seen no
collie over here that was superior to Carlyle.

Dr. Mills is quite correct in saying that over-fat dogs are
in bad condition, and when this infliction is piled on the
confinement, lack of exercise, and excitement of shows, it is

not surprising that many succumb to such a complication of
inflictions. THE ONLOOKER.

DOG CHAT.

WE are always pleased to receive letters from our friends
in dogdom, but somehow lately they have nearly

always contained some news of the death of a prominent dog
or other. A letter from Mr. Frank Comstock tells us that his
sterling good Irish terrier Mars has joined the majority in
a peculiarly distressing manner. Returning in good shape
from Cleveland, where he had added to his already long list

of prizes, he met with the accident which caused his death.
It seems he was a great dog to climb fences and consequently
was kept chained in the yard. On Friday last while so
hitched, he jumped the fence during the absence of the ken-
nel man, and the chain not being long enough to allow him to
totich the ground, the dog died a lingering death. Mr. Coin-
stock naturally feels pretty sore, not only on account of the
manner of his ^taking off, but also because he was much
sought after in the stud. This gentleman has now loist two
good ones, Breda Florence and Mars. The latter was by
Benedict out of Irene, and as he was only about two and a
half years old, it makes his sudden death all the more un-
fortunate. Mr. Comstock has our sincere sympathy. The
other dogs in the kennel he tells us are in good shape, his
black and tan Queen III. is heavy in whelp and as Louie
has been bred too, he will soon have some puppies from his
new stock, future champions of course.

The sign of the times points to black and tan terriers
furnishing some of the keenest competition at future shows.
Some new dogs may soon find a home in this country, and
the class of terriers shown next fall may even surpass those
seen here during the pR.st circuit. We hear that Mr. Smith's
General took a trip to Denver in charge of Mr. Naylor.

The National Beagle Club are now occupying themselves
with the arrangements for their forthcoming trials. From
the expressions of interest in the matter which we have
heard from several beagle men during the show season there
is sure to be a bigger entry than last year. To sectire judges
seems to be the hardest part of the affair, for certainly they
have not a very large field to choose from, as thougli there
are, no doubt, lots of competent men who know what a
beagle should do in the field, there is a vital obstacle to
them acting in a judicial capacity —wind. One needs to be
in pretty good condition to follow the little hounds over the
rough country in New England and especially when one has
been tempted to partake of the national pie at breakfast,
the cry is soon ''bellows to mend." .Joking apart, it is pro-
posed' to have two judges and a referee, though the use of
the latter we hardly comprehend, as he cannot follow both
do,gs at once. We think Mr. Chapman's plan, as he writes
us, is a good one, not so many classes and good prizes in
each. An under 15iu. class, a 13in., a two-year-old and
under, and a champion class to come last, should about fill

the bill, with §100 in each class, divided into S50, -SSS, $15 and
•SIO, and champion prize $25. As there are sure to be several
valttable specials offtred these are well worth running for
and many a man might do worse than don his leggings and
the "toughest" clothes he xjossesses, to spend a week after
the "btmnies," and depend upon it he will return in good
condition.

Mr. C. H. Odell, the secretary of the Central Field Trial
Club, writes us that the following gentlemen have been
selected to act as judges at their coming trials; Messrs. J.

M. Tracy, of Kew York city; N. Wallace, of Farmington,
Conn., and James S. Churchill, of Middleborough, Ky. It

will be remembered that the two first named judged last
year, but Mr. Churchill takes the place of Mr. John David-
sou. Mr. Tracy some time since informed us that such
alteration would be made in the running rules as would
admit of the trials being run off in mtich less time than last

year, so no doubt these trials will be more popular this year
the authorship ot the article. On re-direct examination he i i,.,,, ' j.Up„ „„„„ i,„„„ na=it two
testified that his best recollection was that the article had ^^"^^ ^'^^^ ^^^^ '^^^^ ^^^^ m the pa^t two,

come to the Forest and Stream as a printed proof from
another paper. Mr. Watson testified to several conversa-
tions he had had with the defendant, and also put in evidence
some letters written to him by Mr. Peshall.

The te.stimony of Messrs. Vredenburgh, Terry, Schellhass
and A, D, Lewis respecting the nature of the* Lewis Stud
Book contract will be given later. Also some very inter-
esting testimony about the secret meeting of Sept. 35. The
charge to the jury will be given next week.

The Hamilton Kennel Club, true to its record so far, steps
in ahead and claims the dates Sept. 9 to 11, a three days'
show, coming in the week before Toronto and thus starting
the circuit. The judges selected are Miss A. H. Whitney
and Messrs. Kirk and Lacy. The first named to take St.
Bernards, great Danes, mastiffs, Newfoundlands and pugs,
Mr. Kirk spaniels and Mr. Lacy the other classes. Our cor-
respondent Mr. Stewart, the president of the club, writes
very pithily: "There will be no puppy classes, as we have
decided to shut down on that nonsense; and we propose to
spare no pains to make our show a good one in every branch
and particular." It is not to the credit of .show committees
in this country that Canada should take the first credit of
abolishing puppy classes and showing that progressive
spirit that will at least tend to save to them the results of
their trouble and expense in breeding.

There seems to have been some backing and filling about
the sale of Scottish Prince to Col. Ruppert. During the
Cleveland show we forwarded the announcement of the
sale, but luckily it did not arrive in time for insertion.
Last week we gave excltisive information that the sale
had not been made. We were right. On Thursday, the
33d, Mr. Smith called at our sanctum, during our absence at
the memorable trial, and left the following note, which
proves everything: "Dear Sir—I have just called to give
you the two' photos, one of Scottish Prince and the other of
Aristocrat, and to tell you that Col. Ruppert has just
bought Scottish Prince a'nd Aristocrat and my young bitch
by Alton, which bitch bids fair to rival the best bitches
ever seen. Yours very truly, SYDNEY W. Smith." This is

the quiet announcement of a sale by which Col. Ruppert
transfers from his pockets the large "sum of S5,.500, to those
of our visitor from Leeds for Scottish Prince alone, and it is

fair to suppose that, as good St. Bernards go now, it took
an additional "five thou" to secure the other two, for we
believe the youna: ])itch was to Mr. Smith as the apple of
hi.s eye. These important purchases will at once place Col.
Ruppert's kennel well to the front, and competition for the
principal honors will not be restricted to the two Melrose
Kennels in the futtu-e. Scottish Prince, whose picture we
publish in this issue, is spoken of as the only likely dog left

in England that could nope to successfully compete with
Sir Bedivere.
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Scottish Prince is a son of that grand stock getter, Prince
Regent, who was in this country for some time, but was
sicuply hiirierl as far ns St. Bernarddom was concevned. In
his stud "ad" he is spoken of as the largest and most typi-
cal > oiiu.e St. Bernard now before the public, in color a rich
orange, with perfect white maikings. He has never yet been
beaten on the bench.

Aristocrat is an older dog, stands M^/An. at the shoulder,
and is by champion Pllulinimon out of Lady Adelaide. As
the latter is by charapioii Valentine, his breeding is as good
as can be had. He has won this year twenty first prizes and
cups in an almost unbroken record. Altogether Col. Rup-
pert must be congratulated on his successful purchases.
Mr. Samuel Mann, who will in future have charge of his
kennel, will sail ou Saturday next with Mr, Smith to bring
his costly charges home, and we trust he may be fortunate
enough to land them here in good shape. Scottish Prince
has bis reputation to make, in a sense, but there is little
doubt but that he will have small trouble in doing this,
though he will have to meet the "great and onlys," Plin-
limmon and Sir Bedivere, in the open class.

We must thank Mr. Comstock of Providenc, R. I., for
one of the prettiest and quaintest pictures of puppies we
ever saw. They are three little Japanese spaniels, and the
clever photographer, Mr. Howe, has caught them with that
wise, pnzzled look which jinppies assume when they cannot
just make out what it's all about.

If rumor is correct that Mr. E. H. Moore, of Melrose, Mass..
has purchased the great Plinlimmon, then he has indeed
played a tramp card. Though the dog is getting on in
years, still the ownership of snch a world-noted and excel-
lent specimen of the St. Bernard is tiouiul to add consider-
able prestige to any kennel. It is said SS.OOO was the price
paid. Plinliramoc, of course, needs no bolstering of this
sort. This grand dog has, to a certain extent, been Tost to St.
Bernard breeders, owing to the peculiar circumstances under

in June nest. Of course we know that the latter is ou a
still hunt for St. Bernards and we hope he will be success-
ful. The former will no doubt keep an eye on the fox-
terriers. iVlr. John A. Logan, Jr., also sails for Albion's
shoi-e, May 14, and will bring one or two good fox-terrier
bitches back with him.

There is con.siderable excitement across the line over a
Kentucky decision in regard to a dog case before Judge
Jackson in Louisville. The decision was given in the case
of John Doubler, who was charged with stealing a mastiff
belonging to John Doewer, and valued at Sl.OO, and selling
him afterward to Theodore Schwartz, Jr., tor $1Q. When
the case came up in the Circuit Cottrt, Judge Jackson gave
peremptory instructions for acquittal on the ground that
there is no proijerty in dogs unless they have been properly
registered. Both State and city license had been paid on the
animal, but Judge Jackson held that this did not constitute
ownership. His judgeship is evidently an advocate of the
A. K. O.

Dog shows being over it is now the time of the field trial
men to busy themselves with the preparations for the fall
trials. We therefore draw the attention of our readers to
the closins: dates for entries to the Eastern and Central
Derbys. For the former, entries close May 1 with Washing-
ton A. Coster, Saratoga Spnngs, N. Y. The time of closing
for the Central Derby is May 15, and we refer our readers to
our advertising columns for the amount of prizes in each
stake. Col. C. H. Odell, 44 Wall street, New York, will
furnish all information, and with, him all entries must be
made.

The famous Peshall ca=eis over, and no onw is sorry; at
the same time while it was going on it afforded the dogmen
of this city ample entert'ainment. At one time or another
during the trial nearly every prominent fancier in this city
spent an hour or so listening to the multiplicity of questions
with which "Jimmie'a" owner bothered the officials of the

BRED,
Prepared Blanks gent free on appHcatlon.

KatelX.—El-chQ. Jr. Geo. H. Oo\'ert's (Chicago, 111.) Imported
Irish setter birch Kate IX. to his champion Elchf, .Jr., April 13.
KUloA-n&v'H Prairie, Rmp—Tearawan. Geo. H. Covert 's (Chicago,

III.) Insh setter hitcti Kill;irne.v'd Prairie Rose to his imported
Tearawav, Ain'il 18.

Blaze—Breezv OlacMonc. E. W. Clark, Jr.'s (Philadelphia. Pa.)
EriKlish setter bltcfl Blaze (Count Noble—Rosalind) to F. G. Taj'-
lor's Brppze Gladsmae (Glsdsloue—Sue), Api-il 5-

Mijm Goodioin—Breezo GlarMone. D. A. Goodwin's (Newbury-
port, Mass.) English setier bi'ch Myr* Goodwin (Bob Gates—Flo
Maclin) to F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue),
April 21.

LiUy Bondliu—Breeze Olafistone. N. B, Thomas's (Philtidelnhio.
Pa.) Eniib'sh setter bitch Lilly Bondhn (Gus Bonrlliu— Roilreka) to
II. G. Taylor's Brppzf< Gladston^' (GladstonR—Sup). April .i.

Fanny—Breeze GlacMove. R. Osthoffe's (Philadelphia, Pa ) Ensr-
lisU setter bitch Faunv (Racket—Nancy Lee) to F. G. Taylor's
Breeze Gl;idstona-(Gl'^dstorip—Sue), April .'J.

Donva jun nita—Breeze Gliulstdnc. Jaa. VV. Wood's (Pottghkeep-
sie. N. Y.) ICngiisb sett(?r bitrii Donni) Juanita (Rockir?prham

—

D'iT)n'<) to F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstono—Sue).
March 16.

Mahlc E.—ETiernurrs Cashier. Eberbart Pu!,' Kennels' (Cincin-
nati, O.) pug bitch Mabl«E (champ'on Kas'i-Lady Thurman) to
thrir KbPrhart's Cashier fcLatnpinn Kash—Lady Thorni, Aiiril 16.

Ladu Nora—Pride of Gienclw. E. .T. IveuMe.y'j^ (Pall River, 'Mass.)
Irish setter bitch Lndv ^ST ira to Wni. Bi-owuyll's Pride of Gleacho
(champion Glencho—Lulu II.), Feb 33.

WHELPS,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Banaahcr. Geo. H. Covert's (OhicB,go. Ill-) imported Irish setter
bitch Bnuagher, Marcn 25, fourteen (nine does), tiy Spaippen.
Bazdmit III. Gao. H, Covert's (Chicaso. Ill ) Irish setter hitch

Hn/elnuc III , April 18, seven (three dogs), by bis imported Tear-
awry.
Blioda. Geo. H. Covert's (ChicaKO. 111.) imported Irish setter

hitch Rhodn, March 14, twelve (piE;iu do^v), by Wrestler.
TillieBoru. W. H. Laird's (WiaouM, Minu.) Irish setter bitch

Tillie Bora, April 1-5, twelve (six dogs), by G. H. Covert's imported
Tearawav.
Lady Zora, Mrs. L. McCuen's (Kew Orleans, La.) pug bitch

THE ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD SCOTTISH PRINCE. The Peopektt of Col. Jacob Rtjppert, .Je., New York City.

which he has lived the last two or three year.?, but now he
will no doubt take the position in St. Bernarddom that his
many virtues entitle him to, and breeders will have a chance
to seciu-e his services and to see him on the bench. What a
sight we shall have when Plinlimmon—we name him first
as the older dog—Sir Bedivere, Scottish Prince and Aristo-
crat troop into the ring in the open class. A win in such
company will indeed be the pinnacle of canine honors.
Plinlimmon was whelped June 29, 1883, and his breeder is
Mr. T. Hall, of Liverpool, England. His sire was Pilgrim
and dam Bessie II., by chamipion Bayard out of Hebe: Pilgrim
by Leo out of Lottie. Plinlimmon's record is too well
known to need any repetition here. Several noted St.
Bernard men have rejoiced in his ownership, and until
purchased by "Fritz" Emmet he was constantly seen on the
bench, but since then he has appeared nowhere except on
the stage, where we had the pleasure of seeing him about
three months since, when he looked in excellent health and
flesh. Though we hardly think it wise ou Mr, Moore's part
to have paid such a sum as .?o,000—if he has done so—and no
self-re.specting St. Bernard would think of changing his
quarters for less nowadays, still such an addition to his team
will make him again a formidable competitor for St.
Bernard kennel prizes.
At the last moment we have received a lettei- from Mr.

Moore confirming his purchase of Plinlimmon. He tells us
that thoueh a little thin, he yet weighs in the neighbor-
hood of SOOlbs, He intends to breed Lady Livingstone and
Sneerwell to him, and of course expects something very
fine as a result. Pliu, it may be added, is the sire of such
dogs aa Alton, Prince Regent. Baron Cardiff. Baron Cam-
rose, Aristocrat, Mayor otLeeds and Carmelite. Next season
he will be shown at Boston in the open class, Mr. Moore
adding, with a remembrance of his past misfortunes—if he
lives.

A letter from friend Bradley, who steered Rowdy Rod to
victory in the last four-hour race at the Central trials, be-
sides making us discontented yrith office work, the city and
everything that pertains to a humdrum existence, by holdin g
out the prospect of some good trout fishing in his neighbor-
hood, tells us he has opened his boarding kennels for the sum-
mer. All who know Simon C. Bradley know full well that,
as a trainer and careful handlei-, he has no superior, and dogs
sent to him are sure of good quarters and careful treatment.
His address will be found in our advertising columns.

Mr. J. A. Long, of St. Louis, writes us that he has sold his
noted collie, Clifton Hero, winner of S prizes in England and
this country, to Mr. Vincent Liddicott, Saginaw, Mich., who
will place him in the stud.

"Namquoit's" full report of the Los Angelas 13611011 show
arrived too late for press this week, but will appear in our
next issue.

Mr. Charles Heath ha.s sold the noted pointer Launcelot
to Mr. H. Amsden of Boston, Mass.

Messrs. Jean Grosvenpr and E. H. Mcore will visit England

A. K. C. Mr. Peshall, as his own counsel, had ample oppor-
tunity to indulge in the wit and repartee for which he is
noted, and at times his actions were highly dramatic,
especially so while summing up in his own behalf, when he
took full advantage of his power to tell the gentlemen of
the jury what he thought of the gentlemen of the prosecu-
tion and of the unmeasured contempt in which he held
them. The beatific smile with whicb Mr. Anthonv re-
ceived his doses was very refreshing, and Secretary Vreden-
burgh gazed at the "counsel for the defendant" with a look
as much as to say, "All right, my boy: it's your innings
now, but wait till t.he jury bring.s in that verdict." Of
course, as was generally supposed, the verdict was "Not
guilty," and Mr. Peshall received quite an ovation at the
hands of his friends, who were blessed with sufficient
patience to sit out the three hours the jury took to arrive at
a decision. Among those we noticed at the trial were
Messrs. A. Belmont, T. H. Terrv, J. D. Shotwell, Max
Wenzel, A. P. Vredenburgh, James Mortimer, James Wat-
son, John Lewis, A. C. Wilraerding, -J. T. Phelan, A. D.
Lewis, H. B. Cromwell, O'Neil, H. F. Schellhass, L. C.
Whiton, E, M, Oldham, E. H. Morris, W. Tallman, R. F.
Mayhew and Drs, Glover and Foote.

The English National field trials commenced on the 3lst
of this month at the Aqualate estate, near Newport, Shrop-
shire. The competition will in some degree be robbed of its
interest for Americans, owing to the fact that Mr. Brails-
ford, having had such a hard time y\-ith his dogs since he
retitrned from our field tiials last December, will not enter
anj^of Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale's dogs. There has been quite
astir among Englisn field trial men over the fact that a
professional handler, Mr. Bishop, had been selected as one
of the judges, Mr. Brailsford writing a very sensible letter
on the subject in Land and Water, which we may have
space to publish in our next issue.

Mr. Geo. R. Krehl, in a letter to his own paper, the Stoclx-
Keepcr, publishes a very pretty letter which he received from
Helen Keller. At the same time he invites from English
readers, contributionsinaidof the "Tommy" fund, which will
be forwarded by him to Forest and Stream, where they
will be acknowledged.

Mr. Herbert G. Sweet, who was prevented through illness
from officiating as St. Bernard juds:e at the late Kennel Club
show, is on his way to this country for a visit.

KENNEL NOTES.
Motes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 300 of any one form, bound for
retaining dnpUcates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAJMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Chesterfield and Valentine. By F. G. Taylor, Philadelphia. Pa

.

hlack.wbite and tan English setter dogs, whelped Feb. 14.
1891, by Breeze Gladatone {Gladstone—Sue) out of List Noble.

(Glad-

Lady Zora (champion Kash—Lady Thnrman), April 7, seven (three
dogs), by Seminole Kennels' criamoion Treasure.
AibertaG. L. Shuster, Jr.'s (Philadelphia, Pa,) English setter

bitch Alberta G. (Count Noblo—Alpiiousine), Aprd fl, six' (Ave
dogs), by F. G. Ttylor's Breeze Gladstonp (Gladstone- .-^ue).

AhhotVs Joy. J. C. Schuyler's (Luray, Va.) English setter hitch
Abboi t's Joy (Gath's Joy—Rosa), April 6, six dogs), by F. G. Tay-
lor's Brefze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue),

setter
Marct
stone—Sue).
Meg Merilles. J. F. Ctirly's (Fitchhurg, Mass.) Gordon setter

bitch Mes Msrilles (Argrus III.—Nell), March 29, eleven (nine dogs),
by H. A, Estabrook's Whip E. (Malcolm's Whip—Countess of
Devonshire ID.
Bcautu II. F. 'G. Street's (Lexington, O.) St. Bernard hitch

Beauty II. (imported Caesar—Guenn*. April 13, eight (three dogs),
by Miss Whitney's Sir Herbert (Plinlimmon—champion Queen
Jura).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

TUlieBoruandBeUe Stviveller. Red Irish setter bitches, bv G.
H. Cover\ Chicago, 111,, to VV. H, Laird. Winona, Minn.
Lone Star Queen. Red Irish setter bitch, by G. H. Covert, Chi-

cago, 111., to M. F. Robin=on, Granite, Mont.
Royal George. Red Irish setter dog, by G. H. Covert, Chicago,

111., to Ja«. Averitt, Athens, Tex.
Kate IK. Red Irish setter bitch, by G. H. Covert, Chicago, 111.,

to H. T. Harris, San Jose, Gal.
ChcsLerMd. Black, white and tan English setter dog, whelped

FeL>. 14, 1891, by Breeze Gladstone out of List Noble, by E. G. Tay-
lor. Pniladelphia, Pa., to Mrs. A. H. Moore, same place,

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering: questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

.
-EiEADER, ClarksviUe, N. Y.—I lost a valuable pointer this morn-

irg (l,i.75d). He would have been two years old in June, he was
aftected wUh red eczema. Last week I noticed it was almost all
over the entire body, head and mck being aflEpcted the most J
clipped the hair oflC and washed him on April 4, and rubbed him
with blasting powder dissolved in sweet cream, adding some
sulphur and half of a dt s^erfspoonful of carbolic acid. On tbo
5th I noticed he was very restless, so i washed him with castile
soap and dried him. Next day be seemed well, and at night Igave him a dessprtspoonful of sulphur mixed in mnlassps. Thenfxt morning I gave him another application of blasting powder
dissolved in sweet cream, four dessertspoonfris of sulphur and
oneof carbob c acid. This I appbed about 7:30 A. M. I reached
hoine again aoout 5 P. M.: he was weak and rould r ot stand, and
reeled as he walkefl. Immediately I washed him as before and
placfd him behind the stove; soon he was so weak he could not
raise l is bead. I gave him warm milk with stimiila'its. If hewas suddenly touched he would growl, this he never did btforeAbout 4 o'clock he died. His eyes were bTightand remained opMimost ot the time, and he breathed as if he was asleep. Please tell
teU ma the eff ct the appbcation hnd on him, it was put on beadand entire body, and what did he die with? Ans. The treatment
seems to have been too severe. We had some vears since a similar
experience with two spaniels. You do not state the strength of
r '^i^^'u

^^^9' crude, no doubt it was caibolic poisoning that
killed tlie dog through absorption. It is never advisable to treat
a dog all over the body at one time, a few patches should he
treated each day.
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RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
\ DELAY in the printing of ilie targets f or tlie preliminary

sbooting in the Amateur Revolver Oharopionship has disap-

pointed many who had made application for a supply of the
targets. They are now ready, and everybody may see j ast what
tbey are, and liereafter we will have a suffisient suppiy to

promptly respond to all applications for the sheets. Alrearly wo
hear of mncli practicing goins: on, and the winning score prom-
ises to he a gilt-edge notch high upon the revolver record post.

PHILADELPHIA. April 24.—The regular weekly practice of
the Philadelpiiia Rifle Club for the season of 1891 was opened
April 16, and at the regular practice of April 24 the two remark-
able snores of 67 and 65 were made on the honor target by Messrs.
H. J. Mehard and E. T. Travis. The honor target of the PMla-
delphia Rifle Club difl rs somewhat from other Schuetzen clubs,
the center 25 being lin. in dinner and rings J^in. aparf, receding
down to I. Mr. Mehard's tbree shots scored 24, 21, 23—67. Mr.
Travis's score was 18, 23, 24—60. A score of 66 or better out of a
possible 75 entitles trie shooter to the gold medal of the club, and
can only ba won once diiring membership; and 60 poiats or oetter
entitles to the silver medal, and one of ruese may be won every
year. Mr. Mehard'a score is the best score ii^ade in this club for
the past fourteen years. In 1889 Messrs. Travis and Steis both
succpeded m making 66, and in 1890 Dr. M. Price made 66. Mr.
Mehard'a score of 67 tops them all. All the above gentlemen used
the Wurfflein rifle, .32ca). The following is the summary of the
day's shoot:

Honor. 4in. bulls. Honor. 4in. hulls.
H J Mehard. .2l 21 22-67 22 J fiarrick. . . . 10 21 15-46 2
E T Travis .... 18 23 24-66 5 J Wea< hereby15 14 14-4o 3
CMolter 20 23 14-57 4 P Bernhardt..31 16 2-39 10
M Price 17 13 23-.53 5 J Green 12 8 19-39 10
J J Mount.ioy.l9 8 20-47 0 Emil Kolb . . .15 11 9-35 1

EPHRATiV. Pa., April 27.—On Friday afternoon the members
of the North End Rifle Olub went out on the range for practice.
The weather was clear but very stormy, and very good siiooting
was next to impossible. The lighter calibered rifles shot irreg-
larly, although the distance was but 200yds. at rest shooting. The
following scores were made:
C S Wenger 10 10 9 9 6 7 9 8 8 7—83
J A Stober 9 9 6 9 10 10 6 9 6 6—80
.T R Shenffer 4 3 10 9 10 10 6 9 8 8—76
C Konigmaoher 8 9 5 8 9 9 8 5 5 7—75W Carpenter 7 7 6 7 7 6 10 7 8 10-75
L M Wiest 6 9 8 G 9 7 10 7 7 5-74
D B Lefever 6 10 7 5 7 8 7 6 5 10-70WD Winters 7 7S665954 5-S9
I Carpenter 3 4 9 6 4 7 9 4 6 6-57
The nest shoot will oe ofl'-hand on Friday, May 22.

REVOLVER AT BISLEY.—Those particularly interested in
revolver shooting at the English range have laid before tlie Coun-
cil a series of suggestions adopted at the instance of Mr. W.
Winans. They ran as follows: 1. Competitors to lie allowed to
shoot pool at the same time as competirion at the Running Deer
or Running Man. 3. A competition at SOyds, for any revolver—no
bore le's than such as will carry .3?0'ammunition; minimum trig-
ger pull,31Vis.; minimum powder charge, 13gra.; minimum weight
of bullet, ISOgrs. Such a competition would be useful in assisting
to decide upon the best weapon for sers'ice purposes. 3. A compe-
tition at the disappearing target, in which the target shall be up
ISsecnds (that is, while the hand of the clock usPd in connection
with the disappearing target goes once round)—all six shots, or as
many of thetn as can be got of!', to be fired during the 12 seconds.
This competition would te-^t the mechanism of the revolvers. At
present these weapons frequently Jam. 4. There sliould be some
kind of a partition between each competitor, wliich, while mini-
mizing the risk of accidents, ought to be so construcied as not to
add to the noise of the discharge of flrearms.

HOOSICK FALLS., N. Y., April 27.-The Hrosick Falls Rifle
Association will have a priy.e cup shoot in June, open to all
comers, l)rizes to be six silver cups, valued at §85. Conditions to
be 5 sho's on Standard American target, off-hand, 3 strings to
count, entries 25 cents each and unlimited. Scores made at
200yds. off-hand. Standard American tai-get, April 25:
Harry A Parsons 9 10 8 9 10 6 9 7 6 10—84
J J Lansing 10 6 7 8 10 7-9 6 9 9—81
Dr Mayberry 8 9 9 S 9 9 9 7 8 5—81
Frank Lansing 9 10 8 5 10 7 7 8 4 5-73
Elmer Lansing 9 97897675 6-73
C Smith 8 7 8856 5 76 9—70
C Palmer 9 9 4 6 8 8 « 3 4 6-63
NEW JERSEY RIFLE ASSOCIATION.—It is proposed to es-

tablish a State Rifle Association in New Jersey. The range at
BrintOD, near Elizabethport, was sustained in part by State funds
from 1870 to 18.S3, when the Sea Girt range was establ'shed. The
new association will be largely, if not entirely, composed of
military members. As at present understood, the association pro-
poses to run a spring and a fall prize tournament on the State
ranges at Sr-a Girt, and also to have mouthlv practice shoots opnn
to members on the State range, the shooting will be done at 2(X),

500 and eOflyds distance. During the fall tournament a contest
will be held, open to teams from each organizaiion in this Stute,
and a team contest similar to the "Interstate" or "Hilton Trophy"
matches shot annually at Creedmoor may also bo made a feature.

LUBRICANT BULLET.-A novel Inbricatiog bullet has been
patented by D. B. Wesson, of Springfleld. Mass. The bullet is
cupped at the base, and the hollow, after being fllled with lubri-
cant, is covered with a cap. Ducts lead from this oil reservoir to
the stirface of the bullet, and upon he explosion the cap is driven
forward, expelling the lubricant as the projectile passes through
the barrel.

A FULL REVOLVER SCORE.—New York, April 25.-At Con-
lin's gallery, to-day, Mr, E. Wassermann, of iNew York, succeeded
in making the wonderful record of a full score on the standard
decimal target, hitting a ring a half inch in diameter six consecu-
t.iv« times with the S. & W. .'I4cal. revolver; distance, 12vds.—
J. K.

EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB.—New York, April 22.—Scores were
made at the regular weekly shnot, April 21: W. Rosenbaum 94,
A. Nowak93, O. Rattler 92, F. Stahl 86, W. Malsenholder 85, W.
Miller 83, G. HiUmeyer 77.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

April 28-30.—New Haven Gun Club, assisted hv the Inter-State
Manufacturers' and Denlrfrs' ASHouiaricm. Sl.OUO tTrjii.raiitoed-

May 5— Eiehtb .-XDinial ^^hooting Tonrnaiiicijt Johnf-towni N.Y.)
Gun Club. F. W. Parliss. Scc'y.
May 5.—Hackettstowu (N. J.) Field Day. J. L. Smith, Captain.
May .5-6.—Algona (la.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to all.

John G. Smith, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Auburn, N. Y., Gun Club Tournament. $500 guaa-an-

teed. Professionals barred. C has. W. Brister. Sec'y.
May 5-7,—Brunot's Island (Pittsburgh. Po.) Totirnameut, under

management of Sbaner, Davison and Crow. E. T. Shatter, Sec'y,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
May 5-9. -Grand Tournament of the Hill City Gun Clnb, Vicks-

bnrg. Miss. Open to all. Geo. H. Hill, Sec'y.
May 13.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters' League Tourna-

ment, held under the auspices of the West End Trap-Saooting
Association, of Albany, N- V-, at their grounds on Cofvin avenUB.
May 11-16,—F(nirteenth Annual Tournament of the Texas State

Sportsmen's Association, at San Antonio. W. L. Simpson, Sec'y.
May 13-14 —Grand Tournament of the Houth Side Gun Club, at

Watertown, N. Y. Open to all. L. H. Prentice, See'/.
May 13-18.—Meridian (Miss.) Gun Club Tournament. Open to

all. J. R. Alexander, Sec'v.
May 13-16.—Harrisburg, Pa., Shooting Association Tournamen*,

assisted by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H. M. F. Worden,
Sec'y.
May ig-2L—Washington (D. C.) Ctpital Citv Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturer.s' and Dealers' Association. Asso-
ciation euarantees SI.000.

May 26-28.—VVm. H. Wolstercroft's Second Annual Tourna-
ment, at Facony Driving Park, Philadelphia, Pa. Address Wm.
H. Wol- tencroft, Prankford, Philadelphia, Pa.
May 30.—Canajoharie (N. i'.) Gun Club Tournament. T. C,

Pegnim, Sec'y.
May 30.—Spring Tournament Maplewood (X. J.) Gun Club. Open

to all. Programmes sent by C. W. Brown, Pres.. Maplewood, N. J.
June 2-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State

Manutacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
Sl.OOO. club adds $2,000, total $3,000.
June 3-5.—Rocky Mountain Sportsman's Association Tourna-

ment, at Denver, Col. C. M. Hampson, Sec'y.
.Tune 8-18.—Regular Annual Tournament of the Illinois State

Sportsmen's A<»sociation. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y, Chicago, III.

June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New Vork
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun

Club. E. B. Roberts, Sec'y.

THE TRAP.
'JcorRS for publication Bhould he made out on the printed bLanhi

p epa/red by the forest and Stream, and fii/mished gratis to club
ecretaries. Correspondents who favor us with dub scores are par-
euiUirlv reQuested to write on one side of the paper orUy.

THE INTER-STATE LEAGUE.—The dates for the next series
of shoots in the Inter- State Trap-Shooting League have been fixed.
The Glenmore Rod and Gua Club and the Parkway Rod and Gun
Club will not participate, leaving the Fountain Gun Club, the
Coney Island Rod and Gun Club, the Central Gun Club, of Long
Branch, N. J., the Atlantic, Rod and Gun Club and the Newark
Gnn Club in tue leaguf*. The first shoot will be on the Atlaiiiie Rod
and Gun Club's grounds, at Coney island, on May 14. The second
wi'l be on the second Thursday in June, with the Coney Island
Rod and Gun Club, at Woodlawn Park, Long Island. The third
at Long Branch, on the second Thursday in September, and the
fourth with the Fountain Gun Club, at VVoodlawn Park, Long
Island, the second Thursday m October. No date has been fixed
for the Newark Gun Club shoot, but it will probably take place at
Erb's gri'Unds, Newark, N. J., the following month.

SOUTH SIDE GUN CLUB.-Watertown. N. Y.. April 24.-On
May 12, 13 and 14 wUl he held at tbe grounds of the South Side Gun
Olitb. Watertown, N. Y., thebiggest 'ournment ever held in north-
ern New York. We guarantee $500 in cash purses, and our pro-
gramme is arranged to give both amateurs and professionals a
good show. Tne shooting will be at kingbirds trom ten traps,
rapid firing system, uiider the supervision of Mr. Will H. Crutten-
den, of Cazenovia. We want all the '"boys" to come, and premise
them a good time—nobody barred, every shooter welcome. Uon't
forget the dates. May 13, 13 anrl 14. We will be pleased to mail
our programme to any shooter interested.-L. H, Ppentice, Sec.
ATHENS, Pa,. April 27.—Following ate the scores made at the

weekly shoot of our new gun club, at .25 single kingbirds: Mur-
xelle 15, WoKradt 13, Net^ius U, Segar 10, Alberts 9, Hearner 8,
Snoith 8.—ATHEKiASf,

PROFESSIONALS AND ROUNDERS,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Anent the two communications of "Ad Vance." is.sues of March

6 and April 9, let me also say a few words on the snbj 'ct. The re-
marks of "Ad Vance," in re the colonization of shooters for the
sake of winning club honors (which, under such circnmstances.
must be barren ones), maet the approval of perhaps all regtilar
club members, and such irregular proceedings should be dis-
counleuauced in all organizations having a sportsmanlike feel-
ing. The remedy suggested by "Ad Vance" dees not seem to me
to be entirely feasible and for the fo'lowing reasons; First—I be-
long to more than one club and if I could not have the option of
shooting on the team of any one of them, whenever and where-
ever a team was called upon, I would pTooaldy resign from such
an organtzation as I think a preference in such a matter is en-
tirely personal. Secondly—If "Ad Vance" has bad the experience
in getting up teams in gtin clubs, which has fallen to my lut, he
would know how impossihle it is to find out before a match juut
what numbers will be present. Yon may send out a score of
notices, get answers yea or no from five and have Qftf?en men,
perhaps, on the ground ready to shoot. You can't make a our
members post a forfeit and you must often take tho-se who show
up or have no shoot.
Now, I don't believe in barring a man from shooting just be-

cause he is a representative of a gun or ammitnition houfe.' While
it is undoubtedly true that such may shoot better tn.an those
classed as amateurs (partly, I think, because they are better pro-
vided in the way of arms, etc., and giving the same much study),
they have given more impetus and encouragement to trap shoot-
ing than any other class. Look over the list of professionals,
"Ad Vanco," and tell me if you can find one man who is not a
gentleman and a sportsman. Under no circumstances would a
good firm engage any other. Take the men named by "Ad Vance"
and fifty well-known others, and if t Hey get into a tie with an
amateur they are willing to do the agreeable. It doesn't pay
them to do anything else. One of the men "Ad Vance" names
told me it was ab-urd to suppose they were in it for all tliev could
get. To be stire they want to make a good show, but the money
they put in is part of their expenses, and whether Ihey win or lose
it matters little to them. No, the only proper way to cla.isify a
shooter is by his record, not hy his bu.'^iness. In my remarks I

wish to be understood «s using the word "professional" as mean-
ing one who is in the gun and other similar businest*.
But there is anotber class, and this is the crowd we should bo

down upon. Contrast their actions with tnose of the profession-
als and see if I don't come being somewhere near them in my
remarks. I mean the "rounder." The rounder can give the pro-
fessional points in scooping the boodle and beat him to a stand-
still. He is everywhere. No little club gives a shoot but the
rounder is there. His capabilities are perhaps not well known,
and he rakes in the "chips" to his heart's content. He will never
divide with a poor shot, and he never has to with one of his Uk;
they are not in his class, having conveniently missed a bird "for
place." The rounder does not represent any "gun h-mse;" he
couldn't fill such a position, being too much disliked. Perhaps he
has a little place where he works when not. line Dick Turpin,
"on the rnad." He can make better wages with his gun than he
can with any other tool, and the work is more congenial. His
reputation as a good shot perhaps gets him a gun at a big dis-
count, and what he makes with the arm is his own; if he loses, of
course it comes out of his personal pocket. He must get money,
honestly if he can, but he must get it it he wantR to shoot, bo he
and hisilk go where they think they wnll have a "soft snap," and
they have done more with their "deals" and "shooting for place"
to discourage the amateur than anything which has come up since
the advent of the gias ball. Now, if "Ad Vance" would har any
shooters, let him bar these gentry or handicap them until they
won't thmk it worth while to come in.

It has been said that to keep out all experts will result in the
failure of tournaments. St. Louis, Newark and other places have
denlert this, the tournaments held in those places having been
successful, aitd it only remains for other clubs to follow the
example siiown them to stamp out the rounder. Perhaps the
rounder does shoot more than the amateur, but one rounder will
keep twenty amateurs away, so the number of shots will !e in-
creased by the notice "experts barred." Try it and see. But if

the professional has a new gun he wants to show let him come.
He will advertise your clnb and you will find him a good felluvv
after all and full of fun as an egg is of meat. He'll give you
some points, too, which may be useftil in the conditct of a club or
tournament, and when be goes away with perhaps a little cash
which formerly occttpied a place in your inside pocket yott will
be glad you've met him. Try that, too.

A great many tales have been told about these professionals,
and I will enumerate some of them. Fir.st, that Penrose nevet'
goes to a tournament withotit a supply of cast iron standard Key-
stones, which the trappers are instructed to nut in the traps
w^hen a shooter who is in a tie with Pen goes to the sccn'e. That
Quimby made all the coats for the Cliraax-Iolanthe team too
tight, so that he could easily beat the boys. Quimby is unques-
tionably the best artificial target shot in the country, but he
wanted to make "as urance double sure." That McMurchy will
never divide with an amatettr. and that the Smith guns know
him so well that they decline to shoot him otit. That "old Court"
who is "on the list" will hoodoo a gun worse t baa MH,ck. Thar
Von Lengerke goes to all the shoots tike a rounder and scoops it

all in. And a number of nice little lales could be told al'out
these and others. Of course such practices should be a i'ar to
any one. But don't rule them out because they make tbeir bread
and butter in the gun trade instead of banking,'even if thev "take
the few dollars left in the shooter's pocket after h's outfit is

purchased," When a man steers so close to the wind as all that,
he had better give up trap shooting. Occasional.

JOHNSTOWN. N. Y., April 20.—At the annual meeting the fol-

lowing officers were elected for 1891: Johnstown Gun Club a.nd Pro-
tective Asseciatlon—President. George Y^ost; Vice-PrpBHlent, J.

A. Banta; Treasurer, James Hillabranelt; Sec'v. F. W. Pariis;
Exeeutiv<> Com., L. F. Northup. Wm P.itter. F. W, Partis; Field
Captain, J. D Pterson: Lieutenant, J. Timmdhs. Oar annual
toTrmament comes off on May 5.—F. W. Parte?.

HARRISBURG TRAPS,
APRIL 18.— In my report of lasi Saturday's shoot it seems I led

you to bel'eve we had held a totimament. Such was not the
case. howev."ir; the shoot was merely local, tbe association gives
every Saturday afiernnou an open sweepstake shoot for the
pleasure of tlie boys at home, while any one outside of the city ia

welcome to come and participate, we do not intend it to be any-
thingb tit o. local aff<'ir;we have held no tournament since last,

fall, 'but, as all the readers of the Forbst .^nd Pa'Ru.iM are well
aware, we are making arrangements to hold one in May. Ovying;
to an extensive building boom in the western pa.rt of the city, old
grounds cannot lie used. We have, therefore, secured through the
courtesy of Mr. John Westbrook, manager of the Harrisburg
Athletic Association and owner of the island on which their
buildings stand, his permission to use the same for holding our
coming tournament. This is a centrsl locaiiorj, not being more
than a flve-minute walk from aoy ra.itvoad depot in the citv, and
will jirove to be a most advantflgeons loc itio-i for the display of
the goods of the Manufacturers and Dealers' Associ.ation, as the
grounds are most handsomely fitted up and grand-stand accom-
modations for all ladie*; and gentlemen who desire to come as
shooters or spectator.^. Hotel headquarters will be ,n.t The Com-
monwealth, where the meetine fnr the formation of a Central
State Shooting League w'U be bold on the evening of Mn.y 14, at 8

P. M., andalldelesates eleotor! hy the various c1u'->r to attend this
meeting are earnestly rf quested to report promprly. Dinner dur-
ing the tonrnament wiU he served in the pavillion on the grounds
by Caterer Taylor, of the Harrislmrp (^Inh, a number of whose
members a,re also members of the shooting a-sociation.
liar esteemed frier.d and. most earnest worker C. E. H. Br6l=-

ford, of the home contingent, whose anxiety to place the record
of our genial commodore ai^d Cumlierland county 's Democratic
chnirnian before the Manufacturers and Dealers' Aa=oeiation
flnd.^ himself Hearing tl:iai: awful abyss from whose depths even
our Western experts were unable to m'^.ke themselves heard, and
in the language of Bobby Burns, "The best laid plans of mice and
men gang aft aglee," and so it is that "he who fights and runs
away mav live to fight another day. but he who is in battle
slaiii, shall never live to fight again." Appended you will find our
shoots for last Saturday:
Shoot for medal classifjcatioiLfor March:

Dustin , 0101111111101011111010111-19
Shearer lllllOOllllllllllHinill-23
Nutt iioino'inioiiminoiii-31
Fuller llimUlllllOlllllllllll-34
Medal shoot for April:

Troup - miiinniuiooniiiiiii-23
D i 11 11in 01 10milninn 1110-23
Dustin .llHlllllOllllllllOllllOl—23
McKee 1111100011111111111111111—38-

Brelsford 1111111111011111111011111-23
Shearer iininiiinimiioioiiii-33
Nuit .iioiiioiiiuninumoiio—20
Foe rs te ! 111101U Oil 00010011001111—1

6

Fuller ' 1111111101011111111101111-22
Todd :

1101111111111100111100111-20

Ti6 stioot

'

Troup .
.'. ...... .lOHlllOlllllll-13 Brelsford 011110111111111-13

Shearer nnmillUlll—15

Sweep No. 1, 30 singles, etttry $1.50 1 money:
Dustin . . ..........101100111110010111111111101111-23
Knllivan ; llllllllOllllOllOlllllOUllOlO -24

Brel-^lord ,111111111111111111111111111111-30
Sweep No. 2, 10 singles entry 76 cents:

Dustin OOOUOliU- B King 1011101110- 7

Sulliva,n 1111101111- 9 Brelsford lIllllllU—10
Worden 1111111111-10
Sweep No. 3, 10 singles, entry 75 cf nts;

Du Btin n 11 1 1 1 1 11—10 King .1UHoil11- 9

Sullivan lUOlOllll- fi Bielaford 1111111111-10
Worden lllOlJllll— 0

.Sweep No. 4, 15 sinele-. entrv .|1:

Dustin IHiOlOOKlllllll—10 Brelsford 111111110111111—

M

'^uUiviu 101101111111101-1.2 Banks imiUltllliinPUl— 9

Worden 111101111110111—13 King OiOHLlilliUOlll-lO

Kiozer 111110011110111-12
No. 5, 15 singles, enrrv 81:

Du.stin lOOlOIOlOOlOUO- 7 Kinzer 111010111110101-11

SuUivan lOiniDnilOll-13 Worden 111111111001101-13

Brelsford 1101 lUOl 111 11 1-13 Banks IIIOIIOIIOIIOIO-10

King 110101 lini 10101-10 "

,

Sweep No. C, ir^ singles. > ntry SI, indicator unknown angles:

Brelsford 111110111111111- 14 Fttller 110111111111110-13

Shearer OU00111 1111001—10 McKee UD 01 1110011 11—12

Dustin OOOlOlOinilOll- 9 Dill.. lllOlOOOlllllll-U
Nutt 01 llOOl 1 10111 10-10
Sweep No. 7, 15 ftinffles, tmtrv Sljudicator and S trap-:

Shearer 111101011111001-11 Dustin IIIOIOOOUOIUI-IO
Puller HlOlll 11101111—13 McKee OllilOUliOOlll-ll

Brelsford 110111111011110-13 Todd 011111001111001-10

BROOKLYN SHOOTERS,
BaoOKLYN', April 22.—The Emerakks wore not out in their u-ua''

force at Dexter Pirk, Long Island, to-day at the monthl y stiooC

(if the club— oiilv 17 shot for the club inedai=. 'I'lio club slioots at

10 birds eaeh, EiaerrU ! rules. In Cla»s A, 0. E. Kc-m-en won
villi p!straiH''i"' S'-oj'e ot bJ tn-in he :,Sydr-. rii-ark, and tii Class B,

G Nowo' kr '''.Tds., woa wlih another sirnigKt scoiv of 10. A
sweepstake, 14 entries, 4 birds eaid), Uurlingbam rules, between
G E Rem^en, of the Emerald tinu Club, and A. Botty, of the
Diana Protection Club, for SIO and the price of the birds was won
bv Remsen. He killed 11 to Boi ty 's 9.

"Avril ?S —A steady stream of Geiman citizens and friends went
through the gates at Dexter Park this morning. It was the New

mann 6, C. Busch 3.
« ^ • n r, r,-, u

April ^if.—'Vhe second shoot of the Linden Grove Gun Clnb was
heio at Dexter Park to-day. It was a classified shoot. Class A
bemo- reiu-etented by five shooters and Class B by six. In Class A,
W Citnniughaiij won the badge. In Class H, H. Wiemann and e.

Ep'pig tied with 4 each, and on shoor-ofE Weimann won. W. Mills

WR^ s ici^G ret?-

A triangular shooting match took place co-day at Dexter Park
between M. Fay, J. Fay and W. H. Brickner, of the Wauregan
Gun (31ub. Eacii man shot at 15 birds, modified Long Island rules,

••jyd= rise. M. Fay won by killing 12 out of 15. Brickner killed 11

and missed 4 and J. Fay killed 7 and missed 8, The referee was

One of the best shooting matches that has been witnessed in

this vicinity was tlat to-day between L. Davenport and Dr.

Shields at Woodlawn Park, Graveseu i. 'I'he matcb w-hk oritrmally

made tor 100 bird.^ each, bnt o-niug w the scarcity of tart/ei only

50 each were shot at. L. Davenpiort made the remariwiide score

of 'iO straight to E>r. Shields' 41. la a sweepstuko shoot llu-il fol-

lowed, at 35 birds each, the folljwlng w.jre ihe winners: T. Sb\p-

maii, 2:ivd=., 21,: A. Purdy, oOyds., 16; C. Williams, 30yds., 14; B. J.

^^A^natcl/iit 25blnerocks was shot off at Woodlawn Park to-day

between A. Purbv and C. Wtllmms, bothmtmoersof the Fouutaiu
Gun Club for and dinner Cor tue party. Purdy won, scoring

23 to his oijponent's 2L. A return match will probably be contested

'^'^Djr^li,-',!—The first ^Bn(!0t this sea.son of the Prospect Heights

Gun Club took place K.-day at Farkville. Tne shoot was at 1(X)

bluerocks, h'^vd.J. rise. The hiKti wind prevented any good
scores, bur Capt. Nichuh- broke 81 and won. G. A. Somers broke

'^"PigpoQs were very scarce to-day, and Uncle Miller had all he
could do to scrape up ;i sutucient number for the matches. The
fir-t was between M. Burr, of Williamsburgh, and G. Remsen, of

the Emerald Gun Cluo. Major fiemsen had beaten his oppotient

bv 10 birds in the first match, and as he is an old anrl exijcriencert

Ir-in -hooter, especially devoted to holding the gnn lie.low the

plbow he did not hud it ^-ery difiieult to wm itie return matcn.

The stale= were a hide. 25 birds eacti man, 'lO.uis. rise, unli ^iOWD

trai-.^ L'lUD- l-Lsjid rules. Burr killed 9 anu Major Remsen 10.

tW nex^maieli wap bet ween F. Leii inztr, ut the Coney Island

Rod and Gun Club, and TT.^lgan-:, of the Parkways. This was
also the second conre;.; bfiwrei. tbof*" tfto crack snots at the

Trail. Erich man shot ar ttiit];-, under moriitied Hurlmgham
rule'i Heigans from SOvds. rise and Leibinaer trom the 28yds.

mark" Hel,gaus had the- best ot the match and killed tUi out of the

78 to 56 for Leibinxer. Neither man was sai isfi^a wi' n the rtsull,

as the match had been made originally tor lt»0 buds per map.
Tberefoie thes' asr^ ed^to shoot the match over again under the

=ame condition^, SlOO a side. luO birds each man, under modified

ITurlingbam rules, the contest to take plare at Dexter Park, o;i

Mav 7 Helgaas gives Leihinzer an allowance of 3sds. Some ofihe

outside bets were called oil y,e&terday, but a large amount is BlOl

staiiding over .fo'r tho next maBtrng.
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. HUTCHINSON, Kan.. April 19—The Gun Olub tonrnament
opened with fair attendance. The ?hootiiag was not above, the
average, as it was a mean, disaerreeable day for trap shooting,
the wind hlowing a grale nearly all day. T. A. Bnvington, of
Lyons, made the best averKge on iho day's .-.boot 'He was prop-
erly in it," as the laoys s'^ v. Auionj; i nose TTGicut from abroad
were E. C- Mecblirs, of L/ern-t;!; Canr. Hooper aud Brerlin, Irom
Runnywndt: ii'dtoii from Chaei, T. A. Baviugtou frooi f^vou'^,

and Hieks from Staflord. Ten singles: iJocMs Bavingtoii 9,

SUears 8, Young 7, Mecliline 5; Dinids lirst, Shears .-cconci. Matcii
No. 1, 10 eiiiirle bhierocks: Youok S, Alien 6. OocM? 3. MtcJ-ilinij 0,

George 7, DeTar «, Baving-ton (i, Rui'el 3; Didiij ilrst. Grorue *ef

-

oud and DeTar and B^.viasloii tbird. S :onnd m.ateli. 10 sinelef;
Ba^^ngfon 10. G-eorgo 9. young F, DeTar 8. Rupel «, Allen H, Mech-
lingn, Dodris ti. Hicks J; Bavioijion first, Gcoige second and DeTar
third. Third matcb, 1,1 '^intrJes: Aden 11, Youna; 11, Merhliu-s' lo,
Ba^inIton T3, Dodds (i, Rup.d M, DeTar 8; Allen lii-sl, seoona div.,
Bavlncrton third. Founh matcl). ID ^iriL^ief: Dndd- 1(1, 't^ oi-^e 8,
Young 8, Biivingtnn 8, Mecbling r> Allen ii; Dodos lirsi and Bar-
ingCoa second. Waiting match. 7 siiig]-;-: Iturel 0. DeTsr 6,
George '6, Baving ou 5, Allen 3. Youuu 1, Meehiiug i. Dodds 1;
Rupel f)nd DfiTaT first. Becond dlv. Six siniilen and 2 ptiivs: Bav-
ingtnn fi, Yourig 7, Dodds 7, jMecbling 7, Allp-n 5; Bivingroo first,

Young f'econd. Ten siniides: Dudd- S, Vo'hil; s, )-.avingtou 3,
Meohlingfi. Allen ti. Rupsl 4; Uodds fif.~i. Rlechling second. Ten
single.'; Youog it M. ehiini^ ij. Dn Idb 7, B'lvingtnn >!. Allen 6, De-
Tar .5, Rupel •!. Eiaroara S; ouog first, Bavingion secoud. Ten
slnsler: Mer hlina U, Allen 8, Ravingtoa 8, Young 7, Hicks 7,
Dodd^ 7. t»cTar (; Mechliut; first, Allen and Bavjogton second,
Vouug third.
Eighv live pigeonp, oOyd;^.:

BiA'iugtoa 13112212—8 Wooduull , .202ieoll—

6

Mechliug 12011222-7 Runel SlMdni—

5

l^'ouner 20L21lli)—o HnSper go032002—

4

George 10112110-13 Allen 012011 oO - 1

Bvediu 02ir.HiU-o Dodd=. 210010B0-a
Bavirigton first, MRChimg .-ecinid, ticorge third.
On the cdoging day the weatber was eveii worse than ilie day

before. The live Ijlrds were corkers Eli Young made ttie bfcr>t

average of the day. Ten singles: Young 10, Rupel C. Dodd.* 0,
Mechling 4, Allen 4. Six f-inglen, 2 iiair: Vnnng 8, Mecdjliug S,

Allen (!, Rupel li. Dodds Tm amgie:?: IMecbling 7, Young li,

Allen 5. Dodds 4, RiipHl 4. Ten siTi2lce: Yramg 9, Mechliug .s,

(reorge 7. Dodds 5, TVdford 4. Ten :^iTigl>':-: (George H, Youug 8,
Tedford 4, Allen 4. Ten &ing'ef : Vmiug .S, :Meetiliug 7, Current ."i.

Sis singles, 2 p:iii : Yoniji; HI. :\Icchliuvr 8 Kupel 6, Alien 4. Ten
RiTigles: Y'ou na 'J. Allen S. ,\lec:hl;ng 6. Dodds 7. Ten .^inglc'-;

Young 8. :Mecbling 7 Dodds li. Tedford ."i. Allen i. T'en .'ifigU^'-

George 10, Mechliug 'J. A Hen 5. Ycm g 7, Tod lord 7, Dodd.s 7. "Ten"
Singles: Young 9, Mef^hling 8, Currens 7, \Tooilnntt G, Alien ;"),

Dodds 5, Rupel 6, Teu singles: De T-jr 0, .Mcohiing 7, Dculd
^

George .

Six live birds:
Dodds 111201—5 Youug _ 132010—4
Meebling 201111—5 George. o21011-4
Woodnurt 031120—4 Allen - oo2103-3
Rupel iniT30-4

MADISON cot XT V ASSOCIATION.—The annual m^-efing of
the Madison Couaty Sporisman's A.^aoeiatiou was held in Canas-
tota. N. Y'., April 21. The following offlsers were cdeeted: John
MaxweU, Oneida, Pre.'iideni; Dr. E. (!. Bas.--, Caz-'ioNia, A'icr-
President; E. B. Robtrls, Canastota, Secreiar\; A. E, Richardson,
Baton, Treasurer. First meet wil 1 lie at Oneidn some tim" i a May.
After the meeting other piriicg went to tho Canasiofa Club
grounds aud had .some sweeps wish the following results:
No. 1, 10 single Idngbirda, o traps, rapid firing system, known

angles, entrance GO cents:
HoPerts imilllll—10 Crnttenden 1011111110— 8
Ward OIlOllUU- 8 Salisbury 1101111111- 9
Olarli 0010111110— a
No. 3, same conditinn :

Roberts 1111111111-10 Salisbury 1111101100- 7
Ward llltlOl 110- 8 Unit ts,.. . llOlllllUl— 8
Clark lUOloioll— 7 Kirkpatrick .0000101000 - 3
druttenden llimim-ia
No. 3, same conditions:

Roberts 1111111111—10 Luitts lOlllOJUO- 6
Cruttenden llllllllU—10 Olarlv' 1011011111— 8
Ward 1110101111—8 Kirlipavrlck llOOOOOOOl—

3

Salisbury OllllMllO- 6
No. 4. lOstnKlee, 5 iriip.-i, rapid fiTing pvsteui, unlsnown angle?:

JBobeCls.... 1111101111- 9 Cruttenden 0010011001— 4
Salisbury OOlOOIllll- 0 Ward lUOllOlllO— 6
Luitt'^ flOlOlOnOOl— 3 Ciarii OllUlOOll- 7
No. 5. same conditinnt:

Roberls 0111000111—6 SpJisbury 0010010101—4
Luitts 1000111110- U Ward llQiOlllOl— 7
Crn ttend en 111001 1100— 0 Olark lOOlOUlOl— 6
Ward first. Salisbury tliird; ties on second shot off, OUrk win-

ning.—HyUutERLKSS.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., April 3.- Lake Ontario Gim Club. High

wind. Match at 30 oluerocks, 2 JCeyst one traps, 18yds. rise, shot
under New York State Association rules:
Knebel 101 IIIOIH lOI 1111] 1100011111111—33
O E Walzer 10101101 10 lOh iOllo jl I 111 ] 11011-20
Foreu).an lOlOllOOOOlOllijOOOliiOOOOOOlluO - 10
Evershed IIIOOIIIOIIOIIIOIIIIOIOI 111110—23
Stewart 01111003111 Ulllli] UOllOUOl 1—2:3
McVean UlllfXlDllOl 101 1 1 !0U :0 101 1 01 11-20
F L Smith lllllOlOaiiauilllbjiJ .111100,1-2:1
Ties on 23 for club bariije. at 13 birds, 21ydi., Stewprt «it drawn:

Smith 111111011111—11 Kneoe) lllUUOlllO—10
. Smita winning ia ties is entitled (o wear the gold badge until
the next club shoo!.—H. D, McVe^vn.
NTACtARA, K. Y., April 18.—Niasara River Gan Club members

only, 5 prizes donated by tbe club, 50 kingbirds. 3 traps:
L A Boore S9 EH Smith 17 S 31 Bronks 38
Geo Margetts 45 Jno Hopkins 43 R Sinclair 39HP Smith 43 MAMcBean m C Slairley 40WE Green 40

Sweep slior.t, T3 kingbird.s, 60 cents entrance, 3 moneys : Mavgetts
6, Brooks 7, McBean fi, E. H. Smith 9. R. Sinclair 8, H. P. Smith 9,
Green 9. In shoot-od for first H. P, Smith l^st his eighth bird,
McBean the twelfth: E. H. Smith got first on 12 straight, Sinclair
Second, Brooks third.

THE ILLINOIS STATE SHOOT.-Ohicag^, April 31.—At a
meeting of the executive held last Monday e.vening. the dates of
the state shoot were changed from June 9—13 inclusive to June
8—13 inclusive. This means that tbe shoot opens Monday morning
and lasts till Saturday night. It will take about two days to run
off the state events, and then the tcprnament will be open. Tbe
cash list this year is by S!00 or S*00 tlie bfavicst ever offered.
There will be some first moneys of Si'loO to StOii, doubrless.

JERSEYVILLE. 111., Apni 2iJ.-Live bird matcli between Moses
CoUenberg, of Fidelity, and Fred Cbappeil, of this place, shot
here April 18. Condilioas: JO live bij-ds each for :g50 a side. The
shooting was stopped at the forty-third bird by mutual consent
as Ohappell had no chance to win. Both shooters used 10-gauge
guns and black powder in both barrels. The birds were strong
and a good lot.

Dhappell 0221112101000121110011 121212220101122330020 - 31
CoUenberg 1033101111111031321022222232211120131212311-38

KlZEK.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OpPICEBS, 1!5!«;)-9!.

COilMODORi:: Watteh IT. Lawson, Boston, M;is».
SKCRET.4.E.T-TREASUREH : K.-ixm F. Beazek, i', Central Street, Lowell, Mass.
Regatta Comjutiee: J. A. Oa,t;e, Lowell. Mass.; W. G. MaeKendrick,

Toronto; L, B. Palmer, Newark, N. ,T.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers:

Vioe-Com.: W. rr. Cotton. Kiugsbiii.
Eeae-Com.: .J. C. l^.lwards, Lfndsai'.
PunsEK: 0. E. L. Porteous, Kingston.
Es. Com.: Colm Fi-aser and P. H.
Gisborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

Vic}2-CoM.: I. v. Dorland, Arlluiiton.
KEAR-i: Oji . E. D. Audi-rson/Ireiitoa.
PCKSER: KieU'cl flcibart, Newark N.J.
Ex. COM.: H, L, Quiet and fl II.
Kj-eamer.

Applications for memDen'nJiJp mu8t be made to dlvlsJon pursora, aooom-

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Officers:

VicE-CoM.: C.V.Winiio, Albaay, X.T.
Reak-Cosi.: T. p. Garidls, D:i^ tou, O.
Ptiksee: Howard Brown. All)un\',NY
Ex. Com.: J. K, Bakew-ell and H. W.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Queers:

VicE-Co^i.: J. W. Cartwright, Jr.
Rbar-Com.: Gt. L. Parmele.Hanford,
P0RSKB: E. ApoUonlo. Wiucliester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towns
gnd Sidney Bishop,

panied by the rei^orumendation of an active member and the siun of S2.CK)

tor entrance tee and dues for ciurent year. Kvery member attonalug
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay .$1.00 for camp expenses Application
sent to the Sec'v-Treas. wUl be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wi.sblnj? to become members of

the A. C. A., wUJ be fm-nishea with printed forms of api licallou by oddreaB
lug the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Cove I

-. ...V.re-O. Tl. Craiio, Chicago. III.

r:.": .

'

.,

'

M
: ':v-0. .\. \\-ood™a.'jJ;-iYtoii. O.

.sc. , :
i n.er— .1 H. ^\^n c, ii'.u J^tudto Building, Chicago, 111.

A j.pl ir.o 11 u , I raemlicvship should be made to theSec.-Treai?., oablauks
wbii li lie olttaiuert from blm, aud should be accompanied by $2 as
iniri:itioii tec and dues for tbe curreut j^ear.

FIXTURES.
MAT.

16. lonthe, Spring, Woodside. 30-31. Sprlngfleld Meet, OaRa
Shasta.

JtraE.
(i. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. New York. Sandy Hook Race

Brooi<lyn. 20. Marine & Field, Op^n, Bath
0. Yonkers, Annual, Yonlcers. Beach,

i:^. New York, AKUPal, S. I. 27, Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
18. Rochester, Spring Regatta, —. lanthe, Spring, Passaic Riv.

Irondenuoif Bay.
JULY.

S). Rochester, Sailing Trophy, 33. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
IrondequoitBay. Irondequoit Bay.

11-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast
Island.

AUOOS'X.
6-27. A. C. A, Meet, Lake Cham- 37. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,

plain. Irondequoit Bny.
SEPTKMBEH.

.'i. Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. lam lie, Ann., Passaic River. Irondequoit B.iy,
7. lauthe. Annual, Woodaide.

TWO NEW CANOES.
'I^HE last three seasons iiave produced nothing specially new in
X the line of canoe models, the later boats being merely im-
pi ovements, and in somtlicases no more than alterations, of sucli
i.\ pioal craft as Fly and Eciipse. The change in rig during the
same time has been far more radical than the change in motlel,
and now tiiat, for the time being at least, canoeists have with
tolerable unanimity agreed on the advisability of carrying a large
if not the larger .=ail aft, it is but natural that some changes of
bull should follow the great one in sail plans. Of the new^boats
of 18t)l we have hoard of but ooe wbicU does not follow the move-
ment toward more draft aft that was so noticeable toward the
latter hall: of last season; while in at least oueiustanoe tbe deepen-
ing has gone to a degree that wiU astonish many old canoeists.
The exception mentioned is a new Ruggles craft for Mr. H. H.
Smythe, of the Brooklyn C. C, a successor to Eurylda. designed,
we understand, by her owner, in which the draft will be forward,
after the plan of the later Nautili, the sail plan being arranged to
correspond.
The New York C. C. claims two of the new racers, at least one

of which is certain to attract attention from hor novelty, if not
for more substantia] merits which the future is expected to reveal.
Both of (he boats were designed by Mr. W, P. Stephens, of the
club, one for Commodore W. W. Howard and the olher for
Secretary C. J. Stevens. The leading ideas of the new craft, the
general sheer plan, the sail plan and the placing of the center-
board, are the work of the owner, whUe the design itself is tbe
work of Mr. Y^^ P. Stepbena, aided by some valuable criticism
from Mr. Wm. Gardner, the yacht designer. Although carrying
a 4ft. centcrboard, the craft is really a keel canoe, possessing'to a
certain extent, so far as is compatible with *he great difference in
proportions, a number of features of the latest keel racing yachts.
She is of cour-o 10ft. X30iu., with ]2in. freeboard at bow, 5in. at

lowest point, and "in. aft, the topsidea not differing greatly from
an ordinary canoe. Beneath tlie water, however, all reseniblance
to the conventiontil canoe form vani.shes, both in proporiions and
model. The greatest draft is lOin., or just double that of the ordi-
nary canoe, and this draft begins at a point ISft. from tbe stem
aad continues for but 1ft. The draft at the stem is but ij^Aiu.,
toe keel running down in a straight line to the point of greatest
di-afr. The draft at sternpost is out 4in., the after part of the keel
being cut away in an easy curve from rhe sternpost to a point 2ft

.

forward of if. Accompanying this great deD.arture in the outline
of the lateriil plane is an equally marked change from tbe usual
models. The frames in the forebody are rounded, somewhat in
the shape of a U, flattening out until almost a straiglit Hue is
reached at No. 8 frame, running up from the rabbet to the bilge
with considerable deadrise. On the next frame. No. 9, the mid-
ship section, a moderate hollow appears in the garboards. increa'-
ing rapidly with each succeeding frame until the strong S section
of the modern yacht is reached as the canoe proper merges into
the deep fin or keel. The resitlt is to the eye a verv handsomely
moulded form, with what a boanbuilder would termmore "shape"
than the cigar-shaped hull of the typical canoe.
Tbe waterline of the forebody is quite stra'ght, showing a slieht

hollow in the first isin.; hot the after waterline is muefi more
hollow, thp run being very clean. The S sections of tbe tifterhody
made it necessary to keep tbe quarters rather fall aloft, bat not
to an undesirable extent. Looking at tbe bottom from (he stern,
ilie comirien.ceruent ot the ranis visible at about 7ft. from the bow.
The wcTkmanship of tbe boat Is at least f qua! to that of any of the
older Lowell canoes, which is saying a sieat deal when the diffi-
cult form of tbe boat is considered; and in her Mr. W. F. Stevens
has added to the reputation for the best, of fine work which he has
made in Fly, Ellida and the new Btitler canoe. In one respect
tids canoe is a decided improvement on all the others of his bulM
that we have seen. The stem and sternpost are of hackmatac,
properly raV! eled, and not an apron with false stem screwed on
The keel, with its crooked outline, is bent out of a single piece
of oak, running tbe full length of the canoe, the stem and
sternpost setting down on it. The planking is of Spanish cpdar,
in but three strakes to a side, the garboard being some Din. wide
and very hollow aft, while full forward. The frames are bent,
fastened to an inner keelson, and 1 he usual ribbands are plared
orer each seam on tbe inside. The deck is also of Spanish cedar
in two pieces io a side. Every seam throughout the boat is capa-
ble of standing a close uispecion. The thickness of the planking
is .5-33, and it is lined insiue with a strong but thin cloth cemented
to it.

The forward mast tube is placed 9in. from the stem and the
after one at 9fr. P'-^in., the area of sail being approximately 45 in
mainsail and -55 10 mizen for the largest suit. The sails'ar*' of
Uuion silk, made by Mr. F. M. Wilson, ot Port Jefferson. The
spars aa-e. hollow, made by Mr. J. Young, of Bridgeport. Conn.,
a main and mizen mast of spruce and an extra mizen of white
ash. The fittings were specially designed by Mr. C. J. Stevens
and are of aluminum bfonz2, the rodder being cast of aluminum
The canoe has thus far been m water but once, trimming well
and seeming fast under paddle, but she will be ready this week
for a trial trip under sail.

Should she prove a success as a racer she is likely to revolu-
tionize the present racing fleet, though we are at a loss to say
whether such a result would be beneficial or exactly the reverse.
Certainly a canoe of this draft and form is a most undesirable
craft, save when once in the water and racing over deep courses,
she must be a nuisance to house and handle, and absolutely
worthless as crttiser or for pleasure use. Should she, however,
prove superior in speed by ever so small a margin to the present
fleet there will be next year a new fleet of deep-heeled racers
afloat. Wo believe that many would either stop snort entirely of
this last exti'eoie, or. having tried it for a season or two, would
abandon such nnwieldly craft and willingly drop into the
"general purpose" class that we have so earnestly advocated, in
which the leading featui-es of an honest and serviceable canoe
should be strictly maintained. With such a contingency, how-
ever remotely, in view, it is of the first importance that the limits
of such a class should be speedily decided upon.
Whether the possible failure of this one canoe will put a stop to

further efforts in the same direction is an open question; in favor
of further trials it may be said that .she is but an experiment, and
her failure need not be taken as conclusive; the whole mode] is
.so different from the existing i-acers (hat the dcsisiner had little
in the way of comparison to guide him; wliile the proportio'cs of
length and depth vary so widely from those of keel yachts thatno
close comparison was possible In this direelion.
There are several important points about the depth and draft.

In the first nlnce the canoe is well within the A. C. A. rules even
to the limit or IMm. of keel outside of rabbet In a centerboard
canoe, an obsolete restriction which in this case simply served to
cause the builder some extra labor, without limiting in the least
the draft. This is one of the obsolete restrictions which we pro-
posed to remove from the racing class last faU, and wbioh, like
several others, no longer serves any good purpose.
The matter of draft was left eutlreiy to the deeigoer, and lOla.

was selected as giving all that was needed for balance and lateral
resistance, and at the same time being as much as it seemed
desirable to take wht'u handling on shore, accidental grounding,
and surface friction were considered; though the latter point has
had little weight in the design. This draft, lOin.. with the Sin.
least freeboard decided upon by the owner, proved to be the exact
limits proposed by the regatta committee of the A. 0. A. at the
November meeting as a preventive of an extreme cutter canoe.
The other of the new canoes, named Aztec by hor owner. Com.

Howard, is of the same class dimensions, 16X30, but in her other
dimensions agrees more nearly with the usual racer. Com. How-
ard's fast canop, Toltec, was built from a modification by himseK
of the lines of the cruiser Bat, designed by Mr. W. P. Stephens,
the bilge being reduced considerably, but at tbe expense of too
full ends for the best performance in racing. The Aztec is based
remotely on these two canoes, but with less bilge than Toltec,
while especial attention was given to refining the ends about the
keel and deadwoods. By tbe direelion of the owner the keel was
made absolutely straight, and for a parallel draft of .5in., the ob-
le-t being to carry a large sail aft, the board at the same time
being very far aft, thus attaining the same results as the deep
Iceel and board further forward in ihe canoe just described. The
Aztec has a remarkably easy form, but at the same time ber
power has been preserved as far a« possible, in distinction from
manv designs, in which fine, sweet fore and aft lines are the only
desideratum. Whether this view is correct remains to be proved
in view of the .success of some canoes with the easiest possiljle
fore and aft line.*;; but the proportions of a canoe are so extreme,
nearly 7 beams if we take the beam at the loadline, that easy fore
and aft lines are almost a matter of course, and it would seem
that more attention might profitably be bestowed on the midship
; taction and bilge. The boat has been built by Thos MaeWnirter,
of West New Brighton, and shows a great advance on his work of
last year. The planking is of white cedar, ribband carvel, witli
mahogany deck. The work is very fair in all parts, the stem and
keel being well shaped and free from lumps and hollows, every
line being carried fairly from the stemband to the sternpost.
Tbere is one feature about each of these canoes which demands

special notice and condemnation; the racing cockpits are by far
the worst yet put in canoes. They are the latest "suicide" model,
that of Com. Howard being rather worse than the other. The de-
sigupr emphatically disclaims all responsibility in each case, the
whole arrangement resting with the owners. The cockpit of
Aztec is approximately heart-shaped, 15in. long and 16in. wide,
while that of the other canoe is similar in form and ISi^in. by 14,
Though atrifie larger, that of Aztec is the more dangerous, as it
is divided in the center by the trunk, which runs througli and
abaft it. This leaves .lust space enough to get the feet in, and
offers every facility for sucii an accident as that which happened
(o Com. Howard in Toltec last year; when, in hiking out for a
pufif, he caught and wrenched his foot between the trunk and the
side of the boat, being unable to right his canoe until he had with
some trouble extricated himself, A similar mishap in the new
boat would probably prove still more serious, and these sham
cockpits are really a much greater sotiree of danger than the
standing sail. In Mr. Stevens's canoe the trunk ends forward of
the cockpit, thus giving more room for the feet, but such devices
are a discredit to canoeing, and should have been prohibited long
since by the A. C. A.

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C.

AS DETAHiBD BY THE COMMODORB.

PART X.

'T> OYS, I'm hungry as a beai !" exclaimed Lacy about noon next
JL> next day. "Let's lunch."
As this was Lacy's normal cotidition, the remark excited no

special comment,
" Well, we'll lunch pretty soon; it's full early yet, and, besides,

there's no water here. We'll find a spring presently and hang
up,"' said George.
We rounded one more bend and McCoy's Falls lay before us.

The river widened to a great breadth, being nearly a half a mile
wide, as it made a straight sweep clear across the narrow valley
from Massanutton to the foothills of the Blue Ridge, some three
or fottr miles away; and the wliole of this great expanse was a vast
system of reefs, extending in irregular parallel lines a few yards
apart clear across the river, which fell away below us as we en-
tered the fall to such an extent that it looked to our astonished
gaze as if a line extended horizontally from onr point of vision
would touch the sides of the Blue Ridge, towering grandly across
the vista several miles below us, nearly half wav up its sides.
There was no wild rush of water down this grand s"lope. Instead,
the river made its way over the couuilass reefs in little cascades
with calm, still water between, the incline being literally terraced.
Innumerable litlle bush-covered islets—mostly mere masses of
rock rising from the ledges—dotted the broad expanse.
A large white crane swept upward from a neighboring reef, and

f oared away over the river vista, bis treat wings fanning up and
down and his long legs trailing out Indicrouslv behind; and a flock
of ducks rose with a whirr from the tall sedges and water grasses
along the margin, to settle again into the river a quarter of a
mile below, parting the water into long, shining furrows that
could be distinctly seen from om- canoes.
The scenery was grand and beautiful. The towering heights ot

MaEsacutton, frowning black with dense masses of thunder
clouds, solemnly rising and spreading over the western heavens
and rtfltctfcd in the darkling, lead-colored livev behind n=i, closeti
the prosp.-ct in that direction; while the mist-crowned peaks of
the Blue R'dge, still smiling under the bright rays of the sun, in
whose golden effulgence every tree and rock stood out indistinct-
ness, towered as grandly in front. The deep, heavy roar that rose
up from the river to the heavens from the hundreds of liitle cas-
cades, combined with the savage Vvdlriness and stern beauty of the
scene was moat oppressively impressiye.
"Idon't know how we would manage to get through here without

the boat chaimel," said George, as we were cautiously following
the swift and narrow thread ol water that was leading us through
tbe vast labyrinth of reefs.
"Nor I don't know how we shall manage t" get through here if

I don't get something to eat pretty soon," exclaimed Lacy impa-
tiently. "I declare, fellows, it's one o'clock and full time for lunch-
let's lunch."
"WeU, how are you going to lunch here out in the middle of a

rapid with no place to land, even if you could make the land, for
the reef--," I replied. "We'll push on and make that point yonder,
half a mile ahead, where you see the road rising from the river.
There is a ford there and we can find a landing place and most
likely a spring or a house near. I'm as hungry as you are, and
fully as anxious to lunch, but I must confess I do not see how it
can be done here."
The gathering clouds thickened and spread over the face of the

entire heavens, blotting out the sun and casting their sombre
shadow orer the Blue Ridge. The thunder rumbled and tum-
bled among the mountain tops behind us, and the storm swept in
a dense gray cloud of rain down the river and overtook us, en-
veloping everything in a misty veil, blotting the mountains en-
tirely Irom view at either end of the Ions' river vista, while the
trees loomed up vaguely indistinct on either side and the river
shimmered grayly as the rain drops blistered its surface and pat-
tered fiercely upon our decks and closed hatches. Perfectly
protected in our oiled capes or rubber coats, we suffered no
inconvenience from the storm beyond a wetting of our faces and
hands as the water streamed copiously over them.
"Now I'll be darned if I'm going aiiother boat's length until I

get something to eatl" said Lacy as he rammed the Cls'de, bow on,
hard against the grassy bank at the ford indicated, and without
waiting to bring the canoe around broadside to the shore, he
splashed nut into the shallow water aud waded ashore, painter in
band, while with a a vicious tug that spoke volumes for his earn-
estness he yanked the canoe half her length up on to ihe bank.
"Ail right," said George, as we burst into a peal of laughter at

his appearance as he stood tbere. the long skirts of his rubber
coat—dripping and shining in the rain which streamed from it-
flopping around his blue-stockinged ankles, with the water run-
ning in little rivulets down into his canvas shoes.
"Well, how in the mischief are we to eat lunch in such a rain?"

I demanded, as George and I also beached our canoes alongside
the Clyde, but prudently remained ou board under the shelter of
our batches, aprons and rubbers.
"I don't care a copper for the rain, I'm going to have something

to eat, rain or no rain, water or no water." he pei-sisted, as he
went splashing through the tall wet grass along rhe river mar-
gin, scanning the foot of the rocky bluff' for traces of a spring.
His earnestness was so apparent that George and I finally dis-

embarked, closing our hatches to keep out the rain; and then we
three idiots went splashing along up and down the river margin
for a couple of hundred yards or so in each direction in a fruit- •

less search for a spring. Finally I started up tbe bank along tbe
road, hoping to find a farmhouse, but the road appeared to lead
off from the river over the bluff through a dense forest, with no
signs of farmhouse, farm or, indeed, clearing of any kind. The
clouds breaking away a little, however, I caught sight of the roof
of a farmhouse on the other side of the river, half a mile further
down, and fully thtf d'stance back ar-rc's the flebi? from tha
river.
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w 1 Tied to tlie canoes with tbe news of my find, and Lacy
as finHlly persuaded that an open river bank, witli nothing on it

except long, wet grass and a few rocks, and nothing to drink
except river water, was not the most pi-oroising place in which to
luDch, particularly in a I'visk shower; so we re-embarked and pad-
dled on down through the falls uu'il opposite the farit-houge,
where we crossed and made a landing on the sandy bank, the
storm, meantime, rapidly pasMug over as we progressed, and
finally diifLing away over the Blue Ridge in a thin curiHin of
mist which hovered n.nd drifted arouud over the mountain tops
and enveloped the peaks in white, fleecy folds for the rest of the
evening.
It was long after two o'clock when George returned across the

fields from ttie farmhoxise, laboriously lugging a bucket of water
in which the good housewife had thoughtfully placed a lump of
lee; and, truth to tell, we were about as nearly famished as was
Lacy, and that we did ample justice to a bounteous repast goes
wituout saying.
"1 f^av, Commodore, we've made a good run so far to-day, and

as tor me I'm tired. What do >ou say to finding a place and
going into camp?" said G-sorge, as we lingered ovt r our pipes.
"Now you see the pffect of waiting so long bpfore eating your

lunch," said Lacy, striking in. "We put. it off so long that we
Avere all faint and tired from want of it."
"You're quite right, Lucy," I rejoined. "We do all feel the

efl'ects of the delay; but I do not quite see how wo could help our-
selves. I am willing to go into camp for my part," I continued,
turning to George.
"There nsed to bs an old mill a mile below here at the foot of

the eddy below the falls there where the river narrows again. It
has entirely disappeared now. hut the dam is still doing business
at the old stand; pprhaps you remember it—a low stone dam
which we shot last cruise and got several bumps api-ce amnng
the rocks below in the operation. I think it likely we may find a
place down there to camp, for there undoubtedly must have been
a spring somewhere near the mill."

"VV^eLl, we'll drop down therH and see," said George as we re-
emharHed and pushed ont into the river.
"Hello, Uncle!" he sang out as we were passing a couple of old

chaps lishiog from a ski ft' anchored out in the stream a short dis-
tance above I be oli dam referred to.

"Is there a spring anyways about here?"
"Yf s," replied one of them, as they tnrued and looked after us

with great interest and curiosity. "Half a mile below ttie dam
there's a creek comps in from the right wicu an iron railroad
bridge across it a little ways up from the river. Just follow along
up tne creek until you get almost to the bridge and you'll find a
good spring. Where'd you all come from, and where— Good
Lordv, boyg! yon a.int goin' over that dam! !

!"

"Why noiV" I shouted back in reply as I stood up in my canoe
and look a look down the tumultuous mass of waters that poured
over and through a somewhat broken down piece of the dam and
went pitching and tossing down the steep rocky slope below and
saw at a glance that tue shoot, though rough, was safe, with good
management.
They dropped their fishing rods and, standing up in their boat,

watched us m open-moutbed wonder and astonishment ns we shot
wildly ovev the dam and through the rapid below; our little canoes
bot'bing up and down like corks on the rough, choppy waters, and
as long as we could see them they still remained standing motion-
less in their boat, their fishing suspended, gazing after us as
though wondering what kind of lunatics we were.
We leadily found the creek, as tbe bridge was visible fer some

distance up the riter, but we had some difficulty in making a land-
ing, as the bar oft' the month of the creek—which at the present
stage was mostly above water—extended so far out into the river,
and the waier shoaled so gradually along its outer edge, that we
found it impossible to get within two or three boat lengths of the
shore.
We solved the difficulty, however, by simply stepping out into

the shallow water, painter in hand, and wading ashore; dragging
the canoes af ler us, out of the water and up on to tlie firm, white
sand of which the bar was eompised.

'I 'm going to ie;i ve my canoe right here to-night," said George.
"Why. man! it isn't sis inches above the water," said Lacy.
I don't care," said (ieorge, '"I'm not- ffoing to lift it up on the

bank t/iere. although chore is a very good place up there for the
canoes. I'll risk it right here."
"Well, I will too," said 1. "We'll place them all side by side

rieht on this sand bank, and make the up-stream painters fast to
this willow here on the point; and if a chance rise should come by
morning we'll simply find ourselves lying side by side along the
bank nere. However, we'd better place the camp stove, mess
table, etc., up on the bank under these trees here—"
"Now, then, fellows, the camp's all in order for the night," said

Lacy, some little time later, wben we had completed our various
preparations, "and as it's not near supper time, I propose to utilize
the time by going in swimming."
"A really brilliant inspiration!" cried George, as he sprang to

his fret and be?an to shuck off his garments. "Your example
shall he duly followed. And in a few niinuies, with a run and a
splash through the shallow water, followed hy a plunge into the
det-p, still pool off Tlie steeply sloping outer edge of the bar, we
were all enjoying that most delightful luxury—a swim,
"I say," .--aid Lacy half an hour later, as he sat, barefooted and

half dressed, on a camp stool out on tlie bar in about three or four
inches of water, idly splasliing his canoe pennant to and fro "to
wash the dust out of it, the rivpr was so low," he explained. "How
far IS it to Riverton from here'?"
"About ten miles," I replied. "We can easily make it by lunch

time to-morrow, as it is pretty much all still, smooth water."
"There's one dam to porCHgc," George observed.
"Yes; the Blakemore dam," I added. "You can try the shoot.

Lacy, if you want to. I don't want to, for ray part."
"jS!o, thank j'ou; I'll take your word for it." he replied.
"Just to illustrate what a difference a few inches more or less

water makes in cruising the river, Lacy," said George. "The
Commodore and 1 made the trip from Massanulton to Riverton,
last cruise, in two days, while wtien we reach there to-morrow it
will have taken us thegreater part of four days."
"Thau's about the way of It," I added. "In places where we

have worked down slowly and with great care, George and 1
sailed smoothly right along without the least trouble on a foot or
so more water."
"On the other hand," said George, "more water means rougher

water; and, with but few e-Kceptions, our last cruise was a much
rougher one than this. You will remember. Commodore, that
hardly a day piSsed that we were not more or less wet; for at
nearly every fail or rapid the water washed our decks from stem to
stern, and frequently came aboard by tbe bucketful."
"Yes, and in some places it didn't hesitate to come aboard by the

tubful," said I, laughingly.

THE ZEREGA SAIL COMPETITION.
THE following are the complete conditions for the Zerega sail

competition previously announced. The date for entries has
been extended to June 5:

Ahoisting and lowering rig competition will take place on June
6, from 1 o'clock P. M. until sundown, at the house of the Brooklyn
Canoe Club. Mr. W. P. Stephens has consented to act as judge,
and from his decision there shall bd no appeal.
The contest is open to members of tlie Kew York, Brooklyn,

Knickerbocker, lautho and Arlington canoe clubs. Two prizes
will be offered for five, and three for ten competitors. Entries
will be received up to and including June 5, and must be sent to
W. P. Stephens, 31S Broadway.
Conditions governing the contest are as follows: Rig to consist

of at least two sails, canoes must be under way, and all maneuvers
executed at command of judge. The contest is to be judged by
points, which are to be counted as follows:

Hoisting 3 points.
Lowering and properly furling 3 points.
Balance (to be determined by sailing without

rudder and with fixed centerboard over a
short course to windward and return) 5 points.

Merit and beauty of design 3 points.
Neat and seamanlike finish 3 points.

Possible score 17 points.
Should the score of any boats tie, such beats muse be re-judged,

and on the same day if possible. Double entries permitted, but
orly one prize awarded to any competitor. Reefing not considered.
Rudders may be carried in the third trial, but mqst swing fi'eeiy
and not be used during the trial.

ELLIDj^..~Mi'. Schuyler Sehieffelin's canoe has been at Mac-
Whirler's »hop for alterations, the single;iong centerboard trunk
being replaced by two trunks, located in the center of the boat,
each, tbe forward one beginning at .5ft. 5in. from stem and end-
ing at 8ft., while the after one is within a few Inches of the other,
ending at 10ft, lOin. As the two trunks nearly touch, the great ad-
vantage of the double boa^d, space in center of tbe boat, 1b entirely
lost,.

IRRAWADDI C. C—The Irawaddi C. C, of Davenport. Iowa,
held its annual meeting on April 6, at which the following offlcera
wereoh'cttd: Com., M. Bunker; Yice-Com., Geo, E. Copeland;
Sec.-Treas., E. E. Snider. The executive committee reported
finances in good condition, bills all paid, and money in the treas-
ury. Tbe club house will be further improved by a large addition
to ground floor. A new uniform was adopted and a committee
appointed to purchase the same. The matter of purchasing a war
canoe was favorably discussed. A number of cruises were planned
for the season- one on the Iowa River about May 1, ana the regu-
lar Memorial Day cruise, from the club house via steamer to the
head of Rock Island Rapids, returning in canoes, ladies to accom-
P'lny the party, and ono of about ten days with the ladies, on the
Maquoketa River, in August. The L C. C. have come prominently
before the public as the originators of the Davenport River Cat-
nival, whicn has become an annual attraction, drawing large
crowds of people from far and near to see it. It is now under tlie
management of the Davenport Carnival Association, incorporated
for the express purpose of perpHtuating it. Last year there were
about two hundred decorated boats on the water beautifully illu-
minated and well supplied with fireworlts. It is expected that
this year's carnival will bs much more attractive than hereto-
fore; 100 boats will be built at once for this purpose in order to
have a good supply, one of the chief difficulties being to obtain a
sufficient number of boats.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—W. G. Maxwell. Geo, Stevens and A.
W. Belman, Amsterdam, N. 1".; E. B. Elliott, Jr., Newark, N. Y.;
T. J. Kirkpatrick, Springfield, Ohio.

Model i"acht-i and Boats. Their design, mtMng and sailing, with
(Icsiijiu and worHing drawings- Postpaid, $n.

Yacbtsmen who do not see what tbey want under this heading
will please lookunder the hatches of the Canoe, peep into the
Kmnel, squint down the barrel of tbe Rifle, open tbe Fish Car and
Game JBagi, inquire of the Sportsman Tourist, and if t heir yearn-
ings are still unsatisfied, push their explorations into the Ediloriai
and Advertising Departments.

WORK IN THE YARDS.
THE most important yticht building about New Yorls, in fact

tbe only one of any size, is the 4tift. racer designed and build-
ing hy Wintriugham, at Bay Ridge, for Air. J, Pioger Maxwell,
owner of Shamrock and former owner of Daphne, Crusader, Peer-

probably be named Nautilus, is important as the sole, representa-
tive of New York in a class that preunises to monopolize ther ictng
of this and possibly next season. Two others of the fleet of 9 new
boats will probably hail from New York, the Belmont boat,
Mineola, and tbe Herresboff boat, Gloriana, owned by Mr. Morgan,
but bo tti of these are designed and built m Eastern yards, and
simply represent New York ownership, and not the skill of her
designers and builders. Tho Maxwell boat is now planked and
the deck frame is in, so thai; her model and construction can be
fully appreciated. In drRft, displacement and sail a'-ea she is
more moderate than any of her classmates, and Mr. Wintringham
has relied more on harmony of design and light eonstruciiou than
on power alone. None of the fe tures common to modern crtift,
long overhang, reduced forefoot, raking sternpost, or draft, are
carried to an extreme, hut the whole design bears evidence of a
careful study of proportions and adjustmBut of the various
details.
The construction is probably as light as any of the Boston boats,

and the weight is also well distributed, the topsides and dfcR
being noticeably light. There are 10 steel angle frames, each with
its deck beam of the same material, the spaciotr being ^ft. 6m.,
while at intervals of llin. are ste'imed oak frames sided 234in. and
moulded 2m. at heads, with deck beams square on each, one
corner of each beam being cut away by machinf ry, making the
beam of the approximate L form of an angle iron. The main
clamps are of 2x7 yellow pine, with an oali shelf 4^4x3}^ ruunins
well aft and bolted t ) the quarter timbers. These are of raa.hogan y,
neatly worked out to form the planksheer and taper part of the
bulwarks; the archboard, also of mahogany, forming a continua-
tion of the same parts. There are three diagonal steel straps 2J4
Xj^in. across the frames abreast the mast, two leaHin:r.aft ana
one forward on each side. The garhDards and lower planks are of
oak, with yellow pine from below the bilge upward. Tue fasten-
ing on the steel frames are composition screw bolts, and through
the wood copper bolts only are used. The joiner work will be very
light, and the companion, which is ready In the joiner shop, shows
that no weight will be wasted in tho dt-ck fittings.
The Boston papers have spoken rather patronizingly of the new-

boat, and especially of her construction, which they assume was
learned from the various Burgess boats built and overhauled at
Bay Ridge; but the Maxwell boat is far and away ahead of CUisp.i,
Mariquita, Nymph and the othei Eastern built craft that pre-
cteded Gossoon, being radicallv different aud far more suggestive
of Clara, Yama and Lins. With a good crew in her, as she is
likely to have, the new boat will have a fair fighting chance, the
odds in point of numbers being of course heavily against her as
opposed to the large Burgess fleet, with Fife, Herresboff and
Paine thrown in, Tlie worn is going ahead very satisfactorily,
and with a continuance of the present good weather she should
soon he in the water.
On April 21 the little cruising cutter built for Mr. A. W. Ket-

ohum from designs by Mr. H. J. Gielow. was successfully launched
at Wintringham's from the shed where Ya'na was built, being
christened Saona. She is 45ft. liin. over all, 83ft. l.w.l., 12ft. heam^
6ft. 9in. draft, with a lead keel of 9 tons. She has nearly 6ft. of
headroom by means of a wide, low house, the interior being in
one large cabin with two fixed berths aud two folding ones.
There is a good toilet room and w. c, and ample room for stow-
age, ice-box and pantry. The companion is much wider than
necessary, being the full width of the house. There is a large
cockpit in the deck, the mahogany coaming inclosing a part, of
the deck for seats. The boat is quite neatly finished in mahogany.
Tbe decks are payed with . I ett'ries marine glue. She is intended
solely for cruising, and in fact fits no racing class.
The only other new boat at the yard is a catboat designea by

Gardner for Mr. F. W. Meeker, a centerboard boat of handsome
model and with a very neatly turned counter. She will be 20ft.
on l.w.l., with a large shoal cockpit and a cuddy under a low
house forward. The centerboard is of a novel form, the after part
being of the usual width, extending up to the floor of cockpit
through a narrow well. The greater part of .the board is cut
away so as to fit in a trunk below the floor of the cuddy, thus in-
terfering but little with the interior space. Mr. Wintringham is

now completing the two stock boats started last season of 35
and 35ft.

In the Atlantic Basin the Cape cat Iris, formerly Mucilage, and
the cutter Kathleen have been in commission for some tune, and
a number of larger yachts are busily engaged in the spring over-
haul, among them being Katrlna, Shamrock, Chispa, Athlon. Au-
acouda. Chispa has her name and port on her small archboard
in letters black enough and ugly enough to satisfy even Com-
missioner of Navigation Bates.
At Ayres's yard, next to the Atlantic Y. C, the Ellsworth sloop

Kangaroo has had a very fair looking counter added, the work
being done entirely Mr. Ayres. The Yale laimoh is well advanced
and the yard is full of other steam launches of 50 to 60ft. At the
same place the Ofeldt Company is busy with a number of engines
and launches.
The winter has been a duU one at City Island, hut little beyond

repair work being done. At Piepgrass's yard Mr. Trotter's new
Burgess schooner FleurdeLys which has been hauled out all
winter, was lately set afloat, and the cutter Ileen will he the next
to follow her into the water. Beside the ileen lies the 20-rater Jes-
sica, Mr. McDonough, now fitting out for racing in the 46ft. class.
She has been newly coppered and refitted, with an entire new
outfit of larger racing spars and sails, aud will undoubtedly make
a hetter showing than in her first season, though she is not the
boat for the present left, class. Being built for racing in British
waters, she was originally canvassed just to .20-rating with the rig
uspd by Decima in 1889, that is, with no jibtnpsails, and a spinaker
setting to the masthead instead of the topmashead. When she
came out here it was with thismsufflcient outfit, and what racing
she did was with the small spinaker andno jibtopsails, in addition
to which she was undersparred for American weather. Both of
these defects will be remedied this season, by longer spars and the
usual American outfit of sails, including baby and other jibtop-
sails and large spinaker, and in light weather she is likely to have
A fair chance in the new class.

LylBg near lier are Titania, Nonpareil, yawl, Monteoitoi yawl,
Jately vM to a» owner whom it 1b to be lioped will change her

name to something a little l»ss clumsy and inappropriate, and the
40-footer Gorilla. Under her new owner this yacht has been im-
proved by the addition of a sort of square p-^n on deck, such as is
used in the country to confine young chickens and ducks, and
which has effectually spoiled the appparance of her clean flush
deck. On the other railway is Lirls, now an ex-racer, on which
Mr. Piepgrass has done a great deal of work during the winter.
The ligbt double-skin deck has been replaced hy one of the usual
construction, the seams payed with marine ^glue. while an oval
cockpit has been added, with a wheel in place oT a tiller. Tho low
racing bulwarks have been replaced by substantial ones of teak,
about Sin. forsvard and tapering considerably aft, capped with a
light op-k rail. The interior is unchanged, hut the hull has been
coppered, while the rudder has been changed from its original
Shape by a widening at the bottom, to improve the steering. The
same rig will be carried, hut the yacht will not race unless in some
of the handicap or cruising rig races. Near her lies Mocassin,
sriU on shore aud in her winter fittings, while Banshee is afloat in
the basin.
In I he next, yard, Woods's, are two Gardner yachts, one a center-

board boat of 80f^ l.w.l. for Mr. C. T. Lowodes, of Charleston,
8. O. She bas a cabin house and cockpit of the usual form, but
the centerboard is similar to that already described in Mr. Meeker's
boat, the after part forming a narrow projection which risps in a
trunk about 30in. long in a fore and aft direction, the rest of tho
board being under tue floor. The cabin is verv neatly finished in
white, pine, with panels of mahogany. Tne other boat is a keel,
for Mr. C. W. Wetmore, owner oi' Liris, aud is for the new 25ft,
corrected length class. Sue is a very handsome little cutter, sim-
ilar to Smuggler, and very neatly and expensi vely built, the top-
sides being of Spanish cedar. In the main shop is aa 18ft. l.w.l.
keel catboat designed by IMr. A. Cary Smith for a Newport yachts-
man, a very good type of boy's sading boat, for which purpose she
is intended.
At Hawkins'.s yard is the cutter Medusa, still on the wavs, where

she has Ifiid all winter, but nearly ready to go o IT, .and the little
cutter Rajah, the latter receiving a complete overhaul, topsides
scraped and painted, copper repaired, etc. On the beach below
the yard are the sloops Sebeinpr and Lone Star, while at the
neighboring yard is the cutter Maggie and the Ventura, both on
the ways yet.
Important changes are now being made at the Harlem River

terruiiius of the railroad that will make City Island far more ac-
cessible. A continuation of the bridge over Second avenue is be-
ing built, from the level of tht» bridge to the grade of the railroad
tracks in the Harlem yard, while on the New York aide a con-
necting section of track is beint; built between the Second and
Third avenue elpvar.ed road on 120ih street. When this work is
completed, about June 1, it will be possible to leave the elevated
cars at the New York end of the Second avenue bridge and take
the c»rs of the Harlem River in'auch on an adjoining track, thus
avoiding thfi present long walk over the old bridge to the termi-
nus. Trains vyill run every hour to Birtow, where the horse oars
connect, for City Island. A steamboat line is also projected to
run from various points abnut New York and Broolvlyn to the ex-
treme westerly end of the Island, at B^slden's P.not, where ex-
cursion grounds are now -being fitted up. City Island is one of
the most convenient stations about New York for yachts, having
a harbor, deep water and good yards, hut the lack of suitable
transit has been a great dr.dwbaok, tbe trains being few, the ter-
minus in New York in a very inaccessible location, while the
dirty bobtail cars of the horse railroad are generally so over-
crowded that riding is most uncomfortable. With better transit,
however, the place is certain to be more popular with yachtsmen
as an anchorage and a place for laying up in winter.

YOKOHAMA SAILING CLUB.

WE have received the report of the Yokohama Sailing Club for
the past year, showing in detail tho racing done oy the club,

which now numbers 81 members aud 20 boats. The cla-siticatioa
by length and sail area has received another year's trial„ihe com-
mittee indorsing it as follows:
"In this connection the w-orking of the new rating must be

notPd, both Lady Louise and Molly Bi.wn cutting down their
sail plans somewhat and seemingly in both instances benefitting
by the reduction; the loss of speed in light winds not being
noticeable, while in good breezes, and especially in windward
work, a most marked improvement was made in weatherliness
and actual speed. It would seem from the prpsent f xperieuce
that the former measurement encouraged the use of almost use-
less sails and spars, and under thp heavy tHX now imposed on sail
this excess can be done away with to the benefit of the craft in
everyway. Our present rule allows a, wide margin in the choice
of dimensions and sail spread, so that intending builders should
he able to suit; their various idea'? as to the right proportions, and
much useful information may be gained by the racing of the vari-
ous result ing types,"
The club last year established what is called a 17-rating class,

the rule being y ^ ^ ^
=Rating. This would be nearly equiva-

lent to Itft. correcled length. Three boats were built from the '

lines of the Zi'initi, in ivwrap's "Ydclit and Boat Sailing," over all
18ft.; l.w.l., 17ft. Din.; bnam, 4ft ; draft. If c; with board, 2 t. Sin.,
and two sails, mainsail liiO and jib 'dy-q.ft,; crew or flvt; aud no
ballast. Some interesting figures relating to speed are given as
follows:
"Ttie total distance sailed by boatfi over 17 rating was about 208

sea miles hy the chart, and by boats of 17 rating and under ddyi
miles. The average speed made by the record prize winners in
fach class over tbe distances given, was as follows:
.39 raters. Maid Marion iulf, milts at 4.54 knots.
33 raters, Daimyo 119 miles at 4.07 knots.
30 raters. Lady Louisa 199 mi ies at 4.11 knots.
17 raters, Jessie 44 miles at 3 88 knots.
Molly Bawu and Princess Maud also maintained a good average

speed during the season. Molly Bawn sailed 143 miles at 4 11
knots, and Princess Maud 178 miles at 4.13 knots. The 17 raters
were nor so fortunate as the larger craft in the average amount
of wind they experienced, but on one occasion, the 12cii of July,
they wore enabled to make extra quick time over their course, of
4.3 miles. This race was won by t'le Jessie in 47;4m. The start
was at 2 P. M., ten minutes after high water. Wind strong and
puffy, water fairly smooth. The Jessie is 17ft. !)in l.w.l., and she
carried whole sail, viz., a lug mainsail and jib; total, leHiq. ft.
Crew of five men, no ballast. The usual standard adopted for
comparing speeds of boats of various lengths; viz., that the ex-
treme speed equals about IM times the square root of l.w.l. length,
gives 5.263 knots lor Jessie,"
The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y". C. has lately been tho recipient

of a large model of a junk from the Yokohama Sailing Club.

LAUNCH OF THE CORSAIR.—The steam yacht Corsair, the
second of that name, designed by J. Beavor Webb for J. Pierpont
Morgan, of New York, was successfully launched at Neahe &
Levy's shipyai-d at 1^'hiladalphia on April 23 The new Corsair is
much larger than her predecessor, being 238ft. over all, 204ft.
l.w.l.. 27ft. beam, 18ft. hold, and about 14ft. draft. She is entirely
of steel, with a double bottom, forming water ballast tanks, and
her outfit will include a complete electric light plant with other
modern conveniences, such as ico machine, condensers, etc The
engines will be triple exnansion. with two boilers lift. Sin. in
diameter and lift. long. Capt. B. H. Hawes will bs in command,
with J. G. Hermes as chief engineer. She will be in commission
by July.

A MISNOMER.—It is becoming the fashioB here to misapply
the English terms "rating" and "rater" to any yachts built to a
corrected length class; an error which will soon leati to serious
confusion. The new class of 25ft. corrected length yachts are
generally spoken of as "25-raters," taut no such class exists; if
there was one it would include yachts of about 4Sf t. l.w.l.. and not
24 to 26t't. The new class are properly iYi rating by the rule
of the British Y. R. A., and it is consequently absurd to term
them 2.5-raters. LTntil some better term is devised they may
properly he called "corrected-lengthers," which at least will be
accurate, though cumbersome.
CATABINA, steam yacht, formerly Sans Peur, has been re-

named Romola by her new owner, Mr. Pulitzer, who will sail her
in European waters under the American flag.

SHONA, cutter, has had a new deck and ceiling in cabin, at
Frisbie's yard, Salem. The 46-footer Beatrice is now in fi'ame at
the same yard.

NEW YACHTING JOURNAL. — A weekly yachting paper
called The Yachtsman has just been started in London.
FENBLLA, schooner, has been sold hy Oswald Jackson to

Arnold Tfiayer, late owner of tho 40-footer Choctaw.
RANGER, schr.. has been sold by G. E. Chisholm to D. R. Van

Nostrand for $3,500.

CANUCK,—Mr. Ford Jones advertises his racing canoe for sale
on another page.

QANNET, yawl, few bees BOld by H. W. Eaton to E. D. Rullmrt
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NAMES ON YACHTS.
THE following Botice has recently been sent out by the Commis-

sioDer of Ivavigation:
'To Collectors of Customs and Others: Yotir attention is in-

vited to the following ruling of the bureau upon the application of
the act ot Feb. 21, 1S91, to' the marking of the names and ports of
yachts and steam vessels.
"'The marking of the name andnortof yachts isspeciiScally pro-

vided for by the act^ of March 3, 1883, amendatory of sec. 4214,
Kevised Statutes, and the marking of the names of steam vessels
^^.Imu®"'^^'^

specifically provided for by sec. 4495, Revised Statutes.'
These statutes were not repealed, except bv implication. The

supreme court has hf id that a specific provision f. r a particular
class IS not repealed by a general provision in a later act.
"Hence, it appears that the s'atute relating to the marking of

yachts and steam vessels must be coustrupd together with themarking provided for by the act of Feb. 21, 1891. This seems
proper also for the reason thatthese severallaws relate to the same
subject, were enacted for the same purpose, are consistent and
reconcilable, and seem to be better adapted to the particular class
of vessel than the later law of February last; and it is, therefure.
the ruling of the bureau that yachts muar be marked in accor-
daoce with the act of March 3, IStfS, and steamboats must bemarked as provided for in sec. 4495, Revised Statutes."
The law, in accordance with which vessels used exclusively for

pleasure—in other words, documented yachts—st,all have theirnames and pons marked, is found in the following section of the
act passed by Congress in March, 1883;
"Such vessels shall have their name and port placed on some

conspicuous part of tbeir hulls."

m'^Jno.®'y^^.°^
marking can be found in a section of the act of Feb.

31, 1891, which says:
"The letters may be painted, gilded or carved. If carved, block

or metallic letters are used, they must conform to the require-
ments of tbe statute, and be so painted or gilded as to be in a dark
color on a light ground, or be in light color on a dark ground."
bteam yactits Avill be obliged to have the name in distinct, plain

letters of not less than 6in. in length on each outer side of the pilot
house.
The custom house is now prepared to document yachts as re-

quired by law. and all vessels of five tons or over, unless docu-
mented, will be subject to the penaltv namf d in the Revised
Statutes—a fine of S30 at every port of arrival without a license.

.
CHANGES IN NEW YORK HARBOR.-The following very

important changes will be made on May 15 in the Ufhtships and
buoys marking the npproaches to New York: The Sandy Hook
light vessel will be moved 2}i miles northeast by north from its
present position, and moored on the prolongation of the axis of
Gedney Channel, entran- e buoy, bearing west northwest M mile
west, 434 miles. The Scotland light vessel will be moved aboutmue noi tbeast ?4 cast, and moored on the prolongation of the axis
of the South and Swash channels, and distant o% miles from the
axis of the main chanufi. Nos. B 6, S14 southwest, spit, 10 and 153^
buoys will be discontinued; No. 6 red tirst-class nun buov, will be
established iust south ' f I8 foot spot, Flynn's KnoU; N^o. 10,
south of 1414ft. spot, Flynn's Knoll, No. 13, snuth of 23fi.
spoo, southwest spit; No. 14 is to be placed on the 29 foot spot;
No. 7 is to be dlsc(mtinued as a channel buoy and changed
to a white spar buoy for demarcation nf harbor limits only. AVest
Ba.nk Bell Buoy will be known as Fort Tompkins Bell Buoy,
Junction Buoy, at junction at upner end of Swash Channel and
Maiushlp Channel, will be a first-class nun, with black horizontal
stripes and surmounted hy perch and square. Romer Shoal Bell
Buoy will be known as Swash Channel Bell Buov. In the East
Channel No. 2 Red Spar Buoy will be estab lished on the north
side, and No. 5 Black Spar Buoy on the southwest side of the
channel.

ATLANTIC, schr., has been fitting out at Poillon's, but it has
recently been discovered that some of her frames on the port
quarter were badly rotted. It is stated that the injury is but
local, due to leakage about the planksheer where it was exposed
while she was laid up for a long time; but her owner has stopped
all work on her, laid her up again and discharged her crew.

REVERIE, 40-RATER.-The first important addition to the
yachting fieet of the approaching racing season was made on
April 9 by the launch at Faj 's, at Southampton, of Mr. A. D.
Clarke's new 40-rat.er, built from designs by Mr. J. M. Snper, the
architect of Castanet, built in the same jard for the same owner
last year. The vessel, as she left the ways, was christened Reverie
by Miss Bear, a sister of Mrs. Clarke, and was at once towed lo
Messrs. Day and Simmer's to have her mast stepped and was
afterward towed back, She will be fitted out with all dispatch, as
she is to be ready for commission by May 1. The Reverie Is com-
posite-built, her frames being of steel, and all her lead is outside.
She is of about the same dimensions as Castanet, but she has rather
finer lines; her fittings, too, are lighter, and she is expected all
round to be an improvement on last year's boat. She has a pitch
pine bottom and teak topsides, and fiddle bow. Her deck fittings
are of cedar thoronghout, this wood being chosen lor lightness,
and she has a very bold deck plan. Her main saloon gives a head-
room of 634fc., and her accommodation below is very roomy. She
can maif e up six berths. The inside fittings are of pine, white
enamelled, with cedar fronts, tops, and facings, and her seats, etc.,
are upholstered in scarlet rep. Her mast and boom are Oregon
spars. She will.be canvassed by Ratsy and L tpthorne, of Cowes.
T. Diaper, of Hythe, who sailed Castanet for Mr. Clarke, will be
skipper. Columbine, 60-rating, building for Mr. A. B. Paget, has
lier decks in and caulked. Capt. Garrad, late.skipper of the Fox-

. glov^e, will be master of the vessel.

THE CRUISE OF THE YAWL WHITE CAP.-The yawl ^Yhife
Cap, formerly owned by Mr. David Hall Rice, of Boston, is weU
known to the older readers of the Forest akd Sieeam, having
received considerable notice some yeais since when the yawl rig
was under discussion. She ha'^ recently been purchased by Prof.
J. T. Rothrock, of the University of Pennsylvania, who has used
her this winter on a long cj uise through the West Indies, the ob-
ject of the expedition, on which Prof. Rothrock was accompanied
by Drs. Young and Bullock, being the collection of specimens of
fishef, plants and other objects for the University. The White
Cap is a keel yacht 35ft. over all, 64ft. 6in. l.w.l., fOft. beam and
9ft., draft, commanded by Capt. Boyaton. She left Booth Bay Me.
in October, the party joining her at Philadelphia on Nov. 1, and she
returned to the iMtterportin the first week in March. During
this long cruise she encountered some very bad weather, but is
reported as behaving splendidly. She is enrolled in the Philadel-
phia Y. G. Prof. Rothrock will be remembered as the author of
an interesting book entitled "Vacation Cruising."
ST. LAWRENCE Y. C.-The annual meeting of the St. Lawrence

Y. C. resulted in the election of the following officers: C->m., A. W.
Morris; Vice-Com., C. H. Levin; Rear Com., H. J. Beamnn; Se ' v, T).
A. Poe; Treas , W. A. C. Hamilton; Meas., W. Kavanagn and F.
P. Shearwood; Committee, Messrs. G. H. Duggan, E.Kirk Greene,
J. Simmons, W. J. Wallace, A. Irving, H. M. Molson, J. H. Garth
and C. A. Smart. The report of the retiring commodore, Mr. G.
H. Duggan, was quite lengthy, dealing in detail with the many
changes made during the past year, and showing the great ad-
vance made by the club. It is now in a very flourishing condition,
and the outlook is good for the coming season.
THE NORTON SHIPBUILDING CO.-The propertv of the

Norton Naval Construction Co., at Tottenville, has been seized to
sitisty a debt for rent. It will be remembered that Francis L.
Norton, who was president of this company, sailed from this
country last autumn in his 50ft. boat, which he claimed was un-
sinkable, for a long voyage. There were seven persons aboard the
craft, and all are believed to have been lost. Capt. Norton leased
the shipyard at Tottenville, and there are several boats there in
process of construction.—3iar/;!e Journal.
MOHAWK-EAGRE.-The Coast Survey schooner Eagre, once

the yacht Mohawk, is at Poillon's, where a new foremast, a white
pine stick 2b]4m. at partners, was shipped last week. In setting
up the forestay. a b?d ckeck appeared below deck, and the stick
was condemned, a new one being at once begun.
THAYER 46.—This new yacht was launched at Lawley's on

April 25, no name being given her.

NIMBUS, sloop, has been purchased by Com. J. S. Cashing, of
the Winthrop Y. C.

MONHEG AN, schr., has been sold by Dr. M. A. Rice to Col. C.
F. Ulrich, of New lork, for §4,750.

GOSSOON, Messrs. Adams's 40-footer, will have a new suit of
sails.

No Notice Taken of Anonymoaa OorreapondentSi

J. L.. New York City.-Would you please let me know whether
a dog must be led by a string when he has a muzzle and a license?
Ans. No.

G. L. H., Englewood, N. J.—I have a greyhound puppy I want to
put out to be house broken, ca-n you tell me where I can get it
done.'' Ans. There are several boarding kennels advertised in
our columns that we can recommend.

^x?;,^u'
Philadelphia, Pa.—Please give the full address of Mr.

\\ olf. breeder of Enghsh beagle hounds. I believe he used to live
at bewisburg. Pa., and at one time advertised in your paper. Ans.vvedonot know his address. Some of our readers maybe able
to give the desired information.
A. S. A., Wakefield, Mass.—Please give breeding of cockerschampion Black Pete and Miss Ginger. Ans. Black Pete by Oho,

•jr., out of Pnonsie, by chamoion OboH. out of Blackie III.. Obo
^^'r ,9,^° ""^ Nellie. Miss Gmger bv champion

Ap?il 188
°* Blackie II. (A. K. R. 428). Whelped

^i^W^vFi;'
Would you kindly inform me what a

six;m.onths-old mastiff bitch puppy should weigh? 2. Does SOlbs.
weight at that age indicate a small dog wh^n full erown? Ans.
1. At that age she should weiah from 80 to lOOlhs. '2. Not neces-
sarily, depends to a great extent on her future raising, give plenty
of exercise and nourishing food.

e

^y*'- T- S., New Haven, Conn.—Can you give me the pedigree ofDiedrich and Gjpsie J., if they Have any, also are they recorded?
J, +®^r.f NT^''-

Bernards. Ans. Gipsy J. (14 208), by Monk Detrick
out of Nancy, by Duke of Leeds out o: Fannie B , by Carlo out
of Fannie: Monk Del nek, by Detrick out of Chamounix; Detrick.
by Rex out or Alma, Though not spelled exactly the same, these
are, no doubt, the dogs you mean.

"

1 ^V^v'^°°/^^"*??i^'-?--^:~;K^Sdly Siye through your columns:
1. I'he breedmg ot Pride ot the Border. 2. Lark P. (8,221). 3 Gil-
dersleeve's Nell Ans. 1. Pride of't.he Border, by Dash IL out of
Belle II.; Dash II., by Sting out of Cira II.; Belle II„ by Rock IIout of Blair's Cora. 3. Lark P.. by Glen out of Topsv S., by Royal
Lot.hian out of Nonie; Glen, by Dashing Lion out of Jessie Turner:Dashing uion, by Dash IL out of Leda. 3. Not registered.
A. W, J New York City.-WiU you kindly send me the full

pedigree of the collie dog Clipper, owned by Mr. J. Wa'son, of
Philadelphia, in 1889? Also of the collie bitch Lady Watsonowned by tlie same party. Ans. Clippsr by champion Eclipse out
of Nesta; Eclipse by Charlemagne out of Flirt, bv Trefoil out ofMaude, by Cockle out of Meg. Flirt was a litter sister in Charle-
magne; Nes'a by Duncan out of Bass, byCarlyle our of Midge;
Carlyle by Perthshire Bob out of Old Lassie. Lady Watson is not
XG§^1ST 61'GCl •

F. R. B., Greensburg, Pa.—1. Please give me, through your col-umns, the registry number and pedigree for three generutlons of
the red Irish setter dog Rufus II. 3. The pedigree for three gen-
erations ot Colleen (N. A. K. C. S. B. 690). Ans. 1. Rufus II bv
Rufus out of Friend, by Leigh's FLsh out of Kavanagh's Stella;
Flash, by Pat out of May Martin's Flash: Stella, bv Watson'l
Rollo out ot Kavanagh's Ruby; Rufus, by C. S. Trench's Shot out
. ^ • P'^>,%^?°'^'^,* Linda; Linda, by Hendrick's Squib IL out ofAdair^GoUa. 2. Colleen, by Milner's J'lck out of Green's Rose;Jack by Dash out of H. O'Connor's Fitzsimmons's Ruby Rose, agranddaughter of Hutchinson's Bob.

New Style Tent
FOR CIHOEISTS tND HUNTERS.

Patented Jan, 13, 1891.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK, Evanston III.

Copies of large map Issued for the
ADIRONDACK PARK ASSOCIATION,

Size 72x93iii., showing State lauds and proposed
State Park, colored, cloth back, wooden rollers. $15.

Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond pap^r $1,00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Jijj'csf and Stream.
Address S. K,. !*TODDARD, Gleus Falls, N. Y.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to aU
work intrusted to his care as formerly.

^''TaEF^E^ /AAHY AJLIP'TWIXT the CVPAND THE Ulf=!"

To ^void lojiT\g bigfijh-U5€^ 0^^^^

COLOR LEAPER5"*Cvcry one of which ij c^nrcfvljy tested, © .® © © © o

A prominenr iwikr tellj i/j tWourj-^lmon k^^derj w€r€ beyond quytion l\\t bejt h€ S^JWkujc
orvtheRestigoucKe lasl'je^sor^. ^ ISVesEYST. H£W YcHK ®

INCHESTER

LOABED PAPER SHOT SIEIIS
Ask your Dealer for them.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send tor 89"Pftie qiiteloinse of Armi nnd AmmQnUlQn.
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The Smith £ Wesson Renelvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beaufy of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived

by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith Sl Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

I

The Celebrated Spangler Perfect Crimper
EPSDOK.-.WtP BY EVERYONE.

Tlie only tool that will positlTely crimp everj
shell alike, no matter what the variation of lose
may be. The only tool having an amomatlo plunga
vrliioh prevents end of shell stireadlng toward cectei
of wad. The above not only msures uniformity, bol
Tintirely obviates the possibility of the load becoic
ing loose. Dealers and sportsmen wUl at once fe-

cognize this as a very Important feature. All wear
in^ points in the Crlmpina Die are made of steel anfl

case hardened, thus Insuring durability and perfec
tion of work. Size and weight about same as oid

style. Is invaluable to users of Sohullze, E. C. and

wood powders. Send stamp for specimen shelX^ M^nufac^u^do^^^^
Patentee, Fulton, N. Y.

THEPERFECTCRIiyiP I

The reputation wp gained in tlie mar.ula^tuie of the Ftx Shut-

gun is fully sustained in the New Wliitmore Hammerless,
of which we are the sole manufacturers. We also manufacture the Amencau. Arms
Co.'s ISTew Safety Hammerless Kevolver.

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 36 New Street, East Boston, Mass.

LYMAN ACGELERATIN6 SHOTeUNGARTRID
Tlie " EXPERT " is charged with a

oerforated <;ake of especially prepared
powder, which burns progressively—the

»! only correct method of availing of the

p power of powder in guns. Shot started
I easily, with rapidly increasing velocity

and least recoil, and without stringing.

Perfect comhustion. little smoke, harmless
drv ash residue. Cake burns in shell; no
flying, heated grains to cut barrel of gun.
Cakes made by machinery; greatest uni-

formity of pattern and penetration. No nitrates, decomposlnn, or change<thl6 cliemiadls ! Detonating

Impossible ' Shotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

LYMAN CARTRIDGE CO., 9 Chambers Street, N. Y.
10, 13 and 16-Oauges. J. F. DANNEFEtSKR, Selling Agent.

GKAND RAPIDS PORTABLE HOUSE CO., Grand Rapids, Micll

llnnters' Cabins, Club Houses, Summer Cottages. PliotograpU Gatl
eiies, Ijawn Houses, I'lay Houses. Etc., Etc.

Absolutely portable. AU sizes and designs. Especially designed for Camplngj^Hnn;
Ing and Flstin?. Are made of thi'ee-ply veneer very light, str-ong and durable. All part

thoroughly seasoned and painted in attractive colors. The fastenings are iron pins. K
nails or screws used. Easily erected or taken down without mutilation.

Send Stamp for Catalogue.

NORMAN BARBOUR, Eastern A^ent
81 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.

Por Harness, Buggy Tops, Saddles, Fly ITets, Traveling Bag.?, Military Equipments, etc.

Gives a beautiful finish, which wiU not peel or crack off, smui or crock by handling, does not lose Its lustre by

age- dust will not stick to work finished with it. Is not a var:iish. Contains no Turpentine, Benzine, Naphtha,
iUcohoI, or other injiu-:ous articles, Sold by all Harness itlakers.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle, Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 8 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood form, length 9i, 10

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz •

«

303

No! i; f'^^^X^^lpm^inl^^^^^ Bilk wMppingsVnickelmountings;c^^^^^^^^^^
"

^, 9, 9i, lOft ,
weight 9, lOi, 12, 13oz. ^^tr 3 33

No. 4, G, same as above but is G-erman Silver Mounted •••:••••.•;••••*.*•••,
j!-'
"

'T " W o'd' " l^'„Uv,Von^"„ <« o 7«;

No! 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie gmdes, mckel mountmgs, length 8ft., weight 20oz ^75
No. s' same as l>lo 7, bat is 3 joint 1: VcV " qn^

doz.; treble gut. 20c per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.; 2ft., per doz., 30o. ;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz.. 16c.

;
2ft., per doz., SOc.

;
Sft^oz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTEBS. 51, 53 55 Court St, Brooklyti, N, Y.
S d 86. stamp for lUustrated Catalogs for IQ91. OPS^ BTEicriNQS.
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BASS REELS
Are smoothest running, strongest in power, >'

noted for lightness, beautiful in finish, full;

steel pivots, patented side plates, highest qual-
\

ity, unequaled.

j
All Ready,

I

All Steel Pivots,

All Right.

Modern bait casting can only be

I

accomplished by proper angling
s

{
implements. This popular and suc-

cessful method of

"liuuow Casting for Blacl Bass"

|is made a pleasure when using the

KOSMIC BASS REEL

Fine Rubber and German Silver Double
|

Multiplying Steel Pivot, Backsliding Click, i

Safety Band.
'

NEW YORK,
No. 1. 60yds Each, $12 00^ CHICAGO,
No. 2. 100yds " 13 50/PHILA.,

A, G, SPALDING k BROS
'J

S41-3 Broadway.
108 Madison St.

1033 Chestnut St.

FISHESI&N'S ADTOH&TIG REEL.
When a spoi-tsman finds anything- which adds to his pleasure, witli-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel
First—It will -svi-nd up the Hue a hundred

times as fast as any other reel lu the world.
f>ECOND—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Thibd—No fisli can ever get slack line with it
Fourth—It will save more fish than any

olher reel.
FiFiH—It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from being broken by large flsh.
Sthth—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skiUful flshermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely Dy the hand that
Holds the rod.

YAWMAN cfe ERBE, Rochester, N.Y,

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FUBNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO-

MANUFACTUEERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK km CELLULOID HAND GEASP, (Patent applied for.)

Itislight, fits and will not blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers iu the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufactxiring all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
THE OLD REMINGTON GUN STOEE."

281 & 3S3 Broadway, ISTew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY tbev c«n

itmES^TaT?W"T'^«?^! ^'^^.-/""-^"-•^^^TJNS,

Fly-Fishing &; Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all
practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.
jhe actual specimens of niaterials show precisely what the fly-tyer requu'es.

F0RJ3ST AND STRBAJM PUBLISHINa COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk. '

.

Agent foh B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Keels.

FIKEAKMS, FieniN» TACKtE, BICT-
0I.E8, TENTS, ILAWN TENNIS, MUSICAI,

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, &e. Illustrated Cat.<ilogiie,with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning FoHEST AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried horae to-daj.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., BiookiyD, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sertion'* are quickly
changed from a % to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 3, and from a S to SJ/g or 8oz. witb
the No. 8. A11 changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections turnished to
iur-rease the weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSO^ & CO.,
51 John Street,

NEW YORK.

FISRIN6 TACKLE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
163 Broad St., Providence, R. I.

ESXABUISHED 1837.

J. B. OiiOOK: & CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisMi TacMe, Suns, Rifles, Reyotas
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City
Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,

Tront and Bass Flies.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
.•ieSl Atlantic St., ENGLEWOOIi, ILLS.

Trout Flies n» 3, 5. 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Gents for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

Of

FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practical experience
of tliu-ty-seven ]rears. A review in Forest
AND STEEAMsays:
'•This work is a very well written treatise upon

the subject, containing some new ideas and much
that is interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one. but it is
very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price §2.50, postpaid, by the
FOREST AND STREATvI PUBLISSING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York.

FIRST LESSOMS

UarilianilFcintiiif JDdpiE
JOB

ALL BREEDS OF DOGS.
Being the Standards of "Stonehenge" and also

those adopted by Specialty Clubs,

Bevised to Date.
Price, 50 Cents.

TOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO
318 Broadway, New York.

LOSDOS: DAVIJSS & CO., 1 Fiacli L»ne.

THE

m|?|S

- GUN CLEANER

Tim AND BE.ST !

Removes burnt powder, lead and rust spots at once.
Lasts a lifetime. The more you use it the shai-per It gets.
Will rot injure the finest barrels, but burnishes them
nicely. No springs, but an elastic rubber cone allows It
to tit any gauge gun. Ask your dealer to see one. If he
hasn't them and wUl not order them for you, fend pos-
tal note for 75c. and receive sample by return mail.
Mention this paper. Agents wanted. Electrotypes fur-
nished dealers. WILL H. FERRIS, Frankllnville, N. Y.
Henry C. Squires, 178 Broadway, Agent for N. Y. City.

Clark's Cork Gun Wiper,
OILEE AND BUENISHEE.

Patent applied for.
10, 12 or 16 gauge: fine guns

kept in perfect condition with-
out the use of any other tool;
no water necessary; rust and
p'ts rendered impossible; es-
pecially vahiable to users of
nitro powders; fits any clean-
ing rod. Send 50 cents for
saiuple, with two extra corks
and printed directions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St.,

ToPEKA, Kansas.
New York Agent.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

Naies aiil Portrails of BMs
Which Interest Gunners; with descriptions in

language understanded of the people.

BY G. TRUMBULL.
Contains the local names in popular use, and

eighty-nine illustrations, which, with the clear
descriptions in the text, will enable any man who
can read to identify the contents of his game

OPINIONS OF THE PBE8S:
It is the first, so far as w-e know, of a class of

books of which the need is felt in every depart-
ment of natural history.— Troj/ Press.

To all dwellers by the water and in the country
and especially all ^vho shoot, the book will supply
a great need, and every one who is interested in
birds will be interested in it.—Bosfori Evening
Traveller.

The book should find its way to a choice place
in every sportsman's library.— 0?wcaflro InUr-
Ocean.

There is a delightful dearth of dead languages
in this book. The sportsman who looks between
the covers for a description of some game bird—
a description which will enable him to identify
the creature should he meet it in the woods or on
the water—is not compelled to shut the book,
drop a bad word or two upon it and go iu search
of some Greek and Latin dictionaries to find out
what the description means.—iVeio Tork Herald.

SOLD BY
Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

PKTOW StS.RO.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
by the author of "Tight Shell" and "Double."

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15x20, $2.50
STOPPINGAN INCOMER (mallards) 11X15, $1.50
A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluebills), 11X14, 81.50
Above singly by mail, or the set for $5.

For sale by
FOREST ANT> STRTCAW PURLfSHTNG CO..

SIS T«Tna.lwBV ^asi- V>ivv

DEAF^NESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
bj Peck's Inriailjle Tubular Ear Cushions. Whis,
pera he&rd. Suacessfulwhen allremedieapQpB.

rVO- 8oWotd!rbTP.Ht800i.S53B'»aT.N T- Write for bcoV of oroof.f K tC

in

(Kustlings in the Eockies.)

Hunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
nd Stream. By G. O. Shields. 13mo., cloth, 300
ages illustrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by
aREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

GAHTAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD,

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in.X
37in..at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur. No technical terms are
used and the successive operations are carefully
described in detail, each step being made clear
before proceeding to the next. Illastrated; paper
18 pages; price 50 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO
318 Broadway, New York.

DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane. ComhiU.

to express m isetnei. Me., m good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon, H. O. Stanley, Dlxfleld, Me.,
and G*ais Coisraleaiooer. J» G.RIGH, BetbeJ, Me,
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It you want a sail It oat, b

steam launch, a rowboat, &

canoe, a sneak box, or any-

thing in the boat line from
a 10-lb. canoe to a 70ft.

steam launch, get and perusfe

our catalogue ere you place

your order.

We make a specialty oJ

fine sailboats and launches.

Remember we not only

build the greatest number
and variety ot boats of any

one in the world, but we
carry by far the largest stock.

Send 15 cents for finest

boat catalogue published,

i containing nearly 100 orig-

inal cuts and designs.

R. J. DOUGLAS CO., Waukegan, III, U.S.A.
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., 26 W. 23d st. N. Y. City, Eastern Agents.

"Strong" Yacht Cannon.
.^BREECH-L0AD!N6
Has all Improvements.

PRICES RIGHT.

Entirely Satisfactory.

Club House Cannon,

Lawn Cannon.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

STRONG FIRE ARMS CO., New Haven, Ct.
For sale by all Dealers in Yachting Goods.

Manufactured by F. W. OFEIiDT, the
only inventor of Naphtha Syetems for Launches.
This invention his greatest achievement. The
power is doubled for same weight and cost. All
naphtha gas generated is positively consumed.
Speed is greater and can be varied at pleasure.
Specially licensed without examination for
Government waters; no license required foi

inland waters. Send 4-cent stamp for catalogue.
We also build the lightest and most economical
Coal Burning Hollers for liaunches and
Stationary Power Plants for all purposes.

Works and Yards: Foot Fifty-sixth Street, South Brooklyn, N. Y.

LLOYD'S REGISTER
Of British and Foreign Shipping

YACHT REGISTER.—Notice is hereby
given tb at. this society's Yaetit, Register for the
year 1891-92 will be ready to be issued early in
May nest. It will contain in addition to the par-
ticulars of British and foreign yachts, a separate
list of American yachts over 30ft. in length, and
in an appendix, iists of Yacht Club flags, racing
flags, signal letters, changes of names, yachts ar-

ranged according to tonnage, owners names and
addresses and builders. The terms of subscription
will be post free 17 shillings per copy for indi-

viduals or firms, and for Yacht Clubs, Marine
Assurance Companies and other public bodies,

3 guineas per annum, for which two copies of the
work will be supplied. Intending subscribers
should forward their names to the Secretary as
early as possible. By order of the Committee,
A. G. DRYHURST, Secretary, White Lion Court,
Cornhill, London, E. C, April, 1891.

Boston Yacht Agency,
43MUkSt., Boston, Mass.

YachtDesigners& Brokers.
All classes of yaclits for sale. Catalogues

mailed on application.

Mat 2S, 189t).

H. M. Sprague, Parishville, N. T.:
Dear Snt—Your boat sent us with rubber ImproTed

joint is by great odds the finest boat ever shipped to
this city. Beauty of model cannot tie beaten. It has
attracted attention and opened people's eyes in regard
to Bood boat building. We cannot find the slightest
fault. E. V. COHJIERAIS.

61 Broad St., Boston, Mass.

Established in 1869. We build the fiuest boats
the world can afford, and otir boats all have
Spragae'8 Patent Impraved Joint, the best
in the market. Our boats are all built of north-
ern cedar, and our B grades range in price from
S35 to $50. DON'T fait to send 2-CPnt stamp for
1891 catalogue, and be convinced we have the
best goods for the money ever produced.

H.M. SPRAGUE Parishville, St. Law. Co., N.Y.

HIGGINS & GTFFORD,
GLOUCESTER, MASS.,

Manufacture to order Yachts, Rowboats, Yawls,
Excelsior Life Boats and Seine Boats. Two medals
awarded at the London Exhibition. 3,000 boa.ts
built the last thirteen years.

Send for ^ew O»talog:ae for 1880,

SFORTSIVEAJJ^'S

Oamping or Fishing Tents
OF ALT, KINDS, SHAPES AND SIZES.

Yacht and Canoe Sails of most anproved styles
s.lso awnings for storp fronts, windows, yacht
boats, etc. New style of Canop Tents made at low
'igures. Flags, Burgees and Covers of all kinds.
Camp Stoves, Camp Chairs, Sacljing Bottoms,
Hammocks, all kinds of Fancy Tents, and in fact
anything made from canvas when an intelligent
description is given of what may be needed . My
beautifully illustrated circular now ready. Send
itamp for price list. Address

S. HEMMEITWAY, 60 South St., N. Y. City.

OUR CATAIiOGUE OF

Yachts, Boats, Canoes,

Launches,

AND THEIR COMPLETE OUTFITS,

Contains over 400 illustrations.

SEND FOR ONE.

L. W. Ferdinand & Co,
367 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

WHITE CEDAR BOARDS
—won—

Tachts, Boats and Canoes.

HAOKMATAOK AND OAK OEES.

C.F. HODSDON, 742 Water St., N.Y.

The Ideal Cruising Launch.
Size 32ft.x6f fc. 6in. Coal, wood or oil binning. Com-

pound engines. Running expenses lowest possible.
Single handed. Requiring no skilled engineer. Lowest
price. Send stamp for description.

JOHN HY. BLAKE. Hi Liber iy St.. Hew York.

FOR SALE OR CHARTER.-THE FAST AND
staunch cruising yacht L'Hirondelle, 17ft.

over all, lift, beam. Oft. draft. Patent w. c,
thoroughly found, sloop or yawl rigged. Last
season sailed over 3,000 miles in G-ulf of St. Law-
rence and Straits of Belle Isle with a surveying
party, and also with the owner and family.
Apply to J. U. GREGORY, Quebec, Canada.

CANUCK-FOR SALE.-THIS CELEBRATED
canoe, winner of A. C. A. Trophy 1889 and '90.

Apply to FORD JONES, 13 Arde street, Toronto,
Canada.

FOR SALE.—CANOE YAWL WRAITH, 18FT.
by 56in. Main, dandy and jib, sail area 225

sq. ft. Extra mainsail and spinnaker. Outfit
complete, oars, anchor, etc. Vainished yacht
laid decl?. Fast sailer. Price S150. Address
BARRON FREDRICKS, 770 Broadway, N.Y. city.

FBKGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
Witli Adjustable Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Coiubineti Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp,
Camp I.amp, Dasli Iiamp,
Belt i^antern. Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ALBERT FERGUSON, OfficB, 65 Fulton St. N.Y.

AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex oh. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class. Crystal
Palace; first and challenge cup. South Hampton,
Eng.; first Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadgyth andElmet,
granddaughters of Beauff^rt and Orlando.

CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
X ter Al, fee 825. Al was bred by the late Mr.
AlUn and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

allow reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited number of Mb puppies for sale. P. H.
eOOMBS, 1 lxc]|)aQg« ^oc^, Bangor, Me.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDITEKE (19451).

Acljnowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup fouv times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee... $150.00

Champ. HESPER (15169).

Sire of some of the best stock living, and con-
sidered to be the best STUD DOG living to day.
He is the winner of 47 first and special prizes and
sire of Doonybrook Fair, Andromeda, Lady
Livingston and many other well known prize
winners. Stud fee $75.00

Champ. PlilNMMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand young df^e is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37

first and special prizes, and sire of some aood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after by St.

Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.

A select stock most always on hand, sired by
the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMING KENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TEEBIESS
m STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risis 10
Hillside Regent 10
Puppies for sale from these celebrated^pgs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NOBLE--GUDSTONE--SUE.
AT STDD, - - FEE S25.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The onlT known dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. HI is puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfectiou of the fleid

trial strain ot English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels,
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Chula, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards tor sale.

Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Gfirden St., Phila., Pa.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD : W. K. Taunton's Champion

Boaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the gfeatest and best dog living. The
only l<6nnel of Englisb Bloodlioniids in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff pups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well isnown and proved breeders of
champion and ereat prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

IRISH SETTER AT STUD.—RED RIVER
Glencho (champion Glencho ex Lyda Belle).

R. R. Gleneho has won three first prizes on bench
and is a tine field dog. begets large litters of
stronff, dark red puppies. Fee $20.00. E. H.
BURR, Middletown, Conn.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muslierry—Avoca), imported Irish setter at stud.
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee 830. Stud card
on application. P. L. CHENEY.

Plttsfleld, Mass.

TN THE STUD. - CHAMPION HECTOR.
J. smooth-coated St. Bernard. Fee $50, or the
second choice of the litter of a few approved
bitches. A. M. MURRAY, 138th street and North
River, New Yorli.

STUD DOGS.
Smooth fox-terrier EndcliflEe Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince Regent and Beaconsfleld,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials, and acknowl-
edged to be the best black and tan living, and sire

of more winners than any other black and tan.
Bull-terrier English Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster, Dexter, the world re-

nouned black corded poodle. Gem of the Season,
the phenomenal greyhound winner of over ro

firsts and specials during 1890. Address GEO. o.

THOMAS, Manager of Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels, Salem, Mass.

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth generation
wflli a lettered Index for ready reference. $2.50

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLJSHINQ CO
8U Breadway. New Ye;|.



Forest and Stream.
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gur

Terms, 84 a Ybab. 10 Cts. a Copy.
Six Mouths, $3.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Thb Forest and Stbeam is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Oommnnications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are
respectfully Invited. Anoaymous communications will not be re-

gjirded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character Inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 80 cents per Une. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one
Inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

Issue In which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements

must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be
Inserted. Reading notices $1.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per
year, $3 for six months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.
Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.
The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout the

United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davies

& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Ocrnhill, and Brentano's, 480 Strand,

London. General subscription agents far Great Britain, Messrs.

Davies & Co., Messrs. Sampson Low, Marston, Searies and Riving-

ton, 188 Fleet street, and Brentano's, 430 Strand, London, Eng.

Brentano's, 17 Avenue de I'Opera, Paris, France, sole Paris agent
for sales and subscriptions. Foreign subscription price, $5 per

year; $2.50 for six months.
Address all communications

Forest And Stream Fabllshlng Co>

No. 318 Bhoadwat. New Yobk Citt.

THE FATE OF THE FUR SEALS.

THERE appears to be no longer any doubt that the fur

seals of our Alaska waters are on the point of ex-

tinction. It has been feared for some years that the

destructive and wasteful methods of the pelagic sealers

would bring about this result, but it appears that the

threatened extermination of the seals is not in fact due

to that cause, but to wasteful killing on the islands and
by the lessees.

For some time it has been suspected that the fur seals

were seriously decreasing in numbers, but the little

islands to which they resort to breed are so far away
that it is most difficult to secure exact information on
this and other points connected with them. Eecently,

however, we have the reports of Mr. Goff and Mr. Elliott,

and this week we print a memorandum from the last

named gentleman, which tells its own story. His report

is of especial value on account of his familiarity with the

seal islands in years gone by, for this knowledge enables

him to compare the present condition of seal life there

with what it was soon after the Russians ceded Alaska to

the United States.

Mr. EUiott's statements are so clear and so full of force

that they need no explanation nor elaboration. The facts

are evident to every intelligent person. While there are

now on the islands large numbers of female seals—though

but two-fifths as many as there were sixteen years ago

—

there are very few breeding males, only about ten per

cent, of the number found in 1874,- and there are practi-

cally no young males growing up to take the place of

these breeders. In fact, there are only about 80,000

young males on the island, and these, even if allowed to

live, would not reach the breeding age for three or four

years. But these islands are leased to a corporation, and

this corporation, if it kills any seals at all, must take

them from these young males. If killing on these islands

is permitted this year and next year the result cannot be

doubtful. The males will all be killed off and the fur

seals will disappear from our Northwest coast, just as they

have disappeared from so many islands and shores in

the Southern seas, just as the buffalo have vanished from

our Western prairies.

For twenty years after the cession of Alaska to the

United States the revenue derived from the seal islands

paid more than 4 per cent, on the purchase price for the

territory. Congress, realizing that this was a profitable

investment, legislated for its protection, and there is no

reason why its value and its returns might not have re-

mained the same for all time. But the Government has

not protected itself against its lessees, pelagic sealing has

reduced the numbers of the seals, and wholesale killing

on the islands has nearly destroyed one sex, so that now
we have approached the end.

Congress tm-ned over the care and protection of the

seal fisheries to the Treasury Depai-tment, and if that in-

dustry is to be extinguished by om- own cijiizens, as is

ijow threatened, it is the Treasury Department which
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must bear the responsibility of the loss to the nation.

Even now it is not too late to arrest the work of slaughter.

All commercial killing of seals on the islands of St.

Paul and St. George should be forbidden for five years

—and not only forbidden, but actually prevented by a

force of Government employees sufiieient to see that this

prohibition is obeyed. In this way the young seals now
growing up would reach maturity and become the sires

of the seals of the future.

The Department of State is also interested in this mat-

ter, since it has for several years been endeavoring by

negotiation with Great Britain to put an end to pelagic

sealing. Some agreement should be at once entered into

with that power and with Russia, providing that there

shall be no killing of seals in Bering Sea at any time.

This would protect the female seals while on their breed-

ing grounds, and at a time when the death of the mother

means also the death of the pup. There should be an ab-

solute close time for five years. In no other way can

the seals be preserved.

There are those who object to such action as this, but

they are only a few. The corporation which has leased

the islands wants —naturally enough—to kill all the seals

there, sell their skins and pocket the profits. A few nar-

row-minded people complain that if killing on the islands

shall cease, the Government revenue will cease too. Very
true, but wliich is better; that this revenue should cease

for a few years and then begin again and continue for-

ever, or that it should continue for a few years, con-

stantly growing smaller and then should cease forever?

Besides the loss of revenue to the United States which

will result from the extermination of the seals, there is

to be considered the population of the seal islands.

This population now earns a living by working at the

seal fishery, and if this fishery ceases to exist, the occupa-

tion of the natives will be gone, and they must either

starve or be supported by the United States.

Granting the accuracy of Mr. Elliott's observations

—

and this we must do, since no one knows half so much
of the subject as he—the case is a most urgent one, and

calls for immediate action by the authorities at Washing-

ton. The season for killing the seals at the Pribylov

Islands will soon open, and if the killing shall be allowed

to begin, the young male seals will soon be all destroyed.

Politics have entered so largely into this question of

the Alaska seal fisheries that the important question at

issue, the preservation of seal life, is almost lost sight of,

and it is difiicult to learn what the authorities really in-

tend. At first we are told that killing is to be permitted

this year- and then that a close time is to be ordered for a

term of years. It is earnestly to be hoped that the last

named course may be pursued.

FISHING DAYS.

npHE rivers roaring between their brimming banks; the

brooks babbling over their pebbled beds, and cross-

stream logs that will be bridges for the fox in mid-summer;
the freed waters of lakes and ponds, dashing in slow beat

of waves or quicker pulse of ripples against their shores,

in voices monotonous but never tiresome, now call all

who delight in the craft to go a-fishing.

With the sap in the aged tree, the blood quickens in

the oldest angler's veins whether he be of the anointed

who fish by the book or of the common sort who practice

the methods of the forgotten inventors of the art.

The first are busy with rods and reels that are a pleas-

ure to the eye and touch, with fiy- books whose leaves

are as bright wich color as painted pictures, the others,

rumaging corner-cupboards for mislaid lines, searching

the sheds for favorite poles of ash, ironwood, tamarack
or cedar, or perhaps the woods for one just budding on
its sapling stump.

Each enjoys as much as the other the pleasant labor of

preparation and the anticipation of sport, though perhaps

that of the scientific angler is more esthetic enjoyment,

as his outfitting is the daintier and more artistic. But to

each comes the recollection of past happy days spent on
lake, river and brook, memories touched with a sense of

loss, of days that can never come again, of comrades gone
forever from earthly companionship.

And who shall say that the plebeian angler does not
enter upon the untangling of his cotton lines, the trim-

ming of his new cut pole and the digging of his worms,
with as much zest as his brother of the finer cast, on the

testing and mending of lancewood or split bamboo rod,

the overhauling of silken Hnes and leaders and the assort-

ing of flies,
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Considering the younger generation of anglers, one
finds more enthusiasm among those who talk learnedly
of all the niceties of the art. They; scorn all fish not
acknowledged as game. They plan more, though they
may accomplish less than the common sort to whom all

of fishing tackle is a pole, a line and a hook. To them
fishing is but fishing, and fish are only fish, and they will

go for one or the other when the signs are right and the
day propitious.

Descending to the least and latest generation of ang-
lers, we see the conditions reversed. The youth born to

rod and reel and fly is not so enthusiastic in his devotion
to the sport as the boy whose birth-right is only the pole
that craftsman never fashioned, the kinky lines of the
country store and hooks known by no maker's name. For
it is not in the nature of a boy to hold to any nicety in

sport of any sort, and this one, being herein unrestrained,

enters upon the art called gentle with all the wild free-

dom of a young savage or a half-grown mink.
For him it is almost as good as going fishing, to unearth

and gather in an old teapot the great worms, every one
of which is to his sanguine vision the promise of a fish.

What completeness of happiness for him to be allowed to

go fishing with his father or grandfather or the acknowl-
edged great fisherman of the neighborhood, a good-for-

nothing ne'er-do-well, but wise in all the ways of fish and
their taking, and very careful of and kind to little boys.

The high-hole never cackled so merrily, nor meadow
lark sang sweeter, nor grass sprang greener, nor water
shone brighter than to the boy when he goes a-fishing

thus accompanied. To him is welcome everything that

comes from the waters, be it trout, bass, perch, bullhead

or sunfish, and he hath pride even in the abominable but
toothsome eel and the uneatable bowfin.

Well, remembering that we were once boys and are yet

anglers, though we seldom go a-fishing, we wish, in these

days of the new springtide, to all the craft, whether they
be of high or low degree, bent and cramped with the

winter of age or fiushed with the spring of life, pleasant

and peaceful days of honest sport by all watersides, and
full creels and strings and wythes.

In these soft evenings, when the air is full of the unde-
finable odor of the warming earth and of the incessant

rejoicing of innumerable members of the many families

of batrachians, one may see silently moving lights prowl-

ing along the low shores of shallow waters, now hidden
by trunks of great trees that are knee-deep in the still

water, now emerging" illuminating bolls and branches

and flashing their glimmering glades far across the rip-

ples of wake and light breeze.

If one were near enough he could see the boat of the

sj)earers, its bow and the intent figure of the spearman
aglow in the light of the jack that flares a backward
flame with its steady progress, and drops a slow shower
of sparks; the stern and the paddler dimly seen in the

verge of the gloom.

These may be honest men engaged in no illegal affair;

they exercise skill of a certain sort; they are enthusiastic

in the pursuit of their pastime, which is as fair as jack-

ing deer, a practice upheld by many in high places; yet

these who by somewhat similar methods take fish for

sport and food are not accounted honest fishermen, but

arrant poachers. If jacking deer is right, how can jack-

ing fish be wrong; or if jacking fish be wrong, how can
jacking deer be right? Verily, there are nice distinctions

in the ethics of sport.

The Death of Dr. Edward Matnard at the ripe age

of 78 years has brought to its close a long career dis-

tinguished for usefulness and crowned with abundant
honor. Although he was best known to the sportsmen

of America as the inventor of the arm which beara his

name, Dr, Maynard's work in this field formed but a por-

tion of his mechanical and scientific achievements. We
print to-day an appreciative sketch of his life from the

pen of Mr. H. W. S. Cleveland. The portrait is by the

loving hand of his son, Geo, W. Maynard.

We have received for the Helen Keller Fimd, through

Mr. W. Wade, from Mrs. Wm. Bakewell, Parnassus, Pa.,

$5; and from Mrs, John Kerr, Parnassus, $1.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest akd Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of that friend.

The New York Copification Bili, did not pass.
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PROFESSORS LEIDY AND LECONTE.
THE closing days of April were marked by the death of

two men eminent in the scientific world. Professor

John LeConte, of Berkely, Cal., died April 39, and Dr.

Joseph Leidy at Philadelphia, April 30. The following are

brief memoranda of their lives:

Joseph Leidy was born in Philadelphia in 1823, and de-

voted himself in youth to a study of mineralogy and botany.

He then studied medicine under Dr. Paul B. Goddard, and
was graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1844.

In 1848 he visited Europe, and upon his return delivered a

coui'se of lectures upon physiology. Five years later he
succeeded Dr. Horner in the chair of anatomy in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, In 1871 he was called to the chair

of natural history in Swarthmore College, and in 1884 be-

came the director of the department of biology in the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania. He obtained the Walker prize of

§1,000 from the Boston Society of Natural History, and the
Lyell medal from the Geological Society of London for his

contributions to palaeontology, and received the degree of

LL. D. from Harvard. He published more than 800 papers on
biological subjects, many of which were from specimens

obtained on various surveys under

the United States Government and
submitted to him for study and re-

port. Huxley and Marsh used his

paper on the fossil horse in their

illustrations of the theory of evolu- .-

'

tion. Many of his papers were

issued by the Philadelphia Acad-

emy of Natural Sciences, of which
he was the president, the Smith-

sonian Institution, and under the

auspices of the National Govern-

ment. Prof. Leidy was a member
of many scientific societies at home
and abroad. Of late years Dr. Leidy

had devoted his attention more es-

pecially to invertebrates, and es-

pecially to internal parasites, but
Ms most important labors were in

the field of vertebrate palajontology.

John LeConte was the son of

Lewis LeConte, the natairalist, and
was born in Liberty county, Ga., in

December, 1818. He was graduated
at Franklin College of the Uni-
versity of Georgia in 1838, and at

the New York College ofPhysicians

and Surgeons in 1841. For a time he
practiced his profession in Savan-
nah, but in 1846 he was called to the
chair of Natural Philosophy in

Franklin College, which he occu-

pied untill85o. The following year
he lectured on chemistry at the
New Tork College of Physicians
and Surgeons, and in 1856 he was
appointed Professor of Natural and
Mechanical Philosophy in South
Carolina College, at Columbia, S.

C. In 1869 he was appointed Pro-
fessor of Physics and Industrial

Mechanics in the University of Cali-

fornia, and discharged the duties

of that position until 1881. From
1876 to 1881 he held the office of

President of the University in con-
nection with his professorship. At
the expiration of that period he
retired to the chair of phy.sics, which
he occupied until his death. The
whole of his active life, more than
half a century, was devoted to scien-

tific investigations. The result of
his labors was disclosed in a great variety of communica-
tions to scientific journals in this country and Europe, and
in the "Proceedings of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science," of which organization he was
general secretary in 1857. He was a brother of Prof. Joseph
LeConte, the geologist and physiologist.

JEROME C, BURNETT.
rpHE announcement from Washington last Monday of

the death of Jerome C. Burnett brought with it genuine
sorrow—a sentiment which will be shared by all readers of

this intelligence who were familiar with Mr. Burnett as a
contributor to the Forest aud Steeam. Mr. Burnett died
on Sunday, May 3, after an illness of some weeks. He was
stricken with a severe attack of the grip early in the preva-
lence of that disease, and was thought to be improving,
when he was suddenly seized with a stroke of paralysis,

from which he had not the strength to recover. His age
was 58 years. He leaves a widow and two children.
Mr. Burnett was well known and highly esteemed in

Washington. When John C. New was Treasurer of the
United States, Mr. Burnett was appointed to the position of

Chief of the National Bank Division in that department,
where he remained until his death. He was one of the
founders and proprietors of the very successful weekly,
PulMc Opinion. He was a writer of recognized ability on
political and social themes, but it is not too much to say
that he took more pleasure in the sketches he wrote for

FOEEST AKD Steeam than in any other literary work.
An enthusiastic angler and sportsman, with a wide and

interesting experience in the Bast and the West, he con-
tributed to these colums many a reminiscence of days in the
fi.eld, and many a bright story of scenes and incidents well
worth the telling. What he wrote was marked by manliness
and good cheer; the sterling character of the man was here
reflected as in a mirror. Jerome Burnett was of the type

vrhich gives dignity audlstanding tolth§ sports of the field.

DR. EDWARD MAYNARD.
npHE announcement of the death at Washington, D. C,
^ on Monday last, May 4, of Dr. Edward Maynard, at the
ripe age of more than seventy-seven years, affords a striking

illustration of how speedily a man whose name was widely
known and honored in his day of active service may drop
out of sight and be almost forgotten in the turmoil and
seething fermentation of succeeding years, when a new race
has come to the front and is absorbed in present issues,

while the deeds of yesterday are only "remembered as a tale

that's told."

Had Dr. Maynard's death occurred twenty-five or thirty

years ago there would have been no need of telling the
world who or what he was. Few of his contemporaries are

left to-day. To them the mention of his decease will awaken
many reminiscences of long past years, but to the great mass
of readers it will be unknown.
He was a man of rare qualities and of rare acquirements,

and apart from the elements of character which commanded
the respect of all who knew him, and the warm affection of

the wide circle of his friends—the world at large is indebted

to him for discoveries the value and importance of which

DR. EDWAKD MAYNARD.

can never be justly estimated, and ought to be gratefully

remembered.
He was born in Madison, N. Y., April 26, 1813, entered the

Military Academy at West Point in 1881, but owing to deli-

cate health was forced to resign the same year. He then
applied himself to the studies of civil engineering, architec-

ture, anatomy and drawing, with an earnestness which was
a prominent characteristic, and which could never be satis-

fied with smattering acquirements or with half-way work.
He finally adopted the profession of dentistry, and estab-

lished himself in Washington in 1835.

His discoveries in dental surgery have been of such im-
portance and his skill as an operator was so remarkable,

that it may be safely said that he has had no superior in his

profession, and the honors bestowed upon him in recogni-

tion of it in this country and in Europe are sufficient proof

of the truth of the assertion.

Many of the most important improvements in the instru-

ments of dentistry were of his invention. He was the first

to successfully practice (in 1838) the thorough filling with
gold foil of the nerve cavity, including the nerve canals in

molar and bicuspid teeth. He introduced this operation in

Europe in 1845, and at St. Petersburg. The Emperor's phy-

sician, Dr. Arndt, having witnessed it, Dr. Maynard was im-

mediately employed as the court dentist. The Emperor
(Nicholas I.) offered to give him a title with the rank of

major if he would remain in Russia ten years and teach and
practice his profession while attached to the court. This he

declined, but received from the Emperor in addition to the

sum paid for his services a magnificent diamond ring.

In 1857 he accepted the chair of Theory and Practice in the

Baltimore College of Dental Surgery (the first dental college

every established), and held the like position in the Faculty

of the Dental Department of the National University at

Washington. He received honorary degrees from leading

associations in Europe and America, and for a long series of

years his pragtice was among the highest classes in Wash-

ington, including several Presidents and a great number of
Cabinet officers, Senators, Representatives, officers of the
Army and Navy, Foreign Ministers and others who demand
such operations as necessarily exclude all machine work.
His winning and always gentlemanly and courteous man-

ner, his rare intelligence and the wide scope of his informa-
tion, served to secure the warm personal friendship of all

whom he chose to admit to such Intimacy, and the large
and varied circle of acquaintance he thus made with leading
men of all parties, sects and opinions, gave a rare zest to
his conversation and made him a most interesting com-
panion.

But the honors and friendships he acquired through his
professional reputation and practice were equalled if not
surpassed by those resulting from the exercise of his inven-
tive talents in another and entirely different field. Thous-
ands of men in every quarter of the globe who were ignor-
ant of the fact that he was a professional dentist are
familiar with his name in connection with the Maynard
rifie, which was the first breechloader that proved itself

equal in its performance to the best muzzleloading rifles,

and may be truly said to have served as the model which
has revolutionized the arms of the
civilized world. This is neither the
time nor the place for detailed state-

ments of its peculiar features, but
there are circumstances connected
with its history, that in justice to

the memory of the inventor should
be clearly stated and put on public
record.

The inventionwas patented several

years before the war. and therefore

before the demand for improved
weapons had incited inventors
everywhere to the study of the
subject. There had been many
previous attempts to construct
breechloading guns, but the results

had been so utterly inadequate to
the wants of military service and
so far below the rfqnired merits
of the sportsman that they served
rather to illustrate the difficulty of

the problem tbaa to aid in its

solution.

The perfect .simplicity and entire

efficiency and safety of the system
of levers by which in the Maynard
rifle necessary movements of the
barrel are effected can only be com-
pared to the anatomical system by
which the greatest possible ease of

motion and resistance to pressure
are secured in the animal structure.

Yet the ingenuity here displayed
was really of secondary importance
compared to that of the ammuni-
tion and the method of its prepara-

tion, which involved the principle

by which alone it has thus far been
found possible to secure in breech-

loaders the same degree of precision

and force that is attained by muzzle-
loaders.

Dr. Maynard was the first inven-

tor of a metallic center-fire cartridge,

and the in.strument by which it was
loaded insured the perfectly true

delivery of the bullet into the barrel

of the rifle, and the most exacting

tests to which it was subjected

served to prove that it had no
superior in all essential points,

while in facility of manipulation

it so far excelled all others that it was at once obvious that

a revolution in firearms was at hand. Innumerable efforts

at improvements have since been made and are still making,
many changes of models of guns have been the result, in

adapting them to the necessities of modern military service,

or increasing their efficiency by various ingenious devices,

but in all of them the scientific principles by which Dr.

Maynard first secured the prime essentials of precision and
force are still adhered to and have never been improved
upon. Various changes of detail in the Maynard rifle have
from time to time been introduced, but in all its essential

features it is the same as the original weapon and still holds

its high place in the estimation of leading sportsmen and
riflemen throughout the country.

Dr. Maynard has himself made many additional inven-

tions in connection with firearms of very great value, as for

instance a register which may be attached to any repeating

rifle, which indicates at all times the number of cartridges

that are in the magazine. He has also made a double-

barreled rifle which completely overcomes the previously

inevitable defect of unequal accuracy owing to the deflec-

tion of one barrel by the heating of the other. Instead of

soldering the barrels together he simply clamped them by

a most ingenious device, which while perfectly strong and
flrm, allowed the expansion of either barrel without affect-

ing the other. Another advantage was that if desired a

shot barrel might in a moment be substituted for one of the

rifle barrels, or a pair of shot barrels in place of the rifles.

A very beautiful model of such a gun was made and its

efficiency proved by careful tests, and so high an authority

as Quartermaster-General Meigs said of it that if introduced

it would drive all other sporting guns from the market.' But
it has never been manufactured for sale, and the model

alluded to is the only one in existence.

The Kings of Sweden and Prussia recognized the great

value of Dr. Maynard's inventions. The former by giving

bim tjhe Great Medal of Merit of Sweden, an honor rarely
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conferred, and the latter by decorating him with the Cross

of the Red Eagle.

The very imperfect statement given of Dr. Maynard'a in-

ventions has extended this notice beyond just limits, but
the innate modesty and delicate refinement of his nature
would never allow him to obtrude his claims npon the public

and the services he has rendered are too important to be
sufEered to pass into oblivion.

As one of the very few surviving contemporaries who was
honored with his friendship, I offer this tribute to his

memory. H. W. S. Cleykla^x^d.

ON THE NORTH SHORE.-II.
^pHE boys, having at last returned, threw off theirX jackets and went to work with willing hands in load-
ing the boat, and were soon ready to embark upon the
trip. I observed but one pair of oars in the boat, and on
inrpiiry as to the other, received the information that
they had been stolen. I was decidedly averse to leaving
with one pair of oars, knowing too well the treacherous
actions of the lake and the absolute necessity of two pair.
We might not want them for some time, probably not at
all, but when we did want them we would want them
badly, I assure you. T endeavored to purchase a pair in
the immediate neighborhood, but could not, and as Joe
promised to make a pair at our first camp, which he did
not, we got aboard and were goon abreast the murmuring
waters. The morning had fulfilled the promise of the
night; a soft southerly wind was blowing, the sky was an
azure dome, with here and thvre a few pin feather clouds
lazily floating, while the lake under the bright sun was a
surface of broken, rippling, trembling silver. With this
atmospheric condition, our progress with both sail and
oar was indeed beautifully slow. The sail would flajj

first one side, then the other, and the day being exceed-
ingly hot, the oarsman felt the influence, and but little

vigor came from his brawny arms. We kept well in the
channel, with the view to getting a tow from a passing
steamer, but it failed to materialize. About noon we
reached Point aux Pins, and then passing the lighthouse,
which stood like a whitened sepulchre on the sandy beach,
Ave rounded into the shore and there partook of a light
lunch. While here a steamer surprised us by appearing
off the lighthouse point, and though it was some dis-
tance, we hastily boarded our boat, and endeavored to
reach it with the oars, but it was a vain endeavor.
We were deeply chagrined at this failure, Joe particu-

larly, who averred that if we had gone ashore where he
at first desired, we would have made the connection. My
wish for a shady grove was what caused the disappoint-
ment. Neither Joe nor John liked the work before them,
as the weather now was of a tropical heat, the lake like
a mirror, and our objective point for the day's trip Gros
Cap Island, many miles away. Although I was shaded
by a broad-brimmed straw hat, my cheeks began to burn,
i nd in order to relieve the pain I resorted to some cam-
phorated vaseline as an emollient, but it worked au con-
traire, for the pain increased to such a degree as to make
ime groan in agony. Ned, whose face was as tender as a
llady's was now howlins from the effects of the heat, and
imuch to my surprise asked for the camphorated bottle.
]I made no remark about its severity upon me and quietly
passed it to him. As misery loves company I sat sdently
iby, and saw him profusely anoint his face with the fire-

.eating salve. Soon there came a tirowl from him, and
then another and another, each rising in volume until
'he had reached the highest note in the chromatic scale,
:and then he finally endeavored to solace himself by a
firy display of sturdy Saxon that made even the taciturn
iboatmen smile.

I could restrain myself no longer, and though my
cheeks were burning as if coals of fire had been applied
to them I gave way to such a fit of inordinate laughter
as to fairly endanger my buttons.
Ned gave a sickly smile atmy uproai-ous manifestations

and solemnly averred that he couldn't see where the
overpowering humor came in. Such stinging jokes he
thought in bad taste and emphatically declared that no
one but a pot-hunting fiend would ever indulge in them.
We generously forgave him his unkind remarks, know-
ing full well they would not have been uttered had he
been in his normal condition. He was crazed with pain,

I now tendered Joe the alleviating (?) bottle, but he
declined it, saying, "I no sucker; too much howling in
the boat now."
Gently w-e moved along the iron-clad coast, which was

gradually growing in that picturesque beauty which
never can be painted nor chanted. Successive ranges of
hills, with bold rocky blufEs, from which the cedar, pine
and ppruce sprang, came into pleasing review, while
charming little bays margined in gi-avel and sand, were
ever and anon surprising us. The Pillars of Hercules,
with their lofty crowns, were soon in sight, and then
lovely Gros Cap Island in living green, nestling close to
the craggy shore, was gradually developing into graceful
proportions.
My attention was now called to the appearance of the

sky in the west. Dark, cold and ugly-looking masses of
clouds were just beginning to appear, and soon the light-
flying fleeces of snowy curls and ragged feathers, with
which we were greeted in the morning, began to increase
their speed until they were scudding swiftly along the
dome as if pursued by a relentless host. It was manifest
there was to be a sudden change in the weather, and one
which bade fair to give us all the breeze we desired. Every
minute the wind increased, and it was not long before
cm- little craft was sliding faster and faster through the
swelling waves with the cheering froth tossing from her
bows. This great lake is a terrible coquette, and will
give you many a surprise in her sudden changes of sun-
shine and shade, calm and storm. She was now evidently
intending to flirt with us, but we felt confident of reach-
ing Gros Cap before she became terribly in earnest.
The wind_ at last had got down to steady work, and was

blowing quite fresh, and in consequence we were plung-
ing along over the snowy crests with a speed that was
rapidly carrying us to om- haven. The clouds had
marshalled additional hosts, and were sailing across the
sky in sombre volumes, that threatened every minute to
break o'er our heads and deluge us.

Joe was sure we would make the island before the

threatened rain, and so thought I, for our boat was now
fairly flying before the increasing breeze. Another mile
and we would reach Gros Cap, that was now being fiercely
beaten by the wicked waves. Rapidly we near its lee,
and as Ned was assured of our successful landing, he
burst into one of his rollicking sea songs indicative of his
present feelings. It was cheering in that howling wind,
and relates that

The wind blew hard, the sea rau high.

The dingy scud drove 'cross the sky,

All was safe lashed, the howl was .sUmg,

When careless thus Ned Hanly snug;

"A sailor's life's the life for me,
He takes his duty merrily,

If winds can whistle, he can sing;

Still faithful to his friend and king.

He gets belov'd by all the ship.

And toasts his girl, and drinlts his flip."

We soon reached the island, had the tents up, a fire
going, the pots boiling, and in a short time were seated at
the table, taking our first square meal in camp. This
over, we had all our provisions brought ashore and com-
pletely covered with oilcloth and tarpaulins. It being too
rough for fishing, we sat on the rocks and watched, the
coming storm.
The dense black massed-up line of cloud in the west

was alive with the incessant play of lightning that radi-
ated and zig-zagged in all manner of forms. It was like
watching some gigantic hangings of tapestry wrought in
flame. The imagination, rather than the eye, witnessed
a hundred fantastic representations—heads of horses,
helmets, profiles of titanic human faces, banners and
feathers, and I know not what besides. Darkness soon
enveloped us, and then we sought oru- tents, and soon
after were in our blankets, totally indifferent to calm or
storm. During the night the clouds broke and it rained
incessantly, in a heavy downpour, till daylight.
The storm had subsided with the dawn, but the day

was duU and heavy, the skies obscured, and the air
charged with vapor—a gloomy outlook for our first day
in camp.
Well it was that we had taken the precaution we did

about our provisions; for had they been left aboard the
boat, as Joe desired, they would' have been thoroughly
soaked, as the rain had about half filled the boat.

It was so damp and chilly that morning, that we gath-
ered around the fire while breakfast was "being prepared,
Ned got his rod ready for shore fishing, expecting to try
the rocks around the west side of the island; but the trees
and bushes which ran to the very edge of the lake were
so moist that he declined. He however handed his rod to
Joe, telling him to catch a few trout for breakfast. Joe,
who dearly loved to fish, started off with alacrity on the
pleasant mission, heedless of the drip^nng foliage. In
about half an hour he returned with one little trout and
a broken rod , the tube tip having snapped olf. Joe stated
that he hooked a very large one, which he might have
saved if he had had some one to land it.

The accident to the rod, which was of foreign make,
was soon repaired. This was one of Ned's reserves, and
of little or no account for artistic angling. He had a
splendid Mitchell rod, as well as others, which he prized
highly and which he held in abeyance for boat fishing
only.
After we had partaken of breakfast, the question arose

as to continuing our trip, our destination when we started
being Maple Bay, or remaining here for the day and trv-
ing the adjacent shore for some of the scarlet-hued
beauties.

The weather was unsettled and it looked as if Jupiter
Pluvius might at any moment again resume sway. Joe,
who claimed to know the signs that fortell wild weather,
was consulted, and fearing that his observations might
fail would give no decided opinion. His reply w"as,
"Wait a while, then we see." At this decision Ned
wished to take boat and skii-t along the shore for a few
trout, and then return and make the trip if there were
signs of clearing weather. I protested against this,
knowing full well if we once started for the angle in the
boat that it meant half a day's sport. With me it was
either remain the entire day or at once proceed. While
quibbling over this Joe had gained more confidence in re-
gard to the situation and pronounced in favor of bright-
ening weather, with a pi-omise that it might sprinkle a
little. These half-breeds who live on the lake seem living
barometers, exquisitely sensitive to all the invisible
changes of atmospheric expansion and compression; they
are not easily caught in those fierce storms that come
leaping with a wildness and violence that destroy and
devour.
Ned finally consenting to sail at once for Maple Bay,

word was given to load the boat, and away for the home
of the radiant trout. The boatmen worked earnestly,
and soon the boat was ready and sailing before a light
breeze. We had not gone over a half mile before there
was a slight sprinkle and some rueful countenances. At
this manifestation of the elements we donned our rubbers
and then went into all kinds of prognostications relative
to the weather in prospect. Joe began to be looked
upon as a false prophet, and Ned began to berate me for
espousing so warmly the immediate trip to the promised
land. The tinkling drops, however, soon ceased, the
clouds broke away and brands of purple and violet, and
pale blue and fiuid gold began to shoot and quiver and
broaden. The weather had cleared and the sky had be-
come a fairy tale and the lake a love poem. Ned, our
melodist, rejoiced at the happy change, and his clear
ringing notes went echoing o'er the little foamy ripples
and along the wave-worn and thunder-scarred cliffs as
he sang:

"How gallantly, how merrily
We glide along the seal

The morning is all sunshine.
The wind ia blowing free,

The billows are all sparkling,
And bounding in the light.

Like creatures in whose sunny veins
The blood is running bright."

We had a long sail before us, along a serrated shore
abounding in charming bits of landscape. Surprise after
surprise constantly confronted us in bold cliffs, jutting
rocks, and deep depressions, o'er which the golden sun
shed an effulgent glow and the feathery foam gently
beat. How delicious this sHding o'er the sparkling waves
through balmy zephyrs, bright sunshine and under a
dome of tender blue, radiant yrith morning splendor and

the dazzling satin of clouds. What nameless things pass
through the mind when Nature thus unfolds her glories
to the sensitive soul! They always come to us in such
delightful hours as these when sl'ie entertains us with her
holiest and best. T. Buchanan Eead has caught the fine
fervors of such moments in these stanzas;

"My soul to-day
Is far away

Sailing the Vesuvian Bay;
My winged boat,

A bird afloat,

Swims lound the purple peaks remote,

"Round purple peaks
It sails and seeks

Blue inlets and tbeir crystal creeks,

Where high rocks throw
Through deeps below

A duplicated glow."

It was fuUy half an hour before we readied G^iulais
Bay, and then we had a ten-mile stretch to the other
side. The wind was still gentle, just breezy enough to
make the silver ripples dance and keep our canvas
straightened. It was a three hours' sail with the wind
we were then having, but when we were across the
breeze freshened, and we went along as quietly and
swiftly as a gull on wing.
Maple Bay was reached by 2 o'clock, and happy mortals

we were, for here we would have many a delightful
interview with the scaly warriors

"Of the motrled sides and shapely mold.
And crimson stars with fringe of gold."

We concluded to pitch our tents on our old camping
ground, it being a lovely spot, and free from the bushes
which generally harbored the annoying flies and mos-
quitoes, and also arranged that everything should be put
in perfect order after dirmer, prior to our going out to
trick the dandy of the vermillion dye. I had purchased
before leaving home an lift., 7ozI split-bamboo rod of
Thos. A. Chubb, of Post Mills, Vt., and was exceedingly
anxious to ascertain its qualities. It was well balanced,
had perfect butt, sufllciently light and springy, .and if it

only showed a quick action in service, was satisfied it

would prove a Jim Dandy. Ned put together his Mitchell
rod, which was loz. heavier and 6in. longer than mine,
and which had seen six years hard service on the Nepigon
and North Shore. It was a superb rod, as I had ascer-
tained when I tried it last year. To Ned's credit be it

said, that he discarded the junk bag which he had with
him the previous season. This time he was more system-
atic, as he had the most of his impedimenta carefully
arranged in small bags and duly labeled.
His flies aud leaders were in his fly-book in good form,

for these he prized highly. It was only in the odds and
ends and specialties he had bagged and marked, He
liked originality, and it was nowhere more prominent
than in his angling fancies.
He had a pet creation of a fly, which he had made, and

which he put on as a stretcher. It was large and bushy,
and a combination of browu hackle and red feathers,
with horns and glass eyes. He would wager largely that
it would prove a taking lure, and I only hoped that it

would, for he had put his artistic soul into its achiteoture,
and I was desirous that his fullest anticipations might be
realized.

The boys at last had everything completed and aU the
provisions ready for a rain with which we had been
threatened the last hour, and then they prepared a meal
which was to answer for both dinner and supper. We
sat down to that meal with a ravenous appetite, as we
had not had a bite of anything since our earlv breakfast,
and it was now nearly 4 o'clock. The feast over, we soon
took to the boat, eager to capture a golden fln. It being
conceded that the bow was the best position, we con-
cluded to even matters in that respect by a change in
seats each time we went out. Tossing up for first choice,
I won, and greedily selected the bow, and consequently
Ned resignedly took the stern with the remark that I
would have the first chance at the two big boulders just
ahead of us, where we never failed last year to secure a
rise or two whenever we fished there.
As soon as the boat was a short distance from tbe

shore I commenced casting, having a silver-doctor for a
stretcher and a brown-hackle for the dropper, in order to
try my rod as well as somewhat to straighten leader and
flies. I was highly pleased with the action of the rod,
after I had cast a few times, and if it would only prove
equally as good when the quarry was at the alluring end
of the line, I would then declare the manufacturer an
artist and a credit to the guild, and write him to that
effect when I had returned to civilization.
Coming within casting distance of the granite boulders,

I sent my flies sailing toward a choice place, saw them
fall as lightly as a snow flake upon the ripples and at the
spot I desired, and was rewarded with a magnificent
rise, and a disappointment at the same time, as I had
unfortimately failed to attach him to the coid steel.
Ned now fofiowed suit, sending his pet creation near the
same place, and was lucky enough to arouse and hang
one, which, after, a few minutes' active plav, was deftly
boated. It was about a 2 pounder, and a lovely specimen
of the rainbow beauties that make their lair in the rocky
crevices and around boulders poise,
A further whipping of the waters did not secure an

additional rise, and so we continued our coin-se along the
wood-crowned shore, sti'iving hard to coax another dar-
ling of the spotted jacket to change his element. Reach-
ing a jutting point that disclosed flne cover in shelving
and creviced rocks, I was once more compensated with a
capital rise, which I was fortunate enough to impale, but
which, sad to relate, escaped after I had about conquered
him. Ned was in deep sympathy with me over the loss,
saymg, "Better luck next time," and Joe, being in the
same mood, declared: "You get'em by and by." Having
had experiences of the same kind I took it quite philo-
sophically, knowing full well that the tide would soon
turn.

A moment or two after this, Ned had a wolfish snap,
and then a maddened trout was ploughing through the
water with the fancy fly dangling from his quivering
jaws. He out up many an odd caper, and at last leaped
in frenzied energy from the roughened water, showering
the bright drops from his dappled coat. A dash or two
more, a dive to the bottom, and then a struggle or two,
and up he came and turned his mottled sides to the sur-
face as a token ©f surrender, and then was gently drawn
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to the net and consigned in companionship to the beauti-
ful two-pounder. He pulled the scales at a fraction below
three pounds.
Ned being satisfied with his triumphs, handed his rod

to Joe, who in a short time caught two more. I had but
one rise more during this carnival of sport, and am sorry
to admit that the inquisitive troiit departed without a
scratch. I had evidently lost my lucky stone. It was
assuredly not my day,
A glance above satisfied me that a return to camp had

better be made without further delay, as the wind was
freshening fast, the sombre clouds swelling their bulk as
they rolled, while the lake was running in ridges that
fell and rose against the boat with spiteful violence. We
"were about a mile from camp, and at once gave the word
to return, and ere we reached our quarters the sky had
become completely darkened, presaging rain at any
moment. The boys worked the ashen blades with will-
ing hands, and soon had us in camp and around a good
fire.

My return had not been heralded with blare of trum-
pets, as my banners were trailing and my plumes soiled.
Not a fin had I to record for the evening's pastime, but I

swore by the great horn-spoon that ere another sun rose
and set there would be an orphanage among the tribe of
Salvelinus fontinalis that would cause loud lamentation
from one end to the other of their aqueous realm.
We sat around the camp-fire for a while, listening to

the rumble of the far-away thunder as it came "wing'd
with red lightning and impetuous rage," and the constant
moan of the wild waves as they broke against the gran-
ite cliffs with clocklike regularity. Ned declared we
would have a wet night of it, and that its inaugui'al was
not far off, and, therefore, moved an adjournment to our
inviting beds amid the balsam. No dissenting voice
arising, we sought the tent, leaving the elements muster-
ing their troops for the grand battle, which bade fair to
be a tumultuous and tempestuous one, that would go rat-
tling along with deafening canonading and livid flames
from peak to peak and shore to shore.
Soon the results of the elemental strife became mani-

fest, as a heavy downfall of rain began which lasted till

6 o'clock in the morning, with a promise of an almost
immediate renewal. The imagination might conjure the
fabled Jupiter with his powerful allies again letting loose
the rivers, that the earth might be completely deluged.

Alex. Stabbcck.

SEAL LIFE ON THE PRIBYLOV ISLANDS.

AN especial interest is added to our recent remarks on
the destruction of seal life by the appended memo-

randum just issued by Mr. Henry W. Elliott, of Wash-
ing, whose name is familiar to most of our readers. It is

to be remembered that Mr. Elliott spent the seasons of
1872-74 at the Pribylov Islands, and that he again visited
them in 1876. The results of his observations there are
embodied in his "Monograph of the Seal Islands of
Alaska," which was printed as a special Bulletin of the
U. S. Fish Commission. Last season Mr. Elliott was
chosen by the Government as the person above all others
fitted to visit the Seal Islands again and report on their
condition and the status of seal life there; for it had been
stated that the numbers of seals visiting the rookeries had
greatly diminished, and it was known that the pelagic
sealing which had been going on for some years had
seriously affected the inhabitants of the rookeries. It
was said also that the lessees of the islands had killed a
far greater number of seals than the terms of their lease
allowed, and had used no judgment in selecting the
animals to be slaughtered.
Mr. Elliott made the required ini5pection, and in the

memorandum which follows he gives a clear statement
of the condition of things at the rookeries of St. Paul and
St. George, and shows that the seal fisheries there are at
the point of extinction, and that unless very radical steps
are taken to preserve them they will soon cease to exist.

STATUS OF SEAL LIFE ON THE PRIBYLOV ROOKERIES; THE
SEASON OF 1890 AS COKTRASTED WITH ITS CON-

DXTIOK THERE IN 1872-74.

At the close of the breeding season of 1874, on the
Pribylov Islands, Lieut. Washburn Maynard and myself
found that there were on the breeding grounds about
85,600 able-bodied bulls, 1,600,000 females (nubiles, primi-
vares and nmUipares), and some 80,000 young males
between 5 and 6 years of age, Avhich were continually
striving to get upon the rookeries, but were, as a rule,
invariably whipped ofi: by the older bulls, giving rise in
this effort to the most animated fighting and extraordin-
ary noise throughout the whole period of the rutting
season.
At the close of the breeding season of 1890, on the

Pribylov Islands, after the most careful and extended
search, surveying every superficial foot of each one of
the fifteen different rookeries with cross bearings from a
great number of measured base lines, and giving close
attention to the relative numbers of "bulls" and "cows,"
I found on these breeding grounds only about 8,700 old
bulls, many of these aged, infirm and actually impotent;
640,000 females (nubiles, xyrimijiares, multipares and
barren), and no young bulls around or near the breeding
grounds.
In short, since 1885, no young bull seal has been

allowed to live and grow after it reached the age of four
years, if it were possible to secure it; they have all been
regularly killed as they grew up, and their skins sent to
London. Therefore, these breeding rookeries during the
last six years have not been permitted to receive that
annual supply of fresh male life, which was then, as it is

now, absolutely necessary for their perpetuation and sup-
port in good form and number.
In 1872-74 Lieut. Maynard and myself estimated the

number of non-breeding young male seals as they ap-
peared on the hauling grounds of the Pribylov Islands to
be at the lowest figure 1,100,000: of this grand total
250,000 were yearlings, 220,000 two year olds, 200,000
three year olds, 180,000 four year olds, 170,000 five year
olds, and 80,000 six year olds. In 1890,' at the height of
the sealing season, I made another very careful study as
to this number of young males, and my figures will not
warrant the statement of there being more than 60,000
young male seals left alive on the Islands at the end of

the sealing season of 1890 (the pups new born on the
rookeries must not be considered, and are not, in this con-
nection). Of this 80,000, I calculated fully 70,000 to have
been yearlings, or the pups of '89, and thebalance, lO^OOO,
was made up almost exclusively of small two-year-olds,
not more than a thousand three-year-olds and a hundred
or two four-year-olds were left alive on either island at
the close of the killing season of 1890.
What proportion of this 80,000 will re3.ppear on the

seal islands next summer is hard to say, for the reason
that these young seals will be exposed day and night from
the time that they left the islands last October and
November until they reappear next June and July to the
deadly attacks of voracious natural enemies such as killer
whales and sharks. These enemies are just as numerous
as they ever were, but the seals are far less so, and that
may cause, and indeed must cause a vastly greater death
rate in proportion to their number now than took place in
1874, when there were a great many more seals. Also a
certain percentage of this 80,000 will be destroyed along
the Northwest Coast this spring by the pelagic sealers;
but this number of "rising" two-year-olds is so smaU that
it is safe to say that these seals will be so widely scattered
when they return (and they are now at this writing on
their way up the coast off Vancouver and Queen Char-
lotte's Islands en route for Behring Sea) that I do not
believe that the open water hunters can get more than 10
per cent, of them, even if they do as well as that; but the
sharks and killer whales will do vastly greater execution.

If, however, these young male seals that live to return
next summer are not driven—ars not disturbed by drivers
on the islands—in four year's' time from date quite a
large number of them will have matured so as to be able
to take up stations on the rookery grounds that are to-
day vacant, and in the charge of aged and impotent bulls,
which state of affairs, bad as it is, must get worse and
worse, until these young sires arrive on the field.

Bad as the rookeries looked in 1890, they will look
worse in 1891, and worse again in 1892, and still worse in
1893; the first signs of improvement we cannot reasonably
expect before the seasons of 1895-96, and these rookeries
will not mend as soon as this, even if that remnant of
young male Hfe, as it shall reappear on the "hauling
grounds" next summer, is again driven.
The normal ratio of males to females on the breeding

grounds of the Pribylov Islands in 1872-74 was an average
of one male to every fifteen or twenty females.
In 1890 this ratio (despite the deadly work of the open

water sealers among the females) was an average of one
old male to every sixty or eighty females! (I saw many
single harems in which I counted over one hundred
cows).

Therefore, it is a physical impossibility for these old
and enfeebled males now left upon the breeding grounds
to meet all the requirements of nature there; they did not
last summer; they will be weaker again in numbers and
in ijhysical power in 1892, still weaker in 1893, and again
weaker in 1894. In 1894 the first relief that can pcssibly
come to them, will come provided that handful of young
two year-old males left alive on the islands last summer
is undisturbed by man there next summer and thereafter,
and in 1895 the yearlings that were spared last summer,
such of them as shall return, will have then matured and
take their places on the breeding grounds. This infusion
of fresh blood will mark a turn of decided improvement
in 1896; so that in all probability by 1897 the killing of
seals for tax and shipment of skins may be resumed under
revised regulations.
But, one very important fact should be kept in mind;

that fact is, that when killing up there is again resumed
for tax and shipment, no culling of thedi'iven herds must
be allowed; all the seals driven must be taken: for unless
this is done, then histoiy will repeat itself—every three
and four-year-old male will be killed as it grows up, and
the rookeries soon be again deprived of that regular sup-
ply of fresh male blood which is absolutely necessary for
their maintenance in their full form and number.
Of course, it goes without argument that unless some

arrangement can be made whereby the wasteful and
wicked work of pelagic sealing can be stopped, it is useless
to try and save these interests by any regulation or atten-
tion on the islands. Henry W. Elliott.
Smtthsonian Institution, Washington, D. C, April 28.

Nehrling's "North American Birds."—We have re-

ceived four additional parts of Mr. Nehrling's "North
American Birds," the first part of which was noticed in
Forest and Stream in the Summer of 18«9. At that
time we had occasion to speak favorably of this work,
which it was hoped would by this time have been com-
pleted. Delays have interfered with this, and Parts II.,

III., IV. and V. have only just reached us. These parts
contain biographies and plates of some of the thrushes,
titmice, wrens, wagtails and woodwarblers, and plfites of
many of the species described in the work. The accounts of
the different si^ecies are delightfully written, and the plates
as a rule are satisfactory, which is not surprising when
we remember that many of them are drawn by Mr.
Robert Ridgway, of the Smithsonian Institution, the others
being by Prof. A. Goering, of Munich, and G. Muetzel, of
Berlin. In speaking of the parts which have just come to
hand we have no reason to change the favorable opinion
which we pronounced on this work nearly two years ago.
If it is completed on the plan announced, Dr. Nehrling's
book will be a most useful one, and will do far more to
spread a knowledge of our birds among the people at
large than many a more pretentious volume has done.

A Seventy-Five Dollar Grouse.—Auburn, Pa., April
29.—A friend writes me under date of April 19, from the
State Normal School at Mansfield, Tioga county, Pa, , of
a grouse that came like a rocket through the trees on the
campus and struck the plate glass window in the front of
the building, falling dead amid the fragments of glass
from the shattered pane. He states that Professor Thomas
had the bird for dinner, but thought it a rather expensive
repast, as it will cost $75 to replace the broken glass.—
Bon Ami.

Wasps Eaten by Toads.—Toads have been observed
by some persons to feed willingly on bees and even wasps;
and M. Hiron-Royer, who has noticed the fact, says that
Hyla versicolor is positively frantic about wasps. He has
seen one prefer them to any other kind of food, and de-
vour them eagerly, although the sting does sometimes
briHg the creature to temporary grief,—,yatMre.

^^m^ §Hg md
The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the BooTi ot the
Game Laws.

TWO HOURS WITH THE BLUEBILLS.
A SWIFT-SPEEDING afternoon train has born M. and

Jix. myself far from the confusion and whirl of the
great city. Jangling bells, shrieking whistles and jolting
vans all are left far behind, and as the April sun sinks
from sight behind a bank of golden-tinted clouds we are
discussing the merits of a hot supper at the old home-
stead and watching from the dining room windows the
ever varying shades of the w-estern horizon.
Our time for reflection, however, is short, for there is

a sound of wheels outside, and the cheerful voice of E.
comes floating in to our ears. As we exchange greetings
with him, he queries, "Why not take a drive down to the
club house?" Nothing loath we consent, and making a
hasty exchange of clothing, our guns and shell boxes,
decoys and lunch baskets are loaded in the wagon; and
we are trotting merrily toward the winding and familiar
Bark, with its usually low and sloping mud banks now
submerged by the melted snows and spring rains. A
drive of an hour and we are nearing our destination.
The stars which thickly stud the heavens give us ample
light to travel the familiar route, The air is pure and
mild, and M. and I, after our long winter spent in town,
are drinking it in gratefully. Noisily we rumble across
a diminutive wooden bridge scarce forty feet in length,
and M. can hardly be made to believe that this spans the
same stream on which we are to hunt the wary wildfowl
on the morrow. Here the channel is narrow and the cur-
rent swift, cutting its way between hard and stony banks,
but after winding southward three or four miles further
broad marshes appear on either side and the stream widens
out, forming a body of water many rods in extent, and
presenting great attractions to the bluebills. Pausing at
a point a short distance from the bridge, we hear high
above us in the starry dome of heaven that wavering note
caused by the jacksnipe in his evening flight. Again and
again it reaches our ears as the bird soars aloft only to
swoop earthward on lightning wing a moment later. The
sound grows fainter and fainter still as we proceed on our
way, and at last we can hear it no longer.
Presently we cross the Northwestern Railroad track,

half a mile west of the little town of D. Looking east-
ward along the shining rails one can see scattered here
and there the irregular and twinkling lights of the vil-
lage. Leaving this behind we journey onward, at last
turning in at the barnyard gate of the farm through
which we must drive to reach the shelter of the club
house. A brindled cur dog comes bounding out from a
dark doorway with an inhospitable growl, but the gates
are soon closed and with our lighted lantern upon the
dash we are trotting briskly down through the grove
lying between us and the shanty. Half an hour later we
are unloaded, our team is unharnessed and a good fire is

roaring in the stove. A pail of water is brought from the
spring and the coffee made ready for morning. Before
turning into our bunks for the night we step outside to
take a final look at our team, which we have stabled in
the boathouse adjoining. A beautiful sight is presented
to our eyes as we emerge from the heated interior of the
house to the pure outer air. The moon hitherto hidden
from view by the timber around us now greets the eye
as she majestically rises above the tops of the tall and
slender poplars to enhance the beauty of the scene. And
what a concert is also borne to our listening ears, for
from every side there is swelling a grand chorus from the
throats of ten thousand frogs. Not the gruff and un-
musical bullfrogs, but those tiny striped, sprightly little

fellows whose voices sound so pleasantly to the ear of the
lover of nature. A flock of geese are heard flying some-
where out over the river channel, presumably in search
of a roosting place for the night, for presently there
sounds a medley of honkings and a flapping of wings
followed by the sound of heavy bodies alighting. An
interval of silence follows, during which even the frogs
seem affected, but presently two or three, more hazardous
than the rest, pipe up shrilly once more as if challenging
competition, others join in and soon the old roar sounds
again louder than ever. At our feet gushes a large
spring, the outlet to which while it carries the surplus
water away also serves us in floating our boats to and
from the river some thirty or forty rods away.
A jacksnipe which had been soaring aloft for some little

time now comes fluttering down and alights close by us
with a light sjyut and a gutteral aik. Vv'^ildfowl are heard
overhead on rapid wing, and altogether the evening's en-
tertainment is one long to be remembered. M. exclaims
enthusiastically as we turn to rejoin our companions in-
side, "Great Scott! I'd like to live here for a month."
As we are to rise at an early hour in the morning the

bunks are overhauled and pul in order for the night, and
we turn in to fall at once into a deep and dreamless sleep
lasting until about four o'clock, when E.'s stentorian
tones announce that "It's four o'clock and time to get
up. " Three pairs of stockinged feet strike the cold floor in
rapid succession. E. , with his feet thrust into an old pair
of sandals, proceeds to start a fire, for we are all uncon-
sciously shivering. Our coffee pot is soon puffing out its

fragrance, and after frying a few fresh eggs we are all

ready for breakfast, and we can but wonder where we
have found these voracious appetites with which we are
provided. Long before we are through eating a glance
through our little east window reveals the fact that it

is high time we are on our way to the blinds. M. and I

are compelled to share one boat together, so the shell boxes
and guns are first stowed away with a dozen and a half
of canvas decoys, manufactured at Union City, Tenn.,
and which, by the way, are a perfect marvel of conve-
nience of portability, to say nothing of their lifelike ap-
pearance upon the water.
We push out into the center of the spring and pole

slowly through the water cress and enter the ditch lead-
ing to the river channel. A heavy fog rests low down
over the water and ere the river bank is reached and the
bow of our boat headed up stream the low musical
kherr, kherr, of the bluebill is heard on every side,
although until the fog lifts not a feather can be seen.
Gaining the center of the river we ascend cautiously bend
after bend. Now and then a flock rises close ahead and
disappears quickly in the gray mist which ©uvelopa
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everything as with a veil. There is an old-time stand of
mine only a little way ahead and it is toward this spot
that we direct our boat. A mighty flock is found feeding
contentedly in the very spot where our canvas birds are
destined to sit, and carefully routing the ducks without
firing a shot we are soon located one on each side of the
stream with, our handsome flock of decoys midway be-
tween. M. has not had time to conceal the boat which
he has taken to his side of the river before a pair are seen
bearing down upon us from up the stream. lamina
trying position, perched upon a tottering bog which is
constantly threatening to collapse and subject me to a
plunge bath, but I cannot resist cutting loose on the head
bird (an old male) as he passes overhead, dropping him
close in shore. No time to pick up dead now. I can see
that plainly, for a pan- of buffle-lieads come in with a
rush from the north. Ah-room, ah-room, a sharp report
sounds from each side of the river and goes rolling and
quivering through the fog. Spat, spat, upon the water
follows. A voice from the further side of the river sings
out "And the wind whistled."
One of my boots has sunk in the mud until the top is

painfully close to the waterline, and there is also a hor-
rid suspicion dawning across my mind that a certain
portion of that garment covering the largest part of my
anatomy is also becoming dampened. Cautiously I reach
for a square piece of plank I espy a few feet distant.
"Mark south!'' comes from the blind opposite; and in. my
efforts to get in readiness for a shot I ship a few stray
drops down boot leg No. 1. Bang! bang! from Charley,
and a moment later I make a successful shot, which
nearly proves disastrous to my equilibrium at the same
time. A few seconds later I have gained the coveted bit
of pine and feel comparatively safe from any further
wetting, although I am still far from comfortable,
crouching in from 6 to 20in. of cold water, amid a coarse
growth of wire grass. Uur dead birds are fast disappear-
ing from view down the stream, and it is decided that
we had better make a hasty collection rather than lose
what we have down, M. is gone but a very few minutes,
but upon his return I point out to him fotir more birds
which have fallen in the meantime, M. enthusiastically
begins counting our string as soon as he regains his blind,
but only gets as far as seven, when I silence him with a
"Lookout, north!" for five bluebills are upon us. Our
salute cuts down thi-ee of the five, and thus the sport
goes on. Four geese are noted winging their way
diagonally toward us. R ither too high, but two barrels
of fours are sent spitefully upward, and we are favored
with a single quill cut from a wing as they pass.
At 7:80 the flight slackens and we take up our decoys

and gather in the dead, drifting onward down the river
to the club house. Our string of twenty-nine birds fully
satisfies us. We have enough for ourselves and our
friends, and what more do we want?

E, not putting in his appearance, we hang our birds
against the side of the shanty and expose a plate from
the Hawkeye upon the scene. The pleasing picture lies

before me even as I am writing this narrative and serves
to bring back vividly each good, bad or indifferent shot
mgde during one of the pleasantest morning's shoots I
have ever experienced.
An eight-mile drive home in the warm April sunshine

follows as soon as E, arrives with his 15 birds; and this is

as keenly enjoyed as the earlier hours of the day had
been. The trogs are still pipmg their refrain from each
and every little pond by the roadside, and there is a sus-
{)iciou8 rainy feeling pervading the air. Bird life is jubi-
ant and brimming over with song. Great flocks of red-
winged blackbirds are pouring forth their notes from
every bush and tree, bluebirds clipper gleefully from the
moss-grown rail fences bordering the roadside. Hosts of
robins are intent on securing a breakfast from the angle-
worms everywhere creeping from the ground. Altogether,
the day is one not to be forgotten, and the remembrance
of it will serve to tide over the long and monotonous hours
of duU office routine which the future has in store for
us. Geeenhead.

SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
VI.—ON NON-TBANSPORTATION IN OPEN SEASON.

FOB the plain words to our visitors that have preceded,
let us even use Robin Hood's own apology: "Nay,

my Lord Bishop," said Robin Hood, "we are rough fel-
lows, but I trust not such iU men as thou thinkest after
all. There is not a man here that would harm a hair of
thy reverence's head. I know thou art gaUed by our jest-
ing, but we are all equal here in the greenwood, for there
are no bishops, nor barons nor earls among us, but only
men, so thou must share our life with us whilst thou
dost abide here."
Most sportsmen will remember that we have had a very

strict non-transportation law—at lea^t, they will say that
their impression is such. Of any twelve men here who
are interested in game matters, the majority wiU say the
same—a very strict non-transportation law, strictly en-
forced, recently so modified that game legally kQled
can be shipped to points inside the State but not outside.
It will be generally admitted that from 1883 onward we
had a law which practically forbade any deer, moose, or
caribou to be transported from point to point, except by
private conveyance. Let us hear "Special:"
Forest and Stream, Nov. 13, 1884: "It is not pleasant to be

obliged to say that even under the very strong transportation
law of Maine deer carcasses and even moose antJers do get out of
ttat State and are seen here * * * a flne pair of deer antlers
came tnrough. the other day, and worse yec, five carcasses of
venisoa came through Jast week. The name of the express com-
pany io known which forwarded them and the Maine Commls-
Bioners have been notified,

"

FoBEST AND STREAM, Nov. 27, 188^! "Eveu ex-Governor Connor
cotild nor, tran sport a deer, killed honorably in open season, from
Banfror to Aususta last fall. Commissioner Stilwell when applied
to said: 'Governor, I can do nothing for you under the law.'
* * * This was under the first enforcement of the new trans-
portation law in that State, which Cew at that time tmderstood."
Forest and Stream. Dec. 11, 1884: "As for venison, there came

througu fiom Mame thg season before the non-tran=portation
law went into effect between 1,800 and 2.000 carcasses. Tdpy
actually rotted outside the Boston markets. Thanks to the good
worlc of the Commissioners, such barbarous aud wicked waste of
noble game has been stopped. * * Not a day passes but what
th« wardens at the large shipping points in Maine seize par-
tridges, ducks or saddles of venison, being smuggled through to
Bosfon or New York. The tricks of the poachers are as curious
as they are numerous, etc."

Forest and Stream, Feb. 36. 1885: "The Legislature was also
asked to legalize transportation of game over the railroads, when
accompanied by the owner, but no satisfaction to the market
haaters or the market men was obtained."

I|9 this aot atrpng corroboration of the all but uniyereal

impression that the transportation of game was forbidden
in Maine at all seasons? To be sure, one man is the author
of the whole of it; but he asserts what we all know, that
the Commissioners declared this was the law; tliat the
wardens executed it as law; that the people believed it to
be law, and that they even petitioned the Legislature for
a change.
Let us examine the legal history of the subject. Our

first non-transportation law was that of 1878, which read
as follows: "Sec. 13, Whoever carries or transports from
place to place the carcass or hide of any such animal or
any part thereof, during the period in which the killing
of such animal is prohibited, forfeits forty dollars."
What was the change in 1883 which every one admits?
We quote from the Revised Statutes, Chap, BO, Sec. 13:

"Whoever carries or transports from place to place the
carcass or hide of any such animal or any part thereof,
during: the period in which the killing of such animal is

prohibited, forfeits forty dollars," Has there been a
change since?

_
Book of the Game Laws, 1890: "Sec, 13.

Whoever carries or transports from place to place the
carcass or hide of any such animal, or any part thereof,
during the period in which the killing of such animals is

prohibited, forfeits forty dollars."
To the self-same ttxne and words! That is all any one

can find anywhere in our laws regarding non-transporta-
tion at any season. There is not the change of a jot nor
tittle, an iota nor a comma in it. For thirteen years now
wo have had this non-transportation law and no other.
Why is it that the Commissioners can do nothing to help
the ex-governor "under the law?" Why is it that the
wardens are all instructed to seizs game legally killed?
Why is it that the Legislattxro is asked to alter a law which
never existed? And how could such a delusion gain
ground over a whole State, when there was no change
at all in the law and had not been for five years?

If not in this law there had been a change in
another which seemed to affect this. In 1883 the
one moose, two caribou, three deer law was passed.
This law, limiting the number to be killed, also
made it illegal to have more than the prescribed
number in possession—a necessary measure, throwing
the burden of proof upon the accused when proof by the
accuser might be impossible. Whether it was intended
to do more than this is not for the unlearned in the law
to say; but that the phrase "to have in possession" was too
sweepingly interpreted at first there can be no doubt. It
was officially declared that to handle a deer in any way
was to have it in possession. The strictest orders were
given that no conveyance, public or private, should
carry, haul, or in any manner convey more than one
moose, two caribou, three deer for the season. Stage
drivers were warned not to do it under penalty of seizure
of all deer so carried. "This new game law,'' said
one of the shrewdest lawyers in Bangor to another,
"is a queer kind o£ a law. Now supposing I have
three deer legally killed, and you have three that
you have killed legally, and you have a sled while I
haven't any. Now if as a favor you tell me to pile my
deer on your sled, the whole six can be seized, can't they,
by this law?" The other agreed. When I asked one of them
a week ago if he remembered the conversation, he said
that he did not, but until he looked the matter up he
always supposed that the law would sanction such an
action.

But how did this gain general acceptance? More than
in any other way by the refusal of the principal railroad
and express companies to transport venison. When
large corporations admitted that to convey game from
one place to another was to have it in possession and gave
up their businesss with game on account of it, it was
natural for private individuals to suppose that they had
carefully examined the whole field. Perhaps they did
according to their light, but they could not have had the
best of legal advice, for we now know that no transpor-
tation company can refuse to take what is offered.
Neither could our Commissioners have consulted able
counsel, or they, too, would have known that common
carriers cannot be said to have "in possession" what they
are conveying. A little investigation would have con-
vinced them that they had no right to interfere with the
transportation of animals legally killed. Apparently this
investigation was not given; for for years we have wit-
nessed the curious anomaly of a whole force of special
officers, hired and paid to execute the fish and game laws,
being detailed to carry out the orders of transportation
companies to their own employees—orders which them-
selves were tmtenable and illegal; and being instructed to
enforce the orders not by punishing the delinquent em-
ployees, but by confiscating the goods which they re-
ceived in disobedience to the commands of the company,
but which, once received, the company was in honor
bound to deliver safely. The transportation companies
have received goods up river, and the officers at Bangor
and elsewhere have seized them and converted them to
their own use without even a form of law: yet it was not
contrary to the laws to shi]o these goods, the transporta-
tion companies could not refuse to take them, and the
wardens or officers who made the seizure very often trans-
gressed every form of law in doing the same. Compli-
cated and absurd as this state of affairs seems, it has
prevailed here for years.
This is ridiculous, but it may not have been intention-

ally unjust at the first. Let us be charitable enough to
grant that the Commissioners, wardens and railroad com-
panies at the first thought that they were keeping the law
to the letter, and that they erred onlv through over-zeal.
Yet in the Forest and Streasi for April 24, lb84, ' 'Special"
says: "But when early last winter, Payson Tucker,
siiperintendent of the Maine Central Railroad, issued
his remarkable order to forward no more moose,
caribou, deer, or other unlawfully killed [sic!] game
over his road or its branches, the backbone of
Maine market-hunting was broken. He was immedi-
ately followed by a similar order from the managers of
nearly every other express and transportation company
with lines leading out of Maine." This admits that the
order was a private one in every case. But before the
year is out, as may be seen by the quotations already
given, he speaks of "the strong non- transportation law;'"
calls those who undertake to ship game which was legaUv
killed "poachers;" and quotes Mr. Stilwell as saying that
shipping could not be allowed "under the law."
Now there was no such law and had been none. Instead

of that (though "Special" may not have known it) more
than a month before he wrote this iaat extract, and fully
eight months before those previously quoted, a case had

been decided in Bangor, which seems to show that the
ex-Govemor could have transported his deer and could
have done it "under the law."

It was the Allen-Young case, which may be found in
tho Maine Law Reports, 76 p. 80. The facts are these:
Benjamin L. Young, of Mllford, on Feb. 17, 1883, shipped
by express for Boston two deer legally killed Dec. 30 and
31, 1882. At Bangor Thomas F. Allen, a game warden,
seized them on the plea that they were shipped contrary
to law—which was admitted. But Mi\ Young maintained
that as they were legally killed, the law prohibiting the
shipment (Sec. 13, already quoted) was either defective
or subject to a different interpretatioii. The case was
carried before the full bench of judges, and Mr. Young's
claim was sustained. The jtxdges' opinion is of great in-
terest, but too long to quote entire. "We fail to see,"
they say, "any motive for making the mere transporta-
tion of the hide or carcass of a deer from one place to
another a crime when the deer has been lawfully killed
and is lawfully in the possession of the one who trans-
ports it [the shipper? or the express company?]. Certainly
one may reasonably doubt whether such could have been
the intention of the Legislature: and the act being a
penal one, a reasonable doubt is sufficient to make it the
duty of the Coiu-t to adopt the more lenient interpreta-
tion and construe the term 'such animal' as meaning an
animal unlawfully killed, as was done in construing a
similar statute in Com. v. Hall. Mass., 410."
The trial of this case before the Bangor Municipal Court

was in March , 1883. Th e decision of the judges was given
March 4, 1884, The case itself occurred more than six
months before the question of non-transportation in the
open season came up. The decision was given nearly six
months after the transportation managers had refused to
receive venison. In giving their decision the judges must
have known of this later much-discussed phase of trans-
portation, although they do not refer to it explicitly. In
framing an opinion, it is at least probable that they would
word it so as to apply to cases likely to come up under the
new arrangement if this change could in any way affect
the question of transportation. This is their opinion:
"T/ie transportation of the hide or carcass of a deerfrom
place to place in this State is not unlaivful at any time if
the deer ivas killed at a time lohen it icas laitfid to do so?^
Need anything more be said on that point?

It should be noted that what the judges say of trans-
portation "in the State," does not prohibit transportation
outside of State limits. Mr. Yoimg's deer were marked
to "Boston," yet the case was decided in bis favor. The
judges had no jurisdiction over inter-State matters, is the
meaning. There is nothing in this to support the view of
a witness in the McPheters case (see below) that it is ille-

gal to send venison out of the State, though of late this
has frequently been declared.
Here, as early as 1884, only a year after the three deer

law was passed, six months after transportation in open
season was forbidden, is a decision which settles the
whole matter so far as the duty of the Commissioners
and wardens is concerned. True, it does not say whether
a transportation company can carry more than three deer
for the season; but it does say that any man who legally
owns three deer may carry them where he pleases. If
the railroad and transportation companies cannot take
these deer for their owner, or think they cannot, that is

their business. If they do take them it is at their own
risk, not the owner's; and if anybody is to be arrested it

is the plain duty of the wardens to arrest the railroads.
It is no longer a question in which the game or the owners
of it are concerned.

Did the Commissioners forbid the wardens to seize
game in transportation after this decision? The decision
was given March 4, 1884. Read what "Special" says
under date of Dec. 11, 1884 (already quoted). There is no
lack of corroborative testimony. Did the Commissioners
know of this decision? They did. First, it was their
duty to know it, understand it and act in accordance with
it; second, the suit was begun by one of the prominent
wardens and he was defeated—which cotxld not fail to he
known to the Commissioners; third, Mr. Stilwell himself
was present at the trial before the municipal court and
knew the facts. Yet the work of seizing game while in
transportation in open season did not fairly begin until
the fall of 1884, and was kept up until January, 1889, in
spite of this decision.

It is this on the one side that makes people here believe
that this interpretation of the law was not accidental.
On the other hand the action of the transportation

companies laid them open to criticism on the same score*
If tbey had refused to take any game because it made
them hable to suits for damages^ they would of course be
liable as long as the law was in force, and that law
(Sec. 13) still exists. Nevertheless the transportation
companies repeatedly ran the risks of this penalty.
Game was put on board the trains, and the employees
allowed it. They refused to handle it themselves,
but they did not interfere when the owner picked
up his own deer and carried it aboard the train,
even if he carried it into the passenger car, as my
father did once. A guide writes me: "All jjarties that
I have had have carried their game home, that would
3Ut it aboard themselves and watch it, but most always
lad a lot of cheap talk with the railroad men and
wardens. But when the men hung to their game the
wardens did not dare to meddle with it." In short it was
not very long before non-transportation became this: No
deer can be carried unless the owner is with them to keep
the wardens from seizing them. The railroads, it was
discovered, could carry all they pleased; they were not
liable for having them' in possession. The wardens, how-
ever, could seize anything that was carried—at least did
seize everything they wished to. The result was that no
one was responsible except the owner of the deer, whose
right to convey his own property over public lines of
travel was neither protected nor recojinized. The cases
of illegal seizure of game, belonging both to sportsmen
outside and to citizens, are too many to admit this state-
ment's being questioned. Non-transportation came to be
as I have said merely a question of whether the owner
was present to prevent himself being robbed. At last
it became ctistomary for the company to check deer
as personal baggage, both for convenience and safety.
The railroad employees no longer refused to handle it,

the companies were gracious about receiving it and the
owner rested easy at Bangor. StUl all was not safe, as
the McPheters case shows. This case has recently
been settled aud I have obtained the printed report of
evidenee, attested by the olerk of courts, from whieh I
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quote the following to show what has been done in Ban-
gor in the name of the law

:

"Walter F. McPheters, plaintiif , called by Ms counsel,
testified: I shipped these deer at Costigan by rail to Bos-
ton, Nov. 5, 1883, Costigan is in the town of Milford, in

this county. They were checked ; I took checks for them.
There was nothing on them to indicate the direction or
the person to whom shipped, but the checks. I have the
checks now, I bought a ticket for Boston at the same
time I shipped the deer. I saw them put on to the cars."
* " " '-The nest thing that came to my attention, I

heard the deer were taken in Bangor, I went to Bangor
to see about them soon afterward, i received no notice
from any officer or any court of any seizure. I went to

Bangor to see about the deer about the 35bh of November.
* * * Cross Ex.— Did you have any trouble in get-

ting the road to take the deer? A. I did not. There
was no conversation to me or in my presence by any of
the agents of the company. I had bought mj- ticket
before I asked to ship the deer."
The deer were seized by George W. Harriman, of Ban-

gor, a private detective, warden and special State licpior

constable. He admits taking one whole deer and two
saddles which had checks agreeing in every i^articular
with those which Mr, McPheters showed. He testifies:

"I took them at the Maine Central depot in this city. We
brought theoa to Mr, Page's market for storage. Mr.
May ville, Mr. Nickerson and myself were the men that
took the deer. We took them directly to Mr. Page's
market. I went with them. Mr. Nickerson was on the
wagon with me. We left tliem in Mr, Page's market.
Q. Did you ever see them or any portion of them again at
Page's market? ^.4. Yes, sir. We divided them; each
one of us took one." A little further on: '•(j7- What did
you seize them for; under what claim of right? Obj.
Admitted. A. We supposed we had a right to, as if ivas
vn'ong to shijo them out of the. State. Q. You did not
then claim to have any right of seizure except upon that
ground? A. That is what we sujjposed." The italics are
mine. The answer shows how little of the law some of
our wardens who have been longest in the business know,
and the kind of acts in which they will engage. No
evidence is brought forward to show that Mr. Harriman
used a warrant. By the testimony of himself and the
other two it is shown that they divided the deer among
themselves without appeal to any of the proper authori-
ties and without notifying the owner what had become
of his property. The same thing has been done repeatedly
in Bangor. I select this case from many others merely
because the testimony was given under oath and is a matter
of court record. Tiie suit itself, though won by McPheters,
is wholly indecisive, because it was brought against the
marketman who received the deer instead of against the
olficer who took them, on account of a technicality.
The case of George W, Bennett against the American

Express Company, an action to recover the saddles of
three deer, is a test case. Tiie agreed statement of facts
published for the court, attested by the clerk of courts,
says that on Dec. 5, 1888, George W, Bennett delivered
at Newport Station on the M, C, B. R., a box containing
the saddles of three deer legally killed, to be shipped by
express to Boston; that the express agent was not at the
station when Bennett left, but delivered the box to the
express company's car, giving no receipt or bill of lading;
"that said saddles was seized by Thomas F. Allen*, a
game and fish warden, on said iifth day of December,
and removed by him from said express company's pos-
session at Augusta, Maine, without any search warrant
or other legal pi'ocess, and without objections from the
express company or their agents, and have never since
been delivered to said express company." It is also
agreed that the express comx^any had notified its agents
not to receive any venison for transportation, but that
they had done so previously, and that in this case no
questions were asked as to the contents of the box. Ver-
dict for plaintiff.

The case is so important that it is worth while to quote
some of the authorities which were cited at its trial,

1890. They settle conclusively the whole non- transpor-
tation question, as it was under the laws previous to
March, 1891. (Italics my own):

A delivery ia always sufficient if the proper servaiits of the
company accept the goods to carry, whetlier any bill or entry in
the books of the company is made or not. (Redfleld on Carriers,
Sec. 101, page 82, and the cases < ited.)

Common carriers are insurers of all property intrusted to
them, except against an act of God or an enemy of the frovern-
ment. (Plaisted vs. B. & K. Steam Nav. Co., 37 JVle., 132 FiUe-
brown vs. G. T. Railway Co., .55 Me., 16^.)

The American Express Co. did not restrict their liability, as no
notice was brought home to the plaintiff, or was assented to by
him, (Fillebrown vs. G. T. Railway Co., 55 Me., 462; Bucland vs.
Adams Express Co., 97 Mass., 125.)

Neither can they so restrict as to release them from liability
for loss occasioned by their own neglig-ence. (Sager vs. Ports-
mouth S. & P. & B. Railroad Co., 31 Me., 228, and the cases therein
cited; True vs. International Telegraph Co., 60 Me., 13.)
The American Express Co. surrenderedlthebox of deer saddles

to Thomas F. Allen without demanding his authority and wichout
objection on their part or by their agents. (.Statement of Fact«).
Carriers are compelled to solve claimLints' right at their peril.

(Eedfield on Carriers. Sec. 244, page HOT).

On service of a legal process lie mav surrender goods into the
custody of the law. (3 Pars. Cuntr., 207).

Allen had no right or authority to sejze the deer saddles, as he
had no warrant or other legal process. (Oonstiiutlon of Maine,
Art, 1, .Sec. 5. U. S. Constitution, Art. 14, Sec. 1 [and other cases! ).

The saddles were Hot i?i t/ie possession of Hie American Express
Co, within the '.meaninfj of Sec. 13. Cluri)'. so. R. S. As a common
carrier has only an insurable interest and a lien for his freight.
(Redfleld on Carriers, Sec. 80rf, page 226, and cases cited).
Also such could not be the fact because it would be in violation

of the Inter-State Commerce Law. (U. S. Consticniion, Sec. 8.

Spec. 3.)

Common carriers cannot select what they may ca/ ry nr what they
may refuse. Imt are tMund to talie all ivhich u(fcr. (Redfleld on
Carriers, Sec. 100, page 82 [and several cases].)
When the box of deer saddles were taken by the defendant

company for transportation out of the State, and transportation
hegan, they became subjects of commerce, and were governed by
the laws of the U. S. (Coe vs. Enol, 116, U. S., 517. 10 Wall, .W-Ses,
ISFed.Rep. 10.)

Commerce with foreign countrios and among the States strictly
considered, consists in intercourse and tratHc, including in these
terms navigation and transportation and transit of persons and
property, as well as the purchase, sale and exchange of com-
modities. To regulate it, as thus defined, there must be only one
Style of rules, applicable alilje to the whole country, which Con-
gress alone can prescribe. (Various references.)

That is the Bennett case, decided last year—a conclu-
sive demonstration of the colossal humbug of non- trans-
portation in open season. Strangers and citizens alike
have given up their property to those who showed no
right to seize it, who had no right, either legally or mor-

* Thomas F, Allen, of Bangor, formerly a policeman, now a
private detective and game warden, the partner of Harriman
above named. For some years Mr, Allen has been the leading
game warden of this eection,

ally, and the authorities have never once come out to tell

us what our rights were nor to stop the depredations.
That at first this was done in ignorance is possible,
though no excuse. That the authorities should have
remained ignorant all these years, requires faith amount-
ing to credulity to believe. That the railroad and express
companies should know so little of the laws on which
their charters were founded as to have done this ignor-
antly, is inconceivable. The fact that such an imposition
should have been allowed to go on year after year does not
greatly iitcrease the credit which will be given to any
explanations that can now be made by those who allowed
it or who first schemed it. It is said here that it was done
to stop market-hunting, so that the deer might be saved
for sportsmen, attracting them hither and increasing the
travel on the railroads. A small ol^ject to gain when ob-
tained by the suppression of both law and right, the
toleration of a scheme of systematic robbery against
which jnivate redress was hard to get, the transforma-
tion of a people that were over-trustful toward those who
managed theii- affairs into a people hard, bitter, suspi-
cious, accusing, Any one who has not lived near enough
Bangor to know what has been done there these last seven
years does not know the long story of fraud and oppres-
sion and downright robbery which I could tell in all its

particulars past the possibility of doubting the recital, if

I were to go into the individual cases which I have
known. No possible excuse can be offered by any one
engaged in such actions, but no good could come of tell-

ing more than has been told; it is enough to know that
the wrong has been done and that it will not be soon for-
given.
We hope now, since the past is past and the future

always has some gleam of brightness, that a better order
may begin. We have a new law this winter which we
understand. It is the same law that we have been drilled
on these seven or eight years in advance, which has been
enforced before it was on the statute books and declared
to be, while as yet it was not. It reads: "Sec, 13, No
person or corporation shall carry or transport from place
to place any moose, caribou or deer or part thereof in
close time, nor in open time unless open to view, tagged
and plainly labeled with the name of the owner thereof,
and accompanied by him imder a penalty of forty dol-
lars; and any person, not the actual owner of such game
or i^art thereof, who, to aid another in such transportation
falsely represents himself to be the owner, shall be liable

to the penalties aforesaid,"
We understand this law. It does not depend upon

doubtful interpretations. It will be respected as long as
it is fairly executed. If we had had this law eight years
ago, or had had the one then existing executed accortling
to its obvious meaning, there w^ould be less reason for ex-
plaining how Maine people have come to say hard
things of the game laws. On this point of non-
transportation in open season, our legal right, we have
been so harassed, so often called j)oachers and law-
breakers when we were doing nothing contrary to law,
that we are more lenient than we otherwise should be
against actual transgressors, and toward those who have
done this injustice, are—not boisterous nor vindictive, but
very stern, Fannie Pearson Hardy.

Editor Forest and Stream:
If a perfect history of the travels and transactions of

the sportsmen in the entire Moosehead Lake region could
be fully brought to light by an impartial investigation, I

am satisfied that it would completely demonstrate the
fact that the cases cited by Miss Hardy are only excep-
tional ones. On the other hand, she does not represent
the "residents" of Maine as a whole. She is speaking
only for a fractional part of the citizens of this State, as
I firmly believe- Neither does ehe voice the sentiment of
a majority of those residing near the great wilderness
country frequented by sportsmen, I can recall cases
which have come under my own observation where
several hundred dollars have been paid into the treasury
of Piscataquis county for fines for violation of the game
laws by residents of other States,

I know that during the past three years we have suf-
fered by a lax enforcement of these laws, I know fur-
ther chat as bitter complaints on account of this have
come from backwoodsmen and guides in the Moosehead
section who are during every summer season largely as-

sociated with the sportsmen, and necessarily influenced
more or less by them, as from any other source.
Now, if these sportsmen as a class were as destructive

of game in intention or in practice as Miss Hardy avers,
it goes without saying that they would impress their
ideas upon the guides. That they do influence them to a
great extent is undeniable, and the fact that they do not
as a general rule countenance or aid infractions of the
laws while guiding, but that many of them are among
the staunchest and most sincere supporters of the code,
is to my mind positive evidence that the great mass of
their employers have done everything in their power to

educate them up to this standard,
I hope that as Miss Hardy has opened it, the Forest and

Stream will give both sides of the question. I do not
feel competent to give the other side, but I hoj)e others
who are will join me,

I feel, as do many in this section, that we are, as resi-

dents, and as real backwoodsmen, being misrepresented
by her. .J. F. Sprague.
MONSON, Me.

Puzzled Geese,—Springfield, Mass., April 20.—Last
Wednesday morning about 10 o'clock a severe thunder-
storm passed over this city, taking its way down the
valley into Connecticut. An hour later the air was filled

with strange and distressful cries that for a moment
made the wicked tremble. The city was filled with wild
geese in small flocks of frotn two or three to twenty,
which had probably composed one or more large flocks
that had met the storm and become scattered, and were
finally attracted here by the electric lights. For hours
they flew in every direction, probably searching for theu-
lost mates, and uttering an unusually mournful honk,
which told that they were in trouble. The electric lights
evidently attracted and bewildered them, and probably
every light was visited once or more by different flocks;

and they flew so low that they barely cleared the trees
and buildings, and the "swish" of their wings could be
plainly heard. It was only after the electric lights were
shut off that they rallied together and took their depart-
ure for the north in fairly good order.r—F. L, B,

ST. LOUIS NOTES.

ST. LOUIS, April 25,—Spring shooting has been a fail-

m-e in this section, say all of our hunters. The early
spring was so dry that there was no water on favorite
grounds, and then came cold and wet weather, which put
a damper on all sports. The flight of ducks was small,
and the snipe for some reason did not stop to sample our
Missouri and Illinois worms. But perhaps 'tis well.
Sprmg shooting should be abolished all along the line
from the Gulf to British America.
The angling season opens auspiciously and some good

catches are reported. The water at the various club
grounds is reported in good condition. Angling is now
to the front and shooting goes to the rear.
The trap-shooting season was opened last Sunday by

the Carondolet Gun Club, in which a large number of
clubs participated.
The Gilham's Lake Hunting and Fishing Club has fin-

ally obtained its coveted property, and has completed its

organization. The membership is limited to thirty. The
grounds are located near Wanda, Madison county, 111,

The club controls about 1.200 acres. The officers are: I.

F. Burke, President; Albert Eawlings, Vice-President;
Wm. Dooly, Treasurer, and Chas. E, Wise, Secretary.
The shooting in season consists of duck, snipe and quail,
while the angling, the secretary says, consists of "dog-
fish" at present.
Our revolver shots are discussing the championship

event and are getting ready for taking part, which will
be duly recorded.
Among the enthusiastic salmon angler's of St, Louis

may be mentioned Henry Hitchcock, E. A. Hitchcock, E.
T, Allen and Mr, C, B. Burnham, In conjunction with a
few other anglers of Chicago and Boston these gentlemen
lease the Nipisiquit River in New Brunswick. The water
is controlled by the Government and is known as Govern-
ment water. The gentlemen have a lease for five years,
and the river affords very fine salmon and trout fishing.
Another prominent St, Lotiis salmon angler is Mr, .James
Richardson, who fishes in the Restigouche, Aberdeen.

THE WAYS OF SNIPE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of April 23, Mr. H. Austen, of Halifax,
N. S., claims that the snipe does its booming (T take it

he means di-umming) with his voice, and not as supposed
with his wings, and that this noise is only made at dusk
or long after dark. If Mr. Austen will go out to any
good snipe ground when these birds are in, especially in
the early j)art of May in the spring or September and
October in the fall of the year on a dull overcast day, he
will find numbers of snipe in the air circling and soaring
abotit and drumming to their heart's content, when he
will be satisfied (or I am much mistaken) that the noise a
snipe makes when drumming or booming is made with
his wing.
In the same letter Mr. Austen writes; "All the sound

that I have ever heard in the daytime has been their scaipe
exceipt that on Aug. 11, 1885, when shooting on the
marsh, I heard about and arotmd me icho, ivho, who,
only not in very loud notes, and for quite a while was
puzzled until I found running about at my feet three
tiny young snipe, which must have been a very late or
possibly secontl brood," If Mr. Austen will go out where
these snipe breed, during the mating season, that is with
us in the month of May, he wiU find that snipe sing,
twitter and call. During this season snipe call one an-
other jjefe, j)eie, pete. The cock bird springs into the
air, flying 20 or 30yds. before lighting again, with his
tail and head up, singing and twittering much like a
bobolink. One could hardly think that these tame fool-

ish birds were the wild, swift-flying, hard-to-hit birds of
the previous month.
The snipe and woodcock both drum with their wings.

Woodcock drum about dusk, letting themselves dovvn
from an elevated position plump on to the ground, with
wings set edgewise. Snipe generally drum on dark and
dull days, letting themselves down from a high position
with wings set edgewise, fifty or a hundred feet, imme-
diately soaring up again to circle around as before. This
they repeat for hours together. Years ago when snipe
were plentiful on the Holland marsh, a few miles from
here, I liave seen upon a dull day fifty or sixty snipe in
the air at one time circling and drumming; in fact,

every snipe on the marsh appeared to be up in the air, I

need hardly say that on such occasions the bag was small.
In those good old times I remember in the month of
October making a bag of 105 snipe in one day, the day
was a bright warm still day.
Old Bleacher, the dog I used in those days, was a black

and tan, out of a liver spaniel bitch, by a black, white
and tan foxhound dog. Strange to say, in appearance he
was a very handsome spaniel and a dog I never was
ashamed to be seen with either on the street or in the
field. All my dogs now have the bluest of blood in their
veins, but 1 would gladly give them all for old Bleacher
and the abundance of game of his days.
W^hat a pity it is that both the Government of Canada

and the United States do not pass a law prohibiting the
exposing for sale all and any game. It seems deplorable
to allow our game to vanish before our eyes, when by a
simple enactment, such as the above, it could be pre-

vented, Henry B. Nicol, M.D.
CooKSTOWN, Canada,

California Seasons,— Since I wrote you last, our
Legislature has adjoiu-ned after amending the game law
as follows: Extending the close season for quail up to

Oct. 1, instead of Sejit. 10 as it has been in the past, and
making it unlawful to kill deer, elk, mountain sheep or
antelope for the next two years. This has been signed by
our governor, and ia now the law. This is good, gentle-

men, excellent! Even if our Legislature did adjourn with a
very unsavory smell of "boodle" clinging to its garmeut8,it
did pass some meritorious laws, and this is one. The bill as
originally introduced protected the deer for six years, but
was amended so as to cover only two. The former period
was just about right, but the latter will do a great deal of

good, and "half a loaf is better than no bread." And,
besides, if we can ever get the average legislator to grant
half of what is asked and needed, we do well. And it is

useless arguing with them, for Mit der Dummheit
kdmpfen Gotter selbst vergebens. Which in English
means: Against ignorance even the goda battle in vaini
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111. ,April 30.—Pistaqua Fishing Club officers

for this year are: J. L. Kinsella, Commodore; Thos.
B., Spence, Secretary; Nick J. Wilson, Treasurer. The
club makes its first formal trip to Pistaqua and Fox lakes
May 9.

Within the past week the weather here has been warm
and clear. The bass fishing has loomed into sudden
prominence. A number of good catches have been made
in Sand Lake, Channel Lake, Grass Lake and others of
the Fox Lake district. Eight or ten heavy bass has not
been unusual, and I heard of one take of 21 good fish in
Grass Lake. Mr. Williamson, an artist sportsman of note
in Chicago, has had some good fishing. He says the bass
are taking flies now, as he learned by dropping insects to
them from a bridge below which some were lying. He
counsels a large black gnat or other dark fly.

" Mr. Ben-
ner, a fly-fisher of the Wabash, Indiana, says that a
bucktail fl.y (or hackle made from the mottled hairs of
the deer's tail) is the be=!t fly they can use in the early
spring on that stream. The Fox Lake bass have mostly
been taken on the surface frog. The bass have not yet
begun to spawn in those lakes. I suppose it would be
better to wait till they have spaAvned, but that would
often mean till the end of July, as these fish seem to
have no sort of sharp season at all for that process in
these waters.
Two of our well-known sportsmen will about the be-

ginning of June run the Kankakee by boat from Mak-
saw-ba down, being out a week or so. They want bass.

Mr, Strunk, of Momence, says that later in the summer
is better for bass, and that pickerel would make the chief
catch in May or June; but I am inclined to think a good
many bass could be picked up in early June. I sujipose
the best bait then would be the minnow, then live frog,

then spoon, then fly. The Donaldson and Ferguson,
though apparently very gaudy for so clear a stream, I
have found most successful on the Tippecanoe and Kan-
kakee in the summer. Theoretically I do not see why the
bluebottle, Governor-Alvord or Montreal should not be
better. Bluebottle is the leading fly for summer fishing
on the lower Fox River. At Aurora the jungle- cock has
a high place. I should think jungle-cock", bluebottle and
say Montreal would be about as good flies as any right
now on the Kankakee below Momence.
A young man who fishes the Des Plaines, within fifteen

miles of Chicago, came in this week with what my in
formant called a lot of "croppies." I have reason to
think they were rock bass or "'goggle-eyes," from the fact
that my said informant called the rock bass we lately

caught on a little trip "croppies." He calls the crojipy
"silver bass." And so it goes. We need an act for the
proper nomenclature of common fishes. A friend asks
me if the rock bass will take the fly. I should say they
would, and so will croppies. Best in the evening.
BiQy Werner, erstwhde known as caterer to the Pos-

sum Club, is to take charge of a restaurant on Dearborn
street, and the club is to have a big room for itself. It

is probable that a summer meeting vnll be held before
long.

It is very likely that the Kankakee Protective Society
will be organized at a very early date. The boys are
moving slowly, because they don't want to make any
mistake. Prominent members of Mak-aaw-ba, English
Lake, Cumberland and Diana clubs have already de-
clared in favor of the movement, and it will in due
course be made I hope. A great deal of good can be
done along the Kankakee at a very low expense, and it

would be a shame if the gentlemen inlei'ested in that
stream did not combine for this purpose.

I hear from men who saw it done that one of the Pad-
docks up above Fox Lake was shooting fish last week.
The Paddocks are summer-resort men. They take this

way of iuforming good sportsmen that they want their

trade. My informant does not know the particular Pad-
dock, but saw the act and saw the man, and was told it

was Paddock, He can perhaps identify the man, and I

shall see the Fox Lake Association and ask them to pros-
ecute if they can find a case.

Pickerel have been running all over Cumberland mai'sh
and the club men have been spearing them in the ditches.

I don't see how they can say much agauist the natives
spearing legal fish then , do you?
Mr. C. S. Burton, city passenger agent of the Big Four

road , snook oflf after trout last week not far away from
Chicago, and came back with nine, one weighing a pound
and a half. To publish the stream would be to ruin it,

and I will not give the name under the circumstances.
Mr, J. L. Wilcox and Mr. Pariier last week were after

trout on the Kinnikinnicii, above St. Paul, and got 400,
sending some nice boxes down to theh friends.

About those snipe; no one knows where they are. JSTo

one has killed any. A good many plover have appeared.
Frank Place and Turtle were out on the Say yesterday
after snipe and plover. Italian Joe has been shooting
plover somewhere down in Indiana for two weeks.
Percy Stone says the plover are flying around Wheaton
in good flocks now. Fred Donald killed sixty-eight
plover at Gilman, on the I, C. R, R. last Saturday, ajid

says if he had had decoys he could have bagged 200.

This is top bag, so far as I know, on the plover.
This week Billy Mussey, Dr. Malcolm, L. R. Brown

and George Andrews were out after snipe on Mak-saw-ba
marsh, and they met a singular incident. Once before I

told in these columns of a jacksnipe which Mr. Mussey
saw alight in a tree. This same thing happened again in
the sight of Mr. Mussey and his friends this week. The
bird was flying over tlie timber, darting and "booming"
for several minutes and seeming to have perfect control
over itself. Finally it lit on the top branch of a A^ery

large dead tree. After watching it some time one of the
party started after it, when it flew, and shortly after that
alighted on another tree not far ofl". Again an approach
was made to it, when it pitched to the ground not far
off. When it arose Mr. Muasey killed it. On examina-
tion this bird was found to have lost an eye, probably
not very long before, for the cavity of the socket was
terribly fly-blown. Doubtless the bird was in agony and
it was a mercy to kill it, but whether this had anything
to do with its singular conduct is something which can
not be said.

Numbers of our sportsmen have been down with the
prevalent malady, the "grippe." IsJs. R. B. Organ is just
recovering and looks badly. He is in poor shape to shoot
his race with Alex. Loyd, billed for an early date, he to
shoot at 100 birds and Mr. Loyd at 103.

Pleasant days and warm weather here make it hard to

think of cold and ice; yet it was within this month that
there happened near the boundary line of Minnesota one
of those terrilJe tragedies which may befall the frontier

hunter. Some weeks ago a hunter by the name of Mc-
Kinnon froze both his feet and was confined to his cabin.

Mortification set in and the poor fellow amputated both
his own feet. Alone and perishing, he Avas recently
found by two other hunters, who took him in to Winni-
peg, where his recovery is very doubtful. E. Hough.

Forest and Stream Club.—BelleviUe, Canada, April
20.—Rumors of deer killing having been looked into by
Constable Sweet, who is an oiflcer of the Forest and
Stream Club of this city, led to arrest and the conviction
last Saturday of C. W. and N, Lake, who were fined

$16.20 each. This was a very important case, as it is

stated that about fifteen deer, forming a yard, were all

destroyed, and the majority being does and heavy with
young, neither the venison nor skins were of any value
at this season to the butchers. The annual meeting of

the Forest and Stream Club was held on Thursday night
last, when, after two new members had been admitted,
the following ofiicers were elected: President, Henry
Corby, M.P.; first Vice-President, W. H. Biggai-, M.P.P.;
second Vice-President, James Lowrie; Secretary, T. W.
R, McRae; Treasurer, Richard A. Davis; Directors, R. S.

Bell. Geo. A. Frost, W. P. Clarke, Henry Pretty, James
H. Mills, John Brasier, Wm. Ormond. A comprehensive
programme for the season was adopted. In trap-shooting,
Mr. Crosby offers a prize of $10 for the senior class, and
Mr, W. H, Biggar donates a like amount in the junior
class. The club gives second and third prizes of $5 and
$2 respectively in each class. In rifle shooting Mr. Corby
also offers |lO, divided into prizes of $5, $3 and |3 in the
match, and the club gives like figures for aggregate.
Trap shooting matches begin on Tlmrsday, May 28, and
will be held fortnightly. Rifle matches commence on
Tuesday, May 26, and will be held Aveekly. In angling
and trolling, Mr. A. H. Crosby oft'ers a handsome rod case
for largest black bass, Mr. Brrisier offei's a felt hat for

largest maskinonge, and Mr. T. Ritchie will give a prize
for fly-fishing. Season from June 15 to Oct. 1. Com-
petitions for money prizes Avill be held on Aug. 14 and
Aug. 22, the awards being for largest black bass and
largest catch of black bass on those days. The member-
ship of the club numbers 172.—R S. B.

Ohio Game Prospects.—May 2—Editor Forest and
Stream: We have good prospects here for an abundance
of game this fall. Hundreds of quail being left over from
last season makes a better outlook than Ave have had for
many years. Unless the season should be extremely wet,
so as to interfere with hatching, Ave have nothing to fear
for sport, unless it should be failure to gain the farmer's
consent to hunt on his premises. Our State laws now
protect the fai mer in that manner, as well as the quail,
and in several townships last fall the farmers allowed no
hunting at all. I notice a few jacksnipe this spring and
a number of flocks of plover. Have not seen any of the
latter in this ^county for a good many years until this
spring. There was a ll-pound scale carp caught in the
Olentangy River at this point last week. A number have
been taken this spring from 5 to 71bs. They originally
escaped from- fish ponds. The river is A-ery small here.
The Liberty Gun Club is a new organization that promises
to be born soon. Long may it live, as its members will
chiefly be farmers, and when they are interested in the
preservation of game and sport in general, it includes
men whom we could not couut on heretofore. We have
a good game warden. Dr. Lee Wentz, of Delaware, but I
believe he is hardly strict enough.—Yoitth (Hyattville,
Delaware County).

Ohio.—Cadiz, April 15.—Any amount of rabbits and
quail left over to replenish the stock for next season. I

have flushed several coveys lately Avith as high as ten to
a dozen birds in; and rabbits are A^ery plentiful; can start

them any day. My beagles have good runs two to three
times every week. As they run at will, hardly a day
jiasses but Avhat they have a short run, as the rabbits go
right to earth this season of the year.—S, C. G.

John A. Steele, of Ohio, who, while on a hunting trip

in North Carolina, Avas accidentally shot in the knee and
was sent to Washington for treatment, died April 29.

He was the son of the late John Steele, one of the best
known of the prominent men in the early history of the
"Western Reserve" and the founder of the town of
Painesville, Ohio.

Progress os" Lake St. John.—Lake St. John has become so
popiilar a 8umm(?r resort, that the hotel accommodation there has
oeen quadrupled during t he present Avinter. This has been done
by enlargening the RoberA^al Hotel by the addition of two immense
wings, so that the house now has accommodation for three hundred
guests, instead of one hundred as it bad previously. The building
commands a magnificent view of Lake St. John. It has a perfect
water system of us own, VA'ith baths and fire appliances, a very flne
dining-room and balconies, and will be lighted by electric light.
To proA'ide for the comforts of sportsmen, a fine new hotel with
accommodation for one huEdred guests has been built on one of the
islands of the Grand Discharge of Lake St. John, in the very centre
of the best fishing grounds for that celebrated and unique species
of fresh water salmon called by the Montagnais Indians "Otd-
naniche." This hotel will be worked by the staff of the Hotel
Roberval, and the fishing pi ivileges will be free to all giiests of
either liouse. A steamer will run daily between RoberA^al and the
Grand Disciiarge, a distance of thirty miles, in connection with
trains on the Lake St. John Railwaj^. At Lake Edward an excel-
lent hotel has been built on the border of that widely celebrated
trout lake, so well-known for its large fish. At Lake St. Joseph,
which is less than an hour's ride from Quebec, a new wing is

being added to the hotel, which will double the present accom-
modation of this fleliglitful summer resort. The train service
between Quebec and Lake St. John is also going to he much im-
proved.—Qwci-fc Morniwj Chiriuidc.

West Shore Railroad.—The superhly built, magnificently
equipped, double track, steel trunk line to and from the West.
Three fast express trains daily in each direction. AVagner palace
sleeping cars and buttet sleeping cars attached. The only all-rail
route to the Catskill Mountains; with dravvingroom and bntEet
smoking cars run through without change between Philadelphia,
Jersey City, New York and Catskill Mountains. Saratoga limitfd
express trains during the summer season. Special trains for the
accommodation of travel to and from Lakes Mohonk and Min-
newaska, Shawangunk Mountains and all points in the Wallkill
Valley. Connection in Jersey City station witli Pennsylvania R.
R. tlius avoiding the long transfers through ^^ew V'ork. Tickets
Aia West Shore at all ticket offices of all competing lines. For
time tables and full information address C. E. LajIUERT, txeneral
Passenger Agent, 5 Vauderbiit avenue, N. Y. city.

—

A.dv.

A Book Ajbout Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. GrinnelPa book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—^du.

The FiTLL TEXTS of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of
the Game La ws.

BOUND FOR MAINE STREAMS.

AT this writing the ice has not left the celebrated
Maine trout lakes, the Rangeleys and Moosebead.

But the Sebago waters are clear; Weld Pond is clear, and
a few landlocked salmon are being taken. Still, I do not
hear that any considerable catches are being made.
Opinions differ as to when the Rangeleys will be clear of
ice, though this is a matter of a great deal of interest at
this time to the rod and reel sportsmen. Indeed, it is sel-

dom that the interest has been as gre.at. Sportsmen are
fitting out almost regardless of expense, and the tackle
buyers include men of Avealth and men tliat are not as
ricli. They buy everything, from cheap Avood rods and
cheap lines and reels to the very best otttfits that are to
be had in the tackle stores. Flies that cost .S4 the dozen
to import are not good enough for the salmon fishermen
this year. A well-known tackle dealer had in his hand
on Saturday a box, not bigger than the box that holds 100
shotgun shells, on which he had just paid duty at the
Custom House to the amount of over .$20. The box con-
tained Scotch flies.

Btit as to the ice. Opinions now suggest that it will
leave the Rangeleys somewhere from the 8th to the 15th
of the month." Mr. Farmer, well knoAvn at PhDlips and
Rangeley. Avho has vratched the ice for years and rarely
failed in judgment, says that the ice Avill leave about the
1.5th. Mr. Marble, of the Rangeley Lake House, says
that it will go about the 8th. I'rom Moosehead the ice

will be likelv to go a day or two earlier than from the
Rangeleys. Boston sportsmen are ready. The telegraph
will announce tlie moving of the ice from this celebrated
trout lake, and the first train from the Hub will have a
number ot Moosehead sportsmen on board. The parties are
numerous and greater in point of numbers this year than
usual. The Linder party is made up of old hands at the
business. They will not follow closely the going out of
the ice, however. They prefer to wait a few days for
warmer water and Aveatber, with which fly-fishing comes,
They have one of the best steamers at Moosehead engaged
to meet them at Greenville, and this boat is at their dis-

posal during the entire trip. The pai-ty is composed of
Jlr. George Linder, of the firm of Linder & Meyer, his
partner, Mr. C. H. Maynard, Benjamin Hurd, well known
in the wholesale grocery trade, Mr. Geo. S. StockweU, of
the boot and shoe trade, and a son of Mr. SliotweU, for
many years the owner of the Boston Journal, and Mr.
Garret Schenck.
There is another party which is anxious that the

Linder party shall be through with that steamer by the
10th of .June, or before, if the weather and the water is

warm. It is the Kineo Club, that has visited Moosehead
every year about the 10th of that month for several years.
The club contains some of Boston's first trout fishermen
and sportsmen. Mr. J. B. Thomas, of the Standard
Sugar Refinery, is commodore of the club. The members
are J. F. Nickerson, of the wholesale grocery trade; J.

Walter Sanborn, of the flour and grain trade: Frank
Wise, of the flour trade, W. S. Hills, of the flour trade:
Mr. Bsal, of the dry goods trade, and Mr. Lauriat, of the
book flrm of Estes & Lauriat.
Another very jolly party is about ready to leave for

Moosehead and will go about as soon as the ice is out. It

is the Harry Moore party. It is made up of Harry B.
Moore, of the grain trade, Geo. C. Moore, a manufac-
turer of North Chelmsford, Mass., Harry Piatt, son of
Senator Piatt of New York, and of the United States Ex-
press Co., H. M. Stephenson, a well-known Boston archi-
tect, John A. Faulkner, of Lowell, and Calvin Austin,
manager of the Bangor & Boston Steamship Co. They
also charter a steamer and many are the adventures that
they pass through, Harry Moore's father was with them
last year and, doubtless, AA^ould be this year but for a
longer trip and visit to the West. He is over seventy and
yet is as fond of flshing as when a boy. It was he who
met with a little mishap at Moosehead last year. He got
wet. The boats used there to fish from, as well as those
at the Rangeleys, are not so very heavy, though counted
very safe for light boats. They are built "double-enders"
and" they scarcely weigh above 100] bs., though from 13ft,

to 16ft. in length and from 34 to 4ft. beam. One not
accustomed to them should "part his hair in the middle,"
if he intends to fish as he would from yawl boat. They
ride like an eggshell over the roughest water, if the guide
and the fisherman both understand their business. Mr.
Moore was scarcely accustomed to a boat so particular. He
got along very nicely till about the third day. He had
taken several trout. The seat was hard and he was thed.
He thought that he Avould just stand up and stretch his
legs and light his pijje. He did so. The boat was in for
being tmloaded and out from under him in an instant.
He clung to the craft, however. The steamer was near,
and Hai-ry soon had his father on board and backed up
against the boiler to keep warm. The guide says that the
first remark of Mr. Moore was: "T declare, "l believe I
have lost my pipe, and the big trout is gone, as sure as
preaching!"

Mr. Walter Hill and wife will go to Moopehead, as
mentioned in my former letter, but it may be added that
they will be accompanied by Miss Arnold, a lady friend
from Cambridge. This will be Miss Arnold's first trip to
the Maine trout waters, and the chances are that she will
be as much charmed as was Mrs. Hill with her initial

going-a-fishing.

Among the many parties that will go to the Rangeleys
this season may be mentioned Mr. Bayard Thayer and his
brothers and friends of Birch Lodge, on Richardson Lake.
The Stevens party, made up of Mr, Stevens, his nephew,
Mr. Smart and Mr. Shattuck. They goto their own camp.
Camp Vive Vale, at Tlie Narrows. Mr. Shattuck has a
record of a 91bs. trottt taken at the NarroAvs. Mr. Stevens
is noted as one of the most successful fishermen that ever
visits the lake region, Mr. G. N. Smalley, with his friend
C. Z. Bassett, of the firm of Geo. B. Appleton & Co., in
the fishing tackle trade, will make a tour of the Range-
leys, starting about May 25. Mr. A. S. Foster, of Larakin.
& Foster, in the boot and shoe trade, with J. F, Rogers
and other friends will early visit the Rangeleys.
A party of Lynn sportsmen are early booked for the
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Rangeleys. They go every season, and are very success-

ful. Their names are M. P. Clough, Frank Keene, J. S.

Bartlett, and a brother of Mr. Bartlett, wlaose initials I

have not at hand at this writing. But I promise him
that if he catches a big trout that T will find his initials,

even if it requu-es a special trip to Lynn for that purpose.
The boys were with this party last year and caught the
big trout, Mr. Harry Button and wife, of the dry goods
firm of Houghton & Button, will early go to their beau-
tiful camps at Oupsuptic. They spend a good part of

each season there with numerous friends. The celebrated

Houghton & Button camps are in charge of Billy Soule,

one of the best guides in the Rangeley region. Mr. Geo.

T. Freeman, of Harrington & Freeman, jewelers, will

make a few days' trip to Camp Stewart, with friends,

about May 25. Mr. Mark HoUiugsworth, with his friend

T. B. Stewart, will go to the Upper Bam as soon as the

ice is out. Mr. Stewart will spend a good part of the
•eason there as in seasons gone by. Mr. Hollinggworth
is an artist as well as a sportsman. Mr. Hatch, of Henry
<fc Hatch, boot and shoe auctioneers, "with a party of

friends, is booked for the Rangeleys. Mr. Hatch is an
gld-time A'isitor to these waters.
Other p.arties are also booked for the Rangeleys. The

Gol. H. T, RockweU party is one of the best known par-

ties that visits the Rangeley Lakes. Besides the genial

Colonel may be mentioned Mr. E. B. Haskpll, of the Bos-
ton Herald, Mr. Frank Priest and several others. The
Tuttle party must not be forgotten. This party goes to

then- beautiful summer home, Lake Point Cottage, early

in the season. Numbers of the Oquossoc Angling Asso'
elation will early be at their camps.
Mr. Hall, with Rice, Kendall & Co., will make a trip

to some celebrated trout waters in the vicinity of Yar-
mouth, Nova Scotia, in due season. He will be accom-
panied by friends, and they are sure of trout, Mr. Baniel
G-uun, a friend of the Forest and Stream, mentions a
letter which he received from the same fishing grounds
last week, stating that already some good creels of trout

had been taken there, ]\Ir. Gunn and Mr. Hall both slip

away quietly down there, and each time they come back
much please'd with the spot they have found. Mr. Gunn
also fishes for sea trout in that part of the country. He
has a record of a perch, a pickerel, a trout and a rattle-

snake all on the same cast. But a part of that story—
the true part—has already been told in Forest and
Stream.
Salmon fishing at Bangor is not proving a success this

year. A gentleman came back to Boston the other day.

He had been there for a week, and had tried the salmon
faithfully, with a result of only one, weighing some 121b8.

He is discouraged, and does not believe that there is to

be a run of salmon at Bangor this year. He thinks that

either the netting from the river below, or the fact that

considerable of the restocking has been in the streams
below Bangor, is to blame for the lack of salmon there

this year. He says that but few outside sportsmen are

staying at Bangor now, though the pool is very thor-

oughly fished by local fishermen. His idea is that if the

salmon restocking fry are put into the streams below
Bangor that they return to these streams to breed, instead

of coming ux^ to Bangor. In connection with this subject

it may be mentioned that Mr, F. R. Shattuck, well known
to the readers of the Forest and Stream, has word from
Chatham of the taking of a S71bs. salmon in the weir at

that point. The fish was brought to Boston for sale,

tbougi the neighbors ofEered ninety eejxts a pound for it.

NEW ENGLAND FISHING.

THE ice is out of the Sebago waters and the landlocked
salmon fishermen are abroad. A Portland gentle-

man (I did not learn his name) has taken two, one of

which weighed lOlbs. Other parties in Maine are at the

Sebago Lake, and the report is that the salmon are fol-

lowing very closely upon the schooling of the landlocked
smelt, and their m'ovement up the streams to spawn. It

is a curious feature, in regard to this curious fish, that

they follow the smelt each spring, and that then is about
the only time to take them. One or two Boston parties

will also go to the Sebago for landlocked salmon. One
party is already made up to go next Friday. It consists

of Mr. L. B, Chapman, salesman with Bame, Stoddard &
Kendall, well known fishing tackle dealers in this city;

Geo. Rogers, a Boston coal dealer; L. K. Harlow, a Boston
artist; Br. Befriez, of Brookline, and N. E. M. Webster, of

Boston.
The ice is not out of the Rangeleys, nor is it out of

Moosehead at this writing. But all the same I believe

that the interest in the moving of the ice in those trout

waters has never been greater than this year. It would
be no exaggeration to say that fifty prominent business

and professional men are waiting for the news of the

going out of the ice from those lakes, and by this I mean
that they are men with their tackle all ready to the last

sinker in place, ready for the word that the iee has gone
out. They then will take the first trains for the old fish-

ing grounds. Year after year they do the same thing,

and in these fishing trips they renew their youth and
gain strength for another year with the battle of life.

Gray hairs begin to mark the kindly visages of the most
of these veterans with Line and rod, for veterans they are

and there are apparently few to take their places. Indeed
young men in these ranks are few; they are old and mid-
dle-aged. Mr. Chapman, mentioned above, will supple-

ment his landlocked salmon trip by a trouting excursion

to Richardson Lake as soon as the ice is out. He will

doubtless be accompanied by a party of five or six,

though only three or fom- are now sure of going.
Prominent among these will be Mr. G, W. M. Guild, a

Boston jeweler, who has a record of a 9|lbs. trout taken
at the Narrows, Richardson Lake, last 'year, a note of

which the Forest aih) Stream had at the time. He will

be accompanied by his friend Mr. Fox, of New York.
Mr. Fox also has a record of an Slbs. trout on the same
day as Mr, Guild secured his trout. But his success was
nipped in the bud. The day was a very cold and windy
one. The two happy fishermen concluded to go ashore
soon after they had taken their big trout. They landed
at the wharf of Camp Vive Vale, in order to wait for the

downward trip of the little steamer to take them to the
Middle Bam. The hands of the guide were slippery, IMr.

Fox's trout was heavy, and down he went between the

boat and the wharf. ' They waited till the afternoon boat,

hoping that the trout, apparently dead, would rise. But
they waited in vain, and poor Mr. Fox went back to New

York bewailing his fate. He has been to those lakes
many times and has not yet succeeded in saving a big
trout. Mqy bis success be better this year.
Mr. Walter Hill, of John. P, Squire & Co. , the noted

Boston pork packpre, will again go to Moosehead this
year. He will wait till the weather is fairly warm, for
Mrs. Hdl will accompany him. Mrs. Hill is a daughter
of John P. Squire. Last year Mr, Hill proposed that she
take the trip; she was hardly in favor of the idea, never
having had any experience with line and rod, but she
was willing to try it "just for once." She succeeded in
landing several fine trout for Moosehead and was much
pleased with her success. This jear she was the first to

propose the trip to Moosehead in that family, rather than
any other vacation.
The Kineo Club will go to Moosehead soon after the

first of June. They go for fly-fishing only, not caring for
trolling. This club is made up of Mr. J. B. Thomas, of
the Standard Sugar Refinery, a prominent officer of the
American Sugar Refining Co. Mr. Thomas is also com-
modore of the club. The other members are J, Walter
Sanborn, Frank Wise and W, S, Hills, of the flour and
grain trade; H. S. Nickerson, of the wholesale grocery
trade; Mr. Beal, of Beal, Higgins & Henderson, of the
dry goods trade; and Mr. Launat, of Estes & Lauriat, a
well-known book firm of Boston. This club always en-
gages one or two of the little steamers that ply* upon
Maine's taland sea, and they enjoy life only as such men
can enjoy it.

But one of the largest parties to the Maine lakes this
spring will be the one planned by Mr. A. N. Parlin, of
the Magee Furnace Co., of Boston. Mr. Parlin is a Maiae
boy, and visited the Rangeleys in his early boyhood. It

was then that the love for such outings was acquired, and
he has succeeded in instilling something of his enthusiasm
into his partners and friends. He has almost annually
visited Mooselucmaguntic for some twenty years. Rarely
has he missed a year, and he has been twice a year with
sufficient frequency to more than make up for any loss of
an annual trip. With him this spring will be Mr. Geo.
B. Clapp, a retired Boston broker; Mr. John Magee, of
the Magee Furnace Co., with his wife and daughter;
Frank A. Magee and wife; Mr. A. M. Kidder, wife and
daughter, of Plymouth, N. H. Mr. Kidder is of the firm
of A. M. Kidder & Co., of Boston and New York, The
party will also consist of Mrs. Pratt, of St. Louis, and
Thomas Cunningham and wife, of Boston. Mrs. Cunning-
ham has a record of a lOlbs. landlocked salmon last year.
The brook fishermen are having some sport in the

streams in Massachusetts and Connecticut. Mr. Toby,
salesman with Jackson, Mandall & Baniell, Avith a friend,
fished a brook in the western part of the State the other
day, with the result of a handsome string of trout. The
brooks are now low in this State and the weather is fine.

Those who visit the streams with rod and reel are gener-
ally happy with fair creels, and doubly happy in the
outing.
The question of the ice leaving the Maine lakes is still

an uncertain one. Summing up all the opinions that I

can get from the Maine papers and from private letters,

and then striking an average, that average indicates
about the 10th of May for the ice to leave the Rangeleys,
and a day or two earlier for Moosehead. Still, very
much will depend upon the weather. The woods are
still well supplied with snow back in those regions, and
the streams are very liigh. On the first of May it will
again be legal for everybody to fish Maine waters. The
inhabitants of the State, who can fish during the months
of February, March and April, for their own use, have
taken some good creels of trout from the streams in the
southern part of the State.

The latest announcement in the line of controlling the
forests and waters is that the board of directors of the
Megantic Club has secured the camps at Big Island Pond
lately operated by Julian K. Viles and Kennedy Smith,
and executed a five years' lease with the Berlin Mills Co.
for the whole Seven Ponds township. Such is indeed the
case. Another jjublic fishing and hunting resort has be-

come the extension of a preserve of a powerful club, and
strangers will be invited to stay away.

Capt. Fred C. Barker writes the Phillips Phonograph
that four caribou seem to be spending the most of their
time about the Bemis end of Mooselucmaguntic, as they
have been seen several times from the camps. The other
day they came out on the lake to within a mile of camp
and stayed around all the afternoon. With the aid of a
good glass parties at Bemis get a fine view of them.

Special.

AN ACCIDENTAL BASS.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Last summer while fly-fishing for black bass I was

casting along as we were floating through some shallow
water, when my attention was attracted by a large bass
jumping out of the water several times some distance
below us. I told W. to row down there and we would
try him. We anchored the boat about 75ft. above where
we saw him jump. I cast and changed flies till I was
sure I had none that suited him, and then we concluded
to try bait-fishing, as they were not taking the flies very
well that day anyway. I took off my iiies and baited
with a helgramite and a stone catfish and let them float

down over where he had been jumping, in a place where
the water was quite deep, but no bite. After we had re-

mained thei'e a few minutes I commenced to reel xip my
line slowly, when I felt a peculiar jerking, such as I had
never felt from a fish before—it would feel the same as

if you were pulling in a bass that would weigh 3 or 41bs,,

and then it would slide along as if you were drawing it

over a board, and so it went, until my line was reeled up
so that I could see my leader; then imagine my surprise

to see a bass jump out of. the water 75ft. or more below
us still fast to the Une. While I was trying to think
whether I was awake or asleep, W. , who was looking
down in the water, says, "You are fast to another fine;"

and sure enough one of my hooks had caught around the
line which the bass was fast on. The other end of the
line was under and above the boat and was fast to some-
thing on the bottom of the river. The line was a cheap
cotton line about 100ft. long, with a nail for a sinker,

and my hook sliding along on the other line was what I

couldn't account for. The bass weighed SJlbs. ; it had
been speared or hurt in some way^ so that it was blind in

one eye and it was healedup so you could hardly see where
the eye had been. A. V. R.

TOWANDA, Pa,

THE CASTALIA STREAM.—I.

THERE has been more or less writing about and around
the Castalia trout stream of northern Ohio for some

years, the topic being of natural interest, but if anything
like a thorough investigation of the history and present
condition of the streams and its clubs has ever
been made by any paper but Forest and Stream,
I confess I do not know when or where that was done.
Within the past thirty days I have at the suggestion of
this journal spent a week or so upon and near this singu-
lar stream, making whatever effort seemed possible to
learn the earliest and latest facts concerning it. The
result has been quite a little mass of data, which in the
total would be enough to make a little book. Indeed, I
may forerun a little and say here that one of the Castalia
clubs is even now compiling a little book for publication,
which shall cover all history of the stream. Forest and
Stream's history cannot be so long as that; but it would
go hard if nothing interesting could be found in it, for
certain it is that there hardly exists in the whole settled
portion of our country a stream more unique, more
mysterious or more interesting from a dozen points of
view.
Early in this century, though Kentucky had long been

settled and the Indian wars along the great north and
south hunting trail been brought to a close, much of Ohio
still remained unhewn from the wilderness. Even to-day
you can see portions of the great forest standing along
the shore of Lake Erie, with edge as sharp cut as where
the mower shears the tall standing grain. But long
before all this, and before the Indian wars were settled or
well begun, and before Ohio was a State, and before the
United States had been born, the strange stream of the
Castalia Valley had been seen, visited and commented
upon as a singular freak of nature. The earliest printed
record of such comment is to be found in the book pub-
lished in 1765 by one Major Rogers, of the British army.
Let us hope that the club in looking up its history will
get hold of Major Rogers's book. If they wish to find this

book, let them look up Col. E. A. Scoville, once of Cleve-
land, and ask him for the tin pail of the Castalia stream.
There is more history on that little tin pail than in
all our journals, probably, and the pail itself has a history.
Years ago, in the early days of the trout regime on Cas-
talia stream, Mr. Miller, the present keeper of the lower
club, caught some trout from the stream and gave them,
inclosed in this historic vessel, to Mr. O'Heagan, then of
the Ohio State Fish Commission. The Commissioner had
the record and the leading facts of the history of the
stream painted on this tin i^ail, and it is said that in this

script was reference to Major Rogers's book. And now
comes some arrant thief, stealing this historic trout pail,

so that a lapse occurs in its history. A clue, however, is

obtained, the relic is traced, and again Miller, the original
donor, gets possession of it, subsequently giving it to Col.
Scoville. Its present whereabouts are unknown, but it

certainly should be secured by the Lower Club and placed
beyond further change as one of its most valued posses-
sions.

What Major Rogers saw, or what the little tin pail saw,
or what the warriors of the Great Nations saw, was much
what you may see to-day; a stream not over six miles in
length, but with a total fall ot 4oft. in that distance,
flowing from great cavernous spring holes in whose
depths the water seems a weird and ghostly blue, running
between low banks, always just this rapid, always just
so full, always clear and always just so cold. The course
of this stream was then as now, down a wide and level

space of country, hardly different enough from the ad-
jacent swells to be called a valley, and yet distinctly
divided from the country near by in certain natural
characteristics. In earlier days there were some heavy
thickets scattered along this short valley. They find

scores and scores of great elk and deer antlers close

beneath the surface in the spots where these copses once
stood. Keeper Miller has found 200 of these antlers on
his farm. Men who live now will tell you how once the
wild grape vines matted over these thickets so densely
that a man could walk upon the top of them, while if he
should break through he would find room beneath to

walk upright. These thickets were once inhabited by
droves of wild hogs, and this was the scene annually of a
great fall pork hunt by the settlers.

Under all the valley surface there lies a most singular
rock, a coral-like limestone, more porous than pumice
stone, the like of which is not found in all the country-
side near by, nor in any part of the country now known.
In Castaliatown, in Sandusky, and other towns cf that
region, you can see masses of this rough fantastic rock
heaped up as lawn ornaments. Within a few years the
value of this product has been learned, and now by boat
and train, far and wide, the "Castalia stone" goes to a
paying market. It is chiefly used in paper factories in a
pulverized form for a stock filling. Much of it is shipped
as far east as Maine.
Blue, cold, forbidding and mysterious, the stream ran

down its mysterious valley, and many saw it who turned
from it with a shiver. Strange beings ruled that valley,

it was sure, and an unholy blight rested on the stream
beyond all question, thought the early settlers. They
shunned the valley, and it was long left untouched, the
stream all the time running through it, telling to itself

the story of its mysterious sources under the earth, always
just so large, so blue, so cold, so strange. Enchantment,
beyond doubt. Because, from head to mouth , in all the
clear, pure water, fish would not live in the Castalia

stream! That was known and settled long ago. Put a
big strong fish in one of the great "blue boles," as the
giant springs are even now called, and the blue dismal
depths at once became its sepulchre. Now, that meant
that the stream was nothing less than bewitched, en-

chanted, tmcanny, dangerous and good to leave alone. So
the elk and the deer claimed the thickets, and a few great
trees stood up over the valley, and the stream ran on and
on, how long, only the stars knew, from whence, not even
they could tell, though the stars are counted wise.

Enter now upon the scene one R. H. Haywood, a -man
with money and not afraid of mysteries. The more mys-
tery the better. He picked up the land along the haunted
valley in great lumps, the owners "guessing it off," for

payments often absurdly small. Mr. Haywood some-
times resold over 100 measured acres out of a tract he
had bought "guessed ofl" for 40 or 50 acres. Mr. Hay-
wood resolved to harness the Castalia stream, spirits and
all. Unwise resolve. He might have known it would
ruin him, and ruin him it did. He spent |60,000 in cut-
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ting the great raceway through the valley which even to-
dax gives the stream its rigid artificial look for miles,
built a mill, made further improvements and altogether
sought to take possession of the stream. The stream re-
sented it, rebelled and ruined him. "Nothing but trout
and pleasure for me," said the stream, "I will not turn a
wheel!" And tc-day it is wheelless from spring to mouth,
full of trout and full of pleasantness. Only the raceway
remains, miles and miles of it, as it was cut 53 years ago
by a man whose name is nearly forgotten.
Three things now remain to be established; who first

suggested that trout would live in the Castalia stream,
who first put them there and who first protected them?
These questions run before the history of the two clubs
which now own the stream.
Not long ago Forest and Stream published the obitu-

ary of a man prominent iu Ohio sportsmanship and
natural history cirolee—the late Dr. Sterling. That
learned enthusiast was acquainted with the Castalia
stream in the "oO's. So was that fatlier of fishculture,
the late Dr. Garlick, who=ie work antedates even that of
the bPloved Seth Green. Dr. Garlick's book, "Fish Cul-
ture," bears date of 1857. It was either Dr. Garlick or
Dr. Sterling, both Ohio men, who first conceived the idea
of planting trout in the Ashless Castalia stream. Dr.
Sterling claimed that it was himself who first analyzed
the water of the stream and found it almost identical
with that of the famous Caledonia stream wliere Seth
Green conducted his work so successfully. Soon after
this, says Dr. Sterling, the experiment was tried. Yet
now comes Mr. Milton P. Peirce, of Columbus, O., and
claims that when he was a boy, and a student at Cleve-
land, he saw Dr. Ackley and Dr. Garlick bring in strings
of trout from this same stream. I have this only on
hearsay, not from Mr. Peirce, but if Mr. Peirce thinks
trout were native to this stream, this being much in sup-
port of his well-known idea that trout cannot be success-
fully planted, he is sadly mistaken. I do not know how
old he is now, or vvas when he saw these trout, but it is

known to a certainty that trout were planted in this
stream upon the suggestion of either Dr. Garlick or Dr.
Sterling, made in 1867 or 1868. The first trout frv were
planted on the 17th of March, 1873, by Mr. Hoyt, who
owned the mill and dam then upon the upper stream.
And now the weird tales about the stream seemed

about to be verified. The trout were put in above the
dam and in the great spring known as the Upper Blue
Hole. They promptly died. Wonder was expressed at
this, AS later it was found that when the dam was opened
the fish did very well in the live water. Scientists have
found the reason for aU this now, and have solved the
mystery of the once lifeless stream. It is easy to see now
that the immense body of water coursing from below the
surface of the earth is altogether unaerated, and, there-
fore, unfit for an oxygen-loving fish like a trout. Pass
this water over a dam, break it up, stretch it up, and it is

perfect for trout, and verifies the analysis. It is learned
now that for about two weeks of the' year, in February,
when the snow is sweeping into the rocks below the
earth, trout can and sometimes do get into the great
spring and live there. At the close of that brief season
they leave the spring or die. The snow water may carry
a little different quality of breathing matter with it.

Very well. Mr. Hoyt tried again. He had some good
breeding troughs put in, and soon had a nice lot of young
trout. Unfortunately, he also had a lot of neighbors of
the "tough" variety. These complained of the back
water of the dam. They drained his pond, broke into
his breeding troughs, and made him all sorts of trouble,
including certain lawsuits. Mr. Hoyt won his suits, but
soon thereafter his mill was mysteriously burned. Angry
and disheartened, he smashed open his dam, destroyed
his breeding troughs and left the country. He went back
to New Hampshire, and is there now. Mr. Scott Robin-
son, who is getting up the club history, is in cotrespond-
ence with him now.

After the trout were let out all through the stream they
seem to have been forgotten for a while. Three years
after that time Mr. C. W. Sadler, of Sandusky, caught a
nice basket of trout, away down the stream. The word
got gradually, and then the murderous natives went to
work with nets, spears and guns, and did all they could
to exterminate the beautiful tish, which had now attained
a good size. The sti-eam was full of these natural fish.

Of this I shall speak later.

The fact was now established that trout would grow
and thrive in this stream. It was not a sporting club
which first took advantage of this. The first man to pro-
tect the trout of Castalia stream was A. G. Miller, the
present keeper of the "Lower Club." Miller was then
a farmer of very ordinary means, but he was shrewd and
able. Now he has an elegant home, vast barns well filled
with horses and beef cattle, and a valuable farm stretch-
ing wide over the enchanted valley. He is a township
oracle and authority now, but still" a trout fisher and a
lover of the trout, as he was that year in the late '70s
when he leased the fishing rights of the lower stream for
two years at the noble sum of |5 a year.

Miller had trouble with the natives, who wanted the
trout. He has counted 21 men with forks, spears and
guns, standing over the spawning beds killing the big
trout. On one occasion he had to go to his hnuse for his
gun before he could drive the fellows away. Gradually he
broke up this sort of tiling to some extent. Then for a
while he charged 50 cents a day for the right to fish the
stream. Soon after that he saw the thing was growing
too big for him to hold down. The fulfillment of fate
had come. The stream had not a wheel upon it. It would
not work. Its destiny was trout and pleasure.
Mr. Lee McBride, of whose courtesy on this quest ear-

lier mention has been made, heard of these trout about
this time, and he and Mr. Frank Mason, both of Cleve-
land, came down and looked over the country on the
advice of Mr. Adams, of the upper stream. They found
Mr, Haywood holding the lower stream, mill sites, etc,
and of him they got the refusal of a ten years' lease.
Returning to Cleveland, they formed the club now gen-
erally known as the "Lower Club." This was incorpor-
ated as the "Castalia Sporting Club." Its lease was first

made in 1878, So club life on the Castalia stream is a
matter of only thirteen years. The trout were first
planted as fry only eighteen yeai's ago.
The club lease proved valuable. Mr. Haywood became

financially embarassed. He had mortgages upon his
land, and foreclosures followed. The existent lease was
a lien upon the property, and in the legal shake up the
plucky little angling club, never over twenty-five mem-

bers, but wealthy and determined, got title to the whole
property along the stream, from the line of the "Upper
Club's" property clear to the mouth of the stream in
Sandusky Bay. They spent nearly $40,000 at the start
in their two purchases and put up many improvements,
but they got their stream hard and fast and it did not
take long to stamp out the poaching absolutely. There
is no troitble at all with that now.
In October, 1879, the so-called "Upper Club" was or-

ganized. It is a large club, numbering 67 members, and
at first was made up largely of Sandusky and Toledo
men, though many Cleveland men joined later. Their
first lease was of the Castalia Milling Co. and ran for 20
years at |50 a year. Then the milling company began a
systematic series of annoyances and squeezed the club
into sacrificing their lease and buying their property,
which they did, and thus got their stream in safe keep-
ing also. They have about $40,000 invested in their property
also. These figures do not represent the total amounts
spent by either club, but are less than such amounts. The
Upper Club has spent about ,$8,000 in making new stream
beds.
These, then, are the two clubs which control the

stream, owning every foot of it, and such is a rough
sketch of the history of the stream. Here we must abide
for a week at least, for newspaper space is a limited
affair, but in the next writing I shall try to tell some-
thing more about the clubs, and about the stream and
about the trout. The stream is literally alive with trout
and it is a pleasure even to write about them both.

E. HODOH.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TROUT SEASON.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I send you a copy of the acts proposed by our last Leg-
islature for the Boole of the Game Laws. You will see
that we have had a new trout season fixed, placing us
legally in the same latitude as Pennsylvania. I can only
say that the change was uncalled for and is utterly un-
warrantable and unjustifiable. It is said to be the "work
of a couple of young men in Manchester who wanted to
get at the trout brooks in the southern part of the State
before the first of May. One of these young men was a
member of the Legislature, and being a son of Col. John
B. Clarke, of the Manchester Mirror, was placed at the
head of the Fish and Game Committee of the House.
Aided, as I understand, by a young lawyer from Man-
chester, they drafted a bill, changuig the dates as shown,
and got it through both House and Senate without any
one knowing anything about it. Iliad received private
advices from Manchester that some such game was in
progress and had requested the representative from our
town and the senator from our disti-ict to look out for it,

but being in Concord on the last days of the session, 1
found it had passed both Houses without either of them
knowing it, and it was probably "squirreled through"
by the common legislative trick of being "read by the
title."

The Fish and Game Commissioners were not consulted
and knew nothing about it, and I met them both at
Concord the last day of the session, where, having heard
of it, they had come to get the Governor to veto the biU.
I also saw Gov. Tuttle myself, and he told us aU that he
would gladly do so, but that the persons interested had
been smart enough to get it incorporated in the Eevised
Statutes by the Commission who were making the usual
decennial revision of the Statutes, and he could not veto
it without destroying all the laws of the State! It was a
smart and nasty trick, and our Legislature only meeting
biennially, we cannot repeal it for two years. We had
just got the northern New England States into line.
Averment Laving changed from April 1 to May 1 at the
last session of her Legislature, and Maine. New Hamp-
shire, Vermont and the Forest Reserve of New York, all
in the same latitude, opened the trout season the same
day. May 1, when these two youngsters take advantage
of the accidental official position of one of them, and
upset the "whole kettle of fish," fixing the laws of the
Stale on their own basis without any knowledge of the
State officials or any call from the people of the State. I
have been in Manchester since, and found many of the
oldest anglers very indignant, all saying that if any
change was to be made it should have been to move the
opening day two weeks later, to May 15.

The result has been that all the boys in the State have
been tramping the brooks for a fortnight, and although
they have caught very few trout, thev have worn a good
path by the side of every stream. 1 was out yesterday
for my l^Iay opening, and saw more boot tracks than
trout. However, I caught a dozen, of which I retmuied
five to the brook as too small, but the seven I brought
home, from 6in. to lOin. long, gave my small familv a
good breakfast.
The brooks are yet very low and the water clear and

cold, and we need a good warm rain, of two or three
days' duration, to wake the trout itp. Only one cf those
I caught yesterday had life enough to make a rush for
the hook, and he was so small that he was soon back in
the water again.
My old beacon fires, the red blossoms of the swamp

maple, are not lighted yet, and it is not much use going
for trout till they are. I shall wait a week or two longer
before I try again. Angler.

FOR "FOREST AND STREAM" READERS.
WE have secured, for the private information of the

readers of Forest and Stream, knowledge of a
number of streams and lakes easily accessible from this
city, where we believe that good fisliing for trout and
black bass may be had. This information, much of
which comes from private sotu-ces, we are not at liberty
to print, but we shall be glad to furnish it without charge
to a limited number of the readers of Forest and Stream
who may apply for it, either personally or by letter.

Cold-Speing-on-Hddson Association.—Albany, May
1.—The Cold-Spring-on-Hudson Fish and Game Protective
Association has been incorporated with primary objects
to protect fish and game from illegal capture and the re-
stocking of depleted rivers, lakes, and streams with fish,
and the fields and forests with game, and to aid and assist in
enforcing the laws relative to the preservation of fish and
game. The managers are William H. Haldane. Richard
Giles, Sylvester B. Truesdell, Thomas S. Boyd, Irving P.
McCoy, Charles De Rhau, Jr., William Chiu-ch Osborn,
Arthur Ingraham, Chalmers Dale, and Samuel Sloane, .Jr.

The principal office is in Cold Springs Village,

ONONDAGA ANGLERS' ASSOCIATION.
HOW is this for a record for '91 up to date? The work

was done by Deputy Harrison Hawn, assisted by
Geo. Crownhardt and Harry Jackson, hired especially by
the association. The lakes and rivers have never been so
free from illegal fishing as now. Netters are giving up
their work on Oneida and Onondaga lakes and the rivers.
Since March 31 sixty trap nets have been taken from the
lakes and rivers, valued at !^1,500, and thirty-nine arrests
made. Our Mr. Jackson attempted to arrest four netters.
They attempted to kill him and made a mistake. Mr.
Jackson was obliged to use a pistol and shot one of them
quite badly through the neck. Those netters would have
killed him if they had had a chance. All were aiTested
except one who left for parts unknown. This record
cannot be beaten I think.

It does not look as if our jiresent Commissionfind Supt.
Pond were not doing their duty. We owe our success to
the assistance received from them. We have just got
oitr hand in. Look out for the bulletin later. It is only
about a year ago when twelve members formed an asso-
ciation. There are now 250 members with associations
formed all around us. We have members who go out
and help our game protectors. Gen. R. U. Sherman has
a great many friends among us. so has Mr. Drew. Mr.
Carr has done us good service and is a good and efiicient
officer. Mr. Hawn was at Skaneateles and formed an
association there, who, with the assistance of JMr. Pond,
have done eflacient work on that lake, We would be
pleased to have our neighbors at Utica join us in the
work, as we feel that we are keeping their grounds clean
when we take care of Oneida Lake. It costs money; we
cannot do this work on wind. Last year we invested
$500 in this good work, and now we ask our neighbors to
help us. Mr. Drew contributed .$10, and I do not know
of any other moneys being expended on this lake bv our
Utica friends last season The annual report of the Utica
Association shows that they expended about $37 last year.
We cannot say too much for our present Commission

and Pres. Blackford for the assistance they have given us
through Supt. Pond, who does not say, "Go on, and I will
follow," but always takes the lead, 'Such an officer can-
not help but be successful. Vv^e have no rooms, nor give
no fine suppers or entertainments. We meet in the Busi-
ness Men's Association rooms, and have a meeting the
first Thursday in every month, and subject to call. All
money received is expended in the good work. All trap
nets which have been taken were well filled with game
fish. We do not forget also the assistance of Mr.
Schackelton which he has given us on Oneida Lake. He
has done excelleiit work for us.

If this good work is continued, readers of your valuable
paper will find the best fishing grounds in the State of
New York on these lakes and rivers. I would be pleased
to give them any information they desire. Our associa-
tion has a special protector in Harry .Jackson, who is

paid wholly by the association, and we do tliink he is as
good a man as we could have on the force, and we also
do not forget the work which is being done by Geo.
Crownhardt.
Mr. Monroe Green, of the State Hatchery, gave us a

call, looking up the result of the many fish received from
State Hatchery in this section. There has been a great
showing on California trout in Onondaga Creek. One
catch of 13 running from 1 to 31bs. l4oz. The writer has
taken two; one weighing 31bs., the other Silbs. This
shows the good work of State Hatchery.
Since writing the above, received telephone message

of three more trap nets having been taken on Oneida
Lake; Skaneateles Lake, eleven nets and two seines.

Henry Loftie.

RAINBOW AND BROOK TROUT GROSS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I thank my friend L. M. Brown for his corroboration
of my statement made some time ago in the Forest and
Stream that I had observed these two fish together in
the spawning beds and the irideus was evidently engaged
iu pairing with the fontinalis. In reply to your objec-
tion I wrote to the effect that according to the U. S. Fish
Commission agent in California, the spawning seasons of
these two species overlap, thus making it quite possible
for a cross to be effected in January. Mr. Brown knows
more about my waters than I do myself, as he is an
ardent fisherman and has far more leisure at the season
than I have, being much occupied in my literary pi-o-
fession.* His testimony, however, has corroborated my
experience in regard to the actual cross of these fish, and
when I doubted the fact ascertained by taking fish that
seemed to be crosses, his statement often repeated that he
had taken such tish confirmed my o^yn belief.
There can be no possibility of any* artificially crossed

fish having been introduced here, as I have been the only
person who has stocked the streams, having been supplied
by the kindness of Col. M. McDonald, U. S. Fish Commis-
sioner, with live fish and eggs for four years past, and no
other person has taken interest enough in the fishing to
introduce any fish of any kind. As by my residence here
I have better opportunities of procuring specimens of the
cross than any one else, I will take pleasure in sending
some preserved specimens the coming season for your
study. The crossed fish have the black back of the irideus,
with a rather obscure redness of the sides, but the irides-
cence of the scales is consx^icuous. As to the game quali-
ties of the irideus, there is no comparison with those of
the fontinalis; the irideus behaves more like a salmon,
leaping out of the water and fighting with extraordinary
persistence. A friend spent half an hour last summer in
anding into his net a lO inch fish with a very light rod,
and I spent even longer time in securing a 21-inch fish
with a light fly- rod, and then only got it by its leaping
into the boat. The large fish keep in the deep waters of
my pond. I have not known of one larger than lOin. being
taken in the stream. Henry Stewart.
HiGULAND Park, N. 0.

Lake Keuka Trout.—Dundee, N. Y., May 2.—Editor
Forest and Sti^eam: On Saturday, April 25, 1891, Major
Gibson, of Catawba, N. Y., caught a trout in Keuka Lake
measuring 33in. in length, 21|in. in circumference and
weighed 17lb8. This breaks the record for a nttmber of
years. This fish was taken to Penn Yan by J, M. Wash-
burn, of the Lake Keuka House, where he had it photo-
graphed. It was afterward served for dinner at the
Beiiham House in that place and pronounced "very good"
by aH who partook of it.—Guy Gkundy.
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PIKE CALLED PICKEREL.
Editor Forest and Stream:

llr. Bean, in his description of the pike and pickerel in
your paper of the6tliulc,, says of the largest pickerel
that 81bs, is a large weight, the averge being smaller.
Now, a question arises from my having seen an arlicle in
a paper published in Reading, Mich., wherein a man
named James Courtwright is said to have caught a pick-
erel from Sand Lake which weighed 261b3. A number of
us thought that a huge fish story, and a controvei'sy arose
which we ask you to please decide. What is the weight
of the largest pickerel caught? Also, are those fish which
inhabit the small lakes of Michigan genuine pickerel?

Sergeant.
FoBT Keogh, Montana.

[There is great confusion in the common names of fish

belonging'to the pike family. The common pike in some
parts of the country, as for instance at Lake George, N,
T., is generally called pickerel. The pike, as you know,
grows to a Aveight of even 401bs.. and this is doubtless the
fish called jnckerel in some Michigan lakes. . The true
pici-erel is not known to excped a weight of 8ibs. Dr.
Bean used the name pickerel for the smaller fishes to
which the name is referred in most -parts of the East and
a large portion of the West. The name pickerel is not
confined, however, to the pike family, but is frequently
used for a very distinct fish, the pike-perch or wail eyed
pike. We shall soon publish the concluding portion of
the account of the -pike family, and this will contain
illustrations which will enable the angler to distinguish
clearly between the pike, the pickerel and the musca-
longe.]

AN ALBINO BROOK TROUT.
Editor Forest and Strea.-in-:

A few days ago Mr. E. G. Blackford, President of the
New York Fish Commissiou, sent me a most singular
and beautiful brook trout, which he obtained from the
Lackawaxen, near Mount Pleasant, Wayne county, Pa.
The fish is an albino and must have been lovely in life.

Nothing of this kind has previously come to my notice in

the many thousands of brook trout which I have seen,
and I can not now recall a similar albino among any
members of the salmon family. The specimen has been
forwarded to the National Museum.
The length of the fish is 6iin. The upper jaw reaches

to somewhat behind the posterior margin of the eye.
The teeth are well developed, those on the tongue being
largest.

The head and body are pale golden yellow in color, and
tlie dorsal fin is entu-ely golden with the' exception of
two very faint pale bands across its middle portion.
Three small, but distinct, crimson spots on the left side
of the body below the lateral line in the space between
the middle of the pectoral and the end of the dorsal.
The caudal fin is golden also at the base and crimson over
the rest of its surface. The pectorals, ventrals and anal
are crimson. The ventral has a whitish outer edge, the
anal with a similar edge bounded behind by a thin, dark
stripe. On the right side of the body there are three
crimson spots, of which the third is the smallest and on
the lateral line. Very faint and pale parr marks on the
sides with smaller markings between them, these mark-
ings so faint as to be readily overlooked. No trace of
reticulations anywhere. T. H. Bean.

ANGLING NOTES.
WHEN peoijle go a-fisliing they sometimes catch

something besides fish. An angler who lives near
the Earitan River, and often enjoys a day's fishing there,
reports that in addition to a 15-pouud catfish, he caught
at different times during the season the following: One
scythe, one water bucket, loft, of heavy tow line, one rod
tip with 50ft. of line attached, and a. few other odds and
ends in the way of tackle. He does not mention the bait
he used. A few seasons ago, a gentleman chumming
in the Great South Bay for bluefish, hooked up a line and
carefully hauling it in brought up a fine Newpart bass
rod, with a very elegant rubber and German silver steel

pivot reel attached. It was not much injured and only
cost a trifle to put in order. It must have cost when new
at least $70.

A letter from the Eestigouche reports that the ice is

breaking up and moving out of the lower part of the
river. He says, '-If warm weather continues, look out
for a telegram, as we shall have the earliest saliaaon fish-

ing on record." Reports from the Adirondacks and
Maine also indicate a very early season, and many parties
are getting ready to start. Unless wet and cold weather
sets in again, it will be safe to count on lake trout fishing
by the lOth of this month.

Striped bass are now being caught, and last Sunday a
few sea bass were taken in Jamaica Bay; so we may con-
sider the fishing season fairly opened. The 20i-pound
striped bass, mentioned in last week's issue of this pnper,
was caught on a white worm.

There never lias been such an immense crowd of people
visiting the trout streams as has been witnessed this sea-
son. All the well-known resorts in the Eastern and
Middle States report that they are full to oveiflowing.
Some had good luck and many more bad, if it can be
called luck. If those interested, that is the tavern and
boarding house keepers and also the railroads, will see
that the streams are kept stocked and the laws enforced,
they will reap a harvest. Every year the interest in fish-

ing seems to increase and people find that it does them a
world of good to take a breathing spell, even if only for a
day or two, among the woods and mountains and" along
the streams. Many of the railroads and owners of sum-
mer hiDtels are doing good work in the way of restocking,
but there is one thing they do not insist upon, and that
is that their guests shall not bring in fingerlings. The
beginner finds that it requires more skill than he posesses
to capture good sized trout, so he has recourse to the little

side streams which should be i)reserved as feeders and
there slays his fifty or a hundred baby trout with bait and
brings them in with great satisfaction to himself a.nd to
the disgust of all anglers. Then there is another nuisance
met with at all angling resorts, and that is the fish hawk,
and it might be spelled hog. This is sometimes a country
man who fishes either for the hotels or for would-be
anglers who must bring home a cart load of fish, or often
it is a boarder from the city who is staying through the

season. In either case they are very expert, using flies,

minnows or worms with equal skill; they know every
foot of the stream and where the big ones live, they are
at it from morning to night, day in and day out, and keep
every trout to send away, to friends they claim. No one
objects to a man being skillful or successful, but there
should be a limit put on a man's catch. No sooner do
a number of men start a club than they put a limit to
their members' catch and if this is necessary on preserved
waters it is still more so on an open stream. Personally
I think 25 fair sized trout is enough for any one to kill in
one day, and let weight and not numbers mark the best
angler.

Good-bye to the dear old Adirondacks! Another rail-
road has just been incorporated to cut it in two sections
running from North Creek to Malone, It is too bad, but
nothing can or will deter rich men from making more
money. What do they care? Scarlet Ibis.

Potomac River Fishing.—Washington, D. C, May 2.

—In company with Walter Caulfield I went fishing to-
day in the Potomac, near Georgetown, opposite the small
rocky islands known as the Three Sisters. We used
worms for bait and the usual rig of handlines and sinkers
with boats. We tried uncuccessfully from the river bank
for a while and then borrowed a boat and anchored in
the stream in about 8 or 10ft. of water. The tide was
low and there was a stiff wind blowing up the river.
Several other fishermen on the shores had no better luck
than om-selves. In about three hours we caught from
our boat sixty-three perch, the largest averaging about
lOin. in lenyth. Another boat fishing four lines had
more than twice as m^ny white perch as we. A few
yellow perch were caught, but these were small. About
2:30 P. M. the fish suddenly and almost entirely stopped
biting: this, I suppose, was owing to a turn of the tide.
Near Little Falls, a few miles away, a man caught 140
white perch in a little eddy, using worms for bait. It
seems to be the usual experience that fhore fishing is

about useless waste of time for these fish, at least here.
Near Chain Bridge there have been some good catches of
black bass, but it is too bad to take them 'now, when so
many of them arc full of eggs.—Paitl Moeris.

A Large Leather Carp.—Washington, D, C—In pass-
ing through the market to-day my attention was called to
a monster carp lying on one of the fish stands. Several
of the marketmen told me it is the largest they have seen
from the Potomac. This fine one was caught in the shad
seine of Wm. M. Neitzey.at Stony Point. Thinking that
the readers of Forest and Stream may be pleased to
know something abrait the measurements of this fish I
have recorded the foliowing data: AVeight, 24lbs.; length,
3;3in.; head, 7in.: tail fin, 6in.; middle rays of tail fin,

3in,; depth of body, about llin.; least depth of tail, 4in ;

length of barbel, lin. The dorsal fin has three spines and
twenty-two soft rays. The third anal spine is very stout
and 4in. long. The carp are pretty constantly to be found
in our markets and sell readily at a moderate price.

—

BONART.

PENNSYLVA>nA NoTES.—From Hon. H, C. Ford, presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, we learn that
numerous salmon measuring 5 to 6in. in length were
caught by anglers in the upper Delaware Rivpr last fall

and supposed to be a new kind of trout. They w^ere
doubtless some of the 10 ),000 fry deposited near Hancock
and Deposit in the preceding February. Tbe fish basket
bills in the House and Senate of Pennsylvania were de-
feated only after a spirited and somewhat protracted
fight. Mr. Ford fears that the continued dry weather
will lower the trout streams too much "^for good
fishing. Low water in the rivers is just the thing for
black bass in summer, but for the trout livelier currents
are required. Shad were running through the Lacka-
waxen fishways on April 19.

Brook Trout in Towa.—Waukon, Iowa, April 29.—
Editor Forest and Stream: On the 25th inst. the writer,
together with two friends, went about eight miles north-
west of Waukon, Iowa, to a small stream called Patterson
Cx-eek and caught what is considered in this section of the
country a fine string of brook trout; the lai-gest one
weighing 13oz. and the smallest 6oz. ; and you may
believe that we were a proud trio, as it is a rare thing in
this county to see a string of brook trout, There are
several streams that would by stocking make fine trout
fishing in a few years, and we hope to have them stocked
in the near future. We have excellent bass and p ke
fishing within a few miles of Waukon , lo wa.—^A Constant
Reader of Forest and Stream.

"Monarch of the Pool."—The address of Mr. L. M.
Gerrish, mentioned in this article last week as one who
would guide to the trout waters therein described, is

Brownville, Me^

Rennet

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept., 1 to 4.—Dog Show of tlie A''ouTigBtown Keimel Club, at
yoiingsfown. O.
Sept. 0 toll.—First Anauil Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Olnti, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. 14 to IS.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dos; Show, at Toronto. C. A. St' De, See'y anii .Sunt.
Sept. ~3 to 2!i.—Inatiguva] Do? Sliow of the Montreal Exposition

Company, at Montreal, Canada.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 3.—Inaneural Trials of the Uniied States Field Trial Club,

at Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison, Secrelary.
Nov. 10.— Eastern Field Trials Cluli's Tbirtcenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Member&' .Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Coaler,

Nnv.'30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at
Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city.

Dec. 14.-Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Oh&rles B.
Connell, Secretary. - -

THE VREDENBURGH-PESHALL CASE.

OUE. report of the trial last week grave a concise but coiq-
prehensive and intelligible review of the case. We

supplement it to-day with the text of .Judge Martine's
charge to the jury. A fortnight ago, while the trial was in
progress, we spolie of the manifest fairness which character-
ized Judge Martine's rulings, and the same spirit of judicial
impartiality is recognized through the charge. Just what
effect the charge had on the individual jtxrors, we have not;
learned, but as was reported last week, the acquittal of Mr.
Peshall for having said the accounts were "juggled" was
arrived at only after the jury had looked into the books in
the jury room.
We understand that Mr, Peshall will now apply to the

courts for a mandamus coiMpelllDg the A. K. C. to remove
the .suspension put upon him in secret meeting and without
a hearing last 'September. As the courts have reoeatedly
ruled on this point, there is no doubt that Mr. Peshall will
be restored to his rights.

THE COURT'S CHARGE.
Gentlemen of Vtr Jurii:

I suppose It will not be amiss iti a case that has fcaXen as mucli
time as this has taken, to get at the tacts, to the end thatyon may
determine whether guilt or innocence is heiv. presented, to eon-
EJ atulate you that you are now about to be disohai-ged from the
further consideration of the case. The ca'^e is now to be submitted
to you for you to determine whether a citizen of this community
has been libeled.
Rut you may well ask. What is libel? because it has been the

subject of much consideration by the writers upon law, and has
been the subject frequently of consideration in courts of justice.

1 may say to you that this accusation, that a charge of this
character is not a charge of a trivial cliaracter, in that it is
claimed that it is a charge which offends ttie person against whom
it is aimed, because it brings him into disrepute and hob's him up
to contempt, contumely and hatred. Therefore, although it is
called a crime, and it is a crime of a lower order, not being con-
sidered so great, in the scale of crime, as that other class of crimes
which offends the person, such as assault with a weapon, still,

gentlemen, it is a crime which we have to consider in these courts
of justice jnsfc as we w"uld any otlier cri'iie of the same grade.
'•The groitnd of the criminal proceeding in cases of this kind is

the public mischief which libels aio calculated to create in.

alienating the minds of the people from religion and good morals,
rendering them hostile to the government and magistracy of the
countr.y. and, v/here particular individuals arc attacked in caus-
ing sucli irritation in their minds as may indtice them to commit
a breach of the peace," and it i? for that reason that libels can be
brotight to the criminal side of tbe bar.
"Slander in writing has at all times, and with good reason, lieen

punished in a more exemplary manner than slanderous words,
for, as it has a greater tendency to provoke men to breaches of
the peace, quarrels and murders, it is of mtich more dangerous
consequence to society."
"A libel, in its strict legal sense, consists of .slander expressed in

any other way than by mere words. If it were simpl.v'the word
of mouth, it would be slander. But when the .slander is expressed
in writing, iben the law calls the .slander libel; and it may be ex-
pressed by printed slander it may he conveyed by figures, it may
he coti veyed by signs, by pictures or other symliol; and if may be
defined as a censorious or ridiculing writing, picture or' sign,
made with a mischievous and mab'cious interit toward govern-
ment, magistrates or individuals," and the charge here is that it
was done against an individual.
"Any slander, either expressed in printing, writing, signs or

pictures, tending either to Dlaclcen the memory nf one that is dead,
or tlie reputation of one who is alive, and to expose him to dis-
grace or contempt is indictable."
Now, gen'lemen, to substantiate the charge made here there

must be something more tlian the mere writing of the article. It
must be accompanied or followed by publicitiMn. Publication, in
this sense, does not mean the advertising it, neccbsardy, in a
new.-pap r, but there may be various modes of publication". The
ptiblication may be made by reading the article to a person who
may be met on the highway, by showing it to a friend, or by send-
ing it to another person with the intent that he shall pnhiish it.

Therefore, I say to you that it does not m^an solely the putdica-
tion in a newspaper. But, in this particular case at bar, it i.s

charged that that was the mode and meihodof publicarion—to
wit, that the publication was caused bv this dnfendant to bemade
in a newspaper known as the Fokest and t'TiiiLiiM.

It is charged that the publication was his inducing act, and that
it was he who sent that minuseript or that matter, of whieh he
says he is the author, to that newspaper, and that that was Ms
mode of publication of that matter.

If that matter was not libelous there was no harm in that pub-
lication, and no offense was committed.
In this case, unlilie any other character of case that may be sub-

mitted to a jury, the law gives you a verv great - a very wide lati-
tude. First, you are to say was it a lihel. The Court canuot
characterize it. The Court cannot say, "If such was the language,
that is libelous." because you are to determine whether it was
libelous, and if it was not libelous, no offense has been com-
mitted.
The Constitution of this State has said that the jury, in cases of

this kind, shall be the judees both of the lawand '>r the facts; and
1 confess, gentlemen, that I have liad some difliculty in informing
myself as to what th« motive or reason was that led those persons
who took part in that constitutional co'iveutiou to ingraft this
provision into the Oianstitution iL^elf. There ma.y he some ques-
tion as to just what that reason was. But, gertlemen, in view of
the fact tbat "there is no specific and preclie definition lo be
found of what facts and circumstances Ci.inatituie a libel, and
that consequently it is ditficulr,if not impossible, to pronounce
that any writing is, pci' sc and exclusive of all circumstances,
libelous; that its libelous character must depend on its intent and
tendency, and the one and the other of whicla, being matter of fact,
must be found by tbe jury," it maybe tliat those who ingrafted
this into our Constitution bad that in view, for certain it is that
it is diffictilt. if not impossible, sometimes to pronounce that any
writing is ver se libelous, that exclusive of all circumstances it is
libelous. Its libelous character depends upon its intent and ten-
dency, so that the jury must say what wa<s its intent and what
was its tendency, and whether it was libelous trnder all the cir-
cumstances. This defendant is indicted under the section of the
code which defines libel. It reads as follows:
"A malicious publication, by writing, or otherwise than by

mere speech, which expo.=esanyJivin.gpBr.son to hatred, contempt,
ridicnle or obloquy, or which has a tendency to injure any person
in his business or occupation, is a libel."

I have read only so much of that sect ion of tho code as, in my
judgment, bears directly upon this case, or such portion of it as
It may be claimed by the learned District Attorney that this
accusation may comf under. Before there can be a libel you
must find that there was a malicious puidication, by writing, or
otherwise than by more speecii, wliich exposes a liviTig person to
hatred, contempt, ridicule or obloquy, or which has a tendency
to injttre any person in his business or occupation.
You may ask yourselves then, was this a malicious publication

—this libelous article, so claimed, which is in eviden e before .you
—was it a malicious publication? Did it exp se a 1-ving person to
hat^^d, to contempt, lo ridicule or obloquy, or had it a tendency
to injure a person in his business or occupation?
W.MS the publication malicious?
Our code says:
"A publication having the tendency or effect, mentioned in

section two hundred and forty-two, is to be deemed malicious, if
no jurisdiction or excuse therefor is shown."
Of course, the contrary foUoM's. If justification or excuse is

shown it is not to be deemed to he malicious.
"The puhlicHtion is justified when the matter charged as libel-

ous is true and nublisfied with good motives and for justifiable
ends."

I charge you. gputlempn—but recollect in this case that you are
to determine botb the law and tbe facts—I charge you-1 a^k you
the question wheth'T, if the publication was true, and still was
published with malicious intent, whether it is a libelous publica-
tion. I shall not under' at- e to determine any question o' law in
this case in submitting the case to you for your determinfi tion.
"The publication is excused when it is honestly made, in the

belief of its truth and upon reasonable grounds for this belief,
and consists of fair comments up^in the conduct of a iierson in
respect of Dublic affairs, or upon a thing which the proprietor
thereof otfers or explains to the public."
Kow, gentlemen, these persons were all associated together in

some way—as to what their respects ve rii^bts in that association
or club were, I willlea ve you to determine upon the proof. But cer-
tain it is that all the person^ who have been before you, whether
as officers of ihis Kennel Cmbor as deh gares tnit, all had ini erests,
all had a concern in tbe affairs of that a^-sociatiou, and Istiall leave
it for you to say whether this defeudanr, as it is admitted he did
in this case, when he, from time to time, demanded further and
additional information than that wtiich had been theretolore
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gi^en as to tlie accounts and management of the clnb, whether
he was justified in ao doing, and whel^her what he published was
r'jhliihed honestly in the belipf of the truth of the publication,
ind for meritorious, just and proper curia.

As I hiive already st.i ted to ynu. tlu-re must be a publication,
there must be a making public nf the written matter, and that
publicatioTi, I bave already told you, may be raade by reading
the alleged libelous matter t" another peraon, or by Rhowing it to
asotber person, or Ijy circulatiue if; anfl it is here ciiarfccd that
the mode or method that tbc dcfcuciani elected ia pubUshiuK the
alleged lit el, as thp people claim, was that it should be published
in this paper, llie Fouest and Stri^am.
In this ease, tlie detendaui says that lie is the author of the ar-

ticle complained of. So you will not have any ditllculty on that
question—that he wrote that article. The statements iu that
article are his. and they emanated from Mm, hut it is claimed, on
the part of the defense, that they are not libelous, and that is

one of the questious in this case that you have eot to determine.
Here is what you have got to determine, prentlemeD; It is con-

ceded by the defendant tliat he wrote this article. Did he publish
it? If he did, wa.s it libelous, is i t a libel, was it mnlieious? Or,
is it true, and wns it published with a good intent] and purpose?
If you eoucludc that it was uoi. h libel, tben, of course, yon will
acquit the defcudaut. If you shall say upon the exddence that it

wns true, and was publislied for a good purpose, then you may ac-
qnil tliis detendant. But, if vou shall say niion the evidence that
it was ;i mnlicious b'bel, puWisbeii ^^it li n AVrongful intent, Idien

you will do iu this case as you shall determine.
To crirtbie you to determine whether it is m libel or not, you must

cous'dcr rlic la w, and thou take into consideration all the circum-
stances uf tlic case, and the intent with which the act was done,
determine, upon the whole evidence, whether the act done be or
be not Within tljc meaning of the law.
"Upon every indirtment for libel the jury have a ritrht to judge,

not only of the fact of the puldicatiott, and the ti'ulh of the inu-
endoes, but of the intent and tendency of the, paper, and. whether
it be a libel or not: and, in short, of tho whole matter put in Issue
upon such indictment or inform^ tinn."
"Asa libel is a defamatory ptiblioatinn, made with a malicious

intent, the truth or falsehood of the charge may in many cases be
a very material and pertinent consideraiion w'th the jury, in
order to ascertain that iuteut. There can be no doubt that it is

competent for the defendant to rebut the presumption of malice,
drawn from the fact of publication; and it is in consonance with
the general theory of evidence, and the dictates of justice, that
the defendant should be allowed to avail himself of every fact
and cirearastance that may serve t" repel that presumption. And
what can be a more important circumsiauce than the truth of the
charge, to determine the goodness of the motive in making it. if

it be a charge against the comi)etency or purity of a character in
pitblic trust, or of a candidate for pitblic favor, or of a charge of
actions in which the community have an interest, and are deeply
concerned?"
You may say that this reading may not have application to this

case tiecause this is not a charge made against a public officer or
a candidate for public favor, or a matter in which the community
are deeply concerned. But, gentlemen, these men were all mem-
bers of the same association. It is claimed, on the part of the
people, that the. defendant had no right to the information asked
for by blni. I shall leave you to determine, upon the proof,
whether he had or not. It was au association, certainly, in which
all those c:innected with it were interested, and therefore you
may ask yotirselves whether the defendant was justified in the
statement that he made, whether the charges made are true, be-
cause, as I have said, if you flud them to be true, it is something
that you bave the right to take into consideration in considering
the defense.
New, that does not mean that every time a person may know

something true to aaother'a disadvantage that he has the right
to puldish that matter, hut it means that where persons are asso-
ciated together and bave a common interest, and where there
may be something connected with the affairs in which they are
so commonly interested which should be criticised, no fault can
he found with just criticism. But if it be followed by publication
then you may ask ycurKelves: Was there malice in the publica-
tion? If the pu>\lication be alone among those joint ly interesied,
that is one thing; hut if it be a general pablieaiJon, a widespread
publication to the entire world, even to those who have no inter-
est or concern ia ihe matter, then you may ask yourselves was
the doing that m"»Iice, <vas it malicious and does it come within
the section of the Code?
"To shut out wholly the inquiry into the truth of the accusa-

tion is to abridge essentially the means of defense. It is to weaken
the arm of the defendant and to convict him by means of a pre-
sumption, which he might easily de?troy by proof that the charge
was true, and that, considering the nature of the accusation, the
circumstances and lime under which it was made, and the situa-
tion of the person implicated, his motive could have been no
other than a pure and disinterested regard for the public welfare.
At the same time this doctrine will not go to tolerate libels upon
private character, or the circulation of charges for seditious and
wicked ends, or to justify exposing to the public eye one's per-
sonal defects or misfortunes. The public have no concern with,
nor are they injured by such information, and the truth of the
charge wou'd rather aggravate than lessen the baseness and evil
terideucy of the publication. It will, therefore, still remain in
every case, a, question for the jury, what was the intent and
tendency of the paper, and tmw far the truth in the given ease
has been used tor commendable or abused for malicious pur-
poses."
That brings me, gentlfmen. to this suggestion: criticism, fair,

just and proper criticism, is no offense. A person is entitled to
criticise the acts of another, and he is especially entitled t''> criti-
cise them within fair and reasonable rules, if he he au officer of
an association with which he is connected, or if he he a public
officer.

I have been asked by the defendant to charge you especially as
to a certain doctrine as to the law, laid down in a work uoon the
crime of Hhel, and, indeed, it seems to he the law, and therefore I
shall charge it as he ask,=.

"As criticism is opiuion, it can never be primarily material to
inquire into its justness. Thp right to criticise implies the right
to judge for one's self of the jastriess of criticism. It would seem
to be hut a delusion to say one has the right to criticise, provided
the cr'tioism be just. The justness or unjustness can never be
more than matter of opinion. The test always is, was the criticism
bona fide? It is like the case of "ue writing concerning the sanity
of another. The test of the justification is not, was the statement
such as a man of sound fense would have made? But was it the
honest o"nviction of the publi.5hei? Although that was a case of
comment or giving au opinion or criticism, it was, iu fact, a criti-

ois'u concerning the person, and found its justification, not in its

being a criticism, but beciuse the publication was made to protect
the iutere'^t of another. When it is argued that the right to
criticise rests upon the interest which the oommuni ty genet ally
may have in the sui'ject of the criticism it is a coufusion of two
difiierent and distinct rights. The community are no more in-
terested in the person or reputation of any one individual
than in the person or reputation of any other member of so-
ciety. Nor is there any foundation for the distinction sometimes
attempted to be drawn betv.een the public and the private char-
acter or sianding of an individual. In this country everything,
either by speech or by writing may be discussed for the benefit of
the ijublic."
If discussion has been nothing more than that which was fair,

temperate and calm, then such a person would not be a proper
subject for au action for libel.

"Every individual has a right to comment on those acts of
public mtju which cor ceru him as a subject of the realm, if he do
not make his couimeutary a cloak for malice and slander. There
is, indeed, a material distinction between publications relating to
public and ro private persons, as regards the question whether
they be libelous."
But the defendant claims that the pablication complained of is

not libelous, because, as he claims, the article was written against
a thing, to wit. tbe association or club, and noc as against the in-
dividual, and I charge you tliat it is the law that, if it be written
against a corporation, and not agaiust the indl\'iduMl, thai the
article is not libelous, because it is charged here tliat be libeled
the individual, and that, for the purposes of this case, if you shall
find that it was a libel against the association, arid was no libi 1

agaiust the complainant in this case, then the defendant cannot
be convicted.

Let us see what the learned writers have said upon that subject.
Mr. Peshall.: If Your Honor please, would you allosv me to in-

terrupt yon? 1 go a little further than that, and say also that it

was criticism, of a report, published in the same paper, to the
public.
The Court: Of course, gentlemen, there is another doctrine

that applies in this case. Every man has the right to defend his
character agaiust false aspersions. It is a duty which he oives to
himself and his family, and it is claimed in this case by the de-
fendant that Ids characior was a-eail-;d or attacked, and that
what he wrote was t^y vray of defense. It is for you to say whether
that contention is warranied in this case by thp evidence or not.
That ia his claim. It is a fact in the case to be determined by

you. Every man has a right to defend himself when attacked,

whether it be by an assailant who attacks him on the highway,
with the intention to do him injury or wrong—be can then de-
fend. Equally, if his character be assailed, a person has a tight
to defend. But lie must defend wir.hln the legal rules, he must
defend within the legal bounds. He is not permitted to commit
an overt act upon his own part, or go further than to meet or repel
the attack on him. It is a question for the jury to dcterniine, in
any t;iveu case, how far he can co or if he has gone further than
he 'should have grme. He must judge when he writes his article,

how frr he must go. and it is for the jury to say. when he writes
an article or let ter, if he has gone further than to merely defend
an attack on himself.
First, was there an attack upon him; and, second, if there was,

was the article written in defense; and. third, did the article go
beyond the bounds necessary to defend? These are questions for
the jury.
"Communications, therefore, made in fair self-defense are priv-

ileged. If a man is at tacked in a written article, he may wri te

and rebut the charges, and he may at the BHine time retort, where
the retort is a necessary part of the rtefcnao, or fairly arises out of
the charges made against him. A person who begins a.^'-ar by
writing cannot subsequentlv cnme into court and complain that
he has had the worst td the flgbt. But if the person who undtr-
lakes to defend starts out with new matter, and undertakes to

defend, then it is a question for the jury, dep^niliuK upnn tbe cir-

cumstances of the case, to determine \yhether he has gone beyond
the leg il bounds of self defense. Certainly he can then do noth-
ing to defend."

I have been also asked by the defendant to call your attention
to one or two otiier principles laid down in the books, and, as
it is ihe law, it, is my duty to charge you as requested.
"Tbe trround of the criminal proceeding in ca.-es of this kind is

the public mischief which libels arc calculat"d to o eate in alien-
ating tbe minds of the people from religion and good morals

_
ren-

dering them hostile to the government a.nd tnagiHtracy of the
country, and where particular individuals tire atltickiid in cati-ing
such irritation in their minds as may induce them to coiuiuil a
breach of the peace."
And in that connecrion, gentlemen, you will recollect that one

of the reasons that slander upon the character is brought within
the purview of the criminal law is because the learned writers say
that it has a tendency to bring about conduct which may lead to
a breach of tbn public peace.
Aeain, I am asked to charge you:

,

"I'hat every individual has a right to comment on these acts of
pu>^lic men which concern him as a subject of realm, if he do not
make his commentary a cloak for malice and slander."

I charge _j on that, of course: it is the law.
Now, gentlemeu, a single suggestion, and I shall h ave this case

to you, for you to say just, what you think of ibis publication.
We cannot dismiss it because we may think that f he mat ter may
not be very material to the pu''lic, one way or the other. It is here
under the color of law, it ia here under color of right, and w« have
to determine it on the evidence. The length of t irae that this case
has taken to submit to you calls your attention also to the fact
that, if through any mis'rial you should not determine this case,
again the same matter may be perchance required to be reduced
in a court of justice, to the end that another panel such as yours
may determine the question at issue. There seems to be much pf
interest in the question involved in this case, hut with that you
have nothing to do whatever. The quesiicui that you are to de-
termine is: Is this a malicious libel, written for a wrongful pur-
pose, or is it matter privdeged, is it true and justified, printed for
a just and proper reason?

1 bave intentionally refrained, gentlemen, from going into the
figures in this case. The learned gentlemen on the other side of the
bar tells you that he has never been able to ascertain what those
figures mean, and says he does not know now. 1 observed that the
learned District Attornej" avoided any allusion to the figures iu
this case, and I, of course, cannot divine what course you will
take as to the figures In this case, but it may be a material fact
for you to de'ermioe in this ease—were those reports, as rendered
by that secretary and treasurer, true reports, were they just,
honest reports, such as a person in his situation should render, or
were they justlj' or unjustly attackeo?
Whether you shall, in oiTler to determine that, go through these

entire figures or not, is a matter for jou, but were the figures

—

because it is the figures in the accounts, sometimes coming iu one
f.'irm or in another—much was said about this sttid-book and this
$l,228.:i8, aud whatever—fre^m different sources it was claimed
tbat the fiuures came—but were the reports maile by that seereiary
and treasurer a just, honest statement, of uis Bt^wardsbip of that
cluh? The defendant says no. He says that he has always
claimed, and would show in a court of justice, that they were not
true, and would show the trulh of the allegation^ made uy him in
the article that he says he was the author of, and it i.s a question
for you to say, was ho the publishpr.
Now, has be shown thai the Bgures were not true? Has he

shown the truth of the article which he savs was written by him?
As you shall determine those questions you may be enabletl to de-
termine the main question, as to tbe euilt or innocence of this
defendant under this accusation ot libel.

Mr. Wilmerdiug tells you that after the article was written,
this defendant i>rought the paper to him and showed the article
to him. Mr. Wilmerdiug tells you that be read it aud thai he
advised this defendant agiinst this pu'ilication, and he sava that
tne article was an article addressed to the newspaper, the Forest
AND Sthe.\m, and tbat the defendant then and there declared to
htm thai he was gointa: to publish that article. It is for you to say
whether you believe Mr. Wilmerding. Has his statement in that
regard been disputed or questioned? And you will call to your
mind, you will call to your aid, when you come ti determine the
ouestlou whether this was tne defendant's publication, the tes-
timony of Mr. Wilmerding, if you believe it. Treat it as you will.
He is a witness in the case. If you think bo does not tell tJie

truth you ha ve a right to say so. But if you believe that state-
ment is true you may base such findings upon it as you may deter-
mine to base upon it. Y'^ou may give it such weight as you think
it is enii'led to.

Mr. Anthony tells you in his testimony that he saw the article
at the time of its publication and that he had a conversation
with the defendant thereafter, and that he said to the defendant,
"You did what you ihreatened," and tbe d-fendant said that he
had published the article, and that he proposed to follow it up to
the bitter end and prove the truth of the publication.
When you shall ask yourselves whether the defendant was the

publisher, whether he published It, you m.ay also call to your
aid the testimony of Mr. Anthony. Did Mr. Anthony tell the
truth ou the witness stand? Y'ou can ask yourselves that ques-
tion, because every witness puts himself in that posilioii when he
goes upon the wbnoss stand that the jury before whom he goes
shall determine whether he is a truthful witness or not.

First, then, you must come to the conclusion that the defendant
wrote the article because he said that he did. It: you shall come
to the conclusion that he published it. then, was it malicious, was
it a malicious publication? And I may say to you that malice
may sometimes be presumed from the publication of tbe article
Itself. But you must take into consideration the article and all
the surrounding circumstances in asking yourselves whether it
was malicious.

It; is claimed that it was a malicious article, and that it affected
the character of this complainant, because it is said that the
article charged that the reports made were false and fraudulent;
false, because they were not true; fraudulent, because they had
been made with the intention to deceive. You bave the right,
gentlemen, to lake into consideration in this case the position
which complainant occupied iu that club, as its treasurer and sec-
retary, the manner in which he handled its moneys and finances,
his method and mode of earning a living as secretary and treas-
urer, upon a salary, in tbat club. Were the words defamatory,
were they malicious, were they published with a malicious intent,
and was there a design to injure, was the effect of such publica-

|

tion to ir jiire the coihplainaut in his busini'ss?
|

I shall 1' ave it to you to say whether cbe efi'ect would be to injure
the iu(ii\ddual or tbe club alone; and, in considering That, you hii\ e
the right to consider the position that it is conceded fh's complaic-
ant occupied in that club as an employee, at a salary—a salaried
officer earning, as he has told you, S125 or iR150 a month, if his
statemsut be True—and you shall say whether it is or not— but an
officer, at all events, in the receipt ef compensation—were those
words calculated to injure him, and were they published with
intent and design?
"In all cases of libel, where a statement is published which is

libelous the law presumes the publication to be malicious, until
the contrary is shown."

I' is for you to sav, gentlemen, on the whole evidence, whether
this was a false and malicious publication, or whether it was a
true and just publication, aud one tliat should bave been pub-
lished for just" and lawful and proper ends. You aie the judges
of the law and the fads, and ma.\ rectuire proof, not only of 'lie

publication, but of its falsehood, aud that it was m-tliciously
made.
Upon tdiis whole case, gentlemen, I am going to submit it to you

now for your determination.
Was this a libel or not?
Is this defendant guilty or not guilty of crime?
Y'ou may find one of two verdicts—guilty or not guilty.

One other word, gentlemen.
This defendant did not take the witness stand in bis own behalf.

Nor was he obliged so to do.

Our statute says thai the fact tbat a witness does not take the
stand in bis own hehall shall furnish no presumption as against
him. No presumption, rhen, is to be taken as agaiust a defendant
who does not take the witness stand in his own behalf. He has
the right to sit at the bar and say, "Prove your accusation against
me." "He has the right to stand nut'e if he sees fit, aud wait for
proof, and say, "You are to take no presumption against me by
reason of tiial."

If, upon this whole case, gentlemen, you shall have a reasonable
doubt as tf) the guilt, of the defendant, the defendant is entitled to
tbe benefit of that doubt, and to an acquittal at your bands.
Now, what is a. reasonable doubt?
Wucli a doubt as the evidence has generated in your minds. It

ia not a doubt that vou are to inject. It is a dtmbt that isborn oi
file evidence itself, a.nd if, after a careful examination of the evi
deuce itself, a comparison of Ihe evidence among yourselves, a
full, fair and imparl ial examination of the evidence, you should
be in doubt, the defendant is entitled to an acquittal. So it is as
to all the questions in the case. It there should be doubt, under
the circumstances that I bave sugge-. tcd, you must solve that
doubt in favor of the defendant and a'' quit bim.
But if after you have examined tbe evidence thomughly it shall

leave you with a, firm belief, au abioing conviction, a reason-
able satisfaction that the case against tbe defendant is made out,
thi ii yon iiave no reasonable doubt, because you cannot be at the
same time in a state of reasonable doubt and of reasonable satis-
faction.
Now. gentlemen, I hope you will determine this case uninflu-

enced by any ext raucous circumstances, uninfluenced by sym-
pathy, tin'nflneuced by the position of thepers'ins concerned on
the one hand or the oiher, or by a. feeling that the laws of the
State bave been viol;i,fed and that somebody ough' to be pun-
ishcfl, unions the evidcucp satisfies you that the defendant has
btoughr himself within the ]a\v aimi the charge and trial here.
Treat t his defendant, fBiid\-. lie is an intelligent man. and he has
Blood at this bartoiilcrd his ' ase bef'Tre you, and he is entitled
to fair treatment at your linud Treat bim fairly, but give him
no more than any other defendant who may come to the bar Is
entitled to. This case should stand before you just like any other
case. If this defendant is guilty, your verdict I'Ught to say so. If
on the contrary on the evidence you do not believe that he is guilty
you will say not guilty.

I leave the case to you for your determination.

Mr McTnttrk: I ask if your Ilnuor please, that tbe .iiiry

mav be allowed to take the article in evidence -with them.
The Coukt: Yes. What is ia evidence, they may have by

consent.
Mr. PeshAll: One more thing. It is for the jury to

deteriuine whether that applies to tbe club or tbe individual
—that article.

TriE CoiTi?T: Certainly. I bave said that, and I say it now.
The jury may take with them anything tbat they desire that
is in evidence.
Mr. Peshall; I desire also that the article shall be given

to the jury which was written and published—the tWo
letters.

The Coprt: Tbey are in evidence?
Mr. Pesiiat,!,: Yes, .sir, liere fcbey are—in my book.
Mr McIxtyre: Then take them out of your book. I do

not propose to send yonr book into the jury room.
The C(.)Ui^t: If those letters are in evidence, tbe .jury may

take them. You may retire, gentlemen.
Me. Peshall: I will tear the page out of the book. Here

it is.

A STRAIGHTFORWARD CHALLENGE.
Editor Forcfit aiul Stream:

I have read Mr. Laid law's letter in your issue of April 30,

and as that geutlemau does not de.sire newspaper discussion
I wLll.endeavor to meet him on one of his own three grounds

—

fun, money or marbles. I am a bt.rsines.s mhu, with no tiiue
for fun or raarhles, but with a little money, and I inclose
•SlOO to be covered before your isstte of next \A eek,as a wager
tbat my bitch Am.azeinent can beat Oban under one or
move official judges of the American Spaniel Club, to be
mutually agreed upon, each party to send his dog for inspec-
tion when and where called upoti to do so by tbe jutige or
judges selected, expenses to be paid by the loser, tlie judge
or judges to find their own handlers, and neither owner to
be present. I mean this as an honest acceptfince of Mr.
Laidlaw's offer. 1 am prepared to abide by the judges' de-
cision, and will shut up if I am wrong; but I believe iu fair
criticism iu the public press, and have no doubt this test
will prove tbat my comments were fully justified by the
facts.

I desire it to be known that the criticism which I have
sent for this issue over my signatui-e, was written and
mailed before receipt of tbe isstte containing Mr. Laidlaw'a
letter.

In conclusiiDn, I answer tbe charge as to my "peculiar"
letter by stating that, as appears ou its face, it was in an-
swer to a similar one from Mr. Laidhaw hiiaiself, and that it
has never been repudiated by Mm, G. Bell.
ToHONTO, Can., May 4,

[We have received a lengthy letter and report on the
spaniels at Cleveland show from Mr. Geo. Bell, m which be
takes Mr. Nelles to ta.sk oq his judging, both at Chicago
and Cleveland, Its publication will do no good, aud will
only tend to mutual recriminations with whlcla the Forest
AXt) Stre.\-M doe.s not wish to till its pages. If sooie ot our
mauv cocker breeders would only give us now and then de-
scriptions of their do.s;s. their experiences iu breeding them
to their view of the staudani and acconats of the many en-
joyable days they must have \vitb them in the field, how
much more interesting the cocker question would become
to the average reader. This antagoiitstn that seems to pre-
vail among certain spaniel men, a"nd which is given voice to
from time to time in the kennel press, leads to no gooti x^tir-

pose, but the reverse. Draft for -sliJii on the Bank of New
York received and held subject to Mr. Bell's disposition.]

AN INTERESTING QUESTION.—New York, May 4—
Editor Fores I and Stream: A few days since a rabid dog
passed through my place, biting three of ray dogs, which I
have destroyed. I bad three or four other clegs loose at the
time, which I do not know for certain if they were bitten or
not, no marks of bites showed on them, but as they were play-
ing with those bitten at the time it happened, it is possible
they may also have been bitten. 1 havethe.se animals securely
locked up, and what I desire to learn is how long they should
be treated with suspicion ttnd kept confined after the time
of being bitten, if they have been? They are all valuable
animals, but having a number of children on my place I
cannot afford any risks. What do you advise: I might add
there is little dottbt of the dog being mad, for after learning
where he had been killed I had bim dag up and examined by
a veterinary surgeon.—H. N. M. [Unless you can find tbe
marks of the teeth there is no danger. Tbe period of in-
cubation is from one to five weeks, as a rule, you can there-
fore use your own discretion in the matter.]

DEATH OF MAUD NOBLE —Brockton, Mass.—^d«or
Forest and Stream: I am sorry to inform you that I have
lost my Count Noble bitch Maud Noble. "She was down
with distemper aud pneumonia set in, and with all our
efforts we could not save her. She was bred by E. A, Hight,
Lynn, Mass., out of Katie Berwyn, by Count Noble. She
was shown in the Bo.ston show, where she contracted dis-
temper, and received vbc, Imt three of our most competent
judges said she shiuild have been placed higher, aud one said
she otiglit to bave won second easy. .She was a litter sister
of Blanche Noble, recently purchased by A. M. Tucker,
Cbarlestown. I led iny loss most severely, uud think it
will be a long time before I find one tbat will fill her place,
as she bad showasome great field qualities.—Chaeles H.
Leonakd.
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ST. BERNARD CLUB MEETING.
ATJ the adjourned monthly raeetiiis of the board of gov-

ernors of the St. Bernard Club of America, held at the
Hoffman House, New York city, on Tuesday evening, April
37, the following wei-e present: W. H. Joe'ckel, Jr., B. P.
Johnson, J. O. Thurston, Jacob Rupnert. Jr., Mr. Wells
and K. E. Hopf in the chair. Sidney W. Smith, of Leeds,
England, who is a member of the" ehxb, was present as a
visitor. E T. Rennie. of Woodside, N. J., was elected a
member. K. E Hopf tendered his resignation as president
of the elub; B. P. Johnson then took the chair, and after a
few appropriate remarks on the part of J. O. Thurston, sec-
retary, expressing the appreciation by the board of gov-
ernors and the club of the services rendered to the latter since
its organization by the retiring otficer, his resignation was
accepted with regret. The members of the board living at a
distance had been requested to vote by mail for the election
of a new president, thirteen votes in all were cast (out of
flfteenl, the majority being in favor of W. H. Joeckel, Jr.,
who was elected, K. E. Hopf congratulating the club on its
choice. E. B. Sears, of Boston, was elected treasurer to
succeed W. 11. Joeckel, Jr. Sidney W. Smith was given an
opportunity to say a few words in regard to the breed. He
thought that with the stock we have here now we ought to
be able to compete with England and Switzerland^ pro-
vided that the mating be done more carefully and more with
a view to produce typical stock than simply to supply the
market. The meeting then adjourned. K. E. H.

MEMBERS' SHOW AT HAMILTON.
THE last of the series of members' meetings for the vrin-

ter season was given in the Foresters' Hall on the
evening of Wednesday, April S9, by the Hamilton Kennel
Club. There was a large attendance, over a hundred mem-
bers being present. In the absence of the president. Mr.
Andrew Murdock, first vice-president, occupied the chair.
Thirty new names were submitted for membership and were
passed unanimously. The breeds judged on this occasion
were collies, St. Bernards. Newfoundlands and black and
tan setters. The animals led into the ring were hardly as
good as the lot shown at the last club meeting, but to this,
of course, there were some notable exceptions. Mr. Andrew
Laidlaw, of Woodstock, was judge, and performed his
duties carefully and impartially, giviogperfect satisfaction.
He brought with him for exhibition his famous black cocker
Oban, which created snch a favorable impression at the
Westminster Kennel Club show in New York. The little
dog was warmly welcomed, all the more so as he is a Ham-
ilton puppy, having been raised here by Mr. Charles Searle,
who disposed of him a year ago to Mr.'Laidlaw for a song,
little knowing what a treasure he was parting with.

Dr, Nelles, of Brantford. was also a visitor at the exhibi-
tion, and brought the well-known Brantford Red Jacket
with him to show him to the Hamilton dog fanciers.

Dr. Mole, V.S., read a capital paper on "Mange and Skin
Diseases in the Dog." The secretary reviewed the winter's
work, and his address was full of encouragement and hope
for future success. The fall bench show is to be held on
Sept. 9 to 11, and no pains will be spared to make it a grand
success. The judges selected by the committee are: Miss
A. H. Whitney, Lancaster, Mass. : Mr. H. W. Lacy, New
York; Mr. J. F. Kirk, Toronto. Mr. Kirk has been asked
to judge all the spaniel classes, and has accepted.
Miss Whitney will, if she comes, have charge of mastiffs,

St. Bernards, great Danes, Newfoundlands, pugs and mis-
cellaneous classes, while Mr. Lacy will get the lion's share
of the work with the balance of the show. SAD.

DENVER DOG SHOW.
THE second annual bench show of the Continental Ken'

nel Club opened April 22, and continued till the follow-
ing Friday. During the opening day there were fully 1,500
people at the show, and the box office receipts were'some-
thiug over 8350, and the attendance throughout the week
was good. The club made a good move in giving a prize for
the largest number of dogs exhibited by any one person. By
so doing thev got many of the finest animals exhibited at
Chicago, and many others which were attracted by the class
Qf animals entered. Judge A. C. Waddell, of Kansas City,
began his work soon after the opening. He remarked at the
close of his day's work that there was more fine blood in this
exhibit than he had ever seen in any show of its size.

AWARDS.
MASTITTS.-Doff*; I'^t. H. Wyeth's Gladiator; 21, F. P. Craves'

Max. Bitclieif: 1st, A. L. Wef^ton's Mollie Comed\ ; 2 i, P. P. Graves'
Callotta. Puprjies: Ist, Graves estate's Duke of Denver.
ST. BERKARDS.—Bough or Smooth—Dogs; let, B. R Geddes'

Oale'^: 2d. F. Trimmer's Hackney Monk. Verv high com , H. S.
Waldo's Victor and Mrs. J. L. Ppreuson's Sir Rhono. High com.,
.T. J. Oviwpen's PembprtoD. Bitches: 1st, Edward Jones's Nellie.
Puppies: 1st, John W. Morey's 2eus.

BARZOIS OR RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.—Do{/s; 1st, 2d and
very hitrh coin., P. H. Hacke's Zloeem, Czar and Ivan. BUcIics:
1st and 3d. P. H. Hacke's Prokaza and Czarina.

GREYHOUNDS.—Doffs; Ist, 2d, very high com. and high com.,
."^t. Patrick Kennels' Adonis, St. Patrick, Monk and Hurricane.
Very hi?h com., E. G. Rowp'a Ben Hirrison. High com., E. G.
Howell's Blue BeHuty. Bitches: 1st, 2d and very high com. St.
Patrick Kennels' Daisy B.. Pearl of Pekiu and Irish Lass. Very
high com,. J. A. Murtland's Hater. Puppies: 1st, 2d and very high
com., St. Patrick Kennels' Miss McGmty, Blizzard and Handy
Andy. High com., J. A. Murtland's Oid.

POINTERS.—CHALLENQB—Doas (551hs. or over): 1st, Acme
Kennels' Trinkei's Ciiief. Bitches (.iOlbs. or over): Ist, withheld;
2d, Jobn Jones's Nellie. Buckles. Dogs (under 55lbs.): Ist, Mrs. H.
DeMonco's Sergeant Glen; 2d, Elms Kennels' Naso Bow of the
Elms. High com., A. DeMonco's Westmorelad Doc. Bitches
(undfr 501bs.): Equal 1st. Elms Kennels' Patsy Bang and Otsego
of the Elms: 2d. Elms Kennels' Hester of the Elms. Very high
com., J. S. Glasscrck's Free Coinage and Graphic's Corrinne.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-Challenge—1st, Elms K-^nnels' Monk
of Furn ess.—Open—Dogs; Isr, Claremont Kennels' Zippo II ;

2d,
Elms Kennels' No^deck of tbe Elm . Very high com,, John \V.
Scbunemau's Tom Gladstone and Ed. J. Schuneman's unnamed.
Bitches: 1st, Elms Kennels' Ilaho of the Elms; 2-i, Claremont
Kennels' Sandy's Gilt. Very high co-n., John Jones's Sis.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge -Dogs: 1st, G. H. Covert's Ch.
Elc.ho, Jr.—Ope.v—Dof/s; Isr. F. G. Patterson's Dawn; 2d and re-
serve, G. H. Covert's Blue Rock and Ben O. Very high com.,
ClaTemont Kennels' Claremont Patsy. Bitches: 1st and 33, G.
H. Covert's Kildare Ruby and Red River Jessie. Reserve. G. E.
Everett's Coriune. Very high com., O. P. Hubbard's Jessie Jones
and Geo. H. Covert's Red Belle.

GORDON SETTERS -CHALLENQB-lst, O. W. Smith's Tom II.
—Open—1st, Emma NeUl Bien's Topsy.

FIELD SPANIELS.-Doff.s: 1st, Oassidy's Fleet; 23, J. C. King's
Tucker. Very high com., Henry Altman's G) p Obo. Bitches: Ist,
Henry Altman's Retta IIL

COCKERS.—Do{/s,- Ist. F. Guitman's Rex G.; 2d. H. Bohm's
Pippo. Bitches: Ist. H. Bohm's Lady Sylvia. Puppien: lat, S, H.
Leverty's Dell; 2d, Henry Solms's Fannie.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-lst, C. M. Hampson's Barney
O'Connor; 2d, H. M. Bosfrwick's Barry.

CLUMBERS.-1st, Mrs. K. W. Weston's Bustler; 2d. Claud
King's Rex of Edisto. Puppies: 1st and 2d, S. H. Leverby's Lady
Florence andlvanhoe.
COLLIES.—Doas.' 1st, Carlowrie Kennels' Roslyn: 2d, J. Purse,

Jr.'s Mack. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Carlowrie Kennels' Liuie Lory
and Mermaid. Very high com.. ,J. Purse, Jr.'s Nellie, f apples:
Ist .ind 2i-), Carlowrie Kennels' Ripple and Smoky; High com., W.
G. Haines's Rover and Jumbo.
BEAGLES.—l=t, JMiddleton Kennels' Jane M.
BULLDOGS.—Ist, W. C. McArthur's Jack Spratt.

BULL-TERRIERS.-lst, W. J. Byron's DufEerin.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Puppfe.- Ist, F. M. Shoerler'a Jq Jo,

SCOTCH TERRIERS.-lst and 2d, A. F. Heintzler's Bessie and
Bonnip Leaeh.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-lst and 2d, R. Stanley's Damfino

and Fred.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—lat, H, J, Limzer's Border
ClmVer.
PUGS.—Challenge—Ist, Acme Kennels' Lord Nelson.—Open—

Bitches: 1st, Robert Graham's Daisy Deane.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-lst, A. W, Smith's BuflEalo

General.
SPECIALS.

Bankers' special, SlOO; $65 to first, S35 to second: Best kennels
of five dogs, irrespective of breod, owned by one person not a
resident of Colorado, three kennels to compete. Elms Kennels'
St. Paul first, KUlarney Kennels' Chicago s°cond. Real estate
dealers' prize, SlOit—$65 to first. $3-5 io second—to the flrst and
second largest exhibit of dogs irre'=nective of bre-^d, bv one per-
son: Jolin Naylor. of Chicago, with .SSentries first, Bartels and L^-
moine, Denver. 11 fintriea, second. Hotel and restaurant prize. §100
—S65to flr.st, $3.5 to second—first ard second best tennels of four
dnga of one lireed owned by one person, a resident of Colorada,
Wyoming, Utnh or New Mexico: C.'irlowrie Cnllie Kennels, Mrs.
Rand, first; St. Patrick Kennels. Bartols & Lawren^'e, second.
Best cocker spaniel, $5, B^rt C^saidv's Flpet. Boat buU-terrier, a
handsome shaving set, J. Bryson's Dnflferln. For the spcond best
dog, irresppctive of brp^d, owripd and entered by a lady resident
of Denver, Carlowrie Kennels' Roslyn.

THE BEAGLE TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The adjourned executive meetins of the National Beagle

Club met at 266 Washington street, Boston, Mass. on Friday,
May 1, President O. W. Brooking in thf chair. Minutes of
last meeting read and approved. Dr. W. A. Power, chair-
man of incorporated coiumittee, gave report, saying that
taitsiness of that kind necessarily moved slow but the com-
mittee expected to have the affair well under way by the
next meeting and would make a much fiiller report at'that
time. Each member of the executive committee made his
report as to grounds seen dnring the week, but of course as
pach one's time was limitpd, not very much could be done.
This is a very important affair and one that needs the hearty
co-operation of every one at all interested in the beagle field
trials. On this fact depends the success of the field trials.
Good grounds will assist to run off the heats in the shortest
possible time, so that a long drawn out series maybe avoided.
Every one who has in view a good place where' rabbits are
plentiful and the grounds more or less open, would confer a
great favor by letting the executive committee know either
through FoEEST AND Stream or by personal letter to the
secretary. It is the desire of the cltib to run the trials where
the largest entry can be secured. If New York State and
vicinity can furnish enough entries, the club will hold a field
trial there and the same may be said of any other district or
State. This club is not run by a ciicque, but by gentlemen
who have the welfare of the beagle hound at "heart. Ttie
secretary was instrttcted to write to all the sporting papers
soliciting information of desirable grounds to run the field
trials on. The revision of rtiuning rules was then taken up,
a copy of which I hope to send you next week. The meeting
was then adjourned until Thursday, May 7, 1891. Hubite.

DOG CHAT.

THE Irish Setter Club, having assigned Messr.s. H. Clay
Glover, V.S., James B. Blossom and Louis Contoit the

ta.sk of drafting the new Constittition and By-Laws, they
have made their report. We have not space to publish it in
its entirety, for one set of laws being much like another
there is little need. Section 2 says: "The object of the clnb
shall be to protuote the breeding of pure Irish red setters;
to develope and bring to perfection their natural high qual-
ities for field use; to define and publish a description of their
type for breeders, competitors at field trials and bench
shows and others, as the standard by which Irish red setters
should be judged, and to encourage the competition of Irish
setters at such places." The election of officers will be at
the annual bench show of the W. K. C. The annual dues
are set down at five dollars, and the club will donate the
largest proportion of prizes to the recognized field trial or
bench show which offers the most inditcement for the com-
Eetition of Irish setters. Committee meetings are to be
eld at least once every five months. The latter part of

Section 12 reads: "He [the secretary-treasurer] shall collect
and have charge of all moneys belonging to the club; shall
pay all bills and subtnit the same for approval to the com-
mittee; and shall furnish each member, upon application,
in .January and -July of each year, a list of names and ad-
dresses of members, and details of receipts and payments."
The club is in a healthy condition, and if the proper location
is chosen for the coniing trials, considerably further east
than Bicknell, Ind., where one member has sirggested they
he held, there is no doubt but that the breed will receive a
much needed fillip, though the Irish setter classes, we must
admit, have been well filled at nearly all the spring shows,
which proves that if properly handled there is plenty of
material wherewith to bring the breed up to the position it

aspires and is entitled to. We trust, therefore, that all
breeders who are interested in the Irish setter will join the
club, and having joined,work hard to carry out its intentions.

A governors' meeting of the Eastern Field Trials Club
will be held May 12, at Mr. F. R. Hitchcock's office, 44 Broad-
way, New York city, at 3 P. M.

Mr. Moore writes us that old Plin is a "dandy," and he is

more and more pleased with him every day. As this dog
has hardly been used at all iu the atud the last few years,
there is Jio reason why he should not, if kept in good condi-
tion, do yoeman service for some time to come. After pro-
longed traveling and confineujent, it is wonderful how some
aged dogs will pick up when turned out to grass, as it were.
We remember old champion Mec, the sheepdog, who, after
several years of "mug hunting," was thought to be a good
subject for the retired list; btit a year on the moors of York-
shire, tending the sheep, brought him out as fresh as paint
aud enabled him to do another year or two's winniug against
much younger dogs.

Rather late in the day our Philadelphia contemporary
makes a plea for the quarterly publication of the Stud Book,
intimating that the energy devoted to the publication of the
Kennel Gazette be turned" to the former more useful chan-
nel. Quite right. This is what has been advocated by us
for some time. The Stud Book, as now published, is not as
complete as it might be. The indexing of the different
breeds showing the number and nature of prizes won by each
dog during the past year is a good move, but might have
also, easily, seived as a page and number index as well,
the aog's number following the name. We receive numerous
queries asking for the registered number of certain dogs.
To find them we must wade laboriously through every
volume of the Stud Books. In voltimes IV. and V. only do
we find an index, and the help that these are to the searcher
couAunces one at once that every volume should have one.
The plan of the A. K. J?., whire one has simply to turn to
the breed, when page and number is at once found, should be
the one followed. Here is a sample cxuestion in our mail
this morning: "Will you be kind enough to inform me the
registered number of .Jessie, owned by T. H, Welch, also her
pedigree? It is in the 1,700 somewhere." Now as the book
is arranged at present it would take an hour to go through
th^e 1890 volume to find the particular Jessie required. If
tlfe A. K. B. system was followed it would be a matter of
only two minates. The point is made at once apparent to

any disinterested person. A properly arranged Stud Boo'c
is worth any number of Kennel Gazettes to the breeder, and
this they will find out in the long run. Therefore let our
breeders who pay for the Stud Book and support it demand
that the volume be issued quarterly and properly indexed.
It would save trouble to all concerned, both editor and
breeder, iu the end. If the breeders wish this, let them so in-
struct the delegates of the club they belong to and have
thing:s arranged as they desire. The opinion of breeders is
also invited on the subject, and suggestions offered in the
proper spirit will, we .are convinced, ba taken advantage of
by the Secretary of the A.K.C.

The Chestnut Hill Kennels now give the breeders of this
country such an opportunity both to win prizes and provide
themselves with the best stocR as may not happen again in
many years. All their dogs, with the exception of the two
Elurrys, which no price could tempt Mr. Harrison to part
with, are now put on the market. When these are disposed of
their places will be filled by dogs of some other breed which
they will take up, and whatever breed is lucky enough to
command Mr. Harrison's attention, depend upon it, the best
will be found at the kennels on the Hill. The Irish terrier
part of their kennel will now receive more attontion, and
doubtless we shall soon hear of some "Brickbats" being
hurled across the pond in the near future.

Mr. C. H. Hammond, of Salem. Mass., writes us that he
has purchased two liver and white cockers from a California
kennel. They stood the journey of 3,000 miles in excellent
shape, and much credit is due to the express company which
had them in charge. We fancy this is rather reversing the
order of things, and "bringing coals to Newcastle" is a say-
ing that occurs to one at once.

After several years' rest, Montreal, Canada, is to '.have a
dog show, and a teleeram from Dr. Wesley Mills informs us
that the Montreal Exposition Co, claims the dates Sept. 23
to 2.5. This will make it follow Toronto and come the week
before Ottawa, a good arrangement as far as convenience
goes, and we suppose that no better, under the circumstauces,
can be made. The circuit as now arranged is Hamilton,
Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa, and if London intends to
come in on the same dates as last year it means a clash with
Montreal aud a consequently infei-ior show for each. We
presume that for wins to count, the Exposition people will
have to make application to the A. K, C. or C. K. C. for
membership, and as the next quarterly meeting of the A. K.
C. is on May 21, there is ample time for them^to attend to
this essential part of a show.

Dr. Glass, of Philadelphia, has reported to the Chestnut
Hill Kennels that Scotilla was poisoned by arsenic. This is
a very serious conclusion, and should be the subject of strict
investigation. The Chestnut Hill Kennels offer a reward
of -SlOO for any information sufficient to prove who was re-
sponsible for this poor dog's death, Mr, Jarrett in his let-
ter to us adds: "It is absurd to suppose that the dog was
suffocated, as Flurry IIL, who was also in the box, was all
right, and then again the box has been in ttse all this sea-
son and is of the same size, same amount of ventilation, etc.,
as those we have been using since the kennel was started."
The subject should be given the widest publicity and every
effort made to bring the miscreant to justice.

We hear that Miss A. H. Whitney and Mr. C. H. Mason
have accepted the invitation to judge at the Toronto bench
show in September next. This reminds us that the Toronto
dailies seem to be made the medium by certain people to dis-
ctiss questions which strictly belong to the Canadian kennel
organ. The position of judge is a thankless one at best, but
if in addition to this they are to become the subjects of
abuse in such a public manner it will not be long before our
Canadian friends will have to choose judges from among
their own fraternity.

The beagle Brittle, which won fir.st at the recent Bcston
show, has been sold to Mr. J. Rudolph Groves, of Eilicott
City, Md.

Mr. W. Stewart Diffenderffer has sold the noted St. Ber-
nard bitch Pleiad to.Mr. Thos. Waters. Jr,, of Baltimore, Md.

Referring to our advertising columns we find that the
Maryland Kennels have placed their new piu-chase, the St.
Bernard Comte (11,510) at stud. This dog has a beautiful
head and markings, and strong as he is in Bonivard blood
his services should be in good demand at the useful price at
which he stands, Hepsey and her puppies are doing well,
the latter growing rapidly.

Walking leisurely up Broadway the other afternoon we
dropped across a bit of English St Bernarddom. Standing
on the steps of the Astor House we saw Mes.srs. Sidney W".
Smith and H. G. Sweet in earnest conversation. A pleasant
half hour's dog chat was the result. I\Ir. Sweet afterward
dropped into our sanctum to look over the English papers.
He is over here for the benefit of his health and went to
Chicago last Monday and will then journey on to Toronto,
Canada. While talking over dog matters on the other side,
he expre.ssed himself as much interested in the subject of
International sweepstakes for the big show in 1893 at the
World's Fair, which we suggested some time since. He is
confident that many English breeders would send doss over
and attend themselves, and would do so himself. He sug-
gested that in the more important breeds an English andean
American judge should be selected to act together. This is
a good plan and would create confidence on both sides.

Mr, Sydney Smith called upon us Friday last on the eve of
his departure for England. He sailed on the S.S. Umbria
last Saturday with Mr. Samuel Mann, who goes over to bring
the new purchases back. Mr. Smith has certainly enjoyed
his trip immensely, and who would not after disposing of
three do'^s for nearly .§10,000? Mr. Smith further stated that
he had completely regained his health, .and, according to his
own words, "felt'as young as ever he did," We therefore
chime in with the English Stock-Keeper this week—"God
save the dollar!"

It seems to be the fashion nowadays to make dog-buying
commissions an excuse to vi.sit Ensjland aud the continent.
Mr. E. J. Stephenson, of Hyde Park, New York, is the latest
voyager with designs on some oE England's dogs.

The "kennel man" of Foeest And Stkbam, fired with an
enthusiasm for the gentle art, invested in a rod and line,
and hieing himself to the placid waters of the Hudson op-
posite Riverdale last Saturday, cast his line upon the waters
at full tide. The result of two hours' patience was one
striped beauty of 4f^lbs. and another Ij^lbs, There was joy
in the camp and the line was wetted at both ends.

The American Bull-Terrier Club held a meeting in Boston,
April 27, at 7 P. M., when the following officers w'ere elected:
President, Dr. J. S. Saunders; Vice-Pre.sident, W. A. Power;
Treasurer, W. C Hook, aud Secretary, H. J. Harris. The
executive committee includes the above names with G. H.
Huse, N. A. Kuapp aud E.. Weimer. Application will be
made to the A. K, C. for admission. The constitution and
by-laws have been drawn up and the initiation fee set at SI,

annual dues the same. We do not think the club has made
a wise choice in the seleictioa of the name—the American
Bull-Terrier Club. The terrier as we see it in the popularly
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named "roiiad-headed bull-terrier" is nothing more than
the old English bull and terrier. It is not an American ter-
rier at all. To keep it more distinct and to obviate any con-
flict with tlie modern bull-terrier, the terrier accepted in the
show scliedules and the only one generally vec.oscDized as the
buIl-*-errler, the name should have been "The Bull and Ter-
rier Club." Such a name gives one at ouce an idea of what
style this terrier is. Uader the other name it is bound
sooner or later to conflict with the white bull-terrier in the
popular mind.

Mr. Hopf will start for his new home on the Pacific slope
next Tuesday. We are certain that he will carry with him
every good wish for bis success in the new country. We
understand that a testimonial is being arranged for, and
we trust a befitting one will be raised to show the apprecia-
tion in which he is held by his fellow St. Bernard breeders.

In the Kennel Gazette for April there is no mention what-
ever of a trial, which must have had a eood deal of interest
both for the A.K.C. and its members. The question na,turally
arises: Where are we to look for official news? The answer
is not far to seek—dogmen must read such kennel papers as
Forest AND Stream, whose concise and intelligible report
of the proceedings of the celebrated trial has been the cause
of much favorable comment. We also notice in the last
issue of the Gazette that the list of disqualified members is

omitted for the first time, and the plan suggested by us
some time since substituted, that any club wishing informa-
tiion as to persons under disqualification shall apply to the
club for it. It would have beeii better if such .a plan had
been pursued from the beginning.

Collies hold their own it would seem in England despit*
the great prices realized for St. Bernards lately, Ormskirk
Dolly, which Captain Heaton purchased some time since for
§500, has now gone to the kennels of Mr. Panmure Gordon,
president of the Scottish. Kennel Club, for the neat consid-
eration of §1,000.

Mr. James Hut<;hings, of Exeter, England, has just sold
eight mastiffs of his own breeding to a gentleman who takes
them with him to the East ladies.

Mr. Tom Stretch, known heretofore as one of the most
fortunate of collie breeders, has at last had his turn of ill

luck. At the Kennel Club show he bought the young collie

Black Diamond for .$500, but distemper developed on its

arrival at the new home and death ensued after an illness of
only five days.

Mr. Sydney W. Smith has just purchased eight fashionably
bred St. Bernards from Scotland. Three of the bitches are
by Alton and stand 30in. at eight months old; another pup
is a smooth, only three months old, for which Mr. Smith
paid the largest price yet heard of for so young a pup.

Mr. Geo. Bell has sold his Irish terrier Brickbat, firjit at
Cleveland, to Mr. P. J. Smyth, of Toronto.

Mr. Tracy in his report of New Orleans showinthe Kennel
Gazette, makes a good point when he says: "The judges
protested against the offering of specials to be competed for

by dogs of different breeds, aod declined to judge some of
that kind where the prize o8:ered was a patent nostrum worth
about fifty cents, and only offered for advertising purposes.
If men wish to advertise in this way, the judges think they
should be required to give enough value to be worth the
trouble of getting the dogs into the ring." This is quite
true and it should be the care of bench show committees to
see that such farcical specials are not imposed. Follow the
plan of the W. K. C. which returned to the owner, last

February, a live dollar check which was to be awarded for
the pug having the best curl.

The Mohawk Valley Poultry Association and Kennel Club
will hold their fourth annual show at Glovers ville. New
York, Dec. 29, 1891 to Jan. 2, 1892. Mr. C. H. Mason has
been asked to judge all classes and has accepted.

The New Jersey Kennel Club will hold a meeting at Tay-
lor's Hotel, Jersey City, on Thursday evening, May 7 for the
election of officers for the ensuing year.

SAN FRANCISCO DOG SHOW.—The bench show held
by the California Kennel Club opened April 29 with an ex-
cellent entry of dogs. The quality was an improvement on
that of former years. The show is well arranged, and the
hall, being decorated with flags and bunting, presented an
attractive appearance. The pointers and setters contain the
quality of the show. Great Danes and St, Bernards show a
great improvement, and the terrier classes, especially tox-
terriers, were well represented for a show so far West. The
pointers, especially in the heavy-weight classes, gave Mr.
Davidson, the judge, a good deal of work to decide upon the
winners. The judging was not completed the first day. A
complete list of the awards and a full report of the show by
"Namquoit" will be given iu our next issue.

MASTIFFS IN CALIFORNIA.—San Francisco, CaL—
Editor Forest and Stream: I measured an English mastiff
to-day that bids fair to rival Ingleside Maximilian. He is

one of the same litter, by champion Ilford Chancellor-
Madge Minting, and is called Ingleside Crown Prince. At
one year old he measures 2Sin. in girth of skull and 16Kin.
in girth of muzzle, measured with a steel tape tightly
drawn. He stands 32}ftiu. at .shoulder (tape measure) and
weighs 16-llbs,, and is not in full flesh. His bone is excel-
lent, limbs straight and strong:, mask good, expression good,
ears of good size and well hung. His owner, Mr. McKee,
offers his services free to approved bitches for the good of

the breed.—Namquoit^

MEASURING BEAGLES.— Cookstown, Ont— Editor
Forest and Stream: How often we see mentioned in the
records of the different bench shows, disputes over the height
of the beagles on exhibition. Let any person who is not
quite sure as to the correct height of liis dog, nail a 2 by 4in.

scantling to his fence or stable, with the 2ln. side up, and
place the dog to be measured upon it, the little fellow will
press againat the wall and stand his full height, he cannot
stand higher, the owner can then mark the exact and correct
height of his dog on the wall.—H. B. N.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no chargre for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

L. B. S., New York City.—I have a collie dog about 17 months
old. When put with a female for the purpoEe of breeding he
showed no inclination whatever. Is th«re any way to make liim
more ambitious. Ans. The dog is young yet. Feed nutritious
food and give plenty of exercise.

A. J. C, Washington, N. J.—I liave a water spaniel aj^yra. old
whose hindquarters are completely paraiyzed. For several weeks
past 1 have noticed a gradual w^eaJiening of those parts, ending
in above lesulD. His appetite seems to be good, and I am at a loss
to know the cause. I am positive that tlie animal has not been
hurt or injured in aay way. Can it be the effect of poisoning?
What caa I do for it? Ans. It may be caused by worms. After
fasting 24 hours give Stedman's areca nut, advertised in our
colaiiui&

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared blanks, which are fnr-

nlshed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of ^S00 of any one form, bound for

retaining dapllcatea, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
1^°" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ohio Nell. Bv W. B. McOlond, Hyatt ville. O.. for liver and
white ticked pointer bitch, whelped Jan. 13, 1891, by Dixie of Dev-
onshire out of Kittie Clyde.
Jack Mason. By Geo. L, V. Tvler, West Newton, Mass.. for seal

brown cocker spaniel dog. whelped Sept. 10. 1800, by Cherry Boy
(EHouy—Lofty) out of Flossie T. (Col. Stubb?—Pel).
Gahe. By G. L. Sterling, West .*=*uperior. Wis., for lemon and

white English setter dog, whelped Sept. ;J3, 1890, by Count Howard
(Sir Alister—Mena) out of Donna Juanita (Rockingham—Donna).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Princess—Horace. Flour City Kennels' (Rochester, N. Y.) mas-
tiff bitch Princess (Champion Ilford Cromwell—Brenda) to their
Horace (champion Minting—Duchess), April U.
3Iinna Minting—Horace. Flour Clfcv Kennpis' (Rochester, N.

Y.) maniff birch M'nna Minting (obampion Minting—Minna) to
their Horace (champion Minting—Duchess). April 27.

Ladjj Dorothy— Ilford Chancellor. Flour City Kennels' (Roches-
ter, N. \ .) mastiff O'tch champion Lady Dorothy (champion Hot-
.spur or Orlando—Wnnna) to their champion Ilford Cnancellor
(champion Cmwn Prince—Brenda Secunda), March 25.

Lula Minlina—Ilford Clmnedlor. E. L. Kimball's (Jackson,
Mich.) mastiff bitch Lula Minting ( Bess) to Flour City
Kennels' Ilford Chancellor (champion Crown Prince—Brenda
Seeunda). March 11.

Nora—Horace. E. L. Barnes's (Wellsville, N. Y.) mastiff bitch
Nora to PJOur City Kennels' Horace (champioa Minting—Duchess)
April 9.

Kairn—Ilford Chancellor. Wyeth Kennels' (St. Joseph, Mo.)
mastiff bitch Kairn (champion Miutmg—Breeze) to Flour City
Kennels' champion Ilford Chancellor (champion Crown Prince—
Brftnria Secu"da), March 26.

Rosebxid-Soguarth. John Keevan's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Rosebud (Monte Rosa—Kleme) to his Soggarth (Lord
Bute—Lady Lottie). March 2.

Rumson Lilly—Ben of Brandon. H. Johnson's (Fair Haven, N.
,1.) pointer bitch Rumson Lilly (Mainspring—Marguerite) to D. B.
Keeler's Ben of Brandon (Croxieth—Blanchei il.), March 20.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Pap2}oosc. G, W. Amory's (Milton, Mass.) pointer bitch Pap-
poose (Tammany—Lucia), April 13, four (two dogs), by his Joe
(Beppo III.—Sal).
Carrie R. F. C. Rochester's (Logan, O.) pointer bitch Carrie R.

(Meteor II.—Carrie), April 36, eight (four dogs), by G. Falcon's
Bang Graphic (Graphic—White Rose).
Rosebud. John Keev8,n's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) St. Bernard hitch

Rosebud (Monte Rosa—Kleine). May 1, ten (five dogs), by his Sog-
garth (Lord Bute—Lady Lottie).
Rideau Flossie. Rideau Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker spaniel

bitch Rideau Flossie (champion Obo—Gypping Floss), Feb. 13, six
(two dogs), by their Obo. Jr. (champion Obo—Nellie).
Flora Kay. Rideau Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker spaniel

bitch Flora Kay (Obo, Jr.—Princess Tiney, March 37, six bitches,
by their Bob Obo (champion Obo—Nellie).

Cleo. Rideau Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch Cieo
(Hector—Black Meg), March 1, six (three doge), by their Bob Obo
(champion Obo—Nellie),

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Jaclc Mason. Seal brown cocker spaniel dog, whelped Sept. 10,

1890, by Cherry Boy out of Flossie T., by Geo. L. V. Tjler, West
Newton, Mnss., to Eugene Gaboon, Franklin, N. Y.
Joe—Merry T. whelps. Two black cocker spaniel bitches,whelped

May 23, 1890, by Geo. L. V. Tyler, West Newton, Mass., to G. L.
Wilkenson, Beloit, Wis.
Ko-Ko. Pug dog, age and pedigree not given, by Jas. Bowden,

New York, to G. T. McCuen, New Orleans, La.
GUn Jarvis. Dark red Irish setter dog, whelped Feb. 29, 1890, by

Elcho, Jr., out of Maid, by John A. Jaun, Jr., Onley, 111., to Glen-
dyne Kennels, Bristol, R. I.

GabCy. Lemon and white English setter dog, whelped Sept. 23,

1800, by Count Howard out of Donna Juanita, by Jas. W. Wood,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to G. L. Sterling, West Superior, Wis.
Ohio Nell. Liver and white ticked pointer bitch, whelped Jan.

1S91, by Dixie of Devonshire out of Kutie Clyde, by Capt, W. M.
Hiltbidle, Mansfield, 0., to W. B. McCloud, HyattviUe, O,

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.

nPARGETS for trial score in the amateur revolver championship
match are now ready and may be had on application by mail

at this office. Already large numbers of the targets have been
sent out, and from the sample scores sent in it looks as though
the postal card sisse chosen for each shot target was amply large

enough. Galleries anywhere will be supplied with the targets for

the use of their patrons in practicing for the match. Samples
have been sent abroad, to tell our cousins over there what is the
most important matter now before the American revolver world.
There is a broad tield for experts in this line amor g the policemen
of this city. Each one is required to own and carry a revolver,

but singularly enough no provision is made for any drill or prac-

tice in the use of the arm. A few of the officers do use the
weapon and get very excellent records. They will appear as con-
testants in the race for the Walter Winans trophy. What is true

of this city is true of many other, so far as having a large body of

men who should be good pistol shots directly in the line of duty
Military officera too promise to furnish their quota of expert con-

testants. The arrival of large photographs of the trophy will

enable a cut of it to be given in an early issue of Forest and
Stream,

THAT FULL REVOLVER SCORE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Yoa reported last week that at Conlin's gallery, on April 25,

Mr. E. Wassermann, of New York, succeeded in making the
wonderful record of a full score on the standard decimal target,
hitting a ring a half-inch in diameter six consecutive times with

the S, & W. .Ileal, revolver, distance 12yds. This report was cor-
rect, save as to the make of the revolver. It was a OoUs .44, a
weapon which had been presented to Mr. Wassermann by Presi-
dent Hall, of the Colts Co. I send you a facsimile of the target.

Oentek,

ZETTLF.R RIFLE CLUB. -Season shoots at Charles Wissel's
Cynress Hill Park, L. I.: May 10, 2.1, June U, 28. Julv 12, 26, Aug.
9, 23, Sept. 6, 20, Oct. 4, 18, a.nd Nov. 1. Ring target open to mem-
bers of the club only—man target open to everyhody. Tickets un-
limited, entranne fee Sacentslor three shots. After dedu-^ting
the expenses for targets, etc., the balance of the monev shot in on
each liay will he divided into four prizes at the ral lo of 10, 30, 20
and 10 per cent., TO go to the four men making the four highest
scores, the best lir-bet of each man to count. The first premium,
a handsome trophy, valued at $50, presented by President B.
Walther, will he awarded to the marksman who obtains the
greatest number of red flqgs during the season; a fine gold medal,
valued at $.50, presented by Mr. Joseph Banzer, will de awarded to
the marksman making the second highest number of red flags
during the season; $20 in gold, presented by Iflr, C. Wissel, will go
to the marksman making tlie third highest number of red flags
during the season. Shooting on the man target will beem at 9
o'clock A. M. Shooting Committee: L. Flach, H. Holges, V.
Steinhach, R. Busse, F. Ross, B. Zettler, shooting master, G. A.
SchUrman. sec'y, F. Hecking, cor. sec'y. C' press Hill Park may
be reached from Nesv York via Brooklyn Bridge, Fulton. Grand
or 23d street ferries, by Union Elevated, Myrtle avenue or Bush-
wick avenue horse cars to Riderewood (city line), from there per
Cypress Hill dummy direct to the park.
The club opened its season shoot at the 200yd. range. Cypress

Hill, on April 27. Light fair, but wind very tricky. The great-
est nunitier of points on the ring target was scored by F. Ros.=,
with 1,693 nut ot a possible 3,000. The hest individual scores were:
P. Ross 220, .r. A. Royken 317, H. Witte 199, G Krauss 186, P.
Fabariufi lOH, V. .^teinbach 211, H. Halges 2]2. M. B. Ergel 2fi6, L.
Flach 231, G. A. Kohlmetz 204, M. D"rrler 224, G. Lober 209, E.
Busse 210. B. Walther 208, B. Zet-^ler 183. The competition on the
man target, which is open to all corner^, was very sham, F. Ross
leading for a long time with a score of .5^ our of the possible 60.
Later on some of the cracks put in their fine work, and scores of
58 were make by B, Walther, M. Dorrler, H. Halges and R. Busse
in rapid succession; the big four carried off the four prizes. Other
good scores were: V. Steinhach 66, J. A. Boyken 56, L, Flach 54.
Three premiums, two to the volue of S50 each, and one a $20 gold
piece, have been put up by B. Walther, H. Banzer and the club
respectively for the three men makine the greatest number of red.
flags, 20-line, during the season. Thirty-eight red flags were
shown bv the markers as follows: B. Walrher 9, R. Busse 7, M. M.
Dorrler 8, L. Flach 5, M. B. Engel 3, H. Halges 3, E. Ross 3, Dr. J.
A. Boyken 2, G. Krauss 1.

SYRACUSE, April 29 —These scores were made at the shoot of
the Syracuse Rifle Club at the range in Ouondaga Valley this
afternoon:
Dalley

7

10 9 9 6 10 7 10 9 9-86
Stillman

9988

10 8548 6—75
Knapp 6 7 7 7 H 7 4 4 9 9-67
Larhrop

8

6 4 8 5 8 7 8 7 6-67
Reynolds

846676978

5-6ti
Ball

4

8 7 5 8 5 5 6 5 2-56
Rest:

Dalley 10 678886 10 8 9-80
Stillman

8

6 9 6 10 6 8 10 8 9-81
Reynolds

577867667

7-66
Ball

6

7 4 5 7 7 9 6 6 5-63
Knapp

453777773

7-58

BOSTON, May 2.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day. The change-
able 7 to 1 o'clock wind prevented high scores and disgusted not a
few of the shooters. The trap-shooters of this association will
bpgin their regular shoots some time this month. Following are
the best scores made to-day, distance 200yds., Standard American
target: All-Comers Rest Match—J. Francis 111, S. Wihler 109, J.
N. Frve 109 A. H. Ballard 103. J. N. Fames 105, F. Daniels 105, M.
R. Barter lOt. M. T. Day 103. W. T. Peter? 101, D. D. Winn 98, A. S.
Hunt 96, A. N. Mann 03, J. B. Hobbs 92, W. Conway 90, J. French
88, M. T. Weeks 87. T. Hasting 83. All-Comers Off-Hand Match—
A. Sharp 78. J. B. Thomas 77, M, T Day 76, D. N. Winn 73, A. S.
Hunt 67. Pisf ol Match, 50yds,—W. Charles 89, M. E. Day S7, A. N.
Mann 81.

HARLEM RIFLE CLUB.—The grand opening shoot of the
Harlem Rifle Club will he held at Union Hill Schuetzen Park,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, May 11, 12 and 13; $750 will be
given by the club in 76 cash prizes and premiums on targets;
open to all comers. Festival will be held "rain or shine." Route
to the park: Take Barclay street, Christopher street or Four-
teenth street ferries from New York, thence horse cars direct to
the shooting park. H. C. Keves, Pres.; E. W. Busby, Vice-Pres.;
J. A. BoykeD, Treas.; W. H. Cccbran, Sec'y.

GARDEN CITY RIFLE TEAM.—Tuesday evening, April 28, at
Geo. McCune's shooting gallery, 116 South Halsted street,
Chicago, 25 shots each, 25ydE.. open sights, off-hand. Massachu-
setts p'ljier target, possible oOO points: Al Dorensen 263, W. J.
Gihbs 263, :M, Braun 260. C. R. Grant 259, Jas. Hosie 259, W. J.
Myers 257, Geo. McCune 254.

NEW YORK, April 28.—The following scores were made by
members of the Empire Rifle Club at their regular weekly shoot:
W. Rosenbanm 91, A. Stabl, Jr., 91, W. Miller 88, A. Nowak 87, C.
Zettler, Jr.. 87, H. Zettler 84, J. Zettler 78, W. Maisenholder 78, G.
Hillme.yer 70.

NEWARK, N. J.-It is likely that the Zettler Club portion of
the telegraphic match between teanos of 15 men each, from the
Zettler Rifle Club and the California Scbuetzen Verein, will take
place in the Newark Shooting Park. The distance will be 200yds.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed Ucmltg
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to dub
ecreta/ries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores ore par-
cula/rly reguested to write on one s-ide of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

May 5-7.—Anbum, N. Y., Gun Club Toirrnament. .$500 guaran-
teed. Professionals barred. Chas. W. Bristor, Sec'y.
May 5-7.—Brunot's Island (Pittsburgh, Pa.) Tournament, under

management of Shaner, Davison and Crow. E. T. Shaner, Sec'y,
Pittsbnrsh, Pa.
May 5-9.-Graud Tournament of the Hill City Gun Club, Vioks-

burg. Miss. Open to all. Geo. H. Hill. Sec'y.
May 12.—Eastern New York Trap-Shooters' League Tourna-

ment, held under the auspices of the West End Trap-Shooling
As.snciation, of Albany, N. Y., at their grounds on Colvin avenue.
May 11-16.—Fourteenth Annual Tournament of the Texas State

Sportsmen's Association, at San Antonio. W. L. Simpson, Sec'y.
May 12-14.—Grand Tournament of the South Side Gun Club, at

Watf rtown, N- Y. Open to all. L. H. Prentice, Sec'y.
May 13-l.i.—Meridian (Miss.) Guu Club Tournament. Open to

all. .1. R Alexander, Sec'v.
May 13-16.—Harrisburg. Pa., Shooting Association Tournament,

asnsied by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H. M. F. VVorden,
Sec'y.
May 19-21.—Washinvton (D. C.) Capital Citv Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Asso-
ciation guaranrees $1,000.
May 26-28.—Wm. H. Wolstercroft's Second Annual Tourna-

ment, at Facony Driving Park, Philadelpliia, Pa. Address Wm.
H. Wol- tencrof t, Frankford. Philadelphia, Pa.
May 26-'-0.—Newark (N. J.) Tournament. Three days targets,

two days live birds. Target shooting events under management
of Mr. H. A. Penrose; live bird contests under control of Mr.
Jacob Pentz.
May SO.—Canajoharie (N. Y.) Gun Club Tournament. T. C.

Pegnim, Sec'y.
May 30.—Spring Tournament Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club. Open

to all. Programmes sent by C. W. Brown, Pres., Maplewood, N. J.
June 3-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-St.ate

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
$1,000. clnb adds $2,000. total $3,000.
June 3-5.—Rocky Mountain Sportsman's Association Tourna-

ment, at Denver, Col. C. M. Hampaon, Sec'y.
June 8-13.—Regular Annual Touruament of the Illinois State

Sportsmen's Association. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y, Chicago, Hi.
June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. V. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
July, first week.—Boston; Wellington Gun Club, three days'

tournament, under auspices of Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association.
July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastdta (N». Y.) Gun

Club, E. B. Roberts, Sec'y.
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THE INTER-STATE AT NEW HAVEN.

Kew Haven, Conn.. April 28.—The Inter-State Majiufacturers'
and Dealers' Association tournaTnent opened lierc lo-dav, and
has already prored a sncoess despite the unfavorable weather.
No. 1, entrance SI, at 10 singles, experts:

Perry Ill 111] 101-9 Oroshy UlUllOOl-S
Dickey 0101101111-7
Amateurs:

l!T D Folsom^. .. 0010011101-5 Tyler. OlOOOiniin-4
Browninjg 0101001011—5 Tinker 0101110110-6
Ortseifer. mOllllOl-8 Clark 0010100100-3
McMuUen 0000101000-2 Cowles OiKlOi loi li loO- 0
BftTSett 0110101111—7 Beers OlOOllOini-t
Alhee 0110011111-7 Root noilllOlO-7
Gowie 1110111011—8 Cody 0111100101-6
Saunders 1110011001-6 Bates lllllOHOL—

S

Bristol OiniOlOll-7 Savage ,..1111111110—9
Sterry 1111110011—8 Gould lOlOOlOlll—

6

Van Buren... 1111111101—9 Whitney, H 0 OOlOOOlUl-5
Longdon 1111000111-7

>ro. 2, 10 singles, enirv $3.50, experts:
Crosby OlllOllO^'O—5 Lindsley 0110101000—4
Dickey 110(1101111—7 Miller 0111011100—5
Perry 0110111111-8 Wolstencroft 0111111101-7
Amareure:

Browning 1010:01111— 7 DeBray 1111111101— 8
Burnett 1111111111—10 Cody lOOUllOllO— 5
Oowes 1111111111—10 Root 1000111110— B
Ortseifer 0101111111- 8 Folsom UllOIOlll— 8
Van Buren 10110001 11— 6 Rainhridge 1111110111— 9
Albee 1011111110— 8 Gould 0100011111— 6
Sterry DlllOUll— 9 Bill 1111101011— 8
Saunders 1111011111- 9 A Hall lulOilOOIl— 5
Langdon UllOOUil— 8 Goodwin OOUllOlOl— 6
Savage 1111111111—10 Whitney lOlldOlOil— 6
Baters 0011100110- 5 Mosber 0011101101- 6
Algee 1101001111— 7 Cady 1101111101— 8
Cook OOOIlOlOll - a Strong OOOlllllll- 7
Tvler lliniUll—10 Tee Kay 1110010)01—6
Willey 1111111111—10 P.^rker: 1001011110- 6
Tinker 1011010110— 6 .1 Wolstencroft .... 10111 10110 - 7
BriSLol OllllCUOl— 7 McMullen 1101110110— 7
No. 3. 15 singlep, entrance $2.50, expert?:

Lindsley 11 11 111 lull 1111—14 Perry 111111011101)111—12
Wolstencroft.,lluOlllOlllllOl-n Dickey 110111111001110—11
Miller 110011010110111—10 Crosby 001100101010110— 7
Ataateurs;

Savage llllUllliOllll-14 Whitney 1011000011 1 1101—

0

Barrett 101101101110111-11 W F QainiWj ..111111010011110-11
Gosvee lOoOUiillOOOlOO— 6 Tee Kay 001011001)100101— 6
Hebbard 010111111011101-11 Bristol 011111001111101-11
Ortspifer 101111011011111-13 Rmt 111101110111111-13
Sterry 011111011111101—13 Mosber O31OO01O0O0110O— 5
Tinker 010111100001011— 8 B^ogdon OOlUllOOOUlOl— 9
Bates 11111 'lOOOlUlO—11 Bars lOlOlOOlOlOlOOl—

7

Burbridge 101010110111111—11 Coely 111000011110011- 9
Willey 110111111110111-13 Strong IIOUIIU 111111-14
Cook 111001111110010-10 Lingdon 101101011111111—12
Saunders 111101111111111—14 Folsom lllllOOlOOlllOO— 9
E W Hagard.. 011011010111101—10 Vaa Buren .. 101001011 lOllOO— 8
Browning 001001111010111— 9 Alger OlllOllOOlOOOOl— 7
Albee 111100310 dOlOO- 7 Goodwin OOlirfllOlllllOl— 9
A Hall nOllOnilOUll—13 Gould 011011101100111—10
Bill 011110111110001—10 McMnllen llOOOOlOiOOUOO- 6
J Woist'neroftllOJinilllllll-13 Cowles iikiiOjOOOjOOIOO- 3
Tyler 011101111011)01—11 Clark OuinoiOuOCOOllO— i

Cady OimOOOOlOUll- 9 Parker lOlllUlOUllll-13
De Bray 010111101111111—12
No. 4, 15 singles, entrance S4; experts:

Perry 001111110111111-12 Miller 011111011111101—12
Dickey 0101 1011 11 11100-10 Crosby 011001010011010- 7
Wolstencroft . .imillOOlOllOl-ll Lin dsley ,0110001010 10101— 7
Amateurs;

B'll OlOllOUOlOlUOl— 8 Cowee 000100000101110- 5
Butbridge lOllOlOUOOOOOl— 7 Strong 101111011101011—11
Willey 001011011100111- 9 Hazard 001010)10010111- 7
Bates lOOOllllOllllOl—1C Collins 011000100111001— 7
Bernett 111111011011110—12 Ptoot 111111111011111—14
Tinker 11100)111011100-10 Hughes 010000111111111—10
J WolstencroftllOl lllODlllOU—1 1 Goodwin OOllOlOllOOOOlO— 6
Savage 101011110110101—10 Orteeifer 101011111111110-13
A Hall 0010)11000100001— 4 Longdon 111111111111111-15
Sterry 001101101101111—10 P.risLOl 000101101001111— 8
Whitney 001110101111011—10 Folsom 00110 -001000100- 5
-DeBray 010101011011011- 9 Quimby 1110101011 0100— 9
Cady 000011101101111—9 Brogdon OlOOIOOOOOOOOH—

4

gmlTh llllllloaillOOl—11 Hubbard 001100100100111— 7
Saunderson..,.Oil 111010010011- 9 Cody IIIOOIOUIOIOOI- 9
Browning IKWlOOllOlllll-10 Parker UlllllllOlllll—14
No. 5, 6 pair, em iaace $~. experts:

Dickey 10 lO 11 10 10 10- 7 Perry 11 11 11 01 10 11-10
Miller 11 10 11 10 10 00- 7 Lindslov W 11 10 10 00 00— 4
Wolsl'ncroflOO 11 11 11 H 01- 9 Hazard 11 11 11 01 01 10- 9
Amateurs:

Bill 10 01 11 10 10 10- 7 Albee 10 10 10 10 10 10- 6
Bates 11 11 11 00 10 00- 7 Cowles 00 00 10 10 00 10- 3
JW^olst'nc'ftOO 10 01 10 00 11— 5 Barrett 11 11 00 11 11 10— 9
Perry 10 10 10 11 11 10— 8 Burbridge.. .10 10 10 10 10 11— 7
DeBrav 10 11 01 10 10 10— 7 Browning. ...11 10 10 10 10 10— 7
Hall 11 00 11 01 00 10— 6 Cody 01 10 11 11 10 11— 9
Whitney . . . .01 00 10 11 10 10- 5 Gonld CO 10 11 10 11 01— 7
Cowee 10 11 11 11 11 11—11 Cady 11 01 10 10 10 CO— 6
Saunders.... 10 10 10 10 10 10— 6 Collins 10 10 00 00 11 10— 5
Savage 11 10 10 10 10 11— 8 Smith 00 00 11 11 00 10- 5
Tihl^er 11 10 00 01 01 11— 7 Goodwin 00 00 00 10 OO 00- 1
Hubbard ...00 10 00 10 00 01— 3 Bristol 11 11 11 01 10 01- 9
W^lley, 01 11 10 10 10 11— 8 Quimby 01 10 10 00 00 00— 3
No. 6, 20 piriKlc, en 'ranee .§2.50, expi=irts:

Perry 00110110111111101101-14 Lin dsley..0011 101111 101 1111011-15
Miller.... 111111110011011 11111-17 Wolsi'nc'lllll1111111111111111-20
Dickey. . ..lllllOlOlUlOlllUOl—16 Crosby. . ..11110010101101101101—13
Amateurs:

Bill 11001101110110111111-15 Cady OlllllinOllOUOOolO-13
Ortseifer .11111110111101111111—18 Smith 10110111101001111111—15
Hubbard..011110111001111lUl01—14 Good win. .lOOnoOOlOOlOOUOOini- 7
Cadv . ..001100001011111)1100-11 Cook 10110111100111001111-14
Savage. . . .00101111011011110110—13 Quimby. .OllOOllOOilOlOlllOlll—11
Cowee... 01 00 1 nolo 1111101000—11 Sfrong....l01010u0110100001101— 9
Bates 11111010 Ull 1 1101101—15 Alger lOOOOOllOlllOlOOllOl— 9
Tyler 000111 lOlOOillOtlllll—13 A ilaU.. .01101001101110011100—

H

Hughes. . .10110111011011110111—15 Beers 10110111110000011011—13
Barrett. .11111101111111101111-18 Whitney. .10001111011000111111—13
Albee 11111001110111111110-16 Saunder8..11100lllll1101111111-17
J WolBten- Root 11111011011110100001-13
- croft ...llllilllllinoUlin—19 riubbard..001O01O0000001O1O300 -

4

Burbridge0101110111101)10101l-14 Bristol. . ..11011101001110111001—13
WtUev.... 11010111010110110110-13 Folsom ..010)110010111011 101001- 9
Sterry . . . .11011011111011111101-16 Post 111101010100001 10101-11
Hazard.. .01011010111100111000-11 Russell 010111101 )011)111111—16
Hall 11100001001011011100-10 Wildman. 10110111100111111101-15
LaDgdon..n0inil010111111111-17 Parker. . ..11011101011110111110-15
Tucker. ...lOOOOlOOlOlnOlOlOlOO- 8 B jwker. . .llOlUlOllOOllllOm-15
Co llins . . . .01101111111110111111-17
No. 7, 15 singles, entrance $1, expTts:

Lindsley 101011010101101— 9 Miller 111001111111111—13
Crosby 111011001000101— 8 Dicltey 110111110110101—11
Wolstencroft. .100111111001110-10 Perry ailOlOlllHllll-13
Amateurs:

Russell 11010011imiiO-ll Freidman 100111111111111-13
Strong 111010003000111— 7 Saunders 110010111011110-10
Barrett lllllllllllllOl—14 Post 100101010101001— 7

Cady 1001] 01011 10001— 8 Savage 111111011111110—13
Hughes iJloOinoniiOllO— 8 Bill llOOlOllOlOlOOl— 8
Albee Olll 1001 OlOlOiO- 8 J Wolsencroft.llllOlllOlOlOlO—10
CoDins 101 110)00101101— 8 Bates IIOOIIIOOOIIUI—10
Longdon 111010011111111—13 Ortseiter 111111111111111-15
Sterry lllllOlUlllHl-14 Willey 001110111110111—11
Root IIIOIOOIOIIIOOI- 9 Smith 110110011110111-11
DeBray lOOOODOlO101010— 5

No. 8, entrance SI, experts:
Miller 1001111110- 7 W Wolstencroft.. .1111111011— 9
Lindsley 1101000001— 4 Perry 1011000101— 5
Crosby IIOOOOIIU— 6 Dickey OlUUlOlO- 7
Amateurs:

Hubbard 1111101100—
Cook 1011111111-
Bill. 1010011111-
Folsom Ill 1 101 110— 8 Po'-t
Qaimby 1011001110- 6 Kaiil

Whitney OOOOllOlll— 5
B^tes ...0111001111— 7
Sann ders 1111111111—10

.0111111110— 8
;0000100001 - 2

Cody 0011000110- 4 Brogden llllOOOllO—
Bowker 1111)11111—10 Ru.ssell 0011010100— 4
Collins lOOllllUl - 8 Parker 0111010000- i
Willey 1111001011— 7 Hazel 1111000111- 7
Strong 1011101001— 6 Bristol 0110110111- 7

Mannigan 0010101101— 5 DeBray 1011000110- 5
Wolstencroft OUOOIOOOO- 3 Allen 0100111111— 7
Burbridge 0110101100- 5 Barrett. 1111111111-10
Cowee 0111111010- 7 Lnngdon 1101111111— 9
Chase IIIOIIOIII— 8 Weldman 0111111111- 9
Brooks 100)1100001- 3 Hughes IIOOIOOOII— 5
Savage OllllllOll— 7 Van Beuren OlOlllOOOO- 4
Hazzard OUlOlOlll— 7 Tyler 0100101011— 5
Hall 1101001010-5 Sterry 10110100)1- 6
Smith 1111100101— 7 Root 0111111101— 8
Goodwin 1100000010- 3 Ortseifer 1111001111— 8
Extra No. 1, onen to all. 10 singles, entrance $1:

Goodwin ...0000000111—3' Lindsley 1110111101— 8
Crosby 0011111110-7 W Wolstencroft. ...1111111111—10
Post 0110100010—4 Strong 1110111101— 8
Burbridge 1101011110-7 Bowker 1011111110- 8
Bates 1111111001—8 Miller 0111111101—8
Bristol 1110011111—8 HazRid 0111101111— 8

Sterry lOlUOllllO-6 Savage 1110111111— 9
M-'ller,.. noillOlOll—6 Hubbard OOlOOIllOO— 4
Kahl 0110111000-3 Hall .0001000000- 1
Br- gd en 1011000011—5 Dickey 1111 111111—10
Cook 1110101110-7 DeBray 0110100000— 3
Perry 1111111010-8 Cowee 1010110001-5
Wldman lOlOOllHl-7 Smith 1010110100— 5
Folsom 0001100111—5 Collins 0011111101— 7

Longdon 1111100011—7 Barrett 0110011111— 7
J Wolstencroft. 010'011111-7 Bill 1011111000— 6
Whitney 1011010111—7 Hazel 1010311101— 6
Albee ...1110111101—8 Brooks 1011010110- 6

Ext' a No. 3, expert rules. 10 singles, entrance Si:
Lindslev 1110101011- 7 Smith 0011111111— 8
Bull . . IIIOOOOOOO- 3 Hazard 0011101111- 7
Collins 1101100111- 7 Savage IIOUUOOI— 7
Miller 1111111111—10 Burbridge OllllllOll- 8
ChHse OllOOOUU— 6 Barrett 1111101110- 8

Post OOlOlllllO- 6 Cowee lOlUtllOl— 8

Sterry 0011100111- 6 Perry 1011010101— 6
Goodwin 0001000111- 4 Hubbark 1110101001- 6
Longdon 1111110101- 8 Strong 0010110011— 5
Bates 0111010011— 6 Albee 1101001001- 5
Brooks 0111100101— 6 Wldman 0011111011— 7

The total enrphi.? lor the day was §202. 50, of which 40 per cent,
went into the purses and 60 per cent, went to averages, 20 and 10
per cent., to e.xpert averages, and 20 and 10 per cent, to amateur
averages. A very strong wind Hew across the traps and made
shootin.g very hard. All the purses were filled and everybody was
pleased. The varied-colored tents of the members of the Associ-
ation, in a half circle back of traps, made a pretty display. The
grounds are nicely situated, and are well adapted for a large tour-
nament. The principal feature of the day's shooting was W.
Wolstpurrof t'a Dreakiiis20 straight under expert rules.
In expert class, W. Pcirry and W. Wolstencroft tied for first

average, 78.6 ^jer cent., and received S10.50; Enoch Miller won sec-
ond average. 76 per cent., an*! received $20.25. In the a-^ ateur
class. Geo. Ortseifer, of New Haven, and E. H. Barrett, of Boston,
won first average and received 810.50, and C. E. Longdon, of New
Haven, won second average and rect'ived 820.35.
No. 9, 10 singles, en'raiice $2.50, experts:

Miller 1111111101- 9 Perry OOOllllllO- 6
Dicliey 0111111111- 9 Crosby 0111111001- 7W Wolstencrott. . .0111111111— 9
Amateurs:

Bowker 1111111111—10 Savage 1110101111— 8
Collins 1101010101— 6 Saunders 1011110111- 8
Albee 1110011101— 7 Mosher 1100100110- 5
J Wolstencroft.... 1001110110- 5 DeBray lUOlOOIOl— 6
Cowee 0001001110— 4 Smith IKXJOlllll— 7
Barrett 0101111100— 6 Sterry 1110111111— 9
Ortseifer 0011111010— 6 Rnot 1010111111- 8
Thompson lOlOOlllll— 7 Folsom 1000101101— 5
Penn 1110101000— 5 Quimby lOlOlOluOl— 5
Albert 1101010111- 7 WiUey 1101001100 a
Gould 0101110110- 6 ParKer 0011101110— 6
Longdon 0110111111— 8 Dana llOlUlOOOl- 6
Bates 0111101111- 8 Joe 1111100101— 7
Brooks 1111101100— 7
No. 10, 15 singles, entrance $4, experts:

Perry 111101111111011-13 Wolstencroft..001001011119001— 7
Dickpy lOlOOUOmilOOl- 8 Crosby 001111110111111-13
Miller 111111101001000- 9
Amatetu\«:

Barret 101111111111111—14 Cowee 011101111101101—11
Collins 111111010111110—12 Bowker 111101111110111—13
Albert 11)111110011111-13 Sterry 111011111111101-13
Albee Ill 11011111 1011-13 Miller 1101111110U100-11
J Wolstencr'ftOllimilllllOl-13 Longdon lUlOlOlU 11011-12
Bates 011111110110101—11 Root 010110101111101-10
Savage 11111 HOlOlllOl—12 Brook 111101111111101—13
Smith llKWll 10100001— 8 Joe 11 0101101 IllOfKl- 9
Ortseifer 100111111100111—11 Decker 100101011111101-10
T Longdon. . . .111111011111111—14 Dana 000111011111111—11
Sflimders 111111110111101-13 DuBrav OOKiOlOOl010110- 6
No. 11, 15 singles, eniranco. $2..50, experts:

Miller 111001111011111-12 Crosby 110101011011110-10
Wolstencroft..lll111100111Hl-13 Perry UlllllOOidlllO-ll
Lindsley 011111111001110-11 Dickey. 111101111111010-13
Amateurs:

Sterry 010111011110010— 9 Penn 11O1111O0O1O011— 9
Stevens OUOOlllOOlOlOL— 8 Thompson 011111001010000- 7
SavHge lUUllOOUllOO-ll Gould- 100011111100111-10
Cody .111011110101001—10 .1 WolstencroftlOllllllOOlUlO—11
Albert 111111111111111—15 Du Bray OOllllilPOOOOIl— 8
Tee Kay 011010111111101—13 Mead 101001110101110- 9
Collins 110111111110111-13 Ortseifer lllOiOlOOHUia—10
Barrett 011111010110111—11 Cowee llOulllOllOllll—11
Parker 010100111111111—11 Joe 0101 11111101101—11
Albee 101110111101111—12 Langdon 111110111111111-14
Beers 010110010110101- 8 Bates 011101111101110—11
Hibbard 110101111011011—11 Willey 111001111110101—11
Bristol 111101111111010—13 Decker 011100101110011— 9
Smith 111111100110011—11 Dana 100011 (01 111000— 8
Richards IIOOOOOOUOIOOI— 6 Bowker 110110110111110—11
Phelps 010001000000110- 4 Brooks IIUIOIIIOIIOOO-IO
Saundprs Oil 01 010 1 011111-10 Root 101111111101111—13
Folsom 01OOOOOm10010— 6 Laranway OOOIOOOOIIOIUO— 6
No. 12, at 15 siual'-s. f-n'rance S3, experts:

Perry 010010101001110- 7 Lindsley 001110301111100- 8
Dickey 011011011111101-11 Miller 101101100011111-10
Crosby 010101101011100- 8 W WolsteDc'ltlOlllOllOOlOUO— 9
jAjh3jtGTirs I

Savage.. ...'...110001010111111—10 Bates 111111111100111-13
Cowee 110001 lOlOlOOll— 8 Joe 100111101011111—11
Collins 101111011111111—13 Dana 111011111001111—12
Sterry 111110110011111-13 Brooks 111111111010111—13
Barrett 111011011111111-13 Smith 111111110011111-13
Albee 111001011010110- 9 Saunders llOlOOOllllillO—10
Albert 10111 UUllllll-14 Cody 101111011111101-11
J Wolsteucr'fiOOUlllllOllOUl-10 Willey - .lOlOllOlOlOUOl- 9
Richards 100101100101100— 8 Root 11111(1110011101—11
Thompson IIOIOOIOIIIIOOO- 8 Bowker 101110111111101—12
Du Bray lOlUiniOllOOlO— 9 Decker 111011001111111—11
Bristol 110100110000111— 8 Parker. 113101110imi0-13
Longdon II 0110001011111—10
No. 13, 6 pair doubles, entrance §3, experts:

Gould 00 00 10 10 11 11— 6 Barrett 10 00 11 10 10 10— 6
Perry 11 00 10 10 00 10- 5 Decker 10 11 11 11 11 ]l-ll
Cowee 01 11 11 11 01 11-10 Albert 10 10 10 11 10 10- 7

Savage'. .... .'.01 10 10 11 10 11- 8 Root 11 00 10 10 11 01— 7
Willey 10 00 11 10 10 10— 6 McGinty 00 10 00 10 10 00— 3
WWoltt&nc'tll 10 11 01 10 11— 9 Bowker 10 11 00 11 11 10— 8
Thompson... 00 11 10 11 00 10- 6 Joe 10 10 lO 10 00 00- 8
Brooks 00 10 10 OG 00 10- 3 Bristol 01 10 10 10 10 10— 6
Sterry 11 01 10 11 10 11— 9 Cody 11 10 10 11 11 11-10
J Wokeacr't 10 10 11 11 11 U—10 Smith 01 11 10 10 11 10- 8
Willey 11 10 11 10 10 11- 9 Du Bray 10 10 00 00 10 11- 5
Bates 00 11 00 10 10 11- 6 Albee 10 10 10 10 10 10- 6
Penn 01 10 10 10 On 11— 6
No. 14, entr.mcp $3,50. £0 singl>;s, experts:

MUler . . . .Ilimil1011111100n0-15 Perry . . . .01011100110011111110 - 13W Wolsten- Dickpy . ...OtOtlUOOlOllllOOllOl-ll
croft. . . .10111011111101101101-15 Crosby. .. . 11101010110011110010-1^

Lindsley.. 10001101111001111110-13
Amateurs:

Cowee . . . .11111111111110010111-17 Barrett. . .1100101111001101! 111-14
Wolsten- Sterry.. ..imiOllllOlinoOIll- 16
cro ft ... . 10011110111111111110-16 Beers Ill 1 110 U 0 1 000 1 01101-13

Collins.. ..110111111011111011 11-17 Saunders. 11 lOllllKJUlOllOlll-lO
Bristol.. ..11001101110101111031-13 Root . . . .Illiil]ll(illlllllll00-16
Longden. 01111100111011011111—15 Dana 11111111111111101000-16
Cfldy 01111011111111011101-11 Cook 1010111(1010110011110-12
Albee ... .11001111111110000111—13 Decker. ...lOlOlOOUloiiOKiOllO-ll
Curry . . .OOIOOIUOIOOOIOIIOIO- 9 .Toe 1011111 lOlJOmnouOl-lS
Sav ge.. ..01011110110110101111—14 Willey. .. .110111111110001 10101-14
Penn 11010101011101001110-12 Bates . . . .11100111111111110100-15
ThompsonlOlllllOlll 1 11110111-17 Smith . . . .01001110101111111011-14

.11111111110001011101-15 _

.11111111000111001111—15

.1 10111111 1llOlllOlU—17

. 0001111 1111011011011—14
. .11101010011 001111111-14
. .11111010111110011101—15

.10111001010011111111—14

. 11011101101000110111—13

.lllllUllllllllOllOO-17
,101 u;ooooiioomoiii-ii
. Ill10101101111101110-15
.11111111111111111111-30
.01010110110111011111—14
.11110011101011110111-15
.10101001101010101110—11
.11011111111111111110-18
.10111111111011111110—17
.01111111111111101011—16
111101111111110011111—17
a iniioiiioiiiiiouio—16

Albert. . . .11100111111111111111—18 Brooks. .

,

DuBray . . .01 100010001 110101110-10 Parker . .

.

Bowker . . ,01 1101111U 101111101—16 Widman,
No. 15, 30 sine-les. entrance $5.50: experts:

LindHley . ,01010011101011000110 -10 Wolsten-
Perry 11100000101 10101 1101-11 croft. .

.

Miller 01010H111U1111I111-17 Crosby.

.

Dickey .

.

.A.m £1 1611 1*^

'

Barrett. , .111111111111U111101—19 Decker..

.

Savage. . ..1101101iminillOU-17 Parker .

.

Thompsc.LOllllllOlOllOOlOUOl-13 Widman
Dana 11001110111111100110-14 Gurry....
J Wolsten- Brooks.,
croft. . . . 11110111 1101] 1110101-16 Albert. .

.

Cowee OlllOllOniOlllUOU—15 Smith. .

.

Collins . ..11101101111111110111—17 Howard.
Albee 11111111100111111111-18 Beers....
Willey. . . .lllUinilllOlOllUl—18 Root
Sterry ...11111101111010110101—15 Cady
Joe 01111011010111101111-15 Bowker..
Bales 11111111111110110111-18 Perkins..

Saunderi

No. 16, 15 singles, entrance S2.,50, experts.
Perry OlOIOOOlllO dll- 8 Dickey Olinilllli0010-11
Miller 111111100111110-13 Lindsley 001011101010101— 8
Wolstencroft..1111011 10101111-1 3 Crosby 001110111111101—11

Amateurs:
Cook 11 00 10011101110- 9 Tee Kay 111101110011111-13
Bowker 011111111111111-14 Smith 111111111111111—15
Hazel 10 1 llOOlOllllll—11 Moa hei 110001111 111011—11
AUert 10 111111111111-14 Mead 011101011010111-10
Cody 011111110111110-12 Cnrry 111111111101111—14
Root 111111010111111—13 Albee 111111111111111—15
Bates 111111111111111-15 Folsom 111101111101100-10
Widman 111011111111111—14 Cow-ee 100100011010111— 8

Joe 011110101111111-12 Savage 110110111110111—12
Saunders 11101) 111111110-13 Collins 111111111111111—15
Decker 011011110111111—12 Sterry 100101010101111-10
Barrett 111111101111101-13 J Wolstencrof LllllOllOlllllll—13
DuBray 011011100111100— 9 Nelson 110001111)01111—10
Thompson 01111111 0001 101-10 Dana 11111 11 10101111—13
Willev 111110111011111-13 McGinty OOOlOOOOOHOllO- 5
Ho ward 111)11111000111-13 Brooks 111111011101110-12
Perkins 111110110011100-11
Extra No. 1, entrance S1.60, 10 sineles: Weidman 10, Albert 10,

Albee 7, Savage 8. Cowee 6, Bristol 8, Sterry 8, J. Wolstencroft 10,
Brooks 9, Dickey 9, Barrett 9, Fnlsom 5, Nelson 6, Miller 10, W.
Wols'encrof t 9, Howard 9. Perkins 7, Mosher 9, Curry 7, Willey 8,
Thompson 9. Collins 9, Dana 9, Decker 9, Quimby 5. Bates 9, Cody
10, Hazel 6, Joe 9, Smith 8. Crosby 8, Perry 8, Lindsley 7.

Extra No. 3, lO singles, entrance $1, expert rules: Miller 8,
Mosher 7, Miller 10, W. Wolstencroft 6, Ccirry 4, Perkins 8, Savage
5, Thompsoa 6, Nelson 4, Collins 6. Cowee 5, J. Wolstencroft 8,
Brooks 8, Dickey 7. Bristol 8,Weldman S, Barret 6. Albert 7. Albee
4, Cciv 9, Sterrv7. Howard 5, Lindsley 6. Root 8, Ferry 8, Crosby
8, Broker 8, Biites 8, Joe 4. Diaa 9.

Extra No. 3. 10 singlBS. SI, expert rules: Dickey 9, Brooks 10, J.
Wolstencroft 6. Bristol 5. Barrett 6, Weidman 8, Beers 5, Albert 8,
Parker 7, Lindsley 7. Howard 7, Cowee 5, Savage 5, jMiller 9, W.
Wolstencroft 5, Collins 8, Willey 9, Thompson 9, Curry 5, Sterry
6, Root 6, Dana 7, Joe 3, Perkins 7, Bowker 7, Bates 6, Cody 8,
Perry 5.

E. D. MiDer won first average in expert class, 76.3 per cent.,
S28.14; W. Wolstencroft won second average, 81.8 per cent., and
received S14.07. In the amateur class Albert won first average,
91.8, per cent., S28.14, and Collins second. 84.5 per cent,, §14 07. AU
the guaranteed purses over filled; there w'as a total surplus of
814)107. The weather was the same as the day before, the wind
blowing a perfect gale, making the shooting very difficult.
No. 17, 10 singles, SI. experts:

Perry 1011101111— 8 Lindsley 0000101010— 3W Wolstencrof c...1110101110— 7 Dickey 1111111001—8
Miller UllUllOl— 9 Crosby 0111111111— 9
Amateurs:

Sterry 1110110111— 8 Brooks .1111111110- 9
Cowee 0001000001— 3 Barrett 1111111101— 9
Bowker 0110111111- 8 Cady OllllOllOl- 7
Brook 0011111111- 8 Albert llllllllU-lO
Savage OlllOlUOl- 7 Tee Kay 1111111111—10
McMillen 0000100100— 2 Dana 1111011111-9
Quimby 110)101010- 7 Albee OUOIOIIOO— 5
L mgdnn 1011111111—9 Joe 1111100111—8
Wetzel 1101010101— 6 Perkins 1011011111^ 8
Saunders 1111110111— 9 Howard 1111111011— 9
Ridge ,

. , . . ,1111110110— 8 Du Briy 1111111111—10
J Wolstencrof t 1111111111—10 Folsom 1111110111— 9
Root -. .1101111101— 8 Webb 0101011011- 6
Mo'hier OlllOOlOOl— 5 Bampton 0001001111— 5
Collins 1110111111— 9 Downey IIOIIIUOO— 7
No. 1,9, 10 piogles, entrance S3,50, experts:

Miller 1110101111-8 Perry 001 1111111—8
Wolstencroft 1111111101-9 Dickey 110101U10-7
Li lid sley 1111111100-8 Crosby llllUlllO-9
Amateurs:

Cowee OOlllOOKX)— 4 Ridge OOllOllllO- 6
Perkins 1011111111— 9 Sterry 0111011111— 8
Howard 1111111011- 9 Savage llllllOlll- 9
Folsom 1011 101001— 8 Bristol UOl 111111— 9
Albee 1101001010— 5 Moshier 0101111111— 8
Longden... 1110111111— 9 Bowker 1110111111— 9
Btrrett UOillllll— 9 Webb 0110100100- 4
Dana llloiOlOll- 7 DuBray 1110110011- 7
Joe 1110011110- 7 Willey 1110011101— 7
Albert, 1111111111—10 Bampton ..1111101011-8
Saunders 1111111110— 9 Downey lOOOlOUOl— 5
Collins 1111111111-10 W^e'zel 1(101101000—4
Burbridge llllllUOl— 9 Brooks 0011111111— 8
J Wolstencroft .... 0011 11 11(30- 6 Cod y Oil] 111110— 8
Root Ullllllll-10 Quimby 1001101011— 6
Tee Kay 1111110001—7
No. 19, 15 single'^, entrance $3, experts:

I'erry .lllOlllOlOlllOl—11 Miller 010010111011111—10
Dickey 111111101011111-13 Wolstencroft,.01111l0110l0101—10
Lindsley 101101111111101—11 Crosby 110110111011111-12
Amateurs:

Du Bray 101 UUll 110111-13 Pitt 111111010111111—13
Ridge 00(11 '01101000001— 4 Joe 110110101101110-10
Bampton IIIOOIOUIUIOO—10 Brooks 111101111111111—14
Root 111111111111111—15 Willey 111111011101111—13
Wetzel 000111011001010— 7 Barrett 11.1111111011111-14
Cody 001111111101111—13 Perkins 11011111 1001110—11
Quimby 110100110111111-11 Howard 101111111111111—14
Bowker 111111111111111—15 Longden 111011111111111-14
Miles l!110illlllllll-14 Cowee 111111001011111—12
Burbridge 111100111011111-13 Saunders 1011)1110111111-13
Albee 001011111111101-12 Folsom 011011111110101—11
Wolstencroft. .001111110111111—13 Albert 111111111011111—14
Tee Kay 111011010111111-13 Collins 111101010110111-11
Mosher lOlllKJOlllOlll-11 Savage 101111111111111-14
Sterry 111111111001111-13 Bristol 001011111111111-13
Dana 111111111111101-14
No. 30, entrance $4, at 15 singles, experts:

Lindsley 011010110111001- 9 Dickey. , , 111111110111111-14
Perry lllCKIOlOllllOOl— 9 Miller 111110100010110— 9
Crosby 111100101110111-11 Wolstencroft .011110111111111-13
Amateurs:

Howard 11101lOmi1111-13 Mitchell 111111111111110-14
Savage 111011011111111-13 Collins 111111101111101-13
Perkras 111001011111111-13 Mosher 101011111101011—11
Folsom .110010101011111-10 Barrett 111111111111111—15
Bristol 111101011111111-13 Albee IIIIOIOI 1001111—11
Saunders 111101111111111—14 Dana IIIIUIOIIUIOI—13
Albert lllllininillll-14 Du Bray 101111111011111-13
J Wolsleucr'ftl 1001 11 11111010-11 Longden 111111111111111-15
Brooks 010101101111111-11 Root 101 111111111001—13
Willey 111111111111101-14 Miles 111011101111100-11
Sterry 011101011110111-11 Joe .111000110011111-10
Cowee 101011111101101-11 Bowker 111111110110111—13
No. 23, 15 singles, entrance $2.50; experts:

Dickey 100111111111110-13 Perry 111111101031101-11
Lindsley 110111011010111-11 Miller 111110111011111-13
Crosby 10111 illUlOlll-13 WWolst'nor'ftlllllllOllUlll—14
Amateur.^:

Peck 101111111100101—U Bristol 011111101111 100-11
Nelson 111111110111010-13 Collins 110111111111011-ia
Moshier 011011110111111-13 R-dge lOOIlUOOOOIllO- 8
Hazel OIUIIOOIIOIOII-IO Cowee 010000111111101- 9
Joe 11103imoiU01-H Currie 110100110011111-10
Beach 111111111111101-14 McLaughlin. ,. llOoilOlOlOIOll— 9
Pitt 010011001101111- 9 Dana 010110110110011- 9
Gould 111111111101111—14 Tee Kay 101111010111011—11
Hawiey 1 ('10010101 lOlM- 7 Albee OllOlOlOOllOfJlO-

7

Bowker llllllllOlllUO-13 DeBrav 11101001110(1010- 8
Barrett llllOllllOOlllO-ll Avery 111111111111111-15
Post 110011101011110-10 Willey 110101001011111—10
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Quimby UOIUUIOIII 01-12 Beors lUOO] 100000011- 7
Savage 000111111111111—12 J WnlatencromiOimilllllll-14
Long'don 111111111111111—15 Vibberr 111111111011101—13
Root 111101111111111—14 Bamplon 11111001110110(3-10
Bmbridsje. .. 111111111111110-14 Albert .111111111111111—15
Saunriers 111011111110111-13 Hall 1010110101 llOOl- 9
Folsora , 011111 OlUOlO 110— f) SteriT 011101111111 111—13
Brooks llOniOllOUOlOO- w Howard 111111111111111—15
Perkins 011111111101111-13 ZMltebell llOllUlliUlll-l-l
In expert claPS O. R. Dickey, of Boston, won firsr average. 86.6

per cent.—|3j.«5; "VV. Crosby won second ax^eifitrH, SiJ O per cent.—
Iglv.80. In amateur class, F. A. Sbermwn, of JCew 13aveo, who sbot
under tlie name of Albert, won first, aveiage.. fill per cent.— S>35.85,

and 0. E. Longdon, of New Haven, won .'^ecoud avei aije, 94.6 per
cent.—SIT. yo. jUbert (Sherman) mil be advanced to expert class.
Total surplns was $179.90.
The tournament was a pronounced success from start to finish,

and everybody was well satisfied. P.

HARRISBURG TRAPS.
Haei^isbckg, Pa., April 35.—At the regular shoot of the Harris-

burg Shooting Association to-day, it was pronounced by all tlie

coniestants as being the hardest day for facing tlie traps we have
had. A strong northwest wind blew directly against tbe targets,
making their flights the most irregular of any I have ever wit-
nessed on the grounds, and at the discharge of each gun ihe
shooter had the pleasant sensation of receiving the powder smoke
in his face and eyes, and at the cl'^se of the afternoon each con-
testant's face resembled a soft coal miner's more than of a man
on pleasure bent. The Smith gun was won by Mr. A. C. Krueger.
of Wrightsville, the dandy crack shot of Central Pennsylyania,
and also a member of this association. The balance of the day
was put in on sweeps. See scores below.
L. 0. Smith gun, 35 singles:

Shearer llllllOlllOOOlllllOiniOO-18
Krueger 1111111101011111111111111—33
Shusley 1111100110001111110110100-16
Duaten 111000101111111010111 1111-19
Snell lllOOlOlllllOllllllOmiO-19
Word en 11 111110011101lim uillO-21

Fuller, Metzgar, Twup, Gunther, Brelsford, Haas, StahfUer,
Martin, Felsenger, Kinzer, Nutt, Hapler, Brelsford, Dustin, Suli-
vai, W. B., Nut t and Schearer withdrew.
Sweep No. 1, at 15 singles, entrance |1:

Dustin 101001111111101-11 W D 001000000100101-4
Worden 110111111100110-11 Motler 000 i 11100100111- 8

Shearer lOlOlOUlOOOOOO - 7 Nnlt lOlOllOllHlOll-U
Martin 001011 lOOlllllO- 9 Metzgar 010111100111011—10
Krueger llOOllllllHlOt—13 Sullvan IIUCOIIOIIIOII—11
Shusley llllllOOOlUllll—11 Brelsford 111111111111110-14
Troup 1111011101(^110— '.) l-Iatiield 111100111100111—

U

Sweep No. 3, at 15 sinsU-e. eutrance §1:

Snlivan lllOllllOllOUO-ll Dustin OOIUlllllOlOlO-lO
Sbusley 110110101100111—10 Mariin 001111011111111—13
Shearer 011110011111111-12 Hepler llOullllOlllOM-

9

Nutt 011111011001111-11 Giuther 11101UOOoOllOlU- 7

Krueger 111000111111111—13 Filsenger 111111(11(1111111—13

Worden 111101110111111-1.8 Brelsford OOlOnoilOllllO- 9

Motler 110101111110001—10 Metzgar 110010100111110— 9

Sweep No. 3, entrance $3:

.Shearer 11 Worden 13 Nnell 7
Kj'ueger 14 Dustin 13 Kinzer 7

Shusley « Felsmyer 13 Breisfoid ...13

Nutt 9 WS 7 Martin 6

Sulivan 13 Haas.. 9
Sweep No. 4, enirance $1:

Krueger 9 Kinzei- 13 Sulivan 11
Nutt. 11 Dustin 13 Felsmyer 9

Fuller 12 Worden 14 Brelsford 10
Shusley 13

Sweep No. 5, §1 entrance:
Krueger ...13 Nutt 11

Sulivan 12 Brelsford 11

Worden 14 Dustin 14 Fuller...
Sweep No. 6, §1 entrance:

Ki'ueser.. 12 Worden 11 Dustin,

KiJGzer 13
Shuslev 11

....13

Brelsford. 12 Kinzer..
Sulivan 12

.10 Fuller U

BLOOMING GROVE PARK.

THE first of the proposed series of six tournaments to he held
during the year was shot on the grounds of the Blooming

Grove Park Association, Pike county, Penn., on April 35 and 27.

The weather conditions were not favorable to good shooriug. as a
variable wind blew across the grounds and especially in the rifle

contest, prevented any sort of steadiness. Below are the scores in
the various matches. Live bird contest, prize 1-50, silver cup, 10
birds, liandicap rise, 38, 37 and 26yds. men allowed one miss to be
scored as no bird, 3.5yd.s. (and under) allowed two mis.ses to be
scored as two no-birds. Ties at 3 birds, no allowance. Entrance
fee $5. No double entries, 5 ground traps, 50yds. bound:
D A^Keyes (29) 0220332012— 7 Fred Eugle (SO) 2031103132- 8

C R Hedden (39). . . . OlOOlOOOOl— 3 N S Smith (27) 3220320221— 8

A M Cromellin (30).o32o321020— 6 H Breintnal 1 (29) . . .2122021212— 9

D Bacon (37) 12o0220220- 6 E Cruikshank (28) . .22000312o0~ 5

1 ) McKeever (24) . . . 21o32o0200- 5 B E J Eils (28) ...... 010200ol20 - 4
E M Youmans (37) . .1232222223-10 W W Green (29) .... 0022002222- 6

A Hall (37) 3112130222- 9 I P Cruger (20) .. .2112210211— 9

C T Wills (38) 2222000000— 4 H C Higgin-on (29). 0.221101100— 6

oDead out of bounds. Cup to Youmans. Ties on 9 div. first, ties

on 8 second.
Clay bird contest for silver flask, 35 birds, 18yds. rise, ties at 3

birds. Handicaps were arranged by allowing men to shoot at 37,

20 and 30 birds; entrance fee $2, no double entries:

H R BreintnaU (25 birds) 1001111111110111111001101 -19
NS Smith (27) OOOOOniUOUOlOOOflOOOllOlO —11
Fred Engle (25) 110001 11011110111011 10011 -17
C T Wills (30) OOOOlOlOOllOlOOOllOlOlOOOlOOOl-ll

A Hall (39) 00010001100011010030001010011 -10
WW Green (27) 111111000001110110011010110 -10

Rifle contest, ijrize £50 cup, 200vds., off-hand, only open sighi;s

allowed, 10 shots, decimal target, tie- '
—

"

A RKuzer
R H BreintnaU
C R Hedden
AM CromeUin
D Bacon

Fred Engle.,
BE JEils...

M FreemanWH MeCord...
A 0 Higginsou

.

.6 12062316 3-30
2 4 5 4 6 2 4 5 5-38

i 3 4 7 2 4 4 3 9 6-39
.2 1 1 CO 2 1 1 3 9—29
.9 1 z 1 7 1 6 3 3 2—33
.1 0 0 0 0 — 1

.0 0 0 1 1 1 4 4 0 3—14
4 1 1 9 5 6 4 6 3 5-44
3 4 9 1 5 2 5 4 2 2-37
.7 V 3 2 2 3 4 4 5 2-39
4 0 5 r 4 0 2 3 3-30

1 0 0 6 3 4 ij 7 7-40
6 1 0 5 9 1 0 0 6 0-28
3 1 1 0 5 2 3 1 0 1-16
0 2 5 2 10 5 3 .2—38
3 4 3 1 6 4 5 1 4 3-33

BEAVER, Pa., has a new organization, the Beaver Gun Club,
with Dr. G. A. Scroggs, Pres.; G. Q. Wolfe, Vice-Pres.; J. H.
Eaton, Sec'y and Treas. We had our first shoot to-rl ay. Inclosed
please find score. Not so bad when you consider the high north-
west wind that blew across the grounds. Mr. Aughenbaugh's
Bcore is hardly fair, as he used two guns, one a Ot^lb. 10-gauge and
then a 61b. 12-gauge. But let her go. Our birds are all here ex-
cept the orioles. Whippoorwills arrived Wednesday, April 23.

Weather warm and delightful. Match at 50 bluerocks:
Eaton IIUIOIIIUIOOIIIOOI 11111(111

1
lOllimilOllOmO 101-39

Wolfe OllllOllOOlllOOlllOOllllllllllllllOllOlimmillO—.39

Scroggs 1111101100011100110011101(1101111111110111111111111-38

McCready 01000110110011011111111010110110101000100101001000-38

Aughenbaugh..,.01100001111110110100111011110110110100100101001000-37
Wickham lllOllOllOOOlllOOllllllllOlllllOOlOlllll w —39

S.

RETRIEVED BY'' TELEPHONE.—At a pigeon shoot on Erb's
grounds, near Newark, the other day, the pointer dog Telephone,
owned by E. D. Fulford, of Harrisburp, Pa., caught a wounded
bird by springing into the air after it. The bird was Oft. above
the ground when the dog's .laws closed on it, and the old trap-
shooters entered in the sweepstake shoots said that it was the
finest catch ever seen.

PATEHSON, N. J.. April 39.—Match between A. Martin, of
Eclipse Gun Club, and T. Rogers, of the LTniversal Gun Club, at
10 live birds each, 31yds. rise, 80yds. bounds, old Long Island rules,
825 a side: „
A Martin 1101111111—9 T Rogers , . . 0010111101-6
Next match will take place on Monday. May 18, between T. 0.

Wright, of the Eclipse Gun Club, and Geo. Doremus. of the
I'orest and Stream Gun Olub, at 13 hve birds each, for f50 a sl^e.

SOME MORE FROM "AD VANCE."
Editor Fmriit and Stream:
1 have carefully read the well wrilten article of ''Occasional"

in issue of April 30, and I still live. "The voice is Jacob's voice,
bill the bauds ate the hau'ls of Ksau'"— a poor lamb of a rouufler
bleating,"! am only a professional."' Baa! Bia! The simple sheep
in the 50 and 60 class bleat back, "What's tlie difference as far as
we are concerned? Our money goes all the samr and too many
of them take the kind advice of our accompliaheil salesman, with
which be closes bis remarks, "Better give up tra ii-shooiing."
Now, "Occasional," 1 haye you where I want yon; I am fighting
for that very ela.-s of indiffi.rent shooters who are always tempted
by their poor scores to lay away their guns and withdraw from
club and practice.
"Occasional" is evidently voicing hia convictions of how the

better shots should regard his class—a class which is a cross be-
iween a live pigeon and a bluerock, neither one thing nor the
other, a hybrid with affiniiy for both animate or inanimate, so
long as a sweepstake is back of it,

"Occasional" agrees with me about the bad policy of colonizing
shooters, but says it is no harm to bring in my class if you do.
Now 1 sav better leave your crowd out too. "Occasional" speaks
of the diiHeulty in getting a team from the average club together.
I agree with him there, but maintain that it can be done and
ought to be done from the members of the club alone, every pro-
fes-sional and rounder barred. 1 have had some experience here,
as every team which has ever represented my club has been
selected by me, been wril ten to and notified by me, and I have
received the answers, W'e won the Rockland county champion-
ship by three straight victorifs and have engaged in numerf us
other contests, winning some and losing others, but always with-
out help from either the abov^e classes. At lirst we were very
weak, but we made a team of lighters finally by graduating the
50 per cent, men and not by colonizing.
Now, why should professionals be debarred? Because they are

too handy for one thing. To explain: A club rer eives an invita-
tion to send a ffam to compete for a trophy, ten men must be
seli^cted, notified and sent. The captain gels positive assurance
from five that the.y will be on himd; the other five are doubtful.
Instead of taking five of his club next in ability and shooting
I hem on his team, he flies immediately to the gun store; and find-

ing high-class men there having the necessary leisure, he secures
them, makes up his team, winks his eye and is ready for the fray.
1 have a letter before me from one of the best known club cap-
tains within fifty miles of New York, and he says there'n, "The
R Club was to have Lmdsley, Collins, Penrose, Beam, Von
Lengerke, etc.," and he justifies his own club in taking a still

wider range for E. D. Miller and .lohn Riegott by saying, "What
could my club do against the R Club with such a team ?"

You see what it leads to, Brother "Occasional." The next time
the various clubs meet in competition, they may be astonished to

see those very men on the team of an entirely different club, and
the next time on yet another olub. "See?" It don't look nice
published in black and white, does it?

I have not said that these men are not fine companions and
royal good fellow.*; is it not written in the books of the scribe
E. Hough that they are so? That is not the point. That they
"give more impetus to trap shooting" 1 very mucb doubt. They
often help to start shooting enterprises and therein do some good,
but some at one time very strong clubs in this vicinity are now
slumbering the sleep of everlasting annihilation in spite of the
connection therewith of the aforesaid jolly sportsmen.
Tournaments for the past year or so bave been almost flat fail-

ures In spite of the attendance thereat of these pleasant gents
w^ho shoot for "business only."
Oh yes, my dears, the amateurs as a rule are taking good care

to protect themselves; they do it by staying away. "See!" What
I want is to have them back, facing the traps and burning pow-
der, not practicing to become salesmen in gun stores or expert
rounders or even gobblers of small sweepstalses in their own club
shoots, but men wtth a decent degree of skill developed by moder-
ate practice into that desirable position where their friends and
and fellow members say of them "he is a good shot and a good
fellow."

I am not throueh with this business yet, and have a carload of
facts, letters and theories to spring upon your confiding readers
when the humor next strikes me. Ad Vance.

W^ATSON'S PARK.—Burnside, 111., April 22.—Lake County
Club and guests in a practice shoot at live pigeons, Illinois State

N Ford 1310101213-8 J Quinnel 3000101003-4
A L Smith 0310111133—8 C Brockelman 0012030010—4
J W Donnell 03031,3.2000-5 G Peterson 011U12201-8
VVLBond 2121303,233—!> Farnum (guest) . . .0011001030—4
H Keohler 1020120011-6 A W Reeves (guest) 3011132331-9
LFIershem 1010010030—4 Fleming (guest). ...1030010320—5
Same day the following scores were made in a practice shoot at

25 live birds each. W. P. Mussey 20, C. E. WiUard 16, Frank Hol-
lister 16, Frank Place 18.

Another of 'he same, less birds: Ford 9, Farnum 9, Dr. Smith 10,

A. L. Smith, Donnell, Bond, Koehler, Flershem, Peterson, A. W.
Reeves withdrew.
April ^0.—The Gun Club of Chicago for club medal, 10 live birds,

Hlinois State rules:
L M Hamlin 2201001021-6 F A Hollester 1201001120- 6

C E WiUard - . .0122121000-0 L Willard 2113113123-10
F E Willard 2021201300 - 6 A W Adams 010200211:12— 5

Frank Place 1221100110—7 H Farnum. 1000103001— 4
Peoria blackbird medal:

C WiUard 10001011110111011111-14 L WMUard llOllllOllllllUll 01—17
Hamline..11111001 111111111101—17 HoUester. 11111111100110111111—17
F Place. . ,11111100110111111111-17 A Adams.11011111111001110011-15
F Willard 11110111111111101111-18
Open sweepstakes, 5 live pigeons each, $3 entrance, 3 moneys,

Amei icnn Association rules:

C E Willard ..11100—3 F A Pl.ace 10112-4
FE Willard 33112-5 H F.arnum 00213—3
LM Hamline 31030—3 L WiUard 03211—4
£' A Hollester 01111—4 A W Adams 00203—3
Another ol the same:

Hamline 13331—5 AW Adams 00211—3
F E WiUard 33113-5 H Farnum 13110-4
LWnUard 21201—4
Another, with one mouf-y only:
FE WiUard 0ni2—4 L WiUard 21212-5
AW Adams 13100-3
May 5.—Tue Forester Club, of Chicago, 15 live pigeons, Ameri-

can Association rulf»s:

A Price 211131111111311-15 F HoUester. .. .031111332102111-13
C E WiUard. . .31-,;311001211111-13 L M HamUme.l0122310Hlllll—13W D Price 111111211110111-14 A W Adams. ..120201122003323-11
J O'Brien 122103212111122-14

J Byers 12012—4 C E Willard 11211-5
Peoria blackbirds:

A Price. . .11001011101101101011-18 HoUester .11001001110110110111-13
Willard...100111101111011100111-13 HamUine.00101111101110110111—14
WDPricelOllllKillllOllObllO—14 Adams,. . .10110011011111110011—14
J O'Brien.lllllllOllUOllOOllO—14 J Byers. . .00010100011110101000— 8

Ties for medal:WD Price OlllC-3 J O'Brien 11111-5
Ravellrigg.

CHICAGO TRAP.-GMcago, May '2.-Col. A. G. Courtney,
evangelist of the Lefevei- Arms Co., is in the city to-day, and is so
as to be about. Mr. W. H. Skinner, of the Whitney Aims Co., is

just back from his trip to the Coast. Mr. Whitney did some in-
quiring for the missing E. S. Benscotten while in the Northwest,
and says that the last heard of Benscoi ten in that country was
that he had purchased a ticket for the Ea-^r. He wiU turn, up yet,
it is hoped. Mr. R. O. Heikes, Western agent of the Staudard-Key-
stone Co., O" Monday next engages in a time match, in which he
is to break 450 targets in an hour and a half, three traps, glOO tip.

This is merely in the interest of sport, but there are some side
wagers up that he will succeed.—E. Hotjgh.

WAYNE GUN CLUB.—Philadelphia, April 25.—Match at 30
bluerocks each, 5 traps, 16 and 18yds., strong wind, fair weather:
Joe. Jeltries OlllOlOlllUOlOOOllOlllOUllll—31
S Davis OlOOOlOOlOlOlOlOOOllllOllll 100—15
F Hessler 110111010111101011111010101101—21
T Scargle OOlUOOOOlOOlOOOlOOOOUOlOlOlO—11
E. Hansbery, H. Kane, A. Hessler. T. Mack, J. Sidle, Wm. Jay,

Wm. LTlary, Gretch, N. Hessler, G. Hessler, J. Royds withdrew.
In the above score several individual matches were shot between
Hansbery and Kane, F. Hessler and Jeffries, the latter two win
ning.—P. F. Yost.
VICTOR, N. Y., May 2.—Victor Rod and Gun Club regular semi-

monthly shoot, at 35 kingbirds per man, 3 Keystone traps, 18yds.
rise. New York State rules. 3 badges: W. A. Hill 17, D. A. McVean
9. H. M. Stewart 20, A. O. Gordon 15, W. G. HiU 14, M, Sage 13, L.
W. Benson 13, A. E. Sale 14. C. Brusie 16, E. S. Norton 13, J. Q,
Smith 14. Stewart, Gordon and Norton took the three badges, A,
B and 0 respectively, Hembers are classified in tiiree classes, A,
B and O. i

NEWARK, N. J.—The Maplewood Gun Olub expects to have at

crowd of crockery smashers on its grounds on Decoration Day to
take part in the spring tournament. Bluerock targets will be
used, the shooting being under the rapid-firing Keystone system.
Experts wiU shoot at unknown angles and amateurs at known
angles. The events will be as follows: Ten birds. 50 cents; 1,5

birds, «1; 10 birds, 75 cents; ,20 birds, §1,50; 10 birds, 75 cents; 15
birds, Si; 25 bird,'., S2; 10 bird?, 7,^ cents: 15 birds, $1.60; 10 birds, 'fl

;

10 bird.^, 75 cents: 15 birds, $1. The sport will begin at 9 A. M.
MONEY VS. FL0Y'D-Jt>NE3.—The p-geAu shootine match be-

tween CoL Money, of the (.lartei-et Ciun Club, and C. Floyd Jones,
of the Westminster Kennel Club, for ¥5U0 a side, which took place
Tuesday afternoon last on tho trrounds of the Westchester County
Club, resulted in favor of Col. Money. The, conditions of the
match were 100 birds each m-m, oOvds. rise, 50yds. boundary.
Score: Col. Money 85, C. Floyd Jones S?,.

TORONTO, AprU25.—The members of the Owl Gun Club shot
for the gold medal presented to the club by Mr. McDowall and for
the three gold medals given by the club at the Woodbine Saturday
afternoon. Some good scores were made, considering the strong
wind which was blowing. The conditions are that there be five
shoots, and the member making the highest score in any three
shoots to be the winner. Following are the scores, 20 birds per
man. Smith and Unwin iSyds.. res' 31yds.:
J Rice... .10111111111111111110-18 Kdwards..llOIl011011101]ii0011—

U

Tymon.. ..01111101111011111110-17 George . ..01100110101010001111-11
O Henry. ,01111010111111111111-17 J Unwin. .00110011010011111111-13
M'Dowall IIOOIIOIIOI 1011 11111—15 W Smith. 01001111OlOOOlOlOOll-lO
To wnson..11011010110101011111—14
MUIJCIE, Ind., April 29—The first day's shootat the fifth annual

tournament of the Muncie Gun Olub to-day was the most success-
ful yet given. Mnny of the crack shots of the country contested
for the stakes. Among them were McDowell and Ileikes, of Dayton,
O.; Hialt, Whistler and DeWitt, of Marion, Richardson: Allen,
Britiou and Comestock, of Indianapolis; Long and Thompson,
Lafayette; Warner, of Greenville, O., and a score of others.
American Association rules are governing, with rapid fire system
at Peoria black birds. The moneys are divided in three purses. At
the ten matches to-day a number of clean scores were made and
some excellent shooting was done, with Dayton and Indianapolis
artists in the lead.
April SO.—The second and last day's shoot of the Muncie Gun

Cluo tournament was conspicious by the presence of Scott Mc-
Donald, of Dayton, O. The majority of other shooters, concluding
they stood no chance against McDonald, left for their homes on
his arrival. In the fourteen contests in which McDonald took
part ten were clean records at ten, fifteen, and twenty-five birds.
In a match he killed 1.54 out of a possible 163, his only weakness
being on doubles. The scores are said to be the best ever made in
the State. Bender, Gough and Williamson, local men, pushed the
leaders hard.

ROME, N. Y'., May 4.—The indications are that the 33d annual
convention of the New York State Sportsmen's Association will
exceed our wildest expectation. No doubt we shall have the
largest convention ever held in the history of the Association.
Wo are doing everything we can to perfect arrangements, and
we are confident that everj^ one who comes here will have a good
lime. W^e are going to have a little sweepstake tournament May
23, and we expect that most of the clubs in the surrounding towns
will be with us on that date, to give them a chance to try our new
grounds.—M. R. Bingham.

THE CRUISE OF THE SHENANDOAH C. C.
AS DETAILED BT THE COMJIODOHE.

PAKT XI.

IConchulcd from Page 300.}

to Riverton over smooth water proved anything but well founded;
for we found the ten miles between McCoy's Palls and Riverton,
at the present stage of water, to be a little the meanest and worst
piece of river on the whole trip. There did not seem to be much
taU, and the water was not specially swift and rough even among
the reefs, which were interminable, but the river was very broad
and very shallow, and in many places we could find but a few
iuches of water rippling over gravel bars, filling in between the
reefs and stretching clear across the river from bank to bank.
Even the boat channels, which were easily found..did not help us
materially except that they were free from rocks and reefs; and
the ten miles were made laboriously by means of vigorous shov-
ing, pushing and lifting, with pike-poles and paddles, and at great
risk to the frail canvas skins of our canoes. With 6in. or even 3in.
more water we would have perfectly smooth, plain sailing.
We portaged the Blakemore dam. which is an unusuaUy high one,

by simply sliding the canoPS over the edge and dropping them bow
first, with closed hatches and aprons, right down into the deep
Stillwater below. There was no water going over the dam; all the
water that did not go through the mill race went foaming and
tearing down the primitive chute which consisted simply of a
huge trough of logs built against the face of the dam at an angle
of about 60°, with a loose log or two at the bottom which threw
the water in a great boiling spout high in air, and which Lacy
hastened to assure us he had no desire whatever to interview after
giving one glance down its slope, and which George and I also dis-
claimed any ambition to run.

It was considerably after one o'clock when we finally beached
our canoes at the old camp ground, just above the big dam at Riv-
erton, with the crumbling piers of the old bridge rising like
spectres from the deep black water just above, mute monmnents
of the ravages of war; and three hungrier, more tired and gener-
aUy played out canoeists never more gladly stepped ashore, nor
more vig-oronsly attacked and utterly demolished a more formi-
dable lunch in less lime than we did. We had decided to make
this the terminal place of the cruise; and as it was Saturday we
proceeded to make ourselves comfortable in ramp until Monday
before packing ourselves and our canoes off in the train for home.
The canoes were put in position on a beautiful piece of turf under
the trees, between the river and the road, which led down from
the straggling little viUage to the ferry a short distance below
the dam and our camp, while the fly was erected on the broad
timber platform near by, adjoining and protecting the end of the
dam, over a stnall table built of heavy planks and conveniently
left there by some former campers. It rained heavily at supper
time, and our rubber coats and oilskins came into good play,
while tne little camp-stove came out brilliantly, for the driving,
pounding rain would have put out an ordinary camp-fire.
Afier supper, which was eaten under the protecting shelter of

the fly, the rain ceased, although great black masses of low-hang-
ing clouds drifted rapidly overhead, through the occasional rifts
ofWhich the moon shone in fitful gleams as she went sku trying
down the sky; and the night promised to be a rainy one. During
the evening a couple of gentlemen from the viUage visited us and
urged us to forsake our fraU-looking camp and accept their hos-
pitality for the night; but we decUned their kind invitation with
thanks, assuring oirr friends that otir quarters were weather-
proof.
Never was promise better ftUtiUed, for it rained pretty much all

night, and morning dawned upon a low-hanging sky of leaden
clouds, with a steady, chUl, gray veil of rain, through which, as I
opened my tent flap and looked oat, the trees and the mill across
the river loomed up like vague and indistinct shadows: while the
outlines of the lofty covered bridge of the old Manassas Gap Rail-
road could be but dimly discerned. The temptation to cuddle
back in my blankets in the snug, tight little cabin of the Frankie
for an additional mornin.g nap was so seductive that it was long
after 8 o'clock when I was iiually awakened with tiie vague im-
pression that there was a fire somewhere, to And it still raining,
and that Lacy was bawliitg in no .gentle tones (from the snug re-
tirement of his tent) for his breakfast. It did not rain aU day,
however, and by the time brealvfasc was partaken of under tlie
fly, and the boys had gotten the cooking utensils and the club
plate cleared oif. the weather likewise cleared off, and the sun
came out and beamed down upon us aud we had another nice hot
day of it.

1 Ut my after-breakfast pipe and strolled down the sloping plat-
form at the end of the dam, wet and slippery with the rain, in
time to see George puU in a short throw Une he had put out the
evening before, with two or three bass hooks on it, baited with
chunks' of fat bacon, with a huge eel, over a yard long and as
thick as a man's arm, dangling and s>iuirming at the end of it.
As I walked down the incline my feet slipped on the treacherotis
slippery floor in spite of the hob nails in my canvas shoes, aud in
spite of my executing the roller skate shuffle mo6t\ngorously with
both feet, it was no go; and I got a tremendous fall which landed
me squarely on my back, while my pipe Hew iu one direction, the
stem iQ another and the toba ceo to the four winds of heaven.
George helped me to pick myrelf up andgatber np the ciihria, ana
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I walked over to my tent, ruef allv rubbing my bruises as I went,
and inspecting with interest a new and conspicuous phrenological
development on the back of my head.
Arrived at my tent I procured a fresb pipeful of tobacco; and

while I was lighting it three giddy young gushers of the female
persuasion crowded into the one seat of a single buggy came
driving brislily by the camp all in a giggle: and as they passed
they threw three big sunflowers in among the canoes.
"Here. Commodore!" sung out Lacy, as he picked up the biggest

one and tossed it at me as 1 stood profile to bim, just getting a
good '"draw" on my freshly lighted pipe. The danity souvenir
whizzed past my face, taking my pipe with it and landing it in
the river. With an emphatic, exclamation which I still consider
not unjustifiable under the circumstances. I look the stem from
between my teeth and threw it after the pipe, and then walked
over to my tent, amid the suppressed snickers of tTeorge and
Lacy, stepped carefully in and seated myself firmly on my camp-
stool, 80 as to make sure I could not fall out, closed and fastened
the tent flaps tightly all around, so as to make equally sure
that nothmg could fall in; then having taken all possible pre-
cautions, I produced a cigar, lighted it and succeeded in accom-
plishing my morniQET smoke without further mishap.
An examination of the club larder at lunch time had developed

the fact that we were running short on provisions, the last of the
bacon and eggs having disappeared at breakfast; and as it had
not been deemed advisable to lay in a new stock at the end of the
cruise we had not replenished tl:e evening before; so George
rigged up his fishing tackle, putting on a couple of trout hooKs
baited with worms and proceeded to catch some small fry to
flank the eel already caught that morning for the supper and
breakfast still to come before we broke camp for home. Lacy
assured him that any other excuse would answer just as well;
but George protested that we were out of meat ana the excuse
was suflQcieni; at any rate it was not worth while to go behind it,

and he was soon landine perch and suckers, with an occasional
small bass at a most gratifying rate.
There was a square hole or well in the middle of the platform

walled w^ith timoers; leading down through the stone filling of
the crib some 6 or 8ft. to tne river below, in which was located a
hydraulic ram which supplied water to several of the residents in
Riverton, a quarter oi a mile away; and as George caught his fish
he strung them on a strmaer and lowered them into this place
for safe keeping. He soon had a fine string lying in the shallow
water at tne bottom of this well, and atiou''. supper time Lacy
went to get them in order to clean and prepare them for the fry-
ing pan.
We were startled by a yell, and looking up in alarm we beheld

him leaning over the hole in open-mouthed amazement, while his
eyes stood out like beads.
"Great Scoit, fellows! just come here!" he exclaimed in a sup-

pressed yell.
We hurried alone down the platform and joined him at the

well. To our amazement the hole was literally swarming with
snakes, which were making desperate efl"orts to swallow tne fish.
They twisted and lashed around and fougnt over tho fish precisely
like pigs over a trough. It was impossible o! course for tbem to
swallow the fish, as the strinser holding them all together elfec-
tually preveuted it, even if tlie fish htxd not been entirely too large
for the wonderfully elastic tliroit and neck of a snake.
We promptly decided that we did not care for fish for sapper,

and Lacy took occasion to assure Getu-ge tliat it was no more than
he expected, and that ue could not expect any luck to attend his
fishing on Sunday; but we remained silently over the well for
some time watching their maneuvers with great interest. One
would take a fish in its mouth and give it a powerful jerk or shake
to clear it from the stringer, while another and pThaps larger
one would savagely slash and striae at it and drive it from its
prey, only to repeat the same ineffectual maneuver. Numbers of
them had their mouths fastened upon the fish; frequently two or
three were fastened upon the same one, their jaws and necks dis-
tended to enormous piopertioas, vainly endeavoring to swallow
them.
"I wonder if they really could swallow these fish if they could

get at them, head first ?" said George.
"I don't know," I replied. "I wish that they were loose so that

we could see."
"Perhaps I can get them up without frightening the snakes and

take them off the string," he continued.
"1 doubt it," I replied. "Snakes are very timid creatures, espe-

cially the harmless varieties, like th^se water snakes."
George cautiously leaned over and reached down until he got

hold of the peg on the end of the stringer which was tightly
stuck into a crevice in the curb of the well, and gently attempted
to draw the fish up, bat at the flist movement there was a whiz
and a splash and a glitter of wet. scaly forms, and in an instant
every reptile had vanished from sight.
George cut the string and let tne nsti drop back again, loose, in

the well; but although we watched for a long time, and returned
at intervals until it was too dark to see down into the hole, not a
snake was to be seen again.
"This is a famous fisnmg place, isn't it?" Lacy remarked as we

were smoking our evt-ning pipes around our little blaze of a
camp-fire, while the lull moon rode m brilliant beauty overhead,
flooding the entire landscape of river, bluffs find trees with her
silver radiance, bringing out the white sides of the mill and the
old covered railroad oriage into such prominence that every seam
between the planking could he seen as though in toe bright glare
of the noonday sun. Her silvery image was reflected from the
deep, still water above the dam, bringing out the dense black
shadows of the trees into !-harp contract, while from the bioKen,
choppy rapids below, her long, silvery sheen sparKled back at us
in countless diamond points of light, and the quiet night was im-
pressive in its loveliness. A distant church hell tolled slowly, its
notes mellowed by the distance, while the mournful call of the
whip-poor-will alternated with the gentle hoo-hoo of an owl. The
far-ofl: howling of a dog, lugubriously baying at the moon,
sounded ludicrously distinct upon tne calm stillness, while the
chatting and laughter of a little group of idlers at the railroad
station a quarter oi a mile below, on the other side of the river,
came oistmctly to our ears. The meteor-like headlight of a train
came shooting along in the dense black shadows under the oppo-
site bluff from up tne river, 1. aving a trail of sparks and a cloud
of smoke floating gently away over the water into the bright
night, white the tram rolled up to the station a^ d stopped, m a
bngnt, cheerful glare of lights, ringing of bells, hissing of steam
ana hum of voices, and then, with a few short, sharp coughs and
puffs of black smoKe, went roaring away over the more distant
railroad bridge, upon which we presently observed the lantern of
the night waichman go twinkling across, alternately fl^sning out,
like a little taint star, and disappearing behind the bridge tim'^ers.
While aoove ail rose the deep, steady, suodued, dominating roar of
the big dam, with the marmurine wash of the rapids oelow.
"Yes, Riverton is one of the most noted fishing places on the

river, or, indeed, in tne State." 1 replied to Lacy's query.
"Why is it, I wonder?" he coniinued.
"Well, aside from its accessibility by rail, there are two rivers

here for one thing," I answered. "The North Fork comes in down
below there half a mile, just under the lower railroad oridge, and
generally one stream or the other is clear. It is not oiten that
both are muddy at the same time, except m the regular season of
freshets, in the spring, and—"

"It is just our luck, however, that both are muddy now," George
broke in, discontentedly.
"Yes, you're right there, brother," said Lacy.
"That's very true," i continued. "But it more frequently hap-

pens that when one is muddy the other is clear, and the bass
leave the muddy water and at once swarm into the clear stream;
and as both streams have hign dams which the fish cannot pass,
at about the same distance above the point of junction—say half
a mile—it follows that there will be a little piece ot clear water
between the dam and the junction in one or the other of the
streams, and this piece of the clear water is apt to be full of bass.
Some phenomenal catches are on record as having been made here
under such circumstances. Then again, there are no dams be-
tween here and the Potomac, filty odd miles below, that are of
any consequence; there are two or three old broken-down stone
dams and the usual number of fish dams, but they are all easily
shot by canoes descending and Dy bass ascending, and the first

real obstacles to their free ascent of the rivers are met with here.
In the shape of these big, high dams; and they, consequently, ac-
cumulate here in swarms at the bases of the oDstacles."
"How do they pass the dams, I wonder?" said Lacy. "Of

course they get over some way, lor there are plenty of Pass in the
entire rivers, even up in the remote head streams—!North, Middle
and South rivers, in Augusta county."
'•Tney go up tne shoots or over the dams in high water," said

George.
"I declare fellows I am right sorry we are not going on through

to Harper's Ferry," said Lacy, as he refilled hjs pipe and asked
George for a match, which he struck on his boot heel and applied
to his pipe, wuile the alternate rising and sinking of the little

flame as he puffed away (the blaze of the camp-fire having long
since subsided into the dull red glow of a bed of coals, half ob-
Bcured by a white film of ashes} brought out the canoes, tents and
camp equipments, nestling in the dense shadow of the great elms,
into curious prominence at each puff—a stray paddle leaning
»gaiB8t ft tree-rthe striped fly wltli tlie Uawi^e }b a peliahsd 8bilB»
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ing heap upon tbe little table under it—tlie camp stove—tlie fish

ing mds leaning against the tentaupports—the white muslin bags
containing provisions hanging around from twigs or nails driven
into the trees, out of reach of prowling "varmints" and gleaming
ghostly white in the momentary flasbes—all being distinctly ob-
Bervable without apparent notice being taken of them,
"Well, It's an easy matter to reconsider, and buy some more

provender and resume the cruise in the morning," I replied. "For
my part, between the unusual heat and the unusual low water,
I don't care for any more cruise in mine. In fact. I would not
paddle that big, heavy ship of mine tlirough the miles and miles

of 'eddies' between here and Harper's Ferry for her value twice
over."
"Well, I really agree with you," said Lacy. "We've been out

two weeks and have had a royal good time, and a fine cruise, and
I think, under all the circumstances, we might as well go home;
but we've had such a good time I am very sorry indeed now its

all over, that it is over. What are your views, George?"
"I vote to go home." replied that individual, removing his pipe

from his mouih. "The cra<se has been a success from beginning
to end; but it's too hot and the river's too low, and the worst of
the river is still before us if we go on."
"Why. how do you mean?" said lacy.
"He means simply that tbe remainder of the trip on the present

stage of water is but little less than hard work all the way
through," I replied. "There is considerably less fall in this part
of the river than above, and this fall is by no mpans evenlv dis-
iributed; nearly half of it—fully lOOft. being found in the six or
seven miles at the lower end, down near Harper's Ferry; and we
will have nothing Imt several days of hard work at this end of the
cruise. Why, "White Horse Eddy' alone, down near Berryville,
is six miles long, and you know what that means."
"Yes, it means paddle, boys, paddle, over that much absolutely

still, currentless water, the way the river is now," added George,
as he rose and walked over to his tent, while Lacy and I followed
his example.
Monday morning dawned cold, wet and drizzly again, with a

clammy fog wreathing its gray folds around the trees; which
loomed up vaguely overhead, and under whose smoke-hke folds
the cold, black surface of the river could but dimly be discerned;
and the forbidding roar of the invisible dam below seemed sub-
dued and far off to our ears as we unwillingly turned out. There
was a steady drip, drip, from the leaves overhead npon our tents,
and the tempcation to linger among our warm blmkets was great;
but our train passed at 9:30 and we had no time to lose; and we
were speedily shivering under the protection of the flv and dis-
posing of our last breakfast; which consisted principally of
George's big eel; which had been despatched the evening before
and nailed through the head to a tree, and its tough, slippery
hide stripped oflf by means of a pair of pincers; supplemented by
fried potatoes, hot coffee and biscuils.
1 had already arranged with a wagoner to haul our canoes

across the village to the railroad station (the httle hamlet did
not possess a dray); and by the time we had them packed and
ready for him he was on hand with his wagon, and the Frankie,
Rosa and Clyde were soon lying corapanionably side by side on
the depot platform, their cargoes all snugly packed inside, the
hatches fastened down and the muslin aprons tightly drawn over
the foot and half open space which remdined for the crew and
securely fastened, while the long bow and stern painters of each
canoe were tied together and wrapped round and round the
canoes amidships as fenders to protect them while in transit.
Half an hour later the staid and dignified oocupmts of the rear

sleeper of the daylight train on the Shenandoah Valley Railroad
looked with grave disapproval upon the sudden irruption of three
tramp-like individuals, clad in flannels and short nnmentionablps,
much worse for the wear, long stockings, canvas shoes and slouch
hats (for the unsightly but useful helmets had been relegated to
the inmost receisses of the canoes) carrying their personal belong-
ings in rough yellow oiled canvas navy bags, who esconsced them-
selves in the stateroom at the rear end of the coach.
They appeared to be in solvent circumstances, however, in spite

of their disreputable appearance, and beyond testing the capacity
of the buffet to its utmost—proved to be entirely narmiess.
Staunton was finally reached in the midst of a drenching rain-

storm; and we were only too glad to take a close-coverisd car-
riage, which possessed the additional advantage of getting us
through the streets of the city in our disreputable attire without
attracting an undue amount of attention, for your canoeists is a
modest fellow and shrinks from notice—when clad in his cruis-
ing habilaments—and Lacy was soon landed at his home, while
George and I in the seclusion of our rooms at the Hotel Mozart,
doffed our canoeing rigs and donned the apparel of civilization
again; and as we came down stairs and received the cordial greet-
ings and congratulations of our friends we realized that the
cruise was now but a pleasant regretful memory, already laid on
the shelf in our minds along with our other cruises, and I'emem-
hered among the things of the past.

BROOKLYN C. C—The full programme of the Brooklyn C. C.
is as follows: May 9.—Opening—Paddling and trophy races. Mav
29 to June 3.—Annual cruise. June 27.—Annual regatta. 1. Junior
sailing race, li4 miles. 3, Senior sailing race, 3 miles. 3. Canoe
yawl sailing raco. 3 miles. 4. Tandem paddlmg race, 1}4 miles.
5. Deck canoe paddling race. SOOyds. July 2.5—Swimming race,
100yds. Sept. 13.—Combined race, 3 miles. Sept. 26.—Closing of
season—Sailing and paddling trophy races. No regular club races
except during the season. Trophy and cup races open only to
members. All other races, except swimming, open to members of
A. C. A, or any recognized canoe, yacht or athletic club. Swim
open to A. C. A. members only. Sp^'Cial programme wiU be an-
nounced on each race day. Tne "Record" for club memhers will
be made up from: Unlimited sailing, first challenge cup, first and
last double blade paddling, combined and swimming races.
Regatta Committee—Com., Jos. Rudd, Jr., ex-officio; M. M. Davis,
John Johnson, R. J. Wilkin, Cnairman. Challenge Cups (for
members only).—Sailing cup, presented by Mr. Thomas G. Rud-
dington, in 1836, 3 miles on triangle. Sail limit, 75-q- ft. Time
limit, two hours. May be held five days, and then subject to chal-
lenge. Blue silk pennant. Paddling trophy, presented by Mr.
Joseph Rudd, Jr., in 1891. 800yds.. straigat. Competed for by
either single or double blade, but must be defended by a similar
blade and canoe. Subject to chall^'nge five day s after race. Red
silk banner. Pagan cruising trophy, presented by Mr, Chas, P.
Weekes, in 1891. Sail limit, 65 sq. ft. Sailed for on annual cruise.
The regatta committee to arrange in. camp each race, time limit,
»te, JTo Btaadlng rig or epeeial racing Rppliaaces aliowsd,

A HANDY CANOE TENT.
THE tent shown in the accompanj^ng illustrations, the inven-

tion of Mr. A. S. Comstock, of Evanston. 111., is especially
adapted for canoeing and boating, being very compact for stowage

and yet giving room where most needed. It is a shore tent, set
with but one pole, and is of a isvramidal form, the back having a
wall. Along this wall is room for a bed for one or two, while at
the front, near the pole, there is sufficient height to allow a man

to stand up, thus combinuiGf floor room and standing room where
most needed, and with a minimum of weight and bulk. A special
feature of the tent is the triangular fly, which may be used either
as an awning and screen for tLie door, or by reversing it as a fly in
ease of rain. The tents are made in various sizes, the smallest
being suitable for two persons.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Central Div.—N. L. Weatherbee,
Troy, N. Y. Eastern Division—Edward Shattuck, Jr., Winches-
ter. Conn.: J. R. Bartlett, Jr., Bostoa, Mass. Northern Division
—H. W. Mowat, Toronto; E. C. Arnoldi. Montreal; G. E. Hague,
Kingston; C. 8. Clarke, Ottawa. Atlantic Division—T. E. H. Bar-
rington, Washington, D. C.

Model Fachts and Boats. Their design, malivng and sailing, loith
desigm and working drawings. Postpaid, $-^.

SEMIRAMIS.
THE steam yacht shown in the accompanying drawings is of n

type but little known as yet on this side of the Atlantic, hut
which is each year increasing in numbers, and which is likely
before many years to far outnumber the fast river or day boats of
great size which have thus far made up the large tonnage of the
steam pleasure fleet. This type of yacht has as yet received but
little attention from American designers and builders, the ex-
amples now in the American fleet, Alva, Namoun."), Catarina.
Sultana, Utowana, Corsair and Conqueror, being all of British
design; as is the Semiramis, her designer being Mr. Alfred H.
Brown, N. A., of London. Mr. Brown has made a specialty of
steam yacht designing, among his larger yachts being Eros, of 737
ton=, length 219ft., beam 27ft.; Star of the Sea. a composite vessel
of 383 tons; Blerrie England, also composite, 411 tons; and the
present vessel, ot 703 tons. Her dimensions being as follows:

Length between perpendiculars 206ft. 4in.
Length l.w.l ]94ft.
Beam extreme 27ft. lin.
L<^ast freeboard 6ft.
Depth moulded 16ft.
Depth hold 14ft. 6in.
Draft extreme 14ft. 6in.

The yacht is of steel throughout, the hull and engines being
built by Ramage & Ferguson, Leith, in 1889. She is classed lOOAI at
Lloyds and marked "Lloyds M.C." in rtd, her machinery having
been surveyed by Lloyds while building. Her engines are tripe
expansion, cylinders 18, 29 and 47in. by 33in. stroke, indicating
730 H.P. Her bunker capacity is 150 tons, the consumption at 10
knots being 8 tons; while on 13 tons she has made a steady speed
of 13 knots. It is expected that on long cruises she could easily
steam 4,000 miles at 10 knots on her bunker coal. The total space
given to the machinery is 47ft. 6in.; engines 15ft., boiler, double
ended, of steel, 1601bs, pressure 27f f., and thwartship bunker 5ft.
6in.
Tbe space below as shown in the cabin plan, is very large and

excellently arranged. The main saloon is 15ft. long and 33ft. wide,
finished in fumed mabogauy, the panels being hand painted. The
furnishing includes a large table with two smaller ones, a writing
desk, corner cupboards, a sofa and a large semicircular divan,
two sideboards, a piano, and large revolving arm chairs at the
fable. Abaft the saloon is the owner's private room, also finished
in fumed mahogany, with large bedstead, writing desk and sofa,
a bath and toilet room adjoining. This room, with two smaller
staterooms for guests, finished in birdseye maple, opens on the
main passage at tbe foot of the companion, there being at the
after end a dumb waiter to the deck and hold, and a press and
drawers for linen. Forward of the saloon is a second passage,
leading to a bath room and pantry, on which open four more state-
rooms, two of them (juite large. These, as well as the 5 after state-
rooms, are finished in white enamel, with polished black walnut
fronts to sofas, bed berths, etc,
ImmeeUately abaft the augiaeB is & smoklog selooai 19x9ft„

finished in polished American oak, with large table and sofa.
From this room open five staterooms, finished in enamel, as des-
cribed, and a large bath room. The mess room is 18x8ft„ with six
staterooms for petty officers, in addition to large rooms for the
captain and engineer.
On deck there are two teak deckhouses, a bridge, and a teak

steering house on the latter, not shown in the drawings, as it was
subsequently added. The forward house is 19x9ft. Bin. inside,
forming the deck saloon. The after house is 3ft. shorter and fitted
up as a chart room. The galley is in the fore end of the boiler
house, on the main deck. The plumbing of the yacht is very
complete, each of the three baths being heated by steam. Electric
lights are fitted throughout, even to the stoke holds, the engine
and dynamo being located, as shown, on the starboard side of the
main engine room. The steering gear and capstan are both
operated by steam. The rig is a schooner, with yards on rJie fore-
mast. The Semiramis was built for Mr. John Lysaght, who still
owns her, though he "will probably replace her by a smaller vessel,
for which Mr. Brown has prepared plans. During his ownership
the yacht has done a good deal of cruising, visiting Norway and
the Mediterranean.

THE CHANCES IN NEW YORK BAY.
THE changes in the lightships and buoys about New York Har-

bor, which will be made next week, will necessitate altera-
tions in the courses of the New York, Seawanhaka, Atlantic and
Corinthian, as well as the smaller clubs, as the familiar marks,
such as Buoy 10 and Buoy 8}^ will be obliterated, new ones i,akinsc
their approximate places. On April 28 the New York Y. C. held
a special meeting, at which the changes weie made in the club
courses, so that they will be as follows:
No. 1—Start across an imaginary line drawn from the judges'

boat anchored to the east of Buoy 11, and about two cables'
lengths from it to Buoy 14 near Southwest Spit, passing to the
west and south of it; ihence south of Buoy 12 and north of Buoy 5,
off the point of Sandy Hook, to Sandy Hook Lightship, turning
from the north and east and returning over the same course.
Tbis will shorten that course about IJ-^ milfs.
Course No, 2—The same as course jNO, 1, substituting Scotland

for Sandy Hook Lightship. All yachts must pass to the eastward
of West Bank buoys No. 7 and 9, both going and returning.
Course No. 3—Start from an imaginary line between Buoy 14,

near Southwest Spit, and a mark boat anchored snuth of it; thence
south of Buoy 12 and north of Buoy 5, off the point "f Sandy Hook,
to and around Sandy Hook Lightship, turning it from the north
and east, thence to and around a stakeboat anchored near the
buoy on Shrewsbury rocks, turning it from west and south. This
will lengthen the course a little.

The club also adopted new devices and ribbons for the uniform
caps, which are to be copyrighted. The insignia of rank for
members' caps will be a gold foul anchor and the club flag crossed.
For captains two foul anchors over the club flag. The commodore
will have a star on each side of the latter device and une above it.
The vice-commodore a star on each side of it, and the rear-com-
modore one above it. The rating badges will be for sailing mas-
ters silver anchors on the right sleeve; mates on the left sleeve;
quartermasters an eight-spoke wheel; boatswains an eagle and
coxwalns crossed oars.
The annual dinner of the club wiU take place to-night at Del-

monico's.

THE CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.-Some important
changes are now in contemplation in the Corinthian Mosquito
Fleet in order to adapt the rules to the new 25-footers. The present
limit of the fleet is 30ft. l.w.l., which it is proposed to extend to
35ft. As some of the 35ft. corrected length racers will be over 25ft.
l.w.l., it 18 proposed to admit them to the class, provided that
their racing length does not exceed 25ft. The class limits will
probably he arranged as follows: Under 15ft. l.w.l., 15 to 18ft.
l.w.l., 18 to 21tt. l.w.l., and 31 to 2.5ft. l.w.l., or if over 25tt. l.w.l.. not
to exceed 2oft. corrected length. The two smaller classes will race
under the present allowance of the fleet, 6 seconds per foot per
mile, which has worked very well in practice: but the two larger
classes will race under the Larchmont rules and allowances. The
limit of crew will probably he extended to three men In the largest
class. It is proposed to hold monthly races for the 25-footers and
other small craft through the season.

THE NEW 25FT. CORRECTED LENGTH CLASS.-Com, Law-
ton, of the Atlantic Y. C, is ready to present a cup for tMs class,
providing 4 yachts wUl start. The Corinthian Mo.-quiio Fleet has
under consideration a proposal to enlarge its limits to take in the
new class, m which it will give a race on Memorial Day. The
first of the class was launched on April37, at Webber's yard, New
Bochelle, Mr. L. .J. Boury's Smuggler. Apart from tbe ments of
her design, she is remarkable as a specimen of fine handwork.
She had her trial under .'ail on Saturaay. Mr. Weober is now at
work on a slightly longer and narrower cratt for Mr. 0. G. Jen-
nings, to be named Ntedie. Mr. J. C. Summers, of "Wuo Won?"
fame, will have a third, to be named Colleen.

LIEUTENANT HENN.—Lieutenant and Mrs. Henn have been
in New York for some days, Mrs. Henn sailing on the Umbria on
May 3, witn a colony of five coons captured in Florida. Lieuten-
ant Henn will remain for another week, to be present at the din-
ner of th3 New York Y. C, on Thursday. Galatea is now fitting
out at Plymouth under Captain Bradford's charge and her
owners will join her on their return. Lieutenant Henn will buy
or build a shoal draft yacht this summer, taking her to Florida
for the winter.

REPBESENTATIYE AMERICAN YACHTS.—We have re-
ceived the second part of Mr. Peabody's handsome book, cotain-
Ing 10 photogravures of the leading 40-footers. The plates are
printed in different tints, and each is artistic enough to be framed
alone. Mr. Geo. A. Stewart, of the Bos.on Globe, contributes a
brief but interesting history of the boats and of the 40f c. class, in-
cluding the records of two seasons, 18S0-90. The agent in New
York is Wm. CuUen, 61 William street,

CORINTHIAN NAVY.-The following members have been en.
rolled during April: New York Bay Squadron: J. J. Pinlay, W.
H. BlankJey. Long Island Sound Squadron: Geo. Vassor, Jr.,
A. H. Sleigh, Walter Eichbaum, W. W. Hollingsworth, S. S.
Brewster, A, H, Day, S. B, Pirie. Delaware River Squadron: G.
W, Holloway, L, N. Ohevrier, J. M, Coward, M. R. Muckle, Jr., Q,
B. Wiltebead, T. 0. Smitli, East River Squadron; L, C, Jloblierd,
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FIXTURES*
MAT.

3. Saa FraBcisco, OpeniTig.Sau- 30. American Model, Openiiig,
salito. Prospect Parle.

3. San Francisco, Squad- Sail. 30. Coriutnian, Anniial, San
16. Excelsior OppD., New York. Francisco.
16. Larclnnont, Open.,Larchni't SO. Eastern, Handicap, Martle-
23. San Fi'ancisco, Fish Cruise. heafi.
23. St. Lawrence, Club Sweeps, 30. Broolvlyn, Opening, Graves-

Montreal. end Bay.
38-31. Portland, Cruise. 30-31. San Francisco, Cruise,
30. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larcbmont. Mare Island.
30. Iloche.5ter. Open, Sodus Bay.

JUNE.
6. Larebmont, Spi'iug, L'clim'r,. 30. Hull Corinthian, l«t Oil
6. Noyal N. S., Archibald Cup, 20. Brooklyn, fcpring, Q-ravi

Hilifax. Bay.
8. Hudson River, Ann., N. Y. 20 Corinthian, Marblehead,

11. Rochester, Revie w,Charlotte Sweep and Clnb,Marbleh'd
11. Portland, Annual, "O.St. Lawrence, 21 and 18ft.
12. Monatiqnot, Opening, Wey- Classe.«. Montreal,

mouth. 20-31. San Fr.incisco, Cruise,
13. Massachusetts, Spring, Dor- Martinez.

Chester, 22. Pavouia, Annual, New York.
13. Lynn, Lynn. 2.5. Rochester, Club. Charlotte.
13. Qaincv. 37. Hull, All Classes.
13. 8a\an Hill, First Ciiam. 27. Dorchester. Club, Dorchester
13. Royal N. S., Chauncy Cup, 27. Lynn, Lynn.

Halifax. 37. Quiney, First Championship
13. St. Lawrence, 29 and 24ft. 37. Cor. Navy, L. I. Squad, New

Classes, Montreal. Roebelle.
I,5. Phila., Ann., Del. River. 27. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
17. Hull. Under 21ft. 27. Beverly, 2d Svveep,Marhlt;h'd
17. Massachusetts, Ann-,Nahant 27. Sr. Lawrence, 29, 24, 21 and
IT. Eastern, Sweeps., Marbleh'd 18ft. Classes Montreal.
17. Beverly, 1st Sweep. Men. Bch 27. Roval N. S., United Banks
18. Roch., Ladies' Day.Charlotte Cup, Halifax.
30. Cor. Mos. Fleet. Larchmont. 29. Eastern, Ann., Marblehead.
17. Marine and Field, Annual, 29. Massachusetts. Ladies' Race,

Bath Beach. Dorchester Bay.
17, New Jersey, Annual, New

York Bay.
JULY*

1. St. Lawrence, 39. 24. 21 and 15. Pleon,l3t Cham.. Marbleh'd.
18ft. Classes, Montreal. —

, Massachusetts, 46ft. Special.
1. Pleon, Penn., M u-Mehead. 15. Monatiquot, 1st Cham., Wey-
3. Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. mouth.
3 4-5. San Francisco, Ciuise, 16. Lake Y.R. A., R. C.Y.C., Tor.

Marelslanri. 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,
3. Monaiiquot. Club, Weym'th. Toronto.
4. American, Naphtha,Milton's 18. American, Steam, Milton's

Neck. Neck.
4. Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d
4. Corinthian, M ar bl e h e a d, classes.

Sweep and Club.Maiblph'd 18. New York, Ann., New York.
4. Beverly, 3d Sweep, Mon. B 'h 18. Hull Corinthian, Club.
4. Larcbraont, Ann., Larchm't 18. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

4. N.Y.Y.R.A. Cruise. 18. Beverly, 1st Cham, Mon. Bch
4. Roval N. S., Squadron Prizes 18. Cor. Navy. N. Y. Bav Squad.

Halifax. 18. St. Lawrence, 34 and 21ft.

6. American, Sailing, Milton's Classes, Montreal.
Neck. 18. Royal N. S., Lan.sdowne Cup,—. Eastern, Handicap, Marble- Halifax.
head. 18-19. San r rancisoo,Fish,Cruise

—. Eastern, Cruise, Maine Coast 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
7. New Rochel'.e, Ann., New Rochester.

Rochelle. 20. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Cliarl.
II. DorchePter.Club, Dorchester 23. Pleoh. Club, Marblehead.
11. Hull, First Cbam., 3d, 4th, 23. Lake Y.R.A.,03wego,OsweKO

5th and 6lh classes. 23. Royal N. S., Wenonah Chal-
11. Lynn. Lynn. lenge Cup, Halifax.
11. Corinthian,Marbleh'd,Cruise 25. Dorchester,Open.Dorchester
11. Savin Hill, Cash. 2.'). Quincy, Second Cham.
11. Riverside, Annual, 25. Corinthian, Marblehead, 1st
11. St. Lawrence, 29 and 18ft. Cham., Marblehead.

Classes, Montreal. 27. Pleon, Cruise, Marblehead.
11-19. Larchmont, Cruise, L. I. — . Corinthian, Mar blehead,

Sound. Ladies' Day, Marblehead.
14. Quincy, Ladies' Day. 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, mouth.

Hamilton.
ATTGTTST.

1. Hull Corinthian, 8d Cham. 15. Eastern, Sweeps. Marbleh'd.
1. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- 15. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups

wich. 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.
Beverly, Ist Cham.Marbleh'd 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

15. Cor. ]Savy Meet. Riv- rside. 19. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
8. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- 20. Massachusetts, 3d Cham.

mouth. Dorchester Bay.
8. San Francisco, Club. 22. Quincy.
8. Hull, S cond Cham., 3d, 4th, 23. Corinthian, Marblehead, 2d

5th and 6th classes. Cham., Marblehead.
8. Lvnn, Lynn. 22. Monatiquot, Sweeps., Wey-
8. Savin Hill, Second Cham. mouth.
8. Beverly. 4tbS pep, Mon.Bch 23. Cor. Navv, EastRiver Squad
8. Royal Ts'. S., Ladies' Prizes, 33. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup, Hali-

Halifax. fax.
10. Quincy, Tklid Cham. 32-23. San Franciseo,Fish.Crnise

12. Massachusetts, First Cham., 26 Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd.
Dorc'^ester Bay. 26. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester

13. Pleon, 2d Cham , Marbleh'd. 37. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 37. Massachusetts, Third Cham.,
13. Monatiquot. Ladies' Day, Dorchester Bay.

Weymouth. 29. Hull, All Classes.
15. Hull, Ladies' Race. 39. Savin Hill, Cash.
15. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 39. Beverly, 3d Cham, Mon. Bch.

Summer iSeries, Marbleh'd 29. Roval N. S., Capr. Russell's
15. Beverly, 2d Cham. Marbleh'd Cup, Halifax.—

. Corinthian, N. Y., Sweeps, 29, Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
Marblehead. Larchmont.

SBPTEMBISn.
1. Eastern, Fall, MarbleheHd. 12. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
2. Pleon, Sail-off. Marblehead. 12. Mas.«aohusetts, Open, Dor-
5. Monatiquot, Sail-off, Wey- Chester Bay.

mouth. 13. Savin Hill, Cbam. Sail-off.
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. 12. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-
5. Beverly.5thS\veep,Mnrbleh'd fax.
5. Larchmont, Fall. Larchm't. 19-30. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. B'^verly, Open, Mon. Beach. 19. Beverly, 3rl Cham,Marbleh'd
7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York 36. Beverly, 3d Cham, Mon. Bcb.
7, Corinthian, Marble he ad, 26. Savin Hill, Fleet Captains

Handicap, Marblehead. Cups Sail-off.
7. Lynn, Open, Nahant. 26. Royal R. 8., Lord Alex Rus-

12. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch sel's Cup, Halifax.
11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor-

chester Bay.
OCTOBER.

7. Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.
Bay.

NEW JERSEY Y. C—The annual meetiner of the New Jersey
Y. 0. was held on April 80. the following officers being elected:
(jom., John Ortleib; Vice-Com., Richard Greten; Recording Sec'y,

and E. W. Ketcham; Trustees. E. A. Stevens, T. Butts. John
Ortleib. Paul Leeger and E. W. Ketcham. The annual regatta
will be sailed on Wednesday, June 17.

HULL Y. C—The new house of the Hull Y. C. will be formally
opened on June 9 On the lower floor will be lockers, baths and
three bowling alleys; on the next a billiard room, library and
committee room, and on the third a large hall -with a permanent
stage. In the club cottage will be eleven sleeping rooms.

AUXILIARY NAPHTHA CRUISFRS.-Mr. A. Gary Smith is
now at work on a design for a small auxiliary naphtha cruiser for
the Gas Engine and Power Uompfiny, of Morris Dock, which is
making a sptcialty of this class of boat. It is probable that the
result will be a decided improvement on previous craft.

NEW HOMES FOR BOSTON BOATS.-Pappoose is now at
Wlntringham's yai-d, on her way to Buffalo; Shark has gone to
her new owner at Providence, having a hard trip around the
Cape; Monhegan left Boston foi' New York on May 4 and Ven-
tura sailed on the same daj' for Newport.

SULTANA, steam yacht, Mr. T. L- Park, arrived at Constanti-
nople on April 29. From recent reports the yacht is greatly im-
proved by the Belle ville boiler, making 12 knots at sea. She is
also reported as very handy under canvas.

ILDERLM.—This name has been chosen for the new 46 -footer
owned by Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt. As Mr. Vanderbilt has
decided to spend the summer abroad, the yacht may not be raced.

FORTY-SIX-FOOT RACING.-Vice-Com. Banks, Atlantic Y.C.,
of the schooner Waterwitch. has offered a cup for a special race
on New York Bay for the 46ft. class.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C.-Com. Soley has appointed Leigh
Osborn Garrett as fleet captain, vice Arthur F. Shepard, resigned;
and John A. Tannf-r as fleet surgeon.

WENOKAH—ULIDIA.—Mr. Jas. StiUman. owner of the cutter
Wenonah, has sold her to Mr. R. W. Weston, taking in part pay-
ment the tatter's cutter Ulidia.

NAL^LITUS.—The Boston Herald of May 3 contains a very care-
ful and complimentary description of the new Wintringham cut-
ter.

WHIM, schr., was at Beaufort, N. C, from Charleston, on April
27. On the same day Coronet, schr., sailed from Beaufort for Mew
York.

KATHLEEN.—Mr. Whitlock's30-footer will sail under a cruis-
ing rig, now being fitted at Port Jefferson, when not racing this
season.

MONTECITO, yawl, was sold by Mr. A. Gary Smith, her new
owner being Mr. Alexander Maitland, of the New York Y. C.

GENONE, schr., is out at Lawley's for 10 tons more of lead on
her keel.

Forest and Stream, Box 2.832, N. Y, city, has descriptive illuf-
trated circulars of W. B. Leffi.ngwell'.s book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will he mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the beat treatise on the subjeet
extant.

\nmeiiB to ^amsfiandmts.

No Notice Taken of Anonymoas Corrd3pon4eiit8t

A. E. E , Lodi, O.—Will you please state in your next issue of
Forest and Stream the open bass season for Lake Chautauqua,
N. Y ? Ans. Season will open May 30.

C. T. G., South Boston.—May single-shot pistols bo used in the
Forest and Stream revolver competition, or is it restricted to
revolvers? Ans. It is conlined to revolvers.

G. W. S., Meridian.-Is there any way to load a cylinder barrel
to make it more effective at the trap than the usual loads for
choke-bores. Ans. No; tut the shot will cover a wider area.

M., Canada.—1. Are dew-claws any objectinn on a setter? 3.

What is the best way to measure the height of a dog? Ans. 1.

Yes. 2. You will find a very good plan described in oar kennel
columns this week.
A. O. N., Newburyport, Mass.—Will you be kind enough to in-

form me the register number of Jessie, owned by T. H. Welch,
also her pedigree? It is in the 1700 somewhere. Ana. You do not
state what breed the dog is.

J. H. B., Ponkapog.—Can you tell me how much a live Canada
goose ought to be worth, and where I can get some at moderate
pric es? Ans. We cp.nnot put a price on it. Write to Mr. Fred
Mather, Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y.

F. H. T., Central Lake, Mich.—My spaniel puppy, ten weeks
old, has a film forming over th° right eye. Cause unknown. Can
anything be done for his relief? Ans. Drop in the eye, morning
and night, a pinch of very fine powdered sugar.

M. S. J., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—Cm you let me know through
your columns where I can obtain live, minnows, by bunrtreds, for
bait? Ans. Try New's store, 337 Tenth avenue. New York, or A.
H. Dirke, 403 West Fiftieth street, near Nine avenue. Your own
fishing tackle stores ought to furnish the bait you require or in-
formation as to where it may be bought.

Y\'. H.—I wish to know the pedigree of Victor IT. (0,574) if he has
one. He is owned by Judge Anson Pease, of Massil'.n, O. Ans.
The mastiff Victor II. is by Leo IV. (A.K.R. 6,122) out of Ashmont
Bertha (A.K.R. 3 368), by Hei-o II. otit of Empress, by Grip (Jock-
Dido) out of Brittania, by Bruno out of Empress; Hero 11. by
Salisbury out of Venus; Leo IV. by Lord Nelson out of Lioness.
G. H. B., Cleveland, O.—Can you inform me where I can get a

photo of Scottish Prince, as I have a pup by him out of Juno?
Also the address of Col. Ruppert, his recent purchaser? For pic-
ture write to Sydney W. Smith, York Road, Leeds, England. A
good likeness, a fac-simile of the photo, was published in Forest
AND Stream last week. Col. Ruppert's address is 1639 Third
avenue. New York City.

A. Q. D., Toledo, O.—Will you kindly advise an appreciative
reader how to "blue" or bronze brass rod mountings, which I pre-
fer to nickel plating. Wells in "Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle" tells
how to coat them with black oxide, but I prefer the bluish color,
similar to that of some furniture ornaments. Ans. An acid for
bronzing ferrules and other brass mountings is sold bv Malcolm
Shipley, Commerce street, above Fifth, Philadelphia, Pa. Ita
composition is unknown to us.

C. P., Toledo, O.—I have an Irish setter v^hich has had red
mange for past two years, have had him cured as I thought twice,
but he breaks out again. He is apparently healthy otherwise and
eats well. Can you advise me as to treatment? 3. Is there any
danger of a person taking it from a dog by rubbing him or other-
wise handling him? Aus. 1. Use one of the mange cures adver-
tised in our columns, also give him some blood purifier. Dr.
Glover has a good mixture. 3. We have never known of such a
case.

S. W. C, South Ballston, N. Y.— Kindly giye me extended pedi-
gree of pointer dog Ino II- (A.K.R. 6,023) through your valuable
columns, Ans. Ino fl. (A.K.R. 6,043), by Ino out of Mt^gg, bv Beau-
sire out of Mag M., by Craft out of Temptation. Beaudire bv Tim
out of Fannie Fisher. Tim by champion Faust out of champion
t^lytie, by champion Sensation out of Lily. Fanny Fisher by
champion Beaufort out of Nymph, by Vis(;ount out of Dolly. Ino
by Joker, Jr., out of Lady Mae, by Faust out of Gertrude, by
Snapshot. Joker, Jr. by Beaufort out of Nymph, as above.

W. A. R., E. Tawas, Mich.—Please inform me through your
valuable paper what months trout spawn in, and if any difference
in locality and how long they carry their eggs. Ans. Brook trout
usually begin spawning in October and the season sometimes lasts
until April. In exceptional cases the spawning season may begin
much earlier in the fall, so that the limits of the spawning may
include all of the year except the hot summer months. The tem-
perature of the water has a great deal to do with the date of
spawning as well as with the development of the eggs, and the
spawning may be hastened by liberal feeding.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without quest'ou all the Amf»rican game birds which
they may kill. Clotb, 320 pages, price S2.50. For sale by Forest
AND Stream.

New Style Tent
FOR GSMOEISTS IHD KUHTERS.

Patented Jan, 13, 1891.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK. Evanston III.

THE ADIRONDACKS.
Copies of large map issued for the

ADIRONDACK P.^^KK ASSOCIATION,
Size 72x93ui., showing State lauds and proposed
State Park, colored, cloth back, wooden rollers. §15.

Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond pap^r $1,00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adhondack

region ever putallslied."—Jtoresf and Stream.

Address S. R. S-TODDARD, Glens Falls, N. Y.

CHAS. I. GQODALE, Taxidermist,
For the past 30 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as formerly.

ABBEY acIMBRlgS FISHIN6 TACI^LE ir\r% pegi^r^r-

l&l?E5Ey ST^ NEW YORK.
Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.

Here I am agrain as usual cutting the prices of Fisliing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increasesmy business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, S joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass My Bods, polid reel seat belovy hand, nickel movrntings, silk -wMppings, extra tip, all complete in wood forin. length 94, 10.

104ft., weight?, 8,9oz,,. f. .....pkce |3 72
No. 1, Gr, same as above but is G-erman Silver Mounted

, , . , ,
c< 3 gg

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait B.od, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel"seat aboVethe hand,' extra "tip, silk whippingsV nickel"mora^ comple'te" inwood forin.' "length
8^, 9, 9J, lOit.

,
weight 9, 10|, 12, 1.3oz , i , , . Pnee

No. 4, &; same as above but is German Silver Mounted
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the iiaQd.'doiible tie 'giiides'iiickel'mou^^^ weight SOoz!
No. 8, same as E^o. 7, bat is 3 joint

a
,

e
> « j

a

2 72
3 32
2 75
3 75
90c.

Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,
" J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel

No. 280, 8 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass moimtings, 9ft
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 35yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., S1.15: loihrds., $1.25.

Sliding Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. S2.25; 80yds., $3.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, .53c, Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quahty Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c.
doz. ;

treble gut, 20c. per doz. Siogle Gut Leaders, 1ft,, per doz., 15o.
;
2ft., per doz., 8O0.

;
3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz.,

J. F. MABSTEBS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn. N. T.
P d Se. wttmv far mii«tpated Cftialoffiio for 1991, OFSN EVENXI?GS,
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WINCHESTER

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

IXTot (Old. CLti

WINCHESTER EEFEATING AEMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Send for 8S-p»«e Oataloarue of Anni and Ammunition.

The Experi's High Grade Trap Cartridge
Owing to the demand for a thoroughly reliable and strictly first class "Trap Cartridge,"

we have decided to put on the market a cartridge to be known as "The Expert's High Grade
Trap Cai'tridge. These cartridges will be loaded with The Chamberlin Cartridge Co.'s "High
Grade Trap Powder," which is made "exclusively and expressly" for these cartridges, and
which we know to be the best trap powder made. The specifications and lists of these car-

tridges are as follows:

Load No. 30. 10-gauge Climax Shells, ^ drs. High Grade Trap Powder, IJ oz. No. 8 shot.

List $30.00 per M.

Wadded two 9 and one 10-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Load No. 32. l^Gauge Climax Shells, 3 drs. High Grade Trap Powder, 1| oz. No. 8 shot.
List {27.50 per M.

Wadded two 11 and one 12-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Chilled shot $1.00 per M. net extra.

We solicit a trial of these cartridges and know that they wiU not fail to give the very best
of satisfaction. We are also prepared to load these or any of our regular trap or nitro-powder
cartridges in the new U. M. C. Co.'s "Trap" shell for which an extra charge of $10.00 per M.
net will be made.

Send stamp for our list and discount.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

NEW LIGHT FRAME AUTOMATIC
HOPKINS & AUEN HIXGE REVOLVER.

.32
CALIBER.
The only one of its

class.

11

OUNCES.
With Patent

Folding Hammer.
This Revolver can also be furnished in a larger frame, .38-cal., 3i and 5iin barrel.

FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE WITH PRICES APPLY TO
MERWIN, HULBERT & CO., 26 West 23d Street, New York City.

The Celebrated Spangler Perfect Crimper
ENDORSED BY EVERYONE.

The only tool that vrill positively crimp everj
shell alike, no matter what the variation of load
may be. The only tool having an automatic plnngei

L which prevents end of shell spreading toward cenle;
I of wad. The above not only Insures uniformity, but

I entirely obviates the possibility of the load becom
I ing loose. Healers and sportsmen will at once r&
I cognize this as a very important feature. AH wear
Ine points in the CrlmpineDie are made of steel ano
case hardened, thus Insuring durability and perfec-
tion of worli. Size and weight about same as old
style. Is Invaluable to users of Schultze, E. 0. and

wood powders. Send stamp for specimen shell. Manufactured only by
A. E. SPANGLER, Patentee, Fulton. N. T.

ThePerfectG R iiyi p

MEACHAM UAMMERLESS

Extended Eib, Im-
ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Eib, Double
Under Fastening, Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, c^o^'^U $36.29
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GQ..st.lquis.m(1

THE EAGLE
\The Easiest Running Bicycle

in the World.

SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

Xarge Illustrated Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY,
STAI«l¥OKI>, CONN,

FSSBOUSON'S PATENT

Heflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated iocomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL UMP,
With Adjustable AttachmentSi

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Liamp,
Camp Lamp, Dasli l<amp,
Belt ILanteru, Hand jL.an-
tern, etc.

EXGELSiOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

UBERT FERGUSOH, Office, 65 Fulton St. K.T.

WOODCRAFT
By "NE8SMUK." Price 81.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING GO.
318 Broadway, New York.

GUN CLEANER

THE LiATEST AND BEST !

Removes Vmrnt powder, lead and rust spots at once.
Lasts a lifetime. The more you use It the sharper it gets.
WiU not Injm-e the finest barrels, but burnishes them
nicely. No springs, but an elastic rubber cone allows it
.to fit any gauge gun. Ask your dealer to see one. If he
hasn't them and will not order them for you, send pos-
tal note for 75o. and receive sample by return mall.
Mention this paper. Agents wanted. Electrotypes fur-
nished dealers. WILL H. FERRIS, Franklinville, N. Y.
Henry C. Squires, 178 Broadway, Agent tor N. Y. City.

Clark's Cork Gun Wiper.
OILEE AND BUEWISHEE.

Patent applied for.
10,13 or 16 gauge; fine gtins

kept in perfect condition with-
out the use of any other tool;
no water necessary; rust and
P'ts rendered impossible; es-
pecially valuable to users of
nitro powders; fits any clean-
ing rod. Send 50 cents for
sample, with two extra corks
and printed directions to

J. C. CLARK,
109 East Sixth St.,

ToPEKA, Kansas.
New York Agent.
HENRY C. SQUIRES,

178 Broadway,

THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly
changed from a %tol% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 63^ or 8oz. witn
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,
51 Jolin Street,

NEW YORK.

AN ATTRACTIVE EXHIBIT
Of Marine and. ^^ield. G-lasses

May be found in our salesrooms just now. Your
summer outfit is incomplete without an article
of this kind. Send for illustrated price lists.

E B. MEYKOWITZ, OPTICIA.N,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.
2Q5 and. 397 mouirtli ^venvie,

S. E. Cor. 33d st., N. Y.

THEGRCAfHEAtTHDRlXK.
Package makes 5 gallo„ri.
Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all
dealers. FJiEE aheantiful
Picture Book and cards
sent to any one addressing

O. E. HIRES & CO.,
Philadelphia,

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

Beavers, Badgers, Birds.
Bears, Buffaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BURNS,

115 Roosevelt St.. N. V. Citv.

Swans, Ducks, Pheasants.
EUROPEAN WHITE SWANS. AUSTRA-

LIAN BLACK SWANS, MANDARIN DUCKS.GOLD AND SILA^ER PHEASANTS, LADYAMHERST PHEASAi^lTS. BAR - TAILED
PHEASANTS AND ANY OTHER KIND.
All these birds can be imported within four

weeks by LOUIS RUHE, Impnrier of Birds and
Animals, 24 N. VViMam street. New York.

Send for price list.

Fine Stafford Co. Virginia Property

FOR SALE.
On Potomac River, 35 miles below Washington, D. C,

and on Chopawamsiok CreeJ?, with two landings for
shipping. 1}4 miles south of Quantlco Station on R. E.
& P. R. R. Containing aoout 7u0 acres, of which about
230 acres are under cultivation, balance in Pine, Chest-
nut, EJra, Cedar and other valuable timber. 11 room
g90d brick house. Queen Anne style, thoroughly fur-
nished. Yiew of Potomac both North and South of
about 15 miles. Thoroughly stocked, 4 mules, 3 horses
3 colts, 5 calves, horned cattle and hogs, as wel: as allfarming utensils, ploughs, cultivators, wagons, etc.
Fine new peach and apple orchards. Would make an
elegant game preserve, as there are on It quantities of
Quail, Snipe, Woodcock, Turkeys, Ducks Rail, etc.,
with plenty of fishing in t eason. Everything ready for
immediate occupancy, with crops all In groimd. and a
competent Jersey farmer who will remain if desired.

S AtS*It^°1? J 'i'^ess or apply to (JEO. L,.HORN, N. E. Cor. Broad and Arch Sts., Philada., Pa.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Bmok Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

EGGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON.

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co. N. Y.

tr>.
Send stamp tor <

;

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,
Berkshire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter

'£;s. Collies, Fox Hounds
11(1 Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

..J-aN, West Chester, Pa.
•cular.

SALMON FISHING.
For Sale—A share in a flrst-class river and club.

Price $500. Address H. P. W., Forest and Stream
office.

BEKKSHIKB TKOUT HATCHEBX HAVE
for sale healthy brook trout, ranging in size

f 1 om young fry to four pounds weight, suitable
for stocking public and private waters. For in-
formation and price address

C. H. SAGE, Sec'y, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

FOR SALE.—A SMALL FISH FARM AND
feed mill, one mile from a beautiful city in

S. Wisconsin. Address DR. SWAN, Beaver Dam,
Wiscon.sin.

BISON HEAD FOB SALE. - MOUNTED.
An exquisite specimen. Can be seen at 101

Gold street. J. K. CILLEY & CO.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepm ^merimnus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5654 Atlantic St., Englewood, Ills.

Trout Flias at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Oents for iLLtTSlBAiBD Caialoguk,
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREAK518, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
CLE8, TENTS, I.AWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, SPOUTINCf GOODS, .fee. Illustrated Catalogue, -witli low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., ChicagOi 111-

Al

Is smoothest

running, strongest

in power, noted for

lightness, beautiful

in finish, full steel

pivots, patented side

plates, highest qual-

ity, unequaled.

Fine Rubber and
G-erman Silver
Double Multiplying

Steel Pivot, Back-

sliding Click, Safe-

ty Band.

Eac>i.
No. 1. eOj-ds 813 00
No. 2. 100yds 13 50

BASS REEL

Modern bait
casting can only be

accomplished by
proper angling im
plements. This

popular and suc-

cessful method of

"Minnow Casting for

Black Bas^"

is made a pleasure

when using the -

KOSMIC

Bass Reel.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK, 241-24:3 Broadway. CHICAGO, 108 Madison St.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St,

nSHERIAN'S AUTOMATIC REEL.
When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his pleasure, with-

out increasing" his labor, he wants all his hrother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered *' helper."

WHAT WE CliAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First—It will wind up the line a hundred

times as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Third—No fish can ever get slack line with it

FotTRTH—It will save more fish than any
other reel.
FiFiH—It will prevent tipp, lines and snells

from beiner broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AlJTOMATlC

This reel is manipulated
entirely Dy the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE,Kochester,N.T.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AMD CELLULOID HAM) aEASP. (Patent applied fox.)

It is light, tits and will noc blister the hands. Recommended by the most experieDced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gang; trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spooDiS, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOir GUN STOEE."

S81 & S83 Broadway, New York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY they can

purchas'\ Sporting Gond«. Our stock covers the following lines in their funesttiartett€s; GUNS,
RIFIjES, AMMUNITION, :F"i!Sla.±ia.a Taols-lo, BASE BALL. TENNIS,FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. S* d 5 cents (to cover postagi) ^[nd we will mail you
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

Established 1837.

J. B. OKOOK Sd OO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FlsMng TacHe, Suns, Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Tulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Troftt aufi Bagg Jliee,

FISHING TAGEE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
les Brvad St., Providence, R. I.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., BrooklyD, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

HENDRYX

Makes 244 sizes and styles of Fishing

Reels, in sizes from 25 to 400 yards

capacity, at prices from 25 CENTS to

25 DOLLARS per Reel. Ask your

Fishing Tackle Dealer for them.

EVERY REEL WARRANTED

Catalogue free.

TEE ANDREI B.HEPRYX CO.

New Haven, Conn.

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth seneratlon
with a lettered Index for ready reference. $3.50

TOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OO
Broadwa^. Nsw VarV.

SPRATT'S

PATENT
EAT FXBEUTE DOQ OAZES (WITH BEETROOT)

AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Yictor Hugo ex oh. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy clans. Crystal
Palace; first and challenge cup. South Hampton,
Eng.; first Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadgyth and Elmet,
granddaughters of Beaufort and Orlando.

CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—Avoca), imported Irish setter at stud.
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee S30. Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY,

Pittsfleld, Mass.

CONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
setters. At stud—itEDKIVlSR GLENCHO,

fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
S20. Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock. Testimonial says,
"Irish pup purchased of you, now Smos. old,
points and retrieves like old dog. Itisnaturalfor
him to hunt." R. H. BURR, Middletown, Conn.

IN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F, L.
NICHObS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

IN THE STUD. — CHAMPION HECTOR.
Fmooth-coated St. Bernard. Fee $50. or the

second choice of the litter of a few approved
bitches. A. M. MURRAY, 13Sth street and North
River, New York.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in Amerioa.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P, H.
OOOMBS, 1 Sxohange Block, Bangor, Me.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challeiige Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Cliamp. HESPER (15169).

Sire of some of the best stock living, and con-
sidered to be the best STUD DOG living to day.
He is the winner of 47 first and special prizes and
sire of Donnybrook Fair, Andromeda, Lady
Livingston and many other well known prize
winners. Stud fee $75.00

Champ. PLINLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand young d^g is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, aud although onlv
a little over three years old, is the winner of 27
first and special prizes, and sire of some Rood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after bv St.
Bernard breeders. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMING KENNELS, Melrose, Ma?8

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TESBIEBS
m STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Hillside Regent 10
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT N08LE--GLADST0NE-SUE.
AT STUD, FEE S25.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputatian by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. His puppies are not
exceUed by any. He is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
blt<>hes, desiring to produce the perfection of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels.
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager, Chcla, Amelia Co., VA.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle andEough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phlla., Pa.

Mastiffs and Bloodhouuds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Beaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of JEnglisli Bloodhounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff pups from the Albion and Beaufort Utters,
also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and ereat prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCH ELL. Fair Haven, Vermont.

CHALLENGE INGHIOUIN AT STUD.
The famous imported Irish setter Inchiquin,

bred by Rev. Robert O'Callahan, Rochester, Eng.,
by his champion Shandon II. out of Ion a. Win-
ner first at Boston, Lynn. Chicago and Cleveland.
This is the most phenomenal dog of the season,
defeating the New York winner at two shows
under different judges. Puppies from this dog
for sale out of first prize winning bitches. For
terms, etc., address

J. J. SCANXAN, Fail River. Mass.

STUD DOOS.
Smooth fox-terrier Endcliffe Spice, black and

tan terriers Prince Regent and Beaconsfleld,
winner of over 50 firsts and specials, and acknowl-
edged to be the best black and tan living, and sire
of more winners than any other black and tan.
Bull-terrier English Champion King of Hearts;
Scotch terrier Kilster, Dexter, the world re-
nouned black corded poodle. Gem of the Season,
the phenomenal greyhound winner of over 30
firsts and specials during 1890. Address GEO. S.
THOMAS. Manager of Anglo-American Terrier
Kennels, Salem, Mass.

BULL-TERRIERS
My entire kettnel, including the following:

WHITE WONDER, Champion JUBILEE, LIT-
TLE DONOVAN, GREENHILL GENERAL.
WHITE VIOLET, MY QUEEN, COUNT'S
NELL, will be sold at great bargains with no re-
serve if disposed of at once. Send for circulars.

Address

H. A. HARRIS,
Stanley Farm Kennels, North Wlln»ington,Ma,38,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest ajjd Stream Is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.
Communications on the subject to which its pages are devoted are
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garded. No name will be published except with writer's consent.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
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THE FUR SEAL CRISIS.

'T^HE season for beginning to kill seals at the Pribylov

Islands opens usually about June 1, but as yet no
one seems to know whether the Government has decided

that the fur seals shall or shall not be exterminated this

season. It is announced that Great Britain has proposed

to the State Department that no seals whatever shall be

killed this year, and that, during this close time, further

investigations shall be made as to the numbers of these

animals which visit the islands during the breeding sea-

son of 1891 . It is difficult to understand why this proposi-

tion, made some time ago, was not at once accepted by
our Government, for it is so manifestly in the interest

of the protection of this valuable industry that it might
have been supposed that we would not have hesitated to

secure so good a chance to save the seals, and the dollars

which these seals may confidently be expected to produce

in the future.

It is claimed, however, that private interests—those of

the Commercial Company which has leased the seal

islands—are so strong at Washington that the Govern-

ment hesitates to order the close season, which is de-

manded by the existing conditions of seal life at the Pri-

bylov Islands; that this company wants to secure all the

seals it can this season and cares nothing about the

future; in other words, that it wishes for the sake of

present gain to utterly destroy a piece of property which
for 20 years and more has been bringing in to this Gov-
ernment an annual revenue of about $300,000. We say

nothing about the pity of the extermination of a most in-

teresting mammal. The naturalist and the sentimentalist

may grieve over that, but a consideration of that kind

does not appeal to the average man bo strongly as does

the thought that a great sum of money may be taken out

of the United States Treasury through the selfishness of

as infiuential oorporatiour

No satisfactory reason has been advanced for failing to

order entire protection to the seals this year, nor—with
England's proposal before us—can we conceive why there
should be any delay in establishing at least a temporary
close season. That such a close season should endure for

five years is believed by every one who is familiar with
the subject.

But nothing is done at Washington : the days are slip-

ping by, and before long the killing will begin, and the
miserable remnant of the young male seals now at the
islands will be wiped out of existence, and with them
will disappear any present hope of the restoration of our
fur seal fisheries.

w
THE HELEN KELLER FUND.

E have received since our last issue the following
additions to the Helen Keller Fund for the educa-

tion of the little mute Tommy Stringer; the money has
been received through Mr. Wm. Wade, of Hulton, Pa.,

who, it will be remembered, first brought the subject to

the attention of Forest and Stream readers. The Eng-
lish subscriptions came to Mr, Wade from Mr. Geo. R.

Krehl, editor of the London Stoch-Keeper:

Geo. R. Krehl, Esq.. London, Eng £5 05

J. G. C!rawford, Esq., London, Eng 05

P. B. Craven, Esq., Thornbridge, Eng 1 01

A. J. Gosling, Esq., England 5 00

£11 11

The above is equivalent to $58 35

J. W. Paul, Esq, Oakmont, Pa 5 00

She is asking her friends to help her in this work, and surely the
appeal of one such child on behalf of another cannot go iman-
swered.

$81 25
Previously received 57 00

Total to dale ..,$118 35

The amount has been sent direct to Helen Keller at the
Perkins Institute for the Blind, in Boston. In this con-

nection, the following paragraphs from the Boston
Globe's report of a recent exhibition at the Kindergarten
for the BUnd in Jamaica Plain, Mass., will be of special

interest to Helen's friends among our readers:

The first of these was "Little Helen Keller," as her friends still

call her, though she is fast outgrowing the adjective in its literal

meaning, for she has grown very rapidly indeed during the past
year, and is now as tall as her devoted teacher, Miss SuUivan.
Helen's mental progress has more than kept pace with her physi-
cal growth. Her wonderfully brilliant mind has developed in a
manner nothing short of the marvellous, a fact which is shown in
the beaming: intelligence which shines from every feature of her
expressive face.

During the past year, moreover, Helen has learned to talk and
can now use her vocal organs in audible speech. She says every-
thing she wishes to express, many things with such distinctness
that one can see it is only a matter of time when she will have
complete control of her organs of speech.

Helen was especially pleased to see Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
who had come on her own special invitation. This letter of
Helen's to the beloved poet was very beautiful and touching from
the quaintness of its manner and expression. She told Dr.
Holmes that she should be very glad to have him come to this'

reception because she should read during the exercises his poem
on "Spring Hath Come;" and she told him, moreover, how much
she loved this, one of her favorite poems, because once she could
not see the spring at all, but now she saw it through his eyes.

Little Tommy Stringer, the latest inmate of the kindergarten,
was near Helen constantly. He is her little protege, for whose
education she has herself undertaken to provide, and she was
constantly caressing him. Tommy is 4 or 5 years of age, a happy,
smiling, fat little lump of humanity, who has absolutely no means
of communicating unto the outside world, as he has never yet
been taught anything. He appeals to all hearts by his helpless-

ness and by his affectionate nature, for he demands constant
petting and tending to make him happy, attentions which he re-

wards with smiles and kisses,

Helen Keller was announced, and there was a little flutter of
excitement as the tall, graceful girl advanced with her teacher to

a little table, on which was placed a large book printed in raised

letters. She found the page herself, and then said, through her
teacher, on whose hand she spelled out the words: "I will read a
few verses from Dr. Holmes' poem, 'Spring Hath Come.' It is one
of my favorites."

Then she read, her teacher still acting as her interpreter, a por-
tion of this beautiful poem, her face expressive of the utmost
delight as she did so. He left hand traversed the page, spelling out
the words with her finger tips, while with her right hand she made
the characters she thus read. When some of the flowers were
mentioned, such as the rose, the violet and the jonquil, she eagerly
pointed them out from a bunch of flowers which she had, select-

ing the right blossom with the utmost quickness and ease.

But more was to come, for at the close of her silent reading
Helen repeated m audible speech the last stanza of the poem, a
feat which was greeted with the warmest applause by her de-
lighted audience.

Then Dr. Phillips Brooks, at Helen's request, told the story of
her newly adopted protege, little Tommy Stringer, for whose edu-
cation she is anxious to raise the necessary funds, and in her name
made an appeal for help in this task. It costs between §600 and
$700 a year to care for such a helpless little waif as the blind, deaf
and dumb boy, providing him with a special teacher, etc., and of

tliia »aia Helen has about one-aalf the necessary amount raised ^

THE ANGLING EXHIBITAT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A NGLERS throughout the country will learn with

decided gratification that Dr. Jas. A. Henshall has
been appointed on the staff of tlie Government Exhibit,
and as a special agent of the U. S, Fish Commission in

relation to the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893.

Capt. J. W. Collins has entire charge of all matters con-
nected with fish and fishing in both the Government and
competitive displays for that event. It is Dr. Henshall's
expressed purpose to get together the largest and most
complete and comprehensive exhibit of everything per-
taining to angling, and as "Angling Expert" he will have
charge of this especial feature.

The matter is one in which manufacturers and dealers

should feel interested, and the great army of anglers
should also contribute their aid and influence. The op-
portunity should not be lost to make this one of the
greatest and most effective exhibits of all that pertains in
any way to angling. We bespeak for Dr. Henshall the
hearty co-operation of every one who can aid him in

making the display a credit to the angling interests of the
cjountry. At an early date we hope to supply full informa-
tion aB to the character and scope of the exhibit ; of one
thing we nuay be svq^. that the work has been intrusted

to competent hands and will be conducted with intelli-

gence and ability,

SNAP SHOTS.
"VfUMEEOUS game and fish bills introduced at Albany

this year shared the fate of the codification measure

;

the only bill which became a law was one providing for

fishways in the Cattauraugus creek and tributaries. All

the Adirondack Park bills were killed. The closing days
of the Assembly were enlivened by a wrangle dver the

report of the Committee on Public Lands and Forestry,

which investigated the Forest Commissioners. The major-
ity report found that the Commissioners had neglected

their duty, if indeed they were not criminally negligent,

and a bill introduced by the committee legislated the
Commissioners out of office and provided for a new board
of three Forest Commissioners. The minority report,

while it censured the Commissioners, did not call for

their removal. The Commissioners had friends enough
in the Assembly to defeat the majoritj'- report and to

adopt the minority report. Of coiu-se, after that action,

the majority bill, removing the Commissioners, was not

able to go beyond the committee which introduced it.

What a sweet condition of things it is to be sure.

Our angling columns record the notable exploit of Mrs.

George F. Stagg, of Louisville, Ky. . who captured with
I'od and reel, in the Caloosahatchie River, Florida, a tar-

pon weighing 2051b8. Mrs. Stagg now enjoys the proud
and for a woman extraordinary distinction of being
"high hook" among the tarpon anglers. The previous

record for rod and reel was held by Mr. John G. Hecksher
with a fish of ISilbs., and for hand-line fishing by Senator

Quay with one of 1871bs. Next week we shall print some
notes about other women anglerswho have scored success

with these big fish of Florida.

The note in our angling columns respecting the Masti-

gouche trout waters will be particularly welcome to

many because of the explanation contained in it that the

fishing in that district is free. In these days when so

large a share of good fishing has been absorbed by clubs,

he is doing a public service who points the way to lakes

and streams which are still open.

American Fisberies Society,—The twentieth annual
meeting of the American Fisheries Societies will be held

in the lecture hall of the National Museum, in Washing-
ton, D, C, May 27, The following papers have been
promised for the occasion: "The Rearing of Salmonidte

in Troughs and Tanks," by Mr. Ghai-les G. Atkins; "Ken-
nerly's Salmon" and "An Albino Brook Trout," by Dr.

Tarleton H. Bean; "The Fish and Fisheries of Florida,"

by Dr. H. H. Gary, Fish Commissioner of Georgia; "The
Fisheries at the World's Fair," by Capt, J. W. Collins; a
paper by Dr. G, Brown Goode, its title not yet furnished;

"On the Teeth of Fishes as a Guide to their Food Habits,"

by Dr. J, A. Henshall; "Breeding Habits of the Yellow
Perch," by Mr. Fred Mather; "The Transportation of

Living Fishes," by Mr. W. P. Seal.
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OLD MR. BASS (INJEANNY).
T^OWN in tlier ineddeT green grass er gi-owin';^ Leaves on er oak tree Ijig ez squirrel-ear;

Perty soon the vi'let flowers they'll be a-blowia':

Run er suckers in ther crick er clur a-past yere.

Medder lark er "pUiky-pank-in' " 'long tlier bottom lane;

Woodpecker woi'kin' on ther ole rotton rail;

W&,rter In ther crick er a-gltttn' clean an' plain,

En ole Mr. Bass lie 'ginter wiggle hes tall

!

'Long on ther riffs tker miunies er a-swarmin',

Fros in ther ma'sh er-tunin' perty high,

Sky gittin" cl'arer an' days er a-warmin',

Ed ole Mr. Bass er a-cockin' up hes eye.

Olimh ther ole shed an' git yev pole down, Sammy,
Reckon we 'ont need no coats In this soi'ter air.

Pack yer d inner pail an' bait, an' say good-bye te mammy,
Olo Mr. Bass he kalnt give «« na dare I

B. HOUOH.
GmeAGO, 111., April.

ON THE NORTH SHORE.-III.
ICanttmiccl from Page SOS.]

TT^T'HEN the rain had ceased breakfast was prepared
» T and partaken of, and then we started for another

raid for the coveted fish. We each got a rise at the
boulders after a few casts and unfortunately missed, and
then Jupiter again opened the flood gates, which neces-
sitated a retreat to the tents. The rain continued with-
out intermission till 3 o'clock in the afternoon and then it

ceased. Once more we take to the boat and on reaching
the rocks about half a mile from camp we caught six,

'

four falling to my rod, my first trophies, of which there
was one double catch, and of the remainder one each to
Ned and Joe. Rain coming on again another retreat was
made. It had now been raining for two days and nights
with but little cessation and it looked as if we were in for
another night of it. Supper had to be prepared amid the
shower and served in the tent. After the meal there was
a slight discontinuance of the rain, and as the camp-fire
looked exceedingly inviting we gathered around it, en-
deavoring to look serene and liapny. To make the situa-

tion more cheerful Ned got off, in capital style, "The
Arkansas Traveler," giving both music and dialogue, to

the infinite delight of the half-breeds. OccasionaUy the
rain would again commence and cause us to beat a re-

treat to shelter, there to remain till it had ceased. We
kept thus marching to and from the tent to fire till 9

o'clock and then retired. No sooner were we wrajiped in
our blankets than the pitiless rain commenced beating a
tattoo upon the tent and then by way of sarcasm I recited;

"Art hath naught of tone or cadence
That can work with such a spell

In the soul's mysterious fountains

Whence the tears of rapture well,

As that melody of nature.

That subdued, subduing strain.

Which is played.upon the shingles

By the patter of the rain."

^'Please omit the remainder of the stanza, as any ref-

erence to 'patter of rain' is just now sadly out of place
and a terrible bore."

"I will cheerfully comply, but you know, Ned, that
poetry is the music of the soul, and above all of great and
feeling souls,"

"Then give us 'The Beautiful Snow' and forever after
hold your peace, as I desire to slumber, and brood no
longer o'er this elemental strife of thunder, lightning and
rain."
"Good night, then,"
"Ta ta,"

And then amid "the patter of the rain" wa fell into an
''inviting sleep and soft forgetfulness."
The morning opened cool and foggy, with a sky any-

thing but flattering for clear weather. Cloud after cloud
#f a wintry mixture ^va6 scudding along in wild pursuit,
while the waves were beating a solemn antliem on the
ragged rocks. Ned discovered on arising that he had
been badly bitten during the night by some insect he
thought more ferocious than a sand fly or a mosquito.
The afflicted part of his body which he exhibited was a
pitiful sight, marvelously resembling a miniature ridge of
purple mountains. He freely laved it with some Pond's
Extract, wliich soon allayed the pain and the inflam-
mation.
Immediately after breakfast Joe went to work and

finished making the pair of oars, upon which he had been
engaged during spare hours ever since we had been in
oarap. He was a good mechanic and had made an excel-
lent job of them.
Ned proposed after the comr)letion of the oars that we

go to Maple Island and the main shore opposite for our
morning's sport. It certainly did not seem prudent to
go out in such threatening weather; but as we could soon
sound a retreat in case of necessity, I acquiesced, and Ave
all got in the boat and started with as cheerful hearts as
if the elements were of a roseate character. We were
soon on good grounds, and then the strife for the quarry
commenced in earnest. Ned sent his pet creature into
every choice spot that presented, and it was not long be-
fore he had a glorious rise, but unfortunately he missed
it. It was but a moment or two before my end of the
boat was opposite the spot where Ned woke up the
freckled beauty, and then circling through the air went
my silver-doctor and brown-hackle in search of the
hungry trout. He or another of the haughty and hand-
some tribe rose to the delusive doctor and then repented
of his rash action by trying to run away, but the tem-
pered steel held him secure, while the reel was discours-
ing music most sweet and the rod bending in unison. He
struggled like a gallant warrior for some time and then
died like all his tribe with his defiant eye to his wily ad-
versary. He was a three-x^ounder of exceeding grace
and symmetry and a ravishing beauty in his cloak of
spotted carmine. We whipped the waters after this cap-
ture for some time before getting another rise and that
came to Ned, who was more fortunate this time, for he
skillfully succeeded in bringing the daintily painted dar-
ling to net.

Being now at the north entrance of the bay we crossed
over to lovely Maple Island, a noted rendezvous for the
ti?ibe of fontinalis. Here I caught two more of indiffer-

ent size, and*Joe, who 'was now using Ned's rod, killed
another, and then the elements showing such a bold front
for a wild storm of rain, if not of wind, we up sail and
beat a hasty retreat. A handsome breeze sent us racing
o'er the ruffled waters, with the white foam spraying
quite lively from the sharp prow of the graceful craft.
To windward ragged chmda were looming up like blocks
of blackness, such as a poet "might dream of in picturing
the hellish walls and battlements of a beleaguered city of
demons," uiion which there was a play and crackle of
lightning, but no moan of thunder yet.
As we struck the beach at our camping quarters, a

slight 8j)rinkle of rain commenced, which increased to
such an extent that we had to take to our tents for com-
fort. The boatmen were already in theirs, enjoying
themselves over a game of cards, leaving our trout in the
boat uncai-ed for. Ned, angered at this display of care-
lessness, roused them out of their snug quarters to give
the attention the fish desired. They, however, went
about quite pleasantly, much to my surprise, as an
Indian dislikes to be told of his neglected duties. They
had been feasting so royally and having so much idle
time, owing to the rain, that they thought it best to obey
instructions in a cheerful manner. John was naturally a
well-behaved half-breed, but Joe had a streak of ugliness
in him that I was sure would flash our ere the trip was over.
The remainder of the day, which continued rainy, we

passed in playing cribbage and reading. Ned had started
in with a perusal of that lovely creation of Mr. Blackmore's
vivid imagination, "Lorna Doone," while I had fallen
under the fascination of Balzac's "Two Brothers," a work
of absorbing interest, holding one as spell-bound as the
mariner held the wedding guest with his glittering eye.
On stejjping from our tent the next morning we were

greeted with a dense fog that covered both land and lake.
By 9 o'clock the fog disappeared, and we again made
battle on the radiant beauties just below the camp,
catching ten by 11 o'clock. The largest of these was 41bs.
while the remainder ran much smaller than usual, several
of them not being even half a pound. They were the
most diminutive trout we had ever caught on the North
Shore, and we were much surprised at it. Eain threatening,
we headed for camp, but before reaching it were caught
in the down pour. Our rubber coats and "southwesters,"
however, gave us ample protection, but the half-breeds
got a good soaking.
After dinner Ned's penchant for overhauling tackle

possessed him, and in a twinkle the table was strewn
with as varied an assortment of stock of angling goods
as you would see in a sporting-goods store. Having lost
in the morning, owing to an imperfection in the gut, his
pet creation, mention of which I forgot to make in the
proper place, he set about to construct a similar one, being
satisfied that that model was the most tempting that
cnuld be made from fur, tinsel and feather, and that in it

"Nature would live again in art," and "the speckled trout
the curious snare approve."

Matters are looking dismal around camp, though the
spirits of the campers are not the least bit o'ershadowed
by the damp state of affairs, it now being the fifth day of
rain, with no sign of clearing weather, and to make mat-
ters worse, Joe averred that morning he had seen it rain
here every day for a month or more. About 4 o'clock, as
if by magic, the i-ain ceased, the misty clouds sailed
away and a bright sunshine appeared in the west, ting-
ing with bands of gold the little clouds as they sprang
into existence.

This cheerful change of the elements inspired us with
new life, and word was at once given to again attempt a
decimation of the proud princelings of the watery realm
that in wait lie for floating prey. The pursuit was along
a serrated and wood-crowned shore, that unfolded a
grand panorama of lovely scenery, encircled with all the
colors of the opal and amethyst from the now glowing-
sun. Dante Gabriel Rossetti, who had the gift of living
out into the free and open universe, has caught the iden-
tity of such scenery and solitude in the poem entitled
"The Sea Limits," where he connects both with the life

of men:
Listen alone beside the sea.

Listen alone among the woods;

Those voices of twin solitudes

Shall have one sound alike to thee.

Hark where the murmurs of thronj^ed men
Surge and sink back and surge again,

ytill the one voice of wave and tree.

G-ather a shell from the strewn beach,

And listen at its lips; they sigh

The same desire and mystery.

The echo of the whole sea's speech.

And all mankind is thus at heart

Not anything but what thou art;

And earth, sea. man„are ail in each.

After much artful persuasion we finally succeeded in
capturing two lovely specimetis of the speckled brigade,

one being a three-pounder and the other a pound less.

This satisfying our craving for possession of the jeweled
beauties, we returned to camp, with Ned making the
woods and waters echo with his melodious notes. Hav-
ing now more trout than would satisfy om- wants for a
few days, we concluded to slightly salt the surplus, which
was to be held as a reserve when stormy weather pre-
vented an indulgence kx the sport.

The sun not sinking in a clear sky that evening satisfied

us that we were to be kept in doubt as to settled weather.
Ned, defining the evening as gray, said the mariner's
rhyme, as to guide for weather, would, under such condi-
tions, hold good:

*'An evening red and morning gray.

Will set the traveler on his way;

But an e^^ening gray and a morning red,

Will pour down rain on a traveler's head."

Not to be o'ershadowed in weather prognostication, I
stated that the old rhyme informs us:

"If the cock crows going to bed.

He will rise wlih a watery head;

SVhen the peacock loudly bawls,

We shall soon have rain and squalls."

"That's all O. K.," says Ned, "but a lamentable future
is predicted for that crowing cock in the old couplet:"

"A whistlxDg girl and a crowing hen
Will never come to a good end."

"I don't exactly see the unison between a crowing hen
and a crowing cook."

"Some persons can't. " .

Retreating under a sublime simile, T was perfectly will-
ing to let Ned remain master of the cap and bells, and
then the weather talk was settled, about the only ele-
mental thing wecoitld at that time settle.
The boys gave us a fine spread for our supper that even-

ing, and though it was not
'*0f syllabubs'and jellies and mince piee.

And other such ladylike luxuries,"

it excelled that of the Hidalgo's meal, which was simply
"very little meat and a great deal of table cloth." Neither
walnuts nor wine had we, but a bountiful supply of broiled
trout, ham and eggs, fried potatoes, hot cakes with maple
syrup, raspberries, peaches, and the inevitable tea, to all
of which we brought the hungry edge of appetite.
After the repast, Ned indulged in a luminous smoke,

and I in Balzac's fiction, till darkness compelled me to
relinquish the volume. Speculation as to prospective
weather was again reopened, and then, the trip for the
morning being laid out, we sought our tents novy redo-
lent with balsam, which was a foot deep throughout,
and was as inviting a place for slumber as mansion grand.
We were not long in our blankets before the balsamic air
wooed us to gentle and healthful sleep.
There was some promise in the new morn of clearing

weather, as the fog which then prevailed was fast re-
treating to the hills, where it hung in great clouds, re-
morselessly shutting out the sylvan scenes with which
we were environed.
Immediately after breakfast we got ready for a trip

along the shore on the opposite side of the bay, and as
we were to go about six miles, and not expecting to re-
turn before night, we took lunch with us. Ned dis-
covered that morning the first shad fly that we had seen
since leaving the "Soo." It was an oinen of good luck,
for with their appearance the trout rise more freely to
the fly. The first place we fished was the large reef in
our immediate front, from which we took two fine trout,
weighing respectively 3 and 41bs. After this we crossed
to the coast, where we whipped the waters for over a
7uile or more without receiving a single rise, owing,
dotibtless, to the mirrored surface which prevailed. In a
short time the sun came out in all its glory, changing
the panorama of dismal dreariness, which had encom-
passed us for the past six days, to prospects more bright
and beautiful. Being desirous of drying everything in
camp we returned, and exposed mattresses, blankets,
pillows, etc., to the bright, warm rays of the sun. This
completed, we set the boys to gathering some fresh
balsam boughs for the tent, and then Ned and I had a
lively rubber of crib, in which I routed him "horse, foot
and dragoons."
After the game, the forest looked so inviting in golden

hues and grateful shade, that we strolled through it some
distance, picking here and there as we proceeded the lus-
ciotas raspberries, which grow in great abundance on all

sides. At every step, now that there was warmth in the
bright rays of the sun, we came across moths and butter-
flies and delicate insects with gossamer-like wings, that
rose from the green tangle under foot. Hero we saw our
first forest bird of the trip, a gold-crest. Soon after a
blackcap, from the cool shadows of the underbrush, lit

upon a cedar bough and fairly split his little throat in
rounding the rich bars of angaria, the exquisite melody
of which seemed just in keeping with the sylvan scene.
The woods being yet a little damp from the late rains,
we thought it prudent to bring our enjoyable ramble to
an end, and so we reluctantly returned to camp.
For sis hours the sun shone brightly, and then the

damp and chilly fog appeared and again enveloped every-
thing in its misty folds; while sullen clouds, chasing
each other across the sky, interposed their gray masses as
a bar to the rays of the sun. No light, no warmth, noth-
ing btit a cold, clammy feeling in the air, that makes you
wish you might change places with some dweller in the
tropics. It is unendurable and decidedly uncomfortable.
About 4 o'clock that evening, despite the fog and bleak

air, we ventured to the reef again, where after an hour's
earnest casting I rose a monster to the lure, which I
hooked, btit after his first dash, sad to relate, he kissed
me a hurried farewell as he flopped his broad tail in my
disappointed face. I was evidently vexed at the loss,

but gave birth to no impiety over it. We flahed on till

6 o'clock without exciting the inquisitiveness of another
mottled darling and then returned to camp. This is the
same place where Ned caught hissix pomider last season,

of which exciting struggle he still has delightful remem-
brance. In the evening about 8 o'clock the tent in which
our boatmen slept and where our provisions were kept
took fire through the sheer carelessness of John, who bad
placed a lighted candle near the canvas and then went
hurriedly away. At the first alarm we ran swiftly to

the tent and worked in good earnest to quench the grow-
ing flames. Fortunately a bucket of water near by was
quickly secured and thrown on the blazing tent, which
somewhat checked the fire for a moment, and then the
canvas was rapidly stripped from the ridge pole and
smothered hj rolling it together. The boys soon imjjro-

vised another tent with the sails and remnants, and next
morning Joe took the fire-despoiled tent to his home in
Goalias Bay and had the damage repaired. We were
soon again in good form in camp and all going well.

These little incidents add to the exciting interest of the
trip, at least the boys thought so, as they were quite
merry over this one after the occurrence.
We started the next morning for Bachewananing Bay,

with the air soft and balmy, the lake a quivering,
sparkling sheet of silver, and the hills all purple and pink
and faint crimson. It was a jmre delight, this slipping
o'er the plain of twinkling waters under bright skies,

that charmingly mellowed all things in the landscapes
so beautifully spread before us. Our troubadour, catching
the inspiration of the radical change, tuned his lute-like

voice and sang in notes melodious;

"The night was clear and mild.

And the breeze went softly by,

And the stars of heaven smiled

As they wandered up the sky."

In a few hom'S we rounded into the east side of Bache-
wananing Bay and then sailed into a little cove, landed,
and made camp in a most lovely place. The half-breeds
soon had the boatunloaded, the tents in position, and then
fitting up a temporary kitchen, turned their attention to

making a convenient landing for the boat. This was done
by taking a long timber about 13in. square, that they
found stranded, and anchored it with heavy stoaes at riglit
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angles with the shore. It was found to be a great accom-
modation, as we could always have the boat on the lee

side, thus doing away with the pulling of the boat upon
the shore when we landed. Joe was quite clever in these
matters, and always had the camp in systematic order.

Alex. St.iebuok.

ANTOINE BISSETTE'S LETTERS-VIII.
M'sieu Beeg Sebattis Mitchell:
Ah "11 was ghul for gat you lett' me, an' have it you

called me "sab." Dese Yankee ant gat rispeck for mans
dat was so hoi for hees gran'pere an' was faght on de
Pappiaeau war, an' was gat so gray as geeses on top hees
head of it wid spiimple of gre' deal of snow in winter.
Dey was call me "hnl' Antwine," sometam "One Ant-
wine,'' de polite of it do, but dat kan ant many of de
Yankee, an' de young Frenchmans dat t'ink he was
Yankee cause he was preffume hees hairs wid hen ile, an'
part it of de middlin' of hees head and rode in taup buggy
wid hoi' boss mos' can' draw it, he jiet as wuss. He
called me "hoi man Bissette."
Ah '11 lak for be called "Sah," me, or Bonhomme Bis-

sette. T'ank you for you polite.

Wal, Ah do' know but Ah '11 was moch oblige for you
inflDrmation baout dat nem of bird, probly. Probly log-

cock was de nem in Maines, probly hwoodcock was de
nem in Vairmont. It ant gat no deeferance for de bird.

Ah "11 know some Frenchmans has gat hees nem in
Canada Pierre La Roche, an' w'en be come here he was
Peter Stone, but he was .ifis' de sem Frenchmans an' smell
jis' lak his grandpere Jacques La, Eoche, of onion an' pea
soup.
Ah '11 ant hear dat log everywhere ant mek of hwood,

ant it? What Ah '11 said was dab it was better nem for

bird dat paoun' hees head of a tree all de tam, be hwood-
cock, as for bird dat all de tam steek hees nose in de
mud an' you can' mek it lit of tree, hein?
An b'lieved Ah "11 mek sleep of malr pen w'en Ah '11

wrote pill eatin' hwoodpeckit. M'sieu Mumsin say it waa
pill-he eat-it hwoodpeckit.
He read me all Mees Hardy wrote it. Ah '11 lak it very

moch all she '11 said for dis-cribe her trav'lin' in de
hwood.

It brought back of me grea' many t'ing Ah '11 see long of

mah hoi' frien" Sam Lovet w'en we be feeshin an' trap.

But Ah '11 ant lak so moch dat Airish fellers Stockin'
Heels an' todder ones she '11 tol' of it.

Ah do' know 'f she won't bus' de Maine law. Bah gosh

,

Ah don' care 'f she was. It was pooty dry law, an' Ah
b'lieve dat sportsmans t'ink alldefeesh an' game was mek
for heem an' de law for todder feller.

Ah '11 was very hones' man mahsef , an' ant broked law
more as Ah '11 w'as oblige. Ah '11 ant never took not'ing
Ah '11 ant want.
Give mah. ri^gard of Mees Hardy an' yousef an' wrote

some more. Your truly, Aktoine Bissette.
Scriji^ios.—Dereek Mr. Antoine Bissette, Danvit, Vair-

mont, care Fores Strim

IN MEMORY OF "NESSMUK."
/^N his grave but one winter's snows have fallen and melted,
^ yet liis voice and his prf sence are almost forgotten. Though
the hemlocks that whispered to him of last spring's returning are

as green in perpetual verdure as when last he heard them, and
with voices unchanged are whispering the often-told story; though
the birds and first blossoms that with his last breath he welcomed,
with blooming and song, tell but the next spring's returning, he
is almost forgotten.

In the clamor of voices, his voice has grown silent; out of

the thronged hands that are uplifted for things which are un-
attainable, his strong hand has fallen forever. In the turbulent
whirl of the world ho is almost forgotten; liis memory faded
like the wake of his boat from the breast of the river, where it

pulsed for a breath, then throbbed out in the swirl of the current.
Yet some wiil remember him, him who was never alone with na-

ture, who caught and repeated her secrets to ears that she never
voucbsafed them.

To them is his ghostly hand pointing the dimmer traced paths
of the woodland; still they hear his quaint runes of the forest; his

stories of camp and adventure; lessons of woodcraft and canoe-
ing, and unseen he presides at their camp-flres.

While his hemloclis shall sigh in the springtime, repeating the
sigh of the streams, reawakened, while the thrush's bell chimes in

the aisles of the forest; the wooddrake preens his plumes in the
pride of his wooing; the voice of the whippoorwill throbs through
the twilight; while the paddle shall tread in the path of the rivers,

and the ea.mp-flre shall quicken the morris of shadows; while a
nook of the world is untamed and wilding—for all he has told us
of these, as never was told by another, the name of our "Ness-
muk" shall not be forgotten. Awahsoose.
April 30, 1891.

THE TRUTH IN NATURE.
LESS than a century ago, in the time when men had

not penetrated so deeply into the study of nature,
there was a great deal of poetry and romance connected
with animal life that had been slowly but surely driven
out as the study advanced.

Travelers, returning from unexplored regions, told
strange and incredible stories about the wonderful wild
animals they had encountered; but investigation has rent
asunder these fancilul tales, and left only cold facts in
their places,

I am the owner of a natural history written by one
Eiley and published about the year 1789. It is a quaint
old book and its yellow leaves and odd type furnish the
reader with a number of strange accotints. Among others
may be found something like the following: "The diges-
tive apparatus of the ostrich is said to be very strong in-
deed, tnat bird not only being able to digest such things
as stones, bits of glass and iron; but it is even said that°it
makes a good meal of a bed of live co.als."

"We laugh at such a statement, but no doubt at the time
of publication it was stated for a fact.

What right have we to laugh? It is not long since
almost every one firmly believed the porcupine capable
of shooting its quills like arrows, and regarded it an
animal well able to defend itseTf against almost any foe,
instead of the qtiiet inoffensive little creature that curia
itself in a ball at the first a.pi)roaoh of an enemv, trusting
solely to its spine-covered akin for protection.

"

Men who lived only a short time before us did not ques
tion but what the pretty, graceful swallows that skimmed
so lightly o'er the blue waters in summer, buried them-
selves in the mud at the bottoms of our rivers and ponds,
when the sea'?on was over, to await the return of spring.

It has been but a short time since investigation has
shown that the supposed happy family made up of the
prairie dog, the burrowing owl and the rattlesnake is not
only not a happy family; but does not exist at all. Otir
first idna was that these three animals of such different
habits, lived in perfect harmony, liked the so called happy
families of the modern circus; "but our faith in this belief
is somewhat shaken by the following which may be found
in Wood's Natural History: "According to popular
belief, these three creatures live very harmoniously to-
gether; but observation has shown that the snake and
owl are interlopers, living in the burrow because the poor
owner cannot turn them out and finding an easy subsist-
ence off the young prairie dogs." We were satisQed with
this for a time but judge the astonishment created when
Elliott Coues in one of his latest writings makes the fol-
lowing statement in speaking of the burrowing owl: "I
have found colonies in Kansas and other States, in all
cases occupying the deserted burrows of the quadrupeds,
not living in common with them as usually supposed."

Naturalists are now telling us that the opossum does
not play 'possum; but is merely paralyzed with fear for
the time being, articles are published every day in our
ornithological papers and magazines which go to prove
that owls can see equally a^ well by day as by night. It
is still an tmdecided question whether snakes "charm"'
their prey or not. In the western backwoods these old
stories are still believed in, the ignorant classes cling with
fondness to them and will not learn anything different,
and down in our own hearts do we not all of us cling to
them, more or less? Do we not hate to give them up,
and is it not with a little regret that we are forced to ac-
knowledge that the porcupine does not shoot his quills,
that the bird of paradise really has feet and legs, and that
our national bird, the white-headed eagle, is far from the
noble bird we once thought him to be. Lotor.

THE DRUMMING OF THE GROUSE,
Editor Forest and Stream :

My experience as to why the grouse drums is not in full
accord with that given by yom- correspondent "Dorp."

I find that the grouse drums for the same reason that
birds sing. First to celebrate the mating season, second
to teach the art to the young.
In Maine, my native State, the grouse usually drums

from an old moss-grown log, but in Cape Ann there are
no logs so the bird resorts to a boulder. There are two
such boulders near my cabin. I can easily hear the
drumming by day or night, particularly by night, as I
sleep in a hammock, in the open air, from the middle of
April to the middle of November.

Early in the season the male drums while the female
is on the nest laying, and but seldom at other times ijntil
the female begins to sit. While she is sitting he drums
through the day for the first week, after which he con-
tinues the drumming into the night, and often drums all
night just before the chicks are out.
Late in the season the old bird drums at long intervals,

as a lesson to the young. I often hear the feeble attempts
of the young males to produce the sound and I have fol-
lowed them throtigh all the stages up to the time when
they are become perfect. Hermit.

New and Little Known Mammals.—We have re-
ceived from the American Museum of Natural History
three interesting papers extracted from Volume III. of
the Bulletin of the Museum, and comprising pages 195 to
198 inclusive and 203 to ii38 inclusive. These papers give
the results of the studies of Dr. J. A. Allen on certain
mammals collected in the Southwest and in Central
America. One i f the most interesting discoveries an-
nounced is that of the capture in southern California of
a new species of big-eared bat of the South American
genus Histiolis. It is not so very long ago that Dr.
Merriam described, from the same region, an interesting
new bat of the genus Molossus, allied to M. perotis of
Brazil, and this capture of a second South American bat
here is very interesting. It is only within a short time
that naturalists have begun to learn anything about the
fauna of southern California, and the unexpected forms
of life which have already been discovered there lead us
to look for still other remarkable finds as the region is
more thoroughly explored. "Notes on a Collection of
Mammals from Costa Rica" occupies 16 pages of the Bul-
letin and mentions 38 species, of which four are now first
described, a Blarina and three mice of the genus His-
peromys. A colhciion of mammals gathered by Mr.
George B. Sennett, the well-known ornithologist, and his
collection in southern Texas and northern Mexice is the
material described in the third paper under consideration.
This represents 31 species, of wnich two, a mole and a
jumping mouse (Dipodajjs), are new.

Queer Freak of a Rabbit.—When I was a boy I took
my brother's old shotgun and feeling myself to be a veri-
table nimrod went in quest of rabbits, which to the eye of
a young novice seem as bia; in the bushes as a mule in the
barnyard. I had not gone more than oOOyds. from the
house when my keen eye caught sight of bunny just be-
hind a few slender twigs. I was sure of him. Bang
went the blunderbuss, the rabbit never stirred but sat
perfectly still. I had taken but one load and I thought
what should I do. Like the old farmer in the spelling-
book, I would see what virtue there was in stones. I
drew near and "let drive." Away he went, and I watched
him until he ran up a pile of rocks upon which he stopped
and, strange to say, remained until I went home, re-
loaded, returned and shot him. I will add that the rocks
upon which he sat were full of crevices in which he
could have safely hid himself. Verily the actions of game
are often puzzling as well as interesting to the hunter
and naturaUst.—N. D. E.

Snake Bitten.—Greensburg, Fa.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Oa last Wednesday night I went out to our
large greenhouse to adjust the heating furnace, and
while kneeling close to some loose bricks and other rub-
bish was bitten on the left knee by a snake which I take
to b» what we commonlv term a house snake, but as it
waa quite dark 1 pould not see it plainly, and it got

away, Several of these snakes have been seen by differ-
ent members of the family this spring. I did not pay
much attention to the matter tmtil the next morning
when the wound and part of the leg was badly swollen
and dicolored. Not having anything else handy I plas-
tered it with a salve of zinc ointment and soda, bound on
with prepared antiseptic corrosive sublimate gauze and
painted around^ the discolored unhealthy skin with tinc-
ture of iodine. Since then the wound has emitted con-
siderable discolored matter, the swelling has decreased
and it is now healing toward the center from the edges.
At first I experienced both sharp and aching pains all
over my body, but this has also decreased, and while I
cannot use my limb I know that it is improving under
this treatment. I use whisky when pained at the heart,
and it seems to give relief. I write this because time
hangs heavily on my hands and some one else may
profit by using this treatment. Trout are fairly plenti-
ful, and most local anglers are getting after them during
this fine weather. No very large fish or big hauls have
been made yet, so if the' snakes just leave me alone I
may get a few of them yet.—Deacon. [The rattlesnake
and copperhead are the only venomous snakes known in
your section. It is unfortunate that the reptile was not
identified. You were fortunate to escape so easily as
you seem to have done.]

An Albino Lobster.—G. M. Long & Co.. of New-
London, Conn., recently caught an albino lobster in
Fisher's Island Sound. The entire shell is white, even to
the ends of the claws. The eyes are pink. This is sup-
posed to be the first lobster of the kind that has been taken.
Blue lobsters are occasionally caught in Fisher's Island
Sound, and more rarely in Maine.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Book of the
Oame Lauis.

BOB WHITE VS. PA'TRIDGE.
ROCKINGHAM, N, C—I read the letter of your Ken-

tucky correspondent, in which he enters his protest
against the false nomenclature which is so persistently
adopted in certain sections of the country, and bv which
our well-known gallinaceous bird is called a quail. You
wrote to me, several years ago, that it was useless to com-
bat the error, for it had become so firmly established that
it could not be uprooted. I know that there is always
great labor attending the removal of false impressions,
and that falsehood, when deeply imbedded in the human
mind, is a formidable opponent. But I have heard that
truth was mighty and would at last prevail. Our little
bird is allied to the quail of Europe in that it is gallina-
ceous. So are the partridge, the pheasant, the blackcock,
and all the varieties of grouse. A duck is allied to a
goose and a brant and a coot and a loon. But that does
not make a duck a goose. The quail is a migratory bird,
breeds in southern France or Spain, and in search of food
flies over the kingdom or the republic or the empire of
France, and when he reaches the British Channel he is
able to cross it, whether from Calais to Dover, or where
it is many miles wider. To do this he must have long
wings, so as to maintain an extended flight. Did any one
ever hear of Bob White flying so much as a mile ? Does
he migrate for hundreds of miles? As a general thing,
does he not die withiti a half mile of where he was
hatched? He does change his locality when food de-
mands require it—but he does not leave the neighbor-
hood.

I am sustained in my ^news by the best ornithological
authorities. I shall content myself, at present, by quot-
ing from "Webster's Unabridged Dictionary"': "Quail—
A gallinaceous bird closely allied to the partridge of
Europe. In the United States this name is loosely ap-
plied to the Qrtyx virginianus, or Bob White."

I do not claim that the Southern nomenclature is
correct. Our bird is not the partridge, but more closely
resembles it than it does the quail, both in plumage and
habits. The ruffed grouse is not the pheasant, nor is it
the partridge, as falsely called in Pennsylvania, Virginia
and the Carolinas on the one side, and New York on the
other. Otir little field bird should, by common consent, be
called Bob White, and thus put a stop to an unpardonable
absurdity.
For the best of reasons, I did but little hunting during

the past season, and I do not think I bagged over forty
birds. During November, December and .January, I was
confined to my home and physically unable to enter the
field. My dogs seem to be sorry for it, and when un-
blocked would go off on a hunt by themselves. I felt
sorry for them, but nothing like so much as I did for
myself. My friend Sully, of Richmond, A^a., who gave
me both of them, and I took several small jaunts. My
powers of locomotion have been so poor that I let him do
most of the walking, while I took "high cuts" or sat
down on a stump or a stone and waited for him to come
round. What little shooting I did satisfied me that my
"right hand had not lost its cunning." But, alas! my
hunting days are nearly over, and all my joys in that
respect must be pleasant memories of the bygone.
We have a large stock of birds for breeding purposes-

more than usual. If the nesting and rearing season is
propitious, when the fall comes the fields will be full of
them. Then I hope that our sportsmen will go in quest
of them with small-bored light guns. For such game the
10-bore is a nuisance. It is "uplifting the club of Hercules,
for what? To crush a butterfly or to brain a gnat."
What is the real value of bench shows? The form and

muscle and hair constitute the standard of excellence.
Would a sportsman prefer a dog with all the physical
recommendations who had no keenness of smell, nor
stanchness, nor energy, nor sense? Would a man choose
a lawyer because he was a splendid specimen of physical
manhood? Give me a good serviceable dog which will
hunt, which knows how to hunt, which can stand hunt-
ing, which is stanch and has a good nose, and I care very
little about the shape of his head, of his legs or his body.
The reports of such meetings often amuse me—but I sup-
pose the owners, especially those who come out ahead,
find some fun in It. WSUS,
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DUCKING AT LONG POINT MARSH, VA.

IT had long been a matter of contemplation on the part
of myself and friend Walter Bass that we take to-

gether a trip after ducks. It made but little difference
to either of us whether we should journey to the waters
of Currituck Sound, the Giiesapeakeor Back Bay,Virginia.
At each place we had friends who had extended to us
cordial invitations to visit them. After due thought my
friend Bass decided that we accept the invitation of some
Jersey friends who owned a piece of marsh on Back Bay.
The plan originally arranged was to leave New York in

November and pass two weeks upon the ground selected.

In November came the ttiirry in the stock maiket. Mr.
Bass is a member. That semi-panic altered all our plans.

Customers were in too nervous a state to be left; so my
friend Bass had to remain to look after the interests of
his firm. As I could not go without him, our trip was indefi-

nitely postponed. ''AH things come to him who waits."'

So one Saturday evening m February found us at the
Pennsylvania Railroad depot in this city. Taking that
road to Cape Charles, we next morning arrived at Nor-
folk, Va. The evening we left New York the weather
was the worst imaginable. There was a cold northeast
storm in progress, accompanied by a deluge of rain, snow
and sleet, and the streets were completely flooded.

Leaving as we did on Saturday our Sunday was passed
in Norfolk. Never was a greater change in weather con-
ditions. That Sunday morning the sun shone brightly
from unclouded skies and the air was as balmy as in Sep-
tember. Our stay in Norfolk will be long remembered
for the many pleasant surprises we met wliile there. We
were fortunate enough to fall in with two old friends of
Bass's, Seweli Tappen and E. L. Lentilhon, old members
of the New York Stock Exchange, the former now
largely interested in Norfolk real estate, the latter con-
nected with the Dupont Powder Company. In addition
to these old friends of Bass's, we became acquainted with
Richard Corbin Byrd, Jr., and W. T. Gatupbell, members
of the Virginia Club of Norfolk. Through the kind offices

of the latter-named gentleman we were introduced to the
club and had extended to us all privileges diiring our stay.

We were most hospitably entertained at the club, and
our great regret was that our stay in Norfolk was all too
short, so hearty and lavish were the courtesies extended
us.

Monday morning found us np at an early hour, for we
had to leave Norfolk at 7 o'clock. We were bound for

Long Point Marsh. The little side-wheel steamer Bonito
was the moae, and Pungo Ferry, some thirty miles south-
ward, our destination. Going through the South Eliza-

beth River, then the Albemarle and Chesapeake (;anal,

and then the North River to our stopping place, which
is at the head of Currituck Somid. Even then our jour-

ney was not at an end, At the ferry we were met by
Haywood Bower, who had come down with two Virginia
carta. Well, I won't attemj^t a description of them, one
of them was for the baggage, the other for Bass and
myself. Unfortunately for us our trunk had failed to

connect with the Bonito at Noi'folk, and so far as clotli-

ing was concerned we were, outside of the suit we had
on, traveling on faith. To add to our discomfort it came
on to rain, and no umbrellas at that. In spite of every
discomforc the thing was all so new it was enjoyed thor-

oughly, especially by Bass, as he endeavored to dump me
in the road at every opportunity. After the five-mile
drive was over we reached Morse's Point. Here we were
met by Will Pontin and Uncle Jake Borden, who con-
ducted: us to the landing on Back Bay, where then yawl
was awaiting us. We were soon underway, and the two
miles' sail to Long Point Marsh—our last stopi)ing place
—was quickly done, and springing ashore we were met
by Capt, Will Borden, who gave us a hearty welcome.
Here we found a new cabin, some 40x30ft in dimen-
sions. Its inside was one large room, the arrangements of

the room being of the simplest character, but admirably
suited for sportsmen. For sleeping accommodations we
had the best of mattresses and the best of pillows—wild
geese feathers filled each tick to the fullest. The
marsh is one of the best and we find ourselves in the best
of camps as far as ducking clubs are concerned.
To the south'ard in Currituck Sound are the Swan Island

and Carrituck clubs, north of us in Back Bay we find

Cedar Island, the Ragged Island and Long Island clubs.

Opposite, between us and the ocean, is Knotts Island.

The marsh is one of the best shooting grounds in the bay.

It comprises some 1,700 acres, is some three miles long,

by possibly a third of a mile wide, the extreme south-
western point nearly touching the North Carolina line.

The boys have cut a canal across the narrowest part so

that the different points can be reached without making
the long joui-ney around the marsh.
Om- other associates during our stay were Peter Corp-

pery and George Carroway, who are employed as gunners.
Peter Diggs was our chef, and for one I can vouch for the
savory character of our marsh cuisine, whether it be duck,
goose, quail, snipe, or bass or perch fresh from the waters
of the bay. Peter always had a tempting meal ready,
and I never once was found wanting in appetite,

So far as oxu- shooting was concerned, our trip was not
what it would have been had we been able to leave in

November as we expected. The weather was quite warm
and the season at the marsh about over. While it lasted,

which was until the food had become scarce, the sport

h.ad been excellent. The boys had killed and shipped
North hundreds of fowl. These were canvasbacks, red-

heads, black duck, mallards, widgeon and geese. A few
swan had also been killed. My friend Bass's great desire

was to kill a swan, but they were wild and wary, and his

desire was not gratified. My partner during our stay was
Uncle Jake Borden. Over 60 years of age, of medium
height, with slightly stooping shoulders, lie proved one
of the best of shooting comjianions, and what he does not
know about oars and boats isn't worth the learning.

Captain Will, a tail fine-looking man physically, quiet

and pleasant in manner, did his shooting single-handed.

Will Pontin, our other host, a nephew to the brothers
Borden, took charge of Bass. During the evening the
usual swapping of stories was indulged in . They told of

many of the tricks of the bay men
,
among them the follow-

ing: When a canvasback is shot and found poor in

flesh, it was an ordinary thing to cut off its head, and
picking out a good fat redhead, decapitate that also. Then
the head of the canvas was deftly sewn on the body of

the redhead, and a merchantable high-priced bird was
the result.

We remained nearly two weeks. We had any number
of decoys, and our shooting was entirely point shooting.

The birds did not decoy well in the daytime, and so we
had to get out before daybreak in the morning, and then
locate ourselves again before sundown in the evening.
By adopting this plan we got faiiiy good shooting. We
were not out for slaughter and the result of each day's
work was entirely satisfactory. The first Wednesday of
our stay we sailed over to Morse's Point and had sport on
quail. To our surprise we found on the low bottoms
some English snipe, and between both we had rare sport.

We hunted over Will Pontui's dog Fj ank, the product of
a cross of setter and pointer bloods. In looks and color
Frank showed only the blood of his pointer mother. As
a worker the dog was as good as the best. Not alone was
he good on snipe and quail, but he was a magnificent re-

triever both on land or water, or as the j^atives put it, he
would both "tote and fetch."' He would bring a duck or
goose from the water in a style that cudd not be sur-
passed by the best of bay dogs. On Thursday our party
went for snipe to Cason's Marsh, but found none. Not to
be disappointed in our shooting we went further inl -nd
on the point and made a good bag on quail. Sundny, of
course, no shooting was done, and church was out of the
question. Thrown upon cmr own resources, we asked
what we should do? Well, Poutin suggested a row to the
beach and the yawl was gotten ready." Uncle Jake and
Will Pontin did the rowinjj, while Bass and myself did
the appreciative part of the work. A row of some six
miles around Knott's Island brought us to the United
States Life-Saving Station known as No. 6. Surfman
Echeridge was in charge, and we passed a couple of very
pleasant hours in his company. He insisted with true
Southern hospitality ux^on our remaining to dinner with
him. Naturally, the contents of the larder were not on
an extensive scale, stiU i do not know but that the dinner
of "salt horse," greens and sweet potato pie was as much
enjoyed as was ever a dinner at Sam Robbins's.
The one great subject of conversation was the faulty

game laws of Vu-ginia regarding the shooting of ducks.
Wednesdays and Thursdays are known as lay days and
no shooting is allowed. It is claimed it would be far bet-
ter to have Saturday a close day. On Wednesdays and
Thursdays the fishermen keep the ducks fully as much
on the move as is done by the gunners on oj)en days. It

is claimed, and very reasonably too, that Saturday being
a day upon which no fish can be shipped North, conse-
quently but little fishing is done. That the ducks would
be far less disturbed on their feeding grounds than they
now^ are under the present law. It} is hoped that the
change can be made during the present session of the
Legislature of the State.

When the time came for us to return we seemed to be
leaving old friends. Indeed, there was another bond be-

tween us, for the boys are old-time Jerseymen, having
been watermen at Little Silver, New Jersey, the summer
home of my friend Bass for many years. Another season
we will endeavor to get away earlier, when we hope to

be able to accept the kind invitation of our friends and
pay another visit to Long Point Marsh, or. as Uncle Jake
christened it. the Little Silver Club, Tee Ka.y.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, May fi.—I saw some shooters at the depot

yesterday, aud they had 90 snipe, about half jacks
and the balance sand snipe, with a few plover. They had
been out with Sa,n Gibault, a French market-hunter and
"guide" of Momence. They got their birds north of
Momence and back in the country, away from the
marshes. They said if they had liad plover decoys
they could have gotten 500 shots at plover. I doubt
whether they could do that now. Early in the week the
plover seemed to get up and move north very rapidly.

Charlie Burton says he and Fred Donald wei-e out there
and got 31 birds before noon, near Gilman, and then the
birds hit the trail for British Columbia,
At Mak-sav.'-ba a few days ago John Watson bagged

31 plover and Joe Kinney 43. These were mostly yellow-
legs.

Jo. Card has also been down to Mak-saw-ba, the same
time as his friend John Watson. Jo. got 85 snipe, which
he tried to palm off as jacksnipe. When questioned
closely he admitted that "their bills may be a little short,

but they're blamed good snipe, ain't they, Johni'" Mr.
Card also caught some bullheads, likewise 13 bass, as de-
scribed by himself. Pressed also about their weight, he
remarked, "They were just as big as rock bass ever get,

wasn't they, John?" All this transpired up at Billy JJus-

sey's, and I3illy tells the story. By the way, Billy is put-
ting in a set of cases of nicely-n^ounted game birds of all

our sorts about here, the taxidermist work being done by
Dick Turtle. These bu-ds will go very well in a place so

much headquarters for the sportsmen of this city and the

West.
Mr. Fred Kimble, of the Peoria Target C, was. in town

yesterday, departing in the evening for Cleveland, whex-e

he is going to mingle with the Blue Rock and Standard
Target people a while, I believe. Mr. Kimble says that
when this cruel war is over he is going up to Duluth or
somewhere and have a fishing trip.

May 7,—There wiU be a spring meeting of the Possum
Club and a fish dinner at Werner's Stock Exchange res-

taurant, Thursday, May 21, two weeks from to-day.

Some of the legislators who have worked in the sports-

men's interests at Springfield will be invited to attend.

Among other important business there will be brought up
the organization of the Kankakee Fish and Game Protec-

tive Society, of which matter mention was made in these

columns in the issue of April 30, Plans are akeady laid

for that to some extent by the leading men of the clubs

interested and it is very probable that a successful organ-
ization will be made and kept up.

We need such work and plenty of it, I have direct,

eye-witness proof that Jack Wdburn, at Summit station,

on the Des Piaines River, has had a net stretched clear

across the river through most of the entire run of the
pickerel and bass, and has been taking as high as a hun-
dred in a day, mostly of pickerel nearly ready to spawn.
What is the "fish warden at Riverside doing? Can't Wil-
burn be stopped? I know Vv'ilbiu'n and have stopped at

his jjlace. He ought to be ashamed of himself, for he
picks up many a dollar from Chicago sportsmen. Will
Commissioner Bartlett drop a line to his %varden and have
Whitburn's nets pulled?

Down at Crown Point three men now lie in jail, under
a |50 fine each for seining in Cedar Lake, A simple, in-

nocent book agent came among them in that country,

and won their confidence by his artless ways. He got

his evidence, and then appeared as a fish warden with
the result above noted. He was a good book agent.

It seems our friend Rolla Heikes came out ahead in his
race against time, he had to break 450 targets in 90
minutes, three known angles, or forfeit $100 in the in-
terest of sport, Rolla was trotting easy, and the harness
didn't touch him from first to last. He broke his 450 birds,
standard keystones, in 52 minutes and 58 seconds, shooting
at 528 birds to do it. He used 3 drams of wood powder,
Hoz, of No. 8, and shot two Lefevers, 12-gauge. Col. A. G.
Courtney handled the guns, and is now complaining that
he is sore all over, and had to work harder than Rolla did.
There was much trouble from sticking shells, and Rolla's
friends think he could lower the above record materially
under favorable circumstances. He won his race and his
$100 easily, and again showed how hard a man to beat he
is at his game of targets.
Replying for Mr. Geo. T. Farmer to the query of Mr. J.

J. Meyri(!k, of England, as to the description of gun
issued by the Hudson Bay Co. to their men, Mr. Farmer
says these guns were 16-gauge, the barrels being from 36
to 40in. long,
A painful accident befell Ike Watson out .at the Bum-

side Park this week. He had left his gun lying loaded
upon a table, and on picking it up it was discharged, the
top lever being driven by the recoil back into young-
Watson's hand between the thumb and fingers. It was
very hard to detach the hand from the gun. Ike didn't
think it was loaded, having a recollection of putting two
shells in his pocket, which, however, proved to be empty
shells,

Mr, J, A. Ruble, late of Beloit, Wis,, is now living in
Chicago, and will doubtless soon be a member of some
one of our Chicago shooting clubs. E. Hough.

"FOREST AND STREAM" GUN TESTS.
SOME time ago a test was made of a Greener gun, and

as yet no report has been made upon it. The weapon
was the same Greener upon which report has already
appeared in these pages. Mr. Such, the owner, was de-
sirous of having a trial made with a different size of shot
than the No, b and No, 1 shot used in the previous tests.

The giui fully sustained its previous record of being one
of the finest samples of that popular make of arm. With
the black powder at 40yds. the selected circles show a
shade under 70 per cent, of the shot accounted for, and
at the same distance with the Schuitze powder the right
barrel climbed to over 80 per cent. The record is an
interesting one in the variation between the two barrels
at the two distances. The records show:

TEST MADE AT FOREST AND STREAM C4UN-TESTING SCREEN.

Crim—Greener, Cost, B350. No. of gun, 35,937. Weight,
9?^lbs. Lene:th of barrels, 32in. Gauge, 10. Right bar-
rel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

Weather—Clear.
Cfharge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
S7i.eW—U. S. Climax.
Povjclcr, Brand—BlsLck Dupont Ducking No. 3.

Po wder, Qunnttty—^% drs.

\
Jfct7(C—Tatham.

S7ioi-, Quantity—lyi oz.
' Size—No. 3 Cfiilled.

CARTRIDGE ANALYSIS.
Three Cartridges TaMn at Bandoin.

BOTH BARRELS.
LoaMna. Poivder. Shot.

Card over shot; cardil... 141 grs. 663 grs. 164 pellets,

and two B. E, wads-^ 3. . . 144 grs. 662 grs. 164 pellets,

over powder. !3-..14lgra. 662 grs. 164 pellets.

Average 142 grs. 662 grs. 164 pellets.

TEST AT 40 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed 30-inch Circle.

RrCvHT BARREL. LEFT B(VRREL.
Pattern. Penetration, n pellets, Pattern. Penetration, s pellets.

1. 113 pellets. 34 sheets. 1. 110 pellets. 40 sheets.

2. 100 pellets. 36 sheets. 2. 102 pellets. 35 sheets.

3. 110 pellets. 37 sheets. 3. 99 pellets. 38 sheets.
4. 101 pellets. 38 sheets. 4. 98 pellets. 41 sheets.
.'">, 108 pellets. 40 sheets. .5. 107 jiellets. 36 sheets.

Av. 106 pellets. 37 sheets. Av. 103 pellets. 38 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot square; 30-inch Circle selected from
Inst pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 120 pellets. 1 115 pellets.

2 114 pellets. 2 110 pellets.

3 118 pellets. 3 112 pellets.

Average 117 pellets. Average 112 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.

Five Shots per Ba/rrelfrom rest atfixed so-inch Ci rcle,

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
Patti'm. Penetration, s pellets. Pattern. Penetration, Sijellets.

1. 59 pellets. 17 sheets. 1. .50 pellets. 24 sheets.

2. 48 pellets. 19 sheets. 2. 56 pellets. 22 sheets.

3. 53 pellets. 18 sheets. 3. 41 pellets. 18 sheets.

4. 43 pellets. 20 sheets. 4. 32 pellets. 20 sheets.

5. 64 pellets. 21 sheets. 5. 29 pellets. 16 sheets.

Av. 53 pellets. 19 sheets. Av, 41 pellets. 20 sheets.

Three Shots at 4-foot squtii-e; so-lndh Girdle selected from
best pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 66 pellets. 1 51 pellets.

2 57 pellets. 2 .59 pellets.

3 65 pellets. 3 52 pellets.

Average 62 pellets. Average 54 pellets,

TEST MADE AT FOREST AIJD STREAM GTJN-TESTING SCREEN.

Greener. Cost, S350. No. of Gun, 35,937. Weight,
9%lbs. Length of barrels, 33in. Gauge, 10. Right bar-
rel, full choke. Left barrel, full choke.

TT"cat/icr—Clear.
Charge, as given by holder of gun:

BOTH BARRELS.
Shell—v. S, Climax.
Po'wder, Brand—Schnltze.
Powder, Qna;nmy—i}i drs»

i Jfftfce—Tatham.
Shot' Quantity—IM oz.

( Sise—No, 3 CMlled,
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CARTRIDGE ANAIiYSIS.

Three Cartridges Taken at Bandom.

Loading.
BOTH BABEELS.

Foiv&er.
Card over shot; twoft... 57 grs.
card, three B. E. -'2... 56 grs.card, three _ _

wads over powder. (3... 57 grs.

Shot.
663 grs. 164 pellets,
661 grs. 164 pellets,
661 grs. 164 pellets,

Average 57 grs. 662 grs. 164 pellets,

TEST AT 400 YARDS.
Five Shots per Barrel from rest at fixed SO-inch circle.

RIGHT BARBEL LEFT BARREL.
Patun-n. Penetration, a pellets. rattern. Penetration, s iielUts.

1. 135 pellets. 39 sheets. 1. 92 pellets. 41 sheets.
3. 116 pellets. 41 sheets. 3. 72 pellets. 37 sheets.
3. 127 pellets. 38 sheets. 3. 8:,' pellets. 43 sheets.
4. 116 pellets. 35 sheets. 4. 93 pellets. 39 sheets.
5. 117 pellets. 37 sheets. 5. 104 pellets. 40 sheets.

Av. 120 pellets. 38 sheets. Av. 88 pellets. 40 sheets.

Tliree shots at 4-foot square; so-inoh Circle selected from
b&st pattern.

EIGHT BARREL. LEET BARREL.
1 134 pellets. 1 101 pellets.
2 137 pellets. 3 96 pellets.
3 128 pellets 3 109 pellets.

Average 133 pellets. Average 103 pellets.

TEST AT 60 YARDS.
Five Shots ver Barrel from rest at nxed SO-inch Circle.

RIGHT BAKE EL. LEFT BARREL.
Pattern. I'enclrafion, i) pellets. Pattern. Penetration, a pe.Uela.

1. 40 pellets. IS sheets. 1. 39 pellets. 31 sheets.
3. 34 pellets. 20 sheets. 3. -53 pellets. ..sheets.
3. 38 pellets. S3 sheets. 3. 55 pellets. 34 sheets.
4. 39 pellets. ...sheets. 4. 49 pellets. IS sheets.
5. 35 pellets. 30 sheets. 5. 47 pellets. 31 sheets.

Av. 37 pellets. 30 sheets. Av. 48 pellets. 31 sheets.

Tliree shots at 4-foot square; SO-inoh Circle selected fiom
hest pattern.

RIGHT BARREL. LEFT BARREL.
1 50 pellets. 1...... 58 pelltts.
3 44 pellets. 3 63 pellets.
3 43 pellets. 3 61 pellets.

Average 46 pellets. Average fit pellets.

GUNS OF SMALL BORE.
MATOACA, Va.—In the issue, of A.pril 30, I read the

article by J. J. Meyrick, an ably written piece. As
I have told the Forust and Steea^m in years gone by I

have owned many guns, and used them too, of bores
from 10 to 20, barrels from 36in. to 4iJin. I have tested
all at target, but more on game, with the result of ending
with a 20-bore, which I have used a good deal, and con-
sider it for my use as good a shotgun as I wish. It is a
double barrel and a breechloader, with all the improve-
ments of nearly three years ago, straight grip stock, drop of
stock" 3|in., length of same 14i. Length of barrels 38in.,
20 bore cylinder, 74lbs. weight, uses a sheU 3iVin. long,
swivels and sling strap, with bullet mould for solid round
ball to use with linen patch; barrels of finest quality stub
twist, made to order, cost |47. As to rifles I have adopted
a single shot Winchesier, Ulbs., .40-83 3G0.

I always reload my own shells, hoth shot and rifle.

Only twice in two years did I use ball in the shotgun.
The first time it brought down a bull moose; and eight
months after a she-bear and cub, one ball each.
Takmg all in all I believe a small bore will kill as far

and as many times as a large one, and that long barrels
for a shotgun are best for long ranges: of course I exclude
wing-shooting at short range. Before me is a single
barrel, muzzleloading, flint lock shotgun that I saw do
good service in the hands of an Indian, (cook for our
party), and which I bought as a relic. Has 39in. barrels.
For shooting it holds its own with coarse shot. The first

time I shot it, I missed, as it went ofl" so slow, that at the
flash in the pan I lowered the muzzle.

Beya_n THE Still-Huntee.

MARTIN'S POINT GUN CLUB.
THIS is one of the new clubs in Currituck Sound,

having been formed by some of Norfolk's best citi-

zens, with some of their friends in the North, about one
year ago. The club house at present is not as large and
comfortable as we would like, so the club has decided to
increase its membership. A certain portion—§8,000—
from the sale of shares, which will be only $5 each, goes
to build a new club house. With our present outfit and
privileges, we will then have the best club in Currituck
Sound, which, considering the price of shares in the dif-
ferent clubs—$25 to $35 each—is very reasonable.
The club owns its shooting grounds, club house, boats,

decoys, etc., and wiU be about two hours from Norfolk
when the new railroad, now talked of, is completed. The
steamer, running to the Sound three times each week,
stops in two miles of our club house; or it is a pleasant
drive of two and a half hours from the Princess Anne
Hotel, Virginia Beach, Va.

I will give the names of some of its charter members,
so that any gentlemen desiring to join a club of this sort
may know who they are associating themselves with:
Judge Theo. S. Garnett, Captain E. V. White, Mr. M. L.
T. Davis, llr. Luther Sheldon, Captain Geo. W. Tavlor.
Norfolk, Va.; Mr. T. J. Hayward, Mr. E. L. Bartlett,
Baltimore, Md.; Mr. O. H. Wilbur, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Dr. Edward Bradley, Mr. Arthur Sullivan, Captain H.
G. H. Tarr, New York.

I also give some bags of birds made by members when
I happened to be along, which I know have not been
beaten in the United States for many years:

April 23, 1890—Captain Geo. W. Taylor, Wm. Camp,
R. C. Byrd and J. B. White, all of Norfolk, shot 370 win-
ter yellowlegs and graybacks (or dowitchers) in one day
over decoys.
Aug. 4, 1890—Messrs. T. J. Hayward, E. L. Bartlett, H.

P. Lucas of Baltimore; Wm. ParmiU, J. B. White, Geo.
W. Taylor, Norfolk, shot 840 yellowlegs, graybacks and
plover in one day.
Mr. A. B. Simmons, 49 Wall street. New York, shot

1,500 of the same kind of birds in 13 days—Sept. 3 to 15,
1890.

Sept, 21, 1890-Messrs. T. J. Hayward, E, L. Bartlett
and H. P. Lucas, Baltimore; T. S. Garnett, Worthy Smith

and J. B, White, Norfolk, shot 1,460 yellowlegs, gray-
backs, plover and English snipe in one and a half days'
shooting.

Oct, 20. 1890—Lieut. W. T, Burwell, Dr. Rodgers, John
R. Todd and J. B. White, of Norfolk, bagged 450 of the
same kind of birds in less that a half day's shooting.
March 2, 1891—The keeper, who was ordered to exercise

our live decoys, killed 24 geese, 8 canvasbacks, 7 wid-
geon, 8 sprigtails and 1 swan.
March 16, 1891—Lieut. W. T. Burwell, Capt. Geo. W,

Taylor and J. B. White bagged 31 swans, 12 geese, 18
ducks and 20 bay snipe.
We have good shooting at bii'ds in season eleven months

in the year. Any further information desired may be
had by a'ldressing Mr. Wm. Camp, secretary, Martin's
Point Gun Club, Virginia Club, Norfolk, Va., or J. B
White, Norfolk, Ya.

A HAIL FROM THE FRONTIER.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The past winter has been the mildest knowm in this

country for many years. Game of all kinds has wintered
finely, and the customary butchery of the deer in mid-
winter was rendered impossible during the past winter
by the lack rf snow. All this is very encouraging after
the terrible slaughter of two years ago, which for a time
bid fair to annihilate all the deer in our hills.

When the time comes for the true sportsmen of the
East to visit our mountain region they will find a rich
harvest awaiting them. Deer of two kinds, grouse of
three kinds, while hares and the predatory "varmints,"
together with a small world of brook and lake trout,
oft'er sport to those who truly love the wilderness, not to
be despised.
The true sportsman is always welcome on the frontier.

The game butcher and the would-be aristocrat we have
no use for. For my own part, as age is creeping on, and
I find myself less and less inclined or able to climb far
above my cabin, I feel like sharing more liberally these
splendid opportunities with true men from further east,
to whom such sport would be a godsend. It is amusing
to us people here to read of the continuous fight between
the sportsmen in the Adirondacks and in Maine, and the
mofquitoes and black flies. While we, of course, have
some few mosquitoes in the mountains, black flies I have
never seen, nor hare I seen or heard of any preparation
in the shape of ointment or salve to ward off the attacks
of insects ever used in this country.

It is the -very finest country for the summer and fall

camper I have ever found. Cyclones and the terrible
thunder storms common to the Eastern States are here
unkno-wn.
Together with all other true sportsmen, we here on the

frontier rejoice over the practical extension of the great
Yellowstone National Park, and feel like commending
heartily, each and every one (the editor of our own loved
Fokest ajsd Stbeaii not neglected in the list), who has
labored for its preservation. May success the most com-
plete attend their efforts to preserve it from vandal
hands. Orin Belknap.
Chewelah, Washington.

IN THE FORTIES.
SACRAMENTO, Cal., May 1. — Reading an article

which was copied from your paper, of one solitary
goose in Illinois, carries my mind back to my boyhood
days. I lived on a farm sixteen miles west of Chicago, in
Du Page county, during the 403. The wild ducks were
so plentiful that they used to come and feed with our
tame ducks in our barnyard, and many are the times that
I kiUed them there.
Geese were very numerous in the fall of the year, so

much so that we had to drive them out of the cornfields.
The prairie chickens were so plentiful that I could take

an old United States musket that had done service at
New Orleans and go out any forenoon and kill all I could
carry home. In two hours' time, by going up and down
the creek, I could kill all the ducks that I could carry
home. It was a perfect paradise for the hunter.

I left Illinois m 1850, and so, of course, have lost the
run of hunting grounds; but our country is still a good
country for sport. In fact, on our large wheat farms we
have to hire men in the fall of the year to protect the
wheat. The farmer furnishes the hunter with the latest
repeating rifle, ammunition and hor.se, and pays hiin $50
a month and his board, just to scare the geese awky.
Along the banks of rivers and the edges of our rule lands,
in the fall and winter, the farmers hang out lanterns all
over their fields to keep the ducks from destroying the
":rain.

California is still a hunter's paradise, but as the coun-
try is more thickly settled it naturally will drive the
game out. A Faeimer Boy of the 40s.

OREGON ASSOCIATION.
PORTLAND, Oregon, May d.—Editor Forest and

Stream: There was lately organized in this citv the
Oregon Fish and Game Protective Association, the present
officers of which are: Pres., S. H. Greene; Vice Pres., C.
E. Hughes; Sec'y, J. R. Bowles; Trea,s , E. House; Game
Warden, T. D. Honeyman; Council, Wm. T. Muir; Cor.
Sec'y, T. G. Farrell. Although social intercourse among
its members and the promotion of sportsmanship will be
objects of the organization, the protection of our game
fish, animals, and birds will be its chief aim. Corres-
pondence will be maintained with sportsmen throughout
the Northwest, and when cases of game law violation are
reported to our secretary he will write to the offender
informing him that his actions are known and requesting
that he desist from such practices. Should he fail to
heed the letter of warning, correspondence will be opened
between the association and the prosecuting attorney,
and sheriff of the county in which the offense was com-
mitted, -with the object of securing the arrest and con-
viction of the guilty party. Trap-shooting will be a
feature of the organization and we already have a good
team of saucer smashers. We think that in many
instances we will be able to put a stop to the open viola-
tion of our good game laws. Thos. G. Faerell,

Kansas.—Ottawa, Kansas, May 7.—The hunting sea-
son in this part of the country is now over, and the
sportsmen of this vicinity are putting in a good deal of
their spare time in fishing for croppies. A considerable

number of these fish and some black bass have been caught
in this river, but the streams have been kept high and
muddy by the frequent storms, and this delays the season
a great deal. Our last storm was the worst hailstorm we
have had for a long time, and I am afraid it was disas-
trous to the quail. The hailstones were not extraordinarily
large, but a great quantity of them fell, breaking window

1

glass and killing young chickens, so I infer they would
destroy birds' eggs and young. However, as the nesting
season has not far advanced, we may have a good num-
ber of quail nest fall after all. Plover are thick here
now, and there are some ducks too, but I do not hear of
any being LiUed. A great many were slaughtered at this
time last year, but the weather has interfered in their
favor this time.—F. B.

Currituck Bay Birds,-Norfolk, Va., May 4.—We
have not done as much bay bird shooting this spring as
usual, and I hope we shall soon see the day when there
will not be a gun fii'ed at them on their way to the nest-
ing ground. As we have written you before, our shoot-
ing in July, August, September, October and November
is no doubt the very best in the United States. The birds
are young, tender and very fat then, and feeding as they
do in fresh-water ponds the flavor is delicious. In the
spring they come from oyster beds in the South and are
strong, and the lai'ge birds, such as curlew and willets,
are fishy.—J. B. White.

Possession of Venison in Close Season.—Judge
Desnoyers rendered his decision yesterday in the case of
the Fish and Game Club vs. the Hon. George Drummond,
for having had in his possession three deer carcasses dur-
ing the prohibited season. Mr. D. T. Irish, of the Canadian
Express Company, was also charged with having trans-
ported the game to Montreal. As it was proved that the
deer had been killed during the open season both were
discharged and the society was ordered to pay the costs.—Montreal Gazette.

Sabbath—Ducks—DucKEEs.—To-day is the Sabbath.
Without entering into the ethics of the Sunday question
we may remark that there are probably two hunters
afield along the Mississippi to-day to every duck,

—

Davenport (la.) Sunday Democrat.

"That reminds me.''

CLA-PTAIN P. and Charlie C. have a valued friend,
who, though passionately fond of outdoor life and.

sports, has not so many opportunities of indulging this
passion as they ; but good fellows that they are, they wiU
occasionally plan a deer hunt, a duck shoot or a shoot
of some kind for his particular pleasure and benefit.
This time it was a partridge shoot in the vicinity of Pike
Lake, but unfortunately the weather had turned hot and
partridge (grouse if you Avill) would not be treed even by
a dog: so that although both the -'good fellows" had a
little show of game the "valued friend" had to take his
buggy for home with an empty bag. It happened, how-
ever, as they were jogging along homeward, that they
treed a partridge, and that partridge-like it sat stock-still,
dumbfounded no doubt at the good nature of the party
under such humiliating circumstances. Now, all saw
the bird except the "valued friend," and both the "good
fellows'" swore that he and he alone should shoot it. So
they hustled him out of his buggy with his gun, and
pointing to the tree, said: -'There he is; there!"
"Where?" said the friend, "I can't see him!" "There!"
said Charlie C, "don't you see?" "No, I don't see," said
the friend, and offering the gun to Charlie, "You shoot."
"No I won't; you shall shoot him, there!" pointing again.
"Well, Charlie," said the friend, after looking all around
the bird without being able to spot him, "won't you take '

aim and let me pull the trigger?" Berlin.

"Say, boys, did you ever hear the story they tell on W.?"'
"No". What is it?"

"Well, two years ago three gunners were after ducks
at G. It was late in the season, and ducks were flying so
high that it was almost impossible to get enough to keep
the table supplied. One day W. proposed a bet that he
would kill on the following day more ducks than M.
and S, together. He was promptly taken up. Now, W.
had procm-ed a supjjly of buckshot cartridges, and after
filling his belt with them he retired, trusting to luck and
buckshot to win his bet. As soon as M. and S. were sure
he was aslee}) they proceeded to remove the shot from all
the aforesaid shells, fill them up with bread, wad them,
and replace them in the belt.

"The next day W. took a stand in some tall grass a few
yards from a big slough, on the opposite side of which M.
and S, were akeady concealed. Soon a small flock of
redheads came sailing along over W.'s head, away out of
range, but that made no difference to him, he was out to
win that bet, so he blazed away with both barrels at the
specks in the sky, while M. and S. on the other side rolled
around in the grass and moaned. But great was their
surprise, when they sat up to shake hands over theii- bet-
your-life-sure-wager, to see the whole flock dropping in
the grass aroundW., and he thrashing around as if he had
seen snakes. As it was too near dark for M. and S. to go
around the slough to where W. was, to see what was the
matter, they went to camp to await his return. Pretty
soon along he came loaded down with ducks and easily
won his bet."

"Yes, that is all right about the bet, but why don't you
tell us how he got those ducks?''
"Oh, that is easily enough explained. When W. would

fire a couple of shots at the ducks they would come down
after the bread and he would knock them over with the
butt of his gun." G. W.
St. Louis, Mo.

The QuackenbusTi air gun, advertised in another column, is a
valuable and handy little weapon. It is made in a naif dozen dif-
ferent styles to shoot darts, slugs or shot. One style is a combi-
nation fire ai-m and air gun in one, shooting either a .23 cartrido-e
or darts or slugs. Anotlier style is a magazine shot air gun. hold-
ing twenty sbot. These gtms have been made for a number of
years by H. M. Quackenbush at Herkimer, N. Y., from whom cir-
culars with full Information can be obtained.—^Idj).

A Keah-bt Club Phopeety.—Thirty miles from New York.
Good trout fishing; excellent quail, ruiled grouse and woodcock
shooting. Club house built and furnished. A few vacancies only.
Address C, E. Sargeant, Treasurer, 241 Broadway, N. Y.—Adv
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The full texts of the game nsli laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of
the Game Laws.

THE MASTIGOUCHE WATERS.
MONTREAL, May o.—Editor Forest and Stream: The

Mastigouche Fish and Game Clnb of this city at
their annual meeting elected Henrr W. Atwater, Presi-
dent: E. H, Botterell, Vice-Pres': W. T. Costigan,
Treasurer; Albert D. Nelson, Secretary: and Messrs. I. H.
Stearns, George A. Greene, Wm. S. Paterson, James
Slessor, and Benj. Tooke, Directors. The annual report
showed the club to be in a prosperoiis condition, with a
substantial balance in the bank, and no indebtedness.
Several new members from the United States were ad-
mitted dm-ing the year, and the club house was patronized
to a much larger extent than during any previous season.
The club has been incorporated, under a charter from the
Provincial Government of Quebec, slightly altering the
name from ''Pishing Club" to "Fish and Game Club."
A reference to the record, furnished annually to the

Government of Quebec, of the number and weight of
ti-out caught in tlie 3Iastigouohe waters, as required by
the lease, shows that the average weight of all the trout
caught during the past five years, is slightly over one-
third of a pound each. The fishing is fully as good to-day
as when the club first obtained the property. The numer-
ous lakes and streams running into, and connecting with
each other, covering an area of froui 25 to 50 miles square,
forms such a vast breeding ground, that it will be im-
possible with ordinary legitimate fishing, to exhaust or
appreciably diminish the supply of trout.

In speaking as I often do of our club waters and the fine

fishing to be had in them. I find that the impression
prevails to a considerable extent, that no one can enjoy
the privilege of fishing in these waters without being a
member of the club. I wish therefore to state that this

is not the case. AU the lakes and streams in the Masti-
gouche territory, with the exception of a very small por-
tion reserved for the club members, and which is situated
some three miles from the Mastigouche House, are open
to the public, and any one can go there and fish, just as
they can to Paul Smith's or any other resort. The
number of sportsmen from the United States, who visit

these waters, is increasing annually, as the place becomes
better known, and some of them who know a good thing
when they find one, now come from eight hundred to a
theusand miles regularly twice a year to enjoy the sport.

I might say that any brother angler from your side of

the line will be made heartily welcome and no question
regai'ding the "Modus Vivendi" need trouble him, as that
is a fishy subject that is totally ignored in our territorv.

Salve Lmus,

FISHING IN SULLIVAN COUNTY, N. Y.

WE had planned to go to Canada, Hem-y and I, but
our plans did not materialize, so we decided to

go to Bradley's at Ekh-ed. Many of the readers of For-
est AJy^D Stream probably know the house. The nearest
station to Eldred is Shohola, six miles distant. An ex-
cursion train leaves every Wednesday during the summer
from the Erie depot at Jersey City direct for Shohola
Glen.
On July 10, before 9 o'clock, I was seated in the north-

ern train. I had the luck to find myself in a seat with a
gentleman who had seen a good deal of shooting and fish-

ing in the West. His stories of salmon fishing, bear
shooting, etc., made the time fly as fast as one could wish,
and I was sorry when we had to part as the train stopped
at Shohola. 1 soon found Mr. Bradley and everything
was ready after the rods had gone to the bottom 'of the
wagon. We crossed the Delaware River soon after leav-
ing the station, and then were in the Empire State and
in the wilds of Sullivan county. The bass fishing is not
very good at this point, though occasionally some are
caught. The road was picturesque, and we passed several
very pretty brooks before we reached the post ofiice at
Eldred. The tackle I had ordered was already awaiting
me, and if the fish were only doing the same all would
go well. I was introduced to Mr. N". w^hen we reached
the house, and he kindly offered to take me up Beaver
jBrook the next day. He has fished Beaver a great deal
and knows it thoroughly. We were to have an early
breakfast so as to get off; in good time. The thoughts of
fishing awakened me at an early hour.

I went down to breakfast and found Mr. N, ready.
Breakfast never takes much time when you are going
fishing, and we were oft" before the other boarders came
down. Mr. N., though he now has a good many gray
hairs, is as active as ever and makes many a young man
shake himself to keep up with him.
After thirty minutes we reached the stream, which was

quite different from the New Hampshire streams. The
trees grew close to the water's edge and one had to keep the
Up of the rod very near the water to avoid entanglement
with the branches. As there is no room for casting and
as there are long, deep runs, the line is put out by draw-
ing off a foot or two from the reel, and then suddenly
raising the rod, thus causing it to go through the guides.
We found lots of fine places, but most of the trout had
already been taken. We fished some distance before we
had the least sign that trout were in the stream, when I

landed a small one. As the stream was wide we fished
side by side. The trout evidently were not plentiful,

though we took a few when we got further down stream.
1 threw into a promising pool, the branches allowing it,

and nothing followed. I repeated the cast, when it was
taken after the hook had sunk below the surface. I

fastened the fish, and found to my disgust on landing
him that J had caught a pickerel, which got into the
stream from a pond several miles above. We fished the
best places with great care, but got small return for the
trouble. Out of one deep pool near the roots of a tree

where a plank had floated we each took two nice trout.

The trout showed very little spirit and took the hook on
most occasions more like a catfish than a member of the
salmon family. We several times caught one by taking
plenty of time at a promising place, leaving the fine some
time in the water. Of the few we took I only remember
one of these coming to the hook in shape. He came full

length out of the water when he took the bait. We
lunched xxnder acme of the trees and rested near one of
the pools where we had lost a good one.

As Mr. N. believes strongly in the qualities of the
sneck-bend hook he induced me to try one, as I had been
unfortunate in losing several fish. He keeps his hooks
in a tin box, each being wi-apped separately in a small
piece of paper, the number of each hook being placed on
the wrapper. Though I lost no more I am not convinced
of the superiority of the sneck over the sproat.'

The baskets were not very heavy when we stopped
fishing, Mr. N. having ten to my eight. The stream does
better for the angler early in the season, and it is not
worth while to fish it later. I decided to try Washing-
ton Lake and leave the few trout in Beaver Brook to the
tender mercies of those who wished to fish for them.
Washington Lake is about three-fourths of a mile from
the house, accessible by a nice shady walk through the
woods. The way the fishermen at our house secured
their minnows, catching them in the lake, was one of
the best cheaj) methods I have seen. They use a con-
trivance consisting of a rectangular block of wood with
four auger holes through it. Into these are put four
sticks, whose ends are attached to the corner of a mos-
quito netting. The square-sided block is of ash or oak
and is Sin, long and 2^in. in thickness. Auger holes that
you can put your index finger in are bored through the
block at such an angle thatwhen the sticks, which are cut
from the woods, are put in, they will be in such a position
that the ends of the poles wUl form a square if connected
by straight lines. To these ends was fastened a net
containing four square yards. A pole is fastened to the
top of the block and the net bent down into an opening
between the pickerel weeds. By baiting with bread,
potato, cracked corn, etc., we took on the most success-
ful occasion enough m two draws to fill a large pail.

The third morning, as the bass had not been taking the
minnow and as there was a nice ripj)le for trolling, I put
on a double-twisted leader and a light Hill spoon. This
is a very nice spoon for rod trolling, being a good spinner
and having strong hooks, and generally takes bass. But
this morning, as I had no strike the first time around the
lake with a looz. split bamboo rod between my legs and
60ft, out, I changed a hammered Spalding spoon of lai-ger
size for the Hill. As most anglers do, I use a hook
swivel; so this can be done easily. The left side of the
lake is the best, in my opinion, and when I had got half
way up I was opposite a long stretch of lily pads. I had
a splendid strike and almost immediately a fine bass
came into the air 80ft. from the boat. He made two
splendid leaps before he was landed, and was evidently
feeling very lively, as he gave me all I wanted to do to
get him in. He weighed on an English spring balance a
little less than 41bs. two hours after being taken, and
proved to be the best bass taken out of the water this sea-
son.

We had poor success in Washington Lake the rest of
the week, taking perch and a few pickerel, but no bass.
So Dr. E. and I decided to go over to Sand Pond. We
secured a good variety of bait, such as minnows, craw-
fish, frogs, grasshoppers, beetles, bugs, etc. We were
anxious to get bass, and as Sand Pond by report was the
best bass grounds within five miles, we went there.
The pond has a sandy bottom, as the name implies, and

iu many places rocky. This can be plainly seen through
the clear water. Some trout were put in this lake, but
of course were never heard of more, as the bass and pickerel
would not or could not tell what had become of them.
We anchored in Oft. of water, and caught several bass,

but as they ran small we thought best to move. Before
starting I put on a Hill double No. 1|, and had a strike
as we passed over the flats. The pickerel, for the fish

proved to be such, came out of the water making a couple
of leaps like a bass. The pickerel of this lake are gamy
and of good flavor, due to the purity of the waterr He
doubled the rod, but did not succeed in getting any slack
by coming toward the boat, as he tried to do. After a
short time he was landed, and weighed on the spot Spbs.
We took several small bass trolling, but all under a pound.
Coming down I had another good strike. The fish, though
not leaping, showed himself at the surface, it took some
time to get him near the boat, and then he made several
sti-ong runs that made it necessary to let him go on. I
lifted him in with my hand, as we had no net; he weighed
exactly Slbs. These two were as gamy pickerel as I have
taken. Sand and Long Ponds are the best in this section;
the latter we visited only twice, as it is eight miles
away. ° W5i. Tom.
New Beunswick, N. J.

THE CASTALIA STREAM.-II.
THE "LOWER CLUB."

IT was a blustering day in early April when Mr. C. W.
Sadler, of Sandusky, and the writer undertook to en-

gineer a vehicle over the ugly road which at that season
lay between that city and the grounds of the "Lower
Club." We will call it by that name, for so it is com-
monly distinguished, though the real name of the incor-
poration is the Castalia Sporting Club. There had been a
heavy snowstorm on the night before our visit and the
ill-timed covering of white lield its own fairly well with
the bottomless muck of the fields and roads. Only a part
of our way lay along the pike, for we were to go by way
of Venice, a hamlet situated on the bay, directly at the
mouth of the Castalia stream. This part of Ohio looks as
if it had been shot with a load of small towns, and they
are scattered all over, between Toledo and Cleveland,
with a fauly good pattern. None of the towns is bigger
than about 4x9, and they happen about every four miles,
thus affording great facilities for grief, groceries and gos-
sip. Venice goes over in the morning and asks Castalia
for a cup of sugar and enough butter for breakfast, and
if Castalia hasn't got it probably Huron has, or, at least,

Berlin Heights, or maybe Ceylon- and in the afternoon
Castalia may want to borrow a handsaw and a garden
rake of Venice. It all evens up, and leaves more room
foi lawns in front of the houses and more yellow paint
for the go-cart of each local village magnate. I would
like to be a burgomeister in one of these smaU cities. I

should like to be great and to know it.

Mr. Sadler said we should take the Venice road, so that
we could follow up the stream from that point, and thus
see something of bow it lay upon the ground. At Venice,
about five miles from Sandusky, we crossed the stream, a
wide and pretty w^ater, just at the railway bridge which
spans it as it enters the bay. A few rods to the left of

the wagon bridge stands the Venice mill, and we paused
a moment to look at the white water washing through
the sluitje and broadening out into a miagnificent pooL '

"This pool is really open water," said Mr. Sadler, "and
the club can not well protect it. There have been a
number of Slbs. trout taken out of here on worms. You
see, the trout drop down stream and get over this lower
dam. The club doesn't dare put in a fishway, for that
would let up pickerel, perch and all sorts of things. I
don't doubt that thousands of pounds of trout have come
down over this dam and gone out into the bay. The net
fishermen often find trout in their pounds, well out in
the bay, and they have been seen in the evenings jump-
ing all over this part of the bay. It is impossible to tell

what proportion of the escaped trout thrive in the
warmer lake water, but they certainly live there for a
while at least."

We now tm-ned the corner of the mill and headed up
stream. To our left we saw some great pools or ponds in
a half marshy country. Before us we could seethe wind-
ing way of the natural stream, and away off to the left
my friend poiated out the course of the "old mill race,"
which flows by the luina of the "old brick mill," long
since burned down.
"This big water below here is called 'Dreer's Pond' or

'Dreer's'," said Mr. Saddler, "and here is unquestionably
the lurking grounds of the largest trout. Most of the
heavy baskets have been made along here this spring.
Mr. Fayette Brown made his fine catch here last week.
M. Julian Yale always gets some of his heaviest fish here.
Just now the big fish are probably lying in this water, or
a great many of them. These pools are very deep, and
as you see hard to get at and quite too wide to fish
across. The trout can certainly protect themselves here."

I had had no idea that there was such a volume
of water in the stream until I saw these lower reaches.
It is almost a young river.

Before us now lay the Castalia Valley, not wide, not
long, apparently only an open farming land, pleasant
and pretty. The sharp pitch which gives the stream its
remarkable swiftness is impossible of discernment
through an open eye's glance over the landscape. The
httle valley seems quite flat. Houses, hedges, scattered
groves, a wood to the right, the bay at back and along at
the left this once mysterious, now imperious stream. A
wonderful pleasing, quiet nook of the world, and per-
haps hard to surpass in the totality of its charm. I have
never seen the Long Island streams, or indeed any of the
Eastern trout preserves, but I doubt if they are pleas-
anter than this rural, simple, quiet, dreamy little valley
by the bay.

"The stream is full of trout," said Mr. Sadler, "and
they gi-cw very rapidly, because the conditions are simply
perfect. The feed in the stream is much superior to that
in the Caledonia stream of New York. This peculiar
moss is scattered along the stream from one end to
the other, and it is simply full of feed. If you
will take out a rakeful you can see dozens and hundreds of
crawfish, fresh-water shi-imp, miller's thumbs, minnows
and the like. The entire stream is full of feed, and I do
not believe the like exists anywhere in the country. This
is not in the least artificial. Nature did it all, and just
made this stream a natural heaven for trout. The moss
not only feeds but protects the fish. They are lying down
in there, covered up out of sight, thousands and thousands
of them, 2 and 3-pounders. It is simply a sight to see the
spawning beds, further up the stream, in season. You
will see a perfect mass of large trout, such trout as you
wouldn't dream were in the stream. Then they disap-
pear, and where they go nobody knows, even in a stream
studied as thoroughly as this. The biggest trout are not
seen at all in the fishing season. They lie deep in the
moss, under the banks, or in these deep pools. All the
fish you will catch are broad, lusty fellows, and very
brilliant. Their shellfish diet gives"^ them their flaming
colors, I suppose.'"

We were working slowly toward the club house as we
talked. Pulling laboriously along a terribly muddy cross
lane, we passed through a bit of sparse timber, where the
natural stream ran close by and spilled out into some
wide pools. All this was elegant fishing water, my in-
formant said, and so it seemed. In spite of the snow and
mud all about, the stream was bright and clear. It has
no surface water, the banks being so arranged that the
drainage flows back in ditches. The banks of the old mill

race are like levees.

Miller's farmhouse was presently reached, a comfort-
able structure, well surrounded with barns and buildings.
This is in effect the club hotel. The club house proper
lies across the way, directly upon the bank of the rapid,

sparkling stream. A few sturdy willows and cotton-
woods stand about. If you loak closely in the meadow
below, you can see the traces of the old creek bed. The
club house is situated on the last curve of the old natural
stream. Just below the straight line of the race leads
out, over a mile as straight as a die. Half way, say, to

the ruined brick mill where the race ^ds, there is a gate
which lets out a boiling torrent of natiu-al champagne
into the natural bed, and here the stream wanders be-

tween the bush-clad banks for over two miles at its own
sweet wiU, coming by the road where we saw it in the
morning. At the old brick mill there is a tremendous
dam and a great drop in the water. Three miles or more
of water below this shute, and a union in the big pools
above Venice. Above the club house the stream winds
in its own natural channel through a pretty meadow,
open and lovely for casting, a regular English, Izaak
Walton trout stream, till it reaches the big trees and the
fence which marks the division line between the two
clubs. From ^tliis line to the bay is six miles. Add to

this the two miles of the old stream below, and the total

is eight miles of water, every inch of which has trout in

it. It is a magnificent property.

At first the Castalia Sporting Club had eighteen mem-
bers. Then the limit was placed at twenty-five, and is

now full. It would be very difficult to secure a member-
ship there now. The stock is not transferred to any ex-
tent ;

$1500 would not touch a single share, and I imagine
there isn't money enough to buy out the stock of some of
those men. No wonder, I am sure, for so far as my
travels have informed me, I would not trade a share of
this stock for one in any club in the country. This is

trout fishing convenient, accessible, infallible, with all

the comforts of home, after wild fish, big fish and plenty
of them. The men of this club cannot better themselves
very much, certainly. They do not remember their

$40,000 or $50,000 investment, or think of their annual
assessment of |75 or $100 a year.

I have at one time or another met a number of the men
who belong to thi? club, apd I don't believe there ie a
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dude in the lot, and thej average mighty high-grade as
Bucces'^ful trout fishers. Among so hearty a lot of men,
therefore, you would expect in the club house about what
you would find, a roomy, comfortable pleasant sporting
domicile, with no dudery visible. The building is two
stories, with ample room for everybody. The main room
below has a mammoth fireplace which is useful as well
as cheerful, for the club opens its season March 15. The
walls of this assembly room are decollated with trout de-
signs in colors and black and white. Some artist, in
playful allusion to Mr. Harvey Brown's partiality to a
big Parmachene belle, has presented the club with a
{)ainting of that fly in colossal proportions. There are
ife-size di-awings of numbers of the notable trout, includ-
ing one showing a trout with the tail of a mouse sticking
out of its mouth, just as it was when the fish was caught.
It is a very comfortable place. The locality is so quiet
and peaceful, too, I should think one could stay a month
there, or may be a year, and not get tired at all.

Explaining to Miller's family our mission from Mr,
McBride, Mr. Sadler and I started out in the afternoon to
explore the stream, We found the fish not rising well
and only brought in half a dozen: all, of course, were
the club standard of Sin. The rules of the club are very
simple. No fish less than Sin. must be kept, and not over
lolbs. a day. No lure but the artificial fly can be used. I

recent accession to the club ranks, having taken a share
left vacant by the death of a member. Mr. Van Vleck I
found very comfortable and pleasant, and something of
a fly- fisher withal. Between'him and Miller I learned
that evening some of the facts which have been pre-
sented.
We barded out the club records that night, and looked

for big fish. One thing was at once apparent. The fisher
for count abides not here. The main thing sought is to
have the greatest weight in the least number of fish.

The heaviest fish ever taken on Castalia Stream, it seems,
was found in the fishway at the old brick mill, when the
water was shut off on the first trial of the shute. Tiiis

fish was a brook trout, and weighed 3Jibs. We prowled
along the pages in search of big fish taken on the rod,
and found something like this, only a few instances
being given, picked up half at random: .Julian Yale, one
trout, iJirlbs. : Fayette Brown, 1, 31bs. 3oz.; Julian Yale,
March 30, 1885 86 trout, lolbs. 3oz,: Fayette Brown,
March 38, 24 trout, 181bs., largest lib. 2oz.; Julian Yale,
1888, 1 trout, Slbs. 2oz., and twice a catch of 4 trout, 41bs.

4oz ; Julian Yale, May 20, 1887, 1 trout 19in. long.,
weight 3lbs. 3oz. , and -3 trout, total 51bs. 7oz. It seems
that Mr. Yale and Mr. Sheffield in 1887 eaught trout on
the fly when the thermometer stood 6 below zero, and
the lines froze stiff. The stream never freezes. Mr. Yale's

^eat quantities. It would seem that the experiment*-
tive stage had gone about far enough along the Castalia
Stream. If they will leave nature and the brook trout
alone there, they can have any quantity of sport assured
for the future, and beyond that nothing better lies or can
be gained by experiment. The basis of all this is the
wonderful stream itself. It falls 27ft. in 2i miles, includ-
ing one dam, 4oft, in 5^ to 6 miles, dams and all. Its
current would appear at least six miles an hour. Artifi-
cial barriers, floats, bridges, etc.. have been provided in
abundance, and all in all, the little river is simply lovely.

I must have a little more to say about the "Upper
Club"' next time, and about the great springs which
make the head af Castalia Stream. Much more could
easily be written here about the pleasant stay at the
Lower Club. The gentlemen comprising these 25 im-
mortals are as follows:
Mr. Fayette Brown, president, Cleveland. O.; Mr. Lee

McBride, secretary and treasurer, also of Cleveland.
Messrs. J. H. McBride, E. T. Scovill, James Pickards, H,
H. Brown. Prescott Ely, Amos Townsend, S. W. Sessions,
C. J. Sheffield. R, W. Hickox, H. C. Gaylord, E. P.
Williams, H. A. Sherwin, Hon. Wm, Bingham and Judge
S. E. Williamson, all of Cleveland. Messrs. Ceorge H.
Van Vleck and W. T. Carrington, of Toledo. Messrs. A.
C. Ely, Robert Forsythe, W. L. Brown, Jay C. Morse and

THE LOWER CASTALLA CLUB HOUSE.

Any man using bait would be promptly expelled from the
club. But I ought not to put it that way. No man of
this club would chink of using bait, and I should say
rather that the club would not admit any candidate whom
they had not kno^vn to be above any sort of crookedness
in any walk of life. It is a club of friends and gentle-
men and no abuse of privileges was ever heard of. For
instance, there was once a rxile regulating the number of
guests a member might bring dm-ing a season, but this
rule is now obsolete, and no restriction is asked, because
no one ever abuses his position or his privileges. There
are trout enough for the purposes of this club, which are
simply pure sport and some fun a-fishing. I don't know
where there is a nicer little club.
But a nice club, a pretty stream and pleasant surround-

ings may be one thing, and really good trout fishing quite
another. How about the actual' supply of trout? There
is no question about that. The stream is simply full of
trout. We saw them by hundreds, all active", strong,
brilliant fish, not stall fed, but endowed with all the vigor,
shyness and cunning of the wild trout, untamed and in-
comparable. We saw any number of great fellows, over
lUhs. or probably over ' 21b3. The fish were very shy,
and I soon learned that curiosity and fishing didn't go
well together, for when I stopped casting from a distance
and stepped up to the bank to count the trout they scamp-
ered off, and not only refused to be counted but declined
to rise. The water of this stream is something to rave
over. It is very swift and pure as pearl. It has a sort of
bluish cast, a steel color, taken from the reflection of
the sand in places, but it is as transparent as air. Need-
less to say, it takes fine tackle and fine fishing to take
trout here. The best flies for early spring are dark, black-
gnat, brown-hen and the like being much used. You will
see fine gear used by the Castalia anglers.

Miller, the club keeper, was not at home when we
arrived, and did not return that day. During the after-
noon I had the misfortune to step on a sharp nail, which
pierced the rubber boot and inflicted an ugly hurt, so as
Mr. Sadler was returning to the city I went with him.
On the following day I returned, in order to have some
talk with Miller, and then I met one of the members,
Mr. George H. Van Vleck, of Toledo, who had come on
alone for a little fishing. Mr, Van Vleck is the most

total catch for 1887 was 45 trout, total weight 521bsi. 14oz.
In 1887 Fayette Brown caught 142 trout, 611bs. loz ; Har-
vey Brown, 1887, 133 trout, Sllbs. lOoz. In July, 1890, Mr.
J. H. McBride took 26 trout, 121b3. 2oz. : Mr. Fayette
Brown, April 5, 20 trout, ISlhs, : Mr. McBride again, 35
trout, ISlbs.; Mr. Prescott Ely, April 14,1890, made the
remarkable catch of 31 trout, weighing 151bs., and 33
jacksnipe! Mr. Fayette Brown, June 13. 1889. caught 25
fish, 12lbs., and on May 9. 29 fish, 131bs. On some days,
said Miller, a man could catch 75!b3.; he could catch a
bushel basket full. I have caught lOlbs. in two hours in
a heavy snowstorm, said Mr. Van Vleck. Mr. Sadler
said he had often caught his basket full before breakfast
and gone back to Sandusky. Mr. Jay C. Morse, May 25,
1888, caught 14 trout, lOlbs., one fish IQUn. long 'and
weighing 31bs. On May 23, 1888. Julian Yale, 18 fish,
lOlb?,. and Mr. Fayette Brown, 18 fish, 9^1bs. Mr. Yale
in 1880 caught 6 trout that weighed 61bs., coming to the
club at 6:30 one evening and going back in the morning
at 8 o'clock. Mr. Lee McBride, June 1, 1880, took 18 fish,

7flbs. In 1890, Mr. W. T. Carrington caught a fish that
weighed 21bs. 2oz. The same year Mr. J. H. McBride
took at one fishing 26 trout, 91bs., and Mr. Prescott Ely
22 trout, 81bs. March 15 and the day after, 1890, Messrs".
A. C. Ely and W. H. Comstock, of Chicago, took 50 fish,
211b8.

,
during a heavy snow. Mr. Lee McBride, 35 fisBT

ISlbs.

I could fill the paper with I'ecords like the above, but
enough have been given to show the quality alike of the
fish and the fishermen. The Castalia is above all things
a fishing stream. It is stocked, full stocked, and has no
fear whatever of diminution. There are some European
brown trout in the stream, and also some rainbow trout.
They are not often met. Miller, the keeper, bemoans the
fact that anything but brook trout was ever put in the
stream. He believes in letting well enough alone, and he
is just exactly right about it. too. There were some gray,
ling planted six years ago, but since then Miller has only
caught two of them, and I heard of no others. Not long
ago some one in the upper club planted a lot of water-
cress, and this beastly and tenacious plant has spread all
through the stream, to the great detriment of the fish and
fishing. The lower club has spent about a thousand dol-
lars in trying to get rid of this cress. It is raked out in

J ulian Yale, all of Chicago. Mr. J. Merrill, Jr., of Newark,
N. J.: Mr. Chas. H. Hubbard, of Hartford City, Ind.

175 MoxEOE St., Chicago, III. E? HouaH.
[Since writing the above I have met Mr. A. C. Ely. of

this city, just returned from a successful visit to Castalia.
He informed me that a few days previous the artesian
well which was being sunk by the Lower Club, some dis-
tance above the club house, struck a great subterranean
stream, which could not be controlled in any way, and
which when Mr. Ely left was flowing a volume appar-
ently half as large at least as the old natural stream below
the club house, or pretty near half the volume of the
whole stream. This was being led off through the meadow
below the club house, into the old channel. The first night
of the fiow, the big ''Blue Hole" spring of the Upper Club
sunk a foot or more, but in the morning it rose again to
the old level. The Lower Club was afraid that tJie late
artificial meandering of the stream by the Upper Club
would make the water too warm in the lower stream, and
so it sunk for water. It got it, just as cold and of the
same quality, as that of the main stream. There is un-
questionably a strong subterranean stream flowing to the
Bay beneath this valley. I suppose one more point of
mystery and of interest may thus be added to the history
of this peculiar little river. As I understand it, the ar-
tesian well is about a mile and a half or two miles below
the "Blue Hole" whose waters temporarily sunk. I hop*
to hear more about this new "spring" later,—E. H.]

St. Louis, May 8.—I note that our neighboring city ef
Hannibal has a new club, that was orgam'zed last week
under the name of the Sny Carte Hunting and Fishing'
Club. Tlie club has been incorporated, and has for its
object the propagation of fish and game and the enforce-
ment of the fish and game laws of the State of Illinois.
Leases have been secured for the waters of the Sny Slough
for a distance of nearly 8 miles. A club house wiU be
erected at once for the accommodation of the 150 mem-
bers. The ofQcers of the dub are as folloTrs: Pres.. Tfr.
D. H. iShields; Vice-Pres., Mr. Geo, A. Mahan; Sec'y. J*n
J. Brown. The recent heavy rains have made the water
so high in the fislung resorts near this city that there is
but mtie angling being done, and there will not be any
until after the waters are clear again.—Aberdeen.
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THE SEASON IN CANADA,
THE icy fetters that for five or six months past

have bound the waters of Canada's northern lakes
and rivers have at length been shaken off, and native
anglers are busy assorting their fishing tackle, going
through their carelessly laid-away fly books and making
notes of the missing favorites, or of those damaged during
the course nf last season's campaign. It will be a few
days yet before these will be called into requisition, but
this by no means indicates that the finny inhabitants of
Canadian waters are remaining free from allurements of
the fisherman. All varieties of deep-water bait known to
early spring anglers are eagerly seized by Canadian trout
as soon af the spring floods partially subside in the rivers
and the ice disappears from the surface of the lakes.
Good catches of trout have already been made this month
in Lake Beauport, and also in Lake St, Joseph, on the
line of the Lake St. John Railway. The fish in the former
average between 4oz, and 1^1bs,, and in the latter run
frequently up to 3 and 41bs, each. Messrs, Brewer,
Coates, and other members of the Springfield Fishing
Club, had excellent sport upon the lakes that form part
of their Metabetchouan preserve as early as the month of
March. They spent ten to fifteen days in the woods,
took through the ice a large quantity of very fine red
trout, and saw several caribou.
Lake Edward, or Lac des Grandes Isles, has already

yielded a few fine fish this spring, but will reach the full
height of its season about the l5th inst. Thereafter we
may look for reports of amjjle takes of very large fish

,

some of the handsomest trout taken along the line of the
Quebec & Lake St. John Railway having come from this
lake, which, it will be remembered, is also the head-
quarters of Kit Clarke's Paradise Fin and Feather Club,
of which Judge Gildersleeve, of New York, is president,
and Grover Cleveland an honorary member.
The ice left Lake St. John, the home of the far-famed

ouananiche, early in April. The landlocked salmon of
this inland sea wUl not leave it for the Grande JDischarge
for two or three weeks to come. Daring the month of
May they are principally taken in the lake itself, and
especially along theEoberval shore, opposite the Roberval
Hotel and the present terminus of the Quebec & Lake St.

John Railway. The large influx of American anglers
last year into the country of the ouananiche, and the
consequent crowding in the height of the season of the
local hotels, have induced the proprietors of the Roberval
Hotel to so enlarge their house during the past winter
that its size is now quadrupled and accommodation pro-
vided for three hundred guests, while upon an island in
the Grande Discharge another house has been erected,
capable of accommodating a hundred guests.
Lake St. John is thirty miles across from Roberval to

the Grande Discharge, and the crossing will be made by
two boats daily during the present summer, one of which
is a powerful new steamer with accommodations for 400
passengers. These steamers also make occasional trips
up the Peribonca, the Mistassini and other huge rivers
flowing into Lake St. John, of which some are over a
mile wide at their mouths. But few white men have
sailed irp these mighty streams, which are navigable for
steamboats in the spring time for twenty to thirty miles,
and in who?e waters are to be taken at any time during
the season large catches of both jjike and ouananiche.
Prof, Julian C, Janes, of Hartford, was the first Ameri-
can to ascend the Mistassini to the Falls, a wondrous cat-
aract, 21 miles from the mouth of the stream. Here, in
1888, he made a marvelous catch of ouananiche. The
month of June will be found the most favorable period
for the ascent of these rivers before the fall of their
waters.

I will endeavor to keep you posted from time to time as
to the names and doings of American anglers who may
be visitors to Canada's great fish preserve, which stretches
away northward from Quebec for a distance of iOO miles,

E, T. D. Chamers.
QxjBBBO, May 6.

THE MAINE ICE IS OUT.
THE fever is on. Green trees and apple blossoms have

intensified it. Running brooks may cool its ardor,
but they must do it by direct contact only. The broad
lake, with the boat and the fly-rod for an accompaniment,
may bring a panacea, but it will come only after a season
of days on the surface and nights in camp. The gamy
trout must be brought to the creel, or at least the endeavor
must be made, before the fishing- fevered patient is well
again. It comes once a year, and the spring of 1891 has
witnessed one of the strongest attacks aboiit here on the
records of angling. The ice has been tardy about leav-
ing the great trout waters, and the waiting has only in-
tensified the peculiar mania. But the sellers of fishing
tackle have reaped a harvest from the waiting. Guides
and hotel people have desired the ice to leave early, but
the more astute of the tackle people have been ready to
bet that the lakes would be slow about clearing. The bet
was inspued by the wish, and they have had their reward.
Days about fitting out and waiting for the ice have sold
thousands of dollars worth of tackle that would have
waited in the stoi-es, possibly till another year, had the
ice departed by the first of May. Ar.d by the departing
of the ice I mean that in the great trout lakes of Maine
and New Hampshire; for where else does the angler go?
After all, even the guides and hotel people and camp
keepers will be the better off for the tardy movement of
the season. Before these lines are read by the anxious
sportsman the ice will doubtless have departed and larger
parties wdl be the result of the waiting, the talking, the
getting ready; the excitement is too much for the would-
be stay-at-homes and they are off.

But the anglers have been impatient to intensity, as
well as the guides and camp-keepers. In several instances
their impatience has got the better of their judgment, or
at least their impatience has formed a judgment for
them, in some cages very misleading. They have reasoned:
"The ice must be out by Wednesday, or by Thursday.
We will start to-day and get there just in time." Such
reasoning has been the cause of nearly a week's waiting
at the dismal little hotel at the border town, with the ice
still in the lake as firm as .January. Mr. C, P. Stevens,
one of the Camp Vive Vale party, has been one of the
impatient waiters. But in his impatience there was a
method after all. His friend, Mr, Hayes, superintendent
of the Boston Rubber Shoe Co.'s works at Maiden, has
only a couple of weeks at his disposal, and that time was
BO mapped out that he must be away by the obh of May,

and they started. They met ice in the lakes, with snow-
drifts in the Lake road, and freezing nights, with very
few fish. These were taken after a good deal of trouble
in the swollen brooks.
The Clough party of Lynn was also among the im-

patients, and Thursday a week ago carried them off.
They met snow and ice, with a little poor fishing in the
borders of the lake, with frost and rather poor success.
Warmer weather and the ice out will bring them better
results.

Mr. B, P. Kelley, the well-known builder of Catholic
churches, with his friend, C. J. Bateman, a celebrated
architect, will go to his old haunt, the Upper Dam, about
the first of June. Mr. Kelley is one of the greatest lovers
of angling in the whole list. He was a fast friend of the
lamented Fr. O'Brien, of Cambridge. They were anglers
together for many years. They annually visited the Upper
Dam in company, and two more genial and wholesouled
anglers were seldom met there. To hear Mr. Kelley tell
how he "gave that trout the butt of the rod" would amuse
a gathering of anglers around the camp-fire for a whole
evening. Mi-. Kelley is a lover of fly-casting, and his ac-
count of his tactics, his maneuvei"s, is as unique as it is in-
teresting. He earnestly desires a rod and reel association
in Boston, and will give the support that a gentleman of
his wealth can afi:ord to do. Where are the other mem-
bers? In life Fr. O'Brien once expressed the wish that
when he came to die, he might be buried near the trout
lake he so much loved. But the incident affords a striking
illustration of the great affection even the learned, the
professional, the religious have for tlie woods and the
waters, the reel and the rod.

LATER,

A dispatch from Andover, Me., on tlie 10th announced
that the ice was out of Richardson Lake. This was some-
thing of a surprise to the sportsmen, since that lake is

usually the last of the Androscoggin chain to clear. But
the sportsmen are off. They are all the more enthusiastic
for the long waiting.
Mr Bayard Thayer, with Mi-, H, 0. Leeds, will go at

once to Mr. Thayer's Birch Lodge, at the head of Richard-
son Lake. Messrs. N. S. Simpkins, John Simpkins and J

.

Otis Wetherbee, will follow to the same camp a little
later, Mr. Henry Hobart, of Bridgewater, Mass., will early
make a trip to the Pangeleys. Mr. N. N. Thayer and
wife are to go to the same lakes. Mrs. Thayer is an angler
not excelled by her masculine friends, neither in point of
enthusiasm nor of expertness, Mr. E, E. Ryder is an
angler only 80 years of age, and yet he will make the
angling season at the Rangeleys. It will be his lOth nea-
son there. He claims that he will not be done fishing till

he is 90 years of age. May he be right in that sco^^, as
he always is in his trouting record.

J. W. Rogers and wife are annual visitors to the Range-
leys, and they will doubtless again catch their big trout
there. L, Coes, the famous wrench manufacturer, of
Worcester, Mass., will make his annual visit to the Range-
ley waters. B. D. Sweet, of Boston, will also go there.
Fletcher Abbot, a son of Judge Abbot, is getting ready.
Mr. Frank Potter, junior member of the boot and shoe
manufacturing house of Potter. White & Bayley, is get-
ting his flies ready. He will go later for flv-fishing.

C. D. Sias, of the coffee firm of Chase & Sanborn, with
Mrs. Sias, will make a pilgrimage to Grand Lake Stream
for landlocked salmon. Right here it may be mentioned
that Mr. L. Dana Chapman, of Da.me. Stoddard & Ken-
dall, got away to the Sebago at the last moment, with
some of his friends, though his party was a little broken
up. He had a very fine show of landlocked salmon in
the store window of the firm he is with on Tuesday morn-
ing. Mr. H. C. Litchfield, also in the tackle trade, reports
a remarkably good trade this spring. He has no window
for showing trout, for his store is in the second story, but
he has had several offered already by his friends.
Salmon fishing is a little better at Bangor since warmer

weather, but no big catches are yet reported. Special,

VERMONT TROUT.
RUTLAND, Vt„ May 4.—The opening of the trout sea-

son in Vermont May 1 was very auspicious. The
day was a perfect one, and the catches so far as reported
were good. Since the enforcement of the Gin. law larger
trout are taken. The trout have more opportunity to
grow and the sportsmen confine themselves to the larger
streams. I inclose a copy of an advertisement which the
Vermont Fish and Game League have inserted in the
weekly papers in various parts of the State.
A St. Albans fisherman brought in a string of 60 trout

on the first. Rutland anglers were as a rule well re-
warded. T. H. Clifford came home from the Cbittenden
Meadows with a handsome lot, the largest measuring
14Jin. and weighing l^lbs. This fish had been hooked by
a companion, escaped with hook and leader and was
taken again, with the first hook still in his mouth.

Chief of Police Woodward coaxed a fine basketful
from the Castleton. Rev. G. W. Phillips showed twenty
from '^^Tiipple's Hollow and George Tower was elated
over a fine lot of trophies from East Creek. Timothy
Wheeler, E. Northrtip, E. W. Liddell, Dr. E. H. /Arm-
strong, T. S. Sherman and others were out for the first

day and aU had something nice to show for their skill.

Vermont,

Franklin Falls, N, H,, May 8,—The weather has been
cold, rough and raw, so the fish have not been biting
well, only a few trout and salmon having been taken.
The largest salmon that I hear of is one caught by Frank
Sanborn, of this place, that weighed 10 Jibs. Trout
(namaycush) have been taken lai-ger than that. Many
fish are seen rising and whirling at the top of the water,
but evidently they are not feeding. Col. Hodge is going
up to-morrow to see about distributing fry from the New-
foimd Lake hatchery. He is likely to have a busy sum-
mer of it, as he has to build severafnew hatching houses
in different parts of the State. The lumbermen have de-
stroyed my old camp in the Adirondack Woods: they will
soon make us all say, "Good bye, Adirondacks."—W. A.

A Fishing Dog.—The Klamath (Oal.) Star has an ac-
count of a dog belonging to D. W. Anderson, of Lost
River Gap, that catches suckers. The dog seizes the
sucker with his teeth "and with a rapid flh't of the head
flings the wriggling victim high and dry on the beach."
An oil of some value is exprefsed from these suckers, and
each fish yields nearly a pint, This may seem a large
quantity, but Califoraia suckers grow to an engrmous
si2;e. t

KELLUP'S TROUT,
"/""iH, Caleb, Why don't you stop wishing and worry-*
\-J ing, but just take a day and go fishing. It would

do you good," said Susan.
So Kellup got out the map and picked out a nice, lone-

some spot in South county, and opened negotiations with
a yonng man down there. Jake wrote back: "Will
meet you 8:30 train Thursday morning."
He did. They shook hands.
"Well, how'd you know me, Jake?"
"Oh, I knew ye by the rig. Them rubber boots ain't

high enough. Where's your creel?"
"Well, I forgot it. Tell the truth though, Jake, I

think my pockets '11 be big enough. Vest pockets may-
be."
They struck across the lots by a path toward the house.
"There's a brook over yonder but it's pretty well fished.

We'll go back a few miles. You go and set on the piazza
with the Old Man while I hitch up."
The Old Man, small, spare, amiable, was getting

faded, getting bent—a man to stay near the house now
and do the bidding of the women. Glad of the company
beside him on the edge of the piazza, he pointed with his
pipe: "See that bird there, down on the lawn? Down
by the bushes!"
"Where, whei-e!" said Kellup. "Oh yes, a bluejay."
"No it ain't no bluejay. It's a pigeon woodpecker.

Purtiest bird they is."

"Well, well, well. Well how many a one I've shot,
how many a one I've shot at and always thought it was
a woodpecker, a bluejay I would say. How do you tell?"

"How? By the white. There 'e goes. See 'im fly!

See the white? See the white?"
By and by Kellup says, "I see you had the ice storm

here last winter," pointing to a great oak tree down by
the gate.

"Yes, had to saw them two big limbs. Hed a good
mind to chawp 'er all down, but they's a good many men,
good many old men, some on 'em that—well, they used to
be a schoolhouse 'cross the road "n' they played round
under that oak when they was boys, 'n' now they're all

growed up they 'low that oak better not be cut down,
Never played there m'self."
"Jake digging bait?"

"No. All dug. Soap box full in the cellar; dug last
fall. There he comes," and he got up to pluck a straw
from the chestnut's foretop.
The rods were in, the lunch was in, the old coats and

things were in, and Jake was in, so Kellup clambered up
something loath.

There was a good wholesome aroma about the old
man. He seemed to know things, too. It seemed to
Kellup at that moment a good thing to know the differ-

ence between a woodpecker and a bluejay; better than
all the short tables in interest. And then the fact that
bait would live all winter in a box of earth with a little

meal on top.
After supper that night when Susan had got done twit-

ting him about the color of his nose, but never thinking
to mention fish, Kellup went to the inside pocket of his
game coat hanging up and produced first a handful of
damp moss and then laid tenderly on a, platter a lOin.

trout. It couldn't have been more beautiful. And every
night for a week after that he would run on to Susan
about that country road that wound through woods deso-
late but delight fid with undergrowth of rhododendron
and beds of arbutus, and rocks with fantastic designs of
lichen, and bars you took down and put back, and old
sheep and young lambs and a deserted farmhouse. And
then he took breath nnd went on about the many delight-
ful pools in Sunderland Brook, where he dropped a bait
with the conviction that here of all places would he
reside if /if" were a trout, and the trees that caught his
hooks high up, and the log that he played up from the
depths and the waterfall made by the brook running into
his boots "And, Susan, the trout I caught!"

Jefferson Scribb.

MRS. STAGG'S 205LB. TARPON.
FORT MYERS, Fla., Mav 7.—Mr. and Mrs. Geo. T.

Stagg, of Frankfort, Kentucky, reports the Press,
are here in their naphtha launch fishing for tarpon. On
Saturday forenoon, May 2, Mis. Stagg hooked a tarpon
and after a hard a nd gallant fight of one horn- and twenty-r
five minutes, brought to gaff and secured a 205-pound
tarpon, the largest silver king ever caught with rod and
reel, or in any other manner for tliat matter. When the
news was first known our citizens hardly believed it, and
in this town, among our citizens where tarpon have
ceaeed to be a novelty, crowds were going and coming
all day to view the king. Its length was 7ft, Sin., and it

girted 4ft, li'm. Mrs. Stagg is justly proud of her achieve-
ment, and declares she will try and break her own
record. She may, from the fact that at this time of year
the tarpon are in belter flesh than earlier in the season.
This monster tarpon has been mounted in fine style by
our local taxidermists, MesE-rs. Wm, Jtffcofct and Geo. S.
Boyd,
The largest tarpon caught with rod and reel heretofore

known weighed 184lbs. and was caught in 1888 by John
G Hecksher. at St. James City
The Fort Myers tarpon record from April 26 is as fol-

lows, making note only of tliose caught with rod and
reel. The score is kept by the Fress:

Ft.Tn, Lbs.
April 26, .1. V. Fitzgerald . . .

.

2;i, Mrs. ft. T.'Stapg...
5 3 104
T m

29, Geo. T. Staasc, 5 101^ 96

80, H. J. H. Pl»tt 6 «
May 1, Mis, (4 T. yiagg. .. e 2}4

7 3
116

2, Mrs. (x. T. Siat-'g 205
.5 56

2, Gen. T, Stags 6 3 134
Z[ J. V. FUzEtevald 6 3 106
3, H. J. H. Piatt 6 (! 1T5>6
5, Mrf. G. T. Stagg ... fi 7 125
5, A. B. Curtis.. Ij 6 UO
5, H. J. H. Plar.r, seve 1 laiprm, aveiaging 105

Previoiisly reported, 113; total, 13-3 to date.

Angel and jew fish are getting plentiful in our water.
Many have been seen at the head of the wharves.

Onr Moment, Plbase.—Do you contemplate risitlns Dubuque,
St. Paul, MmneapoliB, Marshalltown, Dea Moiues. St. Joseph,
Leavenworth, Kaunas City, or any puini Inihe Northwest, tlia
Puget Sound reuioii, TheJialtnv South or Southwest, or the busy
East? The Chicago, St. t^aul & Kansd.^ Cii.y Railway willfurnisU
you transportatioui etiabiiog you to t^al'i^iv. 'lulckly and comtort-
ably reach your destination. Its splendid eLiuipineat aud excel-
lent managemeut have made it a popular t'lvorite. F. B. Loan,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent. Chicago, 111.— Adv.
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THE PIKE FAMILY.-III.
[Concluded fivm Page 233.']

THE series of brief sketches of the pikes will be closed
with a statement of an easy way of distinguish

ing between the important groups of the family and a
shore account of the niuscal(in.c,e (Esox noljilior). I am
aware that some of my ichliiyological associates are now
writing the name Eso.x mas'iuinongy. but as Mitchill's
description of the masquinongy or maskinonge, is inac-
cessible to me, and there is good reason to doubt its per-
tinence to the mu -calongp, I prefer not to change a name
so well identified with the sijecies as Thompson's name
Esox nohiUor. This paper does not include a discussion
of the common nure of the fish for the very good reason
that I am not satisfied as to its original orthography and
would rather take up the subject when my information
is more nearly complete. While on this topic I will say
that Mr. H, W. Henshaw. etljnologist of the Bureau of
Ethnology, Washington, D. C , has written me the fol-
lowing note: "The word matkinonge appears to be an
Ojibwa or Cree word, hoth of them being Algonkian
tribes. It is derived from
the word mask, meaning
ugly or disfigured, ami ki-

TCongff?, meaning fish." FOR-
EST AND Stream has held
to the name muscalonge,
which, I am inclined to be-
lieve, will eventually be
considered a corruption of
the original Indian name of
the specie.s but until we '''.4

know the correct spelling
of the Algonkian term we
will gain nothing by sub-
stituting one doubtful ap-
pellation for another.
A matter of probably

greater importance to him
who goes a fishing is some
clue to the way of distin-
guishing the various species
of the pike family at sight,
and herewith follows a short description of the musca-
longe and a concise key to the main groups of the Esoc -

idee, of which it is a conspicuous and famous member.
The muscalonge (Fig. 1) is a stout-bodisd fish with a

lar^e head, the head equalling more than one-quarter of
tue length without the tail, and the depth about one sixth,
It is stated to reacli a length of Sft.

distinguished from the muscalonge by its coloration, the
epots being paler than the ground color of the body. The
sides are gray or dusky and with numerous oblong or
roundish white spots. The dorsoJ, anal and caudal fins
are black-spotted. la Ih e young tlie white spots are more
or less confluent, forming oblique sl:,reaks or bars.
The i^ickei el (Fig 4) has lr)tli the cheeks and the opercles

fully scaled. In tho lai gest of the species, reticulatus,
the aides are usually greejiish and covered with a net-
work of narrow dark lines. Sometimes the reticulations
are wanting in this pickerel, givins; the fish a imique
appearance. The U^-o niii-illor .-pcci?s mentioned in the
preceding papers (i'e>'imc'ilal.iis and ciYiierimims) are dif-
ferent in coloration from the relic ulahrs, or common
pickerel, but agreo with this in having the cheeks and
opercles entirely scaled.

Thk MuscAtONOE (Fia. 1).

Distribution.—-Tlv^ inn icalonge inhabits the Great Lake
region and nortl;

itely fixed. It

and Professor L

i thern limit; not being defin-
-i.ouaily in the Ohio Valley,

ids a specimen taken in Con-

ANGLING NOTES.
LAST Friday and Saturday several parties started for

the Adirondacks, having received word from their
guide that the ice was out. This is remarkably early,
and as there has been but little rain, the chances are in
favor of their having excellent fishing. One of the great-
est drawbacks to the early fishing generally is the high
water, but it looks as if everything was favorable this
spring.

Mr. Harry Green reports the fishing on the Bushkill
very good this season. He says he saw five deer cross
the stream while he was fishing one day last week. So
there are still a few deer left in Pike cotmty. Last season
it was reported that they had been pretty'well extermin-
ated in that section.

FiG. 2. Head of Muscalonge,
(Lower ba1f of cheeks and opercles naked.)

The dorsal has 17 rays, the anal 15, and there are abcut
150 scales in the lateral line. The scales on the cheeks
and opercles are large—much larger in proportion than
in any other member of the pike family. By reference
to the illustration (Fig. 2), it will be seen that the lower

Fia. 3. Head of Pike.
(Ctieeks scaly. Lower aalf of opercles naked.)

parts of the cheeks and opercles have no scales. This is

one of the best distinguishing marks between the musca-
longe and all other fishes of its family.

_
The color of the muscalonge is usually dark gray, some-

times without spots, as in the variety immaculahis de-

FiG. 1. The Muscalonge {Esox nobilior).

(All the figures are froin "Fishery Industries, U. S.")

neaught Lake, Crawford county, Pa., measuring 17in, in
circumference behind the eyes." In Like Erie among the
favorable localities for mu'calonge are Dunkirk and
Barcelona, New York, Erie. Pa,, and iViiirs Grove, Ohio.
Id Sandusky Bay and at Kelly's Island some large ex-
amples have been taken. The species is comparatively
scarce in this lake. In Lake Ontario Cape Vincent is

is one of the noted places for this fish. Clayton, N. Y.,
furnished good fishing last summer, and Theresa, on
Indian River, was a good locality. At the southern end
of Green Bay the nmscalonge was i-eported common by
Mr. Kumlien nearly ten years ago. In wdnter the species
is fovnid in Lake Michigan in the vicinity of Eacine, Wis.
Coolidge, Wis., has furnished excellent fishing in July.
In the southeastern part of Lake Michigan only large
individuals are reported to occur. It is said to be rare
throughout the Straits of Mackinaw, but common at Les
Cheneanx Islands. The Missitquoi River, at Highgate,
Vt , lias yielded soms fine nriuscalonge. From the evi-
dence before us the muscal-nge is not remarkably abund-
ant in any part of the Great Lake region. It seems to be
not gre.garious, but occurs for the most part in pau's. It
has the reputation of being the largest game fish in the
fresh waters of the Uniied :?'ates.

" This statement, how-
ever, takes no account of several anadromous species
which spend a considerable portion of their time in the
ftesh waters. Among: the large examples recorded are
the following: In 1864 Mr. Fred Alvord announced his
capture of a siiecimen in Maumee Bay which weighed
85, bj'., and in 1^(35 Mr. Schultz claimed to have seined a
muscalonge in the old harbor at Milwaukee weighing
lOOlbs. The species reaches a length of 8ft., and
individuals weighing SOlhs. are moderately common.
Mitchill described a specimen 47in. long, which weighed
rJUlbs. The average length of the sprcies is about Sft.

^
Habits.—L\hQ the other members of the pike family

he muscalonge j>reys upon smaller fishes, and its sm--
passing size and strength, as well as its voracious dispo-
sition, combine to make it one of the tyrants of the fresh
\ aters. We have already alhtded to its occurrence com-
monly in pairs. Richardsrn states that in the spa^vning
season in small rivers falling into Lake Simcoe it feeds
upon small fishes and upon small gelatinous green balls
which grow on the sides of banks under the -water. He
wj- informed that spawning takes place in the spring.
Lu t.'Iiautauqna Lake, New York, Mr. Monroe Green, su-
' 1 ^ ij en t of the C i ledonia hatchery, obtained the eggs

- ins in April and May. Oiithel9lhof AjotI,
- e female furnished 60,000 ega;s. At this time
Che L L- j i.aUire of i'^e vr:-±pr ranged from 40 to 46% and
very few of the t, i'lierl. In Mav of the same
year 44 females v.- , _ Atl:e samo lake and 103.000
eggs were securtii. r; u_1a . r;ch 15,000 fry -were deposited
Mav 27. The temperature of the water ranged from 46

There are a good many members now visiting Bloom-
ing Grove Park, and they are having great sport with
the big speckled trout that were turned into Lake Giles
last winter. The executive committee very wisely passed

a rule prohibiting anymem-
ber from killins more than
five in any one day, so as to
give every one a chance at
them. The club has pur-
chased two miles more of
the Shehola, thus securing
ati excellent stretch of fly-
fishing water.

There were quite a num-
ber of small striped bass
taken last week in Coney
Island Creek and one of
over 181bs. was shown that
was caught near the mouth
of Shrewsbury River. One
fisherman, I believe it was
the same gentleman that
caught the 201b. striped bass
at Tarrytown, had his line,
etc, carried off by a large

bass; as they have taken them in nets this spring ttpward
of 401bs, in weight it shows that they are there, but, of
course, people who fish in the Hudson are not rigged for
bass of that size.

Large weakfish have appeared on the stands in market,
they were, of course, netted—probably near Fire Island.
Bluefish are plenty off the Delaware coast.

Frozen fish have had their day. The best restaurants
and hotels have about made up their minds not to pur-
chase them, as their guests do nrjt like them. I wonder
that people eat them at all, for of all tasteless trash frozen
fish is the worst, except perhaps frozen game, which is
not tasteless by any means; it would be better if it were.

C. Fuller sends word that good-sized blackfish are plen-
tiful in Broad Channel.

On
n=h th.f

to 60
of the
great dihicuii
Mr. Jonathan

:i tlieni 1

plac
>ut 4fl

, ui

;

size and great strength
c;__;s wab attended with

ic eggs of the muscalonge
s la charge of the work,
from the l>ottom of the

33 IStt. deep, and in

FiG. 4. Head of Pickerel.
(Cheeks and opercles completely scaled.)

scribed by General Garrard, but generally with roundish,
distinct or confluent dark spots about the size of buck-
shot. The color of the sides is often bluish .gray, as in
the vaiiety above mentioned. The fins are black-spotted,
the lower parts of the body pale. The eye of the mus-
calonge is com paratively small, only one-fom"th to one-
fifth as long as the snout.
The pike (Fig. 3) has the cheeks fuUy scaled and the

Ipwjsr Jiaji of tlje ppercles naked. It may be still further

this way ho .-ucceooed bt^tier tiian l)v his former experi-
ment of batching them in jars or travs.
Parker Gillrnoro, in a recent issue of Land and Water,

gives a description of muscalonge tishuia- m which he
mentions his success with spoon bail aiul wjLh a unique
lure consisting of the tad of a young br(j wn calf. The
shank or tn*' hook \'.-,is (lasscd up through the center of
the tail 1 'd 1 I I [ I -v,.\cl. to which a foot of strong
giui]) was atiaclico. ILh lOfMii ions the use of the musk
from the muskrat by on*^ of lus iiulian guides to increase
tlie attraciiveness of tins .smguhir tlsli lure.

lu tli'^ ^ji-^iMluoi Ki\<-i at le ^^t.. a correspon-
dent of Forest and Strea:u killed several fine musca-
longe on
191 bs., broi
work to br

a lie:' lod. One of them, weighing
- aon and cost a half hour's

ir a full and grapliic ac-
ui 1 ur.. . ..oiige the readers of Forest
•.vill refer to E. Hough's interesting articles,

iy -d, 10 and 17, 1890. T. HI Bean,

Game Pkotector Bradlet, of the Eighth District,
was reinstated by the New '5^ork Fish Commissioners at
their meeting last Tuesday.

The reports from the Beaverkill and Neversink rivers
are very conflicting. The majority of anglers complain
that they had practically no fishing, while two or three
others report excellent sport. There is no question if
anglers would only wait until settled warm weather, they
would enjoy better fishing. May loth to the 20th is early
enough for the mountain streams, and those who go be-
fore that are disappointed nine times otxt of ten,

Scarlet-Ibis,

DIDN'T WANT THE TROUT.
BEFORE the close of the trout season last year one of

otir enthusiastic anglers went out on Beaver Creek
to make a few farewell casts. He ga.thered in a few speci-
mens, and in his wanderings ran across a shallow pool of
a spring brook that made into the creek—he doesn't re-
veal the exact locality of the spot—in which could be
seen a large number of big trout, that would run
from .]lb. to lilbs. On accidentally making this breath-
taking discovery he dropped down "out of sight and held a
council of war with himself preparatory to a regular
siege. He first went into action with an angleworm
which wriggled temijtingly on the treacherous hook. He
cast repeatedly across the pool, and lei the worm float
down the rift into the pool, all to no purpose. Then the
fly-book came out and a temi^ting cast was put on. These
fluttered down upon the surface of the water, but there
was no i-esponsive tug or splash. These lords of the
crystal element would come up and give the bait a play-
ful cuff with their tails, as much as to say, "Do you take
me for a sucker?" Ane-leworms, flies, grasshoi^pers, every
available lure, was spurned by these aristocrats. Then
it was that our exasperated sportsman pulled off his coat
and shoes and prepared for a hand-to-hand encounter;
but the pool, though it seemed of insignificant propor-
tions, was just large enough to prevent Ms cornering
them. "Thou art so near and yet so far." So thought
oirr fisherman as he desperately splashed around in the
water over the slippery stones. After a siege of three
hours he started for home philosophising that it would
be decidedly unsportsmanlike to take a lot of ti'out off
their spawning beds. S.

BhOOK FIELD, N. Y.

A Hatosome Catalogue.—We have received from Mr,
W. J. Cummins, Bishop Auckland, England, a copy of
the tenth edition of his catalogue entitled "Fishmg and
Fishing Tackle," with which is a supplementary xjrice
list, dated April, 1891. This catalogue is a very handsome
publication, and while the greater part of the 1 12 pages
which it contains is devoted to descrijjtions of various
angling appliances, it contains also a considerable amoxmt
of information on angling, especially in England and
Norway. One scarcely realizes without looking over a
catalogue of this kind all the various articles that are in-
cluded in a complete outfit of an angler of the present
day. Rods, reels, lines, hooks and flies are, of course,
understood, but, besides these, there are half a hundred
articles and utensils, each one of which must appear an
absolute necessity to the enthusiastic fisherman. JVIr.

Cummins is an old advertiser of Forest and Stream and
it gives us pleasure to call attention to his handsome
catalogue.
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Steipbd Bass in Alabama.— Editor Forest and Stream :

The fishermen are taking hundreds of fish in nets in Ala-
bama Eiver at this point. I wish to knovr the snecies of
same. They are called by the fishermen "rock fish."
They weigh from 10 to SOlbs., striped and of a silvery
hue, large mouth; they run up river every spring, but
none were every taken here with rod. Can you tell me
what bait to use or do jou think they will take the fly?
Please describe the striped bass.—E. E. [The occurrence
of the btriiDed bass in Alabama River has been known for
some years, A very fine specimen was sent to the Smith-
sonian Institution on April 7, 1883, by the late Thomas S.
Doran, of Montgomery. It was described in the Proceed-
ings of the U. S. National Museum. Aug. 20, 1884. In
the same paper a specimen of this fish from the Tangipa-
hoa River. iVIississippi. is also described. A full account
of the striped bass and of the methods of fishing for it

will be found in our- appcial Florida Number of Forest
AKD Stream, Jan. 9, 1890. A figure of the species ac-
companies this paper. You can readily recognize the
species by the dark stripes along its sides. There is no
other fish of equal size in the Alabama River which has
the same markings. The yellow bass of the Mississippi
Valley is a much smaller species and its body is thinner
and much deeper comparatively than in the striped bass.
The yellow bass seldom exceeds a weight of 41bs. Salted
eel tail is a favorite bait for this bass in fresh water and
a spoon or spinner is often successfully used. Live min-
nows, however, are preferable to all other baits It is

f»ractically useless to fish for striped bass with hook and
Ine in your river except when the water is clear. Some-
times this fish will rise to a gaudy fly.]

CASTisa THE Fly by Electric Light.—A few years
ago while on the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Alba-
tross at the station at Wood's Holl, Mass,, we had the sub-
marine electric light over evenings for the purpose of
collecting free swimming worms, or other things curious,
which might be attracted. Noticing numerous fish strik-
ing where the water was illuminated, I selected a saiall
fly with red body and black wings, rather resembling the
worm in looks, and almost every cast was rewarded by a
strike, often two or three fish making a rush at the same
time. Unfortunately they w^re not trout or salmon, but
only big-eyed scad, of which quite a number were taken,
together with several yellow mackerel. The novelty of
the thing, however, more than made up for the lack of
game in the fish.

—

"Willard Nye, Jr, (New Bedford,
Mass.). [It may not be generally known that the big-
eyed scad (Ti'achurojjs crnnimophthahnus) is a delicious
fish for the table. A figure of the species will be found
on plate 100, "Fishery Industries," where it is called the
goggler or goggle-eye. There are few fishes along our
coast that are superior to this one in flavor, and it is a
pity we have it only as an occasional summer visitor from
ti-opical seas.]

A Haul from Clitherall. —The Battle Lake (Mich.)
Revieiv gives a picture of a cart load of fish with this re-
port: "George W. Powell, of St. Louis, Mo., and T. B.
Trezevant, of Memphis, Tenn., were in this village last
summer, and on Thursday, .June 12, in company with
Capt. John Corser, oarsman, they di-ove out to Clitherall
Like, two miles southpast of here, intent on having a
few hour-s sport with rod and reel. They arrived at the
lake at 10 o'clock, and were soon ready for business. The
fish, black bass and pike, were on the war path that d^iy,

and the gentlemen were kept busy from the start, and at
3 o'clock they rowed ashore and ordered their team,
having made up their minds it was time to quit. When
the party arrived in the village they stopped in front of
Chester Retallick's gallery, the fish "were taken from the
boat and hang along the side of the hay rack, and a pho-
tograph was then taken. There were 201 fish, weight
4691b8."

SPAWKDfG OF Striped Bass,—The Commissioner of
Fisheries, Hon, Marshall McDonald, has received a note
from Dr, W, R, Capehart, stating that a striped bass
weighing 581b3., and in full spawning condition, was
caught by him at Avoca, N. C, April 22. In North
Carolina waters the fish usually spawns early in May,
The eggs are smaller than those of the shad and, after
fertilization, they increase greatly in size and become
light green in color. They hatch in from one to five
days, according to the temperature of the water.

Virgint:a Bluefish.—Norfolk, Va,, May 4.—Catching-
large bluefish from the beach has bf>en good sport for the
past three weeks. Thousands have been caught with rod
and reel from our beach, the fisherman standing on the
shore; and tens of thousands have been taken in boats
just outside the breakers. Of course we have all other
kinds of salt-water fish, but the bluefish make the best
sport. Our black bass fishing has not been thought of on
account of the abundance of blue.—J, B, White.

Kept Standing.—The following item will be kept
standing in this office during the trout season: "

brought home last night the finest lot of speckled beauties
ever caueht in Creek. He started to whip the stream
at 7 A. M., and by 9:30 had landed , the smallest
measuring fully inches."

—

Wilhes-Barre Record.

Obicago.—May 8.—R'f'ports come of good bass fishing
about La Porte, Ind, I don't know anything about that
country, but hear it is lake fishing. A nice lot of trout
were brought down this week by a gentlenaan fishing on
the Iron River, Michigan, some over 21bs.—B. HouGH.

FiSHiN© EsHiBIT AT CHICAGO,—As noted on our edi-
torial page, Dr. Jas. A. Henshall has been appointed
special agent for the Crovernment in charge of the Fishery
esfhibit at the World's Columbian Exposition.

West Sh©ke itAltdfOAD.—Tlie superbly built, naagniflcpntly
equipped, double tracu, stt^el truak line to and frota the West.
Tbree fast express irnius dails' iQ each rtirectioTj. Wai?ner ralace
eleeping carp and huCtet gl^f ping f^ars attached. TtieouJy al.rail
route to the Gatskill mountain?; with era wing room and bu/Iet
gmokiP^ cars run t.hrougb without chance hetw. ea Philadelphia
.Jersey City. FewYork andOatskiUSJoaatciinF. S^iratoga liraiied
e^pves« trains rluringr the summer setison. Spoeial trains fo- rbe
accoiamodation at travel to and from I^akes Jlohonk and Mir*
aewasija, Stla^vang^nk IVlountaius and all points m tbe Walkili
Valler. 0.nDectiA>i in J ei-Fpy City station with Pf nuRylvania R.
E-i thus ftiToiding th long transfers throusb New York. 'Xickec

,

TiaWrr«i teDore ar all ticket offices of all competing lines. J'or
time tables and full i/iiormarion address C, E, LAUBEHcp, General
Ti^Bn^f'^enl}, 9 v^dferblltaveLna^, N, Y, miT.—Am.

COD AND LOBSTER HATCHING IN CANADA.—En-
couraged by the successful experiments in the hatching of
cod and lobsters by the Government of Newfoundland, the
Canadian Government now propose to begin similar work on
a very large scale. The Superintenrient of Canadian Fish-
culture. Mr. Samuel Wilmot, visited Newfoundland to see
the practical workings and results of Superintendent Niel-
sen's methods. The Dominion Government intends to pro-
tect these fisheries as well as to improve them by artificial
cultivation. Injurious methods oC fishing will be" prevented
and the rig of fishing apparatus established by law. At the
Newfoundland hatching establishment in Placentia Bay
17.000,000 yoimg cod were planted in the waters of the bay,
representing more than 50 per cent, of the whole number of
eggs taken. Over 400.000,000 of young lobsters were planted
in Newfoundland waters, of which all but 15,000,000 were
credited to the floating incubators invented by Mr. Adolph
Nielsen.

SHAD WORK ON THE DELAWARE.—We learn from
Col. John Gay, of the U. S. Fish Commission, that the first
shad eggs were taken on the evenins' of April 30, the same
date as the first take of last year. The station is in good
running order. So far the run of shad is very good, both as
to number and size of fish, and the prospects are that a great
many will be caught in the Delaware this year.

CALIFORNIA COMMISSION.—Saa Francisco, Mav 5.—
We beg to advise you of the present status of the Board of
Fish Commissioners of the State of California. It is as fol-
lows: J. D. Redding, President, San Francisco: Ramon E.
Wilson, Secretary, San Francisco; .Toseph Morizio, Treas-
urer, San Francisco.—RAilON E. WiLSOS, Secretary (No. 419
California street, San Francisco).

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

PIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at
Youagstown. O.
Sept. 9 to n.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Onf.
Sept. li to 18.—Toronto Indu=!trial Exbibitiou Association Third

Internaiional Dog Show, at Toronto. C A. St' ue, Sec'y and Snot.
Sept. 22 to 2r.._lnaugura] Dog Show of the Mouireal Exposition

Company, at Montreal, Canada.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison. Secretary.
Not. 16.—Eastern Field Trials fHub's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W. A. Cosier,
Se' retary.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lpxington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street.. New
York city.
Dec. 11.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E

Connell, Secretary.

THE ENGLISH KENNEL CLUB TRIALS.
THESE field trials came off on April 2,8 and 2§. Owing to

the limited number of entries the trials were run
through in less time than expected, on the estate of Mr. S.
E Shirley, president of the Kennel Club, at Ettington Park.
The judges appointed were Mr. J. H. Salter, Rt-v. W. S^r-
jeanleon and Mr. W. Arkwright, but the latter was unab e
to officiate. From Stuck- Keeper''s excellent report we learn
that the greater part of the country round is a strong and
fertile arable soil, and the corn especially afforded much
better cover than could be expected fi-om the late backward
spring; game at first was far from plentiful, and some of
the earlier trials were prolonged in consequence, but after
the first two hours matters in this respect greatly improved,
and try were able to run off a succession of good working
trials, though ftir was never plentiful, in fact uid not trouble
the dogs more than two or three times, though even then it
made sad havoc with one of them.
In the Pointer Derby there were only five entries, Mr. D.

Moriarty's Glenbeigh sustaining the reputation he made at
the National trials the week before by winning again; Mr.
Nicholson's Bertha second and Mr. Beck's Busy Ben third.
The stake was run through by 12:;30.

In the Setter Derbv there were eight entries. Among them
the Rev. O'Callaghan had two entries of his famous "reds,"
Coleraine and Finglass. The former showed once more that
she is a good one by disposing of all her opponents and win-
ning this stake also. Mr. Barr's Young Minnie, .second, and
Mr. Lander's Sweep's Delight, third. The heat for absolute
winner between Glenbeigh and Coleraine resulted the same
as the similar heat last week, the pointer bemg declared ab-
.solute winner. This is a description of the running: "Mr.
Moriarty's pointer Glenbeigh and the Rev. E,. O'Gallaghan's
setter Coleraine, worked by Lanan, %vere put down on the
same moor amid considerable excitement. Both ranged
fre ly; Glenbeigh stood well to birds which Coleraine rushed
into and flushed, after chasing a hare, and lost as decidedly
as she did at Aqualate. The day's work finished at 4:55 P. M

,

the quickest first day's finish in the record of the club, and
the judges' awards throughout were universally indorsed."
The All-Aged Stakes for pointers and setters created no

little excitement, there being fifteen entries, as follows;
The All-Aged Stakes for pointers and setters, a sweep-

stakes of £6 10s. each

—

hnna fide the propertj' of the person
entering.
Mr. Lowe's pointer bitch Belle des Bordes (Young Bang

—

Polly), and Mr. Elias Bishop's setter bitch Devonshire Daisy
(Prince Rupert II.— Devonshire Fan).
Mr. Moriarty's pointer dog puppy Glenbeigh (Grouse

—

Rita), and Mr. Wade's setter dog Tutsham Trip (Baron-
Nora).
Mr. Alexander's .setter dog Sir Wallace (sire unknown—

Brampton Maud and Mr. Lowe's pointer dog Ben of Kippen
(Rocket R.—Laura of Kippen).
Mr. Norrish's pointer dog Sandford Lark, and Dr. Wood's

setter dog Fred (Prince—Moll IV.).
Mr. Cooper's Irish setter dog Wrestler (Musskerry—Glass),

and Mr. Ellis's Irish setter dog Dartrey (Rossmore—Mac's
Little Nell).
Mr. James Bishop's setter dog Earl of Moira (.Jockr^^Little

Bess), and Rev. W. Shield's pointer dog Beau o' the Border
(Saddleback-i-Molton Broom),
Mr. Thorp Hinck's setter bitch Dove Rose (Cobalt—Dove

Doll), and Rev. O'Callaghan's Irish setter bitch Coleraine
(Frigate IlI.^Aveline).
Mr. James Bishop's setter Sweep the Green (Monk of Fur-

ness---Kate Auijuru), a bye.
The running may be summed up in the following extract:

These included a marvelous array of clever dogs, and when
after the first round the number had been reduced to nine,
scarcely one was included but what had been a winner at
field trials at one place or other. These, again, were reduced

to six, and when the awards were given in, their quality is
evidenced by no less than five out of the six receiving sub-
stantial acknowledgment of their approbation.
There was some little sensation when the pointer Glen-

beigh, the double champion at Aqualate and Stratford, went
down in the first round; but there ts this to be said for him,
that at the time it was blowing a little gale of wind, and
free-ranging dogs might readily make a mistake. The Irish
setter puppy Coleraine, well deserves a word of mention, for
it is no little thing for an Irish setter at two meetings, both
of which labored under unfavorable climatic conditions,
as relates to .'••cent, to hold her own in a third all-aged stnke,
and at last to run into a winning place. The setter Fred, a
red-ticked dog. suggesting a dash of Irish blood co-mingled
with the Laverack, ran consistent and reliable throughout,
and bar one mistake could have no fault found with him,
whilfl Mr. Lowe's dogs, notably Ben of Kippen, who ran a
greatly improved succession of trials, and Mr. James Bishop's
brace evidenced the careful training and the working powers,
we should expect to find in the hand of such experienced
breeders.
The second draw resulted in these dogs being left in:
Rev. Shield's Beau o' the Border and Rev. O'Gallaghan's

Coleraine.
Mr. G. Bishop's Devonshire Lady and Mr. J. Bishop's

Sweep the Green.
Dr. Wood's Fred and Mr. .J. Bishop's Earl Moira.
Mr. Lowe's Belle des Bordes and Mr. Warde's Tutsham

Trip.
Mr. Lowe's Ben of Kippen a bye.
At 4:35 P. M. on Wednesday, the second day, Dr.

Wood's Fred was declared the winner, Mr. J. Bishop's Earl
Moira second. Rev. O'Callaghan's Coleraine third and Mr.
Lowe's Belle des Bordes and Ben of Kippen equal fourth.
After a vote of thanks to the judges and to Mr. Shirley for
the use of the grounds, and for his efforts to further
the objects of the meet, this pleasant meeting ended with
three cheers for Mrs. Shirley, who was an interested specta-
tor of the running.

SAN FRANCISCO SHOW.
THIS show came to a successful conclusion with a parade

of the prize winners. Duke of Vernon won the medal
for the best dog in show of any breed, Our critical report
has not yet made its appearance, and must now lay over
till next week. The following are the awards:

PRIZE LIST,
MASTIFFS.—Dogs: 1st, G. McNoble's Ingleside Crown Prince:

3d. J. D Dil,'.5 Keuo; 3d, Charles N. Nurris's Haiold. BitcJies:
J. B. Marlin'.j Bess.

GREAT DANES. -Dops; 1st, J. Livingstone's Malock; 2d, Jo-
spph Calegaris's Nobit; 3d, Aloert Ji'bnson's Hector. Bitdm: 1st,
.John H. Add ick's MinKa; Sd, P. W. Jaeger's Dado; 3d, Jolmson
and Creyer's Nora.
ST. "RERVARDS.—ROUGH-COATEU—Dof/.s; 1st. Namquoit Ken-

nels' R>puhlifaij; 2d, E. . She I's Jadgp; 3d, Franli H. Alien's
Duke of VVeHitiErnn. Bitches: 1st, Dr A. T. tiPt,'ensbnrt;er'p G.^r-
tie. Pupvies: 1st-, Georpe B. Sperr.\ 's VVUbam '"e l; 2rl, John R'mr-
dett's K.-poleon; od T.H.Allen's Tomab.—Smooth coated—li»t,

Charlfs Friend sc bod's Lion; no second awaiaed. Bi-teftf's; lat, T.
H S'evenson'^ Joan.

NEVVFOUNDLANDS.-lst withheld; 2d. G. W. Simpson'ti Jack.
GREYHOLTNDS.-JDofifs; Isf. Charles S. Wii-lnn'-Ts Freestone;

2d. S. A. Cummirgs' Dexter; o'i, T. J. '^ronin's Denend-on-me.
Bitches: lat. P. D. Nolai's Vallt \ (3ueen; 2d, H. McCracken's Bes-
sit; :M, C. S. VV^iland's Lad\ Emma.
DEERHOU'^DS.- Bitches: 1st, Chris Kemple's Cerous; 3d, Dr.

R. A. Ferguson's Lutra.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS—Doas: 1st, M-s. W. H. Staniels'
Slor»; 2<J, \'rs. F M. Dovle's Pox; Si, John W. B urdptr's Ilip.
Bitches: It. W. H. St^'i'ds' JivU; 21, J ihri W. Buurdelt's
Princess. Puprjies: 1st. W. H. Sianit la' Julie.

ENGLISH F^)XH0UNDS.-l3^, J. L. Sanderson's Paddy.
Puppies: 1st and 2d. A. B. Anderson's Toil ks and ^weep.
P01NrERS.-CiiAnLENG!S-l^t. Henrv Hub«r'^ Diiiiip of Vernon.

OpBTS-Doas (5510^. aud ..vti): l^t, J. Marcin B Tnt-. V Tom Pinch:
2(1. H. A. BHSFford's Bi'-niHrck; 3d. James E. HitjECins' M^iir H.
Some of ttieotherc mpetitors rK'eived commended card-. Bitches
(oOlbs and over): 1st. btarrv Gf^lcher's V'=ra; 3 P. PHra;mn's Rii-e;

J. Martin Baruej Ladv Pir.ch. Ch \LiiEJS'GE BiWies (uu'ipr
.^Oib».): 1^1, A. B. Truman'- PatMe C'oxte'h T. Op.m—I>:)rjs (unier
.'ia'bs): l=t E. K. Bf-ncblp\'- Ka-'-KMo; 2d, H. Sn^-iii't-r's Cimax;
3d A. B. Trumm'a Donald T. Bitches (nnd-r i^OiWa ): U\. J. B.
Lewis'- Gtp3,\; 2'. W. F. Gunn'.i det; Meirllbs; :11. E. K. R^nch-
l>iv':5 Kioto. PiTPPiPS—Dog.s; l^t and 2 \ A. R. T.-umii.'s Donald
T. and Croxteth T.; 3i, Mr.s. L. Olne* 's Rap. Bitches: 1st, Horace
Y. Evans' Tippet ta; 2d, Howard Vcrnou'sSappha; 3u, H. L. Miller's
Romp M.
EXGLISH SFTTERS.— D(j0.s; l^^t, .l^mp'^ B. Budjer'.f Pilot; 2d,

Thoma.« Higc^'s Rover H.; B-d, lieo. MnHer's ( n rlo. Bilciies: Ist,
John Kerr Ran's Bens>; 2'1, George Mnllf^r'f Ophr ii;..; ;3cl, .7 ,bn P.
Bourdeti's Dido.— HtipriKS-DogK: 1st, Febx Deleai,'- Sbo'; 3d,
F. W. Spenrer's Adonis; 3d, J. W. Bourdeu's Pedro. BitcJtes: 1st,
W. F. Suhtck'sHazeL
GORDON SETTERS.—Doffs; 1st. G. B. Spprry's Eric; 2d, "W.

Real's Jacn. Bitches: l«t, Jnhn Micheli's Nun; 2d, Robert Lid-
die's Fannie; :3d, J. W Edwards's Lady Clara Jane.
IRISH SETTERS.—CH.4.LLENGE-D0.7.S: 1st, A. B. Truman's

Mil<eT. Bitches: 1st, A. R. Tiiimai '^ Lady Ekbo T.— pen—
Dogs: 1st, xM. W. Stackpnoi's Lord Clave; 2 i; ChBS. J. Ablhorn'a
Brace; 3d, Geo. Martin's Dash T. Bitclies: Ut, J. W. England's
Nora Mavourneen; 2d, C. F. A. T"lhoi'.-i Kate T.; 3 >, Mrs. L L.
Campbell's Lady Josie.—Puppies—jD /f/s: Ist. Capt. BaQuint-'.- Mac
B.; 2d, E. J. Roj's Red Rappare*-; 3d, 0.. F. Marin'.s Flash. Bitches:
Isr, A. B. Anderson's LighiDinfe;; 2d, E. J. Roy'a Red CoUeea.
FIELD SPANIELS.—1st, W. Hendricttson's Pansy.
COCKER SPANIELS.— ' 'HALLiSNGE-Mrs.H. P.R-nuift's Wood-

stock Bi^lle.—OPEX-Dof/s: Ui. A. C. DEivenport'r Brenta. Bitches'.
1st. J. H. Varley'H Jfs-ie Y. Puppic!:: 1- 1 and 2d, California Span-
iel Kenifls' Master Soor. Ma'^ttr sbin-i; 31, A. C. Davenport's
Reo, Bitclies^: let, J. B. McYay's Mellie Mo.
RETRIEVERS.-1st. F. C Klein's Dnde.
CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—1st, R. L. McKnigbt's Laddie.

Puppies: 1st, Thomas H'gg^'s Bess.

COLLIES.- Do!/.'*; Isr, A. B. Ad^rson's Laddie; 2d, Mr.''. S. W.
Dennis'.- Scon If , ; ."Jd, Adolph Sutro's Dan. Bitches: 1st, O.J
Albee's Laughing Girl. Pup-pies: 1st, O. J, Albee's Rosl.n, Jr.

D.-^LCflSHUNDE.-Ist, E. D. Beylard'a Dameo; 2d, Beylard's
Jorricks.

BLOODHOUNDS.—Ist, Premier Kennels' Premier IV.
BULLDOGS.-lst, Charles A. Huggs' Boxer.
BULL-TERRIBRS.—Challenge—1st, Clarence A. Barnes's

Littlei Nell.—Open—Dofif.s; Isr. .1. P. D^lion's Jack Napnleoo; 3d,
Charles A. Huarg's Polo; 3d, H. Lewis's Little Nick. Bitches: 1st,
John Spairosv's Olivette; 2d, James J. Toohy's Peggy. Puppies:
l3^ J. A. McISamara's Jennie II.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Smooth—Dofts: Isf. J. B. M-irfin's Bcdmont
Shiner; 2d, John A. Logan's Le Logo.-; 3d, A. L. Langermau's
Trrmp. Very high com . A, C. Sumner's Blemton V^suvian and
J E. Max's Dixip. Bitches: l*t, Mrs. Clan Lidd'e'e Nelbe; 2d, A.
B. Anderson's Golden Pali^b; o'l. Gsorge Penis's JesF; otliers were
given commpuded cards. Puppies: U\. G. Vv" Debenbam's Tidy;
2d, Thos. S. Casey's Frisky Viola: od, Jlrs. George Debcnham's
Nailer.

BLACK AND TAN TBRRIERS.^Dofys.- 1st, David Elseman's
Dixie. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. A. B. Truman's Bassle. Puppies: lai.
A. J. Martin's Rosy.
SKYE TERRIERS. - i-t, Robert Brnce's Beauty.
YORKSHIRE TEBRIEBS.-Dofls: lat. F. W. Sierp's Mash; 2d,

D. H. Everett's Mash, Jr. Bitches: Ist, A. J. Martin's Jessie.

TOY TERRIERS.—Under 7LBS.—]st,Mrs. Rerlie Tuttie'a Bessie
TuUle.
TOY SPANIELS.-lst, Miss Isabel Wnodward'.s Fanny.
JAPANESE SPANIELS -1st. William B. Wilsbire'sYum Yum;

2d, Mrs. Eden's Clie.si; 3d, Miss H. B. Ta.s Komo.
PUGS—1st. Ml 8. H. L. Millpr's BenBu'lei; Sd, J. P. .lack son's

Buttsit; 3d, Frf derirk Fowler's Toh- ; and oiiiers hishly com,
mended, Puvpies: Ist, airs. D. L. Miller's Puss-m-BootB; 2d and
3d, Mrs. Miller's Ben Butler and Jim Dandy.
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POODLKS —White—BMcfies; 1st, Miss N. G-erichten's Belle.
Black—Pogs-: 1st, W. H. Ooleman's Faro; 2d and 3d, Mrs, E. A,
Fish's Nox and Leo. Bitches: Ist, Mrs. C. Gerichteu'a Gipsy.
POMERANIANS—Ist, J, M. Home's Snowflako; 2d," Mrs.

Horue'B Fanny.
The m'scellaneoTis classes did not appear for inspection.

EGYPTIAN MUMMY OF A DOG.
J'^OR the foHowing interesting account we are Indebted to

the Stock-Keeper, which in turn translated it from an
article by Ludwis Beckmann in the lUitsirlrte Zeltiniq:
"In December, 1890, the author of these lines received from

a friend at Cairo the mummy of an animal which hRd been
found near Thebes, and was described as the 'mummy of a
cat': when, however; closely examined it turned out to be the
naummy of a dog, which must have been the size of a small
greyhound. Dog mummies are much scarcer than those of
eats, which ai-e often found in lurse quantities, and as they
differ from the latter in many material points, a description
of the before mentioned specimen will be of interest. No. 1
is an illustration of the front view of the mummy in the

THE ENGLISH NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS.

FROM the Canine World we learn that these trials were
run on the Aqualate Estate of Sir Thomas Boughey,

near Newport, Salop, when Captain the Hon. H. Molyneux,
Rev. W. Sergeantson, and Mr. Elias Bishop judged. On
Tuesday morning. April 31, a start was made at the Coley
Farm, and a very fine meet it was, although many had stayed
away, thinking there would be but little sport, because of
the scarcity of cover, the spring being backward. This
proved t" be true, for the wheat afforded no shelter for game,
and an adjournment was made to the low-lying meadows.
Sir Thomas Boughey, who acted as guide, philosopher and
friend to the party, soon showed some game, and the pointer
puppies were put down. They went at it with a will, and
on a glaring fault being made the brace was at once called
up: and so much game did they find in these heavily grassed
moors that the card had been run through before noon,
Whatever the ''ground game act" has done to lessen the
number of hares in other parts of this country, it seemingly
has not affected the lands owned by Sir Thomas. Hares
positively swarm here, and it was nothing to see half a score
in one small field, which is exceptional in the present day.

state in which it was found. The colors as they appear nre
a dingy yellowish white and a deep asphalt brown, but pro-
bably thelips and eyes were formerly painted a different color.
The outer cover consists of a fine hut dense material, some-
thing between silk and linen. Besides this the front of the
body is covered with a flne network, made of stripcs of the
."same delicate material in the shape of a bib. The bead with
the prick ears is formed artiticially of some material by
Easting it on the real head, and where the bead joins the
ody a pii^ce of linen is wound around like a shawl. Itis

curious that on the whole cover no seam or any trace of
havinj? been tied with string can bo detected. The edges of
the dilJerent pieces of cloth are CHrefully turned in. and ap-
parently pressed down with a heavy object, probxbly a fl it

iron. The bib in front, and the bordering round the eyes
and lips, is formed in the same way. Besides the asphalt
some colorless glue seems to have been used for the white
cloth to stick it totcetber.

Fig. 2 shows a side view of the mummy, and Fig. ,3 repre-
sents the same without its outer covers, the rump is wound

rotmd and round with a long reed-band, consisting of many
single reeds, which are tjfd together by ppculiar knots.
After unwinding this band, the whole front side of the body
was found to be covered with layers of straight reeds, cut
off in different lengths to fill up the cavities of the body.
Fig. 4 shoe's the mummy in its last, or rather first covering.

This consists of several crossed bands of a coarse material,
and under these is a still coarser stuff (like sackcloth), which
has been so impregnated with asphalt, that it forms with
the skin and the hair one thick black indissoluble crust. The
dog's real ears, which were pressed forward against the head,
have also partially amalgamated with this mass.

Fig. 5 represents the body freed from all its coverings, the
fleshy parts have become in time a fine powderlike dust
which is heaped up in the cavities of the chest and abdomen.
The skeleton is mainly kept together by the dried and
shrivelled skin: all sinews and nerves have disappeared. The
bones, however, are very well preserved; the skull, Fie-. 6, can
hardly be distinguished from one lately prepared, but many
teeth show a tendency to split lengthways. To judge from
the appearance of the teeth the dog was about one year and
a half old. One fore-leg is somewhat crippled in consequence
of a badly-healed fracture.
The proportions of the skeleton and the shape of the skull,

as well as the long and fine tail, lead to the conclusion that
it is the mummy of a small greyhound or a large black and
tan terrier. The illustration of the skull is reduced to sis-
tenths of the natural .size."

DEATH OF MOLLY GLENDYNE. -.-Bristol, R. L—
Editor Forest and Stream: Another good dog gone to the
happy hunting grounds. My Irish setter bitch Molly Glen-
dyne died May 8 of inflammation of the bowels. Molly
was an excellent bitch, grand color and very typical, having
won on the bench both in the States and in Canada. She
won second at Lynn th's spring, when heavy in whelp, as
she whelped nine dogs after. She was my favorite dog in
the field, and no bird ever got away from" Molly: when he
dropped, were he in thicket or stone wall, Molly would
locate him and fetch him out. She was all that a man
could de.sira for a shooting dos, and I shall miss her very
much. Fiist my shooting compfinion was laid at rest, and
liow it is my favorite dog.—M. Fltkn-, Jb.

Birds were also plentiful, and a good many pheasants and a
couple of ducks were seen. Sir Thomas's estate is, indeed,
stocked with everything, from deer to pike, and it must be
a glorious sijot when The sporting season is on, albeit an
eyesore on his brondlands is the quantity of barbed wire
fencing. It seems that contrary to expectation Mr. Heywood
Lonsdale had some dogs ready after all, though Mr. Brails-
ford had, unfortunately, m"t with an accident and was un-
able to handle his dogs. He had a fall recently in getting
r'Ut of his dogcart, and has kept to his bed ever since.
Cameron, however, was on the spot, and gave a vei-y good
show.
Mr. Fred Lowe, without whom no field trial company is

complete, got off very easily so far as work is concerned,
and his fir.st trials in both the Pointer and Setter Puppies'
stakes were over in a few minutes. It will be seen he got
into the money in the setter division with Di of Kippen,
who is spoken of as a nailing little bitch, Glenbeigh, han
dl'^d by Nicholson, ma^ie a very good show, and cirried
aw <y the pointer prize to Ireland, besides winningthe special
for best of either breed. The dog worked splendidly, and
Mr. Moriarty's brother was greatly congr^.tulated in getting
their dog through to the top of a very good lot of dogs. Sir
Thomas Boughey's handler showed'some good work with
Comr ^d^ and Carmine, but it must be said that he had ex-
ceptional opportunities to break his dogs. After the card
had been fiuished on Taesdaj^ a match was run off. The
competitors w^ere Glenbeigh, who won, and Comrade, who
WHS placed third by the judges in the Pointer Puppy Stake.
They had along trial, and it was generally conceded that
Comrade had the better of it.

In the Pointer Puppy Stakes there were 20 entries, rang-
ing fmra Mr. Lonsdale's entry at 10 to others at 15 months
old. The heats were of short duration, as game was so
plentiful, some of them not being more than four minutes
duration, a sort of running that with the memory of the
lone tramps over the hills round Lexington one can hardly
realize. The winners in this stake were: First—D. M.
Moriarty's liver and white dog Glfnbeigh, by Grouse V,

—

Rita, 1.5 months old. Second—C. H. Back's liver and white
Busy Ben. by Rapid Ben—Busy, 12 months old. Third and
fourth—Sir Thomas Boughey's liver and white Comrade, by
Carlo—Bess, 14 months, and liver and white Carmine, by
Carlist—Blush, 13 months old.
The Setter Puppy Stakes had 14 entries and was run off

the second day, and was especiallj' notable for the fact that
the only Irish setter in the stakes won the prize, doing some
excellent work. This must be very gratifying to Irish setter
men and will certainly do a great deal toward encouraging
our "Irishmen" to persevere. The winners were: First

—

Rev. R. O'Callaghan's Irish setter Coloraine, by Fingal III.—Aveline, 12 months old. Second—Col. C. T. Cotes's liver
and white English setter Dodger, by Dexter—Kate, 13
months old. Third—Fred C. Lowe's bliie belton Di of Kip-
pen, by Rhoderick of Kippen—Dido, 14 months old.
On the third day, Thursday, the trial to decide the abso-

lute winner of the above stakes was run oft" between.

GLENBEIGH (Pointer) Ajtd coleeadte (Irish Setter).

These puppies were put down in a large grass meadow
close to the road. Both ranged freely, Coleraine quartering
her ground the more closely. Coleraine made a false point
and Glenbeigh backed. Then they kept pointing and draw-
ing on to where both partridge and pheasants had risen
from. In another grass field, with lots of cover, they worked
nicely, and Glenbeigh pointed close to the hedge, but noth-
ing came of it. He afterward drew on a hare which moved.
Another hare passed in front of them, to which Coleraine
dropped, and then she seemed to tire. Glenbeigh pointed a
bird, and Coleraine, refusing to back, took the point from
her. They were immediately called up, the pointer, of course,
winning.
The Acton Reynauld Stakes were then run oft', for all-aged

pointers and setters. Each breed separate. In the Pointer
Stake there were four braces, drawn as follow.'?:

C. H. Beck's liver and white Yum Yum, by Pordis—Quits'
Baby, oys..

against
Sir Humphrey de Trafford's liver and white Barton Pearl,

by Teign—Dagmar, Sys. lOmos.

A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and white Ighttield Deuce,
by Wynnstay—Dainty, oyrs.,

agaimt
R. J. Lloyd-Price's liver and white Welsh Crab^ by Crab-

Joy, '^yrs.

J. L. Bulled's liver and white Devonshire Lady, byMolton
Baron—The Village Star, 3yrs. 3mos.,

(igainst
J. H. Stock's liver and white Vixen, by Let—Minx, 5yrs.

F. C. Lowe's liver and white Belle des Bordes, by Young
Bang—Polly, 7yrs. Imo.

ucjainst
Col. C. J. Cote's lemon and white Polly .lones, by Carlo -

Jenny Jones, 3ys.

In this stake Ightfield Deuce, who it will be remembered
won the Pointer All-Aged Stake at the Central Trials last
fall, wa.s in the final heat running against Belle des Bordes,
and after a four-minute heat the latter won, with Vixen
reserve. In the Setter Stake, the dogs were drawn as follows:

.1. F. Hatfield Harter's black and white Marrow Bones,
by Master Sam—Blue Maud of Cranfield, 3yrs. 2mos.,

against
J. Bishop's black, white and tan Earl of Moira, by .Jock

—

Little Bess, '2yrs. 3mos.

R. LI. Purcell Llewellin's lemon, white and tan Jewel, by
Ben—Minna, lyr. Smos.,

agaimt
F. Warde's liver and white Tutsham Trip, by Baron

Doveridge—Nora, oyrs.

Dr. Wood's lemon belton Fred, by Prince—Moll IV., 4yrs.,
against

W. H. Cooper's Wrestler, by MuskeiTv—Floss, 4yrs.
The result of the running was in favor of Fred, with

Wrestler declared second best of either breed. Belle des
Bordes and Fred then ran off to decide the absolute winner.
After 16 minutes' work, neither having much advantage,
Fred was declaimed the winner.
The Cloverley Stakes were then run. This was for braces.

Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's lehtfleld's Rosa and Ian, the latter
winner of the Setter Derby at Lexington, N. C, last year,
were entered in this stake, as also were his Ightfield Deuce
and Eaton. In their work in the first heat they evidently
pursued the same tactics that they were guilty of when over
here, as SlocH-Kecpcr says:
"Dr. Heywood Lonsdale's setters Ightfield Rosa and Ight-

field Ian put down on the Co^ey Moors, where we st rted on
Tuesday. Both rnnniug clo.se together, ran intn birds and
then got several false points. Rosa being most at fault;
another flush and more false pointing, and then Rosa stood
bird.o, Ian backing. Rosa false pointed again, and the next
brace were calhd tor.

"Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's Ightfield Deuce and Ightfield
Elton, liver ticked pointers, worked by Hallam, were put
down in the adjoining grass. Deuce pointed and then false
pointed, and Eaton refused to back, but found a bare, which
stood looking him in the face for almost a minute. Deuce
moved on and stood the birds she was first drawing on.
Both ranged freely. Eaton going rather wide. Deuce again
pointed and Eaton backed, but "nothing came of it. Then
Deuc(^ flushed badly, and a pair got up which both had
passed. Deuce pointed again, and Eaton deliberately passed
close by without backing, the latter seeming to have a great
preference for the hedgerows. Another bird got up which
both bad passed. A move was then made to the moors, on
which we had such giod trials on the Tuesday and Thurs-
day. Birds could be seen from the road running about in
all directions. Eaton false pointed, and Deuce backed, then
both false pointed. In the next moor Deuce made another
false point, and Eaton backed. Deuce found birds, and
Eaton, who was evidently out of sorts, backed, and the next
brice was called for."
As we have not space to spare, and our readers being

naturally only interested in the dogs they know of, we can
not give the account of the other heats. Mr. Lewellyn
Price's brace, Coquet B., by Dashing Bondhu—Duchess
Primrose, and Bell Bondhu. by Dashing Bondhu—Duchess
Placid, eventually won the stake and were said to hvtve been
very skillfully bandied by their owner. Mr. Heywood
Lonsdale's brace, Ightfield Deuce and Eaton, securing
second prize, and Mr. Lowe's brace, Belle des Bordes and
Ben of Kipppn, third.
The breaker's prize was awarded to Hallam, Mr. Lons-

dale's breaker, though the judges said that had the prize
been open to all Mr. Leweli\n Price would have been en-
titled to it for the magnificent manner in which he worked
the winning brace.

DOG CHAT.

THE large number of grand field dogs which are this sea-
son being added to the California kennel interests, says

the Breeder and Sportsman, is arousing new interest and
life in sporting circles Mr. Henry Huber, the owner of
that grand acquisition, Duke of Vernon, has commissioned
Dr. Buzzard [no doubt this is intended for Dr. Glover, who
negotiated the sale of Duke] to purchase the grandest pointer
bitch that money can procure. Such action is commendable
in the highest degree, and his example will no doubt lead
other sportsmen to look for the best. Californians have one
pointer, at least, of which they may well be proud, for there
are many frequenters of bench shows here in the East who
think Duke of Vernon the best all-round pointer in America
to-day.

We do not, of course, know who "Aloin" is who writes for
the Breeder and Sportsman, but he evidently cannot speak
from personal experience. He says "there is" one grievous
fault to find at most shows, and that is the careless, slipshod
way most of the veterinarians have of attending to their
duties. Dogs showing strong and conclusive symptoms of
contagious and infectious diseases are allowed to be benched
to the great detriment of the show and the needless loss of
valuable dogs. When will this be stopped?" This may
have and has been the case in past seasons, but we are quite
sure that during this spring circuit of shows a cleaner or
healthier lot of dogs could not have been shown. The agita-
tion in the kennel press a year or two since did good work,
and with very few, if any, exceptions the "vets" this year
have been lynx-eyed enough for all practical purposes. LTa-
warranted assertions of this sort are apt to do a great deal of
harm in giving the outside public an idea that dog shows are
hotbeds of disease.

The new dog law for Pittsburgh, Pa., should have gone
into effect on April 39, and this provides that s\ be
levied on all dogs and -Sa on each bitch; but as there was not
enough money in the trea.sury for the purpose of buying
license tags and blank forms," the time was extended till
May 15, when the municipal law will go into force. Every
dog found without a license will entail a fine of 8,5 on the
owner of said wanderer. A dog pound has been arranged
with fifty kennels in a stable, and in addition to this 100
dry goods boxes have been purchased to accommodate the
transients. Doss not claimed in two days will be killed.
This plan is a gi-eat improvement on the one in vogue in that
city some time since, when the police were empowered to
shoot unlicensed dogs on sight, and several uncalled for and
cruel deeds were committed by the men in blue.

The idea of holding a grand specialist show is agitating
the minds of English exhi'ntors just now. As there are
some forty clubs devoted to different breeds, it will be easily
seen that if the clubs can be brought together and all jeal-
ousy eliminated, a show on a gigantic scale never before
attempted, could be the result. Some such idea was mooted,
over here last summer, and we still thuik that in the fall
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if our specialty clubs would combine, a good show could
be held with the venue in Brooklyn, which city ought to be
able to support a high-class exhibition. Since writing the
above we hear that a movement is on foot to have a show at
Madison Square Grarden, Thanksgiving week.

The New Jersey Kennel Club held their adjourned annual
meeting at Taylor's Hotel, Jersey City, at 7:30 P. M., March
12. The meeting was a full one, only two members of the
club being absent, and the occasion an exciting one, as the
officers for the ensuing year bad to be elected. The result
of the voting is as follows: President, C. J. Peshall; Vice-
President, T)r. W. Arrowsmith; Secretary, Geo. L. Wilms:
Treastirer. J. A. Thonias; Board of Governors: Max Wenzel,
Rowland P. Keasby, John Hetherington, Wm. Hepstey, E.
M. Oldham, Geo. McNiel, J. D. Sbo1:we.ll. A. Clinton Wil-
merding, Louis Livesey, John Lewis, Dr. G. J. Horuung,
and the officers of the club Delegate to the A. K. C—Cbas.
J. Pesball, who secured a large majority of the votes. This
is a vei-y significant election, and the result will be watched
with great interest by those who are interested in kennel
Blatters. After the meeting all the above members, together
with K. E. Hopf and your representative, made a move for
the dining room, and the social part of the evening began.
This was a dinner in honor of Mr. Hopf, the retiring vice-
president, who leaves for California this week. The affair
was a very pleasant one, and what with speeches, songs and
the excellent repast served by host Revere, the parting came
all too soon. President Pe.shall made a happy speech in
proposing the guest's health and future suf'cess, remarking
that whether he went to the wilds of California or even the
Fiji Islands, they wonld still count him a member of the
New Jei'sey Kennel Clal>. Parting time came, and the
company rose and forming a riug round the retiring guest,
they joined hands, and with "Auld Lang Syne" made the
rafters ring again, to show Mr. Hopf the estimation in
which he was held.

We find it impossible to find space for .the Los Angeles
show report, but as it is so long since the show was held,
and as the same report appeared in Breeder and Sportsman,
there is no use in reprinting it.

Mr. Leslie Bruce has also brought suit against Mr. A. P.
Vredenburgh for libel in writing to the papers that he
"aided and abetted" Mr. Peshall in something he was after-
wards found not guUty of.

One of the most important sales in colliedom has'just
been completpd. The Seminole Kennels, of Chestnut Hill,
Pa., have purchased from Mr. Harrison about the cream of
his grand kennel of this breed. Among them are the noted
dogs champion The Squire, champion Roslyu Wilkes, who
has a monopoly on the "best American-bred" specials, and
the promising young dog Roslyn Conway, together with the
bitches Metchley Surprise, with three of her puppies by The
Squire; the well-known Cora LI., in whelp to Wellesbburne
Charlie; Jaisyr Deane, who has also done a lot of winning,
and also Trnsty, in whelp to the late champion Scotilla,
These, together with their Roslyn Dandy, Sir Kelpie, and
some g-ood brood bitches put them just about at the
top of the tree, and we trust that their enterprise may go
hand in hand with good judgment in mating, so that ibhey
may themselves breed a Dolly or a Roslyn Wilkes. Referr-
ing to our advertising columns we find t'hat the above dogs,
together vdth the pug champion Treasure and the Irish set-
ters Seminole and Eleo, are placed in the stud, making a
choice of stud dogs that few kennels can boast of.

Mr. C. A. Stone writes us that at the coming bench show
of the Industi'ial Exhibition Association, to be held at To-
ronto Sept. l-i-18, the judges that have so far accepted are
Miss A. H. Whitney, of Lancaster; Mi'. C. H. Mason, of New
York; Mr. John Davidson, of Monroe. Mich., who will judge
the sporting classes, and Mr. A. Clinton Wilmerding, of New
York, who has very kindly consented to judge the spaniel
classes, Weknow that it Avasonly after earnest communion
with himself tbat the latter accepted the position and then
only on a guarantee that he would be fully protected dur-
ing his stay.

We have not had the space to spare to publish all of Mr.
Peshall's summing up speech, but this strikes us as being
a masterly effort: "There is not one line in all my writings
that will show a word said against the American Kennel Club,
not one line. I have insisted again and again that it is a
necessity in this country if you want to encourage and im-
prove the breeding of dogs, and that is what the club was
organized for, and not for the purpose to which it has de-
scended at this day. It was organized by those who loved
the dog, not for the dollar they could get out of the dog, btxt
for the dog himself. It was organized by men who recog-
nized the dog, the animal, gentlemen, above others; and if

a man will study him he will find this state of affairs to ex-
ist: That when a man has descended from the highest pedes-
tal that he could occupy, when he has gone down, down,
until he is found lying in the gutter in filth and in .slime,
when every action, wfien every good motive has left the
body, and he is lying ther'; the old father comes and looks
upon him from the sidewailc down into the gutter, the old
father with his hair silvered over with years; he sees his son
there; he looks upon him, and while the breast beats and
the eyes are filled with tears, he turns his back and walks
away. Again, another may come, the sister, who played
with him in their childhood days, when they weaved garlands
together; she comes and from that sidewalk looks in the gut-
ter and sees her brother. She weeps, her heart weeps; but she
will turn her back and walk away. And then again, another
comes, the brother that has played with him, that has roamed
the hills and the mountains and the country, and fished the
stream, and will look over a.nd see this party there iu his
filth, descended almost as low in my estimation as the Rodo-
manti of this club; he will turn his back and leave him. And
then another comes, perhaps the sweetheart, the one that
he had plighted his troth to, the one whose breath smelt
sweeter than any other, the one who gave him joy; she
comes and looks at him, and she will turn her back and
leave him. And then another comes: it is one who comes,
tottering with her age, and broken down, thinking of her
troubles, and throwing herself upon this prostrate form,
will come perchance to smooth his locks; it is the mother.
Again, and then another loving being will come, the canine
one, the one who has chosen his master for his god, no mat-
ter how low he may be, he will come, scenting the air for
fragrance of something that is sweeter to him than the Rose
of Sharon, and the moment he gets it he will throw himself
upon that body without for one moment seeing that his mas-
ter, the one that he has chosen for his god, is degraded.
When every man has left the man, when all are gone, there
will be found two beings sticking to man, the mother that
bore Mm and the dog that chose him for his god."

We are not at present at liberty to give particulars, but an
Irish setter will shortly be imported by a well-known
breeder from the kennel of another well-known breeder that
is as good, if not better, than any "red" yet imported to ttiis

country.

On the evening of May 4 the Mascoutab Kennel Club held
its annual meeting. Messrs. S. C. Paj'son, N. G. Gunu, N.

¥ox, H. G. Nichols, R. Foot; W. Borden, R. Fay, and
Drs. Lewis and Chamberlin were elected as directors in
place of those whose term of office had expired on the old
board. For the ensuing year the following officer.? were

elected by the directors: President, G. H. Goodrich; 1st
Vice-President, N. J. Bryson; 2d Vice-President, N, F. Pox;
Treasurer, William Borden; Secretary, John L, Lincoln. .Jr.

Mr. G. H. Goodrich was appointed thedelegate to the A.K.C.,
and will attend the meeting on th^ 3lst." Their next show
will be held Feb. 9 to 12, and this wiil make it come the week
before New York. During the meeting a resolution was
passed in favor of a srand dog show to be held during the
World's Fair in 1893, and a committee was appointed to
confer with the other clubs in this country and Canada with
a view to co-operation. The club will this summer put up
a clubhouse on its grounds. Messrs. John Munson, J. A.
Ijong and Charles M. Nelles were tendered a vote of thanks
for their gratuitous services as judges ;it the late show. The
club is in an excellent financial condition, and a satisfactory
profit was realized from the last show.

Mr. Chas. J, Peshall has commenced his rhreitened civil
suits against different members of the A. K. C: lor libel in
the publishing of his disqualification, etc, in the Kcmiel
Oazette. A Supreme Court summons, dat! (^i M iv 11, has
been served on Messrs. August Belmont, A. P. Vredenburgh,
J. L. Anthony, T. H. Terry, A. Clinton Wilmerding, J. D.
Shotwell and WiUiam C. Rogers. Answer to be given in
twenty days. The trial is dfsired ia the countv of New
York. Messrs. J. D. Shotwell and James L. Anthony will
have a separate little affair with Mr. Peshall in New .J'ei-sey,

he suing them for -SilO.OOO each for some unguarded utter-
ances they have made iu relation to the latter. Other mem-
bers of the A. K. C. are in process of be[Dg .•^iied for sundry
amounts in different cities where the Rciincl GazcUc has
been distributed. We are not quit<i clear as to tlio sepai-nte
amounts, but, anyhow, the sum total which Mr. prr.hnll is

suing for is $920,000. Witl) the interest attached to the
several^ suits and the intorr.sf no the money there will be lit-

tle difficulty in making up a cool million,' depeaditig on the
verdict of the jiuies. The dng days are evidently coming
with a rush. An advisory committee meeting of the A. K.
C. was held on Monday, but we were unaijle to len-u the
particulars from Mr. Vredenburgh, as they are to b-i- reserved
for the consideration of the executive meeting which is to
be held May 21.

"Do you know why a logical inference is like a dog's tail?"
"No, unless it may be a natiu-al conclusion."—P7tilat7cl-

pliUi Times.

Mr. Sears called on Mr. Angell, of the M. S, P. C. A., the
other day, and told him tbat he would in the near future
put Sir Bedivere on exhibition at a small fee, the proceeds
to be given to the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals. From this it would seem that the
crack is gettiug into his normal condition again, and we are
glad to hear it.

Mr. James Mortimer has sold his fox-terrier Suffolk
Coronet to Mr. J. W. Morden. of Hamilton, Oat. This dog
is by champion Re.sult and out cf Diadem, and ought
to be a valuable acquksition to Canadian breeders on account
of his excellent breeding.

The Toronto Kennel Club will hold theii- initial members'
show this evening. The judges are Messrs. T. G. Davey and
J. F. Kirk. There will be abrmt, twenty classes provided,
including the principal breeds. Ladies are specially in-
vited, and the affair is sure to be an interesting event and
likely to help the good cause along.

We have heard very favorable accounts of the disinfectant
"Cynolina," both as a kennel purifrer and as a wash for
mange and other cutaneous diseases. We therefore have
confideuce in calling the atteutiou of our readers, especially
those who have large kennels, to the offer in our advertising
columns this week. Kennel men may rest assured there is
no buncombe where the manufacturers are willing to take
such risks.

It is said in Co/i/ni: World that Mr. "Leeds" Smith has
given $5,000 for Young Bute to Mr. Sbillcock, owner of his
sire Lord Bute. The latter gentleman straightaway pur-
chased Young Bute's brother, Sir Hej'eward, who haH been
spoken of before in these columns, having won five firsts

and cups, only times shown If the aljove price is not a mis-
print—and we hope it is, for the sake of some poor future
American buyer, for the price will, of course, be doubled by
the time he is ready to point his head "Yaukeeward"—it

would seem as if Sir Bedivere's .*(j,500 has set a pace that
even the Englishmen find they must keep up with.

Mr. Megson, the English collie breeder, purchased recently
the promising young collie Lagan Oscar. Mr. W. E. Masou
then purchased him from Mr. .Vlegson as soon as he arrived
at the latter's kennels at a vHry hmg figure. Speaking of
collies it would seem as if Mr. Stretclrs troubles do nntcome
singly, for news comes now of the death of his not^d brood
bitch Sweet Model. Coming so soon after the death of his
Black Diamond, this is enough to try the stoutest fancier's
nerve. He gave .¥500 for her in lo87 and she has, no doubt,
paid for herself many times over.

If Ireland cannot secure Home Rnle she can certainly take
some consolation from the fact that b -r '.loss h awe beaten
the English ones on their own gr. iu.rH,:! in the lace field trials
held in England. The poiufer lUenbeigh is owned by an
Irishman, Mr. D. Moriarty, and trained by him iu Irtdaiul,
and is a younger brother of Cbftwvud. who won ,at the Iiish
Field Trials in 1890. Coler.iine, the bitch that has upheld
the honor of her race so well and consistently, ia Irish all

through, an Irish red, and owned by the Eev. 'O'Gallaghan.
To be able to run a heat in four minutes and decide nu the
merits of the dog.s under judgment, :^^•^ln> like rushing
matters a little too quickly, unless game w^.s, extremely
abundant, and many of the heats were of less than ten min-
utes' duration at these trials.

Three hundred and twenty collies benched at once is a
sight worth seeing for those who are fond of this handsome
and useful breed. This is the entry secured by the Northern
ahd Midland Sheepdog Club show, held May 5, at Manches-
ter, England.

Speaking of the sale of Scottish. Priuce, the St. Bernard,
Canine World says, "His skull is phenomenal iu its mas-
siveness, and he has remarkable depth and Kfjuaveuess of
muzzle. His color, markings aud shadings are of the best,
and altogether he is a dog that English breeders can ill

spare, although they fortunately have his .sire."

Mr. Hedly Chapman, who sold Hepsey to Mr. Difl'enderf-
fer, is to follow her shortly, having arranged for a long va-
cation, part of which will be spen^t in this country, so we
may see Princess Florence in New ^ork after all.

The noted pug, Lord Sali.sburj% was found dead in his box
on arrival at the Ayr show. Too many dogs in one box
w^as the cause, and this led to a fracas during the journey,
when of course the pick of the basket paid ^the penalty of
the owner's economy and want of foresight.

We gave exclusively, some time since, the news of Mr, F.
E. Lamb, of Baltimore purcha.sing the St. Bernard bitch
iVLarguerite. She has been bred to the Scotch dog Polyphe-
mus, the one-eyed dog, and sailed for this country on the
Queensmore, April 39. She must be a good brood bitch, as

she Is the dam of Marquis and Marchioness of Bute; the
latter has already won two firsts and medal at Kilmarnock
and recently four firsts and two gold medals at the Ayr
show. Marquis winning first and special in his class.

Sir Richard Sutton, who was an enthusiastic field sports-
man as well as a noted yachtsman, died recently, and now

j

his setters are on the market, Mr. Pureell Llewellin has
I

purchased several of them.

The Canadian Pointer Kennels have purchased from Mr.
John Bulled the pointer dog Devonshire Nero. Tbis dog ia
quite a good one, having earned vsdnning bracketa at the
field trials and also on the bench, winning at Birmingham
and at Craft's great show a month or two^since.

Five hundred dollars was recently paid to Mr. Fred Lowe
by a lady in London, for the Barzoi Roussalka, winner in
the bitch class at the Kennel Club show.

All the bulldog men on the other side are now enjoying
themselves at the club show held this week. Extraordinary
efforts have been made to make it the specialty show of the
year. A grand dinner will be given during the show to
which our friends Frank Dole and Walfpr J. Comstock
have been specially invited. By tbe way, these two gentle-
men seem to have jumped right into popular favor, as they
seem to be made much of and are having a fine time gener-
ally. They will take in the Brussels show on the Itith, so
we mav expect to see some choice Schipperkes soon at the
Park Kennels. Frank has purchased the bulldog H. M.
S'anley, from Mr. H. Layton. He is by German Monarch
out of Princess Brindle, and is said to be a capital bodied
dog. but faulty in hpad properties. He will be shown for
the Ellis-Woodiwiss £1.0 cup at the Bulldog .show.

Another and more important bulldog importation is that
of Cardinal Wolseley, which has by this time reached New
York, and is the property of Mr. E D. Morgan who it will
be remembered owned aud showed some of the best bull-ter-
riers a year or two since. His advent into the bulldog ranks
will be a welcome one. Cardinal Wolseley was purchased
from Mr. Alfred George.

"They Say," in Canine World has it this week "That dear
little Willie Wade, of Hulton, is laid up with the grippe."
"That he will have hatched a fine old egg for some one by

the time he gets out."

Mr^ L. Upcott Gill has publi.shed the "Collie Stud Book
and Show Record," containing the full pedigrees and bencb
show winnings of dogs exhibited in 1889 and 1890 up to
February. This will be a reference book of great value to
collie breeders.
The English Collie Club will bold their show at Birming-

ham, May 23. Mr. Wheeler will judge. A veteran class is
made for dogs over five years old, that have not been ex-
hibited since Dec. 31, 1888, and this is sure to prove an inter-
esting exhibit and an opportunity to view some of the old
cracks not often vouchsafed We understand that Roslyn
Dolly, the crack youug bitch that the Chestnut Hill Kennels
has shown this spring, saded for .Kngland last Saturday and,
no doubt, she will appear at the above .show, when it will
be interesting to know what our English cousins think of
her.
Mrs. Smythe's St. Bernard bitch Castlereagh, mention of

whose purchase by Mr. Watson was made some time since
iti these columns, ha.s sailed on the Mississippi for Philadel-
phia. She is by Puritan out of Ravine and has been bred
to Lord Bute. She comes from Mr. Shillcock's kennels.

Irish terriers are bringing big prices in England, two of
them having been sold to the Earl of Shannon for S600.
They were winners both at Birmingham and Graft's show.

A special meeting of the St. Bernard Club was held at the
Hoffman House, New York city last Monday evening. Those
present were W. H. Joeckel, Jr., President, in the chair; J,
O. Thurston, B. P. Johnson, Col. Ruppert, W. A. Wells,
Daniel Mann and K. E. Hapf. During the meeting the
secretary in behalf of the board of governors and for the
club, presented the retiring president, Mr. Hopf, with a
magnificent gold watch and chain as a testimonial of their
appreciation of his untiring efforts in behalf of the club.
The watch is a very handsome hunter. On the inside is en-
graved: "Presented to K E. Hopf by the St. Beriiard Club
of America, May 11th, 1801." Ou the back is handsomely
chased the monogram K. E. H. Mr. Hopf appropriately
thanked his friends and the meeting adjourned.

We draw the attention of our readers to the list of our new
kennel advertisements this week. They include Dr. H. T.
Foote's black and tan terriers for sale, Irish setters by Max
Wenzel and George Talcott; Illinois St. Bernard Kennels;
the Anglo- Americ.iu Terrier Kennels; Irish ten'iers by Mr.
P. Sterline; St. Bernards by P. J. Langler; Pointers by Geo.
IT. Giblin and G. W. Amory; aud cockers by the Brunswick
Kennels, In the stud, Senii note Kennels' collies, Irish set-
ters and pugs, and A. M. Murray's St, Bernard.

It would seem as if the St. Bernards themselves were deter-
mined to keep up the prices at all risks. Now it is, we
regret to say, Mr. E. B. Sears's turn to taste some of the bit-
ters of a breeder's experience. We hear tbat his grand St.
.Bernard dog, champion Hesper, died Tuesday morning last.
This is a loss both to St. 1 Jem a rd breeders and to Mr, Sears,
that w^ill be hard to replace, as fCesper's services were in great
demand and he proved himself au excellent stock getter.
Hesper was whelped May;!, 1885 and was by Sailor out of
Bollona. A dog of large .sii-e and e.vcellent coloring, he was
a!waj*s a great attraction at the sliows, at which he has won
over thirtj^ prizes and specials. He was imported by Mr.
Sears in December, 1889, and can claim an unbeaten record
in this country. Mr. Sears has our sincere sympathy in his
loss.

Mr. Alfred Sewell, in an article shortly to be published in
"The Fanciers' Year Book," entitled "How Distemper is
Contracted," Says: "No doubt the greatest source of all for
spreading the disease are dog shows, and I am sure that so
long as there are shows, so will distemper rage to a more or
less extent. This, in most cases, is put down to the bench-
ing, feeding utensils, etc, used at shows, as being the
medium of spreading the infection; but it is my opinion, as
well as experience, that they play but a small partm spread-
ing the disorder compared \vith the dogs themselves, some of
which may have come (mm kennels where distemper is
present; others may, and often are, suffering from the
disease in its early stages, when it is impossible for anyone
to detect it, and which often during a show develops, when,
of course, it is the duty of the acting veterinary surgeon to
order the animal's removal. With respect to the benching,
feeding utensils, etc., it is my opinion, and this I have come
to after many experiments, that the germs of distemper will
live but a very short time on painted wood, iron work, and
enameled troughs that are used at shows for feeding pur-
poses, and for supplying dogs svith water; and I believe that
the germs of distemper may be removed from these articles
by carefully and thoroLighly washing them. Another point
to show that the benches have not so much to do with Hie
spreading of the rlisuase, is the fact that a lar^e number of
puppies nave suffered from distemper after being exhibitetl
at shows where the benching, etc., has been entirely new, as
at Ayr and Southport."

'
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DOGS TO TREE PHEASANTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Our principal sport here in the eai'lygame season ii? pheas-

ant shooting. These birds are found in great numbers in
the river bottoms, where the timber and 'lorush is so dense
you can s:c;< rcely see live feet ahead of yon at any time. We
only find the liirds after we hear them fly. and maikinp; the
direction in which they go by the sound, locate them on the
trees on which thty light, and shoot them with a. 33 rifiegeu-
erally. Now, what we need is an active, bria;ht dog, suffi-
ciently Ions iu le.e and strong enough to enaf)le him to jjet
over logs and throiigh the dense salal brush and fern (which
grows all over the ground as thick as the hair on the back
of a dog to the height of from 3 to -ift. under the trees)
rapidly. He must have a goo<l nose, and be easily taught to
follow the birds up when thev fly to tree or trees in which
they light, and then hark till the gunner comes up. One
can only locate the dog by sound. Now, if you can inform
us what kind of a thoroughbred or crossbred dog would be
best and most easily broken for this kind of work , and
where we can get them, you will confer a favor on many
readers here of the most excellent Fokest and Strkam.

F. P. Roberts.
Seattle, Wash., May 1.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kotes mngt be sent on prepared blanks, which are Inr-

nl8hed free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 800 of any one form, bound for

retaining: dupUcatea, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks aout Cree on application.

Bluelier. Bj H. P. Loy. Meriden, Oonu.. for blacV, white and
tan, blue mottled, besigle dog, whelped .Fidy 19, 1890, by Chubb
(imported Blue Boy—Mysiic) out of Mvstic II. (Ko-s—Spnt ).

S/wf J\\ B. By Jas. A. Hardicg. Sr. .John, N. B,. for black, white
pnd lan b.-iigle doiz, whelped July If, ISWI, bv Caubb (imported
Blue Boy— Mystic) out of Mystic 11. (Ross—Spot).
General Cvster. By Willaid Hardy, North Andov^r, Mass., for

black, wbiie and tan beagle dog. whelped July 19, 1890, by Chubb
(imported Blue Boy—Mystic) out of Mvstic II. (Ross—Spot).
Dandij. By B. S. Miller. Andes, N. Y., for black, white and tan

bea.ETle di g, whelp, d July 19, 1890, by Chubb (imported Blue Boy
—Myst'c) out of Mysi.ic 11. (Ross-Spol).
Mnmir. E. By Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., for apricot

tawn pus bitch, whelped Feb. 27, 1S91, by Spokane (champion Kash
—Lady Thora) out o£ Lady Verne.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Jess—Eed River Glenclw. J. H. Wilsou's (Oitaw.., Dl.) Irish set-
ter hilch Jes (Fred Glencbo—Nellie Bru&b) to R. H. Burr's Rf &
River (-ilencbo (cbamnkm (ileucbo—Lyda Belle), Mav I.

Lady Macli—Ecd River Glenclw. (i. T. Lord's (Turnerville,
Conn.) Irit-h setter blteli Lady Mack (Blaze—Gladys 13.) to R. H.
Burr's Red River (Tleneho (champion Glencbo—Lyda Belle),
Mfly 9.

Viola—Bradford Ruby II. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (C'ncinnati,
O.) pughlich Viola (champion Treasure—Tonsy) to their Bradford
Ruby II. (champion Bradford Ruhy—Pubs B.), Mayo.
NeUie—OTjo, Jr. P. .1. Keating'd (Toronto, Out.) cocker sijaniel

hUcb Nellie ro Ridcau Kdunels' Obo, Jr. (champion Obo—Nellie),
Aprd 8.

Dot Smirlv—Oli<\ Jr. C. E. Living's (Ottawn, Onf .) cocker span-
iel biti.h Dot Sm'rle (Bob Obo—Tnuehi to Itideau Kennels' Obo,
Jr. (cbampion OI>o—Nellie). M'lrcb IS.

Floss Oho—Bull (Jljo. T. M. Robertson's (Kitigstou. Out.) cocker
spaniel hitch Floss Obo (champir n Oho—Bessi" Obo) to Rideau
Kennels' Bob Oho (champion (^bj—Nullie), Feb. 21.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

LKflft T. G. T. Oorman'3 (Oftchituate, Mass.) pointer bi tch Luoa
T. (AVm. Tell-Rosa Croxtetb)^ ApiiJ 28, eight (lotu- dogs), by L.
(irirdni ! "b Dulte of Veruon (Glendale— Spotless).

LarUi llivrtna)!. Eberhart Fiic Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug
bitch liudy ThuTman (Dixie— Silver Shoe), May t", five (four dogs),
by their Eberbart'b Oa.fhier (champioii Kash—Ludy T' ora).
East Lal;e Virgie. Eberhart. Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug

hileh East Lake Virgie (champion Bradford Ruby—Puss B.), May
(5, four (three dogs), by their Bradford Ruby II. (cbampion Brad-
ford Ruhy—Puss B ).

Molly Glendyne. Glendyne Kennels' (Bristol, R. I) Irish setter
hitch Molly Glendyne (Gienmore—Nell), April 10, six (four dcgs),
by their Glen Jarvis (Elcho, Jr.—Maid).
Silma. Andrew Smith's (Maud, Pa,) St. Bernard bitch Silma

(Lysander— Fanohon), M»rcU 27, Ave (three dogs), by Tracy
Gould's Ben Hur (Cato—Belle Valentine).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on applloatloni

Oeneral Custer. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelpsd July
19, 1890, by Chubh ont of Mystic II., by E. H. Brag.g, North Sidney.
Me., to Willard Hardy. Nonh Andover, Mass.
Spot N. B. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped July 19,

1880, by Chubb out of Mystic II.. by E. H. Bragg, North Sidnev,
Me., to Jas. A. Hardy. St. John, N. B.

Bluclicr. BlacK, white and tan. blue mottled, beagle dog,whelped
.lulv 19, l!-90, bv Chubb out of Mystic IL, by E. H, Bragg, North
Sidiity, Me-, to L. P. Loy, Meriden. Conn.
Dandy. Black, white and tan t-eagle dog, whelped .Tuly 19. 1890,

by Chuhb out of Mystic II., by E. H. Bragg, North Sidney, Me., to
B. S. Miller, Andes, N. Y.
Mauprat. Orange and white rough St. Bernard dog, whelped

Match a", 1891. by Ben Hur, Sr., out of Silma, by Andrew Smith,
Maud. Pa., to Mrs. Judge Gould, Oaklands, Troy, N. Y.
Little Wonder. Pug d g, by champion Kash ont of Nun Nicer,

by Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa., to Loring Brown, Bijling-
broke, Ga.
Sandy. Red Irksh setter dog, pedigree unknown, bv Seminole

Kennels, Chestnut H 11, Pa., to Loring Brown, Bolingbroke, Ga..
Scotch Laddie. Coilie dog. by Strephon out of Flossie, by Semi-

nole Keuueis, Chesinut Hi!), Pa., to Jas. C. Stockton, Radnor,
Pa.

Welleslinurne Hfro. Collie dog, by champion Tue Squire out of
Wanda, by Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa., to Jas. C. Stock-
ton, Radnor, Pa.
Roslyn Dandy—Daisy Dean ivhclp. Collie bitch, by Seminole

Kennels, Chesinui Hill, Pa., to J. W. Ingham. Philipsburg, N. J.
BelU. Red Irish setter bilch, by champion Gerald out of (Dushla,

by Semmole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa., to N. L. Washington,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
.King Lear. Pug dog, by champion Kash out of Ritby N.. bv
Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa., to W. R. Van Tine, Jr„
Cleveland, O.
Belle Wane. Dark red Irish setter bitch, whelped Sept. 11, 1830,

by Blaze out of Nellie, by Glendyne Kennels, Bristol, R. I., to F.
E. Wase, Dun cannon. Pa.
Prince. Sable and white spaniel dog. pedigree unknown, to

Chas. Kritzenberger, Cincinnati, O.
Belle. King Charles spaniel bitch, by Forder's cham pion Jumho

II. out of Gay Beauty, by Angle-American Terrier Kennels,
Salem, Mass., to Richard Killeher, Brookline, Mass.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for answering- questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

P. D., Marion.-1.What is the safest and surest manner to physic
a puppy of lOmos.? 3. Whirh are the best hunters, English, Irish
setters or pomter.-? 3. Do you know of any one in this State who
hoards dngs and field trains them? 4. What age should a puppy
be to comtbence held breaking? Ans. 1; GiA'e him a dessertspoor-
ful of syrup of buckthorn every other day for a w'eek. 3. Ail
depends on tbe country; for thick, rough couniiy, use a seller; tor
open work you will find tlie pointer a good worker. It is to a
Eleat exient a matter of fancy and proper training. 3. Write to
lilberty Kennels, Hyattville, O. 4. About eight months, not
younger.

S. L. W.. Pullman. III.—Some two or thif e weeks ago some e\il-
mindud person poisoned several dogs iu Wuid«or,_ Vt,, and my
water spaniel got a dose which nearly liilled him, N obrid\ knows
yvha-t the poison was. The dog was first taken with violent con-

vulsions (he had three), and between these convulsions he vom-
ited freely. After the last spa^m a man gave him a mixture of
olive oil and white of egg, -which relieved him, and he gradually
recovered in a measure. Ever since be has seemed weak, and
drooling at intervals, wnth occasional hot nose. Appetite vari-
able. The dog is fom- years old this summer, and has never been
sick except with distemper, for which I treated him according
to directions in your columns, and be had alight attack. Ans.
Tbe dog no doubt needi toning up. A dessertspoonful of cod liver
oil every day in his food would perhaps put him all right. Thongn
not knowing the nature of the poison it Is difhculfc for us to pre-
scribe. F"eed on good nutritious foods.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
'T^UE Winans Trophy, which is to be the emhlem of the American

Amateur Revolver Championship, is now on American terri-

tory. It came through L ucle Sam's Custom House a few daj^s ago
and is now in Ihe offlce of Forest and Stream. It is a spirited
bit of work in silver brouz«i, and gives a cowboy in all his trap-
pings and regalia, with revolver "bead on" to some unseen victim'
while the title '"Hands up!" tells the whole story. When a cut
has been made, all our readers will be enahled to judge of the
artistic beauty of the very appropriate gift whicli Mr. Winans has
so generously placed at the disposal of his American brothers of
the trigger.

In using the targets Are one shot each in order at the targets
from 1 to 6. This will make just one round, and by keeping each
shot separate there wiU be no possible dispute as to the cutting
out of one shot hole by a subsequent shot. In this way, too, it

will be possible to do more accurate scoring than by a confused
mass of shots on one paper.

These target sheets have been prepared in quantity, and may be
had on application either personally or by mail to this office. A
good drill for any one intending to make a record in this match,
or for any revolver shooter for that matter, would be to use old
postal cards or bits of card board clipped to that size. When
shot after shot can be placed at 20yds. on the card, then the man
and his arm are in good condition for line scoring. Until that
degree of pmliciency is reached there is need of improvement,
either in holding or perhaps the arm is not capable of meeting the
demands made upon it. In either case it is well to know .iust

where the trouble lies, in order to correct the evil.

From the demand already made for targets and the inquiries
made about the conditions of the match there is every prospect
that the competition will he sharp and severe, with a fine record
as the winning score. We are convinced that the arms now on
the market, the regular output from several factories, are fully
capable of giving a record of oin. in 6 shots, string measure. So it

merely remains for the marksman to make his skill meet the ac-
curacy of the arm. and that is merely a matter of intelligent
practice and study of the minor points of loading, sighting, etc.
Does any one want a proper weapon for the purpose, just consult
the advertising columns of Fohest and Stream and you will
see the very best makes duly heralded.

O M Jewell

BOSTON, May 9.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at its ranee to-dav, and a large
number of riflemen w"re present to shoot in the prize and prac-
tice matches. /V. L, Bracket won the silver mem'iership medal.
Eollowing are the scores made tr-day, distance 200vds., Standard
American target, re-'^nirin? ailowed:

All-Comers' OtT-band Match.
87 FD./nieia 77 A Sharp 71

_ 8lj AS Hunt -,5 DNWinn 69
F C Bridge 81 D Ma rtin 7i C W Eai on egMTDay 80 A G Horn 74 S D Hart 65
J B Hohbp 78

All-Comers' Rest Match.
S Wilder Ill John French 103 D Martin 93
A H Ballard 108 M T Day 103 A Elson 80W P Thompson. .KIC. JWFi euch 99 S P Hart 87MR Barter 105 A s Hunt !18 DN Winn 85

Militarv Mateli, Creedmoor Target.
Roberts Chase.... 41 J S Mill-- ;5f) A H Hardy 33
Lieut. J A Frye... 43 SLfingley 39 MTDay.. 1 ...3!s
ASField 41 HGKing 36 BBBaker 23
JBHobba 4'l DNWinn ..85 O W Eaton 33

Pistol Match, oOYds.
SC Sydney 78 M R Barter 77 G M Stevens 69

MERIDEN, Conn.—Tbe third annual shoot, open to all comers
and any rifle, of the Citizens' Rifle Club will be held Friday and
Saturday, May 29 and 30. If si orniy an Saturday tbe shoot will be
continued to .Slondav. |:;0:1 in cash prizes. German ring targets
at2C0fds. Ticl:ets, 50 ceiii.-j 3 sljofs. Three bfst scores to count.
Point target tiel-.ei h will sr.kl at the rate of 10 for $1. Sixty per
cent, of iiione,\ leceived on iljis target will be divided equally
according to the Tmuii-ipr of iimnts shot. Premiums—Moat bulls-
eyes en this t;nire'. .f.n; second, tliird, $1. Lust hulheyeeach
da\-, $2. A'Ulre.ss ,J. N. L aie. See.

KEYHOLimr BULLRT-.-Xcw Ym-t. April gl,-In your issue
of April hi •'(?. D.." of Piiil idelpbia, asks for an explanation why
a bullet sboulrl make a lo: lc '--m ' id a tarEretins'ead of round ragged
hole. I should say that that f,.ttit is eUher in Ihe moulding of the
bullet or lead in the barrel of ihe gun. I have had the same
trouble and from the same caus", and then I have had it from not
I'aving the regular amount of powder in the shell.—Wild Char-
X.EY.

GARDEN CITV RIFLE TEAM.-The Garden Ci'v Rifle team
met for their w-eekly contest 'i'UfS'lay evening, May 5, at George
Mcf'une's shooting gallery, llB S >uih Halsied street, Chicago.
Conditions were S.^yds., 2.5 shots each, open siebts, ftee off-hand
position. Massachusetts p' per targcl, possible :iOO points: W.J.
G1hhs268, A. Sorensen 2(i:i, .M. Braun 2fiL C. R. Gr>'nt 258, T. Ford
2.55, Geo. McCune 244, W. J. Myers 211, Joe Hosie 240,

EMPIRE RIFLE CLUB.-New York, May 5.—The, following
scores were made hv members 111 the Empire Rifle Club at their
regular weekly shoot: W. Rosenbium 07, Ch. Zettler, Jr. 03. W.
Maisenbolder ttl, W. Miller H9, A. Nowak 87, H. Zettler 87, J. Zet-
tler 84, G. Hillmeyer 64, G. Muth 50.

THE TRAP.

REVOLVER SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.
ONDON, England.—Editor ForfSt and Stream: Before the year

.
I 18S5 there was no revolver shooting of any account done in

England, 'here being no clubs for that purijose and the English
National Rifle Association not giving any prizes for that arm, so
there was no inducement for men to practice.
In the year 1885 the English National Rifle Association gave a

series of prizes for revolvers at their annual meeting at Wimble-
don, but they were so afraid of accidenis that it was confined to
officers of the army. The scores made were very poor, the top one
being 34 out of a possible 30, on a Sin. buUseye (counting fl), at
20yds.
Tbe next year, 1886. the scores were still very poor, 35 points

winning the first prize. An American. Mr. Walter Winans, was
allowed, as a favor, to shoot a few shots, but not for competition,
as the prizes were still confined to English oflficers. In this year
several revolver clubs were started in London, the principarone
being in cennection with Ihe South London Rifle Club; at this
club Mr. W^alter Winans won the championship for the year with
a score of 64 ont of a possible 72, at a 3in. ballseve, at 25yds. (whirh
still stands as the English revolver record at this distance), and
took the gold jewel of the club (using a Colt's revolver) Both he
and jSIr C. F. Lowe beat the scores (at 20yds.) made at Wimbledcn
by the officers, so they would most likely have won first and sec-
ond pris^es there if they had been allowed to compete.
lu liiS7 for the first time the revolver competition at Wimbledon

was thrown open to others than officers, as members of the
English National Rifle Association were allowed to compete. As
Mr. Walter Winans is a member he was allowed to shoot.
The target and rules were dififerent this year. The targets con-

sisted of the head and shoulders of a miniature man cut out
of a wood boaid. with abuUseye 4x5in. marked in the center in
outline. The prizes were divided into two series, one at targets
moving across tbe line of fire (very slowly), and the second at a
target rising and disappearing at intervals of five seconds. Dis-
tance as usual 20yds.
As may be imagined there was no difficulty in making highe<^t

possibles at these for any one who could shoot worth s cent (espe-
cially as after a few shots at the disappearing target the partition
behind it got marked with the bullet holes so lhat competitors
could aim at a spot on it and fire when the target appeared be-
tween them and it). Mr. Walter Winans made a highest possible
score at both targets, dividing the prizes with several otheis who
also made highest possibles (the rules not permitting shooting oft'
ties.

There was also a prize given by Kynoch, the maker of a patent
revolver, lor the best score made by a pistol of his make at the
sliding target. Mr. Walter Winans won it with a score of 2'i out
of a possible 34 (the next competitor being two points behind),
which is the ta' St-on-record score to this date with this make of
revolver. In 1B88, at Wimbledon, in the two revolver series the
buUseye was reduced to 3in. (counting 6 points) on a circular
target divided into rings, and the di-^appearing target came up at
intervals of rhree seconds (which is its speed to the present date).
Mr, Walter Winans' possible scores, using a .SScal. Smith and
Wesson, gallery ammtmition (the rides said "any ammunition"
and Mr, Winans submitted his cartridges and had them p<issed
before competing). He also won every competition he shot for at
the South Loudo > Rifle Club that year (two shoots a week all the
summer), and the championship and gold medal of the club with
the same revolver.
In 1889 the Wimbledon target was altered by having a 2in. ring

made in the Sin. bullseye (counting 7), and i-evolvers had to be not
less than .45-cal. and to take tbe English service ammunition.
Mr. Walter Winans won both prizes again, the disappearing one"
with a Smith & Wesson altered to take the English ammunition
(making a scoie witliin one point of the highest possihh ), which
is the record score up to date; and winning the other with a Colt
(which ho used to show that he would shoot with any goed make
of revolver, a competitor having declared that it was the revolver
and not the shooter that won). This score was 40 out of a possible
42, and is the rt- cord for that style of sbooting.
He also won the revolver championship of the South London

Rifle 01 nb and all its competitions (some dozen) he shot in, tising
a Colt revolver.
lu 1889 the English Natirnal Rifle Association removed to their

present shooting ground at Bisley.
The revolver prizes were the same conditions as the year before.

Mr. ('. Haig. a very fine English shot, won both with a Colt re-
volver, mating 39 points in both (Mr. Walter Wanans, thotigh
present, was not permitted by his doctor to shoot, having only
just recovered from a severe attack of typhoid fever) Mr. Haig
is the gentleman who came next to Mr. Winans in 1887 and ISbS.

London.

Scorn for publication should he made out on the printed biani-n

P 'epared by the Forest and Stream, and furnisned gratis to elub
R cretaries. Correspondents who favor us ivith eJuh scores are par-
timla/rly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

May 11-16.—Fourteenth Annual Tournament of tbe Texas Stftte
Sportsmen's A^^sociation, at San Antonio. W. L. Simpson, Sec'.v.
May 12-14 —Grand Tournamejit of the South Side Gun Club, 4t

W^atertown, N. Y, Open to all. L. H. Prentice, Sec'y.
May 13-15,—Meridian (.Miss.) Giui Club Tournament. Open to

aU. J. R Alexander, Sec'v.
May 13-16.—Ha ni^lnirg, Pa., Shooting As'^ociatinn Tournament,

asMsted by the Inter-Stato .Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associ-
ation. Three days targets. One day live birds. H, M. F. Worden,
Sec'y.
May 19-31,—Waskiu?ton (D. C.) Capital Citv Gun Club, assisted

by Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Asso-
ciation gir^ranrees .§1.000.

May 20-28.—Wm. tl. Wolstercroft's Second Annual Tourna-
ment, at Facony Driving Park, Philadelphia, Pa. Address Wm.
H. Wol tencrofi, Frankford. Philadelphia, Pa.
May 26-: O.-Nc wai-k (N, Tournament. Three days targets,

two days live 'lirds. Tai'set si- ootiug events under management
of Mr. H. A. Penrose; live bird contes's under control of Mr.
.Jacob Pentz.
May oO. -Canajoharie (K. Y.) Gun Oluh Tournament. T. C.

Pfgnim. Sec'y.
May 30.—Spring Tournament Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club. Open

to all. Programmes sent bv C. VV. Brown, Pres., Maplewood, N. J.
June 3-.5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoit assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealerb' Association. Association guarantees
81.000. club adds $3,000. total 83,000.
June 3-5.-Rocky Mountain Sportsman's Association Tourna-

ment, at Denver, Col. C. M. Hampson, Sec'y.
June 8-13.—Regular Annual Tournament of the Illinois State

Sportsmen's Association. W. L, Shepard, Sec'y, Chicago, III.
June 15-19,—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
July, first week.—Bo^ I or; Wellington Gun Club, three days'

tournament, under auspices of Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association.
July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. \'.) Gun

Club. E. B. Roberts, Sec'y.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
Brooklyn, May 5—The .^cme Gtm Club, of Brooklyn, held its

regular monthly hluerock shont at Dexter Park this atlernoon.
J. Lindstedt won the club badge with 16 out of 20. Four sweep-
stakes at inanimate targets followed the regular event. The
results:
C

18y .

Mun
N. , „, „, ^ „, „. „^
13 F. Rau.se h 9, c. Dethiofl 11, J. Rausch 1. R. Lambert
Short 14. P. Maily 4,

In the first sweepst^akes P. Knntzweiler took first money on 5
out of 6; M. Schottler ou-'shot Lind-tedt:, Lenaire, Dethloff and
Short tor second prize; Menkeh .Munk and Lambert div. third
prize on three each.
Second sweepstakes, same conditions; Short, Bethloff and

Rausch broke 6 straight- In the shoot-off' Short had to drop out.
the other two div diug; W. Vorbach and P. Knntzweiler divided
second prize; J- W. Schottler took third money on 4.
In the third sweFp'taites F. Rausch and T, Schorr, 5 ^ach, took

first money; 0 Dethloff and H. Menkel div. the second part of
the purse.
The First German Gun Club, of New York, had its regular shoot

at Dexter Park, Long Island, to-day. The club d d not have its
usual large following', but those who were there enjoyed them-
selves at dinner afterward. Fourteen members she, under the
usual club conditions, at 10 birds each. The onlv straight score
was made by J. Sch wack and he took first pri.ze. T. Pfaender and
A. Goetz killed 9 each; in the shoot-off Pfaender won bv a bird.
One of the most succes'^ful shoots of the Fountain Gun Club

took place at Woodlawn Park, Long Island, to-day. The new sil-
ver cup given by L. T. Duryea was in competition for the first
time and the scores made for it were extremely good. Two invited
guests shot with the members who faced the traps. They were J.
Parker, of Detroit, and .Mrs. Lindsley, who had accompanied her
husband, a member of the cH b, to see the shoot. The club now

FredeO, R. Pflsier 8, J. Parker 10, H. W. BlafVmacher'o, 'ki's!
Lindsley 9, J. E. Lake 8, W. Levens 7, J. Seddons 5.

T.

WELLINGTON. Ma^s,. May 9.-The regular weeklv shoot of the
Wellington Gun Club was held to-day w-itU a fair attendance. A
number of sweepstake matches were shot, and a "walk-up" match
for 'I wiiid-up, the gunners .-^t-iudiug back •;57ds. and walking up
until the bird, was .'prung, tiie use of both barrels hsing allowed.
Perry won hrai luouey by breai.iiag tluee out of five.

PORT FtlCHMON^D, N, V., Aiav vi.^-North Shore Gun Club's
'gular monthtv shoot. The day ^vus pe.rl'ect for trap-shooting

and some lair scores were made. 25 bluerocks for 8 trap.*: ZLm-
mermaa 12, Sehahert 1.". Scolield 20, G, Seawood 19, H. Seawood 15
M.urry 19, and Medora 18.
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ALGONA EVENTS.
ALfiONA, lov/a, May 5.—The tournamont of thfi Algona Oun

Ulub opened this mornina: with a fair attendance. The
weather was all that could be wished for and the management
first cIbss. The targets were shot from 3 traps, rapid-firing sys-
tem, and about 6 OOO were thrown. But one live-bird event was
shot, owing to scarcity of birds. Among the shooters present
were J. H Block. St. Peter; L. J. Wavman, R. Woods, Price; (i.

Carlton. Eagle Grove; Wilson, of Emmetsburg; Q. E. Hughe'',
Fonda; Ohas. Grion, Clear Lakp; and Budd, of De Moinea, All
went home feeling they had enjoyed themselves in the bc^t pos-
sible manner, and will all be ready to attend the next tournament
given by the Algnna Gun Club. A number of the shooters leave
to-night to attend the Ackley. Iowa, tournament, May 7 and 8.

All ties div. unless noted.

May 5.—First event. 9 sinarles, $1.50 entrance:
Grion 101011111-7 Steinburg 111101101—7
Budd 111101111—8 Sundstrura 111111111—9
J Smith 011100110-3 McHale 101111111-8
Sessions 11111(011-8 West lOllllLll-8
Campbell 111111100-7 Ward 100111111-7
Hughes .111110111-8

No. 3, entrance $2. 13 singles:
Grim 110111110111-10 Sundstrum 11 1111011111-11
Budd 111111111111-13 Ward 111111100010- 8
McHale 111011111111-11 Steinburg fOOOinilllO- 8
Smith UmOllllll-U Purant 111111111111—13
Hughes 110111111111-11 West 111111111111-12
Campbell OOOIOIUOOIO- 5 Sessions 010011011110- 7

No. 3, entrance $1.50, 5 pairs:
Budd n 11 11 10 11-9 Steinburg 10 10 00 00 01-3
Grim 11 11 10 11 10-8 Sundstrum 11 10 10 10 10-6
Smith 11 11 10 10 01—7 West 10 11 11 10 11—8
Hughes 1111 10 11 11—9 Duranc 11 H 01 11 11—9
McHale 11 10 11 11 11—9 Sessions 10 01 00 10 11-5
Ward 00 00 10 10 10-3

No. 4, entrance $2. 15 .singles:

Grim OUllllllllllll-U Mf Haln 111111110111111-14
Budd lOOlUllllHlll-13 Sundstrum ...101111110101110—10
Smith 111111111010111—13 West lOllOUOlOlllll-11
Hughes 101111011111111-13 Ward 111111011100111-12
Steinburg 111111110111111-14 Durant lOlllllllUllOO-13

No. 5, 9 singles, entrance $1:
Grim UlUllU- 9 Steinburg 110110110-6
Smith 111110111—8 Wfst 110111110-7
Budd 110111111-8 Durant 111001111 -7
Hughes 111011111-8 Jcslyn OOlOOlOOO—

2

Campbell 000011100—3 Bru nson 0 1 1011001- 5
Sundstrum 111110111—8 Porish 111101111—8
Word lOnilUO-r Chandler 000001100-3
McHale 111111111-9

No. 6, 13 singles, entrance $3:
Grim lllIlUlllll -13 Johnson lOlOlUOUll- 9
Budd OlUlllillll-11 B Mngton lUlOllOllUOl- 7
Hughes UlinmilO 11 McHale 111101111111-11
Smith 11 LlOl 111 101-10 Carlton 0110:1001111— 8
West UlUlOlOm—10 Steinburg 011111001011— 8
Word 111011111111-11 Wilson 111111111011-11
WvQiin lOlimilOOl- 9 Sund.»trum 111111011111-11
Price OlOOOllOOOiO - 4 E Trotter OlOOOOllOlOO— 4
Oram ..111111110001— 9 H Trotter 111111111111-13
Slocum ,011111011110-8 Wood UlUllOlllO-lO

No. 7, 7 live birds, entrance $4:

Grim 1111111-7 H Trotter 1110010-4
Hughes - 1111111-7 Edington OiOHll-5
Budd 0111111—6 Steinburg 0000000—0
Criine lUOlll-C Sundstrum 1110110-5
Smith 1110011-5 Wood 0110110-4
McHale 11111 11-7 West 1 10111 1-6
John-Bon 0011100-3 Wilson 1001110 4

ETro'ter Oi>11011-4. Paiish 1000110-3
Slocum 0001011-3 Wyman 1001111-5
Allen 1011011-5

No. 8, 9 sineles and 3 pairs, entrnnce
Grim 111111011 11 11 11—14 Wood 110111111 11 11 11—14
Budd 111111111 11 01 10—14 Smith 111111111 11 11 11-15
Crane 111111111 10 11 11-1* Wy- au IIOOIUII 111011-13
Slocum 110111110 11 11 10— '3 Sundstrum . Ulllllll 01 11 01—13
HaghPS 111111111 011110-13 Wilson OOllllOlO 01 10 01- 7

McHale 111111110 10 H 10—1:2 "V^^ard 110111111 00 11 01-11
Edington . .110101100 11 10 00— 8 Srenbuig. ...011111011 11 11 00—11
Johnson 111111111 10 10 11-13 H Trotter. ...Ulllllll in 00 10-11

entrance S1.50:
\V<,orl. .110111111-8

No. 9, at 9 straightaway. 34vdp.,
Grim ^ OUllllU-S _

Budd 110101111 r Sioonm 111110110-7
Smith 110011111-7 Joimsor 010001101—4
M Hale 0]tJlll101-6 H Trotter

, OlllOOOll 5
Wilson 110011001—5 West 011111101-7
Hughes 111111111-9 Allen 111100001-5
Edingion lOlOllUl—7 Price 001i'10100-3

Cram 111101111-8 Sundstrum lOllUOlO—ti

E TioHer 000000110 -3 Carlton 11O011OO0-4
Wimai llllOiUl—8 Steinburg 111111111—9

No. 10, at 9 single targets, entrance $2:

Grim 111111111-9 West 111111011-8
Budd 1 111 lllH-9 W ^ man lOOllllll-

7

Smith ....010111111-7 Sessions 101111101—7
McHale UOIOIOU—6 Wilson 110101101-6
H-aghes 111111111-9 Steinburg 101001111—6
Cram 011111111—8 Wood 111111100—7
.Johnson OllllCOOl-5 Sundstrum 111111111—9
Edington 101110101—6 Slocum (XllllOllO—

5

H Trotter 101001110-5 E Trotter 000111001-4

May 6.—No. 1. 9 singles, entrance $\:

Grim 111111111-9 Tyler OOUlOlll-fi
Wood 110011111-7 Hyman 101011011-6
West 111111111-9 E Trotter 011001110-5
Slocum ,.111110100-0 Durant. 100111111—7
Edengton 001111111-7 Budd 101111111—8
H Trotter 111111111-9 McHale 011110111-7
Sundstrum 111111011-8 Smith 011111111-8
Steinburg 110110111-7 Sessions 101111111-8
Hughes 111111111-9

No. 2, 5 pairs, entrance $2:

Smith 11 01 00 11 01-6 Wood 11 01 10 00 10-5
Grim 10 11 11 10 11-8 Sundstrum 11 11 11 11 10-9
Hughes 01 11 11 10 11-8 Hvman 10 10 11 11 11-8
Budd 01 11 11 01 11-8 WfSt 11 00 11 11 11-8
Durant 11 11 11 10 11-9 Steinburg 10 10 10 10 10-5
McHall 11 11 10 10 11—8 Sessions 11 01 11 10 10-7

No, 3, 15 singles, $2:

Grim 011111110111111—13 Steinburg 110110111111110-13
Edington lUOOOlOlOOOOll- 7 Ward 111111111111101-14

Budd ...011111111011110-13 E Trotter 10190110100 ! 000- 6

Slocum 110111100110111-11 West 11011110)111111-13

McHale ..111111101111111-14 Durant 111011011011010-10

Hughes 11 1111111011111-14 P,iri sh 1 11111 1 1 11 11111-15
H Trotter 000111111111011-11 Sundstrum....111111110111111-14
Smith, 111111111111111—15

No. 4, 10 singles, enrrance SI .W:

Budd 0111111111- 9 West OllllUlll— 9

Grim 1001111111— 8 Parish ..1111011011- 8

Hughes 1111110011— 8 T^ler 1111111000— 7

McHale 1111111111-10 Wood 1110111101— 8

Smith 1111100111- 8 Sundstrum 1111111111-10
Slocum 1001111111— 8 Steinberg 1011111111- 9

Edington lOlOllllOl- 7 H Trotter 1100111110- 7

Durant llllOOlllO- 7 Sessions 1111001110- 7

No. 5, 4 singles and 3 pair, entrance $1.50:

Grim lUl 111111-10 Slocum 1111 10 1101—8
Hugbep 1101 111111-0 Smith 1111 111111-10
McHale 0111 11 10 11- 8 Sessions 1100 11 00 11— 6

Budd nil IL 10 11- 9 West 0111 10 11 11- 8

Durant OllO 11 10 11- 7 Siindstrum ....1110 10 11 10- 7

Wood 1110 111111-9 Steinburg 0010 01 01 10—

1

Edington 1101 01 11 11— 8 Wyman 1111 10 00 10- 6

No. 7, 9 target s, entrance SI:

Budd aumiU—9 West 111111111-9
Grim ,. ..111111111—9 Durant 111011110-7
McHale 111111111-9 Tyler OlllOiOOl-5
Steinburg 111010011-6 Sunds'rum 101111111-8

H Trotter 100111010-5 Gaithright OOmOlll-8
Hughes llllllUO-8 Smith 010101101-5
Slocum 111011111-8 E Trotter 000111100-4
Edington 010011010-4
Event 8, 21 sineles, entrance $3:

Budd .... 111110111111111111111-20 EdinKt'n.illlliri11inillll011-30
Grion ...nil inonillllllllll-20 Slocum.. .111111001111111111111—19

McHale..lllllllllllllinillll- 31 West llllOlllltllllOOlUll—18
Smith....lllinillllOlimOlll-19 Steinb'ri;imillll001110tlllll-18
Wood . . ..111100111100110101111-15 HTrotler 111106111111111011001—16
Sundst'mlOUlOlllllomiimO—17 Parish. . .UlUlOOllOlOlllllUO-lR

No. 9, 9 singles, walking match, entrance $1:
Budd 111110111-8 Edington 111111010—7
Grion 111111001—7 McHale 110110111-7
Wood 111011101—7 Parish., 111101001-6
Price 110001110-5 Garbright.. 100111111-7
Smith 001101111—6 Steinburg 110110100-5
West 111101111—8 Sissons 010100001—3
Sund.-=trum 011111111—8 E Trotter.. 011101111-7
Slocum.. 011011110—6
Extra No. 1, 9 singlns, entrance SI: Grim 9. Hughes 8. McHale

9, Steinburg 7, Wood 9, Edington 8, Slocum 6, Budd 9, E. Trotter
5, Sessions 7, Durant 9. Smith 9, Sundstrum 9, H. Trot'er 7.

Six pairs, entrance $3: Grim 9, Budd 8, Smith 11, Wils^n 7,Wood
9, Hughes 9, Cram 8, West 9, Wyman 8, McHale 10. Slocum 8, Ed-
lii'gton 5, Sundstrum 11. Steinburg 10.

Fifteen singles, entrance $2: Budd 15, Grim 15, Smith 12, Wood
13, Gathright 10, McHale 14, .Slocum 13. Parish 13, Cram 12, Wilson
12, Edington 13, Hughes 12, W. Smitti 13, Wyman 12, H. Trotter 9,

Steinburg 11, Sundstrum 14.

Nine singles and 3 pttirs, entrance $2: Grim 14, Smith 12, Budd
14, Hughes 12, Wood 13, Wyman 9, Gathright 8.

Six singles and 3 pair, entrance $3: Grim 10, Smith 7. Budd 7,

Sessions 6, E. Trotter 7, Wood 8, Durant 9, Edington 9, Price 9,

Daley 4, Buckner 6, Townsend 7.

Nine singles, entrance |1: McHale 9. Wilson 7. Steinberg 7,

Sm^th 9. Word 6. W. Smith 5, Budd 9. Parish 9, Cram 9. Edington
9, Slocum 8. Grim 8, Wood 7, Hughes 8. Price 5, Carlton 4, West 8,

H. Trotter 6, Sundstrum 8. Wyman 9. Durant 7.

Ten singles, entrance $1.50: Budd 10, Smith 8, Grim 8, H. Trotter
7, Durant 9, E. Trotter 6, Wood 9. Gathright 6, Price 8, Chandler 5,

Bucker 7, Dalley 7.

Ten singles and 5 pair, entrance 83: Grim 17. Smith 18. Budd 18,
Sundstrum 19, Wood 15, West 14, Edington 15, Slocum 13.

A GOOD TIME AT ACKLEY.
AOKLEY, May 8 —Editor Forest and Stream: The tournament of

the Ackley Gun Club was fairly attended. Everything passed
off pleasantly, and the management d id all that could be expected
to make it pleasant for the shooters. The last day a citizens'
purse of |50 was raised in a few minutes and given to the manage-
ment to put in one contest of 35 single targets, which was highly
appreciated by visiting sportsmen. Inclosed please find .scores.
Ties div. unless noted.

MOiij ?.—No. 1, 10 ^insrle targets, entrance $3:
Grim 1111011011— 8 Wilhelm 1111111111—10
Hughes 1111111111—10 Nix 0001011010 -4
Budd 1011111010- 7
No. 3, 7 live birds, entrance $4:

Grim 0101111-5 Wilhelm 0111111-6
Hughes 1111001—5 K»npftck OOP It'O-S

Nix THllO-5 Budd 0111111-0
No. 3, 7 singles and 4 pairs, entrance S3. .50:

Hugues... 1111111 01 11 11 11—14 Ntx 0111100 00 11 10 00— 7
Budd.. .. mm I 10 11 10 11-13 Filer OUOOU 00 00 00 01— 5
Grim 1111111 10 10 01 "l-ll Wilhelm.. 1011110 10 11 11 00-10
Nn. 4, 20 sinelps, entrance S3:

Budd 01111111111111111111-19 Vanden...lim0111100imiUl—17
Grim .... 11111111011101011110-18 wohelm. 11010111101110111111-16
Hughes. . .11111111111111111111-20 Hinsman .11101 111001 101111100-14
Waters . .11111111011111001111—17 Higgins . .OOIOOUOIOIOOIOIOUO- 9
Cannon.. .11111100001111011111-15 Palmer. . .11111110111111110110-17
Farrel. . . .11111111110001111000 -14 Keneflck.. 00110011010101010110-10
Nichols...01111011001111000011-12 Cole 11011100101101100111-13
No. 5, 10 live buds, entrance §5:

Grim 1101011111-8 Cannon 1111110110-8
Hughes llimm0-9 Procter 0001111010-5
Budd 1U1111101-9 Wilhelm 1110111111-9
Keneflck. - 0011000100-3 Palmer 0001010011-4
Cole lOOiaillO-7
No. 6, 10 sint'les and 5 pair, entrance $3:

Budd imimu 111110 1111-19
Hughes 1111100311 11 11 11 10 11 -16

Grim 1111111111 10 10 10 11 10-16
Waters lUllliOU 11 00 10 00 00-13
Vandervere lllllllOll 11 11 l> 11 10-17
Wilhelm lllUllliO 01 11 II 01 00-15
Carton 011U11010 10 00 10 11 11—13
Santee OOOOOllOOl 00 10 10 00 00- 5
Cannnn 1010011110 11 11 11 00 10-13
No. 7, 10 singles, entranfe $1:

Huehes 1111101111- 9 Waters 1101111110- 8
Budd miliom— 9 Higgins 1011010011— 6

W lhelm lOOlOillll- 7 Farrell 0011111111—8
Grim 1111111111-10 Nii hnls 0001011111— 6
KxiraNo. 1, 7 live biraa, entrnnce S':

Grim mmi-7 Budd 1111110-6
Hughes lllOm-6 Wilh-lm 10OIO01-3
Carinon 0101101—4 Keneflck QlOmi-5
Extra No. 2, 9 singles, i nrrance fl:

Huehes 1!1 lOilOl 1-7 Carton 011000011-

4

Budd 110110111-7 Wilnelm lOlOllllO-B
Grim lllilllll-9 Hearland 110100001-4
Wat*: rs lllOlOm—7 Higgins OOl000100-3
Cannon milOlll-8

Second Day.

No. 8, 10 singles, entra nce $1 50:

Grim 1111101111—9 Nichols 10011IOO'l-6
Hughes 1110110111—8 WilUelm 0111100111—7
Budd 1110111111—9 Mathews 0101001111—6
Shea mOOOllll—7 Farrell 1111001110—7
Carton 1111101111—9 Eggerr. . . IIOOOIIUI—

7

Waters limOllU—9 J Carton 0001000100 -3
Cole 0111100010-5 Holbrook lOUllllll—

9

Proctor OlllOimi—8 Mitchell 1010111111-8
Vanderveer 0110111111-8
No. 9, 10 live birds, entrauct) $5:

Grim 1101101111- 8 Proctor 1111110100- 7
Hughes lOlllOlHO- 7 Mathews 1111110001- 7
xMitchell 1111111111-10 Shea OllOllOOOl— 5
Cole 1031011111- 7 Nix 0011010111— 6

Budd imiiom- 9 Nichols 1110101000- 5
No. 10, 7 singles and 4 pair targets:

Budd milll 111110 11-14 Shea 0001011 00 01 00 11-7
Huehes.. .1111001 10 10 11 11-11 Mitchell. 1011110 10 10 10 00- 8

Carlton... 1010100 01 00 00 10- .5 Vaudev'erlOlOlll 10 0110 11-10
Proctor... 0111111 10 10 1110—11 Holbrook. 1111110 10 10 00 10-9
Grim 1110111 11111110-13 Cannon .. .0100000 10 10 00 00-3
Cole 0001011 11 10 11 01- 9

No. 11, 15 siuglps, entrance $3:

Grim 111111110110111-13 Waters 011110011101111-11
Hughes 101111101010111—11 Nichols 111111301011101-13
Cole lllOllimmil-13 Mitchell 111111101111001-13
Cnndon 101111001000101- 8 Eggert IIIIUOIHOOUI-12
Budd 111011111111101—13 Bircnard OOHOIOllOUOOl— 8

Proctor 010011010110010— 7 Higgins 001000011100010- 5

Shea - ...011101011011001-9
No. 13, 7 live birds, emrnnco $4:

Grim 0111111—S Proctor 0111011—5
( tole 1010111—5 Cannon 1111011—6
Hughes 1101111-6 Shea 1101010-4
Mathews 1101111-6 Nichols 0011000 -3
Bud.-i 1111111-7 Burchard OOOOOlO -1
Mitchell lOOOlUl—

3

No. 13, 35 single targets, entrance S2.50, $50 guaranteed:
Huges 0011111111111110111111111—32
Grim 1111111111110110110111110-31
Cole miiiomiiiiiiioiioim - 23
Mitchell lllOim lOllOni 111110101-20
Cameron 1101001001111111101111111—19
Proctor imillOllllOllOOIXlOlllOl-17
Shea 1111111111111011001010111-20
Waters 1111111111101101111010111-21
Wilhelm imi001101101111111110H~20
Mathews .1101111001010110001011011—15
Eggert 1011110111011111101101111—2(1
Nix limilllllOOllOlllllllll-23
Roosvelt Uloom 111111 01111011111—31
Carton 1110111101101110111111111-31
Vandeveer 1111111110011111110001111—20
Budd 11111101111 11111111111111—24
Holbrook 0111110011011011111111111—liO

Nich ols 001 00110110 111110111110U—1

7

Bircbard 1110010110111000111011110-16
Farwell 1110111011100111111011111-20

HACKETTSTOWN SCORES.
Hackbttstown, N. J., May 6.—Among those present were Mr.

and Mrs. Mi1t F. Lindsley, genial John Parker of Detroit, Mieh.,
Mr. J. Pentz of Panwood, N. J., Messrs. J. Warford. T. Warford,
W. C. Apgarof Frenchtown. N. ,T., M. H. Ruple of Milford, N. J.,

Mr. Moore, also Mr. "Jim" Garner of Do^lestown. with all his
drollery and shouting, and a host of others less known to fame
but sportsmen withal. A goodly company but a miserable rlay,

with a cold nor'wester blowing. We hope to welcome you all and
many others at our annual tourney in September, which will be
duly announced in these columns.
Matches at live birds; ties di\nded:

Lindsley 2323-4 Lindsley 2032-3
Vliet 0011-3 Parker 1110-3
Parker 1313—4 Ruple 0012-a
••Wanda" 3100-3 "Wanda" OOOl-l
Smith 2321—4 Smith 1223-4
Moore 1010-2 Vliet 3120-3
Ruple 0322-3 Apgar. 3202-3
Bercaugh 0000-0 Searlea 1323-4
Apgar 3201—2 Garner 0110—3
Garner 0013-3 Mitchell 0120-3
All ties divided, except for 2d in second match, VJiet withdrew;

rest shot out, Parker won. The other matches were at bluerocks,
ties divided unless noted.
No. 1, entrance 50 cents: No. 3, entrance $1:

J Warford OOOOlllOOl- 4 Ruple 1100101001—5
Eilenberg 0101100111- 6 Eilenberg 0011101100-5
Richter 1101011010- 6 Moore 1011111111—9
Ruplp 0111110010- 6 J Warford 0110101101-6
Moore 0011111011- 7 Apgar 1101000010-4
Apear lOOOOlOlU- 5 Mitchell 1000001110 -4
Mitchell 1000101011- 5 T Warford 0010101101-5
Smith OOllOllOll— 6 Ayres 1011011110-7
Ayres 1111111111—10 Smith 1011011110—4
Warford 0111111110- 8 Bercaugh 1010000010—3
Wire 1110110010- 6

No 3 entry $1..50:

Rnple 011010110100001— 7 Bercpugh 111010001001000— 6
Eilenberg 010011111111101-11 Ctnl. 000110000101100— 4
Moore 011111111101011-13 Avres Oiimillllllll-H
J Warford OllUOllOlllO'O—10 Smith UUIOIIOIOOIIO-IO
Apgar 111001001010001— 7

No. 4, entry $2..50:

Ruple 111110110101 10111101-15 Moore 0101101 11010U 111111-15
Eilenbfrg 1010 0010 100101111 01—11 Avres 11111111110110011110-16
J WarfordlOOOlOmOOimi 1111-14 Smith. . . . OOOllllOllllOUllllO-14
No. .5, entry $1:

Warford O110O0O0O111O11— 7 Ruple 011001110110101— 9

Eilenberg... .001110000010111— 7 Ayres llOOlUlOllKnO-ll
Bfrcaueh OOlllOOUllOlOl— 9 Smith 100101110000010— 6
Ricbler 101 0111 1 mil01—12 Garner lOOOOOOlOKXH 10— 5
IVIoorP 110101001111111-11
No. 6, entry $3:

Parker . ...mUllOlOOtOIOOOl 10 -12 M->ore. . . .ll'UOllllOnoiOllUl -1 5

Liadsley..00111011110111011111-15 Eileiberg OJll 0090100000100001— 5
Smith . . . .11111111101001111010—15 J W^-rfordlOJlOOliOOOllO lOlUO- 9
Vliet OlOOOllOlOOlOllOOOlO- 8 Richter. .lOOlOllOtXHOOlOlOlOl— 8

Ruple OOlOlOOlimiOlOlOll -12 Avres.. . tlOJOOIllllOOl 1010101—10
Extra Wo. 1, $2: Parker 7, Ruple 9, Lindsley 10, Moore 13, Ayies

12, Smith 14
Exira No. 3, SI: Lindsley 4 Moore 8, Smith 10, Ruple 5, Parker

6, Apgar 6, Ayres w.
Extra No. 3. SI: Packer 0, Lindsley 7, Ruple .5, Bercaugh 6, Ap-

gar 6, Moore 6, Smith 10. Ayres 9.

Extra No. 4, $1: Lindsley 6, Smith 8, Parker 7, Apgar 7, Aj rea
8, Ruple 6.

Extra No. 5, .^2: Lindsley 9, Smith 13, Parker 13. Ayres 9, Ruple
12, Apgar 9.

Expert, uuknown angles, pntry 81;

Parker 1101101011-7 Lindsley 1101101111—8
B»rcaugh 10O0O11001-4 Smith 1110101110-7
Ru pie 0011101001-5 Ay res 100000100 1-3
Second shot out infoUowing match and won bySmitli. Same

condi tions:
Smitn OmOOim—7 Searles 0001000000-1
Parke r 1001 0(10100—3 Ru pi e Ill 11 10111—

9

Lindsley 1000110111-6
Same conditions:

Ruple 1010100100-4 Lindsley 1111010111—8
Sn.ith mo . 1mi-9 Ayros 1000000001—3
Parker 1100100001—4 Garner . .0000111011—5

GENEVA, N. Y., May 8.—The following match at live bird" was
shot here yesterday. Conditions 8 single birds, 25yds. rise, SOyds.
boundary, 12.gauge guns, If^oz. No. 8 shot, use of both barrels.

fround trap:
Gpo Stacy (L°fever) 3 I 1 2 1 1 1 1-8

C S Burrall (Ithaca) 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 1—8
J Gpo Stacy. Jr (Parker) 2 10 10 2 11—6
The birds were a good lot, and started at, once from the trap, one

only delayed and had to have a stick or two thrown to start him.
J. G. S.

FuEMINGTON, N. J„ May 8,—Tne B'lemingtnn Guli Oltib'a reg-
ular weekly shoot at bluer n-ks, 3 traps, uuknowQ aiigles, Ameri-
can Sflo-ning Association rules.
Event 1:

R H Moore 1111111111111111111111111- 25
P Little 1111111 lOlomol 1 111 11111-3.'?

HG Chamberliu lOllllliniOlUllOlOlllll -31
E G Lott OnoOlllOllOrOlimil 11 10-17
HSutphin 01010101100111111111(0111—17
J L Chtimberlin 0111110101111010100001111-16
H L Stout iiimioiuooooimoooioi le
J Maaon millOlllOlOOOUOlOKHlO-lH
A C Hulsizp.r 101111110110.000011110101-15
Event 3, same coaditions:

p L-ttie miimmii"miiimoi-28
H stout 1oiiomoimmmoi 1111-31
J Mason 0110111011111011111101111-20

E Lott 1110101111111010111111011-20

R H Moore 1110101101111111100110011-18

A Hulsizer 1000111111011011011106100-15
We shall have a two-day-' tournament May 21-22, open to all

The L°high Valley, N. J. Central and Pennsylvania railroads
enter Flemington. Shoot to be run under the management of Geo.
E. Reading, Flemirgton, N, J.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., May 6.—Inclosed please find score of the
first regular shoot of the Rochester Gun Club. This club was or-
ganized on May 1 with 21 members. Pre?., W. J. Mann; Vice-
Pres., Geo. D. Butler; Sec'y, H. D. McVean; Treas., A. O. Gordon.
The grounds can be reached from the center of the city in about
15 minutes, and we will hold practice shoots every week until
after the State shoot. The club will, if possible, send a team to
Rome to the N. Y. S. A. Match at 25 bluerocks, 18yds. ri.'se, 2 traps,
unknown angles:
Babcock .1001010101101010010101111—14
Ernisse 1011100111010010111001011—16
Barhite OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIIOIOOO— 3w s Smith oooomoouoiooioioioooio-u
Mann 10101001110111111101000110-14

F L Smith IHlOllimOlOOOlOlOOlOU—16
Walzer 111100ftl11111110011ll011-20
Gordon 100111100111 10100101 00001-13
Stewart 0001110110111101111001101—16

Mullen OlOOODOUOOOlOOOw. —4
BrufE ^ 011000010*. —3
Porter OOOOOIOWWIIIOOOOIIOOOIOOO- 6
Sweepstake at 5 birds: Babcock 1, Ernisse 3, W. S. Smith 2.

Mann 3, P. S Smith 3. WaJZ' r 3, Gordon 3. Second sweep, at 10
birds: W. S. Smith H, Mann 9, F. S. Smith 7.

PHILADELPHIA, May 8 —In a recent match between Alfred
J. Rust, of the Norm End Gun Club of Philadelphia, and Albert
Sheets, of the Sportsmen's Gnu Club of Fernwood, for $100 a side,

50 birds per man, 5 traps, BOyds. boundary, SO j ds. rise, Hurling-
ham rules, the men scori d:

A J Rus^ 213111111111111311113112122112221222312111111111111-50

A Sheets 231112223212122111020111011220310311010231220000000-37
J.Frank Kleinz, the former champion wing-shot of Pennsyl-

vania, was defeated May 4 for that title by A. J. Rusr, who won
this lonp-talked-of mated by 14 hirds. The match was shot at
Gloucester in the presence of over 400 spectators, among whom
considerable money was wagered. Hurlingham rules governed.
After his fifteenth bird Rust killed 46 straight, while Kleinz's
highest run was 16 straight.

A J Rust 111211221310101231111133121313113113131131121211111
222113201230111212110010121122121121111111111111111-93

Used second barrel 17 times to kill aud 25 times for safety; two
birds dead out of bfmnds.
J r Kleintz .... 01000232110221213101111111131021311102311100322 1211

1330133100221230101101010001111310122m2imi2nil-79
Used second barrel 30 times to kill and 20 times for safety; seven

birds dead out of bounds.

TRENTON. 111.. May 5.-Trecton Gun Club team shoo^ May 3,

at unknown angles, clay birds, 15 single Keystones, 18yds. rise:
Soger's Team. Oswald's Team.

F Seger 00100(1001000000-3 A Oswald . . .101111100000000-6

John WhiteOOOOOOOOllOllOO-4 J A Eicher.OOOOOlOllf110000-4

C AianverselOOOOOOOOOOOlOl-3 A F Rasch..0O011ijO101111O0—

7

JoHu Kuhn .100mOO(X)l0010-6 Jos Pitt. . . . .00000101011,0000-4

E RodmanTiOOOOOOOOOlOlOOO-3 A Wehrle. .000000000000010-1

D Andrews.01090010noilOOO-4 Geo Fisher..01000f'010300010-3

Ph Fisher.. 010010000100100-4 -25 A LovehardOOOOOOlOllOOOlO-4—29
C. Manvbbse, Sec'y,
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WATSON'S PAKK.-Burnside, 111., May 6.-A. W. Reeves and
A. T. Loyd, 50 live birds, for the birds, lllinoie State rules:AW Reeves ... 20132011012011111201110122011111010011313320111111-39
A T Loyd. 33151000311112001010011120110110310112012012113112-36
Chicago Sbooliug Club, 13 live birds, Americau Association

rules:
M J Eich 03231231201)1- 9 LM Hamiline ...312232211200-10
A W Reeves 121311220110-10 A T Leyd 333130201101— 9

Ties: Reeve's 15 straiKht,, Hamiline U:
Same day, 35 Peoria blackbirds:
M J Eich 0111111111111101100011001-18
A W Reeves 0011111111111110001101111 -19
L M Hamiline 0001110111111111111111111-31
A T Loyd oioooioioooiooiiniiomo—13
May 7.—Fort Dearborn Club for club medal, 15 live pigeons,

Illinois State rulps:
Henj'Y Ehlers.l3210132:«l] 2:^0-13 W Shepard . . . .101110121001112-11
J E Price 11211()2il:.'32210-13 W P Muasey . . .011110111331333-13
A Kleinman. ..1110^2112210103—13 J Huicbinsou. 211111310211230- 13
G Kleinman. . .111112.331212221—15 W McFar]and.3211211120i3211-14
C Gammon ..101011212111001-11 Geo Airy 021101321031203-11
C E Willard . . .110311101131311-13 WW Lowe. . 013313122310001-11
Club's target medal, 30 Peoria blackbirds, 3 traps, unknown

angles:
A Kleinm'lllllOlllllllllOlUl-lS McFarl'd . UllOlOOOOmLilllOOll-lO
Lowe UOllllOllOlOOlOOOOO-lO W hitney..11111001110110110011—li
ii Kleinm'OlOl 1111111101111111—17 Torking'n 11111101010111101111—10
Willard . ..bininiOlllOlOllllO-lo Shepard . .110 OOILIOIOIOOIOOOI—10
Wilcox . . .10111111111111111111-19 Gardner. .11111111111111101111-19
Airy 11111111101111111111-19 Jim Finn 01101110011110110110-13
Gammon .1111011111 1111101111-18 Parker. . ..01011011011111111111-16
Ties to be dticided the next shoot.

Jifaj/ S.—The Gun Club of Chicago for the club medal, 10 live
pigeons, Illinois Siate rules:
L Willard 011U21111— 9 L M Hamline 3122200001— 6
C E Willard 2120131101- 8 F Place 1203111023- 8

R B Wadsworth....2313231211-10 A T Loyd 1002001111- 6

B Rock 1112022113- 9 HA Foes 2130333311- 9

A B Biheuf 1010221011- 7 J L Wileox 1210230331- 8
A W Adaina 0<X)130012O— 4 A Torkington 2033333100— 7
r Willai d 11231 13311-10 Ed Steck 3120033120-
Tie will be docide.d next, shoot.
For the club's target medal, 30 Peoria blackbirds, 3 traps, un-

known angle?:
F WillardlllllOOlllOllllOlOll-15 Place ....11101111101111110101-16
B Rock... 10111011001111111011-15 G WillardOUlOOllllOOOOllOw
Babeuf. .. .(10010111011011111101-13 JS Steck. . .lUOOOlinilOOlolOllO-ll
Hamline. .11101111110011110101-15 Foss 11011110110010011111-14
L WiUardll 110110111111110111—17 Wilcox. . . .01111111111111010111 -17
Wadsw'thlUlOlOllOllOllw Ravelrigg.
KANSAS CITY, Kan , May 5.—Inclosed please find score of

Kansas Ci*y (Kansas) Gun Club, made to-day at their regular
shoot at Metropolis Park

:

Rooney 0111111 111111111111 1 11011-33
Farrell ^ OlllOlllllilllUllllllOll-33
Stocking, lOMHJlllOlllllllllllllll-30
Butler . r. 1100010111101011111011 1 10—18
Thompson .liUJOOOOOllllOOOOOOOOlllll—11

ST. LOUIS, Mo.—On May 37, S8 and 29 will be held the grand
sweepstake shoot at Bowling Green, Mo., under the management
of the Bowling Green Gun Club. It will be an amateur shoot,
open to all, and the prizes will be divided in the ratio of 10, 30, 30
and 10 per cent, Eleven matches will be shot each day, both at
targets and live birds. Th? entrance fees for the matches range
from SI up to .f 1. A large attendance is expected from all over
the country. The Compton Hill Gun Club, of this city, held its
annual election a few days ago. The officers art : C. H. Rawlines,
Prestdem: C. C. Weaver, Vice-President; E. O. Mohrstadt, Secre-
tary; Jos. Lenharth, Ca'jtain. The club is now one of the largest
in the city, having 125 rctive members. New grounds have been
secured, and much interest is taken in the sweepstake matches
which take place every Sattirday, from May 3 to Sept.. 27. Shoot-
ing Is reetrictt-d to the actual members of the club. The members
of the St. Louis branch of the Sharpshooters' Union of Western
America have perfected arrangements for the annual tournament
to be held June 7 to 14, on tne grounds at Creve Ccboi- Lake. Some
S30,000 have been raised by the members for the festival. There
will be delegates present to the estimated number of 5,000. On
June 9 there will be a grand parade in this city previous to going
to the grounds, when the match will begin. There \yill be seven
shooting contests, and the prizes will aggregate about $10,000.—
Aberdeen.
WANTS A NATIONAL NEW YORK CLUB.—Edftor Forest

and Stream: I am formulating a plan which, 1 believe, if brought
to a head will he a lasting benefit to the great army of sportsmen.
My idea is to bring about a great amalgamation of all the clubs
throughout the Union, especially in New York city and vicinity.
My nlan is that every club should pay so much to enter the asso-
ciation, and that New York city shotild be the headquarters,
where a room could be hired at which all the sporting papers and'
books would be kept and club meetings be held. It would be, of
course, a general rendezvous for sportsmen all over the States or
throughout the world, where they could get the news, and visit-
ins sportsmen would be directed to hotels and generallv helped
while in the city. Grounds close to the city would be provided,
where the appointments would be first-class, where shooting
could go on the entire year and all public matches take place. If
the project is worthy, 1 look to Forest and Stream to give their
support, and hope at least they will criticise it. A paid secre-
tary would be kept, and a sportsman visiting this vicinity would
have all the assistance he desired. That is to say, if his club be-
longed to the association he would be afforded all the privileges
that were open to him. It will be in one sense, in fact, the A. K.
C. of the shooting world. In these few words I have only given
an outline or bare idea of what might be accomplished in bring-
ing about a grand organization of sportsmen throughout the con-
tinent. I hope we may hear from many men of experience on the
subject.—W. Cox.
READING, Pi., May 8.—The Reading Shooting Association has

been organized: President, Henry C. W. Matz; Vice- Pres., William
Bowman; Secretary, Walter I). Eiler; Treasurer, Daniel Eppinger-
Captain. George Ritter; Directors, Matt Eisenbise, George fecheele
and Isaac Berg. The association has a membership of thirty-two,
and i'.s objects are the protection oi flsh and game, and the practice
of wmg and target shooting. The association has adopted the
s'andard keystone target and rules. Headquarters are at White
iilephant hotel, Tenth and Muhlenburg streets. The fissociation
has appointed a committee to procure suitable ground8,upon which
will be erectfd a handsome club house. The members will indulge
in a snooting match on Memorial day. All sportsmen in the city
and county will be invited. Yesterday the members had a shoot-
ing match on Fairview street, nearly all of whom made creditable
scores. Several of the members will participate in the trapshoot-
ing tournament at Harrisburg on the 13th, 14Lh, 15th and 16t1i inst.,
and others wQl take part in ihe tournament of the Capitol City
Gun Club at Washington, D. C, on the 19th. 30lh and 31st inst.
Any person can become a member upon paying $1, and can retain
his membership by paying 35 cents a year thereafter.

WASHINGTON INTER-STATE.—The trap-shooting tourna-
ment given by the Capital City Gun Club, assisted by the Inter-
State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association, at Washington
D. C, May 19. 30 and 21, will be on the shooting grounds at Ivy
City race track, Ivy City, D. C. Open to all, $1,000 guaranteed by

- the association, every event guaranteed. Sportsmen are requested
to reach Washington Sunday, May 17, and devote Monday to
seeing the sights and visiting the public buildings at the Capitol
in charge of the committee on entertainment. Bring your wives
and lady friends and make this a pleasure trip. Grounds may
be reached via Eckington and Soldiers' Home street R. R. to
New York avenue and Boundary street, N. E. (grounds 5 minutes
ride from this point), thence via conveyances to Ivy City race
track. The following list of experts will have to shoot at un-
known anele.s: H. McMurchy, C. W. Budd, R. O. Heikes, J R
Slice, W. Crosoy, W. Wolsteccroft, John Ruble, F. D. Kelsey h"
B. Whitney, E. S. Benscotten, E. D. Miller, W. Scott McDonald
Al. Bandle. M. F. Lindsley, Frank Parmlee, Jack Winston, A. g"
Courtney, W. E. Perry, O. R. Dickey. H. G. Wheeler and Mr!
Stanton, of Boston, and all others whom we know to be better
than 90 men. As soon as an amateur proves to be shooting strong
enough he will be advanced to the expert class and be compelled
to shoot there.

MAPLEWOOD, N. J.—The spring tournament of the Maple-
wood Gun Club will be held May 30, commencing at 9 A. M. Open
to all. Keystone system will he used and experts required to
shoot at unknown angles. Money divided as follows: Less than
10 entries, 3 moneys; betwi «n 10 and 15 entries, 4 moneys; 15 and
over, 5 moueys. Shooters ying In any event wiU be allowed to
draw out their share.

INDIAN.IPOLIS, Ind.-The Capital City Gun Club tournament.
May 19-31, promises to be a great success. For programme, send
to W. B- Allen, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

WOLSTENCBOFT'S SECOND ANNUAL wiU be given May
26 to 28, al Tacony Driving Park, Uolmesburg Junction, PennR,

GOOSE EGGS GALORE.—Beeville, Bee County, Tex., May C—
The BeeviUe Gun Club, whose membership is now quite large and
whose scores h«ve gone out (so Blanco says) aa the most remark-
able on record, is thoroughly organized for this season's shoots.
For business reasons and for fear Forest and Stream may not
be supplied with asufBcient number of a certain letter in the alpha-
bet shajjed something tliuslv, O, to give us a full report, the scores
of the club have not been forwarded to you. Several of the boys
are fixing to attend the Slate shoot at San Antonio this month,
expecting to meet the enemy, the San Antonio Club, who walked
otf with most of the prizes' last fall at the Beeville fouruameni,
and if possible return the compliment and rout the enemy. Mr.
J. Leioht, the veteran tran-shot, is now a member of our clu'->; and
Criizer, the 20-horecrauk of San Antonio, has some followers
among the membership of our club, though their scores, like (he
rest, are generally "clean scores."—T. J. S.

NE WARK, N. J., May 7.—The match at 30 live birds, announced
to be shot on the East Side Mutual grounds to-day, between H. C.
Koegel and C. M. Redden was postponed, owing to the illness of
Mr. Koegel. A number nf live bird shooters were at the grounds,
among them being AL Heritage, of the Jersey City Heights Gun
Club, and half a d'-'zen members of the Newark Gun Club. Two
sweeps were shot with the following results: First sweep, 4 birds,
Hilfers killed 4 and took first money. Second sweep, 5 birds, .f5

entry; Ferment killed five and took first money. The rest of the
afternoon was devoted to shooting at hluerock targets,
May .y.—The monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club took place

at John Erb's to-day, each member shooting at 10 live birds under
club rules The scores were as follows: Al. Heritage, Jr. 10, J.

Riggott 10, S. Castle 10, C. M. Hedden 10. 6. Griflin 10, P. J. Ze.glio

9, W. G. Hollis 9, E. O. Collins 9, R. H. Breintnall 8, C. Reinhardt
8, H. Leddy 8, M. F. Lindsley 7, J. Bruen 6, J. Erb 5, C. Heath 4.

OLAREMONT, N. J., May 9. -The members of the New Jersey
Shooting Association contested half a dozen prize clay- pigeon
shooting matches this afternoon on their new grounds at Clare-
mont. The results were as follows: First event, 10 singles each.
Keystone system: W. Simpson 10, Charles A. Pope 9, Major James
M. Taylor 8. Second event, 10 singles ea^h, walking: J. J. Berdan
10, R. W. Richmond 9, Major James M. Taylor 9. Third event. 10
singles each. Keystone system: George S. Virden 10, W. Simpson
9, C. S. Tatham 8. Fourth event, 10 birds each. Keystone system:
George S. Virden 10, H. Hobart 9, Major James M. Taylor 8. Fifth
event, 10 birds each, unknown angles: Major James M. Taylor 10,

George S. Virden 8, J. J. Berdan and Richard Lundemann 7 each,
divided. Sixth event. 10 birds each. Keystone system: R. Hobart
10, Major J. M. Taylor 9, A. F. Compson 8.

DALLAS. Tex., April 28.—The lovers of trap and gun assembled
nt the Oak Cliff Ball Park this afternoon to witness a match of
100 single bluerocks between Will Allen, Kirk Williams and C. A.
Hardy, 18yds., American Association rules: Allen 70, Hardy 69,
WiUiams 65.

Model Faelits and Boats. Thew design, maMng and sailing, with
dem'giht and worHing draimngs. Postpaid., $M.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

16. Excelsior Open., New York. 30. Rochester. Open, Sodtis Bay,
16. Larchmont, Open.,Larchm't 30. Corinthian, Annual, San
23. San Francisco, Fish Cruise. Francisco.
33. St. Lawrence, Club Sweeps, 30. Eastern, Handicap, Marble-

Montreal, head.
28-31, Portland, Cruise. 30. Brooklyn, Opening, Graves-
30. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. end Bay.
30. American Model, Opening, 30-31. San Francisco, Cruise,

Prospect Park. Mare Island.

^HE yachting

YACHTS' NAMES.
„ editor of the Boston (rJoibe has brushed up his

Isss'c and oriental lore and compiled the following de-
scriptive list of the names of the new yachts:
"All of the nine 46-fooiers have now been named, and their ap-

pellations are well worth considering.
"August Belmont's Burgess cutter is named Mineola. This is

the name of the town in Now York, on the Long Island Ilailroad,
where Mr. Helmont has his summ er home,
"A. R. Turner's Burgess boat is named Oweene. This is the name

of an Indian girl. There is a prominent race horse named Oweene,
from which Mr. Turner got the idea for his name.
"(Cornelius Vanderbilt's Burgess boat is called Ilderim. This is

an Arabic word, signifying lightning. One of the sneiks in 'Ben
Hur' is nam^ d liderim-
"Bayard Thayer's Burgess 46 bears the name Sayonara, a

Japanese word which means good-bye,
"Dr. John Bryant and C.A.Price's Burgess centerboarder is

called Beatrix. TbiaisaLatin feminine word, and signifies the
one who makes people happy—in other words, a female philan-
thropist.
"John Paine's 46-footer is named Alhorak. This was the name

of a mythical creature, sometimps referred to as a mare, on which
Mahomet is said to have made journeys to the celestial regions.
AJborak signifies the lightning, and the mare was so named on ac-
count ot her swiftness.
"Barbara is the name of C. H. W. Foster's Fife boat. Barbara,

while now a common name for a girl, is derived from the Greek,
in which language it signifies a stranger or foreigner, not a bad
name tor the Fife boat.
"E. 1). Morgan's Uerreahoff 16 is called Glorinna. This is a name

derived from the Latin word which means glory. In Spencer's
poem, the Taerie Queene,' Gloriana appears as the 'greate-st,
gloriou" queen of fairyland.'
"Nautilus finishes the list, being the name of the Wintringham

46-footer building for J. Rogers Maxwell. Nautilus comes from
the Greek, and is the name of a shellfish which is furnished with
a membrane that serves it for a sail.
"Of these names, two are Arabic, two Greek, two Latio, one

Indian and one Japanese. This collection speaks well for the
literary attainments of the owners of our 46-footerp, and estab-
lishes the fact that literature and yachting go hand in hand. Still,
without wishing to 'cast any asparagus' on the lore displayed by
these gentlemen, it would be better for the peace of mind of the
average yachtsman, and the names themselves would receive
better pronunciation, if more of them were taken from the
English language."
We cannot altogether agree with the Globe's conclusion, hut

rather look upon the names of the new fleet as a distinct advance
from the tiresome string of chestnuts wnich monopolizes most of
the Yacht List. The names of the newer American yachts, espe-
ally the 41) and 46-footers, are as a rule sufficiently new and dis-
tinctive as to leave no question as to the identity of the boats, as
in the oases of Pappoose, Baboon, Gossoon, Liris, Mocassin and
Gorilla; and this more than compensates for the absence of any
special meaning or even for a lack of euphony. It is a great relief
to get rid of the numerous family of Annies, Jennies, Fannys,
Grades, Marys, Janes and Kates, and their elder sisters, the Un-
dines, Loreleis. Nymphs and Wraiths, that have done service
since the first days of jachtiug. We commented a week or two
s'nce on the ancieut and inappropriate name, Me'eor, chosen by
the Emperor of Germany for the This'le, and now we notice with
regret that under her new owner Yarana has had her reputation
and identity destroyed by the tiansferral of a second-hand name
from her owner's previous yacht, making her the Maid Marion.

SAIL VERSUS STEAM.
THE following decision in the case of a collision between a tug

and a sailing vessel will be of interest to yachtsmen. The
case was recently tried in the JJ. S. District Court of the Southern
District of New York.
The tug Coe F. i*oung was going up the Hudson River on a clear

day, A small sloop was beating upstream ahead of her. The tug
had no lookout except the master at the wheel. The river at that
point is about 3,000ft. wide; when about 1,000ft. from the New
York shore the sloop went about on another tack, the tug being
then some lOO to 150ft. distant. Collision ensued and the sloop
was sunk. Held, that a sailing vessel beating in a channel is not
obliged to run out her tacks, providing she does not mislead or
embarrass other vessels that are bound to keep out of her way,
and that the collision was caused solely by the want of a proper
lookouc on the tug.
Hyland & Zabriskie, for libeUanta. E. G. Benedict, for claim-

ants.
Brown, .T, In the forenoon of April 19, 1890, as the tug Coe F.

Young was going up the Hudson River, with the last of the fiood
tide, when opposite Twenty-sixth or Twenty-seventh street she
came in collision with the .sloop Mary, which was beating up river
against a northerly wind, and cut her in two, damaging almost
all the personal eft'ects of two of the libellants and injuring the
libeUant Osborn, who was thrown into the water by the blow.
Very shortly before collision the sloop had tacked on the New

lork side and had filled away on her starboard tack, heading, as
her witnesies allege, about 4 points above a line straight across
the river.
There is considerable conflict in the testimony in regard to the

direction of the wind; whether the sloop's long tack was her star-
board lack or her port tack; as to the distance of the point of col-
lision from tbe New York shore, and whether the sloop, as the
defendants allege, came a.bout very suddenly and almost directly
under the bows of the tug, without running out her port tack, so
as to render collision unavoidable. It is the la.st point that is
most important, the others being material only as they affect
that. The river there, from the ends of the docks on each side, is
about 3,000tt. wide. Taking all the evidence together, I am satis-
fled that the collision took place about 1,000ft. from the end of
the New York docks. That the distance is much greater than
that stared by a number of the libellant's witnesses is to be in-
ferred, not merely from tbe testimony of disinterested witnesses
for the defendants, and the probabilities of the case, but from the
testimony also of the libellant's witness Sands, who, though
evidently mistaken in some parts of his testimony, is not likely to
be much mistaken as to tbe considerable distance he had to row
in a small boat, stated as about 8lX)ft., in picking up the first
debris from the wreck.
The lioellant's witnesses mostly testify that the sloop did not

tack until she had run witliin 1,50ft. of the New York docks;
several of the defendants' witnesses say that she tacked far away
from tbe docks, and near to the tug. The captain of the tug says
that when he first noticed the sloop she was on his starboard
hand off Fourteenth street upon her tack to the eastward, and
from 100 to l-50tt. eastward of his course, and that when she came
about cff Twenty-seventh or Twenty-eighth street, she was about
the same distance eastward of him, having twice in the interval
come up into the wind, and filled away again.
Tne captain is evidently mistaken in bis testimony. The sloop,

with the wind as it was, could not have come up river from Four-
teenth street to Twenty-seventh street in the way he states. It
was doubtless off Tsventy-third street instead of Fourteenth street,
that he first saw this sloop, as the answer alleges. If she was
then 100 or 150ft. away, she svas certainly more than that distance
away from him when he tacked. All agree that at the time of
collision she had come about completely and that her sails were
full.

It is not material in this case whether the sloop ran as near the
New York shore as she might have done or not. There was more
of the flood tide out in tbe stream than along the shore. The
sloop had the right to avail herself of this advantage in naviga-
tion by shortening her tacks, provided she did not mislead, or
embarrass, other vessels that were bound to keep out of her way,
I think that tbe tug did have abundant time and .^pace to have
kept out of the way of the sloop from the time she tacked, had
any proper watch been kept upon her movements. There was no
lookout, however on the tug, except the pilot aione; and there is
some evidence that he jumped to the wheel just before collision;
in other words, was nr c watching the sloop's movements. The
tug was unencumbered; she could be very quickly handled; and
she could be maneuvered certainly as easily as the .sloop, as she
exceeded her in speed. Whether the sloop ran out her tack or not
I therefore regard as immaterial in this case, because not the
proximate cause of the collision. The real cause was the failure
to keep a proper lookout; had this been done I am satisfied the
collision would have been avoided.

I allow the llbellant, Osborn, $545 damages for personalinjuries ^. 4.,^.,.o-ci.,,uodii.d x uao umweuaud effects, wltti costs. A reference may taken to compute its winter quarters in Biaton, and the club houses 'on Rowt's
fcbe daiaageg in tti* other cages. Wharf and at Doroheeter are now open,

NEW YORK YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.-At O'Neill's,
Sixth avenue and Twenty-second street, on April 24, there was held
a meeting of the New York Y. B. A., at which delegates were pres-
ent from the following clubs: Columbia, Hudson River, .lersey
City, Newark. Newark Bay, New Jersey, Pavonia, Staten Island
Atb. Club, Yanht Dept., Tappan Zee, Yonkers Corinthian, Indian
Harbor and Oceanic club«, 13 clubs. Com. A. J. Prime presided,
and in a neat little speech accepted the olEce of President of the
Association for another year. The secretary reported having en-
gaged the iron steamer Cygnus for the 3d annual regatta of the
Association, on Sept. 7, Labor Day. The Kill von KuU Y. C. of
Staten Island, New York, was elelected to membership. This
makes 18 clubs now m the Association. Considerable discussion
was had concerning tbe cruise of the Association this year, and it
was finally decided to rendezvous somewhere on the Sound on
July 4, probably at City Island. All the arrangements were left
to Pres. Prime, who will act as the admiral of the cruise. After
some other miscellaneous business had been transacted the meet-
ing adjourned subject to the call of the president.

THE NEW AMERICAN NAVl^-Up to this point it is to be
presumed that the Americans, like other nations, built war ships
because they thought them necessary in some way to the national
interests, but the outburst of shipbuilding activity which we shall
describe in this paper has been occasioned for the very singular
reason that they want to spend moneJ^ Happy America! which
in this matter presents so great a contrast with the powers of the
Old World. We hear of some nations in Europe so anxious for
the costly luxury of war ships, that they appear ready to spend
their last dollar in armor, and we ourselves never obtain what we
think we want, but only what Chancellors ot the Exchequer can
afford to give us; the United States, however, has in two years
had a "Treasury surplus" of thirty-eight million dollars, and has
spent it on ironclads and cruisers, berause it must he spent in
some way. We think America may be fairly congratulated that,
with such temptations, the surplus has not been in any sense
thrown aivay, but has been wisely and judiciously expended.—
NautictU Magazine.

A NEEDED MEASURE.—The following bill wiU be presented
to the Legislature of Massachusetts, and it is needless to say that
yachtsmen strongly favor it. Resolved, That the board of harbor
and land commissioners are hereby authorized and directed to
make an investigation, and report to the next General Court such
plan or plans as may seem to them feasible for marking danger-
ous rocks and bars in the harbors of the Commonwealth in such a
way as to secure greater safety to yachts and small boats, and in
making said investigation said commissioners may expend a sum
not exceeding 181,000, which shall be allowed from the treasury of
the (^Commonwealth. Said commissioners shall state particularly
in their report the expense of carrying out any plans recom-
mended bv them. When an American sloop of46ft. l.w.l draws
over lift., or within a couple of feet of the draft of a British cutter
ot 90ft., it is time that something was done to mark more nerfectly
all obstructions to navigation.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.-A special meeting was
held on May 13, at which certain changes were made in the de-
scriptions of the new courses adopted at the last meeting, in order
to conform, with the new numbering of the harbor buoys which
takes place this week. Tbe commitiee appointed to consider the
question of a station ana club house on ihe water made a very
complete report, In which they recommended a site on Oyster
Bay, the birthplace of the club, as the most desirable in the vicin-
ity of New Y^ork. The report was approved, and the committee
instructed to look further into the details of the proposed scheme
in order that a definite and complete plan may be submitted to
the club. Five new members have been elected by the trustees
since the last meeting.

ATLANTIC. Y^ C. SPECIAL RACES.-The Atlantic Y. C. has
arranged three special races tor June 23; one for the 46ft. class,
for a handsome cup presented by Vice-C im. David Banks; one for
the 3Df t. class, for the Kenyon Cup. presented by Mr. W. W. Ken-
yon; and one for tbe new 25ft. centerboard class, presented by
another member of tbe Atlantic Y. C. Three yachts must start
in a class to make a race.

GLORIANA,—On May S the new Morgan 46, Gloriana, was
launched at Herreshoff's works. Bristol, R. 1. She is painted
white, with the green bottom paint carried up to the copper line.
Her deck is canvased, a novelty in a crack yacht. Below she is
fully fitted up in butternut, with cruising accommodations. Mr.
Morgan will sail her in racing, and she will be in the early races
at New Y^ork.

YACHT AND CANOE HARDWARE.—The new catalogue of
L. W, Ferdinand & Co., of Boston, is the most complete work ot
the kind we have yet seen, containing everything in iron or brass
used about a yacht or canoe. Much that is usually considered
special work, to be made for each individual boat, is rt'gularlv
carried in stock. The firm has also a large line of boats and
canoes, being agents for some of the leading builders.

VIATOR, schr, Mr. W. G. Brokaw, after having a Johnny Dris-
coU keel put in her last year at Poillon's yard to replace the
original flimsy construction, will be further improved tnis season
by the addition of a Louis Seize cabin at the hands of a firm of
NewY^ork decorators. The interior will be finished in polished
enamel, in ivory and gold. The walls are to be paneled in hand
painted gobelin tapestries and mirrors.

MASS \OHUSETTS Y. C.-The Massachusetts Y. C. has olneed
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BODY PLAN CUTTEE, "MARJORIB.'-

MARJORIE.
THE accompanying drawings show the cutter Marjorie, origin-

ally Marguerite, designed by J. Borden, of the Boston Yacht
Aaency, for C. A. Taylor, Jr., and now owned hy F. L. St. John,
Atlantic Y. C. Her sail plan and details will appear next week.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.—A special meeting of the
Corinthian Mosquito Fieet was held on May 11, at which the fol-
lowing important changes in the rules ,vere made. The classes
were changed to boatsmaasuring 21ft. to2fift. l.w.]., 18ft. and under
21ft. l.w.l.. 15ft. and under 18ft. l.w.l., und<3T 15ft. l.w.l. Boats ex-
ceeding 25Ct. l.w.l. hut not exceeding 25ft.' corrected length shall
be admitted to the 21-25fr. class Id any regatta of this association.
The latter proviso is intended to meet the case of several of the
new class which exceed 85ft. l.w.l. hut are u^ider 25ft. corrected
length. For the two larger classes the Seawanhaka rule with the
Larohmont allowance tables was adopted, the measurement re-
maininguncharged in boats under 18tt. The following rule was
also adi>pted: Boats over 18ft. long entered for a regatta shall
carry not more than 3 persons, and 2 persons for boats under 18ft.
In all regattas eai h yacht must be s'eered by the owner or other
amsiteur. The fleet will give a special prize for a race of the 25-
footers, the first race sailed by this new class, on May 30, at Larch-
mont. Races will also be given for all classes on June 20, July 25
and Aug. 22.

BOUNCER.—Mr. Thos. Ciapham has lately shipped two open
racing boats of the Bouncer type to members of the Minnetonka
Y. C, of Minneapolis, Minn. One is 23ft. over all, IBft. l.w.l., and
7ft. beam, the other is 26ft. over all, 19ft. Gin l.w.l., and 8ff. beam.
Mr. Claphatn has received a number of orders for these boats,
and in order to meet them he will enlarge his shop, putting in
water power and new machinery. One now building for a mem-
ber of the Ohio Y. C. is 27£t. over all, 20ft. l.w.l. and 10ft. veam;
while another, the largest yet, is 33ft. over all, 23ft. l.w.l., and lift,
beam, with a cabin house. She is for a member of the Corinthian
Navy, and will race in the new 25ft. c.l. class.

BAY OF QUINTE Y. C.-The Bay of Quinte Y. C, after h«v1ng
been in a moribund condition for two y^ars, was revived at a
meeting held on April IR with a good list of members of the right
class. Tlie following offir'ers were elected: Com.. VV. H. Biggar;
Vice-Com.. Alex. Forbes; Capt., R. J. Bell; See'y-Treas., Geo. N.
Leavens. It was decided to send three delegates to the Lake Y.
R. A meeting, at Oswego. The df legates appointed were: Messrs.
W. H. Biggar, A. Forbes and J. V. Jenkins. The old club has my
best wishes for its success.—Port Tack.
ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C—At the annual meeting on April

25 the frllowing otHcers were elected: Com., A. R. Boswell: Vioe-
Com,, T. G. Blackstock; Rear-Corn., C. A. B. Brown; Hon.-Sec'y,
S. Bruce Harman. Committee—^. Jarvis, N. B. Dick, J. E. Rob-
ertson, R. F. Stupart, W. H. Parsons, J. W. Morse, J. Mitchinson,
G. E. Evans, G. D. Boulton, A. A. Gooderham. Lord Stanley has
recently notified the club that the Queen will ofi'er a challenge
cup of the value of £100 to be raced for by Canadian yachts on the
lakes. It will be raced for this year at Toronto.

MONTGOMERY SAILING C.-Second regatta, May 3, Morris-
town to Indian Creek and return, 5m. Weather cool and cli>w,dr,
wind very strong northwesteily.'

Length. Start.
Playford, Grisdale Bros 15.00 I 40 00
Oracle. E. A. Leop-.H 12.00 1 30 00
Pennsylvania, J. Adamson . . .16.00 1 40 00
Lever. J. S. Lever 15.00 1 40 00
Sadie, Geo. W. Ritter 16.00 1 30 00

It was a beat to Indian Creek and a run home.
DETROIT Y. C—Officers, 1891: Com.. C. J. Linhtenberg; Vice-

Com., W. B. Morley; Rear Com., R. Z. Rousseau; Sec, Charles

Finish. CorrecteiL
2 51 22 1 11 22
3 20 20 1 40 20
3 20 21 1 40 21
Withdrew.
Capsized.

Frazer; Treas., H. J. Reeves; Meas., VV. H. Morley; Harbor Master,

J. Dingeman; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. Geo. E. Clark. Three pennant
races will be held this year, instead of five.

CAPT. PITTUCK.-We hear from Land ana Water that Capt.
George Pittuck, who has commanded Bedouin since she was
launched in 1852, has sailed from England to take command of an
American yacht. At the same time the Fie!cZ states that Capt.
Joseph Angler, formerly of Melita, schr., has been engaged for
Bedouin, and will bring a crew of Brightlings^a men with him.
NEW YORK Y. C. DINNER.-On May 7 the members and

guests of the New York Y. C. to the number of 100, sat down" to
dinner in the model room of the club house. The house and
dining-room were handsomely decorated by Supt. Olsen, a very
fine display of plate, consisting of many old prizes, being a feature
of the occasion. Com. Gerry presided. Lieut. Henn was present,
responding to the toast to the America's Cup.
SPHINX, steam yacht, built by John Roach for Henry Taylor

in 1881, has lately been sold to Honduras parties, being cut in two
for shipment to Ampala.
REPOSO, steam yacht, Mr. McGregor, was at Beaufort, S. C,

from Southport on May 8, sailing for New York on the same day.
A. P. E., the fast Cape cat, has been purchased by Mr. Simmons,

of the Atlantic Y. C.

CRUSADER, schr., has been sold by J, D. Cheever to J. R.
Roosevelt.

HULL Y. C—The new house of the Hull Y, C. was opened on
May 9.

GENESTA, cutter, has been recently altered to a yawl.

It is an old saying "that what everybody says must be true."
and on that principle the Miller specialties are second to none of
the day, for every horseman, stable keeper or hostler who has
used them pronounce in their favor. For many years Frank
Miller's harness dressing has been the favorite in our stables, be-
cause it is not only a preservative hut a beautifier of the leather.
This dressing gives the harness an excellent finish that does not
peel, crack, smat or harden the leather, and so assert ftll who
ave used \t,-~ACiv.

18-FT. CUTTER "MARJORIB," DESiaNED PT MB. J. B0BD3BU.
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Secretaries of canoe clubs are requesl ed to send to Forkst and
Stream their addresses, with name, membersliip, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and raoes, and
report of the same. Canotnsts and all ini;erested iji canocins,' are
requested to forward to Fohkst and Stream their addresseg, witli
logs of cruises, maps, and information coneerniriLC their local
waters, drawings or descriptiona of boats and fittinscs, and all
Items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, is;)0-91.

Commodore: Walter TJ. Lawsos, Boston, Mass.
SEOHKTART-TnEASirRER: EiU,pH F. Bit.izER, 4T Central gti-eet, Lowell, Mass.
Regatta CoianTTEB: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. (J. MacKendi'lcli,

Toronto; L. B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCK-CoM.: C.V.Wlnup, Albany, N.T.
Reap.-Com.: T. p. Gadciis, Daiton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown,Albany,lsrY
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Officers:

NORTHERS DIV^aION.
Officen^:

Viob-Com.: W. H. Cotton. Kingston.
Rear-Com.: J. 0. Ed\vai-ds, Lindsay.
PtTRSER: C. E. L. Porteous, Kingstoii.
Ex. Com,: Colin Eraser und E. H.
Gisbornc.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Office,'^:

VicE-Coa.: I. V. Dorluud. Arlington.
Rear COM : E.D. Anderson,Trenton.
Puhsbr: Rich'd Hobart, Newark N.J.
Ex. Com.: H. L. Quick and H M.
Kreamer.

Purser: R. Apollouio, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler. E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

Applications tor menioership must be mad
panled by the recommendation of an active i

for enti'ance fee and dues for oui-rent vear. i

the general A. C. A. camp shall pay 31.00 for can
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. wUi beforwarded by him

,

Persons residing m any Division and wishing to beL„...^ „ ^, ,

the A. C. A., will be fin-niahea with printed forms of aiU'lleutiou bj addres!
lug the Purser.

t(i dlvisjon pursers, aeeom-
iidKH- iind the sum of $2.1)0
Every member attendins
ip expense?. AppUeation
to the proper Division.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, 111.

Rear-Commodore- O. A. Woodruff, D.ivton, O.
Secretaiy-Treasurer—J H.Ware, lAT Bialto Building, Chicasro, lU.
Applications for membership should be made to the Seo.-Treas., onblanks

Which may be obtained from htm, and should be accompanied by §2 as
Initiation fee and dues for the cm-rent year.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

16. lanthe. Spring, Wood^lde. 30-31. SpringSeld Meet, Calla
Shasta.

JUNE.
6, Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. New York, Sandy Hook Race

Brooklyn. 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
6. Tonkers, Annual, Yonkers. Beach.

13. New York, Atanual, S. I. 87. Rrooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
18. Rochester, Spring Regatta, — . lanthe. Spring, Passaic Riv.

Irondequoit Bay.
.ruLY.

9. Rochester, Sailing Trophy, 23. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
IrondequoitBay. Irondequoit Bay.

11-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast
Island.

AUGUST.
6-37. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Cham- 27. Rochester, Sailing Trophv,

plain. Irondequoit Bay.
SEPTEMBER,

.'). Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. lanthe, Ann,, Passaic River. Irondequoit Bay.
7. lanthe. Annual, Woodside.

AMERICAN AND ENGLISH SAILS.

THE Field comments on the great sail question as follows: but
while its remarks are in the main correct, it is not quite the

fact that the balance lug has merely gone out of fashion. Tliis
sail was very thoroughly tested by several good sai ora before
they abandoned it for other forms of hoisting rigs, nor were their
conclusions in the least altered by the very handsome suit of
sails on Nautilus in 1880, or those of Pearl and Charm in that year
and '88. We believe that the cnost desirable rig for a canoe, no
matter what the shape of the sails may be, is that formerly in use; a
mainsail and mizzen, the latter from a tliird to a half the size of
the former; but it is very doubtful whether this rig is quHe as fast
as the new fashion, with a very large mizzen, and no doubt at all
thai the English rig as on Charm, a large mainsail and a mere
rag of a mizzen, cannot compete with either of the others.
The Field says:

Those who are posted up to date in all that takes place in
canoeing, not only in England, but al*o in America, are at present
iLquirirtg for enlightenment in regard to the peculiar difference
of opinion manifested in America and England as to "rig," lu
America, where the canoes number hundreds to our unds, the
balance lug has disappeared f i om the racing course, and almost
so from the cruising fleet, whereas in England, in both racing
and cruising, there is hardly a rig other than the l alatice lug to be
found. Of cotirse, mere numbers, such as the hundreds of
American canoes, may mean nothing particular as to merit or de-
merit of a rig or model, for the reason that where one espert racer
carries and is anccessful with a panicular form of sail or model,
away run the hundred novices and a few beaten experts in his
wake and copy him as nearly as possible. The balance lug has
never had a really good show in America, so far as we know. In
1886— the date when the first stantling rig cante out—a large num-
ber of American canoe.« appeared at the A. C. A. meet rigged
with more or less balance lugs, but none ot these, nor of those
since, are of the perfect cut, sit and rig \vhioh i.s now becoming
general among the Enerlish racing canoeists. Tlie reason probably
is that the standing sail, all abaft the mast, and permanently
laced thereto and spread out by laths in hems, having won the
prize, the leaders of fashion, that is to say the expert racers, ran
off in that direction to obtain what they term "fast sails." and
dropped the balance lug bffore they had really tried it. The re-
sult is, that all the American racers sail with absft-the-mast
sails; some laced standing, others lowerable, and some reefable.

In England, on the other hand, things have been done in John
Bull style, and slowly each kind of rig has been tried and varied
and retired.
Nautilus, since 1886, when she returned from her American rac-

ing, has—that is to say, her yearly replacing sisters have—tried
and raced under four distinct breeds or types of abaft-the-masfc
sails, and three suits differently fitted and cut balance lugs.
Atalanta and Birdie, Severn (now the Stella) and several others

have been fitted with ' batters" of various cuts and fitting. Others,
such as Charm. Vanessa, Whiz and Stella (all prize winners),
meantime sticking to balance lugs.
Rightly or wroiigly, the verdict in England, thtis far, is decidedly

in fa\ or of balance lug mainsails.

Another curious point about American sail plans is the steady
growth of size of mizens. From the old type of some 15ft. area
they have grown to equal rizh with rnaiusati, and the latest devel-
opment is that the luizen has ousted the mainsail and usurped its
name, and chauued the forward sail into "foresail." In more
than one ranoe last year tlie larger sail was the after one, and
appareTitly with such good result that new canoes are being built
to he thus rigged, and old ones altered. For many and good
reasons it is =,afc (o say that such a sail plan would, as far as our
pxpsrienco goc:?, lip dangerous, unhatidy, and unsuccessful in
English wfiKis aucl Eueliah racing. This plan was exhaustively
Tried on the Kauliliia in 1879, that canoe having a peculiar deep
draft aft. The rig was discarded in 1879, but was again tried in
improved fotm lu IS*. lu this Nautilus, which had bilge drop
kei'ls right at mid-length, and therefore needed a lot of after sail,
the mainmast was stepped about 1ft. forward of mid-lengih,
whereon a balance lug of Rift, was set. Right forward at the
stetti a small inast cariied a "laiteen" of 25ft. area, setting and
looking vi ry much as a .lib would look, but more effective and
easier to manage. Speed tinder this rig no doubt was improved,
bui i!s irdierent difficulty to handle and danger in ptiffy strong
biei zes w,i,s such that, thongh it remained for some time more
ti sling and refiiting, it was condemned for English canoe sailing.

One word more, however, /c "bafters," as we now call abaft-
thc-tnast rigs, compured with balance lugs; there is no doubt the
batter rig is very handy, and makes an excellent cruising rig, has
less .gear, and gives less rigging and stowing work than balance
lugs, and is a safer rig in squally weather.

WHO ARE THEY?—"Rumor is again about that three Ameri-
can raciiiii men intend to visit England with their canoes this
season. We have heard this before, but sincerely hone it may at
last be true, •ukI that \ve may this season see racing between the
American t> pt- .'ind the English—the former to be sailed by Ameri-
cans. The American type of canoe we have, and have had, but
possibly not sailed in American 'get-there' style. The new Ata-
lanta is decidedly Am'^rican in type, but owing to club restrictions
forbidding sliditig-out deck seats and unlimited nail, she cannot
be stalled at preseat in the cttp match in such fashion. Neverthe-
less there are good judges who believe th.at in our English weather
the American th er would not 'get there' hrst nor even second."—
Fifld._ We have heard of no American canoeists who are likely
to visit England; in fact, all of the crack sailors are preparing for
a speciallylively season at home.

NORTHERN DIVISION MEET.—The ment of the Northern
Division will be held on Jacob's Island, Pigeon Lake, county of
Peierhoro, f rout July 15 to 27. The proposed cruising meet on
Georgian Bay has been abandoned.
RED DRAGON C. C—The Red Dragon C. C, after beine twice

burned out at ( ''amdcn, is now building a club house at Brides-
burg, on the Philadelphia side of the Delaware, half a dozen miles
above the city.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: Frank Hempstead,
Norwich, Conn. Northern Division: J. D. Holbrooke, Ottawa;
W. A. Davis, Bobcaygeon. Atlantic Division: John J. Bockee,
New York.

]t^^ jNo Kotice Taken of Anonymoas Correspondents.

H. B.—For the desired revolver ammunition write to the manu-
facturers direct.

E. C, (Quebec—An advertisement in onr columns would no
doubt briug you the required answer. We do not know of one.
F. H. F., Boston.—The conditions for the revolver preliminary

competition are set forth on the targets, which we send to all
applicants free. The ,32cal. revolver will be allowed.

H. O. R., Lynn.—The .33-100-20 will not do the execution of this
38-180-40; and for bear hunting you should choose the latter. If
most of your shooting is to be on smaller game, the .83 will do
equally as well,

D. M. Ft., New York City.— Can you tell me a good trainer for a
Chesapeake Bay dog or water spaniel? I want him to have a good
education in that kind of shooting. Ans. We do not know of one,
but perhaps Mr. Harry Malcolm, of Baltimore, Md., could tell you.
P. D., Lmg Branch, N. J.—Kindly give through your columns

the breeding and registry number of Bronze, English setter doe,
imported by Pierre Lorillard. Ans. We can find no record of such
a dog. He was not registered. Write to Percy C. Ohl, 50 Broad-
way, New Yoik city.

S. J. L., Bessemer, Mich.—Please inform me whether a person
will be allowed to shoot with a Stevens gallery pistol in the re-
volver contest. What is the most popular rifle for 200yds. target
shooting? What caliber revolver would yon recommend for SOyds.
target shooting? Ans. 1. No, the eompetion is limited to revolv-
ers. 2. Caliber .44 or .15. 3. The .11 is much used by experts.
O. R. W., Louisiana.—Will it result in an injury to a heavily

choked shotgun to shoot buckshot that chamber m the shell but
are badly battered in coming f rt m the muzzle? Ans. Yes, the
buckshot sh.ould be chambered for the choke. This is done by in-
serting a wad at the point of constriction and laying the shot on
it to determine the proper number for each layer.

L. W., New York.— Would you tell me through vour answers to
correspondentH or otherwise: 1 What siz'^ line and how much of
it should be nsed for black bass bait fishing; also, 3. What size
and make of hooks should be used for same. 3. Which is the best
rod, a six or an eight-Btrip split-bamboo, made as directed by Dr.
Henshall? Ans. 1. SizeE, double tapered, waterproof braided
silk lino. 40 or 50yds. 2. 0-1 sproat. 8. The six-strip.

C. S. McC, Bottineau, N. D.—Would you kindly publish in your
paper something about the rapidity of flight of some of onr game
birds, such as geese, brant, the different varieties of ducks, etc.?
An'«. Nothing is definitely known on this sub.iect, though many
estimates have been made. These are to the effect that the swiftest
ducks flv from 90 to 100 miles an hour, and the canvasback is said
to be about ihe fastest of the ducks. As we say, however, nothing
is defiDitely known about it.

B. A. B., New York City.—I have in my possession an Irish aet-
ter dog, out of a bitch of unknown pedigree, by Shot, said to be
registered in the American Kennel Club Stud Book, and owned by
J. Scannell, New York city. Would you kindly inform me if such
dog is registered in that book? Also, if I can register my dog
Bush Boy when the pedieree of the dam is unknown, and the
particulars for registering in the A. K. C. Stud Book? Ans. Write
to Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh, 14 Broadway. New York city.

W. R, H., Calvert, Tex.—1. Will you please tell me which is the
best book on bait and fly-casting for baas that you know ot, not to
cost over 81.50? I want an illustrated book. 2. Also, who makes
the best bait-casting rod? Ans. 1. Dr. Henahall's "Book of the
Black Bass" is the best work on the subject; the price is $3, which
is beyond your limit, but we know of nothing so good cheaper.
2. That is something nobodv knows. Any one of the makers who
advertise in the Forest and Stbeam will fit you out with a rod
so good tha t you will believe it to be "the beat;" and it is a matter
of opinion after all.

Subscriber.—1. 1 wantanewgun,about7J^lb8.12-gauge, for field
shooting. I want the right barrel to shoot pretty open and the
left to shoot close. About what target should I order for same.
No. 8 shot lJ4oz., 30 to 40yds.? 2. I want to get a good practical
book on bird dog training; should like if I could have it a book
that has also a good trfatise of sick dogs—caring and general
management of a breeding kennel, etc. Ans. 1. For right barrel
abont 55 or 60 per cent, of shot and for the left 70 per cenr. of shot.
Count a charge of the shot you use and get the exact figures, 3.
Hamipond's "Training vs. Breaking" and Ashraont's "Dog in
Health and Disease" are the two books for you. W"e can supply
them.
R. R. M., New York city.—I would like to learn the pedigree of

a pointer dog Rex, said to have been sold by the Westminster
Kennel Club or at their show in 1882, '83 or '81, to a Mr. Lynch. I
understand there are three Rexs in; the stud book, Nos 1251.2937
and 40P9. Should judge this dog to have been aNew England dog,
as bitches were bred to him in the neighborhood of Bridgeport
and New London, Conn. If you cnn aid me in locating this dog
and gi\'lng his number and pedigree, you will conler a favor on
one of your regular readers. Ans. The only Rex that we can find
that is likely to answer your description is Rex (1251, VoL I),
registered as owned by F. Howes, Jr., Princeton, N. J. Breeder,
Dr. W. S. Webb, of the Westminster Kennel Club. Whelped
November, 1875, black and white, by Jim out of Whiskey; Jim by
Grouse out of Die; Whiskey by Flash out ot Juno. He won first
in puppy class at Springfield, Conn., in 1876.

Old Subsckibbh, Providence, R. I.—The following qiiestion has
been a great subject of discussion among lawyers in Providence.
Will yon kindly give your opinion and state on what authority
you quote from legally? If quail are killed in Wisconsin or out of
the State of Rhode Island, and shipped to this State, can they
be sold legally in this State out of season? An?. Your law
provides that "every person who shall take or kill, sell, buy or
offer for sale or have in his possession . . . any qnail frrm the
first day of January to the first day of October . . . shall be
fined twenty dollars for each of said birds," etc. There being no
specific exception as to game killed out of the State, our opinion
is that the law forbids possession or sale of quail in Rhode Island,
without regard to where the game was killed. Let your legal
friends look up the cases of Phelps vs. Racey, decided in this State
in 1S71, and People vs. Wagner in Illinois, in 1880 or 1881. These
and numerous other decisions affirm that Eame laws like your
own control game killed outsirie of the State limits.

J. F. N., Steelton, Pa.—Will you kindly give us through the
columns of your valuable paper a description in full of the hel-
gramite, or dobson bait, from its orisrin to its en-l. Ans. A full
account was given in our "Black Bass Number," July 21, 1890:
"The helgramite fly {Corudahis cornutus) is the largest of our
nerve-winged Insects. The eggs are deposited in early summer
on leaves of various trees and vines overhanging running streams.
They are covered w^ith a white, albuminous secre'ion in a mass
nearly an inch in length and cntaining from 2,000 to 3,000 eggs.
The egg is about one-nineteenth of an inch long and one-tnird as
wide. The young crawl from under the mass and leave the en-
velope intact; they hatch simultaneously in the night. Tne young
larvaj crawl readily upon dry surfaces and live for a day or more
out of the water. The species is supposed to live three years in
the larval condition. Most aquatic larvse transform to the pupa
state within the water; but this larva quits the wafer when full
fed and crawls about for days seeking a place wherein to trans-
form. It has two rows of nine breathing holes placed along the
sides of the body, which enable it to breathe out of water, and two
sets of gills for breathing in water. It feeds on other aquatic in-

sects, such as the larvaa of May flies and shad flies. It abounds in
rapid flowing streams with rocky bottom, upon which it moves
slowly about. After leaving the water, about the beginning of
June, it travels in the night, sometimes to distances of 100ft. from
its former habitat. Ac this season, also, it is used as fish bait. In
preparing for the pupa state the larva burrows into the earth,-
where it forms an oval cell, or hides under a stone, piece of wood
or other substance. Here, in about two weeks, it casts its tough
larval integument and assumes a curved form and position in Irs
cell, with the head, wing-pads and legs deflexed on the breast.
The color is yellow with traces of brown mottling of the larva.
The breathing holes are more conspicuous and the upper jaws
stronger and olive green. The pupa state lasts for days and the
perfect Insect issues during the month of July. It is.nocturnal in
habit and hides for the most part in obscure places during the
day. At this time it is sluggish and if approached will drop
sooner than fly, or raise its head and abdomen, and open its jaws
threateningly.

INFORMATION WANTED.
G. H. E. asks: Will some brother sportsman inform me through

the columns of the Forest and Stream where I will find the
best deer and moose shooting in Maine?

Forest and Stream, Box 2,833, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene"' and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subjeet
extant.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSItL UMP,
With AtljustaWe Attaoiments.

For Sportsmen and Othexs.
Comtalnea Head Jack,

B0at Jack, Fisbltij^ Lamp,
Caiup liamp, Dash liamp.
Belt l,anteru. Hand Jjan-
tem, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

UBERT FERGUSON, Offiu,ES Folton St. H.r.

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILKINSON CO.,
269-271 State St., Chicago.

• 1 8 VE3EY NmYoT^
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INCHESTE

LOADED PAPER SHOT SHELLS.
Ask your Dealer for them.

Xot Sold Jat XCeta.!! t»y tla.& IMCa.xi.-ufa.o'tvr'ex's.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO.,
312 Broadway, N. Y. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Two Targets with Smith & Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 12yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield, Mass.

Six consecutive shots at loyds., oft-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
Loris, Washington, D. C.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,
Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.

Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases
my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.

No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood form, length 94, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price |2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is Germaa Silver Mounted , " 3 »2
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, sohd reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

84, 9, 94, 10ft , weight 9, IO4, 12, 1.3oz , Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 8 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8£t., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 joint , 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90o.

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 35yds., aSc; 40yds., 95c.: 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.35. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.
Sliding Chck, NicktJ Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; 80yds., $3.50; 300yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300fc., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53o. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best QuaJltv Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15o.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ; 2ft., per doz., 30c.
;
8ft., doz., 4J5o.

J. F, MABSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St,, Brooklyn, Y,
Hend Se« it^sijp foi' IUafitriil«4 CfttiOogne far S691> OPEH ETElfllfClli;
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Tbc LEADING all-arouod Carnera.
$15 to $50.

Uses regular Dry Plates which are sold everywhere, or Trans-
parent Fihin for 25 to 1 OO Pictures without reloading. Prices

WE DEVELOP AND FINISH THE PICTURES WHEN DESIRED. I/' J M /} f? P TTHE BLAIK CA3[liEA CO., Boston, Ufass., also makers of the ' ^ 1^- i j

ivnil other Plioto-:i aiihie Apparatus. Brandies : 208 State St., Chicago. 918 Arch St., Philadeliihia.
E. & H. T. A^THO^JT & CO., Trade Afjents, New York.
Also sold 1>Y all Dealers in Photo Goods. Send for tlie Ilatvk-Eye Booklet.

H. M. QUACKENBUSH'S SAFETY CARTRIDGE EIFLE.

Tha Best Accvrate Rif 'e Yet OfferBiI for the Money

Whole length. 33in , weight ii^lbs.; caliber, 23,100, for regular "BB" or
long and short cartrirlge*. Vie gaara"tee tlvtse *h'116h to shoot as
strong and as accurate as any 3'J,100 Caliber Eitle mad ; besides,
they are perfectly safe to handle, quick to operate, reliable iu every

respect, and will bear incessant use without impairing their efflciency in the least degree. The rear
sights are adjustable, and the barrel can be instantly removed from the frame, making a handy arm
to carry in trunk, valise or package. Each Rifle is tested before leaving our works, and is knocked
down as above stated, nnd neatly packed in a neat, strong box. We also manufacture a full assort-
ment of Air Guns, suited to meet the Tastes and wants of every one. The quality of our goods has
established them in all the principal markets of the world, and their superiority has induced the
U. B. Navy to place them, with success, ou thwr 'chool ships. Illustrated Price List sent on appli-
cation. Address BC. M, QtJACKENBTJ.SH, Mantif'r, Herkimer, Y., U. K, A. Kotb—We stamp
our name on each Gun we raake. Send for Catalogne Ko. 33. Mention Forest a^td Stbeam,

The reputation we gained in the manuiaotm-e of the Pox Shot-
{fun is fully sustained in the NevT Wliitiuore Hammerless,
of which we are the sole manufacturers. We also manufactm-e the American Arms
Co.'s New Safety Hammeiless Revolver.

AMERICAN ARMS CO., 36 New Street, East Boston, Mass.

LYMAN ACGELERATINe SHOTfiUN GARTRID6E
The "EXPERT" is charged with b

perforated cake of especially preparer
powder, which Vrarns progressively—the
only correct method of availing of thf
power of powder in guns. Shot started
easily, with rapidly increaeing velocity
and least recoil, and without stringing.
Perfect combustion, little smoke, harmless
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell: no
flsnng, heated grains to cut barrel of gun.

4,„„*„i.i , Cakes made by machinery; greatest uni-

^ 7 ,Pe*u®ri^ 'i"'^
penetration. AO miratcs, dccompminn, changeahle cliemicaU! Detonatingimpomble ' bhotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

LYMAN CARTRIDGE CO., 9 Chambers Street, N. Y.
10, la and 16-Oaasea. j. p. DAJfNEEEI.SKR, Selling Agent.

The Celebrated Spangler Perfect
ENDORSED BY EVERYONE.

Crimper

iHFrERrEnbRiiviP

The only tool that wUl positively crimp everj
shell alike, no matter what the variation of load
may be. The only tool having an automatic plungei

[ which preveiits end of shell soreading toward cente:
of wad. The above not only Insures uniformity, bni
entirely obviates the possibility of the load becom
ing locse. Dealers and sportsmen will at once re
cognize tills as a very Imp.jrtant feature. All weai
xas points in theCrimpimzDle are made of steel »x>i

case hardened, thus insui lag durability and peiftc
tiou of work. Size and weight about same as ok
style. Is invaluable to users of Schuitze, E. C. an<)

wood powders. Send stamp for specimen shell. Manufactm-ed only by
A. E. SPANGLER, Patentee, Fulton, N. Y.

MEACHAM UAMMERLESS

l" GUN.

Top Sn.\p,

'Extended Bib, Im-
ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, PuU Checkered. Matted Pah, Double
Under Fastening, Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, c^&, $36.^
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E, G. MEAGHAM ARMS CQ..StU)Uis.iia

THE EAGLE
The Easiest Running Bicycle

/ / in tlie World.

SPEED, COI« FORT, SAFETY.

large Illtistrated Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY,
STAMFORD, CONIf.

DEAF'lESS AND HEAD NOISES CURED
bj Vtcf., lor-: = :h:f, iv.bclur Ear CushiiQs. Wh^»

When planning your annual tour remember
that this company controls over 4100 miles of
railway equipped in the most approved modern
style, passing through a magnificent country
noted for its unsurpassed facilities for soort.

A FEW OFTHfPfilKCIPil RESORTS.
POSTLAND, Me.—For deep sea fishing.

AXDEOSCOGCrIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel).
—Excellent trout flshlng and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.).-For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RFSORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKEST. JOHN P.EGION ivia Quebec).-For onananlche,
trout, caribou, be.Ti-, moose, bearer, otter, etc.

THE BIVEK ST. LAWRENCE (in tlie neighborhood of
the hue for 400 miles,).—For niascalonge. pike, basa,
whltefLsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque orKlngstonl
—For pickerel, black l3a.ss, masoalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place On the conttaent for
fishlufr. slidoting and camping. AH varieties of fish
:iud game.

PAKfiY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BAY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, CoUlngwood, etc.) for black baas,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, utter, etc.

LAKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at aU principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via CoUlngwood. Wiarton, Sartda In
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same, with
many valuable hints as to best months and
general facilities, are published in a pamphlet en-
titled "Fislxing nnd Hunting Resorts of tlie
Grand Trwnk Riiilway," which will be fur-
nished gratuitously on application to the Com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Pass-
enger Agent a't Montreal, P. Q.

WM. EDGAR, li. I. SEARGEANT,
Gen. Pass. Aseut. Gen. Manager.

ONLY rail route to the delightful summer re-
sorts north of t^ueheo. through the
CANADIAN; ADTROMiACK^.

Monarch Parlor and Sleeping Oars. Magnifi-
cent scenery. Beautiful climate.
Hotel Roberval. Lake St. John, recently en-

larged, has first-class accommotlations f ^r 300
gnesta, and is run in connection with the "Island
House," a new hote]_ built on an island of the
Grand Discharge of i.a.ke St. John, in the center
of the "Ouananiche" fishing srounds. Daily
communication bv the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John
and tributaries, an area of 20,000 square miles,
are free to guests of the hotels.
For information as to hotels, apply to hotel

managers. For folders and gnhle books to Thos.
Cook & Son. 261 Brnadwav,"'New York; to Ray-
mond & Whiicomb, 2% Washington St., Boston,
and to ticke* igenls of all principal cities.
ALEX. HABDY, J. G. SCOTT,

Gen. F. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager,
Quebec. Canada.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROPEAN PLAN
MESSENGER, Proprietor.

IN ENGLAND AND SCOTUND.
Residential Estates. Mixed Shootings, PisMngs

G-rouse Moors, Deer Forests and
Oountry Ees dences.

liUinleys' Registers, published monthly, contain
partlcxdars of aU the best to be sold or let, and may be

TROUT FISHING.
Adirondack Mountains.
BALD MOTTNTAIN HOUSE, situated at the

.iunc'ion of the Oswegatchie Lakes, for fishing.
Hunting and health it is one of the most desirable
locations in the Adironrlacks. For particulars
address Z. BIGNESS, Pboprietoh.

Oswegatchie Lake, Lewis Co., N. T.

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,
Berkshire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter
Dogs, Collies, Fnx Hounds
and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

try. GEO. B. HICKMAiSl, West Chester, Pa.
Send stamp for Circular.

LIVE WHITE HAPvJDS (Lejms Americanus),
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders ana remll^iiices at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H..0. Stanley, Dlxfleld, Me.. FlBh
aiidGame OominiBaioner. J« 9. BICH: Betbeie He,

S^ans, Ducks. Pheasants.
EUROPEAN WHITE SWANS. AUSTRA-

LIAN BLACIC SWANS, MANDARIN DUCKS .

GOLD AND SILA'ER PHEASANTS. LADY
AMHERST PHEASANTS, BAR -TAILED
PHEASAiSTS AND ANY OTHER KIND.
All these birds ran be imported within four

weeks by LOUIS RUHE, Importer of Birds and
Animals, 24 N. Wil iam street, New York.

Send for price list.

Fine Stafford Co, Virginia Property

FOR SALE.
On Potomac EiTer, 35 miles below Washington, D. C,

and on ( 'hooawamsick C'reeli, with two landings for
shipping. IjS miles south of Quantico Station on R. F.
& P. R. R. Containing aoouc 7iXJ acres, of which about
2.50 acres areuiitler culti-vation, balance in Pine, C'hest-
utit, Elm, Cedar and other valuable timber. 11 room
good brick house, Queen .Anre style, thoroughly fur-
nished. View of Potomac both North and South of
about 15 miles. Thoroughly stocked, i mtdes, H horses,
3 colts, 3 calves, horned cattle and hogs, as weli as all
farming utensils, ploughs, cultivators, wagons, etc.
Fine new peach and apple orchards. Would make an
elegant game presei've, as there are on it quantities of
Quail, .Snipe, Woodcock. Turkeys, Duck«, Rail, etc.,
with plenty of fishing in i-eason. Everything ready for
immediate occupancy, wltli crops all in ground, and a
com]3eieut Jersev farmer who will remain If desired.
Will be sold reasonably. .A ddress or apply to OEO. Li.
HORN, N. E. Cor. Broad and Arch Sts., Phllada., Pa.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS of the Brook Trout,

Brown Trout and California Trout.

£GGS AND FRY
OF THE SAME IN SEASON,

For information inquire of

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co. N. Y.

SALMON FISHING
F-O El S.A.IjE!.

Share in a salmon club controlling one of the
best of salmon rivers. There is a large, well-fur-
nished club house and five comfortable cottages,
completely equipppd. There are always more
pools than rods. Last year over forty salmon
were killed by one rod. and twelve in one day by
anolher. The river is flll>=d with large trout also.
This is a rare opportunity to secure a fine prop-
erty constantly enhancing in value, at a reason-
able price. Address X. C, Roxbury, Mass..

TO SPORTSMEN.
FOR SALE.—3.000 acres of shooting ground

on the coast of North Carolina, unsurpassed by
any other ground in the United States. For full
description, with price and terms, apply at the
World Building, Park Row, New York, room 53.

U. R. HAVENS, Real Estate Agent.

For Sale—A share in a first-class river and club.
Price ScOO. Address H. P. W„ Forest and Stream
office.

BERKSHIKB TKOUT HATCHEKY HAVE
for sale healthy brock trout, ranging in size

f ' cm young fry to four pounds weight, suitable
for stocking public and private waters. For in-
formation and price address

C. H. SAG-E, Sec'y, Gt. Barrington, Mass.

HUNT'S PARK AT HUNT'S LAKEFOR SAIiE.
House furnished, stable, boats, ice. Good roads.

On N. Y., S. & W. R. R. Possession anv time.
Particulars, address DR. .J. S. HUNT, East'on, Pa.

FOR SALE.—TARGET REVOLYER, SMITH
& Wesson, cal. 32-4i, bran new, with fifty

cartridges and one hundred primed shells, price
89.50. Ar dress H. M. OLMY, 100 Fulton street.
New York,

TO LET. — ON RESTIGOUCHE RI\rER, A
fishing pli^^lege. A fine shore and island.

Good for two rods. Splendid salmon. Rent $200
a ye-ir. S. L. AYLETT, Metapedia, P. Q,. Can.

FOR. SALE.—A SMALL FISH FARM AND
feed mill, one mile f'-opi a beautiful city in

S. Wisconsin. Address DR. SWAN, Beaver Dam,
Wisconsin.

©AUGRAPhL
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100.^^^ ^n'''v Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
Single Case, BTo. 1, ... - 870.00
Double Case, " 13, . - - . - 89.00
New Special, "3, - - - . 100.00

For account of speed contests and circulars, address

THE AMERIOAN WRITING MACHINE CO.
HARTFORD, CONIV.

Branch Offices : 337 Broatlway, New-York.
14 West 4tii Street, Cinciimati, Q.
1003 Arcli Street, Pliiladelphia.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENSUUiD.
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Keutiicky Reels.

PIUEARMiS, FISHING TACKLE, EICY-
CiES, TENTS, I.AWX TENNIS, SICSICAl,

INSTKUMENTS. SPOKTINft GOODS, .fee. Illustrated CataloKue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

MMj. MSMPifOts, illt,
Is smoothest

running, strongest

in power, noted for

lightness, beautiful

in finish, full steel

pivots, patented side

plates, highest qual-

ity, unequaled.

Fine Rubber and
German Silver
Double MultijDlying

Steel Pivot, Back-

sliding Click, Safe-

ty Band.

BASS REEL

Modern bait
casting can only be

accomplished by
proper angling im-

plements. This

popular and suc-

cessful method of

"Minnow Casting for

Black Bas."

is made a pleasure

when using the

KQSMIC

Bass Reel.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK, 241-343 Broadway. CHICAGO, 108 Madison St.

PHILADELPHIA, 1032 Chestnut St.

nSHEBM&N'S AUTOH&TIG REEL.
When a sportsman finds anj^thing which adds to his pleasure, with-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."

No. 1. 60yds $13 00
No. 2. 100yds 13 50

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
FiRSX— It will wind up the line a hundred

times as fast as any other reel in the world.
ciECOND—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Thibd—No fish can ever get slack line with it

ITouRTH—It will save more fish than any-
other reel.
Fifth—It will prevent tips, lines and snell?

from beins broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely by the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN &. ERBE, Rochester, N.Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.
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MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AKD CELLULOID HAED GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will nou blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for iaspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N.Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE,

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMIirGTOlT STORE."

SSI &c S83 Broadway, Is ew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADTAICTAGEOUSLY thev can

purohasi Sporting Gond^s, Our stock covers the following lines in 1hPir/w7/est t'crrieties: GUNS,
RIFE.ES, AMMUNITION, iE'isB.la.ixi.s T.a.ols.lo, BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cp"»^« ('o cover postagr) and we wi]i mail yon
our new Illustrated Catalogue, coverii-g above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

ESTABt/ISHED 1837.

J. B. O-KOOK CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in

FisMM TacHe duns. Rifles, Reyolyers
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City

Send tvt a Catalogue, Specialty of SalraoQ,
SrsTit aad Bass Fliesa

FISHING TiCEE
Send for Catalogs to

A. HARRIS,
163 Broad St,; Providence^ R. U

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for »9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ill

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center section'* are quickly
changed from a «% to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 5J^ or 8oz. with
the No. 8. AH changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase tlie weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or stnd 10
cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,
51 Jolin Street,

NEW YORK.

MOLIER'S

FOB
General

Debility, 1

Scrofula,
Rheusiatlsm

or Consumption,^
is superior to anym d

lioswy of taste and smell,'*

medicinal virtues and purity.

London, European and Ne'W

York physicians pronounce it th»

purest and best. Sold by Drugpsts.

CHAS. I. GOODALE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbnry St.,

will now be found at 111 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as formerly.

in tte *tu(t.

SEMINOLE KENNELS,
Chestnut Hill, Phila., Pa.,

OFFER THE SEBVICES OP THE FOaXOWTSTG

Rough-Coated Collies:
Champion THE SQUIRE,

(E. 15,757). Fee 850.00.

Champ. ROSLYlSr WILKES,
(A. ). Fee $35 00.

Challensre ROSLY^ DANDY,
(A..17,.577). Fee. $25.00.

ROSLYN CONWAY,
(A. ). FeeS20.00.

SIR KELPIE,
(A. 14,785). Fee $15.00.

English Pugs.'
Champion TREA^SURE,

(A. 10,.5fJ6). Fee $15 00.

KA^SH, JR.,
( A. 17,804). Will be placed at stud July 1, Fee $15.

Irish Setters:
SEMINOLE.

(A. 20,088j. - Fee $20.00.

ELEO,
(A. 11,450). - Fee $15.00.

Extended pedigrees of any of the above on ap-
plication. Bitches entrusted to us receive the
best of care. Fine specimens of the above breeds
for sale at reasonable prices, including several
good stud does and brood hitches in whelp.

YOUNG STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND.

IN THE STUD. - CHAMPION HECTOR.
?mooth-coated St. Bernard, Fee $50, or the

pecond choice of the lirter of a few approved
bitches. A. M. MURRAY, ISSih street and North
River, New York.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50ets. A
limited nmnber of hiBPuppiea for sale, F,S.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDI^^RE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Champ. HESPER (15169).

Sire of some of the best stock living, and con-
sidered to be the best STUD DOG living to day.
He is the winner of 47 first and special prizes and
sire of Donnybrook Fair, Andromeda, Lady
Livingston and many other well known prize
winners. Stud fee $75 00

Cliamp. PLINMMMOIS, JR. (G864).

This grand young &.<^s is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLEMMON, and although onlv
a little over three years old, is the winner of 27

first and special prizes, and sire of some s?ood

stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18371).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee. should be much sought after bv St-
Bernard breeders. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.

A select stock most always on hand, sired by
the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches,- at
reasonable prices.

WYOMma KENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TEERIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Hillside Regent 10
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NORIE-GLADSTONE-SUE.
AT STUD, - FEE S^G-PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. His puppies are not
excelled by any. He is lai'ge size, liealtby and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
biti^hes, desiring to produce the perfeetiou of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels,
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Chula, .imella Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coatad

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden St., PhUa., Pa.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Boaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of English Bloodlionnds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff mips from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and crreat prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL. Fair Haven, Vermont.

CHAIUNGE INCHIpUIN AT STUD.
Tlie famous imported Irish setter Inchiquin,

bred bv Rev. Robert O'Callahan, Rochester, Eng.,
by his champion Shaiidon II. o\it of lona. Win-
ner first at Boston, Lynn, Chicago and Cleveland.
This is the most phenomenal dog of the season,
defeating the New York winner at two shows
under different judges. Puppies from this dog
for sale out of first prize winning bitches. For
terms, etc., address

T. J. SOANLAN, Fall River, Mass.

MASTIFFS AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex ch. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class. Crystal
Palace; first and cha.lienge cup. South H8.mi»ton,
Eng.; first Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pxips by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadgyth and Blmet,
granddaughters of Beaufort and Orlando. Photos
25c. each. CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, IlL

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—Avoca),importedIri8h setter at stud.
A Thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee .830. Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY.

Pittsfield, Mass.

PONNEMARA KENNELS.-FIKE IRISH
Kj setters. At stud—HEDRIVHiE GLiKNCHo,
fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
$20. Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healihy from prize stock. Testimonial says,
"Irish pup purchased of you, now .Smos. old,
noints and retrieves like old doe. Itisnaturalfor
him to hunt." R. H. BURR, Middletown, Conn.

I"~N
THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

Allin and trained on rufSed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L<

, tsyio? utsestj &pr5Bsf5«ld^ Ma». «
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THE AMATEUR REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.

WITH the general distribution of the targets prepared

for the preliminary trials and practice shoots, the

interest in the match for tlie amateur revolver champion-

ship of this country is on a sharp increase. There is a good

deal of powder burning already under way on account of

it, and the prospect is that the record will be set at a very

high notch of expertness.

Just what degree of skill may be required can be judged

by looking over a series of Eaglish targets, where the

distance shot over is similar fo that set for the champion-

ship match here.

Take for instance the targets made by Mr, Walter

Winans, the donor of the trophy. A rough estimate

made by him, when asked what he thought the winning

score would be in string measurement, was fourteen

inches for the eighteen shots and three inches for the best

string of six shots. A review of some of the targets made
by Mr. Winans shows that he was liberal in his figures,

judged by his own efforts. IrL the fall of 1889, at the

South London Rifles contest in competition at twenty

yards, with a Colt ,4o-caliber, 4^ pounds trigger pull and

using English Government ammunition, shooting in the

open air, altogether a combination not calculated for the

finest w^ork, the record stood 4 inches, 4 inches, and 3f

inches respectively for three strings of six shots each

making a total of llf inches for the eighteen shots. This

target was published in Foeest and Stkeam of Nov, 14,

1889. and with such a guide as this for his judgment it is

safe to say that jVIr. Winana would amend his estimate to

9 inches for the eighteen shots and possibly 2 inches for a

string of six.

Takeagaip a silver ^olUx-, Tt is liin, across or ^in,

from center to edge. Now 18 shots, measured by circum-

ferential distance from the absolute center of target to

the breaking edge of the shot, and each one clii^ping a

dollar, would make a total string of Idi'm. Now, just put

up a disk struck from a dollar, stand 60ft. off, and when
you clip that disk every time you are making a score of

not worse than 13iin.

THE HELEN KELLER FUND.
A S recorded last week, the money which had been

sent to the Forest and Stream for this purpose

was sent to Helen Keller; and with it went a list of the

names of contributors. In return we have received the

following touching acknowledgment written by Helen

herself:
Perkins Institute and i

Massachusetts School for the Blind,
South Boston, May 19, 1891. ]

To the Editor of Forest and Stream:

Will you please thank the kind gentlemen who sent me the

money for little Tommy, and tell them that they have helped

make two children very happy ? It seems beautiful to me to

thiik that the death of my brave, loving Lioness should be the

means of bringing so much happiness into the life of our dear

little Tommy. I feel very grateful to the friends, far over the

seas, who are taking an interest in baby Tom's education. Some
day I hope I shall see each one of the dear friends whose names
you sent me, and then I shall thank them myself. Thanking you,

dear editor, for your kindness, I am your loving little friend,

Helen Keller.

SNAP SHOTS.

TF you cannot go away five hundred miles on a big

fishing trip, take a day off and fish the brook in the

hollow. Make the most of what you have. This is a

solid chunk of what the Hon. Horace Chilton, of Georgia,

would call "good old cornfield common sense."

Our esteemed contemporary, the New York Mail and

Express, is taking up a collection to buy reindeer for the

starving Estiuimaux of Northern Alaska, in response to

Dr, Sheldon Jackson's recent proiDOsal that these deer

should be introduced and the natives taught to herd

them. The Mail and Express says that every $10 will

supply one reindeer; and the subscription now foots up

more than $400.

We have been told of summer visitors who kill Maine's

big game and leave it to rot, and of residents who slaugh-

ter it in winter snows; and now comes a story that the

Passamaquoddy Indians have found in the State Papers

at Boston evidence sustaining their claim that treaties be-

tween their tribe and Massachusetts (to which Maine

belonged) in the last centuiy gave them a perpetual priv-

ilege to hunt and fish regardless of any game and fish

laws.

There are so many fish in the Central Park reservoirs

in this city, that they would afford capital fun, if only a

fly-fisherman could get at them. Gunners are employed

to kill vagrant dogs and cats and to reduce the squirrel

supply in the park ;
why should not the authorities let

out the contract of taking some of the big fish to give

the little ones a chance? There is a lawyer around in

Nassau street who would do the fisliing gratuitously and

for pure public spirit.

What has become of all the State associations for the

protection of fish and game which used to meet in annual

convention in all parts of the country? There is left to-

day not one of them whose assembling means anything

for the cause. The target shooters are stronger than

ever before, but the game and fish protective efforts have

died out. In some States, to be sure, the authorities have

taken up the work and voluntary effort has been sup-

planted by regularly organized official systems; but in

most cases there is still abundant need of concerted

action.

Tarpon fishing has taken a firm hold, and every indica-

tion is that the sport will prove to be not an ephemeral

fad but a branch of angling whose participants will find

in the sport increased fascination and satisfaction in pro-

jportion to their experience and skill. An enthusiastic

correspondent writes: "My interest in tarpon fishing has

not varied; in fact, although I thought I knew it all, I

learned something new the present spring and I believe

that I have not yet reached complete knowledge of the

fish. I have spent six years with him and have not

found that custom states his infinite variety. In fact, I

found that I felt no inteijest this year i5 'smaU fish,' as

the guides call all other than tarpon ; and did not drop a

line for them at aU, leaving to others, or to chance, the

supply of the table."

Mr. Charles HaUock read before the Cosmos Club the

other evening a paper on the "Distribution of Fishes by
Underground Watercourses." The essay will appear in

the June number of Qoldthivaite's Geographical Maga-
zine.

We wish to communicate with those readers of Forest
AND Stream who were specially interested in "Ness-

muk's" contributions to the paper, and who would like to

share in a projected memorial of him. Will such per-

sons kindly send us their names?

Apropos of Marshal MacMahon's proposed introduction

of American jack rabbits into France, our esteemed con-

temporary La Chasse Ulustree suggests, "We shall shortly

have an opportunity in France to determine if in their

stories of the incredible speed of this creature the Ameri-
cans have not for once stretched the truth."

Since his appointment to the command of the U. S,

receiving ship Vermont, at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, our

contributor "Piseco," Capt. L, A, Beardslee, of the Navy,
has had little opportunity for whipping the trout brooks;

but that he is acquiring honors is attested by his election

as Senior Vice-Commander of the New York State Com-
mandery of the Loyal Legion.

It is all very well to talk of communing with nature

and studying the ways of the gentle wood-folk; but there

is such a thing as starting in on it at too tender and sus-

ceptible an age. Two girls and a boy, in the backwoods
of Sullivan county, N. Y,, not long ago communed with

a wildcat, and the interview drove them stark mad, and
they have just emerged from an insane asylum.

Trap-shooting is having its boom. There has never

been anything like it. The target companies are turning

out millions of "inanimates" and the cartridge manufac-
turers are keeping pace with loaded shells, for each target

means the burning of powder. The new Inter-State

Association under the direction of Manager Penrose is

proving to have been planned on lines of efficiency; and
all the meetings have been successful.

A small boy and a poodle dog on a raft in the middle

of the Atlantic Ocean might appear to be in a worse

strait than a best man at a New Jersey wedding; but

recent events have demonstrated that the chances are in

favor of the boy and the dog and against the best man.

It has actually happened that the shipwrecked waifs

were picked up and brought into port, while the best

man was shot and instantly killed by a festive idiot

among the guests who pulled out his revolver and blazed

away with it purely as an expression of joy at the nup-

tials.

Mr. Alex. Starbuck's happy relation of trouting days on

the North Shore has been winning commendatory notices

by the editors of the West, who have been or want to go

fishing themselves. Mr. Sfcarbuck, by the way, dips his

pen in iridescent ink, and his narrative glows with color.

Note some of his sparkling appellations: Golden fin

—

rainbow beauties—darling of the spotted jacket—freckled

beauty—the haughty and handsome tribe—the tribe of

fontinalis—radiant beauties—^proud princelings of the

watery realm—two lovely specimens of the speckled bri-

gade—the jeweled beauties—a monster—mottled darling

—a brook beauty—the autocrat of the lake—^sparkling

beauty.

It is reported that at a meeting of the Cabinet, held on

Tuesday last, the question of protecting the fur seals of

Bering Sea from ^extinction was under discussion for

some time, but that no decision was reached in the mat-

ter. It is singular that with the inevitable extermina-

tion of this valuable mammal before them there should

be this delay. The season for killing is near at hand,

and unless Great Britain's proposition is accepted and a

close season ordered, the close of the season of 1891 will

see such hopeless injury done to our interests in Alaska

that they can never hope to recover from it. It is a mor-

tifying and humiliating fact that this important interest

is receiving its deadliest attack irx ^he yer^ Cabinet of

owx Government,
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mkn{m ^antist

CAMPING AND DE-CAMPING.
YACATION fever is a dangerous disorder. All authori-

ties agree that there is but one remedy—a vacation.

My friend George ElHs had infected me by mail. His
glovring accounts of experience in Muskoka, Can., and
finally an invitation to join him there made the case so

desperate that gun and rod in old school doses became
my only hope.
in the midst of preparation, as visions of pine woods,

lakes and mountains flitted through my brain, I thought
of the henefit these things vs^ould do a malarious, sickly

nephew. "Just the thing for Harvey Graham and not a
bad lad to carry a string of trout,'" I reflected.

The New York Central to Lewiston, on the lower
Niagara, the steamer to Toronto and the Canadian
Northern toward the great lumber region of the upper
Ottawa was onr route. Into the wilderness we sped and
late in the afternoon found ourselves at Gravenhurst,
the terminus of the road and of civilization in that direc-

tion. Muskoka, a region twice as large as the Adiron-
dacks, stretching from the French River and L^ke Nipis-

sing on the northeast to Georgian Bay, Lake Huron and
the Severn River on the west and south, sprinkled with
rivers and lakes in almost infinite profusion, a section

many parts of which are yet unsurveyed, the waters

teeming with fish and the woods ahve with large game,
lay before us, inviting exploration.

Our destination was Baysville, on Trading Lake, six-

teen miles through the forest in a northeasterly direction.

Out progress thither was by stage. Road apparently

there was none, its substitute being what resembled the

dry bed of a mountain torrent. Over rocks, across gul-

lies and down washouts the vehicle swayed and lurched,

keeping us in momentary expectation of a capsize or the

loss of a wheel.
We passed through miles of burned land, where hardly

a trace of green could be discerned. Charred, blackened
stumps and trunks, sable monuments of former vegeta-

ble life and beauty, littered the ground or pointed mutely
to the sky, that now smiled upon them unavailingly.

Baysville, when at last reached, did not add to the
sightliness of the landscape. A hamlet consisting of an
equal number of log and frame buddings, it forlornly

squatted in the middle of a tract from which every tree

and shrub had been carefully removed. Evidently these

people proposed to secure their homes against forest

fires.

"We immediately inquired for Ellis, only to be informed
that he had been called home a few days previous by
news of dangerous illness in his family. Though in quest

of adventure, here at the very outset was more than we
desired. Ellis had spent months, at various times, in

this section, and was the veteran on whom we relied. To
add to my anxiety Harvey became sick.

To get out of the stuffy attic room into which we had
been thrust and to leave Baysville to its heat and dust

were our only desires. A guide with a canoe large

enough to contain three was secured only after extreme
difficulty.

Salmon was our man's name. In physical make up a
magnificent, broad-shouldered specimen, he had a fur-

tive, uneasy expression, at first so markedly avoiding a
direct glance as to lead one to suppose that he was either

laboring under painful embaiTassment or that he had
some dark chapters in his life. Never were we more de-

ceived. Once under way, he thawed out completely, sur-

prising us not only by his fluency and elegance of speech,
but freely telling us his history.

Born in India, the son of a colonel in the British army,
he had been carefully educated in England, gradmting
at Christ College, Oxford. Natm-ally of a roving dispo-

sition, he took passage in a vessel of a relative and cir-

cumnavigatpd the globe. What led him finally to locate

in the wilds of the Georgian Bay region can best be told

in his own language;
'My father had "many friends among business men in

London, and through his influence I might readily have
obtained a situation in a mercantile house. But I could
not be weaned from the adventurous life I had been lead-

ing. When I saw white-faced, puny clerks, robbed of

sunlight and air, painfully bending in cramped positions

over big ledgers, I contrasted such a fate with an active,

manly existence under the blue sky, and chose the latter.

Thirteen years ago I buried myself , as most people would
call it, in these woods. I have never for a day regretted
the step. With the slight income that I receive from
home, together with what I make in winter as superin-
tendent of a lumber camp, and in the summer as guide,
I am accounted rich in this frugal section. I do not lack
good society. Many of our Scotch and English settlers

are well educated. I married a girl of this class about a
year ago, and am not less haj)py than if my lot were cast

among brick walls."
While conversing we had been moving out on to the

broad lake, and the scenery now burst upon us in all its

wild beauty. Headlands and islands, hills near and re-

mote, were all alike hidden in untorn draperies of leafy
green. The shores were not mountainous; and the close-

crowded giant trees, untouched by the axe, concealed the
rocky soil, presenting to the eye soft folds of rustling
foliage that apparently ended never.
Each bay and landmark elicited its story from our

guide. Here we were told a deer had been overtaken in

the water, while at this or that point a bear had been
shot. Later in the afternoon, the water becoming rough,
we ran in behind a long promontory, making a portage
at its base, to get into a more protected arm of the lake.

It was here we learned that much of Muskoka game could
be killed by a slap of the hand—that is when it fit on the
accessible parts of one's anatomy.
On accotmt of the mosquitoes a spot exposed to the

wind was selected for our camp. Salmon's practiced
hands soon had our bed made up in backwoods fashion.
This was done by lavishly pilling balsam boughs on the
floor of the tent, forming a soft, health-exhaling couch
which no true sportsman would exchange for hair mat-
tresses and artificial appointments.
Though the canvas walls shook in the chill night breeze,

the guide dropped ofl' with the most business-like preci-
sion, and, as Harvey seemed to be cosily composing him-
self for his first night in the woods, I, too, was soon slum-
bering. A rough hand shook my shoulder, and I awoke
ynth a start. A bright light Bhofte through the open flap

and;illumina.ted the tent. Sleep-befogged I'groped'my
way out toward the camp-fire. There shivering before it,

while Salmon stirred the embers and piled on more wood,
was our young comrade. With chattering teeth and bent,

muffled form, he was enjoying a regular "Jersey shake"
2,000ft. above sea level.

The remainder of the night was spent around the fire

attending to the invalid. Salmon attempted consolation
with some personal incidents of outdoor life. "Early
last May," he said, "a Boston gentleman came up here
for trout fishing. We traveled way back into the woods;
and it rained so that while one of us paddled the other
had to bail constantly. The thickest rubber coats were of

no account; and night after night, with all our clothes

comnletely soaked and no chance of building a fire, we
lay down just as we were. The weather was cold then,
too," he added.
"Well," responded the plucky lad, "I'm not making

this excitement for fun. If I wasn't chock full of

malaria, you would not hear from me this way."
As we talked, toasting ourselves before the blazing logs,

the faint, gray suspicion of early dawn ripened into the
rosy certainty of approaching morning, till finally the
sun, thus announced, bespoke the presence of another
day. Breakfast eaten, we held a council. The sense of

the meeting was that we must risk no more with our
hospital annex. The Ox Tongue River entered the lake
near by. It was decided that we should ascend this a
number of miles, and thence take a short portage to a
vacant lumber camp known to the guide, from which, as

headquarters, we could make excursions with rifle and
rod.

To stem the swift current in our heavily laden craft

cost vigorous effort. The careful selpction of each eddy,
a quick upward swing when we pushed out past the pro-

jecting point, the rapid, united dip of our paddles as we
breasted the down-pouring flood, or the steady shove as

we prodded the bottom of the stream in availing our-

selves of favoring shallows, this arduous programme, oft

repeated, made our arrival at the carry welcome. But
here our work was no easier, though of a dift'erent nature.

We stood at the bottom of a steep bank, thickly timbered
and without a visible path. Strapping together two meal
sacks containing g-oods weighing not less than a hundred
pounds, Salmon placed one over either shoulder with the
band across his chest. Not satisfied with this, he picked
tip the eighty pound canoe, and, balancing it on his neck,
scrambled lightly upward through the underbrush. We.
almost empty-handed, laboriously followed, guided by
occasional gleams of the wet surfact^ of the upturned canoe
a« it rapidly disappeared among the impeding branches.
Our party pantingly emerged into the small clearing that
surrounded the long, low, shed-like lumberman's cabin,

The mof^quitoes, blackflies and other sanguinary inspcts

too numerous to classify had all this time not been idle.

Now, realizing that they had plenty of room in which to

operate, they burst upon us from the encircling woods
with a wild shriek and claimed us for their own. We
hastily beat a retreat to the baronial hall before us. The
interior walls supported a double row of bunks extending
around the entire shanty. These were stuffed full of rub
bish. A horse left in the woods to die had appropriated
the place for a stable, and the stove, upon examination,
proved to be the fragrant sepulcher of a col">ny of rats

The guide had seen such places before, and dfispite the
hovering insects, proceeded to arrange our effects as if

for a permanent location. Our united protests finally led

him to consent to an exodus.
He pertinently inquired : "Where are you going now?"

Being unable to decide he informed us that he lived on
Trading Lake, only ten mOes from where we then were.
"It's a little better house than this," he said, "and has
the advantage of being clean. If you have a mind to

camp out in my shanty we will go there now."
We at once took up our march. To shorten the carry

we put in at the head of the rapid, at the foot of which
we had landed. We were too much weighted down to

steer easily. Our guide had not made the run since high
water of the previous spring. Plunging down the in-

cline, rising from one foam-crested wave to dive into an-
other, narrowly missing numerous rocks that jutted

above the surface, as we turned a sharp bend, there
directly in the channel lay a huge tree which the freshets

had toppled across the stream. No e.=Gape presented
—to paddle back up the river was out of the que«tion
Slowing our progress as much as possible we luckily, just

in the nick of time, discovered a small partially concealed
opening between the limbs of the prostrate tree and the
further bank. After this was passed we had no more
trouble.
In our descent we were constantly on the alert for

game. We dropped down stream silently. The tall

palm -like pines, the density of the forest, the dancing on
flowing river and the consciousness of our utter isolation,

a feehng which dominated all others, made the journey
impressive. But this was not all which made the after-

noon memorable. As Ave were about to emerge into the
lake I caught sight of some furry animal on the bank.
Without ado I "pidled loose" with my revolver. The
terrible creature at once acknowledged the attention
with a manifestation much more to be dreaded than my
bullets. A shot from Salmon's rifle put an end to the
animal, which was not a bear, but for several days our
nostrils reminded us of the success of our hunt. Stron
very strong reasons prevented taking our game home.
At sundown, as the boat danced out on to a landlocked

bay of the lake, Salmon's house and well-cultivated gar-

den, surrounded by a compact wall of virgin forest, was
suddenly revealed. A comely, pleasant-faced, intelligent

young woman, whom the guide introduced as his wife,

stood on the shore to bid us welcome. The situation was
explained to her; and we were ushered up to the curious
nondescript, two-story frame dwelling and made com-
fortable.

Salmon had prepared this place for his bride, the
daughter of his nearest neighbor, living some five miles
distant. He felled the trees for the clearing, and labori-

ously, after many successive journeys, towed from Bays-
ville, over twelve miles away, all the sawf d timber that

entered into his house. The only help he bad received
was in erecting the framework. The product was essen-

tially a home-made home. The second story was reached
by a ladder from without, andwas entered through a hole
in the side of the house, an opening which was neither

door nor window. Up this ladder, frequently in pouring
rains, Harvey and I climbed to the narrow single bed
which had to dp foy ub both. But how we did sleep!

Twelve hours at night, and a long nap in the afternoon
in the woods or on some island, was not uncommon.
Our week's stay here was all too short. The canoe was

put at our disposal, and we could paddle off across the
water or wander through the forest at our own sweet
will. Many were the efforts on the part of our enter-
tainers to contiibute to our enjoyment. Salmon led us
to the best trout streams, showing us where and how to
ipear fish by the jacklight, and ran the dogs after deer
for our benefit. But the time came for our return. We
bid farewell to our hostess one morningr, and a few hours
afterward were landed by Salmon at Baysville from his
canoe.
Reaching Toronto we learned that the regular daily

boat for the Thousand Islands, our objective jjoint, was
laid up for repairs. However, an excursion steamer for
the Hanlan-Ross race at Ogdensburg was just ready to
start. Our baggage was a gun and two pairs of heavy
blankets done up in a meal sack. As we hurried on to
the wharf with these the gang plank was being drawn
aboard. The mob afloat immediately set up a wild howl
for the "gun and the bag." Amid their acclamations we
half jumped and were half pulled to where they stood
enjoying the situation.

We now looked around to see where and with whom
we were. The large steamer was filled with a company
of "shooting gentlemen." A more precious collection of
"toughs" I never encountered before nor since. All
lower Canada seemed to have assembled the worst repre-
sentatives of its worst element here where they would be
under no restraint. Truly, for us, it was a pleasant
prospect. But we wpre not molested. No sooner had
the boat left the harbor than assorted fluids absorbed and
were absorbed to the exclusion of less important matters.
In addition to the inevitable bottle of "tonic" every other
man had some arrangement, either cards,wheel of fortune,
dice or what not, to facilitate the exchange of commod-
ities. When at about 6 o'clock in the evening we stopped
at Port Hope, several professionals, who fully cor-
responded to the ante-bellum Mississippi River steamboat
sharper so often described, got aboard. One in particu-
lar, evidently well known to the fraternity already afloat,

was conspicuous by his clerical garb and his clean cut,
impassive features.

The fun soon became intensely interesting, not only to
the participants alone but to us as spectators. Both decks
were crowded with tables stocked with gener< u-^ piles of
coin and bills. Hard, cold faces, void of emotion; flushed,
eager ones, inflamed with excitement; the gambler of
years and the rapid youth transferred then- rolls of green-
b^cks to each other with business-like celerity. Not the
slightest notice was taken of its as we wandered
about. All was preoccupation. If toward midnight a
storm had not arisen fev/ would have slept that night.
A-t first no one paid attention to the roaring of the wind.
Soon the seas increased; the vessel rose and fell heavily;
and occasionally, as the play progressed, a gamester here
and there would grow white, lose his intere-it, and at last

fall out overcome by sickness. The strong breeze now
became a gale; the decks assumed abrupt angles; and the
timbers of the boat, which was really a sorry enough old
craft, creaked ominously. Those of the cro^v d that were
neither intoxicated nor equally hdpless from nausea
began to realize, after a few heavy seas had washed clear
across the lower dfck, that the situation was serious.

One by one the men lay down < n the floor of the cabin,
hoping for the storm to abate or trying to sleep. We
brought out our now useful blankets and made ourselves
comfortable in a corner as far removed as possible from
the drunken revelers who were still celebrating. Mingled
with the blasts of the tempest were blasts of profanity.
Amid such surroundings we uneasily awaited the morning.
The wind continued to blow in gusts, but as we had

run to windward of Prince Edward's I-land all danger of
foundering was now past. At daybreak we entered the
St. Lawrence. We rose to view "the fairvland of the
beautiful cottage-adorned Thou'-and Islands. Contrast-
ing with this attractive panorama were the besotted
creatures that littered the bfnchfs and chairs and strewed
the decks in every imaginable attitude of drunken stupor.
Ogdensburg reached and the custom hou^e p issed we

repaired to the nearest restaurant. Here I discovered
that my pocketbook had passed into the pobsession of
some one whose fingers were as light as his conscience. I

was unlucky enough to furnish myself with this bit of
news before breakfast. As I carried the funds for the
party, we walked to the telegraph office on the recollec-

tion of our yesterday's dinner. After six hours of rigid
application of the mind cure for hunger, the Western
Union and a good credit came to our relief, just as I was
calculating the probable cash value of my watch. The
next morning was inaugurated arelegrajih strik ewhich
extended all over the country and lasted for w^eks, thus
scoring us another narrow escape. Harvey often refers

to oiu" trip. He is of the opinion, that if our camping was
not a success our de-camping had all the elements of
victory. Ralph K. Wing.

TEN DAYS AT RUSHMORE.

AS George was in the country all summer, I agreed to

take my wife and the rest of the family up fco the
camp for a vacation. Said rest consisted of Mabel, aged
ten; Belle, eight; Sam, two and a half; and Jr., eight

month's old. The Mrs. had her doubts about taking the

baby, and our family doctor was in the same state of

mind ; but I agreed to assume the responsibility, knowing
we could always keep warm and dry in the little house,

and thinking that the pure resinous air and woodsy smell
would benefit him. And I think it did ! It was quite a
tiip to make with the youngsters, but by stopping off over
night on our way up we eased it some and arrived at a
nice hour, 11 A. M.
They were all pleased to find such a comfortable house,

for Rushmore, with only its one/oom, has nice bunks and
mattresses,folding chairs, extension table, glassware and
crockery, a good cook stove, and a liberal supply of

granite-ware cooking utensils.

Sam, however, took us all down by saying, "Well, this

is a nice little bam, where'a the house?" Then he pro-

ceeded to investigate the stove, and succeeded in blacking
himself up in great style; but what fim he had there

digging in the gravel or trying to throw all the loose rock
on Long Point into the lake. I have him started right,

and expect in a few years he will be a genuine sportsman.

At the age of one year he would hug a gun and smile

with delight whenever it ca.me o^it of the case; at two he-
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could aim it: and now with the slight encouragement I
give him he promises to be one of us.

I promised to do most of the work that my wife might
refct some, but the cave of a baby did not give me any
great chance for that; still in a few days she was carry-
ing wood like a native. What little fishing I did was in
the morning before the rest were up, and consisted mo=!tly
of getting a mess of bullheads for breakfast, or trolling
for pickerel. I tried some for bass but had no luck-
could not seem to find them. I do not think bass fishing
as good here as it is from Burlington north. After a few
days Mabel would get up and join me on my early trips,

and she cauglit moHt of the fisU while I took them off and
baited ihe ho^kg.
One morning I got a 5-lb. bowfin on my light rod, and

he made plenty of fun before I could get him into the
landing net. It is not a particularly qaick fish, but very
strong and hard to tire. The little girl scapped him like
a veteran, but after he got into the boat, both girls being
with me, became badly demoralized until I ran my hunt-
ing knife down through his spine. The next day Mabel
caught one weigbiut; 5^1bs., but as he was on a short stift'

pole I soon got him into the boat, though for a few
minutes he pulled her little arms pretty hard.
They kept me rather busy between the cooking and

clearing away; then there was wood and ice to get and
milk once a' day: even these tasks had their pleasures.
How often would I look across Lake Champlain at the
Adirondrcks, then up and down the lake and admire the
blue line of the mountauis, at times covered with clouds,
so that only the base and peaks of the higher ones would
be visibie. Then the many points jutting out into the
lake, edgt-d with cedars, and an occasional green meadow
showing through an opening in the trees.

One day while after ice I spied a mink in the rocks and
tried to hit him with a stone, but the minute my hand
went up his head went down, and if I tried to finesse by
crawling around to get behind him when he came up,
keeping him down in the meantime by throwing stones,
he always bobbed up serenely with his face to the enemy.
Had George been there he would have devoted a week to
trapping him , as he likes that about as well as trout fishing.

We began to get tired of fish and pork and hints were
tlirown out that chicken would be agreeable, but as the
first of September was at hand I promised ducks for a
change. It was a change, that is, the ducks changed
position when I fired and went up to Hinesburg pond. I
had often heard of the opening of the duck season, and
now at last was to engage in the fray, A party was
tenting across the road from us and we agreed to get up
at three and be up in the marsh before dayhght; the Mrs,
said we had better stay up all night.
Ding, ding, ding, went the alarm, and hastily getting

up and dressing I found my friend down on the shore
pushing off his boat. Getting into mine we rowed away
up the creek, followed at a short distance by another
party the swash of whose oars sounded plainly in the still

morning au. Before we had got half way up the marsh
we passed two figures standing grim and silent in their
boat, and a little further up two more; finally we secured
a position and w^aited patiently for daylight. Soon it

came and boom! boom! went two shots down at Big Otter
marsh: then boom! boom! boom! went three more shots
in Goose Creek, and straining my eyes in that direction
I saw three woodducks coming" like a streak. Waiting
until they were opposite I blazed away and never touched
a feather; as they passed along the marsh one could hear
a regular fusilade. After a time, no more coming my
way, I moved down near to Goose Creek and saw one
party there drop a black duck and a woodduck, and then
miss three blacks which came my way, but flew right in
the face of the sun, I fired, and how the feathers did
fiv! in fact, they were still flying the last I saw of them,
headed direct for Hinesburg pond.
By noon the flring had been so continuous that all the

ducks were driven inland, but toward evening we saw
•flome come back, to feed on the wild oats. Never in my
life have I heard such shooting and do not believe over
one shot in ten broiightaduck; many were knocked down
and would get away in the grass and oats, as the water
was very high, which made it impossible to walk on any
part of the marsh, and wounded birds could escape by
diving.
Tne next morning we tried again, but no birds coming

along, rowed down stream and fished for bullheads.
While thus engaged I saw a black duck come in and go
to tVeding. After getting enough fish for breakfast I

rowed over and put her up. She quivered when I shot,
but flew a short distance and then dropped down in the
grass, only to get away, as I searched for her in vain.
When I returned again without any ducks they told me
I was a great hunter never to kill anything. Nothing
succeeds like success, and perhaps I can make a good
bag of lakers before long and then I wiU be in favor
again. But for lots of excitement with little bloodshed
give me opening day on Otter marshes.
Well, we stayed our ten days out, and such fun as

those youngsters had! Thfiy carried wood, gathered
^irch bark, swung in the hammock, ate, slept, rowed,
fished, hauled bait, paddled in their bare feet, and had
such a good time generally that when the time came for
me to I'-ave they decided lo stay longer, the farmer's two
daughters coming down by them nights, and I managed
to run bnck a couple of times to stay over night. Wlipn
I csme to survey the wood they gathered and was told
Mama carried those big sticks itvs^as proof that some one
was being benefitted by the trip. Outdoor air and no
stairs to climb was what did it.

Never have I gone on a trip and done so little fishing or
hunting, still I enjoyed this best of all. It did me good
to see them eat my muffins and slapjacks, and to hear
Sam cry "more fish" until he had eaten four and once five
bullheads or perch.
One day we had a cooking bee and the Mrs, baked

a cake and fried crullers. We all stood there and ate
them as fast as done until we had eaten three or four, and
myself six of them. Dyspepsia? Nnt a bit of it: one
could digest anything there that didn't require a gizzard.

I saw a nice bunch of bluebills and a few coots fly by
Sunday noon, so at night went down to the camp, taking
enc-ugh bread, pork and eggs for my breakfast, got up
Monday mornina: nnd j)ut out my decoys; but no birds
flew in. so I pulled up, closed the house, and thu"' end my
days at Rushmore for 1890; but I hope to take my whole
family next year, and with George along to help we ex-
pect great times. Dexter.

MARINE RESERVATIONS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have read with deep interest your account of the
proposed reservations for the walrus and sea lions, as
well as the hearty indorsement of the plan by yourself.
Doctors Allen and Dall and ]\Ir. Elliott. The importance
of the movement can scarcely be overestimated. The
destruction of many of our large land and water animals
either for profit or from mere wanton love of killing,
has long been a source of regret to lovers of nature. It
has been accomplished in some cases thi-ough want of
legislation and sometimes in defiance of law. The ques-
tion of jurisdiction has occasionally complicated the
problem, and many noble animals have been practically
exterminated before our eyes before protective legislation
took shape. It will probably be impossible to prevent
the killing of walrus at sea, and it is not desii'able to re-
strict the right of the E-quimaux to capture as many as
they need to supply them with food and clothing. The
whalers have already nearly exterminated the walrus in
the Arctic, and it is believed that the species is now more
numerous in Bristol.£ay than fui-ther north. The reser-
vation of Amak Island as a refuge for this species will in
all probability result in its slow but certain increase.
The walrus is heavy and unwieldy, harmless except
when its young is attacked or its life threatened. It
brings forth usually one young, and never more than
two. The period of gestation is long. The species is

valuable and has many enemies besides man ; its chances
of survival, therefore, unless aided and sheltered, are ex-
tremely small. To the Esquimaux the value of the
walrus is so great that we cannot leave it out of the con-
sideration. He is largely dependent upon it for food,
light, clothing, materials for tents and boats and for
trading purposes. A sad illustration of this dependence
upon the wah'us was fm-nished on St. Lawrence Island
some years ago, when ice prevented the animal from
hauling out as usual and caused the death from starva-
tion of nearly 300 men, women and children. The exter-
mination of the wah'us and the salmon will involve the
extermination of the Esquimaux, At the present time
citizens of the United States are engaged on Government
reservations in Alaska taking salmon and other animals
upon which the natives depend mainly for theu- subsist-
ence. There is no restriction by Government—there is

even no regulation, for the existing laws are not
enforced. The result of this want of policy will ba swift
and disasti-ous, and the responsibility of the Government
cannot be evaded. T. H, Bean.
Washington, D.C-.

DOWNY WOODPECKER OR SAPSUCKER
THE sapsucker. which I aver is properly so named, is

a woodpecker {Picus pubescens), but it does not
follow that all woodpeckers are sapsuckers. It is as
reasonable to call this bird a sapsucker as a woodpecker,
for in sucking the sweet sap and eating the sweet cambium
layer of various trees in the spring it acts as a wood-
pecker, and its habit of doing both these nefarious acts
and so injuring the trees cannot be truly denied. Farmers
are improperly charged very often with having crude and
ignorant beliefs upon some points of natural history. But
I have lived and moved among farmers enough to know
that sometimes they ai-e right when scientific men are all

wrong. They have had various beliefs which have been
denied by scientists, but on investigation some of these
have been quite frequently accepted and others are in
abeyance. I remember well when Darwin, in the prepara-
tion of his last work, wrote to a friend of mine, the late
Dr. Geo. Thurber, one of the first botanists in the world,
and then editor of the American Agriculturist, to make
inquiries among farmers as to the habits of snakes to
swallow their young when threatened with danger. A
great many letters were received in response, and the
evidence so gathered was considered wholly satisfactory
by that excellent naturalist, and he so stated in his great
work. This was regarded as the farmers" foolishness. So
in regard to the C irnivorous habits of the m"le, as con-
sidered especially by the French naturahsts, and so firmly
as to ridicule any contrary belief as absurd. But farmers
do nevertheless believe that moles devour the seeds of
sweet corn and peas and the roots in their gardens, and I

have good reason to know they are correct in their beliefs.
For I have examined the stomachs of a good many moles
under a microscope and have found some of them to con-
tain nothing but sweet corn, of which the starch grains
and cellular tissue were plainly to be recognized. Now,
if a mole's stomach contains starch it muse have been
eating vegetable matter. Only last fall I caught a mole
in my garden in a bed of carrots; the carrots were being
eaten by something, and I captured a mole. On examining
the stomach the yellow substance of the carrots was easily
recognized, and nothing else was found contained in the
stomach but this when the contents were put under the
microscope.
For six years past I have bpen annoyed with the sap-

suckers. They have girdled and killed outright some
young apple trees, and made a special prey of a young
white' pine which is growing within twenty feet of the
window where I have my de-^k. It is the downy wood-
pecker only, a cunning fellow who dodges around the
tree, showing only his head, and so evades the gun. I
have shot several, and on examining the stomachs have
found no insects at the sap-flowing season, but only sap
and the soft pulp of the inner bark and cambium of the
tree. The cells of this pulpy matter can be easily recog-
nized, and in two birds I have shot and examined within
two weeks past these cells formed the only solid matter
in the stomachs.
At this season the sap and cambium layer of the pine

and other trees are quite sweet, and doubtless the sap-
sucker has discovered this and taken a fancy to the
food.
In the woods, the hickories are frequently girdled all

around by this bird, and less frequently the white oaks.
The result upon the hickories is destructive, a thick cal-
lus grows above and b--l iw the ring of holes and a deep
groove is formed. The constriction gradually kills the
tree, which breaks off at the injured part in high winds.
It is common to find hickories thus girdled in several

Elaces a few feet apart, but touched nowhere else. I
ave tied paper around my small trees as a protection

and find it acts perfectly.

Now, is this business of this bird followed for food or
as a means of killing the trees that they may become
attacked by borers and so furnish future feeding grounds,
or both? That the birds fill their stomachs with the sap
and cambium layers is as certain as that I am writing
these lines. But is it that the birds desire a change of
food or in pursuit of insects have found out the sweetness
of the sap and have thus become instinctively fond of
the newly discovered food as an acquired taste?

Col. Goss evidently has never tasted the inner bark of
the white pine and discovered its sweetness nor the sweet-
ness of the sap at this season, or he would not have
referred to its resinous character nor have said that it is

not pretended that this bir-d feeds upon these pines. On
the contrary, the rascals seem to choose my favorite pine
before any other tree, and have returned to it with their
saucy note which is indescribable within a few minutes
of their disturbance and while I have been waiting to
watch their operations. It is never safe to take anything
for granted in regard to the habits of animals, and it is

always safe to investigate thoroughly before determining
any matter, even if it is believed by the farmers.

Henry Stewart.
North Caroejna.

CAN TURKEYS COUNT?
Editor Forest and Stream:
An event which occurred this week in my poultry yard

was considered by me so odd that I told the story to quite
a number, all of whom expressed considerable sm'prise,
and one last evening said: "Why don't you write it to
FORKST AND STREAM? I hope that some one of a gather-
ing-up-statistics frame of mind will, accepting this mite
and one or two others which have been contributed by
"Piseco," collate from your columns the many anecdotes
therein enshrined, going to show that in many beasts,
birds and fishes there appears at times evidence of men-
tal faculties beyond those of simple instinct.

I have two turkeys, one of which at least (perhaps both)
seems able to count up to ten. A few days ago I discov-
ered among weeds a nest containing thirteen turkey eggs.
My turkeys are from South Carolina, and were sold to me
as the result of wild turkey eggs, put under a domestic
tm-key; and I was warned that they would '"steal their
nests." The next day there were fifteen eggs, then on
subsequent days seventeen and nineteen, showing that
both hens were laying. On the evening of the 9ch there
were just twenty eggs, all in one nest. The next morning ,
I visited the spot and found the two hens setting within
about a foot of each other, one with her head to the north-
west, the other to the southeast, so they could thus watch
in all directions. As I approached they left the nests,
and I found that the twenty eggs had been exactly divided
by them, the two nests with ten eggs each being about
lOin. apart. Of course this may have been an accidental
exact division, but if it were not, I own a pair of arith-
metical turkeys, and natural history is enriched by this
item.
Perhaps I should have premised how it is that popu-

larly supposed to be a sailor alone "Piseco" is raising
turkeys. About two years ago two things happened to
me. I was ordered to the command of this rendezvous;
and a friend in St. Domingo presented me with some
very choice game fowl. As they began to increase and
multiply my wife developed a strong desire for fresh
eggs. Brooklyn's market having failed to satisfy this
demand, she looked with longing eyes on my increasing
basket of "choice eggs for setting."
So to save a possible complication I procured a few

choice Plymouth Rocks that cost quite a sura. Our
venture was a success, and there have been few days
during the two years that we have been entirely minus
fresh eggs, to say nothing of choice broilers and patri-
archs well adapted and devoted to chicken potpie and
gumbo soup.
My games have become in a small way famous, and all

surplus stags are easily disposed of, their only fault being
that as I make pets of them and punish them for fighting
(in which, while they are young, the parent cock—now
three years old—lends me a hand, rxishing into every
tussle and giving each combatant a sharp rebuke), they
are most of them too tame and peaceable uncil trained;
then I hear (for I never fight them myself or allow it)

they do good work.
So many have given items to show the gain or loss in

amateiu- farming of all kinds that I will give you a bit of
my results: Starting with a dozen common and three
games two years ago, to which I have added by exchange
of eggs Pekin ducks, Muscovy ducks and various fancy
breeds of fowl, such as Hamburg, Dorking and Cochins,
I have now nearly a hundred gi'own fowl of all of the
above descriptions; have tabled about two dozen Pekin
ducks, and have over a hundred young ducks and
chickens; and dm-ing the 150 days from Dec. 1 to April
30 my ega; book shows receipt of over 2,800 hens' eggs,
nearly 300 ducks' eggs and the two settings of turkey
eggs which have started this yarn. I have not kept
exact account, but am sure that my stock on hand are
worth much more than my expenses have been,
Brooklyn Navy Yard. PiSECO.

EuDDY Duck.—Memphis, Tenn.—About March 10 last
Mr. Seth Martin and I killed two redback ducks about
size of blue-winged teal out of a flock of about forty,
using near some 200 canvasbacks, on Wapanocka Lake,
Arkansas, near Memphis, Tenn. Another one of same
redback ducks was winged by Mr. Geo. Mitchell, and
proved they were the ffi'oatest divers we ever saw, and
they are deep-water ducks and will not go in cover.
From above remarks and following please tell me what
duck this is: Back is a dark red, tail is small, stiff, black,
six feathers; upper part of back of neck and back of head
nearly black; feet and legs very dark and large webs;
eyes small, rather high, deep .set and dark; bill is rather
broad and a bright pale blue; breast mottled gray and
red, under part of neck dark red; cheeks white; shape of
bh'd's body and much of its color is greatly like a cock
quail: breast very glossy. W^hat is it?—W'. A. Wheat-
LEY. [This is the ruddy duck [Erismatura rubida), and
the plumage you describe is that of the male bird. This
is a duck of many names, of which the following are a
few: bluebill, hard-headed broadbill, dipper, dopper,
dapper, booby, creek coot, batter scoot, sleepy head, fool
duck, deaf duck, bull neck, tough head, hard head, and
many more, for which and a picture of the bird see Mr.
Trumbull's excellent work "Names and Portraits of Birds
Interesting to Gunners," p. 1078.]
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New Hampshire Forestey Commission.—The New
Hampshire Forestry Commission -wishes to obtain infor-
mation and suggestions relating to subjects: 1. Fires in
forests and woodlands. 3. New roads needed in mountain
regions. 3. New foot and bridle paths. 4. New places
or objects of interest not yet accessible, lates, mountain
passes, ravines, cascades, or any views of remarkable
beauty or attractiveness. 5. Information respecting the ef-

fects of denudation upon the volume of water in the streams
of the State, thus far observed. 6. Information and opin-
ions from all sources regarding the value of timber lands
as investments. 7. Information of all new or special
manufactures or uses of timber and forest products, such
as canes, umbrella sticks, wooden plates for decoration or
use, handles and small wares of every kind. 8. Opinions
and suggestions as to what should be done by the State
through legislation, by owners of timber lands, hotel pro-
prietors and other citizens through individual or associ-
ated action, and by the Forestry Commission for the care
and preservation of our mountain forests, water sources
and scenery. 9. The Commission invites the co-operation
of the journalists of the State, of lumbermen, owners of
timber lands, farmers and hotel proprietors, of oui' edu-
cational institutions, teachers, clergymen and public
spirited citizens in general, in promoting and extending
the discussion of these subjects, I shall be glad to an-
swer all inquiries so far as it is in my power to do so. All
information and correspondence should be addressed to
the Secretary of the Commission, J, B. Harrison, Frank-
lin Falls, N. H.

Land ^L4.MMALS of California.—In a recent number
of Zoe Mr. Walter E. Bryant, of San Francisco, publishes
a Provisional List of the Land Mammals of California, in
which 109 species are represented, Among these are one
marsupial, an opossum, the occurrence of which in Cali-
fornia has not been authenticated, three species of deer,
the antelope and mountain sheep (Ouis), twenty-one
species of squirrels, one each of beaver and hapiodon,
sixteen of mice, three of gophers, twelve of pouched rats,

one each of the jumping mice and pikas, seven hares,
fifteen different bats, two or three shrews and moles, two
bears, one raccoon and ring-tailed cat, nine of the weasel
family, five wolves and foxes and three cats. We are
somewhat surprised to tind the white goat (Mazama
montana) omitted from this Kst, which we fancy should
also include another species of deer.

A Connecticut Rattlesnake.—iJcZttor Forest and
Stream: Having had occasion to go up into the north-
eastern part of Connecticut during the early part of last

April, I learned while there that last fall a rattlesnake
was killed near a ledge of rocks about 200yds. from my
old home, which at the time created no little local ex-
citement, since a reptile of that species was never seen or
heard of nearer the place than in a broken section of
country about twelve miles distant. The specimen alluded
to was some 2ft. in length, yellow and brown mottled,
with two well developed fangs, and a button, but no
rattles, thus denoting it to be a young one and probably
bred near the place where it was killed. Now are rattlers

apt to go far from the place where they are bred, and if

so, would they probably stray off at so long a distance?—
A.. L. L.

New Hare From Mexico.—At a recent meeting of the
California Academy of Sciences Mr. Walter E. Bryant
gave a preliminary description of a new hare collected
by him at Espirito Sante Island, in the Gulf of Califor-
nia, in November, 1890. The species is described as black
on the upper surfaces and pale purplish cinnamon below.
The ears are gray, black-tipped, the chin and orbital re-

gion gi-ayish white and the cheeks gray. It is about the
size of Lepus eaUfornicus. A more detailed description,
with measurements, cranial characteristics, etc., will
follow.

A White Muskra.t.—A singular freak of nature is on
exhibition at Jones's gun store, Sing Sing. It is nothing
less than a perfectly white muskrat (Fiber zibetMcus).
This curious animal was caught by R. K. Fox, of Ham-
mond Station, N. Y. & N. E.R. The writer of this note
has seen a good many muskrats, first and last, in his life,

but never recollects of seeiflg a perfectly white one before.
Have the readers of Forest and Stream?—A. H. G,

A Sparrow-Killing Crow.—Sandusky, O.—^Mr. Chas.
Neilson, of this city, has a pet crow which is proving
himself a terror to English sparrows. His mode of at-

tack is to get on some eminence, a house or barn, and
then jump on them bodily. He has kiUed as many as 13
in a day,—W. H.

"ALMOST A TRAGEDY."
TN the heart of the swamp lies a deep, still pool,

Hemmed in by thickets of brier and rane,

And nodding alders whose berries shine.

When nipped by the frost, like ruby wine!

'Tis a charming spot, and the frogs at night hold carnival

there.

Bnt oh! the sport when the moon sails high, flooding the pool
with silver light.

Then the air fairly rings with bactrian glee

As they splash, croak, whistle in wild orgie,

TiU a big brown owl, in a neighboring tree,

Hears the din, leaves his perch, and on silent wing flies

direct to the swamp.

On reaching the scene of the carnival games, he hovers a
moment,

And with big hright eyes endeavors to pierce the shadows
that rest

'Mid the chill, damp coverts, whilst the frogs with zest

Continue their sports, unaware that a pest.

In the shape of an owl, has stolen nigh in search of a victim.

Squatting close on the crest of a sodden stump sils a senti-

nel frog;

He catches a glimpse of liovOTiiig wings. With a warning
croak he sounds alarm!

And a sudden silence spreads its calm
O'er pool and thicket, where secure from harm,
The frogs have hidden! * * * Thro' the moon's bright rays

the disgusted owl
Sails back to his tree, a supperless fowl, Wilmot,

MALLARD SHOOTING AT SHOALWATER
PORTLAND, Oregon.—The pinnated grouse or prairie

hen is not found west of the Cascade Range to my
knowledge. But in eastern Oregon and Washington they
are plentiful, reminding one of the old prairie chicken
days of Iowa and Nebraska. Eastern and westeirn Oregon
are no more alike than Minnesota and Florida. Eastern
Oregon is a bleak, level, prairie country, hot in summer
and cold in winter, while western Oregon is a mountain-
ous, heavily-timbered country with a remarkably equable
climate.
However, the pheasant, the quail and the blue grouse

are plentiful all through western Oregon, but grouse
hunting in this country differs so little from the same
sport in other parts of the United States, and has been
written about so much that I will not tax your valuable
space to enter into particulars. For me there is more real
pleasure and downright enjoyment in hunting the wild
goose and the duck than in any other sport except fishing
with the fly. What sport is more fascinating than shoot-
ing wild waterfowl, unless it be seek^g speckled beauties
in the moimtain streams?
A personal experience of ten years added to information

gathered from men that have lived here forty years,
more or less, convinces me that this country has been and
is second to none other on earth for waterfowl. We have
nearly every variety of nearly every species, from the
Canada goose to the teal, from the sandhill crane to the
sand snipe, and as I have heretofore tried to inform you
of the exquisite preparation natm-e has made for their
accommodation and the long season for hunting them,
with which we sportsmen are blessed, I will now confine
myself to personal experiences and observations in the
practical hunting of them. Now, one of the privileges
universally accorded to all hunters and anglers is to tell

the truth. So the writer's reputation for truth and
veracity must not be allowed to suffer by reason of any
statements herein contained, and as to matters of hear-
say:

I cannot tell how the truth may be,

I say the tale as 'twas said to me.

I would like to read a book made up of the experience
that might be gathered up by taking notes around H. T.
Hudson's and Capt. Rdey's gun stores, as related by such
old reliables as Jack Knott, "Boss"' Schenck, Joe Paquet,
Jim Caraher, Judge Wballey, Harry Beal, George De-
hardy, George Van Derbeck, Bob Jennings, and others
equally talented Oregon duck hunters. Compared with
such a book "The Arabian Nights" and '-Baron Mun-
chausen" would be dry and insipid reading. I have some-
times thought that in years to come these experiences
will, by slight variations and continued repetition, resolve
themselves into blood-curdling, hair raising traditions
similar to the Icelandic sagas and the mythical legends of
the dark ages.
Two years ago a friend and myself went to Shoalwater

Bay for ducks. We took our tent and camp equipage for
a two weeks' stay. Arriving at Astoria we took the tug
Gen. Canby across Baker's Bay to Ilwaco. An oyster
wagon hauled our luggage across the seven-mile isthmus
and we found ourselves at the bay, which seemed to be
a mass of feathered life. We had no way of getting our
game out, and so took it easy. There is a large, heavily-
timbered island out in the bay, which is peopled with
bear, wildcat and coon. It is bluffy on the east side, but
at one place a cove or recess sets back into the islands for
perhaps a hundred rods, inclosing with high precipitous
walls a perfect garden of Eden for mallards. It was full

of springs and salt marshes. The mallard does not dive
deep for food, but delights to paddle around in shallow,
secluded places, half swimming, half waldiug and feeding
upon almost any thing, animal or vegetable, that he can
get without much effort.

Well, this particular spot was just the kind of place a
mallard would spend hia life in if left unmolested, and
all the mallards in the country seemed to have heard of
it. But there was only one avenue of ingress and egress.
The ducks must come out where they went in. All we
had to do was to station ourselves at the entrance of this
cul-de-sac and fire a shot. This was the signal for the
whole army of mallards (a thousand or more) to pass a
hasty and hot review. My companion had a Winchester
repeating shotgun which had theretofore been the sub-
ject of many a jest, but at this particular time and place
it seemed to be the only satisfactory shotgun made, for
rapid firing was the essence of the transaction. For about
fifteen seconds of each morning and evening during our
stay these mallards subjected themselves to this ordeal.
One would think that they would soon get educated.
They did get to expecting us, but in their greater hurry
te get out only bunched a little better. Then one of us
would generally remain an hour or so to catch stragglers.
Hunting at this spot was hardly sportsmanlike, as the
birds had no show.
An incident occurred one evening that impressed me

with an idea of the loneliness of the place. I am now
impressed with a definite idea of the grotesque figure I

must have cut standing there alone on a little bog sur-
rounded by high tide, trying to look brave and hold my
ground. To tell the truth I had to "hold my ground,"
for a step either way would land me in salt mud up to
my ears. My companion had left me there and gone
away to a distant part of the island, and human beings
were decidedly scarce around Shoalwater. The sun was
sinking behind the island; I had lit my pipe and was
mentally congrattilating myself upon the advantages I
possessed over the boys at home when a grunt or some
slight noise caused me to look hastily over my shoulder.
There came an old bear, floundering along through the
mud, not a hundred yards away, hunting for dog salmon.
Now, I don't beheve that I am a natural born coward,

but manifesting the bear was more at home than I was,
and although there was probably no imminent danger
for either of us, I insist that I felt lonely, or rather weary
and fatigued, for retirement was what I desired, and I

didn't care which retired. But time went on and so did
the bear. He was coming straight at me, but entirely
unconscious of my presence, and I had a good opportu-
nity of estimating his size and probable strength.
To the best of my recollection he looked somewhat

larger than Barnum's late lamented Jumbo, and very
wild and woolly at that. As I said before, I remame'd

unmoved (for obvious reasons), but with the bear only
75yd 8. away.

I knew that sooner or later, unless the bear changed his
course, I must break the news of my presence to his sensi-
tive nature, and yet I hesitated with the bear only 50yds.
away.

It is true that I was armed with the best Parker and
plenty of shells loaded with duckshot, but some way I
found myself wishing that he knew that I was only just
a plain duck hunter and neither looking nor loaded for
"bar," My location was well ventilated, and yet things
seemed close and oppressive.
While I was deliberating whether the bear would re-

gard it as a breach of etiquette for me to inquire if his
wife knew he was out, or whether his youngest had cut
any teeth, or some other pertinent friendly inquiry, he
discovered me. Probably the bear felt about as silly as I
looked simple, and was about as anxious to cut acquaint-
ance as 1 was for him to go; but he was so close to me
that he hated to let on for fear I would know he was a
coward and jump him. He didn't know me. There we
stood "both oored to death and both afraid to go," mak-
ing faces at each other and testing each other's staying
qualities. Force of circumstances gave me the advan-
tage of him, for he could get away and I couldn't, and I
even stayed a while after he left. Notwithstanding this
fact Jeff accused me of cowardice for not shooting, and
I have had occasion since then to regret that I ever told
anybody about that bear.

At low tide the ducks gather on the sandbars and mud
flats out of danger; but as the tide returns they resort to
such places as the one above mentioned. A friend of
mine informs me that at low tide once upon a time, he
buried himself in the mud of one of these flats at Shoal-
water, and after patiently awaiting the return of the
tide, which drove the ducks within easy range, potted
fifty-seven at one shot.

I must tell you of a good, or rather lucky, shot that I
made last fall. I was shooting on Smith's Lake, near
Columbia Slough, about seven miles from Portland. I
had out a good stool of decoys, but the ducks, for some
reason, all pitched into the other end of the lake. At
last I thought I would try an experiment. My old setter
Mike had observed the exasperating conduct of the ducks
and willingly lent himself to the scheme. 1 sent him to
the upper end of the lake, probably half a mile away, and
coming in behind the ducks like a mad alligator, he
started them. They got up, but settled again. Mike
kept up his racket until finally the ducks became alarmed
and strnck out for my end of the lake. Just as they got
opposite my blind they espied the decoys and quartered
in nicely, affording me as fine an opportunity as heart
could wish, and 1 gave them both barrels. The old dog
got back in time for the funeral and qtuckly retrieved the
winged birds. I bagged seventeen ducks at that shot,
and it wasn't a very good day for ducks either; but how
was that for a wing-shot?
vSnow geese are not very plentiful, but a neat little in-

cident transpired the same day in which they played a
conspicuous part. A flock of nine of them were feeding
on tlie prairie about oOOyds, from my blind, off toward
the slough, Billy Taylor happened along, and being full
of expedients, as u>ua], suggested that he would send
them in to me. Billy got behind them and gave them a
start, but instead of coming to me they went straight to
Bob Hutchinson, half a mile below me. Bob got a double,
and the other g^ese got rattled, and turning in their
flight came straight at me, and I made a double. That
day's shoot netted us about 75 trash ducks. 4 snow geese
and 5 "honkers." In this country all ducks are "trash"
txcept canvas.
The most plea«ant little shoot of my life was on the

23d day of last December. At noon of Saturday the 22d,
glancing out of my office window, I observed that the
weather was inclined to be spiteful, and the general tone
of the sky indicated storm. The little steamer Alarm
would leave Portland at 2 P. M., bound down the river,
and I suggested to Van Derbeck that we strike out for
the Greene Lake. But Van is disposed to procrastinate
when the weather is bad. So I jumped into my boots
and made for the boat alone. There I met another hunt-
ing chum, Mr. Harbaugh, and so the time passed merrily.
We arrived at the lake about 4 o'clock and spent the
remainder of the short afternoon overhauling boats and
decoys. Then we went up to Mr, Knapp's house, had a
good supper, a good smoke, a little chat and off to bed.
The morning dawn found us in our respective blinds
with about forty decoys dancing around each of us.
The weather was boisterous and we saw that we had
struck a good "canvas day." The wings began to whistle
and the bold birds wanted their breakfasts. Only those
of your readers that have shot canvas over decoys can
appreciate our feelings and sensations that morning. Oh
how the kingly birds did sweep the lake and dash at the
decoys.
Monday morning one of Knapp's men took the ducks

to the landing on a sled. It is true that there was no
snow, the ox team was not fast and the sled was not
particularly a thing of beauty; but in all my life I never
saw a s'ed load that looked so pretty as that of 101 can-
vasbacks. 1 will add that Van spent Monday afternoon
kicking himself around the office. S, H. GREENE.

Michigan, New Lothrop.—Quail, rabbits and partridges
are quite plentiful, the two former especially. The winter
was mild and game wintered well. Within eighty rods
of my yards are more than a dozt n nests occupied hy the
gamy little birds, and the merry whistle of Bob White is

to be" heard from the time the rosy flush of dawn illumi-
nates the eastern sky till darkness compels him to retire.

Last season I know of six coveys left on less than a half
section, and these six coveys contained from twelve to
twenty-five birds each. The weather has been the best
that could be desired for hatching, and if the present dry
weather continues for a fortnight most of the young ones
will be beyond much harm.—Shiawassee.

Michigan's Spring Flight.-HoUand, Mich., May 15.

We have had more snipe here this spring than for a num-
ber of years past. My spaniel has frequently flushed
from 40 to 50 in a couple of hours' tramp. One man
bagged 13 in a short time one morning near the last of
the season. Plover are plentiful too, and even now I can
hear the notes of the kilde«r as he passes over the city.

Ducks, mostly bluebills, have been with us m large num-
bers this spring, and several good bags have been made.
Chas. Bertsch got 14 out of a sudden flight after 3 o'clock
one rainy day.—A. G. B.
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SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
VI.—POISONING.

WE have a law regulating the sale and distribution of

poisons. It has remained on the statute since 1857

without substantial change and without repeal at any
time. The latter part reads: "If any person for the pur-
pose of killing wolves, foxes, dogs or other animals, and
not for the destruction of insects or vermin, in a building,

leaves or deposits any si;ch poisons within two hundred
rods of a highway, pasture, held or other improved land,

he shall be punished by a fine not less than twenty nor
more than fifty dollars; or by imprisonment not less than
thirty nor more than sixty days."

Tt is my otgect to show that this law has been recklessly
violated; tha t this violation has been charged to wardens;
that the breaking of this law and the suspicion that war-
dens did it have caused Diuch of the feeling that exists in

the eastern part of the State against the game laws and
their administration—these three things only; but I shall

probably show that the feeling and the suspicion are not
altogethi-r unreasonable. If I dwell more on the belief

of peoiile here than on an elaborate setting forth of the
facts involved, it is because the collective loss which these
facts I'epresent is small relatively to the effect it had upon
public opinion, because also this is purjDOsely left as a
matter of circumstantial evidence; and because my
object is not to do more than to explain and account for

the state of feeling which should not longer be disre-

garded. So far as the testimony here given needs any
guarantee it may be said that it comes from men believed

to be truthful, who do not live near each other, who
belong to different classes and occupations, who cannot
have had any means of knowing what has been told me
by any one but themselves. I have received nothing con-
tradictory to what is given here, and I do not publish all

that would confirm these statements.
I. Poison has been laid out contrary to law and domestic

animals have been killed by it.

Previous to the Graves murder, in 1886, I heard of a
number of cases in which animals were killed by strych-
nine, and among them some which are quoted below.
This shows that these claims are not of recent manu-
facture. Although I then had no reason for remembering
or noting the mcidents given, I recollect that the reports
came from a number of different towns, and that Passa-
dumkeag was one of the principal places which suffered.

This winter I asked a man whom I remembered as having
spoken of the matter, whether he knew definitely what
happened there. His reply was substantially as follows:
"Kaow? Yes, I was there at the time it was done.

There was poison left in doughnuts and biscuits—strych-
nine enough to kill anything, and they left it close to the
railroad station and all around town. Yes, it did do
damage. I know of some cases, A man at Grould's Ridge
had a dog killed, and found a pieee of poisoned biscuit in
his yard. A Pessadumkeag man lost two horses; one was
a farm horse and one was a colt worth S'300. Tlie horses
had been in the door yard all night, and in the morning
they were dead, with a piece of poisoned bread near them.
But there was worse than that. had a child die that
same day, and they thought it was poisoned. It was a
little child, out playing with the dog, and they found a
piece of doughnut somewhere. The child brought it into
the house and very soon the dog died. The child died
that same day. Thej^ thought it was poisoned. No, we
did not know who did it, but it was laid to the wardens;
it is all guess work who did it."

This is almost a literal transcript of notes taken dm-ing
the narration. Names were given which I have omitted
for obvious reasons, and it is possible that there may be
some minor errors in taking down the facts; but the
veracity of my informant is beyond question and all that
is claimed by me is that he believed poison had been
laid out in more than one instance. However, a letter

subsequent to this shows more. "You wanted to know
about Passadumkeag," he write. "I was in town when
the child was sick but went home before it died that
night, and all I know is what they told me; and for the
horses I smv ikeni."

This proves cjnclusively that two horses were poisoned
and that the same day this was done a rumor of a more
serious nature was started. I wish, however, to disclaim
any belief in the latter. I have spent some time in try-

ing to investigate it and have been unable to disprove it,

but also unable and certainly not desirous to prove it. It

is an odd matter and those who might have denied it

have not chosen to do so; had they done so it would not
have been mentioned here although it had its influence.
It should be said that I have found no proof that any
warden laid out poison in Passadumkeag, but a strong
and somewhat pointed suspicion to the eft'ecb that it was
done either by a warden or some one in his employ.
So far we have proof of two hordes killed hy poison.

From another sotu'ce the poisoning of dogs at G-juld's

Ridge and in the town is confirmed, with a repetition of
the rumor that it was done by wardens. Still another,
repeating substantially the same story told by the first

about the child, makes the more definite, but perhaps not
more correct statement that it was "the same night that

[a warden] poisoned all the dogs and cats in town."
Another from a town near by writes that he never has
heard the child's death ascribed to this cause, but knows
"that strychnine has been left in our highways by being
put into doughnuts, etc., and that one cow was poisoned
that was hitched near the house in the field ( 's of
Olamon). Some four years ago [the warden men-
tioned by the last correspondent] went through this sec-
tion and immediately after he passed dogs and other
animals dropped dead."' A man from still another town
tells of poisoned bitcait being brought into the house by
children, but gives no particulars. He also speaks of a
house dog and turkey being poisoned in the dooryard.
Another says that his daughter's pet cats died with evi-
dent signs of strychnine poisoning, and that he supposed
poison had been laid out by a waraen—whom he named

—

for dogs. These are a few insiances out of many, but
they are definite, not general, statements, and illustrate

the variety of the casualties that have occurred here. It

is certain that the law prohibiting laying out poison
within 300 rods—five-eighths of a mile—has been grossly
violated.
As it may explain other matters, I wi^h to state why I

do not undertake to prove more here. I could not well
do it without the use of names. Matter of importance
has been put into my hands with the understanding that
it WM t9 be pubUebed if desired, but without any Uiaita-

tion or caution as to its use or the use of names. I have
therefore preferred to err on the side of caution and have
adhered to my plan to give names only when the point
was one of public record or notoriety, or else supposed to

be a matter of personal indifference.

II.—This poisoning of domestic animals has been gen-
erally charged to wardens.
People living in four different towns on Penobscot

waters have given me accounts of what has been done in

their own towns, and these and others have told of cases

in towns where they were not resident. All seem agreed
that persons unknown were guilty, and most are of the
opinion that these men were wardens. The names of

two wardens are frequently mentioned, but no third ex-

cept a man, sometimes called a warden and sometimes
not, who was known to accompany one of them on a trip

and a man believed to be employed by a warden. There
is also an entire agreement as to the methods used west
of the Ndrraguagus, and as to the odd fact that bread and
other cooked food was frequently the bait employed.

Is there a j)ossibility that any number of the animals
that died were killed in some other way? Not the slightest.

The signs of strychnine poisoning are unmistakable, be-
sides, the poison was found in a number of places.
Could they not have been killed by malicious people

who wished to cast reproach on the wardens? To a very
limited degree this might have been done, but not to this

extent. The work was carried on for three falls, '84, '85,

and "86, and in parts of three different counties, Penob-
scot, Hancock and

_

Washington. I have reports from
Penobscot, Union River, Machias and St. Croix waters,
showing that it was done on all these within three years.
It was not done to kill foxes or wild animals. The season
of the year was too early, the places and bait both un-
suitable. None but domestic animals or men would be
likely to find the bait, and few other creatm-es would be
attracted by it. The reports that bread, biscuit and
doughnuts were frequently used show that it was done
by the wholesale by some person or persons who wished
to carry bait in bulk and must have a kind easy to pro-
cure and convey. Whoever did this work made a busi-
ness of it.

There w re men who were suspected of doing this, as
I have said. They were watched and followed, unknown
to themselves. One of them was seen repeatedly, and
wherever he went poison or dead animals were found.
He made two trips with different companions, and both
times the same results attended him. There certainly
was some reason for suspicion of this man, if not of his
companions.
There is a printed statement also, which never having

been denied may be taken, in connection with some other
matters as authoratative, ''Special" made it in the|FOREST
AND Stream for Jan. 8, 1885, It shows that els'ewhere
at this time wardens were engaged in poisoning. He
says:
T be deer founders, or rather their poor dogs, have fared hard

this year. Ttie Maine game law not only foroids hounding, but
provides for the desti'uction of ihe dogs. By the game wardens a
war to the death has been waged. A great number of poor dogs

—

or perhaps good dogs with unworthy masters—have been de-
stroyed. If one apothecary would tell his story, pounds of poison
would be accouDted for. Repeating rifles have also been employed
by tbe wardens.

In support of this statement, I am at liberty to say that
about the time this was published Mr. Stilwell asked my
father to listen to a letter which he had received from
some one residing on Machias territory. He did not read
either signature or superscription, but the writer gave a
detailed account of a trip taken by some warden, the
amount of poison which he had distributed, and the re-
port that he had killed every dog on the route except one
belonging to Shaw Brothers, which was kept at a camp
w^here the warden could not get at him. A Bangor man
who was on Machias about this time reported finding five
pieces of poison laid out in the road between l^'ourth Lake
Machias and Lower Dobsy, a distance of about one and
a quarter miles, Whiie it is possible that none of this
was put within five-eigths of a mile of Shaw's house at
the end of the carry, and that none of the rest which was
laid out elsewhere on Machias was distributed within the
legal limit, the practice could do no good to the cause.
In this district the law about poisoning was not scrupu-
lously regarded, as has been shown; and I have deposited
in the editor's hand proof that would justify popular sus-
picions as to who did the mischief. This, however, I con-
sider too confidential to be published. There is an inci-
dent which is strong circumstantial evidence of the same
that I am at liberty to give.
A year ago last fall the man who went as guide for us

told us of a narrow escape his cousin, his uncle and four
other men had from being poisoned by wardens a few
years ago. They left camp for a short time, and in their
absence wardens put poisoned bread on the table. Re-
turning, they made a bean soup, and were on the point
of thickening it with the bread from the table when one
of them said that it was too dry and gave it to the dog,
which died immediately.
This winter I asked one of the men who was of the

party—a very well known and much respected guide—
for the facts. He gave them in great detail, every point
that was essential, and I wrote down the more important.
I understood him to give permission to use his name also,
but as there is the possibility of an error here and as I
cannot now send manuscript for his correction, if any is

needed, I will not make him responsible. My notes say
that on Jan. 37, 1891, he told me that a partj"- of six, in-
cluding himself, his uncle, another guide and three sports-
men from New Haven, Conn., all of whose names he
gave, were camping in a lumber camp at Brandy Pond
on the West Branch of Union River. They had with
them two dogs—one three-fom-ths foxhound, which be-
longed to him; the other, as I understood, not a hound.
They were hunting deer, but I do not know whether
these dogs were or could be used to run deer.
While they were there the warden whose name has

been left blank several times, with a companion, who is

variously reported as a warden and as not being one,
came to the camp and tried to induce them to put the
dogs out after deer. They left the camp for two or three
days while this warden and his companion were still in
the country on, as every one reported, a poisoning tour.
On their return they made a bean soup and were about
to thicken it with a piece of bread which one of them
saw lying on the table, when it was said by some one that
the bread was too dry. Instead of using it for themselves
it was given to the dog owned by the narrator, and the
dog died on the spot. They could prove only the fact of
the poisoning, not wljo did it, When they left the place

the warden and his companion had been near; when they
returned both were gone. Whoever may have been the
guilty man, some one was narrowly delivered from the
crime of killing six men who had done him no injtuy,
against whom he could plead neither injustice, personal
danger, nor a violent and overmastering provocation.
Comparatively few of the wardens in tliis State were

engaged in this wretched poisoning, but the few were
diligent. For their misdeeds some who were innooeht
were suspected, and under the cover of them men who
were not wardens at all may have used their opportunity
to do evil. It was a practice which could do no good,
which might do, and did do, much harm, which would
disparage the cause in whose service it was carried on,
and alienate rather than attract the support of those
without whose hearty co-operation game laws must be a
failure. Nothing can more certainly react against an
object to render it unpopular than the attempt to push its

claims by overriding greater ones. In the eyes of the
people it was more important that their property should
be safe than that deer should not be dogged. Both were
desirable, but the former was the greater. The latter

could not be enforced at the expense of the former. If

there was reason to suspect that officers of the law in en-
forcing one statute broke a law much more important,
they lost the support which was needed to make their
cause good. It does not matter if they did not all engage
in it, or if they did not do all of which they were accused.
One murder grew out of this, and there is danger yet.

Of the warden who has been principally accused so far,

it may be said that the charge does not greatly injure his
reputation. He has been guilty of about all the petty sins
on the catalogue; he attempted blackmail, illegal seizure,
breaking and entering a locked storehouse, is an habitual
drttnkard—of which the editor holds proof—but he is still

a warden.
Fannie Peaeson Hardy.

DUCK HUNTING IN PENNSYLVANIA.
THE stormy winds of March had spent their wrath

and the driving snow had changed to rain. Warm,
balmy winds from the south murmured among leafless

branches, and kissed the last vestiges of icy winter from
the barren fields. The early birds of spring flitted here
and there, in search of food, and the wild geese and
ducks still journeyed toward the lakes of Canada, as if

eager to reach that chilly clime before the first breath
of spring.
From the railroad men who passed through the valley

every day, I learned that hundreds of wild ducks fre-

quented the sequestered parts of the river. This was
news to me indeed. I could scarce wait till morning to

go after these ducks. I remained up late that night load-
ing shells. After getting my htmting clothes ready I
went to bed. I may have slept one or two hours, but
after that could not rest. It seemed a year till the first

faint signs of approaching day appeared at my east
window. Then 1 arose, prepared a warm breakfast, un-
loosened Dick, my black setter, from his chain, and after
eating, started on foot for the "big bottoms."
The sky was overcast with heavy clouds, and daylight

brought a light dx-izzling rain. I kept the railroad for
the first three miles and then struck off through a muddy
lane that led to the river and the ponds.

Just as I reached the edge of the first thicket there was
a whirring of wings and a flock of fine mallards rose and
were out of range before I could cover any of them. This
incident induced me to be more careful and I approached
the next thicket with great caution. All of these thickets
concealed sloughs or ponds, which afforded a secure rest-

ing place for wildfowl. There was one i)ond of large size

shaped Like a crescent and concealed by a heavy fringe of
black alder, where I felt sure I would And ducks. On the
north side of this pond the overflow from the river had
piled up an immense amount of driftwood, and by keep-
ing behind this it was possible to advance to the very edge
of the pond without being at any time exposed to the
watchful eyes of any wildfowl which might be on the
water. I approached this pond with great care, keeping
behind the pile of drift, Dick was aware of the necessity
of caution and a cat could not have followed me more
noiselessly than he did. Reaching the barricade of drift
I slowly raised my head and peered over a large rotten
tree trunk, I was rewarded for the care I had used by a
sight such as but few men, I think, ever beheld in that
valley before. The pond w^as literally covered with ducks
of all colors and kinds, from the big mallard with his gor-
geous plumage to the white-headed and white-winged
fish duck and the black and blue-winged teal, I was not
more than SOyds, from a bunch of fine mallards but was
so shaky that I remained fully half a minute behind the
log trying to compose myself. Then I grasped my heavy
Parker which contained two shells loaded with No. 4 shot
and 5 drams of powder. Rising suddenly to my feet I

covered the mallards and gave them the right! They
were somewhat scattered and I killed only two, but my
left barrel brought down another from above the lower
branches of the trees, I sent two more loads after a cloud
of teal but fail to stop any of them.

I can never forget the tremendous confusion my fii*st

shot caused in that pond. There must have been at least

two hundred ducks in a space not over (50 by 90yds,, and
they got up with a rush and whirring roar of wings such
as I never heard before.
Dick retrieved the three big mallards, the finest I have

ever bagged. Placing them in the pockets of my coat I
continued my himt, but found not another duck on the
river or ponds.

I noticed many flocks of wild geese and ditcks flying
up stream, but all far out of range. Knowing that they
would see me long before they got over me, and rise out
of reach of shot, I resolved to hide and wait for a flock,

low enough to shoot at with some chance of sixccess. I

found a patch of high timber, mostly composed of syca-
more and maple trees, growing close to the river bank,
and ending in a wide open wheatfield to the north. I

selected a spot on the edge of the timber, where I was
concealed by a pile of drift, and could see the ducks and
geese as they came over the tops of the trees, without
being seen by them.

I had several shells loaded with No, 1 shot and 5drs, of
powder, and resolved to try them at any flock within
reasonable distance. After waiting about an hour I grew
restless, and was about to leave when I was suddenly
startled by the well-known cry of wild geese coming

: from BO great distance.
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Instantly I was ou the alert. Honl-f honk! honlc!
They were just above the tops of the trees a little to the
right, and coming on a line that would bring them directly
over me.
Just as they left the last line of trees and got over the

wheattield I aimed at the center of the flock and let go
both barrels. Although ftill 60yds. high the heavy shot
took effect and two fine birds came tumbling down. One
of them had only got a shot through the wing, and it led
me a lively chase" tlirough the field and into the wood till

I stopped him with a charge of No. 4 shot.

I waited about two hours longer in that place for more
geese or ducks, but none came near enough for a shot.
As the rain had increased and I felt chilly, I gathered up
my game, saxted for the railroad and reached the station
in time to take the train for home. That was the most
successful day's shooting at ducks and geese I have ever
had east of the Mississippi. T. E. M.

THE WISCONSIN FLIGHT.
MILWAUKEE, May 11.—There has been a tremen-

dous flight of migratory ducks this spring—the
heaviest in fact for many years. The mild weather of
the past two weeks, however, has thinned them out so
that but few are left, even the •"third issue," as Dr. Yorke
in his articles on duck shooting would say, has taken its

way northward. An observant shooter upon any of our
principal lakes this spring would have noted a wonder-
ful display of fii-earms and blinds. From the city sports-
man clad in cordmoys and armed with a Diamond Daly
Ejector down to the gaunt denims-covered rustic with
his old rusty queensarm aU were there.

Two weeks ago on^ morning at sunrise I was on board
of a swift speed lag vestibuled St. Paul train, and as the road
wound along close to the shores of one of our most popular
duck shooting resorts it was quite a sight to see the blinds
scattered broadcast through every bay on each individual
point, and even some little distance back in the marshes.
One hunter's idea was evidently to construct a blind
which the callow bluebiU would mistake for a small
island and to this engi he had carried out oak boughs
with the leaves clinging to them in suflicient quantities
to have concealed a good-sized schooner. A little further
on and we passed a flock of decoys in i>osition, close to
which in his blind sat a shooter clad in shooting coat,
but wearing \ipon his head a black derby. Why will
people never learn to use common sense when they go
out to shoot ducks?
Jacksnipe and plover have not paid us their respects

this spring as yet, and we can hardly look for them
now, as the water has fallen away, leaving the marshes
nearly dry.
Doves are very abundant, and yesterday I was very

agreeably surprised to run against a wild pigeon. The
bird was so tame, and moreover being a male, I conjec-
tured a second bird migh be found in the vicinity; but
although I looked carefully through the thick grove of
poplar's I was unable to find any nest. Greenhead.

A Maine Game Region.—^di/or Forest and Stream:
"G. H. E." in the cutTent issue inquires for best moose
and deer shooting in Maine. I recommend headwaters
of the Aroostook. A party from Boston was there one
month last stmimer and saw 27 moose and over 70 deer.
Of course one cannot expect game so plentiful in open
season, but it is a pointer. Wm. Atkins has lately built

camps at Third Z\Iunsungan Lake for entertainment of
sportsmen. I do not know his address, but presume it is

Ox Bow Plantation, as that is the nearest post office.

This region has always been the slaughter pen of skin-
hunters, lumbermen and settlers, and the amount of
game still there proves it is a natural moose preserve.

—

Hunter.
.

The Martiiv's Point Club Shares.—Norfolk, Va., May
16.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I thank ycvi for the men-
tion of the Martin's Point Club in your valuable paper,
but I see your people failed to correct the mistake made
in the copy of the circular as to price of shares. I shall
thank you very much to say in your next issue that the
shares of the club are $500, instead of $5.—^J. B. White.

Indians and Utah Gams.—Panguitch, Utah, May 5.

—

I have carefully looked up the matter of the destruction
of deer by Indians and find that matters are just as bad
as I stated in my communication to Forest and Stream,
and in some cases worse. I have the testimony of all the
settlers for miles about this point.— Shoshone.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of

the Game Laios.

SOME MORE TARPON RECORDS.
LAST week we recorded the capture of a 20oll». tarpon

by Mrs. Geo. T. Stagg, of Frankfort, Ky. Another
fair angler who has coped successfully with this big game
is Mrs. Chas. G. Cox, of Milwaukee, Wis. In a recent
issue of the Sentinel of that city we find a report by Mr.
Cox of his very successful fishing trip to Florida. Tarpon
fishing, he says, *'is a somewhat monotonous business,

for it may take months before you ever have a rise or a
bite, as we call it here, and much less a fish. The mullet
is used for bait, which is cast as in bass fishing, and then
allowed to drop to the ground and rest there. The lower
jaw of the tarpon projects, and he is therefore compelled
to stand on his head if he wants to take the bait. The
cold winter this year accounts for the small number of

tarpons which were taken out of the water. Even in
April we had cold 'northers' which so chilled the water
that the fish would not come into Charlotte Harbor. All
this we knew while we were at St. James. Of Wisconsin
people there we met Senator Vilas, and Col. Knight, of
Ashland. No indeed, we didn't talk politics, but we
managed to swap fish lies. Col. Knight is just as good
in this line as Bert Smith, for instance, or Louis Auer.
We stopped at the St. James Hotel, which is conducted
by Northern peojile. It is well conducted and reasonable
prices are charged for very good accommodations. While
there we heard that at Fort Myers they were taking

some tarpon and we went there. The fore is on the
Caloosahatchee River, and is the only remnant of the
Seminole war, during which it was buUt. We arrived
there April 13, and started fishing at once. That date I
shall always consider a red-letter day in my fishing ex-
perience.
"The river is nearly two miles wide, and affords plenty

of room to play the fish, and being a landlocked bay, it is

the safest fishing groimd, there being no danger from
sudden squalls. There were about ten boats there, all

anchored safely. In some of them were ladies, accom-
panied by their friends and guides. Shortly after our
arrival a school of tarpon came in and the music began
in earnest. Mrs. Cox was at first very nervous and ex-
cited, but before long she proved herself a fisherman of
no small i)roportions. When we began the chumming

—

the throwing out of small pieces of_ bait around the boat
so as to attract the attention of the fish—quantities of
catfish and sharks made their appearance. One of the
latter species took the bait at her hook and then her ner-
vousness began to assert itself. The shark weighed about
sixty pounds and fought hard, but she landed him safely.
From that moment her nervousness was gone, and I may
tell you, confidentially, of course, that I was very proud
of my by far better half.

"These preliminaries over, we had a 'go' at the fish for
whose sake we had traveled all the way to Florida, Inside
of twenty minutes w-e had three rises in our boat. My
line was spun out, when I suddenly felt the fish at it.

The rod we held between our knees, the right thumb on
the line on the reel, and with the left we supported the
rod above the reel. The line slackened up again, but
suddenly a huge fish jumped out of the water, shook his
head, whipped the water with his tail, and then coolly
spit my bait out. A moment later I saw my wife steady
herself for a fight with a fish on her line, but the same
thing occurred. The tarpon jumped out of the water and
dropped the mullet. Nothing daunted we tried again, and
I soon felt another bite. This time the monster was so
exasperated that when he came to the surface he leaped
so high that my line parted at the first jerk, a'' hough my
tackle was exceedingly strong. When my li e was run
out again 1 immediately hooked another tarpcj, and this
time he stayed. Then the battle began. Capt. Randall,
our guide, puUed up the anchor and grasped the oars, so
as to be ready for any emergency. The fight lasted nearly
an hour. Every now and anon the fish would jump out
of the water, or rush at our boat and then fly away again.
We had to u?e the oars repeatedly to keep up with him,
and he towed us around for more than three miles. The
performance was watched with greedy eyes by those in
the other boats, none of whom were so lucky as to have
a rise. Most of them used very strong poles which would
hardly bend, while ours were the usual ones which w-e
have here for bass fishing. We were fishing for pleasure
only, and the other gentlemen more for the sake of a
record. Thus I gave my fish all the time and space he
wanted. When we finally landed him he lay flat on his
side and never moved. Other tarpon have been caught
in far shorter time, but they were killed by means of the
big poles to which they were hooked. My fish weighed
lOSlbs. and measured 6ft. There was a Mr. Hempstead
near us who hooked one which towed his boat for several
miles, and, as near as we could time him, he was about
two hours at it. T. A. Snider, of catsup fame, and G, A.
Cormack hooked a fish, and it was a glorious sight to
observe the magnificent fish as they leaped out of the
water darting hither and thither with lightning-like
speed and fighting for their lives.

"The tarpon is called the silver king and he richly
merits the name, for when he shoots out of his native
element trying to escape from his merciless enemies he
looks as though his coat was of burnished silver when-
ever the rays of the sun fall on it. There were nine of
them caught on that day,
"The day following my wife had a strike early in the

day, and after fifty-two minutes of hard work she man-
aged to land her game unassisted. She finally pulled
him alongside the boat and the guide gaffed him. He
weighed lOOlbs. even and measured aft. 6in. There was
considerable interest displayed by the people in the other
boats, for this was the first time this year that a lady had
hooked a tarpon and handled him herself, which Mrs.
Cox did in sight of the other boats. He took our boat
about a mile away from the other boats before she con-
quered him, I was exceedingly axnious she should take
him, and being afraid she would lose her strength, I

offered to assist her. But you should have heard her.
'If yoxx do not leave me alone, Charles, I shall get a
divorce from you,' I had to let her have her own way.
She never once faltered, but remained cool throughout,
behaving better than many a man would have done.
"Om" fishing tackle became the admiration of all the

people down there. I caught my fish opposite the coun-
try residence of inventor Edison, The scenery around
there is magnificent. Is there any danger connected
with tarpon fishing? I think there is, at least a man must
be very careful. The tarpon is wonderfully strong, and
often makes straightway for the boat in which he knows
his captors are. There are many instances on record
where one has jumped right into a boat. I heard of an
instance where one of them came to the surface right
under the boat with such force as to break the bottom.
Its two occupants were ,thrown into the water, but were
rescued.
"We caught many vai'ieties of fish. The prettiest—the

fish with the most fight in him—is the Spanish mackerel.
Next comes the jackfish, They furnish genuine sport.

Then there is the grouper, and the mangrove snapper,
which resembles our small-mouthed bass. The redfish,

or channel fish, is also a beautiful creature. The most
peculiar one, however, is the stingray, of which species
we were fortunate enough to hook a number,"
The following is a record of the tarpon caught with

rod and reel at Fort Myers during one week

:

April Ft.
8. R. B. DuycKinck..6
9. R. B. Duyckmok. e

9. Philip Schuyler... .6

9. R. A. Cline 5

10. S.I. Middle' on.... 5

10. S. I. Middletoii....5
11. G. A. Cormack 5

11. S. I.Middleton....5
11. S.L Middleton....fl
11. R. A. Cllne ."i

13. G. A. Oormaeli ... 5
13. G. A, Cormaek ...6

13. G, A. Cormack....

r

13. W.H.Beemer... ,6

12.5
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Lbs. April Fhln.
12Ti^ 13. D. B. Hemstead...6 7
130 13. P. .T.VanC'rtlandtS ti

133 13. P. J.TanC'rtlandio 9 96
85 13. F. Farnsworth..-.4 8 60
103 13. T. A. Snider 6 4 11(5

89 13. C. G. Cos 6 0 108
116 U. W. H. Beemer 6 B 144
1,S8 14. Dr. Grime,'* 6 6 140
138 14. Mrs. C. G. Cox 5 6 100
98 14. G. A. Cormack.... 6 8 135

114 14. T. ,1. Falls 6 9 126
125 14. T. J. FaUK. 6 6 115
149 14, P. J.VaHCo'rtl'ndtS T 95
103

ANGLING NOTES.
E. DEAN SAGE, the well-known salmon fisherman

of Albany, has tried the salmon with thefly in the
upper Hudson, but so far without success. He" thinks
that under the present law respecting the pools, that is,

forbidding fishing within 80 rods of the fish way, there is
little chance of taking salmon on the fly, as the waters
that are thus protected are about the only ones where fly-
fishing is likely to prove successful. Last season a local
angler got two rises to the fly but caught none. Many
salmon have been taken in nets and sold in towns along
the river contrary to law. At Bangor the salmon fishing
has been almost a total failm-e. Many blame the pulp
mills above Bangor, but probably the t;rue cause is the
weirs and nets which stretch from bank to bank, practi-
cally closing the river against the salmon. It seems ab-
surd that aU the efforts of the Fish Commission, and all
the expenditure of money should go for naught, just
because a few netters might vote the wrong way, if

offended.

The announcement in the papers of the new raikoad to
cut through the Adirondacks seems to have brought out
no comments, but to have been taken as a matter of course,
no one appears to oppose it and probably it would make
no difference if they did. It will bring money to the
hotel keepers as well as the owners of the road, and the
destruction of the woods is of no account. Great is the
power of money.

The man in charge of the South Side Club Hatchery,
on Long Island, caught a small eel the other night that
had 42 trout fry inside of it. This proves how small a
chance trout fry have in unprotected waters. A fine
specimen of the rainbow salmon was taken at the club a
few days ago weighing Slbs. 4oz.

Rei)orts from the various trout streams are now much
more encouraging and some fine baskets of fish have been
taken lately, A httle rain will help matters very much
and those fortunate anglers who can get away during the
next two weeks will be well repaid, particularly if they
reach the ground after a little wet weather.

The first weakfish of the season so far as we have heard,
were taken on May 10 and 11 by Mr. Ned Sheldon.

The New York Association have given Murello and the
Hotel Brunswick until May 20 to settle the suits brought
against them by the Association, after which the matter
will be taken into court. The offer to compromise was
refused. The State warden, Dr. Kidd, has commenced a
suit also against the first named restaurant for serving
quail out of season.

Is not the dobson a new bait for trout to take? A gen-
tleman reported that on cleaning some trout recently he
found two dobsons in the stomach of one of them,

Scarlet-Ibis.

OFF TO MAINE.
STILL the fishermen are on the wing. One of the

nicest parties of the season left the Hub Saturday
morning for the Rangeleys. It was really two parties.
The Clapp party was one, and composed of Messrs.
Eugene H. Clapp. Geo. W. Wadsworth, C. E, Haskins
and Mr. Paine. With this party was united another of
Boston merchants. The two parties were united for the
sake of chartering a special directors' car to take them
from Boston to Farmington, Me. The latter party was
made up of F. H. Bowles, L. E. Pierce, Stearns R. Ellis,

M. J. Conant, E. U. Shumway, James C, Davis, a Mr.
Smith and two others. This party is to be quartered
with Billy Soule, in Camp Johnson, on Lake Cupsuptic.
Last year they went to Moosehead, but concluded to try
the Rangeleys this year. The Clapp party will be quar-
tered at the Mooselucmaguntic House, at Haines's Land-
ing, on the Mooselucmaguntic.
Other parties are moving, as well as single individuals.

The number going a-fishing is very large. The Walton
party—unfortunately I have not the names—has already
started for Richardson Lake. This party goes every
year. If they get any big trout, as they are almost sure
to, the Forest and Stream shall know about it.

The camp Stewart party will leave Boston on Friday,
the 23d, Six wiU probably make up the number this
spring. Three ladies will be in the party, with Charles
and Wilhe Cutting, of Andover, as guides. The ladies
names are Mrs, F. H. Mudge, Mrs, E. B. Cramme and
Mrs. W, K. Moody, The three gentlemen of the party
are Geo. T. Freeman, his friend Mr, Dodge and W. K.
Moody. Oscar W. Cutting will again officiate in the
capacity of cook. Oscar has a reputation for biscuit.
The ladies go into camp only on condition that he is cook.
Senator W. P, Frye was to go into camp on the Moose-

lucmaguntic on the 15th but was delayed a few days. He
has quite a party with him. He visits his camps every
season and is an enthusiastic angling expert.
Up to the present writing the water in the Maine lakes

has been very cold and trout have not been caught. It
is just as it always is. The trout do not bite, even at bait
and minnows, till the water begins to get warmer than
ice water. Such is the temperature of the water in those
lakes, so long as the woods are full of snow and the
streams are running high. Indeed, the Rangeleys were
not clear of ice till the 14th, and the same day the ice
entii'ely went out of Moosehead, Still the ice was out of
Richardson Lake on the 11th, so that the steamers went
up the lake, and the ice had begun to break up in Moose-
head three days before it finally went out. The spring is

a late one, and the early fishermen are disappointed.
Mr. Clough, of Lynn, of the Clough party, already noted
in the Forest and Stream, has been obliged to return
on account of sickness in his family. This party was one
of the first to be oft". Up to the day^Ir. Clough"came out
scarcely a ti'out had been taken, though one of the party
had secured a 6-lb, landlocked salmon. The fact is

slowly being demonstrated that the landlocked salmon
take the bait sooner in the Rangeleys than the trout.
Several have already been caught this year.
Mr. C, P, Stevens, of Camp "V ive Vale, already men-

tioned as one of the first to be off, writes his nephew in
Boston that up to Friday, the loch, not a trout had been
taken. The weather was cold and the woods full of
snow. All of the brooks were then engaged in running-
little rivers of snow water down into the lakes. Mr,
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Hayes, of Maiden, the friend of Mr. Stevens, was obliged
to come out of camp on Friday, his time being xip. He
got no trout of any consequence. Mr. E, J. Shattuck,
also of the same camp, did not get away till Saturday,
the 16th, and, under the conditions found by the rest of

the party, he was glad of it. Mr. Smart, 'of the same
party, cannot get away to go a-fishing this spring.
At Weld Pond the landlocked salmon fishermen are

having good luck. Judge Wm. Wirt Virgin, of the
Maine Supreme Bench, is doing that lake with a good
deal of success. He has devoted some seven hours a day
to the sport. He has taken a salmon weighing lOlbs., so
report says. On the I4th, inst. Albert Rawlins caught a
salmon from that lake weighing T^lbs., Samuel Vose, of
Madison, one weighing olbs., and John Schofleld one
weighing olbs. Several business men of Livermore Falls
have been to the same lake, and have taken a good many
trout and salmon, the largest weighing 6flbs. The party
got six salmon in all.

A landlocked salmon weighing lllbs, has been taken
from Green Lake, Hancock county, Me. F. W. Ayer, of
Bangor, has taken the largest salmon of the season thus
far from the celebrated pool there. It weighed 29|-lb3.

The fishing has not yet been good. A few salmon are
taken daily, when the weather is suitable. It is hoped
that the recent rain will bring better fishing there.
Landlocked salmon fishiiig in the Sebago has been fairly

good this season, but the weather was unusually cold.

One needed a winter overcoat every day for the first

week of the fishing. There is a report of another salmon
being taken from Green Lake, Hancock county, with a
fly, the Mitchel. This is almost the first instance of a
landlocked salmon rising to a fly in that lake so early in
the season, if indeed they i-ise at all.

Later comes the true" sx^ort of fly-fishing. Then the
trees will be a:reen. Snow and ice will have done, and
overcoats will not- be needed. It is not siirprising that
the sportsmen who spend most of the summer at their
camps on the Maine waters should "up and away" as
soon as the telegraph announces that the ice has gone,
but how one who has but a few days for fishing at his

command can wish to start so early is past finding out.

The Hall Brothers have just got back from their Nova
- Scotia trouting excursion. They left Boston on Tuesday,
the llth, via steamer, for Yarmouth, and then went in-

land a number of miles by team, to their trout river.

They found the water down to about the right pitch, and
the trout rose to the fly in splendid style for so early in
the season. They found the people very hospitable—they
desired to take the fishermen home to t^a. The party
was made up of J. E. Hall, with Eice, Kendall & Co.

;

James E. Hall, of Milford, and Irving G. Hall, of Boston.
They took 15 trout weighing an average of l^lbs. and one
of 2lbs. They had about all the trout they desired of a
smaller size, Mr. Waldron Bates, of Boston, was fishing

the river just below them for salmon, and has succeeded
in landing one of lllbs. They also came so near to get-

ting one themselves that they came along the stream just
after a guide not employed by them had taken a tine one
out of a pool.

'

Special.

Another correspondent writes: The first trout caught
at Middle Dam this season were taken by Mr. Corson of
Andover, Me. One weighed 5lbs., another S^lbs. The
Anglers' Retreat was open for business Monday, May 11.

Several guests are now stopping there. A party of twelve
fishermen leave Lowell for Middle Dam on Wednesday,
May 20, for a two weeks' stay. The ice is now out of aU
the* Androscoggin Lakes, and the different steamers and
stages throTighout the region are running on regular time.
Excursion tickets have been placed on sale in Boston,
and may be obtained at the usual places.

NEW HAMPSHIRE TROUT SEASON.
l^ASHUA, N. H., May 8.—Editor Forest mid Stream:
.lN My usual Friday pleasure has just ended (that of
reading Fohest aj^d SxEEAii from cover to cover, "ads."
and aU), and while the contents are fresh in my mind I

beg leave to make a few comments on the article on "The
New Hampshii-e Trout Season," signed by "Angler," in
the number just read. The streams of our State are
visited by a constantly increasing army of anglers each
season, and any changes, however slight, in our existing
laws are sure to excite wide interest.

For the purposes of this article I may be allowed to
divide this army of anglers into two classes: (1) Those
who come among us each season from other States to
spend their vacations with us, and in whose coming all

residents are more or less interested; (2) a much lai-ger

class of our own citizens who are finding out each year
that the grand resources of our own State can afford
them health ann sport at their own doors. Speaking as
a member of the second class, as an angler of some
twenty years experience, and as one who has made the
habits of trout something of a study, I desu-e to take ex-
ception to some of the sweeping statements in the com-
munication by "Angler" before referred to.

He says "the change was vmcalled for, unwarrantable,
and unjustifiable." Let us see. "LTncalled for." In the
southern half of our State especially there has been a
strong feeling for some years that the trout season open-
ing on May 1 was too late; and in conversation with
sportsmen from various portions of the southern half of

the State, I have yet to find a single man who opposed
an earlier opening. Most anglers suargested April 1.

That date being thought too early, the loth was adopted
as a compromise measure. Our older anglers as a rule
prefer to wait for the better fishing later in the season;
but all that I have seen are heartily in favor of the
change, and these are a few of the reasons: Trout being
well past the spawning season are in good condition
(comparatively) and the supply of breeding fish can be in
no way affected by an earlier opening date. Then the
month of April is sometimes quite warm ; in this case
one of two things happens (and both bear hard on law-
abiding sportsmen), either some worthless fellows will
begin fishing a few days before May 1, or else (still worse
in my opinion) the month being warm, the trout run well
and the first day of May finds a brook filled with trout
which is literally skinned out the first few days of open
season, leaving but poor reward for later anglers. From
the standpoint of stricter protection it seems to job that
the months of August and September might be made
close months, but as those months are neeessary to the
fly-fishing interests of the northern part of the State, I

would not advocate this change. The effect of opening
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April 15 will, it seems to me, be beneficial in more ways
than one. If the month of April is cold no fishing is

done: but if the month is warm a few anglers venture
outfrom time to time, meeting generally with poor success.

By the time the good fishing arrives quite a large per-
centage of the early anglers ai-e over the "fever" and
sometimes disgusted with the results, and I firmly be-
lieve that if there is any difference in number of trout
caught during a season, fewer will be caught with an
opening day April 15 than when the season opens on
May 1.

I have not seen the text of the new law, but if I am
correctly informed it contains one glaring defect; it does
not prohibit taking brook trout through the ice. In view
of the fact that ponds in the northern part of the State
are. covered with ice to April 15 this seems to be aseriotis

mistake: and yet I am informed by members of the Leg-
islature that the Fish Commissioners are in a large meas-
ure responsible for the omission in this way; By their
bitter opposition to the change in time they aroused the
ire of members who were naturally in favor of the
change, and these members in their eagerness to change
the time rushed the bill through without amendment. In
short, the Commissioners by attempting to kill the whole
change (which fairly represented public opinion in the
southern portion of the State) missed the most vital part
of the bill—an amendment prohibiting taking trout
through the ice at any time. This omission is to be re-
gretted by aU sportsmen.

AVith this amendment I believe the change to be a good
one—doing away with much illegal fishing and at the
same time protecting the trout.

Do not let me be understood as saying there is a clash
of interests between the northern a7id southern portions
of our State. We of the southern portion—cheer-
fully— although against our better judgment, as far-

as om' own interests are concerned—allow the months
of August and September to be made open months
and in favor of the fly-fishing interests of the north,
all that we ask is that we be granted an open season
that in its opening will violate neither a rule of nature
nor an honest effort to preserve our trout.

In my opinion the "yomigsters" of Manchester have
done well, and with the amendment before suggested
their efforts will meet the approval of the ma jority of
the sportsmen of the State. Certain it is that May 1 will
never be adopted again as an opening day with the help
of B,

Editor Forest and Stream :

As to the trout season, of which I wrote you, luckily
the clerk of the weather has taken a hand in the game,
and frost and ice have prevented any fishing for a week:
but it is moderating to-day, aud should we have a warm
pleasant Sunday the brooks will be pretty well skinned.
That's where the hoodlums get the advantage of quiet,
law-abiding citizens, and the Lord seems to favor Sun-
day fishermen in weather. Angler.

THE LEMON SOLE.

THE lemon sole is apparently destined to become an
important and well-known member of the flounder

family. Its existence in our waters has been known
since its discovery by the U. S. Fish Commission. The
late Professor Baird called attention to this valuable food
fish in 1877, and some of the renowned caterers of New
York and Boston placed it before a discriminating ptiblic

in very attractive style. The serious difiiculty, however,
to the rapid introduction of this fish was found in its ex-
tremely small mouth, which made its capture by means
of hook and line next to impossible. It was not until
March of the present year that Capt. Alfred Bradford, of
Gloticester, Mass., demonstrat ed at once the practicability
of taking this sole by means of the beam trawl, and the
suitability of the bottom from latitude 41" 45 " N. to the
Capes of Vu-ginia for the operation of this new apparatus.
Capt. Bradford towed his trawl over 140 miles of fishing
ground without a single accident, except once fouling an
anchor, in that long distance. The lemon sole was found

to be extremely abundant and easy oT capture. In three
hauls it was estimated that fully 200 tons of fish were
siu-roimded, but their weight was too great to be lifted,
and fully 10 tons of these fish were liberated after a single
haul.

This species has been previously described in these
columns under the name of craig flounder or pole flounder.
In shape it is not unlike the common sole of Europe, but
it grows much larger and is not a very near relative of
the sole. The eyed side of the body is light brown in
color. The fins are sometimes lemon colored, and one of
the common names is said to be derived from this circum-
stance. The head is small and the mouth diminutive. It
is a deep-water species and occurs on both sides of the
north Atlantic. It was always one of the characteristic
and most abundant species taken in the explorations by
the vessels of the U. S. Fish Commission. First discovered
in the deepest part of Massachusetts Bay, it has since been
obtained as far south as the entrance' to Delaware Bay
and as far north as Halifax. Its range extends nearly to
Greenland, and on the coast of Norway it reaches latitude
65=.

This flounder is pqrtioularly adapted to deep sea life,

having been trawled in depths as great as several hundred
fathoms. It breeds in the summer, and the young have
been taken by the Fish Commission from July to October.
The lemon sole, or pole flounder, grows to a length of

3ft,, and has provsd to be one of the best food fishes of its

famUy, bearing a strong resemblance in flavor to the
celebrated English sole. Its general tntroduction cannot
fail to give the greatest satisfaction.

ON THE NORTH SHORE—IV.

[.Contimied from Page 3^7.]

EVERY thing being in ship-shape in our new quarters,
dinner was prepared and served, and then we took

boat and started for the home of the radiant trout. The
shore southeast from the camp disclosed splendid haunts
for this fish, there being a rocky bottom generously
creviced and fissured part of the way, and then gravel and
innumerable boulders; just the place for a brook beauty
to poise and lie in wait for prey, or fall a victim to the
seductive fly.

We commenced casting the minute we left the shore,
and had not proceeded more than a hrmdred yards before
Ned had a magnificent rise, and then an infuriated trout
rapidly taking the braided thread from his silver spool.

Away, away, he s^jeeds like a gleaming arrow, until the
skillful angler puts a slight pressure on the reel, and then
with desperate frenzy he reaches the sm'face and makes
a tarpon-like plunge from the water, showing the lovely
glitter of the rainbow dye and shaking the crystal drops
from his quivering fins. Again in his realm he'starts with
lightning sjpeed, and with frenzied energy born of despair
bravely tries to shake in his rapid flight the__^mpered
steel from his trembling jaws. Another strarn^on the
fine, and then to the top he flashes, and with another
desperate dash indulges in graceful ctuwature, and as
quick as thought tmms and makes for the boat, with
evident intent of a trick.

Bravo, I called, brave fellow,

Neat trick that in its way,
Perliaps ere long you'll And, though,

We trick for trick can play.

The little spool rapidly gathers the slack as he franti-
cally races, and thus discomfitted, he starts wildly on
another run, with rod bending and reel singing; and now
bewildered and much weakened, he makes a desperate
effort in plunging downward with savage shake, in hopes
of escape from the tu'eles line. It was his last rush for
freedom, and well nigh successful. A dash or two more,
and the gallant fighter shows signs of surrender, and
then inch by inch the reel recovers line, and soon the
angler has him within the contines of the net. The scales
register him as a five-pounder, and we record him as
handsome afontinalis as ever wore the colors of a rain-
bow on a spangled jacket.

I was delighted to see the skillful angler successful,
and praised him highly for the masterly manner in which
he handled the autocrat of the lake. It was an artistic

piece of work, of which any knight of the rod would have
Ijeen proud.
We are in good grounds, and carefully cover every

inch as we proceed. A foolish trout, that could not tell

the counterfeit, sprang upon my fly as it daintily lit upon
the water, and admirably succeeded in impaling himself
upon the cruel hook, and in a few moments thereafter
was in the bottom of the boat repenting of his hasty
actions. He was a poor companion for Ned's beauty, as
he was only about half the size. Again on the move, we
approach some large rocks, o'er which the water is gently
breaking, and where I am confident a trout or two lurks.
Ned is the first, being in the bow, to send his line near
the ragged edge of the rock. It met with a response, but
the angler met with a miss.

"You strike too quick," says Joe.

"Too slow, you mean," came the reply.

I took issue with Joe as to the time, satisfied that one
can never strike too quickly when a trout rises. Joe never
responded instantly, and the season's fishing exempUfied
that he lost infinitely more strikes than Ned or I. He
said he never gave a twitch, simply keeping his line taut
by trailing o'er the water. If the theory holds good that
seven out of every ten troitt hook themselves on a taut
line, then it is evident that all the trout we caught hung
themselves. I always gave a twitch of the wrist the mo-
ment I observed a rise, and when I was a little slow about
it, I generally missed. Ned operated on the same basis.

Having an opportunity to send my flies where Ned's
failed, I was lucky enough to hook and boat a 3-pounder.
This being all we could capture here, we gUde along,

sending our lures into every tempting place, particularly
the dark streaks o'er fissured rocks. Ned was the next to
capture a beauty, and then I came in for a prise, x^fter
this we moved nearly half a mile before we got a rise,

and then I roused a tiger-like trout from his watery lair,

which I hung and killed in a short time. He was a good
3 pounder and a game fighter. A moment later I picked
up "a pounder," and elevated my nose when I saw him
fairly in the boat. I was after larger fish.

But a rod or two ahead was a splendid fall, so Joe stated,
and I now recollected the spot as the place where we
had made some tine catches last season, Word was given
to push ahead for the promised land, and as we proceeded
a kingfisher, just ahead, was noted in the bright sunshine
sitting complacantly on the top limb of a dead tree, in aU
the splendor of brillant green and blue, and shining with
metallic lustre. "It's the same place," says Joe, "where
we saw one last year," and without doubt this was the
same bird that then watched us as we robbed his preserve.
This keen-eyed bird is evidently a dainty epicure, and is

always to be found on trout streams, or wherever the
sparkling beauty thrives.

Reaching the desired locality we commenced sending
as airily as possible the feathered lures in search of the
golden fins, and infinitely successful were we in our
endeavors, for in the course of an hotir we had added six
more lovely troj)hies to our previous captures. It was an
hour of unalloyed sport, ever pleasant to dwell upon.
Having now more trout than Ave needed for immediate
use we headed our xjrow for the camp with a rapidly
declining sun confronting us and a sky luxuriant in
pearly clouds. We soon reached camp and sat down to
a good supper.
We were surprised when we awoke next morning and

found it raining, as the indications before retiring were
for pleasant weather, as the sky was clear and bright in
twinkling stars. The best of weather prophets and all

the time-honored predictions frequently fail here. Joe
was as good a barometer as we needed, for he always
complained of aching limbs before a rain, being rhetimat-
ically inclined.
"Rain soon," would come from Mm at times when the

sun was shming brightly, and generally he was correct.
An authority on the subject says when gnats fly in com-
pact bodies in the beams of the sun it indicates fine
weather, but if they retire under the shadow of the
boughs at evening rain may be expected. Snails aad
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slugs appear in greater numbers during damp weather,
and frogs are more lively and clamorous in the ponds and
marshes. Swallows fly low before rain, because the in-

sects which they chase and capture on the wing approach
nearer the earth at that time. If bats fly long and late

in the twilight it may be taken as indicative of a fine day
on the morrow; and they do so because in calm and
settled weather the insects on which they feed remain
long on the wing iu the evening. Fish are eager in bit-

ing at flies on the surface of the water before a coming
spell of rain, the lowness of flight of insects giving the
fish an opportunity of which they are not slow to avail
themselves. All these are good weather signs, but can-
not always be relied upon around this great reservoir of

icy water.
The cl@uds persistently retained their leaden hues, and

the rain pattered and pattered, until we almost lost heart.

I sighed for a rub on the lamp of Aladdin, that a trans-

formation might ensue, which would lift us out of this

abyss of despair, but it was in vain, for the hooded clouds
continued to

Tell their beads in drops of rair,

And pattei- Iheir doleful prayere.

At last there was a cessation , and hke an unfortunate
catching at straws, we entered the boat and crossed to

the opposite side, and commenced casting for the "finny
heroes:'" but no sooner were our flies dancing on the
water than rain came pouring down. Shelter was im-
mediately sought under a cluster of trees, which soon
began to drip the moistened beads upon us. Once more
the clouds lighted up and the rain ceased, and again we
took to the boat. And so it continued to rain and clear
about every twenty minutes, giving us an opportunity,
between the showers, to catch three trout, with which
we departed for camp, satisfied that it was no use to
trifle further with the shiowering Jupiter.
On our return Ned made a raid on his little bags of

tackle, and busied himself improving, as he thought,
some of his fine flies. He would take the most cunningly
devised lure and so cover it with deep red feathers, as to

entirely destroy its original shape. As soon as he had
completed one he handed it to me for inspection, if not
laudation, but I was a cruel critic, and always ridiculed
his changes. He was evidently an iconoclast, and took
exceptional pleasure in originality. I advised him to use
the tail of a red squirrel, as that was about akin to some
of his bushy lures. He stuck to his feathery idols and I

to my perfect flies, and the result was that I discounted
him as to the number of rises received. When I was in
fine luck one day he said:

"That fly of yours brings 'em."
"And that fly of yours frightens them," I replied.

He was chagrined at the answer and kept quietly send-
ing his carmined feathers on all sides, with no response
whatever. I could see that he was somewhat disaj)-

pointed at his want of success, particularly when I was
bringing in trout after trout. Desiring to make the
generous-hearted sportsman happy, I tendered him one
of my best silver-doctors and requested him to try it. He
cheerfully acquiesced and the very first cast he made re-

sulted in a capture.
"^Vhy that's a capital fly," says he, after he had landed

the exhausted trout.

"None better, and don't you forget it."

On another occasion I changed my silver-doctor for a
dun-colored fly, which as it skimmed o'er the water
looked as much like a grasshopper as it possibly could. It

was an eminent success and Ned was high in its praise.

Wishing to place him on an equality and cure him of his
cranky ideas 1 insisted on his trying one. He did so and
caught trout for trout with me. His red-headed and red-
tailed originals were now fast departing to that l)0urne
in the far distant.
There are, of course, times and conditions of water that

almost anything in the shape of a fly will succeed, but
in the long run it's the artistic fly, artistically handled,
that captures the largest number of trophies, not in trout
fishing alone but every other. I could give hundreds of
instances of this if time and space would only permit.
About 3 o'clock in the afternoon the rain ceased, the

dark draperies of the sky floated away, the sun shone
forth in splendid radiance, while the waters rippled with
a gentle cadence. It was to boat again, and along the
now aapphired shore to temjit the rainbow beauties to the
feast of flies. We only succeeded in coaxing three of
them to abide with us, owing to the lake's tendency to a
mirrored surface. We however had a pleasant outing,
and Ned, as usual, charmed with his minstrelsy as we
homeward moved by the waUs of woodland and granite
cliffs, tinged with the violet of departing day. This was
the time to enjoy the sunset pictures, so brilliantly spread
before us in their fanciful shadows of rock and tree, and
in their flashing hues upon the breathing waters. It

renewed our poetic fervor and made us enjoy more thor-
oughly the description of such an hour and such a view,
with which Percival has enriched the pages of Ameri-
can literature

:

Far to the south
Those slumbering waters floated, one long sheet

0£ burnished gold, between thy nearer shores

Softly embraced, and melting distantly

Into a yellow haze, embosomed low
'Mid shadowy hiUs and misty mountains, all

Covered with showery light, as with a veil

Of airy gauze. Beautilnil were thj' shores

And manifold their outlines, here up-swelling

In bossy green—tiiere hung in slaty clifl^s,

Blaclc as if hewn from jet, and overtopped
With the dark cedar's tufts, or new-leaved birch.

Bright as the wave below. How glassy clear

The far expanse! Berieatli it all the sliy

Swelled downward, and its fleecy clouds were gay
With all their rainbow fringes, and the trees

And cliffs and grassy knolls were all repeated
Along the uncertain shores, so clearly seen

Beneath the invisible transparency

That land and water mingled, and the one
Seemed melting in the other. O, how soft

Yon mountain's heavenly blue, and all o'erlaid

With a pale tint of roses! Deep between
The ever-narrowing lake, just faintly marked
By its reflected light, and further on.

Buried in vapory foam, as if a surf

Heaved on its utmost shore. How deep the silence

!

Only the rustling boughs, the broken ripple,

The cricket and the tree frog, with the tinkle

Of bells in fold and pasture, or a. VQice

Heard from a distant farm, or hollow bay
Of home-returning hound—a virgin land
Just rescued from the wilderness, still showing
Wrecks of the giant forest. * * * * *

We were in hopes that the morrow's dawn would realize
the now cheering prospects of settled weather. The sun
had gone down in a bank of snowy o]ouds, but gave us a
peep at her fair face just before she dipped into the lake.
Our desires were not realized, for long before we arose

in the morning we heard tho steady patter of rain on the
tent. Ned at once began to calculate on another deluge,
and after having completed the elemental problem, turned
over in his blanket and was soon in deep sleep, and I

hoped, pleasant dreams. The rain continued at intervals
all day, and to brighten matters, Ned and I had a number
of games of "crib;'' tiring of that he sought the fascinat-
ing pages of "Lorna Doone," and I wandered into Bal-
zac's absorbing story—"The Two Brothers." John, the
helper, was somewhat musically inclined, and having
brought a "fiddle" with him, went persistently to work
and sawed out a number of thread-bare dance tunes,
much to Ned's disgust.

"Great heavens!" said he, "are we to be hereafter borfed
with those discordant notes?"
And then he began to study up some plan to put an

end to the unmusical scraping. I advised him to pur-
chase the "fiddle" and make a bonfire of it. This was
not all, for Joe, who had picked up an air or two on the
catgut, succeeded John in the musical olio, and seemed
to never grow weary of „his performance. It was a sort
of a picnic to me, as my ears had been somewhat accus-
tomed to such discordance by taking in the various opera
companies organized in the East the past season, I was
confident some accident would happen to that "fiddle" if

Ned ever got a chance to step on it. They took good care
of it, I assure you, for Ned's hoof never got within strik-
ing distance of it.

We were kept the entire day in camp, and consequently
were growing quite restless. The weather the next
morning had not improved a bit, for we were again
greeted with the moan of thunder and the rain drops'
showery dance and rhythmic beat. We intended to have
crossed the bay that morning, but the unpropitious
weather xarevented. The boatmen again took turns
scraping the "fiddle," which came near paralyzing poor
Ned. and we took to cribbage and our books.
This is our tenth day in camp, and notwithstanding

the damp state of afi^airs we manifest no discontent nor
desire to return to the civilized world. We were eager
for an outing that morning, as the cloudy condition
which prevailed was very favorable for fly-fishing; but
that persistent rain, which vexed sailors curse, and for
which poor shepherds pray, would not let up long enough
to permit. About every half hour observations were
taken, but not a ray of hope could we obtain from them.
It was decidedly a wet sky, with not an inch of blue
in it.

There is nothing consoling in camp on a rainy day.
You take to cards and soon they tire; then the book "is

brought out and after a few pages is put away; a cigar
or two solaces you for a while; then you run out to the
fire by way of change and run back again; then you
overhaul your stock of tackle and the sight of an artistic

fly makes you think of the scarlet-robed beauties down
in their watery lair, and you are then more discontented
than ever. Your tent has sprung a leak and that neces-
sitates the care of bedding, etc. All this time a chilly
dampness is making you very uncomfortable, and just
when you think the rain is diminishing it takes a fresh
start and begins to fall with a steady determination—

a

sort of soak, soak, soak. To add to this aggregation, the
wind begins to rise and moan and then you are com-
pelled to close the tent, and there you are "cabined, c;ib-

bed and confined." Yottr misery is now complete, and
by way of making yourself believe you are happy under
stich a condition of depressing weather, you indulge in
sarcastic laughtej- at the absurdity of the situation and
endeavor to warble some free-hearted song as if you were
under Italian skies. This free life in the forest is glorious
indeed, provided always that it don't rain more than six
consecutive days.
The rain, with heavy thunder and vivid lightning, con-

tinued the entire day, much to ottr disgust, and we only
hoped, when we sought our beds that night, that the
morn would be ushered in with bright skies and gentle
breezes. Alex. Staebuck.

St. Louis, May 16.—Dealers in fishing tackle in this
city report a largely increased sale of fine tackle. In this
regard, however, St. Louis is far in the rear. If the
manufacturers of fine tackle would send out a few
thousands of such a paper as Foebst and Steeam it

would immensely increase the sale of their goods. Any
angler who is a regular reader of a sporting paper would
soon discard his old reed pole and cotton line and procure
for himself some modern tackle. I note that a stock
company is being formed by sportsmen in Springfield,
111., and neighboring towns to purchase the title to some
15,000 acres of hunting and fishing grounds near Pekin,
on the Illinois River. A meeting will be held on May 21
to definitely determine what shall be done. Fishing is

good at Murdock Lake. Charles Smith, secretary of the
Murdoch Lake Club, has just returned from the lake and
reports a catch of 65 bass and croppie in a day and a half.

The new club house of the Grilead Slough Hunting and
Fishing Association will soon be completed and the open-
ing will be made a grand success. A steamer will be
chartered to carry up the members and their families.

—

Aberdeen.

SuNAPEE Fish.—New London, N, H., May 16.—I am
just in from Lake Sunapee and find that the native trout
are being taken in large numbers, and landlocked salmon
are rising to the fly. Fish Commissioner Hodge was at

the lake visiting the hatchery and pronounced the spring
hatch at Sunapee prime. I captured six elegant spotted
trout to-day, pencUings of the two best I inclose. Wish I

could hand you the original and tempt your palate. The
six weighed lllbs. 6-Joz,

—

Byron.

A Oatskill Catch.—Catskill, N, Y,, May 7.—E. F.
Tibbals, in a fishing stream in the town of Jewett, this

county, yesterday afternoon caught twelve trout that
weighed nine pounds eight ounces. The largest one was
nineteen inches long and weighed plump thre© pounds.
He used flies and a four-puuce rod.

Rocky Mountain Grayling.—Salt Lake City, Utah,
April 21.—Since my first letter some friends of mine sent
me two "grayhng," so called. They were caught near
Melrose, on the Union Pacific R. R. system, in the Big
Hole River, Montana, with bait—a white grub worm found
in decayed railroad ties. These were caught April 13.

Later in the season they are said to bile readily attliR fly,

and are quite plentiful. The fish were about 10 or llin.
long and weighed about lOoz. each. The sides were said
to have been spotted, but the high wine 188° proof seems
to have been too strong and the spots are not present.
The spots on the back fin and the shape seem to be as in
the grayling, except that they seem larger. I intend
to fish these waters in June and will be able to procure
perfect specimens, I shah take pleasure in forwarding
you one later on. I had located the fish in Idaho in my
former letter, but my recent ones came from Montana.
The Beaver Head, Blackfoot and Jefferson rivers in
Montana are said to abound with these "grayling." I
would like to know how to preserve specimens of fish,—
T. J. A. [There is no better fish preservative than pure
alcohol diluted with about one-third its volume of water.
Take two quarts of alcohol and one quart of water; mix
them and the mixtttre will keep fish long enough to ship
them almost any distance. Take the precaution to make
a few small incisions into the belly, so that the liquid may
go freely into the abdominal cavity, which is the most
difficult part to preserve. The loss of color may be pre-
vented to some extent by adding glycerine to the alcohol
and water. Some persons use equal parts of alcohol,
glycerine and water. Always be sure the preservative
enters the abdomen. If the fish is not to be kept perma-
nently it can be shipped safely in salt by removing the
insides and filling the cavity with salt and then packing
the specimen completely in the same preservative. The
first method is preferred.]

Trout Fishing "Just Over There."—You all know
him, or at least have heard of—this talkative, confiding
fellow, who we hear is everlastingly having big catches
of trout of amazing size and beauty. WpU, last summer
two of us, while in the mountains of New Mexico and
near Cimarron, a small town, were told by a near rela-
tive of this fellow, whom we will call Jake, who had
such phenomenal luck trout fishing "just over there,"
that there was fine trout fishing up on the American
Creek, some twenty miles from here. He said this stream
contained some of the most beautifully mottled trout of
amazing size and ravishing beauty, "just over there,"'

Not thinking he was a relative of Jake, we hastened over
to the American Creek. After fishing for several miles
up and down the creek we had the good luck to catch 25
little trout the size of American sardines. Good fishing,
most beautifully mottled, of amazing size, etc. We
finally came to the conclusion he had caught them all.

After this, when any of this kind of anglers told us of a
certain stream being full of trout, we always remembered
the ones "just over there." At one place where we
stopped fishing was prime and in all is glory. We fished
along this stream three days. In some places we found
the trout a little wild and hard to catch; they were mostly
of a size, averaging about l^lbs., and for once we got all

the fish we could eat. The scenery along this mountain
stream was simply grand and filled the angler's eyes with
delight. This stream is very narrow, so that one could
step across almost anywhere. As we spent several weeks
last summer in the mountains of New Mexico, you may
hear from this neck of woods again as to fishing and
hunting.—G. B. L.

Another Fishing Dog.—I have reason to believe the
account of a dog catching suckers in California, mention
of which is made in the Forest and Stream of May 14.

I distinctly remember a similar instance which frequently
came under my observation in my boyhood on the coast
of Maine. A neighbor had a very intelligent large dog
that quite regtilarly visited "the bar," which uncovered
at low tide, for the purpose of killing catfish {Anarrhicus
lupus). I do not know whether the dog had been trained
to this or did it instinctively. However, be seemed to
have a decided antipathy against the catfish, which, as
is well known, is one of the most pugnacious fishes of
northern seas. It often happened that one or more catfish
would be left by the ebbing tide in some shallow depres-
sion where there was hardly room for him to move about.
The dog seemed to take especial delight in watching for
fish placed in such a predicament, and would immediately
attack them. His method of attack was to catch them
by the head, or just back of it, and drag them out of the
water, where, of course, they soon became helpless. Oc-
casionally he would attack one where the water was a
little deeper than common and where the fish could fight
with less disadvantage. In some instances of this kind
which I recall the battle was a very vigorous one. The
fish would make vicious snaps at his enemy and lash the
water into foam, but, with rare exceptions, would be over-
come by the superior skill and intelligence of the dog.
As these contests occurred frequently and almost dkectly
in front of my house, I had an opportunity to note their
varying phases.— J. W. Collins.

Those at Home.—The fact that this class of nature's
true lovers have not had, and will probably not have, an
outing in this glorious springtime, does not in the least

abate their ador nor cool their enthusiasm. On the con-
trary, the deprivation, though truly hard, sharpens their
anticipations for a time when fate may be less hard, and
when they, too, may share in the joys of forest and
stream with their luckier brothers. Should "hope long
deferred" ever begin to despair, the perusal of Forest
AND Stream's pages would easily cheer her again to her
wonted condition. This is one of the great pleasures we
stay-at-homes enjoy; and I doubt not but that we appre-
ciate the many sketches of life in field and forest, on
lake and stream, with a keener zest than those who ai'e

privileged to taste the reality. Brothers, you who toil

steadily in storeroom or warehotise, counting room or
shop, do not despair; for if, in yom' whole life, it is not
given you to secure even one outing nor one chance for
communion with the nature you love, your life will still

be the richer and better for cherishing that passion.—
Onyjutta.

The Biggest Connecticut Trout.—A trout 17in. long,

13in. in girth and weighing 41bs. loz, is reported to have
been caught by Fred Messenger in Cranberry Pond, North
Qranby, Conn,, about the middle of May.
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GONE—THE ROMANTIC
TROUTING.

AGE OF

I'^HE romance of it has all gone from trouting in these
- latter days of the angler's art. The fascination of

the woods in summer, the sweet influence of the scented
fields, the varied music of the brook, the song of birds,
the hum of insect life, the fantastic play of fleecy clouds
in the sky above and their imagery in flitting shadows
on the earth below—to none of these do you hear your
regulation angler of to-day make tender reference vs^hen,
with fine livery scarcely soiled, he returns from his day
upon the stream. The work he did with his black-gnat,
the Mlling qualities of his grizzly-king, the wonder of
his casts, the skill with which he handled this, that and
the other trout, the feeling of abhon-ence that overcame
him to find a rustic on the stream with chestnut switch,
horse hair line and wriggling worm—these will be the
burden of the now accepted angler's reminiscences of his
outing among the trout. He certainly can have no mem-
ories of that rare and golden time— the romantic age of
trouting. Then we went a-fishing! The season opened
when the weather and the water were right for it. They
were never ready before the trout were, and they never
will be, no matter what day the law may select for that
consummation. "We gauged our opening day by nature's
condition, not by the law's opportunity. If the snow
lingered along the streams while it was yet April, as it

often did, does yet, and always will, we knew that neither
trout nor water could be right for pleasurable fishing,
and we kept on with our work and waited. When the
time was ripe we went a-fishing.
But, novA^adays, to be an angler of the reigning school
—a "genuine sportsman"—one must seek the brook on
the very first day the law gives him the privilege,
although the snow may be afoot deep, and ice still fringes
the water. He shakes and shivers and freezes to the
marrow. To wade the stream would be pneumonia.
Everything is bare and chill and desolate. If any trout
are caught they will be lank and half-starved, unless they
are the liver-fed darlings of the Long Island brooks and
ponds, and they will show nearly as much gaminess as
the suckers the more sensible boy is catching at the mouth
of the brook, where the river eddies. But they will be
trout. And it is o^iening day. And the angler feels that
he is doing his duty as a genuine spliD bamhoo-twentv-
four-doUar-reel-knickerbocker-breeches sportem m, able
to make a cast of OOfr. He may not succeed in cntchinjj;
fisii, but he can put his fly 90ft., and that's the main thing.

I remember some old time mornings in June. The knn
gets up early iii June, but we were up before him, when
we went a-fishing—yes, were a long way toward our des-
tination by the time hepeekod above tlie hills and washed
his face ia the dew. A four-mile walk to some favorite
stream was nothing in those days—not that we had to go
as far as that, even, from our little town—a quaint and
pretty village among the Pennsylvania hills, full of
the romance of trouting once, but spoiled now through
contact with thn new order of things, and consequently
famous—for we could have fished for half a mile in
either of two rare trout streams without leaving the con-
&nes of the village. But we sought communion with the
woods and cataracls and isolated meadow stretches,
where the ripples tossed and glinted, far from the haunts
of men, when we went fishing, and so put the town
creeks behind us on those June mornings, June mornings
are just the same now as they were then, and if you
should resurrect the flexible old chestnut pole—not rod,
but pole—the reliable horse-hair line, fill the old tin box
wiih fresh-dug worms and take once more an old-time
jaunt toward that favorite stream, the same road will
lead you to it. As you p=iss along, the brown thrush will
greet you with his flood of matin melody from his covert
by the roadside, just as he used to; the fussy catbird will
scatter the dew from the bushes in silvery showers, as
she flutters and fumes from bough to bough: the red
squirrel wiU chatter and scold from his perch in the
crotch of the old chestnut tree; the crow from the top of
the tall dead pine will caw bis contempt for you, know-
ing you have no gun; tree and shrub and flower bathed
in dew and moisture, fresh, unboiled and full fed, will
partake of the early morning joy and health you feel,

and every flying, running, creeping thing be refreshed
and satisfied, just as it used to be. And you will come in
sight of the same farmer, letting down the bars for his
sweet-breathed cows to pass into the roadside pasture,
just as he used to be doing as you passed that way. In-
stantly you remember the hearty greeting he always
gave you.

"Good mornin' to ye!" he used to say. "Goin' fishin',

hay? 'Feard y' won't hev much luck to-day; the wind's
a le-e-e-tle too easterly. If I was you, though, I'd cut
right acrost my medder yender, 'n strike in at the ol'

alder-hole. My boy John ketched a powerful nice mess
right along there yisterd'y. It's good fishin' all along
through my medders. If y' hain't got yer worms dug
John'll go 'n dig y' some. I'm 'feared the wind's a
le-B-e-tle too easterly fer y' to-day, though. But good
luck to y'!"

You remember well that cheery greeting, and you are
glad to see the farmer. He will give you some of the old
time tips of course. Yes, he waits for you.
"Goin' fishin', fum the looks o' ye I" says he, and his

look is anything but amiable. "Well, I want to tell y*

'fore \' go any furder th't y'd better keep ofi'en my prem-
ises, if y' hain't got two dollars 'long with y'! It'll cost y'

jist two doUirs to fish on me. 'n' if y' don't want to pay
that, keep offen my premises!"
Tnat iisn't the same as it used to be. And you will find

as you proceed that nothing about your trouting is as it

used to be except the early morning walk in June. That
would be changed, too, but the angler of the new school
cares nothing for it, and it has escaped his touch.
And if you have the heart to cling to the stream you

will meet frequent brothers of the new-timo angle. They
will affect horror at your homely tackle. They will jeer
at your chestnut p le, your horse-hair line and your tin
bait box. Yet with the going out of the chestnut pole,
the horse-hair line and the bait box went the romantic
age of trouting, and the age of the warning signboard
and the toll on streams came in with the school of ang-
lers who mock at everything that is not split bamboo and
feathers fashioned to counterfeit nothing that ever lived
in air, on earth or in water. It ia this school of anglers
that has made of the farmers of the trout regions a race
of greedy, graepiug landowners; first, by preempting sec-
tions of streams fox their own selfi-sh ends, and then sug-

gesting and fostering the system of tolls all along the line,
simply to prevent the native fisherman from enjoying the
waters that had been as free as the air to him from the
remotest generations. Even deep in the forests, where
the only life you might expect to see would be some
bounding buck or slouching bear, you find yourself face
to face with policemen who may haul you before the
nearest magistrate to be punished for your obtrusion on
the forest solitude, which has also been mortgaged to
some clique of "genuine sportsmen."—JSd. Mottin Truth.

A Parasite of the Rock Cod.—In our issue of April
23 we published a note from Dr. Henderson and Mr.
Picken, of Whatcom, Wash., concerning a tapeworm in
rock cod. This parasite was sent to Prof. Edwin Linton,
of Washington and Jefferson College, Pa. , and we now
have the pleasure of presenting his letter upon the sub
ject: '^Editor Forest and Stream: The worm f]-om a
species of Sehastodes is near Dihothrmm angustatum
Eudolphi, from Scorpcena scrofa (a Mediterranean
species). There were two fragm'ents 31 and 19 centi-

meters in length respectively, which had been removed
from the intestine by the collectors, and a third fragment.
Hi centimeters, in the upper part of the intestine with
the scolex or head; the latter was attached in one of the
pyloric cyeca. There is a related worm (D, rugosum)
which infests the common cod, that has a similar habit of
burying the head in the pyloric casca. The two loose
fragments evidently belong to the same strobile; in other
words, have broken from the part which bears the head,—Edward Linton."

A Missouri Fish and Game Club.—Hannibal, Mo.,
Maj' 6.—We have recently organized to improve the game
fishing in Deep Lake, a fine body of water containing
about 15 acres, which is already pretty well stocked with
large bass, crappie, pike, salmon, etc. It is deep and
cool, being fed from springs, and during the spring floods
is conneutad with the Missisgipiji River. It is excellently
adapted by nature for this purpose, and we propose to
make it the model game-fisliing spot in this section. Last
week one of my friends caught in our lake on a spoon
hook a pike weighing dilhs.—the largest that has been
taken on hook and line here for many years. A number
of our prominent citizens are associating for prescrvini.
the SnyeCirte, a large stream near our lake, I have
be^'n an ardent fisherman in the Mis-i?sippi River and its

tributaries for 30 years and shall be glad to drop you a
line occasionally if you wish me to do so.—S. E. WORRELL,
Sec'y D. L. F. & G. Club.

Wisconsin Bass,—Milwaukee, May 11,—Pickerel are
gradually working their way into deep water as the
spawning season is over. This year our bass will be pro-
tected and at a time when they most need it, as the law
only permits of their being taken after Jime 15. Now
there is no doubt but that to many this will seem like
postponing the taking of bass a good while, but there is

much to be said on each side of the question and it is

much better to lose a couple of weeks sport than to
butcher the fish while they are busy on the beds.—Green -

head.

Michigan.-Holland, May 14.—Black bass are biting
nicely now, although most of them caught are only of
fair size. My largest l-his f-'pring weighed 21bs. A few
muskallonge of from 6 to lolbs. have been taken, also a
number of pickerel. If it were not for the netting we
would have excellent fishing here. As it is the fish
caught are getting fewer in numbers and smaller in size
every year. Netting and spearing will deplete our waters
if not soon stopped.—A. G. B.

Mr. Alex. Starbuck will go again to the north shore
of Lake Superior for the excellent fishing to be had there.
In view of the enticing sport described by Mr, Starbuck
in his papers now printing it is a mystery to us why more
trout fishermen do not visit that country. The Dayton
(O.) Journal notes: "Alex. Starbuck, of Cincinnati, is

writing a series of charming trout sketches to Forest
AND Stream. He casts a fine literary fly and lands his
game brilliantly."

The Bronx River, which forms the upper boundary of
New York city, has been infested this spring with gangs
of Italians who have destroyed great quantities of fish

with dynamite. The new game constable, Alex. D.
Golyer, of Mount "Vernon, reports that he has undertaken
a campaign against the dynamiters.

Heard on the Cars.—"How'd he know it was a bass?"
"How did he know it? Well, he is forty-nine years old,
and he's fished for bass every spring and fall since he was
twenty; and if he don't know a bass strike nobody does."

The KiNonsHERS.—We learn that the "Kingfishers"
will "pull themselves together" for an exploration of the
bass supply in some inland lake of Michigan this summer.

Black Drum are taking the hook at Anglesea, New
Jersey. A 76-pounder was caught the other day. Weak-
fish are coming on.

MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION.
THK regiilar montlilsT meeting ot the MassschusetTs Fisli and

GaniB Protective Association wns held at Youne's Hote],
Boston, May 14. In the absence of PreF. Samnel?, Vice-Pree.
Geo. W. Wlggln presided, 46 members hoing pie=ent. The foilow-
ing genthnien were elected members: Dr. Geo. C. Ainsworth,
Cbas. D. Ricker, John E. Miller, J. T. Rutlfr, .John 0. Kerrison,
Waldo A. Rich, Ernest Miensset, Geo. B. Hilliard, JTrack G. Far-
well. Fredk. B. K. Marter, Wm. A- Carrie, Taos. P. LovelJ, Henry
R. Page, Edw. E, Babb, Guy C. Channel!. Geo. P. Sleirill, Harry B.
Prindle, Wm, Walker, L, W, Burlen. Walter O. Brooks, John E.
Colter, JohnA, Fosrg, Forrest S, Smith. Predk. M.Bond, Frank
L. Marsuall, E. M. Stoddard. Joshua N. Temple, Wm. JS!. Mc-
Qninn. T, D. BarroUo. T. D, Dupee.
The applications for membership were referred to the commit-

tee.
A committee consisting of Messrs. C. J. H. Woodbury, Danl, T.

Curtis and H, H. Kamball, appointed to draft resolutions on th'e
death of Mr, Ciias. G. Davis, of Boston, preeeated the following,
which it was voted to spread upon the records:

BEPOBX Off TBE COMSmXEE ON BESOLUTIONS ON XU^ tAl'E
OHAS. Q, tJAVJS.

While on a foreign trip for the heuetit of his health, Chas, G.
Davis lost his life at the sinking of the Utopia in collision with a
British man-ot-war in The Straits of G ibralter. The two other
c&bin passi^gers, the one a lady and the other an invalid, were

both saved. It is supposed that Mr, Davis, relying on his ability
as a swimmer, devoted himself to the succor of others, and, not
.iumpinfi- from the vessel trntil too late, was drawn down into the
vortex of seething waters.
Mr. Davis was connected with, the Suffolk Bank earlier in life,

but for the past Jifteen years has been both paying and receiving
teller of the Columbian Natinna-l Bank: his clear and systematic
methods of business enabling him to fulfll the duties of botli posi-
tions. He was a man of alisolute fidelity to ti'usts, which. he served
with rare intelligence, commanding a confidence that was widely
established through hia genial courtesy to allhe met in the course
of business.
He was of fine presence. His athletic ohysiciUB seemed to ap-

preciate in highest degree the opportunity to visit the Adiron-
dacks each year, where he spent his vacation in the forests.
Although for many years known to be a skilled and enthusiastic
fishermau, his connection with the association was of re'cent date,
yet his rich acquaintance in business circles extended largely
into our membership.
The robust body sustaining a vigorous mind endowing its pos-

sessor with a vast capacity for continuous work, yielded to the
pressure of a sorrow caused by 1)ereuvement; and at the instance
of the Directors of the Columbian Bank he accepted nn extended
leave of absence and also a mofst generous testimonial to provide
for a trip which was expected to bring rest and recuperation.
Your committee beg to offer the following i esolntion:
i?e it Resolved^ That by the decease of Chas. G. Davis the Mas-

sachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association has sustained
the loss of a member consistently devoted to the principles of this
organization; his gentlemanly demeanor, business capncity, and
high sterling principles render his life an example to others: and
because of his many virtues his friends shall ever garland his
memory with pleasant recolleetion".
Respectfully submitted, 0. J. H. WoonBuax, 1

„ D. T. CuHTis. >Committee.
Boston, May 14. H. H, Kimbai-i,,

)

Mr. John K.Boutwell spoke of the emptviog of large quantities
of poisonous chemicals into Richardson's Mill Pond, Woburn, by
the chemical works, thereby destroying a great many trout, 15,000
of whicli were planted there last year. Mr. Boiitwel'l thought the
chemical works should be prohibited from emptying their refuse
into the Inke. On motion it was rei erred to the Ma.ssachusetts
Fish and Game Cotnmissioners. Richard O. Habding, Sec.

INDIANA FISHCULTURE.

WE have the report of Col. Wm. T. Dennis, Commis-
.sioner of Fisheries of the State of Indiana, for the

years 1889 and 1S90. The State appropriation for each of
these years was $'i'00.

Indiana does not undertake the. artiflcial propagation of
fishes to any yrtat extent, but devotes her energies to their
protection and to the transplanting of indigenous flsb. Five
biiudred thousand fry of the wMll-eyed i.iike have been ob-
tained from, the IJ. S Fish Coinmiasion and placed in a res-
ervoir ou the erorinds of the Biiker hatchery :i,t Rome City,
to be kept one year before theu.- fiual distribution. Col.
Deunis expects to deposit thosH fish early in the coming
spring. Ten thousand landlocked salmon were received
from the same source and hat died by the. Baker Bros. Trout
fry have been extenKively liberated in the vieiirity of Indian-
apolis and Shelbyville and iu the Tippecanoe Eiver. The
l^ke trout which were planted in former years by the U. S.
Fish Comroi.ssion iu the lakes of Steuben 'county~have been
moderately successful. Specimens weighing from 23^1bs.
to Gibs, have been taken with hook and line. One thousand
lake trout fry which were placed intheThistlethwaite Pond,
near Eichrnond, are now about one year old and some of
them measure 5 or (5in.

The Commissioner is a firm believerin rigid and thorough
protection as the surest and quickest means of rej^opulating

1 he lakes and streams. Through his instrumentality a State
convention was called of all those who favor the protection
of fish and game, and the enforcement of the laws. A State
association was formed and meetings were held at the county
seats of several counties. A uxiliary societies were establish ed,
a large number of arrests and convictions were made with
the help of private detectives (fully 100 convictions for viola-
tions of the fish laws were secured), and unlawful fi.5hing has
in a great measure been suppreissed. The results of this pro-
tection are already apparent. The needed protection of fish
in Indiana involves the prevention of water pollirtion, the
introduction of fish ladders to allow the ascent of fishes to
their spawning grounds, and the restriction of the capture
to hook and line only.
Commissioner Dennis has reprinted, by permission of the

publishers of Forest and Stream, the account of the
"Basses and Their Allies," which we published July 34, 1890,
Through an unfortunate rni.^take, the names of some of the
fish have been transposed, and we find the large-mouth black
bass labeled the amall-raouth, the warmouth is labeled
blue suD fish, and the calico bass is called the warmouth,
while the blue sunfish appears as the calico bass. The figure
labeled large-month black bass we suppose is introduced to
make a pleasing contrast with the rest of the cuts.
The proceedings of the State Fish and Game Convention,

held at Indianapolis, Dec. 19, 1S89, and Dee. 18, 1890, are given
in full and contain nruch information of interest to anglers
and flshculturists, This association has auxiliary branches
'n various counties of the State that is destined to play an
mportant part in the future of the interests involved. The
constitution and by-laws of the county branches aresetforth
on page 96 of this report. The fish and game laws are also
republished in this document. On page 103 there is a very
useful table showing the open season for game in Ohio
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Pennsylvania and
Wef3t Virginia.^
Low Excursion Rates to Sullivan Co. Trout Stbbams —

On Friday and Saturday, May 39 and 30, the New York, Ontario &

^.
. trip. This affords those

nnlamiliar witti one of the healthiest and most delightful regions
in this vicinity an opportunity, during a holiday, to select a de-
siraljle summer boarding place 1,500ft. above the sea, absolutely
free from malaria and mosquitoes, with time enougJi to enjoy a
day's flshmg among the famous trout streams with which it
abounds. Ttie tickets are good returning up to and including
Monday, June 1, and are on sale at 323 Broadway, and Ferry
Offices foot of Jay and Forty-second streets.—^cii).

One Moment, Please.—Do you contemplate visiting Dubuque
St. Paul, Minneapolis, Marshalltown, Des Moines, St. Joseph
Leavenworth, Kansas City, or any point in the Northwest, the'
Pugf-t Sound region, the balmv South or Southwest, or the busy
East ? The Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas City Railway will furnish
you transportation enabluig you to safely, quickly and comfort-
ably reach your destination. Its splendid equipment and excel-
lent management have made it a popular favorite. P. fl. Lobd
General Passenger and Ticket Agent, Chicago, 111.—^d-u.

'

FOBEST AND SiEEAM. Bos 3,833, N. J. City, has descriptive iUua-
trated cU-c ulars of B. Lcflingwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick SwiveUer," "Syblllene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subjeet
extant.

Names and Poeteaits of Bieds, by Gurdon Trumbull A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without quest'on all the American game birds whic
they may kill. Clotb, 320 pages, price S3.50. For sale by Foee
AND Stream.

A Book About Indians.—The Foeest .and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of content
and specimen illustrations from the volunae.-^Idw.
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sprung; lie is excellent ia front and moves grandly; has the best wrinkle; his ears are not well carried, otherwise he
the best of legs and feet. He has lost a piece of his tail, is very good. Buttsie, second, has not enough muzzle in
Climax, second, is a fair headed one, ears set on too high, proportion to his sliull and is much too large. Toby, third,
but otherwise good; Donald F., third, is too thick in skull shows good wrinkle, but is too long cast. In bitches. Puss
and heavy in shoulders. Gypsey Queen, the winner in light in Boots beats Toodles in quality of'bead and general char-
weight bitches shows the' most quality and was rightly . acter. Toodles is bad in pasterns and feet. In puppies Puss

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at
YoungstowTi. O.
Sept. 9 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hacniiton, Out.
Sept. 14 to IS.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Doe: Show, at Toronto. C. A. St<^ne, Sec'y and Sunt.
Sept. 22 to 2."i.—Inaugural Do? Show of the Montreal Exposition

Company, at Montreal, Canada.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 3,—Inaugural Tvials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at BickneU, Ind. P. T. Madison, Secretary.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members'' Stake Nov. 13. W, A. Coster,
Serretary. „
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Seo'y, H and 46 Wall street. New
York city.

Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E
Connell, Secretary.

THE SAN FRANCISCO DOG SHOW.
THE second show of the California Kennel Club was a

surprise to many: and the club deserves great credit

for their pluck. hard'Avork and good management. Every
show held here the past five years has been a financial fail-

ure. A portion of the defunct Pacific Kennel Club has
fought against this club tooth and nail, but in spite of all

opposition the recent show contained 282 entries of the best
quality ever benched on this coast. Barring the few hitches
that occur in every dog show where ignorant men show
their pets for the first time, the show ran along as smoothly
as those of the older clubs of the East, Mr. John Davidson
judged ail classes. His judgment of the sporting classes I

can find no fault with', but in some of the non-sporting
classes I cannot agree with him at all. Financially the show
was a success, the club pocketing at least 81,000.

MASTIFFS.

The mastiff dog cLass was a good one. Ingleside Crown
Prince, by Ilford Chancellor ex Madge Minting, is one of

the best I ever saw in England or Am'erica; his sicull meas-
ures 3Sin., muzzle 163a, and at one year he weighs 104lbs.

Amado. second, is ano'ther good-skulled one. but his muzzle
is not in proportiou to his skull, otherwise he is good.
Mastifl; bitches, one moderate specimen secured third, first

and secoiid withheld.
GBEAT DAKES.

In Great Danes the quality of a few could not be excelled
at New York. Malock, the winner, is a magnificent animal,
grandly built throughout. Noble, second, is very close to the
winner, the only harlequin 1 ever saw to compare with him
is the Earl of Warwick. Hector, third, is an excellent Dane,
but fairly beaten Iry the winners. Great Dane bitches were
far below the dogs in quality, Minka, first, being much the
best.

ST. BEEKAKDS.

In rough-coated dogs Republican was an easy winner, his

superior girth of skull, height, length and bone placing him
ahead. Judge, second, is a very good small one, of consider-

able character, excellent coat and color, straight on his

limbs, with good markings and shadings, he loses to the
winner only in girth of skull, muzzle and size. Duke of

Wellington', third, a Ben Lomond pup, is a badly-reared
one. larger than the winner but totally lacking in character,

crooked in front (trom a sprained ankle) and weak behind,
his skull and muzzle measurements are fair but his head is

marred by lack of shadings, coat wooly. and is a poor mover,
he was rightly placed third. The winner in bitches, Gertie,

is a good-coated one but wretchedly plain in head. In rough
puppies, William Tell is only fair, will never have any size

or head quality; Napoleon, second, should have had not
more than a c. card, he is totally lacking in character, has a
curly coat and lacks markings. Tom ah, third, I would have
placed first; she has better coat and color, but will never be
right in head, though properly marked.
The winner in smooth dogs. Lion, is a mongrel, half bred

mastiff. In bitches Joan, first, is a well-bred one out of

champion Lady Superior, washed out in color, light in head
and lacking .shadings.

NEWF0TJ3ST)LANDS.

Only one specimen, that secured second, all that it was
worth.

GRETHOITNDS.

There was a very small class, considering the great
number of them on tliis coast, but those .shown were excellent
in quality. Freestone, first, is a large black covering a great
deal of ground, he beats Dexter, second, only in being better
muscled in neck, shoulders and back: Dexter would stand up
well with the best in the East: Depend on Me, third, is

another well-made hound, luit was fairly beaten. In bitches
Valley Queen had it all her own way, afterward winning
special for best greyhound in the show and rubbing Duke of

Vernon very close for best dog of any breed in the show. She
is, barring a rather poor tail, the best greyhotmd the writer
ever saw. I cannot find a fault in her.

DEEHHOTJNDS.

No dogs. Iq bitches only one entry, Lufra, she is a fair

deerhound but not nearly large enough for her age. Cerous,
first in puppies, is much better in every way and beat her
for the special. .

FOXHOITNDS.

The American foxhounds were not a good lot. well built

enough, good strong, active dogs but lacking in foxhound
character. The English foxhound Yoicks is an excellent
hound, iDUt sour in expression and shown too fat. Sweep, to

our notion, is better than the dog, barring an excessively
crooked tail.

ponvrTERS.

Pointers numbered fifty entries, and many Eastern shows
would have to hustle to find fifty better ones. In the heavy

. weight challenge class, Duke of Vernon, the winner, is too
' well known to need description; he simply smothers the lot

in head, neck and shoulders; he occasionally knuckles over
in forelegs, but at other times stands as straight as any. He
won several specials and was certainly entitled to them. Mr.
Davidson soon selected Tom Pinch as the best of the open
class heavy weights, and followed that type throughout his

judging, and as the Croxteth dogs are of the heavier, thicker

set type, they were not in it. Tom Pinch might be im-
proved in neck, too short, and his head lacks quality when
compared with Duke of Vernon, though he was much the
best in his class; Bismarck, second, is a bit long in ear and
might be better bent in stifles, otherwise good. Major H.,

third, is a little too thick in skull; King Croxteth is the
same. In heavy weight bitches Vera, first, won on her
merits, she is more stylish and shows more character and
quality; Queen Croxteth F., second, is an excellent bitch

but like all of that stock, a bit thick in head, otherwise ex-

cellent; Lady Pincli, third, has not the general make up of

those placed over her. In light weight dogs, Bang, the win-
ner, has an excellent skull, muzzle a little suipy, ribs well

placed. Meg Merrilies, second, and Kioto, third, were rightly
placed. Kioto loses to Meg Merrilies in head quality. In
challenge bitches Pattie Croxteth T. had a walkover. She
is a very good one barring heaviness in head and shoulders.
In puppies, Donald T. is the best of the three winners, all of
one litter.

EKOLTSH SETTEES.

This breed, though fair, did not compare with the pointers
in c|uality. Pilot, the winner in open dog class, is a racy-
built one of considerable quality; had Rover H., second,
been in equal condition I would have preferred him for the
losition; Carlo, third, is too thick in skull, otherwise good,
Beasy, first in open bitch class, is the best of the breed in
the show, her quality and character being far in advance of
the balance. Ophelia, second, and Dido, third, are both
coarse.

GORDON SETTEES,

Eric, first, is a very fair specimen, much too li^ht in tan

;

Jack, second, might have been satisfied with third, is thick
in skull, very deep in stop and lacking character. Nun, first

in bitch class, is one of the best Gordons I have seen for
many a day, she has a good head, well-hung ears, well-

sprung ribs, excellent body and loin, very good feet, and is a
very good mover. The judge that gave her vhc. last year at
Los Angeles could not certainly nave seen a good Gordon
since his boyhood; Fannie, secoiid. is a well built bitch,
and rightly placed, and Lady Clara Jasse, third, is short in
head.

IRISH SETTERS.

In the challenge classes Mike F. and Lady Elcho T. had a
walkover. Lady Elcho T. is much the best of the two, her
head shows great quality; she afterward won the special for
best Irish setter in the show. In the open dog class Lord
Clare, first, and Brace, second, are not far apart, and Dash
T. was rightly placed. In open bitches Nora Mavourneen
shows the most quality in the class, and was rightly placed
first. She is very good in head, fair in front, with excellent
back and loin, and good color; KateF., second, lacks the
quality of the winner: Lady Josie, third, I like full as well
for the position, is lacking in coat but full of quality.

SPAjSIELS.

In field spaniels a nondescript spaniel was transferred
from the cocker class and got a second—lucky dog. In
cocker spaniels Woodstock Belle, the winner in challenge
bitches, is well known. She holds her age well, is a bit

long in body, but a thorough spaniel, and rightly won
special for best cocker in the sTiow. Bronta h,ad a walkover
in the open dog class. He is a good black. Maud E., first

in open bitch class, is a good liver of the proper type. Bettie,

second, is a pretty liver and white ticked. Jessie V., third,

Iso good. Cocker puppies were too young to judge,
but all promise well.

CHESAPEAKE BAT P0G5.

Laddie, first in dog class, had a walkover: he is a very
good specimen of the otter coated Ches&peake, well made
and well coated, with the proper head and character. Be.ss,

first, in bitches, is still a puppy, but promises to make a
good one, has excellent coat and type. One fair specimen of
the wavy-coated retriever was shown.

COLLIES.

Laddie, the winner in dogs, is a good-boned, excellent-

coated do.g, a bit thick in skull, with poorly hung ears; he
won also at Los Angeles. Scottie, Jr., second, has a very
coarse muzzle, ears badly carried, otherwise fair. In bitches
Laughing Girl, first, is father small, but the best collie iu
the show in character, expression and coat. Roslyn, .Jr., In
puppies is entirely out of coat.

OACHSCHITNDE.

Two good specimens were shown. Dameo won well, but
Gorrocks, second, is deformed in back ribs. Both are too
short i n couplings.

BLOODHOU'NDS.

One entry. Premier IV,, by Premier III, oat of Duchess
of Ripple is a very fair hound, lacking in substanca and
wrinkle, too leggy, but otherwise good.

BCLLDOGS.

One entry, Boxer, and one of the be.st in America, by Tom
Sayers out of Rose. He is very eood in skuU, ears fairly

well carried, he might have a trifle more layback. but his

muzzle is of good width, not at all pinched, good chest and
fore limbs, his elbows are fairly well out and in all other
respects he is very typical.

BULL-TERRIERS.

Little Nell, first in challenge bitches, is full of quality,
clean cut in head and jaw: a very superior light weight.
Jack Napoleon, first in dogs, is a heavy weight pit bull-ter-

rier, too coarse all through to ever be a winner on the bench.
Palo, second, is a much better type of .show terrier, but has
been clipped from end to end. ' Little Nick, third, should
have been out of it; he is brindle and white and too coarse.

Olivette, first in open bitches, is too short and thick in head.

FOX-TERRIERS.

Thirteen entries in open dog class. Blemton Shiner was
shown in bad condition: he has the best head in the lot, but
is a bit wide in front and a trifle heavy in shoulder, but is a
terrier all through. Le Logos, second, should have been
third or fourth. "Blemton Vesuvian, vhc, I much prefer for

the position; he is a good terrier, shown in excellent con-
dition as hard as nails; he is short in face, ears hang well,

body, back and loin excellent, with excellent legs and feet.

The winner beats him only in head. Le Logos is too light

in bone, too long in leg and weak in jaw. Tramp, third, is

too thick in skull. Nellie, first in bitches, is a very fair

bitch, rightly placed. Golden Patch, second, is short in
face, her ears are a little heavy in tips, though carried well.

Jess, third, got all she deserved. In puppies Mr. Davidson
reversed his decision at Los Angeles by placing Tidy first

over Frisky Viola, both are promising puppies. Tidy has
filled out "^and materially improved. Nailer, third, is still

too light iu substance. In Avire-hair fox-terriers Jack, the
only entry, would be a good one were he several pouuds less

in weight.
SETE TERRIERS.

Oae good one, Beauty, of the proper type; balance will not
be Skyes until the Yorkshire is bred out of them.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.

Mash, first, is a very good one. Mdsh, Jr., second, is not as

good as his sire. Jessie, first iu bitches, does not compare
with the dogs in quality.

TOT SPANIELS.
One black King Charles, and not a good one.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.

The winner in dogs is a toy. The winner in bitches was
a medium-weight. The winner in puppies was much the
best of the lot.

.T.4.PANESE SPANIELS.

Three good ones. Yum Yum, first, is much the best size.

Chesi. second, should have been third; he is too coarse.

Komo, third, white and tan, is much the better specimen.

PUGS.
Ben Butler, first, is a very fair pug, showing much

in Boots beat Ben Butler, who is rather large for his age.
NAMQUOIT.

TORONTO KENNEL CLUB'S SHOW.
THE new club held its first quarterly members' dog show

May 14, in the Richmond Hall, Toronto, and was a
great success in every way. Many of the dogs are known on
the regular bench, for Toronto can send out dogs which can
hold their own in any competition. The attendance is said
to have exceeded all expectation. The cockers were the best
classes shown, with fox-terriers not far behind. Messrs. J.

E- Kirk and T. G. Davey did the judging, giving great satis-
faction. The prizes were ribbons and diplomas. The list of
awards is as follows:

MASTIFFS.--Do6f.'*; 1st, J. Massey'a Minting Mmor. Bitclies: 1st,
Bedford Kennels' Greenwood Juno.

ST. BERNARDS.~i3o!7.s; 1st. J. S. Williams's Monk; 2d and 31,
N. a. Dick's Sultan anrl &rey Friar.

GREAT DANES.~lst, J. G. Mitcheuer's Valdimir.
FOZHOU^'DS.—Ist, J, F. Scholes's Major; 2d, F. Habart's Banjo;

3d, R. E. S. Campion's Row.
HARRIERS.—1st, Simpson Brop.' Juno.

BEAGLES.—Dogs; 1st, J. Smibe's Roscnp; 2d, S, J. CorneH's
Hunter; 3d, O. Campion's Bugler. Bitcheii: 1st, ,1. Smilie's
Periwinkle; 2d, Vaaey's Judy; 3d, J. Gedge's Lulu.

GREYHOUNDS.-Doos: 1st. Seaton KeiineL=i' Jnlly Ranger.
Bitches: 1st, Seaton Kennels' White Wings; 2d, T. J. Fitzsimmons'
Why Mot.

COCKER SPANIELS.-Dnff?; 1st. .T. G. Mitnhners Donn.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, G. Bell's I Say and I Guess; 3d. P. .7. Keatins's
.Tenny. Verv high com., J. G. Mitchener's Uuo. Pupijies: 1st and
3d, G. Bell's I Say and I Guess; 3d, P. J. Keating's Jenny.

FIELD SPANIELS.—lat, W. Davidson's Spsrt; 2(1, Simpson
Bros.' Paddy.
FRENCH POODLES.—1st and 2d, F. H. Elmore's Pretty and

Flossie.

FOX-TERRIERS.-Doff,5; 1st, H.F.Fore'a Picklp;3b H.H.Thomp-
son's Coronet. Jr.; 3d, J. O. Bennett's Pepper. Very high com.,
H. H. Thompson's Zig-Zag. Bitches: 1st, J, G. Mitcheuer's Carlton
Vic: 2d, H. a. Thompson's Elora Tatters.—WrRE-IlAiBED—1st and
3d. P. J. Smyth's Sly Boots.

KING CHARLES SPANIF.LS.-Dofls; 1st and 2d, Forshaw &
Yorli's Royal Prince and Rorneo. iJi7,c7ies; 1st, 2d, and 3d, For-
shaw & York's Ruby, Topsy and Royal Rose.

PUGS.—1st, R. P. Forshaw's Topsy.

ENGLISH SETTERS.- Does; 1st, R. W. Boyle*8 Brlttanlca; 2d,
and 3d. S. Stewart's Duke of Devonshire and Sir Kenneth.
Bitch&s: 1st, C. A. Stone's Forest Gladys; 3d, R. W. Boyle's Olive
Branch.
IRISH SETTERS.-lst, C, Campion's Belle; Sd,J. G. Mitchener's

Mrs, O'Shea.

IRISH TERBTERS.-Doirs; Ist, P. J. Smith's Brickb^it. Biiehea:
1st, P. J. Smith's Pegiry.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-lst, R. Wright's Rochelle
Scot.

TO? SPANIEL?.—Doflf."!.- Ist, Dr. Hall's Teaser; 2d, G. Draper's
Nip. Bitclies: 1st, Dr. Hall's Louise; 2d, C. Draper's Floss.

DACHSHUNDE.-lst, J. F. Schole's Emperor William 11.; 2d, .J.

Smilie's Klutmann,
TOY TERRIERS.—Ist and 2d, Simpson Bros 's Baby and Dandy.
BLTiL-TERRIERS.—1st,, R. Wright's Marvel; 2d, -. Vasey's

Jupiter.

SKYE TEBRIERS.-^lst. R. Wright's Don.
Vie.

CLUMBER SPANIELS OF TO-DAY.
EdU&r Forest and Stream:
I am much pleased to read in the English jjapers that the

Duchess of Newcastle intends for the future to devote her
attention to the breeding of Clumbers as well as Barzois.
Their re-adoption by the family to whom the breed owes its

name, and in the person of so illustrious a ciiampion, can-
not fail to awaken popular interest in the beautiful
Clumber.

It may not be denied that the Clumber has iu the last few
decades greatly fallen from his pristine high estate, and
through no fault of the dog. Clumbers were known and
valued long ere many of the breeds of the modern show
bench were in existence. Like every other dog and thing
he had his day and was forced iu the passage of time to
make way for newer favorites. The sawdust ring saw them
seldom, and then only specimens owned .and shown gener-
ally by persons who did not understand the attributes of
the breed. On the estates, where they were of course still

made use of, the matings were intrusted to some ignorant
keeper, so necessarily the characteristics soon began to dis-

appear. For this carelessness we sutfer to-day, not only in
America, but in England as well, W^here are the Clumbers
to be seen from exhibition kennels with typical heads out-
side that of my fr,iend, Mr, Henry H. Holmes, of Lancaster!'
When he does not exhibit read the moans in the show re-

ports of the English kennel papers for the typical heads of
the past. The only Clumber dogs on the other side that I

should really care to buy are his Hotpot, the well-known
winner, whose recent defeat of his splendid sire, the now
dying Tower, at the Birmingham show, placed him in the
proud position of being the best Clumber spaniel iu the old
country, and a young dog, and an unknown one at that,
named Holmes's Hermit. Anxious as I am to import a new
dog, I have been advised to wait, as there is no Clumber dog
in England besides these two that will be entirely satis-

factory. It was hard lines that Honesty, a brother of Hot-
pot's, and very nearly as good a specimen, should have died
just as I had secured him to come to America.
But like most doggy enthusiasts I wander from my text.

In a letter received to-day from a large Clumber breeder in
the States he informs me that a friend of his, who has just
gone the rounds of the large English shows, writes to him
as follows. To prevent the possibility of others falling into
the same error this letter is written: "Clumbers are becom-
ing desirable as regards a bench show point of view by their
nearness in approaching to setters iu appearance, Long
dogs are no longer Avanted, but short-coupled ones; not short
legs, not short noses, big heads and drooping eyes. Short
coats now seem to have the call altogether on the show
bench in England." Now this is an entirely erroneous con-
clusion. These dogs win simply because none of the proper
type are shown and for no other reason. Where would our
old setter-headed champion Boss III. have been under a
judge against old Nabob? A Clumber's head counts 20
points, and old Boss's sterling qualities behind the head
could not have averted defeat. Yet ever since 'S5 he has
won prizes at the best shows in England and defeated all

the best dogs of his time, including old Psycho, whose typ-
ical head made such an award a farce in judging Clumber
spaniels. Boss's marked successes serve to show how run
down the Clumbers of England are. And yet there are judges,
save the mark, who have placed the dog over champion Bro-
mine and Snow. At the last New York show there were men
who professed themselves judges that declared their prefer-

ence for Bromine and Snow. This serves to show what we
Clumber lovers have to contend against, not to mention re-

porters who declare Snow to be good in color, while she has
not a mark on her body, and others that do not even
know enough to tell t'other from which and criticise accord
ingly.
A few years' eamsst effort will remedy all this. If an.
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Owned by Mr. W. H. Hyland, North Tarrytown, New York.

advance can "be made in other breeds why not in this? As T
was unable to pnrchase Hotnot or Hermit I did the next
best thing, sending: two good and suitable bitches to be
served by them. I trust the experiment will prove suc-
cessful, and that next year I may be enabled to exhibit the
produce.

It is a general supposition that there are no longer any
Clumber spaniels at the Duke of JSTewcastle's estate—Cluni-
ber: but this is erroneous. While they are not kept there in
anythiug like the numbers they once were, nor is the quality
of the stock what it was, there are still quite a number of
the_ beautiful lemon and whites in the ducal kennels.
Owing to an epidemic about twenty years ago, which deci-
mated the inmates of the dueal kennels, the old strain, that
is, the immediate and distinct Clumber House strain, has
been pretty well lost; though of com-se it is an easy matter
to restock from the pure-blooded dogs kept on so many of
the estates, and which naturally emanated originally from
Clumber. Indeed, I know of instances where members of
the Pelham-Clinton family purchased stock from outside
kennels the produce of which they sold as the direct Clum-
ber House strain. There is such a demand for thesespaniels,
and at paying prices, too. that it has often surprised me that
they were not bred largely at Clumber for the market, as of
course the very name of the breeder would throw an addi-
tional halo over dogs bred there. If the Duchess will make
up her mind to exhibit her dogs at the leading shows, it will
not be long before the interest in the bread is reawakened in
England. This will mean that the breed will also meet with
favor here.
Intending breeders and exhibitors should set most cau-

tiously to work in making their selections, and bear in mind
that a prize winner in England is not necessarily a perfect
type of the breed. Let them either select a trustworthy
agent or else study the criticisms of the dogs shown in the
Stoch-Kecpcr or the Canine World . and so discover the
attributes of the various dogs before the public. They can
then make their purchases intelligently and with somehope
of getting what they want—a good Clumber. Clumber.
Ottawa, Canada.

THE SOUTH AMERICAN BLOOt)HOUND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A correspondent of FOREST AND STREAM inquires in the

issue of April 33 about the South American bloodhound.
I once lived for a year in the city of Santa Marta, United

States of Columbia, where these dogs were not uncommon.
When full grown the Spanish bloodhound stands from 2S

to SOin. high at the shoulder, and weighs from TO to SOlbs.
It is usually of a tawny j^ellow color, with a black muzzle
and herce red eyes, hair short, with a slightly bushy tail
and short ears. In form, more like the modern English
foxhound than any other dog I know, but much larger and
heavier, a cross perhaps, originally, between a foxhound
and a mastiff, or probably some large and savage breed.
I lived for some months in a house where one of these

dogs was kept as a watchdog, and so savage was he that no
one of the family except the servant who fed the dog dared
to leave their rooms in the morning until he was chained up
It is the only dog that I have failed to make friends with—
he was like a wild beast. In the city of Manila, a Spanish
colony in the East Indies, I found these bloodhounds. The
American merchant there, who lived in an exposed situa-
tion in the suburbs, kept eight or ten of these dogs chained
up about his premises. I passed some weeks with him. and
no one except the man who took care of them dared to
approach them. Some of them wete tawny in color, others
light brown or brindle, and they were even larger and
heavier than those in South America.

I think these dogs must be of the same breed with those
that the Spaniards took with them to Cuba and Mexico to
hunt the natives with. They would make sad havoc among
half naked Indians. My host in Manila gave a puppy of
this breed to the captain of the ship of which I was super-
cargo, it was about three months old, gentle and playful,
hut before we got home, some five or six months afterward,
the beast had become savage and treacherous, and had
bitten several of the crew. Our fir.st officer, who took care
of the dog, had to knock him down with a handspike more
than once to save himself from injury.
When we reached Boston and the mate took the dog

ashore, it was observed that ferocious as he was to mankind,
he was a coward with other dogs. On the whole a very un-
satisfactory kind of dog to have about. S. C' C.

TOO MUCH WHISTLING AT FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I was much pleased to note that the Eastern Field Trials

Club have eliminated retrieving from their rules, also the
forty-five minute rule. I need not discuss the argitments
that have been advanced pro and con on the subject. I
merely desire to put myself on record as being heartily in
accord with the change. What now prompts me to write
you is a sugaestion of further changes, or rather to suggest
that instructions should be given to judges to place a dif-
ferent interpretation on a certain class of work of the dogs
than obtained at the last trials. It was a new experience to
me to see two handlers with whistles in their mouths, cast
off their dogs and keep up a continual trot, reminding one
of a couple of boys marching down the street during the
bazoo craze. 1, in my surprise and innocence, noting the
dogs took no more notice of what to me meant "Come to
heel," than if two donkeys were braying asked, "What in
thunder are they whistling for?" when I was informed by
one ot my confreres that that was the American mode of
training dogs to keep out at their work and so the dogs
would know the direction the handlers were going. This
may be an excellent idea, but I should say. if field trials are
meant to show high class natural ability,' that did I own a
brute that required whistling at to make him interested in
his work, well, to put it mildly, he would be out of place in
a field trial of the reputation of the Eastern Field Trials
Club. If this mode of working dogs when out shooting was
the one univer.sally practiced no great harm would ensue,
but I venture the assertion that not one man in a hundred
works his setter or pointer in this manner. The consequence
is, that if a handler, who works his dogs on the orthodox
sportsman's way and who has a high class, obedient do'z,
meets a handler who has a plug-hunting, courageless crea-
ture that requires continually whistling at "to keep him out
at his work," the obedient dog must naturally suffer. Then
again, if the club will instruct their judges to penalize this
style of handling and working dogs, it will do away with
the suspicion that was openly asserted at the late trials, that
certain handlers kept whistles of every known tone and used
them to rattle an opponent's dog.
Another idea prevailed and was insisted on as the rule of

the club—which I think should be changed—is that requir-
ing a dog to remain pointing until the handler has flushed
the bird. My idea is, and the only one I ever saw practiced,
-for a dog to remain at "point" until his handler comes up,
then at command the dog to move with the gun and locate
his game, for, as Mr. Brailsford tersely put it, "Which
knows best where the game is, the dog wUh his powers of
scent or the man who has none P" The style of work I ad-
vocate, sho-\vs to my mind the only true way to test a dog in
a manner field triels are intanded for. viz.: to show his ac-
curacy on birds. If the manner of judging first mentioned
prevailed in the district in whicb our local trials are held,
the handler would find while he was aimlessly tramping
around to prove his point that Mr. Prairie Chicken had run,
probably s qtiarter of a mile, whereat a j^ood chicken dog

would never permit the bird to get away any further then
he could scent it. The style of dog required by the Eastern
Field Trials Club, and the class of work they desire, viz.: a
bold, dashing, game-finding animal, is thoroughly in accord
with ray own ideas of what a .aetter or pointer should be. I

think and hope the club will take my suggestions in the
spirit in which they are given. We are agreed and both
aiming at how best to improve the setter and pointer for
high-class work, and endeavoring to make rules whereby
the best dog musfc win. Thos. Johxson.
WiNNipEfl, Manitoba, April 26.

VAL JEAN.
Editor Forest a nd Stream:
Of the many interesting stories and bits of news found in

your paper, nothing warms my heart so much toward my
fellow sportsmen as an obittiary of a faithful dog. Perhaps
that kind of reading is not generally popular, but it always
makes me feel that there are many kind and true men in the
world after all, and that they have large hearts and are
honest fellows, who feel the loss of their dog. Can I not
picture to you a day in June, 1876, a village blacksmith
shop in Massachusetts, an ox-cart a little to one side of the
large door and a few gnarled oak trees near by. Under the
cart an Irish water spaniel with a lot of brown woolly pup-
pies playing about her. One of these dogs came into my
possession in August of that year and was naiued Yal Jean.
His .sire was an English spaniel of imported stock. I have
had many dogs around me since that time, but none that
could be taught as easily as A"al, as we very soon called him,
and none that possessed nearly as much ol^ my affection.
He was .shown in the first New York dog show of the West-
minster Kennel Club, but not having been put in his stall
was not judged. The following year I was there to at-
tend to him, and he easily secured second prize in the re-
t^ie^^ng spaniels. He was easily trained for hunting and
soon found a way of his own to dodge the brakeman and
scurry under the first vacant seat in a passenger car of a
railroad train. He was fond of travel and visited many of
the States. Always ready for work and willing to do any-
thing asked of him, he was a great favorite, and was always
included with us in an invitation to dine out when in the
West. He was good on all kinds of game and as a retriever
none could beat him. Many stories I could tell of his ex-
ploits in that line, from getting a winged jacksnipe in a
marsh, where he sank to his body in niud, to retrieving a
redhead in icy water. Jumping over a cliff" a few years ago,
and dropping about twenty feet below into a meadow, he
broke one of his legs, and since then was of little account
for work. As a house dog and for useful work he was
almost numan. Yal Jean was born in May, 1S76, and died
March 18, 1891. Poor old man! If your master and friends
live as §ood a life and try as hard to do what is right as you
did, their reward is certain when they are called. Your
place can never be filled in my affection.' C. T. P.

DEATH OF CHARLES DAVIS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Early on Monday morning I had the great misfortune to

lose my greyhound Charles Davis. He was killed while
fighting through the wire partition which separated him
and his mate Maud Torrington from the deerhounds. The
wire is of about 4in. mesh, and while snapping at the dogs
on the other side be must liave been caught by one of them
and had his head pulled through. Being unable to extract
it, the deerhouuds soon put an end to one of the best grej'-
hounds in this country, and one who I am sure had a grand
career before him a.s a coursing dog. At the last meet of
the Eastern Coursing Club he won the best course of the
day, beating his competitor at the rate of 47 to 1 and making
more points than the judge could follow. Naturallj' high
hopes were entertained of what he might do at the coming
meeting at Great Bend, at which he would have been slipped.
His loss would seem less severe had he left behind him some
of his blood, hut unfortunately I refrained from breeding
him to Maud Torrington last January, as I wished to show
her through the circuit. Charles Davis was bred by Mr.
Cleare, of Burnham, England. He was born in January.
1885. He was sired by Royal Stag out of Clyte. In England
he had a record of eighteen firsts and specials, and on this
side two first and four seconds, being beaten each time by
Gem of the Season.
Notwithstanding this bad luck, I expect to introdnce to

the greyhound world, before long, something to take the
place of poor Charlie which will make some of'the old breed-
ei*s hustle, so to speak. Albion L. Page.
"DnNEOBiN Kennels, Stanley, N. J., May 12.

Mr. G. W. Linchell lost his English aetter bitch Dell Glad-
stone by death last week. She won third at the last Toront o
•how.

OSSINING.

THE subject of our illustration this week is the light-
weight pointer dog Ossining, owned by Mr. Wm. H.

Hyland, of North Tarrytown, X. Y. This dog was whelped
March 30, 1888, and his breeder was Mr. J. O'Hara Denny,
of Pittsburgh, Pa. His .sire is chauipiun Ptobert le Diable,
dam, Countess Nellie D., and she is the dam of Prince, who
divided second with Bang Bang at the Eastern field trials
of 1885. Ossining is thoroughly broken on all game and has
great speed and endurance in the field. His show record in
good company also shows him well able to hold his own on
the bench as well, having won third, New York; second,
Boston; second. Wilmington, and first, Danbury, 1890; first,

Lynn; second, Boston, and first, Cleveland, 1891. Mr. Hyland
will shortly place him in the stud.

A STRAIGHTFORWARD CHALLENGE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Laidlaw declines my challenge and refuses to make

good his own boast. He said in an open letter to FOREST
AXD Stream: (1) That in my comments of the Chicago
show, written for your paper, I criticised his dog Oban
maliciously, and extolled my own bitch Amazement un-
fairly. (2) That your reporter was more competent to judge
dogs than I was. (3) That he would back his dog against
my iiitch for fnn, money or marbles.

I forthwith sent to you New York draft for ,^100 to settle
the dog question, and you headed my communication "A
Straightforward Challenge," but it has brought no re-
sponse. It was fun or marbles Mr. Laidlaw wanted, not
money; it was a bluff', not business, tlmt he was writing for.
The defaulter, as proved by his silence, is driven to admit
the superiority of Amazement over Oban, the unfairness of
Mr. Nelles in his awards at Cleveland, and finally the weak-
ness of his own judgment. Geo, Bell.
[We have returned Mr. Bell's draft for §100 according to

his request.]

THE CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS' COLLIES.—Phila-
delphia, Pa.—JJf///or i'oj'esf and, St renin: Referring to the
article in your issue of the oresent week in regard to the
large sale made by us to the Seminole Kennels, 1 beg to say
that, while we have parted with a number of our best dogs,
we have still on hand an assortment which no other collie
kennel can boast of in this country, barring the Seminole.
The latter kennels, we believe, do not intend to dispose of
their best stock, at any rate for the present, whereas we are
still offering for sale everything except the two Plurrys.
We have determined to dispose of our dogs for two reasons:
In the first place, competition has been so much narrowed
the last two years that we thought it best, for the interest
of the collies, that the winning dogs, which have been largely
controlled by us lately, should be separated among dift'erent
kennels. Again, as it would have been a heavy expense to
have kept our large kennels together, having determined
not to exhibit except for specials before the fall of 1893, we
for this reason also decided to reduce them. We have still
three stud dogs, whose services we offer to the public at re-
duced rates. Wellsbourne Charlie, whom many people con-
sider the best collie in the world; Maney Trefoil and Roslyn
Regent, the son of The Squire, shown in New York and Chi-
cago; beaten at the former place, but winning well at the
latter. For the information of breeders who are looking for
new stock, we would call their attentien to the fact that we
still have on hand a selection of the best collie bitches that
can be obtained in this country, some in whelp and some
will be shortly ready to breed, among them several by Chris-
topher.—The Chestxut Hill Kensels (Mitchell Harrison,
Proprietor).

CALIFORNIA NOTES.—Mr. W. H. Richardson, of this
city, has purchased of Mr. George Raper, the well-known
English judge, the fox-terrier bitch Richmond Jessamine.
She was whelped May, 1890, and is by Spinner (Yesuvian

—

Preston Tiney) out of Lady Scarboro' (Raby Trick—Mouse-
held Zoe). She will be bred to Raby Dominie before leaving
the old country for her long journey "Honest John" vis-
ited two coursing matches while in San Francisco, at the
Ocean v'iew Park. I trust he will not gatrge California
coursing by that at Ocean View. The hares seldom run well
there, and it cannot be compared with Merced cour.sing in
any sense. 1 still predict that the very best Eastern dogs
will have their pace cut out for them by the Merced hai-es,
and whatever they win from the dogs on this coast they will
earr. Human nature is the same" the world over. When
Mr. Davidson picked out Valley Queen as the best grey-
houd in the recent bench show and afterward compared her
with Duke of Vernon' for the best dog in the show, I confess
to a thrill of pleasure. I had predicted that such would be
the case months ago, and I cannot conceive of a stronger in-
centive to greyhound men to show their dogs, for v alley
Queen has won every course she ever competed tor and t\irn©M If on a plTot,—NAMQtrojT,
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BEAGLE TRAINING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The holding of beagle field trials this fall is au assured

fact, and why not? Has it not the backing of one of the
strongest specialty elubsiu existence? A. clxib that has never
made a failure of anything it has undertaken, and rest as-
sured this will be no exception to the general rule. Since field
trials will be given, would it not be well to discuss, through
the columns ofForest AifD Stream, the best method of train-
ing dogs for the event ^ There must be many trainers who
could give us unsophisticated amateurs a good deal of useful
information in regard to the best methods of accomplishing
the end desired. Should a beagle be under control? The
field trials say, Yes, and so do r. Some one says: "I don't
want a beagle that won't go out and h unt alone. " Neither do
I. Another says; "I want a dog that I can sit on a fence and
let him do the hunting, not one that I have to keep telling
to bunt here and there and so on." As far as the question
goes this is all very well, and the above is true to life. If he
is one of the sit-down kind, let me advise him to keep away
from the trials, or he will be liable to have a few kinks in
his knees before he leaves for home. But a dog that you
can order to hunt "here and there and so on" is a mighty
good one to have I think. Supposing from your lofty perch
on the fence you. should see a rabbit start up, if j'our dog
was not under some control, ten to one by his not coming
when you called, you would lose the rabbit. I might men-
tion a hundred instances where a dog under good control
would have the advantage of one not so trained. I will,
however, refrain and give others a chance.
Should a beagle stop at or give tongue at a hole when the

quarry has run in? This is a question upon which I am
greatly in doubt what to answer. If I should say that he
should stop at a hole, some one will say, "He is a ferret
hunter;" but if no is the answer, another one says, "How
does he know when his dog has lost or holed?" Being too
young to bear the load of responsibility, I leave the question
open.
Should a beagle hunt like a setter or pointer: i c. quarter

his ground and hunt systematically, or range indifferently,
going at his own sweet will? I should say, by all means the
former; that is, hunt like a pointer or setter. Does not a
setter work to the best advantage by quartering when game
is sought? Is not game finding the object of hunting with
a beagle? Some say no, but that trailing is the primary ob-
ject. Perhaps it is, but you must find the game before it is
trailed, must you not? This is also an open question and
one on which I would like to hear different opinions passed.
I could speak of many other things, but perhaps the patient
reader, who has waded so far, wili be looking for a club or
gun to shoot the writer; but as the FOKEST AND Stkeam
oan only print a limited amount from each writer, so that
all may have a show, perhaps I had better stop, though
this siibjeet has not by any means been exhausted, and
many au abler pen than mine can think of much more and
put it in much better language. Let us hear from "Uncle
Dick," "Bannerman," "Pious Jeems," and a host of others,
telling lis kids "how to train a beagle in the way he should
go," or else, after we have adopted a plan of our own con-
trary to theirs, let them forever hold their peace and not
grumble when they find the trials are run contrary to their
ideas. Qtjester,
Boston, Mass.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
With your kind permission in accordance with a vote of

the executive committee of the National Beagle Club, I
would like to correspond with the beagle men of America,
and any others who may be interested in the advancement
of the beagle, through the columns of Forest as"D Stream
regarding a place for holding our second annual field trials.
The following .are some of the qualifications that a place
must necessarily have to be suitable for our purpose. First,
it mtist be located so as to be easily accessible from the rail-
road; second, there must be good accommodations for visitors
and dogs; third, the character of the ground must be such
as to admit of ready trailing, the less sand and rocks the
better; foui'th, the country must be such that the dogs can
be easily followed on foot and kept well in view: fifth, there
must be an abundance of either rabbits or hares. Anyone
knowing of a place with any or all of these advantages will
confer a lasting favor on the National Beagle Club, and I
believe, through the club, on the beagle fraternity in general,
by giving a brief description in the columos of Forest and
Stream, also stating any other points of interest or advan-
tage he may deem important. 1 will say in conclusion that
the National Beagle Club desires that their second field trials
shall be even more of a .successtirl event, both for the club
and for its exhibitors, than that of last year, and believe that
by the co-operation of tl)e entire beagle loving public such
w'ill be the case. In conclusion I hope that the efforts of the
club to make another brilliant success of this mportant
event will meet with the heartv aid it deserves.

F. W. Chapmam, Sec'y N. B. C.
Boston, Mass., May 16.

DOG CHAT.
TT7E ai-a often asked the question if there is any way to
VV obtain a litter from a shy breeder or barren bitch,

therefore the following interesting account by Vero Shaw in
his "Fragments of Fancy" is worthy of attention: "An
event occurred on Good Friday which may possibly prove
interesting to dog breeders, and which I 'will, therefore,
allude to for their benefit. It was only the aiJpearance in
the world of another litter of greyhound whelps. The cir-
cumstance at first sight may appear of no especial moment,
but certain facts in connect! on with it may be worth relating.
The dam had run a great puppy, and was tried good enough
for Waterloo, when she split her pastern and became useless
for coursing purposes. She is nosv seven years old and has
been served by many different dogs, but without result
until this winter. In consequence of her infirmity she has
frequently changed hands, and at last came into the posses-
sion of her present owner for a sovereign. Her pedigree is
first rate, and a supreme effort to obtain a litter from this
barren bitch was determined upon. She was got into low
condition, and the advice given to me by Dr. Walsh was
acted upon, with the happiest results. This was to bleed the
bitch heavily the very moment before she went to the dog,
and all 1 can say on the subject is that the experiment was
fully carried out in my presence, and that the bitch threw
six whelps on Friday morning. Whether it is a case of
cause and effect I do not profess to say; al' I know is that
'Stonehenge' recommended the practice, and that a 'barren'
bitch has belied her reputation after having been .subjected
to a copious blood letting. Nor do I undertake to advise
anybody on the matter, and doubtless hundreds of the
readers of the Stocli-Keeper know and have practiced the
operation. At the same time, many others may not have
heard of the idea before, and may, therefore, feel disposed to
try their luck if they have a presumably sterile bitch. I
may suggest, however, that it would be as well to enlist the
assistance of a veterinary surgeon, or some person versed in
the mysteries of checking a flow of blood, or the experi-
mentalists may discover that tbey are assisting at a funej-al.

"

If any of our readers should feel tempted to try the experi-
ment we would be pleased if they would write tis an account
of it if successful.

JMl-. Geo. Bell, of Toyonto, Cam, has sold his young eoclser
spaaiiel MtcljVl Gij-eas foy a Very Ipijg ftguye to Mr'. Ijierbert

P. Mullens, of Abbey Wells, Newbury, England, a member
of the committee of the English Spaniel Club. Mr.Mullens
was delighted with Mr. Bell's kennel, and considered Amaze-
ment a wonderful bitch, remarking that she would hold
her own with any of the English dogs. I Guess goes into a
strong kennel, Mr. Mullens being the owner of some
of the best sp.aniels in England. I Guess was served by
Mr. J. P. Willey's champion Obo II. on May i We wish
Mr. Mullens every success with his new purchase and trust
her family will bring credit in England to Canadian breed-
ing.

An important meeting of the Spaniel Club was held at the
office of Mr. E. P. Keasbey, New York city. May 18, at 4 P.
M. The mail vote for judges was opened, and it was found
that the 25 members cast their votes as follows: A. Clinton
Wilmerding, 23; J. F. Kirk, 32; C. H. Mason, 23; J. P. Willey,
21; E. M. Oldham. 18; Jas. Watson, 18: Andrew Laidlaw, 16;
J. O. Fellovrs, 1.5; Wm. West, 13, and Geo. Bell, 12 Several
other men obtained votes, but not sufficient to carry them
into the first ten. Benjamin Harrison and Grover Cleve-
land scored one vote each, the latter no doubt on the
strength of Mrs. Cleveland having just pnrchased a Doc pup
from Mr. Wilmerding. Mr. E. M. Oldham was elected dele-
gate to the A. K. C. A committee was formed to confer
with the Pet Dog Club in reference to holding a show next
fall. A committee, consisting of the executive committee
and Messrs. Kirk, Mason, Willey and Laidlaw, was ap-
pointed to confer with a similar committee of the Enelish
Spaniel Club, with regard to a uniformity of standard for
all the spaniels. The new members elected were Messrs.
W. B. Palmer and J. L. Little.

"Hello, Central!" exclaimed A. D. Lewis, as we en-
tered the A. K. C. room to-day. "Any news?" was our
answer. "Yes; we've got just the litter of the century, by
Duke of Hessenout of Woolton Game, all winners, twenty-
five letters already asking for pups," On mildly congratu-
lating Friend Lewis we inquired their age. "Two weeks,"
unblushingly answered the secretary of the Hempstead Farm
Co. One puppy hasbeeu sold to Mr, Hitchcock and another
to Mr. Dexter.

We learn that the Associated Fanciers have brought suit
against Mr. Frank Hope, 464 N. Ninth street, Philadelphia,
for libel, he having spoken in uncomplimentary terms of
their business methods. The latter gentleman is now on
the lookout for evidence.

Another libel suit has been brought by Mr. Peshall iti tbfe

Supreme Court, this time against Washington E, Connor,
Sidney Dillon Ripley, Louis de -ronere, Jr., F. R. Hitchcock,
H. F. Schellhass, Lo'uis C. Clark, August Belmont, Eugene
W. Durkee, W. C. Rogers, A. P. Vredenburgh, Jas. L. An-
thony, Lambar Sherwood, Howard Willett and John S.
Hoey on account of the publication of the first issue of the
Kennel Gazette containing Mr. Peshall 's name among those
disqualified. Mr. Peshall desires $100,000 on this one. The
summonses are dated May 15.

The American Pet Dog Clnb held a meeting at the house
of the president, Mr. Charles Wheatleish, Wf-mpstead, L 1.,

on Thursday la.st. It was decided to take steps toward hold-
ing a show, in conjunction with other specialty clubs, Nov.
25 to 27, at the Madison Scpiare Garden, New York city. A
committee was formed to confer with the other clubs, and as
we believe money was guaranteed at the meeting toward
the expenses of a show, there is little doubt but that one
will be held.

We draw the attention of our readers to the new kennel
advertisements this week. Mr. Geo. Bell has a number of
cockers for sale; Alexander Johnson and David Rowat have
foxhound puppies. F. E. Atkins a pointer bitch; W. F.
Burdell some fine English setter puppies; Connemara Ken-
nels Irish setter puppies and Eochelle Kennels black and
tan terriers; and there are also some St. Bernard puppies.
lU; the stud, Mr. Moore has the great Plinlimmon and Lord
Melrose: John Keevan has Soggarth and Patrol. Mr. Leslie
puts his boarding kennels on the market.

The Midland Fox-terrier Club's show opened May 13 with
6S9 entries. The Bulldog Club secured for their show a
grand total of 198 dogs.

We regret to hear that Mr. Cbas. E. Connell, of Phila-
delphia, Pa., has lost his pointer bitch Fan Fan, which won
several prizes during the past circuit of shows. She had
four puppies by Duke of Hessen, which will be raised by the
bottle, if possible.

The Swiss Mountain Kennels' new importation, the St.
Bernard bitch Lady Castlereagh, arrived safely in Phila-
delphia May 9. Mrs. Smythe has had her full quota of hard
luck, but we hope it will take a turn for the better in this
instance.

The poison fiend has been at work on two of Mr. Heath's
young pointers that were in charge of the trainer, W. T.
Mitchell. One was a litter sister to Graph and the other a
bitch by Graphic out of old Bloomo,

If any one has had his full share of heart-breaking luck.
Mercer, of Ottawa, is the man. He writes us now that bis
Lady Lancaster and seven puppies by Hotpot, the crack
English dog, have gone to the eternal bow-wows. However,
"Clumber" has evidently the right fancier's blood in him,
for he has written to buy" her sister. He is determined to
have some young Hotpots, and his Lady Belle, who sailed
for the other side a week or two since, will have a chance to
see what she can do.

Mr. Eberhart is making strenuous efforts to get together
a team of pugs that will bring some of the fall kennel prizes
to the "Square Deal" Kennels. He has just purchased
Fannie K. (11,820), which he says is a small good one, and is
also importing from England a brood bitch that is a Avinner
over there as well, "Bradford Ruby's all right."

"See here, my friend, that dog of yours killed three sheep
of mine last night, and I want to know what you propose to
do about it?" "Are you sure it was my dog?" "Yes."
"Well, I hardly know what to do. I guess I had better sell
him. You don't want to buy a dog, do yon?"—RocheMer
Talisman.

Mr. John E. Thayer writes ns that he has purchased from
Mr. John A. Logan, Jr., the fox-terriers Pitcher and Dona,
The former's great record as a stud dog makes his services
much sought after, and will no doubt be a valuable addition
to the Hillside Kennels, Dona'= record this past season
stamps her as a good one, having won at every show almost.
She is by Dominie out of Avon May, so as a brood bitch
alone she should earn her "oats" many limes ever. Pitcher
has been placed at .stud at the naoderate fee of 625. We are
glad to see that Mr. Thayer still supports the breed with
such persistency.

Mr. Jarrett writes us that tKey are having a great rijn on
their collies, and that they will 'soon have nothing left but
the two Flurrys. Welle.^bourne Charlie will remain at
Chestnut Hill at stud til 1 the fall, when he will return to his
Uativ^ land. Breeders should take ajdvantage of this dog's
sei-vice? while they have th'e chagj'ce. M*'- Jaairfett has just

hpard from Mr. Charles, who manages the English branch
of the Chestnut Hill Kennels, and he says that Christopher
is in better shape than ever and had an ea.sy win at Isling-
ton and also at Coventry shows, where he won the special
for best in the show, and with an eight-months-old daughter
the special for best brace. Their Roslvn Dolly should leave
Philadelphia on theSOth, but will not be shown till fallasshe
is out of coat. She will be bred to Gladdie. Friend Jarrett
.says they have a youngster by Scotilla that they expect will
make a better one than Roslyn Wilkes.

A dispatch from London, Eogland. states that the Bull-
dog Club's show opened May 15 in the Agricultural Hall,
Islington. All the well-known exhibitors, including Lady
DeCHfl:ord, sent dogs which duly received a sreat deal of ad-
miration. The set'Sation of the morning was the defeat of
Mr. Samuel Woodwiss's famous champion British Monarch,
in the heavy-weight challense class. This brindled dog has
been the winner of the Bulldog Club's fifty guinea challenge
cup eleven times, and has taken in addition innumerable
other first prizes. The judge, however, awarded the palm
to Mr. Phillip Beresford Hope's Bedgebury Lion, which is a
white dog not yet three years old, and has won the fifty
guinea challenge cup four times! British Monarch took
second honors, and Mr. Ellis's Pathfinder received the third
prize. To know whether Frank Dole won the American
cup or not with H M. Stanley, we must wait till the regular
kennel papers arrive.

The Chestnut Hill Kennels have purchased the St. Bernard
Donna Silva, by Duke of Wellington—Calypso, from the
Swis.s Mountain Kennels. She was shipped to Mr. Moore's
Kennel, May 14, to be bred to the great Piinlimmon. Donna
Silva has won first at Brussels and third at Brighton, and is
counted a pretty good bitch.

A picture of champion Buckle (late Gipping Sam), the
field spaniel, appears in this week's Canine World In that
paper's "They Say" a note appears to the effect "That 'Uncle
Dick' will be in print in less than forty-eight hours after
he has seen the black spaniel champion Buckle."

At the Northern and Midland Collie show, just held in
Manchester, a gOod improvement was seen in the method of
posting the awards. At large shows there is always more
or less" confusion when a dog is entered in several classes,
winning mention in each. The new plan is now to put the
number of the class before the award, for inst.ance, VI.
First. At this show another innovation was seen. Instead
of the old plan of having the benches open at the top, a wire
screen ran along the top of the M'ire division, thus prevent-
ing dogs from getting at each other and tasting the sweets
of a scrimmage. For the collie benches this will be found
very useftil. At this show Mr. T. P. Brearley claimed the
bitch puppy winner. Moorland Belle, owned by Mr. Thomp-
son, at the catalogue price, $500. Mr. Amscnugh also
bought in his puppy Parbold Pilot at the same figure.

"Cheerful Horn" tells us that Mr. Sam Woodiwiss con-
templates a visit to this country with his world-rennwned
team of bulldogs. This will be interesting news for our
Bulldog Club men, and though all our best bulldogs hailed
originally from the same country, .still they are Americans
now, and for the honor of the country we must give him a
warm reception when he does come. We ought "to try and
encourage these friendly competitions, for if one sets the
example others will soon follow.

It will be remembered that some time since we noted the
purchase by Mr John H. Francis, Jr , of Peoria, 111., of the
St. Bernard bitch Keepsake ("Keeper—Lidy Miles) from Mr.
F. E. Lamb, of Baltimore. Mr. Francis has now had an ex-
perience with an express company that will make him char y
of running any such risks in the future. I'he bitch was
bought with the understanding that she should be bred to
Plinlimmon, Jr. She was in due season sent to the Wyoming
Kennels, April 18. On the 24fch Mr. Green, the manager,
shipped her jier American Express Co. to Peoria, andnotified
Mr. Lamb of the fact, who in turn wiivd Mr. Francis to be
on the lookout for her. After "looking out" for abnut a
week, expecting her daily, he wired Mr, Green. Green tele-
graphed him he knew "nothing of her. Mr. Francis then
wired the Express Co. in Chicago, and they replied that
there was no dog there nor had there been any lor Mr. Fran-
cis, although the Melrose agent had h[s receipts from the
agent at Chicago. Upon going to the Express Co. 's head-
quarters it was learned teat the bitch had arrived at Chi-
cago all right, and they said then that she got out of her
crate at night and ran away when the door was opened in
the morning. This is quite a yarn, for she was in a good
strong crate, a new one made of .'>sin. lumber. They cer-
tainly should have sent Mr. Francis some word inste'ad of
trying to deceive him as they evidently did do. Mr Francis
is now going to sue the company for the price of the bitch,
S500, and having employed able counsel intends pushing the
matter through.

M. Lamb's new bitch Margharita arrived all safe on the
Queensmore, May 14. He thinks her a good one with ex-
cellent markings. Her measurements are as follows; Skull
2-l>5in., muzzle 16)-s'in., arm at elbow 12%in., leg lOin., height
at .-Shoulder good 31in., girth of chest llin,, loin 38in. The
person from whom he bought her did not follow his instruc-
tions in sending her over, and sent hev tw^o weeks later than he
ordered, with the result that she whelped a fine litter of 9
puppies on board ship, of which only one was saved. For-
tunately she is in fine condition and as lively as a terrier.
He is now negotiating for another to be bred to Lord Bute
before she comes over,

A new judges' .slate has been made for the Ottawa show.
Q'he judges now will be Messrs. W. Allan Hill, of Ottawa,
for Clumbers; W. B. Palmer, of Woodstock, for other
spaniels, and John Davidson all other classes. Our corres-
pondent informs us that the prize list will be an extra good
one, and the size of the building will be doubled. The latter
improvement at any rate was very much needed, as the dogs
last year had to be benched one over the other in many of
the aisles.

Mr. C. A. Stone writes ns that at a meeting of the bench
show committee of the Industrial Exhibition Association,
held on Friday afternoon, the following cla,~ses were allotted
to the different judges at the comit g show, Sept. 14-18:

Miss A. H, Whitney, St. Bernards, great Danes and pii^s;

A. Clinton Wilmerding, the spaniel classes: C. H. Mason,
mastiffs, bloodhounds, Newfoundlands, deerhounds, Bar-
zois, poodles, terriers, bulldogs and miscellaneous breeds;
John Davidson, greyhounds, foxhounds, pointers, setters,

collies, dachshunde and beagles.

Mr. Sears writes us that champion Hesper died of lymph
angitis after ten days' illness.

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes maat be sent on prepared blanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Sets of 200 of any one form, bound fox

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

La-dy Bulnj. By Et.prV'art Pup Kfnnd?. Cincinnati, 0,, tor pug
biUliJ, wti<^^'4 &ept.'ir, 1880, by Bra4fbf<J'iUlti§^'H. og.t 0JE§^1,

'
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BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady MelviUc—'Roscoe. F. W. Moultnn's (WashinEton, D. C.)
bnll teTrigr bitch Lady Melville fcl ampion Trenthsm Diiioh—O'd
Lill) to his Rosroe (Bendigo—champion StnrJiRht), May Ifi.

iibcrtos—Ko«'Of . R, N. Swpei's (Rorhesfer. MiBu.) hull-terrier
hitrh Lihertas (Rocky—?Jell Brighl) to F. W. Mnnlton's Roscoe
(Bendii?o--cbampion Starlight), April 9.

Lady Snow—Johnny or Boss III. Mercer & Middleton's (Ottawa,
Ont.) Clumher spaniel hitch Lady Snow (champion John o' Gaunt—Faxlpy Beauty) to their champion Johnny or champion Boss III

,

April 29.

Lady Bromine—Johnny. Mercer & Middleton's (Ottawa. Ont.)
Clcniher spaniel hitch ctampion Lady Brmnine (champion Tower—Leda) to thi ir champion Johnny, Anril 30
Minn—Johnny Junior. A. Watts, Jr.'s (Brantford, Ont.) Clum-

her spaniel bitcii Mina (Shell—Lucy IL) to Mercer & Middleton's
Johnny Junior, May 11.

Theodnra—Bran. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) deer-
bound taitch Theodora to their champjon Bran, April 12.
HiWde- Eomola—Bran. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster. M«as.)

deerhound hitch Hillside Eomola to their champion Bran, April
25.

OJgd'—Clansman. G. S. Page's (New York) deerhound hitch
ctiampiou Olga to Hillside Kennels' champion Clansman, March

Silver Quren—Chieftain. X. Q. Pope's (Brooklyn, N. T.) deer-
hound hitch Silver Qii'-en (Bran—Countess Zina) to Hillside Ken-
nels' Chief fain, April 25.

Lady Colmn—llford Cliancsller. Flour City Kennels' (Rochester,
N. Y.) mastiH bitch champion Lady Colens (champion Beaufort-
Vistula) to their champion Hford Chancellor (champion Ilford
Caution—Brenda Secunda), May
Fonda—Vford ClianccUor. W. 0. Farrar's (London, O.) maptiH

hitch Fondo (champion Moses—Dell) to Flour Cltv Kennels'
champion Ilford Chancellor (champion Ilford Caution—Brenda
Secunda), Ma.y H.
Mi7Uia 3Iincing-nford Chancelkir. Flour City Kennels' (Roch-

ester, N. Y,) mastiff hitch Minna Minting (champion jMitHing—
Minna) to their champion Ilford Cliancollor (champion Ilford
Caution—Brenda S« ctiTifia), 31ay •{.

Arch lUichc^—Ben Ormonfic Swiss Mountain Kennels' (Ger-
mantown, Pa.) rouerh St. Beinfird hitch Arch Duchess (Arch
Duke—Madnm Barrv) to Faiihill Kennels' Ben Ormonde (Mar-
quis of Stafford—Hfola), May 1.

Lady Dixie—Belihus. Alfred Boote's Etiglish setter hitch Lidy
Dixie (Pride of Dixie— Fairy Belle) (o R. H. Albert, Jr.'s, Belthus
(champion Rock—Cockertnn's Meg), March 2&.

Fannie K.-EhcrUarVs Cashier. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincin-
nati, O.) putr bitch Fannie K. (champion Kash—Flossie H.) to their
Eberhart's Cashier (champion Kasb—Lidv Thora), May 13.
Richmond Dazzle-Bussyy Joh-cr. HUlslde Kennels' (Lancaster,

Mas8.)fox-t6rrier bitch champion Ricbmond Dazzle to their Russ-
ley Joker. April 0.

Pluck— RuiisJey Joher. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-
terru r hitoli Pluck 1o their Russlev Joker, April 20.

Lyra—Suffuni Rish. Hillsidp Kehnels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-
terrier biieii Lyra to their Suffolk Risk, April 9.

Lady Mixture—Snffollf Risk. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster,
Mass.) fox-terrier bi'ch Lady Mixture to their Suffolk Risk, April

Shame—Suffolk Higk. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-
terrier bitch S!iamo to their Suffolk Risk, Apnl 27.

Mccriibrook Nan—Ritssley Joker. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster,
Mass.) fox-terrier bitch Meersbrook Nan to their Russley Joker,
April 29.

Lady RecJwn-Suffolk Risk. Hillside Kennds' (Lancaster,
Mass.) fox-terrier bitch L<idy Reckon to their Suffolk Risk, April

Rosa Canina—Suiyolk RisT;. H'lhide Kenne's' (Lancaster. Mass )

fos-teriiti- bitch R.>a Canma lo their Sufl'olk Risk, April 11.
HilUide Ruth—Ecrkuner. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.)

fox tfriitr hiieh Hillside tlutli to t heir Reck'ner.
Hillside Linden—RiisHlcy Joker. Hillside Kennels' (Lnnraster,

Mfifs.) fox-terrier bitch Hillside Linden to tbcir Russley Joker.
April 1'7.

Hillsi'ie Freda—Suffolk Risk. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster,
Mass.) fox-terrier biLch Hillside Freda to their Suffolk Risk,
March 20.

Hillside Sapphi7-e— Pitcher. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster. Mass.)
fox-ttrrier biti b Hillside Sapphire t" their Pitcher, April S3.
Hillside Brilliant- Eeckoner. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster.

Mass ) fox-terrier bitch Hillside Brilliant to their Reckoner,
April 27.

Hillshlc Syren—Bcckaner. Hillside Kennels' CLxncaster. Mass.)
fox-t- i rier biich Hillside Syren to t'leir Reckoner. April 21.

Hillside Vivid—Rnhy Mixer. H'll.«ide Kennels' (Lancaster,
Mass ) fox-terrier bitch Hillside Vivid to their Raby Mixer,
April 3!).

Warren Ixidy—Russley Joker. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster,
Maps.) fox terrier bitch Warren Lady to their Ru-sley Joker,
M;.vg.
Warren Cachet—Russley Joker. Mr. Rutherfurd's (New York)

fox-terrier bilcb Wiirreu Cachet to Hillside Kennels' Russley
Joker, M-Tch 12.

—Reckoner. Lonis Riddle's (Philadelphia. Pa.) fox-terrier
bitch to Hillside Kennels' R'^ckoner, March 2o.

Raby Mixer. Louis A. Biddle's (Philadelpbia, Pa.) fox-
teiT'er bitch to HillMde Kennels' R-tby M'xer, April 2.

Dominica—Russley Joker. J. A. Longan's (Youngstown. O.) fox-
terrier bitch Dominica (Dominie—Daphina) to Hillside Kennels'
Russley Joker. April 1.

Moonshine—Russley Joker. Clarence Rathbone's (Albanv, N.
Y.) fox-terrier bitcb Moonshine to Hillside Kennels' Russley
Joker, April 10.

Warren Comely—Rahy Mixer. Mr. Rutherfurd (New York)
fox-lerrier bitch Warren Comely to Hillside Kennels' Rahy Mixcr,
April 10.

Russley Joker. R S. Rvan's (Baltimore. Md.) fox-terrier
hitch to Hillside Kennels' Ruspley Joker, April 16.

Russley Joker- Liuis A. Ridole's (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-
terrier hitch — to Hillside K'nnels' Russley Jf^ker. AprillS.

Rahy Mixer. Mr. Lorillard's (Jersey City. N. J.) fox-
terrier bitch to Hillside Kennels' Rahy Mixer, May i.

WHELPS.
H^** Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lorna Secunda. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Muss.) deerhound
bitoh Lorna Secunda, April 26, three (one dog), by their champion
Bran.
Topsy S. O. J. Sykes'p (Alexandria Bay. N. Y.) cocker spaniel

bitch Topsv S. (Snap— Walkill Bess). May 7, eight (five dogs), by
T. J. Hook's champion Red Rover (champion Obo II.—Woodstock
Dinah).
Richmond Olive. Hillside Kennels' (Lancasfer, Mass.) fox-terrier

biich champion Richmond Olive, March 23, three (two dogsj, by
their Hillside Regent.
Freya. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass.) fox-terrier hitch

Frei a. May 9. five (two dogs), hy their Russley Joker.
Hillside Spinster. Hillside Kennels' (Lancaster, Mass ) fox-ter-

rier hitch HilL-ide Spinster, March 28, four (one dog), by their
Reckoner.
HUlside Lcdn. Hillside K°nnels' (Lancaster, Mstss.) fox-terrier

hlich Hillside Leda, April 26, three (two dogs), by Mr. Rutherfurd's
Warren Dandy (Warren Jim—Warren Sparkle).

SALES.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Uruidcss. Black and white English setter hlich, hy Belthus out
f f Wonna Gladstone, hy R. H. Alberts, Jr., Hoboken, N. J., to W.
G. Douglass, Bristol, Pa.
Alma. While, tan and lemoT Knglish setter hitch, by Belthus

oui' f Wonna Gladstone, by R. H. Alberts, Jr., Hoboken, N. J.,

to W. G. Douglass. Bristol, Pa.
Beau. Lemon, white and tin English setter dog, hv Belt.hus out

of Wonna Gt idstone, by R. H. Alberts. Jr., Hoboken, N. J., to W.
G. Douglass, Bristol, Pa.
Rural JSfeva. Whit.f, lemin and tan English selter bitch, hy

Pride of Dixie out of Fairy Belle, by W. Gr. Douglass, Brietol,
Pa., to R. Alberts, Jr., Hoboken, N. J.

Dogs: Their Managemen t and Treatment in Disease. By
Ashmont. Price Kennel Record and Account Book,
price $S. Training vs. BreaMna. By S. T. Hammond.
Price ^1. First Lessons in Dog Training, with Points of
all Breeds. Price so cents.

\ifl^ md ^mp $lwating.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

May Z6-2!t.—Wm. H. Wolstencroft's Second Annual Tourna-
ment, at Facony Driving Park. Philadelphia, Pa. Address Wm.
H. Wohtencroft, Frankford, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mny 26-; 0.—Newark (N. J.) Tournament. Three days targets,

two days live birds. Target shooting events under management
of Mr. H. A. Penrose; live bird contes's under control of Mr.
Jacob Peutz.
May 30.—Canajoharie (N. Y.) Gun Club Tournament. T. C.

Pegnim. Sec'y.
May 30.—Spring Tournament Maplewood (N. J.) Gim Club. Open

to all. Programmes sent by C. W, Brown, Pres.. Maplewood, N. J.
.lune 2-5.-Saratoga Gun Cluh Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
81.000. club adds $2,000, total .$3,000. ,
June 2-5.—Rocky Mountain Sportsman's AsBoeiatiori Tourna-

ment, at Denver, Co\. C. M. Hampson, Sec'y.
Juno S-T3.—Regular Annual Touruament of the Illinois State

Sportsmen's Afsoclation. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y, t^hicago, HI.
-June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. V. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
June 23-2.5.—Atlantic City Gun Club's Tournament, at Atlantic

City, N.J. For programmes address Harry Thurmrn, Manager,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa., or R. C. Griscom, Secretary,
Atlantic Oity, N. J.

July, first week.—Boston; Wellington Gun Club, three days'
tournament, under auspices of Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Associfltion.
July 2-i.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun

Club. E, B. Roberts. Sec'y.

The rxJLL tests of the game laws of all the States, Terri'

tories and Brifcish Proyi^a ajre giy^ the .Book ot the
Game La/ws,

*

MISSOURI STATE ANNUAL.
St, Joskph. Mo., May 12.—There is dignity in alarge name, per-

haps, and that may he the reason that leading organizations of
SDortsmen lean toward gfird able-bodied titles. The Sta^e organi-
zation of Missiouri is called, whenever one has time, the Missouri
State Fish and Game Protective Association. It is much like
other State leagues in general plans, hut is amnna the best of
them. The Missouri trap-shooters have always been partial to livi -

bird shooting, and the big tournaments of this Association have
contribu ed in the past some of tbe most considerable 11 ve-h'rd
shooting events, wild and tame, in the history of the sport in the
West. This year the State meet, as everybody knoT^'S, is at St.
Joarpb. "St. Jo. " as that cltv is univrranlly known. Thisisthp
fnurteeuth annual tournament, and to it are accredited the fol-
lowInK elnli?, many of which are present bv r^pi'esentatlves: (lale
City Gun niub. Kansas Citv; Complon Hill Gun Club. St Louis;
St. Joseph's Sportsmen's Clob, St. .rosf>ph: Macon Gun Club.
Macnn; St. Louis Gun Cluh, St. Lnu's; BiMler Gun Cluh. Butler;
Cameron Gun Club. Cameron: Sedal a Sporthig and ShooUrg
Club, S'=d8lia; 'Rooneville Hunting and Fl.shing Club, Booneville:
Mf mpbis Gun Cluh, T\lpmphi.=; Carondelet Gun Cluh. (' mndelet;
Charleston Shootiner Club, Cbarlestnn; M( xic" Gun Club. Mexic":
Re]t Line Gun Club. Kansas City; Keystone Gun Club. Cameron;
Palmyra Sport.^m- n's Cluh, Palmvra; O. K. (inn Olul', K-msae
City; CarthageGun Club, Carthage; Miss'-ui'i Guf f^mh. St. Loui?;
Dardenne Shooting Club. Dardenht ; Kansas' 'itv Gun Club, Kar,-
s'ls CitT; Jefferson Huntintr and Fisliing Club. Jefleison Cit^

;

Hid man Hunting Cluh, Hanulba'; Capitol Hty Gun Club, Jefi'et-
fon Citi, ; St. L'luls Game and Fish PrcFerve Association. St Louis;
Palmyra Gun Cluh, Palmyra; St. Louis Central Hunfng Club. St.
Louis; Independence Rod and Gun Cluh. Independence: Oiivre
Hunting Club, St. Louis; Jefferson City Gun Club, Je ft'erson Cit^

;

Excelsior Gun Club. St. Louip; Moberly Gun Club, Vloberb; Inde-
pendent Gun Club, Kansas City; Sixteen Gauge Gruii Club, Kansas
City.

St. Jo. lies on the Missouri River. St. Jo. Is far superior to
ancient Rome, or any other city which only had seven lillls.

Thf re are seven hundred hills In St. .lo., and all of them bigger
and yellower and stickler in a rain than the paltry eminences of
ancient Rome. Rome never had a Missouri S'ate tournament,
either, and even If she had, it is a safe wager that the ernpny
fishing in the yellow Tiber would not he in it with that of Lake
Contrary, on whose green l>ank?. item, beneath bol<t, rmjeed tlms,
ficm, within the inclosure of a pretty rlriving park, the meeting
has progressed tr-dav. There are many ways in which S^ Jo.
lays over aneien* Rome. -\ny one can see that who takes tbe
street car to the Union depot, then takes the Santa Fe five miles
down to tlip lake, and then takes supper at the road house by the
grounds. The landlads- sairl It tonk two barrels of bass and
croT5p1es and nearly 88 many frogs to feed the shooting populace
to-day, from which it may he argued that quite a crowd was
present. Such was the casp. It was quite a crowd, and quite a
hungry crowd. The target entry ran nearly forty, and that Is
prettv good. Weather s'mply lovely. A very pleasant place and
time for a good shoot.
Men are here to-day from Kansns City, Cameron, Hannibal,

Sedalia. Independence, Carthage, Butler, Maryville and Atchi-
son, Troy, Hiawatha and other points in Kansas. The Kansas
City delegation is the stronsest, and bids fair to walk off with
some funds. After all. we have no live-bird town like Kansas
City in all our Western country, her record of 60 000 birds last
year b ing Indeed the best In mind for either West or East, and
the fame of her shooters, individual or collective, being known
throughout the land. Jimmy Elliott everybody knows ps a live-
bird shot, hut I don't knew whether they are all "on to'' him as a
target shot.. If his work to-day is any criterion, he Is a good man
to let alone in a race at inaniman-s. too. He was smashing 'em
pretty easv. Carl Guinnotte, Jo LTrderwood. J. H. McGee. Lew
Vorles. Walter Halliwell, W. G. lads, Fred Meagley. Ed, Hick-
man, Lee Porter, Ed. Cboteauaud nearly a dozen others ot the K.
C. notables are in this evening also. Dr. Lusk, of Seneca, Kas.,
Fred J. Close and Dr. Dinsmore. of Troy, Kas , D. W. Edwards,
of St-verauce, Kas., and others of importance are hf-te from across
the river. Charlie Will ard a.nd a few lines of Colts, and Rolla
Heikes, of Standard-Keystone connection, are bo'h In from Chi-
caeo and both earning a little something toward shoes for the
hab.v. Col. A. G. Courtney carries the Lefever fagles forninst
the muddy Missouri, and Charlie Budd, late from Aekly ai d Al-
gona sh'-ois in Iowa, is present and accounted for. Chui-lie made
about $80 here to-day mingling with the inanimates, i don't
know that a really good shooter nowadays cares to have much said
about his gun Income, hut I wonder, just from a news standpoint,
how many know what a good shooter's Income Is or may be In a
yeaiy Well. to-r!ay I h^ard, not from Charlie, but from good au-
thority, thflt Charlie Budd's Income last year, from shooting
alone, was over $3,700, clear above all expenses. "The dang litlle
cuss!" said my informant ; but added a moment later, what mo.'t
of us would Indorsp, "but I'd rather seebim win itthan anybody."
In common with the. above, 1 am glad to hear that Charlie" is buy-
ing more and more properly in his pretty city of Des Moines, and
laying up somethlner for the rainy day when tbe sporting press
has bnncked the prcfessioual shooter into a cold and clammy
coci- ed hat.
Much to the general regret, that burly and genial St. Jo shooter,

Paul FrancUf. was absent by reason of sickness in his family.
Mr. J. W. BatcheUer was first and chief amone tbe hustlers

to-day. It is much to be regretted that his backing has not been
of the best. I do not like to be rude in criticism of so generous
and kindly a lot of men as these Missouri shoot"^rs. nor to puss
too hafty a judgment on this event, hut it 1s only just to say that
tc-day's work does not show this to he a great success as a State'
tournament, and that tbe more especiflHv as a Sta'elive bird
I mrnameut. As a matter of fact the shooting to-day was nearly
altogether ronftned to targets (the bluerocks being in use). Only
one live bird event was pulled off, and the entrances had to he
returned in that, as the supply ot birdsran cut. The coops were
nearly empty at the start, and the exoecied supply fiom the party
who contracted to fuTni."!! them did not arrive. All this should
have been attended to long before this laie day for preuaration,
and ihus should have been prevented the complaints so audible
and common among the shooters to-ni^ht. As a pleasant, indeed
delightful assemblage the meet to-day is a success. As a big stake
tournament it is not a success as yet, and it -would he wrong to so
designate it. It Is quite a business nndertaking to run a. big tour-
aament. One or two men cannot do it. It takes an organized
body of intelligent workers, patient, persistent and uiiited In
their efforts. We do not see that here lo-day; why I should not
care to ask or say, the fact only being of news interest, though I
should prefer not to record that.
The rules adopted for the meeting ar printed in the proeramme

as follows: *'4.m»>rican Association rules to eovern except in the
following instances: The boundary shall be a radius of^ a circle
of 60yd8. from point lOyds. in advance of center trap. Any bird
8]aot g^ter crossing thei dead line (it shooter's score) shaj^ be lost

bird. IJr^oz. of shot fhall he the limit for either 10 or 12-gauge gun
ai d H^cz. shot for any other size or bore of gun. The gun must
be helow ths aimpit until the shooter calls "pull," otherwise the
referee shall call "no bird." Any shooter who may get into any
tie for money may draw his proportion of tlie same, provided he
can sa.ve his entrance money, otherwise he shall be compelled to
shoot down the ties until he can save his entrance—unless other-
wise agreed upon by all of thc^e concerned. Any bird called "no
hiid" shall be at (he expense of the shooter, prov ided it shall ap-
pear to the satisfaction of the referee to be the shooter's own
fault.
Rapld-flring system, 5 traps, on targets.
Following are the scores:
Shoot No. 1, 10 bluerocks. 82, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent:

H S Dinsmore 0110111110- 7 Kist 1111111101— 6
A G Courtney 1111001001— 6 Scoville 1111101101- 8
L W Edwards 0101011001— .5 Stevens lOimOCOl— B
J A Elliott IIIIUIIU-10 Seward 1011100110—6
AFulton lOlllOPlOl— 6 Cecil 0111011001— 6
R. P Jones IIOIOIIKO- 6 Everbart OllOllOlil- 7
J W Batcheller ... 1111111110- 9 Smith 1111111111-10
R Dawe llOOOlllll- 7 Close 0111101101- 7
Vetter OlomilOlO- 5 Budd llli'llOlU—
Hamlet 0101101001— 5 Keene 0110111111-
LoneJack 0011111111- 8 Clay bourne 1111110110-
Rosln 1010000000 - 2 Vreeland 101001 1Oil—

5

Elliott and Smith div. first, J. W. Batcheller second, "Lone
Jack," Budd, Clay bourne and Scoville div. third. Dawe, Dinsmore,
Close and Ev( jfiart div. fourth.
Shoot No. 2,15 bluerocks. $2;

Edwards 111010111010101—10 Keene 101101110010111—10
"''.atcheUer 010011111111111-12 Fulton 000001110011100-16
Courtney 110000111111101—10 Scoville 111011111110101—13
Dinsmore 1!111'0111100U-12 Crahll] 111111011110111—13
Stevens 100011111111011-11 Cecil 100011000110011— 7
Dawe 101101010111011—10 Smith lllllllllUlllO—

U

Sow ard 11 1 1111111 1 111 1—15 CI os*' 111111100011011—11
Hamlet OOOOOOIOOOflOUOl— 2 Everbart 111101 0111 1100—11
Kist 110101001000001— 0 Love Jack IIIIIOIUIOIOOO-ICi

Vetter IfJOl 11010011011— 0 S. ott IIOOOIOIIOOOIU- 8
Budd 1 1111111 1H)11 10-13 Elliott 111111101110111-13
Soward first, Smiih second, Elliott and Budd div third, Sco-

ville, (IrahUl, Bncheller and Dinsmore div. fourth.
Shoot No. 3, 10 blu'-rnek-s, .f2, unknown angles, 5 traps:

Scoville nOUlOlll—8 Porter 1110110100— 6
So«-.qrd 1101001111-7 Rlckner 11 IIOIOU— 7
Elliott 0111111111-9 Yeoman 1010110011— 8
K Crabill 1111111011-0 Edwards OllOiOlOU-

6

\etter 1111111101—8 Cmitney 1101001100— 5
i^niith llonoOlU— 7 Keene 1011101100— 6
Everbart lOOO-lOUll-4 Dowe .010100 101— 5
Lone Jack 0110101010—5 Dinsmore OUOlOOaO—

5

Cobby 10.10101110-6 Fulton 0101100111— 6
Gordoa - 0010100111-5 Budd 1111111111—10
Smith 1001110000-1 Batcheller IIIUOIOIO- 7
Brown 0110001000-3 Kist 01 0(000] 11—

4

Halliwell 1111110111—9 Sieph^ns fill llfllOl— .1

Heikes 1111100001—5 HtiUes (XlCOiilOiill- 3
Underwood 0111100001-5 fvuocke lOIOlHOll- 7
Scotc lOnoiOlOll-5 S eiger 1110100100 —5
Holmes OOlOCOllOi—1 Hamlet 0100101110— 5
But d fir-i. Elliott, Cr«bill ard Hfikes shot out and Hbikcs won,

Halliwell, Scviilo'atid Vetter div. third, Sn ith, Soward, Rickner,
Bvteheller a'^id Kn'uke shot cut and Baichelhr won lourth.
Shoot No. 4, 5 O'li's tfin-rork.':. $2:

Kist 11 10 10 10 CO- 5 Seward 00 €0 10 11 10— 4
Hamlet 10 10 \n lU 00— 4 Budd 11 10 10 11 10— 7
r. itchilkr 11 10 11 II CO- 7 Cosby 11 H 10 11 11— fl

Heike- 11 10 ]n 11 11— 8 Dinsmore 10 10 10 10 11 6
Sep Mjer.--... . lu 11 10 10 11 - 7 Dawe Ji 10 10 II 11— 8
Fd^Mtids 00 10 00 10 00 - 2 MFMjers,. ...iQ lo f.O 01 10- 4
'-'t' ph''t;,s 10 00 00 10 10— 8 lultoLi 11 10 n 01 00- U
Cosby first, i,-t\vf_ and Heifces div. .second, Batclieller and S-p.

Meyer div. ibi-d. i;in>moTo rt rl Fiiltcn div. lounh,
SbooL No. 5. 15 >iri! le i l\v roek.s, .^»3r

Shellham»r . . . .OOiOlOllOOiOlll- 8 ^-p Meyers . . . 00011 > 111110111—11
S-^ward OOIOOUllOl 1110— 9 Jones. 001010111111011—10
Stevens 011000011111111-10 Caeney LilOOllOdOOiiOOll- 5
Knocke..

. -..111111111111111-15 Cosbv .UllOlimillUi-18
Bohn 101001010100110— 7 Batcheller 110111101011110—11
Dawe 111111111001111-13 Heikes. ..... .111111111111111-15
Kist 1101001000111(10 - 8 Scoville lIlllOll'OllOll—]2
Nichols Oli.OlOOlHOlOOn- 0 Smith 111111011001110-11
Wteiger 110011110101111—11 Dimmore nninillHiai-13
BiKler 111011001110011—10 Keene llllOlHiOOlllO— 11
Courtney 011011111111101—12 Fulton uim iCOlilOOl—11
Girdon 110*00111011111—11 Edwai-ds 010110011111111—11
Reckmeir inOllUllllllll—13 Myers lOlllilOllOOOil—10
Halliwell OllOlllOOIlulll-lO F CrabSll 01110111 lOllill-lS
Budd uoiiiniimu-14
Knoci<e and Heikes oiv. first, Bq.ld 'won second, Cosby. Diu"-

more, Reckmeir, Crabill and Dawe div. third, Courtnev wen
fourth.
Shoot No. 6, 10 singles and 5 paiis tare-ets, S3.50;

Co?hy llllOllllO 10 00 11 10 10—5-13
Heikes .llliuim 11 10 10 01 11—7-17
S. p Myers OlllllOlOl 11 10 01 10 10-6-13
gudd.. 1111 mill 10 11 11 11 11-9-U
B^tchOler OlllUulOl 00 01 w
Dlnsmore 1111111111 11 lo 11 11 10-7-13
Fulton 1111110100 lu 00 10 10 00-3-10
nawe 1110010011 11 10 10 11 11-8-U
it'i-ekmeir OlllllHll 11 lo li 11 11-9-18
iMf^t OUOlOOOll 10 11 11 10 10 - 7-13
Courtney 1111111111 00 00 00 10 10 - 2—12
Nichols OOllOO'OlO 11 Oil 00 10 10—4—14
Keene 1011011111 10 1110 10 10-6—14
Gordon . .0111011001 10 11 10 10 10-6—13
Budd first, Reckmeir second, Pelke^ and Dinsmore div. third

Keene, Dawe and Courtney div. fourth.
Shoot No. 7, 15 singles, unknown angles, 3 trap=, S3:

Scoville 111111110111101—13 Courtney. . . OlOlOOllUlini-11
Stevens 111101011110111—12 Knorke 1011011 10100101— 9
Batcheller 110111111111111-14 Dawe llOllillllOOlCOl- 9
.Meyers, Sep. . .111111011101111—13 Heikes 011111 lllJl]iii_U
Cherry lOOOllllOltHOlO- 8 Keene 111111110011011—12
J^aw** OlOllOOlOllOlOl- 8 Cosby llllUliOll 011-13
Crordrn 111101011100111—11 Reckmeir OltHilOllOllllll— 9
^pdd iiiiininiiiii-15 Crabill ijmnmoiiii-14
Dinsmore 111111111010111—13 Elliott OlilillllOllUl—13
Budd won Qrst, Heikts, Crabill and Batcheller div second

CVsby, Elliott, iJinsmore. Scoville and Sep. Meyers div. third.'
Keene and Stevens div. fourth.
Thus the day was closed wilhout a single liye bird event belne

concluded. ^

Wednesday, Second Day, May 13.

I always thought it was very foolish of the poet ta ask "What
Is so rare as a dav in June?" because he ought to have known
tuat a day in September, April or November is ju=t as rate. But
if he referred to gilt-eciged, ornamental, edition rfc luxe weather,
regular circus wtathtr. he would n^vi r havi^ said an' tnli g about
June if he liad beeo here to-day and s en what ole Mlasoury can
do in May. It was go^d enough to live, let alone shooting, and
things went along easy like, no ore working very li.vrd. Rein-
fotcements Hud all. It i^ asavery good assemblage. The target
iraps were fanlv well worked, though the main interest cemered
in the two big live biid everitF. The first of these, the St. Louis
Gun Club medal, indivdual c'lampionship, is similar to the Board
ot Trade medal shoe* of wLicli so much is ihoueht In lliirois
shoot, the winner taking tbe next year's entiance fi e.'^. The
second is the State medal shoot, cluh 'earns of four nu-n. Thi -e
two events really took up tne day. The birds were prett\ fair
fl.\ers and the shooiing was inter' sting. Below are fhi ?cor •.

•

St. Louis Gun Club Medal Shoot.— Opan to any m nib-r oi rhe
Missouri Stwte Association only, conditions ami ruhs ibeSf
Louis Gun Club, 10 live birds, 30yds. rise, both bai n Is. Tiec—
Tbren birds. SOyds , both barrels. Entrance $10, iiKlurlmg birds.
First prize, the grand gold medal. The monev In this shoot to so
to last holder of the medah

'

S TDahlmyer 1211121331-10 Dick 2211211111-10
Batr'heller 1111212101-9 Keene 0
Elliott. . 21121 32111-10 Mize '. 12210

w

Haggerty 2112112011- 9 Vorles 2112222321—10
Everbart tiOw Thomas . . Qw
F P Dablmyer OOw Bolen 1122111112—10
Brown. . lOllOlw Porter 3120w
Arnholdt 220vv Underwood 120vv-
Rosseu 2121C0W Schrader 1220w
Akhurst 120w Pn ctor lOw
Scott Ow Cogswell ir30w
Youmans 1151111112-10 Choteau 1210113121— 9
Smith 2121121112 10 M-asby 2].illl20ll- 9
Cosby 2121222110- 9 MF Myers 1221111221 10
Dahlmeyer, EUiott, Smith, Dick, Tories. Bolen and M. F.

Myers were tied on 10 straight. Tliey shot off 3 bird's each in the
tie. Dahlmeyer killed 3, Elliott S; Yeomans, Smith and Bolea
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missed the first bird and fell ont o£ it. Dahlmeyer. Dick and Elliott
shot off the second tie at 3 each. Dahlmeyer and Myers liilled 3,

Elliott and Dick missed the first bird. " Dahlmeyer and M. D.
Myers now remained in, the excitement was intense. Dahlmeyer
missed his first bird on the third tie of 3, and Myers grassed nis
well. Dahlmeyer ihen went out with his next two, and Myers
dropped his remaining two in neat, clever style and stepped out
winner of the big S500 medal, which later he disported among
much congratulation. The medal is as big as a cellar door, and
has a bird on bia: as a Tbanksgiving turkey. Mr. M. F. Myers,
the winner, is a neit, compactly-built man, a rather stylish shot,
and a resident of St. Joseph. Ancient Rome never had a resident
winner of the Missouri State championship, and I doubt if .Tnliua

Ceesar ever wore so big a medal as this. There are many ways in
which St. Jo. is way ahead of Rome.
State Association Medal Shoot.—Open only to one tea.m of four

from each club belonging to the State Association, 15 live birds
each man, oOyds., both barrels. Ties—Three birds each man,
BOyds., both barrels. Entrance $20 for team. $100 to sn to the
club last holding the medal and the balance divided 40. 150, 20 and
10 per cent. Best score sets State Association Medal; second best,

40 per cent.: third best, 30 per cent,; fom-th best, 20 per cent: fifth

best, 10 per cent; sixth best, $-50 cash, donated by J. A. R. Elliott,

of Kansas C-'ty.

St. Louis Gun Club.
JE Hageity... 212333232311130-14
M C Brown. . .. 320102031023111-11
Dr Parrish. . . .001213331013012-11

J Griesedeck. .S20032I31121332-13

49
Lexington Gun Cluh.

L Kist 0;M122012110ni-]l
A Heathman . . 203110000033100- 7

B Hamlet 010112110203010- 9

Gate City Gun Club.W B Cosby. . . .011110131212123-13
LW Scott . . . .332333310101100-11
G M Gordon...01101101 3032012-10
E W Hume. . . .311311133113132-1,5

49
Independence Gun Club.

C Thomas 101110100231212—11
R D Mize 231032003121211—12
O Cogswell ...111101131111U0-13

J W NickeLI . . .210323333310301-13 J Owens 01013331111U01-12

m
St. Joseph Trap and Field Club.
Bob Hughes. . .122032020210020—10
SMevers 122111212110220-13 _ ,

H J Vetter 10311011211^121-13 W F Roesen. . .032020020200100- 6

H Brandow. . ..121010113111111-13 W DHhlmeyer.02000000lK)10102— 4

48
Capital Gun Club.

L Stieger 202113201211323-13
F Dahlmeyer. .122101101101101-11

49

Kansas City Gun Club,
F J Smith 212200121521223-13
Goo Schroeder,2111030m232]^—13W S HalliwBll.332003131003012-10
GW Youmans.211330101220110-11

47
Forester Gun Club (K. C).

34
O. K. Gun Club (K. C).JAR Ellioit. .221131133111212-15

J K Guinnotte-103110102121223—12
J L Porter 023222022233222-13
Ed Chotean . . . .221121S11031122-14

54
St. Joseph Sportsmen's Club.

get along, though the fourteenth annual of Missouri is more of a
croppy tournament than a shooting event.
Leaving out the targets, of which it is impossible to sort ont of

the confusion of the "records" any sort of connected scores, the
live-bird showing for to-day, so far as it went, is as follows. The
first event was the shooting off of the tie of the three clubs for
third place in the Association team shoot of yesterday. The score
of the tied teams was as follows:

St. Louis Gun Club.
Pitts 21202-4 Dick 11111-5
Brown 01321—4 Haggerty 11121—5—18

St. Joseph Trap and Field Club.

No. 6, entrance $3.48, exports:
Lind sley. 1111 lOlll 1 10110—13 Crosby 011101101101111—12W Wolstenc'ftlOOllllOOllUOl-lO

Nutt '...111000010000000— 4 Blackbird .111111111111111—15
J Wolsteucroftill 1 10111111111 -14 Rupel 111110101111111—13
Fieles 111111011110111—13 Qnimby OIOIIOIOIOOOOU— 7
Hall inoUlllOlOlCO-lO Matu 001001011001001— K

Brandow ,...131 Vetter.
Sen Meyers .203 Hughes . .

.

Team withdrew.
Gate City Gun Club.

Gordon 0122 Humes..

033
220

. 2222
Scott 2101 Cosby 1230
Team withdrew.
Thus the St. Louis Gun Club won third. The moneys won were:

First, $100; second, $38; third, $19: fourth, $9.50. 'Kansas City
clubs got toe most out ot this sboot, and Jim Riley, who .just got
in to-day from the latter place, where be had been detained on a
.iury, said thwt if "he had been here, Kansas City would have
taljen that medal home with her, too." Alaybe, At any rate, the
winner got It without any terribly hard struggle yesterday, only
19 straight to win.
Entrances were now taken for what proved to be the last live

bird shoot of the tournament, though four teams entered were
unable to shoot by reason of the failure of the supply of birds.
Score:
Two-men team .shoot, at 10 live birds, .fiii, any two shooters a

t«am:

L H Vorles.... 202222202011221 -13 M P Meyers. .001232012011200- 9

F K Hoover...012112131231^03-13 R H Ak burst..312032000101010- 8W G Eads 112112311S01112-14 J BatcheUer. ..122U0120123103 -13
C F Holmes. . .211311101211021—13 W Everhardt.. 112100131100312—11

53 40

The O. K. Gun Club, of Kansas City, won first with 54, taking
the beautiful State tnedal. Forester Gun Clab, also ot Kansas
City men. won second. The St. Joseph Trap and Field Club, the
Gate City Gun Club and the St. Louis t^un Chib tied on 49, and
this tie will be shot out to-motrow. Independence Gun Club
won fourth with 47. Kansas City Gun Club fifth on 40.

The target shooting was more or less well krpt Tip until the
great live bird matches called off the bulk of the shooters. At
targets Budd, Heikes and Elliott continued playing good winners.
Sweeps were the rule. The leading scores follow:
Shoot No. 1, programme, 10 bltierocks, S3: Haggerty 9, Casey 9,

BUcheller 7, Eads 8. Reickmer 7. Budd 7, Hallowell 4, WiUard 8,

Heikes 9, Bnlen V. Hathman9, Hammer 8, Everhardt ti, Brandon
8, Keene 8, Brown 9, Crabill 9, Soward 7, Schrader4, Erhardt7,
Courtnev 8. Johnson (i, Arnholdt 9. Kiat B, Nichols 3, EUio'tlO,
Knoche 7. Gordon 5. Elliott first; Arnholdt, Heikes, Hageerty,
Cosby and Crowbill div. second: Courtney, Brandon, Keene, Eads,
Willard and Hammer shot off, Willard and Hammer tied and
div.; Eads, Reichmer, Budd, Bolen, Soward, Erhardt and Knoche
div. fourth.
Shoot No. 2. nrosramme, 10 hluerocljs, $2: Elliott 10 Batcheller

6, LTnd6rwooii"7. Gordon 5, Hallowell 8, Dahlmeyer 5, Ro.sen 8,

Bolen 9, ReickmerS. Everhart 9, Cosby 10, Steiger 7, Soward 8,

Allen 5, Budd 7, Yeoman 5, Smith 9. Elliott and Cosby div. first;

Smith antl Bolen div, second; Rosen, Hallowell and .Soward div
third; Underwood. Sceigfr and Budd div. fourth.
Toward evening the boys tired of shooting, the .rippling waters

of the lake proving more enticing. Boats, minnows and the plain
fish-poles of commerce were called into service, and long before
sundown a whole flotilla of fishing craft was anchored about a
mile above the grounds, in pursuit of that accommodating fish,

the croppie. I saw big Joe Underwood and s<ime of his friends,
among'these Whitfield, of the Kansas City Stai; who .inst ran in

to-day, all in one boat and all snaking croppies right and left.

Rolla Heikes was in another boat, with Dr. Shellheimer. an old
Dayton. O., boy, now located here. Charlie Willard and I held
down yet another craft. We all "had luck," and the strings of fish

unloaded at the wharf this evening proved the fruitfulness of
the waters of Lake Contrary. This is quite a body of water,
winding along for about five miles. 1 fi'ar the Missouri State
Protective Association cares more for its annual shoot than it

does for game protection. At St. Jo. Union depot yesterday I saw
a man get off the dummy train from this lake with a big bunch
of teal, killed in open defiance of the law, right in the breeding
season. I also saw one fellow in one of the boats this evening
shooting at the teal as they flew by along the lake. The great
bulk of the croppies urought in to-night are small, many of them
only yearliners. The association might figure soma day on a law
forbidding the taking of such baby fish.

The business meeting of the Association was held <o-nlght at
the Lake House, the inn near by the grounds. The officers chosen
for the ensuing year are .Tudge J. E. Guinnotte, Pres.; F. J.

Smith, Vice-Pres ; W. V. Rieger, Sec; W. G. Eads, Cor. Sec;
W. S. Halliwell, Treas. These men are all Kansas City men, and
they are all hustlers. It was decided to hold the next annual
shoot in May at Kansas City. The gentlemen of the latter city,

holding as they do the management entire, will assuredly give a
magnificent tournampnt. The Association to-night indorsed
highly the action of the Legislature in promulgating a law for
the suppression of the Missouri evil, seining of game fish. It is

kind of these State associations to indorse things. Wliy don't
they do things? A committee, consisting of Messrs. W. Q. Dahl-
meyer, W. G. Eads, .r. H. McGee and Jas. Whitfield, was ap-
pointed to draft resolutions of regret upon the death of tne late

Drury Underwood, that lamentable event having occurred since
The last annual meeting.

Thursday, Third Bay, May lU.

More circijs weather, and a good big crowd, but a very wretched
exhibition of tournament management. A worse conducted
shoot it would be hard ' o name. The live birds gave out entirely
In the middle of the two-men teams shoot, and four teams who
had entered and paid in their money had to draw out thfir en-
trance after waiting all the morning. Shooters from outside the
State, from points as distant as Chicago, left for home to-day
without firing a gun at a live bird. It has all been very discour-
aging. At the target traps shooting has progressed in a sort of

way, scrub sweeps being made up, mismanaged into a state of
anarchy, misrule and confusion, which the men of experience
say th« y never saw equalled. To cap the climax of unpleasant-
ness, an ugly "kick" was made this morning by some local shoot-
era against the admission of certain expert shooters into the
target sweeps. The manaeement did not do this, but it was done
by the shooters, in spite of the fact that no announcement was
made in the programme of any classification or barring s heme.
In consequence of this, and at the first rumor of it Charlie
Bu<3d promptly said: "I see lam not wanted here, gentlemen,
and I guess I'll clean ray gun and go home." He did so. and his

example was followed by Rolla Heikes, Charlie Willard and Mr.
Courtney. All this is rather rnffling and unpleasant.

I have written as much as any one, I pi'esume, against the old
system of allowing professionals and amateurs to shoot in the
same class, but the conduct of these objecting men here is a dif-

ferent thing from that altogether. The above four men came
here under the belief that they were welcome, and under the pub-
lished invitation of no classification. They were allowed to snoot
two days, and then on the third, when they were nearly ready to

stop anyhow, they were practically told they were not wanted.
That's no wav of doing business. "It's a blank shame," said Jim
E liott, speaking of it to-day, and among the better men there
was general concurrence in this.

The little road house by the grounds was much pajtronized by
youtig gentlemen and their sweethearts, the latter drifting to the
parlor piano, where they discoursod much sweet music of the
"Sheperd Boy" and "O Fond Dove" sort, to the edification of the
good newspaper men who were trying to write on the parlor
table. This ie a free-for-all, go-ae-you-please sort of tournament,
and between the girl and the croppies the boye are manaiying to

Smith 13.30321033- 8
Youmans 030U31201— 7-15
Porter 2032^12121- 9

Oboteau 1321011011— 8-17
Underwood . . . .210U01222— 8

Orr 1300333313- 8-16
L Steigers 1000110003— 4
CSteigers .. .2113321010- 8-12
Mize 1203301010— 6
Cogswell 1103121111— 9-15
Batcheller 1111111323-10
Combe 22120f.0102— 6—16
Dinsmore 1110131013— 8

Dawe 112211i:J22-10—18

Haggerty 0221111211- 9
Dick - 1112221111-10-19
Mulligan 1012221002— 7

Knocke 2031330310— 8— !5

Hickman 3313311233—10
Riley 3212123232-10 -20
Holmes 3112110111— 9
Vones 0231131011- 8—17
Guinnotte 1121112111-10
Elliott ,2012313313— 9-19
Dr Brown 3103230211— 9
Dr Pitts 1112100123- 8-17
Nickel t 3223210013— 8
Chanslon 1300130332— 7—15

Hickman and R.iley fiirst, $51.80. Elliott and Guinnotte div.
second with Haggerty and Dick, $38.85; Dinsmore and Dawe third,
$35,90; Porter and Chouteau, Holmoa and Vories, Brown and Pitts
div. fourth $13.95.

Following are the leading scores at inanimates to-day, though
other sweeps were made up from time to time:
Sweep No. 1, 10 bluprocks, $3: Keene 9, Budd 10, Gruber 7, Combe

8, D iwe 9, Dinsmore 9, Haggerty 9, Elliott 9, Riley 13, Vories 7. All
ties div.
Sweep No. 3, 10 bluerocks, $3: Keene 8, Gruber 7, Dinsmore 8,

D,awe 9, Elliott 10, Budd 10, Brown 8, Haggerty 10, Heikes 9. All
ties div.
Programme shoot No. 1, 10 bluerocks, S3: Biireess 7, Knicke 10,

Gruber 8, Sep. Meyers 8, Rickmer 7. Canning 8. Hagg'-rty 8. Keene
9, Brown 9 Dinsmore 9, Haliiwell 7, Eads 3, Batcheller 9, Gordon
5, Scott 3, Den 7, Hinsdale 1. P. Smith 6, Dawe 8. Smead 8, Cosby 9,

Arnholdt 5. Knocke first; Keeue, Dinsmore and Batcheller
second: Haggerty third: Halliwell four!u.
Sweep No. 3. 35 bluerocks, .53: Haggerty 23. Brown 13. Williams

23, Reckmeir 18. Dinsmore 34. Knoche 30, Vreeland 17, Dawe 21,

31, Smead 32, M. P. Meyers 18. Dinsmore won first, Haggerty
second, Smead and Williams div. third.
Shoot No. 5. 10 bluerock", $3 50, =i0 80 and 20 per cent: Vetter 8,

CI se 7. Kist 5, Haggerty 9. Grutier 7, Dinsmore 10, Dawe 7, Combe
8, Den 6. Batcheller 5, Smith 7, Gordon 9, Halliwell 8, Vreeland 8.

Mulligau 5, Eads 9, Sep Meyers 8, Orr 2, Dick 8, Cosby 9. Knoche
6, Shell 4, Cunnings, SteisferO, Brown 7, Ehrhardt 7, Smead 8,

Arnholdt 8, Michaels 4. Dinsmore won first, Haggerty, Gruber,
Eads and Cosby div. second, Vetter third.
Duiing the morning one of the trappers, a boy hy name of Ed-

ward Hughes, while fooling with a .22 rifle, accidentally shot him-
self through the hand, receiving an ugly wound. Drs. Dinsmore
and Parrish dressed the wound and the boy was relieved from
further duty.
Unless at a late hour to-night a supply of live birds is obtained

from out of town, the special prizes of the Sedalia liquor dealers'
medal and the Collier Snot Tower medal of St. Louis will default
and be returned not shot for. The management takes turns in
cursing Jim Elliott f"r not supplying the birds as agreed -md in
promising the shooters some birds to be obtained elsewhere for
to-morrow. To-morrow would be too late at any rale, for the
outside shooters leave to-night and to-morrow morning.
At the close of the target shooting most of the shooters from

outside of town packed their gnns and left for home. There will
be some random sweeps at artificials to-morrow, chiefiy by the
home shooter.s, but the Mis'=ouri fourteenth annual is practically
closed to-day, after three partial days of highly unsatisfactory
shooting. More sympathy than blame should be extended the
St. .To. boys, who have had to shoulder the burden of the shoot,
for they are as sorry as anybody. Better luck next year. Mean-
time, St. Jo. ought not to be troubled. Ancient Rome never had a
tournament like this. E. Hough.

HARRISBURG INTER-STATE.
HAT^HiSBUno, Pa., May 13.—The third shoot of the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association commenced here to-dav.
The weather was quite warm with very ]ittl« wind. Everything
went off nicely. All the guaranteed events filled. There was
$35.50 surplus. A. C. Krueger, of Wrighfsville. Pa . won first aver-
age in amateur class. 89.5 per cent., and received $5.10. M. Rupel,
Milton, N. J., and James Wolsiencroft, ot Philadelphia, won
second average, 82.5 per cent., and received $2.55. In expert class
W. Wolstencroft won first average, 72 per cent., and received
$5.10, and M. Lmdsley and W. Crosby won second average, 65 3
ver cent., and received $2.^5.

Match No. 1, entrance $1.30, experts:
M Ltnds.ey OlllinUl- 9 W Crosby 1101111110-

W Wolstencroft....101 lliniO— 8

Amateurs:
Fiele- 0111110111- 8

J W Wolsrenrroft . 1111111111—10

F Quimby lOOlllOCOl—
"

Dusten. llOOOOlOllOOiWO- 5
Parker 110111011111111—13

Ma'K 001010100010001— 5
Penn lUmillllllll—15
Rupel imilll 1111010—13
Fu :ler 01 1 10110lOlllH—11
Sheesley Oil 111110111111—13
Dusten 101000011011 111- 9

lllllUlllllOlO-13

Penn 101111101Hull 1-12
Sheesley 001111111010010- 9
Fuller 011101101001100- 8
Ko. 7, entrance $1.95. experts:

Lindsley 111100111110111—12 W Wolstenc'ftOOlOllOOOmOll— 8
Crosby OOlllllOlOlllU-ll
Amateurs:

Hall 110111001101111—11
Peck 101010010111111 -10
Dill 111011101101111-13
JWolstencroftllllllllOUlOll-18
Fieles imilinoiUllll—11
Blackbird 011110111110111-13
Kutt llllOllOlOOlOOl- 9 Parker..
Quimby WlOllOlOOllOll- 8

No. 8, 15 singles, entrance $2.95, experts:
Lindsley 011101111010110-10 Crosby lOllOloOllllOOl- 9W Wolstenc'ftllllllOOllllllO—13

JWolstencroftllllOllOlimil—13 Rupel 011111111111111-14
Fieles 1110)1110111011-12 F Hatfield. ...111000000000100-4
Hall 110110101111111-13 Dustin IIOIOIIOIOIUH—11
Nutt 111000110111111-11 Quimby IIOIOIIOOIIIIIO—10
Clark UOOIOIOIOOOIOI- 7 Kinser 011010001010001— «
Penn llllOllllllllU-14 Trego 100000011010000- 4
Fuller 101101111001111-11 Peck 111111110111111—14
Shfe-^ley 11001 llOOlOlini— 9 Matz lOOOOlltXHOOlOO- 5
Blackbird 011111111011111-13 Parker nJlO llllUl 1110-13

No. 9, 10 singles, entrance S1..30, experts:
Lindsley lllOrillll-8 W Wolstencroft ...1101110111-8
Crosby 1101111111-9
Amateurs:

Hall 1101111111— 9 Puller llOOOOOOlO— 3
Fieles Illlll0011-f8 Peek OlOliOlOll- 6
Blackbird 0111101011- 7

J Wolstenorof 1 .... .1101 111011- 8
Penn 1110111111- 9

Clark 1011011101-

Kinser 1011101111— 8
Sheesley llOlllllU- 9
Hatfield 0000101000— 3
Dustin 1011011111— 8

....1101110100— 6 Roat 1111001110— 7Nutt. _ _

Dill 1101010101- 6
Quimby OOlllOOlOl- 6
Rupel 1001001111- 6

No. 10, entrance $3.95, experts:
Lindsley OlllllOlOtlOllOO- 7

Crosby 110111010100010- 8
Amateurs:

J Wolste ncroftill111100010111—1

1

B .ack bi rd 111011011001111-11
Ru pel 1 101 1111111111 1—14
Hall 111111001111111-13
Nutt 001011010100101— 7

Penn 111111101111110-13
Fuller 111101101100101—10
Clark 011111001001101- 9

May K.—The attendance the second day was much larger, and
theto al surplus was $185 John Parker won first average in
amateur class, 87.5 per cent., and received $37, and A. C. Krueger
second, 85.4 p^r cent., and received $17. In expert class VV. Wol-
stencroft won first, 70 per cent., $37, and W. Crosby second, 69.4
per cent., $17. C. E. Rrelsford, president of the Harrisburg Shoot-
ing Association, who had been laid up with a severe attack of
grippe, and whose absence was lamented by all. made his first ap-
pearance on the grounds this afternoon and shot in a couple of
races.

AMotter .1111100111- i
Park 0101100110- S
Parker ....1111111111-10

WWolst'ncr'ftllOlllOllllOlll—13

Root lOOUOOOOllllll— 9
Fieles llOlOlOmiOlll—1]

Dusten 111101111111111—14
Sheesley 011111111010111—13
Quimby IHOll'lllOOnO-ll
Peck lllllOllUOOlOl—11
Parker 101111111011110—13

No. 1, entrance $3 20 experts;
Lindsley 1101010111-7W Wolstencroft... .1110011011—

7

Amatenri-:
Sullivan 01101 OlOtX)- 4
Blackbird llOllUOul— 7
Hall llllU'OU- 9
Treg'v.
Lefevre

Crosby 0111101110—7

Worden 1110111101—8
Martin 0001000010—2
Rupel ....J1019111U—

8

OOIOOOOKK)— 3 Quimby 0001111110—6
....1111111101—9 Mechling 0000011101—4

heesley JJOtMOllOlO— 3 Dusten 0010011010—4
Nutt 0100101001 - 4 Jameson 1111010101—7
Park 1111111111-10 Spencer 10tilorK)110-4
Stnckhouse OUOlOOlOOl— 3 Mason CK310000000-1
Frs Ollinuoi— 8 Fieles 0110000011-4
Crane OOHWOOOIO- 2 Parker 1111111110-9
J Wolstencroft llllUOOOtl - 6 Matz 1001001010-4

No. 3, entrance $2.95 experts:
Liudrley 101111000010011- 8
VV W'jstenci'iilllOllllOlllOlO-11
Amateurs:

Lfc fevre 101011011111001-10
Stack house. . . . OKWlOlllOlllO- 7

Hall 101011101111110-11

Crosby lOUOmiUOlOl-U

Rn pel mill llOOlim—13
Su 1 livan lUOOlllOUlllltJl—.9
Sheesley 1101010101 10011—10

Nutt OOlllOnilOllOO- 9 Blackbird llOllUllllOlll-lS
J W'lstencroftlOOlllUlllOOOl-lO Crane 00011111 lOllOlO- 9
Mechling 0111100 lOOO IOH— 8 Martin OOOUWOllOOOOOO- 3
Quimby 101011110110111—11 Park 111110111111011-13
bieles Ill 1100111)01001- 9 Parker 111111111111111-15

Sneiid 10000101 OOOl100— 5
Penrose llllOOlOmilOl-U
Jameson 111110111101011—13
Thurmau lliUlllUmil-lS

T> A Peck 1010101111— 7W Park 0101111111— 8
Puller OOCllllOlU-

Dusten OyitlOlOlOO— 3 J Kins-r 1100001111— 6
Shearer 1101111111— 9

H Dill OlOllKiOlO- 5

F Clark (lUUlOOiilO- 4

Blackbird 11100HllO— 7
Ruuel 1110011111— 8
M Sheesley .lOlUOlHl— 8

Matz 0101100101- 5 Trego OOIIUOIOO- 5

No. 2, entrance $3.30. exoerts:
Lindsley... 1010101111— 7 Wolstencroft 0111101010- 6

Crosby ttOUllUOl- 7

Amatturs:
Fieles lUlinilO- 9

Quimbv 0111111110- 8

luller 1111111111-10

J W W. Istenorotf. 1110111010- 7

Matz 1011110110-7
PcCk 10 i 1001111- 7

Sheerer 1110 01101— 7

Clark 0101110010— 5
No. 3. entrance .$1.95; experts:

Lindsley 111101110111101-13 Crosby 011001111000011—9
Wolstetic. oft. -110111110011010-10

Dill n 01100010- 5
Kinser OlllOlOlll— 6
Dusten 1100000011- 4
Blackbird lllUOltUl— 8
Rupel lioaoimi- 7
Sh. esley 1111110101— 8
Park 0111101110- 7

Ma'z lOUOltlOOOlllll— 9

Dusten OOIIOIOOOJIUIO- {

Worden ItUlllOOOOllllO- 9

Fry llOJOllllOlOOOl— 8

No. 3, entrance $3 95, experts:
Lind.sley IIIUIIODIOUOO—10 W Wolsten-
Crosby 111101101011100—10 croft 011110011111111—12
Amateurs:

J Wolstenci'flllllUll 1111111—14 Nutt 010101111011001— 9
Spencer 011101081101100— 8 Sheesley 01 1011101111101—11
Dasien lOlllUlOlOtllOO- 9 Thurman 111100111111111-13
Mason lOOOllOlOUOOOO— 6 Mechling 111111111011111—14
Fieles 11)0011110010101- 8 Worden 011111101001111—10
Lefever 011011111111011—13 Fry 101110110000(;00—

6

Quimby 110101111001110—10 Park lllOUlll 100110-11
Blackbird llllllUlOlllll-U Rupel lUllOlllllllll-14
Matz OUlOOOlOIOilll— 9 Jameson 110111101011111—13
Hall 100110011111101-10 Snead 001111011011101—ID
SttllivaD 010010010000111— 6 Parker 110111111001011—11

No, 4, entrance $3 60. $60 guaranteed, expert:
Lind<=ley..lO101011fA)iOllllllll-14 W Wolsten-
Crosby ... .11110101011111111110-16
Amaleurs:

St,'ckho'M01100f)lll00110011100-10
J Wolsten-

croft. . - . 01111011011111111111—17
Thu rm an . 1 1 101 1 11011100 111110—15

Amateur's:
PecK 110010111000011- 8

Dill iiiomioiiiiio-12
J Wolstencrof 1011110111111011-13
-Fuller OUlOUlOOllOlOl-

8

Blackbird 11111 1111 '11111-15
Kinser 010110100111110— 9

Maiz UlOimoOOiOOl— .5

Clark lllOUllOOOlyCl- 9

No. 4, entrance $.3.60; Bsprrts:
W Wolsten-
croft.. . .01111011110101110110-14
Amateurs:

J WolBt-
encroft,0111111U01111101111-17

Hall 11101111010111111110-16
Matz .. ..lOmOOOOOlllOOiO'JOl-

9

Rupel 0101001011111 101111—14
Ful Ier . . . 1lOmi 00 10 111010010- 1

3

Kinser. . ..111100010111111 11I.-00-13

]<-
i eles 01100 1 111 1 11 111 11110-18

Le feve r 10100111 11 1111 0 -11
Ruppl 001101111111110—11
Fieles 011111111111101—13
Sheesley 110010111110011—10
Park 100101110110111-10
Quimbv 111111110011011—13
Dusten 101110101OlulOO- 8

Lindsley. . 10110101101101101110-^13
Crosby.. . lOOlOlOlOlllllOlOUl—13

Clark OOllllOinoiOOOlOllOO- 9
Trego ... .OllilOOlllOOOOC'OtlOOll- 7
Duaten ..-11000100110000100001— 7
BldCk bi .- dlllll 1 11 1 1n 1lllim—20
S b ee sley . .U 11111 1101 1011 11110—17
Dill 01110101111111111101—16
Penn 11111111111111010101—17
P.-ck 11100111111111110000-14

Quimby . .lOlUlOi .0003110011100—. 8 Paijker. . . .11111111111101111111—19
No, 5, entt-ance Sl.Stj:

J Wolstencroft -..110010101111-8

F eles .101010111110—8
Hail 10101O1010''O-5

Rupel moioioion-7
Buiomrd, .101010101011-7

Matz ...111010101O10-7
Lindsley 100001103011—5
Penrose.... .101010111110-8W Wolstencroft ,.101111111010-9
ruUer , . - . .oioioomiio-7

croft .... 01011111111110100111-15

Martin . - .0111000000001010CW.)00— 5
Mechli. g. 11111001111111101001-15
Fieles . . - .11110101111011110111—16
Nutt 01 1 01111111111000110-14

Worden , .11111101110001001110—13 Matz 11001110010001011010-10
Hall 11111001101011111101—15 Blackbird llllllUUllOlllllll—19
Siieesley ..llllllOOOOOOllO'lOil—13 Jameson. -lOlOOOOlllOOlOOlOOlO— 8

Snead ....10111010010001011010—11 Harry ...-10100011110010101110-11
Rupel.. - .lllHHiOllllllOllll—18 Parker.- ..11111111111111110110-18
Su 111van . . lllllltai 01101101111-15 Leiever . . .1111111111 1111011111-19

No. 3, entrance $3.-30 experts:
Lindsley IDOOulOOl- 5 W Wolstencroft. . .OOllOlUOl- 6
Crosby lOOlllllOO- 6
Amateuis:

Crane OOOlOOllll- 5 Blackbird 1111111011- 9
Stackhuuse 1011010101—6 Hall 1110110010-6
Mechling lOlOUlUOO- 5 Park 1111111101- 9

J Wolsiencrolt . . . illlllllll—10 Lefever 1100111111— i

Snead OlOOlOOlOl— 4

Spencer 1010010110— 5

Quimby 1111101lU— 9

Trego IIUOOIOOO- 5

Thtirman 1011111111— 9
Sullivan 1111 111UO— 9

Rupel... 1111101111- 9

Nutt nilOOOlOO— 5
Worden OIOIUIOIO— 6
Shtesley OlllllUlO— 8
Fieles 0111 1 10110- 7
Parker OOlUUlll- 8
Dusten 1111110011— 8
Fry UilOOlOOO- 5

W Wolstenoroft..011100111110— 8

Harrv 1010110110 - 6 Mason. 0001100001— 3
Matz' 1110100011—6

No, 6, entrance $2.86. expert:
L udsley lOlOlOOlOllO- 6

Crosby lOlOlOlOUOO- 6
Amateurs:

Thurman 111010001011— 7 Mechling 011101111101— 9
Rup-1 mOlOiimi-10 Sp?ncpr 100110110100- 6
J WoLteneroit...lllllllOHll—11 Fieles..- lOllUOlOUl- 9
Hall OIOIOIOIOIU- 7 Harry IIIUOIIUJIWO
Lefever 111111111011-11 Park lilOllOlUlO- 9
Sullivan llllllllllil-13 Diisttn UlOl 1011111—10
Matz - llOlOOniOll— 8 Sheesley lOOOOHllOll— 7
Blacktiird 010111111101— 8 Parker 111111111111-13
Qutmby lUlOlOlUll-lO McKee 110100101111- 8
Wosden lOUlOOmiO- 6 Trego .110010010110- R
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No. 7, entranRe $3.60, experts:
Lindsley. . moi(WU01010001111-12 W Wolst-
Crosby . . ..OllOllllOlOOllllinil-U encroft..n 111111111111011110-18
Amateurs:

Rupel lllinilOinOlllOOOOl-13 Matz 10001101111110110011—13
MechHng.olinOlinOllOOOOIOl-13 Worden...01111001110101111100-13
Sullivan...llllllOllOll10llOlOl—15 BlaekbirdlllllllllliniOlOllO—17
J WoJst- SheePlev..01111010011]nilllll—16
encroft..ini]] 01011111111111-18 Duel en . ..10011111011111011101- 15

Lefever...1111010111111 lOOUlll—15 Parker., ..11110110101111111101—16
Quinby. ..11111001010111101110-15 MeKee.. . .11 1010000111111111 11-15
ThurmaB .11110010111011011111—15 Nutt iniOOllllOllimm-17
Fieles ....10011010111110110101-13 Park 10111111001111111111-17

No. 8. entraiire $2M, espertf:W Wolstencroft . . . .1011111010-7 Crosby 0011000100—3
Lindsley 1001101011-6
Amateur.s:

Stackhouse 0110100110-5 Rupel Ulliimi—10
Thurman 1110111101—8 Fry 1111110110- 8
Mechling JlOllOlOU-7 Worden OOllOlOOU- 5
Sullivan 1111110111-9 Sheesley 1101111111- 9
J Wolstenorott 1101110111—8 Nutt 1110111101- 8
Lefevre 1101101001-6 Dusten 1101110111- 8
Eieles 1111110111-9 Matz . ,.0100110101- 5
Jameson 1100111000-5 Park 1111110110- 8
Harry 1001110011—6 Parker 0111111111- 0
Mason 0011000011-4 Quimby lllllUllU— 9
Spencer 0111111110-8 McKee OOOOIOIOOI- 3
Brelsford 0011111010-6 Penn 1011110111- 8
Blackbird 0111110011—7

No. 9, entrance S2.96. experts:
Lindsley 111011100110111—11 W Wolstenc'ftOlllOOOUOlOlll- 9
Crosby 111110111111010-12
Amateurs:

Lefevre 11 1010111101110-11 Spen cer 1101101 11010110-10
Thurman 001010111011011- 9 Mason llllOOOlOllllOi)— 9
J WolstencrofrllllOinillllHl-13 Harry 1 10111111011111-13
Mechling 010100101011111— 9 Sheesly 010101111111111-12
Fieles 111100101100111—10 Rupel OUIOOIO' 100110— 9

Sullivan 111101111111011—13 Quimby llllllllIUllll—15
Nntt 111100111011110 -n Parker 011111111111111—14
Dustin 010111111111011—12 Park 111100011010110— 9

Blackbird 111101111101111—13 xMcRee 00(X)1 1110111nil- 10

No. 10, 10 singles, entrance S2-30, experts:
Lindsley 0101111101-7 Crosby 01011 11111—8W Wolstencroft . . . 10O0O01111-5
Amateur.?:

Stackhouse 0011001011—5 Rupel 1111101110-8
Mechling 01101 11101-7 Mat z OIOUIQOI 1-6
Mason lUOUlOOl-7 McKee 1000111011-6
Lefevre 1001101010-5 Dusien 1101010010-5
Sullivan 1011101000—5 Parker 1011111011—8
J Wolstencroft 0110011101-6 Park 1111101111-9
Fieles IIOOOIUIO—6 Harry 1011110100-6
Thurman 1111110001—7 Fry milUlUl—

9

Nutt 0111001011-6 Sheesley 1101111011-8
Spencer 0011100111—6 Oaimby 1010111110-7
Blackbird 1011111111-9

Extra No. 1, entrance 81:
P Trego lOnOOOOlO- 4 Blackbird 1111111111—10
H Dill ..1101000111— 6 M Sheesley 110011X1110- 5W Wolstencroft. . .llllUlOll- 9 J Wolstencroft . . . 1111101111 - 9W Fieles lUlUllOl- 9 Lind&ley 1110011110- 7

Fuller OlimOlji- 8 Quimby ..1111111111-10
Duston 0000300100— 3 Park 1 illlllill-10
bPeck 0010011011— 5 Shearer 0111111100- 7
H Matz llllOiXllOO- 5 Rupel lOlOlOllOl— 6W Crosby. 0110110010- 5

Extra No. 2, entrance $1:
Hall 1110110110- 7 Penn 1111011110- 8
Hatfield 0100110000- 3 Fuller 1111110011- 8
Quimby 0000011010- 3 Nutt lOllllOJll- 7
K.upel 1111110101- 8 Motter 0110110100— 5
Dusten 1101111111— 9 Kinser liOOOUOOl- 5
.1 Wolstencroft 0111111111- 9 Root 10(H101110- 6
Peck lOllOTOllO- 5 Clark 1011101101- 7W Wolstencroft...1111111111-10 Fisher 0110111010- 6
Sheesley 1101111001— 8 Lindsley lOOllllOOl— 6
Parkpr 0111111111- 9 Blackbird llOli 11011- 8
Kinser 0110001101— 5 Fieles 0111010111— 7

Extra No. 3, entrance SI:
Fieles 1110111111- 9 Dusten ..0101000101- i
Clark 1000010100- 3 Roat 0110011101- 6
Fuller lOOliiOlOll- 6 Sleesley - liniOllin— 8
Nutt.- nO(.)llllll- S Lindsley 0101010111- 6

Penn 1111110111- 9 Blackbird IIIUOIUI- 9
Hall 1011111111-9 W Wolstencroft. ..1111101111-9
Rupel 1111111111-10 H Hatfield 1111100111- 8
.1 Wolstencroft. . . .1111111111-10

Extra No. 4, entrance $1:
Nutt OllOOOim— 6 Dusten....* 1011111110—

8

Penn UCOUIUI— H Sheesley 0111101101- 7

Hall 0111111111-9 Motttr lOilOOOlOO—

4

Fuller 1011110100— 6 Blackbird 1111111100— 8
Fieles lOlinOllO- 8 Ruptl OllOllllll— 8
J Wolstencroft UOIOUIOI— 7 W Wolstencroft. ...0111111101— 8

May W.—Total amount of surplus for to-day was 342.50. In ex-
pert class W. Crosby won first average, 76.3 per cent., a ad received
S8.50, and M. Lindsley, second, 52 7 per cent., $4.25. In amateur
class Mtrchiing won first average, 87.2 per cent., .$8.50, and A. C.
Kr ueger won second, 83 6 per cent., 84-25.

Match No. 1, open to all:

King 0110001010— 4 Lefever 1111111111—10
Park 1101111111- 9 Worden OUUOIUI- 8
Quimby 1011111111- 9 Clark 0110011100- 5
Mechlirg 0110111111—8 Fieles 1001101101- 6
J Wolsieicroft 1101101101- 7 Rupel 1000110011- 5
Lindsle> 1111111111-10 Blackbird 1010111011- 7
Fulford 1101111111- 9 Coeoran 0010101001— 4
Matz 1100011001— 5 Whitmer OOUOlOlll-

6

Fuller 1001110110- 6 Spicer UlOUlOll- 8
Stackhouse OOiOOOOOOO— 1 Sheesley OUUOmi— 8
Thurman 1100110111- 7 Parker lllOlUUl- 9

Match No. 2, entrance 82 30, experts:
Lindsley ....0100001110—4 Crosby 1111011111—9W Wolstencroft. . . . OOOiJlOOOOO-1
Amateurs:

J Wolstencroft.... OllUOlUO- 7 Matz lOlGUlOll—

7

Fieles COlOOlllll— 6 Sheesley 1111111011-9
Mechling 1111111111—10 Blackbird 1011011111—8
Thurman 1110101001— 6 Park lOlluOmi-7
Stackhouse 1001000000- 2 Rupel OlOllOum-6
Mason 1011100101— 6 Quimhy IIOI 1 11110—8
Spencer llllOOlllO- 7 Fry 0100010101-4
Sullivan 0100111101—6 Martin 0111100011-6

No. 3, entrance $1.95. experts:
Crosing 111111110101111—13 Lindsley 100011111011111—11

Lefever. . .IIIOIUOUOIOII-11 Fry 001010111111111-11
Blackbird lllUlllOllllOl—13 Quimby llOOlOlOOlOlOOl— 7
Mechling 101100011111111-11 Matz IIOOOIOUOIIOIOU— 6
Rupel 110111101010101—10 Spicer 001111111011111—13
Thurman IIOUUIOIOIIOO-IO Fieles 00111000101 1111— 9
Clark OiaXlllOllOlllO- 9 Parker 111111111101010—13
Nutt OlOUllllllllll-13

No. 4, entrance $3.60. experts:
Lindsley. .01100001011111111110—13 W Wolste-
Crosby. . . . 10100110101111101000 -13 croft. . . .OlllllflimilllOOllO -15
Amateurs:

Fuller. ...11101100101111111100-14 Rupell. .. .11101001111000110100—11
Blickbird 11111111101110001111—16 W Clark . .01101001110111010000-10
Thurman .11111110111110111111—18 Fieles lOlllOOUOllXlllOOlOl—11
Sheesley.. 1010110101 1101110111—14 Matz 11111000100110000111—11
Lefever. . .01111111111011110111—17 Parker. . . .11111101101111111110-17
Fulford . . .11111111110011110101-16 Spicer 11111111111111111100—19
Quimby. . .01110111111011111111—17 Whitmer . lOCtOOlllllOOOUlOllO-ll
Mechling. lOinillllOlGlllllll-17 Park 00111 1110101111 1111 1 16
Corcoran. .11100100101111011010-12 Martin.. ..11011111001000000101-10
No. 5, entrance $1.85, experts:

Lindsley 01101110.1011—7 Crosby 111001111010-8
Amateurs:

Fieles 010111001001— 6 Thurman 101111110111—10
Spencer... 111111110111-11 Ginther 100010001010- 4
Mason 100100011100- 5 Fulford 100101011010- 6
Corcoran lOOOOlOlllll— 7 Dusten „011110111101— 9
Mechling 101001111010- 8 Martin OOOlOOlOOOlO- 3
Clark llimOlOlOO- 8 Parker 111111111111-13
Blackbird lllOlllUlll-ll Penn. 0111101 11111-10
Fuller UllOOlOllOl- 8 Lsfever .001001111111- 8
Doc... 010100101011-6 Fox ..001010100010-4
Kiger lOllOUOUOU- 7

No. 6, entrance 83-95. experts:
Lindsley 000110001100101-6^ Croeby UHimUOnil—14

A.TU flitc11rs

'

Thurman .110110101111111—13 Fulford 011110001100111- 9
Mecbllng 111111110111101-13 Nutt 110111001111111-13
Rupel OlOllllin 11011-12 Witmer 111111010001101-10
Clark.W G. . . .110010111101110-10 Spicer 110101111111111-13
Fieles lOOOOlOiOllOllO- 7 Spencer 010001011 101111- 9
Corcoran . . . . lOlOKWlllOOlOl- 8 Lefever 111111011110111-13
Fuller... 011111101000011— 9 Park 011111011110101-11
Sheesley.... ...011011110101011-10 Parker 111101111011111-i3
Blackbird 111011111111110-13 Mason OOOOlOltMlllOOO- 5
Quimbv IIOOIOIIUIOOII—10 Martin 010110110110001- 8
Ma(z lOllOUOOOlOOlOl— 6
No. 7, entrance SI 30, experts:

Li Ddsl ey 1011110101—7 Crosby 111101010O-6
Amateurs:

Kru eger 1110111111-9 Fry 1111110100-7
Thurman 0111011111—8 Lefever 0011111001—6
Penn 1111011111—9 Blackbird 1101111001-7
Fulford 0110001011-5 Corcoran 1111111011—9
Doc 1010010000- 8 Parker 1110111010-6
Clark 1001111010-6 Martin 1111101101—8
Mechling 1110010101-6 Fuller IIOOIUIOO 6
Dustin 0111011101-7
No. 8, entrance $2.80 experts:

Lindsley OOlllOlll 0-6 Crosby 1111001111-8
Amatetirs;

Blackbird 1111011111-9 Lefever 1110111101-8
Mechling mOlllllO-8 Matz 0110100010—4
Fieles OllOllllOl—7 Fulford 0100100110-4
S lac k house 0000000100-1 Nutt 11100001 11-6
Quimby OOlllimi-8 Parker 1111110111-9
Ruppl 1001011111-7 Spicer 0011101011-6
Th Tirraan 00011 1 1 1 10-6 Park 1011011110-7W G- Clark 0100010001-4
Extra No. 1, entrance 81. .50:

Fulford 011111100011101—12 Dusten 111011010011111—11
Penn 111101101110111—13 Rupel lllOOlllOlOllOO— 8
Crosby 111111111111110—14 Parker 111101001111011—11
Fuller 111111011111010-12 Corcoran 111111101110110-13
Lindsley 110110111111111-13 Blackbird 111111111111100-13
Thurman 100111111011111-12 Clark lUllOlKXlOllOl-10
Mechling OlllOllOlOlllll-U Christy. 101000(110100001- 5
All ties div.
Extra No. 2, entrance $1.50:

Penn IKJOOOOOlOlOOOl— 5 Rupel 001111110010111- 10
Fuller 110011110111001—10 Fulford 10011000] KXJl01— 7

Parker 111011111111111-14 Corcoran 111110111111111-14
Crosby 111111011110111-13 Clark 1001 1100 1010111- 9

Dusten 1111111110(51111-13 Blackbird lllOlllllllUlO-13
Duke OOOllllllOOllOO- 8 Martin 010111101010010- 8
Lindsley 111110111101101-13
Extra No. 3, entrance $1.50:

Penn 111111010111111-13 Fulford UOIOOIIUIOOIO- 9

Crosby UHllllimill—15 Corcoran 111111101110111—13
Lindsley 011110111111111—13 Doc 010000101001000- 4
Clark 011010111111011—11 Dusten 11110011 1110110—11
Rupel UlOUOOOlllOll -10 Bluebird 11111111101iHl-U
Riser llUOOOimilll-12 Sheesley 010101111110101—10

May The fourth day of the Harrishtirg tournament opened
on live birds. The weather was cloudy, threatening and rainy in
the morning, b-at cleared off by noon. The birds did not fly well
in the morning, l>ut after dmner every bird flew well and afforded
good sport. Herewith are the scores. All ties were divided, ex-
cept second money in fourth event which was shot out. The tour-
nament was a success all the-way through and everybody was
well pleased, thanks to the courtesy of the members of the Har-
risburg Shooting Association, which did all in their power to en-
tertain the visiting shooters. All matches this day were at live
birds.
Match at 5 birds, $5 entTancc, 60 and 40 per cent., ties div.:

F W Quimby 11111—5 Rob Welsh 11112-5
CRinehart 21121-5 Will Rupel... ! ........ 12011-4W Hollis 21321-5 J Parker ... .20111-4
E D TuUord 21111—5 HA Penrose .11111—5
L Hill 01011-3 C W Bechtel 11111-5
Dustin 11120—4 W Crosby 11122-5
Match at 7 birds, $7 entrance, 50, 30 and 20 per cent., ties div.:

.

uimby 1111211—7 Ru pel 1012111—6
Parker 2111110-ti
Penrose 1113111-7
Crosby 1111111—7
Dustin nilllO-6

Rinehart . - 1111111—7
Hollts 2111111-7
Tulford 1111111-7
Hill 1310110-5
Welsh 1211111-7
Match at 10 birds, $10 ^ntry; 40, ,30, 30 and 10 per cent.:

Quimby .1121311oll- 9 Parker 1111111113-10
Khinehart 1121032011— 8 Penrose lUlllllll-lO
Hollis (lOimillO- 7 Crosby 1113111221-10
Fulford 1111111121—10 Rupel 2103031231-8
Hill 1111101300- 7 Dusten 1101111111- 9
Welsh 1132222032— 9

Tie for second:
Fulford 6 Penrose 5 Clark 1

Hill 1 Lefevre 0 Dusten 4
Match at 6 birds, entrance S6: 50 30 and 30 per cent.:

Quimhy 111111—6 Penrose 111101 5
Khinehart OOUll—4 Crosby 111223-6
Holl's 010111—4 Lefever (511111-5
Fulford 011111—5 Clark 111011—5
Hill 121011-5 Taylor 111000-3
Welsh i:01310-4 Dusten 211120—5
Parker U1111-6 Rupel 111131-6
Match at 5 birds, entrance $5, 60 and 40 per cent.:

Quimby 01101-3 Worden 20133-3
I'ulford 21U'o-4 Dusten 11111—5
Crosby 01113-4 Hatfield 01010 - 3
Parker 11o21—4 Rupel 1220o-3
Nutt 00011-2 Lefever lOOOO—

1

Indian 11030-2
Same conditions:

Quimby 11311—5
Parker o012o-3
Crosby 3131o-4
Fulford 11111-5
Dusfen 11110—4
Nutt 01103-3
Same conditions:

Quimby 13121—5

Worden 11233—5
Rupel II2I0-4
Hoffman 02000—1
Indian 110OO-2
Bach 11331-5

Worden 12211-5
Parker Ulll—5 Crosby 11121—5
Fulford 01111-4 Bach 01110-3
Dusten 11011-4 Rupel 11212-5
Same conditions;

Quimby 22220—4 Rupel 23112-5
Crosby 11211—5 Bath 210 i

0—3
Fulford 11011-4 Welsh 22331-5
Worden 31311—5 Penrose 10101—3
Dusten 21021—4
Same conditions:

Penrose 10310-3 Dusten 22101—4
Crosby 11122-5 Worden 10020-3
Fulford 11311-5 Welsh 11000 -2

ST. LOUIS, Mayl6.-The St. Louis Gun Club held its annual
meeting this week and elected the following officers: John M.
Gates, President; W. H. Horner, Vice-President; and John Coles,
Sec.-Treas. The club has just issued its shooting schedule lor
1891. There is shootiner for every Saturday, live and artitieial
birds alternately. On Wednesdays of each week they are both
live and artificial-bird shooting. The club is now in a very
flourishing condition, and numbers among its members many of
the crack phots of this city.—Aberdeen.

IRONDEQUOIT, N. Y., May 14 -Lake Ontario Gun Club, shoot
for club badge, kingbirds, 8 Keystone traps. ISyds. rise:
O E Walzer 110111111111111011111111011111-27
A Morris 011001111111111011111001111111-24W La Force 011111111111111111101111111011-27
H M S'ewart - 11111011 111 lOlllOlllOOlUOllll-24
J Morris 1000111 11 11111111110111 0111001-24
D Foreman 110l0000100(11110001011o01110i0-14
P Knebel 11010111 IIIOOIH lOllUllllOOlO -22
A Evershed OOOlOlllllllOlllOlOOlllllOUU—21
J OAuan 111101111111111111111111011111-28
Ties for second at 10: Walzer 9, La Force 8.

ROCHESTER, N.Y.. May 16.—Rochester Gun Club shot in a
gale of wind a match at 80 bluerrcks, 18vds. rise:
Stewart OlOllOlllOOOllllllUllOllOlOU—21
McVean 010011100000100111111011101100-16
Williams 010100000100000010001111011110-12
Bab ock 101101011101110110100100100110-17
F L Smith 110011111 11000101011imillll1-23
Butler 010101110001011011110010011011-17
Mann lOOOlOCOOllOOOlllllOLieilOOlOO- 14

ATLANTIC CITY.—The Gun Club's tournament wlU be held
June 28, 34 and 25. See fixtures.

MORE PIECES OF PIE.

Johnstown, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: The experience
of the Johnstown Gun Ciub at its recent eighth annual tourna-
ment showed that a more extended division of the prize money
works to the common advanta..?e of all concerned, especially by
the shooters who are not classed as experts. Tn-^ scheme of
division was concocted by Harry M. Leveugston. Jr., of Saratoga.
The boys took to it. The following scores will show how the plan
worked, .lust reckon up the winnings under the old way; that ia
where there would have been but three moneys, and you will see
that many a shooter came in for a piece of pie, who under the
other mode would have been left altogether- Some of them pretty
small bites, though:

No. 3, 15 kingbirds, entrance $1.45, divided 24, 23, 20, 18 and 16
per cent.:
Peters 11 11 1111 1 111111-15 Walrath 1 11111101110100-11
Ramsdill 01111111111111 1-14 Carl 1110011 10111011—11
RockworLh . . .111111101111111-14 Geisel ..110101111101010-10
Fulton UlimilllOlU—14 Pier.'^on 111111010010011—10
Buck 1111111101111)11-13 Timrnons 100101101011111-10
Weeks lllllOUIlllini-la MaxFon OU100001011111— 9
Pegnim 100011111111111-12 Partiss 111001001000111— 8
Adams 111111110101101—1:; 'Banta 011110100101100— 8
Bierboer 110111111001111—13 George lOOlfllOOlOlOlll- 8
Leveugston.... 001111010111111—11 Kennedy COllOinillOOiOO- 7
Northrup 111111100010111-11 Sobarff 000100010011101— 6
Eraser 110111110111100—11 Newham lUOlOOOlllOOlOO- 6
Peters first, Ramsdill. Rockworth and Pulton div. second. Buck

and Weeks div. third, Pegnim, Adams and Bierboer div. fourth,
Levengston, Northrup, Eraser and Walrath div. fifth.

No. 4, conditions same as No. 3:

Rockworth. . . .111111111111111—15 Kennedy .110011111111001—

U

Leveugston.. ..U1111111111011-14 Adams lillOlOllOIOm—

H

Ramsdill 111111110111111-14 George 011001111010111—10
Peters 110111111110111-1
Buck - 011101111111111-13
Weeks 110111011111111-13
Bierboer 1011101111(31111-13 . _

Timrnons 11 11 11 0 110 1om- 1.3 Gcis cl

Newnham 0111011 111 HI 10-12
Northrup 101111101110011-11

Carl 000011111011111—10
Pegnim 1100011001 11011— 9
Fraser 101011100110101- 9
fier.'^on 101011100111100- 9

110011101001001— S
P;irLiss OfXtOI 1001000111— 6
Bant* O1110(X300O01101— 6

Rockworth first; Levengston ami Ramsdill div. secona; Peters,
Buck and Weeks div. third; Bierliocr. Timmona and Newnham div-
fourth; Northrup, Kennedy and Adams div. fifth.

No. 6. 30 kingbirds, entrance $3, divided 33, 30, 18, 15, 13 and 13
per cent.:
Weeks . . .11111111111111111111-20 Hillabr'dtlOlOlOllOUllllllOll-15
Levengs'nlllllllllll011011111-18 Pegnim. ..11111110101010011011—14
Ramsdill. .11011111111111101111-18 Northrup.11010111101110101011—14
Peters 11111101011111110111-17 Carl 1 10111 101lU0ailll111-14
Buck 11011111110111111101-17 Kennedy..ll001101111010001111-13
Adams.. ..11111111111111100110-17 George. ..OlOlOlOiOOlOUllOllO—11
RockwVh.llOlOlOllllllllllOll—16 Bierboer. .10000111000111110110-11
Geisel 11111101110100111011-15 Fraser. . . .00101111011000110001—10
Walrath..10111100111111011011—15 Partiss. . . .OUOOOOOllOllllOOlOO— 9
Weeks first; Leveugston and Ramsdill aiv. second; Peters, Buck

and Adams div. third; Rockworth won foiu'th; Geisel, W.ilralh
and Hillabrandt div. fifth; Pegnim, Northrup and Carl div. sixth.
No. 7, conditions same as preceding, with a guaranteed purse of

$35:
Leveng&'nllllinilinilllOIll-19 Fraser. . .. 11111110011110001110-14
Pegnim. . .11101011111111111111-18 Walrath. .10111111000101101111-14
Rock w'th.lll 11111011001111111—17 Banta. . .OllllllllOlltiOlllOOl—14
Northrup.llOilllOllllUimOl-17 Hiilabr'dtllOlllOOllOiniOlllO—14
Adams. ... 11111101011111111101—17 Geisel. . . .lOOiOOl 1 101111101110-13
Weeks. . ..01111101101111110111—16 Peters inoOllOlOlinilOlOlll—12
Bierboer. .10111110011101110111—15 Scharff....O()nnon01101 11110101—1]
Buck llll(XX)lin011101011-U Kennedy..11010101011000000101—It)
Ramsdill lOnOUlOUOllOllUll -11 Partiss. ...10000010011110111100-10
Levengsloii won first mone.v ; Pegnim wonspconri; Rockworth,

Northiup and Adams div. third; Weeks fourth; Bierboer fifth;
tii's on 14 sixth.
No. 9, 15 kingbirds, entrance SL45, divided 24, 22, 20, 18 and 16

ner cent.:
Levengston ...111110111111111-14 Weeks 1 01111100111110—11
Peters 110111111111111-14 Pegnim 111011011101101—11
Buck ..111110111111111-14 Newnham ....111001101111110-11
Rock llllUllOllllOl-13 Ramsdill lOOOUUIlClOU—10
Northrup ,011111101111111—13 Bierboer 11010(^1010111111-10
Partiss 111111111101110-13 Kennedy. OOnKJlOlllOlll—10
Carl 110111 mull 111—13 Fulton 1111111010010110—9
Banta imOOUllllllO—12 Scharff 001010101110110— 8
Adams 101U1011111 101-12 Timmons IIOICOIIOUOOOO— 7
Levengston, Peters and Buck div. first mo'„ey, Rockworth,

Northrui>, Partiss and Carl second, Banta and Adams third.
Weeks. Pegnim and Newnham fourth, Ramsdill, Bierboer and
Kennedy fifth.

No. 10, 5 pairs of kingbirds, entrance $1.30, divided 30,25,20, 15
and 10 per cent.:
Kennedy 11 11 11 11 10—9 Pulton 10 10 11 11 01—7
Levengston 11 10 11 10 11-8 Peters 01 01 10 01 11—7
Buck ,11 10 11 10 11—8 HamsdiU 11 10 10 00 10—5
Pegnim .11 10 11 11 10—8 Weeks 11 11 00 00 10—5
Hillahrandt U 10 11 11 10-s Adams U 10 10 01 00—5
Rockworth 01 11 01 11 10—7 Parti,:.s 01 01 00 01 01—4
Kennedy 11 11 01 10 10-7 Carl 00 10 10 01 00—3
Banta 01 10 11 01 11-7
No. 11, 10 kingbirds, entrance $1, divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per

cent.:
Levengston 1111111101—9 Kennedy 1111011110—8
Bierboer 1111101111—9 Carl 1101110111—8
Northrup 1111110111-9 Newnham 0111110111—8
Adams 1111101111—9 Peters 1110011110—7
Ruck ..1111011110—S Banta 1110101101—7
Ramsdill 1 10111 1101-8 Pegnim 1011 101 001—6
Rockworth 0101111111—8 Yost 1001001111—6
Weeks 0011111111—8 Partiss OOlnOlllil—

6

Hillabrandt lOOlllllll—8 Fulton 0011101000-4
Got There.

BROOKLYN TRAP EVENTS —May B.—The Tremont Gun Club
had a great shoot at Parkvilie, Long Island, to-da>'. The club shoots
at 30 bluerocks for a gold medal, 18}'ds. rise. Fourteen members
shot and good scores were made. F. Osman won, breaking 16. The
Atlantic Rod and Gun Club shot lor the Quinby medal to-day at
West End, Coney Island. Many of the best shooters were not
present, only 13 goins: to the score. Good scores were made. C. E.
Morris winning the medal with 18 broke. May IS—The Coney
Island Rod and Gnu Club commenced their new year auspiciously
to-day at Woodlawn Park. A diamond badge, offered bv an un-
known member of the club, was shot for. Nine of the 29 marks-
men made a straight score of 7 birds each. In the shoot-off Dick
Dwyer killed 8 more straight, beating Bushnell by 1 bird. There
were 7 ties for the second prize, 6 for third prize, and 4 for the
fourth. The shoot was under modified Hurlingham rules, 7 birds
each, club handicap. May tt—Sliooters were plentiful at the
grounds of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, West End, Coney
Island, to-day. New Jersey sent a large delegation from all parts
and many of her champions were present, soine of whom shot in
the great fight for the honor of winning the first trophy put up by
the Interstate Team Trap Shooting League. The shoot was a great
success and the favorites, the Newnrk G\m Club, won it with a
score of 87 out of a possible 100. The Coney Islands ran them a
good second with 84, and the Fountains and Ceutrsls were only
three points behind. The Atlantic Rod and Gun Club brought up
the rear with 73. May /5.—The Jeanette Gun Club of New York
held its regular monthly shoot at Dexter Park to-day. The com-
petition was for three medals, one in each class, each man to shoot
at 10 birds. C. Mayer iiSyd'-., won class A medal; H. Krueger 35yds.,
took that for class B, and R. Busse, 33yd8. took the class C badge.
H. Krueger also took the captain's prize for the best clean score of
the day.

ROCHESTER, N. Y„ May 18.—Rochester Gun Club, regular club
shoot, unknown angles, bluerocks, 2 Kevstone traps, 18vds. rise:
McVean 111110100100001110100011010100-15
Gordon OUOllllllOllOllOltXllOlOlOllOlO—17
C Williams 010001001101011000111111100111—18
Barhite - 000100001000100000101010001100— 7
Bruff

. .lOlOOOOlOOOOOOOOOOt/OOOGOOiOOOO— 4
F L Smith llllllllllllUlUllllOllllllOll—37W S Smith 010011101010100010001000110001-13
Ernisse 101011111111011111111111111111-27
Porter 101010110100110110111111011011—21
Ties for first at 5 birds, 35yds.: Smith 5, Ernisse 3.

SARATOGA GUN CLUB.-The second tournament under the
auspices of the above club in connection with the Interstate
Manufacturers and Dealers' Association, will be held at Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., on June3, 3, 4and 5 The proeramme is an at-
ti'acttve one and every event- is for a guaranteed amount, which
in the four days foots up over $3,000—in cash. Daily averages are
pft^red for botii experts and amateurs. All arrangements have
been made for the comfort and pleasure of visitors, and a large at-
tendance is assured. The secretary, W. H. Gibbs, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., will send programmes on application.



AMATEUR REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP
For Walter Winans' Trophy. Under auspices of Forest and Stream/'

No. 318 Broadway, New York.

CONDITIONS.
Open to any citizen or pemianeut resident of the United States.
Any revolver, maximum length of bore, including cylinder,

ten inches.
Any trigger pull.
Any sigbt. both sights to be on the barrel or forward of the grip

of the pistol hand.
Any fixed ammunition.
Cleaning allowed only botween scores of six shots.
Distanre, 20.vds.
Position standing, free from any artificial support, the revolver

held in one hand only with the arm free from the body and un-
supported m any way. The rear sight shall not be nearer to the
eye than twelve inches.
Target—Ready measnrement disl?s, one shot on each disk and

the measurement to be taken by mechanical Vernier scale from
center of disk to the center of the shot hile.
Scores—Aggregate of best three in five scores, each score to con-

1

4

sist of six consecutive rounds. The five scores to be fired consecti-
tively.
Amateur Standing—The standing of a contestant as amateur

and professional to be determined in each individual case by
Forest axd Stream rules.
Where not in conflict with conditions herein, the rules of the

Massachusetts Rifle A^-sociation for revolver competitions to hold.
The decision of Forest and Stream to be final on all points.
PJaces of holding the competitions will be fixed, with considera-

tion to the convenience of contestants, and onemontti's notice will
be given of exact time and ploce. It lias b^en already determin'

d

to have competitions at New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chi-
cago. These finals open to all comers, and will be in charge of
the shooting editor of Forest and Stream or his representative.
Preliminarily to the fin il shoots lor the championihip, which

will be htld several mnjuhs from date, and in order to develop
shooting ability. Forest akd Stream will on 'n a season of trial
shooting. The targets for this ttst may be had free of cost on
application to the office of Forest and Stream. By their use
the revolver shot may fix his progress, and the ready measure-

5

ment feature in them enables a quick determination of the total
number of inches in the six shots.
The targets here given are for preliminary practice.
In using the targets fire one shot each in order at the targets

from 1 to 6. This will make just cue round, and by keeping each
shot separate there will bo no nossible dispute as to the cutting
out of one shot hole by a subsequent shot. In this way, too, it

will be possible to do more accurate scoring than by a confused
mass of shots on one paper.
These target sheets liave been prepared in quantity, and maybe

had on application either personally or by mail to this oflSce. A
good drill for any one intending to make a record in this match,
or for any revolver shooter for that matter, would be to use old
postal cards or bits of card board clipped to that size. When
shot after shor, can be placed at 20yd8. on the card, then the man
and his arm are in good condition for fine scoring. Until that
degree of proficiency is reached there is need of improvement,
either in holding or perhaps the armis not capable of meeting the
demands made upon it. In either case it is well to know just
where the trouble lies, in order to correct the evil.

3

6



AMATEUR REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY.
Presented by Mb. Walter Winans.

THE TROPHY.
"BAIL HP." SILVERED BRONZE STATUETTE, DESIGNED AND

MODBLLED BY WALTER WINANS.

T^HE subject, which is made on the scale of }^in. to the inch—
that is to say, all ttie measurements are % of life size-

represents a Texas cowboy, who has been "painting the town
red," and consequently has got into a dispute with some one and
is pointing his frontier Colt at him (represented by the spectator),

while he calls out, "Bail up!"

By the angle at which he points the Colt is shown that the man
he is "bailing up" is on foot, bis hold of the revolver is that
adopted by the late Chevalier Ira Paine and taught by him to Mr.
Walter \Vinans.

The cowboy is sitting with the typical cowboy seat, straight

legs and one hand resting on the pommel of his Moseman's fron-

tier saddle in the favorite cowboy style. The old broncho pony
he is riding is also a typical cowboy pony, narrow, big-headed,

sleepy-looking, and yet looking in hard condition.

The armlets above the cowboy's elbows and the ornamental
bridle shows that he has lived among Indians. The cards and
dice on the ground show that there has been gambling, and the

bottles and glass, drinking; the derringer and flowers lying near,

that the "trouble" is about a woman.
The base, of blackened wood (not shown in cut), has its orna-

ments made of parts of frontier .44cal. revolver cartridges, the

bullets lying in the fluting, and the heads of the cartridges form-
ing a border near the bottom; the top besding of rope pattern rep-

resents the lariat.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
THE TARGETS.

TITITH this number of Forest and Stream is given the full

diagram of targets just as they are sent out to those wish-
ing to make practice scores in the preparation now in progress for

the final competitions. On the sheet the conditions are given in

full with space left for the record of each string as made. In
shooting, fire one shot at each buUseye in the order of the num-
bers and then enter up the score, taking in each case the number
of the innermost ring cut by the bullet hole. The addition gives

at oace the total score in iaobes aad tenths pf an loob. tkls

method there will be no confusion by one bullet cutting away
the edges of the orifice made by a preceding bullet, and the meas-
urements are surely and accurately made. By sending to this

oiHce, copies of the targets may be had by thf^se wishing to do some
preparatory shooting. When scores are made, marksmen would
oblige Forest and Stream by sending the targets to this office

that they may be reproduced infac-aimile and published as illus-

trations.

THE HARLEM CLUB SHOOT.
May 13.—The first important rifle shoot of the season was begun

Monday at Union Hill, the Harlem Rifle Club having put $750 in

prizes on the ring and bullseye targets for competition among all

marksmen who handle the rifle. Shooting began at 9 A.M., and
as the light was good, then M. Dorrler, of the Zettler Rifle Club,
succeeded in making a red flag and winning the first morning's
premium. Later on members of the Newark Shooting Society,

the Marion Rifle Club, the Hudson Rifle Club, the Empire Rifle
Club, 1 he Williamsburg Shooting Society and a goodly contingent
of the Zettler sharpshooters, besides the majority of the Harlem
Rifle Club, arrived at the Schuetzen Park and the competition
became very lively.
About noon the light bpcame hazy and the powder smoke began

to hang, this and the hpat explaining the comparatively low
scores. W. Rosenbaum, of the Zettler Rifle Club, scored the last
red flag and received the premium.
In the three days shnot the members of the Newark Shooting

Society succeeded in winning ihe lion's share of the prizes, and of
the aggregate of $750 offered they captured S275. On the ring tar-
get Harris won first prize with 73. 73 nnd 71 and also got the first
premium for the best 5 tickets with 354: out of 375. Second prize
went to J. A. Boyken with 73, 71 and 70, and he also took third
premium with 351 points. Coppersmith took tenth prize on 69, 68,
68; Campbell twenty-first on 66. 66, 68; Weigman twenty-second on
67, 65, 65: Townsend twenty-sixth on 69, 63, 61. On the bullseye
target Harris took first prize for the best bullseye and a premium
for the fifth most flags. Boyken got the second best, Campbell
sixth, Copperfmith twelfth and Weigman sixteenth. Copper
smith won first prpmium for the most flags. Among the shooters
were S. J. Lyons, of Collinsville, Conn.; H. M. Pope, Hartford,
Conn.; Z.C.Talbot, Springfleld, Mass.: E. T. Stephens, Spring-
field, Mass.
At the shoot on Tuesday Harris missed the 13in. bullseye but

once in 181 shots. He made 34 4iB^ bullseyes in 100 shots.
But seven members of the Newark Shooting Society took part

in the trophy match to-day. although the weather was all that
cotLld be desired. J. A. Boyken won the medal with a total of 213
points. In the expert match Boyken won a bronze medal on
scores of 126, 124, 133, 131, 130. Harris made a silver medal score
of 129. The aep, Uophf matcib will take place oa May ?8.

....73 CP Gray 71
....73 AS Hunt 65

BOvSTON, May 16,—The regular weekly fhontof the Massachu-
setts B.fle As.'ociation was held at its range to-day. The con-
ditions wpte changeable and unfavorable for high scores. The
trap shooters of the association will hold a special tourrament at
Walnut Hill, Wednesday, May 27, for team and individual shoot-
ing, with special prizes and sweeps. Following are the best
scores, distance 200yds., standard American target, re-entries
allowed:

All-Comers' Off-hand Match.
AMaypard 78 M T Day 70 S T Crawford 61DNWinn 74 A S Hunt 68 JBHobbs 59A tx Howe 73 D Martin 66 W I Morse 57
I B Thomas 71 J Ryan .65

All-Comers' Rest Match.
F Daniels 112 W Conway 96 A Elton 87MTDay 107 R H Wood 95 J French 87T Warren 109 J W French 93 D N W^nn 86
W:Peters 101 A S Hunt 90 D Martin 85A H Ballard 99

Pistol Match, -SOYds.

H Severance 88 M T Day ...
GLHosmer 82 H L Greene.
S C Sydney 74 A Wesson. .

.

Tiie Massachusetts Rifle Association has signed the contract
for their new shooting house to be erected at Walnut Hill, and
work on it will begin at once. The building is to be 90ft. long by
20ft. wide, and the two story part is to be 60x20ft.

CREEDMOOR, May 11.—Rifle practice on the State rifle range
at Creedmoor was opened to-day by a detachmpnt of the Eighth
Regiment under command of Mn jor Chauncev. It was a fine dav
for practice, with little wind. The entire force of men employed
as markers, helpers and workmen on the targets on the State
range at Creedmoor struck yesterday morning, and positively re-
fused to go to work. This was a continuation of Saturday's strike
when the men demanded 3s3 a day and eight hours' work. A suffi-
cient number of men to man the targets were persuaded to teturn
to work on Saturday, and rifle practice proceeded uninterruptedly.
To day, howevei-, they all went out to a man. Gen. Robblns en-
deavored to persuade them to return to wrvrk, without eflfect
The pay and duties of the workmen are regulated by the State!
and Gen. Robbins was unable to negotiate terms, so he ordered
them all from the grounds. New men were found to take then-
places.

NEWARK, N. J., May 14.—The shooting committee of the
Newark Shooting Society met this evening and decided upon a
proeramme for 1 he pi- ze festival to be held in the shooting park
on Friday and Saturday, Jul^' 3 and 4.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication in the current issue. It is particularly ro~
au9n9d that eoQree )?« ssnt us as sarly aa possible^
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FUN AT FINDLAY.
FiKDLAT, O., May 16.—The meet, of the Ohio Trap-Shooters'

League has been a great success, being the best ever given by the
League.
The Cleveland Target Co. introduce'! their unl^nown angles,

which ohanges the angles of Ihe traps. This unl<nown angles is

the gi-e.atest advancement in trap-shooting made for many years.
It received the indorsement of every shooter present.
The dinner served ou the grounds would he a medit to the best

hotel in the country. To the liberality of the Cleveland Target
Co. Is due the great success of this shoot.
F. C. Damm, president of the Findlay Gun Club, who had entire

charge of the affair, deserves a great deal of credit for the pleas-
ant manuer m which everything passed off. The tournament was
well adveriised, and the attendance was the largest ever linown in
the history of the League.

Second Day.—Weather cajntal. with no wind. First match at 10
singles, rapid firing system, entrance $1.50:

Carter llUllllll-10 J Webber 1111110111-9
Osborn 1111111111-10 Mallard 0111100011—ti

North 1111001111- 8 Miller lOOUlllIl-8
Dick Smith .1111111111-10 Latham 1011110110-7
Mahoney 1001110111- T Duffy 0111111010-7
Walters 1101111101- 8 8hnliz 1111001000-5
Holt 1111011111-9 Edwards 0110111011-7
McDonald lOllilUll— 9 Buckeye 1011101011—7
Gyer 1111111011- 9 Sneath 1101111111—9
Falkner llOllllUi— 0 Shorty 1110010111—5
Ambrose 1111111111—10 Sanford. .1111111101—9
DickW 1101111111- 9 Narby 1111111011—9
Perry 1101111100- 7 Spross .1111011111—9
D Joy 1111101110- 8 Audrens 1111011001-7
Chubb 1111001111— 8 Conrad 0110111100-6

No. «, league, 10 single hlnerocks, uaknown angles, entrance $1.60;

Falkner llOUllOOO— 6 Chubb 1010111101- 7

Sneath 1001101111— 7 Barkhammor llinoOOlOO- i

Webber 1111101111—9 D Smith lOlllllUO— 8

Mallard 1111110100— 7 Young 1011110111— 8
Miller lOlllOiOll- 7 North lllllllUO- 9

Buckeve 1110011110— 7 Conrad 0000000001— 1

Dr Carter 1011111111—9 Perry 1101011110—7
McDonald 1111111111—10 Monroe 0001101111— 0

John Bitter 1111111110— 9 Holt 1111110111— 9

Geyer 1001111000- 5 Dei-ow 1111111111—10

S horty 11111 lUll-10 Edwards 11111lUH—10

Sanford lOllll'UlO— 7 D Jov lOlOlUOOl— 6

Piersou 00101 lllOU— 5 Howard 1111111011— 9

Duffy 1111111110— 9 Hamilton OlUllllil— 9

Nasbv 1111111111-10 Dougherty OlOlOllllO- 6

Dickie 0011111110-7 Louderen .1110101111— 8

Fiuk llOlOlllll- 8 Kushmore 1110101111- 8

Dr Walters 1101011011— 7 A'idrews lOlUlllOl- 8

Spross lliomui- 9 (look lOlfllOOOU- 5

Maynard 0101011111— 7 Zarbaugh 1111011111- 9

Taylor 0101101101-0 Latham ..1111111110- 9

No. 3, open to all, 9 rbampion clay birds, entrance $1.50;

Smith.. 011111101—7 Walters 011110101-6

Taylor 010000001—3 Ambrose 110101111—7
Oshorn llHlllll-9 Fink 100011111-6
Holt 100011110-5 Perry OulOlOlOl-4
Sanford.- 111011111-8 Mallard 010110111-6

La' ham 111000100-4 McDonald 111111111—9
Chubb 001010011-4 Dick W 001011111-6
Carter 010101110-5 Duffey 100111111-7

Young 010000110—3 Edward 100010010-3
Carter 111010010—5 Spross 000001110- .3

Monroe 100000010-3 Buckeye 100000111-4

Joy 011001111- 6 Nasby 001110101-5

Miller 001111110-5 Shorty 110101011—6

North.... 110110100-5

No. 4, 15 bluernckp. ranid-flring system, entrance J2:

Dick Smith.. . .111011111110111—13 Spross. ....... .111111111111111-15

Carter 111111111111111—15 J Weber 111101001111111-13

Miiler 111111101111111-14 John Ritter . . .111111100100111-11

Osborn 111111111111111—15 Faulkner 111111101110110-13

North 111101111110111-13 ShultK 101001111001101— 9

Holt 111111111111111-15 Monroe COIOIUOOOIHII- 9

Edwards 101101101001110— 9 Sneath. 011111001111111—13

Chubb 111110011111110-12 Duffy 011111011111101—la
Mc Donald 11111 lU 1111010—13 Shorty Oil 1111111 1 1011 -13
Andrews lOOllUlOUOllO- 9 Doherty 111101101111110—12
Buckeye imilOOIimiO-r2 Karg OllODOllUllll—12
D Jay 111101111101100-11 Martin OOlUllOllllOOO- 9

Walters OOlUllllOlllll -13 ioung 111111111111110—14

IJasby ..111111111111111-15 Seyer OlllUimiOllO- 12

Fink OOllllllliaiOlO- 9 Cook 0100101 1 OHIO] 1— g

Howard. 100111011011111-11 Taylor 110111111011111— 8

Hamilton 101100111110)10-10 Sanf.^rd 1110010

Mallard 111111111111111-15 Jauhaugh 001111010111101-10

Perry 101011111111101—13 Dick W. lllilllllOlllOO-12
Kushmore llOOOOllllllOil-lO

No. 5, 15 single blueroeks, from 5 traps, unknown angles, angles
of traps changed for each coutestaat, entrance $2r

Dick Smith. . .11111111011)111-14 Nasby 111011111111111-14

Dr Carter 111111100111101—13 Laneden. 101111011011111—12
Mallard U 01 01101001000— 7 D Jay 110110110110111—11
Ru^hmore IIOIOOIHIOIIU—11 Latham OOlUOOlOlUOll— 9

Osborn 111111111111111-15 Young 001010111010111- 9

Miller. 111011111111111-14 Sneath llllOllllOi.Olll-ll

Ambrose lllOOilllllllOO-1 1 Sanford 11101 OlJlOlOllll-lO

Howard--. 101110011011111—11 Faulkner 111101110111101—12

McDonald 11100)111111101-13 Dick W 111111111111100-13

Chu bb 101 111001111111-13 S horty 110111011111101-12

North 110101001 111111-11 Hamilton 111111011101011-13

Spross 011011011111111-13 Zarbaugh OllllOlOOOllllO- 9

Ed ward s 01 1101010001111— 9 Cook OIIOOIOOIlOOIOO- 5

Andrews IIOIIOIOIOIOICO- 8 J Wehber llOlOlOlOOl

Perry ..011111111100101-11 Buckeye 111100011111111-12

Duffy lOlllOUlOllOlO-10

No. 6, league, 10 American clay birds, unknown angles, entrance
81.50;
North lOOOlllOOO- 4 McDonald 1110110011— 7
Dick Smith jmilOOlO- 5 Fink 0110111011-7
Osborn lilOllllll- 9 Duffy 1011011111- 8

Tavlor 1110111011- 8 J H Carter llOOOOOlOO- 3

Buckeye lllOiUlOl- 8 Evans lOllllOlll— 8

Maynard 1101011101- 7 Perry- 0100101110— 5

Miller 0001011001— 4 Edwards OUOlQOOll— 4
Carter lOilllOlOlO- 5 Geyei 1011010100— 5

Chubb lOOllOlOll— 6 Rushmore 0011001111— 6W Dick 0111001011— 6 Wehber 1001111001— 6

Sanford 0111101111— 8 Young llllOllOlO- 7

Joe 1100101111— 7 Andrews 0111111001— 7

Snrbss 1111111111-10 Daugherty 1001101001— 5

Holf ' 1111111110—9 Harndton 0111011111—

H

Latham 1011101111- 8 Shorty 1011010100- 5

No. 7. at 9 single blueroeks, unknown angles, entrance gl:

Dick Smith 101111111-8 North 110110000—4

Mallard 1lOlOOuOO-3 An d rews OOOD OOiO—

3

Miller 011111111-8 Maynard lllllllUl-8

Holt 111111111-9 Rushmore 100100111-5

Chu bb 011011011-6 Shorty 111001111-7

Edwards 111001103—5 Hamilton 111000110—5

Jay 101111010—6 Young 101111111—8

Murphy 001000000—1 Evans 11000UOl-5
Dr Carter 111111111-9 Hatcher 111110101-7

Ambrose 111000110-5 Daugherty 100100010-3

Osborn 111100101-6 P^rry 10101 UIO-G
McDonald 001011111-6 Duffy 111111110-8

Langdon 111010010-5 Km-g lUlllOll-8
Barkhammer 011101010-5 Webber 110110100—5

Monroe 100111101-6 Ritter 101111011-6

Nasbv lOOlHOlO-5 Shultx. OUlllllO-7
Pie-son 011001111-6 Taylor 010010101—4

Latham 011011111-7 DickW ....001011110-5

Buckeje 101111011-7 Sanford 101111111-8

Spross llUOllll-8

No. 8. 20 single blut" rocks, rap'd fire system, entrance $3 50:

D Smith. .11111111111110111111-19 Ed warda. 11000111011101111101-14

Osborn. ..11111111111111111111—20 Monroe. . .lOllOlOlUlOlUlOO 101—13

Holt .. 11111111111111111101-19 Hamilton lllOOlllfllOlOlOlOll-13

Taylor . . . .linilll lHU 11111101-18 Daugh'rtyOIIOOOOOHIOOIOIOOOO— 7

Dr CarteillOllllOllUl 1111110-17 Sneath.. ..11011110001111111111—16
M'DonaldlOllllllllllOlUOllO-lO Faulkner-llllinillllllOllUl-19
Buckeye. 11011111110111110101—16 Howard . .11111100111111110110—16

D Joy . . .11101111111110111111-18 Latham . .OllllllllllOlUOlllO-16
Dick W. nilllOl!lllll011110-17 Perry 10101111011101101000-13

North .. 11111011111111000111—16 Geyer ... .01111101001010111011—13

Chuhb 11111010111101111010-15 Sandford .11111111111111111111—20

Spross .... niioiiiiiiiimiiu-iO Shorty . ...oiuiiniiiiiiooioii-ie

amier . . . .lHlllimilllllllH-20 Duffy 11111111111100110101-15

Mallard ..llllOlOlOOinonillO-14 Tipp OiOllUOlllimilllX-16
Young. . . .lOlHUllOlOOmiOOl-13

There were a number of extra events contested for, the most
important being 5 double birds, which resulted in the following
Fcore:
Carter 11 11 11 10 11—9 Young 10 11 10 11 10-7
Edwards 11 11 00 10 11-7 D Jay. 00 00 10 01 10-3
Osborne 10 10 11 11 11-8 Duffy 10 10 01 10 10-5
Miller 10 11 11 10 10-7 Tipp 10 11 10 11 00-6
McDonald 10 10 10 10 11-6 Sanford 00 11 10 10 00-4
Holt 10 10 11 10 10—6 Shorty 10 10 11 01 11—7
Dick W 00 10 10 IX) 10-3 Mallard 00 10 10 10 10-4
Latham 11 10 10 01 10-6 Dick Smith 10 10 ll 10 10-6
Perry 01 10 10 10 11-6 Spross 10 11 01 10 10-6
Ambrose .11 10 11 10 00-fi Hutson 01 10 10 00 01-4
Hamilton 10 10 01 10 10-5 North 00 10 11 10 01-5
Buckeye 11 10 11 10 10-7
Tiiird Daw,—Match at 15 singles, open to all:

Holt 111001101111111-13 Hamilton 011111010101011-10
McDonald 110011111111111—13 Shorty 111111101101101-13
Dr Carter 111101111111111-14 D'ck W 100101100111011-8
Dick Smith....llClOlOlOUmi-ll J Webber 001110011110110- 9

Mallard 010110011111111-11 D J 011111101110111-12
Osborn HOIUI 11111111—14 Sanford HillOil UOlllO-13
Spross 111110111111111—14 .Jaeger 1011 11000110101- 9

Buckeve llllOlOU 101110-11 Perry 111111101011100-11
Latham 111011011111011-13 Karg nil 10111111011- 13

Miller 100111111111111-13 Young 111111111111111-15
Ambrose Ill010111111111-13 Sch ardt 1111HlUllO 111-15
North 110111101011011—11 Clark 111110101010111-11
Snipe OlllOOmOOllll—11
Then came the event of the meet, the match for the champion-

ship. The L. C. Smith trophy, the possession of which is con-
tested for at each annual tournament of the Ohio Trap-Shooters'
League, is a liandsomely designed silver cup, valued at S500, and
was presented to the League in 1888 by the gentleman whose name
it bears, upon the condition tliat it should be contested for at
stated times, and should be emblematical of the State champion-
ship. It was first contested for at the League tournament held at
Gallon in May, 1888, and was won by Rolla O. Heikes, of Dayton,
who again secured it in September of the same year. Arthur
Paul, of Huron, was the next lucky marksman to gain possession
of the valuable cup, having won it in Septembtr, 1889. George C.
Osborn, of Toledo, took it last year with 47 out of 50, and a thous-
and people saw him win it again to-dav with a score better b.v one.
The conditions were 50 single blueroeks, 3 traps, each contestant
shooting seven rounds of 6 each and one round of 8, entrance $5.

There were 20 entries, and the contest lasted about four hours,
resulting as follows:
Osborn 11111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111101-48
Acklin 101111011101 niimillllOllOlllimillllOlOl 111101—43
Career llHU10110101imi001111UOmilimilll011111111-l3
Spross OllllOlllllllOlllllllllllUllUOlllllllllimmoO-44
Miller 111101011)1111000tllllHlOUOOU10!)11110111lll0111-39
Young 11011111imi0011imill1imilll00011101011111111-43
North lOlllimillOllOllllllllllllimiOlllllllOllOOllOl-43
Weaver OlllOOmilOllHUODlOOllllllllOlllllllllllOllOlll - 39

Holt lOlOllH 10111011011 111 lllOOOOllUlOllllOOOw.
Karg lOllllllllOOlOllUllllOlllllllllOllllOJlllOOOllllll-41
McDonald lOllOUOOllllllllllllOOlUlOlllllOllllllOlOlllllll-40
Schard t - 1101110011 11010001010101110110011000111000100100111-29
Sanford.- lllOllllllOlOlOimiOllOllOllllllllllllllllllllDOl-43
Latham OllOlUnillOlllOOlllOllinillOOllllllOlOOllllllOl-Sa
Easton 110011110111011010001011100110101101011001010110011—33
Vincent OOllUllllOlUnmOllllliniOlllUlllllllilOlllOll—43
Pumpbrev linillUlll 111101011111011111011000111111011111101-43
Wilcox milll01111001101101010010111100011110111001010111-a5
Clark lllllilllllllllllOllUllOlllOllllllllllllOlllllllll-46
Bacon llOHimiOOlllllllOllOllOllllllOlOUlllllllOllllll-41

As the targets were generously donated by the Cle veland Tar-
get Company, the entire'amount, $100, was divided into four purses
of $40, $30, $20 and ,810 respectively. Osborn received $40, Clark
$30, Spross $20, North, Vinnent, Sanford and Carter tied for the
$10 purse. In the shoot off V^incent broke 12 straight birds and
received the pur.se.

WATSON'S PARK.-Burnside, lil.. May 13.—A. F. Loyd and
W. P. Mussey shot at 100 live pigeons each for cost of birds, Amer-
ican Association rules, boyd scoring 83 to Mussey's 83.

May 13.—The Lake County Club at 10 live birds, lUmois State
rul6=. for practice:
Nio Ford 1201131210-8 G Marqued 2011000110-5
Ool Bond 0210212112-8 WF Kissel 1810021000-5
Willeston 2010100111-6 Nic Lewis. 3110312000-6
J Donald 0031210213 -7 J A Macomber 0011010320-5
HKoehler 2001012020-5 Farnuui 20120M2i3-7
A Weiss 0000111310-6 A Ortseifen 0310201000-4
LW Fleistmer 1020111112-8
May l/t.—Sporting Revimv trophy, 20 live pigeons each, use of one

harrei oulv, otherwise American Association rules:

Finn 10100111011011000100-10 Marsh. .. .01101010000100101100- 8

KleinmanlOlOlOOlllllllUllll-16 Adams. ...lllOlOOHllOlOllOUll-13
Reeves . . , .01000011011110111010-11 Raveluigg.

Model rachtti and Boats. Their desi{/n, mailing and miling, with
designs and wnrKing draiinngn. Postpaid,

FIXTURES.
MAT,

23. Pan Francisco, Fish Cruise. 80. Corinthian, .Annual, San
33. St, Lawrence, Club Sweeps, Francisco.

Montreal. 30. Eastern, Handicap, Marble-
28-31. Portland. Cruise. head.
30, Cor. Mos, Fleet, Larchmont. 30, Brooklyn, Opening, Graves-
30, American Model, Opening, end Bay.

Prospect Park. 30-31. San Francisco, Cruise,

30. Rochester, Open, Sodus Bay. Mare Island,
.JUNE.

6, Larchmont, Spring, L'chm't. 20, Brooklyn, Spring, Gravesend
6, Noval N. S„ Archibald Cup, Bay.

linlifax. 20 Corinthian, Marblehead,
8. Hudson River, Ann,, N. Y. Sweep and Club,Marbleh'd

11. Rochester. Review,Charlotte SO. St. Lawrence, 21 and 18ft.

IL Portland, Annual. Classe.a. Montreal.
13. Monatiquot, Opening, Wey- 20-31. .^an Francisco, Cruise,

mouth, Martinez.
13. Massachusetts, Spring, Dor- 23. Pavonia, Annual, New York.

Chester, 23. Atlantic, 26ft., 35ft. and 46ft.

13. Lynn. Lynn. Special, New York Bay.
13. Qiiincy, 35. Cor. Mos. Fleet. Larchmont.
13. Savin "Hill, First Cham, 25. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

13. Royal N, S., Chauncy Cup, 27, Hull, All Classes.

Halifax. 37. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
13. St, Lawrence, 29 and 24ft, 27. Lynn, L.vnn.

Classes, MontreaL 27, Quincy, First Championship
15. Phila,. Ann., Del. River. 27. Cor. Navy, L. 1, Squad, New
17, Hull, Under 31ft, Rnchelle.
17. Massachusetts, Ann ,Nahant 27. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
17. Eastern, Sweeps,, Marbleh'd 27. Beverly, 2d Sweep.Marbleh'd
17. Beverly, 1st Sweep. Mon. Boh 27. St. Lawrence, 39, 24, 21 and
17. Marine and Field, Annual, 18ft, Classes Montreal.

Bath Beach. 37. Roval N. S.. L^nited Banks
17. New Jersey, Annual, New Cup, Halifax,

York Bay. 39. Eastern, Ann., Marblehead.
18. Roch., Ladies' Day.Charlot-te 39. Massachusetts. Ladies' Race,
30, Hull Corinthian, 1st Cham, Dorchester Bay.

.KTLT.

1. St. Lawrence, 39, 24, 21 and 15. Pleon, Ist Cham., Marbleh'd.
18ft. Classes, Montreal. —

. Massachusetts, 46tt. Special.

1 Pleon, Penn.. Mnrblehead, 15, Monatiquot, Ist Cham,,Wey-
3. Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch, moiith. ^ ^ „ ^, ^
3 4-5. San Francisco, Ciuise, 16, Lake Y.R.A., R. C.Y.C., Tor.

Mare Islan''. 17, Lake Y. R. A,, Queen City,

3. Monatiquot, Club, Weym'th, Toronto.
4 American, Naphtha,Milton'3 18. American, Steam, Milton's

Neck Neck.
4. Larchmont, Ann,, Larohm'r. 18. HuU, l-^rst cham., Ist and 3d
4. Corinthian, Marblehead, classes. „ ,

Sweep and Club.Marbleh'd 18, New York, Ann., New York,
4. Beverly, 3d Sweep, Mon. Br^h 18. HuU Corinthian, CI uh.

4. Larolimont, Ann., Larchm't 18. Savin Hill, Moonlight SaU,
4 N.Y.Y.R.A, Cruise* 18. Beverly, 1st Cham, Mon, Bch
4. Roval N. S., Squadron Prizes 18. Cor. Navy, N. Y. Bay Squad.

flalifax. 18. «t. Lawrence, 34 and Sift.

6. American, Sailing, Milton's Classes, Montreal.
Neok. 18. Royal N. S,, Lansdowne Oup,

Eastera, Handtpap, Marble. ^„ ^„ Halifax,
. . „ ,

bead, 18-19, San FraQCiBOo.Fisb.Orulse

MARJORIE.
THE keel cutter Marjorie, whose lines appeared in our last

issue and whose sail plan is now given, was built for the
30ft. class In 1888, at the time when it was first coming into notice
about Boston as a racing class. Her designer was Mr. J. Borden,
of the Boston Yacht Agency, and her owner Mr, C. H. Taylor, Jr.,

of Boston. Marguerite, as she was first named, was not built to
the limit, of the class, the other boats being of full 30ft., nor was
she raced steadily through the season, but she showed consider-
able speed in light weather and if steadily raced would have
made a very creditable record. In the latter narc of 1889 she was
purchased by Mr. P. L. St, John, of New York, who has since
owned her, using her solely for cruising. Her dimensions are as
follows:

DIMENSIONS AND ELEMENTS,
Length over all 38ft.

L.W.L 28ft.

Beam extreme 10ft. 6in.

L.W.L 9ft. Sin.

Draft extreme 7ft.

mean 5f c.

Freeboard 3tt. Sin.
Displacement, long tons 9.78
Ballast inside, long tons .. .50

keel, long tons 6.60
total, long tons 6.10

Lateral plane, area 141sq, ft.

Midship section, area 23ft. 8in,

Fore end l.w.L to midship section 16ft,
center of buoyancy 15ft. 6}^iu.
Center of lateral resistance 16ft. 4J^iu.
center of effort 16ft. 4in,

mast 10ft.

Mast, deck to hounds 30ft,

head 5ft. 6in,

Topmast, fid to sheave 24ft.

Bowsprit, end l,w.l. to sheave - 16ft, Sin,

Boom - 36ft,

Gaff 24ft.

Spinaker boom 36ft.

Topsail yards 24 and 29ft.

Mainsail area 861sq. ft.

Foresail 185sq. ft.

Jib 231sq. ft.

Total lower sails 1.277sq. ft.

Sail area S. C, Y. C. rule l,780sq. ft.

square root 42.3
Corrected length 35.1

All of the above figures are taken from the designs, but at
present the draft has been increased by 3in.. making the l.w.l.

about 6in. longer. It will be noticed that the C. E, is nearly over
the C, L, R., but the boat steered well under this rig, though a
wheel was used. In her new owTier's hands the wheel has beeu
replaced by a tiller, and in order to ease the steering a couple of

cloths have been taken from the mainsail, the jib being set a
little lurther out on the same bowsprit. The present meaaure-
nients of the spars are: Mast, deck to bounds, 39ft, 3in.; topmast,
25ft. 9in.; boom, o5ft. 3in,; gaff, 33ft, 4in, The yacht had originally

a full outfit of the hollow paper wrapped spars, but during the
past winter they have been replaced by solid spruce sticks, and
with no loss of weight, as has been proved on the scales.

The yacht was built by W. K, Pryor, at South Boston, under the
direction of her designer, and a very light hull has been secured.
The scantling is as follows: Stem, oak, sided 4i^in.; sternpost,
oak, sided for 5in. rudder post; keel, oak, sided 18in., moulded 6in.;

frames, steamed oak, sided IMin-i miulded l^in. to l}4in. and
spaced 9in.; clamps, 3x3, yellow pine; bilge clamps. 3s%in. yellow

The iron floors are %xlMm. on each alternate frame. The ratio of

ballast to displacement obtained by this construction is a very high
one, 63 per cent, of tPe designed displacement heing carried in

lead, but this must be decreased somewhat owing to the deeper
Immersion of the yacht as now sailed. Even with this allowance
the hull is an admirable combination of strength and lightness,

and has shown no indications of an undue sacrifice of the former
Important requisite. We wiU give next week the interior arrange-
ment.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.

THE race committee of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C,
Messrs. Walter 0. Kerr, M, M. Howland, Wm. A. Haines,

Wm. H, Plummer and J. Langdon Ward, have just announced
the annual race on New York Bay, and also another important
race to be sailed on the Sound immediately before the regular
fixtures of the Sound clubs, thus aiding in making a second week
of racing in July, in addition to the established June race week
on the Bay. The arrangements for the annual race are as usual,
with the exception that all yachts must be in cruising trim, and
a class will be made for the new 25ft. c. L class, and that the Le-
lat'd cup, for two yoars given to the forties, will this year be raced
for by the 46ft. class. The special race of J uly 2 for the 46ft. and
the 25ft. c. 1, class will be sailed off Oyster Bay, where the
special 40ft. race was sailed two years since. It will work in very
well with the annual regatta of the Larchmont Y, C, two days
later, and that of the American Y. C. on July 6, the three stations

being near together. The full conditions of the race are as follows:

Races will be ooen to yachts of the Atlantic, Beveriy. Corinthian
of Marblehead, C'crinthian of New York, Massachufietts, Eastern,
Knickerbocker, Larchmont, New Haven, New Roohelle. New
York and 0> ster Bay Y. C.'s and Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squad-
! on, and will be governed by the racing rules and time allowance,
and' under the dirfction of the Seawannaka Corinthian Y. C.

On Saturday, June 30, the annual Corinthian race, for yachts in

cruising trim only, will be sailed over the regular cluh courses.

Prizes will he offered in this race in the following classes: Schoon-
ers, 90ft. class; sloops, cutters and yawls, 70ft. class, 46ft. class,

40tt. class, 35ft. class, 30ft. class. Also in the class of sloops, cut-

ters" and yawls, to be hereafter defined, composed of boats of 85ft.

racing length and under.
_ «. , , v,

In addition to the regular class prizes offered by the club, the
Leland Challenge Cup, open for competition to members of the

club only, is put up for contpst in the 46ft. class, and the club, in

accordance with the terms attaching to the cup, will give a special

prize to the winner. As usual, individual prizes will be given to

the Corinthian members of crews of winning yachts.

On Thursday, July 3, a special race for the 46ft. class and the
class of 26tt. racing length and under, of sloops, cutters and yawls,
to he sailed at Oyster Bay, over a course to he hereafter announced.
This race will be made a sweepstakes in both or either of these

classes at the option of those entering. In this race the club rule

as to being manned by Corinthian crews will be waived, except as

to the helmsman, who must be an amateur. The rule prohibiting

the use of club topsails will also be waived.
Leland Challenge Cup.—Contests for the possession of this cup

are open only to members of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

Under the rules attached to the cup, it is to be held subject to

challenee during the yachting season in the class in which it is

first won in each year, and the winner in each contest will be given
a prize by the club. The wmner of three successive races in the
same season, will tie entitled to hold it for the remainder of that
season, not subject to challenge.
Other special races will be arranged by the committee and an-

nounced later.

FALL RIVER Y. C—The second annual Memorial Day
regatta of the Fall River Y. C. will take place on Mount Hope
Bay on May 30, open to all sloops and catboats, the classes being:

Cats, 18ft. and under, 18 to 21, 31 to 24, over 21ft. Sloops, 30ft. and
under, over 30ft, The prizes will be; First Class—first prize, silver

prize cup. valued at .$175, now held by sloop Millie, of Providence.
The winning sloop shall hold this cup during the year and deliver

it to the judges on the morning of the next annual contest. When
won three times by any one sloop it shall be held permanently by
that sloop. The second prize in the first class will be a barometer
valued at $25. Second Class—Fust prize $30. second prize $10.

Third Class—First prize $20, second prize $10. Fourth Class-
First prize 830, second prize $10. Fifth Class-First prizn $15,

second piize $8, Sixth Class—First prize |10, second prize $5. No
first prize will be given in any class nalesa two or more yachts
compete, and no second prize will be given unless three or more
yachts compete. Full conditions may be had of the janitor of the
Fall River Y. C, Box 224, Fall River,

BARBARA.—The new Fife 46, for C, H. W. Foster, is now
caulsed and has her decks down at Lawley's. but it will be some
weeks yet before she is in sailing trim. Her joiner work is partly
in, the rail and bulwarks will soon be completed, and her chain
plates are readv.

MELISSA.^-The new steam yacht turned out by Messrs. Burgess
and Lawley for Mr. C. H. E=«ton, former owner of the 80ft. Rosa-
lind, is a fine little craft; with high bulwarks and a shipshape rig,

two masts, she presents a very pleasing appearance afloat. Her
trial nip, iQ Boston Hatboit took place on May 16, pcoviog aultQ
SUQCeSBlVll.
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SAIL PLAN OF 28-FT. CUTTER -'MARJORIE.''

THE CHANGES IN NEW YORK HARBOR.
THE dredging which has been going on in the Lower Bay for

some years has necessitated changes of marks and buoys at
times, on two occasions the lighthouse known as the West Bea-
con on the point of Sandy Hook having been bodily moved to ad-
just it to new ranges. Du ingthe past week, however, still greater
changes have been made, the entire svstem of marks and buoys
being remodeled. Not only have the two familiar marks long
known to yachtsmen, the red buoy and the red perch and ball that
marked the turn at the Southwest Spit been discontinued, but the
two lightships themselves have been moved. It will be some little
time before the changes are all made and charted, but the official
notice of the changes, as given in the "Notice to Mariners," is as
follows:
SanbyHook Light Vessel will be moved about 2}4 miles N. E.

by N. from its present position, and moored on the prolongation
of the axis of Gedney's Channel, the entrance buov bearing W
N. W. 34 W., 4^4 miles Approximate latitude, 40° 28' (15"), N. Ap-
proximate longitude, 73° 50' (09'), W. Bearings and distance'* of
prominent objects are: Highlands of Navesink lights, S. W. bv
W. M W., 81^ miles. Centennial Tower, Coney Island, N. W. 5^
N., S% miles. Sandy Hook Light, W. % N.. 7% miles.
Wreck, of the Scotland Light Vessel will be moved about

}^ mile N. E. M E. from its present position, and moored on the
prolongation of the axis of the South and Swash channels (Swash
Channel Range), and distant 3% miles from the axis of the Main
Channel (Main Channel Ryne'e). AnnrnTiTnaiB InritnHo ino '^fi'

u.oi,a,ii^ <=o uj. uiixiiioxju uujcutB are: xiiguia.ijus oi r\avesmK Jignts,
b. W. M W., miles. Centennial Tower, Coney Island, N. % W.,
8 miles. Sandy Hook Light. W^N.W., 3i3i« miles. The following
changes are to be made in the buoyage on the same date:
Main Channel and up the Bay.—No. B 6, red nun buoy,

will be discontinued. No. 6, red nun buoy, will be established
just south of 18ft. spot, Plynn's KnoU: HookBpacon Light (Sandy
Hook), S. by W. Romer Shoal Light, N. % W. No, 10, red nun
buoy, will be established just south of ItJ^ft. spot, Plvnn's KnoU:
Hook Beacon Light (Sandy Hook), 8. E. % S. Romer Sboal Light,
N. by E. % E. Sandy Hook Light, S. S. E. H E. No, S]4, South-
west bpit, With perch and ball, will be discontinued. No. 12, red
nun, will be establishsd just south of 23£t. spot. Southwest Spit:

Beacon Light (Sandy Hook). S. E. by E. M E. Romer Shoal
Light, N. N. E. H E. Sandy Hook Light, S. E. No. 10 (turning
buoy), W. of Southwest Spit, will be discontinued, and No. 14 red
nun, surmounted by perch and baU, will be established on the
29ft. spot just to eastward of the present No. 10. No. 7 (West

Bank) will be discontinued as a channel buoy and changed to a
white spar buoy for demarcation of harbor limits only. No. loV,
spar buoy (West Bank. N. E. edge) will be discontinued. West
Bank bell-buoy. No. 15J^, will ba known as Fort Tompkins bell-
buoy, and the number discontinued. The following numbers on
buoys will be changed: No. 13 (East KnoU) to No. 8. No. 9 (West
Hank, south) to No. 7. No. 14 (north end ot Romer) to No. 10. No.
13 (West Bank, E. end) to No. 9. No. 16 (East Bank, NT. W. end) to
No. 12. No. 15, (West Bank, N. E. edge) to No. 11. No. 18 (Gow-
anuR Flats, S. W. end) to No. 14. No. 20 (Gowanus Plats, W. side)
to No. 16. No. 19 (Oyster Island Flat.'^) to No. 13.
Swash Channel.—.Junction Buoy, at junction of upper end of

Swash Channel with Main Ship Channel, will be an H. S.nun sur-
mounted by perch and square. Romer Shoal (N. W. edge) bell-
buoy. No. 8, wiU be known as Swash Channel bell-buoy, and the
number discontinued. The following numbers on buoys will be
changed: No. 4 (Romer, S. edge) to No. 2. No. 6 (Dry Romer
Shoal, S.E. end) to No. 4. No. 3 (East Knolls, E. side) to No. 1.
No. a (East Knolls, N. E. end) to No. 3.
.East (Dhannel.—No. 3, red spar buoy, will be established on N.

side of channel: Centennial Tower. Coney Island, N. by E. M E.
Romer Shoal Light. W. % S. Hook Beacon Light (Sandy Hook),
KS. W.M\y. No. 5, black spar buoy, will be established on S.W. side ot channel: Centennial Tower, Coney Island, N. E. U E.
Romer bhoal Light, S. by W. 34 W. The following numbers on
buoys will be changed: No. 2 (East Bank) to No. 4. No. 4 (East
Bank) to No. 8.

East Riveb.—No. 2, red spar buoy, will be established just to
the southward ot Hunt's Point, to mark the end of sunken dock:
Hunt's Point. N. M E. College Point. S. E. by E. 34 E. An H. S.

ernor's Island. South Shoal, Buttermilk Channel) to" No. 1. '(L. h'

fk'l?8t°ing ^'^^^'^ ''''^

HELVETIA.—'The new steam yacht designed by Mr. Burgessand buUt by Lawley for Mr. C. d'O. Iselin, was launched on May
13. She Is built for speed, with fine lines and a quadruple expan-
sion engine, a good part of the space being devoted to the
machinery.
•
I'LOSS.—We call attention to this little steam yacht advertisedm anether column, an escelleut boat for cruising inland.

MEASUREMENT AND CLASSIFICATION.
TT is gratifying to all who have labored long in the interests of± length and sail area as opposed to length alone as a basis ofmeasurement to find that yachtsmen are no longer disposed toneglect the question as of little practical importance but that alively interest is apparent in all localities in the k?ndred subjecttof measurement, classification and time aUowance. The day hasgone by when a yachtsman considered it beneath him to under-stand anything more than simple addition, and the men who can-not follow out the operations of measuring a yacht and calculat-ing her corrected length, are no longer boosting over the fact It
18 no longer left to the few larger clubs to know aU that is to be
ll'^l^f'^

the matter of yacht measurement, but the younglr andsmaller clubs throughout the country are thinking and decidingthese questions for themselves. The foUowing excellent renm-t
of the Riverside Y. C. is interesting H from the concSarrived at, sound and progressive as they are, than t>om theevidence which It gives of a careful and thorough consideration
±^^fw subject. The adoption of the Seawanhaba rule is Sstep that no cluo need now be afraid to take; and the classificfltion by corrected length is no less certain to follow in a season or"two. 'The reconamendations of the committee, if adopted willplace the Riverside Y. C. on a par with the most process!ve clubsm the matter of rules. The report reads as follows-Your committee appointed at the last meeting of the club toascei-tam what action had been taken or was likely to be taken by
«n^^^^?f''''^n''^'°°

thequnstions of measurement, classificitionand time allowance, and to report what changes they would

Kt^gfo^re1o'in°s^o^S^^^^
in the present saili^ng rulers of

now almost universaUy used by the larger clubs t^r the purposesof measuring cabin yachts for time allowance. It seems to be theopinion ot the majority of the designers that this is thi best rull
l^^^^J^

yet been formulated and we can sec no objection to, and
^I'ilf^^^

''''^^^^'' ^°
f>«

gamed by its adoption by the club, and wetherefore recommend that our rules be so amended that our cabinyachts be measured under the Seawanhaka formula.
2. Classiflcation.—Ic is the opinion of your committee that the

?^ V J^'^^VT ^"J?^ towards classStion on sliliniinstead of l.wJ length, and we believe this mode of classi-
\° <ie8irahle. Leaving out the que.= tion of the ad.

I^H* ^° ^® m allowing greater latitude to the designerand the encouragement of the building of moderate vessels itseems mconsistent for a vessel to have two mpa8urement8?one for
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classiflcatioB ami the other for time allowance. A yacht can only
be correctly measured in one way, and on that measurement
should be olasisd and sailed.

It should ba simply a matter of deciding what is the correct rule
of measurement. We find that the soecial committees appointed
by the N. Y, Y. O. and Seawanhaka C. Y. C. some time since re-
ported in favor of classificaMon on sailing length, and that the
Corinthian Y. O. of Kew York, the Liax'ohmont Y. O., the Lake Y.
fl. A. and many of ttie smaller clnba have adopted rules classify-
ing on sailing length, and we strongly recommend that the club
ailopt a rule classifying our yachts on this basis.
Yonr committee hav«3 specifieu class limits in the amendments

to sailing roles which accomiwny this report, which we think will
be acceptable. We have carefully consiaered the vested interests
in the yachts of our own and of other clubs, and think that no
ex'stiug boat will suffer by being classified under the limits
recommended. Ir. may be considered desirable to subdivide the
f j)t. and perhaps the 50ft. classes as proposed, creating a 55it.
fipss, which would take in the present 46ft. Lw.l. class, and a 4.5ft.

class to take m some of ihe yachts of our own fleet on ihenew
system of measurement. We would not, however, recommend
the creation of three classes at this time, as there would seem to
be an objection to too great a number of classes, or, in fact, any
move than are absolutely necessary, and these class limits can be
created later as special classe j if it is thought necessary.

3. Time Allowance.—The table of time allowance in use by the
N. Y. Y. 0.. the S. C. Y. C. and the Atlantic Y. C. is based on .50

per cent, of the est mated speed figured on the scLuare root of
lengih. Some of the other clubs allow a greater percentage,
some a Ipss, bat it would seem advisable for the sake of uniform-
ity at least to adopt a table on the 50 per cent, basis.
In the accompanving recommendeo amendments your commit-

tee has tried to formulate a set of rules that are as nearly uniform
with the leading clubs as is consistent with what we think for
this club's best interests. There may be some dissatisfaciton
temporarily on the part of some, but we are eonfldent that after
a few months' trial the new rules will prove satisfactory to all,

and we feel assured that the best interests of our yacht owners
will be served by their adoption. Respeelfullv submitted, C. T.
Pierce, Fred Beltz, L. A. Uockwood and F. B. Jones.
Classes recummended: Over 90ft. corrected length, 80 to 90ft..

70 to 80ft., 60 to 70ft., 50 to 60 ft., (50 to 55ft, special, 40 to SOt't. (40

to 45ft. special), 35 to 40ft, 80 to 33it., 25 to 30ft., to 35ft., under
^iOft.

Any yacht in any class launched before the season of 1891 and
wnich does not exceed the class limit by more than a fraction of a
foot shall be included in the class at the discretion of the regatta
committee.

LAWLE\'S YARD.
THERE is little in the present yard of the Lawleys, father and

son, at South Boston, to suggest the little establishment of a
few years ago on the other side of the Point, the change has been
as great as mat in yachting wbioci called it forth. The past win-
ter has seen a still greater advance from previous years in the
establishment of a plant for working steel in addition to wood, a
very important maiier in the present stage of yacht construction.
The most interesting feature ot the steel plant is the heating oven
for bending the angle frames and similar pieces, which, with its

accompanying bending floor, is located in the center of tiie large
lot nearly midway between the street and the beach. In place of
the ordinary fuel furnace this one is arranged to hum oil, which
is forced into it at different points in its length and on each side,
tbe oil coming from a large sheet iron reservoir some distance
away. An intense heat is generated in a very short time, while
the fire is entirely under control, being quickly lighted or ex-
tinguished. The first work done on the new floor was the frames
for the new 46-footers, Mineola and the others, but just now the
new frames for Volunteer are being bent.
Near vfte beach, where much of the high gravel bluff has been

dug away, are two new buil tings, the sawmg and planing mill
witb joiner shop above, built a year since, and a still newer and
larger building of two stories, the lower being the punch shed,
well fitted up with rolls, several large drills, plate planer, shears
and punches for flat sheets and angles. Everything is conveni-
ently arranged, and the building is quite close to the water and
ship house. In the second story is a large mould loft, on which
are now laid down the lines of Mineola, Beatrice, Oweenee, Say-
ouara, Alborak, Fancy, Helvetia and Melissa. The new Volun-
teer is aiso on the floor, the fore body being lengthened between
S and 4ft.. showing a clean full bow, but without th« slightest in-
dication of the fullness in the topsides which was such a feature
in Puritan.
The lead ci sting plant has also been arranged to use oil, so that

the large cauldron can be quickly heated up without smoke, the
great nuisance of the usual wood fire. The cauldron is located on
tbe edge of the hill, so that the melted lead can be run by troughs
directly into a mould, saying the labor and waste of ladling, in
xhe bottom of tne cauldron are two holes about lin. in diameter,
each stopped wiih im iron bar, through which the molten lead is

drawn oft. The oid building shed is still used, though affording
very inadequate facilities for rapid work. With tbe greater part
of the bluif leveled off, giving room for a railway and storage
yard in winter, and with a larger and better lighted house, tne
yard will be f qnal to any in the country.
Just now there is a rush ond bustle everywhere; in the basin a

number of yachts are fitting out, Wayward, Tnetia, Baboon, Gos-
soon, Xara, Troubadour, Alert, Gundred, E.osalind. Olytie and
others. One Vanderbilt boai,Ilderim, Is launched and laid up in

the basin, while the 30-tooter Gladys is still on the beach. One
cause of delay iu the Paine and Fife boats was the great difficulty

of securing oak for the keels, several logs which were procured
from various localities proved rotten or otherwise defective when
put ovf-r the saw, and after trying Maine and Virginia it was
after much delay that keels were found in Ohio.

lit construction the new racers do not differ much from the
usual build of the Burgess forties, except that the sawn frames of
the latter, with thfir accompanying deck beams, have been re-
placed by angle steel 2xaxM n.; these frames, eleven In number,
nemg spaced 3ft. 6in. apart. Between ttem are the usual steamed
oak frames, two in each space, making the spacing 14in. Tnese
steel frames and deck beams, with their floors, gussets and a plate
of Wr\. steel aDont 3tt. 6in. square laid on the deck beams at the
partners and backed with an angle ring about the mast. Include
all ihe steel iu the boat. The wooden portion is somewhat light-

ened in tne deadwoods and other bulky parts, but the general
dieposltion of the scautlmg is much the same as in the 40ft. fleet.

All the new boats, however, have channels, withtwo shrouds to

a side, the cnannels being of stetl plate 3ft. long and If t. wide.
Insid" the boat, wnere the chainplates do not come on a frame, a
wide but snort timberhead is used, running down to the upper
bilge clamp, to carry the chainplate bolts. In the Paine boat the
deck and sides are connectea by two braces of %in. round iron on
eacn side, running from the steel deck beams at the partners
down to the steel frames. All of the boats are finished with solid

bulwarks bolted to the deck.
In looking from ttie Boston boats to the Fife craft, the con-

clusion is unavoidable that someboay is wrong; eitherthe Burgess
and Paine bOtits are not sufficiently strong, or Mr. Fife has gone
into a construction that is both expensive and unnecessary. Tne
difference between the two constructions is most marked about
tne main chainplates and the runner?, the Fife boat being pro-
yided with a series of steel diagonal straps, 6 on each side, wnich
is missing iu tne others. The frames are steel and wood in Hlterna-
tion. spaced ISm ; the steel being 2 X 3 X J4"n., and the wood Sin.

sided and but 2in. moulded. The side of the Fife boat is

strengthened below the channels, wnich are ab ^ut twice as long
as in the other boats, by a plate of steel llin. wide and extending
over 6 frame spaces, between the frames and planking, the latter

being fitted over it. To this plate, through wuich the chainplate
bolts pass, are rivetted no less than 4 steel straps, 3^ X 34in.,

running diagonally across the frames and down to the keel, wnere
they are fastened. At the runner plaies is a pair of similar straps
on each side, one running forward ond one aft. At the partners
is a plate of steel 3 x 2ft., to which are rivetted 4 steel straps,

2}^X'i6'n., crossing the deck beams and running from each
corner of the plate. The oak shelf is 5 x 5in., the steel gussets
being forged witti a lug through which are two lag screws into tie
shell. The butts of the planking are between the frames, each
having a s eel butt strap, about 3in. wider than the plank, the
plank ends being bolted to the strap with two screw bolts. The
planksheer and bulwarks are of mahogany, teak not being obtain-
able. In the Burgess boats the planksheer is of oak, and in the
Paine boat of white pine. The interior of the Fife boat is not un-
like the nlan published in the Forest and Strea3I of Dec. 9, 1886,

hj Mr. Fife.
The Oweenee has a very neat housing for the heel of the bow-

sprit, hardly to be called bitts, as there is no place to make fast a
line or chain; in fact, it is a problem with these boats as to what
they are to ride to. The heel of the bowsprit is covered by a piece
of J4in. steel plate, ISin. long, bent into a semi-circular form on
top, the sides of the plates being rlveited to angles, which in turn
are bolted to the deck. The fl.d hole is cut through the oppo.sit6

Bides of this tunnel, in which the heel of the bowsprit fits neatly.

Below the deck are two oak braces, 85*xgM» bolted np on the under
Bide ef tlw ^ibshjm an,* r^nolHS^ from tfte firet steol friwae )t9?w»pd

to a point beneath the bitts, where thev meet. In the Fife boat
the deck beams are of hackmatack, sided 3J4in. and moulded 3in.,
with steel angles on each steel frame. The wood beams are soaced
about 3ft. apart, and between them are oak battens, IJjtxlJ^in.,
screwed to the deck. All of the boats are planked witn yellow
pine, the bottom of the Fife boat, however, being oak. The spars
are made in the yard, spruce sawn in two and hollowed, after
which the parts are dowelled together and the joint made with
cotnmon glue. Nearly all the boats, including the Paine craft,
will steer with tillers.

MUSTERED OUT.
THE wreck that meets the eye of the visitor to Lawley's yard

is about as thorough and complete as can be imaeinpd, and
the first impression is that a fire, a cyclone, or some force of
nature has been at work, and that it ia not the deliberate and pre-
meditated labor of man. What was but a few weeks pince a
handsome and graceful vessel, the most famous yacht that has
ever spread canvas, is now hardly less a wreck in reality and ap-
pearance than the battered old hookers whose bare hones lie

bleaching along Cape Cod. The ground beneath the ways is cov-
ered with broken joiner work, good only for kindling wood, and
with scraps and fragments of plates, angle bars and rivets, while
above this sombre foreground projects the long bare keel and
garboarde, above which rises the fore portion of the centerboard
trunk. Above the keel the midship Section of the yacht stands
out in i-elief , where the break has been made, while the gaping in-
terior shows broken bulkheads and doors opening nowhere. All
of this portion above the sheer strake, including bulwarks, rail
and planksheer, is gone, leaving only the frames and plating
with the accoropanyicg joiner work, from a point abaft the true
midship s ction out to and including the overhang. This latter
has been shorn of its peculiar upper part, to be replaced, it is to
be hoped, bv something rather more in keeping with a yacht.
The passing of Volunteer, her mustering out, is something

without parallel in y achting; it is no unusual thing for a yacht to
he materially changed, in hiill and in nams, nor is it uncommon
for one to disnppear fiom the Yacht List through wreck or
through being sold into trade; bui it is a new thing for a yacht
siill in the height of her fame, a yacht wtiose record is unbroken,
to be delioerately obliterated from the fleet. Though two of her
classmates have already preceded her to the ranks of thesohooner
fleet, the cases were very different. Atlantic was changed
merely in rig, the old name being retained, with no alterations in
model. Priscilla when converted into a schooner, was materially
altered about the keel, her name at the same time being changed
to Elma, but the identity of the hull was still retained. In the
case of Volunteer, howevpr, there can be nothing in common be-
tween the old ship and the new one that is soon to rise on her
keel, and it seems as though everything possible had been done
to separate the two; to end the reputation of Volunteer, with
hardly a defeHt on her record, and to endow the new boat witli a
distinct identity of her own. .Should she prove a success or a
failure it must be as the Phcenix. or by whatever name she may
in the future be known, and not as the famous Volunteer, the
nearest approach that has yet been seen, or is soon likely to be, to
that nebulous creation, a 90ft. sloop.
Volunteer, more than any other yacht, has won the hearts of

Ihe people of America; her name is a familiar word in localities
where white sails and broad waters are mere indefinite concep-
tions, and her victories have been hailed with delight by thous-
ands who know nothing of yachting and who care even less for
sport. Not many, perdaps, have realized it, but she, even more
than her sisters before her, was the embodiment of America's
supremacy on the high seas, and at a time when there was noth-
ing for America to boast of in eitherthe Navy or the commercial
marine; ana it is in a measure from this standpoint that she
appealed to many who have no interest in yachting. Coming just
when 1 hey did, the victories of her and her sisters served a far
broader and higher purpose than that of mere sport in wak-
ing up the whole country, the Mississippi Valley, the great West,
and the Pacific Coast to the vital fact that America must prepare
to delend herself on the seas, that the waters which bore out a
friendly challenger might snme day serve to flout a hostile fleet.

The thought that the old Volitnteer has parsed away will bring
a pang to many who have never seen her, but who have followed
her victorious career with pride and pleasure, and to those who
have known her as she sailed up the Bay on that day in 1887. or as
she led the fleet up Vineyard Sound, the sight of her dismembered
hull is a sad one. From a practical standpoint the coange is per-
haps a wise one, as there was little left for her to do in lier old
class, while in the event of any possible break in the present
deadlock in international racing, and a challenge from Valkyrie
or a yacht of similar size, she would have been degraded to the
task of beating the smaller boat, a fate that has at least been
saved her: her victories thus far have been over only worthy foes.

PHILADELPHIA Y. C—The regatta committee announces
the following very complete programme for the season of 1891,

under date of May 15: May 30, opening day; particulars in future
orders; June 6, first championship race, for ail classes; second prize
in each class if two or more start, .$10; June 15, annual regutta for
all classes; June 20, sweepstakes 1 ace. The entrance fee in each
class will be $10. and in each class where four or more start the
club will add $50. In each class where four or less start the stakes
and prizes will be divided—75 per cent, to the flrst yacht and 25

per cent, to the second. Where more than four start they will be
divided—70 per cent, to the first yacht, 20 per cent, to the second
and 10 per cent, to the third. Entries, iuelosing cheek to be made
to Mr. A. P. Bancroft, before June lU, at 12 M. June 2Y, ladies'

day, race and informal hop at club house, for yachts in cruising
trim. In order to be entitled to prizes yachts must carry ladies
as follows: Schooners, first and second class sloops, three and
not over five; third, fourth and fifth classes, two and not over
three. Suitable prizes will he awarded to the winners in each
class. July 3 to 8, club cruise, particulars to be announced; July
18, chpmpionship race, second prize in each class if two or more
start $10, July 25, sweepstakes race; Aug. 1, ladies' day; annual
cruise, date to be announced; Sept. 12, championship sail off for
all classes, open only to winners m one of the previous champion-
ship races. Special outside race for flrst and third classes dale
and particulars to be announced. Special programmes for each
race will be issued in due course. Tne committee will be glad to

arrange additional races should prizes be offered. The commit-
tee restTves the right to invite visiting yachts to enter any of the
races, and with the exception of opening day, annual regatta and
club cruises, to change order of races and dates hy giving due
notice. In order to encourage Corinthian sailing, a special prize
will be awarded to the winning yacht in each class, if sailed
under the Corinthian rule. This rule applies only to yachts of
40£t. racing length and under. Tue attention of owners intending
to enter their yachts for the races is particularlv called to See. 1,

Rule VII. of the racing rules as revised, which requires all yachts
to be measured before they can he entered for any race. Addison
F. Bancroft (chairman), Francis Green, John A, Lehman, Kegalia
committee, P. Y. O.

EASTERN Y. C—The handicap races of the Eastern Y. O. will

be sailed on May 30, the start being made at 10 45 A. M. The han-
dicap will be fixed by the regatta committee, and will be declared
at the clubhouse on the evening of May 29. Entries must he re-

ceived by Edward Burgess, Sears Building, before 3 P. M. Thurs-
day, May 28, and must spe ify whetner the yacht be in racing or
cruising trim. The following prizes are offered: First class

schooners $100, second class schooners $75, fifth class sloops $50,

sixth class sloops $50, seventh class sloops 850. All classes will

sail one of the following courses, to be designated by flag to be
hoisted on the committee steamer at 10.30. From starting line,

leaving sp-ndle on Tom Moore's, Tinker's island and outer breaker
buoy (off Pig rocks) on starboard. Graves whistling buoy and
Eastern Y. C. turning buoy on port to finish line. Allowance for
24 miles. From starting lino, tiie reverse of course C. leaving all

marks on the opposite hand, to finish line. Allowance for 24 miles.

From starting, to and around a barrel hearing a red flag, anchored
10 miles to windward (or leeward), leaving it on starboard, and
return to the finish line. Allowance for 20 miles. The new sea
mark for the outer angle of the cluo'i 24 mile course i« a white iron
spar buoy with white metal flag, placed 8 miles E N, from the
Graves whistling buoy and 8 miles S E % S from Marblehead
Rock. The race programmes issued last year and this hy the
Eastern Y. C, are ahead of anything yet produced; a good chart
of the entire course is given, with colored reproductions of the
course and atarting flags.

XARA, cutter, the Burgess 40, is now in charge of Capt. Mason,
formerly mate of Bedouin under Capt. Pittuck, who is fitting her
out at Lawley's for the trip to Newhurgh, where her new owner,
Mr. Alfred Kayne, resides. Capt. Pittuck has retired from yacht
sailing, being in very comfortable circumstances, and is living at
Wivenhoa,
ALBORAK. the Paine 46-footer. is now in Lawley's large shed

iust ahead of Oweenee, and will follow that craft into the water,
being a little less advanced. She Is planked and the dock is laid,

but little progrese han been made lasidei a|;d It wiU » pw&tb

TONS VS. RATING.—The new term rating has proved a puz-
zler to many, and we notice one expert who has evidently not
mastered its meaning, as ho hahitu'illy ppeaka of a 60-ton rater,
or 10-ton rater. As a unit of yacht measurement, the term rating
has no relation to eitber tons on the onehand orfeet on tbe other;
it measures neither size nor length, but establishes a new and
arbitrary unit. So far as tons go, there is no possible relation bt-
tween ayachi's tonnage and her rating, in fact a 10-tonner. such as
Queen Man or Clarissa, is a 2fJ-rater. The term "sail tons" was at
til St n?ed in tne same way as rating, but when tlie new length and
sail area rule was finally adopted by the Y. R. A. the name rating
was employed, and has since come into general use in (Ireat
Britain. The form of the word is certainly a very^ awkwurd one,
but as a definite unit of measurement it is a great improvement
over "tons," which meant of itself absolutely nothing, owing to
the various modes of measuring tonnage. A yacht's rating is
found by multiplying her lengih on waterliae hy her total sail
area, and dividing the product by 8,000.

IRENE.—This yacht of 40 rating was launched from Messrs. A.
and ,1. Inglis's shipyard, Pninthonse, on May 3, and proceeded im-
mediately to Gou rock Bay to fit out for sea. The yacht will be
joined by her owner. Prince Henrv of Germany, brother to the
Emperor, on the 10th inst., wnen she will sail for Kiel. The Irene
ijas been designed by Mr. G. L. Watson, and is in charge of Capt.
Maskell, late nf the racing yawlLorna. She is very much of a
Watson type of cutter, witn a little extra gripe forward, and is
a particularly hanrlsome cutter in the water. The deck fittings
are substantial and plain. The saloon has a highly embossed flock
in the panels overhead, and the plainest of French cretonnes round
about. The starboard cab'n sofa is in blue velvet, backed by
carved walnut. The port sofa is supplanted by a couole of massive
easy chairs for the Prince and Princess, a departure in designing
which will no doubt be followed. The ladies' cabin ia done up in
a pale cretonne, with walnut and yellow pine fittingt. m which
good taate and a charming simplicity are equally prominent.—
Fi£ld.

MONTGOMERY SAILING CLUB.—Third regatta. May 17.
Course, Nor^lsto^vn to Indian Creek. Distance, 5 miles. Wind,
very strong northwesterly:

< Length. Start. Finish. Corrected.
Playford, tuckup 15.00 1 40 00 3 47 50 1 07 50
Cocktail, tuckup 15.00 1 40 Oi) 3 05 00 1 35 00
Gracie, skiff 12.00 1 30 00 Capsized.
Stranger, sharpie 15.00 1 40.00 Withdrew.
This was one of the worst winds ever encountered by this club

on a race day. The tuckup .1. S. Lever capsized before the start,
h?r bow being driven under when running beiore the wind. At
the end ol one mile the Stranger quit, and Cocktail and Gracie
each turned in a reef. At 1^ miles the Gracie capsized.

OSWEGO Y". C—We have received the year book of the Oswego
Y. C, a neat canvas-bound volume containing the list of mem-
bers, club rules, eic, and also the constitution, sailing rules, etc.,
of the Lake Y. R. A., of which body the Oswego Y. C, is an im-
portant member. The frontispleee to tne book is a reproduction
of a photo of the Lake fleet leaving Oswego Harbor for the start
on the occasion ot last year's regatta. Tbe list includes 24 honor-
ary and 170 active members. Maps of the harbor and of the club
moorings are also given. The officers are; Com., Allan Ames;
Vice-Corn., Swits Condd; Capt., J. P. Phelp?^; Sec'y-Treas., W. E.
Lee; Meas., W. P. Judson; Fleet Surgeon, J. sV. Eddy. The open-
ing cruise, to Big Sodus Bay, will take place on May 29-80.

MINEOLA.—Mr. Belmont's new 46 is a handsome white craft
with a low freeboard and a big rig, but with rather more life to
her sheer aft than her predecessors, and a better looking boat in
consequence. She had Uer trial trip on May 13, with Capt. Harry
Haff and Mr. Burgess on board, beating down the harbor with a
good breeze, and carrying her lower sail very well. She will
leave for New York this week, making her moorings at Hemp-
stead, and will enter all the races about New York Bay and the
Sound.
YACHT RACING ASSOCIATION.—We have received from

the publishers, Messrs. Harrison & Sons, London, the new Y. R.
A. book for 1891, contaimng the rules, time allowances, etc. We
notice a change in the method of measuring sails wittiaround
head or leaon, such as the ordinary lug or a sail extended by
battens, as in a canoe. The new provisiou is that the extra por-
tion must he measured and included in the area.

OWEENEE.—Mr. Turner's new cutter now lies in the laige shed
at Lawley's, her bottom and decks beicg completed, and sDe will
be ready for launching this week. Har interior, which is finished
in white pine, is only partly completed, and ttiere is no prospect
of her beine ready for tbe May 30 race of the Eastern Y. 0. Cap-
tain Cbas. Barr and young Jobn are busy about her and the in-
terior has been painted with red lead from keel to deck. H- r
spars are nearly ready but it will be several weeks before she can
make a trial trip.

DRAGON.—The new racing 20, Dragon, Mr. Hill, arrived at
Kingstown on May 6, from the Clyde (Fairlit) in a strong .S.S.W.
breeze. She behaved very well on the passage and proved on the
whole a very good boat at sea. Tne crew are quite satisfied with
her betiavor and she wiU, no doubt, be faster in a light breeze
than the former Dragon, while she is greatly admired by critics.
The vessel is daily expected at Southampton.—KeM.
SAVIN HILL Y. C—The Savin Hill Y. C. has just made a

change in its measurement rule, adopting the old Atlantic Y. C.
rule, now obsolete, oaving been discarded hy both the Atlantic
and Larchmont clubs in favor of the Seawanhaka rule. The
Savin Hill Y. C. will have to take longer steps than this if it would
keep abreast of the times.

SAYONARA.—The new Thayer 46 was out last week on Law-
ley's ways, and after painting she will be ready save for a delwy
over her blocks, whicb has prevented the bending of her sails.
Capt. Nat Watson will probaolv bring her around to New York
as soon as she is c jmpleted, as Mr. Thayer proposes to enter the
New York races.

WAIF—PERL—Mr. Gouverneur Knrtright has exchanged his
sloop Waif for the sloop Peri, owned by Mr. F. P. Sands. Mr.
Sands has lately purchased the cutter UVira, which reached
Newport from Halifax on May 14, after a run ot live days fi-om
Halifax.

YACHT DESIGNING.—Tbe last number of Lc Y^acht to hand
contains the translation of the interesting articla on designing,
which appeared in the Herald last fall from the pen of Mr. A.
Gary Smith. The article ts translated by Mr. Smith's permission.

FANCY, Mr. C. F. Lyman's new 90-footer, is now in the small
shed at Lawley's, her outboard worK, being nearly completed.
She will have a cockpit and an after cabin, and will be very neatly
arraoged below, though the space is somewhat restricted.

LARCHMONT Y. C—On May 16 the formal opening of the
season took place at the Larchmont club house with the usual
ceremonies, Cappa's band being in attendance.

BE ATRIX,—This centerboard 48, for Messrs. Byrant & Prince,
has been hurried along by Fidsbie, at Salem, and will be launched
on Monday next, hut it is very doubtful whether she w.ll be in
any sliupe by May 30.

GLORIANA.—The Herreshoft' 46 is nearly ready, and should be
in good shape before the flrst of tne Now York races. She is being
rigged by BiUman, of Boston, while Wilson & Silshy have made
her sails.

NEW ROCHELLE Y. C—Com. Abbett and a large number of
the members of tne New Rochelle Y. C. were on hand on May 16
to open The season in due form.

ILDERIM.—The Vanderbilt 46-footer is now afloat in Lawley's
basin, but laid up for an indefinite time, her owner being abroad.

CHELSEA Y''. C—This club is building a club house 55x35 at
Cnelsea, Mass., near the bridge, to be ready next month.

SIREN, steam yacht, has been sold by W. H. Harrison to Rich
art! Pease, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

ELF, steam yacht, has been sold hy Geo. H.Flint to H. W.
Bates, of New York.
CONSTELLATION, schr., Mr. E. D. Morgan, is fitting out at

Port Jefferson.

SULTANA, steam yacht, T. L. Park, arrived at Malta on
May 12,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. M. W.—Either of the arms wiU answer well; we should

choose the .32

H. D. O.. Newark, N. J.—What is the best bait to use for German
carp, also the size hookV They are a Tery wary fish, and only oc-
casionally take the ordinary worm. Ana. Carp are spawning now
and should not he eaten. The fluttering-fly tias been used with
success. (S^rasshoppers have proved killing for surface fishing.

Corn bread, wheat bread or dough mixed with cotton are gener-
ally used. Grains of wheat and barley, maggots and larvse of the
wasp are favorite German baite. Hooks suitable for black base
will do lor c«.r(K»slz«8 0 to i ore iued In stilltfl^biai; for b««a.
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FIXTURES.
MAY.

16. lantlie, Spring, Woodside. 30-31. Springfield Meet, Calla
Sbasta.

lUNE.
6. Hoisting Sail Competition, New York, Sandy Hook Race

Brooklyn. 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
6. Yonkers. Annual, Yonkers. Beach.

13. New York, Arannal, S. 1. 37. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
18. Rochester, Coring Regatta, — . lanthe. Spring, Passaic fiiv.

Irondequoit Bay.
JXTLT.

9. Rochester, Sailing Trophy, 15-29. Northern Division Meet,
Irondequoit Bay. Pigeon Lake.

11-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast 23. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
Island. Irondequoit Bay.

AUGUST.
6-37. A. 0. A. Meet, Lake Cham- 27. Rochester, Sailing Trophv,

plain. Irondequoit Bay.
SEPTKMBER.

5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. lanThe. Ann., Passaic River. Irondequoit Bay.
7. lanthe. Annual, Woodside.

A. C. A. REGATTA PROGRAMME. 1891.
HEODI-AK EYENTS.

NO. 1. Paddling and Sailing Combined.—One-half m'le al^er-
nately, 3 miles.

No. 2. Paddling.—Half mile straightavray.
No. 3. Sailing.—Four and a half miles, same rig and ballast as

in Race No. 1. (These three races to constitute the record races.)
No. 4. Trophy Paddling.—One mile straightaway. Exempt from

one-man-one-canoe rulp.
No. 5. rrlimited Sailing Race.—No limlti to rig or ba^as^ Time

limit, two hours and a half; 6 miles. Starters in the trophv race
to be selected from 'his race. See Rule S.

No. 6. Trophy Sailing.—No limit to rig or ballast. Time limit,
three and a half hours; i) miles. Starters to be selected as by
Rule 5.

No. 7. Novice Race.—No limit to r'g or ballast; distance, 3 miles;
open only to men who have not sailed a canoe prior to Sapt. 1,

No. 8. Sailing, "The Pf oowsic Cup."—Pour and a half miles; no
limit to rig or ballast. Winner of Trophy barred.
No. 0. Saihng, Club Race.—To be sailed on an L course, one leg

a mile and the other leg half a mile, to sail twice over the course;
distance, 3 miles. First three memters of anv one club to count;
no club can be represented unless it enters at least three men; to
be called early in the meet.
No. 10. Cruising Race.—Open only to "General Purpose Canoes:"

distance, 6 miles. Details to be posted. To be held early in the
meet.

OTHEH EVENTS.
No. 11. Paddling War Canoe Race.—For crews of not less than

ten; half mile straightaway.
No. 12. Paddling Tandem.—Half mile "traightaway.
No. l.S. Paddling Club Fouib.—Half mile straightaway.
No. 14. Sailing Upset and Maneuvering.—Open only to "General

Purpose Canoes." No special appliances to sails, no limit to bal-
last; at signal, throw over and recover paddle; second signal,
canoe to be tipped over until top of toremast touches the water.
Canoes to be ugh ted and cross finish line under sail.
No. IT). Paddkng Upset.—Usual conditions.
No. 16. Hurry Scurry.
No. 17. Gymnastics.

THE A. C. A. RACING RULES.
EULE I.—A canoe, to compete in any race of the A. C. A., mu«t

b» sbarp at both ends with no counter stern or transom, and
capable of being efficienily paddled by one man, and must come
within the prescribed limits as follows: Maximum length, 16ft
and for that length a maximum beam of SOin., minimum beani'
38in. Beam may be increased J^in. for each full inch of length'
decreased. No canoa shall have a draft of more t han lOin.. except
the unclassified boats, to which cla^s the limits of length and
breadth only f.hall apply.
In centerlioard canoes, the l:etl outside of the garboard shall

not exceed Itilin. in depth, including a metal keel band of not over
Min. deep. Tnc centerboard must, not drop more than 18in. below
the garboard, and when hftuted up must not project belov/ the
keel. Canoes without centerboards may carry keels not over Sin
deep below garb'-ard, and not weighing more than 3Blbs. L°e-
bowrds may be csrried by canoes not having centerboards.
Meamremcnt.—Th.e leneth shall be taken between perpendicu-

lars at the fore side of stem and the aft side of stern. The beam
at the widest part, not including the beading, which shall not
exceed l^sin. iu dipth. If def-per it shall be included in the
beam. Tne word "beam"' shall mean the breadth formed by the
fair lines of the boat, and the beam at and near the waterliae
shall bear a reasonable proportion to the beam at thegtmwalo.
The "i^eneral purp >afc" canoe shall be one which conforms to' the

above conditions, and, in addition, has a well not less than 16m
v?ide for a length of 3ft. 61n.. with a sleeping space of 6ft., of which
at least 5ft. shall be clear. There must be no projecting center-
board when housed. The sliding seal shall not be Linger than the
beam of the boat, and no standing -ail shall be used. The regatta
committee may rule out any canoe which in their opinion does
not conform to the spirit of these regulations.
The foregoing rules of measurement shall not boeinterpreted to

disqualify any canoe built prior to Jan. 1, 1S90, which conforms to
tne rules prior to ihaL date.
RtLLB II.—None but members of the American Canoe Associa-

tion, unless upon the invitation of the regatta committee, shall be
permitted to enter its races, and no canoe shall enter that is not
enrolled on the secietary's books, and no member who is in
arrears to the Association shall compete in any race or claim any
prize while such arrears remain unpaid.
No canoe shall be entered at any one meet by more than one

man. The "crew" of each canoe shall consist of one man only
unless the programme of the regatta states the contrary. Mem-
bers must paddle or sail their own canoes.
A canoe which is not owned or used for racing by any other

member present, shall be deemed to be the canoe of the member
bringing it to camp. In double canoe r ces the owner may aasr-
ciate any oth<=r member with himself.
Rule 111.—All entries must be in writing, on the blanks pro-

vided, and must be handed in to the regatta committee within
such time as they may direct.
Rule IV.—Every canoe entering, except for an upset race, must

have her entry number conspicuously placed on canoe or man
when paddling, and on both sides of mainsail while sailing. The
clerk of the course will provide each man, when he makes his
entry, with three prints of his number on cloth.
Rule V.—Flags shall be given as prizes as follows; A first

prize m each race, and a second in each race where more than
two finish.

The winners of the paddling trophy, the sailing trophy and the
first record men shall be given large practical bunting flags, with
the year and race plainly marked thereon, and the five best flags
at the disposal of the regatta committee shall be given to the first
five record men. Prizts donated for special races or competitions
may be accepted at the discretion of the regatta committee. No
prizes of money shall be raced for.
2?aces.—There shall be three record races. No. 1. paddling and

sailing combined; No. 2, paddling; No. 3, sailing. To obtain a place
on record, a contestant must enter and finish in all three record
races. None but men who have entered for the record will be
allowed to enter in any record races. Only such contestants as
finish in all three races will receive a credit number according to
position, relative to each other in each race. The highest number
given in each race being equal to the number of the contestants
the next one less, and so on; the three numbers given added
together give the credit amount on the record.
In ca'^e of unavoiflable accident which prevents a man from

finishing in any one race, the regatta committee may, at its dis-
cretion, permit such canoe to enter the other two races, and her
marks to be counted tor the record, but ho shall receive zero for
the race which he does not finish.
The contestant obtaining the highest aggregation of pelnta

becomes the leading honor man for the year.
There shall be a race for the paddling trophy. The total num-

ber of contestants shall be unlimited.
There shall be a race for the A. C. A, sailing trophy.
Corditions as follows: Sailing canoe. A. C. A. rules, no limit to

rig or ballast, time limit 3?^ hours, distance 9 miles. Accredited
repre8ent;ative8 of foreign clubs, not exceeding five in number,
shall be ellffible. In case of more than five fureiga entries, tbe

first five received shall be eligible to start. The total number of
Btarters shall not exceed flftefn, and the ten or more vacancies
(after deducting the foreign entries) shall he .selected from compe-
titors in the speoial "unlimited race," as follows; The regatta
committee shall nominate i wo, juid the balance (after deducting
foreign entries) shall be taken from the leading men at the finish
in their order.
Rule VI.—The mode of turning stakeboats. and all directions

for each race, shall be anncunced in tlie programme of the regatta
committee or posteil on the bulletin board one hour before the race
is called; and any competitor not knowing the course, or mistaking
it. or not following theKe rules, does so at his own risk. Stake-
boats and buoys will bf left on the port hand when not stated
distinctly to the contrary. The committee shall have the power
to change the direction of the race at any time before the first
signal and shala indicate the same by the flags, according to
Rule 13.

Rule VIL—No pilotage or direction from any boat or from the
shore will be allowed, and any one accepting such assistance may
be disqualified.
Rule VIII.—A canoe touching a buoy or other canoe, unless

wrongfully compelled to do so by another canoe, shall be dis-
qualified. In case of a foul, the non-fouliog canoe must go over
the course, unless disabled beyond the possibility of temporary
repair, in order to claim the race. Every canoe must stand by its

own accidents. If a canoe, in consequence of the violation of the
rules, shall foul another canoe, or compel another canoe to foul
any canoe, buoy or obstruction, or to run aground, she shall be
disqualified.
Rule TX.—Should the owner of any canoe, dulv entered for a

race, consider that he has (air ground of complaint against
another, he must give notice of same before leaving his boat on
the finish of the race, to the .iudge, and must present the same in
writing to the regatta committee within one hotir of the judge's
decision, if appealed from said decision.

The sum of one dollar shall be deposited with en ch appeal, to
be forfeited to the Association should the appeal not be sustained.
The regatta committee shall, after hearing such evidence as
they may deem nrces'=ary, decide the appeal, and the decision, if

unanimous, shall ho final; but if not unaniraous; a 'second appeal
may l)e made to the executive committee, whose decision shall be
final.
No member cf either committee shall take part in the deci.sion

of any question in which he is interested. In all cases whi^re a
protest is lodged on the ground of fouling, evidence of actual con-
tact shall be necessary to subptanilatf? tbe protest. The regatta
committee shall, without protest, disquaiify any canoe which, to
their knowledge, has committ<Kl a breach of the rules.

PADDLING RACES.
Rule X.—Paddling races shall be started by the starter asking,

"Are you ready?" On receiving no answer he shall say "Go." If he
considers the start unfair he mav recall the boats, and any canoe
refusing to start again shall be distanced.
The rombined paddling and sailing race sitall be started in the

same manner, the word "Go" being immediately followed by a
gun.
Rule XL—A canoe's own water is rhe straight couise from the

station assigned it At starting. Any canoe leaving its own water
shall do so at its peril; but if the stern of one canoe is a canoe's
length ahead of the bow of anothi r the former may take the water
of the latter, which then becomes its own vyater, and ifshall only
leave it at its peril,

SAILISa RACES.
Rule Xlf.-The paddle shall not be used in sailing races, except

for steering when the ruddpr is disal led, or for shoeing cfl when
aground, afoul of anything, or in extreme danger, as from a pass-
ing steamer or from asq jall.
Rule XUI.—F ve minutes before the s'art a signal willbe given

and a blue flag hoisted, and four minuies later a second signal
will be givfu and a red flag hoisted, and on<» minute later a third
signal will be given to start and an A. C. A. flag hoisted and left
up.
Any canoe which crosses to the cottrse side of the starting line

prior to tbe third signal, must return above the line andrt^ cross
It, keeping out of the way of all cnmpeiing canoes, using the
paddle if necessary; but after the third signal the start shall be
considered as made, and all canoes on either side of the line fha1l
tie amenable to the sailing rules. Canoes may take any position
for starting, and, prior to the third signal, may be sailed and
worked in any manner (jutside aid not allowed), A gre°n flag
displayed signifit 8 that buoys are to be left to s'arb'-ard, a red
flag means to port. The regal ta committee may vary the manner
of starting at their discretion, but all sailing races should be
started to windward when practicable.
Rule XIV.—All shiftable ballast, except centerboards, shall be

carried within the canoe, and no fixed ballast shall be carried
below the keclband. Ballast may be shifted, but no ballast shall
be taken iu or thrown out during a race.
UuLE XV.—A canoe overtaking another shall keep out of the

way of the latter; but when rounding any buoy or vessel used to
mark out the course, if two canoes are not clear of each other
when tbe leading canoe is close to and is alterine her helm to
round the mark, the outside canoe must giv^e the other room to
pass clear of the mark, which ever canoe is in danger of fouling.
No canoe shall be considered clear of another unless so much
ahead as to give free choice to the other on which side she will
pass. An overtaking canoe shall not, however, be justified in at-
tempting to establish an overlap, and thus force a passage
between the leading canoe and tne mark after the latter has al-
tered hor helm for rounding.
Ruli3 XVI.—Canoes closfUauled on the port tack shall ijive way

to those on the starboard tack. In the event of a collision being
imminent, owing to the canoe on the pr)rt tack not giving way,
the canoe on the starboard tack shall luff and go about, btio shall
never bear away. A canoe on the port tack compelling a canoe
on the starboard tack thus to give way, forfeits all claim to the
prize.
Rule XVII.—Canoes going free shall always give way to those

closehauled on either tack.
Rule XVIIl.—When canoes closehauled are approachine a

shore, buoy or other obstruction, and are so close that the lee-
wardmost cannot tack clsar of the canoe to the windward
of her, and by standing on wottld be in danger ot fouling
the obstruction, the canoe to windward shall, on being
n quested, go about, and the canoe requesting her to do so shall
also tack at once.
Rule XIX.—Should two or more canoes be approaching a

weather shore or any ohsti uctinn with the wind free, and be so
close to each other that the wt athf rmost one cannot bear away
clear of the one to the leeward of her. and bv standing on would
be in danger of running aground or of fouling the Obstruction,
then the canoe that is to leeward shall, on being requested, at
once bear away until sufiicient room is allowed for the weather-
mo^t canoe to clear the obstruction.
Rule XX.—A canoe may luff as she pleases in order to prevent

another fi-om nassing her to windward, provided she begins to
luflf before an overlap has been established. An overlap is estab-
lished when an overtaking canoe has no longer a free choice on
which side she will pass, and continues to exist as long as the
leeward canoe by luffing, or I he weather canoe by bearing away,
is in danger of fouling. A canoe must never bear a way out of
her course to prevent another passing to leeward; the "lee side
to be considered that on which the leading canoe of the two
carries her mainboom. The overtaking canoe, if to leeward,
must not luff until she has drawn clear ahead of the canoe she
has overtaken.
Rule XXL—A canoe may anchor during a race, provided the

anchor is attached or weighed on board the canoe during the re-
mainder of the race.
Rule XXIL—A change in these rules desired by any member of

the AssDciatio' shall be presented by the regatta committee, with
their approval or disapproval, to the executive committee for
final action, notice of such change having been given in the oflB-
cial organs at least two weeks before the meeting of the executive
committe'". at which they are to be acted upon.
Rule XXIfl.—In case of temporary vacancies in the regatta

committee the other members shall appoint substitutes.

RACING RULES AND REGATTA PROGRAMME.
WE publish this week the programme of races for the comiDg

meet of the American Canoe Association at Willsborough
Point, Lake Champlain, as drawn up by the regat+a committee,
Messrs. J Arthur Gage, L. B. Palmer and W. G. Ma( Kendrick;
and also the draft of the racing rules, in which are embodied the
changes decided on at the meeting of the executive committee
last November. This latter has still to recfive the formai ap-
pi oval of the executive committee, but no changes are likely to
be made in it. Tbe most important changes in the racing rules
are in Rule 1. and Rule XII,, the former including a defluH,ion of
a "General Purpose" canoe, and tbe latter making it imperative
that all proposals for a change of tho rules soall conie ihrongh
the regatta committee, and with at least two weeks' notice in
the official organs of the Association of the prooosed change.
Although this is in no way different from the practice hitherto
followed, the language is sufficiently dfflnite and emphatic as to
he understood by all, and will prevent any hurried or secret
changing of the rules without the knowledge of the members at
large. Tne need of some such restriction has been only too well
demonstrated by recent ^xperienc^8.
The definition of the "General Purpose" canoe is very good to

begin with, and even though as it should prove as useless as some
have predicted, it can rto no possible harm. The limit of depth
suggested last fall by the regatta committee, not over lam. from
h west point of sheer to bottom of keel, has been abandoned, and
a limit of lOin. extreme draft substituted, a change that is hardly
an improvement over the original suggestion. The establishment
of a specml racing class, as m-- ved bv Messr.'^. Butler anil Stephens,
with no limits save 16ft. length and SOin. btam, is indicated in
Rule I., but not clearly staled, the (;anoes being mentioned as
"unclassified boats," a term already in common use as applied to
canoe yawls, sueakboxes, etc Tiie intention was to offer oao race
for canoes not exceeding 16x30, but with no limit to drop of
board, depth of keel below rat.het, draft of water, sails or seats.
The details of the record races and prize flags have been mit in

bettor shape than before.
In the progrtimme the most important changes are the length-

ening of the cfiurses and the limning of the record sailino' race to
the rig used in the combined race, thus shutting out the standing
sail from the record. At the same time an unlimited race is
added, leaving altogether four sailing ruces still open to the
standing .sail. This new unlimited rac^ has been made 6 miles
the old one being iU, wh le the trophy sailing has been increased
by another round, making 9 in place of 75^ miles. The i ovice
race al«o has been marie 3 in jjlace of 1>5 miitrs; while the club
race has been made 3 miles in place ot 2. This lengiheiung of
the courses is hardly apt to be an improvement and will add to
the diftleu ty of gelling ofl' the long programme promptly. A
race is also set down tor war canoes, not less than 10 men in a
crew.

NOTHING LIKE LEATHER.
CANOE rigging is of two kinds, a little good and a great deal

very bad, nor is this latter confined entirely to the cruisers
and poor sailors; not a few of the cracks are by no means too
proud to use a two-legged tack, a bit of rope yarn, a shoe lace or
a lath nail, without regard to appearances so long as the thing
holds together for one race. There are some rigs in the racing
fleet which are models of careful workmanship,tbe neat^-st of spUees
and whippings, cartfully made blocks, and elaborate brasswork
but the great difflculty with thisclabs of work is that after spend-
ing one's spare evenings for a whole wmtf r in perfecting it the
first few trials afloat are apt to show a dozen things which must
be changed, a spar too heavy or too limber, a block in thp wrong
place, or a line itiat win not run freely. A cnsnge must be made
usually in a hurry, and the work of hours must be quickly cut
away, often to he replaced by any sort of a makeshift; and this
necessity for constant changes is responsible for much of the
slovenly and clumsy rigging ihat is seen on fir e canoes.

It is to Mr. Paul Butler, tne inventor of so many clever fittings
for canoes, that canoeists are indebted for a stvle of rigging that
is always neat and shipshape and yet capable of being quickly
and easily changed. In his later rigs Mr. Butler has employed
leather everywhere, using ft in place both of specifl brass fittings
and of lashings. When used about a canoe, as it was to a certain
extent at one time, leather was only a clumsy makeshift the
boom being joined to the mast iiy a .strap lashtd lo each in the
earlier R b Roys, and rough leather cleats being tmplo:sedfor
the tiny sJieets. As now used by Mr. Butler, the result is neat
and shipshape, and while not so elaborate as lashings it is in
even way more serviceable and convenient. Tiie boiim fasten-
ing is a plain co-lar of sole leather, made with • wo lugs, throuo-h
which and the end of tbe boom is a brj.ss f^ctfw holt. The end'bf
the boom and of all sp irs are ferruled with cartridge shells or
rather the partly drawn blanks from which shells are made At
the head of the mast the two Mock-s for the halliards are each
rivetted to the ends of a piece i f stout Ifatber, a screw-eye
through the center of the strap into the top of the mast eerving
to hold it in place and also to carry the toppiuglift. At the foot
of the mast, just above the boom fastening, is a piei e of leather
about 2in. wice, to which are ricetted the necessary blocks for
halliards and other lines, the leather being held to the mast by a
lacing similar t* that of a shoe. Ti'C two blocks for the halliard
on the yard are similarly fitted, being rivetted to a strap encir-
cling the yard and fastened by a Ucmg, .so that it may be loos-
ened and made fast in a new place in a few moments 'The leef
blocks on the boom are fastened in the same waj', and the prin-
ciple may be further extended m practice.
Another very useful device lately invented by Mr. Butler is acommon cotter or split p^n, of brass, the end of which is thi e ded

for a nut and lock nut, the, pin being about lin. long and 'i,ein
diameter. A bole is bored througn the ferruled ena of the boom
or yard, the split pin is sprung open and passed thirugh the
grommet in the sail and then closed and pass^ d through the hole
and the nuts screwed up, thus holding the sa l to the sp;ir iu place
ot a lashing. It can mstantly be cast off or put on, and is always
strong and neat. The same pin may be used to c«rry a bLck or
for other fastenings. With this arrangtrm^nt and ihe leather
fittings a spar cau be chang-d in a few mir^utes. while the loose
ends and slipping of the common twine lashings are entirely
avoided. Mr. Butter is now fitting up a new rig" for his latest
canoe, built last fall, a mainsail of 8t)ft. and a mizen of 60 each
with two battens and the sprit, as in the usual Lowell sail

'

BROOKLYN C. C—On May 9 the Brooklyn C. C. opened its
racicg season with two races, a sailing race for the club cup and
a paddling race for the Eudd ti'ophy. the results being. Sailing:

Start. Finish. Eiiipscd.
Eclipse 3 31 20 3 m iry

Seabright.... 3 32 00 3 66 07
Unqua ; ...i 3 31 40 3 69 4S
Gutnn 3 31 43 S SO 49
The course was 800yds* fliraightaway.
Paddling:

Unqua Robert J.Wilkin.
Eclipse F. L. Diinnell ,„
Seabright W. Wintringham 4 56 20
NEW CANOES.—Mr. Geo. L. Douglas has named his new

canoe, designed and built by himself. Tempest; while Mr. F. 0,
Moore will race the Tornado, a new Buggies canoe.

21 55
24 07
28 08
28 10

Finish.
4 55 37

....4 .55 45

WIRE ROPE FOR CANOES.-iJdifof Forest and Stream: While
making a purchase recently my aiteniiou was aitraci«-d to some
reels of flexible copper rope which 1 learned was chiefly used as

\ sash cord where the sizn of the work demanded extra strength.
,
Recognizing its peculiar fitness for steeling gear purposes I pur-
chased a sufficient quantity to give it a trial, the result of which
I will briefly state. It is a six strand rope with seven wire* to the
strand and has a core of four sirands of s>-ft cord. I worked eye
splices in the ends, and I would say in passing that it is very much
easier to splice than ordinary rope as the strands being of wire
"stay put" and do not straggle ab 'Ut like cotton or manilia. After
completing the spices, I worlted some thin copper into them for
tnimhles which gave thfm a very shipshape appearance. Now if
one dops not use a sprocket gear I would earnestly recommi^nd a
trial of copper rope as I feel confident that he will like it. After
using common rope, which I rejected i ecause it wa^ ursiyhtlv and
stretched badly, wire because it would not s'ow compactly when
tiDshipped, and safety chain which was not to be depended on
because it chafed through so quickly, I can at last say that in
copper rope I have foun.i a material that is open to none of the
above objections, and tor steer ng gears and boom bridles 1 do not
see how it can be bettered. If the above be no novelty to some
of your readers there are very many who do not know of it, and ic
is them 1 wish to reach.

—

Squawman.

NEWBURGH CANOE REGATTA.-New York, May 15 -The
Newburgh Canoe and Boating Association will hold their spring
regatta on June 27 next. There wiU be a race for 40ft. sloops and
cutters, open to all yacbt clubs; a race for cat boats 26ft. sailing
length and under owred on the Hudson between Yonkers and
Albany; a race for singk-harded cruisers, canoe yawls, St.
Lawrence skifts. etc., open to canoe clubs, Corinthian Navy and
Corinthian Mosquito Fleet; canoe races, single and tandem
paddling and sailing, open to all canoe clubs. The regatta com-
mittee are Messrs. C. L. Waring. Gardner Van Nostrand. Robert
.Tohnston, Fred C. Balfe and Charles S. WilHams. Entries and
communications are requested to be sent to Char es S. Wilhams
Chairman Rpgat' a Committee, Newburgh, N. Y. Entrlts to clo^e
Junf .22 Handsome prizes will be given In f ach class. The 40-
footers Choctaw, Moccasin and Clsra ate now owned by members
of this association.—Chas, S. Williams, Chairman Regatta
Committee.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: Morton C. Cobb.
Newton. Mass. Central Division: W. A. Greeson, Grand R»pids'
Mich.; Victor E. Montague, Traverse City, Mich.; Edward Van
Duyre, Syracuse, N. Y.
KNICKERBOCKER Y. C.-The season was formaUy opened for

the last time at the old grounds at Port Morris on May 18. The
club will soon move over to OoUege Point,
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FERGUSON'S PATENT

BefieetiB^ Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

mmmi ump.
With AiljnstaHe Attachments.
For Sportsmen and Others.
CttmbiuuB Huad J*ck,

Boas Jack, Fishlni;; I.amp,
Cautp L»mp, Oasli iLamp,
Belt i^antem, Hand I-an-
t«rn, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH L&MP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

UBEBT FERCUSON, OfflCB, 85 Fulton 5t. H.Y

OUR SOUVEN R TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILKINSON CO.,
269-271 State St., Cliicagro.
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Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting: the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increasesmy business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 8 joint, 6 strip, Sp'it Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form. length 9* 10

10|ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz
^ , Price' $3 72

No, 1, G, same as above but is GTermaa Silver Mounted '.
...... .V. " 8 82

No. 4, S joint, 6 strip Sp it Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings* complete in wood form' length
8J, 9, 9J, 10ft , weight 9, 104, 12, looz

^ Pnce 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted '.!'..'.'.!'.'.'.'.".'.'.',"..'.'.'.!'.".'."..".'.'.'.'.'.*.'.*.'.".'."*.'.','," " 3 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length Sft." weight 20oz. .!!.!'!"*! " 2 75
No. 8, same as No 7, bat is 3 joint

, .... " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft

'.
* " 90c

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, line finish, 25yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; BOyds.. $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Muitiplyinsr* Reels," Balance Handle!
Slidmg Click, Nickt.l Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., |2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 800yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F M. Brand Linen Reei
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut 15c per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ; 8ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 16c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
Sft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MARSTEHS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St,, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Send Se. stamtJ for Tl1n8tra.t(>d Ca.t».loim<>> for I8«l. OPBN EVENINGS. "

Tbc LEADING zvll-aroupd Carrjcra.
Uses regular Dry Plates which are sold everywhere, or Trans- ^tji j- <t
parent Film for 25 to 1 OO Pictures without reloading:. Prices vpIO TO IpOU.
WE DEVELOP AND FINISH THE PICTURES WHEN DESIRED, l/^ A KA A Q PTHE BtAIK CAMERA CO., Boston, Mass., also makers of the [\ /I IVl l\ I

j,

.ind other Photographic Apparatus. Branches: 808 State St., Chicago. 918 Arch St., Philadelphia.
JC. & H, T. ANTHONX & CO., Trade Agents, New York.
A/sfl sold by all Dealers in Photo Goods. Send for the Ha-vli-Eyc Booklet.

notice" t«ap-shooters"!
THE SECOND ANNU4L TOURNAMENT

OF THE

OP SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. T.,

Assisted Iby the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa'n,
WILL BE HELD

JUNE 2d, 3d, 4th and 5tli, 1891.

$3,000 IN CASH GUARANTEED.
This totirnament will be the largest of the season, and over 83,000 will be offered in guar

antefd purses and for highest averages Tr-e location of Saratoga and the facilities and
accommodations to be had there are well ki own to sportsmen throughout the country.
Nothing will be Ifft undone to make this shoot the grandest ever given in America. The
grounds will be open for practice matches on Monday, June 1st, and shooters are invited to
come prepared for a week's sdoot. For pr >gi ammes and furttier particulars addresst' pr >gi ammes and furttier particula

SAKATOaA GUJf CLUB, Saratoga Spiiug-s Y.

The Expert's High Grade Trap Cartridge
Owing to the demand for a thoroughly reliable and strictly fii-st class "Trap Cartridge,"

we have decided to put on the market a cartridge to be known as "The Expert's High Grade

Trap Cartridge. These cartridges are loaded with The ChamberUn Cartridge Co.'s '-High

Grade Trap Powder," which is made "exclusively and expressly" for these cartridges, and

which we know to be the best black powder for trap shooting made. In loading these car-

tridges the New Conical Base Climax Shells are used entu-ely. The specifications and lists of

these cartridges are as follows:

Load No. 30. 10-gauge Climax Shells, 3i drs. High Grade Trap Powder, \\ oz. No. 8 shot.

List S30.00 per M.
Wadded two 9 and one 10-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Load No. 33. 12-Gauge Climax Shells, 3 drs. High Grade Trap Powder, IJ oz. No. 8 shot.

List f27.50 per M.
Wadded two 11 and one 12-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Chilled shot $1.00 per M. net extra.

We solicit a trial of these cartridges and know that they wiU not fail to give the very best
of satisfaction. We are also prepared to load these or any of our regular trap or nitro-powder
cartridges in the new U. M. C. Co.'s "Trap" shell for which an extra chai-ge of $10.00 per M.
net will be made.

Send stamp for our list and discount.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO.,
I'LEVEIiAND, OHIO.

WOODCRAFT. X*Tio«, SX.OO.

MEACHAM ^AMMERLESS

GUN.

rOB SJOM BY FOBEST AND STBEAM FUBUSHIN6 CO,

TOP Snap,
iixtended Rib, Im-

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Kih, Double
tinder Fastening, Rubber Butt, Coinpen?ating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, c^^iU $36.9?
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GQ..ST.LQiiis.Ma

New Style Tent
FOB CANOEISTI AND HUNTERS.

Patented Jan. 13, 1891.

DESCRIPTIVE CIRnULAR AND PRICE LIST
MAILED ON APPLICATION.

A. S. COMSTOCK, Evanston, I I.

THE EAGLE
VThe Easiest Running Bicycle

intfie World.

SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

Large Illustrated Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE IVIFG. COIVIPANY,
STAMFORD, CONN".

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Poi ket edition on map-bond pap^ r $1.00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adti-ondack

region over publislied."—Jtor^sf a7ul Stream^

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-oond paprr, 50 cts.

GiiiUe Books.—The Adiroudacks, Illustrated,

16 mo , 2T2 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 ct.';.

Iiake George and Liake CLamplaiu, 2.5 cts.

iddress 8. R.. s'TODUAUD. Glens Falls, N. Y.

Package makes 5 gallo„r..

Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. ™££ a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
sent to anyone addressing

0. E. HIKES & CO.,

©AUGRAPji
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100,000 Daily Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
single Case, No. 1, - - - - S70.0O
Double Case, " 3, . - - - - 85.00
New Special, « 3, - - - - 100.00

For accotmt of speed contests and circulars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.
HAKTFORD, CONN.

Branch Offloss : 337 Broadway, New-York.
14 West 4tli i^treet, Cincinnati, O.
1003 Arch Street, FIxiladelpliia.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

Teufel the Terrier;
OR,

The Life and Adventures of

an Artist's Dog.
Told and illustrated by .T. YATES OARRING-
TON, and written by CHARLES MORLEY,

a friend of Teufel's.

A book wbicb has had wonderful popularity in
England. Paper. Price, 75 cents.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Broadway. New York.

LOG CABINS
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim -

plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into tlie woods and designing
to eonstrucb his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its

pages he will find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with full and clear in-

struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane.

DEAF^mm p<

•01. B«Ul«Bl;b7l'.Bno»,8e3£'inT.K-T. Wrltafgrbwkvfptvoar
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Agent for B. O. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIKEAIiMS, FISHING TACKXE, BICT-
CLES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS. MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS. SPORTING GOODS, Ae. IllTistrateii Catalogue, witii low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest A\T) Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

Alltodf. MlSleelPiis. AUllt
Is smoothest

running, strongest

in power, noted for

lightness, beautiful

in finish, full steel

pivots, patented side

plates, highest qual-

ity, unequaled.

Fine Rubber and
German Silver
Double Multiplying

Steel Pivot, Back-

sliding Click, Safe-

ty Band.

No. 1. 60yds.... $12 00
No. 3. lOOyds 13 50

BASS REEL

Modern bait
casting can only be

accomplished by
proper angling im-

plementa. This

popular and suc-

cessful method of

"Minnow Casting for

Black Bas^"

is made a pleasure

when using the

KOSIVIIC

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
NEW YORK, 241-243 Broadway. CHICAGO, 108 Madison St.

PHIIiADELPHIA, 1032 Cliestimt St.

nSHESHAN'S AUTOHATIG SEEL.
When a sportsman finds anj-tliing' Tvliicli adds to his pleasure, with-

out increasing his laoor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel,
First—It will wind up the line a hundred

time-' as tast as any other reel in the world.
SECOND—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Third—No flph can ever pet slack line with it

PouiiTH—It will save more fish than any
oihpr reel.
FiF3 H—It will prevent tipp, lines and snells

from hefne brokon by large fish.
SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely t)y the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, N.Y.

STBACnSE BAMBOO FUBNITUBE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO^

MANUFAOTUEERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK km CELLULOID HAUD &EASP. (Patent applied for.)

It IS light, fits and will nou blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the TJ. S. Order one tlii-ough your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. J'^et and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gana: trolling baits which we are maaufaeturing are the coming bait It
takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturiDg all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
THE OLD REMIITGTOIT GUl^ STOEE."

. . ^ ,
2S1 <& S83 Broadway, New Yorls.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO,
Maiuifacturers of and Dealers in

Salmon and Trout
FISHING TACKLE.

85 Germain Street, St. Jolm, If B.

OrflBfs promptly and oarefuUy executed.

FISHING TACKLE
Send for Catalo^e to

A. HARRIS,
163 Broad St., Providence, R. I.

ForSportsmen
TOURISTS

WASTIFF
SMOKING
TOBACCO

ISfflE
PA6KED 'NINTENT

CANVAS P0U6HE§
J'B-P/\6E-T0By\660 G?' F^IGHMONdVa

NEWYORK 179 WATER ST.-^

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sertion« are quickly
hanged from a M to 1% or 2oz. with

-1 No. 2, and from a 3 to SJ/o or 8cz. with
'.he No. 8. AH changes are mad©
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections lurnished to
tnnrease i he weigh t as may be d esired

.

Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
•ents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON L CO.,
51 John Street,

NEW YORK.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
, GILT OR SILVER.

Smgle Spoon'- $3 a dnz. Double Sp-'ous $4 a doz.
Sample by mail 25c. and 85c.

F. S. GRAVE-?, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. T.

CHICAGO FISHrNG TACKLE FACT'Y
565i Atlantic St., Englewood, Ills.

Tront FlioB a» 3, 6, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Osnts for IllubtkatM) Catalogtjb.

Of the fact that the outing season has arrived, it
is well to know where to purchase a reliable
Field or Marine Glass. We can sell tou a good
glass for $10, and a sup^^rior one for glo, includ-
ing sole leather case and strap.

Send for Illusthated Phice List.

E B. MEYFOWtTZ, OPTICIAJf,
S9o and. SQ7 'E'ou.vt'h. _A.ven.ne,

S. E. Cor. 23d st.. N. Y.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. Sm BEDrvrERE (19451).

Acknowledeed by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of .53 first and specia l prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dre'' Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophv twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee SloO.OO

Champ. PI.INLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand voune d'-s' is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMOK, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some food
stock. Stud fee f50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grind headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well 'Known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the onlv sou nf Ch. V-ilentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee. should ^^e much sought after bv Sfc-

Bernard breeders. Stud fee §35.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A f'elect strck most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMING KENNELS Meh-ose, Ma^s •

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TEBRIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Snffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NORIE--GUD^^nSE--SUE.
AT STDD. - - FEE S25.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

Tbe only Icnowii dog of any leptitatim by Count
NoWe out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. • is puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is Iar«e size, hea thy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having giod
bltohes, desiring to produce the perfectioi. of the field
trial strain of J'n.cllsh setters should address for pedi-
gree anil particulars,

Mo-^refield Rreeriing and Training Kennels
AV. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager Chctla, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersev Cattle andEough-Coated

St. Bernards f.ir snle.
Address A. H. Moore, ITH Spring Garden at., Phila., Pa.

MasHflF^ and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Tauntor^'s Champion

Bt>aufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for thf last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. " The
only kennel of Engrlisli Rlootlhounds in Am°r-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, o"- imported.
MasTifFnups from ni" Albion and BeBufort litters,
also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and creat p-ize winners Photographs.
25cts. J. WINGHELL Fair Haven, Vermont.

CHAllfNGE INGl^lQUlN ST STUD.
The fam^^us imported Irish se+ter Inchiquiu,

bred hi "Rev. Robert O'Calla han. Roc'^ ester, Eng.,
by his chamnion Shandon 11 out of lona. Win-
n>^r first at Boston, Lynn Chicago and Cleveland.
Th's is the most pbe-'iomenal dog of the season,
defeating the New York winner at two shows
under different judges. Puppies from this dog
for sale out of first prize winning bitches. For
terms, etc.. address

J. J. SCANLAN. Fall River. Mass.

MASTIFFS AT STUD.
Ormonde, rh. Victor Hugo ex ch. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class, Crvstal
Palace; urs+ and challenge cup. South Hnnp^on
Eng.; first Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng.
land and America: also from Esds'v'b and Elmet
granddaughters of B-'-aufort and Orlando. Photos
Sac, each. ^CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

fit m mm.
PONNEMARAKENNELS.-FINE IRISH
\J setters. At stud—RED RIVJiR GLKNCHu,
fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
§30. Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock. Tfcs'iraonial savs.

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.X Champion Bradford Harry, described in
show reports "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cta. A
limited number of Us puppies for sale. P. H.
COOMBS. 1 Exchange Bfoote. Bangor, Me.

Stud St. Bernard Sos-garth,
Rough-coated, imported, a heav.v-boned, long-
bodied, 33in. dog, combines the blood of cham-
pions Plinlimmon, Save and Bayard, admirably
adapted to ma'e with light-colored bitches. Also
Pat'ol, one of our best and largest smooths,
awarded ith prize open. 31 prize novi'-e class,
l"st N.Y. show. A litter of whelps, all regi,«tered,
sired by Sogararth. for sale reasonable. AddressJOHN KEEVAN, 195 King street, Brooklvn, N.Y.

HENMORE SH&MROCK
(Muskerry—Avoca), imported Irish setter at stud.A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee SBO Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY.

Pittsfleld, Mass.

TN THE STUD -THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-X ter Al, fee f35. Al was bred bv tlie late air
Allin and ti-ained on rutfed gronse bv his handler.
?t¥'.?J'^,PP'^.* *oi' sale. Address P. L.
NICHOLfa, o4 Taylor street, Springfield, Afass. tf

TN THE STUD. - CHAMPION HECTOR.X smooth-coated St. Bernard. Fee $50. or the
second choice of the litter of a few approved
bitches. A. M. MURRAY, 138th styeet and North
Biver, New York,
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FIELD TRIALS
AND

CELEBRATED DOGS.
AFTER

Paintings by J, M. TRACY.
Reproduced by the Artotype Process.

$1.00 EACH.
Also 37 Photographs of well known dogs and

shooting scenes, average framing size

about 48x28, $3.00 each.

SEisriD wo:r ctrctttl.ajei.

^FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO.
'/ ^ 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

JUST READ THIS OFFER.
We otter to sell you a can of "CYNOLINA,''' to be paid for when you find it does as

represented. We guarantee it to cure mange, kill fleas and pertectly disinfect anything.
Cheapest, because it goes furthest and doss the work. Send for pint which will cost j^ou
^1.00, or ha;f pint 60 cents Remember you do not remit us till cure effected. Send only
postal notes or orders, give full name. NO CURE NO PAY !

MEAKIN Sl HYD£, 164 Duane St., New York.
WE DO NOT PAY EXPRESSAGE.

SPRATTS
PATENT

D,0G MEDICINES.

KIRK'S

DOG SOAP.
Best on Earth,

win positively keep a dog-s skin free from
Fleas and aU diseases. If your dealer does not
keep it send 50 cents in stamps to

JAS. S. KIRK & CO., Chicago,
and they -will send a large size cake, postage
prepaid.

The Finest Soap for General Stable Use.

AUSTIN'S DOG BREAD.

No. 116 Commercial street, Boston, Mass.

GOODWIN'S
Royal Meat Biscuit
This bread is the result of repeated and careful

experiments for my own kennel, but its superior
qualities attracted so much attention that 1 have
been persuaded to manufacture for sale. The
advantages claimed for it are:

1. The large proportion of finely ground meat
it contains.

2. That only perfectly fresh beef and sound
flour and meal are used.

3. No foreign substance is used to imitate meat.
Finally, it is a nutritious and perfectly whole-

Bome and safe food "dogs of any *.?e or condi-
tion of health. The voluntary endorsements and
large orders from prominent breeders are its

highest recommendations. We are now ready
to supply bench shows, kennel clubs and dog
owners in quantities to suit.

D. A. GOODWIN. JR., Sole MannfactureT.
•NTBWBURYPORT. TVIASS.

PAMPHL-ET
ON

Hog Diseases
Mailed to any address (gratis) by the anther,

H. CUT &LOVER. Mmm Snrgeoii

1393 Broadway, New York,

I The bane of tlaeiennel. Pos-
itively cured, in one or two
applications, with St. JBer-

I nard Mai.ge Cure. For
Sale by dealers in sporting goods, or

THE ST. BERNAKD JIAlSfGB CURE CO.,
Sl.OO Pes- Can. Okawville. Hi,.

Mange Cure.
A new discovery has been found. Absolutely

sure In very worst cases. Cure guaranteed fOr
SI, .K. U, JjO'CRB, Salfcjn, Mass,

MELROSEJENNELS
AT STUD.

The Great PLINLIMMON.
Sire or grand sire of most of the noted dogs of

the present time.

Fee $200.

LORD MELROSE.
The largest dog in the world. Height, 3534u].

Winner first, Boston.

Fee $50.

PUPS fo"r sale
by the famous

ALTON.
T have six litters by Alton out of fine bitches.

Send for a descriptive list of the s^ix litters. The
last chance to secure pups by this wonderful dog.

E. H. MOORE, Melrose, Mass,

DOGS FOR SALE.
Newfoundlands, St. Bernards, Mastitis,

Setters, Pointers, Spaniels, Pugs, York-
shire, Skye, Scotch, Fox, Bull and Black,

and Tan Terrier3,Beagle and Fox Hounds.
Dogs and Pups at low prices.

FI^AlIVK II0T*I3,
464 N. IVintli St., Pliilad'a., Pa.

FOX TEBRIESS
From thoroughbred stock and the favorite

strains.
Catalogue on application to

BEVERWYCK KENNELS,
P. O. Box 6T6, Albnny, N. Y.

ST. IIIMD 8ITK
Four in whelp for sale at low prices. Also

some pups, and fine young pugs.

CHEQUASSET KENNELS,
Lancaster, Mas^.

DOGS FOR SALE
FOR CATALOGUE ADDRESS

FRED KIRBY, 135 S. 8th St.. Phila.

Black and Tan Terriers For Sale.
BROOMFiri.D M iDGE, 20,010, 7 first prizes.
ENGLISH LADY, 19,653, - - 3 first prizes.
Both in whelp by BiiOOWPIELU SULTAN

(20,668). the hept speciuK^n now on the bencb.
ROCHELLE Kennels, Box 862, New Rochelle. N.Y.

COCKER SPANIELS,
Any age or color, bred from best registered stock.
R AN"n«OMT<: BROOK KENNKLS. Franklln.N. V

THE FOX-TERRIEB.
History and Description with

Keminiscences.

By RAWDON B. LEE.
Kennel Editor London Field.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION.

15 Portraits and mustratlens; 180 pagea.

FBICOB, Sl.SO.

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-
ing out a dog's pedigree to the fifth generation
with a lettered Index for ready reference. $3.B0

FOKSST AJTD STREAM PUBLISHING QO

Oriole Kennels,
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.

FOX-TERRIERS.
Best Strains of Prize WinningStock.

YOUNG STOCK ALWAYS ON HAND
FOR SALE.

SJTXJI> X300-SS
FOX-TERRIERS.

PITCHER Fee $25.00
Cb, BACCHANAL (A.K.O.S.B. 5,452). . . .

" 15,00
Cb. BLEMTON VOLUNTEER (6,958).. " 15.00
VALENS (A K.C.S.B. 16,669) " 10.00
BLEMlON RANSACK (AKCSB. 14,2B8). " 10.00

H. F. PECK, Manager.
JOHN A. LOGAN. JR., Proprietor.

THIS SPACE KESERVED
FOR THE

MARYLAND KENNELS,
IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF

ST. BERNARDS.
OFFICE 220 NO. CHARLES ST.,

BALTIMORE, MD.
Eff THE STUJO.

THE
Roush-coated Dog "Comte" 14,540,

FEE $50.

ENGLISH MASTIFFS.
PUPS FOR SALE OUT OP

Prize Winning Bitches.

IN the" STUD
ILFQRD CHANCELLOR, - Fee $50

(Winner 25 first prizes.)

HORACE, - Fee $35
(Sire, champioH Minting; dam, Duchess, by

Ilford Caution.)

FLOUR CITY KENNELS,
FALLS ST., ROCHESTER. N. Y.

Richard Toon,
216 Fltzwillinm street,

Slifffleld, Eng.

Chas. N. Symonds,
i Dearborn St..

Salem, Mass., XI. S. A,

Anglo-American Terrier Kennels,
Late NORTH FIELDS YORKSHIRE KENNELS,

Brteders & Exhibitors of Irish, Scotch, Yorkshire,
Fox and Biack and Tan Terriers.

Correspondence with either of the above, or Georqe S.
Thomas, Manager In America, solicited.

This kennel contains stud dogs of these popular breeds
of the bluest blood, also brood bitches and young stock.
Mr. Toon will undertake to purchase and ship dogs for
customers in America.

rOXHOTTXDS.
Fifty dogs and pups for sale,

trained on fox, coon and rabbit.
Foxhoixnd Wstch In stud
(15,407), winner of 3d at Cliicago,
also winner of special at Cin-
cinnati and Chicago for one of
best pack: t he only times shown,
F. H. HAYES, Dexter, Maine.

COLIilES.
Tlie CHESTNUT HILL KENNELS, having

decided at the request of several breeders not to
exhibit again any of their COLLIES for competi-
tion (I xcept fnr special?) until the fall of .1893,

offer their entire hcnnel, with the exception of
Flurry 11. and Flurry HI., for sale. For Cata-
logue, p.ddrepi= the

CHESTNUT HILL. KENNELS,
Chestiiut HiiJ. Philadelphia.

POINTERS and SETTERS.
Two black and white setter puppies by Monk

of Furness out of Lady Snowflake. Pointer pup-
pies nf the most fashionable strains. Broken
does at reduced prices. The pointer Beaufort's
Laddatstud. Fee §15.00. GEO. W. LOVELL,

Middleboro, Mass.

CoHies and St. Bernards.
Dogs at stud. Brood bitches, bitches in whelp,

and pups for sale. H. F. LITTLEFIELD, Lake
View, Mass.

FOR SALE.-MR. GEORGE BELL'S KENNEL
of cockers, comprising the following noted

dogs: 1. King of Obos. 2. Obadiah. 3. Madam
Obo. i. Blushing Rose. 5. Queen of Spades. 6.

Amazement. 7. Lady of Lyons. 8. Lady Obo. 9

Bed of Clay. 10. I Say. And several "other good
ones which have not yet been shown. Would
prefer to sell the whole kennel to one purchaser.
G. BELL, Walker House, Toronto.

FOR SALE.-ROUGH ST. BERNARD PUPS,
7 weeks old, by Vindex out of Maude III.

337 Van Brunt street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Handsome Irish setter puns from |10 up. whelped
A^no. s|ead, Ct)-NN£;JV?ARA KE^1^S,

Advts. under KENNEL SPECIAL head,
set in uniform display, 25 cents a line
first time, 15 cents a line each time
after. Count 7 words to a line. Cash
must accompany order.

FOR SALE.—High bred Derby entries. A fine
litter of English setter puppies. Paul Glad-

Stone—Latonia (litter sister of Champion Cincin-
natus) full brothers and sisters of the sensational
Marie Bur, winner of 1st at Indiana Trials.
Bitches: 3 b.. w. and t., 2 b. and w., 1 chestnut
and white. Dogs: One lemon and white, 1 chest-
nut and white. Whelped April 6, perfect health.
Price $50. No trades. Latonia is the only
Count Noble—Dido 11. bitch living.

W. F. BURDELL, Columbus, Ohio.

BEAGLES FOR SALF.-TO MAKE ROOM
we will sell a few grand iirood bitches com-

bining both field and bench qualities, and several
flne puppies sired by champions Bannerman and
Fiiz Hugh Lee. This is a rare opportunity to
purchase good stock cheap, and one which should
not be overlooked. GLE>fROSE BEAGLE KEN-
NELS, Melrose, Mass.

IRISH SETTERS FOR SALb;.-CHOIOB LOT
of Chief puppies out of a bitch by Tim, and

also Tim pups out of Chief bitches. These pups
will need no blowing to be appreciated. They
are first class field stock. Price, from $'2a upward,
according to age. MAX WE^^ZEL, 89 Fourth
sti-eet, Hoboken, N. J.

MT. PLEASANT GORDON KENNELS, ES-
tablisheo 1870. S ill ahead. Another litter

of thoroughbred Gordon setter puppies, sire and
dam first prize winners, containing hlood of Gor-
don Grouse Ist prize winner in last Bostf n show.
C. T. BROWMELL. Bos 835, ^ew Bedford, Mass.

KENNELS FOR SALE.—THE LARGESTAND
most commodious boarding kennels in New

England are oflfered at a low figure on account of
a contemplated change in business. For parti-
culars, address ROBERT LESLIE, Box 283,
Lynn, Mass.

GREENFIELD HILL KKNNELS.-OPENED
for boarding dogs through the summer.

Sept. 20 I open at Thomasville, N. C, training
dogs for field trials and private shooting. Best
care and attention given to all dogs under my
care. SIMON C. BRADLEY, Prop., Bux 3i, Green-
field Hill Conn.

T\7E WILL SELL OR EXCHANGE FOR
T > beagles the beautifully marked Llewellin

setter Archie Gladstone, SOmos. old. A good
ranger and under perfect control. A grandson of
eh. Paul Gladstone and Gus Bondhu. GLEN-
ROSE BEAGLE KENNELS, Melrose. Mass.

riLENDYNE KENNELS.—NO FINER RED
vX Irish setter stock living. Noted for pure
breeding, bench show and field quality, endur-
ance and intelligence. Dogs in stud, brood bitches
and young stock for sale. MICHAEL FLYNN.
JR.. Bristol. R. I.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS AND FINE ENG-
lish pugs from importedRegistered and prize

winning stock. In Stud—Prize pug stud dog
Cricket, weight 10 lbs. HENRY C. BURDICK,
15 Wellesley street, Springfield, Mass. jy7,t£

FOR SALE.-FOUR PUPPIES, TWO DOGS
and two bitches, whelped April 13, 1891. All

by Joe (by Beppo HI. out of imported Sal, by Dick
out of Ruby) out of Pappoose (bv Tammany out
of Lucia) G. W. Amory, Bos l,2t5, Boston, Mass.

COCKERS FOR SALE. - SOLID BLACK
bitch (Obo II —Darkle). Liver and tan bitch

(Hornell Silk — Hornell Sunshine). Two red
cocker bitches. BRUNSWICK KENNELS,
Woodstock, Ontario.

FOR SALE-IRISH SETTERS.-PART OF A
litter by Sarsfield— Dolly (Champion Bruce-

Nellie). An exceptionally fine lot. Buyers of
cheap dogs need not apply. For prices and pedi-
gree address GEORGE TaLCOTT, Erie, Pa.

FOR SALE.-A VERY FINE FULL PEDI-
gree Irish terrier. 18 montlis old, out of im-

ported stock, will sell cheap, as I can't keep him.
Address M P. STERLING, Allendale, Bergen
county. New Jersey.

FOXHOUND PUPPIES FOR SALE OUT OF
Dart, 20 573, she by Brag, 7,697, dam Nip,

12,361, winners of several prizes on the bench.
For particular.*, address DAVID ROWAT, U7
Linden street. Memphis, Tenn.

FOR SALE CHEAP.-L. & W. POINTER
brood bitch. No better breeding and is win-

ner of several prizvs. Sold for no fault. For
price, pedigree, etc., address F. E. ATKINS,
Waterbury, Vermont.

WE ARE MOVING. AND W'ILL SELL THE
best Irish and English setter young stock

and puppies cheap for SO days. Address with
stamp, CLAREMONT KENNELS, Des Moines
Iowa.

ST. BERNARDS FOR SALE.-A NUMBER
of brood bitches and piippies. Pedigreed

stock. Send for catalogue. SWISS MOUNTAIN
KENNELS, Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE. - TWO DOGS AND THREE
bitches, whelped March 33, 1891. Choice

setters. Count Noble and Nellie stock. Address
VINCENT L. B. TOWN SEND, New Brighton, Pa.

t?OR POINTER PUPPIES, BLOOD OF
Jj Bracket, Sally Brass II., Meally, Bow, Sensa-
tion, Faust, Croxleth and Graphic, guaranteed to
make No. 1 field dogs. C. PAETZEL, Hope, Ind.

FOR SALE.-JAPANESE SPANIEL PUPPIES
by the celebrated prize winner Nanki-Poo.

For further particulars addressFRANK P. COM-
STOCK, Box 408, Provider ce, R. I.

FORSALE.-TWO VERY NICE SCHIPPERKE
puppies, male and female, about one year old.

Address THE PARK KENNELS, Bos 408, Provi-
dence, R. I.

TRAINED DOGS ON BEAR, FOX. COON,
Rabbit, Squirrel, Partridge. H. O. GRAFF,

Kensington, Ohio.

Liberty Kennels.-Dogs boarded and field trained.
Terms reasonable. Dogs for sale. Hyattville, O.

Redstone Kennels.—Irish setters. Broken dogs
and puppies. A. W. PeabsaTvI., Huntington, N.Y.

S'
T.BERNARD puppies for sale. Royally bred.
iLLiiVOis St. Bernard Kennels, Strpator,ni.

WELL BRED foxhound nuppies for sale. Ad-
dress Ales. Johnson, West Salem, Wis.

COOKEBS,—lilOni^taiii Keime^ls CabinHm, N.Y.
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FATHERS AND SONS.

WITHIN a few vfeeks past an unusual number of

deaths have been reported from accidents to

persons engaged in outdoor recreation. Several cases

have occurred of young men being shot by companions,

who took them for -wild animals, v^hile deaths by drown-

ing vphile outsailing have furnished texts more than once

for newspaper sermons. Ifc is well understood that acci-

dents such as these do not commonly happen to persons

of intelligence and experience; but, on the other hand,

no one can begin his career as a sportsman knowing all,

or indeed any considerable part of, what he ought to

know. It is by hard knocks and by himself seeing

things done, and done well, that the heedless, ignorant

boy becomes the intelligent and competent sportsman.

The lesson which such accidents as these teach is not

that the use of guns and boats should be abandoned, but

that the young should learn how to use them under com-

petent instruction.

The boy is an imitative animal and looks with respect

upon his elders, who are familiar with matters about

which he knows little or nothing. If he goes into the

jfieli with a thorough sportsman, the boy will uncon-

sciously imitate him and will act as he acts. He will

soon by intuition take care not to point his gun at dogs

or men, not to shoot toward his companion in thick cover,

not to fire at a bii-d that belongs to another. His manners

and habits in the field will be formed on those of the

elder friend, whose skill he admires and whose knowledge

he respects.

On the other hand, if he goes out alone or with some

one whose only thought is to get all the birds possible;

who is careless with his weapon ; is willing to risk his

companion's eyes, or perhaps his life, by shooting towai'd

him; who races toward the fallen bird in order to get to

it before his ill-trained dog has eaten it up, or at least re-

duced it to a mass of pulp, the boy may very likely become

a careless, noisy field rowdy.

What is true of the gun is also true of the boat and the

canoe. No power on earth can keep the boy from loving

and indulging in outdoor recreation. He will sail and

paddle if his surroundings admit of this form of sport,

and to make it safe for him, see to it that his first excur-

sions are taken under the charge of some older friend or

relative, who is competent and careful.

Good habits, in sport as in other things, are easily in-

stilled into the youthful mind, and once adopted are not

easily forgotten or abandoned. The boy will shoot, will

sail, will ride. It is the duty of parents to see that he is

so taught to do these things that he shall do them well.

His pleasure will be vastly increased, and the uneasiness

and anxiety so often felt by the anxious parent will be no
longer experienced.

THE FUR SEALS.

TDEESONS who are interested in the preservation of

the fur seals from extinction seem to feel very little

hope that anything will be done by the Government in

time to be of benefit this year. The season for killing is

about to open, a large number of Canadian vessels

—

forty-nine—have left British Columbia ports to engage
in pelagic sealing, and still the Government officials are

silent and no reply is given to England's proposition to

make a close time until a more definite knowledge shall

be had of the conditions which prevail on the seal islands.

The excuse is given, by those who wish to get the skins,

that before a close season can be ordered a report must
be had from the agents recently appointed to look after

the interests of the Government. This is a flimsy pre-

text and means nothing. These newly appointed agents

know nothing about the fur seal, nor can they acquire

any knowledge of the animal or its habits until they

have devoted a season or two to studying it. If the kill-

ing is allowed to continue while they are carrying on this

course of study, their observations will have a certain

historical interest, but will not affect the preservation of

this interesting and useful mammal, for by the time their

reports have been printed the work of extermination

will be practically complete.

As things stand at this writing, the North American
Commercial Company has the right to slaughter 60,000

young male seals on the Pribylov Islands; in other words,

to destroy the whole stock of male seals on which the

crop for ten years to come depends. It is difficult to

understand how intelligent men can contemplate such

action as this. It might be supposed that even the Com-
mercial Company would realize that this action will

destroy their future business, will wipe out any profits in

the years to come. This is on the hypothesis that the

management of this company have taken the lease of

the seal islands as a matter of legitimate business. Of
com"se, if it is a mere piece of stock jobbing, if these

managers are nothing more than "promoters," if they

wish to declare a large dividend one year, hoping on the

strength of that dividend to peddle out their stock in the

company at a great price to a gullible public, then their

action is natural enough. But, if this is the case, it

seems a thousand pities that the United States Govern-

ment should lend its aid to any such scheme.

JACK-HUNTING DEER.

COLUMNS and columns of discussion have been

printed for and against the practice of hunting

deer in the Adirondacks by floating for them at night

with a jack-light. Opponents of this mode of hunting

have repeatedly urged the Legislature to forbid it; but

the existing law permits jacking.

The Adirondack League Club is an association which
has control of a large territory in the Jock's Lake district,

and in addition to the State game laws there are rules of

the club regulating the taking of game and fish by its

members. These forbid the taking by any member of

more than fifteen pounds of speckled trout or ten in num-
ber of lake trout in one day, and the same limitation is

put on fish carried from the preserve. Another rule

reads: "Jacking or floating for deer is absolutely pro-

hibited." This regulation was adopted, we are told,

because the members were convinced that jack-hunting

resulted in the wounding and maiming of more deer than

werekiUed, and in the lingering deaths of more deer than

were "reduced to possession."

The adoption of such a rule by the Adirondack League

Association is significant and worthy of note, because

the attitude of the State toward its game at lai-ge should

be in no respect different from that of such a private

prganizatjon toward the game in its preserves,

SNAP SHOTS.
"pvR. JAMES A. HENSHALL, who has in charge the

preparation of the angling exhibit of the World's
Fair, has been visiting some of the tackle makers, and
reports a growing interest in the subject. With the co-

operation of dealers and anglers, it is hoped that the
Chicago display will far surpass anything ever done in

this line. The scheme is comprehensive and is gradu-
ally being elaborated in detail. The exhibition will in-

clude all forms of tackle and angling appliances, and an
extensive aqtiarium of living specimens. This will be

under the charge of Mr. Wm. P. Seal, of the Fish Com-
mission, and well known to our readers as the author of

valuable studies of water life. The exhibition will ad-

join the Government exhibit, and will be contained in a
building of spacious dimensions. Dr. Henshall will

gladly receive suggestions from all who are interested.

We hope to give a detailed plan of the exhibit in an early

issue.

The Cranberry Lake waters of the Adirondacks have
yielded another large trout. Sir. Frank Paddock, of

Watertown, scored a fish in the inlet the other day weigh-
ing 4ilb3. It was here that Mr. A. Ames Hewlett, of

Syracuse, in July of 1888, captured the trout of Slbs. 14oz.

whose birch-bark outline still adorns the office of the

Forest and Stream. The fish was mounted and is now
in the museum of Syracuse University. Mr. Howlett's

fish was only second to an Adirondack trout taken by
Mr. Walter Aiken, of< Franklin Falls, N, H.; who in 1884

caught a trout of 61bs. 2oz. This was at Spring Pond,

near the Second Pond of the Chain of Ponds. The best

of this incident was that the big fish was one of a num-
ber which when smaller had been transferred by Mr.

Aiken from other waters and planted here to grow big

enough to make a record on.

We have received for the Helen Keller Fund, since last

Thursday, the following:

Dr. J. Frank Perry, Boston $5.00

"Big Reel," Morristown, N. J. 2.00

A Friend (through Mr. W. Wade) 1.00

$8.00

Amount sent to Helen Keller 118.25

Total to date $126.25

The Winans Revolver Trophy is now on exhibition

in the window of Messrs. Hartley & Graham, No. 315

Broadway, where it is exciting much admiration. The

handsome base, received by us subsequently to Mr.

Lacy's drawing published last week, adds decidedly to

the effect of the piece. The trophy is an artistic bit of

realism, whose truthfulness is at once recognized.

John Morton, who died in this city last week, was in

his old age fond of telKng how he used to stand in the

doorway of his house on Canal street and shoot quail on

the opposite side of the canal. The spot is within a Bob

White's whistle of the Forest and Stream office.

Heard IN Boston: "Hello! Been fishing?" "No. Had
the grippe; in the house two weeks; lost twenty pounds,

and my spring fishing." "Well, my young friend, you'll

get back your twenty pounds all right, but not your

spring fishing."

Flash-light photography enables the angler, returning

home late at night, to photograph his fish before they

have shrunk. We have seen some excellent examples of

such work. It leaves no allowance for shrinkage over

night.

The New York Times announces in display headlines

Fish puzzle the anglers. They are full of unaccount-

able freaks this year." Did the fish man of the Times

ever know a year when fish were not full of freaks?

Salmon are reported in good supply in the Penobscot at

Bangor. Hudson salmon are occasionally taken in nets.

Two were captured at Hudson last week, and released.

The largest was estimated at 181bs.

A St. Augustine correspondent writes that Florida

promises to have an efficient game law if the bill now
under consideration shall pass in its present shape.

An Idaho law prohibits the killing of moose for six

^ears,
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THE dawn opened without rain, though the sky dis-

closed ugly wings of vapor, with patches and frag-

ments of leaden clouds, with here and there a streak of

light against the blue of the sky. It was not satisfying,

yet so eager were we to cast a fly that we ordered the

boat and went down the bay, where we succeeded in

catching two trout of about 21bs. each. After this we
started to cross the bay once more, to fish some choice

grounds where great wedges of granite were heaped in

pell-mell confusion in the water, and where the fo7itinaUs

are known to lurlr and grow golden.

We had not sailed more than half-way across before we
struck a gale of wind, which soon set the lake shaking its

6nowy plumes. We were necessarily compelled to return

to camp, with the prospect of passing the remainder of

the day in enforced idleness. Our boatmen were in-

structed to overhaul the provisions and ascertain their

condition. Everything was found aU. right, with the ex-

ception of a few onions that were in a high state of

demoralization. They then busied themselves in repairing

"the dock," which a'sudden rise in the lake had tumbled
over. This time they made it quite secure, Joe declaring

that it would now stand a very heavy sea. After the dock
work was accomplished dinner was prepared, to which
we sat down with a wolfish appetite, and though

''No sideljoards then with gilded plate were dress'd,

No sweating slaves with massive dishes press'd,"

we had a cuisine from our chef that tickled our palates as

daintily as if it had been prepared by old LucuUus him-
self.

To add to the variety of the weather for the day a
heavy fog came up, creating a decidedly chilly condition
of the atmosphere, which made us all cluster around the
camp-fire for comfort. Toward evening we had some
visitors in camp, they being a party of half-breeds living

on the east side of BachewananingBay. They had started

for Point aux Pins for the purpose of gathering huckle-

berries, but the "northwester" and the fog which drove
us in also compelled them to put in near our camp. Joe
gave them some mildewed rye bread, the discarded
onions and quite a number of our slightly-salted trout.

They were a very intelligent looking set, and one of them
had a physiognomy akin to that of the lamented humor-
ist Artemus Ward. Joe said he was a Baptist, and the
only one in the party, the others all being devout Catho-
lics, the faith-germs of the teaching of Father Marquette.
After quite a chat with our boys, with whom they were

weU acquainted, they left, kindly thanking us for the
damaged provisions.

In looking around the camp after their departure I

found a tiny spear, its points being made of two pins. It

is used for the especial purpose of spearing coceduces,
which the Indians use as a bait for trout, and a taking
bait it proves. It is a small fish about an inch and a half

long, closely resembling a tadpole, and in color as black
as ink.
At sunset the fog disappeared; the wind fell, the west

flushed with red; a few stars trembled in the airy dim-
ness of the evening blue; in the south was the young
moon, with just enough radiance to touch the lake in

silver and throw a gleam over the ragged rocks and on
the foliaged forest. It was favorable for the birth of a
glorious day, and to our great delight the morning opened
with a bright sun and gentle breeze. Snowy clouds,

lovely with prismatic glitteriags on their puffed-up edges,

sailed from the sun, while the joyous sweep of the wind
dimpled the lake with an emerald green.
When the boatmen arose to prepare the breakfast they

discovered a rabbit in camp, leisurely taking a survey of

the surroundings with an eye doubtless to a meal. A
swift-flying rock from one of their hands grazed poor
bunny and sent him jumping with alacrity into the
bushes.
Our half-breed neighbors had not been idle as to secur-

ing game for their immediate use. They had placed
some snares for rabbits, set a gill-net in the bay and
went bunting in the forest, the results being four rab-

bits, six partridges and about fifty fish of various kinds;

enough to last them a week if properly cared for. No
wonder the Indian loves the wild life of forest and lake,

when his wants are so easily provided for during the
open seasons. It is as if his larder were at his very
threshold. It is only in the dead of winter, when the
ice-king has everthingin his rigid embrace, that he finds

he must skirmish around with, much more activity in

order to keep the wolf from his door.

Immediately after breakfast we crossed over the bay
to the big rocks, and here we whipped the waters in vain,
for not a trout rippled the waters, owing to the sun being
too bright and the surface of the lake too placid. Not at

all discouraged we concluded to continue the trip to the
Chippewa River, some eight miles distant, as much for

a prospective trip as aught else, knowing full well that
with the present condition of the weather he of the
"painted fin and golden gleam" could not be persuaded
to any investigation on the surface. The boatmen did
no relish the long trip before them, which had then to be
made by oar. Joe stated by way of a demurrer that if

we went we would have to remain all night, unless a
favorable breeze sprang up. He mumbled some Indian
dialect to his helj)er, not all complimentary, I thought,
to us, and then bent sullenly to the oars. We reached
the mouth of the river about noon, and after partaking
of lunch, which included tea, took the boat and ascended
the stream for about a mile, the fallen timber that fre-

quently spanned the river preventing us from going
further. There being no trout that desired our acquaint-
ance we returned to the mouth , where one little baby
trout, under the legal limit, who had more curiosity than
indifference, was quickly snatched from the quiet waters
and about as quickly returned that he might grow to

trouthood.
As we had a twelve-mile stretch to make to camp and

but little breeze we concluded to start at once. The sails

being spread to the light wind we slowly crept by a coast
displaying high ranges of wooded hills, which clustered
with charming picturesque irregularity. The boat rippled
along with apparent indications of breathlessness in the
air, while fantastic dream-like lights and shadows played
m thc\ little wrinkling waves, Soon there 17^ a dead-

calm, a growl from the half-breeds, and then a lowering
of the canvas and the musical plash of the oars.

The boatmen perspired freely at their work, and doubt-

less blessed us in other than language polite, as two old

cranks who stood sadly in need of guardians. It's the

hard work that robs the swarthy savage of his gentle (?)

demeanor, and the idleness that indifferently satisfies.

He is only good, Ned avers, when his toes are turned up
to the daisies.

Reaching the big rocks where we first stopped we
landed for a little rest in the grateful shade, and to gather

some of the delicious raspberries so abundant here. After

a half hour's halt we embarked, and in about the same
time reached camp, with the long shadows stretching o'er

the shimmering lake, and a sun disappearing in burning
crimson. Our half-breeds, when they awoke next morn-
ing, went into the forest to look at some rabbit snares

they had set the evening previous. They were greatly

rejoiced to find one poor victim dangling from a limb,

and exhibited it to us on their return with some degree

of pride. Becoming restless, for want of a change, we
concluded to break camp immediately after breakfast and
go to Pancake Bay, where we expected some royal sport

with the dotted beauties of the dimpled pool. We were
off by 7 o'clock, and had a very pleasant sail of about two
hours, but under skies that momentarily threatened rain.

We landed about a mile down the bay, and on looking
around for good camping quarters, were somewhat disap-

pointed in not finding them in that locality. Joe was
then sent along the shore to see if he could find a good
site, and after going at least a mile further, returned
with the information that he had found a place that he
thought might answer. We all got in the boat and went
down to the chosen spot, and on looking it over, were not

exactly satisfied with it; but in view of immediate rain,

accepted it as a dei-nier ressort, and with alacrity soon
had our tents in position and the provisions under cover.

We were none too quick with our work, for as the last

box was carefully stowed away, "down rushed the rain

impetuous." This persistency of the deluging elements

was evidently realizing to the letter that impressive line,

in the song of "The Twelfth Nighf—"For the rain it

raineth every day."
A close inspection of our quarters satisfied us that we

would have been just as well off in an African jungle,

for every side was strewn thickly with half-formed
humus of rotten twigs, leaves, branches and roots, from
which arose clouds of malarial vapor that all the balsam
we could pile in our tent would not wholly eradicate.

In addition to this, the water was trickling out of the soil

in innumerable places, and even through the interstices

of the rocks, ten feet above the surface of the lake, it ran
in streams. This was something unlocked for on the

shores Of this great lake, though we got into a similar

place on our trip last summer. Pancake Bay had now no
charms for us, even though its waters were teeming with
trout.

Joe had a disagreeable time in preparing dinner during
the heavy shower, but he was always so eager for good,

square meals, that we never on such occasions suggested

a cold collation. He however succeeded, despite the
rain, preparing and placing before us in our tent a first-

class dinner, which we heartily enjoyed. About 3 o'clock

the clouds began to lighten and then the downpour
ceased, and soon we were en route for a trophy. The
trout did not rise greedily at the flies, and the result was
that we missed quite a number of the responses. At one
time two broke simultaneously for my flies, and both

were missed; and similar disaster befel Ned, who declared

they were only playing battledore and shuttlecock with
then- tails. Joe looked on in wonder, fairly itching for a
chance to throw a fly, and as Ned was alongside, he
handed him his rod to see if he could not make a base hit

on the jumping trout. He did no better than Ned, much
to his disgust. The trout would frequently leap entirely

out of the water when making a dash at the flies, and
again rise an inch or two away from them. They were
assuredly having a picnic at om- expense, and the ques-

tion arose as to whether there was a skillful .j.ngler in the

boat. Finally I hooked one of those playful pisces who
had become too rash and unguarded in his gymnastics,
and then Joe followed suit with another, neither of which
weighed over a pound. At this stage of the proceedings
Ned took his rod in hand, and after one or two misses,

secured one of the tumbling trout that practiced at vault-

ing and leaping. Our theory in regard to the singular

amies of the sportive trout was, that they were not feed-

,
ing, but simply skylarking. Joe was of the same opinion,

1 as he stated that he had seen them frolicking in the same
manner, and that it was almost impossible to catch one.

A return to camp was now sugrgested, and being pro-

voked beyond endurance on account of our bad luck, we
all acquiesced in the hooaeward movement.
Though we were disgusted with Uie dense and shadow-

less woodland of this particular place, we were deeply
enthused with the bay. It is a lovely sheet of water six

miles in width, and under the now prevailing rays of a
bright sun, disclosed a highly picturesque shore, fringed
with balsam, spruce, pine and sugar. As far as the eye
reaches you realize those delicious "bits" such as artists

love for study, or poets for themes; of jutting rock, grav-

elly beach, cm-ling nook, jagged cliff", with here and there

an islet in its coat of gray and purple. The fascination,

however, is simply along the ragged coast. Our progress

was leisurely made, for after such a dismal dripping of

rain as we had had that day, we loved to linger and bathe
in the Avarm rays that were flooding everything with
golden radiance:

"1 heed not, if

My rippliner slilff

Floats swift or slow from cliff to cliff;

With dreamful eyes

My spirit lies

Under the walls of Paradise."

Ned complained on awakening the next morning, which
was quite stormy, of having been flayed alive by the sand
fleas. "See," said he, showingme the afflicted parts, "it is

bloody raw." He resorted to a bathing of the inflamed
parts withPond's Extract, which somewhat relieved him.
He was about as disgusted as myself with the camp, and
we therefore concluded to leave the place in the morning,
weather permitting. My suffering, aside from a few
bites, was a severe headache, which I attributed solely to

the malarial vapor I had inhaled during the night.

Immediately after breakfast Ned brought out his small

canvas bags which were labeled "wax and thread," fly

books," "fish hooksand feathers," <'tQols," "conipass," etc,,

and ran over them as if their contents were pearls beyond
price. His reverence for tackle was so unbounded that it

was a sort of monomania with him. It was his first

thought in the morning and the last in the ev<^ning. I

became so familiar with the contents of thos^ little bags,

from their frequent introduction, as he. His rods also

received great attention. If a thread looked worn or
fragile anew wrapping was at once made; or if bethought
there was a weak spot in any part of the rod it would re-

ceive immediate attention. Although he ran tn extremes
in this, as well as in his flies, he was a very skillful angler,

and could give many an important point on the suliject to

professionals who ranked high in the gentle act. One of
this class remarked to me one day after Ned had had
quite a talk with him at the "Soo" on trouting, "Why, the
old gentleman is well posted." Truly Ned is well posted,

and it would make a cat laugh, if such a thing were pos-

sible, to hear him tell how he discounted some of the gilt-

edge craft at "Sailors' Encampment," when b,a8s- fishing

there last fall. They failed to get on to his modus
operandi in securing the bronze-backers to little or no
extent, while anchored near him, and fo crestfallen were
they at their want of success that they up anchor and
pulled away, leaving him to his delight and his

triumph.
I am digressing, as my theme is trout, not black bass,

and will therefore return to the question. Time hang-
ing heavy on our hands that afternoon, after having
been compelled to remain in camp owing to the unpro-
pitious weather, we concluded as the wind had abated
considerably to take the boat and go down to the point
about two miles away, and endeavor to secure a few
trout. As we started the sky gave little promise of good
weather, for cloud after cloud of a dark slate color raced
o'er the arched dome, while the swell from the morning's
blow washed with moaning violence o'er beach and against
cliff. We had become accustomed to ugly weather, for

such a sight as a violet sky and zephyr ripples flash-

ing in silver were a rarity indeed. Ned predicted a
storm soon, in which the prophetic Joe acquiepced, from
the fact that his rheumatic bones were acutely aching.

The weather, however, was splendid for trouting. as was
evinced by Ned securing a "spotted beauty" on his sec-

ond cast, I was not long behind him, for as my flies fell

by a rock o'er which the waters were rippling, a trout

with a savage leap sprang for the feathery lure and was
securely hoolied. He went racing around in his element,
making dash after dash and leap after leap, in vain at-

tempt to escape from the cruel hook, but he fell a vic-

tim to the sux)erior sagacity of his foe aljove, and was
laid in state alongside Ned's peerless beauty. A huge
boulder a short distance ahead, which looked as if it was
the home of some trout, was our next point of attack,

and here Ned fooled a dappled warrior of rosy orange
that gave him infinite pleasure in battle. He was a good
three-pounder and a perfect model in symmetry; I

whipped all around the glassy rock, but in vain, as no
other trout, if there, had any idea of being deceived by
feather gay or tinsel bright.

xllong we glide till we strike a cluster of shattered
rocks that looked as if it might harbor some of the spot-

ted dandies. Ned was the first, being in the bow, to send
his flies in an inviting place, and no sof^'ner had they
struck the water than an investigating trout took one of

them; but alas, toying with it a moment too long felt the
fatal prick of the tempered steel as it went into his

toughened jaw, and then, after frenzied effojts to pscape,

finally yielded to the artful skill of the unrelenting
angler. He was a trifle smaller than the last. I vvas for-

tunate enough to here beguile another of about 2lbs,, and
tills was the last the waters around the debris of rocks
produced. Once more on the move and we are soon at

the point, having fished earnestly as we went along and
without the reward of a single rise. We, however, cap-

ture three more here, all being under 31ba. Having now
a sufiiciency we return to camp, highly elated with the

raid on the scaly denizens.
Ned related that evening that the beach in our imme-

diate front was where Cameron, the veteran of the Nepi-

gon, and a party of three others, en route to the "Soo" in

a Mackinac sailboat, made a landing in a terrific gale

that came near swamping the boat. They fortunately

rode in on a big "comber," that sent them high up on the

beach, though the men all jumped overboard at a given
signal and gave timely aid in shoving her, in order to

keep the sea from breaking over their provision''. Here
they remained thi-ee days, waiting for thi^ wind to lull,

and finally were compelled to leave in a very heavy sea

that was washing the shore with frightful violence.

Cameron, who was the dare-devil that insisted on leaving

in the teeth of the gale, narrates the story of the adven-
ture in a highly descriptive and eloquent manner.

Alex, Starbuck.

[I seldom write to correct an error, knowing full well

that the intelligent reader will at once "catch on" to the
misprint in all ordinary mistakes. There w 'S one, how-
ever, in your issue of Slay 15 which somewhat confused
matters and which I would like to have you correct. It

is thus: You make me say that all the trout we caught
hung themselves. It should I'ead, that all the trout he
(Joe) caught hung themselves. Quite a difference.—A. 8.1

NEVER.
Mk. ChableB a. Shriner, fish and ga-me warden of Passaic

conniy, N. J., gives th^ follnwingas proniMtion-*, vvhich, while
not the subject of legal enacfment, are recognized as binding
laws of behavior by all renuiaole lovers of the pursuit of game
and flsh.

Never violate the letter or spirit of the game laws.
Never tulie more Q.^h or game than you have convenient use for.

Never be insolent or impolite to a land owner who orders you off

his premisps.
Never fail to destrov a net or trap when you ilaa one set.

Never sioot at a game bird except on the wing.
Never kill the last quail in a covey; leave some to breed nes±

year.
Never foreet that game laws are iatendPd to improve and in-

crease sport, and not to prevent or restrict it.

A Dakota farmer sold his son-in-law one half of a cow and
then refused to divide the milk, claiming that hehad sold the
front half of the beast. He also required his aou-in-lawto
provide all the feed the cow consumed and compelled him to

carry all the water to her three times a day. Recently the

cow hooked the old man anri he is now suing the son-in-law

for damages.—Sprin-qrielcZ Bepublican.

A Book About Indians.—The Forest xst) Stream will mail
freeou applicacioa a descriptive circular of Mr. (Jrinnsll's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a •able of content^
9,nd speoiBaen IHustratioos tvom the yoIuoib.—^ dii.
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THE PORCUPINE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Will our friend "Lotor," who writes in your issue of

May 14, explain what he says in regard to the much per-

secuted porcupine? He speaks of it as the "quiet, inof-

fensive little creature that curls itself into a ball at the
first approach of an enemy.'' I have seen thousands of

them in our pine woods—not so very little, but inoffen-

sive, unless you object to their appetite for pack straps,

shoes and salt pork. But whoever saw one curl itself

into a ball when molested.
If you bother a porcupine he will make a few awkward

attemps at a gallop toward the nearest tree, raising the
quill on his back somewhat as a dog "bristles bis crest"

when excited After reaching his tree he will make
short work of putting himself out of reach of all weapons
of shorter range than firearms.
The tradition about his rolling himself into a ball,

although not so bad as the quill shooting story, is, I

think, entirply wrong when attributed to the American
porcupine. I think this belief comes from the books,
where the habits of the English hedgehog are described.
This I understand to be a much smaller animal than
ours, feeding on insects and perhap=i fruit.

Our porcupine has for a steady diet the bark of trees,

usually maple, but aroimd old logging camps he finds

such delicacies as old boot packs, jDork bai'rels and cook
house slush; in fact, anything containing salt or fat in

any form. He is an adroit thief, and if you give him a
chance will steal a pack strap or a shoe from under the
walls of your tent while you are dreaming on your bed of

balsam or hemlock boughs.
In conclusion let me say that I have never seen a fair

picture of our "porky hog" as he is often called. I sup-
pose that in making up the wood cuts for an encyclopedia
or dictionarjT^ it is cheaper to copy some European picture
than to make one that we will recognize as belonging to

the animal which the book purports to describe.
Backwoodsman.

HINT TO COLLECTORS.
THE experienced collector, who is passing through a

region of whose birds and beasts little is known,
never neglects to examine the stomachs of hawks and
owls in the hope of finding in them shrews, mice or squir-

rels which may be new sjjecies or may have been pre-
viously unknown as occurring in this particular locality.

And what is true of mammals is also true of insects.

Birds devour myriads of these creatures, and those which
have hard horny coverings are not at once digested. As
to the truth of a story on this point which is jjiinted in a
Cincinnati paper, we express no opinion, but it is certain
that it might have been true. It is as follows:
"A well known local entomologist shot a male king-

bird in this vicinity a few days ago, and on picking it up
was surprised to find a strange-looking beetle crawling
out of its mouth. This gave the gentleman an idea, and
on skinning the bird, preparatory to mounting, he took
particular pains not to injure the gizzard. On opening
this he found exactly what he thought he would—a mate
for the beetle. 'The fact that I found one beetle hereto-
fore supposed to be a stranger to this locality led me to
think that perhaps the bird had caught both the male and
female, and I was right. This curious incident shows how
little is known even of the fauna of our own neighborhood.
Here I have been studying beetles for twenty years past,
and have bandied in that time more than 2,000 species, yet
in this strange manner, at a time when I least expected it,

a new species falls directly into my hands. This also
shows the variety of food eaten by the kingbird, one of
whose favorite morsels is the common honey-bee. These
it devours to such an extent that it has become a nuisance
to bee-keepers, who know it as the bee-bird or eagle-
fighter.'"

A Tame PRArRiE Wouf.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Last autumn, at the hay camp of Henry Powell, on the
St. Mary's River, in northwestern Montana, I saw a
young, but nearly full-grown, female coyote {Canis
latrans), which was perfectly tame and played about the
camp with the dogs, It would come when called, lick
the hand that caressed it, and when pleased would wag
its tail like a dog. At the same time it was a little timid,
would not go to a stranger and would nip at any one that
took hold of it except the children, Of them it had no fear.

Five of these pups were dug out of a hole about 8ft. deep
the last of May, 1890. They were then very small, about
3 or 4in. long and could barely waddle or crawl. At this
time they were too young to drink. They had no long
hair on the tail, had short ears and blunt, snub noses.
They were covered with a coat of short mouse blue hair.
For several days they were fed by Mr. Powell's son Char-
ley, who would milk the cows into their mouths, After-
wai'd they were put with a bitch that had pups and she
permitted them to suckle. Some of these puppies were
destroyed because they killed the hens, but this one had
no bad habits. She often wandered off a long way on the
prairie and sometimes was chased by the men when they
were out hunting wolves with greyhounds. The dogs have
often started her supposing her to be a wild coyote. She
would run a little way, and then lie down, and as the
dogs came up roll over on her back, with her paws in the
air. When the dogs reached her they would smell of her
and recognizing their camp companion did not attempt
to injure her. She is an interesting pet.

—

George Bird
GrRlNNELL (New York, May 20.)

Philadelphia Zoological Society,—The Nineteenth
Annual Report of this Society was read at the annual
meeting last mouth, and contains much that is interest-
ing. The total number of visitors for 1890-91 shows by
comparison with the previous year a decrease of 3,719,
while the receipts for the same period have decreased
$4,280.24, Sunday receipts are more than three times as
large as those of Saturday—the next largest day—
$fS,721.39 against f3,74452. The number of animals in
the collection at the end of February, 1891, was 1,020, of
which 303 were mammals, 454 birds, 205 reptiles, 58 am-
phibians. The accessions during the year were 176 mam-
mals, 210 birds, 671 reptiles and 120 amphibians. Among
the more interesting mammals received during the year
are two spider monkeys from South and Central Americaj

a pair of nylghau and three reindeer, two of which
have since died. Among the birds may be mentioned a
flammulated owl {Scops jlammeole) from Arizona, sent in

by Mr. Herbert Brown, and a specimen of the curious
boat-billed heron {Cancroma cochlearia) from South
America. Among the many interesting reptiles is a new
snake from Fior.da, described by the superintendent, Mr.
Brown, in the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy
for 1890 under the name Stilosoma extenuata. The re-

port notes also the addition of a pair of lions about fifteen

months old, bred in captivity"in Europe, and a pair of

wolverines from Minnesota. These last are extremely
rare in collections and are of unusual interest. Among
the animals which were bred in the garden, the advent of
which has been noted from time to time in Forest and
Stream, may be mentioned lions, puma, prairie wolves,
leopards, camels, llama, biscn, Indian buffalo, American
elk, deer of several species and kangaroos. The Phila-
delphia Zoological Gardens are far ahead of anything of
the kind in this country, and their management appears
to be everything that could be desired.

kme md 0ntf.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Book ot the

Game Laws.

A PHANTOM GOBBLER.

AT a period in the past, before our Legislature made an
effective game law, and before public sentiment

was sufiiciently enlightened to demand its execution, had
there been one, it was thought to be the proper thing to
have a Thanksgiving dinner of roast turkey as early as
the month of March, without waiting for a proclamation
from the powers that be. In those days in the spring of
the year the bluffs and heavily timbered bottoms near the
mouth of the Illinois River were vocal with the calls of
wild turkeys during the mating season, and the hunter
who could listen to that music and not feel his fingers
tingle, and his pulses quicken with excitement, was con-
sidered outside the craft and voted "no good no how."

It was the unwritten creed of the country that if a man
met a flock of turkeys in the timber, and they attacked
him, he was fully justified imder the primal law of na-
ture, "self-preservation," in shooting them in self defense,
and as this prerogative had a popidar and widespread ap-
plication, hosts of turkeys more or lefs failed to show up
at roll call in November following, which otherwise
might have increased tenfold during the siimmer months,
enlarging the chance for sport in the same proportion
when the leaves began to fail, The custom was repre-
hensible to a degree and much to be condemned, but it

was hard to make a "Sucker" with a gun think so, espe-
cially if he was "out o' meat,"

I remember a couple of novices with more ambition
than skill who had made several ineffectual attemj)ts to
bag some of the patriarchs of the flock, and were bewail-
ing their hard luck to an old veteran, who was then a
prosperous merchant; but the passion was still strong
within him, and he seldom failed to have an outing with
the boys of a week or two in the spring and fall, when he
was certain to carry off the honors, much to the chagrin
of some of the more youthful and windy aspirants. He
was native to the locality and to the manor born and
bred, when droves of deer roamed over the unsettled
prairies and the howling of the wolves made night hid-
eous about his father's cabin, and as for turkeys, the
woods were full of them. He had seen service and plenty
of it, and if there was one kind of game more than an-
other that he loved to hunt, it was wild turkeys. It was
his delight to put his skill against their cunning; and the
turkey was a sharp one that outwitted him, for he had
the faculty of doing the right thing at the right time,
and was seldom at a loss in an emergency. It was agreed,
if we boys would meet him at simrise the next morning
at a designated spot in one of the narrow valhys leading
out from the river, that he would give us some pointers
in turkey hunting and post us up in the tricks necessary
to success; and we were promptly on hand at the appointed
time eager for the initiation to begin.
Going up the valley, which grew narrower as we

advanced, to where the inclosing ridges threw out
several spurs across it, interlocking each other, we came
to an open glade, at the head of which was a paAvpaw
thicket, which we entered to look for sign, and here we
found plenty of it, the ground being literally scratched
over; but the old veteran said the sign was not fresh, and
had been made the day previous, but the turkeys were
somewhere in the neighborhood, unless they had been
alarmed the day before.
Getting out into an opening he took his turkey bone

and gave a shrill "Tceoiok, keowk, keoick," that awoke the
slumbering echoes in the surroundmg hills. That seduc-
tive call would make the average hen turkey green with
envy, and had lured many a fine gobbler to his death
and the dinner pot, and was still in the business. Re-
ceiving no answer the call was repeated, and away over
a dividing ridge to the west, nearly a half a mile distant,
came a faint answer from a gobbler; and by waiting a
few minutes in silence we were able to locate him with
tolerable accuracy.
The ridge between us and the gobbler was fully 200ft.

high and little less than a fourth of a mile to its top
from where we were standing. Between two spurs
making out from the ridge ran a deep ravine, partly
filled with leaves, brush and vines, the accumulation and
growth of years, and up this ravine we toiled our way
with as much speed as the circumstances permitted, stop-
ping now and then to give a call or two and to wait for
an answer so as to be certain to keep the gobbler coming
toward us. The scheme was not to call too often nor to
hurry him, but to get to the top of the ridge before he
did, otherwise he would either see or hear us and we
would get no shots and our trip would be in vain.
After considerable hard climbing we took a position on

a rocky shelf that ran across the head of the ravine up
which we had clambered. This brought our heads on a
level vsdth the main ridge that was between us and the
gobbler. About forty steps directly in front of us and
on top of the ridge, without a bush or twig between it and
ourselves, was a large, spreading white oak, a giant
among its fellows and the probable ancestor of a numer-
ous family of saplings that surround it,

We were pretty well blown with our effort, and waited
a few minutes to get our wind and steady our nerves: but
we were ahead of the gobbler at all events, and that was
several points in our favor. We could hear him going
through his gymnastics on the other side of the ridge,
and we were chuckling to oiwselves how we would fool
him when he came in sight. He was coming to a sur-
prise party, and he didn't know it. Another low call
from the old veteran was answered by a fierce gobble
close at hand. "Get ready, boys," was whispered, and
the hammers were raised without a click and every gun
brought to the shoulder.
"Look out now, he's coming out from behind that big

white oak," and sure enough a moment later he came
from behind the tree with a Fourth of July strut and as
full of vanity as a dude. He had evidently made his
toilet with extreme care that morning, and had started
out to make a conquest. His wattles looked Mke a neck-
lace of burnished coral, and every feather glistened in
the morning sun; but we were laying for that gobbler
with a masked battery loaded with powder and shot and
things, and instead of meeting a lady love he met the
discharge of three guns loaded with BB shot.
Then what? Now jes' don't "you uns" say a word—

don't stir me up. Did we corral that turkey? Did we
hang him on a trophy pole and dance a war dance? Did
we "tote" him home in triumph and pick his bones over
a bottle of Catawba? Nary tote, nary tui-key, not a
feather.
Why didn't you give him the other barrels?
Ah, yes, why didn't we. Would you shell the woods

and not a turkey in sight?
Where did he go?
Well that is something no fellow could find out, at least

we never did, and we hunted for liim with both hands.
Six hands, in fact, with digits extended wide, in every
nook, ravine, brush heap and hollow log within a radius
of half a mile without finding a trace of him.
Was it Old Nick, dressed up as a gobbler, to fool us,

or a phantom turkey come back from the happy hunting
grounds to draw om- fire? Did the earth open and swal-
low him or did he climb a tree? That was the conun-
drum and we gave up, and it is a mystery to this day.
We lost the tiu-key, that is certain, if a thing can be said
to be lost that we never had, but a hearty laugh over the
adventure recompensed us in some degree for our disap-
pointment, and besides the experience was worth some-
thing to the boys.

It was agreed that that hunt shouldn't count, and we
consoled ourselves with the thought that an old spring
gobbler was dry meat at best, and that

The fowl that lived and flew away,
Might come to bag some other day.

Ei.sAH, m.
Cajeeron.

EPH. BROWN AND THE BEAR.
AS old age creeps on and incapacitates us from active

business, we are apt to dwell upon events of the
past. Memory carries us back to the old log cabin, where
in childhood we gathered about the heai-thstone, around
which clustered the happy associations and scenes of
other days; and we drop the sordid cares and wearing
anxieties of the present and forget for a moment the
lapse of time, and how the years and years have gone by
and those scenes are gone, save to memory. And so 1
am in mood to relate some pioneer incidents which oc-
curred in my younger days.
Ephraim Brown came with the settlers who first broke

into the heavy timbered forests not very far from the
Cattaraugus Creek, in western New York, a partial de-
scription of which region was given in a former article
published in Forest and Stream. Brown was an active
muscular man, never beaten in a foot race and the cham-
pion wrestler and chopper through all that section of
country. He was hardly past middle age at the time of
which I write, but by his friends and the people where
he was best known, he was always mentioned as "Old
Eph."
Bears were plenty and occasionally raided the farmers'

pig-pens and sheep-folds, and, except by a few hunters,
were considered rather a nuisance than otherwise. Now
Eph had a near neighbor Shultz, who called on him
one day to examine his cornfield, when he said bears or
coons, or both, were pulling down the corn every night.
Brown looked over the field and soon discovered by the
tracks that a small bear (perhaps a yearling) was making
a nightly raid on the corn. He informed Shultz that it
was a bear, and offered for a small consideration that he
would that night or the next drive the bear into his smoke
house and shut the door. Now, the consideration might
have been five or ten gallons of whisky, as that article
was then and there considered a legal tender. All classes
drank whisky in those days; and the words total ab-
stinence were unknown in the jnoneer vocabulary—
albeit there were comparatively less drunkards in those
days than at the present day. "Shultz readily agreed to
Brown's proposal, though rather doubting his ability to
fulfill the contract. Shultz's surprise was something more
than ordinary when on the following morning he found
the bear cooped up in his log smoke-house with the door
shut, barred and bolted.
No one had seen just how Brown had captured the

bear, but his explanation was about as follows: He cut
a blue beech ox gad about the length of an ordinary fish
pole, with a good switch end, and with this formidable
weapon he lay in ambush near where the bear would be
likely to pass in coming into the field. It was long after
the full moon had risen that he discovered the bear mak-
ing toward the field, and the bright moonlight enabled
him to see that it was the same small bear that he ex-
pected. By this time the bear had scented danger and
started back for the woods: and Brown started for the
bear, which he overtook just at the moment that it was
climbing the high rail fence. This gave Brown a chance
to give him a smart cut over the nose, which brought the
bear in a limp heap at his feet; but only for a moment,
when he turned and began to show fight, but one or two
clips in the face brought his nose down between his fore-
legs, at which, Brown said, he would whine like a
whipped cur. So he started bruin for the smokehouse, as
he said, by touching him on each flank, and if he went
too fast he would slow him up a little by a slight tap over
the nose with his long whip. In this way he succeeded
in working him up to the smokehouse, where the bear
was only too glad to get in out of reach of the cruel whip.
It is not to be supposed that an old, full-grown beaa." could
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be captured that way. NeTertheless, it was generally be-
lieved that Brown had accomplished a feat that could not
be done by any other man in that region.
A few years prior to the time of which I write there

were two brothers who were both crippled by an en-
Counter with a bear. They were skilled hunters, six-
footers, and heavily-built men. It was a sort of hand to
hand combat, where the two men were badly worsted,
thoroughly "chawed up," ae it were, one having his
thigh broken in two places, while the other had a
shoulder badly lacerated and the scalp torn from his
skull, so that it hung like a flap over the face. The par-
ticular circumstances which brought about such a singu-
lar episode I have neither time nor space to relate here.
By a providential circumstance they were found by a

party of hunters who happened that way soon after the
occurrence. Both men Avere helpless and were carried
out of the woods on stretchers. Their recovery remained
doubtful for several months: but they finally lived
through. But they were both maimed and disabled for
life. Antleb.
GBAKDvrBw, Tenr.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
DES MOINES, la., May 16.—About a week ago, when

leaving Chicago on the evening train of the St,
Paul & Kansas City road, I witnessed a little incident
which interested me at the time, and which may cast
some little light on the question of the speed of a flying
bird. We Avere about forty or fifty miles out of the city,
I should think, and I was at the supper table in the dining
car, it being then just a little before dusk, when I saw
five prairie chickens flying along parallel with the train
and about a hundred yards or more distant. I believe
they kept this course for more than a mile before they
finally turned around a hill and disappeared. They were
doubtless on their regular evening flight to their roost-
ing groimds, and any one knows that at such a time they
usually fly with great steadiness and rapidity. I lined
the birds up with the edge of the window casement, and
could see that they did not gain much on the train.
Either the train or the birds were irreg-ular, for first one
and then the other would see-saw ahead and settle back.
The train must have been going over fifty miles an hour,
for it makes a fast run through there. From the way
the birds followed the surface of the grouad. not holding
high up in the arrowy flight of the cold fall days, I
should think that they were going at about three-fourths
of theu- top speed. Our friends curious in figures might
from this formulate a guess not quite so rude as one alto-
gether unaided. It had been my impression that apraii-ie
chicken would fly right away from a railway train, but
in this long race it did not seem that way.
AU through Iowa and Missouri the country was look-

ing simply beautiful in the early spring, lying out fresh
and pleasant in a succession of gentle valleys and rolling
ripples of green. The crabapples were in bloom and the
dandelions covered the banks, and down in Missouri the
"redbud" trees were in full flower. It was very pleasant
to see the quiet country life unfolded in panorama as we
passed, the cattle grazing on the blue grass pastures, the
farm dog dozing in the sun, and now and then a turkey
strutting through the yard. For sporting purposes, how-
ever, most of this region across central and southwestern
Iowa and the upper corner of Missouri has seen its day.
Its beauty now is the beauty of the garden and not of the
forest or prairie.

And so on to historic Leavenworth, the most beautiful
city of Kansas, and indeed one beautiful enough in any
company, though 'Kansas does not offer a very hot com-
petition for the most part. Familiar with the arid west-
ern plains of Kansas, I had never seen this old town
before, and it seemed very delightful, albeit quiet and
quite done its active work apparentlv. This year Leaven-
worth has just 250 inhabitants less than it had last year.
Leavenworth supplies the West with prominent citizens.
They are scattered all through the mountain and plains
country. Nearly everybody in Colorado lived in Leaven-
worth once. Provided one be done with the active con-
flict, I do not know a better place to settle in, and a better
place for a town never was. The hills make a grand
amphitheafer down to the river. The country round
about is a noble one. Fort Leavenworth, the military
post and training school located about three miles above
the city, is situated in a bit of country as lovely as ever
lay out of doors, "It's nearly as pretty as the Bluegrass
country," said Lieut. Hughes, one of the oflicers I met at
the post. TMs, coming from a native of the bluegrass
section of Tennessee, is certainly much of an admission.
But Fort Leavenworth is called bv the army officers one
of the most beautiful posts in the United States, and they
are glad to be stationed there. I believe, however, tha"t
this is largely on account of the feminine population of
Leavenworth town, which is numerous and beautiful in
the extreme, and therefore of a quality to appeal to the aj^-
thetic nature of the gallantgentlemen of the army, Where
the officers are gathered together, there are the ladies
also, and vice versa. I don't know whether it is the offi-
cers, or the ladies, or the bluegrass country around Leav-
enworth which is responsible for this state of affairs, but
CA^erybody seems very happy over it.

And hey! for the glory of the army I The only trade
for a man, I do think, and one kindly to its followers.
The result of the physical training is so apparent. The
men are all men, and not stoop-shouldered villeins. The
uniformity of the excellence of their physical carriage
ought to be a shame to the average dollar hunter.

"There's the assembly," said Lieut. "Billy" Wright, as
a bugle began to sing, "and if you want to see the cavalry
parade, get out.'" Presently the troops came by, full trot,
shining, resplendent, magnificent, the "Senegambian
Hussars," as Lieut. "Billy" called the colored troop in
front, each big negro of the lot proud of his job, and rid-
ing like a king. If you want to see superb horsemanship,
go to Leavenworth. And if you want to feel your back-
bone quiver, listen to the ti-umpets.
After dinner we Aveut out across the town, tliree miles

in the opposite direction, to the Soldiers' Home. Here
was the obverse of the medal of glory. Two thousand
graybeards, hobbling, crawhng, sitting, unranked. half
uniformed. All waiting. No trumpets here. There
may be trumpets some day sounding m reveille over the
white headstones on the green hills yet beyond the
buildings of the Home. And so we ran it d'own, this
trail of glory, from the epauletted youngster seeking the
bubble reputation, to the lean and slippered parodv of
that, and finally the end of it all, Funny business, this

living ! If you go to the Soldiers' Home, you would much
better go back to the Fort next day and hear the bugles
again, and talk with Lieut. Billy, or Lieut, Wren, or
Lieut. Hammond, or Lieut. Cruse, or Lieut, Perkins, or
Lieut. Scott, or Lieut. Wilson, or Lieut. French, or Lieut.
Evans, or Lieut, Elliott, or Lieut. Nicholson from Eiley,
or some of the flock of young officers you may find out
there. The woods are full of them, and they are full of
fun.
"Did you ever hear Col. -^s elk story?" asked one of

these young gentlemen. "You know, it happened after
dinner one evening. Col. was telling how he chased
a great elk Avhich he had wounded, and which he was
particularly anxious to secure on account of its magnifi-
cent antlers, which he declared measured over seven feet
from tip to tip. 'I run the old fellow right up to the edge
of a heavy wood,' said the Colonel, 'but there I had to
stop, and I lost him. The trees stood so thick no horse-
man could get through. They weren't over tAvo feet
apart anywhere.'

" 'How wide did you say that elk's antlers were, Colo-
nel?' somebody asked him.
" 'Seven feet, sir; not an inch less, sir,' said th6 Ooi-

onel.
" 'And how far apart were the trees?'
" 'Not an inch over two feet, sir, not an inch.'
"Well, now, how in did the elk ever get in there

himself?'

"The Colonel stopped a moment, and then straightened
up. 'Gentlemen,' fie said, 'he did just exactly as I would
have done under the circumstances had I been in his
place, and just as I have to do now—he had to take in his
horns!'

"

"Well," spoke up another officer near by, "Col.
got out of that better than Gen. — did out of his fish
story. Did you ever hear of that?" No one ever had,
"Yoti see, I don't know whether I ought to tell it or not;

but if a general could tell it, I suppose a lieutenant can.
It seems that Gen. — was out fishing, down in Flor-
ida, The day was warm, and the temptation to go into
the water was very great. Fastening his line to a stump,
he removed his clothing and went in bathing. 'I was
just about to come out and resume my apparel,' said the
General, 'when I noticed a terrific tug at my line and
knew I had a fish of very considerable size. Loosening
the line from the stump, I went to work to land the fish,
when to my surprise the creature made a determined
rush for the sea and I found I could not control it. In
some way I became entangled in the line, and was rap-
idly hauled down the beach in spite of my struggles. I
felt the water dash above me as I Avas rapidly pulled in,
and I gave up all for lost. But, gentlemen, I have never
yet known my presence of mind to fail me in a time of
danger, and it did not now, I thrust my hand into my
pocket, drew out my knife, and in a moment had cut the
line and was free! Had it not been for that, you would
not see me here to-night." You ought to have seen the
General's face when they asked him where the pocket
came in in a story like that!"

All sorts of larking when it isn't dress parade, but
when the serious part of life is on at the Post the cere-
mony and dignity of the military community is some-
thing very pretty.
Mr. W. W. Carney, so well known to readers of

Forest and Stream as former owner of the ranch at
Great Bend, where the annual coursing meet of the
American Club is held, is now at Leavenworth, and with
him and his brother, E. L. Carney, the hours fled all too
quickly. In the evening Ave went over and called on
Col. Moonlight, one of the best known figures in Kansas
and Western history. Col, Moonlight was once governor
of Wyoming, and has long been prominent in political
circles. We got him to talking of his early Indian fight-
ing and hunting days, and passed a great evening. A
very romantic career has been Col. Moonlight's, I heard
elsewhere. He ran away from Scotland Avhen he was a
mere boy, and somehow got into the army in this country
and has been in all the wars, I understand, from the
French and Indian war on down, including the Seminole
Indian Avar, to say nothing of having been a Govern-
ment surveyor at the time Avhen a Winchester was more
useful at that work than a transit. Sometimes nowadays
the Colonel goes out on the range for a while, and as
soon as he leaves the settlements he throws off his hat
and goes bareheaded, sun or rain, till he comes back
again. "When I go on a hunt," said the Colonel, ''I

never take but one cooking vessel, and that is a common
tin cup. You can cook,anything you want in a tin cup.
I don't see what any one would want with any more
dishes than that." I should like a photograph of Gol.
Moonlight on a hunt, hatless, and bearing a single tin
cup. It seems to me that is traveling about as light as
they make it.

Frqpa Leavenworth to the croppy tournament at St.
Joseph, as see small bills. On Thursday evening there I
met Mr. A. G. Courtney laboring up the hill to his hotel
with his Lefever under his arm. "Where's Charlie
Willard and Rolla Heikesr" he asked.
"Gone home this afternoon," said I.

"That's all you know about it. They haven't gone
home. They missed their train, and I just left them on
their way back to the lake to go fishing again. If I didn't
have to go to St. Louis I'd go back to the lake myself and
fish all day to-morrow." St. Joseph and the lake offer
rare attractions for a trap tournament.
Here at Des Moines I find everybody looking forward to

the opening of the Iowa State tournament at this place on
Tuesday of next week. This should be a good event,
though I believe the croppy fishing at Des Moines is not
so exceptionally good.
From the West comes one more account ofshocking acci-

dent from shooting carelessness. In this case a husband
killed his wife. The affair happened at Colorado Springs,
Col. Mr. and Mrs. Winn, of Coronado, Kas., were withtAvo
friends returning from a pleasuring trip of over a month
in the mountains. Two ladies rode in one buggy, Mrs.
Winn being one of these. Mr. Winn and a friend rode in
a carriage directly ahead. In this vehicle were two shot-
guns, loaded. Mr. Winn moved one of these in some way
and it was discharged, the contents striking Mrs. Winn
in the neck and killing her almost at once. A fine repri-
mand for the man who allowed those loaded guns in the
carriage; but perhaps ho didn't like his Avife very much,
anyhow. The man who carries a loaded gun in a vehicle
ought to be treated as though he expected to kill some
one.

At this date the tremendous forest fires of th^^ Michigan

lower peninsula are reported abating. Many counties
have suffered terribly. No lives are reported lost, but
property of the value of several million doUars has been
destroyed. Grouse miist have been destroyed in the egg
by thousands and thousands, and perhaps many fawns
also perished, though as to the season of their birth in
that region I am not so certain. These great fires are
public calamities and herein should lie a lesson to the
careless camper. A newspaper which has gone into this
matter somewhat has the following to say:
"In the great majority of cases these forest fires are

caused by willful carelessness. Out of nearly 3,000 in-
stances collated in the tenth census, 1.1.53 'fires were
started deliberately for clearing land, 638 by hunters'
fires, 262 by what the returns called "malice," 197 by
reckless efforts to improve pasturage and only 50B by
locomotive sparks. In other words, more than 80 per
cent, of the fires might have been prevented by the exer-
cise of proper and sensible precautions." E. Hough.

SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
VII,—ON KILLING DOGS.

1AM going to give the tradition of the origin of the law
permitting the slaughter of deer dogs, to show the

consequences of the practice, the unAvisdom of it, the
extra-legal abuse of this doubtful privilege, the trouble
certain to come from it and the fact that the Game Com-
missioners were fully warned of what was sure to hap-
pen. We cannot deal with compliments now, and the
burden of this whole miserable business of dog-killing
Avith its dreadful consequences, must be left to rest where
it falls.

Deer dogging is not a recent practice in the eastern part
of the State. As early as the forties considerable of it

was done, although it was by no means general: for the
people of the southeastern part of the State were a race
of still-lmnters. It is hardly necessary to say that at that
period there were few if any deer, excep't stragglers,
west of the Penobscot, so that both still-hunting and
dogging were necessarily confined to the regions where
both have fiourished most ever since. Dogging was not
illegal at this time, and did not become so at any season
of the year previous to 1853, while it was not prohibited
until a later date, some time in the sixties, I believe,
though my earliest note of it is 1871.

As has been said, dogging was not at first illegal, andl

.

though most preferred still-hunting, it was practiced to
some extent, especially in the latter part of the forties
and during the fifties. It was theu that Eod Park and
his i)ack used to make "such gallant chiding" over the
rough granite country that slopes down the Union River,
It was noble music say those who heard it. Park Avas a
Veazie lumberman, Avell known all over the State, an
admirable marksman both at game and target, a fine still-

hunter for deer, an expert at all outdoor games and em-
ployments, the most buoyant, whole-hearted, irrepressible,
fun-loving and laughter-making man that ever drew
violin bow and loved his friend's quarrel better than his
own. His delight in good company drew him from the
solitary life of the hunter; his overflowing energy
attracted him to the woods, therefore he loved his dogs.
He always had a pack of favorites, not blooded, perhaps,
but well chosen and remembered long after the limits of
their doggish lives. Hunter, and Panther, who were
slain, old Jack who fell by a bullet, and old Spot, the
most lamented of all, were of them. Two lawyers, Brad-
bury and Wiggin, were frequent companions of Park's at
this time, and they hunted together in the Union River
country, sometimes from canoes, but most frequently on
the runAvays, which Park liked best, "A cry more tunea-
ble Avas never holla'd to," but it was not music to the
still-hunters. There were wolves in the country then and
the deer being in constant alarm from these, were more
frightened of the dogs than they now are, so that a pack
of hounds was a serious disturbance to stili-hunting. But
Park was a favorite and the hunters did not wish to
trouble him or his dogs, although they complained loudly
of his comijanions, Park was a poor man like themselves,
they said, but that rich men's sport should destroy their
occupation Avas a serious grievance, and on account of it

Park lost some dogs. Yet there was in this nothing that
would cause recourse to law making. There was, how-
ever, another trouble to Avhich Park always attributed the
origin of the first law permitting dogs to be killed.

Park had his enemies as well as his friends. Those
who have driven from Bar Harbor to Bangor on the
tally-ho which ran eight years ago, before the railroad
was put through, may remember just half way between
Ellsworth and Bangor, on the top of a long hill, two old,

blackened houses, the only ones for some miles, which
stood on opposite sides of the road not far apart. They
were the half-way taverns on the stage road, Johnson's
on the right and Mike Mann's on the left, and the hill is

still known as Mike Mann's Hill. This hill lies midway
between Fitts's Pond (now Phillips's Lake) and Reed's
Pond (now Green Lake)—two places at which Park and
his dogs used to run deer. The tavern keepers on the
hill had the bitterest enmity to each other, which Mann
at least, who was small in spirit as he was large in
statm-e, extended to all \A'ho patronized his rival. And
Park alAvays stopped at Johnson's. Whether there was
any other cause for this ill will is not known, but on ac-
count of it Park was subjected to much annoyance by
Mann and when he was in Mann's vicinity. At one time
the road leading down to Reed's Pond was filled full of
big hemlocks at a certain narrow place between ledges.

Again, Parks had some birch canoes left near there
maliciously destroyed. These and other troubles occurred
about 1851, but the feud was continued.

In 1853, by the margin of the R. S. of 1857, a new and
very remarkable game law was passed. "No person
shall hunt or kill on any land not his OAvn in this State
any moose from the fifteenth day of March to the first

day of October, or any deer from the fifteenth day of
January to the first day of Sejjtember, under a penalty
of $40 for each moose and |30 for each deer so killed.

No person not an inhabitant of this State shall, at any
time, hunt or kill any moose or deer except on his own
land, under the same penalties as above provided. Any
person may lawfully shoot or otherwise kill any dog
found hunting moose or deer within the time or with the
persons herein prohibited." The aliens meant are un-
doubtedly Canadians, for summer travel bad not then
begun to any extent. But why prohibit hounding in
close time only? This is covered by the prohibition to

hunt at all at that i5eason one would eupposei P«wk
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always declared that this point was "got up by Mann on
ui-pose to annoy him." It must have been Introduced
y some one living east of the Penobscot, for those living

where dogs were not used would have no interest in the
matter. The still-hunters of the Union River would have
been little likely to propose legiala,tion on the subject: for
they would have killed the dog that troubled them with-
out waiting to have the law passed to permit them, and
this law would not have protected them in the fall when
they needed it most. Park always said that Mann was
at the bottom of it. Note how this might have been.
Previous to the law of 1853, the law (R. S. 1840) had

been: *'Any person who shall kill any moose or deer
between the first day of July and the fii-st day of Novem-
ber in any year shall forfeit or pay for every moose or
deer so killed the sum of five dollars." That is, close
time previous to 1853 was from July 1 to Nov. 1, theveiy
period when Park was hounding deer, for no one ever
kept the law then. The fine was too small to be a per-
quisite to anybody, as only half went to the complainant,
so that Mann could have done Park no harm by com-
plaining. But to alloM- the killing of dogs in close time
—that is from July to November—would be the most
serious injury possible. If Mann could compass that he
had abundant revenge. Mann was not a representative
at any time—"he hadn't education enough," said John-
eon, his old rival, to me this winter. Whatever he did
he must do thi-ough others. Supposing, then, that he
argued with some representative the need of stopping
hounding in close time, the advantages of MUing dogs
as the means of stopping it, and impressed on the legislator
the fact that close time was the period of danger. When
the close time is changed from the fall months to the
winter and summer months, that representative is still

acting in obedience to his constituency by urging tha.t
dogs ought to be killed in the new close time, while
Mann, if he were guilty, loses the opportunity which he
correcUy sought, though gaining the letter of his desires.
That this change in the game law which he could not
help even if he had known it, should take place at the
same time that he did desire a change is natural enough,
while only such a desire as his could exi)lain the singular
rovision which allows the use of dogs part of the year,
ut makes their lives a forfeit at the period when they

were least likely to be used. For this is not aimed at
crust hunting, as may be seen from the fact that moose
may be killed with dogs tmtil the middle of March. It
was an unfeathered shaft that flew aslant.

Until a better explanation of the subject is given we
may assume, as Park did, that the first law permit-
ting dogs to be killed was framed from personal
malice. Even if he were wrong, the history of the law
would justify such a supposition. Good it has never done,
could not do. The man who loses one dog will buy two
more, and will forever hate the man who kiUed his pet
and companion. If dogging is illegal it should be stopped,
but never by killing the irresponsible dog. Arrest the of-
fender and fine him—he will submit; but any attempt to
kill his dog will be resisted, and in one way or another
will harm the cause in which it is done or the man who
does it. The slaughter of dogs has caused deer dogging
to thrive in this State. Doing it in the name of the law
has merely brought the law into disrepute; for it is now
and long will be considered a worse offense to kill a dog
than to use him in running deer. To arrest the man
brings credit to the law and little or no danger to the
officer; to kill the dog has just opposite effect.

I will give three examples of theresultsof dog killing,
selecting for obvious reasons some of long standing. In
every case 1 could give fullest particulars and could cite
other parallel instances. In the first a woodchopper,
hearing a hound, stepped behind a tree and cut out her
shoulder as she ran past. He escaped with his life,
but it was of little value to him for some time. The
dog was ownedby Louis Ketchum, the well-known Indian
guide, who could give full particulars although at
the time he was miles away, having lent the hound to
those who had her. The second occurred on Long Island
in Bluehill Bay. There was a special law that no deer
should be killed on the island, but an Indian named Joe
Orons, whom I suppose to be dead, met there with com-
panions to evade the law by driving deer into the water
and shooting them from the canoe. He had just killed
one in this way when a man, said to be named Hender-
son, shot his dog. The Indian instantly threw down the
gun he had, thinking the range too long for the buckshot
barrel, and seized a rifle lying beside him. Careless
handling caused a premature discharge, which tore open
his coat sleeve and burned his arm, but he once more
changed guns and fired at the man before he disappeared.
He then searched a house on the island to find him, and
failing in this was with difficulty restrained from doing
great damage to personal property. Almost any of the
Oldtown guides could give further particidars. Nor must
it be thought that only an Indian would do this. A white
man would do fully as much, I know of one man, now
deceased, a selectman of his town for many years, a man
honest and trusted and with a host of friends, who de-
clared that he himself had walked many miles and spent
two days in-trying to kill the man who shot his dog. Nor
need reference be made to the two wardens who were
killed for attempting to take a dog from its owner, in
order to prove the hazard of doing it.

Not only is it dangerous to kill dogs, but of late this
danger has been greatly increased because most of it has
been done illegally. It is not lawful to destroy any dog
not actually engaged in hunting, either On the track, or
swimming after the deer, or holding it at bay. Yet most
of the dogs killed here for some years have either been
poisoned or taken from their owners and killed before
their eyes. Need we cite the instances of three dogs
taken from one canoe and killed, of four belonging to
one sportsman, of one and two in many instances belong-
ing sometimes to residents and sometimes to visitors, but
in every case killed while not engaged in hunting? Nor
has the least discretion been shown in the dogs selected.
One well known and decidedly popular contributor to
FoEEST AND STREAM has given me his own experience.
"When I was in JIaine, Mr. H. and I had a narrow
chance," he writes, "for the lives of two liver and white
ointer dogs (which any person could tell were not
ounds) notwithstanding the fact that we ofEered to

show what they were by working them on game."'
"Hounds and greyhounds, mongrels, spaniels, curs,
Bhoughs, water rugs and demi-wolves," all that in the
catalogue are clept by the name of dogs, to mieaxiote—
have lost their lives or had them dangered by the law

that however it has been enforced, says only, "Any per-
son may lawfully kill any dog found hunting moose,
deer or caribou." Nor has the poisoning been legal.
Most of it has been necessarily laid out contrary to law
prohibiting its distribution within five-eighths of a mile
from "any highway, pasture, field or other improved
land;" and any one can see that while hunting the dog
would not take poison—"unless he was a very poor dog,"
adds one hunter slyly. True, the law does not prohibit
poisoning dogs, but if they will not take it while hunting
and cannot be killed when not hunting, there is barrier
none the less strong for being unexpressed. If not killed
in the act, the dog cannot be killed in any way, for he
returns to his owner who becomes responsible according
to the law which says, "Any person owning or having in
possession dogs for the purpose of hunting moose, deer or
caribou, forfeits not less than twenty nor more than one
hundred dollars." "Any person may lawfully kill any
dog found hunting moose, deer or caribou," runs the
law, not a wise provision at best, but infinitely unwise as
it has been administered. Consider the provocation that
has been given, the illegality of methods used, the
domestic animals killed and supposed to be killed by
those engaged in this work, the peril to human life, that
this work was kept up for three years in spite of all

remonstrances, and it is not hard to see how murder
grew out of it as the stalk from the seed.
Even if it had not been done by officials and under

orders it would have caused trouble; but those set to pro-
tect and defend the law broke the laws, and disaster was
inevitable. The Commissioners—that is Mr. Stilwell, who
represents them here—had timely and frequent warnings
of what would happen. It was not chance that caused
the death of Hill and Niles; it was fate. By the same
work we shall have more of it unless care is taken. That
murder was no surprise, but we expected it nearer home.
It was in this way that I heard it—for I was out of the
State that year and my father wrote it m^:
"12Nov., 1886.—Dear Fannie: I send two dailies. You

will see by reading, that as Meg Merriles told Dirk
Hattera^'ck, 'It is sown: it is grown; it is heckled: it is

twisted.' What I have so long expected and foretold has
come to pass, and in the way I predicted—by killing dogs.
I went to Stilwell twice last month to talk to him about
this very thing. He asked me only a short time ago [if]

I really believed any man was bad enough to kill another.
I told him I did not think, I knew it, and it would be done
if he kept such a eet of men as wardens and allowed them
to do such things. I do not know any of the parties.
They may all be angels for all I know. I know the place
exactly, as I have slept on the very same spot."
The original of this, with other important documents

published .and unpublished, is in the hands of the editor.
On receiving it I formed the resolution which I have held
to ever since, not to stojD until the time came to prevent
worse evils by showing up these. Unknown to me my
father had decided to do the same, had written to the
editor of this paper about it and then withdrawn because
the danger was not then pressing and the Commissioners
needed what support could be given. The danger is here
again. We have a new set of laws yet untried, and worse
conditions than at first for enforcing them. In giving the
results of years of study of these matters, it must again
be stated that there is no personal adA^antage to be sought;
no desire to present more than can be proved, but the
necessity of saying less; no hatred to any class, for none
have injured me; no wish to bring our wardens into dis-
repute, for some of them could not well have blacker
reputations than they now wear; no wish to disparage the
Commissioners, for their works are their judges; no thought
to stir up trouble—for there is more abroad at present than
most realize. To prevent trouble, to save respect for those
broken laws before it gets too late, to diminish the danger
to human life—that of these wardens and of better men
than most of them—is the only possible advantage.

Fannie Pearson Hardy.

Kankakee Marsh.—Chicago, May 20,—In a recent
issue of your paper your talented but misinformed
Chicago correspondent accuses the members of the Cum-
berland Gun Club of spearing fish on the Kankakee
Marsh. I am the only member of the club that has had
a spear on the marsh this spring, and my only spoils were
a few dogfish. Some of the members of the club will go
gunning (or spearing) for friend Hough unless he is a
little more careful how he advertises them as violators of
the game and fish laws.—Geo. T. Farmer.
Chicago, May 20.—Editor Forest and Stream: Your

issue of May 6 over signature of E. Hough you state that
the members of the Cumberland Gun Club have been
spearing pickerel on their marsh. On behalf of the
members of the Cumberland Club I am authorized to
deny this declaration, and say that not a member of the
club has engaged in any such practice, and would thank
you to correct the statement in your next issue.—W. L,
Shepard, Sec'y.

Texas G^ie Laws a Faroe.—Beeviile, Tex.—Seeing
the great slaughter of game going on out of season, our
club has ofl'ered a reward of $35 for information chat
will convict any one of violating the deer law. An effort
will be made to have the turkey law changed, as at pres-
ent it is worthless to southwest Texas. In a law to apply
properly to this section , the open season should come in
about Aug. 15 and close April 1. I believe the State
labors under another disadvantage, that is we have no
game wardens. The old saying, "What is everybody's
business is nobody's business," applies well to this case.
Nine times out of ten one neighbor will not repoi-t on an-
other, and 80 it goes; and the game laws are almost daily
violated. Bob White is holding his own very well, not-
withstanding the pot-hunter and the law-breaker, and
the fall shooting promises to be fine. The festive gobbler
was never more plentiful or boisterous than at this time.
-T. J. S,

New Jersey Quail.—Smithburg, N. J., April 25.—The
prospect for quail shooting in this vicinity next fall is
very good. A good many wintered over and can be
heard whistling in all directions. There is quite a num-
ber of ruffed grouse in the pines south of this place.—B.

Ramblers' Outing Club.—<New York, May 19.—The
Ramblers' Outing Club has reorganized with the following
oflicers: Pres., F. E. Fox; Treas., W. G. McCabej Sec'y,
R. 0. Russell, The club holda its weekly meetings eyery
Monday evening.

"Bores and Shooting Qualities,"-My letter in your
paper of April 30, about large and small-bore shotguns,
contains so many printer's errors that I beg to draw at-
tention to them, fearing that the meaning of some of the
sentences may be misunderstood. In paragraph seven
"l^drs," of powder should be 2J. In paragraph eight,
second line, the word "superior" should be inferior. In.

paragraph seventeen the charge of shot for a 20-bore is

printed "|^oz." instead of |oz. On page 289, paragraph
two, the word "larger" should be longer. In paragraph
five of the same page, on line fifteen, the words "with a
moderate cylinder" are, I think, inserted through some
oversight. The sentence should begin: "On the other
hand, both the 16-bores are splendid pprformei-s with
buckshot."—J. J. Meyrick (Devonsbii-e, Eng.)

Wisconsin Wildfowl.—Appleton, Wis., May 23.—

I

notice what your correspondent "Greenhead" has to say
in last issue about Wisconsin bass, and that they are to
be protected, etc. I also read what he says in another
column under the head of "The Wisconsin Flight," re-
ferring to water fowl. The game laws as were in force
this spring forbid killing at that time. If one section is
so readily violated, where is the virtue in any of the game
laws?—C, V. Y.

A SPRINGTIME HUNT.
"TF I can get away I'll take the boys an(1 go up to the Shanty
J. for a last hunt before the first of May," so sa,ld my father not

long aeo. I knew that it, would only be a question of life or death
that would keep him at home, so concluded that it would be pos-
sible tor him to "get away." A little later that same day brother
Ben confided to me that it "was the last Saturday before the law
wenton, and he and Harold did want to go hunting most dread-
fully." Then I told him of the little scheme his good father was
planning, and a happier boy could not be founrl. To go hunting
on Saturday was fun, but to stay out of Rrhool and stay over
night! Well, in a boy's estimation, what could be better. On Mon-
day active preparations were begun. Decoys hunted up, guns
put in order, shells loaded and all the numerous Things done that
are necessary for even a day's outing. All this was accomplished
by the boys between school hours. Tuesday an uninitiated ob-
server might have thought that the whole family were contem-
plating an immediate trip abroad from the confusion. Blankets
and rubber coats were strapped up, boxes of ammunition, with
hunting coats of various styles, adorned the chairs. Last, but
not least, a table filled with good things to satisfy the inner
man were waiting to be packed. We could hardly get any
one to dinner, and I think the cook was ready lo give
up in despair. After ringing the bell repeatedlv, the
family were assembled. The boys went back to school as they
were not to start until i o'clock. About 2 I took the horse and
carriage and ilrove father up to his boathouse and watched him
set out on his sail of five miles up the river. How I did want to
go and I am afraid I very often envied my brother his good times.
My part of the hunting expedition generally consisted in watch-
ing that nothing was forgotten and of remembering where caps
atjd coats were put and then seeing him off and being ready to
meet them on their return. The shanty is owned by a narty of
gentlemen and furnished with beds, stove and dishes. While of
late years the hunting has been rather poor still the business ma a
who can only leave for a day or few hours at a time enjoy gomg
up, and if they do come back with an empty bag they have had
the benefit of the rest from care and usually come home re-
freshed. Father packed the tiny craft with his share of the traps
—extra coats and a large bottle of milk were stowed up front—the
gun and shells in the middle, and putting up his sail, with paddle
and rope in one har.d, he pushed off and was soon out of sight.
When I returned to the house it was time to get the boys off.
They were wild as Indians and such hurrying into camp suits,
then the carriage was again filled with guns, etc., and we started
the observed of all observers, the whole neighborhood being
aware of the fact that the G-lovers were going hunting. The boat,
another tiny duck boat, with room for two and no more, was soon
ready to start, and with many injunctions "to be careful" the
boys were off and I turned old Billie homeward. The nest day
ou r hunters retured, tired, but happy, and brought 4 ducks and 8
snipe. As they sat and talked after supper I took down these
few notes which 1 give in father's words;
"Well, I reached the shanty about 0 o'clock, having made

several stops, but didn't get any ducks. I got the kev to the shanty
and began to get supper. It grew late, the boys didn't come, and
I got so uneasy tnat I jumped in my boat and pulled down the
river. 1 only went a snort distance and I heard them coming—
the wind had died down, so they had to pull most of the way. We
enjoyed our supper, and about 8 o'clock were joined by Mr. H.,
who drove up from town. We went to bed a little after 9—1 can't
say that any of us slept much—and at 3 o'clock we got iip, took a
hasty breakfast and all started for the marsh. In the first half
hour I did most of my shooting. I never saw ducks decoy so well;
In fact I almost forgot to fire my gun I was so astonished to see a
flock come down into the water while 1 was in plain sight—I killed
two as they rose and another dropped to my second shot. The
next one I killed at long range, Mr. H. brought down two, and that
ended the ducks—we saw no more, so we went over to the low
meadow grounds to try for snipe. Eight fell to my share, with
five for Mr. H. We concluded we would go back to the shanty for
dinner, as it was then after 10 o'clock. We found the boys had not
had much luck, but any amount of fun. Harold shot a'mud hen,
which;sunk never to rise again. Ben had two blackbirds. The
boys had succeeded in spearing some fish the night before, so they
made an agreeable addition to our supplies. It will be the last
hunt until September, and then, if I am alive. I hope to go out.
I feel as if I was about seventy-five years old to-night, but I'd go
again to-morrow if I could:" and so saying he rose and knocked
the ashes from his pipe and bade us all good night.
(xHAND Haven, Mich. Ellye H. Gi.over.

^tfd §'W^r fishing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Boolt of
the Game Laws.

WASHINGTON CITY NOTES.
ONE of the largest rockfish or striped bass that has

been in the Washington market for some years
was Aift. in length, girth 35in., exhibited by Javins &
Sons; it was taken from the Potomac Eiver at Stony
Point, 30 miles below Washington City. The weight was
given at 96lbs. ; but I often think that 80lbs. would be
nearer the mark. It was taken in a shad seine operated
by Capt. Joseph Caywood. Last year, Mr. Neitzey tells
me, their seine took four or five large rockfish each day,
but this year the average has been but one a day. They
seldom go over SOlbs., but frequently weigh from 30 to
50lbs. each. A run of large rockfish is usually followed
by a slack in the run of shad, and, therefore, the seiners
do not Hke to see them come in.

Speaking about the flavor and excellence of these large
fish, I hold that they are good. A 35 or 40-pounder boiled
and served with a good dressing or garum, is hard to beat
in the fish line.

April 30 I saw the first small-mouthed black bass in
market from the Potomac. Only a few of them, half a
dozen, aggregating about 61bs. Two of these were l|llb.
fish, and appeared to be fuU of eggs.
"Frank Fields hooked a lOlb, catfish in the Anacostia

this morning,"—/Star, April 35, 1891. We hope Frank
has landed it.

You have beard of the large German earj) (34lb8.)
caught in the Potomac, A boy of 11 years caught an-
other big one weighing S31bg, from Long Bridge last
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week. The prettiest food fisli of tlie family, introduced
from Germany, is the tench. Quite a number have been
caught in the Potomac.
The shad season thus far has been poor in the Potomac.

"White perch hare been scarce in the seines, but the ang-
lers (hook and liners mostly) have been reaping a rich
harvest between Georgetown, a new addition to Wash-
ington, and the chain bridge. A fellow told me recently
that he caught more than a hunda-ed perch, and stopped
fishing for want of bait. He searched for worms in a
place wherein worms were not, and had to give up fish-

ing. I asked him why he didn't use young eels, and told
him where to look for them. He saw thousauds of them
go wriggling around the roc^ks, but didn't know what
they were or that they make good bait for white perch.
There has been a little good black-bass fishing. On

April 27 Messrs. A. Hancock and J. H. Hunter caught 3T
bass at the falls. These weighed about 45ibs. , and were
caught with rQinnows. About May 1 Mr. Wm. Alvey,
aiui one or two others, of the Woodmont Club, caviglit 90
bass in three days' fisliing. On tlie 6tli Messrs. Moliler,

Hendrickson, Lisle and J ohn and Arthur llshedat Wever-
ton, near Harper'd Ferry, catching 6 bass and 3 sunfish.
Arthur (aged 9) succeeded in taking the largest bass, a
1^-pounder. The day was cold and very disagreeable.
Lots of bass ha.ve been taken on that part of the river, the
fishing late in A])riL and early in May having been better
than for several years. On May 20 Mr. H. C. Coburn,
using live minnows for bait, caught 6 bass averaging over
21bs. in weight. Dr. Townshend, Mr. Einstein and
another gentlemen had equal success. These fish were
taken at the club house near Great Falls, and the bait was
bought at the place for about 25 cents a bucketful. No
eggs were seen in the bass opened by Mr. Coburn. Some
of the bass now are on the spawning beds and little fishing
is looked for until about the middle of August. From
then till cold weather sets in good fishing is to be expected.
During the fall months the bass is in his prime condition
and contests vigorously every inch of ground.
The water in^the Potomac at present is very clear and

high. A good season for rocktish at the Little Falls is

predicted. Rare sport is often had here, the fish ranging
from 1 to 51bs. in weight.
On May 11 B, new rod and gun club was organized in

Washington, which is named The Washington Rod and
Gun Club. The following ofiicers were elected: President,
S. W, Stinemetz; Vice-President, Joseph H. Hunter;
Secretary, A. M. McCormick; Treasurer, L, K. Devendorf

;

Captain, George S. Atwater, The object of this club is

trap shooting, fiBhing and the protection of fish and game.
A club house for the accommodation of the anglers is to

be erected on tlic Potomac in the vicinity of Seneca, and
grounds suitable for trap shooting will be secured.
Many things of interest have been observed in the mar-

ket besides those already mentioned. The supply of

Southern and East Coast fishes has been unusually good.
Croakers of large size, weighing as much as 21bs., have
been in good supply: bluefish quite plentiful, and pom-
pano also. Quite a large number of small pompano have
been on the market. Red snappers are plentiful. May 14
I noticed a channel bass or red drum of good size, I should
say 201bs. weight. Weakfish or salt-water trout, both
plain and spotted, common. Spanish mackerel fairly

common. I noticed for the first time this spring moonfisla
{Clioetodipterus) and kingfish (Aleniicirriis), May 14. The
moonfish, a pair of them, were as fine specimens as I

have ever seen; at least of 61bs. weight each. The king-
fish, but three small bunches, measured from 11 to ]5in.

each. A few small tautogs were seen. The sea bass
{CentropriHtiH striatvs) are plentiful and reach here in

excellent condition. Porgies or scup {BtenotomuH) are
quite abundant and have been running large, but I

noticed a few bunches of small ones. These were not
larger than the common sunSsh, Very few sheepshead
are seen. Flatfish and young halibut quite plentiful.

One or two young drum (Pogonias) have found their way
to our market. Pike-perch( Stizostedinm) weighing from
1 to 61bs. apiece have been more or less common. Eels
and catfish in good supply. Sturgeon are reported as
being common in the river.

The market has been well supplied with good fat snap-
ping turtles, and by the looks of Golden's stand they can
meet a good demand. These come from the Potomac.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., May 33.—The main fact of interest

from this point is that the Kankakee Fish and Game
Protective Association was organized last night. This
was done at the meeting of the Possum Club, as was
earlier announced to be the intention.

Nearly fifty chairs were filled at the Possum Clnb
meeting, several gentlemen being present from outside
the city, among these Mr. Geo. I. MaiJlet, of Crown
Point, and Mr, Chas, J. Bockius, of Marion, Ind., and
Col. A. "W. Jones, of Virginia. Mr. Organ was in the
chair, and at 7 :30 seated the assembly, which had met at
"Werner's.
At 9:30 Mr. Organ called the meeting to order and asked

for the opinion of the meeting on the subject of organi-
zation for this protective jjurijose, Mr, Gdlespie at once
moved to organize, and this carried, with some discussion
by Mr. Farmer and others. The chair called for a descrip-
tion of the lawless condition of affairs on the lower Kan-
kakee, and attention was drawn to the fact that the fish-

ways were not in any of the dams of'the Kankakee as
required by law. The chair then called on Mr. Geo. E.
Cole, president of the Fox River Association, present as
guest and organizer by special invitation for the evening.
The chair called attention to the fact that nothing suc-
ceeds like success, that the Fox River Association had
succeed ed, that the new association would do well to fol-

low these estabUshed lines closely; Mr. Cole was present
only under protest, not seeking any glory, but was will-

ing to tell how and show how to organize successfully.
The new association would do well to follow his advice to
the letter.

Mr. Cole then made some terse remarks about the Fox
River work, said he knew that success could be repeated,
and at once got to work by moving for a committee of
three on by-laws. The chair appointed Messrs. Cole,

Mussey and Hough. These retired and in about five

minutes reported back for adoption of the by-laws of the
Fox River Association, properly modified in phraseology
for the Kankakee. By motion of Mr. Low, these were
adopted without reading. Mr. Cole explained the by-laws
andT their effect briefly aud plainly, and said it was a very

simple thing to do all the work when it was gone about
in the right manner. Mr. Gillespie testified to the thorough-
ness of the fishway work on the Fox. Dr. N. Rowe spoke
briefly and promised all the aid in his power. Mr. Abner
Price said English Lake, on the Kankakee, had always
been full of gill nets, nothing practical had ever been
done to remove them. He was ready, if this thing meant
business. Mr. Jas. Sexton, postmaster of the city of
Chicago, said he was still ready to lend a hand in any-
thing like this. Col. Felton said he had been interested in
propagating things ever since he was knee high. He was
glad to see so many present, and was sorry , that he could
not bring in with him Mr. John Hunner, State Treasurer of
Wisconsin, who he knew would be interested in all this,

but whom he had been unable to find at his hotel. Mr.
Low told the story of his work at Springfield, compli-
mented Commissioner Bai-tlett and Mr. Cole in the highest
terms, and indorsed this movement. He said he did this
only on the supposition that those going into the Asso-
ciation would put up their money. He had heard so
much of talk. Mr. MaUlet, of Crown Point told about
the recent yanking of three law breakers in that town,
but thought the law of Indiana a trifle faulty. Mr.
Bockius also spoke nicely.
On Mr. Cole's suggestion it was moved that the chair

appoint a committee of three, the chair to be one of the
three, for the selection of eleven directors. This com-
mittee shortly reported, and after discussion the list of
directors was chosen as follows: Messrs. Geo. E. Cole,
Abner Price. A. M. Fuller, J. P. Card, T, Benton Leiter,
R. B. Organ, H. D. Nicholls, Fred C. Donald and E.
Plough, of Chicago; Mr. Geo. I. Maillet and Dr. H. P.
Swartz, of Crown Point, Ind. Some talk was had about
extending the work of the association over "northern
Illinois,"' but this was wisely opposed, the concentrated
work of the Fox River Association being held up as the
model. The annual membership was placed at $2, and
the life membership at $20. This is just double the Fox
River dues, and It was a wise move to make them so.

The directors were advised to meet under the by-laws
one week from date. A vote of thanks was carried for
Mr. Cole amid a storm of applause. Mr. Low then moved
that the next meeting of the Possum Club be held during
the week of the IlUnois State shoot, early June, so that
visiting shooters could be invited, and that Dr. N. Rowe
be the chairman of such meeting. The latter made a
vigorous kick on jjlea of business, but was seated. The
meeting adjourned. Those present were Messrs. Maillett,
Dicks, Hamline, Farmer, Place, Cleaver, Weaver, Dr.
Jones, Andrews, Von Lengerke, O'Brien, C. S. Wilcox, J.

L, Wilcox, Cole, Sexton, Organ, Mussey, Kinney, Low,
Gillespie, Felton, Anson, Pfetfer, Parker, Stone, Frazier,
Wiggins, Bockius, Sheoban, Cox, Stephens, Fetherstone,
Mitchell, Waldron, Haynes, Holder, Haskell, Turtle, Dr.
Rowe, Knox, Shaw and Price.
The membership of the Possum changes one-half at

every meeting. It grows well, and is already quite a
factor in Chicago sportsmanship. If anything needs
organizing, the first word is, "Call a meeting of the Pos-
sum Club."

This, in brief, is the first step in the progress of the
Kankakee Association. It is something needed, and
something which ought to succeed. It will be seen that
the process of organization, as laid out by Mr, Cole,- was
very simple. Without such guiding plan, already de-
vised, there must have ensued here one of those disas-
trous talking events which have strewn with wrecks the
course of game protection time out of mind. Now, these
eleven directors will meet and elect a president and a
treasurer, will assign men to levy the contribution, and
will appoint fish, game and legal committees. It is all

in the hands of the directors. This may look like a close
corporation, but that is just what it ought to be. A
crowd will talk, but will not work. If out of the eleven
directors six will meet for a quorum, and if out of those
six three will actually and enthusiastically work, then
this association will succeed. This is what the sifting
down of organization does, It was three men that made
the Fox River Association what it is. All this policy
work, this consultation of j>ersonal motives, or club lines,

or localities and the like, as is now usually done in such
work, is a mistake, because it doesn't organize, and it

doesn't sift out the workers from the talkers, and it

doesn't get the kernel out of the chaff. Too much thanks
cannot be given Mr. Cole for his purely businesslike way
of going at this. It would be easy to hm-rah for Mr.
Cole and the young association, but that would neither
please the one nor benefit the other. The time has not
yet come to hurrah, but let us hope it will come, as I

firmly believe it will.

The following ambiguous paragraph from a daily news-
paper was handed me to-day by Mr. R. B. Organ. Does
anybody know anything about it out here? It is hard to
tell what the "improvements" or "pm-poses" may mean:
"Pekin, 111., May 21.—A meeting of the parties who pro-
pose purchasing the tax title to 15,000 acres of hunting and
fishing land, contiguous to Spring Lake, which is fourteen
miles below this city on the IlHnois River, was held to-

day. It was decided to at once improve the land so that
it may be used for the purpose in view when purchased.
There are 63 stockholders." It will be remembered that
Spring Lake county is one of the best hunting and fishing
localities along the Illinois River.
A party of gentlemen from Cleveland, Messrs. Chas. W.

Burrows. Clark T. Hasbrouck, Jas. Wood, F. H. Morris,
A. L. Moses, Walter Kennard, Geo. Faulhaber and S. H.
Schmuck, outfitted here this week for the muscallonge
country of the Manitowish region, via Lake Shore &
Western Railway. They are a jolly crowd, and will have
a jolly time. Some of these names are familiar along the
Oastalia Stream in Ohio,
Dr. O. W. Nixon, literary editor of the Chicago Daily

Inter-Ocean, Mr. Harry Ballard, city editor of the same
paper, with Mr. Wm. Taylor and Col. John S. Cooper, are
also on their way to the muscallonge lakes. Col. Cooper
is an old-timer in that region, and he takes in with him
this year a scheme to get away with the wary muscal-
longe which gets away with anything I ever saw or heard
of in the way of artificial bait. The worthy Colonel has
visited some toy store, and purchased a hollow rubber
image, about 7x11 in. in size, and alleged to be built in the
semblance of a young duck. This he inflated and sealed
up the hole, and then he got BUly Morgan, over at Spald-
ings, to wire a shark hook to it.

' The device is completed
by a coat of paint. The whole business looks like a Chi-
nese idol. Col. Cooper fondly dreams that if he leaves
that thing floating on the bosom of the festal lakes, the

|

muscallonge will think it is a young wild duck, and will
swallow it bodily

;
whereupon th© arsenic in the green

paint will soon cause the fish to turn belly up, or come
out and lean over a log, in either of which cases the task
remaining to the Colonel would be but trifling in its na-
ture, as he could easily secure the fish. Look out now
for a weird fish story when that crowd gets back. A lit-

erary editor, a city editor and a 7xll rubber duck—if

that isn't a muscallonge combination I don't know where
you get them. E. Hough.

TONS OF FISH DRIED UP.
Editor Forest, and Stream:
Why is so little attention paid by the Fish Commission-

ers of the several States bordering on the river to the
fishes of the Upper Mississippi? I spent four months ®f
last summer and fall on the river between Dubuque and
St. Louis and I think I am drawing it mild when I say
that I have seen tons of black bass and great northern
pike left by the water of spring in the shallow ponds on
the islands. In a month after the river gets into its

banks most of these ponds are dry and the fish that are
not scooped up by the natives are left to rot in the sun.
At the expense of a few dollars these fish might all be
saved. You have no idea how many fish are destroyed
in that way every year; they seem to run into all the
ponds and low places on the islands to escape the running
ice during the spring break-up, and when the river falls

they are left imprisoned; then it is only a question of
time until they meet their fate. This makes a feast for
coons, skunks and mink. I have taken pike that would
weigh from lOlbs. upward with great gashes cut in them
by the murderous beak of the blue crane. I wonder what
he expected to do with such a fish. F. W. S.

[In 1888 two cars of the U. S. Fish Commission were
lent to the Illinois Commissioners, with the men necessary
to manage them, and from Jidy 15 to Oct. 5, 26 carloads
of fish were rescued and deposited in Illinois waters.
This work is still continued with the help of the XJ, S.
Commission. In 1389 two cars were used and in 1890
three cars were engaged in the work. The fish distributd
were from 4 to 14in. in length. Many hundreds of
thousands of valuable fishes, including bass, crappie,
strawberry bass, wall-eyed pike and catfishes. In twelve
days, near Rapid City, Illinois, nearly one half million of
fish were transferred from drying pools to the river. The
same kind of work was carried on more than ten years ago
by Mr, Shaw, then Fish Commissioner of Iowa. He was
followed by Dr. Bartlett, of the Illinois Commission, and
in 188^ the Government took up the jjroject and carried
it forward on a gigantic scale. There is no question
about the immense service rendered by such rescue of
valuable food fishes, and all States subject to such mor-
tality of fish life should take steps to save them from
destruction.]

PLEASANT LAKE.
THE many beautiful lakes of New Hampshire afford

superb attractions, as her thousands of summer
guests annually testify, yet none will tempt thither the
anglers of her neighboring States in the years to come
like a cold, deep, sparkling gem which lies placidly sleep-
ing in the valley near the base of Kearsarge Mountain in
the town of New London.
This attractive sheet of water, pure as crystal, is known

as Pleasant Lake, and was at one time locally famous for
its trout fishing. Near its western rockbound shore is the
residence of Mr. Ransom F. Sargent, the genial superin-
tendent of the Lake Sunapee fish hatchery, and through
whose influence the attention of Hon. E. B. Hodge, State
Fish Commissioner, was directed to this natural trout
pond.
Mr. Hodge at once perceived the advantages of stock-

ing its waters, and, by an act of the Legislature prohibit-
ing the taking of trout or landlocked salmon from any of
its feeders for a period of five years, he felt justified in
instructing Mr. Sargent to screen its outlet effectually,
and place in the brooks several thousand fry of the sal-

mon, rainbow and brook trout from the Sunapee hatchery,
each year.
In the spring of 1890, 15,000 young salmon were placed

in Great Brook, and late in the fall myriads of fingerlings
swarming the stream proved only too well that these
waters are adapted to a thrifty advancement of their
growth. Wardens have been appointed to serve as
keepers, and a vigilant guard will be maintained, lest

unscrupulous poachers attempt to evade the law.
The five natural trout streams supplying the lake with

its wator of crystal purity, have been carefully posted in
conspicuous places with copies of the legislative act,
defining the penalties imposed, and with the recent addi-
tion of 45.000 more fry, no doubt exists of the future
treats in store at Pleasant Lake for "knights of the rod."

Byron.

THE SQUIRES CATALOGUE.
I IKE a tree flourishing by the waterside Mr. Squtres's
J catalogue takes on new stateliness with the years.

The edition prepared for the season of 1891 excels that
of last year, and that one surpassed anything that had
ever been dreamed of by the most ambitious of sports-
man's catalogue makers.
In addition to the material given before Mr. Squires

now presents a number of well-written and readable
papers prepared for the catalogue by Hon, Theodore
Roosevelt, Dr. James A. Henshall and Messrs. Henry P.
Wells, Charles Haliock, C. Bowyer Vaux and others.
These are illustrated—and for the most part happily

—

with engravings from original drawings by well known
artists; and no detail of adornment of type and luxurious
paper has been neglected. All are creditable and well
worthy of their setting, with the single exception of the
work of Bill Nye, whose humor degenerates into stable-

boy coarseness of a vulgar type. Mr. Roosevelt writes
of "Big Game Hunting," a subject on which he is an
authority, by virtue of a long experience on the plains
and in the mountains o^ the West. Mr. Wells has chosen
the salmon as his theme. Dr. Henshall puts a vast
amount of black bass lore into compact compass, and Mr.
Haliock sketches the happy days of boyhood on the
shores of Long Island Sound, This paper we have
selected, by Mr. Squires's permission, to reprint here, and
it appears, nearly in full, with two of the four illustra-

tions, for the delectation of many a silver-haired reader
of the Forest and Stream, who was himself once a boy
down by the sea,
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NE learns
his salt-

water
, lessons

\k ; early who is reared
VI beside the bright

waves ot Long Island
r Sound. Given a good

centerboard boat and
'ij unrestricted personal

; Vi'i liberty in hours of
;

' boyhood, and there is

. no better kindergar-

V: . ; ten for the angler than
. ; its broad expanse of

bosom and the errant
tideways of its in-

dented shores. In the
course of fifty years I

have seen it in all its

moods.
It was my good for-

tune to spend portions
of a lusty adoleecence
at New Haven, where
my father's villa oc-

cupied the vantage
ground of an oyerlooking bluff, whence were barely
visible the blue outlines of Long Island, twenty miles off;

and as the greater part of my tuition was acquired at

Brooks & Thatcher's boat house, with the hopeful son of

the senior partner as my inevitable conapanion, we two,
John and I, soon learned the caprices of that changeful
Mediterranean, and how to lay the Teazer's course ac-

cordingly.
Dear old boat! She Avas a weatherly little craft and

took right hold of the water as though she meant to keep
her grip; and she did, for many a time did old Captain
Brooks anxiously watch her through his glass from the
boat house loft at the head of the harbor as she came
bowling up the channel when no other sail was in sight,

except perchance some stately West India vessel in-bound
with "rum, sugar and molasses" for the Trowbridges or

the Armstrongs. In course of years we came to know
every reef and ledge within a reach of forty miles up and
down the Sound. From Bridgeport to New London is an
archipelago of breezy islands and surf-worn rocks, many
of them awash only at low water, among whose marine
subways and thoroughfares a multitude of fish of many
kinds find sumptuous nursery ground and pasture; and
there was not a spar buoy, spit, or spindle, which did not
indicate for us some favorable fishing groimd for black-

fish or sea bass, or a noted rendezvous for cunners, dog-
fish, sea spiders, robins, and all that disreputable ilk

which betimes annoy the angler by occupying his time or

stealing bait. We knew every sandbar and shoal where
we could catch shrimps and sandworms, and all the tepid

shallows in the estuaries where minnows swarmed, and
the sedgy shores with their bands of mussels, beds of

clams, and colonies of fiddler crabs.

Egad! what fim it was, and is, to catch the fiddlers

away from home, or prod them out of their burrows with
a stick! We used to eaU over to the east side of New
Haven harbor, near old Fort Hale, and fill our tins on
the early flood; or we would find our quarry on the west
side marshes to which West River is tribu^tary. A colony
of these comical crustaceans reminds me of a prairie dog
town in Kansas or Dakota. It is a sort of seashore ana-

logue. Each little settler who does not happen to be for-

aging or visiting his neighbor is always silting at the

door of his dugout, with his big claw swinging menac-
ingly over his shoulder, and whenever a person a,p-

proaches he bobs down out of view. All the vagrants
hustle incontinently, and in half a moment the village

seems untenanted, with nothing but empty holes in sight.

A few minutes later, however, if all is quiet the

community gets alive again, and an expert catcher

can fill a two quart can in half an hour.
In midsummer, when the ebb served,

we calculated to run down the harbor
under a northwesterly breeze from off

the land, and so reached the fishing

ground as early as possible on the young
flood, returning with the wind fair from
the northward in the afternoon. Usu-
ally, we were contented to try the "Cow
and Calf" rocks off Branford, o'er the
' Monument" near Stony Point, a matter
of a dozen miles or so, but the cruise was
often extended to the Thimble Islands to

the eastward, or to Charles Island, Black
Rock, and the Middle Ground, off Bridge-
port, to the westward—all favorite f)laces

for old fishermen at the present time. On
occasion we ventured to Faulkner's Island
and beyond, though the latter was seldom
attempted in a single day. Trips like

these involved the use of a 38ft. jib and
mainsail boat called the Eagle, for which
we always took the Teazer along as

tender; and great were the times we had,
sometimes stopping overnight with the
light-keeper, or going ashore to dinner
at Malachi Krig's at Branford Point,

or at Double Beach, or at Double Point, Guilford,
or Stony Point, where we often met carriage parties who
drove down from New Haven to join us in'a chowder or
clambake, or a feast of green corn and lobsters. Wonder
if they have such flm nowadays! The old parties don't,

I know, for most of them are dead; but now and then a
survivor turns up unexpectedly in some remote region to

talk over the reminiscences which can never be forgot-

ten. Six quarts of provender served in wooden kids was
the regulation mess at an old-time clambake, and the
individual who could not get away with that much had
no appetite at all.

The climax of festivity was in the blackfish season.
Odd zooks! what superlative chowdfer those blackfish do
make! but hardly equal to sea bass though. Sometimes
we caught fine sea bass when we fished for tautog, letting

our big sinkers down to the rocky bottom. The blackfish
occasionally ran up to ten or twele pounds in weight,
though the average was smaller by a good deal, and their
humor was capricious. Sometimes, on eventful days, the
boats would fill up soon, and on other occasions fishermen
would get no fish at all. But John Brooks and I never
were "elected." There was one infallible crack 18in.

wide between two big rocks at the Thimble Island where
we were sure of fish, as a last resort if we failed to find

them at the regular trysting places. Indeed, this crack
was a clean rift from top to bottom through the very
center of the island where Captain Kidd's punch bowl
and ringbolt used to be pointed out to the credulous; and
as the tide ebbed and flowed through it, the blackfish
used it as a sort of thoroughfare, and any one curious
enough to peer down into the depths, where the kelp
swayed gently with the motion of the current, could see
the blackfish lazily sculling through. Then it was fun to
drop a fiddler crab directly before the nose of one of

them, and see him hook himself incontinentlv; then up
with the line hand over hand till we had him floundering
on rocks beside us. But the greatest fun was the mystery
with all the other fishermen, who came in empty handed,
where those blackfish came from. We kept the secret
always close and none of them ever guessed. Wonder if

it is that way now?
Mentioning flounders—we had great sport with them,

too, in the spring off the draws of Long Wharf and the
old Basin Wharf, when the rising tide flowed through.
A piece of umbrella wire Sin. long, with a 6in. snood at

each end baited with a clam, was the kind of rig we used
to supplement a stout line and stiff cane pole. Some-
times we would catch a basketful, though it was cold
work early in the season, and there were days when the
fish froze stiff on the piers. Later, when the weather
grew warmer, it was fun to spear them on the flats

among the rushes and eel grass, just before and after
dead low water, when the tide had run an hour or so.

But the trick was to see the fish, for they had a knack of
burying themselves out of sight in the ooze. It was only
when one moved that he betrayed his whereabouts by
stirring up his roil.

Still earlier in the spring was the frostfish season

—

frostfish th^n, tomcods in the fall. We used to think it

sport watching for them when the harbor was frozen
over in the clear space which was left between the
wharves and the ice by the rise and fall of the tide. The
fish would come up to breathe and look for food, and it

was an easy matter to jig them with a triangle of stout
hooks bent on to an umbrella wire with a wooden handle
attached. In June came the weakfish, or suckermangs,
when the channel became a sandbar, and the beach and
old Fort Hale would often swarm with fleets of fishing
boats. I remember one season when every boat caught
weakfish as fast as their occupants could toss their bait
over and pull in. They used crabs and shrimps, and
fished with hand lines only a few yards long, taking most
of the fish near the surface. The fish were fairly ravenous.
At the Quinnepiac River bridge in July was the favorite

place to catch yoimg blue fish, or snapping mackerel,
about the size of one's hand. That was about the

only place and time of year when delicate

tackle was in vogue in the forties, for

snapper fishing was the special joastime
of dilettante anglers, a.nd drew out many
who did not show up on other occasions.
With float and shrimp and line as fine as
gossamer thread, and hooks diminutive,
they basketed hosts of these delicate fish.

The tide ran through the draw by the old
Bell Dock with a rush , and the water fairly-

sparkled with the flashing of the silvery

fish as they were swept through. About
the same time there was splendid sport
outside the harbor on the Sound, trollins

for large bluefiah. Fleets of white-winged
sharpies, and many larger craft, cruised
off shore and on in the ever freshening
breeze, and sturgeon leaped hilariously

and fell again with ponderous splash. In
the fall the eels and tomcods would com-
mand attention , and there and West River
was the preferable fishing ground, though
the wharves and the Quinnepiac were not
far behind in choice. Indeed, the general

round of sport was varied and continuous, though the
variety of fish life was less than on the New .Jersey coast.

We missed the Spanish mackerel, the sheepshead, the king-
fish, and the drum, although occasional representatives
of some of these families would be caught in the great
menhaden seines which were hauled inside the harbor.
The proceeds of these hauls would disclose what kinds of
fish inhabited the Sound, and it was interesting to ex-
amine them. They used to call menhaden "whiteflsh"
in those days, and in July and August the harbors and
open waters fairly swarmed with them. My father leased

a seining ground at Oyster Point, where a colony of fish-

ermen had a fish house, and capstans worked by horses,

with seines which w-ould sweep a circuit of a mile. Oc-
casionally they would catch a million whitefishat a haul.

These were chiefly utilized as fertilizers, and were spread
over the fields with pitchforks and plowed in. I remem-
ber that while the menhaden were running comparatively
few food iish were taken in the seine. There were a few
shad, sand poi'gies, and flounders, with a miscellaneous
assortment of crabs, eels, horsetish. starfish, jellyfish.

Here and there blue crabs make their awkward vs ay to

spawning places in the sand, swarms of shrimps skitter

over the surface of the water; horseshoe crabs crawl
mysteriously over the bottom, with motive power in-

visible, looking for all the world like spelter wash basins

with handles like bayonets, serrated on the edges. Farm-
ers gather them in for their hogs, hauling them out of
the water with rakes, and when they catch one turning
him upside down, with his legs all sprawling, and thrust-

ing his tail in the sand to hold him prisoner until the
wagon comes around to pick all up ami haul theni away
to the pig pens. There is no end of jellyfish in delicate

tints of pearl, lavender, mauve, and brown, most of them
translucent—beautiful to look at, but apt to sting like

nettles when handled. Occasionally one finds a sea
urchin which has been wrenched from some distant reef
and thrown up on the land wash; with here and there a
shark's egg, looking like a pocket book with tendrils at
the four corners, and strings of pike with water blisters

on them which snap when they are pinched. It is as-

tonishing what a variety of forms one finds down by
the sea, all of them delectable baits for fish, and what a
multitude more the receding tide wiU tmcover—soft clams,
skimmers, sand worms, razor clams, scollops, mussels,
periwinkles, and diminutive shellfish of many kinds.
One day two dudes, fashionably equipped and rigged,

rowed up the Arthur Kill, abreast of a Ime of boats en-
gaged in weakfishing. It was obvious that they were
new to the business, although their flannels were the
correct thing. They had hardly come to an anchor when
one of them caught'a sand porgy. He lifted the quiver-
ing trophy inboard and held it up before him, dangling
at the end" of the line, himself quite bewildered and evi-

dently in doubt what to do with it. Presently he became
impressed with the necessity of removing it from the
hook; but when he attempted to touch it, it wriggled
and he drew his hand back nervously. Then he made a
second movement. "Do you think the blarsted thing
will nip me?'' we heard him ask his companion. The
other could not say. Then he tm-ned in his extremity
and appealed to the nearest boatman. "Me boy," he
said, "would you mind taking 'im off, if you'd be so
kind?" The appeal was so candid and earnest that the
other could not decline the favor, notwithstanding the
inconvenience it subjected. When the dude had suffi-

ciently expressed his thanks for the favor he gave a sigh
of obvious relief, and turning abruptly to his comrade
wdthout regarding his benefactor any further, he asked,
"Don't you think it wa'i rather sudden, the way he took
it?" Then he contemplated the dying fish with visible

emotion as it lay gasping on the bottom of the skiff, and
a regretful qualm came over him. Directly a new idea
was born of his solicitude, and he added, "Wouldn't it

be a good plan to put a little sea water on 'im? Perhaps
'e might revive?" Yea, verily I it is strange what one
oftentimes discovers "Down by the Sea."

COPYRIGHT, 1891, BY HENRV C. SQUIRES.
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ANGLING NOTES.
TWO speckled trout were caught in fykes last week in

the Hudson River at Sing Sing. One weighed 8oz.
and the other l2oz. This_is the first time that trout have
been taken in the lower Hudson as far as I have heard.
Striped baas have been taken in large numbers much to
the disgust of the Sing Sing anglers. It seems a pity that
so many people should be deprived of their favorite" sport
by a fewnet fisherman. Over l,5001bs. were taken in one
haul on the flats ofP the mouth of the Croton River and
only fetched 5 cents a pound.

The largest speckled trout taken at the South Side
Sportsmen's Club this season was killed by Mr. S. W.
Milbank, weight 3Ibs. 2oz. One good angler, who fishes

for size only, reports that he killed eight trout from 13 to
14in. long and two of 15in. They were caught on the
Buskill, a famous^etream for large trout.

Owing to the rapid changes in the weather, the fly-flsh-

ing has been very uncertain. I visited the Blooming
Grove Park Association last week. Heavy northeasterly
rains, followed by freezing weather put a stop to all fly-

fishing. The night I arrived there was a magnificent
show of trout running from ^Ib. to lllba. in the ice box,
taken the day before in Lake Giles, most of them on the
Parmachenee belle. The Association have improved their
club house very much by enlarging the dining room and
adding a number of bedrooms. Everything is very com-
fortable and in tip top order. The hatchery makes a fine
showing and the fry look well. They will turn out a
nvmiber of landlocked salmon next season.

Hundreds of anglers are looking forward to Memorial
Day, the opening of the black bass season. What the re-

sult will be or how the changeable weather will influence
the bass, no one can tell. The probabilities are that bass
will be late spawning this season and consequently not
in as good condition as usual. Greenwood Lake and
Hopatcong guides are making great preparations and ex-
pect a crowd from New York and adjoining cities. To
secure choice of boatmen it will be well to go early the
afternoon before, and when possible take bait along and
have everything ready for an early start on the morning
of the 30th.
The veteran angler is amazed at the reports of the

catches made on some of the streams this season. He says
to himself, "How much the fishing has improved this
spring,-' and immediately starts for the promising
locality, but to his disgust finds, on his arrival, that he
ought to have been there the week before or next week
or any other time but the present. It seems too bad that
people camiot confine themselves to facts in reporting
catches and not lead the confiding brother angler astray.

Mr. El. Mott in truth laments the fact that he cannot
get something for nothing and vents his spite on the un-
fortunate angler who likes to fish with decent tackle in-
stead of a bamboo pole and "worms." He has pi'obably
been ti-espassing on other people's property and got
"fired off." But the cold hard fact remains that trout
fishing is a luxury nowadays that must be paid for,

either by traveling far enough to get beyond the reach
of the grasping farmer who asks a small toll for the
privilege of fishing or by paying dues to some good club,
and the quicker he recognizes this fact the better.

Scaelet-Ibis,

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TROUT SEASON.
OHARLESTOWN, N. H., May 2S.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Your correspondent "B.," from Nashua,
writes a very good letter from "his point of view," but
the trouble is that the range of his vision from that point
is far too limited and only incloses a strip of land twenty
miles wide on the southern edge of the State. Now, the
State of New Hampshire stretches over three degree^ of
latitude to J;he north of Nashua, and, as "B." admits, the
waters in the upper part of the State are covered with ice
April 15. I have caught trout all over New Hampshire
for more than fifty years, probably before "B " was
born, and I have fished the length and the breadth of it,

and I know that for the average of the State and on
average seasons May 15 would be amply early to open the
season.
Now and then, as last year, we have a remarkably early

spring, and one of the best baskets of trout I ever caught
I got on April 23, 1841, in this town. In the early '703 I
have found May 23 early enough in the brooks between
Manchester and Nashua.
The men who forestall the opening on the first of

May will do the same thing on April 15, and the trout
are not worth catching until the warm spring rains have
filled the brooks and given them something to eat and
some life to seize the bait.

I have been out three times with poor success so far,

and the only decent catch I have heard of was taken in
the warm rain of the 15th inst. Your correspondent "B."
admits that the Fish Commissioners who ought to know,
and do know, were bitterly opposed to the change, and I
have reason to believe that it was quietly worked
through the Legislature before they knew anything
about it, as it was known that they would oppose such a
purely local measure.
When the statutes were last revised in, 1879, the sec-

tions relating to fish and game were placed in the hands
of the Fish and Game Commissioners, and they went
through them thoroughly, and strack out a mass of local
enactments and codified the whole law, just as you have
been trying to do in New York. They then at the re-
quest of some Nashua anglers fixed the opening date at
April 1.

Four yeai's' experience showed this to be ridiculous,
and the Legislature changed it to May 1. Vermont has
tried the same thing and changed from April 1 to May 1

last winter.
By the present law, our brooks are now open to anglers

on the borders of Maine and Vermont, or three-quarters
of the way round the State, two weeks earlier than they
can fish at home, and we have the same trouble that
Vermont has been having from "pirates" from New
Hampshire.
"B." admits that the older anglers were opposed to the

change, and as one of them. I shall oppose it until it is

revised, and this will be done next session, if the major-
ity of the anglers of the State are kept posted on the
mafcter.

The essential virtue in game laws is their uniformity
under equal conditions, and when northern New England
is fixed on May 1 and northern New York the same, it is

absurd, if not criminal, to run a great wedge through
the middle of it, clear up to Canada, opening the season
two weeks earlier to suit the notions of a few boys on
the border of Massachusetts. Von W.

A DAY ON THE POTOMAC.
HEARING great reports of this spring's bass fisliing at

Weverton, Point of Rocks and neighboring points,
a party of five left Washington city at 4:40 A.M., May 6,
for Weverton, on the Potomac. It seems as if from the
start our fishing excursion was destined to be a failure.
We rode to the Metropolitan Junction in an engine so as
to catch our train. It was the Treasury train and did not
come into the depot, so we had to hoard it while getting
water.
Our train would not stop at Weverton so we had to get

off at Washington Junction. As the train we had left
was a little late we hoped to make close connection with
the next train. But in this we were disappointed, for
the train was two or three hours late on account of a
wreck. These circumstances were not calculated to ele-
vate the spirits of a fisherman. Besides the weather was
bitterly cold. We all had on overcoats but they did little

good. Had we not gotten thus far we would not have
kept on our journey. At last our train whistled, pulled
into the depot and we boarded it. We arrived at our des-
tination, sleepy, cold and in very bad spirits. The boat-
men were waiting for us. We got in the boats and
pushed out into the river, expecting to catch nothing but
colds. We had gotten but a short distance up the river
when it began to snow a little; this soon stopped but the
temperature began to fall and with it our spirits. After
many unsuccessful casts one of our party in boat No. 2
got a strike and landed— not a bass but a sunfish. There
are many rocks in the river here. There were no more
strikes for an hour or more, then a bass was reeled iu.

No further success till the afternoon.
About noon we went ashore, built a large fire, thawed

ourselves out, and ate dinner with a relish. Boat No.
1 caught one bass, which weighed Iflbs. This was the
largest we caught during the day. The evening was
nearly a repetition of the morning. Boat No. 1 landed
three more bass, and No. 2 one bass and two sunfish.
The reward of getting up at 2 o'clock in the morning,
being delayed twice by trains, catching colds and nearly
freezing, was six black bass and three sunfish. We had
fished from Weverton to Knoxville. At Knoxville we
wentashore, then to the depot. After feasting on sardines,
crackers and milk we leaned back in our chairs, talked
and tried to sleep away the two or three hom-s we had to
wait for the next train for Washington.
The bass would not notice a spoon, and all the fish were

caught with live minnows.
Very many bass were caught in the river near these

points during the latter part of April and the first of
May. One gentleman caught 90 bass in three days about
the first of the month. People living on the river say the
fishing has been unusually good this year.
The scenery here repays one for his trip, but the day

was such a one that man could hardly contemplate the
beauty of nature. Gablani) Lisle.

ANGLING IN CANADA.
THE fishing season in Canada has opened very auspi-

ciously this spring. One of the most remarkable
catches so far this month occurred iu Lake St. Charles,
fourteen miles from Quebec, on the 10th inst, when a fine
specimen of the gray trout or togue, called by the French-
Canadians touladie, was killed by Mr. L. Welch on an
Boz.rod, after a fight of an horn- and a half. The monster
was 3oin. in length and weighed 17^1b3. Very rarely, in-
deed, except on certain conditions, does this sluggish
giant rise to the fiy. Its popular habitat in the vicinity
of Quebec is Lake St. Joseph, twenty miles distant from
Quebec by the Lake St. John Railway, where it is found
in great abundance and grows to a very large size. Here
it is often taken from 20 to BOlbs. in weight, usually by
deep-water trolling. The angling for red trout {Salvia
fontinalis) in Lake St. Joseph has been very good for the
past fortnight, the average run of the fish taken being
from 1 to 31bs.

The annual spring migration northward of American
anglers commenced last week, and promises now to con-
tinue in steady streams. Dr. Porter, of Bridgeport, and
Miss Porter arrived here on Friday and left on Saturday
for the lake and river fishing in the Metabetchouan dis-

trict. They will shortly be followed by several other
members of the Metabetchouan Fishing and Game Club,
of which United States Senator J, H. Piatt is president.
Mr, Warren R. Briggs, architect, of Bridgeport, writes
that Senator Read and himself will be here, en route for
the same preserve, in the course of a day or two, accom-
panied by their wives.
Two young Englishmen arrived from the old country

by the last mail steamship to fish Lake St. John and its

tributary waters. In the lake itself the angling is now
excellent, it being as yet too early in the season to fish for
ouananiche in the Grande Discharge.
Mr. B. A. Scott, of Lake St. .John, has been having some

rare sport taking the wall-eyed pike that swarm the Peri-
bonca and the lake itself, and that at this season of the
year are particularly voracious. During the last few
days he has expressed to friends in this city several very
handsome specimens of the troller's skill, weighing 12 to
201bs. each.
Ouananiche fishing has opened this season a little later

than usual, but from this time forth it will certainly im-
prove every day. American anglers will be glad to learn
that active measures have been adopted for the preserva-
tion of this beautiful game fish, Mr. H. J. Beemer, the
American railway man, to whose energy the opening up
of this magnificent country is mainly due, having leased
from the provincial government the exclusive fishing
rights of Lake St. John and its tributaries, embracing an
area of over 20,000 square miles. No charge is made to
anglers for fishing these waters, the protection of the fish

having been undertaken by Mr. Beemer in tlie interests
of the guests of his hotels. One of these latter, which is

situated at the terminus of the Quebec & Lake St. John
R. R., at Roberval, and overlooks Lake St. Johu.froux its

western shore, has accommodation for 300 guests. The
Island House, situated on one of the islands of the Grande
Diacharge, in the midat of the ouananiche fishing grounds,

i

has room for a hundred guests. .The distance between
I

the two, in a straight line across the lake, is 25 miles and
this is covered in about an hour and a half by the new
steamer Mistassini, capable of accommodating nearly 400
uests. There are also two other steamers on Lake St.
ohn, the Peribonca and the Undine, the latter of which
may be chartered by private parties of tourists or anglers.
During the month of May, and the greater part of June,
there is but little fishing in the Grande Discharge, how-
ever, the best sport at present being had either along the
western shore of the lake, at Roberval, or in the Mistas-
sini and Peribonca rivers, which may be reached either
by steamer from Roberval or by canoes with Indian
guides, which may be obtained at Roberval,
The salmon fishing season in Canadian streams will

open in the com'se of a few days. Mr. Hogan, proprietor
of the St. Lawrence Hall, Montreal, and other salmon
fishermen will leave Quebec for the rivers flowing into
the Gulf of St. Lawrence early next month. Lord Stan-
ley, of Preston, and family will probably again fish the
Oascapedia this season. E. T. D. Chajibers.
Quebec, May 18.

P. S.—By an unfortunate slip of either the pen or the
types, I was made to say in your issue of the 14th that
the ice left Lake St. John early in April. The error must
have been so apparent to those of your readers acquainted
with this country, that it is scarcely necessary for me to
ask them to read the word "April" as intended to be
"May."-E. T. D. C.

Wisconsin Angling.—Milwaukee, May 23 —Trout fish-
ing seems to be the prevailing attraction for our local
sportsmen just now. Several parties have been away
north and west and all have returned with good catches,
although they do not explain precisely the method em-
ployed in taking the fish. As they were provided with
rods, flies innumerable and large creels, however, it is to
be presumed the fish were taken from their natural haunts
in a truly sportsmanlike manner. An early riser walking
along the shore of the bay may see dozens of fishermen,
old and young, fishing from the breakwater and pier,
assiduously watching their lines for the occasional bite
from herring or perch with which they are now and then
rewarded. There are a number of fishing clubsformed in
the Cream City, several of which own lake front prop-
erty on Okauchee and Nagowicka lakes. They are mak-
ing preparations for a busy season, and even now the
Saturday evening trains are all loaded with men and boys
with their rods and market baskets of provisions, all
anxious to get out into the country for a day. Of these
clubs we will write more later on. The C, M. & St. P.
Ry. will commence running its Sunday trains on the 24th
for the accommodation of tourists and fishermen who
cannot leave on Saturday. Oconomowoc, Giffords, Okau-
chee, Nasliotah. Nagowicka and Pewaukee all receive
their shai-e of visitors. Many are building summer houses
for their families on the lake front sites, and a more beau-
tiful locality than Waukesha county with its lakes innu-
merable and pleasant drives cannot well be imagined.

—

Gkeenhead.

Ft. Washington, Md., May 13.—A visit to the hatch-
ery of the U. S. Fish Commission at Fort Washington
apprised us of the fact that the shad season is about
closed there; only a single shad was caught during two
seine hauls in a cove which has fm-nished as many as
300 at a single haul in the height of a good season. The
output of eggs from the hatchery will be at least several
millions less than last year's yield owing to the sudden
and protracted spell of cold weather in the midst of the
run. It is reported that there is now near the mouth of
the Potomac an unusual number of shad, but whether
they will reach the upper river is very doubtful. There
was a poor showing all around for the seine to-day; the
contents embraced only a few alewives, several shad, a
couple of suckers, catfish, white ijerch, young striped
bass, a yellow perch, a carp and a moderate number of
sunfishes of two kinds. The captain of the seine, Har-
ron, says the water is too clear for fishing. The sunfishes
are beginning to glow with the bi'dUant hues of the
spawning season, and very soon their nests may be found
in the shallow water of the neighboring creeks. The
sluggish snapping turtle is lurking in the marshes when
not paying tribute to the Fish Commission larder,—^B.

MoNsoN Trout Waters.—Monson. Me., May 18.—On
May 15, F. C. Briggs, of Boston, who represents H. W.
Goodwin, 114 Milk street, Boston, went to South Pond,
in this town, and sj^ent the day with a guide. He took
sixty-seven spotted trout, many of them weighing upward
of lib., and was highly elated with the trout and the
fishing there. A'ery liberal catches have also been made
at Bear, the Doughty and other ponds here since the ice
went out. About seventy-five trout were taken by a
party of two gentlemen at Bear Pond during one day's
fishing last week.—J. F, C.

The Book of the Gasie Laws is for sale by fishing
tackle and gun dealers generally. The compilation is

winning praise everywhere, and has already taken a
place among standard works of reference. From Port-
land, Ore., comes the note that the Oregon Fish and
Game Protection Association, of Portland, has made Mr.
Chas. B. Reynolds, editor of the Book of the Game Laws,
an honorary member, in recognition of the value of his
services to the cause iu having prepared the compen-
dium.

Egypt Mills, Pa.—On the morning of May 6 cold
weather accompanied by a snow storm made the outlook
for fly-fishing very unpromising, but Mr. Ford and a
companion took 41 fair-sized trout during the day. On
the 9th the fish were rising freely in Tom's Creek, and
these gentlemen got 57 trout ranging from 7 to llin.
Mr. Ford remained in Pike county until the middle of the
month. No very large trout were taken, but there was
uniformity of size. No fish under 7in. was basketed and
the largest were 12in. The best day's fishing yielded 67
fish to three rods. Tlie unusual dryness of "the season
had so lowered the streams that the fishing was not up to
the usual mark.

Decoration Day Anglers from New York will be
given half-fare rates on Decoration Day by the New York,
Ontario & Western Railway, whose notice to that effect
appesirs in this issue. The managers of that road are
making intelligent provision for fishermen.
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Green River, New Brunswick.—Boston, Mass., May-
Si.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Will you kincUy let

your readers know through your angling notes that
Green River, N. B., is leased to the Tobique Salmon
Club, and that aU persons Ashing there without proper
permit will be prosecuted. In the Sunday edition of the
Boston Herald, May 17, there appeared an article with
map of the waters in this section of New Brunswick.
As sportsmen trusting to the information given in this
article may plan a trip up there I wish to forewarn them
that the wardens are on the river and it will be j)roperly
protected. It is a shame that such ai'tioles are printed
snap shot, as many innocent people might spoil a season
under such guidance.—E, B.

Michigan Trout.—Plain well, Mich., May 16.—Our
record on trout here this year has been the best for some
years, and is so good that I thought it might be interest-
ing to your readers. May 1, II. S. Stratton brought homo
one weighing lib. 7oz. Slay 3, George and Rudie Gelkey
and Charlie Woodhams brought in one of lib. lOoz. May
3, Wm. Crispe one of 31b3, 14oz. and one of 2ll3s. 12cz.
Then dm-ing the week J. D. Clements brought in one of
albs, and one of If lbs., and Chauncey lioose one of 21bs.

These all came from the Abrams Creek, about two miles
south of here, and are thought to be of the plant of 1879.
Quite a number of trout streams in this neighborhood,
but no extra large trout caught but these.—J. H. M.

The Castalia Stream—The third paper of the series,

descriptive of the '"Upper Club," will be given next
week.

U. S. FISH COMMISSION WORK. The Fort Washing
ton station of the Commission has closed its work shad
for the season. The number of eggs collected is 33,445,000.
At Havre de Grace, Md., the yield of eggs to May IS was
48 747,000. On the Delaware to May 14^^ the number was
ii,479,000. From present appearances the output of fry this
year will be at least equal to that o£ 1890, which was nearly
86 millions. The steamer Fish Hawk is at Crisfleld, Md.,
engased in hydrographic problems connected with the oyster
and awaiting the arrival of the Spanish mackerel, which
have not yet entered the Chesapeake. Cold weather and
.storms have [jreatly interfered with the shad work and the
shad have run more into the small streams than usual,
causing smaller catches in the great rivers.

hnml

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOS SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show ot the Youngstown Kennel Club, at
Youngsfown, O.
Sept. 0 to 11.—Fii'st Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Oluh. at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dof? Show, at Toronto. C. A. St^ne, Sec'y and Suot.
Sept. 23 to 2"\—Inaugural Dog Show of the Montreal Exposition

Company, at Montreal, Canada.
FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. a.—Inaugural Trials of the L'nited States Field Trial Club,
at BickneU, Ind. P. T. Madison. Secretary.
Nov. 18.—Eastern Field Trials Olub'a Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 18. W. A. Cosier,
Se' reta.Ty.
Nnv. 3().-Gentral Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. G. H. Odell, Sec'y. 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E

Connell, Secretary;;

BEAGLE TRAINING.
Editor Forest and Strcnin:
Under this heading "Quester," in an article appearing in

your Isstie of May 31, raises some questions that I also
would like to see discussed by the older members of the
fraternity.
Referring to the interrogations as they occm-, "Should a

beagle be under control?" For my part I would answer
yes.' One of my beagle hounds (a bitch) is an excellent
hunter and trailer; one of the kind that will do all the hunt-
ing for you while you sit on the fence and look on; but
should you see a rabbit during this time it would be next to
inipossible to call her "on," and to say this is provoking, is

putting it mild. As long as she is only a few rods distant
and lander my eyes, the usual whistle call meets with fairly
prompt response; but when far enough off to be lost to view
in the brusti, all calls are of no avail. Thus, only too many
instances are l^rought to mind where a dog under control
would have greatly added to the interest of the hunt, and
often to the size of the bag. This hound was not trained by
me.

Again, following close upon the heels of pussy, the dogs
violently giving tongue, is it not gratifying to hear them
"bark up" and sigtiify that the game has been run to earth,
rather than to have an ominotis silence ensue and feel the
uncertainty as to the whereabouts of the quarry? More
than once have I tramped across the swamp only' to learn
that the dog was simply for the time outwitted or nosing
around a hole or stone wall. In the case of a well-trained
hound thU silence would have denoted, without alternative,
that the game had deluded him, for were it otherwise he
would give tongue or "bark up."
Certain it is that a much harder task is before the trainer

who wishes to have his dog well in hand and convey to him
by action and voice the different phases in the chase, than
to allow him to run at random and hunt at will. Some
hou j.ds that the writer has hunted with would keep within
convenient distance of their master, occasionally ranging a
little further oft but keeping an eye on him; and not only
would they watch when he was trying the brush heaps but
would themselves give such places particular attention.
When not trailing they would quickly respond to call and
follow the course of his finger ou the ground with their
noses, because they knew from experience that game had
been discovered and the hand indicated in what direction it

had gone. But all this requires time and patience on the

Eart of the 1 j'alner, and much practice on the part of the
ounds, a 1 I there always will be sportsmen who will diflEer

as to what Lonsritntes a well-trained hound.
In that portion of Connecticut, where the writer is at

home, the cotton-tail abounds, but the haunts ate most un-
favorable for hunter and hound. The brush is very thick,
difficult to get around in and affords numerous hiding
places for the game. For this reason your dogs should here
be close at hand, as in the coujcse of a day's hunt it is not

unusual for a person to start quite as many rabbits as the
hounds themselves; and the brush being so dense, and a
good shot but infrequently to be thought of, it is desirable
to have your beagles answer to call at once. However, let
US hear fro7n others on this matter. The recent bench shows
have demonstrated that the little hound has many friends;
no doubt many of these follow the chase, and from them a
few words are solicited. Student.
Habtfobd, Conn.

Editor Forest and Stream:
"Quester" asks if beagles should be trained, and wants to

know how, etc. It is not at all necessary to train them to
range and quarter like pointers and setters, nnr cau he be
trained to be under much control. I have hunted with
beagles for many years, generally use two and three couples.
I tisethem exclusively for hares and rabbits. 1 don't allow
them to rim foxes, so they will not leave a rabbit track for a
fox, but allow them fuUfreedom to bunt wherever they wish.
When I wish to leave one cover for some other, I blow a horn
and call them in, which they will coineto, without they arc
on track; then if I want them I have to catch them and tie

them up tmtil I get them all together. I always use the
horn when I want them to come for their food, which asso-
ciates something good with the sound of the horn. If ttiey
hole up a rabbit they should ol course remain at the hole and
give tongue until I come up, and if I have a ferret they will
stand some little distance from the hole, under great excite-
ment until the rabbit bolts, when it is great fun for them
and me. It is very seldom they catch one or that I can shoot
one, for my dogs are in danger; thus I ofteu hole up the
same rabbit three or four times, and then perhaps lose it.

I don't go out for quantity, but for sport. I know many pot-
hunters who laugh at me, as they say they can take a ferret
and kill twice as many as I do without any dog, by putting
the ferret into every hole they find, and when the rabbit
comes out, knock it in the head with a club, and think that
great sport, 1 do not at all mind sitting on the fence or a
log waiting for them to start the rabbit, and when "Quester"
gets as old as I am he will take a fence or log frequently.
The northern hare gives me the best sport,'"as he never
holes. S. P. M.
Fx. Rowan, Ont.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

I AM somewhat surprised, Mr. Editor, that you should
have admittedthe remarkable letters beaded "A Straight-

forward Challenge," the more so as 1 understood you to say
from the first that you declined the position of stakeholder.
Surely it has passed into an axiom that of all conceivable
arguments, the financial one is the nioHt utterly weak and
vain. In fact you know the opprobrious designation given it,

and 1 held you above even countenancing it in any shape.
The willingness to support one's opinions by a bet"^isinno
sense indicative of anything as to the question at issue, as a
stubborn, .self-opinionated man, who cannot see anything
but his own side and therefore the very man likely to be
wrong, is the one readiest to adopt the "argument." It must
be understood that these criticisms apply to no individual
(except you, Mr. liditor), as all other parties are entirely un-
known to me.

•)C- *

There are two perfectly legitimate ways ot settling such
differences of opinion as mark the case. One is to agree to
meet at specified dog shows, under judges of good repute,
and let that settle the question. This is evidently the
"straightforward" way of meeting the question, andthe only
one entirely free from any objection whatever. But if cir-

cumstances'donot permit the adoption of this mode, the next
plan in order of propriety is for the loser to bear the expenses
that naturally follow a special contest. This plan at least
eliminates the "money grubbing" element from the ca.se,

although nothing can be meaner than to infer cowardice, or
insincei-ity in expressed views, in a party declining such
a contest, for while the expense may be a matter of no
moment to A, it may be a most serious matter to B. To sum
up, nine out often "challenges" are vainglorious boastings,
best treated with silent contempt.

Mr. Moore's purchase of Plinlimmon is a piece of thor-
oughly sound jtidgment that all breeders of any kind of dogs
would do well to pattern after. The mischief in many
breeders' operations is, that the dog himself is more con-
.sidered than his procreative powers, and any man, well i"ead

in dog lore, can cite many instances of great show dogs' utter
failures as getters of good stock, and not a few very in-

different ones who founded families of the greatest merit. T
cau recall a certain dog. himself the champion of his da v.

and the fountain head from whom comes the present type
of the breed, who was sired by a very indiJTerent specimen
who was palsied from infancy, and two other dogs, almost on
a plane with the first one I have in my mind, both of whom
were sad cripples and only moderate specimens. But the
vital point with all of them was that they demonstrated
their ability to get stock of the very highest class, and it is

most unfortunate that breeders are so prone to overlook the
consideration, above all others the important one to them,
what does the dog get? Here is where Mr. Moore's judgment
was shown, in securing the very foremost stud dog of his
breed, and whether other dogs are better show specimens, is

a matter of the very least significance. LTntil they demon-
strate that they can average as high in their produce as
Plinlimmon has done, their show form or merit goes for
very little. I trust that Mr. Moore will continue his display
of good judgment by showing Plinlimmon very little. When
a dog has so thoroughly shown his value as a stud dog and
won glory enough as a show dog. it seems murder to farther
task him by showing, thereby risking somewhat his prospects
of further value to the breed.

***
No man will have more sympathy in the loss of a dog, than

will Mr. Page in his loss of Charles Davis, and in all the
ranks of dogmen, none can be found more thoroughly
deserving of sympathy, but it is well to point out that the
use of wide mesh wove wire for separating dogs, is very dan-
gerous. Accidents such as that which happened to Charles
Dans are uncommon, but if meshes are even wide enough
for dogs to even get a paw through they are dangerous, A
dog may very readily break a wire in such a "fence" and the
point of the broken wire may puncture a blood vessel, lead-
ing to most serious results. Such was once my experience,
and learning from it, I immediately changed niy fencing to
the closest mesh I could get, with specially heavy wire.
Such mesh cloth is not commonly kept in stock, but can
easily be procm-ed by specially ordering it, say from Sedge-
wick Bros., Richmond, Indiana. The Onlooker.

One of the pillars of ougdom has gone the way of all dog
flesh. Dr. M. H. Cryer's old nhampion Max died April 30.

He was one of the foundations of the doctor's successful
kennel. Max was whelped July 6, 1883, so that the had
reached a rijje old age. His sire was the old champion Rod-
erick, dam Dolly. His last appearance we believe was in
1889, when he had to put up with second to his son Dude.
As a sire he was especially valuable, being responsible for
such well knovsTi dogs as champions Dude, Myrtle, Psyche,
Sallie and Tim, the sensational winner at New Y'ork in 1890,
and is grandsire of champion Bob Ivy. The cause of death
was supposed to have been apoplexy, as he was to all appear-
ances quite well, though very fat, biit was shortly after found
dead.

EASTERN FIELD TRIALS DERBY ENTRIES.

THE entries for the Eastern Field Trials Derby closed
May 1. with 51 English setters and 17 pointers, making

68 in all. This shows a falling off from last year when 83
were entered, among them 6 Irish setters, of which breed
there will be no representative at this year's trials. All the
dogs entered were whelped in 1890.

ENGLISH SETTEES.

Monk of Elms (Elmo Kennels'), dog, June 6, 1890 (Monk
of Fiirness—Countess Amelia).
Sanbobk (Joseph H. and John Hunter's), black and white

dog, May 22, 1890 (Ben Hill—Daisy Hunter).
Rod's Rodney (S. F. B. Biddle's), black, white and tan

dos. Aug. 11, 1890 (Roderigo—Fannie Gladstone).
PPwIMA Donna (E. .1. Myers's), blue bel ton bitch, Aug. 4,

1890 (Rockingham—Donna).
CODNT FeaTHEPvSTOne (E. O. Damon's), leuion and white

doa. March 3, 1890 (Count Noble—Flounce Gladstone).
.Ti=;nn;IE F. (B. O. Damon's), black and white bitch, April 3,

1890 (Count Noble—Crladstone's Girl).

Ladt Eveline (Blue Ridge Kennels'), black, white and
tan bitch. May 12. 1890 (Oath's Mark—Flame Gladstone).
Oriole (Blue Ridee Kennels'), black and white bitch,

May 12, 1890 (Gath's M=irk—Flame Gladstone).
Bob Cooper (Blue Ridge Kennels'), chestnut, white and

tan do£r, Feb 1S90 (Roi d'Or—Miss Nellie Y.)
Count ANTia<;o (Chas. P. Stokes's), lemon and white dog,

April 1, 1S90 (Count Noble—Gladstone's Givl).

Lucia (Herbert Mfi-riam's), black and white bitch, April
16, 1890 (Roderigo~Royal Myrtle).
Wus LtTNG (N. T. Harris's), black and white dog, Febru-

ary. 1890 (Capt. Bethel—Enid).
Tort Alice (F. R. Hitchcock's), black, white and tan

bitch, Oct, 2.S (,Jean Val .Jean— Mi.ss Thompson).
LUMMAr K's Noble (Clover Hill Kennels'), Jemoo and white

doe. Oct. 7, IMOO (Count Noble—Florence Gladstone).
Wagtail (O. W. Donner'.s), black, white and tan dog,

Feb. 21, 1890 (Roderigo—Belle of Piedmont).
CeARLEY KIAN (J. M. Avent & Bayard Thayer's), black,

white and tan dog. February, 1890 (Roderigo ).

MAF.CO (J. M. Avent & Bayard Thayer's), black, white
and tan dog, March 12, 1890 (Jean Val .Jean—Lucy).
AlphONSE (J. M. Avent tfc Bayard Thayer's), black, white

and tan dog, Aug. 2, 1890 (Jean Yal Jean—Haydee).
Cammille (.J. M. Avent & Bayard Thayer's), black, white

and tan bitch, Aug. 2, 1890 (Jean Val Jean—Haydee).
Sappho (Roval Phelps Carroll's), black, white and tan

bitch, 1890 (Roderigo—Ollie S.).

IzA (Royal Phelps Carroll's), black, white and tan bitch,

1890 (Roderigo—OUie S.)

Robespierre (Royal Phelps Carroll's), black, white and
tan dog, 1890 (Roderigo-Ollie S.).

Efe Jay (F. J. U'Connell's), lemon belton dog, April 16,

1890 (Dad Wilson—Dashing Flora).

Lady Elgin (J. I. Case, Jr.'s), black, white and tan bitch,

June 26, 1890 (King Noble—Queen Vashti).
MoNNiE (J. I. Case, Jr.'s), tan and white bitch, June 36,

1890 (King Noble—Queen Vashti).

Jenny Brailsfokd (Thos. Johnson's), black and white
bitch. April 27 (Frank Simpson—Jenny Dean).
Dpchess OF Manitoba (Thos. .Johnson's), black and white

ticked bitch, April 26 (Dick Bondhu—Manitoba Belle).

AMY' ROBSART (Harry Northwood's), lemon and white
bitch, April 16 (Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl).

Lady Dudley' (Harry Northwood's),black and white ticked
bitch. March 19 (Gladstone's Boy—Diamond M.).

Winnie Noble (J. H. Denny's), black and white bitch,

April 21 (Count Noble—Fannie).
Bonnie Kate (J. H. Denny's), black, white and tan bitch,

Julv 19 (Gladstone Boy—Ploy W.).
SiG Gladstone ( J. H. Denny's), black, white and tan dog,

March IS (Gladstone Boy—Diamond).
Booth (B. Ridgway's), black, white and tan dog, March

(Kins Noble—Queen Vashti).
TenNY'SON (B. Ridgeway's), orange and white dog, March

(King Noble—Queen Vashti).

Wux Lung's Sister (S. G. McCartney's), liver, white and
ticked bitch, Feb 19 (Capt. Bethel—Enid).
Hope's Mark (J. M. Lasseter's). black, white and tan dog,

Jan. 4 (Gath's Hope—Lady May).
Hope's Gypsy (J. M. Lasseter's), liver and white ticked

bitch, March 39 (Gath's Hope—Dimple).
AeliNE (J. Shelley Hudson's), lemon and white bitch,

April 16 (Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl).

CINCINNATUS II. (W. F. Burdell and J. D. Poston's), black,
white and tan doe. May (Cincinnatus—Nell S.).

LATONfA II. (W. F. Burdell and J. D. Poston'.?), black,
white and tan bitch, January (Paul Gladstone—Latonia).
Salvator (N. Wallace's), black, white and tan dog, April

II (Rowdy Rod—Pearl Noble).
Maud Noble (N. Wallace's), black, white and tan bitch,

Anril 11 (Rowdy Rod—Pearl Noble).
LORA (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s), black, white and tan bitch,

April 1 (Gladstone's Body—Ruby D.).

Miss Ruby (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s), white bitch, April 1

(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.).

Virago (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s), black, white and tan
bitch, Feb. 3 (Rowdy—Liberty).
HiLBURN (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s) lemon and white dog,

.Jan. 23 (Ben Hill—Belle of Stanton).

Palsy (PieiTe Lorillard, Jr.'s), black white and tan bitch,
June 20 (Paul Gladstone—Miss Elsie).

Nat's Girl (F. S. Brown and J. B. Ellison's), black,
white and tan bitch. July (Nat Good win—Hazel).
Nat's Boy (F. S. Brown and J. W. Ellison's), black,

white and tan hitch, July (Nat Goodwin—Hazel).
Ildphonse (J. E. Dager's), (Toledo Blade—Lizzie Glad-

stone).
McMurdo (W. B. Meares's), black, white and tan dog,

Feb. 0 (Roi d'Or—Mildred).

pointers.

Bannerman II. (Dr. C. E. Michel's), black and white dog,
Aug. 1 ( Bannerman—Main-Dell).
Ban-Dell (Dr. C. E. Michel's), liver and white bitch, Aug.

1 (Rannerman—Main-Dell).
Outcast (Charlottesville Kennels'), liver and white ticked

dog. .June 12 (King of Kent—Hops).
Exile (Charlottesville Kennels'), black and white ticked

dog, June 12 (Kin.g of Kent—Hops).
Kentish Lass (Charlottesville Kennels'), black and white

ticked bitch. June 12 (King of Kent—Hops).
Mainstay (Charlottesville Kennels'), black and white

ticked dog. May 31 (Mainspring—Barmaid).
Black Wonder (.Joseph H. and John A. Hunter's), black

dog, Jan. 31 (Ike—Bang Bang's Pride).

Tory' Squire (F. R. Hitchcock's), liver fand white dog,
Sept. 6 (Duke of Hessen—Westminster Ina).

Tory Viscot^fT (P. R. Hitchcock's), liver and white dog,
Sept. 6 (Duke of Hessen—Westminster Ina).

Tory Duke (P. R. Hitchcock's), liver and white dog, Sept.
6 (Duke of Hessen—Westminster Ina).
Miss Aikos (Beresford Kennels'), black and white bitch,'

July (Aikos—Loiie).
Dauntless (Beresford Kennels'), black and white bitch,

Julv (Aikos—Lorle).
Flockfinder Three (Col. J. P. Purcell's), dog.
Tall Son of York (Col. J. P. Purcell's), dog.
SCHOTTISCHE (Col. J. P. Purcell's), bitch.
Rex (A. J. Latta, Jr.'s), liver and white dog, Jan. 9 (Rqk

—Fanny).
Westminster Dick (Westminster Kennel Club's), liver

and white dog,;May 10 (Naso of Kippen—Glauca),
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AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MEETING.

THE regular quarterly meeting of the American Kennel Club
was bcld at 44 Broadway, New York, May 21, commencing at

3:80 P. M.,Mr. August Belmont presiding.
The Pregident—I notice the presence of a stenographer here

other than our official stenographer, who in reply to my question
as to whom he reprpsents, says one of the sportinK pspers, and as
this is not a puliiic meeting of the American Kennei Club I have
requested him to retire from the room, which he has not done,
therefore I ask tlie vote of the members on thp subject. We have
our own stenographer hereto take the minutes of our meetintr,
which are naturally the property of the American Kennel Club
and its members.
Mr. Wlnton suggested that it would be better to call the meet-

ing to order, and then if the members desired to go into executive
session they could do so.
Dr. Oryer—1 move that this meeting he called to order. Motion

carried and meeting called to order.
The foUowiBg members responded to the roll chU: American

Beagle Club, H. F. Scbellhass; American Pet Dog Club, Dr. M. H.
Crver; Associate memb'^rs. J. L. Anthony; CincinTiati Kennel
Club, J. T. Richards; Kansas City Kennel Club. J. M. Taylor;
Long Island Live Stock Fair Association, J. "Van Schaick; Louisi-
ana Poultry and Pet Stock Asi=oeiation, A. II. Vanderpool; Mas-
coutah KohupI OliJ h, ,T. Mortimer; National G-reyhound Club, L.
O. Whiton; PhUadekihia Kennel Club, W. H. Child; Virginia
Field Sports Association, J. S. Wise; Toledo Kennel Club, Dr. H.
T. Foote; American MastifE Club, F. T. Underhill: Great Dane
Club, G. Muss-Arnolt; Southern California Kennel Club, .L Wat-
son: Continental Kennel Club, H. E. Twjford; Massachusetts
Keiinel Club, E. B. Sears, and Collie Club of America, J. D. Shot-
well, who arrived at i P. M.
The Secretary—Are there any members present representing

any club whom I have omitted?
Mr. Peshall—I have not heard the New .Jersey Kennel Club

called. I believe the New Jersey Kennel Club is a member.
The Secretary—I have the names of the delegates whose creden-

tials are on tile here.
Mr. Peshall—I present my credentials now.
The Secretary—I have three credentials here.
The President—The secretary will plea.se announce the creden-

tials.

The secretary then read the credentials of James Watson to
represent the Southern California Kennel Club, which were, on
motion, accepted.
Mr. Richards—1 now move that all persons other than the duly

.flualllled delegates to this club, or the members of the press
auttiorized to represent some recognized paper, be excluded from
th« room.
Motion seconded by Mr, Schellhass. Carried. The stenographer

referred to by the president retired.
Mr. Peshall—I represent a club here.
Mr. Richards—I rise to a point of order, whether Mr. Peshall's

name his appeared as a delegate, and if his credentials have been
recognized?
The President—Mr. Peshall. you will not interfere with the

business of this meeting until you are properly authorized to do
so. I believe under the resolixtion just adopted, your presence is

not admissible in this room.
Mr. Peshall—I am liere representing the New Jersey Kennel

Club.
The President—You cannot vote on your own credentials, and

you cannot take any part in the meeting.
Mr. Peshall—Mr. President, I can presume that my credentials

are passed upon. We can test this matter very easily.
Mr. Richards-1 move, not as a matter of right, but as a matter

of courtesy, whoever presented colorable credentials as 'lelegates
•of some club which is a member of the American Kennel Club be
permitted to remain until the credentials are taken up and passed
upon, aud I move that the unanimous consent of the members be
given to the taking up of the credentials. Motion seconded and
carried.
The secretary then read the credentials of E. B. Sears, as repre-

senting the Massachusetts Kennel Club. On motion of Mr.
Whiton, the credentials of Mr. Sears were accepted.
The President—Mr. Morris, may I ask you wliether you repre-

sent a paper here?
Mr. Morris-Yes, 1 represent the Forest and Stbbam.
The secretarv then read the credentials of C. J. Peshall, as rep-

resenting the New leraey Kennel Club.
The President—What is your pleasure as to the credentials of

the New Jersey Kennel Club?
Mr. Richards—I move that the credentials he rejected, and that

the secretary be directed to inform theNew Jersey Kennel Club ot
the rejection, and also request the club to communicate with the
Amtrican Kennel Club any excuse which the New Jersey Kennel
Club has to offer for presenting the name of Mr. Peshall as
delegate. 1 suppose properly that might come in the form of some
charge agMinst the New Jersey Kennel Club, and they may plead
ignorance of Mr. Peshall's status. Motion seconr'ed.
Mr. Wise— I presume the motion is debatable. I should crtainlv

vote to reject Mr. Peshall, but I do object to the New Jersey
Kennel Club presenfing any excuse. I don't know that they have
any to make, or that they propose to make any. They may .send
whom they please and w>^ may accept whom we please, or we may
reject whom we please. If it is necessary to embody in the resolu-
tion a statement of the reasons why we object to him and rpject
him, that is a different matter. The reason why I shall vote to
reject Mr. Peshall is this: Mr- PeshaU stands disqualified by this
club. This New Jersey Kennel Club, as a member of the Ameri-
can Kennel Clnb, was fully aware of that. Sending him here as a
delegate was not a proper course tor the New Jersey Kennel Club
to pursue. That club must be aware of the fact that a judgment
of expulsion stands upon this record against Mr. Peshall. They
cannot attack that judgment in this collateral way any more than
a man who had brought a suit and had jud^ent rendered against
him would be allowed to bring another suit without opening the
old judgment or appealing from it, or having it reviewed. It
would be a very different question if the New Jersey Kennel Club
presented itself here in an aspect which did not ignore our pa=t
action. It Vias chosen, with its eyes open, to come here and to
offer to the American Kennel Club as a delegate one who has been
disqualified, and I do nnt see how it can continue to do it. It is

the old case. It is found in the British Parliament and other
bodies, of a man rejected by the body to which he was sent, being
re-elected. That course carries witn it its own gratification, no
doubt, hut it carries with it its own redress by leaving the body
which parsists in that method of procedure without representa-
tion which it would otherwise have.
Mr. Peshall-Will you allow me to ask you a qufstiou?
The President—There must be some limit to tnis. I desire that

this meeting shall bo in order. MLf. Peshall insists upon these
interruptions. The discourtesy of such an act would be v^-ry sum-
marily dealt with by this meeting if it were not tor Mr. Pe.sliairs
peculiar position, and I should think that common decency would
compel him to keep quiet until he has really a right to speak. I
desire only that order shall be preserved at this meeting.
Mr. Wise—I was going on to say that I suppose tliere is no man

in this club who really has so little feeling about Mr. Peshall as
myself, and the multifarious proceedings that have occurred 1

have fortunately or unfortunately escaped. In a proper proceed-
ing my mind is in a condition of not only not knowing the real
details of what has occurred, but of an \itter lack of impression
as to recent events. I should be inclined to deal with the matter
in the broadest way, and handle it so as to put aside all implica-
tion of passion or prejudice; but I do not consent and will not
agree that the New Jersey Kennel Club or Mr. Peshall can ever
come back into this club by any such indirection as this, or that
that judgment shall bo annulled, and this club stultified by per-
mitting a man to come hack here as its representative when our
judgment of exclusion stands against him. For that reason I
move as an amendment to the resolution offered hy Mr. Richards
that this club respectfully decline to receive Mr. Peshall as a
delegate of the New Jersey Kennel Club.
Mr. Richards—i accept the amendment.
Mr. Peshall—I should like to address this meeting.
The Pfesident—I cannot allow you to take the floor,

Mr. Anthony—1 should like, after this vote is taken, to ask the
cUib to give Mr. Peshall an opportunity to be heard,
Mr. Whiton—I second the motion.
The President—Mr. Antnouy's motion is not in order.
Mr. Wise—I do not desire to be placed in the >ittitudeof refusing

to give Mr. Peshall an opportunity to be heard; although I do not
think anything ho could say would alter my jadgmenr, I am not
prp pared to press the resolution I have offeree without debare. A
debate upon that resolution is proper ceriainly by every member
of tlie association, and I understand that it is in order during the
period ' hat the debate is open before any motion has been made to
close it; a motion whifh permits the opponents of their resolution
to be heard, is not out of order; in other words, that a vote upon
the resolution is not forotd before the resolution of Mr. An-
thony could be passed if it be the sense of the meeting to hear Mr.
Peshall. For my part, I do not desire to be put in that attii;ude of
cittting off the presentation of whatever he has to say in regard to
his right to come here with these creden,tials, and I trust that the
chair will not rule that it cannot entertain the motion to suspend

the rules and hear Mr. Peshall while debate is pending upon this
resolution.
The President—I should like the privilege of saying a few words

before I announce any ruling upon that point. It has been my ob-
ject as your executive officer to exclude from the business of the
American Kennel Club and its affairs in every way possible,
everything of a personal character involved in this case of Mr.
Peshall's, and see to it that the time of the meeting should be de-
voted to the interests of the club and not wasted in wrangling or
in interference when you are here assembled. The suit which has
just terminated and which is entirely a private matter, one con-
ducted by the District Attorney for the benefit of an individual,
not as your secretary, but » prirate individual, and in which the
American Kennel Clttb has taken no part, notwithstanding the
fact that it has been attempted to drag it in throueh the news-
papprs, 1 distinctly say that it was with that obj^'ct always that I
h.Mve endeavored to prevent Mr. Peshall coming here unless he
had a right to do so. and taking part in your debates, because it

has never transpired that when we have been here for business
other than that of Mr. Peshall, when he was present, that we
have bpen able to transact our business because all sorts of out-
side questions are dragged in and stump sppeches are made, and
our whole time is wasted. Ttic inrcrcsits of the club require at-
tention to business, and while, if it is votir wi.ih to open the debate
so that Mr. Peshall shall be heard, 1 hattirallv shall rule if there
is objection to permit that, if I think that is the general senti-
ment. Personally, I have no feeling on the subject at all. My
duties as president of this club have been simply to endeavor to
have its business transacted properly, and what has come in its
way 1 have tried in the best manner to brush as'de. I fear that
by opening the debate to Mr. Peshall we will transact no other
business here this afternoon. I cannot think that he is sent re
for personal justification. The fact simply arises that Mr.
Peshall coracs here as a delegate, and under his disqualification
it does not seem possible for him to act. Therefore, all you will
listen to will be the ynvs and eons of the back history of all this
trouble with which the American Kennel Club has nothing to do
whatsoever. If there is no objection made 1 shall recognize Mr.
Peshall.
Mr. Richards—I move an amendment to the motion to suspend

the rules to admit Mr. Peshall to be heard, that all debate upon
this principal motion be limited to ten minutes.
The President—1 think you will have to pass the first amend-

ment.
Mr. Whiton—I wa s going to sugge^;t tfiat Mr. Peshall he allowed

to be heard if the time is limited to ten minutes.
Mr. Anthony withdraws his amendment.
Mr. Whiton—I move tt^at the rules be suspended and that Mr.

Peshall he allowed to speak ten minutes.
Mc, Watson—I understand this must be by unanimous consent?
The President—Yes.
Mr. Watson—I shall decline to give my consent. Mr. Peshall

should come here at the proper time with measures toward the
removal of hi« su«pension and disqualification. I call for the
question upon Mr. Wise's amendment.
The ayes and nays being called resulted in the following vote:

Ayes—Messrs. Schellhass, Oryer, Anthony, Richards, Taylor.Van-
derpoel, Mortimer. Wise. Underbill, Muss-Arnolt, Watson, Twy-
ford, Foote—13. Nays—Messrs. Whiton, Child, Sears-3.

The President—The amendment is carried.
Mr. Richards—I withdraw the original metion. I nndeistood

the amendment to be offt-red as a substitute.
The President—Under the original resolution I think Mr. Peshall

should retire from the room, but I do not like to ask him uniess it

is your wish.
Mr. Peshall—I shall leave. (At this point Mr. Peshall retires.)
The minutes of the last meeting were read, and on motion

adopted. The secretary read his report as follows:

Neav Yokk. May 20,1891.
To the ExemUv, Committee of the American Kennel Club:
Gexti-emun—I have received since tlie last meeting applications

for admission to membersbipfrom twoehilis, the New Yoi-kand
New England Poultry and Kennel Club, of Mohawk, New Y'ork,
the first bench show of which will be hel'i in January next, at
Albany, N.Y., and the American Bull-Terrier Club, of Boston,
]Vla=s. The standard and scale of poin s filed with the application
identifies the breed of dogs for which this club was organi/, d, " to
promote and encourage the hrei ding and improvemen' of." as the
dog now known as I he "round-headed bull and terrier.'' We have
never registered this breed of dogs and have no class for it in the
stud book, and your action upon this application will deter-
mine whether this club will recognize the "round-headed btilland
terrier." now known as the American hull-terrier, or not. Notice
has bpen received at this office of the amalgamation of the Amtri-
can Beagle Club and the National Beaele Club, with the requf sc
that the records of this club be changed by substituting the new
title of the consolidated clubs, L c., the National Reagl'e Club, in
place nf the American Beagle Olu ', as it now appears in our list
of active members. I beg to submit at this meeting a communi a-
tion from the secretary of the American Pet DogClub. forwarded
by its delegite. Dr. M. IL Crver, asking the asd.stance of the
American Kennel Club in taking such action as it may find ucces-
SHi y *o improve the dog license law of tne city o'' New York. I
would recommend that you would do well to refer this matter to
a special committee. I have received an appeal against t'^e deci-
sion of the bench show comm ttee "f the Washington City Ken-
nel Club, on the protest against thp special award to the p^intpr
dog Rip Rap. Your decision in this case should be rendered at
this meeting if possible. 1 have received charges against two of
our clubs for non-pavment of prizes awarded at 'heir la te shows.
The cori'espondence I have had in the matter sati°fles me that in
on« case the indebtedness has been fully liquidated, and that in
the other the charge relates to matters over which this club has
no control. As 1 am expecting replies to my last letters on the
subject, I will defer specifying details until later.
The advisory committee held ameedng on the Uth inst., and

acted upon all matters before it. lis report will be read at this
meeting.
I bpg to inform you that the Southern Field Trials Club and

the Worcester Kennel Club are in arrears for annuiil dues, which
were payable in December last. I have sent bills for same, to
which no attention has Ijeen paid, and I would therefore recom-
mend that said clubs be dropped from the r '11 of membersnip.
There appears to be a demand for the recognition by this club of
the winner.s of field trials held througb. ut the country, under
which bench shows can determine "field trial classes and
specials" It would be well, in my opinion to add to our list of
"l ecognized shows" a list of "recognized field trials," and I would
suggest tnat the president be requested to appoint a committee
to examine into this sut'jeci. and if deemed advisable after inves-
tigation to recommtnd at the September meeting of this club
such a list, which it adopted would greatly assist our mpmoers at
their next yem's shows. Several suits have been instituted
against the officers and associate membprs of this club, audit
was necessary to employ couusel to protect the interests of all
persons made parties to such sui s. 1 would therefore ask that at
this meeting a resolution oe passed authorizing me to pay a rt-
tainingfee ro said counsel. I emploj ed two public auditors and
accountants to examine and certify to the cash accounts of the
yearlSSS, and would respectfully ask permission to have their
certificate included m this report and spread upoa the minuses,
and for authority to pay the bill for their survice from thp funds
of this cluri. I herewlrb submit a communication from MesRis.
Hudspeth & Collier, attorupysfor C.J. Peshall and request action
upon it at this meeting, as I have promispd to report to sa'd firm
ttie result of your action regarding it. Before closi ng this report
I beg to announce to you officially the death of E. Sheffield
Pnrtpr. which occurred at his home in New Haven, Conn., on
April 16 last. Mr. Porter was one of the organizers of the Ameri-
can Kennel Cluh, and was elected as its first secretary Oct. 3,

18S4, serving until M'ty 19, 1.S85. He was an associate member of
the club aud one of i^s strongest supporters at the time of his
sudden death. Respectfully submit ted.

A. P. VBEDENBtJRGH, Sec'y.

Auditors' Certijicate.

We. Thomas ;Bagot and Henry R. M- Cook, public accountants
and auditors, of the city, county and Siale of New York, being
duly sworn, do hereby state that we have examined the hooks of
account and vouchnrs of A. P. Vredenbnriib. bpcretary-treasurer
of the American Kennel Club, of No. a-t BiTud wav, in the l ity of
New York, and found that from Jan. 10, 1S8:-, to Jan. 11, 1889,'the
moneys received amounted lofour thou.- and, seven hundred and
fourtpen dollars and sixty-nine cents, consisticg of the following
iteics;
Balance on Jan. 10, 1888 ; $650 Oi
Received for members' due's 310 00

registration of prefixes 43 00
traveling fund 100 00
sundries (incidentals) 7 SO
registry of dogs 2,123 00
sales of stud book 997 00
tabulated pedigrees 54 50
advertising 425 '45

Total receipts $4,714 69

W«also fOQOd that ihe diabarsi^eiilia -for B^larieavTeBtv'piiat-

ing, postago, expressage and incidental expenses during the period
aforesaidtoentioppd, amounted to th^^e thousand, four hundred
and eighty -six dollar.^ and forty-one cents ($3,186.11), which dis-
bursements deducted from the sum total ot the receipts aforesaid
(.54,714.69) leaves a balance of one thousand, two hunrired and
twenty-eight dollars and twenty-eitiht cents (Sl,2.'8 38). We there-
fore certify that the balance of one thousand, I wo u'indred and
twenty-eiffht d' liars and twenty-eight cents ($1,228.38), reported
by A P. Vredenburgh, Secretary-Treasurer, in bis sta,lement of
account to tbp American Kennel Club at its annual meeting, held
on Feb 31, 1?89, as prin'ed and published in a periodical called
thf^ Jmeriean Kennel Octzette, in its issue of February, 18B9, on the
14th line of the outer "Column of page 29 (said period'cal hereto an-
nexed), is correct. We further ceriifvtaattheTreasurer'sreport,
as printed and puf>lishpd in the aforesaid .dTnerican Kennel Ga-
zette (see issue of February, 1890, at foot of m'ddle column on page
29), commencing with a balance of flvp dollars and thirty-nine
cents (.f.5 39) and ending with a balance of three hundred and
thirty-three dollars and forty-five c^nts (|3^3 45), is correct, said
Treasurer's report consisting of annual du> sfrom members, reg-
istration of prefixes, and incidental disbursements belorging to
the American Kennel Club, said account being subsidiary only. It
being incorporatrd in the Treasurer's report in next column on.
same paee, as herein certified to,
Su>iscrihed and sworn to be- 1

fore me this 9t,h day ot }- Thomas Bagot.
April, 1891. \

Geo. Gobdon Battle, Notary Public, 310, N. Y. Co.
Sulwcrihed and svvo'n ro be- i

before me this 9oh day of )- Henky R. M. COOTt.
April, 1891. \

E. K. Van Sann,
Commissioner of Deeds, City and County of New York.

Mr. Anthony—I move the adoption of the report of the secretary
and the recommpudations made by him therein. Motion seconded
aud carried. The treasurer's report read as follows:

New York, Ma y 20, 1891.
To tlie Executive Comm ittee of ilie American Kennel Cluh:
Gentlemen—I herewith siibmit ray report of moneys received

a.ud disbursed by me during the year 1891 to date:
Receipts from all sources from Jan. 1, 1891 to date $7,235.51
Expens s for same period 3,523,63

Balance on hand $3,711.83
The following oltibs have not yet paid their annual dues tor 1891:

Southern Field Trial Club, Worcester K'-unel Club. R,e.5prc'fully
submitted, A. P. Vekdisn nuRGH, Treasurer.

On motion adopted.
The secretary also read the report of the advisory committee,

which was also on motion adopted.
Mr. Watson of th" stud hook committee reported progress.
The President—I haye to make a verbal report to the meeting as

the special committee appointed to confer with Mr. Whiton as to
the best course to be adopted in reference to establishing a so-
called stud book or registry for the greyhounds. We have had
informal conver.sations in regard to the matter; I report progress.
We have arrived at a general outline which would result in the
whole subject being treated by the National (3reyhoond Club in
corijunction witli tbe American Kennel Club. In other words, we
have found some means bv which the end can be attained through
united action with the American Kennel Club. The matter wUl
be reported hack, when m definite shape, to the advisory com-
mittee, and will come before you in due course through their min-
utes. They report very satis ac'ory progress in that direction.
Mr. Watson called attention to the Burns matter, which was re-
ferred to the stud book commit'ee at the last meeting.
Mr. Whiton—I move that the suspension of Mr. Burns be re-

moved if satisfactory to the stud book committee after due inves-
tigatioD. Motion seconded and carried.
The apnlication of the New Yook and New England Poultry and

Kennel Club for membership was read, and on motion of Mr.
Anthony the club was accepted.
The secre'ary also read the application of the American BuU-

T. trier Club, of Boston, for membership in the American Kennel
Club.

I Up Secretary—Mr- Power is here from Boston in the interest of
t,ha' cluh, and probably he may have something to say in regard
to the matter.
Mr. Power—The gentlemen composing ihe American Bull-

Terrier Club arp reputable gentlemen of Boston, and they wis-h to
provide a standard and breed the di g to the standard. If this
name is decided to bo in conflict with the Bull Dog Ciu'', or «ith
the English Bull-Tprricr Club, wo suargest that we be called the
Boston Terrier Cluh, with the same set of olHcprs, We are per-
fectly willing to do all that can he asked of tia Wp W"Uld like to
have your assistance in the mat ci, aud would like to be with you,
and I can assure ynn that will do all we can to conform to the
rules and regulations adopted hj \fiur body.
Mr. Anthopy oppn^pd the application and Mr. Belmont advo-

cated caution against registering in the stud book a breed which
dops not coniain pure liiood.

Mr. Richards spoke in favor of their admission, and moved that
the cluh hp admitted on condition that It take the name of the
Boston Terrier CluD inst ad of the American Bull-Terrier Club.
Adding—"! will amend my own motion and mov that the club be
admit'ed as the Boston Terrier Clnb upon the condition tnat it

file with thesecrptarv a list of those dogn which the club recog-
nizes OS rons'ituting the fo mdation stock of the htetd, on or
before Jan. 1 M92." Seconded.
Mr. Anthouv opposed the motion on the ground that the funda-

mental rule of the American Kennel Club is that it shall recog-
uiz- only pure bred dogs, dogs that have been bred for geiiera-
tinus, Hud offered as a substitute thst the American Kennel Ciub
reject the application of this club until they have .'hown the
American Kpnnel Club that they have a breed which is entitled
to recognition.
Mr. Power—I now make application for membership fo" the

Boston Terripr Club to be admitted to the Amprican Kennel Club,
with dogs to be registered aftep the Ist of January, and then only
those that have an approvt d pedigree of three generations.
Mr. Richards—I accept the BUggesriou of ihe gentUman from

Boston so far as that all dogs, to ^ie included in the foundation
stoi'k, shall be dogs with authenticated pedigrees.
Mr. Whiton moved that the motion he tabled. Motion seconded

and carried.
Mr. Richards—1 move that the Chair appoints a committee of

three to pollect evidence as to the existence of the breed of doga
wliich are rpferred to and dpscrined in the standard of the
American Bull-Terrier Club and to report to this club. Motion
seconded. The orierinal motion was then put and resulted in a
tie vote. The president then cast his vote in favor of the motion,
and i> was canied.
In regard to the recommendation of the secretarv to add to the

list of "rpcngniz'^d shows" a list of "recognized field trials." Mr.
Child moved that a commitlPe of five be appointed to report to
Lhi= commi tee upon a method hy which fiela trials and coursing
should he broueht within the jnrisdlction of the American Ken-
nol Cluh. Seconded and carried.
Th>- cnair resorves thp appiiutmeut of the committee.
The application of the American Rpagle Club to change its

name to that of ^he National Beagle Club was read, and on motion
granted.
At this point President Belmont left the room and Mr. Anthony

took the chair.
Moved and seconded that the application of the American Pet

Dog Club include B> ooklyn as well as New Y'^ork. Ciri ied.

Also moved that the cha'r appoint a ccmmittee cf ttree t) act
upon the application of the Amprican Pot Dog Club in relation to
an ordinance in regard to the muzzling of doge. Seconded and
carried. The chair reserves the f= ppointment of the committee.
In regard to the Southern P'eld Trial Cluh reported to be in

ai rears, Mr. Child moved ihattne secretary communicate with
Mr Bryson, of that club, in regard to the mai ter.

On motion the Worcpster K-nnel Club, also reported to be in
arrears, was dropped from the roll.

The secretary read a communication from Messrs. Hudspeth &
Collier, attorneys for C. J. Peshall, inclofling an opinion from a
judge on expuLion and requesting aetinn at this meeting. The
secretary r.stateiohat the ad vicp of counsel had been laken as to
the mutfe r. whid twas to tue effect that no action bad better be
taken in the matter.
Mr. Richards— I move that the secretary be instructed to reply

to Mest-rs. Hudspeth & Collier to fi e effect that the acnon of the
club as taken will stand until reversed b^ some competert tiibunal
Alottrn secondpd and carried unanimously. •

The secretary also read a ccmimunication from Mr. C. J.
PeshaU demandinLr that the list pf d's-oualifled persons be discon-
tinued in Che -4meriea/) Kennel Gazette.
The Secretar.,—The disojialifled list, by direction of the ad-

visory committee, was stopped last March. I would also like to
sta'e what I saw one of the members of the New Jersey Kennel
Club recently, and he told me veiy distinctly that Mr. Peshall
had no authority whatever to speak tor the individual members
of that club.

4 Mr. ShQtwell—There was not a word said on the subject-at ijje
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meeting at whicti he was elected. The A.inerlcan Ketmel Club
was Dot TTiemioBed.
The Secretary—I will also state that I presented this oommuni-

OHtion to the counsel of the clnh, and they have advised that we
pay no atteut.ion whatever to it.

The Chairman—The chair will state that long prior to this let-
ter the secretary of the chib was instructed thar, the names of
those persona who wi»re disqualified should be dropped from the
A.mcrKan Kennel Gazette, tfie only object of publishing those
names during the show season bping, that commit tees of shows
would have due notice of ihnse who were and were not disquali-
fied, and consequeuHy the dropping of thi'pe names was entirely
voluntary on the part of the advisory conjoiittee. and long before
anv action or request wa« made on the part of Mr. PeshaLl.
In the matter of the appeal of Mr. Amhonv against the pointer

award of the Washington City Kennel Club, Mr. Child moved
that the appeal be sustained and that the ac'ion of the Washing-
ton City Kennel Club be reversed.
Motion lost on the ground, as stated by those voting in the

negative, that the entry was made ia the name of the Charlotte-
ville Field Trial Kennel, which is located at Charlottesville, Vir-
ginia, under the rule deflnine the dpflnition of one exiiihitor or
person, as parsed at the annual meeting in February, 1891.
Major Taylor moved that the chair appoint a committee of

three to report at the nest meeting on a rule to govern specials
given under the American Kennel Club. Motion lost.
Mr. Richards offered the following resolution:
Resolved. That this club has learned with profound regret of the

death of Mr. E. Sheffield Porter, one of its earliest members and
officers, and dosii-es to express its sense of the loss which has been
sustained.
Resolved. That Mr. Porter's memory is endeared to the members

of this club as a gentleman, zealous and intelligent in kennel
matters, and warm-hearted, generous and considerate in personal
relations.
Resolved, That this resolution be placed on the minutes, and a

copy sent to the family of the deceased.
Adjourned. A. P. VREDENBiraGu, Secretary.

DOG CHAT.

IN view of the increased interest Irish setters are now
commanding, and the fact that several importations

are expected, we do not thiuk it out of place to quote part
of a letter from the foremost breeder of reds in this country.
He writes us in answer to our comments, in a letter to him,
on the prevalence of short, thick heads, more on the English
type, of many of the Irish setters bred nowadays, and of
many of those imported. An idea is abroad that English
breeders have not and do not desire the long, clean, dome-
shaped head with which we associate true Irish type as seen
in the heads of Elcho, Jr., the late Glencho, Molly Bawn,
and a few others. Otir correspondent says that from cor-
respondence with the Rev. O'Callaghan and Mr. Cecil
Moore, he is convinced they want the long, lean head as
much as we do. Old Rose, which Cecil Moore bred, and who
exported her to this country, had it, and so had Noreen and
Old Elcho; and from the breeding of Elcho to those bitches
we got the heads. Mack N. was sired by Norwood, bred by
Dr. Jarvis, by Elcho, Jr., out of Rose. Molly Bawn was
sired by Glencho. by Elcho out of Noreen, and PJlcho, .Jr.,
was by Elcho out of Noreen, too. Dr. Jarvis's Duke Elcho
has the long head to perfection, and is by Elcho, Jr.. and his
dam also has a strain of Elcho blood. His Edna H. also has
the typical head, and she is by Elcho, Jr., out of Romaiue, she
by Elcho out of Rose. Old Palmerston and Elcho had it,
and their blood when crossed intelligeutly are pretty sure to
have it. Of course not every one, but in this line of blood is
where you find the typical heads. To breed dogs with
typical heads, good coats, color, form, legs and feet, and
body combined with field merit, is very difficult. Many of
them have all but the heads, still, by a persistent following
of the above lines of blood success must of necessity follow
in the majority of cases. This breeder goes on to say: ''Ira-
porting dogs is not sure to improve the breed. I have im-
ported a nozen since 1873; some of them had better have been
left over the water, and I wish they had; some I would not
breed to myself and sold for a song, in comparison with
what I paid for them, and their new owners lauded them to
the skies, from ignorance I hope, and one was so poor I
killed her on arrival. I expect now the best I ever imported,
yet I may be disappointed , if so, shall frankly say so, and
not say he is the Pest I ever saw." So it would seem that
we have just as good blood over here in this breed, and
whether we can improve matters by taking what England
chooses to give as is highly problematical.

This is a copy of the notice Mr. Peshall served on Mr.
Vredenburgh during the executive meeting of the A. K. C.
last Thursday: "Sir—You will please take notice that on
the 12th day of May. 1891, I was elected and duly appointed
the delegate of the New Jersey Kennel Club to the American
Kennel Club, and as such delegate I hereby protest against
the further publication in the American Kennel Odzctte,
published by the American Kennel Club and edited by you,
of what has been known as the 'Disqualified' list. And I as
such delegate and on the part of said New Jersey Kennel
Club, and for each and every member of the New Jersey
Kennel Club, forbid the sale or circulation by you or by any
person or persons, as employees of the American Kennel
Club, in any manner whatever, of any copy or copies of said
American Kennel Oazette for and from the month of De-
cember, 1889 to the month of March, 1891 inclusive, for the
reason that each and every number of said American Ken-
nel Gazette containeth matter and things which are libelous,
unlawful and in violation of the penal code of the State of
New York. Respectiully, C. J. Peshall, Delegate New Jer-
sey Kennel Club."

American journals must not rely too implicitly on "Cheer-
ful Horn's" irreverent jokes when the latter remarks that
at the English Kennel Club's field trials there were present
four bishops, three parsons «nd one deacon. On this one
contemporary comments: "This not only speaks well for
them but for the management that draws them out for
recreation needed and consequent enjoyment for such liberal-
minded men, for there is nothing in field trials that should
not be encouraged bvthem." The parsons were there all
right, the Reverends Serjeantson, O'Callaghan and Shield,
but the bishops and deacon were there in name only. The
Bishop family is well known among field trial men on the
other side, and Mr. Sam Deacon has not yet qualified for
ecclesiastical honors, though his form, we are told, is "sylph-
like."

the races will be required to be entered in their regula
classes at the bench show.

Mr. Logan's kennel of fox-terriers, to the number of
thirty, are now with Mr. Harry Twyford at his kennel in
Bay Rid^e, L. I. Mr. Twyford will ic fixture have full
charge of the kennel. It seems Mr. Thayer paid a pretty

long advance, $500, for Pitcher, on the price Mr. Logan paid
for him. Dona, we are told, cost him also $500. Oue can
put $1,500 in a very small quantity of dog flesh nowadays.

Mr. Shotwell, secretary of the Collie Club, desires us to
announce that the Seniinole Kennels having purchased
The Squire, Roslyn Wilkes and other stud dogs from the
Chestnut Hill Kennels, will carry out the arrangement
made by the latter of allowing a discount of 30 per cent,
from their regular stud fees to members of the Collie Club.

A Mr. Day advertises for his lost dog. We trust he will
succeed in finding him, for it is only fair that as every dog
has his day, Mr. Day should also have his dog.—J'ttrZgc,

The International Field Trials Club, of Canada, will hold
their trials at Chatham, commencing Nov. 10.

Friend Dole has been dipping into his purse pretty deeply,
for we hear that a stinl bull-terrier shortly sails for this
country that cost over .?500. It is also said that the great
fox-terrier D'Orsay will very likely soon be among us. As
he is held at ^.3,000 it ought not to be very difficult to guess
who is after him.

The late English owner of Harper, Mr. A. M. Hodgson,
purchased at the Bulldog show the bitch Nina Fidget, sait:
to be the best in the show.

Messrs. Dole and Comstock, after doing several English
shows, are now striking out for the Continent before return-
ing home.

The English Bulldog show was a great success as an ex-
hibition of bulldog quality, but the attendance was poor.
The club dinner seems to have been especially enjoyable.
The only damper thrown on the affair was the fact that,
owing to the hot weather, of s-even arrivals the night
before the show, three were found smothered in their crates,
among them a very good one. Force, owned by Dr. Berison

The King Charles spaniel Toodles has been sold by Mr. ,T.

Dean to Mr. Buggs, who sends him to this counti-y. Toodles
won second at the late Cruft's show, so he ought to be a
valuable addition to the toy spaniel ranks.

At the coming Leeds show 85,000 will be offered in nrizes
and specials. The Queen and Prince of Wales are expected
to exhibit some dogs there.

We have received from Dr. Cryer his book on the pug, for
which we thank him, but as we "had not time to look it over
we will defer further mention l^ill next week.

A meeting of the Irish Setter Club is called for May 30
(Decoration Day) at 2 P. M. at W. Tall man's store, 109 We.st
Thirty-fourth street. New York city. All members are in-
vited to be present and to submit their views on the club's
affairs generally and the matter of field trials in particular.

Mr. Pritchard writes us that preparations are being made
to receive some new arrivals at the Flour City Kennels, at
Rochester, N. Y. A new kennel has been built some 50ft.
long and 1-tft. wide, with eight stalls and concrete floors, in
fact everything up to the modern standard. That good bitch
Lady Colens has been bred to Ilford Chancellor, and a litter
out of Lady Dorothy by the same dog was expected on the
34th. If like breeds like then we may look for some good
Rochester bred mastiffs another season. Another letter
states that they have just heard from Dr. E. L. Kimball, of
Jackson, Mich., saying that his bitch Lulu Minting whelped
May 14, eight pups, three dog.s. This effectually disposes of
the rumor that Ilford Chancellor was not as good as he
should be in the stud, for on the contrary they have had ex-
cellent reports of his get.

"Billy" Tallman, who is known to every dog man in the
country, hws opened a store just west of Broadway on
Thirty-fourth street, New York city. Mr. Tallman intends
to supply anything that may be needed for a dog's welfnre,
from a collar to a ton of biscuit. A rendezvous up-town
was very much needed, and as "Billy" has several inviting
looking chairs .set round his place, no doubt there will be
lots of dog tales swapped from time to time. We are nego
tiating for a phonograph so as to catch the choicest for our
"Dog Chat." In any case we trust our friend will have the
sticcess in his new venture that he deserves.

The case told about in the Evening Sun the other day of
an unfortunate man who died with the symptoms of h^'dro-
phobia, is an in.structive one. The dog that bit the man was
not mad, yet the belief that be was mad killed the man.
There may be many as weak-minded men as this, who on
learning that a dog which had bitten them had gone mad
would die of bogus hydrophobia. We know of only one case
where a man bitten, afterward found that the dog died with
every symptom of hydrophobia, still he is alive yet, and very
much so, as he contributes to these columns.

The dog poisoner has been abroad in Flatbush, L. I., and
several valuable dogs have succumbed. This reminds us
that Mr. Van Zandt's Irish setter Darragh Pat, who ran in
the Eastern Field Trials last fall, was seemingly all weU
and in halt an hour was found dead. Poison is supposed to
have been the cause.

The coming show at Toronto will be quit-e lively for those
who Uke to see .speedy dogs. The Indus trial exhibition in-
tends to donate prizes for greyhound and whippet races,
which >vill take place in the ring before the grand stand
each afternoon of the second -weBb; the dogs competing in

We had intended to give this week a brief review of
the facts in the Peshall case from the beginning, but the
report of the A. K. C. meeting is of such length as to pre
elude devoting further space to the subject. In a later issue,
however, we shall give such a review, lor without the facts
in mind the character of the proceedings of the club last
Thursday cannot be justly estimated.

Extract from a letter: "For goodness sake take my ex-
change ad. out, as the countless letters I am receiving irom
it have long since ceased to be a virtue, and as I make a
point of answering all communications, they are making my
stamps disappear altogether too fast."

Among the new kennel advertisements this week we find
that St. Bernards are for sale by A. H. Moore, F. B. Bacon
and J. Hellen. G. W. Lovell has pointers and setters, E.
W. A^'me pointers and H. B. D. Bruce Clumber spaniels. In
the stud is H. F. Church's bull-terrier.

A meeting of the Gordon Setter Club will be held at Dr.
Meyer's oflace, 159 W. Thirty-fourth street, May 2S. This is
the adjourned meeting which should have been held at Dr.
Glover's oflice May 14, to consider the application of Mr.
Malcolm regarding the action of the club in his case.

Mr. E. C. Buckle, of the Charlottesville Kennels, Virginia,
was an interested spectator at the English Kennel Club
Field Trials held recently. He was a guest of Mr. Brails-
ford.

"THE AMERICAN BOOK OF THE DOG."
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have just returned from a long trip to the Southwest,

and in reading the back numbers of Forest And Stream
was surprised to see Mr. Wade's communication under the
above caption, I seriously regret that anything should have
found its way into type, under Mr. Wade's signature, that
is not true, or that is not satisfactory to him; and I most
emi)hatically disclaim any intention to misrepresent either
him or the facts.
When the proof of the mastiff article came from him, the

corrections he bad marked were made, and in this shape it
was printed—not a word having been added by me. When
the MSS. originally came to me from Mi-. Wade it contained
the statement that Messrs. Milliken, Kelly and Bowditch
imported mastift's early in the eighteenth century, I cer-
tainly should not have taken the liberty of interpolating
such an important statement as this in anotjier man'^ mat-

ter, even if I were confident of the truth of it, which I cotild
not have been in this case, for I have never seen this state-
ment made elsewhere.
Of course there is a record of it somewhere, else Mr. Wade

would not have said it. He does not guess at anything.
It is a fact that I supplied some of the names that are given
on p.ige 577 as "breeders, owners or importers," but I wrote
Mr. Wade that I had done so ''subject to his approval," and
that if any of them were not .satisfactory to him he should cut
them out. He erased but one. and his letter of Oct. 11, 1890,
which is before me, says: "Proofs received, and I return
them corrected as far as I think they need it, or I feel like
taking the liberty of cutting your improvemeiits."

I sent Mr. Wade proofs of several cuts that were used in
illustrating his articles. That of Czar bad printed under it
the words, "Ru8.sian Wolfhound—Czar. Owned by Mr,
Paul H. Hacke, Pittsburgh, Pa." It came back to me with
Mr. Hacke's name canceled, and that of .7. Sperher written
under it, apparently in Mr. Wade's hand, I could have no
possible motive in making such a change myself, as Mr.
Wade implies, for I never heard of Mr. Sperber before or
since, and have no knowledge, other than this simple cor-
rection on the proof, that there is such a person; while I
know Mr. Hacke to be a prominent fancier of this breed.
Mr. Wade has been a good friend to me, aud I repeat that

I would not willingly misrepresent him in anyway. Neither
would he, I believe, willingly misrepresent me. He has
accused me wrongfully in these matters, but I believe it is
owing solely to a lapse of memory. He has forgotten just
what he did write, in certain instances. I hope the forego-
ing may serve to refre.sh his memory, and that he will
accept these statements in the friendly spirit in which they
are made. &. o. Shields.

BEAU BRXJMMELL.—Pittsburgh, Editor Forest
and Stream: I have sold that grand voung Irish setter
Beau Brummell to Mr E. B. Bishop, of Cincinnati, O.,
who will take him to California and place him in the pub-
lic stud. Beau Brum mell is well known as the winner of
first prizes at New York, Baltimore, Pittsburgh and Wash-
ington (open cla.sf3), thus entering the challenge class within
twenty-two days after the first time he was ever shown at
four of the largest shows held in America this year, and
being passed upon by a different judge each time. As well
as being so tine a bench dog. Beau Brummell is a magnifi-
cent, level-headed fielder, and Mr. Bishop will run him m
the field trials that are to be held in California next fall,
where 1 expect he will give an excellent account of himself.
Beau Brummell was sired by champion Elcho. Jr. out of
Red Ro.se; she by the famous champion Biz out of champion
Lady Clare, and is a litter brother to my challenge dog Kil-
dare. Mr. Bishop has also purchased my Irish setter bitch
Belle Aurea (A.K.C.S.B. 208:^1), who is now in whelp to
Beau Brummell. I am not at liberty to state the exact price
that was paid for this pair, but will say that the amount is
represented by no less than fcur figures. Judging from the
prices that are now being given for Irish setters I think it
is a fair criterion of their fast increasing popularity. I
shall replace Beau Brummell with the best red dog that I
can find in England or Ireland, and Joe Lewis is now on
the other side looking for a dog for me that can win over
anything in America. If be can find such a one you may
look for him at the head of the Kildare Kennels next fall,
both at the field trials and the bench shows.—W.
WASHINaTON.

'

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes maat toe sent on prepared blanks, which, are fur-

aished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
f large letter size. Seta of 300 of any one form, bonnd for
retaining daplioatea, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ealderman. Ry W. Wode, Hultnn, Pa., for fawn mastifT dog.
wbejped April 28, 1891, by Beaufort ou' of Emma.
Hope. By H. K. Devertux, Clpv^l^nrl, O., for liver, wlite and

tir Ked pointer dog, whelped F^b. 1, 1891 by imported [Jncis (Nim-
rod LsfUoutof imported Uora of Arm&tadi (Marquis- Hilda of
Z'^borij).

Gale Gladstone. By H. K. Devereux. Clevtlarid, O., for black
white and taa Enplisb getter bitch, whelped Eebruarv. 1891. by
Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue) out of Katie Noble (Count
Koble—Queen Meg).
RwjBlas. By F. G. Taylor. Philadelphia, Pa., for English set-

ter dug. whelped March 11, 1891, by Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone-
Sue) out of Katie Noblp.
Gale GlarMonc and Ball o' Yarn. By F, G. Taylor. Philadelphia,

Pa., tor tihick, white aud tan English setter bitches, whelped
March 11, 1891, by Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone-Sue) out of Katie
Noble.
Fhil Darnell. By F. G. Tavlor, Philadelphia, Pa., for Erglish

setter dot', whelped Feb. 11, 1891, by Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—:SU( ) out of List >fnDle.
Marjolaine. By F. G. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa., for orange and

white Enelish setter bitch, whelped Feb. 14, 1891. by Breeze Glad-
S'oae ( -rladstore—Sue) out of List. Noblp.
Joe Forester 11. and Ducliess of Brumwiclf. Bv Dr. A. C. Heffen-

ger. Portsmouih, N. H., for hiack. v\ bite and tan foxhound doe
and bitch, whe ped March 6, 1S91, by Joe Forester (Bruno—Cliol
out of Gypsy Blanco (Peter—Top-.\).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Betsy Sxtlaniicr—Bacchanal. John Monrhead. Jr.'g (Pittsburgh,
Ph.) fox-terrier Micq Betsy Spin nger (Warren Sampler—Warren
Dangle) to Oriole Kennels' chHmplon Bacchanal (clian.piou The
Belgravian—champir'n Bedlami e), Ma^ 21.
Mary Anderson—Bo^swain Dr. D. M.icle.m'H (Detroit, Mich.)

bull bitch Maiy AnuersoD (SuriJice—Bull^ ) to E. A. Woodward's
Bo'swain (Grabbei-—'^usan), Mav 8.

Fleet—Kino of Kent. B. K Devereux's (Cleveland, O.) pointer
birch Fleet (Ubsu—Sport) to Wts' minster tvenne) Club'.- King of
Kent. (Priam—Ken' liah\), April 7.

Rodreka—Breeze Gladstone. R. M'-nn'g (Philadelphia, Pa.) Eng-
ish settt-r bucu Kodrtk- (Roderigo—Gem) toF. G. Taylor's Bretze
Gladsto e (Glad.ctone-Sue), April iO.
Golden Rod- Inspiration. Chas. Ohippenger's (Lansing, Mich.)

pointer bitch Golcieu Uoa— BpHiifnrt—Zuba) to F. G. Taylor's In-
spiration (Riiug B^iig—Tellie Doe), May 1.

Bernie—lnspiralion. J. B. Ellison's (Pniladi-lphia, Pa.) pointer
biich Bernie (Victor the Bjiie Stocking—Cbnrlotte Cordaj) to F
G. Taylor's Inspiration (Bang Bang—Telie Doe), May 7.

Maryuerite IL^Brali-6 C. J. H. Dey's (Rtd Bank,"K. .J.) pointer
bitch Marguerite It. (Mainspriog—Marguerite) to Mr. Lovell's
Brake C. (Glen txraphic— Jennie), May 3.

Hovs-King of Kent. Charloriesville Field Trial Kennels' (Char-
'ottesvillp, \ a ) pointer bitch Hops to Westminster Kennel Club's
King of Kent, April 20.

Betsy Bracket—Kino of Kent. F. Larkin, Jr.'s (Sing Sing, N. Y )pointer Ditch Betsy Bracket lo Westminster Kennel Club's King
of Kent, April 2L ^

RalylVs Queen—Kino of Kent. W. E. Field's (St. Louis, Mo.)
poiiuer bitch Ralph's Queen to Wefctmmster Kennel Club's King
of Kent, AprilU. ^

Clip-King of Kent. J. N. Pike's (Maiden, Mass.) pointer bitchCbp to Webttmnster Kennel Clnb'tiKinK oi K"nt. April 9.
Lass of Bow—King of Kent. Westminster Kt-nnel Oluo's (Baby-

lon, L. 1.) pointer bitch Lass of Bow (Graphic—Cbmas) to theirKing or Kent. April 4.

Westminster Nan-King of Kent. Westminster Kennel Club's
(Babylon, L. I.) poimer buch Westminster Nan (Westminster
Ca^o—Nancy) to their King of Kent, March 29.

1 _ ^
King of Kent, March 27.

Kole rill.—Kino of Kent. Westminster Kennel Clnb's (Baby-
on, L. I.) pointer bitch Kate Vlll. (Donald II.—Belle) to their
'^.ing of Kent, March 27.

mincy-Klng of Kent. Westminster Kennel Club's (Babylon,
I ) pointer Pitch Nancy (Bang Bang—PolL)to their King of

enr, March 2t).
^

Lass of Kant-Kino of Kent. G*'o. Jaryis's (New York) pointer
b|tch^La8s of Kent to Westminster Kennel Club's King of Kent,

Oriole Lilly-Lord Baltimore. Wambach & Hermann's (Balti-
more. Md.) pug bitch Oriole Lilly (Roland—Dollie) to their Lord
Baltunore, Jan.29.

L
Ken
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DolUe—Othello Boy. G. W. Wambach's (Baltimore. Md.) pug
bitch DoUie (Cricket—Dot) to Ms Othello Boy, March 18.

WHELPS.
PrepaTed Blanks sent free on application.

Queen Bendtgo. John Moorhead. Jr.'s (Pittsburgh, Pa.) bull-
terrier bitch Queen Bptidigo (Bendigo—Mag), May 34, seven (fiA'e

dos"), by his Mr. Diok. (Yoiiug Dutcb—Netile).
Emma. W. Wade's (HtiIiob, Ps.) mastiff bitch Emma, April

38, two dogs, by Messrs. Taunton & Winchell's Beaufort; one since
dead.
Bosa Lee. Dr. J. A. Hartman's (Latrobe, Pa.) English setter

bitch Rosa Lee (Racket—Beryl), April 28. six (three dogp). by F. G.
Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue); all black, white and
taTi.

Front. D. Stirus's (Milwaukee, Wis.) English setter bitcli Front
(Drake, Jr.—Daisy). May 10, thirteen (six dogs), by P. G. Taylor's
Brf-eze Glndstnne (Gladstone—Sue); all black, white and tan.
Donna .Jiicmita. J. W. Wood's (Poughkeepsie, N. Y.) English

setter bitch Donna .luanita (Rockingham—Donna), May IR, ten (six

dogs), by F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone—Sue); all white, black
and tan.

Oriole- LiUy. Wambach &Hermann's (Baltimore, Md.) pug bitch
Oriole Lilly (Roland—Dollie), March 30, six (three dogs), by their
Lord Baltimore: bitch since dead.
DolUe. Geo. W. Wambach's (Baltimore, Md ) pug bitch Dollie

(Oricket—Dot), May 19, five (two dogs), by his Othello Boy.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Beaumont. Black and tsn setter dog, age and pedigree not
given, by Dr. Jolm H. Meyer, New York, to Jas. B. Blossom,
same place.
Diike. Black and tan dog, whelped May 20, 1890, by Prince out

of Nanon. Jr., by Thos. Blake, Detroit, Mich., to Jas. McMillan,
Jr., sam'^ place.
3Iame T. Black and tan dachshund bitch, bv Jerry out of Frau-

Jpin Waldeck II.. by W. S. Gates, Chagrin Falls, (J., to Thomas
Tones. Flint, Mich.
Jerni Jr. Blank and tan dachshimd dog, by .Terry out of Prau-

loin Waldeck II., by W. S. Gates, Chagrin Falls, O., to J. O.
Orpech. same place.
Nigger. Black and tan dachshund dog, by Jerry out of Prau-

l«in Waldeck XL, by W. S. Gates, Chagrin Falls, O., to Jacob Zim-
mprman, Flint. Mich.
DanB. Black and tan beaele and dachshund cross, by Sancio

out of Eva, by W. S. Gates, Chagrin Falls, O., to Dan Bushrod,
same place.

Clate M. Black and tan beagle and dachshund cro«s, by Sancio
out of Eva, by W. S. Gates, Chagrin Falls, 0 , to C. Millard, same
placp.
Ball o' Yarn. Black, white and tan English setter bitch,whelped

March 11, 1891, by Breeze Gladstone out of Katie Noble, by F. G.
Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa., to A. H. Moore, same place.
G-aU Gladstone. Black, white and tan English setter bitch,

whelped March 11. 1891, by Breez'" Gladstone out of Katie Noble,
by F. G. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa., to H. K. Devereux, Cleve-
land, O.
Marjolaine. Orange and white English setter bitch, whelped

Feb. 14, 1891, by Breeze Gladstone out of List Noble, by F. G. Tay-
lor, Philadelphia, Pa., to E. H. Wakeman, San Francisco, Oal.
Stanley Bill and Stanley Belle. White bull-terrier dog and bitch,

whelperl July 18, 1890, by White Wonder out of White Violet, by
H. A. Harris, North Wilmington, Mass., to Dr. Sneeden, Brook-
lyn. N. Y.
Little Donovan. White bull-terrier dog, whelped May 26, 1890,

bv Duke out of Fussy, by H. A. Harris, North Wilmington, Mass.,
to Dr. Sneeden, Brooklyn, N. Y,
n^ite Violet. White bull-terrier bitch, whelped April 19, 1887,

by Charlie out of Rue. by H. A. Harris, North Wilmington, Mass.,
to Dr. Sneeden, Brooklyn, N. Y.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
C. R.—Your inquiry will be answered by mail if you will send

us your address. The welfare of yon r dog should be considered
by you important enough to induce you to follow the rule of
giving your name when writing for advice,

J. P. M., Camden, N. 1 have a very flue Irish setter; he is

troubled with what some people call husk in the throat. The
least excitement starts him coughing a dry husky cough, with
continual retching, frequently raising a white froth. Can you
advise me what to do? Ans. Rub the throat morning and night
with camphorated oil.

Gtjn, Philadelphia. Pa.—Kindly advise me as to treatment of an
Eoglish setter bitch 3 years old. She has pimples and sores all

over her body, legs and tail, and had warts on lips and inside of
ears, has three on udder, close to back teats, and scratches almost
continually. The skin is red. The warts in her mouth and ears
have gone. I have been treating her for eczema, and have rubbed
her with oil of cade 3oz., dilute acetic acid -loz., cotton seed oil

8oz., carbolic acid Idr. and given salt-water baths. Internally
htve used flowers of sulphur and cream of tartar, equal parts.
Dose, a tablespnonful once daily. Have been treating her for six
weeks, but have not succeeded in curing her. She is fed once
daily on stale bread and meat soup. On some parts of her body
the hair is out. also on tail from root to tip on top, round the
eyes and here and there ou ears. Kindly advise me of a remedy
in next week'sispue if possible and state what the disease is. Is
It contagioust' Ans. It is very likely sarcoptie mange. Apply
either

Potass carbouatia — .31
Sulphur flor— Siij
Glycerine ., Jvl

or the following:
Bals. Peru
Spts rectiticatl aaSiij
Zinci oxidi 5 i

Glycerine Bx
After washing the dog thoroughly with carbolic soap and warm
water. It is conliagious by contact. Clean and disinfect the
dog's kennel thoroughly. The warts can be touched with nitrate
of silver, which will effecc a cure.

li/i^ md ^heating.

The Winans Trophy.
Practice Targets for the Amateur Revolver Cham-

pionship will be mailed free to any address from this

offi.ce,

RANGE AND GALLERY.
ENGLISH REVOLVER MATCHES.

The programme of the competitiou at Bisley has been issued,
and provides the usual geuerotis offer of rich prizes. The orizes
for revolvers are increased, and a new series is added in which
£30, divided into nineten prizes, w'U be given. In this series the
target will appear for twelve seconds only, and "no concession
will be made for misfires or other failurps of the revolver or am-
munition." With respect to the backsight of revolver which may
be used at the N. R. A. meeting, it is now announced that it may
he either a plain open V or open halt circle, or buckhorn pattern,
"or some simple pattern of suflicient solidity and strength to with-
stand rough usaee."
The several revolver events are as follows:

THE KEVOLVfiE PRIZES.
Unlimited entries. Aggregate value, £150, N. R. A. prize. Re-

stricted to officers, warrant officers, petty officers and staff ser-
geants of H. M. land and sea forces, to gentlemen cadets of the
R. M. A., Woolwich, and of the R. M. C., Sandhurst, and to mem-
bers of the N. R. A. Distance, about 20yds. Weapon, revolvers.
They will be subject to examination by an officer appointed for
the purpose before competitors will be allowed to use them. Num-
ber of shots, 15. Position, standing. No rest of any kind, natural
or artificial, will bo allowed, nor will the competitor be allowed
to support himself on any part of the shooting gallery or table
from which the firing takes place; nor may he use mnrethan one
hand to steady bis revolver.
Entrance fee, 2o 6d. for each entry. No comp'. 1 itvi ,0 1 ake more

than one prize in each series.
Target.-A disc 12in. in diameter. Bnllseye, Sin. diameter, scor-

ing 6 points, with a central carton 2in. in diameter, scoring 7

poinis. Remainder of target divided into four rings, scoring
respectively 5, i, 3 and 2 points. No sighting shots allowed.
First Series.—At a target moving across the line of fire, at about

h.6 rate of the "qalok marohJ" One prize of £10, one of £5, one of

£4, one of £3, ten prizes'.of £3, eighteen prizes of £l.'lThlrty-two
prizes, £60.
Second Series.—At a target disappearin? and re-appearing at

intervals of three second One prize of £10, one prize of £5, one
prize of £4, one prize of £3, ten prizes of £3, eighteen prizes of £1.
Thirtv-two prizes, £60.
Third Series,—At a target shown for twelve seconds onl.y. No

concession will be made for miss-fires of other failures of the re-
volver or ammunition; One prize of £5, one prize of £3, five prizes
of £3, twelve prizes of $1. Nineteen prizes, £30.
In addition to the ordinary regulations for shooting governing

other competitions, the following must be strictly observed:
1. The petty officer or non-commissioned officer at the firing

point will load and liand to the competitor the revolver ready for
use. The revolver must not be loaded until the competitor is in
position.

2. On receiving the caution, "All clear," the competitor will fire

his six chambers without undue delay. The revolver must i ot be
raised from the table before each shot until the target appeags,

3. In the evput of any miss-fires, in the first or second series, the
competitor will continue to fire the remaining chambers, and will
then place his revolver on the table. The petty offlcer or non-
commissioned officer at the firing point will then reload as many
chambers as may be necessary to enable the competitor to com-
plete his firing.

4. Should there be from any cause aii interruption iu the shoot-
ing, the competitor mttst at once lay his revolver on tha table and
Id the receptacle provided for the purpose, muzzle downward.

5. Any competitor firing or pointing his revolver elsewhere than
from the gallery at the target vill be disqualified under "Clatise
2, Section II., Penalties" of the Regulations.

THE "PFUNGST" (REVOLVEIt).

Unlimited entries. Given bv Pfune-st Frferes et Oie., of 23
Crutched Friars, E. C. Open onlv to officers of the reerular and
auxiliary forces. Condition of firing the same as those of the
Revolver Prizes. Second series—Entrance fee 2s. 6d, for each
p.ntry. First prize, a S^oz. case of Pfangst Frferes et Cie. cham-
pagne Carte d'or, 1884 Vintage, extra special cuv6e. Second prize,
one double Magnum (equal to 4 bottles) of the same champagne.

REVOIiVEB POOL.
Distance about 20yds.: size of buUseye 3in. in diameter, includ-

ing a 2in. ring, which alone will count for the pool. Number of
shots unlimited. Entrance 2s. per series of 6 shots. 1. Competitors
will be allowed any number of entries on payment of the entrance
fee for each entry. 2, The pools will be divided each day accord-
ing to the number of series fired and buUseyes made, 25 per cent.,
of the purchase money of the pool tickets being deducted by the
association. The values of the pool bullseyes will be posted out-
side the pool office on the day succeeding that upon which they
are made, and the amounts paid on presentation of the bullseye
tickets, between the hours of 12 and 4 o'clock daily.

EPHRATA, Pa., May 23.—The members of the North End Rifle
Club met on their range south of town thi" afternoon to engage
in several hours' sport at target practice. The day was fair, with
a little windtiow and then, causing a little irregtilar shooting by
those who used the .32 rifles. The heavier rifles were not effective
and the soores were about as usual. The following scores resulted,
distance 200yds., rest shooting:
J A Stober 9 10 10 10 8 !) 9 6 7 10-88

fl 9 9 8 8 8 10 10 9—86
9 9 7 5 10 10 10 li 10—84
7 9 10 10 9 5 7 7 10—79
li 8 4 5 7 6 9 10 10 -72
7 3 6 5 H 7 9 10 4-P4
5 fi 7 5 4 7 4 r o-.Sl

L M Wiest 6
C Konigmacher 8

D B Lefever 5
JMSheafiEer 7WD Winters 7
S L Sharp 4 _ . _ . . _
The members of the team who are nearly always out at the

regular shoot, and who study their rifles, ammunition, ptc, are
somewhat divided as to using patched or groved bullets. Patched
bullets are generally used with good results, but the cleaning of
rifles necessitated by using them gives more work than the boys
care to do while passing the time for sport. In a sbort time no
doubt all our members will use the patched bullet,—D. B, L.

BOSTON, May 33.—The regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day with a good
attendanc" of riflemen. The conditions were not the best, as a 6

o'clock fish-tail wind bothered the shooters a good deal. Mr. C.
H. Eastman won the bronze membership badge. The scores, dis-
tance 200yd8., Standard American targets, re-entries allowed: All-
comers' Rest Match—S. Wilder 111, E. L. Blount 110 F. Daniels
lOS, A. H. Ballard 106, F. W, Chest;er 104, W. Peters 104, M. T. Dav
102, A, G. Home 101, M, R. Barter 98, J. W. French 97. 'A. S. Hunt
95, J. Mason 93. D. N. Winn 88, All-comers' Off-hand Match—F. C,
Bridge 79, A. Sharp 79, S. C. Svdnpv 75, M. T. Day 75, J. B, Hobbs
'3, D. Martin 71, A. G. Horne 60. Military Match—F. Carter 45. 45,
A, S. Field 48, M. T. Day 43, G, G. Bradford 39, O. Moore 38. S. B,
Snow 37, C H. Cole. Jr., 34, J. B. Hobbs 26. Revolver Match,
50vds.—H, Severance 87, S. A. Wesson 83.

THE TRAP.

Score* for pubUeation should he made out on the printed blankB
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnisned gratis to club
s cretaHes. Correspondents who favor us tvith club scores are pwr-
ti"ula/rly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

May 26-28.—Wm. H. Wolsten croft's Second Annual Tourna-
ment, at Facouy Driving Park, Philadelphia, Pa. Address Wm.
H. Wohtencroft, Frankford, Philadelphia, Pa.
May 36-SO.—Newark (N. J.) Tournament. Three days targets,

two days live birds. Target shooting events under management
of Mr. H. A. Penrose; live bird contests under control of Mr.
Jacob Pentz.
May 30.—Canajoharie (N. Y.) Gun Club Tournament. T. C.

Pegnim, Sec'y.
Mav 30,—Spring Tournament Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club. Open

to all. Programmes sent by C. W. Brown, Pres., Maplevvood, N. J.
June 2-.5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Association guarantees
$1,000. club adds $3,000, total S3,000.
June 3-5.—Rocky Mountain Sportsman's Association Tourna-

ment, at Denver, Col. C. M. Hampson, Sec'y,

June 8-13.—Regular Annual Tournament of the Illinois State
Sportsmen's Association. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y, Chicago. 111.

June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York
State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
June 23-25.—Atlantic City Gun Club's Tournament, at Atlantic

City, N. J. For programmes address Harry Tbm-mrn, Manager,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa., or R. C. Griscom, Secretary,
Atlantic City, N. J,

July, first week,—Boston; Wellington Gun Club, three da,ys'
tournament, under auspices of Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association,
July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun

Club. E. B Roberts, Sec'y.
July 4.—Slater, Mo., Third Annual Tournament of the Slater

Gun Club. Wm. Reid, Secretary.

WASHINGTON INTER-STATE.
Washington, D. C, May 19.—The first day's shoot of the Inter-

State Manufacturers and Dealers' Association in connection with
the Capital City Gun Club opened here to-day with a good at-
tendance. The sun shone brightly and it was an elpgant day fo^
8hooting at the trap. The surplus amounted to 8290.80. In the
Expert Class W. Wolstencroft won first, average 71.4 per cent.,
and received $58.16; and C. M. Lindsley won second, average 59.8

per cent., and received §29.08. In the Amateur Class A. C. Krueger,
Wrighisville, Pa., won first, average 80.03 per cent., and received
S.58.15; and Geo. Cochran, of Pittsburg, Pa., won second, average
77,3 per cent., and received S29.08.

Maj/ 19.—Extra No, 1, 10 singles:

E L Mills OlllUllll-9 Wagner 1001111011-7
Steck 0110110111—7 Townsend 1011110110—7
R B Bond 1111011)001-7 Hufmau 1011101010-6
Dr Brown 0010001110—4 Cochran 1010111110-7WF Summerson... 0110010111-6 Parry 0111111001-7
Roth well, Jr 1011011111-8 Blackbird 0011011111—7
Wolstencroft 1111001111-8 .Tack IIDOOIIIO—

7

J H Smith OOlOllOlll-O Barker 0001101100-4
TB'Dovle.. imillOll-9 West 1111001101—7
Bondwen O001110O10-4 Patton 1001111110-7
Stubner 1101001110-6 Capson 1010110110-6
Bothwell, Jr. lllOlllUl—9 Hicks 1111001011—7
Hawee Oii00010010-3 Evans Ill1101100-7
Osborne 0110010111-6 Happer, Jr UIOUIOIO-?

No. 1, $35 guarantPPd- 10 singles, experts:
Wolstencroft lOllOmil-8 Lindsley 0111001100-5
Amateurs:

Jones OOmOlllO— 6 Bond ".. 1011011011— 7
Mills - OlOmillO— 7 Langvoid 1111110001— 7
Hunter ('OllllOlll— 7 Parry 1100000110— 4
Rothwell, Jr OUlimiO- 8 Doyle 1110101111— 8
Wagner.. lOUlOlllO— 7 Caproa 0111011011—7
Steele I'OlllOOOl- 6 Hicks inilllUl-lO
Osborne 0111111110- 8 Evans 1111011010— 7
Stubner 1111110111— 9 Rothwell nniimoO— 7
Huffman UnilOlOOO- 5 Jack 1101010110- 8
Smith lllllOOlll— 8 Blackbird lOllUlOOO— 6
Summerson (lOOlllOOOO— 3 Cochran 1111111111—10
Townsend IIOOIOIOII— 6 Sneed 0000000011— 2
Patten 1001001011— 5 West 1111100111— 8
Bondren 1110110000— 5 Barker ,1101001010— 5
Brown 100011 1001- 5
No. 2, S-IO guarantepd,15 singles, experts:

Lindsley 110011101100101- 9 Wolstencroft .lOOlOlUOUOUl-lO
Amateurs:

Bond OOnilllOlOllU-ll Steubner 111101011111111-13
Wagner 011100001101111— 9 Smith lOlOOlOIOOUllO— 8
Hunter 001001111010111— 9 Jones lOOIOiJOlOUOll—

9

Brown OlOllKllOOOmol- 7 Dovle iiniOlOllOOlll—11
Steele 1 lllHOI 111011 1—13 Ro th well n I OOll lio 1 1 0100- 8
Parry 111111010011111-12 O.sliorne tn lOOrilKunO-ll
Rothwell, Jr.. 110100101111110—10 Patton.... ! 1 1(1001 moj 111-11
Hartner lOlOUlllOlllU—13 Barker 1 101001 nOOlllO— 9
Capron 111110111011111—13 Lauevoid 010111110111101—11
Hicks 111001111111110-13 Hawes 00000000:000000- 1
Evans 111110111111111—14 Mieon OOOHlOOlOOllU- 8
Gastnight 001110000101101— 7 West OllOlOll 1001011— 9
Mills 101111011010111—11 Bandren llOlllOOOOOOOOl- 8
Blackbird. 111011101111111—12 Townsend IIOOIIOIOIIOIU—10
Summerson. . .100000101111000— 6 Cochran 111111111111011—14
Huffman 011011111111101—13 St Germain . . . .100001011101101— 8
No. 3, $60 guaranteed, $3.60 entry. 20 singles, experts:

Wolsten- Lindsley. .00010101110111110111—13
croft .... 10111111011011111111—17
Amateurs:

Bond ....11101111011011111111-17 Wise 10101000000100110100-7
Brown . . OlOllOlOOOOOOlllllll—11 DrummonOOOOOQOOOnoOOOOllOlO- 3
Hunter. .. .11011111011001001011—13 Huffman..l0ll00O001IXhll0O001l- 7
Wagner...Ol000()0nillllltul1l-14 Osborn.... 11101101011111111101-16
Arnold . . ..nil 1001001001 111111—14 J on es 1 1 1 1 11 1 (10111 01 101 1 1 0 -15
Capron. ...11100011111111111111—17 Hartner . . 101111 Jill innnuill0l-l4
Heiks 1 111 1 111 1 11100101010-15 Mi 1 li^ 1 101 U 01 1 1 11 0011 1011 -15
Evans OOIIOIIOOUIOIOOIOIO-IO Do.vle .... 101 1 11 lllCniUlOOll-16
Blackbird 11110111110011111111-17 Cochran.. 01011111111 111110111-17
Steubner..ll01ini0U001101im-14 Barker. . ..01101010010110001101-10
Sum'ers'n 11100111110011111100—14 TownsendllOOOlOllllUOIOllllO—13
Jack lOOIllllOllOUOllOllO-U Steele . . . .OllllllOO'JUllOOhlOO-ll
Farrell. ...OIOOOOOOOOOOODOIOIQO— 3 LangvoiglOlllOOllLOlonilKMl—13
No, 4, S25 guaranteed, $2.36 entrance, at 6 double.^, (spprrs;

Bond 10 10 11 10 11 10-8 Lindsley 10 00 01 10 H 01-6
Somerson... .00 01 10 10 11 01—6 Capron 00 01 10 00 11 01-5
Steubner 10 11 10 00 01 0O-5 Hicks 11 Jl 00 10 00 00-5

Evans .'..10 00 11 10 00 10-5 Smith 11 00 11 10 Oij 10-fi
Rothwell, Jr. 11 01 10 U 00 10—7 Mills 00 01 10 11 11 10—7
Wagner 01 11 10 10 10 00—6 Rothwell 01 10 10 Oii 01) 10—4
Hunter U 10 10 10 10 10-7 Blackbird ... tio ii 1 i 10 ut 11—8
Barker 10 10 10 11 00 01—5 Cochran 01 11 00 01 10 0f)-5
Doyle 11 10 00 10 11 10-7 Jack 10 10 00 01 10 00-4
Wolstencroft 11 00 01 11 10 11—8 St Jermain. . .01 10 10 10 00 16-5
Osborn.. ....00 11 10 10 10 00-5 Townsend. ... 10 10 10 10 11 11—8
Huffman 00 11 10 00 10 10—5 Landvoigt. . .,11 11 10 lO 10 11—9
Jonps 10 11 10 11 10 11-9 StRple II 10 11 10 00 11—8
No 5, S50 guaranteed, entry $3.60, 30 singles, experts:

Wolsten- Lindsley . .1101110011110101101—13
croft. . . .11110110100111100111-14

Mills 11011110111101(011111-15 R'hw'lI,Jrllll01100lOOllll010l-13
West llOiniOfXlOOllOlOllO-11 Wagner...llOUllOlllllOlllllO-16
Bowker...00100101110000011001- 8 Steele 01111011110110111110-16
Hunter . . . 010011 11111111010110—14 Bee tjer ... .01 000 1 1 0 lOK 11 1000100— 8
Jones 00011111110001001001—10 .Malone. . .01101000001100100011- 7
Bond 11111111111111110011—18 Sonnn-.son OOOlOniniOlOilioilll—H
Gapren...inill000100010H011—12 Bhickainll 111011 111 10t)lllllll—17
Hicks ....OOlOOllOnilOOOIllll-12 Huffman. 11111111111011111001 -17
ICvans... onion 1101111101001—14 Ilawes... (iniiOH;illUlilOO101 100— 8
Brnvvn....10110100110111101111-14 Cochran . .01 1 lOliiiiDill Jl 1 1 looU-13
Stubner.. 11.101111100111100110—14 TiindoorilODlOllODliiOuOIOOioi— 9
Arnold... 11011111111011110000—15 TownsendOlOll 111101001010110—13
Doyle . . .1101101 llOlJOlOlOUlO -13 Baily OlOilOOonouuiOllOOlOO— 6
Osborn... .01110101111111110101-15 Schroth.,. 11001011110110001101-13
No. 6, |25 gnarauted, 82.45 entry. 15 sinsles, experts:

Wolstencroft . .100111111100110—10 Lindsley lOlOllllHOUll—12
Amatetxrs:

Brown lOlllOllllOCKlOO— 8 Hartner 111110110111100 -11
Jones 010010110100100- 6 Ferret olOlOllOOllOOOl- 6
Bond 111010101111101—11 AVaBuer lOOllOOllOOOlll- 8
Capron 011101110111111-13 W Rothwell . . .OOfllOOOlOlOOlOO- 4
Hicks 011001111101011-10 Jack 011000101110111-9
Evans 010110010100111— 8 Doyle 111110110111110-13
Patten 111110011111011—13 Steubner 1110010limiii_l2
Parry 111100111111111- IH Frisloe .111111111011111-13
Hunter 001111011001101- 9 Huffman IIUIIOIIICOIOI-II
Dan lOllOOtllomOlO— 8 Osborn lOlimoiOll lOO-lij
St Germai n . . . . 000 111 101 1 11 1 11—10 S te ele t lU 1 1 11 1 1 1 jl 1 111- 13
Woody 0011001110(10011— 7 Schroth niHiOllOlOiilOll— 8
Blackbird lion lltlllOOllO- 9 mils 101 1 01 lUllOUl-l

3

Arnold. OIOIOOPWOIUI- 7 Cochran lUllllOOIlilll-13
Finley 010110111111001—10 Harris OllOOOltlOllOUl- 8
Wise 000000111000101- 5 Griscom lOlOOllllOlUllO- 9
Somerson 011101101111100-10 Cullenson 100110011100010- 6
Happer, Jr. . , .011011011111111—13

No. 7, %^\} truaranteed, entrance 33.60, 20 singles, experts:
Wolsten'tllOllOlllOlllllllllO-16 Lindsley., 10101011 111010110100-13
Amateurs:

Capron....OlCOllllOlllllOUOll-14 Mills.. .. 11111111101111111100—17
Hicks ftOIOnOOoOlOlCOllllO- 9 Huffman. lOioooiinnioiomoio-io
Jones 11101101101111101111—16 Uovlo. . . joiiiiniii Kniinmo—

9

Bond 11111110111019110110-15 s.-irHli
, 1iii]i:|iili)f)l(,iiii)i.in(»{jO- 8

Cap JoneS.lOll 1110110011111011-15 Parry . .. .KllOliLl I HI) iilinilt)-15
Daw OlOlllinilOllllOllO-15 Bliickl.ird ) 111 1 10] I lOllI nnil-18
Wagner...11 1001.010100000011 10— 9 (.)sl)orn . . . .tiOl ](i(.ij lOLll 1 1 IK Oil—1,*?

Rothwell. OllOOOOllOOHLOllOll.-ll f iull sor, , KiOniOliOOOiJOOolOlOl- 7
Summer'nlllOOOOlllllOOOlOlCO—10 St.euhn'..T..(iriuil] nu ll 11111010—14
Barker. . ..OOOOOIOOIOOHIOIOOII— 8 GrescoiQ . ,101 1(101 1 1 lOOl 1 lllill—16
Steele 10000110100110011110-10 Harris. . . .O-illlKUIdlOllOOUlO-ia
Hunter... lllOlllllOlOOllllOll-lo (Joehran. .llllllhH.inilllllllO—17
No, 8, $>40 gaaran'eed, $3 entrancp, 15 singles, exp>'ris:

Wolstp'icroft..ll0101111100111-12 Lindsley" lOllUOlOiMllO- 9
Amateurs;

Capron 011101011101111—11 J Jones 010111111110111—13
Hicks 110111000011111—10 Cutlison 01 1111 11010 llOO—10
Wagner 101011110110111-11 Mil's ...lOlUllUniOOl—13
West 110001101100000- 6 Hughes OlllOlllOlOOOOI- 9
Capt Kramer. 01 1111111100100-10 Hartner Illimi)lllllii_i4
.^itpele 1111111111 10111 -14 Parry lOOOIOlllllini—

H

Barker OOIOOOIOOOOUOO- 5 Hunter 111111 111100111-13
Doyle 010011110110110—10 Cochran 1 Id 1111 IIOI) 1101—11
Evans ..011101110111111—13 Huffman 111110010001111—10
Summerson.. .111110011101010—10 Griscom 01111111] ilijliiO-n
Daw OOllllOO lUOlU- 9 Blackbird lllllOllUniOl—13
Finlay 010101000010100- 5 Scroth llllOOOOOlOOlOO— 6
Steubner llOiillllllllUl-13 Houston OlUHllOllOlll-^13
Bond 100101101110011— 9

No. 9, $25 gttaranteed. §2, 10 singles, experts:
Lindsley 0110000001—3 Crosby .lOlUlIUI—

9

Wolstencroft. . - lllOJllOll—

7

Amateurs:
McKoew. 1111111111-10 Wagner IIUOIIIOI— 8
Arnold OltOOlOlH- 6 Bond lUlllllOO- 8
Summerson 1101111101- 8 Mills IIHOIIHO- 8
Capron OlllOOOllO- 5 Cochran 1110111001— 7
Hicks lOOOmO'l— 6 Capt Jones lOOlOOlOH- 5
Evans 0111111001— 7 Wise 1100110000— 4.

Dan lOlllllOOl- 7 J .loues 1110111111— 9
Doyle nniniiHii- 7 Parry 1(01111111— 9
Finley i'"^ ' Blnrkhird innUlU—10
Woody 1 Hutfaiau OllllllfiOO— 0
Drnmmond 1,. i.ji— i Stt ubiior IlluOOllll— 7
Rothwell, Jr UIOllllOL— 8 Hartner lllnilOlui— 7
Hunter HlOllUOl- 8 Ferrel lOlUtWtOO- 3
Steelp 0111011101— 7 Culltson OlOlOOtlOlO— 3
May S1O.—N0. 1, .$25 guaranteed, 10 siugles, experts:

Crosby 9 Wolstencroft Lindsley 7
Amateurs:

H''ck8 10 Kreuger 8 Happy Jr 7
J Jones Jr 10 Thurmau 8 Wa^^t 6
Mills 10 Hartner 8 Hoffman 6
Sommerson 10 Rust 8 Doyle.., 6
Landvoight 9 Stuheaer 8 Simpson 6
Wagner .. .8 Hartlove., 8 Stout 5
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Wynian ...... 9 Cochran 7 Hughey 6
Bond 9 CaptJoTies 7 Mattingly , .. 5
Hunter 8 W L Bovd 7 Atwater 3
iPark 8 Kothwell 7 Steel 6
WMte 8
No. 2, $80 euarsmteerl, $3 entrance, 20 singles, experts:

Li nd aley. . 01110011011 11 1100 1
10--1 Si Wo I «ten-

oroBty . . ..iioiiiniiiiioionoi-16 croft. . . .mniiouimioioio-i6
Araatfcurp;

•T Wl)ite..l0nil]mi1imri01— 18 Iluffman .10111111111111101101—17
Matting) y 10100101 1111 000 10111-1 2 if i) lu . . ,111 1 01aniU 111 11 1 1 1-1

T

Hte.el Iini0l01110llin0in-ir, Pummer-
Himpson...0)100010010111111110 -11 sou 01101001101001111110—12
Dv Bvo\vii0111ll)ll)l(JOI)10ni01(l-1ll K Bird.... 11101011111111011101—16
Bond 11 1 mnlllOlll 10! 1

10 -10 t-lovd 11111011101011111100-15
Hick-ft OOOllOUOltlUOlOOHOO— « WaTuian.OUn 111110101010111—15
Dovle ... .11011111101111111101—17 Harrlove..llll01lllllll1l011lO-17
Huntpr....10110101110111111 110-15 Hustiey .. .0110! Oul 0101 00111 001-10
Farnsw'ibOOOOOlllOlOroillllOO- 9 Wagner. ..lllOOlllllinniiimi-ic,
Sttibener..l010I101101111111]10-15 Rothwell .IMllUUllUl 111110-17
A J Eu5t..l01011ini0100101011-13 Thurman.OlOUmillllOOOOlU-U
Cap JoneEOOlUOllllll 101111 11—16 Land voigUmilllOl 1 11 1100111—17
Oocbran..ll011Ul]lll]] 101110—17 Htout lOllUllOlHOlOllOIO-U
Park 11111111111111011111—19 Dnbray . . .00111011101101101011-13
J Jonea.. .milOllinilOlllOlO-16 Ilartner. .11111111110001110011-15
Atwater.. OOOlOllllOOOlllOOllO-lO ToNTnsflnd.OOOlOlOlllllllOOllll—13
Nc. 3, $iO guaranteed, g ! 50 entrance. 15 singles: Experts:

Lind .siey Ill OOOi ilO 1 1 1 11 1—10 Crosby 101lllllOllOLU—13
Wolstencroft. .100111110101101—10

J White....' - linninonillO—13 SuTamerson....milll00010U0-10
Mattingly ill niOloiOlOU - 11 Parl< 111111011111100 -13
Rimpsou 1110:11101101111—11 Cochran 111101111011011-12
West 110101011101110—10 Happer, Jr lOOOOlOlOllllli— 9
Hicks 011010100111101- 9 Griscom lOlullOlllOl 111-11
Bond 100101111100110— 9 Boyd 111110111010011—11
Dr Brown 101111100011111-11 J P Jones rKiOUOnoniOiillO— 5
Hunter 111011111111101—12 W Hughes 111100111111110-13
Fiirnaworth... 100111101011101-10 Hartner 111011111111101-13
Doyle OlUOlllOUlOU—11 Townsend ... .010111111101111—13
Stuhner 0111i)U011l;011—11 Dubray OIlOOiKllllKUlO- 8
Huffman 110011011111111-13 Kothwell, Jr. ..OlOOllOllOOlOOO— 6
Atwaler 101010100110010- 7 Wagner 01 01 01 11 1011000— 9
Blackbird 01 101 ] 1011 10111—11 Ed Li udvoigt ,11 111 UOOllUOl —13
Rust 1001 mill II 111 -i:! Hartlove 101110111111001—11
Oapfc Jones.. .JOIOUllllOllOl-11 Wayman 011111110010101-10
Mills 000101 11 1 1 111 11—11 Thurman 001010011010111— 8
Steel 101111111111101—13
No. 4, S35 guaranteed, .|3 entrance, 10 singles, experts:

Lindslev 1100110001—5 Crosby .0111111111—9
Wolstencroft ..1101111011—8
Amateurs:

J White. lOmiOlll—8 Townsend OlOOOlOOlO—

3

A J Bust ..0111111011—S Hunter 1101001111—7
Blackbird 1111110111—9 Kothwell 1011001101—6
Capt Jones 1010111111—8 Dubray 0011101011—6
Atwater 1011000010-4 Hartner 0101111101—7
Stubener 1111110010-7 J Jones 0111101101—7
Doyle 101 11101 11—8 Boyd 010 1 1 1 1111—8
Simpson 0010100001—3 Wayman 1001111000—5
Hicks 1111111101—9 Sumuierson OOOUOOlOl—

4

Parks 1111101101—8 S'out 1010101011—6
Huffman ...1000101011—5 Harllove 0111100011—

H

Cochran 1111110110-8 Kd Laudsvolgt 1111101101—8
Bond 1000111110-6 Wagner 1110000111—6
Mills 0110101110—6 Griscom 0111110111—8
Mailingly. . ; OIllOuiUll— li Hnghey. .0010001000-3
Fai-nsworth lUilniOllO-.") Steel 1100111111—8
No. 8, ^lOguara'Ttf^-d. :J3 50 entrance, li pairs, experts:

Tiindsley 11 10 10 10 10 11—8 J White t.OO 10 00 10 00 10-3
Wolstencroft.ll 11 10 10 11 00-8 A J Rust 01 11 10 11 10 10-8
Crosby 11 10 11 10 11 10-9 Cspi: Jones. . .10 10 10 11 11 11-9
Amateurs:

Townshend...10 11 10 00 10 1'J-G Bond.... ... .11 10 10 10 10 00-6
Kothwell, Jr. 11 01 in 11 uO 11—7 Summerson ., 11 00 10 10 10 11—7
Hunter 11 10 10 10 01 OO-G Harlner 11 00 10 10 10 10-8
Wayman 01 10 10 0!J 00 00-3 Parks 10 10 10 DO 10 10-5
Bond 00 10 01 11 10 11-7 Griscom 10 00 01 11 00 10-5
Atwater 00 10 10 00 00 10-3 Dubray 10 10 10 10 10 10—6
Houston 10 10 01 10 11 10-7 Cochran 10 11 10 00 00 00—4
HufTraan- ...10 10 11 11 11 1)1-9 L'lndvoint ...lO 10 10 Id 11 00-6
Blackbird. ...11 10 11 10 li 10-iJ Mills 11 Oii 00 (10 01 10—4
Hartlove 10 0) 01 10 10 00-5 Richmond. . . .11 li) lO 10 10 10-7
Doylo 10 10 01 10 10 10-0 Fristoe 11 10 10 10 10 01—7
Htnbener 11 00 11 10 10 10-7 J Jones 10 11 10 11 10 OO—

7

WasTior 10 11 10 00 10 10—li

No. 6, |60 suuranteed, S3 entrance, 30 singles, experts:
Wolst- Liudsley .11000011110001011111—13
encrof t .01111110111011101101-15 Crosby . . .11110111111101001000—14
Amateurs:

J White. .11101011111111111101—17 . MattinglyOOOlllOOl 10001 110101—10
Atwater. .00011101010001110000— 8 Cochran. .10101110101011011011—13
Simpson. .01111101111000010010—11 Huffman .1000111010111)011110-18
8 1nhn^r . . 1 1 111101011111111111—IS Wagner. . .ICOllOOOlOOl 111 01011—11
Blackbird 111 1 111011 101ID 1111-18 Dubray. . .11101010001111111111—14
Rust mill lOOllllOllin 1-17 Doyle 01010111111011100111-13
Steel 11111101101111101111-17 Mills 1110010001111110111 1-11
OptJones.lOOlOllOlOlOllOllin-13 RothweU.1110110im011]01101-15
Htcks- . .01 1011 0111111011 0101-U .Parks. ...11011111011000101101-13
Hunter. .

.11111111110111111110-18 LandvoigtllllOllOlOllOlOllOOl—13
.1 Jones. .

.10111111011111110111—17 Fristce.. ..11101111010011101101—14
Boud . . .10101111110111111101—16 Parker....010011 mill 101 111 11—16
Houst'in. OlOlOOilOfiOloilOlOlOl— 8
No. T, S-IO gu»r;inti ed. eulrauoe S3.50, at 16 singles, experts:

Lind slcy OOO 1100 1 1 000100— 5 Crosby 111011011110100—10
Wolstencroft . 101111101111 111—13
Amateurs:

Parker 111010100110011— 9 Capt Kramej . . 011011111011111—12
Blackbird. . ..100111001110111—10 Huffmann OOOlllOlOJllllO— 8
Wayman 10110110101UH—11 DuBiay 110110110011111-11
Summersou ...0110.1)00 0100010— 5 Hartlove 011110] 11010001— 9
Bovd 01(1110111101100- 9 Parks 111111111110011-13
Fafnsworth . . ..001111010110100— 8 Siudner IIOOIOIOUIIOH—lo
Atwater lOOOlCOlOOlUOO- 6 White OUOllOOOllOOll— 8
West OOlloillOllOOOO - 7 R^'st 111101001101111—It
Holmead 010000001101000— 4 Uriscom IIUIOOIIIOOOIO- 9
Hicks llOlOimOOOlOl- 9 Thurman 011100001111000— 7
Simpson 010000100000000— 3 Hartner 111111111011111-14
Mattingly .....linoOOlOHOOOO- 7 Townsend... .111110101000011- 9
Blackbird 101011111110111-13 Richmond 010011011100111— 9
Mills lOlOlomOimO-10 Barsiow 011011011101100— 9
Hunter 0011110101 lOQOO - 7 Thompson OIOIIOOOOOIOOOO— 4
Wagner 011001111111001-10 Cochran 111111110010101-11
Boud 011101101101101-10 Fristor IIUI1101000110-10
J Jonea, Jr. . . .IID 11101111111-14
No. 8, S25 guaranteed, $3 entrance, 10 singles, expert:

Llndsley 1010111111-8 Crosby 11111111110-9
Wolsiencroft 1111001101-7
Amateur:

Summerson 010)1011010—4 Wagner..,., 1110111111—9
Boyd 1000111111—7 Bust 1110111111—9
Wayman 1001000111—5 Mills 0000110111-5
Atwater 1111101)011—7 Hartner 1011011110-7
Barker OOlOfOOllO—4 Townsend 1110100011—6
Simpson lioioiioiuo—4 Kothwell llllllOUOl—

7

West nniOlOlO-7 Hiller 0100100111-5
Bond lOinillll-9 Mattingly OlOOdOlOll-

4

Capt Jones :..1011011011—7 Cochran 1000111100-5
Hicks 1001111110-7 Hunter 1111111011-9
Dubray OllOOOlOOl—4 Stubeuer 0610100111—5
Happer, Jr 1011010101-6 Farnsworih 1101000001—4
Holmead OOOOllOllO—4 Thompson 1111011011-8
Houston 0101100011—5 Hartlove 1111111011—9
J Jones, Jr 1011101111-8 Park 1101011111-8
Huflm a 1 Ill 1 001 111-8 Hall 0000000111-3
J White omOlOlU—7 Thurman 1111001111-8
Rich 1100110000—4 Fristor OlOlllOUOO—

4

Blackbird 1011111011—8 Richmond 1101001)11—7
Doyle mOOOllOO—5 Stroud 0001101100—4
No. 9, $60 guaranteed, S3 nutrv, 30 singles, experts:

Lindslcy. .01101001101000101000- 8 Crosby, . ,.010UU1111111100111~16
Wols' f n't.lllOmiUOlOlllllU—17
Am.i'eurs:

Rust 11111110101111101111-17 Baclier.. -.00100010001110001010- 7
Black trii'd OimilOllllllOlllfll—10 Thurman. 10101100111010000100 - 9
J AVhite. .10110001011110010000 - 9 Stubener..l0U0111111111111110 -17
Doyle lOlimilOlllllllllO-17 Mattingly 01110111111111110011-16
Finley . . .COOlOOOlOOiOOlnOOOlO- 4 Mills 10111110010101101101-13
Bond UOlOllOOimo: 110111-13 Rolh-well..ll091010llll011lllll-15

' Steel. . . . . .00111101001111110111-14 Hartlove. 1011O111111O11O0111I-15
Jones, Jr.. 10111001 01 1000101 001—10 Park OUOOillOlOUOllOUO-lS
Waaner . .lOllllllltiloilOlOOll—H Kieh UWOlOllOOlOllimi- 13
Hunter... .01010111110101001111-13 TowoseudlllOOOIlullOllOlOlll—1=-!

Cap Jones 111100 11 11110JOOOlOO-ll Parker. . ..OOlllOllUllOmillO-15
Huffman..0100ill011100ijlOL010-10 Frhtoe . . . .03110110101101010110-11
Parnsw'ciilOlOOllOMlllOlOOm-11 Simpson.. lOlOllOlllllOOOOlOlO—11
Holmead..OOUOlOOi0103310i001- 8 fliiier .0110,1000001000111000-

ti

No. 10, S35 guaranteed. S3 entrance, 10 singles, experts:
Lin dsley 1 1 0101 0011-6 Croshy 1 10101 01 11—7
Wolstencroft imOlllOl-8
Amateurs:

Bt-Jckbird millOOll— 8 Wagner OOIUOOIOl— 5
Hartner IIOODOIOI- 6 Thompson lOlOlOlini— 6
J White lOllllllOl— 8 Thurman 1101101009- 5
Rust lllimiOl-9 Huffman IIDOIIIOO-

Mills 1111111010- 8
Siubener. 1001111011- 7

Parker .0010101101- 5
Park UOOlOlOOl— 5
Hothwell OlimOlU— 8
Mattingly 0011101111— 7
Hartlove OlOOlOOOlO— 3

Hunter nillOlOll- 8

J Jones, Jr 01001) llio— 6

Finlev 10l)li))lOillO-

Capt Jones 11)1111111-10
Cochran OlOllllUl— 8

Boud OllUlllll- 9

Griscom llllOmiO- 8
Dnyle 1110000011- 5

Total amount of surplus to-day was $377.44. W. Crosby won
first average in expert cOa^s, 78 per cent.. $55.18; W. Wolstencroft
second, 77.4 per cent., $37 -14. In amateur class. A. B. Kreuger won
first average, 80.9 per cent,, st55.48, and Al Rust, of Philadelphia,
second, 79.5 per cent., $27.44.

May 21.—'So. 1, 825 guaionteed, S3 entrance, 10 singles, experts:
Lindsley lOllllODO -7 Crosby UOOlOlOU—

8

Wolstencroft 1101011111-8
Amateurs:

Rothwell. Jr 1010101111—7 Arnold 1011010000-4
Bond llOilllOOl-7 Steele.... 1110111111-9
Dubray 0110111010-fi Malone 0101010110-5
Wagner 1011110011—7 Cantler 1011111101—7
Mills imOlOlll-8. Hartner.. 0111111101-8
Hunter 1111001111-8 J Jones 0111001111-7
Capt Jones , . .0111011111—8 Strubner 1111111101-9
Huffman' 0111111101-8 Thurman lOOIOlMl-O
Doyle 1001111111—H Hartlove llOOOlllOO -5
McNew 00011101 )l-6 West OOlimiOl-7
Cochran lOllllOlOO-fl Happer, Jr 1111101011-8
J White limoOIOl—7 Rictimond IIIDIUOO-S
Rust miO 1 ]001—7 Penn 00001 1 1011 - 5
Blackbird Oil 11 11001-7 Parker 1111100110-7

No. 3, ¥35 guaranteed. $3 entrance, 10 singles, experts:
Lindsley 0110110111—7 Crosby 0011111111-8
Wolstencroft miOllOll—

8

-AtUSitGTLTS

'

Capt Jones '. 1)01011111—8 West 0101101010-5
Penn OOIllOOiOl-5 J Jones 1111011101-8
Dubray lOOOOOlOll—4 Hartner 1110111111—9
Arnold 1011110001—6 Ttiurman 0111101111-8
White 1111101110-8
Rust Hlomiii-9
Bond ...lOmillll-9
Huffman 0101111011-7

Hartlove! HI 11 11000-7
Steele 1111111111-10
Stubner 0111001111—7
Cantler 0010111100 -5

Doyle 1111111011-8 Rothwell, Jr 1100111100-6
Griscom 0011100111-6 Richmond lOllOUlll-S
Cochrau UOlOlOllO-6 Hunter 0111111011—8
M ills 1Olllimi-9 Parker IIIUOIOOI—

7

Wagner OUOUllll-8 McNew 1011110100-6
Blackbird lllOlimi-9 Happer, Jr. 1111111110-9
Malone 1101001111- 7

No. 3, S40 guaranteed, 83.60 entrance, 15 singles, experts:
Lindsley OlOOllUllOOUO- 9 Crosby UOOOOOOlllOlll— 8
Wolstencroft. .lOmUim 1101-15
Amateurs:

Penn 001100111011111-10 Cochran. . . OnimillOllU-lo
Arnold 0110,11110101101-10 Hartner lOOllOlOOllOllO— 8

Doyle OOOmiKjOOOOOO- 5 Mills 111111100011110-11
J White 111101011101111-13 Stubner 111110111111111-14
Rust 111111101111111—14 Hunter 111111010011011-11
Bond IHllOllllinil-14 Malone OOllOOlOlOlOllO- 7

Capt Jones.,, lOlllllOOlUlOO-lO Griscom 010110110101011-8
West 101010110100111— 9 Steele 111111100111111-13
Blackbird 101011111111111—13 Cantler OOllOlllOOlOOll- 8
Hartlove 111001101111011—11 RothweU, Jr. ..011011011011111—11
Huffman 111111011110110—13 McNew 000111111101101—10
Dubray OOllOlllllOOllO- 9 Richmond 111110110101110-11
Wagner 111101011110111-13 Parker .101110101101101—10
J Jones 111110011001100- 9 Happer, Jr OlllOUOlOlllll—11
No. 4, S35 guaranteed, §3 entrance, 5 pairs, expert*:

Lindsley 11 10 10 II 10 00-7 Penn ....10 11 10 11 10 lO-S
Wolstenoroft.OO 11 10 11 00 11-7 Doyle 11 1(! 00 00 11 10-6
Crosby 10 10 11 10 10 11-8 Huflmau ... .11 11 00 10 11 00-7
AmPteurs:

Capt Jones... 10 11 10 10 11 10-8 Steele 00 10 11 11 1] 11-9
Rothwell,Jr..10 11 10 10 00 11—7 Bond 11 10 10 10 01 11—8
Blackbird 10 10 10 U 11 10—8 Stubener 10 10 11 10 10 11—8
Rust 10 10 10 10 01 11—;
J White 00 10 11 00 11 00-5
Mills ..11 00 11 10 10 lO-i

Happpr, Jr... 11 11 01 10 10 11—9
Parker 00 10 01 11 11 11—8
Malnne 10 00 10 10 10 10-5

Hauler 10 01 10 10 10 10—6 McNpw 10 10 00 11 00 00—4
Arnold 11 10 11 11 00 01—8 Landvoigt. . . . 10 10 10 00 10 11-6
Barker 00 11 10 00 01 00—4 Kichmond. . ..10 00 10 00 10 10—4
Wagner 10 11 11 00 10 00-6
No. 5, goO guaranteed, $2 ."0 entrance, at 15 singles, experts:

Lindslev 011000011101101— 8 Crosby 011111110111111—13
Wo]stencraft..ll01101001110ul— 9

Huffman- . .111111111011110-13 Happer, Jr. . . ,111111011111110-13
Barker 111100110110001— 9 Stubner 101111111001010-10
Cochran 011011111111111-13 DuBray 001181000100101- 6
Blackbird... .111111001111001—11 Rothwell, Jr...111001110010010— 8
White lOOimomill—10 Steele llllUlllimil—15
Rust -IIOHI 101011011-11 McNew llllOUHOllllOl—11
Penn OlOOllODOlllll—10 Landvoight . . ..OllllOmiOtJlll—

H

Bond nil 1 1011010110—11 Capt Jones, . . .001001010011000— 5
Hunter OlOlllOllllim-13 Arnold mOOUllOllOOO- 9
Wagner 111011011101111—13 Doyle 100001011110111— 9
West 111111001011111—13 Parker llllllllllOllli-U
Bogardus OOOOOOlOOOOlOlO— 3 Richmond. . , . .010011110000111—11
Mills 111111111000011—11
No. 6, $2o guaranteed. $3 entrance, 10 singles, experts:

Lindfley 1000111110-6 Crosby 1001001111-6
Wolsiencroft 0111001000—1
Amateurs:

Blackbird 1111001111—8 West 1 111 101000-6
Hunter llllOlOOll—7 Penn 1100111010—6
Bond 1111011011-8 White 1011111011—8
Mills 1010101110-6 Rust 1111111011—9
Arnold 1001101111—7 Cochran 0101111111—8
Happer, Jr OllllllDl-9 Dr Jones OOlllOOOf/0—

3

Thurmsn 1010101010-5 Doyle 0101011011—

6

Bothwell 1111110111—9 DuBray llllllt 010-7
Barker 10011000 1 1- 5 R Jones OOOOllOlOO—

3

Wagner 1101110101-7 Steele 0001111001—5
Huffman OlOOllim—7 Beehe 1110100101-6
No. 7, $40 guaranteed, $3 50 entry, 15 singles, exports:

Lindsley 000111111100110- 9 Crosby OlllOlllUOOIOl—10
Wolstencroft. .010101111111011—11
Amateurs;

Blackbird 111011101110011- 11 Mills 111111111111010—14
Penn 000011101010100— 6 Schroth 000000010100000- 3
Arnold 111110101011001—10 Cochran 111111101111110—13
White 100111010111111-11 Capt Jones ...111111101111100-13
Rust llimOllOllOll-13 Bond 101111101110000- 9
Hunter 111100111010111-U Rothwell 011100110111010- 9
Wagner 110111111111111—14 Steele lOllOmmilll—13
Barker 111010111111011—13 McNew 111100110111001—10
Doyle 01001 lOOlOlOlll— 8 Parker 111101011110110—11
West (X)OlllOlOmilO— 9 Stubner 111111111111111-15
Huffman llOHllOOOlOOlO— 8 Shughrup... ..001000000000001—3
Happer, Jr... 111111111111101—14 DuBray 1101110tOlOllH-ll
No. 8, §30 guaranteed, entrance 33, 10 singles, experts:

Lindsley 100)111110-7 CrosOy 0001111111—7
Wolstencro ft 1 101 110111—

8

Amateurs:
Capt Jones 1111110111— 9 Penn 1.100101011— 6
Rust 1111011111— 9 Finley OOOuOOOlU— 3
Blackbird 0111110111— 8 Bond 1001111101— 7
White 0110101111- 7 Beebe 0101110110— 6
Hunter OOUlUm— 8 Sbughrue 0110111111- 8
Arnold OOlOOnoOl— 4 Houston 0101011001— 5
Mattingly llUimil—10 Stubner ...1111111111-10
Wagner 1011111111- 9 Steele 1111111111—10
Du Bray 0001110110- 5 Rothwell, Jr llOOOlllOl— 6
Dcvle 1111011101— 8 McNew 1100111010— B
Huffman 101010)111- 7 Mills OlllinilU— 7
Happer, Jr 1111111101— 9 Parker 0011110111— 7
Cochran 1111111110-9 Richmond lUlOllOll- 8
Extra No. 1, 10 singles:

Doyle nOOlOOm-6 Parker lllllOim-9
Steel 1011100111—7 Pdchmond 1111110111-9
Bond . . .1011111110—8 Stubener 1111010111—8
Happer, Jr 1011111101—8 Mr-New 0010111101-6
Hun ter UOOimOl—7 Mills lOlllOUU-8
Rothwell 01 llOllOOl—B Duray 0111100010—5
Wagner 1110011001-6 Taylor 0011000011—4
J Jones. . - - lllOlomO-7 Happer.. 1000010100—3
Hartlove - lOilomid-T

,

Sweepstake. $3 etitrancp, 20 singles:
Hunter. . .111 11001111101111111-17 Duh'-ay . .OUlOHOlOOOlllOlOlO—10
Lindsley. .100mil0111111011I0-15 Huffman..l0101110C011l11l '111—15
WolstenH.imOlllllOlllOlllll-17 Bond 111111011111)1110111—18
Crosby.... 1)11 11111101111111 11—19 BlaekbirdllOtiO) 1111 11 111 11101—16
Rust 11001 1 1 1 1 1 1 Oil 11 1 110—16 Whi te .... 10 11 1 0 U 1 1 0001 ilOlOOl—1

1

Penn 00101001111111111111—15 Doyle.. . .00111)11111001101111-15
Capt Jone.=011] 111 1011 1 10101101 -15 Mills 11110111101011110011-14
Wagner... 0101 1001101110111110-13 Mattinglyllll10u0111011010ll0-13
Stubner.. 11111111011110111111-18
Extra event, 15 sinalps, St. .50 entrance:

Arnold 110011111010101—10 Happer, Jr.. . ,011011111111011—13
R Jones 010100001000100 - 5 Steele 111100801101100— 8
Rust 0111001111111111-11 AVanda 010000101100010- 5
Penrose limmmitlll—H Stuhner Oil 1 ID 11111010-13
Lindsley 101111111110100-11 Schroth 000101000110101— 6

Wolstencroft..ll 101,0111111111—13 Bond 011100011111010- 9

Crosbv 111101 111111111—14 Malone 000110100111110— 9
Capt Jones, ...011101101101101-10 Mills OliOOUOli 110011— 8

Wa.gner 110110111110111-13 Blackbird ,.. .OlOOnmilOUl—11
Hunter 111011191110111-13 Doyle 111111001111101—12
The attendance on the third day was not so large as the two

preceding days. The surplus amounted to $174. ;)0, W, Wolsten-
croft won first average in expert clas'^, 70.1 per cetit., S34.!'0; and
Will Crosbv second, (38.8 per cent., §17.45. In amatcui cLtss G.
Steele won first average, 86,5 per cput,, ,S31.90; and H. F. I). Hap-
per, of Washington, v/on second, 84.5 per cenl., §17,45, Happer is

a lad 14 years old. though large for his age, is a member of the
Capitol City Gun Club, and a remarkably cool and clever shot for
such a youngster.
Thus ended a very successful tournament, it being the largest

one of the series held so far. The total amount rf .surplus for
three days was §713.74. of which 844.5.64 went into avci'ages, ihe
balance into purses. There is now no doubt that this associa-
tion's system of handicapping the expert is a success, »nd that it

has come to stay. All ties divided throughout the .shoot.
JOHX Pabkeb.

IOWA STATE ANNUAL.
Des Moines, la.. May 19.—The trap shooters of Iowa assembled

at the Capitol City to-day in their fourteenth annual tournament
and the outlook from th^ start was for a pleasant time and a
well attended meeting. The entry before noon ran as high as 35
shooters, and that is fairly good nowadays. The weather was
warm, ttireatening rain, whi-^h, however, did not fall, the clouds
only serving to make the shooting pleasanter. The wind rose
considerably in the morning, and the dancing of the targets
rather puzzled the boys for a while, but no one got discouraged,
and the shooting went on steadily. At inanimates three traps
only were used, but the number of birds broken would show that
a good deal of rapidity can be gained even at three traps, and
the Iowa boys have always leaned toward the three-trap system.
The shooting was at the gmunds of the Highland Gun Club,

perhaps the most beautiful in the State of Iowa. On account of
the absence of one-half of the railway bridge on the dummy line
the shooters were obliged to take the street cars and a hack line
to the Sixth street bridge, which is only a short distance from the
clubhouse. The Highland Club is in good condition, and a few
improvements may he noted notably the fine coileotion of mounted
birds recently presented by Sir. J. G. Smith, of Algoua, president
of the Iowa State Sportsmen's Association. The birds are placed
in the dining room up-stairs in the club house, and the boys
to-day could enjoy looking at them and eating a good sciuare
meal at the same time.
The Iowa stand-bys are nearly all here. Mr. Smith is up of

course from Algona, and has seven lusty companions with him
from Algona Cluh, Messrs. S. H. Sessions, J. W. Wadsworih, H.
Durant, W. £. Ward, F. Parrish, A. Sundstrom, Chas. Grimm.
Mrs. Smith also accompanied Mr. Smith and they will be guests
of Chas. Budd during the tournament.
Three shooters got in from Davenport this morning at 6 o'clock.

B. Ed. Aukeny is on from Clinton, and W. B. L«^ffingwell will be
here to-morrow. At 3 o'clock in the morning Mr. L. S. Tucker,
the Parker gun man of itniversal reputation, had unloaded his
shooting goods. Mr. Tucker is just back from his long trip to
the coast, and reports business exceptionally good this year. Late
in the afternoon Mr. RoUa Heikes got in from Chicago, and was
greeted by numerous friends. A very pleasant feature of this
shoot is the number of new shooters and young shooters from the
country towns round about, prominent among whom is a boy bv
the name of Frank Parmaleo, from Omaha, who promises to be a
fair shot if he continues to practice -teadily.
The Des Moiues shooters were fairly wpH represented to-day,

and will be during the meeting, as the Highland Club doesn't
know anything but shoot. The live-bird shooting will bring out
the best crowds, usually, but the live birds have been rather hard
to get in any quantity this year, so that not so many shoots at
live birds will be held as a good many would like. There will be
enough to make it interesting, however. Complaints have been
minus so far, and 'it is thought that the fonrteenth annual rf
Iowa's shooting week will pass off very happilv and pleasantly in
every way. The only mishap so far is the blowing down of a
tent, in which no lives were lost, and nothing hurt but a few tent
pins. The following are the scores of to-day. Ties divided tmfess
noted:

No. 1, 13 singles, entrance $1.50:
Sanford 111100010110— 7
Carl llOlOlIinoi- 9
West OlOllllOlllO- 8
Cbristianson 111011011111—10
Durant 111111110111-11
RocheUe 111101111011-10
Georgeson 111011111100— 9

Peterson 010111011010— 7
Sessions 10101111111 1—10
Porter OUOlOOlOOlOO— 3
Lorenze 111111110101-10
Kneutson 011111111111—11
Hicks 111011111111-11
Sundstrum 111111111110-11

Ward IIIOIIOOIOU— «
Parish 010110111001— 7
Wilmer .. .011010011011— 8
Conn 111101111110-10
Searight 11101 1 1 1 1101—10
Budd 111111111111-13
Craybill 111111111111-^-13
Grim 111111111010—10
J G Smith 010111011101— 8
Danthett 010110011101— 7
McFarland 111011011010— 8
Rav 11 mil 00100— 8
Hughes mmoiuio-io
Parmaiee llllllOlllU-11

No. 2, 15 singles, entrance $3:
Sessions 110110011111011-11 Kemtson OHOllllOOlllll-ll
Grim 111111111110101-13 Sanford 101111111111111-14
Crabill llllinHllllll-15 Georgeson 111011111101111—IH
Carl 011011000011010- 7 J B Smith 010111111010001— 9
Hicks..... OllllllOlllOlO'.-ll Peterson 111111111111011-14
Rochel 0100011111110)0- 8 J G Smith ...) 1 1110110111111—13
Brucker ,.111111101111101 -13 Milner 001 lOlOi 1111111-11
Hughes. 111111011111101-13 Searight 111011110111011—13
Parmaiee 111111101111111-11 Cbristianson. .1111)11110011110-13
Porter lOllllOllOOUOl—10 McFarland . . ..0101 U OOlOOOOOlO— 4
Lereng lOlllUillOOllOl—10 Budd 111111101111111—14
West 011110111111111—13 Conn. .. ...111011111010011—11
Duthett. - ... .. .100110)00101100— 7 3Ierrill 110111111111111—14
Sundstrum-. . .111111111111110-14 Hoffman 110100100111110— 9
Parish lOOlllOOllUOOl— 9 Dewight 111101111011111—13
Burger. 010011101110100— 8 Clement 111001000110001— 1

No. 3. 7 live birds, entrance S7 50:

Grim 1110211—6 Yearshow 0113100-4
J H Smith 3111323-7 Langley 1133i01—

6

Burns 1113101—6 Cbristianson 3320)30-5
Balton 311)111-7 Gergeson . 1011300-

4

Brucker 11^1111— 7 Kirsher 3i310U-6
Hicks 3130001—4 Aukney 303U31—

6

Hushes 3111)30—6 Dewight 1101100—4
Clement 3303300-1 Burn ett 1 130203—

o

Converse 3111031-6 Kuutson 2101130—5
Crabill 1211033—6 Sundstrum 2101033—5
Merrill 1111111-7 Lorenz 0111111-6
Carl 0133131-6 Milner 0330303—4
J B Smith 3303131—6 Cowie 0S01120-4
Chingrin 0113131-6 Parish tK)31]00—

3

Howard 0001010-2 Seeright 3332111—7
Budd 1331311—7 Heikes 3311100—5
Porter 3131131—7 Ray 0011100—3
Parmaiee 1111113—7

No. 4, 6 pairs, entrance $3;
J G Smith. . .11 01 10 11 11 10— 9 Sanford 11 10 11 11 11 11—11
Grim 1! 10 10 10 10 11— 8 Seeright II 30 11 11 11 10—10
Parmaiee.. .10 10 10 11 11 10— 8 Roohelle 11 10 10 10 11 10— 8
Bndd 11 10 10 11 11 11-10 West 00 11 11 11 11 00- 9
Crabill 11 11 11 11 11 10-11 Langley 00 11 11 11 11 01— 9
Brucker 01 11 10 11 11 11-10 Chingen 11 11 00 01 11 11— 9
Hughes 10 11 00 10 10 11— 7 Carl 11 10 11 00 00 H— 7
Port-r 11 10 11 11 10 10— 9 Georgeson. . .11 11 01 10 10 !j|— H
Sessions 00 10 11 11 10 11— 8 Sundstrum. .11 11 11 10 1-10
Hicks 10 01 00 00 10 10— 4 Milnor 00 10 10 11 jj 11— S
Lorenze 00 11 10 00 11 10— 6 Bolton 10 10 II lu 10 10— 7
Cbristiansonll 11 10 10 10 11— 9 Peterson . , ,10 11 10 10 11 10- 8
Knutsen... .11 11 00 11 10 11— 9 K'rslier 10 11 11 11 11 10—10
Merrill 11 10 10 11 11 CO— 8 J B Smith. ...10 10 10 10 11— 6
Dewight 10 11 10 11 00 U— 8 Byers.......-n 11- LI 11 10 11—

H

Durant ......11 01 01 10 11 11-

8
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No. 5. entrance f3.P0:
Sessions lllOllOllOlO— 8 RricVer 101101110011 —8
Hughes lioninini—11 Kirsher 11111 1110011—10
J & Smith 111101111101-10 Ward 111110110111—10
Grim llllUUOlllI—10 Cwl imUOOllllO— 7

Parmalee 011111 111 111-11 Sundatrum 111111110101—10
DewiRlit .110110111111-10 Rochelle 111011111001- 9
Mprrill 110111110111-10 Howard 010111111011— 9
Chingren 011011111111-10 Budd 111111111110-11
Langley 111100111111-10 Knntson lllllOlllUO-10
Dauthett 11' lOUOllU- 9 Cbristianson 111101010101- 8

Porter 011111000101- 7 JB Smith 111111011011-10
Leyecge 111111111111—12 West 100111111011- 9

Duram 110111111100- 9 Baiton lllOlOiUllOl- 8

Sanford lOlOllUUlO- 9 Yearnshaw 111111100011- 9

Hicks lllllUmiO-n Milner 111110111101-10
Clements 011000111001— 6 G-enrgeson OllllllUlll-U
Crahiil 111111110101-10 Seeright 111111111110- 11
Werlnesday, Second Day —The weather was all tliat could he

asked, witli a good strong wind, making the shooting quite difQ-
cull. The entries ran as high as 53 and everything passed off
very pleasantly. The new arrivals for second day were N. S.
Young, of Bnrlington, and Ohas. Sfrawn, of Jacksonville, 111.

Shoot No. 6, at 13 sinerles,

J ft Smith 111111011111-11
H«ikps 111111111111-13
Sessions 100111111111—10
F W Porter 101110111100- 8

Chingren llllllllllil-13

, •entrance 83, 53 entries:
Young OOOIOIOOIOII— 5

Roctelle 1 1 1111101 110-10
Lorenze 011111111111—11
Olark 110100110011— 7Wm Parish 111001011110- 8

Merrill 111101111101-10 Aukney 011111110110- 9
Bolton 01101 lOllOilO- 6 Hastings 111010111111—10
Clements UlllllllllO-ll Miliner 110111011111-10
Parmalee llUmUlll-lS Farrall 11000101 111 1--

9

StrawB 011111101111-10 Peterson 100011111111— 9

Howard OllOllllOOll— 8 Seeright KXlOlOOlOOlO- i

Christianson ....111110001101- 8 West 110110101111— 9

Grim 111111111111-13 Ray 101101101111- 9
Bricker 111111101111-11 Knutsnn 111001110110- 8

Burger 111110111111—11 P L Parish 010000001011— •»

Sanlord IIOIIOIOIIU— 9 Langley li 101 1 111111-11
Martin 111111111110 11 Hoffman OOOOOOOlllOl- i

Perkins 101111111111-11
Hughes 011011111111-10
Budd 111110111111-11

DauthPtel OlOOOOOOlOlO— 3
Morgan lOOOOOO' dOOO—

"

McL^rland 110001010000— 4

CrobiU 100111111111—10 Dunple 111110111111—11
Hicks iniOlllllll-11 .7 B Smith 011111110111-10
Georgeson lllllllloOll—10 Read lOOlllOlOllO— 7

Ward 1101111 IIOU-IO Carl llllOOOHOOl- 7

Slusher 011110101101— 8 Redding 110101101111— 9

Sundstrum 111111111111—13 Yearnshaw 110110111111—10
Shoot No. 7, 30 singles. Smith cup, entrance $.5:

Crabill.. -llimUOl' 011111111-18 Porter. .11011111101011011011-15
Grim.. ..J.lllllllinOOOllllll-17 Aukney . .01OllulllllllOllOlll-15
Georges'nlilimilinillllOlO-18 Chingi-in.llOOllllllllOUllOOO-U
Hughes...1111110101 1101111111-17 C'ri't'ns'nllllOllOUllOllHllO-ie
1-angley. .11001101111010111111-15 Budd 11111111111111111111—30
Satjfoid . .11101111111101111110—18 Yenshaw. 10111110011110011000—13
Sundst'm 11110101111111111010-17 Peterson..ll0101il000110001011—11
Budd wins cup, ties on 18 and 17 div.
Ko. 8, 7 live birds, eotranfe $5:

J G Smith 13110i'0-5 Slusher 1 131303-6
Bruoker 3331232-7 (Elements 0011003—3
Sessions 0032002-3 Morgan 0310101-4
Merrill 1312130-6 Budd 1121121-7
Hughes 0111122-6 Jundstrum 1323301-6
Parmalee 1131133—7 Ma rtin 11 Hill—7
Grimm OlUlH-6 Strawn 1113311-7
Dimpler 3031323-6 Hastings 1131111-7
Perkins 1003031—4 Ycrnshaw 33s3113-7
OhlDgren. 1011313—6 Parrish 1331100—5
Aukney L10J123-6 Jennines 1001001—3
Porter 1110113—6 Peterson 2001301—4
Heikes 1111213—7 Young 1333013—6
Sanf jrd 2221331-7 Crabill 3213022-6
Hicks 1111231-7 West 1110300-4
Hosvard 32-:1022-6 Read 1312301—6
Langley 1013310-5 Georgeson 0013230-4
Christianson 1110121—6 Fenall 1111020-5
Converse 1111100-5 Roy 0112130-5
Carl 1122002-5 Tucker 3122103-6
Krauskup 2002000-2 Ellis 0101331-5
Montgomery 2131123-7 Clark 0200112-4
(Jorrie 1012312-6 Barns lOUllO-5
Taylor 1102131-6 Searight 10313fi0-5

J B Smith 1311213—7 Lorenz 1130310-5
Bolton , ..1011313-6 Knutson 0321120-5
No. 9, team shoot for State trophy, 6 live birds per team,

entrance S6 per teai!

Algona G. C.
J G Smith 101

Grim 103-4
Alg >na G. C.

Chingren 211

Balton 111-6
' Forestor G. C, Davenport.

Howard .113

' 'Highland G. C, Des Moines.
Ray OU
Dimple....... 101-4

Highland G. C.
Sanford 123
Budd 112-6

Highland G. C.
Convane ,...213

FenaH 210-5 Hicks 112-6
Highland G. C, Des Moines. Highland G. C.

Hughes 110 Jennings 123
Hastings 031—4 Matin 112—6

Atlantic G. C. Randall G. C, Randall.
Porter 001 Christianson 3?0

L"renz 200—3 Grorgeson 131—5
Hiehland G. C, Des Molut^s. H'ghland G. C, Des Moines.

Conle 200; Burnett 012

Perkins 013—3 Langley 211-5
Highland G. C. Highland G. C.

FuUerton 202 Morgan 001

Henry 021—4 Corl 210—3
Ties on 6 were:

Nicoling 221 Hoffman 101

Sessions 211—6 Perish 100—3
The Algon and Highland team? which tied for second did not

shoot off, owing to lack of birds; they will take their proportion
of entrance next year. Ttie otner classes div.

No. 10, 13 singles, entrance S2:
Perkins 111011111111—11 Clements 101111011101— 9

Slusher OOOolOlOilU— 6 Meanes OOUUlllOU— 9
Conie 111111111111-12 Jones 011110111111-10
Parmalee 111111111111—12 Redding OlOllOOllUO- 7

Hug h es 1111101n 1 1 0-10 Sanford 11111111 1111-12
Merrill 1111111 i 1101-11 Ray OUOllllHill- 9
Hfikes 011111111111-11 Ml ore .,lllil0111110-10

Ricks OllOHOlilll— 9 Hastings 111111111111—12
Martin IIOOIOIIUIO- 8 Dimple 111111111111—13

Dea llllOOUOliO- 8 Burnett Ill 011111110-10
Cramer OidlllOlllOO— 7 Milner lOlOllOllOOl - 7
JB Smith 11 anon 111 -11 Gnm 111101111111—11
Barger 111111111110-11 Langley llllllliOlll-U
Knu son 111111110110-10 AuUn-y 1110110 OlOl— 8

Budd. llllillUlll-13 FuUerton miOlOllOlOi- 7

J a Smith 111111111111—13 Loieijze lOiOlllOiOll— 8

Howard lOlOiOlOOllO- 6 Strawn 101111110111—10

Clarji 111001101101— 8 Brown 100101101000— 5

Chingrin 111011011110- 9 Yernshaw 110101110111- 9

Rochelle ....lOllUOllOlO- 8 Chambers lOlllOlOlOlO— 7

Read moOOOllllO- 7 Brewer 111011101111—10

Burns .111111001111—10 Searight 111011101111-10

Georgeson lllWllilOll— 9 Christianson 110101010111— 8

p,.rter 110110010111—8 Young 001101000001—4
Bru -ker ilOOlOllliOl- 8

About 5 o'clock a hard rain set in and the convenience of a good
rlnn house was fully appreciated. The annual meeting was held
to-night at the Commercial Club Rooms, and the president's ad-
dress ,which is always looked forward to with much pleasure, as
we always get some good advice from our president, Mr. Smith,
ran as followt:
GENTLEiiEN OF THE STATE ASSOCIATION: Since the Iowa State

A^sociaiion was flrsi organized, m ny ctianges have taken place.
Every year more interest is taken in our ^ame and fish. Our
Legislatures have seen the necessity of protectmn ot the game and
fish, and most of the States have good game .nnd fish laws. They
are not. quite as well enforced as 1 would like to see them, but
public opinion is fast lending toward the pretection of *ur game
and fish.

Last season I spent most of the month of August in trying to

enforce our game laws. I went to many parts of the State, and I

found that gun clubs were doing gond. work. I spent a great deal
of time in trying to have clubs organized, because where you have
a good club of sportsmen there are less violations of our game
laws. During the year I secured five convictions for violating our
game laws; and I am satisfied that the time is not far distant
when the gara^ and hsh laws will be better observed than any
other laws. Otir very ably conducted journals have done grnnd
work. To them we owe a great deal for the work they have done
in nrntect'ng our game and fish.

The Field and the Fobest and Stream may be found in almost

every sportsman's home in the land. And I think they have led
many men to see the error of their ways. Men who at one time
were continually violating the game laws, have become good men
to enforce them.
Our Fish Commission is not what it should be. The last Logis-

lature did not see fit to make any appropriation for its support.
Tne claim was made that it was not w.-U conducted, and that no
benefit was derived from it. I can hardly see any good reason
why the Logislaiure should not make an appropriation for the
Fish Commission, when it can be made of so much benefit to
every ma.' , woman ana child in the Slate.
Over 15500,000 are sent out of Iowa every year for fisb. Why not

raise the fish in Iowa snd kpep the money at home? Let the Leg-
islature appropriate $40,000 to stock our lakes and streams and
Iowa need not import lish. Fish fresh from our lakes and streams
are one of the best articles of food that man uses. But more than
half the fish that are sent in here are not fit for human beinss to
eat. The last Michigan Legislature made an appropropriation of
$.55,000 for their Fish Commission. They know it will be money
vvell spent. There is not a single State that has a well conducted
Fish Commission that is not satisfied that it is one of the best in-
vestments they have ever mnde. Ask your member of the Legis-
lature to look after the matter. It is well worth attending to.
The sportsmen of the United States have retison to be thankful

to President Harrison for issuing his proclamation adding fifteen
hundred square miles to our National P-.rk. We can now feel
that our Park is to be protected, and that we can have a. place
where the large game of our country can live. President Harri-
son knows the value of his rod and gun. He knows the pure air
of heaven is essential to good health. Every m'^n that spends a
few days or weeks with his rod or gun is a better man for it.

The spring flight of wildfowl in Iowa was greater than it has
been fur year.'i, and we may look forward to good fall shooting.
The open prairies are covered with plover and snipe and the

booming of the prairie chicken may be heard on every kill. I
think I never saw more bird lifp in Iowa.
February and March were very severe on the quail and prairie

chickens, but I think most of them got through the winter
safely.
The finances of our association are in good condition. Before

we adjourn X hope that a committee will be appointed to attend
the next session of the Legislature to see if something cannot be
done for the Pish Commission. I have no doubt but that if the
matter is properly presented something will be done.
Then the balloting commenced for the place in which to hold

the next State shoot. Atlantic and Des Moines received favor-
able mention, and on the ballot by clubs Atlantic received 13 and
Des Moines 15.

In the election of officers for the eufuing year J. G. Smith, of
Algona, was re-elected president; P. J. Lefflngv^ell, of Clinton,
First Vice-President; J. H. Howard, of Davenport, Second Vice-
President; Nelson Royal, Secretary; C 0. Parkins, Treasurer.
The Board of Directors will be N. S. Young, Burlington; Charles
Grimm, Clear Lake; G. E. Converse, Des Moinee; F. O. Davis,
Davenport: C. W. Budd, Des Moines.
Tne law committee was W. L. Read, Des Moines; L. L. DeLano,

Atlantic, and S, S. Sessims, Algona.
Thursday, Third Day, Afay U.—Lt rained hard all night, and is

still raining this morning, with no prospect of a let up. On
reaching the shooting grounds we find quite a number of shooters
willing to face the traps in a steady downpour of rain, so event
No. 13 was commenced. A large canvas was put over the tranpers,
and with rubber coats on the shooters kept asking for just one
more shoot until 6 P. M., when those who were not wet were tired
out. I have attended many tournaments, but never met such a
merry lot of trap shots. Everybody was in a good humor, and
the day passed very quickly and pleasantly to all. Shoots No. 11
and 13 were declared off on account of scarcity of live birds. The
association had added $30 to shoot 13, and in place phot 28 single
target-^, entrance S3, and added $30. Never in our experience
have live birds been so scarce, and many of our shooters would
mate no complaint i(: targets were substituted in their place in
all our tournaments.
No. 14, 13 singles, entrance $3, SIO added:

J G Smith 111010111111-10 Georgeson 010101011111— 8
Heikes 100111111111-10 Hicks lOOOllOOllll— 7
Ptrkins OOUIOOOOIOI- 5 Chingren 101011111110- 9
Hughes llinoinni-ll Balton OOlOOllOOOOO- 3
Chore llOlUlOlOOn— 7 Staut 001000101011— 5
Merrill 1111 IIOIIIIO-IO Buad 111111111111—13
Grim 0 1 ill 11 lOUI-IO Ray 1111 1 1 101111-11
Converse lOtX'OllllllO- 7 Burger lllOOllOOOlO- 7
Langley 001101111111— 9 Rochelle lOUllOllOll- 9

Clements 001011011010- 6 Sandford 111111101111-11
Strawn 111110111101—10 Sundstrum 111111111111—13
No 1.5, nine singles and 4 pairs, entrance S3, 11 enterit .«:

Sanfoid....l010inil 10 1111-12 Grim 011111101 110111—12
Clements.. 111111101 10 10 10-11 Heikes... .lllllllol 111110-13
Merrill.....lOllOiin 110100-10 Hicks ..110111011 10 10 10-1!)
Budd 111111111 11 11 10-14 Georgeson. 111111111 11 10 11-13
Hughes.... 010111111 111110-13 Rochelle.. .111011111 10 1110-13
Chingren.. 111111110 010110-11 C. W. Budd.

NEW YORK STATE SHOOT.
THE Rome Gun Club has been making big efforts to make the

thirty-third annual convention of the New York Slate Asso-
ciation a notable one. The programme is a very line afCiir. and
is indicative of the nigh style in which the shoot preliminaries
have been carried on. In presenting the programme the club
says: "In placing before you the programme of the thirty-third
annual convention and tournament of the New York Association
for the Protection of Fish and Game, we take pleasure in calling
your attention to the large amount of cash prizes, and we fei 1

confident that, although the arrangement differs from last yeat 's

programme, taking everything into consideration, the meeting of
1891 will be the largest in the history of the association."'
The programme provides for .$1,800 cnsh prizes and $800 in

merchandise, not counting the Dean Richmond Trophy. In
addition to the regulir State events there will be sweepstakes
each day, rapid tiring system. American Shooting Association
rules to govern, .13-Kange guns allowed lJ4oz shot. The rapid
firing system will be under the personal supervision of Mr. T. H.
Keller, of Plainfield, N. J. All trap shooters are invited to
attend the tournament and participate in the sweepstake shoot-
ing, whether member of a club or not.
The shoot ng grounds of the Rome Gun Club are situated on

Floyd avenue, tnree-quatters of a mile from the city. Streetcars
will leave all depots on arrival of trains, and run directly to the
grounds; also will run every ten minutes during the day. The
grounds wiU be in readiness for practice shooting Monday, June
15. at 13 M. The headquarters of the Rome Gun Club, during the
convention, will be at the Arlington Hotel.
Tbe anntial meetina of the association will be held Monday

evening, June 15, at the Arlington, at 8 o'clock.
M R. Bingham, Secretary.

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.
Hakbisborg, Pa.—a meeting of the State shooting organiza-

tion was held in the rooms of the H"rrisburg Shooting A'^soci-
ation. President H. A. Pr nro.se in the chair. There were present
H. M. F. Worden, W. H. VVolstencroft, H. C. W. Matz, Dr. P. K.
Gocwald, P. M. Spencer, J. D. Mason, W. S. Stackhouse and J. H.
Worden. J. H. Worden was chosen secretary. On motion of H.
M. F. Worden, Eimer E. Shaner was requested to notify the vari-
ous clubs of the State to forward to James Wolstencroft, Phila-
delphia, $5, the requisite fee necessary to become members of this
Association, and that a meeting of the Association be held in Har-
risburg not later than July 15, to determine when the first State
shoot shall be held.
On motion of W. H. Wolstencroft, it was decided that each club

having becf me a member of the AsRociation be entitled to one
vol e either by sending a del-gate or by proxy, said proxy to be
sent sealed to the president, H. A. Penrose, not to be opened until
the time of said meeting upon the call for vote to determine when
the next State tournament shall be given.

J. H. WOEDEN, Acting Secretary.

SLATER GUN CLUB.-Slater, Mo.. May 23.—The wind was
blowing very strong and it carried the birds away very fast, which
accounts in a great degree for the bad scores made.
Shoot No. 1. 5 bluerocks:

Vaughan 01111-4 Rohertson 00011-3
Rhodes 10110—3 Field 0Ut)0-3
Baker lOlOO—3 S torts 00001—1
Shoot No. 2, 5 bluerocks:

Vaughan 11001—3 Btorts 01000-1
Rhodes 11110-4 Robertbon 01100-3
Baker 00100-1 Field 01001—2
Shoot No. 3, 3 pairs bluerocks:

Vaughan U 10 10—4 Storts 10 00 00—1
Rhodes 11 11 10—a Robertron .01 10 01—3
Parker 10 1110-4 Field lo 00 00-1
The third annual tournament will be held.July 4, targets and

blackbirds. Addresa Wm. Reid, Sec'y.

PASSAIC VS. BOILING SPRINGS.-Rutherford, N. J., May
33.—Match between Passaic City Gnn Club and Boiling Springs
Gun Club, shot at Passaic, N. J., this day. Bluerocks, 3 traps
fair weather:

Boiling Springs.
Klees lllllinniliniOlllimi—24
HoUister inminiioioiiiiniiiio-33
B James 11001 1111011 1100110000111-16
L.ioe 1011011010011001100110011-14
Huck oiomn noiool i noooioiii—i5
Meyer 1111111001111001111111100-19
Matzen llOlOl.OOOllOnOlllinirilO-16
Seabey 0111011 1 11101101101110000—16
Burgess OlOlllOMOlinuiOlOoOOlO—14
Gaylor UlOOl'lOOOOOOllllOnOOOl-13
Paul Oli-vOOlOlOOllO 1 0001 1 010010-10
Outwater llllllOinillllllllllllOl-33-303

Passaic City.
Stone ooooiooiomooiinioinio—14
Ackerman OOlllinOOllll 10110101111—18
Hemion 1101001101000110000110100—11
Coman 000111110111111 1011111111-20
Van Winkle lOllOOOOOOlOlOOOOlOOiOOll- 9
Abbott 001011 Oil 0011001001000000— 9
.Teleme 0111001110100101100011010-13
Kiwitt ioiionioLioooooooniiooo-13
Gaston OOlllOOlOOUllllOKXmni-17
Campbell 100100l0111010111tX)011101—14
Sh«,w nil nil 01 1 11n il 00110110-20
Han 110110001 101nOOnOOlllll—16-173

TOWANDA, Pa., May 25.—These scores of tbe Towanda Rod
and Gun Club show that there are a few of the members that still

take interest in hitting the kine birds. We now shoot for the
club badge once a week instead of monthly as formerly. A year
ago it was no trouble to win the badge on a scorn of from 15 to 18,

and now it has not been won in the last eight contests on a score
less than 32, and from that to 35 straight. -June 5 we will hold a
shoot for the county badge and have sweepstakes open to all.

May Jo.—Match at 35 king birds, American Shooting Associa-
tion rules, for badge:
Detrich OOOllllOlOniillOllinOOll-15
Montanye 1111111111111111111111110—34
Snider 101 111 lllUOl Oil 11lOillOlO—1

8

Ten kingbirds, rapid firing aystem: Detrich 9, Montanye 10,

Snider 10.

Ten kingbirds: Detrich 8, Montanye 8, Snider 7.

Five kinghirdb: Detrich 3, Montanye 3, Snider 3.

May 2i'.—For badge:
Tyrell 1111101111 linilOOOOnOOl—18
Snider 001100111 1 1001101 1 1 liniO-15
Montanye 11 111 01 11 11 11 1 101 1Oniin-32
Detrich 0111000010001101111011010-14
Sweep shoots, 10 kingbirds, Keystone rules:

Tvrell 1110111 lU-9 llOnillll— 9
Snider 1011101111-8 Olllinui- 9
Montanye innilOll-9 liniinU—10
Detrich 1 1 1 1 KKilOO-fi OOmnill- 8
Turner 1011011101-8 0011100110- 5
A SOUTH ORANGE EVENT.—A pleasant company of ladies

and gentlemen gathered flt the grounds of the South Orange Gnn
Club to witness a match between the gonial veteran sports-
man, Geo. W. Rayner, the president of the N. Y. Bottling Co.,
and the well known local shoi, CM Hathaway, of the Trades-
men's National Bank of New York. The day was pr rl'ection for
such a contest, cool, breezy and ju?t a little overcast. Tne grouhds
are jierhaps the most sightly and elevated of any around New
York, a beautiful field, surrounded by beautiful fields, no swamps
or nui=ianci-8 and a good background. The irris were the pick of
John Evb's stock, and were first class in every respect. John Erb
was referee and ".Chas. Kress score keeper. Many birds were hit
hard, but managed to get over tbe line to die. Hathaway downed
3 birds well within bounds, but the rush of the white pointer re-
triever scared them just enough to revive their dying energies
into one last struggle and they rose and died just out of bounds.
A man could have gathered them all easily, but such i.s luck. Mr.
Rayner provided a fine lunch, and after the match entertained
the guests at his Orange home "'Eaynor's Rest.'' All expressed
great pleasure at the day's sport. The f cores follow.
Match at live birds, 35 each, 5 trap.?. 38>ds. rise, 80yds. bound,

Hurlingham rules, unknown prizes:
G W Rayner 0100301033110020103210100—13
C M 11 n • hH way 1031301001301 1111 11213102 -19
BEAVER, Pa., May 16.—B°avpr Gun Cluh:

Walter lOllOlOOlOOOllOllllllllOllinniOlllllllOlllimi-39
swaggs oiinooionnioninonnoiiiooitiinoiiiooonioii-aT
Eaton oioniooioiooioiioiiiioinooioioiinooioiiiioiiio-3]
Mr;Creedy 1011100111101111111011101000000011110110001100111-31
Wickham loooiininooooiniiooooioniioiioiiioooioiiioiii—31
Hum .' onoonioooiooioioooinoooiinooiooiioiiiiiooiioo-36

WATSON'S PARK.— Burnside, lU., May 31.—The Fort Dear-
born Club for club medal, 15 live pigeons each, American Associa-
tion Tiiles:

Abe Kleinraanl 11111111111111—15 C E Wtllard. ..00100031(Jlin31— 9
Andy Thomas.023l3211330n31-13 W PMnssey...03,2310022203110—10
Henry EhkTS..3O10220101in2O-10 A W Adams. . .333203112130112-13
Samedav, Peoria blackbird medal:

KlpinmanlinilinilOlillinO-18 Mussev.. .10110010110001111011—12
AThomiisllllinOlOOlOlOinn-15 H Ebl6rs..n0H111103011010100—13
WiUard . .00111001011001111111—13 Adams. . . 11001111110001001100-11

Ravelkiog.
KANSAS CITY, May 19.—Regular bi-weekly medal shoot of the

"K. C. K." Club, at 35 single bluerocks, American Shooting Af-so-
ciation rules governing:
Farrell IKXdllin 111110111110111—31
Soward n.onnonnnoiiinnoi—21
Roonev ninioiinonnoioiinio-30
Stevens Ill 1011 1101ion 1111111110-20
R u tier moo 1 1 1 1 001111 0111nil 1 1-30
St ocking 01 llnOI 11 1 1 01 1011 1 111101 1—19
R odgers 11 1 1000111 101101111111010-18
Hove v 01 looiooioiiiinniniiio—18
Widener OfHllbKinOlOinOOlOinoiOl-13
Thomson ... - OiDOOlfKlOOlOlUOlOOOlOiJlO— 8
ROCHESTER, N. Y., May 20.—Rochester Gun Club, unknown

angles, 30 bluerocks, 1 Keystone trap, 18yds. rise, N, Y. S. S. A.
rules:
Butler 23 S B Williams 10 Gordon 16
FL Smith 20 Babcock 22 Bruman ,..5
C Williams 19 McVean 1% Barhite 3
Widener 15
.Same conditions:

"

FL Smith 30 W J Mann 10 Porter 24
C W.Uiams 21 HDMcVran 18 Rugg 18AH Bruman 13 E Babcock 26
MILWAUKEE.—Next month will occur the annual South Side

shooting tournament. A very interesting programme is buing
gotten up for the entertainment of the visit ing sportsmen and an
enjoyable time is promised tn all who aitfud.—GtiiJBNaEAD.
RVE, N. Y.—Shooting tournaments are held every Saturday

afternoon at Beck's Park and are open to all gentlemen shooters.
—VlDETTE.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Offiobks, 1890-91.

COMJiODORE: Walter V. Lawson, Boston, Mass.
Secretahy Treasurer: Eaiph F. Brazer, 47 Central street, Lowell, Mass.
Regatta Co5LSUTTEE: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. G. MauKendj'ick,

Toronto; L. B. Palmer, Newaik, N. J.

CKNTEAL DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCE-CoM.: C.V.Winne, Albany, N.Y.
Rkar-Com.: T. p. Gaddis, Dajton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown,Albany,NY
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Oncers;

NORTHEBN DIVISION.
Officers:

VicE-CoM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear-Com.: J. C. Edward.s, Llnd.say.
Pur,seb; C. E. L. Porleons, Kingston.
Ex. Com.: Collu Iraser and i<'. H.
Glsborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCE-CoM.: I. T. Dorland, Arlington.
Kear-Com : E.D. Anderson,Trenton.
Purser: Rich'd Hobart, Newai-k N.J.
Ex. Com.: H. L. Qmcfc and H M.
Kreamer.

Pceser: B. Apollonlo, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: Paul BurXei, E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

Apphcations tur memoerstup must be made to division pursers, aoeom-
panied by the recommendation of an ac tlvf; men I hi-r and the sum of §2.00
tor enti'anee fee and dues for cmTent yeiw. tvcry member attending
tbe general A. C. A. camp shall pay Sl.OO for camji expensea. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. wiU be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persona residing in any Division and wishhifi: to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnlshea with printed forms ot application by address-
ing the Ptuser.
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WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OomiDodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.

Vice-Commodore—N- B. Cook, Chicago, HI.
Rear-Oommodore—O. A. WooilrufC, Dayton, 0.
Secretary-Treasurer—J H. Ware, ISO Rial to BuUding, Chicago, 111.
Applications for membership should he made to the Sec.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by S2 as
Initiation fee and dues for the cm-rent year.

FIXTURES.
MAT.

30-31, Springfield Meet, Calla Shasta.
JUNE.

6, Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. New York, Sandy Hook Race
Brooklyn. 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath

6. Yonkers, Annual, Yonkers. . Beach.
13. New York, Annual. S. I. 27. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
18. Rochester, Spring Regatta, — . lantfae. Spring, Passaic Riv.

Irondequoit Bay.
JULT.

9. Rochester, Sailing Trophy, 15-39. Northern Division Meet,
Irondequoit Bay. Pigeon Lakp.

11-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast 23. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
Island. Irondequoit Bay.

AtrotrST.
6-37. A. 0. A. Me6t, Lake Cham- 27. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,

plain. Irondequoit Bay.
SEETEMBEH.

5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochepter, Fall Regatta,
7. Tanthe, Ann., Passaic River. Irondequoit Bay.
7. lanthe, Annual, Woodside.

NORTHERN DIVISION ! ;MEET.

A MEETING of the executive committee of the division was
held at Kingston last week and tbn matter discussed. Good

feeling prevailed, and it was decided to hold the meet at Jacob's
Island, Pigeon Lake, a locality well known and to the northwest
of Peterboro'. The date fixed is a trifle earlier than usual, hut
opportune, from .Tuly 15 to 29. The meet will open on Wednesday
and close two weeks later, affording ample time lor the members
to enjoy a good exiting.
A special committee to make arrangements for the meet was

named, selected from the clubs of the district. It includes Com.
Col. Cotton and Purser C. E. L. Porteus of Kiigston; D. B. Jacques
and Dr. Powell, Toronto; A. F. D. MacGahan and J. G. Edwards,
Lindsay; W. Boyd and W. J. Reid, Bobeaygeon, and Col. J. Z.
Rogers and G. W. Hati on. Peterboro.' A meeting or the committee
will he held on May 16, after which a trip will he taken up to Jacob's
Island to view the camp and make other arrangements for the
meet. A report will at once be issued to members advising as to
details, rouie to reach camp, etc.
The committee have done well in locating the meet on Pigeon

Lake. No more beautiful site for a camp Is available than .Jacob's
Island. These shores are accessible for small craft, and on the
"Narrows" side is a sheltered shore available for a safe harbor.
The sloping shore, rising gradually from the water, is covered
with grass, while behind is a splendid grove of maples among
which tents can be pitched with comfort to the occupants. The
only uncertainty at present is will the ground be large enough.
That point will be considered by the committee on the 16th. That
desire of a sailing canoemen, wind, is always found on Pigeon Lake.
What breeze there is moving on a hot day will till the sails on lUat
water when it is perfectly calm on the neighboring lakes Buck-
horn and Obemong. In the neighborhood of the camp good well
water is at hand, and it is directly on the line of boats passing
from Bridgeuorth to Bobeaygeon. Supplies for table can be pro-
cured from the farms on the shores of the lake.
The site has the further advantage of being easy of access to

canoeists from a distance. By way of Peterboro' canoes and
camp matter will be taken by rail to the Bridgenorth terminus
of the G. T, R. and to the camp by steamer, or the canoeman can
take ship and sail to the camp. By way of Lindsay, Bobeaygeon
is reached by steamer, and ihecamp is then distant only a five
mile trip by canoe, a mere trifle.

The local members of the committee. Col. Rogers and Sir. G. W.
Hatton, are pushing the meet in an energetic way and promise a
Success. They are anxious that all canoeists, especially those of
the Otonabee C. C, will lend a hand and by their presence at the
meet and assistance make the event a big tuccess, which it

deserves to be. Those who are not members of the division can
apply to Mr. Hatton. who will arrange matters handily. It is on
record in canoeing annuals of the success of the big A. C. A.
Stony Lakf ment in 1883 and of the Northern meet at the same
place in IbW. Peterboro' and the district about it is the home of
canoeing, and it behooves all lovers of the sport to leud a band on
this occasion.—PeJerhorowg/i Revieiv.

CANOE YAWLS.
BETWEEN the canoe proper, the 16><30 one-man craft, and th

small decked yacht of the Windward type, is a very useful
class of boat to which the name canoe yawl has been very looseiy
and improperly applied. Tlice craft, which range from lex-t to
18x5ft., with a draft of 6 to 30iu, according to the keel or center-
hoard, are fine boats for certain uses, and especially for waters too
wide and open for the small canoe. Thus far they have been
mostly of very crude design, but there is no reason why a very
shapely and speedy boat should not oe turned out on the usual
dimensions. We have had in preparation for some time a series
of articles on the boats and their rigs, giving examples of the
leading types and classifying them in a way not yet tried; but
other worK has interfered to prevent the completion of the
scheme.
In England the canoe yawl is quite numerous, and has in a meas-

ure injurpd the smaller canoe, so much of the water on the coast
being lietter adapted for the larger boat. Most, of these craft,
however, are full in model and with tixed lead keels, in no way
canoes. Two years since the Royal C. C. adopted a definition of
a canoe yawl, prohibiting deen lead keels and limiting the length
and sail area to .5 rating, or 168sq. ft. of sail for 18ft. l.w.l.: and a
number of boats have been built to this rule, whidi are the direct
opposite of the large and clumsy cruisers, being intended for
racing only, in smooth waters, as at Oxford. The Snake and Tor-
pedo are examples of the class. Between the two extremt^s but
little improvement has been made, and the perfect canoe yawl
is still as far distant as the perfect canoe. The following, irom
the Field, deals with one extreme of the question:
"Time is said to improve most things, especially man's brain,

and the truth of this was amply demonstrated last Saturday at
Hendon. when the new canoe yawl, designed by Mr. Richard De
Quincey, was floated and fittcd-out.
"The previous production in canoe yawls from the drawinghoard

of this able designer was far from satisfying the yearning of such
canoeists as hold a preference for something larger than a canoe,
but still essentially of canoe type. The new craft holds a very
large proportion of good points; out we should point out that she
is essentially of what may be truly termed the "smooth-water
school,' but none the less a very fine boat of her class.
"We have before said that the vocation of a 'canoe yawl' is to

supply the sea-going power and accommodation requisite for coast-
ing—estuary, and large open lake cruising—which is, and must
necessarily be, lacking in a 16ft. by 80m. canoe. Failing in such
qualities, a canoe vawl can hold no higher claim of popularity
than a 'caiboat.' If she is equally unseaworthy and dangerous,
she becomes simply a trap—a trap indeed, which may by skilful
handling under an expert crew be taiseu through moderately bad
conditions of wind and sea, but none the less a trap which, in un-
skilful hands, may easily prove to be a -death trap.'
"We cannot too strongly condemn the 'skimming dish' tj pe

when produced in any size larger than a canoe. A canoe of such
type can be man-handled by her crew of one man perched on her
weather deck; and little danger of fatal accident exists while such
craft confines her cruising to waters usually considered as canoe-
able waters; but the whole circumstances are changed when a
craft of inferior model, but of comparatively large size, is set to
do work which both she and her crew are at least novices at.
"A skimmine dish is not, and never cati be, an efficient sea

boat. Her deficiency of ireeboard renders her wet, at least, if
not dangerous and swampy. Her extremely small range of
stability gives her superior capsizicg qualities, which are danger-
ously veiled by her great initial, and therefore at first sight ap-
parent, stability.
"This type of canoe yawl has, tmfortunately, been brought into

exieience in some river quarters, and, having earned a bubble
repn ration of being fast (which, of conrse, they ought to be, or
they are useless), it is not surprising to find that there are men
who will to a near extent follow suit.
"Our comments last week and previously, directed against

yacht models claiming to be canoe yawls, wer« against a class of
boat infinitely superior to these 'skimming dishes" from a sea-
going point of view, but which erred on the other side in abandon-
ing most, if not all, of the canoe features, such, for iust&nce, ae
fixed heavy lead keels and perioanent deep clralt.

"The new canoe yawl, just launched, was built by Bathurst for
Mr. Staples from Mr. De Quincey's design. She is 18ft. by 5ft.

beam on deck, but her beam at the l.w.l. is very considei-ably less.
She has a saucer-shaped midsection, showing considerable rise of
floor, and a small rounded topside close to deck edge. Her
draught of water is apparently very small; she at present carries
no ballast beyond a ct nter plate of some 1801 bs., and she is rigged
up to the limit rating of 0'5—t". e., it may he assumed, at 166
square feet.
'•Owing to an extremely rounded deck her otherwise pretty aide

sheer is lost, and she at a short distance looked a vers' straight
huUed boat, and added to this a peculiarly long coaming givf-s
her almost a hogged appearance. The bow a=< she flouts shows
sharp and long, with a hit of hollow, and the after body, though
looking full to a first glaiiee is in reality fine both In lines and
displacement. Her center pine is about midships, and would
appear to ask for a larger mizpn to assist the helm holding her up
to wind. She is very much cut up and tucked up aft; indeed the
turning points of this boat might safely be solely estimated in
regard to rudder and center plate, tliough possibly on some rare
occasions water heaped on the lee bow misrhr for a time affect her.
"This new craft was out for a trial on Hendon Lake. It was a

puffy breeze, with considerable weight in the squalls. She slipped
along in a 6t>le which brought forth a general opinion of those
on the club rafts that 'she's a flyer,' and certainly she went very
cleanly through the smooth water. As she was laboring under
the disadvantage of steering with yolie lines, her tiller gear not
beinff ready, her performance to windward had better not be
judged. On Monday next, however, there is a race for 'x awls and
canoes,' on Hendon Lake, when she will speak for herself or for-

ever hold her peace.
"At the very time that the above light displacement craft comes

into flo ating existence we hear of one in America of almost the
ojiposite type—a craft 23ft. long by 4ft.. beam and of 2tt. draft
with 2-10 Eq.ft. of sail and a lead keel. She is designed by Mr. F.
W. Martin. Her sections are practically those of a yacht in-
tended to be kept lying afloat, (Her lines are given in Pokhst
AND Stbeah of April 18.)"

CANOEING IN GREAT BRITAIN.-The growth of canoeing
proper in Great Britain of late years has been very unsatisfactory,
and even the establi,9hment of a British Canoe Association on the
lines of the A. C. A. has not done much toward uniting canoeists
and making new recruits. This season, however, there is a pros-
pect of a revival in racing on the Thames and in other parts of
England, and an awakening of canoeists generally. One hopeful
sign of the times is the increase of canoe literature, which is cer-
tain to accompany any growth of the sport. For several years the
only journal dealing with canoeing was the Model yachtsman and
Canoeist, now edited in its canoe department by Mr. Geo. F.
Holmes. Within the last few weeks a new yachting weekly, the
TacMsman, has been started, one feature be'ng a canoeing depart-
ment, edited by Mr. Walter Stewart, so well known to American
canoeists. The London Fichl, which at one time made a specialty
of canoeing news, but of late years dropped this feature, has for
several weeks past published a column of chatty "Notes of the
Week," evidently the work of Mr. W. Baden Powell. All of these
gentlemen are noted as skillful designers and canoe enthusiasts
as well as crack sailors, and a little friendly competition wiU fur-
nish interesting reading for canoeists and a much needed stimu-
lus to British canoeing.

lANTHE C. C—The rainy weather of May 16 caused a post-
ponement of the rpgular events of the lanthe C. C. spring regatta,
but several scrub races were held. On May 23 the regular regatta
was held, the senior sailing race bemg won by Geo. L. Douglas in
Tempest, the junior by Geo. Baxter, Mr. Metze being delayed
while leading by an outside boat; two paddling races by L. P. Pal-
mer, the upset by Geo. Douglas, and the tandem by Palmer and
1 'ouglas. Mr. Palmer's new cruiser Teaser has been rechristened
Cricket.

ATLANTIC DIVISION -MEET.-Dr. F. W. Kitchell, of Perth
Amboy, has been appointed a member of the site committee In
place of Robert H. Peebles resigned. The committee ia now at
vrovk on arrangements for the meet and will soon issue a circular
to be sent out with the regatta committee's programme.

A. 0. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Eastern Division: Henry Kittredge
Gates. (leorge H. Stevens, Willard M. Foster, Lowell, Muss. Cen-
tral Division: Edmund K. Baker, Kissville, N. Y. Northern
Division: S. L. Richey, E. S. Martin, Lindsay; Yf. H. Hamilton
Bobeaygeon.
THE DANUBE RIVER.—Editor Forfst and Stream.- Can any of

your readers tell me if a canoe has ever made the whole Danube
voyage from source to mouth, and if so, where I can find a record
of that performance?

Model FacMs and Boats. Their design, maMng and sailing, with
designs and worKing drawings. Postpaid, $'2.

FIXTURES.
MAY.

28-"l. Portland, Cruise. 80. Brooklyn, Opening, Graves-
30. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont. end Bay.
30. American Model, Opening, 30-31. San Francisco, Cruise,

Prospect Park. Mare Island.
30. Rochester. Open, Sodus Bay. 30. Philadelphi«,Open..Dei. Riv.
30. Corinthian, Annual, San 30. American, Open , Milton Pt.

Francisco. 30. Oswego, Cruise, Big Sodus.
30. Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 30. Bay View. Cruise,Bf)8Von Bay

head. 30. Fall River, Open, Fall River.
JTTNE.

6. Larchmont, Spring, L'chm't. 20. Cor. Mavy.Dfl. River Squad.
6. Noyal N. S., Archibald Cup, 20 Corinthian. M a r b 1 e h e a d,

Halifax. Sweep and Club,Marbleh'd
8. Hudson River, Ann., N. Y. 20. St. Lawrence, 21 and 18ft.

11. Rochester, Review,Charlotte Classes, Montreal.
11. Portland, Annual. 20-21. San Francisco, Cniise,
12. Monatiquot, Opening, Wey- Martinez.

month. 22. Pavonla, Annual, New York.
13. Massachusetts, Spring, Dor- 23. Atlantic, 25ft., 3">ft. and 46ft.

Chester, Special, New York Bay.
13. Lynn, Lynn. 25. Cor. Mos. Fleet. Larchmont.
13. Qnincy. 25. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
13. Savin Hill. First Cham. 25, Patapsco Navy, Ann., Balti-
13. Royal N. S., Chauncy Cup, more.

Halifax. 27, Yonkers Cor., Ann.,Yonkers
13. St. Lawrence, 29 and 24ft. 27. Hull, All Classes.

Classes, Montreal. 27. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
15. Phila.. Ann., Del. River. 27. Lynn, Lynn.
17. Hull. Under 21ft. 27. Quinoy, First Championship
17. Massachusetts, Ann.,Nahant 27. Cor. Navy, L. 1. Squad, New
17. Easiern, Sweeps., Marbleh'd Rochelle.
17. Beverly, 1st Sweep, Mon. Bch 27. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
17. Marine and Field, Annual, 27. Beverly, 2d Sweep,Marbleh'd

Bath Beach. 27. Sr. Lawrence, 28, 24, 21 and
17. New Jersey, Annual, New 18ft. Classes Montreal.

York Bay. 27. Roval N. S., United Banks
17. Bay Vievv, Club, Boston Bay. Cup, Halifax.
18. Roch., Ladies' Day.Cbarlotte 29. Eastern, Ann., Marblehead.
30. Hull Corinthian, Ist Cham. 29. Massachusetts, Ladies' Race,
20. Brooklyn, Spring, Gravesend Dorchester Bay.

Bay.

JULY.
1. St. Lawrence, 29, 24. 21 and 15. Pleon, Ist Cham., Marbleh'd.

18ft. Classes, Montreal. —
. Massachusetts, 46ft. Special.

1. Pleon, Penn., Marblehead. 15. Monatiquot, 1st Cham., Wey-
3. Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. mouth.

3 4-5. San Francisco, Cruise, 16. Lake Y.R. A., R. C.Y.C., Tor.
Mare Island. 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,

3. Monatiquot. Club, AVeym'th. Toronto.
4. American, Naphtha.Milton's 18. American, Steam, Milton's

Neck. Neck.
4. Larchmont, Ann,, Larchm't. 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d
4. Corinthian, Mar bl e he a d, classes.

Sweep and Club.Marbleh'd 18. New York, Ann., New York.
4. Beverly, 3d Sweep, Mon. Bt-h 18. Hull Corinthian, Club.
4. Larchmont, Ann,, Larchm't 18. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sa^l.
4, N.Y.Y.R.A. Cruise. 18. Beverly, 1st Cham, Mon. Boh
4. Royal N. S., Squadron Prizes 18. Oor. Navj% N. Y. Bay Squad.

Halifax. 18. St. Lawrence, 24 and 21ft.
4. Sing Sing, Ann., Sing Sing. Classes, Montreal.
6. American, Sailing, Milton's 18. Royal N. 8„Lan6downe Cun,

Neck. Halifax.—
. Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 18-19. San t* rancisco.Fish.Oraise

head. 80. Lake Y. R, A., Rochester.
EsiBtern, Cruise, Mftlne Coast RopheBter.

7. New Rochelle, Ann., New 20. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Charl.
Rochelle. 21. FallRiv.,l^adies'Day,FanRiv

11. Dorchepter,Club, Dorchester 22. Pleon. Club, Marblehead.
11. Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 23. Lake Y.R.A.,Oswego,Oswego

5th and 6th classes. 23. Royal N. S.. Wenonah Chal-
11. Lynn. Lynn. lenge Cup, Halifax.
11. Corinthian,Marbleh'd,Cruis6 23. L.Y.R.A,, Ann., Oswego.
11. Savin Hill, Cash. 25. Great South Bay.
11. Riverside, Annual. 25. Dorchester,Open.Dorche?tep
11. St. Lawrence. 29 and 18ft. 25. Quincy, Second Cham.
11. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay. 25. Corinthian, Marblehead, Ist

Classes. Montreal. Cham., Marblehead.
11-19. Larchmont, Cruise, L. I. 27. Pleon, Cruise, Marblehead.

Sound. —
. Corinthian. Mar blehead,

14. Quincy, Ladies' Day. Ladies' Day, Marblehead.
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-

Hamilton. mouth.
ATTGTTST.

1. Indian Harbor, Open, Green- —.Corinthian, N". Y., Sweeps,
wich. Marblehead.

1. Westharapton,Westhampton 15 East Bay. Long Island.
1. Hull Corinthian, 2d Cham. 1-5. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleh'd.
1. Indian Harbor, Ann,, Green- 1.5. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups

wich. 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.
3. New York, rendezvous. Glen 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

Cove. 19. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.
Beverly, 1st Cham.Marbleh'd 19. Fall River, Open, Fall River

15. Cor. Navy Meet, Riv- rside. 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 20. Massachusetts, 2d Cham.
C. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- Dorchester Bay.

mouth. 22. Quincy.
7. New York,Goelet Oups,New- 22. Corinthian, Marblehead, 2d

port, Cham., Marblehead.
8. San Francisco, Club. 22. Monatiquot, Sweeps,, Wey-
8. Hull, S cond Cham., 3d, 4th, mouth.

5th and 6th classes. 22. Cor. Navy, East River Squad
8. Lvnn, Lynn. 23. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup, Hali-
8. Savin Hill, Second Cham. fax.
8. Beverly, 4th Sweep, Mon. Bch 23-23. San Franciseo,Fisb.Cruise
8. Royal N. S., Ladies' Prizes, 26 Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd

Halifax. 26. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester
S. Bay View, Club. Boston Bay. 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

10. Quincy, Third Cham. 27. Massachusetts, Third Cham.,
12. Massachusetts, First Cham., Dorchester Bay.

Dorchester Bay. 29. Hempstead, Long Island,
12. Pleon, 2d Cham , Marbleh'd. 29. Hull, All Classes.
13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 29. Savin Hill. Cash.
13. Monatiquot, Ladles' Day, 29. Beverly, 2d Cham, Mon. Bch.

Weymouth. 29. Royal N. S.. Capr. Russell's
15. Hull. Ladies' Race. • Cup, Halifax.
15. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 251. Larchmont, Oys1:er Boats,

Summer Series, Marbleh'd Larchmont.
5. Beverly, 2d Cham, iWarbleh'd

SEPTEMBER.
1. Eastern. Fall, Marblehead. 12. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
2. Pleon, Sail-off. Mfirblehead. 12. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
5. Monatiquot, Sail-olf, Wey- 12. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-

mouth. Chester Bay.
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. 12. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-ofiE.
5. Beverly,i5thSweep,Marbleh'd 12. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-
5. Larchmont, Fall, Larchm't. fax.
5. Bay View, Cruise. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. Fall River. Cluh, Fall River. 19. Beverly, 3d Cham,Marbleh'd
7. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 26. Beverly, 3d Cham, Mon. Bch.
7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New Yoik 26, Savin Hill, Fleet Captains
7. Corinthian, Marblehead, Cups Sail-off.

Handicap, Marblehead. 26. Royal R. S., Lord Alex Rus-
7. Ijynn, Open, Nahant. sel's Cup. Halifax.

11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dm-- 26. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay.
Chester Bay.

OCTOBER.
7. Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day,

NEW YORK Y. R. A,
MEETING of the New York Yacht Racing Association was

Yonkers Corinthian, Indian Harbor and Kill von' Kull yacht
clubs, thirteen.
The Canarsie Y. C, of Far Rockaway, L. L, and the Brooklyn

Y. C, of Brooklyn, N. Y.. were elected to membership. The
Brooklyn Club, after remaining out of the Association fur nearly
two years, has finally come back into the fold. This brings the
number up to twenty clubs now in the Association. Com. Prime,
the president, to whom was referred the matrer of a cruise, sub-
mitted a reporr, which was unaniinously adopted as read, and he
was authorized to have the reporr printed for distribution among
the clubs of the Association, The report was as follows:

N. Y. Y. R. A. ANNUAL CRtTISE 1891.

The cruise of the N. Y. Y. R. A. shall take place on July 6.
Yachts will rendezvous in Hart'- Island R"ads, off City Island, on
Saturday afternoon, July 4, rtpori to the fleet captain and remain

Thur-day. July 9. to Shelter Island, Conn., 20 miles; Fridav, July
10, to Thioable Islands, Conn., 32 miles; Saturday, July 11, to
Bridgeport, Conn., 39 miles, and disband.
The start will take place at 9 A, M. each day; at 8:30 a gun will

be fired to prepare to start, and all yachts must remain at anchor
until the starting gtm is fired. The first yacht reaching the des-
tination for the day will take her own time of arrival, anchor in
soine convenient place, hoist an ensign and take the time of
arrival of all the other yachts, all of which must pass betw< en
this yacht and the nearest shore; the record of e^ch day's run
shall be delivered to the fleet captain immediately after the
arrival of the last yacht. In the event of a steam yacht accom-
panying ihe fleet the time of all arrivals will be taken by the
steam j acht. Yachts desiring to leave the fleet must first obtain
leave from the admiral. Dunrg ihe crui.«e the president of the
association shall command the fleet and act as admiral and shall
issue such orders as may be necessary. He shall appoint a fleet
captain, who shall see that his orders arn executeo. The vice-
president of the association shall act as vice-admiral during
the cruise, and in the absence of the admiral shall command the
fleet.
The admiral shall appoint a fleet surgeon who shall attend to all

sickness or accidents to members while on the cruise.
The fleet shall be composed of a squadron from each club in the

association, numbered accordine to date of organization, and
each squadron will be commanded by the commodore of the club
composing the squadron, who shall receive orders from the ad-
miral and execute the same.
_
All yachts shall carry the association flag at the masthead and

its club flag on the peak, but yachts may display both flags at the
masthead while at anchor.
The daily runs shall be subject to change that may be made by

the admiral and may deem proper during the cruise. Delegates
from the various clubs present reported that so far forty owners
of yachts had signified their intenrion of joining the cruise.
On motion the chair was ins'ructed to appoint a regatta com-

mittee consisting of three member«, who will have entire charge
of Ihe management of the race. This we think the best nlan, as
it will do away with this appointment of judges, and of course will
prevent tvvo different decisions, as occurred at the last regatta of
this association—we refer to the decision on the Just Woke Up.A committee of ihree to be called an entertainment committee
will also be appointed by the chair. This committee will have
charge of the association steamer.

MEDUSA V.S. M. E. STAPLES.-In October, 1889, a collision
occurred in New York Bay between the cutter Medusa and the tug
M. E. Staples, resulting in a suit by Mr. Center, owner of Medusa,
against the owners of the tug. The full decision of the U. S.
Inspectors, which was adverse to the yacht, was published in the
Forest and Stream of Feb. 6, 1890. A decree has jast been ren-
dered by which the Medusa is declared free from all blame, and a
reference ordered to assess the damages to be paid bv the tug.
This decision, which we believe to be an eminently just one, estab-
lishes the principle that not only small commercial craft, but
pleasure vessels have certain rights that must be respected by
steamers and other craft. This is almost the reverse of the very
peculiar decision of the U. S. Inspectors.

OWEENEE.—The new Turner 46-footer, Oweenee, was launched
at Lawlpy's yard on May 22, at 10 P.M. Her Scotch crew, made
up from the old crews of Clara and Minerva, arrived last Monday
week. Oapt. Charles Barr will be in command and his nephew,
young John, will be with him. Mr. Turner has just been efeeted
vice-commodore of the Massachusetts Y. C.

YA.CHT CLUB ARGENTINO.~We have received a copy of the
year book of the Yacht Club Argpntlno, of Buenos Ayres, estab*
ll»he4m 1884, and now numbering 63 active members and li bos^
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MAID OF HONOR.
THE steel steam yacht shown in the accompanying plans was

designed by Mr. Dixon Kemp for the Earl of Cawdor and is
now building by Day & STimmers & Co., of Southampton, Eng.
Her dimensions are:

Length over all 142ft.
L.W.L 117; t.

Beam 17ft. 9in.
Draft 10ft. 6in.
Displacement, long tons 198
Boiler, steel, length 8ft. Bin.

diameter 9ft. lOin.
Eurnaces, two, diameter SCt.
Heating surface 818sq. f t.

Grate area 3teq. ft.

Steam space IBOsq. ft.

Cylinders, diameter lOJ^ and 30'n.
strolie gSin.

Propeller, bronze, diameter 8ft.
pitch 13ft. 6in.

surface of blades
, ITsq. ft.

The hull is built entirely of steel, under Lloyd's special survey,
and will be classed 100 Al. The arrangement of the interior is
clearly shown by the plans.
The question of having a boiler pressure of 1601bs. instead of

lOOlos. and tliree cylinders (triple compound) instead of two was
considered, but the advantages claimed for the higher pressure
are scarcely available for steam yachts. The saving of coal is the
chief advantage and this saving, as between steam of lOOlbs. and
leOlbs. pressure, is, as nearly as possible, 18 per cent. A steam
yacht of the horse power to be developed on board the Maid of
Honor will consume about 100 tons of coal in a season; the saving
would therefore be only IS tons, or say £25, while the additional
cost of the boiler and machinery for working at 1601bs. would be
at least £500. the interest of which alone would equal the saving in
coal. Ot course, if very long voyages are comtemplated, during
Wblcb the yacht might steam 20,000 or moi-e miles, the case would
be altered, as the saving would be very considerable, and, more-
over, for any given bunker space the coal which could be stowed
would last longer.

IN THE DELAWARE TIDES.
SATURDAY, from a yachting point of view was just about right;

a bright, breezy day, the very dust cloxids on snore making an
excuse to get out as nearly as they could to where the white caps
chased each other rapidly over the old "Coffee grounds" bar. Bar-
ring the promise that the wind would go down with the sun,
the day was an ideal one for sailing. (Standing around with
hands m pockets, secretly wishing some other fellow would come
along ana gel his feet wet bendiug on tuat jib, the captain of the
little keel sloop Nance sudaeniy awoke to the fact tuat the new
Burgess centerboarder was about to get under way for a trial spin.
The question of a possible wetting was out _o' sight at once; to
hustle out a crew of two, bend on tne delinquent jib and clear up
the disorder the carpenters had left took but a short time, and by
the time the Burgess thirty bad a start ot half a mile, the little

20-looter was heeling down smartly to the fresh so'westerly wind
and dashing throtigh the flying spray like something alive. With
all lines neatiy coiled down ana in place we were in trim once
more and wnile ihe big boat sticks to her reefs and storm jib we
are carrying whole sail with tolerable comfort, the crew scrung
out along the weather rail.

While the treeze kept fresh the more powerful boat keeps her
lead and we got no closer. It is a straight look down the river,
however, and presently under the lee of the big Quaker City ware-
houses and manuCactoriea we are almost in a calm. The big fel-

low evidently disdains to shake out a reef for so small an opponent,
so we crawl slowly up on him.foot by foot, until we can easily read
the big gilt initials on the hanasome Burgess counter. A stiff pulT
between the buildings takes oft her captain's hat and opens out
the space of clear water between us beiore we feel it. By close
windward work we manage to pick the hat up and, as tne wind
grows lighter and lighter for the next two or tnree miles, we are
able, when nearly opposite naughty old Gloucester, to tof s it to its

owner. Knowing full well the licking that awaits us should we
venture down the breezy shore with our big companion, and satis-
lied with our impudent achievement, about we go and with lifted
sheets start homeward. Dodging the force of the stream we edge
close along the Pennsylvania snore, in and out of the docks, the
lessening wind barely giving us headway against the four knot
tide. To our sorrow we venture over the flats below the Southwark
quarters, keeping as nearly as we can judge about a foot of water
uader our keel. A sudden "Look out anead," a sharp turn of the
Wheel hard to starboard—and we bring up with a proverbial "dull
thud" that is simply sickening in its grim promise that we shall
stay just where we are until the tide turns. Oft' comes the canvas
and hard at it we go with pry and hawser, uselessly of course. The
tide is leaving us fast and in twenty minutes a foot of red is show-
ing below the waterline. Then only are we able to see what we
have srruck and find we have driven directly through the rotten
side of a wrecked barge, long forgotten, and the receding waters
leave us high and dr^ m a perfect cradle. Supported on an even
keel by the decayed ribs of the wreck, her bow nigh in the air, the
poor little jSance looks a most mournful sight, seeming to say to
us piteously as we row olf in the tender "Please let me down."
Satished ot her temporary safety and seeing nothing to do else,

we hie us to Gloucester by dint of a hearty white ash breeze and
regale ourselves on all we can get—planked shad and "Roches-
ter;" no bad diet for hungry men. We are back again with the
turn of the tiae, but it is eleven o'clock before it touches her, and
well into the quiet of a cltar SSunaay morning before it lifts us
softly off our unsought perch, and home we go in the dawning.

Jib Hank.

BENDING WOOD.
A MARKED feature of the new part steel construction that Is

rapidly coming into use in American yachts is the steamed
and bent frame that is used between the steel frames, the com-
mon practice being two steamed frames between each pair of
double ones.
The use of all double sawn frames, that was universal but a

few years since, has been largely abandoned in the construction
of racing yachts under 50tt., and the bending of the oak frames
has become quite an important matter.
The common method is to bend the frames to shape over a tim-

ber block, tne plant being of a primitive sort, and tne percentage
of spli t and damaged frames very large. The frames, after being
staylathed, are set up m the same manner as sawn or steel ones
and regulated by batten. In the new Fife cutter Barbara, the
bent frames, of which there is one to every steel frame, are wider
and thinner than in the American boats, and were steamed and
put in place after the plaukmg was fastened to the steel frames.
The same method was followed, we believe, by Mr, PiepgtKS in
Bedouin, Uriva, Ileen and Wenonah, all of which have alternate
sawn and steamed frames.
The bending of oak lor frames is not a difficult matter with the

proper plant, but as usually carried out there are plentv of frames
hidden by plank and celling which should never go into a boat,
especially into one in which every member is expected to do its

full share of the work with the least possible weight. The fol-

lowing letter, which we copy from the Iron A(i6, shows to what a
degree of perfection the bending of wooa nas been brought in
otner branches. Of course there is a dilBculty in yacht work
from tne fact that but few pieces of any one snape are required,
but this IS not insuperable, and there is room for a very great im-
provement over existing methods:
"Of course, benaing wood is a science; the wood must be steamed

just right, with the right kind of steam, or it will be brashy and
soft. Nearly all kinds of wood will bend, if treated right. The
writer lient a carload of black birch double not long since. The
latest use to which the bent wood has been successfully adopted
is for the rims or faces of wooden pulleys, it was a difficult work
at first to master the rims. They nad to be bent for large pulleys
from great heavy plank 14ft. long, 4in. thick and 13in. wide, and
for all the pulleys as wide as the lumber would run. The largest,

strongest and latest improved machinery was constructed by the
Menasha Wood Split Pulley Company, ot Menasha, Wis., who had
determined to make bent wood rims for pulleys. They have the
largest bending machine in the world, it will bend a rim for a
12-inch diameter pulley one minute, and the next moment will

Dend a great, strong, heavy, hard wood plank for a 9fa'-inch diame-
ter pulley. It will bend a stack of rims as high as the highest
church steeple in one day. The men who operate the steam Doxes
and the machine have bent stock for wagons, sleighs and plows
for twenty years, and the rims are as square and true and perfect
as it is possible to make any rim by any means. They tnink they
nave done badly if they break more than one single piece in a
week. Now and then tne steel straps used with cast iron upsets
to inclose the lumber while bending will break, ajid the heavy
plank, released from its bend, wiU fly off and knock the men flat

down on the floor or strike them in the ribs or stomach, or they
Just barely escape a flying piece of iron; still, they very soon get

up aad at it again as if nothing had happened, These iittle

kaeeWovvBS their pastimes, and add tba only variety te the gTEAM YACHT "MAID OP HONOR," DEisrouBD by Dixon TSmm, Esq., 1890.
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work. Visitors at the Dulley works usually sland apart and view
these maeLines from a dista-Dce.
"When the rims are rpmoved from their steel bending forms

they are stnypd in shape with wooden straps, then laid away to air
dry, aftti- which they are kiln dried. When kiln dried they never
lose their shape as^ain, but remain exactly as left by the bendinjr
as if ihoy had grown that way. The bent ribs are all made from
h'ekory or other hard wood, and make the best belt surface for
pulleys ever discovered; besides, thev nevei' wear out. This com-
pany anamifact.ured 50,(00 pulleys last year. They sell them all
over the world, and are to-day 2 000 pulleys bebiad their orders.
Thia -seems lo be a very fa'r evidence of the value of bent rims
and bent wood for nearly all purposes where it cati be used.

"PUBLIUS V. Lawson."

NAA^4L RESERVE ASSOC!ATION.—Commander J.W. Miller,
of the first battalion of the Naval Reserve of the State of New
York, has issuen instructions to the various batteries for the col-
lection and firrangement of specific information of a useful
nature, as fnllowe: "The First Battery is to ascertain the total
number of tugs in these waters having a speed of over ten knots,
and also those having a speed of over twelve knots, together with
the size and tbe owners' names nnd addresses, as well as the
names and addresses of all wrecliing companies, with their capac-
ities. The Second Battery is to obtain a full set of Government
chart.=?, tide t>ooks, aids to navigation of New York Bay and ap-
Ijroaches, and of Long Island Sound. Inlets or rivers crossed by
railroads arc to be marked, and tbe depth of water at tbe railroad
bridges is to be shown. The capacity of the railroads for the
transportation of torpedo boats is another feature of this detail.
The commanding offlcer of this battery is to make a report on the
best methods of defending the eastern entrance to Long Island
Sound in case of emergency. The detail for the Third Battery
provides for obtaining a list of steamboats which have licenses
for Sound and Bay passenger service, the number of passengers
allowed by the inspectors, and the number of men that could be
transported by them In time of emergency. Besides this the
Third Battery is to obtain the speed, tonnage, draft loaded, num-
her of state-rooms, number of berths, and cubic capacity of
freight space of all these steamers, together with the names and
addresses of their owners. The Eourth Battery is to confine its
labors to shipbuilding and supply men. It is to obtain the names
and addresses of all shipbuilders, with their capacities and plants;
ship carpenters and general outfitters, such as joiners, boiler-
makers, and engine builders, together with a list of anthracite
and bituminous coal dealers, and the amount they can supply per
day." Tbe practical value of work of this kind needs no proof.

NEW YORK Y. C—The regular meeting of the New York
Y. O. was held on May 21, with Com. Gerry in the chair. The
most important business was the arrangement of the programme
for the annual cruise, a very great change being made from the
regular custom, the rendezvous being changed from New London,
where it. has been since 1884, to Glen Cove. It was decided to
rendezvous at the latter place on Aug. 3, sailing next day for
Huntington Bay and thence to Newport in time to sail the Goelet
Oup race on Aug. 7. A steamer will accompany the fleet, carry-
the non-owners and their friends. Mr. .Jenkins Van Sehaick, of
Glen Cove, has promised a grand clambake to the fleet on Aug. 3.
The Oak Bluffs Club, through Dr. H. A. Tucker, has offered a
cup lor the -Itj-footers should the fl.eet visit Vinevard Haven.
Treasurer F. W. J. Hurst announced a balance of 141,^00 in band.
Mr. W. H. Webb, the shipbuilder, presented to the club a model
of the old schooner yacht Dream, built and owned abotit sixty
years ago by J. Prescott Hall, Edward Center, N. Pendleton Hos-
sack, and Oreo. R. .1. Bowdoin. The following members were
elected: H. B. Wolcott, J. H. Breslin, W. C, McMillan, N. D.
Lawton, J. T. Boss, A. Tngraham, C. H. W. Foster, W. F. White-
house, G. J. Colford, J. E. Berwind, W. H. Butler, Alex. Brown,
P. A. Guild, F. H. Walker, J. S. Newberry. W. L, Van Wart,
Howard Carroll, C. Hubbard, Wm, Gregory.

JAPANESE LACQUER.—Naval Constructor Mintonye has
taken up the lacquer-covered plates that have been immersed in
the navy yard basin for several mouths past, and forwarded them
to Washington with his report. It is understood that an import-
ant point of this report will deal with the insulating power of the
plates aeainst galvanic action, a point in whicti lacquer differs
from ordinary protective compounds. It is well known that if a
steel plate having magnetic oxide of iron on its surface be exposed
to sea water a strong galvanic couple is set up between the oxide
audi he steel underneath the protective covering, and pitting of the
metal results. With lacquer the case is different. Lacquer baa
no chemical action on the magnetic oxide, and if The plate is dry
when it is applied galvanic action is prevented. The exclusion of
•water prevents any action whatever, and the best results with the
lest plates were obtained on plates on which the presence of mag-
netic oxide was Ignored. The removal of this oxide, which is
ordinarily considered necessary, is therefore avoided.—iroji Mie.
ATLANTIC Y. C—The programme for the opening sail on

Memorial Day, a fixture originating with the Atlantic Y. C, is as
follows: The club flag will be hoisted at 10:30 A.M. and saluted,
after which the yachts will sail down the lower bay and return.
Schooners and Classes 1, 2, 3, i and 5 of sloops will sail to and
around Buoy 14 on the Southwest Spit, while all other classes
will sail to and around the Swash Channel bell buoy and return,
yachts keeping the outer marks on port hand in rounding.
Yachts must pass to the westward of Fort Lafayette and the
Roamer Beacon and to the eastward of buoys on the West Bank,
going and returning.

LAKE CHAMPLAIN Y. 0.-0£Hcers, 1891: Com.. W. Seward
Wtbb, of New York; Vice-Corn., W. H. Crombie, of Burlington:
Pres., J. Gregory Smith, of St. Albans; First Vice-Pres., Elias
Lyman, of Barilngton: Second Vice-Pres., H. LeGrand Cannon,
of New Yorli; Sec'y. A. G. Winlemore. of Burlington; Treas..
Horalio Hiciiok, of Burlington; Meas., A. C. Tuttle, of Bm-ling-
ton: Gapt., D. W. Robinson, of Burlington; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. A,
P. Grinnell, of Burlington.

THETIS, sloop, Mr. P. V. Stevenson, has been laid up in Law-
lley's basm all winter. A new suit of canvas has been made for
her by Mr. Wilson, of B jston, from his own plans, and the hull
has been put in the neatest possible shape by Capt. Perry. She
Bailed last week for New York with her owner on board.
TOM BOY, outter, Mr. Archibald Rogers, hasheen sold by Mr.

Burgess to Mr. A. B, Smith, of Bo8t(^n, « j

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.-The first race of the
season >vill he sailed on May 30 at Larchmont, starting at 11 A. M.,
pnd open to small craft of other clubs. The classes will be 21 To
2rift. l.w.l., including yachts of 25ft. corrected length; 18 to 21ft.;
15 to 18ft.; under 15ft. A $75 subscription cup, to >ie known as the
Corinthian Mosquito Fleet Champion Cup for 1891, is offered for
the special class; and to be sailed for on May 30. June 20. and at
the fall regatta, witb a sail off if required. Two boats must start
in each race. Fourteen new members have lately been elected.
BRAT.—This pretty name has been given to the new 1-rater,

lately built for Mr. Paul Ralli, late owner of theYarana. A 1-
rater, of which a number have been built in England this year, is
an open sailing boat stioh as a yacht's cutter. Such limits have
been laid down for the class as will produce a type of boat that
may be carried at the davits of a sailing yacht, and in which good
sailing mar he had. Old yachtsmen like Mr. RaUi and Mr. E. T.
Quitter, have taken up the class, and plenty of racing is prom-
ised.

CORINTHIAN NAVY -The fleets of the East River Sqtiadron
and the Long Island Sound Squadron will assemble off the break-
water at Glen Cove, Long Island, on May 30, at 9 A. M., to take
part in a cruise. The fleet will disband on the 31st inst. Thos. T
Taber, vice-admiral, commanding; W. S. Sainsbury, fleet captain.
NAUTILUS.—On May 20 the new 46-footer Nautilus, designed

and built by Mr. H. C. Wintringham at Bay Ridge for Mr.
J. Rogers Maxwell, was launched. She Will be ready for the races
next month. Mr. Maxwell will have both Nautilus and Shamrock
with the New York fleet on the cruise, and Shamrock will enter
the Goelet cup race.

GONE INTO TRADE.—The once famous schoonor Flying
Cloud, built by Inman, at Lymingtou, Eng., in 1852, has just been
sold to a London firm, who will use her for carrying explosives.
A similar fate befell the American schooner Rambler a few years
since.

STELLA, sloop, built at Amsterdam from designs by Mr. A.
Gary Smith last year, and which made a very good record in the
racing, will have a new suit of Lapthorno canvas this season.
HANNIEL, steam yacht, formerly owned by Mr. Ford and now

by Mr. C. H. W. Foster, has been painted white. She will serve
as a tender for her owner's new 46ft. boat Barbara.
CONQUEROR, steam yacht, Mr. F. W. Vanderbilt, is at South-

ampton, and will soon sail for New York, Capt. Woods, late mate
of the Alva, is m command.
"THE YACHTSMAN."—A new weekly, devoted solely to sail-

m.g, has been started in London under the title of The YaeJits-
man.
GLORIANA.—The new Morgan 46-footer had a successful trial

trip at Bristol on May 19, and is now at Newport.
BEATRIX, the Bryant-Prince 48-footer, was launched on May

26. at Frisbie's yard, Salem.
FANCY, Mr. C. F. Lymau's new 30-footer, was launched at

Lavvley's yard on May 23.

JATHNIEL, steam yacht, Mr. D. S. Ford, has been pa.inted
white.

No Notice Taken of Anonymoas Correspondents.

•v,^--,?-ni<-„'
Sing, N. Y.-Is there registered a bitch Starlight,

No. 12,272? If so please furnish me pedigree. Ans. What breed?
SuBSCBiBUB, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.- Please to inform me whether

a cocKer spaniel needs any training to tree partridges? Ans. Yes.
J. T. McG., Baltimore, Md.—Will you please send me full pedi-

gree of Gen. Felix Agnus's collie dog Sir Loch? Ans. He is not
registered.

^.^\ ^fx,^-' Detroit.—For trout fishing go to Sault St. Marie,
Mich. Write to Peter M. Moore, Deputy Fish and Game Warden
at that point. There is no game now in season in vour State. The
law does not protect muskrats.
F. A. P., Brunswick, Maine.- 1 never have shot for money, hut

have rowed several races in shells for monev. Of course, rowing
has nothing to do with shooting. I wish to know if I am eli°-ible
to enter this contest? Ans. Yes, you are eligible. The date of the
competition has not yei been set.

C. L. W., Little Falls, N. Y.—Can clubs or individuals by pur-
chasing tracts of land in the Adirondacks that the West Canada
Creek runs through prohibit Ashing in tbe creek when it has been
stocked by the State? Ans. Yes. Stocking a stream with fish
from the State hatcheries does not make it public.
C. O., Brooklyn.—Tbe secretary of the South Side Club is Mr.

1< rancis O. de Luze, 18 South William street, New York; but we
doubt your getting permission to fish in the club waters. For
trout near New York write to D. M. Orane, Canadensis, Pa., or to
Dr. Fuller, Dingman's Ferry, Pa.
J. R.B., Auburn, Ala.—1. Who Is the breeder of the pointer

bitch Patsy, by Short (Old Short-Shot) out of Carrie (Lort-Lady
CroxlethV 2. Who is her present owner? Ans. 1. P. Hibbard,
Athens, Ohio. 2. At the time she was registered it the A.K.C.
Stud Book, in Part 1, Vol. V., in 1888, she was owned by T. E
Baker, Logan. Ohio.

W. G. H.. Yazoo City. Miss.—1. I have an English setter puppy
whose dam's grand .'^ire is an English setter, Dan, by Count Noble
out of Spark. Can I find out through you whether Dan is regist-
ered or not? 2. Is there any way by which I can get this infor-
ma'ioni' Ans. 1. The Dan you mention is not registered. 2. No
unless some ol! our readers can give you the information you ask!
H. E., Crediton, Ont.—I have a rifle, 45-90 Winchester, 1886

model, and also the Winchester reloading tools made for large
cartridges; and I find in shooting shells I reload myself that the
powder bakes and the guu gets leaded so that I cannot hit a 2ft
target at eOydP, Will you i lease give instructions how to reload
Bhells and what powder should be used? Ans, Try a harder bnl-
J«t, one with, mpre tin in jt, also «, jjiolater burning; powder.

Young Sportsman. Houston, Texas.—Will you please inform
me what weight, kind of bore, length of barrels, etc., a .12-gauge
hamraerless fhotgun should be in order to obtain the best results
in shooting quail, ducks, prairie chicken, and squirrels. Also sav
what kind of powder would be best suited for said gun for general
use. Ans. Choose a T^lbs. modified choke, 30in. barrels, and use
first-class black powder to insure uniform results.

J. G. D.—Some time ago I heard asportsmau of more than ordi-
nary intelligence, and one whom I regarded as a close and acute
observer, assert that the use of mercury in gun barrels to prevent
rust, etc., was injurious to the metal of the barrels. As I under-
stand him, it changes the character of the metal, weakens it,
destroys it or disintegrates it. Do you think that i here is any-
thing of it? Ans. The mercury will not affect the metal. In fact
mercury is regularly stored in iron receptacles in commerce.
L. S. H., Illinois.—Can you or some of your readers tell me the

cause of a close shooting gun making a patchv pattern? The sua
shoots very close, making a pattern of over 400 No. 85 IMoz. 30in.
circle at 40yds. The pattern is close enough, but there are holes
in it that will allow a bird to slip through. The fault .seema to be
in the boring, as other guns shoot the same loads without showing
so many holes and thick places in the pattern. I should like to
hear from you or from some of your readers who have had ex-
perience in gun boring. Ans. It may be that the fault is in the
wadding. Try various styles of wadding, and see tf that will not
give the remedy.

P. M., Lincoln, Neb.—1. Inclosed find pedigree of mv Irish setter
puppy, named Cuban, which name I would like to claim. Please
let me know if Mike Ruges and champion Mamie, owned by C. H.
Buford, of Lincoln, Neb., are registered. 2. My puppy shows four
white toes. Does that hurt his value? 3. Could I get him regis-
tered? 4. What book can 1 get for information for thnronghly
training my dog? Ans. 1. No. 2. Not necessarily. 3. The pedi-

J. L. M., Springdale, Pa.—What is meant by the term Susque-
hanna salmon? Is it a salt-water fish in fresh water, or is It
entirely a fresh-water fish? In our locality we have two varieties
of the salmon family, one which we call a clear salmon, and
which I have seen to reach lllbs. in weight, the other a much
smaller fish which rarely reaches 21bs. in weight, which we call a
jack salmon. Are those the proper names? Ans. Susquehanna
salmon and jack salmon are names generally applied to the same
fish belonging to the perches and not to the salmon family. Tue
fish is better known as the pike perch or wall-eyed pike. In our
issue of June 27. 1889, you will find a description of the pike perches
and a long and bewildering list of its common names. The salmon
has no spines in any of its fins, as you will observe bv consulting
our Trout Supplement, and is, consequently, very different from
the spiny perches.

Subscriber, Denver, Col.—1, How would you breed to correct a
faulty point, to the opposite extreme or to one having the point
just right? 2. What is meant "by the term "meally-faced?" 3. I
have lost two valuable litters through the bitches having no milk.
Can I do anything to insure a flow in another one now in whelp?
4. Is eating grass by a dog indicative of any disorder? If so
what is the remedy? Ans. 1. To the one having the point just
right, on the principle that like begets lilie. 3. One speaks of a
meally-faced liver and white pointer when the liver marking on
face is shot with white, not clear and distinct. 8. We do not
know of any remedy. Perhaps your hitch had not enough exer-
cise during pregnancy. Better procure a foster mother for the
pups that are on the way. 4. No. Eating grass is a method the
dog has of cleansing the stomach; let him eat as much as he likes.
It often promotes vomiting and is popularly known as the "dog's
medicine."

H. G. B., Philadelphia.—1, Will you kindly give me the in-
gredients of the best lotion to use as a preventive for black flies
and mosquitoes? 2. What is the best preparation to use to make
canvas waterproof? Ans. 1. We repeat an answer given the
other day: The black flv preventive recommended bv Mr. E. A.
Samuels in his "With Fly-Rod and Camera" is this: One part
pure Stockholm tar to two parts sweet oil, adding a little oil of
pennyroyal or peppermint. Vaseline thoroughly incorporated
with this mixture gives it consistency and "wear." Too much
pennyroyal will irritate the skin. "Neasmuk's" famous recipe,
as given in "Woodcraft," is this: Simmer together over a slow
fire 3oz. pine tar. 2oz. castor oil, loz. oil pennyroyal; bottle for use.
Rub it in thoroughly, and renew from day to dav. "Kingfisher,"
in Forest and Stream, recommends: One- half pint tar, 1.^ pint
lard or vaseline, J^oz pennyroyal, 3 drops creosote; mix with heat
and bottle for use. 2. Take 23^1bs. alum and dissolve in 10 gallons
of boiling water; then in a separate vessel dissolve the same
quantity of sugar of lead in 10 gallons of water and mix the two
solutions. The cloth is now well handled in this liquid xmtil every
part of it is penetrated, then it is squeezed and dried in the air or
in a warm apartment, then washed In cold water and dried again,
when it is fit for use. If necessary the cloth may be dipped in the
liquid and dried twice before being washed. The liquor appears
curdled when the alum and lead solutions are mixed together.
The sulphate of lead is taken up in the pores of the cloth, and It
is unaffected by rains or moisture, and yet it does not render the
cloth airtight. Such cloth is also partly uninflammable. A solu-
tion of alum itself will render cloth, prepared as deseribed,
partially waterproof, but it is not so good as the sulphate of lead.

Forest and Stream, Box 2,832, N. Y. citv, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book Is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to he the beat treatise on the subjeet
extant.

Names and Poetbaits of Birds, by Griirdoii TrnihTJiiI]. A
book particularly Interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without question all the American game birds which
they may km. Clotb, 280 pages, prjce $3.50. For aale by FoREgy
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ITEKQUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERS&l LAMP,
With Arijiista'ble Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
GombineB Hvad J»ck,

Boat. Jack, Fishing; Lamp,
Caui^ L.amp, Dasli I^amp,
Belt l.antern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for IllustratPd Catalogue.

ItBEBT FERBUSOK, OffiCB, 6B Fulton St N.r.

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILmEON CO.,
269-271 State St., Cliicago.

1st Angler with "broken rod;

" Where do you get tackle that

win stand such fishing?"

2d Angler;

"At Abbey & Imbrie's, 18 Vesey

Street, New York, they are the oniy

people who make first-class tackle

at a reasonable price-"

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to huy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 8 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -wMppings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight?, 8, 9oz ^ ...Price $2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, %, 10ft , weight 9, 10^ 12, 13oz Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt "Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint " 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, flne finish, 25yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Slidmg Chck, Nickol Plated, 40yd3., $1.75; 60yds., |2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $8.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., lOe. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 30c. ; 3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c.

;
3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MARSTERS. 51, 53 & 55 Court St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Send a«. "ta-nii) fnr Tllnaimtsd Ca-tAlocrnn fo-r 1 Rfl 1

.

iiie ^tuiidard at the WORLD aiid sold toy all Uaruessi Dealers.

Tbc LEADING all-arouijcl Camera.
Uses regular Dry Plates which are sold everywhere, or Trans- rt>i p- ±. d>F^O
parent Film for 25 to 1 OO Pictures without reloading. Prices *plO XO JpOU.
WE DEVELOP AND FINISH THE PICTURES WHEN DESIRED, fy^ J A 4 J D P TTHE BLAIK CAMEKA CO., Boston, Mass., also makers of the i\ JYl IV I ,

and other Photoarraishic Apparatus. Branehe.s : 308 State St., Chicago. 918 Arch St., Philadelplila.
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents, New York.
Also sold hy all Dealers in Photo Goods. Send for the Havjh-Eye Booklet.

NOTICE THAP-SHOOTERS

!

THE SECOND ANNUA.L TOURNAMENT

OP SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.,

Assisted by tlie Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa'n,
WILL BE HELD

JUNE ad, 8d, ^th and 5th., 1891.

$3,000 IN CASH GUARANTEED.
This tournament will be the largest of the season, aud over |3,000 wDl be offered in guar

anteed purses and for highest averages. The location of Saratoga and the facilities and
accommodations to be had there are well known to sportsmen throughout the country.

Nothing will be left undone to make this shoot the grandest ever given in America. The
grounds will be open for practice matches on Monday, June 1st, and shooters are invited to

come prepared for a week's shoot. For programmes and im-ther particulars address

SARATOGA GUJ^ CLUB, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

KEADY FOR BA.1N. BEADY TOR ANYTHING, READY FOR SUN. ^
The simplest, JiKhtest, most useful lent mado. A half dozen fcnins in same canvas. Compact, Cneap, Sana

for ««U Circular.
* A.. IBS. GGk^m'S^QGJS,, JEa-VA.3a.|StOMi.

Statistics on Baseball Players.

By B. A. YOUNKER.
Price, 10 cents. Nearly 200 pages.

CONTENTS

:

1. Baseball, or the National Game.
2. A. C. Anson as a fleld captain.
3. Ages of every professional baseball player,

BtatlTig whether married or immarriod, and
number of childrpn in each family.

Batting averages of 1890.

5. All kinds ojt records, together with many in-
teresting notes, which will be read ar'd ap-
preciated by every lover of baseball through-
ont the country.

Price only 10 c<>nt8.

No basehaU enthusiast should he without a copy
of this book. Sent to any address on receipt of
10 cents.

B. A. YOUNKER,
Box 1018. r>e8 Moines, Iowa.

P. S.—I would like the address of every news-
dealer reading this Ad.

MOLLEB'S
NOR-

WEGIAN

COD-LIVER Oi l

FOR
Ci«nera1

Debility,
Scrofula,
Rheumatism

or Consumption,
Is Buperior to anym
llcacy of taste and smell,"

medicinal TirtueB and purity.

London, European and New
York physloiaiis pronounce it ths

purest and best. Sold byDruggriats.

PUREST

MEACHAM UAMMERLESS

TOP Snap,
"Extended Eib, Im-

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Eib, Double
Under Fastening, Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, chXd, $36.0?
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G. MEACHAM ARMS GQ..ST.lquis.M(i

fat fa»ri. SuHctlfulirbeiitllrimeiliigrnpe'

©AUG^APK
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100,000 Daily Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
single Case, No. 1, - - - - »70.00
Double Case, " 2, - - - - - 8S.00

New Special, " 3, - - - - 100.00

For account of speed contests and circtilars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

Branch Offloea : 337 Broadway, New-York.
14 West 4tli Street, Cincinnati, Oi
1003 Arcn Street, Philadelphia.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGUND.

THE EAGLE
The Easiest Running Bicycle

in the World.

_ '

SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

I.arge Illustrated Catalogue rree.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY,
STAMFORD, CONN.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond pappr. $1.00.
"It Is the moat complete map of the Adtrondack

region ever published."—iflorest anS. Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, Illustrated,

16 mo., 872 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Lake George and Lake Champlain, 35 cts.

JiMzwi R. STQOOA&O, Glen* Vallw, JX, Y«
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The Celebrated Smith & Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy.

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

innprovements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived

by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the

genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels

with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

ONLY rail route to fbe delightful summer re-
BortsnnrtTi of Quehen. tbrouerh the
CANADIAN ADIRONDACKS.

Monarch Parlor and Slepping Cars. Magmfl-
cent scenery. Beautiful climate.
HotPl Roherval, Lake St. John, recently en-

larged, has flrst-class accommodations f^r 30O

Kuest«, and is run in connection with the "Island
House." a new hotel bailt on an island of the
Grand Discharge of Lake St. John, in the center
of the "Ouananiche" fishing grounds. Daily
communioaiion by the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John
and tributaries, an area of 20,000 square miles,
are free to gupsts of the hotels.
For information as to hotels, apply to hotel

managers. For folders and guide books to Thos.
Cook & Son. 261 Broadway, New York; to Ray-
mond & Whitcomb, 3% Washington st., Boston,
and to ticke* agents of all principal cities.
~ ALEX. HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,

Gen. F. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager,
Quebec, Canada.

IN ENGLAND AND SCOTUND.
Besidential Estates Mixed Shootings, Pishings

Q-rousB Moors, Deer Forests and
Oountry Ess deuces,

Iinmleys' Registersj published monthly, contain
particulars of all the best to be sold or let, and may be
obtained gratis at their ofQces, or by sending 10 cents In

stamps for postage to LUMLBYS, LAND AGENTS AND
AUCTIONEBKS, 33 St. James's street, Piccadilly, Lon-
don, England.

TROUT FISHING.
Adirondack Mountains.
BAt-D MOUNTAIN HOUSE, situated at the

junction of the Oswegatchie Lakes, for fishing,
hunting and health it is one of the most desirable
locations in the Adirondacks. For particulars

Z. BIGNESS, Proprietor.
Oswegatchie Lake, Lewis Co., N. Y.

Bromfield House, Boston

BUKOPEAN PLAN.

MESSENGER, Proprietorf

When planning your annual tour remember
that this company controls over 4100 miles of
railway ecjuipped in the most approved modern
style, passing through a magnificent country
noted for its unsurpassed facilities for sport.

A FEW 0FTHFP«INCIP&1 RESORTS.
PORTLAND, Me.—For deep sea fishing.

ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel).

—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.).—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST. JOHN REGION via Quebec).—For ouananiche,
trout, caribou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (In the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent for
fishing, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish

and game.
PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BAY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Colllngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

LAKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Colllngwood, Wlarton, Sarnla In
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same, with
many valuable hints as to best months and
general facilities, are published in a pamphlet en-
titled "Fishing and Hunting Resorts of tlie
Grand Trunk R,iilway," which will be fur-
nished gratuitOTisly on application to the Com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Pass-
enger Agent at MoQtreal, P. Q.

WM. EDGAR, li. I. SEARGEANT,
Gen. Pass. Aeent. Gen. Manager.

ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE.-The new
and most popular Trout Fishing and Hunt-

ing Resorts in the Dead River Region of Maine.
EDGAR SMITH, Proprietor. Good fishing in
lake and stream. Game is very plenty. Camps
new. Wonderful health resort for those suffer-
ing with malaria and hayfever. Write for de-
scription and terms. P. O. address, Eustis, Me.

THEGRrAfHEAnHDRlKK.
Package makes 5 gallons).

Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. /"TJ^E a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
sent to any one addressing

O. E. HIRES i. CO..
Philadelphia,

FILE BIITOERS.

Size to suit Forest and Stream,

FOB SALU AT THIS OffBlOE.

H. M. QUACKENBUSH'S SAFETY CARTRIDGE RIFLE.

The Best ha niB Rif b Ypt Offs'-fld for the Mnney.

Whole length, 33in , weight 4i^lbs.; cahber, 23,100. for regular "BB" or
long a' d short cartridges. We guara t«e tlivse • ifl to shoot as
strung and as accu> ate as any 33,100 CrtJib^r Klfie mad ; besides,

^

they are perfectly safe to handle, quick to operate, reli able in every
respect, and will bear incessant use without impairing their efBciency in the lea^t degree. The rear
sights are adjustable, and the barrel can be instantly removed trom the frame, making a handy arm
to carry in trunk, valise or package. Each Rifle ib tested before leaving our works, and is knocked
down as above stated, Hud neatly packed in a neat, strong bos. We also manufacture a full assort-
ment of Air Guns, suited to meet the tastes and wants of every one. The quality of our goods has
established them in all the principal markets of the world, and their superiority has induced the
U S. Navy to place them, with success, on their 'chool ships. Illustrated Price List sent on appli-
cation. Address H M QUACKENBTJSH, Manuf'r, Herliime.-, H. T., U « A. >'OTE—We stamp
our name on each. Gun we make. Send for Catalogue No. 33. Mention Forest and ^tbeam.

LTMAN ACGELERATIN6 SH0T6UN CARTRID8B
The " EXPERT " is charged with a

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which b-jrns progressively—the
only correct method of availing of the
power of powder in guns. Shot started
easily, with rapidly increasing velocity
and least recoil, and without stringing.
Perfect combustion, little smoke, harmless
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; no
flying, heated grains to exit barrel of gun.
Cakes made b> machinery; greatest uni-

formity of pattern and penetration No nitrates, decomposing, or changeable chemicals ! Detonating
impossible > Shotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

liYMAN CARTRIDGE CO., 9 Chambers Street, N. Y.
10, 19 »nd le-OanKes. J. P. DANNKVlltSKB, Helling Agent.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO,
Maniifactturers of and Dealers In

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
85 Grfcrmain Street, St. John, U B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

FISHIN6 TACKLE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
163 Sroad St., Providencei R. I.
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Agent fok B. C. IVIILAMS'
Celebrated

Keatucky Keels.

FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
CtES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMU'T^f'S. R''«>1RTTNG GOODS, Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

FISHERMAN'S ADTOffl&TIG BEEL.
When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his pleasure, with-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his hrother hunters
and anglt^rs to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered ''helper.'*

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First—It will wind up the line a hundred

tiine- as fast as any other reel in the world.
SECOND—It will wind up the line slowly if

tbe apgler chooses.
Third—No fiph can ever get sla ck line with it

Fourth—It will save more fish than any
01 her rael.
FIFO H—It will prevent tins, lines and snells

from beine broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

TnjpToV'^cl

This reel is manipulated
entirely oy the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, N.T.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO-

r I , ,
—

,—I

—

^
-^^

lA , , ,

MANUFACTUREES OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH CORK CELLULOID HAND aEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will noc blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if nob satisfactory
can be returnfrd. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. Foi- sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manuf <cturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Bend for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TAGKIiE.

CORNWALL & SWIOCK,
"THE OLD REMINaTOir QUIT STORE."

S81 <Sc SS3 Broadway, ISTew Yorli.
We inv^'te Dealers pnd Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANT.^GEOUSLY thev can

purr'>^asi Sporting Gnnd^, Qnr gtcx k covers the following lines in their /M7?est mricties: GUNS,
BIFEES, AMmm^^^ T«uolx.lo, BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail you
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

Book of the

Game Laws
LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

RELATING TO GAME AND GAME FISH.

If you live in Boston, or New York,

or Philadelphia, or Baltimore, or Chi-

cago, or St. Paul, or Duluth, or any

one of a hundred cities where there

are gun and fishing tackle stores,

you need not send to us for the

BOOK OF THE GAME LAWS; your

dealer has the latest (April) issue.

Price 50 gents. Buy of your dealer.

ForSportsmen
iJN^ TOURISTS

'MASTIFF
SMOKING
TOBACCO

IS TileBEST
PACKED 'N^TENT

CANVAS P0U6HES
-3- NEWYORK 179 WATER ST.-S-

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ill

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center seotion'i are quickly
^'hanged from a 3| to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 tob},^ or 8oz. witu
the No. 8. All changes are made
wiihout disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
inrrease the weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
rents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,
51 John Street,

NEW YORK.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
GILT OR SILVER.

Single Spoon' go a doz. Double Spoons $4 a doz.
Sample by mail 25c. and 35c.

P. S. GRAVES, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. Y.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
565i Atlantic St., Engmwood, Ills.

Trout Flias at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.
Send Ten Cents tor IiiUSIRATZD Catalogck.

WORMS!
For to-morrow's fishing? If not, will you be
obliged to go httnting for them with a lantern
to-night', or to dig over a ten-acre lot in useless
searcn for them? J>Jo i i

Paulsen's Worm Charmer
When spread over the ground will in a moment
produce them to the surface by the hundreds,
and save yon the abnve depcrihed laborious task.
The worms remain unimpaired in health and can
be stored in the usual way. Package with full
directions by mail, postpaid. 25 cents. Address

JULIUS M. PAULSEN, Troy, N. Y.
For sale hy all leading dealers in Sporting Goods.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
ork Intrusted to his oare as formerly.

PONNEMARAKENNELS.-FINE IBISH
\U setters. At stud—KEDKIVIfiR GLENCHO,
fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
S20. Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock. Testimonial says,
"Irish pup purchased of you, now Smos. old,
points and retrieves like old dog. It is naturalfor
tdvi to h.l}nl," R. H. BURR. Middletown, OoDii.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledeed by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of .53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dreri Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Champ. PlilNLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand voune d-^e is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although onlv
a little over three years old, is the winner of 27
first and special prizes, and sire of some i?ood
stock. Stud fee $50,00

LOTHARIO (18371).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Cb. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is tbe only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after bv St-
Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A pelect stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMHTG XEFIfELS. Melrose, Ma?5

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TEBBIEBS
m STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NORIE--GIADSTONE-SUE.
AT STUD, - - FEE $25.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. B Is puppies are not
excelled bv any. He is large size, hea'thy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfectlou of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels.
W. T. IBWIN, Kennel Manager CHtTLA, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Bough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. MooBB, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phlla., Pa.

Masriffs and Bloodliounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Cliamplon

Beaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of English. Bloodbounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastifl'pups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,
also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and erreat prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHKLL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

MASTIFFS AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex ch. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class. Crystal
Palace; first and challenge cup. South Hampfon,
Eng.; iirst Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadeyth and Elmet,
granddaughters of Beaufort and Orlando. Photos
25c. each. CHAS. E. BUKN, Peoria, TU.

Stud St. Bernard So^garth,
Rough-coated, imported, a heavy-boned, long-
bodied, 33in. dog, corabines tbe blood of cham-
pions Plinlimmon, Save and Bayard, admirably
adapted to mate with light-colored bitches. Also
Patrol, one of our best and largest smooths,
awarded 4th prize open. 3i prize novice class,
l«st N.Y. show. A litter of whelps, all registered,
sired bv Sogerarth. for sale reasonable. Address
JOHN KEEVAN,195 King street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—Avoca) . imported Irish setter at stud

.

A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee $30 Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY.

Pittsfield, Mass.

IN THE STUD —THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on ruflCed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L,
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street. Springfield, Mass. tf

AT STUD.—The imported white bull-terrier
dog Prince Bendigo, A.K.C.S.B. 20,497, win-

ner first Detroit and first Ontarl". 1890; second
Lynn and first Boston, 1891. Stud fee $15. For
p n-ticulars. address H. FRED CHURCH, care of
Church & Burt, Taunton, Mass.

IN THE STUD. — CHAJVIPION HECTOR,
smooth-coated St. Bernard. Fee $50. or the

second choice of the litter of a few approved
bitches. A. M. MURRAY, 138th street and North
River^^ew York.

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
GhampioiL Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcts. A
Unoited number of his puppies for sale. P. H,
OOOMBS, 1 Esobaose ^ock, S^^or, M&f

I
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An Adirondack Number.

T^HE Forest and Stream of June 18 will be an Adir-

ondack Number. It will be filled with papers

relating to the difi:erent phases of life in the North

Woods, and there will be such variety that all readers,

whether visitors to the region or not, will find something

to their tastes. Among the contents will be the fol-

lowing :

The Primeval Adirondacks.

An account of camp life and hunting in the Smith's

Lake country. By Raymond G. Hopper.

Two Weeks at Spruce Lake.

The experiences of four young fellows under tutelage

of a guide.

Paul Smith's in 1 890.

A racy picture of life as it is lived at this famous North

Woods hostlery. By Fannie B. Merrill.

The Blazed Trail.

A story of misadventure. By W. P. Anderson.

Three Weeks on the Raquette.

A detailed aocoun t of deer hounding. By Paul Pastnor

.

A Reminiscence of '66.

Deer hunting incidents recalled by an old hunting

poat. By "Senior."

THE PROSPECTS FOR THE FUR SEALS.

T^HE correspondence between the United States and
Great Britain has been published within the last few

days, and serves to give a notion of the present status of

this question. It appears from this correspondence that

there is a prospect that a close season may be ordered in

the Bering Sea for American and English subjects, except

that the North American Commercial Company—the

lessees of the islands—shall be permitted to take this year

7,500 so-called food skins, which it is claimed must be

taken to subsist the natives, and to reimburse the Com-
mercial Company for its outlay this year. A bill provid-

ing for a close season has been introduced in the British

Parliament.

If an agreement such as this had been reached three

months ago, and adequate preparations for its enforce-

ment had been mede, it would have received the approval

of most of those who desire the protection of the fur

seal. It is true that 7,500 male seals can ill be spared

from the small herds now at the "rookeries" on the

islands, and it is equally true that these seals are not

really needed for the support of the natives; neverthe-

less the concession of this number to the lessees might
well be made if the killing could be limited to that. As
matters stand, however, there is no reason to suppose

that the destruction of seal life will be so limited. In the

first place, the agreement between the two governments
is not yet made, and it may take sometime to arrange its

details and complete it. In the meantime the Commer-
cial Company has received permission to take 60,000 seals

this year and the season for killing has already opened at

the islands. If orders to limit the catch to 7,500 seals

were dispatched to day, they could hardly reach the

Pribylov Islands in time to limit the catch to that number.
In the second place the Bering Sea is now swarming

with pelagic sealers, who for weeks have been killing the

seals in great numbers, and of these pelagic sealers, those

who fly the British flag can hardly be warned to stop

their work of destruction except by British authority,

conveyed through a British man-of-war. Moreover, if

pelagic sealers should be found there in vessels which
have a German, or an Italian, or a Japanese register,

these cannot be interfered with.

It will be seen that any agreement which may be made
between the Governments of Great Britain and the United

States must fail of wholly accomplishing its object on
account of the lateness of the season. There has been

delay and shilly-shallying over unimportant legal ques-

tions on the part of both Governments, and these delays

can hardly fail to result in a slaughter of the seals, which
in view of their greatly diminished numbers is terrible to

contemplate. It is to be hoped that now the agreement
may be made without delay, and orders issued at once by
both Governments to stop the killing of the seals.

it. Send us some notes for publication under the fishing

resort heading in our angling columns.
There is another side and a brighter side of the picture.

The old resorts are one by one being taken from the
public, but intelligent public enterprise in stocking the
waters is constantly opening new opportunities. Michi-
gan anglers are catching trout to-day in streams where
ten years ago they would have found no reward, and
where there would be none now but for the work
of the Fish Commission. Pennsylvania rivers teem
with bass, the result of stocking. New York lakes and
brooks tell the same story. By the planting of landlocked
salmon New Hampshire is converting her lakes into gold
mines.

And so the record might be extended of State after

State, whose angling resources are constantly enlarging.

All this means that the extent of public fishing waters is

widening, and if the methods that have been proved
practicable are followed, who shall deny thatftn a few
years the problem which now appears so perplexing shall

not have been solved to the satisfaction of all.

SNAP SHOTS.
nPHE New York Herald opened the summer silly season
-- promptly on June 1 with a sensational report of

the killing by policemen of seven dogs on the previous

day, which it called the "First Day of the Mad Dog
Season." These seven animals, the Herald affirmed, were
"mad," but not a particle of evidence was given to sup-

port such a theory. One dog, described as a cross be-

tween a mastiff and a bloodhound, bit a child who tried

to play with it, while in spite of the owner's contention

that this was not an evidence of madness, the creature

was shot by a stupid policeman. Some years ago the

Herald made up out of whole cloth a mad dog scare, in-

terviewed a lot of fools for their views on hydrophobia,

printed hysterical letters from ignorant women, and
before abandoning its sensation actually caused the

death of numerous victims from fright. The indications

afforded by the Herald of last Monday are that metro-

politan journalistic enterprise will be turned to the same
field of activity this summer.

ANCLING RESORTS.

OUR angling columns this week contain mention of

many waters where the fisherman may hope to cast

his fly with profit. We repeat here a request often made
before, that those who have knowledge of resorts for

anglers will favor the readers of this journal with such

information as may be of practical aid to them. One
part of the Forest and Stream's usefulness—and we
consider it a very important one—is this constant supply

of information for the benefit of the growing hosts of

fishermen.

The tendency of the times is toward taking up and
reserving all the best and most accessible waters, and
shutting the public out. Hardly a week goes by that we
are not asked to take a hand in the organization of a club

to buy out somebody's reservation. The average holders

of wilderness tracts, who cannot realize upon their pos-

sessions in any other way, appear to think that there are

multitudes of fishermen and shooters eager to buy up
choice sections of the backwoods and at generous prices.

A comparatively small proportion of these fish and game
bonanzas are ever actually unloaded, but there is no
denying the fact that the most desirable tracts are rap-

idly passing into private control.

Under these conditions it is more difficult than ever

before for the individual, who has no affiliation with a

club, to find good shooting or fishing. We endeavor to

do our part toward his guidance by filling our columns
with such information as our friends may supply. If

you have a good thing, whose value to yourself is not

likely to be lessened by its sharing with others, tell us of

The Forest and Stream grizzly bear in the Central

Park menagerie, of this city, 'has developed pronounced
sweetness of disposition and an inordinate appetite for

peanuts. She thrusts a paw appealingly between the

bars of the pit, children place peanuts within the

tremendous claws, and she transfers them to her mouth,
the whole proceeding being marked by confidence and
fearlessness on the child's part and amiability and grati-

tude on that of the bear. The danger sign on the bars

above is a mockery, and the gentle creature belies the

horrtbilis of her name. It need not be added that this

journal takes a vast store of pleasure and pride in such a

well-behaved grizzly, for whose equal the Rockies might

be hunted over in vain.

A fisherman who always catches his bait minnows by

hook and line instead of by net asserts that the fish thus

taken are larger and longer lived than those which are

netted. In the rush for the bait, runs the theory, the big

and strong fellows get there first, and the weak little

chaps are crowded out; but on the other hand the big ones

escape the net and the little ones are caught. The hook-

ing does slight injury or none at all; and the fisherman

who hooks his minnows will thus have the most healthy,

vigorous and attractive bait.

At the meeting of the Fisheries Society at Washington
last week Capt. J. W. Collins, Chief the Division of Fish

and Fisheries, read a paper outlining the plan of the

exhibit in this department at the World's Fair in 1893.

The promise is that here for the first time the United

will adequately display its fishery resources. The full

text of Capt. Collins's paper will be printed in our angling

columns next week.

A brief mention in these columns the other day of a

proposed memorial of "Nessmuk" has elicited a number
of responses, and we shall shortly announce the nature

of the undertaking. Meanwhile we would be glad to

have the addresses of those who may be specially inter-

ested in the matter.

Aisr? subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest asd Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of that friend.
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"THALASSA! THALASSA!"
r\F1' TIMES, wben evening shadows fall^ And song of Ijirds is hushed in sleep,

The music sweet of other climes

Comes stealing softly through the pines;

And, muffled 'neath night's sable pall,

Chords from a mighty organ sweep;

As, in thp mountain torrent's roar,

I hear the waves beat on the shore.

Oh, music wrapped in mystery—
The deep Intoning of the seal

And oft, mid heat of summer day
1 sit beside the brook and dream.

Tbe golden clouds drift slowly by;

Lost are the bounds of earth and sky;

'J\Iid iieftcv sails the breezes play
And pearly crests on azure gleam.

Restless and restful, to and fro,

Sunlight and shadow come and go.

While with thought's white-winged argosy
I rest upon a far-off sea.

Oh, wafers blue! Oh, purpling shore!

Oh, winds that kiss the trembling foam!
Tbe light, the life, the love are thine;

The wrack and wreck alone are mine;
Yet still I dream of days of yore.

On glistening sands again I roam.
The endless throbbing of the tide.

O'er mountains high, 'cross valleys wide,

Through lapse of years, still comes to me—
Eternal, changeless, bounding sea!

In the Mountains oi? Utah. Shoshone.

gN THE NORTH SHORE—VI.

[Continue<l from Page 370.}

AFTER we had retired that evening a terrific rain
storm, accompanied by severe thunder and vivid

lightning, set in, and continued till morning. I slept
through it all, perfectly unconscious of the warring ele-

ments. Ned said it was the grandest storm he ever en-
countered in camp. Peal after peal and flash after flash
were continuous, while the rain came down as if the flood
gates of heaven were open. Everything was made as
bright as day, and as he looked on the lake, he saw a
schooner tempest-tossed, and a steamer breasting heavily
against the surging waves. The lightning grew more
luminous, while the frightful roar of the thunder was so
heavy as to fairly make the earth tremble. The dense
forest stood outlined in the vivid flashes so clear and dis-

tinct that leaf and limb were in plain view, while the very
ground seemed to be running rivers of water, all uniting
to produce an elemental strife that i)etrified him with
fear. For several hours we were enveloped in

"Such sheets of fire, such bursts of horrid thunder,
Such groans of roaring wind and rain,"

as flamed and roared in the storm that beat upon Lear.
Continuing his graphic description, Ned said, "I thought
of the Angel's Song in Goethe's 'Faust.'

"

"And storms with rival fury heaving.
From land to sea, from sea to land.

Still as they rave, a chain is weaving
Of deepest efficacy grand.

There burning desolation blazes,

Precursor of the thunder's way;
But, Lord, thy servants own with praisas

The milder movements of thy day."

little bag, and placing it on the seat by Joe, told him to
steer by that. He marked the four principal points of the
compass on the seat, and as he did so remarked that we
ought to have set the compass before the fog obliterated
the land ahead. This was something new to me in navi-
gation, but then I was a landlubber that knew nothing
about boxing the compass, or even "compass cards," and
was as much confused over such things as was Peter
Simple when Mr. Chucks was told to "bleed all the buoys."

I noticed, however, that Joe paid little attention to the
compass, because it had not been set soon enough, but
that he held the boat's head well in, determined not to

miss the opposite shore. The breeze was not only fresh-
ening quite rapidly but it was changing its course, which,
if it continiied so much longer, would give us a dead-
ahead wind. We went surging along, throwing the spray
on all sides, with an occasional sprinkle inside.
"I no like this," said Joe.
"Me too," said Ned.
Still we kept plunging ahead in a heavy sea that was

alive with whitecaps, when all at once the fog lifted and
the shore was visible. There was evidently a look of
hard weather ahead and it just then appeared as if we
would have to make a tack or two before we reached the
shore. Joe. who had been getting somewhat restless,

said we had better turn back and run into the west side
of Bachewanaung Bay.
Ned jumped at the suggestion saying, "I think so, too."

Joe being thus encoura.ged swung the boat around in the
tossing billows and away she went like a greyhound,
with the snowy froth curling from her prow. It was de-
lightful sailing now. We had the wiud at our heels and
were skimming o'er the surges with an oily smoothness:

"Merrily, merrily goes the bark
On a breeze from the northward free;

So shoots through the morning sky the lark.

Or the swan through the summer sea."

Just before we reached Bachewanaung Lighthouse we
wei*e again enveloped in a heavy fog, but Joe having a
perfect knowledge of the shore, rounded us into the bay
with the utmost precision. Again the fog lifted, thus
giving us an opportunity of making a landing at tbe most
lovely camping quarters, being a clear, glassy plain, and
free from those pestiferous insects that make life a per-
fect misery. We were greeted by a lot of mangy ours
that snuffed the provisions from afar. This compellrd
us to keep our eatables in an anchored boat, for so wolfish
are these dogs that in a short time they will gnaw through
a box or barrel. AVe drove them away a short distance,
and there they remained ever on the alert to pounce down
when a chance for food offered. On the Nepigon, at Dog
Town near the mouth, so ravenously hungry are the horde
of dogs there, that I have known them to steal meat as it

was being prepared in the skillet. These dogs would
doubtless do the same, and therefore we had to keep a
constant watch upon them. The boys got the tents
erected in a short time, and then prepared us an ample
meal.

I was delighted with this lovely spot, for it is from this
side of the bay its manifold charms appear. There are
no crags, no pinnacles, no ramparts of rocks, no moun-
tain frown nor savageness brought into tiontrast at any
point with the general serene beauty. It's the rapturous
reverse that is here exemplified. In the north of this
dreamland of the icy lake the purple hills gently come
upon you with shadowy impressiveness; rills and rivers,
with flash and gleam, purl through the winding vales;
islets and islands, in sweet repose, dot the surface in
jeweled splendor; while on every side, under the magnifi-
cence of an azure sky, the prospect is not only inviting,
but magnificent

—

"Ever pleasing, ever new.
When will the landscape tire the view? '

ness; but it was like pouring water on a duck's back, no
attention whatever being paid to it. Thin is a crying
evil that will soon depopulate the lake of the trout, unless
the higher authorities of that government call to account
the criminal negligence of their subordinates. Mr. Editor,
why not vigorously twist the fishing-tail of the British
Lion on this subject? Come, sharpen your pencil and
make the editorial page of your paper truly warlike.
The evening prospects for good weather on the morrow

were exceedingly flattering. Huge white clouds, that
wise men call cirri cumuli, swept grandly over the blue
sky, and gathered in masses as the sun went down. The
air was strong and full of aroma from the healthful
balsam, which surrounded us on all sides, and Ned,
feeling in musical tone, enlivened us with many a
delicious aria, while the half-breeds in their tents near
by sawed vigorously on their "fiddle," as if they had a
contract to untwist all the chains that tie the hidden soul
of harmony. Although Ned warbled sweetly, I knew a
conspiracy was hatching in his soul that would soon
manifest itself in a grand attack, and probable destruction
of that distracting instrument. He loved a concord of

sweet sounds, but that cat-gut ecraping was more than
he could endure. I tried to convince him that the boys
were simply interpreting the weird music of Wagner,
but it did not stop the revolutionary flame that was
gathering great force within him.
After the troublous times at Pancake Bay we enjoyed

that night a most delightful slumber and rosy dreams:

"Of joys perpetual in perpetual change!

Of stable pleasures on the tossing wavel
Eternal sunshine in the storms of life!"

The dawn gave us a sky of light, drifting clouds, ribbed
in gold and orange, and a breeze just right for trouting.

Breakfast over we took boat with only one of the boys,
John, leaving Joe to guard the provisions from the
stealthy raids of the hungry canines, and shoved ahead
for the lighthouse j)oint, .some two miles distant. The
sun was quite warm, and John, having the entire job of
rowing, and feeling the heat, proceeded leisurely along,
giving us a fine opportunity for observing the landtcape
under the crimson tints of the sun.

A few crows, which Ned took for blackbird?, were seen
sitting on the limbs of a recently fallen tree that hung
o'er the declivitous bank, while the ever-present seagull,
the scavenger of the lake, circled roui d and round the
stimmit of a great rock just ahead, and iln n again soared,
swaying his graceful wings, nnd uttn-ing at intervals
that peculiar cry, that in solitary haunts soxmds so in-

tensely mournful. A cabin in a beautiful grove, nestled
charmingly on the grassy bank, with the sunshine bright-
ening the foliage and dancing on the water that rippled
on its threshold. It was the home of a half-breed, who^e
prattling children were playing their prankd on toe rocky
beach, while the mother was tolling with her 1ousehold
cares. It was a pleasing picture of a simple life, but it

taught a lesson of contentment that you stldom see in

stately halls of pompous splendor.
The lighthouse, like a watchful sentinel, bathed in

rosy mist, came in view, and then a half mile along an
irregular shore of ragged rocks and low clitr--, that a lover
of nature would admire, and we are in i he desu ed trout-

ing waters. Uur rods were soon in play, sending the
feathery conceits around every rock, boulder and crevice
we thought harbored the finny Adonis; but it seemed
love's labor lost, for not a fin rippled the water in response.
We displayed all our skill and cunning to utvcigle the
radiant beauties. Fly after fly of the most perfect and
approved style were tried; still the waters remained un-
broken. When we had about desp ared of securing a
trout, John called our attention to a thunder cloud that
was assuming alarming proportions in thp west. He ad-
vised us, if we desired to reach camp with cb-y jackets,

that we had better head for it, and leave the u'ainlily

painted reveler of the aqueous realms to his statuefque
poise. The boat throwing no curl from her cutwater
under the manipulation of John, we each took an oar,

and thus doubly equipped, our speed was more than
doubled, and tlie Mackinac went gaily o'tr the crinkling
waves. Speculation was rife as to whether we would
reach our haven before the threatenci rain fell, and the
pool box showed up even on the re*ult. We stuck man-
fully to the oars till camp was reached, and then the
storm, so menacing, passed safely over, with a moan or
two of thunder and a few flashes of lightning. It broke
some miles to the east of us, as we could plainly see the
rain pouring down upon the distant hills. We tried om-
ehances with the brook beauties no more that day, but
sat around the quarters and idled the afternoon away in

crib and a grand attack on the pages of "Lorna Doone"
and Balzac's "Two Brothers."
The next day was also passed in restful luxury, as -we

had concluded to await the arrival of the steam tug
Annie Clarke, which is employed here in the fisheries,

and take tow on her to the Lizzard Island-'.

ALEX. STAKBUOK.

FROM NEW MEXICO.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A ranchman who lives in the foothills of the Sacra-

mento Mountains, about 70 miles west of this place, was
in town a few days ago and gave me some interesting tips

on game in his neighborhood. He reports antelope abun-
dant on the mesas between here and his ranch, and deer,

turkeys and quail by the hundred, everywhere in the
foothills. He says that he can kill a deer or a turkey
any day within two or three miles of his house. He also

reports some elk, bear and mountain lions, 10 to 20 miles
back from that place.

The Sacramentos are 8,000 to 10,000ft. high but are

open, grassy ridges, so that one can ride all over them.
There are scattered oak trees all over the range and the

acorns furnish good bait for deer, bears and turkej/s.

There are clear, cold springs everywhere, and plenty of

rich grass for horses, so that it is an ideal hunting
country.
Antelopes are still plentiful in this valley. Every one

who rides through it between here and Roswell, which i3

85 miles north, reports seeing nunterous herds. As a
general game country this valley and its environs takes

the cake. I am not a professional guide and have no axe
to grind, but if any of your readers wish to come here
next fall I will put tl^em on track of all the game they

want.
• H. A. Ladu.

Eddy, N. M., May 28.

There was much fear expressed by the boatmen at the
terrible storm, Joe declaring it the wildest and most
furious he ever witnessed.
"Me thought the lightning hit me sure," he said in con-

verse about it, and as for poor John, he covered his head
and trembled in fear, expecting every minute that a bolt
of lightning would incinerate him.
Ned couldn't understand how I could slumber amidst

all the tumult, and particularly the attacks of the bloody
sand-flies, which he said very nearly devoured him.
Hardly a wink of sleep had he, and so woe-begone did he
look that morning that I deeply sympathized with him.
"We must get out of here," he stated after breakfast, but 1

noticing there was such a gloom in the great volume of 5

black, jagged clouds, that were tumbling o'er each other,
we thought it best to wait a while and see if the prospect

(

would brighten. In the meantime we had the provisions
(

carried to the beach for immediate loading, and then we '

sat down on a log at the edge of the lake and watched the
(

weather as if our lives depended on it. It sprinkled a
'

little just after the last box had been brought down, and
then our hearts sank into our boots, and we sincerely
wished we had the provisions back where they were so
nicely sheltered.

"We are a pair of old fools," growled Ned.
"I protest, there is only one."
"Oh! I beg pardon, the other is a crank,"
"Demonstrate the difference between a fool and a

crank."
"One never knows when he is well off, and the other

never can tell."

I acknowledged Ned's masterly ability by elevating my
beaver, being satisfied after that solution that he had the
head of a diplomat, and troubled him no more with enig-
mas.
The sprinkle soon ceased, and being somewhat despe-

rate we waited for no further elemental developments,
and ordered the provisions aboard and the tents taken
down. Joe said the weather looked "dirty" and we had
better wait, but there was no wait in us, and we insisted on
departing at once, and for a land where the sand fly pes-
ters not, and where the atmosphere is pure and fragrant.
We had had enough of the jungle and its malaria, and
would repose on the flinty surface rather than again camp
amid such disagreeable surroundings.
We finally got off about 9 o'clock, with a good quar-

terly wind, that made the water sing a racing chorus at
the bow. It was six miles across the bay, and four be-
yond that to our destination, and if the breeze held we
would make it in two hours, if not less. Two miles had
been made, when a heavy fog came rushing dovra upon
^s, I^ed now took l;is compass fron^ its receptacle, th^

In the afternoon the boatmen put the camp in good
order, mended sails and gathered balsam, while Ned,
who had been aching for a good wash, cleaned up with
the Ivory soap, put on a change of linen, lit a cigar and
then sat down with me to a game of cribbage, in which
he got on the wrong side of the score.
My change of raiment I postponed to the morrow, being

satisfied that there was not time enough for me that
afternoon in which to eclipse our now dandified Ned, who
looked royal in his purple and fine linen. Being in the
irnmediate vicinity of the fishing station we paid it a
visit and there made the acquaintance of Mr. Ganley,
the head of the establishment. He gave us a peep into a
fish car, where reposed on icy beds some magnificent
specimens of brook trout, These, we presume, were
either caught in gill nets or purchased from the half-
breeds, who this season receive eighteen cents per pound
for them. This very liberal price here induces nearly
every Indian and half-breed anywhere within ten or
fifteen miles of a fishing station to make a steady busi-
ness during the season of capturing and disposing of
these finny beauties at the above figtxres. They observe
no law in their capture, their sole object being: possession.
When they can't entice them to their baited hooks or
lures they use the spear, the "villainous jigging process,"
"gang hooks" and gill nets. The latter they set in the
immediate vicinity of the shore rocks or on the reefs
and then with a long pole go pounding over the bottom
in hopes of driving them into the meshes. They capture
immense numbers this way. I was informed that a ship-
ment of 3,000lbs. was made at one time from one of these
fisheries this season; and I presume that this was only a
small portion of what then went to the Chicago market.
This wholesale and illegal slaughter is rapidly depleting
the waters of the North Shore of these lovely and de-
licious game fish, and even in my two years' experience
OH this shore I have noticed not only the depletion, but
the reduction in size. It is not the matured savage alone
who engages in this cruel warfare, but every boy that
can paddle a canoe is out every day craftily stealing over
the rocky grounds with peering eyes, and on seeing a
trout poised in the clear waters down goes his hook,
and up comes the struggling fontinalis.
The Fish Commissioner at the Canadian "Soo" has had

his attention time and again called to the illegal capture
and traffic in these fish, but he gives no heed whatever to
it. The Indian and half-breed make no attempt at conceal-
ment, though well knowing the law on the subject, but
pursue their market-hunting tactics with unblushing ef-

frontery. Ned, on one of his trips a few years ago to the
North Shore, secured one of these giU nets and took it to
tjie Fish Comnjisgioner as evidence of the nefarious busi-
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ON THE TEETH OF FISHES
AS A G-UIDE TO THEIR FOOD HABITS.

BY r>E. JAMES A. HENSHALL.
fteatl at the meeting of the American Fisheries Society, at Wash-

ton, D. O., May »7, 1801.

THE food of fishes is either vegetable or animal, as in
the case of all other vertebrates. When vegetable

it, of course, consists of alga', while the animal food may
be batrachians, fishes, crustaceans, mollusks, insects and
their larvae, etc.

A fish's diet may be restricted t® but one of these
various articles, or it may go through the entire bill of
fare like a Christian; but the general character of the
food of a fish toay usually be determined by the structure
and position of its teeth, so that an examination of the
teeth of a fish will indicate whether it is herbivorous, car-
nivorous or omnivorous.
The teeth of most fishes, when they exist in the mouth,

may be in patches or bands of equal teeth and may be
either villiform or brush-like, setiform or bristle-like,

cardiform or card-like, rasp-like, or they may be of un-
equal size and sharp and conical, compressed or lancet-
shaped, or blunt, broad or truncated, molar-like, canine,
incisors, etc. The teeth may be situated on the Jaws,
vomer, palatines, pterygoids, tongue and gill-arclies, or
the mouth may be entirely toothless, and the teeth con-
fined to the pharyngeal bones of the throat, or they may
exist in the oesophagus or gullet.

Fishes with unequal, sharp, conical or canine teeth are
piscivorous and feed upon small fishes which they swal-
low whole; and those with lancet-shaped teeth, while
also piecivorous, cut or lacerate their prey before swal-
lowing it. Fishes with pavements of molar-like teeth
feed upon crustaceans and mollusks, while those Avith
toothless jaws are herbivorous, or if carnivorous, feed
upon minute animal organisms, and are in no sense^ pis-
civorous.
Beginning with the toothless fishes, that is, with no

teeth in the mouth, are the minnows (Cyprinidm), and
suckers {Catostoi)ddce)\ they are both herbivorous and
carnivorous. All of the minnows with intestines several
times larger than their bodies feed principally upon
vegetable matter, and the others upon insects and their
larvffi and minute crustaceans (Entdmostraca). Minnows
have a few very small pharyngeal teeth, with or without
grindiug surfaces. Those having teeth with grinding
surfaces are herbivorous, and those without these masti-
catory surfaces are carnivorous. The pharyngeal teeth
of the suckers are larger and more numerous than in the
minnows, and may be sharp or more or less truncated.
They feed upon vegetable matter and micro-organisms
extracted from the mud, and some of them on thin-shelled,
minute mollusks.
The larger toothless fishes, as the sturgeons, whiteflsh,

mullet, etc., feed upon minute animal organisms, mostly
crustaceans. Some of the large toothless fishes, as the
ehovel-nosed sturgeon, paddle-fish and sawfish, have the
snout prolonged into organs for stirring up the mud or
sand of the bottom in order to obtain the small animal
forms upon which they feed. The paddle-fish has the gill-

rakers developed into a beautiful straining apparatus for
securing these minute creatures. The saw of- the saw-
fish is not used, as has been frequently asserted, as a
weapon for disabling its prey for food, though it is used
as a weapon of defense. Its use in jorocuring food is by
stirring up the mud or sand of the bottom, and its food,
as Ln the case of the paddle-fish and shovel-nosed sturgeon,
is composed of small forms. I have frequently observed
schools of half-grown sawfishes feeding in shallow water
by raking the bottom with their saws, which are well
fitted for this purpose. Their food seemed to be princi-
pally small crustaceans and mollusks.

Fishes with small, feeble, sub-equal teeth, as the her-
rings {Clupeidai), anchovies {Engraididoi), silversides
(Atherinidce), etc., as we might imagine feed upon minute
or microscopic invertebrate forms, mostly crustaceans,
which exist in countless myriads in fresh and salt water.

Fishes with bands or patches of villiform or brash-like
teeth, as the sunfishes {Centrarchidai), catfislies (Siluridce),
strij)ed basses {Labracinoi), etc., feed principally on crus-
taceans, as crasvfish, crabs, shrimps, etc., insects and
occasionally small fishes. The black bass is not, as popu-
larly supposed, a piscivorous fish—indeed, not so much so
as the brook trout, which has stronger, sharper, and more
unequal teeth. The principal food of the black bass is

crawfish, as the shrimp, squid and crab is of the striped
bass, though neither fish will object to a minnow, if it

can catch it, when hungry. The minnow is a good bait
for the black bass, as the menhaden is for the striped
bass, but it must not be surmised from this fact that they
are piscivorous in their habits.
A minnow on a hook is in a disabled condition and

cannot escape, and most fishes will take it under these
conditions, whereas if it was free it would easily get
away. Fishes have been found in the stomach of stur-
geons, but that is no indication that it is piscivorous,
which it could not be vrith its toothless jaws and sucker-
like mouth entirely below the projecting snout; but find-
ing a disabled or dead fish on the bottom, it swallows it.

So, whenever the black bass, striped bass, white perch,
or the catfishes, or any fish with brush-like teeth finds a
disabled fish of suitable size, on a hook or otherwise, it is

taken in. I have demonstrated this fact time and again
by dropping a hook baited with a minnow in the midst of
a school of similar fishes, when it would be singled out
and seized by a larger fish which had failed to notice
those that were free.

I cannot refrain from saying, in this connection, that
the black bass has been greatly misrepresented and un-
justly maligned and grossly abused as a piscivorous fish,
and often by those who ought to have known better. It
has been accused of depopulating rivers of young shad
that have been planted in them, while the striped bass
of the same waters have escaped such imputation. It has
been charged with the destruction of brook trout in cer-
tain waters, while the catfishes have not had a word raised
against them. But happily the charges have been proven
false, and the black basslhas been acknowledged to be not
BO black as it has been painted. I lately saw a statement
in public print from the superintendent of a fish hatchery
that the pike-perch {Stizostedion viireum) was not so
voracious or destructive to other fish as the black bass or
zaasQalonge! Comment is unnecessary,

I found this prejudice existing in England, and the op-
position to the introduction of the black bass into British
waters was very pronounced. Mr, Marston, of the Lon-
don Fishing Gazette, informed mei that the prejudice had
been imbibed from American writers and anglers, who,
in order to convince British anglers of the fine game
qualities of the black bass had unwittingly overdone the
matter and conveyed the impression that it was a more
voracious and piscivorous fish than their pike! I wish to
say right here that the reason of the failure to stock cer-
tain waters in England successfully with black bass is

that said waters were not suitable for the small-mouthed
bass—the kind experimented with. If the large-mouthed
species had been introduced I have no doubt but it would
have done well. It is eminently fitted for the sluggish

,

grassy broads of England, and would not be so destruc-
tive to other fishes as their perch, not to mention their
pike. We have in America thousands of small lakes,
many of them without inlet or outlet, where the black
bass has existed from time immemorial with the pike,
pickerel, perch, sunfishes, suckers, ciscoes, and even
brook trout without detriment to either of these species

—

indeed, if any species suffers it is always the black bass.

The piscivorous fishes which swallow their jirey whole
are those with cardiform teeth, as the pickerel, or with
sharp or conical teeth, as the dogfish {Amia calva) of
fresh watei-s, or with canine teeth, as the mascalonge,
barracuda, pike-perch, snappers, weakfish, etc. A.11

fishes with unequal, sharp, conical or canine teeth may
with certainty be pronounced entirely piecivorous in
their habits, feeding principally or entirely upon small
or young fishes or which are small enough to be swal-
lowed whole. Sometimes, however, their eyes prove to
be larger than their stomachs and they perish in the at-
temp to swallow a fish many sizes too large for their
capacity.

Fishes with lancet-shaped teeth, as the kingftsh, mack-
erel and Spanish mackerel, or with strong compressed
teeth, as the bluefish, are entirely piscivorous, but bite,

cut or lacerate their prey before swallowing it. The
teeth of such fishes are miniature shark teeth and they
are equally as destructive to their smaller congeners.
Fishes with prolonged or produced jaws, armed with

strong, sharp, unequal teeth, as the marine and fresh-
water garfishes, morays, etc., are also wholly piscivor-
ous.

Fishes with incisor teeth, as the sheep^head, pinfish
{L. rhomboides), Fcup, etc., have also molar-like teeth,
and feed on crabs, shrimp or mollusks, and are not at all

piscivorous. By the aid of its humau-like incisors the
sheepshead can readily remove barnacles and other mol-
lusks from rocks, timbers, etc., and crush them with its

powerful molars.
The drumfish (P. chromis), and the fresh-water drum

(A. grunniens), have villiform teeth on the jaws, but a
strong pavement of rounded teeth in the throat for crush-
ing the shells of mollusks, which is their principal food

—

though as might be judged from their villiform teeth,
they occasionally swallow small fishes and crustaceans.
Thus, by observing the character and position of the

teeth of fishes we have a sure and certain indication of
the character of their food, that is, of their principal and
natural food. Of course there will be exceptions, but
they only prove the rule. A herbivorous fish will occasion-
ally swallow animal food, while carnivorous fish will
sometimes swallow vegetable matter. A fish that lives
mostly on crustaceans, may consume twenty-five per cent,
of fishes, and vice versa. They should be ^jud^ed, how-
ever, by what they feed on mostly and habitually, when
situated so that they can exercise their choice in the
matter, for change of environment may involve a change
of diet. The horse and dog may take kindly to sweet-
meats, occasionally, but the one returns to his oats and
the other to its vomit, notwithstanding, and it would be
foolish to magnify their vagaries into comfirmed habits.

Does the Possum "Sull"?—Some time ago the editor
of the Forest and Stream asked about the word "suH"
as applied to the action of the possum. From this it is

clear that he was not "raised" in the South. Every boy
that hunts possum with the darkies knows that they
will "sull." The word is doubtless formed from the
adjective sullen. It is quite possible that some darky
originated it. But to be honest, I did not before know it

was not in Webster's dictionary. What else is one to
say? If a possum doesn't sull, what does he do? That
reminds me that "Lotor" says the naturalists have dis-
covered that this action is not voluntary, but that the
animal is simply paralyzed with fear. I wonder if those
naturalists ever saw him look out of the coi'ner of one
eye to see if the coast was clear for a scamper. I hardly
think the theory will '-wash," Why doesn't the Chicago
Possum Club take up these weighty questions anyhow,
and settle them once for all?

—

Aztec.

Live Foxes.—Ogdensburg, JST. Y., May 30.—I inclose
the following clipping from the Ogdensburg Journal,
May 9. It shows that Mrs. Reynard is a good provider:
"Hon. D. Magone for some time past has been missing
some of his fancy-bred fowls from his farm near this
city, and Friday Messrs. John Ashwood and iSTapoleon
Baker went out with a hound to investigate into the
cause. The hound took the scent and led the hunters to
the hole of a fox, When they neared the hole a large
she fox emerged and was brought down by a shot by Mr.
Baker. They then dug into the nest and found feathers,
a Rouen duck partially eaten, a mink skin and other
evidences of depredations. Eight young foxes were
captured and Mr. Ashwood now has them in his posses-
sion." The young foxes are quite lively; the males in-
clined to be vicious, but the females quite gentle. Does
anybody want them? If so they can write to Mr. Baker,
who is quite a fox hunter.

—

New Gun.

A White-Winged English Sparrow.—Kendallsville,
Ind., May 27.—While shooting some English sparrows
to-day I shot one with perfectly white wings. I saw one
a year ago like this one, but could not secure it. The
one that I shot to-day was a female and the other a male.
Have any of your readers secured any like these?—L. a!

Tame Crow.—Sandusky, O., May 87.—I notice in the
last issue of Forest and Stream about Mr. Nielsen's pet
crow killing sparrows. Mr. Nielson tells me thac the
same pet crow sometimes follows him to the depot and
always finds the way home,—A. H. D,

km^ ^ag mtd 0m(.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of the
Oame Laws.

A FATHER'S JOY.
A FAE.1MER lived in the long ago,

I can't say .iust how long;

He had three sons who were his pride—
They all were stout and strong.

He wished to see their cTaaracter

Well formed without a blot,

But his ambit ion was to make
Each boy an expert shot.

His barn, just half a mile from home,
He visited one day,

And in it saw a staring owl.

Then made quick haste away,

To tell his sons what he had seen
On high up in the shed,

And that, with rifle charged with ball,

The owl they would strike dead.

Obedient to their sire's command.
On to the barn they went,

And with unerring aim a hall

Into the owl's brain sent.

Exultant, with the bird of night
In hand, to bless their sire;

One loolting back.in terror cried,

The barn is all afire!"

Back to the barn the trio ran
To quench th' incipient flame;

Their efforts were of no avail.

The barn to ashes came.

Sadly went the boys to tell

The ruin they had wrought
By firing of that little gun
Their father's pride had bought.

The father looked as they drew near;

Upon his brow a scowl:

"I fear those boys won't 'mount to much,
Eer they ain't got the owl."

And ere inquiry he could make,
One boy in anguish dire

Cried out„"Don't whip as, papa dear,
We sot the barn afire!"

"The barn burnt down? iWhy how you talk;

Well, that is pretty bad;

But that you missed the owl to me's
A matter much more sad."

"Nay, father, as the fellow sat

A-winkin' overhead,

I took dead aim and dowu he came.
Shot through and through the liead."

"Well done, my boy!" the father cried.

As joy beamed in his eye;

"The barn is burnt, but that is nought—
You hit the owl, don't cry." N. D. Elting.

INDIANS AND WILDFOWL.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice that there seems to be considerable speculation
among sportsmen as to the cause of the rapidly decreas-
ing flight of water fowl. They are, indeed, becoming
very scarce, as compared to former years, and I fear that
even were the shooting of them entirely prohibited in the
United States it would only defer their extinction for a
time.

i learn from different half-breeds, who have been in the
far North, some to Slave Lake and beyond, that the dif-
ferent tribes in that northern region, the great breeding
ground for water fowl, now depend upon them in great
measure for their subsistence. As soon as these birds
arrive in the spring the natives resort to all sorts of means
to entrap them. They also gather vast quantities of eggs.
When the moulting season comes on, and the young
birds are nearly ready to fly, the great catch of the season
takes place. Each family then gathers ducks and geese
by the hundreds and dry them for winter use; and,
indeed, it is about the only food they have. While moose,
caribou and the wood bison were still plenty they had no
use for water fowl, of course; but now that the game has
become scarce they have to live upon that, as many of
the tribes receive little or no aid. from the Canadian
Grovernment. I am told that in the summer of 1889 great
fires destroyed the marsh grass where the water fowl
breed, and as a restdt the Indians got very few of them,
many persons dying the ensuing winter from starvation.
From this it seems that in spite of all game laws we may
enact for their preservation, the water fowl will soon have
gone the way of the buffalo. J. W. Sohultz.
PiBGAN, Montana.

For an Emergency on Bears.—Kentucky, May 28.

In Forest and Stream of May 81, Mr. S. H. Greene says:
"It is true that I was armed with the best Parker and plenty
of shells loaded with duck shot, but some way I found my-
self wishing that he knew that I was only j ust a plain duck
hunter, and neither looking nor loaded for bar." Perhaps
Mr. Greene and others would like to know (if they do not
already know) how a duck load can be, in almost an instant,
''loaded for bar." With a penknife cut the shell nearly
or quite off between the two top wads which are between
the powder and shot. The forced load gives a greater
penetration than a chambered solid ball will give. As a
test, I had some shells loaded with 3|dr. powder, l^oz.
No, lU shot, one card board and two felt wads on powder
and stiff card board on shot. I cut one of the shells as
described above, and knocked a round hole through an
inch and a half walnut plank door at 120yds. Quite a
desirable "load for bar." I do not advocate the use of the
cut shells except in cases of necessity, although I do not
think it injurious to even full-choked guns. The part of
the shell that is cutoff carries the shot all together, which
are held in by the wads in each end, as far as the gun
will shoot,— L. Yates.
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COOT SHOOTING IN IPSWICH BAY.

OUR camp at Annisquam Point, a narrow strip of land
running out into Ipswich Bay, is within 20yds. of

where we keep our boats, and everything necessary for
our gunning expeditions during the months of October
and November.
The point being within easy distance of our place of

business it is convenient to slip down tliere at night quite
frequently, and provided we do not oversleep, 3 o'clock
next morning finds us in our boats; B.nd with half an
hour's rowing we are out on the bay, our decoys set,

gTins laid handy, loaded with 1-Joz. of No. 3 shot and a
couple of hundred more shells in our gunning box, for
the coots may come solid, and we intend to be ready for
them. Here is a pair coming now! But they sheer oE
and set their wings to the next fellow's decoys. Out
shoots a 'stream of fire and down comes coot No. 1—per-
haps! Intent upon watching this operation we did not
see the single one light near our decoys; but now we see
him and he gets a charge of shot and is under water at
the flash! Up he comes again and is moving off, but a
straightaway shot stops him for good. He is taken in,

and now business begins in earnest, for we find that this
is their feeding ground, and they are coming right and
left, singles, threes, fours and dozens!
Now then, look out for that black line coming in from

sea. They don't appear to notice the decoys, but they
see the boat and up they rise and over our heads, all scat-
tered. We let them pass a little, for the best we can do
now is to take one with each barrel, and down they tum-
ble, spat! spat! One is on his back, but the other is only
winged and so under water like a flash.

We pick up the dead one and hurry back to our decoys.
By this time it is bang! bang! bang! all around us, for
they are coming fast. Here are a dozen white wings fly-

ing straight along the shore. We keep down close, all

ready for them, but they are coming by too far off; no,
they see the decoys, turn half round and with wings set
come over the decoys with a rush.
The first barrel knocks out four, but we see we have

missed with the next. No! he is hit, he falters, sets his
wings and faUs dead. But now we have something to
attend to nearer the boat. Two of our coots have their
heads up and are considering whether to dive or try to
fly, but a couple of charges of No. 8 across their necks
settles the question; and so it goes on for an hour or two,
when the cream of the fun in over, although we could
have a shot now and then all day.
We count up and find we have taken 31. It is now 11

o'clock, time to go ashore and get dinner, and maybe we
are not as hungry as bears.
Now these coots, although perhaps not as good eating

as pie, are never by any means in danger of "going beg-
ging," when properly cooked, especially if set before a
gunner just in from a morning's shooting.
What do we do with our coots? Never mind that! We

have had some capital sport, and after counting up, well,
we confess that about "settles it!" We furnish a tiptop
wild game dinner to a few friends, perhaps sell half a
dozen at 50 cents a pair and are satisfied. Later in the
season we get now and then a redhead or black duck,
with a few brant and geese. L. A. Wass.
GtouCESTEB, Mass.

A QUAIL SHOOT IN WEST TEXAS.

ON Tuesday, Nov. 11, 1890, Rev. Dr. H., of Dallas,
Tex., Ed Harris, Bob Maloue and the writer crawled

into a double-seated hack drawn by two fine roadsters,
and pulling the dogs in after us we sped away for Cedar
Mountain, fifteen good miles south of Abilene for a two
days' quail shoot.

Our hunting ground did not lie among the so-called
mountains, which are only low hills rising abruptly from
the dead level of the prairie, but in that peculiar strip of
low scrubby brush that follows these hills within from a
mile to a mile and a half paralleling them for hundreds
of miles, called by the Texas folk "shineries." If you
never saw a shinery let me describe one. It is a sandy
ridge of varying height running parallel with all these
West Texas mountains and covered with a little shrub of
the oak family and growing to the height of your shins.
This tiny oak grows "as thick as the hair on a dog's
back'' all over this sandy ridge and matures its acorn as
well as its tall and stately giant brothers. Skirting these
dwarf thickets are thickets of a sterner sort, thickets of
the chapparal, cat-claw and prickly ash, called by the
cowboys "tear blanket." In and around these shineries
Bob White has his habitat, and they are here by the
thousands. The shooting is not of the easiest, as
frequently the tops of the chapparal and prickly ash inter-
fere.

Arriving at the shinery at 10 o'clock, we decided to test

the ground before lunching, Kate O'Moore II. , the red
Irish setter bitch owned by the writer; Zeke, a young
pointer, the property of Ed; Fred, a wild, untutored de-
scendant of the famous old Meteor, and the property of
Bob, and ©arnefc, a dropper, borrowed for the occasion
for the use of the eminent D. D. from Dallas, were the
dependence in the way of dogs. We were busy disen-
gaging the team from the hack when we were excited by
hearing two or three quail (Bob Whites) calling in as
many different directions.

We were soon among them, and the dogs were point-
ing on all sides. Several hits and several misses, and we
are on into the shinery proper. Another covey is pointed

,

and as they rise eight sharp, ringing roars from the guns,
and right out from a clump of chapparal bushes not fifty

yards away, and in a line with the firing from the guns,
a frightened and wild-looking citizen rushes toward us,
crying, "My God, men. what does this mean? Don't yer
see my house thar? Wliat ai'e you shooting right into
the hind eend of my kitchen fur?"

Sure enough there, not forty yards away but completely
hidden from view hj the brush, was a shanty literally

teeming with tow-headed children, crying and begging
"mammy" to not let them be killed. Of course, we
regretted the scare, but no one would ever look for a
human habitation in such a jungle. On examination we
found some twenty-seven or twenty-eight No. 8 pellets

stuck into the clap-bcard sides of the shanty. This sur-
prise somewhat "rattled" every man in the'party for the
next half hour, and on returning to the hack at 3:80
o'clock we found that all told we had bagged only seven-
teen Bob Wliites.

Our sport from then tUl night was superb, and when

we drove up to a farmhouse at sunset our sum total was
sixty-three birds.

A magnificent feast of quail, a string of good yarns
around the hospitable hearth of our host, a splendid bed,
with an early and royal breakfast like the supper of the
evening before, and bidding our kind entertainer and his
pleasant family good-bye, we are, by a,n hour after sun-
rise, popping away at the birds again. Our first covey
was found within loOyds, of tbe house, and we were
hardly ever so long as half an hour without quail to
shoot at.

At 3:30 P. M, the eminent D.D. had enough and begged
that a discontinuance be granted, and piling into the
hack we rolled out for Abilene, 18 miles away, a cold
"norther" blowing, and every one in the party perfectly
satisfied with every detail of the hunt, except the many
unaccountable misses, wbich were about equally dis-

tributed among the party, except tlsat "yecorresi3ondent"
had as many birds as the other three altogether, and the
joke on the whole party—130 birds all told constituted the
bag. Deo volente, I will say something of the larger game
of west Texas in my next. This is a sportsman's paradise,
and any brother sportsman desiring a few weeks' rest and
recreation can find it by coming to Abilene and stopping
with the writer, whose latch-string hangs on the outside.
Come and let us show our hospitality. Can give you as
many shots at quail or antelope as you may d?sire.

Texas. Wabac Ward.

"Six Years Under Maike G-ahe Laws."—A paper by
Miss Hardy, relating to the Graves case, has been received
too late for this issue, and will be given next week.

'^m dtfd ^iv^t fishing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the Booli of
the Game Laws.

ON THE WISCONSIN BRUl£
ON the shores of Lake Superior the winter's mantle of

snow is not withdrawn until spring is far advanced.
It does not wholly disappear in the latter days of April,
but lingers in great gray patches in the secluded i>laces
among the woods, beside whose margins the beautiful
pink blossoms of the trailing arbutus are found coddling
like baby faces against the blanched cheeks of grandpa.
It is very charming then to watch and woo the tender
advances of nature's sweet beneficence; and if the true
lover of rustic features will but seat himself quietly beside
some broad and placid river flowing lakeward," whose
surface reflects the mottled sky and over-arching tree-

tops, he will be sure to discover something more than the
splash of a leaping trout, of which there are myriads in
all the Wisconsin streams. He will observe, hearand en-
joy, forsooth, themes and sensations wbich are vouchsafed
at no other time or elsewhere. Already in this vernal
month of April the listening ear detects a whisper of
music in the softened air, accented by random bird notes
and the peep of hylas: but only the wood nymph or
dusky son of the forest can determine whether it be the
whisper of the pines, the muflied tinkling of cowbeUs, or
the premonitory tuning of the Brule harp. Possibly it

may be all three, but certain it is that the full melody of
the harp is never heard until the 1st of May. Then its

chords are all in sweet attune. They peal forth through
the forest aisles with mellifluent eloquence. They wake
the sx)irit of old Winneboujou, the titular divinity of the
river, They call out the entii'e Ojibwa remnant which
still lingers around the traditional haunts of their fore-
fathers—old men, young men, and comely maidens, all

together. They rouse up the mighty Mudje'kewis immor-
talized by Longfellow. Even Gitchie-Gumee, the great
Manitou who holds the winds of Lake Superior, hears the
dulcet strains with favor. All men or persons who have
had the good fortune, by invitation or election, to listen

to its cadences, never weary of extolling their soothing
and restful effects. Tired lawyers, overworked mer-
chants, worn-out doctors, professional journalists, and
literary ladies from many a Western city, yea, the good
Bishop of Minnesota himself, all join in the spontaneous
acclaim ; for do they not all go forth to the river at the
summons of the harp in the blooming spring? Moreover,
there are published chronicles, prepared by the cunning
craft of the archivist of the AVinneboujou Club, which
can be jjroduced in attestation thereof, and if other
vouchers be demanded, there is the harp itself.

The Brule River is a virgin stream of ample width and
volume, with many changeful moods. Its bright waters
have never yet been choked by intruding logs, except in
the lower part, and the amber pebbles which shine on the
bottom reflect without interruption the joyous ripple of
the surface above. It winds, widens, meanders and
splashes, with occasional impetuous spm-ts, for a distance
of sixty miles, through a waste of sombre pines which
have scarcely been scored by. the swamper's axe. Some-
times it spreads out into lakes a quarter of a mile wide,
and anon lengthens into reaches a half-mile long. One
of these lakes incloses the island camp established by
Frank Bowman, of St, Louis, a dozen years ago or more,
at that time the only white man's habitation on the liver.

At the headwaters, where the watershed separates the
feeders of the St. Croix, there are pretty falls. No way-
side paths follow the margin except where the deer have
beaten runways, and there are no settlers' cabins or clear-
ings south of the Northern Paciflc Railway crossing,
except those which belong to the three clubs above, or to
their Indian guides and attendants. These camps have
only been located within the past four years. Above
them there is open sesame to the canoe alone.
From the little sylvan station of Bnile, half hidden

among the towering pines, there is a good wagon trail

through the woods for about four miles, and when the
visitor comes to the end of it, there is an oj)ening and a
vista, and lo! the siDarkling river sweeping with majestic
curve, and the bright red villa camp of the Winneboujou
Club in full view by the water side, with its breezy flag
waving a welcome, and broad verandahs inviting rest and
refreshment. Close by are servants' quarters and an ice

house, while just within the edge of the forest one Indian
wigwam sivee an aboriginal cast to the surroundings.
Under the bluff! is a landing, with a jackstaff , and a dozen
green-painted Adirondack boats drawn up in line with
their noses pointed inshore, looking for all the world like

a row of alligators asleep in a bayou. A rustic bridge
crosses the stream at the tail of a pool a few rods further
down, where there is a rapid fairly alive with 6in. trout
at this season of the year; and just on the opposite side a
trio of pliant birch trees bend to the water's edge to whis-
per confidentially where the biggest baskets can be caught
in the shortest time by those who are not adepts. ButWin-
neboujou's foster children, who are acquainted with his
"medicine," can pick out 3Ib. trout aci libitum in advan-
tageous places where big boulders in mid-channel divide
the streamy waters, or projecting points of land inter-
cept and turn the current; and the credulous may readily
conceive that the acme of sport is truly attained when
the angler is permitted to fish from a boat controlled by
an expert hand holding hard when there is business to
attend to, and dropping down cautiously to points of
vantage when occasion requires. With a dry boat and
ample provender for the noon hour, contentment well
may sit at ease upon the prow, with radiant face up-
turned toward paradise. Woodehucks may chatter as
you pass and fretful porcupines fling their bristles from
the bank, but the trout will never fail to come to a well-
presented hook. On the Brule there is no such word as
fail.

I have heard fabulous stories of myriads of trout hav-
ing been taken from the Brule in early days by guests
of the Island Camp; of hundreds of fish buried in" ignoble
graves when Winnebago was asleep, because they could
not be eaten or otherwise disposed of. Bowman himself
used to boast that he had caught 1,400 in a day, which
would be at the rate of two a minute for eleven hours
fishing, a feat almost as despicable as it is incredible. I
do not know that his untimely death was ever charged
as retribution for this offense, but it has been iterated
under breath that Winneboujou never fails to make ex-
emplary reprisal for abuse of even the humblest of those
who wear his mottled livery. Certain it is that he has
prohibited fishing in the river this year, or in any of its

tributaries, except during the month of August, and it

is even intimated that he may attempt to close it

altogether eventually. But of this there is small proba-
bility, for he is a professional angler himself, of whom it

is officially stated that he was the inventor of the "dusky-
miller," the "loyal-knight" and other captivating flies, of
which no successful imitations have yet been made.
Naturally this inhibition of the river was a painful

surprise to the habitues of Winneboujou Camp; so that
when the harp rang out at 7:30 A. M. of the opening day
to wake the slumberers it had a mournful twang.
Breakfast was ushered in with a bad grace, barring the
Bishop's presence; and when the plan of campaign came
thereafter to be discussed and all the lawyers and coun-
sellors and prime ministers of the party put their heads
together to decide whether to forswear their allegiance
to Winneboujou or to invoke the evil spirit of Skittewa-
boo, who is always hanging on the outskirts of Bad River
Reservation, the camp was divided against itself, one-
half going up the river to the watershed and over into
the St. Croix, and the other remaining to warm the
hearth and make their "medicine." Thereupon a miracle
happened of marvelous import. All the trout in the
Brule were incontinently transformed into suckers and
perch; and the most potent eye-opener which Jim, the
colored steward, could compound, was unable to make
visible any other kind of fish. Whether this was the
magic of the good Winneboujou or of the evil-minded
Skittewaboo, could not be ascertained. It has now be-
come an interesting question whether the stream can be
restored to its original occupants, tbe trout, by the com-
ing August, at which time it has l>een rumoi-ed that ex-
Secretary Vilas, of Madison, and Col. J. H. Knight, the
lumber baron of Ashland, will invite the entire Wiscon-
sin Legislature to their Brule Camp for a trout supper,
with the stipulation, however, that none of them shall
fish. These two gentlemen have a new and pretentious
camp on a bend of the river a half mile above the
Winneboujou. Between the two is the Gitchie-Gumee
Camp of Milwaukee. Both are conspicuous to the brig-

ades of boats and canoes which are constantly passing
up and down when the Brule harp is in full attune and
the colors are flying from the masthead at headquarter?.
The Brule region is full of game. There are swales

and muskegs which harbor deer in large numbers, as
well as bears, and there is a large variety of rodents and
fur animals wbich range along the creeks and bottoms
and burrow into the sandy soil of the pine country. Of
these there are stuffed specimens at the Winneboujou
camp, including some fine antlered heads of deer, and
full forms of lynx, badger, fox, mink, otter, martin,
ermine, squirrel, porcupine, woodchuck, fisher and skunk,
all shot in the immediate vicinity. Indeed, the whole
northern part of Wisconsin, excepting along the Lake
Superior shore, is a dense timbered wilderness. Moose
are not uncommon, and moose meat and venison ai-e

always abundant. Lakes and streams are distributed
throughout, some of them stocked with great mascalonge,
pickerel, bass and pike, and others with lake and brook
trout.

The Lake Shore & Western Railroad in eastern Wiscon-
sin, leads into the most remarkable collection of masca-
longe waters known anywhere, of which the Gogebic,
Eagle and Tomahawk are already famous. The Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha traverses the western
and central parts of the State, with termini at Superior
City and Ashland, and undoubtedly reaches a greater
number of choice fishing grounds than any other road in
Wisconsin, Once I went out with a party of oificials in
the pay car and spent a week on the road

,
taking my

portable Osgood canvas canoe, which we put into any
number of strange and familiar waters with eminent
success and surfeit of sport, I know of no other method
of fishing which is so independent and charming.
The whole upper tier of counties swarms with fish.

Gordon, White Birch, Drummond, and scores of other
places offer golden opportunities to tbe angler. At Ash-
land we find in June and July the famous "rock-fishing,"

so called, where an expert can pick up great 41b. speckled
trout as they cruise along the fronts of the pictured
rocks and in and out of the caves and crevices opened by
the work of the waves, and among the crags and boulders
which have become detached from the face of the cliffs

and dropped down from the heights. This is an experi-
ence never enjoyed by most anglers, and is well worth
the trial. The best bait "is the minnow, but flies are some-
times attractive if handled properly. There is no better

hotel anywhere than the "Chequamegor," on Gitchie-

Gumee Bay, and no more charming attraotiona than the
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Apostle Islands, the old French Mission at La Pointe, the
Indian Mission at Odonah, the Bad River Reservation, the
extensive Zion Mines, and the accessible fisbing waters
•within an hour's ride in all directions. June is pre-emi-
nently the angler's month, and I am happy to be able to
point out the way and the place to anxious inquirers. Bat
I would not at present speak again of the Brule Harp.

Charles Hallock.

MAINE WATERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Fishing in the Maine lakes, from having been actually

poor since the moving of the ice, is just beginning to be
good. On Saturday, May 30, trout had .fust begun to
come up to the fly, at Upper Dam, Richardson Lake, and
the same was true of the upper lakes. But up to that
time the weather had been unusually cold, with the
season backward. It will doubtless surprise many of the
readers of the Forest and Stream farther south to
know that on that day the birches had just begun to be
fairly green, while the maples on the hillsides were
scarcely out of the red. On the mornings of May 2i and
26 there was ice in the bottoms of the boats of those who
sought to catch the early fish at the Rangeieya. Ice
formed nearly ^in. in thickness at Camp Stewart and
Birch Lodge, Such weather was not particularly favor-
able for fishing for trout. Speaking of Birch Lodge, it

may not be inappropriate to say that His Excellency,
Gov, Russell, of Massachusetts, was at that beautiful
camp on the cold days in question, the guest of Messrs.
Bayard and John Thayer, the owners of the Lodge. Mr.
John Thayer is a member of the Governor's staff. The
Governor went a-flshing with the rest of the boys, and
caught as many as any of them. One day was spent at
B Pond with good success. The Governor is accredited
with an 81bs. trout. The other members of the Birch
Lodge party were John Simpkins, F. Peabody, Jr., and
Dr. Haven, all of Boston, On the return of the party
from B Pond, on the little steamer, the lodge was illu-
minated with red and blue fire and Chinese lanterns,
with salutes from camps adjoining. The Governor
thoroughly enjoys the sport of trout fishing, and is as
genial as a boy.
One of the best little parties of the season, at Richard-

son Lake, has been that of Mr. Eugene E, Pakridge, vice-
president of the North American Insurance Co., of 59
Kilby street, Boston, with his friends, Mr, and Mrs, B, G.
Ackerman, of Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr. Ackerman is also of
the insurance guild, and is of the firm of Ackerman,
Deyo & Hillard, of 41 and 43 Pine street, New York. It
was truly a pleasure to meet these genial people, and it

is also certain that friends will vouch for their kindness,
when considering how their trout were distributed on
Monday and Tuesday, Mrs, Ackerman was high line,
having caught a landlocked salmon, after the fish had
once escaped from the rod of her husband. These three
people are getting to be "old-timers" at the Upper Dam,
having been there several years in succession, and being
fully persuaded that they shall be there again next
year. Mr. Pakridge'a only mishap was the loss of his
lunch basket on one of his trips out fishing. It went on
a lai-k up to Camp Stewart, and just how it got back to
the Upper Dam was somewhat of a mystery, till the fact
came out they were really among friends, though some
way into the wilds of Maine. That basket went do\vn by
a fellow fisherman, just as every lost basket will be sure
to go, if the owner only takes the precaution to put his
name to it, Mr. Pakridge's trout are not generally
weighed—"estimated" is more practical. In this con-
nection he has a conundrum that is original: Why is a
trout not like a man? Give it up! Well, the man weighs
more when he is dressed, and the trout does not.
Lately the salmon fishing has been better at Bangor,

F. W, Ayer has landed a i57-pound fish, and others have
been doing well, ten having been landed in one day. At
Weld Pond the fishing has also been good, one boat hav-
ing taken twenty landlocked salmon in a single day.
Trout fishing at Swan Lake, six miles from Belfast, Me.,
has been excellent of late. It seems that Fish Commis-
sioner Stanley was the first to discover this fishing, he
having trolled there recently with such success in taking
large trout as to surprise "the oldest inhabitant." He
took two 4 pounders, .The pretty little steamer, the
Wawa, owned by S. Betton, T. McKane and Mr, Boree,
of Richardson Lake, was burned to the water's edge on
Thursday night last at the South Arm. The hull imme-
diately sunk in deep water. Mr. L. Dana Chapman, with
Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, of Boston, has had his usual
good luck at The Narrows, Richardson Lake, this sea-
son. He is just out of the woods with three trout weigh-
ing 4i, 5i and Slbs.—really about the beat record of the
season, up to the present wi'iting.

His Honor Mayor Matthews, of Boston, also goes a- fish-
ing. He goes by special invitation of Dr. Heber Bishop,
of the Megantic Club, to the preserve of that club. He
went equipped with a fine split bamboo rod. The list of
the party is: His Honor Mayor Matthews, G. W, Dilling-
ham and Alfred Hopcroft, of New York; W. H. Helsten,
of New Milford, Conn.; Wm. A. Brewer, of Plainfield'
N. J, ; Dr, M. A. Morris, Dr. C. W, Stevens, M, F. Stevens,
Charlestown; Frank Hopewell, O. F. Kendall, Dr. Heber
Bishop, Dr. E. W. Branigan, P. H. Powers, of Boston; E,
S. Sparrow, of Somerville; Francis B. Green, L. L, Holmes,
of New Bedford; W. H. Burns, of Worcester; Geo. Dutfy,
of Maiden. Special.

Michigan Trout.—Tawas City, Mich., May 28.—We
do not usually brag of this piece of the woods, but a
note from the Au Sable Ti7nes of May 27, written from
Killmaster, is worth reproducing. The writer says: "By
a recent issue of your spicy little paper I see your fish
reporter from the banks of Silver Creek has been getting
in his first story relative to the SJlh. trout caught in that
Stream. This was a pretty good trout for Silver Creek.
But I write to tell you of a speckled troiit caught in our
pond on Saturday by Miss Cora Anthony that weighed,
two hours after being taken out of the water, exactly
4|lbs. and it is estimated that there were taken out that
day by all comers fully 350 trout of all legitimate sizes.
Our stream was planted four years ago, the same as Sil-
ver Creek, and when one thinks of a 4lb. trout the growth
has been most phenomena.!. We are stocking every
stream in this county, which has the proper conditions,
and hope to make Alcona the banner trout county in
Michigan." We started to plant trout fry hereabouts 4
years ago, furnished by the Michigan Fiah CommisBion,
and you see the result.—N. 0. H,

WHERE TO GO FISHING.

Our A^igling Readers who have knowledge of fishing

waters where there is room for more fishermen, will win the

gratitude of the guild by sending to the Forest AND Stream
just such notes as these which follow.

1.—Newfound Lake, N. H.

THIS beautiful expanse of water, seven miles in length
and three miles wide, is located in the towns of

Bristol, Hebron and Bridgewater, N. H. It is easily
accessible, Bristol, two miles from the foot of the lake,
being reached by the Bristol branch of the Northern
New Hampshire railroad, now leased and operated by
the Boston & Maine railroad. Keaching Bristol in the
P, M. a stage drive of nine miles, nearly all of it along
the shore of the lake, brings one to the Grove Hill Farm,
situated at the head of the lake. Mr. John W. Sanborn,
the owner (address Hebron, N. H.), will meet any parties
at Bristol, if he is notified in season. It was the pleasure
of the writer to pass two weeks, just ended, at the Grove
Hill Farm, while in pursuit of the finny monster of New-
found Lake, and he cannot say too much in its praise.
The prices for board, guides and boats are reasonable, the
fare of the best, and Mr. Sanborn and his excellent wife
will do all in their power to make your stay pleasant and
your catch of fish large. The house stands on a bluii at
the head of the lake, and the view from the piazza takes
in the whole lake, with the rugged mountains on the
opposite shore. Mr. Sanborn owns a small steamboat
with which he will take the fishermen and their boats to
any part of the lake. All the fishermen, and they num-
ber about fifty, who have stopped at Mr. Sanborn's the
present season, will concur fully with me in my opinion
as here exoressed.
The fishing season opens on the lake as soon as the ice

leaves, this year the 21st of April, It was the bad fortune
of the writer to be ill at that time, and he was a week
late in reaching the lake. During his stay of two weeks
he succeeded in landing ten fish, three landlocked salmon,
weighing respectively 9-J-, and olbs.: and seven trout
weighing respectively I4'i, 14, 12^, 10^, 9^, 8i and 8lbs.
These fish were all taken at the head of the lake, almost
within gunshot of Mr. Sanborn's.

I desire to call the attention of the readers of Forest
A^D Stream to \his lake, as furnishing the largest fish on
an average of any lake in New England, and the ease and
facility with which it can be reached (only three hours
by rail from Boston) should bring it to the front as one of
the best fishing resorts, and should induce more anglers
to try their luck in its clear and icy waters. The State
has provided at an expense of $1,000 a hatchery, and
about one million fry were hatched out this year and put
into the lake. My friend, Col. E. B. Hodge, our genial
and efficient Fish Commissioner, is to be heartily congratu-
lated on the success of his efforts in stocking the lake
with landlocked salmon. Any fisherman who has taken
one of these gamy tish and "witnessed his frantic and
angry struggles, first clearing the water with a mighty
spring, then with a tremendous dash running out 30, yes
50ft. of line from the reel, then into the air again with
the water di-ipping from his gleaming sides, and with
another terrible break for liberty he makes the reel sing
for another 50ft. of line, and this course pursued till his
spirit is wholly broken and fife nearly extinct—any fisher-
man who has taken one of these gallant fish from the
waters of this magnificent lake will be anxious to revisit
the scene of his victory—and I claim for Newfound Lake,
that as a fishing resort, taking into consideration the size
of its fish, it has no equal in New England.
For any further information about this lake and its

fishing I would refer any of your readers to that veteran
angler George H, Fowler, Esq., of Bristol, N. H., who
took from this lake last season 76 fish averaging over Olbs.
each. He is thoroughly familiar with the lake and will
gladly answer any inquiries. Try Newfound Lake, my
friends, and I do not think you will be disappointed, I
was not. P. L.
Orfohd, JSr. H., May 25.

II.—Round Mountain Lake, Me.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It will doubtless be good news to many of your readers
to learn that Edgar Smith, the famous guide and proprie-
tor of the camps at Round Mountain Lake, Maine, is still

the possessor of the two feet which were almost de-
spaired of after his encounter with the horse car in
Boston last winter, and that he has been able to superin-
tend the repairs and improvements on his buckboard
road from Eustis to the lake in person, and gone in
for the season. His father, Kennedy Smith, whose
genial face and profound knowledge of woodcraft is

so well known to the older devotees of the rod and gun,
has been in Boston the last week and declares that the
prospect for early trouting in the old Alder Stream Pond
(now Round Mountain Lake) was never so good as this
season, the snow water from the surrounding mountains
being nearly exhausted, and the "speckled beauties" out
gunning for their early spring medicine. He proposes to
make a great effort this season to explore the bottom of
this famous lake, and if possible land a few of the 20-
pounders which old Sylvester Fuller used to grow fat on,
long before the tide of pleasure seekers turned thither.
Business was very good with Edgar last season, and as
every one came out without regrets the prospects for this
season are extremely promising. All who enjoy landing
fib. fish with a fly-rod should not fail to visit this beauti-
ful spot and take a few, enjoying what to a real sports-
man is a pleasure, fishing where the trout is so plentiful
that all he can catch will never be missed,
Edgar Smith's P. O. address is Eustis, Maine, and he is

as prompt in answering correspondents as he is at the
breakfast table. Geo. H. Bahney.

A note from Kennedy Smith, dated May 30, says: "The
trout are now just beginning to bite sharp, and parties
who are now in camp are having good sport. Mr. J.
Goodrich, of Connecticut, who was here twice last year,
arrived the 8th. Although he is 84 years of age he en-
joys catching trout as well as any of the boys. His first

eaten was 16 trout in 15 minutes. Quite a number of
parties are expected to arrive the first week in June,
Early fishing is always good,"

in.—Quimby Pond, Me.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On Wednesday, May 15, at Quimby Pond, which is

about ten miles from the Mountain View House, Range-
ley Lake, Me., Ed, Shumway, of Boston, and W, L.
Mercer, S, R. Ellis, J. H. Davis and Chas. E. Pierce, of
Cambridge, Mass., took 162 trout on the fly in about
three hours; the sizes ran from i to IJlbs. This is said
to be the only pond in Maine in which the trout rise to
the fly as soon as the ice goes out. There was plenty of
snow on the banks of the pond. Jap,

IV.—A Day at Pico.

Nestled among the grim sentinels of the Green Moun-
tain range are to be found many ponds and lakes possess-
ing rare beauty and genuine attractions. In a rocky
glen at the base of Killington Peak, some ten miles from
the enterprising town of Rutland, lies one of nature's
rare jewels, known indeed to but few yet, nevertheless
appreciated by all who may have been so fortunate as to
have cast a fly upon its mirrored surface.
An article by "Von W." in the issue of April 30,

brought vividly to my memory the trip to Pico, its at-
tractions, environments and the circumstances which led
me to visit this natural trout pond.
When passing from Rutland across the Green Mountain

Range through Mendon and Sherburne to Bridgewater,
one is constantly impressed with the wild, unbroken
stretch of primeval forest which, save at rare intervals,
has yet escaped the ax of the lumberman. At Sherburne
one first crosses the Ottaquechee River, its headwaters
being upon the eastern slope in that town, thus it was
that, while crossing this section of the State early in May,
the remark of a fellow passenger caused me to make in-
quiry concerning the attractions afforded to the angler in
this and adjoining towns.
The result of our conversation established between us

a bond of fellowship, for I learned that for many years he
had taken the speckled beauties from these streams and
ponds, and, "best of them all," said he "is old Pico."
This to me was a new name, unfamiliar to but few, as

I have since learned, and curious to learn more of the
facts I at last engaged my eompagnon de voyage to ac-
company me to the pond in question on the following
week, Thursday.
True to my inclination the day set apart for the sport

found me at "mine host's" cottage, about three miles
from the Pond, as he persisted in calling it, and after a
hearty meal, long ere the sun lit the peaks of the highest
mountains around us, we set out "across lots," Wilson,
the guide, with one eye skyward eagerly observing every
token of a day favorable to our sport, and filling my ear
with extraordinary yarns of the fishing days gone by.
After about an hour we reached the height of land im-

mediately adjoining the waters we were in search of, and
as Wilson pointed proudly down into the valley at our
feet and remarked, "There is the best trout pond in New
England," a remark which I took with a degree of incre-
dulity, making proper allowance for his pride in a favor-
ite resort, I beheld a beautiful lakelet almost completely
surrounded by the virgin forest of spruce, hemlock and
fir. A smart breeze ruffled its surface, and the guidei's
face was wreathed in smiles as I gazed at the sight in
admiration and wonder; fori will venture to state that no
less than one hundred elegant "breaks" were made within
my range of vision in as many seconds.
Descending to the rocky shores, 'neath a stately fir we

found the skiff of a neighbor, that Wilson had secured
for the day, and after carefully getting in casting shape
we pushed out into the lake. What had been a half hour
before a strong, steady breeze, just suited in fact to cast-
ing, was now but an occasional flawy gust of wind, which
seemed to bode ill to our success; hxit while I was getting
impatient, Wilson was forecasting a fine day's sport, and,
indeed, true to his prediction, so it proved.
With the rising sun came a fine breeze, and when a few

moments later a beauty seized my fly with the character-
istic determination of the brook trout, I could but feel
that here was a nook unchronicled in the sportsman's
atlas. No other species of fish are found iri the clear
cold water of Pico. Fed by three mountain brooks,
transparent and beautiful, it lies there among those moun-
tains a gem, uncut but rare.

The result of our day's casting was 181bs. of brook trout
as handsome as ever rose to fly. Upon the sandy bottom
at the inlet of these brooks were scores and scores of the
"handsomest fish that swim," varying in size from ^ to
l^lbs., while the brooks themselves teem with finny in-
habitants.

This for the headwaters of the Ottaquechee, of which
as yet but little is known. Nodouot the old Green Moun-
tain State contains many such spots, equally as tempting
to the followers of Walton, but for complete satisfaction
I think this day's sport was fully as gratifying as any ever
spent on lake or stream. Byron.

FOR "FOREST AND STREAM" READERS.
WE have secured, for the private information of the

readers of Forest and Stream, knowledge of a
number of streams and lakes easily accessible from this
city, where we believe that good fishing for trout and
black bass may be had. The information, much of
which comes from private sources, we are not at liberty
to print, but we shall be glad to furnish it without charge
to any reader of Forest and Stream who will apply
for it, either personally or by letter.

Protector Carr.—The Ithaca, N. Y., Journal, com-
menting on the work of State Game Protector Carr, says:
"Mr. Carr, in a manner reputed to be fearless and con-
scientious, is industriously putting the scourge of the law
to offenders big or little, rich or poor, influential or friend-
less, in his territory. Although a Republican appointee
under a Democratic governor, the most strenuous advo-
cates for his retention when his removal was sought were
found among the uncompromising, hardshell Bourbon
Democrats of this city. The present laws are onerous.
Protector Carr is executing them relentlessly. He will
either succeed in making them so obnoxious 'as to bring
about their modification or repeal; or they will stand ap-
proved and fish and game once more abound."

A Constant Reader.
When I fail to take the Fobbst And Sibeam you may know

that I have banded la my oheok?.—J. G. 8,
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A THREE WEEKS' OUTING.
WHEN a eportsman sends an account of his trip to

your valued paper he is so enamored of the iish or
game he has taken that he forgets numberless things
that would be of interest and profit to your readers, who
are likewise sportsmen. Now, as I go hunting and fish-

ing with my husband, I will, for novelty's sake, give
your patrons a woman's view of things seen and done
during the last three weeks of August, 1890.

Tip the Hudson by night and over the New York Cen-
tral by day brought us to Niagara in time to get a night
view of the upper rapids and falls. The next morning
gave us ample time so revive all former recollections of
this grand scene. During the afternoon we went over to
Toronto and took the boat down the St. Lawrence. The
early morning found us at the beginning of the Thousand
Islands, and the brilliant day showed them to the great-
est advantage. We intended to stop over at Alexandria
Bay for the fishing, but learned on inquiry there was
little or no fishing either there or at Clayton. Either
the sewage or the multitude of steam launches or some-
thing else kept the fish lower down the river. The
novel experiences of the plunges down the various
rapids were greatly enjoyed. There is no other place short
of the Danube where a similar experience can be had.
At Ogdensbm'gh my liusband caught sixteen bass weigh-
ing from 1 to 21bs. each in three hours. Axiother man by
trolling caught six muscalonge, averaging 5Ibs. each, in
the same time, and the middle of August, we were told,

is not as good as later, frosty nights having as invigorat-
ing an effect on the appetites of fish as of people.
A few interesting days were passed in Montreal—

essentially an American city—where che boodle alder-
men and errant bank cashiers have given the citizens the
idea that Americans ai-e made of money, and have taught
them to charge those from the States about thirty-three
per cent, more than Canadians. One of the boodlers—
the reputed stakeholder—^built, and still owns, a fine

block of houses in a fashionable street, vieing in archi-
tectural beauty and solid construction with the many
fine residences of the wealthy.
We took a night boat down the liver to Quebec. Its

beautiful situation, toboggan slide streets, its forts, battle

fields, and monuments, and the Montmorency Falls

were all visited and greatly enjoyed. The caleche gives
oddity and the British oflicer gives color to the scene.
The very small scarlet cap stuck on the side of his head
helps the caleche in the effect produced. Quebec, Wash-
ington and St. Augustine, are said to be the three cities

of America worth a journey to see. We did not enjoy
so fully its high-priced first-class hotel, which in New
York would have been a poor second-class.
Lured by the highly colored pictures and glowing

advertisements of the large trout of Lake Edward, and
the ouinanisch of Lake St. John and the Grand Discharge,
my husband made particular inquiries about them. A
man at the hotel who claimed to be just down from Lake
St. John said: "I am no fisherman, and I had no suitable

tackle or flies, but I went down on the wharf, a lew steps

from the hotel the other morning, and caught fifteen

ouininiscb, weighing from 3 to 51bs. each, in a half hour
or so." This was the place we had been looking for, and
we took the train for Lake Edward next morning.
We reached there about 2 o'clock, passing on the way

through a region extending for 20 or 30 miles formed of

a network of streams, that were said to be alive with
trout and ouinanisch, but every part of it is controlled by
some club. We found the hotel at Lake Edward to be a
plain, even rough, wooden building, with no conveniences
whatever for ladies. It was poorly kept and not at all

clean. There was ouinanisch, but no trout, on the table,

which rather surprised us, as there are no ouinanisch in

Lake Edward, the advertisements said nothing but trout.

After dinner my husband found there were no guides to

be had and no fishing except at the foot of the lake, 13

miles distant, and then with bait only. Being a fair

hand at casting a fly he detests bait-fishing. To get to

the fishing ground it would be necessary to charter a
steam launch. He drew the line at the launch and wasted
the afternoon in catching chubs not far from the hotel.

The next morning he found a man familiar with the

lake and under his guidance fished for two miles the
likeliest lookmg places, but did not obtain a rise or see

the slightest evidence of fish. Disgusted with Lake Ed-
ward, and with the Munchausen stories told of its fish,

we took the afternoon train for Roberval, on Lake St.

John, where five-f)0und ouinanisch could be caught from
the dock, a few yards from the hotel.

W^e arrived an hour before dark. The hotel is beauti-

fully situated and fairly well managed. The broad
lake stretches out like an ocean before it, with no
land visible on the opposite side. With a strong wind
blowing it is very much like an ocean. On inquiry we
found that there was no fishing nearer than the Grand
Discharge—twelve miles distant—and there never was
any exrcept in the spring when the ice was breaking up.

Then large firsh could be caught from the wharf with
bait. This was a grievous disappointment, and if my
husband had not been a very temperate man in speech,

the advertisers of Lake St. John fishing would have been
forcibly and graphically characterized. Later in the

evening we learned that small trout could be caught in a
brook that entered the lake five miles distant. He en-

gaged a guide for next morning, anticii)ating a pleasant

canoe trip if we got no fish.

At breakfast time next morning a team came to the

door with a long wagon and a birch canoe on it, and be-

hind another team and buckboard. On inquiry we found
they were to take Madame and Mo'siem- to the brook.

The fishing was not down the lake, but five miles inland.

There was some more suppressed indignation at the de-

ception, and then the procession started. An hour's drive

brought us to a magnificent brook, almost a river—with
falls and deep holes and fallen trees lying in it, running
now through meadows and again through woods, an ideal

place for fish. If in Maine or the Adirondacks it would
have been swarming with big trout. After faithful fish-

ing for several miles, using a great variety of the most
approved flies, fifteen small trout were the result, the

largest a half-pound; and we were told that we were very
successful, none larger ever being caught. Another
visitor went to a more distant brook and caught one. Dis-

gust don't express the state of mind in which we walked
home, to meet the teams coming for us at the edge of the

village. Holding a mass meeting in our room, after din-

ner, we unanimously voted Canadian advertising a delu-

sion and s> snare, and Lake St. John a big fraud,

A quiet Sunday renewed somewhat our enthusiasm.
And on Monday morning we determined to go to the
Grand Discharge. In Canada the ordinary man don't
seem to be able to tell the whole truth. There seems to
be always some reserve that inures to his profit. The
hotel bill was 50 cents a day more than the advertised
charges. The passage to the Grand Discharge was $1.
When we got there the steamboat anchored in the middle
of the rushing stream, and 25 cents each was charged to
take us ashore, which could be done only in a canoe.
The best fishing was said to be two miles distant at a
camp. Once settled in the camp, things were pleasant
enough—for a camp. Of course everything was very
primitive. The scenery was grand. The water rushed
by like Niagara below the falls or the rapids of the St.

Lawrence. And the volume of it was immense. The
charges were $2 per day for each pei-son and the canoe-
men charged $2 each. Two were necessary for each
fisherman, owing to the vei-y rapid current; so it costs a
fisherman $6 per day. The ouinanisch seemed abundant.
Their fijis could be seen as they rolled over porpoise-
fashion wherever the foam gathered in patches; but they
were not eager for the fly. The average catch is six a day
to each rod, and the largest caught last summer, accord-
ing to the record of the camp, was S^lbs. The average is

1 to 21 bs. The water was covered with a small fly similar
to the Beaverkill, with which they gorged themselves,
and so were indifferent to the artificial ones.
The Saguenay is the outlet of Lake St. John, and the

Grand Discharge is the beginning of it. The distance to
Chicoutimi, the head of navigation, is given as 42 miles,
36 of which are rapids. Some of it very rapid, and there
are several miles in which no boat could live. We de-
termined to make the descent to Chicoutimi in a birch
canoe. We had two very skillful habitans. The actual
time in making the descent was five and a quarter hours,
not counting a carry of four miles. The scenery is grand,
and the whole effect thrilUng, at times the rush almost
takes your breath away. Boating in the Adirondacks is

tame and flat compared to it, yet with careful men it is

not at all dangerous. The birch is a very safe boat, as the
passenger sits in the bottom, and it is so light it can be
propelled wherever there is a heavy dew. The charge is

fifteen dollars, and the expenses of the carry, for the
rapids. The last six miles—which seem more like
twelve—are made in a carriage, and cost six dollars ad-
ditional. From Chicoutimi there is a daily steamer to
Quebec, taking about eighteen hours.
We returned home by the Adirondacks; coming by

small.boat from the Upper Saranac to the Eaquette. and
thence by steamer to Blue Mountain, and then by stage,
rail and river to our city home.
Eeviewing the trip after six months have passed, and

its small vexations have been forgottesi, we conclude
that pleasure costs more to the square foot in Canada
than in the States; Americans are charged from twenty-
five to thirty-three per cent, more than Canadians at
hotels, and we suspect the same in the stores. About
Lake St. John everything is very dear. This is due no
doubt to the Hudson's Bay Fur Co., which formerly had
the only store in this region—everything was paid for in
barter—and as they charged very high for the goods,
farm products were rated high also, and when money
came in with the railroad—three or four years ago—the
same price was charged in cash that the article was
reckoned to be worth in barter.

Fishing is poor, all the good streams are controlled by
clubs. In brooks not connected with deep waters, the
fish are probably killed by the long continued and ex-
treme eold. The small streams are frozen solid for three
or four months of the year. Any one going to Lake
Edward or Lake St. John expecting good sport, except at
the time of the breaking up of the ice, will be disap-
pointed. At the Grand Discharge there are ouinanisch
to be caught all summer, but not in any great numbers,
the average for the summer being 8 to lOlbs. to the rod
per day at an expense of six dollars, without counting
the cost of getting there. It would require much enthu-
siasm, or a long purse, to enjoy this for any considerable
time.
While at Lake St. John we visited the Hudson's Bay

Fur Company's station. They employ the Cree and
Montagnais Indians, tribes formerly numerous and pow-
erfvil. At the time of our visit they were getting ready
to depart on their annual trip to Hudson's Bay. They
seemed very poor, being clothed in the cheapest kind of
clothing, lodged in miserable tents, with in many cases
the ground for a floor, and then- food consisted of thick
cakes baked on the top of the stoves, one of which was in

each tent. We saw no meat or vegetables; nevertheless
they seemed strong and healthy, and their families were
large. The company furnishes them in advance with
groceries, traps, arms and ammunition—whatever will

aid them in hunting and sustain them while doing it.

They leave in August and September and return during
the following May and June. The returns of the winter
of 1889-90 were tliirteen and a half tons of pelts, varying
from the most costly to the most common furs, all of
which were shipped to London, The poor fellows that get
them probably find very little to their credit when their

accounts are settled. C. S. W.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As suggested, I have carefully read the communication

you referred to me with the remark, "What have you to

say to that?" The communication is a series of charges
against the authorities of the Quebec and Lake St. Johns
railroad, the hotel keepers, the guides, and above all does
it convey dark inuendoes against all fishermen who have
told big or little stories of the fishing in Lakes Edward
and St. John. I don't know why you pitched on me
specially as the party responsible. Am I to be the scape-
goat for aU the big stories of Lake Edward fishing,

simply because I have fished there and made some state-

ments in regard to it? I do not remember what I said of

it, but whatever it was I will stick to it, no true fisher-

man ever falls a fish.

On my first trip to Lake Edward I hired a boat and a
guide to row me to the best fishing grounds, and I tried

first the fly, then bait, then trolling with feathered sj)oon,

with the result of one solitary trout weighing about 21b8.

caught trolling, I returned to the hotel at night dis-

gusted, packed my belongings, and took the first train

home; but I was so charmed with the lake itself and the
beautiful scenery that I deteroiined to try it again later

in the season. This time I hired a boat and went pros-

pecting by myeelf ,
having learned that my guide on the

former occasion played upon my verdancy and did not
expend his muscle in taking me where he should. He
pulled me do\vn the lake about five miles when he should
have taken me ten. In the course of a few days' pros-
pecting I discovered grounds where I had splendid suc-
cess, and thereafter had no cause for complaint.
My experience on my first trip was, as I say, very

similar to that of your complaining correspondent, and
had I not made my second trip I should liave held similar
opinion. I found, as did "C. S, W,," that there was no
good fiy-fishing in the deep waters of the lake, but I
could and did get a good many small trout by casting
along shore in the shallower waters. To get satisfactory
fiy-fishing it was necessary to go to the outlet or dis-
charge, called the Jeanotte River. There I found the
finest fly-fishing I ever experienced, and caught moi"e
large trout than I ever had taken on any waters in a life-

time's fishing, running from 1 to4^1bs.,the latter an
exceptional size, I admit, but I did get many weighing
as high as 31bs,, a true bill and no nonsense. I brought
them home, and friends who ate them will indorse my
assertions—if a fair and square fish story ever needs sub-
stantiating (an insult to the cloth).

Although a fiy-fisherman from infancy I am not so
terribly scientific as to scorn an occasional indulgence in
bait-fishing, and any one going to Lake Edward not so
thoroughly dyed in the wool as not to disdain that sort
of fishing, if acquainted with the best grounds or having
a guide that is, can land some splendid fish from a boat
fishing oft",the points in about 25 or 30ft. of water. The
fish are the true brook trout, gamy, and the most beauti-
fully marked I ever saw, even handsomer than the famed
rainbow trout of St. Cloud River in California,
Your correspondent failed to enjoy the fly-fishing from

not going to the foot of the lake and fishing in the out-
let, and also deep water bait-fishing because the guide
did not take the party far enough down the lake. For some
reason the fishing is not good at the upper end near the
station. Presumably because the water is not deep and
there is bottom grass; although fine fish have been taken
near the hotel early in the season.

I caught some good fish trolling from the boat in the
lower lake with a small feather spoon, and also by putting
a small shot on a fly, letting it sink, and reeling in
smartly.

There are days when fish will not bite well in any
waters; and parties should not be discouraged with the
indifferent luck the first day. The next may give fine
sport. They should give their minds and time to it.

Your correspondent complains of the accommodations.
This T can hardly understand, as there has been a good
hotel at the lake the last two years, with good rooms and
a good table. The original hotel was rather a rude affair
it is true, but has been relegated to the employees of the
railroad for the last two or three seasons. The present
hotel is good enough for any one not expecting to find a
Windsor or Murray Hill in the wilderness at $2 a day.
The beds are good, the rooms neat and clean, and the
terms reasonable.
So much for Lake Edward. As for Lake St. John, I

am not as familiar with the fishing, as I have not ex-
ploited it.

There is a fine hotel on its banks at Roberval capable of
accommodating 300 giiests. I spent several days there,
but at that time the steamer was undergoing repairs, and
there was no means of reachinia; the outlet or Grand Dis-
charge, where the best ouinanische fishing is found; but
friends who have been there and fished are enthusiastic
on the sport they had.
Recently a large hotel has been erected on one of the

islands in the outlet, where the fishing is as it were at the
doors, and there should be no difficulty in enjoying the
sport without having to go far. This new hotel solves
the problem of convenience and good accommodations
within easy reach of this so-ealled ouinanische or land-
locked salmon fishing. A new and larger steamer has
been built, which will run from the Roberval Hotel to the
Grand Discharge daily ; fare one dollar, reasonable enough
for such a pleasant trip.

There are several large rivers emptying into the lake
that have as yet not been tried and are scarcely known,
which doubtless do abound in large trout and afford fine

trout fishing. This season the steamboats will carry
guests to them, and will doubtless open up a new field for
the fisherman. There is said to be good fishing in the
lake for dore, pike and other varieties including the oui-
nanische, but the railroad and hotel people disclaim hav-
ing made any promise that fine fishing can be had from
the shore or wharf and decline to be held accountable for
the yarns of irresponsible persons. It surely looks as if

some one had imposed upon your correspondent in telling

of the fishing from the wharf.
It is promised that every facility will be afforded tour-

ists this season in the way of steamers on the lakes, boats,
guides and camp outfits at reasonable rates and no extor-
tion permitted. The railroad company is the lessee of
lakes Edward and St. John and their tributaries and out-
lets except the Jeanotte River, the outlet of Lake Edward,
which has been secured by a club which will make a
reasonable charge for fishing in that river. All the waters
under lease to the railroad and hotel company will be free
to the public, the Jeanotte River Club alone making a
charge. At Lake Edward the hotel people will give
attention to the question of good men as guides and good
boats; and will have a small steam yacht to tow boats
down to the foot of the lake, which will be a great con-
venience, and what has been greatly needed, as it will

enable parties who do not care to camp out to get down
to the best fishing grounds early and back in time for
dinner, giving ample opportunity for fishing—at least six

hours. The charges for all these accommodations will be
reasonable—hotel charges, $3 per day, or $10 per week,
at which no one can cavil. The railroad will run draw-
ing room cars, and more frequent trains at excursion
rates.

The trip is a delightful one, the scenery fine, and as

for Lake Edward it is one of the most beautiful to be
found in any country in the world, with its limpid
waters, bold shores wooded to the water's edge, inter-

spersed with islands like emeralds on its placid bosom.
It is well worth a visit, aside from the fishing. A sail

down to the outlet twenty-two miles and back is about
as delightful an excursion as any lover of scenery could
ask for; and as for fishing, I will guarantee that if your
complaining correspondent will follow my example and
try it again, giving several days to it, she will change her
opinion and oecome a convert to the beauties and the
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fishing she will enjoy. You can't expect all the cardinal
virtues for $7 a month, as the soldier said when on
trial before a court martial for drunkenness.
Now, as for the wail over exorbitant charges at Late

St. Johns. The hotel people can hardly be held respon-
sible for what boatmen, charge tourists, 'as heretofore the
men owned their own canoes, and we all know that
human nature in Canada is not very different from what
we find it at all the fishing and watering places. Try
Newport or Long Island and see where they will land
you; try any place in the Adirondacks and you will find
the same thing. The tourist that travels and fishes at a
thirty-mile-the-hour gait must pay the penalty. I have
done a good deal of exploring in my day and visited Inm-
dreds of places advertised as the paradise of the sports-
man and found 90 per cent frauds. I have paid high for
boats, guides and transportation, and had nothing to
show for it; been further and fared worse than "C, S.
W." did, and had I in each case gone for the authors of
alluring advertisements my life would have been devoted
to the pursuit of justice under difficulties. I found the
people in Canada a very fair lot in comparison with our
own at the resorts of tourists. Good hotel fare at $2 a
day is not high; you can hardly stay at home for that. A
boat at 50 cents a day is reasonable: a guide at |1 is less
than you can hire an imported citizen for to come and
clean up your back yard, occupying about an hour.
Common laborers get |2.75 a day "here in New York. A
one-horse vehicle to drive to the Park costs $5, a carriage
$10. You cau"t equal that in Canada. We pay all these
{)rices at home, then go abroad and complain at paying
ess than half those rates. It is hardly reasonable to ex-
pect luxuries at cost price. They come high, but we
must have them seemingly. They are not economical
adjuncts to happiness.

I have taken some pains to get posted on this season's

day, and which any one can see who is lucky enough to
visit the upper reaches of this singular stream. To begin
at the very beginning go to the upper pond, or "Head
Pond," which lies on the far side of Castalia village from the
club house. This is much like a j)lain pond of clear water,
and is not spectacular in its effects, but it is full of feed,
shx-imps, crawfish, miller's thumbs, etc. It is about 5

acres in size, and is made by sjirings. From this upper
pond an arm of the old natural stream used to cross the
town above the Castalia mill, and wind through the scanty
woods to the right of the railroad depot as you look up
from the club house, coming across the meadow which
lies at the right of the club house. This old natural stream
is now abandoned, and the main volume of the water
from the upper pond flows through a winding artificial

bed, which in a few years has so grown up with moss and
water plants that it presents only the natural character-
istics of the stream. This main stream comes rushing
and tumbling past the old mill site and falls with a series

of pretty cascades into the great square pool known as
the mill pool. This is a lovely pool indeed, deep, white
and lively, the focus of four convergent, meandered or
natural streams, and full enough of oxygen to intoxicate
even a trout.

Just above the mill pool lies the center setting and
chief gem of all this property, that magnificent natural
spring known as the Blue Hole, which is the original
source of the mystery and romance of the Castalia stream.
This great spring is the second supply for the stream.
The third supply is the "lower blue hole." As the fourth,
we may add the artesian well spring struck last month
by the Lower Club, mention of which was made in the
issue of May 14. Thus it may be seen that a tremendous
body of water must underlie all this little valley. This
supposition makes possible all the artificial meandering
of the stream which has been carried on by the Upper

one two-pounder to the quiet fly cast late in the evening.
•Just above the bridge which connects the club house to
the dining hall there lies a little reach of rapid but deep
water, and in this we could see the troiit moving about
all the time. Andy, the keeper, demonstrated ocularly the
assertion that trout could be taken from the doorstep by
catching one on the fly as we stood watching the fish
working in the pool beneath the bridge.
Suppose we now face about and look down stream

from the club house bridge, we shall see the straight
water lying directly ahead, between the big cottonwoods
that line the race, till it crosses the line of the club pos-
sessions. Off to the right of this, on an apparently low
and level plot of ground, not sixty acres in extent, is the
latest completed artificial water, and there is three miles
of fishing water, all on this fifty-seven acres. It would
seem impossible to wind the water around so much and
still get any fall to it enough to make it lively, but the
pitch of the land is far sharper than it looks. We found
that throughout all this new water the flow was swift
and steady. The peculiar moss which is all through the
stream has already spread all through this new stream,
and that there are trout there I know very well, for Mr.
Zollinger, the president of the club, and myself caught
some in there in the evening. The fish in the new water
did not sepm to be so large as those above the mill pool.
All this new water has the customary number of floats,
rock piles and other artificial shelters. Across the necks
of the curves foot bridges are laid, so that one can pass
rapidly from one part of the stream to another. The
Upper Club has in all 4J miles of made streana, averaging
33ft. in width and 4ft. in depth. On its 104 acres of
property it has 6 miles of fishing water, and not a point
of it all is over ten minutes walk from the club house.
The 3 miles of new water below the club house was made
in 1890.

DIA&RAM OF UPPER CLUB'S STREAM AND GROUNDS,
(From original design by Andy Bnglert.)

prospects at Lakes Edward and St. John, and have it

from the best authority that great pains will be taken
this year to make everything agreeable and no extortion
permitted.

If "C. S. W." will make that trip again about the
middle of August I will meet her there and introduce her
to some very large trout that I have in reserve, and she
shall take a 5-pounder with her own fair hands, and
thereby be compensated for past disappointments.

R. L. Ogden.

THE CASTALIA STREAM —III.

THE "UPPER CLUB."

MILLER, the keeper of the Lower Club, took me on
his wagon for the short but muddy ride between the

latter club and the headquarters of its neighbor, the
"Upper Club," as we may most easily distinguish it. The
white sides of the Castalia mill, which is a land mark on
the upper stream, were easily visible all the way, and
presently we could see the club house of the Upper Club,
and could define the course of their streams and bouadary
lines. Miller pointed these out, he being familiar with
them, the more especially in his work as contractor in the
building of some of the "new stream." A tall pole
marked the location of the lower blue hole, as Miller
called it, and ocross the pleasant meadow the tall cotton-
woods pointed out the line of the old raceway. There are
two of these raceways, and each club has one, the water
therein running straight as a line between the old artifi-
cial banks. The curving water connecting these races
lies in the meadow, and the last of these curves, as I
believe I have already said, rounds out into the lower race
right at the club house of the Lower Club. All this mid-
way panorama showed nicely in the bright spring morn-
ing, for now the weather had grown warmer, and the
snow had disappeared.

Miller drove through the country lane up to the edge of
Castalia town, turned into the club driveway at the rail-
way depot and put me out at the door of the club house.
Here a little crowd of welcoming members poured out,
and Forest and Stream had chan seed hosts.
Andy Eaglert, the keeper of the Upper Club, made me

a diagram of the club grounds, showing the course of the
streams, etc. This is of course only relative, and fore-
shortened out of all perspective, but in spite of its suffer-
ings at later hands in re-drawingj if the reader will glance
at it, he can get a better idea of what we saw this April

Club. The "Side Stream" and "Andy's Stream," ooth of
which can be seen wandering around between the head
pond and the Blue Hole, As you look up-stream, "Andy's
Stream" curves off to the right of the Blue Hole and
comes into the mill pool below it. This part is not yet
an actual stream, but will be. When we were there the
whole willow flat which used to be the bottom of Hoyt's
mill pond was heaped up in long curving lines of yellow
dirt and laborers were trenching as though for heavy
railway work. It will take all summer, probably, to
complete this stream and get the water through it right,
and to level down the unsightly banks as is the intention.
There will be a mile of new water on the willow flat
when the work is done. At present the fishing above the

mentioned, which runs from the head pond to the mill
pool.

And now for a look into the Blue Hole. It is a sight
not to be forgotten. No wonder the simple natives of a
superstitious day shivered in awe as they gazed into its
weird and ghostly depths, motionless, changeless, trans-
parent, and draped with funereal gloomy moss along its
curving sides. The sight makes one's shoulder blades
creep to-day. I should think at a guess that it is 75 to
100ft. across this great spring. It is nearly a perfect
circle, and tapers down, cone-shaped, or with' sides curv-
ing like those of a drinking tumbler, to a depth of 43ft.
Drop a nickel in, and you can see it every inch to the
bottom. The green moss hangs out in great streams on
the sides. The water is clear, but of a steel blue, ghostly
cast. Its volume is always just about the same, and it is
always just so clear and just so cold. The uniform tem-
perature of the great spring is 50\ Below the spring the
stream wai-ms 2° per mile. At the brick mill of the
Lower Club, and at Venice, two or three miles below
that, the nearly uniform temperature is 71°. The trout
live all throuerh the stream in equal condition. At this
early date of April there seemed to be a general working
of the large trout toward the head of the stream. The
average of the fish we secured out from under the floats
was very heavy. I never saw such a quantity of one-
pound, pound-and-a-half or two-pound trout. The stream
seemed full of them.
At the foot of the mill pool all the waters are united,

and from the railway down past the club house the
stream lies straight in the banks of the old raceway,
Eassing through two splendid deep pools above the club
ouse, each of which has in its time yielded more than

That the fishing on the upper stream is good was
proved within a few minutes after we had entered the
club bouse, for several anglers had been out that morn-
ing and had brought in good creels. Mr. J. C. Zollinger,
the club president, had been especially fortunate and
showed a basket of maffnificent fish, a number of which
ran over the pound mark. Ho had in his catch one
European brown trout of about a pound weight, one of
the few which have been heard from in the stream out
of the small number planted. This was a plumji and
shapely fish, but not more beautiful than the brook trout
which lay beside it. To show alike the local plenty of
feed and the natural voracity of the trout, Andy showed
me the contents of the stomach of one of the trout. There•'"-- "^^-^ ^v^uc. picocxii/ uiic ii&iiiug auuve lub me i,ue concenis or me stomaca or one or tne trout. There

mill pool IS chiefly m the curvmg artificial stream first* were over 300 of the small so-called fresh-water shrimps
mentioned, which runs from the head nond to the mill nearlv a handful in all. Of thin sm-*: r,f f^ari ^^^^.ft^u'

„ - ^^^^ ^^^^^ v>i*j.j.,_.v.i j-x'^'Oii- *va.Lc;x DJa.1 iiii

nearly a handful in all. Of this sort of feed, of crawfish,
miller's thumb and stickleback minnows and the like the
Castalia stream is literally full. The water is good for
the feed and the feed is good for the fish. Trout con-
ditions are about perfect in Castalia stream, and they
obtain in the made streams to an extent one would hardly
think possible in so ehort a time.
In the afternoon it came off bright and quiet, and the

trout did not rise, but it was very pleasant to walk along
the banks and watch the water and the trout. Such
great lusty big fellows, and so many of them! They lay
under the protection of the fioats for the most part, but
if you stamped hard upon the covering they would dart
out in schools, perhaps a dozen, sometimes twenty or
thirty great big fellows. It is not forbidden by the ethics
of this club to fish under the floats, and many of the
large trout taken are caught upon a fly under the float
with the current. This is not fly-casting, and though it
is fly-fishing in some sense of the word it is not high
grade work, and therefore not really good enough for
this club. Only "artificial bait" may be used, and I
sincerely hope that this means strictlv the artificial fly.
That is the only lure which should be tolerated for an
instant on this stream. The limit for a day's catch is
lolbs.

The club has a hatchery of its own, a little building by
the side of the great mill pond, and the stream is con-
stantly stocked. Andy has twice gone up to the Anna
River, or the south shore of Lake Superior, to secure
spawn, though not with any very great success. From
now on the club wUl plant anniiaUy about 500,000 fry,
and such yearlings or younger as it may be possible to
obtain from the Government. The first outlay of the club'
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at planting was during the first year, when it spent $100
and put in 30,000 fry. Then at different plantings it put
in 3,500, 7,500, 2,000 fry, and then 35,000. Then it put in

200,000, and then 150,0'o0, then 300,000. The Government
put in 3,000 yearlings, and then 5,000 yearlings. This
year 400 yearlings were put in. It is probable that the
club will reconsider an action which may have been too
hasty, and will hereafter put in none but the American
brook trout. There were 200 fry of the European brown
trout put in two years ago. and five vears ago there were
planted at different times 5,000, 2,000 and 10,000 rainbow
trout fry. A number of these fish have been taken over
21bs. in "weight. There have been planted also 100 year-
lings each of the Loch Leven troiit, Von Behr trout and
100 brook trout a year and a half old. Thus the active
organization shows itself fully disposed to be up and
doing, and not disposed to let its jjroperfcy or its sport
decline.

I have already said something, and perhaps nearly
enough, about the early history of both these Castalia
clubs, but I find some little discrepancies as to dates in

the several stories 1 have heard from different club mem-
bers. In a talk with Mr. A. C. Moss, treasurer of the
club, at Sandusky, that gentleman referred to the records
and gave me the following facts, which should be accur-
rate: It is usually said that the club organized in Octo-
ber, 1879, but the first certificate of stock of the
"Upper Club" was issued really May 15, 1878, the club
being then first incorporated as the "Cold Creek Trout
Club." This was on the old leasehold basis with the Cas-
talia Milling Co., $50 a year for 20 years. Then followed
the deliberate persecutions of the latter concern, and
when it was decided to buy the ground outright instead
of leasing, the club changed its name to "The Cold Creek
Sporting Club Company." The club then put money into
it and shai-es were held at $400. Then again, in 1890, the
club again changed its name, this time to "The Castalia
Trout Club Company," and this is the legal and actual
name of the "Upper Club" to-day. Not so very many
men could answer an off-hand question as to the name of

either of these two clubs of the Castalia stream, but the
distinction of upper and lower club will serve.

The Upper Club has a membership of 67, which would
seem quite large enough. There is a smattering here of
the neophyte element, always delightful, albeit innocent
of the guileful ways of the wily trout, but the per cent,
of old stagers is quite enough to bring up these younger
gentlemen into the full skill of the angler's craft, for
there are skillful trout fishermen here as you will find
anywhere.

Thus far the Upper Club has wisely been putting its

money into the work on the new streams, thus extending
its amount of fishing as quickly as possible, so that time
may at once begin the work of softening the artificial

quality and rendering all as like as possible to the natural
home of the trout. Indeed, the chief factor of interest in
the story of this part of the stream is this artificial exten-
sion of the stream. It is work new in the angling world,
this buildmg of trout water. Doubtless many readers of
this, who are used to the rough country natural to trout,
win tliink that no hand but that of nature can make a
trout stream, and will value lightly the charm and worth
of this artificial water. There is no license for any one to
do this, though it needs an actual visit to the grounds to
understand this joerfectly. It should be remembered that
all this valley is level and not rough, the stream having
no mountains, hiUs or heavy timber near it. It is not a
mountain, but a meadow trout stream, and one part of
the meadow is as good as another for the stream provided
that the water pass over it with the swiftness and cold-
ness of the natural stream. The clever engineering of
the club has made this sure in its work, as you may see
by going over the stream.
"^The water of the old mysterious springs carries its

charm with it as it goes. The moss is even now spreading
all through the new water, and the feed is following the
moss all along. It is not thought that the meandering of
the stream will change the temperature of the water for
the Lower Club, but still there should be plenty of con-
sideration before too much of this meandering is done.
It would probably be easy for the Upper Club to sink an
artesian well and tap a stream say half way down its

grounds, which would keep down the temperature and
increase the volume of the fishing water, but no one could
foretell just what effect this would have upon conditions
now existent above the half-way point of the property.
The well spring of the Lower Club, just sunk, lowered
the big Blue Hole a foot in one night, and scared the
Upper Club half to death. A few more tappings and the
big Blue Hole may go to the demnition bow-wows, and
there you are. It would seem safer and better for the
Ujoper Club, and both the clubs, to be conservative and
careful and to let well enough alone after this. There is

no more audacious finger-snapping in the face of nature
on record than this stocking, changing and improving of
the Castalia stream, but nature is behind it all after all,

and she should not be defied to the point of insult, or she
may get even, as she has a baddish way of doing some-
times.
One point about the history of the subterranean stream

of the Castalia Valley is of interest and will lend addi-
tional mystery to the mysterious quality of this locality,

and that is the story of how this stream was located before
the boring on the well was commenced. In the issue of
May 14 I stated that Mr. Ely had announced the striking
of the flow, but that was not really the first I had heard
of this artesian well. When Miller was taking me up to
the Upper Club, on this day of which I am writing here,
he showed me where the weU was sinking, and told why
that spot was chosen. "We got it by the divining rod,"
said he, "one of them witch hazel sticks with a crotch in
it. You know you just hold the rod loose in your hands,
and when you walk over the water the fork of the rod
just twists down. The rod won't turn for everybody. It

won't turn for anybody who ain't a 'witch.' We had an
expert down from Cleveland to locate the water, but the
rod worked for me just as well as for him. We found
that the stream flows under the meadow and right past
the corner of my barn. The rod would twist over so
strong you couldn't hold it."

Miller evidently had perfect simple faith in the truth of
aU this. I don't have any faith in the divining rod,
though there may be "more things in heaven and earth
than are dreamed of in our philosophy." In this case,
however, we must all be credulous and must believe the
story of the water witch. The divining rod was tixe only
thing lacking to round out the history of this enchant^

aud still enchanting stream. People have always said
that Castalia Stream was "bewitched," from the time of
Major Rogers, 1765, till now, and who shall deny this to-

day, after the successful event of the witch's witching?
The Upper Club has not yet a very large club house,

but will soon build another larger. It has also one hotel,

just across the bridge from the club house, one cottage,
one tenement house, one barn, one ice house and one
hatchery. And then it has Andy, It is the only club in
the world that has Andy. Andy Englert comes of a
family of old country game keepers. He has all the skill

aud gentleness of heart which one in his place should
have, and all the patience and love of watching the ways
of small things, The club will never part with Andy.
He has more than half made the club what it is.

In the supper room we looked over the trophies on the
wall, pictures, mounted fish and birds, etc. Mr. Frank
N. Beebe. of Columbus, 0., an angler of wide traveling
experience, has presented the club with two trout from
the Rockies, nicely mounted, one a magnificent trout,
lllbs., of the Coeur D'Alene Lake country (Sahno malmd),
the other a mountain trout, 3lbs, , from the Coeur D'Alene
River. These hang before the eyes of all and show the
glory of the tribe. In the evening we looked for some
glories close at home, and went through a few pages of
the club record. I found that in 1887 there were caught
by the Upper Club members 1,634 trout, total weight,
5571b3. In 1888, 2,270 fish, total weight, 6l8ilb3., one fish

taken that year which weighed 21bs. In 1889, 2,407 fish,

weight, 768lbs.
,
largest fish, 21bs. 9oz. In 1890, 3,242 fish,

weight, l,0541bs., largest fish, 21b8. 12oz.. this was a rain-
bow trout. The catch of 1891 will doubtless be the
heaviest yet. In the first week of the season this year
there were caught 348 fish, weight 157ibs. The heaviest
fish ever taken on the grounds was a pure brook trout,

and weighed 31b3. 2dz. Some days' catches I caught on
the pages turned, Mr. G. W. Baker, 4 fish, 81bs.; Mr. J.

L. Seenie, 15 fish, li}ilbs.; Mr. J. C. ZolhuKer, 15 fish,

81bs.: Mr. Frank N. Beebe, 3 fish, 5lb8. 2oz.; Mr. Geo. W.
Bills. 27 fish, 14lbs.; Mr. G. W. Oswald, 30 fish, 141b?.

12oz.; Mr. J. S. Sweenie, 39 fish, 211bs. 8oz., one fish lib.

13+oz.; Mr. C. T. Hasbrouck, 17 fish, Slbs. 8oz.; Mr. B.
D. Babcock, 3 fish, 21 bs : Mr. Frank N. Beebe, 21 fish,

91bs., one fish. lib. 10 z.; Mr. Jos, IngersoU, 28 fish, lllbs.

8oz. ; Mr. N. B. Hasbrouck, 26 fish, 141bs. 6oz. And so
forth. Moreover, Jtidge UeWitt, Mr. Zollinger and Andy
killed 51 woodcock in one day, 79 in a day and a half.

This was last year, up on the willow flat where the new
stream is now building.

All the comforts of home at the Upper Club, and all the
courtesies in the world. What men these sportsmen are!

They put paper and writer under obligations. And so
the visit ended, of a bright and clear morning, leaving
unpaid the debt of courtesy to all the following ladies and
gentlemen: Mr. J. C. Zollinger, president, Sandiisky, O.;
Mr. G. W. Bills, vice-president, Toledo; Mr. A. C. Moss,
treasurer, Sandusky; Mr. A. L. Moss, secretary, Sandusky:
Messrs. Zollinger, Bills, Moss, F. N, Beebe, Geo. J. John-
son, J. S. Sweenie. C. T. Hasbrouck, directors; Messrs.
Geo. A. Ingersoll, Richard Bacon. Calvery Morse. Burton
D. Babcock, Jas. W, Fenner, Daniel Myers, Lee McBride,
C. B. Beach, C. W. Scofield, Gen. F. Elv, John Hunting-
ton, A. G. Huntington, :R. A. Carran, H. E. Hill, M. A.
Bradley, S. H. Nicholson, M. M. Rodgers, L. C. Carran,
Tom L. Johnson, Jas. B. Clyne, Jos, Ingersoll, Clark T.

Hasbrouck, N. B. Hasbrouck, John C. Weideman,
Georgo J. Johnson, W. Scott Robinson, Thomas H.
White, Geo. W. Baker, Henry W. White, Joseph Kilbv,
Rollin H. White, Geo. W. Short, Ralph Worthington, J,

S. Dickie, Wm. Grief, all of Cleveland; Mrs. John Hunt-
ington, Ida R. Baker, Cleveland; Messrs. Jos. M. Spencer,
J. W. Oswald. Geo. W. Bills, Chas. W. Raynolds, Clar-
ence Brown, John A.. Waite, Geo, E. Pomeroy, John B.
Ketcham, all of Toledo; Mr, W. F. Smith, Paynesville; Mr.
J. Sweenie, Detroit; Messrs. Theo. Rhoads, Geo. J. Atkin-
son and F. N. Beebe, Columbus, O.; Messrs. Jere At-
water, Thos. C. Adams and Dr. Wm. Storey, Castalia;

Messrs. J. C. Zollinger, Wm. L. Melville, Augustus L,
Moss, Edward S. Marsh, Paul Miller, Augustus C. Moss,
Adam J. Stoll, John T. Davis, all of Sandusky Messrs.
Wm. E. Miller and Fred A. Beckwith, Elyria, O.

' 'You see that ruined building where the walls are fall-

ing down," said Mr. Zollinger as we walked over to the
depot to take the train to Sandusky. "It burned down
not long ago. The family has moved away. The parents
of that family built here in Castalia in earlier days, and
they were both massacred by the Indians. Thiswas always
a great Indian ground."
More history, more romance, more change and shift-

ing and passing away of the human faces which have
been mirrored in Castalia stream since first it flowed,
But now, as then, the stream itself flows on, always just

so full, just so clear, just so cold, smiling, mocking and
mysterious, and whence it comes or whither it goes no
#ian can yet say. And if we gaze, face between hands,
down into its blue depths we cannot answer that, nor can
we answer it if we gaze, faca between hands, up into the
blue depths of the sky above. Thus the mystery of the
stream is still baffling and unknovm; and of this the
stream will talk to itself for ages, and ages and ages,

and what new faces will look into it in those days, and
what they will see therein, who knows? That is a mystery
also for us. But sm-e it is, the stream wUl never turn a
wheel- Va done! It is aristocrat, this! Put wheels on
it and it will withdraw beneath the ground and tell its

story to the earth gnomes, never any more answering to

the water witch, witch he never so wisely. E. Hough.

St. Louis Notes.—May 30.—The Gflead Slough Hunt-
ing and Fishing A'isociation has completed its new club
house, and to-day the steamer Bald Eigle conveys the
members aud their friends to the opening. Some 200
members and guests will take in the opening event, and
the steamer will return on Monday morning. The com-
mittee of arrangements are A. E. Winbelmeyer, Edward
Bartold, J. W. Schloemau and D. Delabar. Decoration
Diy has become a regular angler's d'ly in this section
and large delegations have gone to the various club re-

sorts. King's Lake, Gilead Slough and Murdock Lake are
the most patronized. Angling in the lakes and sloughs
is good now, but in the rivers is poor on account of muddy
water .—Aberdeen

,

The Red Letter Event of the Week.
From "Shoshonf 6." Panguitch, Utab: "I am now receiving the

FOHEST AifD Stream regularly, and its arrival is the red-letter
event of the week."

NOTES FROM KENTUCKY.
TAYLORSVILLE, Ky., May 15—Editor Forest and

Stream: I am sorry to say that the great fish pond
and game preserve, whose establishment was authorized
by charter, has not yet materialized. Senator Gilbert has
not given it the attention required, but says he will go to

work shortly. Stock in the company would pay a b'g
interest, and the improvement would be of great value to
the vicinity. Fishing in Salt River is fine. The anglers
have been very lucky, and some of the finest bass caught
for years have come to creel this spring. There is no
shooting here at this season. No game to shoot, and the
interest in club shooting seems to be at the lowest ebb.

If more of the people would read Forest and Stream
I am sure a great interest would be manifested in the
great pistol contest, but nine-tenths of them are ignorant
of the project.
The Kentucky Fish and Game Club appears to have

gone to sleep. I endeavor to arouse an interest in the
idea of preserving and restocking wherever I go, but
single-hand work is slow, and it maybe a long time before
the proper sentiment is awakened.
A sucker measuring 19in. was caiight lately in Clear

Creek, the largest of that kind ever seen in that water.
More anon.
Shepherdsville, Ky., May 20.—The fishing season

opened here about the first of this month, with rod and
line and trot-line. The catch by trot-line is mostly blue
cats; with rod and line the only kinds caught are croppie
and small-mouth ba?s. Fishing should have been good,
as there was a rainy winter and no ice; but expectation
has been disappointed and no great amount has been
caught. The only spring game are red and gray squirrels.

These are plentiful, but hard to find owing to the density
of undergrowth in the woods.
This county would fm'nish a splendid location for a

game and fish preserve. The land is cheap, full of small
mountains, and has a covering of young timber and under-
growth. Thousands of acres could be leased for a nominal
sum, and sufiicient grounds for club buildings bought
very low. It is only 20 miles from Louisville, the
metropolis, and no more picture?que, pleasant or healthy
situation could be found. A preserve of five thousand
acres would furnish cover for quail, squirrels, pheasants,
grouse and wild turkey, and include several miles of good
streams that could soon be filled with bass and trout.

There are some turkeys and deer already in the forests.

Should any of your readers desire such a preserve let

them give this an examination. J. S. M.

ANGLING NOTES.
MOST of the salmon anglers left last Friday and Sat-

urday for the Canadian waters, word having been
received that the salmon had made their appearance in
the rivers. All that was wanted was a little rise in the
water to send them up to the best pools. Owing to the
cold weather the snow has melted very slowly, and there
is but little danger of a freshet.

A salmon weighing lOlbs. 9oz. was caught in the Great
South Bay last Thursday, of course in a net.

There was another run of good-sized salmon in the
Penobscot, but most of them fell into the hands of the
owners of the great fykes and other nets that obstruct
the mouth of that river.

The day before Decoration Day was rather discourag-
ing to the many thousands who left the city on sport
intent. But it turned out all right, and the fishing was
all the better for it. Most of the clubs w^ere well at-

tended, though many of the members of the South Side
Chib were either salmon fishing or at Tuxedo. Two gen-
tlemen drove over to Lake Ronkokoma from the South
Side Sportsmen's Club and returned in the evening with
forty-two black bass, all taken on the fly. The trout in

the brook at the latter named club are unusually fine this

season, averaging from 6i to 71bs. for the twenty-foiu-,

and they are perfection on the table. The fly-fishing on
their four miles of stream is simply perfection. The cold
clear brook runs swiftly under the overhanging trees

and bushes, fringed with ferns and wild flowers. The
trout are even more brightly colored than the flowers.

The ruffed grouse are heard drumming on every side and
the quail call in every direction. Hardly a day passes
but the angler fishing quietly down the brook sees the
graceful deer as they come down to drink. Mr. C. F.

Imbrie saw four at once a few days ago. No wonder
that the members love their splendid brook fishing.

The Ontario & Western R. R. have planted one million
of fry this season, making in all over six million of young
trout turned out during the past ten years, not counting
the thousands of lake trotit, rainbow^s, etc. This road has
published a charming guide book, beautifully illustrated

with views taken on the Beaverkill, Neversink and other
famous trout streams.
Mr. H. E. Jenkins, of this city, showed the writer, a

few days ago, a magnificent specimen of "brown trout"
which he had killed that morning on a wild stream in

Westchester county. It weighed three pounds and some
ounces, I have forgotten the exact number, and M.r, Jen-
kins says he made a splendid fight,

Mr. Edw. A. Watson called on me a few days ago, he
was on his way to the Cansdian salmon rivers; his home
is Nimrod Hall, Va., a place famous for fish and game.
Black bass, trout, ruffed grouse and deer abound there,

and once in a whUe a black bear can be killed. Nimrod
Hall is a great resort for English sportsmen, and is

always full to overflowing with guests to delight in that
wild mountain scenery. Milboro is the nearest station
(seven miles) on the C. & O. R. R.

Messrs. Grant & Soule, the famous guides and owners
of camps on Seven Ponds, Me., write that the fishing is

excellent, and there is plenty of waters there not con-
trolled by the Megantic Club. This place is noted as
being nne of the few places where trout take the fly all

summer. This place is reached from Rangeley via Kene-
bago Lake. Mr. John W. Mason, 142 Duane street, New
York, vouches for the fishing, and as Mr. Mason is an
excellent and well-known angler there is nothing more
to he said. Prof. Mayer, of Stevens Institute, has also

visited thie section, and speaks in thB highest term? of it.

SciJEq:.ET-]iBrs.
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THE BUSTARD FEATHER FOR FLIES.
Uditor Forest and Stream:
Will some of your readers explain through your

columns why tropical birds, particularly the pheasant
family, have such warm downlike under-plumage? I
have at times pulled to pieces many species of tropical
birds to use the feathers for tying flies, and have always
wondered why nature endowed these birds with plumage
fit for the coldest of climates, when they wei'e destined
to live in the tropica. About the only exception to this
rule that I have noticed is that of the bustard. This bird
has a ttdck skin composed almost entirely of fat, which
takes the place of down in regard to warmth.

It has probably been a mystery to many why the
original designers of the different salmon flies always
seemed to pick out the rarest and most expensive feathers,
I think I have discovered the "why"' as to at least
one feather, and lam satisfied that there was "method
in their madness." The bustard feather is exceedingly
hard to obtain, and yet nearly every salmon fly with a
mixed wing calls for that feather. I have lately been
making some experiments with these feathers which give
the following result: The feather is almost absolutely
waterproof and very buoyant. I placed a lot of these
feathers under a powerful glass, and found they were
covered with minute globules of oil that had exuded
from the bird's fatty skin. It is almost impossible to
make the feather sink. I weighted a feather, and placed
it in a basin of water to soak, after two hours I detached
the weight and the feather immediately jjopped uj) to
the surface. A few shakes threw olJ all the water and
the feather to all appearances was dry. When tied with
other feathers into the wing of the salmon fly, part of
this oil is undoubtedly taken up by the others, thus mak-
ing the whole wing waterproof to a certain extent.
The old designers certainly knew what they were about

when they selected the bustard feather, and they surely
had good reasons for choosing other rare and expensive
feathers. Can any one throw anymore Kght on this sub-
ject. Espy-Kay.

ODD ANGLING INCIDENTS.

AN angler who was fishing for trout one day last week
not far from this city, was annoyed by chubs which

persistently took his fly. He kept hooking cliubs and
throwing them olT until at last without uuhooking it he
cast a chub back into the water. Instantly it was taken
by a fish, which proved to be a brovA'-n trout weighing
S-jlbs. , one of a plant of three years ago.
The London Fishing Gazette records the exploit of a

IMi-. Turle: "Although he had fished the neighborhood
of Taunton for the past forty years, this veteran angler
never before caught a fish in such a peculiar manner.
He cast the fly in his usual form, and a moderate-sized
trout rose to it. He struck, and as he thought, hooked it.

For its size it gave an unusually strong and strange pull,
and when landed Mr. Tuile found that the fish was not
hooked at all, but his gut had formed a loop with the
hook, which held the fish in the middle of the body,
Ha,ving on, of course, more than one fly, the fish had
evidently risen to the foremost, and in striking the end
hook must have become entangled with the cast of gut
80 as to form a noose, whicli fastened round the body of
the fish."

The Angler in Nioar \gua.—The student of natural
history will find a rare field for exercise in the wonderful
flora and fauna, while to the sportsman the country is a
veritable paradise. In a previous letter I spoke of the
various kinds of game to be found in the forest on the
Atlantic slope. To those may be added deer, which are
abundant on the Pacific slope, particularly in the vicinity
of Rivas. But it is the angler who will find greatest cause
to rejoice. To say nothing of the barracouta, snapper, and
other fine sea fish to be had ofl: Greytown, let me confine
myself to the fish of the lake and" the San Juan. The
most highly-esteemed fish is the juapoti (pronounced
wah-po-ti), which somewhat resembles the black bass in
appearance, but is much more savory. The saballetta, a
silvery fish, shaped like the striped bass, is a gamy fellow,
who when hooked will leap out of the water and endeavor,
often with success, to shake the hook out of his mouth.
He is, however, rather bony and not highly thought of as
a food fish. But the great game fish of the fresh water is

the savalo-real, or tarpon, which fairly swarms in the
river and lake. Wherever there is a shoal place in the
river they are to be seen breaking in hundreds, and at the
Toro Rap"ids, above Castillo, they are so numerous that
they frequently jump into the boats ascending or de-
scending. When ex-United States Minister Hall, who is

the agent of the canal company at Managua, was descend-
ing the river to meet Senator Miller, five large tarpon
jumped into the little steamer which carried him down
the Toro Rapids. Lake Nicaragua is, so far as I know,
the only body of fresh water in the world that can boast
of the shark. It is full of genuine man-eaters, similar in
appearance to those of the ocean, and quite as savage. It
is said that at least 25 persons annually fall victims in the
lake to these monsters. Of course they also travel up and
down the river. A large alligator or 'crocodile—T should
say the latter from the shape of his snout—also inhabits
the river. At the Toro Rapids we saw a huge one swim-
ming. Hisheadalone was about oft. long. These "gaters"
have a queer way of fishing. They select a shoal place in
the rapids and lie head to the current, with mouths wide
open. They have been a good deal shot at since work
was begun on the canal, and consequently are now ex-
tremely shy of man. The natives, however, do not seem
to have ever dreaded them half as much as the sharks.

—

W. E. S. in The Sun.

De. Willett KlDD, the Game and Fish Protector for
the Second District of New York, has brought suit in the
Supreme Court of Orange county against John Q. A.
Ward, the weU-knovvn sculptor of this city, and against
Josiah Wentworth for having caught trout in Ulster
county in April. We know nothing of the circumstances
of these cases, but their moral probably i^ that when fish
laws are as badly confused as they are in this State even
well-meaning fishermen may find themselves entangled
in the meshes.

An 11 LB. Brown Trout.—Caledonia, N. Y., June 2.—
Editor Forest and Stream: There was a orown trout
Salnio fario) taken in our stream yesterday by Mr. F. P.
Brownell that weighed lllbs. This I think is the largest

of this variety ever taken in this country. The very first

plant was made 8 yeai's ago this spring, and consisted of
a very few of the fry which were hatched from eggs sent
by Mr. Blackford or Fred Mather to the New York State
hatchery at Caledonia. I saw the fish this morning and
it was as pei-fect a specimen as I ever saw.—J. Annin, Jr.

FFSHING IN EXCELSIS.

IN (his truly superb volume, ["'With Fly-Rod and Camera"] a
model of choicest typographical beauty, perfect as to "toucn,"

and (luality of paper, solidity and excellence of biudiuK, the fly-
flsher will at once recognize the hand of a consummate master of
his craft. It is not iu tliis or that. here or there, but in a com-
pleteness, not less massive than finished, that it is to he seen.
"Thorough" from first page to last is everywhere writ large, and
as modestly as delightfully. We shall not commit the hluiider of
exaggerated praise if we say that Mr. Samuels's worlriis worthy to
take classic rank, and should be styled "America's Walton," for,
like the gentle Izaak, Mr. Samuels, without attempting or labor-
ing a style, achieves one; there is the simplicity, strength, and di-
rectness of the old master, and not a little of his fanciful turns of
thought. Men totally indiffcrcTit to angling turn to Walton's
pages as to an unfailing calraati' c for workaday worries, for the
simple reason that the tranquil lieart of sunny content beats
therein, and for the same reas m "Fly-Rod and Oamera" will give
similar unbounded delight. There is a vast deal more than coa-
cei iis fly-fishingiu this fascinating volume: nootlier word conveys
its unique charm. There is a world of lore con- erning the fish
themselves, lore only to be found in Nature's library, and written
in characters requiring a lifetime to decipher, and difficult to im-
part when deciphered. What, for instance, more difficult to
describe than the color of a fish, one thing when seen through the
refracting medium of water, itself reflecting i he color of the .'^ky,

and another when the fish is takf-n out of that element, but such
things as these are trifles Mr. Samuels surmounts with the ease
that comes of profound knowledge of his sut>jrct, and praci ice that
has embraced every detail of the sport he describes. The form in
which the book is judiciously cast Inrgely contributf s to this min-
ute elucidat ion. It is the narrad ve ol' t be doings of a fishing party of
four, on and in Canadian waters, thrown into dialogue form. The
interlocutory treatment is so deftly searching that not a point is
overlooked; and so naturally is each man's metier brought into
play, that we seem to be on the spot questioning for oursfR-es and
listening to the experiences of these wort-wise specialists, eiich
onesupreme in his way. These discussior.s, diversio-is, and gossips
by the camp-fire—the camp sometimes pitched at the forest edge,
sometimes by river or lake—the sport, the glowing descriptions! of
scenery, the solitude that is not loneliness, the inexpressible out o'
door delights of that country, almost persuade us that civilization
must be criminal, and fly-fishiiig ordained bv providence aa the
natural occupation of man. * * * With this extract we
must close our notice of this remarkably flue aud unique work, a
work in which ihere is noihiug weab, Flnrrcd, or defective,
whethei;_ in literary exeeuiioQ or exposKion of the flv-nsber's
craft. We have refrained irom making comment on the statistical
and scientific sect ions— lislimg figures, v eighr, size, ntid Tuunber of
fi-h taken, etc.—al til migh tbf templat i-in to do si-' lias iicen almo^it
irresistible. The ciilliculty nf dee tling wliat to presi'ut ivltere the
information is so varied, luinute, \^-ine am) wise has lai'gely oper-
atPd as a limitant in selecting. The lover of "the gentle art"
will find in the book an inexhausiihle fund of enjoyment, and no
fisherman bent on an expedition lo tlie glorious rivers and lakes
Mr. Samuels so eloquently and graphicsUv (b scriln's wUl bp in
possession of a complete outfit unless supplied with a, coov of
"Fly-Rod and Camera." He will find in it e ver-i tbintx uecessary
for his guidance, from dressing a fly to building a bark tent, or in
seeking comfortable quarters. Somewhere near 150 btaut fully
executed illustraiions adorn and enrich this sumptuuis volume,
and many of them are good enough to rank as "perfect pictures,"
—Land and Water.

THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY.
THE twentieth annual meetins: of the American Fisheries

Society was held at Washington, D. C, iu the lecture
room of the U. S. National Museum. The Society was called
to order at 2 P.M., Wednesday, May 27, by the president,
Mr. E. G. Blackford. The attendance was "not so large as
had been expected, but quite a number of interesting papers
were presented and the meeting was altogether successful.
The papers as announced were as follows: "Transplanting
Pish," by .J. .J. Stranahan; "Breeding Habits of the Yellow
Perch," Fred Mather; "The Rearing of Salmonidce in
Troughs and Tanks," C. 6. Atkins; "Fish Protection and
the Fisheries Society," A. N. Cheney: "Transportation of
Living Fishes." Wm, P. Seal; "The Fisheries at the World's
Fair," G. Brown Goode and J. W. Collins; "The Fish and
Fisheries of Florida," H, H. Gary; "On the Teeth of Pishes
as a Guide to their Food Habits," J. A, Henshall; "The
Rearing of Yearling Trout," Frank N. Clark, and "Keit-
nerly's Salmon," by T. H. Bean.
U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, Col. Marshall

McDonald, being unwell, his address of welcome \yas read
from manuscript. Members present at the opeuiut? session
w-ere: President E. G. Blackford, Secretary E. P. Doyle
Treasurer Henry C. Ford. Dr. J. A. Henshall, Dr. H. H.
Gary, Fred Mather, A. N. Cheny. Frank N. Clark. W. L.
Powell, L. D. Huntingdon, F. J, Amsden, Dr. J. C Parker
William A. Butler, Jr., W, L, May, G. Brown Goode, r'
Rathbtm, Capt. J. W. Collins, Wm, P. Seal, J. ,T. O'Connor,
B. B. Porter and S. H. Kauffinann.
The following new members were elected at this meeting:

Bashford Dean, T. D. Huntingdon, Peter W, Lynch, Fran'k
J. Amsden, Chas. H. Babcock and Wm. S. Kimball, all of
New York; H, H. Sherwin and Wm. R. Htintinston, of
Ohio; B. B. Porter, of California, and Hugh M. Smith and
Wm. Brown, of the U. S. Pish Commission.
Messrs. W. L. May, A. N. Cheney and R. Bathbun were

appointed a committee to nominate officers for the cominK
year. The following gentlemen were nominated aud unan-
imously elected by the Society: President, James A. Hen-
shall, Cincinnati: Vice-President, J. C. Parker, Grand
Rapids; Treasurer, Henry C. Ford, Philadelphia; Recording
Secretary, Edward P. Doyle, New York; Corresponding Sec-
retary, Tarleton H. Bean, Washington. D. C. Executive
Committee, S, H. Kauffmann, Washington, D. C. (chair-
man), and W. A. Butler, Detroit; L. D. Huntington, New
York; H. H. Gary, Atlanta, Ga.; William Hudson, Hart-
ford; B. B. Porter, San Francisco, and W, L. May, Fremont,
Neb.
An important measure acted upon was the passage of a

resolution urging upon Congress the imnortance of enacting
such laws as will protect ana propagate the fish of the Great
Lakes, and asking Congress to take such speedy action a.s

possible to secure uniformity in the laws o^' the United
States and Canada, regulating the fisheries in the Great
Lakes. Allied to this is the matter cf enforcing salutary
laws after they are parsed, and the Society asks that after
such uniformity shall have been secured Congress will ap-
propriate an amount amply sufficient to enforce the laws
and give the necessary protection. The resolution also asks
for the passage of meastrres looking to the propagation of
food fish in these waters.
The committee appointed to consider the fea.sibility of en-

larging the membership of the Society and widening the
.scope oC its work, reported favorably upon the sugsesrion of
United Slates Fish Commissioner McDonald, "Hereafter,
then, all members of angliijg clubs and tisb and game soci-
eties in sympathy with the American Fisheries Society v/ill
be admitted into membership, and it is thought that this
will increase the usefulness of the organization aud awaken
an interest in the study of fishculture and fish protection.
Two interesting papers were read, one by Mr. Fred iNIather

upon the "Breeding Habits of the Perch." and the other on
the "Transportation of Living Fish." The latter paper, by
Mr. Steal, created a great deal of discussion, and the mem-

bers were evidently divided in their views as to whether it
was best to carry young fish in open vessels or in those her-
metically sealed. One gentleman created much amusement
by stating that he had always been successful in carrying
his small fish and bait in a .iug with an ordinary stopper.
He meant to convey the idea that it did not injure the fish
to shut out the air, but the reference to the jug and "bait"
drowned the force of the argument in the laughter that fol-
lowed.
Another discussion arose over the attempt to find a solu-

tion for the disappearance of brook trout from certain
sti-eams. Some were inclined to believe the trouble was
owing to the temperatui-e of the water, but the majority
were disposed to believe it was due entirely to the absence
in the streams of the proper kind of food. Mr. Frank N.
Clark spoke strongly in favor of the planting of yearlings,
claiming that a thousand yearlings are worth more than a
million fry.

Mr. S, H. Kauffmann, of the local committee on entertain-
ment, extended a very cordial invitation in behalf of the
Woodmont Rod and Gun Club, of Washington, to the mem-
ber! of the Fisheries Society to attend a banquet given in
their honor at Harvey's, on Wednesday evening, the 37th.
This invitation was gratefully accepted and proved a very
successful affair. The large public dining room at Harvey's
was set apart for the exclusive use of the guests and was
beautifully decorated with plants and flowers. The menu
was one to suit the occasion and read as follows:

Little Neck Clams.
Deep Sea Cultm-e Oysters.

Soup.
Clear Green Turtle, Clam Broth, Clam Chowder.

Pish.
Sheepshead k la Cubelain.

Potatoes Hollandaise, Cucumber Salad.
Entrees.

Soft-shoU Crabs au naturel.
Tomatoes en Mayonnaise.

Saddle of Frogs en Fricassee.
Asparagus Tips.
Roman Puncn.

Salads.
Lobster, Buds of Lettuce.

Cheese.
Roquefort, De Brie, Bent's Crackers.

Coffee, Cigars.

At the conclusion of this most excellent repast speeches
were called for and were responded to by Judge Wilson, Dr.
J, A, Henshall, President E. G. Blackford, Mr. Fred Mather
aud others. A number of short impromptu speeches were
made and a most enjoyable evening was spent.
The following mernber.s of the" Woodmont Club were

present at the banquet: R. B. Donaldson, J. Maury Dove,
W. S. Harban, R. O. Holtzman, S, H, Kauffmann, J. W.
McCartney, F, B. McGnire, Wm. C. Mclntire, W, H.
McKnew, Albert Ordway, J. W. Pilling, B. K. Plain, P. G,
Russell, W, Kelsey Schbepf, F.. .1. Stellwageu, B. H. Warner,
James P. Willet, Jere M. Y'ilson and Levi Woodbmy.
At the last session, held on Thursday, Dr. Gary moved that

the AVoodmont Rod and Gun Club be made an honorary
member of the Society and heartily thanked for its kindness
and hospitality. This was unanimously agreed to. New
York city was agreed upon as the next place of meeting, and
the time fixed is the last Wednesday in May, 1893. Messrs.
Blackford, Mather and Doyle were appointed a committee
to arrange for the entertainment of the members in New
York. The Society was then adjourned and the members
conveyed to the U. S. Fish Commission carp ponds, where
Dr. Hessel explained the methods of his work, and then to
the IT. S. Fish Commission headquarters to inspect the
aquaria and fishcultural apparatus.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kemiel Club, at
Youiigstown, O.
Sept. 9 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. l-l to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

Internanonal Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A, Stone, Sec'y and Sunt.
Sept, to 3n.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Montreal"Exposition

Companv, at Montreal, Canada.
Sept. L'9 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Pair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.
189^'.

Jan. 13 to 14.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C F. F. Capers, Secretary
Greenville, S. C.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 3.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,
t Bicknell, Ind. P. T. Madison. Secret;iry.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
Serretary.
Nov. 30.—Central lleld Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lnxington, N. O. C. EL Odell, Sec'y, U and i6 Wall street, New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary^

GREYHOUNDS AT CHICAGO.
Editor Forest and Stream:
By your comtesy I will write a few lines about the criti-

cism of greyhounds at the Chicago show (Forest and
Streaji, April 16).

Healthy criticism tends to improvement. Erroneous
statements, uncorrected, lead to confusion, mix the begin-
ner, retard progress, and even make enemies of men who,
but for such expressed opinions, might be on good terms.
My esteemed friend Lacy knows that I do not take up my

pen for the purpose of unnecessarily finding fault with his
work, very much of which redotmds to his "credit and to the
paper's. I write to keep things straight, prevent the spread-
ing of wrong ideas aud attendant bad restdts. At the same
time I realize the delicacy of my position. However, just as
all feelings of friendship, or the reverse, must not be con-
sidered or be permitted to influence a man's judgments or
criticisms so must his opinions and comments on a question
of this sort be uninflnenced by his friendship and regard for
the author of the work criticised. It is the report that we
must consider, not Mr, Lacy, and as it is his aim, just as it
is mine, to improve dogs and leave the owners to take care
of themselves, I feel cpnte sure he is not going to feel
offended at what I am about to write.
Here in America if you criticise a man's dog, in nine cases

out of ten you are supposed to be criticising the owner, his
wife or a distant relative, but as Mr. Lacy does not look at
things that way, I guess I am on safe ground. Why, Mr.
Editor, only the other d.ay I got a note from a man, sajnng:
"You go for Tracy hammer and tongs in your New York re-
port. I didn't know you and he were not on speaking
terms." Now, as a matter of fact, and although I am but
slightly acquainted with Mr. Tracy, I hold him iu high
esteem and oelieve him incapable of intentionally doing
wrong by anybody c-" anything. I went for the awards
"hammer and tongs" simply because I believed them to be
wrong. But what has that got to do with any opinion I
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might have of Mr. Tracy as a man? And so I am going
"hammer and tongs'' for Mr. Lacy's report, which doesn't
prove that my grandfather and his bad a row over the
appetite or the pedigree of a bull pitp. The criticism I

would like to have explained is as follows:

Then came the open dogs, with Lord Neverstill an easy winner
over Jolly Ranger, in front, ribs, loin and bone. This doer after-
ward beat Gem of the Season for tbe special. His wonderful rib

development and sliort loin is what is wanted, and his excellent
quarters show th;it lie is well ofT for the necessary propelling
power, and his short back eives him a great advantage in his

turns when after the wily jack. Liiie all of his breeding, he is a
bit coarse looking in coat and not let down enough behind.

To begin with. What, may I ask, is "wonderful rib de-
velopment"? This is a very misleading statement to con-
front a beginner. If the ribs are sprung beyond a certain
point, i. c, 'more than necessary to permit of the free work-
ing of the machinery behind them, then they are wrong. If

the ribs are well sprung (which does not mean sprung to

excess) then they are right; but " wonderful rib development,"
as I take it, has never yet been considered essential to either
speed or .stamina, "A short loinlis what is wanted." Why,
may I ask? A short loin means lack of liberty behind.
What is needed is a loin of fair length and great strength,
which does not mean a verj' wide loin, btit a loin with depth
as well as width. Btit in addition to a short loin you advo-
cate a short back because "it gives him [Lord Neverstill] a
great advantage in his turns." Now, if you have a short-

backed and short-loined dog, you very clearly have a dog
short between the couplings, and this formation has never
yet been advocated by coursing men. To have symmetry, a
dog with such a body must have legs much shorter than are
and always have been seen in the greyhotind, and after you
have made these changes what remains? A dog perhaps,
but certainly not a greyhound. Admitting, for the sake of

argument, that this dog's short back "gives him a great ad-
vantage in his turns," I claim that in a cotirse with a dog of

average speed the advantages to be derived from the short-

ness of his back would never be seen, because this dog would
never have the speed to reach the hare, let alone to take pos-
session and keep it. He would be outclassed (otitpaced)

from the moment he left the slips, and quick turning would
never add a point to his score. He would not be on hand to
tui-n. But where is the evidence, written or other, to show
that a short back and short loin combined will give a c^nick

turn? Is It not far more likely that a short back and a
liberty-showing loin would give such a resttlt? Can you
name"a single instance of a short-backed and short-loined
greyhound beating a dog of average pace? I never saw one
that was worth a tinker's cuss, and, with the exception of

Fullerton, I have seen many of the best public performers
before and since the Bradford crack (Cock Robin) made such
a bold bid for Waterloo honors. Market Day, winner, I be-

lieve, of a 16S dog stake at Plumpton and a dog with a very
great turn of speed, had neither a short back nor short loin,

and I can say the same of little Coomassie, a bitch that
when she once got up was without exception the most bril

liant performer I have ever seen.

Btit you don't halt at the short back and short loin, hut
add that this dog Lord Never.still is net well let down behind.
And this is the greyhound (?) that beat Gem of the Season
at Chicago, and the FoRKST AXD Stream is on record as in-

dorsing the award. Now, sir, I maintain that no short-
backed, short-loined badly-let-down-behind greyhound that
ever lived could faii-iy be.at Gem of the Season, beat one-half
of him, or beat one corner of him, because Gem is a grey-
hound, whereas a dog of that formation is not a greyhound.
Then again, what are we to understand from the statement
that Lord Neverstill, "like all of his breeding, is not let

down enoiTgh behind." This is surelya well-bred greyhound.
He comes of a winning family on both sides, and methinks
you will have a difficult task to prove that dogs of his
breeding are "not let down enough behind." In truth, they
are as well let down behind as any greyhounds in the world.
Now. then, if Lord Neverstill has the defects you have
enumerated (I don't see how he can), a very great wrong has
been done the owner of Gem of the Season, and the Chicago
judge, whoever he was, should be "roasted." If, on the
other hand, the decision was correct, then Neverstill does
not have these defects and his owner has been unfairly
treated. No man is going to breed to a short-backed, short-
loined, high-hocked greyhound, because greyhounds proper
are not biiilt that way. It is pretty generally conceded that
the late Mr. Walsh ("Stoneheuge") was either the best or
very nearly the best authority we Lave ever had on the grey-
hound. If there was one breed of dogs he knew more about
than all others, it was greyhotxuds. He owned greyhounds,
he trained them himself, he coursed them, he was essentially

a greyhound man. His greyhound standard stands out
boldly from the rest as a masterpiece in its line, and it is

not difficult to tell by that standard which breed "Stone-
henge" loved most. '

J. H. Walsh was not a Rousseau
writing about Russian wolfhounds. He was a good and
practical jtidge of greyhounds writing of a breed he most
thoroughly understood, and, wliat is more, he was a genuine
dog friend. In arriving at a conclusion as to the formation
of back most desirable, I think you will agree with me that
we need not go behind or before the "Stonehenge" standard.
Here it is: "It must be self-evident that every additional

inch in length of back increases the stride by that amount
exactly, and therefore if prolonged indeliaiteiy it would be
advantageous, till counterbalanced by the disadvantages
inseparably connected with this form, in consequence of the
diminished strength. The length of back should therefore
be looked for between the neck and the last rib, rather than
between the last rib and tbe hip bone; and this is a very im^
portant consideration too often neglected."

There is another matter pertaining to greyhounds that I

would direct your attention to. You have recently .stated th at
certain dog owners in Canada had attacked Miss Whitney
and the writer in some of the daily papers. Are you aware
that two of my friends, Mr. H. W. Lacy and Mr. J. Otis
Fellows, are respon-sible for nearly all the abuse that has
been hurled at me! ]Nlr. Fellows awarded first prize to a
prick-eared greyhound at Kingston and Mr. Lacy gave the
same dog a prize at Ottawa, You will remember that when
this dog was bi-ought before me I fired him out of the ring
in quick time, and the owner, who is a beginner and for any-
thing I know to the contrary a well-meaning one, has been
shedding tears and spilling ink ever since. Because my
friends just named missed the prick ears, or had orders not
to withhold prizes, and because they did award prizes to an
animal, by name Elcho, they have been written up in the
Canada papers as wonderlail judges, whereas I, who refused
to confer honors upon a little prick-eared brindle dog, am
very much no good and a perfect ignoramus on dogs. It's

the old racket over again. A young man, a dog, a fever,

papers packed with trashy articles, a noise and a funeral,
"jjow often, O, how often," have we been through all this
and still they come.
Mr. Lacy and Mr. Fellows may have been justified in

awarding prizes to a prick-eared dog, they may have been
instructed to award tbe prizes, "small show," "first at-

tempt," "don't wish to displease these men," "committee
decided that prizes must be given in all classes," etc., etc.

But I wish to ask these gentlemen in the interest of dogs
and for the benefit of tininitiated beginners, wotxld they
award high honors to prick-eared greyhounds if such dogs
were shown in fairly good company? Look at the harm that
may be done by such judgments unless they are qualified.

The owner of this dog Elcho has already stated that he liad

been requested to pltice him in the public stud. No sane
person, that has had any experience with dogs, is going to

breed to prick-eared greyhounds that have neither a
fashionable pedigree nor a first-class record in the field

behind the defect. But what is to become of a novice,
with no friend at hand to advise him ? He will breed
to anything that has won a prize, anything with four legs,

type is destroyed and improvement 'becomes an utter im-
possibility. So I beg of you straighten out these matters,
clear the mist from the beginner's eyes, give him a chance
and thus avert the possibility of unnecessary controversies
'n the near- future.

It seems a bit hard to criticise the work of one who, while
still suffering from la grippe, had the pluck to tackle a
report of probably TOO dogs and get to Cleveland in time for
tbe opening there. But neither Forest akd Stream nor
Mr. Lacy can afford to have that report hurled at them in

dnys to come. So I think the better plan is to correct it and
do it now. ChAS. H, MASON.
New Youk, May 12.

[We are not as a rule given to pleading the baby act, but
in this instance we must say that our intention was to write
short loin instead of back, and our copy would no doubt so
have it could it at this late day be found; but unfortttnately
it cannot. Not having the opnortunity to read the proof
before insertion in Forest and Stream, the mistake had to
go uncorrected, and until our attention was drawn to it by
the above letter we did not know it had been made. To
show how easily such a mistake may be made, even ]Mr.

Mason himself in quoting from "Stonehenge" wrote in the
above letter, "The length of back should, therefore, be
looked for between the last rib anrl the hip hone.'" (The
italics are ours.) This he corrected, when sent the proof,
to the way it stands now. So, after all, we may be excused
when writing our rei3ort while traveling from one show to
another in letting an error slip in now and then. To prove
that we did not mean that a gi'eyhound should have a short
back, it was only the week before, while judging at Boston,
that we put back an otherwise good hound, Imperator, for
that very fault. Now, then, as to rib de%"elopment. To our
mind rib development does not mean great spring of ribs,

which a greyhound should not have unless he has
the necessary chest development to support it. Rib
development' in our mind is just "that length of
back between the neck and the last rib" that
"Stonehenge" .speaks of. And the further back that rib

is placed, to a certain extent, so much the better develop-
ment. The term "well-ribbed up" covers our meaning. We
still maintain that the .short and strong loin, comparatively
speaking, is what is required, and no less an authority than
Mr, Lowe holds the same opinion. A dog long between the
last rib and hip cannot turn and gather his hind parts under
as one of the short loined dogs can, still we are sapiently
told at times that certain dogs do not stand over enough
ground, too short in loin, etc., when the length of groimdto
be covered is obtained by the bend of the stifle or, in other
words, the more "let down" a dog is, the more ground can
be stand over. As to awarding Elcho the second prize at
Ottawa in a class of four dogs, we did that considering the
occasional elevation of his ears a much less fault than the
half-inch overhanging top jaw of the dog Lauucelot, which
the week before Mr. Slason gave third to in a strong class

of thirteen dogs at Toronto, and these reasons were fully
stated in our report of the Ottawa show at the time. We
do not think that a man like Dr. Mills has had anything
whatever to do with the letters in the Toronto papers, for
we think he would be the first to abhor any underhanded
way of sho\ving his opinion.]

"THE SHEPHERD DOG."

Editor Forest and Stream:
The work with the above title, by Mr. W. A. Wickham, of

Tipton, Iowa, is really a valuable contribution, to our list of
dog.ay publications. Mr. Wickham has expended a vast
aniotiut of research on the subject, as is shown by his many
Cjuotations, from almost every author who has written on
the dog. I regret to see that in a few instances he has incor-
porated the work of living writers in his text without giving
credit for it, but it strikes me that this is more the result of
defective editorship than intentional plagiarism; as for in-

stance, the use of Mr. Cleaver's preclsi on training sheep
dogs, the subject being afterward much more elaborated by
Mr. Wickham himself. Avery pleasant feature in the book
is, that while Mr. Wickham is a breeder and seller of collies

himself, the fact is nowhere intruded on the reader in the
text, and but for a modest advertisement on a cover page,
his being in the business would not be known to the reader.
This is a most agreeable conti'ast to the books of too many
breeders, who seem to have written, not to raise the breed
as a whole in public estimation, but to boost their own stock,

and with the result that the intelligent reader sets the whole
thing down as on a plane with a patent medicine advertise
ment.

jMr. Wickham is entirely wrong in one statement—that the
bobtail sheep dog is not suitable for a companion, tbe fact
being that they are the most charming companions of any
dogs I know. Too many affectionate dogs are too overwhel-
ming in their demonstrations, jumping and pawing over
one, a fault only eradicated by training while young, and the
bobtail, while as affectionate as any dog, refraics from this

and contents itself with more moderate indulgences of its

affection. Many will jump up beside their master without
jumping on him, and if unnoticed for what they deem too
long a time, will attract attention by a pat of the paw or a
thrust of the uo.se into one's hand. Mr. Wickham's sug-
gestions as to protection of flocks, are an admirable feature
in his book, giving it an air of practical value outside the
mere doggy departments. Of course, a "tenderfoot" like
myself has" no opinion as to the correctness of the ideas of

Mr. Wickham on these points, but the incorporation of them
in the work is novel, and worthy of much commendation.
Mr. Wickham alludes to the Russian wolfhound as a pro-

tector of flocks from wolves, and in this connection there is

one characteristic of the Russian dogs, mentioned only by
Lieut. Taraevski in an English contemporary, that is of

encrmous value and completely overlooked. It appears that
these dogs have the trick of concentrating all their strength
in one desperate fling at the wolf when they come within
striking distance, launching themselves at him like a thun-
derbolt. By this trick the wolf is knocked over and de-
prived of a great share of his resisting or fighting ability,

and thereby the dog is able to overpower it with much less

chance of injury to himself. That Lieut. Tarnovski is cor-

rect in attributing this characteristic to the dogs, is proved
by their mode of attacking other dogs, showing this trick.

Mr. Wickham has overlooked one piece of most exasper-
ating stupidity, not uncommon in purchasers of a sheepdog,
in expecting that the dog will off hand obey verbal orders
given him, without first ascertaining exactly what form of

words the dog has been taught that conveyed that particular
order, and the usual result of thus giving the dog orders
without first determining what words to use, is that he
sticks his tail between his legs and clears out for home,
doubtless thinking "what does that fool mean?" Let the
new owner either get a complete manual of the words the
dog has learned as commands, or go to work slowly and let

the dog understand by signs what is wanted, and he will

soon learn to associate new words with the desired com-
mands. It is really astonishing how blindly owners of dogs
go to work with them, apparently forgetting—as ' Jansen"
said of the renowned "Snarleyow"—"de tog is but a tog."

W. WADE.
Hdlton, Pa., May 33,

CENTRAL FIELD TRIALS CLUB DERBY ENTRIES,

THE entries for this club's third annual Derby, whieli
closed May 15, number 87, divided as follows: English

setters 58, pointers 36, Ii-ish setters 1 and Gordon setters 3,

all whelped in 1890. The entries last year numbered 116.

ENGLISH SETTEES.

Chas. Kean (J. M. Avent and Bayard Thaj'er's),Eoderigo—
Miss Lou Ellen.
Marco (J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's), Jean Val Jean-

Lucy,
Alphonse (J, M, Avent and Bayard Thayer's), Jean Tsl

Jean—Haydee.
CAfflLLE (J. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's), Jean Val

.Jean—Haydee.
Rod's Rodney (S. F. B. Biddle's), Eoderigo—Fannie Glad-

stone.
Nat's Box (P. S. Brown and J, B. Ellison's), Nat Good-

win—Hazel.
Nat's Girl (F. 3. Brown and J. B. Ellison's), Nat Good-

win—Hazel.
Latonia ( W. F. Burden and J. D. Postou's), Paul Glad-

stone—Latonia.
Sappho (Royal Phelps Carroll and J. M. Avent's), Rod-

erigo—OUie S.

IzA (Royal Phelps Carroll and J, M. Avent's), Roderigo

—

OllieS.
Robespierre (Royal Phelps Carroll and J, M. Avent's),

Roderigo—Ollie S,

LADT Elgin (J. I. Case'.s), King Noble—Qu=en Vashti.
MoNA (-1, I, Case's), King Noble—Queen Vashti.
Count Featherstone (E. O. Damon's), Count Noble-

Florence Gladstone.
Wagtail (O. W. Donner's), RoiD'Or-Belle of Piedmont.
Winnie Noble (F. H. and J. O'H. Denuy'sj, Count Noble

—Fannie.
Bonnie Kate (F, H. and .J. O'H. Denny's^ Gladstone's Boy

—Ploy W.
SiG, Gladstone (P. H, and J, O'H. Denny's), Gladstone's

Boy—Diamond.
Count Druid (Geo. A, Day's), Ruby's Druid—Cricketer.
Druid's Pride (Geo. A, Day's), Ruby's Druid—Cricketer.
Druid's Lilly (Geo. A. Day's), Ruby's Druid— Cricketer,
Jennie F, (E. 0. Damon's), Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl,

Ned Noble (J, K, Garnett's), Rowdy Rod-Pearl Noble.
Monk of the Elms (Paul H. Gotziau's), Monk of Furness

—Countess Aiu-elia.
Bondhu's Nellie (T. H. and F. F. Minor Gibbes'.s), Gus

Bondhu—Nellie,
Rowdy Rod, .Ie, (H. B. Hollins's), Rowdy Rod—Pearl

Noble.
Sandborn (J. H. and J. A. Hunter's), Ben Hill—Daisy

Hunter.
Arline (J. Shelley Hudson's) Dad Wilson—Bohemian

Girl.
McDUFFY (L. D. Hargrave's) Roi D'Or -Nora.
WUN LifNG (H. T, Harris's) Capt, Bethel—Enid.
Jenny Brailsford (Thomas Johnson's) Frank Simpson

—Jenny Deans,
Manitoba Pet (Thos, Johnson's) Dick Bondhu—Mani-

toba Belle.
LoRA (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s) Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.
Miss Ruby (Pierre Lorillard, .Tr.'s) Gladstone's Boy

—

Ruby D,
Virago (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s) Rowdy—Liberty.
HiLLBUKN (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s) Ben Hill—Belle of

Stanton.
Palsey (Pierre Lorillard, Jr.'s) Paul Gladstone—Miss

Elsie.
Hope's Mark (J. M. Lasseter'.s) Gath's Hope—Lady May.
Hope's Gipsey (J. M. Lasseter's Gath'si Hope—Dimple.
Prima Donna (K. J. Myers's) Rockingham—Donna.
Lucia (Herbert Merriam's) Roderigo—Royal Myrtle.
WuN Lung's Si.ster (S. J. McCartney's) Capt. Bethel-

Enid.
Miss Prim (AUeu Mehle'^) Eoierigo-Qiieen Ella Noble.
McMURDO (W. B. Meart.s, -Ir.'s), Roi D'Or—Mildred.
Lady Dudley (Harry Northwood's), Gladstone's Boy-

Diamond M.
Amy RobsAkt (Harry Northwood's), Dad "Wilson^Bo-

hemian Girl.

Dad's Girl (Blue Ridge Kennels'), Dad Wilson— Bohe-
mian Girl
Reel (Blue Ridge Kennels'), Roderigo—Lufra.
Lady Eveline (Blue Ridge Kennels'), Gath's Mark-

Flame Gladstone.
Oriole (Blue Ridge Kennels'), Gath's Mark—Flame

Gladstone).
Bob Cooper (Blue Ridge EeiaTaels')., Roi D'Or—Miss

Nellie Y.
Laundress (Blue Ridge Kennels'), Roi D'Or—Belle of

Piedmont.
Eff Jay (F. .J, O'Counell's), Dad Wil.son—Da.shing Flora.
Randolph's Roy (Randolph Kennels'), Ned— Betts's Belle.

Booth (B. PLideway's), King Noble— Queen Yaabti.
Tennyson (B. Ridgway's), King Noble—Queen Vashti.
Nona Bene (R. W. Shaw's), Ro'derigo— Lufra.
Tom's Maud (John C, Vail's). Tom Draw—Gypsy H.

Miss Arkos (Beresford Kennels'), Arkos— Loole.
Dauntless (Beresford Kennels'), Arkos— Loole.
Bob (W, G. Brokaw's), Arkos—Loole.
Betty (W. G, Brokaw's), Arkos—Loole,
Leao (Capt, Davis Baker's), Dan— Kate.
Outcast (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'), King of

Kent—Hops.
Exile (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'), King of Kent

—Hops.
Kentish Lass (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'), King

of Kent—Hops.
Mainstay (Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels'), Main-

spring—Bar Maid.
Tory Earl (H, B. Duryea's), Duke of Hessen—West-

minster Ina,
Promotion (John R, Daniels's), Lord Graphic—Bell.
Belle of the Ball (T. H. & F. F. Minor Gibbes's),

Sambo—Di.
Black Wonder (J. H. & John A. Hunter's), Ike—Bang

Bang's Pride.
Tory Doke (F. R. Hitchcock's), Duke of Hessen—West-

minster—Ina.
Tory Viscount (P. R. Hitchcock's), Duke of Hessen—

Westminster Ina,
Tory Squire (F. R. Hitchcock's), Duke of Hessen—West-

minster Ina.
Merry Monarch (R. M Hutchins's), Spring—Zura.
Abbess of Kent (P. Joy's), King of Kent—Lannie Bijou.
Res (A, F. Latta, Jr.'s}. Rex—Fannie.
BANNERMAN II. (Dr. C. E. Michel's), Bannerman-Main

Dell.
Ban Dell (Dr. C. E. Michel's), Bannerman—Main Dell.

Prince, Jr, (Jas. A. Mehaffey's), Prince Black—Flirta-
tion.
Shot S. (W. B. Sheldon's), Springbok—Flush.
Westminster Dick (Westminster Kennel Club's), Naso

of Kippen—Glauca.
Lucky Bob White (Chas. & G. Sander Whealen's), Luck

of the Goat—Meteor's Trinket.
TiaNKET's Dell (Chas. & G. SapderWJjealen's), champiou

Brackett—Koberi.'.s Trinket.

IRISH SETTEES.

DucHBas (Jas. B. Blossom's), Dick Swivellei—-Yuba.
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GOEDOSr SETTEES.
I

Abgo II. (Jas. B. Blossom's), Beaumont—Vemis.
RosEMOUT (C. C. M. Hunt's), Beaumont—Madge.

THE ENGLISH POINTER CLUB FIELD TRIALS.

THE fourth annual trials of this club, and the last of the
English sprina; trials, were run off near Wrexbam,

May 5 and 6. TheDakeof Portland is president oC the club.

The first day's rnnning was on the estate of SirWntkin
Williams Wynu, Bart. The judtres were Dr. Salter and Mr.
E. 1j. Purceli Llewellyn. Si nrli-Kcepcr says the entries for

the Puppy Stakes were disappointing, only ten entries being
on hand; the All-Aged Stake bad seventeen. Mr. Brails-
ford, who had recorered sufBcieutly from his accident to be
present, handled some of Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's dogs, and
so did Angus Cameron. The first stake run off was the
Pointer Puppy Stakes for Puppies of 1890. First prize, £35;

second, £19; third, £U; fourth, £.5; drawn in the following
order;
Mr. Beck's Nancibel, Naso of Upton—Devonshire Jndy,

against Messrs. Bulled &Turuer's Devonshire Magg, Devon-
shire .Jack—Devonshire Pan.
Mr. Thorpe Hi nek's Priar Raffle, Melton Solo — Ruby

Priar, of/oMj.st Mr. Nicholson's Beau of Drayton, Beau of

Kent—Moll Drayton.
Messrs. Bulled & Turner' ; Devonshire Baby, Molton Byssa

—Devonshire Lady, againtit Rev. W. Shield's Major o' the
Border, Tr'erdix—King.
Mr. Beck's Busy Ben, Rapid Ben—Busy, againM Mr.

Leriche's Queen of the Isles, Naso of Upton—Devonshire
Judy.
Mr. Thorpe Hincks's Darkle Friar, Melton Solo—Ruby

Friar, (T^amsit Mr. Nicholson's Bang of Ercall, Beaiiof Kent
—Moll cif Drayton.

Scent was not very good, and contrary to the experiences
of the other trials, game was nob at all plentiful, and that
found was very wild; so that the sportsmen pi-esent had
more walking than they bargained for. The result of the
running proved that that consistent performer Busy Ben,
owned by Mr. Beck, was awarded first prize, Mr. Nicholson's
Beau of Drayton second, Mr. Beck's Nancibel third and Mr.
Nicholson's Bang of Drayton fourth; the stake being run
through by 3:30 P. M. Busy Ben ran a very good dog through
all the three meetings, getting second at Aqualata, third at
Strafl:'ord and here first. A few heat« of the All-Aged Stakes
were then run off, the following being the draw:

ALL- AGED STAKES.—First prize, £3.5; second, £20; third,

£12; fourth, £5.

Mr. Brown's True Blue, Tory IV.—Melton Lady Bird,
agadnst Rev. W. Shield's Beau o' the Border, Saddleback-
Melton Broom.
Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's Ightfield Deuce, W^uinstay—

Dainty, against Rev. W. S. Richardson's Rex of Melton,
Naso of Kipjien—Melton Ringlet.

Mr. Lloyd Price's Welsh Cvah, Crab—Joy, against Mr.
H. Brown's Prime Minister, Tory I^'".—Lady "Bird.

Mr. J. Stark-s Mars IV., Sambo II.—Pan IV., agmmt
Mr. D. Moriarty's txlenbeigh, Grouse V.—Rita.
Mr, Lowe's Ben of Kippen, Rocket R.—Laura of Kippen,

againat Mr. Stark's Hanwoith Juno, champion Joss—Bess

Mr, Bulled's Devonshire Lady, Melton Baron—Village
Star, against Mr. Lloyd Price's Saul.
Mr. Lowe's Belle des Borders, Young Bang—Polly against

Mr. Heywood-Lousdale's Crab, Plnm—Myrtle.
Mr. Bulled's Devonshire Sail, Melton Baron—Village

Star, against Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale's Prawn.
Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale's Beacon, Ightfield Dick—Polly

Peacham, a bye.

As will be seen by the above Mr. Brailsford had three
dogs in, Ightfield Deuce being well known to our field trial

men. (jlenbeigh, the pointer pup that scored so well in the
previous trials, seemed altogether off here, as in his first

heat he began by flushing a single and following it several
yards; then pointed a brace of pheasants, rushed in and
chased, losing of course all chances of coming out a winner
in this stake. The next day, Wednesday, the meet was at
Wyunstay Brickyard, and among those present was Mr. E.
C. Buckle, of the Charlottesville Kennels, Virginia, and
Capt. MeMurdo's aide-de-camp. Game was not genei-ally
plentiful. After running several heats there was a fresh
draw, and Ightfield Dance ran against Mr. Lloyd Price's
Welsh Crab. They were put down in rough pasture.
Deuce went very merrily, but passed birds which she should
have found. In the next Deuce false pointed, and Crab
passed without backing; both ranged and quartered well
and were taken up.
Another heat was:

"Mr. Brown's True Blue, worked by owner, and Mr. Hey-
wood Lonsdale's Crab, by Brailsford, were put down at tHe
top of a steep slojnng grass field. True Blue flushed and
both dropped to wing. Crab pointed and drew on to the
hedge but marie nothing out; both ranged fairly. Crab
rather fond of the hedgerows. In the next field of .similar
character, both feathered about some rushes, and True Blue
pointed but nothing came of it, and the next brace were
called for,"
"Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's Prawn, worked by Cameron,

and Mr. Bulled's Devonshshire Lady, by Turner, put down
on grass. The former false pointed once or twice and the
Lady backed, both ranging in good style. In the next, a rough
poor field, Lady went .stiff and lame, Prawn talse pointed
and Lady backed; then we moA'^ed on to a clover field, across
which, as we reached it, an old hare went leisurely bobbing.
Prawn false pointed, and again pointed and drew on with-
out finding, but directly after nailed birds and Ladybacked,
and the trial was over."

''Mr. Bulled's Devonshire Sail, worked by Turner, andMr.
Heywood Lousdale's Beacon, by Cameron, were put down in
nice clover root. Both dropped to hare that got up before
Beacon, who directly false pointed and Sail backed. Beacon
made a bad flush, while feathering round them. The next
field was unproductive, but in the next both got poiuts, a
hare getting up before Beacon, who remained steady. In a
large field of siu'iug corn Sail dropped to a hare that got up
before her. Pat down on rough fallow, both passed a hare.
Put down on grass again nothing was done, and at a quarter
to two P. M. a move was made to lunch, beating the field

over in which it was laid, but without finding game."
"After luncheon Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale's Ightfield Deuce

and Ml'. Lowe's Ben of Kippen were put down on grass,
former worked by Brailsford and latter by owner. Both
ranged freely, but Ben flu.shed and did not drop, and was
ordered up and same owner's Belle des Borders was put
down with Deuce. After a long tiresome tramp on a
piece of bare pasture, Deuce pointed birds and Ben backed,
and both pointed birds rising before Deuce, close to the
hedge."

The awards were: Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale's Ightfield
Deuce first, Mr. Lowe's Belle des Borders and Ben of Kippen
tqual second and third, Mr. Heywood-Lonsdale's Prawn,
fotirth, and Mr. Bulled's Devon,shi're Lady reserve, the stake
leing finished at 8 P. M.
Then the heat to decide the -SoO special for the best in

either stake, owned by a member of the club, was run off,

and resulted, after a good deal of false pointing and flush-
ing on both sides, in Mr. Beck's Busy Ben beating Mr.
Lowe's Ben of Kippen. This brought the trials to a close
with ttie usual vote of thanks to the judges and Sir Watkin
William Wynn for the use of the estate.

BEAGLE TRAINING.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Theraucli mooted question of beagle field trials interests

me very much. I have hunted with those game little dogs
ever since I could carry a gun and I must say that the ques-
tion of hunting beagles seems, by the correspondence that
has come to my notice, to be in the hands of novices. In the
fir.st place, should l>eagles ))e under control? Some say yes.

I waut a dog to know one call, and that is in case yon start

a rabbit.and want your dog; then he should come if he has not
found a trail. Ifhe has, then he should mind nothing but
what he is doing. The beagle that could be called from a
trail, I should pat out of the way as soon as he came within
range. So much for minding or being itnder control. My
experience is, that a dog should hunt as he sees fit, aud run
at his own sweet will. If he is properly handled he will not
go so far from his master that he will be out of call when
wanted. If abeagle should run a rabbit to ground, he should
stay with the game, or at the hole until the hunters come
up. Should a beagle hunt like a pointer or setter? Ishould
say no to this. The bird dog must hunt close or he would
be' worthless in thick cover. As I said before, the beagle
should be as independent as a dog can be. He should range
away for any distance that he coxxld be heard from should
he give tongue, and under no circumstances should he mind
when on game, this I repeat, as I noticed that in the last

field trials there was some talk, and I think judgment, oa
being under control. If you are .going to hunt your dogs on
field mice or greybobs then you might leave the beagles at
home and take spaniels and terriers with you and you will
have capital sport, but when it comes to foxes or hares, those
dogs that mind would be useless, inasmuch as they are not
built for long runs and they would be so much under con-
trol that they would get tired huntin,g and be looking for
orders. I should like very much to have "Quester" come to
Brockton in the season "and get an insight into the ways
of the pack of beagles I run; they are as good as there ai-e,

but they may not be up to the standard of those field trial

judges who look for a dog to leave a hot trail at the beck or
call of a hunter who does not know half as much about
hunting as the dog he is trying to hunt. Hoping I have not
tired you with myi'ather rambling letter I will close with
this last remark. Do not expect a good bea.gle to know any
thing but hunt when in the field. Bbockton.
BitoCKTON, Mass., May 27,

WHITE WONDER.
Editor Forest and. StrGam:
The foUovving articles appeared in Forest and Stream

Sept. i, 1890, and Jan. 1, 1891, signed by "Namquoit:"

Mr. Harris's bull-terrier formerly called White Wonder, that
was protested aerainst at the Boston show for being deal, was deaf
when born. He was bred by Mi*. Pratt, of Oak Hill, Stoke-on-
Trent. He is? by White Sam out of White Rose. Mr. Pra^t thought
that the puppy was deaf when born and sold it to Mr. Hushes, a
postman at Stoke, for £1. The portman soon discovered that the
puppy was deaf but. kept the matter as quiet as possible, bitt in
spite of his precautions the dog final l.v became known through'^nt
the section as the "postman's deaf dog." Mr. Hughes made up
his mind to get even with Mr. Pratt and laid his plans very
shrewdly. He wrote Mr. Heath, the former owner of Miss Glen-
dynne, now called Attraction, Enterprise and other good ones,
aud got him to make a date to call and see the dog. He then goes
to Mr. Pratt and tells him how wonderfully the puppy has im-
proved and that Mr. Heath is talking of purchasing him. (Mr.
Heath nnd Mr. Pratt were at that time trying to oiitdo^each other.)
Mr. Pratt not wishing to see his rival with the best dog in the
country, and snpjiosing the puppy mtiat have outgrown his deaf-
ness, purchased liun on the spilt for £10 Of course he soon dis-
covered that the dog was lotatly deaf and threatened suit, but as
he had tirst sold the dog when deaf he was advised to let the
matter rest. This much I know to be the facts. It is furthermore
stated by those who ought to know that the White Wonder was
soon atter reported dead and the same dog was represented as
another dog under another nnme. I have not questioned Mr.
Ilarris '"n regard to the affair, but if he paid the price stated, £80,
he was badly sold, whether he knevv him to be deaf or not. If Mr.
Hinks sold the dog to Mr. Harris and did not say anything about;
the deafness, he is a swindler of the first water. Hinks & Pratt
are one firm. American readers must not get this Hinks mixed
up with James Thorpe Hiucks, the Clumber man. at Laicester, or
E. O. Hincks. It is Fred Hinks that sold White Wonder.
We said then that the above was false in every partictilar,

in proof of which we submitted the following letter from
Mr. Hinks:

BiftMrxGUAir. Oct. 9.—Mr. Harris-Dear Sir: Your favor of the
19cb ultimo is at hand inclosing a cutting from the Forest and
Strbam of Sept. 1; and in reply I can only say that it is absolutely
false from the commencement to the finish, as Mr Pratt never
owned or had in bis possession White Wonder, and that he never
was out of this town until he was sent to you. Moreover, he Is by
Gully the Great out of Kit, and the story related in the cutting
from FOBESX and Strean respecting White Wonder is an entire
fabrication altogether. And it is a pity reporters cannot find
something else to do than drag a gentleman like Mr. Pratt into a
matter which he knows nothing about. Yours truly. Fusdericxc
Hinks.

We then added that White Wonder is by Gully the Great
out of Kit, by Diicrow out of Eclipse; Gully the Great is by
Gladstone out of Florrie. Breeder, Mr, Brooks. Whelped,
June, 1888.

"Namquoit's" reply to the above on Jan. 1, 1891, is as fol-
lows:

Messrs. H. A. & W. L. Harris state In a letter to Forest and
Stream, published Dec. 4, that my statement regarding White
Wonder, in issue of Sept. 4, is false in every particular, but in
their so-called "proof" they simply make an assertion without
giving the first atom of proof of their statement. I repeat that
White Wonder, now owned by Messrs. Harris, is by White Sara
out of Rose, and that every word of ray statement is true and
that I can substantiate every word of it. The gentleman who
accompanied me during my investigation lives within a few miles
of Mr. Harris. Those who gave me my information ai"e gentie-
men of far better standing than Mr. Hinka, and saw the dog
.almost daily for months. I do not misunlerstand Messrs. Harris.
I consider them gentlemen, but 1 can prove that they were badly
swindled if they bought White Wonder (Beryl) for a sound doe-,
andif they did not, still they have pm-chased a false pedigree. I
never yet made a statement in print that t could not substantiate,
and until they can prove what they say I would thank them not
to call my statement false.—Namqitoit.

Referring now to "Namquoit's" (A. R. Crowell's) above
letter of Jan. 1, 1891, concerning the pedigree of ray bull-
terrier White Wonder and the ungentlemanly attacks on
Mr. Frederick Hinks, I have to say the .statements therein
contained are false in every particuiar, in proof of whicli I
inclose the official pediiiree uf Wniie Wonder, with the
attested statement of Mr. Fred Hinks concerning the same:

[COPT.]

THE KENNEL GhUB PEDIGREE OSRTIFICAXE.
White Wonder-Sire, Gully the Great (E.S.B. 25,485); dam. Kit,

by Danrow. by Marquis out of Florence; &ully the Great, by Glad-
stone (17,710) out of Florry, by Baron (13,076) out of Maggie May
(10,839): (Tladslone, by Dutch (13,813) one of Maagie May (10.829).
Stud Book No. (if any), nil. Born, about June, 18S8. Color,

white. Breeder, Mr. Brooks.
I certify that the ,ibove is a true copy of the pedigree of the bull-

terrier dog Whi'e Wonfier as recorded in the b..oks at the Kennel
Club. Signed W. W. Aspinall. Secretars^ (per L. L. D.) Kennel
Cinh, 6 Cleveland Row, St. James, London, S. W. Date, Feb. 6,
ISflL Fee, one shilling.

[COPT.]

1, Frederick Hinks. of Pershore street, Birmingham, in the
county ot Warwick. England, bitll-terrier breeder, do solamnly
and sincerely declare as follows: Tbal the within pedigree of the
bull-terrier White Wonder was obtained by me from the secretary
of the Kennel Club, London. England, and is a correct pedigree o"£

the bull-terrier dog White Wonder which I imported to America,
to Mr, H, A. Harris, of North Wdmlngcoa, Mass., and etnce

registered in the American stud book as Beryl. And I make this

solemn declaration conscientiously beUevlnu the same to be true

and bv virtue of the Statutory Declarations act 1835.

Declared at the Oitv of Birmingham,
|

Frederick Hinks.
in the oounty of Warwick, tliis 20 Ai -

day of Febraarv. 1891. Before me, \

Jambs HEsr^rANT, a coromissioner to administer oaths in the
Supreme Court of .Judication in England.

I trust this will settle the matter once for all, and I think
an apology from '*Namquoit" is due Mr. Hinks and myself
both for his false statements in regard to White Wonder
and his scurrilous and base attacks upon Mr. Frederick
Hinks. H. A. Hakels.

North Wilmin&ton, Mass., May 27.

P. S.—There is a postman's deaf dog .still in England, and
his pedigree is as follows: By White Sam out of Duchess
III., weight over 501bs.—H. A. H.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING.

A MEETING of the advisory committee was held Mon-
day, Mav 11. 1891. Present—Augu.st Belmont, Tho.g.

H. Terry, Dr. J. Frank Perry, James L. Anthony, John S.

Wise.
The following matters were submitted by the secretary,

having been referred to this committee by the executive
committee of the American Kennel Club, at its meeting
held Feb. 28 1891:

American Kennel CI ah
]

vs. Re. s)}ccialty Stud Boole.
National Greyhound Cli(h. \

Ordered, That the matter be referred to a committee, con-
sisting of President Belmont, with power to act with the
National Greyhound Club, the result arrived at by .said com-
mittee to be final.

Henry II. Carr
)

vs. (-lie. unsatisfied, claim for stud, serxrlce.

.lean Orosvenor. )

Ordered., That in this case the charge of fraud is not sus-
tained. The case dismissed.

William. Purdy, Jr.rijie. unsatisfied claim for the

W.L. Washington. \

purchase of a dog.

Ordered, That Mr. Washington is liable under his con-
tract for the sum of £5, for the purchase price, aud £1 addi-
tional for carriage to IPhiladelphia, Pa. From said amount
is to be deducted the sum of £5 paid by the said Washing-
ton for express charges, the balance of £1 to be paid by the
said Washington in liquidation of the claim. This amount
paid. W. L. Washington (in the opinion of the committee)
would have recourse against said Purdy for fraud or misrep-
resentation in the sale of this dog.

W. W. Bradley
vs.

Associated Fanciers
ofPMladriiilua, Pa.

' Ordered. Tbnt the Associated Fanciers, advertising, "City
office at No. IfO South Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa., and
kennels and poultry farm at Berlin, N. J., and reputed to
be under the charge of one Howard I. Ireland as manager,"
be and is hereby disqualified.
The follovnng new business was submitted and acted

upon:

Tiurma^ T Waririi I Be. appeal for re-
1 nomas J

.
b ai Ley.

^ insta.tement.
Ordered, That the application of Farley be received, and

that the disqualification imposed upon him May 8, 1888, be
and is hereby removed.

E. H. Moore )

vs. > Re. demand for solid gold, medal.
A merican jMastiff Club.

)

Ordered, That the American Mastiff Club owes E. H.
Moore a gold medal, and the one sent is not a discharge of
its promise; that a gold medal of standard purity, worth not
less than S35 to ?50 is what was reasonably due under its

public undertaking in its printed circular, section III., taken
m connection with rule XXX. of the American Kennel Club.

O/'cZcrcfZ /(trihc)', That the American Mastiff Club have
thirty days in which to discharge its obligation to said
Moore, as above dettued.

1 Re. request fur copies of procced-
Hudspctii & Collier,

\

ings of Advisory CommiUee
Attorneys for

]
meeting Juli/ '90, and Execu-

C. J. Peshcdl. I tire Committee vicetinq Sept.

J
'!/().

Ordered, That the i-equest of Messrs. Hudspeth & Collier
be complied with, and that the secretary is hereby directed
to supply said attorneys for Peshall with copies of said pro-
ceedings. (Signed) A. P. Veedenbue(5H, Sec'y A. K. C.
—Kennel Gazette

Re. unfair dealing in
the sale of a, dog.

OUR HUMBLE ASSOCIATES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I inclose an extract from a striking sermon by the Rev,
Dr. George Leon Walker, of this city. How many sports-
men have corrected (?) their dogs when they thought the
canine had committed some blunder in the field—when he
really had not ? Dr. Walker is quite right in saying that a
dog possesses reason and self-consciousness. The Doctor's
reference in his sermon to his own little dog is here given:

''Forced to admit the existence in them of memory, affec-
tion, some degree of reason and will, they for the most part,
so far as I have observed, try to draw a line of effectual sep-
aration between animals and men at the point of self-con-
sciousness; affirming that a dog or a horse, however con-
scious he liiay be ot things external to himself, is not con-
scious of himself as a separate entity whose own existence
or condition becomes a matter of distinct realization.
Against the validits^ of this attempted discrimination I
think any one who has had the fortune to be at all intimately
associated with intelligent specimens of some of the higher
orders of animal life has seen manifold reason to protest.
Take one example from the biography of a little friend of
mine, who was for some eleven years a member of my house-
hold.' This little dog knew just as well as I did when he
had broken some household rule of behavior, and on such
occasions be received the small chastisement allotted for dis-
obedience with perfect recognition of its desert aud with
eager readiness to be reconciled. But on one occasion when
he was thus lightly disciplined for a stipposed offeuse, his
behavior arrested my notice from its peculiarity and awoke
the instant inquiry in my mind whether he had. perhaps,
not dune the thing'supposed. He showed none of his cus
tomary desire to be restored to favor. He went sadly to
his cushion in the corner and refused to respond to my caress.
No physical hurt could explain his behaA'ior. He could
scarcely be said to have been physically hurt at all. I in-
quired into the matter. He had not done the thing for
which the trifling discipline had been inflicted. He had been
treated unjustl;^-, and he knew it. And he made me know it
also. I apologized to him, and he knew that I apologized,
just as well as any man could know: but it was forty^eight
hours before he would condescend to forgive the injustice.
Not self-conscious! He was as self-conscious as I was. And
he had the advantage of a self-consciousness of being in the
right when I was in the wrong."
There is much in the above quotation to commend itself

to all dog lovers. A. C. Collins.
Habtford, Conn., May 37.
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GORDON SETTER CLUB MEETING.

AT a meeting of the executive committee of the Gordon
Setter Chib of America, held May 28, 1891, at 159 West

Thirty-fourth street, N. Y. city, the following business was
transacted:
Minutes of meeting of the executive committee of March

27 were read and approved.
The committee on field trials reported progress, and stated

their expectation of soon being able to make report of
definite arrangements.
The committee on constitution and by-laws submitted

their revision of the constitution, to be voted upon at the
next general meeting of the club.
Dr. H. C. Grlover stated his inability, from press of pro-

fessional engagements, to attend properly to his duties as
president of the club, and tendered his resignation of the
presidency, which was accepted witu regret. He was again
elected a member of tbe executive committee.
Resolved, That a person becoming a member of this club

within six months of their annual meeting shall be credited
for dues for the following year.
Resolved, That the executive committee hereby empowers

the president, vice-president and secretary-treasurer to elect
members duly presented, without calling a meeting for that
purpose.
ResGlmd, That the field trial committee is hereby given

full power to arrange for a Gordon setter field trials this
autumn.
Resolved, That, should there be a Gordon setter field trial

this fall, the Gordon Setter Club will give fifty dollars to
the winner of flrist, provided there are ten entries or seven
.starters; this prize to be known as the Gordon Setter Club
prize.

Resolved, That inasmuch as the last called gerieral meet-
ing of the club did not take place on the 4bh insfc. owing to
the unavoidable absence of the president. Dr. Glover, and in
order to do justice to Mr. Malcolm, the president be re-
quested to call a special meeting of the club to vote upon
the action of the committee in this case; also upon the re-
vision of the constitution and by-law.s: and that Mr. Mal-
colm be duly notified to appear at this meeting in his own
defense. Said meeting to be held at the oflSoe of Mr. Wm.
Tall man, 109 West Thirty-fourth street, N. Y. city, on July
7, 1891, at 8 P. M.

Dr. E. C. Dent was elected a member of the club. Dr.
John H. Meyer was unanimously elected president of the
club to fill the unexpired term of Dr. Glover.

DOG CHAT.
ACCORDING to the resolutions adopted at the meeting

of the executive committee of the A. K. C, May 2i",

the president has appointed the following gentlemen as a
committee to consult with the proper officials in New York
and Brooklyn for the purpose of improving the dog license
law, viz.: Messrs. J. Van Schaick, J. T. "Richards, H. F.
Schellha,ss. The following committee is appointed to re-
port upon the best method by which the field trials and
coursing meetings could be brought under the jurisdiction
of the American Kennel Club: Messrs. W. H. Child (chair-
man), G. W. LaRue. L. 0. Whiton, T. H. Terry and Major
J. M. Taylor. Dr. H. T. Foote (chairman), Dr. H. C. Glover
andMr. Jas. Watson, a committee of three, is appointed
under resolution of the same meeting, to collect and report
upon evidence as to the existence of the breed of dogs as de-
scribed in the standard of the American Bull-Terrier Club.

Rc. American bull-terriers alias round-heads, alias Bos-
ton terriers. When doctors differ, who shall decide? James
Watson.

Mr. A. E. Pitts, of the Mohawk-Tndianola Kennels, Colum-
bus, Ohio, has imported the noted pug dog Bonsor, through
Spratts Co. He was shipped May 16 on S. S. Europe, together
with a Barzoi and a spaniel of whose de.stination we are not
informed. Bonsor is now in New York, and will shortly be
illustrated in Forest and Stream. Mr. Pitts told us at
Chicago that owing to the heavy demands on Kash's services
the kennel sorely felt the need of a good second string, and
Bonsor was chosen. Bonsor was whelped Juue 30, 1887, and
bred by Mrs. Foster. He is by champion Diamond out of
Miggie, and weighs LSlbs. His winnings amount to 50 prizes,
among them being firsts at Glasgow and Crystal Palace 1890
and Derby, Liverpool and Cruft's show this year. It will
therefore be seen that in their second string this kennel has
another pug that will no doubt be worthy of being termed a
"crack."

A.S an instance corroborating the style of the Barzoi in
"going for" its game, that Mr. Wade speaks of in his letter
on Mr. Wickham's book, we mention the fact that one of
Mr. Hacke's wolfhounds made just such a jump on a beagle
at Pittsburgh, one chop being enough to make two gaping
wounds several inches long in the poor little brute's neck.
They are certainly very sudden in their movements, and on
this account it behooves owners of these dogs when out in
public to keep a good eye on them or trouble will ensue.

We learn from Le Chenil that a dachshund named Lips
Tallian, owned by Mr. Hermann Winkelmann, of Berlin, has
been sold to an "amateur Americain'' for $250.

Mr. F. P. Capers, secretary of the South Carolina Kennel
Association, writes us that their second annual dog show
will be held at Columbia, S. C, Jan. 13 to 16, 1892.

Among the new advertisements this week we notice that
the Swiss Mountain Kennels have St. Bernardis for sale; C.
T. Brownell several Gordon setters; N. S. Gates, dachshunds:
Moorfleld Kennels, English setter puppies; York Street
Farm, collie bitches; H. F. Littlefield, St. Bernards and
bull-terriers; James Wrinkle, pointers, and E. Beach,
Llewellyn setters.

The JSew York and New England Kennel and Poultry
Club held their spring meeting at Albany, May 23. A large
number of members were present, together with the follow-
ing ofiicers: President, John T. DeGralJ, Amsterdam; Vice-
President, O. H. Barber, Albany; Recording Secretary, L.
H. Myers, Bethlehem Center; Corresponding Secretary, Wm.
H. House, Fort Plain; and Treasurer, W. E. Churchill,
Mohawk. The Hon. R. P. Flower and T. Gordon Lilico
were elected new members. Messrs. Houck, Rockenstyre
and Becker were appointed a committee on hall and exhibi-
tion and with power to select a judge of dogs. Clarence W.
Houck, not wishing to serve as delegate to the A. K. C, of
which the club is now a member, Mr, W. E. Churchill was
unanimously chosen in his stead. It was decided to have
the show in the Lark street rink, where former shows of
the Albany Kennel Club have been held. Mr. James Morti-
mer was chosen as judge of dogs and will take all breeds.
The above named committee was also instructed to confer
with the Rensselaer Kennel Club of Troy, with a view to
their joining the society and lending their help toward
making the exhibition a .success. The dates chosen for the
show were Jan. 5 to 8, 1893.

In forming a com mittee to act with the English commit-
tee in regard to a uniformity of spaniel standards, every im-
portant breed of spaniel should find representation oh the
list. Clumber spaniels as an ancient and nouorable breed
certainly deserve equal care with the other.s, and a repre-
sentative of the breed should have a say in the prop'osed.

action. Speaking of Clumbers, Mr. Mercer writes us that
their new kennels will soon be in order. They are roomy,
with plenty of yard room and a canal within one minute's
walk in which to svrim the dog.s. With a good and trust-
worthy kennelman this kennel should now experience better
luck than heretofore. It is vexing to sell the expected litters
of four or five bitches and then to have the pups afterward
die on their hands, as has been their experience.

Mr. James W. Whitney, owner of the Flour City Kennels,
has, we are informed, sent an order to Mr. James Hutch-
ings, of Exeter, Devonshire. England, for a mastiff bitch
that is in whelp to Exeter Noble. He has also disposed of
tbe cocker bitch Phyllis (Obo II.—Darkie) to Mr. G. C.
Cross, ot Rochester, N. Y,

One of England's oldest and most respected judges of
sporting dogs, Mr. William Lort, writes to the English
Field about dogs .'^eizing wolves. He says: "In looking over
a few back numbers of the M,ckZ I notice the expression of
considerable diversity of opinion on the powers of dififerent
breeds of dogs to ruu up to and to successfully taclrle
wolves. I also observe that your correspondent '-Lucknow"
invites sportsmen to give their experiences. I h.ive not,
like Mr. F. Lo ve, had the opportunity of seeing the wolf
pursued in Russia by hounds bred especially for the pur-
pose; nor have I anywhere seen the wolf coursed by pure-
bred greyhounds. But with other breeds and dogs of no
breed I have witnessed and joined in many a blood-warming
chase of the wolf in various parts of the American conti-
nent—Florida, the Northwest and the Far West—and
although these chases frequently ended with a kill, at times
I observed a most unaccountable want of energy in the
canine pursuers. When not cheered on they would frequently
cease to hunt, even when the quarrv was in view and when
no great pace seemed required. On reflection I thought,
seeing how keen the pur.suit was at first, that the dogs '"ran
well until their curiosity was satisfied, and that then they
either disliked their game or they looked upon the sport as
too much like running after .something of their own sort, i
came to hold the latter view more strongly when I consid-
ered the energy, perseverance and determination of the same
dogs when in pursuit of deer, the fox, raccoon and other ani-
mals. Doubtless many dogs, and powerful ones, too, as sug-
gested by one of your correspondents, are afraid of wolves so
much so that they will not run up to one and seize even a
wounded one. Dear old Whitecloud, chief of the Iowa tribe,
with whom I have had many a lively hunt in days long
since, told me that a fear of the wolf was brought about
from puppies being entered before their teeth were grown,
and at several wolves instead of at .single ones. I can read-
ily believe that Whitecloud was right in what he said,
for I have often seen dogs, even strong old ones, after having
been cut and mauled by wolves, refuse for a long time
to go near one—in fact to evince an unconquerable fear of
them."

A meeting of the executive committee of the Irish Setter
Club was held at the store of Wm. Tallman, 109 W. 31th
street, New York, President Wm. H. Child in the chair.
There were present Me.s.srs. Child, Thompson, and Davis, and
Messrs. Cheney and Perry by proxy. Messrs. Blossom,
Contoit and Clement were also present. Mr. Wenzel, owing
to sickness, was absent. On motion of Mr. Thom.son it was
decided to hold the trials on, or as near as possible, the
grounds of the Eastern or Central Clubs. Mr. Perry di.s-

sented, favoring Indiana or Ohio. On motion a committee
of two, oonsisting of Messrs. Child and Blossom, were ap-
pointed to wait on Col. Odell to see if any arrangement could
be made to run the li'ish setter trials on their grounds. The
secretary was instructed to communicate with Messrs. J.
Otto Donner, Luke White and Dr. Glover with a view to
securing their services as judges. The vote on the adoption
of constitution having been favorable forits adoption, it was
duly declared as adopted, and the secretary was authorized
to have blank applications for membership printed for dis-
tribution. As the expense of holding a satisfactorv field
trials will be large, the members are reqriested to secure as
many new members as practical, and also as many dona-
tions to the field trials fund as possible. No prizes will be
offered at bench shows at present, all the energies of the club
are to be devoted to encourage the running of Irish setters
in the field trials. We therefore trust that all owners of
Irish reds will devote their best energies to make the in-
augural trials a success. Get your dogs into the hands of
the trainers as early as possible, so that there may be no ex-
cuses made on account of lack of training. Take courage
from the record made by Rev. O'Callaghau's Coleraine in
the late English trials. It can be done, it is in the dogs, it
only needs intelligence on the part of the trainer to restrain
their "Irishism" and bring out their true huuting instincts.

Mr. C. A. Sumner has been elected secretary of the South-
ern California Kennel Club in place of Mr. H. T. Payne.

It is time the clubs which intend giving dog shows iu
Canada this fall made public their intentions. Mr. A. D,
Stewart, who has been elected superintendent of the coming
Hamilton show, writes a sensible letter to the Canadian
papers, advocating a move on the part of London and Kings-
ton, from which cities nothing has been heard. He also
makes a good sug.gestion that the different shows embracing
the circuit should print on their premium lists tbe entire
programme of the circuit, showing, in their order, the places
and dates at which the shows will be held, names of super-
intendents and dates of closing of entries. This idea might
be extended to our spring circuit with advantage, for it
forms a handy reference when making entries and calculat-
ing on challenge wins, etc. The Hamilton Club will adopt
the idea in any case.

The recent members' show of the Toronto Kennel Club
has been instrumental in arousing greater interest in the
club and a large number of new members have since been
elected. The entrance fee, after June 5, will be .$5. We hear
that the spaniel classes at the coming Industrial Exhibition
show will be well worth striving for; .S890 is set aside for
them, and the Spaniel Club's classification No. 1, with
numerous additions, will make friend Wilmerding'a task
no sinecure.

The boy whose leg was joined recently to that of a dog in
one of the New York hospitals, complains that now his
shin barks very easily.—jBa;.

From Milwaukee we hear that another bench show is on
the tapis. The Wisconsm Kennel Club has been organized
with the following gentlemen as officers; G. G. Pabst,
President; C. C. Hendee, Vice-President; F. Rice, Secretary:
John Dickens, Treasurer. An effort will be made to hold a
show this fall, and with such active members of the fancy
as Messrs. Pabst, Sickel, Mariner, Olcott and others in the
club, there should be little difficulty.'

To show the vast number of dogs shown and men inter-
ested in dog matters generally in England, we mention the
fact that although there had been nine dog shows in one
week, the entry at one of them, Gloucester, footed up 1,250,
among which were some of the best dogs in England. An
interestingfeature of the show was the appearance of a Duke
and a Duchess in the show ring at the same time. The

I
Duchess of Newcastle was also an exhibitor and the way she

' handled her dogs in the ring, brought out their good points
to the best advantage. We can imagine sCare-heiad

notices such an event wouM be heralded with by the big
dallies of some of our cities, but it only proves how fashion-
able, during the last year ortwo.the showingof thoroughbred
dogs has become.

The Brussels, Belgium, show was, we are told, very well
managed and arranged. A number of English exhibitors
availed themselves of the ''outing" such a trip afl;orded.
The judges were chiefly English and a very good class of
dogs were present. The Queen of the Belgians and other
persona of note visited the show, and on the Sunday rat kill-
ing, fox and badger baiting contests were held in connection
with the exhibition.

During the Bo.ston show we were asked by Mr, Edward
Brooks, of Boston, Mass., to advise him where and how he
could procure a pair of Dandle Dinmonts to beat "all
creation." As Frank Dole was sailing that week we put this
commission in his hands just as the vessel was leaving her
dock, and that he has fulfilled his orders is shown by his
securing King o' the Heather and Heather Madge for'this
.gentleman. These are two of the best and have been doing
a lot of winning, so that we fancy Mr. Brooks will be satis-
fied now that those he showed at Boston and which he had
purchased as the best that could be bought, were only ordi-
nary. We hear the pair cost $600.

Last week we mentioned that Prank Dole had purchased a
crack bull-terrier. It now turns out to be no less a dog than
Gully the Great, one of the best stud dogs living. Such
dogs as Greenhill Maggie, White Wonder, White Queen,
Shrew and North field Pride, and other good ones, own him
as sire, and Streatham Monarch as grandsire. The bitch.
The Shrew, also from Mr. Hicks's kennels, will also accom-
pany Gully the Great to this country. The name of the pur-
chaser is not given, but we should not be surprised to hear
that this dog goes Pittsburgh way.

Dr. Bennison, a noted bulldog breeder on the other side,
has put his kennel of "bulls" on the market. These in-
clude such dogs and bitches as Forceps, Fortunio, Found,
Freda and Flippant. Perhaps this is a good opportunity for
our fanciers of this breed to pick up something nice, with
friend Dole on the other side to see that they are as good as
they should be.

This is what the esteemed editor of the Engli.sh Stock-
Keeper .says of the round-headed bull-terrier which seeks
admission into the sacred precincts of the A. K. C. : "The
latest kennel extravagance in America is an American Bull-
Terrier Club, founded to foster and protect that hideous
canine abortion, the round-headed bull-terrier. These
hideous creatures are in high favor with our Gallic cousins,
whose woful ignorance of all dogs except those used in the
field, is sufficient excuse for any such vagary of taste, but
we did not expect .such an idle conceit in America. When a
French dandy sallies out with his huU-et-terrier there is so
much fancy in the man that one can afford to overlook its
absence in the dog. These little animals are good enough
to catch rats in a stable. It is the custom in France to put
t hrough their collar, short bits of straw, and the ends stick-
ing out each side give the dog a most comical air. Weha.ve
a water color painting of a Indl-et-tcrrier and a tcrricr-dc-
Skyc, by that talented animal artist, Olivier de Penne; if
the breed is to become rf cognized as a .sober fancy, we shall
hang our pictm-e where it will run the risk of being seen,
though we candidly admit, clever as this work is, it less de-
.serves hanging than the breed it depicts,"

Friend Dole has also purchased from Mr. Henry Jones his
dachshund bitch Janet, whose show career, though short.,
has been at the top of the tree. She will visit Ptei-odactyle
before coming over. The bull bitches Magpie and Pritty
Cromer are also now counted in Mr. Dole's string. Mr.
Com.stock buying for his own kennels only, has been more
modest, having only purchased one Irish terrier bitch,
Crate, surely an appropriate name for a show dog. She
came out well at Manchester, but did not follow up her suc-
cess at the Kennel Club show. All the same, Stock-Keeper
says: "She is in the first flight. Her head in its length and
leanue.ss is almost too perfect; she .suits the latest orders
of the club in having drop ears, and she is altogether far
superior to anything of either sex yet seen. We think the
fancy in this country .sustains a loss in letting her go."
These two "Yankees" are now iu Paris.

The bull bitch Zohara, that won several firsts and seven
specials at the Bulldog Club show, is only eight months
old, but her owner, Mr. flaydou, has refused S650 for her.
She has most excellagt head properties and is just as good
in body, but her deCractors say she is too small, as she does
not weigh more than 261bs. The chances are she will grow
out of that, weight is not a sine qua non in a bulldog; were
they still used for bull baiting, tbe small, active dog could bite
and hold on just as hard, and harder, than his more clumsy
and heavier brother.

The prospects of a great meeting of greyhounds at Great
Bend this fall are very good, writes Mr. H. C. Lowe.
Several noted Calitornian hounds are expected to make
things interesting.

Mrs. Smythe, proprietor of the Swiss Mountain Kennels,
who called upon us last week, in company with her friend
Mrs, Meecham, has comndssioued Mr. S. W. Smith to buy a
young stud dog for her fast-increa.sing kennel.

A representative breeder of "Uncle Dick's" abomination,
the long and low—dachshund, Mr. Carl Klocke, of Pitts-
burgh, Pa., made a pleasant call upon us on Tuesday. Mr.
Klocke has some of tbe most typical dachshunde in thia
country iu his kennels, his dogs always being well up in the
li.st whenever he shows. He knows vvhat he wants, though
he cannot just breed it; gettiug them low enough is his
stumbling block. During his visit he will look round all
the dachshund kennels and go on a still-hunt for Ruben-
stein, whose services he wishes to secure. He jsresented us
with excellent pictures of bis Fritz K. and Bessie K.

Mr. H. F. Peck, who is so favorably knovra to the boya on
the circuits in connection with the Logan Kennels of fox-
terriers, late of Youngstown, O., has been in this city forthe
past week. He brought all the dog.s of the kennel to Mr.
Twyford's place at Bay Ridge. Our thanks are due him for
an excellent picture of Pitcher in quite a striking attitude.

Mr. Mercer, of Ottawa, owns a very fast greyhound bitch
called Betsy, and the owner of the Toronto champion racing
greyhound. Why Not, has challenged him to a match, which
owing to Betsy's interesting condition cannot come off be-
fore the fall. Neither of these greyhounds has been beaten
in this game, and as both are trained to leave the slips at
full speed and run in a straight course, like whippets, a good
race is sure to result. They will most likely come together
at the Toronto show races. Betsy has visited Justinian, who
is brother in blood to Fullerton, and as he, in England, won
the Tenant Farmers' Stakes at Altcar and divided tbe Mul-
linar Stakes, "Clumber" expects something pretty good.

A three-year-old setter dog, the pet and pride of a family
living on Madison avenue, lias a pair of curious eccentricities.
Nothing can induce him, says the N. Y. Times, to trot fur-
ther east than Second avenue, and to become friendly mth
a^messfenger boy in. unifoym. If he is out walking with his
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master he will invariably turn back and trot homeward if

his master Httempts to cross Second aveutie, and no amount
of whistling will bring him back. When be was quite a pup
a messenger boy in tmiform struclc him with a stone, and
every time he sees a boy in uniform he reinembers liis old
pain and goes for the boy. His aversion to promenading
east of Second avenue is probably the result of a similar
difficulty with the boys and stones of that vicinity.

As we think it would be u-~eful for members of the kennel
world to have a list of the officer.^; and their addresses of the
different kennel clubs in tlie country. --.vp should deem it a
favor if secretaries of these clubs wou'u forward a list to
this office for publication.

The S. S. Wisconsin, arriving yesterday
,
brought over two

Alton bitches for Mrs. F. Srayth, of tlie Swiss Mountain
Kennels. One. Harmony, was whelped May 15, 1890, and is

by Alton out of Duchess of Rosebery, by Roderick Dhu, sire
of Hepsey. The other is Florette, whelped June 20, 1890, by
Alton out of Florian (sister to Prince Regent), by Plinlim-
mon out of Miss Meg, by Duke of Leeds out of Lady Nell,
by Bonivard out of champion Beatrice, The bitch Florian
is a big winner.

We are pleased to see that such an enthusiastic Gordon
man as Dr. Meyer has been elected as president of the club.
By the way. Dr. Meyer, we hear, was very much put out at
the new rule in force at the A. K. C. meetings, which ex-
cludes all but delegates and repr< sentatives of the recog-
nized kennel papers from being present . W^e find that it is

the general feeling that these meelinfis should be held
openly, there certainly was no harm done when, in days
gone by, any member ol dogdom could drop in and hear
what was going on. Dr, Meyer has now resigned as on asso-
ciate member.

"THE AMERICAN BOOK OF THE DOG."—Kd/ tor For-
eH and Stream: I exceedingly regret that want of care of
mine should have made it appear that I was, in any man-
ner, disposed to censure a book on which so much pains has
been spent as on Mr. Sbields's production; and in all but
one point 1 am willing to admit that the mistakes I com-
plained of may have been entirely my fault. However, on
the matter of the name of owner 'given to the Barzoi Czar,
I cannot admit my guilt until assured that the proof sent
me and returned shows me up as the naughty boy. The
name of Mr. J. Sperber was on the original photograph I

sent Mr, Shields (Mr. Sperber being the photographer who
made the photograph), and it seems uttterly incredible that
I should have received the proof with Mr. Hacke's name on
it, as would have been proper, and then made .such an aston-
ishing blunder as changing the correct name for an incor-
rect one, and I think that Mr. Shields's memory must have
pl.ayed him a trick here. I regret to take ap your space with
a personal matter, but the changing of the names by me,
when I knew perfectly well w'hat the riyht ones were, could
hardly escape the suspicion of wrong intent on my part.—
W. Wade tHtilton, Pa., June 1).

KENNEL NOTES.
Notes must be sent on prepared Wanks, which are fur-

nished free on receipt of stamped and addressed envelope
of large letter size. Seta of !800 of any one form, bonnd for

retaining duplicates, are sent for 30 cents.

NAMKS CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Golden Rod. By Harry Malcolm, Baltimore, M'b, for Gordon
Fetter rioK, hy Bap out of Countess of Devonshire II.

Jjiidy Maholm. By Mr. Hammond, Howard county, Md., for
Gordon setter ttilch, by Rup out of Countess of Devonsuire II.

MaJcolm Rosalind. By Philip Lunff, St. Louis. Mo., for Gordon
seller bith, by Rap out of Countess of Devonshire H.
Forest. By Crichtoa Malcolm, Baltimore, Md., for Gordon set-

ter doK, by i?ap out of Couuless of Devonshire II.

Shech-ds and Dollars. By MohawK-Indianola Kennels, Colum-
bus, O.. for apricot, fawn puR dog and bitrh. wJielped March 4,

1891, by champion Ka.-.h (Bradford Ituby—Lady Cloudy) out of
Beauty III. (Othello—Midget).

Ciiljan. Bv Peter Miller, Lincoln. Neb., for red Irish setter dog,
wbelped March 2. 1891, by Mike Rudges (Rory O'More—Mirah)
out. of champion Mamie (champion Buck—.lunoK
Matiataug Kennels. By A. C, Usher, Marblehead, Mass., for

his kennels of greyhounds.
BRED.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Torfrida—Beauifori. J. H. Day, Jr.'s (Saybrook, Conn.) mastiff
bitch Torfrida (champion Minting—Aydab) to Tannton & Win-
chpll'a champion Beaufort (champion Beau—Lady Isabel), Feb. 6.

Dido B.—Dare Qo. J. B. Toeas's (Woicester, Mass.) pointer
bitch Dido B. (Amroy's Bob—Daphne K.) to Tell Kennels' Dare Go
(Harris's Mikadt—Gypsy K.), May 39.

Rosa Oi'oMeth—Dare Go. G. B. Trumble's (Oocbituate, Mass.)
pointer bitch Rosa Croxteth (Roval Croxteth-Mas?gie V.} to Tell
Kennels' Dure Go (Harris's Mikado—Gypsy K.), May 15.

Eatella—Dare Go. S. H. Frost's (Natick, Mass ) pointer bitch
Estella (Wm. Tell—Rosa Croxteth) to Tell Kennels' Dare Go
(Harris's Mikado—Gypsy K.), May 8.

Lady Clare—Renown. Bumsucad & Phillips's (Boston, Mass.)
collie hitob Lady Clare (Scotson—Miss Meg) to Kilmarnock Collie
Kennels' Renown (Metchlev Wonder—Daisv Miller), May 19.

East Lake Lily-Kash. Geo. Gillivan's (West Jefferson, O ) pug
hitch East Lake Ldy (Treasure—Peggie) to Mohawk-Indiaaola
Kennels' champion Kasb, May 2(3.

Midget Nellie—Kasli. Mohawk-Indianola Kennels' (Columbus,
O.) pug bitch Midset NpIIIh to their champion Kash, May 13.

DoVy—KasTi. W. M. Stukey's (Mt. Sterling, O.) pug bitch Dolly
to Mohawk-Indisnola Kennels' champion Kash, April 26.

Zadie—Kash. Geo. Gdlivan's (West .lefTerson, O.) pus bitch
Zadie (Treasure—Peggie) to Mohawk-Indiauola Kennels' cham-
pion Kash. May 1.

Bettu— Watch. G. W. Sohenk's (Burlington, la.) smooth St. Ber-
nard bitch Betty to Poag Kennels' Watch, March 21.

Lady Victoria. A. H. Petf-r's (Shelby, O.) rougb St. Bernard
bitch LadyViotoiia (Knight—Vesnllalll.) to Poag Kennels'Wateb,
March 19.

Engli.'ih Lady—Broomfleld Sultan. Rochelle Kennels' (New Ro-
cbelle, N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch English Lady (Gordon-
Bess) to their Broomfleld Sultan (Broomfleld Turk—Broomfieid
Belle), Mayn.
Mcersbrook Maiden—Broomfieid Sidtan. Rochelle Kennels' (New

Rochelle, N. Y.) Idack and tan terrier bitch Meersbrook Maiden
(Meer-brook Chance— Meersbrook Empress) to their Broomfieid
Stdtan (Broomfleld Turk-Brromfield Belle), Mav 9.

Broomlield Madge—Broomfleld Sidtan. Rochelle Kennpls' (New
Rochelle, N. Y.) black and tan terrier bitch Broomfieid Mudge
(Patrick—Queee) to their Broomfleld Sultan (Broomfieid Turk—
Broomfieid Belle), April 26.

Lady—Broomndd Sultan. Cbas, Thomas's (Rye, N. Y ) black
and tan t^rrinr oiich Lady to Rochelle Kennf^ls' Broomfleld Sultan
(Broomfieid Turk—Broomfleld Bflle), Aoril 30.

yttiey-Doc. F. T. Meyer's (Montclair. N. J.) cocker spixniel

bitch Tiuf-y to A. C. Wdmerding's champion Doc (Young Obo—
Rose Obo), May 2.3.

Judy—Doc. J. J. C. Harney's (Summit, N. J.) cocker spaniel
bitch Judy to A. C Wilmerding's champion Doc (Young Obo —
Rose Obo). March 10.

Gypsy—Doc. H. M. Popham'a (Perth Amboy. N. J ) cocker span-
iel bitch Gypsy (Black Prince—My Ladv Betty) to A. O. Wilmer-
dina's champion Doc (\''oung Obo—Rose Obo), .Tan. 23.

Daisy—Doc. H. B Cnehell's (Brooklyn. N. Y.) cocker spaniel
bitch Daisv to A. C. Wilmerding's champion Doc (Young Obo-^
Rose Obn), Dec. 28.

High Rock Jet—Doc. Wllmerding & KitchePs cockpr spaniel
bitch High Rock Jet (Pearl Lake Obb-.-BLack Flash) to A. C. Wil-
merding's Doc (Young Obo—Rose Obo), May 7.

Loraihc~-Ben Ormonde. Swiss Mountain ICennels' (Germantown,
Pa.) rousth St. Bernard bitch Laraine (Nero—Favorue) to Fairhill
Kfnnels" Ben Ormonde (Marquis of Stafloi d— Hecla), May 20.

Etnvra Clotliild—Horace. Riverside Kemjels' ( Wellesville, N.Y.)
m.'tstiff bitch Elnnra Clpt.hild to Flour City Kennels' champion
Horace (Minting—©uchess), April fc.

Sara Bernliardt—Penricc. .\eme Kennels' pug bitch Sara Bern-
hardt to Howard Bros ' Penrice, May 16.

LeJaud—Pair ice. G. M. Hardy's pug bitch Leland to Howard
Bro'",.' Penrice, May 1/,.

Vic— Penrice. Fred Bell's pug bitch Vic to Howard Bros.' Pen-
rice, iMav 13.

Todjij Wiimc—Pnirice. W. M. Stukey's Sllg bitch Tody Winkle
to Howard Bros.' Penrice, May 8

Smith's Favsy—Penrice. Lewis Smith's pug bitch Smith's Pansy
to Howard Bros.' Penrice, May 6.

Ada Prohcrt—Penrice. Piobprt Kennels' (Canton, O.) pug bitch
Ada Probert to Howard Bros.' Penrice, April 35.

Silksworth. Monk—Penrice. .Silksworth Kennels' pug bitch Silks-
wortb Monk to Howard Bi op.' Penrice. April 19.

Sateen—Penrice. J. A. Lawrence's png bitch Sateen to Howard
Bros.' Penrice, March 17.

Terra Cnttn- Penrice. Howard Bros.' (Columbus, O.) pug bitch
Terra Cottii tu their Penrice, April 1.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Torfrida. J. H. Day, Jr.'s (Saybrook, Conn.) mastiff bitch Tor-
frida (champion Minting—Aydab). April 7, seven (two dogst, by
Taunton & Winchell's champion Beaufort (champion Beau—Lady
Isabel).
LucHH. Tell Kennels' (Worcester, Mass ) pointer bitch Lncil

H. (Harris's Grafton -E» hcl Beaufort). April h, eight (six dogs),

by their Dare Go (Mikado—(lypsy K.); six since drad-
lyrtdi/ Olenhoig. Riverside Kennels' (WellsviUe, N. 1^.) colbe

bitch Lady Glenbolg (.Scot's Guard—Lass o' Glenhoig), May 28,

eight (Ave dogs), by their Prince Trefoil (Bobbie—Trefoil's
Beauty).
Flirt C. G. CannifT'a (Toledo, O.) pug bitch Flirt C. (Treasure-

Flossie), four (ore dop:), by Moli'i wk-lndianola Kennels' champion
Ka«h (Bradford Baby—Lady Clotidy).

Betty. Geo. W. Sciienk's (Burlington, la.) smooth St. Bernard
bitch Betty, May S3, fourteen (eleven dogs), by Poag Kennels'
Watch.
Lady Victoria. A. H. Peter's (Shelby, O.) rough St. Bprnard

bitch Lidv Victoria (Knight—Vesulla III.), May 21, fourteen
(eight dog.s), by Poag Kennels' Watch.
Fanxey. Ors. Meyer & Lordlj 's (New York) Gordon setter bitch

Pansey ' (champion Beaumont—Bess ill.). May 33, ten (six dogs),
by Dr. J. H. Meyer's champion Beaumont (Ronald III.—champion
Floss.)
Beemont. Dr. J. H. Meyer's (New York) Gordon setter bitch

Beemont (champion Heather Grouse—Heather Rose), May 10,

eight (three dogs), by his champion Beaumont (Ronald III.—
champion Floss).
LufralL G. D. B. Darby's (Philadelphia, Pa.) Gordon setter

bitch Lutva II. (Pilot—Lufra), May 3, nine (three dogs), by J. M.
Arrison's Roderick Dhu (Pilot—Nellie S.).

G'ip. G. D. B. Darby's (Philadelphia, Pa.) f-^s-terrier bitch Gip
(Grip—Nell). May 12, five (one dog), by G. W. Price's I Reckon
(Reckoner—Tennis).

SALES.
J^W" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Laily Femoick. Mastiff bitch, by J. H. Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn.,
to J. M. Philip?, Charleston. S. C.
Regidus. Ma=tili dog, by J. H. Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn., to

Jas. Dodson, Fort Smith, Ark.
Bess. Mastiff bitch, by J. H, Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn., to E,

P. \"an Kirk, Milwaukee, Wis.
Chancellor. Mastiff dog, by J. H. Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn , to

R(^v. Ralph Bildwin, New York.
Giirilln. Mastiff bitch, by J. H. Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn., to O.

D ck. Troy, N. Y.
Belle. Mastiff bitch, by J. H. Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn., to E. L.

Marstop, Omaha, Neb.
Waldemar. Mastiff dog, by J. H. Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn., to

J. M. Judah, Memphis, Tenn.
Constable. Mastiff dog, by J. H. Day, Jr., Saybrook, Conn., to

Prof. Francis Brown, Stamford, Conn.
May Go. Liver and white ticked pointer bitch, whelped June

10, 1888, by Mikado out of Gypsy K., by C. A, Parker, Worcester,
Mass.. to M. T. Mason, Northampton. Mass.
Rock. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped Sept. 2.8, 1890, by

Currier's Prince out of Mny Go, by C. A. Parker, Worcester,
Mass.. to E. Fowler, Upton, Mass.
Scipio. Mastiff dog, by champion Homer out of QiiPenlL, by

Mrs. .1. Grant, West New Brighton, S. I., to ,Tohn B. Hefter, VYest-
cbr-ster. N. Y,
Don Pedro. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped September, 1890, by

Spokane out of Topsy K., by Ebprliart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O.. to J. S. Morrison, Calumet. Mich.
Viola. Stone fawn pug bitch, whelped Dec. 24, 1886. by champion

Treasure out of Topsy, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O ,

to W. E. Collins, Nevada, Mo.
Hippothera. Stone fawn png dog, whelp?d Oct. 19, 1890, by Brad-

ford Ruby II. out of Lavinia Belle, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cin-
cinnati, O , to Harry H. Lyons, Guthrie Center, la.

The Senator—Rochelle Nadjy lohelps. Black and tan terrier dogs,
whelped Nov. 80, 1890, by Rochelle Kennels, New Rochelle. N. Y.,
one to J. H. Ware, Cliicago, 111., and one to Geo. Lentzc, lude-
pendence, la.

Broomfieid Diclt—Meersbrook Maiden whelp. Black and tan ter-
rier bitch, whelped Oct. 29, 1890, tiy Rochelle Kennels, New Ro-
chelle, N. 1^, to Geo. Lentze, Independence. la.
Puss in Boots. Silver fawn pug bitch, by Laddy out of Topsy, by

Seminole Kennels, Philadelphia, Pa., to Riverside Kennels, VVellg-
ville, N. y.
Doc—High Roclt Jet ivhelps. Black cocker spaniel dogs, whelped

Nov. 9, 1890 by A. 0. Wllmerding and Dr. Kitehpl, Ntw Y'ork, a
dog each to John I. Kane, Sing Sing, N. Y., and J. M. McCooker,
New York.
Doc—My Lady Betty luhelps. Black conker spaniels, whelped Oct.

7, 1890. by A. C. Wdmerdiug and Dr. Kitchpl, New York, one Liog
to E. T. Gushing, New York; one bitch to 0. A. Stevens, Castle
Point, Hoboken, N. J.; one dog to B. B. Sloane, New \''ork; one
bitch to C. L. Montague, .Savannah, Ga.
Rap— Countess nf Devonshire 11. whelps. Gordon setters, by Harry

Malcolm, one dog to Dr. Clarke. New York; one dog to Crtchton
Malcolm, Baltimore, Md.; one bitch to Mr. Hammond, Howard
county, Md.; one bitch to Mr. Miller, Pennsylvaui a; une bitch to
Mr. Ferguson. Maryland, and another presented to lur. Lauff, St.
Louis, Mo. Two bitches of the same litter since dead.

KENNEL MANAGEMENT.
There is no charge for ansv/ering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

E. R. W., Waterbury, Conn.—I have a setter dog that has flts;

the last one he had commenced in the night and lasted until night
the next day. The dog would lie on the ground and kick its fore-
paws in the air and would bite its tongue and make the blood
come. I have seen him eat grass and lots ol things lately. There
is matter in one of his eyes and Che dog is very weak. Wl en the
dog was in one of the flts he would shake his head and acted as if

he was trying to catch his breath. Ans. Epileptic fits very likely.
Give him the folio sving: Compound sulphuric ether and tincture
of opium (laudanum) equal parts, mix and kepp in a stoppered
bottle; when a fit is coming on give a leaspoonful in about two
tablespoonsful of milk. We are afraid tho case has gone too far.
Yon might also give to allay excitement, ,5gr. of bromide of pot-
ash in water daily for a month or so. Feed nourishing food.

W. J. S., New York City.—Please prescribe for my pointer dog,
lJ4yrs. old. Since he came from the South in January I have been
unable to put any flesh on him. His eyes run; appetite is change-
able. One day be is bright and ttie next languid. He has no cold.
Have been feeding b.=!ef, oat meal and corn meal boiled to a jelly.
I have used condition pills, but tht-y seem to do no good. Ans.
Your dog has worms very likelv. Fast him 21 hours, after giving
a dose of cat^tor oil. Then give areoa nut, grated from the trpsh
nut, in two J'itr. doses, an hour apart, in a pill of batter or lard;
watch result?, and if in twenty minutes or so there is no move-
ment, give dessertspoonful of castor oil. Afterward feed nourish-
ing and soft food for a week. Give a Sgr. quinine pill morning
and night for three days.

Mastipp Tobacco, plug cut. is certainly worth trying by any
one who smokes a pii)e. The manufacturers claim tbat it is bright,
mUd and pure, and we believe their claim is founded on fact, for
we have been smoking it for a week or two and we liKe it. - Adv.

ABODE Abotjt Indians.—The Fobest and Strkam will mail
free on applicatioa a descriptive cironlar of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pa^vn66 Ilero Stories and Folk>fcales," giving a table of cbatents
anti spe'cimen illustrations fe-bm. the voluma.—J.du.

lift^ md

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE REVOLVER CHAMPIONSHIP.
rpHE demand for copies of the trial target prepared hy Fobest

AND Stream for intending competitors for the Winana
Trophy has been so wlde.spread that a tievv edition has been pre-

pared, and there are now several thousand in use as guides for

practice and as tests for improvement in fine holding. Soon we
shall begin the publication of a few of the leading targets sent In

as samples of work done. The trophy remains on view in the

show window of Hartley & Graham, 815 Broadway, and attracts

no end of attention by reason of its artistic beauty and the in-

terest attached to the first match for the Revolver Championship
of America.

BOSTON, May 30.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association cele-
brated Ml morial Day by holding a rifle and pistol shoot at their
ranee, which was largely attended by the crack siiooters from
Boston and the surrounding towns. Some fine scores were made
in most of the matches, Messrs. Muuroe, Cushion, Eastman,
Sf verance, Carter and Bergholtz makiiiff the leading scores. C.
11. Eastman won the silver membership badge. Following are the
best scores made to-day, distance 200yds., standard American tar-
get, re-entries allowed;

All-comers Off-hand Match.
H Cushion 89 I B Thomas 80 A S Hunt 71
F C Bridge 8i E J Ham 77 D Bayley 70
A Law 81 L Ames 7« EH Hanscomb .... 64
ALHarman ....81 E J Kirke 74 D N Winn. 63W C Hawley 80 B F Emery 73

All-comers Rest Match.
JRMunroe 115 MT Day 105 T Adams 93
E I Blount 113 W Peters 103 JW French 91
F Daniels 113 B Emerson IGl E L French 89W P Thompson... 110 R E Hoolsor 100 ASHunt 88
J N Eam^s 109 W f Getchell 99 E J Kirke 87
AH Ballard Hj6 G Williams 95 D Martin 83

Miiuary Match—Creedmoor Target.
F Carter 47 AS Field 45 B T Davis 40
MTD.ay 45 GlWinn 41

eOOyds.
T Bond 47 F Carter 46

Pistol Match—50ydR.
CF Armstrong.... 88 M R Barter 79 D N Winn 74
A 0 Gray 84 AD Stevens 78 J B Hobbs 71
TBoud 8.3 MTDay 78 E J Kirke 70

CANADIAN MILITARY LKAGUE.—The programme of the
Canadian Military Rifie Lesnrue for 1891 will include matches as
follows: First match—May 16, 200, 400 and 500yds. Second match—
MiySO, 200, 500 and 600yds. Third match—July 11, SCO, 400 and
DilO.vds. Fourth match—July 25, 200, 5tT0 and 600yds. Fifth match—
Aug. 8, 200, 400 and 60Oj ds.; 7 snots at each range, 1 sighting shot
at each range; 2f)0\ dt<., kneeling; 400 and 500yd8., prone; 6()0yds.,
any position. Teams, 10 men eacb; entrance fees, .ftlO for first
team and $5 for each additnmal team of 10 men from any one bat-
talion or association; ammunition free to all military teams.
Civilian teams maybe entered from any village, town, city or
county rifle association.
There will be an inter-citv telegraphic match on June 13, 15 men

per team, Martini rifles; 200, 500 and OOO.yds., 7shots. Tiiis will not
be included in League aggregate. President, Lieut.-Col. the Hon.
J. M. (iibson, Haniilt'm; First Vice-President. Lieut. Col. Ander-
son, Ottawa; Second Yice- President, Major Delamere, Toronto;
Treasurer, Captain J. Bruce, Toronto; Secretary, Mr. W. R. Prin-
t?le, P. O. Box 542, Toronto; Assistant Secretary, Mr. A. D. Crooks,
Toronto.

MALDEiS), Mass., May 30,—At Bear's Den Range to-day a match
was sbot between teams representing Co. L, 5th Regiment, of
Maiden, and Co. H, 6th Regiment, of Stoneham, and was won by-

Co. L. The score, 7 shots per man, Creedmoor largcf:
Co L, 6th Regiment. Co H, 6tli Itcgiment.

Pvt L E Felton 30 SergI Sweetztr 29
Pvt JC Spraker 29 Pvt Mlllitt 28
Sergt E A Coburn .27 Musician Murphy 28
Pvt AGMcKlnley.. .... 25 Capt Sweetzer 27
Lieut F L Daniels iilJ Pvt Rollins 24
Pvt F L Falls aa Sergt West 22
Sergt J C All is 22—179 Sergt Freeman 19—177

CHICAGO CHAMPION.—Chicago, III., May 28.-Mr. Geo. Mc-
Cune, at his gallery on South Halstead street, offers for contest a
very beautiful championship emblem to carry the rifle champion-
ship of CuiCMgo. a $100 badge, g'-'tten up in tbe height of the jew-
eler's art. The badge shows an eagle holding crossed suns above
an enwreathed star, thp latter carrying a fine diamond. The
conditions are 300 shots, 25yds., Massachitsetts target, strictly off-
hand and open sights. Entrance $.5. Shooting begins 7 P.M.,
July 13, and the contest is open to any Chicago resident.-E. H.

J. H. Van D.. Philadelphia, Pa.—Have blueflsh been caught
weighing ?.5ibt? What is largest blueflsh caught within your
knowledge? Ans. Accounts of blueflsh weighing 40 to ,501bs. are
ri corded as occurring during the last centur> in Vineyard Sound,
Mass. The largest recorded in Forest anu Stream was one of
25lbs., noticed June 24. 1874. This was taken with rod and reel at
Cohasset Narrows, Mass., by L. Hathaway, Esq.

THE TRAP.

Scores for pvMieation slwuld he made out on the prhnted bian/is

p •epared by the Forest a,nd Stream., and furnished, gratis to club
s eretaries. Correspondents who favorm with club scores a/re par-
tt ^ula/rly requested to write on one side of the paper oiily,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

June 2-5.—Saratoga Gun Club Shoot, assisted by the Inter-State
Manufactnrers' and Dealers' As^'ociation. Association guarantees
81.000. club adds §2,000, total $3,000.

June 2-5.—Rocky Mountain .Sportsman's Association Tourna-
ment, at Denver, Col. C. M. Hampson, Sec'y.
June 8-13.—Regular Annual Tournament of the Illinois State

Sportsmen's Association. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y, Chicago, 111.

June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York
Slate Asscciation for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
June 23-25.—Atlantic City Gun Club's Tournament, at Atlantic

City, N. J. For programmes addre8^ Harry Thurmrn, Manager,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa., or R. C. Griscom, Secretary,
Atlantic City, N. J.

July, first weet.—Boston; Wellington Gun Clnb, three days'
tournament, under auspices of Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association.
July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun

Club. E. B. Roberts, Sec'y.
July 4.—Slater, Mo.. Third Annual Tournament of the Slater

Gun Club. Wm. R?id. Secretary.
July 22-21.—Pearl River Gun Club TouruRment. First two davs

blnerockp, last day live birds. J. J. Blanvelt, Pearl River, N. J."

Aug. 30-Sept. 1.—Hacketistown Gun Club. Two day? at targets.
For programmes address James L. Smith, Hackettstown, N. J.

IRONDKQUOIT. N. Y., May 30 —Lake Ontario Gun Club, shot
for club badge, unknown angles, 30 kingbirds. 18vds. rise:
Evershed OlllllOlllllUllOlllllOmiOlO—24
Knebel 110111110101001110111111111011—23
A Morris llOlOniOlllOlOlOllllllimOlO-32
F Morris llOOlinilOnillOUllllllIHlll—25W Morris 011110111111111101100010111111—23
O Walzer 111111111111111111111111111111-30
Rissenger 101110010110110001100010111111—18
J C Araan lllOUllllllOOlllUimOOiraOOll—19
La Force 111011101101110111001111101011-21.
Foreman OOOOOllOlOlllUOlOOOOllOOlOOH—14
Orlow Walzer broke 46 straight ^-nd 49 out; of 50.

B( ;STON, May 30.—Members of the Jamaica Plain Gun Club
Stood all day at the Clarendon Hills traps to-dav, and made havoc
among the inanimate clay bird*, with the following leaders;
Mc^'^tt, Adams, Amsden, Johnson, Green. Stewart and New-
comb.
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FIVE DAYS AT NEWARK.

I FORWARD you scores of the five-days tournament atNewark.
The affair was a pronouncpd success in every way, not CLuUe

so many targets thrown as might have been, but enough to
satisfy the soooters. Wednesday was a rattling busy day. The
live bird days, as a matter of coHrse, were excellent, but it was
no place for a poor or mediuai shot to get in.—J P.
Tuesday, Fir^t XJoi/.—No. 1, 10 singles, entry |1:

Qaimby lOlUlUOl— 8 Ivins 1110111110- 8
Tom Bell OlimOOOO- 5 Fielcs 0111111111- 9

E M Cooper 1111110011— 8 Crosby 1111111111—10
J Smith 1111111111-10 Hallett lllOOlOlOO- 5
Blaclsbird OlOUlllll- 8 P.-ntz OllllOOlOl- 6
No. 2, 10 singles, entry SI:

Crosbv. 1011111111—9 Smiili 1 lOUlUll—

H

Blackbird 1011111101—8 Bell OniiiiOOlO-5
Fieles. . 11110111 11—9 Quimby OOlUOlllOl-5
Cooper. 1011111111-9 Breintnall 1111101101-8
Ivins 0000100001-3 Peatz 1000100010-3
No. 3. 15 sinprles, entry SI .SO:

Smith .111011101111111-13 Crosby .111111111111111-15
Quimby 11 Ul 111 1101110-13 Blackbird 111011110111111-13
Brpintnall . . . .inOimnOllOOl-lO Fieles 111111010111111-13
Cooper 100111111111011-12 Hamlin 111101110011101-11
Bell 110011111011101-11
No. 4, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Brfintnall 111011111111111—U Fieles 111111101101111—13
Cooper 110111111110011-12 Blackbird llllllOOllOUlO-11
Bell OllllOOOlllllU—11 Hamlin 11101101 111011 1-13
Crosby 111011111110110-13 I H G 111111111011110-13
Smith 1111 1111 111011 1-li Saunders 011011111110110-11
Quimby 101001111001010- 8 Collins 111111111001011-12
No. 5, 10 singles, entrarre $1:

Crosbv- 1111111101—9 Quimby 1110011111-8
Smith 1 111101111—9 Fieles 1111111011-9
Breintnall 1110111111—9 Hamlin 11 11111101-9
Cooper 1111111101-9 Blackbird 1111111110-9
Bell 1011100001—.5 Ivens 1011]10000-.5

No. G, 20 siuales. f^ntrance $3:

Hamlin.. .11101011110111111111-17 Collins. . ..01111111111111111101-18

Smith ....limOOlOm 10111111-16 (1 11011111100010100011-13
Cooper... .11111110111111001111—17 Saunders. 10111111111111111110-18
BreintnHllll011inill011011110-16 Blackbird 11001111111111010111—Itt

Crosby... .11111111111101011111—18 Fieles lOllOOUlllOlOllllOl-H
Bell. .". .... 10010111111010010111—13 Ivens 10111110110101101010-13

No. T, 10 singles, enl ranee $1:

Brleninall 1111010010- 6 Hallett 1111111110- 9

Smith 1001111111- 8 Fieles Oinilllll— 9
Hamlin 1111111111-10 G 1111110101- 8

Cooper 1111110001- 7 Collins loiimin— g

Quimby lOlllOOlOl— (o Saunders 1110110110— 7

Crosby 1111010111- 8 Blackbird 1100111101— 7

Bell 1110111110— 8 Ivens 1111001110— 7

No. 8, 15 singles, entrv fl..50:

Breintnall 110111011110110-11 Post 010011101111011-10
Collins 111111111011010-12 Hallett 110100101111011-10
Hamline 110111010101111—11 Blackbird 111101111011111-13

G 1111101 llLlllOl—13 Klees 010110110101100— 9

Qaimby 100110110110011— 9 Bsll 111101 lllllllU-U
Saunders 101100111111111-12 Cooper 111111101010100-10
Crosby 111111111111111—15 Ivins 111010111111111—11

Fiples 101110011111111-13 Gettle 111111001111111—13

Smith 111101101111110-13

No. 9, 10 singles, entry SI:

Hamline 1101101111-8 Hallett 1101111011- 8
Post 1110101010- 0 Saunders lUmiOll— 9
Collins lOlUlim- 9 Klees 1110111011- 8

Crosby 1111111111—10 Ivins 0011110100-
0 lllllUOll- 9 Gettle 0011100111- fi

Breintnall 1001011111- 7 Bell 1111011001— 7

Fieles UllOOlOll- 7 Cooper 1101100110— 6

Blackbird 1111111110- 9 Quimby lOOllllOlO— 6

No. 10, 10 singles, entrv Si:

Breintnall 1111110111—9 Crosby 1101111111-9

G 0110101111-7 Hallett 1111011001-7
Hamline HlOlOllll—8 B lackbird lUll 10110—8
Oollins 1111011111—9 Saunders 0100111111—7
Post 1111111001-8 Bell lilllOOlOOl—.5

Fieles 1110111111—9 Cooper UllOlOOOl—

0

Gettle 1111111001—8 Quimby lOlOlOOiOO-l
Klees 1001011100-5

Extra No. 1, 10 singles, SI entrance: Fieles 8, Blackbird 9, Ivens 7

Tom B'll 7, E. M, Cooper 10.

Extra No. 3,10 sinales. $1 en+rance: E. M. Cooper 9, Tom Bell 8,

Ivens 7, J. PenLzi, Blackbird 7, Fieles 6.

Extra No. 3, 10 singles, $1 er trance: E. M. Cooper 10, J. Smith 7,

Tom Bell 8, Ivens 6. Fieles 7, Blackbird 4.

Extra No. 4, 10 singles, $1 entrano: Fieles 9, Smith 8, Blackbird
10 Tom Bel) 7, K. M. Cooper 9, Ivens 8.

1 Extra No. 5, 10 smgles and 3 pairs, S1.50 entrance: Hamline 13.

Breintnall 11, Pos»- 11, Collins 11, G. 14, Cooper 11, Crosby 15, Gettel
13, Blackbird 10. Fieles 14, A. C. Hunt 8, Bell 12.

Extra No. 0, 10 singles, 31 entrance: Breintnall 8, Collins 8, Hal-
let 9, G. 9. Gettel 9, Hedden 6, Klees 0, Blackbird;8, Hunt 8,:Fieles 8;

Post 7, Saiinriers 6. Crosby 9, Bell 6, Ivens 4, Cooper 10.

Extra No. 7, 10 singles: Breintnall 7. Hallett 8, Hedden 5, Col-
lins 8, Gettel 6, Klees 6, Blackbird 10, Hunt 8, G. 7, Post 10, Saun-
ders 8, Cooper 8, Bell 7.

Extra No. 8, 10 singles: Breintnall 5, Hallett 9, Hedden 4, Gettel
7 Hunt 9, Collins 9, Post 9, Blackbird 8, Reading 5, G. 10, Crosby 9,

Cooper 8, Fioles 9, Klees w., Bell 9.

Extra No. 9, 10 singles and 3 pairs: Hunt 11, Collins 11, Hedden
9 Crosby 13, Cooper 11, Post 12, Fieles 13. Bbickbird 1.3.

Extra No. 10, 15 singles: Collins 13, Blackbird 13, Crosby i:3. Post
15. Fieles 10, Hedden 11.

Extra No. 11, 10 singles: Post 7. Collins 8, Crosby 10, Hallett 9,

Grettel 7, Fieles 8, Reading 5, Blackbird 9.

Wednesdaii, Second Day, May 27.—No. L, 10 singles, entry $\:

Smith 1111010111— 8 Blackbird ...lllllllUO— 9

Simpson 0101011011— 6 Quimby 0011111011— 7
Fieles.... 1111111111-10 Breintnall 0010111111- 7

Brantingham 1100111110- 6 Collins 1111011011— 8

Crosby. 1101001111— 7 Post 1110111111- 9

Teeple 1000001100- 3 Redding lOllOOOIOl- 5
Warren 1010111110- 7

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1:

Fieles 1010101101— 6 Warren 1111110110— 8

Crosby 1101111011— 8 Collins 1111110111— 9

Quimby OlOlOOllOO - 4 Simpson 1011110111-8
Breintnall 1111100111— 8 Brantingham 1000011111— 6

Post 1010101111— 7 Blackbird OUUIOIOO- 6

Smith 0111110100- 6 Teeple 1100101100- 5

No. 3, 15 singles, entrv $1.50:

Post llllOllinilOlO-12 Simpson 111111111011111-14

Crosbv 111011110111101-13 Warren 101011111010101-10
Breintnall 101111111101100-11 Jackson 110001000011101- 7

Smith OLlOlll11100100- 9 Brantingham..llll01010111111-12
Fieles 111010110111111-13 Hamlin 011101111110011-11
milins 110110011111100-11 Teeple 011111011101100-10
B;8ckhird lllllOlllllUll-14 Quimby 101010111101010- 9

No. 4. 20 singles, entry $2:

Breintnalll 111011111 1011111011-17 Si mpion .. 111101 11111011100111-16

Collins ...1101111111111101U11-18 BlaoKbird 11111101111110111101-17

Crosby. . ..11110111111101111101-17 Jackson . .00000000001100100101— 5

Smith OUOIIOIOIIOOUO HOl-lO Brantiog-
Fieles lOlOCllOUl 11 10 1101 1-14 ham OOllOOOOUOllll 1111 1-13
Post 011110 0110110110011-13 Teepel . . . .11111111 111111111010-18
Hamline. lOUOllllOUOUOlOLl—15 Glad win.. llllOOllllllllOllllO-ie

Warren .. .lllOlUOnilO 1on 0 111-14
No. 5, 30 Bint!;es. Mitrv $2:

Breintnall.00ill0011111010illl-14 BlackbirdllllllllllOllllOllll—18
Post 10110111011101111110—15 Class 11111111110111101111—18
Warren . .10111101101111111011—16 Glad win. .00110111011111101110-14

Hamline. .01110110111011010101-13 Crosby .... 11111011111111101110-17

Collinp.. . .11101101111110010111-15 Fieles 11110111011111111111—18

Simpson . .10111110111111011111-17 Branting-
Sniith^ . . .10011101111011110010-13 ham . . . .00111011111101111111—16

No. 6, 15 singles, entry $1.50:

Breintnall 101011111111110-12 Crosby 110110111111111 -13

Simpson ilOl 11001011 011—10 Post Ill 1101 11111111-14
Hamline 110111111111110-13 Warren 011000010101011— 7

Smith lllllOUlllllll—14 Brantingham..lOll01111111111-13
Fielv-s-. 111111111111101-14 Blackbird 111111111111111—15
Class 111001110101111-11 Penrose 110111111110110-12
Teeples 110000111100101- 8 Jackson 01010100lOOllll— 8
Collin't 111111111111111-15

No. 7, 10 singles, entry SI:

Post 1111111110- 9 Gladwin 1011011011- 7

Smith OOUOnOll— 6 Van Dyke 1111111110- 9

Crosby 1111111001— 8 Edwards 111110111 1- 9

Penro=e .1000101111— 6 Warren inooiOlUl—

6

Hamline 1111111100- 8 Heritaere 1011011111- 8

Oollins 1110110111— 8 Pettitt ..0011111111- 8

Fieles 1011011111- 8 Reading OlllOJOOUO- 3

BpantingUam 0011111100- 6 Ziglii- OOlOUOlll- 6

Simpson lUlllUll-lO Cleveland WJOGOOIOO- 2

Blackbird 1111101011— 8 Captain 1101111011— 8
Jackson 1001110011— 6 J von Lengerke....]00111Ull— 8
Hreininall 0111011110- 7 Teeple 1100111101— 7
No. 8, 16 singles, entry $1..50:

S impson 11 11111011 1111 1—14 Jackson 1010101101111U—11
Breintnall 111101111001111—13 Penrose 111010111lOlOul—10
Crosby ...011101110101111—11 Blackbird 111111111111111—15
Post UlOlOllllOllO.J-lO Van Dyke 001111100111011—10
Smith 110111111111111-13 Teeples.. ...010101111011101-10
Warren 101111101011010—10 Edwards 111011101111011-12
Gladwin 111101111110101-13 Zlglio 111101111001110-11
Clast 110111111111111-14 Heritage ... .11110111 lOfUlOO-

9

CMlins 011101111011011-11 Voorbees 111100001010111- 9
Fieles 011110110111111-12 Pettit 001110011101111 10
Br,antingham..00l10lll00lllll-10 Oakley 000001101111111— 9
Hamlin .101110111111111-13 E OllllOlOlOlIlOO- 9

No. 9, 15 siriKl^s, onn-v $1.50: .

Penrose 0^11011011111110-10 Heritage 111101111101111-1:^
Hamline OlllOlOl 1101110-10 Van D.ke 111111111111110—14
Collins. 101111111111100-12 Pettit 101111000011101- 9
Breintnall 0000100110011 xl- 7 Edwards 110100101111011-10
Smith lOlUOlU 11101 1 -1 2 Post 01 111 lOll 011110-10
Brantingham..linnmillllO-14 Simpson 111110100111111-13
Crosby 101111111111111—14 Mr Cap 11110101 11100O0—

9

Blackbird 111001101110110 -10 I Von L 011011011011111-11
Jackson lOlOOOOOOOllOOO— 4 Hedden 010100011011111— 8

Fieles OlOlllllUllUl—13
No. 40, 20 singles, entry S2:

Collins .... 11011111111010110111—16 Bran< ing-
Simpson. .11011111100011111111-16 ham. . . . lOllllOllHlUlOllOl—Hi
Hamline..llll0111111101111111-18 Smith 11111001011011111111—16
Breintn'l llHllll 1 0001111 1 1111—17 Pen rose . . .11111110 [10 1 11111 101- 1

7

Post 10111100111111101011-13 Crosbv. . ..11111111111111011110-19
Mr Cap. . ,01101001001010111101-11 Fieles 1111101100:11111 1 1100-1

4

J Von b.. 11110011111111111110-17 BlackbirdmilOlllOlllOllllOl-16
Edward-. 11101111111011111111 -18 Heritage. Oil 11000010101110101- 9
No. 12, 10 singles, entrance SI:

Collins 1011100111- 7 Getel 0110001101 -G
Post 0111111111— 9 Blackbird.- 0111110119-7
Crosby 1111111111-10 Reading 0111101000-5
Fieles 0111010111- 7
Extra No. 1, 10 singles: Smith 6, Breintnall 6, Waran 6, Crosby 9,

Blackbird 7, Fieles 7, Erb 6, Quimby 5, Teeple 8, Brantingham w.,

S mpson 3

""'No. 3, 15 single?, $1.50 tenrance: Blackbird 15, Fieles 12, Herilage
11, Hamlmel2, Mr. Cap 10, Post 10, Collins 13, Simpson 10. Van
Dyke 14, Breintnall 7. Warren 9, Crosby 13. Smith 13, J. Von Len
llj Brantingbam 12, Teeples 7, Edwards 11, Zeglio 10, Voorhees 8,

Nr>. 3,15 singles. $1.50 entrance: Fieles 13. Hamline 15. J. Von L.

13 Heritage 9, Blackbii'd 15, Jackson 13, Collins 10, Crosby 15, Post
]lUiling5>i Smith 13, Mr. Cap 12, Pettitt 13, Oakley 9, C. Strong 8,

Dr. Clark 14,

Extra No. 4, 10 singles, entry $1: Smitb 5, Kling 8, Post 5, Crosby
10, Collins 6, Hedden 9, Mr. Cap 4, Hamlin 6, J. Von L. 9, Fieles 9,

Blackbird 9, Jackson 7, Heritage 8, Van Dyke 9. Strong 4, Petitt 7.

Extra No. 5, 20 singles, entry $3: CoHins 19, Crosby 19, Post 13,

Smith 15. Kling 10, Feiles 19, Mr. Cap 10, Blackbird 14, J Von L. 17,

He^ldenK).
Extra No. 6, 15 singles, entry $1.50: Smith 11, Post 7, Crosby 14,

Blackbird 12. Jackson 9, Feiles 12, Collins 15, Kling 11.

Extra No. 7, 10 singles, entry $1: Blackbird 7, Collins 3, Smitb 7.

Thursday, Third Day,May SS.-'Ho. 1, 15 singles, entrance $1.50:

Post 101111111110010-1 1 Heritage 11 111111111 1011-14
Lindsley 111000111110111-11 Oollins. 101110111111101—13

Hamline 111111101111111—14 Van Dyke .. ..111111111111111-1.5

Penrose 101011111110111-13

Ties on 12, Penrose 4, Collins 5.

No. 2, 10 singles, entrance $1:

Hamline 1011111110-8 Lindsley 1111110110-8

Penrose 0111011111-8 Hedden. . . 1101101111-8

Stout. 0010010111-5 Van Dyke lCOllllHl-8
Fairchild 1010001101-5 Col 1 ins 1 llllOlOll - 8

Post 1110111111-9
Ties on 8 won in shoot-off by Hamline and Lindsley.
No. 3, 15 singlo^, entrance $1..50:

Fairchil'l 000100100111000— 5 Hedden 011111011111111—13

Lindslev 110100000101111- 8 Collins 110111101011110-11

Penrose . ..... 111111011101111—13 Crosby llOOllllUOllll—12
Hamline 111111111110111-14 Post OlOlOllOOOw
H'^ritage 011010110101001— 8 Stout UOllOllOlOOCOO- 7

No. 4, 15 singles, entrance $1 50:

Hamlme 111111101110111—13 Crosby 011011111111111-13

Lindsley Oil 111100111010 -10 Hedden 1111111111 1 11 11—15
Heiitage OlOOlOOlw Collins 100011110111111—11

Penrose OllllOllUmil-13 Fairchild lllOlOOlOllllOO- 9

Van Dyke 101111101101111—13 Brlentnall 10110101 10001 10- 8

Post 111111111111011-14

No. 5, 20 singles, entry $2:

Penrose. . .01111101011011011111—15 Heritage.. 01000110110111101000-10
Hamline. .01111111110111111111-18 Crosby. . ..00111111111011111111—17

VanDvke 11111110111101111011-17 Collins. ..IlllOllltlUlOOlim—16
Post . . . .11111111111101101011—17 Hedden . . .11011011101110111111 -16
No. 6, 15 singles, entrv $1.50:

Penrose 111101101101111-12 Fairchild 000100111010110- 7

Hamline UllOllOU 11111-12 Cnlllns 111100111101111-13

Post 111111110111111—14 Breintnall ....110110111100110—10

Van Dyke 111111011110011—13 Heiden llOimOlllllll—13
Tie on 13 won by Hamline.
No. 7. 10 singles, entrv $1:

Lindsley 1110001100- 5 Collins 0001111111- 7

Hamline 1111111111—10 Fairchild 0110100111— 6

Post Olllimil— 9 Heritage 1001001100— 4

Penrose lliOlUOOl— 7 Hedden 0111111100— 7

Van Dvke 1111111111-10

No. 8. 15 singles, entry $1.50:

Oollins. 110111111101101—13 Lindsley lOlOlOlllOOOOlO- 9

Post 0111110111imi—13 Erb 101101110101010—9

Pen rose UlOOllllOl 1111-13 Heo den 111111011111111—14

Hamline 111101101111011—13

Ties on third won by Collins.

snoot No. f), 10 siTielf-s, $1 entrance:
H'lmli c e 1111111111-10 Hedden 1110110011—7

Lindsley 1011010101— 6 Penrose.... 1111110100-7

Heritage 0110101010- 5 Collins 1111110010-7
Ties on 7 won by Penrose.
Shoot No. 10, 4 singles, $1 entrance:

Hedden 0111—3 Penrose 1111—4
Hamline 1111-4 Lindsley 1110-3

Extra No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $1: J.Pentz7, Hunt 5, Erb 6,

Crosbv 6, Quicnby 7.

No. '2, 15 Hinglps, $1.50 entrance: Hunt 12, Crosby 12, Lindsley 10,

Hamline 13. Collins 12. Erb 11, Pentz 6.

Extra No. 3. 10 sinelps, entrance $1: Hunt 6, Crosby 9, Collins 7,

Hamline 9, Quimby 6, Lindsley 8, Erb 7, Pontz 4.

Extra No. 4, 10 singles, entry $1: Hunt 7, Collins 9, Lindsley 5,

Hamline 9, Crosby 8.

Extra No. 5 10 singles, entry $1: Hunt 6, Collins 6, Hamline 9,

Lindslev 6. Ties—Hunt 3, Collins 5, Lindsley 3.

Exira'No. 6, 10 Singles, entry $1: Hamline 8. Collins 9.

Ten singles, unknown angles: Collins 7, Post 5, Smith 9, Black-
bird 5, O. M. Hedden 5, Cooper 4,

Friday, Fourth Day.—Live Birds.— No. 1, 4 birds, entry $3:

Erb lllo - 8 Castle 1111-4
Ciosby .1111-4

No. 2, 4 birds, entry |3:

Erb - 1121-4 Castle 0111-3
Crosby 1110-3
No. 3, 8 birds, entry $5:

Erb 22^20211—7 Lindsley Io220131-fi

Crosby 11211111—8 Hedden 2012322o-6
Hamline ollll222-7 Leddy 11im02-7
Castle 11201211-7 ^
Tie for second, Leddy rtrew out, won by Hamlme.
No. 4, 10 birds, entry g5;

Hamline 1211211133-10 Crosby 2211121oll- 9

Erb .0111012013- 7 Hedden 12U123201- 9

Lindsley :i222223?22-10 Castle limUltO - 8

Leddy 1101121022- 8

No. 5, 6 birds, entry $5;

Hamline 112111—6 Biggott 102112—

a

Lindsley 111122-6 Castle 212111-6
Erb 011101-4 Leddy.... 0H102-4
Oro.«by- 111111-6 Zeglio 111012-5
Hedden 111121-6 Scott ...202120-4

HoUis 121321-6
T.es on 6 won by Crosby, Hedden and HoUis; on 5 div.; on 4 by

Sentt.
No. 0, 8 live birds, entry $5:

Meadows 10231210-6 Riggott 20111112-7
Crosby 1111230L-7 Zeglio 22110112-7
Hamline 10110111-6 Hedden 11111203-7
Canon 21320112-7 Leddy 12122211-8
Lindsley 11211322—8 Castle 10121110-fi

Hollis 11311112-8 GrifiEen 21011211—7

Tie on 1 won by Riggott and Hedden.

No. 7, 7 live birds, entry $7:
Canon 121&011-5 Brein tnall 1121102-6
Griffen 1 22221 1—7 Voebl 2210222—6
Lindsley 2220012-5 Scott 0021310-4
Hollis 1111111—7 Riggott 0120113-5
Crosby 1111111-7 Fuerth OOlolOl—

3

Hedden imil3-7 Zeglio 12111ol-6
No. 8, 7 live birds, entry f

'

GrifTen 0112111 -6
Breintnall 1112121—7
Hollis 1111131-7
Erb 1211121—7

Fuerth 1110111-6
Voehl 0120211—5
Canon 1311113—7
Scott 1302213

-

Hedden 2211211—7 Riggott 1111311—7
Breintnall bad snap on second bird, op?ned gun and reloaded,

killing with iir t barrel. Tie on 7 won by Breintnall and Riggott.
Saturdaii, Fifth Daqj—Livc Birds —No. 1. 4 birds, entry $3:

Erb 1011-3 C M Hedden 1111-4
Green 1111—4 L S ^hortmeir 0011—2
Crosby 1111-4 Morse 2111—4.
DuBray 1211-4
No. 3, 4 birds, entry $3;

Erb 2110-3 Du Bray 1111-4
Hidden 12U-4 Schortmeir 1111—4
Grfen 1121-4 Crosby 1111—4
Morse ol01-2
No. 3, 8 birds, entry $5:

Dn Brav 10110120-5 Hollis 11211211—8
Erb 01110101-5 Schortmeir 10101122-6
Crosby ,21111111-8 Lindsley 22133312-8
Hedden 1210o211-6

No. 4, 8 birds, entry $5:
Lindsley 21112223-8 Whea+on 31U1111-8
Crosby 11111111—8 Hedden 3m2122-8
Du Brav 11211011-7 Hollis 31101112-7
Loeble

.

' 12021010-5 Francis 02020111-5
Schortmeier 00111210—5 Cast le mio232—

7

Floyd 00203012—4 Erb 21011212—7
No. 5, 8 birds, entry P"-

Crosby 11112121-8
Hedden 11112121-S
Castle 11112011-7
Green 01121201-6
Erb 11112101-7
Francis 21012111-7
Sheriff o2111210-6
Coles 22120000-4

22201331—7

DuBray 13121111-8
J Wheat.on 21131110-7
Bruen 11220100-5
Hunt 01031011-5
Lindsley 21122221-8
Floyd ^ 11111020-6
Canon 12203310-1)

Loeble 10111210-6
Schortmeier 11121201-7 McGaw .

No. 6. 8 birds, entry .$5:

Hunt 02321120-6 Hollis 11111111—8
Hedden 13110311—7 Apgar 13312132—8
Du Bray omilH-7 Sheriff 23331311-8
Talford 30111313-7 Schortmeier 12111110-7
Crosbv 122111 11- K Loe bio 11111200-6
Lyon " 01101001-4 Bruen 13110311-7
Canon 11231213-8 Erb 03120220-5
Lindsley 23120212-7 Wheaton 21320112-7
Vonbt 02221201-6 Castle 12111100-6
McGaw 11301011-6 FranciiS 21113313—8
No. 7, 4 birds, entry $5:

Crosby 2131—4 Holli= 1131—4
Lindsley 3231-4 Voehl 0011-2.
Dubray 1111-4 Scott 0113-8
Fulford. .

UOl—3 Castle 3311—4
Lyon 2110-3 Bur tell 0101—3
McGaw 0010—1 Wheaton 1123-4
Hedden 1212-4 Erb... 1221-4
Bruen 0100-1 Francis 0210—3
Canon 1021—3
Ties on 4 after shoot-nif div. by Ciosby and Dubray. Lindsley

and Castle drew pro rata. Ties on 3 div. after shoot-off bv Ful-
ford and Lyon. Scott drew pro rata. Ties on 3 won by Voehl.
Burtelldrew pro rata.
No. 8. miss and out, entry $2: Pulford 6, Hedden 1, Schortmeier 3,

Canon 11, Dubray 11. Francis 4.

No. 9, 1.5 singlps, entry $1.50:

Schortmeier...100111010111011-10
McGaw 110110110011001- 9

Erb 110011001111001- 9

Richards 101001011110000- 7
Francis 111110110111001-10
Cleveland 101011000100100- 6

BOILING SPRINGS FISHING AND GUN CLUB.
Rtjtbehford, N. J., May 30 —Scores of events shot by Boiling

Springs Gun Club on their grounds this day. In addition to these
a gold badge was to be presented to the shooter makini; the great-
est average in all the events of the day. with the exception of the
club's shoot for prizes; and the same was won by J. R. Beam with
an average of 86}^ per cent., with M. Klees a good second with an
average of 8434 per cent. Besides the regttlar events on the pro-
gramme a number of sweepstakes were shot, making a total of
about 3,,500 bluerock targets shot at during the day.
Sweep 10 bluerocks. 5 traps:

Klees 1111011101- 8 Cutwater UlllOllll- 9
Ivison OlOlOlOOOO- 3 Lwrenson OlOllOOOlO— 4
Beam 1111111111-10 Witkouski 0160000001— 3
Holl'sirr 1111101111- 9 J Collins 0000100000- 1
Gaylor 0010101001- 4 Huck OUOllOUOl— 5
Lane 1111111111-10 Krebs IIOUIOOOO- 5
Paul 3111011111- 9 Peck 0000100010- 2
C Collins llOliniOO- 7 Coe OOOOODllOO- 3
Meyer IIOIOUIU- 8 Van Riper 1011100111— 7
Same conditions: Klees 8. Ivison 3. Beam 9, Hoi lister 8, Gaylor

5, Lane 6, Paul 7, C. Oollins 8, Mover 7, Cutwater 4,4Lawren80n 4,

Witkouski 4, J. Collins 2, Krebs 3, Huck 10, Peck 6, Coe 6, Van
Riper 6.

Sweep at 30 bluerocks: Ivison 9, Beam 16, HoUister 18, Gaylor
14, Mover 18 Paul 15, 0. Collins 18, Lane 13 Lawrenson G, Cutwater
15, Klees 17, Peck 10, Van Riper 17, Krebs 15, Huck 15, Coe 8, W.
Kouski 8, J. Collins 6.

Swe<^p at 15 bluerocks, expert rul^s, unknown angles: Meyer 13,

Lane 9, Peck 6; Beam 14, Hollister 11, Ivison 3. (Jaylor 14, Lawren-
son 3, Klees 13. Cutwater 13, Paul 10, Van Riper 7, C. Collins 9, VV.
Kou&ki 3, Coe 5.

Sweep at 25 bluerocks: Outwater 23, P.cain 21. Hollister 33,

Gaylor 17. Hagen 10, Peck 14, Kb-es 22, Muyov 31, Van Riper 23,

Krebs 12, Huck 19, Lawrenson 13.Matzen 2), Jcanneret lt1. J'aul 18.

Sweep at 10 bluerocks: Klees 9, MeyfT 9, Lawrenson 4, C Oollins
8, Gaylor 9, Beam 9. Jamen 8, Peck b, Pellens 8, Outwater 8, Lane 8,

Paul 7, Kaebel 7, Matzen .5, Van Riper 7, Hagen 4.

Sweep at 15 bluercks, unknown angles, expert rule.=; Beam 11,

Klees 13, Meyer 5, Matzen 8, Hollister 14. Gaylor 6, Lawrenson 4.

Outwater 13, James 7, Pellens 6, Paul 9, Knebel 6, Lane 10, C. Col-
I'ns 8, Hagen 7.

Match at 35 bluerocks, regular clnb shoot for 17 prizes. 33 entries:
Hollister won first prize wifh 25, Klees second with 21, Van Riper
tuird with 20, Lane fourth wilb 20, James filth with 20, Paul sixth
with 20. Beam seventh with 20, Outwater eighth with 20, Krebs
ninth with 10, E. Jeanupret tenth with 18, Meyer eleventh with 18,

C. Collins twelfth w'th 18, Pellens thirteenth with 17, Gaylorfoui-
tpenth with 17, Matzen fifteenth with 16, Huck sixteenth with 16,

Coe seventeenth with 15, Lawrenson leather msdal with 8.

Match at 30 blueroelis. Key stone rules:
Huck . . .11111111111101010110-16 Pattl 10011101111110101011-14
Beam 11111011111011111111—18 Lawr'nsb OllOUOOlllllOOlUlOl—13
Klees 11001111111111111011—17 W KousklOOOUOIOUOlOluoiOOO - 8

Outwater. niOlOllUilOllimi—17 Lane Oil 11111111 lU 11 11 11—19
Sellens. . .,11110001100ti01011110-11 Hagen . . .00101100011111011001-11
Meyer 10111111111111111011-18 Goetze. . . . 011011110101111111)11-15
M^tzpn . ...11111101101111110111-17
Sweep at 10 bluerocks: Coe 5, Klees 9, Beam 9, Meyer 7, Pehens

10, Paul 7, Krobs 3, Lawrenson 5, Lane 8, Huck 7.

WELLINGTON, Mass., May 30.—More than a score of well-
known gunners attended the all-day shoot under the auspices of
the Wellington Gun Clnb to-day, to contest for honors and caA.
The conditions were all that could be desired for good scores, and
as a result Bradsireet, Stanton and Barrett made clean scores at
20 birds each. Some 30 sweeps were had besides the following
guaranteed events: Twenty birds, guaranteed purse of $25—Bi ad-
street first with 30. Stanton second with 10.. Howard, Barrett,
Cowee and Bond third with 18, Dickey,.Perry and Sanborn fourth
with 17, and Bradbury fifth with 16. Twenty birds, guarautefd
purse of $25—Stanton first with 20, Bradstreot second with 16,

Cowee, Perrv and Hooper third with 18, Barrett, Bowker and Gore
fourth with 17, Bradbury and Snow fifth with 16. Twenty birds,
guaranteed pursp of $25—Barrett first with 20, Dickey, Stanton,
Gore and Perry second with 19. Daniels third with 18, Bradbury,
Cowee, Bowker, Stone and Purdy fourth with 17.

TORONTO. May 26.—In their first contest for the McDowall
medal the members of the York Gun Club did some good work,
no less than four scoring 13 out of 15 shot at. Tbereareto be
eight shoots with five scores to count. Medal shoot, 15 blu-rocks,
18yds : D. Ctiapmau 13, C. Ctiapman 13. A. Taylor 13, W. Stinson
13, R. Fletcher 1,3, J. Biyd 11, O. Tiffett 10, D. Grant 10. W. MofiEattr

8, A. Mofiatt 8. S. Chapman 8, W. Jmpring-ham &-
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CHICAGO TRAP NOTES.
CniCAGO, 111., May 30.—Tbe programme of the seventeenth

aiiunal tourBameaC of ttie Illinois State yportfmeu's Association
is a very fascinatintir little book for a shooter. The money offered
at this shoot is greater in amount than at any previous tourna-
ment, they tell me. The prizes in the great live-hiid Board of
Trade badge shoot foot up .892^.50, smd for the L. O. Smith cup con-
test, targetp, the total is $797, This is quite aside from the
entrance money, of course. The club team championship offers a
total of S427. These are the three great Illinois stand-by events.
The open tournament will be full of attractions as ever, and the
aliens in attendance should be many. New York State shoot may
lead this one on targets, but as a mixed tournament it is almost
certain that the Illiuois event will be tbe chief one of the entire
trap season this year. .John Watson says he will have plenty of
birds.
About that St, Louis wild bird tournament this week. Here in

Chicago we had banked on that being the sensational event of the
day, as no wild pigeons have been shot at trap for years. Yet
Charlie Willard, just back yesterday from St. Louis, says that
the shoot was rather dismal, the entries not running over about
13. Tuis seems singular, and is a gi'eat surprise, as wo thought
tnia destined to a shooting boom in attendance. About 5,000 wild
birds were on hand. Charlie says they all started promptly, but
were slow, and easy killed, compared with the good domestic
bii^d. He did not want to see wild birds shot at Illinois tourna-
ment, as there was talk of doing to some extent if the birds could
be ob'aincd from Mr. Haggerty.
Mr. J, E. Limberg ("Wick"), of Cincinnati, dawned on the Chi-

cago hoi /zon last Tnursday and got acquainted with some of the
boys arouud here. He reports Al. Bandle as holding live bird
shoots at his grounds two d'ays in the week. All Chicago men will
be glad to tiear of Al's success, andWicli's also.

It stems there is a certain Cincinnati man, Mr. Wm. Rhines,
pitch! ! in the baseball club of that fragrant town, who is some-
thing of a pigeon shot. It will be remembered that one Adrian
C. Anson, captain of the Chicago baseball team, is also something
ofaahooier. His meteoric career among the Chicago shooters
last winter will be remembered by most trap readers. Now, it

seems further that this Mr. Rhiucs wishes to shoot Cap'u Anse
a pigeon match, though ho hasn't had nerve enough to ^ay an.\-
thing to Anse about It ^et. If Anse does hear about it there is

likely to be a "tio game" card up in Philadelphia this week, for
he certainly would have to qtiit long enotigh to go after Mr,
Rhines. I am authorized by Captain Anson to state that there
will soon appear in tije columns of F orest and .Stream a com-
plete and re^^ged list of all the Chicago shooters who iiave refused
to shoot him a race. This black list, if he may be believed, will
fill a colirmn in the paper and will contain the names of many of
our most prominent sportsmen.
Mr, R. B, Organ and Mr. Alex. T. Loyd will soon get together

on tiieir 100-bird race. After this is over Mr. Organ proposes to
challenge Mr. Loyd another race, on Grand Calumet Heights
grounds, and has a scheme by which he iotends to make all the
birds drivers. The grounds lie right upon the lake beach, and tbe
water for quite a distance out is shallow. Mr. Organ proposes to
establish tue score on a platform built on weighted barrels otit in
the lake, the traps beinc set on the beacb, just at the edge of the
water. At this club tlte birds do not fly out over the lake, but
generally head straight for the barns, and this arrangement of
Mr. Organ's oueht to insure a very high per cent, of fast drivers.
Considerable practice shooting has beeu going on for the past

two weeks, by way of preparation for the State tournament.
E. HotrOH.

WOLSTENCROFT'S TOURNAMENT.
Philadelphia, May 38.—Wm. H. Wolstpncrof I's second tour-

nament at Tacony Driving Park, on May 2d, 27, ;;8, and although
the attendance of trap shots was excellent, the threateaing weatlTer
of the first and last day kept many away, and made the event a
losing one, flnancially. Mr. Wolsteiicrof t, with his usual liberality,
put up $535 in guaranteed purses. Among the many out-of-town
crack shots there were Milt Lindsley, of Hoboken, N. J.; E. D,
Miller, of Springfield, N. J.; J. B. Cleaver, of Wyoming, Pa.: J. W.
Evans and R. Stout, of Magnolia, Del.; A. W. Dubray, the agent
of the Parker guns, fromMeriden, Coun,; I. W. Budd, of Pdmber-
ton, N. .1.; and W. Sanders and J. Mlnard, of Atlantic City, N. J.
A. .1. Rust, champion live pigeon shot of Pennsylvania; J. Sivad,
J. Treadway, F. Barron, W. Timm, C. Lane, and many other pro-
minent local sportsmen, took part in the shooting. iNliHS Ray Hun-
singer, "Little Hawkere," the celebrated female shot, came oti the
groundand was warmly welcomed. Later she gavea very interest-
ing exhibition of her skill with the shotgun. Mj-. Wm. H. Wolsten-
croft refereed all the shots to the satisfaction of every one present.
Keystone Rapid Firing System rules governed the shooting, ke^ -

stone targets; all the purses divided 40,30, 20 and 10 per cent.; all
surplus addea to purses. In nearly all instances, ties divided. One
of the features of the meeting was a challenge match between
Enoch D. Miller, and Alfred J. Rust, the latter winning by a score
of 10 straight. Miller breaking 7. Rust was enthusiastically
applauded.

May 26.—The programme to-day consisted of nine regular and
two extra events. Cruaranteed purses amounting to $175, to which
were added all the surplus money, were divided between the win-
ners of the events in tlie first, second, third and fourth prizes on
the basis of 40, 30, 20 and 10 per o nt. American Association rules
with some slight changes and the Penrose system of rapid firing
governed the tournament. One of the changes in the rules is tba
"the marksman may hold the kuii in any position he desires.'
The following are the wlimers of tne prizes in yesterday's events:
First event. 10 singles, 23 entries: First money. Miller, J. Wol-

stencroft, Evans, Buckshot, Gordon; second, Dubray, Hall,
Minerd, Sivad, Landis, Thurman; third, S. Richards, Rust, John-
son; fourth. Stout, Barron. Linrlsley.

Second event, 20 singles, $50 guaranteed: First money, Hall,
Rust, Sivad, Miller, Minerd: second, Buckshot, Gordon; third,
Dubray, Thurman, Cleaver; fourth, Stout, Landis, Lindslev.
Third event, 15 singles, $25 guaranteed: First money. Miller,

Hall; second. Rust, Ware, Gordon; third. Buckshot, fourth, Thur-
man, Sivad, Landis.
Fourth event, 15 singles—First money. Rust, Thurman, Landis;

second, Miller, Minerd, Hall; third, Du Bray, Buckshot, Evans;
fourth, Barron, Ware, Gordon.
Fifth event, 26 singles, $50 guarantee—First money. Miller;

second, Rust, Lindsley; third. Buckshot, Hall, Evans, Landis;
fourth, H. French.
Extra event, 10 singles—First money. Rust, Miller; second. Buck-

shot, Barron; third. Hall, Sivad, Lindsley, H. French; fourth,
Cleiver and Evans.
Sixth event, 10 singles—First money. Rust, Du Bray, Evan.s;

second, Hall, Hack, Miller, Landis; third, Richards, Lindsley, J.
Wolstenoroft, Thurman and Ware; fourth, Terry, Sivad, H.
French.
Seventh event, 15 singles, $25 guarantee—First, Miller; second,

Lindsley, Hall, Landis; third, Rust, Buckshot; fourth, Ware,
Thurman, Terry, Barron.
Eighth event, 10 singles—First, Rust, Thurman, Landis, French;

second. Buckshot, Lindsley, Miller, Barron, Sivad, Hall, Gordon;
third. Hack; fourth, Wolstenoroft, Du Bray, Barron.
Ninth event, 15 singles—First, Landis; second. Buckshot, Mills,

Thurman; third, J. Wolstencrott, Hall and Bonner.
May 27.—Sixteen events were shot off, including those scheduled

for the day, in which $135 was given away in guaranteed purses.
First event, 10 singles: First money, Lindsley 9; second. Buck-

shot 8; third. J. Thurman, Ritner and Rust 7; fotirtn. Hall, Jacobs,
Jones, Ruple and French, d.

Second event, 15 singles, $25 guarantee: First money, Miller
14; second, Evans and Jacoos 1.3; tnird, W. Wolstenoroft, Thur-
man and Buckshot 12; fourth, Jones, Frencb, Lindsley and J.
Wolstencrof1 11.

Third event, 15 singles, $25 guarantee; First money, Wm. H.
Wolstencrott 14; second, Buckshot and Miller 18; third, Rust 13;
fourth, J. Wolstenoroft 11.

Fourth event, 15 singles: First money, Hall and Thurman 14;
second, Lindsley 13; third. Rust, Jones, Evans, Buckshot and J.
Wolstenoroft 13; fourth, French 10.

Fifth event, 15 singles, $35 guarantee: First money, 8. W.
Merchant and W. Wolstenoroft 14; second. Hall 13; third, Evans,
MUler and Lindsley 12; fourth, Jones, Jacobs, Buckshot and
Rust U.
Sixth event, 10 singles: First money, Lindsley, Rust and Miller

9; second, French, Jones and Jacobs 8; third. Smith, Evans and J.
Wolstencrof L 7; lourth. Hall, Ruple and Buckshot, 6.

May SS.—The tournament was concluded to-day.
First event, 10 singles: First money. Miller, 10; second, Landic,

9; third, Feiles. Buckshot, Henry and Rothacker, S; fourth, Rust,
Thurman and Gordon, 7.

Second event, 15 singles: First money. Bust and Landis, 13; sec-
ond. Miller and Rothacker, 13; third, Gordon and Feiles, 11; fourth,
J, Wolstencroft, Henry and Buckshot, 8.

Third event, 10 singles: First money. Miller, 10: second, Landis,
9; third. Buckshot and Rothacker, 8; lourth. Rust and FeUes. 7.
Fourth event, 10 singles: First money, Landis, 10; second. Mil-

ler, Wolstenoroft and Feiles, 9; third. Blackbird, Thurman and
Rothacker, 8; fourth, Henry and Buckshot, 6,

Fifth event, 15 singles: First money, Krupger, I.'j; second. Rust,
Rothacker and Miller, 13; third, Feiles^ 11; fourth, Buckshot and
Thurman, 10.

Sixth event. 10 singles; First money. Miller, 10; second, J.Wolst-
encroft. 9; third. Buckshot, Rust and Blackbird, 8; fourth. Landis
and Thurman, 7.

Seventh event, 13 singles: First money, Feiles, 14; aeconci, Mil-
ler, Rust and J. Wolstenoroft, 13; third, Landis and Blackbird, 13;

fourth. Buckshot. 9.

Eighth event, 10 einsrles: First money. Miller and Landis, 10;

second, Thurman and Blackbird, 9; third. Rust, 8; fourth, Buck-
shot, 7.

Ninth event, 15 singles, $25 guaranteed: First money. Miller,

15; second, Krueger, 14; third, J. Wolstenoroft, 13; fourth. Rust,

Tenth event, 15 sinales: First money. Miller, 15; serond, W.
Wolstenoroft, 14: third. Blackbird, 13; fourth, Henry and J.Wol-t-
encroft, 1,2.

Eleventh event, 15 singles: First; money, Krueger, 15; second.
Miller and Buckshot, 14; third. Bust and Landis, 13; fourth.
Feiles, 10.

Twelfth event, 15 singles: First money, Krueger, 15; second.
Miller, Rust and Rothacker, 12; third, Feiles, 11; fourth, Thnrmnn
and Buckshot, 10.

KANSAS CITY, Kansas, May 23.—An interesting and exciting
contest look place at Metropolis Shooting Park, in this city,

yesterday afternoon, between teams of ten men each selfcted
from the' Metropolis Gun Club, of this place, and the South Side
Gun Club, of Kansas City, Mo., resulting in a victory for the
former by seven birds, as shown by the scores hereto appended.
The occasion for this contest was a challenge Issued by tlie .South

Side Gun Club to tbe Metropolis Gun Club for a series of three
shoots, tbe first to be held on the Metropolis grounds in Kansas
t^ity, Kansas, tbe second on the grounds of the South Side club in

Kansas City, Mo., and the third—if necessary - at Excelsior
Springs, Mo., the conditions being 25 single biuerocks to each
man, ISc'ds. rise, 3 traps, American Association rules. The score
in detail is aa fallows:

Metropolis (inn Club, Kansas City. K.nnsas.
Soward 1011110110111011111111111-21
Booney llOOlOOl llllOlOuillllllOl-17
Kerr 1110111011110101111101101—19

Stevens lllOUllOm 1111111111111-23
Farrell llOinOlllllOlOlllimOll-20
Aren d ^ 1 1IHU llOllllUUmilll-24
Jolm Grueninger 1110110011111111110101011-19
Meyers 1110110111010110101111111-19
Port is 0111110101 1010111111111.10—19

Wm Grueninger 1111011000111111011001111-18-199
.South Side Gun Club, Kansas City, Mo.

West OlllllllllllllllOOlllllOl—21
"Green" 01111011x0110111101111111-30
Kritzer 1101010111101111111111111—21
"Wood" OlllOllOlOlOOllOlllllllll—18
Hogg llOlOOlOimilOlOlllOOlOO—15
Kelley 0101011011111111111101101-19
Ashbrook IIIOOIIOIOIIIUOIIIOIIIOI-IS
Regan 1111111101111111111110101-32
Lovetfc OllOllOlOOlllUOlIOlOOlll-ie
Campbell 0110111111111101111111111-32—193

WORCESTER, Mass.. May 20.—The regular meet this week of
the Worcester Sportsmen's Club at Coal Mine Brook Range was
well attended. The weather was very unfavorable, still the series
ot shoots arranged for the season was continued as follows:

Classification, Class A.
E B Burbank 46466—24 1110111011-8
Dr W P Hill .5355.5—23 llllllllOO-S
Ali Riu'dick 55,534-23 1110101111—8
W R Dean 44455-22 1011111110-8
Geo Sampsot 55.j)3—25 llOOlllllO- 7

Geo Crommon 544.55—23 1010011111-7
E S Knowles .55455-24 1101001011-8
MD Oilman 5.5565—26 1110001001—5
G Jones 56365-24 0100110101-;
W Warren 86553—22 1001000 vv.

Clavs R.
EFSnow 344.5.5-21 1101111111-9
W E Johnson .54435—31 1111110011—8
O H Howe 3434.5—19 1110011101—7
C Doaue 244.55—19 1111001001-6
OB Forehand. 4 2,53-19 0101110101 -6
A B Kenney 33413—13 1110100101—6
H Harvey 52543—19 0100111000-4
F M Harris SS-ISo-19 1010100000-3
Geo McClellan 33114-13 lOOOOOOOOO-l
C B Holden 334.55-19
A W Walls 32424-15
The closing event was the ammunition race to divide 1,000 shells.

Samson was first; Dean and Johnson tied for second, and then the
tie was shot off before Dean secured second place; Knowles and
Harvey div. third, and fourth was taken by Hill.

SPRING HILL GUN CLUB.—The regular holiday matches
were shot on the grounds of the club Decoration Day. Shooting
at targets was cut short by the anxiety of the boys to get at the
live birds provided. The regular match for gold and silver medal
was shot at 10 kingbirds. 18yds. rise; gold medal won by Simpson
with a score of 9, silver medal won by Hathaway with a score of
8. There vrere five ties for the latter, and the shoot-oil was very
hot. Hathaway and Dr. Allen remained in after breaking 8 each,
and there being no prospect of either dropping out, th«y agreed to
divide the sweep and toss up for the medal. Hathaway chose
"heads" and got the trophy. After lunch the backstops were
taken down and grounds prepared for pigeon^. We had as guests
Dr. Hudson, president of the Emerald Gun Club; John Peck, T. (t.

Peck and G. H. Peck, of the Haverstraw Gun Club. About 2-50

birds were provided, and while some were poor, the balance were
fair and a few were grand, and carried away shot from both bar-
rels. Tbe scores follow:
Sweeps at 5 birds, 28yds. rise, $3 entrance, 18 entries:

1st Event. 3d Event. 3d Event
Hathaway 11110-4 11111—5 lMll-3
Simpson 11111—5 11101—4 01101-3
Allen IIUI-S imi-5 01111—4
Moeller 00100-1 11001—3 00100—1
Pickhardt 00010—1 OOOOO—0 11110—4
TGPeck 11011—4 11111—5 11101-4
Major 11111—5 11111-5 10111—4
J Peck 00110—2 HlJl—5 11011—4
Duryee 11110-4 11111-5 11100—3
Ten Eyck 00001—1 11111—5
GHPeck 01000—1
Blauvelt 01111—4 01111-4
Cray ....01010—2 .... 00110-3
Bogart 00110—2 11180—3
Dr Hudson lOlOl-B 11111-5 00100-1
Jones .... 11010—3
Waton .... 01011—3
Pearson .... .... 01100—3
We have taken quite a liking to the kingbirds, a few of which

we had to-day, and may use them altogether.—Ad Vance.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., May 27.-Nin6teen members of the Glen-
more Rod and Gun Club put in an appearance at Dexter Park
to-day. G. Pfohlmari won the club medal with a straight score
of 7 The regular shoot of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club at
West End, Coney Island, to-day had its usual large attendance.
The Engeman badge was won by Charles Morris with a straight
score of 14. He tied Dick xMonsees with 7 straight and beat him
by one bird in the shoot off. O. Mohrman won the second prize
after killing 6 in the regular shoot with K. F. Sutherland, T.
Buckley and P. Ward. President R. Dwyer won the third prize
with 14 straight. The fourth prize was divided by J. B. Dyer and
J. B. Voorbees At a special meeting of the Coney Island Rod
and Gun Club preparations were made for the nest Inter-State
League shoot, which will take place at Woodlawn Park, L. I., on
June 11, beginning at 11 A. M. There are five clubs, and the four
visiting ones ate the Newark Gun Club, the Central Gun Club of
Long Island, the Fountain Gun Club and the Atlantic Rod and
Gun Club.

WINDSOR, May 28. In the shooting tournament of the Wind-
sor Keystone Club yesterday the winners in the first event were
Orowell, Glover and Spross; second event, Spro.=s, Wait. North,
Youngblood and Parker; fourth event, Spross, Youngblood,
Glover, Wait, Scaue , Cullen, Smith and Wharuf; fifth event,
Spross and Spanogle: sixth event, Youngblood, Scane and Seltcb;
seventh event, Scane and Coopei; eighth event, Scane, Skinner,
Cole and Spross; ninth event, Crowell.

CLEVELAND, O.. May 28.—At the regular weekly practice
shoot of the Blue Roi'k Shooting Club to-day Arnold broke 24 out
of possible 25, and again wins the badge. The conditions were 25
singles, A. S, A. rules. Following is the score; 0. Arnold 34, E.
Barton 16, Harrison 13, Zap£ 8, W. 0. Hlnfle 10.

NEWARK, ISr. J., May 80.—The annual spring tourDametit of

the Maplewood Gun Club was held to-day and a large delegation
of Newarkers were on b.-md. The shooting was all at artificial

targets, A.S.A. rules. In the first 10-bird event Jackson and
Smith broke straight, C. Dean 9, Hallett. L. Dean, Beeves, Parry,
Craft and Avers 8 each. Piltoen birds— Parry 15, Hallett. C.

Denn and Phillips 14, Averw, Smith and L. Dean 13. Ten birds—L.
Dean and Phillips 10, Parrv, Smith and C. Dean 9. Twenty birds
Smith and Phillips 19, L. Dean, Hallett and ManitzlS, Ayers and
Parry 17. Fifteen birds-L. De«n 15. Hallett, Ayers and Smith 14,

S. Tillou, Manitz, Phillips and Goelduer 13. Ten birds—DeWolH,
Williams, S. Tlilou. Smith, Phillips and Reeves 10. Hallett 9.

Twenty-five birds-Siggon.';, Van Dyke and Hallett 24, Smith 33,

L. D^an, Ayers, Phillips and Tillou 22. Fifteen birds—Hallett
and Van DvKe 15, Williams and C. Dean 14, Reeves, Ayers, Smith
imii Tillou 1.'^, Phillips, Jackson and Parry 12. Ten birds—Sickley,
.'-miih. PhiUi|i= and M.aiiitz 10, Hallett, Goeldner and 0. Dean 9,

Van I)\ ke, L. Dean, Williams, Siggins and Eager 8. Event No.
16. at 15 birds- Hallett 15, L. Dean, Sickley and Van Dyke 14, Wil-
liams 13, Phillips and Reeves 12, Jackson, C. Dean, Manitz, Eager.
Goelder, Craft, Tillou and Siggins 11. Six more ten-bird events
concluded the day's shoot.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., May 80,—A Missouri State Amateur Shooting
Association was formed this week at Lexington. The first tour-
nament will be held on the 12th, 13th and 14th of August, with lire
birds. Professional shots will be barred. The wild pigeon tour-
nament held at Compton Avenue Park this week was not much of

a success in point of attendance. A number of iirofessional shoot-
ers were in attendance, but tlie matches were mostly between in-

rhviduals. This afternoon the St. Louis Gun Club shoots wild
pigeons for a medal, and the Compton Hill Gun Club has a double
medal shoot. Trap shooting is having a boom in this citj', and
greater interest is taken in the matches tham for years past.

Much of the success is due to the work of Rawlins Bros., the
headquarters for sportsmen in this city.

—

Aberdeen.
ROCHESTER, N.Y., May 27.—Rochester Gun Club, unlcnown

angles, 'M biuerocks, 8 Keystone trap.«, 31vds. rise:

F L Smith lllIl0110100001ll001.111imm-33
Mann 101001000110110110111011010011-17
Stewart 111110011011110110001111111101—22
Baboock nilllOlUlllUiniOUOOll 1101-25
Gordon OUlll 0000101 1 OOl OlOOlOOlllO 1 00—13
C Williams llOOllOnoOOOlOlOOOOlOlOilOllOO—13

Bruman UOIOOOUIIIOOOOIOIOOI UllOlOlOOO—11

Green 111101111111111111111111111110—38

HONEOYE FALLS, N. Y., May 33.—The third monthly shoot
of the Houeoye Falls Gun Club was held on their new grounds on
Decoration Day. This club has been organized a short time and
is in a very prosperous condition. Our first medal shoot was held
to-day, 15 members of the club being present. We shot a race of
15 birds: Dr. H. Benham won flrst, breaking 13 out of a possible
15; 0. J. Wilkinson second, with 13; Dr. J. L. Weller third, with It,

UNIDENTIFIED.—A score, in which Messrs. H. Benham, C. J.

Wilkinson and J. L. Weller won medals, has come to us without
date or place. Whose is it?

READING TOURNAMENT SCORES will be given next week_

CANAJOHARIE SCORES will be given next week.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest km*
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also iiotices in advance of meetings and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OBnCERS 1890—91

CojQiODOBE: Walter JJ. Lawson, Boston, Mass,
SecretABY-TREAStTREE: Ralph F. Brazeb, 17 Central street, Lowell, Mass-
Regatta Cojishttee: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. 6. MaL-Kendi-lck,

Toronto; L. B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISIOJT.

Offleers:

ViCE-CoM.: C.V.Winne, Albany, N.Y.
Rear-Com.: T. p. Gaddis, Da> ton, O.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Officers:

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officers:

VicE-CoM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston,
Rear-Com.: J. 0. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser: C. E. h. Porteous, Kingston.
Ex. (;oM.: Colin Fi'aser und P. H.
Gisborne.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

VicE-CoM.: I. V. Dorland, Arlington.
Reae-Com : E.D. Anderson.Trenton.
PDR.SEK: Rich'dHobai't, Newark N.J.
Ex. COM.: H. L. Quick and H M.
Kreamer,

Purser: R. ApoUonio, Wlncheater.
Ex. Co5l: Paul Buclei, E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

Applications for memoersnip must be made to division Diusers, aucom-
panled by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of $2.1X)
for enti-aiice fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A, C. A, camp shall pay Sl.OO for camp expense?- Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. wiU be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing m any Divielon and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnishea with printed forms ot application by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.

Viee-Commodore—N, B. Cook, Chicago, lU.
Rear-Gommodoro—O. A. Woodruff, D.ayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J H. Ware, ISO Rialto Building, Chicago, 111.

Applications for membership should be made to the See.-Treas., on blanks
wliich may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by Si! aa
initiation fee and dues for the current year.

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

6. Hoisting Sail Competition, 20. New York, Sandy Hook Race
Brooklyn. 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath

6. Yonkers, Annual, Yonkers. Beach.
18. New York, Aranual, S. I. 37. Brooklyn, Ann.. Bay Ridge.
18. Rochester, Spring Regatta, — . lanthe. Spring, Passaic Rlv.

Irondequoit Bay.
.rnLY.

9. Rochester, Sailing Trophy, 15-89. Northern Division Meet,
Irondequoit Bay. Pigeon Lake.

U-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast 23. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
Island. Irondequoit Bay.

AtiGtrsT.
8-27. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Cham- 27. Roche.''ter, Sailing Trophy,

plain. Irondequoit Bay.
SEPTEMBER.

5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. lanthe, Auu., Passaic River. Irondequoit Bay.
7. lanthe, Annual, Woodside.

NORWALK C. C.

THE boat and clttb houses of tbe Norwalk G. O. were in-
formally opened May 30.31. Early Saturday morning ten.

of the "boys" started for a two days' cruise and camp at
tbe club house, at the "Kuob," Wilson's Point, arriving at the
house about 10:30. In the afternoon several paddling races sub-
stituted the cruise to Westport, as there was not wind enough
to entice them to start. After lunch a start was made for Rotten
Point, to see the fireworks and enjoy a jolly lark. A pleasant
evening was enjoyed, and the presentation of two handsome canoe
lamps to our worthy commodore and secretary, bv an unknown
gentleman, was the event of tbe evening. About li P. M., under
the escort of the commodore and secretary and their brigbt-flam-
ing lamps, we returned to the club house. Sunday morning proved
damp and stormy and disappointed those who had planned a
quiet sail or paddle to some quiet nook. At 1:30 it cleared up and
a light breeze caused a hasty scramble to get duffle together and
stowed away iu the boats. Sails were set and all were sonn under
way. The breeze was a failure and soon died away; paddles were
then put in swing and the course laid for home. The boat house
reached, sails furled, boats washed out and roll call, completed
programme for the day.
The club is now in a very prosperous and successful condition.

Three new members were elected at the May meeting. Two new
and very fast boats were added to the flpet May 1. Commodore J.
C. Green's new 15,6X36 is a beauty, as well as a fiver, and will be
a leader in the club races. Miner Dibble has added one of the
latest modelled and neatest constructed 15.9x38 boats, and with
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his 125sq. ft. of sail -will sustain the club's honor as a very "fast"
sailoi-. Captain Leonard Searles brought out a very neat set of
sails of his own design and will be the winner in many of the
races. Comfort, room and a fast saUer is Secretary Thomas
Benedict's choice. His canoe yawl Marguerite is ably handled bv
him, in paddling or sailing be is always with the first boat. The
members who attended the opfining day and cruise were: Com-
modore J. C. Green, Secretary-Trfiasurer Thomas Benedict, Jr.,
Captains Hoss Burchard and Leonard Searles, Ex-Commodore F.
J. Bradbury, Miner Dibble. B. M. Smith, F. H. Smith, E. J. Pope
and H. S. Scott, of the Newburgh C. C.
The club's membership roll is now 18, all in good standing, \vith

22 boats, 1 naphtba launch, 4 yawls and 16 canoes. Ex-Commodore
Bradbury has lately added to the fleet his racing yacht Gertrude.

ViDETTB.

THE EASTERN DIVISION MEET.-It has not been customary
to hold a division meet in the division which has the general meet
for the year, but the Eastern Division has determined to repeat
the experiment whicli proved so successful last year of a meet
near Lowell, the date being June 5-7. The camp site will be located
in a grove on the shores of Tyng's Pond, two miles long by one-
half mile wide, situated four miles from Lowell, and reached by
electric cars, running half-hourly. The grove is owned by the
railroad, is fenced in, and will be devoted to the exclusive use of
the canoeists during the meet, thus insuring the usual camp
privacy. At a quarter mile from camp is a dining hall, where
meals will be furnished at $1.00 per day, and free transportation
to and from camp will be furnished to those who desire. The
lake will permit of a good mile and a half triangle being laid out,
with qtiiet watpr for paddling. All boats and duffle should be
sent to Lowell in care of Paul Butler, aud will be transported to
and from the camp free of charge. Lowell can be reached by both
divisions of B. & M., by the Old Colony, connecting with Albany
at Framingham, and by the Stony Brook, connecting with Fitch-
burg at Ayer Junction. Members are invited to come to camp
Thursday night and remain until Monday if possible. The follow-
ing races will be held on Saturday: Rpgular events—1. Paddling
half-mile straightaway. 2. Combined sailing and paddling, four
and one-half miles. .3. Sailing,fourandone-half miles, unlimited.
4. Tandem single blade. 5. Sailing tipset. 6. Upset paddling.
Other evenis—1. Visitors' race, four and one-half miles sailing,
unlimited. (Prizo to be offered by Vespers.) 2. Prizes presented
by Lowell & Suburban Street Fl. R. Co. 3. Sailing unlimited.
A. 0. A. rules to govern. Regatta Conamittee-J. W. Cartwright,
Jr., Boston; H. W. Richards, Roston; B. P. Weber, Lawrence.
DEATH IN A CANOE.-From Tuesday morning until Friday

of last week a large canoe covered with a canvas apron was
anchored in Sheepshead Bay near the mouth of the Orieu tal Hotel
sewer, no one being seen about her. On the latter day officer Oar-
son rowed out to inspect the boat and found lying in the well the
body of a man who had been dead for several dayp. The CRnoe,
©n which was painted the name White Cross, was towed ashore
and the body taken in charge by the coroner, being finally iden-
tiSed as that of Prentice Mulford, a well-known writer. The
canoe was fully fitted up for a cruise, Mr. Mulford having left
New York on Monday for a cruise through Great South Bay to
Sag Harbor. His death was presumably due to heart disease or
apoplexy, and evidently took place on Monday night after be had
anchorerl. Mr. Mulford was born in Sag Harbor in 1S31, but hnd
led a varied life, beginning before the mast as a boy, rounding the
Horn and reaching Sm Francisco at the time of the great Ivnoh-
ingby the vigilance committee. He spent many year.^ in California
as a j ournalist, and also visited Europe, while in New York he
was well-known, being at one time editor of the Graphic, Of late
he has been the editor of the White Cross Magazine. Some frag-
mentary writing in the canoe show him i o have been a spiritualist,
and his trip was taken partly for the sake of its solitude and
Isolation, as he desired to be alone when writing some work which
he had promised. At one time he lived in a hut built by himself
on Staten Island, and a lonely life of this kind was no new thing
to him. So far as we can learn he belonged to no canoe club and
was unknown to New York canoeists.

PATCHING CANVAS BOATS.—San LuisPotosi, Mexico.-Now
that the commodore of the Shenandoah C. O. has finished his
pleasant cruise, perhaps he or some one else skilled in canoeing
would be kind enough to tell an ignoramus how to put a water-
proof patch on a canvas canoe or boat. 1 have an Acme that I

think a great deal of and that has done me excellent service for
nearly two years. It stands knocks and scratches well, but once
when overloaded grounded on a sharp stone and got a slit otit in it
about 4in. long. I sewed a patch on, but find it hard lo make it
water-tight. Is there any way to glue on such a piece without re-
sorting to the needle'?—Aztec.

THE ZEREGA SAIL COMPETITION.-Mr. Zerega. the donor
of the two prizes for the best hoisting and lowering rigs, will be
present at the Atlantic Basin, 56lh street, Brooklyn, on Saturday
at 1 P. M. with Mr. Stepbf ns, who will act as judge. Am'-'Ug those
who will compete are Messrs. Wintringham, Stevens, Dunnell,
Douglas and Whitlock.

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Northern Division: F. W. Read,W.
Kennedy, J. T. Robinson, B. Bottum, R. Ventress and G. A. Harris,
Bohcaygeon, On r.. Can. Eastprn Division: W.J. Collins, E. F.
Lawson, O. A. Godfrey, Lowell, Mass.
CONNECTICUT RIVER.-A correspondent asks for informa-

tion about the Connecticut River from Second Lake to Haverhill,
and of the Merrimac from Warren to Andov^er.

Model Fachts and Boats. Thei/r design, making and saiUnOt with
de&igns and worH/ino drawings. Postpaid, $2.

FIXTURES.

1.

3.

3 4

3.

4.

Larchmont, Spriug, L'chm't.
Noyal N. S.. Archibald Cup,

Halifax,
Hudson River, Ann., K. Y.
Rochester. Review,Charlotte
Portland, Annual.
Monatiquot, Opening, Wey-
mouth.

Massachusetts, Spring, Dor-
chester.

Lynn, Lynn.
Quincy.
Savin Hill, First Cham.
Royal N. S., Cliauncy Cup,

Halifax.
St. Lawrence, 29 and 34ft.

Classes, Montreal.
Phila.. Ann., Del. River.
Hull. Under 21ft.
Massachusetts, Ann ,Nahant
Eastern, Sweeps., Marbleh'd
Beverly, Ist Sweeii, Men. Bch
Marine and Field, Annual,
Bath Beach.

New Jersey, Annual, New
York Bay.

Bay View, Club, Boston Bay.
Roch., Ladies' Day,Charlotte
Hull Corinthian, 1st Cham.
Brooklyn, Spring, Gravesend

20. Cor. NTavy. Dfl. River Squad.
20 Corinthian, Marblehead,

Sweep and Club,Marbleh'd
SO. St. Lawrence, 21 and 18fc.

Classes. Montreal.
20-21. San Francisco, Cruise,

Martinez.
23. Pavonia, Annual, New York.
23. Atlantic, 2oft.. 3nft. and 46ft.

Special, New York Bay.
25. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont.
25. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
25. Patapsco Navy, Ann., Balti-

more.
27. Yonkers Cor., Ann.,YonkerB

Hull, All Classes.
Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
Lynn, Lynn,
Quincy. First Championship
Cor. Navy, L. I. Squad, New
Rochelle.

Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
Beverly, 2d Sweep,Marbleh'd
St. Lawrence, 29, 24, 21 and

18ft. Classes Montreal.
Royal N. S,, United Banks
Cup, Halifax.

Eastern, Ann., Marblehead.
Massachusetts, Ladies' Race,
Dorchester Bay.

JULY.
St. Lawrence, 29, 24. 21 and 15. Pleon,l3t Cham., Marbleh'd.

18ft. Classes, Montreal. —. Massachusetts, '16ft. Special.
Pleon, Penn., Marblehead. 15. Monatiquot, 1st Cham.,Wey-
Rochester, Cruise, Oak Oreh. mouth.
5. .San Francisco, Ciuise, 16. Lake Y.R. A., R. CYC, Tor.
Mare Island. 17, Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,

Monatiquot, Club, Weym'th. Toronto.
American, Naphtha,Milton's 18. American, Steam, Milton's
Neck. Neck.

4. Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. 18. Hull, First oham., 1st and 2d
4. Corinthian, Marblehead, classes.

Sweep and Club,Marblfth'd 18. New York, Ann., New York.
. Beverly, 3d Sweep, Men. Bch 18. Hull Corinthian, Club.
, Larcbmont, Ann., Larchm't 18. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sa'l.^' " " • • 18. Beverly, 1st Cham, Mon. Boh

4.

4.

4. N.Y.Y.R.A. Cruise. . ,

4. Royal N. S., Squadron Prizes 18, Cor. Navy, N. Y. Bay Squad.
HaHCax.

, Sing Sing, Ann., Sing Sing.
18. St. Lawrence, 34 and 31ft.

,_. „, - - „- Classes, Montreal.
American, Sailing, Milton's 18. Royal N. S., Lansdowne Cup,
Neck, Halifax.

Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 18-19. San Franci8co,Fisli.Oruiae
head. ^ 20. Lake Y. R. A.. RcKSliester,

KanteTBiOrnlse, Stains OQAgt Booliester.

7, New Rochelle, Ann., New 20. Rochester L.Y.R.A., Charl.
Rochelle. 21. PallRiv.,Ladies'Day,FallRiv

11. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester 23. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.
U. Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4tb, 23. Lake Y.R.A.,Oswego,Oswego

5th and 6th classes. 33. Royal N. S., Wenonah Chal-
11. LjaiD, Lynn. lenge Cup, Halifax.
11. Corinthian,Marbleh'd,Cruise 23. L.Y.R.A,, Ann., Oswego.
U. Savin Hill, Cash. 25. Great South Bay.
11. Riverside, Annual. 25. Dorchester,Open,Dorcb ester
11. St. Lawrence. 29 and 18ft. 25. Quincy, Second Oham
11. Bay Yiew, Club, Bostoo Bay. 25. Corinthiau, Marblehead, Ist

Classes, Montreal. Cham., Marblehead.
11-19. Larchmont, Cruise, L. I. 27. Pleon, Cruise, Marblehead.

Sound. —
. Corinthian. Mar blehe ad,

14. Quincy, Ladies' Day. Ladies' Day, Marblebead.
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-

Ham-lton. mouth.
AUGUST.

1. Indian Harbor, Open, Green- — . Corintbian, N. Y., Sweeps,
wich. Marblehead.

1. Westhampton,AVe8thampton 15 East Bay. Long Island.
1. Hull Corinthian. 3d Cham. 15. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleh'd.
1. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- 15. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups

wich. 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.
1. Beverly, 1st Cham.Marbleh'd 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

1-15. Cor. Navy Meet, Riv-rside. 19. Pleon, (Jluo, Marblehead.
3. New york,"rendezvous. Glen 19. Fall River, Open, Fall River

Cove. 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 20. Massachusetts, 3d Cham.
6. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- Dorchester Bay.

mouth. 32. Quincy.
7. New York.Goelet Cups,New- 22. Corinthian, Marblehead, 2d

port. Cham., Marblehead.
8. San Francisco, Club. 22. Monatiquot, Sweeps., Wey-
8. Hull, S-coud Cham., 3d, 4th, month.

5th and 6th classes. 23. Cor. Navy, East River Squad
8. Lynn, Lynn. 23. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup.Hali-
8. Savin Hill, Second Cham. fax.
8. Beverly, 4th Sweep, Mon.Bch 22-23. San Franoisco,Fish.Crnise
8. Royal N. S., Ladies' Prizes, 26 Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd

Halifax. 20. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester
.8. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay. 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

10. Quincy, Third Cham. 27. Massachusetts, Third Cham.,
12. Massachusetts, First Cham., Dorchester Bay.

Dorchester Bay. 29. Hempstead, Long Island.
12. Pleon, 2d Cham , Marbleh'd. 29. Hull, All Classes.
13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 29. Savin Hill. Casb.
13. Monaiiqunt, Ladies' Day, 29. Beverly. 2d Oham, Mon. Bch.

Weymouth. 29. Roval N. S.. Capr. Russell's
15. Hull, Ladies' Race. Cup, Halifax.
1.5. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 29. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,

Summer Series, Marbleh'd Larchmont.
5. Beverly, 2d Cham, Marbleh'd

SEPIEMBER.
1. Eastern, Fall, Marblehewd. 12. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
3. Pleon, Sail-ofl. Marbleh'^ad. 12. Lvnn, Cup, Lynn.
5. Monatiquot, Sail-off, Wey- 11. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-

mouth. Chester Bav.
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. 13. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-off.
5. Beverly,5thSwe(-p,Marbleh'd 12. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-
5. Larchmout, Fall, Larchm't. fax.
5. Bay View, Cruise. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. Fall River. Olul\ Fail River. 19. Beverly, 3d Oham,Marbleh'd
7. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 26. Beverly. 3d Cham, Mon. Boh.
7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York 26. Savin Hill, Fleet Captains
7. Corinthian, M ar b leh p a d. Cups Sail-off.

Handicap, Marblehead. 26. Royal R. S., Lord Alex Rus-
7. LjTin, Open. Nahant. set's Cup, Halifax.

11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor- 26. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay.
Chester Bay.

OCTOBER.
7. Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.

Bay.

MEMORIAL DAY, MAY 30.

THE national spring holiday, Memorial Day, was observed in
the customary manner by yachtsmen throughout the country,

nearly every club enjojung at lea=t a reunion at the club house, or
an informal sail of tne yachts; while many devoted the day to races
or formal reviews of the fleet. About New York and Boston the
weather was cool and overcast in the morning, clearing in the
afternoon, the wind being light all day.

EASTERN T. C. HANDICAP.
The first important race of the season iu Eastern wa'ers, the

handicap of the Eastern Y. (!., lost much of its promised interest
from the absence of the 46 footers, none of the class being ready,
in fact it will be another month before the Eastern flept, Beatrice,
Oweenee, Barbara and Alborak are at all ready. New York is

likely to have a fair fleet in ihe June or July races, Jessica, Glo-
riana, Mineola, Nautilus and Sayonara; but not until before
the season is more than half over will the entire fleet be in racing
trim. The only starters on Saturday were the thirties Saladin,
Hawk aud Elf, the handicap from Saladin to Hawk being 5m.
15s., and to Elf 20m.
The course was from Marblehead Rock, leaving spindle on Tom

Moore's Rocks, Tinker's Island, and Outer Breaker Buoy on Pig
Rocks on the starboard, to Graves' Whistling Buoy, leaving it on
the port, to Eastern Y. C. turning buoy, leaving it on the port; to
finish at Marblehead Rock, 24 mile«.
The new outer mark, used for the tirst time, is a white spar buoy

laid down by the Lighthouse Board for the Eastern Y. 0. The
start was from one gun at 11 A. M , the wind being light from the
south, making a beat to the Graves Buoy. Saladin crossed the
line 23s. after the gun; Hawk lost 43s. and Elf 34. All carried elub-
topsails, Saladin soon leaving the others.
Off Pig Rocks the wind eased up, giving Hawk quite a gain on

Saladin, and when they wore timed at the turn there was but 433,

between them.
Saladin 13 51 08 Hawk 12 51 51 Elf 1 10 07
With the wind well ahead Saladin set no jibtopsail until within

a mile of the next mark, but Hawk sent one out, only to take it in.

The lime of the jibe at the outer mark was:
Saladin 3 00 41 Hawk 3 08.53 Elf 2 26 12
The last leg was made under spinakers in a falling wind, the

full times being: Handicap
Elapsed. Time.

Saladin 4 29 13 4 29 13
Hawk 4 32 52 4 27 37
Elf 4 59 46 4 S9 46
Hawk wins $.50.

The regatta committee included Messrs. W. S. Eaton, Jr.. R. D.
Sears, P. T. Jackson, Jr., and Henry H. Buck.

SOUTH BOSTON T. C.

The South B-^stou Y"". C. was served but poorly by the wind on
Saturday, the first class being unable to finish, while the other
classes had but a drift. Swordfish. Mr. John R. Rhine's old boat,
was beaten for the first time. The winner in the special class
was a new boat. True Blue, designed and built by Harry Hutch-
iiigs. The times were:

FIRST CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

White Fawn, A. E. Jones 26.08

Pilgrim, E. W. Dixon 28.05

luisetta, W. P. Taylor 35.08

Rowena, J. H. Putnam 27.06

Harbinger, J. R. Hooper 28.00

Stanley, W. L. Colaon 26.00
S-IRST CLASS—KBRLS.

Optic, G. S. Hutchinson 27.00

Jersey Lily, L, Davis 33.07

Scotia, Higgins Canfield 27.07

Did not finish.
Did not finish.
Did not finish.
Did not finish.
Did not finish.
Did not finish.

2 33 33 3 43 33
2 22 12 2 49 33
Time not taken.

SECOND CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Hazard, H. S. Moody 23.08 2 45 33

Ideal, F. William= 32.00 2 .50 57

Strideaway, J. W. Gannon 24.10 2 54 03
Montezuma, G. E. Curry 22.00 3 OS 34
Fannie, E. P. Sharp 31.06 3 13 37

Ustane, S. W. Small 21.06 2 17 50

Sea Bird. C. L. Joy 22.08 8 19 20

Expert, Jones & Chase .33 03 3 89 45
SECOND CLASS—KEELS.

Astrea, R. M. Banner 20,02 3 06 44
Swordfish, Hall & Johnson 24.07 3 10 03

Alcoyne 3 ;j3 13

Irene, W. E, Gordon & Co 23.09 3 28 20

Annie M .ud. F. O. Vegelahn 24.04 Did not finish.
THIRD CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.

Alpine, Blethen and Pitchforth 16.02 2 38 50 2 07 24
Bess, W. C. Cberi-ington 15.11 2 43 36 2 10 49
Magpie, Otis and Ryder 18.10 2 41 29 2 13 21
Scamp, H, N. Nute 18.04 3 46 31 3 16 38
Trifle; J. F. Oashin , , . . .18,00 3 45 54 3 17 S3

Modoo, D. W. Belcher, , 16,07 8 6X SO 8 19 05

S 11 ,57

3 15 18
3 21 48
2 30 55
2 40 18
2 41 31
2 44 33
3 05 34

2 28 34
3 37 31
2 49 25
3 5i 51

Elapsed. Corrected.
2 .51 20
3 06 47

3 06 03
3 16 03
3 37 45

2 51 30
3 04 34

3 06 03
3 15 09
3 25 25

Time not taken.

Mabel, H, L. Rtce 19.11 3 48 34 2 21 36
Cadet, C, L. Smith 16.04 2.55 26 2 24 14
Sunshine. E. W. Haskell 19.11 3 59 04 2 32 08
Mamie. H. T. Bowen 17.07 3 03 03 3 33 27
Helen, R. W. Sawtell 19.10 3 03 18 3 85 15

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
Composite, R. M. Mclntyre 10.00 3 55 44 2 24 04
Pink, G. W. Corbett 15.00 ^ 00 15 3 37 08
A. & L.. Anderson and Lucy 17.03 3 01 36 3 34 35
Zetta, R. D. Flye 18.01 3 08 37 2 88 13
Majelle, Rich and Wiegand 18.06 3 08 00 2 39 29

FODRTH CLASS.
Tantrum, J. S. Small 14.07 1 .^8 33 1 39 14
Bessie, W. C. Cherrin?ton 13.09 3 04 16 1 48 10
Nadine, D. N. Palmer 14.08 3 04 43 1 45 30
Transit, S. W. Small 13.08 3 13 48 1 53 37
Marigold, E. D. Gray 14.07 2 13 16 1 53 .58

Nina, J. P. Bullard U.IO 3 15 03 1 55 59
JIB AND jVI.4INS.AIL YACHTS UNDER 31ft.

True Blue, B. Hutchius IT.IO 2 ;^4 05 3 04 47
Diadem, L. D Hayward 18.03 2 45 19 2 16 24
Pet, J. W. McForland 19,06 2 54 56 2 3 r 31
Zoe, W. H. Fanniloe 18.01 2 5r 25 3 28 35
Auls, A. A. Martin 18.05 Did nnt fini=ih.
The judges were Hubert Pops. W. H. Godfrey, H. F. Maciatyre

and Tijomas Christian.

FALL RIVER Y. C. OPEN REGATTA.
The second Memorial Day regatta of the Fall River Y. C. was

quite a success in spite of light winds, there being a fleet of 33
yachts at the finish. The conditions were:

first cla«s, sloops over 30ft.; second class, under 30ft.; third
class, cat-rigged boats 34ft. aud over; fourth class, 21ft. and under
34ft.; fifth class, 18£t. and under 21ft.; sixth class. 18ft. aud under.
These are the prizes: Fir=t class—First prize, a silver cup valued
at 8175, now held by sloop Millie, of Providence. The winning
sloop is to bold this cup anting the year aud deliver it to the
judges on the morning of the next annual contest. When won
three times by any one sloop it will be held pfrmanently by that
sloop. Tne second prize in the first class will be a barometer
valued at $35. In the second, third and fourth classes the first
prize is 820 and the second prize $10. In the fifth class the first
prize is §15 and the second §8. In the sixth class the first priz,-; is
$10 aud the second $5. No first priz i in any class will be given
unless two nr more yachts compete and no second unless three or
more yachts compete.
The courses were: Class 1—To and around Coil Mine Buov,

thence to Snish line; distance 18}^ miles. Classes 3 and "-To and
around Hog Island Lightship, thence to finish line; distance 16i^
miles. Class 4—To and around Mount Hope Buoy, thence to
finish line; distance 10}.^ miles. Classes 5 and 6—To and around
Common Fence Point buoy, thence to finish line; distance 10J4
miles.
Flying start. The measurement will be according to the club

rules and time allowance in accordance with the Herreshoff
table. Sloops allowed fore and aft sails only, including spinakers.
Catboats will he allowed but one sail. Y''achts will carry but one
man for each -oft. or fractional pirt of their sailing length, and
stationary ballast only.
The wind was light S.B. The sloop Millie, winner of the cup in

1890, declined to start against Shark, the new importation from
Boston. Yvonne is a new yacht, just built by Reed Bros. The
times were:

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS.
Length.

Sbark, A. E. Austin 33.03
Kismet, William Powers 30.07

SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.
Hattie, George B. Perce 28.09
Diamond, Lewis H. Tillinghast 26.01
Thetis. David Curamings 35.00
Three Sisters, C. A. Pardee

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Yvonne, George Hawes 24.00
Ethel, Joseph Pearson ...24.11
Nellie. Albert Hibbard 26.11}^
Four Brothers. J. Richardson 25 00
Madeline, G. I. Field SO.OSJ^
Test, J. A. Clark. . 24.101^

FOURTH CLASS CATS.
Edna, E. C. Nickerson 21.09
Olivette, Fauey Bros. 33.00
Katrina, Jas. Kelly 23.07
Moss Bonito, J. A. Parker 33.02
Victor, E.N. Bourne 24.04
Barbara, Irving Cooke 33 (36

Harvest, C. Paquette 23.03
FIFTH CLASS CATS.

Unknown, Elmer Young 18.04
Nereid. E. S. Brayman 20.06
Princess, Remington Bros 19.03
Yarrow, S. Aldrich 18.03
Idlehour, Joseph Kingston 30.10

SIXTH CLASS CATS.
Fedora, Antoya & Marble H.OIJ^
Mattie, Antoya & Marble 16.08M
Shadow, S. L. Bufllnton 16.01
Mary Louise, Geo. Simmons. 17.01J^
White Squall, J. C. Ruttinton 16.01
Clytie, John Mulvery 15.08
Arab, Mrs. K. Doveman 17.00}^
The judges were Chaa. E. D. Pierce, Beuj. Briggs, E. E. Lucap,

J. A. Macfarlane and Enoch Horsfield. Measurer, Peleg E. Bor-
den.

HARLEM Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA.
The annual regatta of the Harlem Y. C. was sailed on Saturday

with fair succes.s, though started as a drift. The courses were
for classes B, O, D, E, F, G, I aud J from College Point around
Sands Point buoy and return, 18 miles. For classes K, L and M,
around Gangway buoy and return, 16 miles. For class N, around
Stepping Stones Lighthouse and return, 13 miles. The full times
were:

CLASS B-CABIN SLOOPS, SOFT. AND OVER.
St»rt. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gvpsie 13 30 CO 4 33 n6 4 Oi .56 4 03 56
Elena 13 26 40 5 17 40 4 51 00 4 44 51
Coquette 13 27 35 4 23 .50 3 85 15 3 .50 01

CLASS C-CABIN SLOOPS, 33FT. AND UNDER 36PT.
Chas. Welde 13 33 08 4 40 06 4 07 00 4 07 00
Flora 12 34 48 4 39 25 4 14 27 4 03 .53

Nereid 13 35 00 4 55 40 4 20 40 4 18 37
Peerless 12 38 10 4 38 15 3 54 25 3 .50 59

CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS, 37FT. AND UNDER 30fT.
Isabelle 12 33 01 5 13 50 4 40 49 4 40 49
Mattie C 13 35 00 5 26 40 4 51 40 4 60 55
Uvildina 13 33 40 5 18 30 4 44 .50 4 43 57
MaudM 13 35 00 4 37 37 3 03 37 3 50 40

CLASS E—CABIN SLOOPS, 25FT. AND UNDER 37FT.
Angler 13 38 30 4 36 35 4.51.55 4 51 55
Una 13 38 38 4 44 50 4 06 13 4 08 03
Theresa 13 SO 18 4 40 10 4 06 53 4 06 12

CLASS F—CABIN SLOOPS, 23fT. AND UNDER 25FT.
Lottie B 13 37 58 Did not finish.
tOriole 12 37 30 4 49 40 4 13 10 4 11 39
Rhada 12 39 24 Did not finish.
Idler 13 38 25 5 27 30 4 49 05 4 44 .58

Christina 13 37 00 5 14 06 4 37 06 4 33 .50

CLASS G—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL, SOFT. AND UNDER 30FT.
Neptune 13 43 05 4 40 06 8 57 01 3 57 01
Reliance 12 43 35 4 55 43 4 13 18 4 09 08

CLASS I—Cabin catboats, 36ft. and over.
Pathfinder 12 41 39 4 44 00 3 53 50 3 03 81
Florence K 12 '42 01 4.50 00 4 03 39 4 00 04

CLASS J—CAT-RIGGED, 23FT. AND UNDER 2eFT.
Sessie 12 46 16 4 39 Ofi 3 52 .50 3 52 50
Truant 12 45 55 4 48 34 4 03 39 4 01 36
Shamrock 13 47 50 Did not finish.
Pirate 13 47 25 5 01 35 4 14 00 4 09 13

CLASS K- opEN ,11 B AND MAINSAIL.
Alf 13 45 47 5 08 15 4 23 38 4 23 28
Sophia 12 47 35 4 29 13 3 41 38 3 38 30

CLASS L—OPEN JIB ANT) MAINSAIL. 16fT. AND UNDER 20FT.
Bertie M 13 54 30 5 19 15 4 34 45 4 23 45
Metejr 12 51 40 4 58 30 4 06 50 4 04 53

CLASS M—CAT-RIGGED, 18FT. AND UNDER 25PT.
Violet 13 53 26 4 44 15 3 50 49 3 50 49
Golden Rod 13 .51 aS 4 43 25 3 53 20
Mohican 12 .54 01 5 08 35 4 14 34 4 14 03

CLASS N—CAT-RIGGED, 18fT. ,AND UNDER 22FT.
Jessie A 12 ,56 47 Not timed.
Annie M 13 57 45 Not timed.
Stranger 13 57 17 Not timed.
Daisy 12 56 54 Not timed.
The winner of the Harlem and Westchester Qup for the yadht

nuJsieg the faetest time orer the Saod'e Point Suoy oonr^e with-

3 23 14
3 31 57
3 20 21
3 31 48
3 25 48
3 25 04

2 07 08
2 08 53
2 16 IH
3 07 67
3 39 .50

2 23 43
3 17 30

2 24 11
2 30 37
2 43 50
3 39 21

2 80 23

2 25 38
3 38 57
2 47 18
3 36 17
2 38 43
3 49 26
2 34 50

3 12 02
3 13 29
3 15 18
3 23 29
3 25 48
3 16 20

2 04 43
3 00 48
a 16 18
2 07 25
2 38 15
3 31 19
2 17 05

3 20 17
2 30 08
3 41 37
2 35 10
3 30 23

2 35 28
2 28 10
2 46 21
2 26 17
3 36 48
3 46 38
2 34 41
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out time allowance was not determinGd. Sophia won the S. H.
Bailey cup for the best time over the Gangway Buoy coiu-pe with
Time aJlowance. The regatta committee included O. W. Fuller,
R. H. Wylie, J. F. Hogan, H. B. McAllister and J. Hendry. The
judges were George Parkhill, Columbia Y. C; J. C Summers,
Cherry Diamond Y. C; J. A. Huichinaon and Capt, P. Grace,
Harlem Y.C.

PAVONIA y. G. OPENING BEGATT A.

The opening regatta of the Pavonia Y. C, of Cummunipaw, N,
J., was tield oh Saturday in a light wind. After the race a num-
her of the yachts sailed down to the club's station at Atlantic
Ilighlands. The times of the race were:

CLASS A—SLOOPS OVBR 30fT.
Siart. FiniHli. Elapsed. Oorreotefl.

Avalon 13 -10 13 4 40 48 4 Oti 35 4 Oli 35
Phantom 12 42 13 4 49 09 4 06 57 4 04 57
Pontiac ..12 53 00 Grounded.

CLASS B—33 TO SSPT.
Wacondah 13 42 00 Did not finish.

CLASS c—37 TO BSlfT.
Mascot 12 45 GO 5 25 50 4 40 50 4 40 5S
Forsyth 12 43 40 4 87 28 3 53 48 3 50 38
Pavonia 12 43 30 5 17 00 4 33 30 4 27 30

GLASS D—UNDER 27FT.
Cute 13 44 25 5 li 30 4 2(1 05 4 31 05
Soutter Johnnie 12 46 05 5 15 00 4 28 55 4 S7 20
Christine 13 47 45 4 58 29 4 10 44 4 07 22

CLASS E—CABIN CATS.
Water Lily 13 55 43 5 39 50 4 44 07 4 44 07
Falcon 13 56 43 5 44 55 4 48 12 4 45 12
Annie J 13 51 5S 5 23 43 4 31 45 4 27 25
Ada 12 54 80 5 43 43 5 52 13 4 40 13

CLASS JP—OVER 23ft.
J. T. Corlett 13 53 41 4 31 56 3 38 17 3 3B 17
Beulah 13 54 52 4 50 48 3 55 5S 3 50 5(5

Annie J 12 53 15 4 50 07 3 57 63 3 51 55
CLASS G-XTNDER 1'3ET.

Leader 12 54 33 ....
H. H. Holmes 12 52 43 4 34 09 4 34 09 3 41 26

CLASS H—OVEH. 23ft.
Square 12 51 00 4 56 OS 4 06 08 4 00 08
Marie 13 51 44 5 12 45
The winners were: Class A, Phantom; Class B, VVacondah:

Class C, Forsyth; Class D, Christine; Class E, Annie J.; Cl«ss F,
J. T. Corlett; Class G, H. H. Holmes; Class H, Square. The Fuil-
man silver cup was awarded to the J. T. Corleit, for the fastesi
corrected time.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.

The chief event of Memorial Day about New York was the
initial race of the new 35ft. c.l. class, two of wliich, Mr. L. J.
Boury's Smuggler, aEd an unnamed craft larely launched lor
Mr. C. W. Wetmore, owner of Liris, are now ready for racing.
The first race was due to the enterprise of the Corinthian AIos-
oLUito Fleer, whicti has put up a S75 silver cup for a series of races
in this class during the season. Tbe Corinthian Mosquito Fleet
Champion Cup for 1891 must be won three times to he held per-
manently. The regatta was held off Larchmont by counesy of
the Larchmont Y. C, the yawl Monpareil doing duty as marlt
boat at the starling line. The courses were:
For boats 21ft. and over around the spar buoy on westerly end

of Execution Reef; thence around Matinicock Buoy; thence
around black spar buoy off Constable's Point, leaving all these
buoys on the port hand; thence around the westerly buoy on Ex-
ecution Reef, leaving ail buoys on said reef to starboard; thence
across the finishing line, 18 miles.
For boats 18ft. and under 31ft. around the spar buoy on westerly

end of Execution Reef ; thence around Matinicock buoy; tlience
around black spar buoy on Constable's Point, leaving all These
buoys on port hand; thence across the finishing line, 13 miles.
For boats under 18ft. around the black and red spar buoy on

northeast end of Execution Reef; Thence around black spar buoy
on Constable's Point, leaving these buoys on port hand; thence
across the finishing line, 5 milec.
Boats must not pass between buoys either on Hen and Chickens

Reef or Execution Reef.
There were seventeen starters in the seven classes, fi cm 15 to

35ft. l.w.l.

The wind was light S.W. when the race started at IP. M., the
weather being hazy; but with more wind the fog disappeared, and
the result was a very good race. Smuggler was over tbe line first,
but off the wind the Wetmore boat gained, makicg better
use of her spinnaker, and she turned the buoy off Coustable'a
Point at 3:3i:35, with Smuggler 3:37:01. On the wind the latter
gained, crossing the line in the lead. The times was so close
that a remeasurement of Smuggler will be necessary to determine
the winner. The times were:

SLOOPS—25pT. CLASS.
Finish. Finish.

Nameless, C.W.Wetmore. 5 07 41 Smuggler, L.J. Boury. -.5 07 21
SLOOPS -17pT. GLASS.

Coyote, H.W. Bucknall. .3 54 05 Teai, O. Sanderson 4 14 35
CATS AND TAWLS—31 TO 25fT. CLASS.

Dot, J. W. Hildreth 5 17 00 Cupid, H. W. D. Bart..Withd'w
Mimette 5 45 02

CATS—31 TO 35ET. CLASS.
Ada, W. S. Alley 5 24 31 La Perlobole.C.BuchananS 33 10

CATS, OPEN—18 TO 31fT. CLASS.
Olga, C. C. Little 3 55 23 Cruiser, A B. Alley 4 01 12

OPEN SLOOPS—18 TO 2lFT. CLASS.
Bouncer, T. Clapaam 3 51 34 Swallow, H. Livingston.. 4 22 23

CATS—15 TO 18ET. CLASS.
Coot, C O, Munroe 3 44 13 Water Wag, F. J. Hynes.2 53 07
Skipjack,J.D BrassingionS 58 50
The regatta committee included Dr. Theodore Ledyard, F. S.

Grant and J. M. Wiiliams.

PLYMOUTH Y. C.-The light wind of Saturday made a finish
impossible, except for the canoes In the Plymouth Y. C. regatta,
the times of this class being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Carmen, F. A. Jenks 14.06 2 18 10 1 49 07
Mollie, A. L. Bailey 14.00 2 31 55 1 53 13
FiyingFish, A. L. Rich 13.01 2 37 50 2 08 43
Daisy, G. W. Cooper 14.09 2 38 47 2 10 04
The prizes were opera glasses and marine compasses, and were

awarded to the first three boats. 'We have received a copy of the
club book for 1891. The club is organized as a company.
EXCELSIOR Y. C.-The Excelsior Y. C of South Brooklyn,

held its second annual regatta on Saturday off its new club hotise
at 43d street, the times being:

CLASS A.
Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Ella S., John Strand 20.00 3 10 00 6 27 00 3 17 00
O I C, John Terrell 19. »3 3 11 00 6 34 00 3 33 00

CLASS B.

Lady Ella, John SmedleySl. 03 3 16 00 0 27 15 3 11 15
Maud I., Hugh Graham. 21. 09 3 15 15 6 33 00 3 17 45

CLASS G.

J. Ripper, G. Leopold. ...20.00 3 30 45 5 47 00 3 26 15
Ethel, James Eyers 18.05 3 32 45 5 57 00 3 44 15

CLASS D.
Cricket, Wm. Lebrette.. 12. 07 3 26 30 4 55 30 1 29 00
Little Johnnie, H.CoateBl7. 00 3 20 45 4 26 15 59 30

CANARSIE Y. C.-The spring review of the Canarsie Y. C.
took place as per programme in spite of unfavorable weather. In
the evening a reception was held at the club house.

NEWARK Y. C. REGATTA.-The Newark Y. C. enjoyed a
very pleasant day at the club house at Bayonne, a large ntimber
of ladies being present. In the afternoon a ladies' race was sailed
on the Bay, the winners in the various classes being Emmy 0.,
Arrow, Clio, Ripple, Cleo and Americus.
ATLANTIC Y. C. OPENING SAIL.-The dull weather of

Saturday morning was rather discouraging for the members of
the Atlantic Y. C, as the opening sail is made a festive occasion
for the ladies and other guests rather than a yachtsman's holiday
with real racing. In spite of little wind and cloudy skies the fleet
turned out in goodly numbers for a sail to the S.W. Spit and back,
no times being taken.

AMERICAN Y. C—A reception was held at the club house at
Milton's Point, at which a large number of guests were present.
PHILADELPHIA MODEL Y. C.-The Philadelphia Model Y.

C. sailed several races on Saturday, the wind being very light.

BAYSWATER. Y. C—Owing to the weather, the regatta of the
Bayswater Y. C. at Far Rockaway was indefinitely postponed.
BROOKLYN Y. C—The fleet of the Brooklyn Y. C. turned out

In review on Saturday, a reception being held at the club house in
the evening.

JERSEY CITY Y. C.-The fleet of the Jersej' City Y. C. sailed
down to the new station of the club near TottenviUe, Statea
Island, on Saturday, to open the new house.

K0\ \I \Itl01U\ Y. C. CUP.

THE ROYAL VICTORIA Y. C. CUP.
THE above illustration, for which we are indebted to the

Yachtsman, shows the new cup, recently established by the
Royal Victoria Y. C, of Ryde, England, for intprnationai compe-
tition; the conditions governing which were puhlislipd in the
Forest and Stream of Nov. 18, 1880. The cup is of gold, valued
at $-i,m.

AMERICAN MODEL Y. C.

THE American Model Y. C, of Brooklyn, N. Y., is now working
hard for the encouragement of model-yacht sailing, a sport

1 hat has declined of late years abjut New York, though at one
time in quite a flourishing condition. Prospect Park, Brooklyn,
has long been the center of the sport, and the American Model
Y. C. has its station there. The club was re-organ.ized in 1887, and
is now in a very satisfactory condition. The present olFicers are:
Com., W. V Hanson; Vic -Com., G. W. Lyon; Treas., G. \Y. Town-
ley; Sea'y, Harry Melvin; Meas., F. Nichols. The yachts must not
be under 30in. l.w.l , fixed ballast is compulsory, and the total
weight of yacht with largest set of sails must be registered, and
the registered weicht declared presdous to a race. Thers are
three classes; 53 to OSin. l.w.l., 43 to 53in., and SO to 43in The allow-
ance is 53. per inch. The races are sailed to windward, the course
being miles.
The first race of the year was sailed on Saturday, the first heat

of the third class yachts being called at 11 A. M.. the first yacht
crossing the line at 11:10:13 as a fresh S.S. VV. wind sprung up. Six
new yachts and one a year old started, their lengths averaging
lOJ^in. on l.w.l.

The last year's boat, Electra, was loosed upon as sure winner,
she being tuned up much better than the newer boits. She
made the fastest time in the second heat of the race, making the
three-tenths of a mile in 11m. 3os. in three legs, beating Star on
elapsed time by 23^s., but being beaten by Star on corrected time
hy 3^^., ratlier close sailing, with the other boats strung out.
Electra did not do so well in the other heats, but Mr. Scott's

new cutter Marian showed up as well as can be expected of a new
yacht, and there is no doubt that the future races of the season
will be between Electra, Star and Marian.
The second class race was called at 12 M., only two yachts start-

ing. May, owned by Mr. Fisher, and Kare C, owned by Mr. Sheri-
dan. Kate C. crossed the line at 12:00:12, taking the lead. May
crossing 8^. later. A close race followed. May taking the lead at
about one-flfth of the c urse. She would undoubtedly have won
this heat, but her main sheet slacked away and ran off just
enough to go outside the finish flags. Kate C. crossed the line in
fine style, everything drawing.
In the second heat Kate O. was handled to perfection, crossing

the line a winner of the prize, making the fast time of 8.58
elapsed, winning b(^ 2i%'. corrected time, elapsed time of May
being 9m. 30s. Scrub races wound up the day's sport. The sum-
mary was:

second class-42 to 53in. l.w.l.—first heat.
Allowance.

Sec. Start. Fini.sh. Elnp=ed. Correct.
May, H. Fisher 7.5 3 00 20 Sailed ou'side finish flag.
Kat-^ C, J. Sheridan. ... 8 2 00 12 3 10 47 10 35 10 42

second heat—final.
May. H.Fisher 7.5 2 22 00 2 31 20 09 20 09 23.5
Kate C, J. Sheridan 8 2 21 15 2 30 11 08 56 08 58

THIRD CLASS—30 TO 42lN. L.W.L, —FINAL.
Jennie L., G. Armstrong. 4.

5

Dora H., J. D. Casey 8.5 12 20 53 13 41 49 14 56 15 07.5
Ida May. W. W. Neff 7.5 12 27 03 Did not finish.
Marion, J. A. Scott 8 13 36 40 13 40 03 13 23 13 55
Star, G. W. Townley 6.5 12 27 18 13 39 11 11 .53 11 48.5
Electra, J. Pfeiffer 4 12 28 42 12 41 06 12 24 12 50
Harrietta, G. W. Lyon. . .7.5 12 26 35 13 40 40 14 05 14 38.5
Distance sailed thrfie-teuths of a mile. Time keepers. Harry

Melvin and F. Nichols. The prizes were of 85 value each. The
next race will be sailed on July 4.

"TIME ALLOWANCE RATING."-The Atlantic Y. C. has
just added its share to the inrreasing confusion of terms by an-
nouncing a class of *'25ft. time allowance rating." Just what
"time allowance ratinu" means is not. yet exnlained, but it ap-
pears to be the familiar old "sailing length" in English-made
clothes. One strong feature of the real thing, the original Eng-
lish "rating," is that in nearly all classes it abolishes time allow-
ance; as the smaller fractio-is of a rating are not counted, and
each boat is, or considered to be, built to the limit of the class,
20-rating, 10-rating, etc., down to the new J^-rating class, so that
there is no time allowance from one boat in a class to another. It"

American clubs are prepared to adopt the established British
unit of rating for both classifying and allowing time (where ne-
cessary) the term rating can very properly be used here. If. how-
ever, they are to adhere to the present established American
unit of sailing length feet, some suitable term should be coined
for it as soon as possible.

TITANIA.—Mr. Iselin's 70-footer has been towed from City
Island to Staten Island, and as her owner is abroad it is certain
that he will not put her in commission, but has sold her, there-
ported purchaser being D. H. Smith, late owner of Samona, schr.
BOOKS REOEIVED.-Beverly, HuU and Plymoath Y. 0. year

YACHT ARCHITECTURE.
IT is not onlv from the great advances in yacht designing within

the last thirty years that the yachtsman of to-day has an im-
mense advantage over his predecessors of the past generation,
hut from the fact while the sum total of knowledge accessible to
the latter was exceedingly limited, being derived only from his
own observation eked out by such meagre facts as the builders of
the day made public; the modern yachtsman has ar, his command
a very extensive library of technical works, in which is recorded
The latest advances in the scipuce of design as well as the art of
building. One of the best known of the writers who have placed
the inquiring yachtsman and the .amateur designer under such
obi gallons is Mr. Dixon Kemp, of London, long lime editor of the
Field., whose books on yachting are so widely read. Mr. Kemp is
the first writer who has attempted to deal comprehensively with
the extensive field of yacht architecture, his work on tiie sub-
ject, published in 1SS5, meeting with a degree of success which
has called for a second edition, which is just ready. The orig-
inal book is so well known as to call for no new notice, and it is
sufficient to say that it has been improved and enlarged by re-
writing and additions, which add greatly to its original value.
Of the progress in recent years, the writer speaks as follows in

the preface: "It cannot be claimed that any great discovery has
been made during the last decade, which has thrown new light on
thp science; nevertheless, yacht designing and construction have
undergone great development in all their branches. The rescind-
ing of the old tonnage rule as a means of rating yachts in com-
petitive sailing, and, as a consequence, the removal of the tax
upon beam, has had a great effect upon the form of yachts,
and enabled (designers to solve tte problems set them
with great freedom." Among the many tables of dimen-
sions and elements we notice a new one that is very
inreresting at this time whpu excessive draft is taking such
a prominent place in American designing. From the examtnati n
of a large number of yachts. Mr. Kemp reaches the conclusion
that in keel craft the draft varies as the length ?^X.75; from which

these figures have been exceeded in some of the new racing craft,
they represent very well the general practice of the present
time in Great Britain, aid contrast sharply with the drifts of the
newer American boats, snch as tne forties L'ris, Tomaha.wk and

strong con' rast with American practice.
Since the first edition of the book apppared, two great changes

have taken place; the old tonnage rule with its limitation of beam
has been abolished, and the centerboard has been admitted to
British races; while at the same time the narrow keel cnttera
built under the old rule have come into close comp'itition with the
most improved types of centerboard craft. A number of the
chapters have been extended by additional matter relating to the
wider yachts now built in Great Britain, as well as to the center-
board, the latter being considered at length in the chapter on
lateral resistance. While throwing little new light on the qnes-
tiun of centerboard vs. keel, the discuasion is quite interesting
and suggestive in many ways. Thn chapter on resistarce and
wave making and the wave form theory contains. In a compact
and available form, the record of the latest conclusions of such
specialists as Mr. Froude and Mr. Colin Archer. Tne chapter
devoted to steam has been considerably enlarged, special atten-
tion being given to water tube boilers, and forced draft.
One of the most interesting features of the book is the design of

one of the new 20-raTers, Ghost, hy Mr. C. P. Clayton, the entire
construction being illustrated in detail by colored plates, iimong
the new designs are two of the new 2}4-raters, Lady Nan and
Dolphin, most curious craft, being boats of shoal body but with
immense lead fins in place of centerboards. The construction of
Dolphin is quite elaborate, the details being fully shown. The
lines of Mayflower and Volunteer are gi^en, but accompanied by
the following explanation; "The plates of the Volunteer and
Mayflower were given me by Mr. Darnton Hutton. who obtained
them from the New York Y. C. The lines were taken from
models in the possession of the club, and althorgb the lines may
not represent with exactness the form of the yachts, they are no
doubt as accurate as lines taken from models usually are, and
convey a good idea of what the yachts are like. The lines may be
of no practical value, but they are useful for comparing the typo
of yacht which has lately sprung into existence in America with
the contemporary British type."
Among other additions to the plates are a series of designs of

yacht's boats and small open craft, the whole series of plates
covering the entire range of yachting and boat sailing.

NEWBURGH CANOE AND BOATING ASSOCIATION.—The
annual regatta of the Newburgh C. and B. A., on June 27, will be
the most important ever held, including a large variety of craft.
There will be an open race for sloops and cutters of 40ft. and
under, an open race for catboats of 26ft. and under, with races for
cruisers, canoe yawls, canoes, paddling and sailing, and rowing
boats.

A QUICK TRIP.-The Burgess 30-footer Rosalind left Lawley'a
at 6 P. M. on Mav 19 and reached New York at 2 A- M. on May 22,
her time being 56 hours, or the best yet made by a 80-footer. Btie
was in charge of Capt, Okas. Foster, with oq« bandi
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THE PEQUOTS AT MORRIS COVE.
THE original promoters of the "Family 0^^tiI)g Club," fast

becominc recoguized as the prnner arljunct to a well remi-
lated yacht or canoe club, the Pequot Association of New
Haven, will open their newly acquit-ed and valuable property in
every department on June 13, the caf6 June 8.

The arrangements in the way of providing social entertainment
for members and guests include Saturday niglit hops each weelt,
events of more or less importance every eveaing, and the proba-
bility of "free lor ail" yacht race, canoe race and cycle tourna-
ment on July i. The growth and popularity of this corp.iration is
something wonrl erful, with a membership of over three hundred
ladles and gentlemen, recognized leaders of society, and most
prominent ia business circles, with a glorious home for The cyclist,
canoeist and yachtsman, a magnificent location, good harbor, and
in season excellent bathing, boating, fishing and sbooting, the
members may well rest assured of the pleasure of an entire season,
or the year round for that matter, with their families and friends
at "tbe club."
The Pequot premises include several acres of lawn and orchard,

barns, magnificent beach, docks, and house with over fifty rooms,
wide verandas (triple decli), large dining-room, club ball, parlors,
smoking and toilet rooms, and forty-one sleeping rooms. The
dormitories are permanently allotted to the stockholders, who
are all members of the club, but all the other privileges of the
entire property are intended for the general use of the associa-
tion.
Article II. of association declares the purposes of this corpora-

tion "to be to encourage aquatic and all out-of-door sports, unite
yachtsmen, canoeists, bicyclists, et ai, for social intercourse and
improvement, and to do all other necessary acts to maintain a
seashore club and equip suitable quarters to promote and per-
petuate, etc." Therefore very properly the association cordially
invites club members (properly vouched) to make their anchorage
at the ' Oovc."
Special attention should here be called to the obstruction at the

mouth of the New Haven harbor through building the "West
Breakwater" now just showing above water. Two red lights are
shown at night ana the southerly end appears a lii tle north of
direct range from Stratford Point light to New Haven light.
There are several mails received at the club house each dav and

all mail, express or freight addressed care of steward, Pequot
Associatiou, Morris Cove, New Haven, will be stored and cared
for without charge, at owner's risk, for any qualified gtiests who
may desire to make this their basis of supplies. Ship stores,
water, etc, may be obtaiued of the steward. Frequent stages to
New Haven, about 4 miles distant, over a del'ghtful road. Red
liglit displayed at end of club pier. Blue and white light on pier
at south shore of the cove makes most safe anchorage for from 3
to 8ft. at ebb tide, being out of range of sou' westers. Correspond-
ence addressed to F. F. Lewis, Commodore, New Haven, Conn.,
W. W. Cornwall, Secretary, Jersey City, N. r.,is promised careful
attention.

ZAYDA.—Tire steam yacht Zayda was launched a few days ago
from the works of Chas. L. Seabury &Co,. Nyack-on-the-Hudson.
She is 55ft. long by Oft. beam and draws 3ft. of water. The Zayda
is designed as a day launch and is also arranged for cruising.
Her frames are of selected white oak: planking of cedar and cop-
per fastened throughout. The machinery consists of a 75-horse
power triple expansion engine and a Sealniry safety ^aler-tube
boiler. This will drive the boat at a guaranteed speed of 13 miles
per hour natural draft, and aliout 14 miles with forced draft. The
working steam pressure allowed is 2601bs., but the average pres-
sure carried is about 200. Some of these boilers carry as high as
3001bs., and will steam steadily all daylong. The cabin arrange-
ments of the Ziyda are worthy of special comment, as all the
room is used to advantage. Under the forward deck is storage
room for anchors, etc., and on deck she carries a windlass, also
brass cannon and extra ropes, a brass rail making finish, ibe
pilot house comes next and is very roomy, being fitted with wide
seats both thwartship and fore and aft. Under these seats are
clothes lockers, chart racks, etc., so arranged that the top pulls
out and makes a fine wide bp.rth for sleeping on. Next aft comes
the owner's cabin, which is also finished in same manner as seats
in pilot house. This room will accommodate a party of four. Off
of this cabin on starboard side is a toilet room with patent w^c,
wash basins, etc. On the port side is coat room and stores. Next
aft comes engine room, which is very small considering the size
of boat and her power. The machinery is of a high class and sots
low down in boat. It is compact, strong and light weight, the
coal consumption being about fiOOlbs. for ten hours' running,
which is very economica,l. Steam can be obtained in ten minutes
from cold water. Aft of engine room is crew's cabin and galley,
and next aft is open cockpit with a canopy top awning. Under
the deck is a large icebox and refrigerator. The cabin work is
all mahogany with windows to slide up and down, and the fur-
nishings are of silks, damasks, plushes and Wilton carpets,
making beautiful contrasts with the wood work. Messrs. Sea-
bury have a Ttift. high-speed yacht in construction and some other
steam launches of special design.

"a" FLOTILLA- FOB LAKE ERIE.—The steam launch Nahma,
built by Chas. L. Seabm-y & Co. for Mr. D. E. Stone, of Cleveland,
Ohio, started on her long trip to Cleveland May 35, under com-
mand of Capt. Wyborn, of Nyack, having in tow two boats, the
new 25£t. cabin cavboat Ola, built for Mr. H. C. Rouse, of Cleve-
land, and launched last week at Bay Ridge, and a 32ft, naphtha
steam launch. They go via Hudson River to Albany and canals
to Buffalo, thence by bake Erie to Cleveland. Mr. Rouse is one
of the party making the trip. The Nahma is a style of launch
which is becoming very popular, she is 37ft. long, 7ft. beam, draws
2ft. 6in., and is built ot select oak frames, cedar-planked, copper-
fastened, etc. Over the cockpit is a canopy-top roof of wood with
storm curtains on sides to button on coaming; thus inclosing
the boat and making summer cabin. She is fitted as an open or
party launch, but can be used for cruising, as she is supplied with
all conveniences—w. c, wash basin, provision and clothes lockers,
etc. The machinery is a 35 H. P. compound engine and a Seabury
safety water-tube boiler, which will drive the launch at a spfed
of II miles per hour. Owing to the lightness of machinery and its
setting so low down in the boat, she is thoroughly seaworthy, and
developed full contract speed under unfavorable conditions and
also great towing qualities.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C—Fleet Captain Garrett has sent out
the following order for the cruise: The commodore has expressed
his intention of calling the squadron together for the summer
cruise on Saturday, July 25. Leaving Boston that day the squad-
ron will race to Portland, and afterward will race from Portland
to Booth Bay. from Booth Bay to Rockland, and from Rockland
to Camden. Prizes will be offered for all these races, of which
notice will be given later. Early notice is given in order that
captains desirous of joining in the cruise may have ample time
for making their arrangements. Invitations have been extended
to the Hull and Quincy yacht clubs to join us in the cruise.
Captains intending to make the cruise with the club will please
notify me.

YACHT CRUISING ON THE ST. LAWRENCE.—Editor For-
est a7id Stream; Can yon or any of your readers give me a few
points as to tire practicability of going in a small sailing yacht,
21fr., witha couple of ladles from Lake Ohamplain, or rather, after
leaving Lake Cbamplain up the St. Lawrence River to The Thou-
sand Islands? I would like especially to know? 1. Is It easy or
possible at Sorel on the St. Lawrence to hitch on to a tow of ships
or cantilboats going up the river, and about the cost of such tow-
age and to whom to apply? 2. Is it possible or best to sail any
parts of the route, or Is a fug necessary for the whole distance? 3.

What facilities are there for getting supplies of provisions t>eyond
Montreal, and about how much time ought one to allow for such
a cruise up to the Islands? 4. How about the neighborhood of
The Thousand Islands for the safety of a small yacht, current,
winds, depth of water, harbors and the like, and the sources of
entertainment for a summer vacation. The party are three, the
ladles good sailors, and all accustomed to the boat and to similar
cruiseipOn the Atlantic Coast, Long Island Sound and Lake C'ham-
plain.'yVe know the disadvantages of a sailing yacht as compared
with steam in going against strong currents and getting through
locks, as well as its advantages in other ways. We made a dash
through once as far as Montreal and gained some wisdom, but
we want more, especially as regards the upper part of the rou'e.
Possibly some of your readers have tried it in a similar small
craft, and, if so, we shall be glad to exchange points in our ex-
perience with theirs. We have two months, July and August for
vacation.—K. (Hartford, Corm., May 27.)

NEPTUNE BOAT CLUB.-On May 28 the Neptune Boat Club,
of Baltimore, opened tbe seti son by a reception in the new club
house, just completed. The house is on the main branch of the
Patapsco River, just north of the Light street bridge, about 25min.
by horse car from the center of the city. There is 5ft. of water
at the club wharf, with a fine anchorage. Tbe club extends a gen-
erous invitation to visiting yachtsmen. The additions to Che Nep-
tune flpet this spring embrace the steam yacht Restless, owned by
the Messrs. Eva.ns Bros.: iheSOft. naphtha launch Sylvia, owned
by Dr. Foster; 35ft. canoe Albatros. owned by Mr. Volz, the keel
sloop Outing, Mr. W. A. Blake, and 35ft. canoe Neptune. Other
boats will be added to the fleet later on.

BAYONNE ROWING AND ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.-
This club has just organized a yachting department, the com-
modore being Mr. J. Herbert Murphy. The first race was sailed
off Bayonne, N. J., in New York Bay, on Saturday, the winners
being Kitten, Little Silver, Grade, Baotara, and the canoe Ute.
RAMONA—GOLDEN FLEECE.-Oa May 29, while the steam

yacht Golden Fleece was at ancho'- off Staien Island, the schooner
Ramona collided with her, the steam yacht being considerably
damaged, while the schooner lost her bowsprit.

ROMOLA.—Mr. Joseph Pulitzer has boon fortunate enough to
secure the services of Lieut. A. P. Nazro, U. S. N., recently in
charge of the Branch Hydrographic OtH^e in New York, to com-
mand his steam yacht Homola. Lieut. Nazro has been granted a
leave of absence from the navy.
CORINTHIAN Y. O.-The Corinthian Y. C, of New York, has

selected Monday, June 23, for its annual regatta over the usual
courses in New York Bay.
HLTLL Y. C—In place of the-usual annual cruise, it is proposed

to substitute this year a short trip of three or four days to the
neighborhood of Provincetowu.
LARCHMONT Y. C—The spring regatta of the Larchmont Y.

C. will be sailed on Saturday.

No Notice Taken of Anonymoas Correspondenta.

T, A. H.—The cork vest was formerly made in Brooklyn, but we
cannot learn present address of maker.
W. M- H.. Indianapolis, Ind.—Please tell me through your

paper who is the owner of the Chestnut Hill Kennels? Ans. Mr.
Mitchell Harrison, P. O. Box 1630, Philadelphia, Pa.
D.M.H., New York City.—I find it is very difficult to get a Chesa-

peake Bay dog; have written to many about them, and was at the
point of buying one twice, but both times they were sold: perhaos
you can help me to find out where I can get one. Ans. Write to
Mr. I. T. Norris, or Mr. Harry Malcolm, Baltimore, Md.
H. C. B.—See design of Windward iu "Small Yachts.'" Such a

yacht has good room for her length. The cost will run from S7tX)
to §1,200. The cutter or modified sloop rig is better in most cases
than the yawl. The plans from a competent designer would cost
$.50 to $75.

M. P., Morristown, N, J.—Will you please give in your valuable
journal the extended pedigrees of the pointer dog Craft and bitch
Tf-mptation. mentioned in your issue of the 7th insf., in pedigree
of Ino II.? I understand Craft is No. 1038 A. K. R., and Tempta-
tion No. 5,613, either in A. K. B, or A. K. C. S. B., I think the
latter. Kindly give also, if possible, the names and addresses of
breeders and owners of each dog. Anp. Craft (A.K.R. 1038)—
Breeder, George V. Poyneer, Dayton, Iowa. Owner, Mortimer
Mills, Jersey City, N, J. Sire, Bang, by champion Bang out of
Liina. by Sancho out of Lass; Bang, by Coham's Bang out of
Price's Vesta. Dam, Poyneer's Jean, by Steed's Glenmarti out of
Green'^ Girl; Glenmark by Rush out of Romp. Temptation (A.K.
C.S.B. 5513)-Owner, George W. McNeil, Jr., Jersey City, N. J.
Bleeder. Geo. L. V. Tyler, West Newton, Mass. Sire, Fogg's Don
out of Aid en's Maud S., by Pete, Jr.. out ot imported Kate; Pete,
Jr., by champion Pete; Don, by Fogg's Pete out of Queen.
C. W. W.. Gallon, O.—Please inform me through your paper

what breed of dogs to handle. I am going into the kennel busi-
ness. I havebOO acres of land situated three miles fi-om town.
There are a great many quail on it and I could handle bird dogs
very well. Now, let me know what kind of dog you think I should
handle to make the most money out of. Ans. We have no doubt
that some breed of hunting dogs, pointers; setters or spaniels,
would suit your purpose beet, especially if yoxt are competent to
train and handle dogs, though it would no doubt be some time
before you could make a name in the business. Until then you
must be content with indifferent returns. There are very ifew
who succeed in making a good paying business out of dogs. An
investment in beagles would very likely be remunerative if the
best strains are procured. Pups sell for from SIO lo |20 each. Do
not attempt a large kennel unless you have had experience. Get
two or three bitches of whatever breed mentioned you think will
find a market in your country and then increase stock as you feel
you are able to.

Forest and Stiieam. Box 2.833. N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefflngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed tree on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "SyblUene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

lew ^ublMion§.

Letters to Yotjistg Spobtsmen on the Choice and Use of a Gun
By Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey, Bart. New York: Longmans
Green & Co.

A Book About Advektising. Messrs. Geo. P. liowell & Co.
send us tneir "Book for Advertisers." It is full of facts and
figures which cannot fail to interest advertisers, and which no
sensible advertiser can afford to lea ve unstudied. Pttblished by
George P. Rowell & Co., at 10 Spruce street. New York. Price 81.
TKROtjGH RirSBLi ON A MrsTANO. By Thomas Stevens. With

Illustrations from photograpbs bv the atithor. New York: Cas-
sell Puldishing Company, 1891. This is the story of a ride from
Moscow to the Black S»a, made by the author in the summer of
1890 for the New York World, to report on the conditions, man-
ners, customs, etc., of the people of European Russia. The ride
of 1.100 miles was made on an American mustang which the
author bought from the Carver-Whitney show at Moscow.
Handbook of Athletic Spotrrs.—Volume III.—Boxing. By

R. G. Allanson-Winn, Inns of Court School of Arms, Winner of
the Middle Weights, Cambridge. 187tj-7; Heavy Weights, 1877-8.
With prefatory note by Bat Mullins. With 31 illustrations.
Wrestling. By Walter Armstrong ("Cross-buttocker"), late Hon.
Sec, Cumberland and Westmoreland Wrestling Society in Lon-
don. With 26 illustrations. Fencing. By FI. A. Colemore Dunn,
Barrister at-Law, Inns of Court School of Arms, Winner of the
Medal at the tiermay Gymnasium. With 17 illustrations. Single
Stick and Sword Exercise, including QuarterstafE, Cudgel, Single
Stick, Broadsword. Bayonet, Walklcg Stick and Umbrella. By
Ri. G. Allanson-Winn and C. Phillips Woliey, Inns of Court Schoo'l
of Arms. With numerous illustrations.

MiLLiONAiBKS OF A DAY: An Inside History of the Great
Southern California Boom. By Theodore S. Van Dyke. New
York: Fords, Howard & Hulbert. Cloth, SI: paper, 50 cents.
Readers of other books by Mr. Van Dyke (his "Southern Cali-
fornia," his "Rifle, Rod and Gun in California," his treatise, "The
Still-Hunter") willknow thatin "Millionaires of a Day" they have
a treat before them. His knowledge of southern Californin, every
square mile of which he has hunted over, and every portion and
product of which he is familiar with, gives him a gr^al advantage
in treating his material; while his style is so crisp, lua portrayals
of human nature so witty, his descriptions ot (he land so admir-
able, that—even if one has no interest in real estate booms—he
will enjoy every single page of the book. But, as a matter of his-
tory, also, this little volume has a high value; the conditions of
real and of fanciful growth are so clearly set forth that, for any
man who has interest in land anywhere, this shrewd anii lysis of a
real estate craze which would have ruined any other land than
the one it swept over, will commend itself as of solid worth. Let
any one pick up the book and read the conversation betwtcn two
travelers and a southern California ranchero-pp. 9 fn 19—and he
will not be satisfied until he has read the whole story. It is as
apt and clever as anything that this charming writer has pro-
duce d.

The King's Chase.—Forests were looked upon, first
and foremost, as tbe hunting grounds of royal and noble
persons. Lord Abergavenny had St. Lisonard's forest in.

biissex, the Duke of Buckingham had the forests of Pireck-
uock-hay and Causellay, Lord North had the forests of Wey-
bridge and Sapley, and within their boundaries they were
able, after the fashion of the King, to punish oflenders by
forest laws above and beyond the common law of the coun-
try. In early legal phraseology a forest is described as "silva
sacrosaucta;" and the deriva,tiou of "forest" is given in a
treatise of the forest laws that was published about the lat-

ter end of the reign of Queen Elizabeth as "fera" and
"stacio." Again, it is stated that a forest didera from other
places, which have woods and coverts, in being "privileged
for wild beasts and fowls." These wild beasts or fowls
were specified. The hart, the hind and the hare are beasts
of the forest; the buck, the doe, and the fox are beasts of the
chase; the hare, the coney, the pheasant, and the partridge
are beasts and fowls of the WHiTen. So late as the reiguof
James I., all the Judges of England were summoned by the
King to confer upon the question of forests. It is curious to
note the change from earlier times, how the timber has
ceased to be the principal object, and the trouble and
anxiety is centred on the preservation of the game. The
first resolution of the Judges ran as follows: ""That the
Justices in eyre and the King's offi.cers in the forest have
charge of venison, vert and green hue, for the maintenance
and preservation of the King's game, and of all manner of
trees," mark, not for timber, but "for covert, and browse
and pannage;" but that when there was occasion to fell wood.s
in the forest, or timber tor the King's use, it must be taken
and sold by authority, under the great seal, by the view of
the forester", that it might not be taken in places inconvenient
for the game. Acting upon this resolution of the Judges,
the Lord Treasurer of England and tbe Court of K.xchequer
was forbidden to fell any woods or coppices within any of
the King's parks, forests,'or chases, except at fit times and
by the view of such as have charge of the game,—TTie Nine-
temith Century.

"But," I said, "probably you have all seen tame fish."
They nodded assent. "Well, a gentleman I know had a
lake, and some of the pike in it were so tame they would
take food quite close to the edge of the water. If you threw
bits of meat, bread of anything to them they would catch
and swallow them. One of them became quite an expert in
catching, and would come up to the side, poke its head out
of the water, open its mouth and take iu anything you
threw. I saw it swallow seven brussel sprout.s one day, and
it upon one occasion swallowed a Spanish onion. Often
"visitors would cheat the fish and throw pebliles at it; but It
made no dift!erence, it swallowed all-in fact it got to like
pebbles so much that when caught, as it was one day by an
angler who did not knovr it was a taitie fish, upon being
weighed it scaled ISlbs., but after the pelibles were taken
out it only weighed -libs. !"—LoiuZo/i Fishinu U-azette.

Names and Portbaits of Birds, by Gurdon Trnmbull, A
book particularly Interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
Ihey may kill. Clotb, 220 pages, price $2.50, For sale by FOREST
AND Stream.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With AdjuBtaWe Attachments.
For Sportsmen and Others.
Combinea Head Jack,

BoatJack, Elshlngliamp, .

Camp Lamp, Dasli liamp,
Belt X.autern, Hand lian-
teru, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

UBEBT FEBIiUSOK, Onici, 65 Fultan St K. Y.

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILmSOK CO.,
269-271 State St., OMcago.

At a meeting of the United Protective Association of Mshes^
it was Resolved: "That the use of ABBEY IIVIBRIS'S
Fishing Tackle is exceedingly dangerous and should be prohibited
under severe penalties."

Resolved
: That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street. New York."
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Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. liow prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.

No. 1, S ioint, 6 strip, SpUt Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mounbings, silk -whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length OJ, 10,

lOift., weight 7, 8, 9oz ^ f
*

No. 1, G, same as above but is Germaa Silver Mounted •, • .• • ••,•.••*.
;." V V ' ^i ll^iy V'"'' \' n.

No. 4' 3 joint, 6 strip SpUt Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippmgs, mckel mountings, complete m wooa form, length

8J,"9, 9i lOit . weight 9, 1%, 13, ISoz '. ' -^^^

No. 4, Or, same as above but Is German SUver Mounted •." " v," oVj. ''L'Jnn
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the haod, double tie guides, mckel mountmgs, length 8ft., weigiit ^Uoz

No. 8, same as No 7, but is 3 joint • •

No. 280, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountmgs. 9%- ••••••• v- -Vkk" 'iVor
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Brass Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, hne finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.j GOyds., $1.05; 80yds $1.15; lO^ds., $1 35. Hard Rubber Multiplying ^^els, Balance Han^e

Sliding Chck, Nicktl Plated, 40yds. $1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300fD., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel

Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quahtv Hooks on single gut, per doz ., 10c. ;
double gut, I5c. per

doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ; 3ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, ift., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 30o.
;
^tt., doz., 450.

2 72
3 32
2 75
3 75
90o.

J. F. MARSTEBS, 51, 53 <te 55 Court St., Brooklyn, W. Y.
Send 2c. Btamn fny T11nstra.t««<1 Oa.ta.1oiriii«> fnr 1R01.

The Expert's High Grade Trap Cartridge
Owing to the demand for a thoroughly reliable and strictly iirst class "Trap Cartridge,"

we have decided to put on the market a cartridge to be known as "The Expert's High Grade

Trap Cartridije." These cartridges are loaded with The Chamberlin Cartridge Co.'s "High

Grade Trap Powder," which is made "exclusively and expressly" for these cartridges, and

-which we know to be the best black powder for trap shooting made. In loading these car-

tridges the New Conical Base Climax Shells are used entirely. The specifications and lists of

these cartridges are as follows:

Load No. 30. 10-gauge Climax Shells, 3^- drs. High Grade Trap Powder, IJ oz. No. 8 shot.

$18.00 per M. net.

Wadded two 9 and one 10-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

Load No. 33. 12~Gauge Climax Shells, 3 drs. High Grade Trap Powder, l^- oz. No. 8 shot.

$16..50 per M. net.

Wadded two 11 and one 12-gauge Black Edge Wads on powder and card on shot.

ChUled shot -$1.00 per M. net extra.

We solicit a trial of these cartridges and Imow that they wiU not fail to give the very best
of satisfaction. We are also prepared to load these or any of oui- regular trap or nitro-powder
cartridges in the new XJ. M. C. Co.'s "Trap" shell for which an extra charge of $10.00 per M.
net wDl be made.

Send stamp for our hst and discount.

THE CHAMBERLIN CARTRIDGE CO.,
CLEVELiAND, OHIO.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Custonns and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By QEOEGE BIRD GRINNELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. - Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in wa.v. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-

domifable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were aU away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so te'Torized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell

also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naKed with no other arms
than thetr bovvs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill ir sleight-of-hand far be3'^ond that usually attributed to In-

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount-
able as those performed by the famous jugglers and faku-s of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close pareUel to the East Indian mango leat. . . . Those who desire to learn

of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its paees for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian hfe, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—JV; F. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

BIRD PORTRAITS,
Some ISTative Birds for Little Folks.

BY W. VAN FLEET, M.D.

A handsome imperial octavo volume of imtechnical desoriptiona of the lives and ways
of fourteen American birds. The hst comprises:

Bobiu, Chickadee, Kingfisher, Great Horned Owl, Bobolink, Blue-
jay, Woodcock, Nuthatches, Meadowlark, Kuffed Grouse,

Cedar Bird, Kildeer, Summer I>uck and Crossbills.

Each ot these birds is beautifully illustrated by the photogravure process from drawings
by Howard H. Darnell. The paper is substantial, and the 147 pages of large, clear, handsome
type contain just the sort of information necessaiy to make little folks better acquainted
with the birds describes-i, and to awaken a taste for extended study. Everything has been

done to make the volume one of the most handsome gift books of the year. Price, postpaid,

C3 00 FOBEST AMD STRRAW PUBTJSHIN« CO . 318 Broadway, New York.
DAVIES & CO.. 1 Finch Lane, Cornhill.

THE! I»H.OTDE3-^3Sr TESMTT-

RRADY FOR R4rN. READY FOR ANYTHING. EEABY KOR SUN
The simplest, lightest, most useful tent made. A half dozen forms m aame canvas. Compact. Cheap. Send

for full circuiai;. -A.. I9. C?0JW-JBITPOOIS:, 33^eK,xxe»t;o3x, 111.

Wheu planning your auiiuai tour retUemDer
that this rompany controls over 4100 miles of
railway equipped in the most approved modem
style, passing through a magnificent country
noted for its unsurpassed facilities for sport.

A FEW OFTHFP'tlNCiPiL RESORTS,
PORTLAND, Me.—For deep sea ashing.

ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel).
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham. N. H.).—For
trout and vaxWtles of game.

THE SALMON RESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST. JOHN REGION via Quebec).—For ouananlche,
trout, caribou, bear, moose, beaver, ott«r, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND I.SLANDS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent for
fishing, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish

and game.
PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BAY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, CoUlngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

LAKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Collingwood, V71arton, Samla In
connection witli steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same, with
many valuable hints as to best months and
general facilities, are published in a pamphlet en-
titled "Fishing and Hunting Resorts of the
Grand Trunk Railway," which will be fur-
nished gratuitously on application to the Com-
pany's principal agent", or to the General Pass-
enger Agent at Montreal, P. Q.

WM. EDGAR, L. I. SEARGEANT,
Gen. Pass. Aaent, Gen. Manager.

ONLY rail route to the delightful summer re-

sorts norfb of Quehen. tbroueh the
CANADIAN ADIRONDACKS.

Monarch Parlor and Sleeping Cars. Magnifi-
cent scenery. Beautiful climate.
Hotel Roberval. Lake St. John, recently en-

larged, has first-class accommodations f^r 300
guests, and is run in connection with the "Inland
House," a new hotel built on an island of the
Grand Di.scharge of Lake St. John, in the centfr
of the "Ouananicbe" fishing grounds. Daily
communication bv the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rigbtp of Lake St. John
and tributaries, an area of 20,000 square miles,
are free to guests of the hotels.
For information as to hotels, apply to hotel

manasers. For folders and gnide books to Thos.
Cook & Son. 2fil Broadway, New York; to Ray-
mond & Whitcomh, 296 Washington st.. Boston,
and to ticke+ agents of all principal cities.

ALEX. HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. F. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager,

Quebec, Canada.

IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.
Residential Estates Mixed Shootings, Pishings

Grouse Moors, Deer Forests and
Country Bes de ces,

liiimleys' Registers) published monthly, contain
particulars of all the best to be sold or let, and may be
obtained gratis at their offices, or by sending 10 cents in
stamps for postage to LUMLEYS, LAND AGENTS AND
AUCTIONEERS, 22 St. James's street, Piccadilly, Lon-
don, England.

Bromfield House, Boston

EUROPEAN FLAK.

MESSENGER, Proprietor.

TROUT FISHING.
Adirondack Mountains.
BALD MOUNTAIN HOU«E, situated at the

junction of the Oswegatchie Lakes, for fishing,
hunting and health icis one of the most desirable
locations in th« Adiiondackp. For particulars
address Z. EIGNE -S, Pbophietor,

0=wcgatchie Lake, Lsjwip Co., N. Y.

FISH]
HUNT
BOAT
Itriii'NGBATH

I

CAMP
REST

In the Park Region
OF MINNESOTA,

A Thousand Lakes and RuBOits.

HOTFL LAFAyElTE,
Laljc Mi nil el on ka.

For iuformation write
F. I. WHITNEY,

G. P. & T. Agent, Gt. Northern.
St. Paul, Miuu.

pOUND MOUNTAIN LAKE.-Tbe new
AAi and most popular Trout Fisliing and Hunt-
ing Resorts in tlie Dead River Region of Maine.
EDGAR SMITH, Proprietor. Good fishing in
lake and stream. Game is very plenty. Camps
new. Wonderful lienltn resort for tho^e suffer-
iner with malaria and hayftver. Write for de-
scription and terms. P. O. address, Eustis, Me.

FOR MAiUNS
Athletic Outfits, Fishing
Tackle Catalogues, etc.,

THE CLASP ENVELOPE IS

Tbpso envelopefa are inadp of STRONG,
TOUGH MANILLA PAPER. The CLASP
FASTKisnvG is made of the BRST QUALITY
SHEET BRASS, and will NOT become LOOSE,
PULL OUT OR BREAK.
SAMPLES J^NJD PEICE LIST

Free by n'ail on apolication.

THE CLASP ENVELOPE CO.
b9 & 41 West Bkoadway,

Near Suane Street, NKW TOKK.

Of the fact that the outiDg season has arrived, it

18 well to know where to purchase a reliable
Field or Marine Glass. We can sell vru a good
glass for $10, and a superior one for $15, includ-
ing sole learber cns" and strap.

Send for Illustrated Pe-ice List.

E B MBY^^OWr I Z, op riCIAN,
395 and S97 JHourtli ^verttxe,

S. E. Cor. 23d St., N. Y.

©AUGRAPH
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100,000 Daily Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
Single Case, No. 1, - - - - S70.0O
Double Case, " 2, - - - - - 85.0O
New Special, " 3, - - - - 100.00

For account ofspeed contests and circulars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.
HABTFORD, CONST. ^ ^

Branch OiBosa : 337 Broadway, New-York.
14 West 4:tli Street, Cincinnati, O.
1003 Arcli. Street, Fbiladelphia.

EN6U8H FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.
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AOENT FOR B. O. MILAMS
relebratcd

Keur.ncky Kucia

FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
CLES, TENT8, LAWS TENNIS, ilTISXCAL

INSTRUMENTS. SPORTING GOODS, A c. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning FOKEST AND STREAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La SaUe St., Chicago, lU,

FISHEBffl&FS AUTOMATIC BEEL.
When a sportsman finds anything- which adds to his pleasure, with'

out increasing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First—It will wind up the line a hundred

time-j as fast as any other reel in the world.
(Second—It will wind up the line slowly If

the angler chooses.
Third—No fish can ever pet slack line with it

Fourth—It will save more fish than any
olhfr reel.
FiF3 H—It will prevent tip?, lines and snell'?

from beincr broken by large fish.
SiHTU—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATIC

This reel is manipulate'^
entirely oy the hand that
Jtiolds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, N.Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

MAlSrUFACTLTRIiRS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK m OELHILOID HAND aRASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and -will noli blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. Ept and Twine Co. are agents for New York City.

The glittering gan? trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manuf^icturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTON GUN STORE."

SSI & SS3 Broadway, USTew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANT.\GEOUSLY thev con

^^ii'S covers Ihe following lines in IhHr/ta/est mnetics; GUNS,
^^^^h^^]^-^^^f^^M^^^^^^^^/P^^^^^y BASE BALL, TENNISFENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postagf) and we will mail yoii
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlai-ged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all
practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.
The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
818 Broadway, Now Yortk.

R. O'SHAU&HNESSY & CO,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Salmon and Trout

FISHIXG TACKLE.
83 G-tmain Street, St, John, K B.

Orders promptly and carefolly executed

PEHGHAM UAMMERLESS

GUN.

TOP Snap,
'Extended Rib. Im-

ported AValnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Eib, Double
Under Fastening,Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, ch'olced, $36.09
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GO..ST.LQUIS.MII

The Adirondaeks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond pappr $1.00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adh-ondaok

region ever published."—-Fores* and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paptr. 50 ots.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, Illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 ots.

Iiake Georffo and Leake Champlaiu, 25cts.

ddresg S. R. f'TODDARD, Giens Falls, N. Y.

CHAS. I. GOODALE, Taxidermisl,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be found at 144 EMeud St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all

work intrusted to his care as formerly.

rORSPORTSMEN
0 TOURISTS

SMOKING
TOBACCO

is-meBEST
6ANVAS P0U6HES
d-B'PA6F-T0By\660-65- I^IGHMONdVa

NEWYORK 179 WATER ST.-^

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one be hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for »9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

THE

Jeiitefl Si

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center seftions are quickly
•hanged from a 94 to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 53^^ or 8oz. with
f,he No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
in< rease I he weight as may be d esired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a

TOMLINSON & CO.,
51 tlohn Street,

NEW YORK.

WORMS!
Have you any for to-morrow's fl«hlng ? If not, will
you be obliged to go hunting for them with a lantern
to-night, or to dig over a teu-acre lot in useless search
for them? NO !

!

„ PAULSEN'S WORM CHARMER
when spread over the groundwlll in a moment produce
them to the surface by the hundreds, and save you the
.ibove described laborious task. The worms remain un-
impaired in health and can be stored In the usual way.
Package with full dire-'tlons by mail, postpaid, 25 cents.
Address JULIUS M. I'At LSEN, Troy, N. A.
For sale by all leading dealers in Sporting Goods.

Established 183".

J. B cxiook: <fe CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers In

YMm Taclle, Guns, Rifles, Reyolyers,
And all kluds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St. & 1191 Broadway, New York City.

8end for a Cataloerue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

XZ£3fl.:^ ^OXJ .A.El IE!.

Best and Lightest in the Market. .

GILT OR SILVER.
Single Spoon'- |3 a doz. Double Spoons $4 a doz.

Samole by mail 2oc. and 3.5c.

F. S. GRAVED, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. Y.

FISHING TAGEE
Send for Catalogue to

A. HARRIS,
163 Broad St.. Providence. R. I.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
665i Atlantic St., Englkwood, Ills.

Troat Flias al 3, 6, 7 und U Cents Each.
Seod Ten Cents for IiiCBiEAilD Cataiogiji.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of .53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Gun four litncs, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Champ. PLINLIMMOJi, JK. (6864).

This grand voung d'^g is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some good
slock. Stud fee $50.00

I.OTHARIO (18371).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after by St.
Bernard breeders. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard Pnppies For Sale.
A pelect stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMITTG KENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TERRIERS
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 16
Reckoner 16
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 26
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NORIE--GIADSTONE--SUE.
AT STUD, FEE 825.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. H Is puppies are not
excelled b/ any. He is large size, heaHhy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the peifection of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedl-
gi-ee and particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels.
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Chula, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Addre-ss A. H. Moorb, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phila., Pa.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K, Taunton's Champion

Beaufort. His success as a stud dop: and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of English Bloodbounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or Imported.
Masti ff nups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and ereat prize winners. Photographs,
2.5 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

MASTIFFS AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex ch. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class, Crystal
Palace; first and challenge cup. South Harapfon,
Eng.; first Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadgyth and Elmet,
grandejaughtersof Beaufort and Orlando. Photos
25c. each. CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, HI.

Stud St. Bernard So^garth,
Rough-coated, imported, a heavy-boned, long-
hodied. 33in. dog, combines the blood of cham-
pions Plinlimmon, Save and Bayard, admirably
adapted to mate with light-colored bitches. Also
Patvol, one of our best and largest smooths,
awarded 4th prize open. 3d prize novice class,
iostN.Y. show. A litter of whelps, all registered,
.sired bv Soggarth, for sale reasonable. Address
JOHN KEEVAN, 195 King street. Brooklyn, N.Y.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—Avoca). imported Irish setter at stud.
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee S30. Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY.

Pittsfield, Mass.

CONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IBISH
setters. At stud—KED RIVEK GLENCHO,

fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
g20. Pui>pleti—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock. Testimonial says,
"Irish pup purchased of you, now 8mo8. old,
points and retrieves like old dog. It is natural for
him to hunt." R. H. BURR. Middletown, Conn.

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
X ter Al, fee $25. Al was bred by the late iVtr.

Allin and trained on ruflfed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F, L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street. Springfield, Mas.s. tf

AT STUD.—The imported white bull-terrier
dog PrIuce Bendigo, A.K.C.S.B. 20,497, win-

ner first Detroit and first Ontario, 1890; second
Lynn and first Boston. 1891. Stud fee $15. For
pirticulars, address H. FRED CHURCH, care of
Church & Burt, Taunton, Mass.

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOcts. A
limited number of his pnppies for sale. P. H,
OOOMBS, I IS^ohange Block, Bangor, Me.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium of entertain-

ment, instruction and information between American sportsmen.

Communications on the subject to wMch Its pages are devoted are

respectfully invited. Anon-ymous communications will not be re-

garded. No name wiU be pubUslxed except with writer's consent.

The Editors are not responsible for the views of correspondents.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Only advertisements of an approved character Inserted. Inside

pages, nonpareil type, 30 cents per line. Special rates for three, six,

and twelve months. Seven words to the line, twelve lines to one

Inch. Advertisements should be sent in by Saturday previous to

Issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient advertisements

must invariably be accompanied by the money or they will not be

Inserted. Reading notices 81.00 per line.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May begin at any time. Subscription price for single copy $4 per

year, S3 for sis months. Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter, money-order,

or draft, payable to the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.

The paper may be obtained of newsdealers throughout che

United States, Canadas and Great Britain. For sale by Davles

& Co., No. 1 Finch Lane, Oornhill, and Brentano's, 430 Strand,

London. General subscription agents fer Great Britain, Messrs.
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ANGLING AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

T T is safe to assume that no single department of the

World's Fair in 1893 will have a greater interest for

Forest and Stream readers than the angling exhibit,

which will be held in conjunction with the Government's

fishery display. In our angling columns will be found a

paper by Ca.pt. J. W. Collins, outlining the scheme of the

exhibit. Dr. James A. Henshall is in charge of the

angling department, with present headquarters at Wash-
ington ; and he will be glad to communicate with any
persons who may have in their possession articles appro-

priate for exhibition. The scope of the display will be

broad enough to include all objects of interest, from an

ancient work on angling or a prehistoric fish-hook to the

latest fad in tackle.

There is no need of a World's Fair to demonstrate that

tremendous strides in the field of angling appurtenances

have been made during the fifteen years which wHl have

elapsed since the Centennial; and yet the American an-

gler has become so accustomed to the announcements of

new rods and lures and other devices, and fishing tackle

has been so multiplied and perfected, that without some
such display as that which is projected for the Chicago

fair few of us are likely half to realize the truth. Take a

single branch of angling, that for black bass—with which

Dr. Henshall by reason of his writings on the subject is

popularly associated. When the Forest and Stream
was established in 1873, there was no black bass tackle to

be had. The manufacturers did not make it; they

said there was no call for it. But look through

the catalogues to-day; each maker is striving to

outdo his competitors in the supply of rods, reels, lines

and flies specially adapted to this popular fish. And so

it is in all other branches. The demand has increased

year by year, and keeping pace the tackle industry has

grown surprisingly; just how far we have progressed

wiU not be fully appreciated until we see the collections

at Chicago.

Our illustration shows the central portion of the fish-

eries building. Excluded from the view are two smaller

polyginal buildings, connected with the main building on

either end by arcades. The extreme length of the build-

ing over all is 1,100ft., and the width 200ft. It is built

on a banana-shaped island, and the building is subdivided

into three parts, to conform to the shape of the site. In

the central portion will be the general fisheries exhibit.

In one of the polyginal buildings will be the angling ex-

hibit, and in the other the aquaria.

A SHOOTING ERA.

NEVER since man first learned the use of villainous

saltpetre for hurling projectiles has there been such

an era of powder burning as the present. The discharge

of musketry and artillery by armies and squadrons in

time of war is not to be compared with the continuous

and universal firing of guns all over this fair land smil-

ing with peace. It is an era of gunpowder.

The inventions of artificial targets for the trap and of

machines for loading shotgim shells have wrought a revo-

lution in shooting. It was not so long ago that some of

us cannot recollect it, when to go shooting meant an

undertaking to be planned for and prepared for, A time

had to be set, and odd hours were devoted to loading

shells, studying time tables, and making ready for travel

and absence from home. Even when one had reached

his destination, he was compelled to hunt up his game
before he could shoot it, or shoot at it; and it sometimes

happened that after all, for the time and effort expended,

there was nothing more tangible to show for it than tan

and fuUer breathing and an elastic step.

But all this has been changed. We have reached an

age and a stage as nearly approaching the you-press-the-

button style of shotgun using as the busiest and most ex-

peditious of shooters could clamor for. The target fac-

tories and ammunition dealers have made it easy and
practicable for all to shoot, without expenditure of time

in travel or hunting for game. When a busy man takes

it into his head that he will have a little shoot, he sends

to the gun store for a hundred loaded shells, and the boy

returns with the order filled. The man takes them home,
calls in his next door neighbor, with his neighbor's boy

to handle the trap, draws a supply of targets from the

store in the barn, and they bang away to their heart's

content: and after it is all over one or the other of them
has something to show for it. No time has been lost, no

money paid out for railroad fares and hotel bills, no dis-

appointment incurred by reason of barren covers or

elusive game.
Trap-shooting has this in its favor, that it can be taken

up in odd hours, without spending time in travel, and
without the disappointments that wait on the novice

in game hunting. There are scores and hundreds of

towns where two or three or a half dozen business men
spend a few hours each week in shooting at the trap,

without any interference with business; but where no one
of the shooters would think of leaving home for even a

day to go shooting. And just in this is to be found the

certainty that trap-shooting as a form of rational amuse-
ment will continue to grow in popularity.

The development of trap-shooting has had a perceptible

efl'ect on the making of guns. Trap-shooters as a rule

demand guns which will shoot close; they want an arm
that will carry its shot in a compact mass for a long

distance. Given such a gun, they will take care of the

rest, and by practice acquire the skill to hold on the

target. As trap-shooting gains in popularity a large pro-

portion of the guns sold are closely choked. On the

other hand, for work in the field, guns which will scatter

more are preferred.

There used to be frequent discussions of the merits of

trap-shooting as a preparative for field shooting, but

the subject has little consideration nowadays, because

a vast proportion of gunners who have taken to

trap-shooting are not field shots, nor will they ever be.

There is not game enough for them all to shoot, and
they have not the opportunity to seek it.

Unquestionably there are a hundred good shots to-day

where there were ten five years ago; that is to say, good

shots who can hold closer on the flying target and make
a score at artificial birds. The art of shooting—if by this

is understood the perfection of gun and ammunition and
skill in their handling to hit a mark—has been mastered

by thousands who under the old regime would never

have found time to try to bag game in the field.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE good work recently done by Dr, Willett Kidd,

one of the New York State Game Protectors, in

securing the prosecution of Charles Delmonico, of the

famous Delmonico's restaurant of this city, deserves

recognition. Last summer Dr. Kidd visited Delmonico's

and ordered woodcock at a time when they were out of

season. The birds were served; and this prosecution has

followed, the suit being for the recovery of a penalty of

$25 each for twenty-four birds. Dr. Kidd is doing ex-

cellent service in his district.

What with taxes and license regulations and hydropho-

bia scares and Ubel suits, the dog owner of to-day has

surely enough to contend with, without being subjected

to new embarrassments; but here comes an added com-

plication. A Tarrytown, N. Y., poetess has just brought

suit for |o,000 damages against her next door neighbors,

whose dogs by their howling have prevented her from

making poetry. It would be necessary to examine the

poetry she has already written to determine whether or

not the dogs have performed a commendable service in

protecting the public from any more of the same sort*

but they may have reasoned in their brute way that in

thus baying the muse they were only doing their duty.

At last an agreement has been reached by the United

States and England to limit the killing of seals this summer
to the 7,500 which are required as a food supply for the

natives of the islands. Presumably the prohibition of the

contemplated killing by the Commercial Company has

come too late to restrict the catch to the limit named*

but it is gratifying to know that even such an arrange-

ment as the present has been made.

The first rule in writing for publication, or in writing

for any other purpose for that matter, is to sign a com-

munication with the writer's name, or to accompany it

with a note giving this information. Anonymous com-

munications are not regarded in newspaper offices. If a

writer requests that his name be withheld from publica-

tion, such a request is always respected.

American wild pigeons have taken their place among
menagerie specimens of rare creatures. Several were

received at the Central Park aviaries the other day.

We have received through Mr, W. Wade $10 for the

Helen Keller fund. Tbe giver is unknown to us,
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TWO PILGRIMS IN THE WEST.
GEOEGIE AND PORGIE were two little men who

went to hunt for grizzly bears and mountain sheep
and moose and elk and goats of the cliff and deer and
trout and whitefish and prairie dogs and pike and grouse
and coyotps. They were going to bring home skins and
heads and branching antlers, except in the case of the
trout, pike, whitefish and grouse. These they were only
going to eat.

They each provided themselves with a repeating rifle,

a belt full of cartridges, a pair of Smith & Wesson navy
revolvers and a bunting knife but little smaller than a
broadsword. They also had a return ticket apiece by
the United States Central Railroad for the Territory of
Monidota and back, and a large number of blank checks.
The tickets proved very valuable. When they took the
cars at Boston they were each clad in tunics and knicker-
bockers of a dead leaf tint, with tennis shoes and deer-
stalker hats, and their pockets bulged with silver dollars,
interesting for tbeir legal tender character. The conduc-
tor on the train spied the gentlemen, and while punching
their return tickets so frequently that they resembled
shotgun targets after a penetration test, he said with a
pleasant accent of command that guns were not allowed
on passenger trains. Georgie said he had tried to send
his gun by freight and had'begged the baggage man to
check it, but failing in this he had had the weapon nailed
tip in a case as the rules of the company prescribed. The
conductor was shocked that any gentlemen should wish
to carry lethal arms in the same conveyance with timid
and excitable ladies, and he forthwith summoned the
brakeman whoput the guns over the stove in the baggage
car after knocking the sights off to lessen danger.
Georgie and Porgie were then notified to pay the baggage
man one dollar each on every division of the United States
Central Railroad or they would lose their guns. There
were twenty-seven divisions.
These assessments paid to the baggage rnen, together

with the fees exacted by negro porters, and the balances
required in settling the issues of an interesting game of
whist, which they played with two polite and skillful
strangers, had nearly exhausted the stock of legal tender
dollars which Georgie and Porgie had laid in, when they
arrived (after a week of travel on the cars and of delays
at the disconnecting points) at the station in the Territory
of Monidota, where their sport was to begin. This point
was known as the Steer's Paradise, and it was surrounded
by a wide belt of country covered in part with the bones
of cattle that had gone to glory during the nine ex-
ceptional winters that had occurred in the Territory in
the course of the last ten years.

Steer's Paradise had been the headquarters of the Great
Goose Cattle Company, and the receiver of that now
bankrupt concern occupied the chief mansion in the
settlement and drove an excellent pair of horses around
the country in search of assets to pay a dividend on the
Goose Cattle Company's debts. Georgie and Porgie
at this place bought two horses with suitable trappings,
and a fine dog. They also engaged the services of Mr.
Orlando Rickets, locally known as "blue" Rickets from
the character of his language. The function of Mr.
Rickets was to be an aid in the adventurous and hazard-
ous life which Georgie and Porgie were about to lead, and
an instructor in those more delicate and abstruse points
in a hunter's career which cannot be learned from the
extensive body of literature now extant on the subject.
Mr. Rickets was willing to relieve his employers of the

tedium of paying for their purchase, and as the legal
tender money was now all gone Georgie filled out one of
the blank checks he had provided with so much fore-
sight. Mr. Rickets went away with the check but soon
came back in a contemptuous and irritated frame of
mind. He stated with a needless and indeed meaning-
less number of adjectives that the check was without
value. This Georgie knew to be untrue, but the rude
force of Mr. Rickets's logic and the difficulty of immedi-
ately proving the goodness of the check made the
situation painful.
By good fortune, however, Porgie discovered that the

receiver of the Goose Cattle Company was a friend of
his papa and that gentleman not only cashed Geor^iie's
check but took a personal interest in the two young
travelers. At the suggestion of the receiver Mr Rickets

,was paid oft", as he consented to renounce his engage-

'

ment in consideration of two months' wages. Several I

more horses were bought and s? wagon was hired for
transporting their material into the mountains and their

(

skins and other tr ophies back to the railroad. Attached
(

to the wagon and to the party of the hunters was an able-

'

bodied veteran who had seen much service in the Grand
[Army of the Republic and was drawing a pension on
'

account of a distemper contracted during a torchlight
procession. He eked otit this allowance by the earnings
of organized idleness. HIr name was Pond, and in view
of his present occupation Georgie and Porgie thought it

would indicate a play of fancy to call him horse pond.
This name the teamster resented, He did, however, per-
mit his nominal employers to call him Colonel and was
even sufficiently placated by that title to resume his
position as chief of the expedition.
With the aid of the receiver Georgie and Porgie had

now got ready for their real start. They had supplies of
canned tomatoes and canned corn and sardines and Brown's
ginger and catsup. The unsalable luxuries of the frontier
town had quite completely loaded their wagon. They re-
served room, however, for a thousand rounds of am-
munition apiece for the rifles and three hundred rounds
apiece for the pistols, which they intended to use only for
emergencies at close quarters. The Colonel laid in a
stock of -flour and pork for the general good, and added a
private store in a five-gallon keg labeled vinegar. He
said, however, that it was not good vinegar, suited for the
consumption of people of Boston, so he would use it him-
self between meals to keep off the scurvy to which he
was subject.
The date of departure from the Steer's Paradise was

fixed for 6 o'clock on the morning of Sept. 13. The day
was Friday, but the party rose superior to superstition,
and did set forth at 1 P. M. on that day. At 1.30 they
stopped to lunch on pardines and canned corn, but the
dust got into their food so abundantly that the viands
lost their relish. At 4 o'clock the party passed a house,

tj>e Qolonel wished hh frieiwle to speii4 th© nighi

there, but the hunters begged him to camp out as that
course was more becoming to their present mode of life.
Accordingly the wagon stopped about half-past six at a
pool of a rich brown color, which supplied them with
water, and as there was no fire wood to be had the party
supped on cold canned tomatoes. They then retired for
the night. Georgie and Porgie had one handsome blanket
apiece tied behind their saddips, and placing the saddles
for pillows as the best books advised, they stretched
themselves on the stones and prickly pears.
The Colonel had provided himself with a large assort-

ment of bedding, which he rightly thought would appear
unattractive to the two young men, and he curled him-
self up in the wagon box, took a draught of vinegar from
his keg, and feeling secure from scurvy for the moment,
he was soon snoring soundly. The dog, too, after a
supper of sardines, went to sleep without uneasiness, but
the young men enjoyed but a troubled slumber. They
felt, however, that in a few days they would become
inured to the use of saddles as pillows, and that their
hardened frames would easily resist the chill of the night
air and the roughness of the ground.
In the morning they arose somewhat stiff and fatigued

but they welcomed the Colonel's suggestion that they
should drive to a farmhouse about four miles off to
breakfast, as the water at their camp was of a distasteful
character. The saddle horses, however, had not re-
mained near camp,a«< well-trained hunting horses shotild,
but as they were still visible in the distance the hunters
set out, accompanied by their dog, to catch them. The
dog took the lead and soon approached the horses, but he
barked so loudly and ran so fast as to alarm them. The
hunters were obliged to use their utmost speed to head
oft" the horses and prevent them from rettirning to Steer's
Paradise. Luckily they here met a farmer's boy, who
told them that they could catch their mounts by driving
them into the angle of a wire fence near by. The boy
then took some stones which he threw at the dog with
precision and force, and soon with the boy's aid the
horses were caught and taken back to the wagon.
Porgie wished to reward the boy, but as he had

thought it unnecessary and unsportsmanlike to carry
money into a wild region he was forced to offer the boy
a can of corn. About 10 o'clock the party reached the
farm house, where it proved that the Colonel was well
acquainted, and soon after they breakfasted on fat bacon
and a kind of tea that seemed peculiar to the country,
George thanked the farmer for his hospitality, and was
surprised by the gruff manner in which his civility was
received. The Colonel, however, restored their pleasant
relations by giving the farmer a can of sardines, a can of
tomatoes and a draught of vinegar, as the people of
Monidota seemed very liable to scurvy.
The party then journeyed on through a plain that

began to lose its grassy appearance and take on a eover^
ing of sage brush. Toward sunset some animals appeared
slowly walking along a neighboring ridge. The Colonel
said that they were antelope and that the party was in
serious need of fresh meat. The Colonel's language was
not as polished as this, but his meaning was clear, and
the hunters set off after the game. They rode carefully
toward the herd and had some trouble in getting the dog
to follow them, as he was riding in the wagon on a sack
of bacon. At last, however, he did come, and after a
time perceived the antelope, who had stopped to inspect
the strangers. As long as the antelope stood still the dog
followed the hunters full of suspicion; but when the
game began to move the dog bounded forward courage-
ously with loud howls. The hunters increased their
speed, but the sage brush and the roughness of the
ground so impeded them that they soon lost sight of the
chase. The antelope they qtiickly saw about a mile dis-
tant, and the dog returned soon after showing his pride
at having driven them away. During the gallop Porgie
had lost one of his Smith & Wesson navy revolvers, but
he thought that he could manage to get along with his
rifle and his remaining revolver by using a little additional
quickness.

The Colonel was dissatisfied with the result of the hunt,
but they drove along until they Came to a water-hole,
where some stunted willows grew, and camped there.
The Colonel showed the hunters how to collect chips for
a fire. They piled up several bushels and the Colonel
made some coffee and fried some bacon. Both coffee and
bacon had an over-powering taste of the acrid smoke from
the chips, and the strong wind blew such a cloud of
choking dust and vapor from the smouldering pile that
Georgie and Porgie were glad to retire to the shelter of the
willows with a can of tomatoes and a bottle of catsup.
The Colonel, however, seemed to enjoy his meal.
The next morning the weather had moderated, and

Georgie, looking out before the dog was awake, saw
several antelope regarding him curiously from a piece of
rising ground. It struck him as singular that the antelope
seemed usually to occupy a commanding position. He
decided in this instance to leave the dog asleep and stalk
his game as if it were red deer in the highlands of Scot-
land, He therefore took his gun and crawled some
distance on his hands and knees. Then he fired a shot
and "the antelope disappeared. He at once left his gun
among the sage brush and ran forward with his knife to
"gralloch"the antelope, as a stag shouH be "gralloched."
He was surprised to find how far it was to the spot where
the antelope had stood. He had gone at least a quarter
of a mile before he came to the place, and then could find
no dead body, although a living antelope was looking at
him from a considerable distance. He then went back
for his gun, but the sage brush seemed to be all alike, and
he could by no means distinguish the spot where he had
laid it down. At last he returned to camp, and found
Porgie there expectant, but when he found there was no
fresh meat to be had they got out a can of corn and a can
of currant jelly and breakfasted very nicely.
Although Georgie was now without a gun yet he had

two revolvers of Smith & Wesson's navy model, and it
seemed to him that by getting close to his game and
firing a great many times he could make up for the want
of a larger weapon, and that if he ran out of ammunition
then he and Porgie could use the gun turn and turn about.
Soon after this they overtook a flock of birds walking

along on the prairie. Some of the birds were nearly as
large as turkeys, but they were all of a dusty color that
made them hard to distinguish from the ground at a little

distance. Georgie and Porgie both began firing with
their revolvers. No birds were injured by the first few
shots, but finally one of the largest tumbled over dead : and
jihej^ took tbeir game |;o the Colonel who called it a sag^

hen and advised them to clean it at once. This, however,
they knew to be wrong, becauge game of this kind should
be hung a long time to get a rich flavor, and therefore
they kept the sage hen entire until night when they de-
cided to clean and eat it. The Colonel ate some pork and
some canned corn, but the hunters dined on sage hen.
It tasted so bitter that they could scarcely relish it, and
it made them both very sick a little later, but they did
not speak of this to the Colonel, and on awaking in the
morning while the Colonel was taking an early draught of
vinegar to hold the scurvy at bay, the hunters went to
get their horses which they had taken the precaution to
tie up. and spied a house whither they went and asked
for breakfast.

It turned out that the house was occupied by a young
man named Edgar, whom the hunters knew, Edgar's
father had bought a ranch for him and settled him in the
West to grow up with the country, and had also supplied
him with a large band of sheep that he might have a sure
moderate income by their wool and their increase, and
perhaps gain a good deal of wealth by careful investment
of the proceeds. Edgar was very glad to see the hunters
and soon told them much about sheep. His own band,
he said, had been unfortunate, as their wool dropped off
by reason of a disease called the scab, and the young
lambs died from a kind of worm in their livers, but he
had skillful herders who dipped the sheep in tobacco
juice and other things to prevent the scab, and aside
from the damage done by disease, old age and hard
winters, his sheep were nearly as numerous as at first.

He was obliged, however, to go hunting a good deal to
pass the time, and he gave the hunters much useful in-
formation. First he examined Porgie's gun and found
that the front sight which had been knocked off by the
baggagemen was still lacking, so he cut a copper cent in
tivowithan axe and made a very good sight of it by
filing. He said it was lucky that Georgie's gun was lost,

because he had spoiled his last copper cent in fixing the
other. Edgar seemed to have a great many guns and he
lent one to Georgie and gave the hunters much advice.
At Edgar's suggestion they gave the dog to the Colonel
and paid him off with money Edgar lent them. The
Colonel's supply of vinegar was running low and he was
glad to avoid the renewed danger of scurvy, so he went
back with the dog and the wagon. Edgar also told the
hunters to leave their pistols and most of their ammu-
nition at his ranch, where they could send for them if

needed.

Edgar and the two friends were accompanied on the
start from the ranch by a neighbor of Edgar's named
Sam. Sam had lived a long time in the country and said
he was very familiar with it all. Besides this Sam could
cook, and assisted by Edgar bound the luggage of the
party firmly upon pack horses, for the mountain trails
could not be used by wagons. It seemed at first to Georgie
and Porgie impossible to fasten their things sifely on the
animals, but after the operation had been done once or
twice it seemed very simple.
Sam said the secret lay in throwing the diamond hitch,

so he taught the hunters how to cross the rope and pass
the bight under the standing part, which was, he said,
"the whole trick." Georgie and Porgie then packed one
horse and threw the diamond hitch, but they were
troubled by two things—in the first place, the rope tan-
gled badly when they tried to arrange it, and afterward
it all pulled out straight when they began to tighten,
Sam said it would save a great deal of time for them to
take another lesson first, but he never had any leisure to
teach them after that, and they were content to leave the
matter with him.
The party had killed several grouse and caught enough

trout for their needs by the time they had got well into
the mountains, but they had seen no larger game until
one morning Edgar, who was leading the party, stopped
and motioned for silence.

All dismounted quickly, and Edgar said he had seen
the horns of a buck oter the ridge, and the hunters could
no\^ get a shot. Georgie said it had been arranged be-
tween himself and Porgie that Porgie should shoot th©
first large animal they met and he the second, and so 00.

alternately, but Edgar told them both to come and fire

the moment they got a good chance. They crept up to
the ridge and saw a fine deer standing quite near. Both,
the young men happened to get ready at about the same
moment and their shots came close together. The buck
ran away some dintance and he looked as if he were going
out of sight, but Edgar said he was hard hit and soon he
lay down, and by the time the hunters reached him was
quite dead. They searched for the bullet wounds, but
they could only find one hole and neither of them could
remember what part he had aimed at. Porgie knew how
a deer should be divided among various claimants when
each had a share in the capture, but here there was
doubt. Finally they decided that the meat should be
common property and that Porgie should have the head
to stuff and Georgie should receive the skin for a mat.
That afternoon a message came to Edgar from hia

herder to say that the sheep were threatened with a
renewed attack of the scab and ought to be dipped in
tobacco juice again. So Edgar had to go home, but Sam
said that he would stay with the hunters and take them
to a place where they would be sure to find bear. Sam
said the place was about twelve miles off and he knew
the way very well. They traveled, however, two days
and a half before Sam recognized the desired spot. They
made camp very quietly in the evening and ate cold pan-
cakes for supper so that they nef-d not frighten the game
with the light of a fire. Early in the morning they rose
and looked for bear and bear tracks or other indications.
It proved that it was a bad season for berries and Sam
said the bears must be back along the range, seeking
other food, Georgie and Porgie thought they had
reached the back of the range and asked Sam if

there were any other back region in the range
further back than they were. Sam would not ex-
plain clearly, but maintained that the bears must
be back along the range because they were nowhere
else. While they were discussing this point Sam
looked down a small valley and was surprised to see a
well'traveled wagon road there. The party approached
it and soon met a four-horse team. The driver told
them that a newly^completed branch of the railroad ran to
a station about half a mile away. This displeased Sam,
but Georgie and Porgie thought on reflection that this
would be very convenient for them. So they got Sam to
pack up their things and made him a present of many
yaluable articleB that they did not want and some money
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besides. Then they wrote to Edgar, thanking him for

all his kindness and asking him to visit them in Boston.

They then made the best use of their return tickets and
on their arrival at home they had their trophies put in

order. Georgie's mat looked"very well at first but the

hair proved very brittle and the skin wore bare in spots

and had to be thrown away, but Porgie's head was well
mounted and still lasts as a handsome memento of their

mountain hunt. H. G. DuLOG.

CHAT BY THE WAY.
Being ISTotes from the Bclitor's Corrcspnnrience.

lyrOW, liowever, when the "aninial flsh" is in sight. rm feeling
-'-^ in a trifle better shape; tte old leavea is working again, and

for the past ttiree or four weeks I have at odd times, when olT

duty, heen overhauliDi? my camp outfit and laclde, that nothing

may be lacking when the day comes around to start, north. As I

grow older I believe the love of the woods and the waters grows

stronger, and not even grief, or worry, or misfortune can crowd it

out of my lieart; and a pleasant, camn—if only in anticipation—

with old ard tried comrade:-, eases the nches and smoothes the

rugged places that else would make life hardly worth the living.

I do not imagine I will have very good luck with salmon; usually

it is too late when I get down there. It will make a nice outing,

and really most of the fun is in planning it ahead aid enjoying

the absence fromhusiness.

Your contributor "Dexter" writes very pleasantly of tlie Kush-

more camp on Long Po'nt, a locality very familiar to me, being

only about two miles from my home. It used lo be a delightful

place, but is rather crowded now to suit those who like seclusion

in their outings. Way back in the early sixties I camped there

with two others, in primitive fashion, in the rudest of shanties,

and with almost as simple a cooking outfit as is recommended by

Col. Moonlight, iu Mr. Hough's last letter. Except our party of

invited friends, we had not a visitor nor a neighbor during those

fourt:een delightful October days, whose like in all ways I shall

never see again. Now from June till November one cannot he

alone on Long Point for two hours. The old conditions were far

pleasanterto me than the new, but I would like to run across

"Dexter" there.

HOW WAS IT DONE?

IN a late number of Forest and Stream one of its

correspondents undertakes to explain the reason why
a beaver is able to make wood stay under v/ater, by
stating that "it sucks the air out of the wood."
The modus operandi he, however, fails to explain, and

if asked the question at the head of this article, might
reply in the same manner that an old friend of my youth
used to puzzle the boys.

Old Uncle Gash was beloved by all the boys in the
neighborhood, because he used to delight in boys' com-
pany on his fishing and huntmg expeditions, which oc-

cupied all his hours in favorable weather. He was 70

years of age as long ago as my memory carries me, and
was still living, and over 90, when I last heard from him:
and although lie had then given up his favorite sport, fox-

hunting, he had lost none of his old-time love of fishing,

nor any of the store of stories with which he used to

interest his youthflU companions.
One that I have often heard him relate, and with which

he delighted to puzzle a fresh youngster, was as follows.

I will try and follow his language and idiom as nearly as

time will allow my memory to recall them:
"Waal, boys, so'ye want a story? I'll tell ye 'baout a

man I knowed daovvn in old C'nue't'c't, afore I moved
up here. I ^vus a boy m'self then, an' seed the man a
thousan' times; 'tho' I didn't to see him jest esackly do
what I'm a goin' to tell ye 'baout, 'tho' I've heard a-many
a time thet he did du it, an' have no kind of daoubt but
what he did du it.

''Ye see, this man, he went an' made a bet, he did,

that he cud jump fm the top of the steeple to the new
meetin' house daown to the graoun', 'ithout hurtin' his-

self . The day was fixed, an' everybody cum to see him
du it, f'm miles aroun', till there was an all-fired great
crowd thar.

"Waal! he got up in the steeple, an' he made a speech
to the crowd, an' he spit on his ban's, an' he swung his

arms back an' forth, so's to make a big jump, an' daown
he cum!
"He'd only got 'baout half way daown, when, by

gorrily gosh, he seed he'd made a miscalc'lation, an'

wus goin' to be killed, if he kept on, so he turned right
raoun' an' jumped back ag'in, an' come daown by the
stairs."

Then the boy, who had never heard the story before,

wovdd ask: "But, Uncle Gash, how could he jump back?"
And Uncle Gash, with a twinkle in his eye, would reply,

"Sonny, that's your question; answer it yourself."
Arefak.,

P, S.—Dear Forest and Stream, count me in on that
"Nessmuk" memorial. If ever there was a nature's
nobleman, 'twas he, and I hope that every oae who has
ever profited by his words will promptly respond to this

appeal to keep his name i-emembered.— A.

Varied Plitmage.—A correspondent of the Forest and
Stream, in issue of June 4, speaks of a white-winged
sparrow. This calls to my remembrance the fact that a
robin, one-half pure white, remained about my brother's

house in Highland, N. Y., during the summer and was an
object of much curiosity. I am hereby led to the in-

quiry, why domestic fowls, such as turkeys, pigeons and
dunghill fowls, have such variety of colors, while the
wild birds of the same species are uniform in color? Is it

because Avhen some freak in nature's coloring had been
observed that such fowls that were domesticated had
Ijeen selected to breed from?—N. D. E.

Ducks Eat Quail Without the Toast.—One of the
strangest things I ever heard of was a feast of recently-
hatched quail by, what do you think? domestic ducks.
A gentleman by the name of Fitch had a few of the tiny
quail, and as they were nmning about, his ducks came
along and shoveled them up in the twinkling of an eye.

I do not doubt the story, as it was told me by a man
whose veracity I cannot question. The ducks doubtless
mistook them for good-sized insects.—N, D, E.

RUFFED GROUSE IN CONFINEMENT.
VI NELAND, N. J. , June 8.—Editor Forest and Stream:

There is to me an interesting experiment going on
in this city at present, which may be of interest to your
readers. A couple of weeks since a farmer near town
found a ruifed grouse's nest with the hen sitting. Hav-
ing a bantam hen at home engaged in the same business
he took the eggs home and yat them under the hen,
which in eleven days hatched out nine little beauties,
which the gentleman gave to an acquaintance in town,
and I saw them a day or two since. They were confined
in a wire run perhaps 3ft. by 3ft. , connected with a close
coop, and are as regardless of the presence of man as
though they were ordinary chicks, most of the time,
when I saw them, running around the edge'.of the run
endeavoring to get out. They have nothing in common
with the hen, not noticing her call when she has a tidbit

or wishes to hover them, or note of alarm. They eat
millet, crackrd wheat, chopped grass, bread crumbs and
hard-boiled egg, being as fond of the last as anything.
They have scarcely any inclination to go under the hen
at night, the gentleman telling me that he has to drive
them into the coop at dark. They are as quick as a flash

in their movements and as cunning as you please. The
same gentleman hatched a quail in an incubator last

year, and now has fourteen quail eggs in process of in-

cubation, the success or failure of which I will notify
you. O. O. S.

The F0JtcvPi:sE.—Editor Foi^est and Stream.: I do not
doubt that "Lotor" will be able to satisfactorily answer
"Backwoodsman," who doubts that the porcupine will
"curl itself into a ball when molested," hut as he asks
who ever saw one do so, I feel called upon to say that I

have, many times. "Backwoodsman" probably knows
that the porcupine's nose is his weak a7id vulnerable
?oint; a slight blow there will kill him almost instantly,
he next time "B." meets one. if he will take a liglit

svpitch and apply it to the animal's nose, I venture to say
he will see it suddenly become very like a ball. The
head will be thrust under the stomach to protect that
tender nose, and a round and bristling back will alone be
visible. Not a perfect ball, but a very good imitation,

—

F, L. Ballard (Springfield, Mass., June 1).

FallowDeerinNew Jersey.—There recently arrived
on the National Line steamer Europe three fallow deer
(one buck and two does), which were a present from the
Duke of Sutherland to Geo, Shepard Page, of Stanley,
N. J., who has placed them in his park at Stanley. Three
varieties of deer are found in Great Britain, namely, the
red deer, the fallow deer and the roe deer, the latter
being the smallest member of the deer family and not
much larger than a goat. The red deer are found princi-
pally in Scotland, where they are hunted by sportsman.
The fallow deer are about half the size of the red deer,
and are frequently seen in droves of 50 to 150 in the great
public parks^of England. They become gentle pets and
are often seen feeding from the hands of ladies and
children.

POEPLE Gallinule AT Sea.—The Ward Line steam-
ship Niagara brought to this port on its last arrival here
a j)assenger that was not on the manifest. This was a
purple gallinule. When nearly tixty miles ofl' the coast
of Florida, this handsome bird, thoroughly exhausted,
alighted on the awning of the vessel and made no attempt
to escape when approached by one of the sailors. The
bird was presented to the Central Park Menagerie. The
gallinule is an inhabitant of Florida, and is a bird of
short flight. The one in question must have been blown
off the shore in a storm, but it is remarkable that the bird
was foimd so far from land. For this reason it is an
ornithological curiosity. The bird this morning seemed
none the worse for its hard experience.

—

Neiv York Even-
ing Post.

dtn^ §dg md 0utf.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Province.? are given in the BooTi of the
Game Laws.

WEIGHTS AND BORES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In a former letter about large and small-bore shotguns,

I remarked that the guns generally used in the States
seemed to sportsmen in this country unnecessarily heavy.
I was, therefore, pleased to read in'your paper of Jan. 29
the letter of "20-Bore" showing what excellent work can
be done with a weapon of onlyolbs. weight and 20-gauge;
but I believe, from the experiments described in my last
communication, that a lagauge of the same weight
would be found still more serviceable.
Various articles which have appeared in the American

sporting press within the past few months show that
some sportsmen in the States, of great experience, are in
dread of serious accidents from burst barrels if very light
12-bores come into fashion. I therefore took advantage
of a recent visit to London to call at the shop of Mr.
Turner, in Brook street (who was the first English gun-
maker to put in the market a 12-bore of less than 61bs.
weight), and examined two kinds of light guns, one
called the "Featherweight," which averages about 51bs.
14oz., and another w^hich weighs only from 5 to oiibs.
A careful inspection showed that in all the parts where
there is any important strain the metal is fully as thick
as in ordinai-y guns of the same gauge. The breech
actions and breech ends of the barrels are as stout as in
guns of 7 to 7ilbs. weight. In the "Featherweight" the
lightness results from shortening the barrels to 28in., put-
ting on a very small fore-end, and cutting away the
stock in the following manner:

The other giin is still further reduced by the barrels
being only 37in. long, by such parts as the trigger guard,
locks, etc., being no larger than in 20-bores, and by the

central rib being very narrow. This is deeply sunk be-
tween the barrels and curves up to the usual level at the
muzzle and breech. The charge recommended for this
gun is that of a 16 -bore, viz., about 2fdrs. of powder and
loz. of shot. The manager informed me that all the
guns are bored for and targeted with Schultze or E.G.
powder.
The balance of these guns is exquisite, and the extra-

ordinary quickness and accuracy with which they come
to the shoulder shows that they would be delightful
weapons for woodcock or rulied grouse shooting. For
all round Avorkthe "Featherweight" would be preferable
because it takes the ordinary 12-bore charges, and many
sportsmen who have used it state positively that they do
not notice more recoil than in 71bs. guns.
Men difl:er so much in the degree to which they feel

recoil that no one can well judge for another what will
be pleasant or otherwise. One of my shotguns is a6|lbs.
13-bore which does not kick disagreeably at a target
when loaded with 3 to S^drs. of No. 4 black powder and
1 to l^oz. of shot. When firing at game, or even at
small birds plundering my fruit trees, I am perfectly un-
conscious of the slightest recoil, so can quite believe that
a 61b9. gim would not be unpleasant with the same quan-
tities of powder and shot, especially if E.G. or Schultze
were used instead of black powder. I have, however,
never tried a "Featherweight" and am not Hkely to do so,
having already three shotguns and very little work for
them.

It is usually said that the recoil of a gun depends upon
the proportion between its weight and the load. This
statement should be qualified with the additional words,
"other things being equal," for the kick, or at least that
amount which is felt at the shoulder, depends very much
upon the fit and length of the stock, the boring of the
barrel and the manner in which the metal is distributed.
A thick mass of the latter in the breech and breech action
absorbs much of the recoil, and a long stock causes it to
be felt less than a short one. I believe also that guns
whose bore is slightly cone-shaped from breech to muz-
zle, kick more than those which are bored cylindrically
nearly all the length and then contracted to a choke
within an inch or so of the muzzle. Some sportsmen think
that the size of the gauge makes a difference. Sir Payne
Gallwey, who is one of the best authorities upon guns in
England, remarks in his "Letters to Young Shooters,"
that "small bores recoil more in proportion than 13-bores,
for various reasons." In another place he states that "a
12-bore of the same weight as a 20-bore, and using the
same charges, recoils less." it appears that both in this
country and America 12-bores are being reduced in weight
by making the barrels light. Of course they should then
be used only with the loads of 16 or 20-bores, and those
sportsmen who wish to use the full 12-bore loads should
carefully examine the breech actions and weigh the
barrels before purchasing.
The barrels of a 30in. 13-bore of 7 to T^lbs. usually

weigh from 3Ibs. loz. to 31bs. 6oz., and if of good Damas-
cus twist are perfectly safe for any charges that can be
crammed into the shells. They are sometimes made
lighter, even down to Bibs., but should then be only of
the very highest quality and consequently of the most ex-
pensive material. For each inch taken from the muzzle
about one ounce should be allowed.

If, therefore, barrels of 38in. weigh 31bs. 3oz,, and the
breech action be as massive as that of an ordinary gun,
there need be no apprehensions as to safety, provided the
material be good. With very narrow ribs the weight of
the barrels may be a few ounces less. I obtained the fol-
lowing details of the weights of the various parts of guns
on the "Featherweight" principle, which maybe of as-
sistance iu guiding those who are buying light guns.
Average weights in

12-bores. 16-bore>?. SO-hores.
Stock SLbs. 7oz. 3lbs. oi4oz. 3lbs. 3oz.
Barrels 31bs. 3Moz. Slbs. 14oz. 21bs. lOoz.
Fore-end ajjoz. 2^oz. 2oz.

Total 51bs. 14oz. 51hs. 6oz. 41bs. looz.

These are the weights of hammer guns, hammerless
with the Anson & Deeley action being about loz. heavier
in the stocks.
In 10-bore guns the weights are: Stock 31bs. 4oz,,

barrels 41bs., fore-end 4oz.: total 71bs. 8oz. These are
said to give no unpleasant recoil with 1-^oz, of shot and
60grs. of Schultze powder, which would equal about
4idrs. of black.
Mr. Lincoln Jeffries, of Birmingham, is another gun

maker who builds 12-bores of less than 61bs. weight, while
retaining the full strength of breech and action. I have
not seen one, but, from printed descriptions by sportsmen,
the weight appears to be reduced much in the same
manner as in Mr. Turner's guns. Of course, no one with
practical knowledge would maintain tliat such light
weapons have the same killing range as those of greater
weight with heavier charges, but it is claimed that they
can be fii-ed pleasantly with the usual charges which are
found to kill game satisfactorily up to ordinary ranges-
say 35yds. for cylinders and '45 or 50 for chokebores.
Leaving out duck shooting, there is no doubt but that a
man will, on the average, kill more game with a gun
which he can carry comfortably and handle quickly at
the end of a long day's tramp, than with one of more
power, which fatigues him by its weight. Rapidity of
aim, particularly in thick brush, more than compensates
for extra range. J. J. Meyrick.

Vermont Deer.—^A Vermont exchange reports: "The
frequent appearance of deer within the past two years
near the Green Mountain range naturally arouses the an-
ticipation of sportsmen. Hardly a week passes now
without the report of some one's having seen one or more
of these animals either in some clearing adjacent to the
highway or fmlher back in the thicket, while about
remote ponds and water courses evidences of their
presence multiply, their yards and rimways being readily
found by woodsmen and fishermen. A favorite haunt of
the deer is about old Haystack Mountain, in Wilmington.
A few days ago two handsome deer were seen coming
out into a meadow near tlie old Robinson place in Sears-
burg, and followed by their young they proceeded to re-
connoitre the field for a time and finally disappeared.
Everybody appears to understand that the law does not
permit them to have in their possession one of these
animals before Nov. 1, 1900, hence there is no immediate
fear of their early extermination and ten years is quite 9
period for their increase."
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SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
Y III.—AN ASPECT OF THE GRATES CASE.

THE murder of the two wardens, Niles and Hill, by-

Calvin Graves, in 1886, was the means of calling
forth a sympathy for the latter which to those not inti-

mate with all that had preceded must have seemed unac-
countable. I do not refer to the reckless talk of desper-
adoes and malcontents who delight in upheavals; but
sober-minded men of character and good repute, who
disapproved the act, felt and still feel a sympathy for the
actor. Anomaly as this is, it is what has happened
before often enough when the side which wielded
authority did not do it according to justice.
Of course this murder has been extenuated in every

possible way on the one hand, and been intensified with
equal ingenuity on the other. It is beyond the province
of this paper to enter into any discussion of the case

—

whether it was in self-defense or otherwise, provoked or
not, deliberate or the impulse of a fiery moment. It was
done—double murder. The courts bave investigated all

the facts pertaining and by their sentence expressed un-
qualified disapproval. There can be no reason for seeking
to differ from their decision and to discuss the case here
or seek extenuations would virtually be doing this. Yet
there is an aspect of the case which did not enter into the
trial in court that has had weight in producing the sym-
pathy which I find exists toward Graves.
The trial was for murder. It did not therefore concern

itself with questions whether Graves at the time of com-
mitting this act was engaged or purposed to engage in
breaking the game laws. An authority so high that
investigation of the records seemed needless after his
statement, has told me that no evidence was brought on
to show that Graves was hounding deer. The only testi-

mony on the point, he said, was that McFarland, his
companion, went away wdth the dog and returned with
it about noon tied to his belt. The keen eye of the public
took note of this fact and the attempt has 'been made on
Penobscot waters at least to show that Graves was the
one attacked. Witliout in any manner pretending to
settle the point, indeed without considering it important
except as producing sympathy for Graves, we may ex-
amine the grounds of this claim:
The place at which this deed was committed is a pecu-

liar one. Five lakes of the same chain—First, Second,
Third, Fourth and Fifth Lakes Machias—are arranged
almost in a circle, the head of Fifth Lake lying very
near to Fu-st Lake, with Fletcher Brook cutting off half
of the remaining distance, the whole inclosing a piece of
land nearly, if not quite, thirty miles in circumference.
This unfits it for hounding, because the deer when pur-
sued are quite as likely to run into one of the other four
lakes as into the one which is watched. All who are ex-
perienced in the use of hounds declare that it is one of
the poorest places in the State for that work. There are
deer enough within this region, but they cannot be ob-
tained with hounds. Yet Graves and McFarlaud were
hunting here on Nov, 8. Either they were not hounding
deer or they did not know their business, say those who
tnow no more of the circumstances than was published
in the newspapers. Not only is this section entirely un-
fitted for the use of hounds, because it is so surrounded
by water and devoid of natural runways, but there are no
boats on any of the five lakes except such canoes as the
Shaws of Lower Dobsy own and keep for their own use
on the further side of Fourth Lake. It is well known
that Graves and MacFarland had no boat. This greatly
diminishes the probability that they were hounding. They
were in a coimty where deer could not be dogged success-
fully, where they had not the ordinary means for pur-
suing them in the water, where there was little chance
that they could be posted so as to shoot at a deer on the
land because most of it is too flat to afford runways, yet
they had a dog with them. It is well kno-wm here that
there are dogs, rarely but yet sometimes found, which
are trained to keep close to their masters and by
whining when they catch the scent of a deer direct
the attention of the hunter to the right point. When
the deer is wounded they will keep the trail when
otherwise the animal might be lost. These dogs are
sometimes owned and used by still-hunters here, but
the practice is not general. Because the location in
which Graves and McFarland were hunting was so
unfavorable to the use of hounds in the usual way,
because also when they came back after an unsuccessful
hunt the dog was with them, which would hardly have
been the case if he had been put out after a deer and lost
him, it has been supposed by those willing to put the
matter in as good a light as possible that the dog was one
tx-ained to aid in still-hunting and that the men were not
engaged in hounding at the time. If this is true—and it

is purely a supposition—sympathy with the accused would
be the natural consequence; but it would follow equally
if the supposition were merely a probability. Having
seen enough of the ground myself to judge the matter,
and having conversed with those who knew it thoroughly
and also knew about hounding deer, there seems to be
nothing inconsistent in the theory, though it is probably
nothing more than an ingenious explanation of what
might have been true if events had been different. No
confidence need be placed in the truth of this supposition,
for its influence lies in its existence and the absence of
known facts to disprove it. It throws the burden of the
crime upon the wardens and partially exonerates Graves,
which is all that is desired. For, if this is true, though
when strictly construed such a use of a dog might be
found illegal, it is so different from ordmary hounding
that no one here would consider it a violation of the law.
Then to the illegality of attempting to take a dog from
its owner instead of fining the owner, is added this still

further complication of taking a dog which was supposed
to be used in a way not contrary to the statute, when the
owners, by the testimony given in court, were attempting
to carry it off to avoid a quarrel which the wardens them-
selves provoked.

I give this not because it has any value as fact— probably
has none—^but because it shows how keen people have
been to discover extenuating circumstances, how they
seized on the alasence of evidence to construct a defense,
how they have not ceased to continue to do this. How
revaJent this sympathy may be I cannot tel), having
eemed it unwise to discuss the matter more than was

necessary; but I never heard a woodsman or back-settler
speak upon the subject who did not feel less severe in his
judgment of the doer than of the deed. On Machias,
where the event occurred aad the men are known, a very

different sentiment may prevail, but on Penobscot, where
personalities do not enter into opinions formed and the
knowledge of the facts is very likely limited, there is a
sympathy felt and expressed which must be recognized,
If the reports which I have received at second hand are
at all correct, the feeling is not by any means so limited
in its extent.
Although not bearing directly upon the subject in hand,

I have deemed it important to speak of this sympathy
with Graves and this tendency to find excuses for his
deed, because a timely recognition of it is needed. The
excuses may be flimsy fabrications, but the sympathy is a
fact which must not be denied, and I do not find that in the
records that I have kept for the four years past there is

any material abatement of it. It is a dangerous element
in the present status—dangerous because the feeling is

divorced from the ethics of the case, and exists side by side
with condemnation of the act, dangerous because it does
not stand as staunchly by the decision of the courts as it

should, and also because it is shared by honest law-
abiding men with the dishonest and lawless. Yet it is

the inevitable result of certain given contitions. The
representatives of the law had been acting imlawfuUy,
and had alienated from their support a large body of
people. Some of them had gone so far that their lives
were in danger if they went beyond well understood
limits of both territory and action. The provocation was
great and long continued, of a kind very often most diffi-

cult to prove, highly exasperating to public feeling and
yet not sufficiently damaging to property to warrant re-
course to law in the cases where proof could be obtained.
Appeals to have the wrong suppressed were made and
the petitions were disregarded. The dangers feared with
sufficient evidence of what occurred under less irritating
conditions were detailed and rejected as visionary. There
was no redress of the wrongs, but they could not go on
much longer without being avenged, and it was only a
question of circumstances sufliciently provoking and a
man whose judgment or self control had deserted him to
decide where the inevitable event would occur. It came
like a great shock to one-half of the State, but to another
part it was an arrow sped which slacks the tension on
the bowstring and brings the bow back to its shape. The
hunters, the back-settlers, the people of the smaller towns
of eastern Maine were relieved from future fears and a
sympathy with the one who had removed from them
what might well have happened nearer home was
natural. That the deed seemed not to be prompted by
personal malice or x^remeditation removed much disap-
proval which would otherwise have been felt. That so
good excuses as the one already given could be con-
structed without violence to any known facts was con-
sidered an additional reason for allowing the impulse to
get the better of the judgment.

I would not wish to over-estimate either the amount or
the extent of this feeling, too common anywhere, far too
much so on Penobscot. It will do no harm at present,
but with the recurrence of conditions similar- to the old
ones its power will be felt as a serious obstacle to the
course of justice. Just how this will occur need not be
described, but there is a way already suggested by some
which makes it seem better to avoid than to incur the
lisk. For this danger to the laws and their action seems
to me a more serious evil than the loss of life which is

also to be feared. Concerning the latter there will be dif-
ferences of opinion; but the ones to underrate it will be
those who know least about it and those who know most
will not be likely to tell all they know. In eastern Maine
there is continual risk that a'repetition may recur, and
there is a fear and distrust lest the old conditions may be
renewed, thus precipitating the danger. It is not expedi-
ent to say why it seems necessary to speak of this sym-
pathy for Graves further than what has been said, but
I have heard too much on the subject without seek-
ing it, and been forced to read too far between the
lines sometimes when little has been said, to consider
the matter one of light import. If local, restricted to
comparatively narrow limits, it will spread fast enough;
if of wider range it is still worse; but as a fact it

must be faced and considered. There is no excite-
ment on the subject now, and this is the time to
prepare for the eradication of such a sentiment as this
and the protection of our higher forms of administering
justice, by a just and equitable enforcement of the game
laws by men who will be respected for their personal
worth as well as for their ofi&ce. Otherwise there is

danger. A careful study of sociological conditions here
and a good acquaintance with the history of the woods
for the past sixty years have left no doubt in my mind
that murder has been historically much more common
than most suppose; that it still is likely to occur at any
time when personal revenge or a rude but extra-legal
sense of justice demands satisfaction; that it may be com-
mitted by men who are not dishonest and who would
scorn to do a mean act, and that if the man who does it

has borne a fair reputation previously and acts in a way
for which any possible justification may be found, he will
obtain a sympathy which will liinder the cause of law
or largely annul the effect of the sentence. Under our
game laws, administered as they have been for the past
few years, tliis is sure to happen in event of another
Graves case; for the public conscience has gone wrong
and we who have grown up under this strained and dis-
torted condition where officers of justice have been
unjust and rights have been made wrong, hardly know
what right is and what wrong is in game matters.

Fannie Pearson Hardy,

Northampton, Mass., lovely for situation, and famed
as the seat of Smith College, is a center of culture and
learning and refinement," but at Barr's, its principal
restaurant on the main street, they serve quail on toast
in the month of June. If there is a gun club or a game
association in Hampshire county, we commend them to
secure a revision of the Barr bill of fare.

TouKiST Tickets.—The Chicago & Northwesteni Railway Co.
has placed on sale tourist tickets at reduced rates to principal
resorts of the West and Northwest, including Colorado, Wyoming,
Idaho, Montana, Utah, California, Oregon and the Puget Sound
country. Many of these escursion tickets give the holder privil-
ege of going by one route and returning by another, and the
favorable arrangements in the matter of return limit, ston over
privileges, etc., commend them to the special attention of the
tourist visiting the West and Northwest. Full information can
be obtained at any ticket ofBce, or by addressing W. A. Thrall,
Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agent, O. & N. W. R'y, Ctiioago, 111—Adv.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,
Territories and British Provinces are given in the Book of
the Game Laws,

ON THE NORTH SHORE.—VII.

lCo7itinued from Page 390.']

ABOUT 10 o'clock the steam tug arrived, bringing
Hon. Aaron Turner, the publisher of the Grand

Eapids Eagle, a fishing comjjanion, and also a naphtha
launch, which was in tow and which had just been pnr-
chased in the East by the veteran editor, and I might
also add angler, especially for the outing he was now
taking. I have no desire to make any disparaging re-
marks about the use of a naphtha launch on Lake Supe-
rior for a trip of this or any other kind ; but simply state
that since the Atlantic has been crossed by a single man
in a smaller boat, there is a prospect that this naphtha
launch, which is about 20ft, long, might with safety
operate here. But I will assuredly cling to the Mackinac
sailboat as the safer of the two. I hope Mr. Turner, who
is an old friend of mine, may have many a pleasant trip
with his launch, which, in justice to the little craft, I
must say steams along o'er the gentle waves like a bird
on wing.
The Turner party camped in our immediate vicinity,

and in the afternoon, accompanied by Capt. Ganley,
took the naphtha launch and went to the other side of the
bay to try for trout, but returned in the evening without a
scale.

Ned was pleased to meet with the old veteran guide of
the Nepigon, John Borshea, whom Mr, Turner had
brought with him from the "Soo." They related many
reminiscences of angling on that famed stream which
deeply interested me. John stated that he had been
upon the Nepigon early this season with a party from
Pittsburgh, who found the trout more plentiful than ever,
owing, he thought, to the low stage of water that pre-
vailed. The men went poorly provided for comfort,
having thin blankets and rather slim commissary stores,
and were, therefore, soon sick of the trip. The Turner
party came over to our camp about sunset, and when
they looked into our tent and saw our mattresses in beds
of balsam a foot deep or more, our heavy blankets, mos-
quito bars, inviting pillows and the like, were high in
praise of our thoughtfulness, and declared that we had
made camp life both a charm and a delight. Ned and I
being old campers and on the shady side of sixty, had
made somewhat of a study of camping, believing that
comforts never came amiss in an outing of this kind,
Ned received by the boat a bundle of papers and some

books, which were sent by his thoughtful wife from the
''Soo," These were very acceptable, as the papers gave
us the first news from home since being in camp. The
afternoon had been exceedingly bright and beautiful, and
as the evening approached cloud fleeces of orange pushed
up over the edge of the west, while a fragrant breeze
caressed the lake, sending lilac shudderings over the
gentle ripples which soon smouldered into smoky gold.
The evening being cool, as they always are in this lati-

tude, a roaring camp-fire was built, around which gath-
ered the Turner party, Capt. Ganley and his brothei', and
the swarthy boatmen, and then story telling and discus-
sion of varied topics, from law to theology, were indulged
in till a late hour.

Capt. Ganley announced as he departed that the tug
would leave in the morning at 6 o'clock sharp, and ad-
vised us not to tarry over our tea and trout if we desired
to take passage with him, as he was a decided railroad
man as far as the time-table was concerned. "We im-
pressed this fact duly upon our boatmen, and then we
tui-ned in to court "tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy
sleep."

Ned arose early in the morning and awoke our boat-
men, who did not seem to relish the idea of going up
the lake. We, however, hurried them with the break-
fast and the packing, and just made the boat as she
was leaving the dock, Joe did all he could to have us
left, but being up to his contemptible tactics he did not
succeed in his efforts.

We ran along a coast replete in bluffs and cliffs that
was every minute increasing in picturesque beauty. Ar-
riving at Mamainse, where Mr. Turner and his party
disenibarked, and where they expected a most delight-
ful time in the pleasant recreation of coaxing from his
watery Ian- with dainty fly the peerless pruice of the
spotted robe. The Easaine brothers have a large fishery
here, which has been carried on at this place for the last
thirty-five years, having descended from father to sons

—

the present proprietors.
It is a lovely place, and just before the veteran angler

left the tug he took a sweeping glance with an admiring
eye at the massive bulwarks of rocks that lined the abrupt
shore, and then turning to the verdureless islets gleam-
ing in aged gray, remarked:
"These things delight me beyond power of expression."
It was evidently a landscape that any lover of grand

and sublime nature would rave over.

"For all is rocks at random throNvn,

Black Avaves, black crags, and banks of stone,

As if were here desired
The summer's sun, the spring's sweet dew,
That clothe with many a varied hue

The bleakest mountainside."

From Mamainse onward the character of the shore
changes. Instead of the low sandy islets, we now passed
among isolated rocks of greenstone, rising abruptly from
deep water, generally bare, but sometimes covered with
a tuft of trees at the top. The rock which about Gros-
Cap is sandstone, often unaltered, now becomes more'
highly metamorphic. But the larger islands and the edge
under the cliffs continue of sandstone, and are flat and
low for some distance to the northward. The line of the
cliffs is continuous, rising at a distance of a quarter of a
mile at most from the water, with an average of 200 or
800ft. The whole surface, down to the very beach, was
covered with trees; indeed, I may say once for all, that
with the exception of some ancient terraces of fine sand
and gravel, and a few summits of bare reck, the entire
shore of Lake Superior as far as we went is continuously
covered with forest. The trees continued the same, ex-
cept that the white pines and maples had disappeared.
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The number of species is small; black and white spruce,
balsam fir, canoe birch and aspen, with arbor vita? in the
moist places, and here and there a few larches and red
pines, with an occasional yellow birch; the spruces pre-

vailing on the high land, and the birch and aspen near
the water, yet everywhere a certain proportion of each.

From the great similarity of evergreens on the one hand,
and the white-stemmed aspens and birches on the other,

at the distance of a couple of hundred yards the forest

seemed to be composed of only two kinds of trees. The
trees are not large, usually not exceeding 30 or 40f fc. in
height. Yet the whole effect is rich and picturesque.
Here, as in all the features of the lake, the impression is

a grand uniformity, never monotonous, but expressive of

its unique character.
The renowned Agassiz says: "Tiie resemblance to the

seashore often recurred to his mind, and according to Dr.
Leconte, several insects found here are identical with
species belonguig to the seashore, and others correspond-
ing or similar. The beach-pea {Lathyrus maritirnus) and
Polygonmn m,arit.imum, both of them seashore plants,

are abundant in this neighborhood; the former, indeed,
throughout the north shore of the lake."
The first point of interest we passed was Point aux

Mines or Mica Bay, as it is sometimes called. Here was
established years ago a very extensive copper mine by
an English company, who, after sinking bundi-eds of

thousands of dollars, finally abandoned it as unprofitable.
The works are located in a deep cove protected on
either side by ranges of i-ock, with a broad beach at the
bottom; and above this is a steep bank, on which at the
height of yO or 40ft. above the water stands the dwelling
of the superintendent, and above it the storehouse, the
lodgings of the workmen, etc.

We again refer to the celebrated natnralist, who visited
this shore about thirty years ago, and who in writing of
the geological character of this lake, says that '-the

rock at the south *f Mica Bay he considers a proof-positive
of the correctness of the glacial theory. Its surface was
a couple of hundred yards in extent, sloping regulary
north to the water's edge. The whole was polished and
scratched, except where disintegrated. The scratches
had two directions, the prevaihng one north 10° to 30°

west, the other north 55" west. The scratches on the
outer or lake side seemed to have a rather more westerly
direction than the rest. Great numbers of these striae

could be traced below the water's edge, from which they
ascended in some places at an angle of 30' with the sur-
face, showing that they could not have been produced by
a floating body. The rock is granite, with an astonishing
number of veins and injections of epidotic feldspar, granite
and trap, often crossing each other so as to form a com-
plicated net work. Wherever exposed it was ground
down to an even surface."

ft was not very long after passing this place when
Montreal Island began to develop its wood-crowned
shores. It is about six miles from the shore, and con-
tains between three and four hundred acres. Directly
opposite the island Montreal Eiver flows into the lake,
being about 40yds. wide at the mouth, and empties
through a kind of delta, partly overgrown with large
trees. The water is deep and clear, but of a rich amber
color, such as is seen hi nearly all the rivers on the coast.
At its entrance into the lake is a broad beach, which m
the south forms a point somewhat jutting across its

mouth. On the northern side, at a short distance from
the water, the beach, which is of small pebbles, has a
very declivitous slope, nearly as much as it could stand.
We frequently met with such steep beaches often of a
considerable height. Outside there is a bar, which ex-
tends entirely across 6ft. below the surface. The stream
issues from the hills through a chasm (5 or 8ft. deej) and a
few yards wide, with straight walls of rock, somewhat
overhanging ;on one side. From this gorge the river
issues with great force. The cliffs which hem the foam-
ing water are filled with fanciful pictures of curious
forms. In rapid succession come castles with moats and
towers, heads of gorgons, demons, dwarfs, and the like,

and with the dance of sunbeams upon the gray and
lichened bulvrarks, the scene is one of indescribable
beauty and grandem*. Higher up there is a cascade of
some 40ft.

,
falling from a dark, still lakelet, and above

this again a succession of seething rapids. Here nature
in her great generosity presents a portfolio of lovely
views, of tossing tori'ents, massive rocks, variegated
forests and waving shrubbery, that form the material of
a landscape that stimulates the imagination, educates the
sense of beauty and gladdens the heart. "In these happy
spots of natme where land and water, above and below,
combine their charms, it is hard to tell whether the stony
upland height, or the liquid deep beneath, most Im-es the
sight,"

Leech Island, which seemed to possess an arcadian
beauty as it nestled lovingly on the gleaming waters of
the great lake, was the next object of interest in the pic-
turesque xjanorama which was being rapidly disclosed to
us as the little tug plowed through an almost unruffled
surface. It is four miles west of the Lizzard, and con-
tains about 400 acres, all of which is in dense woodland.
Just north of this is a small island called Gull Island, so
named from its being a breeding place for the white-
winged birds of tlie icy lake. Four miles beyond this is

Gargantua Liglithouse, which is located on a" small rock
75ft. above the level of the lake. It is one of the finest
harbors of refuge on the lake, and shows a wealth of -wild,

entrancing beauty in its moss-covered and storm-beaten
rocks, ragged shoreland and receding hiUs, in whose
ravines huge shadows hnger and whose tops blaze with
morning gold.

Two miles above this, Pictured Island rears up in awful
grandeur its solid walls 155ft, perpendicular, and then
comes Little Detroit Island, with its granite ledges run-
ning up a hundred or more feet and its channel of about
the same dimensions. Just half a mile further on, Gar-
gantua Fall River, a charming little stream, with foaming
falls near its mouth, sends its darkling waters into the
great lake, and then follows Menaboujou and his wife,
being two large rocks, looking ac a distance like man and
wife, that have fallen into the lake from the cliff above.
These are always pointed out with some interest, and it

is said that no Indian, even at this late date, ever passes
by them in his canoe but that he does not leave an offer-
ing of some kind upon the rocks, in order to propitiate
the great magician of Lake Superior. This myth is one
of the most general in the Indian country. It is the
prime legend of their mythology. He is talked of in
every winter lodge—for the winter eeason ia the only

time devoted to such narrations. "He leaps over exten-
sive regions of country like an ignis fatuvs. He appears
suddenly like an avatar, or saunters over weary wastes a
poor and starving hunter. His voice is at one moment
deep and sonorous as a thunder clap, and at another
clothed with the softness of feminine supijlication.

Scarcely any two persons agree in all the minor circum-
stances of the story, and scarcely any omit the leading
traits. The several tribes who speak dialects of the
mother language, from which the nai-rative is taken,
differ m like manner from each other in the particulars
of his exploits. His birth and parentage are mysterious."
Story says his grandmother was the dattghter of the
moon. Having been married but a short time, her rival

attracted her to a grapevine swing, on the banks of a lake,

and, by one bold exertion, pitched her into its center,
from which she fell through to the earth, Having a
daughter, the fruit of her lunar mai'riage, she was very
careful in instructing her from early infancy, to beware
of the west wind, and never, in stooping, to expose her-
self to its influence. In some unguarded moment this pre-

caution was neglected. In an instant the gale accom-
plished its Tarquinic purpose. Menaboujou is talked of
all along Lake Superior. You cannot come to any
strangely formed rock or other remarkable production of
nature without immediately hearing some story of his

being connected with it. He is also the legislator of the
Indians, and the great model or ideal for all their cere-

monies, customs and habits of life. Nearly all their

social institutions are referred to him. Enough having
been said about this mysterious being, in explanation of

the fallen rocks named after him and his wife, will state

that the next point of interest to the lover of nature is

Cape Chogg, but a few miles above Menaboujou and his

wife. Here the cliff comes down upon the lake, the rocks
rising from the water to the height of three hundred feet,

with chasms, sometimes vertical, sometimes slightly in-

clined, and strewed all the way up with stones, like the
"slides" at the White Mountains. Beyond this it falls

away into a vast basin of green, sloping hills, curving
inland and then sweeping out to rocky points beyond.
The cliff, wherever the slope aUows any soil to rest, is

covered with birches to its base, leaving room for a wide
slope of debris, and a beach that rises in flve terraces, the
lower one falling steeply to the water some twenty feet,

showing that it alone can be connected with the present
level of the lake, and that the rest must belong to former
epochs.
The landscapes here are of amazing beauty, being in-

terspersed with islands of varying size, immense blocks
of granite, against which the tumultuous waves dash,
visions of mountains, so many-tinted and so singular of
outline that they almost seem to have been created for
the express pm-pose of compelling astonishment.

"The miglity pyramids of stone.

That wedge-like cleave the desert airs,

Wheu nearer seen and better known.
Are but gigantic flights of stairs.

The distant mountains, that uprear

Their solid bastions to the sky.

Are crossed by pathways, that appear
As we to higher levels rise."

Having been somewhat geographical, if not topograph-
ical and mythological on the trip, wiU return to the sub-
ject proper, and soon have the reader in camp with us.

Alex, Starbuck.

THE JOYS OF DEEP-SEA FISHING.
RECEISTTLY my brother Bob, who is a more successful

angler for dollars than for drum—a member of the
firm of Markly, Ailing & Co., in the windy city of Chi-
cago—sent me a $20 Bethabara-lancewood-tip fishing rod,
with a |6 reel, with other liiscatorial appurtenances there-
unto belonging. After showing my most welcome pres-
ent from my younger brother to my friends in my law
office (1 am a ''liber et legalis homo" and work as well as
fish), 1 solemnly promised myself that that rod should
have its "baptism" with its silk line in taking in out of
the wet a big drum off the coast of Anglesea,
June 1 was the day I selected for my outing to christen

my lancewood tip, and it is in the first flush of my vic-

tory over a big fish (the jeunesse doree, so to speak, of
my piscatorial pride), which leads me to treat you as I

treated that drumfish, i, e., to drop you a line.

I meant to be on deck in the gray dawn of the first

June morning, and as I sped down through the new-
leaved woods and lawns of May, down toward the infinite

sea, I sang all alone a verse of Elizabeth Stoddart's an-
them to June:

"The spirit of flowers is watching now
As winking in the snn they suck the dew,
The thickets parley with the splendid fields—

What meaneth June to hap us every year?"

It was night when I reached the Hotel Anglesea, and
I was a case of "tired eyelids on tired eyes;" and after a
sound sleep in the blessed sea au-, which to me is ever
like Keat's "Lucent syrops'tinct with cinnamon," I was
ready to fight a 14ft. shark or haul in the quick-darting
bonita on my silk line with my new reel. Brother Bob
(with whom I took my pleasure after gray squnrels in
the Indiana woods thirty-six years ago) 'would have
smiled amid his Chicago hardware had he witnessed the
boyish pride and genuine enthusiasm with which I en-
joyed my rod with a lancewood tip.

I woke at the Hotel Anglesea with my strength renewed
like the eagle's and I demolished a breakfast, and the
sight of the debris of that matutinal meal made Landlord
Smith sigh.

The tide was right, and before my fisherman got ready
for otir day's outing I went down, rod in hand (and the
sand fleas for bait in a small tin box, as I carry small
green frogs for fresh-water bass), to the long 'wharf,
where the water was Oft. deep. There was a soft south
wind rippling the waves, that kissed each other ere they
broke upon the strand. I impaled two sand fleas, one on
each hook, and threw out my line as far into the "raging
main" as I could reach in my first inartistic throw. As I

sat with my legs dangling over the wharf, the subject
nearest my heart was whether I would miss the big mud-
hen tides this September as I did the last: for the "clap-
per rail" can only be bagged on the Anglesea moors
when "moon-led water white" covers the meadows so the
adventurous gunner and his pusher can paddle over the
marsh grass in a canoe. I suddenly changed my mind
from feather to tin by reason of the little tBrill running

up my right arm, which said in plain fisherman's Eng-
lish, "That is a drumfish sucking in a sand flea."

I m^de no motion. I waited patiently sixty seconds.
Then I knew that this drumfish was my "meat," for he
had got one or more sand fleas and a hook fast in his
"inwards." Tlien came the tug of piscatorial war, which
triedmy soul more than any legal "scrap" I ever had with
that "frosty son of thunder," John James Ingalls Cran-
dall, the legal acrobat I generally clean out when trying
a "boss" case before a Jersey jury.
That drum pulled with the force of one of Ben Butler's

"forty jackass power mud macliines," but I yanked him
toAvard me, tenderly but firmly, as though I loved him.
Then the big fish with the flea and the big hook inside,

ran away with my line as the fat lawyer -John Wartman
chases an "earnest worker" in a beneficial short-term
society, ere he thinks his cash has gone where the wood-
bine twineth! I trembled for my new silk line, not know-
ing how, from my coign of vantage on the high wharf, I
could pull in my drum.
My "whopper" came up to take a peep at his mortal

foe. He churned the water white as he went down head
foremost, not liking his new foe with an old face. He
sulked as drum never sulked before. I gave him the butt
and up he came again like a jack in the box, weakening
perceptibly, for the fish had evidently swallowed a power
of water.
As he went down again he made a break for Seven-

Mile Beach, across the inlet, and ran away with every
inch of my Chicago silk line. I was scared again, but
held on him hard and the drum soon came up "blowing "

with wide open mouth. Then I felt good. His bright
sides quivered in the sun. Then I felt better. But I felt

best when I slowly reeled in my prize, thorotighly ex-
hausted to where the water under the wharf was only
3ft. deep, and trusting my pole to my young friend
Hampshire (I call him New Hampshire because of his
youth) I bade him hang on like grim death to a defunct
Scipio Africanus. Without hesitation, accoutered as I
was with my bestWanamaker suit on ('^52lbs. avoirdupois
being my fighting weight) I let myself drop gently into
the water, seized my 401bs. di'utnfish by the right gill

and yanked him out on the dry sand with a single flop.

Then I gave a yell which mine host of the Hereford
House heard half a mile away. Hampshire joined me
in a halcyon and vociferous shout, and pronounced that
kind of morning fun "heroic fishing."
That drum I bore in triumxih to the Hotel Anglesea,

and at 4:17 P. M. expressed it to my fellow soldier and
fellow statesman William J. Sewell. And that was the
way in wliich I caught my first drum on the first sum-
mer day in June.

Dr. Marcy, Dr, Gross and Charles H. Barnard, of the
West Jersey Game Society, caught 18 black drum by
wading in the surf, early in the week, the big fish aver-
aging 48lb3. a piece.

The rociifish and flounders are biting well and an oc-
casional 51b. weakfish.

Stillwell Ludlam tells me that the spring shooting is

good with decoys on Seven Mile Beach. The bay birds
are abundant en route to the colder climate north of us
where the bullhead plover, avocets or long-legged lawyers,
calico-backs, robin-breast snipe, Wilson plover, marlin,
graybacks and sickle-biil curlew go to "nest-hiding" and
raising then young.
This place is yet the paradise of the genuine fisherman.

Some 68,000 black bass have been caught and shipped
from Anglesea to New York and Philadelphia dttring the
first twenty daj'S in the month of IMay.
Two steam yachts, the AYave and the Harvey, jointly

capable of carrying 150 people to "the banks,"* start out
every morning when the north wind don't blow and
return to an early dinner, laden with the sports of the
gTeat deep. The fare is %1 a head. Three decent hotels
The A.nglesea, J. J. Sturmer's and Pickwick's Hereford
House give the wayfaring man comfortable provision for
man or beast at §1.50 or .Si a day.
The drum will remain till July, and the honest angler

who needs rest and enjoys inlet or deep-sea fishing can
find no happier spot than Anglesea. If the lover of rod
or gun will come to PhiladelxJhia he Avill readil}- find his
way here via the West Jersey P. R. And if the angler
ever angles at Anglesea there is no doubt that he wiU
come again. James M. Scovel.

MINNESOTA FISHING.
WAYZA-TA, Minn., June 1,—The fishing season in

Lake Minnetonka has opened up in a most j)rom-
ising manner. The law prohibiting spearing and seining
is universally observed. Among: the fine catches noted
during May are those of L, H. Hays and two friends of
Minneapolis, who caught 160 black bass weighing 2901bs.

A. Straud, of this place, caught 25 black bass weighing
69lb3. George Allen, of St. Paul, caught 60 black bass
weighing 173lbs. S. B. King, of St. Paul, caught one
pickerel weighing lO^lbs. and 19 bass. The largest pick-
erel so far reported was taken by John H. Ball, of Minn-
eapolis, and weighed ISlbs.—Tnbs. Simpsok.
Alexandria, Minn., June 1.—The various club houses

on the lakes in this vicinity are being fitted up for the re-
ception of guests. The Miltonia Club of Chicago willhave
a large party here very soon. They have twenty yachts
and a steam latmch. TJ^ie new summer resorts on lakes
Darhng, Carlos and L'HommeDieu is the most attractive
locality, and a number of cottages are being built. The
finest catch of fish so far reported is that of H. B. Pardee
and friend, who caught 151 black bass, pike and pickerel
in one afternoon.—G. H. RoE.
Litchfield, Minn., June 1.—A number of extra good

catches have been made this season with hook and line.

Lakes Ripley and Minnebelie are full of fish. A. J.

Reeves and two others caught 73 black bass on Sunday
afternoon each weighing fron li to olbs. A number of
persons have caught as high as 30 or 40 black bass in a
single afternoon.—James Robinson.

FOR "FOREST AND STREAM" READERS.

WE have secured, for the private information of the
readers of Forest ajnd Stream, knowledge of a

number of streams and lakes easily accessible from this
city, where we believe that good fishing for trout and
black bass may be had. The information, much of
which comes from private sources, we are not at liberty
to print, but we shall be glad to furnish it without charge
to any reader of Forest and Streaih who will apply
for it, either personally or by letter.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111., May 39.—I suppose about the dullest

reading on earth to the average reader of a shooting
journal is that about game and fish protection, this the
more especially since so much cry is raised in such mat-
ters compared to the amoimt of wool actually gathered.
The ma:jority is more interested in new ways of catching
and killing than in new ways of saving and sparing.
Nevertheless I can conceive of a large body of readers of
FOEEST AND Stream who would be glad to hear of some
really good and practical work in the way of protection,
and for these it is a pleasure to say something more about
the progress of that live young organization, the Kanka-
kee Fish and Grame Protective Association, whose birth
was chronicled last week. It is a great satisfaction to do
this, because everything points to the conclusion that we
shall have here a good running mate for the already suc-
cessful Fox Eiver Association, and because such an or-
ganization is almost a necessity for so prominent a sport-
ing stream as the Kankakee, much abused as it is.

Forest axd Stream seems to have been the first paper to
call attention to this latter fact, although the fact has
been patent long enough. Forest and Stream was also
the first paper to discover the actual good being done by
the Fox River Association, and to publicly show the dif-

ference between practical protection and a mere talking
bluff at protection. Forest and Stream was t]\e first

paper to suggest that Mr. Geo. E. Cule, president of the
Fox Eiver Association, having shown himself a success
there, would be a erood man and the best man for the
presidency of the Kankakee Association. But then, the
fact that Forest and Stream was the first paper in a good
many ways is something which is known and goes with-
out saying, so we must not talk about that, the chief fact
of interest being the very decent outlook for the Kanka-
kee Association. In short, one would not be taking any
risk in calling tfie Kankakee Association already a silver-

trimmed success. It has been started on a good, plain,
practical basis, with the understanding that friendship,
policy, diplomacy, oratory, resolutions and the like didn't
go, and that only results would be counted. A good
many similar associations might well cast their eyes on
that platform, and it might not be out of the way for
them to study the way, brief, direct and eminently prac-
tical, in which the necessary steps for organization have
in this instance been taken.
A week ago to-day there existed as material for the

Kankakee Association simply a mass consisting of some
himdreds of sportsmen interested in the Kankakee region.
As related last week, these were gotten together at the
Possum Club meeting. Such a plebiscite is necesssry only
in form, as there will always be present many not really
interested in the actual work. Out of the total, however,
there may be gathered together, as there were here, those
who really mean business. The by-laws of the board of
directors are the next essentials. The Possum Club
touched the button, the directors do the rest. All the
management of the association for the year lies with them,
and thus further reference to the plebiscite is rendered
unnecessary, and a vast confusion of ideas skillfully
evaded.
The first duty of the directors was to complete the or-

ganization, and for this purpose the directors of the Kan-
kakee Association met last evening at the Sherman House
of this city. The virtue of a compact directorate can be
seen at once. Out of the eleven directois but seven w^ere
on hand. Mr. Fred C. Donald sent a letter of regret, ex-
plaining that absence from the city would detain him
away. Mr. George Maillet, of Crown Point, Ind. , also sent
word, by his colleague Dr. Swartz, that he could not be
present. Those i^resent were Messrs. Cole, Price, Organ,
Nicholls, Card, Swartz and Hough; Mr. Mussey, secretary
of the first meeting, also acting as secretary at the
directors' meeting. Mr. R. B. Organ was called to the
temporai'y chair. The by-laws were read, and Mr. Cole
spoke a few words in explanation, saying that the move-
ment did not protect fish alone, but also game, and that
fish protection simply went ahead and paved the way for
game protection. The creation of a sentiment in favor of
the principles of protection was the first thing.
The important office of the presidency now came up,

and this was urged upon Mr. Cole. The entire meeting-
seemed to feel that he had experience where the others
had only good intentions, and that no one else could head
this movement, which ought to take no false 8t*^ps at the
beginning. Mr. Cole begged to be let off, and explained
how busy he was and liow much devoted to the Fox
Eiver Association, where all his spare time and money
went. Mr. Hills, of the Fox Eiver Association, he said

,

had just begged him tmder no circumstances to accept
the ijresidency of the new association. He would help,
but lie could not lead. He could not go out and raise
money, or devote his time as he had done with his pet
organization. He did not want the Fox Eiver men to
think he had forsaken them or their work.

IVIi-. Cole's talk made all look grave, for it was not
wanted to place him in any wrong position. The need of
a definite head, and a nucleus of experience, however,
was so keenly felt that no other channel of escape ap-
peared. It was reasoned that the Illinois State Fish
Commission, by Dr. Bartlett, had its ofiice right at the
side of Mr. Cole's desk, and that if Mr. Cole should unite
in himself the heads of the two leading protective soci-
eties, the office at 86 Dearborn street would be the focus
for the work of the whole State, thus exemplifying still

better the doctrine of practical concentration of effort.

Finally the motion was put tendering Mr. Cole the presi-
dency as an advisory office, free from all financial care,
with an honorary life membership, the promise of active
lieutenants, and the record upon the minutes that the
Fox Eiver Association must not think Mr. Cole in the
least subtracted from theii- work. In support of this it

was argued that many members of the Kankakee Asso-
ciation would doubtless be members of both associations,
that no rivalry existed, and that the growth of one meant
the growth of the other. Mr, Cole tried to answer to
this, but failed, and amid applause yielded and took the
chair, the first president of the Kankakee Association.
This was a very large step in the right way, and there
was no ojjposition anywhere to this.

Mr. Organ now nominated Dr. H. P. Swartz of Crown
Point, Ind., for the vice-presidency, and this judicious
movement carried at once. The Crown Point men live I

near the Kankakee, and they are workers, among whom
none better than Dr. Swartz.
For the office of secretary-treasurer there was no

phoioe. Mr. W. P. Mussey, situated as he is in da-Uy

touch with all the sportsmen of Chicago, and being
known as he is, was the only man to be considered for a
moment, and was at once elected.
The important committee on ways and means now

carue np. This is the hustling committee, and the one
which must raise funds. It was decided to make the
number seven. Mr. Abner Price, the father of Chicago
sportsmen and as fine a model for all young sportsmen as
ever lived, was chosen chairman of this committee. Mr,
E. B. Organ and Mr. J. P. Card were elected at once
after that. Both of these gentlemen were chosen because
it was known they would hustle. It was left to the above
three to chose four associates, and they reported in favor
of W. P. Mussey, Henry Ehlers, C. D.'Gammon and one
other. Thus they wont outside of the directory for three
of their men. Club lines and everything of the like were
wisely laid quiet aside.

The president now suggested the committee on fish-
ways. For this Messrs. Cole, Mussey and Hough were
chosen. Mr. Cole said that he -was practically superin-
tending the fishway work on the Fox River for Dr.
Bartlett, and would take it up on the Kankakee also.
He could get State Warden Buck, a man of the best ex-
perience, to assist in the work on the Kankakee, and
could save the Association at least $100 of needless ex-
pense. There is a strong suspicion that the dam owners
on the Kankakee will have their fishways in within the
next year or so. The so-called Canal dam is the worst,
the canal commissioners being loath to spend ,$1,500 of
their appropriation on a fishway.
The most important committee, that on protection, was

now advised for election. This is the committee on dis-
bursement and executive work in protection. It was
chosen after careful thought and discussion as follows:
Mr. H. D. Nicholls, chairman; Messrs. Wolfred N, Low
and Fred C. Donald, of Chicago; Mr. George I. Maillet
and Dr. H. P. Swartz, of Crown Point, Ind., five in all.

The president was declared ex-offldo member of all the
committees.
The secretary now opened a subscrij)tion list. Mr. Cole

was formally elected an honorary member at this point,
and was requested not to subscribe. The six other
directors present, however, each took out a life member-
ship at Thus the neat little sum of $120 was the
record of the first evening's work. It was voted to put
§75 at once at the disposition of the ways and means
committee, to cover the printing of the minutes of the
Possum Club meeting for organization, and of the
directors" meeting, also of membership tickets. So actual
work w^as begun on the first evening.
Dr. S. P. Bartlett, Illinois State Fish Commissioner, and

also the State Fish Commissioner of Indiana, were elected
honorary life members.
The Secretary was instructed to notify all appointees,

and the meeting adjourned on call of the president, sub-
ject to notification by the ways and means committee.
As soon as the secretary has the membership tickets

ready they will be issued, the amount taken out by any
one man being charged to him, and he being duly cred-
ited by all the names and cash and by the unused tickets
turned in by him. For instance, some one will take say
five life tickets and a dozen annual tickets, and give
them to Fred Duree, or Mr. Durham, both good sports-
men at Momence, and both much interested in this work.
These men get up their list of membership in Momence,
and send theii- names and cash and unused tickets back
to the secretary. Another lot of tickets will be sent
down to Kankakee town and to- Crown Point and all the
interested towns, while in every one of the big Kankakee
sporting clubs the right men will be working up the
membership lists and the treasury at the same time and by
this same process. Thei-e ought to be $600 raised very
rapidly in this way, and that will serve to set a j)atrolling
warden at work, post the game law cards along the
stream and start the work on getting the fishways put in.

No suits may be needed on the latter. A notification
and the assurance that plain business is meant is visually
sufficient to cut off a great deal of lawlessness. A test
case and conviction or two of the Indiana seiners, spearers,
fyke-netters and killers of illegal summer ducks and
woodcock will be needed, but after that the work will be
lighter. Protection carried out on these lines will pro-
tect, for that has been proved. Is it such a very haixl
thing to do? To the contrary, it is a very simple thing
to do, when gone about in a businesslike way. From
the east we hear that Chicago is there considered the
leader of the protective movement in the West. Of
com'se she is. Chicago leads in everthing. She must
lead in this new work and must advance her money with
all the accustomed liberality which has made her what
she is. But this will be no Chicago movement alone, and
the result will be no mere selfish betterment of Chicago
sport. This is a movement for Illinois and Indiana and
every sportsman of these States within a hundred miles
of the Kankakee is interested in this, and ought to stand
by it. The Kankakee River has been ravaged, robbed,
violated long enough. There are men enough who live
or visit along it to prevent this now, and the time and
way has come for them to do so.

All this may to many be very uninteresting matter to
read, thotigh I am sure I never wrote a line in my life in
which I was more interested than these. At all events,
this is how the Kankakee Association arose in one week
out of the unorganized material, and its plain and easy
steps may be of use to any other body seeking to organize
for a like purpose. As stated earlier, we have already the
Fox Eiver Association, the Eoek River Association, the
Beardstown Rod and Gun Club on the Illinois Eiver, and
now comes the Kantakee Association. Others may fol-

low in this and other States. We are working for a State
league out here in Illinois. To any future organization,
the advice natural would seem to be. Don't try to cover
too mucli ground, but take one stream or region; don't
try to get a large body of enthusiasts for workers, for the
enthusiasm of many is expended in talk. Keep it all

compact, condensed; keep things hot, and keep on
a-movin'. The Kankakee Association wiU succeed or
fail on these lines. In my heart I. believe it will be suc-
cess and not failure, which it will reach.
May 30.—The fishing season is upon us in vigor. Several

muscallonge parties are either out or about to start. A
pleasant one will be that which starts to-night for Lake
Vieux Desert, Wis., via Lake Shore & Western R. R,
There wiE be Charlie Gammon, Harry Nicholls, Tom
Oribben and Hi Thomson, others possibly joining them
later at their camp, which will be on the spot of their

(jojKlUests of laet year and the year Wore,

I was talking with a gentleman at Spaldings' the other
day, though I did not learn his name. He was about to
start on a salmon trip in Canada and informed me that
he was just back from the Outanagon Eiver, where he
caught over 100 trout one day, averaging nearly up to a
half pound.
The regular annual Fred Taylor party has gone up to

the Little Oconto for trout. This year there will be Fred
himself. Jack Whiting, W. A, Barton, Geo. Nye and one
or two others whose names are not caught. They always
get trout on that trip. I presume the party will kill
2,000 or be disappointed.
Mr. Wm. Payson and a few friends start also to-day for

the Oconto country of Wisconsin and will be in after
trout for about ten lays.

Several parties will go to Momence on tlie Kankakee
to-day after bass. I do not think they will get a great
many, as the bass have not yet dropped back from above.
The latter half of June is the best for that part of the
Kankakee, and the best fishing is four to six miles below
Momence. My Friend H. and myself made our third trip
to Momence last week. We got about fifty rock bass,
nearly all on the fly, and three black bass, two of these
on the fly. The bass did not seem to be in that part of
the stream, though as usual we only fished right in town
along the edge of the island. About ten days before our
visit there came up the Kankakee a most remarkable run
of rock bass. They were taken by thousands at Momence.
Mr. Strunk, the justice of the peace there, told me he
thought a carload had been sent out of the town. One
man caught 160 rock bass in one morning. The natives
slammed them out in great shape, and I reckon they got
the whole run, for not a fish could get above the dam,
which was closed again when we were there. I cannot
see the pleasure in snailing these little rock bass otit on a
bait rod, but on light fly tackle they make a good deal of
fun. After a good deal of experiment we found silver-
doctor and professor the best day flies this time. With
these and a big Donaldson for a stretcher we caught rock
bass very rapidly from sundown till after dark. They
were rising to the slightest ripple of afly clear after dark.
I hooked and landed three big rock bass at one cast in the
morning. On the whole, it was very good fun of a hum-
ble sort. The black bass that we struck were of the very
gamiest sort. The water is very clear and swift, over a
rocky bed, on this part of the river.

Yesterday I met a gentleman who was just about to
make a second trip to Twin Lakes, Wis. (via C. & N. W.
to Genoa Junction). He caught 9 small-mouth bass on
the fly there one day last week. He reports jungle-cock,
tied with red and yellow blended under the dark wings,
as the fly which met success there. There are only a few
who fish the fly on Twin Lakes, but often these have good
success.
We stfll have no word from our friend Ed Varus, on

Big Cedar Lake (Chicago & Erie Railway to Ora.). He
promised to write when the bass began to rise. They have
been rising well all over the Fox Lake country. Mr. Roth,
one of the .John Wilkinson Co.'s adjutants, caught 20 bass,
big-mouths, on the frog at Loon Lake last week (Antiooh,
via Wisconsin Central). He started up again last night
after more. There are not many boats on Loon Lake, and
this party has them all engaged.
Mr. J. M. Clark has made two bass trips, one to Silver

Lake, Wis. , and one to Willow Springs, on the Des Plainea
River, each time meeting with very flattering success.
That there is bass fishing in the Des Plaines is true with-
out a doubt, as I have heard of several good catches there,
among others one mentioned to Charlie Porter by a friend
just in. Willow Springs is a picnic ground on the Santa
Fe Road. To get fishing one needs to go about a mile or
so above the Springs. I believe it was yesterday that Mr.
Clark, his canvas boat and camp outfit included, started
with a friend for Burlington, on the Fox, intending to
float that stream to Grass Lake. Of their success I ex-
pect to have something to say later.

Reports continue to come up of good catches of pickerel
and some bass in the Deep River, Indiana, near Liverpool.

E. HOUOH.

THE VERMONT LEAGUE.
RUTLAND, Vt., Jnne 3.—That the officers of the Ver-

mont Fish and Game League mean to carry out the
aims of the organization is very evident. Cloth posters
containing a synopsis of the fish and game laws have
been posted in every railroad station, post office and hotel
in the State. A very neat cut of a trout exactly Gin. long
with notice that the League prosecutes violations of the
6in. law appears in the leading weeklies of the State.
Upon complaint of the League, Edward Higgins, of Ar-
lington, was convicted of catching trout in close season
(month of April) and fined for one offense $10 and costs;
the fine was made for only one offense, as Higgins is a
poor man; he offered to plead guilty to one offense, and
remarked with grim humor that it weighed just a pound
and three-quarters. Last week the League prosecuted a
boy at Braitleboro for violation of the 6in. law. Amos
Weatherbee, of Vergenncs, was fined June 2, one offense,
for catching bass dm-ing the close season, amounting
with costs to $9. .50. It appears to be the policy of the
League to scatter the prosecutions as far as possible
throughout the various fishing resorts of the State.
Under the stimulus awakened by the League local clubs
are being organized throughout the State, and several
prosecutions have been made through their efforts. It ia

believed that when the people have become more familiar
with the fish and game laws and see the results arising
from the observance of them, that prosecutions will be
of rare occm-rence. Vermont.

Another correspondent writes: "Vermont at last has
an association that is in earnest in the work of protec-
tion. Not many days ago the Vermont Fish and Game
League, whose headquarters are at Rutland, reached out
to Brattleboro and chastised certain parties for keeping
trout under 6in. long. This week it stretched forth its

hand to Ferrisburgh, and made an example of Amos
Wetherbee, of Vergennes, for taking a black bass some
days before June 1. According to reports, Amos has
often indulged in this illegal pastime, but till now has
escaped punishment. The League is entitled to great
credit for the promptness and energy with which it

attends to all violations of the law reported to its secre-

tary, John W. Titcomb, of Rutland."

The advertisement of Chas. Plath & Son, 130 Canal street, manu-
facturers of flstiing taclclp, was inadvei-tently omitted from our
columns on its regular issue of May 28. Tbey are stili at the old
stand and we bope their i'rleude and tha public will extend to them
tbe qordifti support yraioh t4«U' jfoode nierit,—4(ic,
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THE FISHERIES AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
Read before the Amerieati Fisheries Society by Capt. J. W.

Collin?, Chief of Division of Fish and Fisheries.

IT is doubtless safe to assume that all who are prom-
inently identified, with commercial fishing, with

angling, with fishculture, or with the scientific study of
questions relating thereto will feel an interest in that sec-
tion of the World's Columbian Exposition which will be
specially devoted to an exhibition of all that pertains to
them. It may well be a matter of special gratiflcation
that the fisheries will receive more consideration at this
exposition than has ever been accorded them elsewhere
under similar circumstances. And it should be all the
more satisfactory to Americans because heretofore there
has never been adequate and suitable provision made at
any exposition in this country for a fishery exhibit, and
all attempts in this direction have been limited by small
appropriations and inadequate space.

It is true that there have been numerous fishing exposi-
tions in different European countries, some of which
have been national and others international. It is also
well known that the United States has participated in
two of these, and the highest honors were awarded to
America and Americans at Berlin and London. But
while the National Fish Commission succeeded so well
in securing recognition for our fisheries abroad, and
though all honor is due to Prof. G. Brown Goode, who so
ably represented this country on these occasions, it never-
theless will be apparent to all that, while it was then
practicable to illustrate the principal features of Ameri-
can fisheries and fishculture, it was not possible with the
means and time available to make a thoroughly exhaus-
tivje presentation of them.
Never before has the occasion presented itself to do

this, and, as has been stated, it should be a matter of
much eatisfaclion titiat the management of the World's

cumference, around which will be placed the largest
aquaria that it is practicable to use; while in the center
will be a pond 20ft. in diameter with a beautiful fountain,
beneath the spray of which will disport many ornamental
fishes. Entering galleries near the side of the building
the visitor will pass two rows of large aquaria, in which,
as in those previously alluded to, there will be representa-
tions of the fauna of the Atlantic, the Gulf of Mexico, the
Pacific and interior waters, including the Great Lakes.
No words of mine will, I believe, convey anything like an
adequate idea of the beautiful architectural effect of this

aquaria! building, to the construction and equipment of
which the exposition authorities have very generously
contributed. I will not, therefore, attempt a description,
but will content myself with the hope that aU present
will be there to see it in the summer of 1893.

In this building the U. S. Fish Commission will make
a great national exhibit of our fishery resources, embrac-
ing many varieties of fish, marine invertebrates, etc. It

is the purpose of the Commission, as it is of the Exposi-
tion management, to give consideration to species that
are economically important, while the occasion will be
improved to call attention to the great work that has
been done, by the State and National Governments, in-
the artificial propagation and acclimatization of fish and
other aquatic species, thereby restoring and maintain-
ing abundance in waters that had become depleted by
over-fishing or other causes. It is impossible to over-
estimate the consequence of this work, either in the
present or future, and it Is beyond question desii'able that
this opportunity should be improved to make the public
better acquainted with it than ever before.
The western building of the group is similar in form

and construction to that devoted to the live-fish display.
Here it is expected there Avill be assembled a magnificent
and exhaustive exhibit of all that pertains to angling,
and let us hope that the thousands of enthusiastic aad

may see object lessons which will convey in the most
emphatic rnanner information concerning the methods
and magnitude of our fisheries, and their history and
development from the earliest settlement of the country.
In the same way the world may learn what has been
done in America by the States and Federal Government
to maintain and increase the supply of fishes by artificial

propagation, etc., and may become familiar with the re-

sults which have been achieved here by scientific explor-

ation of our inland waters and the ocean depths.

I have reason also to believe that the fisheries of several
foreign countries will be fairly illustrated. It is not
necessary to speak of how much this will add to the
interests' and importance of this part of the Exposition,
since I am sure this will be understood by all. But it is

certain that it must be of great moment to us as a nation
to gather here the arts and appliances which are used for
the capture and preparation of fish in other lands, for, in
addition to the interest we may naturally feel in seeing
the exhibits of foreign countries and comparing them
with oiu' own, it must be assured that our fisherman can
learn many things of value and importance to them by a
study of such exhibits.

But, aside from the mere question of trade, and the en-
thusiasm which comes from recollection of sport we have
enjoyed in angling, or the official zeal felt by those who
are charged with great responsibilities, there is a peculiar
reason why our love of coimtry should prompt us to a
special effort to bring prominently to the notice of the
world an American industry which has played so iDromi-
nent a part in the history and development of this nation.

It is not perhaps so well known as it ought to be that
fishing was the first industry prosecuted in the Western
World, and that it led to the settlement of regions that
offered small attraction of other kinds.

It is nevertheless an historical fact that fleets of fishing

vessels followed close in the wake of Columbus, and.

UNITED STATES FISHERIES BUILDING, WORLD'S FAIR.

Fair have arranged to construct a group of buildings
specially designed for the purpose of a fisheries exhibit

—

an action which should result in the most hearty cooper-
ation of all who are interested in fishing and the indus-
tries dependent thereon, and the inauguration of such an
effort on their part as will result in making this section
of the exposition equal to any in completeness and
attractiveness.
Before pi-oceeding to a more detailed consideration of

these buildings, permit me to say that the exhibit of the
U. S. Fish Commission, illustrative of its work and func-
tions—including scientific exploration, fishculture and
fisheries, but exclusive of live fish—will be located in the
Government building, immediately opposite the center of
the main fisheries building, with which it will be con-
nected by a bridge crossing the ornamental lagoon.
For the reception and accommodation of general ex-

hibits of fish, fisheries, and fishculture, both domestic
and foreign, there will be a group of three buildings,
most admirably and appropriately located on an island
in the lagoon at the northern part of Jackson Park, near
the outlet of Lake Michigan. These buildings have been
designed in the Spanish Btyle by the well-known archi-
tect, Mr. Hemy Ives Cobb. They will be somewhat
unique, but exceptionally graceful and pleasing to the
eye, while their ornamentation, form and dimensions
have been considered with the special object of adapting
them to the purposes for which they will be erected.
Withal, they will have a warm tone of color which will
offer a pleasing contrast to the other exposition buildings.
The illustrations herewith presented will doubtless render
unnecessary any elaborate description, since a considera-
tion of them will enable one to form a correct estimate of
the leading features of Mi-, Cobb's design.

Tiie main central structure is rectangular in form,
450ft. long and 150ft. wide. This will be the great central
hall, where will be displayed all that pertains to com-
mercial fishing and fishculture, including apparatus of
captm-e, boats, vessels, products, models of fish-breeding
establishments, pond«, etc.

Connected with each end of the main hall by an
elegant curved arcade is a circular building about 1351 1.

in diameter. The one at the east, nearest the lake shore,
will be devoted to an exhibit of living specimens of fish
and other forms of aquatic life. Let me say that this
building will have a grand central rotunda 180ft. in cir-

public-spirited anglers in America and other countries, as
well as all those interested in the manufacture and sale
of anglers' outfits, will join hands in making this the
grandest display of its kind that has ever been seen. For
never in the world's history has there been such satisfac-
tory provision for showing all the details of the gentle
art. Not only wiU there be ample room for installation of
exhibits, but here, right in the shadow of the building, fly-

casting and bait-casting can be held, and the art of the
angler may be tested, from shore or boat, in friendly trials

of skill, and in the exhibition of the various modes and
methods of angling.
As to what may be embraced in this fisheries exhibit, I

believe the classification adopted is sufficiently broad in
its scope to permit the inclusion of anything which will
be strictly germane to fish or fishing. This seems to
cover the whole field, and under it not only will it be
proper to show living and mounted sjiecimens of all

forms, from microscopic animals to whales, together with
aquatic or marine vegetation, and the apparatus for their
capture, but it will also include the products of the
fisheries and their manipulation in all their varied forms
of methods and material. Besides this, there will be
ample opportunity to illustrate angling of every descrip-
tion, together with fishcultui-e and the literature of fish-
ing and all that pertains thereto. Indeed, I can think
of nothing which would be of value to the fisheries ex-
hibit that cannot properly be included under the classifi-

cation referred to.

I have thus briefly outlined what has been and will be
done by the Exposition management to provide for a great
fisheries exhibit. It now remains with others to make
this one of the most attractive and successful features of
the World's Fair, as I believe it will be: for it must be
fairly assumed that those who are interested in fishing
and all that pertains thereto will not permit this grand
opportunity to pass unimproved. From information now
at hand, we have reason to expect marked enthusiasm in
this matter on the part of all the fisheries interests in this
cotmtry, and that as a result there will be gathered at
Chicago in 1893 a magnificent and exhaustive display
illustrative of angling, commercial fishing, fishculture
and the science of the seas. It will thus be possible for
the citizens of other countries who are our customers to
find there an infinite variety of fishery products—the
harvest of seas, lakes and rivers—and the whole world

within a few years after his discovery of America fisher-
men of Spain, Portugal, England and France were ply-
ing their lines on the banks of Newfoundland. The very
names of some of our headlands, islands and bays, are
suggestive of fishing and the abundance of fish in their
vicinity. Capt. John Smith gave the name of Cape Cod
to that famous arm of Massachusetts, because, as he said,
cod were so abundant near there that they "belabored"
the sides of his ship.

It was fishing that led to the settlement of New Eng-
land. When the delegates from the Puritans went to
King James and asked for permission to settle America
he with true Scottish thrift, asked what profit might
arise. They answered, "Fishing." This seemed to im-
press the King favorably, for he said: "So, God have my
soul; 'tis an honest trade; 'twas the Apostles' own call-
ing." And so this little band of pilgrims established
themselves on the rugged rock-bound coast of New
England, in a harbor which they described as being in
the shape of a fishhook.
The free school, one of the grandest and most important

heritages of American children, was first established and
maintained from the income of the fisheries at Cap God.
The part which our fishermen took in the establishment

of the independence of this country forms one of the most
striking and glorious pages in the history of the Revolu-
tion. Indeed, it is perhaps not too much to claim that
the result of that struggle might have been very different
had it not been for the courage and aggressive energy of
the men who had been trained in our fisheries. On more
than one occasion they saved the American army from
defeat and enabled it to achieve important victories. I
will not stop to recount them in detail, but will simply
say that we have it on so high an authority as General
Knox, Washington's chief of artillery, that the victory
at Trenton— one of the most important of the Revolution
—was due, more than anything else, to the part taken in it

by fishermen, Years after tlie close of the war, when
General Knox was a member of the Masssohusetts Le.gisla-
ture, Marblehead applied for a charter for a bank. There
.was opposition to it. Then General Knox arose and stated
the claims of Marblehead and the reason they should be
recognized. "I am surprised," said he, "that Marblehead
should ask so small a privilege as that of banking and that
there should be opposition to it. Sir, I wish the members
of this body knew the people of Marblehead as well as I
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do. I could wish that they had stood on the banks of the
Delaware River in 1777, in that bitter night wlien the
Commander-in-Chief liad drawn np his little army to

cross it, and liad seen the powerful current bearing on-
ward the floating masses of ice, which threatened destruc-
tion to whomsoever should venture upon its bosom. I
wish that when this occurrence threatened to defeat the
enterprise, they could have heard that distinguished war-
rior demand: 'W]\o will lead us on?' and seen the men of

Marblehead, and Marblehead alone, stand forward to lead
the army along tJie ])eri]ous path to unfading glories and
honors in the achievement of Trenton. There, sir, went
the fishermen of Marblehead, alike at home ui)on land or

water. Alike ardent, patriotic and unflinching, when-
ever they unfurled the flag of the country.
The privateers of that period were manned mostly by

fishermen, and their captures of British merehSntmen
undoubtedly had much to do with the conclusion of the
war and the establishment of American independence.
Sabine remarks that the books of Ijloyd's Coifee House
show "that from May, 1776, to February, 1778, the Amer-
ican privateers (173 in numiser) made prizes of 733 British

vessels, which, with their cargoes, were worth more than
$25,000,000, after deducting the valite of the property re-

taken and restored. * * * The mercantile interests

became at last so clamorous as to render the war unpop-
ular, and to embarrass the ministry in their measures to

continue it."

I deem it unnecessary to enter into a fuller discussion of

the public services of our fishermen, who, in the second
war with Grreat Britain, manned our war ships and
swarmed in every sea on privateers, and who at all times,
whenev^er the occasion demanded it, have "rallied round
the flag" to maintain and uphold it against all aggression.
But I will say that this is a matter that shovild not be
passed unnoticed, and is one that should prompt us to

make an additional effort, if need be, in gathering and
placing on exhibition at the World's Fair all that may
tend to illustrate every phase and condition of those in-

dustries in which we are especially interested, and for the
conservation and maintenance of which we are in duty
bound to exert ourselves to the utmost of our ability.

FISH IN MAINE WATERS.
THE Harry Moore party, already mentioned in the

Forest and Stream, is back from Moosehead Lake.
The trip was a most successful one, as indeed the trips of
this party usually are. There is no use of denying the
fact that experience and familiarity with the waters
fished has a great deal to do with the success of fisher-

men. The party took nearly 300 trout, saving none of
less than lib, weight. Mr. J. A. Faulkner, of Lowell,
was "high line" of the party, in the way of the heaviest
fish caught. He took a lake trout weighing Sl+lbs. The
fish measured 34in. length, was lOJin. in depth. Across
the tail the measure was lOin. A diagram of the trout
was shown on 'Change at the Boston Chamber of Com-
merce the day of the return of the party. It was cmious
to note the comments of those who saw it, but were not
familiar with the possibilities of Moosehead Lake. The
diagram was made by laying the trout on paper and
drawing aronnd him with a pencil; but the wise ones did
not believe that there ever was a trout as large. They
nudged one another with the wink that the figure was a
put up job.

Those trout at Swan Lake, Swanville, Me., are attract-
ing a good deal of attention. The wonder is that although
fishing in the pond has been done for years, and that the
lake is within a few miles of the city of Belfast, yet the
work of taking of such trout by trolling has \vaited all

these years to be initiated in the spring of 1891 by Fish
Commissioner H. O. Stanley. It has long been known
that these great trout were in the lake, but no one has
succeeded in getting them. One was shown at H. C.
Litchfield's tackle shop, on Washington street, Boston,
the other day. The fish weighed 71bs., was 22in. long and
15in. in girth. It was caught by Col. C. B. Hazeltine, of
Belfast, s^ho has taken ranch inteiest in these trout. By
•Mr. Litchfield the fish was pronounced a sea trout, and
the theory is that they come up the river from the salt

water, the lake being not far from the influence of tide
water. Others declare that they are only perfect brook
trout, grown large from the abundance of the feed in the
lake. The fish shown at Litchfield's wa,s pronounced a
wonderfully handsome trout. A number of sportsmen
visiting that lake have taken remarkably fine fish. Col.
Hazaltine is determined yet to take them with the fly,

and if skill and energy will accomplish such a feat, he
will be sure to do it. Mr. Chickey, subscription agent of
the Boston Herald, wa.s at Belfast on Saturday, and was
shown a trout just brought in from the lake, that weighed
Sjlbs. Ml'. Chickey says that they called it a "sea trout,"
but that he was unable to see any points different from
the ordmary brook trout, except that the red spots were
less bright, and that the sides were more silvery than the
sides of the brook trout usually are. In shape it was a
perfect brook trout.

Fishing in eastern Maine is reported to be remarkably
good. Landlocked salmon are being taken from Sebec
Lake, near Foxcroft, in great numbers, and they are of
good size. The record of last Sunday—those fellows will
fish on Sunday, for they say that the fish bite better on
that day—-was twenty-eight, the larger running up to
the vicinity of a dozen pounds. It is worthy of note that
though this lake was formerly stocked with pickerel, and
later with black bass, that the salmon seem to be gaining
possession, and to be driving the bass and pickerel into
the shallow waters near the shores. The lake is well
supplied with smelts, after the manner of the Sebago
waters, and the salmon are thriving upon them.
Eeports from the Rangeleys are not of as flattering a

nature as on former seasons. The exodus of fishermen
to those famous resorts has never been greater, but gen-
erally they return rather poorly satisfied . I have seen a
number of returned Boston gportsmen, and scarcely one
of them pronounces the fishing at the Rangeleys up to
former seasons. But few big trout have yet been taken,
as compared with former seasons. I hear it suggested on
every hand that now that the railroad is about completed
"clear to Rangeley," that the fishing will be worse over-
done than ever. Raih'oads to the very homes of the trout,
with fine hotels and all the comforts'of city life, are not
condacive to fine catches of trout. Tom-ists and summer
residents may be drawn to the Rangeleys by the railroad,
but the sportsmen sigh for the old days when it was a
work of hardship to get there; but, oh, the trout that one

could get! Those days are gone forever. The march of
the iron horse has driven the bufiialo into the past, and
the result will doubtless be the same with the trout and
the deer.
A party of the members of the Inglewood Club started

for the preserves of that club on Wednesday. This is the
first full party of sportsmen to these preserves in New
Brunswick this season , and they go with great expecta-
tions. There is but little chance but what their expecta-
tions will be realized, for the club controls some of the
finest fishing grounds in the country. The names of the
party are: Jerome Hilburn, of GilmanBros. ; Samuel
Shaw, of the Murdock Parlor Grate Co. ; E. Noyes AVhit-
comb, of Whitcomh & Barleigh; Gen. W. Walker, of
Pawtucket, R. I.; E. H. Sampson, paper and twine
dealer: J. H. Houston, of the dry goods house of R. H.
White & Co.; W. H. Mitchel, banker; Geo. H. Rimback,
of Goodwin & Rimback, of the Crawford HouBe; .John
W. Wetherbee, lumber dealer; H. P. Brigham, Boston
agent of P. Lorillard's tobacco; L. S. Brown, of Blaney,
Brown & Co. Mr. Brown has taken a great deal of
interest in the Inglewood Club. A slight change in the
programme of leaving Boston has been made. The party
will all go on Friday, with the exception of Mr. Brown
and Mr. Brigham, who left on Wednesday,
A late dispatch from J, A. French, proprietor of the

Union Waterpower's camps at the Upper Dam, Me., says
that on Tuesday C. J. Bateman, of Boston, hooked on to
what proved to be a landlocked salmon at 7:45 A. M.. but
did not land the fish until 8:20. The fish weighed 71bs.

and 14oz. It was 29in. long. It was taken on a Leonard
8ioz. rod and a Montreal fly, in the pool below the dam,
Lewis Chadwick did the netting of the fish. Mr. French
adds that the fishing is good. In four days 250 trout have
been taken. One weighed 6ilbs. and another 5lbs. Mr.
Bateman and Mr. Kelley are among the most successful.

They fish with the fly only. Special.

TROUT AND PICKEREL.
BROOKLYN, May 30.—The grippe seized me on March

28, holding me fast here in Brooklyn for three full

weeks, before I could gain strength and joluck enough to
get to my home among the hills of H—, Conn., conse-
quently like many another I lost my trouting season
almost entirely.

One afternoon Jim was going out to cut the inevitable
and annual peabrush and beanpoles, and I mustered cour-
age enough to ride out with him, and while he was getting
his load 1 wet my line in a convenient brook, taking in
about an hour and a half, eighteen small trout; and after
giving three to a sick neighbor, the remainder made us
a good breakfast the next morning. Jim and I went out
once after that, and from the same brook took twenty-
eight which gave us two pleasant meals. We threw back
into the stream many that would not bear the 6in. law
test. The same brook had been fished by several others
this season with good success as far as numbers are con-
cerned, and I could not help thinking what fine sport this
brook would afford if it could only be left unfished for
two or three years; and the same would be true of all

other streams in that locality. Could this suspension of
fishing the streams be accomplished, while I might not
"be there to see,'" I should have the satisfaction of know-
ing that somebody would have splendid sport. Something
has got to be done to protect trout, either by shortening
the open season very much, or suspension of fishing for
one, two or three years, or else lovers of the sport must
content themselves with fingerlings, or in sitting on the
fence watching posted-brook fishermen catch trout. I
meant to have told you of the big scheme I had for catching
pickerel through the ice: and though it is a little "out of
season'' now, and besides the scheme did not materialize
for reasons hereinafter named, it may amuse you to hear
it. During last February I had determined trying the
pickerel throug-h the ice, and knowing that minnows or
baitfish were diiBcult to procure, I just imagined I could
fool the voracious pickerel with spirling otherwise called
smelt; so buying ten 2:)0U.nds of the smallest, deadest and
hardest frozen smelt in the market I started. The next
day, the only one I had to devote to the pickerel , was
"colder 'n blue blazes" and I respectfully declined allow-
ing the poor pickerel the unheard of privilege of sam-
pling smelt on so cold a day. So I divided my ten pounds
of smelt among my neighbors, saving enough for my own
table, and -thus ended my big echeme on the pickerel.
Now, what I want to know is this. Will some fisherman
try smelt for pickerel bait next winter, or will every
body laugh at my folly? If I am alive next winter 1 shall
endeavor to give the pickerel another chance at smelt.

A.

AFTER CANADA'S SALMON AND TROUT.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Senator D. M. Read, of Bridgeport, and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Briggs, of the same place, returned here a few
days ago from their charming summer headquarters on
the Metabetchouan River, a few miles off the line of the
Quebec & Lake St. John R. R. They were delighted with
their trip and took a very large number of handsome red
trout, some exceeding SIbs. in weight. It is the intention
of Messrs. Read and Briggs to return to their preserve in
the early autumn, accompanied by other members of the
Metabetchouan Fishing and Game Club.
U, S. Consul Ryder, of Quebec, has just made a very

large catch, all with the fly, at Cedar Lake, or Kiskisink,
which is 135 miles from Quebec. His fish averaged over
a pound in weight.
Other large catches have been made in Lake Edward,

the largest lake between Lake St. John and Quebec,
which measures over 30 miles in length. Messrs. McCor-
mick and Odell, of this city, recently took there, in two
days, 60 trout weighing lOOlbs., besides a number of
smaller ones. Guests at the hotel on Lake Edward,
which adjoins the railway station, are conveyed to their
camping or fishing grounds by steam yacht. Members of
the Quebec Press Club had good sport early this week
and took some heavy fish at the mouth of Rat River on
the westerly side of Lake Edward. Recent departures
from Quebec to Lake Edward include Messrs. P. J. En-
wrightandA. L. Barrows, of Burlinaton, Vt., who left

here by train yesterday morning. They are both mem-
bers of the Laurentian Fishing Club and have hitherto
done most of their Canadian trout fishing in the lake
country north of Three Rivers. The well-known author
of "Where the Trout Hide," Mr. Kit Clarke, of New

York, was here a couple of days ago, on his way to his
favorite camping ground at Isle Paradise, in Lake Ed-
ward, and is accompanied by Mr. Nat Rogers, of New
York. The Paradise Fin and Feather Club, of which Mr.
Clarke is a prominent member, has a splendid club house
on an island in the lake, and Mr. Clarke will probably
camp there for two or three weeks and then go to Lake
St. John to wrestle again with the gamy ouananiche.

Messrs. William Lee and D. Rickaby took twelve dozen
speckled trout last week in the lakes belonging to the
latter mentioned, on the line of the Lake St. John Rail-
way, none being under half a pound in weight. Lieut.-
Governor Angers has just returned from the lakes of
the Laurentide Club with some ninety fish. A 31b. trout
was taken last week in one of these lakes. While the
lake fishing has been exceptionally good, nothing of any
consequence has so far been done in Canadian trout
streams, the rivers being still high, and the snow
water from the inland woods being still in them. In-
dications ai'e that later in the season a number of camp-
ing and exploring parties will ai'range for excursions this
season through the country north of Lake St. John.
A New York gentleman, writing to your correspondent,
propases to canoe it up to Ashuapruouchouan for several
miles, then, with his Indians, portage or carry his canoe,
provisions, etc., into Lac .Jeanne, the source of the Was-
siemska, which is one of the southwesterly tributaries of
the Mistassini River, and float down these streams into
Lake St. John. This trip will occupy about a fortnight.
Salmon fishermen are rushing to their respective rivers.

There are already on the Restigouche, Cornelius J. Yan-
derbilt, H. B. Hoiland, Chester Griswold, Billy Florence,
Dudley Olcott, Abraham Lansing, Charles Berryman
and W. H. Sage of New York, and Messrs. 1. H. Stearns
and Ives of Montreal. Henry Hogan of Montreal left

to-day for St. Aune des Monts to fish the St. Aune River,
and R. G. Dun of New York and Hodges of Boston are on
the Natashquan on the north shore. On another north
shore river, the Moisie, are Messrs. Amos R. Little, David
G. Yates and Edward P. Borden and party of Piiiladel-

phia. On their return from their salmon expedition they
will iish their trout preserves on the Metabetchouan, prob-
ably in August. The Watchichou, on the north shore,
will be fished this summer by Mr. L. Pike of New York.

E. T. D. C'HAIvlBERS.
Quebec, June 5.

ANGLING NOTES.

AN enthusiastic fly-fisherman residing in California
writes for information I'egarding the Dolly Yarden

{Salvelinus malma,). He complains that they V7ill not
rise to the fly, though they take bait very Avell, even the
humble "barnyard hackle," generally known as
"wums." He is of the opinion that they need educat-
ing, and suggests the introduction of a. few of our
sprightly Eastern brook trout for comijanions in order
that a good example might teach them to appreciate the
beauties of the "fluttering fly."

Many others have made inquiries about these Western
trout, and the subject has been pretty Avell discussed,
still such matters are always interesting to fishermen,
and particularly to those who are about going on West-
ern trips.

I have fished in some of the waters of the far West,
and, as far as I could observe, I found three 6X)ecies of the
salmon family, the Dolly Varden (Sa/'i-eZmz^s 7naZ//ia), the
black-spotted salmon trout (Sahno mykiss), and the rain-
bow {Salmo rideus). The natives call these by all sorts of
names regardless of rule, and it is impossible when they
speak of "mountain trout," or "spotted trout," or "salmon
trout," or "brook trout," etc., to knowwhat theymean or
what species they refer to. The Dolly Varden is the
only true trout or member of the SalveJinuii family
found on the Pacific slope, btit its habits resembles the
lake trout more than the speckled trout. We could not
catch tliem on the fly, though I was told that they did oc-
casionally take a bright salmon fly. What few we caught
we took by trolling with a mottled pearl bait. It was in

the month of September and they were just spawning, so
we did not make any great effort to capture them. The
largest we killed weighed 9}lbs.

The rainbows we took were small and did not seem very
anxious to make our acquaintance. These fish spawn in
the BiH'ing and were as indifferent about our flies as their
brethren that have been introduced in our own water's.

Tbe Salmo mykisN ov irurpuratus (the black spotted trout)

was decidedly superior to the rainbow. Thej^ took the
fly boldly, fought bravely and were a fine fish on the
table with firm pink flesh. They vary very much in color,

and the male and female are so different in appearance
that many of the resident fishermen consider them a dif-

ferent variety. They are found in all the Western lakes
and riv^ers and furnish food and sport to thousands of
anglers.
The quiet colored flies saem to be the favorites, such as

the light and dark-coachman, brown-palmer, professor,

brown-hen, golden-spinner and cowdung. The addition
of jungle-cock shoulders adds to their killing qualities,

and the patent fluttering flies are great favorites in the
West. The sizes of hooks depend on the waters they are
to be used in. the same as in the East, but No. 8 will
answer for most localities,

When first visiting the West the Eastern angler jwill

find some difiiculty in hooking these fish, for they show
their salmon blood in the manner of taking the fly, audit
does not answer to strike them quickly. AH that is neces-

sary is to tauten the line as they turn to go down. They are
splendid fighters and jump freely, and a 21bs. fish will

take off line in a manner that will make the reel buzz.

They also spawn in the spring. Why these fish were not
introduced on the Atlantic coast, instead of the rainbow,
is a mystery that will never be explained.

Scablet-Ibis.

Skowhegan, Me., June 9.—Large forest fires are raging in
the vicinity of the Upper Enchanted Ponds and on the Par-
lin Stream. The region within a radius of thirty miles is

completely enveloped in a dense suffiocating cloud of smoke.
The extent of tbe fires is unknown, but it is feared that all

the dams on the Parlin Stream and the lumber camps there
and on the Upper Enchanted will be destroyed. Nothing
but rain will keep fires from spreading.

UNBQUAiiLSD FOR USE IK ALL SiABiiES —The harness dressing
prepai'ert by J^rauk Miller & boas is one o£ tbe most desirable
articles for livery, express and private stables, for it is simply a
finishing dressing and the best ever manufactured.—
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Tackled a Sturgeon.—There was a lot of fun in the
OvSxvego RiTer below the Northwestern elevator yesterday.
When the big barge Eesolute was going out her wheel
came in contract with a large sturgeon, which was
stunned by the blow and came to the surface, where he lay
apparently lifeless. Several lumber sbovers who were on
the dock saw his sturgeonship and half a dozen of them
jumped into a boat and went out to secure the prize.

Among the number was "Alf" Moran, the wrestler. When
the boat was alongside of the big fish "Alf" threw both
arms around the smooth and eel-like skin of his sturgeon-
ship and endeavored to lift him into the "punt." The
sturgeon, however, was in no mood to be trifled with.
The wheel of the Eesolute had dealt him a hard blow and
he was not feeling well. When he discovered himself in

the clasp of the brawny 'longshoreman, he brought his

big flat tail around with all his might, struck his captor
full in the face, and with a parting kick slid from his

embrace out into the river. The crowd laughed and
"Alf" got mad. He was determined to capture the stur-

geon if he had to go into the river and fight it out tliere.

Grasping the oar he sculled out into the stream and re-

newed the contest. The sturgeon wriggled, twisted and
squirmed, but it was no use. "Alf" had him fast around
the middle, .and the squeezing he received must have made
his sides ache. To Hft him into the boat, however, was
another thing, and as the men present refused to lend a
hand it was no easy job. At last "All" got his hands
into the gills of the big fish, and with a mighty effort

threw him into the boat, amid the applause of half a hun-
dred 'longshoremen who had witnessed the contest from
the docks. The fish was taken to "Tosser" Griffin's and
found to weigh just seventy-one pounds.— Osii'6'(/o (N. Y.)

Palladium.

Newfound L.ike.—Salem, Mass., June 5.—I noticed in

your issue of June 3 an article entitled "Newfound Lake,
N. H.," by "P. L.," which seems to be largely in the in-

terest of the hotel keepers in the vicinity of the lake. I

think your readers should hear the other side, or from
the less fortunate ones who have visited this beautiful
lake. I with several friends spent considerable time
trolling the shores of this lake, and with all our best
efforts we only succeeded in capturing one iQsh, and this

one was the only one that took our bait while fishing
there. We put in about 15 hoiirs each day; from nearly
fifty persons fishing at that time on the lake (and this

was the height of the fishing season), I could not learn
that more than one in ten had succeeded in taking a fish

while I was there. Now, if our friend "P. L." will tell

us how Mr. Geo. H, Fowler, of Bristol, N. H., succeeded
in taking seventy-six fish weighing GSilbs., we will

gladly pay any reasonable price for the recipe, and as
we do not wish to depopulate the lake in one season,
and are perfectly willing that others should have a
chance to take a fish, we will sign an obligation to leave
off the seventy and content ourselves with the six fish.

If it was possible that Mr. Fowler did or could take se^--

enty-six fish in one seaaon from so small a lake (which
must have necessitated his going into the fish business,

to say the least of it) there is no credit to him in the eyes
of alf lovers of our beautiful game fish, who will, where-
cver found, be more ready to protect and seek to increase
and multiply them than to exert every energy to capture
the greatest number possible,

—

Bruin.

Canadian Duties on Rods and Guns.—June 6.—

I

have read with a great deal of interest the two commu-
nications in this week's Forest a.nd Stream regarding
Lake St. John. A friend of mine fished there last sum-
mer and tells me it was the most interesting, exciting and
satisfactory fishing outing he ever enjoyed. There is one
matter of which I have seen no mention in print which
the sportsmen of the United States should be acquainted
with, and that is that the Custom authorities of Canada
require a duty of §7 to be paid on each rod. reel and gun.
It as, it seems to me, rather a suicidal law for the Domin-
ion of Canada, and I presume after having been in opera-
tion for a year or two will be repealed, In my own case,
I obtained from the Customs department at Ottawa in-

Etructions to the Collector of Customs at Quebec to accept
a deposit on rods and tackle, to be refunded on my leav-
ing Canada. The commissioner wrote me that applica-
tion for remission of duties were very niunerous, as I can
readily believe.—H. S. Chandler,

THE KANKAKEE RIVER QUESTION.
Editor Foreiit and Siream:
[n answer to Mr. K. Hough's article in a recent number of the

FOBEST AND STREAM, in which article he dilates upon the beauty
of tue Kanliakee River, the city of Momence, ami relative to the
fish and game laws not being properly enforced, I have a few re-
marks to make upon the subject.
I was once a cit izen of Momence, and was appointed fish warden

nt that i.>lace in April, 1880, but since that time I have located at
La Salle, 111., where you will find me still fieniins in behalf of the
finny tribe. Any one can testify as to my work at any point be-
tween Seneca and Henry, 111. This, the Illinois River, is the home
of the fishermen, but I think you will find more restriction in the
law in this territory this year than has been had for years pist,
and I am assured by the pole fishermen that the flRh are much
more plentiful and much more easily caught than formerly at
this paiut.
I atrree with Mr. Hough as regards the Kankakee River being a

lovely stream, and think he will find as good fly-fishermen at
Momence as evpr handled a rod or oast a line in any stream in
the State. Among those whom I might name, and who would be
pleased to meet Mr. Hough should he again visit Momence, are
Messrs. W. M. Durham, Ool. e. Daryee, W. P. Watson, J. D.
White, Fred Knighthart and numerous others.
Aa to lawless fishing, the river is practically a protected stream,

taking into consideration the Illinois River, as I have made three
Beiznres of ne's this seaaon, viz.: April 15, seven nets at Perxi, 111.;

May 13, twelve nets between LaSalle and Hennepin; May 26, left
LaSalle in company with two assistants, Messrs. Wm. Halen and
Edward Shannon, at 3 A. M., aid arrived at Henry at 4:30 P. M., a
distance of thirty-five miles, in row boats, and confiscated two
Avinged flke and one trammel net. These latter nets belonged to
parties who were in the act of illegal fishing, but npon our ap-
proach fled to avoid arrest. This shows that twenty-two nets
have been confiscated hy me since the close of the season. One
mnst take into consideration the amount of work done and time
involved in this, .and all without recompense or remuneration for
so doing.

I launched my skiff nt Momence and traveled to the month of
the lUioois, thence down to Marseilles, and made an inspection
of every dam on the river. I also served flshway notices on the
parties owning or controlling these dams. What more could have
been done? If, as you say. a company or association is formed to
proceed with the work and bring legal proceedings for damages
where flshw.ays are not constructed, we can give the fish free
passage up and down the river; but until that time we are help-
less. There are eight dams in the Kankakee River, viz: Momence
two, 6ft. in height each; Waldron or Aroma one, 6ft.; Kankakee
one, 8ft.; slack water navigation dam above Wilmiiigtnn, 17ft.;

Wilmington one, 6ft.; slack water navigation dam below Wilming-
ton, 7J6ft., and Is open for lish; Feeder dam, Sft^, then comes the
first dam on the Illinois Rtver, at MarBeiUes, 9ft, and Is -wUhout

flshway. There is a fish warden, Mr. M. R. Kelley, at the Feeder
dam above mentioned, and whose post office address is Wilming-
ton.
As regards the spearing of fish at Momence, Mr. Hough claims

to have noticed a dozen or more spearing lignts even inside tlie
city limits. Let me ask if Mr. Hough conid riot have ascertained
the naTJies of at least one of th» parries who were spearing and
had tbem brought to justice? How often do complaints of like
nsture come to me from parties who know the facts, yet are not
willing to give the names of those who persist in the violation of
the law. And again, the writer of the article puDlished admits
that he purchast^d a bass weighine 'li-.ilbs., and which iiad been
speared. He must know that the purchase of or having of fish in
possession whicn have been caught in an unlawful manner lays
the purchaser liable to the law, and more especially when the
unlawful act is known to have been so. Such acts do not have a
tendency to «top the Fpearing, hut on tfie contrary encourages it,

from the fact that tlic spearers find sale for what they catch.
This cannot be gaiuHaid.

It has been my experience to find more trotible with parties
who own or control clubhouses than with those who follow fish-
ing as a means of livelihood. The former bold they have a more
legal right to fish at any time than others, as thoy control, or
claim to control, the water at tlie point where their club house is
located. In this last I can and do spoak from actual experience.
In speaking of the Fox River Association and its method of

working, all are heartily in sympathy wiih it and we can see the
benefit of it. Its raembcrs are to be conarratulated for their efforts
in behalf of the tish, and it would he well to have more of a like
nature within the State.
In conclusion, I trust Mr. Hough will not in .anyway feel of-

fended at these remarks, and I should he greatly pleased to meet
him at any time. I shall do all that lies in mv power to protect
both fish and game. M. D. Ghebn, Fish Warden.
La SAiLE, HI. -

The Foli-ett Patent Automatic Fishing Ron Butt and
RebTj has received the endorsement of our most expert anglers.
The entire mechanism is contained in the butt, weight being so
centralized that balance is given to the rod and no fatigue to the
wrist experienced. The reel can be exchanged for difl'erent weight
at pleasure. The brnke is operated entirely by the hand lioldirg
the rod, leaving the other free to handle net or for other purposes.

^h^ Mmmh
All communications must reach us by Tuesday

of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Yonngstown Kennel Club, at
Yonngstowni. O.
Sept. (I to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Club, at Hamilton, Out.
Sept. 14 to IS.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stone, Seo'y and Sunt.
Sept. 23 to 25.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Montreal Exposition

Company, at Montreal. Canada.
Sept. 29 to Oct. 1—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddea, Supt.
1893.

Jan. 13 to Ik—Second Annual Dog Show of the Sonth Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C F. F. Canera, Secretary.
GreenviUe, S. C.

FIELD TRIALS.
Xov. 3.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Clnb,

at BickneU, fnd. P. T. Madison, Secretary.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials (Jlub's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. O. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
Secretary.
Nov. ai.-Gentral Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lflxington, N. C. C. H. OdeU, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New-
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

GREYHOUNDS AT CHICAGO.
Editor Forest and Strcnm:
One of the privileges which the dog fancier jealously

guards and much enjoys, is addressing questions for informa-
tion to the papers that puhlish a kennel department. Any
person in good standing who seeks information either for
himself or for another, and who advances his qtiestions in a
courteous and pioper way, has the right to expect a courte-
ons .tnd intelligible answer from the paper consulted. In
its "Answers to Correspondeuts," as well as in the matter of
foot uotes, the Forest Ano Stp.eam has always been well
ahead of its competitors in this country. Its replies have
been marked by ability, sound advice, conciseness and strict
adherence to facts pertaining to the question involved.
Evasive, misleading, unintelligible, inaccurate statement is
something that the paper has always, since I have known it.

left others to wallow in. When I recently addressed a few
pertinent qtiestions to your keuuel editor about a wrong
report, an erroneous award and certain incorrect and mis-
leading statements that had unfortunately gotten into the
paper, I had every reason to believe that his answers would
be as they had been before—sound, explicit, relevant and
correct. Instead of such answers you have, carelessly I hope,
printed a foot note which I have no hesitation in saying
neither Foeest and Stkeam nor anybody else can make
sense of or understand, the foot note itself justifies this state-
ment. Instead of answering the questions asked, clearing
up matters, and telling us what is right and what wrong,
your kennel editor has contradicted himself, befogged your
readers, and left matters in a much worse condition than
ever before. Surely Mr. Lacy does not realize what that
foot note means to Forest and Stkea-m, if it is placed on
record as it now stands. Therefore, may I again, in a most
friendly way and for the benefit of those dog men who can-
not understand that foot note, ask Mr. Lacy for relevant
and explicit answers to the following questions:

1. Mr. Lacy tells us that he did not intend to write that a
greyhotiud shotild have a short back, but that he meant to
say "short loin." In view of the fact that he had already
written about the dog's loin this seems strange; but what
does he mean by telling us, after having distinctly stated
that the loin should be "short," that "we still maintain that
the short and strong loin, comparatively speaking, is what
is required"? What are we to understand from these con-
flicting statements? Should the loin be "short" as stated
in the Chicago report, short in comparison with the length
of the back or short in proportion to the length of loin seen
in other breeds?

2. Is there not other evidence besides the Chicago report
which goes to show that Mr. Lacy has called for short back
when it should not be short?

3. Mr. Lacy tells us that the greyhound Mother Demdike
is faulty in back and ribs. Will he kindly state in what
respect she is faulty?

4. Mr. Lacy says: "To prove that we did not mean that a
greyhound should have a short back it was only the week
before, while judging at Boston, that we pttt back an other-
wise good hound, Imperator, for that very fault." Now, as
a matter of fact, Mr. Lacy did nothing of the sort, which is
proved by his report on the greyhound class at Boston. This
is what lie said (Forest and Stream, April 9>: "Imperator
by some mistake was either not in the ring or was sent out
by the steward." [The report goes on to say "though too
short in back, etc."] And Mr. Lacy asks me to accept this as
"proof" that he "did not mean that a greyhound should
have a short back." Does it not seem strange that a judge
should put a dog back for havinga short back when he
never saw the dog in the ring? will your kennel editor
Mndly explain just where fehe "proof" comfis InP

5. In regard to the "wonderful rib development," Mr.
Lacy answers as follows: "Rib development does not mean
great spring of ribs, which a greyhound should not have
unless he has the necessary chest development to .support
it." This is entirely too much for me. How could the dog
have thi' "necessary chest development' " to support "great
spring of ribs" if he did not have the "great spring of ribs."
Mr. Lacy has overlooked the fact that the formation of the
ribs has quite a little to do with the development of the
chest. Will he kindly explain?

6. "Bib development," says Mr. Lacy, is "that length
of hnvk between the neck and the last rib" that "Stone-
lienge" speaks of. There is not a particle of evidence to
show that when "Stonehenge" wrote of length of back he
meant development of ribs or anything else. He intended
to say exactly what he did say. Does Mr. Lacy seriously
state that his allusions to "wonderful rib development,"
"rib development," etc., referred to the "length of back
between the neck and the last rib"? He might just as well
tell US that the length of head means length of tail. One
statement is as reasonable as the other.

7. Mr, Lacy asked us to believe that Lord Neverstill, "like
all of his breeding, is not well let down behind." The state-
ment does a grievotis wrong to every owner of dogs of this
strain. Lord Neverstill comes of illustrious stock and from
two families which are as well let dowm behind as any in the
world. If the statement is indor.sed by authority, or if a
particle of genuine proof can be produced in support of it,
will Mr. Lacy kindly name such authority and state where
such evidence can be found?
I asked if Mr. Lacy and Mr. Fellows, who had awarded

prizes to a prick-eared greyhound (not a greyhound that
^'occa.sionally" elevated its ears), would confer the same
honors upon prick-eared greyhounds when shown iti fairly
good comp.any. The answer was that another judge (the
writer) gave third jirize in a strong class of thirteen dogs to
a specimen with a "half inch overhanging top jaw." It is
only a few weeks since Mr. Lacy informed me that this dog
was overshot fully an inch. Now^ he has it half an inch,
.and I am in hopes that next time he wil.) get it right.
But what has this got to do with a question for information
courteou.sly asked? Two Avrongs do not make a right. The
qtiestion is, Would those gentletnen again award prizes to
prick-eared greyhounds .shown in a cla.ss that is fairly good?
I am Ciuite willing to discuss ray awards at the proper time
and in the proper place, and do it in such a way that your
readers will understand what I am writing about.

Chas. H. Masok.
New Yobk, June 8.

[Notwdth.standing Mr. Mason's formidable array of ques-
tions, they are only a reiteration of what was fully answered
in our last week's issue. If Mr. Mason cannot understand
our answer we know of no further remedy. Besides, the
subject is of hardly sufficient interest to merit a newspaper
controversy.]

Editor Forest a,nd Stream:
I am very sorry indeed that my friend, Mr. Chas. H.

Mason, should have been abtised on my account, but I am
now in a position to know that greyhoituds had nothing to
do with the matter. I know what cattsed the trouble, but
am not at liberty just now to tell. If the editors of the
daily papers referred to had asked my opinion, I should
have told them that I consider Mr. Mason the best judge in
America, if not in the world. I think he could detect a
fancy point in a dog through a brick wall quicker than I
could with a microscope.
About Elcho at Kingston, I will say that he did not have

prick ears when in the ring, but when taking notes of the
dogs on the benches I did see his ears elevated slightly, but
not by any means a prick ear. My hobby is work. I gave
first prize to the dog I thought could go the fastest and last
the longest. It would have made but mighty little differ-
ence to me if he had shown prick ears. I have read of a
variety of greyhotind called Heatherjocks, they had prick
ears or large' upstanding ones, but I did not read that it
hurt their running in the lea.st. Of course, in a high class
of greyhotinds, other things being equal, I would peg the
dog with prick ears back. The collie, champion Rex", had
one prick ear; I exhibited him from Ottawa to Washington,
and no judge ever caught him with his ear up when 1 was
shomng him.

I don't want any newspaper controversy with Mr. Mason,
his guns are of too large a caliber for rae. I have no time
to write, as writing won't buy the kid a coat, but I thought
I would set Mr. Mason right,"as I know Dr. Mills had noth-
ing to do with the letters to the Toronto papers.

J. Otis Fellows.
HoitNELnsviLLE, N. Y., .Tune 7.

TWO MATTERS.
Editor Forest and. Stream:

It gives me a great deal of pleasure to verify, in the most
positive manner, your supposition that Dr. Mills had no
share in the vttlgar atatise showered on Mr. Mason in some of
the Canadian papers, I holding Dr. Mills's letter, strongly
denouncing the whole bttsiness and expressing his contempt
for the low vulgarity of the.se attacks. Further, if I am
not mistaken. Dr. Mills has condemned these attacks in the
Canadian Kennel Gazette. Few things worry me more
than to have men I know to be honest and aiming at the
right for the right's sake, fall out, and while Mr. Mason and
Dr. Mills will probabiy never agree in their notions as to
dogs, they are in accord in contempt for crookedness of all
kinds, and this bond should keep them at least respectful
to each other, ditfer as much as they may. However. I sup-
pose it is a necessary preliminary to knowing and appre-
ciating Mr. Mason, to first have a "fight wdth him, for really
I do not now remember one of his many friends, who so
thoroughly esteem him, who did not begin by a fight, and
not a few found themselves in my fix of long ago, obliged to
apologize* to him for wrongs done him.
I think there may be another explanation of the waning

interest of hounds in ptirsuing the trail of wolves than that
suggested by Mr. Lort (vide your par on page 400). Dr. J. B.
Grimes, an old foxhunter, aiid one of education (not the rule
with the foxhunter.) told me that some years since a pack of
wolves broke over into the neighborhood of Kingwood, West
Virsinia, from Hoye's (or some of the other "wildernesses"
of West Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania) and that
upon attempting to hunt them with their foxhottnds, they
fotind the dogs entirely indifferent to the scent. Yet these
hounds were thoroughly reliable on the trail of fox, deer or
wildcat. It could not be fear of the quarry, for a hotind
that ever had a taste of an old "Tom" wildcat need not
count a wolf a seriotts job to tackle, and although rather
cowardly when not on chase, it is very rare that a hound
shows signs of fear when aroused by the excitement of a hot
chase, the exception of this being striking a hornet's or
yellow jacket's nest. Crowder had killed two wildcats singly
and got frightfully torn up at each kill, yet he would drop
his tail and run his best at the first taste of any stinging in-
sect. To return to following the wolf trail, I stispect that
the reason for the indifference of the hounds is that the
scent too closely resembles that of their own kind for them
to recognize it as game, yet as hounds seem to he tised for
trailing wolves, both in our West and in Russia, there must
be enough difference in the scents for hounds to be able to
discern it. On this point some of your western readers
should be competent to speak, and would do us a favor by
givin.g us the facts as to how hounds trail wolves, whether
naturally, or by special training, W. Wade.
HuMON, Pa., June 8,
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DOG CHAT.

WE havenoticed a decided improvemeTit for several weeks
past in the Icennel department of tbe BiipcUsh Fan-

cierfi' Qazette, showing that there was evidently a wide
awake writer doing the kennel pars. A Scotchman, Mr. J.

B. Smith of Glasgow, has, it seems, taken charge of this
paper's kennel interests. Mr. Smith is well-known in Scot-
land as a breeder and exhibitor of fox-terriers and a member
of the Scottish Kennel Club. Before jonrneying down to
Liondon town, he wa.s given a dinner by bis friends in the
Land o' Cakes, and indging by the enconiums passed npon
Mm and the improved appearance of their kennel depart-
ment, onr English contemporary has made a good move.

Tbongh the arrival of Scottish Prince has not created such
widespread interest as that of Sir Bedivere, still it marks
the advent of a dog that with age and proper handling is

bound to make a great name for himself in this country.
Mr. Samuel Mann, with Scottish Prince, Aristocrat aikl
Altonette, arrived last Monday morning by the steamship
Arizona after a rather rough passage of nine days. On
visiting Col. Eappert's temporary keanels at his brewery,
the two noted dogs were, to all appearances, holding a re-
ception, several St. Bernard men having come to get a ]ieep
at the cracks. Scottish Prince had, we were told, a hard
time of it during the voyage, the first three days being very
rough he was [irostrated by seasickne.ss and ate nothing for
three or lonr days, and is now only just coming round.
During the voyage he also broke out in several places a.ud
as he is out of coat as well, one cannot fonn a just opinion
of his true appearance. He is, however, a magnificently
built animal, exceptionally good on his pins, combining
great bone with a more than ordinary height, very nearly,
if not quite, 35in. at the shoulder. His depth of chest and
breadth and depth of loin are very noticeable. His head,
while not so .short as some judges like them, has a great depth
of muzzle and massiA^e skull. His eyes are particularly
good. His color is not so rich an orange as his kennel mate
Aristocrat, who is also a dog of more than ordinary size
and bone. Scottish Prince is by Prince Regent out of Moss
Rose. His grandsire is champion Plinlinunon and his pedi-
gree throuEjhont .shows winning blood on both sides. He
was whelped April ;34, 1889. He still looks puppyish and
will need another year to get fully "set." Aristoci-at is by
champion Plinlimmon out of Lady Adelaide. His blood is

also rich iu champion sires and dams. This dog is aptly
named, for his rich color and nice shadings and markings
give him a look of quality to which his actiAdty lends a jaunty
air. His bone is excellent and coat could not be improved.
His winnings make up a long list of firsts and specials, hav-
ing, we under.stand, won more first prizes than any other
St. Bernard last year. Col. Ruppert, Jr., certainly holds a
strong hand with this pair. Aristocrat showed himself to
be in good and healthy condition. We next proceeded to the
stall where Altonette was kenneled. She unfortunatelj'
contracted distemper at the time of sailing, and Mr. Mann
at one time had little hopes of landing her alive. She is,

however, now over the worst part of it, and only needs care-
ful nursing and fresh air. She is now almost a year old,
and is certainly a bitch of great height, nearly 33in. we were
told; she has also a roomy body. Her markings are very
pi-etty, but there is still room for improvement in her head,
which has hardly breadth and depth enough as yet. All
she needs is age and good ti-eatment. Altonette, as her
namedeuotps, is by Alton out of Scottish Lady, was whelped
June 30, 1890, and shows Nero 111., Queen Jura and Plin-
limmon blood in her pedigree. Some time since we pub-
lished a picture of Scottish Prince, which, though he was
only 18 months old Avhen the photograph was taken, shows
oS. his i7nmense bone and massive head to perfection. These
dogs will, unless Col. Ruppert alters his mind, be sent to
his Duchess Kennels at Poughkeepsie next Wednesday.
The sooner the better, as Prince and Altonetta both need
that exercise and fresh air which a run on a 75-a ere farm
will give them. Col. Rupi^ert, Jr., had some difficulty in
gettiriii- the dogs through the customs, having to sign a bond
of $1,700. In conclusion we must congratulate this gentle-
man upon his pluck and enterprise iu securing three typical
specimens of the holy breed, and the St. Bernard breeders
of the country will, we are sure, join with us in the hope
that both Scottish Prince and Altonette will soon be in
good condition again. They will both be put in a competent
veterinary's hands at once.

Mr. Mann also brought over with him a ten-weeks-old pup
named Heron for his father's kennel. This pup weighs
already SSlbs. During his visit to England he saw all the
crack St. Bernards, and expressed himself as much pleased
M-ith the treatment he received.

At a meeting held last Friday the Toronto Kennel Club,
after reporting that their late members' show was a finan-
cial sviccess, decided that the next competition be held the
&rst week in August. Special classes to be judged only and
their points explained. A smoking concert is announced at
an early date. In May, next year, a genei-al show of mem-
bers' dogs will be held. Messrs. Davey and Kirk were ten-
ered thanks for their services as judges at the last show.

From "Condensed Telegrams," in a recent issue of the
Sun, we read: "Mrs. Charles AVheatleigh's pug Victoria
still causes sorrovf at Hempstead, L. I., by her continued
absence."

The California Kennel Club is well pleased with the re-
sult of its recent show at San Francisco, especially as finan-
cially the show was a success. A much more ambitious at-
tempt is promised for next j'ear. The club now propose
holding a field trial, and with that end in view a committee
will be formed to hunt up suitable grounds within easy
access of the city with a view to leasing the shooting privil-
eges. The Pacific Kennel Club's trials will again be held at
Bakersfield this fall.

At a meeting of the New Jersey Kennel Club, held Friday
evening last, Mr. Peshall gave an account of the action
taken by the A. K. C. and their refusal to admit him as the
accredited delegate of the N. J. K. C. Mr. Peshall then ten-
dered his resignation as delegate to the A. K. C. Thereupon
the club unanimously refused to accept i t. The club is fully
decided to stand by their action, therefore Mr. Peshall is still

their delegate-elect. The following gentlemen sent in their
resignations as members of tbe club: Messrs. Pierre Loril-
laid, Jr., J. D. Shotwell, Rowland P. Keasbey, Benjamin
Edge and Gerhard Cissar. Mr. Peshall and Dr. Housniug
were appointed a committee to confer with the New Jer-
sey State Fair Association to see if any arrangement
could be made with them for a building suitable for the club
to give a dog show this fall.

We thank the Seminole Kennels for a very pleasing pho-
tograph of their noted collie, The Squire. They write us
that the demand for collies seems to be increasing, standing
next in popularity to the St. Bernards. As this kennel
have placed their aogs in the stud at prices that bring them
within the reach of every breeder, we should certainly soon
.see an improvement in young stock that will he shown next
year. There is every reason why the collie should become
popular, for no other breed is more intelligent and good-
natured. Leaving out of consideration their working capa-
bilities, which cannot be surpassed by any other breeds they
also, as comiianions of ladies and children or family pets,
commend themselves to public notice. The collie trials

which will be held by the collie club next year will serve to

draw attention to their useful qualities as an aid to the
farmer. We have no means of informing ourselves as to
the number of working dogs of recognized collie blood that
there are in this country, unless those breeders who )n-eed
for work instead of bench, can give us some informatioo on
the subject. If any of our readers own collies which they
use in farm work we are sure it would be interesting to have
them tell us their methods of training and of the many in-
telligent traits their dogs display while out at their work.
Many marvelous tales are told of their almost human intel-
ligence, and from what we have seen ourselves on the moors
and in some of the farming districts of England, we are
almost prepared to swallow them without the customary
seasoning,

"Whatever became of that greyhound you had?" "Killed
himself." "Really?" "Yes, tried to catch a fly on the small
of his back and miscalculated. Bit himself in two."— B?'oo?f.-

ly)i Life. Not .short enough in loin, very likely.

Our increased list of kennel advertisements every week
shows that breeders appreciate a medium by which they are
sure to sell their dogs. Among the new ones we notice this
week, we find that R. W. Sawyer has several St. Bernards
for sale: Chas. D. Bemheimer is disposing of his fox-terriers;
Chas. D. Roberts several pointers; Geo. C. Cross a cocker
bitch; Lone Star Kennels several pointers; M. C. Fnrst an
Irish .setter bitch; William Ledyard has several high class
beagles and a pointer for .sale. Frank Hope has a new ad-
vertisement and Dr. Glover calls attention to his vermifuge.
In the stud, Rochelle Kennels' black and tan terriers.

We regret to hear that Mr. William H. Case, of Lockport,
New York, has lost by poison his pointer bitch Flash. The
loss is all the more unfortunate as Flash had the reputation
of beiug the best broken dog in that part of the State.

We really should like to have some cheerful news from
Ottawa, but it would seem as if this were impossible.
"Clumber" writes us now that his Lass o' Beauty, which
went the round of the past circuit, was killed the other day
by a passing train. She was bred by tlie Duke of Westminster
and in 1887 won second at Birmingham, only time exliibited
in England. Over here she won first and special at Denver,
Boston and Buffalo, and second New York and Chicago, to
Lady Bromine.

On condition that he will run him in the coming field
trials, Mr. Anthony presented the young pointer RidgeAdew
Beau, by Tribulation out of Bloorao 11.^ to Mr. D. C. Bern-
heimer, the owner of the fox-terrier Raby Trigger. Mr.
Bernheimer will comply with the conditions", and we believe
Mr. Short will take the dog iu hand.

Mr. C. A. Stone informs us that the Collie Club has very
kindly donated their silver medal, value fSO, for the best col-
lie dog in the open class, and their bronze medal for the
best bitch, OAvned by members of the Collie Club, to be com-
Eeted for at the coming bench show of the Industrial Ex-
ibition Association, to be held in Toronto, September next.

The Collie Club show held a week or two since in England
seems to have been a miserable failure, only about eighty
dogs beiug benched. At the same time the quality of the
dogs present was of the best. We notice that in the chal-
lenge class Chestnut Hill Kennels' Christopher was second
to Metchley Wonder, as he was not in his u.sual bloom. In
the under "two-yeai--old class this kennel took third with
Wellesboume Captain, who is said to be the best in the class
but for his faulty carriage of ear. This kennel also took
fourth prize in the puppy class, with Wellesboume Sham-
rock, who wants time and more coat. In the under two-
year-old bitch class, Wellesboume Violet, reserve, is spoken
of as a aood one; she also won the special for the best, bred
by exhibitor. Metchley Wonder beat Christopher again in
the stud dog class, but in the brood hi reh class Chestnut
Hill scored with Bertha and also won the team prize. In
the collie Derby, Mr. Stretch, who sold Christopher to Mr.
Harrison, won "first, second and third with his entries, thus
making a new record.

At the South port (England; .show, Messrs. Toons and
Symonds's black and tan terrier Beaconsfield stu-prised his
friends by appearing in the challenge class, when he was
thousrhttobe in America. He won without competition.
In the open class Mr. Ijacy's Rhodes Oban beat the noted
Derby Bess, Messrs. Toons 'and Symonds's Prince Regent
taking third prize. In the novice class, however, Rhodes
Ob.au was beaten by Floribel, and also had to give w^ay to
Prince Regent, whom he had beaten in the other class. The
veteran Geo. Helliwell does not often make a mistake of this
sort. The competition for the ten-guinea cup for the best
dog in the show created great excitement. Those left in the
final were the bulldog British Monarch. Yorkshire terrier
Ted, the black spaniel Newton Abbott King and the sensa-
tional collie Sir Hector, who made his d6but at this show.
The five judges voted as follows: Newton Abbott King
three, and the collie and bulldog one vote each. Quite
a feather in the cap of the spaniel men. This is a com-
petition where Sir Bedivere always held trump cards.

In Ireland speedy ju.stice seems to follow those miserable
fellows who wantonly shoot "man's best friend." In a re-
cent trial the complainant stated that he was walking across
a field where the defendant was sowing seed, the dog left
his .side, and in a minute or so a shot was heard, and on the
complainant going to ascertain the cause he saw the defend-
ant shoot at the dog a.gain. The dog died soon after the
shots were fired. The defendant was fined So 'J5 and ordered
to pay §50 as compensation or in default to be imprisoned
thi-ee months with hard labor in Belfast jail. A few de-
cisions of that sort over here would have a beneficial effect
on some people who think a dog a good target.

Mr. S. L. Boggs, we learn, has arrived in London with
Messrs. Joe Lewis and W. H. Rutter, .Jr., and by this time
Messrs. Moore and Grosvenor will have also lauded on terra
firina. Messrs. Dole and Comstock are evidently lost iu the
wilds of Paris, as we hear nothing of them this week.

Dr. Mills writes us that we were quite correct in our sup-
position that he had nothing to do with the Canadian
ambush correspondence rc Mr. Mason, As a Canadian he
was ashamed of it and regretted it, though it expressed
after all the feelings of a very small number. A great deal
of it appeared long before he was aware of its puolication.
He believes that judges should be chosen solely for their
merit, and not because they reside here or there.

There are many English fanciers, and men who take a
passing interest in dogs in this country, who will read with
regret the news of the death of England's foremost sporting
do% judge—Mr. William Lort. He died at his friend Mr.
Assheton Smith's residence, A^aynol Park, Bangor, Wales.
The English papers speak very feelingly on his death and
characterize him as a fine British sxjortsman, an amiable
man and as popular an English gentleman as ever lived.
His long association with dog shows, from their early in-
ception, had made him a familiar figure at these gather-
ings. As an ail-round sportsman he had, it is said, no
superior. He had made several journeys to the Arctic re-
gions and it was only in our last issue we published a letter
of his about hunting wolves on our Western prairies. He
first acted as judge of pointers at the Birmingham show of

1860 and since then has officiated at more shows than any
other judge. He was always in great demand at shows on
the Continent .and in 1878 he judged the sporting classes at
the New York show, when we notice, by referring to the
catalogue, that .55 entries appeared in the English setter
open dog class and Irish setters were known as red or red
and white setters. As a breeder of pointers, setters and
spaniels he was well known, and Stock-Keeper tells us that
a quarter of a century since there was no breeder that did
not gladly .secure a dash of the Lort. blood into his kennels.
His well-known Dip I. sired Quince, the grandsire of Mr. J.
Gumming Macdonna's great field trial winner Ranger, and
his strain of setters is very highly .spoken of in Mr.
Laverack's book. We cannot close this short obituary
more appropriately than by showing the dogmen iu this
country the estimation he was held in by his fellow coun-
trymen, by quoting from the above paper; "In fact, no
man was ever more beloved than was Mr, William Lort.
He possessed the courage of a hero, combined with the ten-
derness of a woman, his very weaknesses—and fhev were
few. indeed—were virtues, as they invariably arose from his
goodness of heart and sympathv with his friend or neigh-
bor. No such record has yet been left behind him by any of
the many who have passed away since the occasion of 'the
first dog show at Newcastle in 1859—a record that is untar-
nished by a smirch of double-dealing, of avarice, or of
treachery; a record that tells of troops of friends, of not a
.single enemy, .and of a popularity among the outside public
that has never been achieved by anv other judge. Above
all, Mr. Lort has borne aw^ay with him to the Silent Land,
the sands of which must be trod by all of us, the noble
reputation of having lived and died an English gentleman,"

Mr. Hedly Chapman, who sold the St. Bernard bitch
Hepsey to Mr. Diffenderffer, and who is the owner of Prin-
cess Florence, gave Mr. Shillcock S5,000 for the youngster Sir
Hereward, a son of Lord Bute. From all accotruts this
young dog is about the best now left iu England.

In commenting on the new tariff laws relating to dogs,
one of which compels the seller of a dog to enter it in the
Kennel Club stud book, Stocli-Kecpcr says: "There are
difficulties hei-e which our readers will readily perceive. A
man may have sold a dog that has won a prize and thereby
earned his title to a number, but he may have to wait
months till the next volume is due and his number appears.
Mr. Aspinwall (the secretary) hopes to surmount this ob-
stacle by putting a signed memorandum on his pedigree
form stating that the dog has qualified for admission in
the stud book and will be entered in the forthcoming publi-
cation."

Mr. C. S. Wixom, who was sent home for repairs from the
Cleveland show, is now quite himself acain, although he
has been a very sick man. He writes us that his team of
dogs will have a lively time of it this fall what with cours-
ing meetings, beagle trials and dog shows crowding each
other so close.

We learn that twenty couple of harriers are now on the
way to this country from England consigned to the Chest-
nut HID Kennels, which will, we hear, devote considerable
attention to this breed in the future. From Canine World
we hear they have been hunted regularly in Hampshire.

We have received the constitution and by-laws of the
Mohawk Valley Poultry and Kennel Club. Their show
will be held, as we have already announced, at Gloversville,
N. Y.

Just as we goto press we have received a letter from Mr.
Walter J. Comstock, who by the address w^e find is now with
Friend Dole in Rome. He incloses an excellent picture of
his new Irish terrier Crate, which we shall illustrate next
week. Friend Dole also seudsus a very lenglhy epistle with
lots of news, which must be reserved" now for next week.
He has bought the fox-terrier Dobbin for the Wnodall Ken-
nels; the Ijull bitch Magpie for Mr, A. J. Hatch. New Haven,
Conn.: a small bnll-terrier bitch, Whire Matchless, by Gully
the Great, for himself, also a large-.sized one named Lively
Son; the others we have nu'iitioued from time to time. They
return to England July 15, and a week aftei- sail for home.
Frank says: "The mo.st welcome thing we have seen in
Rome was the FOKEST A^D Stbeam, which Mr. Krehl kindly
sent us."

In a letter from Mr. Huber to Dr. Glover we learn that the
former gentleman h.as purchased the noted pointer bitch
Sally Brass II. from Mr. Charles Heath.

We understand that owing to a change in the game laws
of North Carolina, the coming trials maybe affected. The
open season commences Nov. Land closes Feb. 28. Davidson
county, and consequently Lexington, where the Central
Trials are held, is exempt from this law, but Gilford county,
in which High Point is situated, will have to comply with
the law unless some steps can be taken to include this
county also in the exemption. This will seriously handicap
some of the handlers in their preparatory work.

We learn from the Detroit Trihuna that Messrs. Campbell
& Blake's whippet Benbow nuide a record for himself on the
Delroit Athletic Grounds last Saturday. He ran the 200yds.
on a cinder path in 13 seconds, under careful timing. This
is the do.g that ran so well at London last fall. Mr. Blake
also writes us that in the race last Saturday the wind was
against the dog.

Cur thanks are due to Mr. Geo. Bell for the excellent pho-
tograph of his greyhounds Jolly Ranger and White Wings.
iVir. Bell is striking out in a new direction and expects two
greyhounds from England shortly.

A. K. C. STUD BOOK ENTRIES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I beg to send you the following comparative table, giving

the number of paid entries received for the Sttrd Book and
the Qazette for the first five months (Jan. 1 to June 1) of
each year, from the first publication by the American Ken-
nel Club. I think it will make interesting reading:

Stud Book.
Year. Fee. No. of entries. Condition.
1887 ..50 971 Voluntary.
1888 .50 2.014 Compulsory.*
1889 .50 1,358 Voluntary,
1890 Sl.OO fisg Voluntary.
1891 $1.00 1,61(5 Voluntary.

* First year of Ride S.

Gazette.

1889 .25 1,883 Oomptdsory.
1890 .25 1,235 Compulsory.
1881 .2b l,yC8 Compulsory.

A. P. Veedekbuegh, Secretary.

THE BREEDER OF CHAMPION HESPER.—Putney
Heath, England —/iJ(Zi/-0;-i*'o/'cst and Stream: Fearing that
the same mistake may have occurred in your paper as in the
London Fanciers' Gazette that the lately deceased champion
Hesper (20819) was bred by S. W. Smith, I wish to inform
you that is not correct, as this grand animal was bred by me.—Samuel Smith,
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MEETING OF THE NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB-

Editor Forest Oil (1 Stream,:

The execuiive committee of the National Beagle Clur)

held an adjonrned meeting at 2f36 Washington street, on
Thnrs-day, '.Imie I. The meetingwas called at 8 P.M..
President Brookintr in tbe cbair. The roll call showed
Messrs. Berry and W. F. Rntter to he absent. After the
readiiit; of the minutes of the last meeting, •which were then
accepted, the report of Mr. P.iwer, chairman of the commit-
tee to incorporate, was heard and accepted. Communica-
tions from J. W. Sleffen, C. A. Stone. C. S. Wixom. H. L.

Kreuder and others were read and placed on file.

It was voted that the N. B. C. donate a cash special of So

at the Toronto show to be held next Septembi r for the best

beagle in the show. It was also voted that ;i vote of thants
be sent to Mr. H. L. Krender of Nanuet, N. Y., for liis ex-

ceedingly generous and courteous letter to the club in re-

gard to the coining field trials, and that while the club has

not yet decided on a place, a copy of the foregoing resolution

be forwarded to him at once by the secretary.

It was moved and carrred that it is the sense of this com-
mittee that a class should be added to the present standard
providing for dogs 13in. in height and under. Such class to

take the place of the 12iu. or ba.sket beagle class frequently

made at the leading bench shows, and that the above

change be voted f-^r aif the regular quarterly meeting of the

club in -Tnly. The object being to bring the classes at the

bench shows and field vrinls on an equal footing as regards

size. On motion of II. V. .Jainicson it was voted that the

secretary get proof of running rule, as ruvi-ed. printed and
brought before the next meeting for approval. Meeting
adjourned. ~F. W. CHArMAN, Sec'y.

Meubose, Mass., June 7.

ON NOTES AND NOTIONS.—Bd/for Forcf^tanel Stream:

Just one word for "Onlooker." vs'ho abuses me in claiming

that a money challenge is not the fairest way of .supporting

the alleged superiority of a dog. I agree with him it is not,

and as a poor man it is my last refuge, but it was Mr. Laid-

law, not I, who made the challenge. He offered to back his

dog Oban against Amazement for n)oney. I merely ac-

cepted his offer. "Onlooker," in a spirit of antagonism to

me and with misguided zeal, has probably slapped a friend

in the face. Let "Onlooker" read again Mr. Laidlaw's money
bluff in your issue of April 30, and he will wish he had not

made himself so ridiculous in a widely-circulated journal

like yours.—Geo. Bell (Toronto, Canada, June 8).

THE GREYHOUND CHARLES DAVIS.—New York.—
Editor Forest and Strcaw:—! cannot refrain from referring

to the many letters received, as well as personal expressions

of sympathv, .since the publication in your columns of the

death of mv greyhound Charles Davis. I would especially

allude to theletterfrora Mr. A. W. Purbeck, of Salem, Ma.ss.,

theownerof the famous champion greyhound Gem of theSea-
son. His kind words were emphasized by an offer of the free

services of Gem of the Season for my greyhound bitch Maud
Torrington, all of which illustrates the very kiniily senti-

ment existing between the owners and breeders of dogs.—
Albion L. Page^

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Uotes are iasfcrted without charge; and blanks

(CTuniBhed free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Day Brrali. Rv N. MrIuto?b, Provirlpnce, R. I., for blno bplton

EngUsb setter d'-'g. whelped Jan. -SI, 1S91, by Roy Monarch (Dash-
iap MniuuT-li- Liel) ont of Blue .Jennie (Royal Albert—Blue Nell).

Little DdUars. Tiv Eberbart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., for

pug bitch, whelped March i, 185)1, by champion K ash out oJ; Beauty

Pcgyic Pride. By Eljf rhart Pug Kennele, Cincinn.iti, O., for pug
bitch, whelped Dec. 1, 1890, by Eberhart's Cashier out of Flossie

II.
BRED.

tW Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Turn Turn IL-NaiM Pon. The Park Kennels' (Providence, R.

I.) jHpftneae spaniel bitch Yum Yum II. to their Nanki Poo,

Dec. 14.

Louie—Jasper. The Park Kennels' (Provifience, R. I.) black and
tan terrier hitch Louie (Beaconsfield—Nelly) to the Jasper (bir

EdwardlT.—Lloyd's Rose), April 13.
, „ „ t %

Queen in.- Salisbury. The Park Kennels' (Providence, R. 1.)

black and 1 an terrier bitch Queen 111. (Ormonde—BeU's Saft) to

their Sabshurv (Beacon.^field ), March 10.

La La-Jcrmi. The Park Kennels' (Providence, R. I.) cocker
spaniel bitch ta La (Black Pete—Miss Nance) to J. P. Willey's
Jersey (Obo II.—Darkle), March 20.

. „ r^
Svlvia—Midniaht. The, Park Kennels' (Providence, R. I.) schip-

nerke bitch Svlvia (Midnight—Darkness) to their Midnight,
March i
Bacehante—Regent Vo.i: W. G. Soutbgate's (Asioria, L. I.) £os-

terri^r bitch Bacchante (Bacchanal—Qiioeu) to Wilton Kennels'
Regent Vox (Tackier-Sandy Vic), May 25. „ , ,

Princess LouinR-Uineman. Geo. Pangborn's (Brooklyn, JS. \ )

fox-terrier bilch Princess Louii^e (Pcarsdale—Waener's Carrie) to

Wilton Kennels' Rifleman (Result- Distafflna), May 3".^.

Annie—Rifleman. J. Lynch's (New York) fox-terrier bitch

Annie toWiiton Kennels' Rifleman (Result— Dislafhnii), May 18.

^'anneite- lUfieni Vox. Wilton Kennels' (New York) fox-terrier

bilch Nannet tf (Wai reii ,Tim—Buz) to their Regent Vox (Tackier

—Sandy Vic), May 15. _ ^ .^t ,^ ^ ^
Wanda S.—Regent Vo.V- Cha=. R, Doane's (Brooklyn. N. Y.) fox-

terrier bitch Wanda S. (^carsdale—Wagner's Carrie) to Wilton
Kennels' Regent Vox (Tackier-Sandy Vic). May/?-

,

VilleiocBcae-Riflcman. E. K. Austin's (Brooklyn, N.Y.) fox-

terrier' biicb VilltiRe B»Ue (Volo—Beauty) to Wilton Kennels
Rifleiran (R-suLt—DiBtafBna). May2.
Nemc-Riil<man. J. McBride'a (Fordham, N. Y.) fox-terrier

bitch Nellie to Wilton Kennels' Rifleman (Result—Distafflna),

^Wplinx-Bifleman. J. H. McCam pbell's (Rutlierford N. J.) fox-

terrier bitch Spninx to Wilton Kennels' Rifleman (Result—Dis-
tafflna), April 26.

, X
Daisy -Rifleman. C. Heimerle's (New Market, N. J.) fox-terrier

bitch Daisy (Oarolian— Nellie of Volkar) to Wilton Kennels'
Rifleman (Result- Distafflna), April 22.

Niity—Rifleman. O. H. Stickle's (Harrison's, N. Y.) tox-terrier

bitch Nixv (Tiek-Tack—Maiseland Festive) to W ilton Kennels'
Rifleman (Result—DistafliD<i), April 15.

Wihon Dart-Rifteman. Wilton Kennels' (New York) fox-terrier

bitcli Wiiion Dart (Regent Vox-Royal Dart) to their Rifleman
(Result—Dislsfl:ina), April 3.

Nellie Boxer—Weivien Trimmer. J. J. CaBhman's (New York)
fox-terrier hitch Nnllie Boxer (Saracen—Pan) lo Wilton Kennels'
Warren Tripper (Valens—Warren Testy), March 7.

Wai.on yiola—Rin.eman. Wilton Kennels' (New York) fox-ter-

rier bitch Wilton Viola (Sufifolk Coronet—Warren Violet) to their

Rifleman (Resulr—DistHfllnn), March 6.

Positive-Rifleman. J. G. Thompson's (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-
terrier bitch Popiiive (Blemton Ravager—Maiseland Phylls) to

Wilton Kennels' Rifleman (Result -Dietaflina), March J.

Forest Dora—G'niver. Rosecroft Kenuels' English setter bitch
Forest Dnra (Dick Laveraek—Forest Fly) to D. S. Gamble's G rover
(champion Count Howard—champion Daisy Foreman, June 5.

Bonnie B—Bradford Buhy IL Eberbart Pug Kennels' (Cincin-
r ati, O.) pug hitch Bonnie K. (Bradford Ruby II.—Viola) to their
Br<idford Ruhv IL (ehanniion Bradford Ruby-Puss B.), June 1.

Naitie—Eberhart's Cashier. Miss May Clark's (Cincinnati, 0.)

pug bitch Nattie to Eberbart Pug Keunels' Eberhart's Cashier
(ebampiou Ka«b-Ladv Thora). May 20.

Wrinldcs—EherMrVs Cashier. Mrs. H. Hammond's (Chicago,
111.) pug hitch Wrinkles (Joe II.—East Lake Virgie) to Eberhart
Pug Kennels' Eberhari's Cashier (champion Kash—Lady Thora),
April in.

WHELPS.
Prepared BlanksBent free on application.

La La. The Park Kennels' (Providence, R. L) cocker spaniel
bitch La La (Black Pete-Miss Nance), May IT, eight (three dogs),

by J. P. Willev's Jersey (Obo II.—Darkie).
Sijlvia. The Park Kennels' (Providence, R. I.) scbipperke bitch

Sylvia (Midnight—Darkness), May 5, one, by their Midnight.

Queen TIL The Park Kennels' (Providence, R. I.) black and tan
terrier bilch Queen HI. (Ormonde—Bell's Saff), May 15, four (one

doc), by their Salisburv (Beaconsfield—Cheetbam Hill Rose).

rum Yum JI. The Park Kennels' (Providence, R. 1.) Japanese
spaniel bitch Yum Yum II., Feb. 15, five (three dogs), by their

Nankl Poo. , „ .

Bevenoyck Toddy. C. Rathbone's (Albany, N. Y.) fox-terrier

bitch Bevervryck Toddy (Bacchanal-Bowstring), May 11. four
(one dog), by his Beverwyck Rebel (Blemton Rubicon-Moon-

^^Binhrwyeli Blondazc. C. Rathbone's (Albany, N. Y.) fox-terrier

bilch Beverwyck Blondaze (Warren Discord—Daze), March 31,

Ave dogs, by his Beverwyck Rebel (Blemton Rubicon—Moon-

Bevcrivyck Rebecca. C. Rathbone's (Albany, N. Y.) fox-terrier

bitch Blemton Rebecca (Blemton Rubicon—Moonshine), March
25, six (two dogs), by A. Belmont's Dusky Trap (Dusky Splinter—

^Dasc!' O. Rathboue's (Albany, N. Y.). fox-terrier bitch Daze
(De«con Pincoer- Diamond Dust). April 20, two (one dog), by his

Beverwyck Tiopier (Bacchanal—Blemton Thyme).
BJemlni) Brdlom. C. Rathbone's (Albany, N. Y.) fox-terrier bitch

Blemton Bed lani (Lucifer—Villace Belle). May 27. four dogs, by
his Beverwyck Rebel (Blemton RnbieoD—Moonshine).
Beverwyck Rita. C. Rathbone's (Albany, N.Y.) fox-terrier hitch

Beverwyck Rita (Blemton Rubicon—Moonshine). Jure 2. two
dogf, by John A. Logan, Jr.'8. Pitcher (Brother Jim—Daflfodilly).

Merrii Duchess. P. H. Coombs's (Bangor, Me.) Yorkshire terrier

bitch Merry Duchess (Youne Lioy.ql-.Juno), May 28, four (two

dogB), by his champion Bradford Harry (t:!raw8haw's Bruce—
Beals' Lady). , . , „,
Olga. G. S. Page's (Stanley, N. J.) deerhound bitch Olga (Dun-

robin—Sbelloch), May 23, fotu- (two dogs), by J. E. Thayer's cham-
pion Clansman. „ , „r , ,

WrinJdes- Mrs. H. Hammond's (Chicago, lU.) pug bitch Wrinkles
(Joe Il.-East Lake Virgie), June 4, five (three dogs), by Eberhart
Kennels' Ehorhart's Cashier. ^ , . . ,. ,

Bumson LUly. H.Johnson's (Fair Haven, N. J.) pointer bitch

Rumson Lilly (Mainspring-INIarguerite), May 18. seven (five dogs),

by D. B. Keeier's Ben of Brandon (Croxtdh—Blancliet II.).

'MissBoolK. G. H. Barnes's (Detroit, Mich.) Irsh setter bitch

jNliss Boots. May 25. eleven (seven dogp). by Prairie Mound Ken-
nels' Dan (")'(I!3nnell; two bitches since destroyed.
Mnisrland Festive. WHton Kennels' (New York) fox-terrier

bitch Maiseland Fep*^ive (Ba. chanal—Blemton Arrow), March 26,

one dog, bv their Rifleman (R°.sult—Distafiana).
. . „ .

Bessie. W. Cole's (Fordham. N. Y.) fox-terrier bitch Bessie

(Storming Jerr>—Nellie Boxer), April 11. four (two dogs), by Wil-
ton Kennels' Rifleman (Result-Distafflna).
Positive. J. G. Thompson's (Philadelphia, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch

Positive (Blemton Ra yager—JIaiseland Phylis). eight (fourdog.s),

by Wilton Kennels' Rifleman (Resnlt-Distaflana).
'DoUii. F. J. Reilly's (New York) fox-terrier bitch Dolly (Regent
Vox—Maiseland Festive). April 26, three (one dog), by Wilton
Keni;els' Rifleman (Result—DistaflSna).

SALES.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

3IountZion t?JM/. Rough St. Bernard dog, by Mount Zion IIL—
Juno, hy Mount Zion Kennels, Albany, N. V., to N. C. Joers, Cleve-

Leonnld. St. Bernard dog. by Mount Zion HI. out of Lady Gay,
by Mount Zion Kennels, Albauy, N. Y., to Cap t. Jos. Kay, New
Brunswick. N. ,T.

mute Clvirf—Quecna whelps. St. Bernard dog, by Mount^ Zion
Kennels. Albany. N. Y., to Mrs. John Work, ChHrleatown, N. H.;

another doe, same litter, to A. A. Meyer. Boston, Mass.
Mount Zion IIL-Larna whelp. St. Bernard bltcli, by Mount

Zion Kennels, Albany, N. Y., to Miss Jane Hopkms, Catskill,

N Y.
Baron. St. Bernard dog. bv Scottish Prince out of Jnno, by

Mount Zion Kennels, Albany, N. Y., to Geo. H. Boyd, Cleveland,

Scottish Prince, Jr., and Scottish Princess. St. Bernard dog and
bitch, by Scottish Prinre out of Jtmo, hy Mount Zion Kennels,
Albanv, N. Y., to A. H. Moore, Philadelphia. Pa.
Wohlc. Rough St. Bernard dog. by Mount Zion III. out of .Juno,

by Mount Zion Kennels, Albany, N. Y., to Mr. Eberhart, Cleve-

Whiie Chief—Lady Bell ichelps. St. BemardP, by Mount Zion
Kennels, Albany, N. Y , two dogs and one bitch to Fred Schott
and one dog to Geo- W. Schenck, Cleveland, O., and one dog to

Chas. Crear, Albany, N. Y. ^ , .

White Chief—Lady Gay whdps. Two St. Bernard dogs, by Mount
Zion Kenrels. Albany, N. Y., to H. H. B. Angell, New York.
Whiteaiief—aundred whelps. Rough St. Bernards, by Mount

Zion Kennels, Albanv, N. Y., one bitch, to W. F. Aigeltmger, New
York; one dog a.nd bitch to Herman B«tger, one bitch to Fred
Schott and one dog to Frank DeLinde, all of Cleveland, O.

NanM Poo—Yum Yum Tl. whrlp. Black and white Japanese
spaniel hiicb, whelped Feb. 15, ^m, by The Park Kennels, Provi-
dence. R. I , to J. A. Foster, same place.
MiJinehaha. Black and white and ticked cocker spaniel hitch,

whelped .fan. 31, 1891, hy Brush W. out of Renah W., by H. G. Ar-
nold, Louisville, Ky.. to O. A. Loud, Staunton, Va.
LiltU Lad- Gassy W. ivhelps. Cocker spaniels, whelped Feh. 37,

1891, by H. G. Arnold, Louisville, Ky., a black dog to A. L, Orr and
a liver bitch to A. L. Baker, both of Chicago. IB.
Beverwuck Sambo. White, black and tan fox-terrier dog,

whelped July 12, 1890. hy Reckoner out of Beverwyck Hebe, by C.

Rathbone, Albany, N. Y., to J. A. Chandler, Baugor, Me.
Beverwyck Fizz. White, black and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped

June 20, 18S6, by Bacchanal out of Bowstring, by C. Rathbone, Al-
bany. N. Y., to Lieut. H. Carey, Halifax, N. S.

Arclicress. Tan and white fox-terrier bitch, whelped March Zi,

1888, by Resolute out of Blemton Arrow, by C. Rathbone, Albany,
N. Y.,to T. C. Chalmers Washington, D. C.
Bci^eywiiek Beaxdy. White, black and tan fox-terrier bitch,

whelped Mav 1, 1830, bv Dusky Trap out of Blemton Arrow, by C,

Rathbone, Albany, N.'Y., to G. N. Bartlett,Kew York.
Beverwi/ck Rupee. White, black and tan fox-terrier clog,whelped

May (j. IHIIO, by Blemton Rubicon out ot Daze, by C. Rathbone, Al-
bany, N. Y., to Mr. Mason, Philadelphia, Pa.

wh
Blond
Washington, D. C.
Blemton Rvbicon—Moonshine whelps. Fox-terriors, whelped May

13, 1890. hy C. Rathbone, Albany, N.Y., a white, black and tan dog
to Mr. Visscher, same place, and a while bitch to C. S. Wheless,
Yazoo City, Miss. _ , , ^ , „
Beverwyck Reliel—Vixen ichielps. Fox-terriers, wlielped July 8,

1890, by C. Rathbone, Albany, N. Y., a while, black and t'^n hitch
each to Mr. Walker, same place, and W. B. Lancaster, Wellesley
Hills, Mass., and a tan and white dog to C. M. Munhall, Cleve-
land. O.
Beverwyck Rcbet—Boimtring u^helps. "WTiite, black and tan fox-

terrier dogs, whelped July 15, 1^90, by C. Rathbone, Albany, N. Y.,

one each to G. N. Bartlett, New York, and J. L, McDonald, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

A. B C, Washington, D. C—Will you please informme if there
is an Irish setter bitch registered under the name of Pequoit
Squaw? If so I would like to know her number and breeder.

Ans. She is not registered.

D. J. J., Brooklyn, N. Y.—I made an agreement with a person
that for the service of my dog I should get the pick of the pups.
As the bitch onlv had one pup, is the owner of the dog or tbe
owner of the bitch entitled to the pup? Ans. As you are entitled

to first choice you ol course take the pup.

Pointer, Danville. Pa.—I would like, to know the best method
of breaking a dog of "gun shyness." Ans. As you have just

bought Hammono's "Training vs. Breaking," we .ndvise you to

follow the instructions there given, which have proved successful
when tried,

H. F. L.. Lake View, Mass.—Can you give me the pedigree of

bull-terrier Flip, resisteredin A.K.R.? Ans, Whtlped July 12,

1886. Breeder, F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn. Sire, Count. Dam,
Nellie, hy Paddy ont of (4race. Count, by Marquis out of Kit,

by Prince. Marquis, by Taiqnin (Mark-Eyed Victor- Puss) out
of Jones's Puss.

Please give pedigree of English setter bitch Starlight (A.K.C.
S.B. 12.272). Ans. Owner, W. Burd Patterson, WiUiainsporr. Pa.
Breeder, I. Yeardslev. Jr , Ooatesville, Pa. Whelpe.d Aug. 11. 18s8-

Sire, Rock, Jr.; dam. Dashing Kate, bv Dashing Lion out of Queen
Anne, by Carlowilz out of Queen Bess; Dasiiing Lion, by Dash

II. out of Leda, by Dan out of Lill IL, by Dash II. out of Lill; Dan,
by Duke out of Rhoehe.

W. H., Chicago, 111. -Is there anv difference between the Great
Dane and German mastiff ? Ans. No. All the different names,
such as boarhound, Ulmer dog and Great Dans have been abol-

ished in Germany, the doz being known now as the German ma'^-

litr. and commniily called Great Dane in this country, lou wiU
find all the information you require about the breed in a mono-
graph published by the Great Dane Club, 505 Stock Exchange
Building, (I'hicago, 111.

L. Van I)., Gloversville, N. Y.—I have a hound pup two montJis

old that seems feeble in front feet the last three or four days. He
is strong apart from that and eats good. I feed him lots of^butter-

milk and some scraps. I have been told it is from letting him
run on the floor. His knees, after running around awhile, seem
to swell and he is then almost unable to crawl. Ans. It i.s a little

weakness in the pasterns, probably the pup is too fat and heavy
for his limbs. Give him a dessertspoonful of bone meal m his food

four or five times a week. You can procure the hone meal from
Spratts Co., 2i39 East Fifty-sixth street. New York city.

A. R., Milwaukee, Wis.—If a pointer bilch should have a litter

of pnps by a fnU-blooded spaniel (flrst litter) and the nextlit1;er

by a pure-bred pointer, would tbe first litter contaminat« tbei

second, or, in other words, would tbe second litter be pure bred?

Ans. The bitch will be always likely to throw back, and one or

more pups may come in future litters marked with spnniel

characleristicB. At tbe same time we should consider pups from
her, by a pure-bred pointer, pure pointers. It is a very, nice
question, with the balance of the doubt in favor of (he pointer.

We should advise you to at once diown pups of subsequent litters

that show any signs of spaniel cross.

E. .1. F.. Marksville, Va.—I have a very fine pointer dog, of pure
blood and magniflcent build, also a first-class worker in the field.

Will his pediiree. which I inclose herewith, entitle him to n placei

in the ^J7iericct?( Kemiel Rcoist.cr? Ans. The A nieriean Kennel
Bcgister was purchased some time since by the American Kennel
Club, and at present the only stud book is t.lie one issued by that
club. As your pointer's pedigreo on the dnm's side is wanting,
you cannot register it in the A. K. C. stud hook, ms a pedigree for
three generations ic required. Should your dog win two flrst

prizes in regular clasRes at shows recognized hy the A- K. C. he
can then be registered.

J. L., New York City.—Could you please tell me what ails my
bull-terrier? Underneath the right eye the white hair is kept
continually red from the water that runs out from his eye occa-
sionally. Also his tail, the top of which has hardly any hair on it,

looks somewhat like the dead twig of a tree, but-, on tbe under part
it is thickly covered with hair. The tip of the tail is also visible

where it was clipped. The dog is house broken, and as I keex) him
in the house I cannot understand it. Ans, Feed the dog nourish-
ing foods; a tonic is also desirable. Drop in the eye every night a
drop or two of a weak solution of nitrate of silver, one part to
thirty of water. Rub the bare spots on tail with balsam of peru

W. H. M., Ogden=burg, N. Y.—Please let me know the pedigree
of the fox-terriers Trap and Diamond Vic, owned in Hudson, N.
Y., about 1884. Ans. Trap, whelped Feb. 28, 1880. Breeder, W. H.
Oookson, Hudson, N. Y. Owner, Rev. F. M. Cookson, Glens Falls,

N.Y. Sire—Regent Vox, by Tackier out of Sand v Vic, he by
Tweezers (Tvrant IV.—Olive, out of Dandy, by (31d Fowhu') ont of

Myrtle. Sandy Vic, by Dandy out of Sandy Venus; Dandy, by
Brockenhurat Joe out of Fashion. Dam—Nettle, hy Gamester
(Young Tyke—PeHrl) out of Vizen. by True out of Fussey. Dia-
monk Vic, whelped Feb. 3, 1883. Sire—Curale, by champion Rec-
tor ont of Vic, by Victor out of Flow. Dam—Gipsey, by Viper
(by Prince) ont of Vernon.

Lurcher, Cambridge, Mass.—1. Please dpscribe a lurcher. 2.

Are they necessarily bred from greyhounds and not from deer-
hounds? 3. Are there any in America? 4. Are they always hred
from the flrst cross in England, or are thev a separate breed? 5.

Would there be any difference if they were bred from a hob-tailed
sheepdog bitch and a deerhound dog, instead of from a deerhound
bitch and asheeiidog? G. Would it be safe to breed a collie bitch
to a deerhound twice her size? Ans. 1. A lurcher is a dog com-
monly used by poachers as they wil] run by scent as well as sight,

and what is more important are mute on the trail. They are as a
rule a cross between a collie and a greyhound. From the collie

they get the intelligence so needful and from the greyhound their
speed. 2. A lurcher should not be too large, hence a dferhound
cross is not advisable. 3 We do not know. 4. They are simply
mongrels and may be the result of two or three crosses, but the
collie and greyhound is the best and usual cross. 5. Not much,
but the latter cross will he better. 6. No.

A. S , Philadelphia, Pa.—What is tbe trouhle with ray St. Ber-
nard bilch? She had her first litter of pups (only five) in March.
Just before she whelped I discovered she had worms and gave her
Glover's cure, two doses, following it by a homeopathic cure which
I have given off and on up to the present time. She only nursed
the pnps, which were unusually laree. five weeks She got very
thin, her hair came out with the lightest combing in hand fuls.

I discovered that she was covered with lic^. She was apparently
always hungry, hunting around for something to eat, but when
given a hone, meat or snything else that she can carry, she will
invariably bury it. I used Spratts soap and washed her daily till

the lice were all gore. She is stiU thin, low spirited and seems
tired and her hair still comes out. The pups are well and w^eigh
301bs. apiece. 3. What is tbe average weight of a St. Bernard pup
ten weeks old? Ans. Feed nourishing food, mutton broth, etc.,

morning and nieht; give a desseilsooonful of cod liver oil either in
the food or by spoon. Her system i,s no doubt run down. In a
week or so you might try for worms, fasting the bitch for twenty-
four hours, and if at all constipated give a spoonful of castor oil

or syrup of buckthorn before fasting, and then give any of the
vermifuges advertised in our columns. 3. 30 to 3.51bs.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

REVOLVER SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.
England, May 28.—The revolver shooting season has only just

opened in England owing lo the cold and wet spring, making the
open air ranges very uninviting.
The best scores yet made at tfie English distance and target in

open air shooting (20yds., 3in. center to bulleeye, highest possible

scoie 42) are one of 41 and three of 40, aR made by Mr. Walter
Winans during the last few days, at the Sussex County Volunteer
Range, and a score of 30 made by Mr. C. F. Lowe, at tlie South
London Rifle Club range.
At the disappearing and sliding targets there has been no prac-

tice as vet.
, „ , ,

At the rapid firing (sis shots in twelve seconds at 30yds.) which
will be the novelty at the Bisley meeting this year, there has
heen very little practice, the best scores yet to hand were two of
28 points each, made in a high, gusty wind by Mr. Walter Winans
at the Sussex County Volunteer range yesterday morning; the
best of tbe two scores had all six shots in a 4]/ain. ring, making
the English "record" for this style of shooting, it was shot in the
presence of Mr. Short, the range custodian, but was not for any
competition, merely practice, so does not technically constilute a
record.

BOSTON, June 6 —Tlie regular weekly shoot of the Massachu-
setts Rifle Association was held at its range to-day, with a good
attendance of riflemen. The shooting conditiona were good, and
some fine scores were made by Cu.shing, Sydney, Daniels and
Wilder. E. H. Foote won the bronze membership badge. For the
next three weeks, while the new building is being erected, there
will be no shooting conveniences at 200yds. Following are the
best scores made to-day, distance 200yds., standard American
target, re-entries allowed

:

All-Comers' Oil-Hand Match.
HCushing 90 MTDay 83

All-Comers' Rest Match.
F Daniels HI A H Ballard 104 J French. 96

S Wilder 109 E I Blount 101 JW French 94

W P Thompson . . .108 T Wa rren 101 B R Mann 87
Revolver Match—50yds.

H Severance 87 M T Day ..71 BR Mann 64

C F Gray 74 MR Barter 68 A S Hum.. 63

S A Wesson 72 O Moore 67

GARDEN CITY RIFLE TEAM.—The Garden City Rifle Team
met for their weekly contest Tuesday evening, June 3, a" George
McOune's Shooting Gallery, lHj South Halsted street, Chicago.
Conditions were: 25yds., 2."j shot.s each, open sights, free ofi'-band

position, Massachusetts paper target, possible-SOO: W. J. Gibbs3C0,
Joseph Hosie 232, Mrs. Tnornton 251, C. A. Hankie 3.50, Al. Soren-
sen 241, Geo. McCime 239, W. J. Myers 237, Thos. Ford 237.—C. A.
Hankle.
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COLONEL LEREL.—Nicholas Lebel, whose death was an-
nounced from Paris on the 7th lust., was bnrn in a little village ia
Anjon, in 1836. He entered Saint. Cyr in 1855, receiving his com-
mission two years later. He was a cBptain in the Sixty-ninth
Regiment of the Line when the war of 1870 broke out. He was
taken prisoner at S^dan, and was attached to various infantry
corps quartered in France until 1885. when he was appointed
"director" of the shooting school at Chalons. Col. Lebel had
access to patterns of diflerent arms used in all civilized countries,
and having a strong inventive genius, turned his energies in the
direction of firearms, studying, comparing and experimenting,
•until in a wonderfully short time he produced the rifle that has
become world-renowned. He met with much opposition and pre-
judice from among officials, but through the influence of several
officers of high rank, particularly of G-en. Tramond, the new rifle
was finally approved of and accepted by the French Minister of
War. Few men have done so much for their country as this
officer, whose guns and cartridges are even now jealously guarded
in the hope that the secret of their fabrication and composition
will remain a secret Tlie new weapon has been distributed to
nearly all the regiments of the French Army, after having been
inspecte>1, and at stated intervals they are connted, and the
utmost circumspection exercise, with a view of preveuting a sin-
gle specimen from finding its way into alien hands. So carefully
has the secret been guarded that it is stated the color of the
powder used in the cartridges is unknown to non-commissioned
officers nnd privates, and that the mechanism of the Label rifle
and the construction of the cartridge remains a profound mystery.
PHILADETiPHlA. June 4.—The regular weekly practice of the

Philadelphia flifle Club was held to-day at Queen Lane and was
slimly attended. The light was vervhazy and a tricky wind was
blowing from 7 o'clock. Mr. J. J, Mountjov made the top score
of the season on the }im. ring target, while Mr. Ohas. Molter
mide 60 points on the honor target. The score at 200yds., off-
hand:
J J Mountjoy 2118 3 23 18 10 12 20 20 23-17S

39 25 23 24 23 21 22 12 25 17-213
H J Mehard 33 23 13 23 19 23 19 17 18 23-198

25 23 17 23 18 18 19 31 18 23—203W Wurfflein 17 19 12 3 16 33 13 11 19 9-149
J T Oliver 21 0 15 0 18 19 18 13 15 16—140

23 34. 18 3 9 7 7 0 8 18-123
Honor Target.

CMolter 24 18 18-60 J J Mountjoy 11 16 11-38" 10 23-54 MrSteibler 7 17 15-39
15 9—47 P Bernhard 2 13 15-30
9 16-43 JYarick 5 15 4—24

Steibler and Bernhardt used muzzleloaders, all others Wurfllein
rifles.

J T Oliver 21W W Wurfflein.... 23
H J Mehard 18

MERIDEN, Conn.-The shoot meet fixed for May S

postponed to June 19 and 20, Cause—Heavy rains,

THE TRAP.

I and 30 was

Scoreg for publicatian shovM be made out on the printed blank«
p -epared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
s •erctaries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
tir.ulmly requested to vfrite on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

.Tune 8-13.—Regular Annual Tournament of the Hlinois State
Sportsmen's Association. W. L. Shepard, Sec'y, Chicago, HI.
June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York

State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. Y. M. R. Bingham, Sec'y.
Jtme 23-25.—Atlantic City Gun Club's Tournament, at Atlantic

City, N. J. For programmes address Harry Thurmrn, Manager,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa., or R. C. Griscom, Secretary,
Atlantic City, N. J.

July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N, Y.) Gun
Club. E. B. Roberts, Sec'y.
July 4.—Slater, Mo., Third Annual Tournament of the Slater

Gun Club. Wm. Reid. Secretary.
July 4.-Shoot of the South Side Gun Club, at South Norwalk,

Conn ; sweeps, team shooting at inanimates, and other interest-
ing events wiU be shot oft; all are welcome; no one barred.
July 7-9.—Wellington Gun Club Tournament, assisted by the

Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association, Bo.«ton, July
7, 8 and 9; $1,000 guaranteed.
July 23-24.—Pearl River Gun Club Tournament. First two days

blnerocks, last day live birds. J. J. Biauvelt, Pearl River, N. J.
Aug. SO-Sept. 1.—Hackettstown Gun Club. Two days at targets.

For programmes address James L. Smith, Hackettstown, N. J.

SARATOGA INTER-STATE.
Saratoga, June 2.—As will appear in the following record the
fcfi tournament of the Inter-State Association is a pronounced

succei's. It would be hard to find grounds better adapted for a
tourDamei.t than those of the Saratoga Gun Club. The field is

perfectly level, with a clear blue sky for a background. A con-
tinuous screen ran the full length of the 10 traps, painted a dark
green. The new improved Standard -Keystone ten-trap wire pull
was used and gave perfect satisfaction. Also improving the
appearance of the grounds, an awning ran the full length of the
score, protecting the shooters from Che hot sun. An efficient
force of scorers, clerks and cashiers were on hand and everythttig
ran perfectly and smoothly. The Saratoga Gun Club spared no
expense to make this shoot a grand success. The day opened up
bright, clear and warm. The experts received an addition to
their class in the person of Mr. F. D. Kelsey, of East Aurora, N.
Y., and they received him with open arms. The attendance was
graced by the presence of Mrs. M. F. Lindsley (Wanda), who
accompanied her husband. Herewith the scores for to-day:

First ma'^oh, 10 sinsrles, $2 entrance, experts:
Miller 1111 110 1 01-8 Kelsey 11 11111111-10
Crosby 1100011111—7 Wolsteneroft 1111111111-10

Tee Kay....' 1010111111-8 Ramsdell 1111111111-10
Hamline lUlllllll-lO Perkins 1101001110- 6

Andrews 1111111111-10 McGinnis llllOiOUO- 1

Woodward 1011111010- 7 Heritage OlOUllUl— 8

Barrett 1011111111— 9 Paul 1111011010— 7

Collins. 1111101111— 9 Buesser 1101111110— 8

Buck 1111101100— 7 Goggin IIOOIOUOO- 5
Banta 0010011111— 6 Adams 0011111010— 6

Hammond 1010111111— 8 Dorn 0010111100— 5

Levengston 1111011111- 9 Greer 1111110101— 8

Roberts 111111)111—10 Lyons 1111101001— 7

M H R 1111111111—10 Mills 1111111011— 9

Apgar 1111011011— 8 McCormack 1001010111— 6

Blackbird 1110111111— 9 Johnson 1101111110- 8

Kennedy OUllOUU— 8 WiUiams 1011110000- 5

Brooks lOmillll- 9

No. 2, 10 singles, entrance $3.50. experts:
Miller llllOinil— 9 Kelsey 1101110110- 7

WoWencroft 1101111111— 9 Crosby lOllillOll— 8

Amateurs:
Hamline 1011111101—8 Paul 1111111011—9
Barrett 1011011111— 8 Goggin 1101011101— 7

Collins 1101011110— 7 Buesser lOOOUllOO- 5

Andrews 0111111111— 9 McGinnis 1110110011- 7

Levengston 1011111110- 8 Banta lllOOOlOOl— 5

Hammond 0111101011- 7 Roberts OIUIOIIU- 8

Apgir 1101111111—9 Buck 1(101101101—6
Brooks 1111101111- 9 Williams 0000001101- 3
Blackbird 1111111111—10 Adams 0111111111- 9

M H R 1111111111-10 Dorn 1101101111- 8

Woodard 1011111111- 9 Greer 1111111110- 9

Kennedy 0000101111- 5 Lyons lllllOllU- 9
Perkins 1101111101— 8 Dubray 0011111111— 8

Tee Kay 1111111111-10 Mills 1111111110- 9

Ramsdiil lllOOUlll- 8 Johnston 1101101011— 7

Heritage llllllOOOl- 7

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $3 60. experts:
Crosby 111110111110110-12 Miller 101111111110111—13
Li-ndsley 110111110101101-11 Wolsteneroft . .111111010110101—11
Ke^ey 111111111010111-13
Amateurs:

Hamline 100111111111111-13 Roberts 111110111111111-14
Barrett 011111111111110-13 Buck IlllOlllllLllU-14
Gogsin hillllllllimi-14 McGinnis 101011101101111-11
Levengston . . ..lllllllllimH-15 Adams 10111111001111-12
Woodard 111111111111110—14 Dorn 100111111011010-10
Perkins 111101110110000— 9 Kennedy 011001100 lOOOOl— 0

Pamsdill 111111111111110—14 Mills 111101100011111-11
Ap^ar llllllinilim—15 Lvons 111111110110001—11
Blackbird 111111111111111—15 Greer 111001011111101—11
M H R 111111111111100-13 DuBi-ay. 101111111011111—lo
Hsmmond 110111111111111—14 Banta OOIOIOOOIIOIHI— 8

Andrews 111111111111111-15 Williams 010101101111101-10
Paul .llOHlUlllllll-U Heritage ...... .110111111111011-13

Buesser 110010101111100- 9 Johnston lllUOl 1011 1101—12
Brooks lOOlimilOllOO-10 Tee Kay llimilllllOlO-13
Collins 111111111111011-14
No. 4, 30 singU s, entraace S4, fixperts:

Kelsey ...
. 10110111110000100001-10 Miller 00011111111111111100 -15

Wolsten- Lmdsley.. 01010010101101111001-11
croft. . . .11110011111111111111-18 Crosby. ..11111011111111111111-19
Amateurs;

Goggin.
. ..11111101111101111101—17 Collins. . ..11111011111111111011-18

Hamline.. lllinmilOlllllUl- 19 Robert.^. ..11111111111110011101-16
Levi'gst'nllllllllllHllOlllll-19 Adams. . ..11111101100101101101-14
Barrett...llllllOllllOiUimi-18 Dorn 00101110111001100101—11
Woodard.11011111010111111111-17 DuBray. ..llllUlllOlOOOllOlOO-13
Apgar . . . .10111101111011110101—15
Blackbird 11111111111111111110-19
M H R . . ,01111111110111111011—17
Ramsdin..ll011111111111111lll-19
Andrews..lll 101 11011110111 111-17

B rooks ... . 111001 1 111111011 1 111—17
Hamm'ndllllllHlllli 1111111-31)
Williams.lOllllOOllOllOOllOll—13
Buesser. . .11011100111101100111-14
Greer. .. .11111101100100110010-13

Buck 01111111011111111111-18 Tee Kay. .11011111111110110101—16
Paul 11110111111111111110-18 Lyons 01001001000000110101— 7

No. 5, 10 singles, entrance S3, experts:
Miller llllOOltlO- 7 Kelsey 0111111011-8
Crosby 1111111111—10 Wolsteneroft 1011111101-8
Lindsley OllOOllOlO- 5
Amateur =:

Levingston 1111110111— 9 Dorn 0111011111— 8
Andrews 1111111111-10 Adams 0111110011— 7
Goggin 1011011110—7 Johnston lllllOUll— 9
Apgar llllllOOOl— 7 Greer 1111100111- 8

Blackbird 1111111111—10 Collins ,1111111111-10W H R 11111111011—9 Btiesser llUllllOl- 9
Barrett 1101111111- 9 Hammond 1111111111—10
Woodward 1111111011— 9 Belts 1100001011— 5
Perkins 1111111001— 8 Banta 1101110011- 7
Williams 0011001010- 4 Roberts UlUllllO- 9
Mills 0111111101- 8 Brooks 0111111111- 9
Paul 0111111110— 8 Ramsdiil OUlllllOl— 8
Buck llimilll 10 Tee Kay 0111111111- 9
DuBray 1111011011—8 Heritage 1111011011— 8
Hamline 1111111110- 9 McGinnis 1111111111—10
Kennedy 1111100011— 7 Lyons 0111101111— 8

No. 6, entrance S3.50, experts:
Lindsley lOOllllOiOOlOlO- 7 Kelsey 111111101111110-13
Miller 101111101111111-13 Crosby 011011011111111-12
Wolsteneroft . .1011111 10111111—13
Amateurs:

Barrett lUOllOOlllim—13 Adams .110010101010010— 7
Levengston....unionUlllll—14 Dorn OOUlinOlOOOlllO—

7

Woodard 111111110010111—13 Brooks 111111010111011—13
Andrews 111111111111111—15 Roberts 111110110111111—13
Perkins 110111000111111-11 Belts 111100111011111—13
Apgar 111110111111111-14 Tee Kay 011111111111111—14
Blackbird 111111011111111—14 Ramsdiil 111101111111110-13
M H R 110111111111101-13 Hammond 111111110111010-12
Hamline 111111111111111—15 Greer 111100100010111-10
Goggin 111111011111001-12 Buesser 101111111111100-12
Dubray 011110101111001—11 McGinnis 111101100101111—11
Buck 111111111111111—15 Banta OOOODlllllllUO- 8
Kennedy 111110101011001-10 Johnston 110111111111111-14
Ci->llins 111111011111110-13 Williams 000111011101111-10
Paul 111111111111111-15
No. 7, 30 singles, entr-snce $4, experts:

Miller . . . .01111111111111010111—17 Wolsten-
Crosby. ..0110101111111 1111111-17 croft. . . .01110111111111111111-18
Lindsley. .01101111101101100110-13 Kelsey . . . .11111100101001111011-1

4

Amateurs:
Leveng- BlackhirdllllimOOlOOlOOllll-14
stoQ 11110011111111011110-16 MH B.... 11101111111101111101-17

Hamlino..lllll 111111111100111—18 Bockes. . .11111111111111111011—19
Andrews .11110111111111111111-19 Buck ....11111111111011101111—18
Woodard. 10101101111111)11111—17 Goggin . . .10100101111101011110-13
Barrett... llllOlOnillllOinn-17 Ramsdiil. 11001111110111111111—17
Brooks .. .11111111111111111111-20 Adams.. . .11111111111101111111—19
Collins.. ..01111111111101111111—18 Tee Kay. .11010111110111111111-17
Paul 11111111111111110111-19 Hamm'ndllOiJinillllllllllll-18
DuBray.. .OlllllOlUUOOllllOl—15 Roberts...11010111111111100110—15
Betts 11011111101111110111-17 Kniskern. 101110101111001 11111-15
Drallin ...11100101101011110110-13 Buesser... 11111111101111111101—18
Apgar . . . .lHni01U1111110111-18 Williams.lUlOOlOlOllOlOOlOOO-lO
No. 8, 10 singles, entrance 33. experts:

Miller lOOOHOlll-B Crosby 1111100110-7
Lindsley 0990100111-4 Wolsteneroft , 1100101101-6
Kelsey 1111111100-8
Amateurs:

Du Bray 1111010110- 7 Goggin 1110010111— 7
Levingston lllllOUll— 9 MeGlnnis lllllOlOOl- 7
Barrett 0101101101- 6 .Tohnston OUUlllOl- 8

Collins 1111111111-10 Mills 0111001110- 6
Andrews 1111111111-10 Roberts 1111111111-10
Brooks niOllllOl— 8 Hammond 1111111100- 8
Hamline 1111111111-10 Tee Kay 1111111111—10
Woodard 1101011111— 8 Beitts 1100111011— 7

Kennedy 0100111111- 7 Apgar 1111111111-10
Paul 1111111011— 9 Blackbird 1011111101- 8
Drallin 0110011111- 7 MHR IIIIOIIUI- 9

Perkins 1010010011— 5 Adams 1010100111— 6

Lyon 1110001110— 6 Knes Kern OUlUllll— 9

Dorn 0010110111— 6 Banta 1111010101— 7

Bockes 1111111111—10 Buesser OOOlllUlO- 6

Buck 1101110111- 8 Williams 1111111101— 9
Greer 1111111101- 9 Ramsdiil. 1111101011- 8

No. 9, 15 sinele^!, (entrance 83.50, experts:
Lindsley .. .r.OOOUUOOOlOOOl- 6 Wolsteneroft..111001111011001-10
Kelsey 101111111110111-13 Crosby 101101101101110-10
Miller 011111111110111-13
Amateurs:

Andrews 100111111111111-13 Goggin OIOOOOIOODOIUO- 5

Brooks 010111111111110-12 Hammond ....111111111111111—15
Hamline 111011111111111—14 Bockes 010110100111111—10
Woodard 000111010 ill 111—10 Apsar 1111 LO] 11101111—13
Paul 111110111111111—14 Blackbird 110111111111111-14
Levingston.... 111111111111111-15 MHR. 111101111110111—13
Barrett 101111111111111—14 Williams OlOUOOllOOOOlOl— 5

Bockes 011011011101011-10 DuBray 11 IIOUOIIU! 11-13
Buck 101111111111111—14 Adams 111011101010011—10
Koberts 111111111110011—13 Perkins OOlOllOOUOOOll— 8

Tee Kay lllOllUlllllll-ll Betts 101011011111100-10
CSl lins 11111110101 1 111—13 a ohnston 011111111110111—13
Kneskern 111110101001100- 9

No. 10, 10 singles, entrance $3, experts:
Lindsley 1110111110— 8 Wolsteneroft Ill 1011010— 7
Kelsey 1111100111- 8 Miller lloOllllU- 7

Crosby 1011011101- 7

Amateurs:
Andrews 1110111111- 9 T.'e Kay 1001101010- 5
Hamline lOUlllUl- 9 Apgar 0111111110- 8

Brooks OUlOllllO— 7 Blnckhird 1111010111— 8

Barrett 1011111111— 9

Woodard 0111111111- 9

Paul 1111110111- 9

Kennedy ......1101011101-7
Levengston: 1111100101-7 Baker
Bockes 1101111011— 8 Dubray

MHR 1111100100- 6
Collins 1111111110- 9
Hammond 1111111111-10
Banta 1111111 101- 9

.0101111110- 8

.1111111001- 8

Boberts 1110111111— 9 Williams 1111011011- 8

Buck lllllOUll— 9 Johnston lOlllUOOO- 6

The total amount of surplus for to-day is $144.70. W. Wolsten-
eroft won first average in the expert class, 81.4 per ce.it, $28.94;

W. Crosby second, 80.8 per cent., S14.47, E. Andrews, Sardiuia,
N. Y.. won first average in the amateur class, 94 per cent., S28.94;

B. F. Schurmeier (Hamline), second, 93.6 per cent., $14.47.

June 3.—Among the new laces on tue grounds to-day are Thos.
Hunter, president Hunter Arms Co., Fulton, N. Y., and Dr. Baker,
of Baker Gun. and Harry Sqnires, of H. O. Squires, 178 Broadway,
New York. No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $2, experts:
Kelsey
Miller o

Amateurs:
Buck 7

Daly. 9

Levengston 9

Baker 7 —
Goggin 9 Ramsdiil
Williams 5 DuBray

Wolsteneroft 10 Crosby..
Lindsley 8 Penn....

Collins 10 Bell 9
Roberts 8 Tee Kay 8
Barrett 9 Betts .....7
LeRoy 9 McGinnis 8

McOormick 6
Mills - 8

Kennedy 5 Hentaee 10 Johnston 0

Banta 7 Btooks 9 Paul 8

Andrews 10 Apgar 10 Greer 6
Hammond 9 Biacbird 10 Becker..., 6

Hamline 9 MHR 9 Buesser 7

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $3.50, experts:
Crosby 14 Miller 15 Kehey 13
Lindsley 11 Wolsteneroft 13 Penn .13

Amateurs:
Buck 14 Roberts 10 Banta 8

LfvengBion.... 11 Dily 13 McGinnis ..11

Andrews 14 Goggin 11 Williams. 13

Hamline 13 Apgar 14 MUls 13
Collins 14 Blackbird 13 MoOormiok 10

Baker 9 MHR 7 Betts 13
DuBray 10 Tee Kay 13 Ramsdiil 13
Brooks 13 Kennedy ...8 Yine 7
Barrett 13 Paul 13 Greer 10
LeRoy 13 Bell 13 Johnston 7
Hammond 11 Heritage 9 Buesser 13
No. 3, 20 singles, entrance $4, experts:

Crosbv 16 Kelsey 20 Wolsteneroft 18
L'udsley 14 MUler 14 Penn 14
Amateurs:

Buck 17 Andrews 19 Williams 11
Levingston 16 Hammond 14 Betts 15
Collins, 17 Blackbird ..18 MHR 18
Hamline 18 Paul 18 Apgar 19
Brooks 16 Tee Kay Ifi Mills II
Barrett 17 Goggin 9 Parker 18
LeRoy 18 Daly 13 Roberts ....18
DuBray 14 Bell 18 Post 19
Baker 10

No. 4. 15 singles, entrance $3.50, experts:
Crosbv 13 Miller 13 Kelsey 11
Lindsley 11 Wolsteneroft 13 Penrose 13
Amateure:

Buck 13 LeRoy H Bell ..9
Levingston 15 C.ollins ....11 MHR 13
Brooks 10 Du Rray 11 Roberts 13
Barrett 11 Hammond. .. 10 Apgar 13
Andrews 13 Freidman 13 Parker 13
Hainline 14 Paul 7 Williams 10
Blackbird 13 Goggin 13 Rockwortli.. .. 13

No. 5, 20 singles, entrxnoe $4, experts:
Miller 19 Rust 18 Rock 17
Wolsteneroft 20 Blackbird 19 LeRoy ....80
Lindsley 14 Friedman 17 Buesser :i6
Hrosby 16 Post 19 Parker 18
Kelsey 12 Hammond 16 Ramsdiil 17
Penn 16 Goggin 15 Heritage 13
Buck 17 Bell 14 Miller 19
Livingston 17 Paul.. 20 Wolsteneroft IT
Hamline W MRH 15 Crosby Ai
Andrews 18 Apgar 18 Kelsey.. 18
Collins 19 Peters 19 Lindsley 13
Brooks 15 Barrett 19 Wanda 2
Du Bvay 13

Buck 17 Andrews 19 Rim.sdill 13
Levingston 19 Rust 16 Daly 10
Hamline 19 Blackbird 20 William". 13
Post 19 Collins 17 Buesser 14
Friedman 13 MHR 15 Rook 13
Goggin 14 Apgar 18 Parker 18
LeRoy 18 Roberts 18 Greer 1.4

Bell 18 Paul 16 Johnston. 17
Peters 17 Hammond 15 Penn. 18
Barrett 18 Brooks 19

No. 7, 15 singles, entrance $3 50, experts:
MiUer 13 Lindsley 7 Crosby 14
Wolsteneroft 15 Kelsey 0 Wanda 4
Amateurs.

Buck 13 Baker 13 Rust 13
Levingston 13 Perkins 6 Brooks 13
Hamline 14 McGinnis 13 Hard 7
Andrews 13 Blackbird 10 Goegin 12
LeRoy 15 Apgar 13 Collins 11
Bell 14 MHR 13 Banta 10
Friedman 12 Post 13 Parker 13
Barrett 14 Kennedy 10 Roberts. 13
Peters 13 Paul 11 Johnston 11
No. 8, 15 singles, entrance $3.50, expert>:

Lindsley 10 Miller . .15 Kelsey 10
Wolsteneroft 13 Crosby 9 Wanda 6
Amateurs:

Back ....14 Bell 14 Apgar 14
Levingston 13 Rust 1.3 Johnston 13
Hamline 14 Post 11 Hurd 8
LeRoy 12 Goggin 13 Paul 15

Barrett 14 Buesst-r 11 Peiers 15
Friedman 9 MH R 13 Collins 15
Andrews 13 Blackbird 14 Perkins 7

Brooks .11

No. 9, 10 singles, entrance $3, experts:
Lindsley 8 Miller 8 Kelsey 9
Wolsteneroft 9 Crosby 8 Wanda 5
Amateurs:

Buck 10 Andrews 9 Blackbird 9
Levingston 9 Friedman 7 Heritage (i

Dalv 8 Parker 10 Collins 8
Williams 7 BeH 6 Hurd 5

Tee Kay 6 LeRoy 8 Perkins 6
Bingham 5 Wendell 4 McOormick 6
Huntington 6 Greer 6 MHR 9
Baker 8 Brooks 8 Go^gins 8

Rock 8 Barrett 6 Paul 7
RobTts 8 Post 9 Aparar 9
Backer 5 Hammond 5 Peters 7

Hamline 9 Rust 9 Buesser 7

No. 10, 10 singles, entrancf $2, experts:
Lindsley 3 Wolsteneroft 6 Crosby 10
Miller .10 Kelsey 8 Penn 7
Amateurs:

Buck 0 Goggin 7 Heritage 5

Levingston 8 Paul 9 Post 9
Dalj 0 Bingham 7 Fnedland 0

William' 8 Huntington 8 MHR 7
Hamline 10 Baker., ..7 Andrews 10
Barrett. 9 Brooks 9 Mills 7

Apgar 10 Rust 8 Peiers 10

Bell 9 Blackoird 9 Rock 6
LeRoy 7 Collins 10

Total amount of surplus for to-day is $135. 7-5. In expert class, E.
D. Miller first average, 89.3 per cent., $27.15. W. Wolsteneroft
second average, 88.6 per cent., $13 58. In amateur class, B. F.
Schurmeier (Hamline) first average, 93.06 per cent., $37.15. Neaf.
Apgar second, 93 per cent., $13 58.

June A.—W. Fred Qttimby arrived from New York to-day and
received a cordial greeting; the we'+ther was cold, raw and
blustery, and a fire was comfortable. No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $3,
experts: „ ,

Miller 8 Kelsey 8 Crosby 9

Wolsteneroft 9 Lindsley 6 Penn 6
Amateurs:

Buck 8 Bell 10 Apgar.. 9
Levengston 8 Goggin 8 Buesser 6
Bingham 5 Post 7 Parker 9
Huntington 8 Heritage 6 Perkins 9

Andrews 8 Hammond 10 Betts 8

Brooks 6 Smith 8 Penn 7

MHR 8 Williams 4 Northrup 9
LeRoy.. 10 MeGiunis 9 Partiss 9
Barrett 9 Rust 10 Greer 6
Hamline 7 Blackbird 8 Quimby 6
Friedman 8 Collins 8

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $3 50, experts:
Lindsley 7 Wolsteneroft 14 Crosby 10

Miller 14 Kelsey 7 Wanda 6
Amateurs:

Buck 13 Rust .14 Northrup 14
Levengston 14 Blackbird ..13 Partiss 8
Bingham 7 Andrews 13 Smith 7
Huntington 14 Kapp 6 Hammond 13
MHR.... 13 Collins 13 Perkins 11
Brooks 13 Barrett ...15 Buesser 12
Hamline 14 Apgar 13 Greer 9
Quimby 11 Bell 10 Penn 13
Friedman 13 Mills 10 Betts 14
Williams 13 Post 14 Parker 13

Le Rov 13 Goggin 12 McGinnis 10
No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $3, experts:

Lindsley 9 Vfolstencroft 14 Crosby.... 12
Miller 13 Kelsey 7 Wanda 8
Amateurs:

Buck ...13 Hamline 11 Hammond. ...13

Levingston 14 Apgar 13 Betts 12
LeRoy 13 Collins 14 Andrews 14MHR -15 Bell 12 Partiss 10
Bingham ...... 8 Friedman 11 Penn 12
Huntington 10 Brooks .....14 Quimby 13
Rust 13 Ramsdiil 11 Buesser 11
Blackbird 15 N-'rlhrup 13 Perkins 10
Heritage 11 Barrett 14 Mills 13
Goggin . . 13 Post 13 Smith .9
Kapp 10 Parker 14 Williams 9
No. 4, 16 singles, entrance $3.50, experts:

Kelsey 9 Wolsteneroft 14 Crosby 9
Miller.. ...... ......13 LindBley.,.,...,jj.. 9 Wanda ... 5
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Amateurs:
Buck 14 Bingham 7 Heritage 7

L'lveugston 14 Huutington 8 Penn d'i

Hamline 15 Groggin 12 Bupsaer 9

Bust 12 Kapp 10 Andrews 15
Blackbird 13 Brooks... 13 Perkins 11

LeRov 14 Apgar 14 Williams 11

MHR. 10 Post 12 Hammond..- 8

Collins i3 Greer 10 Partias 9

Barrett Ifi Northrup 13 Parker ...14

Bell U Purdy 13 Betts 14

Friedman 12

No. 5, 10 singles, entrance $3, experts:
Miller 9 Crosby ...7 Lindsley 6

Wolstcneroft 10 Kelsey S Wanda 5

Amateurs:
Buck.... 10 Purdy 4 Goggin ..fi

Levingston 9 Smitti 6 Penn 9

Hamline 9 Friedman 9 Eamsdill 8

MHR 8 Post 8 McGinnis 7
Apear 10 Huntington...... 8 Betts 8

LeBoy 9 Brooks 9 Williams 0

Bell 9 Andrews 9 Mills 8

Collins 10 Peters 9 Perkins 3
Barrett.... 9 Northrup 7 Parker.
Rnst 9 Partiss 7 Buesser
Blackbird 10
No. 6, 15 singles, entrance 83.50, experts:

Miller 18 Lindsley .7 Kelsey 9

Wolstencrott 13 Crosby 18 Wanda ....2
Amateurs:

Buck 14 Collins 13 Greer 13
Levingston 13 Purdy 6 Scbafer 7

Hamline 11 Apgar 13 Andrews 14
Bell 13 Pete-ra 13 Northrup 9
LeRoy 12 Brooks 15 Parker 15

MHR 14 Post 15 Penn 15

Rust 13 Friedman 9 Mills . 15

Blackbird 11 WiHiams. 13
Barrett 13 Goggin 10
No. 7, 15 singles, entrance $3.50, experts:

Miller 12 Lindsley G Kelsey 12

Perkins 11

Betts 11

Wolstencrott 14
Amateurs:

Buck 14
Levengston 14
Hamline ,.. 13
Purdy 3
CoUiuB 15

LeRoy WMHR 13

Crosby 10 Wanda 10

Blackbird 14 Northrup 10

Apgar 14 Andrews 14
Bell 15 Brooks 11

Freedman 13 Peters 13
Williams 12 Tee Kay 11
Goggin . 4 Penn 14

Schftfer 12 Mills 13
Huniington 15 Kellar 14 Perkins 11

Barrett 15 Post 13 Parker 11

Rust 11
No. 8, 15 singles, entrance p.50, experts:

Miller 9 Lindsley.... 13 Crosby 12

Wolstencrnft 13 Kelsey 8 Wanda 4

A.IH 3j 16X1rS

'

Buck '

15 Rust 14 Williams 9

Levengston 13 Blackbird 13 Penn 13
Hamline 13 Huntington 11 Buesser 14

MHR 12 Andrews 15 Bell 13

Quimby 7 Apgar 15 Post 13
Rops -t Brooks 14 Kellar 11

LeRoy 13 Pslevs 12 Perkins 12

Ovdlins 15 Parker 14 Mills .14

Bsirrett 13 Norihrup 11 Greer 10
Purdy fi Friedman 13 Tee Kay 13

Goggin 11

No. 9, 10 singles, entrance $3. experts:
Miller 10 Lindsley 5 Wanda 4

Wolstencroft 9 Crosby 8 Penn 7

Amateurs:
Buck
Levingston
Hamline
T K
Purdy 7

Collins 9

Andrews 10 Huntington..
Apgar 10 Smith
McGinnis 9 Williams
Peters 10
Rust 10
Blackford 6

M KR 9 Brooks.. 9

LeRoy

Post
Penn
Mills 9
Perkins 8

No 10. 10 singles, entrauco i8!2, experts:
Lindalev 7 Wolstencroft 10
Miller.." 9 Crosby 8
Amateurs:

Buck 9

Levingston 8

Hamline 9

MHR 7
Barrett 10

Parker 10 Friedman , .. 7
Northrup 6

Wanda 3
Penn

L« Roy 8 Blackbi rd 10
Collins 9 Williams fi

Post 10 McGinnis 8
Penu 9 Kellar 9

. , Parker 8 Mills 7
Andrews 10 Brooks 10 Perkins 6

Apgar 9 Northrup 9
Peters 8 Rust 6

Extra No. 1: Penu 6. Miller 8, Hamline 8, Parker 8, Andrews 10,

Rust 6. Buck 7, Badgpr 7, Peters 6, Blackbird', Williams 4, Collins
6, Barrett 7, Brooks 5, Apgar 9, M. H. R. 7. Post 9.

Extra No. 3: Buck 9, Peters 7, Badger 7, Collins 6, Andrews 9,

Miller 8. Apgar 7, Mills 7, Barrett 7, Rust 5, Blackbird 6, Brooks 5,

Parker 9, M. H. R. 7.

Total amount of surplus for to-day is $203.90. W. Wolstencroft
won first average of the expert class, 92.3 per cent., S40.78, which
is a phenomenal score, it is doubtful if he has an equal in this
country at expert rules; he is not shooting his old snappy style,

but is shooting cool and deliberate. E. D. Miller won second
average, 83,8 per cent., $20.40. In amateur class C. O. Barrett, of

Boston, Mass., won first average, 93 8 per cent., S40.78, and E.
Andrews second, 93 per cent., $20.40. One of the principal features
of to-day's shootino: was Mrs. M.F. Lindsley (Wanda) breaking 10
out of 15, expert rules. Mr. H. A. Penrose shot with experts for
birds only, to fill up squad.

Juno 5.—The fotirth day opened up with almost as large an at-
tendance as the first. The men that shot through to-day cannot
get enough shooting. B. F. Schurmeier (Hamline), Neaf Apgar
and E. A. Andrews having shot over a 90 per cent, gait during the
three previous days the management advanced them to the ex-
pert class-

No. 1, 10 singles, entrance $1.50, experts:
Crosby 8 Wolstencroft., 9 Apgar 7

Hamline 7 Lindsley 7 Andrews 7

Miller 7 Kelsey.,. 9
Amateurs:

Buck 10 Barrett 9

Northrup |.. 7 Quimby 7

LeRoy 8 Williams 5

Post 8 Parker 0MHR 8 Ramsdill 9 Perkins 7

Hammoud 9 Betts 5 Mills... 10
Collins 10 S Charles 5

Rnst 10 Adams 8

Blackbird 9 Dorn 6

Kellar 8 Leon 4

Brooks.. 8

No. 3, 10 singles, entrance $3, experts:
Hamline 9 Apgar ..7 Crosby,
Miller 8 Andrews 5 Kelsey,
Wolstencroft 6 Lindsley 8

Amateurs:
Buck 10 LeRoy 7 Betts 7
Levingston 9 Barrett 8 Penn 9MHR 6 KeUar 8 Brooks 6

Post... 10 Norttirup., S Rayburn 5

Rust 10 Hammond 10 Perkins.. 9
Blackbird 7 Valentine 5 Wills 7

Dorn 5

Ramsdill 6

McGinnis.. 9

Valentine 7
Penn 9
Cady 6
Knowles 2

Haley
Leypngston 6
McGinnis 10
Greer. i

10

Williams 8
Knowles 5
Parker 7

Collins 10
Quimby 8

Adams 9
StCbarles 8

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $3.50, experts;
Hamline 13 Crosby 13 Wolstencroft 15
Apgar li Kelsey ,...11 Wanda 4
Lindsley 13 Miller 14
Amateurs:

Buck, 14 Barrett 14 Kellar 9

Penu 14 Northrup 12 Knowles 5
Collins 18 Valentine 9 Schafer 8
St Charles 12 D.irn 10 McGinnis 11
Post 15 Le Roy 13 Perkins 10
Rust 12 Levingaton 13 Mills 13

Blackbird 11 Brooks. 13 Betts 8

MHR 14 Quimby 11 Williams 8

Adams 11 Hammond 13 Parker 14

No. 4, 15 singles, entrance $3.,50, experts:
Hamline U Wolstencroft 11-_ Apgar.
Miller 11 Lindsley 7 Crosby

.

Collins 14
Rust 13

Blackbird 14MHR 14
Post 12
Adams 11

Amateurs:
Buck 10 Barrett 18 Brooks 13

LeAingston 14 Schafer 13 Perkins 13
~ LeRoy 11

Northrup 7

Williams 10

Rock 13
Leon 13 .

Penu 13 Parker .12

No- 5, 10 singles, entrance $2, experts;
Hamline 9 Miller 9 Lindsley 7

Apgar 10 Wolstencroft 10 Crosby .10

Amateurs:
Buck 9 Barrett 10
Levingston 9 LeRoy 10
Knowles 4 Dorn 4

St Charles 7 Taylor 8

MHR () Schafer 5 Northrup 6

Post 10 Quimby 7 Rayburn 6

Collins 10 Purdy 5 Williams 8

Rust 10 Rock 8

Blackbird 10 Leon 7

Adams 6 Haley 4
James 7

No. 6, 15 singles, entrance $3.50, experts:
Hamline 10 Lindsley 9 Wolstencroft 14
Apgar 13 Miller 11 Crosby 13

Amateurs:
Buck ....13 LeRoy 11 Peters 13
Levengston 14 James 13 Williams 9
Adams... 12 Quimby 13 Northrup— 13

Rust 14 Purdy 10 Rock 11

B'ackbird 12 Penn 14 Perkins 13MHR 10 Brooks 13 Mills 11

Post 14 Barrett 14 Parker 13
Collins 13
No. 7, 15 singles, entrauce $3.50, experts:

Hamline 10 Wolstencroft 13 Apgar 12

Miller 11 Lindsley 13 Ciosby 13
Amateurs:

Quimby , 12 James 9
Purdy 8 Rock.... , 15

Dorn 10

Mills 9

Dorn 10
Valentine 8

Peters 11

Qtiimby 14

Valentine 4
Penn 10
Brooks 8

Peters 8

Mills 9
Perkins 7
McOorraick .... 5

Buck... 12
Levengston 13
Post 15 _ _

Rust 13 Northrup 13
Blflckbird 11 Barrett 13
Collins 13 Williams 10

Perkins 11
Mills 14
Adams 13

Betts 13
Penn 15

Brooks 13
Leon 13
McCormick 7
Parker 13
Wanda 8

Buck..
Levingston 8
St Charles 6
Peters 8

Collins 9

Le Roy 7MHR 9

LeRoy 14MHR 14
Rayburn 9
Peters 11
No. 8, 10 singles, entrance $1, experts:

Hamline 9 Lindsley 8 Wolstencroft 10
Apgar 7 Miller 9 Crosby 10
Acoateurs:

McGinnis. 6 Penn .. 9

Purdy 6 Brooks 9
Knowles 4 Betts 7
Adams 9 Heritage o
Barrett .6 Leon 6
Dorn 4 Rock 10

„ Valentine 6 Tee Kay 9

Rust 10 Rayburn 8 Perkins 7

Blackbird 9 Taylor 9 Mills 7

Post 10 Williams 6 Curtis 6

Quimby 7 Northrup 9 Wanda 7
No. 9, 16 singles, entrance $3.50, experts:

Apgar 12 Crosby..... 10 Wolstencroft 14
Hamline 10 Miller 11 Lindsley 13
Amateurs:

Buck 15 MHR 13 Rock 14
Levingston 13 Purdy 9 Mills 14
Peters 12 Wilhams 13 Perkins 13
Collins 15 LeRoy 11 Penn 14
Post 13 Barrett 13 Brooks .14

Rust ....H Northrup 11 Wanda
Blackford 14 Adams 12
No. 10, 10 singles, entrance $2, experts:

Apgar 10 Crosby 10 Wolstencroft 10
Hamline 9 Miller ,.10 Lindsley 8

Amateurs:
Buck. 9 Blackbird 9 Curtis .

Levingstou 10 Barrett 10 Mills 9

Peters 10 Purdy 6 Rock 8

Collins 8 Rayburn 6 Quimby
Post 8 Adams 7 Taylor
LeRoy 9 Northrup 10 PennMHR 7 Williams fi Brooks
Tee Kay 7 Perkins 9 Wanda 4
Rust 10
Total amount of surplus for the day. $137.95. In Expert Class

W. Wolstencroft won first again, making 93 per cent., $37.00; W.
Ciosby second, 84 per cent.. 813.80.

In Amateur Class, H. A. Penrose, Frank Post, Hackensack, N.
J., and E. Collins, of Hoboken, N. J., tied for first average, making
93 per cent., §27.60. Mr. Penrose would not receive any of the
purse, though urged to do so by the others. Al. Rust, of Philadel-
phia, won second, 88.8 per cent., $13 80.

Two more were advanced to Expert Class at close of to-day's
shoot, and will have- to shoot with experts at unknown angles,
Mr. H. A. Penrose and E. Collins, making the total number of ad-
vancements five: H. A. Penrose, B. F. Schurmeier, E. Andrews,
Neaf. Apgar and E. Collins. Total amount of surplus throughout
tournameut was $623.70. The satisfactory and systematic ar-
rangements of the grounds was due to the energetic efforts of
Messrs. H. R. Levingston, W. A. Coster and Wm. H. Bockes. All
the boys say they will stop at the Kenmore if they visit Saratoga
again.
The Penrose squad tickets are very useful, taking the place of a

squad-hustler. With manifold score blanks, squad tickets, black-
boards and gong, this association's system of running a tourna-
ment is very complete. The next shoot of the association will
take place at Boston, July 7, 8 and 9. John Parker.

CANAJOHARIE GUN CLUB.
Canajohabie, N. Y., May 30.—Canajoharle Gun Club, entrance,

not including birds, $1, divided 40, 30. 20 and 10 per cent. No. 1, 10
kingbirds, 5 kingbird traps, 16 and 18yd.s. rise, American Associ-
ation rules:
A Failing 1011101111—8 A Walwrath 1111111011—9
C Weeks 11110 0111-7 J Timons 1110101010-6
L F Northrup U11111110—9 J Banta 1110011111— ,8

TCPegnim 1001001011—5 A Newnham 1011111111-9
J D Pierson 1111110110-8 C Fikes 1010111101—7
R Hilderbrant 1110111111-9 FW Partis 1111011111—9W Green 1111000110-6 E J Tresslet 0100010000-2
SAWeesels 1111110010—7 Davis 1110100110—6
C W Schartr 0111001011-6 F Newnham .1111110110-8
L Bierbauer 0111110111-8
« No. 2, 10 kingbirds, entrance, not ^including birds, Jl, divided
50, .30 and 20 per ce:it.:

G Waxson 1010101101- 6 Bierbauer lOlCOlOlll- 0
TPegnim 1110100010 5 Wessels llllOOOOlO-

5

Weeks 1111111111—10 Walwrath IIOIIIUOI— 8
Newnham, Sr OOOlllllll- 7 Timons 0111111101- 8
Pierson 0101110110— 6 Hilderbrandt 1111110100- 7
Banta IIOUIIIH— 9 Scharff, Sr .0101111100- 6

Partis 1111111101—9 Newnham, Jr 1110111111- 9

Failing 1001000011- 4 Green 0100101101- 5
Northrup 1110111111- 9 Fikes 0101100100- 4
No. 3, 15 kingbirds, entry $1 50:

Wessels 010011101101001— 8 Newnham, Sr..110011101010110— 9

Wslwralh 11101111111110-14 Bier^^auer 011011100111101-10
Northrup 111101111110111-13 Hilderbrandt. .001001111001111- 9

Partis 111101111011111-13 Soharff,Sr lOOOOlUOOlOllO- 7
Weeks 111011101111111—13 Fikes OllOllOOnOOllll— 8

Banta llOlOllllinilll-12 Failing 111111111110101-13
Pegnim 00100001 1100111— 7 Newnham, Jr. .111111111111011—14
pierson 110111111111101-13
No. 4, 10 kingbirds, unknown angles, rapid firing system, entry
I:

- 8 Walwrath 1111110110— 8
- 3 ScharflE, Sr lOOllOOOOO— 3
- 9 Bierbauer 1111111000- 7
- 8 Hilderbrandt 1111001011- 7
- 9 Newnham, Sr 0101001011— 5
- 5 Wessels 1011011011- 7
-10 Newnham, Jr OOllOllOOiv 4

-15 Failing.... OOOmOlOlOOOOOlOlOl— 8
-15 WalwrathllllllllOlllll 110001 -17
-15 Bierbauer 10111001011111111101-15
-20 Newn-
- 7 ham, Sr.10111111011111111111-18
-15 midebr'dtOlOOOOOllllUlllllll-14

i

15 I

H P Bancroft OlllOllUl-
Pegnim OulOOOOlOl-
Partis 0111111111-
Weeks 1100111111-
Northrup 1111110111-

Banta 1001001101-

Pierson 1111111111-
No. 5, 20 kingbirde, entry $2

Partis 0101 11 11 lllOlllOllOl-
Pegnim.. OllllOllllllOlOllOU-
Weeks.. . .11111101001111110111-
Northrup.llllllllllllimilll-
Davis OIOIOOIOUOUOOOOOOO-
Banta. . . .OllllOOUlOllUOUU-
Pierson.. .llOllilHUOllOOlllO-

No. 6, 10 kingbirds, entry $1, div. 50, 30 and 20 per cent.:
Maher 1101010110-5 Wessels 0110111101- 7

Pegnim 1000111111-7 Weeks 1111111111-10
Northrup 1111111101-9 Timons 1101111111— 9
ScharfT, Jr 0110111111-7 Pierson 1111110110- 8

G Yost 1011111011-8 Walwrath 1110111100- 7

Banta 1101111011—8 Partis 1110111010— 7
Davis 0000011111-5 Hildebrandt 1011111111— 9
Fikfs llOOniOlO-6 Newham,Sr OllOHlOOl- 6

Fresslet flOOOOOOOOO-O Bancroft 1111011111- 9
Bierbauer 1110011011—7 Maxson 1100100011— 5
Green UOlllllOll-7 Scharff, Sr 1011111111— 9
Newnhnm, Jr 1111011110—7
No. 7, 15 liingHrde, entry $1, divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.:

Walwrath 111111110101111-13 Bierbauer .101010001100111- 8
Pegnam 101111111010111—13 Newnham, Sr.. 111110111111111—14
Northrup 111111110111101—13 Maher 011100011110000- 7
Weeks 111111111111111-15 Davis 111010010100100- 7

Newnham, Jr..0U111111111011-13 W^^ssels lOlOOlllOlOUOOO- 6
Partis OtmilllllllOl-13 Bartlot 111111111111110-14
Hilderbrandt..lllllllillll0in-13 Timons 010111111101011-11
Pierson 111011111001110—11 Banta. 110111111101111—13
No. 8. team race, two men from any team, 20 kingbirds per man,

entry $3..50 per team, divided 50. 80 and 20 per cent.:
Johnstown, N. Y.

Northrup Ill 10011111111110111—17
Walwrath 11111111111101111111-19-36

Johnstown, N. Y.
Newnham, Jr 01010110 1 00101 110110-11
Banta 11111111111101011110-17—28

Johnstown, N. Y.
Partis 11110011100010110111-13
Hilderbrandt,,. 11111110110110111101-16-29

Canajoharie, N. Y.
Wessels , 01110100000110110110-10
Bierbauer OlllOliOllUOlOOO 100—11—21

Canajoharie, N. Y.
Bancroft ..01110001011010011101-11
Bartlett 11011110110011110111-1.5—26

Cana,ioharie, N. Y.
Weeks 101 011111 11111111111—18
Pegnim 00110111010111101001-13-30
No. 9, at 10 kingbirds, entry $1;

Banta 1101111001-7 Partis 1011110110—7
Pegnim 0111111110-8 Walwrath 0111111111—9
Northrup 1111101111—9 Soharfl, Sr 1111000111—7
Bancroft 1100110011—6 Wessels 0111001011—6
Yost 0101111001-6 Bartlet 1110111100-7
Newnham, Sr 1011111101-8 Hilderbrandt 1111111101-9
Weeks ll.lllOillO-8 Timons 0111111101-8
Pierson 1110101111—8 Newnham, Jr 1111101111—6
Fikes 1001010110-5 Bierbauer OOOOw. —0
Failing 0111010000—4
No. iO, at 15 kingbirds, unknown angles, rapid firing system,

entry $1.50, div. 30. 2\ 20. 15 and 10 per cent.:
Northrup 011010110111111-11 Banta 011101110111101-11
Pegnim 110001111101111- 8 Bartlett 110101001011101— 9
Bancroft 001111001111011-10 Pierson 101011110111001—10
Walwrath UOl10010101011- 9 Partis 111110110001111-11
Weeks 111111111010111-13
No. 11,10 kingbirds, entry $1, divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent.:

Banta 1111111101— 9 Partis 1011111101— 8
Northrup 0111101110- 7 Pierson 1110111011- 9
Pegnim llOOOOOOlO- 3 Fi k es 1100001011- 5
Newnham, Jr 1111110101- 8 Bartlet 1111001010— 6
Weeks 1111111111-10 Newnham, Sr llllOlOlll- 8
Walwrath 1111101111- 9 Wessels 1101110111— 8
Scharff, Sr 1111010110- 7 Timons lllUllOll- 9
Hilderbr.-indt 1111001110— 7 Lingenfelter 0101000111— 5
No. 13, 15 kingbirds, entry $1,50:

Weeks 11 111 101101 1111—13 Partis 111111] 110011 11—13
Northrup 111011101111111-13 Newnham, Jr, 111100111011100—10
Pegnim 001011110010100— 7 Pierson 010111111111111-13
Walwrath 111101101111011-13 Timons lOOOOOilliOllll— 9
Lingenfelter. .011111101000110-10 Hilderhrandt .111111111010101—12
Banta 011110101111111—13 Newnham, Sr 111111110111110-13
Scharf. Sr. . . .001110111110000- 8
The Cana.ioharie Gun Club gave a prize of .$10, divided 40, 30, 30

and 10 per cent., to the persons making the greatest average; con-
testants to ha ve their scores count must be in all the regular
events, except the team race, at the tournament. Foliovf ing is

the per cent, of the contestants for said prize, open to all: North-
rup, 88*7 per cent, took first mone.y, $4; Weeks, Sfi^- per cent., took
second money, $3; Walwrath, 82'^ per cent., took tuird money. $2;
Partiss, Sl^^ per cent., took fourth money, $1; Pierson, 79=^ per
cent.; Banta, 77°, percent.; Pegnim, .57i, per cent. Messrs. Crit-
tenden & Card ottered a black bass rod to the member of the Can-
ajoharie Gun Club making the greatest average at the tournament
May 30. Contestants to have their scores count must be in two-
thirds of ali;events. Following are the different percentages of the
contestants, Mr. Weeks having withdrawn from said contest be-
forehand: Weeks, 86% per cent., withdrew; Bierbauer, 60 percent.,
received rod; Scharff. 58^9 per cent.; Wessels, SS'^n per cent.; Peg-
nim, 57^ per cent. During the day(including all regular contests
or events) 2,365 kingbirds were shot at, not counting two extra
sweepstakes, one of 180 and the other 80 birds, 260 birds more.

T. C. Pegnim,

DAVENPORT, IOWA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A new shooting club has been organized in this city known as

the West End Gun Club. 'I he officers are: Pres., B. A. Raphael;
Vice-Pres., John Scheef : Secretary, S. Hoffman; Treasurer, J. J.
Friday. The club has a large membership and has secured
grounds in the extreme west of the city. The first annual tourn-
ament was held l\Iay 30 and 31. Out of deference to the new club
the Foresters did not hold their usual Decoration Day shoot. The
attendance at the first annual tournament of the new club was
very good and some fine shooting was done. The tournameut
was conducted under the rules of the American Association. The
following is the result of the first day's shoot. .Ties divided unless
noted:
No. 1, 15 Peoria blackbirds:

C Budd 111111111111101-14 J Friday 011110011101100-10
S Hoffman . . . .101010100001010- 6 Parish 111011111111111-14
J Davis 111101101111001- 11 B Raphael COOeOOOOOOOOOOO- 0
No. 2, 5 single live birds:
M Davis 11010-3 Bennewitz 00111—3
Budd 11111—5 A D Boom 10101-3
Plainbeok 11100—3 Raph ael 00110—3
Parish 11001—3 Martins 00011—3
J Davis 11111-5 Hass OlOOO-l
J Scheef 11101—

4

No. 3, 20 Peoria blackbirds:
J Davis. ,

.11111111111111111110-19 Hoflman..ll01 1111011011101111-15
Budd 11111111111111111111-20 Martins. .01101001110119110110 - 13
Parish.... 01111101 1100111iniO—15 Hass 10010110111010011111-13
Zambach.1 1101100011111001000—11 Lewis 11100011011110010101—13
No. 4, 8 single live birds;

Budd 11111111—8 Parish 111.11111—8
Howard 11111111-8 Scheef 11110111—7
Laflin 11111111-8 Arp 11100111-6
Booth OliOlUl-B Frahm .00110000—3
JDa\is 10111100-5 Hoffman 10111011—6
Lafiin took first money on shoot-off of ties on 8, Scheef took:

second, Hoffman third, J. Davis fourth.
No. 5, 6 pair Peoria blacbbirds:

Budd 11 11 11 10 11 11-11 Martins 10 00 00 00 10 00- 3
Howard 11 11 10 11 00 11- 9 Arp 11 11 11 11 00 00- 8
Hoffman ....10 11 10 00 01 11— 7 Severance.. .10 10 10 10 10 01— 6
Eainsey 10 tlO dO 01 IL 11— 6 Taylor 00 01 00 10 01 11- 5
J Davis 11 01 01 10 11 11- 9 Laflin 10 10 00 11 10 10- 6
Eroth 11 00 10 01 10 11- 7 Brannigan . ..00 01 10 10 11 10— 6
BeMnewitz...ll 11 10 10 11 11-10

E.xtra No. 1, 5 pair Peoria hlackbirds; Budd 9. Martins 7, Parish
.5, Scheef 6, Bennevvitz 8, J. Davis 7, Hass 6, Hoffman 7, Friday 4,
Howard 5, Laflin 5, Arp 5, Eioth 3.

ExtiaNo 2, 13 single Peoria blackbirds: J.Davis 13, Budd 11,
Hoffman 8, Lambacli 7, Severance 8, Friday 7, Arp 10. Eroth 9,

Ha=s 7, Eainey 8, Benuewitz 7. Booth 7, Taylor 6, J. Martens 1,
Laflin 10, Howard 10, Jenkens 2, Parish 9.

Extra No. 3, at 6 live birds: J . Davis 3, Budd 6, Am 4, Scheef 3,
Parish 4, Severance 4. Owens 3, Taylor 2, Laflin 5, Hoffman 5,
Brannigan 4, Booth 6, Martens 3.

Extra No. 4, at 8 live birds: Budd 6, Howard 3, Hoffman 2, Arp
5, J. Davis 4, Parish 6, Owens 4, Lafiin 6.

Extra No. 5, at 15 single Peoria blackbirds: Davis 12, Budd 15,
Arp 11, Bennewifz 9, Severance 10, Laflin 11, Larabach 12, Parish 12.
Second Day.—Ho, 6, at 10 Peoria blackbirds:

Borchers UimillO-9 Lambach. 1011010010-5
Wiese ..- 1001110010-5 Friday... 0100000000-1
Diehn ....1101111110-8 Offerman 0110001111—6
Budd 1101111111-9 Ehlert 1110110101-7
Davis 1111111110—9
Extra No. 6, at 13 single Peer ia blackbirds; J. Davis 8, Budd 13,

Borchers 10, Wiese 5, Lambach 7, Diehn 8,
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Extra No. 7, 6 live birds: Davis 5, Borchers 3, Bndd i, Bootii 5,
Fish 4, Rpphaeie.
Extra No. 8, 6 live birds: Budd 6, Davis 4, Fisti 6, Booth 2, Bor-

cbers 3, Rapliuf^l 3, Baker 4, Scheef B.

Extra N". 9, It Peoria blackbirds: Davis 13. Budd 15, Diehn 13,
Borchers 10, Lumbach 13, Offerman 9, Hannennan 5, E'llert 18.
Extrf No. 10, 5 live birds: Budd 4, Davis 4, Fish 5, Borchers 4,

Baker ^. Hoffman 3.

Extra No. 11 5 liva birds; Budd 5, Davis .5, Borchers 5, Lambach
3, Raphael 3. ScQeef 4, Fish 5, HofTman 3, Eblert 3.

Extra No. 13, 12 Peoria blackbirds: Budd 12, Davis 10, Dielm 10,
Borchers 6, Fi- h 10, Scheef 9.

Extra No. 13, 10 Peoria blackbirds: Martens 7, Ott 5. Davia 6,
Diehn 9, OfEprman 6, Bu-ld 10, Lamp 6, Eblert 6, Lambach 7.

Exrra No. 14, 3 pair Peoria blackbirds: Martens 3, Budd 6, Hass
5, Hoffmin 4, Limbach 6, Schmidt 2, Davis 5.

THE ILLINOIS STATE SHOOT.
Chxcago, -June 9.—[Speeto' to Fo7-cst. and .Stream.]—The Illinois

shoot, which opered here to- lav, iw a great success. There wt^re
123 entries in the Board of Trade diamond shoot. The prize was
won bv M, J. Eich, of Chicago. The L. C. Smith cup wa« won by
R. C. Wliite, of Geneseo. Target shoots are averaging 70 entries.
This tournament breaks the record. E. Hough.

BROOKIjYN, N. Y., June 2.—The regular monthly shoot of the
Waverly Gun Club, at Dex'er Park, Long Islind, to-day was very
poorly attended. Only six oiemhers competed tor the gold medal
of the club, under the usual conditions: Ten bluerocks each, club
handicap, gun below the elbow. The first prize and medal was
won by G. Hemstead, with a score of 7 from the 10yd. mark. Four
sweepstakes followed. The regular monthly shoot of the Acme
Gun Club, at Dexter Park, Long Island, to-day was well attpnded.
The club shoots at 20 bluerocks each, right and left angles. No
prize is given for the highest score of the day, but the average is

taken at the end of the season for a very handsome pn'ze. Two
sweepstakes at 6 bluerosks each were shot bf^fore the club shoot.
J. Scblieman and R. Lambert, of the Conev Island Rod and Gun
Club, shot a match at 60 live birds each, 25yds. rise, for $100, at
Wooulawn Park, Lona: Island, to-day. It resulted in an easy
victory for Sciilieman. ' He started off with a big lead, killing 23
out of 25, and finished up with a straight run of 5. Lambert,
although beaten, showed good form, and will have another try to
down Schlieman. The score; J. Schlieman 43, R. Lambert 34.

NEWARK, N. .J., .June 6.—The monthly shoot of the Newark
Gun Club was held to-day instead of next Thursday. The con-
tost took place on John Ero's grounds. The birds were a good lot
throughout. Ea h man shot at 10 live birds under modiiied Hur-
linghara rules, for club prizes. In order to give it a double inter-
est each man put -So in the pot and shot for it. The result was:
Hodden 10, BreintnaU 10, Reinharrtt 10, Griffen 9, Jones 9, Ham-
lin" 9, HoUis 9. Ferment 9. Class 8. Castle 8, Zeglio 8, Brnen 7, Erb
7, K.0Pgpl7. First and second moneys were divided. Third waswm by Ca^'tle on th'i shoot-ofl. In an S-bird sweep, S5 entry,
Hollis and Koegel took first money. E. D. Fulford did not appear
on the grounds to shoot his match with Frank Class.

CLAREMONT, N. J., June 6.—The members of the New Jersey
Shooting Club had good sport at Claremont vesterday. There
were nine prize compcitions at bluerocks. The results were:
Ten singles: Chas. A. Pops 9, Geo. S. Virden 8, D. W. Berdan 7.

Walking match, at 5 tar*?ets: Pope 3W, Bsrdan 3, Virden 114.
Twe ty rock«: Simpson 18, Hunt 17, Virden 18. Ten birds, un-
known angles: Hunt 9, DeWitt. Smith 8 Compson 7. Ten blue-
rocks: Compson 10, Pope 9, Hathaway 8. Ten rocks: DeWitt
Smith 9, Pope 8. Ten singles: Compson 9, Simpson 8. Twenty
birds: Pope 19, Compson 17, "Yredenburgh 13. Eight pairs: Hath-
away 11, Virden 10, Compson 9.

AT CHICAGO.—Chicago, III., June 5.—Mr. John H. Hall, vice-
president of the Colt's Pat>'nt lire Arms Co., spent Monday and
Tuesday in the city on business. Mr. Hall goes to England on
business probably within two weeks. Mr. S. A. Tucker, of the
Parker (Jun, perhaps as well known a gun man as the United
Statps afford, paid the city a brief visit last week. Next week we
will have all the notables here at our big State shoot. McMurohy
of thn HuQter Arms Co.. has promised to hasten his Pacitic coast
trip to get here, and Col. Courtney, of the Lefever, is promised
also.

TOWAN DA, May £9.—Towanda Rod and Gun Club for club
badge. A, S. A. R,:
MantanJ e 111111 1111111 1 1 1111110110—23
Turner. . . OOOOi 10111101101100110111—15
Detrich 1111100011101011110011111-18
Sweepstakes, Keystone rules:

Mouranye llllllllll—10 Detrich .1011011111— 8

Turner 0011110101— 6

GENEVA, N. y., June 3.—Thefollowingmateh at live birds was
shot here yesterday. Conditions, 9 single birds, 35yds. rise, 30yds.
boundary, 12-gauge guns, IJ^oz. shot, use of both barrels, ground

J^('i^St;i(;\- (Lefever). .131113331-9 J Stacy, Jr (Parker) . .011121111-8
C S Bui-rall (Ithaca).2101031o0-5

CAZENOVJA GUN CLUB SHOOT, June 5.—Matches at 15
single kingbirds, unknown angles:
Atvvell 111110000101110- 9 101110011011110-10
Dwyer 111111111101111-14 lOlIOllOlOOlUll- 9

Webber Oil llllOlOlOlll-ll OlOOllUOIUllI-lO
Card noOllllOOlllOlO— 8 101011111001110—10
Will 111111111111010-13 omooooooiuol— 7

Squiers 011011111111111-13 111111100010100- 9

Thomas 101101011010101- 9

If RYE BEACH.—An unusually interesting and closely-contosted
event occurred at VY. 0. Beck's Rye Beach Park, Rye, N. Y.,
Wednesdav afternoon, June 2. between G .B. Charlick, of Rye, and
Warwick J. Sedgwick, of White Plains. N. Y., for $100, .50 live
pigeons each. Owing to an error of the referee or a misunder-
standing Mr. CharLck was declared the winner. The shooting of
the first 50 birds resulted in a tie, as did also the first 10 in shoot-
ing off the lie. The score was as follow^:W J Sedgwick. . .10011111111010111011100111111111110111110101101101-38

6 B Charlick. . . . 11111101111 11 llOOlllllllOlK OOllHllinilOOOOlOlll—88
Tie: Sedgwick, lUllOllOO—7, 1110111111—9; Charlick, OOOlllUll—9,

llllllim-lO.

CLEVELAND. O., June 4.—The members of the East End Gun
Club made a good showing this afternoon, notwithstanding the
unfavorable weather. At the conclusion of the club shoot those
present divided into two teams, and an exciting match followed.
The shoot was for 12 birds each, tmd the teams tied on 31. On the
shoot-oil Wherrj 'steam won hyl bird.
At the regular practice shoot of the Blue Rock Shooting Club

to-day, Lewis won the badge for the first time with 18. The con-
ditions were 25 single bluerocks, A. S. A. rules governing.

MONEY VS. MURPHY.—The notable pigeon-shooting match
between Edgar Gibhs Murphy, of N. Y. city, and Cap^. Albert W.
Money, ot England, took place on the afternoon of June 4 at the
country seat of John Hoev, Holly wood. Long Branch, N. J., and
resulted in a victory for Money by a .'tc ire of 87 to 83 kills. The
stakes were originally fixed at .51,000 a side, but this amount was
doubled on Wednesday, and upward of $20,000 is claimed lo have
been wtigered on the event.

LAMBERTVILLE, N. J.-The Lambertville Gun Club will hold
a four days tournament on the club ground June 16, 17, 18 and 19.

Programmes to be had of C. Moore, Lambertville, or Geo. E.
Heading, Flemington, N. J.

FIXTURES.
JTOTE.

13. New Y'ork, Aanual, S. I. 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
18. Rochester, Spring Regatta, Beach.

Irondequoit Bay. 27. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge.
20. New York, Sandy Hook Race — . lanthe. Spring, Passaic Riv.

.JULY.
4. Shrewsbury, Red Bank, N. J. 15-39. Northern Division Meet,
9. Rochester, Sailing Trophy, Pigeon Lake.

IrondequoitBay. 23. Rochester. Sailing Trophy,
U-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast IrondequoitBay.

Island.
AUOUST.

6-27. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Cham- 27. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
plain. Irondequoit Bay.

SEPTESIBEK.
5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 10. liochenter. Fall Regatta,
7. Tp..ntbe, Ann.. Passaic River. Irondequoit Bay.
7. lanthe, Annual, Woodside.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
OlfFlCERS, 1890-91.

Commodore: Waiter TJ. La.wson, Boston, Mass.
Secebtary-Tkeasureh: Ralph F. Brazkr, 4T Central street, LoweU, Mass.
REa.4.TTA CojonTTKE: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. G. MaeKemblck,

Toronto; L, B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Offlcers:

Vici5-CoM.: C.V.WSnnp, Albany, N.Y.
Rear-Com.: T. p. Gaddls, Dayton, O.
Purser: Howard Brown.Albany.NY
Ex. Com,: J. K. Batewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.

ViOE-COM.: J. W. Cartwright, Jr.
Rear-Com.: G. L. Parmele, Hartford.
Purser: R. Apollonlo, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Tovrae
and Sidney Bishop.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
Officei-s:

ViCE-CoM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Rear-Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser: C. E. L. Porteous, Kingston.
Ex. Com.: Colln Eraser and F. H.
Gisbome.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

VroE-COM.: 1. V. Borland, Arlington.
Rear-Com : E.D. Anderson, Trenton.
PriBSER: Rlch'dHobart, Newark N.J.
Ex. Com.: H, L. Quick and fl M.
Kreamer.

Applications for memoerstup must be made to division pursers, accom-
panied by the recommendation of an active member and the stun of $2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attendhip
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay Si .00 tor camp expenses. Application
sent to the Seo'v-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wishing to become members of

the A. C. A., will be furnlshea with printed forms of anpUcatlon by address-
ing the Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago. 111.

Vice-Commodore—N. B. Cook, Chicago, HI.
Rear-Commodorc^O. A. Woodruff, Davton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J H. Ware, 130 Rialto Budding, Chicago, 111.
Applications for membership should l)e made to the Sec.-Treas., on blanks

which may be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by S3 as
initiation fee and dues for the cm-rent year.

THE HOISTING SAIL COMPETITION.
'T^HE contest of last Saturday was a decided novelty in canoe-
-*- ing, something never before attempted, and it is worth
noting that the inception as well as the successful carrying out of
the idea is due to a yachtman who has never been in a canoe, and
knows nothing of canoeing. This same yachtsman, by the way,
whose visits to his yacht called him frequently to the neighbor-
hood of a prominent canoe club a year since, offered a prize to
any member of the club who would step his sails in a canoe, in-

stead of a hole in the club Boat, and take a short sail instead of
sitting about and talking canoe. In the present case the idea was
suggested in a similar way by hearing the heated discussions of
last fall over the standing sail. The contest has proved perfectly
practicable, and no doubt will be tried again by clubs or the A. C.
A. The details of the present one were purely experimental, and
now may be improved upon in several ways. The points to be
judged would probably be hoisting, lowering, sailing to windward
and leeward without rudder and with board fixed, shape of sails,

workmanship of rigging, and planning of rigging. This latter

point was not speciflcally included in the present case, but the
rigging should be judged both for its general planning and for the

workmanship. It does not seem desirable that close timing
should be considered in hoisting or lowering, the only distinction

being between those sails which hoist with reasonable speed as
compared with those which take two or three times as long, or
are noticeably slow. The seconds by a stop watch would afEord a
very unfair basis of comparison, a dozen or so of seconds being of

no moment compared with setting a large sail so firmly that it

will stand through a race. This brings up another point, the size

of the sails, and some minimum limit wiR be found necessary, as
a 50ft. cruising sail is a very different thing from a 70ft. racing
sail, and can be set in half the time. In order to give full oppor-
tunity to the judges, at least 10 points should be allowed for each
separate head.

SAILING WITHOUT A R,UDDER.-The proposed run down
wind with only the sails to steer by, as called for in the conditions
of the Zerega sail competition, has provoked some discussion of

late, as to whether such work was practicable; one expert placing
himself on record in print a few days since against it. Unfortun-
ately he was not able to be present on Saturday and see Mr. Dun-
nell run Eclipse out of the Atlantic Basin and over the marked
course, to leeward and return, sailing a very straight course and
not using the rudder.

" BAFTERS."—This curious term has lately come into use in
England to denote a sail entirely abaft the mast. It has not yet

found its way to this country, though the '"abaft the mast" sail is

an American institution.

THE ZEREGA HOISTING SAIL COMPETITION.
A NUMBER of canoeists were present ou June 6 at the Brook-

lyn C. C. house to take part in or to witness the compBtition
for the three prizes offered by Mr. T. C. Znrega, of the Seawan-
baka Corinthian Y. C, for the be«t hoisting and lowering rigs.
Mr. Zerega himself was present to lake charge of the arrange-
ments, while Mr. VV. P. Stephens, of the New York C. C, was
with him as judge.
The contest was ooen to members of the New York, Brooklyn,

Knickerbocker, lanthe and Arlington canoe clubs. Two prizes
were offered for five, and three for ten competitors.
Conditions governing the contest were as follows: Rig to consist

of at least two sails, canoe to b=i under way, and ail maneuvers
executed at command of judge. The contest to be judged by points,
which will be counted as follows:

Hoisting 3 points.
Lowering and properly furling 'J points.
Balance (to be determined by sailing without

rudder and wi'h fixed centerboard over a
short course to windward and return) 5 points.

Merit and beauty of design 3 points.
Neat and seamanlike finish 3 points.

Possible score 17 points.
Should the score of any boats tie, such boats must be re-judged,

and if possible the same day. Double entry permitted, but onlv
one prize awarded to any competitor. Reefing not considertd.
Rudders may be carried in the third trial, but must swing freely
and not be used during the trial.
The entries were:

Eclipse F. L. Dunnell Brooklyn C. C.
Seabright W. T. Wintringham. .Brookivn C. C.
Kismet C. J. Stevens New Y^ork 0. O.
Bonnie C. B. Vaux New York O. C.
Teaser L. B. Palmer, lanthe C. C.
Tempest G. P. Douglas lanthe C. C.
Guenn Wm. Whitlock New York C. C.

H. H. Smythe Brooklyn C. C.
Vim, canoe yawl J. Johnson Brooklyn C. O.
Menanka W.J. Miller. , Brooklyn C. C.
Of these Messrs. Vaux, Palmer and Smyihe did not compete,

and Messrs. Miller and Johnson only entered at the last moment.
The canoes were first inspected on the float hy Mr. Stephens, the

sails being set and lowered, then they were launched and at the
word from the judge «ach competitor in turn hoisted his sails,
atterward lowering them at the signal. Two additional tr'als
were granted to those not satisfied wUh the first attempt. The
times were not taken by the watch, as smooth working and practi-
cal efficiency were considered of more importance than mere
speed in hoisting. After this was over the contestants placed
their boards in such positions as they wished, to remain fixed dur-
ing the trial, and also set the rudders to swing freely, no one being
allowed to touch the tiller. A course of about 300yds. was marked
off just outside the Atlantic Basin, and the canoes were started
before a rather light breeze to run down and beat home.
The times were taken, but they were not used as a basis for

judging, although to a certain extent a test of the performance of
the boats. Eclipse made a remarkable showing, getting away
easily and running off to leeward with a fairly straight course,
turning the mark and beating home, her time being about two-

thirds that of the next competitor. Most of the canoes worked
about for a time before starting, and some boxed around rather
clumsily, but out of six starters all covered the course unaided by
the rudder save one, which was compelled to use it to avoid foul-
ing a yacht. The next best performance to Eclipse was Seabright,
while Kismet steered badly and ran all over the cour.se, a part of
this being from the fact that her very small cockpit did not allow
the crew to shift his weight to any extent. Mr. Johnson did not
start in this part of the competition, having just brought his boat
from the builder in the morning and being unprepared to steer
her without a rudder.
The full score of the judge was as follows, the winners being

Eclipse, first prize, and Seabright second prize. In marking it
was found at once that the limit of three or five points for each
part of thg competition did not permit of a sufficiently clo^e
grading, and the marking was made as will be se'^n. on a basis of
12 and 20 points in place of 3 and .5; the flial score being diviiled
by 4 to reduce it to the original ba'iis of 17 points in place of 08:

Hoist- Low- Hand- De- Aver-
„ , „ Ing. erlng. ling. sign. Finish. Total, age.
Eclipse. F. L, Dunnell 13 12 20 10 9 63 15'M
8eabright,W. T.Wintringhamll 10 16 13 11 60 15
Guenn, Wm Wbitlock 13 13 14 13 9 r>9 im
iCismet, C. J. Stevens 11 10 13 11 13 m 14
Tempest, G. P. Douglas 10 8 16 9 7 SO 12%
Vim, J. Johnson 13 10 . . 6 10 o8 9j|
Menanka, W. J. Miller 8 10 .. 10 9 36 9

We give the markings on each point at the request of the com-
petitors, and if the differences between the various rigs should
seem unfairly rated, it must be considered that such a competition
as this is an entire novelty to the judge as much as any one else,
and the judging was by no means an easy matter. The figures
must be taken as relative rather than absolute, representing only
the differences between the various rigs, as it is certain on after
inspection that if 68 points represents perfection the best of the rigs
could not be classed as high as 60.
One thing was pretty clearly indicated; that the winning boat

and rig in such a competition is likely to be much like Eclipse, a
canoe with no marked difference in draft at the ends, a moderate
centerboard near the middle, a cockpit sulHciently largo to per-
mit the crew to go forward in order to luff, and with small sails
hoisted by single halliards. The bucket cockpits do not give room
for a man to work, and worse still they do not permit him to
throw his weight forward in steering without a rudder; while a
great draft increases the difficulty of luffing. The single hal-
liard showed to great advantage in simplicity and speedy work-
ing, so much so that it was imperative that it should receive
a higher marking than the double; but in a racing sail of the
sizes now used the double halliard, as used by Messrs. Stevens
and Butler, has proved a neces-iity, the single not giving suffi-
cient purchase to hold the yard in place through a race. The
most difficult of the Sve points was that of design, the sails, with
the exception of Sir. Stevens's leg of mutton, being all battened
with a hoisting yard, and not differing materially from each
other. It is an open question with all canoeists which particular
shape of sail is the most efl'ective, a doubt that is fully shared by
the judge.
Tne nearest approach to perfection, both in the handiwork of

rigging and in every detail of the canoe, rig and fittings, was in
Kismet; the rudder, deck tiller, sliding seat and smaller details
being designed by the owner, while the workmanship on the rig-
ging, the lashings, splices, etc., was far ahead of the others in
design and finish. The sails are of LTnion silk and the spars are
hollow throughout. The rig worked well in hoisting and lower-
ing, though not quite as rapidly as some others, but it was fitted
solely for the purpose of racing over the New York C. 0. course,
with the club house near at hand, the sails on nine days out of ten
being set up at the fioat and never lowered until the boat is
housed. Wi'h some very small changes they might be set more
rapidly, and certainly the yard is strongly and firmly held. The
new sails are not yet in the best condition, the silk requiring more
careful handling than an ordinary muslin sail, and the largest
racing rig was used, 65 and 55f l. The canoe showed at her worst
in the leeward run and also in beating home.
Next to her in finish came Seabright. with a very good suit of

sails designed by Mr. Wintringham, while the details of the rig-
ging were very ingenious. The blocks were made by Mr. Win-
tringham, double and single inside strapped, with ebony shells
and brass sheaves and pins, while the fittings of jaws, etc., were
of brass, also made by him, the parts being neatly fitted, small
nuts and screw bolts being largely used. Compared with Kismet,
the work of the latter was rather neater and the use of lashings
and splices in place of brasswork gave a more shipshape look.
There was nothing remarkable about tne other rigs, which were
etted with the usual stock gear of blocks, etc., for service rather
than for any display of skill on the part of the owner. Vim, a
new canop yawl, only entered at the last minute, and her rig was
solely for cruising, but well fitted, the only drawback being tlie
weight of the brasswork and ihe masts. INLr. Douglas was forced
to enter with a borrowed rig, his new one not being ready.
While there will probably be much difference of opinion as to

the details of the judging, the relative number of points given
under each head, we believe that all who carefully watched the
competition and inspected the canoes will agree with the order in
which the men are placed, as being closely in accord with the'r
merits and the conditions of the contest. For an experiment, the
whole competition must be considered a great sticcess, and while
it has brought out nothing specislly new or stai'fltug in the way
of a perfect canoe rig, it has set men at work to improA^e their
rigs, and the results are likely to be seen during the present
season.

ENGLISH CANOES OF 1891.

TO such canoeists as are unable to vi.sit Hendon at the time of
the cup races on Jun« 6 and 13 a mental comparison of the

different canoes competing in the races will be facilitated by a
knowledge of the leading characteristics of each boat. Without
going into detail a sketch model of the little ships is as follows.
Taking first class.
Atalaota, of 1891, is essentially of the American type of racing

canoe, 16ft. long by -SOin. of beam. She is comparatively shallow
in hull. She has but little rocker to her keel and rabbet until
quite close to the ends. Her waterliues show a very fine after-
body and fine how, with comparatively small amount of middle-
body; her transverse sections show a considerable rise of floor,
even in the mid-section, and very slight bilge, and her draft of
water being small she thereby becomes a boat of very small dit-
plaoement and a difficult model, comparatively, to sit up. Her
lines are decidedly '"fast," but whether she can be efFicienily
handled under full sail in a good breeze remains to be proved.
Aialanta has a light eenterplate and has latterly been sailing
with some 60 to SOlbs. of ballast, which has greatly improved her
stability, and apparently without detracting from her speed. She
is rigged with two good-looking low-cu*^ balance lugs, and also
with a tall bafter rig. At present the lugs have been used in
racing.
Birdie (next alphabetically) has already been de.scrihed in the

Fidd of May 23. She also is in design a light displacemont canoe,
16ft. by 30in. beam, but has been also much improved by ballast;
her after-sectinns being full, and of the flat U type, cause her dit-
ference from the usual AmcricHu type. Her freeboard, when bal-
lasted, is very smaU, and no doubt sne is a wet boat when there is
any sea on. She has a very long floor, and is a particularly easy
little boat to "sit out" and keep up. Her siieed, thus far, has
proved her a dangerous antagonist in smooth water.
Mercury is one of the last of the Pearls designed by Mr, E, ±J.

Tredwen. She is a large boat on her dimensions, i. e,, she
cariies her beam considerably fore and aft. She has nearly a
flat deck and floor, thereby showing a great deal of side. She has
a heavy plate, and a lot of ballast. Her speed, however, is un-
deniablt;for in the match on the 16th she came in third out of
eight starters, and only 30s. astern of Stella. So powerful a canoe,
however, should show up well in a blow.
Nautilus of 1891 is an entirely new departure in regard to model,

and, had the ordinary form of deck ana topsides been omitted, she
might well have been so shaped above water as, in conjunction
with her under-water form, to have been a "cigar" boat. How-
ever, though the design originully had very nearly this rounded
home form with a "citadel" amidships, it was altered just before
building to a more conventional form of topside and deck. She is
16ft. long by 30in. beam, and loj^iu. deep under deck. She ie of
large displacement—probably loOlbs. to loOlbs. more tlian any
other canoe sails at; hut Nautilus is designed to be sailed thus'.
.She is designed to carry a heavy eenterplate and a comparatively
heavy owner, plus either ballast in racing or a full ashore camp
outfit for cruising. The rocker in her keel is simply a continuous
and perfect sweep from waterline aft under her deepest draft
(Sin.) up to waterline at stem. Her lines are roimd throughout.
Her beam at waterline is considerably under that of her deck, and
she has no bilge at any spot more than any where else. She has
been likened to a Whitehead torpedo split in half horizontally;
she is nothing of the kind—rather the reverse. Her form is more
like unto the undei-tvater form of the racing Sampan Pangam, of
Singapore (or as they used to be some fifteen years back); but with
sucn general likenesses all comp=irison ceases, as the intents and
purposes of the present Nautilus design were first produced in fig-
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ures OB paper, with but casual consideration of the form they
might riemand. NautiJus has a heavj^ gun metal plate nearly
amidships, and a very powerful drop-plate rudder; so that in
truth the "tail may wag the dog." She has but little overhang at
the bow and quarter sections, but she has considerable freeboard
all along, and thus lar has proved an exceedingly dry boat. «he
is rigged with balance lugs.

Stella is the last Severn: she w'as designed by Mr. Stewart. She
is unlike the Charm in that she has a round section comuared to
Charm's flat V sections. She is considerably roclieredat both
ends. Her ceuier-plate is rather smRll in area, and of light weight.
Certainly in her new owner's hands she will come out fast, and
the way in which she tooled away to windward of the big yawl in
the match of the 18th in a blow, left no shadow of doubt as to her
windward-eatiug qualities. When ballasted down her freeboard
is none too great, and in rough water she would have a wet time
of it, both on deck, and below.
Vanessa is the Nautilus of 1888. with a centerplate of powerful

size and weight. Her floor is a rising flat V, with a rather sharply
rounded, i. e., pronounced, bil^e. She nas very much overhang of
bow and quarter sections, which comes Into useful play in pre-
ventiug or lessening plunging in rough water, Imt is somewhat
detrimental to speed at great angles of heel. She has great ca-
pacity for carrying weight, and in addition to being fast under
ca.nvas, would be all in it as a cruiser. Her rig is bahnice lugs.
_Usk is a large-modeled canoe, taking the utmost out of the club

dimensions. Her waterlines show considerable hollow both for-
ward and aft; she is siiflf and powerful, even without any ballast,
but her best chance would be in light winds with plenty of sail, as
her lines are hardly favorable to high speeds or sailing much
healed over. Lug rigged.
Other canoes ibPre are which we have not space at present to

notice: also there is probability of the past winners of the chal-
lenge cup— the t'harm and Whiz—turning up. These are light
displacement "no ballast'' canoes, aud should they compete, in-
terest will run very high, as they will find their competitors
tuned up to a much more perfect racing pitch this year ihan pre-
viously.- jPicM.

TO WINDWARD WITHOUT A RUDDER.
"'T^HE hoisting sail comt>etition, the prizes for which are to be
JL presented by Mr. Zerega, is a canoe test in the right direc-

tion and should prove to be of great interest, not only to the com-
petitors, but also to all those canoemen who can make it conve-
ient to be at Bay Ridge on the afternoon of June 6, It is perhaps
"worthy of note that reeling is not considered among the points
that count for the prizes. Therefore it may be inferred that this
desirable feature of a hoisting sail no loriger has value in the eyes
of those who are Hkely to take part in the trials, or in the opinion
of the gentleman who framed toe ruies.
"He would be a bold man indeed who would say positively that

any canoeing feat was impossible, and yet W'e feel quite safe in
venturing the opinion that there is not now in or near New York
a canoe or a canoeist that can sail to windward and return with-
out a rudder, and with the centerboard either up or down all the
time—as the rules in this competition make necessary. There is
no difficulty in tacking and working a canoe to windward without
the help of a rudder, and with the board down; but how any canoe
can be made to go bow first down the wind—centerboard down

—

is more than wo can understand. It is to be presumed that a
paddle cannot be used, although the rules do not say so. We
would suggest to the gentleman who is to act as judge, and who
38 a canoe designer by the way, that he should make an attempt
at sailing a canoe down the wind—board rtp or down—before the
date of ihe competition, and bis experience may suggest a change
in the rules which will prevent this part of the programme being
a dismal failure."—Sea Bee Vaux, in The WoeVs Sport.

A. 0. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Eastern Division: Ormsby A. Court,
Lowell, Mass.; W. H. Hargrave, Stanstead, P. Q,; Geo. H.Morse,
Wm. A. Crombie, Burlington, Vt. Northern Division: Samuel
Grandy. S. English, W. C. TuUv. O. P. Williamson, Abram Laid-
ley, John jMorrison, Omemee; W. H. Bothem, Moesum M. Bovd,
Ohas E. Stewart, Bobcaygeon. Atlantic Division: W.W.Ward,
Hoboken, N. J.; W. G. Raoul, Jr., New Brighton, S. I.; C. Cecil
Hodgmau, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Model FachU and Boats. Their design, inaJdng and sailing, with
desifjns and ivorning draioings. Postpaid, $£.

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

11. Rochester. Review,Charlotie 20. St. Lawrence, 21 and 18ft.
11. Portland, Annual. Classes, Montreal.
13. Monatiquot, Opening, Wey- 20. New B' dford. Ladies' Day,

mouth. New Bedford.
13. Massachusetts, Spring, Dor- 20. Seawannaka, Ann,, N. Y.

Chester. 20-21. San Francisco, Cruise,
13. Lynn, Lynn. Martinez.
13. Quinry. 33. Pavoni a. Annual, New York.
13. bavin Hill, First Cham. 23. Corinthian, Ann,, N. Y.
13. Royal N. S., Ohatmcy Cup, 23. Atlantic, 2.5ff., S'ift. and itift.

Halifax. Special, New York Bay.
13. St. Lawrence. 29 and 24ft.. 24. New Bedford, Sweep*, New

Classes, MontreaL Bedford.
15. Phila., Ann,, Del. River.
16. Atlantic, Ann., New York.

35. Cor. Mos. Fleet, Larchmont.
25. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

17. Cedar Pt., Sangatuck, Conn. 25. Patapsco Navy, Ann., Balti-
17. Hull. Uuder 21£t. more.
17. Massachusetts, Ann.,Nahant 2". Yonkers Cor., Ann.,Tonkers
17. Eastern, Sweep?., JIarbleh'd 27. Hull, All Classes.
17. Beverly, 1st Sweep, Men. Bch 27. Dorchester, Club, Dorchester
17. Marine and Field, Annual, 27. Lynn, Lynn.

Bath Beach. 37. Quincy, First Championship
17. New Jersey, Annual, New 37. Cor. Navy, L. I. Squad, New

York Bay. Rnchelle.
17. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay. 27. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
17. Mosquito, Club, Boston. 27. Beverly, 2d Sweep.Marbleh'd
18. Roch., Ladies' Day.Charlotte 27. St. Lawrence, 29, 3-1, 21 and
18. New York, Ann.. New York. 18ft. Classes. Montreal.
30. Hull Corinthian, 1st Cham. 27. Royal N. S., United Banks
20. Brooklyn, Spring, Gravesend Cup, Halifax.

Bay. 27. Mosquito, Cup, Boston.
20. Cor. Navy, Del. River Squad. 29. Eastern, Ann., Marblehead.
20 Corinthian. Marblehead, 29. Massachusetts, Ladies' Race,

Sweep and Club, Marbleh'd Dorchester Bay.
JULT.

1, St. Lawrence, 29, Hi. 31 and 14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton
18ft. Classes, Montreal. Hamilton.

'

1. Pleon, Penn., Marblehead. 15. Pieon, l=t Cham., Marbleh'd
3. Seawanhaka, ttifc. aud 20ft., —. Massachnsetts, 46ft. Special'

Oyster Bay. 15. Monatiquot, 1st Cham.,Wey-
3. Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. mouth.
3 4-6. San Francisco, Ciuise, 10. Lake Y.R. A., R. C.T.C., Tor.

Mare Island. 16. Cedar Pt., Saugaruck, Conn'
3. Monatiquot. Club, Wesnn'th. 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City
4. American, Naphtha,Milton's Toronto.

'

Neck. 18. American, Steam, Milton's
4. Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. Neck.
4. Corinthian, Marblehead, 18. HuU, First cham., 1st and 2d

Sweep and Club.Marbleb'd classes.
4. Beverly, 3d Sweep, Mon. Bch 18. New Y'ork. Ann., New York.
4. Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't 18, Hull Corinthian, Club.
4. N.Y.Y.R.A. Cruise. 18. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.
4. Royal N. Squadron Prizes 18. Beverly, 1st Cham, Mon. Bch

Halitas. 18. Cor. Navy. N. Y. Bav Squad.
4. Sing Sing, Ann., Sing Sing. 18. St. Lawrence, 34 and 21ft.
4. Am. Model, Prospect Park,

Brooklyn.
4. Douglas-ton, Annual, Little

Neck Bay.
4. Bayswater, Ann,, Jamaica

Bay.

Classes, MontreaL
18. Royal N. S.,Laasdowne Cup,

Halifax.
18. New Bedford, Sweeps., New

Bedford.
18-19. San t raneisco.Fish.Oruiee

6. American, Sailing, Milton's 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
Neck. Rochester.

— . Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 20. Rochester, L.Y'.R.A., Charl.
head. 31. Fal]Riv.,Ladies'Dav,PallRiv—. Raptarri. n,-tils«, Maine Cnsist 33. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.

7. New Rochelle, Anu„ Now 23. Lake Y.R.A.,Oswego,Oswego
Rochelle. 33. Royal N. S.. Wenonah Chal-

11. Dorchester. Club, Doroliester lenge Cup, Halifax.
11. Hull, First Cham,, 3d, 4th, 23. L.Y.R.A,, Ann., Oswego.

5th and 6th classes. 25, Great South Bay.
11. Lynn, Lynn. 25, Dorche8ter,0pen.Dorchester
11. Corinthian.Marbleh'dfCruise 36. Quincy, Second Cham.
U. Savin Hill, Caah, 33. OorluthiaB, Marblehead, let
11. Riverside, Annua^f Cbam., Marblehead,

11. St. Lawrence. 2f) and 18ft. 2-5. Massachusetts, Cruise.
11. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay. 25. Hull. Cruise, Cape Cod.

Classes, Montreal. 25. Mn?quito. Cup, Boston,
11- Mosquito. Pennant, Boston. 27. Pleon, Cruise, Marblehead.
11-19. Larchmont, Cruise, L. I. —

. Corinthian. Ma r bl eh e ad,
Sound. Ladies' Day, Marblehead.

14. Quincy, Ladles' Day. 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-
mouth.

AtTGTJST.
1. Indian Harbor. Open, Green- — . Corinthian, N. Y., Sweeps,

wich. Marblehead.
1. Westhampton.Westhampton 1.5. Mosquito. Open. Boston.
1. Hull Corinthian, 3d Cham. 15. New Bedford, Sweeps.. New
1. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- Bedford.

wich. 15. East Bay. Long Island.
1. Beverly, 1st Cham.Marbleh'd 15. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleh'd.

1-15. Cor. Navy Meet, Riv-rside. 15. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups
3. New York, rendezvous. Glen 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.

Cove. 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.
8. Mosquito, Pennant, Boston. 19. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 19. Fall River, Open, Fall River
6. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

mouth. 20. Massachusetts, 3d Cham.
7. New York,Goelet Cups,New- Dorchester Bay.

port. 23. Quincy.
8. San Francisco, Club. 23. Corinthian, Marblehead, 2d
8. HuU, S'Cond Cham., 3d, 4th, Cham., Marblehead.

5th and 6th classes. 22. Mon,itiquot, Sweeps., Wey-
8. Lxnn, Lynn. mouth.
8. Savin Hill, Second Cham. 23. Cor. Navy, East River Squad
8. Beverly, 4th Sweep, Mon.Bch 33. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup, Hali-
8. Royal N. S., Ladies' Prizes, fax.

Halifax. 32-23. San Francisco,Fi3h.Cruise
.«. Bay View, Club. Boston Bay. 26 Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd.

10. Quincy, Third Cham. 2(1. Dorche8ter,Club, Dorchester
Vi. Massachusetts. First Cham., 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

Dorchester Bay. 27. Massachusetts, Third Cham.,
13. Pleon, 2d Cham , Marbleh'd. Dorchester Bay.
13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 29. Hempstead, Long Island.
13. Monatiquot. Ladies' Day, 39. Hull, All Classes.

Weymouth. 29. Savin HUl, Cash.
13. Cedar Pt., Saugatuck, Conn. 39. Beverly, 2d Cham, Mon. Bch.
15. Hull, Ladies' Race. 29. Royal N. S., Capt. Russell's
15. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- Cup, Halifax.

Summer Series, Marbleh'd 29. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
15. Beverly, 2d Cham, Marbleh'd Larchmont.

SEPTEMBER.
1. Eastern. Fall, Marblehead. 13. New Bedford, Annual, New
2. Pleon, Sail-off. Marblehead. Bedford.
5. Monatiquot, Sail-otT, Wey- 13. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch

mouth. 12. Lynn, Cup, Lynn.
5. Hull Corinthian, Open. 13. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-
5. Beverly.DtbSweep.Marbleh'd Chester Bay.
5. Larchmont. FaU. Larchm't. 13. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-off.
5. Bav View, Cruise. 13. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-
7. FaU River. Cluh. FaU River. fax.
7. Beverly, Open, Mon. Beach. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
7. N.Y.Y'.R.A.,Ann.,NewY'oik 19. Beverly, 3:1 Cham,Marbleh'd
7. Corinthian, Marblehead, 26. Beverly, 3d Cham, Mon. Bob.

Handicap, Marblehead. 26. Savin Hill. Fleet Captains
7. Lynn, Open, Nahant. Cups Sail-ofl'.
7. Mosquito, Open, Bo3ton. 20. Royal R. S., Lord Alex Rus-

11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor- sel's Cup, Halifax.
Chester Bay. 26. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay.

OCTOBER.
7. Brooklyn, FaU, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.

Bay.

COLLAPSIBLE CHANNELS.
T^HE first event in the history of the new 46ft. class is the failnre

of the iron oharmels of Miueola and Sayonara, the earliest

of the fleet in commission. Before the first race, and uuder the
strain of a little trial sailing, they quietly folded up and left the
mast unsuiipor! ed. Channels of any considerable width are a
novelty in American yachts; the Harvey cutters Bedouin. Oriva
and Wenonah have long narrow cUannels of wood; the old sloop
Fanny has, as every one knows, two curious excrescences of wood
that carry her chainplates, and the other old timers. Eclipse and
Vision, have some curious specimens of smith work on the sides;

but the only new yacht with wide channels prior to this year was
Liris, hers being of steel plate and angles, and they have slood per-
fectlyJfor two seasons. Tomahawk, Gossoon and Helen had chan-
nels, but not so wide as in the 46-footers. The channels on the Fife
boats, Minerva, Clara, Yama and Barbara, are of steel plate,

the centers cut out to save weight, but they are very long, aud
well stift'ened by half-round steel abreast the chainplates. In the
new Boston boats the channels are apparently of iron plate, com-
paratively short for their width, very much cut away, and without
the stiffening pieces. That they are not strong enough in them-
selves seems proven by their behavior in these two cases, and we
doubt vf ry much whether the whole connection of the shrouds to

the sides of the yacht in many of the newer yachts is not equally
faulty; there seems no provision for distr ibuting the strain of the
shrouds over the whole side of the boat and also to the keel, in
the older boats of a couple of years since with inside chainplates
on the frames, there was far less strain, but still some cases of
failure occurred, and a far greater strength is called for in the
new racers.

YACHTS VERSUS TUGBOATS.
'T^HE decision of Judge Benedict is one of the most important to

yachtsmen that has ever been made, and in connection with
that in the case of the steam yacht Lagonda, quoted in the For-
est ^ND Stre.\m of March 13, it places a pleasure vessel on ex-
actly the same footing in the eye of the law as one engaged solely

in trade. In these two cases -Tudge Benedict has decided that a
pleasure vessel is entitled to all the rights granted to vessels b^

the rules of the road; and also that in case of damage the loss of
time may be rated at a certain commercial value, even though
the vessel be used solely for pleasure. The masters and pilots of
tugboats, river and sound steamers may find very useful if not
palatable reading in these two decisions, while yachtsmen have
every cause for rejoicing that their rights have at last been so
clearly deflned, thanks to the spirited action of Mr. Center, of the
cutter Medusa, and Mr. Watts, of the steam yacht Lagonda, who
have fought their respective cases until a favorable judgment
has been reached; in the first case in the face of the very lame
and one-sided decisions of both the Supervising Inspector of
Steam Vessels and of the local inspectors; and in tne second case
of the Commissioner who made a mere nominal award of a few
dollars.

A CHANCE FOR COMMISSIONER BATES.
TF Commissioner of Navigation Bates finds the time hang idly

on his hands at present, there is a wide field of usefulness
ready for him in which he can make a partial amends for his
authorship of the Frye bill and perhaps do a little to remove
the very unfavorable opinion which he has earned from yachts-
men. The task we refer to is the compiling of a list of worn-out
and otherwise objectionable names of yachts, and the drawing up
of a biU prohibiting their further use. As a beginning v.-e can
suggest ^^^lit6 Wiugs, Daisy, Marguerite, White Cap, FroUc,
Fanny, Nettie, Mary, Ripple, Lurline, Mystery, Wanderer, Maud,
Undine, Idler, Vision, Hattie, Emma, EUa, LlUie, Katie, Nellie,

Restless and Meteor. If these names could be laid away for fifty

or a hundred years, they not ouly would never be missed, but
might come out at the end of that time with a certain degree of
novelty.

CRUISING TRIM AND CLASS LIMITS.-An important ques-
tion bag arisen in oonneotion with the races In cruising trim,

which with feaudlcftp yaoMwJtt be tfee laew jfeatures of several

clubs. Nearly all of the racing fleet are so near the class limit

that while they can keep their places in the class by dint of close

stripping for a race, they are well over the limit when in usual

cruising trim. The question then comes up whether a yacht
which comes to the line for a race with a waterUne length of sail

30ft. 3in. is in the SOft. or 85ft. class. It may with propriety be
argued on the one hand that the measureinent and classification

rules recognize no difference of trim, a yacht must be measured
in the trim in which she raced, aud her length will then show her
class. This is a literal construction of the rules, hut on the other
hand the intention of the clubs in offering prizes for cruising

trim was not to re-class the boats, but to leave them in the classes

where their official racing measurements have placed them in the

past. What is needed to settle the question is a statement from
the regatta comiiiittees which will show owners just where they
stand.

COLOR OF YACHTS.—Mr. Prince has foregone his announced
intention of painting the new Beatrix red, aud American yachts-

men will be deprived of a startling spectacle. In England, how-
ever, some .strange freaks in color are in fashion. No exception
can be taken to a light mahogany topside, .such as some of the
racers show, in fact, it was a mistake not to flaish Liiis this way
in her first season, but when one side of a yacht is painted black
and the other white, ss in the case of the 5-rater Glycera, the re-
sult must be surprising, though hardly so hideous as the striped

black and white of Mayflower when she raced Galatea. Wind-
fall, a new 5-rater, owned and raced by Mrs. Schenley, is painted
a bright red.

,

A NOVEL RACING PLANT.-The latest development in the
racing line is the invention of the two old and clever yachtsmen,
Messrs. Paul Ralli, former owner of Yarann, and E. F. Quitter.

Each of these gentlemen own one of the small-raters, the Brat and
the Bairn, and together they have fitted up a big Thames saUiug
barge, the New Zealand, on which they can live in comfort and
navigate from port to port, carrying the racing craft on davits.

THE MEDUSA-STAPLES COLLISION.
THE following is the full text of the decision lately rendered

by Judge Benedict in the case of the cutter Medusa and the
tug M. E. Staples. On behalf of the tug it was claimed that the
yacht was in the position of an overtaking vessel, coming up
astern of the tug and her tow at a speed of 6 to 7 knots, while
their speed was but half as much. The claim of the yacht was
thas the two vessels were crossing, and also that whatever the
position may have been, the steam vessel up to the last moment
could have avoided the collision had she so desired. The evi-
dence offered by the yacht as to the positions of the two vessels,
their speed and the direction of the wind, was conclusive as to
the fact that the two were saiUng on converging courses, and
that the tug without whistle or other warning continued her
course until she collided with the sailing vessel. The decision is
as follows. The decisions of the Supervising and local inspectors
of steam vessels will be found in the Forest and Stream of
Feb. 6. 1890:

United States District Court, Eastern District of New l^ork.—
William H. Flannery vs. the sloop yacht Medusa. Robert Center
vs. the tug M. E. Staples.

Benedict, J. May 33, 1891.
At the time of the coUision which gave rise to this action the

sloop yacht Medusa and the tng M. E. Staples were proceeding
down the New York Bay above the Narrows on crossing courses.
The yacht being a sailing vessel had the right to hold her course,
and it was the duty of the tug, being a vessel under steam, to
avoid her. Both vessels held their courses until collision was
imminent, indeed inevitable, without prompt action on the part
of the tug.
The liability of the tug for the coUision is pla'n, and it is equally

plain that the yacht was guilty of no fault.
The collision is easily explained by circumstances proved, which

go to show that the tug acted upon the idea that because the tug
was a vessel engaged in business, whUe the Medusa was a pleas-
ure craft and able to change her course easily, it was the duty of
the yacht to give way for the tug. This was a mistaken idea on
the part of the ttte-. Pleasure yachts, while subject to, are also
entitled to act upon the rules of navigation. There was nothing
in the situation of these vessels to create an exception to the
ordinary rules of navigation by which it is made the duty of a
steam vessel to avoid a vessel under saiL The tug had a .single
boat in tow on a hawser 100ft. long. She could, by stopping, have
given the yacht room to pass without collision. She could by a
slight change of her helm have rem->ved all danger of collision.
She was in possession of the power to avoid approaching vessels
and that is the basis of the rule of navigation, and I discover noth-
ing in the proofs upon which to base a decision that she was
relieved from the rule. Therefore, by the navigation rules the
yacht had the right to hold her course, and made it the duty of
the steam vessel to avoid her, and this duty was in no way modi-
fled by the fact that the vessel she was approaching was a pleas-
ure yacht able to alter her course witnout much trouble or loss.
The libel of the owner of the tug is therefore dismissed with

costs, and in the case of the owner of the yacht a decree wiU be
entered in favor of the libellant with an order of reference to
ascertain the amount of the damage.
Hyland & Zabriskie for tugboat Staples.
Julian B. Shope for yacht Medusa.

THE WATSON CENTERBOARD 1 O-RATER.
THE Field speaks as follows of the new 10-rater Dora, designed

by Watson for Messrs. Allan, owners of Doris. The new boat
has sailed but twice, aud her performance is not conclusive, but
her two wins from such tens as Woodcock and Y'voune show her
to be a very smart boat:
"The opening cruise of the Royal Northern Y. C. was memor-

able for the exceptional interest taken in the racing of the Clyde
lO-raters, reinforced by the new centerboard cutter Dora, built
by Adam of Gnurock, from the design of Mr. G. L. Watson for
Messrs. B. and R. Allan, who owned t^ e well-know 10-rater Doris.
Dora is so novel in form and construction that even judges
doubted if she would do any good. In ihe only two encounters
she has had with the keel lO-raters she has come out successftil.
But in the first of these, at Rothesay, on the day previous to the
Royal Northern match, the wind veered about, with Dora getting
more than her own share of luck. In the Royal Northern match
the breeze was fairly steady throughout, and while in the reach-
ing Dora seemed to be making little of her rivals, in turning to
windward from Pladda, off the south end of Arran, to Davaar,
in the entrance of Campbelton Loch, she fairly outwinded the
keel 10-totmers, and left them fastest in the stronger breezes. Of
course many more trials are wanted to shor,- Dora really superior
to keel cutters of the same tonnage, in the meantime her fur-
ther performances will be watchea with the keenest interest in
Clyde, since they may mean a great revolution in yacht building.
Dora has no resemblance in form to eillter Iverna or Amphitrite,
which discarded their centerboards. With sharp ends she has
very considerable beam, and, with nearly the draft of a 10-tonner,
the cutter has a natural stability that, with a heavv lead keel,
keeps her more upright than the keel IC-tonners on the wind; and
she does not jump in the head sea, as was expected. The racing
in the other matches of the Royal Northern presented no features
of note. As was to be expected, the 40-ton cutter May, in the turn
to windward from Ailsa Craig to Campbelton, weut to the front,
and the 20-rater Windward had an easv victory over the out-
classed and cruising cutters in the match."

A. P. E.-MARGUERITE.-The fast Cape Cod oatboat A. P. E
has lately bf-en brought to New Y^ork, her new owner changing
her name to Marguerite, making about the twentieth yacht of that
name. Neither A. P. E. nor Mucilage weie specially appropriate
or euphonious names for a yacht, but each of these craft has made
a reputation under one of them, and it is a pily that their identity
henceforth should be entirely lost under the time worn names by
which they have been rechristened. As they lie side by side in the
Atlantic Basin, the A. P. E. appears as the Marguerite, while the
Mucilage is transformed Into the Iris. Both, by the way, have
such smooth topsides, hardly a seam showing, that it is a pleasure
to look at them. Whether they will repeat the victories of their
Eastern career in New Y'ork waters remains to be seen, but on the
Upp.Br or even the Lower Bay It ought to be no difficult matter tg
be*t them with a boat designed for New York waters.
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MARJORIE.

THE accompanying plans show the interior of the Iteel cutter

Marjorie, whose lines appeared in the Fobest and Steeam
of May 14, and sail plan May 31. The yacht has a flush deck with
a Ion? and narrow trunk, the top of the latter being nearly flat

and from 9% to 13in. above the deck, giving over 6ft. of headroom
in the cabin. The middle ol the yacht is taken up by one large

cabin, over 13ft. long, but so arranged as to be readily divided into

two rooms. The two transoms are 13ft. long, each thus maliing two
beds, while back of each la the wings is a large space for bedriing

and clothes, a curtain covering the opening. On the port side, back
of the forward transom, is a closet, built up under the deck, whiJe
opposite to it on the starboard side is a folding washbowl. A mov-
able bulkhead, in two halves, is so fitted as to ship m the middle

of the cabin, completely shutting ofE the forward portion and
making a ladies' cabin of it. In the main bulkhead, just abaft the

mast, is a dooway, covered by a curtain. To port of this doorway
is the icebox and refrigerator, communicating with the forecastle;

while to starboard is the toilet and w. c. A single swinging door

is hinged near the mast, shutting off the forecastle and toilet roorn

at will. The forecastle has a hammock cot to port, and closer and
stove opposite over the starboard locker. The distance frora fore

side of stem to center of mast, previously given as 10ft., should

read 9ft. lln. .

ATLANTIC Y. C. RACES.

THE twenty-sixth annual regatta of the Atlantic Y. C will be
sailed on Tuesday, June 16, being open to yachts of the New

York, Seawanhaka Corinthian, Larchmont, Eastern, Corinthian
of New York, Corinthian of Marblehead, Beverly, Hull and New
Roohelle yacht clubs. To be sailed in accordance with racing
rules of the club over the regular club courses under the direction

of the regatta committee of the Atlantic Y. C. The classification

under Rule III. of the racing rules is as follows:
, . . -, ^

Rule 111.—Classification—Eor club races yachts shall be divided

into classes according to l.w.l., length to be determined m the

manner specified in Rule V., providing for measurement for time
allowance, which classification shall be as follows: Schooners-
Class 1, over 90ft. l.w.l.; class 3, over 70ft. and not over 90ft. l.w.l.;

class 3, under 70ft. l.w.l. Sloops, cutters and yawls—Class 1, over
70Et. I.W.I.; class 3, over 61 and not over 70ft. l.w.l.; class 3, over

3ft. and not over 61ft. l.w.l.; class 4, over 46ft. and not over 53ft.

I.W.I.; class 5, over 40ft. and not over 46ft. l.w.l.; class 6, over 35ft.

and not over 40ft. l.w.l.; class 7, over 30ft. and not over 35ft. l.w.l.;

class 8, over 25 and not over 80ft. l.w.l.; class 9, 35ft. and under:
class 10, open sloops; class 11, cat-rigged yachts. Any yacht
which shall have been launched prior to the first day of May,18S8,

exceeding the higher limit in any class by not over the fraction of

a foot shall be Included in that class.
.

The allowance for cruising trim xmder Rule IV. is as follows:

Special allowance-1. For cruising trim: Yachts entering to sail

in cruising trim shall be rated for time allowance at 94 per cent,

of their racing lengtti. Yachts so entered must sail in ordinary
cruising trim, and carry their complete cruising outfit, except
bolts and davits.

, ^ ,

YacbLts will be rated for time allowance according to the fol-

lowing system, to the square root of the sail area add the load
waterlme and divide the sum by two. The result is the measure-
ment for time allowance—the allowance to be calculated accord-

ing to the tables in the racing rules. The measurements to be

obtained as provided in Rule V. of racing rules, which rule is

printed on the entry blanks. Entries must be in writing and filed

with the chairman of the regatta committee, H. B. Howell, No,
109 Wall street, New York city, not later than 11 A. M., Satuiday,
June lb. The courses to be sailed are set out in Rule XIII. of rac-

ing rules. The start will form off the club house at Bay Ridge,
and the finish at buoy 11, formerly 15, on the West Bank. The
start and finish will be in accordance with Rule XIV. of the rac-

ing rules, and the preparatory signal will be fired at 10:30 o'clock

A. M. The prizes to be sailed for will be the regular annual club

cups; one prize in each class in which any yacht starts and com-
pletes the course. The racing rules of the Atlantic Y. C. may be

obtained from Henry B. Howell, chairman of the regatta com-
mittee, 109 Wall street, New York city, and will be forwarded on
receiptof entry or upon application.

-, n

On Tuesday, June 23 a special race for 46ft. and d5ft. classes of

sloops, cutters and yawls, and for the yachts of the 25ft. time
allowance rating class will be sailed; open to yachts of the New
York, Seawanhaka Corinthian, Larchmont, Eastern, Corinthian
of New York, Corinthian of Marblehead, Beverly, Hull and New
Roohelle yacht clubs, and of any other regularly organized yacht
club, entries from which may be accepted by the regatta com-

™The^prize in the 46ft. class will be the cup presented to the club

for this race by Vice-Commodore David Banks. The prize in the
35ft. class will be the cup presented to the club for this race by Mr.
W W. Kenyon. The prize in the 25ft. time-allowance rating class

will be the cup presented to the club for this race by Commodore
N. D. Lawton. These races will be sailed under the direction of

the regatta committee and in accordance with the racing rules of

the club, with the following exceptions: Three yachts must start

with the intention of completing the course to make a race in a

class. The starting signals will be given from the committee
boat, and the preparatory signals will be given at 11 o'clock A. M.
promptly. The start and finish for all classes will be in Graveaend
Bay across an imaginary line drawn between two stake boats

anchored northwest from Coney Island Point.

The courses will be: Forty-six foot class. From starting line

to buoy 14, near Southwest Spit, keeping It on port hand; thence
to buoy 12, keeping it on port hand; thence to Scotland Lightship,

keeping It on port hand; thence returning to buoy 13, keeping it

on Biarboard hand; thence to buoy 14 near Southwest Spit, keep-
ing it on starboard hand; thence to finishing line. Yachts must
keep to the eastward of buoy 9, on West Bank, and to northward
and eastward of buoy 5 off the point of the Hook.
Thirty-five foot class. From starting line to buoy 14. near South-

west Spit, keeping it on port hand; thence to buoy 13, keeping it

on port hand; thence around Scotland Lightship, keeping it on
port hand; thence returning to buoy 12, keeping it on starboard
band; thence to buoy 14, near Southwest Spit, keeping it on star-

board hand; thence to finishing line. Yachts must keep to the

eastward of buoy 9, on West Bank, and to the northward and
eastward of buoy 5, off the point of the Hook.
Twenty-five foot class. From starting line to buoy 14, near

Southwest Spit, keeping It on port hand: thence to buoy 12, keep-

ing it on port hand; thence around buoy 5. on the point of the

Hook, keeping it on port hand; thence returning to buoy 13, keep-
ing it on starboard hand; thence to buoy 14, near Southwest Spit,

keeping it on starboard hand; thence to finish line. Yachts must
keep to the eastward of buoy 9, on West Bank.
In the 46ft. class. Rule IV. is suspended for this race. Olubtopsails

may be carried, and maybe set over working ones. Full pro-

fessional crews may be carried. In the 35ft. class, Rule IV. is sus-

pended. In the 35ft. time-allowance rating class Rule IV. is sus-

pended for this race, and the special rules of the club with respect

to this class will govern the race. Entries for these races must be
made in writing and filed with Henry B. Howell, 109 Wall street,

New York city, chairman of the regatta committee, not later than
12 M., Saturday, June 20, 1891.

A NEW YACHTING STATION.

IT has been a matter of frequent comment that with new yacht
clubs springing up In all directions, and many with very fine

buildings, that two of the leading American clubs have been con-

tent with town quarters only in New York, and no stations on the
water It is nearly fifteen years since the New York Y. C. aban-

doned its house at Stapleton, and six years since the Seawanhaka
CYC gave up the house and basin at Tompkinsville. In this

short time two clubs have come to the front by virtue of stations

on the water; the Larchmont, with its fine house and grounds,

and the Atlantic with a large new house and increased anchorage
facilities The subject of a station for the Seawanhaka Corin-

thian Y C has been only dormant during the carrying out of the

town house scheme, and lately it has been revived with such suc-

cess that a most desirable location has been found on Oyster Bay,

the old home of the club. At a meeting on Monday the club voted

to purchase the property and erect a handsome club house with
sleeoing rooms, restaurant, etc., and the work will be commenced
at once The club will issue bonds to the amount of $60,000, about

S7 000 of which will be used in cancelling its present bonds. At
the meeting the racing rules were chanued to allow three profes-

sionals in the 53ft. and 46ft., two in the 40ft., and one in the 35 and
30ft. classes.

^

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.—In the race of Memorial
Day the Wetmore boat wins. Smuggler being the longer, as
determined by a careful measurement last week^ Cruiser also

beats Olga by 5m. 49., and Caprice wins in Class Vlil. On June 13

a race will be sailed off Larchmont for yachts' boats, St. Lawrence
skiffs and similar small craft. The O. M. F. has been very cour-
teously tendered the use of the float and basin of the Corinthian
Y. 0. and also the house ftnd ancJiorage of tlie Larciimoftt Yt 0,
during tbe aeS'Son. CUTTER "MABJOEIB." DECK AND CABIN PLANS,
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LARCHMONT Y. C. SPRING REGATTA. JUNE 6
THE spring regatta, of the Larchmont Y. C. on Jiitio 8 mustpred

fifteen starrer^, but nnne of the classes were well filled. Oulv
two schooners, Viator and Princess, started, while Jepsica and
A^olusia were without competitors. In order to give Jessica a
race Mr. 0. W. Wetmore started Liris, witli the agreement that
only working canvas should be used. Mr. Wetmore himself
eailed his new 2o-footer, Mr. H. 0. Ward sailing Smuggler against
hum.
Viator, Princess, Jessica, Liris and Volusia sailed from Larch-

mont, arol^nd a stakeboat in Hemnstead Harbor, thence around a
mark off Captain's Island nnd back, 21 miiee. Smuggler, Name-
less. Nellie, Dot, Aura, Mimette and No Name sailed around the
stakeboat in Hempstead Hai-bor, thence around buoy off Matin i-

cock Point and back, about 1.3 miles. Cruiser. Covote and Edna
went around buoy on Scotch Caps' Reef, off Rye Neck, thence to
and around boat ia Hempstead Harbor and back, about 10 miles.
The wind was N.E., moderate at times, but falling toward the end
of the race. The start was timfd:
Liris 12 (10 33 Princess 12 04 37
Jessica 13 01 05 Dot 12 05 2G
Mimette 12 01 19 Edna 13 Oti 13
Viator 12 02 09 Smuggler 12 07 18
Aura 13 02 83 Volusia 13 07 SB
Nellie 12 02 47 Cruiser L2 08 53
No Name 12 03 .55 Coyote 13 09 01
Nameless 12 04 03
Jessica rounded tne Hempstead mark with a lead of nearly

2m., having passed Liris on the reach, but on the lone leg to Cap-
tain's island, both lying as high as possible, Liris did the better
work, the times being;
Jessica ., 1 23 05 Liris 1 24 54
The schooners had to tack for the mark, rounding at

Viator 1 33 20 Princess 1 48 30
Smuggler started astern of the Wetmore boat, but at the first

mark had gained considerably, adding a little on the nest leg to
MattiBicQck. On the way home, off the wind. Smuggler gained
still more, finally winning by over 5m. The full times were:

CLASS D—SCHOONEES.
„ , „ „ „ ,

Start. Finis''. Elapsed. Corrected
Princess, G. H. Seeley 12 04 37 b J6 Ot 3 21 27 3 31 27
Viator, \V. G. Brokaw 12 02 09 3 08 44 3 04 85 Not meas,

CLASS 5—SLOOPS.
Jessica,, W. McDonough . . . . 13 01 05 2 47 47 2 48 43 3 46 43
Liris, C. W. Wetmore 12 00 33 3 07 35 3 08 53 3 03 17

CLASS S—SLOOPS.
Volusia, J. M. Williams. . . .12 07 56 Did not finish.

CLASS 10-35 RATERS.
Smuargler, L. G. Boury 12 07 18 3 49 24 3 42 06 2 42 08
Nameless, C. W. Wetmore.13 04 02 2 51 55 2 47 53 3 46 51

CLAPS 11—CABIN CATB0AT3.
DoVC. T. Pierce 12 05 56 3 08 30 3 03 04 2 58 06
Nellie, A. C. Tyler 12 02 32 3 06 50 3 04 OS 3 59 01
Mimette. H. W. Eaton 12 01 19 3 28 20 3 27 01 3 05 40
Aura, W. H. Simonson ....12 02 47 3 15 25 3 13 38 3 P 38No Name, F. D, Potts 12 03 55 8 38 07 3 34 13 Not meas.

CLASS 13—OPEN YACHTS.
Cruiser, A. R Alley. • •12 08.53 2 11 35 2 03 43 Not meas.
Coyote, H. W. J. Bucknall.12 09 01 3 14.55 2 05 54 Not meas
„, „ „ .

CLASS 15—CATBOATS.
Edna, G. Grieves 12 08 13 2 03 10 1 56 57 Not meas.

SOUTHERN Y. C. IIEGATTA.-The annual regatta of the
Southern Y. O. was sailed on June 2 over the five-mile triangle
of the club, two rounds for the luggers and catboats and three for
other craft. The times were:

LUOOEnS,
n t, 1 Elapsed, Corrected.
Raphael Romans 3 48 30 3 48 30Happy Joe .. 4 08 59 4 07 13
Josephine No. 1 4 10 43 4 09 25
_^ ^ CATBOATS.
Mayflower 3 53 29 3 53 29
St. John 4 03 32 4 01 0

1

^mnieb 4 13 26 4 04 16No Name 4 13 10 4 04 39
Lurlme....

; 4 20 41 4 13 11
C. E. Sarrazm Disabled.
^ „ „ „ , . SLOOPS.
P. B.Canfield 4 2134 ^ ^1 Si
Bellas 4 37 09 4 34 53
„ S, T. C. SCHOONERS.
^oPe 5 Sins 5 05 13
Folly.... 5 08 48 5 08 53
Gerdes Bros 5 18 53 5 09 OO
yiola 5 31 55 5 24 46
Louisa B ; , . . . .Did not flnish.

T.„ V -r
WOBKING SCHOONEES.

Mabel E. Judlm 5 C8 51 5 08 51Chasseur 5 25 57 5 20 53
Elmer 5 38 43 50,507
^

A ff ^V>; u ;
^ 29 03 5 36 43

Alter the races had been completed the prizes were presentedand the day's amusement wound up with the always eniovable
promenade concert and hop. j j

SOUTH BOSTON Y.C.-The postponed race for the first class
of the t.outh Boston Y. C, which failed to flnish in the open re-gatta ot Memorial Day, took place on June 6 off City Point overthe tollowing course: From starting point, leaving red spar buoy
wo. 4 and ibompaon's Island on starboard. Spectacle and Lous
Islands on port, Rainsford's Island, Wilson's Rock Buoy andloddy Rook's Buoy on starboard. Point Allertnn Bar Buoy on
port, returning tnrough the Narrows, leaving George's and Gal-loupe s Island and Nix's Mate black buoy on port, Lo veil's Islands

J'^-S
starboard, Long and Spectacle Islands audbuoy N0.7 onport to flmshmg point. Distance 13 miles. The

^Jgd^was light and variable, making a fluky race, the times

d:i„ TXT T^ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
wv^H™r5

E. W. Dison 38.05 4 35 36 3 58 1.3White Foam, A. E. .Jones 35.06 4 40 09 3 68 28
Anisette, W. O. Taylor 35,08 4 53 13 4 13 37
Stanley, W. L. Oolson 36,00 5 80 SO | 50 03White Foam protests Pilgrim on measurement.

HUDSON RIVER Y. O. ANNUAL REGATTA, JUNE 8.-The
Hudson River Y. C. sailed its annual regatta on Monday in a very
light breeze, the course being up the river from the club house to
bpuylen Duyvil for the smaller craft and Yonkers for the larger,
and return. Although unltmit.fid crews and sandbags were i)er-
muted, only one boat of the twenty starters was capsized, the
Lizzie F., and none of her crew were drowned. The times were:

CLASS A—CABIN BOATS OVEK 34FX.

^ , , .
StBi-t. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Dolphin U 50 00 Not timed.
CLASS B—CABIN BOATS UNDER Siff'E.

Lottie 11 47 14 6 .53 08 7 05 54 7 05 .54
Alexandre F 11 50 00 Withdrew.
Christine 11 .50 00 Not timed.

CLASS C-OPEN BOATS, 35fI. AND OVER.
.lames T. Gorlett 11 .50 00 6 41 58 6 .51 58 6 50 .53

John T, Cameron 11.50 00 6 53 08 7 03 08 7 03 53
Lizzie F 11 44 33 Capsized.
Chas J. Moore 11 50 00 Not timed.

CLASS D—OPEN BOATS, 23fT. AND TTNDEB 25FT.
Henry Daucr 11 43 55 6 53 12 7 08 18 7 07 54
Carrie B 1145 00 Withdrew.
Irene U 50 00 Withdrew.
Geslne 11 50 00 Not timed.

CLASS E—OPEN BOATS, 20fT. ANP TINDBB 23FT.
Frank Oliver 11 50 00 Not timed.
Hilma 11 43 .50 Withdrew.
„ CLASS F—CABIN CATS.
Brunette 11 40 00 6 53 05 7 13 05 7 13 05
Berr. 11 36 48 Withdrew,
Belle C 11 40 00 Notdfeied.
„,„ CLASS G—CATS UNDER 35FT.
Elfin 11 40 00 5 48 06 6 08 08 6 OS 06
Lone Star 11 40 00 5 23 00 5 43 00 5 41 13
Alert 11 40 00 Not timed.

CORINTHIAN Y. O. OF NEW YORK.-The annual regatta of
the Corinthian Y. C, of New York, will be sailed on June 33
over the. foil owing courses: Starting at buoy No. 11 (formerly 15).
S or the larger classes round the lightships, and for the various
smaller classes rouudine the spit buoy and the buoy off Point
Comfort respectively. There will be no restrictions in regard to
sails or manner of setting or working them. The crews are
limited to one man for each 5ft. of length' on deck, exclusive of
belrasman, while one man for each 10ft. of water-line length may
be a professional. The helmsman in all cases is to be an amateur.
In the siT-aller classes no professionals are allowed. The classifi-
cation will be by corrected length (Seavvanhaka rule). First Class.
-Schooners over 90ft. and not over llOft. Second Class.—Cuttersand sloops over 50ft. and not over COft. Third Class. -Cutters and
sloops over 40ft. and not over 50ft. Fourth Class.-Cutters and
sloops over 30ft. and not over 40ft. Fifth Class.—Cutters and
sloops over 25ft. and not over 30ft. Sixth Class.—Cutters and
sloops over 30ft. and not over 35ft. Seventh Class,—Cabin cat-
boats over .lOft, and not os-er 40ft.. Eighth Ciass.-Cabin catboats
SJp^^' ^^/^ not over 30ft, Ninth Class.-Cabin catboats over
20ft. and not over 25ft. Tenth Class.—Open boats not exceeding
.w5tt. Entries must be made in writing by 12 o'clock noon of
Saturday, June 20. to M. Roosevelt Schuyler, secretary, 55 Beaver
street, or before 9 A. M. on the morning of Monday, .lune 33 (b\-
telegraph if necessary), at the club house, Tompkinsville, Staten
Island. The regatta will be under the management of the club
sailing committee, Messrs. E, B. Clarke, William H. Plummer,W. Gardner and Charles Stewart Davison.

NEW YORK Y. C.-The anntial regatta of the New York Y.
^ °^ J"'^® ^1""- classes being: Schooners, class 1,over lOOtt.; class 2, over 90ft. and not over 100ft.; class 3

fin."/ ''P'lo!.-?*
"^"'^s 4, over 70ft, and not over

?Oft.; class 5, 70tt. and under. Sloops, cutters and vawls, class
1, os'er eOft.; class 2, over 70ft. and not over 80ft.; class 3,oyer blf t, and not over 70ft.; class 4, over 53ft. and not over 61ft.;
class 5. over 46Et, and not over 53£t.; class 6, over 40ft. and not over
on vJqq • ^Ji^

under. Any yacht launched prior to June
20, 1888, exceeding the hierher limit in any class by not over the
fraction of a, foot, shall be included in that cla'53. Any yachtwhen alone m her class can sail in the class above. Entriesmust be made m writing, addressed to the regatta committeeand will be received at the clubhouse up to 11 A. M. June 16.when the list will be closed in accordance with the rules of the
club. The prizes \vill be either cups or money, at the option
of the winners. pOO for first and §75 for second 1 oats; special
prizes for yachts in cruising trim, $150 to first, $50 for second. For
keel schooners prizes of equal value will be offered. Two yachtsmust start in each class or no prize will be awarded in that class.
If three or more staxt a second prize will be given. No yacht shall
receive two prizes. The regular courses will be sailed. The regatta
^"^^^u^l''

includes Messrs S. Nicholson Kane, Irving Grinnelland Chester Griswold.

THE GARDNER 25-FOOTERS.-At the Larchmont Yacht
Club's spring regatt^ Saturday, a Sun reporter obtained themeasurements of the Gardner 25-rat.er8 Smuggler, owned by L JBoury, and Nameless, owned by C. W. Wetmore. It has been exl
tremely difficult to make a comparison of the two boats owing totne reluctance with which measurements have been given out
but now that both have been officially measured, a few facts can
be revealed. The Wetmore boat Nameless is 24.87ft. on the water
line, and has 618 sq. ft. of canvas. The length from the end of hermain boom to the forward side of her mast is 27-38ft„ and from
the forward side of the mast to the jib tack is 11,45ft. Her Raffmeasures 16.40ft., and perpendicular from deck to peak halyard
block, 35,62ft. This gives her a racing length of 34.874t The
dimensions of the Smuggler are: l.w.l, length, 34.03ft.; end of mainboom to forward side of mast, 28.43ft.; forward s'dk of mast to
f^rwaTd end 9f base line, 13 1.5ft.: perpendicular, 35.30ft,; sail area

f^tM-J^allT"^ ^^l-"*- ^¥,^ Smuggler has 10 allow
Fi^^'^

has a larger sail area and less length on the waterline,
btiU, the yachts are so nearly alike that if it were not for thepaint one could not tell them apart. The Smuggler is white and
the Nameless black.—Swii.

,

POUGLASTON Y C.-The fir.st annual regatta of the Douglas-
ton \. O. will be sailed on July 4, open to yachts of the Atlantic,Larchmont, New Roohelle, Knickerbocker, New Haven, OysterBay and Hempstead yacht clubs, the Corinthian Navy and Cnr-mthian Mosquito Fleet, The classes are: Centerhoard sloops
~.5ft l.w.l,, cabin catboats any length, open catboats under 34ft,Mr. Constajut A. Andrews, of the club, has offered a handsome
silver cup tor the new 35ft. c.l. class; Com. Barnes has offered acash prize of $o0 for the cabin catboats and Mr. W. B Douo-las
has offered a prize of $100. Entries may be made to J. D. Spark-man, Jr., 93 Broadway, Brooklyn.

r.^Z- '^^^T'^^'^^-'^^ \- 9--The first race of the season was sailedon May 30, the times being:

T^ start. Finish.
^/^^^ 3 40 40 6 38 45
If-WS; 3i3 45 5 49 30
l^iolc 3 43 00 6 16 44Black Eagle 3 43 03 Didn't flnish,

,

CORINTHIAN SWEEPSTAKES.-The entries for the 46ft. classm the Corinthian Y C. sweepstakes to be sailed in August are as
follows, Alborak and Nautilus being post entries: Oweene, A, BTurner; Beatrix, C. A. Price; Jessica, W. O'B. MacdoAough';
Uvira, F. P. Sands; Barbara, C. H. W. Foster; Mineola, August
Belrnont; Sayonara, Bayard Thayer: Gloriana, E, D. Morgan- Al-
borak, J, B, Paine; Nautilus, J, R, Maxwell,

BARBARA.-The new Fife cutter was launched late on the
night of June 3 at Lawley's. She floated 7in, out at bow and 3in.
att, so that she will probably come within 46ft. when in racing
trim, though it is a question whether she will not exceed it after
a month or two afloat. Her sails have arrived from England and
she will soon be ready.

NAUTILUS.-On June 6 the new 46-footer Nautilus made her
trial trip with Mr, MaxweU and Mr. Wintringham on board,
leaving her anchoraste off the Atlantic Basin at 3 P. M. and sailing
about the Bay for several hours under lower sails. The wind was

torily ^° "^^^ ^^^^ ^'^^'^^'1 ^sry satisfac-

SENORITA.-Mr. J. M. Williams, owner of the sloop Volusia,
has built during the winter a ceuterboard yacht named Senorita,
ot ^t'^acticaUy the same model as Volusia, but with a flush deck

for raciif
construction, with a lead keel, the boat beingintended

.
EXPLOSION OF A NAPHTHA LAUNOH,-A serious mishap

IS reported to a new launch using naphtha for fuel, owned byJacob Oram, on Cayuga Lake. No particulars are given, save thatthe owner and engineer were badly burned.

LAWLEY'S YARD.-All of the 46-footers are now afloatOweene being ready for a trial trip, Barbara and Alborak having
^heir masts to. while Beatrice hm been towed from Salem and is

^OLUS—COMANCHE,—The schooner ^olus, owned formerly
by Miles Wood, has been altered during the winter at Mather &
Wood's yard. Port Jefferson, and was laancbed on June 6 under
the name of Comanche. She is now 98ft, over all, 23ft. beam, 13£t.
draft. Her new owner is Mr. A, H. Fowler.

SAYONARA.—Mr. Thayer's 46-footer sailed from Boston forNew York last week, but before reaching the Highlands of Cape
Cod her iron channels shut up and she was forced to return to
Boston for new ones,

ALLEGRO,—On June 5 Messrs, Seabury & Co,, of Nyao*,.
launched a high-speed steamer, 76ft, over all, 10ft. beam and 3ft.
6in. draft, named Allegro. She has a triple expansion engine and
Seabury boiler.

STRANGER.—On June 6, as the steam yacht Stranger was
passing up the East River, she collided with the Colorado, of the
Roosevelt street ferry, losing her bowsprit, the ferryboat receiv-
ing some damage also.

TITANIA.—The report that Titania has been sold is incorrect,
she lies off Piepgrass yard, dismantled and with her broken spar
still standing.

.
MAID OF HONOR, steam yacht, whose plans lately appeared

ig^FoBKST AND iiTREAM, was launched at Southampton, Eng., on

ALBORAK.—Mr. J. B, Paine's new cutter was launched atLawley's yard on June 4, the launch taking place late at night,

NEW JERSEY Y O.-The regatta of the New Jersey Y. C, an-nounced for June 17, 13 iudeflnitely postponed.

No Notice Taken of Anonyiuoaa Correspondents.

*J^-T?-'
^nffalo. N. Y.-;Would like to get some information about

the Paradox gun made by Holland & Holland, of London.

•.c?"
T.—Kindly inform me in Answers to Correspondents' column

sion^'°°
^ ^^^^ ^^^^ °^

F. T.—Will you please inform me where the Evans rifle is manu-
factured? Ans. We do not know; somewhere in Maine we
think.

E. Q., Pottstown, Pa.-Which is the proper way to flah a trout
stream, up or down? Ans. Down stream whenever possible. It
is easier to wade and to handle your cast, and you will have the
best command of the pools,

Dk, Thomas, Greenwood, Wis.—Being obliged to chan,°'e mvrewdenee on account of health, would ask if vour readers would
kindly inform me of some live cities in S, C, Ga,, Fla, or Ala

8%'lr 10,&\tb'iLirs:'
'^"i^^ °^

Ontjutta, Port Royal, Pa.-l. Ia there any difference between
sc-palled mountain trout and brook trout? 3, What would be theweight of an ordinary ]3in. brook trout? Ang, 1. The mountain
trout of your region is the brook trout. In California the rainbow
is called mountain trout and this name has been transferred to
the East tor the same fish, 3. This is extremely variable, but usu-
ally ranges from 8 to 13oz.

P, M. C„ Le Roy, N, Y —I send by express to-day a fish taken
by me in Caledonia Creek last Saturday. Will vou kmdly let meknow what the specips is? Ans. The trout, after shrinking in
alcohol, me^astires fij^in. When received each side contained
about twenty-five orange spots, which are now whitish. The
upper parts are steel grass the sides lighter, lower parts milky
white. Pectorals, ventrals and anal milky white. The dorsal fin
has a few dusky blotches not forming bands. The pale spots
along the sides are mostly along the middle line. In shape this
18 the nearest to tne common brook trout, but has the tail slightlymore forked. In structure it is nearest to the brook trout (fonti-
nahs). There are no teeth on the root of the tongue and the iaws
are equal. The flsh is probably what isrknown as the pale variety
of the brook trnut, and may be one of the results of the great
activity m producing artificial crosses at the Caledonia hatchery.
Practically the same form is found at NorthviUe, Mich, where it
13 fertile and greatly prized.

L. W. New York.—What is the best known way of waterproof-
ing and preserving linen lines? Ans, Thaddeus Norris, 111 hisAmerican Angler s Book," p, 149, quotes from Chitty the follow-
ing recipe for preserving lines: -'To a quarter of a pint of
doubled-boiled cold-drawn' linseed oil, add about one ounce of
gold-size. Gently warm and mix them well, being first careful tohave the line quite dry. Vv'hile the mixture is warm, soak it
therein until It is tuUy saturated to its very centre; say for 34
hours. Then pass It through a piece of flannel, pressing it suffi-
cientiy to take off the superficial coat, which enables that which
is m the interior to dry well and, in time, to get stiff. The linemust then be hung up in the air, wind or sun, out of the reach of
moisture for about a fortnight, tiU pretty well dry. It must then
be redipped to give an outer coat, for which less soaking is
necessary; after this wipe it again, but lightly; Wind it on a chair-back or towel-horse, before a hot fire, and there let it remain fortwo or three hours, which will cause the mixture on it to 'flow' (asjapanners term it), and give an even gloss over the whole. It must
then be left to dry as before; the length of time, as it depends on
the weather and place, observation must determine upon By
this means it becomes impervious to wet and sufflciently stiff
never to clog or entangle, the oil producing the former qualitv'and the .arold-size (which is insoluble in water) the latter, while
the commixture prevents the size becoming too hard and stiff."

Oswego —Will you kindly describe for the benefit of vour many
readers the method adopted at the Washington Inter-State Tran-
Shooting Tournament or that usually adopted to handicap ex-
perts like Wolstencroft, Lindsley and Crosby, with a view ofreducing and equalizing their score to that amateur contest-
ant!-/ Is their shooting point from the trap increased, and if sohow much? Ans, The method is thus described in the nro-^grammes of the Inter-State Association: 'AH experts will be
classified and amateurs will have an equal show for winnino-
purses with the best shots, A scheme has been devised which
should bring out amateurs to all our shoots, and isasfnllow=- 10
traps will be used, and the contestants slioot in squads of 11 The
experts must sh"ot first and at unknown angles. When thpy
shoot the indicator will be used and th^ shooting will be very diflBi-
cult, as they shoot at unknown angles, difter'ent distances andunknown traps. All experts will be debarred from entering' the
contest after the last gun of the first squad has been fired While
rotating from No, 1 to No, 5, these traps only will be spruns- After
passing No, 5 the shooter will get birds from Nos. 6 to 10

'

After
all the experts have finished their score, the indicator is laid asideand the amateur squads begin firing and phoot at known anglesfrom the trap directly m front ot them. Thus it will be seen thata shooter in the expert class may be in front of No, 1 and have a
bird fromNo. 4, while the amateur will know each trap and flight "

FOREST AND STEEAM. Box 2^833, N, Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars ot W. B, Lefhngwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed free on request. The book is pro-nounced by "Nanit," "Oloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject

Names and Portbaits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull Abook particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
Identify without quest-on all the American game birds which
they may kill. Cloth, 330 pages, price $3,50. For sale by Forest

A Book About INDIANS.-The Forest and Stream will mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's bookPawuee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of contentsand specimen illustrations from the volume.—^dy.

Small Yachts. By C. P.Kunhardt. Price $7. Steam Yaciits and
Launch&s. By C, P. Kunhardt, Price YacMs, Boats and

J}^Mm^ P^lSt^^'^' StiaSacU^%
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PEKGUSON'S PATENT

Beflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

# UNIVERSAL LAMP,
-!' With AdjustaWe Attachments.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

V Boat Jack, Pishing Ijamp,
Camp l4amp, Oask I^amp,
Belt Ivantern, Hand I^an-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

IIBERT FERGUSON, Office, 65 Fulton St., H.T.

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILKINSOIT CO.,
269-271 State St., Chicago.

TmERE^ AJLIP'TV/IXT THE CVP AND THE UP"

To'^voidlojiiAgbi^njh^

C0L0RXEAI)ER5-nv€ry one of whicKsi^ t^refvljy rested. ® ® o ® o <d a

A promil\er\rau^l€r kWjvS tK^ro\irjAln\or\ le^derx W€r€ beyond quyfion tKe bejt h€5i.v mufc
oixtKe R^^tigoucKe Usl'jeVor\ .

^ I SVeSEYST. NeW YoHK ®

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as nsual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. I, 3 joiht, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood form, length 9i, 10,

lO^ft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $3 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is Grerman Silver Mounted ,

" 3 22
No. 4, 3 joiut, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, 94, 10ft , weight 9, lOJ, 12, l.Soz Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted '. " 3 32
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolhng Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz. '« 2 75
-Wo. 0, same as sso. 7, but is 3 joint «« 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass ifiod, hohow biitt,' extra tip, brass mounting^ .'.'.'.'.".'.".'.'.'.*.'.'.*.*.'."'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. " 90c.
Brass Multiplying Reets, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c.; 40yds., 95c.: 60yds., $1.05; 80yds.. $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Slidmg CUck, Nickol Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lmes on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz.

;
treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ; 3ft, per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ; 2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTERS, 51, 53 ^ 55 Court SU Bpooklysi, N. Y.
Send Sc. atauap for mustrated Catalo«riie for 1891. OPEN EVENINGS.

When planning jour anncai tour remeoioer
that this fomijauy contri is over 4100 miles of
railway equipped in the most approved modern
style, passing through a magnificent cotintry
noted for its unsurpassed facilities for sport.

A FEW OFTHEPaiNCIPAL RESORTS.
POKTLAND, Me.—For deep sea fishing.

ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel).
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and smaU, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorbam, N. H.X—For
trout and varitities of game.

THE SALMON Ri^SOETS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST. JOHN REGION (via Quebec).—For ouananlche,
trout, caribou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For masoalonge, plie, bass,
whlteflsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (^da Gananoqne or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, masoalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent for
fishing, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish
and game.

PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BAY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, CoUingwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

LAKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at aU principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Collingwood, Wiarton, Samla in
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same, with
many valuable hints as to best months and
general facilities, are published in a pamphlet en-
titled "JfisUing and JHunting Kesorts of the
Grand Trunk Railway," which will be fur-
nished gratuitously on application to the Com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Pass-
enger Agent at Montreal, P. Q.

WM. EDGAR, L. I. SEARGEANT,
Gen. Pass. Aeent. Gen. Manager.

OKLY rail route to the delightful summer re-
Eorts north of Quebec, through the
CANADIAN AlMRONliACKS.

Monarch Parlor ^ua Sleeping Oars. Magnifi-
cent scenery. Beautiful climate.
Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, recently en-

larged, has first-class accommodations for 300
guest«, and is run in connection with the "Island
House." a new hotel built on an island of the
Grand Discharge of Lake St. John, In the center
of the "Ouananiche" fi.shing grounds. Daily
communication by the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John
and tributaries, an area of 20,000 square miles,
are free to guests of the hotels.
For information as to hotels, apply to hotel

managers. For folders and gnide hooks to Thos.
Cook & Son. 261 Broadway, New York; to Ray-
mond & Whitcomb, 296 Washington st., Boston,
and to ticket agents of all principal cities.
ALBS. HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,

Gen. F. & F. Agt. Sfic'y & Manager,
Quebec, Canada.

BTJROPEAN PLAN.

MESSENGER, Proprietor.

IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLANO.
Residential Estates, Mixed Shootings, Pishings

Grouse Moors, Deer Forests and
Oountry Eesidences.

IiiiDileys' Resfisters, published monthly, contain
particulars of all the best to be sold or let, and may be
obtained gratis at their offlces, or by sending 10 cents in
stamps for postage to LUMLEYS, LAND AGENTS AND
AUCTIONEEhS, 22 St. James's street, Piccadilly, Lon-
don, England.

F H B S B C R
I U O A A A E
S N A I T M S
H TT L H P T

N
G

In the Park Region of Minn-
esota; a tliousand

I/akes and Kesorts.

LAFAYETTE

p. I. WHITNEY,
G. P. & T. Agent, Gt. North-
ern Railway, St. Paid, for
Information.

TROUT FISHING.
Adirondack Mountains.
BAt-D MOUNTAIN HOUSE, situated at the

junction of the Oswegatchie Lakes, for fishing,
hunting and health it is one of the most desirable
locations in the Adirondacks. For particulars
address Z. BIGNESS, Proprietor,

Oswegatchie Lake, Lewis Co., N. Y.

T) OUND MOUNTAIN LAKE.-The new
X\j and most popular Trout Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts in the Dead River Region of Maine.
EDGAR SMITH, Proprietor. Good fishing in
lake and stream. Game is very plentj-. Camps
new. Wonderful health resort for those suffer-
ing with malaria and hayfever. Write for de-
scription and terms. P. O. address, Eustis, Me.

FOR MAILING
Athletic Outfits, Fishing
Tackle Catalogwes, etc.,

THE CLASP ENVELOPE IS

T13LO
These envelopes are made of STRONG,
TOUGH MANILLA PAPER. The CLASP
FASTENLN(5 is made of the BEST QUALITY
SHEET BRASS, and wiU NOT become LOOSE,
PULL OUT OR BREAK.
S-^s^MFI^ES AJND PRICE I.IST

Free by mail on application.

THE CLASP ENVELOPE CO.
89 & 41 West Broadway,

K«(ur Duane Street, NEW ITOBKi

For Harnes.s, buggy To ps, Sd,»idles,
Fly Nets, Traveling Bags, Mlli-

1 ary Equipments, Etc.
Gives a beautiful finish, which will not peal or

crack off. smut or crock by handling, does not
lose its lustre hy age; dust will not stick to work
finished with it. Is not a Varnish. Contains
no Turpentine, Benzine, Naphtha, Alcohol or
other injurious articles.

SOLD BY ALL HARNESS MAKERS.

MOLLER'S

FOR
General

Debility,
Scrofula,
Rkeuinatlam

'

or Consumption
Is superior to any 11

licacy of taste and smell,^

medicinal virtues and pnilty.

London, European and New
York physioians pronounce it th»

purest and best Sold by Drugrists.

•LIVER Oi l

Statistics on Baseball Players.
By B. A. YOUNKER.

Price, 10 cents. Nearly 200 pages.
CONTENTS

:

1. Baseball, or the National Game.
3. A. C. Anson as a Tield captain.
•3. Ages of every professional basehall player,

stating whether married or unmarried, and
number of children in each family.

4. Batting averages of 1890.

5. All kinds ot records, together with many in-
teresting notes, which will be read and ap-
preciated by every lover of baseball through-
out the country.

Price only 10 cents.

No baseball enthusiast should be without a copy
of this book. Sent to any address on receipt of
10 cents.

B. A. YOUNKER,
Box 1018. Des Moines, Iowa.

P. S.—I would like the address of every news-
dealer reading this Ad.

Hunting in the Great West.
(Eustlings in tlie EockieB.)

Huntiiig and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
nd Stream. By G. 0. Shields. 13mo., cloth, 300
ages illtistrated. Price 75 cts. For sale hy
OREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00„m Brgftdway, Neir York.

fiALIGRAPH.
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100,000 Daily Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
Single Case, No. 1, - - - - SVO.OO
Sonble Case, " Z, • - - - - 85.00
New Special, « 3, - - - - 100.00

For accotmt of speed contests and circulars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.
HARTFORD, CONN. ^

Branoli Offices : 837 Broadway, New.Tork.
14 West 4th Street, Cincinnati, O.
1003 Arcli Street, Fliiladelpbiia.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

MEAGHAM
jj
AMMERLESS

Top Snap,
Extended Rib, Im-

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Bib, Double
Under Fastening, Rubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Ijong Breech Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, c^XU $36^0?
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G. MEAGHAM ARMS GQ..ST.LOUis.Ma

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper, Sl.OO.
"It is the most complete map of tbe Adirondack

region ever published."—i^ore^i and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo clotli cover, 35 cts.

liake George and Lake Champlain, 25 cts.

Address 8. R. gTODTIARD. Glen. FbIIh. N. Y.

THEGRCAfHEAnHURlNK.
Package makes 5 gallo^ji.

Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. IIIJSEabeautiiul
Picture Book and cards
sent to any one addressing

O. E. HIRES & CO.,
Philadelphia

WOODCRAFT
By "NBSSMrK." Price Sl.OO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING OOr
318 eroadway, New York,
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Two Targets with Smith £ Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 12yds., off-

hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Double Action Revolver; by Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield,Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .33
Target Revolver; by Prof. John
lioris, Washington, D. G.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,

H. M. QUACKEITBUSH'S SAFETY CARTRIDGE RIFLE.

The Best Acc»ratfl Rife Yet DfferBd for the Money

Whole length, 33m , weight 4}^lbs.; caliber, 22,100, for regular "BB" or
long and short cartridge'". V*e gaara t^e tlicse * ifl.<s to shoot as
strung and as accu»ate as any 33,100 Caliber Kifie madi^; besides,
they are perfectly safe to handle, quick to operate, reliable in every

respect, and will bear incessant use without impairing their efHciency in the least degree. The rear
sights are adjustable, and the ban el can be instantly removed from the frame, making a handy arm
to carry in trunk, valise or package. Each Rifle is tested before leaving our works, and is knocked
down as above stated, »nd neatly packed in a neat, strong box. We also manufacture a full assort-
ment of Air Gans. suited to meet the tastes and wants of every one. The quality of our goods has
established them in all the principal markets of the world, and their superiority has induced the
U- 8. Navy to placfi them, with success, on their school ships. Illustrated Price List sent on appli-
cation. Address H M QDACKBNBUSH, Manufr, Herkimer, N. T.. U. S, A. NOTE—We stamp
our name on each G-un we make. Send for Catalogue No. 33. Mention Forest and Stueam.

Tbc LEADING all-around Canjera.
Uses regular Dry Plates which are sold everywhere, or Trans- dji i- x (t>c:rs
parent Film for 25 to 1 OO Pictures without reloading. Prices vpliD tO \P*DU.
WE DEVELOP AND FINISH THE PICTURES WHEN DESIRED. J A/f yl D O
THE BLAIR CAMERA CO., Boston, Mass., also makers of the l\ -Tl IVl /i K LL /
and other Photographic Apparatus. Branches ; 208 State St., Chicago. 918 Arch St., Philadelphia.
E, & H. T. ANTHONY & CO., Trade Agents, New Yprlj, ^
Al?9 sold by all Dealer? in Photo Qoods. ' " " Send for the Hqvjk-Eye BoohM,

Book of the

Game Laws
LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

RELATING TO GAME AND GAME FISH.

If you live in Boston, or New York,

or Philadelpliia, or Baltimore, or Chi-

cago, or St. Paul, or Duluth, or any

one of a hundred cities where there

are gun and fishing tackle stores,

you need not send to us for the

BOOK OF THE GAME LAWS; your

dealer has the latest (April) issue.

Price 50 cents. Buy of your dealer.

LTHAN AGGELERATINCf SHOTeUN GARTRIDeS
The " EXPERT " is charged with a

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which burns progressively—the
only correct method of availing of the
power of powder in guns. Shot started
easily, with rapidly increasing velocity
and least recoil, and without stringing.
Perfect combustion, little smoke, harmless
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; no
flying, heated grains to cut barrel of gun.

P , , , Cakes made by machinery; greatest unl-tormuy of pattern and penetration No nitrates, decomposing, or changeable chemicals' Detonatina
imposswle' Shotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

LYMAN CARTRIDGE CO.,
10, 19 and 16-Gaagei.

9 Cbambers Street. N. T.
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AOENT rOR B. C. KILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIBEABM8, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
OliES, TENTS, I.AWN TENNIS, MtTSIOAt

INSTRtTMENTB, SPORTING GOODS, Ac. Illustrated Catalogue, iritli low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

FISHEBHifS AUTOH&TIG BEEL.
When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his pleasure, with-

out increasing his laoor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered *' helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
FiasT—It will wind up the line a hundred

tinae^ as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses,
Thihd—No flph can ever get slack line with it

FotTRTH—It will save more fish than any
other reel.
FinH—It will prevent tipp, lines and snella

from beinec broken by large flsh.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

JtoptoV^A
AlJTOMATIC

This reel is manipulafe<l
entirely oy the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, N.T.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.
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MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK CELLULOID HAUD GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will not blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New Tork City.

The glittei'iug gang; trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the place of the phantom mianow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manuf acturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL &. SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOir GUN STOEE."

S81 &; 2S3 Broadway, New York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY thev can

purp.has"! Sporting Gond'^, Our stock covers the following lines in their /ul/cst varieties; GUNS,
BIFLiES, AMMUNITION, FltslLxixe Ta.olatl©, BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail voii
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

KEADY FOB R^VTN. READY FOR ANYTHING. READY FOH SUN.
The simplest, lightest, most useful tent made. A half dozen forms In same cauvaa. Com pact. Cheap. Send

for full circular. A. «8«. OQ IVIL>ai*0 OB^l, B-\7-«,ja.ait:033.. Xll.

95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
MANUrACTUBBE OF

Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe Reel. Estabushed 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
amount may be dednctftd from first nurchase of one dollar and over. Menlian thin paper.

Fly-Fishing Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

practical; the instructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk.

Illustrated with Thirty-one Photographs from liife.

By CHARLES H. MASON.
Grold stamp. Size 8x11. Sent postpaid. Pj ice: Cloth, $3.50; Russia leather,$6.00.

FOESST AND BTBEAW COMPANY, 318 Brosflway, New York.

in tintfORSPORTSMEN
TOURISTS

I WYOMING KENNELS.

MASTIFF'
SMOKING
TOBACCO

ISTfiE

6ANVAS P0U6HES
J-B-P/\6E-T0By\6G0-65- ftieHMOHDV^

NEWYORK 179 WATEB ST.-^

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

THE

ill

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sertions are" quickly
changed from a % to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to oj^ or Soz. witb
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,
51 John Street,

NEW YORK.
Estabushed 1837.

J. B. CHOOK <fe CO.,
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers la

HsUm TacWe, &niis, Rifles, Reyolyers,
And all kinds of

Goods for the Sportsman.
52 Fulton St, & 1191 Broadway, New York City.

Send for a Catalogue. Specialty of Salmon,
Trout and Bass Flies.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
GIliT OR SIIiVER.

Single Spoon" |3 a doz. Doxible Spoons $4 a doz.
Sample by mail 25c. and 35c.

V. S. GRAVES, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. T.

FISflING TACKLE
Send for Catalogxie to

A. HARRIS,
163 Broad St.. Providence, R. I.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Gtrmain Street, St. Jolm, If. B.

Orders promptly and carefiilly executed

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
6654 Atlantic St., EKGLIWOOB, ILLS.

Troot Fli98 at 3, 5, 7 and II Cents Kach.
Send Ten Cents for IiiCBlBATKD CatalogUI.

CHAS. I GQQDAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbnry St.,

wiU now be found at lU Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention tb all

wort lotrusted to Ws care ae formerly.

The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
JTinst typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizt^s include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cud four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee 1150.00

Champ. PL.INLIMMON, JR.
This grand young d-g is a son of the world-

renonned Cb. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some yood
stock. Stud fee $30.00

I.OTHARIO (18371).

This grind headed young dog is by the famous
Oh. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should I'e mnoh sought after bv vSt-

Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale,
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMITTG KENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TEEBIEES
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celobrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NORlE--GlAD^TONE-SUE.
AT STUD, - - PEE S2o.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. His puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfection of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels,
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Chula, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phlla., Pa.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

Boaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only Isennel of English. Bloodhounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff mips from the Albion and Beaufort littei-s,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and great prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont,

MASTIFFS AT STUD,
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex ch. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class. Crystal
Palace; flrst and challenge cup. South Hampton,
Eng.; flrst Clnciunati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadgyth and Elmet,
granddaughters of Beaufort and Orlando. Photos
25c. each. CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, Til.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—A VQca), Imported Irish setter at stud

.

A thoroughly trained all-roxtnd field dog of high
merit and flrst prize winner. Fee S30. Stud card
on application. P. L. CHENEY,

Pittsfield, Maas.

CONNEMARAKENNELS.-FINE IRISH
setters. At stud—KED RIVJUK GLKNCHO,

fine field dog and flrst prize bench winner. Fee
$20. Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock. Testimonial says,
"Irish pup purchased of you, now Smos. old,
points and retrieves li ke old dog. It is naluralfor
him to hunt." R. H. BURR. Middletown, Conn.

ROGHELIiE KENNELS
Black and Tan Terriers.
At Stad—BROOMFIELD SULTAN (20,668).

Addkkss Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y.

IN THE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee S35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address .F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

AT STUD.—The imported white bnll-terrier
dog Prince Bendigo, A.K.C.S.B. 20,497, win-

ner flrst Detroit and flrst Ontari", 1890; second
Lynn and flrst Boston, 1891. stud feeJlS. For
pirticulars. address H. FRED CHURCH, care of
Church & Burt, Taunton, Mass.

VORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.^ ^ .i Champion Bradford Harry, described in
show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 50cts. A
limited mmiber of his puppies for sale. P. 3,.
OOOMBB, 1 Ezchaoice Block, Bangor, Me.
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OUB ABIBONDACK NUMBEB.

THE issue of to-day consists of thirty-tvro pages, of

which a generous proportion is devoted to papers

descriptive of life and hunting experiences in the North

Woods. The demands made on our space this week by

the full report of the large and notable Chicago tourna-

ment has compelled us to defer to a later date two of the

papers promised for to-day—Mr. J. H, Dudley's ac-

count of an Adirondacks excursion thirty-three years

ago, and the story of camp life at SjDruce Lake. In ad-

dition to these deferred papers we had in hand for this

issue a charming chat by Mr, Chas. Hallock, whose text

is the "Wane of the Adirondacks," and still another

reminiscent chapter on the "Upper Adirondacks in '56,"

by our New Hampshire correspondent, "Byron." There

is indeed a rich supply of material for another "Adiron-

dack Number," which shall be forthcoming at an early

date; and then we shall have made doubly good our

promise of last week that the Adirondack literature given

in these columns should be of such amount and variety

that all readers might find in it something to their taste.

Our experience to-day is simply a repetition of what has

been the common experience of the Fokest and Stream

with its special numbers. The announcement that a

given issue would be devoted to some special subject has

invariably brought to us a greater wealth of material than

could be contained in a single number, thus happily and

effectively demonstrating again and again the resources

of the rich field from which the paper reaps its harvest-

ings of good things.

The sketches printed to-day admirably picture the

varied phases of life indulged in by the modern visitor to

the North Woods, Ninety-nine out of a hundred Adi-

rondack tourists resort thither for a pleasure season in

which shooting and fishing have no actual part. Here

more than anywhere else in the country, men—and
ivpmen^who dp Qiajs^ ^ pretejise of going hunting or

fishing, go through the formality simply because these

are the correct things to do. While hundreds visit Adi-

I'ondack streams and lakes seriously intent on a creel of

trout or a deer, thousands more have no thought nor taste

for the rod and gun; and these thousands constitute the

grand army of the summer visitors. With each suc-

cessive year this host is taking firmer possession of the

North Woods, advancing its outposts, intrenching itself

in luxurious dwellings styled "camps," and in the ubiquit-

ous, aggressive and domineering summer hotel. With
every passing season the trout fisherman and the

deer hunter find less and less available territory, and
must go further and further and penetrate more deeply to

find the primeval wilderness. And wildness itself no
longer is free, The private fishing club and the exclusive

game preserve are devouring the Adirondacks. Vast tracts

are passing into their control; their trespass signs multiply

with the years.

That there yet remain enticement and reward for the

sportsmen in the North Woods is abundantly demon-
strated by the writers who furnish the feast of entertain-

ment to-day. Here are stories of sport, and successful

sport, with the deer and the trout. Wisely employed,

used with reason, the natural wealth of New York's mag-
nificent wild domain may be conserved for genei'ations

to come. The primitive Adirondacks have passed away;

sentiment may bewail the change, but common sense

tells us that the rule of the greatest good to the greatest

number must prevail here as elsewhere. That the region

has been transformed from an inaccessible wilderness,

visited only at expense of hardship and discomfort, and
has been converted into a resort easy to reach and pro-

vided with every comfort of modern life—this is to say

that the blessed influences o£ the woods have been ex-

tended to the multitude. And if only the American of

this day and generation were more provident and
thoughtful, both for himself and his children and for

those who are to follow, there would be no conflict of in-

terests between the several classes of visitors and outers

who flock to the North Woods. In that vast park is

room and to spare for all.

BEAD ALEWIVES IN LAKE ONTARIO.

'T^HE Eochester Democrat of recent date announces the

death of millions of fish around the shores of Lake
Ontario, causing pollution of the waters and contamination

of the air. It is stated that these epidemics occur every

year, and the question is asked whether they are due to pol-

lution by sewers ; or other similar causes. An exchange

commenting on the above statement of the Democrat

pronounces the article sensational, misleading and ab-

surd, which is putting the case rather strongly. The

death of the fish annually in large numbers is granted.

The theory that the late Seth Green introduced the fry of

this fish into Lake Ontario is mentioned.

The fish referred to, however, is not the menhaden of

the Atlantic coast, but the river herring, alewife or gas-

pereau. Its origin in Lake Ontario and in interior lakes

of western New York is involved in obscurity. It is be-

lieved that it was introduced into Lake Ontario with shad,

for it was not known to occur there until after the intro-

duction of that fish. From the best information obtainable

it appears that the alewife does not ascend the St. Law-

rence from the Gulf. Into Cayuga and Seneca lakes, New
York, there is reason to believe that the species has pene-

trated of its own accord. Alewives have been seen to go

up the canal locks at West Troy, and Prof. Hamilton

Smith first noticed them in the neighborhood of Seneca

Lake in 1868, about the time the canals were opened, and

thinks that they might have come into those lakes from

the Chesapeake or Delaware bays, through Elmira and

Painted Post.

The fish from the interior lakes are much smaller than

those from Lake Ontario, and present a somewhat starved

appearance. This was specially noticed in individuals

which had been found dead in immense numbers. The

spawning season of this alewife in Lake Ontario is in

June and about Aug. 10 the fish disappear, presumably

going into the deeper water of the lake.

It is claimed that the fishing apparatus- used for the

capture of edible fish destroys vast numbers of alewives.

The dead fish from Seneca Lake had the air bladder

abnormally distended, filling the greater portion of the

abdominal cavity. This distention of the air bladder would
naturally cause the fish to float at the surface.

A full account of tbe inland alewife was published by

Dr. Bean in the "Fishery Industries, U. S.," Section I,,

page 588. At the time his report was written the Utica

Herald and the Rochester Union attributed the sudden
death of these alewives and other fish to the explosion of

dynamite, and the condition of the air bladder would
seem to warrant this explanation. These newspapers
stated that thousands of fish, not large enough for profit-

able sale or use, are destroyed in this way, among them
black bass, perch, bullheads and sunfish.

Fish epidemics are only too common in various sections

of our country. Florida, Massachussetts, Virginia, Wis-
consin and Pennsylvania, as well as New York, have felt

the fatal effects of extensive fish mortality. At Lynn,
Mass. , barrels of dead fish have recently been removed by
the health oflicers from Butman's Mill Pond; their death

is attributed to mill refuse.

This is a proper subject for investigation by fish

wardens and fish protective associations, as well as for

naturalists, and we hope it will receive prompt and care-

ful attention.

SNAP SHOTS.

ANGLEES are probably not aware that many tarpon

have recently been caught in traps at Crisfield, Md,,

where they were unknown to the fishermen until Capt.

Eobert Piatt, commanding the Fish Commission steamer

Fish Hawk, came along and told them what royal game
fish they were taking in such ignominious fashion. We
have seen some of the scales of the fish and there is no
mistake about Capt. Piatt's identification. The tarpon is

to be found at Crisfield, and when anglers learn this fact

it is probable that something more scientific than traps

will be employed in its capture. Bluefish and hard and
soft shell crabs were found in abundance also by the

Captain. The possibilities of the Chesapeake are scarcely

realized.

By a careless use of the term "wild animals," we forget

to what an extent their wildness depends on man's atti-

tude toward them. Game is sometimes said to know all

about the open and close seasons, being wild and shy

when the law is ofi:, but more confiding in close season.

It is wonderful to note with what slight protection the

habits of deer may be changed in this respect. On Long
Island, where the hunting season is exceedingly short,

only ten days in October, the deer are very tame; two
were observed unconcernedly feeding on the lawn near

the Oakdale station, as the train sped by, one day last

week.

Mr. D. D. Sammis, of Fire Island, who writes us that

the Surf Hotel there will open on the 20th, adds that this

is his thirty-sixth year. Here and there—though scat-

tered at wide intervals it must be confessed, and in num-
ber more meagre every year—is a hotel man who knew
and was known by the Frank Forester generation of

sportsmen. What a flood of memories of those days

comes to the greybeards at mention of the old guard ; and

what a company it would be if for one rare night the

Fire Island house might be repeopled with the fishermen

who have made merry within its walls.

The tournament of the Illinois sportsmen is always an

important event in the shooting calendar, and this year

they have surpassed themselves. The magnitude of the

meeting, its orderly conduct, and the intense interest

manifested throughout combine to make it as a memor-

able occasion. Mr. Hough's admirable report of the

meeting is given in full in our trap columns. If Chicago

keeps on there will be a big time at the "State shoot"

in 1893.

A petition is signing in Westchester and Queens coun-

ties, N. Y., asking the Commissioners of Fisheries to

stock Long Island Sound harbors between Fort Schuyler

and Rye Neck and Oyster Bay with striped bass and

weakfish. The petition sets forth that those formerly

abounded with game fish, but that now nothing but a

scanty catch of coarse varieties rewards the angler.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest and Stream by sending us

on a postal card the name of that friend.

Beneath a basswood he a bass wooed, but the base

would not.
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IN THE ADIRONDACKS.

THREE WEEKS ON THE RAQUETTE.

AT the foot of Eaquette Falls, in the Adirondack woods,
on a certain afternoon in late September, five Sara-

nac boats beached their prows on the east side of the
river. It had rained fitfuJly during the morning, but the
sky was now clear and blue, and a light breeze was shak-
ing the last remaining drops from the balsams that fringed
the shore. First to spring out upon the bank was the
guide, closely followed by his two hoxmds, Sport and
Ti:ail. Then came Henry, the stout-armed, who had
pressed the guide hard in the long upstream row from the
Indian carry, and whose boat, like the guide's, was loaded
to the water's edge with camp equipage and provisions.
Close after him came the "two Charleses," Charles the
Short and Charles the Long, who had "spelled" each other
with their heavy load against the current. Then came an-
other mutually helpful pair, Uncle Jack and "Ich" (sawed-
oS for Ichabod), and last of all Frank and the Scribe,
who from first place had quietly dropped behind to last,

lest too long continued priority should dampen the already
moist ardor of the rest, who were beginning to feel the
effects of two days' steady rowing.
WilUng hands soon unloaded the baggage, and while

the guide was chopping his backlog ajid building the
frame for his fire, the rest of us proceeded to unpack
and get the tents in readiness to raise. We selected a
high and dry knoll, about five rods from the water, and
pitched one of the large tents. Then came about fifteen
minutes for refreshments; after which we pitched the
other large wall-tent, facing the first and about 15ft, from
it. We then rigged uprights and a ridge-pole for a large
canvas fly, and spread the latter over the space between
the two tents, pinning down the edges of the canvas with
heavy logs and stones. This gave us a continuous canvas
inclosui-e some 36ft. long and 10ft. wide. Every gap was
closed up with strips of drilling, which we had brought
for that purpose; and when all was done our camp was as
tight and windproof as a drum. We left a flap for a door
in the fly, close to one of the wall-tents, and had it so
arranged that it could be piimed up securely at night.
But the greatest triumph of comfort was the little fold-
ing sheet-iron stove, which we set up on four stones inside
the fly. The pipe ran up through the canvas (the latter
being protected by a tin sheath), and was capped by an iron
wire spark-destroyer. This had worked first rate, when
we kept a man outside tapping it with a stick to loosen
the soot. At other times it choked up like a baby with
the croup, and filled the tent so full of smoke that even
tlie dogs wept pathetically.
Speaking of dogs reminds me that I have only noticed

the guide's team. Sport and Trail. We had two other
hounds, contributed to the general fund of caninity (to
coin a word) by different members of the party. One'waa
old Jube, now'in his tenth season, but tireless and ardent
as ever. This veteran hound was the property of Uncle
Jack, and had accompanied his master into the woods
every season since he was a puppy. It is safe to say that
no deerhound in St. Eegis county has a more enviable
reputation than old Jube. Nearly all the guides know
him, and respect him, too; for Jube has brains and ex-
perience, qualities which are as rare in dogs as in men,
and worth quite as much. It is impossible to cajole Jube
into staying over night in any camp except that one
where his master is; and in all his ten years of deer-
hunting he has never lain out over night but once. The
homing instinct is a prime quality in a deerhound, where
so much depends on having the dogs at hand every morn-
ing to start fresh "races." Another of Jube's superior
qualities is the almost human way in which he picks up
a lost scent, not puzzKng about the spot where he stops,
as most hounds do, but leading off, head in air, and
circling up the wind till he catches it again.
The other canine member of the party was one Hector,

a small lemon and white hound with beagle blood in him.
He ran all his races to water with the speed of the wind,
and then, instead of returning to the starter to be put on
a fresh trail, amused himself by running over the old
track, in full cry, three or four times in succession. The
fourth or fifth time seemed to afford him Just as much
amusement as the first, and it made no difference to the
rascal how often the poor watcher on the runway was
put in a fever of excitement and expectation, and then
cooled down with April-fool suddenness. To Hector it

seemed that the whole expedition was gotten up for his
individual enjoyment; and certainly no dog ever had a
better time inside of three weeks. He ran fifteen races
68 times, and developed such an appetite that in one
week's time, by reliable computation, he ate four times
his own weight of solid meat. And yet, in spite of such
hearty feeding, his ribs stuck out so prominently that any
one seeing Mm at a distance would suppose that it was
only a dog's head and tail in parenthesis.
The camp, we have said, was pitched on the east bank

of the Eaquette Eiver, just below the falls. Back of it,

and up the river about an eighth of a mile, was McClel-
lan's, a roxxgh board house, devoid of clapboards, where
dwelt the proprietor of the rapid's carry, a valuable priv-
ilege, but secured only by squatter's right. McClellan's
was in the midst of a considerable clearing, the only one
for many miles, consisting of some twenty or thirty
acres of meadow and pasture. Through this clearing,
and into the woods on the south side, ran the road over
the carry—a perpetual slime bed in the dryest season,
more slippery than hidden ice, and with ruts and sloughs
striking down to Avernus.
The watch grounds were about equally distributed

above and below the falls. When deer were started in
the hills back of camp they were abotit as likely to run
to water clear up to Cold Eiver or Moose Creek as below,
at Stony Creek or the Long Stretch. Therefore, men had
to be stationed each day above and below, and one of our
first moves was to transport two of our five boats over the
carry, so that they could be used above the rapids. The
various watch grounds in progressive order of remoteness
from the camp were as follows: Above—Head of the
Eapids, the Eock, the Elbow, Moose Creek, Pine Eidge
and Cold Eiver, Below—Bullpout Ledge, the Meadow,
the Haybank, Palmer Brook, the Short Draw, Stony
"Slew" Draw, the Long Draw, the Stretch and Stony
Creek. Of course, we had not men enough to cover all

of these watch grounds every day, but as there was
hardly a day wheA other parties, from Wardner's or Mc-

Clellan's, did not occupy some of them, there were
enough of us, generally, to hold our share.
We awoke after the first night in camp a trifle stiff and

sore in the bones, owing to the scanty amount of balsam
browse which we had had time to prepare and spread the
previous evening. But a httle stirring about and a good
breakfast, consisting of all the camp dainties except veni-
son, served to take the kinks out of us, and by 8 o'clock
we were all ready to go on our runways. All our boatg
being still below the rapids the whole party had to be dis-
tributed among the lower watch pounds. Frank, who
was familiar with the ground, havmg camped and hunted
there the year before, piloted the party down stream,
dropping off men and boats at various stations. Mean-
while the guide, with four eager hounds tugging by their
chains at the rings in his belt, had started out over the
hills to the east. Scarcely an hour had elapsed when a
single shot, the signal agreed upon, announced to the ex-
pectant watchers that the first dog had been started on
the first race.

All was now intense, but suppressed, excitement.
Down the line of watchers, as the far-off sound of the
hound's baying broke on the ear, ran the electric premo-
nitions of buck fever. AU eyes were strained up and
down their respective stretches of water, every hand
grasped the rifle with convulsive determination. Float-
ing sticks and leaves and bits of foam assumed startling
and vivid proportions, and more than one heart increased
its pulsations with a wild jump as a bottle, set afloat by
the conscienceless man at the head of the line, came glid-
ing around the curves with the swift current.
In the meantime the hound's baying grew more and

more distinct, softened now by some hollow between the
hills, and again swelling forth clear and sonorous as the
chase swept over the crest. Suddenly there was a shot

—

two more—another; then silence, broken only by the still

hot baying of the hound, as he swept up the last ridge
overlooking the river.

Who had been the lucky man? This was the query
which flashed simultaneously through the minds of seven
anxious and disappointed watchers. Meanwhil e a strange
boat, containing an elderly man and a boy, was pushing
out into the stream, between the Haybank and Palmer
Brook. The twain picked up a fine doe floating in mid-
stream, towed her ashore, bled her, and then lifted her
into the boat. About this time old Trail came down to
water, and the man stationed at Palmer Brook hove in
sight, churning up the foam with his efforts at the oars.
"We have shot a deer ahead of you," said the elderly

man, "and will give you the bide and some venison if

you want it. Our dog was put out on the same side, and
we were watching for his race."
There was nothing for it but to submit to thelaw of the

woods, which says that the deer belongs to the man who
shoots it, though com-tesy always yields the hide to the
dog. We heartily wished the old man and his son had
been anywhere else except slipping in between two of our
watchers; but, as McClellan said when we asked him if

he had any objections to our camping on his pre-
empted territory, "This is a free country," and a man in
the woods has a right to go where he pleases.

All the other races started that morning went away to
Moose Creek and Cold Eiver, and after three or four
hours longer of monotonous watching we were all glad
to hear the guides' three guns from camp, the customary
signal for return. All the doge had finished their races
and returned except Hector. He was probably on the
second or third trip over hia and would see us later,

although we did not know at the time that he was
aflaicted with this foolish habit of "doubling up"' his races.
We had dinner, and then all hands turned to and cut

and spread browse for a couple of hours. This gave us a
soft and fragrant bed on which to spread our blankets
and promised more peaceful slumbers than we had en-
joyed on the previous night. Next in order the carpen-
ters of the party buUt a table out of some saplings and a
few old boards that had been left over from last year's
camp. The rest cut wood for the little stove, put up a
rude framework to rest the guns against, strung up lines
and drove nails into the upright tent poles to hang
clothes on, and busied themselves generally in making
the camp more comfortable. When dusk came on we
started a rousing fire in the little stove, lit our duplex-
burner lamp and gathered with pipes and cigars about
the fire to discuss the events of the day and plan for the
morrow. It was decided that three men should go over
the carry in the morning with two boats and watch the
more important runways above the rapids. Tha guide
took a lantern and went up to McClellan's to arrange an
early carry for the boats and get the saddle of venison
which the old man, who was stopping at the "hotel," had
agreed to have ready for us.

Next morning we were up betimes, and had our first

meal of venison. It was rather of a disappointment,
being very tough and flavorless, but the guide assured us
that it would be better when it got "ripe," if it ever had
a chance to. Promptly at 8 o'clock McClellan's team ap-
peared at the lower end of the carry, and three of us
loaded on the boats and walked over the slimy mile-and-
a-half carry through the woods. One man was left at
the bead of the rapids with a boat, while the other two
went further up stream, one being left at the Rock while
the other went on to Pine Eidge.
As luck would have it no deer were driven above this

time, and the up-stream watchers had a whole undis-
turbed day in which to indulge in lofty meditation and
suck their pipes. But below there was considerable ex-
citement. Ich, the youngest of the party, had a buck
driven in to him at the Long Draw. He heard no dog at
the time, and was sitting all wrapped up in the "long,
long thoughts" of youth and his rubber blanket (for it had
commenced to rain), when there was a slight disturbance
in the bushes near by, an almost imperceptible splash in
the water, and the young man looked up and saw an
antlered head in the stream, only a few yards from shore
and swimming down toward him. Instead of sitting
perfectly still and letting the buck get into midstream aa
he ought, he leaped to his feet and threw up his little

single shot .32-caIiber rifle. The deer saw the movement
of course, and quick as thought turned for shore again.
Ich fired, and avers that the buck jumped nearly his
entire length out of water, while the blood poured down
his neck in streams. It took a moment or two to throw
out the exploded shell and get in another, and by this
time the deer had reached the bank and with one leap
vanished in the woods. Ich sent another ball after him
just as he jumped, but the buck refused to accept the

invitation to remain, and crashed away through the fallen
timber with the speed of desperation.
Uncle Jack, who was on the watch ground below,

heard the firing and came up with his boat. He and Ich
traced the deer through the woods to a big swamp, where
they lost the trail and had to go back. They then got the
dog and put him on the track. The hound followed the
trail into the heart of the big swamp and then suddenly
became silent. Perhaps he lost the trail in the deepening
water, or may be he came upon the deer lying dead.
Who knows? There is, unfortunately, a deal of this sort
of heartless uncertainty in deer hounding. Further up
the river things went more successfully. Long Charles,
stationed at the Haybank, saw a big doe come into the
river, about midway between bis stand and the meadow.
The man at the meadow saw it at the same time and came
running down the winter road to get a shot, but Long
Charles began to pump his repeater at seventy yards, and
when the man from the meadow got within hearing dis-

tance, Charles pointed his finger at a floating object in the
stream and remarked coolly, "There she is." This
remarkable freedom from tremor was the more creditable
to Charles the Long, inasmuch as this was the first deer
he had ever shot at in his life. The meadow man now
ran back for his boat, and in a few minutes the fii'st deer
of the hunt was lying on the bank. Eain now began to
faU in torrents, and as all the other races seemed to have
run to distant and unguessed of waters, there was a
gradual assembling of drenched watchers at the camp.
Dinner was cooked over a roaring fire in the little camp
store instead of outside, and at an early hour the fragrant
tobacco smoke began to curl itself in fantastic shapes
about tales and jokes as old as Adam, yet destined to live

and flourish as long as the race our sire begat. About an
hour after retiring to our blankets, when all was still in
the tents, save the cosy beating of rain on the canvas, up
spake the youthful Ichabod in his sleep, and quotha, "It
was a buck, I tell you I I know it was a buck, because it

hadn't any horns." He was living over the never-to-be-
gotten event of the morning, Morpheus had mixed his
logic, but we were aU too far down in the Valley of Nod
to laugh at him.

The third day was an uninteresting and disagreeable
blank. The weather was foggy and cloudy from morn-
ing till night, with occasional spurts of rain. Not one of
the party saw a deer, or even heard a dog, except for a
few minutes in the morning, when the races were first

started. All seemed to lead away far to the southeast,
and it was late at night before the dogs returned. The
next day was Sunday, and we all lounged about camp,
smoking, reading and doing odd jobs in the way of in-

creasing the comfort of our lodging. The sun came out
clear and warm during the afternoon, and some of us
sought out sheltered places and enjoyed the unwonted
luxury of a sunbath. A sportsman from the Ampersand
Hotel had come up to McClellan's for a few days" shoot-
ing, and in the evening his guide, Jake Lordson, came
down to arrange with us for the morrow's hunt. We
agreed that the new man should stand at the Haybank,
and that the two guides should put out the dogs together.
Monday dawned bright and warm—a royal day. We

got an early start all around. Frank, Long Charles and
the Scribe going above the rapids, while the rest of the
party went below. As it happened, not a single dog
drove his race above, and the trio above the falls had an
opportunity to extend their Sabbath through another day
ot sunshine and calm reflection. But below there was
milch going on to stir the blood. The watch grounds
were occupied as follows: Uncle Jack at Bullpout Ledge,
Short Charles at the Meadow, the Ampersand man at the
Haybank, John (a verywelcome addition to our jiarty) at
Palmer Brook, Ich at the Short Draw, Henry at Stony
Slew Draw, and Jake Lordson below, to catch off the
dogs if they ran beyond the watchers.
The excitement began a little before ten o'clock, when

Hector drove a large fawn into Short Charles at the
Meadow. In this case, comparative brevity of stature
seemed to conduce to buck-fever, for Short Charles shook
to such a degree that he dropped nine shots out of his
magazine into the water, standing at three rods distance
from the fawn's head and failed to bag. The fawn
climbed ashore, ran down to the New Yorker at Hay-
bank, and, as he declared, jumped over his unfuBpecting
head, as he sat on the bank, into the river. He fired four
times at it with buckshot and never touched it; then made
a flying jump into his boat, nearly upsetting the tottlish

craft in the operation, and pursued the swimming fawn
down stream. Just as the little animal rounded the bend
and came in sight of John, at Palmer Brook—John having
already raised his rifle to fire—the Sportsman hove in
sight, directly in range with John's aim. John took down
his rifle just in time, and the Ampersand man, swinging
his boat around, put two more charges of buckshot into

the fawn and killed it. At this the worthy John was
very wroth, and swore an azure-colored oath to himself
that he would shoot at the next deer he saw as eoon as he
saw it, and no matter where it was—any way to get even
with the Ampersand "sport" for what he considered
flagrant trespass on his territory. And even before his

rash resolve had had time to cool, a doe was driven across
the upper end of the "slew" where he stood. It was
making for the river just above him, but John could not
wait, and gave it three or four running shots at lOOyds.
The doe, untouched, turned at once into the woods and
sped down the river, again taking to the water just above
Strong Slew Draw. This was Henry's watch ground, and
he, waiting till the doe came nearly opposite him, finished

her with a single shot straight through the brain.

Another deer, a yearling buck, was driven in below the
Long Draw and shot by Lordson, the guide. This summed
up the day's bag for the two parties.

Great excitement prevailed in camp that evening over
the recital of the day's doings. Henry and -John had
kept "fifteen-minute diaries" of events, and these chroni-
cles, with comments, were read, to the immense amuse-
ment of the audience. The following extracts will serve
to show the terse and classic style of the authors:

"9:15 A. M.—All is quiet. A beautiful, sunny morn-
ing. The birds are singing all about me, and the breeze
playing lightly in the balsam and tamarack [the original

record had it 'ramatack'] trees. 9:35 A. M.—Nine guns
above! What can be the matter? A brief pause, and
then four guns more of heavier sound. I am watching
intently for deer 2:30 P. M.—Three guns from camp.
Signal to retm-n. 2:45 P. M.—The boys are coming up.

Have told story of the sportsman's trespass. Wilkins la

wild," etc*, etc.
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Sliort Charles was feeling pretty blue over tte loss of
his fawn, and Long Charles was rather inclined to twit
him on it; but the rest of us prudently forbore, not
knowing how soon our own turn might come. Jake
Lordson again came down from McClellan's, and we
arranged the morrow's stands before turning in.

The weather of the following day was simply superb

—

a dreamy Indian summer day, drunken with sunshine.
The party divided as usual, three going above the falls
and five below. The first race which any of us heard
was run by old Jube late in the afternoon. He drove a
large doe down just back of the Haybank, where I was
stationed; but the deer winding me turned and ran down
to the slew at Palmer Brook. John, whose ardor for
long shots was now somewhat abated, was again stationed
at his favorite ground, and this time let the deer come
down into the river. Then, as he began to fire, buck
fever seized him with its insiduous grip, and, as he after-
ward expressed it, "One leg was as firm as a rock, but
the other one shook as if it had the palsy." Affected as
he was with this distressingly uncertain kind of equilib-
rium, it is little wonder that the worthy John fired five
times at his doe without touching it. Then, as the
frightened animal began to recede further and further

oor one) is that he saw nothing else In the shape of a
eer during the whole trip.

Then followed a period of hard luck for the entire
party, during which our supply of venison got very low,
and we should have had to go back to canned meat at
last if Long Charles had not followed the Scribe's
example and shot another fawn. Curiously enough, be
it remarked with respect to this fawn, it gave the hereto-
fore calm Bostonian a bad fit of the tremors, so that it
cost him fifteen shots to bring it to bag, and he would
not have done it then hadnot the fawn, which had safely
reached shore, come back into the river again to see
what made the water yeast and fizzle so.
On the tenth day Trail and Hector both drove deer into

a big swamp above the rapids, which, owing to high
water, afforded an excellent opportunity for the game to
play back and forth, constantly throwing the dogs off the
scent. After the dogs had filled the swamp with music
from 11 A. M. until 4 P. M., Short Charles left his station
at the outlet of the swamp to come to me, I being sta-
tioned at the watch-ground above without a boat. Hardly
had he taken me in when both dogs swept down toward
the outlet of the swamp. We hastened down stream, but
too late. The deer had taken to water long before we

bushes not two rods from Mr. J., and with one leap dis-
appeared in the thicker woods beyond. As soon as J. had
recovered sufliciently to catch his breath, he went back
for the dog, put him on the fresh scent and returned to
his watch-ground. But the doe never came back. Some
of the party were heartless enough to hint that she lay
down in the bushes, like the rest of us, to escape J.'s wild
balls.

The thirteenth day was a lucky day, in spite of itg

ominous number and a drizzling rain. Ben Moody, who
had been called home by his wife's sickness, andhad sent
us John Slater, returned from Saranac Lake the preced-
ing evening, and we had two guides to put out dogs.
Ben himself shot one of the deer running in the woods,
and Short Charles abundantly retrieved his reputation by
dropping another at the outlet of the big "slew" or
swamp above the rapids. The deer came squarely upon
him while he was sitting meditatively under his rubber
blanket, with no dog in hearing. The deer and the man
gazed astonished in each other's eyes for a moment, and
then the man threw off his rubber blanket with a quick
movement and raised his gun to his shoulder. The deer
wheeled, but too late. A bullet went crashing through
her brain, and she fell in her tracks without a struggle.

AT EAELY DAWN IN THE NORTH WOODS. From Photograph bt Mr. A. Ames Howlett.

from him, he declares that he slammed the butt of his
rifle down on the ground, said to himself, "See here,
John R., brace up; you are acting like a fool," raised his
rifle again, took deliberate aim and bored the deer
through the brain with the sixth shot. To his intense
sm'prise the animal immediately sank. He fired a signal
of distress that brought the boat next him, and together
they looked the water over without finding a sign of the
doe. In about an hour, while the search was still going
on, a boat coming up the river informed them that the
watcher at the Short Draw had just ptiUed a floating deer
ashore. Down to the Short Draw rowed John as fast as
oars could take him and found that the Ampersand man
had indeed rescued his doe, having seen it coming down
stream with just an ear above water. That night John
w^as jubilant, as he had to retuirn to Rutland the next
day. and realized that he had got his venison just in
time.
On Wednesday, the succeeding day, our guide had to

take John out to Saranac Lake, so two of the boys, Frank
and Short Charles, determined to see what they could do
in the way of putting out the dogs. They took com-
passes and lunch and started out eastward by the Dawson
Pond trail: and, so far as the rest of us who watched
could see, they did quite as well as a guide to the manner
born. All the dogs were started, but only one drove to
water in the river, and that one brought in a fawn, which
was shot by the Scribe, whose only excuse (admittedly a

got there, and the dogs were standing up to their necks
in the stream sniiSng the breeze and howling. We
caught them off and took them down to the carry in the
boat.

The eleventh day was another Sunday, and was spent
much as the previous one had been, except that PVank
and Short Charles took one of the boats and went on a
trip of exploration up Moose Creek. They reported a
wild and beautiful country, with deer signs plentiful.
Our party was now augmented by the arrival of an

eighth man, who came just in time to fill the large space
left vacant by the departing John. This new member
was Will J., one of the famous Vermont creamery butter
men, who knew oleomargarine as far as he could see it,

and hated it further. On Monday we gave Mr. J. the
watch-ground at the Meadow, and fortune favored or
rather tantalized him by sending in a fine doe just below
his stand and half-way down the Haybank. Mr. J. began
firing at 80yds., and kept it up as long as the doe was in
sight, and probably some seconds after, as wild balls
singing among the ti-ees down the river caused at least
three cautious watchers to lie flat on the ground until the
fusilade ceased. J. pursued his vanished deer on foot as
far down as the Haybank, where two outside parties, a
young lady and gentleman from Wardner's, were watch-
ing. They showed him where the doe had left the water,
and J. went in to investigate. Suddenly and without the
least particle of warning up jumped the doe from some

Short Charles was not twitted by Long Charles that
evening. The latter had sat all day in a windy, exposed
place, where nothing ran or swam except his nose. He
had escaped buck fever, but came near having the
chills.

The fourteenth day was cold and overcast, but no rain
fell. Frank, who had not as yet seen a deer, went up to
Moose Creek and took his stand where the streams meet.
He declared that at one time during the day he heard
fifteen doga go by in a string, with a raven at the head of
the line and a bird dog at the tail. He thought then that
there was surely blood in the air, but if the raven smelled
it, it was certainly not in the vicinity of Moose Creek, for
the procession passed on out of hearing, and primeval
silence settled down upon the woods again. No deer were
shot this day, so far as we could learn. Three or four
parties had dogs out below, and there was a very large
party hounding at Long Lake, above. Henry said that
the woods were so full of dogs the deer could not get
through them to reach the water.
The fifteenth day was cold and overcast, with a sug-

gestion of snow in the air. Not a dog had come back to
camp from yesterday's long races except old Jube, and
consequently he was the only hope of seven anxious men.
Mr. J. went out on this day, taking one of the guides
with him. Ben Moody ptit old Jube out on the big hill
near the head of the carry, and he drove the first large
buck of the trip into the lucky Long Charles, at the head
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of the rapida. Long Charles shot once and twice without
touching the antlered beauty, but his third ball struck in
the upper part of the neck, on or near the spinal cord,
an^d the buck doubled up in the water and was dead in an
instant. Long Charles had no boat, but fortunately a
party was just coming over the carry. Their boats had
been brought over, but no oars or paddlea; so they took
neck-yokes, and paddling with these into the current,
saved Long Charles's handsome buck from going down
the rapids. He was a fine four-pronged fellow, and must
have weighed considerably over two hundred.
Those of us who were down stream heard the signal for

return fired four times at about noon. This indicated
trouble in camp, and we all hurried up to learn the cause.
It soon transpired. McClellan's lawless cows had paid a
visit to the camp and left everything in a state of piteous
desolation. The tents were half torn down, the dishes
were trampled into the earth, boxes and bags were scat-
teted and rifled of their contents. Among the things
devoured by the ravenous herd were two large cakes of
soap, eight pounds of sugar and three pounds of butter,
one-half bushel of onions, two quarts of beans, half a
bushel of potatoes, ten pounds of ci-ackers, five pounds of
meal, two dozen eggs, six pounds of fat pork, half a box
of .38cal. cartridges and a sheet of biscuits. When Frank
and Short Charles reached camp, one of the cows had
just attacked the medicine chest and two others were
pawing over the blankets to see if any portion of them
were edible.

That afternoon Henry, who always made himself use-
ful, took boat immediately and started for Wardner's to
get fresh supplies. He walked across the carry, made Ms
purchases, and then discovered that he had nothing in
which to carry the groceries to his boat. A bright thought
seized him, Ofi: came his overalls. A bit of string around
each ankle converted the garment into a bifurcated knap-
sack. In went the groceries, the top of the sack was tied
up, and Henry marched back across the carry with a
stuffed canvas leg over each shoulder. Conventionalities
he hanged, when men are camping and out of supplies!
Uncle Jack found Hector and Sport at the Haybank

and broiight them up to camp, so that all the dogs were
in on the evening of the fifteenth day, except old Trail.

On the sixteenth day our three dogs ran two deer in above
the rapids. Other parties were watching there, including
a red-shirted guide by the name of Buck, and a man in a
big coon-skin overcoat. These parties persisted in travel-
ing back and forth in their boats, following the dogs. At
one time a deer was swimming straight down stream to
one of our men, when around the bend flashed like a
meteor the fiery shirt of the guide Buck. The deer saw
it in an instant and turned for shore. The man on the
runway fired at long range and missed, and immediately
hot words passed between him and the peripatetic meteor.
There was a red-whiskered man in the same boat with
tue red-shirted man, and how in the world they ever ex-
pected to approach a deer with so much high color at both
ends is a puzzle. All they needed was a red boat to per-
form the proverbial feat of setting the river on fire.

Later in the day Jube and Hector drove a doe up the
river. The race passed quite near to Frank, though he
could not see the deer through the thick underbrush. As
he was trying to catch the dogs ofi:" two shots came from
Short Charles's watchground, above. Frank rowed up
and found a nice fat doe lying in Short Charles's boat.
This settled forever that gentleman's status as a rifleman

,

and he will never be jeered again for missing his first

deer at three rods.

The next day was Saturday and the last of the hunt.
Henry, Uncle" Jack and the Scribe went above the falls,

the rest of the party took stands below. It was a rainy
day and very dismal. Early in the forenoon the red-
shirted Buck and his red-whiskered companion again ap-
peared upon the scene above the rapids. They had two
dogs out, and were pursuing the same tactics as on the
previous day. After they had passed Heme's watch-
ground three or four times, righteous wrath began to rise

in that individual's breast. He let them drop around
the bend below him and then fired five shots at irregular
intervals, as if popping at deer.- Immediately the red
combination swung around and the water was churned
into foam as the carmine-shirted oarsman propelled his
boat agahist the current. Henry sat upon his rock and
laughed inwardly,
"Did you fire those shots?" asked Buck as his boat

came opi)osite.

"I don't know as it matters anything to you if I did,"
was Henry's non-committal reply. "Look here, neigh-
bor," he continued, "1 have heard of your tactics and I

have got your record down fine. Now let me give you a
little piece of advice. If you put in an appearance when
a deer is in my water I will fix it directly so that you can
see the bed of the river through the bottom of your boat, i

You imderstand? Well, good morning." The red-shirted
guide turned his boat down stream, grumbling, and did
not appear on Henry's territory again that day.
Frank saw and shot his first deer of the trip at the

Meadow—bagged it at the eleventh hour and came near
losing it at that. He was in his boat when the deer first

came down. He heard a crash in the timber and knew
at once what it meant. Rising a little to look over the
bank, the treacherous seat cracked, and the deer turned
in an instant and dashed into the woods again. Frank
thought it was lost for good, but the dogs were close be-
hind, and the deer ran only about a quarter of a mile up
stream, when it again came to water and began to swim
down. When it had come within about 80yds. of the
watcher something startled it and it turned to go out.
Frank risked three shots at long range,and the third proved
fatal, just as the deer was raising its shoulders to leave
the water.
Next day we broke camp, carrying three deer with us.

A long, hard row brought us to Saranac village, at about
six o'clock P. M., and next day we went out by rail to
Plattsburg. Here the two Charleses, who had had most
of the luck during the trip, treated the party to a supper
at the Cumberland House. Next day we separated and
went our several ways, full of kindly feelings toward
each other and happy memories of our three weeks hunt
on the Raquette. May it not be the last hunt we shall
have together, when the mountains are crimson and
gold with their autumn livery, and the grass whitens
with morning frost, and the voices of the hounds, baying
in leash at the guide's belt, echo through the woods like

the horns of our Saxon forefathers, from whom we in-

herit this unquenchable love of vigox'oxia and manly wood-
land sport. Paul Pastnor.

PRIMEVAL ADIRONDACKS.
NOWADAYS one hears continually of such Adiron-

dack resorts as Blue Mountain Lake, the Saranacs,
Raquette Lake, Schroon Lake, 'Loon Lake, Keene Val-
ley, Ausable Chasm and Paul Smith's to the entire ex-
clusion of other points; we note their prominent visitors,
their gay dances and high order of tennis tournaments;
we catch softly whispered rumors of social matters in
advance and are amazed at the quiet consummation there
of big deals commercially; in fact the wilderness, once
great for its primeval wilds and profusion of game, is

fast being brought into narrower limits by a ruthless in-
evitable march of civilization. Railroads are building or
being projected into the darker recesses of the forest,
tempted alone by the revenue to be derived from lumber-
ing interests, for passenger receipts would be for years
insignificant. Unless arrested at once by wise State
legislation the great danger from the woodsman's axe
will be beyond reparation.
Beyond the range of civilization, off in the northwest-

ern reserve of the Adirondacks, silently nestles Smith's
Lake. It is sixty miles east of Lowville, half of which
distance can be made by water, and there is no great
difficulty in transporting necessary baggage, provided
one is prepared to pay not inconsiderably to teamsters
and the after employment of guides. From other direc-
tions the lake can" be reached, but not so easily as via
Lowville. The next most feasible way is from Little
Tupper's Lake, fifteen miles off, by carry and water.
Like all the lakes and ponds of the region, Smith's Lake
has many beauties. All around is a boundless forest of
tall variegated trees, towering unbrokenly to the sum-
mits of the surrounding mountains. On three sides these
rugged sejitinels, like impassable barriers, wall in the
lake, while on the other, where the stream from the
Salmon LaJie empties, grasses and pond-lilies grow out
for some distance; this spot is much cherished by the
deer as a feeding ground. Smith's Lake is quite irregu-
lar in shape, is some four miles each way and is shaped
like the letter X; it contains seven islands, and even to-

day upon Pine Island traces are apparent of an old In-
dian fortress. On the west side of the lake is a sports-
man's lodge, the home for eight months of the year of
James LaMont, one of the most fearless of hunters and as
genial a forest companion as one could find. He is pre-
pared to accommodate about forty persons in an always
comfortable but decidedly backwoods manner.

Smith's Lake is nearly the center of a circumference of
country not as yet thoroughly explored, consequently it

has remained unmarred by the cruel axe. Nearest on the
west is Harrington Pond, beyond which are Clear Pond
and Bog Lake; on the north are Charley Pond and the
Snell Ponds; on the east, by pushing up an eight-mile
stream, one finds Mud Pond, then the Salmon Lakes, and
finally Brandreth Lake; on the south, only three miles
away, is grand, silent Albany Lake, six miles in length
and consijicuous for its vast deer feeding territory.
Directly back of LaMont's, two miles off, is Raynor Pond,
a mere speck of water, and seldom visited because of the
indistinctness of the blazing on the trees and the absence
of a trail. It is fortunate for one's headquarters in the
forest to be in proximity to other bodies of water, as an
adjunct to sport and transportation; also is it fortunate to
find mountains, lakes and streams existing as the intelli-

gent hound would mould them were he to create an ideal
hunting ground for the capture of deer. One thing is

certain. Smith's Lake and its surrounding coimtry is ex-
ceedingly well situated. There is no lake in the whole
Adirondacks where one can feel so well pleased with the
conditions for hounding deer. I have seen as many as
eight separate drives into the waters at comparatively the
same time; and perhaps there was not some sport for us
then, too!

I left the vitiated air of New York behind me on the
20th of last September, bound on my fourteenth annual
trip to those woods. With me were two companions,
Charles L. Jacquelin and Felix A. Duffy, of New York,
who were by no means unfamiliar with forest ways,
while both were good at target and trap, as well as fau-ly
excellent anglers. At Utica we took the Utica & Black
River Railroad, and after a two hours' run arrived at
Lowville about 9 A. M. After driving easterly from Low-
ville twelve miles we entered the forest; then the road
was tough enough to jar one's bones and loosen one's
tongue most savagely. By evening we pulled up at Jim
Dunbar's, having stopped for dinner at Fenton's. Dun-
bar's, the only house at Stillwater, is well kept and a
favorite place to many; there we got our first venison
steak and a comfortable lodging.

In the morning we engaged two guides—ReuTown and
Ed. Dustin, of Long Lake-^who by the merest chance
happened to have come there with sportsmen who they
had brought out. It game me an undreamed of oppor-
tunity of securing two of the best men in the region, men
whom I had had before, who were familiar with my
desires and who I knew could be relied upon in any
emergency. They took us twenty-five miles up Beaver
River to Munsey's place at Little Rapids, where a stop
was made for dinner, and mighty well cooked and appre-
ciated was it, too. A mile portage, seven miles up Albany
Lake, another portage of a mile around more rapids, and
we again put into the river; then, two miles more and
we glided into Smith's Lake. What a glorious panorama
it was,
We duly installed ourselves at La Mont's, for while

there were bark camps at or near the lake, where one
with a fire could be cheerful and comfortable; still, we
decided to stay with Jim, for by stopping at such a place
the guides can always give more time to their men. One
should never take more luggage than is absolutely neces-
sary. The guides carry their boats, oars and paddles, so,

unless the carries are double-tracked, the remaining
duffle must be transported by the sportsmen in big pack
baskets strapped securely to the back, in which weight
never decreases.

A deer hunt was very properly in order for the next
morning. I went with Reu to Albany Lake, taking two
of the four dogs with us, for Reu was going to "put out"
somewhere between Smith's Lake and Albany Lake. At
the former the others took up their watch ground, an ex-
tra boat having been secured from La Mont—thus cover-
ing all the likely points. However competent the man
who looks for fresh deer tracks and unchains the hounds,
the chances of success can be spoiled completely at the
last moment by any noise at the watch grounds.
For almost an hour I waited, listening for sounds of

the hounds, or the splash of a deer driven far in advance
of them jjerhaps. Never for a moment did my eyes
wander from the shore where a deer was likely to be
driven. What a zest to the sport were the faint notes
that shortly reached me; then, it was verily exciting!
Nearer and nearer came the sounds, every bound bring-
ing out the tones more clearly; ah, this is glorious, for
the almost inaudible murmur of but a moment before
has now swelled into sharp, deep, unceasing baying. On,
on, toward that expectant shore did the maddened racers
rush. I heard the cracking of brush in the forest near
the lake, a noisy rusthng of the bushes, then a plunge, a
splash, and the deer was in the water swimming for his
life. I lost no time in seating myself in the boat and
pushing oft\ Thank fortune, ft was a buck, that I could
plainly see. It was a fierce struggle for both of us, and I
had to pull fast, especially when he heard me and veered
over to the nearest shore at an increased speed. All this
time Pompey, who had reached the lake, was far from
an indifferent spectator, still keeping up an irregular
barking. The buck almost bad his feet on the shore
when I got near enough to risk dropping the oars and to
fire upon him. The ball entering the shoulder, instantly
did its work. I had to row a full mile in this race, which
was unusually risky because of the innumerable rocks,
too low to show above the water and most dangerous
even to a cool head. The satisfaction I felt over that
victory was, I believe, somewhat justified. Soon Reu
got back, and we dressed the deer and leisurely returned
to Smith's Lake with oiu- heavy load of game. The buck
was a big fellow. Reu thought he would weigh fully
SOOlbs. before dressing. The hide was in the blue coat,
while on the head rested a five-pronged pair of prettily
set antlers. All this time my friends on the other lake
had not been inactive, a fair sized doe having been driven
to them, they had lots of sport, too, but I say to their
credit they drove her out unharmed. There is an un-
written law among true sportsmen to allow the does to
escape. I am glad to be able to state that that law is

stringently obeyed at Smith's Lake; indeed, Jim LaMont
will have no one around his place who violates this
custom.
Personally, I prefer killing one deer by still-hunting at

sunrise or sunset on the border of a lake than six driven
to me by the dogs. If by the stalking and jacklight
methods the sportsman gets within shotgun range, above
ail let him not wound the poor escaping animal instead.
Be it said in defense of hounding that it does prevent
wounding and spares the does. I doubt if the game laws
ever will be enforced rigidly in the Adirondacks, owing
to the immense territory to be covered and the not infre-
quent leniency of constables toward favorites. Despite
everything, however, the deer are certainly increasing; I
base this statement upon the most careful information
gathered from the most reliable sources and upon per-
sonal observations.
May and June are the rhonths that always give most

delight to anglers, and the Adirondack waters at such
times give sport in plenty to those who know just where
the speckled denizens abound and how to cope with them
in cunning. Many spring parties go to the Smith's Lake
section just as soon as the ice breaks up, prominent
among them being Theodore S. Morrell, Esq., of Newark,
N. J. Not only is Air. Morrell an expert fisherman but,
probably, he possesses as complete a knowledge of fish
and their habits as any sportsman in this country ; and
who is there who will not vote him to be as jollj^ and
good natured a companion as ever sat in a boat? Last
May, Reii Town tellg me, Mr. Morrell did some great fly-
fishing for speckled trout at a spring hole in Smith's
Inlet, six miles from Smith's Lake, where he used very
light tackle, and landed some beauties as heavy as 3|lbs.
There is Kttle satisfaction, perhaps, in recording any

other method of fishing except exploits in fly-casting;
but as I have never done any spring fishing in the wilder-
ness, and after daily trials during summer and fall have
met with no success there, some other pen will have to
interest the reader in that regard. Still, there verily was
sport this year playing with these salmon trout at the
mouth of the Harrington inlet, where the swift waters
emptied over the mossy rocks into Smith's. Would that
I could rename Smith's Lake, giving it some euphonious,
poetic Indian name; for, as I recall that one spot and
hear the roaring waters, I verily believe that for a little

bit of lake scenery nothing in the whole North Woods
surpasses it. My fishing was with one of the fii'st split-

bamboo rods Charley Mui-phy ever made, weighing 7oz.,
and many a fish did I capture ranging between 1^ and
51bs. One morning early, as Jacquelin was rowing me
near to Fletcher Island, I threw out for a short troll with
minnow bait; in a most indolent manner too, for our
chances were unpromising. We had forgotten to bring
either gaff or landing-net, or my predicament would have
been spared. Never inmy life did I have such a struggle.
What vitality that fellow had! Surely it was the struggle
of his life, too. Not knowing how firmly he was hooked
I was obliged to use especial care, realizing the absence of
needed appliances. Of actual time forty-two minutes
were consumed before I dared allow my friend assist in
landing him by cautiously slipping his hand behind the
fish's fins. The scales showed his weight to be C^lbs.
I would travel miles upon miles to have another such
experience; and where, indeed, is the true angler who
would not?

Few men sleep late in the forest. The change from
the solemn dirge of the night to the gay joyous song of
the morning, as note after note peals forth to welcome
the rising day, is too exhilarating to admit of the contin-
uance of slumber. A plunge in the lake relieves the
slight lassitude which may hang upon one, and there are
those who make such the regular order of the day; on
the other hand, the guides say, that there are some per-
sons who visit the woods who never enter the lake at all

to bathe because of the coolness of the water, their
alleged fear of water reptiles, or some equally absurd
pretext. The story is told of a prominentNewark lawyer
who, when at Smith's Lake, never washes as much even
as his face, lest by temporarily removing a mosquito
mixture his beauty and feelings might be hurt. My in-

formant, never having seen our barrister out of the wild-
erness, and being recently introduced in Newark, was
dumbfounded at the change purification revealed, and
for a while positively thought himself the victim of a
practical joke.
At night people in the forest generally build log fires

in front of their cabins. After Sept. 1 this is a positive
necessity, especially if one's habitation be the open camp.
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At such times sportsraen and guides gathering around
form an t xtremely grotesque group. Stories are never
mnre in order, and bear siorieB, deer stories, fish stories

and general nnecdotes float arouud promiscuously. And
so do the coidgi ts, mo=qmtoes or black flies early in che
season, but by the latter part of August these pests dis-

appear pntirely.

By reason of contact during the summer season with
people from outsirie the guides hive many of their

routih edges worn off and are generally intelligent and
obliging; still the majority of them are disappointing, if

not almost worthless. An experience in camp is the
only method of judging as to their merits or demi^xits.

While I do not want to be sev^ere about Adironddck
guides, some of whom I legard with the strongest of
friendly feelings, I do say most emphatically that there
is a choice, and one cannot be too careful in making his

selection, aad well in advance, to >. Nor should one
seeking sport be uamitidful of procuring good dogs and
enough of them—after Sept. 1, when hounding com-
mences, this is imperative. Instances are frequent where
guid 8, reputed as first-class, are spoiled by employers.
Fair dealing, appreci ition and respectabdity m a sports-

man fctr outclass closeness, ind fference and vulgarity.
B^'ars never have shown themselves more fiT quently

than during the season of 1890; yet there is no well-sus-

tained reason why, except the claim that the mildness of

the present winter had Bomething to do with it. Dtu-ing
our btay of one month eleven bears were seen at or around
the 1 -ke by those stopping at LaMont's. While paddling
on Harrington Pond une mornmg with Jricquelin and
Duffy, I saw a good-sized fellow waddling leisurely along
the soggy, moss-covered shore, about 50yds. away; but
before Jacqut'lm could bring the rifle to hiS shoulder he
had disappeared behmd some bushes, so the shots were of

no avail. Mr. L. O. Crane, of Boston, his guide, Fassett,

and LaMont set out a powerful steel trap for a bear on
the Salmon Lake Stream. TMs they baited with putrid
venison and the entrails from a deer. In place of fasten-

ing the ring at the end of the heavy c^iain to the trap, it

was slipped over a clog or stout green piece of oak, lOft.

long and 4in. in diameter, which eftectuilly prevents the
beast from traveling far in the thick forest. The trap
was visited on the following two mornings early by Fas-
sett, but with no success in finding anything. On the
third day he went again, and in a couple of hours re-

turned with the news that a bear was in the trap; then all

the people at Jim's hastily dressed and set out to see bruin
captured, Fassett leauing the string of boats. On nearing
the trap the bear was startled, and standing up on his

hindlegs m a most formidable attitude, with his fore paws
around a maple, he gave vent to terrible howls, a chal-
lenge to us to approach nearer I suppose. He was well
caught by the jaws of steel just aoove one of the hind
paws, and during the night must have made frantic
eiforts to free himself. After taking a photograph of

him, Mr. Crane, standing off some 60ft., put a bullet into
his head just back of the ear, and dropped him to the
ground witnout another struggle. We dragged the body
to the boats, and the row back to the house gave us a big
appetite that morning, and a live topic of conversation,
too. While there is a bounty of $10 for bear, one would
have to expend twice that stxm to go to Albany andelaim
the same; and, furthermore, neither bounty nor sale of
hide would be at all alluring to a sportsman having such
success.

Rf-u Town, Du=tin, and Fassett, while putting out the
dogs near the Salmon Lake stream had a most remark-
able experience. They were working around not more
than a couple of hundred yards back in the forest when
they noticed signs of some fierce fight of wild animals.
The surface of the ground was much torn up, the leaves
and ferns being brushed away, while a tamarac tree near
by showed the imprint of some animal who had crawled
up into it. J^'urther examination a few yards off shovved
the ear of some beast protruding from a bed of leaves,

and on brushing these away there lay a good-sized bear
cub, perfect as far as its forward half was conctrned,
but with its hindquarters literally eaten away, and the
backbone projecting raggedly out. It told a story to
those intelligent hunters which nowadays is rare, that
the other combatant was a panther. A trap was immed-
iately placed on the spot, but caught no panther.
There are those people, and properly so, too, who dare

not get very far into the Adirondack forests on account
of the impossibility of prompt communication in Ciise of
necessity. Smith'n Lake, notwithstanding its remote-
ness, has been connected with LowviUe and interlying
points by telephone, thus giving instant intercourse with
the outside world, yet bringing it no nearer to the civil-

ization we desire to leave on going there. Mr. Wm. H.
Morrison, of Lowville, deserves considerable credit for
his enterprise in c mslructing this line, for it can hardly
be looked upon as a paying investment, and possibly was
never so thought of. Mr. Morrison is one of Lcawvilhi's
prominent merchants, and is the owner of LiMont's place
at Smith's Lake, where he goes every summer.
A peculia,r experience was enjoyed by Mr. R. H. Hand-

ley, from Long Island, a fellow boarder with us at La
Mont's. H mdley, who is a sportsman of no mean c-xlt-

ber, was watching one day on Albany Lake for a deer; it

was the day, m fact, of our grand hunt, when we drove
eight of them into Smith's and Albany. He had been
very successful in getting deer previous seasons, so this
year had his guide row up to the swimming animal;
but only if he proved to be a buck, with an especially
fine pair of antlers, would he kill him, otherwise he
allowed the animal to swim gracefully to the shore un-
harmed. The dog with the loudest bay of all drove in a
small two-year old buck, but not being what Hindley
desired he merely rowed up beside him. To his astonish-
ment, the deer when patted on the head showed no
timidity at all but rather drew clo3'='r to the boat and en-
couraged the petting. On pulling the boat positively
away from the pretty fellow he followed. On reaching
the shore he walked leisurely out of the water, stood for a
moment at the edge of the forest, returned for more pet-
ting, then quietly went without any semblance of fear
into the woods. He was assuredly a wild deer, and the
only way to account for his singular conduct is that the
deep-voiced hound remained on the opposite shore baying
funuuily all this time; perhaps, therefore, the deer,
fatigued by a long ch-ine, was alarmed and so sought
safety with Handley, who harmed him nut. None of the
guides could remember ever having heard of such an odd
exhibition of confidence on the part of a deer before, but
the uarratiou, neverthelesB, is positively true,

Although not a powerful man in appearance, yet James
LaMont is as mu-cular and wiry as any one that I have
ever known of his build; in fact, he has the reputation of
being able to cover more territory in the woods in less

time than any one of the guides, no matter what the
general conditions may be. Nobody disputes this claim
of his friends, for occasional contests show him to be in-

vincible where endurance and forest intelligence count
for anything. One is alwas lucky when Jim vvill consent
to pilot him in search of game. He is particularly enter-
taining, and the stories of his experiences—and they have
been world wide—told in his quaint style, are of rare inter-

est to people. Mr. Edward H. Litchfield, of New York,
who hunts in the West nearly every year in the most ex-
tensive possible manner, went to Alaska last October, and
having learned of LaMont's prowess, sent for him to go as
a companion or body guard. Considering the extent of
the trip, its expense, and the fine inducements offered to

.Jim L iMont, Mr. Litcbfi^ld piidahigh compliment to
my Adirondack friend, whom he had never seen until be
sent for him. Mrs. LaMont is an educated and superior
woman, and with two grown children, assist materially
in making the backwoods lodging thoroughly comforta-
ble and interesting. If any one wishes to communicate
with .James LaMont, his address is Smith's Lake, via
Lowville. Of course, the mail by necessity is only carried
in and out by parties, but during the season is fairly
prompt.
Reader, go there! You will have a glorious time!

Whf n you return you will find yourself to be a wiser, a
healthier, and a stronger man than you were before par-
taking of the hospitalities of that forest primeval.

Ra-ymond G. Hopper.

LIFE AT PAUL SMITH'S.

THERE is a tradition up here that the immortal story
of "Johnny, get your gun," is one of the saddest

origin. Johnny, it seems, had a bad lung, and it was his
doctor's advtce that drove him to get a .44cal. Winchester
and come up here and go shooting tor his health. Johnny
obeyed: and Johnny moreover brought bis wife with him.

It is indeed a curious state of affairs the way that all

the world, when he c >mes into the Adirondacks, brings
his wife with him. In a stay of two months at the far-
famed and fashionable hostelry of Paul Smith's, only one
man was found brave enough to aay that he had left a
loving and trusting wife at home, and he went about
making affidavits that he had only done so because he
had been suaimoned to the bedside of a nephew, who was
not expected to live. Moreover, when the world and his
wife elect to spend a month together here they brave it

out oak and ivy fashion, so much so that the story teller

of the house was one day forced to quote that beautiful
tale that is told of the wife of one of San Francisco's
most speedily rich railroad magnates. This simple little

anecdote is to the effect that the fi st grand dinner party
which this good lady ever attended was given to her.
But when the square-jawed butler announced that "ma-
dame was served, and the host respectfully offered his arm
to the guest of honor, that virtuous lady hunched him
haughtily away. "Go 'long withyer," she cried, "take
out your own wife!"
Once here, with a fair instinct of knowing what is good

for himself, every man Jack takes out his own wife. He
takes her out rowing, he takes her out fishing, and he
takes her out gunning, always provided, of course, that
she has not carefully looked the field over and concluded
that she would prefer to stay at home and knit. In that
case he takes out a guide or a dog, either warranted harm-
less; never by any chance another woman, saving only
his wife's mother, who is warranted to sit solidly in the
stern, while he, well aloft in the bow, thrashes the water
with ineffectual oars. This, N. B., is supposed to be both
goodexfrcise and harmless excitement. It probably is.

The season here begins in June. In that balmy month,
the snow being almost gone, save of course in the more
sheltered spots, the guide shakes off hissloth and dpscends
from the lumber camp, where he has only been chopping
down trees, and goes into training. A man must expect
to be in the very pink of condition who expects to carry
wraps and lunch baskets for invalid ladies all summer.
He must be sound in wind and limb, using care only not
to combine power with good looks, for as Charley, the
handsomest guide up here says, "It's as much as a man's
life is worth to have to take some of the young women
out. They seem to think ev^ry young fellow here came
in on a load, of hay some time last week, and never heard
of love-making in his life. For my part, I'd give half my
savings if I'd never have to take out another woman
under sixty. S' help me, it's better to have 'em afraid
something will hajjpen to 'em than to have 'em afraid
something won't!"
In June, also, the big trout, the exclusive family of

kingfishers and three chipmunks that constitute the game
of this famous hunting region allow themselves to be
seen. Not for publication, necessarily, but as a guarantee
of good faith, and to keep up the reputation of the place.
There's a pickerel, too, over in Osgood's Pond, but he is

something of an aristocrat in his way; he never shows
himself, but lays low until he sees a $1.50 minnie-gang
coming, when he neatly bites it off with his sharp white
teeth and adds it to his collection, which must be, accord-
ing to the stories told of him, particularly extensive.
These simple preparations made, the Adirondacks are

ready for guests. With the exception of Saranacand the
logging camps, which in winter bear the same relation to
the entire district that the breathing holes over a sheep's
nose do in a snowdrift, everything and every one has hi-
bernated. But with the arrival of the first letters and
telegrams from the city all is comparatively gay. The
guides begin to clear the camp and put everything in
order. They build huts, put up tent-poles and tents, the
ice house they have already seen to; they stock the cel-
lars and the larder, make the beds, and have even the
kettle smoking on the hearth, and the 5 o'clock tea-table
in its accustomed nook. This is in the case of old
campers. Men and women fresh from the wilds of New
York ure a little apt to lock the door after the guide has
left and take the key away with them, to say nothing of
a careful inventory of all boxes of sardines, all teacups
and sticks of wood in the woodshed. When they get
back there the next spring and find an uncomfortable
and cheerless camp, while next door neighbors slide into
the lap of luxury, they make up their minds to one
thing, and that is that the Adirondack guide is as near as
he knows how to be the ealti of tjje earth, Hoaest, faith-

ful, sturdily American and self-respecting, he would no
more betray his employer's trust than he would consent
to call him his superior. The experienced guide won't
even descend to tell fibs about game as the gentleman
sportsman will do; nor yet will he tell a stranger that he
might as well fish in a Union Square fountain as in St.

Regis Lake. All he will do is to take the non-committal
ground of saying: "Wall, you can never tell tillyer
try!" Those are his limits, and woe be unto the visitor
who discloses himself to his guide as a man of less honor,
Blessed innocent soul who will nurse a man with the de-
la'ium tremens for three weeks in a childlike faith that
he is stricken with pneumonia, let him once feel that that
man looks upon him as a servant, and the comedy is

over. The same thing is true in a more marked degree
in those who really hire as servants. Speak to the night
watchman as he comes to your door with your 10 o'clock
milk punch, and he swings himself into the rocking chair,
puts his lantern well back between his legs and prepares
to answer you! Let your red-cheeked chambermaid hear
you have your regular morning cough, and with adorable
frankness she will tell you "that if you knew what was
good for you, you'd be at home with your folks while you
could be, and not up there all alone!" While as for "the
waitress—a whole tableful of people were convulsed the
other day when a very pretentious New York dame, who
paraded the piazza all day in white kid gloves that came
to the elbow and a $50 white lace parasol, learned her
lesson. She sat at the end of the table, her half-grown
son at her right. Some delicious venison was brought,
and she put one piece on the ^late before her and waited
for the waitress to pass it to her sen. The waitress was
watching her with her wondrous blue eyes. Madame
touched the plate. "H-m?" said the waitress. "That is

for Master George," said madame. "Huh!" said the maid,
and with that deftlj^ picked up the plate, slid the venison
off into the boy's plate, shook off the dripping gravy, and
with much manner rettirned it to its former place.
Madame was a woman who had seen the world. "Will
you have a potato, my son?" she said, and passed the dish
herself.

In point of fact it is very rarely that you hear a good
story told on a guide. Now and again you hear some
legend like the one that is told on old "Hi Hathaway,"
but they are rare. And being rare it is very good, es-
pecially as it includes none other than Dr. Harry Loomis,
the growing son of his father, the famous Dr. Loomis, the
accepted authority on the subject of "The Tubercle Bug
and His Works." Hi Hathaway is a native New Yorker
who cut short a useful life as a blacksmith at the untimely
age of sixty, then to turn a guide. Among the first to
agree to pay him $3 a day for his services was Dr. Harry,
who engaged him for an extended trip. They were half
way over Spitfire Lake, which is so named becatise of
the ridiculous way in which it will boil up in a minute if

a puff" of wind but strikes it the wrong way. The garrul-
ous "Hi" concluded that in the son of the father' he was
etu-e to have a sympathizing listener, and forthwith con-
fided in him how terribly he has always suffered from
epileptic fits.

"What's that?" said Dr. Harry, as interested as even
Hi could wish.
"Why, you see, I was just a saying that it was mighty

orkword that a body couldn't never tell when one of 'em
was coming on. You never feel safe, ezzactly, 'specially
if it's been 'bout so long since you had one afore."

"I should say as much," quote his companion. "By the
way, what is that bush on the bank there—elderberry?"
"I 'spect 'tis," answered Hi shortly, for who indeed likes

to be interrupted? ' 'An' as I was saying—

"

"I'd like to see that," continued Dr. Harry calmly,
"row in there a minute!"
The boat grated on the shallows and with a flying leap

the doctor was safe on the shore muddy and wet as a
wounded blue heron, but perfectly satisfied to be out of
an eighteen-inch canoe and off a lake whose foundation
is of quicksand. The startled Hi looked as if he were
to give him a sample fit then and there.

"That's all right, my friend," said the Doctor, "you
may go back to the hotel and get your money, I'll wait
here, if you please, for a guide that doesn't have fits."
With harmless little stories like these it is true the lazy

guest will regale a late comer over his tea, but—faith! —
they are nothing beside those the guide could tell on the
guest if he only chose, and especially the guide about
Paul Smith's. There is something about this name to
which the average gentleman from Brooklyn—or Boston,
—rises as a trout does to a red hackle fly. He dreams of
the sylvan haunt where President and Mrs. Cleveland
dreamed the suimy hours away, and his imagination
fairly kaleidescopes in the effort to picture the time he's
going to have. He lays himself out at his tailor's and he
ruins himself at a gun and rod shop, and with a fine air
of having been there before, many's the time, buys the
best outfit for d^^ep-sea fishing that, probably, ever came
up over the Chateaugay R. R. In his fore-and-after cap
he lies thoughtfully back in his chair as the train winds
in and out among the charcoal kilns that sprinkle the
hills and, though he doesn't say so, everybody knows he
is as greatly disappointed as was a small boy of eight
who came up this summer. "Mamma," said he, as the
train slowed up at Bloomingdale, "I haven't seen a bear,
not one!" and the disgust in his voice was an inch thick.
That is the way that the man from the city feels as the

porter lands him and his guns and tackle, his hat-box, his
Gladstone and his basket of champagne on the Bloom-
ingdale platform, and the only thing that raises his
spirits is the sight of the eight-horse Deadwood stage
drawn up before him.
"Ha, ha!" thinks he to himself as he appropriates the

topmost seat. "Now for a bracing ride through the
woods. If I could only get out my cartridges I might
get a shot." And then he thinks it's a little early in the
afternoon for the deer to be running. That much he
knows for keeps, but, ah, the ride he's going to have. Ah I

It has rained for two weeks, and it's a dry patch on the
road where the mud and water is less than a foot deep.
With one foot in the small of the driver's back, the other
in that of the express agent and bath hands fast in straps,
the gentleman from the city enjoys an immistakably
"bracing" ride. Half-way there he is limp, even beyond
surprise at the way the sober-minded horses leap up the
hill and tear up before the hotel door as if they had come
on a dead jump all the way from Deadwood city.

The driver smiles as he unties him and lets him down.
A half-hotu' later, spirits up, in deer-stalkers, cordui'oys,

and bunting boots, the gentleman from the oity is pre-
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pared to prance up and down the piazza and watch the
I

hunters bring in their game. He seems hui't when they
fail to appear, and as the prettiest girls in the house flash

by him with bare necks and gieamiufy arms, "dressed for
dinner," as the cannibals say, there's a look of innocent
wonder in his eyes. He usually has sense enou2;h, how-
ever, like Brer Rabbit, to "lay low an' say nuffia" until
mornin,?;, save of course a haughty inquiry that he puts to

the clerk if any of the guests are going out for deer that
evening.

In the morning he hires a boat, no guide for him, thank
you! and goes fishing. Between nine o'clock and two he
has "chummed" the lake in front of the hotel thoroughly,
and not a bluefish to show for it. That afternoon he hires
a good guide, and the guide in his turn takes him out
back of the boat-house and talks sense to him. And the
consequences ai'e that he disappears from mortal ken for
about two weeks, when he comes back with a fine year-
old doe, and enough yarns to last him all winter about
"how he hunts caribou!"
Paul Smith's, be it understood by the uninitiated, is the

most familiar place in the mountains, but at the same
time no one has ever found a deer over a year old curled
up asleep on the piazza chairs when he came down in the
morning, nor do partridges come regularly to be fed with
crumbs from your bed-room window. Instead, on the
contrary, the most remarkable thing about the woods
around this famous hotel is the total absence of animal
life. Not a tree toad, not a i-abbit, not even a "hopper-
grass" disturbs the quiet of the pines. And as for the
lakes and ponds abuut, what can you expect when you
remember that there have been three or four hundred
pe<^pie at this hotel at a time this summer, and all move
or less anxious to carry home a lish story? Paul Smith's
is the gathering point of a-ll the sportsmen as well as of
those who want only amusement, but when they want
gaoie they have to go from five to fifteen miles to get it,

usually by boat. Birch Hill, Bartlett's, Big Tupper'a,
these are the words you hear when the old story tellers

get together, and those are the places where they go, and
where they have successes. Even they, though, have
their jolly good laughs on their brother man, for it was
only last summer that a big broad-shouldered 6ft. surgeon
came up from th*^ New York Hospital to put in a week's
fishing at Tujtper's. Everj body liked him, he was so big
and jolly, but all the same everybody roared when the
constables chased him down to New York and wanted
him back up here to be fined for catching and keeping
trout less tlian Gin. long.

Next to the hotel itself, which is probably one of the
very few in this country where nobody locks a door or a
trunk, where nothing has ever been stolen, and where
there is not a cigar in the case that sells for less than 15
cents straight, are the camps that face it. Smith's is at
the northern end of St. Regis Lake, and the Jake is li
miles long. Beyond this is Spiifire, and beyond that
again Upper Sc. Regis Lake, the three being their share
of the 500 lakes that lace in and out among the mountains
of this region. Old Paul Smith, the most charming old
gentleman in the world, who came in here as a guide
thirty-two years ago, and has probably never let the sun
set a day since then without t' lling a better story than
his neighbor, now owns 38 000 acres of woodland, ihe
water power and his hotel, which began with one room
and has now 300. On the first point that juts out into the
lake at the left lies an acre of land which Col Payne
bought last year for $1,500, and on which he proposes to
build a cottHge for his nephews and nieces, the children
of ex S cretary Whitney. At the right is the cottage of
Dr. A. L. Loomis, a pretty house, with boat house and
Ittrge private grounds. Dr. Loomis's oldest daughter left

here Inst week to be married on Saturday to the son of
Mrs. Loomis, who was formerly Mrs, Prince, His young-
est daughter, Mary, is the heroine of the summer with a
record of three deer. Straight away across the lake is

Camp Hoff, wherein dwells young Hoffman, the son of
Dean Hoffman, of Brooklyn, to whose family belongs the
Hoffman House of New York. Young Mr. Hoffman is

very tall and straight, with a deep bass voice and a cre-
scendo laugh wh oh certainly has a range of two octaves.
On Sunday he always seats the people who come to the
tiny Episcopal church and takes up the collection, and
declares he takes sal volatile whenever by chance he hears
the vulgar rattle of a coin on the plate," used as he is to
only the modest "sish!" of the $5 bill. At night his camp
is as great a source of admiration to the people at the
hotel as indeed is the wonderful milky way that on clear
nights is so brilliant that it casts a gleaming shadow the
whole length of the lake. Every night Camp Hoff is

brilliantly illaminated with red and white lights that
form a cross as gigantic as the towering pines. Other
illuminations are attempted, but all pale before this
"churchly symbol" of his father's calling. In Spitfire
Lake the moat noted camp is that of Dr. E. L. Trudeau,
the noted specialist in lung troubles, who has doubtless
done more than any other man to give the Adirondacks
the name they have for being a natural sanitarium.
But it is in the upper St. Regis that the tongue of the

enthusiastic Paul Smith runs away with itself, "I never
saw anything like it! There's not a foot of land on that
lake for sale this minute, and there's not a man in it but
what's a millionaire, and some of them ten times over.
There's that camp there, do you mind, that camp rented
this summer to H. McKay Twombly for $5,000, and now
he's bought land and has got seventy five men clearing it

and they will work all winter. There are the Stokeses,
millionaires, all of 'em, and George Dodge, as nice a man
as ever i)ut his foot into a boat. There are the Lymans,
there's Whltelaw Reid's and there's the Garrett's. I tell

you if there's a spot on the face of the earth where mil-
lionaires go to play at house keeping in log cabins and
tents as they do here I have it yet to hear about,"
And what Paul Smith has yet to hear about or yet to

learn in the way of making money nobody here can sug-
gest. His own last story indeed he tells on himself, and
a good adaptation it is.

"By the way," he said, as he sauntered up in his inim-
itable way, thumbs in the armholes of his waistcoat, his
soft hat over his ear and one eye shut. "I suppose you
haven't heard about the guides, have you."
Nobody had heard.
"Well it seems," said Paul, "that it's been a hard sum-

mer for some of the guides, and they took it into their
heads to turn stage robbers. They held up the coachful
that went away from here yesterday afternoon. But the
driver he knew what they were up to. 'You want folks
from Rainbow Lake,' he says; 'these folks just got away

from Paul, up here. You don't think he left 'em any-
thing but their tickets to get home with , do yex? G'lang !'

"

Fannie B, Merrill.
Paul Smith's, 1890.

A REMINISCENCE OF 1866.

NOT long since, while in the barnloft, overhauling the
contents of a box of what my good wife calls "plun-

der," I came across an old time shooting coat, cast aside
years ago as having passed beyond its days of uaefulnees.
This now decidedly antique garment was made up during
the "late unpleasantness,'' while the writer was serving
Uncle Sam, having charge of the post commissary at
Louisville, issuing rations to the boys in blue stationed in
or about Falls City and to the transient regiments passing
southward on their way to the front. This same old
coat saw much hard service thereafter, in many an ex-
I^edition by land and water in pursuit of game, over a
territory extending from the Adirondacks to the Illinois

prairies and down thfe Mississippi Valley to the Louisiana
swamps.
To-day. the once warm woolen lining bears unmistak-

able evidence of having furnished the off-pring of divers
moths with bed and board, the buttons have gone to swell
the collection on a string, manipulated by a pet daughter;
and the remnants generally present a most forelorn ap-
pearance, but despite this, I was unable to resist the in-

clination to hold it out at arm's length, and there I fell

to meditating on a dark brown stain which sundry wash-
ings and vigorous rubbings had signally failed to elimin-
ate, and which is plainly to be seen, stretched diagonally
across the bacli, downward from the left shoulder. This
stain called vividly to mind a campaign in the North
Woods, nearly a quarter of a century ago.
Four of us, a liappy four indeed, filled with joyous

anticipations of a right royal vacation, had gone in by
way of Glens Falls, Chester, Nevvcomb and Long Lake,
thence via Helm's on Forked Lake to Beach's Lake, near
the northern end of which we established our camp.
Delightful wrre the days we passed there, restful, j)ro-

lific of added vigor to minds and bodies. Our camp was
just such a one as the good Nessmuk idealized—a haven
of contentment, of rest from the cares and troubles of the
world—absolute rest. "We fished and caught an ample
supply for creature wants, but nothing more. We
wandered abr.ut the woods and paddled around the lakes
exploring every hidden nook, each day affording some
fresh source of enjoyment, until all too soon time was up,
and perforce we returned to the haunts of plug hats,
starched shirts and never failing gas bills.

The early morning hours Uhualiy found us out in the
boats on one of the numerous lakes or "ponds," as the
nomenclature has it, testing every device to lure the wary
trout from the clear, cold depths; and when old Sol was
doing his whole duty at midday, it needed no other in-

ducement to urge us to seek some shady spot, and after
lunch to rest, chat or perhaps read, till his more oblique
rays warned us that the chances were again good for a
bite. So after an afternoon of executive session with 8.

fontinalis or perhaps a lively laker, we would return to
camp, cut the night's wood, eat such a hearty meal as
oniy hungry anglers could devour, and then with a quiet
smoke prepare to turn in and wage relentless war on the
festive mo-quito.
One pleasant afternoon with Frank, a boon companion

and as good a fallow as ever pulled a trigger or cast a
hook, I started on an exj^edition to a small lake, some dis-

tance eastward from camp, for the express purpose of try-

ing our skill on certain extra large trout which were
reported to have their abiding place therein, for a supply of
such was sorely needed to replenish our depleted larder,
the solemn fact being, no fish, no supper. Each of us
was filled with stern resolve, much like the boy of the story,

who with laudable purpose was striving to dig out the
woodchuck. So on reaching our distinction, no time was
lost in launching the boat and paddling out to a locality
where the water was cold and deep.
"With varying success we had at last brought to basket

some seven or eight splendid fellows, when chancing to
look toward the upper end of the lake, we saw a deer
coming out of the woods into plain view on a small grassy
marsh, which lay on either side of the inlet.

Fortunately I had my rifle in the boat, one of the old
Colts six-shooters, a .44; and it was quickly planned that
Frank should paddle toward the inlet as' carefully and
noiselessly as possible, while I was to retain my seat at
the bow, ready for a fusilade.

The excitement was almost too much for me. It was
still broad daylight. Sitting in a somewhat cramped
position, afraid to move, lest some slight noise might
alarm the watchful deer, every nerve at its utmost tension
I felt liable to an attack of "buck fever" on the slightest
provocation.

Silently we approached the goal and when some 150yds.
distant, I became fearful that a further advance might
cause the deer to make a run for the woods, as it fre-

quently raised its head to watch us, so after progressing
perhaps 1 5 or 20y ds. , I signalled Frank to "hold water" and
steady the boat, then quickly elevating the rear sight
and drawing a bead as carefully as might be, I fired. The
deer was then standing in the shallow water a few feet
from the shore, broadside toward us; and immediately
following the sharp crack of the rifle we saw a splash in
the water, apparently under the deer, which in an instant,

with a few graceful bounds was out of sight in the fringe
of low bushes surrounding the swampy ground and
separating it from the denser growth of timber. "You've
muffed it this time," shouted Frank; but after a short
consultation we decided to investigate, and rowing up to

the edge of the marsh we noticed a few short hairs float-

ing on the water. This raised our hopes materially, so
we landed and followed the recent track through the long
grass, when just as we were about to enter the outer line

of the bushes, a great spatter of blood on leaves and grass
attracted our attention. Hastily but cautiously tracking
the now frequent signs, we suddenly came in sight of our
game lying dead at the foot of a tree.

A hasty examination showed that the ball had entered

j ust in the rear of the left shoulder, and ranging slightly

downward, passing out on the opposite side, doubtless
falling into the water and causing the splash which was
so noticeable from the boat.

It was not long before we had the deer suspended from
a convenient limb and after partially dressing we carried
it to the shore and placed it in the boat. Pushing off, we
hurriedly paddled down the lake; it was long past sunset

1 when the landing was reached and our craft was securely

beached. It was fairly dark when I shouldered the deer
for a mile tramp to Beach's Lake, Frank carrying the
rifle, rods and fish; and it was during this never-to-be-for-
gotien scramble through the woods, over fallen trees and
every other known obstacle, that my old coat absorbed
the blood stains which were there unto this day.
Of Frank's jokes, which I must confess seemed very

untimely and altogether uncalled for on that particular
march, and of our triumphal entry into camp, tired and
hungry, I need not dilate: but, brother eportsmen, you
who "have been there," I know you will not blame me
for still cherishing the old coat and quie'ly enjoying the
pleasant meditations which these recollections have in-
duced. This w^as the only time I ever successfully stalked
a deer, and with a boat. The wind was blowing down the
lake, and this no doubt contributed largely to my success.
This achievement has always been the source of a certain
amount of pardonable pride, but I cannot help realizing
that had it not been for Frank's handling the boat so skill-

fully, my chances for a shot would have been decidedly
slim. Since that time I have frequently endeavored to
repeat the exi^erience and never but once succeeded in
reaching reasonable rifle range, and then failed to score
a hit.

I am growing old, but the love of the woods, the fields

and the waters is as strong within me as ever, and each
season finds me looking forward to an outing and making-
preparations therefor, with as much zest as in the yewra
gone by, Senior.

ON A BLAZED TRAIL.
" A LL ready!" exclaimpd our guide. "Got all your
XjL traps? One of you gentlemen strap this pack bas-

ket on my shoulders. Now we're off."

Our course was over rugged mountains covered with
thick underbrush, whose fuliage was tinted with autumn's
sombre colors, drab and brown, a hue very fortunate for
the deer, its shade being almost the same. We had a
long and tedious journey of about fifteen miles to make
before we could reach Otter Lake, at which place we in-

tended setting out the dogs and commencing the hunt in
earnest. On we trudged, now and then casting an ad-
miring glance at the sturdy form and powerful physique
of our guide, who, by the way, was a genuine backwoods-
man and hunter, a real man. His business is not a profit-

able one but there was a vast quantity of sport in it for
him. His light face and merry laughter, and his quaint
and winning way of relating an exciting tale, have made
him very popular in this pa-hless wilderness.
As we plunged deeper into the forest an occasional

mirror-like lake would spring up before us, as if by
magic, whose water was cool and sparkling; in fact, the
t-urrounding region was studded with the grandest lakes
in the world, romantic in everything but their names. It

was near the shore of one of these lakes that we encount-
ered our first and largest deer.

We had not traveled more than five or six miles when
we noticed that the dogs were getting very uneasy, seem-
ingly anxious to break away from the strong arm that
kept them in leash. Several times they halted and
snuft'ed the air, thus showing, as our guide informed us,

that the game we were in search of was not far distant,
and that we had better station ourselves along the shore
of the lake, about one hundred yards apart. This being
done he took both hounds and started to find the trail, we
in the mean time patiently waiting the issue.

We made ourselves as comfortable as circumstances
would permit. I was located on a fresh runway,
evidently used the day before (judging from the clear
impressions on the earth) and stood the best chance of
getting first shot. However, I cnuld not be positive, as
deer are very tricky animals. Owing to the terrible gur-
gling and rumbling of a large waterfall close by me, I
knew that it would be absolutely impossible to hear the
approaching bay of the hounds.
Three or four hours elapsed, I was beginning to feel

very tired and was about to arrange my coat for a head
rest when an obji^ot in the distance attracted my attention,
which, upon coming closer proved to be a magnificent
buck, the finest specimen I had ever seen. He waded
gx-acefully through the water and when within about five

rods of me turned and walked toward the shore. Having
a good Winchester repeating rifle of .44-cal., it seemed as
though it would be impossible to miss my aim, but nerv-
ousness got the better of me; raising the piece to a level
with my shoulder and taking, as I thought, an excellent-

sight, 1 pulled the trigger, but to my dismay it failed to

respond. Examining my rifle I saw my mistake, the
trigger was at half cock. Instantly leveling it again,
fully assured that everything was all right, I fired, the
ball striking the deer in the back of the neck and slightly

wounding him. He staggered for a moment and before 1

could raise my piece, made a spring over the alders that
fringed the shore of the lake and was gone. Jumping to
my feet I persued the com-ae he had taken as near as pos-
sible, thinking perhaps that the loss of blood would soon
weaken him and thus impede his progress.

Following the trail for half a mde, I suddenly came
across our guide, who, extremely amazed at my unex-
pected appearance, chuckled at my "peculiar way of
chasin' that air chunk of venzon, and that I might's well
stayed where he sot me, 'cause the game had tuk to water
by this time."
He had hardly completed his sentence when both

hounds shot by. We endeavored to stop them, but it was
of no use; they were bent on following up the trail.

Shortly afterward they came back and we started them on
anew. Both dogs were off in an instant, and our guide
then directed me to a large rock at the northern end of

the lake, there to watch until he should give the signal
for all to assemble and continue the journey.

I had not gone more than SOOyds., when suddenly I

heard the cracking of brush. Stopping short and peering
into the dense forest my eyes encountered a deer but a
short distance away. Sighting my piece, I fired, causing
the animal to leap once or twice high in the air and then
fall heavily on the ground.
Examination proved him to be dead. To my amaze-

ment I recognized the same buck that I had previously
shot at not more than twenty minutes ago, I was also-

surprised to see that my second discharge had struck in

nearly the same spot, but the bill having glanced had
come out through the right shoulder.

The delight of chat moment I shall never forget. I had
actually killed a deer! The next thing to do was to in-

form the rest of the party. I fired five rounds, which
Boon brought them to the spot. Then followed the usual
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questions. "Is it a deer?" "Where is he?" "Where
were you when you saw him?" "Whereabouts is he
shot?"
Following the line of blazed trees we soon found our-

selves—very much to our delight, for we were already-

tired and worn out with the experience the day
had brought forth—on the shore of Otter Lake. It

was indeed a beautiful lake, hemmed in with the
noble pine and tamarack, through whose lofty tops the
sun's last rays shone, presenting a sight which will not
very soon be forgotten.
Om- guide from among the alders that surrounded us

brought a beautiful canoe; we stepped in; the little craft,

propelled by the strong arms of its ovpner, shot through
the water, and before we knew it we were landed on the
opposite shore.
pur place of encampment was situated on a high knoll

not more than five rods away from the lake, commanding
a fine view. A broad brook whirled and danced past our
camp, and just below u^ gurgling and foaming the swift
current leaped sima 15 or 20ft., then fell, forming a deep
hole from whirh maJiy a speckled trout had lieen caught.
Curious little water wrens made the stream their home,
they plunged fearlessly into the water, evidently enjoying
the spnrfc. An occasional flock of wild ducks would fly

Bwiftly by, breaking the dead silence with the loud flaji-

ping <k their wings. The fragrant odor of the fir trees

acted as balm to our tired senses and slumber soon o'er-

took us.

As the first beam of morning's sun kindled the dav I

arose and taking my rifle strolled along the thickly

wooded lake shore. Growing weary of this I ch.mged
my course and walked along the bank of the brook.

Looking at the trees I noticed that a number of them
were freshly blazed. Curiosity induced me to follow in

their line, which led me through thick underwood and
dangerous swamps. Here I halted and gazing around
I descried a de?=erted shanty which evidently had not
been built more than three or four months. Upon going
closer and looking in T discovered to my astonishment a
black bear stretched out full length iind aTarmg at me
with an evil look. I was momentarily stunned. Ad-
vancing cautiously until within about five rods of him I

kneeled and pulled the trigger, there was a tremendous
report and a pressure as though something heavy had
faUen on me.
My riflf dropped out of my hand and I sat there on the

ground fully ten minutes before I understood the situa-

tion, then I arose and gave a look at the shanty, but my
game had disappeared. Picking up my rifle and examin-
ing the breech, I saw that the head of my carti-idge had
blown off. Nervous and excited with what had happened
I concluded it would be better to return to camp, but to

my discomfiture I was unable to find the path I had
taken. I fired and shouted but no answer came. Three-
quarters of the day had passed and yet I had not found
my path. At last night came on and I constructed a rude
hut of pine boughs and bark to shelter me,

I passed a restless night, my dreams were anything
but pleiisant. I remember one in particular in which I

was wrestling with a large bear near a deep precipice,

and in falling broke my ankle, I awoke confused to find

my covering had fallen on me during the night, and a
large limb from a decayed spruce had blown down and
struck me on the leg. Extricating myself from f-uch un-
comfortable quarters, and oh, so hungry, I once more
proceeded. Walking until noon I struck a long swamp
which I remembered having crossed on our journey to

Otter Lake. Nearing the end I saw a piece of white
birch stuck to a tree on which was written:

Follow the blazed trail and you are safe.

Ripping this valuable piece of information off the tree

and thruHting it into my pocket I pushed forward with
renewed vigor. The irad led me to a lumber camp,
where, upon inquiry, I was informed that our guide had
arrived hours before and had jutt gone back to see
whether I had turned up. One of the choppers fired a
few rounds from his rifle, which soon brought the whole
party, who were overjoyed to see me. We ate a good
meal of the lumberman's "old stand by," pork and beans,
and took a short path to the village.

By chance we ran upon a large buck, which was killed

by our guide. At length we arrived at our destination in

good spirits and none the worse for the long tramp we
had taken. After dividing the spoils we departed for
home.
To this day I still treasure that little slip of birch bark,

on which is written with the end of a cartridge, "Fol-
low the blazed trail and you are safe,"

W, P, Anderson,

THE ST. REGIS CAMPS.
NOWHERE in the entire Adirondack region are the

camjjs as numerous or as elaborate in their appoint-
ments as on the lakes im mediately in the neigborhood of
Paul Smith's Hotel, over 100 beink? situated within a radius
of three miles from the hotel. This house is on the north-
ern shore of the lower, but most northeiiy, of the two
St. Regis lakes. Between these two, connected with
them by narrow streams or runways for the water

—

"slews" the natives call them—is Spitfire Lake, North of
Smith's about one-half mile is Osgood Pond. The banks
of these lakes are owned by private individuals, who have
erected upon them permanent camps, some of which
have cost many thousands of dollars. Land on their

shores is variously held at from ^^,500 to $10,000 an acre.

The camps on the Lower St. Regis Lake, owing to the
proximity to the hotel, are mostly day camps, being
simply delightful resting spots, which certain guests of
the hotel own and where they picnic.

The camp of E. A. H ffman, Jr., is by far the most pic-

turesque of these on this lake. The camp is situated on
the southern shore, and at night is illuminated by lan-
terns so arranged as to form a large cross, distinctly visi-

ble from the hotel, one-half mile distant. Mr. Hoffman
runs his camp with, military regularity, and the sunrise
and sunset notes of his bugle are one of the features of
the lake.
The finest camp on Spitfire is owned by Mr. S. T. Drake,

the Game Commissioner. This is situated on the north-
west shore of the lake, and consists of a series of build-

ings connected by verandahs; the interior of which are
decorated with woodland and hunting scenes and the
heads and skins of game.
The next lake, the Upper St. Regis, ie the favorite one

for camps in this region, if not in the entire Adirondacka.

To the right of the enti-ance from Spitfire, and adjoining
the summer resting place of the writer, is the camp of

Hon. Whitelaw Reid, the main building of which is a log

cabin.
In front of these camps is Brick Island, which contains

about twenty acres, and is owned by IVIr. Anson Phelps
Stoki s. Here is a little village of artistic buildings and
snow white tents, whinh face the western shore of the

lake, from which rises Mount St. Regis, with its rugged
wild scenery of tangled bush and its wealth of pine trees.

On Pme Tree Point, the northerly end of the lake, was
erected last year at great expense the camp of Mr. H.
McK. Twombly. Between this point and the entrance to

Spitfire are camps owned bv Messrs. Edward Penfold, A.
W. Durkee and Charles T. Barnes, of New York. On the
last camp is a very fine tennis court, and the inclosed

yard containing several deer. Among the campers on
this lake mav be mentioned Robf rt G irrett, Robert Hoe
and Edward 'Mitchell. The camp of the last named gen-
tlf^man will be occupied this year by the family of Mr.
Robert W, Stewart, of the Meadowbr'ook Hunt.
The handsomest camps in 0.=!good Pond are owned by

Mr. Hans Beatty and Mr. A. D. Juillard, In all these

mountain homes the sleeping apartments are tents,

crenerally about 14ft. square, covered by diSerent colored
flies, and erected upon platforms raised about 3ft. from
the ground.
In addition to hunting and fishing in which the gentle-

men take part, races between the yachts and steam
launches, also rowing contests between the guides are of

frequent occurrence. And at evening, the myriad lanterns
and the camp fires give a gala appearance to the scene,
which is enhanced by the tongs of rowing parties with
their accompaniments of banjo and guitar.
The attractions of this form of life in this beautiful

region is easily explained by the fact that the c^mps are
near enough to a base of supplies to be enabled to set

good tables, and sufiioiently removed from each other
and the busy world to give their occupants zest for their

invigorating life alfresco, and its varied sports.

L. 0, Whiton.
New Yokk, June 1.^.

ANTOINE BISSETTE'S LETTERS.—IX.

M'sieu Fores'' Strim:
Au '11 want for tol' you question, but Ah dunknow 'f

you '11 want for ast me some answer of it. Prob'ly you '11

was, prob'ly you '11 ant. Dat was depen' of haow you 'U

felt, or if you '11 ant know, wal, Ah '11 goin' tol' it.

What was it mek some mans dat gat some dogs be so
moch wus as hets dog was for graowl an' bit some oder
man's dat gat some dog, hern?

If every boddee ant say hees dog was de bes' of every
man's oder dog, he goin' jaw at it an' cuss lak hoi' tunder
an' litlin, an' t'row bees hat an' jomp on it, an' pull off

hees hown hair an' lif hees>=f by de sit of hees traouser.
An' if de judge of de dog meetin' ant say every dog was

de bes' an' he '11 gat all de prf ffick pint, den dey was all

mad at it an' call it hoi' foolish, ant know dog from cats,

dat he was be buy up or hees hown dog was oncle of de
dog he give prineum, or hees waf cousin hown dat dog,
or someiings or some oder tings too numeery for men-
tioned.
All de tam de dog dey was quarly 'baout, he jes' stan'

an' laft inside of it, an' tink what foolish dat rnans was
be. De dog ant care what dogs de mans was say was
bes', so long he '11 gat some 'nough for heat an' good place
for slept, an' go huntin' sometam or have leetly faght
once of a while. When he '11 have dat, he fan aoufc which
dog was be de bes', more quicker sometam as was 'gree-
ably of hees feelin'.

Ah' 11 b'lieve dat was de bes' way for de mans for settlin'

it, if he ant willm' for de dog do of it so. It ant be always
dat it can be settlin' by de dog, so it will stay of de man.
Ah '11 spik you some hist'ry of dat. Ah '11 b'lieve Ah '11

tol' you some of mah yaller bob-tail Tom Hamlin. Dar
was someting of dat dog was very remarkably. It ant
hees pint, mo.->' all de breed of dog gat too much pint, so
was mek troublesome for de judge decide of it, but mah
Tom Hamlin, he '11 ant gat only but two pint, hose of it

plain for see. One of it on one hees en' of it, de oder on
hees oder en' of it.

One he use for smell, de oder for wag. Dat pint was
short, but he mek up for dat in de quick motion of it, an'
he wag up more as half hees body wid dat t'ree ninch of
tail. You '11 ant gat for look an' felt all over dat dog for
hees pint of it.

But dey ant be hees mos" remarkably. Ah '11 bet you
head he could heat more zhonny kek, slept more of de
daytam an' mek more bark of de naght as mos' ten dog
you '11 never see, an' he run lak streked litlin', yes, sah.

Wal, one day las' fall, he '11 ant felt so appetite for
slept as m'js' always, an' he '11 took motion for go up to
de store where dey use to call de I'orge Village, but it ant
gat some forge for paoun' iron some more naow, honly
blacksmit' shaup an' »;avvmill.

Dey anfc grea' deal go on but loaferin', an' one of de
mans dat was keep mos' busy of dat hees nem was be
P*-ter Square. He '11 wored mos' off all de paint of
Chapin's caounter where he '11 sit of it, an' w'en de back
side of h< es traowser ant rag, it was patch, an' den de
patch be some more rag pooty soon.
Wal, dat feller got a leetly bulldog, white all over 'cep

wen he go in de bm-nt hwood after hwoodchuck an' black
hees felf all up an' a black patch all over one heye of it.

Dat was a pint, Ah s'pose pro'bly.
Wal, Peter Square an' nees dog was on de store wen

Ah'll gat dar. An' he begin for mek fun to mah Tom
Hamlin, but Ah '11 ant care honly mans ant lak for have
it hees dog mek funs to more as heeself , ant it?

More so, too, 'cause his dog was so humbly, bees heye
red lak he ^ix, up naghts an' drink whi-iky en esprit, an'
hees under jaw steck aout 'fore tudder one lak he was try
for bite off hees hown nose off, or peeck his toof wid hees
nose of it. An' Ah '11 tol' htm 'f dat was hamsome dog,
Ah '11 lak bes' humbly dog, me. Den he 'U said he bet hees
dog leek mah dog more quicker as Ah '11 can say cider.
Ah '11 said, "dat ant more quicker as Peter Square could
drirdr some ciders." Den he say he bet de ciders hees dog
leek mah dog in jes' one minute.
Den Ah '11 said Ah '11 ant bet honly for fun, an' it ant

funs for have mah dog leek an' have for pay for cider too,
but Ah '11 ant bleeved his dog can leek mah dog an' Ah
ant care 'f Ah 'U do drink some cider an' have heem pay
for it.

Den he 'U said "AU ragbt* Bio it, Tagger!"

Ah '11 said almos' more as quicker he did, an' very laoud
an' hugly, "Go home, Tom!"
Hees dog jomp for mah dog, but mah dog ant be dar

when he was. Bah gosh, he '11 ant dog any more, honly
long yaller streak pintin for mah haouse lak some litlin

was mek off hees min' for stroke it!

Hees dog foUer pooty hard for feefty, prob'ly forty rod,,

jes' honly" a white nub on de behin' end of de yaller

streak, an' den he come back for gat hees beef he lef ' an'

blow very hard 'fore he can gat it.

Den Peter Square say "Le's have it dat ciders," an' Ah
'11 tol' heem "Yes," an' we '11 go in back en' of store, for

you know it was prohibit for sol' cider here, dat was for

say, you mus' go where someboddee can' see for buy its

an' den you '11 swear you '11 ant never bought it. Dat was
what dey call prohibit law. an' mos' ev'ry boddee alway,
vote for it all de tam in Vairmont, an' steek right to it.

It mek it seem lak every man was good temperin man,
an' all the tam git what he want.
Wal, we drink off aour cider an' Peter Square he 'U

said, "Antoine, you '11 goin' pay M'bier Chapin for dis,"

"What for Ah '11 pay?" All '11 tol' heem.
"'Cause mah dog leek you dog," he '11 said,

"He ant leek it an' Ah '11 ant goin' for pay for no
ciders."
"He '11 ant leek it?" he '11 tol' me.
"No, sah," Ah '11 said, "he "11 ant. Mah dog leek you

dog, seh. He go fas'est he taire you dog all up so he can'
breeze, you dog can' ketch mah dog for chaw of it, so he
ant able for leek it."

Den dat Peter Square he call me great many kan' o'

Caynock, no any of it good kan.
"Ah '11 t'ink fus' Ah '11 Ipek Peter Square. Den Ah '11

t'ink haow 'f Ah do Ah '11 ragged all hees close wus as
dey was, an' mek hees waf grea,' deal of troublesome for
mend it. An' dar was nodder t'ing Ah was consider dat
Peter Square was pooty beeg, stronemans, an' Ah '11 hoi'

mahse'f in, an' took mah tobac un' my codJeesh an' do
j*-s' lak mah Tom Hamlin. An' Ah b'lieve if Peter
Square try he '11 gat leek jes' sem lak hees dog.
So you see what Ah '11 say in de begin was correck dat

de dog can' always be dtpen' of for eetlin' de dis-pute of
de howner, 'cause you '11 see affer all it was so plain case,

Peter Squar« speek to it his dog leek mah dog an' Ah '11

b'lieve dat ciders ant pay for yet. Your truly, A. B.
P. S.—^Mah frien' M'sier Mumsin he '11 read me some

verse dat say:

"Leet dog delit for terk an' bit',

It was hees natiir' to."

An' Ah 'U say it was better for true 'f he say:

"Leet dog deli't for bark an' bit'.

So was liees master too."

Hein? A. B.

FULVOUS TREE DUCK IN MISSOURI.
THE tree duck, so called, really belongs to the sub-

family Anserince and is therefore zoologically a
goose; but its general appearance is duck-like, and no
one but an ornithologist would suspect its actual position
among the birds. One of our St. Louis correspondents was
so fortunate as to secure a specimen of this interesting
duck laRt fall in Missouri, where it has not previously
been known to occur, and he has presented it nicely
motinted to the National Museum, at the same time
stipulating that the readers of FoEEST AND Stream shall
be informed of the occurrence of so rare a bird in a new
locality. We present, therefore, the letter to Dr. Bean,
announcing the discovery of the duck and the reply of .

Mr. Ridgway, acknowledging the receipt of the sped'-

men and giving a list of localities in which the tpecies

has been obtained, together with a brief note of its dis^

tribution in general. We trust that other readers of
Forest and Stream may continue to inform us of their
discoveries in regard to the distribution and the habits-
of animals and plants which they meet in thek- travels.

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 10.—Dr. T. H. Bean—Dear Sir: While
dnck shooting last fall at New Albany, In southeastern
Missouri, I killed what was then to me a new duck, but
which I have since identified as DendrociKinafulva., a South
American bird, if I have placed it right, aud 1 ttiink [ know
nearly all of the North American ducks. Is not this a rare
bird so far north? 1 have mounted the skin and would pre-
sent the same to the Smithsonian if it will be of any use to
that institution. This fall while siiooting at the same
place I killed a specimen of Barrow's golden eye. Unfortu-
nately this duck, or more properly drake, was about half
picked by one of the boys in camp when I discovered it. He
is rare so far east, is he not? Yours very truly, Frank
W. Sparks.
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, June 12,—Mr.

Frank W. Sparks, 2516 North Broadway, St. Loui.«, Mo.

—

Dear Sir: I write to thank you, on behalf of the National
Museum, for the very flue specimen ol the fuh^oas trt-e

duck {Dendrocygnafidva} which you had the kiuduess to
present througU Dr. 'Bean. Besides being a very acceptable
specimen on account of its good preparcttiua, it is particu-
larly so from tde very exceptional locality which it repre-

sents, being, so far as the Eastern United States are con-
cerned, much the most northern example ou record—Cuiti-
tuck Sound, N. C. (a single accidental specimen), Louisi-
ana and Texas being the most northern localities for the
species known to me, except in Caliiornia, where it is not
uncommon as far north as Stockton. It has also been taken
near Carson, Nevada. A very singular fact in the geograph-
ical distribution of this species is its abundant occurrence
throughout Mexico and again in southern Brazil, Paraguay
and the Argentine Republic without being lound in any
part of the very extreme intermediate tprritory. Regardmg
your capture of Barrow's golden eye in Missouri, this is not
so remarkable, as specimens have previously been taken in
the vicinity of St. Lotiis, in Kansas and in southern Illinois.

These localities represent, however, about the sottthern
limit of the winter range of the species, which is a northern
aud not a western bird as you seem to regard it. Yours
truly, R. RlDawAT, Curator, Dept. of Birds.

Flanders Gun Club.—The Gtm Club of Flanders, L,
L, has purchased a large tract of forest land suitable for

a game preserve, including a fine natural trout stream.
Among the game birds on the place are many En-lish
pheasants. Eggs of Chinese pheasants, which « ere fb-sfc

imported into Oregon, where they have thfived, have
been obtained, and will be hatched under domtstic fowls.

The Chinese pheasants, it is expectedj will thrive on
Long laland.
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'^m ^t(d §iv^r fishing.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Pronnces are given in the jBooTc of

the Game Lmos.

ON THE NORTH SHORE.-VII.
[Oo)?ti?!«ecf from Page US.}

BY 11 o'clock we reached the Lizzard Island, which is

owned by Capt, Ganley, who has an extensive fisheiy
here, and embarked in our sailboat for Jackson's Cove,
on the main shore, some three miles distant. There was
only a light breeze to aid us, and consequently our pro-
gress was quite slow; in fact to make any kind of head-
way one of the boys was compelled to help with the oars.

We had gone about a mile when, inquiry being made
about our overcoats, which were missing, it was ascer-
tained they had been left on the tug. Of course that
necessitated a return. In the meantime the tug had
steamed out and was on her winding way to Dog River.
Giving the signal of distress she soon overhauled us and
the coats recovered; and in addition got a tow within half
a mile of our destination, which place we reached about
noon. "We found most charming camping grounds on an
immense rock of two acres or more, which is united to
the shore by a little spit of sand of about 100ft., o'er

which the waves ran in a heavy blow.
The rock was really a gigantic boulder of irregular

shape, with two lofty crowns and two depressions, which
had been scaled from the top by a thunder-bolt, prob-
ably, and which were now reservoirs for the rain and the
spray of violent tempests. On the inner side, and near
the water's edge, was a small cluster of cedai's, which
had sprung from the soil lodged in the crevices. In the
center of this growth was an open space, on which we
pitched our tents, and a lovely place it was, affording not
only shade but a cozy retreat from cold and violent
winds. Once over the sandy spit and you are at the base
of a gi'anite mountain which is a picture of the wildest
grandeur imaginable. Spruce and cedar are spai-sely
growing, while in the underbrush on the mountaintop
the huckleberry is found in great abundance. The granite
of this lofty pile was a strange confusion, blocks weigh-
ing many tons being scattered along the uneven terraces,
having, doubtless, been forced from the mountaintops by
the expansive power of frost, which scientists say has a
leverage of thirty thousand poimds to the square inch.
The seam once open nature steps in and does her work
with apparent ease. Prostrate on the declivitous rocks
are met at every turn decaying trees, while as many
more are erect, with their naked limbs appealing as it

were to heaven for resuscitation. In the crannies and lit-

tle juttings on the sides grasses, small bushes and wild
flowers have taken root and unfold their verdure and
beauty undisturbed by the wrath below. Out to the very
edge of the wave-washed rocks young birches and pines,
too, have stationed themselves to catch the fresh mists
that arise. It would, indeed, be difficult to conceive a
scene with greater beauty of lake, mountain and wood
than is presented at Jackson's Cove.
While our men were getting the tents in place, Ned and

I took our rods and commenced casting from the giant
boulder. My second cast rose a trout which I was fortu-
nate enough to impale, and then after the usual battle, he
capitulated. The dilemma now was to net him, and as I

could not get close enough to the water's edge, fearful of
slipping off the declivitous rock, I shouted to Joe, who
put in an appearance at once. He took the net and, like
a monkey, slipped down the smooth rock and skillfully
landed him. He was no baby ti'out, I assure you, for he
weighed 31bs., and was a true knight of the red and
spotted garter.
Joe returned to his \vork and I to my pleasure, but be-

fore he had fairly resumed his labors, I had aiiother of
the same order, struggling frantically for liberty. Again
I shouted, and once more Joe came and landed the trout,
which was about the same size as the other. Both of
these were placed in the little lake on the boulder, which
answered capitally as an aquarium.
As Joe left this time he cautioned me not to call him

again, saying:
"Trout bite so fast never get tent up."
Ned was on the other side of the boulder, entirely out

view, and what he was doing with the fontinalis I was
unable to say. In about a quarter of an hour another
beauty was struck, and this being a small one of about a
pound, I concluded not to bother Joe, so I wonied him
until he could not move a fin, and then very carefully
pulled him up the smooth side of the rock, and added
another to the aquarium.
Ned now showed up, and stated that he had received

but one rise and missed that, and when I referred him to
the little lake on the rock as evidence of my good luck, he
was very agreeably surprised. I insisted on his casting
in my lucky pool, and at it he went in a most industrious
manuer, sending his flies on the rippling surface with the
lightness of a falling snowfiake, but they came not to the
attractive lures. I, however, received a savage response
to a cast of mine, and striking home the barbed steel,

had a fight on hand with a mottled warrior of no mean
dimensions. He displayed a heroism in his mad rushes
and plunges that won my warmest admiration. My little

Chubb split-bamboo never did more loyal duty, forltheld
him to his work in a business like manner that made his
heart grow faint and his struggles weaker and weaker.
He tore around quite awhile, indulging in every trick he
was master of, but in vain, for the little rod yielded to
his terrific rushes with a suppleness and strength that
was quite remarkable, and when it came to giving him
the couj) de grace it displayed its perfection of marvelous
workmanship. I could then have embraced the honest
rod maker and told him what a credit he was to the
guild. Fifty battles or more I had fought with that
remarkable rod on this trip, and with savage warriors of
the deep that ran from 2 to 51bs., and not a thread had
frayed, not a joint weakened, nor had its balance or
whippiness in the least showed signs of failing. Last
summer I smashed two rods of celebrated makers on this
coast, probably from awkwardness, and must confess I
had this little rod in the same dilemma on several occa-
sions, bub it stood the racket nobly.
In my admiration for the little bamboo I must not lose

sight of the captured trout, which was lying a few feet
from the edge of the rock with his spangled sides turned
to the surface. Not wishing to call Joe away from Jus

duties, I requested Ned to take the net and land him.
Ned essayed to encircle the trout in the meshes, but could
not get quite near enough to do it. I advised him to
crawl a little further down the inclined rock, but the fear
of a plunge into the icy water disheartened him, and he
prudently declined the hazardous feat. Not wishing to
lose the lovely darling, I called him to take my rod, and
after handing it to him, I got down on all fours and.
crawled close enough to secure the toothsome fish, though
I must admit I felt uncertain as to whether the trout was
to come out of the water or I to go into it. Ned was all

of a tremor when he saw me performing the monkey-act,
and after I had crawled back with the glittering prize, it

being a 4-pounder, he said:
"There's no fool like an old fool."
"Admitted, though nothing ventured nothing gained,"
This capture ended our fishing for the day, as we had

all we desired for the present, and as we intended to make
a trip down the coast for another raid in the morning
we did not care just then about having a surfeit of sport.
Our trout in the aquarium showing signs of departing
life, we took them out, and rapping them over the head,
carried them to camp, where we turned them over to the
cook with instruction to have them cleaned at once and
placed on the ice we had brought with us from the Lizzard.
During our absence the boys had got everything in

splendid condition and a meal was under way.
Joe showed us a gill net for whitefish, which he had

found hanging on a suspended pole. It was in a rather
demoralized condition, but he said he would set it that
evening and try and secure a few whitefish by way of a
change in fish diet. He never did, however, for about 5
o'clock that afternoon an Indian with his wife and two
children in a canoe showed up and claimed the net,
though stating at the same time that he did not care for
it and that Joe could have it if he desired. Joe did
nothing with the net, nor did he take it away, and for
aught we know it may now be rotting on the rocks Avhere
it was left.

In this family that camped on the rocks a short dis-
tance from us was a young child that had been severely
burnt by its upsetting a kettle of boiling water. It was
constantly crying from the severe pain it suffered, and
by way of alleviation advised it being anointed with lard,
with which we freely supijlied him. He applied the
remedy, and it at once relieved the child of the great
pain under which it had been suffering. He was ex-
ceedingly thankful, and that evening to express his
gratitude gave us a large dish of huckleberries, which
he had gathered on the mountain top. We reciprocated
by giving him some salt pork and hard tack. He stated
that in the bay in our immediate vicinity he saw that
afternoon plenty of trout, but that he could not induce
them to take his bait. Joe said the Indian had come all
the way from Michipicottm, where he lived, on purpose
for trouting, the eighteen cents per pound being the in-
centive. He was said to be the best hunter on the lake,
and had made last season three hundred dollars with his
traps and gun.
That afternoon, when Joe was over on the main shore

gathering some firewood at the base of the mountain, he
reported when he returned tbat he had seen a snake over
3ft. long. It must have been a harmless one, for no one
unless a naturalist ever, to my knowledge, saw any other
kind. Agaspiz says the following reptiles occur atout
Lake Superior: Tropidonoius sirtalis, Tropidonotus
erythrogaster (a species allied to rigidus from Lake
Huron), Bufo americanus, Rana lialecma, Rana sylvatiea.
"Tliese three species occur as far north as Nepigon Bay,
and a circumstance, which has struck me very forcibly,
is the remarkable size of the specimens observed in these
high latitudes."

That evening after supper the boys indulged on the
sandy spit in some athletic sports. First they tried the
hop, skip and jump, which they kept up for over half an
hour. John always took the lead in this, but Joe, being
ambitious, tried his best to defeat him, and asked for
trial after trial, until finally Ned and I, who were acting
as umpires, decided in John's favor. Next they tried
throwing, with one hand, a stone of about 15 or 201bs.
weight. In this John was also successful. Joe now in-
sisted on the back throw, and badly defeated John at it.

Joe declared that he had never been beaten in the back
throw, which is simply a throw over the head, and had
thrown against all the Indians at Goulay and Baschewa-
naung bays. The Michipicoton Indian was a delighted
spectator of the games, but could not be induced to par-
ticipate in them. Ned said he saw him the next day,
when he thought he was unobserved, pick up the stone
the boys had been using in their tiial of skill, and throw
it at least five feet further than the champion, John.
Probably he did not consider our boatmen foemen worthy
of his steel.

The day had been an exceedingly delightful one, but at
sunset it began to blow from the northeaet in enormous
sighs, as if pausing to draw breath. All night it blew,
and in each pause could be heard the answering moan of
the rising surf, as if the rhythm of the sea moulded itself

after the rhythm of the air; as if the waving of the water
responded precisely to the waving of the winds—a billow
for every puff, a surge for every sigh.

Alex. Staebuck.

_ Pleasant Lake, N. B..—Editor Forest and Stream:
i wish to correct, through the columns of your paper, a
statement which appeared on page 374 of your issue of
May 20, under the heading of "Pleasant Lake." Your in-
formant stated that 45,000 trout had been placed in Pleas-
ant Lake this year. As that number would be unreason-
able for a comparatively small lake, and in a community
where there are other lakes nearly as well adapted to the
production of trout might give just cause for a feeling of
jealousy, I wish to state the exact plant made in Pleas-
ant Lake so far, which was 10,000 salmon last year and
4,500 aureolus and 20,000 salmon this year. This is a
generous allowance, the exaggeration of which is need-
less.—B. H.

Springfield, Mass.—A merry party of sportsmen, con-
sisting of a dozen members of the Springfield Fish and
Game Club and their friends, left last Thursday evening
on the Montreal express for Amabelish, Can. From two
to four weeks will be spent in this delightful region by
the members of the party, which includes E. L. Brewer,
E. M. Coates, D. N. Coates, E. H. Sterns, C, A. Nichols
and W. H. Gilbert, of this city ; W, H. Clark, of St, Louis;
C. H. Bryan, James Rice, DeWillis Jamea and A, Smith,
of New yorJr, and Herbert Fenner, pf Providenoe, I

ANGLING NOTES.
NOW that the weather has become more settled the

fish have settled down to serious business, and the
reports from the d ifferent fishing waters are very much
more encomaging. Those who have visited the far off
waters of Maine and Canada tell great stories of trout
fishing, and from the Beaverkill, nearer home, comes the
encouraging news that a prominent angler of this city,
Mr. Geo. B, Taylor, killed a handsome trout, weighing
2ib3. lloz. This noble specimen of the speckled trout
was taken under Mrs. Voorhees's dam, Beaverkill Beach.

Dr. Kidd, of Newburgh, who with Col. Higgenson,
Homer Ramsdell and some other friends, has been after
the bass in Ulster county, reports the following score for
one day's fishing: Forty-two big-mouth bass weighing
104^1bs. The seven largest were as follows: One Sflbs.,
two 5ilbs., one Slbs., one 441bs., one 4jlb3., one 41bs. The
following day they took thirty-two bass weighing Sllbs,
6oz., the largest of which weighed 71bs. 5oz. These
were weighed in the presence of a number of Newburgh
gentlemen on the club scales. They were taken with
live minnows.

The weakfish are also showing up in good shape at
Broad Channel and are running up to 5 and 61bs, weight
each. One gentleman took over ninety fish in a couple
of days' fishing last week.

Fortunately for anglers the black flies seem to have
almost disappeared this season, at least so far they have
not worried the visitors to the woods at all. What a few
warm days will do remains to be seen.

The fires along the railroad to Lake St. John are assum-
ing serious proportions and destroying an immense
amount of property, including valuable timber lands.
This is an example of what will happen in the Adiron-
dack region before long. It is the most serious objection
to the projected railroads that they seem bound to spread
fires every season that it happens to be unusually dry.

Mr. Chas. F. Imbrie, of the firm of Abby & Imbrie,
has been appointed foreman of the Grand Jury. WhUe
this is a great honor which he fully appreciates, it will
unfortunately cause him to lose 1 11 his fine fishing at the
Southside Sportsmen's Club, which is now at its best.

Hoc. John A. Brandreth reports that about BOO bluefish
were caught off Rockaway beach, June 11. They ran in
weight from 3 to 7 lbs, each. Scarlet-Ibis,

JUNIATA BASS.
PORT ROYAL, Juniata County, Fa.—Editor Forest

and Stream: Memorial Day, the opening date of the
small-mouthed bass season in this State, as usual was
rather cloudy and threatened rain. However a goodly
number of modern Waltons betook themselves to the
banks of our "blue Juniata," which on that day was true
to its name, and in fair condition for fishing. The results
of the first day's campaign fell short of the fishers' ex-
pectations, which were rather good-sized owing to the
apparent favorable conditions, and good sport was ex-
pected.
The writer heard of several only very lean catches, and

the owners of these reported the bass as being very in-
different indeed to their bait.

I afterward learned that among the bass taken on the
first day, a number were srill heavy with spawn: I also
noted, myself, during a stroll along the river tvi'o weeks
since, several bass in the shallow water near the shore,
yet on their beds.
These facts no doubt account for the lack of interest the

bass are at present showing to the anglers' bait. This
lateness of the spawning season seems to be unusual and
I have not heard, nor can I give a reasonable exolanation
of it.

From the base of one of the piers of the Thompsontown
bridge, last week was taken a very fine bass, said to have
weighed 41be. The toll-taker who has his perch- like
house on one of tiie piers, reminding one of a certain
character of Scott's in tlie "Monastery," declares that he
frequently sees a bass in the water below that is fully as
big as a roe shad, and will weigh Olba.; if this noble
specimen can be induced to materialize on one of our
expert's hooks and to pull his estimated weight on the
impartial steelyards, he will no doubt lay claim to be one
of our finest. The bass in this locality do not run over
Gibs., and a 61b. fish itself is of rare occurrence.

Onyjutta.

TROUT IN PIKE COUNTY.
I AST Friday afternoon in New York, two men with
J rattling tongues and beaming and expectant faces,

their hands full of rods, creels, valises, waterproof coats,
their pockets stuffed with various paper parcels, could
have been seen hurrying down Chamber street to catch
the 3:30 boat.

Last night these same two young men came up
Chambers street, and the electric light disclosed the fact
that their valises looked thin, their pockets lacked the
paper parcels, their rods got tangled with their creels as
they flopped easily against their legs. Their faces, how-
ever, were still beaming and more brilliantly than be-
fore, though their features were in repose. They did not
notice the smiles nor hear the remarks of the passers by,
as the yawning covers of their fish baskets disclosed their
emptiness. Their tongues, too, were quiet, but there
was a light in their eyes as of success and contentment.
Why? Well, go and do just as they did. Get all your

tackle together and purchase a lot more flies and things
if you have the money. Tell your friends you are going
trout fishing and that they will be remembered and then
buy an excursion ticket for Rowland's, Pa.
But you say these men brought back no trout, so how

did they spend the time during those three days? Thomp-
son would answer that he drove them to a stream rush-
ing and resting through the rocks and woods and told
them to fish down two miles, when he would drive and
prepare luncheon, and then they were lost for three im-
mortal hours!

Lost, you say? Yes, but only in the overwhelming
breath of freshness and purity that nature's lungs poured
forth about thenj,

But what did they catch, say you? The softness of the
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mossy rocks that gave in so shyly to them; the gray
shadows of the dippisg branches, as in play they chased
each other across the surface of a pool; the whiffs of
countless blossoms as they fought for favor; the scamper
and dip of squirrel and bird, and the innumerable har-
monies and melodies that sing when man and earth are
in accord.
As for trout, they caught enough for a meal or two

and a few bass for the poor woman a mile down the hill,

and leaving a serviceable pair of unmentionables for
Thompson, here they are back at their desks, where it

would be better for them to center their attentions.
F'lin.

to

THE METABETCHOUAN RIVER.
Editor Forest and Stream;
Seeing the notes sent in in response to your "Where t

Go Fishing," I cannot refrain from saying something i

regard to the Metabetchouan River. When one reaches
the city of Quebec on his way to the country of the ouan-
aniche, the famous Lake St. John region, he hears on
all sides the wonders of the Grand Discharge as the center
of the best fishing grounds. The reasons are best not
given why he should not go there, but let him try it.

Then on his return stop at Chambord Junction and take
one of the shaky old buckboards to S. Bovins, on the
Metabetchouan River, and try the fishing here, and unless
his experience is far different from mine dxiring the past
few seasons ho will find the fish of the river heavier,
harder and longer fis;hter8 and much more beautiful than
thorn of the Grand Discharge.

If any of my friends (and I here include all who love
to cast the fly) wish to enjoy a day with these most noble
game fish, and at the same time liave a view of the river
scenery, which is unsurpassed, let them try the Meta-
betchouan River and they will not fail totake ouauaniche
in number and size to smt the most critical. I will gladly
give any pointer as to the region or guides which past ex-
perience may have acquired. Edwin R. Lbwis, M.D.
WESTKni/Y, R.

FOR "FOREST AND STREAM" READERS.

WE have secured, for the private information of the
readers of Forest and Stream, knowledge of a

number of streams and lakes easily accessible from this

city, where we believe that good fishing for trout and
black bass may be had. The information, much of
which comes from private sources, we are not at liberty

to print, but we shall be glad to furnish it without charge
to any reader of Forest and Stream who will apply
for it, either personally or by letter.

A Canadian Trout.—Toronto, June 1.—In a lake
which empties into the Montreal River, and through
which I traveled by canoe ten days ago, we caught with
a troll twenty trout, the smallest 31bs., the largest 81bs.

They are shaped like the speckled brook trout. There is

a soft fin or excrescence on the back next the tail. The
fins, tail and flesh are blood orange in color. The back
is dark, the belly white, the sides speckled with silver

and gold spots. Some of the fish are reddish brown and
some considerably inclined to gray or silver hues. The
fish grow to 401b3. in weight. The officers of the Hud-
son's Bay Company call them speckled trout. Some
people say they are silver salmon. This is a fresh-water
lake, 300 miles north of Toronto. The water is very
clear and cold, 600ft. deep, resting on a pebbly bed. The
fish do not attempt to leave the lake, though it has two
outlets; they are never found out of it. The large 401 bs.

fish are caught in the fall of the year with night lines

Bunk deep in the water. The fish is more beautU'ul than
the speckled ti-out of the brooks, and I say it advisedly,
its flesh is more juicy and finely flavored. Please in-

form me what kind of "fi-h they are.—S. R. Clarke. [We
think this must be one of the large trout known in our
catalogues by name only—probably Ross's trout, de-
scribed by Richardson. Would it be possible for Mr.
Clarke to send us a specimen, or at least the skin of a
large one? The skin can be sent dry or in salt. Little is

known about the trout of the region referred to in the
above communication. We know the lake trout and
landlocked salmon occur there, but nothing more.]

DEATH OF AMASA WARD.
SOUTHBORO, Mass., June 11. — Editor Forest and

Stream: The many readers of your paper, who, in
seasons past, have been entertained at Hell Gate Camp on
the Dead Diamond, will hear with profound sorrow ot the
death of Amasa Ward, which occurred at the residence of
Oscar Fletcher, near Colebrook, at noon, Wednesday
June 10.

All winter he had been ailing, and early in March his
condition was such that his friends became alarmed, and
they determined to remove him from his camp to a place
where he could have proper medical attendance. Accord-
ingly they placed him upou a moo^e sled aud dragged him
out to his fricud Oscir Fletcher's, about midway between
Colebrook and the Diamond Ponds.
A physician was immediately summoned, and upon ex-

amination he proaouQced his case hopeless; a cancerous
stomach was the chief factor, but the disorders were com-
plicated. He failed rapidly, but his indomitable resolution
which had pulled him out of many a perilous place was just
as promiaent as ever, and he fought the destroyer to the
last. Thug in the itSbh year of his life passed to the "happy
hunting grounds" one of the best and truest men who ever
blazed his way or cleared a carry through the woods.
Brothers of the angle and the rifle, the many pleasant day.-?

which we have spent with "lujua" shall be as ever fragrant
flowers, which at the touch of memory shall bloom again in
rich perfume.

I would sugge.st, for I knew and loved him well, that all

that is mortal of him be taken to the old camp and be
allowed to moulder with that earth, which to him was con-
secrated ground. What could be more fitting? There he
had spent the years of joy and hardship; there he had wel-
comed the return of old friends, and there under the silent
stars, with no requiem but the sad cadences of the stately
spruce and pine, should be his flual resting place.

J. W. B.

To CoT.oR.\T30 VI v Btthlinoton RoTrxit, nnlv one night on the
road. 1j :ive (Jbirat-'n hi 1:00 P. M,. or St. Louis at 8:25 A. M., aud
arrive txt Dtnver 6:1-5 P. M. tlie next day. Tlirousrh sleepers, chair
cars a.nd dming uais. AH rail ways from the East connect with
these trains ana wirb similar trains via Burlington route to Den-
ver, leavme Chieapo at 6:10 P. M., S'- Louis at 8:13 P. M.. and
Peoria at o:2Q P. M. and 8 P. AT. All trams daily. Tourist lickets
are now on sale, and can he had of Hgeats or' all roads atjd at Burl-
ington route depots in Chio.ag'-, Peorii and St- Louie. There is no
better place than Colorado for tUose seeking rest and pleasure.—

MY EXPERIENCE IN AMATEUR FISHCULTURE.

I HAPPENED a year or .so ago to be living near a large
landed proprietor, who. fond of fishing, and especially

fond of interesting occupations, bad taken up pisciculture
as a hobby. He had a good deal of water running through
his estate; there was a river abounding in grayling—a fish

of very delicate flavor, ranking, I believe, next to trout,
and aifording capital sport with a fly—a lesser quantity of
trout, and in spite of eftorts to get rid of them, a plentiful
sprinkling of pike. Besides this there was a brook faii-ly

well stocked with trout, and also some minor streams.
My friend, who shall be called Mr. Hungerford, proposed

to me to join in his venture, he making all the outlay, I

giving my interest, society and help, rather a one-sided bar-
gain, perhaps, but we became partners and called ourselves
a company. There was great talk of pecuniary profits, but
I regret to say that owing to various calamities which befell
our enterprise during the three seasons it lasted these were
untasted, the only persons benefited being the fishermen,
whose sport was of course increased. Perhaps there is

nothing that requires so much constant cai'e and everyday
attention to make the thing a succe.ss as the hatching and
rearing of fish. Change of temperature, flow and clearness
of water, delicacy of handling, all act to an almost incred-
ible degree in making or marring the undertaking. For
instance, should a temporary stoppage in a pipe occur, or
the clean.sing boxes cease to act for a single hour, it is not
only a few of the eggs or of the young fish which are lost,
but the whole number in your hatching boxes.
The trout that we reared came to us in ova from Switzer-

land, generally about the end of -January; the ova came in
various stages of advancement, sometimes in so early an one
that the probability of their fertilitywas mere guesswork;
while at other times the black specks,afterward acting as
eyes, were plainly vi.sible.

To those who have had no opportunity of studying this
subject, I will explain that the ova when first taken from
the fish are in the form of nearly transparent globules about
the size of a mediirm pea, with a few tiny spots of golden
oil, which is the last thing to disappear while hatching, for
the oil acts as nourishment to the fish both before and after
hatching out.
To receive 10,00<J or 12,000 eggs, to unpack them with such

gentleness from the mossy layers that not one should be lost
or bruised, to count and distribute them evenly in the boxes
—resembling small troughs, with removable, perforated
zinc trays—was the work of hom-s. Apart from the excite-
ment, I was glad that this only occurred perhaps two or
three times in a season, for it invariably resulted in rheu-
mati-sm or a severe cold in the head for my partner or my-
self. The atmosphere of the fish house, with its constant
running water and close proximity to the river, was the very
embodiment of cold and damp; indeed, in cold January the
open air was a summer atmosphere as compared with that
of the fish house. Once start,ed, our daily duties were to test
and cleanse the water, which, being from the river, had
always a certain amount of sediment fatal to the ova (in our
third season we had spring water for hatching purposes);
this sediment had to be carried off by means of charcoal and
sponges in the upper boxes before the water flowed into
those containing the eggs; then the eggs which had clustered
were lightly brushed apart by means of a feather and the
bad ones removed every morning to prevent fungus—a most
deadly enemy.
This removiug the bad eggs, which were easily distin-

guished by a crescent of opaque white forming in the
globule, was a most tedious business; each one, of course,
bad to be removed separately by means of nippers made of
fine copper wire, and to seize a small white ball in water
without touching its neighbors is no joke. However, we
both got very deft at it in time and astonished our numerous
visitors by the rate we got them out. We required all our
dexterity when it was time for the grayling eggs to come in.
This was rather later in the year, about April, and was
really more interesting work than the trout; for Mr. Hun-
gerford, by means of turning oft the river, netted the gray-
ling and pressed the eggs from the fish.
There was a good deal of risk in taking it in hand from

the very beginning like this, aud we had as many as several
hundred of bad eggs to remove daily from the boxes. We
were rewarded, however, for our cold labor by enriching the
streams with several thousand young fish the following
year.

1 believe a good deal of curiosity and amusement was in-
dulged in by the country people about at a lady working
hard and taking a keen interest in such an occupation as
this; indeed, some never quite understood it and looked
upon me pityingly! Sometimes when the work was par-
ticularly du-ty, and my partner so absent minded or en-
grossed with the fish, that whole troughs of water were
suddenly emptied nearly over me, I wondered myself at
taking up an accomplishment not generally included in the
list assigned to young ladies, and put it down partly to re-
lieving the monotony of country life in the winter and partly
to the pleasure I had in the company and conversation of
Mr. Hungerford. In his absence trom home, which occurred
pretty often, he trusted everything to me. One year he dis-
tressed me rather by going away just as a consignment of
ova was expected from Switzerlaud; they were to arrive late
ill March or early iu April, and he left me with most minute
directions how all was to be arranged. They were to be un-
packed immediately upon arrival, whatever time that might
happen to be. One bitterly cold, wet morning I was awak-
ened rather before seven by a message from the head keeper
to say that the fish eggs had come by the mail train—how
soon could I be at the fish house. 'The very word of fish
house so early in the morning made my blood freeze; how-
ever, 1 suppressed my desire for another doze, and hastily
dressing started otf to my cold task.

It passed through my mind as 1 hurried along that it was
the first day ot April, though the weather might have
belonged to November. I found the keeper, a fat, good-
tempered man, in the most distressingly-cheery spirits; he
had carefully unnailed the box, he said, and must now be
off, as Mr. Hungerford had wished me to manage the count-
ing and spreading entirely. How the man's eyes twinkled!
He evidently did not mind early rising. A momentary fear
seized me—the first of April—con Id it be—but no, I exainined
the foreign label, it was right even to the date, so I set to
work knowing every moment to be precious with traveled
ova, I got oil the upper layers of moss,and congratulated
our luck on their damp and fresh appearance, as it meant
well to the eggs. Next came the cotton wool, which I lifted,
and my eye was caught first by a roughly-written placard,
''Douccraent, ma chere, nous tsovnnes les amfs de poissons
d'A-Vril," and carefully arranged underneath were rows
and rows of peas. I had a mortal longing, as you Americans
say, to "cuss and swear;" my feelings being intensified by
the sight of the keeper's convulsed tace round the corner of
a window.
How I hated that worthy man for weeks afterwards!

Never had I felt so thoroughly "sold" as at that moment.
This ghastly joke nearly made me resign partnership, as it
became the event of the neighborhood, aud I was uumerci-
fuUy chafl"ed over it. In spite of my rage I was forced to
admire the way in which Mr. Hungerford had planned it
all, even to getting the hatching boxes in order before leav-
ing home. In describing my grievances f have let my pen
run wild, and I must hatch out and rear our fish in another
paper. l

The time taken by the ova in hatching varies slightly with
the temperature of the water, sudden cold keeping them
back, and vice versa,. I think, however, that we found gray-
ling to take about three weeks to a month, and trout about
a month to fifty days. From beginning to end it is most in-
teresting to watch the gradual development of a .sijofc of
what is, to all appearance, yellow oil. We used a linen
manufacturer's testing glass, which is a most powerful help.
From day to day there is some change, at first a mere en-
largement of the yolk, then a faint outline betokens the
backbone; a few days and the head with hollows dispropor-
tionallybig, for the eyes, is plainly visible; again a fewdays,
the egg now contains a moving object, and two large, but by
no means lovely, black eyes, aud there is a discernible
bright red dot, which on close inspection proves to be the
heart in violent motion. At last some morning when peer-
ing into the boxes to find any bad eggs, one's heart is glad-
dened and excited to perceive the first fish, such a queer,
ugly, lively little creature, the chief part of him being the
yolk sac attached to the under part of the minute form, some
day to be a fine two or three pound trout. This sac, which
causes the fish to move in a most awkward manner, being
twice the bulk of its body, lasts a considerable time, pro-
viding natural sustenance. As it becomes more pointed at the
sides, and shrinks into the body, the arteries, heart and veins
become more distinct, the fish, at first quite transparent,
becomes darker in color and more lively in habits. When
the sac disappears food must at once be provided. Much to
our delight we always had a good many cripples among our
aleyins (the young fry with yolk sac). I say to our delight,
as it was most amusing to study their infirmities, knowing
them to be sufteriug no pain. Some had two heads, some
wound round and round like the mainspring of a watch,
while others had only half or three pjirts of their body.
These and a certain number of weak ones we deposited in a
box apart, as they only lived in good health until feeding
time, when the two-headed ones couldn't decide with which
mouth to seize their food, and the mainsprings lacked power
to wind it round; so they died and served as food to their
older brethren, if we had any on hand. Feeding is certainly
the most touchy point in flshculture, and during the first

two years we lost hundreds while gaining experience. Finely
grated liver and egg was their first meal, but the remains
so quickly decompose and corrupt the water that it requires
most careful managment. We were much pleased at dis-
covering a fine river-weed alive with the most minute
caterpillars, which we supposing to be their natural food,
placed abundantly in the boxes; the fish ate with avidity,
and we were enraptured at the thought of the labor saved,
until next morning, when we found that a firm web had been
woven by the imprisoned insects, and half of our young fry-

strangled. It was a sad shock, but we didn't give up the weed;
we placed it in the boxes above and let the caterpillars work
slowly through a fine wire netting, the fish waiting eagerly
below for their dainty prey. We had considerable difficulty
in getting the weed out of the river after we had exhausted
the edges; it was tolerably easy for my partner with high
waders, but in his absences, when the men had left work, or
on Sunday, and I had to grapple with it unassisted except by
a boat hook, I felt inclined to leave the fish to take their
chance, or to fish for the weed by moonlight with the help
of the waders, when the hidden gaze of poachers would be
all I should have to encounter. In captivity fish are very
easily tamed, especially trout, owing to their excessive greed.
Certain ones would come at our whistle and take a spider or
fly from our hands; indeed they were not discriminating and
rose eagerly at the end of agrimy thumb. It was about now,
when the fish were feeding that the misfortunes, which put
pecuniary profits out of the question, began. Once, leaving
a cover half ofl: a box of ova, we found it nearly all gone.
Threatening vengeance, we set a water trap, and caught, we
hope, the culprit, a rat, fat and well liking, and no wonder
if he had, una.s.sisted, swallowed a couple of thousand fish
eggs. This accident made us unusally cautious and we hoped
to eliide more of these treacherous enemies.
There were (3,000 strong trout about an inch and a half

long, some of which Mr. Hungerford proposed to advertise
at a guinea a hundred, I think. The advertisement was in
the Field. Our pockets were ringing with imaginary gold,
when—ill-fated man—my partner, hurriedly called away one
evening, left the fishhouse with the treasure exposed, and in
the morning 300 scared, unhappy trout represented our 6,000
of the night before. Intending pm-chasers were sadly in-
formed of the calamity, and our hopes were over for that
year. The way in which a rat catches live fish is most won-
derful; if it were water rats it might appear fairly simple,
but the destroyers of our happiness and fortunes were com-
mon barn rats, who gnawed tneir way in through the wood-
work of a window 3ft. from the ground. When about Sin.
long we transferred the fish into yearling ponds, over which
were suspended the contents of a "game-keeper's larder,"
dead beasts and birds of prey; the maggots from their decay-
ing bodies fell at intervals and were watched for and wel-
comed by the fish. Here again ill-luck attended us; 5,000 trout
were put into three small, well guarded ponds, with concrete
bottoms, aud 7,000 into a large pond with a gravel bottom.
The following year we set aside two days with great pomp
for recovering the fish, and a select party was invited to
witness "the liberation into the river of 12,000 trout." The
very idea was enough to make a fisherman's blood leap
through his veins. Picture to yourself, reader, 12,000 trout
of a year's growth in a couple of years time. What work for
your top joint, what yarns for your less fortunate friends.
But wait, the water runs off from the ponds, a fi.sh is seen
and caught, only a perch, no doubt the trout lurk at the
bottom, a few more fish are caught, this time pretty little
dace and still no trout. Where are the 5,000? The water is
all off now, except from a square hole of about 2ft., out of
which it must be baled. Faces are growing very long, anxiety
holds our breath; the only occupants of the hole are three
pike about a foot long. They had come down through the
grating in ova and, growing rapidly, the trio had among
them devoured every single ti-out. Killing is no word for
their death, my partner literally "smashed" those pike,
finding half trout in them in process of digestion. Well.S'
there are still the 7,000 in the big pool, but I no longer felt
enthusiastic; in vain my partner assured me that pike could
not possibly find their way there even in the egg, 1 could not
enrer keenly into it, and when the findings were only 11 out
of 7,000, with no pike by way of explanation, I hardly felt
surprised. The unhappy members of that company walked
ofi" silently in different directions, the subject was carefully
tabooed by mutual delicacy of feeling and no I'eal cause was
assigned for the loss. Deep mud and poachers were privately
vouchsafed by the keeper as a reason, but there was no proof
ot the latter.'and if the former were the cause, where were
the corpses?
These wex-e our only known disasters, we turned a great

many trout and grayling into small streams to work their
way to the river, with less chance of enemies, and when a
three year older or thereabouts comes to table, we fancy it is
one of our rearing. Very probably it was comfortably
hatched under a stone in the river bed, but "where ignorance
is blisp, 'tis folly to be wise," and we well deserve any com-
fort of this trifling nature in reward for our many trials in
fishculture, don't you think .so? p. p. s.

EiMGLAl«[l).
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All communications must reach us by Tuesday

of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstown Kennel Club, at
Yonagstnvrn. O.
Sept, 9 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Glut), at Hamilton, ( )nr.

Sept. li to IS.—Toroato Industrial Exhibition Association Thii-d
IntornaHonal Doa; Show, at Toronto. C. A. St'-'ue, Sec'y and Sunt.
Sept. ~2 to ;?'>.— Iriaugar.M.] Dot; Show of the Montreal Exposition

Companv, at Mont a, Candida.
Sepr. .'."3 to Oct. 1.— Tliivf! Annual Doe: Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Oat. Alfred Geddes, Supt.

1893.

Jan. 13 to 14,—Second Annual Dog Show of ttie South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S, C. IT. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S, C.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—InauKUval Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at BickneU. Ind. P. T. Madisnu, Secretary.
Nov. 16,—Eastern Field Trials (Hub's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
Se'-retary,
Nnv. 30.—Central Yield Trial Clul>'s Third Annual Trials, at

L'^xingion, N. C. 0. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city,
Dec. 14,—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Oharles E.

Connell, Secretary.

BEAGLE TRAINING.
Editor Forest cmd^ Stream:
Your corrt'sjjoiulent ' Qnester," in your issue of May iiJl,

asks a qtiestion as to the training of l)eaE;les and whether it

is desirable to have them under coDtrol. He further says
that the field trial rules, meaning, I suppose, those held by
the National Beagle Chtb last year, say that a beagle should
be under control and he agrees with them in that matter. I

don't believe any intelligent person will for a moment dis-

pute that control of a beasle is of a? much inaportance as
control of auythina; el.se that has come to be cue of man's
servants. If "you have no control over j'our dog yoti might
as well go hunting with a wild animal, for neither would
lie of any use to you, but would bolt at the first opportunity
that ofi'erod. I don't think, therefore, that it is the question
of control so much as the amotiut of control that is desir-

able that puzzles our amateur triend, and although by no
means an oracle on the subject, perhaps a short description
of how I train my beagles would be of some little interest
to your many renders.
We will suppose you have bought a puppy or young dog

from four to six Tuo'nths old. After taking him from his
bos and feeding and watering you should place him in his
kennel, which, by the way, should have at least 109 sq. ft- of
yard for him to exercise in. Commence by always feeding
nim yonrseif, and before you give him his food give a long
whistle to attract his attention, then feed him. Repeat this
whistle until you can call him as far as he can hear you, and
always either feed or pet him when he comes. Your puppy,
being six mouths old, is now at the proper age to break to
lead. Take a collar of good, strong leather about an inch
wide, buckle it on his neck, and let him wear it for a few
days until he gets acctistomed to wearing it. Then go into
the yard with a light chain, and while he is playing with
you snap it into the ring in his collar. After a while he will
feel the reativ-iiut of the chain and will either jnmp and howl
or lie down and rollover; in either case wait until he has
become calm, then begin to walk round the yard slowly,
dragging, if he will rot come, the pup after yoti, stopping
frtquently to speak to htm and coax him to you. It may
take you several days or you may break him in a single
lesson" to lead, but make him do it cheerfully, not dragging
behind nor pulling ahead, but leading quietly with a slack
chain. TLiis last will take some little time, but it can be
accomplislied vv-ith a little patience.
You have now got puppy to lead nicely and by attending

to his feedmg yourself got him to know you and recognize
you as his master. Now, supposing him to be seven or
eight months old, you should take him to the field with you.
Start with him some morning or evening, as the scent lies

strongest then, and take him to some place where you are
sure to find plenty of rabiiits and walk slowly around trying
to start one for him. He will follow you about for a while,
and then, as the novelty of the thing wears oif , will make
short trips into the brush himself. Always give him plenty
of time, and as his confidence in his ability to find yoti again
grows, he will go further and further away, until he stum-
bles on his first rabbit. Now, if he is a lively, active dog, he
will, as soon as the rabbit starts to run, begin to chase him.
It is a curious fact that, while a beagle may come on a rab-
bit, cat, woodchuck, or in fact any small animal, he will
hesitate to attack it if it keeps perfectly still; but the sight
of any fleeing object seems to create an intense desire to
chase it

If you bave an old trained dog with you, th,at the pup
knows, it will lessen the labor of training the pup by one-
half; but as many of those who buy a puppy have no old dog
to help them out, I will not provide for that contingency at

this time, beyond saying you should follow the old dog as
far as possible and endeavor to get your puppy to run with
you. In an incredibly short time he will get to know that
when he hears the bay of the old dog something is up, and
after he has run with him once or twice he will catch the
aceut. and the rest is merely practice.

But, to return. We will suppose you have just started a
rabbit and your pup has seen it, if he does not chase it at

once, run slowly after it yourself, calling to the pup and let

him know bj" your actions you wish him to chase it. More
than likely he" will chase this rabbit as hard as he can until

he loses sight of him, then he will go bounding round look-
ing here and there for his lost ciuarry. Stand perfectly still

as near the place you saw the rabbit disappear as possible,

and let youi" pup cast round. If he comes in to you, give
him a pat and then send him away Avith awave of the hand.
It is quite likely be will takethe trail before long, and more
than likely run it mute for a short distance; but never mind,
don't hurry him now, as he is not just sure that he is doing
right. Uncas.

[TO BE COlsTTlNtlED.]

Editor Forest and Stream:
,
"Quester" asks the question, should a beagle be under

control (when in the fieid)j and adds, the field trials say yes
and so do I. Well, I will not say that "Quester" and the
field trials know nothing about it, as that would be incultus,

but I do say that I have yet to see a well-trained beagle
while on the scent of a hare that any man can call off, yea,

he might yell until he was voiceless and for all a good
beagle wo'uld be still on the trail. I know of no other plan
of getting a well-trained beagle off a trail than heading him
and catching him, With me this is just what takes some of

the pleasure away in hunting with beagles. I am often

ready to start for home but the little scamps are not, there-

fore "i have to catch them and tie them up as canght, which
often takes an hour or two. As I always drive to covert,

which is some distance away, I cannot leave the dogs to

find their own way home. "Quester" writes that he is of

opinion that a bsagle should huat like a setter or pointer.

that is, quarter his ground and hunt systematically. I I

am of opinion that it is not possible to teach a beagle to
hunt like a setter or pointer, and if it were possible to do so
I fail to see of what advantage it wonld be. A good and
well-trained beagle when taken^ to any place where hares
frequent will, upon being released, hunt up a fresh scent,
start the game aud hunt it until killed or follow the trail a
reasonable time. My plan when training a pup is to take
the young dog out when 7 or 8 m.onths of age, not before,
with an old, very slow dog, the slower the better, for if the
young dog lose or miss the old one he will hunt his trail,

giving tongue like inad, and take no notice of the trail of
the gome. Never take a pup out with the pack, for if you
do, ten to one, he will, when out. hunt and tongue the pack
instead of the game, and you will never break him of the
habit. Of course, beagles from good hunting stock will
train and break themselves, if taken out frequently where
game is plentiful, but the best and easiest plan is as I have
stated above, to take the pup or puppies out with a slow old
dog. And do not expect too much of a young beagle until
he is full two years of age, A few beagles make good
hunters when one year old, but the majority do not become
first-class hunters until they have reached two or more
years. I am glad to see by Forest A^D Streaivi that the
dear little beagle is coming more into notice. Men wishing
dogs to be under control when hunting hares and rabbits
had better use spaniels, H. B, N.
CooKSxowN, Canada,

Editor Forest and Stream:
I nevei- bred nor trained a beagle, but I have hunted over

a few, and as field steward of the National Beagle Club's
first field trials I had a good opportunity to see what was
wanted and what wa.s not.
A beagle to win must certainly be under better control

than the majority of those were at the trials, and even the
winners, I will wsger, will be under better control at this
year's trial. Supposing you go out hunting in some new
country and your train leaves at a certain hour. Ten
minutes before the departure of the train you find your dog,
he is bunting, but not on trail. You whistle, your dog
looks up at you, gives his tail an extra swish and disappears
in the Imshes. Tableau—dog missed, train missed and a
v,'alk home. Had he been properly trained he would have
come to heel aud your wife wonld not have cried her eyes
out thinking you had blown the top of your head off. At
the last trial, 1 have a distinct recollection of a rabbit seen
by the handlers, dogs were called, one responded to the call
and immediately picked np the trail. The other paid no at-

tention to his owner and got left. I don't accuse anybody,
both had an equal chance, I only state circumstances as
they occurred. In another instance one owner yelled him-
self hoarse and disconcerted the other man's dog but made
DO impression on his own,
"Quester" asks, "Should a beagle hunt like a setter or

pointer"— i. c, quarter his ground and hunt systematically?
I say certainly, but the beagle should show rabbit sense, the
same as the setter shows bird sense—i. c, he should hunt
the likely places first. "Some say no, that trailing is the
primary object." 1 remember at the last trial, a little bitch,
a sure trailer, striking a trail aud pottering around until
everybody got tired of watching her. We all went on
ahead, two or three other dogs ran around her but failed to
find anything. They moved' on and started and ran two or
three rabbits before the bitch gave tongue. She finally found
her rabbit but the others by quartering and hunting over
more ground had found three in the meantime. Which was
the best dog? NAMquoit.

ECZEIVIA.

seems to be such a very vague idea among kennel
owners of the difi'erence between eczema and mange in

dogs, that we think the following very able article on the
subject in the English Kennel Gazette, will enable our
readers to form a good idea of this troublesome skin disease.
The v^riter says:
"This is an" inflammatory condition of the skin, attended

by redness, papules diimples), vesicles (small blisters), and,
in some cases, by pustules. It generally terminates by the
skin becoming dry and scurfy. This latter is called squam-
ous eczema. The cause, in most cases, is due to consti-
tutional disturbances, though it maybe the result of local
irritation. The disease may affect any part of the animal.
All dogs are liable to it, though some breeds are more pre-
disposed than others, particalarly long-coated ones, and
especially Dandle Dinmonts. Of the short-coated dogs,
.Aianchester or black and tan terriers suffer most frequently.
The causes are over-feeding and in.suflficieut exercise,

weakening diseases—particularly distemper—and improper
feeding—such as keeping a dog on millcand oatmeal diet, or
debarring them entirely from meat. In some cases, too much
meat will induce an attack. Intestinal irritation, the result
of worms, or indigestion will induce it, and local irritation,

the result of mange or the application of stimulating embro-
cations. No doubt many cases are due to hereditary predis-
position; and I think I am correct in saying that, of all

breeds, Dandie Dinmonts se^m the most predisposed.
There is a form of dry eczema that resembles very much

psoriasis. It generally aiipears in circular patches about
the head, face, legs and body of a pup when about three to
five months old; in fact when the teeth are being changed.
This is a most obstinate disorder and frequently resists
treatment for months.
The question is often asked. Is eczema contagious? I con-

sider tfiat I am right in saying that it is not in the ordinary
sense of the word. At the same time I think it is running a
certain amount of riskto allowa healthy dog to .sleep in close

contact with one sulfering from the diselise during the
moist stage, for I have seen the acrid eczematous discharge
when it has come in contact with healthy skin set up a
good deal of local irritation resembling true eczema to a
degree. Such cases, however, yield quietly to treatment
The disease is not confined to any locality, as any part of
the head, body or legs may become attacked. There is cer-

tainly a greater tendency "for the skin adjoining mucous
membrane—as around the lips—to become more aflfected

than other pirts, and also tne ej'elids. The soft parts of
the skin, such as the flanks, the inside of the thighs and
the bend of joints, as the front of the elbow, and the hock,
are favorite seats of the disease. The prominent parts of

the different joints that come in contact with the ground
when a dog is lying down very often become affected.

There are three varieties of eczema: E. simplex, E, rubrum,
and E. impetiginodes. Simple eczema is the most common
and the easiest to cure. It consists of a crop of vesicles, or
small blisters, on an uniuflamed .skin. In these cases the
contents of the vesicles either become absorbed or dried up,
and the skin is left dry and scaly. In some instances, where
successive crops appear, the disorder becomes troublesome.
In eczema rubrum the skin is very inflamed, extremely ir-

ritable, and somewhat swollen. A crop of vesicles, as in the
previous form, appears, the little blisters break, and dis-

charge, the parts becoming moist. After a time the dis-

charge dries up, and small scales form or the parts are
covered with thick scales. The ordinary disease known as
red eczema, or mange, which is often seen in white coated
dogs when the hair turns of a rusty red color, is not a form
o czima at all. It is a skin affection, in my opinion due to

some vegetable or animal p irasite, and is really contMgious.
In the third lorm. eczema imprtiginodes, the vesicles run on
to pustules, which discharge a thinuisb, sticky fluid. This
soon dries, if the dog is prevented from licking, and crusts of

;a yellowish-green color are formed. This form resembles
impetigo.

Eczema, as a rule, passes through three stages. First, the
skin is red, inflamed and swollen. Secondly, small red
papules ai-e formed. These soon develop into vesicles, which
usually break, making the skin moist, or the contents of the
vesicles become absorned. In either case the skin beeomes
subsequently dry aud scaly. This latter condition of the
skin is called the third or squamous eczema, taut is really
only another stage of the disease. There is a fourth stage in
some cases, namely, E. impetiginodes The vesicles here be-
come pustular, break and discharge, and subsequently form
crusts. The irritation, the result of the disease, varies ac-
cording to the extent and severity of the attack. In E.
rulirum the irritation is almost intolerable during the early
stages: and the dog is licking, biting and scratching con-
tinually. This subsides as the skin becomes dry and scaly.
The loss of hair in eczema is not so much due to the disease
as to the rubbing, scratching and biting.
The treatment must depend on the form the disease as-

sumes. What would be a suitable application during the
early stages would be useless, in fact do harm, later onWhen
the skin has become sc Uy. Internal remedies are quite as
important in the treatment of eczema as lotions etc., for it

is by these means that we try to eliminate the disease from
the system. During the e"arly aud inflammatory stage,
when the skin is red and heated, and also when the patches
of the skin are covered with vesicles, cooling and drying
lotions, such as the following, should be tried:

No. 1.

Goulard's extract of lead Idr,
Wright's solution of cotil tar 2dra.
Distilled water 8oz.

Applied frequently with a piece of sponge.

No. 3.

Prepared chalk 2oz.

Lime water.... 8oz.

Apply the same as No. 1.

When the lotions are not found suitable, or cannot be
conveniently applied, one of the following ointments may
be tried:

Glycerole of subacetate of lead Idr.

Vaseline loz.

Well mix and apply three or four times a day by being
gently smeared over the parts, or

Milk of sulphur Iscr.

Mercurial ointment 15grs.
Benzoated lard loz.

Well mix and apply about three times a day. In some
cases, when the discha"r.cxe is free and the skin is very moist,
esp:^cially in cases of E. impetiginodes, it is necessary to
dust the part freely aud often with some drying absorbent
powder like the following:

Powdered boracic acid
) -c.„„„i

Pure oxide of zi nc } ^^^.^^
Precipitated sulphur )

P^^*^^*

This should be continued until a crust or scab has formed.
A few days afterward, when all inflammation of the skin
has disappeared, olive oil should be applied to the crusts to
remove them. With respect to the internal remedies,
aperients during the early period of the att.ack are always
necessary. For this there is nothing better than Epsom
salts. For a very large dog like a St. Bernard or mastiff
the dose should consist of from one ounce to an ounce aud a
half, which may be given dissolved in four ounces of water.
For dogs the .size of a collie six drachms is sufficient. Ter-
riers may have from two to three drachms, according to
size, and small toy dogs a scruifle, given in warm water or
milk. As the taste of this medicine is rather objectionable
I find it a good plan, in some cases, to add some sugar or
treacle. The purgative should be repeated about once a
week, so long as the disease continues. When the dog
makes a difficulty about taking the salts some such pill as
the following may be given iD.9tead:

Calomel 2grs.

Barbadoes aloes , Sgrs.

Gingerine Mgr.
Mix and make one pint.
The dose for large dogs should be three pills, and for

collies, etc., two; terriers, one pill. In addition to the
aperient medicine, some such mixture as the following
should be regularly given and ccntinued for some time:

Sulphate of magne.sia l^^oz.

Sulphate of iron Iscr,

Bi-carbonate of potash J^oz,
Water 8oz,

Doses: St. Bernards, collies and other dogs of similar
size, one tablespoonful; large terriers, as Airedales, a des-
sertspoonful; small terriers, as fox-terriers, a teaspoonful;
little dogs, half a teaspoonful, repeated twice a day. If the
dog is not feeling well, from five drops to half a drachm of

compound tincture of gentian may bf-t added to each dose.
With regard to the treatment of the dry, or squamous form
of the disease, ointments are required to soften the skin and
thus remove the scurf or dandruff, and to somewhat stimu-
late the growth of hair. For this, I find there is nothing
better than the red oxide of mercury ointment, diluted with
vaseline as follows:

Red oxide of mercury ointment Idr,

Vaseline 6drs.

Well mix the.se, and apply with gentle friction to
the bare and rough places. When the condition of the
skin does not improve with the ointment, the following
may be tried; the liidle dc cade applied to the part with a
camel's hair brush and allowed to dry. This may be re-

moved in a few days with a soft brush. Arsenic given in
some form is almost indispensable to complete the cure of
eczema. It is often, by mistake, given in the early stages
of the disease, but it is best not to administer this medicine
during the inflammatory period, but only when the skin
has become dry and scaly; then it often proves a specific.

Fowler's solution or the solution of arseniate of soda are the
best preparations. The dose of either is about the same.
Commence with one to five drops, according to the size of
the dog, then, after a week, gradually increase the dose to
three or ten drops. This medicine should always be given
in water, and either with the food or immediately after-

ward. Should a dog, while receiving this medicine, show
signs of its physiological eftects by the membrane of the eye
becoming red, the ej^es,watery, loss of appetite, sickness or
diarrhoai, and lo.'^s of condition, the arsenic must be imme-
diately stopped. After a few days, when the symptoms des-

cribed have passed off, it may be given again, but, as at first,

commence with the minimum dose."

[The fTirther treatment of this disease will be continued
in a future article.]

It seems very queer that with so many shows being held
in England, the Kennel Club does not step in and make
some alteration in the way late entries arenoV accepted. The
rule of our A. K. C, though nooody believes that it is

always strictly lived up to, has. however, a good moral
effect. At Maiden show the secretary writes mournfully to
the papers that they are giving 283 prizes in the open classes

and the entries amount to only 200 The great Leeds show
I is also in a similar box, and with such a schedule as they
i issue there must be some ulterior cause for this delay on the

j
I)^rtof exhibitors. The question naturally arises, are dog

;
shows in England being overdone.' This is a question that

' need trouble our shovv committees very little; our long sum-
, mer interval gives -all a chance to recuperate and tackle the
/ shosra again with renewed vigor.
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DOG CHAT.

AS stated last week in Dosr Chat, we received letters from
Messrs. Comstock and Dole just as we were going to

press. As a good deal of interest attaches to their luove-
ments and the do^s they have bouErht, we cannot do bptter
than publish a pnrt of Friend Dole's letter. Althou£;h we
have filready yivcu the names of .several of his purchases,
still there are niany particulnr-s connected with them that
will he news. He writes; "The next thing is to tell you
that both Mr. Comstock and I have been well everv minute
since we lef^ New York, and we were nicely treated by all
the doggy men in England; nothing was too good for us," and
we were nearly done up when we left England, with their
many kindnesses. You have no doubt seen in the English
papprs that I hav^ bought quite a number of dos.s. I have—
and most of them of the highest order. The prices of sev-
eral were very high, but then they are the right ones, and
can win in England as easily as they can in America. The
following are all of them and the people I have bought them
for: H. M. Stanley (bulldog) for Mr. R. D. Winthrop. This
is a grand young dog who will improve a lot. He is only 16
months old, and by the time of the New York show he will
make it warm for the Y'ale ascot. I also sold Mr. Winthrop
a bull bitch, Pretty Crimer. She is not a show bitch, butis
in whelp to Hotsup, a litter brother to Stanley. I am quite
sure she will throw a good pup. The Dandie Dinmouts i
bought for Mr. E, Brooks are fine. King o' the Heather is a
mustard, whelped June 13, 18S9. He has Tiever In-en beaten,
which you know is quite remarkable. The bitch, Heather
Madffe, whelped March 17, 18S8, has also done quite a lot of
winning. Not only that, hnt she is the dam of Darkie Dullv,
who is the best Daudie Diumonc puppv seen for a long time!
As she is now coming in season Mr. Brooks will be sure to
breed some good ones. I may say that the judge, Mr.
Weaver, who judged at Gloucester, told me bethought King
o' the Heather the be.st Uaudie in England; hut then, you
know, the American judges have a way of knocking .siich
good ones. I have also purchased for the Woodall Kennels
the fox-terrier Dobbia. He is a grand young dog, has only
been shown once, but was not then in form. This dog was
bred by Mr. Tinne, who is winning all before him just now,
and is a litter brother to Mr. Tinne's Newcome, which Mr.
Rawdon Lee thinks the best fox-terrier in England, and as
another fox-terrier judge thinks Dobbin as good as New-
come, I think I am safe in saying that the Woodall bovs
have another warm one. Dobbin was whelped in .Ttxne, 1890,
and is by the noted Venio. I received a commission from
Mr. Edward Maurice, of Yale College, for a good pair of
dachshunde. 1 have bought Janet, the best bitch living,
and good judges say the best ever seen. I purchased
her from Mr. Harry Jon^s, who is at the top of
the tree in this breed. The dog I have rot got yet.
but will have him ou tny returc to Eagland. Yon can de-
pend upon seeing the best red dog here. I may add that
Janet is also a red one. Wheu vou buy the best th^y have
in any breed you have got to pty for it. Now the last one
I have bought for others than myself is the ball bitch Mag-
pie. She is for Mr. Andrew J. Hatch, of New Haven, Conn.,
and I am keeping her in ICngland till she is bred to Mr.
Ellis's Guido. For myself I have bought a verv nice small
bull-terrier bitch, White Matchless, by Gully the Great. She
is in whelp to a son of Bendigo; also a large bull-terrier
bitch, named Lively Lou. She is by a son of Bendigo, and
is in whelp to Gully the Great. I expect some winners out
of this litter; both of the.se bitches are now safe in my ken-
nels in New Haven. I have also bought the bull-terrier
bitch. The Shrew, by Gully the Great; she has done a lot of
winning and is a very taking bull-terrier. The last but most
important purchase is the bull-terrier Gully the Great, who
is the sire of more winners than any bull-terrier in the world.
I have been after this dog for a long time, and after seeing
the stock that he has got 1 made up my mind to have him.
Gully has a brown mark on the side of his head. He is a big
dog, weighing 531 bs., and taking him all round he is the best
bull-terrier 1 haveseen in England, as a show dog. This dog
cost more than twice as much as any bull-terrier I ever
bought. 1 shall put him at stud, and I hope the bull-terrier
men will use him as he is a wonder as a stud dog. He is the
sire of White Queen, who holds the challenge cup. White
Wonder, Diamond King, etc. I may say that $750 have been
oilered for White Queen. Gully is only 4yrs. old, just in his
prime, and I hope he will be able, with" the bitches we have,
to breed one gO'id enough to send to England and win. I
have owned some good bull-terriers, but I think Gully will
do more for the breed than any bull-terrier ever imported.
I have a lot to tell you about our trip and will let you know
when we sail. We shall be back in Eagland July 15, when
we shall have another week to look round and" will have
time to fill a few mora commissions. I may add that some
of the best bull-terrier bitciies are booked for America.
With kind regards to all from yours truly, Frank Dole."

Mr. Pitts, of the Mohawk Tndianola Kennels, in sending
us his Kash—Bonsor stud advertisements, informs us that
Bonsor arrived iti good condition, and that he is well pleased
with him. He thinks he will make a good cross on Kash
bitches.

Mr. Bradford S. Turpin, who is a most enthusiastic beagle
owner, and who spends a good deal of his time in pur.suit of
the elusive bunny with his pack, writes us that his Belle
Ross and Clyde, both well-known beagles, are now in fine
shape, though the latter contracted distemper after the
Boston show, and will run again in the N. B. C. field trials.
Belle Ross should give a good account of herself, as for a
young bitch .she showed excellent hunting sense in the last
meeting, winning, among other prizes, the special for the
best trailing throughout the trials.

Mr. A. W. Paneoast, of Auburndale, O., writes us that the
spaniel mentioned in our issue of Jane 4, as arriving on
the S. S. Europe, destioatioa unknown, is the black and tan
cocker spaniel Little Prince, out of Lady Nell, and whelped
Aug. 17, 1887. Little Prince has proved valu i ble in the stud,
being the sire of Crown Prince and other good winners in
England. He is the winner of the following prizes: Second
Alexandra Palace, second Brighton, first Sourhampton and
first Birmingham, all in 1889. As Spratts Patent had charge
of the little fellow during his journey, it is needless to say
that he arrived in the best of condition.

We have received a letter from Mr. Edward Brookes, of
Boston, Mass., stating that hisDandie Dinmontterriers King
o' the Heather and Heather Madge have arrived at his
kennel. They are at present out of condition, but he is well
satisfied with his new purchases, and especially with the dour.

He expects to show such a team of Dandies at New York
that has never yet been seen in this country.

Mr. Frank Hope, of Philadelphia, writes us that he has
lemovert to new and more commodious quarters in order to
keep pace with his increasing business.

It is rumored, says "Cheerful Horn," "that S500 was offered
and refused for the pug Royal Duke of Rozelle at the Glas-

f;ow show, and America is hinted as the source of the offer,
t would seem a if pugs were coming again in popular
fancy in this country.

We note that Messrs. Comstock and Dole have been elected
associate members of the English Kennel Club.

We are informed that Messrs. Oldham and Wilmerdiog
•were not present at the meeting ol the J. K. C, wMcli is

said to have unanimously voted for Mr. Peshall'S reelection
as delegate to the A, K. C.

The subject of our illustration this week is t.he Irish setter
Red River Gleucho (A. K.C.S B. 14,472), owned by Mr. R. H.
Burr, Middletown, Conn. He is by Glencho out of Lyda
Belle, and has won three first prize.s. Mr. Burr tells us that
he is also a thorough workman in the field. He was pur-
chased from Mr. George Covert, of the Killarney Kennels.

Mr. Charles, who shipped the thirty-nine harriers to Phil-
adelphia on the S.S. Michigan for the Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, must have had a pretty hard time of it, as he did not
know till Tuesday thit the ship sailed at daybreak the next
day. At 3:30 in the afternoon he called ou Spratts Co. for a
too of biscuit to be delivered that evening for feeding on
the way out. Spratts were equal to the emergency and
dog, food .and everything were on hand by 10:30 P. M. that
night. Fanciers Qazette telln us that Mr. Charles, who is
Mr. Harrison's manager on the other side, sent a special at-
tendant out in charge of the hounds, and they will ere this
no doubt kave been received at the Chestnut Hill Kennels.

The founder of the Newton Abbott strain of spaniels, Mr.
T. Jacobs, has certainly beaten the r%ord for long prices in
ttiis breed, for he has just sold a black spaniel bitch that
has not been shown yet, to a Mr. V7allard lor $:i,000,

"Namquoit" writes us that the first number of anew
paper will bs issued in S ta Francisco, Cal., June 15, called
the Pacific ISportsmaii. It will be is.sued monthly.

From the Imperial Kennels, Chicago, III., we have re-
ceived a very neat leaflet, sattiog forth the many A'irtues of
their great Dane, Imperator. We can now boast at least two
most excellent specimens of this breed in this country, and
the struggle for supremacy between this dog and Melac will
always be interesting.

We learn from our Kennel regi.stry that the Oriole Ken-
nels had sold the fox-terrier bitch Blemton Marjoram, that
have done some winning, to Mr. James W. Kerr, Philadel-
phia, Pa. She has been bred to Pitcher.

We are pleased to see that the discussion now going on in
our columns on "Beagle Training" is being conducted in
such an amicable manner. It also shows how numerotts are
the friends of the little hound. We should be pleased to
have the opinions of such old breeders as Messrs. Pottinger,
Dorsey, Phoebus, Krueger and others yvho iunt the hare in
covert and open.

The bulldog Bedgebury Lion, again beat his old antagonist
British Monarch at the Southampton show held a fortnight
since.

Mr. Symonds has received letters from Mr. Toon and Geo.
Thomas explaining Geo. Hellwell's seeming inconsistency in
reversing his decisions in the black and tan terriers at South-
port. It seems Prince Regent, Mr. Symonds' dog, showed
himself very badly in the open class and may have been suf-
fering at the time from his bad cough. Rhodes Oban beats
him in head, but is beaten in legs and leg markings and
general .symmetry by Prince Regent.

The Forest Beagle Kennels have lost the young bitch that
was to run a match with the Glenrose Kennels'' bitch IJlla
in the coming field trials.

If Mr. Lamb is lucky he should be able to make money out
of his new purchase Margharita, whose importation we
noted recently. It seems that Marchioness of Bute, a daugh-
ter of hers by Lord Bute, at two shows scored seven firsts

and three gold medals, and now has just been sold for the
largest price ever paid for any dog in Scotland.

Rochester, N. Y., is taking measures to mitigate what is
called the dog nui.sance in that city. Mr. Canahan, of the
Humane Society, has the matter in "hand, and will prepare
the necessary penal ordinances for remedying the evil com-
plained of. So no doubt before long 'Rochester will be
blessed with the ubiquitous dog catcher, who for so many
cents per head will give the inhabitants a chance to redeem
their pets from the pound at a much advanced rate. In
New York the Mayor has placed the pay this summer of dog
catchers at 40 cents per dog, and in view of the decided stand
taken by some outrHged citizens last year, it is to be hoped
these grasping gentry have been taught the lesson, that a
full licensed dog in proper care has rights which must be
respected.

Our thanks are due to Mr. C. G. Browning for a very
pleasing photograph of his noted red and white cocker dog
Cherry Boy, by Ebony out of Fanchon. He has an unbeaten
record this year, taking first at New York, Boston and Lynn.

A new product of dog shows has in the natural order of
events been evolved in England—the traveling assistant sec-
retary—as Canine World puts it. This is Mr. Beauclerk,
who has proved himself so apt in this particular branch
that he now makes a business of attending to the clerical
work of different shows.

Mr. Chas. Trevena, Redruth, England, is selling off his
kennel of noted greyhounds. Among them are the noted
dogs Comet and Maid of Cefu, Rushing River, Telephone
and Blue King.

We see that Mr. Geo. R Krehl, editor of the English
Stocli- Keeper, was proposed for membf-rship in the English
Kennel Club by Mr. Shirley and seconded by Mr. Ark-
wright. He was elected.

We are notoriously short of good mastiff judges, or at
least those who are available, so it is welcome news to hear
that a well-known mastiff man is coming from Eagland to

' take up his residence io America. Who is he?

The meraber.s of the Pet Dog Club who are interested in
the projected .specialty show in November, are hard at work
arrnnging preliminaries. It is .stated that the greyhound
and fox-terrier clubs will join in the movement, and the
Spaniel Club will hold a special meeting next week to di.s-

cuss the ad^sasability of their lending a hand. It certainly is
the only way in which specialty clubs can hope to hold a
.show, that is by amalgamating, and come out of it with any
prospect of success, as evidenced by the shows held by the
Fox-Terrier Club, which have proved dire failures in the
past, although the greyhound show certainly proved an un-
expected exception to the rule. We hear that the Garden
can be secured for $3,300 for three days, or on the share prin-
ciple, they to be paid before any one else.

Several Russian wolfhounds have arrived in London from
Moscow, and are said to be very good specimens.

The fox-terrier bitch Donna Dominie, that lowered the
colors of Hunton Baron at Southampton show, is described
in Stock-Keeper as a heavy-marked bitch with hisigish ears
and a trifle full in eye, though her expression is good, and
her body and limbs capital; a really nice bitch. She won tlie
special for best smooth (challenge dogs barred).

At a meeting of the Old English Mastiff Club, held May
29, in London, the committee appointed to arrange another
specialty show, repijrted that, in view of the large numlier of
."hows to be held on the only available date on which the
Crystal Palace could be had. it was considered advisable to
abandon the idea for this year.

At the Toronto bench show, Sept. 14 to 18, there
will be several greyhound and whippet races which
will add materially to the "fun of the fair." The
stakes announced are: Grand greyhound sweepstakes.
$5 entrance, divided into 50 per cent, to first and 40
per cent, to second. To this the Association will add
a silver medal valued at .f20, to he knowu as the champion
and running medal, open to all. Greyhound race, 300yds., $15
to tirst, $7 to second and .$.3 to third. Whippet race,"200yds

,

$15 to first, $7 to second and $3 to third. There will be
no extra entrance charged in these races, but all the com-
peting dogs must be entered in the regitlar classes in the
dog show. This a very good move, and will no doubt afford
an acceptable change from the usual monotony of the dog
show.

We understand that Kingston, Out., is to have a bench
show after all, the dates, Sept. 1 to 4, having been chosen.
Tbere is some doubt as to whether the Midland Central
Fair will be held this year; if it is, the show will he held in
connection with it If not, the dog show will be held inde-
pendently in the Kingston Skating Rink. The Canadian
circuit this fall will certainly allow ample opportunities for
all kennels to take in some of the shows at least. A trip to
one of the fair shows is often more amusing than those in the
spring. There is more to see and the prizes are every bit as
good. The dates chosen by Kingston will, unfortunately,
conflict with those of Young.stown, O. This is to be re-
gretted, although we do notthink it will make any material
difference in the entries. The circuit so far announced will
be Kingston, Youngstown, Hamilton, Toronto, Montreal
and Ottowa.

For the benefit of those of our readers who are interested
in Great Danes we give an extract from the London Field
report on the dogs at the Frankfort (Germany) show just
held: "Great Danes headed the non-sporting groups. In
brindled-colored dogs, Harry GHi.sburg, the winner, is a well-
made hound, possessing grand limbs and typical head. Mr.
Ulrich's Hidalgo Doos is rather shorter in head, and not
quite so massive, otherwise a very nice hound. Moro is
coarse, and Orion (M Lutz) thin in condition. The winning
bitch, M. Cohen's FllaHansa, a nice brindle, shown in grand
condition, had not a very easy win, for, although Menka von
Stuggart (Knodler's) is a little smaller, she is equally good
in bead and bone, and moves better behind. Elvira was
much better than Dido, placed fourth, for the latter is thin
in tnighs, and not very eood in action. In reds, M. Ulrich's
Halfdan Doos was certainly the best, and be won with some-
thing in hand from Kratz Teras, who beat Herman Ctesar for
third money. Falkna-Plavia, a fine upstanding dog, with
typical head and sound limbs, won easily in the division for
blues; and in harlequins there was nothing better than Ger-
man, who won in dogs; he is rather plain iu head, otherwise
a fair specimen. Fritz is too straight behind; but Diana
Dordrect, who won in bitches, has a beautiful head, rare
limbs, and good quarters, though in size she was beaten by
Felicita. who falls away behind." There was aLso a class
made for Hanoverian bloodhounds, which we are told are very
much appreciated in Germany from a show point of view,
though not vary typical or characteristic, varying as they do
in type, somewhat resembling a cross between a pointer and
an Airedale terrier.

We took another trip up to the Ruppert brewery, Wednes-
day, to see how the noted St Bernard emigrants were com-
ing along. Scottish Prince is mtich better, though his loin
seems to trouble him a bit and, of course, the intense heat
retards his complete recovery. Aristocrat is acting as if he
liked his new country and is looking well. Altonette hMs
seemingly almost fully recovered from the distemper and
only needs the change of air to the country, which they will
all get early next week. Col Ruppert. "Jr.'s kennels, at
Poughkeepsie, will be ready for the dogs next Saturday.
Several applications have been made for Priuce's services
buf he will not be used for several weeks yet. We also
learned that Empress of Contoocock will whelp in about
two weeks and this will be, we believe, the last litter sired
by poor old Hesper. They ought to be something very good.

On June 3 Messrs. Hudspeth & Collier, counsel for Mr.
C. J. Peshall, obtained from Judge Andrews, of the Supreme
Court, an order on the American Kennel Club to show cause
why a peremptory mandamus stould not issue against the
elub, requiring it "to remove the disqualifications imposed
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upon the relator, and to reinstate and restore him to the
rights and privileges he enjoyed before such disqualifications
were made." The order was made returnable on June 8. It
was served on the secretary. Mr Vredenburgh then obtained
an order requiring Mr. Peshall to give bond in the sum of
S;850 for costs, on the ground that he was a non-resident; and
the date of answer was postponed from the 8th to the 18th.
The principal gi-ounds on which Mr. Peshall asks reinstate-
ment, as set forth in his affidavit are, that under the rules of
the A.K.C. the Executive committee had no authority to dis-
(jualify him, that he was not present at the Septeinbe.r meet-
ing at which the disqualification was imposed, had had no
notice that bis case was then to come up, and was not given
an opportunity to make a defense.

During this extreme heat it b^'booves all owners of large
kennels, and small ones too, to see that their dogs have pure
air to breathe and that the floors of the kennel are kept sweet
and clean. As an aid to this, Cynoliua will be found an ex-
cellent preparation, and not alone this, but it will also rid

the dogs of fleas which are doubly troublesome this hot
weather.

New kennel advertisements still keep coming in and this
week we notice several very important ones. The Westmin-
ster Kennel Club advertise their celebrated pointer King of
Kent in the stxid and A. E, Pitts his noted pugs ch. K^sh
and Bonsor. Those for sale are: Fox-terriers in Toronto;
Edmund H, Osthaus has pointer puppies and so has Jas. B.
Turner; G. B —Chesapeake Bay dog: Connemara Kennels and
E, H. Perry—Irish setter puppies of excellent blood and an
"ad" appears for a cocker to tree partridges.

We note that Dog-catcher John Blake, of Newtown, has
been prosecuted for keeping fifty dogs in the pound three
days without food or water. The cruelty of some human
beings really passes all understandmg. Such men should
be treated to a little of their own medicine.

PXe Clienil falls into anotnatural error in thinkingthat only
Americans pay exorbitant prices for St. Bernards, terming
Mr. Shillcock an American when notmg bis purchase of
Marvel. Mr. Shillcock is a "Brum," and as such is most
thoroughly English, you know. But the richest thing is

that in the next paragraph. We find that at the Toronto
show "Deux dames, Mile. Whitney et Mme. Mason," will
ofiiciate as judges.

"Eritz" Emmett, who has contributed to the amusement
of two continents and was one of the most popular actors on
the stage, has joined the majority. Dogmen will feel more
than interested in the news of his death, as he was at dift'er-

ent times the owner of several noted St. Bernards. The
giant Rector, for which he paid 34,(X)0, a great price at that
time, and Bayard, Jr., for which be is .«aid to have given
$2,000, once called him master. His most important pur-
chase, however, was the great Plinlimmon, for which he
parted with 85 000, and may be said to be mainly responsible
for the exorbitant prices at which crack St. Bernards are
now held. Plinlimmon appeared on^ the stage in his play
of "Old Uncle Joe," His sale of Plinlfmoion to Mr. E. H.
Moore is a matter of recent history.

At the last moment we hear that the sire of sires, the St.
Bernard Prince Regent, has been purchased by Mr. W. C.
E,ieck, of the NewYork jEre?"aM,who already owns champions
Hector and Flora II. Prince Regent is the sire of Princess
Florence, Scottish Chief and other crack rough-coats. Mr.
Rieck must have paid nearly ;S3,000 for this dog, and has
certainly secured a bargain. He is expected to arrive in
about ten days, when we shall be able to give more particu-
lars. He is by Plinlimmon out of Miss Meg and a grandson
of Duke of Leeds, and is about 5 years old.

NOTES AND NOTIONS.

WHY do writers use noms cle plume that clearly convey
knowledge of their identity? I cannot see why in

such cases the writer might not as well give his name at
once, as write "The Publisher of the Working Sheepdog
Stud Book," or "The Owner of ."

Mr. Mason's recent article on "The Grreybounds at
Chicago" is a notable instance of writing worth writing, it

being'but too true that much "writing" had better h.Hve
been"^left unwritten. I think it is within bounds to say that
one-half the matter contributed to our kennel press contains
nothing of interest or value, and that the half of this one-
half only ministers to the vanity or ill-will of the writer,
being a diffusion of his personal grievances or a magnifying
of some of his belongings. We have had twin mimuments
of this sort, one being the intensely silly proposal of having
a perambulating tombstone emblazoning the killing of a dog
by a Mr. Otis, with some exceedingly disrespectful allusions
to the killer, and the other a maudlin squirting about the
death of some dog, beginning with "What heart did not
stop or what breath go slow at the news of the death of Old
Black .Joe?" In both these cases the object of writing was
writing. Mr. Mason's article is notable in being a well-
digested, synthetical, instructive article, leadino; to thought
and knowledge on the subject treated of, and great is the
pity that so little of that kind of writing appears in our
kennel papers.

* «

Mr. Mason is in error, however, in implying that restive-
ness under criticism of dogs is a special characteristic of
American dog owners. A gentleman connected with the
English kennel press writes me that a good straightfor-
ward show report is what he wants and sometimes gets, but
that he always gets notice of discontinuance of some stud
dog advertisement when he publishes a frank honest re-

poit: adding some pungent statements as to the future des-
tination of "fanciers" as compared with those of "sports-
men," a most disrespectful disposition of the "fanciers."
There is this important distinction between fanciers and
sportsmen InEnglaud, the former being "in it" for gain and
the latter for pleasure, and perhaps this distinction ac-
counts for the variation. But with us I fancy it is more
personal vanity that stirs up the owner of the criticised ani-
mal than aught else. The Onlooker.

AMERICAN SPANIEL CLUB MEETING.
\ MEETING of the executive committee was held at 11.5

J\. Broadway. New York city, on May 18, 1891. Present:
Messrs. A. C. Wilmerding, E. M. Oldham, A. E. Rendle, W.
T. P.-iyne, R. P. Keasbey. Mr. Wilmerding in the chair.
The minutes of the last meeting read and approved. The

treasucer's report, dated Feb. 25, 1S9L, for the year ending at
that date, was read. Moved and seconded that the report be
received and laid on the table. Carried.
The president appointed Messrs. Rendle and Keasbey a

commitiee of two to audit the treasurer's accounts and re-

port.
A letter was read from the New England Kennel Club in

regard to the §10 special ofliered at their last show.
iNJoved and seconded that the secr<-tary confer with Mr.

Whiteheaa in the matter of the New England Kennel CluD
special, to see if full conditions (explaining that the $10 for
Classification No. 3 must be ollered as from the American
Spaniel Clnb) w- re sent to them, and also to give tne secre-
tary power to act in the matter. Can-ied.
A letter was read from Mr. Whitehead tenclerllig the Stud

Dog trophy to the club. Moved and seconded that the
thanks of the club be tendered to Mr. Whitehead for his
generous gift. Carried,
Moved and seconded that the $20 special offered at the

Chicago show for Classification No. 1 be paid. Carried.
Mr. Morris presented to the committee p proposition in re-

gard to a bench show to be given in New York in the fall by
the specialty clubs, and asked the Spaniel Club to takepart
in it. Moved and seconded that Mlessrs. Rendle and Keas-
bey be a committee to consider and investigate the matter.
Carried.
A letter from the secretary of the English Spaniel Club

was read, .stating that a committee had been appointed by
them to confer with a committee of the American Spaniel
Club in regard to settling upon a uniform standard of
points.
Moved and seconded that the president appoint, in addi-

tion to the executive committee, four other members of the
club to act with them and confer with the English Spaniel
Club committee on the question of standards. Carripd.
The president appointed Messrs. J. F. Kirk, J. P, Willey,

Chas. ii. Mason and Andrew Laidlaw for such committee.
Moved and seconded that the $10 special offered at the

Cleveland show by the Spaniel Club be paid. Carried.
The following members were duly elected: W. 3. Palmer,

Woodstock, Ont.. nomiuMted liy Mr. Oldham and seconded
by Mr. Payne. Jas. L. Little, Brookline, Mass., nominated
by Mr. Rendle and seconded by Mr Payne.
A communication from Mr. James Watson was read ten-

dering his resignation as the Spaniel Club "delegate to the
American Kennel Club and a'so as vice-prosident of the
Spaniel Club. Moved and seconded that Mr. Watson's resig-
nation be accepted. Carried. Mr. E. M. Oldham was nomi-
nated and duly elected as delegate to the American Kennel
Club.
A communication from Mr. Georsre Bell to the president

and committee in regard to the judging at the ( "leveland
show was received, and on motion of Sir. Rendle and sec-
onded by Mr. Oldham it was resolved that the communica-
tion of Mr. Bell be returned to him with the statement that
the club had no jurisdiction in the matter.
Moved and seconded that the committee proceed to open

the mailed ballots for judges. The president appointed
Messrs Oldham and Payne as tellers.

The ballots were opened and the tellers reported that the
following ten gentleman had been elpcted- A. C. Wilmer-
ding, J. P Kirk, Chas. H. Mason, J. P. Willev. Jas. Watson,
E. M. Oldham. Andrew Laidlaw. J- Otis Fellows, William
West, George Bell. On motion the meeting adjourned.

RowLAKD P. Keasbey, Sec'y.

ROUGH ON BARKS.— Bdiior Forest and Stream: For
the benefit of any of your readers who are troubled with a
dog that persists in howling or barking at night, when
there is no necessity and consequently keeping the house
hold awake, I will describe a little dodge which, if not
abused, will generally succeed in quieting the "howl of
Rome" or restraining yapping puppit-s, who after separation
from the family, delight the ear with "Home, Sweet Hniue"
in canine crescendo That there are many ways of effecting
a cure I am well aware. Rut they nearly all entail getting
out of bed or other evolutions, whereas with my invention,
as is usual with such "Keeleyan" fabric-itions, you touch
the button and the machine, detective, electrical or other-
wise, does the rest. Now do not think I am trying to get
you to sink well weighted money in a revolution! zer. but
just simply buy an ordinary, Inml ringing electric hell and
enough wire to reach to the couch on which your calm and
sweet repose is sought for. All vou have to do is to fix the
bell close by the dog, place the button beside your pillow,
connect the wire, and when the serenade is well under way
give a good sharp ring. It must be sudden and short, and
be very careful he does not get used to it. On receiving rhe
shock he will shoot for bis kennel, imagining the ghosts of
oft chased rats and cats have combined for revenge, and lie

as quietly, and perchance as cooley. as some dog owners nar-
rate the wonders of their p^ ts. This device may be used to
disperse feline waifs also, scaring birds, and in fact it might
be applied in endless different way.s. The writer is likely to
pay a visit to English snores soon, and wnuld be pleased to
take over or bring back any dogs any one might wish to get
over safely under special care.—Pro Uanis Amor.

A POINTER FROM "HICKORY." — Columbus, O.-
Editor Forest and Stream: Oa April 2 there appeared in
Forest and SxREAii, a challenge from Mr. Isgriggtorun
any doga three days' race with amarket hunting dog, a grand-
son of old Gladstone, on neut^'al ground. "We will either
give or take expenses, money and dog ready at any time."
Now, I accepted this in good faith and put up the money,
§2.50, camehere half wav and on neutral ground andremai-ied
here from April 27. Am I not justly entitled to the -S250 to
cover part of my expenses? I have had no word from Mr.
Isgrigg.—J. R. Pdrcell.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Kotes are iaserted witboTit charge; and blanbs

(laraished fre«) wUl De sent to »t,y address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Master D-icU Bcndigo, Cresson, Jay Emm, Jr., Old Skelp Iron
xieen Bendigo II. and Lady Ve.«ii.vxxi^. By Jjhn Moorhe-d, Jr.,
itisimnib. Pa., for whit*- bull-'e'ri r dofrs and bitches, whelped

Mhv 24, 1891, by Mister Dick nut of Quefm Bendigo.
B&Ue Mark. Hv Jas E. Hair Bridgeport, Conn., for blaoir, white

and la" £fjgli.sh getter hnch, wh'^lped Septmibt-r, 1890. Rpv-
erds (G-ath's Mark—Rosa) out of Priuctss Belion (Yaie Belton—
Polly Blup).
Lansdoume Kenn^U. By Geo. D. B. Darby, Lansdowne, Pa., for

his kennels of fos-terners.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lnnnie Bijou—King of Kent. E. H. O'tham'- (Toledo. OJ pointer
bitcb Lonnie Bijou to Westminster Kennel Club's King of Kent,
M av 28.

Kleapa—Ka.ih. L. Dreshach's (OoiumHus, O.) pug bitch Kleapa
to A. E. Pitta's champion Kusli. May 23.

Buliy N'.—Bonsor. Mrs J. V. Newon's (Toledo, 0.) pue bitch
Rub\ N. to A. E. Pltts's Bonpor (champion Diamond—Miegie),
Mhv9.
Mack''sJuno—LeMie. W. B. McCloud 'a (Hyatt ville, O ) pointer

bitcb Mack's Juno (Rex Morgan—Fleet) to Hon. G. H. Baruer's
LpsIIp (Spot Dasb—imported Belle Randolph), Jane 3.

Driimlin Me—Renoivn. Kilmarnock Collie Rennets' (Bostott,
Mass) coU'e bi'ch Uruoilin Isle (Mac—Rosa) to their Renown
(M^tt hley WoTider—Diiay Mlllei), May 31.

PtiyUis—Kilmarnock Ohisf. Kilmarnnck CoIIIp Kennels' (Boston,
Mass.) colue bitcb Ph)Llis (champion Rpx—Jennie Np'tlep) ;o
tbeir Kilmarnock Ohipf (Metchley Wondp.r—Vanny II.), Jane 10.

Onota BeUe,—Red River Olencho. R. H. Burr's (Middletown.
Conn.) Irish setter oituh Ooota Belie (champion Chief—Bizreena)
TO his Red River Gleactio (champion Glencho—Lyda Bellt), June
11.

rott!a-Sir Brdivere. A. 0. Shalienb»rger's (Alma, Neb.) St.
Bferuard biicn Yjtila (Victor Joseph—Navada) to E. B. Stars's
Sir Bedivere, June 5

Btemtun Marjoram—Ritcher. Jas. W. Ki'rr'^ (Philadelphia, Pa.)
fox-terrier biicn Bleoataa Marjoram (champion Lucifer—cbam-
pion Marg-ierit* ) to Oriole Kennels' Pucker (Brocliennurst Joe—
WafroQllIy). Mav 13.

Bonnie Juno—Einstein. J. E. Hair's fBrid^eport, Conn.) pointer
bitt-n Bonnie Juno (Kennp.rl > —im ported Tuno) to Dr. F. B. Do wns's
EinsTem (Underwriter-Kate Claxtoo), Mav 7.

Belle Mark—Sheml07ie. J. E. Hair's (Bridgeport, Conn.) English
eeccpr bitcb Belle Mark (R veidv—Priacesi Beltoa) to his Shea-
stone (Don Gladstone—Heather Belle), June 3.

Menall.—Sheiistone. W. C. KboII's (Stamford. Conn.) English
setter bitcb Mena 11. (Rock B.—M-^na) to Warwick Kennels' Shen-
storip ( Don Gladstone Heather Bell- ). .June 13.
Toodu—Brariford Harry. Geo. W. Dixon's Yorkshire terrier

bitcb Tcooy to P. H. Coom^is's champion Bradford Harry (Craw-
shaw'a Bruce—Beals's Lad > ). June 4.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Barmaid- E. H. Ostham's (Tolede. OJ pomter bitoTi Barmaid
(Kir gof Kent-Hnps>), ten (six dogs), by H<^mp8tead Farm Ken-
nels' Dulse of H- sppn.
DotSmi7-le. Corktown Cocker Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker

spHniPl hiiob Dot Smirle, May 22. six (three dogs), bv Rideau Ken-
n»-]«' Oho, Jr.
aSnone. Corktown Cocker Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) cocker span-

to! bitch CEaone, Feb. 5, five (four dog^), by W. H. Morgan's
Bounce.

Fle^t. H. K. Devpreux's (Cleveland, O.) pointer bitch Fleet
(Dasb-Sdo»), JuriP 10. ten (three dogs), by Westminster Kennel
Cuib's rhampioT) KipK of Kent.
Oypsey J. Wils'^n's (Brtdgpport, Conn.) RnErUsh setter bitch

Gvp-ey (Prince Foreman II —D 'nna Inez), Miy 30. ono bitth, by
Sh. nstone (D n '-l-.rtgtonp-HeMfher Belle).
Fanny B. J. Ellis's (Bridgeport, Conn.) English setter bitch

Fannv B., April 20. eight (two dogs), by J. E. Hair's Shenstone
(Don Gladstone—Heather Belle).
Fan. Fred Lpw's's (Bridgeport, Conn.) English setter b'tcb Fan

(Ntg—tjpndime), April 16, eight (four dogs), by J. E. Hair's Shen-
ston' (Don Gladgtonr-Ueatber Belle).
Nellie Mc&regrir W. .I. Hamil ion 't (Canaan Four Comera, N.

Y.) collie bill h iSellie McG- gor ('^hatnp on Rex—Juno). Jane 14,
six (tbree dogs), by Jas. Watson's champion Clipper (Eclipse-
Nesta).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Jack. Fawn, black points, mastiff doe, whelped Sept. 15, 1888,
bv champion Moses on* of Sandvcrcft Bessie, bv E. K, Talcott,
Morgan Park, ni.. to Mrs. Chas. Wild, Baraboo, Wis.
Mons-Bok^ero Silvtr fawi pug dog whelped July 30, 18Sn, by

cbampioD Kash out of Fair Inez, by A. E. Pitts, Columbus, O., to
Ebpr^-art Pue- Kennels, Cinf inn.iti. O.
Dollars Golden fawn pug bitch, whelped March 4, 1891, by

chaminnn Kdsh out of Beauty III., by A. E. Pitts, Columbus, O.,
to Eht rbsr Pus Ken-oeis, Cincinnati. 0.
Lady Thurman. Apricot fawn pug bitch. wbelp°d Ma^ch l.*;,

1888. by Silvt^ r Shoe out of Dixip. ny bJberhart Pug Kennels, Cin-
cinnaM, O . to E. Watrous. La on. 111.

JSar!-. Golden fawn Italian err^yhound dog,whelped Oct. 15, 1891,
bv Pr'KCP '^ut of Victoria, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,
O, to 0. V. G'-!flJth, Anderson. Ind.
Cluquassct Tai-a Pug intc h, whelped March 29, 1889, by cham-

pion Uud^ out of Tara, by Mrs. Tyler, St. Paul, Minn., to Jamea
Bovrden, New York.
Bex in. Black, tan pnd white collie dog, -wbelped Julr 8. 1880,

bv champion Gilderov out of Buttercup II., bv W. J. Hamilton,
C>'Paau Four Corners. N. Y., (o A. S. Haieht, New York.
Brant—Jill wlielps. Black eorker fpaxjiel d<ig

, whelped March
18, 1801, by Dr. Ni. ol, Cooljstown. Ont., three to C. M. >elles,
Brantf'ird. Ont., and one each to L. J. Flower, Bloomli-ld, N. B.,
and A P. Law, Ot awa. t)nt.

Blemton Marjoram. Wtite. black and ta.D fos-terrifr bitch,
whelp d April 29, l^'Srf. by champion Lucifer out of chornpion
Marguerite, by Oriole Kennels, Youngstown, O , to Jas. W. Kerr,
PtiibidelnbiH. fa.
Montrose. Black and tan Gordon setter bi^ch, by Malcolm's

Whip out of Coun'^fcss of Devoeshire II., by Hary Malcolm, Bal-
timrre, Md., to Mr. Snii'h. Tiffin O.
Bcreriryck Rebel ~ Beverivyck Toddy tvhetp. White, black and

t'4n lox-r- ir^er dog, « n ipe. Jnl> 22, 1890, by C. Rathbone, Albany.
N. Y. tn C M. MuQhali, Cleveland. O-
BcHe of Vanccooro. mon and white pointer dog,whelpBd Dec.

30 18S0, hv Hen Ad nam ou' of Rue Graphic, iiy Cbas. D. Roberts,
Drx 'f, M .. In Geo. W Ros'=, Vancehoro, M^".
Tacks. Red Insb sei tfcr dog. whe'ped Aprd 12, 1891, by Blaze ont

of ' dadt s B , by Conn^mira Kennels. Middletown, Conn,, to C F.
VVil ox, HiETi-annra, Co' n.
Blaze— Gladys B. lohclp. Red Iriqb setter dog, whelped April 12,

1891 by C n jeraara Kennels, Middletown, Cnnn., to Wm. J.
Piackne' , New Y"rk.
Lady Ruhy. Aoricot fawn pug bitcb, whelped SepMT, 1891. by

Brnd orl Rntav II. out of P(-arl. by E orhartPug Kennels, Cin-
cinnati, O., to D. A. T weenie, Slaug'iter, Wash.

Titia. M use and whiif T ahnn crej hound bitch, whelped Jan.
11, 18U1, b> Pe:er out of G p, '-y F.be- bari Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati, O,, to C, V. Grifhth, Andersen, Ind.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

V. B. HI., Ra'ei?h, N. C—There must be some obstruction, butwifh-
out seeing the dog wecouid not prescribe; better have the vet. ex-
amine it.

E W. B ,
Clyde, 0.—1 wish to learn the names and addresses of

the pa.rt'es who registered Black Dick:, No, 181. am Gvpai>. No. 810,
butb Euglisn .'.etiers. in the A.K.(\S.B. 1 wisa to know their pedi-
grees, if possible. Ans. Neither dog U registered in the stud book
uudex- ibose numoers.

A. D.. New York City —1. Please prescribe for my four months'
'^Id p'lppy, he has three or four red spots on bodv, each spot about
the size I f a quarttr: they do not seera to annoy t e dog. 2. Do you
think that the bair wiil grow atram ou the afflicted parts. Ans. Read
the article on e( zema in thus issue.

O. A. M„ .Mba-y. N. Y —Plea- e inform me how I must proceed to
have my bitcb and puppies regist-^r-d in the A. K C . and where I
raustSrtrid for blanks to have s.am-' done. Ann. Your bitch niu>t ba»9
an authentic pedigree for 'bree gen-rations, unless 'he ha.s won two
flrst prizes or been placed at anv field 'rial reooao'zed by the .\. K C,
before she c n he entered. Fo further raCor^iatio-i anil blanks ap.
pi , to A. P. Vredenburgh, 44 Broadway, New York ciiy.

C. V. Y., Appleton, Wis —Iba^e a cocker spaniel, three years old,
in apparently good condition, that is troubled with a thick, ropy
matter forming over en of the eyeb^iils. m -luug the eye appear
while or opaque. By rub'nng hf eye with hi* paw be "ill cr-t it

loose, and after a time re-move it, but it will form again, and eye ap-
pears tender to the touch. What can I do for him. if anyhing? Ans.
Keep his kennel perfectly clf-an. Cleanse the eye tr> q .rnily with a
aolution of 'er. gr^in'^ of borax and an ounce of camphor vfater.

Apply once a day with a camel's hair brush, the follovvir g:
B Argent nit gr. ig

Aqua distil

If the eyelids s'ick 'oeetber apply a little lard or va.^eline. Feed
light butnutiicious foois, such as milk, broth, etc. If this does not
cure him have a veterinarian examine him.

A. C. TJ.. Marbiehead, Mass.— Please publish pedigrees of following
greyhoimds: Lord Neversetile, Prima Donna, champion Memnon,
Harmony Ans. Lord Nevei--etil°, by Jester out. of Squirrel, by
Banker out of Queensher'y. by Dnnediii out of I ady Mark; Banker,
by Qilslaod one of Blenkinsoph Lhss; Jester, by Ptsirniigan out ot
(irallant Foe, by Don Antonio out of Maggie Smith; Ptarmigan, by
Contango out of Petrone;la. Prima I'onna not rei i~tered. M^mtlOn,
by Cahph out of Polly, by King Theodore ont of Polly, by Master
Walker out of Playful; King Theodore, by R^gan put of Garcia;
Caliph, by Improver out of (iharmi ig May, by King Death our, of
Chioe; Improver, by Patent out of Cordelia. HarmoDy, by Double-
shot out of Clio, by Badger out of Misier's Fan; Badger, by Spar
out of Tidy; Doubleshot, by Riot Act out ot Sunfiow. r: Riot Act, by
Master McGrath ont of Lady Stormont; Suaflower, by Sunhgtit out
of Senate.

J. W., Cambridge. Mass.—1. My fox-terrier dog while out walking
along the street oa the chain the other day, was bitien by another
dog, also ou chain. They were separaie^l before any serious damage
uad been done. My dog's skin was only just nroken, and I thought
no more of it for a da . or two, when it began to swell I put some
va.seline ou it. The scab- hardened and this morning the swelling
broke, and a large quancity (abotu a teaspoonfuli of redoish. stringy
matter came ont i squeezrd out as n.-ucn as I could and washed it

off with warm water. Is ic usual for a.ig bites (this was a sort of
pinch) to maturate, ana have I done riijhf? Is ihere anything more
thst should be done? 3 Is such a thing suggestive of rabies or other
dangerous effects? Ai^s. 1. Clean the uoundand apply a tiot bread
poultice to draw any rtmalning impurities. Then apply a httle
Friar's balsam and the wound will no doubt neal up very soon.
Your dog very likely needs Pome blood purifier, try Glover's, and
give him a teaspoouful of syrup of buckthorn every other day for a
week. 2. Not necessarily.
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T. C, New York City.—1. Is an English setter, two years old, too
old to be broken? 2 "Cin you give rtie address of a good Trainer re-

sidioK in tie city? 3. I have a setter that coughs anii supezes when-
-«ver exercis> d. His discbarges are very offenKive and dart? colored.
He is rather tbin but has a eood appetite. Do you think niy setter
has the distemper? 4. I have a stasrhound that Is troubled with the
mangp. I wash him regularly with Bucban's maiigti oure, but his

sklu has turned to a darkish color. His appt-lite is excellent, and he
takes all the exercise he can set. 5. Where is a good place for fox
hunting near New York city ? I mean for a day's sport. G. Is kero-
sene oil good to preserve the glossy coat ou a setter? 7. Is there a
sportsman's club in this city thai a young man of moderate means
could join? A.ns. 1. No; but it is not generally advisable to start at
that ag-e. 2. Th<re is no one that we know of in this city, trainers
generally rpsioe in the country: considt our advertising columns. 3

Possibly. Give him a 3-grain quinine pill every night for three or
four days, also a dessenspoontul of syrup of buckthorn aUernate
days for a week. 4. Very likely the hair is killed, it is not likely it

will grow again, rub stable vaseline on it. 5. We kno^v of no place.
6. Yes, mixed with olise oil. apply sparingly. 7. We do not know
of one, but write to B Walter, Maiden Lane, New York city.

H. McF".. New York < ity.—Will you please prescribe for my nine
months old sf tter puppy, symptoms about as follows: Nose at times
(especially af er eating or esercisios) feveri-d and dry, coatstary,
and will nor lay smooth, most noticeable about the neck and earj,
appeiite is good, and he gets all he will eat of bread and milk, oat-
meal, meat broths, etc., but keep-> quite tbin. T think he does an
unusual amount of stretching, sometimes bowing the bafk and then
stretchirg. For a few dsys back I notice an undue sbaiiing of the
head and'a slight black discha'-gf from the ears, indicating canker.
Would this ear trouble kesp him so thm and cause 'he rougo, stary,
coat, and wliat would you presc ihe? 1 notice that he gets up when
lyine down and moves from oup plice to another, and that he drops
rather than lies down. Eyes keep bright and spirits are lairl'^' gooa.
Ans. This condition no doubt arises from canker or the ear. Syringe
the ear carefully with warm water and castil? soap several times a
day, then dry the inside of the ear thoroughly as far as you can
reach with a soft cloth. Apply the followifg mixture morning and
night: Goulard's extract of lead loz., glycerine and carbolic acid
Moz. (ot the f-trength of 1 part carbolic acid t<5 & parts pure glycerine)
and finest olive oil 4l^oz. Shake well before usinir and drop into the
ear, kneadmsr the roots of the ear so that it will be sure to reach
every part, also rub some on the inside flap of the ear if inflamed.
Keep the bowels open with syrup of buckthorn. Feeding all right.

Answebed by Mail — B. de C, J. D. E., and M. A. V.

RANGE AND GALLERY,
THE SCHUETZENBUND TOURNAMENT.

St. Locis, .Tune 13.- The event of the week has been the seventh
tournfcment of 'he Western Shooting League of North Ame-iea. or
the Schuetzenbund, as theGermHus eall their organization, which is

one of the largest of its kii d in the world, having nearly 8.000 mem-
bers. The president of this assoiciation is Henry Pins, and the sec-
retary Onas. Schweickardt. both of this city.

On Tuesday. June 11, the various societies in attendance gave a
grand paraoe all tlirough the principal streets to the Union Depot,
where the shooters tool; the train f ( r Urirve Coeur Lake, where the
tournament was held. The riflt* rang-^ at the lake is 200yda. and 7
targets .vi-re provided with priz>^s as follows:
Kehr target.- Contains m the midole of the 12in black center an

inner 6iii. large black center called ••Blaettchen." The shots on this

Ciu. Blaetichen count for 2 plants and were shown by means of a
rea flag. The shots in ti e outer l2in. black count for 1 point and
were shown with a white fi 'g. The double ticket for iiO shots costs
$3.22, the smgl-^ ticket for 20 shots Si. The points on double ticket
count double, but not in the premium. For 125 points a gold medal:
for 'JOG pomts a lady's gold watch; 4 cents for each point ovt-r 300.

Besides this, 25 prizes from 1-0 to SI, and 10 premiums for the most
p jinis.

Man Target. - The fir.st ticket (5 shots) $2, each foUowmg ticket $1;
76 ca^-h prizes ; iir-t prize fiiO.

Field Target ' St. Louis."—This target is of oblong shape, 18in.

high. i5in. wine, contains 14half inch circles, counting from 1 lo 15
The center is 4in. high and lin . wide. Tickets of 5 shots, unlimited,
cost: First ticket £2. each following ticket 81, but only one p iz°,

the same mb on the man target, will be awarded to each shooter; 60
cash prizes; first prizt> $6' ,

' Union Targ. t.—Prom $3 000 to §5.000 will be awarded on this tar
get:; 3 shots on this, 3 on m e Stich target and 5 on the King target (are
only sold tv g therl co-t $10

Stich Target —bixty ca-h prizes will be awarded. Ticket* in com-
bination with union target.
Kit g a get.—Forty-nine cash prizes. Tickets in combination

with Union and Sticn targets. Only one tickt-t, entitled to 5 shots
allowed- The shooter making the highest score on this target will be
ho ored with the King's medal.
Team Target.—To be shot by teams consisting of six members of

the vociet v. aU societies l a-ing more than 25 members are entitled
to an aduitional team for every 25 members; 10 shots to each mem-
ber of a team, $18 per man a>< tbt-i<- admission fee. To the high-
est individual score of each team will be awarded a sold medal. The
admission fee. li-ss 10 per cent to cover expenses, will be divided
among thn ienm- (a-* shown above) making the 8 highest scores.
Tuesday.—The shooting on Tu^saay was ac the Kehr target for

medals and watches. As soon as a shooter made 125 points he was
marche..; oflC and decorated with a gold medal. Th^ hrst man to
score 125 points and rr-Cfi^^e the gold mt'dal was Gus Zimmerman, of
Neiv York, a member of the famou- Zettlnr Ritln Club. At the close
of the day's shooiing 45 contestants had «on medals, and some hav-
ing scoreo 300 points we'C awarded ladies' gold watches as follows:
Gus Z.mmerman, New York; J. Braun, Joliet; S. Mmmer. Joiiet; B
Walther, >ew York; Louis Sicher. Bt Louis: Mat Qindele, Cincin-
nati; N. Koyer, bt. Louis The best shootiiiii of the day was done by
the members of the New Yoik and Joliet delegations.
Wednesday.—The shooting on this day was somewhat interrupted

by showers, out as the shooters had covered booths no serious delay
was oauseu. In addition to the Kehr target the Schueizenl unfl gold
medal was awarned to 4-* coutes ants, the first tc make the scorw
being P. M. Priesier, o£ St. Louis Laoies' gold watches for 300

Eoiuts were awarded to 36 shooter, the first to win being U. Pipen-
rook, of Joliet.

The contest at the man target brought out some fine shooting,
breaking the record, B Walthera scoiing 9s and Gus Zimmerman
97 points out of a p-,6sible lOO. Both of the winners had from New
York
Thursday^—^The weather was good on this day, and there was a

largely inci eased attendance at the tournament. One of the leading
G«rman singmg societies attended and gave a fine programme of
vocal music The great attraction of the day was tne shooimg at
the team target: 16 teams of 6 men each took part, in the contest,
which occupied most ot the day The first prize, $G0 56. was awarded
to the team of the Cincinnati Rille t lub on a score of 172 points, Mat
Gmdele wii^ning the team medal iiy a score of 212 points, Tne Joiiet
Schuetzen Verein team -voa the second prize. $48 44, by a score of
11 5 poiuis, Fiitz Buttenmueller taking the team medal on 2l7 points.
The third prize was won by the St. Louis ^chuetzen Vrrein by a
score of 1,144 poin s, Kac r taking the medal for :iQ7 points. The
fourth piize. $-J0 OG, was earned by the Mihvaukee Schuetzen Verein
by a Score of 1,109 points. S. Mermier taking the medal on 208 points.
'IheSD. Louis Pistol tUub carried orC the fifth prize, §24 22, Wm.
Bauer making the best single score of the contest, 218 points, for the
team medal. The Davenport Schut-tzen Verein stood sixth. The
Green vdle Off- Hand Shooting Club scored 1,029 for seventh place.
The Indianapolis Target Shooting Association took the eighth prize
by a score of l,02f points. The other teams stood as follows: St. Louis
Sharpshooters 1,013. Phil Schuck Irading at 182; Cnicago Sharp-
shooters 991, Fred Toggenburger Itili; Omaha richu-tzen verein 981.

F H. Fuller 197; Fort Smith Schuetzen Verein 955. t onrad Triesch
182; South St. Louis SchuHtzen Verein 926. Fred Wagner 174: South
St. Louis Tm-uers 884. Wm. Till 169; South St. Louis Sharpshooters
743. G. Both 190.

Good shooting was also done on the field, union, king and Stich
targets There were 32 medals awarded for those scoring 125 points
on the Kehr target and 26 gold watches for those scoring 300
Friday. The weather was again all that could bs desired, and

som« txceileni shooting was done. There were 149 contestants for
the king medal, which was won by Lotus Schwtigboefer. of st^Louis,
who scored 113. Herman Arnbus'ter, of Ann Arbor, scored I'ict, but
lost ill the shoot off. L J. Sehring. of Joliet, fejok ihird place with
1k,8, but was knocked out by Franz R. Munns, of Indianapolis, who
scored 108, placing his last shot one point clos>rto the center than
Sem'ing's. Gus Zimmermann, of New York, also icored 103, tiemg
SehriUK on his last shi t, out tailing two points behind ou the second
last shot. Valentine Link, of Peru, 111., came up to the 106 notch,
but his last shot only scored 20 and he took sixth place. J. Gamlich,
of Fort Smith, also reached 108 and tied GamUch ou his last shot,
but fell behind on his second.

There was also shooting at the man target, but no one reached the

record made by Zimmermann and Walther on Wednesdav. The con-
tests on the field and Stich targets are close ones and will be decided
on Saturday. Hold medals oh the Kehr target were awarded to 11

shooters and gold watches to 21.

The shooting close-t to-day, Saturday, at noon, after which the
score will be vei ified and the prize-! a ^-arded. Up to Friday night
the receipts from enrries was over $5,000, representing over 3,000

shooting tickets and about 150,f'00 shots.
Bernard Walther, of New York, has offered to put up a $500 for-

feit on a challenge of $1,000 for an off-hand shot for 100 points at a
lain target at aoOyris. range between 10 men, Inclufiing himself
from the New York Zettlers Club against any other 10 men in the
United States.
The Compton Hill Gun Club will give a two days' tournament at

blnerock tariets July 4 and 5. The oIBcera of the St. Louis Gun
Club are at work arranging a programme for the same dat4^, which
will take place at Compton Avenue Park. Aberdeen.

REVOLVER SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.
Editor Forest and Stream:
This mornine the first '-highest possible" of the season was made

at the regulation 2in. center at 20»ds. (government ammunition and
trigger pull), it was shot by Mr. Walter Winans with a Smith &
Wesson 45eal revolver at the Susspx bounty Volunteer Rifle Range,
which was kindly put at his disposal by Col. Tamplin, tbe command
ing officer. It was shot bef n-c yU-. ?horb, the range superintendent,
who umrked and kept tbe score. Mr. Wit ans shot on after making
the rise shot, putting on three more (-evens, this makes, with two
shots he fired just before, a score of 09 out of a possible 70 for 10

shots, the best on record 10-shot score for an amateur (the late Ira

Paine having made a highest possible 10 shot score, the writer be-

lieves, in 1889) in England.

4<>

The enclosed diagram shows tbe shots, those with a cross being the
shots fired before and after the rise shot -'highest possible." The
full score stood 69. S.

Brighton, May 30.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Th"re is a curious fact about revolver shooting which I have never

heard anyone el.«e but my,self mention. This is that, at times, before
I put up the revolver Ifeel I will make a bad sho^ I do not mean the
last shot I f a pood score, when one is naturally anxious not to spoil
it. but often quite early in the score when I am shooting well and feel
as if I could almost put -'ball on ball" 1 And one shot I cannot "let off"
wpD, there is no use puttiuK down the revolver and taking: a fresh
aim. T niu feel I can't get a good '-let off." After this shot I can
•hold" and '-let off" again as weU as ever.

I have never experienced this in 'ifle shooting, there, unless I am
not well, I can force m.\self lo hold straight and pull off properly.
Can it he that taking i^he recoil on the lower muscles of the tric-fir>>r

finger in revolver shooting affect them temporarily, stUl that would
not maie a .single shot in a series be difficult and yet enatjle me to
make a central bulls^-ye the next shot with ease.

I should greatly like to know if any other revolver shots have ex-
perienced this trouble. W. W.

.''YRACUSE, June 10.—The regular shoot of the Syracuse Rifle
Club took place at the range in Onondsiga Valley this aftercoon.
These 8<-or*'s were made in the several contests, 10 shots, decim«l
target, offhand: Dilley 81, Sfillman 75, Ball 47 Smith 59. J. N.
Knapo 63, O'-tely 4B. Koehier 64. Re-entry: Stillman 70. Ball 58.

.Smith 64, Ennpo 61. Lathrop 61, Robothnm 50, Cruiksbanb 46.

Rest match, Taber 90, Frazer 84 Robotbam 78.

H\.RTFnRD. Oonn.—The Fraukliu Rifle Club will hold a prize
ah<>ot at Union Grove June 27, rain or shine, commencing at 9
o'clock. $150 in cash prizes.

THE TRAP.

Seoreg for publication ghould be made out on the printed blankt
p epared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
8 creta/ries. Correspondents who favor us with club scores are par-
ttiiilarlv revested to write on one side of the paper only,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

June 15-19.—Thirty-third Annual Tournament of the New York
Statei Assi-^iation for the Protection of Fish and Game, at Rome,
N. V. M. R. B'Tigham, Sec'y.
June 23 25.—Atlantic City Gun Cinb'a Tournament, at Atlantic

City, N. J. For programmes addres Harry Tburmrn. Mannger,
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa., or R. C. Griscom, Secretary,
.Atlantic City, N. -K

July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun
Club. E. R Roberts, Sec'y.
July 4.—Slater. Mo., Third Annual Tournament of the Slater

Gun Club. Wm. R- id. Secretary.
July 4. - Shoot of the S >uth Side Gun Club, at South Norwalk,

Conn ; sweeps, team shooting at inanimates, and other interest-
ing events will be shot off; all are vvelcomt; no one barred.
July 4—Third Annual T urupment of the Towanda Rod and

GuTi Club, at Towanda, Pa. Sweeps akes and guaranteed purses
Julv 7-9.—Wellington Gu-i Clao Tournamdot. assis'ed by the

It ler-S ate MaTirifac'urera' and Dealers' Association, Boston, July
7, 8 ana 9; 81.000 guaranteed.
Jnl> 22-24.—Pearl River Gun Club Tournament. First two days

bluerock", last day live birds. J. J. Blauvelt. Pearl River, N. J.
Aug. 12-14.—The Missouri Stale Amateur Shooting As''ociation

Annua' Tournament, at Lesingion, Mo. G. A Siurges, Sec'y.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1.—Hacketistown Gun Club. Two days- at targets.

For programmes address James L. Smith, Hackeitstown, N. J.

EMMETSBURG, IOWA.
AlgOKA, Iowa, June 4 —A very fine tournament took place at

Emmetsburg. May 27-28, under the direction of Messrs. Wilson &
Shadbolt. The weather was fine, but quite a sou h wind was
blowing most of the time, which made the shooting somewhat
difficult. Among those present were: Grim, of Clear Lake;
Smith, Durant, Se:sions and West, of Algona; Sundsfrum and
S einburg, of Bancroft; Georges^u, of Stor City; Eading-on and
Cramm, of Sheldon; Ssone and Vann. of West Bend. The live
birds were yerv fine, every one of i hem le't tue trap as if it had
business somewhere else. Everything was done that could be
done to make it pleasant for the shooters. Six fine averages were
put up for those shooting through the totu-nament. First was
woo b> Grimm, second by Smith, third bySuudstrom and Shad-
holt, fourth by Ceorgeson, flf ih by Wilson, sixth by Stein burg.
Shoot No. 1, 10 PeoriM^:

Cn-s Grimm llllOlOOll— 7 John Georgeson . . . .lllllUOll—

9

JGSmnh OlllOLllll-8 C O Weldon OlllUllll—

9

Dr West 0101111111- 8 A F Steinberg llllUllOl-9
Henry Duraut lltlllUll-lO P A Eodington lOUllftlll-

7

Alex. Suudstrom...1111110110— 8 H J Wilson 1110110111—8
H 0 Shadbolt 1111111111—10
Shoot No. 2. 10 Peorias:

Grimm 1111 111111—10 Georgeaon 1111 UllU-lO
Smith niUOim- 9 Weldon lllUnOll— 9

West 1111111111—10 Steinberg 0111111111— 9

Durint llllll'Oll— 9 Eddingtoa OlOLlOOll'l— 6

Suudstrom 1111111111-10 Wil=ion IIIUI'UI-IO
Shadbolt millllll—10 McCormick 1011111011- 8

ShootNo. 3, 12 Peori-s:
Grimm 111111111111-13 G«org°son lliunuilll—11
Smith Ill 11 11110'1—U Weldon IhVOlOlllOl- 8

West lOlininilll-lO Steinberg lOOUllOlUl- 9

Durant 0111)1)1111110— 8 Eddington 101111110111—10
Stirdstrom 011111111110—10 Wilson OlOllllOllll—
Shad bol t 11110HOI 111-10
Slioot No. 4, 5 pa r"^ P^ o-iss:

Smith 10 01 11 11 11—8 Weldon, 11 in 11 10 01—7
Shadbolt 11 10 10 10 10-6 West 11 00 10 11 11-7
Grimm 11 II 10 11 11-9 Steinberg 10 11 10 01 01-6
Durant 11 10 U 10 10-7 Wilvon 00 11 11 11 00-6
MrGee 11 11 00 11 10-7 Sundstrom 11 01 11 11 10-8
Georgeson..... ...10 10 11 11 01-7 Eddington 10 10 11 10 11-6
Shoot No. 5, 10 live birds-:

Smith llliniUl-lO Weldon 11000900'^'^:; 3
Shadbolt 11110 1011— 8 Steinberg 101010000 — 3
Grimm 1110111111- 9 Wilson lUUOhXli - 7

Durant UlOnOlU— 8 Sundsirom llOllllUl- 9
McGee 1001001101— 5 Eddington 1110111011— 8

Georgeson 1110111111- 9
ShojtNo. 0, 15 PeoMtis:

Smith 1101 001111 01111—11 Weldon 001111111010101—10
Shadbolt milllllUin 1-1.5 SWnherg.....•.111001111110011—

U

Grimm 111100111101111-12 Wilson 011111111111001—12
Durant 111101111111011-13 Siindstrom. . . . lllllOi I llOHll-lS
McGee 110111101101111-13 Eridingtou 1100100110101 II— 9
Georgeson, ..111101011100111-11 West lOlllllOUllOll—12
Shoot No. 7, 6 Kitigles and 3 pairs P oria?

:

Smith 111111 0110 10-9 Eddington. ...111001 01 11 00—7
Grimm...... ..101011 111111 10 Steinberg I'lOll 10 1111—10
tleorgeson.... 101111 111100-9 We^t 100111 10 1111-9
Shadbolt lllIU 10 11 10-10 Wilson 101010 10 10 Oil- H
Weldon 111001 11 11 00— 8 McGee OOlOll 01 01 01- 6
Sundstrom....011111 111110-10 Hastings 101101 11 00 00-6
Durant OlUll 01 11 01— 9
Snoot No 8, 71ive bird,'--:

Smith 0111111-6 Eddine-ton 0010110—3
Grimm 1011111—6 Steinberg 0001110—3
G.-on?esoa 1101111-6 Wilson 1111010—5
Shadbolt 1111011-6 Hastings 1111011—6
Suudstrom 0111100-4 Vance 1111111—7
Durant 0101111-5 Thomas OCOOOOO-0
Shoot No. 9, 10 Peoriop. in known traps:

Smith 0111101110—7 West .1010110110—6
Grimm 1011111011—8 Wilson 1111111001-8
(5 eorgeson 01 01 11 1001— 7 Hasti ngs 01 01 1 0] Oil—

6

Sbadbilt 1010101000-5 Vance... 0100010001—3
Weldon IWOOIOIU- i Thomas 1101000100 -4
Snodsirom 0011011111—7 Lnughlin OlOlOiiOOOO—

2

Durant OJlllllOU—7 Link 0001001011—4
EdHington OhllOlllOl—6 Warnke 1001000000-3
Steinbtrg 0000110010-3
Shoot No. 10, 10 Peona^:

Grimm 1111101111—9 Eddington 1011001101—6
Smith 1101111111—9 Sundstrom llllUOlll—

9

Shadbolt 1111101101—8 McGee 1111010010—

«

Thomas OOlOOnOOOl—2 Link 11 lOlllOfll—

7

Vance 101010O0O0-3 Steinberg 1111110111—9
B a-ton nilOOlM-7 Warnke 0110101011—6
Dura n t 111101 1 110-8 Georgeson 1101001011-6
M-Cormick 0101000111—5 St^'-ne 1111301110—8
Weldon 0101010100—4 West ...1101001110—6
Hastings lOOOlMOlO—4 Wilson 0010111131-6
Shoot No. 11, 13 tnrg t :

Smi'h lUO'lOlllU-lO Hastings IIIOIOIOIIOI- 8
Grimm llUllllllOl—11 Sandsrrom 11 lOllUlHl—11
Snadbolt lOllUli Uli-l I McCormick lOOlllllUlO- 9
KHdington 011111111101-10 Ttiomas llOlllOOlOH— 8
Gdotgeson lUllllllUl 13 Wilsoa OOlOlUlllll— 9
Steinberg 111010101001— 7
Shoot No. T3, C s'oge s a id 3 oairs:

S, tilth lllOU 10 11 U -10 Steinberg GUlll 11 00 11— 9
Gnmm IIUU 011110-10 Hastings .. .11011] 10 10 10—8
Shadbolt 111111 011110-10 Sundsttum. . .111001 11 ]0 10—

8

Eddington... OllOll tO 10 hi- 7 Wilson ODIllO 11 00 01— 6
George-^ou ...llliHl 11 11 11—11 Warnke lliJOll 10 10 10— 7
Shoot No. 13, 7 live biids:

Grtmm IIOMI—5 Eddinston 1101011—5
Smith 1111101 6 .Sund=trom 1111111—7
•Shadbolt 1101011—5 Vance 1110111—6
S'einoerg OIXIOOLXI-O Link OlOlOll-

4

Georgeson lllulll—6 W'il^on 1111011—6
Weldon lOidOOl—

3

Stool No. 14, 15 P-'or' -K
Grimm lOlU LllllllOlO-13 Hastings IIUOIIOIIOIIOI—11
Smith ItlOlilLllllU—14 Warnke Ill 1 10011001001— 9
Shadbolt lllliOiOUlillO-13 McCormiefe.. ..U11101011]1101~13
Georgeson llllimiulllll-14 Steinberg 111111101101010-11
Kdd ingl on 1 110101 1 111 1 1 0 1 —12 Wi Ison 1101 1 1101100111—1

1

S ni. dstrom . - . . 01 lUllillOOUl—12
Shoot No. 15. 6 st'ii^l-'s a no 3 oairs Peorias:

Grimm 011101 10 11—7 Ses-^ions 110010 10 00—4
Sm th. 111111 10 11-9 Sundsrrom 111111 1111—10
G' oreeson 110101 1111-8 S einberg 111010 10 10-6
Eddingtor luXlll 11 0-6 Wilson 111111 1111—10
Shadbolt 111111 01 11-9

S.ioot No. 16, 10 live rirds:
Grimm .101 101 till— 8 Cram 0111011001—6
Smith 1111111111—10 Shadbolt 1101011110-7
Wilson 1011111110— 8 Georgeson 0101001110—5
E dington HOOllOOlO- 4 Steinberg OOHOIjOOOO—3
Sundatrotn lOUOUuOl- 6

Shoot No n, 10 Peona-!
Grimm llimUOl—9 Steinberg 0111010110—6
Smith 1100 1 10 1 1 1—8 Snud st i-om. ] 1011 11111—

9

Georgeson 0101111010—6 Shad bolt 1011011111—

8

Kddi'neion 011111i>lll-8 Wilson 1111101111-9
S s-ions UllOlOUO-7
Shoot No. 18, 10 Pern a--. uoknowQ traps:

Grimm 1111111110-9 Georason 1111111111—10
Smith 1101111111—9 Uddington llObllOlO— 6
Shadtiolr 1011011101—7 Cramm 1111010000—5
Sessions 101101il01-7 Steinberg 0111111110— 8
Sunnstrum 1110011001—6 Wilson lOlOlllOH— 7
Shoot No. 19, 6 single -^no 3 pairs Peorias:

Grimm 111101 01 10— 8 Eddington 011111 00 11— 8
Sm th lOllU 11 10— 6 (Teorgeson 101111 11 01— 8
Shadbolt mill 11 10— 9 Steinberg lllUOl 10 01— 7
Sessions 111011 II 11— 9 Sundstrom llUtl M 11—10
Cramm 001111 11 10— 7 Wilson 101111 01 10— 7
Team match, 25 Peorias each:

Smith 1101111011111111111110111-31
Grimm 111111 011111111110110111—23-44

Wilson 0011100111111111101111111—30
Shadbolt lliOlllimilllOlllOlUlll—21-41

BOSTON. June 13.—Three traps were kept innning all this
afternoon at Clarendon Hills, throwing clay-p'geons and blue-
rocks for the various marksmen of the Jamaica Plain Gun Club
and their guests, the Middlesex Gun Club. The day was pertect
for shooting, and there were nearly two score of gunners drawing
heads on the skimming clays. In addition to the sweepstake
events, two team matches were shot with these scores, at 6 birds
each

:

Middlesex Gun Club. Jamaica Plain Gun Club.
Gove. 0 3 Needham ,...5 5
Sawyer 5 4 Barrett 5 S
Newcomb 4 5 Ingersol 4 4
Farnham 2 3 Slocum 3 5
Mtlcher 4 4 Savage 4 5
Moore 4 5 Piisbee 3 5
Stevens 3 3 Amsden 4 5
Stewart 4 4 Cilley 3 5
Adams 5 4 Charles 3 3
Wardsworth 2 3 Cobb 4 3

33 38 38 43

RIVERSIDE, N. J., June 13.-Averyinterestingshootiiigmarch
took place tnis afternoon at J. K. Mnek's Hoiel. between Alfred
J. Ruf t. the champion wing shot of Penns.s Ivania, and his r.aclser,
.Tohu Rothacker. Tne conditions were 20 birds ner man. 5 gi ound
traps. 30yds. rise, and 80yds- bcundary: A. J. Rust 30, J. Roth-
acker 19. After the match Mr. Rust gave some exhibiiion shoot-
ing, killing tnree pair of birds, also making the most remaikable
triple shot ever made, having three traps sprung at one time,
killing the first two birds, breaking his gun, reloading and killing
the third, amid great applause.
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SEVENTEENTH ILLINOIS STATE.

Ohicaqo,!!! , June 8 —The man who fired the first gTin In the
first tournament of the lUinoiB State Sportsmon's Association,
even though he h d been a seventh son of a teveutti pon. horn
with the veil and gifted with the power of second sight, could
never have prophesied larael'* enough to eover ihe actual dimen-
sions of this ih^ seventeenth annual recurrence of that interest-
ing iixture. Not even las*' yt^ar, successful as the State shoot was
then, wairanted the success of this Uertainlv nothing in tfie

record nf rh> year at the trap uneventful it has "been in the
matter of great lournamentts, gave any prmnisp of a shoot like
this. The reason for th1«, harring the insufficient facts nf plenty
of money prizes and plenty of hard hu tling < f the aiilpst sort by
a strong executive committee, is not ju-t at press-^nt wpparent,
but th's plain ff-ct is onvimis That he first dav of the Illinois
seventeenth annual tournament showed a sho >t far and away the
best iliat has been hela in the Uai'eri States at any time within
the past year, or within a titne much further hock than that in
tlies'' da^s of w an'ng atteurl an < es a' tournaments. This much
can be said, and is said by men outside of the reach of local pre-
judice. It might not He well to say too mucii about Chicago, lest
it cause envy in alien bosoms, but i' is nevertheless the ca«e that
the happv club men of this city are to-day shaking eaeh other by
the hnnd and giv ng vent to such expressions as that "there is but
one city in the world that can dve a good shoot," or '•Chicago
leads the world at every station." We will be fore d to givp the
big and vital city credit for dividing the record when the record
was already broken, but af'er that let us b« courtenus as w<^ll as
last and say a word of praise for the exe cutive committee, Messrs.
Price, Bnrton, Don Id, T^ichols and Edbrooke, for the officers,
"Messrs. Rowe, Hoffman. Marshall and Sh^pard, for the Au-'ution
Clab as ho t in general for the vear. and for everybody who has
pulled a wire or rolled a stone hereto. These, aided by Chicago
and by the rare faculty of the American shooter to know a good
thing when he sees it, have hejpKd Chice.go make a tournament
Wl'ioh is a corker, a screamer, a boney and a bird.
There is some small f mptatlon to grow incoherent over aU

this, but we hold the documents. Tn"e Illmois ouriament is
always measured b the great Board of Trade dia'nond ba^ige
sboot. Illinois men will compare one > ear wnh another only by
contrasting the entry in this shoot with that of the o'her year,
L^si June th entry in the Board of Tr^de contest was 78. ve-y
much larger than th<itof the ^ ear before, which was 65, if my
memorv si rves m-^. This je r the entry in 'he great sboot crept
easih up to 78 and passed it with a rush. "It will go 90." said the
confident; ana i w-^r t 100 almost within the moment. It crept on
beyond tha*. 110 11.5 120. ana finally towsvd ev'^ning, when the
last sqnad was called up, it stoppe'' at 121. If any other State
shoot is going to put a claw mark higher up the tree tv.an that
-we shall be obliged to euess at it oulvfeeoU. The L C. Smith
cup race at targ"48 is another regul.-ir event ff this tournament
which is of great intere t. This year it was about a third larger
than it was last, tbe entry being cU-sed at 77.

The fl ittering programme for the open to all tournament
br'-usht in an exceptiona'ly laree attendance from other States.
Dr. Miller is on tr^im Amand«, O., Mr. J. E Pumnhrey from
Columhus. O., and Mr. F',ul Xortt'. from CJeveland, the latter
bringing with him 'he latest bluecoek trap, sprung by electrieiiv,
and with a rot ting ba^e. «hich permits a i hange of angles at

every shot. » pr ti\ contrivar^ce, which w 11 be in p^aci ^al u e at
Milwaukee rits' week. A few moons ago, w'len everybody was
running to the mono'-nv of f'C rap 'I Hre 3> stem, th'- journal
was in a vacce or oopular sentimen which rai ed t e cr'' agi'nst
the rwechaijicf 1 nature of suco prr': now mechan^'cal skill is
bronghtro bear m keep pa e with a sendment which lias run
ahead of manufacturer and journal alike. The press, and tirst
and most of all Forest and Stream, deserves the credit for the
growing tasie for skill, leadinebS and marksmarly qualities in
inanimate shotting. There will ue no bars h' re. however, ae-ainst
the professionals. Charlie Rudd is on from lo-^a, RoUa Heikes is

of coursp snooting here. Tucker, MeMurchy and Courtney "re all
expected in, and Daer, Powers, Ca mcro-s aod many other high
grades are all mingling freely with the newer ones. Jim Elliott
is on from Kansas City, others from that, city are hoped for.
Mes-rs. Merrill and Clements are over from Alilwaukee. and in-
deed every State of is immediate portion of 'he West is repre-
senitd to gi eater or less exttnt. From I be S'ate clubs outside of
Cliicago the delegati ns are both uum>-rous and i^trong. From
Keithstiurg Cub are present Mayor Tom Marshall, one of our
State sportsmen of the best sort, with his associates Messrs. O. H.
Lloyd, E Ueterline. L. Cburchill. Ed Elliott atid Frank Black.
Mr. Tom Laflin, another of th" pillars, is up from Geneseo, with
Messrs. Harbongb, Reese. White. Barr, Boo h and Jaques.
From Jacksonville come Messrs. Strawn, T'^ylor, Baker and
Duer. Indeed from all the itliuo's clubs belonging to the Associ-
ation the representation is very flattering, as will appear more
fully n the record of the club t^am shoot.
The grounds at Watson's Park, at Burnside Station, never

looked so well The clttb te"ts starved to fill out tbe array of
buildings, notably among them the Fort Dearborn Club lent on
thf txtreme left the inviting Audubon Clni- tent, and the hospit-
able edifice of the Gun Clnb, where the regular r'ireshments of
earlv custom are offered without money and without price. John
Watson i" the king of live bird bandhrs, as to-day's trapping
would show, but he never rose a grade in popularity ouicker than
he did this week when he announced that nad put in the Kinc
electrical traps. These traps worked nicely to-day, less flushing
with the rig ropes being necessary after the big brass balls had
rolled m upon the b'rds than would have been under the old
gronno trap and si are-rope plan. The birds were up to a good
average for this y^-ar, which is not of the best in live bird annals.
They were not squabs or culls, hue good healthy, strong birds.

Btiside the center of inttrest at the live bird score, there were
two sets . f traps of five and three respectively, where the lovers
of inanimate things shot off events and ties. Ike Watson. J hn
Watson's son, presided ov r the cash and scores here, and did
ab-tut three m^n's work. Great as the Illinois State shoot is. it is

not Kreat in system. The scoring arrangements were not well
perfected, and the press accommodations, as usual, were of the
meager, skinny and cold- looded sort. The press, however, is
about able to take care of itself.

The referee for the live bird contests was Mr. H. J. Edwards,
now "f Spmk county, Dakota, but once a Chicago shooter. Mr.
Edwards is an old-timer, with the frosts of several Octobers on
his head, and age, experience and character ahke brought him
and his decisions a perfect respect. The rules shot were the
Illinois State ruhs This association is conservative, and it
always had an id a it knew enough to make a few rules for itself.
A 1 hough shootintf weot on stcadilv all day on the Board of

Trade badge sboot. that event was only atiout half finished this
evening. Tne scores will therefore be given later in corrected
form. The shooting was doup ^n oan^os, 5 birds down per mi.u.

THE TABGET8.
Peoria blackbirds were u-.ed. Tue shooting began early and

was kept np till Inte. Ttie following are thescorfs of the day:
Sixth programme contest, 15 Peoria blackbirds. $5:

J L Wilcox... OimOOllimil VZ J Pariington.. 101111111111111-14W s Duer. .. .llllilllOlllUl—14 JE Fumptuev.llOIillllllllll—12CM Powers. ..mOilllllllllO-13 J E Heemans..l011 11011111011—12
JWTaylor ...101101111110110-11 FBl icU 1101 110 HI 10 111—I'i

A J Ativater...l0110milillll—13 T Marshall. ...llllllllllliOll—14
R E t<>aitkl in..11111111010 1111- 13 English 100111101111111—12W J Baker. . . . 11 IhtlOll 101111—12 J A Rut-le lUllllllllim— l-''^

TCop 111111111111111-15 C E WiUard... 111111011111001—12
R O iJeikes. ..111111111111111—15 A G Flickengei 1111111111111 11-15
FMosher 111011111111110-13

'

AD fa ncross 111111111101110-13
K E D^ f^rline. 111111111111111—1."

Hufnlooher 011101000 10 11 11— 9 J E HenuinglOlllllll 10 00 10-10
E Deterline. 101011111 001111-11 J P Htcks.... 110000101 11 10 00 -7
J W Taylor..l01llllll 10 10 lU-11 T Panner. . ..lOiOlOllO 11 11 01 -10W G Paysonlllll 1110 11 11 10-13 Cop lOOllOlli 11 10 11-11
H Bahcock. 001111111 10 00 01 - 9 P F Stone.. .111110111 10 10 10 -11
J PrtrtingtonlUlOllll 11 11 11-14 Fahnestock. 111101111 10 11 10-13
Mosher 111011101 11 11 11-13

Hiidd and Wuc x div. hr'u, $73.40; Duer, Bli:(ck, Heikes and
Partintrton d v. secop'"', f£4.30. Ties on 13 shot, and Payson, C. E.
Willaid Csirncrnss and Kn iwles div. thir^l, f35 10. Ties on 13
sho', and M^^rsbpll. Schick. Engl<<nd, Ruae and Fahnestock div.
fourth. S17. 55. Fifty-one entries in this shoot.
Ninth programme cont^-it, 12 Peoria WacKbirds, SI:

Tarlor 1 1111101111 1—U .Tenner 011101011111— 9
JSWilc 'X 110011011101—8 Schick 111111111111—13
R R Wadswor h .0001111110010- 5 John Davis lllOlllOllU 10
R 0 Heikes lllliUOllll—11 W G Payson 111111110111—11
R E Franklin ...111111111111—12 J P SUeier OOlUOllllU- 9
Fl'ckinger lllllUlOIll 11 R R Miller 111111110111—11
G Kleinman 111101111111—11 J H Robbins OllOOIlOlOOl— 6
Merrill liniOllOlIO'- 9
Hal] 1111111010 1—10
Atwarer 111011111111-11
Adams 111001 101001— 7

B S'ecfe oniimioii— 9
L Willard OlOOlOlllllI— 8

C W Budd 111111111111-12W D Price 101011110101— 8
Cop OlOlOlOOllll- 7
Parmer OlllOUitlllO- 8

Hicks lOOOOOllOOlO- 4
StrawH Olllllllllll-U
Clement 0111001 110 10- 7

JC lllllllOllU-ll
G W Rex Ill 10111111—11
F A Pla e 111010:01110— 8
JAR Elliott lUHlilllll—12
Uunge 11101 lliOlll—10
England Oil '11111 101—10
Cairncross llHU 00111—10
Knowles IIIIUOIIIIO-IO
Hale .110111111001— 9

Duer 111111111111—12

C E Wiiia-d UllUOlllll-llWE Phillips -..111111111111-13
L M Hamline ...111111111111-12
J P Card 110111001103- 5
Torkington OlloOllOlOOl— 5
Mosher 111111111101-11
Rumsey OIllllllOlOl— 9
Bl«ck Ill 1 11110111-11
D J Forrier IIIOIIIOIIOI- 9
C A Wooster IP 111111111-13
Jim Einn lOllOlOllOlO- 7
Powers 111111111101 -11

Gardner Ul I 111 1 00 1 1-10
Partington 110111111111-11
Runstein lOOllOllllll- 9
Ruhlp 111111111111-13
H Babcock 111011111111-11
MeGough lOlllOlolOU- 8
Wolf llllOUllOUt- 9
Booth 110111110111-10
A W Reeves 111101111 10-10
AE Peasley UlllllOllll-U
Herman 1101011 11101- 9

Pumnbrey 111111101111-11 WJ Baker 011011011011- ,
* "

•
" O Williams lOOOllllOloi— 7
A T Loyd 011111111001— 9
O B Dicks llllllllUIl-13

G Kl-inman...lllllllh)111101—13
H Bah.ook....lHil0110111'01—12
A E Veasley...101111011111011—12

Cop, Heike", Ueterline and Ruhle div. first, g43.70. Duer, Part-
ingion, Pumphrey and Marshall div. second, $32 80. Ties on 13
shot off. and Eranklin and Geo. Kleinman div. tuird. $21 80. Ties
on 13 shot off, and Black and C. E. Willard div. lourth, $10.90,
after breaking 20 straight each.
Seventh programme contest, 15 Peoria blackbirds, 9 singles and

3 pi.irs,

0 R Dix 010000010 10 11 10- 6W S Duer....nillliOl 11 11 11-14
P Black llllllill 10 1111 14

Geo Rex lllUOIll 10 11 10-12
T Marshall. .111111011 1011 \{l—l>

C S Willard.llimni 10 10 11—13
J Kleinman. 0010 11101 00 10 11— 7

A Ruuge.... nil 11111 1010 01—12
M J Eich. . . .111010101 00 10 11— 9
Fleming 1111)1011 1011 10-12

J F SctiicU.. llllllill 1001 10—13 PumPurev...llllllill 10 1110-13
E MG rdn rOllbl 111 10 0010— 9 R FraDk'i-!..lllll0111 0111 iO-12
AH lu ktT.e. inimill 10 10 00 11 A Rabeo(-k.. 11011111' 10 hi 111-11
WEPbill;p 100111111 1(11110 11 W Dllyori..lliDlini 11 11 10-T^
R 0 Heikf-.. 111111111 11 10 11— 14 J h" Davis. .111110111 1010 11—12
A J Atwati=r]101IOllO 10 11 11—11 To- kuigton .1111 lai 10 1010-1?
S Booth 100110 10 10 11 (XI— 8 JRn*i1e 111110011 01 10 00- 9
GKl inmm.ll '110111 001011-11
A E P- asb .111110111 1 1 00 11-13
Enela,.d ....llllllill 01 10 .0-12
J L Wilcox llllinil 111111-15
E \r old... lOaiOllO 00 11 11-10
J M Powers .llllllill 11 10 10-13

C WBiida...llllllill 1111 11 l.n

Geo Beck....lhOillll 1110 00-10
R R Wilier.. llOlllill 10 10 00-10
Cairncross.. llllllill 11 10 10-13
C DK' owlesOUliOUl 11 1] 11 -13W A Hale... IIHI 1110 10 11 11—13

M J Eich 111111111111—13
H Fahnestock.... OOUllOhllll— 8

Guy Scott 111111110111—11
Marshall 111111111111-13
Entries 69. All ties on 13 drew out $4 bpfore shoot-otT. After

breaking 14 birds strnight m the tie Elliott, Duer and Budd div.
remaining first, $36 90. Ties on 11 shot off. Heikes, Flickinger. J.

C. Scott, Babcock and Black div. second, S49.70. Ties on 10 shot
off hnd Runge. England, Cairncross and A. W. Reeves div.
ti ird, 131.00. Ties on 9 shot off and Loyd won fourth alone,
$10.35, with 6 straight. All ties are shot at 5 birds down per man.
L. C. Smif h Cup Shoot,—Individual State championship at in-

nnimate 'argecs, the winner of the cup this ^ ear to receiv* 60 per
cent, and the club of which he is a member 40 per cent, of the con-
test at next vear'" tournament, tht^ winner to execute a bond in
the nm of $500 t guarantee the production of the cupnex' year;
20 Peoria hiai k birds, entrance $5. IHinoi- Siatt- rules. First pr'z*^.

tcie L. C. Smrh Cnp.VHlue S5l>\ second $134. i>iirC $104. fonrt- $59:
Friink B ack. Keil'-sHurg Club 11111111111111110101—18
R R vvudbworth, Chicago Club 111111 illOi 101110 ;0-l6
G M Caud. e E . anston Club lOh'lOrflllOlOinilOl 12

R O H-^ikes, Eureka Club lllilinilllllllllll-20
A G ElickiDger, Blue l.-ltnd Club llllllliinillU 1110—19
Geo KMnmMn, Ft Dearborn .llllUlllUlOlOOllll—17
F E Adams, Evanston UlOllO'lllllllOOOll- 1-^

E M Gardner, Pullman 11111101111111101111-18
J C England. Mt Pulaski llllllllOllOlllUIH- 18
J L Wilcox, Eureka 11111101011110111111-17W E Pm lips. Gnu llllOlOCOOllOlllllOl 13

O 11 Lloyd, Keithsburg 11111111011111111110—18
W S Duer. Jack'^ouville lOlimiOlllOnillll-17
T A Marshall, Keithshnrg lllllllllllllOUUIl—19
J F Schick. Mt. Pulaski 11111111111111111111-20
A Torkinttton. Pullman. 10100010111101010101-12
.1 Finn, Pullman 01011011101001101100—11
O WTavlor, Jacksonville lOlllOUlllOlHlUOl-Ifi

E M Powers, Jacksonville Illllll011llilli(n01-17
T Wr.lpole Pullman OlOOlOlOOOOlOOOO'iOOO— 4

F E Cop, Garfield lllOOOOOllulUlCOllO-lO
R E Franklin, Crescent City 11101111111110101111-17
R D C irncr >ss Amboy II'IIOIIOOIOIIIIOIII-IH
C H Wooster. Amboy 11111111111111111101—19
W Hale, Amboy. ... lllOlulllllllOllllll-17
R Weadon, Grand Calumet Heignts llOlOllLlllOlOlOOlOO—12
J Partington. Audubon 11111011111111111011-18
VV J Baker, Jacksonville 11001110111101011110-14
E M Steck, Forester It)01001ll01111110l01-13

C I) Knowles, Amboy 11100100111110110011-14
B Btr'ow, Prairie 01111111010111111001—15
0 Williams. Pullman- 000imill0:il0000OiO- 9
E RfCHe, Gene'=eo 11010111011011111001—14
W Daiyn, Pullman liOOmoOlOOlOllOril-13
A Babcock. Carmen lOlOHllllUllOimi—17
J Evans, Carmen 11010110111111101101-15
E Babcocb, Carmpn lllOlUKXlllllOililll-15
J T a II, Lake George 01111111101111111111-18W McConnel, Pullman. lOlOLO 101101(110111-13
P Mosher, Crescent City lOllllOlllOOlllCOllO-13
A E Peaslev, Chicago llOllllinilllllllOl-18
C Sheeth, Pullman mJllllllOlOOUOllI—13
H H Fahnestock, Forester 10O311011011111I1111-15
A W Peek, Crescent City 11111101101110101111—16
J Dav's. Crescent City 10111100111110111101—15
D C Robinson, Crf scent City 10011110111111 llOUl —17
D J Fortier, Crescent City 01101111011111111101—16
A W Reeves, S >uth Chicago lllllllllioniliiliu-is
F E Willard, South Chicago 11111111111010101111—18
Guv Scot', Keithsburg lOiOOlllOOlOlllllllO -13
S Booth, Grand Calumet Heights 01111111110111101000-15
WD Price, Forester .. OlIlOlOlllllODOlOOll-lS
F A Place, Lake George 11001100111011011110-13
VV G Payson, Chicago Shooting 10111111011111111110-17
A T Lo-, d. Grand Calumet Heights OOiillllOlllOlllillll—15
F A Barr, G^neseo 11111101010001101111-14
M J Etch, Chicago Shooting Club 11111111111111111111-20
A F DeSteiger. La Salle 11111111011111111101—18
J P Sherer, L'^ Salle OlOliMllllllUOllll—15
M Wolf, Pullman 110 111001ll00lll'll-15
A J Atwarer. Eureka llllOllliOOOllllUOO -14
L Willard, South Chicago 111011111111111001 il 17
H Bibcock. Carmen 11111111110101111111-18
A Ki.-inman.Fr Dearborn lOlHllUllllllOim-lS
L M Hamlint., Chicago Gun Club 01111111101101111111-17
J R Kie.d.-r, L. S 'll" 10011111110111111111-17
E I Reeves. South Chicasro 01111101 1011 1 110 HI ID
P F Stone, Chicaeo Gun Club 11111111110111111111-19
F Tolland. Li Salle lOtillWlllllOUlKWl—14
RC White, Genseo 11111111111111111111—20
C B Dicks. Audubon 11111011111011011111-17
C E Strawn, Ja ksonville Oil lllllllllllllllll—1^
E E Deterline, Kuthsburg llllOllllO' 1111101011—15
C E Willard, Chicago Gun Club lllinilOUllllOllU—18
ATnomas, Ft Dearoorn lOUilUlOOllOllOl 1—15
J H Rabbins, Prairie 11111110111101101101-16
Four men were tied straight, Messrs. Heikes Schick, Eicn and

Wiiite. These agreed to divide the money, viz., 60 p r cent of the
proceeds of next year's shoot, and the tie was suot down for the
cup. Much interest was evinced in this tie. To the surprise of
nearly all, Heikes missed his first tie bird. Schick repeated that
p^rf'irmance and joined Heikes on the same beu'^.h. Eich courte-
ously went them one better, mis-ing two oat of his five tie birds.
R. G. White, of Geneseo Club, remained in, and h» broke h's live
straight withunconcern. winning tbe cup. White shot a IG-gauge
Ithaca gun, and seemed to be finding and smashing the birds by
insticct. He is not a particularly graceful shot, loaning fai for-
ward at the score in the awkward old style, but he gfis iher- just
tiie same. Thus the Smith cup again leaves Caioago. Black, last
ypai-'s winner, is for' unate this j ear, taking for himself and club
$285, 60 pT crnt., or $321 being his indiviilu >1 w'nnings. T e men
In tbe 19 hole divided tue money, takinii $30 each and s>iot oat f"r
the merchandise pr zes, Stone winning second with "23 out of 35
tie birds, beating Fl'ckiogei's 21, M^irst-all, Wooster nnd Strawn
faliina; out at the 5 notch. The lii-s on 18 divided the mouey and
t 'I n shot out for thr mere andi-e. E M. Gardntr, of the Puilni»n
Gu" Clnb wiiUini? third on 19 out >'f 21 tie birdj., Tneiie-onl7
8'.otat5tie birds, eight m- n then remaining in, viz , Gt o. Kli^ir.-

man, W. Hal^, D. C. Rob nson, \V. G. Payson. L. W'Hard, J. R.
Kinder, C. B. Dicks a id R. E. Franklin. Thesf thf^n drew out So
each by agreement, a d shot down for the remainder of cash and
merchan-'i^p. W. H. Hale, of the Amboy Club, winning with 10
straight In the ties.

Tuesday, Second Day, June 9.

The 8:20 train in the morning brought out a crowd of .shooters,
and from then till event "g tlie snooting was incessant. The
weather was warm, but pleasant, a li^ht rain in the aftern'ion
detracting but little from Ihe comtort of all. The spectators
were numTOUs. and some new f'lces appeared among the «hoot.
ers, Harry McMurchy was on hand, and S. A. Tucker al^o, while
much to the surorise of his friends, that well known rou-der "Tee
Kay," of New York, appeared uiwn thn scene. Mr. C W. Parent
came up from Marshall, Mo., and saluted many frl-nt's. Mr.
Parent says that they are organizing a new Stare Association in
Missouri, a State amateur league, nhose first tournament will be
held m August.
Tbe tar et traps filled a larare score l^st early in the morning,

and at noon, when the hungry and thirsty shooters sottsht the
tough lunch counter run bv seven Brhioptan cil'Z"ns, or st.-olled
uniler tbe hospitable roof of the Gnu Club, Audubon, Evan^tou or
Ft. Dearborn tents for a hue and a sup, the guns wrc still going
on this first shoot. Then came a lit'le lull at inanimares, not
fn^mlack of shooters, but for some one to manage the shoeing.
The piunding soon became prettv regular, however, a d a very
good day was run off at th^ targets, though the heavy entries
mafie the number of events very limited.
The Kteat Board of Trade shoot continued to be the focus ot

attention, as it well deserve'l. This is the large'^t live bird antTjr
at ground traps of which any record can be obtained. At no
previous year since the plunge traps and wild birds has there
been so large an entry In the State tournament here, and there
never was so genuine an enthusiasm in shooting matters.
So large a shoot is necessarily cumbersome, and each contestant

had a great deal of ^-a'cbing and waiting and a very little shoot-
ing, there being bur 10 birds per man. This shoot held the boards
till 3 P. M. before the entry was shot through, and the first tie

men were called to the score. The birds were regular and good.
The King traps worked to perfecuon, and nearly all the annoymg
old business of fl ipp'ng and scaring was done away with. The
utmost good nature reigned everywhere. The Bo.ard of Trnde
shoot this year was simply a magnificent event. Mr. Anderson,
the winner of last year, will receive as his per cent, of the entry
nearly $700, The score:

First contest, for the Board of Trade diamond badge, emblpm-
atic of the individual championship of the Statp, the wiu' cr of
the badge 'his year to receive the proceeds of next year's touma-
menr, 10 live birds, entrance $10. First prize, riiamond badge,
value §500; second, value $210; third, value gl26; fourth, vaiUe
886 50:

M K Anderson, LaSalle 2121111010- 8
R B Organ, Chieago 1322122122-10
A Kleinman. Fort Dearborn 1211111231—10
O H Porter, Grand Calumet Heights 011H3WOw.
H E' lers, Prairie 11-'2133001— 8

J E Price, Audubon 2210.121201— 8

Geo Airey, Fort Dearborn 112121 012— 9
J L Wilcox Eureka 1]2122:.'20?— 9

A J Atwater, Eureka :-':?03221:-.22— 9

W J Edbrooke, Lake County 2:0i.'2i'XC— 7

K Schotz, Prairie 2;J]ll2iJij:;l- 8
W S Dufr, Jacksonville 11211111U0— 8
O M powers, Jacksonville 1111111102— »

f WTavlor, Jacksonville 12012221^'- 9

R E Franklin. Cres< <-nt Cry 0-^11211201- 8

F MosUer, CresceQ" City lOKllDOOw.
A ^ DeSteiger,"!,- SdUe 002221:223—8
J P Sherer, La S.alie 2l2UtOHl-

9

F Toland, Li Salle 1111120110— 8
REGitis, L-!. Sulle lllOlllllI— 9

J R Davis, Crescent City.- 2l0110i')lll— 7

J Kinder, La Salle 0l021110-'0- 6

J Reese Geneseo ]3ir.'3331l-10

N Lewis, Forester Il01122t9l- 8
T Laflin, Geneseo 1123'12313-il0

J Finn, Lake C<mnty 2'221221 i3— 9

H H Fahnestock, Forester 2011111101— 8

A Torkington, Pullman .li212lU1012 - 7

E M Gardner, Pullman 2123201133— 9

A G Flickinger, Blue island .1310U.222I2- 8

A Pri -e, Forester 1311202101— 8

C 0 Williams, Iforester 20-'2111102— 8

A W R-evi'B, South Chicago 0211111122- 9

W J Baker, Jacksonville 1223221121— 10

W Harbaugn, Geneseo 3122022231— 9

Ge - Kli inman. Ft. Dearborn 1012111113- 9

R O Heikes, Eureka Illlil3021- 9

C Burmeister, North End 1121011102— 8

C S Wilcox, Audub -n OOOOOw
CRDieks, Audubon 1022222222—9W E Phillips, Gun Club 2200111202— 7

Geo B-'ck, Evan~tou 3312122121-10
R M Candee, Evanston 2tl0100 v
H Jeffrison, Evansion 1031110330— T
FA Barr. Evanston ....0211321313—9
A D C lirncross, Amboy 3313131213—10
C H Wooster, Amboy 122111211—10
C Keifer, Amboy 1111211031— 9
W H Hale. Amboy 0:;2iii.200i- 1
F E Adams. Evanston Prairie 11 M 1 11131—10
G W Franklin, Evanaton 1111311111—10
T Marshall, Ktithsburg 0211122012- 8
J F Schick, Mt Pulaski 2132211221-10
Ike PurtingtoD, Chicago 2111021112-

F Place IIOOOIIIC 11 10 10- 9 C H WoosterlHlHlll 10 10 11-13
Th's closed the shooting of the day. The weather was perfect. ' A Babcock, Carmen

IKe i-'urungrou, uuicaBo -4iin«iiis— a
,1 C England. Mt Pulaski 212liaill0- 9
Ed Price, Forester 0131120212— 8
N Rowe, Audubon , 2211310100- 7
RC Wotte, Geneseo 2222003201— 7
E M Steck, Forester 1212101222— 9
A B-Jdwin, NT-rih End llOiiOllll- 8
A Stafford, P'airie 10210 0213— 7
S Palrner, Garfield 1001101112- 8
G T Farmer, Cumberland 102021^:202— 7

F Cop. Garfield 2MI11201- 8

I P Hicks, G.irfield 0133212i00- 7
B Rarto. Prairie 131l'.;20010 - 7
V Hofmann, Prairie 1011210202— 7
E 1 Reeves, Foresier 1002213000- b
0 H Lloyd, Keithsburg 1217021021— 8
H W Loveday, Ft Dearborn 1101122232— 9
E P Jaques, Geneipo lU2l223i3-10
R J Pnrvi«, Evanston 0111123112- 9
F Dilg, Evanston 0..'31202011— T

C S Bur on. Gun Club 1010li22?l— »
F E Willard South Chicago 0231021113— 8

J Gardner. Cumberland 011032^*030- fi

L C W'llard, South Chicago 0202023111— 7

A E Thomas, Fr Dearomn 211ir20i2l— 9
T B Blanchard, Evunston OIOJO.2320— 6

A W Adams, Guu CI ib 20al210130— 7

S Booth, Grand Calumet Heights 1122112031— 9
j J Smith, Evansion 1212008111— 8
WD Price, Forester 10u03illl3—

7

W S Bond. Lake County 1110121131- 9
M J E-ch, Chicago Shooting Club 1122111112—10
F A Place. Lake Geoige 1020110321— 7

1
J T Hall. Lake George 212012131 1— 9
J P Card, Gun Club U03310101— 7
R A Turtle, L^Re George 1112011121 - 9W G Bayson. Chicago IIU'110220— 8

A T Lo d. Grand Calumet Heights 0311310221— 8W R Fleming, Grand Calumet Heights 0221223121— 9
G W Peterson. Evanston 2111010103- 7
C E Willard. Gun Club 0111121323— 9
N Ford, Lake Co. 2121001010— 6
Geo Hoffman, Prairie 2122222223—10
H Babcock, Carmen 113 '221120- 9W P Mussey, Ft. Dearborn 3212210112— 9
S E Young, Grand Calumet Heights I11ll22ill—10
L M Hamline, Gun Club 2122111001— 8
V Braham, West Chicago. 1122.'02i20— 8
J Church. West Cbicago 0::20214302— 7W W McFarland. Ft. Dsarborn 22121 12-'22—10
CKem, Audubon 10122?0000— 5
E Mar^h, South Chicago 1113210022- 8
C B Feltoa. Audubon 1H2210022- 8
P F Sione, Gnn Club 311i2?2122—10W N Lowe,Cuuibelland 3100011122— 7
J F Hastings Lake Co 22102i 1210— 8
TStaug. Auflnhoo 00120310w.
G Mosher, Forester -- 0iill3w.

I P Watson Pullman 2:2i.2>m— 9
E E D terline, Kei-hsbutg 1211111010— 8
F C Donald, Gun Club 0-302J11203— 7W L Shep rd, Audubon 2i 12002223— 8
A D B 101 b. Genes- o ... 1113122013- 9
F Bl ck, Keithsburg .021H122U— 9
J Evan. Carmen 0S02221010— 6

All present seemed saiisfied in every way.
. .OOlOOow.

i C Beck, Evanelon 11210^2001— »•
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J F Whnine. Mak-saw-'ba 22:i010020l- 6
Al Hofmati. Prnirip 12a0222222— ft

Thpr.'Wf ri' 18 mev lieA for first nn 10 v-traisrht. Thr- uufrebt
WAS inn nse as slio -t off hpgaT'. Hr d prchr. hh 250 ov SCiO ppople
sralliii' d tilifiiit tlie ore, the shootinsr on otljer pftris cf ihe
ground being ))racnc.'ill v ahandoiifd. T;-lor^^ <lie tie >Loo!ing
begnn it w.- s agri-ed hy th<'' lie men to <\y\-\w oul S4'i apiei e und to
stBOt off for the rmiaiiider. From lir":! l.h ii uii to the tenrli
the raen tell out rapidly. When L'flic. S:_-hi(-U, C'airneiosB and
Eicb weiv' the only ones left in, f'eM nvj; \t as "bout even me to
wliic-b would win, XQeiiiman havine inies: d and Woostrr. tliouKhl:
also a varlier rlaDger<-ius man, hnvinB pone oni on a fapt driving
bird to I he left. Laflin niipfed a rather easy oue, tlifii Cfiirricross
got 101) far biicdi nn m, fa>?t white bird a.nd S'vi down. F.ich and
Scbifk tb"ii shot another bird apiece and agreed io divide, the
remaining' money and lo .s oo' on o£ course for t he diiimoudbadge.
Bets were nr>w ofTeicd on Schick, and that. V'leasan' •.'ifiii.t from
Mr Pulaslii seomed to w^-ir'ant it, for he was nteady .as a clock.
"Mary Jane"' Eicb, howeviir, wts centering (h-. birds '^'erv time,
and caught some f ast h f t-quurterers in great sliape as ihe.y
started before the wind, po iiiat honors were eany. On his 22d
bird Mr. vSchict was not quite in the rislit vilaee, and 50 closed his
Iilucky hai tU'. Mr. Biih sawed rigbi on through tlie SoB'raieht
in the tie?, and amid T, storra of cheers and congratulations re-
lired tbe winner of the ' hiaf trophy within the no'.ver of Illin is
to h. stow upon a spovtsinaii. The ties on 10 at 5 birds per man:
EB Oraau SSOw
A Klemman 121231113113120
J Reese 20 iv.

T Laliiu 131131112111112110
W.T Baker 11220
Greo Bfck lO^v.

A D Oairncross 13337131221112131110
C H Woopter. .112221212221110
FE AdamB 1221212^0
G W Fr.inklin 21110
J F Schick 1122211211121112211220131-24
E P J ques 2120 • .

M J Eicb 1122211211211112121211112-35W W McFarland 22132320
S E Toung 20w.
P F Stone Oa'.

Geo Hofmau 2i'222320

E Marsh 212112230
Shooting waB coutiuu'^d until dark in rhe ties on 9, there being

thirtv -four tied meu. At dusk pis uien reraaiued in, and these
had concluded r ot i;o di'-ide, tncrf forc as it w'?i? so lare mid as rhe
birds were gi'ovTing; taiber dull and slow, it was deteriuined to
fltiish this tie on the following moniinc. It is well that the tour-
namc'it began on Monday. By the iime this siio^t and the big
club team shoot is over it a^ill be near the close of the week, and
there will be small room for suy open toui'nament for the non-
re&tdenta.

THE TARGKES.
As before remarked, the heavy eutripumade longrahootp. Only S

events were run off, the total entries hoverinp so cIoppIv around
70 that a phoot was up^rly an all day affair. The company was
hot. No bar. C. W. Budd to-day completed a run of 126 targets
straight. The scores:
Extra sweep. 10 Peoria blackbirds, S2: Ueur 10, Fiickeuu-er 7.

Tavlor 8, Merrill 8. Gardner 10, A. W. Reaves B, Powers 10, White
8, E. I. Reeves 5, Heikes 10, Piimphrev 9 Strawn 8. Geo. Khinman
ItJ, Am...ro.-e 8, EnRl^ndfi, WalpTt 7, McG^ugh 7, J A RunleO,
Atwp.ter 9, Sherer 5, Burmeister 7, Fahntstock 9, Pfbshv 7
Cardee 5. Barr 10 Budd 10. Price 6, Toland 7, Flamline 10, Bnhcjock
9, Sbilline 9, H.Bahcock 10. Cain.cross 10, Kiefer 6. Woo.s'erO,
Black 10 Baker 7, Rex 9. Mai shall 8, iMUler 9. Klli. it.i 9, '""op 9, Mc
MurchylO, Will a rd 9, Wilcnx: 9, A_dam-i 8, .Tefferson B Schick 10,

Hale 7, Knowles 7, Partintjton 10, M isiier 10, Eicb 7, Price 8
Deterline 7, Franklin 9, Phillips 9. Burke 6 SteoU 10. L. WiUard
10, Leopold 10, Royse 9. Sp^iue'-r 9, Blneroc^i 7. Tie-j on 10 sbor out
and Duer, Heikes, Rudd, H .uiline, Hamlinc, H. Babcock, Cairn-
crosa. Black, McMurchy and WiUard div. tirst, ?.50.85. Tii s on 9
shot out and ErRlaud. Fai.nes ock, Miller. J L. Wilcox. Frnnk-
lin, RoyBe and Spnuuler div. second, 830 65. Ties on shot out
and K. C. White and Ambrose div. tlurd, §21.
Fouri h programme contest, 12 Pcoria blackbirds,

C W Budd 111111111111-12
RO Heikes lllllUlllll-12
Pumpbrey 010110110011— 7

G W Res .001111111111-10
J W Taylor 111110011001- 8
EUioTf lOlOlIllUOl- 9

J L Wilcox 111111100111-10
A JAtwater OllOllOllUl - 9

J C 111111111111-12
Burke 111111111011-11
Torkington IIUIOIIIOOI— 9
AB.ibcock 001111 llUHll— 8
<) li Lloyd llUllllini-12
O W Parent OOlOllOiOOU- 6
Powers Ul'llOllill—10M H. Anderson. . .OOUOUOOlOO— f

R BMiller 0111 1IOIIIII--IO J ARuhle lOlliuilOll-lO
Fliot-inger lOiOOUOllU- 8
McMurchy 111111101111-11
Toland 011001010011- C

Strawu 111111011101-10
G Kleinman 111101111001— 9

Hamlioe OOllllKrdll— 8

Ambrose 111111011111—11
B Rook lllllllulUl—11

Scon llXtOllOlOlU— .WU Henlng nuaillUOl-lo
.\l Rurtre OlIXWlOOllll— 0
J R Kinder 101110111011- 9
VVG Payson IIUIIIIUIOI—10
REFrauklin .. .llUlllUlil -12
H Babcook llllllllUOi-II
E R Deterline 011111111011—10

T Marshall 101111110110-9 Tee Kay 001111111111 10

R U While OlllUlOllOl— 9

ShiUiDg llllOCIlOilOO- 7

M J Eicb OlllUOllllO- 9

Duer inuilliilll—11

Peasley llhillliOJ il—lO

Gardner llllOUUlll—11
Wal pert 1 1101111101 1-10AW Peck OOllOlllllll— 9 O Leopold
R AMetle 101111111111—11 R Duer.

W Cleiaents OlllllOOlOJl- .

G DavLs inOlOlOllll— 9
(' Woosrer OllllinUU-Il
C D K'lowles 111110000101— 7W H Halo 100111111111 10
Sam Booth OOUOllllJOl— 8
RR \ViiH8wort.h..01ittlO!lllll— 8

111111110111-11
....011011011110— 8

England 101011 llDOl- 9 J 0 Williams O.WllllllOOl- 7

McEher 001101101111— .

Partington llllllOlllOl—10
Schick 101111011011— 9

Blak lllllLllllll-12
Oairncross IIIIOIOIJIOI— 9

CEWilhird ODll 111101-10
Cop OllO lOllU - 9
B B u-r.o lOlOIOOiJiUO- GW H Fleming. . .lltujll 100001- G

Y C Brahn. . OlOOllOllOiU— B

P North llOlllOlim—10 J Church OllllOMllO— 8
Merrill llllOOlllill—10

TicF. on 12 for tirst.iv. hy Budd, Heikes, Black, "J. C," Lloyd
and Franklin. Ties on 11 for sec >nd div. by McMurchv, Ambrose.
B. Rock, Duer, Gardner. Turtle, Burke, Bahcock. Wooster and
Leopold. Ties on 10 for third div. by Rex, Wileo.Tc, Miller, Strawn
Peasley, Walpert. Partingion, North, Merrill, Power.", Ru'^h',
Hening, Payson, Deterline, Te e Kay. Hall and Willard. Tief.
on 9 shot oil, and Atwater and Marshall d'v. fourth.
Twelfth progratniiie contest, 24 Peoria hl-ick birds

Black nil 1111 UllOl ID 1111111-3a
GKleinman 10HilllUll0llDnnill-22JAR Elliot uumiimiiiniiiiiii-34
no Heikes llllllD ilUllilllllllll—24
RB Miller UnilOlllllUUU 111111-23
T W Taylor 1I1111U111101I1I1111111--23
England 111111111111111111111111-24
JO mill iiiiiiiiiiiuniii- 111

T A Marshall - - . .lllllODllirillOhainil—1
J L Schick 111111111111111111111111—24
C'lp lOOilOillOlOllllllliOlOl—17
Flickinger 1 llllllHllillllllllUll—24
Joiin Davis llllllOllUinoOOinoiU—19
J P Burke 111001101 llllllDl<i0h)ll-l8
A J Atwat er lllOl 1HID 11 111 111] ] 11 1-21
Partington llllllllllIDl !lllllllll-34W R Fleming IDllllllOllllDinilOll—r2
E E Deierhne HOD ID lUlO ill 10011001-1 gH Babcook OiillDlllllOmilDllOl—is
A Balx'oo k (d Lit 1 1 1 111 1111 1 11011 Ih^-21
J L Wilcox oiinoiiiiiimuiooin—lu
E Spanpler llllllllODOIDllUlllOl-21
L J MeGnugh UllOOOllIlllOUOllOOlOl-lS
HMcMurihy lllllllDlUlUll nbilD-2;l
0 M Powe.-s lDllllllllinnilll01!l-2;i
O W Budd UllimilDinilllDLll-24
H H Pabnts oek llDlODlllllKOOilDOlll—IS
E M Gardre:- IIOIIDD llDlllDl HID— t.';i

Sam tiooth 01 IDiiD 1 D 10 1 i 111 1 11111—21
Guy Scoit lDllOlllllinilllllllH-2.,
H AMaU.ert llllOlimiOUlIllllllD— >'

J Shilling II DOOllOilDitDl 111111—21
Wntmei ts - DliiminilKllliKiOlIDD—17
O Str-'wn ailDinrnDDDli/JliD—20W 8 Duer ,.11DD111]1111111D]1D1-21
P Nonb llllilUMiaillUUlil—2k
L WiHa.t. lll0l!lllDDllDU!tllll--2
LM EaJulne , 1101 lliniUl) lOOOilil-19
O HLlo.\'' llil ODliniDlUJlIU—.-i,

A D CUiir cross , illlllllll 111 II nil 11111—24
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, lOlllUD DDI D lODll 1 1-23
R K Franklin 11111 DllDlDlDDDDl -24
Tk.s on 24 for first divided by Elliott, Il,^il<es, Entria nd, .1 C.

Scl 'c'i, Flic k'ncre'-. Partington, Budd. Duor, North. C"irncros%
and FranlDia. pxS.lO, Ties on 23 for second dr^w ou' S-t each, and
the balance of .5fi0.:i0 was shot nut. Black and Miller dividirit^ after
lOstrpJght. Tick on 22 for third divided by Kleinman. Fleniins,
Walpert. WiH.ard. Pumphrev a^d Knowles. ,844.30. Ties on 21 for
fourth divided by BahcMrk, Spangler, Booth. Shilling, Merrill,
Ambrose and Parent, S31.10.

THE C01srVJ5NTION.

Shortly after 8 P. M. the regular annual convpiiti->n met at the
Palmer House. Tiie attendance was la-ge and the meeting was a
good one.
Dr. N, Rowe. pres'dcnt for the year, was in the chair. His ad-

dresi was ve.id by the sf cretary. as follows:

Gentlemen—As the president of the llliaois State Spoftsmen's As-
Fociatioii, I have the honor and pleasure of wfslcommg you to your
ser-enteenth annnal convention.
The Assoeia'inn havinsr been formed for the protection of flsh and

game and fi-r the elevation of sportsmanship, it is pertinent that
these snbiecrs should be considered.
The path of the game and flsh protector, as I know hy experience,

is not strewn with ro^es. and it require* a stout be.irt and s'rong
faith in the ultimate triumph of Che principles which iniliience the
efiforts for the protection ot garno and fish to persevere in a cause
which I regret to say has heretofore brought to it so Utile practical
support. It has been said that hell is paved with good inreutions,
and this is mo-t assuredly true of fisn and game protection. Tno field

is la' ge, but the zealous laborers in it are few. That, those wno vr< irk

to save the ga'ue and flsh from ex'^ermination have the wishes for
succe-s of a large majority of those who flsh and shoot, 1 believe, but
wishes ard poor suppori. They cost nothina: and mean nothing,
beyond, at the most, moral support, and moral support is ibe weak-
est and most inelfectnil factor pcs.cible in accomplishing any'lii ig.

It is no' a legil tender; it is not a motive power, it is uttc ly useless,
and having the most supreme contempt for it. I prefer opeii opposi-
tion to it, for opposition stim\datestorenewt-d exertions. "I am with
you" means nothing unless beuind 'Leseniiment i -- the motive power
which the words convey Let us apply this practically Suppose a
house belonging to oue of you shoido c 'tch fire; your neighbors as-
seuibls and asi u' e you they are "with j'on"; but .'it arounl «nd do
nothing Would that extiagiu.sh the Are and save the pr 'perfy? No.
Bat on come t»vo or three who rush iu and save what th"y can. Are
not they worth more than a imliion of those who are ''with you," bat
do nothing? Moral support has been the cui-se of game and fl-ih pro
teotion, What is wanted ts practical support. The history of the
cause is prohtie in suggestions of what should be done, hu' is barren
of the evidence of a united effort to do it Napoleon declared ihat
the Almighty was on the side of the heaviest artillery, and I thiuk
this applies to flsh and game protection as well as to batMes. If t he
men who should he most interested will not work in unison and with
determination to provide better protection to flsh and game, why
should they expect that others shouKi do what they are not willing to
do. The proteetioii ot game and flsh from extermination is a common
cause, in which every man who shoots or flshe-i should he interested,
and the man who shii ks his share of labor in aiding it. f rfelis all

right to participate in the pleasure of tiking and stiooting it. No
man has a riglit to be a drone and protlt by the 1 .bor of others: and
1 say to you gentlemen that just eo long as apathy and lacK ot per
sonal and practical efforts f'U' the protection of game and flsh con
linue, just so long will the present conditions of afl'airs exi.st. No
man should feel that he is the axis around which the world of game
and flsh jjrotectidn revolves, and that if he should withdraw Uia sup
port the whole fabric would fall to pieces; but ev-ry man should feel
that he is an important factor iu themaiter and his support is needed.
John Randolph of Virginia was like all Virginia gentlemen in those

days, a connoisseur in horses, and was regarded as an exceptionally
good judge. While in Washington, representing his State iu Con-
gress, some enthusiastic horsemen, anxious to get what they regarded
as the highest opinion, called on nim and asked him to inform them
of the three most important characteris'ica in a good horse, and his
reply was Action ; Action! Action! So I say to you that the three
most important factors in game and flsh protection are Action

!

Action ! Action

!

The trouble has been too much talk and not enough action . Pickens
in his pen portrait of Wilkins Mice wber gave to the world a faithful
prototype of the average snooter and Qsher.

Wilkins Slicawber was prolihc in advice to others on the methods
neceHsary to attain success in life, and was ever ready to give it. He
preached economy and the necessity imposed upon a man to keep his
exp.'-nses witnin his income to avoin ruin and misery; but ne neither
took his own advice nor practiced what he preached. On the con-
trary, he was conspicuous for his reckless improvidence, his conse-
q lent pecuniary embarrassments and numerous devices for relieving
luem, aid was always "waiting for something to turn up " He was
ever reajy to borrow when he could, bun was not so ready to repay
the coin he borrowed; wiiii him an I O U settled an indebtedness.
His friend Thomas Traddles hail n> ice rendered him substantial

pecuniary aid, aggregating £41 lOs. i:}4d Micawber was very exact
to tiie halfpenny, as at heart ne was honest, and at the time he bor
rowed he intended to repay, fully exuecting '-sometbiag to turn up"
to enable him to liquidate his obligations.
Having failed in everything he had undertaken, his latest venture,

selling corn ou commission, rebuking the same as bis previous busi-
ness txnciiments. he accepted an ofl;er Irom Uiiah Heap 10 become
his confidemial clerk, and ir, was necessary for him to leave London
to go to Cnnterbury to All this posiiiou.
Micawber's tetuperaraent was barometrical; at one momeuG his

spirits were elevated and at the iiext corre-.poudingly depres-ed: and
one of his many pecuhar characteristics was Indulgiig m grandilo-
quent rhetoric
Before leaving London he invited his friends. David Copperfleld and

Thomas Traddles. to spend an evening witn him at: his house. Con-
cluding an afl^eetiug and grandiloquent speech, Dickens relates he
thus delivered himself:
"Oue thing more have I to do before this senaration is complete;

and that is to perform an act of justice. My friend Mr. Thomas
Traddles has, on two separate occations. put his name, if I may u-.e
a common expre.ssion, t.i bills of oxch>;nge for my accommodation
Ou tbe first occasion Mr. Thomas Tradales was left-let me say, in
short—in the lin-cb. The fulflUment cf the second has not yet ar-
river. The amount of the flj\st obligation (here M.r. Micawber care-
fully referrei to papers) was, 1 believe, 23. 4. 9)4; of the second, ac
cording to my entry of that transaction. 18. 6. 2. These sums united
luaite a total, if my cah'ulatiou is correct, amounting to 41, 10, 11}^
My friend Mr. Copperflvid will perhaps do me the favor to check that
total.

"To leave this metropolis," said Mr. Micawber, "and my friend
Mr. Thomas Traddles without acquitting myself of the pecuniary
pa- tof this oblig itiou. would weigh upon mv'miud to an insupport-
able extent. I have therefore prepared for my friend Mr. Thomas
Traddles. and now hold in my hand a docament'which accomplishes
tae de.sir.'d object. I beg to hand ray friend Mr. Thomas Traddles
uiy 1 O U for 4i, 10, and I am happy 'o recover ray moral nig-
nity and lo know that 1 can once more walk erect before my fellow-
man."
Among those who shoot and flsh we And a very large number of

Wilkins Micatvbers. f<jr no one can denv that he has not met them,
and many of them. Indeed the bistoiy of our State Assoclaiion and
our methods of game and flsn protection prove it.

We cou'Jtantly see great efforts mads to p.is< la vs, and after they
are passed much mutual congratulation, and much grandiloqnerii
rneioric, foUo-wed soon, however, by corresponding apathv, and, like
Micawber, -waitingfor something to turn up" to enforce them. The
law-breauer is qiuek to perceive ti'at the interest in the protection of
game has waned, and is a- quick 10 t-ilce advantage of it. By and by
the terrible slaualiter tans a-iaiii into a Ibiiue the smoldering ember
of game protection which Ims l.dti sniothere'1 to the ashes of previous
fforfcs, and immediately the old law is hauled over and patched up
vhore supposed to be weak ; there i.s much self-congratulation, and,
li'ie Micawber, each gives his 1 O U to enforce it and also, like Mi-
cawber, never redeems hi^ obligation; and ah are "happy to recover
tiieir moral dignity and to know^ that tbey can once more walk erect
oefore tuetr fellow .sportsmen."
Aud while tliis has been soingon what has been the re-tilt on the

game? To he the titate of Illinois alone. Was there ever a portion of
tne world more prolitic in taaie clian this Sra-e? 1 woirr go back to
'he memoiy of the aldesr memijcrs of this Association, hue only as
far back as the life uf the .^-sociaiion. Comp tre seventeen vears
ig.) aiifi now. Wh.it a cliaiige! I am well awaro thatsuth ihe iu-
vreaKi? of uiTillzMiov the large -npply of gauio of necessity must have
:eerea>ed. With ihe increase in pupuliiion there h.ms Ijci'ii a Krowtii

01: lasle fiir field sport.--, and c .tiScqiiHj.rly a corii-siion m inrr.'fise
lit ihe jiumlif.r of shooters. The i cd-mption of m ir-h- , i ilioir
uiiliz-iti Hi. as well as och-r wdl 1 lands, for agriculi ural ym p:i-es, ha?
driven the game from its originally sechid^-d breeding places into the
optii, whe c, ueprived of its previous oppor'Uuities for protecting
itself f om Its naiural and unnatural enemi -s, it can be killed with
compa'ative ease. Theu the improved modern agricult iral imijle-
meuLs have coutribuied to the destruction of our smaller game, hy
cutting so close as to destroy often nests with uiUiatched eggs in
them and leaving little or no cover for the protection from hawks

and other natural enemiea, of the young broods of those nests that
&scape destruction. The improved firearms have contributed their
share, and tbe game slaughterers, and law-violatine- pot-hunters and
dealers have left nothing undone to be charged against them. Their
portion has been done thoroughly.
While these engines of de-truction have been at work, nothing

effective has been done to GOunt"racc as far as possible their injurious
effect-. We have nassed ia^vs, hut as they could not be made self-

operative, they have, in a v-ry large nuiubc'r of instances, failed to
accomplish their object. In short, we have built the engine, but
omitted the motive power
As prof of what praoti'-al and wise protretion will do. I have only

to refer to the. result of protecting prairie chickens iu Illinois for two
years. As you are well aA-aiv, rue prairie chicken had become almost
extinct, and I am fran li to c mfess that 1 held the opinion that it

must ultimately diB-ippeir witn the Indian aud the bultaio, owing to
civilization and agriculture having abs'irbMa its former habitat., and
that the proposed protection would not res ore its numbers; but I
favored tne measure, desiring tliat anything should be tested which
proudsed to save if from extinction. Th" result you know well. The
yea- before last, the first year of the expit fiti'm of ihe prohibition
period, and last year, the shooting was as Kood in Illinois as in any
section of the country I heard of, and superior to a large mijoiity of
places where there was rnason to expect it would be better. This
fact shows that game soon accu?toins it.self to a changed condition
of circumstances, and with protection fi-om its des royers will not
become extinct.
^Vhat I have said of the diminution of game in Illinois applies to

almost every otner State, and our Territories also. What deep re-
gret the retrospect bring- ; Tbe outrageous destruction of our game
IS equaled only by the reckless extravagance of our national legis-
lators in giving away our riublic lands. Only if every Ame' ican
woman had proved to be sterile and everv American man incapable
of procreating, could such prodigality with the birthright of not only
tne unborn American, but the born American, be justified Truly
can the future historian in referrinij to the wanton waste of our
game and lands exclaim; "Inip-ovident heirs to a great estate; you
squandered your principal instead of keeping it productive of a per-
petual income." I recognize that it is difficult to make an economist
in the midst of plenty, aud tuerefore I can undersiaud how years
ago, when game was plenty, it was almost impossible to make any
one realiz-i that it would ever become so scarcn; but now that we
have before us the positive evidence that it has rapidly disappeared,
because the smaUerthe supply to draw from the more rapid mtisibe
the decrease, it is only the act of wisdom to wake up and adopt such
measures tti the occasion points out as being necessary. A compari-
son of the present with the past should do this and not whet the
appetite, as is too often tbe CT,«e, for more -lausrhter.
As an evidence of what individual elTort wih do, I refer you to the

beneficial rebUlls w hich have iiccrued from the fsrmation of tbe Fox
Rivt-r Fish and Game Association, during the three .>ears of its
existence, in that section ot the State to which its operations are
confined. The positive hen>-fit from it.s labors induced 1 he formalion
of the Kankakee Fish and Game A>-sociation, witrdn a few weeks,
and as it will operate on tbe same plan as the association which it
has patterned after and confine its lahor-^ to tbe territory bordering
on the Kankakee, there is every reason for expecting that the best
results will accrue from it Large bodies being proverbially slow to
move and trnwieldy. I believe much more practical good can be done
by such local as-jociatioas, which will c mfine their eff ri,-i to a o<>r-
tain territory, such as they can cover, and do their work thoroughly.
I therefore hope to see them mnltiply.
It IS DOW pr iper that I should furnish you with an account of tbe

St wardship of myself and my associate officers of you association.
I regret that I cannot report any praciicf-l rfsults in the protection
of flsh and game. My predeces'^or, Mr. F. C. Donald, told you at our
last meeting how he found him-elf handicapped bv the gamt^ warden
law and an ineompet mt game warden. The present ofQeers found
the same difflculty, ann were unable to surmount It.

With a view to avad ourselves of the present session of the Legis-
lature, and to get bett-T measures enacted for the protection of
game. I called a special meeting of the Association for Feb. 13. Tbe
attendance was not what It should have been. Oo the contrary it
was a reflection on tne main olij?ct for which the Association was
formed, and corrobo ated very tnlly the lack of mdividual effort I
referred to in the beginning of my address; but the few who were
preseut made up in enthusiasm and interest for the lack of numbers,
and we laid the foundation of good results for the future. A com-
mittee Was appointed to amend our present laws and present the
same to the Legislature, which was done. Mr Wolfred N Low, the
chairman, wifl report to you later the result of his visit to Springfield
an 1 interview witu the committee of the L gisl iture on trame. Two
bills were prepared and presented, one making the open seasons as
follows: For deer and wild turke.ys from Sept. 1 to Jan. 15; pr-airie
chickens. Sept. 1 1 ^ov. 1: ruffed' grouse and quail, Oct. 15 to Dec 1:
woodcock, July 15 to Dec. 1; squirrels, June I to Dec 15; ducks,
geese and otner waterfowl, Sept. 15 to April 15. And it was provided
that ducks, geese and otner waterfowl should not be shot at between
sunset aud sunrise, or from any fixed or aj-tiflcial ambush beyond a
natural covering of re^^ds, canes, flags, wild rice, or other vegetation
above ihe water ot any lake, river, inlet or other watercourse, or
from a sail boat, sinicbox or other simiUr d vice, or with a swivel
guti. Protection was removed tro n the English sparrows The sale
of game was prohibited after the expiration of five days next suc-
ceeding the first day of the period in which the close season com-
menced. Prairie chickens, quail and ruffed gi'ouse were required to
show shot marks, and dealers in game were required to keep a
register showing the date of receipt of game, the kind of game and
number received and from where received. The other bill p ovided
for the appointment of game wardens by the Governor, on request
of the Fish Commissioners, virtually placing the game under the
protection of the Fi<h Commis ion, a measure I think most desirable,
and which I have striken bard for mMy years to bring about, and
met with many obstacles in accomplishing. The bill gave the war-
dens the power to seize and arrest on sight, and to obtain fi'om any
justice of tbe peace a warrant to search premis- s where they
iieUeved illicit game to be secreted; but 1 am afraid, from recent
advices, that although these bilN wul go to a third reading in the
Senate, it is very doubtful if there is time for them to get to the
House and pass it before the Legislature adjourns
Such is the frequent result of attempted legislation for the pro-

tection of game; and for thtj reason that there is neither money nor
public interest in it.

I desire to call your attention to the necessity of revising your
constitution, and would suggest that you authorize your incoming
president to appoint a committee to do it, and that the committee
be insti-ucted to provide that in future the officers elected shall not
take ofU<'e for thirty days after they have been elected, which will
enable the retiring officers to close up their business before retiring.
As it IS now, the newly elected offl ers come into office immediately,
and the retirins- officers are left without the power to settle the busi-
ness they commenced and have oetfn c m luciing for a year.

I would also suggest that a committee be appointed to revise and
modernize your trap snooting rules; an i while on this subject I
must congratulate you on the defeat of a bill suppressing pigeon
shooting, introduceo in the Legislaiui-e at the in- ligation of the
Ilhnois Humane Society Eternal vigilance will be necessary to
defeat such a bill at eveiy session of tnr^ Legislature.
In concluding, I would not be rendering credit where credit is due,

if 1 did not commend to your highest appreciation the board of
chrectors. I was most fortuuate in my selection. It would not have
been possible for me to find more efficient and hard woiking men
than Mr. Price, Mr. Donald. Mr. Bunouand Mr. Edbrooke, They cUd
all in tlieir power to make this tournament a success. With them id
was a matt r of pride to give you a programme tnat has never been
equaled at a y previous meeting of tlie Association, and I hope you
agree with me that they did it. In retiring from office I shall always
remember them kindly for the valuable a.ssistance they gave me,
and for the harmony that prevailed, .tlr. Nichols, the fifth member
of the board, was unforiuaately prevented by illness from meeting
with us. and we were deprived of his valuihle a.ssistance and advice.
He had the grip, and we all sympathized with him.
And, althougn last, not least, I must not foreet our efficient sec-

retary, Sir shepard, be who has worked faithfully and without pay
for seven years, giving up ids en'ire time during the tournaments at
the .sacrifice of ou-iuess interests, and doing the hard wo'k a secre-
tary has to do in tbe interim between annual meetings I desire to
thank him for the aid he has given ine and for having made my
tenure of office easy aud pleasant. I commend bim to your proper
appreciation.
La concluding, gentlemen, I thank you for your .attendance and

attention. I have siriv-n to discharge the duties of the office with
vh'ch you intrusted me, faithfuOy and to your best !• terrsis. Many

Q)f US hdve com- logether at ouraunual conventions for many years,
and 1 iiave learued to isok fm-ward to these mentiuHS with pleasme;
lUd I hop you and I will meei oi'ten at'ain r. the f ui u e, ami tnat
tmong the uleastinle-t of our recollections will be our seventeeutii
aunu.tl convention aud tournamen t.

Roll call fallowed and the following clubj showed delegates:
linreka. Lake O >.. K t hshurc, Pullman, Dfinui Hnuiii.g Club
Ft. Dearborn, Gavfieid, Evmsion, Eva' >t,n. Prairie Fi nstei.La
Salle, Gtu. sen ,sp.,risui. n'B. "tmibeili.nd. Bliie l-bujil, W &t Oui-
c.'ig Suiitn Chicago, Carmen, Praine, The (:Jui. Ot b of Ohirago,
Audubon, Lake George .-shooting, G. aud Caiiimet He.ghts
The Btcreiary read last year's rain .ites aud they were approved.

A number of new clubs, given in above list, were formally ad-
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mifcted. Tho tresurer's report was accepted. It showed a balance
on hanfl of $220.80. ^ ^.
Mr- Abner Price, chairman nf the Board of Directors, when

called on for s recort. spoke A^ery briefly. The gentlemen could
866 what" had been done if they would look at the results, he said.

His remarks brought out applause.
Mr. Wollriid N. Low, chairman of the legislative comtnittee,

told of the year's work, and mentioned the grave misapprehen-
plons of ttie farmirg element in the Legislature in regard to game
proiectinn. Some of these doubts, be said, it had been the pleas-

ure of tbe committee to remove. Bad it not been for the dead-
lock and other delays in the legislative session, the sportsmen's
bill would doubtJesB have carried. As it was. one hill had
passed to the third reading in the Senate and there was still a
chance for it to be passed. Mr. Low decried a mere trap enthu-
siasm, and spoke for the growth of a wider sentiment in the Asso-
ciation in t'e matter of gamp protection.
The chair announced the death of ex-President Philetns Clark,

and suitable resolutions of respect were passed and ordered en-
grossed for sending to the bereaved family.
In new business Mr. F. C Donald offered an amendment to the

constitu'ion permitting the admissiun under examination and
caused tipon the facts of the boarri of directors, of such respect-
able sportsmen as might wish to join the Association, and who
might not belong to any accredited club for reasons of locality or
reasons of pecuniary disability. He explained that this occasion
might not often arise, but ought to be provided for. During this

shoot the directors had on their responsibility permitted Messrs.
Fahnestock and Britten, not now acitial members of the Associa-
tion, bnt old supporters and members of it, to shoot in the State
coatPSt. The directory now asked ratification on this action, and
pr<~vision against a suitable case, it being presumed that future
dirpctors would be men of judgment and wisdom enough to p«8
well upon a case of this kind. Much discussion arose over this.

It was decided to vote through the chairmen of the difiPereat del-

gations from the clubs making the membership. Mr. Donald
thought that these conrtesy-members should be honorary and ad-
mitted without dues. Mr. Booth moved to amend by making
their admission fee $3, and their annual dues $L Mr. Low moved
to refer the matter to the incoming Hoard. Mr. Donald with
some warmth contested that this would be only doing illegally

what he now songbt to have done legally, and would leave the
present directory under the discourtesy of not being sustained in
an action which they had only intended to be delicate and kind.

Mr. Donald continued and said that inasmuch as the rebuke must
come he would forestall it. He thereupon moved tft table the
whole matter, and this was done. Later by motion of Mr. Kern
it was taken from the taMe nnd on vote the action of the directory

in admitting Messrs. Fahnestock and Britten was indorsed. Par-
liamentarily speaking this was ratiier a lame way out, btit no
real discourtesy was intended anywhere, some of the members
votin e who did not anpreciate the real bearings of the case.

On motion of C 1. Felton the constitution wa« so amended that
in future the outgoing ofQcers will hold over until July 15, thus
leaving the administration of power until relieved. This was a

wise movement, as previously the annual tournament, after the
convention and election, was really completed without a working
head, being really given under two directorates.
Mr. Organ proposed to so amend the constitution that a club

could enter more than one club in the State club teams shoot. He
thought this would avoid diecord in choosing the team represen-
tatives This met opoositiion. Mr. Price moved to table and
Mr. Organ thereupon withdrew the motion.
O ' motion of Col Felton it was decided to appoint a committee

of Ave, to be chosen by the incoming president, for the revision

of the Illinois Slate rules. This carried easily, for the rules are
acknowledged antiquated.in some respects under modern develop-
ments of shooting.

. . , . .„
On motion of Mr. Low the incoming president wm appoint a

committe to revise the constitution and by-laws.
Mr. Peasley, for the Carmen Gun Club, moved to reconsider the

action of thp Association in disqualifying that club and Mr. Bab-
cofk, its representative, who won the L. C. Smith cup year before

la^t. He s'lld the Carmen Club had new facts to offer. Mr.
Organ moved for a written statement. Mr. Donald moved to bar
further expense to the Association in the Carmen Gun Clnb mat-
ter. Mr. Peasley thought Mr. Shfpard's late invt'Stigation had
been imperfect, and Mr. Shepard hotly denied that it was any-
thing of the kind. The chair rapped loudly for order. There
being no second to the onginal motion the matter dropped. Mr.
Babcock doesn't get that money.

, . .

Mr. Organ moved the next convention be held in Chicago, it

wa= explained to him that there was no other place to hold a con-
vention. , . , ,

Mr. Low moved that the president's address be printed and
given to the sportsmen's journals for publication. This was
carrieil.
Mr. Organ nominated Dr. N. Rows for m-election as president.

The latter with blushes declined, thanking the Association for the
past honor heartily.
Mr Gillespie nominated Mr. Abner Price for president. Amid

grea' applause the ballot was cast for him at once, on motion of

Mr. Dnnald. „
On motion of Mr. Donald the ballot was cast for Mr. Thomas

Marshall, of Kelthsburg, for first vice-president. Again great
appUuse met tbis popular choice.

. , , ,

On motion of Col. Felton the ballot for second vice-president

was cast for Mr. Wm Harbaug^', of Ganeseo.
On motion of Mr. Kern the chair cast the ballot of the Associa-

tion for penretary-treasurer for the present faithful incumbent,
' Mr W. L. Shepard. , .

The cabinet of directors wiU be appointed hy the mcommg
president.

Col. Felton, with customary courtesy, moved an expression of

thanks to the outgoing officers, to the donors of prizes, t^i the
press. Mr. Richards offered a written resolution thanking espec-

ially the ourgoing officers, the domrs, and the Palmer House.
Col. Felton withdrew and the resolution waa adopted.
Mr. John G. Smith, of Algona, Iowa, president of the Iowa State

Sportsmen's Association, was present at the right hand of the

chair, and was loudly cheered when called upon to speak. Mr.
Smith explained that it was late ard that he was weary from
travel. He complimented and thanked Che genilfmen.
The convention a ijourned at 11:15 P. M., attention of all being

first caUed to the Possum Club banquet, at which all were ex-

pected on Thursday evening next.

Wednesday, Third Day, June 10.

The weather continued bright and pleasant and another highly
enjoyable day was uissed. Still other new men dropped in,

among these Jack Winston from S . Louis and Jim Riley from
Kansas City. Shooting was kept up steadily at both the live-bird

and inanimates traps. The first shooting at the live birds was in

the closing of the ties in the Board of Trade diamond badge hhoot,

the first called up being six tie* left in the 9 hole la t nignt. Mr.
Steck, o'le of these gentlemen, was not on hand in time and was
declared forfeit. The following are ttie scores in The ties as shot:

Ties on 9, Board of Trade badge shoot, 5 bird tie«:

GAirey ......210w O H Britton . .312121im0w
J L Wilcox.. 23220w H W Loveday Ow
AJ Atwater..2110 R J Purvis. ...Ow

C M Purvis . . .1^2122111112111110 W S Bond Ow
S Bootn 2122120WWR Fleming Ow
C Willatd ..Ow
H Babcook....2210w
A E Thomas .211122212311211120
I P Watson... 22220

w

W PMuS5ey..210w
CB Dicks ....2120w

In the 7 ties 13 men were absent when called to the score. The
score aa called was as follows. Ties on 7:

N J Edbrook G Peterson
J R Davis Ow. C Beck
A Torkerton 231220 AV N Low
H Jepoerson J Church....: 20w.
R C White Ow. L C Willard 111220
^V E Phillips A W Adams 120w.
N Roe G T Farmer 12311220
A Ste'ford J P Card 22320W H Hale Ow. F C Donald
B Banc 20w, T P Hicks
VHofman 1120w. S Palmer
F Ullg 1111120 J S Hastings
C S Burton 23122123 F PlaceWS Price Ow.
C. B. Burton won fourth with 7 straight.
Immediately following the Board of Trade ties the hardly less

interesting event of the great annual club team shoot was called
up. Shooting in this was only about half finished when darkness
came. The scores will therefore be eiven in to-morrow's report
when the contest is finished.

THE TAKGBTB.
No very pressing endeavor is ever made at the Illinois State

tournaments to crowd through a lot of target shooting. More
money could be made out of this and some visitors better pleased
if more target events were hustled through. Bnt in spite of this
the shooting hpre went on in a pretty steady manner and five
good events were run off. Jim Elliott did not miss a bird all day.
At the close of this his third day here Charlie Budd had only
missed three birds in all. McMurchy missed four birds in two
and a half days.
Tenth contest, 9 single Peorias, 3 traps, unknown angles, $2:

Heikea. Meade. J. A. R. Elliot, W. W. Washburn, Hastings- H.
McMurchy, Flackenger, 9 pach; Tee Kay, Daer, Black, M. L. Gus-
kell. H. A. Comstock, "J. C," Shuck, Hsmline, 8 each; Geo.
Kleinmann,A. J. Atwater, J.L.Wilcox. W.B.Allen, G. Am-
brose, A. J. Smith, I. Partington, E. M. Gardner, C- E. WilUrd,
Burke, G. L. Deiter. Merrill, C. M. Powpra,T. Marshall, C. Strawn,
B. E. Deterlein, Peaslev, H. Razoo, H. Bibcock, MoVey, J. Evans,
8 each; Paul North, R. C. White, J. G. Smith, B. Barte, Guy Scott,
England, 6 each; J. A. Rubl", T. F. Welholm, H Ehlers, J. N.
Nitchteck, G. Rezner, C. W. Howard, 5 each; A. Tork^nton, R. A.
Turtle. J. Hall, 4 each: J. Finn, Toland, Pumphrev. 3 each. Ties
on first and st-conti div. Ties on 7 shot off at 6 birds; Atwater,
Ambrose, Smith, Burke. Powers and Kazoo dlv. third. Ties on 6

shot off at 9 birds and Barte and England div. fourth on 8 each.
Open-to-all sweep, 15 Peorlas, 5 traps, $3:

A Babcock 15 F Black 13 England 12
Bnrke 15 R Merril 13 A T Lloyd 13
H Kazoo 15 F E Willard 13 Fli'-keoger 11
T Marshall 15 Powers 13 J A Ruble 11
CWBudd 15 ROHeikes 13 R C White 11

H McMurchy 15 JC 13 J R. zner 11
C Strawn 15 Geo Kleinman 13 C W Howard 11
HA Comstock In O Rees 13 M Wolf 11
JAR Elliot 15 L M Hamllne 13 A J Atwater 11

Tee Kay 14 Ed Ellert 13 Pumphrey 11
Wooeter 14 Oairncross 13 N H Hall 11

CDKnowles 14 J G Smith 13 WD Price 10
L Willard 14 W Eads 13 B L Gaskell 10

H Lloyd 14 A W Reeves 13 J Schilling 10
A G Peaslev 14 C B Willard 13 NO Meade 9TW Taylor 14 E Steck 12 Paul NorlJi 9

E Ambrose 14 Deterline 13 TFWniholm 9

Scliick 14 J L Wilcox 13 E Spongier 8
Jim Finn ...13 bl Babcock 13 G L Dei tar 8

E M Gardner 13 G Scott 13 A J Walpert 7
SACrowell 13 Duer 13 R B Franklin 7
WBallen 13 N W Wash Dome...12 J Partington vv

Ties on 15. 14 and 12 div. first, second and fourth. Ties on 13
shot out on 5 birds, Gardner, Crowell, Allen, Merril, "J. C," Ellert,
Smith and Heikes div. third.
Open to all, sweep, 15 Peorias, 5 traps, 83:

Hastings 15 Flickinger 13 Wilh^lm 11
JC 15 P North 13 GL Dexter 11

Powers 15 Merrill 13 Dayt"n 11
Washbiirne 15 Ambrose 13 WR Fleming 11
Heikes 15 Brown 13 Tee Kay 11
JAR Elliott 15 H Babcook 13 E M Gardner 11
He.le 15 Smoke 13 Schilling 11

L Willard 15 E Spangler 13 G Risner 11

C WBudd 15 C E Willard 13 E M Stack 11
McMurchy 15 Burke 12 J E Pumphrey 11WB Allen 14 Burkhardt 12 G Kleinman 10
Partington 14 A Babeook 13 Knovvl>-s 10
England. 14 NO Meade 12 T W Tavlor 10
Guy Scott 14 Ed Elliott 13 AW Reeves 10
0 Strawn 14 HA Comstock 13 F Place 10
H Kazoo 14 R A Turtle 13 Harrison 9
C W Parent 14 R O W^hite 12 M J Eich 9

AJAtwa er 14 R E Franklin 13 W J Baker
A D Caincross 14 I e' pold 12 Walpert
O H Llovd 13 G W R«x 12 T J Magruder _

J F Schick 13 Peasley 13 F E Willard 9
JARuble 13 Di'terline 13 Fahnestock 8
Wo ister 13 J Evans 11 CB Dicks 7

A T Lloyd 13 W^ S Duer. 11 J G Smith 6

F A MarshaU 13 L M Hamline 11 J Hall 5

F Black 13 Wonh 11
Ties on 15 and 14 div. first and second. Ties on 13 shot and J. A.

Ruble won third with 1? straight. Ties on 12 shot out on 5 birds
and div. bv Burke A Babcook, Ed. Elliott and R. A. Turtle.
Ooen to aU sweep, 13 Peorias. unknown angles, S3:

ROHeikes 12 Merrill 10 Skinner 8

Allen 13 Black 10 OB Dicks 8
JAR Elliott 13 Tee Kay 10 Washburne f

O E Willard 12 L M Hamline 10 E J Brown 8

H Babcook 11 PeasJey 10 HA Comstock 7

J L Wilcox U England 10 G L Deiter 7

A J Atwater 11 Jim Riley lO Wilbelm 7
Cop 11 J F Schick 10 M'lrshaU 7

E M Gardner 11 Kazoo 10 Walpert 6

Amokp 11 P North 10 J E Pumphrey 5

WSDuer 11 Hastings 10 J Schilli- g 5

O W Budd 11 JARuble 9 W R Fleming ....
"

Rurke 11 J C 9 AW Adams
McMurchy 10 Flickinger ....9 Leopold 4
G Kleinman 10 Ambrose ... 9
All ties div.
Open to all sweep, 15 Peorias, $3:

Hai^tlngs 15 Merrill 13 G L Deiter 12

Block 16 O E Willard 13 E M Gardner 1
E J Brown 15 Ruble 13 C Ruse 11

J Elliott 15 S Booth 13 O B Dicks 11

McMurchy 15 CM Powers 13 Burke II

GKiemman 14 T Scott 13 TM-rsball 11

Budd 15 WW Washburne. 13 H Comstock 11

G Smoke 14 L M Hamline 13 J L Wilcox 11

Coo 14 C H Wooster 13 J E Pumphrey 10~~
- and 9

J W Tailor.. Il320w
JP'Jharpr....l2:il20w
R EGatis 20 .V

JFim lOw
E M Gardner. 2223212110

w

A W Reeves.. 10 ,v

W Harbaugh.O V
G Kleinman. .111213121113111110 .

R. O Heikes. . . 12L;2312131311221322 R A Turtle . . . 21212120

w

F A Barr 3111113311131111120 F Black 10w
C Keifer 1120w A B Booth . . ..Ow

JC England..22m20w Al Hofman....Ow
E M ftceck. . . 321221^1211211121* J T Hall OW

* Not present in time to enter tie shoot.

Mr. R. O. Heikes won second with 20 straight in the ties.

Of the tied men in the 8 hole, Messrs. Lewis and Baldwin were
not on hand in time. The score was a follows. Ties on 8:

M K Ander&on 120w E Price 2110w
H Bidets Ow TMtrshall Ow
J B Price 1T220W F Cop 220w
E^chotz 20 w OHLovd 2t:0w

W S Duer 1111111111230 F E Willard 2313222231220

RE Franklin Ow A Bald win*
A F Destiger Ow J J Smith Ow
F Toland 2120w CEFelton llOw
M Lewis* VBrahn 20iv

H H Fahnestock. . . . 11222110w D M Hamline
A G Flickenger 11213111110w W G Payson 2122310w

A Price Ow E E Deterline 20w
C O Williams 113320w W L Snepard 120w
C Burmester 120w A T Lloyd. 210w
Mr, W. S. Duer ai.d F. E. Willard div. third after kUiiug 12 out

13 each. * Absent.

14 13
14 13
,14 J Riley 1-S

14 H KaTOO ....13

14 A W Reev&s. .

.

13

14 13
.14 ..12

,14 F Willard , , ,13

J 8 Park 14 RDuer 13 J H Robbins 6

JC 14 Knowles 13 G G Goodman 6TW Taylor 14 Schick 12 L S Davis 4
Ties on first, second and fourth dlv. Ties on 13 shot off and div.

by Washburne, Allen, Atwater and Heikes after 15 straight each.
This close the shooting of the day.

Thursday, Fourth Bay, June 11,

Again a lovely shooting day and a lovely shooting crowd. More
new faces, and among others many lady visitors. Mr. Lew. Har-
rison, of Minne polls, appeared to-day, likewise Messrs. M. T.
Hart and Geo. I. Maillet, of Crown Point, Ind. Mr. Skinner, of
the Whitney gun, was also shooting to-day. McMurchy left lo-
night for the Bust. The falling oil in numbers is not yet notice-
able. In the ^1500 guaranteed purse, in hve birds, the entry ran
near SO, and the target entries ran high aU day. The tourna-
ment is phenomenal.
The club team rhampionship, teams of four men, is an event re-

garded by Illinois shooters with an interest almost equal to that
in the Board of Trade badge shoot, and the rivalry of the differ-

ent clubs is very strong. To-day the honors fell to the youngest
club of them all, the Fort Dearborn Club, of Chicago, organized
only last winter, but already one ot the notables, and made up of
some of our best known Chicago shooters. This club offered for
its team Abe and George Kleinman, W^ W. McFarlacd and Andy
Thomas. The latter gentleman is newer in Chicago than even
Fort Dearborn Club, but the transplanting from Kansas City to

Chicago has not hurt him any in his shooting craft. To-dav ag
he fired the last shot and went out with the 10 straight which
assured his club tbe victory he wa< greeted with a round of
applause which made even RoUa Organ drop the sandwich he was
eating, and caused the seven Ethiopian cook? to hide under the
lunch ciunter.
Mike Eich, who had ju3t emerged from winning the champion-

ship of the State in a very clean and clever Wftv. went to pieces
on the club team shoot, acq'iiring only 5 out of 10 birds, much to
the amusement of his confreres, though gr-^atly to the confusion
of the Chicago Shooting Club, who thought they hid a lead-pipa
sinch on first, as usual. Mike said he could not s-ee the birds at
the late hour in the evening, after 4 o'clock, bnt was guy«d all the
more mercilessly for his explanation. Mr. L iw of the Cumber-
land team, also went wrong, only getting 5 out of 10. To-day
Alex. Loyd has started a new cluh, the only qualifications for
admittance bfing that a member shall not be able to get over 6
out of 10. He has the assurance of Messrs, Eieh and Low that
they will join at once.
During the day the new traps worked splendidly, and the shoot-

ing was steady and the flight of the birds satisfactory. Every-
thing went smoothly, barring one little hitch over a bird which
Geo. Hofmann caugtit. This bird came in and lit on a cross-
beam of tbe grand stand, Mr- Shepard, acting referee, gave it a
dead bird. It was challenged for shot marks, under the Illinoia
State rules, ^nd it was hard to decide whether or not it had been
wounded. Finally, it was announced by the committee a,pp anted
that the referee had changed his decision to "lost bird.'" The
reason was that the bird could not have been gathered by band
by a pt^rson standing on the ground. A local custom of the Wat-
son's Park had momentarily confused the referee. Had this bird
been given dead Mr. Hifmann's team would have been in the tie,

while as it was it was be a en. This was unfortunate to happen
just as it did, but. wa« doubtless correct on the facts.
That irrepressible bluffer. Jack Winston, was on hand to-day,

and he and Roll Organ got tangled up together, and the result
was that the latter, or rather Al. Hofman, put up a forfr^it of $35
that Jack would not deposit S125 that evening to bind him for a
series of 5 r.j,ceB, 100 birds each, §100 each, to be shot on alternate
days next week, guns to be under Slbs. The Chicago men were
not afraid of this race, but to their regret Abraham declined to
shoot. Abe shoots a .13-gauge Scott over Bibs., and does not care
to change guns. Besides, he says he can make his own matches.
He isn't mad enough to shoot yet. If they can get Abe real good
and hot, he will likely enough shoot Jack, and beat him, too. As
it was Roll had nothing to do this evening but to hand Jack his
$35.
The following are the scores of the club team shoot. Third con-

test, club team championship, open to teams of 4 men from any
club members of the State Association. 10 live bird=. entrance
pricf^ of birds only. Fir-t nriza, value 81.57; second, 887.50; third,
$72.60; fourth, S60: fifth. ?.50:

South Chicago Gun Cluh. Audub-^n Club.
E Marsh 2220000103- 6 C B Dicks 1121221203 - 9
L C Willard . . . .1112312121—10 C E Felton 2()21201L2— 8

F B Willard.... 3221210320 - 8 W L, Shepard.. .131)1313110- 8AW R?eves....1211111111- 10-33 J Kleinman.... 1311112122-10 -35
Ft. Dearborn Sho tting Club. Prairian Guu Clnb.

Geo Klelnman..ll21lll321-10 H Ehlers 2210311212—9
A Kleina'an.. . .2231oll213- 9
A E Thomas .. .3233;e222-22-10W W Mi;Farrd22l3120321- 9—38

The Gun Club.
C S Burton. . .1113113111—10
C B Willard.... 0101111111— 8
A T Loyd 0103221010— ti

G Harris. 2101223111-9
( ) D Gammon. . . . 12013i221i—

9

G Hofmann 3232301221-9-36
Amboy Shooting Club.

C H Wooster. ..12031 '2113- 9W H Hale 01223111 ;2- 9

0 D Knowles.. .2101232111- 0

P F Stone 32311--3111-10-3i A D Cairncro3S.3U1222Hl—10-37
Krithsburg G'^n rilub Pullman Gu., G\nK

Tom Marshall. .1212231213-10 E M <i .rdner. . ..1021311311-9
O H Lloyd 0131112231- 9 IK Watson .. .0202002222-6
B Deieriine U2I0011123— 7 J K Finn 1013010022-fi
P Black 1130102013— 7-33 A Torkington . . 22023U132-9—30

Lake Countv Club.
N Louis 1122220123- 9
N Ford 1002202012— 6
Ed Roebl 11022iJOiJi31— 5

W J Edhooke. . . 03201320 '0— 6-26
Jacksonville Gun (.Hub.

H H Fahnest'k.211113O021— 8
O F Britton . . .0001211 ill— 7
J England 110i310120— 7
C E Strawn 1011132131— 9—31

Garfield CtUu Club.
F E Ooppernoll.0332211221— 9

T P Hick
~"

-

-

C P Richards.
0001131200 - 5
1201110311- 8

fiurekfl. Club.
R O Heikes 2021121311— 9

EM .-;te-ck 202001.2123— 7

JL Wilccx 3222U01302— 7

A J Atwater . .00 .y - 0-23
Geneseo Spring Club,

C Ruse .02322(12301— 7
E P Jaqaes 321110,2U0— 8
T P Latliu lim03Ul- 9
F A Barr 32111 12l00- 8-33

Blue Island Sho-Miug Club.
A G Flickinger 0200121222- 7

L Leuchtem'yei0r2l32132i— 9
J W Lewis 0-21122120- 8

S Palmer 0211011011- 7-29 A Boeber 1201313120- 8-33
Mt. Pulaski Guu Club. Chicago Shootina Club.

C M Powers . ,1131111101- 9 W G Pa.yson.. . .1221201311- 9

J F Schick 2210113110- 8 W P Mussey. ..-2210223222— 9

W S Duer 1121122231-10 M J Eich lllOOllOuO- 5

W J Baker 2022112111— 9-36 R B Organ .. .2.^232]2232-10-33
West Chicago Club. La '<alle Rod ano Gun Club.

J Church 0031022201— 8 A F DeStiger. ..0010321020 - 5

N Brahn 0213321030- 7 M K Anderson.Oai2111331- 8

A B Pugh OOOiiOi 101120- 1 K E Gates 1211111321-10
E Green 1000120100— 4-16 J Shaw w —33

Blue Island Gun Club. Grand Crossing Gun Club.
F Groskopf 21121X12113— 8 G Srlecth 2201111011- 8
O Stifle 13201123 01- 8 M Wolf 1102311211 - 9

H Rust 21021101011— 6 W McConnell.. 3111031011— 8
RKruegsr 01121000^0- 6-28 C WJbams .. 0222000010- 4^20

Cumberland Gun Club. EvanatonGun C uh.
V Hofmann. ...0212000002— 4 G Peterson 1110203200— 8

W N Low lOOlOUlOll— 5 G Franklin 2021101103- 7

GT Farmer.. ..2120222220- S J JSmlih O'n2320220— 9

H W Loveday.. 2iL'1222l22—10-27 F Dilg 02:2^113111- 9-30
Evauston Prairie Scooting Club Lake George Sport ii.g Associa'n
B E Adams 1101202020- 7 R A Tur'le 2111101310- 8

H Yeppeison.. .120112J212- 9 F A Place 2310112101- 8

Geo Kline 1110101300- 6 « M Booih 1111211103- 9

ti M Oitndee. . ..122L10W. —22 Z J Hall 1202111132- 9-34
Grand Calumet Reigiits Club. Forrester Club.
0 H Porter 1222 131011— 9 Gu« Mnsher .... 00(Kt010222 - 4
W H Fleming. .10012()0ill- 6 WD Price 0021220311— 7
G Lauierback.. 2202222221— 9 Ed Price w.
E J Ellicott.... 1000100222- 5- 29 Ab Price 311C011331- 8-19

Mak-aaw-ba Club.
J P Card 2111012210- S C Kem 0201300201— 5—13
Fort Dearborn Club of (Jhi ago won first; Amooy Club won

second; Prairie Club and Mr. Pulaski Clnb div. third; Audubon
Club won fourth; the fifth prize, snecial, foO, highest individual
8 ori^s, was divided aa f iJlows: Messrs. Gatis, Burton. Marshall,
Duer, A. W. Reeves, Organ, Stone, Cairncross, L. 0. Willard, J.J.
Kleinm-in and Loveday, S4.50 each.
Immediately at the close of the team shooting it was announced

that the Slate events at live birds were finished, and the tourna-
ment was LOW open to the world, no genilemon barred. This an-
nouncement was received with great pleasure by many of toe non-
resident shooters who have come here for what they know is the
best chance in the country for some good old-fasluoced live-bird
shooting for big money. The books were at once thrown open for
the S500gnaianteed purse, andbetore Secretary Shepard could bat
his eve the entry had gone up over 70, and the purse was filled and
overflowing. Shooting went on steadily in this event lill dark.
At that time 35 men had shot, and there were only 3 straights in.

So it 1 oks as though some one would make a winning. The scores
of this shoot will be given for to-morrow, at which time it will be
concluded. The following is the announcement of rules for the
open tournameni: All live-bird ctmtesis in the following pro-
gramme shot under American Shooting Association rules, with
the following exceptions: The shooter shall not put his gun to the
shoulder until he calls "pull." The load of shot shall be limited
to 1M'3Z. for all gauges. A bird to be scored dead must be gathered
within three minuti s, and must show shot marks. Ten-gauge
guns shall stand at 30yds., and aU other gauges. Bibs, or under,
shall be allowed J^iyd. per gauge.

THE TARGETS.

Meantime the open tournament at tai-gets had progressed
steadily, joUilj and satisfactorily. More money could ha ^'e been
made out of thesetraps under a crowding management, butevery-
body was satisfied, and a better target shoot has not been hpJd
anywhere this year. A considerable number of Fred Kimble's
Peorias have been put out of the combai, and a good many more
will be served likewise before the end of the week, f'-r every
s' ooter here has blood in his eye, and is mighty apt to slay
through the week. FoUowinc are the .'cores:

Open to all sweep, 15 single Peorias, $3: The 15 straight men
were Powers, .Kazoo, P. North, McMurchy, J. 0. and H. Bab-
cook.

14 men: C. W. Budd, J. A. Ruble. R, Duer, J. P. Burke, C. S.

Strawn, Ed Elliott, R. O. Heikes and Dtterline.
13 men: Washburne, Tom Marshall, li'lic dinger, Smoke, G.

Kleinman, F. Black, A. D. Cairncross, W. H. Hale, J. E. Pum-
phrey, A. J. Atwater, Cop. A. Torkington, G, L, Deiter, O. H.
Lloyd, A. W. Reeves, R. C. White, R. B. Wadaworth, I. Parting-

1 ton and J. T. Glover.
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IS men: Dayton, 0. M. Townsend, McVey. C. E. Wtllard. H.
BruDtmeyer. Ambrose, T. W. Taylor, R. Merrill, Hastings, W.
Cli^mencs, .7 A. R. Elliott and C. D. Knowles.

11 mer.: W. S. Duer, N. O Meade. W. R. Allen. L. Willard, C.
H. Woosier, F B. WiJlard, E. M S;eck and H. A. Comstock.
10 men: Williams, Atsvell aud J. D. Park.
The only 9 man was E. M. trarduei'.
8 men: Kershaw, Flemmfc, Tee Kay and Wolf.
7 men: R. A. Turtle and Ellicotl.
6 men: B Rock and M. .J. Kicti.

Ties on flrst and sec md div. Ties on 13 shot allO birds, and
Marsliall, Pnmphrey, Cop and Parl;ine:t.on div. third. Ties on 12
Bhot at 5 birds, and Taylor, MerrDl, Hastings aud Jim Elliott div.
touvuh.
Open to all sweep, IS single Peorias, S": The 15 men were: H.

McMnrchy, BuTke, J. A. Rnble, Deierlein, 0. W. Budd, Pum-
phrey, J. A. R. Elliott, R. Duer, R. E. Franlilin, P. A. Barr. Ties
div.
14 mpn: Paul North, H. A. Oomstock, W. S. Dner. A. J. Atwater,

C M. Powers, Eilert. Smoke, R. O. Heikes, J. Partington, Am-
brose, Geo. Kleiuman. Aiwell, Hastings. Ties div.
13 men: F. Bl<7Ck, 0 O. Sn-awn, H. Kazoo, T. Marshall,

"Cop," vVashbnrne, N. O. Meade, G- L. Deirer. Ties div.
12 men: Wa'pert, E. .1. Brown, Kershaw. .Taquos, L. O. Willard,

W. H. Hale, Burner, Merrill. Shot off at 5 and div. by Hale, Mer-
rill and Kershaw.

11 meu: F. Carter, H. Babcock. E. Steek, E. M. Gardner. C.
Rets, Taylor, Brunemeyer, A. W. Reeves, J. T. Glover, Har-
rison.
10 men: L. M. Hamline, A.W. Adam°, F. E. Willard, P. F.

Rock, VV. J. Ed brook, Flickinger, McVey, Krueger, Allen, R. C.
White.
Clemant 9, H. Ebler 9, C. Williams 8, Zaekarias 7, D. P. Pride 0.

Open-to-ali sweep, 15 Peorias, unknowu angles, $3; Washburn
11, Ambrose In. T. Marstiall 13, Flickenger 11, W. S. Duer 14,
Smoke 13. T. W. Taylor 13, "N. O. Meade" 11, G. Klelnman 15, R.
MTriJlll, W.B. Allen 14, R, O. Heikes 15 F. Black 13, H, Kazoo
13, E. M. Gardner 14, A. .1. Walpert 13, P. North 12, Hastings 13, J.
A. a. Elliott 13, H. McMnrchy 15, Powers 13, A. J. AtwatPV 13,

Cop 11. J O. 14. .J. P. BurkU, .1. E. Pcimphrey 15, 8. Rock 13, H,
Babeonk 12, D>;teriine 10. C. W. Budd 14, C. Hieland 11. G. L.
Deitorll, I. P^irtington 14. W. Clpraent 4. C. tl. Woo8terl3, W, U.
Hale V, C. D. Kuowles 4, Dayton 10, Tee Kay 12. H. A. Comstock
13. G. W. Atwell 11. Toe ties on 15 dir. lirst, $41.80. Ties on 14

shot our, and Merrill, -J. C, Bnrk, Budd and Partington div.
second, .$31.35. Ties on 13 tihoc out and Smoke. Taylor and North
div. third, §30.90. Ties on 13 div. fourth, $10.15
Open- o-all sweep, 15 Peorias. unknown ane'es, $3: Flickinger

U, Geo. Kleinman 13, 1. Partington 15, H. Kazoo 10, Sm ike 14,

Taylor 13, B. E. Frankim 14, J. C. 13, Burke 15, B. O. Heikes 15,

Palmer 8. J. Riley 11, AmoroseLO, B. Rock 11. Marshall 1:2, A. .1

Atwater 13, Meade 14, B. Barto 11, Comstock 11, J. A. R. Elliot 15,

L. M. Hamline 11, R Duer 12, Pumphr-y 14, Budd 14, C.E. Willard
14, P. North 14, li. Babenck 14, Power.'s 14, E. M. Gardner 14, M. F.
Hart 14, J. Brown 11. Ties ou 15 div. flrsi, .|31.60; tie* on 14 whot
put and Bud'i, Babcock and Gardner.div. second after 6 straights,
$23.70: ties on 13 div. third, *16,80; ties on 12 div. fourth, S7.90.
Open-to-all sweep, 15 Peonas, |3: Marshall 13, Hale 13, Smoke

13, A. W. Adams 8, E. J. Brown 12, Hastings 15. M. T. Hart 13, At-
well 14, I, Farting on 14, L.M. Hamline 14. R. O. Heikes 15, Am-
hro-e 11, O. W. Budd 14, Cop 13, Pumptirpy 18. Deterline 11, Dayton
10, D. F. Pride 7. A. J. Atwater 15, W. Clemeut 13. G. Kleinman
14. Fcanklin 15, F. A. Barr 13, Parks 11. Knowles lO.Wolazcaski 15,

L. Willard 13, J. C. 15, Burke 15, H. Baocock 14, J. A. Ruble 13.

Palmer 8, J. E. Hainey 13. W. J. Ed brook 12, N. S. Young 11, B. C.
WiUard 14. Ties on 15 div. first, $38 75; tie« on 14 shot 5, and Part-
ington, Duer, Budd, Deterline and C. E. Willard div. second, $29;
ties on 13 shot 10, and Marshall and Smoke div. third. $19.35; ties
on 12 shot -5, and Hart and L. Will trd div. fourth, S19.70.
Open-to-all swepp, 15 Peorias, S3: Pumph'ey 15, Davton 13, Hart

14, G. Kleinman 14, Budd 15, Ambrose 14, Smoke 13, Heikes 15,

Pride 10, R. Duer 13, Atwater 14, .Jay 11, O. E. Willard 15. F.
Willard 14 H. Kazoo 14, Gardner 14, Hicks 6, Ruble 13, Palmer 4.

F. A. Barr 14, Coo 13. Ties on first, third and fourth dw. Ties on
14 shot off and Hart, Ambrose and Gardner div. Becond. This
closed the day's work.

THB POSSUM CLUB B.^NQUET.

Prominent in this week's entertainment for visiting shooters
was the banqnot to-nigiit under the auspices of that rare bod.v,

the Possum Club, of Chicago. That organization could haC'e
grown BO soon to such proportions ou none but Chicago soil. Its
history has been brief but full of glory. The idea of the Possum
Club was a happy thought. Under its roof tbere are no club lines,
no factions and no dissensions. It has united the sportsmen and
solidified the sportsmanship of Chicago. No club could oiler a
banqnet this week to the sportsmen of the Illinois State Sports-
men's Association except the one and only Possum Club.
At 8;30 the guests were seated at table under the roof of that

well-known hostlery. the Palmer House. The attendance was fair.

Those who were not on band missed the best part of the week, for
an evening at, the Possum Club Is one flavored with Attic sale.

The menu was simple, but coming from Ft. Dearborn and ihe
Gun Club tents the gentlemen present needed little of the alleged
skill of the Palmer Hou^e chef.
in due course thectiairman of the evening, Dr. N. Rowe, called

the gentlemen from cigars and convers itiou. He de.'scribed briefly
the origin ol the Possum Club and its influence on Chicago sports-
manship, and dwelt lor a moment on the successes of the week,
and called for Mr. Chas. Kern, president of the Audubon Club and
sn ex-presiaent of the State As=ociation, to respond to the toast,
"The Sportsman." Mr. Kern pictured for that type a kindly,
generous and humane man, a noble man.
The chair called tor Mr. Abner Price, president-elect of the

association, to speak of "The Trap Shooter." Mr. Price's great
personal p opularity was manifest hy the cheering which broke
forth at the mt^ntion of his name. Mr. Price said that in the early
days of shooting around Chicago he and his brother had been con-
sidfred as good duck shots a.« any, and he had supposed be could
<>asily kill every pigeon that might fly out of a trap. A friend in-
vited him to a tr&p shoot, however, and to his dismay he found he
only got one out oi his ten birds. This set him thinking, and later
he began and continued to shout s'eadily ai the trap, and as the
field shooting grew poorer, he cared the more for the trap. He
had seen the trap shooting of Chicago in its inlancy, was an orig-
inal memb-r of the old Audubon club and of the old historic
l-rairie club. Trap shooting got to have a boom. At one time he
had known the clubs to have 20.000 wild bird.?. No 8h0'>t so good
as that of this week had been held, however. He had found trap
shooters for the most part gentlemen. He asked their kindliness
for his administration.
The chair called for Col. C. E. Felton, the Chevalier Bayard of

Western sportsmen, and again a storm of applause began as he
arose to speak upon "Tbe Ethics of Field Sports." Col. Felton
outlined the various sports of the field properly to be so called,
and showed their tendency toahigii manhood. Shooting, angling,
coursing, all these, even honting the bumble coon, he conceived
to be of occasional and frequent benefit to a man, provided no
element of money-making ever entered into the sport. Live bir i

shooting at the trap the Colonel indorsed, out said he did not like
tnanimite target shooting. The ethics of field sports suggested
themselves to gentlemen, and fair play, tiumauity, generosity, all
these you will find innate with the real sp >rtsma,n.
Mr. J. G. Smith, president of the Iowa State Sportsmen's Asso-

ciation, was to have replied to the "Protection oi Game and Fish,"
but was absent, having been summoned home that evening. Mr.
W. J. Edbrooke, oue-of the directors, and now a resident super-
vising architect for the Government at Washington, replied
bri' flv in Mr. Smith's stead.
Mr."Wolfred JS . Low, also an ex-president of the Association and

one of our best known sportsmen, replied to the toast "The Illi-

nois State Sportsmen's Association." Mr. Low said the Associ-
ation needed no eulogy, the prfsent t mrnament spoke loudly
enough for it, nor did any of its members, for they usually spoke
loualv enougb for themselves. The motto of the Associaiion was
'Pulij " Now. he had something in his mind on which he wanted
the Association, '-nd all Illinois, and all Kansas City, and all the
West, and all the United Stales, to puU upon, \vith a long and
strong pull and one all together. He wanted measures taken for
a World's tournament at Chicago in 1893 at the time of the World's
Fair. He wanted an Ail-American team to challenere all Europe
and a $,50,000 purse oft'ered m competition. He was confident that
if the Pmnce of Wales would drop his baccarat long enough to
come over hero and shoot a little, the bf^ys would shoot him to a
standstill and make him walk home unless Victoria sent for him
He was confident that this tonrnament for the great fair was a
necessity. Steps should be taken at once upon the matter. He
had the assurance of Mr. Elliott and Mr, R ley. of Kansas Citv,
that the latter city would help, aud he wished to state that he first
heard the idea of a World's tournamenr. advanced by ihese two
gentlemen. Mr. Low's remarks were interrupted by frequent ap-
plause. The idea of the grand tournament went like wildfire. It
Is safe to say now that such a tournament will be held, and that
it will be a success. When that time comes, let these pages be the
record of its inception. An editorial in Forest and Strbam, at
the time Chicago secured the fair, bore in this direction; but the
I'ossum Olub was the Bcepe of the firet actual movement hereon.

Mr. R. B. Organ, too well known all through the "West to need
mention here, told what he knew about "The True Object of
Sportsmen's OInhs." He thought that object should be harmony,
fun. improvement, and vet moderation in all things. He did not
think a club should be devoted to house wsrming. He had lately
moved into a new house, and some members of his club had come
to opeu his house for him. They brought him a $.50 Inmp. but it

cost him S175 befnra the houso-opeuiug was over, because be had
to settle for every j.ack potthat was opened along with the house
that night, and he nad counted 73 cards in one deck, 9 of them
aces, and not on ace on his side. He did not think house-opening
was one of the proper objects of sportsmen's clubs.
Mr. F. C. D'mald. the seventh es-president on the list of speak-

ers, should have spoken upon "Man and h's Relation to Sporl.8."
but was absent. Mr. Tom Marshall, of Keithsbarg, spoke briefly
in hi" stead.
"Shooting Cranks and Their Vagario" gave Mr. H. D. Nioholls,

president of the Fort Dearborn and Cumberland clubs, a text
for one of his customary happy speeches. He said it was the
crank in shooting matters wno had brought about progress. It

was a crank who drojoped the lO-bore for the 13, and a crank who
first began to drop black powder and to ubc the nitro-powders.
The era ilk was a boneflt. It was a crank which turned the world.
He was glad he was a crank himself, and he hailed the pure-
blooded crank as a benefit to humanity. He had never seen a
worse lot of vagaries than his frisnds, the cranks there present,
could get up upon occasions, but he found some method in their
madness.
"The Fisherman" was replied to by the representative of For-

est and Stream, who said there were many kinds of fishermen,
some of which some people were whom.
Mr. W. W. McParland, wbohad attempted to sneak off home

about 11 o'clock, was captured and told to sing a song, under
penalty of death on non-compl'ance. Mr. M<^Farland has really
a fine voice and his Irish song of the "Ballahooly Blue Riblwn
Army" was a good bit of work. This ditty recites that a com-
bination of whisk J, lemon and water is harmless and that 'They
call it limonade in Ballahooly." A rapturous encore met the
singer and he was forced to respond with the ballad of the
"Elegant Bold Mclntyres," who, so tradition hath it, did "Whale
ivery blaggyard McGuire."
The chair acked Mr. George C. Bock, of Indianapolis, to speak

fnr "Our "Visitors" and this Mr, Beck did briefly. Mr. Riley and
Mr. Elliott, of Kansas City, when called on spoke heartily in
lavor of the World's Fair tournament. They pledged Kansas
City's cooperation in any step Ch'cago took.
Mr. Low offered a formal motion advising the incoming presi-

dent of the Association to draft a tiieory of action in the matter
of the World's tournament. Mr. Kern said he thought the idea
of such a grand tournament would meet with a hearty and
prompt reception in Europe, where there were many shooters
who would like to come and try their fortune with us.
Mr. Thomas Keller, better known as Tee Kay, from the mos-

quito-swept barrens of New Jersey, was ordered to his feet. He
f aid that New Y^rk had no organization like this and could well
look West for points. He had been forced to admit to his friend
Charlie Burton that Chicago had more lobsters, bigger lobsters
and better ores than they had in New York, and fx'esher ones,
too. He supposed they got them in the lake.
Mr. Burton said he would speak, and made a mighty good

speech, but his arm was tired from pulling the corks out of sand-
wiches in the Gun Club tent. He nnd worked hard and had not
laid up a cent, as mentioned earlier.
Mr. Tom Laflin, of Geneseo, one of the quietest but beat known

sportsn-en of the State, soeke briefly when called upon and
tbauked the chair for the flattering remarks which prefaced his
call.

Mr. Paul North said Ohio was ready to help whenever anything
was done in the work for the World's tournament.
Mr. Chas. Kenr was called on for a song and gave one. This

was a chef d'auure. It was ausoczcicJtnd. But Mr. Von Len-
gerke sang a Platt-deutsch song soon after which was out of
sight.

Col. Felton nominated Mr. Chas. Kern as chairman for the next
meeting of the Possum Club. He was elected. Adjournment on
call was had at 13 o'clock, midnight. Tom Marshall's room at
the Palmer House h.nd bean used as a cloak room. When the boys
went in after their hats they found a card hanging on the gas fix-
ture which read:

; DON'T BLOW OUT THE GAS. :

Friday, Fifth Day, June XH.

The weather remained lovely. Shooting went on steadily in the
big guarantee purse, open for all. which was barely finished he-
fore dark. It takes a day and a half to run ofl! a shoot here, the
entry is so large. The full entry in this event was 98, and four
men appeared after the books were closed and wanted to go in. In
yesterday's report I believe 1 said that at the ciose of yesterday's
shooting in this event only three men out of 35 had made 10
straight. It was really wor-e than that, for in fact there were
only two. RoUa Heikes and Ben Dicke This morning one man
after another continued to fall out of the 10 hole, umil at the close
of the entire shoo', 98 entries, only three straight men were left.
This is something wnich does not often happen, and is the more
singular waen one rememliers that such men as EUiott, Budd,
Riley, Lflflin, Eich, Thomas and others of the very best rank were
shooting and fell off. It could not be mere accident. The fact is,

the biros were too good for them. Wnen John Watson put in
these King traps he had misgivings, and grumbled that thn old
way was good enough; but he builded better than he knew. These
traps do far more tnan merely hasten on the shooting in a large
event. They settle a question long debated. No one can quite
approve the old plunge trap, single-barrel, bird-crippling stvle of
shooting, and yet with the old ground traps it was often
simply piokening to see a bird walk out and refuse to
fly, while flapping-rags, clods, stones and perchance an old
hat were all brought to bear upon it to induce a hop high enough
from the ground to allow the bird to be called technically on the
wing. That was not shoot'ng, and it wa.s not aport. and often it

was hard to get a run of birds even enough to prevent that all
the time. These traps may be said to have happily avoided all
the old difflctilty without exorcising the slightest additional
cruelty to tue bird. The puller simply presses down a levor in
the side of an upright box (I have said, I believe, that these
were the electric traps, but that is not the case here, I find,
though Ihe traps can be arranged to spring by electricity) and at
once the sides of the trap fall flat to the ground, and a big brass
ball rolls directly in toward the bird, startling it into flight. A
refusal to fly has been the exception. That the birds did fly-
well, look at the se.ores. Now, if we could only got rid of the men
who are too stingy to use a second barrel upon a bird down but
not instantly killed, or who are anxious to acquire a single-bar-
rel record, something which at ground traps m this modern day
of close scrutiny of pigeon shooting, no sportsman should be very
anxious to do, we should be much further along in the sport of
live bird shooting than could have been prophesied a few years
ago.
Well, one by one the snowy goose eggs fell on the blackboard,

and one by one the chances for 10 straights grew less in the big
guarantee, much to the edification of Ben Dicks and Kolia Heikes.
Charlie Gammon had everybody tninking he would get his 10 all
right, but he was too blamed contrary to do anything he ih ught
anybody wanted him to do, so he missed his ninth bird just for
meanness, though he had been doing some shooting of as quick
and clean a sort as had ever been seen on the grounds. Matters
sifted down till the last squad appeared, Messrs. Al. Hofmann,
Geo T. Farmer, Geo. Peterson and Col. ITslton. Each of the first
two dropped abruptly, with a dull, listless sound, into the bosom
of theSfumlly, and the third fell clear out of the game. Onlv
Col. Felton remained, steady and imperturbable as ever, the last
man on the last squad, and Ben and RoUa shuddered as they re-
membered his everlasting propensity to shoot the better the hot-
ter the place he Is in. One after another of good birds he slashed
down, and as he spoke tn friends upon the benches his voice was
low and sweet. It came to his last bird. The Colonel twre no
smile upon his calm countenance. He waited till the trappers
were clear back from the traps, lifted his hat for the evening
breeze to kiss his brow once for luck, then trod smile less and mel-
ancholy to the score, knowing full well there was going to be an-
other figure funeral. A moment he leaned forward, his gun at
45-ieg. exactly, not more, not less, in front of him. Thus he sup-
ported it with h^a right hand, while with his left he twice more
lifted his hut to give the breeze a ebanee. Then he grasped the
gun with both hands, pushed the safety up exactly tbree times,
paused a moment, asked if the puller was in a state of prepara-
tion, and on being assured that such was the case, politely re-
quested him to relieve the bird, which at once he cut down with
his right, in less time, as the novelist would say, than it has taken
to write these words. And then a wild yell of delight arose, for
no one ia more popular than the Colonel, and he bad diffloulty In
eBcaplDS! from oongratulatiuBt han.de, to tW* to S«n Oioljg and
RoUr Helke* and s^y: Wa will dmde."

There were $150 in the 9 tie, and 18 men longed in unison for that
same, while again the wind sighed softly through John Watson's
new wire boundary and waftea homeward numerous birds vrhich
gRftsed with oud derisive whistlings in their wings. Mei-ers. Budd,
eck and Powers managed to get ti birds each in the ties. With

pale faces and trf mbling voices they turned, fell on each other's
necks and murmured "Divide."
Your Uncle A^-ner Price, Billy^ Mnssey, C. M.Price. Br'er Gawere

Kleinman, Kicking Horse Charlie Srrawn and W. W. McFarlaud.
the Nightingale of Austin, were scared to shoot at more than 6
birds. They said, go to, we will divide; and each allowed $16.6665
to fall into his clothing.
The ties on 7 were exciting also. Jim Elliott. Tom Laflin, Geo.

T. Farmer, O. H. Porter and S. A. Tucker all climbed up to 6
straight. T'hen Jim Elliott got shot out harshly and abruptly, and
Georee Farmer al«o retired. Laflin, Porter and Tucker then
agreed to draw out .810 apiece and go on. Laflin then at on<-e
missed his next bird. Porter cnt down two seemingly impossible
birds at long distance, and Tucker's 10-eauge and black powder
got away with a similar number, whereupon these two sailed in a
friendly way and whispered "Divide." And they divode. So closed
a very interesting shoot, one of the largest and most remarkable,
live-bird sweeps of late days. The sc-ire:

F^fth contest at 10 live birds; 5 ground traps: entrance $10. birds
included. Audubon C ub of Chicago, guarantee purse of $500,
divided ns follows: $200 to flrst. $150 to second, $100 to third, $50
to fourth. Open to the world. The Palmer House, Chicago,
donates in addition, to the winner of first money in this contest, a
special purse of $50:
J R Elliott. 0301223103- 7 GO Beck 3222101221- 9
EM Gardner 2122223202— 9 O A Porter 2102311001— 7
k Tavkinton 21^01302102— 7 O F Britton 20;;0J 11110- 7
T Loflin 0202031131— 7 RMerriU 01023101CO- 5
J Klley 103OU23222— 7

R B Wadsworth. . . .2121323203- 9

K A Turtle 0320012332— 7

C P Richards 3002223023- 7

WJ Ei. h 222D 00102- 7

Dayton 2023222001- 7

CB Dicks 1222111222—10 _ ,W R Fleming 1010010002- 4 F A Place
J C P 20U10U20— 7 H Kazoo

W Clement 222;?002222— 5
JT Hall 2111002112— 8
H A Comstock 2012U3113- 9
L Harrison. 0121122211— 9
Geo Beck 1020110311- 7
Ab Price 0110111312— 8
C W Budd 2221213023— 9

2200222233- 8
2'3. 3022133- 8

J P Burke 0000122200- 4 L C Willard 2110213121- 9
J P Shearer 3220300002- 5 PE Willard 21ini2U13-

9

N O Meade 0110100101— 5 AW Reeves 20tll31212- 9
O M Powers. . . . . ...1122)02212- 9 G W Franklin 21000l20w
T Marshall .0222012222- 8 C S Burton 2110111110— 8W S Duer 2011222120— 8 DrRowe 1101131100— 7
A T Loyd 3102312001- 7 L M Jackson 2200122^'12— 8
ETEUicott 0000330021— 4 Geo Kleinman 0120211121- 8
J K Finn 2011021023- 7 F Dilg 1332311101- 9
F E Adams 112122L1202— 9 C Reese 2031100220— 6
R O Heikes 2222223133—10 John J Kleinman. .0122110ill— 8W P Mussey 2212213020- 8 A J Atwater 10013.'3210- 7
A D Cairncross.... 1111100313- 8 E M Steck 1031203020— e
C H WooBter 0222130311— 8 C M Price 1000022122- 8
A Kleinman 3111011220— 8 M T Hart 1212021100— 7
G Hofman 0120220133— 7 J J Smith 1012112001— 7W WMcDuflC 2120012111— 8 I Watson 2233222022- W
H W Loveday 1113003111— 8 C D Knowles .1120110001— 5
CKern OOOlOw. O Williams 2210000 v
Smoke 1131122211— 9 O E Willard 2220202123— 8
H Ehlers 20000w. C D Gammon 1112221101 - 9
A W Adams 1110200322— 7 F Block 0210223211— 9
S A Hastings 2220202213— 9 W L Shepard . . . 21021300H— 7
H A Fahnestock.. .2301322020 - 7 J F Burniiara 1023:02111— 7
A J Wolport 2020122222- 8 J P Carmichael . . .. 1220222222— 9W J Baker 2221320202— 6 HBabooek.. 220032010w.
A E Thomas 2202232020- 7 A F Krey UOOOw.
J Gardner 2012120202— 7 V Hopper 0000
E I Brown 2110200111- 6 J L Williams 2202112201— 8
O H Lloyd 2201111131- 9 8 A Tucker IIIOIHOQI— 7
B Rock 2233113033- 9 J P Card 0032:.'11221— 8
B Barto 0101221200— 6 J Hutfle 1001122112— 8W H Hale w. AH' fman 0110120111— 7

C S Strawn 2222122100— 8 G T Farmer 1111011002— 7
J B Smith 0222300012— 7 G Patersou OOlllSlXlv.

M Wolf OOOOw. C E Feli.on 3331313321—10
Dicks Heikes and Felton first, $83.38 each. The Palmer House
special $50, was added in tne above divison, the purse money
being $200.
Ties on 9:

E M Gardner 0
R B Wadsworth 0
CM Powers 111111

F E Adams 10
G C Beck 112221

H A Comstock..,. 12220

L Harrison 1220

C W Budd 222123

A W Reeves 223220
Second Powers. Beck and Budd $50 each.
Ties on 8:

Tom 'larshaU 20 J J Kleinman.. 12210W T Duer 21110 S A Hastings 0W P Mussey 211233 A J Walpnrt 20W Clement 220 W J Baker 310
J T Hall 12120 C Strawn 231211
Ab Price 111113 H W Loveday 130
G Kleinman 2H33J CM Price 131223

FDilg 0
L O Willard 110
PE Willard 3220
Smoke 11220
O H Lloyd 0
BRock 312210
Ike Watson 2210
C D Gammon 221210
J P Carmicbael SO

A D Cairncross 0
H Kazoo 0
A Kleinman 23111C
0 H Worster 20
FA Place 0
L M.fackson 21120
C S Burton 0
Third—Mussey, Ab Price, G. Kleinman, Strawn, C. M. Price,

McParland, $16.68 each.

W W McParland 221221
C E WiUard 0
F Black 0
J L Williams 20
J P Card 0'

J Ruble 2220

Ties on 7:

JARElliott 1212210
A Tork.ngton 10
Thos Laflin 13111110
.rim Riley 10
R A Turtle 1120
C P Richards 10
M J Eich 110
JC P 3130
AT Loyd 0
Finn 0

Geo Beck 120
A J Atwater 330
Dr N Rowe 0AW Adams 10
J Gardner 0
A E Thomas 210
J BSraith 0
Geo Hofmann 20
J J Smith 10WL Shepard 10OH Porter 111122123 S ATuoUer 111111U3

Dr Britton 0 Geo T Farmer 1111120
Fourth, S. A. Tncker and O. H Porter, $35 each.

THE TARGETS.
The battery of three traps, where the shooting at unknown

aneles or more properly speaking, at unknown traps, had been
going on, was this morning discontinued and the shooting
went on at 5 known traps and aneles. It bet ame all the more
apparent that the I'linois State tournament is not a target tour-
nament, and cannot run target traps to half the amount there la
in it. Tee Kay shot some. Tee Kay bousht a 'icket to Lyons, N.
Y., yesterday, and checked his trunk there. The New York State
shoot was at Lyons last year, and though most people will go to
Rome, N. Y., to find it this year, they will not see Tee Kay. He
has gone to Lyons, where he knows the State shoot ought to be.
because it was there last year. He started yesterday, but got off
at Burnside, concluding that he couldn'tget away from this shoot
tni it was done. "This is good enough forme," said he to-day.
"The lobsters here are bigger and fresher than they are in Isew
York. They are, they are. Charlie Burton said so " The f^coreg;
Open to all sweep 10 singles and 3 pairs Peorias, $3: Marshall 15,

J. C. 14, Merritt 13, W. Duer 13, Powers 14, Heikes 14, G. Kleinman
14, Bloek 11, Gardner 15, Budd 15, Hastings 14. Hart 14. Pumphrey
13, R. Duer 13, L. WUlard 18, Smoke 14, Atwater 11. Partington 13,
Carmichael 14, L. Williams 15, Deterline 14, Taylor 12, Brown 13,
Adams 14, Meade 10, ComRtock 9. Ambrose 10, Walpe.rtl3, Fahne-
stock 8, Babcock 14, Franklin 14, Hainey 11, Mosherl3, O.Wil-
liams 8, Park 11, Clement 10, Wooster 16, Knowles 10, Cairncross
13, Harrison 10, Wolf 8. Wooster W'on flrst. 841.30; ties ou second
div., $31: ties on third shot 6 sinerles and 3 pairs, and J. C, Hart
and Smoke div. $30.60 on 10 straight; ties on fourth shot at 3 sin-
gles and 1 pair, and W. S. Duer won $10 30 on 5 straight.
Open to all sweep, £0 Peorias, $4: Powers 19, Heart 19, W. S.

Duer 18. Pumphrey 18, Beach 8, T. W. Taylor 16, Budd 14. Cairn-
cross 15, Heikes 20, Gardner 16, G. Kleinman 17, J. O. 30, Ambrose
20, A. Reeves 14. Knowles 13, W. H Hale 15, Ruble 20, Strawn 17,
Hastings 20. J. Finn 13, Shilling 16. L. WiUard 17. Kazoo 19, R.
Merrill 18. Atwater 18. L. Hamline 13 Place U, Black 18. Ties on
first div., $38.10: second div., $28.55; third div., $19; fourth div.,
$9 .50.

Open-to-all sweep, 15 Peorias, S3. Atwater 13, A. W. Adams 12
E J. Brown 13, G. Kleinman U, Hajt 12, Merritt 12. Clement 13, L,
Williams 13, Carmichael 14, A. T. Loyd 13, R. Duer 18, Tee Kay 12
Gardner 12, H, Babcock 15, Lamphere 18, jVIarahall 14, Ambrose 13
FlemlDg U, Knowle9 13, H?ile li, Pumphrey 16, Park 13, Heikes J5,
Budd If, 0, P. Wilt 18, Pvrvl» 'U, K»«oe ljl, North l'*,ilaofe li',
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Wooster 14. Ties on first div. $31. Ties on second «hot 5 and
Kazoo, Nnrth. Woosfer, Marshall, Powers div. $23 25. Ties on

third riiv. '$15_50. Ties on fourth sliot and Gardner won wim JO

^^(fpfn\rail Rwe-p,15 Peorias. S3: Smnke 10, He.ikes 13, Parn-
phr-ylS, Hart 12, G. Kleinman U. W. S. Duer U, L. Willard 15,

Atwatc-r 13, Black 14, E. M Garrtunr 15. Merrill 11, R. Duer 14,

Olemenf 13, Pn-.vevs lij, Ambrose 14, Budd 14. Burnbatn 11, Strawn
14 Schilllnsr 13, OarmicHael IS, PMnington 14, Williams 14, Hain- y
15, R'lble 15,Mir.sha.]l 15, Eavlo' 13, H. Bahconk 13. A. \V. Adams
10 Deterline 13. Ties on 15 div. firit. 829.55 Ti^s on 14 shot 5 and
Black. Budd, Strawn, PHrtingfon and Waii«Tn? div. seeond, S22 15.

Ties on 13 iv. rhird. $14.75. Ties on 13 shot 16 birds, and Hart and
Deterline div. fourth, $7.40.

This closed the day.

Saturday, Sixth Day, June IS.

Another heaut'fnl day. Shooting began at rnce in the $250

euaraniee purse, op"n to all. To ihe purse there was addea by
agreemeni all surplus lefn from shoot No. 5. The $500 guarantPe
Bhoot closed yeat^rday. The entry closed at thf- neat total nf 55.

Eleventh contest, Si50 euarHnt*ed t>y the Audnhon Olnb of Chi-

cago, 7 liv birds, eu' ranee $10, birds included; $100 to first, |75 to

second, $50 to third and $26 lo fourth. E. I. Du 1\ ut de Nem urs

& Co. d^'aaie, in addition, to the winner of Grfi money, a special

prize of $25; to the winaer of second, $15; to the winner of third,

$10. Th. Hcore:

GO Buck 2.312222-7

A U Loyd 2103111-6

J p Finn 2002120-4
DLailtn 2011310-5

ND Meade 2211232-7

W SDuer 112.231—7

LM Jackson 2303033-5

liv« Wats n .....0i)33.v

BBOrgaa 3:il2i23 7

CE Wiliard ...1111111 7

Pt.nl Nonh U03J3.3U-4

M r H»rt ...1303S31-6

RO H'-ikes 1210013 5

C E FelLou 23-03..'3-6

F C'lrter O011O22-4
NBowe 1013:ij2-6

A friee 0333031—5

J Hofmann 20ul2 1 5

B Kock ll^lFi-^
HLoveday 1122210-9
KPrce ^'^J^^'i^rl
RuHsel 2303O13-5
Flemmmg 000 010-1
MtDubo 1013301-5

W L Sh-pard 13RM:il-5

CD Will OU0:O 0-3
A E Thomas 22U3U33—

5

Ties on 7:

GC Beck 0

G Kleinman. 213

W dHale 10^
ND Meade

O H Porter 3222111-7
W J Raker 2U1212-8W D Price 0113013—5
F A Place. 0300303—3
A D Oairn. rose 01 02in 4
Ahe Kl"inman 1013110—5
U D Gimmoo 2113131—7
G- ulileinoian 1131311—8
O Vol Lengerke 03uH0l—

4

A J Atwat^r U010321—

4

O M Po wi-rs 312l3i0-e
A H Chapman 101112^-0
W H Hale 1333133-7
C H W'.oster 0111113-6
John Watson. 1211013—5
W M Gardner..

.

A vv Reeve"
J E Pumpurey..
F Edgar
C St- awn ,

FE Willard. ..

LC Wiliard....
CW B'ldd
G l" Farmer
C.B Dicks
Jobu Ruble. ...

R A Turtle

F Edgar
C Strawn
LC Willard....W J Baser

. ...311 O H Porter.,

....212
"

..0113U33-5
,..0111120-5

. 2133:^33-7

..2t3331:i-7
,..1111331-7
. 0331313—6

.. 2112231-'/
,..2230111-6
..03110U1—

4

..0011U23—

4

..3231201-6
. .3101113-6

220
30
131
131

....313W T Duer ^R B Wadsworth 213 CD t-^ammon lU
CE Willed r-'O B^.ck 313

JC Pamohrey 310 E Price 0

It, bemg desired to make on. more shoot; and to nntsfi the pro-

Bramme, the men lef in the ties at this point, 9 in all, agreed to

divide the amount, $114, left in the purse, eacD tie man having
drawn out his t-mratiCt , $10, before the shootmtr in the tie tii gHit

The ties on 6, 13 in all, di v. $201.73; ties on 5, 14 in h11, div. $134.50;

tieson4. Sir. ail. div. $62.25.
. ^, ^ , ^ ^. , . u .

Eotrances wt-re now nurriedly taken for the closing shoo*^, it

being now well in in the afternoon. There were 56 entries,

^'FouVte'=nth event, 5 live birds, entrance $5, birds included: 40,

go, 20 aiid 10 per cent,

R O aeikfes 20022-3
OB Difks 33:i01 4

R B Wadsworth 13211-5

L M Jackson 00331-3

Jim Riley 03320 3

E M Gardner 12133—,t

LW Whitney.. . , 22000-3
C E Willard 21321-5
Ed Price 12101-4
B Rock 00332-3
W u Hale -.03033-3
C H Porter 33300—3

AW Reeves 03301-3 C D Gammon 11201—4

Haine V 2>J010 - 3 P North 30100-2

At) Price 33031-4 G C Beck 203re-4

J K Finn 00013-3 McDufT ....01133-4

J E Pumphrey 0113''-4 T L-.flin 11001 -

1

G Kleinman 03013-3 A E Thomas 23333-5

J A R E 11 ioit 1 3333-5 A B .Id win 21320-4w D Price 01103-3 F A Place 11203-4

F E Willard 12133-5 A D Cairncross 1331
Edgar _

J A Ruble
FMevnik... .

.00033-3

.31331—5

.03033-3

.13111—5

.10111-4

.11303-4

.13002—4

.202C1-3

.11312-5

LO Willard 13330-4

KA Turtle ^^^f*]-?AHCUHpman... ,...20313—4

HWLoveday 11131—5 GT Farmer...
DrNR'iwp 00302-2 F Carter

W H Fleming 01001—2 C Kern
A J Alwaier. 02331-4 O E Feltou ....

EMSteck 03032 - 3 WNLow
Geo Hnfifmann 20il2—4 W J Baker....

W R Fleming -'^V^-^
W L Sliepard

A T Lovd 33033—4 C Strawn 11201—4

Abe Kleinman 31312-5 C M Povvers IV^l^-*
C H Woo8t;er. . llUll-4 J P Card 11131-5

Xi6S on 5*

RB Wadsworth 1310 A E Thomas 2230

E M Gardner 122320 A D Cairncross 213212

JAR Elliott mill J A Ruble 2-2111

F E WiAlard 0 Geo T Farmer 20

K W Lovedav 0 W J Baker 10

1 Kleinman.^. 111122 W L Shepard 212320

C E W 1Hard 0 J P Card 111133

Elliott, Kleinman, Cairncross, Ruble and Card div. first,

CB Dicks*.' 211 GO Beck 121

Ah Piice . .
.• Ii2 W vv M> Dull 322

Association, In many ways a most memorable event. A look

through the pages nf history now accessible in tte minds ot those

present dofs not show anything to compare with it since the da^s
of ground traps. The big Cnnev Island, New York, shoot hnd 201

f-ntrif-s, but I undprstand that was at plunge traps. Entripsin the

Louisville Hotel Stakes, I think it was the year Andy Meaders
won the championship, ran over 100, but that was alt^o a.i wild

birds. At wild birds also we once had an entry in Illinois shoot of

180 odd, plnng" traps. That was before the grf at fire. Mr. E.

Price savs shooters were here from all over the Union. In spite

of thpse facts, -we must, in view nf recent tendencies at the trap,

call this a truly phcnomt-nal shoot.
Phenomenal though it be we have reason to expect that next

year this shoot will he yet larger. It would seem beyond questien

the wiser plan to confine the shoot to four or five davs, and to

run two sets of live bird traps and two batteries at targets. Men
waited around here all week to get to shoo' less than 20 hirris.

The whole week, full of hard work as ithasheen for raanagemeiil
and shooters both, for shooting through a mixed tournamrnt is

not easy work, has left all pretty well tired our. We ought to

have more action in less time. Plenty of money went away
from here which was brought along to bo used in entrance fees,

but could not get. a chance. ...
The winnings, eveti in so hot a class, have run large for to-day.

Budd won over $150 in cash. Heikps won $202.85 in cash, and
over SlOO in plunder. Other winnings niust have Iveen gond.

Tc-day a match was concluded between Jack W ns^nn, of St.

Loui=, and Geo. Kleinman, of this city, 100 live birds, $100, to be
shot Tuesday. On the Irain coming in atiothf-r mstcb was con-
cluded between Winston and Geo. Hofman 100 birds, $100 to be

shot next Thursday, the former to stand at SO ds., using loz. ot

shot, the latrer »o stand at 88, using any loi-d dfsirpd; 12-gauge

guns, American Association rules 10 govern, •"-—-i--" -^""^

races il shot will he duly given.
Particulars of ihese

E. HotlGH,

MR NICHOLS WILL SHOOT FOR CHARITY.

CousTBY Clxjb, Long Island, June 15 — Editor Forest and Stream;

The m.iich at 5(1 birds each betueeii Mr. 11. St. George, of London,
and Col. T. N. Gray was shot off her>> to-day and was won by Colonel

Gray, who snot all around the London Gun Cluo representative, kill-

ing all but two of his birds, winniug the match by four bird-i. Me.

Allan Nichols was referee and his famiharity wltu the spoi-t, together

with his iuternaticnal repuiatiou as an expert shot, gave the con-

testants confidence in his decisions Mr Gordon was scorer. The
traps were in charge of Leroy Parkhurst, Jr
After the match about fifty of the club memners and their friends

attended a banq iet, served by Delmouico, in a marquee under the

great trees on ilie lawn, and given in honor of Mr. AUan Nichols by

Mr. Walter P. Braith. the well-known yacntsman.
There was a smack of romance about the affair to those who re-

called th" story of M.r. biaiih's gallant rescue by his friend from tbe

waters of Long Island Sound. June 8. The score, Hurlingham rules,

80vds. Doundary, 26yd«. rise:

061 cray .. .
..ii]iiiniioiiiiiiiiiiiiiinonniiiiiiiimiiiiiii-48

Mr St George ....iinioiniiiiiodnmniooiiminouiinninjin^4
The birds were retrieved by Mr. Parkhurst's Dash. There has been

POmp talk of a match at 100 Dirds eacb between Col. Gray and Mr. A.

Nichols. Keferriiig to this rumor your correspondent gained from
Mr Nichols the statement that he would under no cir umstances
shoot at hv.- pigeons with Colonel Gray. Mr. Nichols said he would
make a match wiiU Colonel Gray to shoot at glass balls or clay

pigeons, unoer any conditious satisfactory to the Colonel Mr.

Nichols added: "The enthusiasm over the prosp-ct of a meeting
before the traps betwei^n Colonel Gray and myself is occasioneo by

the fact that, although each of us have held the club trophy for

several years, we have not been able to arrange a contest hitherto.

Colonel iJray is aware that I am averse to shooting at live pigeons,

in fact. 1 absolutely dechned to shoot at hve birds and fully stated

mv objection. Way do I object to making a match at live pigeons?

Why, because I am a member of the Humane Society, as every
sportsman should be.

. ^t. ^ , . .

"Col. Gray was reaorted in a daily paper as saying that I had
thrice evaded his overtures for a match. I would hke to state pub-

licly that I will arrange a match at gla^s balls or clay pigeons with

Col Gray or any of his Ensrlish friends. I will permit them to choose

the referee and make all conditions, save that the match must be

shot at 30yas. rise and the loser to pay $5,000 to a charity to be agreed

upun. I have no desire to shoot a match but will do so in order to put

a stop to an otherwise intermiuible discussion."

NOTICE OF DIVIDEND, JESSUP'S NECK, SAG HAHBOR
AND GREENPORi NAPHTHA TRANSPORTATION CO,-The
president of the Jessup's Neek, Sag Harbor and Greenport

Naphtha Transportation Co.. Mr. E. W. Brown, has declared a

dividend of $1 50. which will be payable at his office, 146 Broadway^

New York, on July 1.

THE ATLANTIC DIVISION.—The camp circular of the Atlan-

tic Division of the A. C. A. is this year sent out with a very good

map of the entire division, showing the large extent of canoeable

waters included in comparati%'ely limited territory of the division

and with the location of each oanoe club plainly marked.

Ah
J E Pumphrey ..113 ABiildwin .30

FA Place 10
CE Felton.... 213
F Carter 231

30
C Strawn 131

CM Powers HI

L C Wlilard 122

A H Chapman 0

A J Atwater 232

Geo Hofmann 310 C Ken
ATEoyd .120

Ed Pr^ce 113

C D Gammon 132
. . , , ^ . ,

At this po nt the birds were beginning to run low and night

approaching. The 13 men remaining n therefore agreed to aiv.

the amouni, $83. „ ^ ..^ ., r ».r f , . t^t
The ties on 3 were Messrs. R. O. Heikes, L. M. Jackson. A. W.

Reeves, Geo. Kleinman, W. D Price, W. R. Fleming, R. A. Turtlp,

O H Wooster, B. Rock, W. H. Hah , O H. Porter, Tom Laflin, F.

Mevrick, W. N. Low nnd E. M. Stock. These 15 div. $43.

The ties on 3, Mcbsrs. Haine.\, J. K. Finn, Dr. N. Kuwe, W. H.

Fleming. L. W. Wuitney, Paul Nortu and F. Edgar div. the gloi y
andthemoney. $2L

. x. t

This closed the shooting, and the party broke, greeting with

cheers the president's invitation to all 10 be present next year.

THE TARGETS.

Following are the target scores 01 the day:

Open sweep, 5 Peorias, $1,9 entries; Hart and Park div. first,

^'open''sTeep?irPporias, $3: Hart 8, Loyd 9, Shepard 9. N. O.

Meade 10, Russell 8, Laflin lo, Gardner 10, G Kleinmnn 9, Finn 9,

Hal67 KnowlesS, Pwrk 8, Budd 10, Strawn 10, North 9, R utile 10,

Flickmger 10, AtwaterS, Powerf 9, Heikes 10, Howers 5, Edgar 7,

Pumphrey 0. Dicks 7, Haire^ 9, C. E. Willard 10, A. W. Reaves 9.

"First di
" - . _^ Tri. i xT^.K

liv. $13

TmuleSlTAt'waVrSirHairisT'v^^^ 22, Knowl^-s 30, Duer 20;

Hart 23, Strawn 25, L. WilUrd 31, A. W. Reeves 18, Fhcktnger 34,

Powers 24, C. E.Willard 23, Pumphrey 34, Hamline 33, Thatcher
16 Meade 18, Cairncross 31. Erigar 32, North 25. First, second and
third aiv., $31.20, $23.40 h nd $14.60, Ji'ourth shot off and Kleinman

^mien ^bweep, 15 PeoiMas, $3: Duer 13, Flickinger 14, Laflin 13.

Powers 13, Pumphrev 15. Wooster 14, Strawn 15, Bowers 9, G.

Kleinman 13, RusScll 9, Shf-paid 11, Hamlme 13, Hurl 14. Heikps

15. M ad 12 Gardner 13. Hd,le 13. Knowles 14, Budd i5, Rnhle 14,

North 15, Atwater 14. Hainevl5, L. W^-llard 15, Edgar 14, Rt-eV'-s

13 F. W illaro 8. 0 Willard 14, Burke 9, Dicks 8. First div. $30.60.

Second stiot lO, and Woos;er, Kuowl 8, Bdg*r C, WiUard and
Ruole div. $33.95. Third div. $16.30. Fourtn div. $7.65.

Some dchuitory shooting was kept up at the target traps till

evening, no records being liept of this.

Thus ended the seventh annnul of the Jllingis Stat« Sportsme&^e

BROOKLYN TRAP EVENTS.—.lune 9 —The New York German
Gun Cluo had a gr. at day at Dtxter Park. Tne gold medal was
won by H.Nohel. June 10.—Regular shoot of the Parkway Gun
Cluo at Dexter Park. Fourteen members shotforclubhadge and
a special prize. The donor was the only one to make a straight

score of 7, he let the 6c< bhoot off for it. There were 3 ties and E.

Helg-ins won. At thi- mouihU shoot of the Coney Ihland Rod and
GuD Club lo-dav at Wood^awn Park the diamond badge was fhot

for bT 33 members. No less thnn 8 made their 7 straight, and it

was ieft 10 the veteran Ike Hyde to win it by killing 6 more. P.

Leibaiger sei ond, third div. by H. W. Blattmacher and E. Bush-
licll June 11 —Seventeen members of the LTnknown Gun Club
shot at Dtxter Park to-day. H. Kuebel, Jr., A Vroonae and J

Rathien killed 7 straight. In the shoot-off H. Knebel, J-., kiled

3 straight and won first. D. Snipe second. June 13.—The five

clubs m the Inter-State Team Trap Shooters' League shot a close

race on the grounds of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club to-

dHV. It resulted in a tie at 86 between the Central and Newark
clubs, which will be shot off on the last day of the series of shoots

in October. Just previous to the contest E. H. Garrison of the

Fountains and W. Sedgwick of the Larchmont shot a match at 50

livebir Js. Ganison 49 from 38yo. mark, Sedgwick 44 from the

80yd. mark. Hurli"gham rules governed.

CLEVELAND, 0., June 11.—At the regular shoot of the Cleve-

land Gun Club this afternoon, there was a good attendance and
"---^ -^"ih, second

The Blue-

rvuuiv .^^o.M,,.^.. V.— - afi-s chal-

lenge and will shoot them a triendly match on the blue Rock
grounds, Thursday, June 28. At the regular practice shoot to-day,

Zupf won the badge.

CLAREMONT, N J., June 13.—Half a dozen matches at clay-

pigeon shooting for prizes were contested by the members of the

New Jersey Shooting Club at Claremont this afternoon, Ihe
vFinuers were: Twenty bluerocks, Virden and Pope first; walkiug

match, 10 targets, Bigouey; 10 targets. Cnmpson aiid Virden; 20

singles, Compson; vealkmg match at 10, Compson; 10 clay-birds,

Conners.

ENGLEWOOD, N. J , Junel3.—A match at 30 bluerocks each

was shot to-day by President E. H. Lyman, of the Lyman Car-

tridge Co., and D. W. S. Taylor, vice-pr. sidtnt ot the Wauregan
Gun Club. The match was won bj President Lyman. They each

broke 26. and in the sboor-off LymiU broke 3 to Taylor's 2.

ELECTRICITY AND TRAP .SHOOTING. -The announcement
by rhe Cleveland Target Co., that tney have succeeded m putting

on the market » rtliable electric trap pull will bo hailed with de-

cided saiisfactiou. Tnis is something trap men have been wai ting

for, and we commend atteution to the Cleveland Co.'s advertise-

ment m another column.

SEE THE DATES named in our Fixtures.

NEW YORK C. C, JUNE 13.

THE New York C. C. has done a great deal in the last dozen
years to s"ow how a canoe regatta should not be conducted,

and the event of Saturday last may be set down as one of the most
successful efforts in that direction- While m worse a failure per-

haps than a nuratier of others, the result was so very unsatisfa tory
as to suggest the desirability of the club abandonirg all attempts
at a TegHtta in the future. Last year, on the oceasion of the - pen-
ing ot the new club house, the weather was to blame, the rain
keeping everyone away, but on this occasion no such excuse could
he urged, the dav was as nearly perfect a-< even a June day can
be, wbile a number of ladies graced the club house by their

presence, to cheer and encourage the ma,ny expected competitors
in the seven • vents on thp programme, as follow.^: 1. Unclassified
sailing, 2. Tand- m oaddlmg. 3. Junior sailing. 4. Single pad-
dling. 5. Unlimited sailing. 6. Standing on deck satUng. 7.

Upset sailing.
, ^ ^ ,A me on thf programme stated that the races would be started

proniptlf .at 3 P. ar-d some time aft- r rh^'g hour the first race
was t^euL a\rav. Th^^ usu f l club coiirsie wa? li'id out, around a buoy
off Clifton, then around a sc-ond bu^'V in mid-sfivam ahrnast the
house, and home. ,ihout 3 inil.-f-; Mr. Wbitlnck's trim cutttr Kath-
1 en. gayly deconted with tiunt'ug, being moored to mark the

start and finish. Over a great part of the course the canoes were
at a considerable tlistance from the club nouse, while they were
lost at times amonK the docks in shore and the many vessels at
anchor, so < hat even .an expert who knew the starters was com-
pelled to watch them very closely in ord^r to follow the race at
all. To the ladies, whose amusement is nominally rhe chief end
of a regatta, the only points of the sailing races that were of the
least interest were t he start, the various turns of the home mark,
and the finish; and it is nrol ahle that not three of the many present
had a deflaite idea of what was being dor,e at any given time dur-
ing the aftern' on. In th>' first race there were but three starters;

Hornet, canoe, Wm. Whitluck: Poll , canoe yawl, W. C. Taylor;
and K woneshe, 1 anoe yawl, W, M. Br wnell; and as it was impos-
si blfs for the unpracticed eye to dibtinquish them, even when within
view, from the outside canoes that were sailing In all directions,

the race was entirely devoid of interest. The winner was Hornet,
with Kwoneshe second.
As a pan of the long established policy of the cluh to encourage

match sailing at the expense of all other forms of canoeir g, pad-
dling has recciv d the col I should, r for many years, the result

being pla'ulv thown in this regatta Messrs Douglas and Gess-
ler were present with the Tempest to enter the two paddling
rnces, but there wt^re no entries from tlie New Y^ork C C. In
order to make a ra'-e for the visitors,, Mr. Barrii.gton, a new mem-
ber and pifitenr o^^uer of rlie racing canoe Tollec, with Mr. P:um-
mer, agrei-d to start against them i.'i the tandem race, the second
event. When it came to boating the home crew, it was found
that there was not a canoe out of the large fleet in the house that

was of modern dimensions and model and at thes <me time had
space in the well for two men to pnddle; so they were finally sent
off to he sacrificed in the old 15ft. Bullfrrg, without the least

practice in paddling together. The start "f the race was some-
where rround a comer near the Tompkinsville cotton docks, at a
long distance and entirely out of si^ln of the specta or-. After a
lung wait, in which the rai e was almost forgotten, the visitors

passing the timi' very pleasantly in conversation, in looking over
Stoddard's phoros of the Meet, and in sp-culating over the
niraeaof the ocean steamers pascing in and out, somebody an-
nounced that the boats were near at hand, and there was a good
view of the finish; the visiting crew in the lead, as a matter of

course, through the home crew had made a very good race under
the circumstances. T lero was much doubt among the spectators

as to whether the junior sailing race was started or not, but the

official score showf that it was, the c- ntestants being Outing, A.
W- Johnsou, and Edmee, H. B. McKeag, and the winner being

The^ngle paddling race was an exact repetition of the tandem,
save that Messrs. Douglas and Harrington competed alone, the
former winning.

, , , ,

These four unimportant events had taken .lust three hours, so

that it was 5 o'clock before the grand event of the day, the pride

of the club, its unlimited sailing race, was called. Tliere was a

FIXTURES.
JUNE. _

18. Rochester, Spring Regatta, 20. Marine & Field, Open, Bath
Irondequoit Bay. „

Beach, d a
20. New York, Sandy Hook Race 27. Brooklyn, Ann., Bay Ridge,

— . lanthe. Spring, Passaic Riv.
JTJLY.

4. SbrewPbury.RpdBank.N. J. 16-39. Northern Division Meet,

9. Rochester, Sailing Trophy, Pigeon Lake. „
Irondequoit Bay. 23. Rochester. Sailing Trophy,

11-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast Irondequoit Bay.

Island.
AUGUST. „ „

6-37. A. O. A. Meet, Lake Cham- 37. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,

plain, Irondequoit Bay.
SBPTEMBEH, ^ „ -n.

5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 10. Roche'^ter, Fall Regatta,

7. lanrhe, Ann., Passaic River, Irondequoit Bay.

7. lanthe, Annual, Woodside,

antnngnam; ti.rimee, n. a. luciveag; n, ,

s' Elliort; Echo. G. W. Cox; Teaser, L. B. Palmer; Tempest, G. P.

Douglas; Pterodactyl, B H. Nadal; Guenn, Wni. Whitlock; and
Toltec, T. E. 11. Barrington.

„ , ,
The wind was light and the tide juat on the first quarter of the

ebb when the starter, who was chosen for this imp'u-tant posi-

tion solel V on account of his musical abilities and his familiarity

with wind instruments ancient and modern, pi'epaied to give the

signals on a 4rt. tin fog horn. For the preparatory signal he gave
a very tinished rendering of Mime's Motive of Servitude, trom
Das Rheingoid, with such success that he was encouraged to fol-

low it four minutes later by the Motive of the Horn, from Sieg-

fried. Tnis attempt was so far from successful, however, that ne
abandoned his insa-nment and tripd to get a cowboy drop on the

club revolver, a harmless weapon of unknown ago and nicike that

(ould be warranted harmless even in the bauds of a "did not
know It was loaded'" idiot. Leveling the weapon at the fieet,

now bunched on the lin-, he pulled the trigger twice in vain, and
then in despair seized his horn and sent far across the sut -k'ssed

waters of the bay, with a fteling and pathos that calhd torth

maitdictions from the Italian crew of a garbage scow paRsuig by
Fort Hamilton, the last notes of the Deacd March f 'om D'e GOt-
t»rdammerung. Sent away at last in this inspi'dtiLg manner, the

flyet scattered in a way that made a really heautitnl sight, all

stauding out on the wind, the white and yellow sails diawmg and
the crews seated out on their piazzas.

. , .x. ^ .1 4,

As they took their phiccs in proi-essmn, Aztec had the lead for a
time, but was soon paasen by Bonnie, wh took a go^d place and
was well ahead when ihe Clifton buoy was rounded. Winging out,

sbe ran up before a lignt breeze and led toe fleet at the end of the

first of the three rounds. The onler 01 the leading boa s here was
Bonnie, Lieda, Tempest, Pterodactyl, Guenn and Azicc The
latter canoe Htred with a vtrj light and flimsy woo ieu rudder,

t--ie whole steering gear being to i we, k fo. toe strain ot lacu g
with big sp^ls. On tbe 1,- st leg of the first round, the wire slipped

off the wheel on the rudderhead, being Djidly titted, and the rud-

der was useless. Com, Howard attempted to lie on deck and re-

place the wire, but naturally upset, throwing him into the water
and out of the rac. The wind was falling all the time, the tide

running stronger in mid-chanriel, and it was 6:30 P. M. before the

fleet came round again, Bonnie still leading, hut with Lieda dan-
gerously close to her when the size of the latter's sails, and the

falling wind were considered. Tnose who had not alread\ left the

club house were anxious that the I'ace shotdd be called at the end
of this round, the prospects of a finish b-lug very poor, but Com.
Howard was resolute, and much to Mr. \ aux's di.-gtist he was
compellpd to start off for the third round, which was finished at

7 P M Bnnnie winning. The final events w ere run off after all

the'guesis had departed, the last one b-ing finished by 8 P. M. Mr.
Douglas won the sailing upset, and Mr. SchielTelui the standing

sailing, otly these tw starting in the former, with Mr. Whitlock
la Hddition in the latter,

T.ken both in derail and as a whole the regatta was a complete
failure in every way; the spectators were bored and disappointed,

while as a test of the many canoe* entered in the great race the

result was of no possible value. The two races which were sailed

were of no intercf^t to the spectators, and Mie same is true of the

two paddling races, while tbe Lttter in iiddiLioa served to show
the weakness nf the cluh in the two importmt points of general

canoeing and of racing paddling, Tbe unlimited sailing race

mad" a very creditable appearance at the start in number and
quality of canoes, Hoih tbe homean i visiting; bDaJS, * ut alter the

start it was a tiresome fizzle. Ttie two r vents which more than

all the others would have amused suca an audience as was pres-

ent, the upset sailing and th'- standing on deck sailing, were
spoih-ri by the delay incident to thn sai ing race.<.

We do not pretend invariably to tell tho exact truth about canoe

regattas; failures from one cause or au' tht-r are by no means
rare, and it is usually pleasanter for us to speak only of the

bright side and leave the dark unnoticed, as wf should have done

in this case had it been a solitary or even an exceptional instance

I }n the history of tJie New York 0. 0. So far from this bBlng th •
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Cf»Se, however, tin's same programme, the same plain and wellknown coiiditionsfollowpid by the same discouraging resulis. has
been regularly followed sincp 'he annual June regat'abecamo an
estaljkshed fixture in 18T9. New York Bay inside the Narrows is
a very poor place for a sailing race of any kind, it, has been aban-
doned, ny nearly all the yacht clubs, who have gradually workfd
down the stream from Hoboken uutil they were well outside the
forts, and canoeistH would be fortunate if thev too could gft out
9? lighL and fickle winds and sirone tides and eddies. It is a
difficult mat' er on most days in summer to snil one really Rood
raci' of 6 or 8 miles 'u a morning or afternoon nfE Srat^n tpland.
and it lias proved practically impossible to sail a series of thrt-e
or four races with any degre" of punctuality. In spite of this fact
the club has 8] ways followed the same programme for its regattas.

race, and many of them on that account will enter none of the
miscellaneous events, the canoes are rigged for sailing early in
the day, and it is too much trouble to strip them for paddling.
The friends of the cluh have always stood by it bravely, there

has been no lack of orelty sisters and cousin-^ and sweetheHrts,
with oanoeisis rom other clubs who have dared the passage of
the fetaten Island ferry to visi' the old house at St. O^orge, or the
later ones further dosvn. There is usuallv, as on Saturday last, a
very good attendance by 2 P. M. of visitors who are specially in-
terest ed in canoeing or caaoelsts. Some time after this hour the
great sailmtr race i? Ptarted, the fleer gets out In a strong tide, the
wind fails, some drift one way and some another, nobody on SQore
knows whai, rhn?e afloat are doing or tr\ingto do, finally the
gues'B become tired and bored, and when after an hour or two the
competiK rs come straggling in under paddle or in tow, a number
of thum have lett in disgust with a very poorop-nion of the canoe.
The men aiK tired and disappointed, and not m a humor to enter
the other races, a poor showing of paddling by two or three cewa
is made. vvitD a few to witr ess it, ard when evening comr^s the
pr srinnm^ is unfinished, tl'e Kuent* have departed in sorrow and
disiippom.'m''ni, aU't the officers and memh rs of the clun are left
toasaa refil z=«riou of the tact i hat the aflEalr has covr red them
with anything btir i redic.

'l'he^^ nre many old members who can bear witness that this is
a truttfal picture of the majority of the t^aat regattna of the club,
and the case ia worse to-day than in 1880 or in 188G. la thn«e
days there were a number of canoeists who still used the canoe
for canoeing—Vaux, Munroe. Whitlock, Cooke, Stephens, Norton,
Bailej—and these men could be relied upon to start in the pad-
dling, tandem, upset and other miscellaueous races which afford
so much spurt to spectators. As machine racing has been devel-
op^^d and i^xpandfd by the club, to the neglect of paddling, they
haveeiliier dropped entiielyout of racing or have made a spe-
cialty of match sailing, th(-y no longer stnrt in tne general racen,
nor have new men C"me in to take their places. The result Is,
that vv»iil«- the sailing canne of 1800 la a far m re eiTlcieDt ma^ taine
for negotiating the Lides of the Upper Bay than mat of 1880, and
makes a mur.h beitei- showing wuen there is any wind at alJ, the
general standard of th^ regaxtas is still lower than of old.
The worst drawhaok that canoing in America had to contend

with arose from the attempts to sail races with the light k^el
canoes of tbe early sevemies in the strong tides of New York
Bas, the rpsult being to spread the opinion among ihe yery men
who might have become recruits to the new mosquito navy, ttiat
thecaui e was a worthless toy. No one could draw such a con-
clusion from witu' sstng a good race of the modern fl\ ers, even on
the Bay, but sucb rHCt-s are very seldom seen as a part of the rt-
gattHB, and the result of such displays a* the present are merely
lo injure canoeing as a sport. In the face < f this plain and indis-
putable fact, Ihe New York C. C. has followed the Sftme course
year after year, until it has becftme a serious ques' ion whether, if
no otiier programme can be arranged, it would not he best to
drop the annual tailnre that goes by the name of a regatta.

If the club considers that the regatta is a desirable feature,
there is a way of remedying the present evils that is certainly
^'orth trying. In the first place, the regat ta committee should
issue an order that no canoe is to be taken out of the house under
sail daring the afternoon except to start in certain specified
events. At, the same time every member, should be requested to
he preset t and to enter on« or m^rn of the events, whicti in a club
of some 70 members Mhonld bring out a goodly number. The pro-
gramme mit;ht include such races as single paddling, senior and
junior; twridem paddling, hand paddling, club fours, paddling up-
set, a moht popular race; hurry-scurry, if the location admits;
standing paddling, duck chase, gymnastics, tournament, tug of
war; and when these are over, sailing upset, manueverluti, and
standing on deck. The course for the principal paddling races
must be laid out so as to fji ve the best possible race, out first of all
to ketp within yiew of tlie club house, even though a turn be
necessary. The cfjurfes for the hand and standing paddling, upset,
hurry-scurry and such events will be direc ly in front ot the
spectators; while fhe nature of the events is such as to allow i hem
to be promptly run off, and they are all most popular with such an
audience as a canoe regatta attracts.
A strict enforcement of the rule that no canoe shall go out

under sail will prevent the usual excuse for not entering any but
the main sailing races, and the men thus kept asbore will very
gl'idly take tiart in the eeneral programme. If the time from 3 to
5 P. M. can be given to a selection of six or eight of the above
races, every one of which oan oe seen and undertitood by persons
entirely ignorant of the nice points of match sailing, there would
be no objection, if the wind hold, to turning the sailing fleet loose
for a review under sail, or the unlimited race; but the proper time

understand the uncertainties of ihe winds, and if it is a failure
they are not soecially disappointed; and they depart with very
different feelings from the ignorant guests who are inveigled to
a sailing match under the disguise of a regatta, and who waste an
afternoon in seeing no more tnan was shown on Saturday. It can
hardly be expected that one such experiment as we have outlined
will undo the work of years and bring out a whole field of crack
paddlers and canoe experts, but it can easily be tried, and if per-
sisted in for two or three seasons it will give an impetus such as
is greatly needed to all-around canoe handling, and will bring
into the r^ces many old hands who have no use for the special
sailing machine that is killing legitimate canoeing and giving
nothing in its place.
The New York C. C. occupies a peculiar position in American

canoeing, as the oldest and one of the largest clubs, and for
many years the leading club in every way. From this position it
has certain resiSonsibillties which are shared by none of the
younger dabs, and which, it is sad to say, it has not lived up to.
It could and should have continued to exert a powerful and bene-
ficial influence on American canoeing, an influence which cer-
tainly is not. visible at present. With a large membership, a tine
new club house, and a location that has many advantnges, es-
fiecially that of accessibility from New York, it is merely a large
oeal club, and in no way the power that it once was. At home

its influence i- directed almost exclusively to racing under sail
betwei^n the club house and Clifton Ruoy, its boats being fitted
for that sole purpose to the exclusion of every good quality of a
canoe. Abroad it ranks astern of smaller and vounger clubs in
influence and reputation, and in racing its reputation is confined
to a handful of sailing experts, with not a paddler In the cluh. At
this time, when every club which aaoires to more than local
prominence finds it necessary to work in close unn.y with the
American Canoe Association, the Now York C. O. has practically
disappeared from the meets »nd the councils of that body Last
year the showing was beaer than for a long time, witu the com-
modore and a fair attendance of members in camp, but not since
1884 has the New York C. C. sent a representation to the A. C. A.
Meet that ft could really be proud of. In tnat year, under Com
JVlunroe, with a club camp and a fuU quota of men in the attract-
ive uniform of archer's green, the New York t;. 0. challenged
comparison wita any present. Since then, though some of its
m> mbers have always Deen pres' nt, it has been usually as in-
dividuals, un-ofBcered and not aa repr- sen tn lives of the club.
There is not a canoe club in this country to-dav witb the possi-
bilities and the future before it of tlie New York C. C, but if
either are to be. realized It must be through hard and earnest
work, and in many directions other than machine racing on New
York Bay.

YONKERS C. C.-The regatta of the Yonkers C. C. on June 6
result'=d as follows: Single paddling race, half mile—Uno. H. L
Quick, first; Alpha, P. B. Bossire, second. Paddling upset race,
100yds. with turnirig—Alpha, P. B. Rossire, first; Mit x, D. G-
Hoibrook, second. Tandem paddling race, half mile—Uno, II. L
Quick and Louis Simp-on, first; Collette, P. B. Rossire and WmH Haviland, second. Tournament Wm. H. Havi land and Louis
Simpson in Dolphin. One hundred yards swimming race—Louis
Simpson first, Ko^t. Egar second.

Canvas Games and how to Build Them. By Parksr B. MeM
Price SO cents. Canoe arid Boat BuiUiing. By H'. P. Stepkem.
PricejS.OO. The Canoe Aurora. By C. A. Neule, Price $1. Canoe
Handhng. By C.B. Vaux. Price $1. Canoe and Camera. By T.
S-Stfic. Price 1.60, Four Months in a Sneakbox. ByN.H. Bishop.
PHce $1,60, Canoe and Camp Cookmi, By "Seneca." Price $1,

DOWN THE SUSQUEHANNA.
THE north branch of the Susquehanna River was talked of in the

clut) at vbe beginning of the canoeing seasoa and was booked
as the upxt crniae. The season having opened, the hoys dropped
out one by one and I wa= left, either to make the cruise alone or
give U|) the idea entirely. Since I had enjoyed forrapr trips altme
my mind was soon male up, and ns the month of July came
slowly around I ivas bu^dy at work overi'auling mv outfit. That
1 Have one of tiip beat aU-amund .sailing and cruising canoes is

to be douhted, as any canoeist who has

encountered very low water and had to recross. During my
several cruises I have always found the best cliannel on the side
of the river bordering a mountain, and so far on this trip 1 found
that it held true.

[to be continued.]

ATLANTIC DIVISION MEET, JUNE 27-JULY 6.
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'T'HE following proiiramoie and camp circular have been sent out
model, can testify, 'Mv- outfit consisted of'several oiled' canvas ' ^ within the past week:
b'igs, containing camp utensils and blankets, and one extra bdig . To the Members of the Atlantic Division A. G. A.;
for provisions, and in the water-tight > towage was clothing and

;

Permission to occupy tn» old camp site at Checsquake having
personal effects usi d and carried by all cruisers. I also carried a been secured, your committee would call tne attention of ail the
caooe tH-nt which had seen plenty of service. division to the accessibility of the location. It is wUhin about MShipping my canoe to Wilkesbarre, Luzerne county, P,<i., on I

of a mile of Morgan Station on the N. Y. & L. B. R. R.. and o' lyMonday, J uly 14 I followed it on Wi-dneaday; and on my arrival 3 miles across the Bay from Perth Amhoy. N. J. Tne Central R.
laid in a stock of provisions. Packing my canoe I shoved off R. of N. J ;tnd Pennsj Ivania R. connect with, and run their trains
from the steamboat land'ug on my lone voyage upon as brauil-
ful a day as a canoeist could wish. The river at this point l.^ very
deep, having been dug out to allow the steamers to ply up and
down, earn ing coal and otiier freight between the towns below
on Che opposite side of the river. All the way down to the Nanti-
coke dam is a goud f beet of water, interspersed here and there
with a few Islands.
A slight brte/e had sprung up and the pennants stood out, mak-

ing quite a spread and attrac'ing considerable attention from the
passengers on ihe many dounle-deck' d steamer.? that I passed.
To the right, along Plymouth and Nanticote, could he seen the
coal breakers and (he outside workings of the many mines tor
which this part of the country is noted.
Tne wind, getiing stronger, and blowing as it did, directly up

the river, made paddling anything hut pleasure, and being on the
Nanticnke dam. to make the catroe move at all one had to pui
some muscle into play. Arriving at the bre-tst of the dam 1 found
vtrry little water running over it, and iiardlv any ruuniinj- 1 hrough
the shute. Giving up the id' a of runnin;rthp shute, I paddlui
across to the hend of the canal, passing and counting over fifty
cannl boais, ti-^d up waitint/ their cargoes ot coal,
Goingup to the lock-keeper to ask for a lift m making a portage,

he informed me that it would be a better plan to he locked through
from the river into the cannl. and then make a carry some dis-
tance below, where there was only a distance of a few feet between
the canal and river. Waiting some time for a boat to leave the
los'k, I was at laet put through and soon was looking out for a
suitable place to maae a portage. I finally found a good place, the
river being about thirty feet distant from the canal.
Having passed the canal boat which left the lock before me, I

awaited the mule driver, a tall, lanky, bare-footed fellow and
asked him for a lift. Togethur we made the portage, he at tfie
stem and I at the stern, he in tne meanwhile bringing forth re-
marks such as "Not too fast, now, Misterl Don't rush the
mourners," etc.
Giving him fifteen cents, I said, "Here Is a little change, you

chu buy three cigars." -'Y-s," replied he, lookii g at it, "five
timis three." and then bidding me good-bye, he started on a rundown the towp<ith after his mules.
Getting seated comfortably, I moved off and found this p^irt of

the river low but very rapid, not, however, too low to allow mo
free passage. Old Sol was shining into that valley with all bis
f rce, and it was getting very uncomfnrtanle, t e breeze that I
h(*d against me on the dam above having blown itseli out. so there
was not the slightest ripple on the river's glassy surface. Cruis-
ing along the shore at a rapid rate for some distance, I run across
to ati island opposite the village of Shickishinny, which 1 after-
ward discovered whs the name of tde place, on looking at my
chart, and there decided to camp for the night.
This spot Is an ideal camping place, moit beautifully situated

on an island in the middle of the river, with a large mountain
T'J^J!

bordering the river on the left, towering above at least
l,0O0ft., and on the right the town of Shiokshinny with a mountain
range In its rear. Tue river makes several large turns, and look-
ing to all points of the com pass one can see uotoing but mountains
the river secerning to have no outlet.
Taking the luggage out of the canoe and pulling it up on shore

under a bunch of shady willows. I made a fire for supper. While
waiting for the fire to settle into a bed of Hot coals, 1 put my fly-
rod together, and in a short time had no difficulty in landing three
nice specimens of Susquehanna black bass, caught from off the
sfiore of tbe Island. While cleaning the fish 1 was surprised by a
visit from an old fisherman, and in answer to my inquiry if the
fish were very plenty about here, he replied that they wore this
summer, and invited me to the other side of the island to see his
string, Which contained some of the largest salmon aud bass that
I ever saw taken out of the Susquehanna River.
Retuining, I soon had supper prepared, aud sat down on the

ground and relished a good meal after f'e hard paddle during the
day. Throwing some large logs on the fire, I sat down on a rubber
olanket and lighting a pipe, my sdent but consoling friend, lis-
tened to the noises o< the night, in which the crickets, the katy-
dids, the screech owls, the bitterns and the dogs in the distant vil-
lage all took an active part. When ahout to buckle my canoe
tent and turn in, I heard the cry of a wildcat on the mountain
sid^. Recalling a story wiiiteu by Wm. Murray Graydon onDown the Susquehanna," I happened to think tnat I wascamped on the same island that his party had had a terrific fight
with a catamount, which necessitated a second look at my fire-
arms before throwing myself into the cockpit of my canoe for the
night.

Thursday, July 17, 6 A. M.. found me astir, arousing the dying
embers of the camp-fire In preparation for breakfast.
Putting things in ship-shape condition after breakfast I

launched the canoe and paddled down to Mocanaqua, which is 16
miles by rail below Wilkesbarre, where I made; a short stop. Rc-embarkmg, I cruised down the river on the left shore, thH river
being rapid and shallow in some places, but I had little trouble in
getting through. Running in on shore under the bridge at Ber-
wick, 10 miles below Mocanaqua I went into town and madesom« purchases. Directly below the bridge are the Berwick
rapids, a little troublefome in low water, but no trouble will be
experien. ed by taking the raft channel in th middle of the river
Leaviug the roar of the rapids fiir to my rear I fastened the

paddle to the deck and prepared and ate a light lunch, ttllowing
the canoe to take its own course. Cruising along the left shore
saw a suitable camping site on a small island, and running across
to the lower end made camp. Examining mychari,I found that
1 had made 16 miles, it being only 2 o'clock.
Spreading my blanket on the ground, I laid down and must

have fallen asleep, for I was awakened by the noise of Ihe wind
and the swish of the waves as they washed up on the shore
Awakening to the realization of what was going on, I had barely
time to string my tent over the cockpit of the canoe, when a
thnnderstorm broke Upon me in allitsfufy. The thunder and
lightning was terrible, the rain coming down in sheets, driving in
against the tent with sui-h violence that it was difficult to hold it
from being torn loose from its fastenings. The lighting was es-
pecially severe, the air seeming to be lull of electricity, and as I
afterward learned doing great, damage in the surround ing countrj-

.

Looking out through the small window m the tent I could seo the
whole surface of the river covert-d with foam bea'en by tne wind
and ram, and the large white caps roili gSand fifr. up on the
shove. The storm lasted fully an hour, and when it cleared up
and the sun came out for a short time and then sank down beyond
the hills. I witnessed one of the beautiful sunsets that are often
to be seen along ihe Susquehanna.
After some difficulty with the wet wood t prepared a fire andmade supper. Finishing supper, I paddled across to Creasy

which was just opposite the island, ond obatted with several of
the natives till dusk, and then re-embarking I crossed to the island
and turned in.
Friday, -July 18, opened up with a clear aud beautiful morning.

After taking a good bath in the river In tbe cool of the morning
I started a fire and then crossed the river for some fresh milk.
Returning 1 soon bad breakfast underway, which was disptitohed
with a good appetite. Clearing away thf remains I again started
on my voyage, the river being considf-rablj swoUen on account of
the rain of the day before, which must have extended through
the country above, giving me no t.rouule in pas.smg ov r the low
places and the rapids that abound below Creasy. Keeping to the
left shore, I skirted along at the base of the mountain, resting
ever and anon on my paddle, to admire the wild fasclnaHn"
m9Untain scenery and to breathe in large draughts of the exhilar-
ating air, intermingled with the healthy periumn thrown ont by
the pine trees growing along the shore, bordering ihe river
Every living being in the country surrounding seemed to be
asleep, ^'-' .

.

eji. Not a sound was to be hewrd save the alternating dip of
naddle as I moved along. In fact it was loneliness parsrmifled.

All the distance from Stonycown Ferry, one mile below Creaky*
down to Bl.iom-,burg, nine milrs below, 1 saw not a living
creature, except a few sand snipe, boring iu the sand and mud
along the shore in search of their moraing meal. The channel in
the river wa** clear all the way with the exception of a small
rat>id and a stretch of low water 100yds. above the Catawissa
bridge, four mil^s below Bloomsburg.
Running on shore by the side of a cool stream of Bprine water I i ..j.vio.uu; ouu vrarujuer

had a light lunch, I tben crossed the river to avoid tUe bend but
i
Gardiner, Garden City, N. y.

over this road, making frequent and easy communication with
the camp; i he steamer-* Meta and New Brunswick leave New Y'ork
daily for Perth Amooy aud bave ample accommodation for canoes.
Those who v.Qm>- from the southern part of ihe division can havo
their canoes and duffld come by canal from Philadelphia or Tren-
ton, aT»d are only a short distance from camp when they arrive at
South Amiioy. It is hoped that many members of rhe division who
cannot spend their days during the meet at camp will arrange to
send (heir duffl.^ to camp, and go back and forth from New York
each day, spending th« nights at camp, aud aa many days as
possible.

it is proposed to have steps from the level of the beach running
up to the bluff where most of the tents will be pitched, also o have
a number of ois er floats run out fr im the beach, so that it will
be. possible toland at all tid^s without getting inio the mud, which
will e appreciated ny those ivno were in camp two ye;irs ago.
A grocer and nutcber from Perth Amboy will cairai c;.mp f ach

day and deliver v\ bat goods m ..v nt; neetU d by those wn.. piovide
tiitirowu mess, whilr thi at wno do not care to cook, can be ccLm-
raodatn d at, "Pop Appitgate';" near the i-t.ution.
Tne camp will open on Saturday Jur e 21, aiid break upM nday

.Tuly 6. All mail should be audresstd to care of Atlantic Div. A.
C. A., Camp Sou. h Amnoy, N. J.
The Ladies' Camp will he located at the same place as at our

last meet at Cheesquake, and stairs to the beach will be provided
for I hem also.

If any of those who intent being at the m'-et, are desirous of
having a board flooi for their tents, and will advitc Br. F, W.
Kitchel, Perth Amboy, N. Y., tbe boards will be provided at aa low
a o:i3t as possible.
The Atlantic Division map wlich accompanies the circular will

give I hose who are not familiar wlib the location an opp.jriunuy to
study up the matter, and we trust that every memoerofthe
division that can, will be in camp at li-ast for a day or rvvo.

B. H. Nadal 1

F. W KiTrHETj.
W. F. Lawkbnce.

|>-Site Committee.

RECORD EVENTS.

No. 1.—Paddling, 1,000yds., straightaway.
No. 2.—Sailms, miles.
No. 3.—Combineu: paddle. 3^ mile; sail, ^ mile; paddle, 3^ mile;

sail, mile; paddle, 3^ mile; sail, mile— :3 miies in all.

OTHUB EVENTS.
No. 4.—Paddling, any canoe, oud mile.
No. 5.—Paddling, tandem, or;e mile.
No. 6.—Paaa ling, r-lub fours, mile.
No. 7.—Upset Paddling, 200} ds.
No. 8.—Hurry Scuri , swim, paddle, run.
No. 9.—Swimming, SOCyds.
No. 10.— Sailing, Novices, \% miles.
No. 11.—Sailing, "General purpose" canoes, 3 miles.
No. 13 —Sailing Upset, mile. Each canoe must carry two sails,

and before passing a mark to be placed 3^ of a mile from
finishing line, tipped over until lop ot tallei mast tom-hts the
water; then to be righted and croas finishing line under sail.

No. 13,—Sailing, man overboard, mile. Each canoe mu.-.t carry
a pHBsenger, ana before passinu a mark to be placed of a mile
from flnis'iing line, pa^,senger must be dropped overboard
and canoe continue around home buoy (eiiher wa.j), then return
and pick up passenger above fiaishing ime and cro.^s as usual.

No. 14.—War canoes. Crews limited to 10 paddles and a st ersman.
Mr. Geo. P. Douglas afvii-es us that alsteamer has been chartered

to carry the Sunday School of Curist Episcop.il Ciiurcn, of Belle-
ville, on a picnic to Boynton Beach, Sewaren, on June 27; ana tbat
with the appioval of Yice-Com. Dorland he has made arrange-
ments by which canoeists may go from Newark to Boynfon
Beach, but six miles from the cauup. Tne fare tor man Hiid canoe
is $1,25. the boat leaving King's wharf, below Erie H. R. bridge at
8.15 A. M. Those who decide to go ov this boat will please notify
Mr. Douglas as soon as possiole at 136 Libsrty street, N. Y.

THE EASTERN DIVISION MEET.
THE meet of the Eastern Division was held at Tyng'a Pond, in

Dracut, near Lowell, June 5 to 7, the races l eing on Satur-
day resulting as foil >ws:

1. Padoling, }^ mile:
Heath, Wamesiu C. C \
Perry, Taiassit C. CS.

. . . . Z
Perkins, Vesper C. C

. . . . . . H
Tnis race was very closely contested, Mr. Heath winniiig^' by

but a foot.
2. Combined pailing and paddling, 3 miles:

Paul Butl' r. Vesper C. 0 j
David s. Goddard, Vesnar C. C .

" '

2

J. A. Gage, Vi^sper C. C '.'.['.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'
\ 3

Howard <-^ray. Vesper C. C . 4
H. D. Murphy, Shuh-Sauh-Gau C. C . ., 3

i. Tandem, single blade, paddling, milt:
Rolfe and Heath, Wamesit C. C... 1

W. L. Perry and H. D, Murphy, Shuh-Shuh Gah C. C. .

.

"

3

Perkins and La Wi-on, Vesper C. C 3
5. Upset sailing:

^

Paul BuUer, Vesper C. C 1
Howard Gray, Vesper C. C ,

'

' <>

H. D. Murphy, Shuh-Shuh-Gah C. C
. .

'

3
6. Upset paddling:

H. D. Murphy, Shuh-Shuh-Gah C. C • 1

Lamson, Vesper C. 0 ." '' '"'
3

In upsetting their canoes both men lost their paddies'and w'ere
obliged to dive overboard again and recover the blades. The
finish was close. Murphy winning by but halt a length.

7. Sailing unlimited, for prizes presented by the Lowell &Suburban Street Railroad Co.:
Paul Butl -r, VoRi er O. C 1

D. S. Gndaard, A^esper CO 2
H. D. Murphy, Shuh-.Shuh-Gah C. C ' "

3Howard Gray, Vesp r C. C .
' 4

Winthrop Taylor, Vesper C. C *.

5

8. Visitors' race; prize presented by Vespers:
H. D. Murphy, Shuh-Shuh-Gah C. C 1

Crosby '
"'

' j
Con roy, Wamesit C. C .

,

*

3

The prize off red by the Vespers for this face was a uniqiie'and
beautiful punch bowl supported hy three dolphins. In the races
Paul Builer sailed the Wasp, Dr. Gage the Uwl. Mr. Goddard
sailed Butler's new canoe, making a very creditable showing.Howard Gray sailed the V. Herman Murphy sailed his new Har-
ris boat, iguana.
On Saturday night a big camp-fire was lighted, and the iollitles

of the evening were simdar to those which all men attending tbe .-i

C. A. meet are familiar with, and which the men who have never
seen a meet cannot appreciate. Sunday afternoon ihe Bostonmen left tor h' me, but tne camp did not eml till Mondaj
The Owl, under the command of Dr. Gage, bad the urdimited

sailihi' in hand, but on the run to the finish htr mizeu traveler
pulled out of Che deck, leaving him in third place at the finish
The mess, as furnished by tne railroad comp ny, which cr.ntrols

this lake, was very Que, hence there were no disgruntled ones atthe camp.
.lames W. Cartwright, Jr., Ribt. P. Webber and HerbertW

Richards composed the regatta committee.

vvisuiu, urtwicnce, luass.; ^. a. n-Dinson, ijawrence. Mass'
Thos. V|^ Eastham,L.wrei.ce, Mas-.; F. L. Leighton, Lawi nee
Mass.; Kimball C. C dby, Lawrenr e, Mass.; W. C. Murphy, Lawl
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faulting.

Model FacMs and Boats. Their design, malcing and sailing, with
iesigns and ivorHing draioings. Postpaid,

FIXTURES.
JUNE.

18. Eoch.. Ladies' Day. Obarlotie 25. Cor. Mos. Fleet, LarchmoTit.
18. New Y-rk. Ann.. New York. 'Zr-,. Rochester. Cluh, Chariot te.

30. Hul] Corinthian, 1st Cham. 35. Patxp'jco Navy, Ann., Balti-
20. Brooklyn, bpriDg, Gravesend more.

Bav. 27. Yonkers Cor., Ann.,Yonkers
20. Cor. STavv. 1. River Squad. 27. HuU, All Classes.
20 Corinthian. M a r b 1 e h e a d, 27. Don hesti^r. Club, Dorchester

Sweep and Club,Marb]pli'd 27. Lynu, Lynn.
SO. St. Lawrence, 21 and 18ft. 27. Qumt^y, First Championsliip

Clause?, Montreal. 27. Cor. Navy, L. I. Squad, New
20. New B^dfotd. Ladies' Day, Eocbelle.

New B 'dford. 27. Siivin Hill. Fleet Capt's Cups
20. Seawan' aka. Ann., N. Y. 27. Beverly, 2d Swepp,Marbleh'd
20-21. Ran Francisco, Cruise, 27. Si. Lawrence, 29, 24, 21 and

Martinez 18ft.. Classes Mouireal.
22. Pavonia, Annual, New York, '27. Roval N. S., United Banks
22. Corinthian. Ann , N. Y. Cup, Halifax,
as. Atlantic. 2.5f r., 3ift. and 46ft. .27. Mo-qnitn, Cup, Boston.

Spec^ial, New York Bay. 29. Eastern, Aun., Marblebead,
24, New irieiiford. Sweeps, New 29. Massachusetts, Ladies' Race,

Bedford. Dorchester Bay.
JITLX.

1. St. Lawrence, 29, 24. 21 and 14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton,
18ft. Classes, MontrenL Hamilton.

1. Plejn. Penn., Mnrbleliead. 15. Pjeon, l5t Cham., Marbleh'd.
2. Seawanhaka, 46ft. and 25ft,, —

. iMassachnsetts, 46rt. Special.
Oyster Bay. 15. Monatiquot, 1st Cham.,Wey-

3. Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. mouth.
3 4-5. San Francisco, duise, 16. Lake Y.R.A., R. C-Y C. Tor.

Mare Island. 16. Cedar Ht., Saugaiuck, Conn.
3. Monaiiquot. Club, Weym'th. 17. La ke Y. R. A., Queen City,
4. American, Naphtha,Milton's Toronto.

Neck. 18. American, Steam, Milton's
4. Larclimont, Ann., Larehm't. Neck.
4. Corinthian, M ar b 1 e h e a d, 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d

Sweep and Club.Marbleh'd classes.

4. Beverly, 3d Sweep, Mon. Brh 18. New York, Ann., New York.
4. Larc>imont, Ann., Larchm't 18. Hull Ooriul hiaii. Club.
4. N.Y.Y^.R.A. Cruise. 18. Savin Hill, Moonlight San.
4. Royal N. S., Squadron Prizes 18. Beverly, 1st Cham, Mon. Bch

Halifax. 18. Cor. Navy. N. Y. Bay Squad.
4. Sing Sine, Ann., Sing Sing. 18. St. Lawrence, 24 and 21ft.

4, Am". Model, Prospect Park, Classes, Montreal.
Brooklyn. 18. Royal N S.,LanBdowne Cup.

4. Douglaitton, Annual, Little Hal'fnx.
Neck Bay. 18, New Bedford, Sweeps., New

4. Bavswater, Ann., Jamaica Bedford.
Bay. 18-151. San T8ncisoo,Fish.Cruise

6. American, Sailing, Milton's 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
Neck. linobpot^T

—. Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 20. Rochester, L.Y.R.A., Charl.
tead. 31. FallRiv.,LadiP8'Day,FallRiv

— . Tiloatar^ .Pm'««<,M<i'n? Cno-ct 22. Pleon. Clnb, Marblebead.
7. New Rochelle, Ann., New 23. Lake Y.R.A.,03Vcego,Oswego

Rochelle. 23. Royal N. S.. Wenonah Chal-
11. Dorchef<ter,Club, Dorchester lenge Cup. Halifax.
11. Hull, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 23. L.Y.R.A., Ann., Oswego.

5rh and 6th. classes. 25. Great South Bay.
11. Lynn, Lynn, 25. Dorchester,Open.Dorchester
11. Corinibiau,Marbleh'd,Cruis6 25. Quincy, Second Cham
11. Savin Hill, Cash. 25. Corinthian, Marblebead, Ist

11. aiverside, Anotial. Cham.. MarbleheHd.
11. St. Lawrerce, 29 and 18ft. 25. Massachusetts, Cruise.
11. Bav View, Club, Boston Bay. 23. Hull, Cruise, Cape Cod.

Classes, Montreal. 25. M"Fquito. Cup, Boston.
11. Mofquito. Pennant, Boston. 27. Pleoa, Cruise, Marblebead.
11-19. Larehmont, Cruise, L. 1. — Coriutb'an. Ma r bl e h e a d,

Sound. Ladie.s' Day, Marblebead.
14. Quincy, Ladies' Day. 28. Monariqnot, Pennant, Wey-

mouth.
AUGUST.

1. Indian Harbor, Open, Green- —.Corinthian, N. Y., Sweeps,
wich. Marblebead.

1. Westhampton,Westhampton 15. Mosquito. Oper., Boston.
1. Hull Corinthian, 2d Cham. 15. New Bedford, Sweeps., New
1. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- Bedford.

wioh. 15 East Bay. Long Island.

I. Beverly, 1st Cham.Marbleh'd 15. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleh'd.
1-15. Cor. isavy Meet, Riv rside. 15. Saviu Hill, Flee' Capt's Cups
3. New York, rendezvous. Glen 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.

Cove. 19. S-ivin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

8. Mosquito, Pennant, Boston. 19. Pleon, Club, Marblebead.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 19. Fall River, Open, Fall River
6. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.

mouih. 20. Massachusetts. 2fl Cham.
7. New York,Goelet Cups,New- Dorchester Bay.

port. 22. Quincy.
8. Ssn Francisco, Club. 23. Corintnian, Marblebead, 2d
a Hull, S cond Cham., 3d, 4th, Cham., Marblebead.

5th and 6th classes. 22. Mon'Uiquot, Sweeps., Wey-
8. Lvuri, Lynn. mouth.
8. Savin Hill, Second Cham. 23. Cor. Navy, East River Squad
8. Bevrrly,4ih Sweep. Mun Bch 32. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup. Hali-
8. Roval 'N. S., Ladies' Prizes, fax.

Halifax. 22 23, San Francisco,Fish.Crmse
8. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay. 26 Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd,

10. Quincv, Third Cham. 26. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester
12, Massachusetts, First Cham., 27. Rochester, Cluh. Charlotte.

Dorc' estor Bay. 27. Massachusetts, Third Cham,,
12, Pleon, 2d Cham , Marbleh'd. Dorchester Bay.
13, Rochester, Club, Charlotte. 29. Hempstead, Long Island.

IB. Mnna'iquot. Ladies' Day, 29. Hull, All Classes.
Weymouth. 29. Savin Hill, Cash.

13. C^dar Pt., Saugatuck, Conn. 29. Beverly. 2d Cham, Mon. Bch,
15. HulL Ladies' Race. 29, Royal N. S.. Capr. Russell's

15. Corinthian, Marbleh'd. Mid- Cnp, Halifax.
Summer Series, Marbleh'd 29. Larehmont, Oyster Boats,

15. Beverly, 2d Cham, Marbleh'd Larehmont.
SEPTEMBEU.

1. Eastern. Fall, Marblehend. 12. New Bedford, Annual, New
2. Pleon, Sail-oflf. Marblehfad. Bedf rd.

5. M'vnatiqnot, Sail-off, Wey- 12. Bevrrly. 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
mouth. 12. Lvtm, Cup, Lynn.

5. Hull Corinthian, Open. li. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-
6. Beverly,5tbSweep,Mnrbleh'd cheater Bay.
6. Lorchmout, Fall. Larchm't. 12. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-off.

5. Bav View, Cruise. 12. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-

7. Fall River. Cluh. Fail River. fax.

7. Be verly, Open, Mon. Beach, 19-30. San Francisco, Cruise.

7. N.Y.Y.R.A., Ann., New York 19. Beverly, 3d Cham,Marbleb'd
7. Corinthian, Marblebead, 86. Beverly, 3d Cham, Mon. Bob.

Handicap, Marblebead. 26. Savin Hill, Fleet Captains
7, Lynn, Open. Nahant. Cups Sail-off.

7. Mosquito, Open, BoSton. 26. Royal R 8., Lord Ales Rus-
II. Massacnu=etts, Fall, Dor- sel's Cup, Halifax.

Chester Bay. 26. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay.
OCTOBEB.

7, Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.
Bay. •

YACHTS VERSUS TUGBOATS.—Last week we published the

final decision in the case of a collision between a yacht and a tug-

boat, an affair which resulted in no very serious damage. This

week we have news of a very much more serious disaster of the

same nature, the cutting down of a yacht at night by a large and

powerful tug in the Hudson River near the upper part of New
York city, two of the party on the yacht being drowned. Thus

far but one side of the story has been told, and it is too soon to

place the blame, but if it appears that the tug was to blame, there

is no punishment too severe for the pilot in charge.

GLORIANA.
fyHE principal interest and exeitement of the opening racins
^ feason is centered in the 46ft. class, and of the dozen com-
peting boats no other has b^en watched and discussed to the same
extent as the Herresbofif craft, Gloriana, owned by Mr. Morgan.

It is an old trick of the Herresboffs to have a surpdse of some
sort ready to spring on the yachting public in the June regattas:

once it was the famous catamaran, another lime the swift launch

Stiletto, again the smaller launch Henrietta; and though in this

case the new venture has been described in print ana her possible

performances discounted, so that a win will cause no surprise,

her work wiU be the chief feature of the week's races.

It is needless to say that she is thoroughly original, the Herres-

hofls «re no mere copyists, and if she succeeds they may fairly

claim all the credit. Her model is unlike aU the rest of her class,

and as seen afloat she is by no means remarkable for beauty. The
forward overhang is not only very long, but lacks grace and sym-
metry, the topsides are round and full, and the counter long, wide

and flat. The Vulyvarks are of oak, about Sin. high amidships,

and with no rail or ':ap; the topsides are plain white from water-

line to planksheer, and there is not a line of carving or gilding to

i-elieve the full, heavy look of the boat. On deck and below, how-
ever, two points are noticeable, the workmanship is good, a neat

and workmanlike finish to joiner work, etc., and the predominat-

ing consideration has been utility rather than style. The deck is

of 15^in. matched hoards, lu a single thickness, but covered with

painted canvas, making a strong, tight and serviceable deck. The
iuterior is very handsomely finished in plain butternut wood,

there being a large room for the captain on the starboard side

abreast the mast, a very lieht and roomy main cabin, and a ladies'

cabin aft. The composite construction, with the full model, gives

a great deal of space below. There are no channels, the chain-

plates being inside the skin and apparently amply strong. The
rigging is fitted with turnbuckles, the barrel of each being a steel

tube with a slot on each side through which split pins may be In-

serted in the screw ends to prevent them turning. The bowsprit

bitts are of special design, made of steel plate, while the gammon
iron is rather heavy, with two iron or steel braces from it. their

after ends forming eyes through which pass the wooden bowsprit

fid, thus throwing a strain on the gammon and stem head instead

of on the deck frame. A capstan of special design, fitted for

chain, is placed just abaft the bowsprit, being geared for two or

three Epends. The main sheet bitts are in the form of timber

heads in the deck nearly amidships, while about the deck are two
sizes of composition skeleton cleats in plenty. Like the rest of

the class, there are no riding bitts of any kind visible. There is a

shoal cockpit of good size aft, with an oak coaming taking in a

large piece of the deck for seats. The tiller ships in a brass socket

attached to the rudder head, which is of metal working in a brass

tube, this socket sliding on a short curved track. There are two
travelers for the main sheet, one about 4ft, ab.if t the other. The
most peculiar detail on the yacht is the main boom gooseneck,

which is a sort of combination revolving spider band. On the

mast is a collar of iron with two flanges about 2in. apart. Around
this collar and between the flanges is a strong ring of composi-

tion, carrying on the after side two jaws or lug.s between which

the end of the boom is secured by a horizontal bolt, while on the

fore side is the spinaker boom gooseneck and socket, and on each

side are four belaying pins for halliards, etc. The boom and ring

move together, the latter moving around the mast, being held

from rising or falling by the flanges mentioned, while as a matter

of course the spinaker boom and the pins and halliards partake of

the same movement. The fittings throughout are mostly of com-

position in place of iron or steel. The boat is one of the shortest

in waterline length, but more than makes up in sail, carrying a

very la,rge rig. The boom, gaff and yards are hollow.

NAPHTHA AUXILIARIES.—The auxiliary naphtha launch is

becoming quite well-known, but those built thus far have been

designed from the engine room, so as to speak, rather than from

the deck, the engine being the main reliance, with the sails merely

auxiliary. Two interesting experiments are now being made with

a different end in view, the sailing power being the leading feature

with the engines as the auxiliary. The keel sloop Nyssa, formerly

Gleam, built by Wood Bros, in 1883, a boat well-known to all our

readers, her lines having been published in the Forest ano
Stream of May 1, 1884, was out last week at Wintringham's yard,

where an 8 h. p. Ofeldt engine was placed In her, the 15in. screw

bsing set in her deadwood just forward of the stern post, with no

alteration of the latter. The yacht, which is 26ft. 9m. l.w.l. by
Uft. 3in. beam, will be used in a small harbor on the Sound_

which is reached only by a narrow and crooked passage, a bad

place to leave or enter with a loul tide or wind; and the engine is

intended to take her in and out without delay, and also to aid her

in a calm. The screw ic four bladed, being fitted to disconnect

and turn when under sail. No great speed is likely to be realized,

but the possibilty of getting somewhere at a certain time will

compensate for the space and dirt of the machinery. Mr. A. Cary
Smith has lately designed a somewhat similar auxiliary for the

builders, the Gas Engmo and Power Co., a craft 33ft, 6in. l.w.l.,

10ft. Sin. beam, 6ft. 6in. draft, and fitted with the usual cruising

rig. to which is added a naphtha engine in the run, with a two

bladed screw which may be turned to house in the deadwood when
imder sail. The stern post is nearly plumb, but stops above the

screw, with a wide and not very deep rudder. In the bow is a

tank holding 210 gallons of naphtha. The interior arrangements

are of the conventional sort in a cruising cutter.

HANDICAP AND CRUISING TRIM MATCHES.—Our com.

ments last week on this subject have been answered by a letter

from the secretary of the regatta committee of the Corinthian

Y. C. of New York, inclosing the first proofs of a series of rules for

ihandicap matches, and also rules for cruisers' matches, drawn up

by lie club for future use. We are unable to find space for them

this week, but tiey will appear as goon as possible, as they are

0 prove of genera? ntlUty.

THE 25FT. CLASS.—Considering that but two boats are yet

afloat, and that two races only have been sailed, a remarkable

degree of interest I- ma lifested by yachtsmen about New York in

the new .35ft. corrected length racers. Prizes are offered for them

in all directions, and their owners can find races at any time.

Mr. Center, of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C, has offered a prize for

the class, and the Pouglaston Y. C. announce another, the g ft of

Mr. Andrews. Unfortunately this lat-er club has chosen a date-

July 4—which has by long usage been secured to its opposite neigh-

bor, the Larehmont Y. C, a fa- 1 which is likely to work to the

detriment of the younger club in the matter of entries. The fix-

tures are well filled up, but the club would be the gainer, even at

this date, by choosing another day.

THE PILOT BOAT AND THE WHALE.—The story told in that

melodious ditty, the Torpedo and the Whale, is commonly sup-

posed to be a mere fiotinn of the inventive librettist, but a recent

occurrence near at hand proves that if not an actual truth to the

letter, it may at least be founded on fact. In the presen* case the

scene of the tragedy is transferred from tbe North Sea to the

Atlantic Ocean, about 350 miles east of New York, the date being

June 7. This whale, a finback, ''big of bone and strong of tall,"

was in company with two smalb r ones, heading N.E. and travel-

ing at about 10 knots, when a strange obj' ct was sighud dead

ahead. Though ignorant of the nature of this new fish, the whales

charged gallantly forward, the lareest one finally giving battle to

the intruder, in which battle he came off second best, rt-ceiving a

severe cut in the head, which ended his career. The unknown
opponent was nothing less than the old ActfBa, once a schooner

yacht and now New York pllr^t boat No. 15, in charge of Pilot

Keely. Her helmsman had sighted the whales half an hour before

meeting them, and changed the course to avoid them, but they

too ehifted their helms and ran deliberately for the boat. The two

smaller ones dove under in time, but the b^'g fellow was a little

too slow, and the forefoot of the schooner cut into bis back. He
gave one flurry with his tail, striking thp vessel a blow that made
her tremble from knightheads to taffrail. and fhen disappeared

astern. The pilot boat continued on her way seaward, and in due

time Pilot Keely was set aboard the An hor liner Caledonia. On
June 10 the Caledonia passed the body of a whale, supposed to be

the one struck by the Aciraa.

A GREAT SINGLE-HAND RACE.—On June! 17 the most ex-

traordinary singlehand race ever attempted was started from
Crescent Beach, near Boston. The course is across the Atlantic

Ocean, to any point of the British I'lles or Europe. The boats are

the Sea Serpent, 14ft. llj^in. over all: oft. be-im, .3ft. hold, 2ft-

draft; and the Mermaid, of the same dimensions. Capt. Josiah

W. Lawlor will man the Sea Serpent and Capt. Wm. A. Andrews
the Mermaid. Each boat has a most complete outfit for the long

race. Even though both of the foolhardy navigators should suc-

ceed in making land alive, no good can follow from the undertak-

ing, and it is a pity that men as bold and skilful as these two are

known to be can find no better use for their time. The only gord

thing that can be said about the whole matter is that the attempt

is at least honest, and not a mere sham for the sake of advertis-

ing some newspaper.
"

ANCIENT AND MODERN MODELS.—Mr. Edward Burgess

has sent to Capt. J. W. Collins, of the U. S. Fish Commission, the

lines and sail plan of the famous fishing s hooner Fredonia, whick
AJr. Burgess designed. Capt. Collins intends to have made for the

Fish Commission exhibit at the World's Fair a rigged model of

the Fredonia, which will be complete in every detail, and repre-

sent in miniature the latest developments In the form and rig of

the New England fishing clipper. Placed in contrast with the

old-time ships of the Spanish, Portuguese, French and English

fishermen, who visited the cod banks of the Western Atlantic

soon after the discovery of America, or side by side with the

tub-shaped "hpcl-tappers" of ancient Marblebead, or even more
recent productions of the ship builder's art, this model will show
most emphatically the strides made in the design and equipment

of fishing craft during the past four centuries.

A NEW SCHEME FOR CLUB STATIONS.—In place of one

large house and station on the water for the New York Y. C, a

scheme has been devised by S. Nicholson Kane, of the regatta

committee, for the establishment of a number of small stations In

addition to the float in New York and the house and float at New-
port. At each of these a small house and a float will be built, with

a keeper in charge, who will care for mail, supplies, etc.. for

yachts. The proposed points are Whitestone, Glen Cove, New
London. Shelter Island and Martha's Vineyard. Such stations

would prove a great convenience to cruising men, but the expense

of their maintenance would foot up to a considerable total in the

case of six separate establishments, as proposed, including the ex-

isting one at Newport.

LADIES AT THE TILLER.-On Saturday last a lady formed

one of the crew of two in a boat in the regatta of the Corinthian

Mosquito Fleet at Larehmont, and on the same day a race was

sailed on Tuxedo Lake in which each of the fleet of catbnats was

steered by a lady. These fair skippers were doub'less emulous of

the lady sailoresses of the Solent, though they can hardly claim

to rival the skill of the latter. It is one thing to sail the regular

club pumpkinseed on Tuxedo Lake and another to handle the

tiller of a 2^-rater, such as Babe, Troublesome. M'lisa and the

other craft sailed by ladies on the Solent, and it requires bo small

amount of sfeUl and daring to race them in bad weather.

YACHT CRUISING ON THE ST. LAWRENCE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
From Laiie Chiimplain down the Richelieu River a yacht draw-

ing not n.ore than 4it. would have no difli.^.ulty in passing. As
westerly and eouthwesterly winds prevail at this season of the
year, and, moreover, as it is down stream, a sailing yacht could
get down well enough, independently of towage; but unless its

owner had either personal knowledge of the river or much caution
«nd a very sharp eye for the appearance of the surface of water
where it runs over reefs or buulders, pilotage might he need<-d.

In the Utter case it might he well to arrange to tie astern of some
one ot the manv tows of empty luraoer barges returning from
Whitehall to Montreal or Ottawa for their load". If time were
no obj-ct to theparty. Itwuld be found a pleasant sail from Sorel
to Montreal, or rather to Longeuii Church and lerry on the south
shore of the Su Lawrence, opposite Montreal, a co'ipleof miles
down, and b low tne rapid currents of the harbor proper. The
writer sailed his schooner yacht, of pretty deep draft tor inland
river work, from Sorel to Longeuii in the firsi. half of a. day ; but
this was with a ripping easterly tn-eeze (if ter nearly a weeK spent
ai Lake St. Peter waiting for it). It is qu-stionable whether even
alight draft boat and fast, that could work in close to shore and
intheeddvof the narrow islands, would mike head vay worth
while it beating against the wind up the currents between Sorel

and Lnngeuil. It needs a strong northerly or easterly wind to sail

up with satisfaction. So, in the case of calm or wind ottier than
those mentioupd, it would be better to slick to the more prosaic
but decidedly m re c*^rtair) tow.
From Longpuil into L <chine canal a harbor tug would be neces-

sarv. The towage rostfrom Lake Champlain to Lachine canal
lock entrance I should consider to have been very successfully

negotiated if kept within the limit of $20, and ic might easily go a
fev*- dollars over that. , ^ ,

From Montreal upward to O^densburg I cons'der a tow a neces-
sity. It migh', thrnuah prevwlenee of westerly winds and calms,
tal<ehalf the summer to sail up, notwithstanding that in all me
lockage and canal r. aches, horse tows are always available. Tnere
are two "transportation companies" that have frequnnily return
tows of empty barges from Mintreal to Kingston—be>ond the
Thousand Islands—each having, I think, seldo ji less than one or

two such tows a weeK. The cost to the wriier for towage on the
trip of his boat between th>=*se points was—mcudin^ tipa to

French Canadian hareees to secure their friendly co-opei-ation in

locUtng—some $70; buta24fi;. h .at, being less tlian half the length

of his, or roug ily, less than i4 tne weight, should surely tie got
through for half tnat monev.
From Ogdensburg westward it is nice and easy sailing up the

river, and through the Thousand Island" into Lake Ontario. A
copy of the U. S, survey chart of that portico of the St. Lawrence
would, if one Mad no pilot on board, be a necessity. By tne aid

of thi-SH excedent charts, alone and without the least previous

personal acquaint mce with the channels, the writer sailed his

boat, of a few inches over 7ft. draft, through the Thousand Islands

from Lake Ontario to Ugdenso'ug fou'- umes, withou' the least

uncertainty anywhere bs to the pr >per cour-e to take, so accurate

are these oharrs in the smabesc details. It goes without saying

that it is needful to b' accustom d to interpreti 'g a chart

promptly ann accurately if one t.ispenses altoget her wi h pilo's.

The L^. S. L ikes Surveys office is at Derroii; by writing there

tb-- m p' can be purchased at very modera'e cost, th^ U. S.

Government issuing them as a publ'c bent fit. at a low price.

When one considers the vast amount of labor it must have Telsen

to get the int'ormation the; emoody, and the stvle in whi' h they

are executed, one cannot help thiiKing it will tai^e some genera-

tiona of their consumption to approach the defraying the cost of

their production. One of these maps wiU give "K." a better Idea
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of the Thousand Islands, by half an hour's study, than would a
month's steady talking by their "oldest inhabitant," therefore it

is needless to say more than to refer him to one.
Sujjplies—meat, vegetables, fmiit, drinkables—can be had at all

the villages or small towns along the river, but it would be well
to lay in stores at Montreal to last to Ogdensburg, for the simple
reason ihat when tied to a tow of barees you have to go on as they
do, and might not have time to stop and do marketing, even with
grocers' shops almost under your nose in passing through a lock.
By the way, touGhing lockage, if '"K." will take advice from a

brother boatman, he will, whenever practicable, put the ladies
ashore when passing through locks and take them on in last one
just before starting out. This for Iwo reasons. First, there ia

some—though but slight—risk of a small boat getting crushed
when locking through along with two or three heavy barges. The
ladies may as well be out of that remote risk. Second, it were as
well that they should remain in undisturbed possession of any
comtortable Illusions they may have as to the angelic "goodness"
of us men generally, and of their friend Mr. "K." in particular.
He may be a church elder, or perhaps even it miy be that his

friends when writing him iirefls "Rev," to his address, in which
case, it is hoped, nay trusted, that when his yacht is being bumped
through a lock his language may not reach to even the "unpar-
liamentary."
But it he be like the writer, a mere lay sinner, a long and

varied experience of yachting on canals warrants me in the pre-
diction that in occasional locks the greater or less mistiness of
the atmosphere will depend largely on his staying power and the
extent of his vocabulary.
Any more detailed information that "K." may desire w'll be

given with pleasure by direct letter. CoTTREUR t>ES BoiS.

[A correspondent, "F. L. D.," also writes us that there is no dif-
fiouJty in getting supplies along the river and that the prevailing
winds are from the south, northerly winds being the exception.
Among the Thousand Islands the current is awlft, but a fairly
good yacht can stem it easily.]

CORINTHIAN NAVY.
THE Corinthian Navy has lately made a complete revision of

its rules, the principal changes being as follows:

EuLB 11.—Classificalion—On Length,

a. Cabin boats shall be classified on rating length, and open
boats on l.w.l. length as follows: SJ5ft. class, over 22ft. and not
over 25ft.; S2ft. class, over 20ft. and not over 22ft.; 20ft. class, over
18ft. and not oyer 20ft.; 18ft. class, over 16£t. and not over 18ft.;

l(5ft. class, 16ft. and under.

On Type.

h. Classes shall be divided on type as follows: Cabin sloops and
cutters, cabin pole mast sloops, cabin yawls, cabin catboats, cabin
perlaugers, open sloops, open catboats, open yawls, open periaugers
and canoe yawls, rigged rowboats, St. Lawrence skills, canoes.

Limit Cla^ifimtion.

c. Boats launched before 1891 which are under 25ft. l.w.l. and yet
whose rating length exceeds 25Et., ^hall sail in the 25ft. class, but
time allowance shall he figured on the actual rating length.

Rule 111.-—Definition of Cahin and Open Boats.

a. A cabin boat shall be understood to be a boat having a per-
manent cabin house, or a flush deck boat with accommodatious
below.

h. Boats having removable cabins, awnings, tents, etc., shall be
classed as open boats.

RtTLE IV.—Measurement of Cabin Boats.

Cabin boats shall be measured and rated for time allowance
and classificalion as follows: To the square root of the sail area
add the load waterline length and divide the sum by 3.

Vg.A. + L.W.L. ^Rating length.

The result is the measurement for time allowance and classlfl-
tion and shall be kuown as the rating length. The measurements
shall be obtained as follows:
a. A base line shall be taken from a point midway between the

jibtopsail stay and the jib stay on the bowsprit in a straight line
to the top of boom at mast and thence to the end of mainboom.
To this measure shall be added that length of gaff which will re-
main after SO per cent, of the topmast has been subtracted from
it. The gaff for this purpose shall be measured from the after
side of the mast to end, and the tepmast from hounds to lower
Bide of sheave in topsail halliard block.
The length of base line as above defined shall be modified in any

case where the spinaker boom measures more than the distance
from the fore side of mainmast, which in sloops must set not less
than one-fifth the l.w.l. aft of the bow at the waterline, to the
forward point of base line as previously defined. Any excess in
length of spinaker boom beyond this point shall be added to the
base line, except that pole-mast sloops shall not be taxed for
length of spinaker boom that does not exceed rating length. The
length to be measured for the spinaker boom shall be the extreme
distance, when iu ubp, of its outer end from ttie center of the fore
Side of the mast to which it is carried. Where lug sails are used
SOper cent, of the length of the yard shall be added to the base
line.
For yawls the base line shall be taken from the same point for-

ward, as in vessels of other rig, to the after end of the mizen
boom. In boat.-s which carry no headaail, forward point of meas-
urement for the base line shall be the after side of the ma»t, or of
the foremast if there be more than one mast.

b. For the perpendicular, a line is to be taken along the after
side of the mainmast from the under side of the sheave for gafr-
topsail halliard to the upper side of boom when resting on the
saddle, the distance of which point from main deck or house deck
shall be recorded by the measurer, together with the other points
UBed in measurements.
In boats which carry no toptnasfs, the upper point of measure-

ment for the perpendicular shall be the under side of sheave In
the upper peak balliard block, provided there is no higher eye or
block. (In boats carrying no topmast the distance between the
Under side of sheave in the throat halliard block and that of the
upper peak halliard block shall be deducted from the length of the
gaff and the difference added.)
To obtain the estimated area from these figures, multiply the

base by the perpendicular and divide the product by two.
Boats carrying club or sprit topsails shall have excess of area

over working topsail added to sail area obtained by rule.
c. L.w.l. length is the distance in a straight line between the

point furthest forward and furthest aft, where the hull, exclusive
of any portion of the rudder or rudder stock, is intersected by the
surface of the water, and is ascertained when the yacht is afloat
and In her ordinary trim and with the crew aboard stationed
amidships. The measurer at the time of making his measurement
to fix a distinctive mark at each point.

RtjLB Y.—Measurement of Open Boats.

The measurement of open boats for classification and time
aUowance shall be the length on the l.wJ.

Rule VI.—Tiwie Allowance.
Time allowance shall be given for the difference of measure-

ment according to the time allowance table of the association,
which table is based on 60 per cent, of the square root of length.

Ettle VIL—Mlmoance for Rig.

In mixed rig races yawls shall be rated at nine-tenths and other
double rig boats at eight-tenths of their racing length.

Rule VIII.—Oreios.
a. Crews shall be composed of amateurs and shall be limited as

follows: For 2.5ft. class, four men; 22ft. class, four men; 20ft.
class, three men; 18ft. class, three men; 18ft. class, two men. The
hplmsman shall be considered one of the crew and shall be an
amateur. Each boat shall have on board a member of this asso-
ciation, or of the club or association from which she is entered. A
boat mnst carry the full crew she starts with during the entire
race.

Definition of a CoiHntMan.
h. An 'Sfliateuf yachtsman is one who has never accepted a

money i^muneration for services rendered on a boat engaged in
racing.

Rule IX.—Sails.
The sails that the different types of boats shall be allowed to

carry are as follows:
a. Cabin Sloops and Cutters—Mainsail, staysail, jib, jibtopsail,

topsail and spinaker. b. Pole-Mast Sloops—Mainsail, staysail,
jib and spinaker. d. Open Sloops—Mainsail and jib. e. Yawls
—Mainsail, mizen, staysail, jib, jibtopsail, tonsail and spinaker'
/. Canoe Yawls—Mainsail ana dandy, g. Perlaugers—Two
standing sails of about the same shape and size. h. Catboats—
Mainsail. £. Canoes-Mainsail and dandy, j. St. Lawrence
Skiffs—Mainsail, mizen and spinaker. }!. Rigged Rowboats—
Any sails, provided they are not set up by standing rigging.

Rule X.—Ballast.
After the hour called for the race no ballast or article of dead

weight shall be taken in or put out or shifted in either cabin or
open classes.

Rule Xl.—Outi-iggers.

No outrigger or seat that extends beyond the beam Of the boat
shall be used.

ATLANTIC Y. C. ANNUAL REGATTA. JTTNE 16.-The first
regatta of the week, that of the Atlantic Y. C. on Tuesday, was
sailed in a light S.W. breeze and perfectly smooth water. In the
46ft. class Gloriana, Miueola, Nautilus and Jessica started, the
former, steered by Mr. Morgan, taking the lead and sailing in
company with Shamrock, the other three being far in her wake
all day. The course was practically a reach out and in, with no
beating. Clara again defeated Anaconda. The times were:

SCHOONERS—CLASS 2.

Start. FJJilsh. Elapsed. Corrected.
Marguerite 10 53 09 3 52 14 4 59 05 4 59 05

SCHOONERS-CLASS 3.

Gevalla 10 51 53 4 26 40 5 34 48 5 34 48
SLOOPS—CLASS 3,

Shamrock 10 52 09 3 13 50 4 50 41 4 50 41
SLOOPS—CLASS 3.

Hildegard 10 53 10 4 01 40 5 09 00 5 09 00
SLOOPS AND CUTTBBS—GLASS 4.

Clara 10 56 48 3 30 54 4 34 06 4 29 16
Anaconda 10 55 40 3 28 10 4 32 30 4 32 30

SIX)OPS AND OUITERS-OIiASS 5.

Gloriana 10 55 43 3 16 53 4 21 10 4 21 10
Mineola 10 56 23 3 25 .50 4 29 27 not meaa.
.lessica 10 56 04 3 37 20 4 41 16 4 35 43
Nautilus 10 55 33 3 35 24 4 39 51 4 38 13

SLOOPS ANE CUTTERS—CLASS 7.

Tigress 10 57 18 2 55 55 3 58 87 3 58 37
Polly 10 m 38 3 11 53 4 15 15 4 13 13
Saona 10 .57 38 3 20 43 4 28 05 4 17 51
Kathleen 10 .59 18 3 17 20 4 18 03 not meas.
Indra 10 57 08 3 42 43 4 45 .35 not meas.
Burybia 10 56 33 did not finish.
Portia 10 59 06 did not finish.

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS—CLASS 8.

Smuggler 10 59 a5 1 54 00 3 64 25 2 54 25
CATBOATS:

Marguerite 10 56 82 1 53 40 3 57 08 3 53 31
Bijou 10 57 23 1 54 05 2 56 43 2 66 43
C. O. D 10 57 55 2 01 00 3 03 05 3 00 51

PHILADELPHIA Y. C, SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REGATTA,
JUNE 15.—Weather fair, wind southwest, tide ebb.

ITRST CLASS—SCHOONBHS.
Length. Elapsed, Corrected.

Norma Oomm, E. R. Coleman 84 49 5 15 59 5 19 59
SECOND GLASS—SCHOONERS.

Helen, CD. Middlet.cn 63.70 5 39 .53 5 39 64
Flossie, B. PraU m.OO Did not finish.
Lydia, O. D. Wilkinson 46.86 5 25 16 5 07 31

FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS.
Mascotte, J. L. McDaniel 56.60 5 37 05 5 34 38
Nanon, C. K. Ellis .51.^^6 5 14 24 5 11 13
Wanderer, G. T. Lippincott Did not start.

SECOND CLASS-SLOOPS.
Schemer, F. S. BrowH 43.80 5 23 23 5 21 55
Narounya, R. P. While 44.07 5 44 30 5 44 30

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS.
Rosalind, H. F. Smith 37.35 4 14 35 4 14 35
Alice. G. H. Brock 35.63 4 29 13 4 23 10
J. S. M.. M. R. Mtickle, Jr 34.63 4 30 58 4 37 13
Marjorie, J. P. Ware, Jr 33.60 4 46 35 4 39 45
Pearl, Wm. Rawlings, Jr 30.05 Did not start.
Narina, W. B. Henry .30 01 4 32 36 4 11 19
Siesta, .1. C. Wheeler 31.15 Did not finish.

FOURTH CLASS—SLOOPS.
Mermaid, C. L. Wilson ..26.06 3 47 30 4 47 80
Nance, G. D. Gideon 22.09 5 15 .58 5 06 55

WINTHROP Y. C, June 13.-The Winthrop Y. C, of Great
Head, sailed ,a pennant race on Saturday in a light breeze, the
times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Pilgrim. Edward Dixon 28.00 1 49 18 1 23 .53

Owl, .L S. Gushing 35.00 3 04 00 1 35 08
SECOND CLASS.

Auk, A. Martin 19.04 1 37 43 1 08 43
Lark, R. E. Taiser 18.00 1 48 28 1 15 58
Gracie. C. B. Belcher 17.00 1 49 37 1 17 07
Erminie, A. W. Torrey 21.00 1 49 03 1 23 00
F. N. B., Birkman and Gillis 15.00 Withdrawn.

THIRD CLASS.
Migpie, H. W. Hyde 18 05 1 42 03 1 11 26
Harriet, L. S. Harrington 20.08 1 41 35 1 12 07
Fancy. Geo. L. Code 19.06 1 .54 33 1 15 11
Marion, Chesterton and Devereanx 20.00 1 45 50 1 16 82
Mattie, G. W. A. Gassett 18.03 1 .53 33 1 21 42

FOURTH CLASS.
Modocj D. W. Belcher 16.00 1 04 47 0 43 lO
Scud, L. S. Weston 16.00 1 23 00 0 59 23
Mischief, E. S. Belcher 16.06 1 24 34 1 02 26
Cadet, C. L. Smith 16.06 Disabled.

BUFFALO Y. C. REGATTA, .JUNE 6.—The first pennant regatta
for all classes of the B. Y. C. took place on June 6. The race was
sailed in a puffy N.B. breeze, with smooth water, over the regular
clubeourse, shortened to 10 miles. The followiug yachts star^ted in
the race:

CLASS A.
Sailing Length. Elapsed, Corrected.

Merle, compromise cutter 4.3.0+ 3 Sd 00 2 19 42
West Wmd, schooner 33.06 3 55 00 2 29 59

FIRST CLASS.
Louise, cutter 27.08 Not timed.

SECOND CLASS.
Erchless, cutter 21.06 3 33 00 2 56 41
Fannie F., sloop 27.00 8 34 30 3 04 35
Merle and Erchless take pennants in their respective classes and

hold them till next pennant regatta, when they mnst be sailed for
again. West Wind lost her foretoprhast early in the race in a heavy
puff or she would have ma-le a better showing. The Merle is the
latest acquisition to the B. Y. C. tleet, having laeen purchased by
Com. Hower from her Toronto O'mjers. She made her debut in Lake
Erie waters May 31, and has aroused quite an interest in yachting
circles by her trim appearance and superior finish. Thos. Crowley,
who has sailed on the Merle for the past five seasons, comes with
her to her new home. The wiseacres of the club are anxiously
awaiting the arrival of the Pappoose in Lake Erie, as they thmk the
Merle will be able to show her a clean pair of heels. Whether their
judgment is at fault or not, if the present feeling of euttiusiasm con-
tiniies, Pappoose will have an excellent opportunity to carry home
both wealth and glory from Buffalo if she so desires.

SAVIN HILL Y. C, June 13.—The first championship race of the
SrfVin Hill Y. C. was sailed off the club house on Saturday, the wind
being Ught:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Mildred O., L. Sears 2 80 30 2 08 10
Pioneer, J. F. Turner 8 36 30 2 10 00
Primrose, J. H. Stark Withdrawn.
Bertha, C. S. Smith Withdrawn.

SEOONU CLASS.
Egeria, R. D. Ware 2 19 00 1 43 42
Avis, I. H. Odell Withdrawn.
Caprice, W. B. Bird Withdrawn.
Siko, T. A. Mclnnes Withdrawn.

THIRD CLASS.
Plorrie, W. H. Besarick 2 30 00 2 00 00
Marchioness, C. E. Hodges 2 31 00 2 00 26
Tantum, S. N. Small 2 3-3 00 S 00 56

FOURTH CLASS.
Marigold, E. W. Gay 3 21 00 1 55 20
Baby, O. O. Vegelahn Witndrawn.
Nina, J. B. BuUard 2 22 30 1 57 20

MONTGOMERY SAILING CLUB,—Fourth regatta, June 14
Morristown to Indian Creek and return, distance 5 miles. Wind
light westerly:

Leng'h. Start. Finish. Corrected
Playford, tuckup 15.00 1 40 00 3 41 40 2 01 40
Gracie, skiff 13.00 1 30 00 3 41 43 3 01 43
Cocktail, tuckup 15.00 1 40 CO 3 41 45 3 01 45
J. S. Lever, tuckup 15.00 1 40 00 3 43 30 3 03 30
It was a beat to Indian Creek and a run home. The last boat

crossed the finish line only 50sec. behind the winner.—E, A. Leo-
pold, Sec'y.

BOOKS RECEIVED.—Atlantic Y. C. year book and Corinthian
Y. C. of New York.

QUINCY Y. C—The Quincy Y. C. held Its first regatta of the
season on Saturday, the iCourses sailed being the usual ones off
the club house at Hough's Neck, with the wind strong from the
southwest. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

White Fawn, A. E. Jones 25.00 1 43 10 1 17 81
Erin, John Cavanagh 26.11 1 48 38 1 34 34
Moon dyne, Shaw Bros 24.08 3 01 35 1 35 19

SECOND CLASS.
MadEce, Thayer and Poor 20.03 1 34 51 1 08 08
Mabel, H. H. Rice 19.11 1 35 11 1 08 13
Helen, R. W. SawteU 19 11 1 46 14 1 19 16
Vision, G. Crane 20.06 1 .51 10 1 24 48
Hebe, J. L. Edwards 18.11 1 55 20 1 27 18
Egret. W. P. Barker. 19 03 Not taken.
Elf, II. L. South 19.11 Not taked.

THIRD CLASS.
Rocket. H. M. Faxon 16.03 1 41 48 1 10 2g
Flora, Lee C. D. Lanning 16.10 1 40 .57 1 10 25
Mab, Com. Shaw 16.03 1 44 46 1 18 27
Freak, J. S. Mayberry 15.08 1 46 05 1 14 25
Bess, C. W. Cherrington 17.03 1 46 00 1 15 59

BUFFALO Y. C—The full programme of the seasen is as fol-
lows: May 30, opening cruise to Stone Dock. June 6. pennant
regatta, all classes; 20, cruising races, all classes, entrance fee $1,
sweepstakes. .July 4, open regatta; 11, ladies' day; 25, pennant
regatta, all classes. Aug. 8, cruise to Crystal Beach; 15, annual
cruise; 29, ladies' day. Sept. 13, pennant regatta; 19th, closing
cruise to Stone Dock. The conditions of the pennant races are aa
follows: Rule I.—Any yacht in their respective classes winning
the pennant twice will become owner of the same. Rule II.—
Should a different yacht win at each race, a deciding race will be
ari-anged by the regatta committee. Rule IH.—All pennant races
to be sailed over the club course. Rule IV.-vSpecial challenges to
be made, giving one week's notice through the regatta commit-
tee, who reserve the right to accept or decline, according as the
dates are convenient or otherwise to the parties challenged. Rule
v.—No prizes will be awarded tmless at least two boats start In
each cla^s. Rule VL—All club regattas to be sailed over the reg-
ular club course, a chart of which will be posted in the club house.
Rule Vll.—All entries to be made in writing to the regatta com-
mittee oiie day preceding the race; entrance fee to accompany the
entry. No yacht's time will be taken whose entry has not beea
made strictly in accordance with the above rule.

CLEVELAND Y. C.-The Cleveland Y. C. is doing little racing
this season, though the fleet is in commission and more or less
cruisme ia done every week. On Memorial Day the fleet sailed to
Rocky River, where a dinner was served on shore. A race will be
sailed on July 4, and the annual regatta will be sailed in Septem-
ber. The officers are as follows: Com., Geo. M. Gardner; Vlce-
Com., W. R. Huntington; Rear Com., P.P. Wright; Directors,
Messrs. Gardner, Wright, Huntington, Claflin, Prank Overdale,
Christie, Richardson; Sec, W. J. White; Treas , L. G. Sears; Sur-
veyor. W. H. Kolbe; xMeas., C. Krause; Afsist. Mess., Fi ed. Pol-
lard, Jr.; Fleet Surgeon, C. C. Arms; Regatta Com., Ed Overbeke.
C. Cruse and H. Lyman; House Com,, Joe Kerbel, J. McCormack,
T. Macbeth, Ed Overbeke and P. A. Mettling; Com. on Admission
of Members, Messrs. Wright, Francis and Chas. Richter.

THE SINKING OF THE AMELIA.-On the evening of June 14,
about 10 o'clock, the centerboard sloop Amelia, for many years
owned by iMr. Stephen A. Loines, of the Atlantic Y. C, and lately
by Sir. John L. Eccles, of New York, was on her way from a
cTui.se up the Hudson to her mooring off Hoboken when she was
struck by the tugboat F. W. Devoe, being cut through and sinking
immediately. She had on board a party of 11, two of whom.
Fraud Jenkins and Wm. Dahau, were below and went down with
the yacht. Mr. Eccles jumped aboard the tug, but the eight re-
maining men were thrown into the water, whence they were
finally rescued by the crew of the tuer. The captain of the tug,
Thomas "V^ alsh, was arrested and held on a charge of homicide.
The Sailing master of the yacht was Henry Van Wort.

WILD DUCK.—On June 10 the steel centerboard steam yacht
Wild Duck, designed by Mr. Burgess for Mr. J. M. Forbes, was
launched at the Atlantic Works, in East Boston. Her dimensions
are: Over aU 145£t.; l.w.l., 135ft.; beam, 23ft. 6in.; draft, 7ft, 6in.

MR. BURGES?.—The many friends of Mr. Burgess wU hear
with regret that ho has been very 111 with typhoid fever at his
Boston home, his life at one time being in danger. He is now
better and in a fair way toward recovery.

The guessing contest for the steam launch advertised to be
given away by the Davis Boat and Oar Co., of Dptroit, Mich., to
the person guessing the nearest to its correct weight when com-
pleted, wDl close the first of July, and all guesses must be in by
that time. In order to secure the pri^nlege of a guess a purchase
is necessary, therefore all orders should be sent in at once.—^dv

No Notice Taken of Anonymoaa CorrespendentB.

J. H. P., Lawrence, Mass.—Can vou inform me through your col-
umns of anyone that makes a business of tanning alligator skins t
Ans. Bertln Bros., Fourth avenue, between 171st and 172d streets,
New York.

J. D. B., New York.-When can woodcock and gray squirrels be
shot in Union county, N. J. Ans. Woodcock during the months of
July, October and first fifteen days of December. Grey squirrel be-
tween Sept, 14 and Dec. 16. These seasons apply to the entire State.

A. B.—I have a 30in. No. 16 (Premier) hammerless 6341b. gun, made
to order for me by Scott. It now shoots very close. Would it not
improve gun for snap shsoting to reduce to 38in. barrel ? Ans. The
improvement would be doubtful; re-ch»klng would be required; we
advise to retain it as it is.

F. T. J., New York.—Please tell me what the material commonly
called silkworm gut is, and how it is made. If it is made from the
silkworm, how is It that it is so cheap? Ans. It is the gut of the silk-
worm, which is stretched and dried. It comes from Spain. See il-
lustrated article in our issue of May 22, 1890.

W. H. H., Lowell,—Will you kindly send us the weight of the
largest brook trout of which there is a record? Ans. Hallock men
tions one said to have weighed ITlbs. Dr. P. R. Hov saw one of 121b8.
taken by Seth Green at Sault Ste. Marie.. Geo."Shepard Page has
the mountea skin of a Eangeley Lake specimen for which the weight
of llj^lbs. was claimed.

G. S. P., New York.—A friend in England to whom I offered to send
some grey squhrels objects to them on the ground that he believes
they would aestroy the eggs of birds and theu- young. It is well
known that the red squirrel is guilty of such misdeeds, but I did not
suppose that the grey squirrel was equally guilty. May I aak your
readers to reply in your columns as to this matter? Ans. It is quite
true that the grey squu-rel is carnivorous and will destroy birds' eggs
and yoimg.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may km. Cloth, 320 pages, price $3.50. For sale by Fohesx
AND Stream,

A Book About IbroiANs.—The Forest -iND Stream wUl mall
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of contents
and specimen illustrations from the volume.—.<4du.

J. Harrington Eeene's brocliuie on. "Fly-Fishing and Fly-
Making" comes from the press at an opportune time, when
the sportsman is planniugi for his summer camnaign. In
addition to complete information in regard to form, color
and material of flies, the author devotes a chapter to the
senses of fishes, information which enables the angler wisely
to outwit and at the same time temptingly to appeal to the
shy game which he pursues. A minute description of the
important organs of sense is given and the laws governing
the transmission of sound and light through water are fully
discussed,—Sprwta^eld MepvMican,
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S-EROUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With AdjustaWe Attaolimeiits.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combine8 Head Jack,

I Boat Jack, Fishing Iiamp,
Camp lismp, Dash Ijamp,
Belt X.antern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXGELSIQR DASH L&MP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

UBERT FEBGUSON, Offici, tt Fallon St.. N.T.

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILmSON CO.,
269-371 State St., Cliicago.

/ABBEY&IMBRlgS WISHING TACIjLEllM^pegisr^r-

I&^5Ey iS']& HEW YORK.
Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.

Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases
my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.

No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below handj nickel mountings, silk -whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood form, length 9^, 10,
lOift., weight 7, 8, 9oz , Price $3 72

No. 1, G, same as above but Is German Silver Mounted 3 88
No. 4 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8i, 9, 9J, 10ft. , weight 9, 10J, 12, l.Soz f, Price 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German SUver Mounted -

" 3 82
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolliag Rod, 2 joint, solid reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountiags, length 8ft., weight 30oz " 2 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint *' 3 75
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft " 90c.
Brass Multiplving Reels, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 35yds., 83c. : 40yds., 95c. : 60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.25. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

SUding Click, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds.. $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 300ft., 4lc. J. P. M. Brand Liaen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 13 thread. 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 30c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, Ixt., per doz., 15o. ; 3ft., per doz., 30o. ;

Sft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
;
3ft., per doz., 30c.

;
Sft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTEBS, 51, 53 & 55 Coupt St., Brooklyn* N. Y.
Send 2e. stamp for niustrated Catalogrne for 1891. OPEN EVENINGS.

Bromfield House, Boston.

W'heu piattning jour anuaai tour remember
that this company controls over 4100 miles of
railway equipped in the most approved modern
style, passing through a magnificent country
noted for its unsurpassed facilities tor sport.

A FEW QFTHE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
POBTLAND, Me—For deep sea fishing.

ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel).

—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Qorham, N. H.).—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON BV.SOBTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST. JOHN REGION (via Quebec).—Forouananlche,
trout, caribou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE BlVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For masoalonge, pike, basa,
whlteflsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, blacfc bass, masoalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent for
fishing, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish

and game.
PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BAY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Collingwood, et-c.) for black baas,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

LAKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Collingwood, Wiarton, Samla In
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely, low. Full particulars of same, with
many valuable hints as to best months and
general facilities, are published in a pamphlet en-
titled "Jfishing and Hunting Kesorts of tte
Grand Trunk Kailway," which will he fur-
nished gratuitously on application to the Com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Pass-
enger Agent at Montreal, P. Q.

WM. EDGAR, li. I. SEARGEANT,
Gen. Pass. Agent. Gen. Manager.

ONLY rail route to the delightful summer re-

sorts north of Quebec, through the
CAKADIAN ADIRONDACKS.

Monarch Parlor and Sleeping Cars. Magnifi-
cent scenery. Beautiful climate.
Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, recently en-

larged, has first-class accommodations for 300

guests, and is run in connection with the "Island
"House," a new hotel built on an island of the
Grand Discharge of Lake St. John, in the center
of the "Ouananiche" fishing grounds. Daily
communication by the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John
and tributaries, an area of 20,000 square miles,

are free to guests of the hotels.
For information as to hotels, apply to hotel

managers. For folders and guide books to Thos.
Cook & Son, 281 Broadway, New York; to Ray-
mond & Whitccmb, 396 Washington st., Boston,
and to ticket agents of all principal cities.

ALBS. HARDY, ^ J. G. SCOTT,
(Jen, F. & P. Agt. „ ,

Seo'y& Manager,
Quebec, Canada.

EUROPEAN PLAN.

MESSENGER, Proprietor.

IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.
EesidentialEstates, Mixed Shootings, Fishings

Grouse Moors, Deer Porests and
Oonntry Eesidences.

Liumleys' Reglstera, published monthly, contalu
particulars of all the best to be sold or let, and may be
obtained gratis at thehr offices, or by sending 10 cents In

stamps for postage to LUMLEYS, LAND AGENTS AND
AUCTIONEERS, 22 St. James's street, Piccadilly, Lon-
don, England.

LAKE MINNETOHKA . Ji^^i.
exandriji. Park Itegiou ofMinn-
esota, Keel River Valley, Devils
Jjake. Great Falls of the Missouri,
Uoleha (Montana), Hot !5i)riwKS.
Superb climate, excellent camping
grounds for family parties and schools,

food fishing, fine scenery, best location
or NEW il03IES. Great Northern
Railway Line from St. Paul and Mlnne-
aoolls. Write for publications and par-
ticulars to F. I. WHITNEY, G. T.
&P. A., St. Paul, Minn.

TBOUT FISHING.
Adirondack Mountains.
BAIiD MOUNTAIN HOUSE, situated at the

junction of the Oswegatchie Lakes, for fishing,

hunting and health it is one of the most desirable
locations in the Adirondacks. For particulars
address Z. BIGNESS, Proprietor,

Oswegatchie Lake, Lewis Co., N. Y.

ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE.-The new
and most popular Trout Fishing and Hunt-

ing Resorts in the Dead River Region of Maine.
EDGAR SMITH, Proprietor. Good fishing in

lake and stream. Game is very plenty. Camps
new. Wonderful health resort for those suffer-

ing with malaria and hayfever. Write for de-
scription and terms. P. O. address, Eustis, Me.

FOR MAILING
A^thletic Outfits, Fishing
Tackle CatalogHes, etc.,

THE OLASP ENVELOPE IS

THE PEEMIEE CAMERA
MEACHAM UAMMERIESS

GUN.

.fS THE BEST IN MARKET.
Simple of Manipulation.

Plates or Films are used.
The Shutter is always set.

PRICE $18.00.
Send for Catalogue and copy of Modern Photography.

We Make all kinds of Cameras.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY,
82 S. Water St., KOCHESTEB, N. T.

"I TELL YOU IT'S HOT!"
Our little WATCH CHARM
THERMOMETER, will tell

you truthfully, at any mo-
ment, just HOW HOT it Is.

This is not a trinket; it is a

perfectly reliable Instru-

ment, solid, ornamental and
wonderfully useftil. Price,

S1.50. We have all sorts of

thermometers and barome-

ters.

E. B. METROWITZ, OPTICIAN,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

S95 and 397 I^'o^^^^tL. ^venne,
S. E. Cor. 23d St., N. Y.

THE EAGLE
\The Easiest Running Bicycle

in the World.

_ ' SPEED, COMFORT, SAFETY.

Xarge lUtistrated Catalogue Free.

THE EAGLE BICYCLE MFG. COMPANY,
STAMirOKD, CONN.

.Extended Eib, 1

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stoclt. Patent
Ifore-end, Full Checkered, Matted Rilj, Double
Tinder Fastening,Rubber Butt, Compensating Hlnga
Joint, Long Breech Frame, 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, ch&, $36.Q!9
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G. MEACHAM ARMS GO..ST.L0uis.Ma

The AdiFondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—J^bres* and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper, 50 cts.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illustrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Lake George and liake Champlain, 25 eta.

Address H. B,. PTOnW AR-TI. Glens Pallx. W. T.

Package makes 6 gallouti.

Belicioas, sparkUne, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
sent to any one addressing

O. E. HIRES & CO..
Philadelphia

(est JDexrloe.
These envelopes are made of STRONG,
TOUGH MANILLA PAPER. The CLASP
FASTENING is made of the BEST QUALITY
SHEET BRASS, and will NOT become LOOSE,
PULL OUT OR BREAK.
SAMPLES ANT) I>I?,ICE1 LIST

Free by mail on application.

THE CLASP ENVELOPE CO.
39 & 41 West Bboadway,

Kear Dnane Street, NBW ¥OBK.

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.

It gives a vast amount of information about

how to live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and put them up, it tells of camp
flies, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,

bedding and clothing, and the joys and sor-

rov?s of camijing. All outers need it. Fully

illustrated. Price $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

818 Broadway, New York.

CANOE
AND
BOAT

BUII^BINO
FOB

AMATEURS.
Fourth edition, 384 pagea 52 plates. Priee S3.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co.,

Haw YoKK N. T,

tiondon: DAVIBS A CO., 1 Vlnob tamm.

Beautify the Walls of Your Rooms
With the three new water-color hunting scenes
bv the author of "Tight Shell" and "Double,"

A SIDE SHOT (over decoys), size 15X30, $3.60

STOPPINGAN INCOMER (maUards) 11x15, 81.50

A LOST OPPORTUNITY (bluehills), 11x14, $1.00

Above singly by maiL or the set for $5.
For sale by

FO-BIEST ANT) STBEAJO-UBLISHING 00»
818 Broadway, «ew x&ek*
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MLY iUTOIATIC EJECTOR

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No. 250. "Diamond Quality," Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Snell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge $275.00
No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and fine Damascus Barrels 175!oO

WE AliSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CLiABROUGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels
plain finish '.$100.00

Same as above, Greener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Pine Engraving, the finest gun they make 135.00

We claim for these guns everything that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Duane St, -

L7HAN ACGELERATINfi SHOTBUN GARTRIOeE
The "EXPERT" is charged with &

perforated cake of especially prepared
I powder, which b-drns progressively—the
only correct method of availing of the

! power of powder in guns. Shot started
easily, with rapidly increasing velocity
and least recoih and without stringing.
Perfect combustion, little smoke, harmless
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; no
flying, heated grains to cut barrel of gnn.
Cakes made by machinery; greatest uni-

formity of pattern and penetration. JVo nitrates, decomposing, or changeable chemicals ! DetonatAna
impossible' Shotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

LYMAN CARTRIDGE CO., 9 Chambers Street, N. Y.
10, IS »nd l«-6aiiKe«. J. P. DANNBFBLSSB, Selling Acent.

The New York Herald.
JF there are any sportsmen so wise that they cannot learn

something from this little book, their modesty prevents

their fellow men knowing it. The compiler seems to have

thought of everything from managing fine guns to snelling

hooks, tying knots and skinning eels. He has chapters on

rifles and shotguns, hunting and trapping, fishing, camp-

ing, dogs, boating, yachting, camp making, cooking, surgery

and medicine, and one headed "miscellaneous" seems to

include everything which the others have omitted. His

paragraphs number more than six hundred. Newly fledged

sportsmen who go out for more than a few hours will find

It to their advantage to put this book in their pockets, or,

better still, commit it to memory before they start.

—

Msio

York Herald, Oct. 30.

This note refers to "Hints and Points, compiled by
Seneca." Published and sent on receipt of price ($1.50)
by the Forest and Stream Publishing Company.

DAVIES & CO., 1 Pinch Lane, CornhiU.

Canoe andCamp Cookoifir.
Bv "SEISTEOA."

A piactical cook book for canoeists, Corinthian sailors and outers. Praotical because
the author gives explicit and intelligible directions for preparing such dishes as he has him-
self actually tested in camp and on a cruise. This is just where the recipes difler from the
absurdly impracticable dishes given in some so-caUed camp cookery books. The cooking
outfit is described, and numerous hints on camp economy add to the value of the work.
Caoth, 98 pages. Price «1.00.

NEW YORK; Forest and Stream Purlishing Co., 318 Broadway.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEORGE BIRD GRINNELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck wUl match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were ah away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic acd sustained a heavy loss. Mr. GrinneU
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their bows and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skiU in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzhng and unaccount-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango feat. . . . Those who desire to learn
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves
As it IS certainly one of the best works on Indian hfe, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—iV. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
Lomdon: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CornhiU.

L0& CAEIITS
AND

HOW TO BUILD TEEM.
By WILLIAM S. WICKS.

This is a complete exposition of the art and
method of building log cabins from the sim-
plest dog kennel to highly artistic dwellings.
Everyone going into the woods and designing
to construct his shelter with the materials at
hand, should procure "Log Cabins," for in its
pages he wUl find a variety of designs, simple
and ornate, adapted to temporary shelter or
to permanent homes, with fuU and clear in-
struction and illustration in every matter of
detail. Sent, post free, for $1.50.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,
318 Broadway, New York.

London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane.

WOODCRATT.
By «*JSrESSMUK.»

A book for people who love outdoor Ufa;
for the hunter, the angler and the canoeist.

The work has been of service to thousands of
outers, and wiU help thousands of others. It

is fuU of practical advice and information
from one who has spent his hfe in learning
by hard experience what he now tells his

readers. No camper can afford to be without
it. Cloth, 160 pages, iUustrated. Pr-iee f1.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO..

New York.

Davibs & Co., 1 Finob Lane, London, Bng
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Agent for B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Keels.

FIKEARM8, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
OLES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAI.

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, Jco. Illustrated Catalofcue.with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest AND Stbeam. JAMES H. FISE, 193 Xa. Salle St., Chicago, HI.

FISHEBHAirS AUTOMTIG SEEL.
Wlien a sportsman finds anything wMcli adds to liis pleasure, with-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First—It will wind up the line a hundred

times as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

tbe angler chooses.
Third—No fleh can ever get slack line with it

Fourth—It wiU save more fish than any
other reel.
Fifth—It wiU prevent tipp, lines and snells

from beins; broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

" UTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely by the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN <fe ERBE. Rochester, y.Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

Il .1

.

. ^ -fl.
. .

—

.'
ft 7 1 . JV. , . _. . JU

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEK AND CELLULOID HABD G-EASP. (Patent appUed for.)

It is light, fits and -will nob blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New "York City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the. place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two flsh to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealex-s in New York.

We are also manufacturing aU the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse. N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTON GUN STORE."

SSI Sc 2S3 Broad-way, N'ew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY they can

purchase Sporting Goods. Our stock covers the following lines in their /MnestraHeties: GIJNS,
RIFLES, AMMUNITION, I'lslixaa.s Ta,ols.l©- BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail yon
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

i»ii.oTEa-a.Kr a?E3SirT-

KEADY FOR R4TN. READY FOR A^YTHllNG. READY FOR SUN.
The Bimplest, lightest, most useful tent made. A half dozen forms in same canvas. Compact. Cheap. Send

for full ch-oular. A-- &. 0€> J^gll^'TPQ C^ECl. Eat-j*,ja.wtc:>xn. Xll.

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step cleai-.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk.

iilPaleitJBMfillSiitos
Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly
changed from a M to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 5J^ or 8oz. with
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to
increase the weight as may be d esired

.

Ask your dealer for them, or send 10

cents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,

51 John Street,

NEW YORK,

WORMS!
Have you any for to-morrow's fl=hing? If not, will
you be obliged to go bunting for them with a lantern
to-night, or to dig over a ten-acre lot In useless search
for them? NO!!

PAULSEN'S WORM CHARMER
When spread over the ground will In a moment produce
them to the surface by the hundreds, and save you the
above described laborious task. The worms remain un-
impaired in health and can be stored in the usual way.
PacHage with full direotions by mail, postnald, 25 cents.
Address JULIUS M. PAULSEN, Troy, N. Y.
For sale by all leading dealers In Sporting Goods.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
56M Atlantic St., Knglkwood, Ills.

Tront Fli9S a» 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.

Send Ten Cents for IlioeiEATBP OataI/OQU*.

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for *91 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABUSHED 1837.

J. B. tim & CO,,

FISHINGmm
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 38th & 39 th Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND rOR OATALOaUE.

Best and Lightest in tbe Market.
GILT OR SILVER.

Single Spoons $3 a doz. Double Spoons $4 a doz.
Sample by mail 25c. and 35c.

r. S. GRAVES, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. T,

FISHne TACKLE
Send for Catalo^e to

A. HARRIS,
163 Broad St., Providence, R. I.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Q-ermain Street, St. John, U. B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now befound at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give Ihe same personal attention to all

work Intrusted to bis care as formerly.

DEAF^
%!!- acMwilTbT» Hw»i,«MB'i«T.N.y- Writ* for V«kof»roo*r

in tte »m.

FAMOUS PUGS AT STUD.

BONSOR, - Fee $20
Winner of over 50 prizes in England.

Champ. KASH, Fee $20
The sire of many winners.

A. E. PITTS, Columbus, Ohio.

AT STUD. FEB $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6284),

Sire of the phenomenal iield trial winners, Rip
Rsp. Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER.
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club.

Babylon, L. I.

]V|EAT

SPRATT'S

PATENT
FIBEDIB PO0 OAKES (WITH BEETROOT)

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of

ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Champ. PLINLIMMOK, JK. (6864).

This grand young dog is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 27

first and special prizes, and sire of some good
stock. Stud fee S50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This gr?vnd headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is tbe only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee. should be much sought after by St.
Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard Puppies Eor Sal«.
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WTOMBTG XEMELS, Melrose, Mass.

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TEBRIEBS
IN STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 16
Suffolk Risk lO
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NOBLE--GUDSTONE--SUE.
AT STUD, - - FEE $25.

PAXTANG, the *86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. Wis puppies are not
excelled bv any. He Is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfection of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels.
"W. T. lEWDJ, Kennel Manager, Chula, Amelia Co., Yx.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. Moobe, 1711 Spring Gnrden st., Phila., Pa.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K, Taunton's Champion

Boaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of Engllsli BlooflbonndB in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported,
Masti ff pups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
cbampion and great prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

MASTIFFS AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex ch. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class, Crystal
Palace; first and challenge cup. South Hampton,
Eng.; iirst Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadgyth and Elmet,
granddaughters of Beaufort and Orlando. Photos
25c. eacb. CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—Avoca), imported Irish setter at stud.
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee $30. Stud card
on application. F. L. CHENEY.

Pittsfield, Mass.

nONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
\J setters. At stud—KEDRIVBK. GLENCHO,
fine field dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
§20. Puppies—A beautiful Utter, strong and
healthy trom prize stock. Testimonial says,
"Irish pup purchased of you, now 8mos. old,

points and retrieves like old dog. It is naturalfor
him to hunt." R, H. BURR, Middletown, Conn.

ROCHELLE KENNELS
Black and Tan Terriers.
At Stad-BROOMFIELD SULTAN (20,688).

Address Box 862, New RocheUe, N. Y.

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
J- ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.
Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by bis handler.
Two puppies by Mm for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

AT STUD.—The imported white bnll-terrier
dog Prince Bendigo, A.K.C.S.B. 20,497, win-

ner first Detroit and first Ontario. 1890; second
Lynn and first Boston, 1891. Stud fee $15, For
particulars, address H. FRED CHURCH, care of
Church & Burt, Taunton, Mass.

VORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
X Champion Bradford Harxy, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOots. A
limited number of his puppies for sale, P. H,
COOMBS, 1 Esciiange Block, Bangor, Me.
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JUNE DAYS.

TN June, "if ever, come perfect days," with skies of

purest blue, flecked with drifts of silver, fields and
woods in the flush of fresh verdure, the streams winding

among them in crystal loops inviting the angler with

promise of more than fish, something that tackle cannot

lure nor creel hold.

The air is full of the perfume of locust and grape bloom,

the spicy odor of pine and fir and of pleasant voices, the

subdued murmur of the brook's changing babble, the hum
of bees, the stir of the breeze, the songs of birds. Out of

the shady aisles of the woods comes the flute note of the

hermit thrush, the silvery chime of the wood thrush; and
from the forest border, where the lithe birches swing
their shadows to and fro along the bounds of wood and
field, comes that voice of June, the cuckoo's gurgling

note of preparation, and then the soft monotonous call

that centuries ago gave him a name.

General Kukushna the Siberian convicts entitle him;

and when they hear his voice, every one who can break

bounds is irresistibly drawn to follow him, and live for a

brief season a free life in the greenwood. As to many
weary souls and hampered bodies there, so to many such

here comes the voice of the little commander, now persu-

asive, now imperative, not to men and women in exile

nor wearing the convict's garb, but sufl:ering some sort of

servitude laid upon them or self-imposed. Toiling for

bread, for wealth, for fame, they are alike in bondage,

chained to the shop, the farm, the desk, the oflice.

Some who hear, obey and revel in the brief but delight-

ful freedom of June days spent in the perfumed breath of

full-leafed woods, by cool water brooks and rippled

lakes.

Others listen with hungry hearts to the summons, but

cannot loose their fetters and can only answer with a

sigh, "It is not for me," or "Not yet," and toil on, stUl

hoping for future days of freedom.

But saddest of aU is the case of such as hear not, or,

hearing, heed not the voice of the Kukushna, the voices

of the birds, the murmurous droning of bees amid the

blossoms, the sweet prattle of running waters and danc-

ing waves. Though these come to them from all about,

and all about them are unfolded the manifold beauties of

this joyous month, no sign is made to them. Their dull

ears hear not the voices of nature, neither do their dim
eyes see the w^ondrous miracle of spring which has been
wrought within their touch.

Like the man with the muck-rake, they delve on, in-

tent only upon the filth and litter at their feet. Sad in-

deed must it be to have a soul so poor that it responds to

no caress of nature, sadder than any imposition of servi-

tude or exile which yet hinders not one's soul from aris-

ing with intense longing for the wild world of woods and
waters when Kukushna sounds his soft trumpet call.

SALT-WATEB FISH WANTED.

n^HE petition now circulating among residents of West-
Chester and Queens counties. New York, asking the

Commissioners of Fisheries to begin the distribution of

marine fishes in Long Island Soimd, in the vicinity of

New York, is another evidence of the growing interest in

the methods, and satisfaction with the results of modem
fishculture. The petition refers to the great decrease of

game fish in the Sound during the last 25 years, and the

Commissioners are requested to restore the supply, par-

ticularly of striped bass and weak fish, in the interest of

salt-water angling. The practicability of artificial hatch-

ing of both of these fishes has been demonstrated, so that

no difficulty need be experienced in obtaining a supply

for stocking the waters. There are other matters, how-
ever, which require consideration before the distribution

begins. Are the conditions favorable now to the growth
and reproduction of striped bass and weakfish in the

waters which the petitioners desire to improve?

Are the causes of the present scarcity of these fishes

known and capable of control? Certainly, if proper con-

ditions for the support and multiplication of the fish

exist, or can be provided, the rest of the task will prove

easy, and'the success of the undertaking need never be

in doubt. If, however, the spawning grounds have been
broken up, the food destroyed or driven away and the

waters polluted so as to become unfit for fish life, no
amount of restocking will accomplish the restoration of

the rich fishery of a quarter of a century ago, and money
expended for that purpose will be wasted. We are

thoroughly in sympathy with the movement for the im-

provement of the waters of Long Island Sound, but ad-

vise a careful study of the region before the particular

line of effort called for involves much outlay of time
and funds.

TO THE ANGLERS OF THE WORLD.

JN addition to the unprecedented and magnificent dis-

play of tools, tackle and all the appliances of angling

that will be made by the manufacturers and dealers of

the world in the Angling Exhibit at the Columbian Ex-
position of 1893, it is confidently expected that anglers, as

a class, will willingly do their share toward making the

exhibit a success in every way. Almost every angler can
contribute something interesting or instructive. Any-
thing relating even remotely to the gentle art, is desirable,

as angling books and other literature, paintings, photo-

graphs, drawings, models, trophies, etc., also specimens

of abnormal fishes, or heads, fins or scales, etc., of excep-

tionally large ones; home-made or primitive rods or other

tackle; curious articles of tackle used by savages, bar-

barous or semi-civilized nations or tribes. Every article

sent will be catalogued in the name of the exhibitor, and
upon application space will be provided for its proper in-

stallation, and proper care will be exercised to insure its

safety.

Any angler Wishing to add something to the general

stock of the Exhibit, and who desires to make application

to have it displayed, can address Dr. James A. Henshall,

U. S. Fish Commission, Washington, D. C.

Rev. E. L. Stoddard, rector of St. John's Episcopal

Church, Jersey City Heights, believes that if city news-

paper editors will go fishing on Sunday they should not

be deprived of "benefit of clergy"; so, the other Sunday,

he had a special 5:30 A. M. service for Editor Benson of

the Jersey City Evening Journal: and at its conclusion

wished his parishioner a happy day on the water,

SNAP SHOTS.
'T^HERE is a favored region beneath the sky of Texas

where the residents shoot quail to eat, and not for

fun; they pot them on the ground, a bushel at a time, and
have no nonsense about it. A New York sportsman
happened to visit this district, and undertook to reform
the shooting morals of the community by teaching his

friends to shoot on the wing. The natives simply thought
him a fool to waste the good chances at game on the
ground and to wait till the birds were in the air. The
only individual who was thoroughly pleased with the
new style was the cook of the establishment, whose dis-

agreeable duty it was to prepare the birds for the table.

He was in high glee and prated loudly of the true sport
of wing-shooting, because by that mode there were fewer
birds for him to make ready.

The thirty-third annual meeting of the New York Asso-
ciation for the Protection of Fish and Game, held at Rome
last week, was marked by a large attendance and lively

enthusiasm. The shooting clubs were on hand in force

'

the entry in the first match very nearly approached tha

of the great Board of Trade contest at Chicago the week
before. The Rome gathering was distinctly a tourna-

ment, and not in any sense a convention, as that term
would be understood by one of the old-timers. There
was neither time nor inclination to take any action re-

specting the purposes of the Association as indicated by
its title. The customary resolutions, this time relating to

the Adirondacks, were adopted, but the chief business of

the evening meeting was to determime the choice of

meeting place for 1892. A Syracuse correspondent sends

us a note, which we i^rint, calling attention to this lack

of interest in fish and game protective effort. This cor-

respondent was in former years an active member of the

Association. He shares the regret of many others that

the original purposes of the organization have been so far

forgotten. This is not finding fault in any degree with a

shooting association; the feeling is that while there is an
abundant field in New York for the work of a game and
fish protective society, it is a public misfortune that no
such organization exists. Is there room for it? Is there

work for it to do? And, are there men ready to organize

it? Perhaps our Syracuse friend will give us his views on
these points.

Judged by all conventional standards, Gloriana is

about as homely and unprepossessing as wood can well

be made; in fact, it would seem as though Mr. Herreshoff

had set out deliberately to violate all recognized canons

of grace and beauty, in order to emphasize more fully

the superiority of Gloriana in the essentials of speed and
ability. Whether or no she was made intentionally ugly

or it came about merely through indifference, the fact

remains that she was considered so up to the beginning

of last week. Since then, however, she has improved

greatly in appearance if one may judge from the many
chance comments at all the races, until we are reminded

of those familiar words of Pope:

"Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face.

We flrst endure, then pity, then embrace."

A few more victories like those of the week, and half the

fleet will be in the builder's hands for remodelling,

longer ends, bows padded out, tailboards and figure-

heads chopped off, and gold stripe painted out.

The famous Minnetonka Lake has become so shallow

that its attractiveness is seriously endangered, and the

people of Minneapolis are earnestly considering the pro-

ject of putting a dam across Minnehaha Creek. This will

mean the destruction of Minnehaha Falls, rendered

famous by Longfellow; but whatever of sentiment may
attach to this waterfall is more than offset by considera-

tions of utility; for Lake Minnetonka is the center of

a vastsummer resort interest, with steamboats, and hotels

and cottages.

"Uncanoeing" is a word for which the Forest and
Stream claims admission to the dictionaries as ajppUcable

to the man who has no taste for paddle or canoe sail. It

is something of a curiosity, too, as it contains the five

vowels.

One of the comments most frequently called forth on
all hands by Gloriana's performances is that Mr. Morgan
has at last found what he deserves for his spirited ancl

persistent pursuit of yachting.
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TEGE YAIKWAY.
The Utes ot the Colorado Valley speak of the close of the day as

tege, yailmay, literally interpreted, the death of the sub.

LOW hung the sun over the southern "Wahsatch moun-
tains. Far to the east stretched soft shadows over

the great, gray, sleeping desert, that is rudely cut in

twain by the turbulent Colorado. Across the gray were
green ribbons, where sinuous streams wandered leisurely

from snowy caflons to the Escalante. Sometimes the
silvery willows were hemmed in by the deeper verde of

lucerne fields, where the succulent clover was purpling
with the first promise of bloom, and sometimes by the
golden green of young wheat. There were little settle-

ments over wliich hung the haze of the evening smoke.
There were garden spots and orchards, pink and white
in their wealth of fragrant loveliness. For, in part, the
waste had been redeemed and the hand of man had
brought beauty from ashes. No longer did the gentle
winds, that ever thrilled with the warmth and life of the
far distant Pacific, linger around the brown tepees of the
Utes; no longer did they brash the crimson petals from
the cactus; no longer did they carry northward the odor
of the sage; no longer did they caress the dun deer and
the fleet-footed antelope. For the face of nature was
changed and her children had not where to hide them-
selves.

Jutting out from the main range, so far that it seemed
almost an isolated giant, stood Kaiparowitz—monarch
among the ancient hills. White were his locks, but
black the rugged furrows of his brow and face; for man,
the civilizer, had no reverence for kingly grandeur,
knew no beauty, saving that which bore the imprint
of a human mart or mint. When the winds of autumn
moaned among the sapless boughs, shook down the pine
nuts, and set the withered leaves a dancing, fierce fires

had flamed among the trembling aspens and gnarled
cedars, and the mantle of verdure had been changed to a
pall. When the warmth of February brought forth the
tender grass to veil the unsightly scars, the flocks and
herds grazed for a few short days, grazed till the desola-
tion was, if possible, more dreary than before; grazed,
then passed up, to pick, ere they could bloom, the buds
that peered above the melting snows.
Low hung the sun. Awful in his loveliness, piteous

in his marred features, sat Kaiparowitz upon his throne.
His voice was deep and solemn. It was as the echo of
the thunder peed among the mountain tops; as the clash
of the avalanche among the caiions, and the sound swept
down upon the plain as the far-off roar of an angry lion.

The men at work in their fields heard it, but they under-
stood not. Looking mountainward they said:

"If it rains to-night there will be another week's feed
for the sheep."«**«*
High up on the slope of Kaiparowitz was a small caflon.

It had been untouched by fire and so difficult was it of

access that herders passed it by. Here fell the rays of

the setting sun. Beside the spring that bubbled from
the moss-grown stones were violets and spreading phlox
and mimulus. Further removed, beneath the lordly pines,
the mountain heather and the columbine swung their
half-opened chalices. Now and again the silvery strain
of the thrush rang out upon the evening air. Then it

was hushed, as though the timid bird feared lest it should
call the attention of man to the sacred spot. From the
lower hills came the discordant clang of sheep bells. The
thrush heard. Out of the foliage she came, up into the
blue she sailed, but she saw no other refuge where she
might rest her weary wing and, sad of heart and silent,

she came back to the shelter of the aspen.
Near the spring, wrapped in a tattered blanket, crouched

a human form. From the low-branched rose bushes the
grouse peered at it, their liquid eyes looking astonish-
ment but not fear. About it sported the white-tailed
hare and to it the red squirrel chattered, but it heard not,
neither did it see. Even the deer, coming down to water,
turned not from it. Why should they? Did they not re-

cognize a certain kinship in the motionless clay? Did
they not feel that for some men comes an end like to the
end of lower species in the great catalogue of animate
creation?
Yes, the form had been a man, and the flickering

spark that was about to pass into the dark mid-world still

kept it man. From the muffled head came a feeble,
sepulchral moan:
"Tegenerriwa; sJiepkai,'^ (I starve; I freeze.)

Often had Agawitz, leader of the Utes, lain on the
frozen ground, faint with hunger, and not a word of com-
plaint had passed his lips. As a warrior he had lived.

More than half a century had gone since he had led his

painted band across the foaming river and returned with
the plume of the eagle on his crest and the scalps of many
Navajo braves in his belt. He had led his followers north-
ward to drive the white invaders from the hunting grounds
of Santaquin. From the very peak above him he had
traced the course of the first immigrants to southeastern
Utah, and behind the hill, kissed by the setting sun, he
had left the log cabins of the Danish settlers without a
living occupant to tell the story of the dreadful massacre.
Hewas an old man then; yet, since that day many snows
had come and gone, and he lived on, homeless, alone; but
now the end had come.
Perchance, as he shut the landscape from his glazing

eye, he lived again his passionate youth. Perchance, in
that last awful hour, he saw something of the future and
could tell why he had been left, the withered tree in the
clearing; why, when tribe and friends were gone, he had
begged his daily bread from door to door; why, with the
instinct of his race, he had come here alone to enter into
the mystery of mysteries. Perhaps he realized something
of a wondrous plan, that leads higher and higher, until
mankind are one in spirit and a common brotherhood
works out its ultimate destiny in peace, goodwill and
boundless love.

» * * * •»

Agawitz shivered. Then he was consumed with mad-
•dening thirst. The blanket dropped from the feeble
form and the cold wind scattered the few gray locks that
once had been a crown of glory. Gone was the war
plume; gone the belt, decked with the quills of porcu-
pines, stained with the blood of many battles; gone the
jasper-headed arrows; gone the fire of youth; gone the

strength of manhood. He tried to rise. He could only
crawl toward the water. Before him there was some-
thing white. He looked it over. It was a mountain
sheep. Many a time had he hunted the beautiful creat-

ures among the snowy cliffs of Kaiparowitz, but the rifle

of the invader had slain them one by one, and the herds
of the invader had robbed them of their native pastures,
until this, the last, had sought a quiet spot to lay him
down and die. In the mire he had fallen, and one of his

great horns was imbedded in the mud, while the other,
gnarled and shattered, was clutched by Agawitz in a
final effort to drag himself nearer to the stream.
A ray of warmth penetrated the gloom of early even-

ing. The old Indian raised his head. Behind the Wahsatch
the sun was sinking to rest and the shadow covered the
valley.

"Tege yaikway," he murmured, and there came a mist
before his eyes. The trembling limbs refused to move.
There was a gasp, a quiver, and the tired head found its

last pillow on the white hair of the mountain patriarch,*****
Down to the spring came a doe to drink. Her step was

slow, for her new-born fawn was close by and she was
wary, >She raised her nostrils. Perhaps even now she
was seen by one of those monsters that spoke with the
voice of many thunders and whose stroke was as that of
the lightning among the pines. No, this lovely spot had
not been discovered by civilized man. She bent her
head. From the brush came the crack of a rifle and the
echoes were lost in the mutterings of the approaching
storm. Her four limbs straightened. One bound and
she lay dead, while the bullet sped on and there were
brown feathers beneath an aspen tree and a crimson spot
on the silvery branch where the thrush had sung her last

song.
From the cover of a bullberry thicket stepped a herder.

His gun was on his shoulder and he whistled a merry
tune. Giving the dead Indian a kick, he proceeded to
bleed the deer, saying as he did so:

"Pretty poor condition, but then it's out of season.
Beats mutton for a change, anyhow. If it warn't for
them irrigating ditches I'd have a mess of trout instead of
a deer, but they aint run up much in the last few years."
Then he cut off the hindquarters, yet warm and throb-

bing, put them in a sack and strode down to his camp,
leaving the fawn to starve, or, in mercy to itself, to fall

a prey to some wandering lion, if one yet remained amid
the universal destruction.

Tege yaikway! Great drops, the tears of mother Na-
ture, fell upon the upturned leaves, and black-robed Night
drew her kindly veil over, the desolate furrow on the
brow of old Kaiparowitz, Shoshone,
EsoAicANTE, Utah, May 17.

ON THE NORTH SHORE -VIII.
[Continued from Page 456.]

AS we expected from the gloomy indications of the
night, the morning opened with rain, accompanied

with constant thunder and lightning. We, however,
succeeded in catching two trout after breakfast from our
camping rock, and then reeled up to await more propi-
tious weather. Joe took one of our rods, and accompan-
ied by John with the landing net, went along the shore
and tried rock fishing. They returned in about an hour
with one good-sized trout. Joe stated that he had two
on at once, and if he had been in the boat would have
doubtless saved both of them. The boys after their re-

turn went into their tent, closed it and slept till 1 o'clock.
We did not think it necessary to wake them, having con-
cluded to let them sleep till their pangs of hunger called
for some relief. Joe, when he opened the tent, was
astonished to find it so late. It made little difference to
us, as we had been profitably employed during their
slumbers. Ned, who had been toying with his little

bags of tackle that morning, lost his knife, and also
found sand in his Frankfort multiplier, a very poor place
indeed to keep such a gritty article. He, however, was
fortunate in recovering his knife a few hours after and
was in ecstacies when he had the reel relieved of its

sand, for anything that would give him an opportunity
of handling any article of his impedimenta was his fount
of joy. Ah, Ned, you are an incomparable genius, and if

you had only lived in the days of the "Master of the
Angle" you would have come down to us in history as
eminent a celebrity as Dame Juliana Berners, or even
the "Great Master" himself.

It rained nearly the entire day, with an occasional ces-

sation, which gave us an opportunity to do a little fishing
from the rock, and which resulted in the total of two
trout, one having fallen a sacrifice to Ned's rod and the
other to mine.
We indulged in our usual pleasures of cards and read-

ing during the rain, but our greatest delight was sitting

in the apex of the huge boulder when there was a cessa-
tion of rain and watching the storm clouds as they mar-
shalled their battalions and coursed along under the blue
vault. The Sogards and adjoining islands were clearly
defined in their lines of tender green, Gargantua and the
mountains had taken on a purple hue, while between
them and Leech Island the Hghtning continually flashed
in dazzling splendor. New and grand beauties in cloud-
life were constantly arising, while the dai-kened waters,
wild in their rage, battled against the iron-clad coast with
a violent fury that sent columns of heavy spray into the
foliage that fringed the lake. Anon the thunder would
growl; a sharp crackle of lightning salute you; a manifest
increase in the high wind be felt, and then came down
the rain that sent us hurriedly to cover. And so the day
wore along into a night of livid flame, roaring thunder,
battling waves and beating rain, that would shake the
nerve and appal the soul of the most resolute. Ned after

he had wrapped himself in blanket, cried out in unison
with the unfortunate Lear:

"Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks! rage!

YoTir cataracts and hurricanes spout

Till you have drenched our steeples."

The morning was one of gray gloom, with a cold north
wind, and a lake displaying a heavy swell, the efl'ects of
the tempestuous night. We were not overjoyed with
the prospects, but determined as soon as we had partaken
of breakfast, to venture forth for the trout. Joe was
quite tardy that morning, as he did not fancy pulling the
boat in the teeth of a head wind. As soon, however, as

he was through with his work, we gave the word for the
departure, and into the boat we got, and along the

rocky coast coursed, casting our flies as we progressed.
As soon as some convenient rocks were reached on which
we could stand and cast, we all went ashore except John,
who was left in charge of the boat.
Ned had great advantage over me on the rocks by

wearing rubbers, while I had nothing but my heavy-
soled boots, with which to clamber and walk over the
smooth blocks of granite. I, however, with due caution,
managed to get along without a slide into the cold waters
of the lake. Ned, owing to his equipment, could run
over the rocks like a monkey, and reach desirable posi-

tions that were not available to me with my heavy boots.

Several times when I saw a very inviting place that could
only be reached in stocking feet, off would go my boots,

and down I would crawl. It was a little inconvenient,
but the enthusiasm which takes possession of one in these

pursuits will tempt to almost any hazard. Ned was very
lucky that morning and caught about two fish tomy one.

He took out of one place without moving four magnificent
trout that ran from 3 to 41bs. I saw one leap a foot out
of the water for his fly, and also observed him frantically

plunge out after he got the hook in his quivering jaws,

Ned was in high feather over the number of the hand-
some trophies he had captured, and would have remained
and camped out all night if I had not insisted on a ipru-

dential return. The wind had changed and was rapidly

increasing every minute, and was also dead ahead. Joe,

who was also eager for the necessary return, says to Ned:
"If you no go now, you not go at all."

"Bah! We can walk back," replies Ned.
"What you do with the boat?"

"Pull her up on the rocks,"
"Then s®me Indian steal it."

"Oh, no; Indian always honest."
"May be so, may be not."

"If you're afraid of the thieving Indian, back it is,"

And then Ned winked at me at the honest satire he had
heaped upon poor Lo! We hurriedly got into the boat
and the boys pulled away at the oars quite vigorously.

It was only two miles to camp, but it was against very
heavy wind that was growing stronger all the while.

We had caught ten of the spangled warriors and were
fully satisfied with the two hours' angle.

The sky was now displaying a disuial hue of slate-

colored vapor, Avliile an iron-gray freckled sea was rolling

hollow and confusedly, evidence enough to satisfy us
that the remainder of the day would be spent in camp, if

not in our tents. The boys were glad and somewhat
fatigued when they reached Jacksen's Cove, for it was an
hour's hard pull over a sea anything but gentle.

In the afternoon we tried the ragged edges of our huge
boulder in front of the camp, but the waves were too

frightfully wicked for S. fontinalis to be on the qui vive

for flies of bright tinsel and feathers gay.
When I returned to camp I found Ned changing his

clothes, he having accidentally slipped into the lake from
the boulder. Fortunately for him, a huge rock in the
water close by checked his rapid progress, or else he
would have been completely immersed. As it was, he
escaped with a light baptism.
The half-breeds that afternoon gave a concert with

then* violin, much to the annoyance of Ned. I saw .Joe

in his tent sitting on the ground, with bis back against a
box of provisions, fervently sawing away with bis bow,
while his dreamy eyes were turned heavenward as if in-

voking inspiration from the patron saint of the lyre. I

called Ned's attention to the j)icture presented, and so

convulsed was he with the sight that he laughed till his

sides ached. In addition to Joe's musical accomplish-
ment is to be added that of the terpsichorean art. When
he was not fiddling or otherwise employed, he was prac-

ticing his pedals in graceful (?) curvatures, endeavoring
CO imitate Ned, who on one occasion rattled off an Irish

jig that completely captivated the boys as well as myself.

That evening after supper, Joe and John went to the crest

of the boulder, and there, under a gray sky and to the
music of the waves, Joe danced till dark.

Ned was up quite early the next morning, and intently

scanned the horizon with a view of making the "proba-
bilities" for the day. On asking for the rebult, he stated,

in university phraseology that I never gave him credit of

possessing, "There is a blue sky, with drifting mother of

pearl clouds, a gentle west wind, a lake in silver-tinted

ripples, mountains gleaming in gold, and an atmosphere
ad gustem."

With such a glorious condition of the elements, I was
prompted to arise that I might also enjoy a morn so

richly clothed in splendor. The sad thought that Lake
Superior was such a capricious coquette intruded. So
often have I seen an auspiciotis morn turned into a tempest
in a few short hours that I have lost entire confidence in

her bright promises. We, however, determined to enjoy
the golden weather while it lasted, and immediately after

breakfast started with boat up the shore, in hopes of

capturing a few foolish trout through mere "trickish

knavery." We coasted along an exceedingly rocky and
irregular shore, that looked the very abiding place of the

scarlet-hued dudes. Reaching a range of high rocks, that

gave us fine facilities for shore fishing, we landed and
commenced the work of decoying. It was not long before

I had a rise, and a pound trout as the result. My lips

curled in contempt at the insignificant size of my first

victim, for it was the stalwart warriors and a royal

battle I sought. I left this bed of nurselings and sought
other grounds, in hopes of getting a finny foeman that

would tax my skill to the utmost. I soon reached a very
inviting place, a debris of shattered rocks with numerous
lines of dark water, that I would have wagered a kingdom
contained a freckled Naiad or two. Securing a good foot

hold on the flinty rock I had reached, I sent my flies sail-

ing on a mission of duplicity. I saw them fall lightly in

the desired spot, and a savage swirl broke around my
stretcher. I responded quickly, and was sadly disap-

pointed at my failure to connect with the inquisitive

trout. I steadied myself for another cast, and then lift-

ing my flies from the surface, once more dropped them in

the same place, when another tigerish plunge ensued,

which resulted in the sweet music of the running reel—

a

sound ever delightful to the patient angler. The astonished

trout tore .around at a fearful rate, giving me a combat
I shall ever remember. It was plunge and dash, reel up
and reel out, and a dive down and a leap up—a truly

marvellous acrobatic exhibition that I not only keenly

enjoyed but deeply admired. The skill and duplicity

of cunning man, however, finally tritimphed over the

dauntless heroism of the stubborn and gallant wa.rrior.

Wben Joe, who had netted him, laid him on the
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weather-stained rock, he presented, in his gleaming coat
of rainbow dyp, as lovely a picture as eye of angler ever
dwelt upon. He was a trifle over 41bs. Ned, who had
been working the rocks above me, had also met with fiae

success, for he exhibited, on my joining him, three lovely
specimens that ran from 2^ to 3^lbs. Since we had
started for camp the wind had been raising and it had
now worked the sea into a very lumpy condition. John,
who had been left in charge of the boat, and who was a
short distance from us on the shore, had hallooed several
times; but we were too intent on our pleasures to give
heed to him. Finally he came running along the shore
and informed us that the boat was being heavily pounded
on the rocks by the sea, and that we must either return
to camp with him or he would be compelled to leave us
in order to protect his boat. The plea tDeing a good one
we at once reeled up and began the tramp over the moss-
covered rocks to the boat and returned to camp, satisfied

that Ned's rosy predictions of the weather in the morning
were all a fraud and a delusion and that Lake Superior
was as cruel a coquette as reputed.
We had the remainder of the day to spend in camp,

while the lake was furiously tossing the white caps and
battling against the rocky outworks of our quarters. Ned
did a little darning, while T played a game of solitaire,

and the boys busied themselves in gathering firewood at

the lower base of the mountain, and in preparing the
noonday meal, which to them was always a pleasure,
from the fact that it was a feast of good things which
their banquet-board at home knew not. Having won
two games out of three with the gentleman with whom
I played solitaire, I was satiefied^to relinquish the game
and then got down to Balzac's fiction ''The Two Brothers,''

with a decided relish of its closing pages. Ned having
completed his darning, in the meantime got out his little

bags of tackle and selecting some feathers—red, of
course—gave an additional tint or two of ruby to a few
flies, that made them look as red as a turkey-cook. He
was dead gone on that color and believed that it was in-

vincible as a decoy. If he changed his fly at my sugges-
tion he was sure to return to his first love—the lobster-

colored lure—in a very short time. I had a world of fun
out of his penchant for the mantling color and worried
him at times when the trout disdained his flaming lures
on hid big bushy flies. When in luck he would invari-
ably cry out, "It's red, red they want."
"For heaven's sake, then, give 'em red and plenty of

it." I advised. Sure enough, when we went ashore for
luncli, on would go another red feather, sometimes two.
He WAS nvidenily a red-headed avenger and proposed to

m-ike his finny victims die in gore,

A^ain the morn opened with a bright sun that crim-
soned lake and land, while the arch above was lovely in
small white clouds rich in prisms with "the rainbow
ligbts that kindled in their skirts,"' It was the birth of a
golden day,

"The waking dawn
When night-falleiL dews, hy day's warm courtship won,
From reeking roses climb'd to kiss the sun;

Nature, new-blossom'd shed her colors round.

The dew-bent primrose kissed the breeze-swept ground,"

Our destination that morning was Blind River, a small
stream some two miles above the camp. It was really a
prospective trip, though we always had an eye single to
a roving or poising ti-out. We had no sooner started than
we began to realize a breezeless lake as well as a glowing
sun, indications that our victoi'ies, while this condition of
things lasted, would be counted in the unit column, and
low down at that. As we coasted along we earnestly
cast, and the only reward between the camp and the river
was one rise which was missed, and one which yielded a
small trout under a pound. Our hopes suddenly vanished,
and I began to think our return would not be heralded
with waving of banners and beating of drums.
Ned was confident the river would bring us some vic-

tims, but as we entered it my heart sank within me, for
it looked anything but trouty, I did not even make a
cast in it, so confident was I that there was not a fin to
be obtamed in its waters, Ned, however, who was in
the bow, kept his flies going from one side of the river to
the other, while I sat "a mere looker on in Venice." We
had not proceeded very far before Npd had a wolfish leap
at his fly, that so completely unbalanced him that he
missed it. As quick as thought my rod was in hand and
my flies going to the very spot where Ned had aroused
the savage trout. No soon had they struck the surface
than another magnificent rise was had, and this time the
greedy trout was in trouble.

"That's my fish," said Ned, who had been appalled at
my greedy tactics.

"Pray excuse the trifling brigandage; it was merely the
result of impulsiveness,"

"All right, you are forgiven."
"There is another there."
And sure enough there was, for Ned hooked one on his

first cast. There we were, both playing fish at the same
time, and from the way they battled 1 judged them to be
weighty ones. I had mine killed and netted in short
order, always believing a minute to the pound sufficient

time. Ned was always a believer in the same thing as to
time, and soon had his "Jim Dandy" boated. Neither
ran under iiJbs., but oh! so dark were they, that their
crimson spots were nearly obliterated, and even the inside
of their mouths and gills was of the same color. I never
saw trout marked so darkly before, but understand they
take their color from the waters they inhabit. The water
here was of that dark amber color, similar to that in all

the rivers that empty into Lake Superior.
I was soon at work again, received another rise and

another fish, and Ned ditto. This was indeed a lucky
revelation to us. The pool in which we caught them
was not over 5ft. deep, nor over 20 wide and looked noth-
ing like a home for trout. They seemed to be alongside
a dead tree that was lodged close to the bank, and which
was shaded by some overhanging maples. We concluded
after we had caught the last two to give the pool a rest,

and so floated back to the mouth of the river and remained
there some twenty minutes, when we again approached
it and took out two more, and this time we went up
stream as far as the ripples, which was some forty rods
or more distant, and there rested.
Once more we ventured to the preserve, and again

secured two, the result of our first cast. Off we float and
another rest, and then Ave return to the famous pool and
both have fish simultaneously. Ned this time had a
monster that looked as if he were fully 61bs. and had a
l)atiiie-xojal with lam. that he deeply enjoyed. Mine was

no slouch of a trout, for he fought so hard that I was con-
stantly compelled to be on the qui vive. He finally capit-

idated after a resort to every stratagem he was master of,

and then Joe took his lordly proportions into the net.

Ned's monster had by this time struggle so fiercely that
he lay panting on the gleaming gravel with Ned de-

vouring him with admiration, and wondering whether
he should stir the p^triarch for another round.
"What a darling," says Ned,
"Yes, but be careful that he don't trick you."
"Guess I'll stii' up his lordship."
Ned did stir him up, and his lordship making a savage

dash under the boat and getting the line tangled on a log
escaped, leaving the unlucky angler a perfect picture of

despair. * Alex. Starbuok,

SAMMY CALHOUN.
ONE evening in May, I strolled up the road with a

cigar after supper, and sat on the wall at the brow
of the hill. The shadows were setting thick in the low-
lands and the valley beneath was a vast, dark chasm,
with the farther rim approaching the horizon just gilded
with the afterglow. Farms, rivers and moving things
were swallowed up in that gulf and the light came straight

across and touched us on the hill. The shrubbery, pushed
hard by a few warm, unseasonable days, ha.d| a slightly

jaded premature look, butthe grass was in all itsunmatched
tints of early spring, soon lost from tender yellow to steely

blue. The blades were moist from the afternoon rain and
the earthworms were groping out in the damp. A glance,
roving for something else to gloat upon before the night
should overflow from the brimming valley and engulf us
too, intercepted a figure coming over the brow. A figure

in a light weight overcoat held loosely across, unbuttoned.
You would know it by that gesture, a bachelor of un-
certain age, with a youngish twist to his gray mustache,
and a melancholy cast of countenance; a man of some
peculiarities; he is not gregarious; he makes few ac-

quaintances and they must ripen into friendship or di'op

off. He sat beside me on the rock and gathered up his

coat collar,

"Well what's the matter Sam? Look unhappy."
"Oh, same old story. Tired of city life. Treadmill,

treadmill. Sick of people. Go out on an evening some-
times, and meet some more. Constant stock of appre-
ciation on tap; features arranged in the attitude of a
smile, well meaning smile, inane. Applaud an ordinary
piano and laugh immoderately at things. Oh, I can make
out to keep this up through the winter, JeE, rubbing
shoulders with them, but when the spring comes"—and
Sam leaned forward and gesticulated confidentially
toward the shadows and forgot all about me—"when
the spring comes with a breath that I can trace back to

the northern slope of a hill, not densely wooded, where it

lingered over the moss and twigs till it caught the odor
among the leaves of the modest arbutus, or stopped by
the wayside to turn every leaf of a gnarly wild apple and
scatter its petals, then, then—oh Jeff, there's a fever of
rebellion, dormant all winter, that comes up in the spring
like the pulse of the sap." I laughed right out. I had to
laugh.
"Now Sammy, it isn't the woodsman in you at all, that

talks like that, it's only the poet. We all stare at the sun-
set that way sometimes. Now what would you do Sam
if you could get over that horizon?"
Sam felt that he wasn't being appreciated and shook

his head, but then concluded to make the best of it and
smiled.
" Well JeS, I'll tell you. There's a brook with an un-

known source that tumbles over mossy logs in little

cascades, and leaps from rock to rock and makes swift
descents in long smooth shdes and rests in deep dark pools
and bubbles over, gaining strength and volume to emerge
in a natural meadow where the deer come to drink and
beavers build dams. It goes swimming across the meadow,
disappears in the woods and at length reaches the liaunts
of man. But, oh Jeff, the trout up there in the meadow
or in the pools! They're difl'erent. They have more
freckles I believe, Brave, alert chaps with lines of speed;
regular aristocratic piratps."
"Ever been there, Sam?"
"No, I heard of it out West that time, but they told me

it was right over in the next county. Up in New Hamp-
shire I traced it till a guide told me it was 'just over the
mounting' ; but my vacation was done. One summer in
Maine I thought I'd found it. I had just wet my line all

elated to find myself in a meadow where the foot of man
had never trod, when along came a denizen and told me
it was no good. 'AU fished out,' he says, 'all fished out,
but they is a brook—' So Jefi;, that's where I want to go
when you see me looking over the horizon."

Jeffeeson Scribe,

THE POSSUM "SULLS."
Editor Forest and Stream:
Repljnng to "Aztec" in your number of June 6, con-

cerning the word "sull,"' in relation to the well-known
idiosyncracy of the Great American O'Possum ("the only
native-born American whose name begins with an 'O,'

and he got ashamed of it and dropped it"), the verb of
"sullen" is "sulk," and "suU" is the negro corruption of
"sulk," and that's all there is in it.

Many a dark, drizzling night (the best for the purpose),
when I was a small boy, have T gone forth with my favor-
ite negro "possum hunter," Ellis, one of the plantation
hands, and his two faithful "possum dogs," in the old
ante-bellum times; and with great exultation have I gone
back to the house at 3 or 3 o'clock in the morning and
waked up my parents to show the fine live possum I had
in a bag. Ellis owned the dogs and did all the work of
catching the possums, but always gave me the finest one
to "tek up to de house," with great pride in his craft.

The possum was generally "treed" in a small tree, which
we could sometimes bend down or climb, and captm-e the
animal before the dogs could get a hold of him and bite

him. Sometimes the tree had to be cut down, when
there was a wild scramble to rescue the possum before
he was mutilated by the dogs. Occasionally the game
was caught on the ground by the dogs without being
treed, when it was kiUed before the hunters could inter-

I fere.

It was always desirable to capture the possum without
his having received any hurt, as he was then put into a
chicken coop and fed on civilized fare for a week or two
before being killed for the table. The negroes of the
South, at least in MissisE-ippi, seem to have given up
possum hunting entirely since they became freemen. In
old times "possum dogs" were highly esteemed by them,
and there were numbers of them to be found on every
plantation. But now one never hears of a "possum dog"
among the negroes. I have an idea that they look back
upon this nocturnal sport as one of the badges of slavery,
when night was the only time they could call their own,
except an occasional holiday, and then they were not
allowed to own guns.
Now, nearly every negro owns a pot-metal shotgun or

old musket, and he spends much of his time wandering
about, accompanied by a string of three to six or eight
"curs of low degree," in search of "Br'er Rabbit" or "Br'er
Squirrel," but eschews possum hunting at night, of which
we, who were the sons of slave owners in the old times,
cherish fond recollections, as among the youthful
romances of old plantation life. Coahoma.

FLORIDA HUMMINGBIRDS.
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla., June U.—Editor Forest and

Stream: The blighting effect on fruit and vegetables
of our last year's late frost is very well known, but it is

not so well known that it played havoc among the hum-
mingbirds. It was a warm winter and the early opening
of spring brought out the flowers and started myriads of
these little creatures on their journey towai-d the north.
Then came that blighting frost—which they could stand,
but the "death of the flowers" was too much for them and
they were picked up dead and dying everywhere. They
came in unusual numbers and seemed to be nearly all

males. After the frost but few were seen, either male or
female, and I feel quite anxious to know whether any
great diminution in tneir number has been noticed in the
North, This spring but few have been seen about this
place, on their northward journey, and I fear their ranks
have been sadly thinned.
Hummingbirds are generally supposed to be extremely

timid and almost untamable, but when their confidence
is won, which is an easy matter to those who understand
them—they are very fearless and the loveliest little pets
in the world. We tame them nearly every season, and
they come to us anywhere around the pla"ce, and when
the doors are o23en make themselves perfectly at home,
even in the house, A year or two ago I called my wife's
attention to the first one of the spring, as we Avere sitting

on the piazza, and when I called him he came at once and
examined each of us carefully and then flew off. I saw
at once that it was one of our pets of the previous year,
so I went in and prepared a small bottle of sugar and
water, and it was but a few minutes before he returned
and at once took his dinner as he had been accustomed to.

Unfortunately he had a mate who was bossing him and.
dragged him northward after he had paid us but two or
three visits.

Between the. frosts, taxidermists and milliners I fear
they'll be almost exterminated in a few years.

DiDYMUS.

BIRD NOTES FROM TAKOMA.
THE vernal migration of birds in this locality has been

characterized by mucii of interest to the field orni-
thologist. In many respects it has dift"ered widely from
the two preceding springs, that is, of 1889 and 1890, Birds
that were very abundant then proved to be very scarce
this year, and vice versa. But that fact will not be a
new one to any ornithologist who has studied the migra-
tion of birds in any one limited locality for three or four
consecutive seasons. The fact is generally explained,
however, by the usual remark that "the season opened
late," or it was "due to the late rains" or some similar
explanation. The writer is of the opinion though, that
the day is far ahead of us before our knowledge shall be
sufficiently full to account for such differences. Meteor-
ological conditions undoubtedly have much to do with it,

but the absence or abundance of certain bird foods, as
insects or fruits, must also have their influence, as do
the many changes brought about by civilization. The
balancing of the harmonies in nature is very delicate,
and as I have hinted, our knowledge of the same still

very crude and meagre. Now last year there were a
great many species of birds that nested in this vicinity, and
as a rule they laid full complements of eggs, while on the
other hand the spring just passed has been characterized
by a marked change in that particular. Few birds have
built, and for some unknown reason they have not laid
their full sets of eggs. Nests of robins, wood thrushes
and cardinal grosbeaks, so far as my expei-ience goes, did
not contain more than three eggs each, and the nest of one
wood thrush was found wherein the bird only laid two
eggs and then hatched them; the same for a cardinal
grosbeak. Although I have missed hardly a day in the
woods and fields this year, I failed to find the nest of a
single catbird; over the same ground last year I person-
ally knew of the existence of twenty or more. When
the catbirds came on this year, they came on almost at a
single appearance, and in considerable numbers, disap-
pearing almost as suddenly. Perhaps the clearing out of
much of the low underbrush during the intervening sum-
mer about Takoiua Park had something to do with this,

but I am strongly inclined to btlieve that it was not the
only factor responsible for the difference. During the
spring of 1890 the black-poll warblers {D. stnata) were
by no means of common occurrence, whereas this year
they appeared toward the latter end of M^y in hundreds,
and the woods seemed to be alive with them on certain
days. In the Smithsonian grounds, on a dark cloudy
day, I counted upward of a dozen in one large tree.
There must have been some special food to have attracted
them in such numbers, for, for other causes I have been
totally unable to discover them.
Some time during the middle of the last-mentioned

month I shot, not far from my hou^e, a very nice speci-
men of a male rose-breasted grosbeak, the first one I
have taken for a dozen years or more, and the only one
I have ever seen in this neighborhood after a residence
of over two years. Mr, Ridgw»y, however, tells me
that he has seen them frequently in the Smithsonian
grounds. On May 2 an old male passenger pigeon {E.
migratoria) flying quite low down and due northeast
passed within a short distance of my house. Rara avis,
are yom- days numbered in our avifauna? When I was
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a boy I shot them in Connecticut until my shoulder
ached. There is another birdthat is becoming very, very
scarce in these parts, and that is the Baltimore oriole;

and still more its congener, the orchard oriole. Both
species of cuckoos have been remarkably scarce this

year; I have not seen a single specimen, and my oldest

boy only one yellow-bill.

Being out on May 19, I espied high up in a poplar tree

one of the finest scarlet tanagers I ever saw alive—an
old male. He was hammering away at something on
the upper side of a large limb, and I walked under hioi
until only the butt of his left wing was exposed, which
I shot at with No. 13 shot from a .33 collecting gun.
Down he came like a flaming meteor, breaking his thigh
bone of the same side in his fall. First I tliought to kill

him for a specimen, but he was too handsome, and I

carried him home to give him a trial in a big roomy cage.

At the present writing both bones have knit without any
perceptible deformity, and he promises to be one of the
most interesting bird nets I Imve ever kex>t. Ho thrives

on the yolks of hard-boiled eggs mixed with Bishop's
prepared food, and catches flies as they pass through his

cage like a good fellow. Much to my surprise, he had
not been in the cage a fortnight when he recovered his

-voice, and is now nearly in full song. He is a beauty,
without a green feather in his plumage.
And so it goes, the older I grow the more fascinating

do such studies and pursuits become to me, and I shall

never weary of them. lam afraid, however, that this

letter has already passed the limitations of your space,

but you must let me enter one word or two about the
purple grackles and the English sparrows.

I never fully realized until this spring howmany young
birds in the nest, of many species, the grackles {Q, quis-

cula) killed and devoured. When one of these birds
discovers a nest containing fledglings, he is not content
until, during the absence of the parent birds, he has
stolen and eaten every one of them. The number they
kill and consume all over the country must be immense.
They destroy and eat hundreds of English sparrows when
the latter are at this tender age. I have seen them do it

over and over again. Crows do the same thing, but by
no means not so often.
This spring I have watched with especial care and in-

terest the manner in which the Eaglish sparrows met the
advent of the spring birds from the south. After taking
many notes the fact was forced upon me that the English
sparrows are not nearly so much responsible for the de-

crease, if decrease there be, in the abundance of many of

our song birds, as are the boys in any locality. I refer

strictly to that class of boys who constantly shoot small
birds with one of the many new patent air or spring guns
now in vogue. All in one day I noted a catbird, a brown
thrasher, a white-throated sparrow and a sapsucker (S.

varius) whip and drive off, single-handed, as many indi-

viduals of the English sparrow; while a young fiend, a
boy belonging to a good family and who should have been
better instructed, was bragging to his companions that
he had shot and killed that week, with his (wretched)
air gun, seventy-two kinglets (Regulus satrapa and R.
calendula) and no inconsiderable number of other species,

I took the pains afterward to prove the truth of his state-

ment, and found that it was substantially correct.

This practice has become fearfully prevalent in the sub-
urbs of our cities, and in my opinion will drive out the
native birds five times as fast as the sparrows can accom-
plish it. "Worse than that, for the boys actually destroy
them. . R, W. Shupeldt,
Takoma, D. C, June 9.

Recent Ahbivals at the Philadelphia Zooi.oi : tca i, g a hden.
—Purchased—Three phil-i-nder opossums {Dkich'!"!-- i'lin/inder),

one whistling swan {Cyaiius anieHmmis), rhons
(Python molurus), two ground rattlesuaJies ((!<•(.

,
> urilki-

rim), three coaoh-wMp snakes (Bascaiimm lldiicuiioi:iii:>, luretj

hlack sna!<e8 (Bascaniim constricto}') one red iiuig snake {Opinho-
Im doUatus caccine.us), oi\e V)laeJs hos-nosed 8niii,ko {lleUrodon
'platyrhinuti 7J i£rer), one indigo snake (!:iSpU.uteii erdmuiinf) and one
common king snnke {OiAlbolus getuhis). I^rcsenied—Two red
foxes (Caniisvulpes fulvm)^Qyp old opossums { DkMphya vi ryiniana)

,

twelve young opossums (Diadelpliys vivginiana), one bald eagle
{Haliaetus leucocepliahisK one spirrow hawk {Ii'alcn sparvcrius) one
yellow bird (Cfwysmn '

' five screech owls {Hcops aaio), one
pair ring doves cru- r

, one long-tailed duck (jfifareida

plactoiis), four aQie:au ...i, ... i ir mississippiejms), oue Alesican
pinB snake (Pituopttys sayi mexicana) and two crowned-horned
hzsLTds (Phrynusoma corunata). Exchanged—One three-toed box
tortoise (Cistudo canHiia triunguis), one red-eared terrapin (Pseu-
demys elegam), one Arn_v'^ rmg-necked snake {Diadaphys arnyi)
and one milk snake (Coluber ohsuletus confi7iis). Born—Three
American bison (Bison americamis).

km^ §dg md ^nrf.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the BooU of the

Game Laws.

ON AN ENGLISH PRESERVE.
WINNIPEG, Man., June 18.~Editor Forest and

Stream: Last month, on my way from the East,
after leaving Fargo, which, by the way, is becoming
tjuite a rendezvous for sportsmen, I noticed that all

through northern Dakota the prospects for game for the
coming fall shooting were unusually good. The mild
winter has been favorable for the preservation of prairie
hens, which, all along the route to Winnipeg, showed up
in lots of from two to five at short intervals on both sides
of the track, representing four times the usual amount
of Jack Frost's spring leavings in this rigorous section.
Plover were plentifully interspersed with an unusually

small scattering of Wilson snipe and ducks.
In discussing the game situation with Mr. Hine, the

well known skillful taxidermist of this place, he said it

was the same all through Manitoba; that all around the
suburbs of the city the game could be seen mornings and
evenings, in bunches of four to six, dancing and cutting
up all sorts of comical didoes. Late rejjorts from all sec-
tions coincide that the hatchings of chicken are large,
broods averaging rather over than under ten.

The writer was much interested in examining the
choice specimens of English game that Mr. Hine was
busy mounting, and also in the narration of the man-
ner in which he obtained them on several of the best
shooting reserves in England, principally on Lord Lons-
dale's estate, at Lowther Castle, Penrith, Westmoreland
county, extreme north of England.
When Earl Lonsdale was here in '88 and '89, a pleas-

ant acquaintance was formed with ]VIr. Hine, who fur-

nished him information regarding large and small game
in the Northwest, and also mounted all of his lordship's
specimens secured during his fourteen months' trip north,
including several heads of musk-ox and other rare Arctic
specimenst Before leaving the city the Earl extended
an invitation to Hine to come over to England and shoot
over his prcfierves. Accordingly last November he started
and soon after arriving at Usk, Wales, he advised Lord
L., who immediately wrote him to come on at once to
take part in a battue shoot at Lowther Caetle as his guest.
After shooting a few days in Wales the trij) through
England was made in good time for the appointed shoot
at the beautiful grounds of Lowther, with its park of
ancient oak foresting teeming with deer and pheasants
in the copse, and beyond a background of splendid moun-
tain scenery, the whole estate embracing many miles in
extent.
Twelve guests, all crack shots, constituted the shooting

party, and they were accompanied by their valets and
servants. Each shooter was provided with two guns,
which were loaded by attendents as fast as discharged.
The guns used were light weight, 12 to 20 gauge, all of
the most expensive make. The twenty-five gamekeepers
and over one hundred beaters started in advance of the
shooters at early morning, and during the week's shoot
the game was secured in a radius of from two to five

miles from the castle, the shooters being stationed about
100yds, apart, surrottnding the cover to be beaten. The
beaters, with their sticks and shouts, flush the game, con-
sisting of pheasants, woodcock, partridge, hare and rab-
bits. The shouts and calls of the beaters, the rush of
game, the general fusilade of guns, the retrievers with
their carts seen through the smoke collecting the dead
and wounded game, constitutes a lively and exciting
scene smacking of a military engagement.
The daily 1 o'clock lunch, with its accompanying in-

teresting conversation and comments on the sport, was
an agreeable hour's interlude. Different tents were
allotted to guests, game keepers and serving men, accord-
ing to their class. Events culminated with military pre-
cision, and the viands were abundantly served in first-

class style. During the five days' shoot some six thou-
sand pheasants, with perhaps a duplicate number of
hare, rabbits, woodcock, partridges and pigeons, were
slaughtered and distributed among guests and friends.
The pheasant's flight is slow at starting, but by the time
it reaches the open where the shooters are stationed, they
are in very swift flight, and a novice is apt to secure
more tail feathers than meat when first tiring at the
gorgeous incomers. Usually pheasants on preserves are
raised from eggs imported or collected and hatched by
domestic fowls, but these birds were naturally bred, and
as it was late in the season they were full grown and
afforded capital sport. The woodcock were shot mostly
in cover and ravines. They are nearly twice the size of
oui- American cock, being similar in their habits and
markings, with the exception of the bars fi-om bill to tail.

The cock shooting of Wales and England is first-class

sport, as the birds are wilder in their flights than their
American cousins. On being flushed the first time they
fly swift and far, resembling the flight of our birds when
flushed the third or fourth time. The partridge is a com-
pact, gamy little bird, similar in habits and formation to
om- quail, being about twice the size, or a third smaller
than our ruffed grouse. The hares are about the size of
our prairie hare or jack rabbit, being shorter in the legs
and weighing from 6^- to lOlbs.

"Billy'' Hine shoots about six months in the year, and
has shot over most of the hunting grounds of America.
This preserve shooting was a novelty greatly enjoyed, and
ifc occurred to the writer that the readers of Forest and
Stream might be interested in the above description as
well as regarding trap shooting at English trained blue-
rocks, which were a surprise to friend Hine, who had no
idea that birds could be trained by blank shots to get
away so rapidly at the opening of the trap. They are
shot at with light guns at from 25 to SSyds. rise, and the
birds will carry out of bounds a large dose of shot, mak-
ing it more difficult to secure large scores than in this

country under our rules and privilege of using large-bore
guns, Watla:nd.

IN THE ROCKIES.

MY old friend Dan , with whom I have so often shared
the fortunes and disappointments of the hunt, hap-

pened to be spending a few days with me. Knowing that
he was always ready for the chase (and often our hunt has
been only a chase) I said to him, "Look here, Dan, it is

just 13 o'clock. When I came across from Gladstone to
Wolf Creek a few days ago—that day when I fired thirty-
five shots at those two old bucks and never touched a hair,

and after firing my last shot at them had to walk off and
go home, leaving them standing laughing at me—I saw a
number of tracks of single deer, right fresh, just across
Wolf Creek, only a few miles from here. Now I know
those deer are living in that locality, and will be out feed-
ing toward night. I believe we can get one if we try.

What do you say? Is it a go?" -'Well," said Dan, "I am
afraid it will be more of a wild goose chase than anything
else. However, I'll go." "All right. You go out into
the field and catch Charley and Dolly and saddle them,
while I get ua a bite to eat, and we'll be off. Hurry
now.'"
So it hapjiened that at 1 :30 o'clock of a clear, crisp No-

vember afternoon two men arrayed in customary ranch
costume and mounted on horseback, might have been
seen striking up toward the foothills of the Rooky Moun-
tains, the one armed with a .44 repeating Winchester
rifle and the other with a ,45-70 Marlin.
For several miles our path led us up the mountain,

through a low pass and down the other side to Wolf
Creek. Crossing the creek we rode up an old wood road,
through scattered timber on either sidehill. So far no
signs of game, save a few tracks where a jack rabbit had
crossed and recrossed the trail, where a nock of prairie
chickens had been running to and fro close to the bushes,
and where a coyote had wandered aimlessly about seek-
ing what he might devour.
"Now, Dan, you watch yotir side of the road and I shall,

watch my side. It was right there, just ahead of us, I

saw, when I passed here a few days ago, where a bonne
ing big buck had come down to drink, and it was on that
sidehill yonder that Adams saw fifteen deer when he was
hauling poles day before yesterday. At the foot of that
wooded knoll, about a mile to our right, is where Willis
fired so many shots at that big band last week without
getting a single deer."

Riding carefully on a little further, Dan says, ' 'I believe
we had better tie up here and make a detour. You go up
that gulch to the right and strike over into the open park.
Then keep to the left up along the foot of the wooded
knoll, pretty high up. I shall go straight up this gulch
and work around to my right and meet you on top of the
hill."

"Tie Charley securely. We don't want to walk home."
Look at that pheasant on the log. Couldn't you behead

him nicely. However, he is perfectly safe as far as we
are concerned, for we have made it a rule when deer
hunting, never to shoot at anything but deer, so we may
not be misled.

I take off my coat and gloves and leave them by the
horses. I am all business now. The air is crisp and clear.
There is just snow enough to dampen the leaves and
twigs, so that when stepped on they do not rattle like a
rattlesnake. Everything is still as death. My blood
tingles in my veins. I am in my element. I am happy.
Quietly I advance to the head of the gulch and, taking off
my hat carefully, peep over the hill till I can look out
through the scattering trees of the park. Not a thing in
sight. The snow covers the ground as a white sheet, un-
ruffled. Half a mile ahead of me is a runway crossing
from Wolf Creek to the mountams. I shall head for that.
Perhaps a deer may have passed along it to the water.
Halloo! Sure enough, there's the runway, and I should
say it had been traveled. Could any of my sheep have
gotten away and come in here? Look at those tracks. It

must be sheep. A closer inspection discloses their real
nature. The track of a sheep is wider and shorter than
that of a deer. It's deer, and no mistake. The tracks
are going every way. They have been feeding here.
There is where they came in, down that sidehill. I'll go
and look at their trail and see how many there are. Why
there can't be but seven or eight. That's enough. Look
here, these tracks are old. They are half filled with
snOw and must have been made during the storm, about
eleven o'clock. It is now three and they have four hours'
start of me, I have but two hours in which to catch up
to them. Guess it won't pay to follow these. Yes, I will.

They are going just exactly to the hill where I agreed to
meet Dan. I shall go there and keep my appointment.
Here they go; they are beginning to string out a little.

Now they scatter; and here they began to feed again. The
side of the hill toward which they axe feeding is covered
with scattered pine trees, growing closer together toward
the top, with groves of fir here and there. At the top of
the hill is a high rocky cliff, so steep that no animal could
climb it. They must go round one wa^^ or the other. Not
a spot on that sidehill escapes my notice, I am too ohl a
hunter to expect always to see a picture deer. Too often
have I mistaken a deer for a stump or rock, and rocks
and stumps for deer.

See! Here is afresh bed, and there, a few feet distant,
is another. Look at the fresh footprint in this one.
There is no snow in that track, and those leading from
here are very fresh. Surely now, the game cannot be
very distant. They went away slowly and feeding, show-
ing no signs of fear. How true the old saying, "Where
ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise." Caution is re-

doubled while ascending the hill. Already I am halfway
to the top. Above me there is a low ridge of rock. If I

can but reach that point unobserved I may be in sight of
my game.
Careful now, a broken stick, a false step, the least noise

and all may be lost, I peep over the rocks—no deer in
sight. What is that peculiar odor? The wind is blowing
toward me and I surely scent a deer, I know now that
they are not far oft". I have often had occasion to notice
the fact that under favorable circumstances I can wind a
deer, especially a large buck, several hundred yards dis-

tant. I cannot be mistaken in this case; and yet, from
where I stand a deer within shooting distance could
scarcely escape my notice.

- A quick glance toward the top of the next ridge dis-

closes the head and horns of a large buck. For an in-,

stant he stands looking at me and then vanishes. See,
there he bounds up the hill among those trees. Shall I

shoot? No; it would be a chance shot and I can't afford
to risk it. To my surprise, on reaching the point where
he had,been standing, his tracks were the only ones along
the ridge, those of the band are far below. Look! What
is that object behind that treetop below me? It moves a
little, and I see it is the creeping figure of a man. He
crawls, he stops, looking fixedly ahead; now he moves!
only to atop again and lie flat down, still looking stead-
fastly toward the I'idge just in front of him. There is no
mistaking the man or his actions. It is Dan, and he sees

or has seen the deer.
Eagerly I ttrrn my searching gaze toward the place

where I know the deer must be. Nut a sign of any kind
which would denote their presence rewards my gaze.
Surely they are there somewhere. See how still Dan
lies. He dare not move a muscle, I am confident that
he and the deer are looking straight at each other. Some-
thing is moving now along that ridge yonder among
those trees. Yes, there he is; a large buck. He suspects
no danger near, as he browses among the bushes. There
is another deer, and another, and a little further down
the hill stands a very large doe looking intently at that
still, peculiar looking log, or is it grass or what? Now
and again I see her sniff the air. But no, my darling,
the wind is not in your favor to-day, Your long ears
and delicate powers of scent avail you nothing. Your
curiosity and yonder log (?) will be the death of you.
Watching my chance I slip unobserved behind a low

fir bush. The deer are SSOyds. distant—too far for a sure
shot from my little gun. Oh, how it wants to talk! Not
yet, my pet; we will watch that deer and Dan a little

longer and see how their game will end. It did not last

long. The deer decided to satisfy herself as to what
that queer-looking gray thing was. So wagging her tail

a few times she trots bravely forth, followed by two of
her friends, who had been by this time attracted by her
strange behavior. She stands quartering, not knowing
which way to go, but she would just as soon go back as
go any other way. I have waited on Dan till patience
ceases to be a virtue, so here goes. Hark! a shot! Dan
has at last also reached his limit of endurance. The doe
jumps high up the air, turns and runs back. Too late,

my dear? Your last race is run. Blindly rushing forward
she suddenly turns short off down the hill, A tumble, a
a roll, a slide, and her beautiful shapely limbs, which
have so swiftly and safely carried her over many a moun-
tain and through many a swollen stream will bear her up
no longer.
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The rest of Tthe band axe now in full flight. Under
ordinary circumstanoas it would have been useless to

have followed them, but for two reasons I was now will-

ing to risk a few hundred yards of a chase. I believed
that the old doe which Joe had just killed was the leader
of the band, and without her they would not go very far.

There was a big buck in the band, but deer do not follow
a buck very well. Then again, just beyond where we
had first seen them the sidehill was bare of trees and
from a little rise of ground beyond I knew I could see
quite a long distance up the side of the mountain, I con-
cluded to trail them to the top of the ridge. So, leaving
Dan to hunt up his doe, I struck out. On reaching the
top of the ridge no deer were to be seen anywhere. Had
they run straight ahead I must now see them climbing up
yonder sidehill. Ah! here is their track turning to my
right. They made a digression, as my teacher used to

say, and are heading for a low pass which leads into the
next gulch. Shall I follow them? Now I wind them.
They can't be very far. If I hurry I may catch them on
the other side of the hill. Stumbling, slipping and breath-
less I had almost reached the pass, when I saw the deer
coming back on their old trail and looking for their leader
—or for me. They found me, but only exhibited to me
seven heads and necks—one the head of the monstrous
buck, the rest were does. All in a bunch they stand
eager and excited, ears erect and nostrils expanded.
Shall I shoot? At a distance of one hundred yards, at
that moment, a deer's head was a very small mark.
While I hesitated they withdrew, dodging back over the
hill. I hastened up the hill, almost reaching the top
when hero they come trotting back. I was now nearly
on a level with them and could see their whole bodies.
Again they bunched, facing me; but the buck was gone.
The six deer were about seventy-five yards distant and
standing so closely together that their bodies seemed to
touch each other. For a moment my eyes feasted on the
Bight, which to me was a handsome reward for the toils

of the ascent. Here is your picture deer but far grander,
far nobler—so wild, so fearful, so inquisitive, so full of
life and beauty—reminding one of the words of the Arab
in his farewell to his steed, "My beautiful, my beautiful,

which standeth proudly by." But now was no time for
soliloquy. Deer or sheep had to furnish the camp with
its winter supply of meat.

A shot, a fall, a scatter, bunched again, a second shot,

a frantic leap by a young doe, and like leaves before a
tempest driven they turned and fled. Two does are not
yet satisfied, go leaving the other three they turned back
and climbed still higher up the hiU. How proud they
looked ! Was ever peacock prouder ? With head and
tail erect they trot around as you may often have seen
a horse when turned out to pasture after a few days rest.

Now a jump on all fours, now they stand, stamp their
feet, hesitating, not knowing which way to flee. I am
excited and out of breath. Watching a chance when
they were standing 150yds. away I shot. They jumped,
separated, and again joined each other. Another shot,

and another, and another. At length, disgusted at my
ill luck I dropped on to my knees and taiiing careful aim
had the satisfaction of seeing one of the deer jump high
up into the air and then they both fled down the hill fol-

lowed by a wild bullet to hasten their escape. One hun-
dred yards and one of them grows faint. She reels, she
circles, she falls; and with one convulsive struggle she is

dead.
Retracing my steps to where I first shot, there lay a

fine yearling doe quite dead. Taking the trail of the
wounded deer I at once found blood sign, and in a short
distance found him lying where he had fallen, never to

rise. The rest of the deer I saw in the distance crashing
through the dry poles. Dragging the last deer, a year-
ling buck, to the first one, I went after the other one,
and finding it dragged it also to the same place. Hearing
the shooting Dan had come up and wanted to know where
the deer were. I soon showed him three. "My," he said,

"you did do well ! I wish I had gone with you. But I

had no idea you would catch up with them." "Well,
Dan," I said, "I am sorry you were not with me, for you
missed one of the grandest chances in your life to get a
deer."

It was now after sundown and we were six miles from
home. So, hastily dressing the deer, we dragged them
down into the gulch and hung them up high and dry.
Dragging the first deer to the same place we hung it up
with the others. It was a monster blacktail doe, as large
as any doe I have ever seen, We did not weigh her, but
she must have dressed close to l751bs. The others were
two yearlings—buck and doe—and one two-year-old
blacktail doe. Washing om* hands in the snow, we hm*-
ried down to the horses. On the way, of course, Dan had
to listen to every little detail of how each deer was
killed. DoUie and Charlie were mighty glad to see us,

as they had about decided to camp out and eat fir boughs
that night. Old Charlie whinnied for us when we came
in sight; but Dollie did not like the smell of blood on my
coat sleeve, and would not for some time let me mount
her. Less than an hour's ride landed us again at camp.
It was now half-past 7, While we ate our supper and
smoked our pipe, we lived over again one of the most
successful short hunts I have ever had. The next day we
took a wagon, and hauling our deer to camp, we hung
them up with the three I had killed a few days before.

Delighted with the prospect of plenty of fresh venison
for a while, we were now willing to go back to our work.

Debbbotirne.

Minnesota Notes.—Preparations are well under way
for the survey of Itasca State Park, the last Legislature
having passed a bill appropriating thirty-iive sections of
land around Lake Itasca for this purpose. This means
as much to the people of this State as the much-talked-of
Adirondack Park to the people of New York. There are
about 100 beautiful lakes embraced within the proposed
park limits. The killing of all kinds of game is prohib-
ited, and the taking of fish otherwise than with hook and
line at the legal season. The general care and super-
vision of the park is for the present vested in the State
Auditor and a commission appointed by the Governor.
Down at Cromwell last week two men were out in the
woods, and coming across two moose they killed them
in defiance of the law. Information has been lodged
against them, and it remains to be seen if the law will be
enforced or not. In such cases the fine cannot be less

than $50.—Myron CootEr (Detroit City, Mima., June
15).

Pabadox Gun.—Nutley, N. J.—Editor Forest and
Stream: For the information of "B. R of Buffalo, who
desires to be enlightened as to the "Paradox" gun made
by Holland & Holland, I would say that it is described
by Sir S.imuel Baker in "Wild Beasts and their Ways,"
as follows; "It is a smooth-bore slightly choked, bixt

severely rifled for only l^in. in length from the muzzle.
This gives the spin to the projectile sufiioient to insure

accuracy at the distance mentioned (lOOyds.), The No,
12 Paradox weighs Sjlbs. and carries a bullet of Ifoz,

with 4idrs. of powder. It shoots No. 6 shot with equal

pattern to the best cylinder-bored gun," If "B. R.''

desires further information and will write to me I shall

be pleased to answer to the best of my ability.—C. J,

Gaoler. [This gun was de scribed and targets printed
in our issue of Aug. 5, 1886.]

"Winchester Gun Grease" does not sound nice, but
it is said to do the business, and that is nine points of the

merit of a gun-rust preventive. The Winchesters have
used it themselves, and whatever is good for them ought
to be good for other people.

"That reminds me."

IN Florida the past winter a favorite practice among
the boarders was to throw out baited lines from the

wharf and leave them over night. Mr. K., who was
much averse to fishing on Sunday, was taking an early

walk on the morning of Feb. 23^ which happened to be
the Sabbath also. Seeing a laige fish at the end of the
line he took hold of it, and, forgetting himself, pulled in

what proved to be a channel bass, which weighed nearly
271bs. He proudly exhibited it, but was sorely troubled

to find that he had caught a fish on Sunday, The boys
plagued him a good deal, when he finally evolved the
following: "It is wrong to fish on Sunday, but I find on
looking it up that this is Washington's birthday, a na-
tional holiday, therefore Sunday don't count, and that

lets me out."

\m mid

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the BooTt of

the Game Laws.

QUEEN OF THE ROD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Your issue of May 15 contained an account of the catch-

ing by Mrs. Geo. T, Stagg, of Frankfort, Ky, of a tarpon
weighing 2051bs. This, certainly, is a most remarkable
achievement, but I will tell you of another capture by
the same lady, equally as exciting and skillful.

It was my pleasure to be with Mr. and Mrs. Stagg for
two weeks this winter on Capt, Vail's boat, the Rock
Ledge, at Jupiter, Dade county, Florida. We were fish-

ing every day, the principal catches being bluefish and
channel bass. During all this time Mrs. Stagg caught
the greatest variety and largest fish, and in all my ex-
jierience I have never seen a lady handle fish from boat
or shore with as much skill. Sharks were very numerous
this winter and we caught some big ones with the regu-
lation tackle. Our house-boat was located about half a
mile from the inlet and ocean beach and at the junction
of the Loxahatchie and Indian rivers.

A big sawfish had been caught in the net of one of the
natives, and Mrs. Stagg c©ncluded she must have one to
add to her already big string. On the morning of March
21 JMi'. and Mrs. Stagg and the guide. Wells, started for
Sawfish Bay, about half a mile above our boat on the
Loxahatchie. I had been out to the beach bathing, and
on my return to the boat was told that Mrs. Stagg had
made fast to a big fish, and that from the deck I could
see the whole performance. When I first saw the fishing
party they were about a quarter of a mile oft', and had
evidently worked the fish down the river about the same
distance from Sawfish Bay. AVe all came to the con-
clusion it was a sawfish, and a big one. It became evi-

dent after a while that, if the fish was landed, some
assistance would be necessary, so Commodore Hughes, of
New York, well known to eastern yachtsmen, started out
with the mate in a yacht tender, armed with a harpoon
spear. The fish was now in mid-stream and making
some desperate, long and deep runs. Mrs. Stagg stood
up in the stern of the boat handling the big load in a
masterly manner. Her heavy tarpon tackle was pnt to

its greatest strain ; at times the tip of the rod would be
drawn clear to the water, so fast was the run of the big
fish. Wells, the guide, an expert boatman, had all he
could do to keep the stern of the boat in the right direc-

tion. The fish was doing all of the towing, and, in the
first forty minutes, had brought the boat down opposite
our landing, fully half a mile. The commodore, in the
meantime, was trying his best to get a crack at the big
fellow with the harpoon. Only once did he succeed in

getting even a chance and then the water was so deep I

thought we would have to fish for the commodore, as he
nearly went out of the boat in his efl'ort to land the
harpoon.
The fish was now evidently making for the inlet, and

we knew if he succeeded in reaching the swift water of
the channel the jig was up. The partywas now opposite
the steamboat dock and several boats had joined the pro-
cession, keeping at a respectful distance, however. All
of the natives and visiting sportsmen to the number of
about thirty were on the deck, and many were the shouts
of encouragement and prayers for the successful landing
of the hia fellow. Twice the fish ran under the boat and
we thought he was suxely lost: but good tackle and good
judgment will land a whale, and we were gratified to see
that Mrs. Stagg still had the best of it. Down stream
they all went, straight for the inlet. The water here was
deep and it was simply hang on and trust to luck. If the
fish ran into the shallow water on any of the numerous
sand bars he was pretty sure to be captured ; if he kept
the channel straight out, he was lost. Now it was that
skillful work on the part of the fisher and the boatman
gradually worked the fish out of the channel and into
the Bhalxow water, Over an hour had passed since the

first strike and the boats were nearly half a mile below
us. The fish could now be plainly seen from the boats
and it was apparent that he had met his match and was
fast tiring out. Now was the time for Commodore
Hughes to get in his work, and as the big fellow stopped
for an instant to gather his strength, down went the
grail and he was captured. A big shout went up from
the spectators and we waited for the big one to be towed
in wnth considerable expectancy. An hour and ten
minutes was the time of the battle, and the fish had run
more than a mile. When we hauled him out on the land-
ing we showed the lai'gest shark any of us had ever seen
caught with rod and line. He weighed 2o31bs. and was
8ft. 4in. long. No need to stretch these dimensions, the
story is big enough in its truth.

When the train came over from Lake Worth that after-

noon the hook had not been taken, from his mouth and
the rod with the line were standing near the big fish. I
doubt if one-half of the seventy or eighty people from
the train, few of them fishermen, believed that any such
fish was taken with so light a tackle.
When Mrs. Stagg first struck the fish, she as well as

the others in the boat, thought they had a sawfish. It

was about fifteen minutes before the captive disclosed
himself enough to discover his identity.

I am anxious to hear Mrs. Stagg's accoimt of the catch-
ing of the big tarpon. I doubt, however, if she had a
much harder fight than she did that day on Loxahatchie.
Mr. Stagg about this time pm'chased from Commodore
Hughes the handsome little cruiser Tarpon, and Mr. and
Mrs. Stagg shortly after left for the Gulf, where their

success with the silver king is now a matter of history.

W. H. Case.
LooKPORT, N. Y., June 6.

ANGLING IN CANADA.

A DOZEN members of the Springfield Pish and Game
Club of Springfield, Mass., arrived here in great

style on Friday last, on their way to their angling head-
quarters up the line of the Quebec and Lake St. John R.
R. They came all the way here by special car, and went up
to Chambord on a special train. The party consists of E. S.

I3rewer, president of the club, D. N. Coats and E. M. Coats,

of the Monarch Parlor Car Company, D, W. .James, ofNew
York, C. A. Nicholls, of Springfield, Chas. A. Bryon, of
Brooklyn and H. W. Fenner, of Providence, R. I. They
enjoyed splendid sport, and most of them have now left

for their homes. Another party of the same club is ex-

pected here by another special car to-morrow, and will in-

clude Col. V. M. B. Edgerly, president of the Massa-
chusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company, Louis H. Orr,

president of the Springfield Printing and Binding Co.,

Walter H. Wesson, of Smith & Wesson, Mi'. Cheney
silk manufacturer and Dwight O. Gilmore, proprietor

of Gilmore's Opera House.
But the ijrincipal Mecca of American anglers just now

is Lake St. John and its immediate surroundings, where
fishermen are just now matching their finesse against the
warlike ouananiche or fresh-water salmon. Mr. Boswell
made a large catch last week at the mouth of the
Ouiatchouan, but his fish were comparatively small,

averaging but S^J-lhs. each. The larger fish are now to be
had at the Gx-and Discharge or in the Peribonca River,
Anglers may be interested in knowing what flies have
been successful at the Grand Discharge during the present
month. As a rule these fi^h do not take a very large fly.

In fine weather the black-gnat has proved a hilling fly,

and on darker days a taking bait has been a bright body
with gold or bronze stripes, partially covered with green
fuzz, and having white wings. The Childers, the Jock-
Scot and the green-hackle have also been very successful

flies, a.nd with some anglers the silver-doctor is a favor-
ite. Take these and a few more of the same kind up
with you to the Grand Discharge, secure a guide and a
canoe, sjxd if you know anything at all aborxt casting a fly

and playing a fish that knows how to fight, above all if

you can appreciate a foeman worthy of your steel, you
will long cherish a fond remembrance of your visit to the
home of the ouananiche. But go loaded for bear, and by
no means forget to have with you a few extra leaders and "

tips.

I have just seen an afternoon's catch of Lake Edward
trout brought to town yesterday by two Quebecers. It

weighed 561bs. in all, and included six fish of 41bs. each
and upward, and all beautiful specimens of the true
Salmo fontinalis.
Saknon fishermen are passing through Quebec almost

daily on their way to the famous streams of the North
Shore or of the Baie des Chaleurs. Messrs. Alec. Denis-
town, of Edinburgh, and T. B. Cartwright and Hope
Brooke, of England, are here now on their way to the
Mingan River, Mi*. Walter Brackett, of Boston, the
famous painter of fish pieces, who is also an artist at
killing the salmon, left to-day for Tadousac, to fish his
pools on the Marguerite.

If the Canadian Parliament adjourns early enough,
Lord Stanley, the Governor-General, will join his family
at Stanley Cottage on the banks of his salmon stream, and
there Prince George of Wales will be again their Ex-
cellencies' guest. There are at present upon th^ Cas-
capedia River R. G. Dun, of Dun, Wiman & Co., New
York, and Mrs. Dun, E. W. Davies and Mrs, Davies, C.
B. Barnes, F. Nicholls, G. E. Strong, G. Hecksher and J.

N. Skelton.
Dr. Green and G. F. Smith are fishing theBonaventure

River; B. Dutton, of Boston, the Little Pabos: Thos. Mur-
doch, of Chicago, the York River, and J. C. Tappin, H.
A. Tappin and C. L. Tappin, of New York, tlie Dart-
mouth.

Sir Charles and Lady Hunter are at Gaspe, and the
Grand Pabos is being fished by Brent Good, president of
the New York Lyceum Company and by H. Newton, Geo.
M. Hard, G. H. Richardson and others.

Mr. W. C. Whitney, who was Secretary of the Navy in
the Administration of President Cleveland, passed through
Quebec yesterday, accompanied by his brother-in-law, O.
H, Payne, and Mr. M. H. Hanna, on his way to the God-
bout.
Mr. Harry Sanford, of New York, returned yesterday

from Chicoutimi, where he has enjoyed some" splendid
trout fishing. E. T, D. Chambers.
QrrEBEC, June 19.

A Book About Indiaks.—The Forkst and Stream mil mail
free on application a descriptive circular of Mr. Grinnell's book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of contents
and Bpeolmen illustrations from the volTame.—^du.
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DOGS THAT CAUGHT CRABS.
IHA.VE seen mention in the Fokest and Stream of one

dog that caught suckers and another with a prefer-
ence for catnsh. It seems a singular thing for a dog to
develop a taste for fishing, but then the accomplishments
of the good ail-around dog are many, and I feel sure he
has one or more surprises to spring upon us one of these
days. I do not for a moment doubt either of these dog-
fishing stories, for I oace knew tvyo dogs that took great
delight in catching crabs, not soft crabs, but lusty, hard
ones, capable of making a good fi.ght.

When about twelve years of age I used to spend my
vacations at a large farm on a tributary of the Chesa-
peake Bay. Besides myself there was another boy and
two dogs at this house, the other boy, like me, staying
for his vacation, while the dogs were permanent members
of the family. One of the dogs was a large Newfound-
land, as all black, shaggy water dogs are commonly
called, and the other was one of those medium-sized,
puzzlmg combinations of short hair and no particular
color—probably an all-around dog, at least as far as con-
cerned his breeding. One day I noticed the large dog
wading about in the shallow water at the foot of the yard
and evidently searching for something. I found that he
was looking for crabs. When a crab was discovered he
would prance around it, and after making several
attempts seize it in his mouth and bring it up on the
beach, and then play with it, much as a cat does with a
mouse, until the poor crab was either dead or helplessly
exhausted. He seemed to do this for the mere sport of
the thing, barking all the time in a tone that denoted
excitement rather than anger. He never ate the crabs
after killing them. The crabs fought back to the best of
their ability, and it was often difficult to say which had
the tightest grip, dog or crab, for the crab would fasten
on to some portion of the dog's mouth with both of his

powerful pinchers and it would require much shaking
before he would drop off.

Here was a great find for us boys. Some distance be-
low the house was a small cove. Here, secure from
observation, we would dip up crabs in a net and turn
them out in the shallow water of a sandbar for the dotrs

to fight. The smaller dog h-id no great love for the
water, but he was of such a pugnacious nature that he
readxly took a hand at the game when he found there
was fighting in it. We soon had him initiated. As for
the lai-ger dog, I tliink he picked up the accomplishment
through d iving after stones and oyster shells that were
thrown into the water for him.

I must confess that I am now ashamed of the part I

took in this useless destruction of life simply for the
amusement of two boys and two dogs, but it is hardly
fair 10 hold a boy responsible for all the misdeeds oppoi'-
tunity and the devil suggest. W. L. Hall.

FISH OF MAINE WATERS.
THIE trouting season in northern New England and

Canadian waters is at a standstill for the present.
The black flies and mot^quitoes have the field. Sports-
men lately returned complain bitterly of their fierceness,
and say they have never seen them worse. Mr. N. G.
Manson, Jr., who has just returned from Eichardson
L^,ke, Me., where he has been to superintend the erection
of his camp on Cherrytree Point, tound the flies remark-
ably bad, with mo.<quitoes'far too plenty. He went with
the view of taking in some fly-fishing also, but the flies

kept him from trying but one day, and that a cool and
rainy one. Then he found trout abundant and rising
freely, but he and Oscar Cutting were driven from waters
and into the camp, after catctimg fourteen trout in a few
minutes' fishing. He finds that his lot is belter and more
sightly than hd at tu-st supposed. Back a few rods from
the witer he will get an elevation of some bOft. On this
ridge he propo-es to set his camp.
The landlocked salmon season is proving to be a re-

markable one in all of the Maine waters. The catch at

Sebago was a good one, with some large fish. At last it

has been established that there are landlocked salmon in
Moosehead. The Commissioners put fry into these watfiv
six or seven years ago, but since that time very little has
been seen of tbem. Indeed it had come to be a popular
belief with sportsmen visiting Moosehead annually that
there were no landlocked saimon there. But the success
of Mrs. Barber, of Madison avenue. New York, who has
betn there with the Rev. Dr. "Van Dyke, has changed the
notion. She has landed a landlocRfed salmon at North-
west Carry that weighed 4jlb3. This salmon, as suggested
above, must be about six years old.

Mr. Bateman, ex city architect of Boston, naturally
feels very proud of his Lnndl eked salmon, mf^ntion of
which has already been made in the i^ OREST and Streaji.
He feels proud of it because it is the largest fi^h of that
epeciea that has ever been taken below the Upjaer Dam

—

8|lbs. He feels proud of it because he took it with a fly,

since the theory has all aiong been that landlocked
salmon would not rise to the fly, neither in theEangeley
Lakes nor in the Sdbago waters, though rising freely in
the proper season at other Maine waters. Commissioner
Sta*iley has always persisted that landlocked salmon
would rise, under proper conditions, and now it is proved
that in the pool below the Upper Dam they will rise.

Mr Bateman at first supposed that he had a big trout on
his hook, and inrieed c jnlinued to think so till the huge
fish begun to make tremenaous ri^es out of water and
into the air. An excited eye witness suggests that the
fish went out of water loft, at a lunge. When xdr. Bate-
man found that he had a salmon on his fly, in his own
words, it took the strength aU out of him. When the
fish was landed, after a fight ot over an hour, Mr. Bite-
man was a happy man. It proved to be a male fish, with
a ti emend ous hook on the lower jaw, indicative of the
breeding season. It was shown in Appieton's window in
Boston, and is to be mounted.
In the upper Rangeley waters also they are getting land-

locked salmon. Judge W. P. Whitehou-fe, of Augusta,
Me., is ahead with a salmon weighing logins., which fish

gave him a most remarkable fight. It also beats the
record of salmon in Rangeley waters. He came out of
the water four times before yielding to the rod. The wind
was blowing a gale at the time the fish was hooked, and
though the Judge is an expert with the rod, it seemed as
thdugh he was to by beaten. Reports say that it was two
hours and fifty live minutes from the time the fish was
hooked till he was landed. Mr. Wbitehouse also took a
4jlb. Salmon, and another of the Timberlake party took
one of 4J.bs.

Commissioner Stanley is reported to have said that
nearly twice as many landlocked salmon have been taken
at Weld Pond this year as usual. A young lawyer from
Dixfield has taken one weighing 6^1bs., and others have
done almost as well. In this connection it will not be out
of pl-ice to say that the comoiission has planted about
100.000 landlocked salmon at Sebago and Rangeley this
year. The clubs at Rangeley and Lake Awburn have
raised some 300,000 trout, and these the commissioners
have assisted them in planting. At Orland the Govern-
ment has about 1130 000 young salmon. These will be
kept till one year- old, or better able to take care of them-
selves, and then they will be turned into streams in the
State below the pulp mills, or at such points as to be out
of the influence of the deadly pulp chemicals. The interest
in fishing in Maine waters is increasing very rapidly, and
something must be done to kepp up the supply. Commis-
sioner Stilwell feels very badly about the attitude of the
pulp manufacturers in regard to the salmon interest. He
is better pleased with the results of the salmon fishing at
Bangor this year than last, however.
Mr. .John Fottler, Jr , of Boston, and secretary of the

American Seed Trade Association; Alden Spear, president
of the Boston Cnam ber of Commerce, and Mr, W.Bar-
bour, of New York, have gone salmon fishing on a tribu-
tary of the St, John, at Gaspe, P. K. They will be absent
several weeks, and expect to find some excellent fishing.
The salmon stream is a noted one, controlled by Mr. Fot-
tler and Ivers W. Adams. They are soon to erect com-
modious camps and make other improvements.
The members of the Kineo Club have returnpd from

their annual trout fishing trip to Moosehead. They are
thoroughly browned from the effects of their outing, and
report a splendid time, though the fishing was not quite
up to their expectations, especially the fly-fishing for
brook trout. SPECIAL.

A NEW MINNOW BUCKET.
ANEW andingeninus minnow bucket has been patented

by Mr. Thos. M. Dtrrah, of Wheeling, W. Va. The
contrivance consists of two buckets, one contained within
tlip other. The outer has no peculiarities. The inner is

of perforated sheet metal or wire-cloth, with a hollow
compartment or air-space above. This air-space causes
the bucket to float, and when the angler has reached his

fishing grounds he sets it into the stream or lake and it

floats on the surface while the water passes freely through
it. A false bottom is raised by rods, which pass up
through the air chamber portion; by this means the min-
nows are lifted u p lo the top of the water and there you have
them for selection. Still another and smiller recepta-
cle is hinged to the minnow bucket and fits snugly within
it; this is.for crawfish or frogs. Altogether Mr. Darrah's
device is handy, compact and calculated to add materi-
ally to the fisherman's convenience. With an aerating
attachment the thing would be complete.

SURPRISES WITH TROUT.
A BROOK TROUT thirteen inches long is somewhat
i-X pretty nice. While not exactly rare, such catches
are much less common than generally supposed. When
an enthusiastic disciple tells of a recent big catch, "sev-
eral of them runnint^ over a foot," unless you know the
man—know him tolerably well, in fact—it will be safe to
set the limit at llin. Of course, it will often happen
that, knowing the man, one wdl be inclined to diacotmt
an inch or two more. A funny thing about these whop-
pers is that they are often taken from whence least ex-
pected, and by means of apparatus in whose company the
angler, properly so called, would feel very unconifort-
able.

The other day a little urchin hooked a 13-inch trout
from a raceway running through the heart of this largest
village in Orange county. Like a true son of Yankee-
dom, the lad took the unexpected as a matter of course.
Plenty of scientific anglers will repeatedly during the
season whip our trout-abounding streams without land-
ing anywhere near so fine a fish. Yet look at the bfy's
gear. Not the little birchen rod and horsehair line of the
simple urchin, but a last year's bean pole, a few yards of
eel line, with a hook of generous dimensions, the lure
being a fat angleworm. An onlooker of betting jiroclivi-
ties would have been willing to stake gold against cor>per
that no fish of sufficient ferocity to tackle that formidable
bait ever ventm-ed into the artificial waterway.
The_ writer's experience admonishes against wagers of

this kind. I was under eight when I took my first trout.
He was a large one and pulled so violently on the line
that I let him have it; however, the fates had it that he
should not escape. The scene was a farm in May many
years ago, where unmixed with drudgery life was full of
joyous mcident. A streamlet ran within a few yards of
the kitchen door, the flow from a few near by springs.
At a boertfy spot an old log lay half buried in the soil;

under this the water passed forming a deep hole which
swarmed with minnows.
One day I lay upon this log fishing for chubs with hook

and line but no pole. TheIme was a three-stranded braid

of grocer's wrapping twine. The hookwas a largish one,
and as the game were small, I had to depend on sight to
tell when one of the nibblers took hold of the bait in just
the right way. The current kept drawing the bait under
the log, where finally a fish "as was a fish" seized it.

After the first tremendous jerk the line was still. I had
distinctly seen the whisk of a broad tail, but not know-
ing the anatomy of that animal I thought I had hooked a
muskrat. I lowered my face almost to the surface of the
water to look under the log. To my horror I beheld a
great fish darting, as I thought, straight for my nose. I
threw back my head with a yell that brought my mother
on the scene. The string had slipped from my hand, and
a rod or two further down we discovered the splendid
fish turning and struggling among some prunings which
had been thrown into the water and in which the line
had become tangled. Encouraged by my mother I waded
in and secured my first trout. I never saw another ti-out,
large or small, in that stream.
A short distance from where I hved the main brook

that ran through the hollow was crossed by the highway,
and here on almost any day throughout the summer
several large trout might be seen leisurely pulling against
the stream in the deep water under the bridge. These
trout utterly disdained the baited hook. When it came
near them they quietly moved aside. Throw a stone at
them and they darted into the wall of the bridge, only to
apppar a few minutes later further down, gradually
working up to their favorite position.
I had spent a great many hours the previous summer

watching the maneuvers of these mysterious trout.
Shortly after the capture of the big trout as above related,
I secured a pole about as flexible as a i-ailroad tie. Hav-
ing lengthened my braided line I tied it on and went to
the bridge. The water was slightly roily and in greater
volume than I was accustomed to see. Trout were dis-
cernible under the bridge, but I saw several just below.
Standing on the bridge I baited in plain sight and lowered
the pole almost perpendicularly. As the bait approached
the group of fish one of the largest leisurely moved for-
ward and took it. An instant later he was wriggling in
the dusty road. I never was able to do it again, though
I trifd many and many a time.
One more and I have done. "It was in the bleak De-

cember," or possibly November. The frost had not yet
struck into the ground, although the air was cold and
flurries of snow had already made then- appearance. The
owner of the adjoining farm was a spiritualist, and
under the guidance of mediums had sunk a number of
shafts in quest of minerals. Not far from the line fence
one of these was begun, but had to be abandoned on ac-
count of striking a. spring. The result was a wide pit
with several feet of water, which had an escape under
ground and appeared again in a spring further down the
slope. Of course this was no place to fish, but I was just
wise enough to know that the principal reason wliy I
was so forciby enjoined against going to the place was
fear that I might fall into the water. My father was
plowing in the adjoining field when I cautiously ap-
proached the pit and looked down. What I saw did not
much surprise me; indeed it rather served to strengthen
certain private convictions of my own. On the yellow
sand through which the water was bubbling up lay a
larere black trout. I ran home for my tackle and got the
fish with the first cast.

Hurrying to my father I exhibited the trophy in
triumph. He was incredulous, and leaving the horses
accompanied me to the pit. After hearing my explana-
tion he took the fish from my hand with an expression
of disgust, flung it into the midst of a patch of briers,
and without comment returned to his work. I never
quiteunderstood whether he disbelieved me or thought
there was something uncanny about the trout, which
was strangely dark-colored, owing probably to some
property of the water.
How did the fish come to be there? Possibly he man-

aged to wriggle from the talons of some bird of prey and
chancpd to reach the water before being retrieved. The
fish hawks frequently drop small fish on which no trace
of talons are v sible. B. F. Henlev.
Port Jjjhvis, N. Y.

R. R. GUIDES AND FISHING RESORTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
On May 11 there appeared in the New York Times a

letter over the signature of a IMr. G irdner Ladd Plumley
warning the public against our sporting book known as
"Fishing and Shooting." It is the aim of this company
to give reliable information to the public and not to pub-
lish anything that is hable to mislead them. Mr. Plum-
ley called here before he rushed into print with his
grievances, and I explained to him that if the informa-
tion as given in our guide book was wrong and we could
be so convinced, we would only be too glad to change it

in subsequent issues of the book; but in order to ascertain
how near correct he was I wrote to our general passenger
agent, who in turn refen-ed the matter to a Mr. W. R.
White, barrister at Pembroke, Ont., who lives in the im-
mediate neighborhood of Bissett's Creek, and who is a
noted sportsman and thoroughly familiar with all the
streams in that part of the country, and I beg to give you
below his reply:

Mr. O. McKav, Company's Agent at B'ssPtt's Creek, has asked
me to writfi you respecting the inclosed file of correspiadence. I
have fished t Bissett's Creek with a friend for years bafk and
have always had ver' g^od sport indeed. It mav be a littJe over
ihe marli to say the trout average a pound, but I have taken a
gieat many trout weighing a pound and over a pound. The
majority of tbe irout run from half a pound to a pound. I am
sppuking now of the waters within two or three miles of the
station. Some seven or eight milps further up The creek trout are
frequently taken over a pound, so that the average in taking the
whole stream in 'o consideration may be taken at about a pound.
I do not know who Mr. Plumley's Pemhroke correspondent 1p, but
this I can say, namely, that Mr. J, H. Burritt, barrister f Pem-
broke, and myself ^ ave done more flstiing in Bissett's Ureek than
any one in this vicinity, and Mr. Barritt will if necessary corrob-
or -te my statements. Bissett's Creek is not a small wooded brook
from 12 to 20tt- wide, but is a good broad rushing stream that in
Ulster Hnd .Sullivan counties would no doubt be called a river. I
should say the average width of the stream would be from 50 to
l.')Oft.. with good rapid-flowing shallow watf r, with deep pools,
good wading and plenty of room to make as long a cast as I am
satisfied Mr. Plumley would wish. If Mr. Plumley is really desir-
ous of getting hold of monstrous trout, whi- h seems to be his aim,
you can say to him thnt the war.ers round here are fairly packea
with them, many of them weighing 2 to i%\bs.

From this you will readily see that the party to whom
Mr Plumley addressed his letter has evidently been try-
ing to mislead him. E. V. Sionnek, Gen. East. Agt.
OHBTCfi Canadian Pacifc Rt^ Co., New York, June 30.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, ni, , June 17.—From this time on it will be

illegal in Illinois to take fish through the ice with
hook and line. The "ice bill" has passed and is a law.
So far as can be learned in the contusion at this date, the
Legislature haxing adjourned only last Saturday, the "ice
bill" seems to be the only G^h or game bill that got
through, although the synopsis of bills passed mentions
"No. 202; the fish and game law."
Now, this "ice bill" has a history. Nobody has heard

much abrait it, because very little has been said about it,

for obvious reasons. The "ice bill" was a Foeest and
Stream bill, and it is now a Forest AxND Stream law.
The lli'st of last J anuary an article appeared in Forest
AJSTD Stream describing" the butchery of game fish perpe-
trated every winter by the ice fishers of the Fox Lnke
region, and giving chapter and verse about it. No other
paper had ever turned a hand to stop this butchery. The
matter was brought up before the Fox Eiver Association.
Dr. Bartlett admitted that he had had no idea of the ex-
tent of this outrage. Mr. Hertz gave fm-ther details as to

the extent of the outrage. The result was that a bill pro-
hibiting ice-fi?bing in this State was quietly drafted a
little later. No flourish of trumpets was made, but this

bill went to Springfield in the right hands. Every mem-
ber of the Illinois Legislature had a copy of Forest and
Stream in hia hands containing the story of the ice-fithing

investigation. Coroner Hertz is an ardent fisherman and
sportsman, prominent in Fox River Association always,
and unselfishly interested in the protection of fish in the
Fox Lake country. He has friends also in the Legislature,

and so had other friends of the bill. Senator Knopf and
Mr, Wilk, of the House, both labored faithfully for this

measure, and as a total result it passed, much to the en-

thusiasm of that faithful commissioner Dr. Bartlett.

Immediately upon the fact being known, the latter at

once wi-ote Mr. Geo. E. Cole, president of the Fox River
Association, as follows:

State of Illinois, 37th Greneral Assembly, House of
Representatives, Springfield, June 13.—Friend Cole: Bill
No. 202, "Fishing Through the Ice," just passed, and I write
this Ironi reporter's gallery. They are now considermg the
Chicago threfr mills tax bill, and in great confusion. Net
results of season's work, appropriation same as last season
and tishing through the ice bill passed. That is all. For
past two days it has been very douutful whether general ap-
propriation bill, in which our appropriations are, would
pass, but after two conferences it finally went through. I

will try and be in Chicago on Monday or Tuesday. I must
get a day's rest; I have been up night and day for the past
week here. Very truly, S. P. Bartlett.

Here is a case where Forest and Stream scented and
located an outrage on good sporting morals in this region,

investigated it, and led the way by reforming it by way
of the law. After able men have secured the passage of

the law, the very existence of the bill having in the
meantime been kept a secret, Forest and Stream again
takes a hand, and scoops its competitors by publishing
the news of the passage of the bill, something no other
paper, even the dailies, seems to have dropped on to at
all. The history of the Ice bill is no discredit to this

paper, especially as this seems the only protective meas-
ure passed by the Legislature this year. It's a little

tough on the other papers, but aside from that it is rather
a matter for congratul ition.

And now will our friend Geo. Clark, on Lake Maria,
and Mr. Paddock, and Mr. Savage, and some others who
fish for the market in winter and sell tough accommoda-
tions to anglers in the summer, please roU up their lines

and listen to law where they wouldn't listen to reason?
I hope some of those fellows will fish ahead next winter,
for I want to see them jerked galley-wesfc for it, as they
will be if they try fishing through the ice again. The
lakes will be watched next winter.

Thus there will be cut off—for this form of lawlessness
is easily detected and easily stopped—one of the very
greatest and gravest sources of detstruction of fish in the
Fox Lake system. The little visit to Lake Maria last
January was worth the while.
So much for p)ractical protection around Chif'ago, and

so much for those who cry out against the difiiculty of
doing anything in such matters. It is true, the sports-
men did not get their game bill through after all their
fight with South Water street, but they may win another
year, and there ought to be no let up. The sportsmen
are gaining ground every year, and they will win their
fight.

It would be almost stereotyped to credit the Fox River
Association with the success of the Ice bill, but after all

is said, it is there that the credit belongs. Let me add a
few letters from their warden. Mr. Buck, to show further
what protection can do toward practical protecting. Thp
Burton's Bridge seining was reported to the writer, who
carried the report to Mr. Cole, who ordered Mr. Back to
investigate. The latter wrote as follows:

Ellgin, 111., June 3, 1891.—Mr. Geo. E. Cole, Chicago: I
have jaat got home from up the river and the lakes. 1 heard
they were spearing tish and went to see what there was in it
They are using grab-hooks at McHenry Bridge, Burton's
Bridge and Cary R. R. Bridge, and the men and boys whom
I saw using them said they had not seen a spear used or a
jacklight on the river this summer. I did not hear of a
seine tieing used, and there are lots of men along the river
that would tell me if tUey had heard of any seining. The
fishermen along the river and at the lakes say there was
never as good fishing or as many good fish caught as this
year, and give the fisnways the credit of it.—F. L Buck.
Elgin, June 6, 1891.—Mr. Geo. E. Cole, Chicago: Your let-

ter just received. They have the U.shway at So. Elgin done
I just returned from there. That tinishes the river. 1 sup-
pose you saw my report in regard to Rock Riv^r. At all of
the places they agreed to put in fishways jast as soon as the
water went down a little so they could go at it. I think from
what I hear there has never been as good fishing on Pox
Riveras there is novr. There has been some complaint of
seining down around Aurora, and I have been down there
three times and got no evidence of actual seining. I will go up
the river to-night and see what there is to the report of sein-
ing at Burton's Bridge.—P. L. Buck.
Elgin, June 8, 1S91.—Geo. E. Cole, Chicago: Friday I

went back up the river and gave the matter of seining a
thorough investigation. There has been no one seining in
the river, but 1 heard they had been seining in some of the
small lakes near the river. One party of four went to Gris-
wold's Ijake, which is near Burton's Bridge, and were going
to seine it, and -Mi-. Muzzy, who owns most of the land
around the lake, made them leave He did not know wny
of them, but said they came from Palatine. He said that he
had heard they had been at Swan Lake and Diamond Lake,
biit that is as far as he liQew, I shall go this week around
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will go on horseback and get all the information I can.—F.
L. Buck.

In all this there should be encouragement for those
interested in the growth of protection of fish and game,
and the more especially for the young Kankakee associa-

tion. The latter, for a youngster, is feeling very cocky
these days. Next week, in all probability. Dr. Bartlett,

Mr. Cole and Warden Buck will ran the Fox and Illinois

rivers from top to bottom, inspecting the fishways. As
soon thereafter as Mr. Cole can get away, the Kankakee
association's fishway committee will run that slream and
see what they can do on that stream to help matters. It

will be a pleasm-e to have something to say about all this

work, just as it is a pleasure to have something to speak
thus cheerfully to-day of the condition of fish protection
in tliis region. Out here we believe that wr are doing
pretty well on fish matters. On game protection we have
not so much to show, but it is probable that the two asso-

ciations at present most prominent in this work here, the
Fox and Kankakee River associa,tions, will eventually
with aid of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association be
able to accomplish a great deal in protecting the game
birds. The prott ctive sentiment is gi'owing in this region
for some reason or another.

June 15.—The Fred Taylor party mentioned earlier

have returned from the Little Oconto. They are said to

have taken between 3,00u and 3 000 trout.

From a Wisconsin paper that "a party consisting of

Vet Graves of Appleton, Otto Kuemstead and F. C.
Charlesworth cauaht 2.u8l trout during a week's fishing
in a stream near Kaukauna."
A gentleman connected with the Big Four road came

down last week with a box of trout that curled everbody's
hair that looked at them. There were several which
weighed over Sibs, each and the total average was away
above lib. This box of trout has caused trouble in the
minds of two well-known railroad men of this town, and
to-night or to-morrow these tw^o will head north after
some of those big trout. They will not divulge the
locality, but say if I wish to go along I can do so. It

seems that the first railroad man told everybody but his

fellow railroad men that he got these trout about 1,000
miles from where he really did catch them.
Last week Messrs. Gammon, NichoUs, Cribben, Thomp-

son and Gowenlock got back from their muscallonge trip

to Lake Vieux Desert. Th. y report the best time they
ever had. They got seven muscallonge, one running as

heavy as 2v^lbs. Charlie G immon got one 58in. long and
thinks it weighed ovei SOlbs. They brought home over
9001bs. of fish, the bass, wall-eyed iiike and pickerel being
very abundant. They had bad weather.
Yesterday two heavy muscallonge, I should think over

201bs. each,' were on exhibition in front of the Wisconsin
Central city ticket offices. They were caught in Fifield
Lake, where no 'lunge had been known to exist.

E, Hough.

NOTES FROM SYRACUSE.
Editor' Forest and Stream:
The glory of the New York State Sportsmen's Associa-

tion for the Prott ction of Fish and Gime si ems to have
departed. It is now nothing mere than an organization
for trap shooting. In its betf> r d-iys it exerted much in-

fluenc? in the work of protecting fish and game, and now
that it has many children throughout the State who are
doing excellent vrork, it ought to be stronger than ever.

The father has deserted the children, and the only hope
now for the procuring and enforcing game laws is in the
children. Thp State A^8ociation is worthless. Ought not
a new association to be organized, with the one purpose in
view of protecting fish and game and to aid in prop-iga-
tion? Ought there not to be a general head, with local
associations as auxiliaries? Thus a very strong organiza-
tion could be made, and inestimable good accomplished.
But itm ly be that the n* w president of the Association,

Horace White, of this city, will reorg^inize it and restore
ic to oldtime usefulness. He is a youug man, energetic
and pf^rsevering, and knows the necessity which exists
forgiving the Associatim new life.

There is now excellent fishing in the vicinity of Syra-
cuse. Game protectors have of late rendered faithful
service, and anglers bless them for it. Oneida Lake,
twelve miles to the northeast, has no superior and but
few equals for breeding. Large catches of pike, pick-
erel, perch and occasionally a muscalonge and other fish,

are made. Indeed, the fishing has not been so good in
many years. Skaneateles Lake, twelve miles to the
southwest, 500ft. above the city, has yi^lded up many
fine salmon trout. This lake is sixteen miles long, with
an average width of about a mile, »nd very deep— OOOfc.

at one placv? of measurement. The southern end of it

lies between high and precipitous rocks. The water is

very clear and cold, a tic home for the trout family.
Onondaga Lake, north uf and near the city, will soon

afford excellent bass fishing. It empties into the Seneca
River, through the waters of Seneca and Cayuga Lake
pass to Lake Ontario. Perhaj^s no bettt-r bass fishing can
be found any wnere than this river affoids. Chief Justice
Puger, Jusiices Andrews and Vann, of the Coui't of Ap-
peals, and County Judge JNorthrup think so, and none
know its choice plnces better tuan they.
The trout brooks of central New York have been more

than ordinardy prolific. In fact, it is a season of sur-
prising "mck" for anglers in all waters.
As the season of vacation approaches, it is apparent

that an unu^uady large number ot Syraousana will go to
the Adirondacks, not alone for pleasure, but for the
healthful benefit to be had there. Nature olTers every
inducement to partake of the health and strength-restor-
ing remedies so pleasantly and freely offered there. The
season thus far—and the most promising part of the sea-
son is over—does not ofl'er unusual inducements to the
angler. It has been very dry, and the streams, rivers
and lakes reached their minimum depths very quickly,
and became warm so speedily that trout seemed to lose
their bearings and failed to spend the usual time near and
upon rapids, where they are always looked for during a
few days in the spring. The black flies are there just the
same, however, and will hold possession until early in
July, when their number will rapidly lessen daily. How
that great forest will be thronged with people in August

!

And as they contemplate their surioundmgs, how they
will wonder that people can be content at Saratoga and
other places where dress is of thw first necessity.
Of course, the St. Lawrence River is a favorite resort

py Syraowpp, It is l)p lony jiotirg dist^t Wje rail-

road fare is cheap. But the fishing is not now what it

once was. Last season fish were scarce where years ago
they were most plentiful—and there will continue to be a
scarcity so long as net fishing is allowed. The great
hotels along the river are anticipating the coming of
more people than ever before. Since the New York Cen-
tral m anagem en t possessed itself of the Rome & Water-
town R. R. attention has been paid to making time tables
for the convenience of the public. During July and
August and a part of September a vestibule train is to be
run direct betw^een New York and the Thousand Islands.

' Such a train will also be run between Buffalo and the
Islands, via Syracuse, The St. Lawrence River is un-
usually low for this season of the year. Do you believe
in the theory that more water runs underground from
L ike Ontario to the ocean than that which passes through
the St. Lawrence? It is said that this theory is made a
fact by estimating the quantity of water which Lake
Ontario receives and calculating the quantity which the
river discharges. The differ^ nee is made tlie basis for
estimating the dimensions of the mbteranean channel. I
have never seen this channel, therefore I do nrt atB^rm the
truth of this scientific theory. The most striking proofs
which I have seen of scientific averments in relation
to the river is the effect of supposed glacier action
upon the rocks which constitute the foundation in the
water of nearly all of the it-lar ds. These show unmistak-
able signs of smoothness, which comes from both he^vy
pressure and movement, as of a glacier sliding slowly
along. And still another theory may be inteiposed. We
are told that time was when the water of that river was
two hundred or more feet higher than it is now; so high
that there was no Niagara Falls, perhaps; at a time in the
long gone past when there was a mountain barrier at
Little Falls, that interesting place on the Central and
West Shore railroads, a few miles east of Utica; at a time
when the present site of Syracuse was 150ft. lower than
at present, as shown by the discovery of a cedar log at
that depth while putting down a fait well. But I am
trenching upon a subject to which there is no end.
The drought experienced throughout the State, and

particidarly in c^ntral New York, has been disastrous in
almost every way, incidentally to hunters and yachtsmen,
neither of whom have had their usual sport. Until
within a day or two, the entire rainfall since April 1 was
not a quarter of an inch. Farmers have suffered severely,
and discomforts because of a want of rainwater in the
household have been widely experienced. But if "one
extreme follows another," what shall we anticipate for
July and August? Daci.
Sybacdse, June. 20.

CANADA'S TAX ON AMERICANS.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., June 20.—Editor Forest and

Stream: I have just returned from a week's maska-
longe fishing in Rice Lake, Canada, and noting Mr. H.
S. Chandler's communication in a late i?8ue on duties
on rods and guns, I would mention that I had a long
talk with one of Canada's customs oificers, a.nd there is

no duty on rods, especially as there were at least a dozen
rods on the same boat with us and there was no n( tice
taken of them by the officers. There is, however, a duty
on guns and ammunition of 15 per cent., and this officer
said he had never known of a case where the amount had
been refunded. There is also a charge of §5 for each rod
before allowed to fish in any of the inland waters. The
one I have reads t^us, "The holder of this permit is

allowed to fish in Rice Lake .and tributaries from l6th of
June to end of season (Jan. 1, 1892). Not transferable."
Signed Charles Gilchrist.

I would say that this permit was $3 per rod (or man)
up to 1889. Last year and this year it is $5.

Dee Arr Ess.

St. Louis Notes.—A St, Louis fisherman recpntly
caught a 6lb. carp in the Mississippi River. The United
States Fish Commi-^sion some time ago stocked the river,
and the recent catch is the result of that effort. The late
Illinois Legislature pasFed a bill providing for the punish-
ment of any pei-.^on hunting upon the premises of others
without leave. St. Louis sporfemen should beware of the
irate farmers who had the bill passed. Word comes from
our ne-ghboring town of Springfii-'ld, 111., that the Spring

'

L-ike Shooting and Pishing Aspnciation has purcha'^ed at
tax s^le 5,900 acres of land for $3,000 twelve miles south
of Pekin, 111., and w ill buy 9,000 acres at private sales to
make the grounds 15,000 acres in extent. This is the
same venture I no*^ed some weeks ago. Heavy rains and
high waters have prevented any nugling for the past two
weeks with rod or line.—Aberdeen.

North Woods News.—North Woods, N. Y., June 33.
More large trout have been caught this year than for
years before, while trout from 1 tooLn. long can be dipped
up in a landing net, so numerous are "they. Several
broods of young partridges are in the woods near this
place. Eight or ten deer have been seen loafing around
iiere. One was seen within ten rods of Harris Odit's
house. Two bears were killed by the Fiaasburg boys
durmg the last six weeks. The rain of a few days ago
put out several foret-t fires, which threatened a number
of square miles of hardwood forest. There is a deal of
hard feeding against the Adirondack League by the
natives of this country for prohibiting hunting or fishing
on League lands.

—

Woodchuck.

Pike County, Pa., Notes.—Under date of .June 16,
Hon. Henry C. Ford, president of the Pennsylvania
Fish Commission, has written that the trout streams
of Pike county arc all too low for good fishing, owing to
the drought. Black bass are not y-i bitint; fi-pely, and
will not do so until after July 10. Mr Ford caught two
in one day, weighing 3 and 24ibs., and one of 41b-', on
another day. The u^jper Dela 'vare is alive with shad,
which have ascended as far as Hancock. N. Y. Erery
pool in the river is full of them, and Mr. Ford has seen
them disporting hy hundreds. Mr. Van Gordon saw them
in the river above Port J.-rvi8.

Pleasant TaAm?..—Editor Forest and Stream: In the
article on Pleasant Lake, N. H.. in M^y 20 issue, the
number of trout fry placed at 45,000 should have been
25,000, the error being due to a misunderstanding on the
part of your correspondent from his informant. In justice
to Commissioner Hodge the corrpotjon is resoectfuDv
pbmi^tecl,—Byron^ ' -
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Watertown, N. Y.—We are catching a few black
bass here, I picked up 9 yesterday afternoon in the Oswe-
gatchie. Up Black Like, 14 miles south, two boats (three

men) are reported catching 72 on Tuesday last with
minnows,—Pack Basket,

OHIO FISH COMMISSION.

THE Ohio Pish and G-ame Commissloti. consistiHg of Dr.
J. A. Henshall, Cincinnati; E. D. Potter, Toledo; J. H.

Newton, Newark; W. R. Huntinscton, Cleveland; and Henry
Graefe, Sandusky, met at Toledo, Monday, Jane 8. Mr.
Graefe is a new member, succeeding C. V. Ostaorn. The
board was reorganized, and the following officers were
elected; Dr. J. A. Henshall, president; Henry Graefe, secre-
tary; Geo. W. Hull, chief warden; Wm. Lanz, superintendent
of hatchei'ies.

The Avork of the Commission this year has been very satis-

factory. In April 40,000,000 young whitefish were deposited
in Lake Erie from the Sandusky hatchery, and in May
15,000,000 pike-perch were successfally hatched and planted
in the same lake. The superintendent, Mr. Lanz, with his
assistants lately yisited Pox Island and Gros He; in Detroit
River, obtaining a large quantity of sturgeon eggs, which
are now in process of incubation; part of them in floating
boxes in Detroit River and part in the hatching jars at the
Sandusky hatchery. A great deal of interest is manifested
as to the result of these experiments, as the sturgeon is be-
coming quite rare and is in great demand.
A railroad flsh-car is being built for the Commission by

the Litchfield Car Company in Illinois. This car will be
utilized almost entirely for stocking the interior waters of
the State with black bass, rock bass, calico bass, ci'oppies,

wall-eyed pike, and other desirable game and food fishes,

which'will be obtained from overflowed lagoons and bayous
along the Mississippi and Illinois Rivera.

THE DELAWARE RIVER SHAD.-We have from Col.
John Gay, of the U. S. Pish Commission, who has just re-

turned from the station at Gloucester City, N. J,, the fol-

lowing interesting notes on the shad. As in all the other
great shad rivers, the number of eggs obtained for artificial
propagation was much smaller than was expected; but more
eggs have been deposited naturally in the upper waters
than for many years. The shad have ascended more than
800 miles and the river has been restored to its normal con-
dition, by means of the fishery at Lackawaxen, for the first
time since 1823, and is to-day the best shad river in the coun-
try. One of the peculiar features of the run in the lower
river was the large number of big female shad and the
scarcity of maies, followed by a long run up river before
spawning. This is attributed to' the low temperature during
May. On account of the drought there is nothing but cold
spring water flowing into the upper river and the tempera-
ture has been very low; the warmer surface water usually
supplied by rains was lacking and the anglers have felt the
effects of the singular natural conditions.

PENNSYLVANIA FISH COMMISSION.—Mr. George H.
Welshons, the well-known newspaper correspondent, of
Pittsburg. Pa., has been appointed a member of the Penn-
sylvania Fish Commission, to succeed Mr. J. V. Long. The
Commission is now discributing landlocked salmon several
months old from the Alleutovvn hatchery. Many thousands
of brook trout are yet to be sent out.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES,
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of tie Youngstown Kennel Club, at
YoTingst^wn. O.

Sept. 9 to 11.—First Annuil Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel
Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dor Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Sunt.
Sept. 23 to 25.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Montreal Exposition

Companv, at Montreal, Canada.
Sept. 39 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.
1892.

Jan. 13 to 14.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South. Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C . F. P. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. O.

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at Bicknell. Ind. P. T. Madison, Secretary.
Nov. 18.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteentb Annual Trials,

at Higb Point, N, O. Members' Stake Nov. 13. W. A. Coster,
SeTetarv.
Nov. 30.—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

L-xington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street, New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

MASTIFF JUDGES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In "Dog Chat" you say that mastiff judges are scarce with

us. Permit me to kick. They are only scarce at shows,
there being plenty in the country. It goes without saying
that Mr. Mason is a tip top judge of the breed, but the
American Mastiff Club seems to care for everything more
tha,n for good judges of their breed; and a certain show club
and certain exhibitors promine7it in the A, K. C. take
trouble to advise shows that they will not exhibit if Mr.
Mason judges any breed. Mr. Chas. E. Wallaek is an excel-
lent judge; I never saw mastiff's better judged than when
Mr. Wallaek judged at Newark show, Mr, W. N. Rolinson,
of Boston, is a first-class judge; he has known more famous
mastiffs of the present and of the older days than any man
in America, a nd I can only think of Messrs. Nichols, Han-
bury, Mellor and Wynn in England that may have more
knowledge of this than Mr. Rolinson, and in addition Mr.
Rolinson has the true "dog eye" needed in a judge. Mr. E.
H. Moore judged mastiff's with complete satisfaction at
Boston this year. No man living has more accurate ideas of
mastiffs, or can discern merit and failings quicker, than
Arthur Trickett. And Mr. Watson is a good judge of mas-
tiffs, although I have not seen his work in that line for so
long that I cannot speak as thoroughly of him as of the
others; but it is certain that he could not butcher up classes
as some pet judges do.

k For small shows that must have one judge for all, I can
point out Mr. John Davidson, who knows a dog thoroughly
and cannot go far wrong. "Uncle Dick" knows more than
the alphabet about pretty much all breeds of dogs and has
the distinction of being the fix-st to put C. O. D. to the
front. A knowledge of the innate modesty and love of re-
tirement of Ms Majesty, the editor, prevents me from en-

larging on his abilities. Out West there is Mr. Chas. B.
Bann, who has as accurate an idea of mastiffs as anybody I
Itnow of. I know be formed the truest estimate of C. O. D.
of about any critic I heai-d, noting among other things the
overdone merit of her deeply .sunken eyes. Unless I am
much rnistaken Mr. George Wilson's knowledge of mastiffs
comes in close to his most complete knowledge of grey-
hounds, black and tans and collies. My own opinion is that
Messrs. Mason, Rolinson, Trickett and Wallaek are the
equals of any specialist mastiff" judges in the world. Oh, I

assure you, mastiff judges, and good ones, are plenty enou.gh,
but as long as some clubs estimate the capacity of a judge
to arrive at sound conclusions as one of the least of his
merits, his "sassiety" standing or good fellowship with
them being the main consideration, we will have the uni-
form butcherings that have prevailed at New York for
years; and as long as exhibitors vent their petty spite by
boycotting a judge, even when they have no intere.st in the
breed he judges, we will not see merit to the front until the
''Evil Spirit, Bakbon" is more a pulffic feature.

W. Wade.
HtTKrON, Pa., Juue 20.

[We wrote: "We are notoriously short of good mastiff
judges, or at least those who are available."]

AMERICAN KENNELS.—1.

DUNROBIN KENNELS.

TO one who has been compelled to spend the week at a
desk, a run into the fresh air of the country is indeed a

treat. The leaves on the trees look greener and the grass
seems brighter after a lengthy sojourn in the city. At any
rate, these were my thoughts as I rattled along in the cars
of the Delaware, Lackawana & Western road up the steep
grade to Summit, N. J., in comnany with young Mr. George
Shepaxd Page, wlio had invited me to see his kennels. The
journey did not seem long—it never does when one meets a

the wire partition meekly lowered his head between his fore-
legs and waited to be scratched. I scratched him, enjoying
the novel sensition as much perhaps as the coon, but from
dift'erent motives, while Lufi-a looked on in disgust, and
elevated her lips with an expression that boded ill for the
coon did he venture outside. Sharing the coon's compart-
ment is a skunk, whose " vindictiveness" has, happily, been
rendered abortive.
Behind the house and ranged along a dense wood which

aft'nrds ample shelter from the sun, are the kennels, a
sketch of which, without the runs, appears below. This
building has quite a rustic appearance, being built to one-
half its height in rough stone, the rest and the roof is of
wood covered with bark, the roof overhanging several feet.

Inside I found four compartments about 10xl3ft., with
cemented floors, which in this weather afford a cool restin.g

place for the dogs. About -Sft. from the floor are the sleep-
ing benches, which run the length of the kennel, and which
can be folded back or not, as desired. A flap door
leads into the several yards, each of which is about
12x.30ft.; then in turn open into a large room of about half
an acre, half of which is dense woodland, affording a cool
retreat for the dogs on the hottest dij. The fences are
about 6ft. high and composed of large me.sh wire , not large
enough for a deerhound's head to slip through, but quite so
for a greyhound, as poor Charles Davis found to his cost,

leaving Maud Torrington the only greyhound on the place.

Along the front of the kennels and divided from the fence
by a breadth of 10ft. is a higb outside fence, which was
made for a jumping ground, and also affords a double
boimdary wall, a useful thing where deerhounds or grey-
hounds are kept.
Maud was in the first compartment, and as she bounded

toward us I thought I never saw ber looking so well. As
hard as nails and without an ounce of superfluous flesh, she
looks fit to run anytime. During the past sea so a, though
she was not in as good trim as she might have been, she
held her own in the ring with the best of them. Her breed-
ing is unknown. She is a handsome, well-made, fawn and

DUNROBIN DEERHOUND KENNEL.

man yyith tastes congenial, one who is fond of dogs and
horses, for one never seems to tire of talking on such sub-
jects. A kennel editor must make himself familiar with
what is going on in all breeds of dogs. One moment he
may have a call from a man who thinks there is no subject
worth discussing but St. Bernards. To this one must he
talk knowingly of the Bediveres and Plinlimmons, and
enter into all the pros and cons of dewclaws, depth of muz-
zle and dark shadings. Tne office boy comes in to say Mr.
Highland Chief wishes to see you—this is a greyhound
man—and instantly one's thoughts must take the '"curve,"

and long, lean heads, rib development, and all the other in-

tricacies of a greyhound's make up are discussed, along with
pedigrees and so forth, that only an expert on the breed is

expected to know, and which the poor editor finds hard
work to separate in the long list of breeds he is called upon
to discuss in the course of a week. This is di.gressing, I

know, but it all leads rrp to the subject of our chat—deer-
hounds and greyhounds.
The .spring shows and the awards made by the different

judges; guesses at the reasons for their decisions; whether
such and such a dog would beget stock likely to in any way
equal himself, etc., etc., all came up for discussion. We
had just drifted nicely into horses and the anticipated
merits of a yearling that Mr. Page has bred, in whose veins
ran much Hambletonian blood, and which he is impatient
to see between the shafts, when even I heard the bralieman
call—Summit. We were quickly seated behind two sturdy
looking trotters of Morgan Vilood, who showed their appre-
ciation of the excellent roads by bowling along at a fast

gait, which quickly carried us over the two and a half miles
which separate Stanley, where Mr. Page's home is situated,

from the sLalioii. The road has been gradually rising until,

when the gates of what has been termed Stanley Park w^ere

reached, a^splendid view of the surrounding country can be
seen, As we drove up we were greeted by Dunrobin Lufra,
who is the only one allowed the privilege of the house.
This is a nice dark brindle bitch, by old Dunrobin out of

Countess Zina, one of Mr. Thayer's bitches. She has nice

body formation, but is rather small-sized; she boasts a
pleasing and well-shaped head. She has been bred to Bruar,
of whom I shall have something to say further on.

As my time is limited we make for the kennels at once,

and crossing the lawn my attention is drawn to an enclosure
in which two rustic looking little htits afford shelter to, in

one compartment, some white rabbits, the property of a
younger brother of Mr. Page's, and in the other I saw the
sharp snout of a coon poked through an open window. After
a little whistling his coonship trotted out, and climbing up

white bitch, and her loin now looks as strong as the pro-
verbial "beme." Imported early this year she was shown at
Binghamton, winning first, following this up with another
first at the National Greyhound Club's show in February, a
second at New York, firsts at Baltimore and Pittsburgh
quickly followed, and then she was re.serve to Gem of the
Season in the challenge class at Boston.
In the next compartments we found such well-known deer-

hounds as Argyle, Duncan, Bruar, Alida and Bevis, all

seemingly on the best of terms, though occasionally Duncan
and Bruar have a little misunderstanding. I will take them
in the order named. Argyle has been seen in public several
times. He is by Dunrobin' out of the old bitch Shelloch, and
was whelped January, 1889, Mr. Page bred him. Argyle
seemed in rugged health, as befits a deerhound. His excel-

lent head, chest, loins and legs were very noticeable. Argyle's
winnings are second 1S9() and vhc. reserve 1891, at New
York. "These dogs have mo.st of them been desciibed in the
dift'erent show reports, so that it is needless to go into their
good or bad points, as this is not a bench show report but
just a little friendly dog chat. Next to claim our attention

is Duncan, a fine upstanding dog, with whose points behind
the shoulder little fault can be found, and who is exception-
ally strong in loin. He was also in good condition. Duncan
is about a year older than Argyle, but claims the same
parentage. He is not as good in head as Argyle. He won
viic. at New Y^'ork last spring. Th en I turned to Bruar II, , who
is a new one, and a fairly well-made dog with excellent

body, legs and feet, and 'a good head. He is by Bruar
was whelped Dec. 33, 1S87, and is by Mr. Edward's Jock out
of Duchess of Wellington's Lady Garry; Jock, by Edward's
Gunner out of Edward's Dora Belle; Lady Garry, by Momi
II. out of Lufra. This dog came from the Uuchess of Well-
ington's kennels. He won first and special at Binghamton
and third at Pittsburgh, 1891.

Alida. put her nose in my hand and as I turned to look at

her I recognized another of the New York entries. She is

also by Dunrobin out of SheUoch and a litter sister to

Argyle'. She took reserve at the last New Y'ork show,
second at Baltimore, and first at Pittsburgh, 1891. She
is just a fair, useful bitch. Bevis, by Chieftain out of

Counte-ss Zina, cannot be said to be a credit to his sire, as he
does not compare with the others.

We then tru-ned to the adjoining yard, which contains
the puppies and bitches with whelp. This is a large yard,
150 by 25ft., which runs well into the cool woods, Here we
found three pups by Bruar out of Shelloch. One, a dark
brindle, bids fair to have an excellent long head but is not
so gb"od in hddy as one Of the others. There were two dogs
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and a bitcli, the dark one Mr. Page will raise and will dis-
pose of the other two. Then we walked into the kennel
house which has three compartments, about 9 by I2ft

,

with a bed ai". the er:ds. Sojall doora led from them into
nice sized runs. Id the second compartment we disturbed
an old friend, a deerhonnd familiar to many show goers—
Olga, one of the best in the country and a' member of the
chHllenge class. Tattle fault can be found with this bitch,
excepting that her hocks turn in a trifle. She is also by
Dunrobin out of Shelloch, but of an earlier litter still than
any of the others. She was whelped in October, 1886. Her
winnings include flr.<!ts at New York, Utica and Rocbester
1889 and challenge Baltimore ISUC; challenge reserve New
York and challenge prize Baltimore, Pittsburg and Blng-
hamton 1891. She w^s suckling two sturdy month-old
pups by champion ClansmaD. and' from this union of blood
a good result is expected, and their heavy bone and lengthy
beads even now seem to warrant it.

In the next compartment was what maybe termed the
miscellaneous class—one is a poodle which is spending the
summer in this cool retreat; there were also a brace of setters
and a dropper, useful-looking animals, though not of bench
show form; a I'ather stout-looking beagle, one of Friend
Pho3bus's noted stock, as it is by his Jupiter; a sort of a
beagle-dachshund was al.so pointed out to me as being a
terror to the neighboring rabbits and an "all-day-and-night"
dog. A St. Bernard pup by Nero P. out of Gypsey com-
pleted the list. Then we passed through the yard again to
the kennel where the bitches in season are safely hou.sed.
It is a neat little frame building, having a small yard in
front, surrounded by a very high wire fence. In this we
found Shelloch, the sturdy matron of the kennel and the
"widow" of Dunrobin, whodied last year. She was whelped
in 1882, and is by O.'sian I. out of Brenda. Her breeder was
the Duke of Sutherland, from whose kennels also came Dun-
robin. Shelloch will be bred to Brnar II. Another bitch,
Minna, by champion Chieftain out of champion Olga, was
with her, and she will have the society of Diincan, Adjoin-
ing this compartment was the food and cook house, with
cemented floor, on which .stood a large cooking boiler, and
the numerous barrels of feed showecl that the dogs need
have no caxe for the morrow. This about completed the list

of dogs if I except a couple of "varminty" looking fox-ter-
riers, whose yellow, muddy-looking coats showed their
recent acquaintance with a woodchuck's retreat. These
terriers employ their whole time bun-owing for woodchucks,
rabbits and rats; and, by the way, Bruar is said to have
quite a penchant for the rodents, too, and shows himself as
active as any terrier in their pux-suit.

Mr. Page has his dogs under excellent control, and when
the inmates of the large kennel were let out for a run, his
cry of "All in I" brought them all obediently back to their
respective kennels. I cannot leave this part of my story
without remarking that the kennel floors and yards were
remarkably clean, reflecting credit on the kennelmau, who,
unfortunately, will return, in a inonth or so. to England.
Going down the hill we passed through the stables and cow
houses, where several horses and four or five Alderneycows
are kept. Then we crossed to the deer paddock, certainly
an appropriate adjunct to a deerhound kennel. Here I saw
three pretty fallow deer which the Duke of Sutherland pre-
sented to Mr. Page, senior. They came from the Duke's
magnificent park at Trentham, England. Then we came to
the poultry house, built on the same design as the main
kennel, that is, roof and .sides covered with bark. Fowls
of several fancy breeds are to be seen. Further on down the
fields we came to an ornamental duck house, set at the edge
of the wood. Separate runways lead the ducks to four dif-

ferent ponds supplied by a mountain spring. In the first

little pond were quite a uundjer of those charming little

woo<lducks: in the others were Mnscovies, Aylesburys and
Rouens. It was now time to drive to the station, and jump-
ing intoyonng Mr. Page's stylish sidebar, the Morgan horses
trotted along gaily through some very pretty lanes and by-
ways, Mr, Page handling the ribbons in good style. An
hour was happily spent in catching glimpses of handsome
villas and .still more beautiful scenery, the drive ending all

too soon with a race with the train, which I just caught.
The journey home left me ample time to ruminate over what
1 had seen and the pleasant afternoon I had spent.

H. W. L.

BEAGLE TRAINING,
Editor Forest and Stream:
What is a perfectly trained beagle? Is he a dog that is

under control, or is he a dog that disappears as soon as he
enters the woods and roams at his own sweet will here, there
and everj'where? In my opinion, the perfect hunting beagle
should follow at heel till ordered on; he should hunt the
thicket or swamp into which he is sent, and should come to
his ma.ster's call at once tin'ess he has a hot track.
One of the first beagles [ ever owned I taught to "go on,"

"come in, "charge" and "heel." The little fellow obeyed
well, and it is a fact that I never owned or hunted with a
beagle that gave as much sporc as he did. If I saw a rabbit,
.Tip would come to my call ; if I wished to change my hunt-
ing eround, he wottld follow at heel; and many a time have
I made him charge while I crawled down to a grass hole for
a shot at black ducks. He was under good control unless he
had a hot track, and then neither threats nor entreaties
could make him leave it till the rabbit was started and
holed..
"Brockton," in your issue of June 4, in speaking of such

a beagle as I have described, says: "They would be useless,
inasmuch as they are not built for long runs, and they
would be so much under control that they would get tired
hunting and be looking for order.s." I cannot follow his
reasoning, and my experience does not justify his theory.
Many a time Jip ran a fox or hare twelve or fifteen hoixrs;
he never was "tired hunting" and never "was looking for
orders," but if I gave the orders he obeyed them. The com-
parative value of different methods of training can be
learned only by matching dogs trained in different ways
against each other. I hope "Brockton" will go to the next
N. B. C. field trials with two or three of his best dogs. He
will have a hearty welcome, fair play and a good time, and
may the best dog win. To those who have had little or no
experience in training beagles let me ofl'er one word of ad-
vice—don't whip a yotmg dog under any circumstances, and
don't be ea.sily discoui-aged. While it is true that some
beagles will hunt when six months old or even yotiuger, yet
there are many which will not run till they are fully devel-
oped. I remember a dog which finally became one of the
best hunters I ever saw, which would not hunt or even
notice a rabbit till he was almost two years old. This last
winter I had in my pack a couple of pups from splendid
bunting stock. I took them out week after week, and the
only thing they hunted for was a sunny spot and a bed of
dry leaves; they took Jibsolutely no interest in the hunt and
I was discouraged. But when the season was almost over
they .suddenly found out what they were there for, and the
way they httstled the rabbits from that time on was surpris-
ing and delightfith I hope to have one of them at the next
field trials. Bradley.

Among the new kennel advertisements this week, we
notice that A. C. Krueger has a little of everything—beagles,
game fowls, etc.—for sale; Dunrobin Ketmels, deerhound
pups; C.F.Kent, an Irish setter bitch; F. H, Hayes, fox-
hound pups; H. L. Kreuder, beagles, grown dogs and pup-
pies: Willow Brook Kennels, pointers; H. P. Fairbanks,
IrislitiBi-rier pap; M. F. Fisher, pointer; C. E. Glass, En g-
lish setffer p(u|)s, and P.; a fine gt'eat Dane dog.

DOG CHAT.
THE National Greyhound Cltib is not doing anjrthing by

halves. They have just cabled the order to Messrs. Elk-
ington Bros, of London, England, for a vory much improved
medal to that Ave spoke of sometime since. The die will
cost $450, including duty of 3.3 per cent,, and will be first-

class in every re.opect. For the same design Tiftau y's price
was 1750. We also bear that the Eastern Coursing Ciub will
hold a meeting at Bergen's Island, inNovemher, A number
of jacks have been turned down and they will be started in
the natural way to avoid all clamor on the score of cruelty.

We must remind otir readers that communications to insure
insertion the cuiTent week should reach us by Tuesday, and
as much earlier as possible. Several interesting letters are
left over this week on that account.

Mr. A. D. Stewart, president of the Hamilton Kennel
Club, writes an Indignant letter to the Toronto Vaily Mail
about the action of the Canadian customs in regard to their
new rule. It has always been the custom to allow American
dogs entered for exhibition purposes to come into Canada free
of customs duty, and they have also been allowed to go from
show to show in bond while in Canada, so long as they were
returned when the circuit was over to the port from which
they originally came. This rule was a just and wise one,
and gave general satisfaction, nor did any one dream for a
moment that it would be changed. Upon his going lately,
however, to the Collector of Customs in Hamilton to make
arrangements with the customs authorities for their coming
show, he learned from that gentlera.an that the Mini.ster of
Customs had decided to change the old rule and had issued
an order in its place, to the effect that in the future, dogs
belonging to a foreign exhibitor must be returned to the
place from which they were originally dispatched at the
close of each show at which they were entered. The con-
sternation which this foolish law will cause among Ameri-
can exhibitors can be easily imagined, andno less so among
the Canadians themselves, who know very well that outside
of spaniels, greyhounds and English setters they can make
a very poor showing, comparatively speaking. In fact,
unless the law is repealed, it .sounds the death knell of most
Canadian shows. The principal show will no doubt receive
support, but it would be too ratieh to expect American ex-
hibitors to undergo the expense of going home after each
show. Some of them cotild not do ib and get back in time
for the next one. to say nothing of the effect it would have
on the dogs. Mr. Stewart has written to all the show secre-
taries in Canada to make strong protests to the Minister of
Customs against the obnoxious rule. He has also secured
the interest of several influential members of the House of
Commons and has interested Senator San ford, himself a dog
lover and breeder, in the matter, .so that it is more than
li kely some good will result. Americans will await the out-
come with anxiety.

It is not often a typical toy black and tan comes out, but
when it does its praises are sure to be sung by those who
understand the difficulty of obtaining such specimens. Mr.
Alfred George's Perfection is said to be aptly named, for it
has all the attributes of a large-sized black and tan with the
minimum of size.

Several men, including Mr. E. H. Moore, have been nib-
bling at the smooth St. Bernard Lola IV., but she has at last
fallen to Mr. Gosling's lot, after UfiOO had been refused for
her. She is only fifteen months old and has never been
beaten. She is a daughter of Mr. Poag's Watch out of Lady
Grafenried.

Messrs. E H.Moore and Jean Grosvenor are reported as
attending the Maldon and Leeds shows, the first named
show, by-the-way, provided a special train for exhibitors,
the press and judges. Mr. Moore, it is said, is holding
off a bit, and certainly he can afford to. It would seem
almost wa.ste of money to try and better the stock now in
this country.

Mr, Clarke, of fox-terrier fame, has lost his bitch Recher-
che from milk fever. She had whelped to Rational, and
some of the litter is being raised by the aid of a cat and a
fostermother. There seems to be a run on the lion and the
lamb business just now.

A telegram from Mr. J. Shelly Hudson, shows he is very
much elated over a litter that his English setter field trial
winner, Bohemian Girl, whelped on the 23d, by champion
Dad Wilson. Mother and eleven pups are doing splendidly.

We hear that Mr. G. C. Cross, of Rochester, N. Y., has
exchanged his cocker bitch Phyllis with Mr. J. J. Paterson,
of Batavia, N. Y,, for his fox-terrier dog Clincher, by Ehor's
Splash (champion Splinter—Fioss) out of Brockenhur.at
Belle (imported Brockenhurst Trimmer—imported Barmaid)
Though not a year old. Clincher has won first at Elmira.'and
Canandagua,

Mr. Butter, Jr., who is now in England, writes that he
has seen nothing in the beagle line that he would care to
bring over. Perhaps Mr. Krehl can put him on the right
track.

The harriers that came over for the Pennbrook hunt are
bench winners as well as good fielders. The following are
the pedigrees of some of the more noted of the hounds:
•Sampler, sire Messmate, dam Skillful: Flatstaff, sire For-
ester, dam Crimson; Lightning, sire Flasher, dam Lightning;
Whirlwind, sire Woodman, dam Egothst; Graceful, sire
Remus, dam Graceful; Benefit, sire Dashaw, dam Bribery;
Flourisher, sire Foreman, dam Affable; Haughty, sire Her-
mit, dam Remnant; Lightfooi, sire Corsair, dam Lavender;
Truelove, sire Tomboy, dam Courtley.

On our Avay home from the Dunrobin Kennels we were
surprised to see Messrs. John and Luke White board the
train at Orange. They had been placing some more of the
stock in their Fredricksburg land enterprise. John White
saj^s he has some good ones for the coming trials, and Luke
says there will be nothing to down a "pick up" he has
spotted, which he will run in the All-Aged Stakes. It is an
English setter, and though it lacks a pedigree, its nose is
all right.

We understand that the Seminole Kennels, not content
with securing the best collie stock in this country, have
been making overtures to Mr. Krehl with a view to purchas-
ing old champion Eclipse. Needless to say that Eclipse and
Geo. R. Krehl are inseparable, both in name and reality,
and the great sire of long, lean heads will snd his days in
England

A new Barzoi has come out; in England, Mr. K. Muir's
Korotai, said by one reporter of the Maldon show to be, per-
haps, the best ever seen in England. He is de.scribed as an
Immense white dog, Avith fawn markings and with extra-
ordinai'y power in Ills loin and hindquarters. His head is
exceedingly Avell shaped and, unlike most of the dogs of this
breed, he stands quite straight on good feet and has' an extra
good, dense coat. He was not in tiptop shape, as he has only
been in England about a fortnight. He was bred by Mr.
Gleboff, vice-president of the Moscow Kennel Cltib.

, It must be very grat;fyiug to the family of the late Mr.
Willia-m Itott to bear of the mauy enconiums which have

been passed upon him since the news of his death came with
such a sudden shock. A writer in the English Field now
proposes a .subscription with a view to putting in a memorial
window in the church, or bra.ss in the graveyard of which
Mr. Lort is buried. Such a proposition mil no doubt meet
with a ready response from pointer and setter men the
world over.

Last Aveek we heard of a spaniel taking to its bosom a
leveret, and now in the Field a correspondent writes of a
Sussex' spaniel becoming the foster mother of a litter of
ferrets three Aveeks old, whose mother had died. They were
being- fed by the keeper in a box near the fire when the bitch
jumped into the box and claimed them henceforward as her
own. She has not had pups lately.

The .specialist clubs have been agitating the qtiestion in
England to have the kennel club recognize their Avins for
championship honors on the same basis as those of the Ken-
nel Club .shows, the Nationtil dog show at Birmingham and
the Scottish Kennel Club .shows. It seems 7iowasif they
would .succeed in their efforts, as an extraordinary general
meeting of the Kennel Club is to be held shortly to consider
the question of admitting into the present rule'the sentence
—"or such shows held by .spedali.st clubs as the committee
of the Kennel Club may determine.''

We are indebted to a Philadelphia correspondent for the
following description of the Swiss Mountain Kennels' new
dog King Regent: "Hearing that a son of Prince Regent had
just been received by the Swiss Mountain Kennels, I ran out
to GermantoAvn to see what he looked like. Generally one
has to acknowledge a feeling of disappointment, especially
so in the case of mtxch-heralded dogs. It was therefore tiuite
a pleasure to see .something very far ahead of what I ex-
pected. King Regent is his name, a decided improA'ement
on Mountain Jack, by which he was known in England.
Grand in size of head and black facings to his symmetrical
blaze, he is set off very strikingly by a broad collar and white
legs and tail tip, his body color being a rich orange. Stand-
ing 33in. and scaling ISOlbs., gives one aboutthe best idea of
his .size. Early forcing alone stopped him from being a
champion, and as his faults are not transmitable I look t^ a
gre«t future for King Regent, who is now only tAvo years
old. In head he reminded me very much of Hesper, while
in body he has the length and size of Plinlimmon. The day
before I was there he had been successfully mated with Lady
Plowden, a very nice Plinlimmon bitch owned by Mr. J. F.
Hall, of this city,"

How the English dogs can stand the hammering they
must get attending the numerous shows that are held dur-
ing the summer is a mystery to those not in the swim. They
certainly must be kept up artificially and consequently this
must in time aifect their system to such an extent that no
wonder some of the dogs that have done their time on the
other side, go to pieces when they come over here and feel
the want of their "bolster."

Mr. Sears called upon us Thursday last and said that the
great dog, of course Ave mean Sir Bedivere, was in fine con-
dition now, barring his coat, which has not yet come in. We
trust he may regain the coat he has lost, for this is not al-
ways the experience of English dogs with heavy coats,
though champion Hesper proved an exception, Mr. Sears'
new kennel, which from what we hear will excel anything
of its kind in the world, not excepting the Sandringham
Kennels in England, is Avell under way, most of the stone
work being completed. It will, we are told, cost quite
.S13,000 when completed. This is a large sum to lay out in
such a building, but then we always have a respect for the
man who thinks there is nothing too good for his dog.

Although the Fanciers' Gazette did not know that Prince
Regent had been sold for America, his colored picture in
their summer number comes as an appropriate adieu. We
say adieu, for it is not likely that this dog will return to
England again, at least not in exchange for English sove-
reigns. His new owner, Mr. Rieck, will, we are sure, ap-
preciate his bargain better than that. We felt rather elated
over the fact that Fokest and Stream was the first to pub-
lish the new- of his sale. Prince Regent was Avhelped Feb.
9, 1887, and is consequently a little over four years old.
Last week in our hurry to get the news in Ave had to write
Irouj memory. His dam, Miss Mpg, although an excellent
specimen, could ncA^er be shown on the bench, OAving to an
accident in her puppyhood, and to get something worthy of
her and her illustrious blood she was mated with Plinlim-
mon, As the sire of Earl Roseberry, Duke of Armadale and
Lady Gladwin, in addition to those Ave mentioned last week
Princess Florence and Scottish Prince, his record is second
to none. Mr. S. W, Smith, into whose kennels most of the
cracks seem to naturally gravitate at some period of their
lives, had a big offer for the dog from Mr. Anderson, of
Chattanooga, Tenn., who Avished to own one of the hand-
somest dogs in the Avorld. The dog came over here, but was
immediately last sight of, so far south, one or two bitches
only going down to him. Then he was sent up last summer
to Mr. Sawyer, in Menominee, Mich,, and last winter, after
numerous effoi-ts, Mr. Smith succeeded in getting the dog
back again. His services Avere in such demand that he
proved a little gold mine. When Mr. Smith was over here
he hinted that though he did not want to "hawk" him
round, he could be bought at a certain figure. At this sum
Mr. Rieck cabled he would take him, money to reach Mr.
Smith in one hour. The whole business, 'thanks to the
Commercial Cable Co., was transacted in less than five
hours. He leaves England next Saturday on the Arizona
and Avill ai-rive about next Monday week. This dog is said
to .stand close on to 35in., and that he has great bone and is
altogether a very typical St. Bernard Ave know, as Ave bad
the pleasure of seeing him when he came oA'cr in 1889. We
trust that Mr. Rieck will have the success that his pluck
deserves, for with the aid of a good bitch or two of the same
blood from which, by the aid of Priacs Regent, such grand
specimens have already been obtained, he should repeat.
The Famclers' Gazette give an excellent colored picture of
this dog.

The summer number of the Fanciers^ Gazette makes very
interesting reading. Special articles on dogs are given by
several well-known men, and the "American KennefWorld"
is treated of by "Blemton," and this we wish we had space
to set before our readers, as it is Avell worth reading. An
excellent picture of H. Panmure Gordon, the great Mogul
of the Scottish kennel world, constitutes an admirable
frontispiece.

We clip this, however, irum the editor's "Midsummer
Night's Dream." Speaking of American buyers, he writes:
"But the American demand is no new one. Some years ago
we hearda stox-y, iu which poor Sand all prominently figured,
that is well worth reading. An American gentleman was
in Exxrope, and amone other novelties he desired to pick up
were a few tip-top Yorkshire terriers—these for a friend.
Not being a judge himself, ho did the best thing possible,
namely, consxxlted a neAvspaper editor, AA^ho introduced him
to Sandall. Nothing could sixit that erratic member of the
fraternity better. There was a good trip, with all expenses
paid, and so the American and journalist journeyed down to
Bradford, arrlA'ing there on a Satttrday, But it looked as if
the trip was to be in vain. American dollars were scented
afar oflE, and the 'point' was rigid. Aljappy thought came.
Going to one of those hduseB whtere d'oggy men do cbngrO''
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gate, Sandall obtained miue host's co-operation. The word
went round that a show of Yorkshires was to be held, with
liberal prizes, and the chance of good sales. Accordingly,
on the good Sunday evening thei-e were gathered nearly two-
scoi'e dogs, from which the req^uired number were selected,

and at a cost, inclusive of prizes and expenses, not more
than had been asked for one specimen before. This much
for the wit of one man."

We hear that all Mr. Heywood Lonsdale's setters and
pointers will be sold at Aldridge's in July. Several com-
missions have, we believe, gone over from this country and
Canada.

At the Leeds show it would seem as if the black and tan
terrier Beaconsfield had met his Waterloo, From advices
we have seen it would show that English judges are apt to
make mistakes as well as the benighted Americans. At
Leeds he met champion Pear-l, Derby Bess, Broomfield
Empress and Prince Regent, which were placed in the order
named. He was, however, not noticed in the money, only
getting he. The Field says: "The black and tan terriers

are all well known. Hei-e Beaconsfield, who should have
won, met ignominious defeat; he was the best in the class."
"Sirius," in Canine World, "He may have gone off a little,

but his type cannot be ignored, and the decision was as un-
accountable as it was capricioiis." Prince Regent is de.s-

cribed in Stocli-Keeper as a nice-colored dog, wanting
time. He was second in the novice class. In a letter

which we have seen the writer expressed his opinion that
Beaconsfield had nothing to go against except Derby
Bess and ought to have won. The same letter says that
George Thomas and Joe Lewis were told by Mr. Ashley, the
judge, that he was verj^ sorry about it and he really could
not explain it, but he missed seeing the dog (Beaconsfield)
or he would have won.

At last we have heard something of Messrs. Boggs, Rutter
and Lewis, who certainly since they left this country have
followed out the injunction not to let their left hand know
what the right is doing. They have now purchased from
Mr. Edwin Powel, Jr., of Shrewsbury, several fox-terriers.

They are Divver 111., winner of many prizes and cups: Row-
ton Flirt (Rowton Drake—Desir^e)", in whelp to Rowton
Warrant (Venio—Sentence), and a promising young bitch
in Rowton Safety (Stipendiary—Hatfleld Pansy). This in-

formation we learn from a marked copy of Stoek-Kceper,
kindly sent to us by Mr. Boggs. The basset Rowton Wags
was also purchased.

Spaniel men in this country will be interested in the news
of the death of a dog that cer'tai nly to a great extent founded
the excellent strain of cockers in this counti-y, and as a ,«ire

and prize winner exceeded all other.s the world over. We
reler to Mr. Farrow's champion Obo. .He was twelve
years old when he died. His first show was in 1880 at the
Crystal Pdlace, and his last the Jubilee show in 1887. As an
instance of his merit as a show dog he once beat all classes
as the best dog in the show^ at Newmarket. He was inval n-

able to his owner, Mr. Farrow, in the stud, as he was the
sire of prize winners without number. Lilly Obo, shown at
the Agricultural Hall shosv with others Iroin his kennel, is

said to be the most typical cocker ever shown. In speaking
of this dog's death siock-Kee2)cr says: ''We are often being
told of the grand cockers seen at American exhibitions, and
we wish bo take nothing from our friends across the water,
bub the fact remains that champion Obo is sire and grand-
sire of half of their prominent winners; indeed if we go
carefully through the list of American winning cockers
during the past seven years, certainly 7-5 per cent, of them
belong to this strain." Mr. Fareow would never part with
the dog, and we are told that an enterprising American
when he found he could not purchase him, oflrered $525 for
the free use of him for two years and insure him. It would
be interesting to know who this was. To show what perse-
verance will accomplish, it is said that from eight weeks old
to about seven months he was subject to one fit after an-
other, but strange to say after that age he never had a day's
sickness. He was whelped June 14, 1879, and was bred by
Mr. Farrow, who also bred his .«sire and dam.

IRISH AND CORDON SETTER FIELD TRIALS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

1 desire to call the attention of every one interested in
Irish or Gordon setters and field trials to the fact that the
clubs interested in the above breeds have just about decided
to hold their trials in Norcu Car'olina, and on ground where
birds are known to be plenty.
Judges who c-inaot possibly be .said to be prejudiced in

favor of one breed or another will be employed, the rules
will be those that have been evolved from years of trial by
the large clubs, and in every way the Irish and Gordon Set-
ter Field Trials of '9L will he a practical way of demonstrat-
ing where the best of these breeds are. It can hardly he
expected, though, that a few men, deeply Interested in the
success of the trials though they are. will put their hands
in their pockets and provide the purse to compete for. Those
who intend to run dogs and ot hers who may not run any.
but who want to help make the trials a success, should
either join oae of the clubs or contribute something (say $5
to $23) tosvard the purse. Unless they do, the stakes will
ii JO ue worth running for. Now is the time to put the shoul-
dtr lo tde wheel: get your entry to work, especially if it is a
Derby candidatej and send -?5 toward the trials to Dr. Davis,
treasurer Irish Setter Club, Philadelphia, Pa., or to L. A.
Van Zandt, treasurer Gordon Setter Club, Yonkers, N. Y.

If after all the talk there has been from all quarters about
"unprejudiced jurges," "our own grounds," "Irish setter
trials for Irish setters, judged by Irish setter men," etc.,

etc., there is not a practical demonstration this year* the
owners, breeders and boomer.^ of these dogs had better keep
quiet. Come, gentlemen, ante up. L. A. VAN Zandt.
YONKERS, N. y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are iuserted without charge; and blanks

(.uiuislied free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
1^°° Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Handimp. By F. B. Zioimt-r, GloversvilJe, N. Y., for whit^-,
blacK ana tan beagle dog, whelped June 5. 18^1, by Jack Banner-
man (cUampion BH.imprmaii—Kate) out of Chimes (Laick's Rattler
-Zujimer':, Blue Bell).

Orowler and Grumbler. By D. E, Peters, North Baltimore, O.,
for hla<!i<, wnite and tan foxhouud dogs, whelped Aug. 13,1890, by
Dick II. out of Lady csport.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

OettrudeF—Ormonde. W. O. Uunn's (Ohlcago, 111 ) mastiff hitch
fJc.Mruae B'. to 0. E. Bonn's Ormomte (champion Victor Hugo—
cnampion Cambrian Princess), Due. 9.

Elm et— Ormonde. C. E. Bunn's (Peoria, 111 ) mastiff bitch Elmet
to uic Ormonde, Dec. 26
EOAlgytli—Ormonde. G. E. Bunn's (Peoria, 111.) mastiff bitch

"iSbrig.vLu to uis Ormonde, Jan. 8.

Lady Cobrey— Ormonde. O. E. Bunn's (Peoria, IlL) mastiff bitch
L dy Oobst<y CO hii Oruiopde Feb. 20. .

.

Brunette— Orjiionar,. Gl E. Bunn's (Peoria, 111.) mastiff bitch
Brunei le 'o his Ormonde, March 14.

LoUa-'firovjnde:. 0; N. Powell's (Omaha, Neb.) m>istiflf bitch
Xj'A la 10 U. K. Buiin.;} Oi mon'l.;, .Apni SO.

I.Qdij naijlan^Oi hionclc. \Y. W. Trac> '.s (Datroi^^, Mich.) maatit?
hilt li !jaa.v liaf.'luij no O. E, "Sunn'H Ormonde, May I.

'

f.

Lady Berkeley—Tacit. M. A.Vi te's fox-terrier bitch Lady Berke-
ley 10 G. R Preston's Tack, May 15.

TitMlde—Boyal Krueper. F. B. Zimmer's (Glnversville, N. Y.)
beadle bitch cnampion Twinkle (champion Lee—Juliette) to Hor-
nell-Harmony Kennels' champion Royal Krueger (champion Ban-
nerman—Cora), June 3.

Lizetta—Hundesport Bergmann. ilroquois Kennels' (Tonowanda,
N. Y.) dachshund biich Lizetta (Malt II.—Gypsey) to W. Loeffler's
Hundesport Bergmann, May 13.

Bernard Beauty—Cuunt. J. F. Parker's (Portland, Me.) St. Ber-
nard bitch Bernard Beauty to d. W. Patterson's Count (champion
Apollo—champion Miranda, March 8.

Lydia—Count. G. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St. Ber-
naid bitch Lydia (Beauchamp— Dell) to his Count (champion
Apollo—cViamijion Miranda), March 23.

Sarah—Count. P. Hurley's (Worcester. Mass.) St-. Bernard bitch
Sarah (Ben—Lady Bernard) to G. W. Patterson's Count (champion
Apollo—champion Miranda), June 1.

Dell—Count. G. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St. Bernard
bitch Dell (Everest— Sequa) to his Count (champion Apollo-
champion Miranria), June 10.

Beauty—Dnvm II, D. E. Peters's (Nnrth Baltimore, 0.) foxhound
bitcli Beauty to H. E. Oook's Drum II., June 16
Salva—Beaufort. F. J. A. Brier's (Buffalo, N. Y.) mastiff hitch

Salva (lltord Caution—Be&s) to W. K. Taunton's Beaufort (Beau
—Lady Isabel), June 16.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Clieerftd Oirl. Chas. Rheinhardt's greyhound bitch Cheerful
Girl, May 3, nine (four doKS). by Jas. Black's Prince Albert.
Wanda II. Wm. Sbumafher's greyhound bitch Wanda II.,

April 1, seven (two dogs), by Jas. Black's Prince Albert.
GraceBriant. Jas. Black's (Shee ps bead Bay, L. L) greyhoiand

bitch Grace Brlant. May 38, eleven (live dogs), by his Prince Al-
bert (Macpherson—Brighton Lady).
Lady Teazle. G W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St. Bernard

bitch Lady Teazle (champion Victor Joseph-Orgar), May 39, seven
(two does), by E. B. Sears's Plinlimmon, Jr. (champion Plinlim-
mon—Princess Beatrict).
CMmes. F. B. Zimmer's (Gloversville. N. Y.) beagle biteh

Chimes (Laiek's Rattier- Zimmer's Blue Bell), June 5. three (one
doe), by R. Hillebrant's Jack Bannerman (champion Bannerman
-K«,te).

Vick. F. B. Zimmer's (Gloversville. N. Y.) beagle bitch Vick
(Racket II.—Norah), June 17, four ^two dogs), by G. Laiek's
Rattler (Chancellor—Careles^).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ot monde-Eadciyth whelp. Mastiff dog, hy 0. E. Bunn, Peoria,
111., to C. S. Tullei

,
Lyoup, I.a.

Benzo. Mastiff dog, by Ormonde out of Coco, by C. E. Bunn,
Peotia, ill , to J. AY. Gri^ig, Riaho. Cal.
Lore. Black and tan dac ishund hitch, whelped AprUlO, 1891,

by Hundesport Zaenker out of Alice, by W. Loir filer, Milwaukee,
Wis., to jHCOb Falb, Sr., West Bend, la.

Hie.se?. Black and tan dacbshnnd dcg, whelped Feb. 23, 1891, by
HuQdespori Zaenker out of Lina K.,by W.LoitHer, Mdwaukte.
Wis., to Jacoii Falb, Sr , West Bend, la.
Ludwio. Black and tan dachshund dog. whelped Feb. 32, 1891,

bj HunofFpon Zaenl<er out of Lina K., by Wm. Lceiiler, Milwau-
ki c. Wis., fo Phil p Conrad, Hartford, Conn.
Bavarian King. Black and tan dachshund dog, whelped Feb.

3.3,1891, by Hunilespori Zaeoker out of Lina K., by W. Lo< flie^
Milwaukee, Wis., toR.L. Snrtees, Brighton, Mich.

folly. Black and tan dachshund bitch, whelped Feb. 22, 1891, hy
Hnu.icaport Zaenker out of Lina K., by W. Loetfler, Milwaukee,W s,, to l£. Schwarzrock, same place.
Zankerl. Black and tan dachshund dog. whelped April 10, 1891,

b> Huudtsport Zaenker out of Alice, by W. LoefBer, Mil waukee,
^Vis., to L. Harris, Rock Island, 111.

Nero. Fawn, blaik points, mastiff dog, whelped August, 1890,
by Be,rkshire Caution out of Zetta, by P. B. Zimmar, Gloversville,
N. Y., to Alfrtd Palmer, Salem, N. C.
Tenor. White, black, tan and blue ticked foxhound dog.

whelped April 10. 1891. bv Tiger out of Freckled Nell, by F. B
Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y., to J. Miller, same place.

Lottie. Black, white and tan foxhound bitch, whelped April
10, 1891, by Tiger out of Freckled Nell, by F. B. Zimmer, Glovers-
ville, N. Y., to L. A. Helmsold, Saxonsburg, Pa.
Harkaway. White, black, t.in and blue ticked foxhound hitch,

whelped April 10. 1891, hy Tiger out of Freckled Nell, by F. B.
Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y., to Jos. Tutz, same olace.
Flora.. White rough St. Bernard bitch, whelped March 37,1891,

hy Ben Hur rut of Silms, by Andrew Smith, Maud, Pa., to J. F.
Kam merer, Germantown, Pa.
Messenger. White and orange tawny rough St. Bernard dog,

whelped March 27, 1891, bv Ben Hur, Sr., out of .^ilma, hy Andrew
Smitn, Maud, Pa., to O. F. O'Neil, Pndadelphia, Pa.
Elmet. Mastiff bitch, by Baldur out of Elgiva, by C. E. Bunn,

Peoi-ia, ni., to John W. Craig, Rialto, Cal.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

G. W, H„ New Y'ork City.—Will you please inform me where I
can find parties who take dogs to board and train? Ans. Consuli
our advertising columns.
New Man, Albany, N. Y.—Will you please inform me how

many people have died in this country in the last ten years fiom
hydrophobia? Ans. We do not know.
A. W. G., Boston, Mass.— I have a fine pointer dog, by Beppo III.

out of mv Sal. This Joe is between 3 and 1 years old. He nss :i

fine appetite, eats dog bread or scraps, but is almost always sick
at his stomach after eating, throwing up a portion of his food.
He has a good deal of exercise and looks well, but baa tbi.^

annoying habit. Can anything be done to cure him of tldsdisease?
Ans. Give the dog the prescription given in answer to R. A, A. J.
in this issue.

T. G., Vineland, N. J.—Will you be kind enough to refer me to
som« pers'-n who deals in dogs or who sells tbem on commission
1 hat I could probably get to dispose in this manner some St. Bei-
nard dogs, both grown dogs and puppies. I wish to show them
for sale (or have them offered) in New York city, but know noth-
ing personally of the reputation of the various dealers there.
Ans. Your question will be answered by mail, Yuu had better
advertise in this paper.

J. H.. New York.—How many persons have died in the United
States of hydrophobia in the last ten years? 3. How many have
dii d in England in tenvears from the same cause?. 3. A has a
valuable dog who bites B. having never before bitten anybody,
can B collect damages? and can B make A kill the dog? Ans. 1

and 3. We do not know. 3. No. In the State of New York it has
been ruled that every dog is allowed one bite, and in any case
there must be a warrant from a court before A can be compelled
to kill the dog.

F. R. G., Laconia, N. H.—What shall I do for a pointer dog, two
years old, that is somewhat deaf? I think it may be the effect of
distemper. He is not totally deaf, but have to speak louder than
to other Aogf. Is obedient when he hears and a very promising
(Jos'. Ans. There is little hope of any cure, and without an ex-
amination we can hardly prescribe. Keep the dog's system up by
nourishing food and provide a kennelfree from draughts. Syringe
the ears carefully with warm water and then examine for signs of
inflammation, and let us know the result.

M. O., Annapolis, Ind.—Will you kindly inform me how the
name Laverack is spelled or applied to strain of setter dogs, aud
whence the appellation? Also whether the red Irish setter is

considered the best or favorite dog for hunting purposes. Ans.
The name is Laverack, and is derived from the fact that an
Englishman named Edward Laverack originated the modern
strain of English setters, which was named after him. Irish
setters are not thought by the majority of sportsmen to be so
amenable to training as either English setters or pointers, owing
to their headstrong disposition. Of course there are exceptions,
and did they receive as much atteotion at the hands of sportsmen
and trainers a.s the more popular breeds, they would no doubt do
equally as well in the field. As it is at pre.=ent the breeds men-
tioned are the h» st.

W. D. W., St. Louis Mo.—1. I have a great Dane dog 16 months
old, imported from England last winter. What kind of food
would you consider best for him in this warm climate? Would
you recommend Spratts dog biscuits? 2. Can you also inform me
vV'Ji'ere I could get a copy of Dalziel's work on "British Dogs"?
Ans. 1. Y^ou will find either of the different kinds of dog biscuits
advertised in our columns an oxcellent and handy food. Feed
dfjf if tba dog will GSkt tUeoi, Ifnot, soak theii^ hy pomnnsr bot

ton broth, in which vegetables should be boiled, and add rice or
stale bread. Avoid oatmeal and cornmeal in summer. 3. Dal-
ziel's "British Dogs" is out of print, hut is now being republished
by him in moraographs, the collie, fox terrier, St. Bernard and
greyhounds are the breeds treated on so far. For an all-round
book on dogs we can recommend Vero Shaw's "Book of the Dog."
Price $8. We can supply it.

B. A. A. J., Ottawa, Canada.—I should be exceedingly obliged
if you would tell me of something that will set my black field
spaniel dog to rights again. He is about a year old. Had dis-
temper very badly about New Years, and has been more or less
sickly ever since. He was in apparently good cordition until a
week ago, when he went off his feed almost altogether, and what
little he does eat he vomits almost immediately. He is also very
costive. He will often stand for several minutes at a time, while
his v.hole body will be of a continuous tremor. At such times he
very often becomes very red and bloodshot about the eyes. Some-
times he has a very bloated appearance about the stomach and
loins. Any advice as to how 1 should proceed in the case will be
thankfully received. Ans. His stomach is deranged and indiges-
tion indicated. Give a teaspoonful of calcined magnesia in milk.
Then feed simple and easily digested foods. • Raw^ beef, chopped
fine, and raw eggs mixed together. Feed a little at a time, and aa
he begins to retain the food feed bread and milk, also broths in
which rice a,nd stale bread should be soaked. Feed often and
a very little at once, then gradually get down to three and then
two meals a day. Also give this preparation:

SodEe bicarb.
Pulv. rhei.
Sacch. pepsini,
Pulv. zingiberis.
Bismuth, subnltrat's.
Pulv. cuhebiB aajiij.

Do.se.—One-third of a teaspoonful after eating, in milk.

ifJ^ mid ^mfi ^haating.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
TWO TARGETS.

BY a mistake this diagram was printed last week as of one made
by Mr. Walter Winans. It is a diagram of a target made by a

14 year-old sharpshooter, of Brewer. Me., with a Stevens' .22cal. rifle,

at 12yds.. off hand, la consecutive shots. The target made by Mr.
vv inans is given below, and we reprint the letter from our last issue:

Editor Fore.i!t and Stream:
This morning the first '-highest possible" of the season was made

at the regulation Sin. center at 20yds. (government ammunition and
trigger pull), it was shot by Mr. Walter Winans with a Smil^h &
Wesson 45cal. revolver at the Sussex County Volunteer Rifle Range,
which was kindly put at his disposal by Col. Tamplin, the command-
ing ofiicer. It was shot before Mr. Short, the range superintendent,
who marked and kept the score. Mr. Winans shot on after making
the rise shot, putting on three more sevens, this makes, with two
.shots he fired just before, a score of 69 out of a possible 70 for 10

shots, the best on record 10-shot score for an amateur (the late Ira
Paine having made a highest possible 10 shot score, the writer be-
lieves, In 1S89) in England.

The enclosed diagram shows the shots, those with a cross being the
shots fired before and after the rise shot "highest possible.'' The
fu'l score stood 69. S.

Brighton, May 30.

BOSTON, June 20.—A few members of the Massachusetts Rifle
Association visited the range tc-day. Next Saturday all the
record matches will close and the following Saturday a new list

of matches will he put on. Following are to-day's .scores, distance
200yds., Standard American target: 200-Shot Rest Match—J,
Francis 111, T. Warren 108, W. Conway 101, M. T. Day 104, A. H.
Ballard 103, J. B. Hohlis 101. A. S. Hunt 98, D. N- Wmn 94, E. Snow
94. All-Comers Off-Hand Match- VV. Charles 80, J. B. Fellows 78.

M. T. Day 77, O. Moore 76, A. S. Hunt 76, A. B. Cooke 73, J. B.
Hobbs 66, D. Martin 63, D. N. Winn 63. All-Cnmers Rest Match—
F. Daniels 114 and 111, W. Peters 101, A. B. Cooke 104, M. T. Day
103, D. Martin 100, J. B. Hobbs 100, A. H. Ballard 68, D. N. Winn
95, A. N. Mann 90.

THE ST. LOUIS SCHUETZENFEST.—The money receipts of
the Schuetzenfest were S7.298, $3,000 more than taken in at the
shoot a vear aero. Some idea of the shooting donfi may be had
from the fact of there being nearly 180,000 shots flred during the
tournament. The winners of the tournament were declared as
follows: King target medal, L. Scheigkoffer, St. Louis, who made
113 out of 135 points. The S300 prize on union target was won by
Martin Kacer making 68 points out of 73. Henry Stockman, of

Omaha took the $150 prize. He made 68, but his shots were not so
near the center as Kacer's. Dr. M. T. Tibbitts, of Highland, HI.,

took the third prize .S135 on 65 points. Mat Gendler, of Cincinnati
took $100 making 65 points. On the stich target, J. Montgomery,
of Cincinnati took lirst prize §60 making three centres in 3 shots.

A. Rendeger, of Baljvnlle. HI, won 8.3(). P. Jiendi, of St, Louis took
third. Atthen^i^i; tijrgtjt on which Walther and Z'mthermami,
o£ New York brhko the UQcqi'd ^,ni p8 p.oia.t8 each, and
f,0()^ f0:^-^ ^ppni)!] 'ii)One|'^

ff, jfa4J.^f,' of V>m m<^^ P*} »?]4 tW.
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840, and third honors. On the Jield target Walther and Zimmer-
mann, of New York took first and second on a score ot 64 each ont
of 7S points. J. A. Boyken, of New York and L. Scliwinhoffer of
St. Lonis took third and fourth money, $iQ and S30 with a scoie of
64 and 63 respectively.—Abeedeen.

THE TRAP.
Scores for publication ihould be made out on the printed hianhe

•prepared by the Forest and Stream, a/nd furnimed gratis to ch/Ji
sicreta/ries. Correspomlents who favorm with club scores are par-
HoulaHv reguested to ivrtte on one side of the paper onli/.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

June 23-25.—Atlantic City Gun Clnb's Tonrnament, at Atlantic
City, K. J. For programmes address Harry Thurmrn, Manager,
Grermanlown, Philadelphia, Pa., or R. C. Crriscom, Secretary,
Atlantic City, N. J.

July 2-4—Third Annual Tournament of Canastota (N. Y.) Gun
Club. E. K. RobcrTs. Sec'y.
July 4.—Slater, Mo., Tbird Annual Tournament of the Slater

Gun Club. Wm. Reid. Secretary.
July 4.- Shoot of the Sotith Side Gun Club, at South Norwalk,

Conn,; sweeps, team shooting at inanimates, and other interest-
ing events will be shot off; all are welcome; no oue barred.
July 4—Third Annual Tournsment of the Towanda Rod and

Gun Club, at Towanda, Pa. Sweepstakes and guaranteed purses.
.July 7-9.—Wellington Gun Club Tournament, asaisied hy the

Inter-State Matmfacturers' and Dealers' Association, Boston, July
7, 8 and 9; $1,000 guaranteed.

Jul,v 22-24.—Pearl River Gun Club TournRment. First two days
bluerocks', last day live birds. J. J. Blauvelt, Pearl River, N. J.
Aug. 12-11.—The iMissouri State Amateur Shooting Association

Annual Tournament, at LfxiuRton, Mo. G. A. Slurges, Seo'y.
Aug. SO-Sept. 1.—Hacketi stown Gun Club. Two days aftargets.

For programmes address James L. Smith, Haokettstown, N. J,

NEW YORK'S THIRTY-THIRD STATE SHOOT.
THE thirty-third annual meeting of the New York State Asso-

ciation was opened at Rome on Monday evening, June 15, at
the Arlington Hotel, I might say it was Monday forenoon that
saw its commencement, for a large number of ihe visiting sports-
men went out to its shooting grounds and spent the afternoon in
open sweepstake shooting, the scores of which will be found at the
head of the first daj's- shooting.

At, 9 o'clock President Thomas H. Stryker sounded the gavel
and addressed the audience as follows; "Gentlemen of the con-
vention: I call to order the Thirty-third Annual Convention of
the State Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, and in
the name of the Rome Gun Club I thank you for your presence
and entbusiasm. I hope that tbis meet will be thepleasantest in
the history of the association. I think that the Rome Club has
done all in its p 3wer to make twis meeting a suceess* and has com-
plied witlj I he programme as mapped out by the commiitBe ap-
pointed at the couveniinn last year at Lyons. Again I welcome
you and hone you »vill enjoy yourselves."
Joh'i B, Sage, of Buffalo, who for 25 consecutive years has been

rtcordic/g secretary of the association, read the mmutes of the
last meeting at Lyons, 1S90, and they were adopted as read. The
f 'llowiDg named •.tuba were representPd:
Hillside Gun Club, Watertown—Delegates: Alexander Alllng-

bam, O. M. Paddock. J. T. Raplfr, J. E. Buckley.
Audubon Clnb, Buffalo—John B. Sage.
South Side Gun Club, Watertown—B. L. Taylor, A. O'Connor, J.

T.Scott. W. H. Tallett, W. G. fvingsley.
Lakeside Gun Club—J. G. Staccy, E. H. Kniskern.
Onondaga Sportsmen's Association of Syracuse—H. McMurchy,

Horace White, Dan Lefever, O. G. Courtney, Chas. Walters.
Genesee Sportsmen's Club.of Irondeciuoit—Wm. Richmond,, A.

Baker, A. Rlckman.
WaiervilleGun Club—C. M. Felton.
Auburn Gun Club-J. J. BiinckerfiofiE, O. H. Garret, J. E. Breg-

don, G. Corning, G. W. Nellis.
Buflalo Gun Club—Jonn Ashelhoer.
Eureka Gun Club, New York City—T. L DifQey.
Union Gun Club of Western New York—E. Andrews, A. 01m-

stead, F. Hammond, Jacob Koch.
Oneida County Sii irtsmen's Asfociation, Utica—H. L.Gates, J,

G. Knowlton, W. C. Harris, Gusfave Dexter,
Spencer Sportsmen's Club, Lyons—W. Harris, H. Watson, M. L.

Forsyth.
Johnstown Gun Club—A. Walruth, J, Pierson, F. Northrup, J.

Kennedy.
Rome Gun Club-C. E. Williams, J. S. Wardwell, T. J. Mowry,

S. M. Sievens, OaUdn Link.
Northern Wayne Gun Cluh—C. L. Tassell.
Clyde Gun Club—J. L. Howard, J. "Wurts, H. K. Compson.
Lyons Fish and Game Protective Association— W. S. Gavit,R. J.

Parshall.
North Side Gun 01u>i, Woodside, L. I.—Samuel Lyon.
Oneida Gun 01u>>—M. Cavaner.
Saratoga Gun Club-W. A. Coster, I. N. Ramsdill.
Cortland Ojantv Sportsmen's Club, Cortland—A. M. Schemer-

horn, W. tJlark, A, D Wallace, E. C. Rudge.
Trnjan Olub, f i'.jy—S. Gog^in. Gus Buesser, A. Patd.
Leaihei sincking (run Cliib, Oswego—M. B. Richardson, C. A.

Cannon, Al SpaugUr, Geo. Mosher, G. P. Mattison.
Elmlra J^'ish ana (i«me Club—C. F, Roe, H. Gaylord.
Oarj8,iob8,rie Gun Club—Chas. Weeks, i. C. Pegnin.
Canasio'a Gnu Cluo—W. H. Crittenden, E. B. Robetl,F,W. Suits,

H. A. Ostrauder.
A number of clubis then made application for membership in

the S ate Ai=;ooiation through their delegates. It was moved
that the recording secretary cast a single ballot admitting the
clubs to membprsbip. This was opposed, an i the discission was
hot and animated. Delegate Nellis, of Auburn, moved that the
convention proi^eed to ballot upon tije question of admitling the
new clubs. Mr. Richmond, of Irondequoit, moved tuat a com-
mittee o£ three be appointed by the chair to examine as to the
eligibility of ihese new clubs, especially so many new ones from
Syracuse. 3Ir. Richmond said it looked very mucti like "log roll-
idg" In favor of Syracuse for the ntxi meeting. He then offered
his etatemeut as an amcniiraent. It was seconded. Hon. Horace
White spuke m favor of Syracitsc and repudiated with scorn the
insinuation of Mr. R'chmond. He moved that the ayes and noes
be called on the original motion. Mr. Had'ey, oi' Rochester,
offered iis a substitute a motion to the effect that President Stry-
ker appoint a committee on credentials. Mr. Nellis refused to
accept the motion as a substitttte for the original motion. Mr.
White arose and in a forcible speech argued for a vote upou his
motion. It was carried Richmond asked tor a vote cn his amend-
ment. There was a perfect storm of noes and not a single aye.
Mr. White then called for the election of the new clulis. Sec-
onded and carried. The residt was 54 for admission against 14,
Mr. Jack Pentz acting as teUer. The new clubs thus admitted
were as follows:
Lefever Arms Company Gun Club, of Pyraeuse—G. D. Bowers,

Ed. Lefever, Geo. Nann, John Bremner. Geo. Luther.
Rochester Rod and Gim Club—W. C^ Hadley, Harry Stewart, E.

D. Hicks.
Geddes Shooting and Fishing Club—E. M. Klock, Harry Bly, M.

L. Trowbridge, Geo. Smitb, Edward Pratt.
Syracuse Rifle Club—A. A. Stillmau, J. N. Knapp, C. J. DaUey,

W. S. Barnum, H. J. Leighton.
Lafayette Gun Club, of Lafayette—Ashel Palmer, "W. C. Newell,

Carroll Gage, U m. Rowe, H. L. Rounds.
Salina Gun Club, of Liverpool—W. E. Hookway, H. Roese, B.

W. Jones, George Flick, Myron Wiedman.
Seneca Gun aud Rod Ciul), of Syracuse—F. J. Kaufman.
Westmorland Gnu Club—Thomas Hughes.
German Gun Club, of Syracuse—Jacob Gilcher, O. Zischang,

Julius Gilcher, L. Diet, N. Ayres.
Hill T'lp Gun Club, Pompey—Charles Lee, Fred Butts, T. M.

Berry, E. O- Thompson, James Ryan.
Anglers' Association of Onondaga County, Syractise—M. J.

French, W. S. McGregor, C. H. Mowry, H, L, Kennedy, H. E.
Rabbins.
Cold Spring Gun Club, Buffalo—Otto Besse, Jr., Barker Talsma.
Syracuse University Gun (31ub—Fred Lewis, Frank MiUer, Oscar

Whitford, A Ruland, R. S. Richardson.
Cambridge Gun Club—G. L. Williams, Wm. Mills, J. W.

McOormlck.
Honeoye Falls Gun Club—C. J. Wilkinson, J. L. Weller.
Three Mile Bay Gun Club—W. A. Vincent.
Brewercon Sporting Club—Peter Mogg, Clark Viiioent, Wm.

Pierce, E. J. Pierce.
After amendment of the Dean lliehoncl trophy rules Mr, Gates

flffered the following resolutioue;

aud Game iuloonvention assembled views with indignation and
alai'm the constant encroachments byfiudividuals and corpora-
tions upon the Adirondack wilderness. This great domain, value-
less for as ri cultural purposes and designed ss we believe as a
liaven of refuge for the health, j^nd pleasure seeker, is threatened
with devastation and ruin to satisfy the in&atiate greed of indi-
viduals and corporations. The inaccessibility of this region has
been its protection, but that inaccessibility has never been so
great but that even the weakest invalid could reach its innermost
recesses. We believe that the building of railroads into the Adi-
rondack country will only result in the ruin of the forests by the
axo of the lumberman .and the eventual extinction of deer and
other game. Wc denounce as untrue the statement put forth by a
certain millionaire club in the city of New York, who have re
cently gobided up the gem of the lower Adirondack country,
Jock's Lake, that lumbering operations can be carrid on and rail-
roads constructed without detriment to the sporting features of
the country, and we declare it to be the deliberate judgment of
every candid and impai tiHl man familiar with this section that
lumbering operations result in the complete ruin of the country
for recreative purposes and largely affect the rainfall as well
Therefore he it

"Bcsalvcdr That this association is opposed toithe building of any
railroad line into or across the Adirondack country so called.

"fi(«5;!'r(/, That we are opposed to the acquiring of large tracts
of fiie Adii'ondack country by millionaires or clubs for the pur-
pose of creating private preserves to the complete exclusion of
the common people and we declare such use of this section as un-
democratic and not in accord with the genius of our institutions
which Buarantee the greatest good to the greatest number.

"SeiiOtetd, That we call .upon tijc Forest Commission and the
various Slate oifloials having authority in this matter to oppose
by all legal aud proper means the unlawful attempts now being
made to build railroads into this country in defiance of public
sentiment and of law.

' Resolved, That this association does hereby recommend that
steps should be taken by the next Legislature to the end that out
of the Adirondnck country a public park be created and con-
trolled by the State in which no lumbering shall ever be per-
mirted and no railroads allowed to lay its rails."
The resnluiions were adopted. Secretary Sage read a letter

from Robert B. Roosevelt, president of the New York Game and
Fish Association, asking aid for the erection of a monument to
Audubon. The letter was placed on file. The nest business in
order was the selection of the place for the nest convention (1893).
Mr. Hadloy moved that the franchise be put up at auction and
sold to the highest bidder. Mr. White in reply said that if the
old and historic sportsman's associa,tion was to be put up and
sold, he for one, and he could confidently speak also for his club,
was unalterably opposed to suchi a pauper-like way of .selecting a
place where the next meeting was to be held. He felt assured
that the sense of the convention would frustrate any such action.
The motion haviun been seconded, was defeated by an almost
unauimoTis vote. Mr. White called for an aye and nay vote for
the place to hold the next convention. Here again followed the
hottest kind of a time in a parliamentary way. Mr. Had'ey
stiited that he had uo objection to going to Syracuse, but he did
not mean to have Syracuse crammed down his throat in the way
it was being done.
Mr. WhitH sp ke earnestly in favor of Syracuse, giving as his

reasons ti e central location of the cit}% the fine new club house
and grounds of the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Association,
the proposal on the part of the club to hold, as in the old days of
the State Association, fly-easting contests, and pistol and rifle
matches, which of late years have been Kiven up. He concluded
by asking the delegates from other cities to put in their claims
for the convention of 1803.

Mr. Hadley in a lengthy speech asked for a pecuniary guarantee
from the club oesirous of having the convention, he said that at
Lyons in 1S90 the club of which Mr. White was a member offtired
to put up $3000, in cash prizes it the convention would select
Syracu.se instead of Rome, and he would ask did that guarnntee
hold good on the present occasion.
Mr. Richmond argued on the same strain as Hadley. Mr. White

said he was opposed lo any guarantee, if the clubs got bidding one
against the other for choice of location, where would itstop; in Ihe
end the smaller clubs would have no chance whatever, theselecti n
woulrl al ways go to the larger and more wealthy towns. He further
stated that if the delegates voted for Syracuse he could say they
would be as warmly met, would receive as hospitable treatment
as was ever had in the history of the association. He would
nominate Syracuse as the place to bold the next convention.
Mr. Samuel Ijyon named Woodside, Long Island.
The question being pur, Syracuse received a tntal of 115 votes,

Woodside 4, and Watertown 1. On m' t'on of Mr. Lyon the vote
was made unanimous for Syracuse. The King Bird of Cruttenden
& Card was adopted as the target for 1892. Election of officers
lollowed with the following result:

President, Horace White, of Syracuse. First Vice-President,
Thos. H Stryker. of Rome. Second Yice-President, H. L. Gates,
of Utica. Recording Secretary, John B. Sage, of Buffalo. Cor-
responding Secretary, Chas. H. Mowry, of Syracuse. Treasurer,
Daniel M. Lefever, of Syracuse.

Monday,
LyonH 6,

Luther 10, , „.

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1: Lyon 10, Huntington 6, Golley 6,

Luther 9, Couriney 9, Walters 6, Stryker 7, Hauck 6, Lamb 7,
Hughes 7. Rayland 9.

No. 3, 16 .singles, entry 81 ..50: Befson 8, J. P. Hiil 12, Courtnev
14, Luther 13, Walters 10, Lyon 12, Rayland 13, Huntington 13,
BesleyS, Worden 11, Vincent 14, Lefever 12, Lamb 14, Kellf^r 12,
Stacey 12, Paddock 13, Taylor 13, Scott 13, Kmgsley 9, W. A.
Hill 9.

No. 4,10 singlf'S, entry fl: J. B. Stowell 3, Weller 6. Wilkinson
4, Corning 10, Huntington 9, Lyon 8, J.P.Eill 7, Courtnev 8, Luther
9, Paddcck 8. Stacey 3, Lefever 10. Taylor 9, Damb 4, Vincent 7,
Waiters 9, Allingham 7, W. A. Hill 8, Raylaod 7.

No. 5. 10 singles, entry SI: Wilkinson 6. Stowell 3, J. P. Hill 9,
Lyon 7, Weller 6. W. P. Rayland 8, Corning 7, Huntington 9, Vin-
cent 8, Taylor 1, Walters 3, Courtney 7, Tallett 9, Hauck 7, Luther
8, P.euson 9.

No. 9, 10 singles, ent^rance $1: Lyon 10. Wurts 10, Taylor 9, Vincent
8 Weidman 8, Paddock 8, J.P.Hill 9, Huntington 8. Tee Kay 9,
Tallett 9. Oallinghan 8, ICnowlton 10, Courtney 7, Luther 10. Le-
fever 10, Ely 3, Corning 7, Walters 8.

No. 7, 15 singles, entrance gl.50: Lyon 11, Taylor 13, Scott 14.
Vincent 10. Knowlton 13, Courtnev 13, Corning 13, KiUKslev 15.
Luther 13, Tallett 15, J. P. Hill 13, Watson 14.

No. 8,10 singles, entrance $1: Lyon 9, Forsyth 7, Allingham 9
Knisitern 8, Taylor 8, Scott 10. VVorden 10, Tallett 8, Mowry (i,

Cnrninafi, Vincent 10, Luther 10. Courtney 10, M. B. Kingsley 6
W. G. Kingsley 9, A. F. O'Connor 10, Lefever 8, Hicks 8, Hadley lo!
No. 9. 15 s ngle-, entrance 31.50: Lyon 13, Hadlev 12, Luther 15

W. (i. Kingsley 13, M. Kineslev 11, A. F. O'Connor U, Huntington
12, Andrews 15, Courtney 12, Vincent 14. J. P. Hill 13, Hicks 15
Woiden 14, Lamh 13, Kelsey 14, Epop 18, Kingslev 13.

No. 10, 10 sint'lea, entrance SI: Hnntingion 8, Strvke.r 9, Bur-
nett 9, L>on 7, Stewart 9 Kelsey 10, Courtney IfJ, Cabbbt 9, Eoon 9
Hicks 10, Tee Kay 7, Stewart 7, Weller 3, Wilkinson 7.

Tuesday, June 16, First Day.

The morning broke with a temperature seldom seen in either
July or August. The sun blazed away and the thermometer regis-
tered 100" in the shade, still the heat had seemingly no effect upon
the shooters. The attendance was the largest, in the history of
the association, the opening event having no les=i than 115 entries
within 7 of the number of contestants for the Board of Trade
Badge at the Illinois meeting of the week previous, and still the
"croakers'' say the interest in tournaments is on the wane.
Too much praise cannot be given to the committee for the ar-

rangement of Lhe grounds aud practical manner in which the en-
tire shoot was run. Secretary Bingham W'as ever on the alert to
please the visiting sportsmen and every wish of a contestant was
anticipated. The finance department was in able hands in the
person of Harry Kerr, of Auburn, and not an error could be
charged in his department. The open to all contests were run
from one set of ten traps on the rapid firing system and were in
charge of your correspondent, ably assisted by .7. H. W^ardwell
and Rob C. Jones as cashiers, Ed Smith as scorer and Oliver
Story as trap puller.
Contest No. 1, .$320 in prizes, entrance $L 15 single kingbirds

tirst prize Sf'O, second SSO. third $04, fourth g48, fi:fih"843 ties divi-
ded:W J Simpson . 111111111111111—15 Richmond llllllioilioioi -13
Knowlton 111111111111111-15 Kennedy llOilltOlOlllli—12
Ramsdill 111111111111111-15 Howard lOiOlllimniO-i''
Carr IlllllUnn 111—15 Forsyth aitltOOllOlllll—15
Mills imillllllUll—15 Gavici OlllOOiimilH—l5
Penn 1111 101111111 11—14 BaKer IHOUlOll 1] 101—12
Comp.son llUlllUlllOll-14 Epop 111110011111011—13
Hoack milllllinoa-14 Tnompaon moilliliOlll]!—12
Brigdon 111111111111110—14 Knis<era lullOlllOlinil-13
Watson.. 111111111111110-14 Goggin. . . . . . ...UOlOlilolUlU—12
A-fi H , ,.ll].llinimio;-lf yianepc. OmilOIlllUOl-L^

Mack lllHllllOlllll-14 ' C D Hicks 011111110111011-13
E Hudson, Jr . . 1 11111101111111-14 ' Ri ndge .111111010011 1 11—12
Crosby... lllimiOllllll-14 W A Hill 111110111110011-13
Lefever 111111 1101111 11—14 Pad dock 011111011111011—13;
Hookway 111111111101111-14 • Tassell 111111110010110-13
Tallett 011111111111111-14 Northrup 011110001111111—11
Rocliworth. . . . 111111111011111-14 H M Stuart.. . .011111000111111-11
Pierson 111011111111111-14 LeBin 101100111111101-11
AadrewB llUllllonilll-14 Riohard.?on .. .,111110111100101—11
Kplsev mnillllllOU-U, Poschell 111110001011111-11
Scott oiiminiiii 11-11' Adam? inuoionoiioi—11
C Wicks linilOllinill—It Moore lllllOOllllOOil—

H

Hadlev 111111111111101-11 ,:, Mosher 111110011110011-11
Golly 111110111111110-13 l. Walters 100111011110111—11
Stewart 111111111011101—13 - .Smvthe..., ,

..-111010110011111—11
Stacey 111011110111111-13 Whyte .- .OUnilOllOOlll-11
Brinokerho ff . . 111101 1101111 11—13
Koch 111011011111111—13
Mai tisoc 1111 1 1100111111—13
Schemerhoru . .11111 1011111101—13
Paul ....111111011110111-13

Wendell 111110111101100-11
Alii neham 1110111 1 1100101—11
Hun tington. . . .010111111101110-11
J Bfsser lllllllllOUOlOl—11
Wurtz 111011111110100—11

Page 111100111111111—13; F DS 111100101111110-11
"S hort^ " 11111 11 10011111—13 i Wikon 0111011 1001 1011-10
"Buck" 1111101 10111111-13

1

Buesser Ull 01011111111- 13 <

Talsma 111111011111110-13
j

Reckiuan 111111111011011—18W L Kingsley. 101110111111111-13

O'Connor 101111111100100—10
;Lutber lOlOllllOOlllOO-lO
I
Garrett 111110110101001—10
Wheeler lOOllOllOOllUl-lO
Tay 1or HOD 00 111 1001 1-1

0

Markhain llOUlllOlUlll—13 JB 111101110101100—10
Partiss linillllllOUO 18 Mizner 111101101110001—10
McM urchy .... 10 111 1 11nil 110-13 El y Oil 01101 10 1 1101—10W Harris 111111110111101—13 Mourcey 101011111010101-10
Hudson, Sr. . . 111111011101111-13 Callis 11 1011011100011—10
Hammond. ...101111111111110-13 Berry 111001110110101—10
Felton lllHOmOmn—13 Lvon 111001 1 1000 1101— 9
Canriee 011111111111110-13 Haihaway OlOllOOllOlOOOl— 9
Rayland 111111110101111-13 Dtfiley llllloOllClOOOl— 9
Olmstead lllOllllllluIll—13 Greer 111011110101000- 9
Tuttle 111011111011111—13 Ntllia IIOOIOIOIIOIOII— 9
Elliott 111101011111110-12
HaUoway 111011111011110—12
Stryker 111110111100111-12
"Swiveller". . .111101100111111—12
Doane 111111011011110—13
Corning lllOOllUlOllll - 12

P^rkm.s 110110111010001— 9
Wiliianis llllOOOllllOlOO - 9
Run ett lOllllUOOOOllO- 9
M B Kingsley ..OlllOOlllOlllOO- 9
Gaylord 111110101001000— 8
Farmer IIOUIUOOIOOOO— K

Courtney 111111110010111—12 Pegnin OllOllOlOh 0010— 7
Ashton 111110111010111-13 Stow^ 11. OlOOlOlOOOlOUl— 7
Contest No. 2, In i-irgre tingbirds, first prize S80, second $80,

third $04. fotirtli Rirh 848. ties div.:
Ellioit 111111111111111-15 Waller.'^ 1011 1101 nilllO-lS
Hookway 11111111 1111111-15 Wend ell 1101 11111101011—12
Tallett 111)11111111111-15 Pinn 111111101111100-13
Kniskern. .. .11111 HI 1111111-15 Watson 111111101011101-13
Schemerhorr. . 11111 llimilll—15 Cavaua 111011111101110-13
Olmstead 111111111111111-15
Felion 111111111111111-15
ASH 111111111111111—15
Kcch 111111111111111— )5

Crosby.
Buck...

Paul lllilllOOlimO-13
Richardson .. .Itlll0<111110111-13
Candee 11111011111'>011-13

- Stuart 111101111101110—13
111111111111111-15 Taylor 111111011010111-13

...111111111111111-15 Melniyre 111101011111101 13
Carr 11 lUinill 1111-15 Wurtz 011110101111111—12
Brinckerhoff..111111111111111-15 Harris ....llllltlOlOilOlll—11
Whyte nniiiiimoii-i4 F D S llOlllllOnilOO-11
Simpson linilllimilO-U Parshall llllOlltUlOilOl—11
Counney 111111111011111-14 Stacey 110111011101011-11
Mack Hill 1111111101-14 Buesser 1111 OOOlll 11011-11
Stuart ..111111111111110-14 Howard llliillllOOUOll—11W Harris IHlllllllOlUl—14 G.'dley. 1111(10! 11111100—11
JBe-sser llllllOllUllH -11 Rockwith 100111111111010—11
Hammond 111111111110111-14 Hicks 111111100110011-11
Scott 111110111111111—14 Huntington.. .011011111011110—11
Vincent 1 1 1 111 101111111-14 Lyon OH 1 10001 1 1 1 111—11
Lefever inmOinillll-14 Mosher 111111000101111-11
Howell 111111111011111-14 AT^drcws lOOOlll 111 11101-11
Rickraan llllOlllUlUll—14 H abaway 111110101011101—11
Allingham... .110111110111111—13 CoUis UllUOlGOiOOll—ID
Knolton UlllOllUlOlll -13 Poschel OOlHOllllllOlO—10
Lamb 111111011111110-13 Huds(m, Jr. .- .101100111110011-10
CompsoD.. . .011111111111101—13 Riudge llllUllllOOOOll—10
Rayland OlllHOilllim-13 Houck lOlllOlllOOlllO—10
Ashton 111111111011101—13 Pegnin 1OD10O1110O111—10
Markham 011111111111101—13 Richmond 111001111010011—10
Huds.m. Sr. . .. 111111101011111-13 Kennedy .111110001001111—10
Northrup 111110101 Ull 11-13 W C Kingsley.101011010101111—10
Weeks 111111111111100—13 Scherrer. 111010111001011—10
Ramsdeil 111011011111111—13 Adam« 111100101110110—10
Hadley 111101111111110-13 McAdam 11110101X1110011— 9
Baker lllllillllllOOl-13 Mowrey 011011010110010— 9
McMurchy 111111111110101—13 Diffley Uh OlOOOlUlOl—

9

"Shorty" 111011011111111—13 Williams lOlUlOlOOlOiOl- 9
Luther 011111110111111-13 Maiterson... .ItlOlUllllOlOOO-

9

Peterssen 111111110111011—13 Walters 101011110010011- 9
Moore 111111111100111—13 L Bin OUllOlOOlOllOl— 9
Tuttle ...111111101110111—13 "Swiveller"...111101010010101—

9

Corning 111011111111101-13 Stryker 110111000 1011Ot— 9
Kelsey lOlllOlllllHll—13 Page ""^ '

Brigdon 111111 1101101 11—13 Mizner
Foray the 111011001111111—13 Buster
Epp 101111110111101-13 Gavitt „
Tolsma 011111101111101—13 Smythe 101110110001000— 7
Goggiu 011111010111111-12 Partiss Ill 0101 lOlOOOOO— 7
MiUi HOllOllll (0111-13 Farmer OOIIOHIOIOIOOO- 7
Paddock lllllUlOlOlllll-13 Dennison IIOIIOOOOOIOIUO—

6

Regular No. 1, open to all, 10 singles, entry $1: Walters 5,
Rindge 10, Lyon 7, Gavitt 9, Paddock 10. Buck 10, Hughes 4, Had-
ley 9, Simpson 10, Vincent 10, Ramsdall 7, Rockworth 9, Andrews
10, Mosher 9, Green 4, Buesjser 9. Epop 8, Page 8, Corfleld 6, Shorty
8, Tattle 8, Scott 9. Goggin 10, Wilson 7, Allingham 9. Parshall 4,
Burnatt 8, Havil 9, Hathaway 9, A. Paul 9, Taylor 10, W. B. Moore
7, Chas. Pochell 7, Kelsey 9, Diffler 7, Hughes R, Wurts 9, H. C.
Watson 8, Worden S, VV. G. Kiugbley 8, Hammond 9. H.cUs 10,
Adams 8, Apgar 8, Cavana 6, Tallett 10, Wilkinson G, Weller 5,
Link 6. 9, J. P. Hill 10, Hookway 10. W. H. Mills 10, Courtney lo,
Felton b, A. S. H. 10. McMurchy 10. J. Bee 6, Huntington 8, BrinK-
erhoff 9, Williams T. Miher 10, Luther 8, D. W. 7, J. F. Tuttle 5.

No. 2. open to all, 15 singles, entry 81.50: Taylor 14 Paddock 13,
W. G. Kingsley 10, Hicks 12. Lyon 12, Simuaon 14, Hathaway 14,
Crosby 14. Apgar 12, Hughes 12, Courtuey 13, Hammond 10. Vin-
cent 10, G. L. Williams 10, Burnett 11, C. Pochell 7. Miller 14.
Cavana 10, "Shorty" 14, Scott 14, Worden IS, Luther 14, Penrose
14. Gavitt 11, Apgar 14, Knowlton 13. C. H. Mowry 14, Northrup 13,
Walters 13, Paul 10, Taliet 14, Adams 13, Lefever 13, J. P. HiU 13,
A. S. H. 12, Feltou 15, W. H. Mills 1.3, Allingham 11, Berry 11, Han-
ley 15, Epop 14, W. F. Quimby 14, Andrews 14, Moore 13, Hookway
13, Rinrige 11. Rayland 12, Mosher 14, Parshall 14, Diffler 10,
Green 13.

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1: W. L, Clark 7. Paddock 8, J. P. Hill 8.
Stryker 6, Paul 7, Apgar 7, Walters 8, Kelsey 9, Cour.ney 8, Lyon
9, W. G. Kingsley 10, C, N. MowTy 10, Epop 10, Perkins 9, Gantt 9,
Crosby 10, Corning 9, Mosher 8. W. F. Quimbv 8, Knowlton 9,
Shorty it Northup 9, Taylor 9, Palmer 8, Miller 10, Corfield S,
Adams 7, Simpson 10, Hatheway 8, Wilson 9, Rindge 7, Wilkinson
6, Weller 8, Devei aux 9, Partiss 8, Vincent 8, Watson 8, Warts 8,
Candee 0, Luther 8, Penrose 10. DifBcy 6, C. W. Tuttle 10, SwiveJler
7, Sioweil 4, Ruck 10, C. Link 5, Wicks 9, Barry 9, Adams 6, Car-
ana 4, Huntington 5, Marknam 9, Pt quins 7, Greer F

...IIIIUOIIOIOOOO- 9
.011110111010010— 9
.lOllOlOlOllnOOl— 8

...OlOolllJlOllOlOl— 8

Carr 20, Whyte 18, Bridgen 17, Hadley IS, Penrose 20, Crosby 20,
Markham 20, Deveraux 17, Cavana 12, Paddock 16, A. H. S. 18,
Felton 15, Pegnim 13, Ashton 16, Kennedy 10, Hicks 16, McMurchy
20, Andrews 19, Wilt^on 15, Wm. Harris Hi, Northrup 17, Hookway
19, Vincent 17, Holloway 13, Adams 14, Greer 12, Wicks 17, Epop 18,
Lefever 18.

No. 5, 10 singles, entry 81.50: Apgar 9, Rockworth 9, W. F. Q.
10, Shorty 8, Paodock 10, J. P. Hill 10, Miller 10. Corfield 8, Lamb 8,
Deveraux 9, Wendell 9, Ccosby 10, Luther 10, Wilson 5, Howell 9,W. G. Kingsley 9, Mosher 9, Rajl nd 8, Hookway 8, Forsyth 8,
Brister 9, Pochel 7, Ely 7, Lyon 7, Corning 10 Weller 8, Wilkinson
0, W. J. Harris 9, Shearer 8, Simpson 8, W. S. Clark 5, W. B. Moore
9. J. F. Tuttle 3, Page 5, Tassell 9. Courtney 8, C. H. Mowry S,
Andrews 10, Candee 8, Ayliug 6. Adams 7, Huntington 8, Parkiss
7, Kallics 9, Epoi> 9, Penrose 8, Gavitt 5. Parshall 8, Williams 6, C.
W. Tuttle 9, Reid 3, Worden 5, Stryker 6, Paul 8.
No. 6, 15 singles, entry $2; Hookway 14, Epnp 13, Mosher 13,

.Shorcy 13, Huntington 14, Simpson 14. J. P. Hill 11, W. F. Q, 14
Apgar 14, McMurchy 13, Andrews l3. Lurher 14, Rockwortn 10,

-..J, w, TT . i.-x, A-yLitiKir-u^ ±»,, v^ttvttuct XV, VV Liiiaujb iij, ia*iLueway
9. Hammond l-""., Hudson 13, W. H. Mills 12, Buesser i;i, Ayhng 11,
C. W. Mowry J3, Brinkerhoff 15.

-^J b ,

No. 7, 31J singles, etitry SB; W. J. Kmgsley If, Shorty Simp,m 5Bj Lyon An^re'jf.f 1.9. ^pop |8, piit|tpgt9ij p, Mti-
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ler 16. Markham 19, Paddock 17, W. F. Q. 20. KelseT20. E. Hudson,
(
Simpson. ...11111111111101101111-18 Helaold. . ..11100nilll00inil00-14

Jr. 18. MoAdfl-ni 10, C. W. TutUelS, Bigrdenl6, OorninelT, Williams
Hamraond 17, Candee 18. HudgoTi. Sr., 19, Aperar 20. MnsherlS,
Penrose 18, Oroi?by 16, M..'Mu'chy 30, CourlueylT, Paul 20, Hook-
wa.y 17, Felton 16, A. S.H. 20. Raylaod 16,

No. 8, 10 singles, entry |1: O. H. Mowry 6, W. H. Hills 9,
Strvker 7, Northrup 10, WiHiams 8, W. L. Ola-k 5. Gavitt
8, W. J. Harris 8, HuntingtoTi 7, Shear 9, W. P. Q. 8, Apga' 10,
Crosby 10, Wendell 8, Lffever 10. Moore 10, Scott 8, Doan 8, Pete) -

son 7, W. Tutile 9, Tee Kay 9 Miller 10. Fors.vth 10, J. P. Hill 7,

Penrose 10, C ""ur' nev 7, Lyon 6, Paul 7, Mosher 8, McMurehy 8,

Lamb 8 M. Kingsley 8.

No. 9, 15 singles, entrv $8.50: 0. W. Tuttle 15, W. P. Q. 13, Pen-
rose 13, Miller 15, (horning 13, At^gar 14, Crosby 15, Lefever 13,
Williams 12, W. H. Mills 14, Paul 12.

At 9:25 in the eyening President Srryker called tho meeting to
order. Mr. Hadley said that inasmuch as on the preyious evening
there had been so mucb unpleasant discussion, as to th*' manner
of electing clubs as new members of tlie association, be moved
that a oomm'ttee of three be appointed by the cbair. such com-
mittee to be known as a "committee on credentials" and to be
appointed eacb year.
mr. Gules suggested that all application for membership to the

association be made to the chairman of this committee and not
to the treasurer, as now. The amendment was accepted by Mr.
Hadley and the motion was carried.
Mr. Bingham, of Rome, said that, as corresponding secretary

of the association, he had corresponded with sportsmen all over
the f^'tare. with the view of securing a large attendance at the
Stat« shoot. The east, he said, had not been represented as well
as other pirts of the State, 'everal business men of New York
had written to him, stating that they would be glad to attend
State shoots, but as they were residents of New Jersey the rules
barred them from the main events and the contest for the Dean
Richmond trophy. Mr. Bingham thought it would be a good idea
lor the association to make a special provision for admitting resi-
dents of New Jersey who carry on business in New York, aad are
members of New York State clubs, to take part in the events
from which they were now barred.
On motion of Mr. Richmond the Association gave its tmani-

mous consent to permit Mr. Quimby and other delegates situated
like himself permission to take part in the main events of the
shoot excepting the content for the Dean Richmond trophy.

. Mr. Sage said a club could be represented by only one team for
thf Dean Richmond trophy.
Mr. Hadley moved that Rule 2 of the rules of shooting for the

Dean Richmond trophy, which reads "The gun mtist not be held
to th" shoulder till the bird is on the wine; the btitt must be clear
below the armpit, otherwise the referee shall declare "lost bird',"
be stricken out, and that the words "Position at the score—any to
suit the shooter" be substituted. Mr. Pentz, of New Y''ork, said that
19 clubs out of every 20 followed the style laid down in the present
Rule 2. Mr. Hadley said antf^diluvian rules would not do for
niufteenth century contests. Mr. Pentz held that the rule was
not antediluvian. It was the rational way of carrying a gun w"' en
looking for wild game. Samuel Lyons, of Long Island, said that
was the manner of shooting on Long Island, Mr. Hookway, of
Syr tcne, said the proposed change M^ould do away with challenegs
which might be made for the purpose of rattling a shooter. Mr.
Richmond said it would be best to adopt a rule that would pro-
duce the least dissatisfaction. A man should be allowed to use
his gun as be pleased. Then he could act naitirally and be at his
best. Mr. B*orsyth said that the birds had no time to get away
from the trap when a man held his gun to his shoulder waitilng
for the Iran to spring. It was simply slaughter. He thought the
bird should have a fighiing chance. The question was put and
the convention gave its unanimous consent to the change pro-
posed by Mr. Hadley.
Four clubs who bad paid their initiation fees, but whose names

had not been included in the list of clubs in good stanrling, were
recognized as being in good standiDg. These were the Fountain
Gun Club and the Coney Island Rod'and Gun Club, of Brooklyn,
the Emerald Gun Club, of New l^orfc, and the Frankfort Gun
Club, of Frankfort.

Wednesday June 17, Second Day.

This the second day of the shooting programme opened fully as
auspiciously as the opening day. Many who were present yester-
day left for their homes, but new comers have taken their places.
Among the contestants not eligible to enter the State events are
E. D. Miller and May Apzar, of New Jersey, but have been doing
great shooting in the open events and ir is a rarity for either to
score a lost bird. Another prominent figure on the grounds is

Hon. Roswell P. Flower, shooting in every event; he seemed to
enjoy himself highly. The Syracuse boys are making things lively
and are entertaining everybody in great shape. Their tent in
charge of that old veteran, C. H. Finch, is well patronized and
none leave it suffering with hunger and thirst. The tent of the
Oneida County Sportsmen's Clu>> is another popular visit for the
boys andGus. Dexter makes a genial Boniface. The weather in the
forenoon was extremely^ hot, but a shower of about an hour's
duratinn that drove the contestants t'^ shelter, co'ded the atmos-
phere and marie the afternoon'^ shooting thoroughly enjoyable.
Contest No. .3, 15 single kingbirds, entrance $i, first prize £80

second $80, third S64, totirth S48, fifth $40. Ties divided:
Stuart Illllimilini-15 Dnane 110111110110111-1;
Burnett 111111111111111-15 Gogein lllllOlllllOflll-i;.

Kelsey 111111111111111-15 Ramsdell lOlllllllOllOU-12
Luther 111111111111111-15 Buck 011101111011111-13
Penn 111111111111111—15 Howard 101111110011111-13
Scott 111111111111111-15 Hicks 101011101111111-12
Simps- 'U lllllllimim—15 Gayitt lUllOlOll 11110-12
McMurchy ... 111111111111111-15 Brigdon 111011101111110-12
B L Taylor.... 111111111111110- 14 Hookway 001111111111011—13
Brinckerhoff . .110111111111111—14 Huntington. ...111110111011110—12
Paddock 111111111101111—14 Mowrey 111111U,0111101-13
Knowlton llUlllllllllOl—U Pope HllllOlllODlll—12
Kniskern 111111111011111-14 Hudson, Sr. . 11 1111 lOllOlOl 1—13
Whyte 111011111111111—14 Courtney imUlliOCOlll—12
Fallett llllOllUinill—14 ASH OlliOllllOlllll- 12
Crosby 111101111111111—14 A^ res 111111101011101-12
"W Harris 111111111111110-14 Mills illlll0illll001-12
Hammond, ...111111111111011—14 Raymond 110011101111111—12
Andrews 111111111111110—14 Markham lluOlOl 11111111—12
Olmstead 111111111101111—14 Mclntyre 111101110110110-11
Compson 111111111101111-14 Kennedy 011111011011110-11
Felton 111111111110111—14 P Stuart 111111110011100-11
O'Connor lllllllilIllOll—14 Hathaway . .111101110 tlOl 11—11

Tuttle 111111111011111-14 Rickmm 010111101111110-11
Qiiimby 111111 111011111-14 HoweU Ull 11001110011—11
Rich lllllinuillll 1-14 Moor e 11101 1 PlllOlOll l-ll
Corning lUi 0111111 1111-1 4 Schemerhorn..0moillll00111-ll
Lefever 111111110111111-14 Koch 111100011011111-11
Golley rillll011111111-H Lebesu 001011111111011-11
Tass'-U 111111110111111—14 Richmond 111010011101111—11
J P am lllOllllllllbll-T^ Tolstna 011101111111100-11
Wq tz lllllOilllOllll—13 Wilkinson 111011111100101—11
Stodd nillllllOnOll-13 Peterson OllllO 111010111—11
Walters 110111 101111111—13 Sracey Ill 110011110101—11
JB .111111111001111 18 Elliott.... 11011011 lililOO -11
L Davenport.. 111110111110111—13 Wendell OiOillllOllOlll-11
Parshall 1 1011 10 1 1 1 11 111- 1 3 Alexander 10 1 illO 1 1 1 lllOO-1

1

Rock with llllllhllOUm-13 Partiss OliOllllOllUOO-10
Hadley 111111011110111—13 Richardson. ...111100001101 '11—10
earn lOllllllinOlll-13 Pochel IIIIIUOOOIIIOO-IO
WGKingsley.lllllllllOIOlll-13 Rindge OlOlOllllOlUlO-iO
Buesser 111110111111011-13 Corfleld llliOOllOlOlOll-10
Shorty 111111111111100-13 Greer Ill 10001101110—10
Wdtson 0111 10111111111-13 Candee 111110010100111-10
Vincent lUlOlllllUi 10-13 Strvkir lllllllUOUOOlO-lO
Mosher 101111111111011-13 Ohmig 1011 101001011 10- 9
Northrup ....110111111011111-13 Steele lOOOlUllOllluu-

9

Baker 111010111111111-13 Hemold . lliani01000111- 9

Paul ,...111111010111111-18 Story lUlllOOlOUlUOl- 9

R P Flo wer . . . .0110111111111 11 -13 Mat tesou UOllOOl lOlOlOO - 8

PD S 111011101111111—13 Wei ler IIOOOUOIIOIOIIO- 7

Van Ostrand..ll]li01U111110-13 Mack llOllOOOOOOlOOl— 6
Gt) Houck... .111111010101111-12 Lyon lOlUOOlOKKv
CoDTest No. 4 20 single, kingbirds, $457 In priztss, entry |4. Ties

must be shot off in this cou'est at 10 Bingle birdr;

M'Murchy. 11111111111111111111-20 Buck 01111111011101101111-16

Crosby 11111111111111111111-20 WKingsleyOlllOllllUOOlllini-lO
Andrews. ..lllllimmilllllll-&0 Q limby. . . .1111111110011101(011-16

Rockwitb. .11111111111111111111-20 Forsyth.. . .11111111101000111111-16
Hammond.millllllimililll-2U Whyte 11111101110110111101-16
Olmstead.. llllinillOiinillll-19 Coruing.. . .lllllUllimoi0110H-16

Schem'rh'DlllllllllOllllOlllll-18 Rich 00111011011101101111-14
Shorty 1 1111111101111011111-18 Compson . .10111011011011111100-14
Padflock...ll]lllllim01011111-18 Link 11001101111100101111-14
Berry 01111111111111101111-18 Dexter . .10111111111010001110-14
Hudson, Sr.limmilOlllOlllll-18 Richardson011101011011101!ll01-14
Lefever .. 01111111111111111011-18 Courtney.. nillOOllllliOlOllOO-14
Hadley ....limilllOOlllllliU-lS Baker 11101111011100111001-14
Tayh.r 11111110111111111110-18 Cmdee .. .11111010 00011101110-13
Huntingi 'nimilOOOimiinill-17 Walters. . .. 10101111 HOOK lOUO11-13
Kniskern. .11111111110111011011-17 R P FlowerlllllOllOlOlOOllOllO-13
Paul 11110111110111111110-17 Rindge 01101111010110101110-13
Knowlton. .11111101111111111001-17 Tolsma 11110010101110110101-13
Tollett 111101 limtOminil-17 Laforce. . . .10110110101111100011-13
Wurtz ... .11111101110110111111-17 Fischer.... 11111011111010100100-13
A, S. H ...11 11111 101 110noil 11-17 Dodson.... 101101011101)00101111-12
Harris W- lOllHlllllOllOUlll-i: Lyon 01010100110111001111-12
Scott 11011111110110111111-17 Rayland...00111011001111110000-11
Richmond . 1111110111 1 11 1 100111-17 Williams . . 011011 1 llO'DOl 101 1000-11
Hookway. .10111111111110011111-17 S'omy .... 11101011111000101000-11
Stacey Ill 0111111011111011-17 Hathaway. OOllllllOOllOllOOOOl-llV O.strand.numniOllOl 111 11-17 Orton. . . . : 011100001001100H110-10
Walzer .... 11111111110111010111-17 Stryker. . . .10001010001010111110-10
Penn 11111111101111110001-16 Lebe.au ...,011011101010111100 »y
Daveuport.lllllOlllllllllOOOll-16 Rickman...1111101110100000

w

Besser, Jr. 11111111100111011011-16 Stodd 1011101 1 11 lOOOw
Mosher. . . . 01111111111101011101-16 Leibinger . .lOlOOllOOOtv

Ties on 20 for first prize dlv.

Second Prize—Ties of 19.
Six prizes in second place, class shooting—shot off at 10 targets

each:
Carr 1111101111 1111111111-19 Northrupl 101101111 - 8
Luther..1011111111 1111110111-18 Pope ....111111111] —10
Howard 1111011 111 1111110011—17 Olmsteadllllllllll -10
Brigdon 0111111011 — 8

Ties on 18 for Third List of Prize".
Hudson, Sr 1111111111
Kelsey lllUMll
Tuttle 1111111111
Simpson 1111111101
Lefever .lllllllOtl
Brinckerhoff 1111111011
Paddock 1111111110
Taylor 1111111110
Hadley lllli 11011 _

Markham 1110111101- 8
Shorty 1101101011- 7
Hudson, Sr., captured first prize, Simpson took second, Mark-

ham third, Shorty fourth, Berry fifth, and Schemerhorn sixth.

1111111111
1111111111
1110111111
1111 1mil
11111101
111110
HlllO
11110
1110

1111111111 1111111111-40
1111111111 lllimiOl-39

-19
-19
-16
—14
—14
-13
-13

Berry.... 1010111001- 6
Schemerhorn lOllOOlOOO- 4

Ties on 17 for Fourth List of Prizes.
innuiii
1101111110
100

-20
-IS
—11
-10

01 —20
00 -19

—18
-18

1111111111-37
1011111111 1111101111-26
1110111011 -IB— 7— 5

lllHlllU
1111111111
llillllllO
1111111101
11110
1101111111

Davenport. . .lUOHOlOl
Forsyth IIOOOIOODI

— 8

— 7— 7— 4

Thmrsday, June is. Third Day.

Rain began falling at midn'gbt and the shooting to-day began
in a drizzle that did not let up until iate in the afterno'm. No
comolftints were heard and the entire programme was shot off.
The entry list was not quite as large as on the two preceeding
days, 76 being high water mark. Great interest is manifested in
the Dean Richmond contest and at least a dozen entries seem
assured.
Contest No, 5, at 15 singles kingbirds, entrance %i; S320 in prizes,

first prize $80, ser-ond 880. third $64, fourth $48, fifth $48; +ifR div.:
Burnett 111111111111111-15 Taylnr 111011101110111-13
Whyte 111111111111111-15 Gavitt 11111111011101-13
Crosby 111111111111111—15 Northrop 111111011111110-13
Courtney 111111111111111-15 W Harris HIOlOlOllO'lU—11
Luther 111111111111011- 14 H M Stuart . . .llllllOllOlUOO-ll
Penn 111011111111111-14 Walruth 1100miOllCli1-H
EUiott. 111111111111011—14 A Bnker 1111 10011011110-11
Tallett lilllOl 11111 111 14 Matteson lOOOlO'llllllH—11
Raviand 111111101111111—14
Brigdon 111111111111011—14
Besser, Jr,... .111111110111111—14
Rickman 011111111 111111-14

Olmstead 111111111100001-11
Devitt 1111(11011011011-11
Koch OlOllOIOllimi-ll
Poch el 1 1111 10011 1101 10 ^11

ASH 1111111111
Knowlton llllUlIll
Kniskern 1111111111
Richmond 1111111111
Huntington 1110111111
Tallet 1111111011
Scott 1111111101
Van Nostrand 1111111011
W^alzer 1111101111
Harris IIIIIIOIOI
Paul 1101111110
Wuriz nilllUOO
Hookway _ 1010111110
Stacey 0110110100
First prize was won by A. S. H., second by W. R. Huntington,

third by W. C. Harri«, fourth by HookNvay, and fifth by Stacey.

Ties on 16 for fifth series of prizes.
Buesser, Jr. .1111111111 11101-14 Btiesser 1011011111 —8
Quimby 1111111111 11011-14 "Buck" 1010111111
Whvte. ......1111111111 1101.1-14 Mosher 1001111011
Corning 0111111111 11111—14 Stuart 1110^01111
Ohmig llllLUllO 11111-14
Kingsley 1111101111 11100-12
Penn 0111111111 10 —10
Buesser, Jr., anfi W. V. Qtiimby div. first prize; Corning and

Ohmig div. second; Buesser and Buck div. third; Mosher, Stuart
and Davenport div. fourth; Forsyth captured fifth.

Ties on 16 for Sixth Series of Prizes.
Koch 1111011111 - 9 Hicks 1011010111 lOUl-U
Moore 1110011111 — 8 Kellar 1111110001 11101—11
Felton 0111011110 11111-13 Goggin 0101110011 —6
Matteson . . . 101111 1100 11101-11
First prize was won on the shoot-off by Koch, second by Moore,

third was won by Felton, fourth went to Goggin.

Ties on 14 for Seventh Series of Prizes.
Heinold llllllllll -10 Richard.son ..lOOllUlll lOHl—12
Baker llllllOlll - 9 Courtney. .. .1111011011 00110—10
Rich 0111111110 11111-13 Dexter lOOOllOlll — 6

First was won by Heinold, second went to Baker, third to Rich
and fourth to Dexter.

Regular No. 1, open to all. entry $1: Lyon 6, Wurts 10, Greer 7,

Buesser 8, Paddock 9. Hughes 8, Shorty 6, Northrup 10. Tassel 8,

Leibenger I.Paul 9, Hammond 10, Dexter 5, Ash 9, Felton 10,

Huntington 6, Simpson 9, Gavitt 8, Pirshall 4, Heinold 6, Hicks 9,

Forsyth 8, Hookway 9, Andrews 9, Miller 10, Selliman 5, Eppig 3,

Rockworih 8, Mclntyre 8. W J. Harris 9, Mcore 8, Shear 7, Pochel
4, Mosher 9. Mf^Murchy 10. Howell 9.

No. 2, 15 .singles, entry S1.50: S. L. D. 11. C. W. Tuttle 15, Leib-
enger 5, Eppig 9, Schleimen 8, Miller 15, Hammond 14, Apgar 13,

Partiss 9, Hookway 13, Paul 15, Mosber 14. C. H. Mowry 11, Stodd
9, Crosby 1-5, Swiveler 11, Simpson 15, Luther 14, W. H. Mills 1.3,

Htorv 12. Diflley 11. Knowlton 1-3, Dexter 8, Northrup 14. Cavan a
5. Ash 15. Felton 14, Hughes 11, Walters 13, Greer 14, Buck 15,

Heinold 6, Quimby II.

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1: Leiberger 3, Eppig 3, Sleiman 4, Lyon
9, Ca'-ana6, Hathaway 9, Goggin 7. Forsyth 8, CnurfT ey 10, Koch
10 Paul 7. Apgar 8. Ayres 9, Williams 9, Tuttle 9, Wilkinson 8,

Welier 5, Swiveller 7, Penro.se 9, Story 8, Garritt 9, Dexter 10 C
H. Mowry 8, Lefever 9, S. L. D. 7, Andrews 9, Hiller 10, Greer 9,

Tosla 9, Carr 8, Lebeau 8. Simpson 8, Mosher 9, Crosby 10, Moore 8
W. H. Mills 9, Book 10, Nortimp 9, Hughes 8, Quimby 8, Hadley 10,

Brigden 10, Knowlton 9, Tee Kay 7.

No. 4, 20 singles, entrance $2..50: Paddock 13, W. G. KIngsley 19,

Brigden 18, Scott 17. Tuttle 19, Simpson 18, Paul 18, Miller 20, Hook-
way 19, Markham 19, Apgar 17, Greer 15, Wurts 16, Orton 5, Cor-
ning 16. Hammond 16, Hathaway 18, Rindge 14, Mosher 19, Ruck
18, JEuntington 18, Davenport 13, Liehinger 14, Epny 5, Schlelman
14, Courney 18, Crosby 18, Carr 19, Penrose 20, Shorty 17, S. L. D.
12. Moore IS. Hadley 19, Andrews 16, McMurchy 20, Pope 18, Candee
18, W. F. Q. 18, Luther 20, W. C. Harris 13, A. S. H. 20, Felton 17,

Knowlton 18, Tee Kay 18.

No. 5, 10 singles, entry S1.50: Simpson 8, Miller 8, Apgar 10,

Richardson 3, Swiveler 8, Leibenger 7, Epig4, Schleiman 1, Paul
9 Lyon 6, Berry 8, Penrose 9. Williams 8, Wurden 7, Coriield 7,

Cr'^sby 8, Heinold 8, Lefever 9, Candee 8, Courtney 7.

No. 6, 15 singles, entry $3: Apgar 14, Miller 15, Hookway 14, Tut-
tle 14. W. F. Q. 12, S'mpsou 15. Hathway 13. Markham 13 Gavitt 7,

Luther 14, Shorty 14, Mosher 14, Carr 14, Courtney It. Bnessfr 12.

Pope 14, Cavana 13, Paul 14, Whyte 13, D. Walters 6, Candee 13,

Williams 13.

No. 7, 20 singles, entry .$3: Lebeau 9. Rook 18, Tuttle 19. Liben-
ger 11, Epig 5 SchbimanM, Apgar 20. Kelsey 20, Markham 20,

Miller 20. Suther 19, McMurchy 19, Paddock 19, Williams 16,

Buesser 15, W. C. Harris 15, A. S. H. 18, W.H. Mills 19, Pope 18,

Carr 18, Corning 19, Courtney 15, Hookway 18. Whyte 17, Hunting-
ton 17, W. G. Kingiey 17, Mosher 19, Crosby 19, Quimby 18, Simn-
Bon 18. Heinold 13, Shorty 20, Hadley 30, La Force 17, Walzer 16,

KooAvlton 16, Candee 13, Davenpnrt 15, Lansing 14, Paul 17, Pen-
rose ,20, Ayres 17, Sam Scherr 20, Hath.awa v 15,

No. 8, 10 aiiiglc^, entry %V Strvker 8. S. L. D. 7. Tuttle 10, Eppig
2, ScUleman 6, S^viveler 9, Miller 10, Apgar 8, O. H. Mowry 9.

A^ ers 9. Lyon 9, Lefever 10. Cornina 8, Lansing 8, Candee 6, Mark-
ham 9. W. F. Q. 7, Mack 8. Greer 8, O'Conner 8. Van Osirand 7,

Tassell 9. Alexander 10, J. P. Hill 9, Armstrong 9, Worden 6, Hath-
away 7. Leibinger 4. Prettie 7, Simpsnu 10, Cavana 8, Huntington
9, Oourtnev 9, VValtn-s 8, Buck 9, Koch 10. Gates 7, Penrose 10,

Buesser V, Shear 8, W. J. Harrl=i 8, Stodd 9, Hudson, Jr., 7, Lebeau
7, Partiss 6, McMaster 5. W. H. Mills 8. Crosby 10, Wdliams 7,

Lamb 5, M. KingsleylO, Chismore 4, Golley 6, Tallett 9, Hook-
M'ay 8
No. 9, 15 singles, entrance S2.50: Miller 14, Apgar 13, Mosher 14,

Scheu 15, Candee 10, Lyon 12, Penrose 15, Crosby 14, Lefever 13,

„ Keller 12. Flower 11, luttle 14. Shorty 14, M-<ok 14, Markham 13,

Pope llllllllll 1111111111-19 Buessen... .11100101111101111111-16 i Alexander 13, Buesser 12, Lamb U, Corfleld 13, Stryker 13. Court-
Northrop. .11111111111011111111-19 Stewart. . ..110i)llilllll01lloni-16 i nev 13. Cantell 10 A. S. H. 15, W. C. Harris 13, Koch 13, Pope 13,

Br'gdon....11111101111111111111-19 Ohmig ....11011110011111111101-16 Gavitt 14, Tassell 13, Lebeau 13, Davenport 13, Lefever 11, Leib-
Howard.... 11111111111101111111-19 Gnggin 11111100111011011011-15 irger 10, W. H. Mills 12.

Luther 11111111111111110111-19 Hicks. ... .01111111111101000111-15 i Nn, 10, 80 singles, entrance $3: Penrose 20, Schlieman 16. Keller
Carr lllllinilllllllllOl-19 Matteson. .10111011011111011101-15 18. Miller 19, Aogar 19. Crosby IS, Candee 13, Shorty 18. C. H.
Tuttle 11011111111011111111-18 Felton ....,1011111111001)1110111-15 Mowry 18,Hbinold 11. Hookway20, Paddock 17, Ayres 18, Courtney
Brinkerh'fflllllllllOlllllOlUl-li-' Mooro... ..lllilOllOlOllfiOlllll-iri 14. M^>rkbaral?, Tuttle .20, W. fe. Mills 15. Mack, 10, Carr 19. Wa-
KelTey... .lllOilllOlllllUllll-lS Koch .milllllOOOOmoill-lS Hams 17, Scheu i;.i, Leibinger 13, Lansing 15. Tallett 18, Fishfer 16,

Markham ..lllUlOllOllllllllll-18 Kellar llOlOnniOllllllllO-la Lebeau 15. Simpson 20. WaLaer 14, LaForce 17.

McMurchy. . . .111111111011111—14 Brigdon 111111100101101—11
Richardson. . ..111111111110111-14 Gollv 011101110111101-11
Rock with 111111111101111—14 Lefever 111110100111011—11
Felton llllin 11101111-14 Hookway 011110010111 111—11
Hadley 111111111110111-14 MB Kingsley.lU11100'dll011-H
PHddock 111110101111111-13 J P Hill IIIOIIIIOIOHOI—11
Andrews 111111110111101—13 Ohmig IHOUllOlllOlO—11
Kelsey 111111110011111-13 Scott 110011011111110—11
Schfmerhorn .111111111111100—13 Dexter lUlOl I iOOIOOU—10
Knowlton 111111011011111—13 Lewis 111110100011HO—10
Lebeau 111011 1 10111111—13 O'Connor 010110011110111—10
Hammond... .111111111110101—13 Candee 01iUlOJl101101—10
Forsyth 111111110011111—13 Brinckerhoff. .111111100111000—10
Carr lllUlirOllllll—18 Heimld lllOlOlOlOllhU—10
WGKingsley.lllllOllOinill—13 Laforce OlOllOlOlUlllO-lO
Shorty 111111101111011-13 Hathaway lllOllOOl 111010-10
Quimby 111111011111101-13 Moore ID 10011011 1001-10
Corning 111011111111110-13 Flower 111011101100101-10
Mosher 111111011110111—13 Goggin 1101 1011 10001 lO— 9
FHaas llllOOIllllllll—13 Alexander.... lOlOOOIOllOI 111—

9

A.S H 011111111110111—13 Walzer 101011110101100- 9
Tuttle 111111111101011-18 Huntington.. ..liOOllOOOIlOlll- 9
Tolsma 111011111010111—13 Doane 111010110011010 - 9W H Stuart , .111011111110110-12 Kennedy lOllllOOOUOllO- 9
Pope ...111111011011110-13 Davenport ....IIOIOIOOIOUIIO- 9
Houck llOllOlimifll—13 Kniskern OOlllODlOGOllOl— 7
Van Ostrand.. 11111011 111 0 10—13 Smith 110100010100100—6
Hu(l8"n, Sr... 101111101011111—13 HoUoway OIIOWIOIOIOIOO- 6
Tassell 111110111111100-13 Peck 011100000001001- 5
Buck lllllUOtOllOll—12 Clark OllOOOl 10001000- 5
Simpson 111111111101100—13 Stodd llOIlOOOlOw. — 5
Hicks 1111 11010111110-13
Contest No. 6, 8820 m prize.9, 15 single kingbirds, first prizs, |;80;

second, $80; third, $64; fourth, SIB; fifth. $18. Ties div.:
Crosby 111111111111111-15 "Shorty" 1 Ull 111 0101 101-13.
McMurchy. . . ,111111111111111-15 Felton. 110011 1 Hill 101-12
Pope lllllimi 11111-15 Rayland UlllOOOlllllll—13
O'Connor 111111111111111—15 Golley llllOIlliUOJll 13
Hookway OllllilimUll—14 M B Kingsley. 11 111110111 1100-13
Kelsey 101111111111111-14 Oil Mowry.. .lltMllllllllOl—12
Brinkerhoff.. .111110111111111-14 AV Baker 111111001101111 13
Hammond 111111111011 111—14 Quimby Ill 111110110101—13
Buck 111111011111111-14 Huntington . . .101110111111101-13
Rindge 111111111111011-14 Koch 011110110111011-11W H Stuart. ...111110111111111—14 Brigdon 111101 IIOIUIOO-II
Courtney 1 11H 1110111111-14 R P Flower... .11 llOlOilUllOO-ll
H M Stuart. ...111110111111111-14 Ayrts 111101110111010-11
ASH 111111111011111 -14 Lefever 110111011111010-11
Carr : . . .111111111111101-14 Ri. hardson . . ..011111100110111-11
Mother 111111111111110-14 Matieson lllllOlOlOOllll-U
Northrup 111101111111011-13 Bingham lOOllllOllOllU-ll
Luther 100111111111111-13 Corfleld Ill 111100010111-11
Besser, Jr 111111111110101—13 Knowlton UlllllllOlOlll-ll
Paddock nonilllllllOl-13 Simpson lllOillllOOllOl-ll
Houck 111111111011011—13 Link 111111110101011-11
Taylor llinilllOlHOl-13 A White 111111001011101 - 11
Tassell ...lllUOllllllilO-13 Hadley IIUOIOIUIIOOI-II
Rockwith 111111101011111—13 Church OUOOilllllllOl-11
Andrews 1111 1 1011111110 -13 Spangler 111011101110101—11
Tuttle 111111111110116-13 Hudson, Sr. . .lUlllOiillOlOO 11

Goggin 111111101011110-12 Haas 111011110111100-11
Penn HOP dlO] 1111 11-13 Devitt 101101011011101—10
Davenport. . .111110111101111—13 Forsyth 9 0111110011011—10
Van Ostrand.. nillllliiOUOll—13 Heinold 011110011 lOl 100 - 9
Whyte 111110110110111-13 Hicks 110110111011000- 9
Corning llllOllllOdUl-12 KeUar 101110101011100— 9

W G Kingsley,111111611110U]l-13 Ward well lOlUOlOlOlUlOO- 8
Pochell 11111(1110110111—13 Harris OOiOlllOOlllOlO- 8
Tallett 011111101110111—13 Candee lOlOlOOOiOOlOOl— 8
Scheraerhorn..lllll 1111000111—12 Lebeau llOlOOUllOIOw.
Kniskern 111111110110101—12 Malloway lOlOOOlOlOw.
Regular No. 1, open toaU.lO singles, entry SI: A. S. H. 8, D. M.

Stewart 9, Rock 10, Simpson 7. Laforce 5. Greer 8, Lvon 5, Peck 6,

Kaylauri 8, Walzer 4, Miller 10. Pope 8. Quimby 9, F. M. WiJUsms
4, "Sw'veller" 3, Crosby 9, Leibenger 6, .Schleinuan 5, Eppig 3. J.

P. Hill 6, Armstrong 7, S ewart 9. Stood 8, Davenport 9, Lewis 8,

Hammond 10, Alexander 8. Hadley 8, Hicks 6, Knowlton 10, Hook-
wav 5, Apgdr 8. MeMur hy 10, Courtney 8, Hudson, Sr., 7, Felton
7. Bancrofts, Corfleld 8, Buck 10, Ramsdell 9, Mosher 8, Hathe-
way 10, Whyte 8, Flower 6.

No. 2, 15 singles, entry $1.50: Miller 15, Leibenger 7, EppirlS,
Schliemann 10, Goggin 11, Heinold IL Ap?ar 14. Flower 10, W. F.
Q. 13. Lewis 14. Swiveller 11, Crosby 15, Givltt 11, Hammond 15,
Courtney 14, Whyte 13 Stewart 14, Lefever 13, Dav-npor' 11 Can-
dee 11, Carr 11. Hatheway 13, Andrews 14, Devitt IS, J. B. Hill 13,

ThayerlS, Taxlor 13, Brisrdon 14, Simpson 9, Tuttle 15. Fisher 7,

Story 10. Armstrong 13. Hookway 13, Paddock 11, Rock 15, Hadley
12, Hicks 13, A. Baker 14, McMurchy 14, Buck 14, C. H. Mowry 13.

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1: Flower 5 Mdler 8 Apgar 9. Courtney
6, Leibenger 9. Schleiman 8, Epp'g 3, R. T. Flower 9, R ck 9, H. M.
Stewart 8, Lvon 6, Northrup 8, Corning 8. Tuitle 10, Davit) 8,

F.riDckerhofl 10, C. H. iVIowry 10. Mosher 8, Candee 7, Taylor 8,

Huntington 8, Stodd 9, Laforce 9, Walzer 5, Peck 4, McMurchy 10,

Buck 9, Quimby 8, Worden 7, Felton 8, Simpson 9, W. L. Clark 6,

Lewis 9.

No. 4, 20 singles, entry $2.50: Miller 20, Schlieman 11, Eppig 10,

Leibeneer 13. Whvte 18, Lurher 19, Carr 18. Lewis 13, Crosby 18,

Apgar 19. Felton 15, Elliott 17, Penrose 16, W. G. Kine<ley 16, Tal-
lett 19, Tee Kay 17, Simpson 17, Corning 20, Tuttle 18. Davitt 30,
Mosher 17, C. H. Mowv 19, Candee 13, Taylor 13, Stodd 15. Hunt-
tington 15 Hookway 19.

No. 5, 10 singles, entry gl.50: Htintingtou 8, Simpson 7, Miller
10, Apgar 7, Lyon 5. Crosby 10, Rock 10, Knowlton 10, Hookwtiy 8.

W. F. Q. 6, Spangler 10, Talleti 5, C. H. Mowry 8, Lewis 7, Heinold
5, Hailand 8 Lebeau 6, Clark 6. W. A. White 9, Gropgcn 6, Pen-
rose 9, Brinkerhoff 8, Ash 9. Elliott 10. Luther 10, Youmana 8,

Corning 9, Tuttle 10, Devitt 10, Northrup 10, Alexander 7, Mosher
10, Felton 9.

No. 6, 15 singles, entry $3: Miller 15, Apgar 14, Cro=bv 11, Candee
7. Schlieman 8, Eppig 4, Liebenger 8, Huntington 11, Bpsser 13 A.
Biker 1.5, Hudson, Sr. 25, Davenport 13, C. H. Mowry 11, A. H. S.
15, Felton 10, Sehermernorn 13. Buck 13. Heinold 10. Whyte 14,

Luther 13, Corning 14, Tuttle 15, Devitt 15, Mosher 13, Cam 15,

RamsdalT 14, Hookway 13.

No. 7. 20 singlta, entry $3: Cro=bv 20 Miller 20, Apgar 19, Mosher
18, Keller 14, Penrose 19. Lewis 17, Ra.sland 13. VVtii t- 17. Carr 19,

Candee 6, Heinbold 16, Corning 17, Tuttle 20, Davitt 19, Leibenger
15, Spangler 16, Tee Kay 16.

No. 8, 10 smgles, entry $1: Worden 10, Eppig 6, Schleiman 7,

Leiben^br 6, Candee 3 Hathaway 7, Buck 10, .Huntington 8, Pen-
rwe 0, Gates 6, Simpson 10, Tuttle 9, Baker 10, Apgar 10, Of-osbv 10.

H. M. Stewart 8, Wardwell7, Knowlton 7, Carr 10, Tassell 8, St^dd
7, Van Ostren 9, M, B. Kingsley 9, Miller 9. Whyte 9, Buesser s,

Davf nport 9, Lewis 6, Youmans S, Halloway 9, Leibenger 8, Schlei-
man 9, Eppig 5.

No. 9 15 singles, entry $2 ,50; Shorty 11. Buck 15, Rock 13, Van
Ostren H, Tassell 10. Cai-r 13 Apgar 15, Pen'z 13, Crosby 14 Huason
10, Penrose 13, Huntington 13. Mosher 12, A. S. H. 12, W. 0. Harris
13, Eppig 8, Leibenger 13, Schlieman 11, D-avenport 15, Tuttle 14.

Millet 14, Whyte IS.

Tue handsom*! diamond badge donated by the citizens of Rome
for the beat average in the six State contests was awarded to
Wm. Crosby, of B^tavia, he dropping but 3 of the 95 targets shot
at. Harvey McMurchy. of Syracuse, took the second average, a
Parker hammerless gun, with 90 out of 96 shot at.

Fi'iday, June 19, Fourtli Day.

Promptly at 8:3(J A. M. the contest for the Lefever Arms Co.
diamond med-al was opened upon the rapid firing set nf trops.
The lowcry weather of yesterday seems to have had no effect upon
the spirits of the hoys, and alt'aough it is threatening' rain again,
the contestants are all upon tbe grounds and eager .l:cr the fray.
The entry list for the Dean Richmond trophy shows eleVsn clubs..
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a great contrast to last year, whpn only four clnbs contested,
showing very plainly that the modem rales governing pigeon
shootinff are in favor.
Oontest No. 7, race for team championship on Inanimate targets

for Now York State; first prize |50. second S50, tiiird $10, fourtli
PO, fifth S;JO:

Auhnrn Gnu Cluh, Team 1.

Ca rr limmiUllll 11110-19
Turtle llllllllOllimil 111—19
BrinTjerhoff Unilioniliniim—19
Brigden inoilimiinmill-19-76

Union Gun Oiuh.
Andrews 11111111111110111110-18
Hammond 11111111111111101110—18
Pope 11111101110111111111-18
Kelsey 1 lllll 11 1 Llim 11 111- 20 -74

Sonth Side Gun Club, 'I'eam ii.

Scott Ill 11101 11 1 11 1111011-18
A yres ; lllllOlimOllllllll-18
Haas IIUTI 11111 nil 11011-1

9

W G Kingsley 11111111110111111 111-19-74
Oneida Coimty Sporlsmau's Assofiatinn. Team 2.

Hunger 11111110111111111100-17
Booth 11011111110111111111—18
H'lrris 111111 1 1011 1 Oil 11)11—18
Knowlton 11111 111 11 11 11111111—20-73

Onondaga Oonnty Sportsman's Assnciannn. Team 1.

Hui1i3oii, Sr 11111111110111110101-17
Hnokway 01110111111110110111-10
L.^fHver 11111111111111111111-20
McMurcby 01111 111111111111111-19-73

Auburn Gun Club, Team 3.

Why te mill 11100111 111011-17
Stewart 11101111111111110110-17
Luther ..11111111111111111 111-20
Corning UlOliUll 1111111111-18-73

Rome Gun Club, Tnam 3.

Felton 10 1 111 1 Oil 1 1 01111111-1

7

Roberts , 11111101111010111111—17
Elliott OllllinilllOUIOUl—18
Rayland . . , llOllllllllinnil 11—19-71

Oiiondaga County Sportsman's Association. Team 2.

Hudson . J r Ill 11111101 110111111—18
Paddock 11111111111111110011—18
Coo rtney 11111111110101111101-17
Ayres 10011111111110111101—16-69

Rome Gun Club, Team 1.

Huntington 01111111110101111111-17
H an.- k Ill lOinil 1 111110111-18
M B KiHKSley 11111111111111111100-18
Golley 11111101110011111100-1.5-68

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Associatiiin, Team 3.

Wal tors 1 00011 1 1111 111100111—1.5
Mowry ..IIIIUIOUI 111101 111-18
Moutgomery Ill 11111111010111111-18
Ayling llllOUllllOUllOOll-lB-67

Auburn Gun Club, Team 3,

Doane 11111111001111111111-18
Ch n rch 011101 1 1 01 1 1 1 1011 Oil—15
White IIIUOIIIIIOIOIIOI 10—15
Sinclair 10111111111110111111-18—66

South Side Gun Oluh, Team 1.

R F Flower 11111111110111100110-16
Tavlor 11010111111011111101-16
O'Connor llllHIOlOOOmillQO-14
Tallett 11111111111111111111-20-155

Oneiaa County Sportsmen's Association. Team 2
Gates 11111011101111110111-17
Banrroft 11111111111111101111—19
Smith 10101110111110101000-13
Kallies 11111111110101011110-16—84

Rome Gun 01ni>, Team 3.

Worden 11011111011000110010-13
Canfleld 10100110011111100001-11
Link lllOllUOlOlllimn -17
Bingham 010111 101000UmiOO-12-.53

Contest Ko. 8, Lefever Arms Co. diamond medal, first best score
at 20 single and 5 pairs double kingbirds, to be held by the winner
each year in trust, and to be acoouuted for to the State Asssocia-
tton, v\ tiich sha ll be given approved bond for its safe delivery, the
winner I o receive 25 per cent, of the entrance money. The bal-
accp of tijc; entrance money to be divided as follows: Contestant
makine second best tcoi'e to receive 35 per cent.; third, 20 per
cent.; fotii tb, 15 par cent.; fifth. 10 per cent.; sixth. 5 W'v cent.:
beffver 1111111 1111111JllllO 18 10 00 11 10 10- 5-2;l
A S H 11111111111111111111—20 10 10 11 10 11— 7-27
Andrews 11111111111111111111—20 10 11 11 11 11— 8—28
Simpson..., 11111111111111111111—20 11 11 11 ll il~iO—30
But,-l£ OUlllliOrillOOOOlU -14 10 11 Ul 01 11- 7—21
Whyte lOilllllUOOllOlllll-16 10 If 10 11 01— 7-,33
Brinkerhoff lllllllOllllllllilll—19 11 10 01 11 11- 8-37
Brigden 110110111111111U111—18 10 11 11 11 10— 8—26
Can- nimiOlllOlllllUl—18 11 11 11 11 10— 9-27
"Sl/orty" 11110111111111011111-19 10 11 11 11 00— 7—28
Stewart, 10111111110111111011-17 11 11 11 11 11—10-27
Gnggm 10101101111101111001-14 10 10 00 11 10- .5-19

Mo-her 11111111110111111111—19 10 10 00 11 10- 9-28
Hadlev lllllllllOllllllllll 19 11 10 11 11 10- 8-27
Richardson 11111111111111111111-19 10 10 11 U 00- 6-35
Koowlton lllllllUlllUlOritU-lS 01 11 Oi 11 11- 8-26
Crosby 11111111111111111111-20 11 11 11 10 01— 8-28
Hudson, Sr 11010110111110001111-14 11 11 10 11 11— 9—23
Hoofewav 11101111110111111111-18 11 10 01 11 01- 7-25
Cavana OllOlllOillllllllOll—16 11 10 10 10 10- 6-32
Corning. lllllllOlllllllimi—19 11 ll ll 10 01- 8-27
Kelsey 11111111111111111111-19 il ll ll 10 11— 9-28
Tuttle. lllliniOllOllllllU—18 11 11 11 11 11-10-28
Pope 11101111011111101111-17 11 11 10 11 10- 6-25
Buesser 11111111 llllUlOUll-W 11 01 11 10 11- 8-27
McMuTchy 11111111111111111111-20 10 11 00 01 10- 5 -25
Church 11111111111111110111-19 10 00 01 01 00— 3-23
Feltop 11111111111111111111-20 U 10 11 10 10- 7-27
Gates 11011010101110111111—15 10 11 10 01 11- 7-22
Paddock 11111100111111111111—18 11 10 11 11 10- 8-26
HM Stewart 11101011111111111101—17 01 10 11 11 11— 8—25
Rock: 11111111111111111010—18 11 10 10 11 10- 7—25
Flower 11110111111111111111—19 lO 10 10 00 11— 5—24
Taylor 00101101111111111101-15 11 11 10 10 11- 8-23
Candee 01011110011011101111—14 10 10 00 00 11— 4-18
LutUer 00011011111111111111—16 10 11 10 00 11- 6-23
Courtney 01111110111011111111-17 11 10 11 ll ll- 9-26
Koch llimOUlOiOl 111111-17 11 11 11 11 01- 9-26
Le Ben llOll 110100111001000-11 10 10 11 10 10- 6-17
Besser 11111111111101111111—19 11 11 10 11 01- 8-27
C H Mowry 11111110011111110110-16 11 10 11 11 11— 9-25
W. J. Simpson, the winner, is a member of the Emerald Gun

Club of Nevv Yorlc city, and by his work in this contest proved
himself fo be one of the coming shots of this country, his nirds
being centered and groimd to dust in every instance.

Regular No. 1, open to all, 15 singles, entry $1.50: Davenport 11,

Buck 14, Goggin 9 Shield'* 13. Kellar 13, Mosber 15, E. B. Hoberts
13, A L. Bishop 11, Huntington 14, Cavana 13, Tuttle 15, Wlngerfc
13, Youmaus 12, Lewis 12. Lebeau 13, Tee Kay 12, Lelbenger 1.3,

Simpson 15, Miller 14. Apgar 14, Schleiman 11, Rock 15. Buesser 15,

Koch 11, BTower 7, Penro^'e 13, Corfleld 9.

No. 2, 20 singles, entry S3: Simpson 19, Goggin 19, Davenport 11,

Candee 12, Ooining 19, Mosher 20, Miller 19. Apgar 20, Buck 19,

Besser 19, Tuttle 18, Bue.sser 18, Penrose 20, Huntinglon IS, Koch
18, A. S. H. i:, W. C. Harris 18, Gove 16, Boo' h 18.

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1:50: KaUis 9, Lamb 7, Tuttle 9, Knowl-
ton 9, Lewis 8, Smiih 4, Youman 10, Simpson 10, Gogein 8, Koch 9.

Lebeau 7, Peck 6, Apgar 10, Smyth 8, Stephenson 8, Andrews 9,

Pope 10, Hammond 9, Tee Kay 10. C. W. Mowry 10.

As soon as the last gun hud been Qred in the team cliampiou-
ship race the management had a gang of men at work filling the
pits and taking away the serpens and scoring stands that had
been in use for the target events, and by 2 o'clock a.ll was in readi-
ness for the li^e-bird contest. At that hour lully 1,.500 people were
upon the grounds, and the grand stand was full to overflowing.
Hundreds of ladies were in the aurlience, and they seemed to take
great interest in the sport. The birds were only a fair lot, but oc-
casionally one showed himself to be a goon fast flyer. The contest
was shot in squads of 7 men, from 6 traps, rapid-firing style.
Originally the conditiors called for 15 birds a man, but as there
was a likelihood of running short the captains of each team agreed
upon 12 birds as the number to be shot at. The association has
made a good move in the right direction in doing away with the
old plunge craps, and all they have to do now to make the contest a
real downright pigpon match, is to adopt the onlv true sportsman-
like rules and have ea'^h contestant fire at five traps. The shooting
of the winning team was a clever exhibition, especially the work
of Andrews, who siopped some fast ones. Schortmler, of the
Emerald team, was another to distinguish himself, his killing on
the eleventh round of a fast driver provoking a hearty round of
applause. Lefever, of Syracu?e, was another shooting in fin^lorm,

|

and McMm^hy. of the Onondasas, won everybody by his celerity

with the second barrel, his two birds scored as lost falling stone
dead ,1u9t over the bnun'lary.
Contest No. 9, Uean Richmond trophy, value $1,1,50. To be held

by the witining club each year in trust, to be accounted for to the
State Association, to be shot for by three members of a club be-
longing to the Association, such memners to be residents of the
county in which the club is located: 15 single live birds to each
contestant, changed by mutual consent to 13 birds; entrance fee,
830 per team. The team mah'ng the highest score shall win the
trophy and 60 per cent, of fue eu (ranee monev, and the team mak-
ing the nest highest score will receive the remaining 10 per cent.
The ptiblished rules were so changed as to permit any position of
gun shooter might choose; mis-fire to be allowed as no shot only
whpn caused by defective plunger or imperfect primer; no chal-
lenge for shot marks, any bird gathered within bounds to be
scored dead.

Union Gun Club, Buffalo, Emerald Gun Club, New York.
Andrews 111122133312-13 Simpson 812320121132-11
Kel.sey 211131111111-12 Hathaway ]112oll01011- 9
Koch 111113223222-13 Schortemeir 312231232221-12

Fountain Gun Club, Brooklyn.
W>Tin 210122201321-10
West 23211121]ol2-ll
Wiuger t 111113113110-11

32
Hillside Gun Club, Watertown.
Tavlor 2332203321ol-]0
Tallett O0I21II 20321- 9

Onondaga Co. Sptsmeri'a Asso.
Hudson, Sr 011011111301- 9
Hookway 11 2021131213-H
McMurchy 231312o3232o-10

30
Oneida Co. Sportsmen's Asso.
Hunter 1111111101,30-10
Booth 311100111121-10

Paddock .121111221012—11 Harris 111311101201—10

,30 30
Oanitol City Gun Club, Albany. Lefever Arms G. C, Svracuse.
Gove 211231131221-13 Lutber 112,?o1 311131-11
Greer 122011010o20- 7 Courtney .ol0000202233-

6

Gardner 111201113110—10 Lefever 123111111111-13

29
Coney Island R. & G CBklvn.
Leibenger 13110?2ol211-10
Sehlieman 111111202020- 9

29
Hill Top Gun Club, Svracuse.

Nichols. 112111211221-13
Lodder O2.il21ooi01l—

Eppig 22o322120131—10 Kirk 120122102222-10

29

.20112022131-10

28

29
Auburn Gun Club, Auburn.

Corning 010203111021- 8 Tuttle
Carr 111021102112—10

Thus ended the thirty-third annual of the New Yorlc Associa-
tion. The meeting in its entlrefy was by far the most successful
ever held in the State. The fact that over 40,000 kingbirds were
thrown is evidence of the in cerest manifested.
The last party to leave Rome and the Romans were the New

Yorkers. A special sleeper bad been chartered, and at 9*.30 the
party formed in line and. headed by a string "band" of two pipcps,
a violin and gui tar, marched to the depot. Never since the days
of the old-tim-' conventions was such enthusiasm shown. As the
train pulled out three hearty cheers were given for Rome, which
were returned with a will by the members of the Rome Gun Club,
who had accompanied the party to the depot. Tee Kay.

PENNSYLVANIA ASSOCIATION.
PITTSBURGH, Pa., June 20—Editor Forest and Stream: At the

regular meeting of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Asso-
ciation, held at Harrishurg, May 15, the following resolutions
were unanimously passed:

1. That the secretary notify all clubs who desire to become mem-
bers of the State organization to forward the sum of five ($5) dol-
lars to the treasurer, Jamps Wolstencroft, Frankford, Philadel-
phia, and that n meeting of the association be held at Harrisburg,
not later than -July 15, to determine where the first State tourna-
ment shall be held.

3. Each club having become a member of this Association shall
he entitled to one vote, either by sending delegate or by proxy,
said proxy to he sent sealed to the president and not opened till

time of said meeting and upon call for vote to determine where
the next State tournament shall be held.
I bone all clubs will appreciate the advantages to be derived

from the State Association. There is no reason why Ppnnsylvania
should not have such an organization, as would favorably com-
pete with any in the country.
Since the meeting held May 1.5, the president has issued a call

for a meeting of delegates to be held at Harrisburg, July 22.

.Secretaries of clttbs are invited to communicate with me, and'will
be supplied with full partictilars. Elmek E. Shanbr, Sac'y.

KLEINMAN-" MEADE."

ence his offers to bet $1,(XI0 to |1 that he can out-.iump, out-box.
out-shoot or out-bet any man in Chicago, or kick higher, or dive
deep, or do anything on earth better than anvbody elsp in the
world. Something of an anomaly and a study is Mr. '"Meade,"
but not a bad lot a*^ all, and certainlv a man of nerye. We owe to
him the most exoltiog pieeon race we have had here this year.
At the score he wap quiet, fair and genflemanlv.
At his SOth bird Meade took off a laced leather pad be had put

on bis gun stock, and from then he shot freer. As he wind died
he improved, and in the last three 20 strings he gained on his
man. At 80 K'einman was 2 birds ahead; at 89 the score was tied.
At 97 Kleinman dropped a bird, and thus let Mpade ahead for the
first time since his 8th bird. Mfade had bepn pounding out. some
good runs, and his last. 15 straight, carried him out with a vim.
George expressed hie willingness to repeat the race nnd«r Ameri-
can Association rules. Under the latter rules he would have won
to-day. counting birds gathered for each within .50rds. At the
close of the race George had harder luok at losing hard hit birds,
but in the first ,50 the luck wis rathor in bis favor. A closer race
it would be hard to find. The following is thp s^ oj;p:

"N O Meade" 22012200111210200312-14
12202211120112112133-18
003,32113122112112101-17
120023101231111121]1-17
22320122322331132322—]9—85

Geo Kleinman 320221011 31 232103321—1 7
11211311123210111223—19
12313002310122313120 - 16
22012212101102310223-16
13201101021221120131-16-84

E. Hough.

MADISON COUNTY ASSOCIATION.-Oazenovla, N. Y. June
13,—The eighth meet of the Madison County Trap-Shooters Asso-
ciation was held at the grounds of the Oueida Gun Club on Wed-
nesday. Sevpral sweenstake events and the championsb^'p con-
tests made up the day's programme. The attendance wa^s grati-
fying to the association, and although the weather was extremely
warm the scores made prov<=d the oldtime sl^i'l of many of our
county .sportsmen. In the cup team contest Oneida again suc-
seeded in a score of 125, while Oazpuovla won second placp by a
score of 115. Canastota scored 114 Eaton being one man short
did not enter the contest. In the individual championship con-
test Roberts, of Canastota, retrieved the gold badge by a score of
35 straight, with Markham and Cavana, of Oneida, and Briggs, of
Eaton, second by scores of 24 each. Cup conte'<t scorps:

Oneida Team. Canastota Team.
Markham 24 O^trander 17
Tuttle 21 Ward 18
DevereuT 23 Salisbury 20
Marble 19 Suits 10
Cavana 19 I/ansing 20
Maxwell 20—135 Roberts 20—114

Cazenovia Team. Oneida—Second Team.
Ci'uttenden 18 Ernenwein 10
Webber 31 Ransom 9
Squires ' 10 McGregor , 7
Dwyer 18 Tuttle in
Card .35 Petrie.. 9
Atwell 33—115 Moot... 11— .55

The Oneida second team having no opposition Was withdrawn
after shooting the 15 singles.

HOFMANN-"MEADB."-Chicago, 111.. June 18,-To-day the
match ann'^unced as concluded bpfween Geo. Hofmann and "N,
O. Meade," the victor in last Tuesday's contest with George Klein-
man, was shot at Watson's Park. Conditions, American Associ-
ation rules, "Meade" to stand at 30yds. with loz. of shot, Hof-
mann to stand atSSyds. and to use anyload desired, 13-gaiige guns,
no wpight restrictions. "Meade" shot an L C. Suiith, 7lbs. 6"z.,
Schul'ze powder. No. 8s in right and No. 73 in left. Hofman a 7Jb.
80Z. Scott, E C. and No. 78. The match was postponed when each
had shot at 88 birds on account of rain, and was finished to-day
between 13 and 1 o'clock:
"N. O. Meade" 11102222220221112112—19

02011 000321 11 0131213 14
1101]3o2f)12011o20112—18
131111131]2l3nio210-18
1313131 1 112312222332—20-85

Geo. Hofmaun 002000101 2021 1 123123—1.3
0211 2011222122323312—18
200013101 1331 2312032—1

5

1222121 1021 1121 1 0212—19
0201 220111 11 11231133-17—83

BOSTON, June 30.—Thera was a larsre attendance of gunners at
Clarendon Hill this afternoon, when the Jamaica Plain Gun Club
entertained members of the Weymouth Gun Club. The scores in
the sweppstakes events were close and good, but in the team
match the men of both clubs for some reason were unable to
break the birds with the same frequency. The main event of the
afteimoon was the fpam maatch:

AYeymouth Gun Club.
A H White 0001000011—3
F Farrar 1110000001—4
CF White 1110110101-9
H S Allen OOOOnOOOOO—

0

A Hobart 1001000000-3
A P Worthen . ...1010000011—4
G Farrar 1001100000—3
C E Jacks 0001010010-3
G H Shaw 1110111011—8-83

Jamaica Plain Gun Club.
Butter 1110011101-5
Slater 0100110010—4
Dick 0010100000-3
Will 1000010101—4
Herty 1011000010—4
Hillock 1100000100-3
Ilamner 0001010001-3
Slocum 101 1000000—3
Barry 1100100000—3—31

ChicagcIIL, Juneie.-There is now no hope for the World's
Fair, St. Louis gets it. A St. Louis man, sailing as "N. O.
Meade," has beaten the Chicago favorite, George Kleinman, in a
pigeon ma tch, and Chicago has g^t everything at half mast; 85 to
84, and Br'er Gawge with the 84. Oh, that is awful!
This race was earlier announced as concluded, and both the

Chicago men and the merry St. Louis shooter seemed pleased
when the forfeit went up. The shoot'ng began to-day at Wat-
son's Park, the terms being $100 a side. 100 live birds, Hurlingham
rules. These rules were insisted upon by Meade. They are,
briefly, 80vds. boundary, no time limit for gathering birds, any
position of gun, any weight of gun. Mr. J. A. R. Elliott is autlior-
ity for the statement that the Hurlingham rules have within the
two years last past been changed to permit any weight or position
of gun. though I do not recall any published announcement of
that in this country. At any rate the above rules as given
were accepted by boihparties.it being further agreed that any
bird shot at and alighting on a btiilding should he scored otily
when it could be gathered bv a person standing on the ground.
Mr. Kleinman used Roll Organ's 12-gauge Greener, 7ibs. 9oz.,

and shot Schultze powder. No. 7}^s in right barrel and 7s in Itft.

Mr. "Mpade" used a 71bs. 6jz. L. C. Smith. Schultze in right and
FFFG Deadshot black in left. No. 7 shot in both barrels.
Mr. John Watson was chosen referee, and shooting began at 3

P. M , there being at that time a stiff wind blowing from right to
left across the score. In the balf-w-y birds the wind had fallen,
and in the 80'stheair was very quiet. The birds were prompt
flyers, only three refusing to start, one of these being the last bird
that Meade shot. Had the wind kept up the scores would have
gone still lower.
Meade shoots a match in a singular way. Superstitious to a

degree, he would not think of shooting a shell which he had
dropped. He would not allow any one to step in front of him when

I

- . ——

,

going to the score. He would not think of stepping on one of the Sec'y, J. L. Sawyer, Cambridge; Trea"., Albert Keating, Quincy;
flap-ropes when he crossed them, and if he picked up his h,at when |

Directors: H. F. Amsden, Boston; C. B. Sanborn, Boston. As the
he had left it out in the field, he would always turn around before

i

above gentlemen are oldtime exp rts at trap-shooting, with a
he did so. When he goes to the score be has a regular pprform- large acanainfance amongSibe sportsmen of the State, they will
ance to go through each time. First he gets all ready and settles i

make a good board of officers for ibe coming year,
hisbat, then he wipes his right nand on his right trouser leg, and WATSON'S PARK—Burnside, 111., June 18.-Fort Dearborn
then his left band on his left trouser leg. Then he expectorates, Club for club medal. 15 live piceons. American Association rules:
leans forward, breathes deep four times, clinches his gun as tight I Abe Kleinman23230312?011111—13 A E Thoma? . ..212221222S1211?—15
as he can, and finally calls "Pull" in a bursting tone of voice. All ' Geo T Farmer.]03i)12211211101-12 C D Gammon. 202212013111110—13
this takes time. When Mr. Meade takes a notion to retrieve his OEFelton ...121002022322103-11 M^'L Shepard..22.2003322122112—13

PENOOYD, Pa.—The match between Joseph Taggert, Captain
of 'he Pencovd Gun Clob, and Joseph Campbell, ex-captain, came
oft' on Saturday, June 20; at 20 live biTd« each, for price of birds,
28yds. rise, SOyds. boundary. Mr. Campbell was seriotisly handi-
capped, as he was not well, and would not have shot but would
not disappoint a la^ge number of spectators who watched the
shooting with interest, and a lot of useful articles charged hands,
boxes of shells, cigars, bats, walking sticks, cleanine: rods, load-
ing tools, etc. Mr. Campbell had hard luck, as be bad some very
stronff bird« and had 4 drop dead out of bounds. Score:
Ta gger t . . 13331113133321133333—20 Cam pbell ..ol2231 112ol2olloll32—16
Pencoyd Gun Club's practice shoot, for members onlv, at live

pigeons, 1 spring trap. 31yds. rise, SOyds. boundary, gun below
elbow until bird is on the w'ue:
J Taggert 0111 00 11—4 C Vandersloot. ...101 00 00—2
JOami/bpll 0101 (50 10-3 Albert Stubbs. ... 01111 1010—6
J S Pflpger mill 00 11-8 J G Rich 1011 10 11—6
R Morgan 10111 1111-8
MASSACHUSETTS STATE SHOOTING ASSOCIAT^ON.-

Roxbury, Mass., -Tune 18. At the annual meeting of the Massa-
chusetts State Shooting Association, held at Brockton lust even-
ing, the following named {rentlemen were elected officers for the
ensuing year: Pres., O. R. Dickey, of Boston: First Vice-Pres..
W. H. Allen. Brockton: Second Vice Pres.. .1. N. Frye, Boston,

birds, as he always does on the doubtful ones, it takes a good deal
more time, for he generally waits till the bird dies of old age be-
fore he picks it up. This wears out the patience ot the spectators
and referee, and g» ts away with the nerves of his opponent. This
is why Mr. Meade does it, and whv he uses the Hurhngham rules.
He doesn't need a gun very much when he shoots a match, though
to-day he showed that he could use a gun and use it mighty well.
Mr. Meade is the most dramatic retriever that ever was seen in
Chicago, but he ought to have towels sewed on his trouser legs.
Br'er G awge he just shot.
At first it looked as though the Chicago man would win with

ease, for he led almost from the first, making some splendid stops
of fast birds, and closing the first string of 20 witlt a lead of 3
birds. In the next 20 he gained another bird, and at 42 he led
Meade 6 birds, so that Chicago people got pretty chipper and
some few went back to town and said that George had won all
right. At 50 the score was 44 to 40 in favor of Kleinman, yet
Meade never tor a moment lost his nerve, and at that point re-
marked that he would win the race by

,
lust one bird, which he

did, much to the surprise of every one.
From the -50 hole on it was as pretty a race as ever was, and a

gamer fight than Meade made never was seen. He came here
alone and hunted up the match, shot it on strange grounds, under
more or less guying and before those whose money was against
him. Yet in spite of this, and in spite of a lead of 4 birds at the
halfway point, with a man like Gf^orge Kleinman for opponent,
he never whimpered, but stood up and shot with clean grit to the
end and won. This took "sand," and men are going to uimire
that, in spite of hard talking, big bluftine and general monkey
work in or .after a match. So Mr. Maade ,1s well received in
Chicago after this, and the boys treat with g'oo'd-natured indiffer-

Geo Kleinmanl3203100311im—13 Al Hoffman.. .101111221011201-13
Henry Ehlers.101010122111230-11 Ravelkigg.
WELLINGTONf.Masp., June 20.—There was a good attendance

at the Wellington Gun Club shoot to-day Avhen the merchandise
match contest closed. Bradbury won the first prize with a score
of i58. Bond was second with .57, Stone third with 55, Bradstreet
fourth with -54, and Cowee fifth with 50. Fourteen sweepstake
matches followed.

PORT RICHMOND, N' Y.—The following scores were made at
the monthly shoot of the N'-rth Shore Gun Club, June 13. 25 blue-
rocks, a traps: H. Seawood IS, Murry 14, G. Seawood 20, VanClief
21, Schabert 12, Zimmerman 16.

To Colorado BuRt-ifOroN R0TIT15, only one night on the
road. Leave Chicago ai 1:00 P. M., or St. Louis at 8:35 A. M., and
arrive at Denver 6;15 P. M. the next day. Throuah sleepers, chair
cars and dining cars. All railways from the East connect with
these trains and with similar trains via Burlington route to Den-
ver, leavine Chicago at 6:10 P. M.,S'. Louis at 8:15 P. M.. and
Peoria at 3:20 P. M. and 8 P. M. All trains daily. Tourist tickets
are now on sale, and can be had of agents of al) roads and at Burl-
ington route depots in Chicago, Peoria and St Louis. There is no
bptter place than Colorado for those seeking rest and pleabure.—
Arlv.

Sunday Tbain 10 Momknce. -The Chicago & Eastera Illinois
Bailj-oad nlaoed in service Jute 14 n .Sunday ti.ain between Chicago
and Momence, leaving Chicago at a:32 A. M., and returning leave
Momence at 8:15 P. M,. thus alTording anglers a fine, ojipbrlunity
to sp'snd a day on the Kankak'ee River.—.£!'di),
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THE JUNE REGATTAS, 1891.

THE many races of the past week, both abont New York and
Boston, have proved hardly less disappointing tlian those of

last year, and in no cases have the ttirnoutsheen snch as to realize

the old idea of a rsgatta. The competitors ha ve been few in nnm-
her, and so divided, as a matter of necessity, as to make httle

sport in any but one or two classes, while the large fleet of steam
yachts and non-racers that forms such an important part of the
usnal spectacle in the races on New York Bay, and even about
Marblehead, has dwindled to very small proportions. It is safe

to blame the weather for almost any failure, and though it is

very doubtful whether in any case the display \\ould have been
better, it is at least a f»ct that both the New Y'ork and Seawan-
haka Corinthian races were poorly served in this respect, wbile
the Massachusetts and Eastern clubs fared no better. The
weather of the week has been most remarkable, openirg with
tAvo days of such intense heat as New Y^ork seldom experiences,

the Atlantic dav, Tuesday, being the worse; the Marine and Field

Club on Wednesday was more endurable, but by Thursday, when
the New York regatta was sailed, there was a complete change,
the day belDg rainy and positively cold, the heaviest wraps and
overcoats beine in demand on the steamers, while the racing men
were in a most uncomfortable plight all day. This same violent

change brought nothing less than a gale and heavy sea off

Nahant, where the Massachusetts Y. C. was ready for the Bunker
Hill day regatta which long ago becRme famous under the club's

old name of Dorchester, while the Eastern Y. 0. fared little bet-

ter on Friday. On Saturday, in New York, the Seawar haka. C. Y.
C. had a light and fiuky day, so cloudy and threatening in the
morning that but few spectators and yachts turned out to see the

^*Apart from the weather, the proposed races have awakened but
little enthtisiasm on the part of owners, and the display of racing
yachts was hardly better than last year, which is saying very
little. The earnest labors of the various committees in arranging
special classes for cruising trim or with handicaps have met with
little success, and but few of the classes, either racing or in cruis-

ing trim, have filled fairly. The new boats, of which somuch has
been written during the winter, arf not yet ready, nor are their

owners, for the most pari, in any great hurry to start them, the
result beine that in the East the class has not raced at all, in

spite of the^special events arranged for it; while in New York but
five boats have staited. The 40ft. class has hardly displayed a
sign of lifp, even in the cruising classes; and though the 30f c. has
done a little racing in the East, it is very dead in New York,
thoueh a few 35ft. boats have started. Ail of the clubs bucceeded
in making up enough entries to fill the usual entry card provided
for the club steamers, but that was as far as it went; the boats
named simplv did not start and a very laree number never in-

tended to. The only events of the week that are in the least

worthy of notice are Gloriana and Smuggler; the new Herreshofl
46-footer has sailed away in every case with the greatest of eas«
from her class and the greater part of the fleet, while Mr.Boury's
littie 25ft. corrected length, racer has done much the same in a
smaller way.

NEW YORK Y. C. ANNUAL. JUNE 19.

The weather of Thursday was anything but pleasant, even in

contrast to the extreme heat of the previotis days, as the cold
drizzling rain and sharp wind savored but little of June and its

roses. Mucb. as the ladies and the lookers-on might grumble, the
yachtsmen had no complaint to make, as there was a strong N.E.
breeze and a good tumble of sea in the Lower Bay and about the
Hook. To the disappointment of all Com. Gerry was not able to

be present, owing to Miss Gerry's illness, she being on board the
Electra, so the regatta committee, Mes-rs. S. Nicholson Kane and
D. B. Fearing, took ship on a tugboat for the day. The cocdiiions
of the race were as follows: In each class S200 for first: S75 for

second. For vachts in cruising trim, in each class $130 foi first;

g50 for second. Prizes of equal value will be offered for keel
schooners. Cruising trim—Anchors on the bow and cables bent;

cruising complement of boats carried; cruising deck, cabin and
gallev fittings and fixtures in place; topsail extending above the
truck, or bevond the end of the gaff, barred. At least two yachts
must start In each class, or no prize will be awarded in that class.

Second prizes will be awarded when three or more start; no yacht
shall receive two prizes. The prize will be cups or money at
option of winners.
The start and finish was off buoy 11, all going and returning by

way of the Southwest Spit, the forties going around Scotland and
tbe others around the Hook Lightship. Only four schooners
started. Marguerite, witb Designer Gardner on hoard , for the
regular prize, and Dauntless, Gevalia and Viator in cruising trim.
Katrina and Shamrock were present to represent the 70ft. class,

with the four 4es, Gloriana, Mineola, Nautilus and Jessica. Gor-
illa had entered in the 40ft. class in cruising trim, and on Wed-
nesday night, at the special request of thfi regatta committee, Mr.
Wetmore put in Liris to make a race for her. Venture , the Burg:efs

40, was entered, but declined such company as a cruiser, prefer-

ring to go up a class with the 46'. When the start was given
Lirrscameto the line, but Gorilla was not visible, though she
was met later off the Hook sailing about. Liris started alone,

and the committpe very justly decided to exercise the discrttiou
allowed them and gave her a prize for the sail over. The amus-
ing part of the 40ft. business was that Ventura finally came In so
far astern that she went outside the line and did not have her
time taken.
The start was made at about 11:15, the 46 and 40£t. classes going

away first, Mineola being in the lead; Gloriana being steered by
ner designer, Mr. N. G. Herreshoff. The smaller yachts carried
lower sails only, but when by the Lower Island jibheaders were
set, Gloriana showing a small club topsail. All were on the port
tack, reaching for buoy 14, the familiar old buoy No. 10, Gloriana
soon overtaking Mineola, the two fighting hard for the lead, and
finally luffing well off their course, being obliged to bear away for
the buoy, and thus giving the other two a small gain. The times
at buoy 14 were:
Gloriana 11 56 35 Liris 11 58 10
Mineola .11 56 27 Jessica 11 58 15

Nautilus 11 56 38 Ventura 13 01 05
Before going outside Naiiiilus stopped to house her topmafet,

while Mineola lowered her working topsail, but little Jessica car-
ried her jibheader well, and as for Gloriana she walked out
across the seas with her second clubtopsail aloft. After leaving
Buoy 14 she had no use for Mineola's society and very soon shook
her off, going her way alone and leaving Naubilus to fight It out
with the white Burgess boat. This she did for some time, Jessica
gaining on both as they headed through the seas that were now^
running fairly hig:h, but the game finally came to an end when
well outside by Mineola luffing up, then heaving to with staysail
across her and main sueet flowing, soon lowering mainsail and
running in under headsails, baving sprung her mast. At the
time of giving up she was leading NauiiiUB, but the latter had
gained considerably on her. Roth were taking the seas in a way
that must have been very comforting to Gloriana, as her full bow,
like that of a Norwegian pram, was riding over the waves, mak-
ing tlie best weather of any.
By this time the larger division, led by Katrina, was with the

advance guard, the Dutch girl having beaten Shamrock very
badly, and adding to it each minute as the latter felt more and
more of the sea and wind. The smaller yachts were timed at the
Scotland;
Gloriana 13 57 00 Jessica 1 05 50

Nautilus 1 05 00 Liris 1 10 15
The run in was devoid of any interest, being merely a proces-

. sioa ta both classes, the full times being:
SCHOONEHS—90ft. CLASS-EEGULAH PHIZES.

Start. h'^nisb. Elapsi'd. Corrected.
Marguerite 11 iiS 53 4 01 16 4 35 23 4 35 33

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS -TOPT. CLASS—BBGUt.AB PHIZES.
Katrina 11 28 59 3 34 27 4 05 28 4 05 28

Shamrock 11 39 42 3 46 30 4 16 47 4 15 .53

SLOOPS AND CUTTEHS—(5lE°E. CLASS—REGULAR PHIZES.
Hildegard ..11 25 54 WitQdrew.

SLOOPS AN0 GUTTERS—46pT. CLASS—REGULAR PRIZES.
Gloriana 11 16 05 3 34 08 3 18 03 3 IS 03

Jessica 11 18 58 2 48 17 3 29 24 3 35 16

Nautilus 11 18 18 3 48 39 3 32 31 3 31 33

Mineola 11 15 31 Disaoled.
Ventura U 17 30 Withdrew.

KEEL SCHOONERS—FIRST OLASS—CRUISING TRIM.
Dauntless 11 28 44 Disahled.
Viator. 11 29 00 Withdrew.

SCHOONERS-PIETH CLASS.
Gevalia... 11 17 45 Withdrew-

SLOOPS—40ft CLASS-CRUISING trim.
Liris. 11 16 14 3 51 41 3 35 26 3 35 26

, Gloriana allowed Nautilus 59s, and Jessica dm. 8s. Dauntless
lost her mainmast head off the Hook and was towed iq, while
Mineola took a tow up the Bay, Katrina gave Shamrock a very
pad beating, while (Jlorin as servocl lier plass in the aam§ jnaiiftepj

ATLANTIC Y. C. ANNUAL, JUNE 16.

Tuesday morning was intensely hot, with little wind, a S.W.
breeze broken by the stal en Island hills, so that it came across
the Bay from Jersey as a westerly wind, while about the Narrows
and from there out to the lightships it wasnearly S.W. Th*- usual
Roursf 8 were sailed, starting off the club house and finishing off

Buoy 11, formerly 1.5. All above the 53ft class went by way of the
Southwest Spit around Scotland and Sandy Hook L'ghtships; the
53 and 46ft. classes went down the Swash Channel, passing a
stakeboat at Buoy 8, and around the same ships; the 40 and 35ft.

classes went down the Swash and around the Scotland, while the
smaller classfs rounded the markboat at Buoy 8. The starting
line was a very poor one, being in the middle of a large flpet of

yachts at anchor, some of which at least might have moved with-
out trouble and given the racers a lUtle room. When the race
was started at a little after low water, there was a nice breeze,
though not nearly enough considering that club topsails were
ba,rred, and the fleet stemmed the tide at a very fair speed. The
lirst over was the schooner Gevalia, followed by Shamrock and
Hildegard. each sailing alone in her class, then Marguerite with
Desig er Gardner on bo id. The Qrst of the 46"s was Nautilus, on
the weather bow of Anaconda, while Gloriana covered the lattei's

weather quarter. Jessica crossed alone, but with Mineola close

after her; then came Marguerite (A. P. B ) Clara and Euryhia,
the rest being strung out. with the little Smuggler last.

Nautilus was sailed by Mr. Maxwell, Gloriana by Mr. Morgan,-
Miufcolaby Mr. Belmont and Capt Harry Haff. Jessica by Capt.
Harvey, Clara by Mr. A. B. Alley, with a Corinthian crew, and
Anaconda by Capt. Joe Ellsworth.
All carried jibtopsails, reaching away for the Narrows on the

starboard tack in a long line. Shamrock had a easy lead, but
Gloriana soon passed Nautilus and Ai aconda, and was close to
Hildegard, the second of tbe singles-tickers. Mineola chased
Nautilus from the start until off Coney Island Point, where she
passed to windward of the Maxwell boat and took the lead after
a short battle. Clara was doing very poorly, and Anaconda had
a long lead on her all the wav down the Bay, t-ut neitht-r were
anywnere near the flying 46-footer, who, with the launch Daisy
hovering about her, was rapidly nearing buoy 8, where they were
timed:
Gloriana 13 10 30 Tigress 12 28 35

Anaconda 13 13 22 Polly 13 30 18

Mineola 12 13 45

Nautilus.. 12 14 40
Kat hleen 13 36 80
Saona.... IS 37 00

Clara 12 15 25 Indra 12 40 00

Jessica 12 17 20

Marguerite and Glotiana had got well up into Sandy Hook Bay,
in company with Shamrock and Hiidegarde, the wind all about
the Hook being very light. As Gloriana nciirpd the Hook the
others drew up on her a Uttle, and in the lighter air Clara came
UD with Anaconda, the two being even when the Scotland was
finally passed. The times at the mark were:
Gloriana 1 05.30 Jessica 113 30

Mineola 1 10 00 Hildegard 1 13 35

Shamrock 1 10 00 Anaconda 1 14 10

Marguerite 1 12 00 Clara 1 14 40

Nautilus 1 13 40

The wind was light all the rest of the way to the outer mark,
which was rounded:
Gloriana 1 38 30 Nautilus 1 44 45

Shamrock 1 39 30 Anaconda 1 4(1 00

Marguerite. 1 39 50 Clara 1 40 15

MiU'^ola 1 41 45 Jessica 1 47 05

Hildegard . . 1 44 30
.

They jibed around and came m all the way on a reach, the

whole race being out a reach out and in, with no beating. The
only show of excitement in the race was over the two old rivals,

Clara and Anaconda., this being the first race that Cltra has sailed

since she left Capt. Barr's hands. In the first part she did very
poorly, but finally worked up to Anaconda on the last of the way
out, and although the white sloop outran her comintr home, and
finished ahead, she was not able to save her time, Clara flDally

winning by 3J4m. Gloriana gained on the way home as she did

going out, ana was at the finish 9m. ahead of the next boat,

Mineola. The full times were:
90ft. CLASS—SCHOONERS.

Start. Finish. Elansed. Corrected.
Marguerite 10 53 09 3 53 14 4 58 04 4 58 04

^ 6IPT. CLASS.
Gevalia 10 .51 .53 4 16 23 5 34 31 5 34 31

70FT. CLASS.
Shamrock 10 52 09 3 42 50 4 50 41 4 .50 41

61PT. CLASS.
Hildegard 10 63 10 4 01 10 5 09 00 5 09 00

5aFT. CLASS.
Anaconda 10 55 40 3 28 10 4 33 30 4 33 30

Clara 10 .56 48 3 30 54 4 36 06 4 39 16
46ET. CLASS.

Gloriana 10 55 43 3 16 .53 4 31 10 4 31 10

Mineola

10

56 33 3 25 50 4 29 27 not meas.
lessica

' W 56 04 3 37 30 4 41 16 4 35 43

Nautilus" 10 55 33 3 35 24 4 39 51 4 38, 13
.35ft. CLASS.

3 56 55
3 11 53
3 17 20
3 20 43
3 42 43

3 58 37
4 15 15
4 18 03
4 23 05
4 45 35

3 58 37
4 13 13
4 14 07
4 17 51

did not finish,
did not finish.

3 54 25

2 57 08
3 56 43
3 03 05

3 54 35

3 53 31
3 53 43
3 00 51

Tigress 10 .57 18

Pony 10 56 88

Kathleen 10 59 18

Saona... 1"

Indra 10 57 08

Eurybia 10 56 ^Portia.... 10 59 06
25ft. class.

Smuggler 10 59 35 1 54 00
CATBOATS.

Maisuerite 10 56 33 1 53 40

Biiou 10 67 23 1 54 05

C O D." 10 57 55 3 01 CO

The last boat had hardly finished before a very severe thunder
squall swept over tbe Bay, the rain falling in sheets, while the
wind blew heavily. The greater part of the fleet had reached
their moorings, and no damage was done.
Mineola was not meaFured, but takes spcond place, while Jes-

sica comes between her and Nautilus. Tigress easily led her c)a9S

all day, taking first place. She, as well as the rest of the 35ft.

class sailed in cruising trim, but Kathleen omitted to carry a
boat ' thus forfeiting the allowance due her tor cruising trim.

The race of the catboats was looked forward to with much inter-

est owing to the reputation of three of tbe entries, the local boat
Biiou and the Cape cats Mucilage and A. P. E. Owing to the
ab'-ence of the steam yacht Electra, Mucilage, now named Iris,

did not start, and Bijou was beaten by the other Cape boat. At
the same time the 25-footer Smuggler, though sailing alone, beat

the three cats over tne same course. The members and guests

of the club were out in numbers on the steamer Ovgnus, while
the tug Idlewild carried the regatta committee, Messrs. Henry
J. Gielow and Fleet Captain Church.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C. ANNUAL, JUNE 23.

Saturday was a decided improvement in weather over Thurs-
day so far as the spectators were concerned, clearing off by the

time of the start, after a cool and hazy morning. The racing

men however, had good cause for grumbling, as there was but a
draft of air from tbe S.E. all the morning, while the fleet was be-

calmed inside the Hook for .some time on the way out. The breeze

improved after this, but never carried much weight, and with no
race in any class but the 4eft., the day was very tame, as Gloriana
repeated her processional peiformances of Tuesday and Thurs-

dav The two new 25-footeis w-'re present, with the Burgess cut-

ter Beth in the 35£t. class, the new boa s looking like delicate toys

as tney wheeled atioui the starting line, but they were soon left

behind by the fleet, and the spectaters saw nothing of their race.

There had been wild and unverified rumors in each of the previous

races of the presence of a pnantom ship from B> ston, the new
Sayooara, and also of the Pile cutter Uvira from NewTDort, both
being entered; but neither was seen or heard of until Saturday
mornino-, when Uvira materialized, but with a boat in tow and no
intention of starting, Sayonara still remaining a myth. Tnis left

but Gloriana. Nautilus and Jessica, with Lins in the 40fi:. and
Clara in the 53f r. classes. The Utter this time had anew competi-

tor the famous Ventura No. 3, of Bronx Hiver origin, bui the

debutante crossed the line with her number up and a bo^t in tow,

drawing out of the race after a hnlf hour's sailing, in which she

was beaten boat for boat by the £5ft. Nameless. Miranda was on
hand but with no competitor, while none of the seventies were
present. After waiting a while for wind, the start was made off

Craven's Shoal Buoy at 11:40.

Fortunately the tide was still ebbmg, so the yachts were able to

beat down slowly to Buoy 14, Gloriana chasing Jessica and finally

t4kine the lead from lier. The times at Buoy 14 were:
Glorlfna 10^}^ R'^?"'^ }'^a^}
Nautilus 1 IS l4 Liris .1 29 11

Jessica . : v. 1 18 04 Miranda 1 36 45

For the next half hour the leaders drifted about between the

goiitbwest Spit and Sandy Hook, Crloriana makiuff tbe moar head-

wav and working out SDiil.e dinpaace from the point of the Hook,
When Nauti|u8 finally caught the brae?© she bugged the shore

the strong flood tide now pouring in. Jessica was hopelessly left
by the Spit, becalmed until the others were far ahead. There was
amoderateairas they reached out to tbe Scotland, the times being
Gloriana 3 33 39 Jessica 3 45 50
Nautilus. 3 37 21 Liris 4 02 37
Miranda found the calms too much for her, and with no com-

petitor she did not go over tbe course. The fleet ran in with No.l
jibtopsails set, breaking out spinakers at Buoy 14. The full times
were:

SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Miranda 11 39 .50 Wi'bdrew.
SLOOPS-oSFT. CLASS.

Clara 11 43 15 6 16 34 6 -33 19 6 83 19
Ventura 11 45 40 Withdrew.

SLOOPS—40LT. CLASS.
Gloriana 11 41 46 5 07 16 5 35 80 5 25 30
Nautilus 11 43 23 5 14 03 5 31 4 1 6 30 43

.Jessica .11 40 16 5 23 45 5 43 29 5 39 .30

SLOOPS—40ft. CLASS.
Liris 11 44 17 6 01 18 6 17 01 6 17 01

SLOOPS—2oI'T. CLASS.
Smuggler 11 43 35 3 .51 15 4 07 40 4 07 40

Nameless 11 45 00 4 04 57 4 19 57 4 10 67

Beth 11 41 41 4 08 .53 4 27 11 Not meas.
Nameless had a very bad start, being jammed in the tide on the

wrong side of the buoy, and she nevtr made up this handicap.
The regatta committee included Me ssrs. Walter C. Kerr, M. M.
Howland and J. Langdon Ward. The steamer Cepheus accom-
panied the race with the club members.

CORINTHIAN Y". C. OF NEW Y^ORK ANNUAL, JUNE 23,

The last of tbe club regattas was that of the Corinthian Y. C of
New York on Monday. Though the entry list was not specially
large, it was none the less interesting, the classification of tbe
club on corrected length grouping tht' boats differently from the
other regattas of thp week, while three of the boats were specially
new. The chief of these was the long-lnoked-tor Sayonara, which
after various delays by the way had finally reached New Y^rk.
The second was the Fife cutter Uvira, bnill last year for Halifax,
N. S.. and now owned by Mr. F. P. Sands, of Newport, a boat of
different dimensions from tbe rest of the Fife family in America.
She is practically 3ft. longer and 9in. wider than Minerva, but
with the same sail plan. The third new one was a nondescript
from Long Island Sound, one of Mr. Clapham's original "crea-
tions" of tbe Bouncer type, the Chippewa, a new boat. The
classes and starters were:

SECOND CLASS—SLOOPS AND CUTTERS.
S.R.Feet.

Gloriana E. D. Morgan .54 17
Savonara.... Rayard Thayer 54.17

-Jessica W. O'B. Macdonough .....50.22
THIRD CLASS.

Lins C. W. We. more 49.00

Uvira F. P. Sands 48.00

Marinuita August B.i'lmont 48.49

Brontho Mr. Har ley 41.00
FOURTH CLASS.

Kathleen Wm . Wui tlock .............. , 39 . 20

Delvyn M.R.Schuyler . ...36.10
FLFTH CLASS.

Chinneway Jos i.Greenough 33.50

Betu B H. Jewett 26.71
SIXTH CLASS-

Smuggler L. o. Boury 34.94
SBVfSNTH CLASS- CABIN CATS.

Lacksmi C. McK Loeser 31.48
EIGHTH CLASS—CABIN CATS.

Nadine CM. Feit 27.50
TENTH CLASS—OPEN BOATS.

Sea Gull R- & J- A- Lane.. 23..50

Donnvhrook Frank Lauer 32.25

The start, from one gun, was made below the Narrows, the 'ide

being half down, with a light southerly breeze. The two larger
classes started together, and the smaller 5 minutes later. The
gun was fired at 12:26, Gloriana going over within 25 seconds,
while Jessica, steered by Mr. Lovejoy, was 15 seconds later, with
Sayonara 25 seconds astern. Mar quita was the first of her ring',

Liris btiing 8 minutes late and Uvira 4}^ minutes. The smaller
boats made a vers good start. The 46fi. class carried clubtop-
sails, the forties only jibheaders.

As a matter of course, Gloriana held her lead as they beat down
the Bay. Not far from the start Chippewa, sailed by Mr. Clap-
ham, made a couple of quick tacks near to Smuggler, the result

being a collision in which Smuggler was to blame, she being on the
wrong tack. You'ag Mr, Clapham was knocked overboard, but
picked up by Smuggler, whii h sailed up so close to Chippewa that
he was able to step aboard, after which she withdrew from the
race. The times at Buoy 14 were:
Gloriana 1 23 00 Mariquita... , 1 83 55

Jessica 1 SI Liris 1 36 30

Sayonara 1 26 47 Broncho 1 45 45

Uvira 1 S3 .30

Freeing a little for Buoy 5 the yachts reached out, with con-
siderably more wind, then hauled up for the Scotland, where
th^v were timed:
Gloriana 3 16 05 Uvira .....3 33 13

Jessica 3 35 t>9 Liris 2 86 00

Savonara 2 35 43 Mariquita 3 36 24

The fleet ran in with large jiotopsails set and balloon foresails

on those who had them, being timed at Buoy 14:

Gloriana 3 01 33 Jessica 3 13 03

Sayonara 3 13 45

After j'hine at tbe buoy npinaKers were set to starboard, the
last leg oeing quickly made. The full times were:

50 TO 6PFT. S L. CLASS.
Start. Finisti. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gloriana 13 26 00 8 56 49 3 30 49 3 30 49

Sayonara 12 2d 00 4 06 .50 3 4-i 50 3 4a .50

Jessica 13 26 00 4 10 46 3 44 46 3 40 01
40 TO 50fT. S. L. CLASS.

L-ris 12 26 00 4 24 49 3 58 49 3 58 49

Mariquita 19 -6 OO 4 27 01 4 01 01 3 ,59 49

Uvira 12 26 00 4 22 33 3 .56 33 3 56 13

Broncho.... 12 26 00 Wifbdrew.
30 TO 40PT. S L, CLASS.

Delvvn 12 31 00 3 48 52 3 17 52 3 15 .55

Kathleen 13 31 CO 3 48 05 3 13 15 3 13 05
25 TO ;.0FT. S. L, CLASS.

Chippeway 13 31 00 3 .54 01 3 %i 01 3 21 18

Beth. 13 31 00 4 06 45 3 35 45 3 35 45
20 T< i 25HT. S. L. CLASS.

Smuggler 13 31 00 Fouitd.
CABIN CATS—30 TO 40FT. S. L. CLASS.

Laokshmi 13 31 00 3 58 20 3 27 20 8 27 20
25 TO SCft. s. l CLASS.

Nadine 12 31 00 4 08 11 3 37 11 3 37 11
UNDER 35ft.

Sea Gull 12 31 00 3 35 13 8 04 13 3 04 13

Donnybrook 13 31 00 3 37 31 3 06 21 3 04 18

Fleet Captain Belmont offered as special prizes a silver cup to

the amateur helmsman of tne winning yacht—each ela-s. Also a
silver cup to each amateur on the crew of the winning yacnt in
the second class.

The rpgatta committee included Messrs. Charles S. Davison, E.
B. Clarke, W. H. Plummer and Wm. Gardner.

ATLANTIC Y. C. SPECIAL R.ACES, JUNE 23.

Though a light weather race, the contest of Monday for the
special prizes offered by the Atlantic Y. O. was the most interest-
ing of tne series of races on New York Bay. Tne day was clear

and bright, tbe yachts could be seen over all of the tourse, and
they showed to the best possible advantage, all carrying the luU
allowance of kite«. While the wind was very fluky and uneven,
this only added a little excitement by oringing tue second boat flt

times very near the leader. Tue prizes were a silver cup valued
at $500 for the 46ft. class, the gift of Vice-Corn. Banks, of the
schooner Water Witch; a silver cup given by Mr. W. W. Kenyon
lor the 35ft. class, and one given tiy Com. Lawton for tne 25ft.

correctea length class. At the lasN in addition to ihe Banks cup,
the club very generouslv decided to add a second prize of 3100, as
it was a foregone Lconclusion that Gloriana would take tut first

prize.
The work of putting a new mast in Mineola had been pushed

at Winlringham's, and was completed on Tuesday morning,
much of the ironwork being replaced by new.
The weather was warm and hazy, with no wind off the dub

hou-<e. but the yachts started dovs'n about 10 A. M. fo^ the start-

ing line in Givsvesend Bay, the committee tug following at 11

o'clock with Saona and Kathleen in tow. Wutu ( ff Owl's Head
ttiB first of the breeze was ft It from tbe northwest. The stake-

boat was anfhored half a mile below the Narrows, the three
courses being by way of the South wes' Spit, b round the Scotland
and Sandy Hook lightships for the 45ft., around the Scotland for
the 33ft. and around Buoy 5 for the 25fr, Atter waiting for
time at the line 8.light brpeae from the N W, gprung np, fo1;h^
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HerreshofF; Mineola, steered by Mr. Belmont; Sayonara, steered
by dpt. Wa'^son; Jessina. sfceer'^d by Oapt. Harvey, and Nautilus,
steered bv Mr. M'lxwell. Tbe 35t:t. class inclurlod Tigress, steered
by Mr. Edmund Fish; Polly, sceered by Mr. Arnold; Kathleen,
steered hy Mr. Whitlock, and Sanna.
The 25ft. c.l. class had Smuggler, s- eered by Mr. Boury; Name-

less, steered by JMr. Sanderson and Beth, steered by Mr. Jewett,
the latter carrying a sprit topsail, whilo the two new boats of
course hail all their canvas in two working sails. The 46-rooters
carried clubtopsails, but the 33-footers hj agreement left tbem
ashore.
Tbe first gun was fii'ed at 12:01, the wind being N.W, light, with

the tide half out. The second gun was not fired at all, tbe yaclat
pop gim in the bow of tbe tug playiog its usual trick on such
occasions and missing fire. After half a minute's delay the old
reliable s^eam whistle was used to give tVie starting signal. As it
was a lime start no harm followed, the flfet gning over without
delay, bu^i strung out like a file of geese, Gloriana leading. Jessica
was close to her, Savonara and Mineola together to windward of
the line, while NauUlus was the last over. All set No. 1 jibtop-
sai'ls and reached away on starboard tack for the S. W. Spi'c. Tne
full times of the start were:
Gloriana 12 11 30 Beth 13 U 30
Jessica... - 12 1135 Polly 12 14 21
Sayonara 13 13 05 Nameless 12 14 40
Mir^eola 13 12 13 Saona 13 17 00
Nautilus 12 13 38 Katbleen 13 17 09
Smuggler 13 14 08 Tigress 12 17 43
Gloriana opened up a lead at once, Jessica held her plitce tor

some time, but finally Sayanora ran throueh her weather. Im-
mediately after Mineola came up and in a short time also pi'^sed
to windward, leaving Jessica in thf fourth place. The two Bur-
gess boats, when well down toward Buoy 14, wasted some time in
luffing, by which their small chances for first prize were in no
way imijroved.
Tigress had crossed the line last, but Mr, Fisb soon had ber

ahead of Kathleen and Saona. and dangerously close to Polly.
Kathleen was carrying a balloon jibtopsail, Poliy and Tigress
baying each a No. 1, while Saona, whose entire rig is something
uniqup, bad a very small jibtopsail and a genuine balloon jih.
Smuggler carried a very large balloon jib, while Nameless had
only her working jib. As the leaders came for huoy 14, spinakur
booms were dropped to port. Toe turn was timed:
Gloriana 13 .57 35 Tigress 1 10 18
Sayonara 13 58 30 Polly 1 IQ 50
Mineola 13 58 45 Kaf hleen 1 14 30
Jessica 1 00 00 Saona 1 15 35
Nautilus 1 00 5S Smuggler 1 20 40
Tbe wind was very light as Gloriana rathpr dehberatelv broke

out her spinaker. Sayonara and Mineola were side bv side at the
buoy. The two kept iu «nch cl<»se company that a foul wa= im-
minent, neither being able to set spinaker, and hurting each
other's chances. When they finally parted company and set
spinakers Mineola fouled hers on tbe ji topsail sheet. G^loriana
bad not drifted far during this t'me, hut .=<be held her lead and
the two black bnats bad cJosed in on tne Burgess sisters. Off the
point of the Hook tbe wind was very light, the fleet drifting out
with the ebb, spinakers coming In at Buoy 5.

After a time tbe fleet struck a light breeze from tbe south,
wbich carried them to the Scotland, where they were timed:
Gl 'rlana 2 03 45 Mineola 2 06 05
Sayonara 3 04 80 Jessica 3 07 50
Nautilus 2 05 40 Tigress 2 18 46
P'dly, Kathleen and Saona came to the ship close together some

minuses af»er Tigress, but were becalmed for a long time before
actually rounding, so were not timed.
Gut at the Sandy Hook Ligh*ship the wind was stronger, and

Gloriana ran away from the others, the only one which made a
showing bpside her being Sayonara.
The turn was timed:

Gloriana 2 34 10 Nautilus 3 40 ,35

Sayonara 2 36 25 Jessica ' 3 45 ,50

Mineola.. 3 40 10
Gloriana jibi?d around and set her No 1 in place of balloon jib-

topsail, t(ip, others doing the same save Mineola, who carried her
smaller jibtopsail for tbe reach in. Mineola turned with Nauti-
lus so close astern ibat as she luffed the latfer's bowsprit struck
Mineola's boom end, forcing the sail to windward, but tbey sepa-
rated without damage;
Tbe wind was now very uneven, the boats getting it by turns

Savonara, well sailed all day, coming very close to Gloriana at
tim-s. About 3 P. M., when several m'les outside the Hook the
fleet ran into a light N.W. breeze that bad possession of the
Lower Bay, the wind still being soutb outside. As this new wind
headed them all but Mineola had to shift from No. 1 to smaller
jibtopsaiLs. Tigress was now entering by the Hook, while her
competitors were crawling up under the beach to avoid tbe strong
ebb tide.
The N.W. wind called for some very pretty beating, in whicb

Gloriana continued to gain, the times at Buoy 14 being:
Gloriana 4 23 50 Nautilus 4 40 30
Sayonara 4 28 35 Jessica 4 40 go
Mineola "4 34 45
From Buoy 14 to the flninh was a reach with a rather puffy

breeze, and some hard spots at times, which only served to show
off Gloriana to better advantage as she howled along ur der club-
topsail and intermediate jibtopsail. Mineola was less for unate
as she lost the upper part of h*^ topmast when a cqnple of miles
above Buoy 14, just as in the Seawanbaka race of last year.
Polly and Kathleen came to Buoy 14 exactly together, but reach-

ing in Polly gained ju^t enough to save her time on Katbleen
though both were badly beaten by Tigress. The. small boats had'
very light winds about Buoy 5, in which Smuggler captured a
very long lead on Nameless The full times were:

46ft. CTiASS.
Start. Fraish. Elapsed. Corrected

Gloriana 12 11 30 5 15 47 5 04 17 2 04 17
Sayonara 1^ 13 05 5 23 40 5 10 35 2 10 35
Mineola 13 13 13 5 28 16 5 16 03 not meas
J'^ssica 12 11 35 5 34 18 5 23 43 5 16 49
Nautilus 13 13 38 5 33 13 5 19 85 5 17 50

35Fr. CLASS.
Tigress 13 16 00 5 09 30 4 53 30 4 53 30
Polly 12 14 •.?4 5 21 45 5 07 31 5 05 10
Kathleen 13 16 00 5 28 30 5 12 30 5 05 35
Saona 12 16 00 5 35 33 5 19 33 5 14 1.3

25Fr. C. L. CLASS.
Smuggler 12 14 08 4 11 30 3 57 23 3 57 2'
Nameless 12 14 40 4 34 33 4 19 52 4 19 53
Beth 13 14 20 4 51 00 4 26 40 4 26 40
This ends the racing about New York, but the fleet will be seen

next w pk on the Sound, though Gloriana will not race again
until tbe New York cruise

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C. ANNUAL. JUNE 17.

The Massachusetts Y. C. was specially unfortunate Wednesday
none of tbe 46-tooLers coming to the line, while the weather was
so bad that only a few of the starters covered the course.
There was a strong N. B. sale and a very rough sea off Nabant

in the morning. Gossoon was on hand, but had no competitor so
sailed for Boston. The thrive schooners. Princess, Magnolia and
Diana, were ready, with the thirties, Mildred. Pancv. Mignon
Hawk Chieftain and Harbinger. Mildred was bui I' last year bv
Lawley, being designed by her owner, Mr W. H. Wilkinson for-
mer owner of tbe ;50-footer Elf. Fancy is Mr, Lvman's new Bur-
gess 30, while Mignon and Chieftain bail from Gloucester, The
course for the schooners and the thirties was from off Kahant
around Half-Way Rock and Graves Whistling Bnoy, 20 miles and
for flftb class around the Graves and Wlnthrop Bar Buoy 10
miles. The scarf was made at 11:35. the starters being Princes* Mag-
nolia, Diana. Mildred, Mignon. Chieftain, Irene, Swordflsb A)
cynne, Posey, White Fawn, Sea Bird, Moondyne. Judith Good
Luck, Montezuma and Astrea. Princess led the schooners' while
Mildred easily led her competitors, but after getting out into the
iieavy sea all gave up. Tbe times of tbe only yachts which finished
were;

riFTH CLASS KEELS.
Length Elapsed. Corrected.

22 08 9. OR 10
-y 3, 23
1 36 46
1 42 44

Swordflsb, Hall & Johnson 24.07 2 10 18
Alcyone. O. S. Armstrong 23.08 3 16 39

OTFTH CLASS CENTERBOAHDS.
Posey, R. G. Hunt 21.09 3 19 33 1 43 34
White Fawn. A. E. Jones 34.10 3 19 OS 1 46 53
Althea lost her mast. The regatta committee included Messrs

Louis M. Clark, chairman, W. O. Gay, W. T. Mann, C H. Guild
and H. B. Torrey.

EASTEPvN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES, JUNE 19.

The projected sweepstakes of tbe Eastern Y, C, off Marblebead
turned out anything but a success, there being but two yachts
Mddred and Saladin, out of tbo five classes. The result was that
the comm'ttee postponed the race, or rather gave it upentireV
by deciding to comoine it with the regular regatta of Jtmp"29
while they at the same time offered a special prize of 850 for a
match between the two boats present, whicb Messrs. Powle and
Wilkinson consented to sail for. There was atiU a strong N E.

breeze and plenty of sea, though less than on Wednesday. The
course was the 24-mile triangle, the new sea mark to be turned
first, then the Graves Buoy, making a reach on two legs, the third
being to windward. Saladin cro.ssed with a lead of 53., and a fine
race followed over the first 8 miles, Mildred turning the buoy with
a Irad of 14s,:

Mildred .13 06 05 Saladin 13 06 .,

They ran the next leg with booms topped up, the sea and wind
being quite heavy, Mildred still gaining, the times at the Groves
hping:
Mildred 1 08 50 Saladin 1 09 43

The first log, on starboard tack, was a long one, the two tacking
otr Swampscott with Mildred still a gainer. They now had a hard
hammer off shore, in which Saladin was decidedly beaten, the
finish being timed:
Mildred 3 09 00 Saladin 3 15 14

MARINE AND FIELD CLUB ANNUAL, JUNE 17.

The Marine and Field Club, of Bath Beach, though a new
comer, and not distinctively a yachting club, has won a foremost
place by the races which it has given both for yachts and canoes,
and its annual race may now be looked upon as an established
fixture. Though thpre was nothing above 53ft. on the entry list

this year the smaller classes showed some good racing, and the
day was quite a success, in spite of a very severe squall in the
at'termion. Tt'O start was made off the club house, in Gravesend
Bay, tbe larger boats sailing around the Scotland Lightship.
Coming in between two large regattas, only one of the 46-footers
was present, Jessica, but Olara and Anaconda were present ag.ain.
In order to make a race for .lessica Com. Dickey started the flag-
ship, the sloop Madcap, once owned and raced by Mr. J. R. Busk,
against ber. The start was made at noon with a light south wind
and a flood tide, the fltet making slow work, Anaconda leaving
Clara, while Jessica soon disposed of Madcap.
Near the Southwest Spit the wind came in fresher, increasing

still more outside the Hook. The times at the Scotland were:
Anaconda 2 41 35 Jessica 3 46 55
Cbira 2 46 30
When off the point of the Hook a very ugly squall came up,

many of the yachts lowering everything. Though there was less
wind than was threatened, the rain fell heavily, clearing away,
however, before tbe finish w<s reac'^ed. Tbe full times were:

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS—54ft. CLASS,
Start. Finish. Elapsed, Corrected

Clara 12 07 37 4 33 14 4 25 37 4 21 19
Anaconda 13 07 40 4 30 25 4 33 45 4 S3 45

47pr. GLASS.
.lessica 13 03 67 4 41 47 4 37 50 4 87 50
Madcap 13 05 00 Withdrew.

SSjtt. class.
Tigress 12 05 45 6 43 45 5 37 00 5 37 00
Polly 13 0« 40 5 51 33 5 44 52 5 44 18
«aona 13 10 45 Withdrew.
Sasqua 13 11 .53 Withdrew.
Kathleen 12 08 45 Withdrew.
Atrliia 13 04 55 Withdrew.
Eurybia 12 Ob 13 Withdrew.

30m. glass
Smuggler 12 10 05 4 23 00 4 12 .55 4 02 00
Forsyth 12 04 45 4 25 57 4 21 12 4 21 la
Soutter Johnny 11 00 03 Withdrew.

25ft. class.
Leader 13 09 45 Withdrew,

CATBO-A.TS*
Lakshmi 13 05 33 4 3l'05 4 35 43 4 35 43
Falcon 13 09 40 Withdrew.
Clara agaiu beats Anaconda. Tigress wins from her class; while

Smuggler beats two of the cracks of the local jib and mainsail
fleet, the Forsyth and Soutter Johnny, both centerboard craft.
Eurybia was timed and reported as second in her class, but it ap-
pears that she did not cover tbe cour«e. The s'^eamer Cephas
carried a large party, while the judges were Fleet Captain Stephen
Peabody, N, Y. Y. C, Measurer H, J. Gielow, Atlantic Y. C, and
Mr, T. C. Zerega.

CORINTHIAN Y. C, JUNE 20.

The sweepstakes race of the Corinthian Y, C. of Marblebead, on
Saturday, found but few boats ready to start, and those all under
30ft. A match was proposed between Oweene and Gossoon, who
had come in from Boston on the previous evening, but the weather
was thick, with a light air, and the idea was given up. When tbe
fog cleared at 3 P. M. there was little sea and a light N.E. wind,
so the smaller boats were sent away at 2:45, Mildred did not
start, leaving only Fancy, Hawk and Saladin. Hawk led from
tbe start, with Fancy second, this being the order at the finish,
though there was a deal of fluking in the latter part of the race.
The times were:

muBT CLASS.
Start. Finish, Elapspd,

Hawk, Gordon Dexter 2 .50 5 43 30 3 5:1 30
Fancy, C. F, Lyman 3 50 5 -50 23 3 00 23
Saladin, W, P, Powle , 2 50 6 01 44 3 11 44

THIRD CLASS.
Kraken, Percy Chase 3 00 4 48 56 1 48 56

ffOlTRTH CLASS.
Wanda, R. and R. C. Robbins 3 05 4 48 45 1 43 45
Josephine, D. H. Follett, Jr 3 05 4 58 05 I 53 05

BROOKLYN Y. C. ANNUAL, JUNE 21.

The annual regatta of the Brooklyn Y. C. was sailed on Satur-
day, starting off tbe club bouse, in Gravesend Bav, and going
over the followT^ng courses: Starting, crossine: from east to west
line off the club house, drawn north and south from club steamer
to stakeboat, or from one stakeboat to another, and flnisbiu!
crossing same line from west to east. Classes B and E to an.,
aronnd black buoy No. U, thence to and around black buoy No. 7,
off Quarantine ship, thence to starting line; distance 10 miles.
Classes C and I to and around black buoy No. 15, thence to and
around red bell buoy No 8 at entrance to Swa^h Channel, thence
to starting line; distance 13 miles. Class G to and around black
buoy No. 11, thence to and around white spar buoy, thence ro
starting liup; distance 143^ miles. Class 8 to and around black
bnoy No. 11, thence to and aronnd red buoy No. 14 (perch and ball
on top) on Southwest Spit, thence to starting line: distance 18
miles. The wind was very light and fluky and spoiled a part of
the interest in the raf'e. The times were:

CABIK SLOOPS, CUTTKHS AND YAWLS—CLASS 1—31 TO 25ET.
Start.

Iroquois 12 05 40
Ida .13 08 23
Seminole 12 09 OO
Irene 13 07 40

CLASS 3—30 TO 36jra.
Mull 13 10 36
Bess 13 09 20
Rosie 12 r>6 10
Mary A 13 10 C

Finish. Elapsed,
3 11 00 3 05 20
3 54 00 2 45 37
3 37 00 3 28 00
Withdrew.

4 16 00 4 05 24
3 53 50 3 43 30
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL—CLASS E—18 TO 21PT.
Dr. Glenna 13 18 30
Emmie 13 16 55

CLASS 0—35 TO 3lFT.
Alice....: 13 17 10
Elosie 13 20 00

3 43 00
3 50 00

4 05 00
3 15 00

MAINSAIL BOATS—CLASS B—18 TO 21PT.

3 34 03
3 31 30

3 53 51
Withdrew.

3 49 20
3 58 00
3 00 01
2 44 00
3 44 40

3 53 00

RddaD 12 16 40 3 06 00
Roma 12 18 00 3 11 00
Grace 13 15 50 3 16 00
Alma 12 16 00 3 00 00
B Q 13 16 20 3 01 00

CLASS G—21 TO 25ra.
Homing 13 17 00 3 10 00
Pancheto 13 19 87 Withdrew.

HULL Y. C. JUNE 17.

The Hull Y, C, sailed a race on Wednesday with reefs down, tbe
principal event being the performance of tne new Herreshoff cat
Mab, lately built for Com, John Shaw, who beat her competitors
as handily as Gloriana disposed of the 46-footerH in New York,
Mab is 15ft, 9in, l,w,l„ Sin. overhang at bow and 3ft. Sin. at stern,
with a very small rig. She is of the lightest construction and
finest workmanship. In spite of a very sTong breeza she saved
her time from all but Egeria of the larger class. The times were:

JTIFTH CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
^ ^ ^ Length. Elapsed. Corrected,
Egeria, Francis Ware .19.11 1 19 08 ,55 57
Madge, W. H. Thayer 19.10 1 24 00 1 05 63
Magpie, H. G. Otis 18.02i^ 1 30 34 1 06 17
Niobe, A. F. Schenlcelberv Withdrew.

FUTH CLASS—KEEL.
Composite, J. Mclntvre. 16 00 1 37 58 1 11 13

SIXTH CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Mab, John Shaw 16 03 1 33 33 1 05 43
Cricket, W. B. Lambert 16.01M 1 §9 29 1 13 07
The regatta committee included Com. S. J. Souther, Vice-Com.

H. W. Lamb, Secretary William A. Cary and Massra. E. L. Bur-
weU, Saury Sonther and J. B. Bnrwell.

PAVONIA Y. 0. ANNUAL, JUNE 37.

ThePavoniaY. C. sailed its twenty-second annual regatta on
Monday in a fresh SE. wind, the event being a great success.
A very large party of guests crowded the iron steamer Cyprus.
The full times were:

CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS, 28 TO 45fT.
Start. Finish. Elapsnd. Corrected.

Notus 13 17 43 4 46 49 4 29 07 3 30 29
Avalon 12 19 24 5 23 13 5 03 48 4 13 45
Pontiac... 12 14 51 6 58 35 5 43 44 6 51 04
Phantom 12 20 15 5 11 41 4 50 26 3 57 16

CLASS E—CABIN SLOOPS, 32 TO 38FT.
Mascott 12 13 55 5 43 00 5 29 05 4 26 05

CLASS F -CABIN SLOOPS, 27 TO 32eT,
Forsyth. 13 14 4 5 5 07 39 4 52 64 3 45 21
Gate 13 13 14 5 40 53 5 27 39 4 13 29

CLASS G—CABIN UNDER 27FT,
Soutter Johnnie 12 15 31 4 42 28 4 26 57 3 26 17
Cristlne 13 30 00 4 41 39 4 11 39 3 08 39
Tin Soldier 13 12 19 Withdrew.

CLASS 3—OPEN SLOOPS 23 TO 27fT.
Charles J. Moore 12 17 10 3 04 45 2 47 35 3 00 17
J. C. Cameron 13 23 55 3 16 40 3 53 45 3 07 15
Aunt Jennie 13 27 16 3 39 35 3 13 19 2 21 38

CLASS 3 -OPEN SLOOPS, UNDER 23FT.
Leader 13 27 03 3 19 40 2 52 38 1 59 48
H, H. Holmes 12 26 03 3 19 .55 3 53 53 3 01 43

CLASS 4—CABIN GATBOATS,
Falcon 13 36 09 5 10 53 4 43 44 3 37 18
Annie J 13 23 10 4 39 37 4 17 37 3 09 05
Ada 13 21 57 4 .57 38 4 35 31 8 12 21

CLASS 5—CATRIGGED, OVER 35fT.
Square 13 35 48 3 .31 30 3 05 48 2 31 4S
Marie 12 30 00 4 15 35 3 45 35 3 56 12

CLASS 6—CATRIGGED, 30 TO 35FT,
Alida 12 24 31 Withdrew.
Pauline B 13 25 06 3 17 35 3 42 29 1 ^0 08
H. H. Adams 13 23 15 3 33 05 3 00 50 2 07 13
Rui-Pka 13 S3 51 3 30 35 2 57 44 3 03 55
Lizzie B 13 32 20 3 22 5d 3 00 35 3 08 06

CLASS 7—CATBIGGBD UNDER 30FT
Evelina B 13 35 13 3 41 20 3 19 08 3 18 09
Katrina 12 23 38 3 4 5 00 3 23 23 2 28 23
Ges So 12 27 11 3 32 10 3 04 3 03 39
Amaranth ..13 23 00 3 36 15 3 13 15 3 11 30
Partner 13 23 24 3 36 10 3 13 46 2 10 37
Geblas 12 21 10 3 48 40 3 27 30 2 24 43
Lilly 13 30 O'l 4 06 35 3 36 35 3 31 35
Novice 13 23 54 3 53 16 3 38 21 2 27 .53

Course for classes D, E and F, 35 miles; class G and H, 20 miles;
classes 3, 3, 5, 6 and 7, 15 miles. The judges were Com, A. J. Prime,
Yonkers Corinthian Y. O,; George E. Ganland New Jersey Y. 0.;
and Com, Thomas H, McDonnell, Harlem T. C.

EXCELSIOR Y, C„ JUNE 21,

The new Excelsior Y, C, of Brooklyn, N, Y„ sailed Its annual
regatta on June 21, the courses heing from off Forty-third street
around Buoys 10, 9 and 11 for the various classes. The day was
rainy, with a strong S,E. wind, but a large fleet started, the times
being:

CLASS A -SLOOPS—COURSE 18}4 JULES.
Start, Finish. Elansed.

Black Duck 13 06 44 2 .^7 50 3 .51 06
Nellie S 13 07 03 3 04 07 3 ,57 04

CLASS B- SLOOPS—COURSE 18% MILES
Ella S 12 45 15 3 53 17 3 08 03
Keepsake.... 12 47 25 Withdrew.

CLASS C—SLOOPS—COURSE 15 MILES.
Flsa May 13 17 03 2 49 55 2 33 53
Moxie 13 19 13 3 03 13 3 44 00
Annie S 12 85 00 3 20 15 2 65 li5

CLASS D-CATBOATS—COURSE 15 MILES.
Maud I 13 ^3 42 3 49 25 2 36 43
I Thought So...... 12 23 20 2 31 35 3 09 15
Bessie R. . . . - 12 23 00 3 41 37 3 18 37

CLASS B—CATBOATS—COURSE 10 MILES.
Zilpha 13 28 09 2 47 00 2 18.51
Matilda H 12 27 47 2 .57 00 3 29 13
Ethel 12 26 50 3 05 58 3 39 08

CLASS F—CATBOATS—COURSE 10 MILES.
Later On 1 13 37 20 3 35 30 1 58 10
Lottie 12 37 OT 3 44 07 2 07 07

CLASS H—GATBOATS-COURSE 10 MILES.
Theresa 13 36 20 2 35 52 1 58 33
Dimple 13 37 46 2 35 53 1 58 06

CLASS Q—SBaFFS-COURSE 10 MILES.
Cricket 12 41 15 3 02 19 3 21 04
Hope 12 40 41 2 5S 00 2 17 19
The winners are: Black Duck, Ella S, Elsa May. I Thought So,

Zilpha, Later On, Dimple and Hope, The judges were Messrs.
Mark Masters, Chas. Doe and Thos, McKeon,

HULL CORINTHIAN Y", C, JUNE 20,

The first championship race of the Hull Corinthian Y. G. was
sailed on Saturday in a light N.E. wind and smooth wa,ter, the
times being.-

SSCOND CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Madge, W, H, Thayer 19.11 1 56 25 1 33 18
Spray. M. C, Bouve 2 09 30
Egeria, R, D, Ware 19.11 Withdrew,
Mabel, A, L. Rice 19.11 Withdrew.

THIRD CL.4SS.
Composite, R, F^ Mclntyre. 16.04 3 05 00 1 58 51

FOURTH CLASS.
Mab, John Shaw 16.03 1 55 45 1 39 00
Cricket, E. D. Lambert 16.08 1 57 35 1 31 tB
Mabel D., C, E. North 16.11 Disabled.
Hagedom, C, V, Souther 15.09 Withdrew,

FIFTH CLASS.
Fox, W. G, Norris 13.00 1 35 35
Ithear, H, 0, Stetson 12.00 1 32 50
Billow. H. Brown 13.10 Withdrew.
Aliop, G. C. Colburn 12,00 Withdrew,
Devil, G, W, Bouve 13.00 Withdrew.
The Herreshoff catboat Mab, beat, on actual time, tbe larger

boats.

MOSQUITO FLEET Y. C, JUNE 17.

The Mosquito Fleet of South Boston celebrated Bunker Hill
Day by opening of its fine new club house, at the foot of K street,
with a reception all day, a race in the afternoon and an enter-
tainment in the evening. There was a fresh breeze for the race,
the course being 3 miles, and the times were:

FOURTH CLASS,

„ „ Length, Elapsed. Corrected.
Tantrum, J. F. Small 14.11 38 05 33 50
Annie, E. Rich 14.08 43 51 29 38
Nina, J, P, Bullard 14.10 46 18 33 00
Nadlne, D. Palmer 14.11 46 33 32 17
Aggie, L, Keiser li.lO Withdrew,

FIFTH CLASS.
Bessie, W. Y-oung 13.11 49 50 34 09
The judges were James Bertram, A. J. O'Leary, and W. O.

Elliott.

STATEN ISLAND Y, C, JUNE 20.-The Sl^aten Island Y, C.
sailed its regatta on Saturday on New York Bay, the winners
being: Class 1, cat Hector, E, W, Simonson; class 2, sloop Hen-
rietta, C, Hoyer; class 3, cat Donnebrog, N. Neilson.

VIATOR AND PRINCESS.-On June 20 a match wa= sailed
over the Larchmont Y. C. course between the schooners Princess
and Viator, the former winning by 4m, 54s.

MONATIQUOT Y, 0, OPENING REGATTA, June 13.-Courses
off club house. Weather good, stiff NW wind. First and second
classes 4 miles, third class 6 miles,

FIRST CLASS.

xrr, . ^ „ ^ ^ Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
White Favra, H. H. Jones 24.10 47 40 34 46
Moondyne, A. J. Shaw 24.10 50 41 37 47

SECOND CLASS—JIB AND MAINSAILS.
Diadem, L. H. Hayward 18.03 51 26 34 55
Sansouci, H. E. Prag 16.06 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS CATS.

ucss, W. C. Gherrington 17.03 1 34 26 58 43
Spy, E, H. W. Litmarsh 16.00 1 35 23 1 08 13
Monatiquot, C. G. Sheppard 20.04 1 35 28 1 13 43
Lora, D. E. W. Lplon ....18.01 1 41 10 1 la 18
Wasp, L. P. WHey .17.05 Did not finish.
Spider, A. E. Pratt J9.09 JUd not finish.
£U.H.£.Soatlier ^ ia,IL Didnotfinialu
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BEVERLY Y. C.

THE ITOdh regatta, first opsn race of the season, was sailed on
Wednesriay, in a very strong northeaRter. which at one time

blew a full gale. In the flrst class the olil Mattie met the new
Hecr-nr, just built by Jenney, for Mr. Scetsun, of the Climax.
Mattie, sinsrle reefed, found tbo weatiier to her lilting, and easily
disposed of the larger ooaf, who carried double reefs. In second
class Mist, Widgeon and Anonymous met the old champion Sur-
prise, who has been fitted out again for racing. Widgeon and
Mist started with a single reof, others with two. Mist carried
hers exceedingly well and won handily. Widgeon did very well
till she was forced to take in another reef, and lost much time,
tearirg her sail. Surprise was not in it. In the third class eight
boats started, though, as in the second, most of the new boats
were not ready. At the end of the first round the wind had in-

creased to a full gale, and tne boats which started under two
reefs found they had more than they could carry. For some
minutes it was "a good exliibition oC carrying on sail, but the
majority were forced to stop and reef and in several cases pump
out the boats.
Phenomenon, a new and very fa-st boat, built by her owner,

was first to reach tbe judges' boat at end of the first round, but
evidently hHd foi'gotten there was a second round, and lost fully
a minute before starting again. Etna was second, closely pressed
by Tycoon, a boat sailing her maiden race. On the second round
Tycoon lost time by getting in irons. Eina did wonderfully well
and took first place.
Courses, 10J4 niles for first and second classes, 8}-| for third, 5

for fouj-tb. Weather, tbick and misty, wind N.E. storm:
FIRST CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mattie, Howard Siockton 28.10 2 03 15 1 56 58

Hector, E. 0. Stetson 2 08 28
SECOND CLASS.

Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr 38.08 3 00 55 1 SO 30
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr 26.10 2 03 47 1 53 33
Anonvmous. F- L. Dabney 26.10 2 06 03 1 55 47

Surprise, -John Codman 37.05 2 09 23 1 59 43
THIRD CLASS.

Eina, J. Parkinson 23.10 1 46 31 1 34 37
Puenomenon. N. Hucking, Jr 28.00 1 48 54 1 37 03
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr 1 49 26
Puzzle, Wm. Amory. Jr .23.09 Withdrew.
Daisy, Howard Stockton . .....21.01 Withdrew.
Parole, W. H Davis 22.0? Witbdrew.
Hermione, R. L. Barstow 23.00 Withdrew.
Marion, Geo. Jones S2.05 W^ittidrew.

S-OTJBTH CLASS.
Edith 19.04 Witbdrew.
Winners—Class 1, Mattie; Class 2, Mist and Widgeon; Class 3,

Eina, Plienomenon and Tycoon. Judges—T. S. Edmunds and W.
Lloyd Jeffries.

THE ST. LAWRENCE Y. C.

THE St. Lawrence Y, C. began its fourth active season on May
23 with a cruise up Lake St. Louis, which finally developed

into a sweepstake race, in whicb Dream, a sloop of 32.15 c.l., wm
from Valda, 25.1 c.L, by 2m. 553. corrected time, over a verydifli-
cult eight-mile cotirse.

On Thu ISih inst. tDe first series races of the season for the 29ft.

and 24fi. classes was sailed, and this as at once the first race
sailed over the new club cniirse, from tbe club's new house, and
the first contest nnder tbe club's new rules making corrected
length the basis for classification. Ttie 29ft. class was the only
one chat tilled, for althougli two 24-footers sailed the cours- they
did not enter. Tlie four boats, which made up the 29ft. class are
in many respects the picU of the clum's fl-et. Chaperon, the big-
gest of the lot, so big indeed that she goes beyond the limit of the
class, and is only permitted to sail in it l^y virtue of special legis-

lacio", is a compromise cutter, designed in 1890 by Mr. A. E.
Jnrvis, of Hamilton, for Mr. E. S. Clouston. She has been this
year equipped for racing in the most thorougb manner, having
been given a larger cpnterboard, a special outfit and a most beau-
tiftil suit of Ratsey & Lapthorne sails, including a Union silk top-
sail which is a marvel. Frolic is a 26ft. sloop, built by Mumm, of
Bay Ridge, a very powerful and heavily rigged craft, with plenty
of lead outside. The third lacing boat in point of size is Mollie
Bawn, a 21ft. l.w.l compromise, designed h\ Burgess and built by
Lawley, of South Busion, vchlch on the liJlL sailed her first race.
Mollie as a \ ery powerful little craft, with plenty of lead hung
somewhat lower down than is customary in local boats, wh'ise
owners bave a wholesome fear of the bottom on such a shoal sheet
of water as Lake S . Louis, and a mongrel catrig of a eomewbat
extreme type. Tbe least, but not the last of the lot is the Valda.
the 21[t. l.w.l. sloop St. Ange built in 1890 from Mr. G. H. Duggan's
deslga for tnat gentleman. Valda has the mnsi^ of her ballast
outside in tbe shape of a good big chunk of lead this year, out is

otherwise in very much the same condition as she was last year,
when she was never reaten.
There was the usual delay at the start and the flrst gun did not

go until 4 o'clock. At that time there was a fresh whole sail

breeze from the west, with enough southing in it to enable the
boats to point from buoy to buoy, but the weather Inoked so
threatening ttiat some of the boats sent down their clubs and set
jib headers. Tbe start was as follows:

Bost. Designer. Steersman. C.L. Start.
MoUie Bawn E. Burgess... .W. Kavanagh 35.93 4 05 34

Vada & H. Duggan..S. H. Duggan 24.01 4 06 05
OhapTon A. Jar^is B. S. Cloustan 30.03 4 06 10

Frolic J. Mumm E. Kirke Greene. ..28.45 4 06 ,50

Valda took the weather gage at tue start and so n drew ahead
of the fleet, with Cnaperon close behind her. MoUie Biwn laid
up much closer than the rest of thf fleet and was soon well to

windward ofIt, but asteru. It was close work until the Chateau-
guay Buoy was rounded, and the wbole fleet did it on two tacks.
On the reach in Valda sfit a ballooner and Chaperon and Frolic
sent up jibtopsails, and the tbree being so pretty well together it

was a jiOo around the Pointe Claire Buoy and a close reach out to

the Cnattauguay Buoy, during which Valda and Chaperan in-

dulged in a luflang match, during which Frolic came up on them
fast. BpinaUers went out to port when the run home began, and
then Valda began to draw away from Chaperon and got a safe
lead in for tlie long reach under balloners from the Valois Light
Buoy to the finish line. The times of this i ace, perhaps the best
ever sailed on Lake St. Louis, were as follows:

E'apsed. Corrected.
Valda 3 06 00 2 00 21

Chaperon 2 06 45 3 06 45

Proli 2 09 30 2 07 57

Mollie Bawn 2 15 45 2 13 00

Valda therefore wins one leg for the %ice- commodore's cup and
a fir.st prize pennant by 45s. elapsed and 6m. 34s. corrected time,
and Chaperon wins a second prize pennant by Im, 13a.

On June :;0 the A class boats, over 89ft. c.L, and the 31ft. class

will have their first race, when Dream will for the first time
tackle Lulu, the winner of tbe trophy in last year's first class.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. OF NEW YORK.
STAHDAHD HIjLES TOR HANDICAP AND CRTJISEKS' MATCHES.

EandUiap Matches.

I. Handicaps must be limited to yacbts belonging to the club
giving the match.

II. The handicapper or handicappers must be a member or
members of the club.

, „ , . , ,

HI. The handicapper or handicappers shall have entire control
and management ot tbe match.
IV. Handicaps shall be open to yacbts of any rig.

V. The class or classes embraced in handicaps should have
wide limits as to size of boats—-siz.: If classed by tonnage: 1.

Under 10 tons. 2. Ten tons to .50 tons. 3. Fifty tons to 100 tons.

4. Over 100 tons. If classed by Lw.l.: 1. Under 30ft. 2. oOft. to

60ft. 3. 60fi. to lOOfc. 4. Over 100ft. If classed by "sailing
lengtb": 1. 35ft. and unner. 2. Over 25ft. and under 50ft. 8. Over
50ft. and under 80ft. 4. Over SOf '.

Vr. Handicap fees of $5 per boat shall be charged (except in

tbe smallest elass, for which the fee shall be $2..50), and be distrib-

uted among the non-amateur members of the crew of the winning
br at in the class.
VII. The nandicapper or bandicappers must prepare on the

day preceding the match, three scales of allowances, for light,

moderAteand hard weather respectively, and place themin sealed
envelopes, marking the envelopes correspondingly.
Vni. Tue handicapper or handicappers shall give no informa-

tion concerning the allowances to any person,
IX. Tne start shall be a "single gun" start.

X. Immediately after the start'ng gun the handicapper or
handicappers must destroy unopened two of the three scales of

aUovvances, retaining tbe one judged best suited to the weather
without breaking the seal until the last yacht competing has fin-

ished the course.
, . . ^

,

XI. Handicappers must nave no personal interest In any yacnt
sailing in a matcb under their direction.

XII. The scale of allowances replaces all time allowances and
^1 deductions for differences of ng,

XIII. On entry each yacht must declare (for the guidance of
the, handicappers) wLetber she will sail as a "cruiser" or "racer."
If the former the club rules respecting "cruiser matches" must
be strictly complied with.
XIV. Protests must be delivered in writing addressed to the

sailing committee of the club \vtthin twenty-four hours after
completing the course, and the sum of fifteen dollars must be
lodged with any protest to be absolutely forfeited to the use of the
club if the protest be held by the sailing committee to be frivolous
or vexatious.

Cruisers'' Matches.

In all races sailed by the club which shall be open only to
"cruisers" tbe following special rules in addition to tbe club sail-

ing regulations shall apply:
I. Yachts exceeding 40 and under 72ft. s. 1. shall carry a boat on

deck of not less thiin 10ft. length and 8ft. 6in. beam; yachts ex-
ceeding (2ft. s. 1. all their usual boats.

II. No extra hands (except a pilot) beyond the regular crew of
the yacht are allowed (this does not prevent the presence of
friends, nor tbeir assisting In sailing the boat, provided no more
persons in all are onboard than the yacht customarily carries on
cruises and can properly accommodate).

III. No yacht shall be hauled oat within two weeks next pre-
ceding the race.
IV. Chain cables shall be carried in the chain locker or other

usual place.
V. No ballast sbaU be shipped or unshipped at any time "witbin

one week preceding the race.
VI. Platforms sball be kept down and bulkheads standing.
VII. No yacht shall be eligible for a "cruisers' match" which

has started in any open race (i. c, any ra< e other than "squadron
runs," "cruisers' matches," "handicaps" or "in cruising trim"
races during the then current season,

VIII. MeHsutement for classification for cruisers' races are to
be taken when the yacht is in a condition cooaplying with these
rules; but no yacht shall be excluded by reason of an excess over
her class limits if not exceeding five per cent.
N. B.—Special attention is called to those portions of Sailing

Regulations, No°. 11, 13 and 31, which are not superseded by the
above special rules and whicU therefore also apply, viz.:

"XI. Boats, etc.-- Tbese boats shall not be carried below deck
and must have oars lashed in ready for immediate use: each
yacht shall al^o carry two serviceable I'fe buoys ready for imme-
diate use within reach of the helmsman.
"XIL Fittings and Ballast.—No water shall be started from or

taken into the tanks atter the signal to start has been made; no
more than the usual anchors and chains shall be carried during
the race and these must not be used as shifting ballast or for
altering the trim of the yacht; after startipg the ballast shall not
be shifted or trimmed in any way whatever during the race, * * *

a race re-sailed shall so far as this rule is concerned be considered
a npw race.
"XXXI. Cruising Trim.-When yachts are ordered to sail in

cruising trim the following rules are to be strictly observed: 1.

No doors, tables, cabin skylights or other cabin or deck fittings
(davits excepted) shall be removed from their place before or
during the race. 2. No sails or o' her gear shall be put into the
main cabin in yachts exceeding .36 ft. s.l. 3, Anchors and chains
suitable to size of yacht shall be carried; one anchor at usual
place on the bow, which anchor shall not be unshackled from the
chain before or during the race."

Attention is also called to the club regulations concerning the
crews allowed to be carried ^>y club yachts while cruising which
apply to these races and supersede Sailing Regulations No. 13 in
relation to crews, as follows:
"Crews. II.—Cruising yachts are allowed to carry in addition to

any steward or cook and sailing master (where tbe o-vner does
not act as such): a. If less than 73.01ft. s i. one hand for every
13ft. thereof and one for any fraction of 6ft. b. If over 73ft.

8.1, one band for every full 9ft. thereof."

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.

'T'HE following general orders have been issued:
J- Gener.a,l Orders No. 1.—New York, Jan. 19.—Mr. Frederic
Tarns is appointed fleet captain aid will enter upon the discharge
of his duties at once. GEORGE H. B. Hill, Com., S. C. Y. C.

General Orders No. 2.—Flagsnip Miranda, New York Harbor,
June 15.—The vessels of the fleet will rendezvous in Oyster Bay
Harbor, the summer station of the club, for the squadron cruise,

on Wednesday, July 1. Captains will report aboard the flagship
at 9 o'clock P. M. The cruise will last one week. The squadron
will remain at Oyster Bay on Thursday, the day appointed for the
special race of this club at that place. Bffore leaving tbe station
a time will be appointed for the inspection of the property of the
club there and the site for Ibe new club bouse. Captain A. P.
Montant and Captain E. M. Townsend have kindly extended the
use ol their piers and floats to the members of tbe club and their
guests. On Friday the squadron will proceed to Larchmont Har-
bor to attend the race of the Larchmont Y. C. on the 4th. The
subspquent movements of the squadron will ba decided upon at
the first meeting of the captains. First and second prizes in money
will be given to tbe sailing masters of the yachts declared to be in

the bost order during the cruise, by judges to be appointed by the
commodore. Captains intending to join the squadron are re-

quested to notify tlie fleet captain at the club house, 7 Bast o2d
stieet, at as early a date as possible. By order of the commodore,

J. Frederic Tams, Fleet Captain.

The special race will be sailed on July 2, off Oyster Bay, when
a prize nf $100 will be offered in the 48ft. class, and one of S25 in
the 25ft. class, or the race will be made a sweepstakes at the
option of those entering. The entrance fee is to be S25 and S15.
Tne courses for the several classes and other rules are:

For tbe 46ft. Class -Starting between the committee steamer
and a stakeboat anchored at th» mouth of Oyster Bay, around
red can buoy on Cow's Reef oft' Sbippan Point, leaving it on port
hand; thence around black spar buoy on Matinicock Point, leav-
ing it on port band; thence around red can buoy on Cow's Reef,
leaving it on starboard hand; thence across the starting line—35
nautical miles.
For the 25ft. Class.—Starting between the committee steamer

and a stakeboat anchored at the mouth of Oyster Bay; thence
around red can buoy on Cow's Reef oil Sbippan Point, leaving it

on port hand; thence around black spar buoy on Matinicock
Point, leaving it on port hand; thence across starting line, keep-
ing to tbe northward of buoy on Center Island Reef—18 nautical
miles.
The compass course from the starting line to Cow's Reef buoy

is about north, and from Cow's Reef buoy to Matinicock buoy is

about southwest, % west.
"A one gun start" will be given at 11 o'clock A. M. precisely,

without regard to wind or weather, fog excepted. At 11 o'clock
A. M. a blast of the whistle will be given and the club flbg hoisted,
tDis will be the starting time for all yachts.
The following excepi ions to the racing rules are made for this

race; Full professional crews may be carried without restriction

as to number, but the helmsman must be an amateur. Sailing
masters may be carried as males. Club topsails may be carried.
In case of a walkover in either class the value of the prize will be
reduced one-balf.

LARCHIvIONT Y. C. SPRING RACES.—A special race will be
sailed on Tuesday, June 30, open to all yachts measuring from 60

to 60ft., racing lengtb; course about 15 miles to windward or lee-

ward, and return. Larchmont measurement, rules and allowance
to govern the race, except that there will he no restrictions ai to

sail", crew or helmsman. The club will offer a $250 cup for flrst

prize, with a second prize in case four or more yachts enter and
start. The annual regatta will be sailed on Saturday, July 4, over
tbe usual club courses. The club at the annual meeting directed
that tbis regatta be a handicap. The handicapping will be done
by a committee of experienced'yachtsmen, selected by the regatta
committee, and it is specially r> quested that owners intending to

compete will send their entries to the leeatta committee »t as
early a date as possible. A general compliance with this request
will aid the handicapping committee and conduce to the success
and interest of the regatia. C. W. W'etmore has presented the
club with three cups, to be competed for by yachts of 25ft. and
under, racing length. The first race for these cups will be beld on
Saturday, Aug. 1.

SIESTA.—The Herreshoff steam yacht Siesta has been used by
her owner, H. H. Warner, of Rochester, on tbe St. Lawrence
River, where about a year since she was in collision with the
schooner Annie Foster, of Kingston, Ont. The schooner, which
was valued at S7,O00, was sunk, and a claim lor that amount was
m-<de on Mr. Warner, which he declined to pay. The Canadian
oflicials have ever since watched and wailed for the_ Siesta, but
she has kept clear of Cauadian waters until the evening of June
10, when slue grounded near Horsboe Island, two miles from
Kingston. A boat crew pulled to Kingston for a tug, and the

Olivia Gordon went to the yacht's assistance, pulled her off and
towed her into Kingston, where the officers were awaiting her

arrival. She was held until Mr. Warner gave boadB for $10,000,

when 8be steamed for Amerloe-n waters.

COOPER'S POINT Y. C- Editor Forest ana Stream: The fifth

annual race of the Cooper's Point Y. C. was sailed on June 16 to
Reedy Island and return. At 10:20 A. M. the signal was given for
the start, the boats crossing the line in the following order.
Willi ins, W. Humphries.lO 23 00 Eckman, D. Late 10 34 30
Ethel, Com. Dresser 10 23 30 King, W. Kinsey 10 34 30
Burton, R. G. Welkins. ..10 24 30 ClarK, J. Bagley 10 24 30
Ebb tide, wind, fresh SW., the Burton soon took flrst position,

reaching Deepwater Point (34 miles) on the ebb tide, a good run for
any kind of a sailing craft, and four or more miles anead of tbe
fleet. The wind died out with the waning tide and she came to
anchor. In the meantime the King, Clarke and AVilkins fl.shing

out a light air from somewhere, came down in the slack water
joining tbe Burton in the order named. On the beat down, the
Ethel capsized below Lincoln Park 13 miles from the starling
point, and the Eckman kindly went to ber assistance, which
virtually threw her out of the race. Just here, and as the boats
progressed the wind increased and the sea ran higher. All the
boats left in the race and carried all their cotton, although some-
times almost completely submerged. As the night grew, a little

air sprang up from SW. and tbe boflts again got underway from
Deepwater Point. The Burton turning the flag boat at Reedy
island at 13 00 03, King 13 08 30. Clark'e 13 09 00, Wilkins 12 13 00,

The drift home in the stillness of the beated night without a sign
of air save from the wings of hovering "skeeters" was slightly
monotonous. At sun-up the heat became oppressive lfl7). Tlie
Burton ran alongside of the Powder wharf pier at Eagle Point,
the crew deserted ship taking refuge under the shady trees near
by. The Clarke did the same; while the King and Wilkins con-
tinued on and enjoyed tbe roast, the former arriving at Cooper's
Point 4:56 P. M. (17tb) Wilkins 5:55, Clarke 7:38, Burton 7:28. The
King made tbe run in 30 hours 33min., beating the Clarke's record
of last year by 3 hours 2Smin., and the "Old Man." It will be re-
membered on May 11 of last year tbe boats encountered a heavy
nortbeaster with hail and had to heat up the bay against it. Cold
and severe as this was it was a luxury compared to the roasting
of this. A thoroughbred yachtsman, though rubbing his nose
against three score and ten, glories ma stiff breeze, w^hile "pie-
plate" airs disgust him.—R. J. Wilkins, (Cooper's Point.)

CORINTHIAN NAVY REGATTA.—The open regatta of the
Corinthian Navy, Long Island Sound squadron, will be sailed off

New Rochelle on Saturda.y, 27ih inst. The race is open to all

boats under 25ft. load waterlme. The boats will be divided into
the 25, 22, 20, 18 and 16ft. classes, and subdivided on type as follows:
Cabin sloops and cutters, yawls, pole mast sloops, catooats and
periaugers, and open yawls, catboats, shiops. periangersand canal
yawls, St. Lawrence skiffs, canoes and rigged r'-wboats. Boats
exceeding 25ft. rating length, but not exceeding 25ft. l.w.l. will be
admitted to the 25tt. class. Cabin boats will be classified accord-
ing to their corrected length, and open boats by their load water-
line lengths. la all classes where two or more boats start a prize
will go to tbe winning boat, and where five boats start m a class
a second prize will be awarded. The Triple Squadron Cup, offered
by the Long Island Sound, East River and New York Bay squad-
rons of the Corinttiian Navy, will go to tbe boat winning in the
25ft. class of pole mast sloops. Tuis cup must be won twice before
becoming the property of the winner. Tbe Center Trophy, do-
nated by Mr. Robert (Ilenier, will be awarded to the boat that
carries no more than two persons aboard during tbe race. Forty-
five per cent, will be awarded for speed, twenty per cent, for vie,

twenty per cent, for handling and fifieen per cent, for condition.
The judges for this competition are Vice-Admiral Taber, Com,
Day and Com Vollum. All entries must be made with Mr. W. L.
Hicks, chairman of the regatta committee, Glen Cove, L.L, not
later than 3 o'clock on the afternoon of the 26th inst. Mr. E T.
Smyth, N.R.Y.C ; Joseph W. Gibson, C. N.. and Adtniral Charles
M. Connolly, C.N., will be the judges of the race.

CORINTHIAN MOSQUITO FLEET.-The third regatta of tbe
Corinthian Mosqtuto Fleet will be sailed off Larchmont on Satur-
day, June 37. Members of other clubs owning mosquito craft are
cordially invited to enter. The classes will be 21ft. to 15ft., I8ft.

and 21ft., 15ft. and under 18it., and those under 15£t. l.w.l.. Boats
exceeding 25ft. l.w.l. but not exceeding 25fc. corrected length, will
be admitted to the 21 25ft. class. Opsn cockpit boais wiH not be
classed with cabin boats. The course for boats 18£t. and over will
be about 13 miles, and those under that lengtb a>iout 7 miles. The
start will be made at twelve o'clock. Prizes will be awerded in
all classes where tsvo or more boats start. When four or more
boats in a class start a s- cond prize will be awarded. The pr'zea
will be on exhibition at the house of the Larchmont Y. C, and
will be delivered to the winners tne following week. A subscrip-
tion cup, va'ue $75, to be called "The Corinthian Mosquito E'teet

Champion Cup for 1891," is offered to the 25ft. sloop class. This la

to be sailed lor in the regular regattas of the association, and. If

found necessary, special races will be arranged to determine
the winner. At least two boats must start and finish. A cer-
tificate of measurement must be filed with the entry with the
regatta committee of ail boats on or before tho morning of the
race. The officers of tbe Larchmont Y. C. have cordially ex-
tended the use of their bouse and floats to owners of boats enter-
irg tbis regatta. Mr. Tbeodore Led yard. New Rochelle, N, Y.;

Mr. F. S. Grant and Mr. J. M. Williams make up the regatta com-
mittee.

BARBARA.—"During the past week many matters of doubt
have been solved regarding tbe Barbara. In the flrst place, tbe
Barbara in racing trim floats safely within h^r lines. Again, she
carries her sail splendidly, and in last Wednesday's half-gale she
stood up well and sailed splendidly. In her "off wind" work she
is very fast. Now the Barbara can be reasonably looked for to

defeat the Jessica with a good margin. Over a 2i-mile course she
would get from tbe Bristol boat about three minutes time allow-
ance—a good deal to give a Fife boat, built to race under our
rules."—Boston Herald,

MIRAMICHI Y. C—This club has re-elected the old officers,

namely: John C. Miller, Commodore; J. L. Stewart, Vce-Gum-
modore; R. Loggin. Rear-Oommndore; tieorga Watt, Secret-iry-

Treasurer. The Queen's birthday was celebrated by a meet, the
yachts cruising to Black Brook after a picnic at Middle Island.
Two new yachts have been added to the squadron and tne club is

in a sound condition, flnancially and otherwise.

BOOKS RECEIVED.—Massachusetts Y. C. year book.

A'

DOWN THE SUSQUEHANNA.
IContiinued from page A47.]

S I came abreast the mouth of Roaring Creek I saw a tent
pitched on a nice spot in the midst of a grove of trees, and,

making a noise, several heads appeared and hailed me ashore. 1

found them to be a party of jolly fellows from Shamokin; after

accepting their hospitality and baving a chat, I bid them good-by
and started off,

, , . ,

The river is very wide below Roaring Creek and the wind
and the waves seenaed to be holding high cat nival, T crossed

about one mile above Danville, which is 10 miles below Oata-
wissa, and tbe whiteeaps were pitching and rolling so high
that they were constantly washing over the deck, being kept out
of tbe cockpit only by buttoning my rubber apron tightly to the
coaming. Below Danville the river is very rapid and 1 made good
time, skirting along the left shore all the distance to the head of

the Sunbury dam. Running up a small creek opposite Ripp's Run
I struck camp.

, ^ ^

I took the baggage out of the canoe and piling it, against a tree,

gave tbe craft a cleaning out, also taking a bath myself in the

CO 1 creek water which at the mouth was about 81 1. deep. \v hue
bunting firewood further up the creek I came across a place seem-
ing tn be a camping site just vacated, as there were benches, a
wooden table and plenty of straw, everything indicating that
there had been some person or persons camping there a ^hori time
before. Instead of carr.ying the wood back I retraced my steps,

returning with the canoe and outfit and was soon nicely campt d.

As it was early in the evening I put my rod together and dig-

ging a few grubs went down to the mouth of tne creek and caught
three large sunfish and one very largo catfish. This catch helped
to make an excellent supper.

, . ,

While clearing the table parapbernalial was startled to hear
the rumbling of thunder. Going down to the mouth of tbe creek
I could see it raining several miles below, and as the wind was
blowing up the river I was confident that I would get some of It,

and get it I did, as it rained during the whole night, but being
well sheltered under a thick growth of trees, and mytentsbed-
dingtbe water like a duck, I was kept perfectly dry. The mos-
quitoes that night were holding a little circus of thoir own m my
tent, chased in by tbe rain, and I passed a pretty bad night of it.

Salurday, July 19. brought forth a beautiful morning, despite

the rainy night. After a bath in the creek I cooked alight break-

fast, letting my outfit lie exposed to the air and my canoe tent In

the Bun to dry in tbe meanwhile. Fiaiehing breakfast, I paddled

down tUe oreefe iato tlie river, a»d soon came to Sunbury. After
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I put the iatcQes on and battened them down, I wentup into Sun-
bury and got some mail and some news of the outside world.When I came back I sat ou the shore opening my letters, and was
soon surrruuded with a crowd of inquiring people. My name
being mentioned, I was surprised to ste a fiiei d of mine from
Iiewisburg, and aft'-r some hesitation on my part I decided to
spend Sunday with bim.
Storing niy canoe in the lola boat house, we took the train to

Lewisburg, which is situa^e^ on the West Branch of the Susque-
hanna, nine miles from Sunbury.
Sunday was just the kiad of a day I had Wished for. It was

raining and was very disagreeable, making a pleasant dav to stay
mdonrs, for I did not caie to show the people the latest wrinkles
in trousers, as the ones I had on were the only ones I had with me
on the trip, and my pallor shirt and blouse was not the nicest suit
to promenade wir.h on a Sunday.
Mondny, July 20. found us taking the train to Sunbury. Soon

after our arrival at ihe doat house I was to be seen bowling along
under full cruising sail for the breast of the dam.
The river at Sunbury, where the North and West Branches

meet, is at least miles wice, and is a beautiful sheet of water.
Numerous steamers ply to and fro, some running up to North-
umberland and return, carrying passengers.
Arriving at the dam. 1 lowered sail and went through the raft

shute, which is an incline of 10ft. in 75, wiih the water rushing
through like an express train. The river below the dam is very
rocky, which necessitated my stowing tbe sail under deck. For a
bait mile below the dam I espsrienced no end of trouble with
the shallow water ana the sharp ledges which extend the width
of the river.
Below this stretrh of rocks I got into better water, where I

allowed myself to float, and enjoyed the beautiful scenery that
borders the river ou both sides. Cruising along the right shore
1 crossed the liver one mile below Selinsgrove Junction, to avoid
the fish dams and baskets that are thrown up promiscuously and
Without regard to I he law on all sides. As ic was about noon 1made a stop on an island opposite «elinsgrove and took lunch and
enjoypd the shade of some water birch trees.
Ke-smbarking I kept, to the left shore to Fisher's Ferry, 2}4

miles below belinsgrove bridge, where I again recrossed the river,
having been told by a fisherman that tbe better channel lav on
that side. I found very deep water toward the right shore and
throwing m a spoon after some trollinff I landed two salmon
we gbing probably 31bs. each. At Port Trevorton, 4 miles below
Fisher's Ferry, I made a stop and bought some fresh bread, butter
and eggs.
The <dd piers that supported the Port Trevorton bridge still

stand like so many monuments, all the way across the river,
some of them showing the work of tbe floods, large stones having
been knocked out and the mortar and cement loosened in many
places. Below the port it kept me busy dodging in and around
the many fish dams that are scattered all over the river.
Working my way over to an island below Herndon, which is on
the opposite side of the river from port, I hauled the canoe up on
shore and made camp, as the afternoon was fast drawing to a
close. In searching fur firewood I struck up on a clearing on the
island and down on the middle I saw tnat it was inhabited, as I
saw a farmhouse. When I had gathered enough firewood for sup-
per and for the night I took a tin bucket and went down to the
house aft^r milk.
While returning with my bucket of milk I was set upon by a

dog, who, coming as he did from behind me and not giving me
any warning, scared me f=o that I came near losing bucket and all.
I foUnd it bard work to keep that rascal sway from me, and he
only went away after I drew my revolver and shot to scare bim.
The report of the revolver then got me into trouble with tbe
fai-mer, who declared I intended to kill his animal. Peace was
finally restored, and I went away. With good fresh bread, butter,
eggs, two salmon and coffee, what canoeist is there that handles
a paddle that could not make a good supper.
The evening drawing to a close, I piled some heavy timbers on

the fire and soon turned in, the night being very dark and looking
like rain, not a star to be seen in the whole sky.
Tuesday, Ju'v 21, I arose about 6:30 A. M., and was not able to

see an object 50ft. away on account of the heavy fog which had
settled over the river. Passing the time in numerous ways till 8
A. M., the sun coming out drove the fog before it. I left the island,
and wnen passing the house on the lower end I fired my revolver,
making ihtsi Id man appear at the door in an instant.
At Gooi-Kefown, one mile below Herndon, I kept to the left shore

to avoid the dangerous McKee's Half Falls, which are a succession
of ugly rapids. These falls are on the other side of a large island
opposite Georgetown. Many an accident has happened there, and
they are at all stages of the water an ugly place to go through.
Below Georgetown the river is swift, but clear of rapids, all the

distance to Mahantaugo, five miles below, and at this place I was
hailed by a fisherman. Drawing up alongside of his boat, I
chatted with him awhile, and he cautioned me to take the other
side of the river aU the way to Halifax.

1 or 21
1 05 27
1 07 09

Finish. Elapsed.
116 31 m 31

53 56
54 15
55 OS

Fouled.
55 53

A. C. A. MEMBERSHIP.-Easter Division: John A. Lanford,
Mt. Auburn, Mass.. Frank H. Foster, Lebanon N. H. Central
Divisi'-n: Enoch Ashton, Jr., Troy, N. Y.: W. Stewart Smith, Jr.,
Rochester. N. Y.; VV. C. Witherbee. Henry R. Neide, Port Hf-nry
N. Y.; J. H. Grimm, Troy, N. Y. Nori hern Division: Wm. Brad-
burn, Omemee. Atlantic Division: J. Gilbert Hall, Perth Am-
boy, N. J.

MARINE AND FIELD AND M. A. C. REGATTA.
'PHE event of the summer canoe racing was the joint regatta of
JL the Marine and Field Club, of Bath Beach, and the Manhattan
Athletic Club Canoe Department, sailed on June 20 on Gravesend
Bay. The details oi the raeirg are given in the following com-
plete summary. Tbe day was very satisfactory on the whole, tbe
clouds beine dispersed by the warm sun early in the moiniue, and
though there was not enough wind, the races were all sailed
through. The officers of the dav were: R-feree, Robert J. Williin.
Brooklyn C. C. Judges, Com. Walter U. Lawson, A. C. A.; Vice-
Corn., I. V. Dorland, Atlantic Division, A. C. A., and Com. L. W.
Seavey, Knickerbocker C. C. Timers, William J. Swan, M. A. C.

,

and William R Haviland. Yonkers C. C. Clerk of the course,
Richard Hobart, lanthe O. C. Regatta committee, C. K. Woosf er.
M. and F. C; William Whitlock, M. A. C; Arthur Hurst. M. and
F. C, and Wm. S. Elliott, chairman, M. and F. C. and M. A. C.
Event 1.—Twice around triangle, unclassified sailing race, 3

miles:
No. Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Nomad, A. Hurst, M and F 21 10 16 10 11 33 00 1 15 50
Restless, H. P.Allen, M. and F 23 10 14 30 11 22 09
Kwo-ne-she, W. Brownell,Crescent.33 19 15 00 11 20 43
Vim, J. .lohnson, Orienta 24 10 14 40 11 21 49
Kwo-ne-she first prize. Vim second. Restless third.
Event 2, tandem paddling race, siraigh'away, 1 mile:

Be»m. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Cricket, Palmer & Douglas. lanthe. 2S 11 31 55 11 40 35 8 40 00
Uno, Quick and Simpson. M.A.C. . . .30 11 31 55 11 40 48 8 53 00
Jonah, Collins Bros., Bayonne 27 11 31 55 11 41 10 9 15 00
Event 3, Marine and Field senior saving race, distance 4^2 miles,

triangle three times:
Start.

Wasp, Paul Butler, Vesper .12 44 ."5

Nesta, D. Goodsell, Y'onuers 12 45 21
Cricket, L B. Palmer, lanthe 13 44 47
Seabrigtit,W. T. VVintringham, B'klynl2 4ii 23
Bee, D. D. Goddard, Vtsper 12 4o
Guenn, Wm. Whitlock, M. A. C 12 44 25
Kitt, F. M. Sinclair, A. C. A 12 45 57
Tempest. G. P. Douglas, lanthe 12 45 18
Eclipse, F. M. Dunnell, Brooklyn 12 48 00
Bonnie. C. B. Vaux, Yonkers 12 47 26
Aztec, W. W.Howard, New York 13 50 53
Eros, F. C, Moore, Knickerbocker 13 48 16
Torment, H. H. Smjthe 12 50 01
Kismet, C. J. Stevens, New York 12.50 53 _ . . . .. ..

Event 4, i.}4 miles, triangle course, three times, Marine and
Field cup race:

Start.
Bop, Vesper
Wasp, Vesper 3 08 30
Tempest, lanthe
Guenn, M. A. C
Kitt. A. C. A
Torment. Brooklyn
Bonnie, Yonkers
Nesta, Yonkers
Uno, Yonkers 3 OS 10
Beta, Yonkers 3 08 05
Cricket, lanihe 3 08 40
Eclipse. Brooklyn
Seabright, Brooklyn
Eurylda, M. and H'

Kismet, New York
Aztec, New York 3 08 41
Eros, Knickerbocker _

Event 5. five times around triangle, Manhattan A, C. Challenge
Trophy, lii miles:

First Second
Round. Round.
4 39 24 4 53 24

4 55 15
4 54 02
4 55 23
4 55 50
4 56 47
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
4 53 00 Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

4 54 04 Withdrew.
4 57 45 5 11 10 Withdrew.

. . Withdrew.
Event 6, twice around triangle, Smiles. Consolation sailiug

race:
Start.

Cricket, L. B. Palmer 6 43 40
Tempest, G. P. Douglas 6 43 40
Beta. T. S. Orholm 7 43 40
Bonnie, C. B. Vaux 6 43 40

1 19 56
1 20 10

1 21 06
1 21 OS
1 21 53
1 22 45
1 23 28
1 23 39
1 25 03
1 25 33
1 23 53
1 26 53
1 27 28

Turn. 3d Turn. Finish.
3 22 24 3 35 46 3 19 46
3 33 34 3 85 44 3 49 53
3 22 55 3 36 09 3 50 40
3 24 31 3 38 36 3 52 06
3 23 45 3 38 02 3 53 15
Foul first turn.
3 26 54 3 41 41 3 55 33
3 33 35 3 33 50 3 54 53
3 33 10 3 35 40 Fouled.
3 26 40 3 43 04 Withd rawn
3 27 19 3 43 16 3 56 17
Withdrawn.
3 26 45 3 41 45 3 56 19
Foul first turn.
3 28 55 Withdrawn.
3 24 63 3 39 33 8 54 50
3 28 10 3 43 20 3 58 03

Start.
Uno 4 35 16
Beta 4 25 22
Bonnie 4 25 20
Aztec
Kitt
Eros 4 42 19
Torment 4 43 39
Nesta _ .

Tempest 4 25 25

4 41 30
4 40 45
4 43 13
4 41 18

4 44 45
4 39 OQ

Third
Round,
5 05 01
5 03 14
5 09 35
5 09 33
5 09 20
5 10 36

Fourth
Round. Finish.
5 18 40
5 81 03
5 33 30
5 23 50
6 24 44
5 §5 38

33 31

5 37 33
5 37 52

5 40 05
5 40 44
5 42 38

Cricket 4 49 15
Seabright. 4 43 33
Guenn 4 40 30
Eurylda.
Kismet

4 43 03
4 42 .53

Turn. Finish.
7 05 07 withdr<- w.
7 04 30 7 22 30
7 03 05 7 20 12
7 05 17 withdrew.

NEW YORK C. C. SANDY HOOK RACE.-mUor Forest and
Stream: I am informed by Mr. W. S. Elliott, of the Maiine and
Field Club, and also by ths canoeing editor of the Forest And
Stream, that the notice of the Marine and Field Canoe Rega .»a
of June 20 was sent to your office prior to the receipt from me of

the notice of the New York C. C. club race to Sandy Hook for the
same date, although the notice of the Sandy Hook race was pub-
lished two weeks before the notice of the Marine and Field re-
gal ta. As tbe New Y'ork C. C. has no desire to hold races on days
claimed by other organizations in its neighborhood, I heg to an-
nounce that the race to Snndv Hook, as set for June 20, is with-
drawn. Wm. Willahd Howard, Commodore New York O. C
(Stapleton, S. I., June 17,;

MASSASOIT C. C , JUNE 14-.

THE Massasoits held their first races of the season off the club
house on June 14. The weather was good; just enoueh wind

to make things lively and put th^ men ou their mettle. The first
event was a paddling race from the Cow Pasture to the Wigwam,
and was contested by eight men. The fight, long and arduous,
between the five leading men resulted in the triumph of Charles
Ellis, Lyons taking second place. The course was some three-
quarters of a mile in length, and the race was won in 12m. lOs.
The sailing race was over a three-mile triangular course, and

was for the club perpetual challenge plate, in tbe possession of V,
B. Johnson, owner of the Vee Bee. He was the favorite in this
race until he ran on a pile of ballast and cut several holes in the
Vee Bee, which were an effective drag on her speed-making quali-
ties. The Vee Bee led the procession over the first leg of the
course, followed by Sappho and LTllie A. On turning r und the
point between the first and second divisions of the course tbe
Ullie A. took first position, and ultimately came in a winner,
beating the Aline by 30sec. and the Frolic by 45sec. Although V.
B. Johnson did not, through an accident, sustain his r putaiion of
owning the fastest boat in the club, he bad the sati.sfaction of
knowing that the winning boat was one built by him. The sec-
ond boat was also an amateur-built canoe, having been constructed
by its owner, J, T. Ball. The fact that boats built by the members
succeed m outdistancing professionally-built boats, is one which
the members feel proud of. The perpetual challenge plale is the
one presented to the club by Messrs. J. A. and G. A. Frizzell, J. J.
Kelleher and V. B. Johnson, and is only to be held for two weeks
without being subject to challenge and contest. The present
holder's right is to be again disputed on June 30.
Several casualties happened before and during the race. Elaine

(J. J. Kelleher) Was prevented entering the contest by a capsize,
and Landers in the Minnie E. was practically not in the race from
a similar cause. The UUie A. also had an accident, breaking her
sliding seat during the race. James J. Bbooks.

NEW YORK C. C. REGATTA-AN APOLOGY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
1 was tbe starter of the New York Canoe Club races, referred tom the enclosed clipping from your paper of this week. The pra-

priety of a full apology, in your nest issue, for the objectionable
statements, will, I trust, be apparent to you, wUhoui argum<-nt.
Yery truly yours, Edward C. Dblavan, Jb,
New York, June 19.

[The above letter has caused us to look carefully into the actual
facts of the case, and we can only conclude that our statements
were incorrect, and did an it justice to Mr. Del avan: for which we
tender a lull and ample apology. We are moved to this solely by
consiaerat ions of justice, and not by any fear of the aforesaid
club revolver.]

TORONTO 0. C—The opening race of the Toronto C. C. in the
form of a sealed handicap was sailed off the Island Park on June
6 in a light east wind over the ususl triangul r course. The fleet
got away well t' gether, but Jaques, in the Waif soon took the lead,
with Sparrow and Ford follow ng in the order named, maintain-
ing their respective positions throughout the race. On ihe handi-
cap being opened Iredal", who sailed an open leeboard canoe, was
declared the winner, with Fortier second and Ford third. The
club is to be congratulated on the large number taking part, there
being 13 competitors out of an entry of 14. The first of a ser'es of
three races takes place on June 30, when the new boats recently
purchased bv some of the members w"ll be given a chance to dis-
tinguish themselves. The annual r-gatta will be held near the
Island Park on the Saturday following.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
W. H. T., Brooklyn, N. 1'.—Wild doves are protected at aU

seasons in New Y''ork State.

[Other answers crowded out.]

Forest and Stream. Bos 2.832, N. Y. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Lefhugwell's book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which wiU be mailed free on request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "SybUlene" and
other competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subieGt
extant.

Names and Portraits op Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book partii^ularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kill. Clotb, 330 pages, price S3.50. For sale by Forestand Stream.

FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
I With AdjuBtaUe Attaohmeata.

For SportBrnen and Otliers.
Combines Head J^ick,

Boat Jack. Fishing liamp.
Camp Lamp, Dash Iiamp,
Belt JLantern, Hand I.an-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ILBERT FERGUSOH, Office, 6S Fulton St X.r.

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J, WILKraSON CO.,
269-271 State St., Chicago.

Prom "Outing." Copyrighted

|VT is now the season when hundreds of people are thinking of

getting a supply of Fishing Tackle to take with them on
their vacations. We wish to call yOUr attention to the

fact that we have every kind of Fishing Tackle from

the cheapest grade to the finest.

Send lo cents to cover postage and we will mail you our illustrated

136 folio page catalogue.

(This is not a picture book, but a fishing tackle catalogue.)

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Ijow prices and good quality of goods increasesmy business. It will pay you to huy your tackle In Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Ply Rods, solid reel seat below band, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form, length 9i 10

lOJft, ,
weight 7, 8, 9oz

Price' 83 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is Gei-man Silver Mounted

, \ "/ . 3 82
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie anides, soUd reel seat "aijove'the'liand," extra "tip, silk whippingsVnickel moi^^ complete in wood foi-in" "length

8|, 9, 9J, 10ft , weight 9, lOJ, 13, 13oz
, _

' p^ee 2 72
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted ...T. " 3 83
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat abWe tlie haadVdoiible" tie 'g^^ •« q 75
No. 8, same as No. 7, but IS 8 joint

. «' 375
No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings', Wt. ".*.

.
".

.
'.'. .'.

."
.*.

,

.
' " 9O0

Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup flne ^ish, 25yds., &3c.
; 40yds., 95c.

;
60yds., $1.05; 80yds., $1.15; lOOyds., $1.25. Hard Rubber 'Multipfying Reels," 'Bkl^nce Handle!

Sliding Chck, Nickel Plated, *Oyds., $1.75; 60yds $3.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. braided Linen Reel imes on filock, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOfc, 41c. f. F. M. Brand LinenS
i^®^ ^ t^ead, 38c. • 13 thread. 43c. ; 15 thi-ead, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best QuaUty Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, l5o. per
doz.

;
treble gut, 20c, per doz. Smgle Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz,, SOo.
; 8ft,, per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

; 3ft., per doz., 30c.
;
8ft., doz., &0.

J. F. MABSTEBS. 51, 53 dE 55 Court St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Sand 20. atup for IUlut»«MIO.t.loKMldr 1891, OPEM BTEmiiaB. ' ^
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E. M. QUACKEITBUSH'S SAFETY CARTRIDGE RIFLE.

The Best hzamU Bif e Yet Offered for the Money

Whole length, 33in , weight 4J^lbs.; caliber, 23,100, for regular "BB" or
long and short cartridge''. V»fe guara tne these "iflKS to shoot as
strong and as acctiTate as any 88,100 Caliber Klfle madw; besides,
they are perfectly safe to handle, quick to operate, reli«ble in every

re!=pect, and will bear incespant use without Impairing their efficiency io the least degree. The rear
sights are adjustable, and the barrel can be instantly removed from the frame, making a handy arm
to carry in trunk, valise or package. Each Rifle is tested before leaving our works, and is knocked
down as above ttated, --md neatly packed in a neat, strong box. We also manufacture a full assort

raent of Air Guns, suited to meet the tastes and wants of every one. The quality of our Kooris has
established them in all the principal markets of the world, and their superiority has induced the

U- S. Nas^y to place them, with success, on thpir 'chool ships. Illustrated Pri^e List sent on appl'-

cation. Address H M (JDACKJSNBUS H, Manuf'r, Herkimer, N. Y,. V. S A. KoTE—We stamp
our aame on each Gun we make. Send for Catalogue No. 33. Mention Forest and Stream.

L7MAN ACGELERATIN& SHOTGUN GARTRIDBE
The "EXPEET" is charged with b

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which b:3rns progressively—the
>nly correct method of availing of tht

power of powder in guns. Shot started
easily, with rapidly increasing velooity
and least recoil, and without stringing.
Perfect combustion, little smoke, harmlesh
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; uc
flying, heated grains to cut barrel of gun,
Cakes made by machinery; greatest unl-

ormitj of pattern and penetration No nitrates, decomposing, or changeaMe cliemioal^! Detonating
mpossihle' Shotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

LYMAN CARTRIDGE CO., 9 Chambers Street, N. Y.
lO, 1« mnd lfl-Oanee«. J- P- TJANNKFEI.8KB, 8elllnK Agent.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEOnGE BIRD (JEINNELL ("YO.")

Clotb, 417 pages. Illtistrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

and in the copious notes Mr. GrinneU gives an uncommonly spirited ac

count of Pavmee life in peace and in war. There is an account of the

defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and

sqnayvs, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anythmg in miUtary history. The
Pawnee warriors were aU away at the time, and the Sioux counted ujwn

an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so tei'rorized them that the

bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell

also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-

itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arm?

than their bo fvs and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book

is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Gi-uinell show the possession by some of these men of a

kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-

^. dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccount

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango J eat. . . . Those who desire to learn

of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been

written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.—iV^. Y. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Pinch Lane, Cornhill.

THE PEEMIEE CAMERA

fS THE BEST IN MARKET.
Simple of Manipulation.

Plates or Films are used.
The Shutter is always set.

PRICE $18.00.
Send for Catalogue and copy of Modern Photography.

We MAKe ALL KINDS OF CAMERAS.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY,
SS8 S.Water Sfe* BOCBBSEBB, N. Y.

ONLY rail route to ttie delightful summer re-

sorts nortb of Quebec throuerh the
CANADIAN ADIRONDACKS.^

Monarch Parlor and Sieepiiig Cars. Magmfi-
cen t scenerv. Beautiful climate.
Hotel Uoberval, Lake St. John, recently en-

larged, has first-class aecommodations for 300

guests, and is run in connection with the "Island
House," a new hotel built on an island of the
Grand Discharge of Lake St. John, in the center
of the "Ouananiche" fishing erounds. Daily
communicafiou by the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John
and tributaries, an area of 20,000 square miles,
are free to guests of the hotels.
For information as to hotels, apply to 1-otel

managers. For folders and guide books to Thoi,
Cook & Son, 261 Broadway, New York; to Bay-
moud & Whitcomh, 396 Washington St.. Boston,
and to licke- agents of all principal cities.

4LBX. HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. F. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager,

Quebec, Canada.

Bromfjeid House, Boston.

EUROPEAN fLAH

lESSENGEB, Proprietor.

IN ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.
Residential Estates Mixed Shootings, Pisliiiigs

Grouse Moors, Deer Forests and
Oountry Ees deuces.

LamlevB' R egisrevs, published monthly, contato
parUculars of all the best to be sold or let, and may be
obtained gratis at then- offlees, or by sending 10 cents In

stamps fol postage to LTJMLeVs, LAND AGENTS AND
AUCTIONEERS,

^

don, England.
I St. James's street, Piccadilly, Lon-

TROUT FISHING.
Adirondack Mountains.
BALD MOUNTAIN HOUSE, situated at the

junction of the Oswegatchie Lakes, for fishing,

hunting and health ir is one of the most desirable

locations in the Adirondacka. For partlculai-s

address Z. BIGNESS, Pboprietob,,
Oswegatchie Lake, Lewis Co., Is. Y.

HACATiON?^eUn^.%i^n;^.
Thousand lakes, delightful Camping
Grounds, good water, pure air. To

Hotel Lafayette, i^.Lfe'^li'aSl;

leie^TMo^n°t. Hots! Broatiwater.
Hot Springs. Water Equal
lo Arkansas Hot Springs. Write to

F. I. WHITNEY, St. Paul, JVHnn.,

for tnll particulars.

ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE.—The new
and most popular Trout Fishing and Hunt-

mg Resorts in the Dead River Region of Maine.
EDGaR SMITH, Proprietor. Good fishing in

lake and stream. Game is very plenty. Camps
new. Wonderful health resort for those suflEer-

ingrwith malaria and hayfever. "Write for de-

scription and terms. P. 0. address, Eustis, Me.

MF&CHAM UAMMERLESS
n GUN.

FOR MAILING
Athletic Outfits, Fishing
Tackle Catalognes, etc.,

THE CLASP ENVELOPE IS

These envelopes are made of STRONG,
TOUGH MANILLA PAPER. The CLASP
FASTENING is made of the BEST QUALITY
SBEET BRASS, and will NOT become LOOSE,
PULL OUT OR BREAK.
sajnlpi.dbs A-isrr) jPRIce list

Free by mail on application.

THE CLASP ENVELOPE CO.
39 & 41 West Broadway,

Near Duane Street, NEW TOKK.

TOP SNA I S

Extended Bib, Im- ^*===="

ported Walnut PiHtol Grin Stock, Patent _ , .

Fore-end, Full Checkered, Matted liib, Double
Under Pa8tening,EubberButt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech Frame. lU and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, Choked, $36«Q1?
SEND FOR CUN CATALOCUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GO..ST.LQUis.MiL

H^UJG (UT

A^o^CO Sweet

PACKED IN CANVAS POUCHES.

J-B -PACE -TOBACCO CO.

179 Water StNev/York s RichmondVa.

©AUGRAPj±
GREATEST SPEED I

Best for Manifolding. 100.000 Daily Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
Single Case, No. 1, - - - - S70.00
Double Case, " 3, - - - - - 85.0O
New Special, " 3, - - - - lOO.OO

For accotmt of speed contests and circtilars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITINC MACHINE CO.
HAKTFOB.D, CONN.

Branch Offices : JSST Broadway, NeM'.Torlc.
14 West 4tli Street, Cincinnati, O.
1003 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

PORTIONS or AUDUBON'S

"BIRDS O^AMERICA."
Octavo edition. Following plates: Golden-

crowned wren; 359, Scarlet Ibis; 36^. Spoonbill;

410, American Gull; UB. Herring GuU; 449, Glau-
cous Gull; 450, Blaek-backpd Gull.

„ ,„
Text for pirr.s 72, 73, —, 75, 76, 77. 78, 79, 80, 81, 82,

83, 84 85, 86, — , 90, 91, — , 97, 98,— or those parts
complete, or '6th vol.. test alone, or complete.
Parties having any of the above that they desire

to cHsprise of, will please inform LIEUT. ROBIN-
SOK. Ft. Adams. Newport, R. I., giving terms. 1

have following plates, some good, some stained,

which I will be glad to exchange for any of the
above with parties desiring to fill up incomplete
net: Plates 4.31, 33, 33, 34. 35, — 37, -. 41. 43. — , 44,

— 56 57, 58. 59, 60. 61, 63, 63, 64, 66, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,

73, 73, 74. 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, -, 91, 93, 93, 94, 95,

98, 97. 98, 99, 500.

Swans, Ducks, Pheasants.
EUROPEAN WHITE SWANS. AUSTRA-

LIAN BLACK SWANS, MA>^DAR1N DUCKS,
(^OLD AND SILVER PHEASANTS. LADY
AMHERST PHEASANTS, BAR - TAILED
PHEASANTS AND ANY OTHER KIND.
All inese birds can be imported within fonr

weeli's by LOUIS RUHE, Importer of Birds and
Animals, 24 N. Wildam street. New York.

Send for price list.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-tiond papT $1.00.

"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondack
region ever published."—-P"o)-es< and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-Qond paper, 50 cts.

Guide Books.-The Adirondacks, illustrated.

16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo eloth cover, 25 cts.

L<ake George and Lake CUainplain, 2o cts.

Address H.. IBTOODA RB. Glens Falls, N. Y.

THEGRfAfHEAfTHUKINK.
Package makes 5 gallo......

Delicimib, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. J'i?irB a beautiful
Pictirre Book and cards
Bestto BUS one addreEsing

O.B.HIRES * CO.,

CHAS. I. GOODALE, Taxidermist,

For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

wiU now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all

work intrnsted to his care as formerly.

Breeder, Shipper and
Dealer in Chester White,
Berl5shire and Poland
China Pigs, Fine Setter
Dogs, Collies, Fox Hoimds

ii„i, II ^| . y and Beagles, Sheep & Poul-

try. GEO. B. HICKMAN, West Chester, Pa.

Send stamp for Circular,

LrV^E WHITE HARES {Leinm americanus)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.

Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield.M^., Fish

and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH. Bethel, Me.

FOR SALE.- ENGLISH PHEASANTS AND
pheasant eggs. Live quail season opens Sept.

1st. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission Merchant,
174'ChambeTS street. New York^

Pedigree Record Book
Containing 175 blank pages arranged for carry-

liig out a dog's pedigree to the fiftn generation

wfth a lettered Index for ready reference. $2.60

F0BE8T AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00.,

FOR SALE.-LIVE ENGLISH PHEASANTS
and eggs. Supply limited. Apply at once.

Y DE GUISE, Wahwab, N. J.

Wanted to Buy
LIVE

American Animals.
Beavers, Badgers, Birds,

Bears, Btiflaloes, etc., at
all times.
DONALD BUBNS,
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DALY iUTOlATIC EJECTOR

HAMME SHOTGUN.
No.I. 250, "Diamond Quality," Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully eugraved locks and mounting, finest 'Turkish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting qualitif s and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge $275,00
No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels 175.00

WE ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $275.00 to $400.00

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CliABROUGH & BKO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,
plain finish $100.00

Same as above. Greener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Pine Engraving, the finest gTin they make , , 185.00

We claim for these guns everything that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOYERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway dfe 84 Duane St., - NEW YORK.

Tbe Celebrated Smith £ Wesson Revolvers
HAVE BROKEN ALL RECORDS FOR REVOLVER SHOOTING.

The Most Perfect Small Arms
EVER MANUFACTURED.

Unrivalled in Beauty of Finish, Durability and Accuracy

Manufactured in calibers .32, .38 and .44-100. Single and
Double Action Hammerless Safety and Target Models, with all latest

improvements Automatic Shell Extractor, Rebounding Lock and
Patented Safety Device.

The Smith & Wesson Revolvers are constructed entirely of best wrought steel,
carefully inspected for workmanship and stock, and GUARANTEED. Do not be deceived
by IMITATIONS largely manufactured of malleable cast iron, and often sold for the
genuine Smith & Wesson. All of the Revolvers of this firm are stamped upon the barrels
with their name, address and dates of patents.

If dealer cannot supply you, orders sent to address below will receive prompt and
careful attention. Catalogues and prices furnished upon application.

SMITH & WESSON,
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AoEtnt FOR B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
OLES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING GOODS, Ac. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to thoss

mentioning FOBEST AND Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

FISHESniirS AUTOIATIG HEEL.
When a sportsman finds anything wliicli acids to Ws pleasure, with-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel
FiHSX— It will wmd up the line a hundred

times as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Third—No flsh can ever get slack line with it

Fourth-It will save more fish than any
other reel.
FiFiH—It will prevent tips, lines and snella

from being hroken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AUTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely Dy the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN <fe ERBE^Rochestei^N.Y.
SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE GO.

Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.
— -

iifl

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH COKE AMD CELLULOID HAND GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will no'u blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order cue through your dealer for iuspecbion, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The IT. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New "Sork City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOir GOT STORE."

381 & S83 Broadway, N"ew York.
We invito Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY they can

purchase Sporting Goods. Our stock covers the foOnwing lines in their /wriest varieMes; GUNS.
KIFLpES, AMMUNITION, B'xsla.iaca.s T^olx.X©, BASE BALL. TENNISFENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail you
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

THIS JF>3F8.C3'a?T^ /\ JST TESMTT.

READY FOE IN. REABY FOR. ANTTHINtJ. READY FOR BUN.
The simplest, lightest, most useful tent made. A half dozen forms In same canva.H. Compact. Cheap. Send

for fvdl circular. jSk.. &, OOJSAOTQ OXjL. IEV£*.XXS>tOXX. Jll .

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illusfcrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of aU
practical; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
S18 Broadway, New Yortk.

95 AND 97 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
MANUPACTUBEH OF

Manufacturer of the Celebrated Vom Hofe ReeL Established 1867.

Inclose 25 cents in stamps for the most complete illustrated 128-page catalogue published. This
»motmt may be deducted from first purchase of one doUar and over. Mention this yaper.

NESSMUJCS POEMS.
FOREST RUNES, By Geo. W. Sears. SNessmukf
Large octavo, 208 pages, printed on heavy paper, bound in cloth, gold lettering, mth

& portrait of the author. Price, $1,50.

FOB BY ALL BOOK DKALBRS;

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for »9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B. CSOOE & CO.,

FISHING TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 39bh Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOE OATALOGUE.

2^6
The Francotte Gun,
Finest Bods and Tackle.
Imported Gocds.
Hand Loaded Shells.
UlJthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Oar Specialty is QUALITY.

VON limm & ANTOINE,
346 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

ittm mnt

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly-
changed from a, %to 1% or 2oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to b% or 8oz. witfi
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.
Extra center sections furnished to
increase I he weight as may be desired.
Ask your dealer for them, or send 10
cents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,
51 Jolia Street,

NEW YORK.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
GIIiT OR SIliVER.

Single Spoons S3 a doz. Double Spoons $4 a doz.
Sample by mail 25c. and 35c.

F. S. GRAVES, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. Y.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 (jtrmain Street, St. John, "S. B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5651 Atlantic St., ESGLEWOOD, ILLS.

Tront Flios a» 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Eaoli.

Send Ten Gents for IliUBXaATID Catalogub.

i« me MM.

HENMORE SHAMROCK
(Muskerry—A voca), imported Irish setter at stud.
A thoroughly trained all-round field dog of high
merit and first prize winner. Fee $30. Stiid card
on application. F. L. CHENEY,

Pittsfleld, Mass.

CONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE lEISH
setters. At stud-KED KIVEK GLENCHO,

fine field dog aud first prize bench winner. Fee
g30. Puppiei—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prine stock. Testimonial says,
"Irish pup purchased of you, now Smos. old,

points and retrieves li ke old dog. It is natural for
fiim to hunt." R. H. BURR, Middletown, Conn.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee . . gfoO.OO

Champ. PlilNIilMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand voung dog is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37
first and special prizes, and sire of some good
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after bv St-
Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WT0MI1T& KENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TERBIEES
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer ..$15
Rassly Joker. 15
Reckoner 15
Suifolk Risk 10
Pitcher.. 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NOBIE--&LADSTONE-SUE.
AT STUD, - - FEE $25.PAXTAN6, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. His puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is lai-ge size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfectlou of the field
trial strain of English setters shoidd address for pedi-
gree and particulars.

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels,
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Chula, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. JIoore, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phlla., Pa.

FAMOUS PUGS AT STUD.
BOSrSOR, - Fee $30

Winner of over 50 prizes in England.

Champ. KASH, Fee $20
The sire of many winners.

A. E. PITTS, Columbus, Ohio.

AT STUD. FEE $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.O.S.B. mi).

Sire of the phenomenal iield trial winners. Rip
Rnp, Zig-Zag, Tapster aud Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.
Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,

Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,
Babylon, L. I.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Cliamplon

Boaufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of Englisli Bloodhounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiffpups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and great prize winners. Photographs,
35 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

MASTIFFS AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex ch. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class. Crystal
Palace; first and challenge cup. South Hampton,
Eng.; first Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadgyth and Elmet,
granddaughters of Beaufort and Orlando. Photos
25c. each. CHAS. E. BONN, Peoria, 111.

ROCHEELE KENNELS
Black and Tan Terriers.
At Stud—BROOMFIELD SLTjTAN (20,668).

Ajjdress Box 862, New Rochelle, N. Y.

FTHE STUD.—THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.

AUin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and wiunings free, photos BOcts. A
limited number of his puppies for sale. P. 5,
COOMBS, 1 £b|cbai^ Block, Bangor, Me.
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TO A TRESPASS SIGN.

Scene: A wood. An old man with a fishing rod speaks:

WHAT strange object is this which I behold, incon-

gruous in its staring whiteness of fresh paint and

black lettering, its straightn^ss of lines and abrupt irreg-

ularity amid the soft tints and graceful curves of this

sylvan scene? As I live, a trespass sign!

Thou inanimate yet most impertinent thing, dumb yet

commanding me with most imperative words to depart

hence, how dost thou dare forbid my entrance upon what

has so long been my own, even as it is the birds' and

beasts' and fishes', not by lease or title deed, but of natural

rigbt?

Hither from time immemorial have they come at will

and so departed at no man's behest, as have I since the

happy days when a barefoot boy I cast my worm-baited

hook among the crystal foam bells, or bearing the

heavy burden of my grandsire's rusty flint-lock, I stalked

the wily grouse in the diurnal twilight of these thickets.

Here was I thrilled by the capture of my first trout;

here exulted over the downfall of my first woodcock;

here, grown to man's estate, I learned to cast the fly;

here beheld my fii-st dog draw upon his game, and here,

year after year, till my locks have grown gray, have I

come, sharp set with months of longing, to live again for

a little while the care-free days of youth.

Never have I been bidden to depart but by storm or

nightfall or satiety, until now thou confrontest me with

thy impudent mandate, thou, thou contemptible, but yet

not to be despised nor unheeded parallelogram of painted

deal, with thy legal phrases and impending penalties;

thou, the silent yet terribly impressive representative of

men whose purses are longer than mine!

What is their right to this stream, these woods, com-

pared to mine? Theirs is only gained by purchase, con-

firmed by scrawled parchgaent, eigneii mh Sealed, pine

a birthright, as always I hoped they might be of my sons

and my son's sons.

What to the usurpers of our rights are these woods and
waters but a place for the killing of game and fish ? They
do not love, as a man the roof-tree whereunder he was
born, these arches and low aisles of the woods, they do
not know as I do every silver loop of the brook, every

tree whose quivering reflection throbs across its eddies:

its voice is only babble to their ears, the song of the pines

tells them no story of bygone years.

Of all comers here, I who expected most kindly wel-

come, am most inhospitably treated. Allmy old familiars,

the birds, the beasts and the fishes, may fly over thee,

walk beneath thee, swim around thee, but to me thou art

a wall that I may not pass.

I despise thee and spit upon thee, thou most impudent
intruder, thou insolent sentinel, thou odious monument
of selfishness, but I dare not lay hands upon thee and
cast thee down and trample thee in the dust of the earth

as thou shouldst of right be entreated.

To rid myself of thy hateful sight, I can only turn my
back upon thee and depart with sorrow and anger in my
heart,

May'st thou keep nothing but disappointment for- the

greedy wretches who set thee here.

PRESENT PROGRESS IN YACHTING.

JUDGED by the usual standards, the present season is

an exceptionally dull one in the yachting world.

After the bustling and exciting era of international rac-

ing from 1885 to 1887, a certain reaction was but natural;

and this, aided by the disputes over terms and condi-

tions, has resulted in the entire cessation of international

racing. With the removal of its chief stimulus, the

famous 90ft. sloop class, so called, has gone out of

existence as quickly as it appeared, thus robbing

the racing events of New York and Boston of their

most important feature. It might be supposed that,

though international racing has stopped, and the

special class created for it has at the same time

disap^jeared , the result would be merely a return to

the regular racing in all classes that was the leading

feature of American yachting up to the time of Genesta's

challenge; but so far from this being the case, it is

only too evident such general racing as was in vogue

even five years since has died out in America as it has in

Great Britain. On both sides of the Atlantic the same

state of affairs is found, the large schooners, cutters and

sloops, whose names were famous up to 1884, have

dropped entirely out of racing, while nothing of corres-

ponding tonnage has been built to take their places. New
boats have appeared, it is true, but only in the sizes

under 46ft., the great majority in fact being but diminu-

tive racing machines.

This year in America the largest class is the 46ft.,while

in England the corresponding class, 20-rating, has borne

the brunt of the racing for three years.

With international racing at a standstill, with the 90 ft.

sloops converted into cruising schooners, and with hardly

an avowed racer in the old fleet, the only hope of sport

has been grounded in the new 46ft. class; and this hope

has been rudely dissipated by the manifest superiority of

one boat to most of her fellows. Looked at from the

standpoint of large yachts and large fleets, the season is

a most disappointing one, nor are the whole cause of the

evil, and its complete remedy so clearly discernible as to

promise much better for next year.

To those most familiar with yachting, a bright side is

visible, and in spite of the decadence of racing in the

larger classss it is a question whether yachting was ever

more prosperous and flourishing than to-day. A proof of

this may be found in our yachting columns every week

in the season, especially at the dates of the summer holi-

days. Complete as our reports are, they cover hardly

half the races sailed, many being purely of local interest,

but each one testifying to the existence of yachts and

yachtsmen in their respective localities. The increase

in every way is noticeable, new clubs established, new
houses built, new members added, new boats built and

raced. Our exchanges tell the same story from all parts

of the country; on the Pacific coast,'on the Great Lakes,

and on the rivers and other inland waters. The work is

going on steadily and quietly, there is nothing sensational

about it, and it attracts far less attention in print than

would be accorded to the news of a new racer or of a

threatened challenge for the America's Cup, but it is none

t^ie lees real

The result of the great Cup races was to attract the at-

tention of the whole nation to yachting, to bring in new
recruits and to lead to such vast improvements as may be
seen in every club fleet. Though the cause has ceased to

exist, the effect still continues, and with renewed force;

the men who found their pleasure four years since in

merely watching the races of Volunteer and Thistle,

have since then been busy at home in organizing yacht
clubs, in providing themselves with yachts and in sailing

races.

It will be a glad day for every yachtsman in the coun-
try when another international race is started off New
York or Marblehead, or when the regattas of the great

clubs can muster sloops and schooners in all classes in

such numbers as to make a race for each class, but in the

meanwhile the work has not stopped, but is going on with
an earnestness and vigor that must be productive of the

most important results before many years.

THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.

THE communication from Gen. D. H. Bruce relative

to the New York Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game has a twofold claim to careful reading

and respectful consideration. The subject is one of utmost

importance, and Gen. Bruce is admirably qualified to

discuss it. Closely identified with the Association in past

years, he represents that class of its members who have
watched with genuine regret the gradual falling away of

the organization from its original purpose, its alienation

of interest from fish and game protection, and its ultimate

conversion into a purely trap-shooting association.

Neither Gen. Bruce nor any other friend of the Associ-

ation as it was has any quarrel with trap-shooting; but

all regret that this sport should have crowded out atten-

tion to the purposes for which the society was estab-

lished. We believe, too, that he represents a large

number of New York sportsmen who would gladly join

in a movement to restore the protective features of the

existing organization or to establish a new society with

similar aims. We would be pleased to have some ex-

pressions of opinion from those who are interested, and
particularly from the present officers of the New York
Association,

SNAP SHOTS.

WE are informed by Dr. Henshall, who has charge of

the Angling Exhibit at the coming World's Fair,

that the manufacturers and dealers, both in this country

and England, are responding nobly to the invitation to"

participate in that exhibit, and that it bids fair to be not

only the largest, but altogether the most varied and com-

prehensive display of everything pertaining to angling

that can be imagined. Dr. Henshall will be in NewYork
during the first half of July and will visit the manu-

facturers of, and dealers in, angling goods of this city and

vicinity ; his address will be at the office of Forest and

Stream.

"When I was a boy" is a phrase which is often the key

to a good story, a reminiscence, or a comparison of the

old ways with the new. Those of us who use the rod or

the gun are given to telling of early experiences as sports-

men or fishermen, when we tramped the fields undogged

by thought of care or work and went fishing fancy free.

The files of the Forest and Stream are rich in these

relations. And now, for a "Special Number," to be pub-

lished at a date not far distant, we propose a series of

such reminiscences. There must be a score or more of

readers of this note, whose hairs are silvered with the

years, who have something worth the telling of the fields

and the streams and woods life of those golden days.

Dr. Joseph W. Alsop, of Middletown, Conn,, who died

last week, was identified with the Middlesex County

Association, which was one of the pioneer societies to

lease shooting and fishing privileges. Dr. Alsop took an

intelligent interest in promoting the cause of fish and

game protection, and his influence will be missed in

Connecticut.

A disappointed fish peddler was belaboring his slow

but patient horse in a street in Georgetown, D. C, the

other day, and calling out his wares at intervals as:

"Herrtn', herrin', fresh herrin'." A tender-hearted lady,

seeing the act of cruelty to the horse, called out sternly

from an upper window, "Have you no mercy?" "No,

mum," was the reply, "nothin' but herrin',"
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NED'S lament over his loss was tnily_ touching, lan-
guage being too feeble to express it. He said he

never was so sure of a fish before; in fact, had counted
him as if he had been in the boat, and was flattering
himself that it would be the prize trout of the trip.

"Don't count your fish until you have caught them"

—

'Tor if you do you're reoiioning false.

Your calculation's out;

Within the boat you'll stand quite blank.
Outwitted by a trout."

"That's cruel, but deserved, for I now believe I made
an awkward mistake by allowing him to get his second
wind, instead of making him stand up and fight."
I agreed with Ned in this view, believing that it is

always the proper tactics to make a fish fight, and not
allow him to recover strength or composm-e by a rest.
We continued aiternatoly fishing and resting that pool,

until we had caught thirteen trout that ran from 3 to
41bs. It looked like a bloody slaughter of the tinted in-
nocents, and had we only ourselves to provide for it

might be so considered, but Ned being desirous of sending
his family at the "Soo" a mess of these toothsome beau-
ties, it was simply a delight that seldom faUs to the dis-
ciple of the gentle art. Wicked waste we never tolerated,
for time and agaia had we reeled up and ceased our sport
when we might have quadmpled our catch.
We took our lunch on the sandy beach near the mouth

of the sinuous river, and under some bright maples that
were casting a grateful shade, and where - a magnificent
landscape of wild, entrancing beauty met the eye at every
turn. Leech Island and the Lizard loomed up just south
of us, with their foliaged tops in crimson ; the towering
mountains of granite that range toward Gargantua were
regal in balsam, fir and spruce; the murmuring river
gently flowed along its grassy banks o'er bed of shining
sands; the great wreaths of snowy clouds lazily floated in
the blue vault, while the lights and shadows develop on
the high hills and in the valleys as the sun rises and
courses to the west. It is here, as elsewhere, that one
must have the great mental qualities of a good observa-
tion and lively imagination to enjoy such pictures as this
rugged coast presents. Then the perspective of these
mountainous ranges, the solitude of the deep forests and
the calm and tumult of the great lake grow upon you,
until you fully realize:

"Masses of crimaon glory,

Pale lakes of blue, studded with fiery islands.

Bright golden bars, cold peaks of slaty rock.
Mountains of fused amethyst and copper,
Fierce flaming eyes, with black o'erhanging brows.
Light floating curls of brown or golden hair.

And rosy flushes, like warm dreams.of love."

After we enjoyed an hour or two in luxurious idleness
and lunch Ned, proposed that we attack the pool once
more, as he thought there was still a chance of again
deceiving that freckled monster with another of his lurid
flies. Making no objection, we took to the boat under a
burning sim and again ascended the stream to the quiet
pool. On arriving we both strove hard for a rise, but it
failed to materialize. Finally we bade adieu to the pool
and went up to the ripples to give Joe a chance to try
some of the falls about a quarter of a mile above. The
road was through a tangle of trees, and we wanted none
of it, but would await the boys' return. The crashing
we heard them making through the dark forest, as they
pushed on, satisfied us that their road was everything but
rosy.
In about an hour they returned, bringing six puny

trout about Gin. long, which we regretted had not been
returned to the stream when alive. Joe said there were
plenty of that kind at the falls, but the flies which he
nsed were too large for such tender infants of the brook.
Not being after such Lilipubians, we again turn the boat
down stream, and when reaching the pool gave it our
last trial, but not a ripple broke the smooth surface. Ned
was of the opinion that the pool had been entirely de-
pleted of all but his escaped trout, and he probably had
retired to the great lake to nurse his wounded jaw.
We found a very quiet lake and an exceedingly hot

sun as we coasted along. I did not attempt a single cast
en route, having had a sm-feit of it at the pool, and Ned
was inclined the same way, leaving Joe to weary himself
with his futile whipping of the waters.

I was much interested in the formation of the rock
along the shore and in the water. There w^ere many
rounded forms of granite, gneiss and other igneous rocks,
massive and grand, like mighty boulders welded to-
gether. Several places the lake disclosed the igneous
rock, with the quartz veins of a few inches that ran in
squares and angles, making the entire mass, in conse-
quence of the two distinct colors prevailing, like a tessel-
lated floor. When the water quivered from the oars or
any gentle breeze, your imagination, if a lively one,
could picture colossal castles and panoplied knights,
battlements and arches, giants and dwarfs, forests and
flowers, groves and grottoes and the like, ad infinitum .

It was a hot trip to camp, and more than once I bathed
my aching temples with the cool water. Not a ripple or
leaf stu-red. It was a dead calm, and the lake a looking-
glass. Joe, who had been industriously casting, yielded
to old Sol's influence with the remark:

"It's too hot and quiet for trout."
I was glad when we reached camp and the shade, for

the glancing rays of the sinking sun burnt us so severely
that the skin peeled from our faces a day or two after.
The next morning we sent the boys with the trout to

the Lizard Island, with instructions to pack them well in
ice, and ship on the tug to the Soo—they being directed
by card to Ned's family there—and return at once. They
managed, Indian-like, to idle the entire time away, not
showing up till noon.
In the afternoon we went to Sand Eiver, some four

miles distant, and fished all the way without obtaining a
single rise. The weather militated against us, it being
warm and breezeless, and consequently not a quiver on
the lalie. With this condition it is simply an accident if
you secure a trout.

On ascending the river we were agi-eeably surprised at
its picturesque enchantments. It cgm^s ivom the hard

rocks of lofty hills, flavored with the cold breath of those
higher regions, leaping and tumbling in rills and cas-
cades that go joyously through sloping forests, from ter-
race to terrace, until it expands and becomes a torrent of
no small proportions that composes itself wdth a quiet
murmur ere it dimples the lake. In the aggregate. Sand
Eiver is a poem in foam and rimple, rock and foliage,
and is assuredly in harmony with Tennyson's idyllic
bi-ook that sings its way adown the vale, "in little

sharps and trebles." Here the

"Cultured slopes.

Wild tracts of forest ground, and scattered groves,

And mountains bare, or clothed with ancient woods,
Surrounded us; and, as we held our way
Along the level of the glassy flood,

They ceased not to surround us; change of place,

Producing change of beauty ever new.
Ah! that such beauty, varying in the light

Of loving nature, cannot be portrayed
By words, nor by the pencil's silent skill;

But is the property of him alone
Who hath beheld it, noted it with care.
And in his mind recorded it with love!"

We made a few casts at the first falls a short distance
from the mouth of the river, and had a rise or two from
some of the infantile trout with which we failed to con-
nect. Satisfied with our experience and amply repaid by
the imposing beauty of the foaming river, we tm-ned to
camp, hoping that the waning evening which was now
displaying a thunder cloud in the west, might reward our
efforts with a trout or two.
Coming to some declivitous rocks, we went ashore, and

ascending them tried hard to lure some of the dainty
tribe that reposed in the creviced depths below. It was
a flat failure, not a response being obtained. Once more
we depart, and j ust as we reached some magnificent waters
ahead, I received a feeble rise and was compensated with
a trout of about a pound. This was all the attractive
place would yield. Again we go ashore, and this time
Joe, who was using Ned's rod, struck a trout, which he
killed like an artist, that weighed fully 5lbs. In speak-
ing of the capture the half-breed said:

"I send flies way out—big fellow make water—miss 'em—me wait while and den me see 'im by rock. Me stoop down
so he no see me,, then me throw files ober 'im. He take
it—wait a bit—den me pull, and then away he go.
Me let 'im go far as he want. Den me reel up, and by jingo
he cut de water worse dan ebber. Den me pull 'im in and
he go again. Me tink neber tire fish. Me try once more
and den I git 'im. Heap fun me had with 'im."
Joe gloated over him, for he had as muchpride in an ex-

ploit of that kind as we had, and always looked at them
with admiring eyes.

I am evidently in the consomme, as my favorite flies re-
mained unnoticed. I soon tire of the weather-beaten and
moss-covered rocks, and request another move. Along
we go, Joe casting from the bow and I from the stern, and
a moment before we reached camp I struck a 2-pounder
and secured him, and Joe immediately after captured one
about the same size. This concluded the sport of the
day, for not another of the vermilion dye rose to inves-
tigate our tinsel and feathery deceits.
The thunder cloud which we noticed in the early part

of the afternoon had assumed a threatening appearance
which indicated rain soon. The air was now stormy with
a southwest wind; mists were hurrying in grea,t armies;
a blaze of quivering light comes down upon the face of
the mountains and o'er the waters; while the deep blue
shadows cast from the wind-tossed clouds are beautiful
beyond compare. Along the stupendous cliffs the thun-
der rolls,

"While freighted echoes, in the gorges round,
Waked for a moment, calling each to each
With fainter voices, sink again to sleep."

The drops begin to patter, and then a retreat to the
tent is made, where our supper is served. After Ned had
sung a song or two and enjoyed a pipe of tobacco, we
sought the comforts of the bed, where we soon fell into
deep and restful sleep.

The rain had steadily fallen during the night and was
tinkling away in the morning when we arose. It was
evident we were to be confined to camp that day, for
there was not a sign of blue to be seen, nor a ray of hope
upon which to base a foundation for bright sliies. We
took our breakfast in tent, and as cup after cup of the
invigorating beverage disappeared with the toothsome
dishes, we philosophized on the unpropitious weather
which was the rule and not the exception since we had
been in camp. Under such distressing conditions home
was talked of, and a programme made out for our return.
Our boatmen, after they had satisfied their rapacious
maws and cleaned and put away the breakfast dishes, took
to their tents and their blankets, and there remained till

it was time to prepare the noon meal.
We had our usual rubber of crib, and then sought the

pages of fascinating fiction. Ned had finished his "Lorna
Doone," and was now absorbed in a sea novel, the scene
of which was laid in the frozen ocean, and develoi^ed the
resuscitation of a bloody pirate after having been frozen
over forty years. He thought it a highly absurd story,
but when I gave him the tangible evidence of a scientist
relative to the suspended animation of a frog entombed
in a flinty rock for a thousand years or more, he then
thought the forty years of the frozen slumberer a mere
bagatelle, and continued the work with additional inter-
est. I had also taken to a new work, being another of
Balzac's, entitled "La Cousine Bette." I must confess a
revolting feeling took possession of me as I waded through
its repulsive though fascinating pages.
We made numerous studies of the horizon that morn-

ing in hopes of seeing a patch of blue or lighter clouds,
but the prospects gave no indications of better weather
soon, so we bade adieu to fronting for that day and
possessed om- souls with gentle patience. Ned tiring of
his frozen pirate, left him to his slumber, and by way of
relief got his little bags of tackle and toyed withthem quite
a while, much to my infinite amusement. That morning
he had a row with Joe because he neglected -to make
some hot cakes, which were a standard breakfast dish
with us.

Joe w-inced under the severe castigation, and was sxdky
the entire day, and no doubt only waited an opportunity
to balance accounts with the fiery Ned. We had the
arsenal, however, and stood ready to quench any incipi-
ent revolution he might organize. The day, however.

wore away without the red flag being unfurled, and
gentle peace once more spread her wings o'er camp and
court.

After dinner John came running in from the woods
with a rabbit in hand, being one he had caught in a
snare set the day before. It looked as if it was half-
starved, so emaciated did it appear. We concluded after
viewing its faded symmetry that we were not a bit fond
of rabbit, and the boys had arrived at about the same
conclusion, for they never as much as mentioned it, and
we never ascertained what became of poor bunny. It
probably was served as a midnight lunch for the raven-
ous twain, who were ever hungry. Alex. Starbuck.

IN JUNE.
"June, dear June, now God be praised for June."

IT has always seemed to me that those fair lines must
have come from a true angler, and that, too, while

wandering rod in hand along some purling brook "aU of
a summer day."

I think I can see the author of them letting his hackle
float gently down into the mysterious depths of one of
those gurgling caverns 'neath the alders, a second's
pause, an opalescent flash in the wai-m sunlight, a short
quivering of the rod, and the prize is his. It must, I
think, have been at just this precise moment the poet
uttered that tender tribute to our fairest month as he
slipped the old fellow safely into his creel,

As I write, the battered case that has held my dufilefor
so long stands near me awaiting its annual filling; and
around about it lie scattered my old friends—my rods,
my corduroy coat, long ago turned to mouse color, the
creel with its leather backing, and last, but not least,
those ancient stand bys, my wading shoes—all of them
friends tried in many an hour of need and found true. It
would fill a volume to give you even half their history.
Many of them are getting old—worn out with hard work
—and yet they seem to say "Come, try us again; we will
bring you comfort—luck." It is after all your old things
which are dearest to you. The new rod, spick and span
in its new dress of polished metal and scarlet silk, is but
an experiment—a mere apparatus—until it has become
dear to you through day after day of faithful service.
It is then that it becomes your friend. It is association
which binds, novelty can do little more than delight.
And so in a few days the kit will be packc d and another
fortunate mortal will be on his way to wet a line in the
heart of our North Woods.
Last year my good friend the State Forester and my-

self found food for reflection over our last summer's trip
to the headwaters of the Hudson and down Cold Eiver.
This year we intend to widen our circuit, going over our
old route and continuing around to Newcomb, and so on
back to Keene Valley. So you shall hear from us later.

And that reminds me that there are hoiirs during the
long, drowsy days in camp, when the sun burns hot and
the big fellows seek the bottom near the cool spring.
When we stretch out under the shade of our slant and
listen to the yellow jackets droning over the remnants of
our dinner. When the half- burned logs lie hot under
their bed of ashes, and our bark roof ctirls under the
rays that drive even the scampering chipmunk to his
hole.

It is then I say that we often feel that time is being
wasted and are wont to say, "Is not this forsooth a most
excellent time to send a line of greeting to The Stream?"
If you asked our excuse we would be obligtHl to own up
to an acute attack of pure laziness, for often before we
know it we are both of us snoring away, and awake only
to find the pond shining in the yellow evening light, while
here and there iipon its placid surface a widening ring
tells of some unfortunate wanderer. It is then we con-
vince ourselves that if we want a panful for supper we
must hustle. F. Bekkelby Smith.

EARLY NEWS.
The sparrow told it to the robin,
The robin told it to the wren,
Who passed it on, with sweet remark,
To thrush, and bobolink, and lark,—
The news that dawn had come again.—Anna M. Pratt, in July St. Nicholm.

ABALONE AND SQUID.
YESTEEDAY Mr. Duarte, who keeps the fish market

here, kindly called at my room at this hotel to give
me some information about the fish found on this coast,
when I asked him some particulars about the abalone,
the shells of which are found in such abundance in all

the shops here, and when polished are indeed very beau-
tiful, presenting various brilliant colors. He says: "There
are two varieties of this species of shellfish found on this
coast, commonly designatad as the red and the blue from
the colors exhibited when the shell is polished. The red
is much the largest and the most abundant here, while
the blue predominates further south, say iii the neigh-
borhood of Santa Barbara. Both are edilole when prop-
perly prepared, but are not in common use among the
Americans, who do not understand the mode of prepar-
ing them, while the Mexicans make of them a dish which
is admired by all. It is tender, juicy and of fine flavor.

[This I can vouch for, for I have eaten of it.] To prepare
this properly the abalone is removed from the shell, to
which it is firmly attached for a space of from 1 to 4in.,

according to the size. It is then pounded sufficiently to
reduce it almost to a pulp, but not so violently as to break
it into pieces. It is then boiled from six to eight minutes,
when it is taken from the pot, cut into small pieces,
dressed with butter and proper seasoning and served hot.
If it is boiled too long it becomes tough and practically
not edible.

"They are generally taken among the rocks along the
shore at low tide. The implement used is made of iron,

from two to ten and even fifteen feet long. On one end
a hook is tin-ned and the other is chisel-shaped. They
are found adhering to the rocks, sometimes on top, but
more generally on the sides. They adhere to these seats
with great tenacity. When found the shell is lifted

above the rock, when the chisel end of the implement is

thrust in under the shell and with a quick motion they
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are readily detached, when they are brought in by the
use of the hook at the other end. If the chisel is not
properly inserted at the first effort, they settle down upon
the rock with such tenacity that they cannot be separated
from it without breaking the shell to pieces.

"When undisturbed a part of the animal extends out
beyond the shell, and by this part its locomotion is

effected; but when the projecting part is drawn within
the cell, th& latter is brought down upon the rock with a
force which is truly surprising. This force I imagine to

be that of suction or atmospheric pressure, and it is ex-

erted with equal facility whether the rook be smooth or

rough or indented.
"They can crawl up upon the rocks with facility,

though progress is very slow. When detached from the
rock they tumble about in the boiling surf, so that one
would think that they must be dashed to pieces, while
they seem to enjoy it. Sometimes several are found to-

gether adhering to each other for a short time.
"When brought to land and one is laid upon its back,

and is allowed to be quiet for a short time, a portion of
the animal will extend out beyond the shell and feel for
some object to assist it, and when found it will turn itself

over.
"In some parts of the coast they abound in great num-

bers and several hundred pounds of them are frequently
captured at one tide.

"These fish have a commercial value now. They are
taken in great numbers by Chinamen, who prepare them
by cutting them into thin sheets when they are dried, and
packed and exported to China, where they are in good
demand at about 25 cents a pound. No doubt, the custom
bouse reports would show the extent of this trade, which
would be interesting, as it must be very considerable.
The shells are of very little commercial value to the fish-

erman, as only a jiortion of them are thick enough for
polishing. The polishing of these shells is something of
an industry here and the sales to visitors is very consider-
able.

"I have often examined the stomachs of these animals
to ascertain the food upon which they subsist. This
seemed to be principally, if not entirely, vegetable. The
undigested portion of the contents of the stomach clearly
revealed the presence of sea weed or kelp. It may be
they procure animalculae from the water, but of this I
could find no evidence, though the microscope might dis-

close it."

I then asked him for some information about a little

fish, which I understand was taken in great numbers in
this bay by Chinamen, called the squid.

"Yes," he said, "they abound here in incredible quanti-
ties and are taken with the greatest facility. They are
little fellows, six to ten of which will weigh a pound. In
structure they are something like the devil fish , with a
number of arms. They are from two to four inches long
and about as broad. These arms are short, not more than
an inch long, x)erhap3, and have not the powers of ad-
hesion and contraction like their great cousins, which are
sometimes found in this bay. They will adhere to the
finger with sufficient tenacity to raise them up, but they
very soon drop off. They are captured at night by the
aid of torches or lights by which they ai-e attracted to the
surface. One light is provided for three boats, and they
are so attracted by this that the surface becomes fairly
alive with them, when they are surrounded by a net from
which they are scooped into the baskets in the boats.
Only last night in this way four hundred basketfuls were
brought ashore, each containing from 200 to 225lbs. of the
fish. These are dried and exported to China also, but not
all. Many are thrown upon the grass to dry, but if a rain
comes on them they are spoiled, and to such an extent
does this occur that an intolerable stench loads the atmos-
phere in the neighborhood, but when properly prepared
and dried a market is found for them in Chixia. They are
prepared by the women and children, who cut them open,
take out the viscera, and wash them clean, when they are
carefully dried and packed for export. An active woman
can prepare from two to three basketfuls in a day. In
Spanish these little fellows are called calomar, but here
they are more generally known as squid."
Mr, Duarte told me that his oldest son, Santa Maria, is

in the service of the U. S. Fish Commission, with duties
to report on fishes of this coast, and no doubt his reports
will embrace the subjects of this conversation with Mr.
Duarte. John Dean Caton.

THE BOY AND THE BIRD'S NEST.
THERE is to the average boy, probably, no more fas-

cinating recreation than collecting bird's eggs. The
time was when a few blue and white and speckled eggs,
strung together upon a thread put through a hole in each
end, out of which the contents had been carefully
removed, made a curious and pretty ornament of the
country boy's home. The time also was when such a
collection was accumulated by the accidental finding, at
long intervals, of the nests of our pretty feathered summer
visitors. Then, such a thing as a systematic hunt for eggs
was not dreamed of by the breezy boy who tramped the
fields for pure enjoyment. It was only when some
startled ground bird or song sparrow fluttered from its

nest near his tramping feet or curly pate, that he was
seized with a desire to add an egg or two to the little col-
lection hanging upon the wall of his room. Of late years,
however, the city boy has caught the idea, and now it is

quite the correct thing for him to exhibit to his admiring
friends quantities of eggs which his acute sight and dar-
ing have enabled him to possess. Of course, it is all
wrong; no one doubts that the Legislature did a wise and
timely thing in putting the robbing of bird's nests, except
for scientific purposes, without the pale of the law. But
the healthy excitement which a hunt for eggs produces,
together with the delight which all youths feel while
breathing the free untainted country air, are two power-
ful incentives to be resisted by the boy of to-day. Then
again, perhaps a certain inevitable degree of thoughtless-
ness is responsible for his failing to realize that when he
wantonly robs a bii'd's nest he becomes a criminal, just as
surely as does he who steals from his neighbor. I recog-
nize the enormity of his offense, but I plead in extenuation
his youth and priceless light-heartedness and love for the
fields and woods. You, stern gray-haired man, whose
memory has well nigh lost its record of those bounding,
care-free days of yore, judge not the boy too bai-shly. I
am competent to speak for him, and I bear witness to all
the temptations which aUxire hiiaa out of the hot and duaty
«ty to the fragrant retreats, blossoming orchards and

mysterious woods of the green, cool country, in quest of
the unlawful prize. I know what it is to lie concealed in
the taU, swaying grass and nodding flowers, upon the
brook side, watching for a hint from the warbling thrush
as to the whereabouts of its nest. I also know what it is

to survey, in triumph, the surrounding landscape for
miles in each direction from the top of some tall old hem-
lock or pine, which I have gained after a desperate climb,
torn by sharp branches, and rough bark, and assailed by
cawing crow or screaming hawk. Because for years I
was one of the most enthusiastic egg collectors in oiur

town.
I never thought of anything but the exhilaration

which swept over me, as I penetrated the secret of the
goldfinch or matched my cunning against that of the kill-

dee, and came off victor. I never thought of the black
letter which made my success a misdemeanor; I never
dreamed that I was a criminal, when, after an hour's
struggle and many futile attempts, I cut a hole in some
tall old stub, large enough to permit me to insert my
hand and dra%v forth the beautiful eggs of the nuthatch
or the I'ed-headed woodpecker. I was a conqueror, who
in the face of almost insurmountable difficulties had
proven to my companion that I was a fearless climber
and determined collector.

Napoleon, as he paw the flying wreck of the allied
armies at Austerlitz, was no more proud a victor than
was I when, after hanging forty minutes with my left

hand and my feet, and cutting with a knife in my right
hand at a hard walnut limb, I descended to the ground
with two oriole eggs closely clenched ^vithin my stiffened
fingers. It took nerve and muscle to do those things;
and it took patience and skill to mark where the bobo-
link had hidden her nest, or where the vireo had hidden
hers in the densely interwoven foUage of some mighty
maple or poplar. Of course some of my acquaintances
remonstrated with me for despoiling so many homes.
But to all such I commended a perusal of the Great Law
Giver's words ui^on the subject; and the twenty-second
chapter of Deuteronomy and sixth and seventh verses
never failed to silence even the most tender-hearted girl
who endeavored to show me the error of my ways. For
did it not read, "If a bird's nest chance to be before thee
in the way, in any tree or on the ground, whether they
be young ones or eggs, and the dam sitting upon the
young or upon the eggs, thou shalt not take the dam with
the young, but thou shalt in any wise let the dam go and
take the young to thee, that it may be well with thee, and
that thou mayest prolong thy days"? Of course that settled
the question: and I was not again disturbed by him or her
against whom I once quoted that respectable authority.
In the days when I collected I always had a companion

whom I will call Norm. We were enthusiasts, and each
was so peculiarly gifted as to make our "hunting in
pairs" most profitable. Never have I seen in any one
such wonderful sagacity as would lead my chum straight
to a nest upon the ground, when no bird' had risen, nor
anything more than a "general possibility" given him a
hint as to its locality, I have many times seen him w^alk
almost directly up to a nest, after telling me that he
should doubtless find one in that vicuiity. Bobolink,
groundbird, nor meadow lark, could conceal their homes
from Norman's eyes. But he could not climb very well,
nor could he discover a nest in a tree, if it was at all

cunningly secreted, although I might try to point it out
to him. On the other hand, I was a good climber, and
had much the same sort of faculty that he had, but in a
lesser degree and in a different direction; I could pick
out the one tree in a dozen which would contain a nest,
and so never took the pains to examine every one that
spread its alluring branches near our path. Such abso-
lute confidence had we in each other that as we walked
across a farm, through meadow, orchard and grove, he
paid no particular attention to the trees, nor would I to
such birds as arose from the ground, knowing that he
never failed to discover the nest; while he never under-
took to seai'ch out one in the shrubs or treetops. So
thoroughly did we do our work that when we came home
at night we knew that it would be of no use for us or any
one else to take that tramp over again. This faculty of
guessing out a nest was doubtless the result of months of
carefully observing the habits of the birds, united with
untiring watchfulness.
What a vast amount of knowledge, long since forgotten,

concerning the ways and wiles of all the birds, did we
acquire; and how readily could we teU from the exterior
of the nests what birds had built them. For instance,
the dauntless kingbird, the mwt fearless protector of its

home and yotmg that I ever k-new, always twined a small
piece of white wool into the under side of its nest; other-
wdse it resembled the robin's, but I never saw one of aU
the dozens I have clambered for without that mai-k of
identification. Then the cedar-bird, or, as it was known
to us, the cherry-bird, made its nest almost entirely of dry
grass, without the plastered, muddy appearance which
marred the external beauty of the robin's nest. And here
let me describe the most curious nest I ever saw. I dis-
covered it upon the bank of the river, snugly concealed
in a small clump of bushes, and at first glance called out
to my companion that I had found a "yellow-bird's" nest.
It was quite deep, however, and caretuUy removing the
three little eggs, so exactly like those of the canary. I took
it down and proceeded to examine it. Upon tearing off
the top portion, I was surprised to see a second nest under
it, containing a cowbird's egg, far decayed. I then re-
marked that the nest still looked out of proportion, and
fm-ther investigation disclosed still a third nest under the
second. This had been built by a song sparrow, and con-
tained three of its eggs, besides that of another cowbird.
The problem was soon solved; the song sparrow had de-
serted her home upon finding the stranger's egg therein,
and subsequently some other bird had built over it, only
in turn to be ousted by the vagrant cowbird. This second
nest had been the ground floor for the last builder, which
I suppose had deserted because of the abominable stench
emanating from the structure. Had it not been for that,
I should have preserved the triple nest as the greatest
curiosity of its kind I ever saw or heard of. At one other
time I found a double nest, it was a robin's, which had
been overbuilt because of the notorious habit of the un-
principled cowbird. The latter's egg I found securely
ensealed within the two mud floors, and it too was de-
cayed and noisome.

I do not know what feelings actuated my companion
in his walks with me, but it was a pure love of nature
that prompted me to thus go about reading and studying
the secrets of the birds. And when I was searching for

a nest, it was to me a contest between the instinct and
natural cunning of the bird and my own skill and sharp-
ness of vision, and after I had found the object of my
hunt its contents were lawfully and justly mine, if I
could get them. It will not be necessary for any logician
to pomt out the fallacy of my proposition, nor to show
wherein my reasoning was erroneous; it was at that time
conclusive, and that is all that can or need be said.

It was always a matter for amazement to both Norm
a,nd I to note the varieties of birds which wore the plain
little brown jacket of the common song sparrow. I think
that our collection showed more than twenty kinds of
eggs, taken from nests in trees, in holes, in shrubs and
on the ground, all laid by birds which an ordinary obser-
ver would have said looked exactly alike. The eggs were
all shades of blue, white and gray, and were sometimes
speckled with red, yellow or black, and sometimes plain
clear white or blue.
The names of some of these little brown birds we never

learned, as we were not scientific collectors; but they were
all of the same general size and appearance. Over 120
different kinds of eggs did we get together, if I remember
rightly, while we collected; we did not buy any, and we
never sold an egg, though some were given to us by
friends. The collection was kept at my home, and no
other hands than ours were ever suffered to touch the
glass case which exposed our treasm-ed spoils to view, yet
sheltered the fragile things from harm. After a long
day's tramp we would repair to my own snug little room,
where the eggs were carefully blown. This was some-
times done with a small blow pipe, but usually by prick-
ing a hole in each end of the egg and expelling its con-
tents by blowing difectly from the mouth. It was a
dainty operation, requiring much time and boundless
patience; and many a valued egg have we smashed by
u?ing too much force. Of course, after a few weeks the
egg usually lost its bright and delicate tints; but finally
we began to treat them in a more scientifie manner. We
put a little isinglass into a large-necked bottle and poured
in enough cold water to cover it; this was allowed to
stand until the next morning, when some hot water was
added, which instantly dissolved the isinglass, and made
a most admirable varnish for the inside of the shell.
After having injected some of this mixture into the
empty egg and blown it out again, the shell always re-
tained its fresh and beautiful tints, which mark the new-
laid egg.
There were in our collection many eggs peculiar for

their remarkable appearance. For instance, we had
a blackbird's egg upon which was a perfect likeness of a
blackbird, perched upon a twig; then there was an ori-
ole's egg showing a most wonderful picture of an oriole's
hanging nest. There were few birds breeding in our
locality upon which we did not levy contribution, and
what rare and beautiful eggs we had. The nighthawk,
whose "nest" we found on the flat gravel roof of a tall
building in the city, two eggs, so closely resembling the
small stones that we well nigh failed to see them at all;
the great-crested flycatcher, whose identity was unknown
until more than a year after we had found its singular
looking eggs in the top of a little decayed tree (how
frightened Norm was when he drew out with the eggs
half of a snake's cast-off cuticle; he always abhorred
snakes); the golden-winged woodpecker, or as we choose
to call it, the high-hole, whose marvelously white egg
was ever a thing of beauty, all these had to pay tribute
to our perseverance and enthusiasm.

I well remember the day when I brought that high-
hole's egg down from an immense dead tree that rose
straight in the air 50ft. or more. The trunk was perfectly
denuded of bark, and only two or three sharp, short
horns showed where the last limbs had been. The nest
was less than a foot from the top, and as I clasped the
huge trunk, clad in my spurs, and with a large jack-knife
in my pocket, preparatory to a hard climb and some
harder whittling, Norm called out to me half seriously,
"Good-by." The old trunk was as as firm as a rock, how-
ever, until I had climbed half way up or more; then I
could feel it tremble with every vigorous punch of the
steel spurs. I reached the top, cut out the nest, which
went deep into the tree, took the only egg it contained,
and in descending came down on the opposite side to
the one upon which I had gone up. Imagine my horror
as I arrived at the middle of the old trunk, to find that
for a space of 3ft. it was completely hollow, and that the
entire upper half upon which I had been actively at work
for at least twenty minutes, was sustained in the air by a
thin shell of wood, apparently not more than half an
inch in thickness; while even that, for a third of the way
round, was broken in. I do not think that I ever before
lost my nerve while climbing, but when I made that dis-
covery I grew faint and sick. In less than a month
afterwai-d the upper part of the old stump fell to the
ground, where it was only a miracle that I had not been
hurled with it. But neither Norm nor I ever met with
an accident in all the time we tramped and climbed for
eggs. Whether clinging to the face of some tall bluff,
digging for sand swallows' or kingfishers' nests, or
climbing to dizzying heights for hawks' or crows' eggs,
we always successfully reached terra flr7na again. But
many times our hands were torn and bleeding, and our
clothing nearly ruined, from some desperate feat with
the climbing irons; and how often were our most earnest
efforts unrewarded by the sight of the hardly sought for
prize.

Four years did we collect, and then time, advarcing us
all too rapidly toward man's estate, brought to us more
serious thoughts, and fewer opportunities to complete
the never-finished collection. Useless to narrate how
accident, and decay, and vermin gradually destroyed the
fruit of so much hard, yet pleasant labor, until no eggs
were left but the dozen or so with which we had com-
menced. They, too, went finally, by theft, and never
since have I taken a bird's egg from its nest. But others
took our place in the fields and woods, and while I have
never seen so good a private collection as our own, I have
no doubt that far more eggs have been taken by
individual collectors. And I have no reason to doubt
that in this thoughtless passion for egg collecting, and
not in the pugnacity of the English sparrow, lies the
secret of the great depletion of the ranks of our feathered
friends. D. F. H.
Oswego, N. Y.

A Book About Indians.—The Fokest and Stream will mail
freeon applicatioa a descriptive circular of Mr. GrinneU's book.
"PawTjpe Hero Stories ajid Folk-tales," giving a table of contenta
aud sptjciiuuu illasirations from, the volvime.
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THE BEAVER AND HIS SUNKEN WOOD.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Id a part of a series of articles on "Practical Trapping,"

published in the Forust and Stream, April 2, Mr. R. V.
Griffin mentioned the fact that such of the beaver as in-

habit houses with sub-aqueoiis entrances, have a way of

laying in their winter supply of food-wood by first float-

ing it to, then sinking it in caches near and convenient
to their winter quarters; but he stated tht t no hint had
ever come to him as to how this was done. In your issue

of April 16 the writer ventured to say, upon the word
and observation of an old trapper popularly known as

Andy Reefer, that this is no mystery, at any rate to the
beaver, as they suck the air from the cells of the wood,
which then, tilling with water and giving the denser
material preponderance, will sink it. It will be observed
I was careful not to claim credit for original discovery of

any kind, for as much as I have been in the woods I have
never had the good fortune to observe this interesting
animal alive; but inasmuch as the matter has been
"scouted," 1 do claim now the credit of grasping the
probable and practical way of doing it—and this is not
much of a claim either, for it seems to me a matter that
ought to be sufficiently obvious to any one versed even a
'•little bit" in natural philosophy.
But now comes one "Arefar" (in Forest and Stream,

June 11) mider the caption "How Was it Done?" and
treats the matter in such a flippant way that it would
not be worth noticing were it not admitted into the pages
of the sportsman's journal, that—with all its faults—

I

love the best. If this gentleman, then, will follow these
instructions he will find how it is done:
Cut a clean twig of some living growth of about the

same density as the wood required for beaver food—i-in.

in diameter and 3 or 4in. long will do for the experiment
—and having filled a basin, or better, a stone crock, with
water, submerge one end of the stick and suck with your
breath at the other until the air is drawn out; then before
letting it go put your mouth also under water so as to

submerge the whole of the stick, making it impossible
for the air you have drawn out to enter again. If the
wood you have experimented upon be of the same
general density as that the beaver uses for food wood
(for some woods will sink quite readily and others even
the beaver would hardly be able to '"down" in his way),
and if your powerof suction has been sufficient it will

sink and stay sunk until you want to raise it again

.

Berlin,

BOB WHITE IN SPRING.

IN the early twilight the heavens show no evidence of

the late shower, but on earth the effects are seen in

a myriad of sparkles on leaf and blade; the sun has dis-

ax3peared from view some time before, but a crimson
reflection still shows on the distant clouds, promising us
fair weather on the morrow.

Sitting on the vine-hidden porch of the old stone home-
stead house, we drink in the cool, purified air, and with
our eyes feast on the scene of refreshed nature as it lie>

before us in the verdant stretches of highland and
meadow, which reaches far away to the river and moun-
tain, the latter terminating the view.

Presently, during a lull in the conversation, we are
pleasantly startled by the old familiar and well-rounded
whistle, hoh hob white, hob bob- white, and we think what
to us is or can be sweeter than this charming note. What
renewed interest the landscape before us at once takes on,

and what visions of a cozy, well-filled nest or a proud
quail-mother flit through om' brain

!

To the sportsman, or even to the nature-lover, could
anything so fully complete the outdoor picture, as the
knowledge that the author of the clear, sweet call, pi'oof

positive of quail life, was included in the scene?
The next thought comes with some anxiety as to

whether or not the birds are permanently located,
attached by family ties, and if so, where? W'^hether in

meadow, grain or grass field. We hope that by good
luck they have chosen either of the former, and that if

by an nnlucky chance they have nested in the grass,

trust that they and their numerous family may pass out
therefrom ere the keen knives and grinding hoofs ap
proach.
And so may they be spared till the golden fall comes

round, when with wings outspread in a brave flight, ful-

filling their end in the regular way, they finally enter
the paradise of quail. Onyjutta.

The Buffalo in Nebraska.—Chicago, June 15 —In
the dispatches I notice the following: "The people in

the vicinity of Blanche enjoyed a genuine buffalo hunt
last Monday, says the Imperial Republican. A buffalo
supposed to have escaped from Buffalo Bill's ranch at

North Platte strayed into that neighborhood and an ex-

citing chase began. After running a number of horses
down the animal was captured and held for a rewaid.
Buffalo Jones's herd of eighty bison is now grazing on
land about two miles from McCook, and is attracting
hundreds of sightseers." Mr. Jones is engaged in some
irrigating ditch work in Nebraska, but it had not trans-
pired earlier that he had moved his herd up from Kansas.
E. Hough.

FtTLTOUS Tree Duck in Missouri.—Under date of

June 20 Mr. Sparks wrote us that the true locality of the
fulvous tree duck referred to in our issue of June 18 was
New Madrid and not New Albany, as he informed us in
a previous letter. Mr. Sparks furnishes the following
additional information about the specimen: "This bird
was one of three that passed over a small overflow pond
a few miles south of the town of New Madrid, Mo.,
where I was shooting. The other birds 'using' on the
pond at the time were mallards principally, with a
few pintails and bluewing teal. The most notable
feature about this bird when flying was its great length
of neck and unusual spread of wings."

COLORS OF SCREECH OWLS.
Editor Forefft and Stream:
I am busily engaged in a study of the color phases of our screech

owls, and to reach anything like satislactory results will need a large
amount of material or notes from ornithologists in every section of
the country, and invite their hearty co-operation in assisting me with
The work in hand. No information is too meagre to be useless, and
all will be thankfully received and acknowledged. I append a set of
questions, the answers to which, together with any additional infor-
mation, may be addressed to me at the Smithsonian Institute.

1. Give State, county and town where observations were mode.

a. state numher of screech owls that have come under your notice.
4. Give number of specimens in the gray, red and iutermediate

phase.
4. Give number of males and females represented in each phase.
5. From your observations which phase is most common in your

section of the couniy.
6. Have you made' any notes regarding breeding birds and young,

as to the character of the young when fostered by a gray female and
a red male; by a red female and gray male; by both parents either
red or gray; or by imion of intermediates inter se. or with either red
or gray phase? If so, please give fnU account. E. M. Hasbrotjck.

'

Smithsonian Institute. VVashmgion, D. C.

'^me l§Hg md
The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British Provinces are given in the Boolt of the

Game Laws.

THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.

IT may be said that every good citizen of the State of
New York has more or less of interest in the preserva-

tion of its fish, game and forest from ruthless destruction.
And it must be just as freely admitted that with no
power to stay the hands of ravagers, certain destruction
must result from their acts. Is it not, then, the duty of
good citizens to interfere, to adopt and put in operation
such means as shall preserve to the people that which
rightfully belongs not to the few but to the many?
For many years the "New York State Association for

the Protection of Fish and Game" breasted much opposi-
tion in its efforts to carry out the purposes for which it

was organized, and succeeded in accomplishing work that
was excellent and lasting; but when it had in considerable
degree triumphed over prejudice which was mere vapor,
it seemed to tire of the work it had undertaken and
gradually deteriorated into an association for trap-shoot-
ing, so that of late years its influence for the main pur-
poses for which it was organized have not been much
felt in the Legislature or elsewhere. This fact is deeply
regretted everywhere, and the feeling is quite universal
that something should be done in the way of effecting
a State organization of influence and power, one which
will command the confidence of the public and be felt in
the Legislature.

It is one thing to recognize the importance of such an
organization, another thing to perfect it. It needs to be
upon a br6ad basis and should include strong men among
its large membership. Not only must fish and game be
cared for, but our forests require protection from the in-
roads of speculators and pelt-seekers. Other and hardly
less important subjects need careful attention, and the
best thoughts of the best minds should be secured for the
consideration of all of the many questions which would
naturally come before them for dt termination.

If it be generally admitted, as it must be, that a State
organization is essential to the welfare of the State, then
the question arises, How can it best be madt? Shall an
attempt be made to infuse new life into the old associa-
tion, or shall the Fur, Fin, Feather and Forest Associa-
tion of New York, or the New York Brt)therhood for
Natural Protection take its place? How can the most
effective elements be brought into cooperation in the
most effective manner?
The association should have a large and well scattered

membership, so that interest in it might be felt in all

parts of the State. It should be made attractive to
prominent men who are deeply interested in the subject,
so that its meetings and acis might attract pubUc atten-
tion and approval. Perhaps 1 can but express the out-
line of such an association as I have in mind, by placing
the suggeptions which I have to make under a series of
headings, as follows: •

1. Let its active membership consist of the Forest Com-
missioners, the Game and Fish Commissioners, the Senate
and Assembly committees on game laws, its various
standing committees and delegates from all of the clubs
and associations in the State organized for the protection
of fish and game. There are other people who are so
much in sympathy with such work that they would
naturally be added to such membership.

2. Conspicuous in its councils should be an advisory
committee to be appointed by the president each year,
whose position should be honorary. It should consist of
such number of men as the president might choose to
select, his choice, in the first instance, to be made from
among those whose days for pleasure on field and brook
have passed, but whose enthusiasm remains unabated,
and in the second instance, from men of mental worth, in
full sympathy w^ith the objects of the organization, and
whose attendance would not be likely to be otherwise -

secured. These should be selected in such number as the
president might desire.

;3. The State officers and members of the Legislature
shouhJ be members of the association ex officio. They
might; not all attend the annual meetings, but such as
desired to do so should meet with a cordial welcome.

4. There should be several standing committees—on
finance, legislation, care of the forests, game and fish
protection, business to come before the association, gen-
eral welfare, adjudication, and others which would sug-
gest themselves in the natural order of procedure. These
committees should hold semi-annual meetings, and be
active, as occasion might require, during the entire year.

5. The committee on general welfare might properly be
composed of the Forest and Game Commissioners. They
occupy important positions before the public, and in the
discharge of then- respective duties they would feel the
support of an efficient association and would naturally
desire its prosperity. Their activity as members wouli
be demanded.

6. Some plan would be perfected by which those whose
interests are in the preservation of the Adirondacka could
be brought into active cooperation, A "hotel associa-
tion" and a "guides' association" could be made to repre-
sent the Adirondack sentiment.

7. A somewhat "vexed question" in the minds of some
would, no doubt, be as to when annual meetings should
be held and und^r what conditions. There are many
who would prefer them in June, with field exhibitions to
follow. There are others who would be glad to have
them held in Albany some time early in the session of
the Legislature, so that their power might be directly
felt by that body.

8. But if it should be thought that as there could be no
field sports in January, attendance upon meetings would
be greatly leesenedj then it would he the duty of euok

advisers to devise some plan under which the associa-
tion could meet and transact its business with delibera-
tion before the opening of the field sports. The business
of the association must be paramount to its pleasures if

it would not repeat the history of the present State Asso-
ciation.

9. Full reports of every meeting should be printed in
pamphlet form for the use of members. If field sports
should be connected with tlie meetings, then a full record
of them should be kept, and a plan devised'for recording
the names of those attaining certain grades of excellence,
and the giving to all such a token of the association'^
approval for their proficiency.

10. Provision should be made for exhibitors of sports-
men's goods at the annual meetings. It would be pos-
sible to make some exhibitions attractive, useful and pop-
ular,

IL The location of the president should not be re-
stricted to the place of meeting. The association should
be free to choose the best man for the place from any part
of the State and continue him in office at its pleasure.
The vice-president might properly be chosen from the
locality and act in the place of the president in making
local preparations for a convention.
Now, while 1 have not wholly divorced a business

meeting of men intent upon doing good work for the
people from trap-shooting and fly-casting, I am in duty
bound to say that in my opinion there should be an asso-
ciation which will give proper support to game and forest
protection, even though, it must neglect field sports to do
so.

Field sports must be made secondary if the good work
for humanity is to be done by one and the same organiza-
tion. Om- game protectors need moral as well as legal
support; our grand ;Adirondack region is going to swift
destruction because pubUc sentiment does not crystallize
itself and stop it. The Legislature is more or less indit-
ferent be cause there is little of political power exerted to
force it to action. Inaeed, politicians who care for naught
but politics play with the very interests which lovers of
nature should protect. If those in this State who love
nature, the field and the brook, will come together re-

solved upon combining their influence and determined to
have tlio rights of the people protected, they can com-
mand the action of Legislature, and f^ffect results which
all the people will applaud. We must have more and
better legislation or soon we shall have omselves to blame
for the loss of nature's gifts in mountain, stream and
field, aU gone to the till of avaricious speculators!, or to
the lieeping of men whose wealth gives them advantages
over the poor, which makes nature herself weep.

I hope the readers of Forest and Stream will inter-

est themselves in this subject, and if th^y find my outline
of a plan for relief from evils complainpd of either crude
or impracticable, that they will point out the faults and
suggest improvements. I am sure that no gentleman
better understands existing needs than the new president
of the present association, Mr, Horace White. It may be
that in accepting the presidency he did so with the ex-
pectation of restoring it to old-time usefulness. He ia

young, vigorous, capable and practical minded, and
withal full of determination, bo that if he should under-
take to bring the dead to life it is quite certain that a
miracle would be performed. Doubtless every one of the
readers of Forest and Steeam would read with rare
interest anything on this subject which he might contri-

bute. D. H. Bruce.
Syracuse, June 27.

NEWS FROM THE YELLOWSTONE PARK.
YELLOWSTONE NATJONAL PARK, June 23.-

Editor Forest and Stream: About six weeks ago
the Government scout and soldiers stationed at Suda
Butte arrested T. S. Vandyke, a hunter and trapper who
for years has been furnit^hing Cooke City with game, he
was found asleep in his camp on Laman River—east fork
of the Yellowstone. In his camp was found two beaver
traps and other outfit. The party making the arrest re-

moved his arms, field glass and Kodak, With the
camera they took several shots at him while yet
asleep. He was taken into Ft. Yellowstone, where he
was held for 34 days and his property confiscated. He
says he is loser about $350—for that is the sum at which
he values his horses and outfit.

Captain Anderson, acting superintendent, will leave
nothing undone to prevent depredations in the Park,

In addition to his own troops, Captain Anderson has the
assistance of Captain Frank A. Edwards and his troop of
FirBtU S. Cavalry, who are stationed at the Lower Geyser
Basin for the summer. The roads and trails are cai efully

guarded and patroled by the scouts and soldiers; a sharp
watch for fires is maintained, although there has been
but little danger from this source since there has been so

much rain lately. Rain has fallen every day for the past
seven weeks, mostly in passing showers, but some days
the rain would last for hours. These storms are usually
snow on the higher levels of the Park. Occasionally the
snow would reach as low as the altitude of the Mammoth
Hot Springs— 6,000ft. The rain has been accompanied
with very low temperatures, frost and ice have formed
evei-y night at many of the hotels and camps. The cold
weather has kept down the insects and mosquitoes, gnats
and other pests have not been very troublesome. The
light snow fall of the past winter was not enough to af-

ford sufficient moisture for the country, but now that the
rains have fallen, we are having the best grass crop for

years, giving abundance of feed for the game during the
coming winter. Not only has the Park been benefited,

but the whole country has not seen such abundance of
grass for years past.

The new forest reserve is practically an addition to the
National Park, making it one degree of latitude long and
one and a half wide, except a corner on the northeast
which was left off to avoid taking in any settlements or
mineral country adjacent to Cooke City.

Within the new reserve three new mining camps have
been started. One on the divide between Clark's Fork
and Stinking Water. It is at the head of a stream called

Sunlight, where it heads up against the North b^ork of
Slinking Water. This is a silver quarry camp. V^y
little work was done on any of the mines last year, and
as they are still under snow the miners can do but little

prospecting.
A placer camp has been started on a branch of Jones'

Fork of Stinking Water; this stream—the branch—heads
against the South Fork of Stinking Water and runs north,
joining Jones' Fork afew miles east of the Park boundary
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line. Seven miles of the stream has been taken up by
the miners, and quite a number of men are at work
ground eluiciug. From a man who passed through the
Park a few days ago we learn that very little gold has
been seen. One "clean-up" did not pay the miners half
wages; he claims that but a small portion of the ground
cMmed, if any, will pay to work. He also says that this
jenr will prove if tliere is anything worth workiag for.

If :.iot the camp will be abandoned by October. Nothing
is known here about the third camp, which is said to be
near the headwaters of Gray bull River, and is a placer
camp. It is claimed that the silver camp has some very
valuable mines or prospects, and many think they wiU
not be taken in when the lines of the new reserve are
svu-veyed. If they are valuable mines and on the reserve,
every effort will be made to have the lines changed so as
not to include them.
A fire destroyed over seventy tons of baled hay at Ft.

Yellowstone (Cjmp Saeridan) a short, tiaie ago. For a
time it looked as though it would be impossible to save
the buildinirs. Fortunately the wind was not high and
in a favorable direction. This fire was supposed to have
been started by tramps.
The Government is expending over $50,000 on build-

ings and improvements for the new fort at the Mammoth
Hot Springs. A large force of men and teams are em-
ployed laying foundations and getting material on the
ground. Hundreds of men and teams are at work for
the Government and contractors on the new wagon roads.
More work will be done and more miles of road completed
this season than ever before in the Park.
There are now at the Mammoth Hot Springs a few an-

imals belonging to the National Zoological Park captured
by the Smithsonian hunters. Tbese are elk, antelope,
bear and foxes. All animals captured will be held at the
Hot Springs until after the tourist season closes. They
can be seen by all vi-=iitors to the Park.
Small bands of buffalo are reported, and quite a num-

ber of yoxing, showing the number of these animals in
the Park is increasing.

I constantly see accounts in the papers about Robert
Ray Hamilton, who was drowned in Snake River a few
miles below Jackson's Lake, Wyoming. It is said that
he has been seen this time in the National Park; the man
who claims to have seen him did not speak to him. Mr.
Hamilton was accidentally drowned while trying to ford
Snake River last summer; his body was not found until
ten days after. A party of gentlemen from New York,
who werp camped near where he was found, recognized
the remains: the cold water had preserved them from any
change. As there is no settlement within over a hundred
miles, he was buried at Jackson's Lake, within a short
distance of a hotel and sportsman's resort in which he
was interested. Since then sensational writers have been
having him appear in all parts of the world. Others
have drowned him all the way from Jackson's Lake to

the mouth of the Cjlumbia River. It is a pity he can't
be allowed to rest quietlj' in his lonely grave beside Jack-
son's Lake. Mr. Hamilton was the eighth man drowned
in Snake River last summer. Every season sees several
persons drowned in the swift mountain streams of this

section, bub very seldom within the boundaries of the
National Park. Most of the guides know and understand
the danger of attempting to ford the streams when they
are at all high or deep. The parties who are drowned are
always alone, are vviihout guides, and do not know their
danger or the strength of the currents.
The game in and about the Park are very kind to show

themselves to visitors. Very few people have been
through this season who have not seen some of the wild
animals. Bears appear to congregate about Mt. Evarts
and the Blaoktail country, eight having been seen in one
day. One large one killed a small grizzly cub that was
chained up at Yancey's Station. The cub was intended
for the National Zjo. Another large bear that had been
around the hotel at the Lower Geyser Basin was cap-
tured in a trap and sent to the Smithsonian Institution.

H.

A STREAK OF LUCK.

IN hunting, more often than in any other pm'suit or
recreation, does the unexpected happen, and, in fact,

one of the chief charms of the sportsman's holiday is this
very uncertainty as to what beast or bird of sport his
next step in the jungle will bring him face to face with.
Nor is the most elaborate preparation at all likely to be
followed by corresponding success; on the contrary, how
often does the bunter, with but a single cartridge in his
belt, or with an empty rifle on his shoulder, find himself
suddenly confronted by the grandest specimen of the
very animal he is in search of, which a month of effort
has brought into s'ght.

Though all lovers of the chase and of the wilderness
have more days of lost toil and effort than those of bright
success, yet, naturally enough, all love best to remember
the i-ed-letter days of legitimate sport, and it is these
same red letter days that are most often written up.

All this comes naturally enough, and it is one of these
same sunny days of the hunter's life which I wish to
picture for the readers of our dear old journal.
Once again the venison had disappeared from the

cabin, and the usual clamor arose from the kitchen, and
although but three cartridges were found in the belt, and
the sun was within an hour of setting, once more the old
Sharps was shouldered and the old uncle turned his moc-
casined toes toward a timbered ridge to the southward of
the cabin, in the hope that a deer might be found before
dark. Express balls were in each cartridge, with a full
shell of 130gr3, powder behind each.
The ridge was covered with scattering trees of large

timber, and the intervals grown up with brush and small
pines, very little oi^en ground to be found. This dense
cover made good hiding grounds for deer during the day
and I hoped that as nightfall approached they might be
found feeding in the openings, when the chance for a
good shot was quite probable if they could be approached
in silence.

Strolling slowly along up the ridge, following a cattle
trail which enabled me to procped silently, I reached a
point about a mile distant from the house, when feeling
one of my mriccasins becoming loose I sat down upon a
log to adjust the lacing.

While seated, and still busy with my moccasin, one of
the wretched little red squirrels common to our pine tim-
ber caught sight of me and forthwith began to chatter
loudly and persistently, and an eagle perched upon a tall

tree near by noticing me now for the first time Boreamed

loudly; another squirrel joined the serenade and the
eagle's mate just then arriving from the lake, a few miles
distant, perched near the fir'st ajid joined in the reigning
pandemonium until the old woods rang again. (These
red squirrels are one of the very worst pests the hunter
in our mountains finds to annoy him. Almost invariably
their chatter, which is shrill and continuous while the
hunter is in sight, wdl "give him away" to the deer, if

any are neax by, as they have long since learned to re-

gard the squirrel's chatter as a note of warning.)
Suddenly the loud snort of a frightened deer a few j-ods

to the left'notified the squirrel of the success of his mean
trick of intermeddling, and as the deer dashed away I

ran forward a few yards to some rising ground in an
opening in the hope of getting a flying shot. Nothing
was to be seen, as they managed to keep well under cover,

and after waiting a long time in the vain hope of their

stUi showing up, Islowly journeyed on, muttering anathe-
mas at the little meddling wretches who have so often on
similar occasions contrived to rob me of success at the
very instant of its culmination.
The sun had set and night was coming fast. Reaching

at length the crest of the ridge, where it breaks steeply
down into the valley of the Colville River, I paused upon
its summit and took a long and careful survey of all the
hillside, far as an opening appeared among the trees and
rocks. At length something was noticed about SSOyds.
distant down the hillside, which in shape looked near
enough like a deer to cairse me to watch it intently; after

along interval of scrutiny a slight movement of its head
satisfied me, and taking as careful aim as possible in the
waning light I let drive.

Away went the deer with its flag bravely flying, and
was soon lost to view among the trees, yet just the last

jump made while yet in sight appeared to be a staggering
one. Hurrying carefully and silently down the hill

toward it I had gone about 50yds. when another deer was
seen to stop in its run along the hillside and stand about
lOOyds. distant, looking nervously about from side to

side in search of the hidden enemy. I did not "want more
than one deer, but I was not at all sure yet that I had got
one, and taking a quick aim, fired again. The same
result exactly followed. After a short run with uplifted
flag it disappeared, and its last jump seemed awkward.
Reloading I started in pursuit, when I saw still another
deer running up the hill from below toward the one last

seen, and when within about the same distance from me
as was the last one shot at, it stopped. With my last car-
tridge in the gun I fired again and he fell in his tracks.
Hurrying down I found both the others, each within

50ft. of the spot where last seen. While rejoicing at this

unexpected streak of pure "luck," I regretted the unne-
cessary killing, yet of course felt bound to shoot until I

felt sure of meat. And let no sportsman bewail any sup-
posed waste of good meat. Not a pound of it was wasted,
our neighbors gladly assisting us in disposing of it.

And now came, to me, the strangest part of the whole
ad'renture. Night was coming on rapidly, and in my
haste to dress the three deer I stood the faithful old
Sharps up against a small pine, and hurried to the work.
When ready to return no gun could be found, although I

hunted vainly while the fading light lasted, and not until
my son and I came in the morning for the game did we
find that while busy with my work the riiie had fallen
from its place and slid down the steep hillside among the
brush and grass, and only by another streak of luck was
it found at all, as I could not be certain which of all the
trees on the hillbide was the one against which I had
leaned it. Ohin Belknap.

SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
IX.—THE JOCK DARLING CASE.

NO game case of this State has enjoyed the notoriety
of this, and none seems to have been less generally

understood. Did it check hounding? Did it crush Darling?
The full force of the negatives can be appreciated only by
those very intimate with Maine game matters for the past
year.
On account of the misapprehension which ijrevads re-

garding what was accomplished and the i)ersonal preju-
dice involved, it is of all the game cases on record the
most ditficult to explain. Few are so bound uj) in the
personality of an individual, and few depend for their in-

fluence so little upon the facts and pleadings recorded by
the com-t, so much upon what forms no part of the court
record; for, as a legal decision, this case accomplished
nothing of importance, but as a power to affect public
opinion it had a weight entirely independent of and not
commensmate with the court ruling. The case was de-
cided in favor of the State, yet nothing that has ever
happened in eastern Maine, not even the dog-killing, has
done so much to hurt the Commissioners as the Darling
case. The Hammond case, famous as it was, fell far
short; for the injustice there, though flagrant, rested on a
point of legal interpretation, while here it lay on an abuse
of legal methods, for which, as the State was the prose-
cutor, the Commissioners were popularly held responsible.
The great interest which attaches to the case arises

from the fact that with good ground for procedure, in a
cause and against a man, both believed to be in the wrong,
the case could have been so handled as, against popular
prejudice and an adverse court decision, to win to both
the cause and the man more tolerance and good will than
they ever had enjoyed before. How this occurred will be
shown. For the rest it need only be said that the princi-

pal charge on which the case rested was nowhere denied
or doubted, and the decision of the court was manifestly
just. Darling had for years been openly engaged in
deer hounding. That he should be capable of overcoming
the opposition which was very strong against him, of
maintaining his insecure position and strengthening it,

of winning good will which seems to be continually
increasing, indicates an ability with which he is not
popularly credited. It has been to his advantage that he
has been under-rated by his enemies, but personal justifi-

cation and personal conviction stand equally apart from
the pm-pose of these papers. In speaking of Mr. Darling's
character it is enough to say that he is better thought of
near home than away from it; that his candor and
honesty are believed in by those who know him, and that
he is not and never has been an outlaw as is so frequently
declared. This being admitted, what follows will not be
bard to understand. As a review of the principal facts of
the case in hand I will quote portions of two accounts
published at the time in the newspapers.

Bangoe, Me., Nov. 4.—The officers say the arrest of "Jock" Dar-
ling, the Lowell o^itlaw, whose arrest for illegal bunting was re-
ported in the Herald, is the most important capture made for

years. Well-laid plana were made by Commissioner Stilwell and
Detective William MoNamara, of RDSton. They claim to have
secured enough evidence to prosecute to the full extent of the

They were ont eacli day with the dogs, "Jock" putting out the
dogs twice each day for three days, the guides doing the business
the other two days. They killed four deer, one each themselves,
Darling one and a guide one. T hoy came upon Darling after the
dog had run tlie deer iuro the water, just alter he had stiot him.
Tliev heard the repovt of the ride, wtiich was still smoking when
thny came up, and the deei' was still warm. McNamara says they
were obliged to kill the deer to accomphsh the purpose for which
they went there.

t * * * *

As the offense was committed in Hancock county, they were
obliged to go into tliat county to swear out warrants against Dar-
ling and lus guides. The warrants were sworn out and assistants
were, obtained. Oa tb«ir way to Darling's camp they met Dflrling
in the town of Lowell and immediately arrested him. '".Tock"
wanted to go to bis house to change his clothes and get his over-
coat, wbich the ofliccr consented to, but said one of them must go
witli him. But "Jock" insisted on going alone, which the ofQcere
would not agree to, and he was accordingly handcuffed, and Offi-

cer Dav's volunteered to bring the old man to this city, while the
others kept on to the camp in quest of the guides. Darling in
some manner sent a warning to the guides, so they disappeared
before the officers arrived. Darling had .f770 with him when
arrested. Da.rling is charged with hunting deer with dogs, keep-
ing dogs for that purpose, and hunttag and destroying deer on
Sunday.

The second, from the Calais (Me.) Times, gives some ad-
ditional particulars. Both these extracts may be con-
sidered as official, since, aside from internal evidence,
one comes from Bangor, the home of Commissioner Stil-

well, and the other from Calais, the home of Game
Warden French, who laid the plans, which Mr. Stilwell
approved and McNamara executed. (The italics are not
in the original.)

Darling's camp on Nicatoag Lake is very difficult to reach, and
is a sort of stronghold for poachers. It is fifty miles from any
railroad station, and to reach it one must travel over a rough
road. aicNamara, accompanied by S wanton, of Milbridge, made
their way to tiie camp with much didiculty, and engaged quarters
with Darling. They hired his guides and dogs to hunt deer with,
paying well for them. They remained five days. When MoNa-
mara and Swanton had obtained all the evidence they wanted,
enough they thought to convict Darling on some twenty or thirty
caFes. they left the camp. As the offense was committed in Han-
cock county they were obliged to go into that county to swear out
wairants against Darling and his guides. Accordingly they went
to Bucksport, where the warrants were obtained. Constable
Gsorge Davis and Sheriff James Swanton, with a formidable
party, set out for Nicatotis Lake. On their way to Darling's
camp they met Darling in the town of Lowell and Immediately
arrested him.
Darling was arraigned at Bucksport, Monday, before a trial

justice. T ^e justice found Mr. Darling guilty aTid fined him $40
for the deer wJiich It was charged he killed, and $U0 for each of uw
deer vMich the other parLksaAiniUcd that theyMlled. He was also
fined $S0 a day for keeping dogs to hunt deer two days, the whole
making $-60. On the questi m of costs there was some argument.
xVTr. Voss LVose] suggested that the case of bringing seven men
from Miloridge to JSMcatoxis Lake to arrest Jock Darling be
charged to the prisouer, to which Col. Hutchinson [Hutchinss]
objected, and said that any one offlc3r could have arrested Mr.
Darling without a bit of difficulty. The cost question finally
went over for the counsel to talk over and see if they couldn't
decide upon something satisfactory. The case was appealed and
will come before the Supreme Court at Ellsworth on the 8th of
April next. Other cases stand against Darling. The officers who
went to Nicatous to arrests the guides found that they had taken
the alarm and flad. They will be captured later.

From these accounts it wiU be seen that a Massachu-
setts detective, not a Maine warden, was employed to
collect proof, which of course was perfectly right; that
this man then swore out warrants, which was not at all

right according to our laws. Then seven men were sent
all the w^ay from Milbridge in the southeasteim part of
Washington county to Nicatowis Lake in the northern
part of Hancock county, via Lowell in Penobscot county
—a long and roundabout journey, and expensive because
train communication can be had only part of the way.
What the object of this was it would be diificult to dis-

cover unless to add to the expenses and force the prisoner
to pay them, as was actually attempted, for there was
no possible good that they' could accomplish, if the
object was to arrest Darling's guides by force in the
woods, there were not men enough sent; otherwise there
were too many, since one unarmed man with a warrant
could do more than a posse. If it was supposed that this
number was necessary to overpower Mr. Darling singly,
there was an entire misapprehension of his character.
In hke manner the use of handcuffs, though probably
intended as an irritation, had no sufficient excuse. It was
the officers duty to keep his prisoner securely, yet in in-
sisting on this point there was shown the same misunder-
standing of Darling's position. Resistance to authority is

no part of his plan, as lack of control is no part of his dis-
position. His word would have been the only guarantee
needed; because had he attempted escape he could have
been held on a graver charge than the one for which he
was arrested, and had he wished to make the attempt he
could have done it as well with the manacles as without
them. Finally, the refusal to allow him to change his
clothes was either a piece of short-sightedness or another
unnecessary annoyance. According to the report pub'
lished at the time, from information which must have been
derived from official sources, Mr. Darling had above $700
on his person at the time of his arrest. From a number
of sources I am informed that he offered to deposit this
with the officers as security, if they would permit him to
change his clothes. There is every reason for beUeving
the statement. Without questioning the officers' reasons
for refusal, it is none the less true that the favor might
have been safely granted. Here was full indemnity to
the State against personal loss, and no real danger of any
loss. Darlmg knew that the charge was a violation of
the game law ; that the jienalty could not be anything
more serious than a fine. Even if he had determined to
abscond, leaving his money, he would be doing it on un-
certainties, since he did not know the specific charge, and
would be making himself the outlaw he had falsely been
declared to be, thus practically forfeiting his home and
all his other j)roperty.

The indignity of tills treatment, which had to be ad-
mitted, reacted strongly in Darling's favor; and his non-
resistance and refusal to accept interference in his behalf
left the officers to bear the odium of unnecessary severity.
Then it was found that he was arrested on defective war-
rants, and on these warrants fined not only for keeping
dogs and for killing a deer himself when in the employ
of McNamara (though here the employer is always looked
on as responsible for the action of the guide), but for the
three deer that Swanton and McNamara killed them-
selves. This was outdoing justice's justice, even as we
get it in Maine game cases.

But these were not all nor even the greatest of the in-

dignities offered, I had heard from a number o£ eouroes
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the account of his arrest and trial, but this winter, wish-
ing to get a continuous and accurate account, I wrote Mr.
Darling about it. He also called during the winter, the
the first time I had seen him for many years. From his
letter and oral statement the following account is com-
piled. Full references were given me for substantiating
the different points, and I believe the account to be
correct.
"At the time Stilwell sentMcNamara to Nicatowis Lake

to get evidence against; me," he writes, "I had a sick
daughter in Massachusetts. I had been there to see her,
and the doctors told me that she could not live but a short
time. The rest of my family was there with her. I felt

so bad that I could not bear to stay there. I went home
and McNamara and Swanton came to my house and
wanted me to take them to Nicatowis, deer hunting. I

took them to the lake and stopped one day. They hired
each of them a guide and killed three deer. I killed one
the day I was there. They killed two on Sunday and I

went home Sunday. Before I went I saw them from the
house at the lake kill two. I sat on the steps of my door
and saw them shoot them. McNamara stopped two days
after I came down and hunted and then went directly to
Bangor, etc., and swore out four warrants for me and
several for other parties and then went to Milbridge and
got a warden and seven men all told and started for Nica-
towis. I was at home watching the mail and the telegraph,
expecting any moment to hear of the death of my daugh-
ter, when those men came. They told me that they had a
warrant forme for violation of the game laws. I told them
all right and I wished to see it. They would not, and
took out handcuffs. I told them that such things were
uncalled for, but they told me to have them on."
In the conversation on the subject, Mr. Darling said

that he wished to go to the post office to get his mail,
being anxious to hear from his daughter. He was for-

bidden to have his mail at sll. He insisted upon it, and
at last was permitted to go, the officer of course ac-

companying. Some men about the post olfice wished to
remove the handcuffs, but he refused. He did, however,
ask one of them to go up to the lake that day, which was
done.

'•They put them on," the letter continues, "and started
me for-Bangor with one man, and the rest went to the
lake. Vfhen I got to Olamon I demanded the warrant to

read it, I declined to go further until I read it." This
of course was simple enough. Had he wished to do it.

Darling could at any time have leaped from the open
wagon , and the officer would have been unable to secure
bis prisoner again. At last the warrant was given him,
"I read it. It was for killing four deer, and three
of them was killed by them while with their guides." At
Olamon they stopped for dinner. Mr. Darling requested
to have the liandcuffs removed while he ate. The officer

would not do it. He refused to eat unless it was done,
and for the third time that day the officer yielded. Before
this, however, a well-known man, whose name was given
me, not a resident of the place, offered to cut the link
with a cold chisel. '*But," writes Mr. Darling, "I wanted
to let those men show themselves in full and I would not
have them taken off, only when I ate dinner. I was taken
to the jail in Bangor on Friday ni.d;ht and held until
Monday, and then taken to BucksiDort for trial, fined for
killing four deer and keeping dogs in my possession, etc.

I have forgotten the amount of the fine, costs, etc., but I
appealed,"

The confinement in the Bangor jail for two days was
the worst part of the insult. Bail was offered by differ-

ent men whom he named, and could have been had to
any amount required; but it was refused. What possible
excuse could there be for this? The charge was only a
violation of the game laws; the fine at the most less than
the amount of ready money which the officers knew Mr.
Darling had in his possession; and unexceptional bail

could have been obtained to any amount. The fact that
the State was the prosecutor did not improve the situation.

Instead of prosecution, some declared that this was per-

secution. Of the foul condition of the jail at that time,
the insufficient food and the wretched quality of the
same, and the exposure to contagious disease, Mr' Darling
gave a full account, which has been fully confirmed by
others, among them Mr. Robert Jordan, the secretary of
the Bangor Y. M. C. A.
On Monday Mr. Darling was taken to Bucksport, in

Hancock county, for trial before a trial justice. Why
this particular man was chosen, whether he was there at
the time or not, I cannot say, but he was not a trial

justice. He had been one formerly, but had lost his

commission by moving out of the county, from Bucks-
port to Bangor. There is no doubt of this, as it was to
have been one of the fundamental i)Dints of cases to be
brought against Darling in the Supreme Court. The
quality of the j ustice rendered can be seen from the fines

imposed for deer which Darling did not kill, but saw the
officers themselves kill on Sunday, which being close

time in this State, made them liable to the fine. The
fines and the costs, I am told, were made to amount to
over $f)Ou. In addition, as has already been said, the
warrants on which this was done were worthless. - Mc-
Namara was not a warden, and no one but a warden has
the right to prosecute in a game case until fourteen days
after the offense; according to section 18 (not quoted in

the Book of the Game Laws): "After fourteen days from
the commission of any offense hereinbefore named any
person may prosecute by action, complaint or indictment,
unless such warden or deputy has prosecuted therefor."'

Yet, McNamara swore out his warrants within a week of

the time that he first reached Nicatowis.
At the Supreme Court at Ellsworth fom- complaints

were brought against Darling, one for using dogs and
three for killing deer. The latter were not McNamara's
original cases but others substituted for them. None of

these were tried, two being nol prosed and one quashed
as defective. The dog case was tried and the verdict given
in favor of the State. Now comes the much vexed question
whether Darling was fined or not. He paid $100, which is

the sum set as the maximum fine for keeping or using
dogs, but he paid no costs. The case was concluded on a
Saturday, the other cases were to be brought up the next
week. Whether they would have gone in favor of Dar-
ling or against him, whether he would have begun action
against his accusers for grounds which were certainly
good, cannot be told; for the judge and the counsel on
both sides after conference agreed to settle this case and
dismiss the others on payment of $100 without costs. Mr.
Darling rather reluctantly consented. He had two drives
of logs which needed his attention, as this was in April,

and though he wished to bring the matter to a decisive
issue the lo?s would be more than the satisfaction to be
derived. Mr. Darling himself claims, and all those not
personally hostile to him grant, there was a settlement,
not a fine proper. "It may be entered on the docket at
Ellsworth as a fine," said his counsel, "I do not know:
but it satisfied all the cases and did not include costs."
No game case that we have had, on which so much

depended, ever was so indecisive as this. It did nothing.
It is even a little uncertain whether Darling actually was
fined. He was found guilty of using dogs which no one
denied, but the possible effect of even this was neutralized
by the part which ]\IcNamara jilayed. He was to appear
before tlie April term of the Supreme Court as the princi-
pal witness against Darling; but at that time there was
some little doubt as to the value of his testimony. In
February, 1890. he was tried at Ellsworth on the charge
of perjury. "In summing up the evidence he [Judge
Eedman] charged that McNamara was an unprincipled
man working for money only, and unless he were
unished the life and property of any citizen was in
anger. Judge Clark held that there was probable cause

and ordered the defendant to furnish bonds in the sum of
|800 for his appearance at the April term of the Supreme
Court." But if he were convicted, Darling could not be;
if he were acquitted, unless by the fullest proof, his testi-
mony, whether true or untrue, would fail to affect the
public at large. Without entering into the details, it is

enough to say that by a disagreement of the jury Mc-
Namara was qualified to be sworn as witness in the
Darling case.

We need not review the various points already given,
which combine to make this case unique among those
that are monumental for their injustices. The effect
upon a people who love to see fair play does not need to
be described; but more than anything else, what affected
those who had any interest in game matters, was that
the same might be tried at any time upon any one,
whether innocent or guilty. It was not Jonathan Dar-
ling who was ill treated, but every man against whom
there was ill will or from whom there could be any profit
derived. Had it been a matter of interpretation, this
would not have been so; the first case would be the last,

and no one need fear; but this case was a precedent of the
sort to be dreaded, a menace that the same might at any
time be repeated. Fannie Peaeson Hardy.

Ottawa, Kansas, June 12.—A farmer in the next
county east of here was plowing in a field by the side of
a brush patch, and becoming tired he sat down on a
stump close to the brush to rest. In a few moments he
saw a fox slip out of the brush and catch a mole close by,
and it was soon followed by another fox, which tried to
take the prey from its mate. Finding that quarreling
over the prey was useless, the first fox, which was a
female, ran off and disappeared in the brush. Watching
carefully, the man saw where the fox went into the
brush, and on going to the spot found her lair. He re-
turned next day with some help and dug down to the
npst which contained eight young. As foxes are rare in
this part of the country he took them to town and dis-
posed of them very easily.—F. B.

The Ideal Manufacturing Co. publish a very
useful handbook of their numerous loading tools, among
the new articles described being tools for loading rifle

cartridges, and adjustable moulds for patched bullets, a
bullet sizer and a loading flask. The flask holds fibs,
powder, and measures out the powder in any required
number of grains from 3 to 135; it is also graduated in
drams, from ^dr. to 5dr. The flask has many merits
which must insure its general adoption and use. The
handbook supplies a convenipnt table of dimensions of
round and grooved bullets as made by the several manu-
facturers for different arms; and there are useful hints
about loading and caring for firearms which every user
of a gun or rifle will do well to read.

The Lefeter Arms Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., are out
with a handsome catalogue of their excellent guns. It

gives full list and descriptions of all the styles of the
Lefever guns, with many hints which will be valued by
gun users. Here is a way to load buckshot: "First put
in powder and wad as above, then procure shot of size

wanted, beina: careful to see that they chamber a little

loose in muzzle. Put in one layer of shot and fill cavities
with light, fine substance, like bone dust or fine sawdust,
and repeat till three layers are placed in shell. This pre-
vents the shot from swedging or getting out of shape
when leaving muzzle of gun and gives best results."

Which is the Oldest New York Olxtb?—Oswego,
N. Y.—Some of the enthusiastic members of the Leather-
stocking Club of this city claim theirs was the first club
organized in this State for the protection of flsh and
game. This club .was organized March 20, 1860, with
these officers: Hon. David P, Brewster, President; Fred-
erick T, Carrington, First Vice-President; John Steven-
son, Second Vice-President; Dudley Forling, Secretary.
Will you kindly ask members of game clubs of the State
to forward to you the date of their organization, that it

may be determined whether this claim of seniority is well
founded ?

—

Osweg©.

A New Hampshire Deer Case.—Berlin Falls, N. H.,
June 15,—Frank Lang, Jr., and Spurgeon Lockhart, of

Milan, were arrested to-day, on complaint of Fish Com-
missioner Hodge, and brought before Judge Chamberlain.
Both pleaded guilty to killing one deer last March. Fines
and cost, $65,—Coos.

J. F. Ives, formerly of Meriden, Conn., and well known
to Connecticut shooters, has accepted a position with Mr.
H, C, Squires, to take charge of his bicycle department.

Northampton Quail.—If the writer who sent note on
quail served out of season in Northampton will supply
his name (not for print) the note will be published.

Sunday Train to MomenCE. -The Chicago & Eastera Illinois
Railroad nlaced in service June 14 a Sunday train between Chicago
and Momenoe, leaving Chicago at 8:32 A. M., and returning: leave
Momenc© at S:45 P. M.. t,hu8 affording anglers a fine opportunity
to spend a day on the Kankakee River.—^dv.

m mjd ^iv^t Sashing.

ThD full texts of the game flsh laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the ^ooTc of
the Game Laws.

THE TROUT'S APPEAL.
Don't visit the commonplace Winnepesauke,
Or the rivulet Onoqiiinapasekesasanognog,
Nor climb the summit of bare Moosilauke,
And look eastward toward the clear Umbagog.

But come into Maine to the Welokenuebacook,
Or to the saucy little river Essiqualsagook,
Or still smaller stream of Ghlnquassabunticook,
Then visit me last on the great Anassgunticook.

—Bangor Neivs.

CASTALIA REVERIES.
Eddtor Forest and Stream:

I have not for a long time read so interesting a series

of articles as those of Mr, Hough, describing the most re-

markable trout preserve in the country, if not in the
world. It reads like a reverie of an active and gifted
mind. I had last season intended visiting this celebrated
preserTe with a view to the securing of immistakable
evidence of the success of one of my long-time pet ideas,

of the preservation of this matchless game and food fish.

Painful physical disability has thus far prevented the
much desired visit. My only opportunity of viewing the
celebrated stream has been from a train of cars. For
nearly forty years I have heard of these waters in con-
nection with trout, although Mr. Hough, jor perhaps more
properly some of the Castalia club members, ajipear to

think I am mistaken. In 1854 I became intimately ac-

quainted with Wm. J. May, at that time, I believe, city

editor of the Cleveland Herald. Late one afternoon he
came into my office and told me if 1 wished to see a nice
lot of my pet fish to visit a certain drug store fronting
the public square. I soon went to the store, and there
saw in a tray-shaped dish mixed with broken ice, some
fifteen or twenty (according to my present recollection)

brook trout that would average fibs. each. Dr. Ackley,
of the Cleveland Medical College, was present and show-
ing them to visitors, he having caught part of them. I

asked him where they were taken, and he replied that
Dr. Garlick and himself caught them in Cold Stream,
near Sandusky, and that they were in the habit of going
there every season, and always with success. This inci-

dent is as vividly impressed on my memory now as if it

occurred but yesterday, and with good reason, too, for

these two gentlemen were at that very time engaged in
the first successful effort in this country for the artificial

propagation of flsh (trout). And it was from that I re-

ceived my first practical lessons in the fascinating pur-
suit which I have ever since endeavored to keep fairly

abreast of. There is no possibility of my being mistaken
in this matter of the Dr. Ackley episode.

And now I wish to say that Cold Stream and the Cas-
talia Stream are one and the same. And I will further
say, that I saw in Columbus last season some old men,
interested in the lake fisheries (as T subsequently learned),

and heard them say that there had been trout in that
stream as far back as they could remember, and that it

was no unusual thing to take them in nets off Sandusky.
I asked the member of the Legislature from that district

about it, and he told me that he was born and brought up
in that region, that there had been trout there from his

earliest i-ecollection, and that he had heard old people say
they were always there. Mr. Hough raised a query as to

my age. Well, I am on the shady side of sixty- five, and
I was only a student in "fishculture" when in Cleveland.
I lived in Ashtabula county in my bayhood days for sev-

eral years, some four miles from Lake Erie. On the
farm where I lived there were two pronounced ridges,

the lowest depression between being perhaps twenty feet

below the highest ridge and nearly half a mile from it.

In the edge of the mighty virgin forest then standing
there a large spring of the purest soft cold water bm-st
from the head of a shallow ravine, and passing along the
depression nearly due west, received accessions from
some smaller springs. The little stream thus formed
contained some wide places of perhaps eight or ten feet,

but in most places one could jump across it. It was
shaded by bushes most of its length after it left the forest,

and it emptied into Ashtabula Creek not more than a
mile from its source. This little stream contained brook
trout when I lived there fifty-five years ago. On a farm
adjoining this there lived at that time an old man named
Hill, the most remarkable hunter and fisherman in all the
region and a pioneer settler there. He sat by our fireside

many a long winter evening and told of his hunting and
fishing triumphs in the region about. I heard him say
that many of the small streams contained trout, but that

the clearing of the land was also clearing the streams of
trout; so it seems that fifty or more years ago, these

matchless students of nature, the old woodsmen, under-
stood the most prolific cause of depletion of trout streams.
W^hat was true then is true now, and to an increased ex-

tent, for the streams are not only raised in temperatm'e
to an extent fatal to trout, but they are also polluted in a
multitude of ways too numerous to mention here.

How can we restore them ? By restoring the streams
to their primitive condition, and in no other manner.
This is the gospel that I have been preaching for fully fif-

teen years past and I have, in consequence, been denomi-
nated a crank on that subject. I still endure, however,
and have lived to see my oft-stated plans practically car-

ried out and with phenomenal success. Of course, there

are not many such locations, with accompanying condi-

tions existing, in ihis country as Castalia, but there are
numerous locations which approximate thereto and many
of them will some time be occupied by angling associa-

tions. I have in several instances been consulted by par-

ties who wished to organize movements of this kind and
I think Mr. Hough's valuable articles will be likely to

awaken an interest in this entirely practicable matter of

establishing trout preserves in accordance with nature's

matchless methods in many parts of the country, now
almost entirely depleted of trout and where hundreds of

thousands of dollars have been totally wasted by fish

commission methods. And I wish to again repeat here,

that artificial hatching, with all the attending trouble

and expense, is entirely unnecessary.
I am writing this with physical discomfort, between in-

tervals of couch-rest. In conclusion, I wish to say, that
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there is no "mystery" about the Castalia stream and
nothing "bafBing or unknown" to those familiar with
the geology of the region.

In looking over what I have written I find that I have
omitted to mention a Tisit which I made to the old farm
in Ashtabula county in 1803. I walked down the road
which crossed the little trtait stream, about one-fourth of

a mile from the head spring. I think it was in July. I

foixnd at each end and mder the bndge a stagnant mud
hole and not a drop of water running in the gravelly bed
which thirty years before contained a living stream of

the purest sparkling water, through which the pretty

trout darted wherever a person chanced to jump across.

The timber and bushes were all gone and this told the
brief story of the lost sti eam. I had in my boyhood days
plowed and harrowed many an acre adjacent thereto and
upon every square rod turned up stone implements of the
aborigines', showing it to have been an ancient camping
ground of those people. Milton P. Peirce,

CoijUStBus, Onio.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
JUNE 37.—To-night a pleasant party starts to float the

Kankakee from Mak-saw-ba Club to English Lake
Club. There will be fom- boats, containing Messrs. Ab-
ner Price and John Gillespie, of English Lake, and Messrs.

W. P. Mussey, W. G. Payson, Geo. Holden, Geo. Andrews,
J. P. Card and John Watson, of Mak-saw-ba. Fishing

and a good time for a couple of days are intended to make
the features.
The Kankakee Association has gone to work. Last

Wednesday State Fish Warden F. L, Buck, under
direction of Mr, Cole, who is taking care of northern
Illinois fishway matters for Commissioner Bartlett, started

• for his trip of 'inspection along the Kankakee. An idea
' of the lame and impotent condition of our State appro-
priation may be had when I say that Mr. Cole generously
advanced the money necessary for this trip, depending
upon the young Kankakee Association to reimburse him,
as it certainly will do, Mr, Buck struck his first snag at

Momence, from which place he wrote as follows:

MoMENCE. June 2.—Geo. E. CoZc—Deak Sir: There are two dams
owned by W. R. Sbeloy, Grand Rapids, Mich., Chas. W. Cass, 10

Wall Ptreet, New York, and rented to the F. W. Cook Brewing
Co., Evansvilli-, lud., M. Krows, manager. The Chicago and Easi-
ern Illinois R. R. have an injunction against them interfering
with or In any manner rhanjiing the dams, and thecasttisnow
pending before the Apellate Court. H. Worcester, tbe agent for

Cass and Shelhy, says that if the R. R. Co. will release as to the
putting in of the fishways, he will see Rlr. Shelby and have the
work done at once.
I would like to have you cr some one go to the office of the C. &

E. R. R. Co. in Chicago, and see if they will not release as ti

putting iti the fishway?'. They have an island here where they
have picnics and make the flshing a feature of their advertise-
ments in regard to the same. I wiJl write also to Mr. Shelby and
explain the rase, and see what he wishes in the matter. The fish-

ermen are very enthusiastic in the matter and are ready to join
the Association.
As regards Mr. Heimhaugh I think he would he just tbe man

for the place, as he is well acquainted, and 1 think will enforce
the laws. As T can't do more here until 1 hear from Mr. Shelby
and whether you can get the release, I will go to Kankakee. You
can write tome there. P. L. Buck, State Fish Warden.

The C. & E. 1. general solicitor was visited at once. He
explained that the Momence dams were put in 40 years
ago under a State grant and thought them therefore

exempt from fishway claims. He said that the injunction

apiJlied only in the summer months, when any opening
of the dams tneant a lowering of the water in the back-
water where all the picnic parties went boating. If the

fishway would not disturb this he had no objection to its

going in. He would like to see a diagram showing just

what the fishway would look like. Mr. Buck was at

once written to and asked for a drawing and specifica-

tions, and at this time it is thought that the outcome will

be that the fishways will go in at Momence without any
fight or friction.

Dr. H. M. Keyser, President of the Momence Fish
Club, takes Dr. Bartlett, of tbe State Fish Commission, to

task roundly in a local paper for what he styles serious

shortcomings in the official work. Dr. Keyser concludes:

The secretary, Mr. Bartlett, draws big pay, that is all the aid
the fish clubs get. Let I he fish clubs petition to the Governor for
Ms removal, and some live acti%'ti man put in his place, tben you
will see the fish as plenty as in former years.

I have never met Dr. Keyser, but he will not take amiss
a few words on my part, which it would be much amiss
not to utter. I take it Dr. Keyser does not wish to make
himself a disturbing element in a movement where har-
mony or diligence now dw^ell. I take it he wishes to
really protect the fish. Yet this latter he will not do,
and he will really become simply a disturbing element if

he insists upon puch statements as the above. The Fox
River and the Kankakee River associations are all the
real aid Dr. Bartlett has in bis work; the rest is all advice
and abuse. These two associations simply swear by Dr.
Bartlett, though recognizing very plainly his purely
human ju-oneness to promise almost anything to "keep
peace in the family." He is a peace-loving man, albeit
an honest, hard-working man. He has made this State
work what it is. The State work, Commissioner and as-
sociations together, is doing splendidly now. No State
in the Union is doing so much on the same amount of
money. To divide the present Commissioner and the as-
sociations would be to stop the work abort. It seems not
to be known that the unaided State appropriations would
not do half of what is doing now. Why not? Because
friends of the work are working for nothing. Take Dr.
Bartlett away, and you cut off these friends, these men
who have worked instead of comi>laining. It is the right
thing to leave these things all just as they are. A change
would set back the work in this State ten years or stop it

altos'ether. Now is the time, therefore, to do a little

thinking about such things.

lam sure Dr. Keyser does not wish to be unfair or
wide of the truth in any way. I do not believe that he
wishes to boom his own chances for that "big salary."
If by any chance he should happen to get that salary'he
would be the most surprised man on earth. The liiain
fact is that the drawer of this "big salary" gets absolutely
no salary at all. Dr. Bartlett works for nothing, and he
works hard and does more than many fish commissioners
do. Is this fact known? It is true that there is an ap-
propriation, $20,000 to cover the work for two years, but
none of this can go to Dr. Bartlett as salary. He has a
little property of his own, and the U. S. Government
pays him a small salary, but outside of this he does this
work because he loves it. Is this the man to be "re-
moved," and is this the time to talk about that? I doji't
think Dr, Keyser will think so now.

The fact is, that one man cannot cover this whole State,

see to the hatchery, see to the seining of yoimg stockfish,

see to the fishways, see to all the violations of all the law
in all the waters, and all that on an appropriation of one-
third of what this State should make. First and most of

all he needs help. The Kankakee Association, and not
Dr. Bartlett, is asking cash help and active assistance of

all the clubs along the Kankakee River. This help is

practical. No use to complain of what has not been
done. Let us go to work now and do it, so that no one
else can compl>.in. That is the idea. There never was a
time like this for those who honestly wish to see the Kan-
kakee protected. I class Dr. Keyser among those, of
course, and I know he will swing the Momence Club into

line heartily and with no ill feeling toward even the
much abused and yet largely innocent State Fish Com-
mission. Word comes up from Mr. Durham, the Mo-
mence banker, for some of the blanks for memlsership of

the Kankakee Association. We hope up here to see Dr.
Keyser's name come in among the first, and we believe
that Momence, at present at the head of fish navigation,
will be at the head,of the river towns in backing this pro-
tective work. It will go.
Protective matters are pushing ahead here now. The

movement is revived to oust that odious anomaly. Bruse-
witz, game warden of Chicago, Last spring Forest and
Streaji published the petition for his removal. This will

go to Governor Fifer before the end of the month, together
witli one asking the appointment of Mr. M. R. Bortree as
warden for this city. Rlr. Bortree will present a pleasant
contrast to the present incumbent incubus. He will work,
and he knows how to work. Politics never did a more
ridiculous act than in the appointment of the man Bruse-
witz as warden. The governor gets "wards" and "war-
dens" mixed in his mind, perhaps, Brusewitz controls
about 100 votes or so. He admits that he couldn't tell a
quail from a prairie chicken. The Chinese must go.
June 30.—Mr. John Henderson, of Clay Center, Wex-

ford county, south peninsula of Michigan, writes me that
a party of fishers from Cadillac lately caught 800 trout
in four days on Slagel Creek, near Clay Center. Frank
Wherry, late a State game warden, told me that this

stream had some very heavy trout in it. E. Hough.

NEW ENGLAND WATERS.
MANY of the later trout fishermen to return are re-

porting better luck, especially in larger fish. Mr.
Mark Hollingsworth has got back' to Boston with a big
trout; in fact about the biggest of the record thus far. He
took a few days before he left the Uiiper Dam, Richard-
son Lake, a trout that tipped the scales at over 81bs. It

seems that this trout was something of a lucky one to
him. He, with tlnee of his friends, formed a pool, each
putting in $5, all of which the catcher of the largest
trout for tlie day was to have. Mr. Hollingsworth was
out only a short time when the big trout was brought in,

and the others cheerfully surrendered the money in the
pool. There are also rumors of a trout weighing Opbs.,
taken from the same lake a few days later, but this rumor
is not yet authenticated.
The devastation of the forests in celebrated fish and

game sections of the Provinces is terrible, and at last re-

ports the danger was not nearly over. In several instan-
ces the flames have burned over great tracts of country,
extending over from Canada into Maine. Game and
game birds and the large game animals have doubtless
been destroyed in great numbers. These creatures have
fled before the flames into the very face of the small
settlements. At Dalhousie Junction, in New Bmnswick,
a large moose was driven out of the woods, and became
entangled in a fishing net and was captured by the local
fishermen. The worst feature of the fires raging is the
claim, in several instances, that the fires were at first

kindled by fishing and camping parties. Here is a very
important lesion that every sportsman should heed. The
greatest care should be exercised in regard to kindling
fires. In fact fires should never be kindled, except from
actual necessity for cooking and for comfort, and then
the location should be very carefully chosen near the
water's edge, where there is little material for the fire to
smoulder in, and where there is plenty of water for
quenching the flames on every occasion when the camp
grouuo is to be left for no matter how short a time.
The catches of small trout from the streams begin to be

reported, and it is plain that the destruction of fingerlings
is not yet done. Rev. C E. Tedford, with a Kingfield
friend, is reported having taken 104 trout from Rapid
Scream, in Franklin county, one day last week. A gentle-
man who saw the fish says that the catchers had more
reason to be ashamed than proud of their fish. It seems
that Quimby Pond, in the same county, is being shame-
fully fished for numbers this year, the record already
showing over 1,000 little fish that should have been let
alone altogether, or else put back after being taken. The
same sort of fishing is going on in Kennebago Lake and
all the ponds around, though occasionally a fair-sized fish
is secured. A couple of Boston fishermen went to the
ponds near to Bemis Stream tbe other day, and they
found the trout running so small that they declined to
stay. Others were taking the fish and calling it rare sport,
however. The same sort of fishing is being done at Seven
Ponds. There has been some pretty good fishing in the
lake at Bemis. Mr, L. E. Packard has taken a trout there
that weighed 51bs. Mr. Roberts, who was with him, took
two weighing 61bs. each.

E. Gdiam, commercial editor of the Boston Adver-
tiser, lives at Beachmont for the summer. He dearly
loves to take his dogs along of a morning and dig a mess
of clams for breakfast, and later he will have his gun
with him. He is somewhat fond of fishing, though not
yet a full-fledged disciple of the gentle Izaak. He with
a couple of friends went down to the sea the other day
after codfish and mackerel. They started at 4 A. M. the
morning after Saturday evening, and were to be back at
9 o'clock, but 4 o'clock scarcely brought them. The fact
is they were in a dory rigged with a sail, and on the
si^ring'ing up of quite an off-shore breeze they found it

rather difiicult beating up against the wind. Finally an
imlucky flaw of wind upset the dory and they were
spilled into the water, with all of then- catch of codfish
and a mackerel or two. The other two could not swim a
stroke, and they clung to the overturned dory for dear
life. The sail completely covered Mr. Gillam, but he
pluckily resolved to get out from under it, and sounded
down until he found the water was scarcely up to his
chin. He then shotiteri to the other boys not to be

alarmed, and soon he persuaded them to assist in right-
ing the boat. This done, he dove several times and
brought up a part of the lost codfish. The worst part of
the catastrophe was that they were overturned in sight
of their homes, and their agonized wives at first sup-
posed that the water was very deep. Mrs, Gillam, though
a great deal frightened at first, told her husband when
he came ashore to go and get his hair cut in order that
the next time he was capsized it would not hold quite so
mrrch salt water. He has wisely taken up with her
advice. Nice fresh codfish, fried, was on his bill of fare
for breakfast on Monday morning.
Mr, C. Z. Basset, of Geo. B. Appleton & Co.,-and his

friend, Mr. G. N. SmaUey, were remarkably successful
on their trip to the Rangeley Lakes for trout, from wtuch
trip they returned last week. They spent the most of
their time at Toothacher Cove, Cupsuptic Lake, and
there they had their beet succees in fishing. Charley
Soule was guide. They took five trout that tipped the
balances at very nearly Slbs. each, and they had a num-
ber that would weigh 41be. The number that they
caught of a smaller size was great, but they saved noth-
ing of leas than lib. Would that other sportsmen would
follow their good example.
Reports have it that in Flood's Pond, in Hancock

county. Me. , there are trout that closely resemble the
celebrated Sunapee trout of Sunapee Lake in New Hamp-
shire. They are there termed "laker" and "silver trout."
They do not generally exceed 61bs., but occasionally they
are said to have been caught of 18 and 151b8. weight.
Here is something for the scientists to investigate, since
the reports thus far received are not entitled to the fullest
confidence. A few landlocked salmon fry were put in
last year, but there are said to be no togue 'in the pond.
Never baa the registry of names been greater of sports-

men en route and returning from the Maine trout lakes.
This is especially true of the Rangeleys and Moosehead.
The question is, Where are all the trout to come from to
half satisfy all of this motly crowd? It is of no use talk-
ing, a great many of them must go aAvay with no trout,
and greatly displeased. Such is fate. The trouting craze
is on the increase, and whether it has about reached its

height no man can tell.

It seems that Fish Commissioner Henry O. Stanley has
enjoyed a very pleasant fishing trip to Swan Lake, in
Waldo county, Maine, and that to him too much credit
cannot be given for unearthing some very remarkable
fishing in that lake. It seems that for a long time it has
been understood that there were big trout in the lake,
though within a few miles of the city of Belfast, but that
it vvas understood that nobody had ever succeeded in get-
ting any of them. But Mr, Stanley's skill seems to have
brought them to the net, and now others have been en-
joying the sport. R-port has it that one morning before
breakfast Mr. Stanley took five trout from that lake,
weighing about 41bs. each. This set the fishermen crazy,
and others have had good success. Mr. Stanley has also
taken a landlocked salmon from the lake weighing 71bs.,
and he considers this one from the fry that the Commis-
sion put into the lake six years ago. Here is a lesson in
the value of trout and salmon cultm-e, and one that
sportsmen have got to come to acknowledge. It is stock-
ing and restocking that is going to keep the possibilities
of any fishing at all in existence, against the enormous
strain of the excessive fishing that is now going on. Then
when it is considered that a salmon—^and the Maine Com-
missioners say, a trout as well—will reach the enormous
growth of Tibs, in six years, the outlook need not be so
very discouraging after all. But restocking has got to
be done. SPEClAli.

ANGLING NOTES.

IF there is any one question that troubles the fly-fisher-

man more than another it is why trout rise f eely
one day and perhaps the next utterly refuse the same fly.

It is natural to suppose that they take the fly because
they are hungry and want food. Yet judging from the
way they act, it appears sometimes as if it were only mere
caprice on their part; something like the way we pick at
ohves or salted almonds between the course of a dinner.-
Who can explain the well-known fact that trout rise

freely to a fly during a snow storm and leave off at once
when the snow stops falling? Or why do they commence
to rise all over a stream at a certain hour, which often
happens to be right in the middle of the day, and stop as
suddenly as they began?
In wild streams, where they are rarely disturbed, trout

will rise to anything that touches the water, and a bit of
red flannel wrapped about a hookwfll take as well as the
most elaborate fly ever tied. But the more they are fished
for the more fastidious they become, until on some
streams nothing but the most delicate leaders and small,
well-dressed flies will coax them.
Of course when tonpid in the early spring, in streams

running with snow water, the trout seem utterly to refuse
all artificial files, and even the worm or minnow must
come pretty close to their noses before they will notice
them. ^ This is easily explained and quite natural, and
one can also readily understand that the cool evening
and early morning is favorable to fly-fishing. The reason
we so readily take large trout after dark ia also quite
plain; these fish are old and shy and naturally lie hidden
away under banks and overhanging trees, 'and do not
feed in the daytime as a rule. When the waters are low
and clear this is particularly noticeable. One singular
whim that trout indulge in, is their fondness, exhibited
at times, for unusually large or bright flies. I have
known trout, in a small stream where flies dressed on 10
and 12 hooks were generally killing, to refuse them
utterly and take a salmon fly on a No. 2 hook; but the
next day when this experiment was tried it did not work,
and they took only the small flies.

Certainly some flies, like the scarlet-ibis, Jenny-Lind,
silver-doctor and the like, do not resemble anything in
the shape of natural flies, and yet they are great killers.

One of the most curious freaks is the'fondness the trout
in Lake Colden have for black-gnats, which fly they take
at night, in preference to miller and coachman flies.

Every angler meets with many curious instances of
this kind, and experience teaches us that at the end of
our first season we knew (?) more about trout than we
ever have sinee. Scarlet-Ibis.

Haunts of the Ouanajs-iche is the title of a pamphlefe
issued by the Hotel Roberval, at Lake St. .JohUj and coii*
taining information fur TfisjftoTfi to the lake.
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A JULY OUTING.

WE started on July 8, 1890. "We," in the present in-

stance meant a party, some fishermen, and others
not, but all bent on enjoying the hills, lakes and streams
of Canada to the utmost, and consisting of Ur. W., a
leading dentist of R. ;Miss P., of Catskill, jST, Y. ; Miss
Emma, a cousin, and Sam and Jess, brother and sister

respectively of the writer, and last, but not least, the
writer and his better half, all of R. Our destination
was Burleigh Falls, in the Province of Ontario, Canada,
and we had decided to try and survive the discomforts
of hotel life, as some of the ladies were averse to camp-
ing. We found the difcomforts were agreeably absent,
Mr., our landlord, and Mrs. Holmes doing their best to
make everthing agreeable and succeeding m so doing.

Starting from the Port of Charlotte we crossed Lake
Ontario in about the worst storm I ever experienced;
during the night the rain poured in ton-ents, and what
with the thunder, lightning and the rolling of the boat
we got but little rest, Miss P. getting the full benefit of a
bad leak in the deck above her berth. Morning with a
clear sky and a warm sunshine dispelled the gloom from
the ladies' faces, and a pleasant ride of a couple of hotirs
more brought us to the sleepy old town of Port Hope,
where we spent several hours waiting for a train to take
us northward. We enjoyed a pleasant ride from Port
Hope to Peterboro through a country that is better to
visit than to dwell in, and made another stop, finally

reaching Lakefield, a small village at the terminus of the
railroad at about 7 o'clock in the evening. Here we were
informed that we must wait until morning before going
up the lakes, and not liking the idea we skirmislied
around a bit and found Capt. Reynolds, of the steamer
Cruiser, willing to make an evening trip to Burleigh.
G-etting our outfit on board the steamer we were soon
making our way up the Otonabee River. As we left the
river and entered Clear Lake, the moon made its appear-
ance, and what with the watching the shining waters
and listening to Capt. Reynolds's description of points
of interest on land and water, we had one of the most
enjoyable rides imaginable through Clear and Stony
lakes to Burleigh Falls, where we found supper and
rooms in readiness for us.

The following morning found the whole party up at
sunrise eager to try the bass, and being of the order of
fishermen who sometimes fish with biit, we supplied
ourselves with the legendary '" wum" and a small quan-
tity of helgramltes or dobions, and all went to the dam,
about fifty rods from the hotel, where the bass (small-
inouth) bit voraciously; and we made a good catch, the
ladies getting considerable experience in bass fishing, but
few bass.

The next few days we spent in finding the place where
the "big ones" held forth, and foimd their headquarters
at the mouth of a small creek at the head of Burleigh
Bay.
The second day after our aiTival a couple of the

Queen's subjects arrived from Toronto, and showing evi-
dence of a willingness to adopt Mr. Blaine's scheme of
reciprocity we joined forces, and between us made life

miserable for the fish during the day and for the inmates
of the hotel at night, for we tried to sing.

The muskalonge fishing was poor, we catching but four
or five during our stay, bixt the bass fishing was the best
I ever found. Toward the last of our stay, when Ave had
given up killing any large muskalonge, t-vo gentlemen,
Mr. L, and Mr. K,,from R., came to the hotel eager
for battle, and engaging a guide, started out in spite of
our assurance of no "lunge" to try for a big one. They
retm-ned late in the evening, and on hearing our "I told
you so," escorted us to the icehouse and exhibited to our
surprised gaz3 a splendid catch, the largpst weighing
nearly 201bs. We wilted, but decided after a consulta-
tion to start next morning and not return until we had
wiped away the disgrace of being defeated by the new-
comers. Oar Canadian friends joined with us, and we
determined to do or die, and made up our minds that if

one boat could (-atch six muskalonge four boats could
catch four times six or twenty-four, as per Robinson's
practical arithmetic. Well, we fished and we fished, but
not a "lunge" did we strike; and in succession, as our
strength and patience became exhausted, we returned to

the boat house, leaving our English friends, who were
bound to stick it out; but they too soon followed us, and
their faces already well scorched by the hot sun, grew
more luminous as they told the story of our wrongs.

It seems that on starting around the head of the lake
just after we left them, they were hailed by a native,
who exhibited a fine string of muskalonge, and offered
them for sale, which offer was indignantly refused, upon
which said native, thinking they were trying to beat him
down on the price, informed them that if they did not
take them "he could easily sell them to a couple of
gentlemen to whom he had sold some the day before,"
and on questioning him our friends found how L. and K.
had caught their fish and tlie kind of bait they had used.
The native had the "lunge" strung on a piece of willow,
and all had marks of the gillnet on them; on hearing
these facts our friends speedily followed us, and inform-
ing us of the "sell," we agreed to meet the two champion
fishermen in a body, and give them a rousing reception.
We had not long to wait, for L, and K, soon came in

and laid before us another nice lot of fish, and looked to
us for more compliments. We examined the fish, and
found the net marks on all, as our English friends had
said, and at an agreed signal stepped back and listened
to an address from M. of our party, on the success of the
"silver bait" as illustrated in the case before us, which,
while not as scholarly as one of Cicero's, was at least

effective. L. and K, at first denied our charges, but
finding the proof overwhelming, beat a retreat and
sought the friendly shelter of the bar-room, leaving M,
and the rest of us masters of the field. After that we
fished for muskalonge no more, nor did we see L. and K,
bring in any during the rest of our stay.
Burleigh Falls is, I think, one of the pleasant spots in

Canada for the fisherman and lover of woods and waters.
It is located between Stony and Lovesick lakes, a short,
rapid stream connecting them. The chief beauty of the
place, the falls, has been destroyed by the ruthless hand,
of civilization and the Italian laborer, the Canadian
Government having made a passageway for steamboat
travel through the entire chain of lakes, and where the
falls once roared and tumbled there stand two substantial
locks, to let passing boats from LDvesick Lake into Stony
Lake below.

The time for our outing had expired, the largest fish
taken had succumbed to the superior skill (or perhaps it

was the strength of the trolling line) of Miss P. The
"big one" had been lost by H, My wife had eclipsed the
rest in the use of rod and reel, and we rather sadly bid
good-by to our host and Enghsh friends and turned our
faces homeward, spending our return journey in recount-
ing to each other experiences with fish whose weight and
fighting jjowers increased with every mile placed between
us and the scene of conflict. Not long after our return to
R. we were notified of the impending union of H. and
Miss Emma, which only goes to prove that fish is not the
only game at Lovesick Lake,
In spite of the above, the single members of our party

may decide to risk another outing at Burleigh, T,

GREENWOOD LAKE.

A WEEK ago Friday afternoon I visited this beautiful
sheet of water for the first time, and I had a pleasant

and successful day's fishing, making the Brandon House,
which is charmingly situated, my headquarters. My
valise failed to materialize, but a reel and other reces-
saries were generously loaned me by mine host, and Sat-
urday morning found me in a boat with a lively cargo of
minnows and frogs. I had never cast with a frog before,
and it took some time to get my arm, an 8oz. fiy-rod and
a big frog, to work as they should. My boatman quickly
pulled up into an arm of the lake where the water was
shallow, and I began heaving. The morning's catch was
8 bass and 2 pickerel. Two of the bass were 2-pounders
and the others fish of a trifle more than a pound in
weight. Two or three small ones were thrown back. One
bass in particular gave me a great deal of sport. He lay
under a pile of brush quite near the shore, and the way
he snapped off a frog was artistic in the extreme. Four
times, at intervals of ten minutes each, he rose, but I
failed to hook him each time. The boatman said I did
not strike hard enough. I said if I could get his nose out
of water again I would strike sufficiently hard, and I did,
for I broke my butt. I hooked the bass though, and
pulled him in hand over hand. There may have been
more than one bass under that brush, but I think not, as
his method was unmistakable.
In the afternoon we drove back over the hills five miles

to a trout brook, which is leased by the proprietor of the
Brandon House. It is a small brook at best, and there
had been so little rain that the greater part of it was un-
fishable, as the water was almost stagnant, not enough
current to carry the bait down stream. The trout though
were there in thousands, and it was worth my while to
drive there just to see the fish. Out of two holes 20ft.

square, perhaps, and 3ft. deep I "yanked" 16 trout, aU
above Tin. long, and some half-dozen nice fish, including
my first rainbow trout. Further down the brook and
quite near the road was a small dam, and from the
shallow pool above I ca,ught 2 fish on flies, and then we
drove home. It was an interesting trip altogether, and I

hope to repeat it F'lin.

MINNESOTA NOTES.
THE last Legislature passed a very good game bill,

with the exception of allowing spring shooting of
ducks and geese—otherwise it gives general satisfaction.

The bass fishing opened up in tine shape in this vicinity,
but for some reason the past week or so has been very
poor. The first time Stephens and I went out we caught
14 in two hours in Muskrat Lake. Others did equally as
well, while some strings ran into the half-hundred and
over.
Becker county has passed a stringent fish law, in-

tending to break up the netting and seining, which are
doing so much damage—but probably the law will be a
dead letter, as so many special laws are. Yet, unless
something is done to enforce a law of this kind our boasted
fishing will be only a tradition.

Otter Tail county has a very strict law, expressly for-
bidding the netting of fish and the shipping of any out of
the county. Bat I saw in the daily papers this tnorning
this item: "During the past three' months thousands of
pounds of black bass have been netted and seined and
shipped away. Some of the best lakes are full of nets,

and were even so through the spawning season."
At Preston Lake, in this State, such things became un-

bearable this spring, so the farmers organized a patrol,
caught six of the lawbreakers and had them fined. So
hope is not entirely dead.
Two or three parties are ready to start Monday morning

after bass, to be gone three or four days.
Mrs, Stephens has beaten Stephens and me so far, as she

has made one double catch of two bass that weighed Slbs.

each, and the other evening while we were out on Detroit
Lake she caught and landed a fine small-mouth, where
none have been caught in two years.

When Stephens and I returned from the North Shore
we found Charlie Dix looking very blue. At first I

thought it was envy—but no, "I've been down to Frank-
lin with three other fellows for three days, and it rained
all the time and the wind blew and we only caught 25
bass," Plis voice trembled and the tears stood in his eyes
as he told the tale. Myron Cooley.
Detroit City, Minn., June 13.

NEW HAMPSHIRE WATERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Trout fishing in Milisfield ponds has been very good the

past few days. Large catches have also been made in
Success and other ponds in Dammer and vicinity.

Hon. Edward Spaulding, of Nashua, has just returned
from Parmachene Lake and reports excellent sport there
and onthe Magalloway. Coos.
Milan, N, H., June 16^_

Editor Forest and Stream:
I must thank the Forest and Stream for its notes on

the Sunapee fishing. Being in this region on a visit, and
inspired by the articles in the "Stream" I came out here
to-day for a short outing for the landlocked salmon, and
have had excellent luck. My success, however, did not
compare with that of Mr. J. P. AUdb', of Norwich, N. Y.,
the president of the Chenango Fish and Game Association
in that town. Mr. Allds succeeded in capturing a noble
salmon, which when first caught weighed 15ibs., and
three-quarters of an hour later showed 14^lbs., the equal,
if not ahead of the Stmapee record. It was caught on a
7ioz. Abbey & Imbrie trout rod. Logan, i

A NEW RANGELEY RAILROAD.
Editor Forest a.nd Stream:
The Phillips & Rangeley R. R is now completed and

trains will run regular trips by July 1. This railroad is

to be a wonderful convenience to tom'ists and anglers
visiting the Rangeley Likes, as well as to sportsmen who
penetrate the deep resources of the great forests of Maine
to hunt the bear, moose, caribou and deer which abound
in these regions.
We find here the largest brook trout in the known

world, up to 121bs. and over, also the Salmo oquassa, or
landlocked salmon, in abundance, and this season especi-
ally large catches have been made all through the lake
reerion.

Hotels are established in convenient places on all the
lakes, and steamboat lines run on every la ke, making such
connections that parties may pass through all the lakes
in a day. Thus a person may leave Boston in the morn-
ing, Ptrike Rangeley at night, pass through all the lakes
the next day and the third day go back to Boston via
Bethel and the Grand Trunk R. R,; or vice versa, first

take the G, T. R. R. at Portland, arriving in Bethel at
9:33 A.M., reaching LTmbagog—the most southprly lake
of the Rangeley group—26 miles, in the early afternoon
by Lane's daily stage or by private team.
But the tourist will be prone to linger on the way from

Bethel to the lakes to explore the many wonderful
curiosities of nature in this wonderland of Maine.
Bethel is in the midst of the White Mountain range,

almost surrounded by high mountains, with hundreds of
trout streams in every direction and marvelous views on
every hand.
The Bethel House, kept by W. F, Lovejoy & Son, is

one of the best hotels in the State, and is generallv
crowded in the heated season. The Grand Trunk Rail-
road is very popular, employing as it does the most oblig-
ing and agreeable of agents and conductors. Eight pas-
senger trains leave Bethel daily—fotu- going south and
four north.
Not far from the village bears are very numerous, and

deer come even into the very village.
The round trip to and through the lakes from Bethel

and return by the Phillips & Ringeley, Sandy River,
Maine Central and Grand Trunk railroads would be as
interesting and comfortable a trip through a lake wilder-
ness as can be found in any civilized country on earth.
When it becomes known to the sporting and tourist

world that a round trip through all the lakes can be
made, with Bethel as a southern outlet, on the Grand
Trunk and Rangeley on the northern end out through
the Phillips & Rangeley Railroad, we believe the trip
will be very popular, and no one would think of going
back the same route they went in on, but make the voy-
age through the lakes. J. G. Rich.
Bethel, Me.

"QUEEN OF THE ROD."
Editor Forest and Stream:
I was particularly interested in the achievement of Mrs.

Geo, F, Stagg, of Louisville, Ky,, with the large tarpon,
and none the less so in the account of her la ter exploit
with the 2531b. shark as recounted by W. H. Case in cur-
rent issue. Well does she deserve the title, "Queen of
the Rod." And if be added to this "The Expert Oars-
man," ''The Crack Shot," "The Perfect Caujper," the
list will be nearly complete, from the sportc^man's
standpoint. I have in mind a trip made up the Mackinac
country several summers ago, and of a camping trip
made by a party of us from the Les Cheneaux Islands to
Spider island, Prentis Bay, where some tall bass fishing
was done. Mr. and Mr?. Stagg were of the party, and I
shall never forget her untu-ing energy with the oars and
rod, as well as of her thought of the inner man at camp.
I am with Mr. Case in being anxious to hear from Mrs.
Stagg through these columns of her sport with those
Southern monsters, and I am sm'e the readers of dear old
Forest and Stream would not be slow of appreciation.
Wdl not Mrs. Stagg give us the benefit of all this sport
with her description?
Here is an example worthy of emulation surely by oui-

feminine friends. Fearless on land or water, and ss ready
and apt with rod, gun. rifle and oars as the next of us.

W. W. Blake.
Baltimohe, .Tune £7.

RED SPOTS OF BROOK TROUT.
HOW many red spots does a Salmo foiitinalis have?

On April 29, in Big Northwest Pond, on the Megan-
tic Fish and Game Club's preserve in Maine, I took a
brook trout weighing about seven ounces. As he lay in
the landing net I was struck by the number of bright red
spots on his sides, and although he was smaller than I

would under ordinary ch'cum stances have kept when
fishing in those waters, I killed him and carefully counted
the red spots which I found ran in five rows. Not con-
tent with my figures, which were a great surprise to me,
I gave the said fish to my guide when I returned to camp
and requested him to count the red spots. His figures
agreed with mine and were 55 on one side and GO on the
other. The next fish I took was of the same size, but had
5 red spots on one side and 6 on the other, and was like

the average fish. The trout in this same Big Northwest
Pond have very red flesh and are delicious eating, but do
not run to any great size. Have any of your readers ever
noticed a larger number of bright red spots than this
record?
Had I been asked the qtiestion, "How many bright red

spots does a brook trout ever have?' I should have unhesi-
tatingly said, "Never more than 20 or 30 on a side, and
more frequently less than 20," Robt, B, Lawreis-oe.

New York, Jane 34.

The Grand Trunk Railway publishes a new edition
of its "Guide to Fishing: and Hunting Resorts" reached
via its lines. The information has been compiled specially
for the j)urpose from notes furnished by the company's
agents, and the localities described are Ontario, Quebec,
Micliigan, Maine and New Hampshire.

The Greenbrier Clttb, consisting of Capt, Jas. Bum-
gardner, Messrs, R. P, Bell, Geo, Bpall, C. L. Cooke,Wm.
H. Weller and F. R, Webb, with 0 ey Dunning in charge
of the commissaay department, have been on theirannual
pilgrimage to the upper Greenbrier, in Pocahontas, W.
Va., for trout.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN GRAYLING.

IN our issues of April 23 and May 21, 1891, we published
some brief notes and queries of "T. J. A." concerning

a grayling in Idaho and Montana. Our correspondent has
recently forwarded a specimen of the fish, for examina-
tion , and it proves to be an actual grayling {Thymallus

tricolor), the common species of the Au Sable River in
Michigan. The individual sent was one of the two taken
April 13, in the Big Hole River, Montana, with a white
grub found in decayed railroad ties. In June, according
to our correspondent, the grayling bite readily at the fly.

We give herewith an illustration of the fish from the
"Fishery Industries."

KOCKY MOUNTAIN GRAYLING {TJiymallus tricolor).

The Southside Spoetsmen's Club.—We have received
a copy of the twenty-fifih annual report of the Sauthside
Sportsmen's Club, of Long Island. The club has reached
tne iimit of its membership and is in the full tide of pros-
perity. The executive committee report that the num-
ber of trout killed iu 1890, including rainbows, reached a
total of 7 781, the largest in the history of the club; 113
quaU were killed and a great many were left over at the
end of the season. I'ifty dozen quail were turned out
during Jauuiry and are being cared for by game keepers.
Dating eighteen months the keepers have trapped and
shot the following among other destructive animals and
birds: 16 foxes, 34 raccoons, 110 opo-sutns, 10 skunks, 23
minks, 17 weasels, 12 cats, 361 muskrafs, 50 hawks, 11
owl?, 27 kingfishers, 131 j-iys and 35 crows. During the
open season of ten days from Oct. 1, 23 deer were shot in
the immediate vicinity of the club property and two
woundedones were afterward found dead in the grounds.
There are now 75 deer in the preserve, but unless the laws
of ttie S ate are amended so as to protect the deer, it is

probable that most of these now owned by the club will
be destroyed by pot-hunters. The fish committpe report
the following fish in the preserves on Oct 25, 1890: 5.616
brook trout, threp years old ; 6,133 two years old, 11.245
one yearold, 1 070 large raif bows, 5.137 vearlings, m ibing
a total of 29,191 trout. During 1890, 7.510 brook trout,
weighing about 3,0001b3., were killed. Artificial hatch-
ing and stocking of the waters was begun fifteen years
ago; the fish had b^en almost exterminated and only
about 300 fish were killed in a season. The total weight
of trout killed during the fifteen years was 29,6711bs., and
besides this $5,000 worth of fish have been sold in the
markets and for stocking other waters. During the last
season 800,000 egss were taken, a much larger number
than coul'i bp handled in the clui)'s hatchery, and on this
account 60.000 were exchanged fo>- 2,000 yearlings from
the Tuxedo Club, and 50,000 for 10,000 brown trout.

Rainbow Trout in the Mississippi.—We have recently
receivfd from Dr. S. P. Bartlett, (Secretary of the Illinois

Fibh Commission, a letter addressed to him by Mr. David
O, Reid, of Moline, 111., relating to the capture of a mem-
ber of the salmon family in the Mi-^sissijipi River at that
place. Mr. Reid writes: "There was caught here on
minnow, in the Mississippi, a member of the salmon
family. Its length was 14|^in., the body completely
covered with small scale?, the general color white,
adipose fin well developed and distinct. The tail strong
and very trout-like. The fi^sh was beautifully and freely
spotted from head to tail and down to the median line
with small, di>tinct black spots; the dorsal, adipose and
caudal fins were profusely spotted. After death a faint
line of color was noticed on each side of the body. Have
the kindness to inform me what it is and where it came
from." From the above letter, which Dr. Bartlett for-

warded to us in order that the fish, might be identified,
there is little doubt that it was ihe rainbow trout, Salmo
iridms. In a subsequent letter to Dr. Bartlett, Mr. Reid
suggests that the fish may possibly have come from a
hatchery in Missouri, where experiments witli the trout
and salmon of the Pacific slope are being carried on, Mr.
Reid may have in mind the successful experiment of Mr.
Montgomery, at Verona, with eggs of the rainbow ob
tained from the U. S. Fish Commission, The new hatch-
ery at Neosho is having remarkable results with the
fc^ame trout, having forwarded yearling examples meas-
uring nearly one foot in length. Of all the Western
trout this is best adapted for transplanting in our warmer
rivers.

A Canadian Trout.—Toronto, Jane 22.—I omitted to
mention one important peculiarity of the fish referred to
in my former letter of June 1, namely, that they have no
scales. The adipose dorsal fin is dark brown, the same
color as the back. The fish are shaped like the speckled
trout. The most prominent of our fish dealers here, to
whom one was shown, pronounced it a mountain trout,
which, I believe, is only another name for the speckled
trout. Though not claiming to be an ichthyologist I am
inclined to believe that they are the speckled trout. The
shading of the spots is different, but that can be ex-
plained from their habitat—a large, open, sunkissed,
wind-tossed luke. The largest we caught last May troll-

ing weighed 8ibs., but the Hudson Bay Co. assured me
they had been taken five limes that weight. The ordi-
nary brook trout is dry , but these are moist, firm and sweet
and are pronounced by connoisseurs superior to their con-
geners of the brooks. They are caught in Lake Tama-
gamanurique and one or two other lakes in the same
region. Tue only way of getting there is by canoe with
Indian guides. It is four days' journey from Sturgeon
Falls, owing to the tremendous current of the rivers as-
cended and the thii-teen portages in the route. From
Maltawa a day and a half by steamer takes the tourist to
the mouth of the Montreal River, which is 24 days' jour-
ney by canal from the lake. I cannot promise you a
specimen until Octobi-r, when I next expect to visit the
lake. Then you will have an opportunity to pronounce
on whati.B, in my esd'mation, the finest fresh-water fish

in North America,—S. R. Clakke.

The Steulhead in Lake Erie.—On May 30 last Mr. D.
P. Vroman, of Put-in Bj.y, Otiio. took in one of his potmd
nets a strange trout measuring 17in. in length. He pre-
sented it to the U. S. Commission of Fisheries through
Mr. J. J. Stranahan, Superintendent of the Put-in-Bay
station. The fish was forwarded to Washington, where
it was found to he a steelhead salmon, or Gairdner's trout,
a California species recently introduced by the Commis-
sion into tributaries of Lake Erie. This is the first speci-
men of the kind, so far as known, that has been taken
since its introduction. The size of the individual (I7in.)

and its fine condition give promise of success in the
attempt to acclimate this valuable trout in the Great
Lakes. The steelhead salmon, or Gairdner's trout, has
been known in E stern markets for some years, especially
in the early spring months, March and AxJril, when it

fis-ures as Kennebec salmon and brings a high j^rice. It

is very common in the mouths of rivers and is sometimes
caught in the bays in large numbers, associated with the
salmon of commerce. In Alaska it spawns in the early
spring, continuing as late as Jane. In shape the adults
resemble the Atlantic salmon more than any other
species, but the nearest relative of this trout is the rain-
bow trout of C tlifornia. In our Salmon and Trout Sup-
plement, of April 4, 1889, is to be found a figure of the
young of this trout and a brief sketch of the species.

Port Jefferson, LoNa Island.—Game is doing well.
I never go for a drive without seeing quail and lots of
rabbits; and the other day a fine male woodcock was
picked up in town, which had flown against a wire or
something. I have been over to Soaithto wn two or thi-ee
times, but did not get much; shall try it again this week
if a good cloudy stormy day comes along. You are
pretty sure of getting some small trout on the worm in
the mill pond. I hear vague but good reports from Ron-
konkoma. Wdl write when I have personal experience.
By the way, there is a pond here alive with goldfish and
carp, some of them quite large. Can any of your readers
advise me how to caicli them? I am going to bend on
some very small hooks to fine gut and bait with boiled
wheat or a paste of bread and cheese, letting the line lie

on the bottom. This is a right pleasant place, and not as
hot as I expected. I like it far better than the South
Side. If any of your readers want information 1 shall be
happy to let them know.—Gray John.

Ottawa, Kansas, June 13.—There has been a club
organized at this pLce lately for the purpose of seeing
that tue laws for the protection of fish, in these waters are
enforced. It starts out under the name of ''Franklin
Countv Fishing Club," with the following oflicers: Presi-
dent, J C. Shomo; Vice President, I. M. Reed; Secretary
and Treasurer, F. B. Hamblin, all of Ottawa, Kansas.
Rewards will be paid for information leading to the con-
viction of any person violating the laws for the protec
tion of fish in Franklin county, and for this purpose quite
a large sum has been raised. A great part of the fish
sold in this city and vicinity are caught illegally in nets,
and the first work of the committee will be to see that
this is stopped. This river is as good as any in Kansas
for fish, and as soon as the traps and nets can be disposed
of there mut^t be a marked increase in game tish to be
caught here. There has been so much high water this
spring and summer that fish have had a chance to ascend
the stream without much interference, and those who go
fishing for croppies report favorably. Catfish and drum
are tlie most common fish during the high water, and
some very large ones are being caught this week.—F. B.

Pensacoi>a Fishing.—Pensacola, Fla., June 23.—This
city offers more attractions for the lover of outdoor sport
than any city of its size in the United States. Fresh-
water streams within distances of one to three miles
surround us on all sides, and are full of fresh-water trout
(bass), bream, perch, pickerel, etc., while the bay offers
the finest of salt water fishing—fine strings of trout,
chapers, sheepshead (mullet with net), spade fish, in
fact all fi-^h that are usually caught in salt water. The
most famous fishing ground, however, is in the vicinity
of the celebrated Fort Pickens, some ten miles from here
by boat, just inside the bar and opposite the Navy Yard
and Fort Barancas and the lighthouse. In my next I
will give you an account of some of the trips of our litile

club in the Pirate, ourl9-t, 6in. long, 7ft. beam cat-rigged
flit bottom bo t. Our last catch consisted of a heavy
squall from the S.W., three redfish weighing 10, 14 and
18ibs. respectively, be.-ides any quantity of other fish too
numerous to mention.—A. C.

RoCKPORT, Mass., June 9.—Hake are very common in
this locality at the present time. Boys have caught as
many as fifty in a short time from boats near the break-
water. The fish are known here as old England hake,
one of the common species of Phycis of this bay. Cod-
fish of good size are taken freely from the rocks along
shore. Rev. W. B. Smith caught one at Gap Head
which weighed about 91b3,—B.

Lake Ontario Black Bass.—Oswego, N. Y.—Fishing
has been very good on the south shore of Lake Ontario
in places frequented by the gamy small-mouthed black
bass. It was not known until about ten or twelve years
ago that bass could be taken with a rod at many places
near the shore. At certain times in the season these fish

appear in large numbers and take a minnow or spoon
savagely. When hooked they will fight hard, jumping
frequently from two to three feet out of the water, and
shaking their head with the apparent endeavor to free
themselves from the hook. The lake bass are lighter in
color than those taken from the Oswego River. I send
you herewith a photograph showing a catch made bvtwo
rods in part of two days' fishing, total weight 1471bs.
They were, taken by Mr. C. A. Tanner and Mr. Ball, of
the Jewel Belting Co. of Hartford, Conn., in a two days'
fishing trip at Dempster.—Oswego.

Voracious Little Eels,—About June 1, when Mr,
Joseph Kenby was depositing a shipment of young shad
in the Susquehanna River, at Fite'a Eddy, for the XJ. S.

Fish Commission, he saw a singular sight. Near the
edge of the water along shore wriggled a ma«s of smaE
eels containing millions of individuals. With a bucket
he dipped up nearly fifty at a scoop; the creatures were
about 4in. long, and were called "black eels" by fisher-

men. Some of them were put into an aquarium contain-
ing goldfish, which theyimmediately attacked and killed,

penetrating their bodies at the vent. A little terrapin
was next assailed, but as he was somewhat of a "tough,"
he was not fatally injured before rescue. After these
signs of depi'avity the eels were dumped out on dry
ground to roast in the sun; but they burrowed into the
mud and were seen no more.

Black Bass in Nebraska.—Norfolk, Neb., June 23.

—

I have taken thousands of pickerel in the slack waters
and bayous of the Big Sioux, Missouri and Elk Horn of
Nebraska, but never until this season have I had any
sport with the lai-ge-mouthed black bass. My friend,
Gus Satter, and I, received permission from the genial
owner of a large cattle ranch, ten miles south of this
town, to fish in one of his lakes. The first day's capture
with only spoon hooks was two 4-pound pickerel and
sixteen black bass averaging 2lbs. The second trip to this
beautiful place netted us sixteen bass ranging from 2^ to
41bs. This I think is fak for Western waters. Our gen-
erous host and the owner of the ranch and lake are the
Owens Brothers, to whom we are indebted for our fine

sport.—T. H. T.

June Tarpon.—The Tarpon Springs, Fla., News of late
date reports lovers of piscatorial sport ought to visit the
mouth of the Anclote and 'Cootie rivers if they wish to
have some fine sport. A great number of tarpon have
been caught this week, some measuring 6Aft. Capt-
Kendall and Mr. DeGolier returned from a two weeks'
sailing cruise as far south as Sanibel and around Pine
Island. They called at all principal shell beaches, had
lots of fishing at the Passes and a thorough good time
generally.

A Fly Stohv.—A note from Messrs. Abbey & Imbrie's
establishment the other day reported: "I caught two
specimens of the 'Lord-Baltimore' fly in our store 'this

morning with jungle- cock shoulders—complete. 1 think
they must have escaped from our fly-drawer, I cannot
imagine where else they could have come from, I have
heard (1. Cypress, Jr,) that flies have been so well tied
that they had taken wings and flown away. This is no
'fly story," for I have them pinned upon the wall to prove
above,—W. H."

White Perch at Riverda.le, Mass.—Perch were
plentiful iu the miUpoud at Riverdale last fall, and large
quantities have been caught there this spring. Two men
caught 381bs. in about two hours one morning. Some of
them are large, one weighing over 2Ibs. The perch seem
to bite best early in the morning and at nightfall, some-
times continuing during the evening, it is said, until 10:30.

Live minnows are generally used for bait, although
shrimp appear to suit the fish best.—E. F. L.

Round Mountain lake, Me., June 16.—Parties now
at the lake are having first-class trout fishing. The
weather is beautiful in the woods. I see by the papers
they are having forest fii'es in Canada and some parts of
Maine, but there is none in this vicinity.—E. S.

POT-LUCK FROM EXCHANGES.
TTTE have found a defect in the game law passed by the recent
' ' Legisiatui'e. Hunting' quaiJ, partridge, woodcock: and other

game birds with a bag of salt is not speaiflcally forbidden and the

wanton youngsters who have caused such destruction among our
song birds and game birds by salting tbeir tails can keep right on in

then- deadly work without feai' of ptmishment or molestation.—
Manitowoc {Wis.) Chronicle.

Since I became a citizen of Indiana I have traveled more than
twenty-iive thousand miles between New Albany and the trout

streams of northern Wisconsin, and have taken many thousand trout,

but while following the meandeiings of the streams with rod of ex
quisite beauty and jeweled reel, I am no more happy than when a
boy with hempen line and alder pole I made not altogether fruitless

efforts 10 capture the beauties in the stream within sight of my happy
home.

—

Correspondence New Albany {Ind.) Ledger.

No deputy game warden or local officer could be secured to punish
Grand Haven fishermen who were defying the law as usual this spring,

so Warden Hampton had to try it himself. He went out nn Spring
Lake one night recently and soon found two men in a boat netting

fish. They resisted arrest, and then, taking a pointer from the Itata.

iried to escape, but Hampton opened fire and rounded them too.

They furnished bail to appear for trial. One of the fellows remarked
that he knew the warden didn't mean to shoot them, but that he
feared he was such a blanked poorhhot that he might accidentally do
so.—Bellaire (Mich.) Breeze.

To Colorado via. Burlington Routk, only one night on the
road. Leave Chicago ai 1:00 P. M., or 8d. Louis at 8:25 A. M., and
arrive at Denver 6:15 P. M. the next day. Through steepers, chair
cars and dining cars. All railways from tue East .-onnect with
these trains ana with similar trains via Buriiugiou rnuie lo Den-
ver, leavintr Chicago at 6:10 P. M., S . Louis at &13 P. M., and
Peoria at 3:20 P. M. and 8 P. M. All trains daily. Tourist tickets
are now on sale, and can be had of iigents of all roads and at Burl-
ington route depots in Chicagc, Peoria and Sc. Louis. There is n®
better place than Colorado for those seeking rest and pleasure.^
Adv.
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NEVADA FISHCULTURE.
£!dUor Forest and Stream
We have now in our State hatchery some 700,000 fry of the

brook trout {SalvcMnus fontinnlis) m a perfectly healthy
condition and with extraordinary appetites, requiring them
to be fed three times per diem. "We are now distributing
them as fast as possible to individuals and stocking public
waters. Mr. B. Close, in charge of State hatchery, left here

last evening with 130,000 fry for Humbolt River and its

tributaries; Carson River and tributaries, LaJie Tahoe and
Washoe, have already received their quota. We have some
25,000 fry of the landlocked salmon still in the troughs,
which will be kept until the fall and then distributed.

Some two years ago I placed about 1,000 fry of the Macki-
naw trout {Salveltnus navuiyciish) in a small stream in the
southern part of this State; they are now being heard from
in the shape of 3 and 4lb. fish.

The Sacramento River perch, transplanted some five years
ago, are now being taken in Walker Lake in large quanti-

ties, affording most excellent sport with fly; fish weighing
2 and 31bs. are quite common.
This fall the Commission, iC feasible, will establish a

branch hatcherv at Elko, in the eastern portion of this State,

which will have a capacity of 500,000 ova. This hatcheiy
will dispense with the transportation of fish from the main
hatchery to that portion of the State, which has always been
attended with a large percentage of lo.ss; and a greater section

where streams are abundaut will be reached and stocked.

The last session of the Nevada Legislature passed almost
an entire new law as regards seasons, illegal fishing, etc. It

gives the trout in streams from Oct. 1 to April 1 of each year
as a close season; and trout in lakes from Jan. 1 to April 1

close season. This is something the State never had before;

the former law permitted fishing with hook and line at any
season of the year. The measure was vigorou.sly opposed by
the market fishermen and a few dealers in trout. Under the

new law the Commission hopes to be able, with the assi.st-

ance of the various county peace officers, to put a stop to the
heretofore wholesale slaughter of trout while ascending
rivers on their way to spawning beds.

The efforts of the Commission to prevent the illegal dump-
ing of sawdust and refuse from lumber mills in the Truckee
River have been in a measure encouraged, and, with the
promised assistance of the Commission of our adjoining
State, California, we hope to stop the practice entirely.

G. T. M.
Carson City, Nevada.

HATCHING LAKE STURGEON.—In our issue of June
25 we mentioned the experiment by the Ohio Fish Commis-
sion with the lake sturgeon in Detroit River. Dr. Henshall,
president of the Commission, has since informed us that the
jars did not give satisfaction for tliis work, but in the float-

ing boxes, used by Superintendent Lanz in Detroit River,
between five and six millions of eggs were developed and
the fry liberated in the stream. The water seemed to be
too warm in the hatchery at Sandusky, and all the eggs
sent there died. The expense of this interesting and im-
portant experiment was not over $100 Mr. Lanz found no
ttilHculty in getting eggs from the females by pressure alone
and the breeding fish were returned to the water alive.

NEBRASKA.—The appointment by Governor Thayer of

Joseph H. Blair as a member of the State Fish Commission,
to succeed B. E. B. Kennedy, resigned, will meet the ap
proval of all who take an interest in flqhculture. Mr. Blair
is an angler of wide experience and repute; but with his

love for the sport he combines a scientific knowledge of the
finny tribe gained from much reading and personal investi-

gation. In this Western country those having practical,

useful knowledge of the science' of flshculture are rare,

hence Governor Thayer's appointment of Mr. Blair is most
fortunate. The Commission consists of three members,
Mr. Lew May and Mr. T. McBride, of Fremont, being the
other two members.—O77ia7io Mercury.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the youngstown Kennel Club, a)

Youngstown. O.
Sept. 9 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Kennel

Clab, at HamiltoQ, Ont.
Sept. 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

International Dog Show, at Toronto. O. A. St<'ue, Sec'y and Sunt.
Sept. 22 to 2n.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Moutreal Exposition

Company, at Montreal, Canada.
Sept. 29 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.

1892.

Jan. 13 to 14.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C. F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C.

FIELD TRIALS,
jfov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at BickneU, Ind. P. T. Madison, Secretary.
Nov. 16.—Eastern Field Trials Clnb's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Slake Noa^ 12. W. A. Coster,

^NovTai?—Central Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at
Lf-xington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 aud 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

THE ENGLISH BULLDOG CLUB SHOW.

Mr. C. F. Jackson's rep'ort

We have been asked so many times, especially by bulldog
men, for some means by which they can form an adequate
idea of the different winners on the other side with a view
to purchase, that we think such a report as this will no
doubt have a good effect and result in additional importa-
tions of the dog that some jealous people say is "all broke
up" over his own ugliness. Mr, Jackson writes:

•'1 wish that I couid haveavoided having to decide against
either of two such grand specimens as Bedgebury Lion and
British Monarch, but I have no doubt that, in selecting
Bedgebury Lion for premier position, I chose the dog of the
greatest intrinsic merit. In only two respects is B. Monarch
better than his antagonist, i. e., in taper of back from
shoulders tc stem, viewed from behind, and in the width of

underjaw. B. Lion is certainly beefy in his hindquarters;
in B. Monarch the frontal eminences are absent, wiiilethey
are very pronouaced in B. Lion, whose cushion also is very
near the ideal. B, Monarch is very much the wider across
the shoulders, but B. Lion is sufficiently so to pass muster
as a good bulldog, and to satisfy me. So often as the two dogs
ftre allpwed to move with their fnU freednm in the ring, with

a view to a comparison with regard to function, the issue
can never be in doubt. B. Lion is simply a marvel of activity
whereas B. Monarch is markedly slothful andlaeking in en-
ergy. I was glad of the opportunity of showing how good
a dog I consider Pathfinder by placing him in front of cham-
pion Dathoiite and Romance. Of his overwhelming supe-
riority there cannot be a shadow of doubt; he is excellent in
shoulders, lay-back and set-up. The others have no point
in the superlative.
Dryad, alone in the heavy-weight challenge bitch class,

has certainly a grandly-formed head for a bitch, but I con-
sider the shape of her body lacks character to a very great
extent.
In the light weight challenge class for dogs, Grabber

came out full of years and honors, and won. If only for the
narrowness across his loins, in comparison with the width
across his shoulders (which I call taper of body), and for the
fire and vivacity with which he shows himself in the ring,
he will find a place on the bead roll of fame, so long as there
are bulldog fanciers. I preferred Forceps to Don Pedro for sec-

ond prize, because Forceps is shorter on leg, has more bone,
and is shorter in back; but Don Pedro is certainly better out
at shoulder, and has an infinitely better formed" foreface, it

being square instead of round, as Forceps' is. Previous to
judging them together, I should not have said Enfield Grab-
t>er would be the inferior of the four, but, on comparing
them, he certainly is, being very flat-sided aud lacking promi-
nence of frontal bones, and he is not sufficiently out at shotil-

der. He is a dog who has completely upset my early expec-
tations of him.
Ayessha was alone in the challenge class for light-weight

bitches. I can see nothing very striking about her.
Open classes: Dogs over .561bs. weight.—No doubt it is a

pity that King Orry has decided black in his coloring; but.
as he is 95 per cent, white, what is so small a percentage of
undesirable color \a a nog whose head is certainly one of the
best formed and finished I ever remember to have seen la
any bulldog, let alone a big one! I certainly consider him
immeasurably suiserior to anything else in this class. This
is more than I can now write about H. M. Stanley, who is

wretched iu front of eye, and sadly deficient in much that
goes to make a good bulldog. I am now almost sure Jemmy
should have beaten him. Aston Lion has a froggy appear-
ance. I dou't say he is froggy, but he has the same outline,
viewed side face, as Mr. Shirley's Firefly and Mrs. Raby's
Lord Arthur, which I consider very objectionable. Boor's
Czar struck me in the ring as having a head too small in pro-
portion to hi.s body, aud his ears are not carried quite as
they should be. Still, I fancy if I could have altered my
awards in the calm, after judging. Czar would have gone
to third prize. Big bulldogs are so wholly opposed to

my fancies, so alien to all I desire in a bulldog, that proba-
ably it was only natural that I was not able to satisfy myself
as to their respective merits. Rustic Sovereign and Bill

Richardson were absent, so I escaped having to pass an opin-
ion upon them. Force died on his journey up to this show,
which is much to be regretted. I admired him when I last

saw him alive. He was certainly much truer to type than
most big bulldogs, that is to say, if he weighed 551bs. Big
Buffalo Bill I considered the caput morlimm of the show-
he IS so far from being an example of the breed that he may
almost lie pointed to as a warning of what breeding for size

will produce.
Bitches over 451bs. weight.—Again in this class I am not

at all sure that I placed the winners in the right order. The
three winners stood out distinctly from the rest of the class,

but whether Carrie and Indra should not have beaten Saleni
I doubt. Saleni, as she appeared before me, was a complete
shock. The sight of one eye was dimmed, her jaws were in

a sad state, and she was shrunken iu girth of brisket. Nor
was Indra produced in at all blooming condition. In fact,

Carrie was the only one of the three shown fit and well.

Thev are undoubtedly a grand trio, so that I fancy I ought
to have allowed condition more influence in my awards.
Dogs over 451bs. weight.—This class was unmistakably

the best that entered the ring. If six prizes had been offered

instead of four, they could all have been awarded to real

clinking good bulldogs. When I saw German Monarch and
His Lordship on the bench, after judging, it struck me I had
gone wrong, so I had them in the viug again, when I am
glad to say I was satisfied with my previous decision. His
Lordship is shorter in back, lower on leg and altogether
more compact than German Monarch, but he requires cushion
and bone in front of the eye to make a tip-topper-points
that German Monarch is richly endowed with. I admired
His Lordship's air of stolid indifference on the bench, and
his devil-me-care rolling gait in the ring. Guido, only fourth
here, I am prepared to see shortly placed much higher, as he
has been bought for a kennel from which he will be shown
in a way a bulldog should be. His face and head are very
eon-spicuous, being well nigh perfect, but he showed so much
daylight under him that I placed him as high as his present

form merited. Still, without doubt, he has the making of

a really superb bulldog in every inch of him. I admired
him so immensely at Manchester, where I first saw him, that
I never anticipated he would have to succumb to such a dog
as Phnlax. The latter's form can never be improved—his
faulty tail must forever handicap him. Bilali is an un-
lucky dog, far above the average, and yet with nothing
striking to lift him into the front ranks. His head
is wide, but not sufliciently deep. Lord Trevor is accurate

in conformation, and should play a big part among the
ordinary company seen at provincial shows. Holy Friar I

discarded for the color of his nose and eyes, conveying, to

my mind, a strong suspicion of Dudley.
Bitches over 351bs. weight.—The quality in this class, I

think, was disappointing, I preferred the gray-colored

Peekham Lass, who looks like being a rare bitch to breed
from. Armida I once much liked, but I could not form any
accurate opinion of her on this occasion, as her face was
swollen. She has an ugly tail, but I remember I considered

her cheap when claimed at her catalogue price of £-10 at the
club's last year's show. I was informed, the day after

judging, that no less an accredited authority on the bulldog
than Mr. Vero Shaw had stated that he considered Tomsh
(placed reserve in this clas.s) was the best specimen, and
should have won. Be this as it may, I cannot, by any show-
ing, value her, with her long tail and dreadfully long back,

higher than I placed her.

Dogs under 451bs. weight.—Another commendable lot of

bulldogs were to be seen in this class. Of the fact that Mor-
ris's Prince George scales less than His Lordship, the winner
in the previous dog class, Iamsceptical,butl was assured by
the secretarv that Prince George qualified to compete in this

cla.ss by Mlh. Such being the case, he, of course, smothered
the class.

" The second prize in this class I gave to Orphan
Lad, nor do I in the least repent doing so. He is fair only in

face and quite up to average in skull, but his whole charac-

ter is very strikingly attractive. That he is deformed in any
way I deny; that he unfortunately has a trick of turning his

toes in instead of out I admit; and I think be conclusively

demonstrated by the freedom with which he moved in the

ring that he was no cripple. Hone.st as the intentions of

many critics may undoubtedly be, they are full of partiali-

ties and prejudices. They enter a show with their verdicts

already prepared, and they can no more write dispassion-

ately of any dog other than their particular fancy, than
can a mother about her own children. Ashton Billy is a

very typical light-weight dog. I wish I could have placed

him higher than thii-d, which, with Prince George in a
heavier class, [ could have done. The appearance for the

first time of King Lud in an open class is a valuable addi-

tion to the light-weight bulldogs that are exhibited. He is

agi-andyeungdogtolookat, buthespoUahis chance whenhe

moves. Instead of a rolling gait, found with a pear-shaped
front, he struts his legs out sideways in walking, so that his
feet are further apart than his legs are at their setting on to
the shoulders. The black and tan, .Satan II., I rightly (or
wrongljT) refused to judge, on account of his color. ~If I had
judged him be would probably have had a prcminent posi-
tion in my awards, and that would to a certainty have raised
a hue and cry. Just in the same way I refiised to judge
Dick XL, though I admire his getting, and think him a most
useful stud dog. Still his wall-eye and split nostril debar
him from any possible chance in an open competition. I
rather fancy that in no dog in the show is physical weak-
ness and degeneracy of pluck more exemplified than in
Tommy Truckle.
Bitches under 351bs. weight.—It was in this class that I

discovered in Nina Fidget the bitch that pleased my eye
best in the whole show. Granted that on occasions she can
raise her ears almost to prick tbem, itshould be remembered
that these ears of hers are wonderfully small and thin, and
are more often than not carried rose shape, and were so
while she was in the ring. She showed such distinct ex-
cellence to any other bitch in the show that I cannot believe
her victories came as a surprise to impartial men, who are
strict followers of the club's standard. I have no doubt but
that if any artist should depict her he may very likely in fut ure
jrears be accused (by those who have not seen her) of having-
exaggerated her marvellous muscular development and
compactness. It seems only fair and proper, therefore, for
me to leave it on record that no artist needs to be untruth-
ful. Rather, be it remembered, that all he did was to select
an animal without a compeer among her own sex so far as
typicality is concerned. Magic would have beaten Salvo
for third place in this class if she could have moved her
hindquarters in the ring.
NoA^ceDog Class.—This was headed by Orphan Lad and

King Lud. Lord Yarmouth, a coarse, undesirable type of
dog, was third, and A la Mode, whose skin was in a miser-
able plight, fourth. The last-named is small-skulled, but
his shoulders are immense, and he struck me as being a
good class of dog.
Novice Bitch Class.—Was not up to average. Bar the

winner, there was nothing to make me wish to break the
tenth commandment. Ninepins has a nice expression, good
stop and lay-back, but she is otherwise faulty all through.
Dog Puppy Class.—Quite the worst class I can remember

ever to have seen at the club's show.
Bitch Puppy Class.—I cannot describe this as a strong

cla.ss for quality, though the entries were fairly numerous
(15). I am aware 1 outraged public opinion by placing the
diminutive Zohara first, but, as I saw her at-7 months old,

she gave distinct promise of making a bitch in every way
cut out to compete in the under 351bs. class—in which class,

given average luck during the next 12 months, she will take
a tremendous amount of beating. Stanford Mary is of nice
type and will figure again. Sister Dora was objected to as
being over age; she certainly a,ppears so in the catalogue.
Habnab, of whom great things were e.xipected by her owner,
may develop into a good one. She appears to have plenty
of growth about her.

,
Selling Classes.—I failed to discover any brilliant bargains

in either of these classes.

Stud Dog Class.—I placed British Monarch first. From
his loins I am confident cannot fail to spring descendants
who will, without doubt, worthily perpetuate to generations
yet to come the sterling qualities of their renowned ancestor.
Team Class.—Mr. Etlis, with his glorious team, has

seemed, for some time past, to have secured the fee simple
of these certainly tangible prizes, but I preferred British
Monarch in Mr. Woodiwiss's team so very much more than
any dog in Mr. Ellis's team that I gave the first-named the
call.

American Class.—This class, provided for dogs owned by
exhibitors residing in "The Hemisphere that owns no
King," met with a poor response. They were a sorry lot,

bar H. M. Stanley. None of them have ever crossed the At-
lantic, and I should question the policy of the club's repeat-
ing the experiment another year.
Special Prizes.—The long list of specials loomed up before

me like a bewildering maze that I should have to plod
through. These prizes, though they speak volumes for the
hon accord existing among members of the club in giving
them, and the enei'gy of the secretary in collecting them, are
growing impracticable. I know they are the panacea gen-
erally prescribed to make any show a success, aud thottgh it

may appear incongruous for one who has been responsible
for the issue of four schedules, certainly not deficient in
specials, I have grave fears, unless, perchance, some wtiole-

some corrective to this modern spirit is devised, that an in-

nocent hobby for a man of moderate means may be lowered
into an ill organized scramble, a competition for kudos into
a mere lust for lucre.

I will take this opportunity of saying that there are many
devoted to the breed laiuhitores iemporis acti, who think
we might go back with advantage to the old style of light-

weight bulldogs, which a certain school of fanciers have
done their best .to render obsolete. Though bulldogs have
been longer recognized in F,ngland as a dtstinct l)reed than
any other dog, it is nevertheless in this breed only that di.s-

parity in weight is allowed so wide a scope, and for no good
or sufficient reason, but simply as evidence of a schism in the
theory of breeding them which not only strikes doggy men,
but breeders of every other animal, as an anomaly. Yet
after several years of apathy on this point among members
of this club, in which an ancient breed has been al I but ruined
by fabulous legends and gross superstitions, I hoxje there are
now indicarions of the dawn of better times. May it be Mr.
Sprague's high privilege—above even all the other useful
things he has done for this club—^to reunite breeders by
lessening the extremes in weight and giving them a more
definite size as a standard to breed to.

In conclusion, I have to tender my sincere thanks to Mr.
Sprague tor having rendered me every assistance in his
power in unravelling the complex conditions under which
many of the specials were offered, some being as mystic as
the writing on the wall to the Assyrian Monarch. Also I

feel very grateful to Mr. Smart, who most kindly acted as
ring steward from start to finish, and who marshalled the
dogs into the ring very promptly." Cyril F. W. Jackson.

SHY BREEDERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A few weeks ago you gave Vero Shaw's account, from the

London Stock-Keeper, of bleeding a bitch that had missed
to several different dogs, the restilt being a litter of pups.
As you then said you would be glad to have accounts of suc-
cessful experiments, I now give my experience. Some years
ago 1 owned a collie bitch, which I had served at her second
heat. She then had seven puppies. The next time she was
served she missed; I tried her again with a similar result.

I then consult-ed "Stonehenge," and he advised me to get her
in as low condition as pos.sible, to dose her well with salts,

and to take three or tour ounces of blood from her before
service, by opening a vein in the neck. I accordi ngly did so,

and the result wasa litter of eight. The next time I thought
that she would probably breed all right and only kept ner
as thin as possible, but it was no use, so when .she came in
again I purged her well with salts, but did not bleed her,

and this time she proved in whelp. After this I had always
to dose her well for a day or two before service, otherwise she
would invariably miss, but I never found it necessary to

bleed her again. I may add ^.hat each time she visited a dif-

ferent dog. JB. BAEDOE Elliott.

BAY BiDQK, fc. J.. Jni^e II?,
'
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BEAGLE TRAINING.
[Continued from Page

FOLLOW him slowly, about a rod behind, occaaionallv
speaking an encouraging word to him and endeavor to

hold him to his work, always remembering to keep him
ahead of you. It is hardly possible he will run this rabbit
very fa r before he will get thrown, but if he ru ns it a hundred
yards, or even less, yoii have made a good beginning and one
that will remain in your pup's memory several days at least.
I don't think it advisable to make a puppy of this' age do too
much at first. Your titiie will not by any ineaus lie wasted
if you do not run a rabbit at all the first time or for the
matter of tliat, for the first half dozen times you take your
pup out with you, because he will be getting more and more
accu.stomed to his snrrotiudings, and this means a yreat deal
to any dog, especially if he is the least bit inclined to be
timid, as very many beagles are. I will now suppose you
have had your pup out several times and he has run a few
rabbits in his own way and taking his own time, it is now
that you step in again to your pup's advantage and aid him.
Cast him off from you—he .should be made to follow at heel
until he gets the word to leave, and where you have only one
to attend to, this is comparatively easy, especially as you
have taught him that you are master when he was young
and never given him an opportunity to think otherwise.
Let him search the favorable places and the unfavorable
ones too, as he most likely will until he strikes a trail or
starts his game.
Right here let me say that in rare instances a dog will run

mute or. what is worse still, will not le,ave your side under
any provocation. In the first case you can usually over-
come this muteness, which by the way is very rare indeed
in a well-bred beagle, by running your puppy with an old
dog—a good "touguer." In the second instance, if by re-
peatedly moving yourself every time your pup sits down
and calling him to you does not cure him I would recom-
mend the following, applied internally through the left ear
in one dose: Sig. Take of Hazard FFG-, SWdrs.. insert in
a U. M. C. shell, place on this one cardboard and two pink-
edge wads, then put in about two dozen buckshot and dis-
charge at short range. It is in my opinion the only remedy,
and I will vouch for its effectiveness if used according to
directions.
Having disposed of the mute dog and the habitually

"tired" dog, I will now return to the time when your pup
starts game. As soon as you are sure he is on a trail, go to
him and watch him. If tie is pottering round and seems to
be making no headway, push him a little; tell him to go on,
get out, etc., making him search new places, and here is
where your control comes in. Send him into the most
likely places, and if he is accustomed to obeying you he will
go without hesitation, and as soon as you think he has
worked a place long enough to have thoroxighlv covered it,

call him to another, and so on, until you" get him on a
straight trail.

As soon as he has things straightened out drive him as
fast as you can, keeping right behind him, which you can
easily do with a puppy of this age, and make him run as fast
as he can trail. This will be of special advantage to him
when the rabbit makes a "fling," as you, being so much
higher up than your puppy, can see the most likely places to
cast in and thus save much time at a period when it is valu-
able—when the trail is hot. Keep this mode of procedure up
until your puppy gets too fast for you, then only endeavor to
keep within hearing and to be in at the "flings," as you can
always be of advantage here whether with a puppy or an old
dog. After this it is no longer work but pleasure. You
have got your puppy to run tolerably well, and every time
you take him out makes him better, and now you have only
to teach him to '%iark the hole" and the use of the gun. etc
I have purposely refrained from referring to the gun before
as I never bring it into play until the puppy is otherwise
thoroughly trained, -for the simple reason that I believe that
a puppy can be thoroughly gunbroken in half a dozen
lessons at the outside. To do this I load for a 12-gange a
dozen shells vrith IJ^drs. of powder and three wads, and
when 1 get my puppy on a hot trail and running well, I dis-
charge one ban-el of my gun. The puppy should not be
nearer to you than 40 or 50yds. at first, and should not see
you when you fire—this last I believe to be very important.
The puppy may stop and look up, and may quit altogether,
but w^hat is most likely of all, will continue with his work
without making more than a momentary stop if indeed he
stops at all. Should he pay but little or no attention to the
report you can safely try him again, gradually coming
nearer until he will stand a full charge in the open without
flinching and when not on the trail. But remember to make
haste slowly in this matter, as many otherwise valuable dogs
have been ruined for all practical purposes by a little care-
lessness in the beginning.
Now I come to the dog that, as soon as he hears the report

of the gun, quits his work; and here you vpill see the value
of keeping yourself concealed from him when you fire, for if
he is frightened, the minute he quits his work he will look
for you, his master. If, on the other hand, he understands
that this awful noise proceeds from you, he will be very apt
to prefer your room to your company, and will not infre-
quf-ntly scud for home, I will .suppose, however, that you
have followed out my plan and the piip does not connect
on iu any waj' with the noise, then you should run to where
e was driving, calling to him and endeavoring to excite

him to run again. The chances are that you will succeed
and get him to work again. Let him finish his hunting to-
day without any more shooting, and on the following day or
w^hen next you take him out repeat, and you will soon accus-
tom him to the light and then the full charges. I believe
this plan would prove equally effective on setters, and it is
certainly better than fish horns and tin pans. Your pup
will now go out with you and drive his rabbit and let you
shoot it ahead of him, if you wisn, and will come to you
when called, when not on the trail; and here is where, I
think, some of your readers make a mistake in expecting'to
make a dog leave the scent. He should be taught to obey
you at all times, excepting when on the trail; then, if yoii
are wise, you will let him rule, or if you want him, catch
him off I believe it is next to impossible to make good
beagles leave the trail unless you are within a rod or so
and not then if the track is very fresh, and should you suc-
ceed in so doing, it v>'ould result in eventually spoiling your
dog for hunting purposes. At all other times he should
obey you, and if taught as I have described, he will obevYou might as well ask a setter or pointer to leave his point
as to call a beagle off a "hot foot."
The best way I know of to make a dog mark the hole

which is quite an important point when you come to con-
sider that by this means you can tell exactly what has
become of your quarry without, perhaps, a long tramp and
a, weai-y search for the dogs, is to get a rabbit or two every
time you go out and make the dog stay and watch youYou can, of course, use a crowbar, but by far the best and
easiest way is to use a ferret, muzzled. This is I well
know, against the law in some States, but it is about the
only way to do if you wish to teach your dog, unless you
use the crowbar, which attains the same end but is more
laborious and within the law. I will suppose your dog has
run bunny to earth, and by a little .searching you have
found the hole. Try to get your puppy to dig if you can, if
not, tie him near and put in you ferret. As soon as your
ferret is in untie your puppy and hold him facing the hole.
la a minute outcomes the rabbit almost in your face, unloose
your dog as soon as bunny appears and you will see a lively
chase until cover ia reached. Now, as soon as your ferret
appears catch him, sUp him in your pocket and follow your
fto^. A iPVf such experiences as these will, teach your dog

to stay at the hole, and liy patting him on the flanks^ and
egging him on you can usually get him to barking. Your
dog is now well trained, and having got him perfected so
far, you can add such little points as your style of buuting
may suggest or necessitate. Several filings you should bear
in mind. I. <;., that a dog to do good work alone must be the
superior of a good pack dog, inasmuch as he must combinem one dog all the good qualities that is perhaps divided
among .several members of the pack, also that you .should
never allow a dog to get into the habit of thinking that per-
haps you want him and perhaps vou don't, therefore don't
try to call a beagle, a hundred yards away, off a hot scent,
as the chances are very likely be will not come, and you
have lost just so much control over him every time you
allow him to disobey you, in other words, never issue a
command to your dog you are not prepared to enforce.
Much more mig)it be said on this subject of beagle train-

ing, as probably no two men use just the same method to
gain their end, but as I have no wLsh to monopolize this
department, I will withdraw and listen to what others may
have to say.

. Ukcus.

PERFECT TRAINING.
Eclitnr Forest and Stream:

I was agreeably surprised a few days ago by meeting an
old friend here in the person of Mr. .Tas. Hennessy. This
meeting called vividly to mind several days of rare sport
which I have enjoyed in the field in company with this
friend and his dogs. For several years past 1 have been
making trips to the South and Southwest on business, and
I have timed these trips so as to get .some .sport. I would
take with me a 12-gauge shotgun and a Hunter's Pet
Stevens .22cal. On my first trip I took a dog also, a fine
young Irish setter, but was unfortunate enough to lose
him; since then I have omitted the dog on these trips.
Being in Little Rock with a few days' time to spare, and

having heard that my fi-iend was located at Carlisle, only
thirty-five miles di.stant, I resolved to pay him a visit and
have a few days with the partridges, as they are called in
the South. At this time Mr. Hennessy had quite a number
of fine dogs in his kennels. The team which we shot over
during my stay of three days consisted of two English set-
ters and one Gordon setter. The English setters were Bee,
white bitch, with black head and a few black patches and
ticks on the body. The dog Startle B., half brother to the
bitch, was a very handsome black, white and tan patched
and ticked; the Gordon was a very handsome black and tan;
he was called Jim. This dog was one of the must intelli-
gent animals I ever saw. He was one of the few really tip-
top Gordons that I have seen in speed, style, nose and all
the qualities that go to make up a flrst-cla.ss field dog.
There would be no choice between this dog and the best
Lewellyn setter that I ever saw turned down in the field.
These three made the bpst workiog team I ever shot over, or
ever saw in fact. They were fast, high rangers, perfectly
staunch at point and they would back as far as they could
see each other; they would also back their h,andler. Foi- in-
stance, if they saw Mr. R. stop and crouch with the gun in
position for a shot, they would back instantly, and as soon
as Mr. Hennessy as.sunied an upright position they would
be off at their work again as if nothing had occurred. To
check them, at the crack of the gun every dog would drop as
if knocked down, and they would remain down until
ordered up.
For my edification they were dropped while Mr. Hennessy

went a distance of over a quarter of a mile to a pond out oil
the prairie; they showed no signs of impatience nor did they
attempt to rise until they got the signal to do so. When fi.

bird was killed the dog whose name was called would go to
the front and retrieve; if more than one bird was down
another dog would be sent on as soon as the first one had
found. They seemed to understand just what was to be
done by them. In order to get the best work for the gun
each worked independently of the others and there was no
sign of jealousy among them. The dog Jim could be sent
on errands, and one day when we were about three-quarters
of a mile from the house Jim was given a handkerchief
which had been loaded with birds and empty brass shells,
the corners of the handkerchief being tied together so that
the dog could carry it handily. He went to the house on a
run and soon returned with a lot of loaded shells. I was
told he could be sent to much greater distances and one need
not wait for him, as he would return to the spot from which
he was sent and from that point trail out the party, some-
times carrying a load in his mouth. Altogether he was a
very remarkable dog.
The first thing in the morning and in the evening, just

before feeding time, the dogs, some seventeen or eighteen in
number, were taken in a body to a piece of mowed prairie
about a hundred yards from the house; this was the exercis-
ing ground. It was an ideal spot. On three sides there was
a wall of timber and the ground was undulating, with here
and there a patch of sumac and blackberry bushes. It was
just the place for a dog to show to the best advantage. On
the last evening of my stay I was invited to go and see the
dogs put through their drill, and I shall always remember
that evening. The dogs were kept at heel until we reached
the exercising ground; they were then commanded to drop
and rise several times before they were given their liberty.
At the sign to go, they were off" like so many arrows shot
from well-strung bows, and what a beautiful sight it was to
see them skimming the close-cropped grass! Some of them
seemed to be flying rather than going afoot. After they had
been ranging for about fifteen minutes the gun was fired
and every dog dropped as if the shot had been fired at him'
and had proved fatal. When the gun was reloaded some of
those that were nearest showed .signs of impatience and
wanted to be off, but they quieted down on being gently ad-
monished. At the signal to rise, which was an upward
wave of the right hand, they were up and off in various
directions, flying over the ground as before. To say that I
was surprised and delighted but faintly expresses mv feel-
ings, but the greatest surprise was yet to come.
After the dogs had been allowed to range for a short time,

Mr. Hennessy bade me stand where I was and watch until
he advanced well into the field where he could be plainly
seen for a great distance, then, at a favorable moment he
crouched with gun in position for a shot. One of the dogs,
who was nearest, caught sight of him and came to a stand'
the others, as they caught sight of this dog backed beauti-
fully, some at a great distance; when all were in position
Mr. Hennessy straightened up, holding his right hand on a
level with his face, palm to the front, and every dog held his
place. After holding them there for what seemed to me a
very long while, the hand that held myself and the dogs
spellbound, as it were, was raised above his head and every
dog .sank to the ground. After holding them down a short
time they were given the sign to ri.se, and were then allowed
to tinish their romp without further interruption until we
reached a narrow belt of timber near the house, when all
were whistled in and kept at heel until the kennels were
reached, when they were put up to cool out before feeding.
Mr. Hennessy tells me he has perfected a code of signals

to be given with the whistle and vocal organs, which the
dogs learn to understand in a very short time. And he says
they vn.ll obey more readily than if given verbal orders. For
instance: One short blast on the whistle means drop, two
short blasts is the signal to rise, three or four turns the dog
from right to left and vice versa. At close work it is a hiss
to drop, and a cluck to rise. These signals and the waving
of the hand, Mr. Hennessy tells me, is his method of work-
ing the dogs at present. Wheu the chicken season opens I
hope to be able to -joinmy friend for a few days, when 1 ahall
hskve an jspportumty to see a brace of pointers at work of

which he has been telling me. I will say this before closing,
the only thoroughly educated field dogs that Thave ever seen
have been tho.se from the hands of Mr. Hennessy. For the
past two years he hss refu.spri to take dogs to handle, as he
tells me he has quit handling for the public, eiving as a
reason that all of his best work was wasted. He talks of
running two or three of his own in thefield trials the coming
season. If he should, I wish him luck. HAL.
Chicago, IU.

GREYHOUNDS AT CHICAGO.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Of the eight questions addressed to you la.st week the fol-

lowing was fourth on the list:

4. Mr. Lacy s.iys: "To pr"ve that we dirl not mean that a grpv-
hnimd should have a short back it was onlv the week before, while
iudsiii? at Boston, that we nut hark an 'otherwise frnori hnnnr!,
Imperator, for that very fanU." Now, ai a matter of fnct . Mr. Lacy
did nothiner of the sort, wliich is proved hv liic reivn-t uf f ho erev-
honrd claps Rt BoBtnn. This is what Vip ar.id { Fokest a^'d .'^TKEAir,
April 9): "Imperator by some mi=taVe n^as eifh-u- not in the rirg
or was .?e7jt nut by the steward." [Thp report went on to pay
"thouKli too s>uirt in back, etc."] And Mr. Licv asl;a rae to accept
this as "prool" that "he did not mean that a, erpyhon d should
have a shnrt back." Docs it not pecm strar ge l.hat.i ,iudf?e .should
put a doe buck for having a short back when he never saw the
dog in the ring? Will yonr kennel editor kindly explain .iust
where the "prool" comes in'?

It will be seen from the above, Mr. Lacy, to clear him.'ielf,
added the words in brackets. Now, sir, I do not object
to Mr. Lacy telling us that "wonderful rib development
means length of back; that Mother Demdike is faultv in
ribs and back; that when Mr. Lacy wrote "short hack" he
meant "short loin;" that grevhoiind.s of a very fast and
clever family are not well letdown behind; that Mr, Lacy
turned out of the ring a dog he had never seen in the ring;
that rny questions were fully answered bf fore they bad been
written, etc

,
etc. But when Mr. Lacy undertakes to con-

vince me that he cannot read or quote his own reports, I
feci tbtit the time has arrived to put in amost vehement and
indignant protest. The Boston report does not go on to .say
that Imperator is "too short, in bade" The Bo.ston report
(FoKEST AND.Strkam, April !)) does noteven mention Impera-
tor's back. It does, however, say that the dog is too short
in "body." ft is now in order for Mr. Lacy to .state that
"body" means "back" and vice vcrf«(. or that he meant
"hack" when he said "body." But "Hndy" does not mean
"back," and in view- of the fact that Mr. Lacy has told us
that "rib development" means length of back, there is actu-
tually not the smallest kind of a hole l)y which he can es-
cape. He might spring another trap on "us by statine that
"short body" means "wonderful rib development," and this
would clearly land him on the back. The argument, how-
ever, would hardly be a safe one. Will Mr Lacv kindly
answer this question: Why did he misquote the Bofeton re-
port? The question has not been "fully answered in our
last."
Mr. Lacy's summary mode of getting rid of those tight

o[uestions by saying they were "fully answered in our last,"
is not creditable to that gentleman, because as a matter of
fact several of them had never been written, told or con-
ceived. These are 1, 2, 8, 4, 5 and 6. No. 7 had been asked,
but as Mr. Lacy could not answer it in any fa.shion other
than by admitting his inability to produce evidence, he very
carefully left out any and every kind of an allusion to it.
No. 8 he answered on the theory that two wrongs make a
right; but he carefully shirked givinar a direct and explicit
reply on the question of prick-ears. To say that questions
which were never asked had been "fully answered" is to
take a rather .low estimate of the ability of the readers of
this paper.
Mr. Lacy assures us that if I cannot understand his an-

swer he knows of "no further remedy." The remedy is
riKht here, plain, unadulterated and easy of digestion.
Give intelligible answers to questions asked, do not evade
the real issue, state fact.*, never say black is white and never
misquote. This done, the writer and other readers of Forest
AND Stream will be given a chance to "under.stand." As
matters stand now, they cannot under.stand what Mr. Lacy
cannot understand himself and cannot explain.

I am much grieved to learn that a discussion of the cor-
rect formation of the greyhound is a subject of "hardly
sufficient interest to merit a newspaper controversy." The
greyhound is a gallant dog. His royal lineajre, his aristo-
cratic ajjpearance and bearing, his graceful lines and the
fascinating and noble sport he gives to those who are cap-
able of appreciating it, makes him a central figure in the
world of sport. In truth, as a factor in sport he stands sec-
ond, and a very handsome second, to the thoroughbred
horse. His pedigree has been guarded as jealously and
carefully as that of man himself. The lines on which he is
built have been a worthy study for noblemen and statesmen.
No .society in the world is too good company for him, and
methinks that his back, loin, ribs and hindquarters consti-
tute a fit .subject of discussion for Forest Am) Stream or
any other sportsman's paper on the face of the globe. How
ever, as greyhound form is not a matter of interest to your
readers you will please consider my promise to write an
article on wolfhounds canceled. There are probably thous
ands of greyhounds where there is one wolfhound, and in
view of your astonishing statement a controversy on the
latter breed would simply be a waste of paper.

Chas. H. Mason.
[Greyhound form is a matter of great interest, but not a

quibble on word^ as to what we wrote or did not write.
There is, however, this to say regarding Mr. Mason's ques-
tion about Imperator. It was a mi.stake on our part to say
we had not seen this dog in the ring. We did see it, and
told Mr. Mason so at the time and why he was put to one
side, and now we candidly confess he was forgotten after-
ward, perhaps owing to the .steward having sent him out
along with one or two others, and when we came round to
write our notes the mistake was rectified as far as possible.
Quoting from memory, we said "back" in.stead of "body"m the brackets. There is a difference certainly, and
though back does not mean body, body includes back. We
are sorry to lo.se the article on Russian wolfhounds, but
lerhaps some other well-known authority on this breed will
help us out.]

DEATH OF DR. J. W. ALSOP.—Hulton, I>a.—Editor
Forest and Stream: Comparatively few of the dog men of
to-day knew Dr. Alsop, but many of those of six or more
years ago will always remember the kindly heart, the bright,
winning manners and the thorough goociness and nobility
of the life that went out at Fenwick, Conn., on June 24.
Never at all a public man in dog matters, none took a
warmer interest in all things concerning dogs in their best
relations to us, and none made himself more thoroughly a
friend of his dogs. He was emphatically the kind of rnan
vve should most value and most miss. Dr. Alsop was a mas-
tiff man, and had kept them for very many years, althouo-h
very rarely exhibiting. He imported the 'rarely bred bitch
Boadicea, by Rajah' out of a Young King bitch, but her
failure to breed made her importation almost barren of
results as far as American mastiffs were concerned.—

W

Wade.

We hear that Pittsburgh will make its claim of being the
head center of "Barzoidom" certain and sure, forlNIr. Hacke
is in the mood to buy out a whole Russian kennel of these
grand dogs. Mr. Hacke certainly deserves encouragement
at the hands of bench show committees for his efforbs'toward
popularizmg this breed.
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DOQ CHAT.
'IT/'E hear that an American, through Mr. McNiall, of
y\ Killaloe, has purchased from Mr. 0. C. Elli.9 the well
known and excellent Irish setter Dro^heda, that the London
Field speaks of as "perhaps all round for field and show pur-
poses, the best of his variety in this country." Considering
the fact that several noted Irish setter.s have either been im-
ported lately or will he here shortly, it would seem that the
call for funds toward the expenses of the coming field trials
will meet with ready response. We have already in the
countrj' several Irish setters which have made records in the
field, so that competition in the trials should call forth the
greatest energy on the part of owners, trainers and dogs.
th.<it another year there need be no necessity for separate
trials, but rather shall we see the Irish setter competing
shoulder to shoulder, and successfully too, with his more
favored cousins the pointers and English setters. The only
thing necessary is coSperation on the part of owners and
trainers. Let the owners lay out as much money and exer-
cise as much care in bi'eeding as the owners of the other
brerds have done and the trainers will be found quite as
ready to devote their time to bringing out the acknowledged
abilities of the Irish setter in the same way that they have
done with the ijointers and English setters.

We are sorry to hear of the death, in parturition, of
Messrs. Luckwell & Douglass's black cocker spaniel bitch
Rosedale Busy. She whelpf d five fine puiJS by champion
Black Duke, none of which, however, were saved.

Both Canadian and American exhibitors will be pleased
to find that, through the efforts of Mr. A. D. Stewart, there
will now be no obstacle in the way of their exhibiting at the
circiiit shows in Canada this fall. la another column we
give some particulars of the official correspondence.

We understand that Mr. Jarrett, of Chestnut Hill Ken-
nels, has purchased from Mr. Edgar Huidekoper, the pro-
mising young collies, by Prince Charlie—Hern, shown at
Cleveland. They were certainly very nice specimens when
we saw them.

The prices for sensational-bred St. Bernard .stock seems
to increase rather than diminish, for we see that Mr. Chap-
man has sold three six-weeks-old pups, by Marvel out of
Princess Florence, for S850.

. We hear that Dr. J. Frank Perry, who in years past iden-
tified himself so heartily with mastiffs and made his Ash-
mont Kennels of worldwide fame, has transferred bis kennel
of these dogs, together with the title, to Mr. W. B. Rolinson,
of Roslindale, Mass. This gentleman was a well-known
breeder of mastiffs on the other side, and many of his dogs
found their way to this country. Included in the transfer
is the stud dog Ben Franklin, by champion Orlando out of
Wuuna, dam of Lady Beatrice and other good ones, together
with several finely hi-ed brood bitches, including Ashmont
.Juno, who is the nearest living descendant of those pillars
ot the stud book, Elanbury's Queen and old champion
King, for she is by Tasco out of Qaeen II., by Emperor out
of Hanbury's Quesn; Tasco, by Mack out "of Nerpra, by
King out of Pnyllis; Mack, by Rajah out of Queen. Mr.
Rolinson will retain the name of Ashmont Kennels, and no
doubt, as it is Mr. Eoliuson's intention to take a more active
part in breeding and showing, we shall see some good results
at future shows.

At the periodical sales held at Aldridse's, London, some
good bargains may be picked up in sporting dogs, and most
of them well trained, too. At a sale held about the middle
of June Mr. P. C. Lowe sold Trip of Kippen, a well-known
field trial dog and a winner of several stakes, a Derby among
them, and said to be one of the best Knelish setters in Eng-
land for work, for the low sum of $l7o. Mr. Bulled with-
drew Devonshire Nero, Sail and Lady after $365, $495 and
$300 bad been bid on them, respectively. Friend Mercer
should have been round when a Clumber"spaniel dog, Beau
of Sussex, bred and broken at the Duke of Westminster's,
and good enongh to show and win, went for 813. Another
good one, Rene R., perfect in the field and a first prize win-
ner on the bench, was knocked down at $135; and a lemon
and white setter bv Sir Tattoa brought 857.50. From Mr. A.
F. etcher's kennel in Aberdeenshire, tour and a half brace of
setters brought $575. An interesting sale was that of an old
dog called Major, by Count Wind 'em out of champion
Moll, which fetched ^21.

The new Barzoi, Korotai, which we spoke of last week, is
illustrated on the front page of Stock-Kceeper (England) in
the issue to baud. Mr. Krehl, in an interesting description
of him, says he is taller than any Barzoi yet shown in Eng-
land, and that he belongs to Prince Gagarin's pure strain,
of which be is a highly-esteemed specimen. He was un-
officidlly judged in Russia and scored 41 points out of a
possible 45, and would only require one more point to entitle
him to coveted gold medal torm. His sire, Ataman, can
score 38)4 i)Oints and has won the silver medal at one of the
Imperial Moscow Club exhibitions; and his dam, Soodarka,
won the highest possible award at another time, the gold
nu dal, obtaining 42 marks out of the ib. Ataman, though not
a V )ungdog, was sold a mouth since in St. Petersbiirg for
$8i5. and an Englishman paid $575 for a fir.st prize winner.
Ti.e Russians, owing lo the increasing pojjularity of these
dogs, have correspondinsily increased the price, and the best
dogs cannot now be purchased.

The subject of the Lort Memorial is assuming definite
shape, and the Rev. E. W. L Popham. whose address is

care of Manag-r, Messrs. Scuckej 's Bank, Wellington, Somer
set, has consented to act as treasurer. Mr. Cummiug Mac-
donna, in a letter to the London Field, suggests that instead
of a stained window an assurance company for aged and
disabled sportsmen, to be called the "Lort Society," should
be formed by subscription, ib is interesting to relate, ac-

cording to tois gentleman's letter, that the letter written
by Mr. Lort to the London Field, on wolf hunting, which
we published, appeared as the writer "lay still in the house"
b yund earthly recall.

The Kingston. Out., dog show will be held this year in
conntctiou with the County Fair, as the Midland Central
Fair will not be held. The judges have not yet been
selected, but these will be decided on at the next meeting
of the club. Ic is intended to have a Canadian tor the
spaniel classes, and some other judge to take the rest of the
breeds. As this is the first of the Canadian circuit shows it
should command a good entry.

Mr. E. H. Moore has set his face homeward, and by this
time no doubt is safe within the shade of his own vine and
tig tree. Our readers will remember that we last week ex-
pressed the opinion that it would be waste of money on Mr.
Moore's part to try and improve by purchase the St. Bernard
stock now in this country, audit would seem as if the
owner of Plinlimmon had the same opinion, for he has
withstood all temptations and contented himself with buy-
ing for Mr. James W. Whitney, of the Flour City Kennels,
Rochester, N. Y., the young mastiff Cardinal Beaufort.
Tne English kennel papers Kive notice of the sale as if Mr.
Moore bad purchased it for himself, but from private
advices and a peep at Mr. Moore's letter we are able to give
the above information. Tne dog will cost Mr. Whitney
§1,250, and this for a mastiff ia a large price, but Mr. Moore
writes he is the best young dog, barring a brindle, that he

has seen, and the brindle Mr. Whitney does not want. The
London Field says in the Maldon .show report: "Mastiffs
were numerically a small lot, but strone in quality. Avr-
shire won in open dogs, but he was shown fat, and Dr.
Turner bad no easy win with him; 'je ond went to an active
leood stamp of dog, Mr. Court Rice's Cardinal Beaufort, and
his FriETga Secnnda won in the bitch class. They are of the
same litter and very like e^cn other, big, good in bone,
active on their legs, but neither was in good coat, and we
should like both more were they a little better in head—
they appear to be rather flat on the top of the face, 1 e.,
from the skull to the nose; a brace of very good young dogs
anyhow." Stoclt-Keepcr says: "Ayrshire and Cardinal
Beaufort are both good specimens; the first-named is more
furnished than the other, and with his good head, bone and
size was rightly placed over him. but if the voung one goes
on all rieht he will see a better day; he is verv good in muz-
zle." His position at this show and ,at Southampton was,
we are told, due to poor coat and condition, for he was only
reserve at the latter show to the dogs he beat at the Kennel
Club show at Agriculture Hall, and this shows that he must
be a good one. though he is not yet developed, for he is
under 18mos. old. He has a very short muzzle. Cardinal
Beaufort was purchased from Mr. Court Rice. In conclud-
ing his letter Mr. Moore says he has seen nothing in mastiff
bitches that can touch Caution's Own Daughter, and this
furnishes us with the hope that Mr. Whitney vsdll see his
wayclearto send this "best American-bred" one to England,
where she would be sure to render a good account of
herself.

A very interesting article appears in Fanciers' Gazette on
"R«miniscences of Fox-Terriers and Fox-Terrier Men," by
"Old Turk." In speaking of the fox-terriers he remembers
in his native place fifty vears ago, he refers to Squire Donville
Poole who kept from flffy to one hundred of the game 'uns.
He says he never saw a black or a black and tan marked one
in the lot, the smooths being white with few exceptions,
and these were marked with tan nearly allied in shade to
what is now called the Belvoir tan, on head and ears, back
and set on of stern. The ears were in some of the terriers
carried erect, and in others correctly carried close to the
skull. The head was smaller than that of the present day,
rounder in skull and shorter in muzzle, and showing not a
very remote cross of bull or bull-terrier, and weighing from
14 to IGlbs The wire-haired were a little larger, with coats
like pig's bristle in texture, and in color, white with patches
of a blackish blue, grizzly mixture. Some of the smooths
had plum or red-colored noses. He gives an interesting
account of old times in writing of the way the pups were
reared and tried for gameness—without which essential
quality no fox-terrier was allowed to remain within the
Squire's fold. The pups were reared at walk by neighbor-
ing farmers, and at stated times brought in for the trials,
an account of which we give in the writer's own words:
"Trials of the Marbury young tykes were held periodically,
and these not infi-pquently took place on Sunday mornings,
one of the Squire's maxims being, 'The better the day, the
better the deed.' On these occasions the youngsters out at
walk were collected together for the fray, and woe be to the
tykes when the day of trial came if they did not come up to
the Squire's standard! It did not matter how smart or
good-looking they were, unless they answered the Squire's
requirements on their day of trial," death was their doom
very shortly. When sufficient gune was got together to
give the tykes a trial, a day was fix^d, and on most of these
occasions no one except the Squire and his keepers were
allowed to witness it, excppt a rev rend divine occasionally,
and old Tom Rogers (there were two Toms—old Tom and
young Tom), who was generally there at the trials. Some-
times, however, the Squire would invite a few friends, farm-
ers who kept terriers for him, to witness the sport, and at
such times as these there was always a grand field day. Old
Tom was the Squire's /acto/wm. and foremost with him in
all his favorite sports." He did most of the business at gen-
tlemen's residences for miles round, so that this brought
him in contact with keepers, trappers of all kinds of vermin,
farmers, and others, from whom he got his different kinds
of game, viz., foxes, badgers, wild and other cats, fitchets,
stoats, weasels, etc., etc.; and at Marbury Hall there were
places where these animals were kept and well fed and
attended to until they were wanted. Early on the morning
of the trials out comes the Squire witli his friends and
retinue, and the sport begins, the vermin being placed at
the far end of the receptacles prepared for them, such as
troughs made of wood, with curves, etc.. In them, drain-
pipes of different sizes, all laid underground, tubs, boxes,
and a heap of faggots, etc. When all was ready the Squire
would give the signal, and an old-tried veteran would be let
go, a tribe of youngsters being held round and about the
entrance to show the youngsters 'how it should- be done.'
Up the old tyke would go, and come back with his game
most likely, and you would not hear a sound. After this
the young ones were tried, either single or sometimes a
brace, the keepers encour>iging them, shouting, 'Run in,
BunS' r!' Buster, Varmint, Tinker, Tancrede, etc., etc.;
this, with the sharp ring of the bark of the tykes waiting for
their turn to come, the yelping, etc., of those who had just
tasted blood and were getting punished, together with the
bottle and glass circulating freely, made one's blood all
a-fire. Some of the dogs came back again quickly with their
tails between their legs, others came or had to be got out
hanging on like grim death to the varmint, both, oftener
than not, having had enough, not infrequently one or two
dead as a door nail. Those that had come out ruddei down
were never seen any more, while the others could not be
bought. Still the Squire gave many away to friends, etc.
He was a bachelor, and thought of little else except his ter-
riers and sport. As soon as the performances were ended all
adjourned to lunch, at which entertainment, as well as at
these sports, I have often figured."

A letter from the Seminole Kennels informs us that their
new kennel is completed, and accepting their invitation to
come and see it, we shall do so in the course of a week or two.

Mr. Bremer, who is well known to many exhibitors for
years past in connection with the Medlord Fancy Goods Co.,
tells us that he has purchased the entire property and busi-
ness of which he has been, since its inception, the leading
spirit. The artistic designs and finish of the dog furnish-
ings put out by this firm in the past is a guarantee that
with abundant capital and enlarged facilities the business
will no doubt increase proportionately.

Mr, P. H. O'Baimon, so popularly known among his fel-
low fanciers, has purchas(-d from the Heywood-Lonsdale
Kennels, through Mr. C. E. Buckle, the English setter bitch
Sophie. She is by Rake out of Maggie, by Baron Doveridge
out of Mailee; Rake, by Armstrong's young Dash III. out of
Armstrong's Moll, going back to Blue Dash, Drake, Rival,
Tam O'Shanter and other celebrities. There is likely to be
some trouble in getting her thr'-ugh the Customs, as Mr.
Braiisford in shipping her on the City of Chicago, wnich ar-
rived last Saturday, failed toeitaer register her in the Kennel
Club Stud Book or send any of the certificates necessary to
pass her through. Mr. Brett, of Spratts Kennels, was asked
to look after her, and he ha.s had an annoying time of it.

Application has been made to Washington for permission to
release her on signing a bond.

To commemorate the visit of Messrs. Braiisford and Cam-
eron with his team of dogs to the American field trials, Mr.

' Heywood Lonsdale is having the noted artist, Mr. George

Earl, naint a large nicture of Mr. Braiisford with the four
set'-PTS and Angus Cameron with six of the pointers. Mr.
Braiisford writes that he has done his penance and Cameron
is now undergoing the torture. Speaking of paintings of
notable trainers and dogs reminds us of a tale that John
Brett tells us. It seems when Colonel Piatt's dogs, Di and
Darkie, won, one a Derby and the other a $500 cup, Mr. Earl
painted a group consisting of the owner, dogs and Brett.
Much to Mr. Brett's displeasure, however, the artist, to get
a color note, handed him down to posterity wearing a bright
red necktie. This Brett has earnestly protested against ever
since, as he never wore a necktie in his life.

"Cheerful Horn" asks a pertinent question about dachs-
hundein the issue of Canine World to hand. He wants to
know why the dachshunrl of the present d-av is .«o long in
theback, a«the b°st dogs at the Belgian trials were more
terrier-like in build and verv active; this he says the English
show specimens are not, their chief characteristics bsiag a
body that requires six legs, a snipy face, and ears that could
be ripped as easily as silk, and "swingers" in place of legs
in front. This he ought to certainly know is the approved
English method of improving a foreign breed,

Mr. Teague, we hear, has received his new purchase Alton-
ettaall safe. SheisalittersistertoCol, Rupnert's Altonette,
and here we may remark that the similarity of name^ in
these two St. Bernards is unfortunate, and is'bound to lead
to more or less confusion in future. The other sister, now
in England, is called Altonella.

At the battle of Ulundi, when the Zulu chief Cetewayo
was Snally routed and forced to take to cover, a curinns
specimen of a Zulu breed of dogs was captured. Sir Bartle
Frere brou q-h t i t to E Qgland with him.anditisnowinthe care
of a Mr Mutter. In appearance it is somewhat like an
Australian dingo, but has a peculiar mane extending from
the neck to the hindquarters.

We bear that Dr. J. H. Meyer has sold his Gordon setter
bitch Bppmont to Mr. William Tallman. Perhaps our
readers will fail to recognize this gentleman's name, fo we
will add that he is sometimes known as "Billy." Friend
Tallman will very likely run her in any special Gordon stake
that may turn up this fall.

The mastiff man whom we spoke of as coming over to this
country, and which gave rise to Mr. Wade's letter on "Mas-
tiff Judges," turn.s out to be Mr. Joseph Evans, who owned
The Emperor and Linda, from which pair he bred the cele-
brated mastiff Mos^s, which was imported to this country
in the spring of 1886 by the Winlawn Kennels, but died very
suddenly during the summer. He was in bad shape when
he landed, and never seemed to pick himself together after-
wards. Mr. Johnston, in writing of the mastiff Shah and
his excellence of disposition, asserts that Moses had not the
sweetest of tempers, and this we can from personal acquaint-
ance fully indorse.

St. Bernard breeders on the other side seem to be scurry-
ing round not knowing hardly what to buy or what to sell.
Now we see that the great Salvator Rosa has be n sold by
Mr. J. F. Smith to Mr. Thos. Shillcock, the owner of Lord
Bute and others. Many people think Salvator Rosa the best
St, Bernard in England and when he made his first and only
appearance at the last St. Bernard Club .show, he won four
firsts and numerous specials and proved the sensation of the
day. Judging from several stud cards Mr. Shillcock has
sent us of dogs in his kennel, this gentleman must hold a
very strong hand just now both for breeding and showing.

Mr. Mann tells that the exact price paid by Mr. Chapman
to Mr. Shillcock for Sir Herev* ard was ;^1,000. As he saw the
receipt or check, we forget which, this should put an end
to all doubt. We give this information for the benefit of the
Stoch-Kceper, Eng., which feels rather troubled over the
fact that buyers or sellers are falling into the bad habit of
putting on a little bit when price gets into four figures.

Mr. Whitney writes us that he has bred the mastiff bitch
Caution's Own Daughter to his Ilford Chancellor. As this
will be C. O. D.'s first litter, the result is anxiously awaited
and should be highly satisfactory.

Before Mr. E. H. Moore left England a little coterie of St.
Bernard men captured him and a dinner was in order. The
English Stock-Keeper says that among the amusing remi-
niscences related over the table, the Rev. Arthur Carter
told the tale of a goggle-eyed brute he turned out of the
ring when he was judging St. Bernards at a certain show.
After his labors were concluded the injured owner wanted
to know what was the matter with his dog, so the reverend
judge pointed to its lobster eyes. "Well," retorted the
proud proprietor, "that's the shape they should be, so as to
look over the mountains."

We understand that the bond for costs, which Mr. Peshall
had put to up before his mandamus for reinstatement could
be heard has been reduced from $500, which has generally
been accepted as the proper amount, to $250. This, in view
of the several suits Mr, Peshall is bringing, is an important
action. The bond will now be filed and the case brought to
an issue.

We hear that a decision has been arrived at by the com-
mittee appoi nted to settle the question as to whether the
National Greyhound Club should have a separate stud book
or not. It has been decided that the Greyhound Club should
be allowed to "list" their dogs by paying a fifty-cent fee. and
this list will be printed as a supplement to the A.K.C Siud
Book. To secure a number, bowever, the man with the
greyhound must still pay his dollar for the regular regis-
tration in the A.K.C. Stud Book. What the Greyhound
Club gains by this is hardly discernible. The gain is rather
in favor of the A.K.C, which has shown itself a benefactor
to its own interests in the sense of making two blades of
grass grow where one grew before.

Among the new kennel advertisements this week We
notice that the Ashmont Kennels have a stud mastiff for
sale; H. F. Littlefield—St. Bernards; W. H. Hyland—pointer
bitch and pup; E. E. Beach—St. Bernard pups; H. D,
Weeks—English foxhounds and setter pups.

PRICK EARS.
Editor Fm-est and Stream:
Mr. Fellows's letter in a late issue is characteristic of the

man. It is straight; no sharp curves. His wish not to be
drawn into a controversy shall be respected. However, as
he has made statements which need an answer I would like
to direct attention to them. Mr. Fellows is too old and
good a fancier to go off on a wrong tack. He says that
Elcbo "did not have prick ears when in thering," A prick-
eared dog is prick-eared in the ring or out. I suppose Mr.
Fellows meant to say that the dog threw his ears back and
did not give Mr. Fellows a chance to detect the fault. When
he tells us that while he was taking notes of the dogs on
the benches be saw Elcho's ears "elevated sliglitiv, but not
by any means a prick ear" he goes very wide of tlie mark,
and has evidently overlooked the fact "that all greyhounds
with perfect ears elevate them "slightly." The statement
is misleading If the ears were elevated to a certain point
and tiien bent over (outward, not forward as seen in the
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collie) tbey would be correct, but they are not; they stand
erect like a rabbit's and consequently ai-e not correct. Mr.
Fellows says hi 5< bobby is work, that it would have made
raigbtly Jiitle difference to him if the doe bad shown prick
ears, and that be gave the prize to the dog that he thought
could gn fastest and stay longest. This is the old safety
valve. When a "wrong 'un " gets into the money, no
matter what sort of head, neck, eyes, ears, tail or coat he
may have, the old plea of "work," the old rusty safety valve
that has saved eouctless mongrels, is put forward as an in-

dorsement of the award, Mr. Fellows must see that if this
sort of thing were permitted the judging of dogs would
cniickly become an utter impossibility. Any brute with a
characterless, half-bred head might win in the pointer or
setter class, for instance, Just because he had the appear-
ance of being a workman.
The judging of horses, cattle, poultry, pigeons and every-

thing else in the way of live stock would^likewise, on the
Fellows plan, become impracticable, and in a very few years
there would be no uniformity of type and no exhibitions.
If, say, a thoroughbred horse should have a nasty, plain,
Carty-lookiog head and a short, thick neck, he might, if he
had body, legs and feet that looked like going and staying,
win over a quality .showing one that was, say, a bit light in
bone below the knee. The old safety valve would let him
through, and the principal blood characteristics would, if a
majority of the judges judged on the Fellows plan, be wiped
out in quick time. There would be nothing beautiful or
typical left to man. He would be surrounded by a world of
mongrels. No judge could possibly tell right from wrong
because there would be no such a thing as right. Mr. Fel-
lows would expect to win with a prick-eared cocker (picture
the brute) over a specimen that was half an inch too short
in legs, or with a long-faced beast, of the ant-eater type,
over a dog that was a bit heav^y in the shouldei'S. What
would be the result of all this at the end of five years, or per-
haps lessi' Simply this, that the work of a century would
be undone. One of the foremost of all reasons why Ameri-
cans have failed to breed typical dogs can be found in the
fact that bitches which would breed dogs equal to any in the
world are mated with any animal that can run fast. Mr.
Fellows's arguments are honest, but thev are dangerous.

Chas. H. Mason.
JTirw York.

CANADIAN CUSTOMS REGULATIONS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I sent you on Monday a marked copy of the Toronto Mrtii,

containing a letter of my own, calling public attention to an
absurd regulation issued lately by the Minister of Customs,
by which the dogs of American exhibitors would have had
to be returned at the close of every show to the point from
which they were despatched. This rule had it been persisted
in would have caused our fall bench shows to collapse
utterly, as it would have effectually prevented American ex-
hibitors from sending their dogs to Canada at all.

I am at a loss to understand how the Customs authorities
here should have come to issue such an unheard of regula-
tion, for they must have seen very plainly that no dog
owner would submit to the risk, annoyance and expense of
having his animals sent backward and forward from point
to point for no purpose, just at a time when they most
needed rest and careful attention.
Not only, however, was the obnoxious rule issued, but the

Minister of Customs, although repeatedly approached on the
subject, refused to alter it, and for a time we were of the
opinion that nothing further could be done.
As a last resort, however, I wrote fully to the Minister ex-

plaining how inconvenient the new orders were, and I also
got the Hon. Senator Sanford (who is, by the way, not only
one of our greatest dog lovers here, but a man passcssed o'f

enormous influence with the Government at Ottawa) to
throw his weight in with the petition. I am glad now to
be able to state that bis efforts have been more than success-
ful, and as will be seen by the inclosed correspondence
matters have been settled to our entire satisfaction, not only
by the cancellation of the stupid order referred to, but by
the welcome provision that foreign dogs may be sent from
show to show in bond.
This will be a great saving of trouble to foreign exhibitor's,

who can now take in the whole Canadian circuit, or any part
of it, without being harassed at every point by the Custom
House officials. This, I think, will be welcoone news and
well worth space in your columns. Your breeders and ex-
hibitors across the line can depend upon this new order of
things to a certainty, and now that all obstacles have been
removed from the way, ought to give us some rousing en-
tries in token of the big battle we have just fought in their
interests. A. D. Btewaet,

President Hamilton Kennel Club.
HAMinTON, Canada.

COPY OF TiETIKU FROM COMMISSIOJS fSR OF CUSTO.MS TO
HON. SENATOR SANFOKD.

Customs Department, Ottawa, June 23, 1891.—Hon. Senator
Santord, The Senate, Ottawa.—Sir: I have the honor to ac-
knowlecige receipt of a letter addressed to you by A. D. Stewart,
president of the Hamilton Kpmiel T'lub, dated 20th inst.. respect-
uig the admission of dogs for exhibition parpose^i. I had pre-
viously received a letter from Mr. Stewart making a similar ap-
plication, and now return his letter with a copy of one I have sent
to the Collector nf the Port of Kingston, which is similar in all
respects, with the exception of dates, to Iftlers addrea'^ed to the
collectors at Bamiltou, Toronto, Montreal and Ottawa. Should
any unforpsppn difficulty ari=e in carrying out the intentions of
the club at the time the exhibition is to take place, this depart-
ment will be happv to do what may be necessary to facilitate the
purposes of the esbibitioa. I have the honor to b?. sir. your
obedient servant, (Signed ) J. Johnston, Commissioner.

COPY OP CIRCOLA.B, SENT TO THE COnijECTORS AT THE VARIOUS
PORTS IN CANADA BY THE MINISTER OF CUSTOMS.

2343. June 23. 1891,—C. Hamilton, Esq., Collector of Customs,
Port of Kingston. Ont,—Sir: Application has been rpceived at
this Depariment through tbe Hon. Senator Sanford, of Hamilton,
on behalf nf the Hamd on Kennel Club, for the admission of dogs
Irnm the United States for exhibition to take place at your port
on the 1st and esteuding to the 4th of Spp'ember nexr, then to be
further exhibited at the ports of Hamilton. Toronto. Montreal
and Ottawa; and I have to refer you to Item 703 in the Tariff pro-
viding for the admission of animals for eshibUion purposes and
to the regulations estat Ifshed by order in Council, which you will
tind on page 86 of the present Tariff as published by this Depart-
ment, in accordance with vi'hich the admission of these animals
maj^ be allowed for the purpose stated. It will be necessary for
you, however, to divejge in some measure from the provisions of
tile order in the present instancp, first, by allowine the entries for
warehouse to be made by or under the authority of A. D. Stewart.
Esq.. of Hamilton, president of the club, and also by permitting
the proper removal eutriea to be made under the same authority
at the close of the exhibition at vour port. The dogs will arrive
at various frontier ports, but will be forwarded in bond, in the
first instance, to the Port of Kingston. I have the honor to be,
sir, your obedient servant, (Signed) J. .Johnston, Commissioner.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are laaerted without charge; and blanks

(rtu alshed free) will be sent to any addrese.
NAMES CLAIMED.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
l/Ody Velma. By Lansdowne Kpnnels, Lansdowne, Pa., for

whitt Dull-terrier hitch, whelped Dec. 17, 1890, by Urgent (cham-
pion Ambition—Queen of Spain) out of Edgewood BeUe (Prince—
NpII).

TT ana. By Lansdowne Kennel?, Lansdowne, Pa., for white and
black tox-terrier bitch, whelped MavM2, 1891, by I .Beckon (Reck-
oner-Tennis) out nf Grip (GrPip—Nell).
Jusie. Bv Lansdowne Kennels. Lansdowne, Pa., for white,

black head, fox-terrier bitch, whelped May 13, 1891, by I Reckon
(tleckoner—Tennis) out of Gip CG-np---N8U). .

Dixcii, Nadjii find Onzo. By Lansdowne Kennels, Lansdowne,
Pa., for whlip.'bl.'ick and tan fox-'^erriers, one dog and two bitches,

whelped May 12, 1891, by I Keckon (Reckoner—Teunis:) out of Gip
(Grip—NeU).
GypV. By E. Brooks, MiUon, Mass., for pepper Dandie Diti-

mnnt terrier bitch, whelped April 8, 1889, by Pepper (Tom—Muss)
out of Gvr IV- (Doctor—Grp IL).
King It- th(: Ecather. By E. Brooks, Milton. Mans., f^r mustard

Danriie Dinmont lerrier doe-, whelped Jure 13, 1889, by Charley IL
(Tugeeu-G^ p II.) out of Heather Snssie (Hattie—Flora).

Heathi'r Mmige. By E. Bmoks, Milton. Mass., for pepprr Dandie
Dinmont terrier birch, whelped March 17, 1888, by Dracofi (Tiger
—Podsie) out of champion Heather Peggy (Charley II,—Heather
Sussie).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on applloatlon.

Countess— The SQUire. M. Ram'den's (Ambler, Pa.) collie bitch
Countess to Seminole Kennels' champion The Squire (champion
CbaTlfinaKne—champion Flurry), June 8.

Maida—Tlie Squire. W. J. Curiis's (,Summit. N. J.) collie bitch
Mftlda (Sir Kelpie—Collit) to Semino]" Kennels' champion The
Sanlre (champion Charlemagne—champion Flnrrj), June 5.

Tiny—Hayseed. Mr. Streeper's (Chestnut HtU, Pa.) pug bitch
Tiny (chanipioTi Geoi'ge- ) to Seminole Kennels' Hayseed
(Doug as n.—Rose), Mav 15.

To Jd /ojr.s OwnDau(i)tter—llford Chancellor. Flour City Kennels'
(RoclifestPr, N. Y.) mastiff bitch Caution's Own Daughter (cham-
pion Uford Caution—champion Ladv Dorothv ) to their champion
nford Ohanceller (champion Hfoid Caution—Brenda Stcunda),
June 24.

Moxie—EherharVsCaishier. M. L. Jackson's (Greensburg, Ind.)

pug bitch Moxie to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eberhart's Cashier,
June 16.

Oneita—EljerharVs CashirCr. M. L. Jackson's (Greens^ure, Ind.)

Jug bitch Oneita to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Eberhart's Cashier,
UUP 18

Lady Thelma-Bradford Ruby II. O. P. Kennie's (Lima, O.) pug
bitch Lady Thelma to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Bradford Ruby II.,

June 23.

Red BeVe—Elehfi. Jr. Geo. H, Covert's (Chicago. III.) Irish set-
ter bitch Red Belle to his champion Elcho, Jr. (Elcho—Noreen),
Miv 14.

•

Buleier-Tearawau. Fred H. Fowler's Irish setter bitch Duloie
to G. H. Covert's Tearaway, May ^2.

Kildare Eulni-^Bluc Roch. G. H. Covert's Irish setter bitch Kil-
dare Ruby lo Ids imoorted Blue Reck, May 28.

Red Bti}er Jessie—Tearaway. G. H. Covert'.s (Chicage. 111.) Irish
setter bitch Red River Jessie to his imported Tearaway, May 28.

Anna H.—Tearaway. H. Shnbert's Irish setter bitch Anna H.
to G. fl. Covert's imported Tearaway, June 8.

GUdelia—Tearaway. G. H. Covtrt's (Chicago, 111.) Irish setter
bitch Glidplia 'o his imported Tearaway, June 9.

Madcap—EleJiu, Jr. Kingston and Bancroft Kennels' Irish set-
ter bitch Madcap to G. H. Coverc's champion Elcho, Jr. (Elcho—
Noreen), June 9.

DeUe—Elcho, Jr. R. B. Morgan's (Akron, 0.) Irish setter bitch
Debe to G. H. Covert's champion Elcho, Jr. (Elcho—Noreen),
June 20.

Rarv—Henmore Sliamroek. Wm. Wise's (Boston, Mass.) Irish
set tpr bitch Harp (Sarsdeld—Mona) to Onota Kennels' Henmore
Shamrock (Muekerrv —Avoca), Juno 18

Cleo—Monsiciir Dotsero. J- H. LpwIs's (Cinciunati, O.) pug bitch
Cleo to Eberhart Pug Kennels' Monsieur Dotsero, June 23.

Ashmont Dot—Ben Franldin. Ashmont Kennels' (Boston, Mass.)
mastiff bitch Ashmont Dot (Imperial Char cellor ) to tneir
Ben Prauklin (cbamp'on Orla'ido—Wunn"), May 8.

Elgira—Bsn Franklin. W. Wade's (Rnlton, Pa.) mastiff bitch
Elgira (champion Orlando— ) to Aabmont Kennels' Ben
Franklin (champion Orlando—Wnnna), June (i,

^»7iniont Juno—Ben Franldin. Ashmont Kennels' (Boston,
mastiff bitch Ashmont Juno to their Ben Franklin (champion
Orlando—Wunna). June 18.

Lady Lill—Ben Franldin. R. F. Brown's (Boston, Mass.) mastiff
bitch Ladp Llil to Ashmont Kennels' Ben Franklin (champion
Orlando—Wnnna), June 25.

Berenice—Lord Thorndale. Menthon Kpnnels' (Pbcerdsville,
Pa.l St. Bernard bitch Berenice (Celtic Rector—Celtic Iri') to
their Lord Thorndale (champion Hesper—Duchess of Heathfleld),
June 23.

Rosedale Busy—Blaclc Duke. Luckwell & Douglaf,'s (Woodstock,
Ont ; cocker spauiel bitch Rosedale Busy (champion Obo—Gipping
Floss) to their champion Black Duke (champion Obo H — Wood-
land Queen). April 19.

Coonk—Bla^k Duke. S. P. Heartt's (Parkersbnrp, la.) cocker
spaniel bitch Ooonie (Prince Obo—Black Beauti ) to Lucliwell &
Douglas's champion Black Duke (champion Obo 11 —Woodland
Queer), Mav 14.

Ladij Stanley- Black Dufferin. Luckwell & Douglas's (Wood-
stock. Out ) cooker spanip] niich Lady Stanley (Robin—Fretyit ) to
their Black Dufferin (champion Brant—Bonila), May 14.

Little Lady—Black Dufferin. John Hopf's (Woodstock. Ont.)
cocKer spaniel bitch Little Lady (champion Black Dulse—Ladv
Nell) to Luckwell & Douglas's Black Dufferin (Brant—Bonita),
May 31.

Black Duke. E. Bleak ley's (Franklin. Pa.) cocker .span-
iel bitch (champion Dove—Smutty) to Luckwell & Doue-
las's champion Black Duke (champion Obo II.—Woodland Quetn),
June 21.

Rideau Romola—Obo, Jr. Rideau Kennels' (Oftawa, Out.)
cocker spauiel bitch Rideau Romola (Bob Obo—Cleo) to their Obo,
Jr. (champion Obo—Fellie). June 3.

Blondie G.— Bob Obo. C. E. Fenlon'a (Esses, Oct.) cocker spauiel
bitch Blondie G. (Pete Obc—B'jou) to Rideau Kennels' Bob Obo
(champion Ooo—Npllie), June 8.

Rideau Flossie-ObOs Jr. Rideau Kennels' (Ottawa, Ont.) co- ker
spaniel bitch Rideau Flossie (champion Ooo—Gipping i loss) tn
their Obo, Jr. (champion Obo—jVellie), June 12.

Branette—Bradford Harry. Chas. York's (Bangor, Me ) York
shire terrier bitch Brunette (Rob—.fudy) to P. H. Coombs's cham-
pion Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Boat's Lad.\ ), June 8.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanlrg sent free on application.

Lady Bess. Seminole Kennels' (Chestnut Hill, Pa.) Irish setter
bitch Lady Bess (champion Tim—Lady Flora), May 13, eight (six
doga). by their Eleo (champio" Elcho, Jr.-Maggie ll.K

Princess Nellie. Seminole Kennels' (Chestnut Hill. Pa ) pug
bitch Princess Nellie (champion George—Pink, May 14, six ((ivt:

dog.'^), by their Hayseed (Douglas If.-Rost ).

Nellie McGregor. E. C. Powell's (Springfield, Mass.) coJlie bite h
Nellie McGregor (champion Rex—Juno), June 14. six (three dog ),

by J. C. Ham's champion Clipper (Eclipse—Nests).
Mable E. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Oincinn-iti, O.) pug b'tch

Mable E. (champion Kash—L^dy Thurman), June 16, thr e (one
dog), by their Eberhart's Cashier (champ on Kash—Ladv T'lora).
lleene. G. H, Covert's (Chicago, 111.) imported Irish settpr hitch

Ileene, Juup 11, eleven (seven dogs), by Major Jameson's (Ireland)
champion Ponto.
Kenmore Cora. G. H. Covert's (Chicago, 111.) Iri'h setter bitcb

Kenmore Cora, June 15, nine (two dogs), by Mr. Cooper's (Ireland)
Muskerry.
Susie Dr. Spor's (New York) rough St. Bernard bitch Susie

(Tiger—Christ's Flora). May 28. seven (four do?f ), by Mr. Rittei'a
Duke of Ravenswood (Duke of Leeds—nnported Flora).
Topscy. C Bantina's (Woodstock, Ont.) cocker spaniel bitch

Topsey (Burmah—Woodstock Motlie). April 15, eight (seven dogs),
by Woodland Kennels' Black Dufferin (champion Brant—Bonita).
Jeahmsley. Luckwell & Douglas's (Woodstock, Ont.) cocker

spaniel bitch Jealou-sley (Obo, Jr.— Woodland Queen), seven (ine
dog), by their Black Dufferin (Brant-Boiuta).
Mtjth. John Allen's (Mount Fores , O it.) cocker spaniel bitch

Myth, March 22, six (two dogs), by Luckwell & Douglas's Black
Dufferin (Brant—Bonita).
Woodland SalHe. Luckwell & Douglas's (Woodstock, Ont.)

cocker spaniel bitch Woodland Sallie (Black Pete II — Qupen),
April 23, three (one dog), by Geo. Bell's King of Obos (champion
Obo II.—Darkle).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Roslyn Dandy—Daisy Dean whelp. Sable and white collie bitch,
wbejped Jan. 23, 1891, hy Seminola Kennels, Chestnut Hill Pa., to
J. W. Ingham, Phillipsburg. N. J.
Clipper—Ding Dong whelps. Sable coH'e (logs, whelped Jan. 15,

1891. by Seminole Ktnnels, Chesinut Hill, Pa., one each to J. A.
Graham, Kansas City, Mo., and F. Dundore, PhMadelphia, Pa.
Golden Clipse. Golden Prince and Golden Flirt. Golden sable

and white coibes, two dogs and one bitch, whelped July 8, 1890,
by Prince Charlie out of Hera, by E. Huidekoper, Meadville, Pa.,
to Henry Jarrett, Chestnut Hill, Pa.
Don Carlos. Fawn pug dog, bv Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-

nati. O , to Miss Georgie Barret. Jackson, Mich.
Killarncy's Gypsy. Red Irish setter bitch, hy Geo. H- Covert,

Chicago. 111., to W. F. Taber, Long Branch. N. J.
Pearl of Glmmnre. Bed Irish setter bitch, by B. F. Kramer,

Evansville, Ind., to Geo. H. Covert, Chicago, lU.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

P. H. H., St. Louis, Mo.—You do not state what breed the dogs
are.

C. T. S„ Washington, D. C—Ca.n you please give me the pedi-
grees of the cocker spaniels Flirt III., Farrow's Minnie and Bul-
lock's Old Brbb? An?. We have no record of these dogs, as they
are not registered in E.K.C.S.B.

J. S. R., Ottawa, O.—I want »o buy a book which gives full and
reliable information in regard to bird dogs, wbeie to get them
and how to train them. Ans. "The Scientific Education of tbe
Dog for the Gun,'" price ?3 50, or "Training vs. Breaking," pri-

o

Si 00. We can supply Ihem.
J. R. H., Big Creek, Ky.-If you have Vol. IL, E.K.C.S.B. in your

library, please give me sire and dam of Bandit (4?58), and also the
number of Border Chief in same volume or "Vol. Jll , and his sire
and dam. Ans. Bandit, by Pride of the Border (4275) out of Nellie
(1.t33). Border Chiff is not rcQfistered. Border Chieft.iin is per-
haps the dog you mean. No. 10,126, Vol. VIII,, by Bandit (42-58) out
of Gilt, by Fred II.

F. R., Danville, Pa.—I am tl e owner of a S-vcar-old greyhound
bitch, who has a running record of SOOyds. in 11% seconds (record
not registered). Will you please inform me in what way I must
proceed to have her raise pupa that can be entered as blooded
dogs or standard hfod. Am desirous of getting some bloodtddogs
from her that will sfll and do not know how to go about it. Ans.
\"our best plan would be to breed the bitch to some well bred and
noted dog. In the sflle of the pups a great deal, however, will de-
pend upon whether your bitch has a pedigree or not. Tlip mere
fact of her running fast for a short distance will not be likely to
advance the sale of the pups.

T. B., Faircbild, Me.—Will you please tell me what to do for mv
hound bitch? She wh elped three pups last December, one died and
she weaned the other two. She was in beat the first of May. but
was not served. Her teats have never dried up as thev ought
to: for the last two weeks they have been full of milk and one of
fhem is badly caked. She appears stupid the first part of the day,
but brightens up and appears smart the rest of the time. Ans.
Draw off tbe milk twice a day and give the bitch a good purging
with syrup of buckthorn or castor oil. and give 3gre. of iodide of
potassium, in about two tahle=poonfuls of water, immediately
after feeding, also apply twice a day the following oinimpnl:
iodide of potassium, Idr.; powdered camphor, Idr.; strong mer-
curial ointment, J^oz.; spermaceti oinimenf. loz.; mix and rub
a little well in the affected teats with gentle friction. Let us know
results.

W. C. S., Skowlegan, Me.—1 I have a red Irish setter pup, 8mos.
old, that has been troubled with some kind of red spots around his
head and neck, and after afpw days they would appear to have
broken and discharged ma'ter, as the hair will be all stuck to-
gf^ther. I have washed them with sulphur so^p two or three
times a day, and put on carbolated vaseline at first. For
the last week I have washed them the same as before, but used
Glover's mange cure. It has healed them up prettv well, but when
I am coming to is, that when my dog goes toshal^ehis head he does
it very slow, and acts as if it hurt him considerably. I am afraid
it is something on the inside. 3. Where ran I obtain two or
three pedigree blanks? Ans. Tbe dog may shake himself care-
fully on af count of the sores, or he may have canker in the ear.
Examine carefully, and if the pars discharge or are inflamed,
apply the same treatment as given in the answer foP. M. S. in
this issue. 3. We can supply them, price 25c. per dozen forms.
F. M. S., Pottsville, Pi.—Can yon inform me what to do for my

doe-, who has, I believe, canlier in t;he ear. He shakes his hfad
and scratches his ear which is red and hot. When I pat him on
the head he whines. He is a pointer, one of the l-est bunting ''ogs
I know, and I want lo cure him if possible. Ans. First syringe
the ear carefully with warm watprau<l clean the flap cf the ear
with castile soap and water. Syringe several limes a day and
afterwards drop two or three drops of the following mixture in
the ear:

Acid carbolici 3 ss
Glyceric a? ? ss
Aqua I ijss

See that ibe mixture is warmed slightly before usii g. If tlie jr-
flammation is confined to the flap of the ear, kef p the member
clean and apply three times a day:

Acid carbolici i

i

Glycerin 46. ji
with a sponge or soft rag. After s^iriging keep the dog in the
kennel or house for a short time and out of draughts.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

A REVOLVER PRACTICE SCORE.
Pkactice score for Bislpv dt'^ar |i°a'-int;- t- r jf-t revolver prize

made by WaPer Winans, June 11. 2Uyds., S. & W. revolver, at his
private range:

Score 7 6 7 7 6 7 7 7-54
The last 6 shots, score 41. eiuaJs the best on record, made by Mr.

Winans in 1884, at Wimbledon, W. R. A. competitions.

NEWARK, N. J.—Fnday and Saturday, Jnly 3 and 4. wiU be ex-
tremelv lively days on tbe Shooting Park ranges,when tbe fortieth
annual prize shoot of the Newark Shooting Society will call to-
gether all the expert Schu^tzeu marksmen of this section of tbe
country. Shooting will begin at 9 A. M. and will continue until 7
P. M. each day, excepting on tbe builseye targets, which will
close at 4 P. M. on Saturday, in order to give time for measuring
the tiullseyes. The programme ci^mprises shooting on thering
tareet for 25 prize« running from S50 down to $2. The best three
tickets will count for the first thr^e prizes and the best two for
all other prizes. The first flag each day will pay S5 and the lest
fl^e each day ?1. Five premiums, ranging from $10 down to $3,
will be given for the first to the fifth most flags duiirg the festi-
val. The buUseye is 3in. in diameter. On the main target 20
prizes will be awarded for thp best single tickets, the prizes rang-
ing from S25 down to SI. On the rir g target th' re are 5 piemnims
of «10, $7, $5, $3 and 82. These coniefils are open to all comers
and entries are unlimited.
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THE REVOLVER RANGES AT BISLEY.
The writer has just been to see the revolver and "running deer"

ranges at Bisley, and if there was only a 60yds. range besides (for

which tbere is plenty of room) the revolver ranges would be about
perfect. No doubt as people in England get to know the capabil-
ities of the revolver a 5O5 ds. range will be added. As the ranges
are at present arranged for this year's meeting, the revolvpr
range is on the extreme left, next comes the "running deer"
(which range is also used for the "riinning man"), next comes the
stationary range for hunting rifles and next to that the l,0(X)yd8.

range. The volunteer rangts are further off to (be right. By
Ibis arrangement the civilian members of the English National
Rifle Association have all their ranges together, wbich will be a
great convenience to them.
The revolver range is about as perfect (hairing the absence of a

.50yds. range) as it well can be. There are two disappearing tar-

gets, two stationary targets and two sliding targets, which move
sideways, all at 20yd?., the firing points being on a line with about
6ft. between each competitor, except at the sliding targets, where
the space is some ISft., there is no partition between compeiitors.
which is a great comfort to competitors, as the old wooden par-
titions used to almost deafen one by confining the noise
of the explosion, even the boards behind the target and
down the side (which used to add to the echo and noise) have been
done away wit h, the boards at the side being unnecessary for
safety, as the firing point is in line with the "running deer" and
other firing points, so that nobody gets forward in a dangerous
position.
The bullets are stopped after they go through the card bosrd

targets by an earth butt, covered with grass, some 12yds. behind
the targets, not close un to them, as the boards used to be. This
will still further deaden the noise. If only two 50yds. targets were
put on the extreme left (tbere is plenty of room tbere even for
two lOOvds. targets besides) it would make a range hard to beat.

The tickets for entries are to be sold at a little wooden house be-
tween this range and the "running deer" and the range will of

course he roped off to prevent spectators getting too close to the
competitors. Peep.

London, June 9^

BOSTON, June 27.—The Massachusetts Riflo Association held
its regular weekly shont to-day, and also closed the sis months'
record matches That have run since Jan.l. H. Severance won
the tirst prize in the off-hand rifle record match, and also first

prize in the record pistol match. J. Froncis (Rabbeth) won flrst

prize in thf record le^t match. New record matches for off-baud
and rest will open nest Saturday, to run three months. To-day's
scores stood, at 200ids., MHSsachnsetIs targets, (R), re-entnes
allowed

:

(R) AU-Comers' Off-Hand iVIatch.W Charles .84 M T Day S3 A S Hunt 73

J B Fellows 83 O Moore 7fi

(R) AU-Comers' Rest Match.
F Daniels 113 VV Peters 105 BR Mann 93

J R Munroe Ill A S Hunt 103 J B Hobbs 92

J Francis Ill J Comey 100 F .fames 88

O Moore 108 AKBallaid 98 D N Winn 8t

J French 105 MTDay 97

Winners and scores in lecord matches that have run for six
months, prizes were won on the aggregate of each competitor's
12 best shots, only one entry e"ob week allowed.

Record tJif-Hand Mitch.—Positions.
Fii-st prize, H Severance 111132111121-15

Second prize, W Charles 113322112211-19

Third prize, S. C. Sydney 123112222211-20
Fourth prize. J B Fellows 221131123121—20
Filth prize, C H Eastman 123122322222-24

Sixth prize, B R Fuller 454330564121-44
Record Rtst Match.

First prize, J Francis 3122111inU-15
Second prize. W C Prescott 111321121131—17
Third prize, L RAvay 111222223211-20
Fourth prize. J B Thomas ]33L«1.32.222-26

Fifth prize, B R Fuller 2131322-13223-2B
Sixth prize, D Martin 124412333111-37

Record Pistol Match, 50yds.
First prize, H Severance .111111111111—12

Second prize, W Charles 111313222111-17
Third prize, O M Howard 232333233133—28
Fourth prize, G L Hosmer a3.3443334111-32

EPHRATA. Pa., June 20.—The memiiers of the North End PJAe
Club were on the range at lest-shootlog, distance 200yds., this

CKonigmaker.

,

W D Winters...

S L Sharp

L B Lefever

JMSheaffer...,

10 H 9 5 0 8 7 7 fl 6-75
8 10 9 6 8 9 8 8 8 9—83

10 6 9 10 8 10 6 9 8 6-83
6 6 7 10 11 8 8 8 9-79
6 7 8 6 10 5 4 6 8 7-G7
9 7 8 5 10 10 9 8 8 -82
6 9 6 7 7 8 9 10 8 -75
6 9 8 8 6 6 8 6 10—74

. 8 6 5 9 0 8 ft 8 9 8-67
4 5 6 6 10 9 9 8 7 7-71

4 6 9 8 3 3 5 9-60
4 4 9 5 5 6 8 6 6 7—00
7 6 0 7 6 6 6 5 7-57
6 10 10 4 3 7 5 6 9 6-65

REVOLVER COMPETITIONS AT BISLEY FOR I891.-There
will be £150 given for revolver prizes this year at the English
Rifle Association meeting; £50 for the disappearing series (first

prize £10), £50 for the sliding target series and £30 for a quick-
llring, series, all at 20yds. Smith & We^'son and Colts revolvers
may be used, if not less than .44cal. and with fixed sights (no
screw adjustments allowed).

NEW YORK VS. CALIFORNIA.—In the telegraph match
between the Zettler Club, of New York, and the California
Schuetzen Verein, Wm. Hayes, of the Newark Shooting Society,
will represent the California team. The teams will comprise 15

men each, and each man will fire .50 shots on the German ring
target. The Zettler team will shoot its score on ihe Shooting
Park ranges, Newark, N. J.

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication should be made out on the printed blmiks
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnished gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us tvith dub scores are par-
tiev^ly requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced hera

send in notice like the following:

July 2-4.—Third Annual Tournament of Ganastota (N. Y.) Gun
Club. E. B- Roberts, Sec'y.
July 4.—Slater, Mo., Third Annual Tournament of the Slater

Gun Club. Wm. Reid. Secretary.
July 4.— Shoot of the South Side Gun Club, at South Norwalk,

Conn.; sweeps, team shooting at inanimates, and other interest-
ing events will be shot off; all are welcome; no one barred.
July 4.—Third Annual Tournament of the Towanda Rod and

Gun Club, at Towanda, Pa. Sweepstakes and guaranteed purses.
.July 7-9.—Wellington Gun Club Tournament, assisted by the

Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association, Boston, July
7, 8 and 9; S1,000 guaranteed.
July 38-24.—Pearl River Gun Club Tournament. First two days

bluerocks, last day live birds. J. J. Blauvelt, Pearl Ri%'^or, N. J.

Aug. 12-14.—The Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association
Annual Tournament, at Lexington, Mo. G. A. Slurges, Sec'y.
Aug. 30-8ept. 1.—Hacketistown Gun Club. Two day.' at targets.

For programmes address James L. Smith, Hackettstown, N. J.

THE WELLINGTON GUN CLUB of Boston will give its Inter-
State Association tournament at Wellington, nest Wednesday
and Thursday. The Inter-State managers guarantee $1,000. The
grounds may be reached via Boston & Maine R. R. from depot In
Haymarket Square. Tlie following list of experts will have to
shoot at unknown aneles: H. McMurchy, C. W. Budd, R. 0.
Heikes, J. R. Slice, W. Crosby, W. Wolstencroft, John Ruble. P.
D. Kelsey, H. B. Whitney, E. S. Benscotten, E. D. Miller, W. Scott
McDonald, Al. Bandle, M. F, Lindsley, Frank Parmlee, Jack Win-
ston, A. G, Courtney, W. E. Perry, O. R. Dickey, H. G. Wheeler,
Mr. Stanton of Boston, J. A. Sherman, and all others who are
known to be better than 90 men. As soon as an amateur proves
to be shooting strong enough, he will be advanced to the expert
class, and be compelled to shoot in the higher class.

DALLAS, Texns, June 24.~George Mathews and Will Allen
shot a match at 100 single bluerocks, American Shooting Associa-
tion rules. Mathews broke 89 of his 100. Atte& Wi''>l"iFew When

had sjiot ^ blrtis, leaving ]>rqkfin 58. - '
"

' '
'

TRAP-SHOOTING VS. POLITICS.
Editm' Foi'est and Stream:
Everv sportsman as v ell as politician in the State knows more or

less rf Roswell P. Flower, who will probably be the next Democratic
candidate for Governor. The worst that a Republican can say of him
is that he is a Democrat. He is one of the most genidl, generous and
companionable men that can be met in a day's travel. He attended
the annual trap shoot at Rome, and took part in some of the sports,

giving his whole attention to the pastime, throwing politics to the
dogs. A Utica Observer man had a conversation with him,;in which he
touched upon various matters in a style peculiar to himself. In speak-
ing of the tame and bali-dead pigeons which were put in the traps on
Friday, he said he guessed the audience felt about as he did on the
suViject. for when a bird would escape, the onlookers would applaud,
instead of doing so when they were shot. He declared he would not
raise his gun at one, and he did not. The biids did not have enough
of their wild nature in them to fly when the trap was pulled. He
thought it was a regular slaughter. "Why," said iVIr. Flower, "it is a
great deal more of a trick to shoot kingbirds than those tame pigeons."
The reporter asked him if he was used to shooting, and he said he en-
joyed the sport immensely, but had not done any shooting before this

year, and therefore he was now all out of practice. "If you want to
see me shoot you just come up to Watertown next week, where I visit

an old chum of mine just outside the city. He has a trap on his farm,
and we will go out tbere in the field and .shoot all day long, and I will

break the birds in strings of twenty straight. When I am in trim I
don't take a back seat for any of the boys."
Mr. Flower said he did not think .such a shoot as that of Friday

afternoon would ever be permitted again at another State shoot. He
was present when the Dean Richmond trophy was presented to the
State Association, and if Richmond could have seen the shoot of Fri
day on those birds he would have raised a strenuous objection. He
thought the common sparrow would be the proper thing to shoot at,

and would make a mucn better target and one more difllcult to hit.

The reporter asked him what he thought ef politics this fall.

"What do you think of them?" he replied.

The reporter said he had not formed any opinion or even an idea,
but he did not think Mr. Flower would be "out of sight.
"Neither have I formed any idea," said Mr. Flower, "I have given

politics a rest and shall keep quiet till harvest time; I am a sportsman
now, and not ajioliiician."
But the reporter wanted something political, so asked him what be

thought of Hill. He said the farmers had a great deal of "hdling" to
do in their business, and that he would harvest his crop with the
farmers when the time came this fall; and he thought he would get a
good crop, too, the way things looked at present. That is all that he
would say in reference to politics.

At this point of the conversation a friend of Mr. Flower from Utica
stepped up and said; "Well, Congressman, how is politics?"
"Look," said the Congressman, "there is another bird that escaped

those fellows; I wish they would all get away, but they are too tame."
" Say (addressing the Utican), how many times are you fellows in

Utica going to change the name of that club?" Then turning to the
reporter he said: "Kow, I have nothing l:o say on political questions,
but if you want something good on me, I will givd it to you." He
proceeded: "As I was shooting kingbirds Friday and UUled 10 out of
20. Mayor Kirk, of Syracuse, and a gentleman by the name of Crouse,
also of Syracuse, stood near me. The Mayor, of course, knew me,
but the other gentleman did not, and when I was shooting, Mr. Crouse
said to Mayor Kirk; 'Look at that old fellow shoot; he is a regular
farmer. Say Kirk, I'll bet he is one of those old Lewis county farmers
that has come down here to do up the Romans; he looks just like one
of those sly old rounders.' " This pleased the Congressman very
much, and after he had finished shooting. JIi-. Kirk gave him an in-

troduction to Mr. D. Edgar Crouse, the owner of the finest stables in

the United Stales and many times a miUlonaire.

BROOKLYN TRAPS.
BROOKiiTN, June 24.—The regular shoot of the Atlantic Rod and

Gun Club at West End, Coney Island, to-day, was enjoyed, by 28
members and their friends, as a pleasant breeze was blowing off
The ocean. Besides the two medals, one given by G. Engemau as
flrst prize and one by M. Bonden as second prize, the club gives
extra prizes. The Engemau badge was won by J. J. O'Brien after
tieing with H. Kronika with 7 straight. He killed 3 straight in
the snoot-off and Kronika missed his second bird. Six tied for the
Bonden medal with a score of 6. C. B. Morris killed 8 straight to
.1 Crops65 's7. and won it. The third prize was divided by J. B.
Voorhees and D. Monsees, and W. A. Weaver won the fourth.
Several matches were shot at 25yds. rise. W. A. Weber beat H.
Ferris, 9 to 8, for $25 a side; J. Cropsey beat Judge Sutherland, 5

to 3, for the same amount, and C. B. Morris and D. Monsees shot at
5 double risers each, same rise, for $30. Morris made the good
score of 9 to Monsees's 6.

At the regular monthly shoot of the Erie Gun Club at Wood-
lawn Park, Long Island, to-day, only 9 members shot, but the
fight for the club medal was worth looking at. C. Jericho and C.
Plate, each shooting at SOyds. rise, killed their 7 straight, Jericho
had to kiU 13 mnre straight to Plate's 11 before he could win it.

J. Plate won the second prize.

J^unc 26.—Frank Ibert and Peter Eppig, the Brooklyn brewers,
at Dexier Park, L. I., to-day, shot at 50 pigeons each for S300 a
side, Hurllngham rules, 25yds. rise. Eppig won the match by a
score of 35 to 19.

The second monthly shoot of the Linden Grove Gun Club at
Dexter Park, L. I , to-day, was fairly well attended. Twelve
members shot at 7 birds each, Hurllngham rules, the gun handi-
capped, 25 and 27yd8. rise. W. Cunningham, J. Link, Capt. Kit-
soe and J. Schliemann tied for the flrst medal on 7 straight. As
the medal goes to the man making the best average through the
season, it was voted to Capt. Kilsoe by acclamation. The second
medal was won by F. Frank with a score of 6.

JOHNSTOWN (NT. Y .) GUN CLUB.-Regulai- weekly shoot on
their shooting grounds, Jun^ 26, al 30 kingbirds, 30 singles and 5
pair doubles; a strong wind blowing, makmg the birds fly fast; 5
t,rap>-, knovvn angles:
Nortlirup llllllOlimUlimi 11 11 10 11 11-28
Banta 11110001110010101010 10 10 10 00 10-15
PartisB lOlOUimilOnillOl 11 01 10 11 11-24
Kennedy 11111110001111111111 li U 10 01 00-23
Fulton llOlllOUlOOlllllUl 10 11 01) 11 10—23
Bierbauer 0110011 lOlOl 1001 11 11 1(1 00 11 01 10--18
Walratb lllllinilillillllH 1] 11 u 11 io-3fi
L Hillabrandt llllOllllllliloni(K) 11 10 11 a u-^S
Pierson llllllllllllUlOllll 11 10 11 10 11—27
Yost 01000011111111031100 10 01 111 11 00—16
Timraons OOUllOlllI 111111111 10 10 11 00 00-21
Chapman OOlllllllOllllOOOlOl 10 10 00 10 10—17
a Hillabrandt OlOlllllllllllllUll 11 01 01 01 01-34
Lingenfeller lOOlOlllltHlOOllKill 11 01 01 11 01-20
After the regular shoot we had three swi^eus, entrance .50 cents,

divided 50, 30 and 20 per cent., 5 trap?, unknown angles, ties div.:
Northiup 1111111111-10 million- 9 llUllim-lO
Pierson 0111111111- 9 0111101101- 7 0101011111- 7
Banta lOOlOOlOll- 5 1111100011- 7

Kennedy 1111111110- 9 1111111111-10 llllllllll-io
Walrath 1111111111-10 1011110111- 8 lllllOOlll— 8
Timraons 0101111011- 7 lOUllOlll- 8 lllllOOlll- 8

Pariiss 1111100111— 8 1101011011— 7 1110011111-8
L Hillabrandt 1111101110—8 1011111111—9 1111110111-9
Lingenfelter 1011110101- 7 1111111100- 8 1110111111- 9

WATSON'S PARK —Burnside, 111.. .Tune 23 —John A. Ruble
and B. Rock vs. C. M. Powers and C. E. Strawn, 50 live pigeons a
side, American Association rules:

J A Ruble 2001131311110320223220211-30

B Rock 31i2111210Jl 1222010112120—20—40

CM Powers .1111011221113111201131311—23

C K Strawu 102.2013102220101101313130-18-41
Open sweep, 10 live pigeons, entrnncn ^5, 3 moneys:

J Hall 0U10131012— 6 R Heikes. 1111022221— 9
J L Wilcox 2221010201— 7 M ,1 Eich 0223122203— 8

Wadsworth 1110331201- 8 Antoine 1110002012- 6
Merrill 2100102121— 7 C M Powers 2111213121-10
C B Dicks 1213112201— 8 C E Strawn 1331020110— 7

A W A'bims OU02011021— 5

JuiW:^.' -Gun Club of Chicago for club medal, 10 live pigeons,
each, lUmois State rules, small swe.i-p added;
H Rock 1121112133—10 L Hamline...
L Willard U01131121— 9 A T L'lyd _

A W Adams 1221201100— 7 *Fariiham. .- 0031201002— 5

F Place 0112012201— 7 *Reeve8 1112121121—10
F Willard 2111211223-10 *J Hall 1022100111- 7
On shoot-off Rock won medal.
Blackbird med-il:

Place 01011011100111001111—13 Hamlin©.,10111110010mill011-15
Rock lOllllOOllUliOOllll-15 Loyd 01011111111110001111—15
L WlllardlOllnilOlOOlllOinil—14 *Reeves...11000110001111011111—13
Adams.., .11100101011101111 111 -15 *HttiL 11011111110101111111—17
F WiUardlllOOillOlOOlOllini—14
* Not members, In tlae el^got^off Rock vfpo, brfig^jng 9 straight.

..,.0111122011— 8

....1100202013— 6

WORCESTER, Mass.. June 37.—At the regular meet this week
of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club the attendance and interest
was good. The principal event was the continuation of the
Merchandise contest. The work of each man follows:

Classification. Class A.
Bowdish 3,5666 36 1011010111-7
Dean 31.565-23 1011101101—7
M D Oilman 46.5.56-3R llOlOUlOO-6
Jones 34.565-38 OlllllOOOl-«
Smith 45556-38 1010101010-5

Classltication. Class B.
Larkiri 31234-13 lllllllOH-9
Swan 45534-21 1011111101-8
A L Oilman 35445-21 011111 0101—7
Howe 56424—21 11100110 11—7
Harris 2.5533-18 0111111001—7
t^rompton 12;j34-13 0111111100-7
Benton 33544-18 1110101001-6
Knowles 23434-18 OllOlOlOU—

6

Claflin .54354-21 1011010100-5
Dorn 435.5;}—18 11 OinoilOO-5
Johnson 43522-16 1010110100—5
Howey 44443—19 0000000111—3
VVal 1 3 12243-11 1000001001-3

SAN FRANCISCO, June 21.-The Lincoln Gun Club of San
Francisco held its third medal contest for the season at Alameda
Point this afternoon. The attendance was large and the sport
thoroughly enjoyed by all present. The scores of the two classes
in the match \\ere as follows, 30 birds each:

First Class.
Ke.arny 18 Potter 13 Scovern ....10
Cate 18 Mellish 18 Cod 20
Ford 18 Campbell 13 Foster 16
Parker .16 Venken 10 Malliott ;.10

Second Class,
Fisher 14 Ostrander 13 Allen 19
Quinten 13 Olsen 11 Malliott 10
Cohin 16 FraDzen 9 Ruhter 10
Following the regular match came a 13-biTd pool shoot, $1 en-

trance, for which 19 members entered, scoring as follows: Cod 12,

Ford 8, Cate 6, Fisher 7, Allen 9, Campbell 4, Ostrander 3, Ruse 6,

Franzeu 6, Cohin 8, Foster 6. Potter 4. Mellisa 9, Karney 9, Roi 8,

Smith 7, Scovern 3, Venken 5. Allen second, Mellish and Karney
div. third.
Fourteen members then made up a purse for another match at

6 singles and 3 doubles, which resulted in an equal division of the
money between Cod and Karney on 11 birds each.
In another match of 13 singles. 30c. entrance. Cod took first

money on 11 birds. Franzen and Karney div. second money on 10
breaks es ch.

CLEVELAND. June 35 —There was a fair attendance at the
Cleveland Gun Club shoot this afternoon. Rudolph won the flrst

badge, Upson the second, .Tones third, and Correll fourth. The
following is the score:
Rudolph. 1101111111111101111111111-23
HoVt 0110 1in 1 1 11 0101 10010101 0-16
L Jones 111111101COl 111101 1011011—19
Upson 1101110111011111111111111—33
El worthy lOOllOOOllimUOOlOniOll—14
Correll. 011111)1001111101011111011-18
Wilson 1111111111111111001101111—23
WTamblyn llOllliOllllOlllllOOlllll—20
Sterling 111110010100 11 lOi 0111 1110—16
Dan as Ill 110101 1011010110 1 1 0001—16
B ^ r tol Ul UUOOOll 1 1 1 1011100001—1

7

Watts llllllllMllllOlOllOOOlOl—17
Vis Turner 1010011101111110111001001—16
Shoot- off, Upson 10, WRson 3.

OAZENOVIA, N, Y., June 26.—The following scores were made
by a few members of gun club to-day at their weekly meet at the
Cazenovia Athletic Park. Three traps, known angles, kingbirds;
Dwyer 1111111101111111111110111-23
Cruttenden m0im01110111111111111-23
Potter 1110111000111111111111 -16
Ph el 08 OllOOOOOl 1 1 10001000111001 - 11
Card 0101100111110011111111111—19
Webber 00C101UU011 111011111 -15
.Squires 0011011111110011011010101-16

READING'S NEW CLUB HOUSE.—The new club house of the
Reading (Pa ) Shooting Association, which is beautifully situated
a square below the Black Bear Inn. is completed, and the mem-
bers of the association, 41 in number, are highly delighted, wild
it and the surroundings. The building is frame. 14x30ft., two
storiiis high, and the flrst floor is handsomely furnished. There
are 20 closets on the south side of the room, which will contain
the targets, guns, etc., belonging to the association. This room
will also be used as a meeting place. The second floor, from
which there is an exfellent view of the shooting grounds, will
accommodate 200 persons and be used by the friends of the club,
judges and report 0' 8. Upon the top has been placed a flagstaff,

from which a beautiful flag will be thrown to the breeze. It is

white, with red trimmings, in the renter of which are the initials

"R. S. A." in blue. The flag is a gift from Mrs. H. C. W. Malz
and is highly prized by the association. The grounds are 100ft.

square and the back ground is the least bit rising. They are fitted

up with 5 Keystone traps. The trappers are protected by ditches
2ft. deep and SJ^ft. square and iron screens are placed about them
to insure the trappers' safety from stray shots. The association
has adopted the Standard Keystone targets. The grand opening
shoot on the new grounds will take place on July 14, when marks-
men from all parts of the State will be present. There will also

be a match between the members of the club on July 4. The
membership fee of this association is SI and 25 cents a year dues.
The following are the offioers of the club: Pres., Henry 0. W.
Matz; Vice-Pres., William Bowman; Sec'y, Walter D. Biler; Capt.,
George Scheele. Directors, Matt Eisenbise, Isaac Berg and George
Scheele. These officers also constitute the executive committee
and have full charge of all the association's affairs. Any mem-
ber of a visiting shooting club will be cordially received by the
members of this association, handsomely entertained by them
and taken to the club's new house and grounds, which are the
finest of the kind in this section on the State.

WELLINGTON, Mass., June 37.—There was a gord attendance
at the grounds of the Wellington Gun Club to-day. The principal
event was the team match for an elegant silver pitcher. The
competitors were two teams from the Wellington Club and a
team from Walnut Hill. The conditions were five men to a team
and 30 birds per man, 30 singles and 5 pairs. The Walnut Hill

team were successful and won the contest by doing some fine

shootuig. Following are the total scores made by each man and
the totals by teams: Walnut Hill Team—Barrett 28, Bowker 27,

S-^auton 3", Wheeler 27. Dickey 27; total 130. Wellington Team
No. 1—Bond 27, Gore 23, Sanborn 23. Bradstreet 21. Perry 23; total

117. Wellington Team No. 2—Stone 36. Daniels 27, Lang 31, Snow
26, Cowee 2a; total 124. Twenty-two sweeps followed.

NEWARK, N. J., June 27.—The strong gale and bright light
combined to make the birds fly as though possessed, and keeping
down the scores of the experts who were at John Erb's grounds.
The main attraction was a 50-bird match for SlOO a side between
Chris Reinhardt and J. E. Wheaton, the match being governed
by Hiirlingham rules. Reinhardt shot a strong pace in the first

half of the race, while in the last half he seemed to lack nerve.
Wheaton, on the other hand, steadied down to good work in the
last half. The score:
Wheaton 3032313101o01 221311ol0101—18

223111lll0o21021H22il220- 32-40
Reinhardt 1203111110111111201111012-31

3310113001320101101010113-17—38

IOWA SHOTS.—Algona, la., June 33.—Match between S. S.
Sessions and John G. hmitD. Smith to kill 9 live birds out of 10,

with a 7J^lbs. 13-gauge gun. 30yds., Sessions to pay for birds. If
Smith dots not kill 9 out of 10 he to pay Sessions double price for
birds. Score: 3111011113-9.
Match at Clear Lake, between Chas. iTxrim, of Clear Lake, and

S. S. Sessions, of Algona, 35 live birds each, SOyds.:

Grim , lHHnOlHOllUOmOUll-31
Sessions - . ..OOylHlllllOUlOlOlmil 1-19

s. s. s.

CHICAGO CLUB ELECTIONS.—Chicago, 111., June 35.—The
Audubon Club elected office rs. President, Chas. Kern: First Vice-
President, John Kleinman; Second Vice-President, Thos. Stagg;
Secretary-Treasurer, W. L. Sheparri; Board of Managers, R. B.
Organ, chairman, with F. A. Howe, J. E. Price, C. B. Dicks aud
Chas. Morris. Mr. Kern will offer a trophy. Grand Calumet
Heights Club eleeted officers June 24, President, A. W. Harlan;
Vice-President. A. T. Thatcher; Secretary, F. R. BisseU; Treas-
urer, L. J. Marks; Directors, Samuel M. Booth, F. A. Hodson, G.
O. Lamphere, Walter Metcalf.—E. H.

Every week we are obliged to defer to the next
week trap scores which come in too late for pub-
lication In the current Issue. It Is particularly re-
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AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Officers, 1890-91.

Commodore: Waltee TJ. Lawson, Boston, Mass.
Secbetakt-Treasuhee: Ralph P. Brazee, 47 Central street, Lowell, Mass.
Rbgatta Committee: J. A. Gage, Lowell, Mass.; W. G. MauKentli-lck,

Toromoi L, B. Palmer, Newark, N. J.

NORTHERS DIVISION.
Officers:

ViOE-COM.: W. H. Cotton, Kingston.
Beak Com.: J. C. Edwards, Lindsay.
Purser: C. E. L. Porteous, Kingston,
Ex. Com.: CoUu l^Yaser and F. H.
Qlsbome.

ATLANTIC DIVISION.
Officers:

VicE-COM.: I. V. norland, Arlington.
Rear Com : E.D. jiiiderson,Trentou.
Purser: Rich'd Hobiirt. Newark N.J.
Ex. COM.: H. L. Quick and H M.
Kreanier.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCE-COM.: C.V.Winnp, Albany, N.Y.
Rear-Com.: T. p. Gaddis, Dayton, O.
Pubser; Howard Bro\vn,Albany,Ny
Ex. Com.: J. K. Bakewell and H. M.
Stewart.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Officers:

ViCB-COM.: J. W. Cartwright, Jr.
Rear-Com.: G. L. Parmele. Hai-tford.
Pubshr: R. ApoIIonlo, Winchester.
Ex. Com.: Paul Butler, E. S. Towne
and Sidney Bishop.

Applications Cor memoersnip inusi be made to division pursers, acuom-
panled by the recommendation of an active member and the sum of §2.00
for entrance fee and dues for current year. Every member attending
the general A. C. A. camp shall pay Sl.OO for camp exijenaes. Application
sent to the Sec'y-Treas. will be forwarded by him to the proper Division.
Persons residing in any Division and wLsbing to become members of

the A. C. A., wUl be fumishea with printed forms of application by address
lug tbe Purser.

WESTERN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Commodore—D. H. Crane, Chicago, lU.
Vlce-Gommodore—N. B. Cook, Chiciigo, 111.

Rear-Commodort!--O. A. Woodruff, Dayton, O.
Secretary-Treasurer—J H. Ware, 130 Blalto Building, Chicago, 111.

AppUcatloDs for membership should be made to the Seo.-Trcas., on blanks
which msLY be obtained from him, and should be accompanied by $2 as
Initiation fee and dues for the cmwut year.

FIXTURES.
JULY.

3-17. Mohnawauk, Camp, Lake U-26. W. O. A. Meet, Ballast
Oconomowoo. Island.

i. Lake HopatconK, Ann., Lake 15-39. Northern Division Meet,
Hopatcong. Pigeon Lake.

4. Shrewsbury, Red Bank, N..T. 23. Rochester. Sailing Trophy,
9. Rochester, Sailing Trophy, Irondequoit Bay.

Irondequoit Bay.
AUGUST.

6-27. A. C. A. Meet, Lake Cham- ;,'7. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
plain. Irondequoit Bay.

SEPIEMBEB.
5. Orange, Ana., Passaic River. 10. Kochefter, Fall Regatta,
7. lanthe, Ann., Passaic River. Irondequoit Bav.

12, Knickerbocker, Ann., N. Y.

THE MARDSTE AND FIELD REGATTA.-Tiie third canoe
regatta of the Marine and Field Club has proved the event of the

spring .season, the attendance being far above that of the regular

canoe club regattas, and including two visitors, Messrs. Butler

and Goddard, from such a distance as Lowell. The establiahment

of one important regatta which shall bring together racing men,
to the po.ssible detriment of the many regular club regattas, has
been opposed hy some; bat on the whole the plan seems a good
one, as men cannot find time to attend the regtilar round of re-

gattas at distant point", as Yonkers, Newark, Staten Island and
Brooklyn. If any one club is to have the honor of a yearly event
of such exceptional prominence, there is none better fitted than
the Marine and Field. While promoting canoeing, it is not dis-

tinctively a canoe club, and can conduct such a regatta from a
more impiirtial standpoint than any large canoe club, which might
be disposed to look first to its own interests. As it is now work-
ing in unity with the Manhattan Athletic Club, it is in a position

to offer good prizes and to conduct a large event of this kind in an
appropriate manner, while its sailing ground is the nearest ap-
proach to a fair and neutral course that can be found anywhere
about New York. We congratulate the two clubs upon the suc-
cess of the projeut event, and hope that It may continue as an
annual fixture.

DROP RUDDERS VS. NO RUDDERS.—The recognize'1 im-
perfections of the standard drop rudder, with pivoted blade, have
led to the entire abandonment of the type by some of the ad-
vanced racing canoemen, who claim that the weakness, flexibility

and drag of thehrass drop rudder make a serious difl'erence in

speed, and that much batter results can be had with a solid blade,

narrow and deep, projecting some distance below the keel. lu
theory this view is correct; arguing from the club float, the deep
fixed rudder is probably faster and more efiBcient than the drop
rudder. When actually afloat, ho vvever, and especially in New
York Bay. the matter is likely to present itself in a more practi-

tical aspect, and after running over a plank or a floating log, the
canoeist may come to the conclusion that the question may be
Stated in another way—drop rudder vs. no rudder; and perhaps
no post either. Accidents of this kind are quite frequent in the
Bay, and several canoes have recently torn their rudders off en-

tirely, with more or less damage to the sternpost.

A NEW ASSOCIATION.—We learn that the subject of a new
canoe association is now being discussed in the vicinity of St.

Paul. Milwaukee, Minneapolis and Madison. This part of the
Northwest the Western C. A. has entirely failed to reach, nor can
it do so under its past and present poUoy. K any organization is

formed in the above territory it should be a division of the Amer-
ican Canoe Association, as under the present division scheme the
local body would have full power in all domestic affairs, while
profiting from the est vbliahed standing of the national body, and
specially from the rules, which embody the results of a dozen
years of labor and experiment. There is a promising field for a
new division in the locality mentioned, and the work of organiza-
tion \vill be easier under the name of the A. C.A. than as a merely
local body.

THE FISH AND THE FRYING-PAN.-We understand that
one of the cups in the Marine and Field regatta was made with a
dolphin as an ornament. In view of the result of the race for which
it was made, and of the future holders, the question suggests
itself whether the fish should not he shown in a frying-pan, in-

stead of disporting itself afloat.

NEWTON BOAT CLUB.—The Newton (Mass.) Boat Club held
its regatta on the Charles River last Saturday, the events teing
as follows: Tandem, 18ft. canvas canoes—C. W. Cole and A. R.
Richards, first; L. S. Drake and F. J. Burrage, second. Tandem,
16ft. canoes—H. S. Potter and George Angler, Jr., first; J. Linder

Ballou, Jr., first; L. S. Drake and 0. W. Cole 2. A reception and
dance was given in the evening.

UNION BOAT CLUB.—On June 17 the Union Boat Club, of
Boston, started for Nahant with the barge and the war canoe
Mahanazee, there being twenty-three in the party. Owing to a
heavy sea the boats but in at Point Shirley, going by rail to Lynn
and then across to Nahant, where dinner was eaten. Leaving at
3:30, the boats reached home at 7 P. M., the trip being a decid ed
aaccess.

DOWN THE SUSQUEHANNA. ilM

lOondwUO from page U6S.'\

INSTEAD of going to the other shore and heeding the friendly
advice, I concluded to risk it and took the middle of the river.

When opposite Liverpool, which is three miles below Mahan tango,
on the opposite side of the river, I got into a nest of fish dama and
lost an hour getting out. The river from side to Hide from Liver-
pool to Millerahurg, three miles further down, is just one mass of
these obstructions. The only channel is a raft channel lyiner close
to the Liverpool shore and the one I should have taken to avoid
trouble.
After reaching Millersburg I got my mail, and visiting a few

friends, I again pushed across the river, using the raft channel to
Bald Eagle Island, one mile below Millersburg, where I made
camp. Opposite Bald Eagle Island are the noted fishing grouods
for salmon and bass. The largest salmon that has ever been
caught has been taken out of the river at rhU place. While re-

lieving my canoe of its freight, a flshermaci pushed his bateau up
on the shore, and from him 1 purchased sume lamprey eels.

Toward evening I started a fire for euppi r. and jumping into the
canoe, in half an hour I had six fair-sli'.ed salmon, all caught by
trolling with a spoon and lampreys.
Supper finished and the camp put in order for the night, I

crossed on a small foot bridf;e which connects the towpath along
the canal with the island, and walked up to the lock about SOOyds.
above. While in conversation with the lock-keeper, I was sur-
prised to see my friend who helped me make a portage up near
Nantieoke dam. He said that their h^at had been tied up a day.
which accounted for the slow time. After they had tied up for
the night below the lock, he visited me at my camp, where we sat
close to a bright fire and smoked and talked, he revealing to me
some of his past life and his experiences on the towpath, which
were very interesting. About half after ten he left me, returning
to his floating home, and after throwing several logs on the fire i

turned in.
Wednesday, July 22.—I arose at 6:15 A. M. and went over to the

canal to bid my rustic friend good-bye; but his boat had gone,
probably starting at the break of day. Throwing off my clothes,
I took a good swim in the canal before returning. On my return
I scraped the hot coals together and cooked breakfast. I then
resumed my trip, p.assing through the rapids at a great speed.
Working over 1^0 Halifax, 53^ miles below Millersburg, I made a
short stop.
At Halifax I hoisted sail, and shoving my centerboard down,

sailed almost directly down the river to Powell's Creek, 5 miles
below. Beaching my canoe on the grassy shore, I bought some
milk at a farmhouse close by and enjoyed a light lunch. Idling
away the time by sailing on the head of the Clark's Ferry dam
and lounging abotit on the lawn of the Inglenook club house,
which is owned by people from Harrisburg, I used up the best
part of the afternoon.
Toward evening, as the sun was setting and with a light breeze,

1 sailed down to the breast of the dam, lowering my sail to run
through the chute. Again stepping it. I sailed across below the
dam and up the Juniata, which joins the main river at Clark's
Ferry. About oOl't. above the bridge, in a grove of trees. 1 made
camp on the mainland. My supper being next in order I cleaned
two of the salmon I had caught the night before, and with Sara-
toga chips, bread and butter and coffee I made a good meal.
Alter supper I strung my tent and fixed the camp for the night,
making everything serene. I then walked down to Benvenue
Lodge, which is a flsli house situated below the bridge, and
owned by Harrisburg lovers of sport. Tarrying there a while I

crossed the bridee to the country store and post-office at Ben-
venue and stayed there till 9 P.M. listening to the tales of several
residents. Returning to my canoe I spread the blanket out be-
fore the fire and smolsed.
That night of all nights was one not to be forgotten. The moon

was full and coming up from behind the large mountain on the
east it lighted up the whole valley, turning night into day. To
sit alone, with your back against a tree, smoking your pipe and
watching the large camp-fire throwing the sparks through the
branches of the trees and into the darkness above, and listen to
the noises that are heard on all aides, while through the bright
glare of the (ire you see the decayed wood throwing out its

ghostly and phosphorescent light, makes you wish that you could
spend a whole summer in this way.
Ttiese and manv other scenes are sought after by the venture-

some canoeist. Cruising on the different waters, every foot as
the canoe moves along reveals to him something new. Paddling
along with the current, he knows nothing of the future, content-
ing himself entirely with the present and with the pleasant
thoughts of the past. The different kinds of scenery into which
his canoe carries him, he thinks is all placed before him for his
special enjoyni'mt, and enjoy it he does. The roar of ranids and
falls never worry him utTuI he comes to them, and then."trusting
to his paddle, but mostly to luck, he soon appears at the lower
si 1e ready for the next. The dew beginning to fall very heavily
and it growing somewhat chilly, I turned in for the night.
Thursday, July 23.—I was awakened about 5 A. M. by the noise

of a conch shell horn blown by a canalboatman, to open the
wickets for his boat to enter the lock in the canal on the opposite
side of the Juniata.
To start a fire for breakfast I was compelled to cut up a rail

from the fence close by, and while it was hurning I crossed the
river to buy som'i fresh bread and eggs. On my return I cooked
breakfast, and about 9 A. M. left the shore, paddling out of the
"Blue Juniata"' into the main river. In a short time I passed
Duncannon on my right, one mile below the Juniata bridge, the
river being low and very rocky, compelling me to keep close to
the left shore.
When about one mile below Dtmcannon I crossed the river to

Cove Forge, where I met plenty of fishermen trolling for salmon,
as this is a noted resort. Putting in a spoon, having a small cat-
fish, or stone roller as they are commonly called, attached to it,

I was rewarded after an hour's paddle in and around the many
rocks by the capture of one salmon and a very fine bass.
About noon I ran in on shore and took lunch, staying there in

the cool shade of the trees till late in the afternoon, when I again
took up my paddle, crossing the river to get the best channel.
The run from Geigei-'s Point, which is nearly opposite Cove Forge,
to Dauphin, four miles below, was made in a short time, the river
being very rapid. Dauphin Rapids were soon reached, which is a
nice piece of canoeing water, the river running about twelve
miles an hour, making the canoe shoot around the many rocks,
giving one no time to enjoy tke beautiful mountain scenery that
abounds on both sides.
The only channel to get through is close to the left shore, and it

extends the full length of the rapids. From shore to shore one
can see nothing but boulders, large and small, and on looking
across the river from the shore one could hardly realize how it is
possible to get through without an upset. After getting through
Dauphin Rapids safely, I soon heard the roar of the RockviUa
Falls; but these did not amount to anything, as there is a good
channel elDse to shore. Paddling out into open water, where the
river is about IM miles wide, I got my sail out from under deck,
and stepping it, gradually worked down to McCormick's Island,
about two miles below Rockville, where I made camp.
After a good supper of fish, fried tomatoes, bread and butter

and coffee, also fresh milk purchased from the farm on the
island, 1 went down on tlie shore to clean my cooking utensils,
when, looking down around the bend in the river ^ mile below, I
saw five canoes under full sail headed for the island.

It was not long before I had my glass leveled upon them and
soon made them out to be five of the members of the club. Run-
ning down to the head of the island I awaited their approach. As
they neared 1 stepped from behind a tree and gave the canoe yell.
In an instant all heads were ducked xmder their sails, nearly
causing several upsets. It was a jolly time as the boys came up to
meet me, as they had not expected me until the morrow.

Jollification ran high that night andlittle sleep was indulged in.
We all sat about a large roaring fire and I was plied with all
kinds of questions in regard to my lonely voyage.
The next day, Friday, July 24, was spent in short races, paddling

and sailing, upset paddling races, etc. The Kodak came into use
at every opportunity and the day was soon spent. The darkness
of night closing in upon us and being fatigued somewhat by the
day's sport we all turned in.

Saturday, July 25.—The whole camp was astir at 6 A. M., and
after a swim in the river and a good breakfast we paddled for
home, rea'>hmg there at 9 A.M. According to my log, I had
traveled 150 miles on one of the most beautiftil rivers in the
State and through scenery that cannot be stu'passed in central
Pennsylvania. M. W. F.
Harrisborg, PO;

MAHNAWAUK C. C—The Mahnawauk 0. O. was organized
March 21. at Milwaukee, Wis., with 15 mpmbers, all canoe owners,
the officers heing: Com., E. H. Holmes; Vice-Corn., F.W. Dickens;
Sec'y-Treas., F. B. Huntington. The club totem is the letter M
in a circle. Th^ club house is located on Milwaukee Bay, Lake
Michigan. No dates have yet been fixed for races, but the club
will camp from July 3 to 17 on Oconomowoc Lake, Wis.
ROCHESTER C. C—A grand cruise is planned for July -4 in the

war canoe Huff, to Manitou Beach. The invitations, one of which
we have received, are most temptingly worded.

TORONTO C. 0., June 27.—The first of the series of sailing
races of the Toronto C. C. was sailed over a triangular course in
the Bay on Saturday, the three classes being sent over t-he same
course, the Ist class completing the triangle 4 times to the others
3 and 2 times respectively. The second gun, containing a poor
cartridge, was not heard by some of the sailors, occasioning an
unsatisfactory start to them. Another feature of the race was
the disappointm-int of some who. starting from the club house for
the starting buoy when the wind was blowing fresh, carried their
small sails. The wind petered out to very light by the time the
first gun was fired. The men going out later and carrying large
suits, having rather the best of ic throughout, as the wind re-
mained light the rest of the afternoon. Una, Colin Fraser, finished
first, and Eel, W. J. Sparrow, second in 1st Clasf ; Kalula, H.
Ford, ftr.-t, and Ge' -There, F. Rogers, second in 2d Class; and Edna
H. Fortier. first, and Storm, J. C. Zredale, second in 3d class. The
next of the series will be sailed in a couple of weeks, when the
disappointed ones may have a chance of turning the tables.
Matters are looking very bright fnr the Toronto C. O. this season,
especially in the sailing line; several new canoes having been
added to the fleet this spring. The paddlers are also upholding
their end of the stick, as will be shown by the number of entries
at the annual regatta on July 4. Both contingents have signified
their intention of sending a goodly number to the division and
general meets.—W. L.

BROOILLYN C. C—The gale of Saturday prevented the hold-
ing of the Brooklyn C. 0. regatta, the following paddling races
being held: Event No. 1, special paddling race for juniors; course
from the club float to and around a atakeboat off the Atlantic Y.
C; distance about 220yd8.; P. Vernon's No Kame won, time 4m.;
F. Sinclair's Modoc second; W. Ward's Red Devil withdrew.
Event N'\ 2, senior paddling twice around the same course, dis-
tance about 440yds.; J. W. Stewart's B jo Hoo won, tim« 5m. 083.;

M. V. Brokaw's Red Devil second, time Cm.; W. W. BrowneU's
Modoc and A. S. Putnam's No Name also competed. Event No. .3,

tandem paddling race around sloop off Sea B ach dock and re-
1 urn, distance about half a mile; J. B. Stewart and J. Duguid's
Ithance won, time 8m. 31s ; W. J. Stewart and L. B. Palmer's
Valfreya second, time 8m. 423.; H. M. Smyth and F. M. Sinclair's
Torment did not finish. W. J. Stewart and L. B. Palmer should
have won. hut they turned the wrong boat aad lost fully 200yds.
Event Nn, 4, Senior single paddling, 88Uyd3, straightaway from
the Sea Beach dock; L. B. Palmer's Cricket won, time 10m,; R. J.
Wilkin's Unqua second, time 10m. 8^.; W. J. Stewart's Valfreya
and H. H. Smyth's Torment also competed.

THE ATLANTIC DIVISION MEET.-The meet of the Atlantic
Division, A. C. A., is now in progress at Cheesequake Creek, Mor-
gan's Station, N. J. Vice-Corn. Dorland is in command of the
camp.

PEQUOT A.SSOCtATION.—The new ground and club house of
the Pequot Association, at Morris Cove, were opened on June 13,
a very large assemblage of members and guests being present.

A. C. A. MEMBERS HIP.-Northern Division: Fred W. Frank,
F. C. Bloomflcld. Brautford, Ont. Atlantic Division: Edward H.
Weed, Newark, N. J.

THE A. 0. A. BOOK.—The year hook of the A. C. A. was issued
this weei£, and has been mailed to all members.

fdcJfting,

Model Yachts and Boats. Their design, maMng and sailina, with
desigm and %corKing drawmgs. Postpaid,

FIXTURES.
JULT.

2. Seawanhaka, 46ft. and 25ft., 15. Pleon, lat Cham.. Marbleh'd.
Oyster Bay. —. Massachusetts, 46ft. Special.

3. Rochester, Cruise, Oak Orch. 15. Monatiquot, 1st Cham.,Wey-
3-4-5. San Francisco, Cruise, mouth.

Mare Island. 16. Lake Y.R.A.. R. C.Y.C., Tor.
3. Monatiquot. Club, Weym'th. 16, Cedar Pt., Saugatuck, Conn.
4. American, Naphtha,Milton's 17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City,

Neck. Toronto.
4. Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't. 18, American, Steam, Milton's
4. Beverly, 3d Sweep, Mon. Bch Neck.
4. Larchmont, Ann., Larchm't 18. Hull, First cham., 1st and 2d
4. N.Y.Y.R.A. Cruise. classes.
4. Royal N. S., Squadron Prizes 18. Hull Corinthian. Cluh.

Haliliax. IS. Savin Hill, Moonlight SaU.
4. Sing Sing, Ann., Sing Sing. 18. Beverly, Ist Cham, Mon. Boh.
4. Am. Model, Prospect Park, IS. Cor. Navy. N. Y. Bay Squad.

Brooklyn. 18. St. Lawrence, 24 and 21ft.
4. Douglaston, Annual, Little Classes, Montreal.

Neck Bay.
4. Bayswater, Ann., Jamaica

Bay.
4. Carolina, Club, Wilmington,

N. C.

18. Royal N. S., Lansdowne Cup.
Halifax.

18. New Bedford, Sweeps., New
Bedford.

18. Massachusetts, Ann. Cruise.
4. Corinthian, Marble he a d, 18-19. San 1^ rancisco,Fi8h.Cnrise

Cruise. 20. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester,
6. American, Sailing, Milton's Horh-^st«r.

Neck. 20. Rhode Island, Cup.
—

. Eastern, Handicap, Marble- 31. FallRiv.,Liadies'Day,FallRiv
head- 22. Pleon. Club, Marblehead.

7. New Rochelle, Ann., New 23. Lake Y.H.A.,Oswego,Oswego
Rochelle. 23. Royal N. S., Wenonah Chal-

8. New Haven, Ann..New HaV. lenge Cup, Halifax.
11. Dorchester,Club, Dorchester 25. Great South Bay.
11. Hrdl, First Cham., 3d, 4th, 25. Dorchester,0 pen. Dorchester

5th and 6th classes. 26. Quincy, Second Cham.
11. LjTin, Lynn. 25. Corinthian, Marblehead, 1st
11. Corinthian,Marbleh'd,Cruise Cham.. Marhlehead.
11. Savin Hill, Cash. 25. Hull, Cruise, Cape Cod.
11. Riverside, Annual.
11. St. Lawrence, 29 and 18ft.

2.5. Mosquito, Cup, Boston.
ence, 29 and 18ft. 25. Essex, Ann., Newark Bay.

11. Bay Yiew, Club, Boston Bay. 25. Miramichi, Cruise to Ncquac
Classes, Montreal. 27. Pleon, Cruise, Marblehead.

11. Mosquito, Pennant, Boston. —
. Corinthian. Marblehead,

11-19. Larchmont, Cruise, L. I. Ladies' Day, Marblehead.
Sound. 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Wey-

14. Quincy, Ladies' Day. mouth.
14. Lake Y. R. A., Hamilton, 31. Carolina, Club, Wilmington,

Hamilton. N. C.

AUGUST.
1. Larchmont. Wetmore Cup. 15. Mosquito, Open, Boston.
1. Indian Harbor, Open, Green- 15. New Bedford, Sweeps., New

wich. Bedford.
1. Westhampton.Westhampton 15. East Bay. Long Island.
1. Hull Corinthian, 2d Cham. 1.5. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleh'd.
1. Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- 1-5. Savin Hill, Fleet Capt's Cups

wich. 19. Hull, Ladies' Day.
1. Beverly, 1st Cham.Marhleh'd 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

1-lS. Cor. Navy Meet, Riverside. 19. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.
3. New York, rendezvous. Glen 19. Fall River, Open, Pall River

Cove. 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
8. Mosquito, Pennant, Boston. 20. Massachusetts. 2d Cham.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. Dorchester Bay.
6. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- 20. Rhode Island, Open.

mouth. • 20 ''•"Stern, CrtUse, Maine Coast
7. New York,Goelet Cups,New- 22, Qmncv.

port. 22. Corinthian, Marblehead, 2d
8. San Francisco, Club. Cham., Marblehead.
8. Hull, S-cond Cham., 3d, 4th, 22. Monatiquot, Sweeps., Wey-

5th and 6th classes.
8. Lynn, Lynn.

Sa^an Hill, Second Cham.
8. Beverly, 4th Sweep, Mon.Bch fax.
8. Royal N. S., Ladies' Prizes, 22-23. SanFri

Halifax.

mouth.
22. Cor. Navy, East River Squad

Royal N. S., Ruth Cup, Hali-

anciseo.Fisb.Orniae
24. Newark, Ann., Newark Bay.

8. Bay View, Club, Boston Bay. 26 Pleon, 3d Cham., Marbleh'd.
10. Quincy Third Cham. 26, Dorchester.Olub, Dorchester
10. Miramichi, Vice-Com.'s Pen. 27. Rochester, Club. Charlotte.
12. Massachusetts, First Cham., 27. Massachusetts, Third Cham.,

Dorchester Bay. Dorchester Bay.
12. Pleon, 2d Cham., Marbleh'd. 28. Carolina, Club, Wilmington.
13. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. N. 0.
13. Monatiquot, Ladies' Day, 29. Hempstead, Long Island.

Weymouth. 29. Htdl, All Classes.
13. Cedar Pt., Saugatuck, Conn. 29. Savin HUl, Cash.
15. HuU, Ladies' Race. 29. Beverly, 2d Cham, Mon. Bch.
15. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 29. Royal N. S., Capt. RusseU's

Summer Series, Marbleh'd Gup, Halifax.
15. Beverly, 2d Cham, Marbleh'd 29. Larchmont, Oyster Boats.—. Corinthian, N. Y., Sweeps, Larclimont.

MacUehead. 29. Miramichi^ Gcuiaa.
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THE DEBUFANTES-GtoD'anrt, Smuggler, Mah, aiip-peway, Jes

So.—There is -material for careful study in the new Tioats of 1891

which have cnme to the front in the course of the spring races in

New To rlf and Boston First of course is Gloriana, fast, power-
ful and successful; but ugly beyond question. In her beam, draff,

lead and canvas have proved the prominent factors, comMned by
more than common skill Next in size is the little 25ft. cor-

rected length racer, Smuggler, a modern and moderate keel boat

with a purely racing rig, th« jib and mainsail, with small sails

for her length. In the races thus lar sailed she has shown that

the modern cutter hull with lead keel can race successfully with
the old centeiboard open boats. Coincident with Herreshoff'a

triumphs in New York comes the news of a little flyer from the
same hands, a skimming dish of the lightest and most elaborate
build, that has beat boats of local renown, from 8 to 4£t. longer
than she. It is no great surprise that the very original Mr.
Clapham does not propose to be left out in this exhibition of nov-
elties that constitute the spring opening, and he has in fact

turned up with a new "Bauneer," the Chippewa, which did so

well on June 33 as to attract almost as much attention from her
speed as her shape. On the same day there came otit in the Pa-
vonia Y. C. regatta, her first race, another small flyer, which
made a record by the remarkable way in which she beat the seven
competing boats in her class; the Jes So, a 16ft. skimming dish

with spars of incredible dimensions. A more dissimilar lot of

boats could hardly be picked, and yet each promises to make a
high record in her class during the season.

LENGTH OVEE ALL.-While the length on load waterline is

likely to remain the most important of a yacht's dimensions, the
fashionable clipper stems and long counters have made the length

on deck, or length over all, a matter of general interest to yachts-

men, and this dimension now invariably accompanies the others

in describing a yaclit. As now given, however, it is devoid of any
exact meaning, the measurement being taken in hstlf a dozen dif-

ferent ways by the various rtil >s, none of which tell what a yachts-

man wishes to know. The deck or over alllengtli haslong formed
a factor in the Custom House rules of the United States and Great
Britain, but the point;s to which the mfiasurement is taken are

very loosely designated, and differ, as slated, in the var)(j?is rules.

That commonly used in this country is taken from the inside of

tlie planking or plating, and givfS no idea of the exterior length

of the vessel. The most desirable measurement for all the purposes

of the yaclitsman is from the extreme fore side of the stem head'

including the figurehead or scroll if there be one, to the after edge
of the plMuksheer at the center of the stern. This measurement
shows the excess of the deck over the waterline, and is the same
whether the yacht is built of wood or iron, which is not the case

with the present measurements. It wouli be a good thing if the

clubs would discard entirely the present length over all which ap-
pears in each club book, and place in its stead a table of lengths
taken between these definite points, the stem head and the center
of the planksheer at its cxti-eme after point.

STOP THE GLORIANA—We all remember the plaintive cry
which went up from Boston just two years since for something to

''stop the Minerva," and Glorlana's psrformauoes within the
week have been brilliant enough to give cause for a similar
appeal. Mineola was very quickly disposed of. Sayonara per-

haps promises better, though rea.Uy little has baen seen of her
yet. Prom these two, however, it is safe to conclude that neither
Oweene, nor llderim if raced, can stand long before the Bristol
flyer. This narrows the field down to three boats, the Burgess
centerboarder Beatrice, the Paine Alborak, and the Fife Barbara.
Before Gloriana is called on to start with either it is quite possible

that the question may be narrowed down to one of the three.

The meeting between' her and the best of these boats will prove a
battle royal such as no contest for the America's Cup has ever
called forth.

RACES ON LONG ISLAND SOUND - It is probable that one
of the large clubs whose June regattas have been a marked fea-

ture of yachting on New York Bay has sailed its last regnlar race
there. With the new club houae in use at Oyster Bay by next
sprii g, the race of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. wilt be transferred to

Long Island Sound, making one less race in the Bay and one more
in the steadily increasing number of Sound races. The programme
even niw is an extensive one; June 80, Larchmont special, 46ft'

class; .Inly 2, Seawanhaka special, Oyster Bay; 4, Larchmont an-
nual, Douglaston annual; 0, American annual; 7, New Rochelle
annual; 8, New Haven annual; 11, Riverside annual. All of these

are open events, besides which are the.steam races of July 10 and
18, and the Cherry Diamond Y. C. race of July 25.

COMMENTS ON THE NEW CLASS.-The new 48£t. class,

who.ee existence promises to be equally brief and brilliant, has
called forth some curious comments from the yachtsmen who
have watched the New York races. The class, barring Gloriana,
has been likened to a lot of Christmas chickens whose heads were
off before each was fairly out of the coop. The Tribune quotes the
following famous couplet, which seems to fit the case very neatly:

"Since I vfa,a so soon done for,

I wonder what I was begun for."

Mr. Biyard Thayer is credited with the classic remark that when
his new yacht started down the Bay in the Corintliian regatta,

her first race, her name way Sayonara, but when she came home
her name was '-mud."

WHO DID IT?—At one time during the winter there were
several prospective claimants for the honor of suggesting and
starting the new class, but in view of the developments thus far

it seems probable that the claim will not be pressed, and that no
one will care to face the owners of a large number of beaten boats^

So far as any added knowledge is concerned, there is nothing to

be learned from the new class that could not have been demon-
strated fully as well in the 40£t. class, with Gossoon and Minerva
and such new boats as would have been built to beat them. The
cost of the same experiment in the 48ft. class will probably be 25

per cent, greater than in the 40ft., while the larger boats, when
condemned as racers, will be less useful as cruisers than a 40, in

prop'irtion to the added draft.

A FAIR TRADE.—A funny yam is flying a,bout the Upper Bay
in connection with the race of Clara and Anaconda in the Marine
and Field regatta. Anacmda was on hand, with Capt. Ellsworth
to steer her as on the previous day, but Mr. Prague proposed to Mr.
Alley, of Clara, to sail without clubtopsails. To this proposition
Mr. Alley would not agree, but finally consented on condition that
Capt. Joe should not steer Anaconda. Mr. Prague agreed to this,

which, by the way, was placing a rather poor estimate on Capt.
Ellsworth's BkiU, and the race was sailed without clubtopsails

before it was discovered that Clara bad come do\»o from Bay
Ridge la the morniag witbout her topsail yards.

A JUNE GALE.—The weather on Friday night and S^turday of

last week was something almost without parallel in .June. All

about New York, the Sound and the Hudson, the day was fair

and bright, but with a veritable gale of wind blowing from the
northwest, kicking up seas that did considerable damage to piers

and docks, while a number of races were entirely stopped, among
them being the regattas of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet, at

Larchmont, and the Corinthian Navy, at New Rochelle.

THE SINKING OF THE AMELTA.-The exR.minatiou of Thos.
Walsh, pilot of the tugboat F. W. Devoe, which ran into and
sank the sloop yacltt Amelia in the North River, offllOth street,

on the night of June 14, was begun before Justice Divver, in the

Harlem Police Court, on June 26, but was postponed until Tues-

day. Very damaging charges are made by the crew of the yacht.

THE OCEAN DORY RACE.—After several delays, the final

start of the two dories, Sea Serpent, Capt. J. W. Lawlor, and
Mermaid. Capt. W. A. Andrews, was made on June 5, at 6:30

P.M., from Ocean Pier, Crescent Beach, near Boston, both of the

men being reported as in poor condition for such a trip. Their
destination is Mullion Cove, Land's End, England.

URIS.—Though relegated to the ranks of the cruisers, Liris has
been ahout the Bay during race week, starting whenever neces.

Fary to make a race in her class, and doing some very good sailing.

Her appearance has been greatly improved by the higner bul-

warks, the excessive sheer aft beltig decreased to a very pleasing

sweep.
;

EASTERN Y. C. ANNUAL, JUNE 29.

IT is not the fault of the regitti committee of the Eistern Y. C.
that the races thus far have proved anythina: but successful.

The committee was at work during the winter, and special meas-
ures were devised and put in operation to promote racing in the
face of the prevailing a Iverse conditions. Mac!! was expected
from the race on Mondas% the annual regatt^a of the club, but like
the late regattas in New York ttie result was a disappointment.
But four schooners siari-ecl, only one new 48 was ready, and she in
poor form, and the oO-footers made ihe only interesting class.
Alborak and Oweene were at Marolehead with Barbara, bur, one
had broken a spreader, the second parted her bobstay. and the third
was out of trim, so the cltt"8 dwindled down to Beatrix, Thelma,
and Gossoon, 40-footer.
The courses were from Half-Way Rock to the Whistling buoy,

off Eastern Point, thence arouad E. Y. C. Buoy, thence around a
mark off Nahant, and home, 32 miles, for all above 30fi., the latter
class going directly home after turning the club mark, making a
triangular course of 22J^ miles.
Tne start was made aL 11 A. M. with a moderate N.E. wind and

lumpy sea. Most of thp fleec covered the first Ipg in one long lea:,

the order at the whistler being: Beatrix, Gossoon, Thelma,
OEnone, Mildred, Fancy, Mayflower, Triton, Hawk, Merlin, Sa-
adin, Mignm, Haroinger.
Tne next leg was before the wind, but after carrying spinakers

for a couple of miles the wind sbifted to southwest, malting a beat
to the E. y. C. Buoy, where the times were:
Beatrix 3 03 24 Mildred 3 45 37
Gossoon 3 18 05 Merlin '.3 51 18
Thplma 3 24 01 Triton i 06 24
M>iyflower 3 31 18 Hawk . 4 II) 25
CE'ione 3 34 21 Harbinger 4 33 45
Fancy 3 46 07 Migaon 4 32 50
The 30-£ooters ran home from here under spinakers, the others

reaching in a light breeze for Niibant, being necalmed for a time
near the Nahant Buoy. When the wind came it was very light
southeast, but toward evening a strong northeast breeze sprung
up, the fleet beating home just within the time limit. The times
were:

FIKST CLASS SCHOONEHS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mayflower 11 20 31 7 30 41 8 10 41 8 08 09
SECOND CLASS SOHOONBBS.

CEnone .11 25 .58 7 42 54 8 17 64 8 17 S'l

FIFTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Gossoon 11 34 25 7 23 40 7 50 4 0 7 38 22
Beatrix II 32 11 7 20 26 7 48 15 7 45 37
TheJma 11 32 .58 7 24 51 7 51 58 7 45 45

SBVENTH CLASS SLOOPS.
Fancy 11 38 00 5 07 20 5 29 20
Mildred 11 38 00 5 08 07 5 30 07
Hawk..., 11 38 00 6 33 .58 5 55 58
Harbinaer 11 38 00 0 07 30 6 39 30
Mayflower, CEnone, Goss ion and Pancy win flrst prizes and

Mildred second. Gossoon wins Puritan cup and Fancy the sweep-
stakes postponed from June 19. Merlin, Triton, Wayward, Saladin
and Miguon withdrew. The regatta committee included Messrs.
Wm. S. Eaton. Jr., R. D. Sears, P. T. Ja'clison, Jr., A. N. Rantoul
and H. H. Bucii.

CHERRY DIAMOND Y. C.

THIS new club, the yachting depxrtment of the Manhattan
Athletic Club, will hold two regattas in July, the flrst on the

lOthfor steam and naphtha launches, ofl: New Rochelle; the sec-
ond, a sweepstakes for Siiiling yacbta, on the 25th, olT Milton
Point, open to yachts owned by members of the New York, Easl-
ern, Larchmont, Atlantic, Seawanhaisa Corinthian, New Ro-
chelle, New York Corinthian, Corinthian of Marblebead, New
Haven, Oyster Bay, American (of Milton, N. Y.), Philadelphia,
Douglaston, Riverside and Hempstead Bay yacht clubs, the Corin-
thian Navy and Corinthian M')^ quite Fleet. The entrance fees
are: All schooners, S-W: sloops, 70fi. class. $50; 53ft. clas.-, $50; 46ft.

class, 830; 40ft. class, «25; 35f c. class, $20 : 30ft. class, S15; 25f c. class,
$10; all under 22ft., $5. Entries, inclosing check and yacht's rac-
ing length, are to be sent to Joseph W. Gioson, Chairman Regatta
Committee, No. 7-57 Bioadway, New York, by noon of July 18.

If more than four yachts start in any class the club will add a
prize equal in amount to half the entrance fee in that class. If
less than four start the stakes and prizes will he divided as fol-

lows; 70 p^r cent, to the winner, 20 per cent, to the second boat,
the remaining 10 per cent, to the yacbt making the best elapsed
time over the course in her class. If five or more start, GO per
cent, to the winner, 25 per cent, to the second and 15 per cent, to
the third boat. No third prize will be given unless five ooats start
in a class. As the race is to be sailed over the courses of the
Larchmont Y. C. it will be governed by the racing rules and time
allovv.ances of that club (except as modified by the special con-
ditions of the sweepstakes).
The club has ofliered a solid gold cup, valued at S500, for thre 46f !.

class, upon the following conditions:
1. All races for this cup shall be sailed in New York or Newport

waters.
3. First race, July ;J5 (on Long Island Sound, Larchmont course).
3 Second race, Aug. 7 (or first week after Corinthian Y. C,

sweepstakes), oil Newport, R. I„ to windward or leeward and
return.

4. Third race—The final race shall be sailed over acoui-se to be
desigaeted by the regatta committee of the Cherry Diamond Y.
C, or by its commodore, representing the Manltattau Athletic
Club.

5. Any yacht of this class that wins a leg for the gold cup will
be awarded a prize of $25 or its equivalent in a trophy.

6. If she succeeds in winning the cup two consecutive times this
season she will not be liable to challenge again until the begin-
ning of the next yachting season.

7. In case the yacht that wins the first leg for the cup fails to
win the second one, the winner of the second leg shall not be
liable to challenge for sixty days. A challenge must then be ac-
cepted from the owner of any yacht in the same class, and the
yacht must be ready to sail a match for the eup in fifteen days
from the receipt of the challenge (provided the date is within the
limits of the yachting season—Juiie 1 to Nov. 1).

8. The cup will become the property of the yacht that wins it

three times.
9. Entries, inclosing Failing length of yacht, should be sent prior

to July 10 to Josep ' W. Gibson, Chairman Regatta Committee,
7-57 Broadway, New York.
On Sept. 5 a ladles' sailing and rowing race will be held by the

club off New Rochelle.

HALCYON, 80hv., has been sold by the estate of the late Mr.
Henry Lippitt, to Mr. H. S. Bloodgood. of Providenoe, boo of the
former secretary of tlie New York Y, 0.

TUGBOATS AND YACHTS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
It has been said a man can be a sailor and yet a gentleman, and

it is quite possible also that the gentleman is the best sailor. In
fact this has been so freq.nently demonstrated by acts of manly
conrtecies that the possibility is hardened down to a fixed fa^'t.

Young Tate, for instance, in the last Reedy Island race unhesitat-
ingly gave up his chances of winning to help Commodore Dressier.
That gentleman in turn thanked the youngster and bade him
continue in the race, as a steam tug near by would assist him.
This was done for an exorbitmt money equivalent. The differ-
ence between the young gentlemanlv yachtsman and the philan-
thropic captain of the trig is very marked.
Some years ago the writer and his "man" (a gentleman) cap-

sized a 23ft. open cat while approaching the Delaware Breakwater,
and drifted out to sea on her bottom. An "Eastern oil jug"
bound in took us on board and immediately demanded $200 tor
saving our lives. While willing to pay .$100 for my "companion,''
I preferred to he put back on the bottom of my upturned boat,
and my "mate" preferred my company to that of the humane
captain of the schooner, and we were both set adrift. Two hours
after the "take off," pilot boat Gen. Pike came alongside, righted
the boat, freed her of water, and towed us under the "stone pile."
Well I remember the almost savage look of that grand old pilot
when I offered to pay him for "services rendered." He was a
rough and weather-beaten oH pilot, and a gentlemsn. God bless
h's dear old soul, now at rest in the great unknown future for big-
hearted men. R. G. W.

Captain West, of the tugboat Irwin, may think he is en-
titled to a few of those beautiful medals which the Govern-
ment has struck off to be conferred upon brave and gener-
ous life-savers, but he will probably be a long time without
any. Nor will the Humanitarian Society just yet hunt him
out and hold him up to the admiring gaze of the public. On
Tuesday last he rescued four men from a capsized yacht a few
miles below Lincoln Park, but it was only after he had taken
advantage of the helpless condition of the yachtsmen and had
driven a hard bargain with them. On that day seven open yachts
started on a race from Cooper's Point to Reedy Island and return.
The wind was heavy and puffy, and a very heavy sea was running.
Commodore Dressler'a yacht, the Ethel, in diving throusth the
waves, half filled with watei', and was finally capsized by a par-
ticularly hard squall halt a mile from shore. The tujboat Irwin,
which was steaming slowly down the river, was signaled hy the
men who could barely hold on to the bottom of their boat. "What
do you want?" asked Captain West. "We would like you to tow
us to shore," wa^ .the reply. "What's in it?" "Whatever you
think is rignt." "I'll take you for $5." The price was deemed
very steep and the tug started away, but returned, and after
what appeared to be another hour's deliy, consented to cast the
Ethel a line for $3. Even then Captain West Insisted txpon having
the cash before landing the b"at, clearly intimating that he would
cast her adrift unless payment was made. Of course Commoriore
Dressier, who was one of the thoroughly soaked yachtsmen, did
not hesitate to pay the amount. The yacht was then placed on a
mud flat, and the yachtsmen were permitted to jump into deep
water and deeper mud and left to care for themselves and their
boat the best tney could. Captain West of the tugboat Irwin is

hardly entitled to a medal for bravery and generosity in 8:tving
life as yet.—PhiladelpMa Call, June 18.

AMERICAN MODEL Y. C.

Editw Forest and Stream:
At a regular meeting of the American Model Y. C, held at the

residence of Mr. G. W. Townly, considerable business was trans-
acted, an important motion being made by F. Nichols and sec-
onded by J. Sheridan that a special race be sailed on th« Fourtu
of July after the windward races have been sailed. Tue third
class yachts to sail to windward and return over a course of fa
mile. If this plan is carried out it will be the best race of the
day. as it will bring out the best all-round points of the yachts.
It may seem impracticable tor model yachts to sail down the

wind, but it is accomplished by an automatic tiller controlled by
the mainsail, this contrivance being used by nearly all of tbe
th'rd class yachts, it keeping the yacht before the winr). In fact,
it acts as nearly like a skipper at the tiller can be, and it Is sim-
plicity itself.

The English model yachts use a weighted rudder, one for wind-
ward work, one for reaching and down the wind, causing a loss of
time in changing rudders. In the windward work of the Ameri-
can Club the tiller is not used, the yachts being so well balanced in
relation to centers of effort and lateral resistance that it is not
necessary, and down the wind it is only necessary lo slack off'

mainsheet, another sheet having the necessary length to take
effect on tiller, thus jamming rudder to leeward at a sufficient
angle to keep the yacht off the wind.
After the regular business of the club, Mr. Fisher offered a cup

for tbe third class yachts, subject to donor's restrictions, to ba
sailed for over a triangular course on any Saturday afternoon
designated by him. This race will require considerable skill.

The club now have a tank the dimensions of which are 7ft.

X30in.x80in., with a thin wire stretched across one end so
that when the tank is fuil a yacht placed in it will displace her
weight of water, causing the water to flow over, retaining it on a
level with wire, so that a T-square slid along a rule placed on the
side of lank, an accurate measurement of tbe length of yacht on
l.w.l. can be had.
The races on the Fourth of July will be started at 10:30 A. M.

F. Nichols, Measurer.

QUINCY Y. C, JUNE 27.—The Quincy Y. C. sailed its flrat
championship on. Saturday in a fresh N.W. breeze, the times
being:

FIRST CLASS
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Erin, John Cavanagh 26.11 1 35 10 1 11 06
Eureka, E. B. Rogers 19.06 1 41 50 1 14 25
Adolph, Henry Moebs 22.07 1 46 43 1 18 48

SECOND CLASS.
Madge, Thayer & Poor 20.02 1 38 57 1 12 14

Scamp, W. S. Fox 18.04 1 47 05 1 18 23
Mabel, H. L. Rice 19 11 1 45 44 1 18 45
Helen, R. W. SawteU 19.11 1 47 28 1 20 20
NioDe, A. F. hcbenkelberger 1 48 22
Egret, W. P. Barker 19.03 Withdrawn.

THIRD CLASS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 16.02 1 46 00 1 14 34
Bess. C. W. Cherrington 17.03 1 45 41 1 15 40
Flora Lee, O. D. Tanning 16.10 1 58 40 1 28 08
Freak, G. F. Maybury 15.08 2 01 03 1 29 22
Dandelion, Arthur Adams 17.05 2 05 18 1 35 80
Mab, John Shaw 10.03 Withdrawn.
Wbite Fawn was present, but did not start, her helmsm?in being

a professional. Dandelion, Mr. C. F. Adams's old racer, was
sailed by his younger brothers, Arthur, age 14, and John and
Harvey, still younger. Mab tore her sail and withdrew. Adolpli
lost some time by taking the ground. Mabel protests Madge and
Helen protests Madge and Scamp for fouls at the start. The
judges were John Sanborn, Chas. F. Colby and E. B. Glover.

SAVIN HILL Y. C, JUNE 27.-The Savin Hill Y. C. sailed the
flrst of a series ol three races for cups presented by Fleet Captain
J. H. Besarick on Saturday. The classes were: E'irst class, over
21ft. sailing length; second class, ISfc. and under 31ft.; third class,
15ft. and under 18ft.; fourth class, under 15ft. The wind was
northeast fresh, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Pioneer, J. F. Turner 21.03 2 05 00 1 39 21
Bertha, A. O. Smith 21.05 2 08 10 1 40 41
Mildreth, G. L, Sears

.85.02

3 04 00 1 41 41
SECOND CLASS.

Caprice, R. W. Bird 19.11 1 19 CO 1 28 57
Siko. F. A. Mclnness 19.08 3 04 O-j 1 36 53
Avis, L H. Odell 18.10 2 14 00 1 45 53
Leila, H. T. Washburn 3 07 80

THIHD CLASS.
Marchioness, 0. E. Hodges 16.01 1 58 00 1 26 87
Florrie, W. H. Besarick 16.06 2 01 45 1 30 46

FOTJETH CI.ASS.
Marigold, Earle D. Gay 14.09 1 46 00 1 39 41

Pioneer, Caprice and Marchioness each win a leg for the cup in
their respective classes. Marigold scores no ^vin, having no com-
petitor. The judges were Messrs. O. E. Coffla, A. Swallow and R.
K. Rice.

THE NEW HEARST STEAM YACHT.-Oa June 88 the new
high-speed steam yacht built for Mr. Wm. R, Hearst was launched
by the Herreeboff M'fg. Co. at Bristol. She is 110ft. over all, ISft.

4ta beam, and 5ft. 4in. draft. Her eoiriaes are qug^dpaple e:ipaQ«
BlOD, with a Tbovueyoroft boUer,
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FOft£ST AND STflEAM.

JACK O' LANTHORN.
21^-RATEB.

THE great changes which result from a season or two of hot
racing are no where better shown than in the new elasfi c^f

racing boats o^ 2J;^-rating which has grown up about Southampton
and the Solent witiiin three years. This locality was practically
) he only place in England where the old Y. R. A. tonnage rule was
inoperative, and where beamy boats could be buHt and raced, the
result being the creation of a class of v ry wide, deep and over-
riggpd boat?, such as the Daisy, now in this country, a most un-
desirable t>pe. Tne smaller boats in the 31tt. l.w.l. cIaps, such as
Minima, were nice little cutters of the 8nme general type as tho
Boston Paopoose, witn full cutter rig. though in some cases polf-
masted. Within tlie past three years racing has increased greatly
about Sou-hampton in the 2}4 and 5-rating classes, equivalent
nearly to 25 iind 30fi. corrected lengtb by American rules, and a
number of yachts have been built for that purpose and no other.
Aa speed alone has been considered, over certain local courses,
the build, rig and fittings have undergone great changes. Under
the present Y. R. A. rule. Ratings qq^"^\ the allowance of sail

is for 24tt. l.w.l.. 625 sq. ft.; 25ft., 600 sq. ft.; 26ft.. 573 sq. ft.; 27ft..
5!io sq. ft ; 28ft., 635 sq. ft. These figures come within a fraction of
25it. corrected lengtu when applied to the Seawanhaka rule. Kx-
perience has demonstrated thac the best proportions lie very nenr
to 26ft. l.w.l. and 573 sq. ft. of sail, the leading boats being from
25fr. Bin. to 26ft. 6.n.
The J acht whose lines are here given was designed for the class

by Capt. Henry E. B^yly, of Exmouth, Eng., former owner of
Buccaneer, Spankadillo and Scaramou -h, to whom we are in-
debted for the desien. Scaramouch, designed by Jier owner, was
built in 1889 as a 3-r^ter, her dimensions heing. l.w.l,. 28ft.; beam
7ft. 6in.; dralt without board, ift. Bin.; wi h board, 9fi.; displace-
mfnt 4 5 tons, and 780sq. ft. of sail. She was afterward reduced
to 650ff., making hf-r rating but 2.5. She was too far distant from
the headquarters of the class to be tried against the leadi-rs, but
she showed herself quite fast in the home racing, and late last
season was sold to go to Odessa, in the Black Sea. She madt^ the
passage ol 600 miles, from Dartmouth to Newcastle on Tyne,
where =he was shipped to Russia, undi r her own canvas late in
the fall, encountering some very bad weather, but came through
all right. The new boat, dpsigned last fall and built during the
winter. Is 3ft. longer than Scaramouch, but like her has a centei-
hoard and of considerable size, unlike most of the boards hereto-
fore fitted in English yachts.
Though differing in this respect from the majority of the class,

she possesses most of the marked characteristics which have he^D
called forth by the exigencies of close competition. Theimmersf d
surface has been reduced as much as possible by the cutting away
of all deadwood, the hull has been lightened of all superfluous
weight, the rig. as we shall show next week, has been simplified
to the gre-test possible degree, while the fittings are simply taose
of a racing boat, there being no attempt at anything in the way
of accommodation below. Her dimensions are:

Length, stem head to tafTrail 36ft.
L. W. L 25ft. 8>^in.

Bearc, extreme Sft 6 in
L. W. L 7ft.' 8 in'

Draft without board 4ft 5 in'
with board m. 6 in!

Displacement, long tons 4 tons
Ballast, lead keel '. 2 25 tons.

Steel centerboard '. .15 tons'
Total about 2.5 tons!

Sail area, sq. ft 580

The construc^tiou of the hull is of the liehtest, the actual weight
on the scales of the wood work, without lead keel or centerboard
being but 19owt. Though some of the class differ from Jack o' Lan-
thorn in having plumb stems and square sterns, they are allmu'.h
alike m the cutting away of the dead woods, the keel proper be.ng
in the shape of a very deep lead fin, practically a fixed renter-
board, while the rudders are of the same shape as in the drawing
the rudder stocks being of steel, IJ^in. diameter with steel blades.

WINTHROP Y. C. CHAMPIONSHIP. JUNE 27.-The cham-
pionship regatta of the Winthrop Y. O. on Saturday was sailed In
a very light and fiuky N. E. breeze, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
. „ „ „. Length. Start. Elapsed. Corrected

Pilgrim. E. W. Dixon 28.10 2 .50 00 2 53 03 2 27 28
Owl, J. S. Cushing 2^.02 2 50 00 3 21 40 2 52 58
Alda, D. L. Wilmarth 25.06 2 60 00 3 27 46 2 59 23

SECOND CLASS.
Auk, A. A Martin 18.05 2 55 00 2 04 22 1 33 43
Ermmie, A. W. Torrey. ...... 19.03 2 55 00 2 13 .50 1 44 10

THIRD CLASS.
Marron, Chesterton & Dever-

eaux 19.03 2 55 00 2 18 58 1 47 18
Mattie G , W. A. Garrett. ..18.05 2 55 00 2 18 19 1 47 39
Harriet, L. T. Harrington 20.08 2 55 00 2 20 27 1 52 23

FOURTH CLASS.
Modoc, D. W. Belcher 15.08 3 00 00 1 29 53 1 CO 58
Cadet, C. L Smith 16.09 3 00 00 1 30 03 1 08 08
Mischief , E. S. Beleher 16 tj8 3 00 00 Withdrawn.
Scud, L. b. Weston 17.03 3 00 00 Withdrawn.
^'^^^''^'i^-^f^FiP,

Com- J- Gushing, Mr. Harvey Hutchinsonand Mr. Willard M. Bacon.

NEWBURGH CANOE AND BOATING ASSOCIATION.-The
gaie ot Saturday disarranged the plans of the Newburgh Canoeand Boating Association, and spoiled what was intended to be themost important regatta ever given by the club. A verv elaborateprogramme had been arranged, including races for 40ft. cutters
catboat|, canoes and cruisers, with paddling and rowing racesOn Friday night a N.E. gale came down the river, with a veryhigh tide and a furious sea, so that few boats were ready on Sat-urday, while the Hudson was in no condition for boat or canoe
racing. In the 40tt. class Choctaw started, but having no com-
petitor, withdrew. Three of the catboats made a race? the times
being:

T-,- x.^ -ixr m TT-...
Start. Finish. Corrected.

Flight. W. T. Hilton 2 41 48 4 35 04 1 14 51Pauline B., Raymond & Smith. . . .2 40 48 4 30 43 1 15 07
Dnlphin, Beggs & Moore 2 45 48 4 34 39 1 17 03Ihe double scull race was rowed, being won by Harry Shaw and
Jtred Smith, their two competitors giving up. The other eventswere posiponed. A match Is likely to be made between Choctawand Aara tor July 4.

A STEAM YACHT IN COLLISION.-On June 26 the steamyacht Peerless, owned by Mr. Harkness, of Cleveland, wa« in
collision with iiie tiig Thos. Y. Boyd, sinking her. The yacht wasbound tor New York from the Sound, and at 8:30 P. M., when oflf
the lighthouse at Hallett's Point, Hell Gate, she struck the tnewhich was going thrtjugh the Gate with two schooners in towThe tug sank Instantly, her crew being picked up by boats. The
responsibility for the collision has not yet bees tletermiaed.
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AMERICAN Y. C—A special regatta of the American Y. C.
vrill he sailed on July 6 over courses off Milton P.iint, the Club
station, op^n to yachts of the New York, Larchmont, Seawanhaka.
Eastern, Atlantic, Corinthian of New York, Oyster Bay, New
Haven, New Rochelle, Riverside, Indian Harbor, Corinthian of
Marblehead and New Bedford clubs. Prizes will be given in each
class provided two or more siart. with second prizes for four
startert). A special prize of $250 will be given for the 46ft. class.
The sixth annual regatta of the club will be held on .July 18, over
the club's straigtitaway course of eighty nautical miles, mth a
time limit of five hours, for the Atalanta Cup and tiae regular club
prize steam yacht race, the big prize being the Atalanta Challenge
Cup, presented by Mr. Jay Gould. Any seagoing cruising yacht
over 100ft. on waterllne belonging to any organized yacht club in
tlie United States is entitled to enter. The cup will go to the yacht
making the fastest time over tlie American course, irrespective of
time allowance, but must be won three successive years by the
same yacht beforo it becomes the property of the owner. Eighty
nautical miles must be made in live hours, or should the course be
changed for a shorter or longer distance an average speed of 16
nautical miles per hour. Yachts entering for the Atalanta Cup
will start from a stakeboat anchored 434 knots east, 34 north, from
Race Rnck, and finish olf the club house. The regular prize is
open to all steam yachts enrolled in any yacht cltib. The regatta
committee includes Mr. George H, Hall, Mr. Ezra S. Connor. Mr.
Wm. S. Alley, Mr. J. Howard Wainwright and Mr. Walter J.
Price.

BEVERLY Y. C, June 27.—The 171st race of the Beverly Y. C.
was the first fizzle in the history of tLie club, it was an attempt at
an open sweepstakes at Marblehead; on the basis of those at
Monument Beach, and for several reasons was a failure. There
were many other races the same day for larger prizes aid entries
were few; several boats postponed entering till the list was closed
and could not be accepted. Then it blew very hard N.E. in the
early morning, with a big sea, and the Boston boats we^(^ unable
to get down. Hawk and Mignon were on hand in the 30ft. clas?,
but were scared by thick weather and fear of losing spars, in view
of E. Y. O. race Monday, and agreed to postpone. Wanda and
Susie were on hand, but having walkov^ers did not start, and race
resolved itself intoama^ch between third-classs sloops Kraken
and Wraith. They s'arted on a beat in a good S.E. breeze and
Wraith at once took lead and bear the larger boat till wind died
out, when Kraken caught up and drifting homo with a free wind
left Wraith far behind.

Length. Elapsed. CorrectPd.
Kraken, Percy Chase 28.05 2 19 15 3 11 30
Wraith, H. P. B-nson 22.03 2 29 45 3 18 22
Course, 714 miles.

NEW HAVEN Y. C—The tenth annual regatta of the New
Haven Y. C. will be sailed on July 8; open to yachts of the follow-
ing dimensions: Cabin sloops and cutters. .52ft. and under l.w.L;
open sloops, 2.5 to 31ft. l.w.L; catboats, 15 to 25ft. l.w.L, and enrolled
in any organized yacht club. To be sailed over the club course,
and under the regatta rules, regulafions and time allowances, and
under the direction of the regatta committee of the New Haven
Y. C. Cash prizes will be offered in the following classes: Class
1, 40 to a2ft ; Class 2, 33 and under 40ft.; Class 3, 28 and under 3Sf t.;

Class 4, 22 and under 28ft.: Class 6, open sloops, 35 to 31ft.; Class 7,

catboats, 15 to 25ft. Length for classification, length on load
waterllne. The Warner enallenge cup will be contested for by
yachts in Class 3 enrolled in N. H. Y. C. A special prize will be
offered for the yacht making best corrected time in Classes 1, 3, 3
and 4. The steamer Elm City has been chartered to follow the
yachts oyer the coarse. We earnestly desire all yachts eligible to
participate. Err regatta and sailing regulations see N. H. Y. C.
Book for 1890. Entry blanks and further information may be had
by applying to the regatta committee. Entries close Monday,
J^oly 6, at 9 A. M. Regatta Committee—W. A. Foskett, Jr., chair-
man; L. A. Elliott, Prank P. Tyler.
FORT JEFFERsON N0TE8.-Port Jefferson, Long Island.—

I

see you mention the old Fanny, so famous in her day. Well, she
will soon be to the front again, for Capt. Bayless, of Port Jefferson,
has been making a new boat on the old lines, having added a fan-
tail overhang. The old lines were closely followed, but almost all
the planking is new. It Mill be interesting to see how she will
show up under the guidance of Messrs. Fisk, her present owners.
Messrs. Mather & Wager made a right good .iob ouiof iEolus.
They cut her in two, lengthened and put on overhang, so that the
schooner Comanche, as she is now called, is 98ft. over all. The lines
show Burgess influence, and they had a good model to work from,
as Constellation was close by all the time. The two boats were on
the ways side by side this spring, and Comanche will be seen well
forward in her class, and the crossed pipe and tomahawk in yellow
on a blue field be brought home to Denver in glory by its owner,
Mr. H. P. Fowler. There were a lot of yachts here this spring, but
all except the Fanny are in the water. Constellation has not yet
gone into commission, but is ready any moment. There has been
good blackfishing and flounders were plenty. A few weak fish
have been taken by spearing or in nets, butnone on hook and line.
No blueflsh so far.—Gbay John.
LARCHMONT Y. C. SPECIAL, JUNE 30.-A very fine race was

sailed on Tuesday by the 46-fobter8 for a prize offered by the
Larchmont Y. C, the times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Sayonara 13 03 13 4 10 33 4 08 20
Mineola 13 00 53 4 10 57 4 10 04
Jessica 13 01 41 4 31 49 4 30 08
Sayonara wins, with Mineola second.

NEW ROCHELLE Y. C.-The annual regatta of the New
Rochelle Y. C. will be sailed on July 7 over the regular club
courses on the Sound, the classification being: Schooners-First
class, all over 90ft. on l.w.L; 90ft. class, 78ft. class, 67ft. class, 58ft.
class, all 58ft. and under. Cabin sloops, cutters and yawls—First
class, all over 80ft. on l.w.l ; 80ft. class, 70ft. class, 61ft. class, 53ft.
class, 46ft. class, 40ft. class, 35ft. class, 30ft. class and 35ft. class.
Jib and mainsail boats— First class, all over 26ft. on l.w.l.; 26ft.
class and 23ft. class. Catboats—First class, all over 36ft. on l.w.L;
26ft. class, 23ft. class and 20rt. class. In each class at least two
yachts must start or no prize will be awarded for that class. The
regatta committe mav refuse an entry and may accept an entry
made alter the date of closing. Commodore Abbett has offered
two prizes of sterling silver for the 46ft. class.

MOSQUITO FLEET Y. C, June 37.—The first cup race of the
Boston Mosquito Fleet for fourth and fifth classes was sailed on
Saturday, over the club'j course, in a light and fltiky breeze, the
times being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Tantrum. J. F, Small 14.U 1 23 48 1 32 43
Bessie, W. L. Young 13.11 1 39 31 1 27 36
Nadine. D. N. Palmer 14.11 1 28 10 1 28 05
Annie, E. H, Rich 14.08 Withdrew.
Nellie, J. O'Leary 14.11 Withdrew.
Nina, J. P. BuUard 14.11 1 28 41 1 28 36

CORINTHIAN Y. C. CRUISE.-Com. B. W. Crowninshield, of
the Corinthian Y. C, has issued the following order regarding the
club's cruise: "Flagship Tomahawk, Marblehead, June 12.—
The captains of the yachts of the Corinthian Y. C. are invited to
assemble at the club house Friday evening, July 3, at 9 P. M., and
the fleet will start the morning of July 4 for a cruise to the east-
ward. The smaller yachts will be sent away each day ahead of
the larger ones, and if such yachts do not care to go the whole
cruise, their presence as long as possible will be appreciated. On
arri^'ing at the anchorage Friday evening, captains will report to
the flagship. Bv order of B. W. Ceowninshield, Commodore,
Robert F. Herhick, Fleet Captain.
THE 46-FOOTERS.—Gloriana will not start again before the

New York cruise, by which time she will have a new and larger
mainsail. Sayonara, Mmeola, Jessica and Nautilus will race in the
Sound this week and next, while Oweene,Thelma, Alborak, Beatrix
and the 40- ooter Gossoon will race at Marblehead. Like Minerva
and Jes8ioa,Barbara is below her Unes.being.as reported,4in. under
at the bow and ^in. aft. Jessica was lately kept in her class by a
liberal use of the adze, but Barbara will require to be hauled out
in order that about a ton may be taken from the fore end of her
keel. She will haul out at Lawley's after the Eastern regatta.

PHILADELPHIA Y. C. CRUISE.-General Orders, No. 2: The
second cruise of the club will take place July 3 to 8, and will ex-
tend to Cape May if the weather is favorable. Yachts will ren-
dezvous off the club house at Tinicum on the afternoon of July 3.

Captains will report to the commodore on the flagship Norna at 3
P. M. If the arrangements are completed, the start will be made
on the afternoon of the 3d; otherwise early on the morning of the
4th. By order of the commodore, W. Babklie Henry, Fleet
Captain.

TRIP OF THE ALLEGRO.-Col. S. V. R. Cruger's steam yacht,
the Allegro, built by Seabury & Co., in her recent trial trip made
17 miles an hour for 6 consecutive hours. On June 24 last she
made 4 trials of 9 miles each over a measured course. Her flrat

run wan made in 32m., second in 26.35m., third in 30m. and fourth
in 28. 25m. The speed guaranteed is 18 miles for 3 consecutive
hours. She made 36 miles in 116J4m.

OCEAN Y. C—A club by this name has rpcently been organized
at Stapleton. Staten Island, the officers being: Com.. J. H. Boldt;
Vice-Com., Geo. Michael; Sec'y, Jas. Gould; Treas.. Geo. Staple-
ton; Fleet Capt., Chas. Randall. Fifteen small boats are already
enrolled, and the club will hold its first regatta on July 4.

SEAWANHAKA CORINTHIAN Y. C.-An important meeting
was held on June 33, at which it was finally voted to raise the
annual dues from ^25 to 8,50, to t^ike effect after the present year.
The initiation fee rema,i ns as at present, but the life membership
has been increased to $500.

MR. BURGESS.—The latest news of Mr. Burgess is to the effect
that he is still quite ill, being very weak and delirious. It is ex-
pected that he will be able to be moved to his cottage at Marble-
head in a couple of weeks.
HLTLL Y. C, June 27.—The ninety-second regatta of the Hull

Y*. C. on .Saturday was a complete failure from lack of wind, the
yachts starting with a light breeze which soon died out, none
finishing the course.

LYNN Y. C. EXPERT CUP, JUNE 37.-A race for the Expert
cup of the Lynn Y. C. was sailed on Saturday in a light breeze,
Emma L. winnirig, with Irene second, out of 6 starters.

CONQUEROR, steam yacht, Mr. F. W. Vanderbilt, was at
Halifax June 29, from Plymouth, Eng., for Newport, with only
officers and crew on board.
SALES.—Fad, cutter, has been sold to L. Boyce. of New York.

Glimpse, sloop, G. E. Bartlett, Lowell, has beeu sold to L. B. Hal-
lett, of Boston.

DORCHESTER Y. C—The regatta announced for June 27 was
indefinitely postponed.
BOOKS RECEIVED.—Quincy Y. C. year book. Annuaire du

Yacht.

Ko Notice Taken of Anonymoas Correspond^nta.

W. S. F.. Kentucky.—Schoverllng, Daly & Gales, 302 Broadway,
New York. •

P. B., Kan.—You will find gooditrout Ashing in streams easily
accessilDle from Denver.

C. E. S., Alexandria Bay, N. Y.—Will you kindly inform me if

the humming bird is migratory? Ans. Yes.

B. B.—The carp fishing is good at certain points in the Passaic
River, New Jersey, in the vicinity of Little Falls.

J. S.—Chilled shot will not injure the barrels of your gun. It
preserves its form better than the soft shot. The No. 9 is right
for snipe.

L. P., University Club.—For bay birds try the Currituck
country. Write to J. P. White, Norfolk, Va., who will post you
as to exact localities.

Bassfly, New Albany. Ind.—American black bass were im-
ported into England in 1890 by the Duke of Newcastle, the ship-
ment consisiing of more than 1,000, collected by Fish Commis-
sioner Blackford, of this city. The fish at last reports were doing
well.

M. G,, Chicago.—There are moose in Maine. For good hunting
ground write to Edgar Smith, Round Mountain Lake, via Eustis,
Me. The best caribou country is Newfoundland, but you should
have no difficulty in striking them in Maine.
G. S. L., CatonKville, Md.—Are the squirrels, natives of Mary-

land, injurious to birds, their nests and eggs? Ans. The red squir-
rel is most destructive of bird life, the gray less so. We think
that the little ground squirrel or chipmunk cannot be considered
as doing much harm.

A. Z., Me^.hanicsville. la.—Barn pigeons may be captured by
providing for a hoarder shelter to close the entrances to their
cotes. Standard black bass flies are the coachman, grizzly-king,
red-ibis, professor, white-miller, and red, yellow, brown and gray
hackles. Dr. Henahall recommeds also the polka, Oeonomowoc
and Henshall,

J. R., Philadelphia—1, Please advise me whether or not the .40-83
Winchester rifle is heavy emugh (or deer. 3. Also, is it suitable
bore for turkeys and how far will it carry accurately? Ans. 1.

Suitable for deer. 3. Also for turkeys, but leas powder would do.
3. Its range depends altogether upon accuracy of holding and ad-
justment of sights. No one can say j ust how far a rifle will carry
accurately.

J. W. G. D., Philadelphia.—1. Where can 1 get a foMing, port-
able camp bed? 2. Is there any waterproof glue or cement that is

not melted by the sun's heat. I want it to fasten on decoy duck
heads. 3. If the above ducks have three coats of paint could they
remain in (fresh) water for 5 or 6 days at a time without being in-
jured? They are made of white pine and cedar. 4. Would it

injure a full choke Greener trap gun to shoot 3 buckshot in a load
with BB. out of the same cartridge? Ans. 1. At any of the
sportsmen's supply stores. 3. Try Jeffery's Marine Glue. 3. Yes.
4. It would not injure the gun but the shooting wotild be poor.

B. H., Tucson, Arizona.—A, B and C make a match to shoot at
five bluerocks each, $20 entrance outside of price of targets. A
breaks 5, B brenks 4 and C breaks 5. A and C having tied on 5

each, they agree to shoot off the tie miss and out. In the shoot-
off A breaks his first bird, C breaks his first bird. A misses his
second bird and C refuses to shoot at his second bird, claiming
that A was out, and that it was not necessary for him to shoot
after A had missed his second bird. Ans. C should have shot at
his second target, and can have no claim to money without doing
so and breaking it. It certainly was necessary for him to shoot,
for he might have missed too, and then A and C would have been
even again.

INFORMATION WANTED.
J. F. S. wishes information about the game and fish in the re-

gions of Namakagon and Long Lakes, Wisconsin.

Will some of your readers kindly inform me where the best fall
gray squirrel shooting is to be had? I should like to go hunting
this fall, and wish to find the best sport within reasonable dis-
tance of the city.—H. S.

PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT.
A Gbeax Display of Boats.—We were much pleased and

gratified in passing through the boat salesroom of Merwin, Hul-
bert & Co., 39 West Twenty-third street, and the styles, sizes and
finish of the boats displayed therein would seem to gratify every-
body's wants or pocketbook. Finely finished rowboats for family
use, Adirondack boats for hunters' use, sailboats for salt waters,
Indian canoes, paddling canoes; in fact boats adapted to all cli-
mates and to all waters. We think that it would pay our readers
to drop in there and see this display.

FEBGITSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With AdjustaWe AttaohmeEtB,

For Sportsmen, and Others.
Combiaea Head Jack,

Boat Jack, Fishing Iiamp,
Camp Liamp, Sash Iiamp,
Belt XiSmtern, Hand Iian-
tern, etc«

EXCELSIOR DASH LAMP.
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

UBEIT FERGUSOd, Offlci, 65 Fullon St. H.T.

OUfl SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILKINSON CO.,
269-271 State St., Cliicago.

From "Outing." Copyrighted

vT is now the season when hundreds of people are thinking of

getting a supply of Fishing Tackle to take with them -on

their vacations. We wish to call yOUr attention to the

fact that we have every kind of Fishing Tackle from

the cheapest grade to the finest.

Send lo cents to cover postage and we will mail you our illustrated

136 folio page catalogue.

(This is not a picture book, but a fishing tackle catalogue.)

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
18 Vesey Street, New York.

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood fown, length. 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz Price $2 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 3 82

No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, sohd reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel moimtings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, 9J, 10ft., weight 9, lOJ, 12, 13oz Priee 2 72

No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted ' 3 33

No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, sohd reel seat above the hand, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft,, weight 20oz " 2 75

No. 8, same as No. 7, but is 3 joint " 3 75

No. 280, S joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft 90o.

Brass Multiplying Reejs, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Gup, fine finish, 25yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 95c. : 60yds., |1.05; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.35. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,
Sliding Chck, NickLl Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., S3.35; 80yds., $3.50; 300yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOfb., 4lc. J. F, M, Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 13 thread. 43o. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; IS thread, Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooka on single gut, per doz., lOc. ; double gut, 15o. per

doz. ; treble gut, 30c. per doss. Single Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30o. ;

8ft., per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;
2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz.,

J. F. HABSTEBS. 51. &3 ^ 55 Court St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Send ftB» stMip for miutnited Catelogw fisr 1891. OPEN EVEKIHflS.
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DALY AUTOMATIC EJECTOR

"The Acme of Perfection."

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No. 350,350. "Diamond Quality," Higrhest G-rade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish. Walnut Stock, -with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 13 and 16-gauge $275.00
No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels 175.00

WE ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
$250 00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS $375.00 to $400.00W. W. GREBNER'S EJECTING GUNS

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CliABROUGH & BRO'S. LATEST INA^ENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,
plain finish $100.00

Same as above, Greener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engraving, the finest gun they make .'. 135.00

We claim for these guns everything that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
- NSW YORK.302 Broadway 84 Duane St

LTHANAGGELERATIN&SHOTCfnNCARTRIDeE
The " EXPERT " is charged with a

perforated cake of especially prepared
powder, which burns progressively—the

:"^is only correct method of availing of the
' power of powder in guus. Shot started

L easily, with rapidly increasing velocity
and least recoil, and without stringing.
Perfect combustion, little smoke, harmless
dry ash residue. Cake burns in shell; no
flying, heated grains to cut barrel of gun.
Cakes made by machinery; greatest unl-

ormity of pattern and penetration. No nitrates, decomposing, or chaJiQeahle chemicals ! Detonating
mpossibW Shotted cartridges, or Blanks containing powder cake only, for sale by

LYMAN CARTRIDGE CO., 9 Chambers Street, N. Y.
10, la mnd le-Oausea. J. P. DANNJEFEtSER, Selling Agent.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By &EOEGE BIRD aEINNELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Illustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales
and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in ^eace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warriors, which for sheer gallantry and in-
domitable pluck wUl match alnsost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victoiy. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's iigliting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. GrinneU
also has written a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last
Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naked with no other arms
than their bo ws and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-
ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill in sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually attributed to In-
dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzling and unaccotmt-

able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hmdostan, while one of their
tricks is a close parellel to the East Indian mango ieat. . . . Those who desire to leara
of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pages for themselves.
As it is certainly one of the best works on Indian life, legend and character that has been
written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation.— F. Tribune.

FOREST AND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
London: DAVIES & CO., 1 Finch Lane, CornhiU.

CHAS. I. GOODAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

wiU now be found at 14A Friend St., Boston, where
lie win give the same personal attention to all
work Intrusted to his care as formerly.

Send stamp for illustrated catalogue of firearms,
etc. Fine shooting small-bore rifles a specialty.
Mail orders receive careful and prompt attention.

REUBEN HARWOOD (Iron Ramrod),
Somerville, Mass.

FOR MAIt,IJ<fG
Athletic Outfits, Kishlng Tackle

Catalog^ues, etc., thie Clasp En-
velope IS tbe Best Device.
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JHE CLASP ENVELOPE,
\PATENTED DEC3-"J8I9/
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THE PEEMIPiE CAMERA

50 COm m
"> •

7^

^9 &4I WE8TBR0ADWAY, Ny>

JUST PUBLISHED.

APPLETONS'

CANADIAN GUIDE-BOOK.
The Tourist's and Sportsman's Guide to

Eastern Canada and Newfoundland,
including full descriptions of Routes,

Points of Interest, Summer Resorts,

Fishing Places, etc. With Maps, many-
Illustrations, and an Appendix giving

Fishing and Game Laws and OflBcial

Lists of Trout and Salmon Rivers and
their Lessees. By Charles G. D.

Roberts, 12mo. Cloth, $1.25.

For sale iy all hoohsellcrs; or will he sent mail
on receipt of price hy the puhtishers,

D. APPLETON & CO.,
1, 3 & 5 Bond Street, New York.

As THE BEST IN MARKET.
Simple of Manipulation.

Plates or Films are used.
The Shutter is always set.

PRICE $18.00.
Send for Catalogue and copy of Modern Photography.

We Make all kinds of cameras.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY,
»3 S. Water St, BOCHESTER, N. T.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack WUderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondack

region ever published."—Jof-esf and Stream.

Pocket Map of L,ake Champlain and Lake
George. Map-bond paper. 50 cts.

Guide Boolis.—The Adirondacks, illnstrated,
16 mo., 272 pages, pseudo clotli cover, 35 cts.

Liake George and Liake Champlaini 25 cts.

Address S, K, STODDARD, Glens Falla, N. Y.

MEACHAM UAMMERLESS

" GUN.

Top Snai',
Extended Rib, Im-

ported Ualmit Pistol Grip Stock. Patent
Foro-eiid, lull Clieclvercd, Matted Rib, Bouble
Under FaBtening,RubberButt,f:onipensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breech. Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, c^^ollU $36.2?SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.
LCMEAGHAM ARMS GQ..ST.LQUim
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Agent for B. C. JULAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Reels.

FIKEASHS, FISHINe TAOKUE, BICY-
0LE8, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTSj SPORTINO GOODS, &c. Illustrated Catalogue, witli low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest ASK Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St»> Chicago, 111.

FISHESHAirS AUTOIATIC BEEL.
When a sportsman finds anjiihing whicli adds to his pleasure, with-

out increasing his laDor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered ''helper.'*

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First— It will wind up the line a hundred

tinaes as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly if

the angler chooses.
Third—No fish can ever get slack line with it

Fourth—It will save more fish than any
other reel.
FiFiH—It will prevent tipp, lines and sneUs

from beins broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

AlJTOMATlC

This reel is manipulated
entirely by the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE, Rochester, y.Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEE AMD CELLULOID HAND GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and will not blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced

anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory

can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New ^ork City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also manufacturing aU the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse. N.Y. HENRY LOFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOir GOT STORE."

SSI & 283 Broadway, ISTew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY they can

purchase Sporting Goods. Our stock covers the following lines in their/u!?estiiarieti6s: GUNS,
RIFI.es, AMMUNITION, IFlslxxaxs Ta,olx.lo, BASE BAL.L,, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail you
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

THE! FJFLQT'FIA TDE33ffT.

READY FOB RiTN. READY FOR ANYTHING. READY FOR SUN
The simplest, ligtitest, most usefiU tent made. A half dozen forms in same canvas. Compact. Cheap, bend

for full cir^la.^. ^1. OOJVLSTO OI^, 3E3va.lXStOXi, Xll.

Fly-Fishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HARRINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. lUustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $l.oO.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

practical: the iostructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requires.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk^

THE

PaMMfiiSiites
Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are (luickly

changed from a.%tol% or 3oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 5>t or 8oz. with
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to

increase fhe weight as may be desired.

Ask vour dealer for them, or send 10

cents for a No. 2, and 20 cents for a

"^TOMLINSOir & CO.,

51 John Street,

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE i ANTOINE,
846 Wabasn Avenue, Chicago, 111,

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But the blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

]. B. CSOOE & CO.,

FISHING TAGEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 39bh Sts., XEW YORK CITY.

SEND rOR CATALOGUE.

WORMS!
Have you any for to-morrow's fishing? If not, will
you be obliged to go liuutlng for ttiem wltii a lantern
to-nlglit, or to dig over a teu-acre lot in useless searcli
fortliem? NO !

!

PAULSEN'S WOR3I CHARMER
Wlien spread over the ground will iu a moment produce
them to the surface by the hundreds, and save you the
above described laborious task. The worms remain un-
impaired in health and can be stored In the usual way.
Package with full directions by mail, postpaid, 2.5 cents.
Addr&ss JULIUS M. PAULSEN, Troy. N. Y.
For sale by all leading dealers in Sporting Goods.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
GILT OR SILVER. ^

Single Spoons |3 a doz. Double Spoons $4 a doz.

Sample by mail 25c. and 35c. _ „ ^
r. S. GKA\nES, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. Y.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 atrmaiii Street, St. John, N. B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
5654 Atlantic St., Englswood, lIXS.

Trout Fliss at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.

Send Ten Cents for IliUBIRATID Catai-ogoi.

"I TELL YOU IT'S HOT!"
Our little WATCH CHARM
THERMOMETER will tell

you truthfully, at any mo-
ment, just HOW HOT it is.

This is not a trinket; it is a

perfectly reliable instru-

ment, solid, ornamental and
wonderfully useful. Price,

Sl.oO, We have all sorts of

thermometers and barome-

ters.

E. B. MEYROWITZ, OPTICIAN,
Maker of the BEST Spectacles and Eyeglasses.

395 and. 397 TPoTirtli ^veixne,
S. E. Cor. 23d St., Y.

^GRCAfHEACTHMlllK.
Package makes 5 gallo^i).

Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. J'JJSi; a beautiful
Picture Book and cards
80at to any one addressing

O. E. HIRBS A CO.,
Pimiatielplii*

CONNEMARA KENNELS.-FINE IRISH
sitters. AlstiM-RED RIVER GLENCHO,

fine iield dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
S20 Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock. Testimonial says,

"Irish pup purchased of you, now 8moB. old,

points and retrieves li ke old doer. It is natural for

£im ^ butit." R. H, BURR, Middletovyn, Oonn,

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledsred by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, a,nd the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Champ. PMNLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand young d^g is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 27
first and special prizes, and sire of some eood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from hia breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after by St-

Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $25.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMnra kennels, Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

FOX-TERRIERS
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 16
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk lO
Pitcher 25
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT f«OBLE--GLADSTONE--SUE.
AT STUD, - - FEE $25.

PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. His puppiea are not
excelled any. He is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate DOse. Parties having good
bitohes, desiring to produce the perfection of the field

trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars.

_ .

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels.
W. T. Irwin, Kennel Manager. Cmn,A, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle andKough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.

Address A. H. Mooke, 1711 Spring Garden st., Phila., Pa.

FAWIOUS PUGS AT STUD.

BONSOR, - Fee $20
Winner of over 50 prizes in England.

Champ. KASH, Fee $20
The sire of many winners.

A, E. PITTS, Columbus, Otdo.

AT STUD. FEB $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.O.S B. 62fl4),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rnp, Zig-Zag, Tapstpr and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club.

Babylon, L. I.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD : AV. K. Taunton's Champion

Boaufort. His success as a stud dog and his

record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of SJnglisU Bloodhounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff pups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and great prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

MASTIFFS AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex ch. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class, Crystal
Palace; first and challenge cup. South Hampton,
Eng.; first Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner m Eng-
land and America; also from Eadgyth and Elmet,
granddaughters of Beaufort and Orlando. Photos
25c. each. CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

ROCHELLE KENNELS
Black and Tan Terriers.
At Stad-BROOMFIELD SULTAN (20,668).

Address Box 882, New R ochelle, N. Y.

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
J. ter Al, fee 835. Al was bred by the late Mr.
Allin and trained on ruflEed grouse by his handler.

Two puppies by him for sale. Address F. L.

NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass, tf

YORKSHIRE TOT TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigi-ee and winnings free, photos SOcta. A
limited number of Ms puppiea for sale. P.

POOMBS, 1 ^Jxchaog© Bloofe, Bsngor. Me.
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JULY DAYS.

THE woods are dense with full-grown leafage. Of all

the trees, only the basswood has delayed its blos-

soming, to crown the height of summer and fill the sun-

steeped air with a perfume that calls all the wild bees

from .hollow tree and scant woodside gleaning to a

wealth of honey gathering, and all the hive-dwellers

from their board-built homes to a finer and sweeter pil-

lage than is offered by the odorous white sea of buck-

wheat. Half the flowers of wood and fields are out of

bloom. Herdsgrass, clover and daisy are falling before

the mower. The early grain fields have already caught

the color of the sun and the tasseling corn rustles its

broad leaves above the rich loam that the woodcock de-

lights to bore.

The dwindling streams have lost their boisterous

clamor of springtide and wimple with subdued voices

over beds too shallow to hide a minnow or his poised

shadow on the sunlit shallows. The sharp eye of the

angler probes to the bottom, the green depths of the

slowly swu'ling pools, and discovers the secrets of the big

fi.sh who congregate therein.

The river has marked the stages of its decreasing vol-

ume with many lines along its steep banks, and discloses

the muskrat's doorway, to which he once dived so grace-

fully, but now must clumsily climb to. Rafts of drift-

wood bridge the shallow cm-rent sunk so low that the

lithe willows bend in vain to kiss its warm bosom. This

only the swaying trails of water-weeds toy with now;
these and the rustling sedges and swift-winged swallows

coyly touching it. There is not depth to hide the scurry-

ing schools of minnows, the half of whom fly into the

air in a curving burst of silver shower before the rush of

a pickerel, whose green and mottled sides gleam like a

swift-shot arrow in the downright sunbeams.

The sandpiper tilts along the shelving shore. Out of

an embowered harbor a woodduck convoys her fleet of

ducklings, and on the ripples of their wake the anchored
argosies of the water lilies toss and cast adrift their car-

goes of perfume. Above them the green heron perches

on an overhanging branch, uncouth but alert, whether
sentinel or scout, flapping his awkward way along the

ambient bends and reaches. "With slow wing beats he

signals the coming of some more lazily moving boat,

that drifts at the languid will of the current or indolent

pull of oars that grate on the golden-meshed sand and
pebbles.

Lazily, unexpectantly, the angler casts his line, to be

only a convenient perch for the dragon flies; for the fish,

save the afl:righted minnows and the hungry pickei'el, are

as lazy as he. To-day he may enjoy to the full the con-

templative man's recreation, nor have his contemplations

disturbed by any finny folk of the under-water world,

while dreamily he floats in sunshine and dappled shadow,

so at one with the placid waters and quiet shores that

woodduck, sandpiper and heron, scarcely note his unob-

trusive presence.

No such easy and meditative pastime attends his brother

of the gun, who, sweating under the burden of lightest

apparel and equipment, beats the swampy covers where
beneath the sprawling alders and arching fronds of fern,

the woodcock hides. Not a breath stirs the murky atmos-

phere of these depths of shade, hotter than sunshine; not

a branch nor leaf moves but with his struggling passage,

or marking with a wake of waving undergrowth the

course of his unseen dog.

Except this rustling of branches, sedges and ferns, the

thin, continuous piping of the swarming mosquitoes, the

busy tapping and occasional harsh call of a woodpecker;
scarcely a sound invades the hot silence, till the wake of

the hidden dog ceases suddenly and the waving brakes

sway with quickening vibrations into stillness behind him.
Then, his master draws cautiously near, with gun at a

ready and an unheeded mosquito drilling his nose, the

fern leaves burst apart with a sudden shiver, and a wood-
cock, uttering that still unexplained twitter, upsprings in

a halo of rapid wing-beats and flashes out of sight among
leaves and branches. As quick, the heelplate strikes the

alert gunner's shoulder and as if in response to the shock,

the short unechoed report jars the silence of the woods.

As if out of the cloud of sulphurous smoke, a shower of

leaves flutter down, with a quicker patter of dry twigs

and shards of bark, and among all these a brown clod,

dropping lifeless and inert to mother earth.

A woodcock is a woodcock, though but three-quarters

grown; and the shot one that only a quick eye and ready

hand may accomplish ; but would not the achievement

have been more worthy, the prize richer, the sport keener

in the gaudy leafage and bracing air of October days,

rather than in this sweltering heat, befogged with clouds

of pestering insects, when every step is a toil, every

moment a torture? Yet men deem it sport and glory if

they do not delight in its performance. The anxious

note and behavior of mother song birds, whose poor little

hearts are in as great a flutter as their wings concerning

their half-grown broods, hatched coincidently with the

woodcock, is proof enough to those who would heed it,

that this is not a proper season for shooting. But in

some northerly parts of our wide country it is woodcock

now or never, for the birds bred still further northward

are rarely tempted by the cosiest copse or half-sunned

hillside of open woods to linger for more than a day or

two, as they fare southward, called to warmer days of

rest and frostless moonlit nights of feeding under kind-

lier skies.

While the nighthawk's monotonous cry and intermittent

boom and the indistinct voice of the whippoorwill ring

out in the late twilight of the July evenings, the alarmed,

half-guttural chuckle of the grass plover is heard, so early

migrating in light marching order, thin in flesh but strong

of wing, a poor prize for the gunner whose ardor outrims

bis humanity and better judgment. Lean or fat, a plover

is a plover, but would that he might tarry with us till the

plump grasshoppers of August and September had clothed

his breast and ribs with fatness.

Well, let him go, if so soon he will. So let the wood-
cock go, to offer their best to more fortunate sportsmen.

What does it profit us to kill merely for the sake of kill-

ing, and have to show therefore but a beggarly account

of bones and feathers? Are there not grouse and quail

and woodcock waiting for us. and while we wait for

them can we not content ourselves with indolent angling

by shaded streams in these melting days of July rather

than by contributing the blaze and smoke of gunpowder
to the heat and murkiness of midsummer?

If we must shed blood let us tap the cool veins of the
fishes, not the hot arteries of brooding mother birds and
their fledglings.

THE NEW YOBK ASSOCIATION.

'T^HERE is in this State a society with an excellent

title—The New York State Association for the Pro-
tection of Fish and Game. For many years the title has
been all there was in the society so far as to the purpose
indicated by the name. Season after season the Associa-
tion has met for trap-shooting; but the delegates have
had neither time nor inclination for such protective

work as they might well have accomplished.

Last week we published a communication from Gen.
D. H. Bruce of Syracuse urging that a new society should
be formed to take up the work neglected by the old one,

or that the latter should be reformed. This letter has
brought out a response from Mr. Horace White, the pres-

ident of the State Association. He cordially indorses the
spirit of the plan proposed by Gen. Brace; and tells us
that there is still left capital material in his society to do
all that the times demand. In this estimate Mr. White
is without doubt correct. The Association represents a
large proportion of the citizes of this State interested in

shooting. Its constituent clubs are numerous and influ-

ential. In securing legislation, in aiding the State game
and fish protectors, in moulding jmblic sentiment to ap-

preciate right protection, these clubs, welded into a State

association, could be all powerful. There is here pre-

sented a magnificent opportunity for those now in con-

trol of the Association to make it in spirit and effect all

that it is in name. We urge upon Mr. White and Gen.
Brace and others in Syracuse, that they discuss the sub-

ject, decide upon a plan of action and take early steps

to put it into effect. Their letters give abundant assur-

ance that Syracuse is the center to which we must look

for the new movement.
And why not begin now? President Wliite has pro-

posed that delegates interested in the work should be
sent to Syracuse next J une, But there is work to be done
before then. The codification bill will come up again at

Albany next winter. May it not be practicable to perfect

the fish and game protective organization in season to

provide that the sportsmen of this State shall not be

fooled with at another session of the Legislature? Indeed

there are so many lines of effort, so much that might be

accomplished with a proper organization, that we are

most earnest in expression of a hope that our Syracuse

friends will take immediate action.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Superintendent of Fish Cultm-e for the Dominion
of Canada, Mr. Charles Wilmot, believes that gill-

nets have done more injury to the Lake Ontaiio whitefish

than the pound- nets, or any other form of fishing appa-

ratus. He states that they have already destroyed some
of the finest spawning beds in the Great Lakes, and par-

ticularly in Ontario. They accomplish this extermina-

tion by taking young fish in great numbers. In Georgian

Bay he says there are 1,000 miles of this destructive net-

ting. Mr. Wilmot considers the fixed pound-nets not in-

jurious to the whitefish, as they catch only adult fish.

However this may be, the pound-net is regarded as the

destroyer of the river fisheries for shad in the Connecti-

cut and Potomac.

We have received through IVIr. Wade one dollar "from
a little girl" for the Helen Keller fund. In response to a

remittance from us of funds collected, Dr. Anagnos
writes under date of June 39:

In the absence of Helen Keller, who went home last week to

spend the summer vacation with her parents, I write to acknowl-
edge the receipt of the additional amount of eighteen dollars,

which you were so very kind as to send to her for the benefit of

her protege, little Tommy Stringer, and to thank yoti, and through
you each and all the contributors, for your continued interest in

the unfortunate boy. That Heaven may bless and reward all of

you for your active benevolence is the earnest wish of yours, very
sincerely, M. Anagnos.

Any subscriber may supply a friend with a copy of the

current issue of the Forest akd Stream by sending us
on a postal card the name of that friend.
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A MID-SUMMER P^AN.
T? ROM the meadows comes-iaintly the sound of tlie mowing,
^ Borne up to the ear on the soft southern hreeze,

The hillsides in scarlet with lilies are glowing,

And the cattle lie resting beneath the broad trees.

It is mid-summer noon, and the sun in his glory-

Pours down his warm rays on the bosom of earth.

Forever repeating the wonderful story

He has told through the ages since time had its birth.

'Tis small wonder, that bursting from clouds in the morning,
Or I'obing in crimson from victories won.

All nature with light, heat and beauty adorning.

The life-loving Greeks made a God of the sun.

When he rose from his slumbers beneath the ^>gea.n,

How the daffodils opened their buds in the spring,

While the bees and the birds, in a mid-summer ptean.

All hastened the praise of Apollo to sing.

Who else but a Deity, blessed and blessing,

Could thus condescend upon mortals to shine
With his smiles, now the tenderest flower caressing.

Now ripening the olive, the corn, and the vine.

Although Greece has long faded, with all of her glory.

The same sun sheds its beams over earth's widest range.

While no record of mortal, though ever so hoary,

Detects in his brightness a shadow of change.

Through the beauty of springtime, the splendor of summer,
The glories of antumin, and winter's long rest,

He repeats the same legend to earth's latest comer
That he told the first day when he sank in the west.

No longer we worship the fabled immortals,
Nor bow to their images, graven in stone.

But we dimly discern, as through the haU'-opened portals,

A power above as unseen and unknown.

^Vhile we throw to the winds mythological fables.

Cast the shackles and fetters of creeds down the line,

As we gaze on the seasons, so changing, yet stable,

Who can doubt that the author of all is divine!

Chablesxown, N. H., June 31. Von W.

AN OUTING IN CENTRAL AMERICA.

IT was on an April day and a party of Yankees were
riding down the (almost) dry bed of the Rio Grande

Eiver, between the town of Rivas, on the shores of Lake
Nicaragua and the Pacific Ocean. There were a dozen
in the party, but half of them were some distance in
advance. Rounding a bend in the stream they came sud-
denly upon a fat buck lying asleep like a pig in the water
and mud of a little pond under a steep bank 10ft. high.
The horses and mules were reined in promptly, while the
party, who were tenderfeet to a man, told one another
that the buck was dead, and wondered how it happened
so, until the buck winked at them, when they concluded
it must surely be very badly wounded. Thereat they
I)roposed to rope the beast and take him into camp. The
buck continued to wink while they got a rope and turned
a noose into one end and one of them approached to
within 6ft. of it. Thereat the buck, with a snort, that
was probably its way of laughing, skipped nimbly over
the 10ft. bank and ambled into the brush.
The writer was one of the tenderfeet. We had traveled

from San Juan del Norte (sometimes wrongly called
Greytown on the maps), Nicaragua, and were examining
the work so far done in digging a canal from sea to sea.
But though we were tenderfeet, we could not help seeing
the game that appeared about us, nor could I, being a
constant reader of Forest and Stream, refrain from
making inquiries by the wayside about the sport to be
found in that country. The result was that I concluded
that the sportsman who would like to fish in a stream
that never was fished in, to sit on a runway where no
one else ever sat, to camp on a lake where no one else
camped, in short, to see and bring to bag game that never
was before disturbed by any human being, should go to
Central America. I fancy that not many readers of the
FOBEST AND STREAM will at first thought take kindly to
this suggestion, for if I may judge by what I read of
outings for sport, the average American finds a journey
to Canada, or the Northwest at most, as great an under-
taking as he is equal to. However, if there is one who
has the pluck to go to Africa for game, there may be one
willing to try the nearer, equally interesting and less
known fields of our own continent.
About the first thing I saw when my steamer reached

the dock at the canal company's settlement at San Juan
del Norte was a email bear skin stretched on the side of
the shed near- the pier. It was a very good beginning.
A few minutes later the headquarters of the engineers
was reached, and there hung at least a dozen panther and
jaguar skins—chiefly the jaguar, and very fine trophies
they were. Thereapon we sat down upon the verada after
dinner and smoked and talked about the game of the
country.
Although about a thousand men have been at work

about the eastern terminus of the canal for more that a
year there is a plenty of wild game within ten miles of
the settlement. Indeed, some of the skins hanging about
headquarters had been taken on the beach within five
miles.
Ten miles back from the sea one enters the hills and

mountains, and here game of all kinds indigenous to the
country can be found. The best way to reach the hills is

by boat up some of the rivers. One may go to Bluefields
and hire a boat to carry him up, but the Rawa River
oilers better opportunities for wUd sport because but one
party has ever gone up this stream and across to Lake
Nicaragua, and that was a party of British engineers
under Mr. J. B. Gillespie. I saw "Mr. Gillespie in Mana-
g-ua. He was not greatly interested in such matters, but
he said game of all sorts came about his camp as fear-
lessly as ground squirrels about a New York corn X->atch.

The jaguars, the panthers, and "the rare black tiger," as
Mr. Gillespie called it, were seen, when in the heart of the
woods, every day. This black tiger I took to be the rare
black leopard of which two specimens are (or were) in
the Central Park menagerie in New York. These animals
oame about the camp apparently attracted by the smell of

cooking meat. They were in no way ferocious, neither
were they timid.
The tiger-cat and the ocelot were often seen, as well as

their larger cousins, but he did not see a lynx. Of course
there were plenty of deer and wild hogs. The deer are of
two varieties, one of which was very small. Bears of two
kinds, both very small, were seen. Here, then, was a
chance for a man to get a variety of trophies, not to men-
tion the interest one would find in tramping through an
unexplored wilderness.
However, the list of game is by no means complete.

There are two animals peculiar to the country, one of
which they call the tepezcuintleand the other the guatusa.
I saw the guatusa. It is a sort of kangaroo pig, or per-
haps a rabbit pig. The head is shaped like a pig's, while
its hindlegs are long, and it travels about the woods
like a veritable Lepus americanus. It is delicious eating.

The most dangerous brute there, not excepting the
felines, is a kind of tapir called the danta. I saw numer-
ous tracks of this animal. It sleeps in the mud by day,
and when awakened by the approach of man is pretty
certain to charge on him, the natives said, svhen by rea-
son of its strength and size it can quickly chew a man to

death.
I was told of two kinds of squirrels, though I saw but

one individual. It was gray on the sides and belly and a
rufous brown on the back—ahandsome little fellow nearly
as large as our gray squirrels.

Coyotes and foxes abound in the open lands about the
big lakes, while the possum is seen as often and is as
toothsome as in old Virginia.
Of the birds, no game more beautiful than the wild

turkey need be asked for. As I saw it the cock looked
more like a peacock than a North American turkey; but
served hot from a Central American outdoor brick oven
I am bound to say that by any name it tastes as well as
any bird that ever scratched gravel. There are really
two kinds, the cock of one breed being entirely black,
while the other has a white breast. Both have topknots
on their heads.

I saw three sizes of doves, one being very small—smaller
than a robin. But one partridge rose withing sight. It

was said to be like the English pheasant.
Of ducks I saw but few, and I do not believe that there

are any great numbers of them. They said that two
kinds of wild geese could be found in big flocks on the
waters at the end of the rainy season. The dandy snipe
of the world, however, lives in Nicaragua. It is called
patillos, also jacanas. The male's beak is a lemon yellow
at the tip and white at the base. A bright yellow leaf-

shaped growth springs from the base of the beak and
covers the forehead, which is a purplish black. The
back is maroon colored, the breast the same only darker,
while the long feathers of the wings are a nile green, and
so, too, are its legs. A peculiarity of the bird is the
growth of sharp yellow spurs a half-inch long on the first

joint from the ends of the wings. The natives say the
birds kill one another with these sometimes in the love-
making season. In their flight they at once arrest the
attention of the spectator, but when they alight and hold
up their wings for a moment and turn their heads from
side to side while the colors flash in the sunshine, they
are an animated bouquet such as I never saw equalled
elsewhere. They are good eating and can be killed by
the himdreds,

I did not mention the monkeys, although the red mon-
key is said to be most excellent eating. If one wanted
specimens to mount, he would find scores of red monkeys,
gray monkeys, white-faced black monkeys and the howl-
ing black congos about his camp every night. The little

dog-faced monkeys are scarcer. In the trees the mon-
keys are delightfully graceful.

I was told that the large ones were very tenacious of
life, that a cango, for instance, held on to the branches
of a tree until after three bullets from a Winchester
express .38cal. rifle had been sent through his shoulders,
heart and lungs, but when a fourth tore his head all to
pieces he fell.

The cry of the wounded monkey is heart-breaking, for
it is exactly that of a child in distress. But when, one
day, an expert shot in our party barked the tail of a
cango, the sight of the beast as it started up in wild sur-
prise, stopped and picked up its tail to see what the
matter was, jumped again, only to stop once more and
look with increasing wonder at the tail, was so ludicrous
that we simply rolled over on the ground and laughed till

we cried, in spite of the possible cruelty in clipping a
harmless beast.

There are so many things in Nicaragua to interest one
who loves animate nature that I cannot mention a thous-
andth part of them. The late Thomas Belt wrote a book
called "The Naturalist in Nicaragua," that is a very in-

teresting book, but it does not cover a hundredth part of
what I would like to read about. For instance, he deals
chiefly with insects, but a little beggar of a tick that digs
a tiny crater in the fine loam by working his head cata-
pult fashion and then hides at the bottom till something
good to eat tumbles into the crater is not mentioned. I
saw one that was three-sixteenths of an inch long grab
the hmdlegs of an ant three-quarters of an inch long, and
for over ten minutes hold on while the ant pawed up the
earth in its endeavor to escape. Smaller ants though of
no mean pluck and strength, fell victims. Nor is any-
thing worth mentioning said in the book about fishes;

and birds receive but scant notice. The same may be
said of the general run of mammals.
The fish that I saw were new to me. The only man of

the party who carried a rod and reel was W. E. Simmons
of New York. With a variety of lures he had a deal of
sport taking a fish called the sabaleta. It was more like

a bass than anything else, and had an average weight of
about Sllbs. It was of a dark greenish color on the back
and white below. There were three rows of teeth, one
row being very strong and in the front verj like human
teeth. It was a most vigorous fighter, often leaping far
out of the water and shaking the hook from its mouth.
A much larger fish, and one that fairly swarmed about

the rapids of the San Juan, was like a tarpon, of say 20
to SOlbs, weight. I never saw so many fish in any stream
as there were of these there. They were said to be grand
fish for the rod and reel—equal to the tarpon of Florida;
but we had no tackle that would hold them. They bit
the hook off every time they were struck.
There is dotibtless magnificent salt-water fishing on

both shores, but particularly in the bays of the Pacific

coast. The bay at San Juan del Sur would satiate the
most eager Walton that ever cast a fly. Of all that I

saw there, a barracouta was the most pleasing. Imagine
a pike 6ft. long at the end of your line and the fight with
the barracouta will be pictured beautifully.
This reminds me of a fish story told me by ex-Governor

Pacheco, of California, now American Minister to Central
America. Every afternoon at 4:30 o'clock a great shark
comes in alongshore at Amapala, on the Bay of Fonseca.
His appearance so terrifies the smaller fish there that
they fly into the surf and are cast up on the beach by the
bushel. In consequence the people of the town repair to
the beach regularly at the hour named and gather in the
spoils, making a great lark of the occasion. The shark
is called the padre, and is well nigh worshipiDed by the
people.

If one would go to Central America for an outing he
should leave New York in February. One may go from
New York to San Juan del Norte, Nicara^gua, or toLimon,
Costa Rica, or from New Orleans to Blewfields, Nicara-
gua, or Livingston, Guatemala, or Porto Cortez, Hondu-
ras. From what I was told, the best place to land is

Blewfields, for from that place he can go in a dugout to
other streams along the coast, and then strike up through
the country on a journey that may last two weeks or six,

to end on Lake Nicaragua. This journey would be
through an absolutely unexplored country, but one that
is certainly passable, and as full of game as all streams
are of fish.

An easier journey would be by steamer up the San
Juan River to Lake Nicaragua and across to Rivas or
Granada. The whole territory between the lake and the
Pacific is inhabited and cut up by wagon roads, but is

alive with small game, deer and pigs. The feline tribe

is wanting west of the lake.

The west or Pacific side is in all respects the most
pleasant to hunt through. The east side is so dense that
one must often cut his way with a machete through the
tangled vines and underbrush. Then, too, much more
rain falls on the east side, the proportion being 306in. per
year at San Juan del Norte and 70 at San Jtian del Sur.
It rains in the dry season east of the divide. A most de-
lightful outing could be had by going to San Juan del Sur
via Panama and the Pacific mail steamers, and there
hiring a coasting canoe with a native or two and so sail-

ing back down that picturesque coast to Punta Arenas,
Costa Rica, or even to Panama. The shooting would
have but one drawback—the game would be too easily

found and killed. The scenery is everywhere magnificent,
and the weather indescribably beautifiil.

Doubtless the fear of fevers has kept sportsmen and
tourists from braving this untrod wilderness, but after
my own experience there, and from what I was told by
Americans now living there, the climate of the hills and
the Pacific coast is remarkably healthy. There is as
much difl!erance between the Atlantic coast swamps and
the hills of Central America as there is between the
swamps of the Pamlico and the black mountains about
Asheville. I have no doubt whatever that the mountains
of Nicaragua will become famous as a health resort as

soon as the inter-oceanic canal is opened—an event not
so remote, by the way, as it may seem to be. The only
danger to health which any man need fear there will be
found in a lack of backbone to resist gentle temx^tations
in the inhabited districts.

There is one other feature that might tempt a Yankee
to go there—perhaps two more. The forest is dotted over,

if one may judge by the explored parts, with ancient
ruins of cities. Engineer Gillespie found some remark-
able ruins in his survey from the Rama andUbalde, while
the gold he found was something more remarkable still.

Gold mines are not usually as valuable as they seem to

be, though there are placer diggings now known that
yield incredible sums to native miners. But the possi-

bility of making a collection of works of art from the-

ruins of an old oity would certainly prove a temptation
to a host of the readers of Forest and Stre-oi,
The matter of expense is not great, say $300 for steamer

fare and $3 a day while in the country. This would pay
the expense even of a coasting trip where two natives

and a big dugout were hired. John R. Spears.

NOTES FROM A SHEEP CAMP.
"To me are mountain masses grandly dumb;
I ask not, Whence? and ask not. Why'/ they come.

When Nature in herself her being founded.

Complete and perfect, then the globe she rounded,

Glad of the summits and the gorges deep.

Bet rock to rock, and mountain steep to steep.

The hills with easy outlines downward moulded
Till gently from their feet the vales unfolded."

—GOthe.

JUNE has come to change the face of nature, and
here among the mountains her influence is already

felt. After the trial, of which I spoke in my last article,

I hastened back to the realm of trout and deer, and again
Ike was my host and guide. We drove out of Panguitch
on the first of J une in the midst of a snowstorm that lasted

all day, and night found us at Henrie's camp on the Mam-
moth, But the Mammoth was not our destination. It is

time for shearing and Ike has gathered his herds on Asay
Creek, another fork of the Sevier. Tuesday was clear

and warm, and Ike helped Henrie with his lambs, while
I took my first lesson in holding the innocent little crea-

tm-es that were having their ears slit, tails docked and
being otherwise tortured to enhance their value.

At 4 o'clock we set out for Ike's camp and reached it

just as the sun was going down. We left the wagon at

Asay Creek and climbed up half a mile through balsams
and long-leaved pines to his sheep wagon, where the main
camp was pitched. Here, in company with four herders,

we passed the night. We were within five nailes of the
summit of the great divide and the night was cold.

Forest and Stream does not devote its columns to a
discussion of politics, but in camp we talked about the
political situation until 2 o'clock in the morning. It was
a marvelous change, for generally the dweller in cow
camps and sheep camps is compelled to listen to vulgar
yarns that are repeated night after night until he would
fain take out his blankets and sleep alone beneath the

stars. But the recent disorganization of the People's and
Liberal parties has made RepubUcans or Democrats of

every one, and the boys take positive delight in talking

over"the situation and in making all manner of inquiries

about the events of the day and the noted characters now
in the political arena. I had thought the revolution con-

fined to Salt Lake, Ogden and Provo, but it has spread

into every town, hamlet and camp in the Territory, and
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young Utah is confident of soon being able to take a hand
in the great game of national politics.

A word as to the '"lay of the land." Asay Creek has
two forks, eacli about one and a half miles from oamp.
Between the two is a divide that rises almost a,000 ft.

above the sea level. The bushes along the creeks are in

full bloom, and along the hillsides the cacti are display-

ing their gold and crimson flowers. On the clay ridges

are numberless deer tracks and bear sign, and the white
hare dwells among the rocks. But the herder's greatest

enemy is the wildcat, that annually destroys thousands
of lambs. The north fork of Asay Creek is a narrow
stream, that may be jumped at almost any point. It

flows through a nai-row, heavily-timbered canon. The
water is clear and cold and is positively alive with small
trout running from 8m. to 1ft. in length. The south
fork is wider. It fl-ows through broader cailons and fer-

tile meadows. In it are large trout, suckers and herring
or dace. Never before have I seen suckers and trout

associating together. But these suckers are more gamj%
firmer fleshed and better flavored than their congeners
that mhabit the sluggish, muddy waters of the East,

We stayed at the hilltop wagon for a week. Some
days I would fish and at other times I would ramble to

one of Ike's other camps and watch the docking of the
lambs. Then we moA^ed down to the north fork, and all

hands turned in to build a great shearing corral. All

hands but Jock, one of the herders, he would let his

wethers wander away while he would cut a birch pole

and stroll up and down the creek, returning at dusk with
from thirty to fifty specimens of the delicious rosy-sided,

speckled fonUnoMs.
The corral was completed and the boys were off with

their sheep, all but Jock, who, as usual, was away with
his birch pole. The sun was about two hours high. Ike
and I sat alone in the tent. Jock's wethers had been
peacefully grazing just above the corral, but now they
had disappeared, even the tinkling of the bell had died
away. Suddenly Ike ppoke up;
"I guess either you or I will have, to hunt up those

wethers. No tellin' when Jock will show up."
Now, I was just in condition for a good walk, and I

thought that in less than half an hour I would be back at

camp; so I started out with neither coat nor vest. Up
the creek I strolled, up among the quaking aspens. Our
side of the caiion was of white sandstone, hewn and
water-worn into all sorts of fantastic shapes. The other
wall was of black, volcanic rock—the picture of desola-

lation. From these black stones Asay Creek sprang forth

a lusty stream that mared and sang with voice louder
than the song of woodland bird or cry of winds among
the branches. And at the black rocks by the spring I

lost all track of abeep. But I kept on and on to the head
of the canon, and I knew that the wethers had not gone
out that way. It would have been the part of common
sense to have gone right back to camp and to have let the
herder hunt his own sheep, but I hated to give up the
search. I climbed the sandstone parapet and wandered
along that ridge for a mile, not finding a hoof print.

Then I came back to the head of the canon and walked
down the trap ridge. Just as the sun went down I struck
the tracks of the herd, and the dogs startd merrily along
the trail to the southwest, leading me directly away from
the camp.
Through the gloaming I hurried, and suddenly I came

upon one of nature's wonders. The crust of the earth
had fallen in, leaving a circular hole some 10yds. in
diameter, and from the bottom of this hole four caves
led in different directions. It was no time for explora-
tion and I pressed on, following the barking of Nell and
old Kaiser, Had I wanted to do so I could not have found
my way back to camp, and no amount of money would
have tempted me to clamber down the rocky wall after
dark. About me the nighthawk whistled, and from far
away the piping of the young quail floated on the evening
air. I was tired out; my shoes were cut through, and
now and then a cactus spine would find its way into the
ball of my foot and 1 would hop along in silent agony. I

felt in my pocket. Not a match was there, and I re-
membpred that my hunting knite was left by my plate
at dinner.
Hark! Yes, that is the faint tinkle from the bell

wether. The journey is almost done. Ten minutes more
and the odor of the sheep greeted me, and the band at
another one of Ike's camps, to which I had never been
before, and Bert, the herder, with his dog was standing
between the wethers and the ewes swearing like a pirate.
To make a long story short, we drove the wethers back
for nearly a mile, bedded them and I returned to Bert's
wagon for supper, and in a few moments was dozing on
the hard bed.

1 had not lain long when there was a thud against the
wagon and the four dogs ran between the wheels, then
out a few feet, growling all the time. Bert sprang out
with the rifle and I was not long in following suit. He
said that he saw a dark object a little way off but he did
not get away from the friendly gleam of the candle. The
ewes and lambs now became \^'XJ uneasy and I took
Bert's rifle from him and started out. The moon was
five days old and by the feeble light I could see a black
she bear and two cubs. It was impossible to get good
aim but I blazed away in the darkness and hit the brute,
for she growled and turned savagely toward me, but two
more shots put an end to her career and the cubs made
good their escape. Then it was necessary to go around
the sheep and get them quietly settled on their bed
gi-ound. By the time this was done we heard rifle shots
and shouts m the distance. We answered and in a few
moments Ike and Jock were with us, Ike's anxiety for
my safety having brought him over the hill. We took a
good smoke, laughed over our adventures and at mid-
night turned in for good, and so ended my first and last
experience as a sheep herder.
Ike and I were up with the sun, but early as we were

Jock was ahead of us, getting his wethers back to then-
own herd. We reached campat breakfast time and "dad,"
for I, being the senior member of the outfit, have
acquired this soubriquet, wa- made somewhat vain by the
encomiums that were bestowed npon his tracking, stay-
ing and shooting qualities. At all events no one has since
intimated that he was a tenderfoot.
That afternoon a party of three visited the wonderful

cave. Jerome Asay, an old settler who knew every nook
and turn of the subterranean labyrinth, was our guide.
On the way up we managed to kill a porcupine with
clubs. Had it peeij among th© pinea it would have es«
oaped easily, biifc among the yQokB"we h»d the advantage.

It was the first porcupine that I ever knew to show fight,
and it never once thought of rolling into a ball to escape
its pursuers.
At the mouth of the cave we built a fire and lighted our

fat pine torches, while the bishop picked his way down
into the most beautiful of the undergroimd avenues. This
cavern was about 600ft. deep. At first it seemed like
walking through a railway tunnel cut in trap rock. The
floor was strewn with jagged boulders. Had this been
all there was of interest, our journey would soon have
been ended and my tale told, tint the tunnel opened into
one lofty chamber after another. Throughout the black
rock an iron stain was apparent. The floors were
covered with beautifully rounded yellowish stalagmites,
and peadant from the roof were stalactites, black as ink,
that when broken seemed in color and porosity exactly
like worthless iron castings. Then the air grew colder;
the walls narrowed; we were entering the portals of
Dante's 1^'rozen Hell. Suddenly it burst upon us, and from
the walls the light of our torches shot forth the dazzling
splendor of countless diamonds, rubies and sapphires, and
the reflection of our feet was as though we were walking
upon a sea of glass. This was the ice cave, 40ft. in
dianaeter and 15ft, high. There was neither sight
nor sound of dripping water, but we were upon a lake of
ice, and the black, rocky wall and ceiling could not be
seen for their hoary covering. There were no icicles, but
a uniform mass of crystal sheen, in form varied as the
crystals of snow and of the thickness of a man's hand.
It was the cave of Aladdin, and long we feastpd on the
lovely scene. I am told that the temperatm-e of this cave
is uniform during the entire year.
Back to daylight and then into another cave, the warm-

est of the four. Here the floor, walls and roof are a mass of
vivid moss, and the transition seemed like coming from the
sanctuary of winter to the abiding place of eternal spring.
The bishop now told us that he would take tis back to
camp by a new route, but we must be prepared to crawl.
Into another tunnel he went and we followed. At first

we could get along on our hands and knees, but, all too
soon, the roof come down and we were obliged to flatten
out and "snake it" as best we could. The floor was of
smooth, white sand, evidently it had once been the bed of
a subterranean stream, probably of Asay Creek that was
now many feet below us. The smoke from our torches
would have stifled us had it not been for the frequent
rifts in the rocks, that were of sufficient size to admit
light and fresh air, though altogether too narrow to allow
of om- passage to the outside world. After an hour of
this laborious pleasure we came to an aperture through
which we could make our exit, and though the bishop
told us that he could take us underground for yet another
mile we declined his offer with many thanks, and were
soon back at the tent discussing the events of the day
over a mess of trout.
Were such a cave as this in any other part of the land

it would be visited by tens of thousands of tourists, but
I doubt if fifty persons have ever been down, in its depths
or if 100 have heard of it. I am told that other and
larger caves are to be found in this vicinity, and I hope
to seesome of them before I leave ; if they surpass in beauty
this matchless cave of the southern Rockies, I shall think
that I have discovered a heretofore unknown wonder of
the world. • Shosho.nb.
Asay Creek, Utah, .Tune 15.

TROUTING IN THE SWEETWATER.
ON the 15th of August last I received a message from

the Sweetwater Lake region, in Colorada, that a
relative of mine, who had been camping there during the
summer for the benefit of his health, had became worse
and needed immediate attention if he were expected to
leave that country alive. Receiving this message on Sat-
urday, a hurriedpacking of satchel and arranging of busi-
ness affairs let me off on the 2:50 train of the next day,
Sunday. The road taken to D^'nver was the U. P. R. II.,

than which there is none better west of the Missouri
River. Monday morning, 9:30 o'clock, found me in Den-
ver just in time to catch the train going to LeadviUe on
the South Park R. R. The trip over this road to Lead-
vdle is worth a year of one's lifetime, but it is impossible
to describe the beauties and wonder and grandeur of the
scenery along this route without writing volumes. We
an-ived in LeadviUe at about 8 o'clock in the evening.
The next morning found us steaming out of LeadviUe,
bound for the little station I had been told to stop at, on
the Denver & Rio Grand R. R.
This day's trip was another delightful one, except for

the fact that we had to stop and wait two or three hours
at Red Cliff for the workmen to clear from the track the
debris from a heavy blast.

After a time we were started again, and soon, while I
was intently watching the fishermen landing trout from
Eagle River, which the road foUows, the brakeman
announced the fact that we had reached Dotsero, my
destination. I barely had time to tumlile off the train
before it was under way again. On looking about me
for the city and depot building, I found nothing but
good solid ground and a cabin a few rods distant. This
station should be named Dot, dropping the last two syl-
lables, as they are entirely sujieriiuous, and the first one
describes the'city briefly and perfectly. Well, knowing
that there were fourteen miles of mountain road to be
traversed before reaching the camp of my friends, I
hastened to interview the inmates of the cabin to ascer-
tain whether they could furnish me transportation, and
whether there was still time to reach the camp before
night.
To my intense delight I received an affirmative

answer to both of my questions. The only drawback in
the whole business was that a pony and saddle consti-
tuted the conveyance that I would have to take and I
now weigh SlOlbs. and have not been guilty of doing
much horseback riding since boyhood. How'ever, I as-
sured the proprietor of the cabin and ponies that nothing
would suit better and that something of this kind had
long been an unfulfiUnd desire to me. The gentleman
concluded to send his brothpr-in-law, a sixteen-year-old
lad, with me to act as guide and to bring the ponies
back. Well, we started as soon as tlie ponies could be
saddled, and the first part of the journey was very nice
and easy for me, as it was all up hiU, and the ponies
necessarUy had to walk. After about an hour or so of
this climbing, and when I had about concluded that
horseback riding was ae easy now as wheu I was younger
we oanje to the top of the "divide," where my guide,

who in the meantime had discovered that my birthplace
was "Down East" and had sized me up for a tenderfoot
of the first water, suggested that we had better increase
our gait if we wanted to reach Sweetwater before dark.
He set the pace and I followed. Things went pretty

well for a few miles, and then we commenced going
down, and then the trouble began for me. Riding up hiU
and on a level had been comparatively easy work, ljut
this was new business for me and I soon began to feel the
effects of it, but having a little stubbornness in my make-
up, like all good hunters, I determined to follow the little

red-headed cuss into camp at his own gait, if my back
didn't break before we got there. On we went, the worse
the trail the faster the little imp rode, until at latit we
struck the valley of Sweetwater River and commenced to
climb upward again, along the edge of the vaUey toward
the lake. As we slackened our pace my guide informed
me that we were only a half-mile from camp and that we
had made remarkably fast time, in fact he thought it a
little the quickest time he had ever made over that trail.
We arrived at the camp in just four hours from the time
of starting, and that, too, over one of the roughest of
mountain trails. Well, I was not so very tired, but I
could stand up much better than I could sit down. There
was some surprise in camp at my arrival, for a telegram
had been sent to tell me the invalid was better. The
telegram I never received. The welcome was just as
hearty as though everything had turned out as planned,
and after a hearty supper of cold venison, fried trout and
everything else that is fit for a hunter's table, we gathered
round the lantern, in the tent, and swapped news for fish
stories. I had the news and the other four the trout
yarns. They had been camped here all summer long, and
had nothing to do but fish and hunt and think up stories
to bm-y me under when I should arrive. WeU, they did
it most effectually, but I am not going to write anything
but the truth, and only a little of that, so will not repeat
any of their stories but give my readers a brief sketch of
one day's trout fishing out of six, all equally good, which
we had before breaking camp and starting 'on our return
trip. After a great deal of talking and a little of sleeping
it was decided that L., the veteran fisherman, should take
me the next morning up the left fork of the Sweetwater
River, or creek, for a day with the speckled beauties.
The next morning, not very early, found us with

tackle, lunch, etc., starting from the camp, at the lower
end of Sweetwater Lake, bound for the trout stream
which we intended to strike where the two bramches
came together, a half mile above the upper end of the
lake. As the lake is about a mile in length this gave us
a tramp of a mile and a half before reaching the battle
ground. Just before reaching there an incident occurred
which seriously disturbed the peace of mind of my friend
L. As we were walking along the trad, thioking of the
fish we were going to ca tch, there suddenly came a whirr
that made us jump as some dozen or more willow grouse
got up from nearly under our feet and settled in different
parts of two trees that were standing a few vards from
the trail. Oh, how we did groan, because we had not
brought the little .22 along with us, as here was the
chance to add some of the finest of meat to our larder, if
we only had something to shoot with. L. was not going
to give it up without an attempt, at least, so collecting a
few stones of proper size he commenced a bombardment
of the grouse family. Some of his shots were very close,
but he failed to bring any game to bag and sorrowfully
gave it up when his ammunition was gone. We left the
covey holding the fort without any loss of their number
and tramped along a few rods further to the stream.
And here our sport commenced.
The left branch of the Sweetwater River is the stream

of trout streams as it comes roaring and tumbhng down
a deej) gorge, hemmed in on both sides by rocky cliffs
towering hundreds and hundreds of feet above the bed
of the stream, and shutting it in so closely that at many
points the only path for man or animal is the river itself.
For about three miles this stream is one succession of
cataracts, each one having its pool below. Fallen timber
at close intervals makes the tramping up this stream
very hard, but does not often interfere with the casting

'

of the fiy. At the point where we stiuck the stream we
changed our shoes for wading boots and commenced the
work of the day. I took a turn down stream for a few
yards to commence with, and just where some willows
shaded the water over a deep riffle I got a rise and caught
a pound beauty belonging to the rainbow trout specfes.
A second cast and his twin brother grabbed the fly,
There was not an ounce difference in the weight of these
two. Turning up stream at the next pool I caught two
half-pounders. So far L. had caught nothing and every-
thing was coming my way, but well I knew this would
not last, as I had been fishing with the veteran before.
After crawling over some fallen trees we came to a larger
pool where we caught four nice ones, and one only fell
to my lot and that not a very large one, while the one of
immense size that should have been landed shook the
hook from his mouth and went sulking under the ledge
of rock at the further side of the pool.
Passing on above this pool we came to a huge tree,

which had fallen diagonally across the river bed, dam-
ming the stream and making a deep pool above. Over
this pool leaned another tree, making it impossible to
cast a fly in any shape on this water. As we stood below
the log, the water above was about even with our shoul-
ders, so we could see into the pool pretty well without
casting any shadow on it or being seen ourselves. Reel-
ing in all of my line, except three or four feet, I pushed
my rod just below the branches of the leaning tree, let-
ting the fiy strike the surface of the water and started to
drag it across the pool. But the fly had only started to
cross the pool when it Avas seized by a monster trout who
started with it for the corner made by the bank and tree
coming in contact. The poor chance for playing him and
my awkwardness combined, allowed him to get away.
Making the same cast again, the fi^h was hooked the
second time, and again he got away. A third cast, or
poke, was made, and he came at the fly this time with
more vigor than ever. But this time we were more suc-
cessfxil, for with the help of L. the brave beauty was this
time safely landed. Another case resulted in the catch-
ing of a second fish equally large. No more rises could
be got from that pool, so we passed on to the next. At
this pool L, caught the big ones and I the little ones, he
catching three that would weigh l^lbs. apiece, while
mine weighed only half of that, and besides, I caught
only one fish

that ia tbe way it wegit, foooa pool to pool, uutil
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at two o'clock we stood on a rock with a cascade falling

some ten feet to a deep pool below us, while, a few feet

above us, was another deep pool with a boiling sheet of

water foaming into the edge of it from the rocks above.
Standing on the rocks between these two pools we caught
fourteen beautiful trout weighing from i to l^Ibs. apiece,

Then eating our lunch of bread and butter and cold boiled

trout, we proceeded to dress and coimt our fish. We
found that we had forty-five that would average lib,

apiece, the largest Iflbs. and the smallest half a pound.
The veteran scored one more than me, he having twenty-
three. As we had all the fish we could use and did not
want to murder the beauties for our pleasure, we con-
cluded to quit. So we unjointed our rods, put our fish in

our creels and started for "camp, bravely passing by pool
after pool where we knew there were fish aching to be
caught. The only malignant look that flashed across the
veteran's countenance on our tramp homeward was when
we passed under the tree where the covey of grouse took
shelter in the morning. We reached camp in time for

supper, not tired , but very hungry.
And so passed one of the happiest days we have ever

known, full of excitement ardpleasure, with just enough
hard work in it to make it enjoyable, but not enough to

tire one so completely as to drive sleep from his weary
and aching limbs when night comes, and he fain would
drop himself into the arms of "tired nature's sweet re-

storer." B. C. D.

Omaha, Nebraska.

DO CARIBOU EXIST IN OREGON?
Editor Forest and Stream:

First let me enter a plea of ignorance. Most sportsmen
deny the existence of caribou in Oregon. In fact the

burden of proof seems to rest heavily upon those of us

that presume to adopt the affirmative of the proposition.

Mr. Charles C. Ward, in his delightful chapters on "Cari-

bou Hunting" in "Sport With Gun and Eod," edited by
Mayer, says: "If the species reaches the wooded region

at and west of the Rocky Mountains its presence does not

seem to be well attested. * * * A competent author-

ity doubts the existence of the caribou in the United
States west of the Red River of the North."

No person can read the twenty-five-page article above
referred to without appreciating the painstaking investi-

gation given the subject by its writer. A thorough
recognition of this fact on my part admonishes me that

what I may have to say on the subject must be interroga-

tive rather than assertive.

Two years ago I stopped at the ranch of a Mr. Welch
at the foot of Mt. Hood, in Clackamas county, this State,

near the old Barlow wagon road. The first thing that

attracted my attention was a magnificent pair of caribou

antlers adorning the ga-ble end of his rustic abode. The
horns were of very great size and perfect in palmation.
resembling those of Newfoundland as distinguished from
the Labrador caribou, in which latter the palmation
seems to be confined to the tines at the top of the horn.

In answer to my questions he declared that they were
the antlers of a funny looking elk killed a short distance

below his house. When informed that thpy were un-
doubtedly caribou antlers he wrote the word caribou
down in order to remember the name and be the better

able to enlighten Mclntyre and others of his neighbors
that had also kUled "funny looking elk." It seems that

doubts bad arisen in then- minds whether these animals
were really elk.

I had almost forgotten the incident when yesterday
two mountaineers, Mr, Floss and Mr. Gray, called at my
office on some business matter. A pair of elk antlers

hanging on my wall attracted their attention and led to

conversation respecting the big game of theii- section.

They live in this county about twenty-five miles from
Portland, having settled near Gordon Creek in the Cas-

cade Mountains, some fourteen years ago. They went on
to tell me about a large herd of the same "funny looking
elk" that came down to Gordon Creek during a terrific

snow storm that raged in the mountains last winter, and
added, "but their horns didn't look like those," referring

to my elk antlers. It occui-red to me that here were two
witnesses for my caribou theory; so I asked them if they
thought they could recognize the animal should they see

his picture. Of course they could, for they had killed

several out of the herd. I took three pictures, represent-

ing the elk, moose and caribou, respectively, and laid

them side by side, asking my friends if either of the

three represented their game. Both instantly recognized
in the j)icture of the caribou the animal seen and killed

by tihem. Now you wUl very naturally say that if cari-

bou are bo plentiful here it is strange that some are not
killed. Answering, I would say that hundred have been
killed ; but most of those hunting large game here are not
so much interested in getting zoological specimens as in

getting meat. Go into any fur and hide store in Portland
and you will find at least a dozen pairs of caribou antlerS.

It is, however, difficult to find out from whence they
came.

Fully appreciating the fact that we Portland sportsmen
ought to be able tw settle this question, I submit the testi-

mony at hand with the hope that some of us may soon be
able to add practical demonstration. As an excuse for

our ignorance, permit me to say that within -35 miles of

Portland, a city of 70,000 people, there are places abso-

lutely unexplored—ierra incognita as dark as central

Africa. What, then, can be known of the more remote
mountain regions? As for myself, individually, I am an
angler and wildfowl shooter, and not much disposed to

seek larger game and endure the attendant exposure and
hardships.

All of the sporting gentlemen with whom I have con-

versed upon this subject, including such experienced
hunters as Wm. Curry, George Stuart, H. T. Hudson, W.
A. Storey, Capt. Riley and T D Honeyman, while doubt-
ful of the existence of caribou in this State, seem willing

to qualify their opinions a little in view of the unexplored
condition of even this, our own county.
Several mountaineers have promised to send me por-

tions of the next "funny elk" they may kill, even if noth-

ing more than the peculiar heai't-shaped hoofs, which, of

course, have not heretofore attracted their attention,

POETLAND, Oregon, June 15. B. H. GBEENE.

rWe have no doubt that the "funny looking eik" men'

tioned by the hunters who taJked with Judge Greene were
caribou, though so far as we know direct evidence of the
existence of caribou in Oregon is as yet lacking. By this

we mean nothing more than that we know of no state-

ment by a competent authority that he has seen this

ppeoies in Oregon, We are confident that our corres-
pondent, by a little efi:'ort, can supply the proof of the
cariboti's existence in Oregon, and can* thus considerably
extend the animal's range to the southward, Mr. Charles
C. Ward's article on the caribou, in "Sport With Gun and
Rod," was written a long time ago and when much less

was known about the fauna of the West than at present.
It has long been known that this species, the so-called
woodland form, exists in large numbers in suitable hicali-

ties in British Columbia, in Washington, probably in

Idaho and possibly in Montana, on the western slope of
the Main Divide of the Rocky Mountains. Hon. Theodore
Roosevelt has killed them south of the boundary line, as
have many other persons well known to us. Besides
what is stated in Judge Greene's letter, there is reason to

believe that they are to be found further south, especially

in the higher mountain regions. Captain Charles E.
Bendii-e, the well-known naturalist, told us a number of

years ago, that he once saw at Boise City, Idaho, three
pairs of caribou antlers, which were said to have been
killed near that place. We have good reason for believ-

ing that a caribou was once killed on the Missouri River
not very far from old Fort P(^ck. This animal was shot
from the deck of a steamer by Mr R. McGonigrle, a per-

fectly trustworthy man, who did not know what it was
that he had killed. He described the animal to us in

great detail and we believe that it was a woodland cari-

bou—a straggler which had wandered across the moun-
tains and far to the south of its ordinary range. It must
be remembered that, unless they have been examined by
a person who has had some training in biology or is

familiar with the species, the antlers are not always a safe

guide in determining species. No naturalist could mis-
take the horns of an elk for a caribou, yet as the horns of

the former are occasionally somewhat palmated toward
the tips, it is not at all unsual to hear a huntpr announce
that he has killed a cross, or hybrid, between a moose and
an elk, or a caribou and an elk. We have seen very many
pau's of palmated elk antlers, but we have never seen a
pair of antlers about which there was any question as to

the species to which they belonged. We shall hope to

Hear further on this subject from our correspondent before
long.]

PENNSYLVANIA NOTES.
1"^HE prairie horned lark {Otoeoris alpestris praticola)

. is one of the native birds of Lycoming county.

Young, one of which was but a few days old, were cap-

tured early in June last by State Ornithologist Dr. B. H.
Warren, of West Chester, and Prof. August Koch, of

Williamsport, in fields.near the city last named.
The prairie horaed lark breeds sparingly in Erie county

near the citv of Erie, in fact nests with eggs are reported

to have been taken within the city limits, and young of

the year have been obtained in the v cinity of Erie by

both Mr, Geo. B. Sennett, of Erie city, and Dr. B. H.
Warren. This bird is reported by Dr. Livingston W.
Hartman, of Pittston, to breed in Luzerne county; and it

is also believed to breed in Beaver county.

Mr. W. Clyde Todd reports golden-wingpd and cerulean

warblers to be breeding in the neighborhood of Beaver

city.

The common cro=!8bill (Loxia ait^rostra minor) is fre-

quently seen, singly or in small parties, in May and June
m the vicinity of Williampport. This species breeds

regularly, but is not abundant, in the fortsts about
Renovo, Clinton county, also in Cameron county, and Dr.

L. W. Hartman, of Pittston, has taken nests and eggs in

March in Luzerne county.
Hooded, chestnut-sided, pine, black-throated green and

black and white warblers, also the American redstart,

are common summer residents on the Bald Eagle Moun-
tains, along the West Branch (Susquehanna River) near

South Williamsport. In the same locality rattlesnakes,

which have doubtless been driven from neighboring

mountain ranges by recent forest fires, are much more
numerous than for "manv years past.

Dr. G. A. Scroggs, of Beav<^r, reports quail and ruffed

grouse to be quite abundant in Beaver county. In Caes-

ter county quail are much more plentiful than for sev-

eral years past.

Several broods of wild turkeys have been seen recently

in Huntington and Clinton counties. It is stated that a

good many of these noble game birds have bred this year

in the southern part of Bpdford county.

The snowbii-d (Junco hyemalis) is brepding in consid-

erable numbers in the vicinity of Bradlord, McKean
county.
D . A, D. Johnston, of Allegheny City, during the last

of May and early part of June, spent a week in Arm-
strong andButler counties, where he reports rope-breasted

grosiseaks, chestnut sided warblers and Wilson's thrushes

to be breeding,
„ ,

The eggs and young of nighthawks are frequently

found on roofs of buildings in the cities of AUegheny
alad Pittsburgh,
Dr. T. L. Hazard, a naturalist of Allegheny City, has

specimens of the hellbender (ilfe«opowa aneghaniensis)m

an aquarium with a view of making a caivful study of

the liie history of these ugly reptiles which are so com-

mon in the Allegheny River. H.

Breeding of the Teal Duok,—Geneva, N. Y„ July

2.—I had a conversation with a man this morning, who
told me that yesterday he saw a teal duck with nine

young ones, and that "a boy caught three of the little

ones, but released them on being told to do so. This

proves that the bluewing teal will breed in this part of

New York; and yet there are men calling themselves

sportsmen who will insist on open season for ducks to

May 1.—J. G. S.

Frog vs. Ssake.— Editor Forest and Stream: I have

just witnessed an incident so novel that I d- em it worth

recording in your interesting pappr. On going to the

boat landing this morning I saw a common s'rippd snake

of about 20m. in lentrlh in the act of swallowing the

head of a recently caught trout. I confess to an anti

patby to the reptiles, and as this one's bead lay invitingly

on a flat stone 1 dealt it a blow that crushed it to a pulp.

It w«is thw tossed into the water, where it floated, when

an immense school of small fry attacked the bruised and
bleeding part. The water was boiling under the attack.
At this juncture a frog started from the shore toward it,

stopping within two feet. I was wondering what the
attraction wap; was it to see the circus, or did he think to
gobble up some of the fry so near to the surface? Pres-
sently I was enlightened, when he leaped clear of the
water and pounced upon the snake near its middle. With
it he started for the shore, making slow progress, as the
ends of the snake fouled his legs. With his hindlegs
resting in the water he made slow progress swallowing
his prey, as his feet did not get a good hold. I went up
the bank a few yards, when he came out on dry land
and got on faster. With every effort to swallow he
pulled the snake with his front feet, making such efforts
once in about two minutes. At length he was so full he
could eat no more, and with about 3in. of the snake's
body and twice that length of tail still protruding he
crawled to the shady side of a rock near the water, seem-
ingly content to let appetite wait on digestion.—Clay-
ton Brook.

ANinjAL Report of the American Museum of Nat-
ural History.—The annual report of the trustees of the
Museum for 1890-91 is just at hand, and shows the insti-
tution to be in a flourishing condition, the year which has
just passed having been one of growth and prosperity.
Through the energy of the trustees the long desired en-
dowment fund has been spcured, and the total subscrip-
tions now amount to $301,500, The interest of this sum
will do much to provide additions to the collections in
the future, and it is probable that the fund itself will be
increased by further subscriptions. Among the import-
ant gifts received during the year is a magnificent collec-
tion of cut and uncut gem material known as the Tiffany
collection of gems, which was on view during the recent
Exhibition in Paris. This gift to the Department of.

Minerals is due to the generosity of Mr. J. Pierpont Mor-
gan. Mr. John J. Croske's collection of land shells, which
includes 2,300 specie?, was presented to the Museum dur-
ing the past year. The increase in the collections of birds
and mammals are important, numbering over 1,500 speci-
mens for the former and 490 for the latter. An import-
ant start has been made in the establishment of an ento-
mological collection. The library is growing rapidly and
is annually becoming more valuable. On the whole the
report is most encouraging.

Grouse and Quail in Confinement.—J5d?Yor Forest
and Stream: The little grouse previously mentioned
have one and all succumbed to the inevitable and gone
over the divide. They refused persistently to the end
to notice their foster mother in any way, neither noticing
her call nor £ llowing her to cover them at night. Their
run was enlarged and everything done to encourage thena
to make a success of it: but they grew despondent and
?itifully turned up their little toes, cetat three weeks,
he quail eggs responded to the seductive wiles of the

incubator on the 36th of June, and produced eight wee
quailets, as large, possibly, as bumble bees, which Mr.
Dyer placed with a couple of bantam chicks three weeks
old, in a brooder, where they are now, appai-ently pros-
pering. The chicks hover the quail, or do the best they
can at it; and one of them flew at ]VIr. D. the other day in
a funny little rage when he put his hand into the brooder.

When ! saw them, there were three or four attempting
to cover themselves with one chick, and as a concealment
it wasn't an unqualified success: but the little biddies were
patiently standing on tiptoe and playing mother in a very
conscientious way. Long may they all prosper.—O. O.

S. (Vineland, N. J., July 3).

Bulletin of the American Museum.— The Bulletin

of the American Museum of Natural History, signatures

of which appear at frequent intervals, contains a great

deal of interesting material on North American mammals.
We have received pages 337 to 306, inclusive, of No. 2,

Volume III., of the Bulletin, which includes papers by
Dr. Edgar A. Mearns describing a new subspecies of the

eastern chipmunk from the upper Mississippi region,

a new species of weasel and a new subspecies of gray fox

from Arizona, giving the results of bis observations on
the American badgers and on the otter and skunks of

Arizona. Dr. Allen contributes a series of highly inter-

esting notes on North American mammals, in which he
describes a number of new forms and treats of a number
of interesting points. The Bulletin of the American
Museum of Natural History has become a necessity of

every student of American birds and mammals.

A TYPICAL NOTE.
Forest and Stream PuUisMng Co.:

GentiiEMen—Plcise contiDue my paper for another six months,

for which please find Inclosed $3. I long for my paper every

week, as it takes me (or rather mnkes me feel as if I were there)

over and over the good old times of years gone by.

Of course I am tied down to work very mnch, but still I find a

little time once in a whUe to slip out with old Dash and the gun

and fool a few chickens.

There is promise of a good harvest of both quail and chickens

liere ihis season, and also law breakers. J. T. P.

Coralvxlle, Iowa.

I love to lie in sylvan shades,
And watch the line that falls

Into the stream, so still a^d calm,
And wait for fish in heavy hauls.
1 love to lie and watch all this,

Beneath the azure, summer sky,

And when to tovra I hurry oft,

With not a fish, and people scoff,

I love—ah then, I love to lie, —Boston Neivs.

A gentleman suggests a way to get rid of woodchucks
which are doing a great deal of damage to meadows in this

county. His idea is to smear a slice of turnip with strychnine,

turn another slice over it and drop it into the woodchuck's
liole and then close up the hole with a stone. The wood-
chuck gets hungry, eats the turnip and his home becomes
his grave without any tm-ther tvoxihle.—Exchange.

Forest and Stream, the favorite paper of those whp
hanale rod or gun, never fiags in interest, but keeps one in

tune with wood and field, lake and brook, all the year round.

The current issue tor this week is an 'Adirondack Number,"
and is in itself worth as much as many a book of travel py

adventure,—BalWwo?"e M&thodiat.
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The fulTj texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-

tories and British ProYinces are given in the Booh of tlie

Game Laws.

THE NEW YORK ASSOCIATION.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Sportsuien throughout the State cannot fail to have
been impressed with the truth and importance of the
suggestions offered by Gen. Bmce in his cogent discus-
sion of the protection of fish and game, published in the
last number of the Forest and Stream. His opinions
are founded on a wide experience aad on lon^ study.
He has brought forcibly to the minds of all thinking men
the urgent need of immediate and vigorous measures to

protect our forests, fish and game. Innumerable argu-
ments can be brought forth to illustrate the danger that
confronts New York State in this direction, but they are
unnecessary; everyone who has given this question the
slightest thought realizes the condition of affairs. The
problem before us is how to render the greatest service,

by what means can we accomplish the most toward the
prott'ction of our wild lands and streams,

Ic is undoubtedly true that the New York State Asso-
ciation for the Protection of Fish and Game has to some
extent departed from its original pm-pose. Of late years
trap-shooting has largely occupied its time and attention,

and yet the records of its annual meetings will reveal the
fact that each year the old idea has cropped out, at each
convention some effort has been made to revive the pur-
pose for which the Association was established. At the
recent convention at Rome the resolution there presented
denouncing the destruction of the Adirondacks were
most enthusiastically received and unanimously adopted.
This shows that the State Association has not entirely
forgotten its original pui-pose, and that the proper spirit

still exists in the minds of its members. All it needs is

to have its designs and efforts sy.stematicaLly organized
and promoted under competent and intei-ested men.
During the last live years the individual clubs compos-

ing the State Association have done good work protecting
game and fish. At the hearing before the Assembly
Committee in Albany last winter the prominent clubs
had representatives to plead for the codification of the
game laws, and central New York sent a delegation of
about fifty men to urge certain provisions which they
deemed for the best interest of the whole State. Several
new clubs have recently joined the State Association
whose sole object is "protection and preservation," who
have no other purpose and indulge in no other business
or sport. These facts further show the good material
still existing in the old association and strengthen the
contention advanced by Gen. Bruce that the State Asso-
ciation can bring about the desired results.

The next annual convention will be held under the
auspices of the Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club, at
Syracuse. It is the club's intention to make every effort

to bring together not only trap shooters, but also a large
representative gathering of sportsmen, whose main object
shall be the protection of fic<h and game. It has been
suggested that on Monday evening, the first night of the
convention, all routine business be completed, and that
the second meeting night be devoted exclusively to the
adoption of such measures as will best carry out the Asso-
ciation's original purpose. Each club will be early
requested to choose its delegation with this meeting in
view, and a general invitation will be extended to all

clubs and individuals throughout the State, not now
members of the State organization, to seek such member-
ship at the first meeting, and so be in a position to take
an active part in the deliberations concerning forests, fish

and game.
At this latter meeting let each club designate the man

among its members best qualified (having the time, en-
thusiasm and experience) to occupy the position of com-
mitteeman. Let this body compose a State committee,
which shall Avith the officers of the State Association and
as a part of the latter organization have sole and entu-e
charge of the protection and preservation of fish, game,
and forests. I^et this committee select its own officers

and hold a meeting at Albany each winter during the
session of the Legislature to decide upon its course and to
urge its recommendation upon om- law-makers. In this
way the best men will be brought together for concerted
action, and a good attendance at the Albany meeting will
be assured. By this course the State Association, with its

large number of members, will be directly interested , offer-

ing political advantage and iufiuence which comes from
numerous and diversified interests. The State shoot will
be an attraction whicb, coupled with the fish and game
protection plan, will give a larger field to draw from than
could probably be obtained in any other way.
The various committeemen ought to be able to bring

the influence and efforts of their respective clubs to bear
on whatever work or plan the central committee deemed
advisable, and the responsibility being thus centralized,
if proper and effective results were not accomplished, it

would be easy to locate the fault and to remedy it.

The Oaondaga County Sportsmen's Club is deeply in-
terested in this subject, and for many years has spent
much time and money ui its efforts to protect fish and
game. One of its objects in wishing to hold the next
convention was to revive the Association's original pur-
pose and to do all in its power to make this revival last-

ing. However indifferent the trap-shooters may have
been to this purpose in the past, they are after all the
men as a whole most interested in the protection of fish
and game (they are nearly all fishermen and hunters),
and with tbe infusion of a new element into their ranks
devoted exclusively to this original purpose, a larger,
more x")owerful body can be brought into active service
than could be obtained in any other way.

If men of Gen. Bruce's type and all interested in this
subject will join with us next spring in an effort to effect
within our ranks an organization such as has been here
scantily suggested, what would then be wanting as a
nucleus, about which can be gathered power and influ-
ence enough to accomplish wise effective legislation and
the efficient enforcement of the same.
But this is a question of vital importance, far-reaching

in its effects, it concerns not pleasure alone but the health
and prosperity as weU of the whole people of this great
Commonwealth, it is neglected in a way that forebodes
disaster, it is indeed terrible to think of the ruthless des-

truction of fish and game that has gone on for years and
is still going on. Worst of all is the devastation of the
Adirondack wilderness, that great haven of rest and
source of health, and whatever is for the greatest ulti-

mate advancement of a plan or organization whicli will
effectually and permanently protect and preserve our
forests, game and fish, whether it meets our individual
opinion of not, will receive the hearty support of the
great majority of members of the New York State Asso-
ciation. Horace White,

GUN GOSSIP.

THE pages of Forest and Stream bear expressive
witness that there are few subjects on which more

diverse views are held than in matters pertaining to guns
and shooting. It can do no harm, therefore, for any of
us who have any opinions, solidly based on experience, to
give them. Then, the novice by reading can find any
style of argument that suits his own particular predilec-
tions and prejudices, and will be able to buy just what he
likes.

I aui not of much account as a shot, stUl less do I know
it all; but I have had some experience, and can see an
aperture in a stej^-ladder when it is held squarely between
me and the blue ether. I have owned and shot guns of
bores from 30 to 10, of lengths of barrel between 26 and
50in. ; of all patterns and actions, from the flint-lock to
the "latest agony," the hammerless.
Some years ago I gave at length my conclusions as to

the killing power of large and small-bored and long and
short-barreled shotguns. They were, in brief, that long
barrels were better killers than short, and that the small
bores could not stay in with the large.

I have a great partiality for small-bore guns; and have
owned three times as many smalUer than 14 as I have
larger. Though there is not so much difference in the
penetration given by a good 80 and a good 10, as many
would suppose, the latter is much the superior of the
former on game. Both of the shotguns I own now are
12-bores. I wouldn't shoot either of them any more if I
could find a 16 that would do theu* work.
Every little while the man who does not like choke-

bores has his say, and we are told that the rage for close-
choked guns is subsiding. Perhaps in this, as in some
other things, I am slightly eccentric; but I think as highly
of the full-choke as of any modern improvement. You
can't make a cylinder shoot a very close pattern, but by
a proper manipulation of the wadding and lessening the
weight of shot a full-choke can be made to give a sparse
enough pattern for brush shooting; and it is one's own
fault if he shoots his game to eternal smash.
For wildfowl a full- choke is, in my opinion, the only

gun. To stop a strong-flying duck, so effectually that
you can be assured of finding him within three feet of
where you marked liim down, requires a gun that will
send plenty of shot right where you aim. Better it is to
make a clean miss than a half kill. In three seasons,
from '84 to '86 inclusive, I spent four nights out of each
week in a famous fly-way for ducks. I shot an 81b. 12-

bore, full-choke American-made gun. There were thi-ee

other regular habitues of the jilace, who all used cylinder
guns - In cogitating on the situation one evening, the
thought struck me that if the so-called express systems
were good ia rifles, why not apply something analagous
to it to chokebore shotguns? Straightway I set about ex-
perimenting. I finally adopted the following load, at
which the brethren can laugh as much as they like—it

was no laughing matter with the ducks: 4dr. powder,
loz. shot, 6s in the right and 4^ in the left. Ater that I

lost just one cripple—the others lost two or three a week.
I wasn't particularly noted for the number of birds I
killed, but when I hit one it was twilight with him right
then; and I killed at longer ranges than any one in the
crowd. The gun I shot then was a peculiarly bored
weapon. After I got the hang of loading it, it made a
very even pattern, remarkably free from patches; yet one
barrel would throw from six to ten pairs of shot in such
a way that one cut about half on the hole made by the
other. Wherever a pair of these twins struck the pene-
tration was nearly double that of the rest of the charge.
Where only a few pellets were taken, a gun like this
would roll up a mighty record in a penetration test. It
would shoot all sizes of shot well up to A; above that it

was worthless.
The appearance of the modern hammerless comes in

for much adverse criticism. An old proverb says,
"Handsome is that handsome does," I readily admit
that at first sight it doesn't impress the old-timer favor-
ably; but now that I am used to it, to me it looks a clean,
trim, businesslike weapon—the peer of any made in any
age, and I have seen them all. For practical worth, it

beats the collection. It is handy and safe; and you never
fail to ring in that second barrel when you want it

because it is not cocked. My jiosition in connection with
the hammer and hammerle?s actions, is something like
that of the "Canny King of Kent," who, while he raised
a large altar for worship, erected a small one in a corner
for Satan; just to show "that he meant him no dishonor."
My favorite is an American-made hammerless. The
other, which I seldom use, is an English hammer, that,
though in the matter of ears it might not run a jack rab-
bit a very close race, would certainly scorn to ask any
odds of a Virginia mule. Average tile two, and they
make a pair of nice hammer guns.
Occasionally we hear some talk about English vs.

American guns. The person of moderate means, for
whom either is not good enough, is, it seems to me, very
much like Uncle Lisha's customer, who objected because
the old shoemaker made him a pair of "right and left"

boots on a "right" last—he's "too dum p'ticklar." Ten
years ago the EngHsh were far ahead, for few American
makers then used even the extension rib. But between
the years '81 and '87 American gunmaking advanced with
a length of stride of which its friends may justly feel
proud, till now, for variety and ingenuity, the American
actions lead the world, in shotguns as in rifles and re-
volvers.

It widens a person's views a little to get out from home
and see what is actually on the market. In '87 Greener
was supposed to have a monopoly of the automatic ejec-
tor principle. Yet in the spring of that year I found a
hammerless gun manufactured by D. Kirkwood, of Bos-
ton, well balanced, weU flnished and a good shooter,
which would eject automatically in as good shape as any
gun made, Mr. Kirkwood told me that he had been
making the same guu for four or five years.

Bloosipield, N. B, L. Ii FtQWER.

MOOSE HUNTING IN NOVA SCOTIA.

LEAVING Lewis's Wharf , Boston, Sept. 16, on steamer
Yarmouth, I arrived at Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, the

next morning. Going out on the wharf I found Nat,
who was to meet me here. Dumping my duffle into the
wagon after it had been "gone through" by the custom
house officer and a deposit left on the guns we proceeded
at a smart pace up the hill to Jones Hotel, where, while
breakfast was being prepared I put on my camp
toggery.
The pleasure of getting into rough clothing on such

an occasion as this is known only to those who "have
been there."
Our provisions having been securely boxed and placed

on the wagon we started. We stopped at Gilman's at
Tushet, for dinner. Here we had the pleasure of meet-
ing four sportsmen from Boston, and were in time to
help them dispatch some trout they had just brought in.

Mr. Gilman had taken them up to the Forks for a few
days, where they had had good lack with the trout and
partridge.
A railroad rnns from Yarmouth up the west coast of

Nova Scotia, this side being thickly settled, and most
sportsmen go up to some of the towns there and "go in"
after moose from them. I prefer going in from Yar-
mouth first because it is the cheapest and fewer go in
from there. The Tusket River runs for many miles
tlirough this part of the country, its headwaters being in
a splendid moose coimtry. There is excellent trout fish-

ing in the river, but the canoeing facilities are poor,
omng to the many rapids, which is a lucky thing for the
moose.

It was long after dark when we arrived at Rocking-
ham, Nat's home. We were welcomed by good Mrs,
Forbes, who proceeded to spread before us poor rain-
soaked travelers moose steak, apple jam, hot biscuits and
coffee; and to me it was a glorious repast.

Sept. 18.—Arising early I found it still raining, as it

had been, according to Nat, for ten days past. After
breakfast, Nat's brother John, who is to be my moose
caller, came round. He is a fine specimen oE the Scotch
American, just in his prime, stm'dily built, and with the
reputation of knowing more concerning the habits of
moose than any man in the country. Last spring John
burned over a large tract of woods seventeen miles further
in, and he was going to take me there, feeling confident
we Avould find moose there, attracted by the tender shoots
which had sprung up since. But to get there we would
have to cross the Tusket River twice, and owing to the
present freshet he was afraid the oxen could not make
the trip. We had to take our duffle in on an ox team.
He proposed that we spend a few days with a party of
log drivers, and we started at once for their camp, five

miles away, reaching there in time to helj) them dispatch
their dinner of spuds, salt mackerel and tea. That after-

noon John went with the loggers, and taking my shotgun
I sauntered out back of camp looking for partridges.

The country here is 8imi>ly barrens and swamps, huge
tracts of land having been desolated by previous fires.

These barrens in some places are almost covered by
quartz boulders, and sometimes stretch for miles, bounded
on either side by swamps covered with hackmatack. The
swamps are usually narrow, and crossing one we step out
on another barren which looks like the one we just left,

so that it is very easy for a tenderfoot to become lost.

Tramping along the edge of the barren I came to a hard
timbered ridge, and succeeded in knocking down a couple
of partridges. They were so tame I could have killed

them with stones. I then turned back, not caring to
stray too far. On my tramp I saw at least a dozen rab-

bits." The last one presented such a pretty shot that I

bowled him over.

It is interesting to watch these woodsmen erect a camp.
They look on trees as their natural enemies and show
them no mercy. Most of the timber here is spruce, pine,
"fire" and tamarack.
We moved the camp on Friday morning to the two

forks of the Tusket at the head of a rapids, where the
logs had become jammed. The men went to work on the
logs, leaving Orin and me to build camp. I held down
the log while Orin did the erecting. Cutting two
crotched poles 8ft. long he jammed them into the ground
about 20ft. apart, then placed a cross pole in the crotches
and then placed a number of birch poles sloping from the
cross poles to the ground, binding the whole firmly to-

gether with writhwood. Over all was stretched a huge
piece of No. 8 duck and bound firmly to the framework.
Then breaking off armfuls of spruce branches he pro-
ceeded to shingle them into the ground, beginning at

the foot, and soon had a soft mattress made, being the
nicest bed I ever slept on. Then he fixed the fire for the
night. Felling some large birches he drove some back
stakes 3ft. from the shanty and piled up against them
four logs 10ft. long and a foot thictc for backlogs, placing
near a number of logs to "nigger" in two, together with
bark, deadwood and chips enough to last a week. It was
a healthy, dry, warm camp, and was built almost as
quickly as I can tell it.

At noon it stopped raining, the sun came out, the wind
shifted to the west and John came to camp after me to

go with him over to Dennis's Lake to try for a moose.
Quickly tying some grub in a pair of blankets John
slung the bundle over his shoulder and picked up his old
Sharps .oOcal., with his caller stuck on the end of it, and
we were off.

Crossing the river in the loggers' scow, we tramped three
miles over barrens and tlu:ough rough swamps and arrived
at the lake. A little searching brought us to Dennis's
shanty, containing two bunks, a stove, table, stools, etc.

On tlie way we saw plenty of fresh moose sign. We
smoked and John spun yarns until dusk, and then had
supper. Starting a fire in the stove, John put on a kettle
of water to boil and then discovered he had forgotten to

bring any tea. So, Indian style, he made a decoction of
spruce, and we satisfied our appetites with spruce tea,

bread and apples. At dark we went back of the shanty
to listen, hoping we would hear a moose calling, but
heard none. John felt quite sure there were moose here,
however, having seen plenty of fresh sign. The nights
were getting quite chilly now, so going back to the shanty
we kept a rousing fire going and talked and smoked long
into the night.

Sept. 19.—There was too much wind this morning to
expect good calling, but we went over some distance, and
John climbed on to a boulder and began calling for a bull.

A caller consists simply of a strip of birch bark about
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lOin. wide and 1ft. long wound into the shape of a fuianel i

and tied.

After listening for some time John thought he heard
Something dowii in the swamp. After waiting awhile
longer we went down there and found tracks only a few
minutes old of a young bull. The bull had undoubtedly
scented us and turned off at a sharp angle. John and I

returned to Dennis's shanty, got our breakfast and then
started back to the loggers,'arriving among them at noon.

Sept. 20.—John and I walked from Nat's over to the
Tusket RiTer, about a mile, and I cast my first fly in

Nova Scotian waters. We had splendid sport. I gathered
forty ranging from i to lib. in the morning's fishing. In
the afternoon we took a tramp thi-ousch the woods, John
showing me some traps he had set for wildcats which
are numerous here; one had lolled six of old man Eorbes's
sheep the winter before.

Sept. 21.—We were up at 4 A, M, loading our duffle on
the ox team and were off at 8, John, I and Sylvanus, a
boy we took along to mind the oxen. The oxen have to

be carefully watched. They can pcent game like a dog
and if they smell a bear or moose they become frightened
and if loose are very apt to take a straight cut for home.
They got away from Sylvanus once on this trip and it

took several hours of hard tracking to find them. I have
great respect for oxen, for I find they will do anytMng but
climb trees.

Our road soon became a loggers' road, then a trail and
finally as "Nessmuk" once said turned into a squirrel path
and went up a tree. John then went before with his axe
and when necessary cleared a road for the team.
At noon we arrived at an old Indian camp on the

Tusket, called Bartlett's, where we got dinner, and then
crossing the river went on. At 4 P. M.. we were in what
John called good moose grounds, so we decided to camp
for the night.

After supper we went out aud called a while, but as
there was a strong wind blowing we heard nothing and
so returned to camp and turned in. In the morning the
wind was still blowing. Breaking camp we moved on
and were soon at the headwaters of the Tusket, at Oak-
land. A few miles further and we put up our camp in
what John called the best moose ground he knew of.

Moose hunters, however, around here consider the
"Devil's Den" as the best place. This is a large swampy
thicket surrounded by hair a dozen lakes, situated about
five miles from Oakland; and a fall nevej- passes but
what a number of moose are brought out of the "den."
In the evening it began to rain. We went out on the

barren and called. After a while we heard a big bull

traveling by in the swamp. John called to him but he
paid no attention, so I hurried down to meet him ; but he
traveled faster than I, evidently bent on getting some-
where, and I missed him. Returning to John, we waited
a while; but as it was now raining hard we returned to
camp.

Sept. 84.—Called this morning with no better luck.
We then looked around our calling ground and found
tracks of two bulls which had evidently answered the
call last night. They came up after we had returned to
camp and one of them must have stood in a clump of

tamarack a hundred yards from our boulders for some
time, evidently wondering where that cow was.
In the afternoon yte went still-hunting and came upon

one of John's old bear traps. He told me how, a few
years ago, he visited this trap and found a large bear ly-

ing beside the trap with one foot caught in it. At first

he thought it was dead, then something in its appearance
made him think it might be playing "possum," so he
started back from it, when it started up with a growl and
nearly tore its foot loose in its rage. A couple of bullets

soon put it beyond doing harm.
We finally struck fresh tracks of a young bull and fol-

lowed them to a swamp. Leaving me posted on the bar-

ren, John went in. Fmding the tracks led to leeward he
came out again and skirted along the edge of the swamp,
which was small, until he came to its end, and then
started on a run into a thicket of young alders. I waited
now with great impatience, expecting every second to

have the moose come dashing out of the swamp. Sud-
denly I heard John call. Pretty soon he appeared at the
swamp and beckoned to me. Going down he showed me
the track of the buU, which was running and had gone
oat on the other side of the swamp. John heard him get
up with a grunt when he rushed into the thicket, but did
not see him.
Returning to camp we had a rousing supper, and as

there was a strong wind we did not call that night. It

began raining at midnight and poured steadily until noon
the 2oth. In the evening we went out again. Heard
some hard firing a few miles away and decided some
other fellows were having better luck than we were.

Sept. 26.—We went this morning two miles from camp
to call. Heard a bull and thought he would come to us.

Waiting a while, John went over to a ridge to see what
had become of him, and found traces of a cow and bull.

We followed, tracing them across two brooks, Finally
they began to run, having either seen or heard us, so we
returned to camp. In the afternoon we went over to

Oakland Dead water and had some sport with the trf)Ut.

We hoped to shoot a few ducks, but did not see any. We
met a couple of Canucks prospecting for gold, and they
told us that several parties in the "Den" had hauled out
their moose. I was for going there the next morning,
but John wanted to wait, asserting that we had had poor
weather so far.

Sept. 27.—This evening it was perfectly cabn, the
moon came out full and the air was frosty. Going a few
yards back of camp, John called and was answered by a
bull. We waited; heard nothing for an hour. I began
to be impatient. John said the moose was around yet,

but was timid. Sometimes they will stand on the edge of

a swamp for two or three hom-a listening.

Suddenly from behind a big boulder stalked the moose
and stopped in a clump of tamarack, thirty yards away.
Raising my rifle, I aimed low down on his shoulders and
fired. He gave a great bound: then John pulled and he
started over the hill like lightning. John felt sure he
was badly hurt and that we would find him in the morn-
ing. Returning to camp, we cooked a second supper and
felt very jubilant.

The next morning we traced the moose some distance,

his tracks leading to a swamp. We found where he had
lain down twice a short distance from where we shot,

and also found considerable blood. Feeling confident
that we would find him in the swamp, we went in oare-

leasly . He had lain down three times withina few yards

of the beginning of the swamp; and while examining one
of these beds we heard him get up and "gii" a little fur-
ther on. .John ran on and out on the other barren call-

ingi I felt rather crestfallen. If I had not been so care-
less and had gone around the swamp while John went in
I would probably have dropped him. As it was he got
away, although badly hurt, having lost lots of blood.
As it was Sunday we loafed around the camp the rest

of the day. We decided to break camp the next morn-
ing, spend the following night in the Devil's Den and
then make for Nat's.
So the following day we started, crossed the Tusket

and arrived in the Den in the early part of the afternoon.
We camped in a swamp; saw plenty of sign. Called in
the evening. Heard a cow which John thought was the
calling of some other hunter. In the morning wind
blowing a gale and we started home after dinner. Ar-
riving at Nat's the next afternoon, we found that several
paities had come out with moose, one party bringing out
two. Nevertheless I believe our poor success was owing
to the weather, strong winds blowing all the time we
were out, except one night, and then we had a shot.

Such is a sportsman's luck. Tbe two nights spent in
journeying home to New York were the finest I ever
haw for calling. Well, the trip is over, and I am sitting
before the open fire again with my pipe for company.
Although I shot no moose I gained' twelve pounds, and
added to the b mk of health no small amount.
Game or no game, I got my full of enjoyment during

my moose huntmg trip to Nova Scotia, B. L. L.

Dr. EIidd's Work and Methods.—The Newburgh (N.
Y.) Daily News has this to say about State Game and
Fish Protector Kidd: There appeared in the last issue of
the Kingston Argus, under the heading of "Serve all

alike. Doctor," an article which read as follows: "Dr.
Willett Kidd, Game Protector of Newburgh, has caused
the arrest of two men for fishing for trout contrary to the
law at Phoenicia, Ulster county. All hail! You are en-
gaged in a laudable work; but we fail to hear of any
arrests you have made of members of New York fishing
clubs who have their huts in the country, and who openly
violate tVie Sabbath by fishing Sundays, These cheeky
fellows lease streams after having been stocked by the
State hatcheries, for whose support every taypayer must
contribute, and then post notices forbidding any resident
of this county to catch any of their fish, while they them-
selves openly violate both law and decency. If Kidd will
display as much energy in the future in punishing these
gentry from New York, who openly violate the law, as
he has in the past hunting up litile boys and men ignorant
of the law in the county, he will be in much better business
than he seems to have been in of late." This literary
effusion is merely amusing. The writer of the paragraph
starts off by praising Dr, Kidd for his suits against Mr.
John Quincy Adams Ward, the celebrated sculptor, and
his friend, the eminent Mr. .Josiah Wentworth, of New
York, and winds up by talking about that oflicial "hunting
up little boys and men ignorant of the law in the county,"
And yet, when we consider the matter, Dr. Kidd has
found more ignorance or pretended ignorance of the law
(and everything else) in Ulster county than he has dis-

covered in all four of the other counties of his district

rolled into one. The fact of the matter is that the vigilant
game protector has never yet started a suit against a boy.
He has found many violators of the game laws in Ulster
county, but they all ranged in height from .5 to 7ft. If

they were giants of 10ft. he would make it just as hot for
them as he does now. Some of these Ulster county men,
notably Carl Smith and Smith Mance, of Ellenville, have
paid the penalty by being imprisoned in the Kingston
jail, while others have paid fines for their misdeeds. And,
come to think it over again, Messrs. Ward and Wentworth
did their Uiegal trout fishing last April in an Ulster county
stream of the former, such as the Kingston Argus man
refers to when he bewails the alleged fact that Dr. Kidd
don't "go for" the members of IN ew York fishing clubs.

Does the Argus man term Delmonic >, Morello and the
other Ndw Y rk restaurateurs against wnom Dr. Kidd
has begun raits for alleged violations of the game laws
"little buys?" Nj, it looks as though som^ friend of the
Kingston editor had laben into the hands of the law
through the vierilance of the game protector and that the
editor was seeking to have revenge on that official, for
we don't want to be obliged to think that the ^rgzts man's
name should be added to the list of Ulster county men
whose ignorance is dense. From an acquaintance of
many years standing with Dr. Kidd, we long ago con-
cluded that he was a man of the utmost fairness in the
discharge of his official duties. He shows no partiality

in hunting up game law cases. But it is a very difficult

matter sometimes to secure evidence in cases that cume
under his jur sdiction. We can safely say that if tbe
Kingston Argus writer has personal knowledge of any
violations ot the game laws in his county and will back it

up on the witness stand, Dr. Kidd will proceed as s ion as
possible against the guilty persons. It matters not if the
violators of the law do hail from New York or are Van-
derbilts or Astors.

How A Swamp has been Dried Up.—Piper City, 111.,

June 29.—A few years ago the Vermilion swamps, north
of this place, furnished great sport to Chicago and Peoria
hunters, who came out here every spring and killed

large numbers of ducks, brant, geehe, etc., and shipped
them to the cities. Tiiousands of these birds were
annually shipped from here every week during the sea-

son, local hunters sending in their share too. A great
change has taken place since then. The swamps have been
drained out, and where the sportsman hid in the thickets
not long ago the farmer boy is "going through" his corn
for the last time before "laying bye." A thirty-foot ditch
is all that remains of the places where, as ©ne writer de-
scribes it, the "birds made such an infernal racket that
sleep was impossible until long after midnight. Couldn't
get a wink. Just as he was dropping off to sleep a roar
Hke artillery would suddenly arouse him, as thousands of

geese rose and circled over the water, alighting again to
the increased music of ten thousand raucous tbroats."
Our "shootists" now go to Beaver Lake, Indiana, when
they want to shoot ducks. Very few have been seen the
past spring. Praii'ie chickens and quail are plenty
around here, and great sport is expected with them this

fall.—H. P. B.

The Hasbeouck Heights Field Club opened their

oluhgronndB July i,

Death oe Jams Teepin—L-^xington, 111.—James Ter-
pin died at his home in Lexington, Saturday, June 20,

He was a famous hunter and enjoyed the distinction of
being one of the very few men in this section of the coun-
try who knew perfectly well the haunts and habits of
local game. As a judge of native game he stood at the
head of local sportsmen. His knowledge of the art of
approaching wild game was considered very fine.

Sportsmen throughout the State knew him as a quiet and
unassuming gentleman. He was 37 years old.

The full texts of the game fish laws of all the Stat^.^,

Territories and British Pro%dnces are given in the Book of
the Onme Laivs.

KENNERLY'S SALMON.
THE smallest known salmon of the Pacific region is

the one first described by Dr. George Suckley iu
1861 under the name Salmo fcenwerZ?/i—KennerJy's trout
or Chiloweyuck red salmon trout. In 1862 Dr. Theodore
Gill proposed to ebtablish for this species the new generic
name Hypsifario, because of its "compret-sed hodj, pro-
j-^cting snuiit, etc." The remarkable changes m the
Pacific salmon during the spawning season were at that
lime less known than at pre^-ent. About 1882 Dr. David
S, Jordan examined the Sahnonidm in the National
Museum in Washington, D, C, and came to the con-
clusion that Kennerly's salmon is identical with the
common red SHlmon or blueback of the region (Onco-
rhynchus nerha), and tMs belief was generally accepted
as final. The material bearing on this relationship, how-
ever, was chiefly the actual red salmon collected by Capt.
Charles Bendire, U, S, A., and the individuals were con-
siderably larger than the Kennerly's salmon to be dis-
cussed in this article. Since the time of Dr. Jordan's
study of the Museum specimens we have received new
material and recent information, which enable us to
place the species, as I think, in a different light and to
contribute something of interest to its life history. On
Nov. 26, 1888, and Oct. 8, 1889, Prof. O. B. Johnson, of
the University of Washington, Seattle, Wash., collected
for the Smithsonian Institution a large series of these
small salmon in a little stream tributary to Lake Wash-
ington, near Seattle. In March, lti91, Dr, George M.
Diwson, of Ottawa, Canada, sent the vrriter a photograph
oP one of tbe fish which he found in Nicola Lake, British
Columbia, Sept, 7, 1890, Each of these gentlemen added
something to our knowledge of the habits of the species.

This recent material includes only salmon in or near
the spawning condition, yet it seems to me now sufficient

to warrant the separation of Kennerly's salmon from the
red salmon as a subspecies at least and I would write its

name Oncorhynchvs nerka subspecies hennerlyi. In the
first place, Kennerly's salmon becomes sexually mature
when only Sin. long and seldom exceeds lOin. at any time
of life. It has ab.mt 30 giUrakers, while the red salmon
has about 40. Its fins are much larger than those of the
red salmon. It lives permanently in fresh water, most of
the year in deep parts of lakes, from which it runs up
sm!ill tributaries in autumn to spawn.
Names,—Dr. Suckley first described the species as Ken-

nerly's trout, or the Chiloweyuck red salmon trout. The
Indians of the Chiloweyuck Lake region call it Tsl inia.

According to Dr. George M. Dawson the Kamloops In-
dian, or true Sbuswop, name of the fish is Kuk-en-owh'.
The Okanagan Indian name, Kuk-en eh, slightly differs.

Since the affinity of the species to the genus Oneorhynahus
became known it has been called Kennerly's salmon.

Size.—The types of Dr. Suckley's description were 10
to 11 in. in length, and there was no difference between
the sexes except in shape and in the development of the
jaws. Some sexually mature males and females received
from Prof. O. B. Johnson were scarcely more than Sin.

long. Dr. George M. Dawson wrote me that the salmon
•'is seldom over a foot long, generally about lOin." Nu-
merous specimens observed by the writer range from 8 to
llin. in length. Tne average adult Kennedy's salm'^n
weighs scarcely llo.. while the average weight of the
adult red salmon is 7 or 81bs., and examples of ISlbs. have,
been reported.
Distritnition.—The most southerly locality at present;

known for this salmon is Lake Washington, near Seattle,,

Washington, in a small tributary of which Prof. Johnson
found the species spawning near the end of November,
1888, and early in October, 1889. Dr. Kennerly believed
the fish to be peculiar to Chiloweyuck L-tke (north latitude
49"), near Eraser River, and east of the Cascade Moun-
tains. He was informed by Indians, however, that it

inhabited two other lakes of the region. Mr. Gibbs had
it from the Nahoi-al-pit-kun River, west of the Cascades.
Dr. Driwson wrote me as follows concerning it: "f know
this fish is common in many of the large lakes of British

Columbia. I have seen it in N cila, Frangois, Fraser and
Okanagan lakes, the first three tributary to the Fraser
R ver, the last to the Columbia, Nicola Like is about ten
miles in length, it is on the course of the river of the
same name, which is a tributary of the Thompson. The
lake is a little north of latitude 50°." The lit'le river in
which Dr. Dawson observed them early in September,
1870, and which connects Fraser Lake with Francois
Lake, carries the distribution up to north latitude 54°,

Prof, Macoun informed L)r. Diwson that he caught Ken-
nerly's salmon with a spoon bait on Arrow Lakes, Koo-
tanie Lake, and on the Columbia River a few miles below
Arrow Lakes in June and July, 1890. In August, i877,

Dr, Dawson saw the fish in Edgle Creek, a tributary of
Shuswop Lake, emptying near the present position of

Sicamous Station, on the Canada Pacific Railway. "All
the lakes mentioned," writes Dr. Dawson, "are in part of
their extent deep and clear, and all are or may be reached,
by the salmon from the sea (generally, I think, the saw-
qui), except Kootanie Lake, which is cut off by a falL
There is, also, in the last-named lake a larger fish, which
I take to be a landlocked variety of the spring salmon:

|0. chouicha'].''' Capt. Charles Bendire, U S. A., has in-
formed me that obstructions in the Kootanie are occa-
sionally overcome in heavy freshets and the king saknon
(spring salmon of Dr, Diwson) pass up into the lake and
become landlocked. It may be that Kennerly's salmom
owes its origin to a similar modification of the red salmon,
but of this we Imow too little to indulge in theories.

IiaW;s,—I>t, Kennerly was told by an Indian that this

fish never descends Into emaller Btreams and never go^s
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to the sea. Dr. Dawson wrote as follows: "The Indians
all affirm that this salmon lives throughout the year in
the Tarious lakes in which it occurs, only leaving them
to run up certain streams to spawn in the autumn." In
August, 187T, at Eagle Creek, he was assured by Indians
that the little salmon does not go to or come from the
sea, but ascends from the lake to spawn. The ascent of
the streams for reproduction begins early in August, and
in one instance, mentioned above. Prof. Johnson observed
them as late as Nov, 26. The height of the run Beems to
vary with the latitude, as in salmon generally. Dr.
Dawson's letters to the writer contain the following
reference to the death of Kennedy's salmon after spawn-
ing: ''In the first week in September, 1877, they were
very abundant in Btreams along the west side of Okana-
gau L ike, and last autumn, on Sep^ 16 and 17, I noted
them a$?ain in these streams, particularly in that known
as Bear's River. In my notebook, under date of Sf pt.

16, and referring to this river (asain a small stream) I find
the following: 'A great number of little salmon-like
fish, apparently running up to spawn. It is singular that
though tbey have evidently been long in the stream
(from the livid red color of inany of them, their frayed
fins and tails, with white fungoid growth in pl 'ces) they
have not got fm-ther up the river, which offers no partic-
ular impediment to their ascent. They cannot all have
spawned, as many still hold spawn and milt. Indians
say that they all die in the streams and do not retxirn to
the lake. Many were dead along the stones, and the
crows had collected in great numbers in the vicinity.
This was within a quarter of a mile or less from the
mouth of the river on the lake,'" Dr. Kennerly noted
that the species disappeared suddenly about Sept. 1 at
Lake Chiloweyuck. In the course of spawning: the fish
crowd into very shallow brook'^, where they may easily
be taken with the hands. "The ova," wi-ites Dr. Daw-
son, "'struck me as being rather large and few in num-
ber for the size of the tish."

Abtindance.—Kennerly 's salmon appears to exist in
large numbers wherever it is known to occur. When

ON THE NORTH SHORE.-X.
Wontinued from Page ifllt.]

THE next morning disclosed a bright sky brilliant in
soft feathery masses of clouds; a lake in gentle

wavelets of lovely sparkle, and an atmosphere of inspir-
ing quality. Immediately after breakfast word was given
to break camp and head for Aguawa River. The boat-
men moved With alacrity, for they were both yearning
for the return trip, particularly Joe.
There was hardly breeze enough to keep the sails spread

when we started, and resort was therefore had to the
oars. We rounded into the bay a mile or two from ca mp,
in order to give Joe an opportunity to see the Indian who
had moved bis quarteis from Jackson's Cove and had
located here. He was to give Jop a final answer about a
small boat he contemplated building. The Indian was
up on the high hills when we stopped at his wigwam, but
a halloo or two soon brought him to the beach. He fol-
lowed us along the craggy shore some distisnce chatting
with Joe, until finally he closed the contract for the boat.
We told the boatmen to push along lively, as we had had
Chippewa talk enough for one day. Tims urged, they
bent to their ashen blades quite lively, while we feasted
with admiration on the bold and pleasing coast pictures
that were continually passing in revievv.
By 10 o'clock we' reached the picturesque group of

islands that form Aguawa Harbor. They presented a
grand and impressive appearance as the cheerless and
blackened bul^'arlis of flinty granite came into view.
Many of their shore lines rose from the lake as straight as
a plummet falls, while others gently sloped, as if they
courted companionship with the murmuring waters.
Between many of these islands the channel is of sufficient
width and depth to permit of the passage of sceimers,
which frequently pass through them when passing this
way in order to give the paspeneers a view of the charm-
ing group. On many of the bold bluft's. like the pictured
rocks of the south shore, you can find almost any design,
if you are only a little fanciful. On one of these rough I

one had a bait-box strapped around his waist—a lament-
able sight, I assure you. They knew nothing about the
gentle art, and had no desire that way, and moreover
stated they could discount all the fly-fishernipn they ever
saw by the use of the angleworm. This boastfiil talk
satisfied me that argument on the beauties of "the con-
templative man's rpci'eation" as an accomplishment would
avail nothing here, so I declined discussion on the sub-
ject, knowing full well it would simply be casting pearls
to pot-hunters
lean excuse the use of the "baniyard hackle" in certain

conditions, but how one can taint the crystal waters of
Lake Superior or its rivers with a dirty wriggling angle-
worm, when the fly will secure all the trout an angler de-
sires, is bevond my comprehension, I should think the
prpsiding deities of the aqueous realms would rise in re-
bellion at such desecration.
The angleworm party stated they had frequently fished

the river in the past, and intended going in th^ morning
to the big pool at the falls, five miles above. They were
to go on foot by the forest route, and then return in canoes
with Indians which they had previously engaged to meet
them there.
About 4 o'clock we took the boat and ascended the river

as far as we could, about a mile and a half. We found
no trout that desired to change their element, only having
one or two rises from some of the fingerlings that abound
in the stream.
The Aguawa is a fine sheet of water of about 100ft. in

width at its mouth, and abounds in numerous ripples,
rapids and cascades. Five miles above its mouth its

snarkling waters come tumbling and foaming over a
ledge of ragged rocks, some 75ft. in height, into a gran-
ite basin below of magnificent proportions, in which the
trout, .vith a singular regard for picturesque scenery,
love to dwell. Turn to the left, and a range of granite
mountains with sugar-loaf tops confront you, with their
scarred sides in spruce and "fir that crowd to the very
waters edge, and impress you with their singular fascin-
ation. Follow the winding river as it threads its mur-

KENNERLY'S SALMON {Salmo kcnyierlyl).

first seen by Dr. Kennerly in a small stream tributary to
Chiloweyuck Like, he reported its presence in vast num-
bers. In comp my with Capt. Woodruff and several men
he went t ) the brook Aug. 17, and the party caught ISO
of the.-e fi h with hook and line. About Aug. 10, accord-
ing to the same authority, they appear at the mouths of
all the small streams emptying into the lake in such im-
mense numbers that they can be caught with the hands.
Among a thousand or more specimens taken near Seattle,
and observed by Prof, Johnson, the females were as plen-
tiful as the mal^s. In the firf,t week in September, 1877,
Dr. Ddwsou found the soecies very abundant in streams
alons the west side of Okanagan Lake, and Sept. 16 and
18, 1890, he noted them again, particularly in Bear's
River.
As60ciates.—In Kootanie Lake Dr. Dawson observed

what he believes to be a landlocked variety of the spring
salmon (Oncorhynchus chouicha). Prof. Johnson noted
an occasional silver salmon (0. Msutch) and a few large
red salmon (0. nerkd) in company with Kennerly's
salmon. One of the active enemies of this little fish is
the che-ivagh, mentioned by Dr. Kennerly, now better
known as the inalma or D*olly Varden trout. In a cJie-
ivagh weighing 9ilbs. the Doctor found two whole salmon
of this species.

Form and Colors.— Or. Sunkley described the fish in
the following terms: General color red, dingy along the
bick, paler on the sides, and fading to pure white on the
belly, small, u-regular black spots above the lateral line.
Pectorals bluish, their tips slightly grayish. Dorsal and
ventrals red. Tail slightly spotted. In the female the
general color is red, but slightly darker than the male.
In other respects the sexes appear to agree. Accoi'ding
to Dr. Dawson "the back is dark gray, slightly reddish

;

the belly bright silvery, shaded with gray. Flesh red,
about the same as that of the saw-qui {Oncorhynchus
nerka)." In June and July, when seen by Prof. Macoun
in the upper Columbia, the back was steel-gray in color,
with no trace pf red. In form Kennerly's salmon is a
diminutive copy of the red salmon, as vvill be apparent
by reference to the accompanying illustration, which Mr.
Bildwin has made for FoEEST and Stream from a speci-
men belonging to the National Museum. As usual in the
genus, males have the pectorals and ventrals longer than
females and their jaws are much produced and bent, while
the body is distinctly deeper and, in the height of the
bres-ding season, has a large fleshy hump on the nape.
Mode of Capfure.—^ot much art is required to take a

salmon that crowds up into small brooks where it can be
caught with the hands; but in deeper water the fish has
been readily taken vvith hook and line, and Prof, Macoun
has already been referred to as having captured them
with the spoon. Indians spear them by torchlight during
the spawning season and tsike large numbers in weirs and
traps. T. H. Bean.

Avails, some artistic (?) Indian has completed a series of
pictures by cutting awav the moss that creeps o'er the
rocks until the flinty sm'face is laid bare, la these rude
f-culpturirgs we observed a man on horseback, sailboat,
canoe, bird and stars, all of which plainly indicate their
origin, as these untutored savages have but one style of
drawing, and it is not of the Rembrandt or Raphael school
I assure you.
These islands are best seen on the approach of sunset;

the combination of color and cloud are like visitations of
etherial light, which at times surpass all the resources of
expresruon. This tinted beauty is only rivalled by the
gathering and realizition of a grand storm that battles
over and against the massive bulwarks. "Then the
sublime and the grand, and the awful and the terrible,
are all wrought up to a fearful intensity at the same
moment." Time and again have I viewed these storm
pictures when my spirit would quail, and as often en-
joyed the revelations of their beauty when the sea seemed
to sleep and the sunset fires seemed burning in crimson
and gold.
We ascended one of the group, the only one, Ned said,

on which you can camp, and feasted for a while on some
huf.kleberries, which grow in great abundance here. Joe
suggpsted a lunch, but as we were only two miles from
the Aguawa River, we declined, and ordered him tnpush
ahead. His infernal gluttony so disgusted me that I gave
him some emphatic talk, which he did not at all relish,
and which I thought would re^^ult in a general row; but
the trumpets were lulled in slumber, while the cheerful
horns of peace were blown, amid which softened notes
Joe declared he would depart for home. As we were not
averse to it, and had had all the sport we desired, we
gave him to understand that he could not lift the latchet
of his door any too soon for us.
As soon as we landed at the mouth of the Aguawa we

had our dinner before the tents were put in position. It
took us but a moment to realiza that we were in a small
colony of sand flies in conseqence of our being near the
bush, and as a preventive ag^iinst their sanguinary at-
tacks resorted to the fly medicine, with which we gener-
ously smeared ourselves, and which gave us the appear-
ance of a tawny savage. It drove the brulots away for
the time being, and when another annointing was neces-
they never failed to apprise us of the fact.
We noticed a vacant tent on the beach in our immediate

vicinity, and presumed its occupants were up the river in
search of the tinted beauties. The surmise proved cor-
rect, for in a short time a small skiff, containing four
men, put in an appearance at the tent, having come from
the falls above. They bad a couple of dozen of small
trout, which they had caught with worms, they being
strictly "bait-fishermen, as they proudly acknowledged.
They were provided with plain cane poles, about 13 or 15
feet long, and mounted as bass rods; amd in addition each

muring way in curving and ragged lines, and a world of
wild beauty unfolds itself which no artist's canvas ever
presented. Carpets of lichen and moss, forests of birch
and balsam, shadowy ravines and rocky ridges, lovely
lakes and trickling rills, succeed each other in most en-
trancing disorder. If you know, as Emerson says, "What
sweets and virtues are on the gi-oond, t'ne waters, the
plants, the heavens," you will be fully qualified to appre-
ciate the grand panorama of Lake Superior's magnificent
and sublime scenery,
Affer supper that evening we went to a post station of

the Hudson Bay Co., a few rods away, which is kept by
Wm, Fanning, a half-breed, who it is rejDuted rejoices in
the possession of three lovely daughters of mature years.
Joe had time and again spoken so highly of their peerless
charms that we had an inquisitive desire to see them.
Ned wanting to purchase a pair of fine point blankets at
this post to take home with him, gave us the golden op-
portunity of gratifying our curiosity regarding these
woodland nymphs of the tawny hue. Arriving at the
dwelling we knocked, and one of the trinity admitted us.
She was tall and exceedingly graceful and symmetrical
in figure. Her fHce had the strong half-breed complexion,
with a skin finely transparent, eyes large and expressive,
and hair long and dark as a raven's plume, which, when
free, rolled in tresses of rich abundance. Her dress
simplicity itself, and her deportment quite lady-like.
She was withal quite a prepossessing looking maiden,
and many a dusky lover enamored of her winsome
charms, has doubtless chanted his chansons of love to
her in the quiet hom-s of the night, with a fervency relat-
ing that

"My love, she is a handsome girl, she has a sparkling eye.
And a head of flowing raven hair, and a forehead arched and high;
Her teeth are white as cowry shells, brought from the distant sea.
And she is tall, and graceful all, and fair as fair can be.
And if with, art I act my part, and bravely wooing stand.
And with address my salt I press, I gain Nimosha's hand.

"Oh, I will aeaicli the silvery brootis for skin of blackest dye,
And scale the highest mountain tops, a warrior's gift to spy I

I'll place them where my love shall see, and know my present true;
Perhaps when she admu-ee the gift, she'll love ihe giver, too.
And if with art I act my part, and bravely wooing stand,
I'll gain my love's unsullied heart and then I'll gain her hand,"

The raven-haired beauty waited on Ned with a busi-
ness-like air, but her high tarift' on the blankets prevented
her making a sale. As we departed from the store, which
adjoined the dwelling, the other two tawny beauties
appeared. They were of medium height, buxom in form,
graceful in figure and possessed very agreeable features
and expressive eyes. Ned said they were of the partridge
style of beauty—plump—and that he admired their style
much more than that of the other. Neither of us bemg
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infatuated with these forest nymphs, our stay wag not
prolonged. Joe, who had a reputation as a great masher
among the dusky-hued maidens, paid them a visit, but as

he soon returned to camp I was of the opinion that he
failed to create any great sensation in this court of

beauty. He, however, made a ptirchase of a knife, for

which he paid the munificent sum of 25 cents.

In the evening quite a mimber of young half-breeds,

who live here, gathered around our camp-fire and re-

mained till a late hour, chattering in Chippewa and satis-

fying their curiosity concerning us. There was but one
among them that could talk pigeon English, and he was
the brother of the three Hebes. I noticed that nearly all

of them had snooded fish hooks in their hat-bands, and
ascertained, on inquiry, that they used them especially

for trouting. The nightmare of that 18 per cent, pre-

mium on the ./ov/imairs again arose in hideous propor-
tions. Everywhere along this coast, as far as we had
been, he was ruthlessly pursued with all kinds of market-
hunting tactics, that fully satisfied me that this beauti-

ful game fish would soon be a rarity here. Shame on a
Government that will Set idly by, with folded hands, and
see such wanton destruction

!

As we were to break camp in the morning and make a
trip of thirty-five or forty miles, we gave orders for the
boatmen to arise early, so that we could take advantage
of the morning, and soon had the boys aroused, who pre-

pared breakfast in short order, and quickly had the entire

camp dismantled and ready for the boat. A few minutes
stifHced for the loading, and then we were aboard, and
out of the river into the gi-eat sparkling lake, with our
sails spread to the balmy breeze. The morning was a
IDoem of supei-nal beauty, the sky one dense uniTorm rose-

color from east to west—soft and shimmering—and when
the sun rose over the mountain peaks, the rocks and
boulders glittered in opaline tints, while the lake tossed

in silver ripples that sprayed from the bow in rainbow
tints. It was delightful—thus slipping through the water
in such magnificent weather, and Ned, who was always
enthused on such occasions, charmed us with bis melodi-
ous airs. His repertoire of music, which ran in melodies
the most varying, seemed almost inexhaustible and un-
wearying. The boys were highly delighted with his vocal
strains, and when he rendered one that struck their fancy
they invariably requested a repetition, Joe himself
finally caught the fever, and when Ned was indulging in

the luxury of a smoke he would set his mournful voice to

some plaintive air that was entirely too doleful for ad-
miration.
About 10 o'clock the breeze freshened perceptibly, and

then Joe declared we would have plenty of wind before
we reached a harbor. He set about arranging the freight
on the windward side near the stern, so as to have the
bow well out of water. Every minute there was a per-

ceptible increase, and the water was now tossing from
her bow in a white foam, while her lee side was buried
up to the rowlocks. Joe saidwe would make a harbor in

about an hour and a half; time enough, Ned thought,
to create a gale that would test the capacity of the
boat as well as ourselves. No one was alarmed, al-

though we all knew what a fickle dame Madame Su-
perior was. Many a time have I seen a sea arise here
in such a brief time that I have stood in perfet terror

upon the rocky shore, gazing upon the mighty billows

careering onward as if mad with a wild delight: while
a wailing song, mingled with the tramping surf, would
ascend to the gloomy sky.
Ned kept up his bravery of song in unison with the

wind, selecting those that suited the occasion to a dot.

He now sang:

"And while the wind Isegan to sweep
A music out of sheet and shroud.

We steered her toward a crimson cloud

That, landlike, slept along the deep."

We were booming along lively, with the wind whistl-

ing a merry tune in our sail, and the harbor of delight

miles away. Joe liad her in good sailing trim and direct

to the point we were so eager to reach. She was making
a splendid race, as we judged by the rocky shore line we
were rapidly passing, and on which the waves were now
battling furiously. Poor chance for an unfortunate
there, we thought, if that were his only means of escape
in storm. The crags were rugged and riven and their

tops inaccessible. It was not a pleasing picture just then
to contemplate, as that of a gravelly beach, and yet at

times we go into ecstacies over just such a scene.

At last Joe announced that the breeze was letting

down, and then we all prayed that it might hold till we
reached port. Such is human nature, longing for this

thing to-day and for that thing to-morrow; to change
likings for loathings, and to stand wishing and hankering
at venture. Evidently we are as fickle as woman, ay, as

the wind.
We had now crossed that great horseshoe bend of the

lake, and were close enough to the rockbound shore to

observe the clearing of light among the shadows on the
hillside, which made the green of the forest seem like

large masses of chenille. The grand scenery that was
now unfolding itself with its rocky cliflis, green forests,

purple hills and wave-washed shores was woven into

splendors of eloquence that excited the most sluggish
imagination. What grand material for imagery of some
Eoetic genius—"imagery sure to be vivid as that shining
loom, mystic as the interblending of those hues, soaring

as that granite column, tender and pathetic, too, as that

all soothing loving haze."
Rounding the point which we had so long desired to

reach, we soon arrived at Mamainse harbor, which is

composed of a lovely cluster of islands near the shore,

upon one of which we landed and had a royal spread.

The wind had now fallen to a gentle breeze and the bright
sunlight which prevailed was turning wood, shore and
water into glittering gold. Alex. Starbuck.

A Chakming Region.—The Milwaukee, Lake Shore &
Western R. R. Co. have recently issued two little pamph-
lets interesting to sportsmen. One of them describes the
attractions of the lake region of northern Wisconsin and
Michigan, where we are told deer, trout, muskallonge
and bass abound, while the other is devoted to sample
scores of fish caught in the lakes and streams of the
region. These two pamphlets form interesting reading
for the angler. Last autumn the Milwaukee, Lake Shore
& Western Railway Co. sent Mr. G. O. Shields up into

the State Park region to investigate its possibilities and
report on jfc, and these papers are the result pf bis yisit,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CHICAGO, 111,, June 30.—This week I have a lot of

letters to offer, all bearing on the work in fish pro-
tection in this region. Some readers always skip the fine

print and the fish protection , but in this case they should
not do either. The first letter is from my old friend Col,
Bond, the game dealer. It reads:

I notice in the FOBBST AND Stream that you claim the credit
for the bill prohibiting flshing llirouKh ice. Give the devil his
due. The game dealers controlled all legislation on game and
flsh in the Legislature. Our friends wired me if I wanted ttiebill
defeated, in return I wired them to let it pass, which was done.
So give the game dealers credit aside from a bill a.« to partridges.
The sportsmen did not get a show. Now we are going to hold our
meeting for uniform game laws throughout the country.—E. S.
Bond.

I am not sure in my mind but that it was Col. Bond
who discovered America. Anyhow, it is discovered. All
last winter, wh^n Geo. Clark, and Paddock, and Savage
were shipping him black bass caught through the ice in
the Fox Lake range, did Col. Bond ever say a word about
stopping that practice, by law or any other means? Not
that I remember. He just bought the fish. I think it

was the general confusion of affairs in the past session
as much as the doughty game dealers that kept the
sportsmen from "getting a show." Beyond that, so far
as the dealers' negative good deeds are concerned. I am
willing and anxious to give the dealer his due, but I must
confess the worthy Colonel's letter reminds me very much
of the school boy's essay on "Pins," It ran to the effect

that "pins saved a great many people's lives." His
teacher stopped him there and asked, "How?" "By not
swoUerin' 'em," replied the boy. Col. Bond has shown
great judgment by not swallowing any unnecessary pins,

but the credit for the Ice bill belongs just exactly where
it was placed in these columns last week.
Our Chicago friends who do not often get over to the

lovely Rock River for fishing will be glad at any rate to
hear "that the boom in fish protection is being felt along
that stream also. Mr. Cole, who is attending to northern
Illinois for thfe State Commission, has the following
cheerful letter from a resident angler of that stream:

RoCKk'OBD, 111., June 27.—Mr. Geo. E. Cole. Pres.: I am very
much gratified, speaking for the Winnebago Fish and (rame Club,
to know that vou are takins; such active interest in securing fi'^h-

ways in the Rock River. Ttie Governor has lately appointed a
fiBh warden for this district, Mr. Jas. E. iNIoon, who is a very
active and energetic man, and I do not believe that any spearing
or seining of fish will take place in any of the adjacent waters
while he holds oflice. If there is any done it will be detected and
the parties prosecuted and fined. We shall be delighted to hear
that you have heard more definitely from Sterling and Dison. I
am satisfied that the fish have been greatly benefited in Roei?
River above Rockford by the fishway that was placed in our dam
over a ve.ar ago. Thanking you for your interest in the matter, I
am Gho. S. Roper,

The main interest in such matters in Chicago just now,
however, centers on the first steps of the Kankakee Asso-
ciation. The beginning of the work was mentioned last

week. Warden Buck's letters about the Momence dams
being then the latest news from his trip. I will let Mr.
Buck tell the rest in his own words, his letters being the
official reports on the work. From Kankakee, next below
Momence, he writes as follows:

Kanicakee, m,, June 25,—Geo. E. Cole: I arrived liere this
morning. Found there was a fl'^hway constructed in the same
manner and from the same plan as yoxi have, only the ladder is

not in the dam but up side of the mill, as per accompanying
drawing. Just as soon as the water gets low enough so they can
commence work they will put in a wing into deep water, which, I
think, will make the fishway all right, I go in the morning to
Aroma to see about the dam there and from there to Wilming-
ton.—F, L. Buck, State Fish Warden.

On the next day he reports as follows from Kankakee:

Kankakee. III., June 26.—I have just returned from Aroma,
above here. They had a ladder in there the same as I put in the
Pox River. Ir, needs a shute to deep water and then will be all

right, and that will be pnt in this week or nest. At the present
time there is a break of "Oft. in the middle of the dam and before
ihev shut the water off they will fix the fishway. 1 go from here
to Wilmington to-day. Your letter and the one in regard to the
O. & E. I. R. R. Go,, at Momence. received Just now. I have
written to Mr. Lyford, attorney for the C. & E. 1. K. R. Co., in re-
gard to the matter and if I go to Lockport to see Gapt. Lyton will
go up to Chicago and see him. I don't think there will ho any
trouble getting this river all fixed this season, and if thei-p was a
patrol of ttie river for a while the law-breakers would quit along it.

At Wilmington, below Kankakee, the warden struck a
whole flock of dams, but his report is not discouraging

:

There are four dams near this place, one of 17ft. about ly^ miles
above the town, owned by the Wilmington Water Power Co.,
Mr. Claflin, Boston, Mass., Pres.; Joel Hill, Boston. Mass., Treas.;
G. S. Waters, Holyoke, Mass., Sec'y, Ttie same company own the
dam 3 miles below town. That is out in several places and will
not be repaired, find there is no use for the upper dam, as the
water is only used for ice. There is no one here that has any-
thing to do about the dam. there is another dam about a quar-
ter of a mile above town OJ^ft. high used by the mills here and
owned by H. Stewart, J, and J. Wnitten, American Straw Board
Co., S. H. Emery. Manager, Quincy, 111., J. Ray and ,1. Campbell.
This dam has a piece on an apron on the north end, so that a fish-

way can be made on it, and it will be done just as soon as the
water goes down. The next dam is owned by the Wilmington
Water Power Co., and Is brolien in several places and will never
be fixed. The next dam is the State dam. about one mile below
the Wimington Water Power Co. dam. SJ^ft. It has two or three
places with slides, and fish can go over at present lime. Mr.
Kelly, the watchman, is fish warden, ant says that fish go up at
all times when the water runs over, but I shall see Gapt. Leighton
and have a fishway put in.

On Monday, June 29, Warden Buck came up to the
city, and reported that he had only two more dams to see

about, the one at Wilmington and one unvisited at Mar-
seilles, the latter the lowest dam on the stream. Momence
dam he had all right, provided the C. & E. I. R.R. would re-

lease on their injunction against changing the dams.
Warden Buck called on Mr. Lyford, the C. & E. I. solici-

tor, who by the way is a very reasonable and pleasant
gentleman, and came away with the foUovping valuable
paper, which simply means that the C, & E, T, will do all

it can to help along the work which will so plainly benefit

the attractions of their fishing country:

la the Circuit Court of
Kankakee County.

State of Illinois. I „.

Kankakee Cocnty, \

Chicago & Eastern Railroad Co.

,

m. Y Stipulation.
William R. Shelby et nl. \

It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and between the parties to
the above entitled cause, that the defendantsmay construct in the
dams which are described in the original bill herein, fish ways,
under the supervision of the State Fish Commissioners, a« pro-
vided in the law of 1889; provided, that said flshways shall noc in

anv way destroy the efficiencv cf said dams or lower the wa'er
above the dams. W. H. Lyfohd, Sohoitor for Complainant.

Warden Buck explained that the fishway would only
need Vi X 13in, total voluine of water, and thus cleared

the way to the above stipulation, which doubtless will be
signed by defense also. This should obviate all difficulty

i» regard to the iHpin^pe dajffis. Mr. Buck left for

Marseilles last night, and before going confidently re-

marked, "If the high water goes down, we will have the
flshways in every dam on the Kankakee within 30 days."
Now, if that i.=i not a good showing for the first field week
of the afsociation, I don't know anything about it. lb

will go through, I believe, without a single lawsuit. It is

not a hard thing to do, this protective work, When
things are steadily let alone they don't get done, but the
difficulties melt before energetic and systematic work.
It is early in the day to talk, but we do believe here that
the outlook for the Kankakee is highly encouraging. One
of the most encouraging tokens thereof is the hearty dis-

position to help the association evinced by men resident
along the stream. Warden Buck wanted a lot of blanks
to take with him, and said that at Momence Mr. Durham
told bim they would get together a good membership.
At Kankakee'^town, the gun club and the fish club both
promised aid, and at Wilmington also they would raise
some money for the work. The scheme of this work,
which I have tried to show in these columns from its

first inception, is very simple. And the purpose is too
good to allow the thought of failure.

July Z,—One more letter about the Kankakee Associ-
ation,' this time from Mr. Durham, a well-known Momence
man. The outlook at that town certainly seems good:

MoMBKCB, III., June 30.—Wm. P. Mussev, Treas.: I hand you
draft for $.30, for which kindly mail annual cards for parties
whose names are marked pakl. Ttie rest are good and will collect
in a day or two. 1 will raise SIO more anyway, and perhaps more,
as there are a number of my fishing friends who have not put in
an appearance. By the way, the G. & E. I. R. R. ought to con-
tribute, as they have had quite an income at this point for a good
many years. Oor boys will most heartily join m any thing that
will help along the fisbir.g here. Would be pleased to see any of
the cltrb at any time.—W. M. Dub ham.

A strongly signed petition comes up from Momence
asking for the appointment of Chas. Heimbau^h of that
I)lace as game warden for the Kankakee Association, and
it is likely that the committee on protection will appoint
him. Mr. Heimbaugh has a steam launch of his own
and can get about the river well. State Warden Back is

much in favor of Heimbaugh's selection.

The ways and means committee of the Association meet
to-morrow night, and will appoint solicitittg committees
for work in the different Chicago clubs. Tfiis will bring
in more money.
The market-shooters at Water Valley, on the Kanka-

kee, have been shooting woodcock for the past week and
holding them on ice for the opening of the season, to-day.
Dick Turtle has gone for his regular woodcock hunt in

that country, and it is hoped he can get some evidence
against these market-shooters. A warden is sadly needed
along that part of the stream. I hear that English Lake
Club has a patrol out. Mak-saw-ba Club this fall will try

to procure State Fish Warden Buck for a month or so of
the duck season

.

As mentioned last week, four boats floated the Kanka-
kee from Mak-sav.'-ba to English Lake. The party got
back Monkay morning. They caught about 30 bass and
vfall-eyes, nearly all out of one hole, near Skunk Hill,

four miles below Mak-saw-ba. This was in the evening,
and the fish, wall-eyed pike and small-mouth bass, were
taken on the frog, surface fi.shing, which seems a rather
singular state of affairs. The water in the Kankakee is

high just now,
Messrs. Fannin,White, Burbridge and Higgins, who had

left for Madison lakes, should meet good luck, for the fish

have been biting weU there of late.

We must chronicle another cheap and pleasant angling,

trip out of Chicago, this time one of which my friend
Mr. J. M. Clark tells me. In early June Mr. Clark, Mr.
Geo. Morell and Mr. Harry Babcock took Mr. Clark's can-
vas boat and camping outfit, and started in at Burling-
ton, Wis., to float down the Fox River to the main lake,

IBurlington is on the Wisconsin Central Ry, , 85 miles
above Fox Lake. This distance the party made in two days,
but they say that is not time enough, and that three or
four days would be better. For a two days' trip it would
be better to stop at Wilmot, and take a take a train over
to Camp Lake station. The trip from Burlington to Sil-

ver Lake can be made in one day, but it is too far to go
and enjoy good fishing. This party stopped for the night
abotit iO miles below Burlington. They found the best

fishing near Bundy's bridge. This point can be reached
by wagon, about three miles from Silver Lake, The latter

lake is sometimes good for some bass also. Mr. Clark
says they found the river about 125ft. wide, a very pretty
stream. ' The best baits seemed minnows and the .«poon.

They caught 37 small-mouthed bass, 7 big-mouths and a
number of wall-eyed pike and pickerel, the latter being
very abundant. I should think this must be a very pleas-

ant trip, though better if one has his own boat and camp
outfit. It seems strange that Loon Lake, near Antioch,
does not get fished out. Mr. lioth, whose 80 bass there I

mentioned earlier, was up one Saturday with two friends,

Messrs. Bond and Forney, and in one day they caught 38
bass, all big-mouths, of course. They say the bass were
simply ferocions after the frogs, often going clear out of

the water in striking.

There is a great lot of good fishing lakps in that Fox
Lake country, a,nd on the banks of many of them there

dwell human sharks who make their living by running
summer resorts in the summer and fishing through the
ice in the winter. Last January I went up into that
country, and took great pleasure in "turning over" some
of these summer resort men. It may be remembei'ed
that I later published a statement from Col. Bond, the
game dealer, to the effect that shipments of fish from
those points in the winter were "very light." Well, to-

day I saw Billy Farmer, the boy who first brought down
the story of this ice fishing, and who goes regularly to

Geo. Clark's place on Lake Maria. Young Farmer told

me that on the last two days of the ice-fishing this spring

Geo. Clark caught 98 black bass. He further said that he
had seen a bill for over $100 for fish shipped to Bond &
Whitcomb, of this city, in one lot. Mr. Farmer is sincere

in this, and could not well be wrong; so that the actual

destruction of game fish by this one man Geo. Clark may
be judged. The fish brought an average of a cents a
pound, I am told, the bass selling for more than that.

Now, what I want to ask is, Who wants to go up to Geo.
Clark's summer resort place this summer, now that the

fishing season has begun, and pay such a natural robber
his money for board and boats? What real good sports-

man will do that? Better go to Ed Howard's, or to Clarke
& Neltnor's, or some place run by a sportsman and a man
above this ice- fishing butchery.
The Cleveland party of eight, Mr, 0. W. Burrows and

his frientis, mejationed earlier as en route for the muscal-
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longe country, passed east throagh here on their return,
and left the following memorandum for Forest ajstd

Stream; "An-ived Manitowisb Lake district, via Lake
Shore Sc Western, Friday A, M. Had a magnificent time.
Got about 60 good muscallonge; largpst BS^lbs, , next 23ths.

,

and so on down. Al^o larg« numbers of wall-eyed pike
and bass. Largest wall-eye 91bs., next 8^ and Slbs."

Well, that surely ought to be good enough for anybody
on earth. The only trouble is, these grand fish are caught
so easily that they are not appreciated. One good mas-
callonge to a week's fishing ought to be something for
congratulations. It will be before long.
Mr, Geo, E. Cole returned from Fox Lake early this

week, where he had been attempting to destroy and not
protect some fish. The fish were "on to him," and he
only caught five bass, thus retaining his reputation as a
protector. But he has a lovely sunburn.
His Excellency Joseph Fifer, Governor of the State of

Illinois, has gone to Minneapolis fishing. He took his
gun alone;. His Excellency siiould have a copy of the
Booh of the Game Laivs, unless he is carrying the gun in

self-dei'ense.

Four buft'alo calves were born in the Lincoln Park herd
this spring, and at last accounts were doing well, so Mr.
Geo. T. Farmer tells me.
Carp Lake Club holds a bait-casting tournament on the

4th, which will be well attended, if appearances hold
out. E. Hough.

MAINE WATERS.
THE following letter, addressed to Mr. Geo. Shepard

Page, of this city, has kindly been handed to us for
public -ition:

DiXFrELD, Maine, June 39.—Dear Mr. Page: Yours
received. You ask how the fishuig this season compares
with former years in Maine, and I am happy to say that
it has, except in a few localities, been the best for the
last ten years. At Moosehead, 1 am inclined to think,
perhaps at Eangeley also, there has been no improve-
ment, and possibly it is not quite as good, but in other
localities we more than made up the deficiency. The
landlocked salmon fishing has improved wonderfully,
especially at Sebago, and more than double the number
have been takf^n than ever bef-n-e. The same thing miy
be said of Weld Pond and many new ponds and lakes
that have been stocke'3 have shown fish this year for the
first time. I was at Seb-igo on June 2 with a friend and
stopped over night. We took 13 salmon of from 3 to

7|lbs. Besides these we caught several smaller ones
which we put back. The lake is plentifully stocked with
small salmon—something I have never seen till this year,
it being very rare heretofore to get one of less than 3lbs.

If you and Mr. Eugene Vanderpool had gone there in
June, from the Ist to the 15th, you would have had fine

fishing, I think.
There is a lake near Belfast (Swan Lake) well stocked

wath trout, which the residents in the neighborhood have
always thought could not be caught with hook and line.

I happened to be there the next day after the ice went
out and trolled for them ha,lf a day. I got two that
weighed 91bs., which set the fishermen angling, and
hundreds of trout have been taken ever since, some very
large, from 7 to Slbs. each. Taey are the handsomest
fish I ever saw, resembling the sea trout in color, but
very short and chunky. I think that they are far alaead

of anv trout in Maine, and if so, then in the world, I

think also they are very abundant. I have been to the
lake twice since I caught the first one and got them each
time. Some landlocked salmon were put in there six
years ago, and several of them have been taken this

spring when fishing for trout, one weighing T^lbs. I saw
the fish placed be.-ide some Penobscot salmon, and could
see no material difference in their appearance. The lake
is fed entirely by spring?, with no inlets of any account.
A large stream flows from the lake the year around and
runs several miles. In fact it is pui'e spring water, and
one can see the bottom plainly at 20ft. depths. It is also
full of smelts, some of them 14in. long and weighing a
pound.
I have no doubt that there are trout in Swan Lake that

will weigh more than any in R^ngeley Lake, also much
handsomer ones. This may sound "fishy" to you, being
an old Eangeley angler, but you know I am the same,
and am also too ojd to tell extravagant fish stories. I
also thouerht Eangeley beat the world till I caught and
examined trout from Swan Lake.
We now intend to build a hatching house there the

coming fall and distribute some of the stock in other
Maine waters. Henry O. Stanley.

NEW ENGLAND WATERS.
BROOK trout fishing in Maine waters is reported to be

remarkably good, provided one has the endurance
to stand the mosquitoes and black flies. Thousands of
trout are being reported, and it is to be hoped that the
great numbers are not made up of the usual fingerlings.
A party from Aubiu'n, Me., has been to Long Pond,
Franklin county, two or three miles from Eangeley, on a
fishing trip. They were so much pleased with their suc-
cess that they have formed as association, and will build
camps and put in more boats. They say that they took
only trout of good size—from one to three pounds. Ee-
poi't says that over 8001bs of trout have been taken from
Quimby Pond in that section this season.
Mr. L). H. Blanchard, of Bo- ton, has gone to his sal-

mon river on the northwest branch of the St. Marguerite,
Saguenay district, in Canada. His friend, Mr. Horace
Willis, is with him for "a part of the time. Mr. Blanchard
is one of the few who own their salmon reservation, in-

stead of renting it, he having procured it several years
ago of the Canadian government. It is hinted that he
paid a big sum for it. It is said that it is the upper and
the best end of the salmon fishing of that district.

Black bass fishing in the Penneessewassee Lake,Norway,
Me., has commenced in good earnest this season. Old
fishermen report the ba?3 remarkably plenty and rising
to the fly readily. The lake is well stocked, but fidher-

men are raquested to return those they catch to the lake
that weigh h ss than lib., in order that the supply may be
kept up. Some remarkably good catches of bass are also
reported from Lake CoHbos-econtee, in Gardiner, Me.
The fishing: is now at its height there. One party reports
catc'ung 110 in a few hours' fi-ihing. It is only within a
week, however, that these fish have been rising, the
vpeather having been cold. At the Winthrop Po^da
abcfve ^m'e good IMmfg is aLso repoMied. Mts. E. E.

Richardson, of Attleboro, Mass., was fishing on Norway
Lake the other day when she hooked a large fish. She
played him half an hour, and when finally landed it

weighed 51b3. and was 20iin. long. This is I'eparted to

be the largest black bass ever taken from the Penneessee-
wassee. It is being mounted.
Gov. Eussell, of LVla8sachu=5etts, has been fishing at the

E^tngeleys, and has taken his string of trout. Mayor
Mathews, of Boston, has been to the Megantic preserve
and has taken his four-nound trout. Judge W. P. White-
house, of the Supreme Bench of Maine, has taken his big
landlocked salmon at the Eangeley waters. Senator W.
P. Frye, of Maine, has been fishing at his beautiful
camps on the shores of Mooselucmaguntic; he goes there
every year for that matter, his name being introduced
here only to show how the big men do love to fish. Now
comes the Hon. Nelson Dingley, ex-governor of Maine,
and at present a most active member of Congress from
his State, and shows a record of a six-pound landlocked
salmon caught in the Eingeley Lake last week. His Ex-
cellency is greatly elated over his s-uccess. He was an
hour and five minutes bringing the beautiful fish to the
net after he struck him. He leaped out of the water
eight times, and several times took abnut all the line the
reel held. It is singular how these lively fish are honor-
ing the dignitaries of the State of M iine. The land-

locked salmon are the children of the State. The State
has hatched them, and the able Commissioners have
turned them loose in the waters of the State, and now
the fiih, when they have come to the years of maturity
and understanding are honoring the creels of the great
men of the State with their presence. They have doubt-
less reflected like sensible fish that they have g;ot to be
caught anyway, and for this reason they prefer to be
taken by the lures of some of the great men of the State.

Oh, to be a child of the State!

Two thousand five hundred young salmon have lately

been turned into the tributaries of Parmacheene Lake, the
first s dmon, it is understood, that have been turned into

Parmacheene.
The last Indian of the Magalloway River is dead. His

name was Archie Annance, and he was much beloved by
all who had ever had the good fortune to fish or trap with
him. He disliked civilization, like the most of his race,

and naturally took to the woods, though reported to have
been educated in his younger days. Mr. .John Dinforth
is reported to have in his possession one of Archie's make
of bark canoes. It is entirely Indian in its construction.
It is sewed together with strips of cedar bark and spruce
roots, and does not contain a nail or the least scrap of
iron.

3Ir. E. M. Gillam, commercial editor of the Boston
Advertiser, has been fishing again, and this time with
belter success. Mrs. Gillam went with him, Siie took
over twenty salt-water perch on the Fourth while Mr.
Gillam managed the boat. It was a little rough off Ocean
Pier that day, but the lady, who had never fished for any
sort of fish before in her life, forgot aU about the rough
water in the fun of taking fish. She even forgot to be
seasick, and is now an enthusiastic fisherman. So they
-begin, but the ending is in costly rigs and tours to the
Maine lakes. The next day the Bean boys came over
and more perch were taken. Geo. W, Bean, the elder,

was in the party, with James W., Mr. Giliam's assistant

on the Advertiser and a member of the Somerville Com-
mon Councd, and Ed L, Ei took nearly all of the perch,
185 in all, while James had an account to settle with Old
Neptune. Perch and mackerel fishing is very much in
order off Beachmont and Crescent Beach at this time.

Special.

THE WARE ROD AND GUN CLUB.
WARE, Mass. , June 29.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

inclot-e account of th(". opening of the new club
house of the Ware Rod and Gun Club, Our lake has been
stocked with trout, for which it is admirably adapted,
there being a number of large springs. Pickerel grow by
the thousands and will afford the finest kind of fishing in
another year. We are also putting in white perch, the
best pan fish I ever ate

;
grows 1 to 2 lbs. and good sport for

lady fishermen. Fishing privileges in the lake are limited
to one day a week. The largest trout registered this sea-
son is 8lbs. 2oz. The lake offers a fine feeding and resting
place for ducks on their passage sotxth and a number were
shot last faU. The Fokest and Steea.ii is on file at the
club house and thoroughly read. We shall another season
lay out ground for trap-shooting, and develop the shoot-
ing element. The dedication is thus recorded in our local
paper:
"Uncle Ike Walton has long been represented in Ware

by more than the usual allotment of devout followers of
the gentle fishing art, but not until about two years ago
were they united by any closer ties of kinship than those
which naturally draw together the lovers of any pursuit
or pastime; then a rod and gun club was organized, a pond
with from 300 co 400 acres flowage rights and two acres of
wooded land, were leased, and active work on a fish and
game preserve, with all the usual attractions, was begun.
The dam was raised, the size of the pcnd increased to a
beautiful lake and stocked with gamy fish, the sur-
roimdings and approaches put in trim condition, a hand-
some club house built, sail and row boats launched, horse
sheds and other conveniences provided for, until now there
is no better resort of its kind in western Massachusetts,
if indeed there is in the whole State. The location is

about three and one-half miles frcm the village by either
one of two pleasant roads, in a picturesque and heretofore
unfrequented spot. Nature has been generous in its

lavish ment of fcenic beauty and man has adapted its

work to the modern idea of an ideal retreat for the various
forms of pleasure which are suggested by a summer home
in the woods by stni water.
"The club house-stands by the water's edge on a gently

sloping shore and fronts an island of. wild and tangled
beauty, while to the right and left a broad expanse of lake
sti'ei ches away, dotted hereand there with floating islands,
and beyond, almost as far as the eye can reach, the weather-
beaten roofs and glinting windows of one or two farm-
houses may be seen amid surroundings of pastoral beauty.
The shores of the lake are heavily wooded, affording many
a romantic spot for secluded rest or quiet picnicking.
"The club house is a Fpaoious building of two stories

and bapement, the latter floor being nearly even with the
water's edge and forming a wide and convenient boat
landing. The second floor has an office and large reception
rpom, with a kitchen annexe wliile the unper floor is fitted

up with fiinMi^ ib%ii^ rctems wt&are* ci^mhterB o£-t!hSB

club may stay over night or spend a week at a time during
a protracted outing. Oa three sides of the building are
balconies affording extended views, while on the roof is a
point of look-out which commands a wide stretch of land
and water, hill and dale. None of the little conveniences
essential to comfortable life in the woods are lacking, and
here wives and daughters, sisters and sweethearts of the
members may come and go and always find a welcome
and enjoyment.
"Such is the home of the Ware Rod and Gun Club, to

an informal dedication of which, on Tuesday evening,
some 200 invitations were issued, which drew together
300 representatives of the leading families of town and
many from elsewhere. It was an unusual gathering for
Ware and may safely be recorded as the leading social

event of many seasons. The reception was from 4 o'clock
to a late hour, during which time the roads were alive
with carriages. The house was handsomely decorated
with the national colors and lanterns, the grounds illu-'

minated, fireworks were touched off, a line banquet lunch
was served, and several pieces from the Springfield
orchestral club discoursed sweet music for promenade and
dance. The various committees were more than attentive,
and the wants or pleasure of the numerous guests were
anticipated beyond the point of expectation. It was a great
success, and the first social levee of the Ware Rod and
Gun Club will be handed dovi'n in local history as an
event synonymous with all that constitutes a royal good
time." G.

ANGLING NOTES.

MR. H. C. WILSON, of this city, who has just returned
from the Eestigouche, reports that the salmon fish-

ing is unusually poor this season; in fact, the worst they
have ever had. When he left they had only killed 17
salmon at the Eestigouche Club. There are plenty of fish

reported at the mouth of the river, and they will no
doubt have fine sport in a few days.

Visitors from the Chateaugay lakes, Adirondacks, say
that the glory of that region of trout and deer has de-
parted. Notwithstanding the liberal stocking that has
been done every year, the trout are small and scarce.
The miners use giant powder in the spring holes and
on the spawning beds, and the hotel keepers are afraid to
complain. In addition to this, many of the residents go
up the f-ide streams and catch fingerlings by the hun-
dred. This is always fatal to good fishing. As long as
the little fish are left undistiubed, the stock is kept up;
but going up the little brooks and. fishing them out is

killing the goose that lays the golden egg.
"

Collecting fishing tackle is quite a hobby with some
anglers, and many of our wealthy fishermen have large
and handsome collections. A letter from an English
friend states that he has 341 rods, many of which are
American split-bamboo rods, and he has the reels, lines,

etc., to match. He thinks our split-bamboo rods perfec-
tion, and prefers them to all others.

Trout are often found where least expected, and many
a fished-out stream contains a few old settlers too smart
to be deceived by the average fisherman. Mr. E. B. Law-
rence came across such a bit of water the other day,
almost in sight of the City Hall, and took 7 fine trout on
the fly, the largest of which weighed Hlbs,

A landlocked salmon was recently caught in Grand
Lake, Me., that contained 38 smelt. The fish only
weighed 4irlbs.

A number of fine weakfish were killed near Fire Island
last week by jigging (i. e., jerking) a tin squid up and
down. These fish weighed from 3 to olbs. each, Weak-
flshing at Barnegat Bay is now excellent, Down the
Bay toward the inlet they run small, but big tide-runners
can be caught by fishing pretty well up the Bay.

Sheepshead in large numbers are being taken in the
pound nets off the Jersey coast, and bluefish are quite
plenty outside, too. Very few striped bass are being
caught; the largest, so far, was taken at Ocean Beach, it

weighed 2611b8. Scarlet-Ibis.

OREGON FISH AND FISHERMEN.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The happiest man on earth is the man wlio likes to

fish and has the opportunity. Therefore the Oregon
angler ought to be happy. There are, of course,
many sources of pleasure in this world for those dis-

posed to enter into the spirit of the various entertain-
ments, but from the days when the disciples fished in the
sea of Galilee to the present time the angler has been re-
garded as the best example of human contentment and
happiness; so much so in fact, that in modern times ang-
ling is spoken of as the gentle art. Nevertheless, fisher-

men are looked upon, the world over, as great liars. I
don't know why. Anglers as a rule are gentlemen; and
gentlemen will not lie. Ignorant, worldly people imag-
ine, because the angler comes home with a basket of
fingerlings and a story about hooking and losing a mon-
ster that carried away his fly, leader and may be part of
his tip, that he is lying about the monster. They don't
stop to consider that the big fish are more powerful, ac-
tive and cunning, and therefore better able to get away
than the little ones.
Sometimes it happens that the angler is able to prove

what he says, although we must confess that this is the
exception to a general rule. I once caught a fine 8-pounder
just below a high dam. In landing him he got soiled,
and I stepped above the dam to rinse him. He looked so
symmetrical and handsome after being washed that I
held him up for the delectation of my envious compan-
ions across the stream. How he did it I don't know, but
like a flash of light he sprang out of my hands and into
water 14ft. deep. My first impulse was to go after him
and I went. I got my fish all right enough, but if my
statement was not backed up by good substantial proof I
would not make it, for the general verdict would be, as
usual, that it was another fish lie. When you consider
the facts, however, there is nothing very remarkable
about it. You see, the fish coming from rapid to still

water in a dazed condition naturally lost his bearings and
luckily, when so ardently pursued, shot directly up to
aj).d upon the sloping dam and beoajne easy ptej for the
vdsemaxL i&at waa afteir liim.
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Anglers are fa jolly set, and like to tell jokes on each
other, eyen if in doing ao they have to compromise them-
selves a little. Let me tell you a little joke that will be
news to some of the paxties interested. You will have
to decide for yourself who the joke was on. L. S. Barin
(U. S. Marshal, and an angler of the fu-st water), Rob
Roy McGregor (the boss salmon fisher of Oregon), G. A.
Van Derbeck (the champion lazy man of Oregon) and
your- humble servant took a trip up to Willamette Falls
at the oi>ening of the present salmon season just to see if

their majesties wpx'e ready to opsn the ball. Of course
none of us anticipated any particular sport, but we
wanted to find out whether the salmon had got the salt

washed olf their tails enoiigh to rise. Understand, how-
ever, we were rising spoons, not flies.

At about the second cast made by Van, he succeeded
iu hooking and landing a fifteen-pounder. Then Mac
landed a beauty, which ended the salmon catching for
that day so far as our crowd was concerned.
Things were getting intei'esting for me, for I knew

\'"an and McGregor well enough to know that if I should
not get a fish I would be compelled to endure their sym-
pathy all the way home; and it seems that they fairly
boil over with expressions of sympathy when they can
get the unfortunate iu a crowd. I knew that everybody
aboard the steamer would know that I did not catch a
solitary fish. So 1 felt the necessity of having a fish and
good one.

It is beyond my understanding why the lazy, careless
fisherman should be so lucky. The more anxious I be-
came the less chance there seemed to be for me to get a
strike. I got desperate and went around to a big I'ock
opposite my enemies, where the chubs were thick and
hungry enough to take a spoon, knife and fork. A boy
came along and added to my misery by sympathizing.
Some way tliia sympathy racket don't set well with an
angler who prides himself on his accomplishments. At
any rate, i informed him that his mother wanted him
and went on with my vain labor. A happy thought
sti'uck mc, and calling the boy back I asked him if he
wanted four bits. Unlike most boys, lie did. Then and
there we entered into a contract. He was to go up
where the old Indian was scoojjing salmon out from under
the falls and get, at least, as big a fish as Van's and land
it behind my rock, unobserved. The old Indian gave
him the finest one he had and it was duly deposited.
The first big chub that struck my spoon completed the
progi-amme, and after making a great pretense of playing
him 1 jumped down behind the rock, dragged the loafer
in, reached over and picked up the salmon and held him
up for the other fellows to admire. Barin did not get a
salmon that day; but A^an and McGregor did not have an
opportunity to waste any sympathy on me. Barin has
the best record for a single day's catch, however, he hav-
ing lauded 45 salmon with hook and Hue in one day.

It is unfortunate that the full-grown Ohinools, Colum-
bia River and blue-back salmon of this coast will not rise
to the fly, but the young are voracious fly-eaters and fur-^
nish fine sport, S. H. G'reenb.
POETLAND, Oregon, June 12.

Menmt

ILLINOIS FISHCULTURE.

WE have the report of the Fish Commissioners oi ILlinois
for the period from Oct. 1, 1888, to Sept. 30, 1890.

The Commissioners record a great increase in fish distribu-
tion and a growing interest m the enforcement of protective
laws and the establishment of fish ways. The cooperation of
the various fishing clubs and all otliers interested in fish
UTotection throughout the State has been productive of grati-
fying results.
In this State the rescue of Oshes, which are h^ftiu tiie

overflows by fi-eshets. is a priiuipal leature. The U. s. Pish
Commission has aided iu this work by sendiug its ears and
messengers to_couduct the atilizatiou of such flshes on a
large scale. The distribution has been limited chiefly to
breeding fish ranging iu length from four to fourteen Inches
and consequently past all dangers of youth. The expense of
this method is comparatively trifling and the results very
freat. During 1890 bass and croppie were the species pre-
ominating in the distribution. ''Some idea of the number

of fish that must perish annually may be had when it is
known that from one point of operation alone, namelv, along
the Wabash Railway, opposite Meredosia, where the over-
flow of the Illinois River covers thousands of acres when at
its height, but which, when the river falls within its banks,
is drawn down into a series of lakes and flats covering but a
few acres, we took during this last season over thirty car
loads of game fish for distribution besides hundreds of
thousands of fish which were put into the river itself." At
the time of writing this report the place was perfectly dry,
so that if the fish had been left there they must all have died.
In twelve days time 441,700 fish were put into the river near
Rapids City, HI., by a party under the direction of Mr. D. J.
Webb.
The Illinois River has been the scene of .a great amount of

illegal fishing, and the problem of enforcing protective
laws has been a difficult one, but by the appointment of fish
wardens and with the enei-getic help of the Fox River Fish
and Game Association, together with a growing public
sentiment in favor of the protection of fish, great work has
been accomplished. Mr. Geo. E. Cole, president of the Fox
River Association, has given personal attention to the in-
spection of dams, and through his cooperation and that of
his representatives a good flshwav has been placed in every
dam on Fox River in the State of Illinois. Other obstruc-
tions have been overcome in the same w^ay. The report
contains a list of f oui teen fish and game clubs, all of which
have contributed to the cause of fish protection. In May,
1889, 11,400,000 pike-perch were deposited in public waters in
Illinois by the U. S. Fish Commis.sion, and in May, 1890,
upward of 7,000,000 more were planted in similar waters.
Illinois has thirty -two fis!-i wardens, and the Commissioners
testify to the value of their work. The railroads, as usual,
have rendered valuable assistance in handling fish, especi-
ally the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and the Wabash.
The appropriation for 1889 was S7,500.
Illustrations from photographs show the method of gath-

ering fish for distribution, and are supplemented by cuts of
the black bass, calico bass, croppie, rock bass and pike
perch. The appendix contains a valuable article on the
food relations of fresh-water fishes, by Prof. S. A. Forbes,
reprinted from the Bulletin of the Illinois State Laboratory
of IS'atural History.

Sunday Train to Momence. -The Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Eailroad olaced in service June 14 a Sunday train between Chicago
and Momenoe, leaving Chicago at 8:3,3 A. M., and returnio^; leave
Momenca at &13 P. M.. thus affording anglers a fine opportunity
to spand a day on the Kankakee River, -^S^l-y.

All communications must reach us by Tuesday
of the week they are to be published; and should
be sent as much earlier as may be convenient.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWa

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show ot the Youngstown Kennel Club, at
Youngstown. O.
Sept. 8 to ll.-First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton Keuuel

Club, at Hamilton, Ont.
Sept. 14 to 18.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

Internationa] Dog .Show, at Toronto. C. A. Stnne, Sec'y and Sunt.
Sept. 22 to 25.—Inaugural Do? Show of the Montreal Exposition

Company, at Montreal, Canada.
^Sept. 29 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, in connection with
the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Ont. Alfred Geddes, Supt.

im.
Jan. 18 to 14.—Second Annual Dog Show of the Soutb Carolina

Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C. F. F. Capers, Secretary,
Greenville, S. C. 7

j,

FIELD TRIALS.
Nov. 2.—Inaugural Trials of the United States Field Trial Club,

at BtckneU, Ind. P. T. Madison, Secretary.
Nov. 18.—Eastern Field Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake Nov. 12. W, A. Coster,
Se''retarv.
Nnv. 30.—Central S^eld Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Lexington, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y. 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Pliiladelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

Connell, Secretary.

THE GREYHOUND ELCHO,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Elcho's sire is a strongly-made, good-sized brindle, his dam

a beautiful fawn bitch that has won at a large bench show.
After careful examination I chose Elcho when six weeks
old from a large litter. He was reared A'ery carefully and
all his life has shown many qualities for which I most e.s-

teein him and for which I consider him valuable as a stud
dog, viz., sound make up in general, good health, unu.sual
stamina, and Avhen grown, remarkable speed.
When a puppy he met with an accident which rendered

one ear somewhat thicker, the dog consequently ha^dng less
control over it when raised. Though under daily observa-
tion by me. I have never once seen his ears "stand erect like
a rabbit's," and the ditt'erence between the one ear and the

both in England and America, possibly I may be entitled to
an opinion. During that time I have learned many things
about dogs and men. I regard the dog to-day as a model of
honesty, straightforwardness, fidelity and affection. During
this long period no dog of the many I have had has ever
turned round upon me, which ismore than I can say of all my
friends of the kennel world. Another conviction I have to-
day is that life is too short for controversies. Thev do little
or no good, but infinite harm. This communication is not
meant to be a part of any controversy or a reply to any one,
but a plain unvarnished tale with a few opinions of a stu-
dent of nature in general and the dog in particular tacked
on. As a student of science I can understand the value of
discussions in a calm, dispassionate spirit, but neither by
nature nor by training have I any sympathy with the auto-
crat, whether he would be at the head of an empire or of
the kennel world. I deeply regret the biekeringrs and bitter-
ness that prevails among so many that are devoted to man's
best friend; and I am sorry that any dog that I am so for-
tunate as to own should have been the stibject of a sort of
discussion which I think is to be deplored; nor should one
word have appeared in print from me did it not recur that
if 1 did not state certain facts, two respectable judges and
esteemed men might in someway sufiler.

Elcho I like, and his regard for me seems to have greatly
increased since I rescued him as often as an adherence to
necessary rules would permit, from the unnatural surround-
ings of bench show life during the last Canadian circuit. I
therefore am very glad that the dog at least is quite uncon-
scious of all this feeling between the superior (?) animals.

Wesley Mills, M.D.
Montreal, Canada.

IRISH SETTER TYPE.
Editor ForcHt and Stream:
In your Issue of May 25, under "Dog Chat," I notice some

remarks relative to Irish setters with whichi cordially agree.
It is not difficult to guess who the loremost breeder of
"reds" is to whom you allude, and I quite indorse his opinion
that "importing dogs is not sure to improve the breed," es
pecially, I may add, when they are imported in the hap
hazard, unintelligent way in which they have been lately.
The pure bred Irish setter should, above all else, have a
dome-shaped skull, should be fairly long from eyes to nose
and square in muzzle. Is thi.s, I ask, the style of animal
your people have been importing lately? Certainly not—for
to ray knowledge most, if not all, late importations have
heads as flat as fox-terriers and muzzles like collies: hut
worse even than this, some of them are the progeny of an
animal which is iu no sense an Irish setter, an animal as

ROUGH-COATED ST. BERNARD PRINCM REGENT.-Ow ned nv Mk. W. C. liiiitK, New Yokk Gjty.

other is due I believe entii'ely t o iht^ iujm;> .sustained. El-
cho's record ou the bench i.« as follows: V he. at Ottawa a
year ago last fall under J. Utis F'ellowa, when a yearling
puppy; first at Kingston last year under the same jiidge;
second at Ottawa under H. W. Cacy; shown at Toronto and
received no recognition, C. H. Mason judge: entered for New
York, but withdrawn when it was ascertained that the
judge was to adjudicate ou dogs he had himself owned for
years till a few weeks before the show.
Numerous statements, false as to facts, have appeared

among other misrepresentations in the English Stocli-
Kecper, both as regards Elcho and his owner, in letters
signed "Nutcracker." Statements have recently appeared
in Forest and Stream, both in regard to Elcho and his
owner, which are not true to fact and are oft'ensive in spirit,

and notwithstanding that corrections of some of these have
been made from several sources, the author of these state-
ments has not as yet in any way alluded to this.

As Mr. Fellows, when judging, feels his dogs very care-
fully all over, he probably discovered the true nature of
Elcho's ear defect

—

i. e., the thickening, etc.

Mr. Lacy compared Elcho carefully with the other dogs
at Ottawa last year, and impressed me at that show and
ever since I have known him as a competent, fair-minded
judge and kindly, peace-loving man. As the judge at To-
ronto never laid a hand on Elcho, he could not but be ignor-
ant of many of his qualities, including the real condition of
his ears.

Thus much for the facts and the history of the dog. A
few words as to opinions. I do not consider Elcho a grey-
hound of the highest class, like Gem of the Season; he is

small, and this alone would keep him out of the very front
rank as a bench .show specimen; however, he is a good little

one and has been mttch admired. His quali Sedations for stud
purposes have already been alluded to. So far as I know,
the ear peculiarity is not either hereditary or congenital;
for though I have seen both sire and dam many times, their
ears always seemed to be carried perfectly. Elcho has a head
that could be improved some, though it suits his whole
make-up very well; his teeth are excellent and meet evenly,
his front is good, legs and feet excellent, the forelegs being
remarkably good; neck, shoulders, back, spring of ribs, loin
and quarters good; lower thigh not developed enough; ehest
might be deeper, but is capacious. Muscling extra good,
especially as to quality (hardness), which is natural— /. e.,

he does not grow soft when not in constant ti'ainiug; move-
ments and character much above the average; quality con-
siderable; ears defective, one slightly larger and thicker in
texture than the other, to be explained by the injury that it

sustained; carriage usually good, but at times wrong to a
variable degree, which interferes with his expression, and
should be penalized, but as 1 understand "Stonehenge,"
cannot disqualify or put the dog back appreciably except in
close competition.
Such is my own opinion of the dog, and as I have been

breeding dogs and other animals since my boyhood, i. e.,

for more than thirty years, and stixdied bench show dogs

Ugly as it WL'li coulil lif, wit h a great big Mat head and no
color. No^v, f>u, T maintain that the reckless importation
and advertising of so-called Irish setters of this .-itump can-
not fail to cause untold injury to Irish Setters in America,
and it must take years to undo the mischief and wipe out
the stain; no matter how pure bred may be the .sire or dam
on one side, one cannot expect success from a cross with im-
pure stock on the other.

If these few remarks should be the means of turning the
attention of Irish setter breeders to the mistake they are
making in breeding to or from anything but pure bred ani-
mals of correct type, then my object in writing to you will
have been accomplished.

Robert O Callauhan, Chaplain R. M. L. I.

BoBSTA House, Rochester, England.

"DOGS OF THE DAY."—We have received from the Ar-
totype Publishing Co. the first number of a publication en-
titled "Portraits of Dogs of the Day," which cannot fail to
interest all owners of good dogs. The work is issued monthly,
and each number will contain the portraits and de.9criptions
of four dogs. The pictures are large artotype prints—iu
other words, photographs in printer's ink—and the text is
furnished by Mr. H. W. Lacy. Having said so much we may
feel sure that both portraiture and description are well done;
the sun is the artist, and he neither flatters nor discriminates
again.st his subject, while Mr. Lacy's good judgment and
fairness are well known. The first number of the "Portraits"
contains pictures of the ma.stiff Caution's Own Daughter,
the English setter Count Howard, the rough-coated St. Ber-
nard Sir Bedivere, and a group of Mr. Comstock's quaint
little Japanese spaniels. Each portrait is accompariied by
a page of text. These are all typical specimens, and render
the first number very attractive. No lover of a good dog
will look at this work without feeling a desire to po.ssess it.

The .size of the plates is 14xllin., and the prints vary in size
from 7x9in. to SxlO. The paper is heavy and rich "and the
whole aspect of the work artistic, and the twelve numbers
will make a luxiulous volume. The price is $1 per number,
or $10 for the year (12 numoers).—G.

Forest asu Streaji. Box 3.833. N. T. city, has descriptive illus-
trated circulars of W. B. Leangwell'H book, "Wild Fowl Shoot-
ing," which will be mailed tree ou request. The book is pro-
nounced by "Nanit," "Gloan" "Dick Swiveller," "Sybillene" and
otber competent authorities to be the best treatise on the subject
extant.

Frank Miller's Harxess Dressing is used in the stables of
the White House at Wabhtngton, and has been for years the
favorite preparation in our first class stables. If you have not
tried it do so at once and you will never afterward use any other
harness dressing.-^dj;,

A Book About Indians.—The Forest and Stream will mail
free on app Ilea Dion a descriptive circular of Mr. Grlnnell'a book,
"Pawnee iIex*o Stories and Folk-tales," giving a table of coutentji
andapeolmen illustratioQS from the volume.—^du.
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DOG CHAT.

MR. P. H. PERRY writes in glowing terms of a youug
Irish setter bitch, Rose of Ciaremont, a candidate for

Derby honors, which we notice he is advertising in our busi-
ness columns. Mr. Perry's increasing business cares make
it impossible for Mm to give due attention to his dogs, so
be thinks it the wisest plan to sell. Rancho, who is also in
the market, will run in theU. S. and Irish setter field, trials.

By the way, Rose of Ciaremont was wrongly jn-inted as
having been whelped July 20, ISiH, when Jan. ;3d,lS90, is the
coiTect date.

We hear that Mi-. Toon, of Sheffield, P^ngland, has pur-
chased two crack greyhounds, a dog and bitch that have
done some good running as well as having taken premier
honors on the bench. We presume they are either for the
Ac elo-American Kennel or Ml". Purbeck, but have no defi-

nite news concerning them.

"We look forward to the arrival of the American mail as
a weekly treat," says Stocli-Kcepcr, "for there is more news
pleasantly and lightly conveyed in oue transatlantic journal
than all our own press together can muster. We are conse-
quently disappointed in proportion when, as is too often the
case, some of our contemporaries are missing nn mail day."
We are pleased to note, however, that Forest and Stream
stands first ou the list of the most punctual ones.

The noted St. Beraard Scout died very suddenly June 38
under suspicious circumstances. Mr. Gosling, his owner,
was just starting for Bristol show when the kenuelman ran
in to say the dog was very^ick. Mr. Seweli was sent for
but the dog died before he could reach him. Poison is sus-
pected and Mr. Seweli will make an examination. The dog
has been more or less celebrated, owing to his immense
bone, size and particularly fine head. Before he was twelve
months old he had reached the astonishing weight of 1901bs.,

and it was owing to the enormous weight of his body, being
too much for bis legs, that he was not straight in front. Mr.
Gosling bad a carriage made for him which su.stained his
weight of body without impeding his movements
when walking. He was by Pliolimmon out of Lapitha
and was whelped February, 1888. He was much sought
after in the stud and is sire of Mr. Gosling's enormous
bitch Tamora.

Through the kindness of Mr, John Brett we are en-
abled to publish this week a picture which cannot fail
to interest those of our readers who delight in field dogs
and field trials. Those who attemled the field trials
last fall will not need any introduction to these well-
known handlers, but to those who unfortunately bad
to stay at home we must .give their "pedigrees." The
imposing figure on the left, standing with quiet and
conscious dignity and withal bearing the honors of
victory modestly, is Mr, Frank Richards, who guided
the now well-known pointer Spotted Boy to \uctory
both in the Pointer Derby and the final heat for abso-
lute winner at the Central trials. At his feet lies
Spotted Boy. The man with the smile, on the right, is
one of England's cleverest trainers, Mr. Angus Came-
ron, and a man who has made himself popular ia both
countries. His genial countenance shows that he can
accept victory or defeat with equal grace. The English
setter lying at his feet is Ian, winner of the Setter Derby.

The Cali^fornia Kennel Club has claimed May 4 to 7,

1893, for it's next bench show. Those desiring any in-
formation on the subject should write Mr. H. L. Miller,
secretary, Bos. 2,317. San Francisco, Cal. The above
dates have been, recognized by the A. K. C.

Mr. Cook wrote Mr, Whitney that his Queen Alice
whelped Juue 15 six puppies, five of which were dogs,
by the latter's Ilford Chancellor. Mr. Cook adds:
"They bid to make great ones. I hope to show some
winners from this lot next winter; I never had a better
litter."

Mr. Clutterbuck, of Ogdensburg, N. Y., has sent us
an illustration in a newspaper of his promising pup
Prince Barry II,, bred by Mr. H. S. Pitkin, of Hartford,
Conn. At ten months old this youngster stands 32in.
and weighs ITOlbs.

In writing to continue hi.s lienuel advertisement, the
owner of the Illinois St. Bernard Kennel says: "My
kennel supply is grovring .short, but I hope' soon to
have occ:a3ion for a larger advertisement. Tlirough
your piper I have sold puppies all the way from Penn
sylvauia to New Orleans, and it has given better sati.s-
faction thaa any other medium." Mr. Fornof is the
editor of the Free Press, Streator, HI., and judging
from the kennel catalogue he sends us he certainly has
some fine St. Bernard blood in his kennel, as we notice
a number of we]l-kuo\vn champions in the pedigrees of his
dogs.

The Hamilton Kennel Club has decided to hold a four
days show instead of three, as at first intended. The dates
will now be September 8 to 11.

We hear that the whole of Chestnut Hill Kennels' English
kennel of collies will be brought over this month and offered
for sale. Among them will be included the great Chris-
topher, a gold mine in himself for stud purposes, as he sur-
passes all others in this particular, and on the bench he can
beat anything yet imported to this country, with perhaps
the exception of the same kennels' Wellesbou-ne Charlie.
Up to the present time, Mr. Jarrett informs us, Christopher
has sired nearly two hundred winners, so that his acquisi-
tion \vould be an important one for the collie interests of
America. Mr. Jarrett is more than pleased with their new
purchases from Mr. Huidekoper, exclusive mention of which
was given in these columns recently, though when he says
"they are way above my expectation," we are not particu-
larly flattered with friend Jarrett's estimate of our judg-
ment. They are eligible for the Collie Sweepstakes next
year, and some one will have to breed some pretty good ones
to put them in the background.

Now there is some trouble over the three pups that Mr.
Chapman sold for SS.50. This week Mr. Soaith writes to
iStock-Kecper that he alone purchased the pups, two only of
whicn were out oc Princess Florence and the other out of
Bessie 111. by Marvel, As iVlr. Shillcock wrote that paper
that he and Mr. Smith had bought them, there is some con-
fusion somewhere, and the editor strikes the right note
when he .says "that unless some means can be found to put
a stop to this sort of thing, we are afraid the St. Bernard
fancy will suflfer in the opinion of the kennel world."

We hear that Salvator Rosa, the crack voung St. Bernard,
has again changed hands, Mr. Shillock, who did not keep
the dog very long in his kennel, having sold him to Mr.
Sidmy W, Smith.

A regular meeting of the National Beagle Club will be
held at 3(56 Washington street, Boston, Ma.s8,, July 10, at
6.oD P. M. All members are earnestly requested to attend,
as the arrangemeats lor the coming field trials will be fully
discussed.

'

Why should Bobtails be called Richard-tails? ask S*oc7c-
Keeper.

The Earl of Lon.sdale is as fond of dogs as he is of
his hunters, and we see he has just given $350 for a white
English setter, Fennvhurst Shot, and also purchased a "busi-
ness" wire-haired fox-terrier.

A^'ow that dog shows are becoming so numerous in this
country the striving for honors in the ring will naturally
lead to every endenvor to put the dogs in the best possible
condition for the competitions. Although, from our experi-
ence of dog shows, we think there is very little "artiecial"
conditioning in this country, still in the natural order of
things such conditions are at anytime apt to arise. Owners
of dogs who have perhaps laid out large sums of money in
their kennels would therefore do well to ascertaiu whether
the beautiful sheen on their doa's coat is procured by honest
labor or the use of drug.s. It is well known that rnany un-
scrupulous grooms have ruined the health of their horses by
the use of so-called tonics and condition powders, which,
though they may, through the use of antimony and other
drug.?., for a certain time give the horse an appearance of
blooming health, yet it is only a matter of time when these
deleterious mixtures will make themselves felt by stomachic
derangements and other ills. The same reasoning may be
applied to dogs. Arsenic is a drug which is freely used in
some kennels, and though the animal may appear bright
and animated, with coat "all asheen," after the necessity for
such an appearance—the show season—is passed, the drug is
stopped and the dog visibly suffers in consequence. These
drugs are often given to save a little work. Owners of dogs
generally place too much reliance on the outward appear-
ance of a doa's coat as an evidence of health. This is not a
reliable token, as under the pile the skin mav be clogged
with dandruff and dirt. A soft cloth or flesh glove will pro-
duce the outside gloss, but nothing but the brush will reach
the skin and open the jjores so that the system may be
cleansed. A daily grooming with brushes suitable to" the
texture of the dog's coat is more beneficial than the occa-
sional washing that is, by some owners, d&emed the only
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thing necessary. Keep a dog as naturally as may be possible,
aided by those simple concessions to cleanliness and comfort
which civilization has taught us are necessary both for man
and beast.

The American dogs Beaconsfleld and Prince Regent, black
and tan terriers, appeared at the Bristol, England show and
were at the top of the tree. In the challenge class Beacons-
field won. and also special for best in the show. In the open
class of 17, Prince Regent scored his first win. Mr. Geo.
Raper was the judge. His judging was also memorable from
the fact that two dogs were disqualified for having a little
more color than nature intended they should have. Beacons-
field's picture, we are informed, will shortly appear on the
frontispiece of Canine World. Mr. Toon "writes that he
has purchased for the Anglo-American Kennels a young
dog by Beacon.sfield and a capital brood bitch. An Irish
terrier dog, an own brother to the unfortunate Bellman,
who it will be remembered was killed bv Frnnk Dole's bull-
terrier on board ship, has also been secured, and they will
be sent over at once to the Salem kennels, where they will
be needed next month for breeding purposes. At the above
.show George Thomas handled for Joe Lewis a tine English
setter bitch called Nia, which the latter has purchased, and
took premier honors in the bitch class. Stock-Keeper de-
scribes her as "in good form, and a really good class of
bitch, nice body, legs and feet, very tine head and plenty of
q^uality, with bone and substance added to it." In connec-
tion with this show, which is considered an important fix-
ture, no catalogues were on sale till the afternoon of the
second day, and then they were full of mistakes. This is
something unusual for English shows, and only emphasizes
the fact that owing to the acceptance of late entries the
English Kennel Club must take a leaf out of the American
book and institute some such remedy as Rule XXVIEI.. and
vve are told that proposed action in the matter is now under
discussion. Some of the dogs in a show held that week were
not classified at all and not even in the catalogue. After all,
Americans may congratalafce themselves that they are not
so far behind anyhow.

Another of our best St. Bernards has joined the silent
majority. The rough-coated bitch champion Plevna, of the
Wyoming Keunels, died on the morning of July 4 of peri-
toaitis, c-!used by a rupture of oae of the ovaries. She was
left at 9:30 o'clock the night before apparently in her usual
health, and the only warning they had of her' sickness was

when Mr. Green opened the kennels at 7 o'clock and found
her dead. Plevna was too well known to at this time need
any special comment. Mr. Sears purchased her from Dr.
George F. Inman, of Eugland, last IJecember. in whose
hands she had won many encomiums of praisefor her supe-
rior quality and merit. Great things were expected of her
union with Sir Bedivere, to whom she was bred on June 1.

To say that she will be missed at the kennels is only too
true, for she was always playful and affectionate and filways
wanted petting. Next to Sir Bedivere and Lady Welling-
ton she was the pet of the kennels. English critics say of
her: "She was the best bitch that ever crossed the Atlan-
tic." It is only necessary for some of those people who
think that the dog fancy is all profit to meet with some such
losses as this to be satisfied to the contrary. From Plevna's
great size and bone it was expected that she would do a
great deal for the St. Bernard breed in this country, and
though she was not appreciated at her full value, princi-
pally on account of a tendency to curl in her coat, this by
treatment was seen to have almost disappearpd when shown
at Lynn, her last appearance in public. Plevna was by
Plinlimmon out of LaMascotte, and her list of prizes en-
titled her to the title of champion in England, Her breeder
was Mr. Norris Elye, and she was whelped May 17, 1885. In
the stud book she is rnentioned as having five toes and dew
claw on each hind leg. Her death, coming so soon after
that of Hesper, entitles Mr. Sears to the sincere sympathy of
all who take an interest in the "holy breed."

The Philadelphia Kennel Club's Derby entry will close
Aug. 1, and the All-Aged and Members' stakes Oct. 15.

Entry fee $5 and $10 additional to fill. A Champion Stake
will also be made.

Mr. Lamb, of the Woodhrook Kennels, writes us that he
has determined to run the risk of sending his St. Bernard
bitch Margharite back to Eugland to visit Lord Bute,
owing to the remarkable success of the litter she had by
this dog when owned in Scotland. She sails July 15 per
S. S. Rossmore for Glasgow, and will there be in
charge of her former owner, Mr. W. S. Clark, who

will have her bred and immediately re-shipped home
so that she may not run any risk of repeating
the contretemps which happened when .she first
came over in whelping on board ship and the consequent
loss of the litter. Mr. Lamb is also importing another
bitch, Clydesdale Nell, which is coming over on the
S. S. Rossmore to Baltimore. She is a litter .sister to
the dam of Lady Livingston, and has done some win-
ning on the other side. She was bred to Lord Bute the
first week in June. Mr. Lamb has therefore good rea-
son to expect that his stock will be found well up in
the prize lists of future shows.

In vsriting of the proposed sale of Mr. Heywood Lons-
dale's dogs at Aldridge's which was to take place July
3, we spoke of several commissions having been sent
over to secure some of them for this country. Mr. T. G.
Davey now writes us that he has just received a cable-
.gram from Mr. Brailsford that he secured the follow-
ing dogs for him at that sale; The liver and white
ticised pointer bitch Madge, two years old, own sister
to Tyke, winner of a first prize in the Canadian field
trials last year; Dominie, a liver and white pointer dog,
by Danger out of Damask; Rhiwlas, a black and white
ticked English setter dog, by Downe out of Lloyd
Price's Seonaidh, by Baron Doveridgc; Downe, by-
Armstrong's Young "Dash III. out of Empress Minnie,
a pure Laverack bitch This dog ran in the National
field trials puppy stake this spring.

We should really like to have some cheerful news
from Ottawa, but this seems altogether too much to
expect. Our latest letter from Mr. Mercer reads: "More
ill luck to chronicle. Snow killed all her pups but one
and that died two days afterward. 1 did not think
she would whelp that night, or should have stayed
with her. On returning home at midnight I went out
to the kennels, and on entering her yard she ran out to
greet me and then back to her bed where she sat chew-
ing what I took to be a bone, but going in to take it
from her, I found to my horror that it was a half-eaten
pup. I then saw it would be an all-night business for
me as the man had gone to bed tired, so I carried a
chair and table to her kennel and began one of the
wor.st nights I ever put in. Each time it was a race
between us. whether .'ihe would take a bite first or I
.should save the pup. She won by nine to one." lln •

fortunately this one went too, a.s the lo.^rcr mother Mr.
(iedde.-i had kindly pb^ccd at hi.s dispcsal was not
obtainable .Ht. that time of night. .-VU the pups were
sold with tho exception ut two. This ken'nel'.s Ladv
Belle, which is now in England, wou reserve in a mixed
class at Southport, England, show, and as several good
black sp miels were against her, Mr. Mercer is well
satisfied with her perforinance.

We hear that Col. Ruppert is experiencing some bad luck
already. Empress of Contoocock, that bitch of superlative
St. Bernard quality, whelped last Thursday nine puppies by
the late champion Hesper, Unfortunately she laid on and
smothered all but one. This they hope to raise. Mr. Love-
land now has charge of the kennel.

An enthusiastic meeting of the Gordon Setter Club was
held Tuesday eveninyr last at Mr. Tallmaa's store on Thirtv-
fourth street, New York city. By a unanimous vote of 39
out of 37 members, the appeal of Mr. Malcolm against the
action of the committee regarding his expulsion from the
club was overruled and the action of said committee upheld.
Four new members were elected', and this makes a total of
31 new members elected since last October, certainly a most
healthy sign of a vigorous growth. The question of field
trials was discussed at length and the idea seemed to be to
have them during the week between the Eastern and Cen-
tral trials. A new constitution and by-laws were adopted.

Mr. Tallman did not keep Beemont, the Gordon setter,
very long, for we hear he sold her to Mr. Jas. B. Blossom
and received from this gentleman the bitch Perth of Beau-
mont, by Beaumont out of Ladv Venus. This Beemont is
the celebrated Scottish bitch, He'ather Bee, which Dr. Meyer
imported recently.

Talking of Gordons, we hear that Mr. Hunt, of Palmyra,
has sold the noted bitch Belmont to Mr. Blossom, who will
now have a pretty strong hand in this handsome breed of
setter.

The celebrated St. Bernard Prince Resent, arrived on the
Arizona last Monday morning. He is very much out of con-
dition as far as coat and skin goes, although in good flesh.We might here rmiark that it hardlv seems fair for a man
to pay nearly S3,000 and have the dog delivered in the shape
that Prince was, and the same may be said of Scottish Prince.
Want of coat is admissable, but sores are not. Prince had
one nearly six inches long on his tail and another on his fore
leg; that he bad them when delivered on the ship is proven
by the butcher, who was told to keep a bandage on the tail
till the day before he landed. One would not receive a horse
in the shape some of these hiah-priced dogs have lately come
over in, and why should owners be imposed on where dogs are
concerned. Prince Regent seems otherwise in good health.
His records on bench and io .stud are well known, and that the
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public will have an opportunity to secure his services at a
reasonable figure may be seen on referring to Mr. Reick's
advertisement in the present issue. We are indebted to Mr.
Beicktor the picture of Prince Regent which appears on
another page.

The English National Dog Show will be held at :Siririing-
ham Nov. 38 to Dec. 3.

The protest which Dr. Foote entered against the black and
tan terriers Beacousfield and Empress.owned byMr Symonds,
at the Baltimore show, has been overruled by the M. K. C.We are told that Dr. Foote entered four black and tans
and then was informed by the committee that his dogs were
the only entries. Not wishing to rush his doss too much,
he sent his second string—The Senator and Bloomdeld
Madge. When, however, the classes were judged, Mr.
Symonds' two dogs turned iip and won. They had been
entered in the Clydesdale class and we are told were so
entered on the entry blank received from the Salem kennels.
The outcome of the protest is unsatisfactory to Dr. Foote
and he will very likeJy appeal the case. It was a very un-
fortunate go for him, for on the journey down The Senator
caught cold and this, developing into pneumonia, carried him
offi during the showweek. We know that it is customary to
transfer dogs wrongly classified, at the same time this is a
peculiar case, and though there is no rule iinder which the
protest would hold, still justice seems to lean toward Dr.
Foote's side of the case.

Mr. Stone writes: "The National Greyhound Club of
America will offer the following specials at the coming
Industrial Exhibition Association's doa show, to be held at
Toronto, Canada, Sept. 14 to 18: The bronze medal of the
club for the best greyhound (dog or bitch), best deerhound
(dog or bitch) and best Bdrzoi (dog or bitch). We have to
thank Mr. H. W. Huntington, secretarv of the club, for his
kindness in securing the above medals for this show, and
they will be well worth winning. They are now in the
hands of the die makers, and will be Sin. in diameter and
are considered the finest ever oilered bv any club. At a
committee meetiog held on Friday afternoon the following
resolution was passed, viz.: That the thanks of this com-
mittee are hereby tendered to the American Collie Club, the
National Beagle Club and the National Grevhouud Club for
their kindness in donatiue the difl:'ereut spe"cials that they
have given to be competed for at this show in September.
By a mistake in publishing the list of classes to be judged
by the different judges, greyhounds were allotted to Mr.
Davidson, they should have been given to Mr. Mason. The
premium lists will be ready in about a week."

A letter from Mr. Washington informs us that he has pur-
chased from Mrs. Avis the Irish setter bitch Queen Elcho.
This bitch was bred by Dr. Wm. Jarvis and is by ch. Elcho,
Jr., out of Maid, and is therefore a full sister to Dr, Jai'vis's
Duke Elcho, that is said to be such a good one, and also a
litter sister to Glen Jarvis, who took second to Beau Brum-
mell at Pittsburgh this spring. Queen Elcho was whelped
early in 1890 and may start in one of the Derbies this fall.
She has been bred_ to Mv. Wenzel's Tim. Mrs. Avis was
compelled to part with the animal on account of accompany
ing her husband, Lieut. B. S. Avis, U. S. Army, who has
been ordered to a post in the Far West.

Mr. S. C. Bradley will handle Rowdy Rod, Harry C. and
others again this year for Mr. Ewing and take lull charge of
his kennel.

Mr. Patterson, of Lake View, Mass., writes us that the
St. Bernard bitch Marltana 11., that he ptu-chased in Eng-
land recently, has been mated with Lord Bute and sailed
from Glasgow July -3, on S.S. State of Georgia.

We are extremely sorry to hear that Mr. W. S. Dilfen-
derffer has, since the death of his mother, decided to sell the
farm where his kennels are situated, just outside of Balti-
more. A reference to our advertising columns will showthat
all his dogs are now on the market. This kennel is particu-
larly strong in good St. Bernard bitches, such as Hepsey,
Lady Myra, Zenith, Prudence, Lakme, Republican Be'le,
etc., and he should realize proportionate prices. We do not
believe that Mr. Diffenderffer will sever his connection with
the kennel world entirely, as he is naturally too fond of dogs
to keep out of tne swim very long.

Among the new kennel advertisements this week we
notice several important ones. The New York St. Bernard
Kennels place Prince Reaent and champion Hector in the
stud: Greyhound and Poodle kennels place Gem of the Sea-
son and Dexter at stud. Those who have dogs for sale are;
F. H. Perry, Irish setters of well known quality; F. G.
Stewart, several greyhound pups; Illinois St. Bernard Ken-
nels. St, Bernard puppies; Prank B. Echlin, St. Bernard
pups; F. E. Lamb, several fine St. Bernards; C. T. Brownell,
Gordon setter pups and houuds; C. Paetzel, pointers; F. L.
Cheney, several fine Irish setter bitches.

MONTMORENCY.
THOSE of our readers who are fortunate enough to own

a fox-terrier, we do not mean those who have kennels
full of these dogs, for they cannot naturally get such an in-
sight into a dog's nature and individuality as the single dog
man can, will fully appreciate what Jerome K. Jerome says,
in his inimitable style, about the tox-terrier Montmorency
in his book, "Three Men in a Boit." One can almost recog-
nize Montmorency as a personal friend, so tine to life are the
scenes he depicts.
Speaking of cats he says; "The only subject upon which

Montmorency and I have any serious difference of opinion is
cats. I like cats; Montmorency does not. When I meet a
cat I say, 'Poor pussy!' and stoop down and tickle the side
of its head; and the cat sticks up its tail in a rigid, cast-iron
manner, arches its back and wipes its nose on my trousers;
and all is peace and gentleness. When Montmorency meets
a cat the whole street knows about it, and there is enough
bad language wasted in the next ten seconds to last an ordi-
narily respectable man all his life, with care,

I do not blame the dog (contenting myself , as a rule, with
merely clouting his head or throwing stones at him), becanse
I take it that is his nature. Fox-terriers are born with
about four times as much original sin in them as other dogs
are, and it will take years and years of patient effort on the
part of us Christians to bring about any appreciable re-
formation in the rowdiness of the fox-cei-rit-r nature.

I remember being in the lobby of the Haymarket stores
one day and all around about me were dogs waiting for the
return of their owners, who were shopping inside. There
were a mastiff, and one or two collies and a St. Bernard, a
few retrievers and Newfoundlands, a boarhound, a French
poodle, with plenty of hair round its head but mangj^ about
the middle, a bulldog, a few Lowther Arcade sort of
animals, about the .size of rats, and a couple of Yorkshire
tykes.
There they sat, patient, good and thoughtful. A solemn

peaeefulness seemed to reign in that lobby. An air of calm
and resignation—of gentle sadi ess pervaded the room.
Then a sweet young lady entered, leading a meek-looking

little fox-terrier, and lett him chained up there between
the bulldog and the poodle. He sat and looked about him
for a mlntite. Then he cast up his eyes to the ceiling and
seemed, judging from his expression, to be thinking of his
mother. Then he turned, then he looked round at the other

dogs, all silent, grave and dignified. He looked at the bull-
dog, sleeping dreamlessly, on his right. He looked at the
poodle, haughty and er^ct, on his left. Then, without a
word of warning, without the shadow of provocation, he bit
that poodle's near foreleg, and a yelp of agony rang through
the quiet shades of that lobby.
The result of his flrst experiment seemed highly satis-

factory to him, and he determined to go on and make'things
lively all round. He sprang over the poodle and vigorously
attacked a collie, and the collie woke tip and immediately
commenced a fierce and noisy contest with the poodle.
Then Foxey came back to his own place and caught the
bulldog by the ear and tried to throw him away: and the
bulldog, a curiously impartial animal, went for everything
he could reach, including the hall porter, which gave that
dear little terrier the opportunity to enjoy an uninterrupted
fight of his own with an equally wil'lihg Y'orksh ire tyke.
Any one who know.« canine nature need hardly be told that
by this time all the other dogs in the place were fighting as
if their hearths and homes depended on the fray. The big
dogs fought each other indiscriminately, and the little dogs
fought among themselves and filled up their spare time by
biting the legs of the big dogs.
The whole lobby was a perfect pandemonium, and the din

was terrific. A crowd assembled outside in the Haymarket
and asked if it was a vestry meeting, or if not, who was
being murdered and why? Men came with poles and ropes
and tried to separate the dogs, and the police were sent for.
In the midst of the riot that sweet young lady returned and
snatched np that sweet little dog of hers (he had laid the
tyke up for a month and had on the expression now of a
new-born I t mb) and kissed him and asked him if he was
killed, and what these great nasty brutes had been doing
to him; and he nestlfd up against her .-ind gazed np into her
lace with a look that seemed to say, "Oh, I'm so glad you've
come to take me away from this disgraceful scene!"
Such is the nature of a fox-terrier, so I do not blame

Montmorency for his tendency to row with cats."
The description of the packing preparatory to a camp out

on the Thames, is humorously related.
"Montmorency was in it all, of course. Montmorency's

ambition in life is to get in the way and be sworn at.
'

If
he can squirm in anywhere where he particularly is not
wanted, and be a perfect nuisance, and make people mad
and have things thrown at his head, then he feels his day
has not been wasted. To get somebody to stumble over him
and curse him steadily for an hour is hi highest aim and
object; and when he has succeeded in ; complishing this,
his conceit becomes quite unbearable.
"He came and sab down on things just when they were

wanted to be p^cked, and he labored under the fixed belief
that whenever Harris or George reached out their hand for
anything it was his cold, damp nose that they wanted. He
put his leg into the jam, and he worried the teaspoons, and
he pretended the lemons were rnts and got into the hamper
and killed three of them before Harris could land him with
the frying pan. Harris said I encouraged him. T didn't
encourage him. A dog like that don't need any encourage-
ment. It's the natural, original sin that is born in hi ra that
makes him do tMngs like that."

A RUN WITH THE BEAGLES.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It was the last hunt of the .season and as I left the kennel
with the beagles at my heels I was alone. But in some
mysterious way the news that the dog.^ would not be out
again had spread, and as I follow the main street of the
strangling village, first one hunter and then another appears
till the party is large enough to carry consternation to any
unfortunate cotton-tail found out of his burrow. First I
meet J. and L., inseparable friends and gunning chums,
strong, good-natured fellows, ready for anything that
promi,ses sport, whether it be watching for ducks in an ice
stand or breaking through a bull brier thicket to kick out a
rabbit. Then comes P. with the air of a mighty hunter who
knows all that is to be known of rabbit hunting and other
sports afield; he glances critically at the beagles, distributes
a few words of wisdom among the boys and stalks along
with the air of old Nimrod him.self. A little later A. com-
pletes the party; a good fellow with a "deep sea roll" in his
walk for which the sidewalk is all too narrow. Having
ero.ssed the bridge and climbed the fence we sent the beagles
on, Clyde and June, always together, race for the long,
narrow swamp that skirts the river. Belle Ross, playful
and jolly, starts with them but circles to jump over Baby
Bunting and nip Grace by the ear as they hurry on behind
the leaders. But we are not out for play and in a moment
all the beagles are in the swamp and busily at work. P. is
put on a cart path that divides the swamp and warned that no
rabbit must o-o by him; he replies with a superior air th.at
"there is no danger, any fool can shoot a rabbit," and is
about to explain the proper way to do it when be is inter-
rupted by a whimper from Clyde, quickly followed by his
ringing call to the rest of the pack, and then comes the
chorus so dear to a hunter's heart. We can disriuguish
Belle's deep notes and June's high clear voice, Clyde's
melodious tonguin^ and the excited voices of Bunting and
Grace all harmonizing together. Like a fiash of light the
rabbit leaves his form, crosses the road guarded by P. before
he gets his gun to his shoulder, and, leaving that worthy
looking rather foolish, bounds along the river bank. The
swamp is long and narrow and bunny must either leave the
cover or come back to the point where he started. He turns
back and now we are ready for him. J. gives him a barrel
and misses, P. with a ''uow-see-me-do-it" air fires twice and
on he goes; A. adds to the racket but without effect, and the
rabbit finding the swamp too hot takes to the open. The
beagles are close behind him and in the field run by sight;
he puts on his very best gait and reaches a clump of baj"-

berry bushes just in time to escape June who was leading
the pack; once or twice he circles in the thicket, but L.
catches sight of him and a .snap shot ends the race. We
move along to the shore of the Seine jiond. Here are two
large swamps separated by a hill and surrounded by dense
scrub oaks We put the dogs in and seating ourselves on some
brush in a sunny corner, wait for a start. We do not wait
long; this time Belle is the first to find, the others hark to
her and away they go. The hunters separate and each one
chooses a favorable place for a shot. The underbrush is

almost impenetrable, but the trailing is good, and the rabbit
is hustled from one swamp to the other and back again a
dozen times or more. In vain we try to be in the right place
at the I'lght time and get a shot: once we caught a glimpse of
his white tail and again we heard him running through the
brush, but he was born under a lucky star, and after leading
the beagles a race for nearly two hours he concluded he had
hadsport enough and disappeared in his burrow, leaving five
disg-usted dogs barking and digging at the entrance. "This
run affords a topic of conversation as we move along to the
next swamp. A. would have got him if he hadn't moved at
the wrong time, P. would certainly have shot him if his gun
had been cocked, J. andL. if the brushhad not been so thick,
and each of the party had an excellent excuse for failure, as
indeed wnat true sportsman has not.
The next swamp is small, and surrounded by a thicket of

bull briers—an ugly place for the dogs rjut a grand place to
start a rabbit and one is put up immediately, all the dogs
getting on at the some instant. His race is short, and J.
bags him before the dogs have fairly warmed up to their work.
As we move along we miss Belle Ross and a moment after

discover her working hard under the pines. True to her
field trial record as an untiring worker and fine trailer, she
picks out a cold track, and we watch her wi th interest, as she

carries it slowly along under the pines to a little thicket
where bunny is taking his siesta. She wakes him rudely
and in a tfreat hurry he takes the shortest possible course to
his burrow and disappears j-ist in time to save himself. It
is now getting late, but we decide to keep on around the
pond and soon find ourselves on an abandoned cranberry bog.
It extends over a couple of acres and is covered with cedars,
bavberry bushes and young pines. The dogs all work well
and two rabbits are started almost at the same time. The
pack is divided but one cotton-taii is soon shot and the other
then has the attention of the whole pack and they make him
run as he never did before. At last he comes straight for A.
who has waited all the day for a shot. Eagerly watching
every opening in the underbrush, be stands ready, scarce
daring to move for fear of turning the rabbit; the excited
dogs are close upon him and in a moment he will have a shot
at the best runner on C^pe God. when above the tumult we
heard P. shout "Look out A., look out, he's coming!" The
rabbit took the warning, turned sharply about and in a few
moments went to earth, while A. made a few remarks, short,
concise and suitable to the occa^siou. On our return home
we have a couple more short runs, b,ag one rabbit and lose a
white hare in a wet cedar swamp. That ends the hunt and
a few days later the game law ends the open season. But
there are still rabbits on Cape Cod, and we have pleasant
anticipations o" many a good run next fall with some of the
best dogs of the National Beagle Club pack. Bradlet.

AVAILABLE MASTIFF JUDGES —Buffalo, N. Y.—
Editor Foret^t and Stream: I notice in Mr. Wade's letter
re "Mastiff Judges," what he siys in regard to certain ex-
hibitors taking the trouble to advise shows that thev will
not exhibit if Mr. Mason judges any breed. This should not
frighten any committee who want to secure an honest, im-
partial and capable judge. Some of these pirties tried to
bluff the Buffalo Kennel Club by threats of that kind last
year. Mr. Mason was engaged, and the re.sult was 397
entries, which was about lOCi more than the aver'ige of all
shows of that season, excepting New York, Chicago and
Boston. This in spite of the fact that we gave a much
smaller amount in prizes than some of the other clubs.
While some may stay at home others will make an extra
fft'ort to exhibit under Mr. Mason, and wherever he judges
you will find an entry larger than the average, and the best
dogs, regardless of ownership, at the front.—A. W. Smith.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Kotes are Inserted Avlthout chiirge; and blaokts

((arnlshed fret) will be sent to any addrese.

NA3IES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Ormnn-de. By Fa'rhill K'unels, Philadplphia, Pa , for
oranEte and white roua:h St. BTnard bucb, whelped May, 1889, by
Monte Rosa (Alp II —Somhra) out of Ttieon f Rousseau— H>-Te).
Harry F. and Wimome. By L. Gardner, M- . Vernon. N. T., for

whi eand lemon English setter dog and bitch, whelped May 13,
1891, by Roger (Count Noble—Qaeeu Meg) out of Dora Deaue
(Comit Paris—Nellie Cambridge).
SmirklC: Bv L. Gardner. Mt. Veruon; N. Y.. for white, black

a-nd tan Eiglisb set'er bitch, whflped May 13, 1.S91, by Roger
(Count Nohle—Queen Meg) out of Dora Deane (0 Jiint Paris—Nel-
lie Camhridgf ).

Lady Hope. By McColloch & Hpsser, ItYrguson, Mo., for liver
and White pointer bitch, whelped July 17, 1890, by Rene Oroxtelh
out of Lola R°e.
Errainic. By McColloch & Hesser, Ferguson, Mo., for liver and

white pointer bitch, whelped April 16, 1891, by lianSL out of Jill.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Thco—RattUr III. C. W. Smith's (It-pen SprintrH, O.) beagle
biifb Theo (chamoion Cbimer—Blossom) to W. ,S Gates's cham-
pion Rattl-r III. (ch>i.mp'on Rattler—cbampici Music), June 16.
Nadjii of IS'aso-Spot Dash. Geo. H. HoUham's (Bangor, Me.

O.) pug b tcb Sira B-rnbafir (Lord Rosoherry—Cora) to 6. P.
Kmnie's 8pokane (chnmpinn Ki'ih—Lad v Thora), June 29.
Patcli— Royal Rriiegcr. Hornell-Harmony Kennels' (Covert, N.

Y.) beagle oiicb PafcQ (Mv B'W—Freckle?) to their champion
Royal Kriipeer (champion Bannerman—Cora). May 38.
Lucca— Valdemir, Hornell-Hiirmonv Kennels' (Covert. N. Y.)

wolfhound birch Lucci (champion Krilutt—Ekie) to their Valde-
mir (champion Krilutt—Elsie). May 3".

Elf—Royal Kriieger. Hornell-Harmonv Kennels' (Covert, N.Y.)
beadle biich Elf (Little Ned-Spangle) to th-'ir champion Royal
Kfueger (champion R'l.nDcrman -Cora), May 25.

Princfiss Irma—Valdemir. Hornell-Harmony Kennels' (Covert,
N. Y.; wlfhouod birch Princess Irma ((.-bampion Kriluti—Elsie)
to their Valdemir ( ^bampion Knlui r— Kllsie). Miy 23.
Harmoyiy—Me^ixnon. Hornell-Harmouy Kennels' (Covert, N.Y.)

greyhound hiroh cuampion Ha-naooy (chnmpion Double Shot—
rbamtnon Clio) to their champion Memnoa (Caliph—Polly),
Ma\ 8.

Nenic—Tricotrin. H-rnell-Harmony Kennels' (Covei^, N. Y.)
hftHgle bit'-h Nellie (Rittler—Rose Bud) to their Tricotrin (cham-
pion Roval Knieger—Midsf ), April n.

Jessie— Royal Kruegcr. H<jrDf li-Harmony Kennels' (Covert, N.
Y.) beaa-le oacb .1 Shie (Elmore's Flure— Pussie) tr> their champion
Royal Knieg' r (ch>-mpi'-'n Bannerman—Cora). March 28.
Baby W-—Royal Krucger Hornell-Harmony Kennels' (Covert,

N. Y.) beagle bit. h Bctby W. (crjampion Cameron's Racket—Pus-
sie) to their champion Royal Krueger (champion Bannerman—
Cora), March 2.

Joan W.—Royal Krueger. Hornell-Harmonv Kennels' (Covert,
N. Y.) beagle bitcb Joan W. (champion Royal Krueger—Kare W.)
to thei' champion Royal Krueger (champion Bannerman—Cora),
Feb. 24.

Trissa W—Royal Krueger. Homeil-Harmony Kennels' (Covert,
N. y ) iv agle hiicb Trissa W. (champion Royal Krueger—Pussie)
to then- champion Royal Krueger (champion Bannerman—Cora),
Feb. 12.

Midrn—Royal Kme^&r. Hornell-Harmonv Kennels' (Covert, N.
Y.) oesigle birch Midge (champion Bounce—.Jessie) to their cham-
pion Royal Kruegi r (nhamp'on Bannerman—Cori ). Feb. 6.

La<ly Lowden—King Regent. Fairhill Kennels' (Philadelphia,
Ph,.) rough St. Bernard bi'ch Lad v Lowden (Plinlimmon—Lady
LintoTj) 10 Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Re ent, June 15.
Bud-Bradford Harry. Michael Gougerty 's (New Haven, Oonn.l

Yorlsshire terrier bUch Bud (Sn\d-r—Mollie) to P. H. Onrmbs'a
champion Bradford Harry (Crawshaw's Bruce—Btal's Lady),
June 16.

Tipsy—Toon's Royal. Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' (Salem,
Mass.) Yorkshire terrier birch Tips^ (Rov—Topsy) lo their Toon's
Roval (nreadnaugh'- "'ills). May 20.

Venus—EndcUffc Spice. Anglo-American Terrier Kennels'
Salem, M>.S8.) fox-ternet- biich V^enus to their Endcliffe Spice
(Rustic Result— Ambrose Diamond), June 12,

Flo— Prince JlI. Anglo-American Terrier Kenneln' (^aiem.
Mas^i-.) Yorkshire terrier Ditch Flo (Bright- Fan) to their Prince
AI (Sani\—Tiny), June 10.

Jenny—Toon's Royal. Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' (Salem,
Mats) YorKshiT" terrier oitch Jenny to their Toon's Royal
(IJ eadnaught—Fil'f), June 24.

Pearl—Toon's Royal. G. Macdnuald's (South Boston. Maes.)
Yorkshire terrier bitch Pearl to Anglo- .American Terrier Ken-
nels' Toon's Royal (Dreadnanghr-Filis), July 1.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Kellic. Hornell-Harmouy Kennel*' (Covert, N. Y.) beagle bitch
NeUie (Rattler—Rose Bud), June 13, five bitches, by their Trico-
trin (obamnion Rosal Krueger—Midge)
Harmony. Hornell-Ha'-mony Kennels' (Covert, N. Y ) grey-

hound oiich chfinipion Harmonv (ohampion Douhjeshoi—ohaju-
pion Clio), July 4, ten (three dog ), by their champion Memnon
(Cabph—Polly).

Jessie. Hornell Harmony Kennels' (Covert, N. Y.) beagle bitch
Jessie (Elmore's Flute—Pussie). June 4, four (three doge), by their
chamTa-'n Roval Krueger (champion Bannerman—Cora).
BabyW. Hornell-Harmony Kennel,' (Covert, N. Y.) beagle

biico Baby W. (champion Cameron's Racitet—Puaeie), May 5, six
(two dogs), by their champion Koyal Krueger (champion Banner-
man—Cf

—

^
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Jnaih W. Hornpll -Harmony Kpimels' (Cnvert, N. Y.) bPB^le
bitch Joan W. (cbamp'on Royal Krue.eer—Kate W.), May 3, five
(two dne:.'), by their cbarapion Royal Krueger (champion Banner-
irnri—C"ra).

Trissi TT. Horr.ell-Harmony Kennels' (Covert, N- Y.) beagle
bitch Trissa W. (champion Royal Krneger—Pusf^ie), AprU 37. four
bitches, by their champion Royal Krneger (champion Baimerman
— Cora).
Midge. HnrnpU-TTarnciony Kpnnels' (Covprt. N, Y.) heagle bitch

Midge (rhampiori Botinpp— Jessie). April 7. four (three does), by
tbeir ehampipn Roynl Kruf^ger (pirampion Bannerman—Cora).
Lcid)i Ormovdc. Fairbill KonnpH' (Philadelphia, Pa.) roaerb

St. Bprnard bitch Ladv Ortnonde 'Monte Rosa—Theon), June a5,

twelvp (8ix doge), by Chf quasEet Kennelfe' Sir Herbert (Plinlim-
mnri—Queen Jura).
Hops. Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' (Cbarlottesville.Va )

pointer bitch Hopw (Mikp—Rnmp), June Sfl, .six (two f'ogf), by
Westminster Kennel Club'a KinK of Kent (Piiam—Kent Baby).
Rye Lily. Jas. B. Blossom's (N'ew York) Irish petior bitch Rye

Lily (chfiTDpion Grarrvovven—Hessit), .lurie 25, eleven (nine dogs),
by bis Kelso (champion G-lencho—Sweetheart).
Dolly. A. P. Lufkins's YoriJ^hire terrier bitch Dolly, April 16,

four (two doers), by Anglo-American Terrier Kennels' champion
Toon's Royal (Dreadnaught—Filis).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ontpfi's Dan. Black and tan dachshund dog, whelped April 10,

1891, by Jerry C. out of Fraulpin Waldeck XL, by W. S. Gates,
Obagriu E'all?, O., to C. E. Phillips, same place.

Gatcs''s Bmutj). White, black and tan beagle hitch, whelped
April 9, 1891, bv Colonel out of Millie, by W. S. Gates, Chagrin
Fall.", O., to W. M. Weeks, Green Springs. O.
Hf.vmorn ShrimroeJi—Daisy whr.lp. Red Irish setter dog,whelped

Jan. 2.1891, by F. L. Cheney, Pitlsfleld, Mass., to S. E. Don, Lanes-
boro, MaPs.
Chief—Bizrccna lulidps. Red Irish setters, wbelpf d Jin. 21, 1891,

by F. L. Chp.ney, Pitt.sfield. Mass.. a dog to H. J. Honnwell. Con-
shohocken. Pa., and a bitch to S. E. Don, Laneshoro, Mass.

Barnejy's Sport. Red Irish setter dog, wheloed Jan. 2, 1891, by
Henmore Shamrock out of Daisy, by F. L. Cheney, Pittsfield,
Maee., to B. A. Jauu. Olney, 111.

Radjy of Naso. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped Atxg. 3,

1887. by champion NicK of Naso out of Temptation, by R. Leslie,
Lynn,'Mass . to 6. H. Holtham, Bangor, Me.
Daniel. Silver fawn rug dog, wneloert October, 1890. by .fohn

Bull out of Ruby F,, by E^erhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to
W. H. Shipley, Burton, Kan.

Voltaire. Orange and white rough St. Bernard dog, whelped
December. 1889, by Rudee out of Lidy Lowden, by Fairbill Ken-
nels, Philadelphia, Pa., to Mrs. Ed Shuman, same place.

PRESENTATION.
Boger—DoraDcane xvhelp. English setter bitch, wheloed May

13, 1891, by L Gardner, Mount Vernon, N. Y,, to Harry Freeland,
Paterson, J,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

this head; we are always glad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

A. G. C, Syracuse. N. Y.—I have a mastiff bitch I purchased
from E. H. Vait Yelder, Oneida, N. Y., named Zilda. Her dam
was Honto (3736), and her sire Hero is litter brother to Hugo (4040).

Zilda has a full brether in Ithaca that is registerf d. What shall
1 do to register my dogs? Axis. Write to A. P. Viedenburgh, -44

Broadway, New York city, giving pedigree, and inclosing one
dollar for registration fee.

F. P., Saugerties, N. ¥.—1. I desire to claim names and register
dog and bitch. To whom shall I applv? State cost. 3. At what
age does the first heat occur in a bitch? I have a pair of young
dops, 5 and 4 months old, running and sleeping together, and I do
not want them to breed for over a year yet, so want to guard
against any possible danger in this direction. 3. Does the registry
of a dog or bitch relieve the owner from taxes on same, or must
the decdaration be made that they are kept for breeding purposes,
and if they are. is this a relief from tax? Ans. A. P. Yredenburgh,
44 Broadway, New York city. The fee for registering is one dollar;
"listine," twenty-five cents. 2. Aljout 10 months. 3. No, the law
that allowed registered dogs in certain parts of this State, exemp-
tion from taxation, has been repealed.

RANGE AND GALLERY.
THE NEWARK SHOOT.

Newark. N. J., July 4.—To-day closfd the very successful two
days' tournament of the Newark Shooting Society, held in the
shooting park here. On Friday the light was bad, and In the
afternoon the wind becamp very tiickv. Despite this tact. John
Coppersmith, of this city, distinguished himself by making 74 out
of a possible 75 in three shots ou the German ring target, a feat
that has been equalled upon four occasions in this country, but
liaB never been excelled.
To-day the conditions were entirely different, the light being

tirst rate all day, but the wind being extremely ti ickv. blow'ng
first one way 1 hen an- tber, besides varyirg from eight all tbp
way up to twemv miles an hour, Dnrins the morning the bpst
ring ticket was 73. by Prank Ros«, of Brooklvn. About 4 o'clock
this afternoon M. Dorrler, of the Zettler Rifle Club, duplicated
Coppersmith's feat of thepre\'ious day a' d made a score of 74 ou
the ring tareet- This wa'^ the second score of 74 mnde by Mr.
Dorrler, and he is the only man in the country to make two such
scores.
The full list of winners in order in the various events is ap-

pended :

Vogel bS, C. E. GenPch 53. F. Ross 63, J. A. BovVen 53, J. Copper-
smith 51, U. Holges 19. G. D. Wi igman 49, H. C. Keyes 41.
BuUseye Target—Prizes for best centersholsin order: G. Joiner

(an exact center shot). Gensch. Hnmringhausen, Coppersmith,
Harris. Pope, Seitz, Busse. Dorrler, Ze'tler, Begerow, Camp' eU,
Zimmerman, Boylien, Hutch. Weigman. Vogel, Townsend. Wal-
ther. Premiums for most flags were won in order by Harris,
Coppersmith, Campbf-11, Ilnmrighausen and Ross.
Ring Tare-et—Prizes for best three ticketf : J. Coppersmith, 74,

71, 70; M. Dorrler, 74, 71. 70; O Harris, 71. 71. 70. Rpst two tickets—

cial premiums for dail.v fl 'gs were won as follows: Friday—First
flag, H. M. Pope; last fl'tg, A. Seitz. Saturday—First flag, J. A.
Boykpp; last flag, J. A. Bovken.
While Coppersmith and Doriler tied one another ou scores of

74 on the ring target, the score of Coppersmith will stand really
as world's record, his shots in order being 24, 2-'), 25, while Dorr-
ler's were 25, 24 25. The center shot made by George Joiner on
the bullseye target is the first ever recorded in off-hand shooting.

SAN FRANCISCO, June 2S.—Some time ago a competitive rifle
match was held between four well-known tnilitary shots in this
city. The defeated contesi ants were not satisfied with the out-
come of the contest and resolved upon another meeting. The
re'urn shoot was held at General Diol<inson's rifle range. atSau-
salito. The contestants used the Sp'tngfleld rifles, with 61b. pull
of trigger, and fired at the Blunt target, 200yds. distant. Major
G. R. Burdick acted as inspector and Ipoked after tlte interestR nf
all concerned. The per.sons paicipitating were General ,1. H
Dickinsop and P. Linville agaiust Colnnel Beaver and Corporal
L. R. Townspnd. Each contestant fired lU shots, and the scores
are as fpllows for each 10 .*ho'.<:

Gen Dickinson. ..41 il 89 4f—1G5 Col Beaver 43 42 44 43—173
P Linville 44 41 43 43—169 Corp Townsend...40 43 28 44—164

' m iio
This wae a yery close and exciting match, the winningr team

beating their opponents by only 3 points In a match of 80 sljots.

REVOLVER SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.
London, June 23.—Practice for the Bisby meeting is still going

on briskly, the best scores at the disappearing target, which ap-
pears and disappears every three seconds, have been made by Mr.
Waller Winans at one of his private shooting grounds near Bag-
shot, Snrrpy, he mad<i two scores of 41 l"st week (equnl to the
"best on record" w'tb which he won at Wimbledon in 1889), some
half-dozen scores of 40 and about twenty scores of 30 (which latter
is the best score made by Mr. Haig when he won last year).

It lookfi, therefore, that if an Englishman wants to win this
comppiition at Bisby this year he will have to make a "highest
possible" f f 43 pnintf?.

It) practicine for the quick-firing competition Mr. Winans is

using a Rnub trap and a 32-gauge shot pistol of French make (by
Gastinne Renette), shooting at 13yd8., so as to have a small spread
of shot and more nearly approach shooting with a bnllet; he hit
.yesterday 32 out of his fir.st 25 clay discs and 19 out of his second
25 in which he pulled the trap himself.
The revolver donated by Messrs. Smith& Wesf-on to the English

National Rifle Association is going to be a .38cal, in Russian
model frame.

BOSTON. July 4.—The Massachusetts Rifle Association cele-
brated the Fourth by holding a shoot at their range with a good
attendance of riflemen. The shooting conditions were unfavor-
able for high scores, there being a bad 6 o'clock fi^h tail wind.
Tne new rpcord matches were opened for rest and off-hand shoot-
ins-. W. I. Gfctchell won the broi ze and silver military mpcial.
Following are the best scores made to-day, distance 200jd3.,
standard American target, re-entries allowed:

All-Comers' Rest Match,
J B Munroe Ill W Conway 101 O N Winn 83
F Daniels 108 J French 98 M T Dav 85
J Francis 107 W 1 Getchell 98 A 8 Hunt 84
WPThomp,son ..107 T Havens 03 FH Feitol 80
J N Eames 101 J W Freuph >-9

All-Comers' OfT-Hand Match.
WGHuseey 83 M F Day (mil). . . . 73 C F Gray CB
A S Hunt 77 W n Pres-^ol t 73 D Martin (mil).. . . 66
WHawley 75 IB Thorn as 68

Military Match, Crtedmoor Target.W G Hussey 45 O Martin 43 AN Mann 40
A S Field 44

Pistol Match. uOyds.
AG Stevens 84 C F Gray 76 AS Hunt 68

THE TRAP.

Scores for publication stmuld be mode out on the printed Manhi
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and fiirnistied ffratis to club
s'xretaries. Correspo-ndents who favor m with club scores are par-
li'ivkirly requested to write on one side of the paper only,

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

July 31.—Johnstown (N. Y.) Open Tournament. F. W. Partise.
Secretarv.
July 33-24.—Pearl River Gun Club Tournameut. First two dajs

bluerocks. last day live birds. J. J. Blauvelt. Pearl River, N. J.
Aug. 12-14.—The Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association

Annual Tournament, at Lexington, Mo. G. A- Slurges, Sec'y.
Aug. 30-Sept. 1.—Hackettstown Gun Club. Two days at targets.

For programmes address James L. Smith, Hackettstown N. J.

THE HOLLYWOOD CUP.
LONG BRANCH, N. J., July 2.—About 100 sporting men and a

large number of other spectators attended the live-pigeoQ
shooting match at Hollywood Park this afternoon. The match
was shot ,iast south of the Hollywood Hotel. To shelter the spec-
tators from the wird and rain, proprietor Frederick Hoes had
several l^rge tents erected. He also provided refreshments.
The match was for the Hollywood Futurity Stakes of $500 and a

handspme massive silver cup valued at $500, which was prfsented
by Frederick Hoey. There were three money prizes, $425 to the
tirst man, S150 to the second and £50 to the third. The entrance
fee was 850, and the ten entries comprized some of the leading
crack shots of the country, fis'e declared out. They were Edgar
G. Murphy, Dr. G. Lee Knapp, W. C. Floyd-Jones, Walter G.
Murphy, Frederick Hoey, Capt. Money, W. Brese Smith. Wm.
Kent, J. WiUiama and H. Yale Dolan. Mr. Dolan arrived from
England yesterday on the steamer City of New York, coming here
for the express purpose of partic pating in the shoot. The boundary
was untisually short, only 18yds. The wind was quitp fresh front
the east, though it veered around capriciously at freijuent inter-
vals. The birds were from Philadelphia and were a fairly good
lot, a number being quite sppedy. The wind at times favored the
short marksmen, as It drove would-be drivers into incomers. The
majority of the birds wf re right quarterers, and it was this sort
that proved fatal to the marksmen, almost every bird missed being
a right-quarttrer.
The scratch men were the favorites, but early in the contest a

feeling prevailed that a dark horse would come in victor. Dolan,
who was feared most, dropped back rapidly; he bad only landed
from the ocean stpamer the night before and was not hear his
European form; his shots were generally bplow the bird, Edgar
Murphy ran in hard luck on the first dozen birds, having all
fierce right-quarterers. He hit them all, bite one dropped dead
a few feet outside the boundary, and he wasted Irs second barrel
on a bird that was si ting in front of him waiting to be shot by
firing rapidly and carele?=sly. Capt. Money was in rare luck for
the first dozen, gpfting the easiest kind of birds They ran harder
after that, and as pverybody was "rooiina" against him the crack
Englishman ran up a list of lost birds. Fred Hoey had some par-
ticularly hard birds. Walker Smith was out of the race early
and tbirreafter spent his time hunting bets. He was accommo-
dated on all sides, and his wagering being no better ihan his
shooting his losses in a very short time ran up in the hundreds.
Dr. Knapp made the acquaintance of some vicious drivers, but
did fairly well.
Kent, W. G. Murphy and "Williams" were three long shots that

made things interesting for the cracks. Th" former made two
misses in his first 10 birds, but after that took everything that
came bis way, drivers, quarterers, towerprs, being all one to' him.
The Murphy boys and Floyd-Jones chased him right to the tape,
hat he made his winning shot on the most difficult bird of the
day. The complete score Is as follows:
Kent 11111011 1 10111 1111 1111111-23
E G Murphy inOOlllHlininilllllOl-22
Joups lllllllOOinoilllllllUll-23W G Murphy UlllOnOllOn 11111111111-33
Money 1111111111110110011110111-31
Knapp 011111 aOllll 11 1 1 1 11101101—20
Williams 1111101111011100111111110-30
Hcey llimOltlOllOllOllllOllll-19
Dolan 11011 1011 1111010111101111-19
Smith ..OOllOlllOllOilOlllimilO—IS
E. G. Mui-phy, W. G, Murphy and .Tones bi tna tifd for second

and third pr'ze«. a shoot-off took place, tho Murphy brothers kill-
ing 3 out of 5 each, Jones only s-eoring 3. In shooting off fur
second money E. G..beat W. G. Murphy by 5 to 4. The forcaer
luid made a feature of using his second barrel less than any man
in the contest, and it was trying to keep up his record that lost
him second money, for a bird he might have killed easily with
his second barrel got away when the retriever, Cartaret Gun
Club's Phil, started out lor him. A number of "miss and out"
svietpstakes werp shot after the handicap and the betting was at
hieh fever. Walker Smith, after his losses, seemed to have im-
bibed luck, for toward the close of the day all mor ey was running
his way and he retrieved his losses to a large ex'ent, John Hoey
was an efficient referee, though he had some ticklish decisions to
make. The handicapping was done by three of the contestants,
Messrs. Hoey, Smith and Knapp. and the committee's allotments
were adjudged fair by all interested.

BOSTON, July 4.—The shoot of the Jamaica Plain Gun Club at
Clarendon Hills was largely attended and some good scores were
made. The contests for prizes cffered by friends of the club were
of especial interest and the scores were close. A ferits of matches
at 6 clays and (> bluf rocks for merchandise prizes was held in the
morning and afternoon. An all-day !:hoot was held at the Wel-
lington Gun Club range. It was ttiinly attended the first part of
the day, but at the arrival of the 3:45 P. M. train new life was en-
thused liy the arriviil of more shooters.

NEW .lERSKY —The Ri\'erton Gun Club has Qled articles of
incorporation in the County Clerk'.'? offlce at ".Viount Hollv. The
capital ifiock is 815,000. The iucorpnrators are William M.
Thomas. Edwin H- Fitler, Jr., Charlps C. Rainhard, Thomas S.
Dando, Daniel A. Keyes and John O. W. Frishmuthi

DAVENPORT-LEIBENGER.
The second and final mHtch of the series between the above-

named gentlemen was shot at Woodlawn Park, Brooklyn, on
Thursday last. The day was cloudy and threatening rain, but 3
P. M., the hour for the beginning o'' the contest, saw fully 200 in-
terppied spectators upon the ground, amone whom were noticed
A! Hfritngp, Dr. Wynn, W. Fred Qu'mbv, Hugh McLaughlin, -J.

E. Orr. Dr. Van Sirle. J. A. Eppig, t'has. Barret, John Schlieman.
Ne^f Apgar, Dick Mmsees. Wm. Rich, .1. Ayers. and D. Nolan.
The flist contest having been shot under Long Island rules,

Hurlingham, according to the articles of agreement, governed the
secnud.
The birds for the first half of the match were but an ordinary

lot, but in the second half they appeared to be of the highest
Order. Davenport was shooting in grand form, and, as predicted
before the contest began, he proved to be an easy winner. His run
from the 46ih to 031 bird without a mi«s was as clever an exhibi-
tion as has ever been seen at the trap, and if it had not been for a
vocal duet of "Who Killed Cock Robir ?" that was being mutil-
ated by two old "vets" who fondly imagined they could sing, he
would more than probably have killed out straight. As it was, 96
out of 100 is fairly clever shooting,
Mr. L>-ibenger, although clearly outclassed, was a good loser,

and espresstd a wi]lingne=s to shoot another match, but insisted
01 the gun being held clearly to the hip.
Match between L. T, Davenport at^d Phillip Leibpngpf, 100 birds

each. Hurlingham rules to govern, for a trophy. Mr. .Tacob Pent

z

ref ' ree:

L T Davenport 1221122221122110322102221-23
2122322232223111222201111—24
1211 1 21112121222221] 211 21—25
31 1 2221 1 12 lilt 111] 0221211-24-96

P Leibengsr 0111331020111112221 U 1023-21
llol22121311SS'ol 1 1 21 Oil 12-32
220022111111J 212002020011—18
o210 withdrew. Tee Kat.

HONBOYE FALLS, N. Y., July 4.—The scores are poor on ac-
count of veryh-'gn wind, which came in eus'^s with rain. Wo had
a number rf shooters from the Victor Gun Club; they are a gentle-
maul v, fine lot of bovs, and we hope to meet them sKaic; also a
Mr. Fred Ely, from Clvde Gun Club, who carried off the gold
medal with a score of 17 bluerocks out of 35. Match for solid gold
rapdal (value 820), 35 bluerocks:
e Benham 100' 01001101111010011 1110-15
Dr Weller 10010 IfiOOlOOlOMiOOnoiOi '01— 8W A Hill IJOlllOOOOllOllOlOlOOlOll—14
A I) Mar' in 1000000100ni0110010lX)000- 8
C G ood rich OOOlOOlllOltllllOOUllOnO -14
FH Ely lllllOIOlOOUliOliniuniO-17
C Wilkinson llOlfllOlllCKnOOllOlOllOOl—14
Second contest, 10 bluerocks, entrancp $1, tirst prize hunting

coat, second olbs. powder, third stand lamp, fourth ienni« shoes:W A Hiil OOOllllOll— 7 Cbas Goodrich . . . .OllllOOlOO- B
Bnisie 0001000001— 3 H Beuham Ullllllll-lO
F H Ely ..llOOOnOOO— 4 R Wilton OOKIOOOOOl— 3
W G Hill 0011100010— 4 L B Gates OIOUIOOIO- 5
A D Martin UlOllOlOl- 7 Dr Weller OlOOlOlini— 5
Ties on 7 div.; on 5, Goodrich 1, Gates 3, Weller 3; on 4, Ely 4,

Hill 3.

Contest No. 3, 10 bluerocks, entrance $1; first prize, gent's hand
hag; «econd, 351b«. shot; thirr". whalebone whip; fourth, four-in-
hand tip; American Association rnlea:
C J Wilkirson 1110110010- 6 W F HiR lUOOOOllO-SW A Hill 1110010001-5 W Hyde 111110!1011-7
.Jersey 0010001110 - 4 L Sayles lOOiOnOlOl-4
W G Hill lOlOOOllOl—5 E J Norton 1111000010-5
H Benbam 1110111101-8 J Irwin 1000001000—2
F H Ely 1 lllllino-9 C Goodrich 1011010010—5
Brusie 0010100100-3 Dr Weller 1011000110-5
Sweepstakes, 7 bluerticks, 18yds., entrance 50 cents, divided 40,

30 and 20 per cent.:W A Hill OOllOUl-3 W G Hill 0111001-4
Dr Weller 0100110-3 R Wilton (X)000U-2
Jersey OtXiOOOO-0 A D Martin 1111100 -5
Rogers OOOOOOO-O H S Bonham 1010110—4
F HEly 1110101-5
Ties on 5: Ely 5, Martin 4. Other ties div.

WALNUT HILL, July 1.—On the programme of the new shot
gun match opened to-day by the Massachusetts Rifle Association
is found a sentence which suggests modestly enough that among
the prizes will be found "some suitable for New Year's gifts."
An inspection of the prize list certainly would lead one to think
so, for tlie 25 prizes which appear in it aggregate $370.50 in value,
and include everything from a silver tea set to a cut-glass ink-
stand. The new match served to attract the u^ual crowd of trap-
shooting enthusiasts at the first competition to-day, and the pace
set was a warm one. Mr. Bowker proved to bo the best sfajer,
and to him fell the distinction of wearing home the handsome
medal, which at the end of the year will become the property of
the competitor having scored the highest aggreeaie in the entire
match. Bpsides the main event of the day several sweepstakes
were shot. Below will be found the summary of the day's work,
wLiich was carried out under the most favorable of weather con-
ditions. Gold coin and merchandise match: First competition,
20 Keystone targets from 5 traps, under Keystone rules; fort-
nightly competitions, beginning Julv 1, until Dec. 30, 1891: Bowker
18, Black 18, Barrett 16, Hosmer 16, Curtis 14, Snow 14, Eager 13,
Nichols 13, Dann 12, T. Say 13, Lee 11. Thompson 10, Nelsrn 9,

Smith 7. In the shoot-off of ties for the club medal Mr. Bowker
won.

NEWARK, N. J., July 3.—Some fine shooting was done in fhe
live-bird motch between Harr> C. Kot gpl and Gus Griffen on the
East Side giounds to-day. Each man shot at 50 live birds for $50
aside under Hurlingham rules. Chris Reinbardr was referee.
At the finish the score stood Koegel 47, Griffen 45. Koegp] miss-^d
his 22 87lh and 40th birds. Griffen missed his 9tb, 18tb, 23d, 37th
and 29th turds. Koegel used his second barrel 15 times and Griffen
used his 29 times.

CLEVELAND. O., Julv 3.-At the weekly shoot of the Blue
Rocks' shooting to-day Barney won the badge. The conditions
were 25 sir gle bluerocks. 3 unknown trap", A. S. A. rules- Fol-
lowing is the score: Rees 12, Hmde 14, Arnold 14, Z^pf 16. Richner
10, Barton 13, Barney 30, L -wis 9. Visitors: Carlme 20, Turner 9.

Sweep shoot at 10 singles. 3 prizes: Arnold 8, Zapf 3, Hlnde 3,
Lewis 4, Barney 6, Jet 4, Barton 3. Ai'nold first, Barney second,
Lewis and Jet div. third.

BRIGHTON, L. I., July 3.—One of the most interesting live-
bird marches of the season was shot off at the grounds of the
Atlantic Rod and Gun Club to-day. It was a sweepstakes of $20
each at 25 birds, thn contes'ants being Mr. Dwjer, Robert Beck,
of Rye Beach, E. Jrppet and Dr. Cox. Tne men were all in good
condition and, although they had Fome hard drivers and right
quarterers. they made excellent scores. Dwyer won with 20 killed,
Bobbip Beck was second with 19 to b'S credit, Joppet scored 14 and
Dr. Cox killed 13. Messrs. Dw> er, Beck and Joppet were then
entertained at dinner by Dr. Cox.

TORONTO, June 30.—The Dovercourt Gun Club held the fourth
shoot for the silver medal presented by Mr. Wm, McDo'vall. The
following are the scores, which were made at 15 birds, 20yds. rise:
Newsom 14, Wray 13, Habberly 13. Watson 11, Sloper 10, (iranger
!),Smith 7. Tartpr6. The Ayr Gun Club shot thpir third match
for the McDowall mer'al on Saturday afrernoon last, with the fol-
lowing: result, at 25 bluero' ks: A. W. Murrav 19, Thos. Tajlor 15,
Jas. Hall 15, A. Matheson 14, Wm. Rutlierford 14. W. E. Gammon
1+, H. Walder 13, Wat Clark 12, Jas. Henderson 12, John Histand
13, A. Bunyan 13.

THE JAMAICA PLAIN GUN CLUB are ready to shoot a five
or ten-men team match with any gun club hererbouts. If mem-
bers of tie different clubs will tend tne name i f their club and
address of their secretary to H. F. Amsden, captain .J. P. G. O., 51
Elm Hill avenue, Boston, Highland District, their club will soon
receive a challenge for a contest.

THE JOHNSTOWN. N. Y. GUN CLUB will give a day's tourna-
ment on their shooting grounds July 31, open to the world.—F. W.
Pahtiss. Sec'y.

THE REA.D1NG A. C. GUN CLUB held a sweepstake shoot,
good work being done.

A MeClond river woodsman in the heart of Oregon cut
down a big five-foot sugar pine recently which proved to be
hollow for 4:oft. The McCloud Pioneer asks us to believe
that in that hollow tree were five black, and seven cinnamon
and three grizzly bears, and that the woodsman, after nailing
slabs over the open end of the log, sent it rolling down the
inountaia toward the town, where it arrived in safety with the
animals all alive to be eshihite^L.—SpHngfield Rcpuhlicarh
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BUILDING UNDER SURVEY.
T) ACING- conBtnictiou is a new tMug on this side of the Atlan-

tic, dating back no further than Liris a,nd Kathleen, built in

1889, but enough has been seen already to show the desirability of

a body which shall do the same work as the British Lloyds, and
much more too; in laying down rules for the construction of

yachts, and the surveying and rating of all pleasure vessels. The
building to Lloyds rules is In no way compulsory in Great Britain,

nor is it generally done in the case of racing yachts, but even

there the desirability of complying with the rules is very evident.

Even with a long experience to gu'de them and their strong con-

servatism to hold them back, British designers are pushing
toward a dangerous extreme in light construction. On this side,

with far less practical experience, the characteristic enterprise

and recklessness of Americans are likely to carry them much
further, and already there are indications that strength baa been
seriously neglected in the striving for a few extra pounds of lead

in the keel. The practical question of the organization of such a
body, with suitable rules for building, and of making it compul-
sory, or at least highly desirable that every racing yacht sballbe
built under its survey, is a mostdifQcul : one. The necessity, how-
ever, is likely to be apparent to all in two or three years more, by
which time a great deal of money, and probably some lives, will

have been wasted in a fleet of dangerous and useless racing boats.

In the interests not of safety alone, but of yacht building and
yacht racing, Ic is most imperative that a timely and adequate
check should be placed on the extreme of light construction

which is now threatened by such competition as that in the 49ft

class. ^
MYSTERIOUS NEW TAOHTS.-The N«w York Sun has lately

culled attention to two yachts now building in Great Britain, of

which very little has been published, and both of which are sus-

pected of being intended for America. The larger of the two, ac-

cording to the Field, is a 60-rater, about Yarana's size, or about

65ft. 1 w.l. She was designed by Mr. Arthur E. Payne and is build-

ing by Camper & Nicholson, though neither the new Lloyds nor
the Field give any hint as to her owner or her class, racer or

cruiser. Oue fact about her that Is sufllclently remarkable to at-

tract comment is that Mr, Payne's work thus far has been con-

lined to racers of 20-rating and under, his great success in the

smaller classes having thus far brought him no orders for racers

of large size. It may be that the present craft Is only a cruiser,

wbich would account for her receiving no special notice before

she is well completed. In any case it is highly improbable that

she is destined as a challenger for the America's Oun. The other

yacht is a 20-rater designed and building by Mr. Will Fife, Jr., at

Fairlie, her owner being a Mr. Paterson, a new and unfamiliar
name in yachting on both sides of the Atlantic. The supposition

is that she may prove the half-expected dark horse for Admiral
Tweed, but this is little likely if the dimensions thus far given

are at all correct, a 5 they are identical with those of the new
Dragon. 48ft. l.w.l. and 10ft. Ilia. beam. The bjat is a 30-rater, of

composite coaatruct on, ^nd hardly such a craft as might be ex-

pected from Mr. Fife for American courses. What is still more
conclusive is that even though she should sail at oace from the

other side, sbs could not be ready for a race off Marhlehead in

much less than two months, by which time the racing will be

uea^•l^ over. I c is not for a moment likely that Mr. Tweed will

again try the Minerva oxperimpnt, of bringing a boat here one
season to race the nest, and we can only conclude that whatever
surprise ho may have in store, his plans have not yet been die-

covered.

REGATTAS AND RACES,—That good old term regatta, which
has been ratber set aside by some clubs of late years in favor of

the more ambitions titles of race or match, is having its meaning
very clearly and practically defined by the natural course of

events. In every one of the large clubs, save the New York, it

has been found necessary to continue the regatta as a popular
fixture, but at the same time to supplement it with a special race

of a very different sort. The Atlantic Y. C. held its usinl regatta

on June 16. open to yachts of all rigs and clas-ies, with, the usua^
club steamer, tea cream and band. A week later, however, it

hunted up a better coiirse down the Bay and gave a very fine race
tor the three classes of yachts that alone show any signs of rac-

ing life this year. The SeawanhaKa followed the same course,

the regatta on the Bay being supplemented by a race on the

Sound a couple ot weeks later for the 46ft. and 25ft classes. The
Larchmont held its special race just before the regatta, while the
Eastern arranged a special handicap for tlie racing classes to pre-

cede its regatta, which, however, was postponed to a later date.

Unfortunately most regattas prove anything but races, and at
the same time a race need be in no way a regatta, but both are

called for under existing conditions, and the sooner the distinct

functions of each are recoenized the better it will be for specta-

tors, committees and racing men.

PRIZES FOR SAILING OVER.—The custom of giving prizes

for sailing over the cours« when but one boat in a class comes to

the liie has never been popular in America perhaps for good and
sufficient reasons in the past. In the present condition of yacht
racing, however, it is but proper that a yacht which comes to the

line for a race should receive some recognition for what she has
done and not be kept out of a prize perhaps by the withdrawal at

the last moment of some other yacht. The main consideration

just now, and probably for some time to come, is to get starters;

and from this point of view it is good policy to offer every induce-

ment to owners to start their vessels. It is undeniable that a
certain feeling exists against men, who, owning fast boats, bring

them to the line for every race, whether their clasi is well filled

or not, but it is just these men who are doing the most for racing
to-day. For the time being at least we would advocate a liberal

prize to every yacht which sails over without a competitor; at

least half, if not the whole, regular prize. We believe that

such a course will in a short time promote entries, and at

least it will break up the practice sometimes indulged in of a
yacht declining to start because she knows that by so doing she
prevents a competitor from racing.

"KILL THE UMPIRE."—There was some grumbling about
Larchniont after the first hatdicap race that sounded very much
like this familiar cry of the ball field, and if handicap races be-

come general the sime cry will be heard again. From all appear-
ances in the present case the committee, who for obvious reasons
prefer to remain incog, like the estimable pair in "Erminie," have
tried to do their work fairly, and though they made some mit>-

takes there was really fmall ground for complaint as the race
turned out. The task was a thankless one, that few would care

to undertake as an afternoon's amusemeut, And the endiiu view
was certainly praisevrorthy.

THE COURSE OF YACHT RACING.-A rather sad indication
of the coui-se of modern yachting is found in tho amount of space
given up perforce in the Field to the doings of a fleet of Brats,
Babes, Pups and Bairns, which mongrel lot is monopolizing so

much of the attention of racing men
,
already too few in number.

Such a scaling down in size is but natural and inevitable, and the
racing of smaD craft is a most desirable form of sport in many
ways, but at the same time one cannot forget the grand fleets of

old, such craft as Formosa, Kriemhilda, lona, Bloodhound, Ce-
tonia, Egeria, Miranda, Samoena, Vandnara, Corisande, Frpda,
Annasona, Neptune, Vanessa, Sayonara, May, .Tullanar and Flor-
inda. The development of boat sailing is a most excellent thing,

but the rapid decline of yacht racing is a very different matter,
and yet it is evident that the 8ara«» change ia taking place in

America as in Great Britain, It is a bid thing for yachting
when an old racing man forsakes the deck of a Yarana for the
stern sheets of a Brat.

ALBORAK.—The event of the week is the defeat of the new
Paine boat, Alborak, the craft that was looked to for a proof of

Gen, Paine's well known views as to pow^r. In justice to the boat
and all concerned in her. Gen, Paine, Mr, John B, Paine and
Capt. Haff, it must be admitted too little has yet been seen to
condemn her as a failure; and she is thus far, like a number of
the others, in very poor shape for racing. At the same time she
has made the poorest showing in her first race of all the new
boats, and there seems little probability of her ever proving the
chosen one to stop Gloriana. The present week has been an off

one for the laws of nature, Alborak so badly beaten by Oweene,
Mineola losing her mast for the second time in two weeks, and
.Jessica scoring a fair win on elapsed time from Sayonara and
Mineola,

VREDA AND WHITE WINGS.-The race for the Queen's cup,
described in another ooliumu brought together an interesting pair
of yachts, the American centerboard sloop White Wings, designed
by the laf) Capt, Cuthbsrt, and the steel 20-rating cutter Vreda,
designed hy Mr. Watson and sailod across last year to Lake
Ontario. The performance of the two was go even that a com-
parision of their dimension'^ must be interesting. Vreda is about
46ft. l.w.l.. lOft. Sin. beam, and 9ft. 6in. draft, while White Wings
is now about 42ft. Bin. l.w.l,, 14ft. 9in. beam and 4ft, draft. Vreda's
displacement is about 38 tons and White Wings' 16.5 tons. The sail

area of the two is nearly the same, about 3,500iq. ft. by the Sea-
wanhaka rule.

TIME'S CHANGES,—lb is a curious chance that has placed
Captain John Barr in temporary command of Cinderella, the
yacht that he defeated so often whUe skipper of Clara in 1886, A
race between the two now would be very interesting with Capt,
Barr at the wheel of the centerboarder. provided she were in
good racing form; and might possibly justify the remark of Mr
Watson on inspecting the two models in the Seawanhaka C. Y.C
rooms. He said: "I think that the greatest difference in the two
is about here," placing his flngsr on Clara's deck by the rudder
post.

LONG ISLAND SOUND RACES.
THE great change in New Yo-k yachting, the removal of the

local yachting center from New York B^y to the west end of
Lone Island Sound, has been made so gradually that it is hard to
say just when tne turn of the tide occurred, but the strong set to
the eastward is now too plain to be mistaken. Some of the most
potent of the causes of this change are becoming more powerful
each year, the increasing number of vessels in the harbo'; the
greater speed at «hich many, such as the new Sandy Hook boats,
are run: the increased value of the water front, due to the
demands of the great, railroads; and the steady encroachments on
the limited waters "^f the Upper Bay, of these same railroads by
means of wharves and piers. Staten Island, on^e the chopen land
of yachtsmen, boating men and canoeists, has been so thoroughly
encircled hy the great railroads that it is no longer ftvailable for
any form of water sport, and in another five years it will be far
worse than to-day, while the Jprsev an^ Bay Bidge shores are
rapidly shari -^g the same fate, the thud of the pilo driver and the
creaking chains of the steam dredge being heard day and night.
Gradual as this change of base has been, it is marked by some

prominent rnilestones, the organization of the Larctimont Y'. C,
in 1880, hems the first and most important. Following this, in the
years from 1885 to 1890 a number oi new clubs havf( sorung up and
flourished, the influence of each being purely local, but all lielpiug
toward the ultimate development of yachting in the Sound.
In 1889 the principal regular eve^it of the year in the Sound, the
annual regatta of the Larchmont Y. C. wis supplemented by the
races of two more clubs. ' he Amencpn Y. C. of M'lton Point, near
Larchmont. which for the first time held a s«iling regatta, and
that of the Seawanhajca C. Y. C, at Oj-ster Baj , this being the
first rtcognition on the nart of this club of the growing import
ance of the Sound as a racing ground. The races of these turee
clubs made a most interesting and instructive series, the great
f^amre being the new 40ft. class, with Gorilla, Liris, Mar quita,
Pappoose and Nymph. Though of such recent origin, the July
race week on the i^ound oilers a very lavorable comparison to the
long-established June week of the Bay, and while the importance
of Che latter has unquestionably diminished, there is every reason
to look for a rapid and prosperous increase of racing among the
Sound clubs.
The present year promises to be a marked one in the history of

yachting on Long Island Sound, through the return to its birth-
place of one of the strongest of the New Y'ork clubs, the Sea-
wanhaka Corinthian, oiganized originally as the Seawanhaka
Y'acht Club of Oys'er Bay. Throughout its twenty years of life
the Seawanhaka Club has been distinctively a racing organiza-
tion, its whole policy being directed to the encouragement of
yacht sailing. Of late years, with the serious drawback f f no
station at all or a t best, of one on New York Bay, it has been at a
disadvantage in the matter of r cing; but ODce in its new home,
in one of the finest harbors on the Sound, and with a racine
course at its doors, it will be in a position to make its races as
important as in the old times at Oyster Bay, or a few years later
at Staten Inland.
The calls of business are too imperative to the average Ameri-

can, however k< en a yachtsman tie may he, to permit him to lake
a whole week for racing so s' on after the .Jnne regattas and so
close to the cluo cruises in the latter part of .Tulj ; and this is cer-
tain to a'"t to the detriment of the later races of the series, as
those of Monday and Tuesday. In spite of this, however, we look
to see in a very few years a laree number of races, with classes
well filled in each, under th"* management of the Larchmont, the
Seawanhaka, the American, the New Rochelle, the Riverside
and other neighboring clubs, that will bring together the entire
local racing fleet between the Narrows on the south and New
Haven on the east.

LARCHMONT SPECIAL, 46FT. CLASS, JUNE 30.

In addition to a double race in the regular regatta the Larch-
mont Y'. C. gave a special race for the 46f c. class, with prizes of
$250 and f100. the latter for four starters, the course being 12
miles to windwar-', which race was sailed on Tuesday of last
week. Gloriana was not entered, Mr. Morgan haying decided to
race her no more until the New York Y'. C. cruise, which made
the flght rather more interesting between the others of the class.
Nautilus was at Bay Ridge for a iTger mast, so the only starters
were Mineola, Sayonara and Jessica. The wind was E.N.E.,
blowing quite strongly, the weatl- er mark being laid down ofl: the
Ct)ws, near Sliippan'a Point. The forty-footers have carried
working topsails in worse weather, but this time the forty-sis-
footers were content with reefed mainsails. Sayonara having her
topmast hou**ed. Neither wind nor sea were s=pecially bad for
racing, but like most of the new boats, both Mineola and Say-
onara will need a deal of mending before they are fit to drive at
the pace their sails and lead would warrant.
The starting gun was given exactly at noon, Mineola doing a

bit of quick work as she came to the line with Sayonara to lee-
ward that sent the other boat about and made her lose "vr a
minute. The start was ttmad; Mineola 12:00:53. Jessica 12:01:11,
Sayonara 12:02:13,

The two white boats on starboard tack headed for the Connecti-
cut shore, but Jessica, on port tack, started across the Sound.
Mineola very poon started after her, leaving Savnnara 'o work
the north shore alone. Once down at her work, Mineola moved
faster than at the start and soon had passed Jessica. When the
three met, after the next tack all aro'und, Sayonara crossed the
wake of both the others. She then held a long tack until well
under the Long Island shore, where she shook out her reef, the
other two meanwh'le working the north shore together. Jessica
dropping astern, until Parsonage Point was reached, where they
tacked and stood out to meet Sayonara, now approaching on star-
hoard tack. The question of the leader was quit" exciting for a
time, but Mineola settled it by just crossing Sayonara's hows, the
latter easily weathering on Jessica. Of course the two wnite
boats could not get so close together without an interchange of
compliments, and they were soon at hammer and tongs,
Mineola having gone abont on «ayonara's weather and staying
there in spite of Captain Watson's efforts as the pair tacked back
and forth. Finally Captain Wateon made a false tack, which
Captain Haff met by putting b^s boat abouf, only to find that Savo-
nara had filled away on the rid tack after a long shoot and was
clear of him. While Sayonara stood over toward Greenwich
Point, Mineola held tb^ port tack out into the Sound, shakimi out
her reef off Oyster Bay; while Sayonara set topmast and jib
header. When they again came together Savonara had the best
place, holding it to the turn, where they j ibed as follows:

Elapsed.
Sayonara 2 H.o 40 3 -33 27
Mineola _ 3 .38 48 3 85 '15

JeFsica ^ 3 40 31 3 38 50
Sheets were started and spinakers set to port, Jessica sending

up a clubtopsail, the others being content with iibheaders. The
wind held until half the leg was covere*', when it shifted to the
south, so that spinakers came in and jiptopsails were set for a
reach home. Jessica dropped astern as the other two pushed
ahead for first place, the finish b<--ing very close and exciting,
Sayonara winning by a few seconds on even time, the allowance
not being calculated as the yachts were not measured. The full
times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed,
Sayonara 12 02 13 4 10 33 4 08 20
Mineola 12 00 iig i 10 57 4 10 04
Jessica 13 01 41 4 21 40 4 20 08
In the run and reach of 12 miles, Mmeola made the best time,

1.3<,19, Sayonara taking 1.34.53 and Jessica 1 41.18. Sayonara wins
$250. The regatta committee included Messrs. F. M. Scott and
Otto Sarony.

SEAWANHAKA C. Y. C. SPECIAL, JULY 2.

After paying due respect to old-time traditions by going through
the form of a regatta, the Seawanhaka 0. Y. C., like several other
clubs, has made a practical recognition of the new order of things
by a supplementary race for th» racing boats, which this year in-
cludes but two classes, the 4t)ft. and the 35ft. corrected length.
The annual regatta wassailed as usual on the Bay, but the special
race was transferred to the Sound, being set for the first day of
the cruise, wcdch, by the way, was a sort of quiet family reunion
at the club's old, and now new home, on Wednesday afternoon
there were at anchor the fiagship Miranda, Com. Hill; Iroquois,
Vice-Com. Ellis, and Vandal, Rr^ar Com. Stanton, with the
schooners Montauk, Crusader and Intrepid, and tte cutters and
sloops Shamrock, L^vira, Kathleen, Mariquita, Jessica, Nameless
and Mineola. The courses and conditions of Thursday's race
were as follows:
Special race for the 46ft. class and 25ft. class of sloops, cutters

and yawls—For this race +he club offers a prize f^f the value of
$100 in the 46ft. class and a prize of the value of $50 in the 2.Mt.
Class. The race in either ch-.ss will, at the option of those enf Pil-

ing, be made a sweepstakes, entrance fee 325 each for the 46ft.
class, and $18 each for the 35ft. class, and in that case in either
class, if five boats start, the second boat in tnat class will save her
entrance money. Courses—For 46ft. class, starting between the
committee steamer an-i a stake boit anchored at the mouth of
Oyster BHy, arjund the Reo Can Buoy on Cow's Reet off Ship-
pan Point, leaving it on port, thence around Black Spar Ruov on
Matinicock Point, leaving ,ton port, thence around Red Can Buoy
on OrowV Reef, leavn'^ it on Btarbnard, thence across the start-
ing line—35 nautical mil 8 For tne 35fG, class, starting between
committee steamer and a stake boat anchored at the mouth of
Oyster Bay, thence around ti e Red Tan Buoy on Cow's Reef off
SUippan Point, leaving it on port, thence around the BUck Spar
Buoy on Matinicock Point, leaving it on port, thence across the
starting line, keeping to the northward of the buoy on Center
Island Reef—18 nautical miles. The compass course from the
starting line to Cow's Reef Buoy is aoout north, and "^rom Cow's
Reef Buoy to Matinicock Buoy is about southwest -^a west. A
one-gun start will be made at 11 A. M. precisely, without regard
ti' wind or weather, fog excepted. A preparatory signal will he
given at 10:50 A.M., hy a blast of the wh stle o'l the committee
steamer, when the national ensign wjll be lowered. At 11 o'clock
A. M. a blast of the wnis'le will be given and the club flag hoisted;
this will be starting time for all the yachts. The fallowing ex-
cepfions to the racing rules are made for this race: Full profee-
8i"nal crews may be carried without restriction as to number,
but the helmsman most be an amateur. Sailing masters may be
carried as mates Clubtopsa'la may be carried. In case of a
walk over in either class ttie value of the prize -wiil be reduced
one-Half.
The course of the club in starting its special races from one gun

has met with the .serious disapprov"! of tbe daily papers both of
Boston and New Yoric, but in spue of this the reeatta committee,
Mesi^r . Waller C Kerr, M. M. Howland, Wm. A. Haines, VVm.
H. Plummer and J. Langdon Ward, vemurtd to try tbe experi-
ment again. .So far as the rbciiig J arhtsmen are concerned the
s^art was this time a success, but the dailj papers stdl refuse to
countenance !-uch liberties on the part ot jacht clubs, and in
place of tbe official times, only the times as taken unofBclally
from ti e crossing of the yachts were published.
The day wa" a most unpleasant ofe, rain^. and with little wind,

so little in fact at tbe advertised hour that the start was not
made until li:.5U, by which time a ligt t but steady easterly
bre'ze was blowing. Mr. Belmont was on hand to steer Mineola,
wbilc Mr. Herman Duryea had the stick of Sayonara. but Jepsica
had no Corinthian helmsman. At the last moment Mr. A. P.
Montant was persuaded to take the slick, though he had never
been aboard the yacht. Thf se three, with .Smuggler and Name-
less; made up the starters; Smuggler being sailed by Mr. Boury
and Nameless by Mr. Sander-ou. The elarting guQ was fired at
12:50, Nameless going over within 33j. and Mineola within ids.,

tbe others being timed, uncfflciaily: Smuggler l>d:51:05, Sayonara
12:51:14, Jessica 12:51:20. Jessica earned a jibheader, the other two
swinging clnb topsails, while p11 carried No. 1 jibtopsiils for the
reach. The times at the Cow's Reel buoy were:

Elapsed.
Mineola 1 25 30 1 85 30
Sayonara 1 26 11 1 36 11
Jessica 1 37 07 1 37 07
Nameless I 36 47 1 4ft 47
Smuggler 1 38 45 1 48 45

Mineola and Sayonara indulged in their usual luffing match,
leaving Jessica to sail her own course as the three reached across
to Matinicock Buiy under balloon jibtopsails. The times at this
mark were: Ehipsed.

Mineola 3 36 00 1 10 30
Sayrnara 3 36 16 1 10 05
Jessica 3 b6 48 1 09 41
Nameless 2 .59 SO 1 22 43
Smuggler - 3 01 30 1 23 35

There was now a fresh breeze, with sea enough to bother the
25-footers. The fleet divided, the larger boats going back as they
had come, while the two little ones went directly up hill to the
finish, a hard hammer in which Nameless tairlv beat her rival.
As long as the wind las'ed, Jessica did good work on the third leg,
carrying small jibtopsail and jibheader. the others carrying club-
topsails, hut sailing for a time with no jibtopsails. The times at
the Cow's Beef Bu.jy wt re: Elapsed.

Mm- Ola 4 09 36 1 33 36
Jessica 4 13 17 1 36 39
Sayonara 4 16 55 1 40 39

The last leg was made with balloon jibtopaail on Mlaeola, and
No. 1 on the other two, the times being: Ela psed.

Mineola 4 44 38 0 34 53
Jessica 4 49 24 0 30 07
Sayonara 4 43 31 0 3i5 36
Nameless 4 57 20 1 57 50
SmuBgler 5 GO 12 1 58 52

In the 6 miles to windward. Nameless beat Smuggler Im- OSe.,

while over the course Nameless won by 2m, 52s. The fuU times
were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Mineola 12 50 00 4 44 28 3 54 28 8 54 28
Jessica 13 £0 00 4 49 24 3 59 34 3 55 26
Sayonara 12 50 00 4 52 31 4 02 81 4 03 31
Nameless 12 50 00 4 57 20 4 07 20 4 07 30
Smuggler .13 50 00 5 00 13 4 10 13 4 10 13
The corrected times of the 46-f03ter8 are only estimated, Mine -
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ola ai]d Sayonara not 'being measured. Mineola wins $100 and
Nameless S50. .lesRica'sCirmtbiau helmsman. Mr. MontaBi, made
a par ioulariy creditable showing for himself and the boat, sailing
her well all day.

LARCHMONT T. C. ANNUAL, JULY 4.

For one reason or another the Lan hmont has fared best of all
the New York clubs in the matter of a regatta, and that of Satur-
day may b-^ set down as a comple'e success, the only ones who
were at all dissatisfied being a few unfortunate vachtsmpu whose
craft were loaded down with specially heavy handicaps. There
were pretty girls by the hundred about, the clut grounds; for nnce
they were all safely I ghtered out to the club steamer without
serious danger of being drowupii or drenched; the ice cream was
not forgo ten; there was a good breeze all daj; the largest display
of attendant yachts that has been seen this yeai ; a good entry list

under the new handicap, making something for the spect-ators to
see; and incidentally there was a real yacht race for the delecta-
tion of the experts. Tne race of the 4(j-footer was not only worth
seeiag, hut it could easily be seen from start to finish by those on
the judges' boat and club steamer, there being every oppoi tunity
to watch each maneuver of the boats. Thug cuief novelty of the
race WHS the handicapping, the work of S committee of experts,
whose modesty was so great as to inditce them to withhold their
names. The result was as follows:

SCHOONERS—CLASS D.
M. S, M. S.

Viator allows Tempest 3 40
Lotus 1 52

SLOOPS -CLASS 5.

Sayonara allows Namilus 5 30
Mineola 0 80 Jessica 8 00

SLOOPS—CLASS 7.

Kathleen allows Sa^qua 2 00
Senorlta allows Saone 3
Mistrel 1 00

SLOOPS—CLASS 8.

Kangaroo allows An 1 , 1 30
SLOOPS-CLASS 9,

Bantam alio-^s Iris 6 30
SLOOPS CLASS 10.

Smuggler allows Needle 0 45
Nameless allows

SLOOPS—CLASS 10.

Dot alJowR Wonder 3
NeUie 1 00 Mimette 25 00
Elfin 2 00

OPEN TACHTS—CLASS 14,

Tattler allows Edna 5 00
OPEN TACHTS—CLASS 15.

Ada not measured Vsnda not measured
OPEN VACHTS—CLASS 16.

Phyllis ajlows Zeiica 2 00
While this handicap, wnich was suppoa-d to be based on age,

condition, speed and oiher attributes, was not in the main unfair,
there were several boats that had rather heavy lo'ds to carry,
considermg the weather. Jessica wa° given a generous allowance
of 8m. from Sayonara, Mineola got 30s. frrm her sihter. Sennrita,
a new boat sailing her first race, was scratched with Kathleen,
though 6ft. longer, wh le both gave 3m. to Sasqua, a o6ft, boat
thath s not done much racing, btit has been known for years as
one of Ellsworth's smart boats As Kathleen is but 30ft., she was
hardly able to give 2m. to so good a boat of so much greater size.
Needle, the new Gardner 25-tooter, received 45s. from her older
sister on account of this being her drst race. The most fortunate
boat of the fleet was the little cruising cat yawl Mimette, who
drew off 25m. from the leader in her class, which. However, she
did not need, winning by nearly 5m, under her regular
allowance. No doubt the handicap could be improved; there
were a number on hand who proclaimed their ability to do
80, but we give the committee all credit for the best inten-
tions and an effort to inlus" a new^ though artificial interest
into racing, in which, as the table of starters shows, they
were very fairly successful. Of course a hacdicap of this kind,
in which the committee are bound to consider first the slowest
boats that can be induced to entt^r, is not to be thought of as a
permanent institution, to take the place of regular racing, but
lor an occasional event, especisllv tor a show regntta. It was
worth trying and mny be worib repeating.
The usual starting line was marked off outside the harbor, the

yachts ot 30ft. l.w.l. and o . er sailing around the Hemp-tead Har-
bor mark boat, then around 'he Ciptniu's I-land markboat and
Home over the same course, 20 nautical miles. The smaller cahin
boats sailed around the Hempstead mark and Matmicock Buoy
and back, 13 miles; while the open cats rounded the Scotch Caps
Buoy and the Hempstead mark, a triangular course of 10 miles.
Amateur helmsmen were in order, Sayonara was sailed by Mr.
Alley, Mineola by Mr. Belmont, Nautilus by Mr. Maxwell and
Jessica by Mr. Lovejoy. The new 25, Needle, came out swinging
a lug mainsail, like the Solent 2j^ raters, Mr. W. C. Brown hand-
ling the stick, the other two of tne class being sailed by Messrs.
Boary and Sanderson. The day was fair and bright as possible,
not loo warm, and with smooth water, the wind being a little
south of west and of moderate strength.
The start was made at 11:53:00, Sayonara going over the weather

end of ih'i line close to the gun. Mineola was a little later, cross-
ing near the leeward markhoat, Jessica shaved the weather end
ff tlie line, wnile Nautilus, the last of the class to start, went
ever on tne leeward end. All the larger boats carried No. 1 jib-
topsails. Nautilus and Jessica setting balloon foresails, x'he
start was timed:
Sayonara 11 ."^3 10 Ariel .- 11 .55 .15

Tattler 11 53 32 Nautilus 11 .56 14
Mineola 11 .54 19 Kangaroo 11 5t5 33
Jessica II 54 47 Needle 1 56 o8
Mistral 11 64 53 Elfin 11 .^6 49
Mimette 11 55 02 S .ona 11 £6 56
Iris U .';5 09 Kathleen 11 57 38
Sasqua.... , 11 .55 14 Lotus 11 .58 32
Dot 1155 18 Smuggler 11 58 38
Nameless 11 .55 34 Nellie 11 59 29
Viator 11 55 38
Zeiica, Tempest, Ada, Senonta and Vanda were handicapped.
Vanda was warned before srarling that she carried too large a

crew, but she crossed the line. Pnyllis was in hard luck, coming
over from Port Washington early in the morning for the race, but
springing her hollow mast on the way, so that she could not start.
The sailing was very even on the short 3-mile reach to the first
mark, as tne following times show: Elapsed

Sayonara 13 13 15 20 35
Mineola 1:; U 50 21 01
Jessica ]2 J5 15 20 58
Viator 13 16 00
Nautilus .12 16 45 20 31
Mistral 12 18 05
Lotus l:i 19 00
Iris 13 19 13
Saoua 13 '>2 15
Kathleen 12 23 25
Nameless 12 22 25 27 06
Ariel 13 23 25 ... .

Kangaroo 13 22 30 .....
Dot 13 23 30
Needle 12 23 45 27 13
Winder 12 23 50
ElfiQ 12 24 50 . ;

Mimette 12 25 20
Smuggler 12 25 20 27 03

The fleet sep^irateu here, the smaller ones running well down
wind for Matinicock, while the Jarg-r hauled up for the roach to
Captain's Island. Nameless turned the mark just inside of Kath-
leen, and lost some time, while the larger boat crossed in front, of
iher. Once clear, she eased sheet and finally set spinaker, tbe
otber two drawing up on her a little. Tht largt-r boats hurried off
tOT Captain's Island, Sayonara stiowing the way. carrying her No.
Ijibtopsail. Nautilus set her balloon jibtopsail, riinmng very
ifast under it, while both Mineola an ! Jessica tried spinakers.
Nautilus passed Jessica but failed to pass Mineola. The times at
Captain's Island were: Elapsed.

Sayonara 1 03 10 49 35
Mineola... 1 04 53 49 83
Lotus 1 05 00 . ...
Nautilus 1 05 30
Jessica. 1 05 40 48 45
Viator ... 1 06 45 49 55
Mistral. 1 13 30
Snsqua 1 14 26
Saonn 1 23 40
Kathleen 1 23 10
Senorita 1 34 03
Ariel 1 24 40
Kangaroo 1 a4 .53

Sayonara had lost but little, though carrying only her No. 1
jibt0P89.ili and raaklng a neat tupn she started straight for Hemp*
stead on a olopp jeRoli, Mineola turoed In good shape, but Lotua,
all 111 a snarl, wfte f^ijaost ,9^ top ot her aa tfiey rpRQied. 31tBwVi

kept off and made a short hitch in shore before completing her
tack, thus setting her to windwBrd of Sayonara's wake. Nautilus
tunned short about the mnrk. but lost time with her sails before
settlirg down to work. Jessica made a good turn, but stood over
to the north shore.
There were some queer displays of seamansh'p ahout the mark,

due to the attempts to take in kites from the weather side. Nau-
tilus carried her silk balloon jibtopsail around the mark and it

immediatelv flattened against the stays and headsails, so that by
the time it was finally taken in the sail wa^ ruinf d and the boat
had lost what she gained on the run. Lotus rounded with every-
thing'adrtft, sails dragging overboard, and lost some time before
she was in a condition to resume her course. Viator also
carried her kites around the mark, meeting with tbe samo trouble
as Nautilus, being hove to with balloonjlbtopsail to windward for
a time.
As the fleet came in tbe wind headed them, until it became a

dead heat over the last half of the leg. Sayonara worked toward
the Long Island shore, Mineola and Nautilus being astern of her,
but .Jessica sailed her own cours", holding well to the north and
keeping the westerly wind there as long as possible. She flnnlly
came in with tbe others near Matinicock Point, being well up
with Sayonara. For a lime the latter gained a little us shn worked
in shore, while Jessica made a hitcb out into the tidf, but as they
came into Hempstead Bay Sayonara tacked and stood out after
going in a short distance. .Jessica was following her, but instead
of tacking, Mr. Lovejoy took his ship well up into the bay, in dead
water and holding » nice breexe, while Sayonara was cut in tbe
strong ebb tide. Jessica held her starboard tack until she was
safe to weather tbe markboat. then came for it with a rusb. Mea'- -

while Sayonara was working up against the tide, being obliged to
make a tack when quite near the mark. .Jessica had been sailing
well all day. with a fair Cfrtainty of taking both prizes on tbe
handicap and rrgular allowance, but this bit of work in HAmp-
sfead Bay made her a winner 01 elapsed time, indepemieut of any
allowance. She turned the mark wit^- 45s. lead on Saycnara, and
with jihropsail drawing, reached off for home. The little fellows
were picked up at the mark, Smtigirler having a good lead, while
Needle had dropped to third place. .Just at the mark 'he cats
Dot and Flfin were doing some cross tacking, when Elfin fouled
Dot, carrying away the latter's fore stay. The times were:

Elapsed.
Smuggler 2 03 15
Nameless ,2 04 83
Needle 2 09 50
.Jessica 2 24 35 1 18 45
Sayonara 2 25 10 1 23 00
Mineola 3 26 40 1 21 47
Nautilus 2 a5 30 1 30 00

.Jessica had shown to great advantage on the windward work,
bf ating Sayonara by over 3m.. and this by no fluking, but solely
on the merits of tbe boat and her helmsman; she was well sailed
and she traveled very last. The wnnd was streaky and uneven,
varying in force and direction in different parts of the course,
but ar the samp time every boat had plenty, and there was no
time during the whole day when there was not a good working
breeze. Nautilus made verv poor work to windward.
The reach over the last leg was a sight worth seeing. Jessica,

Sayonara and Mineola in line a few hundred yards apart, and
practically holding the same distances, though each was pushing
at her hardest for the finish. Of the two white boats.it was
noticeable that the narrower, Sayonara, carried her sail a little
better than the wider. The finish was timed:

Jessica 3 46 04
SajonarH 2 46 27
Mineola - 2 47 47
Nautilus 2 55 58

The full times were:
CLASS D—SCHOONEHS,

Elapsed.
21 39
21 17
21 07
20 28

Mineoln,
Nautilus

Sasqua

Start. Fmish. Elapsed. Correctpd.
11 55 36 3 Oi 48 3 08 07 3 08 07
11 58 30 3 27 20 3 28 44 3 26 53
12 03 00 3 .50 46 3 47 46 3 45 06

CLASS 5 - SLOOPS.
11 .54 47 3 46 04 3 51 17 2 43 17

.11 53 10 2 46 37 3 53 27 2 .53 27

.11 .54 19 2 47 •17 3 5;^ 28 2 52 58

.11 56 14 2 m 48 3 59 44 2 54 14
CLASS 7--SLOOPS.

11 51 ^ti 3 30 .55 3 36 03 3 35 03
11 56 .56 3 44 05 8 47 09 3 43 24
11 67 38 3 .36 43 3 39 05 3 .39 05
.13 03 00 Wimdrew,
11 55 14 3 29 31 3 34 17 3 32 17

CLASS 8- SLOOPS.
11 .56 83 3 53 08 3 56 .35 3 56 35
11 55 45 Withdrew.

CLASS 9- SLOOPS.
11 55 09 Withdrew.
CLASS lo--SLOOPS.

ll 58 38 2 32 05 2 33 37 2 33 27
11 55 34 3 34 00 2 38 36 3 38 26
.11 06 38 2 38 39 2 43 01 3 41 16
CLASS 11—CAT-BIGQED.
,11 .59 29 2 44 24 3 44 55 2 43 55
11 55 18 2 38 01 3 43 43 2 42 43
.11 .56 36 Withdrew.
11 55 02 2 46 23 2 51 21 2 26 31
11 56 49 2 38 20 2 41 81 2 39 31
CLASS 14—CAT-KIGGED.
11 5::i 33 2 17 57 2 25 25 2 25 25
CLASS 15—CAT HIGGSD.
13 03 00 2 03 10 2 00 10 2 00 10
12 03 Oi l 2 02 53 1 59 53 1 59 .53

CLASS 16—CAT-RIGGED.
12 03 00 3 05 05 2 02 05 2 03 05
wo class prizes on tbe handicap and club al-

enrolled in the Larchmont Y. C. Elfin and Vanda were disquali-
fied. Tbe regatta committee—Messrs. F. M. Scott, Harold Por-
wood and Otto Sarony—were on the tug Dalzell, on which Com.
Lowery hoisted his flag for the day.

AMERICAN Y. C.

Though the starters were few in the third annual sailing race
of the American Y. 0. on Mondav, there was a rattling N. W.
breeze that made a splendid race. The course for the cabin yachts
was the same as the Larchmont save that the start and'flnish
were off Milton Point, the course being around Hempstead and
Captain's Island mark boats and home the same way, 24 miles.
The cat boa' a saih d a 10-mile triangular course, around Hemp-
stead mark and Matinnicock Buoy and home. The four legs of
the course were all reaches, the*e being no windward work.
The starters in the 46ft. class were Mineola, sailed bv Capt.

Haff, Jr.; Sayonara, sailed by Capt. Watson; Nautilus, sailed by
Mr. y. A. Willard, and Jessica, sailed by Capt. Hat vey. None of
the own rs were aboard their boats. In the 40it. class were the
sloops Noi us, Sa-qua, Estrella and Mistral, while the cats were
Dot and Wonder. Nameless was present, buf aid not start, hav-
ing no competitor, and Poningo, who started, gave up, as she was
sailing alo"e.
The cbief feature of tbe race was of the 46-footers, and with a

lower sail breeze they made a very fine race. M'neola was sailed
with a great deal of dash and very little judgment, overcanvassed
most of the time, running into the weather mark ; and, th -ugh
thtis disqualified, continuing the race until she carried away her
mast in cj owding on a topsail near the flnisb.
The start was made at 11:46 the times being:

Mineola 11 46 30 Sasqua 11 51 31
Jessica 11 47 35 Nolus 11 52 03
Sayonara 11 48 41 Wonder 11 63
Nautilus 11 50 17 Poningo 11 55 14
Estela 11 49 24 Mistral 11 56 02
Dot 11 50 34
Poningo and Mistral were handicapped.
Mineola and Nautilus car) h d all lower sails, the other two hav-

ing single reefs, but all carrying jibheaders overthe first leg. The
times at Hempstead mark were:

Elppsed.
Mineola 12 .51 31 0 43 04
Savonara 13 54 08 0 43 43
.Jessica 13 54 33 0 44 33
Nautilus 13 56 59 0 44 ,53

Notus 1 06 14
Sasqua 1 10 00
Estela 1 13 25
Mistral 1 16 .SO

The reach back was nearer tee wind, and sheets were trimmed
in.Nnuiilus setting her frresail, which she bad lowered on tbe
previous leg. The times at Hempstead were:

Elapsed.
45 33
45 16
46 so
48 01

Elapsed.
0 31 57
0 22 25
0 21 44
0 31 19

Mineola 12 08 27
Jessica 12 10 00
Sayonara 12 1() 25
Nauiilua 13 12 1 8
Es tla 13 16 24
Notus 13 16 33
Sxsqua 12 17 21 ....
Dot 12 20 13
Mistral 12 2' 19
Wonder 12 24 06

After a jibe, each started sheets a little, all but Mineola dousing
topsails as the wind increased. Mineola was first at the mark, but
made a very bad turn, fouling the sailboat with ber mainsail and
nearly oausing a capsize. Oapt. Haffi was not stopping for a little
thing me this, but Hurried ofE as though Mineola was still in the
raw. The times wes^;

Mineola 1 37 04
Sayonara 1 39 24
Jessica 1 41 28
Nautilus 1 45 00

It was a tack at the mark and a close reach in. When a couple
of miles from home Capt. Haff ordered the working topsail on
Mineola, but as it was being set the mast gave way about 25ft.
from tbe deck, everything going to leewa'-d. No one was hurt,
and the steam yacbt Narwhal towed the wreck over to Hempstead
Bay. The finish was timed: Elap-ed.

Sayonara 2 06 16 26 52
Jessica 2 10 34 29 06
Nautilus 2 11 07 36 07

The full times were:
CLASS 3.

Start. Finish, Elapsed. Corrected.
Sayonara 11 48 41 2 06 16 3 17 '35 3 17 .35

Jessica 11 47 35 2 10 34 3 23 59 3 19 08
NantilUH 11 50 47 3 11 07 2 20 20 3 19 23
Mineola 11 46 m Dismasted.

CLASS 4,

Notus 11 .53 03 g 29 ,50 2 37 47 3 37 47
Sasqua 11 51 21 3 43 13 3 41 53 Not m.
Estela 11 49 24 2 57 .35 3 08 11 Not m.
Minstral 11 55 00 2 .58 09 3 03 09 Not m.

CLASS 3—CABIN CATBOATS.
Wonder 11 53 33 2 04 51 3 11 18 3-11 18
Dot 11.50 34 2 06 38 3 16 04 Notm.
Sayonara wins the regular prize and S250 cup. Jessica takes

second prize. Notus and Dot each take first prize.

NEW ROCHELLE Y. 0. ANNUAL, JULY 7.

Tbe New RochelleY. O. sailed its 6th annual regatta on Tues
dav under unfavorable weather, the day being rainy with
variable winds, first a calm, then a moderate easterly wind in
which the start was made followpd by another calm, with a streak
of wind from the south and a finish in the rain with no wind to
speak of. The steamer Cf'pheus was on hand with a. large number
of guests. The management of the race was but little better than
last } ear, the timing at the start being very badly done. The work
of the club this spring in search of a better measurement rule
was devoid of any result, and the regatta was sailtd under the
club's old rule of mean length, formerly used bv tbe Atlantic Y. C.
The courses were for all above 30fi. cla3>: From the starting

line around buoy at west end of Ex-cution Reef, thence around
buoy off Matinicock Point, ttience around stakeboat anchored
south of Captain's Island, thence around buoy at east end of Ex-
ecution Reef, thence across finishing line; 22 naucic al miles.
For ,30ft. and all smaller classes irom starting line around buoy

at west end of Execution Reef, tbence around blacK buoy off
Matinicock Point, thence around easterly heme stakeboat,
thence around horizontally strtoed bu' y at east end of Execution
Reef, thence around buoy at west end of Execution Reef, tbence
across finish line; 17 nautical miles.
In addition to the regular prizes Com. Abbett presented a silver

trophy for the 48ft. class. (July Sayonara and Jessica started,
tbe former astern Ht the line. She pulled up on Jessica and passed
to leeward, but in luffing out Sayonara's rigging touched the top-
mast stay of Jessica.
Both were flying protest flags when they came home, but as tbe

regatta committee did not see the foul, and tbe evidence was
naturally conflicting, tbey disallowed both protests.
The old Rebecca, ot Plum Gut fame, beat Viator, but was pro-

tested for carrying a professional helmsman, Capt. John Van
Bnskirk, the protest being thrown out by the regatta committee.
The official times are as follows:

SCHOONERS—73 FT. CLASS.
Ntart. Finish.

..13 18 23 3 20 00 3 01 38 3 01 .38

. .12 19 23 3 50 15 3 30 63 3 26 23

SLOOPS--53ft. class.
,L2 18 54 3 48 35 3 29 41 3 29 41

SLOOPS--46pt. class.
,12 17 .56 3 31 36 3 03 40 3 02 85
12 18 10 3 17 23 2 59 12 2 59 12

SLOOPS--IOft. class.
12 20 00 4 34 21 4 14 21 4 03 18

SLOOPS--3,5ft. class.
12 19 38 4 33 30 4 12 53 4 U6 .53

13 19 00 4 20 50 4 01 50 4 01 .50

SLOOPS--35pt class.
12 21 50 Withdrew.
12 18 40 5 10 20 4 31 40 4 50 28
12 20 25 5 07 06 4 48 41 4 46 41
12 24 45 4 58 00 4 33 15

SLOOPS--30ft. class.
13 24 10 vVjUifirew.
,12 23 10 4 .23 05 3 58 o5

...12 19 ,58 4 go 04 4 10 06
12 22 19 W'tndrew.

SLOOPS—25PT. CLASS (SPECIAL).
Nameless 12 24 H3 4 24 30 3 .59 58
Needle 12 23-^5 4 26 15 4 03 20

SLOOPS—2,5ft. CLASS.
Merope 12 25 28 Withdrew.
Osprey 12 24 15 4.55 53 4 31 38 Disq'd.
Gleam 13 25 24 5 07 30 3 42 06

CAT-HTGGED—26FT CLASS.
Aura 13 19 16 4 28 20 4 09 04
Dot 12 25 31 4 40 50 4 a5 19
Archer 12 24 15 4 57 00 4 33 45
Wonder 13 25 45 4 48 30 4 22 45 . .. ..

CAT-RIGQED—23ft. CLASS.
Marion 13 36 10 Did not finish.
Isnet 13 34 64 5 30 50 4 55 .56 . .

OPEN CATS-26FT CLASS.
Tattler 13 25 10 4 00 50 3 33 40 . .

Edna 12 24 05 4 0415 3 40 10
OPEN CATS—20PT. CLAPS.

Chrysels 13 24 45 Witbarew,
Zeiica 12 26 56 5 07 30 4 40 34
Phyllis 12 24 58 Disabled.
GracieL 12 24,38 5 20 25 4.55 47
Punch 13 35 U 5 07 50 4 32 39
The winners are Rebecca, Anacond Sayonara, Nellie, Sasqua,

Addle L. D., Kar garoo, Nameless, Gleam, Aura, Archer, Isnet,
Tattler and Zeiica^

PAVONIA Y. C, JULY 4 -The Pavonia Y. C. sailed a race on
Saturday cff its new station at Atlantic Highlands in a strong
S. W. breeze. The times were:

CLASS 1—CABIN SLOOPS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Avalon 4 28 45 5 45 15 1 17 SO 1 17 30
Phantom 4 29 05 5 43 25 1 13 30 1 13 05
Pavonia 4 26 16 Disabled.
Cbrisiine 4 25 40 Disatled.

CLASS 3-CABIN TACHTS.
Falcon 4 28 20 5 56 10 1 27 .50 1 37 50
Ada 4 29 15 6 08 10 1 48 55 1 43 10

CLASS 3—OPFN BOATS.
Square 4 25 40 5 55 18 1 29 28 1 S9 28
Marie 4 26 05 6 0" 80 1 40 40 1 36 12
Katrina 4 26 10 5 .56 00 1 29 50 1 21 10

CLASS 4
Beulah 4 27 00 5 44 35 1 17 35 1 17 ,35

The winners were Phantom, Falcon and Katrina.
PLEON Y C, July L—The 27th regatta of the Pleon Y. C. was

sailed on Wednesday, off Marble- ead, the elapsed timts Being:
DOBY CL.ASS.

Wapiti, Blarney 4 18 00 Nominee, Jackson 4 19 00
PIHST CLAS« CENTBKBO-ARDS.

Messica, Perry 4 23 00
FIRST CLASS KEELS.

Composite Mclntyre. .. 4 25 15 Snail, Wood 4 31 30
MUo, Mason 4 28 30

SECOND CliASS.
Wafp, Crowninsbield 3 57 00 Midge, Jackson. , . .4 06 80
, The winners are Wapiti, Jessica ftLd Wnsp. Qomposite and
S^ilo protest eaeli other oa isngt^,
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AMERICAN MODEL Y. C, JULY 4.

THE second regatta of the season was sailed on Saturday, The
first heat of tbe third class yachts was called at, 10:50 A. M.,

the first yacht, crossing the line 11:02. the wind being very slroag
from the yvoat by south, kicking up a nasty sea. Out of eight
yachts, four fouled jnst over the line, throwing them out o the
heat, the balance finishing. Blectra, showing up in her old form,
sailed away from the otliers and crossed the line as winner of the
heat by Im. 233. corrected time, Im. 23^. elapsed time, Ida JNIav
being second. The second heat had foiTr yachts starters, the
others having had enough of it, Blectra showing her wonderful
.speed to windward by winning this heat hands down from the
fast yacht Star, who has beaten her ia three straight heats at the
previous regatta on May 30.
The Star has had some ballast taken out of centerboard to bring

her to her designed l.w.l. This alteration has hurt her chances of
winning from the Electra. Her owner will probably lower her
weight and lengthen out her centerboard, which will improve her
stability and speed in the future.
The second class race brought out a newcomer, the schooner

yacht Normandie, and a handsome yacht she is. Considering this
her first race, she did remarkably well, and Kate C. will have to
hurry in the future.
This heat was devoid of in*-erest, as Kate 0. had a walk over,

the others not being able to work np up in time. Three yachts
started. The second heat proved more interesting, Kate C, Nor-
mandie and May finishing in the order named, Normandie push-
ing the winner closely. May not doing so well as usual. Kale C.
wnn by 37J48. corrected time.
The special race, which should have brougiit oxxt more talent,

narrowed down to two starters—Electra and Marjorie. This race
being confined to third cia^s yachts, the course was to windward
and return, total distance }4 mile. This wind ward and down wind
work should be encouraged more by the owners of model yachts
in the club, as it brings out tne Vest points of the boats and taxes
the skill of their sk'ppers to work a straight course down wind.
Electra proved herself an all-round boaf, as she won this race by
33J^s., her elapsed time over the course being Wm. 53s. Marjorie
Is a hummer aovvn the wind, and with better handling will make
it interesting for Electra in a race of this kind in the future.
Scrub races wound up the day's sport. The next regatta will be

held on Labor Day, Sept. 7. The distance sailed was three-tenths
of a mile less 150ft.

SECOKJD CLASS, ETUST HEAT.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected

Normandie, O.YanNess.lS 17 80 Did not finish.
May, H. Elsher 12 IB 45 Did not finish.
Kate C, J. Sheridan. .. 13 16 50 12 30 03 13 13 13 45

SECOND CLASS, SECOND HEAT.
Normandie, C.VanNe8s.l2 'IS 07 12 54 57 11 50 12 12}4
May, H. Fisher 13 42 17 12 56 45 14 28 15 Om
Kate C, J, Sheridan . . ..12 42 13 "13 53 20 11 08 11 35

THIRD CLASS, FINAL HEAT.
Ida May^V. W. Nf fl. . . ,11 33 liO Outside flags.
Star, &. W. Townlev, . , . 11 33 15 11 45 03 11 47 12 0"34
Marjorie, H. Fi=her 11 33 10 11 46 05 12 55 13 22ii
Electr«, J. Plieffer U 33 40 11 43 40 10 00 10 20}^^
Distance sailed miles less l^Oft.
SPECIAL RACK—THIRD CLASS, TO WINDWARD AND RBTCRN.

Marj .rie. S. b isuer 3 04 23 2 34 50 20 37 20 38
Electra, J. Pfleffer 2 03 03 3 33 55 19 53 20 IS^
Course, }4 mile. Regatta committee—H. Melvin, F. Niehol.

THE ST. LAWRENCE Y. C. JUNE 27. JULY 1.

THE second series race of the St. Lawrence Y. C. was sailed on
Saturday, three classes, the A, 39ft. and 21ft., competing.

There was a strong and puffy breexe from the north, and the
prudent ones put in one or even two tucks, but it was one of those
days where prudence was rather a handicap than an advantage,
for the boats uuder fuU sail made more in ttie lulls than they lost
in the puffs. While tne fleet was boxing abnut the starting line,
the Chaperon, then under all plain sail and with a ma^i on her
crosstree", got a knock down that seemed to lay her flat, and
which more than put her fiddle blocks into the drink. Sue came
up, however, as fast as she went down, and although she shipped
a good deal of waier she crossed the starling line in as goot trim
as ever, a gond witness to the efficacy of outside ballast, oven on
a lake where 3ft. is an extreme draft. The start was as follows.

Start. Start.
Black Eagle 4 03 00 Frolic 4 03 20
Ellida 4 03 00 MoUie Bawn 4 03 20
Valda 4 02 30 Dream 4 04 tO
Vesper 4 03 50 Lulu 4 05 00
Thora ,.4 03 00 White Sauali 4 06 00
Chaperon 4 03 05 Comet 4 06 00
Dream carried a working lopsail over her lower sail and never

took in a reef all day. Valda set her working topsail over a cue-
reefed mainsail. All the rest of the fleet were content with all
plain sail as a maximum, although Frolic set a jibtopsail just
after the start, which did her little or no good. It was a reach to
the Valoifi Light Buoy, during which Dream passed the fleet and
took seeond phce. Valda broke her spinaker out of stops m good
form as soon as she got past the buoy, nil the others getting into
more or less trouble with theirs, and the little white boat gained
well on the leaders on the run. Tnis ^ain she increased on the
windward work in to Pointe Claire, after the Chateaugay Buoy
was rounded, and she actually led the fleet around the "Pointe
Claire Buoy, the halfway mark of the course. Dream followed
her closely, then Lulu, which had picked up well on the wind-
ward work; then Chaperon and the rest at regular intervals,
making as fire a sp'ctacle as has ever been seen on Lake St.
Louis. On the reach our Valda. was passed by Dream and Lulu,
and on the beat back to the Valoig Buoy fmm the Chateaugay
mark the little Thora. a boat of 19lt. L.W.L., rigged with two
batswing sail.s and manned by four men who know how to hike
out, passed her and secured third place. It was a close reach
back to the starting point from the Valois Light Buoy and no
change took place in the position of any of the boats. The time
summary was as follows:

A CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapspd. Corrected.
4 ai 00 5 56 15 1 53 35 1 49 01
4 05 00 6 00 10 1 55 10 1 49 19
4 06 00 6 17 25 2 11 25 3 07 23
4 03 00 6 15 35 3 20 25 2 10 35

39rT. CLASS
4 03 30 (i 03 45 3 01 15 1 56 00
4 Ot 05 • 6 04 30 2 01 25 3 01 25
4 03 20 6 05 50 2 03 30 3 01 29
4 03 30 6 12 30 3 09 00 3 05 40

2lFT. CLASS.
4 03 00 6 83 00 3 00 03
4 0-' 50 6 18 30 3 16 40
4 03 00 6 33 .50 3 30 05
4 06 00 Withdrawn.

Dream wins thpretore in the A class from LulubylSsec. cor-
rected time. Valda wins in the 29ft. class uy 5.38 corrected time,
and Thora wins in the 21ft. class by 30.2 elapsed time. The stand-
ing of the winners in the series is now for the commodore's cup,
Ltilu hasone leg and Dream one leg; for the vice-commodore's
cup, Valda has scored two legs, and for the 31ft. trophy Thora has
scored two legs.

The third of the St. Lawrence Y.C. aeries races took place on the
morning of July 1 over the usual club course above the club house
at Dorval. At the start there was a light easterly breeze, which
was no stronger than was necessary to enable the boats to stem
the currt^nt at the line, but this freshened before the finish into a
fine wholesail breeze with some strength in it. Valda was the
first boat across, the rest of the fleet following in a bunch, and all
but two with a handicap, and until the Valois Light Buoy was
reached there was a good deal of blanketing. Dream drew
through the fleet on the run, taking second place at the Valois
Light Buoy; but it was not until the reach for that buoy on the
return was nearly over that she was able to collar Valda, nnd
take the lead of the fleet. Lulu succeeded in taking third place
on the first rt-ach to Pointe Claire, and there was a good rafe for
second place in the 39ft. class ^ace between Chaperon and Mollie
Bawn, a bad part of which was a fotil, which resulted in the two
boats becoming locked. It was a close reach from the Valois buoy
to the finish line, during which topsails had to be struck because
of the freshening breeze. The time summary of the race was as
follows:

CLASS A.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected

11 00 00 12 49 43 1 49 43 1 46 38
11 00 00 13 54 34 1 54 24 1 45 33
31 CO 00 1 05 35 3 05 35 3 01 15
11 00 00 1 05 33 2 05 33 3 05 33

C. L.
Dream 33,06
Lulu 89.03
Wmte Squall 31.01
Black Eagle 37.07

Valda 24.01

Chaperon 29.06
Frohc 28.00
Mollie Bawn 25.09

Thora, 19.00
Vesper 18.07
EJlida ,.21.00

Comet.

C.L.
Dream 32.8
Lulu. 29.2
White Squall 31,1
Black Eagle .37.T

Valda... 24.1
Mollie Bawn 25.9
Chaperon .,, ..29,6

Frolic , 88.0
Bree?e,,, ....!»,0

29ft. class.
10 56 33 13 51 53
11 00 (

10 59. 30
10 59 15
11 00 00

1 03 80
12 59 43
104 88
JIT 00

1 55 20
2 02 30
3 00 14
2 05 20
»iroQ

1 50 06
1 59 10
8 00 14
8 03 19
2 1$ 44

3lFT. CLASS.
Vesper 19.0 10 57 29 1 08 00 3 11 40 3 11 40
Dream wins in A class by 2m. 53. from Lulu, and Valda wins in

the 29ft. class by 9m. os. from Mollie Bawn. This practically gives
Valda the vioe-commodore's cup, as she has scored three wins
for it.

In the afternoon there was a ladies' cruise, and in the evening
the commodore. Mr. A. W. Morris, and Mrs. Morris, gave an
At Home in the club house.

CORINTHIAN Y. C. SWEEPSTAKES, JULY 1.

OWING to a change in the date of the cruise, the sweepstakes
of the Corinthian Y. C. of Marblehead, originally set for

July 4, was sailed on Wednesday of last week. Though by no
means a conclusive one, with but three starters and light and
flaky vvinds, the race has created more comment than even
Gloriana's performances in New York, from the fact that the
new Paine boat, Alborak, sailing her first race, was left almost
hnll down by one of the class, the Burgess Oweeue. The race was a
$35 hiindicap, with $100 added by the club, there biung four en-
tries: Beatrice, owned by Messrs. Bryant and Prince; Oweeae.
Mr. A. B. Turner; Alborak, Mr. .1. B. Paine; and Gossoon (40ft),
Messrs. Adams. After racing on the previous day, Beatrice was
in the doctor's hands from that chronic complaint of modern
centerboard racers, "something the matter with the board," and
so could not start, a fact that was much regretted in ^'iew of her
initial performance, or rather promise. Of the starters Ovveene
was sailed by Captain Charles Barr, Alborak by Oapt. "Hank"
HaflF, the elder, and Mr. J. B. Paine, and Gossoon, as usual, by Mr.
Chas. Adams. Gen. Paine was not on board of Alborak.
• The start was made ofl' Marblehead Rock, the flrst leg being to
the Graves Whistling Buoy, the second to the new Eastern Y. C.
mark and the third back to the starting Hue, 34 nautical miles, 8
on each leg. The sea was smooth and the wind west of s^iuth at
the start, making a beat, but drawing to the eastward when little
more than half the flrst leg was sailed, making a close reach for
the Graves; on the second Teg it had hauled so far ahead that
Oweone barely made the mark in one stretch. Alborak having to
tack; while on the last leg it was so far aft that spinakers and
balloon jibtopsails were carried.
The start was.made at 11 A. M., O weene being beautifully timed,

coming for the line on the port tack and tacking as she crossed
within 8sec. Gossoon was but 3sec. astern of her. on starboard
tack, while Alborak was astern of Gossoon, crossing at 11:00.40. As
they crossed the line both Gossoon and Alborak tacked, standing
inshore, while Oweene held off shore alone. All carried clubtop-
sails and baby jibtopsails. At the end of the first short leg Gos-
soon was ahead of Alborak, both t;acking together. When well
to windward of Tinker's Island, Oweeue went on port tack, and
by dint of her good work to windward and the favorable slant of
the wind later on, she was able to make Whistling Buoy without
further tacking. On the first off sbore tack Gossoon did better
work than her big companion, being weU to windward when the
two finally tacked and .stood in toward Nahant. Though gaining
slowly, it was imt until n<jar to the juark that the big boat finally
got well clear of the 40-footer. The times at the Graves were:

Elapsed.
Oweene 12 24 46 1 24 38
Alborak 12 30 09 1 2a 39
Gossoon 13 30 50 1 30 39

The second leg was made hy Oweene in one hitch, while Alborak
Wtis compelled to tack. The times at the E. Y, 0. mark were

:

Elapsed.
Oweene.... 1 39 10 1 14 24
Alborak 1 56 53 1 36 44
Gossoon 3 03 14 1 34 34

Oweene t^'ok the lead in the spinaker drill, setting her sail in
Infi. 50s. , while Alborak took 3m. 37s., and Gossoon 2m. Ifis. The
run home was without incident, save that Aloorak gained on the
leader, the times at the finish being:

Elapspd.
Oweene 3 00 50 1 31 40
Alborak 3 13 47 1 16 .54

Gossoon 3 28 39 1 33 25
The full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Oweene 11 00 00 3 00 50 4 00 50 3 .58 51
Alborak 11 00 00 3 13 47 4 13 43 4 13 57
Go-^soon 11 00 00 3 38 39 4 fcS 39 4 19 35
Osveene wins $200, half given by the Corinthian Y. C. una half

being the sweepstakes. The race was managed by Messrs. Geo.
A. Stewart and Fred Newhall.

BEVERLY Y. C, JULY 4-.

THE 173d regatta, third open sweepstakes, sailed at Monument
Beach on Saturday, was one of tne best ra^es ever sailed

here, many of the new boats appearing for the first time. The
(iay opened with a strong southeaster, almost a gale; it was very
thick down the bay, and about half the morning it rained hard.
All the entries appeared, however, except Edith, who was unable
to get a crew, and just before the race it cleared up, the wind
shifted to S by E., giving a good beat, and blew a strong two-reef
brteze during the race.
First and second classes were sent over course No. 2, a dead

beat to Scraggy N<^ck, a close haul to Bird I-iiland and a run home,
l&A miles. Third class had a dead beat to Pines Buoy, a lone and
short leg to Abial Ledge, a run home, then a beat to Pines again
and came home belore the wind, 814 miles, while the little fellows
beat down to Pines and returned, twice round, 5 miles.
In first class the new Hector led off, much more heavily bal-

lasted than in the last race, followed by Mattie carrying her big
rig, both being reefed. Hector did much better than before and
won handily.
Eight boats entered in second class, but for some reason Bonita

did not f tart, though she was on hand and intended to do ."^o.

In fourth class Cat, a new boat built by Holmes, met Squall,
just built by Dunn. Cat was handled better than her competitor
an • sailed right away from her, time for flrst round being: Cat
2.09.59, SquaU 2.14,43.

Third class next appeared in a bunch at end of first round,
though Phenomenon, who had startedfirst, had fallen back, and
PuzzIh, sailing wonderfully well, had come up from last place to
second. Etna, who started with Puzzle, had shipped a lot of
water and brought up the rear. The times of first round were:
Parole 3 41 15 Puzzle 2 43 25
Buzzard 3 43 33 T.vooon 2 43 43
Asuaniee 3 44 41 Phenomenon., 3 44 .53

Elna 3 47 30
On second round Cat gained a little on Squall, but not so much

as on iirSt round. Puzzle took first place from Parole and Eina
gained on tue whole class.
The finish was very close and exciting, first, second and third

classes crossing all together, the leaders in these three classes
coming wltnin 14?. of each other. Anouyma sailed a splendid
race and led the fleet home. Puzzle was right after her, followed
by Hector and Parole within a few seconds. Moccassia was
ordered and built for third class, but her builder, Crosby, got her
into second class by lOin.

first class.
Length, Actual. Corrected,

Hector, E. C. Stebbins, Sep. Y. C. . . .28.10 3 02 03 1 53 46
Mattie, Howard Stockton, B. Y. C. .28.10 3 03 84 1 65 17

second class.
Auonyma, F. L. Dabney, B.Y.C... .37.01 1 56 45 1 46 45
Surprise. J. M. Codman, B. Y.C 37.04 3 00 00 " 150 16
Mollie, F. Packard. Mon. Beach. .. .27.00 2 00 55 1 50 50
Mist, G. H. Lyman, Jr., B.Y.C 26.08 2 03 36 1 52 01
Widgeon, M. Williams, Jr., B.Y.C. ^8. 10 3 03 43 1 63 27
Crawford, u. Crawford, H.C.Y.C... .27,03 3 15 34 3 05 35
Moccassin, A. A. Beebe, B.Y.C 24,00 3 39 ,20 2 15 58

THIRD class.
Puzzle, Wm. Amory, Jr., B.Y.C 33.f>9 1 49 08 1 37 09
Parole, W. H. Davis, B.Y.C 33.08 i 53 80 1 40 26
Buzzard, A. B. Shipley, B.Y.C 33.08 1 54 07 1 43 03
Eina, John Parkinson, B.Y.C 23.10 1 54 34 1 43 40
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole. Jr., B.Y.C. :33. 01 1 54 48 1 43 09
Ashantee, Dr. PiUsbury, B.Y.0 31.03 1 .55 10 1 43 41
Phenomenon, Hucking,Jr,B.B. Y.C.23. 00 1 55 39 1 43 55
Hermione, B. L. Barstow, B.Y^C....23.0l) Withdrawn.

FOURTH CL.-VSS.

Cat, Bruce Clarke, B.Y.C 19.03 1 18 50 1 09 08
Squall, J. G. Palfrey, B.Y.C 19.09 1 34 23 1 15 08
Lengths of Oat and Squall unofficial. Judges, T. S. Edmauds,

W. Lloyd Jeffries. Judges' yacht, Violet.

CHIC A.GO, June 20.—Last Saturday two rival yachts of this city,
the Growler and the S. E, Gross, sailed a race five miles to wind-
ward and return, $100 a side. Growler won, time Ih. 45m. The
annual yachting regatta at Oconomowoc Lake, Wiscousm, was
Bailed this year on the 8d and not on the 4th.—B, HouOH,
BOOKS REOEIVED.-New York Y. 0. year book, Oorlothiftn of

Marhleiiead, Sipploan and Corinthiau Navy,

BOSTON CITY REGATTA, JULY 4-.

THE annual regatta given by the city of Boston was sailed on
Saturday in a strong S.W. wind, the flpet being reefed, the

breeze falling lighter aftw a time. The official times were:
first class—CFiNTERBOAHDS.

28ft. and over; flrst pri/.e fiSO, second $30.

. „ Lfngtu. Elapsed. Corrected.
Pilgi-im, E. W. Dixon 28.00 1 ,57 IV 1 13 .54

Nimbus. .1. S. Gushing : . ..33.03 1 56 3il 1 19 s^i

Evelza. William SmiU 28.00 3 05 3il 1 33 13
Magic, E. C. Neal 30.00 Time not taken.
Gracie, M. J. Sughrue 34.00 Time not taken.

FIRST CLASS—KEELS.
38ft. and over; flrst prize $50, second .$30,

Hilda. C. B. Curtis 31 05 1 .55 il 1 15 26
Stranger, W. H. Hodtrkins 31 GO 2 13 .54 1 33 18

SECOND CB.iSS—CENTERBaARUS.
24 and less than 28ft.; first prize 840 second $30, third §10.

Harbinger, J. Pv. Hooper 3M0 1 53 .50 1 10 04
Strideaway. J. Turner 24 08 3 03 38 1 14 49
Minnie R , T. D. Rice .. ....35.00 2 03 33 1 15 37
AwildH, J. J. Bly 34,00 3 03 03 1 17 06
Erin, J. Cavanagh 36.03 2 03 .57 ] 18 30
Climax, Kelly & Fitzgibbons 25,03 3 05 40 1 19 25

THISD CL.ASSi—CENTERBOARDS,
20 and less than 34ft.; first prize |35, second $20, third $10.

Wapita, J. Bertram
, . 23.00 1 34 36 1 00 13

Good Luck. J. B. Fan ell 21.08 1 36 28 1 00 23
Sea Bird, C. L. Joy 23.00 1 88 38 1 02 59
Ideal, F. Williams 21,07 1 40 83 1 04 31
Eureka, E. B.Rogers 31.00 1 41 54 1 04 55
Posy, R. G. Hunt 21.08 1 41 55 1 05 50
Ustane, S. N. Small 31.01 1 43 23 1 03 30

THIRD CLASS—KEELS.
20 and less than 24ft.; flrst prize, $35; second, $20; th'rd, $10.

Irene, Gordon & A-rmatrong 23,00 1 41 10 1 06 16
Swordflsh, Hall & Johnson 38.09 1 40 (16 1 06 37
.ludith. W. B. Pigeon 22.08 1 44 08 1 09 18

FOURTH CLASS—CEN-TERBOAttDS.
Cat-rigged yachts, 18ft. and less than 20rt.; first prize, $3.5; second,

815; third, $10.
Herod, L. E. Harrington 19.10 1 48 56 1 10 17
Maple. Otis & Hyde 19.04 1 53 58 1 13 33
Coot, T. Murphy 18.07 3 17 40 1 37 09

F.iURTH CLASS—KEELS.
Keel boats under 30ft; first prize, $35: second, $15; third, $10.

VidettP, B. F. Burke 10.05 1 .53 30 1 14 13
Zetta, R. D. Flye 18.00 3 03 31 1 31 46
Astrea. R, M. Renner .19 03 3 03 40 1 34 00
Vespa, Rice & Reisgand 18.06 2 13 16 1 31 31

FIFTH CLASS—CENTERBOARDS.
Catboats, 15ft. and less than 18ft.; first prize, $15; second, $10:

third, .S7;four'h.S5.
Flora Lee, C. D. Lau.sing 16.01 1 .58 23 1 13 48
Flo.ssie, W, H. Esierick 16.03 3 0 1 56 1 14 37
Mamie, H. G. Brown 17.07 1 58 04 1 14 63
Rocket, H. M. Faxon 15.08 3 OO 35 1 15 40
Marchioness, C. E. Hodgkins 15.10 2 05 16 1 19 41

JIB AND MAINSAIL CLASS.
Less than 21ft.; first prize .$35; second, $15; third, $5.

Idler, F. L. Dunn 19.08 1 45 01 1 06 07
True Blue, H. Hutchins 17.05 1 49 45 1 07 28

MosQtrrro glass.
15ft. and under; flrst prize $iO: seeond. $10; third, $7; fourth, 85.
Tantrum, J. F. Small 14 07 1 08 00 ,51 33
Icurey, H. .Tackson 14.03 1 08 43 1 03 58
Annie, E. W Rich 13.0fi 1 26 58 1 20 58
Transit, S. W. Small 13.03 1 27 54 1 11 41
Nadine, R. N. Palmer 14.07
Nadine capsized and sunk.
The judges were Messrs. M. J. Kiley, J. S. Gashing, Wm. Gray

andJas. Bertram.

ROYAL CANADIAN Y. C, JULY 1.

THE first race for the Queen's cup, lately presented to the Royal
Canadian Y. C. of Toronto, was sailed on Wednesday of last

week in unfavorable weather. The cup was open to Canadian
yachts of 40ft. corrected length and over, the starters being;
Oriole, schr, Geo. Gooderham 73ft. 63.36ft.
Aileen, cutter, .John Leys 55ft. 57.06f C.

Vreda, cutter. Com. Bo-iwell 46ft.
Verve No. 3, cutter. J. W. Hendrie 43ft.
White Wings, sip, W. G. Town=end 43ft. 46.40ft.
The above figures are not official, but are nearly correct. Oriole

has received a new and larger rig this year, the measurement
given being for last season.
The course was twice around a triangle with 5 mile sides in the

lake of Toronto. The morning was rainy, with a light wind, the
gun being given at 10 o'clock, with only White Wings, sailed by
her old owner, Mr.,Iftrvis, and Vredaat theline. Oriole and Aileen
came down in tow of the steam yacht Abeona, but Verve, sailing
down, was handicapped 13m. When half the first leg was cov-

„ - .. .. ings
increased her speed until nearly even with Oriole, the limes at
the mark being:
Oriole 11 11 00 Verve 11 13 30
White Wings 11 11 30 Aileen 11 14 30
Vreda U 13 00
White Wings gained in quick working at tiie turn and got away

from the schooner, all starting sheet for the next mark, which
was hidden in the mist. The times were:
White Wings 11 53 00 Verve 11 .58 00
Vreda 11 53 80 Aileen 11 59 00
Oriole 11 54 »1
Tiie last leg of the fli-st round was sailed under spinakers, the

weather having cleared, but with the wind still light. The times
at the turn were:
Vrada 1 36 00 Verve 1 87 30
White Wings 1 26 45 Aileen 1 40 30
Oriole 1 30 00
On the the first leg of tne second round WhiteWings again took

the lead, the times being:
White Wings 2 44 00 Verve 3 49 00
Vreda 3 45 Of) Aileea
Oriole 3 45 80
There was more wind r,u tiie next leg, hut further ahead than

on the first round, making a long leg and a short. The times were
not taken at the last mark, but the order was White Wings,
Oriole. Vreda, Verve, Aileen. On the last leg, with increasing
wind. Oriole look the lead, with White Wings third, hut within
her time of Vreda. When a couple of miles from the finish
White Wings lost her topmast through the parting of a pair of
sister hooks in the backstay, her balloon jibtopsail going over-
board. The wreck was speedily cleared, but she lost too much to
save her lime, the cup going to Vreda by a narrow margin of 3s.
The full times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Vreda 10 4 14 30 6 14 30 5 57 07
White Wings 10 4 17 20 6 17 30 5 57 09
Verve 10 4 26 13 6 36 13 6 03 57
Oriole 10 4 13 35 6 13 25 6 13 35
Aiheu 10 4 39 40 6 39 40 6 35 18
Vreda has already won a Queen's Cup, that of the Royal Cork

Y, C. in 1889; but this, her second, is the first Queen's Cup ever
raced for on this side of the Atlantic.

ST. LAWRENCE SKIFF SAILING AS^OOIATION.—The sec-
ond of the series of races for the championship pennant was held
at Prfcscott, Ont., on July 1. All the crack boats from Montreal,
Kingston, Gananoque and Prescolt, Canada, and Ogdensburg, U.
S., were entered, and Intense interest was manifested in the race.
Twelve boats started. A spanking breeze was blowing, the 13m.
course being covered by the winning boat in Ih. 43m. The ^kahe
led from the start, and was au easy winner by 3m. ,503. St. Law-
rence second and Pastime third. The Akahe is a new departure
in skiff-s, and was designed bv Wm. Gardner and W. N. Brown, of
New York, and built by the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and
Steam Launch Co., of Clayton, N. Y'. Length 3;3£t. beam 3f fc. 9in.,
saU area 374sq. ft. The following is the list of entries:

Akahe, H. G. Wiser, Preseott ; i
St. Lawrence, M. D. Nicholson, Gananoque ,

.'! g
Pastime, P. Millet, Brockville 3
Canadian, W. H. Storey, Gananoque 4
Mollie L , C. Horwood, Prescolt 0
Shamrock, T. J. Reid, Gananoque 0
Frontenac, J. M. Sharman, Kingston 0
Eileen, J. B. White, Prescott 0
Cyclone, John Lasha, Gananoque

, 0
Muriel, C. Harvey, Brockville

,

'. 0
Hanover. L. LaPert, Presoott

, ,• ,

"

0
Yankee Doodle, J. G. Fj-aser, Clayton, N. Y Did not start.
Vampa. W. J. Wallaee, Montreal. ... , , ,

.
, . Did not start,
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JACK O" LANTHORN SAIL PLAN.

JACK O' LANTHORN.

THE sail plan of the 3}^-rat.er Jack o' Lanthorn, whose lines
appeared in onr last issue, is of special interest just now

from the fact that the same riK has just made its appearaoce in
American waters on the new Needle, designed by Mr. Gardner.
On the Solent and the r-lyde thf- lug sail has superceded entirely
the ordinary boom and gaff for racing boats. The dimensions of
tine above rig, compared with some corrpspon'^ing measurements
of the Gardner boats, Smuggler and Mr. Wefmore's imnamed
craft, are as follows. Both of the American boats carry the
ordinary boom and gafl mainsail:

Jacli o' Lflnthorn. Smuggler. Wetmore.
Mast from fore end l.w.l .5fT.. 9in.

deck to highest sheave.23ft. Sin. 25ft. lin. 25ft. 7lAm.
Boom .26ft. 27ft. 9in. 26ft. 9m.
Yard orgaif 26ft. Sin 16ft. 5in.
Base line of sail plan 86 90 4I.S'; 88 83
Mast, foreside to jib tack.. . . 10 40 13.45 11.45
Mainsail, area tq. ft .480
Jib 338

Total 618
Y. B. A. rule 594
SeawanhHka rule *633 666 618
Sail area, square root 2514 25 69 24 87
L.W.L 25.70 24 08 24.87
Corrected length 25.43 24.88 24 87

* The regular Seawanhaka rule makes no provision for lug sails,
but the rule as lately adrpted by the Corimhian Navy has a spe-
cial proviso, by which 80 per cent, of the yard is added to the base
line. In this case the acmal area of sail is over-meapured by 14
sq. ft. To make the even 2}4 rating by the Y. R. A. rule, the sail
plan will he reduced to 580 sq. ft. in place of 594.

BOUNCER BOATS,
Editor Forest and Streav^:
Gloriana, the new British 2J^-rater, Bouncer, and its suc-

cessors, like the Arab dhows or the ancient galleys of Phoenicia,
all demonstrate the virtue" of their pi-otntype, the "Flying Pon-
toon," first, built by Mr. Clapham, of Roslyn. inasmuch as all do
away with dead wood and depend on beam mainly for stability,
with a scow-like disregard to perpendicular sharpness at bow.
Not one of them however, has the beam designed by the inventor
of the Flying Pontoon. Some day you'll see a "shovel-nosed shark"
with a square deck pl>in that will be able to hold out a tow-rope
to even the best of Herreshoff's productions. Red Trefoil.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Noting your some - hat sarcastic remarks concerning "a non-

descript from Long Island Soimd, one of Mr. Clapham's original
'creations'," I will say in reply that some time ago th" Fore«t
A2JD Stream asked the foUosving contmdrum: "If Mr. Olapham
ttiinks his light draft boats can sail with the deeper craft why
does he not en'er some of the regattas about New York?"
So on June 32 1 sailed my new yacht Chippewa in the regatta of

the Corinthian Y. C. Toe Chippewa has a waterline length of
23ft. 6in„ beam lift., and draws 15in. Of water, her racing length
being pls,ced at 25.50jft.

Her class competitor was a racing cutter by one of the most
successful designers in the w^-rld. Her racing length is 26.71ft.
She is deep and sharp, with much lead in the place where "it will
do the most good."
Well, in the race of 19 miles Chippewa beat her more than 14m.

with a good breeze blowing on every point of sailing.
Not only this, but at the same time Chipnewa beat, dead to

windward, anotlier extremely narrow and deep cutter measuring
36.10ft. sailing length. Chippewa carried a very shiall cru'sing
rig and no ballast, ai, all. Thomas Ct-apham.
Roslyn, L. I., June 29.

EASTERN Y. C—A series of special races is announced by the
Eastern Y. C. for July 23, the classes being: For \ acbts of any
club in racing trim —First class Sfhooners, over 75ft. waterline,
$100; second Ciass sohooners, over 30ft. and not over 75ft. water-
line. $100; fifth class, sloops, over 40ft. and not over 46ft. l.w.l.,
$100; seventh class, sloops, 30ft. and not over 35ft. l.w.l., $75. For
yachts of the Eastern Y. C—In cruising trim with handicap al-
lowances, first and second class schooners as one class, $100; ihird
and lourth class sloops as one class. $75; sixth class, sloops, $75.
The handicaps will be posted on the evening before the race; Tiie
committee also offer to arrange sweepstakes in the racing classes
should owners desire it.

CLUB CRUISES.-The fleet of the Seawanhaka C. Y. C. met at
Oyster Bay on July 1, wailing over until the morning of the 4 h,
when it sailed lor Larchmont, being prestnt at the regatta. The
cruise of tbe New York Y. R. A. btgan with a rendezvous at City
Island on July 4, the fleet sailing eastward on Monday morning.
The cruise of the Coiinthian Y, C. of Marblehead began on July
4, the fleet sailing to Islf< of Shoals, where it anchored all nigut.
The cmise of the Larchmont C. Y. O. will probably begin on Sat-
urday next. The Yorkville and Harlem clubs each started on
July 4.

RIVERSIDE Y. O. REGATTA.-The Riverside Y. C. has issued
a specially good programme for its regatta on Saturday, a large
chart of the Sound, from David's Island to Long Neck Point,
being given on one side. The race will be sailed under the club's
new classification by corrected length. Seawanhaka rule, and will
be open to yachts of the New York, Seawannaka, Atlantic,
Larchmont, Corinthian, American, New Rochelle. New Haven,
Oyster Bay and Cherry Diamond clubs.

BARBARA.—A ton of lead has been taken from Barbara's keel
at Lawley's, and she now floats within her class.

SATELLITE, steam yacht, has been sold by J. A, Aspinwall to
AUred Van Santwood.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Mo Notice Taken of Anonymous Correspondents.

R. W. P., Island Lake, Dak,—The manufacturers have been in-
vited t" send us a gun for testing.

X Y. Z., Oakland, Cal.—Rev. Myron W. Reed, of Denver, Ool.
once campt-d out a week or two with "Nessmuk" in Pennsylvania
and there are other camp companions of his in Wellsboro, Pa.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE A. C. A. MEET.-We are re-
minded by the list of ten new A. C. A. members from the Mohican
C. C, published this week, that now is the time for the clubs to
make suitable preparation for the A. C. A. meet next month.
Any members desiang to join the A. C, A. should be proposed
immediately, and each club should be canvassed for men who can
and will go to the meet. Arrangements for transportation, mess,
etc., are to be made, and the usual supplies of club badges and
lanterns are to be provided. It pays every club down to the
smallest to have a good representation, no matter how small in
numbers, at the annual meet.

REGATTA OR RACE.—In our yachting columns we call atten-
tion to the difference which exists between a regatta and a race,
something that canoe clubs as a rule do not recognize. There
may be some question as to what does constitute a regatta, but
there can be no doubt that there is one thing that does not, and
that is a mere display of fancy sailing and balancing in front of
the house piazza for the whole afternoon, to the exclusion of all
general racing.

THE CHICAGO 0. C. is figuring to bring back the vast maior-
ity of the prizes from the VV. C. A. meet at Ballast Island. Lake
Erie, July 11 to 26. Mr. R. P. Marks, of this city, offers as a prize
for a free-for-all rare an elegant blanket, which must he seen to
be appreciated, but which I have not been able to see yet, though
Purser C. W. Lee tells me it is on exhibition at one of the large
stores here.— E. Hough.
A. 0. A. MEMBERSHIP.—Central Division: Rufus H.King,

Jr., ThoB. S. McLaughlin, Alfred S. McLaughlin, Matthew Van
Alstynp. Geo. O. Halcott,S. H. Ransom, John T. Bender. D. Stew-
art McKmley. R. K. Palmer, Samuel Anahle, 3d, all of Mohican C.
C, Albany; Wm. C. Jupp, Detroit, Mich. Northern DivisioT>: ,Tas.
E. Browne, Toronto; John O. Donnell, Bobcaygeon; T. W. Butler,
Lindsay.

ATLANTIC DIVISION MEET. -The races of the Atlantic Di-
vision meet at Chesequake Creek were sailed on July 3 and 4,
the camp breaking up on Sunday after a pleasant meet. The full
report of the races will appear next week.
ARLINGTON C. C.-The annual regatta of the Arlington O. C,

will be held on the morning of Sept. 7 oq the Passaic River. The
club at Its last meeting elected five mpmbers, and decided that
only canoes would be allowed in the boat house.

Names and Portraits of Birds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
book particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
identify without question all the American game birds which
they may kiU. Cloth, ^0 pages, price $3.50. For sale fey FOBEKCAND STHEAM,
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FERGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSU LAMP,
With Adjustable Attachments.
For Sportsmen and Others.
Cumbinet) H«ad J«ck,

Boat Jack. Fishlni; Lamp,
Caujp Lamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt Lantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXGELSiOR D&SH LAMP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

ILBERT FtSeUSOK, Offici, 65 Fulton St. H.I.

OUR SOUVEN.R TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon l eceipt of stamp.

THE J. WILKmsOlT CO.,
2G9-271 State St., Chicagro.

•18Ve.3ey^t. NewYoi^ •

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cnttlngr the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

nay business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, 3 joint, 6 strip. Spat Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk wliippings, extra tip, all complete in wood form. length 9i, 10,

lOJft., weight 7, 8, 9oz frice $3 72
ISO. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted " 8 S.9
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Rod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

84, 9, 9|, 10ft . weight 9, lOJ, 12, 13oz T , Price
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted "
No. 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolling Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the haad, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8£t., weight 20oz "
No, 8, same as Ko 7, bat is 3 joint • "

2 72
3 33
2 75
3 75
90c.No. 280, 3 joint Ash aud Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft

Brass Multipljaug Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, ^5yds., 83c. ; 40yds., 9oc.
;
eOyds., $1.05; 80yds.. $1.15; 100yds., $1.35. Hard Rubber Miiltiplying Reels, Balance Handle.

Slidmg Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., |1,75; 60yds., $3.25; 80yds., |2.50; SOOvds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6, SOOft., 41c. J. P. M. Brand Liaen Reel
Lines on Block, SOOft., 9 thread, 38c. ; 12 thread 43c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; IS tliread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15e. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz ., lOc. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leaders, lit., per doz., 15c. ; 2ft., per doz., 30c : 3ft., per doz., 45o. Double Gut Leader, 1ft., per doz., 15c.

;
2ft., per doz., SOc.

;
3ft., doz., 45o.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51. 53 & 55 Court St.. BrooUyn. N. T.
Send 2e.. et»tt»t> for T!loBtr»t«'d C«ta,loen« for 1891. OPBN EVENHSTOS,

For Harness, Biijgy To^s, Saddles, Ply Jlet', Trayeling Bags, Military Equipments etc.
Nlves a beautiful finish, wMcli will not peel or crack off, smut or crock by handling, does not lose its lustre by

'
finished svith it. Ta not a varnish. Contains no Turpentine, Benzine, i^aphtha,age; dust will not stick to work

Aloohoi, or other injurious articles. .*ol<l by all Harness Makers.

PAWNEE
HERO STORIES AND FOLK-TALES.
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and

Character of the Pawnee People.

By GEOE&B BIRD GRIITITELL ("YO.")

Cloth, 417 pages. Dlustrated. Price $2.00.

Pawnee customs and beliefs are richly illustrated by the folk-tales

and in the copious notes Mr. Grinnell gives an uncommonly spirited ac
count of Pawnee life in ^eace and in war. There is an account of the
defense of a Pawnee village by 200 sick men, cripples, old men and
squaws, against 600 Sioux warrioi's, which for sheer gallantry and in-

domitable pluck will match almost anything in military history. The
Pawnee warriors were all away at the time, and the Sioux counted upon
an easy victory. But the Pawnee cripples and women actually beat them
off after a hard day's fighting, and at last so terrorized them that the
bold assailants fled in panic and sustained a heavy loss. Mr. Grinnell
also has vrritten a picturesque and vivacious sketch of one of the last

Pawnee buffalo hunts, in which the Indians commonly reverted to prim-
itive weapons and usages, often hunting quite naned with no other arms
than their t o s and arrows. A particularly interesting part of the book
is that which treats of the Pawnee doctors or medicine men. The state-

ments of Mr. Grinnell show the possession by some of these men of a
kind of skill ir sleight-of-hand far beyond that usually atti'ibuted to In-

dians; some of the facts here described are as puzzhng and unaccount
able as those performed by the famous jugglers and fakirs of Hindostan, while one of their

tricks is a close pareUel to the East Indian mango leat. , . . Those who desire to leara

of the many other wonders done by the Indian doctors must refer to its pases for themselves.

As it is certainly one of the best woiks on Indian hte, legend and character that has been

written for a long time, it should obtain a wide circulation,—iy/'. Y. Tribune.

FOREST iND STREAM PUB. CO., 318 Broadway, N. T,

LoKDOir: DAVllS & CO., 1, Finoh Lane, CJernhlU.

TEE PREMIER CAMERA

fS THE BEST IN MARKET.
Simple of Manipulation.

Plates or Films are used.
The Shutter is always set.

PRICE $18.00.
Send for Catalogue and copy of Modern Photography.

We Make All Kinds of cameras.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY,
83 S. Water St., BOCHESTEB, N. X.

FOR MAJLIT>*G
Athletic Outfits, FisliiMgr Xatilcle

Catalosrues, etc., tUe Clasp En-
velope Is tbe Best Device.

.THE CLASP ENVELOPE.
X^PATENTED DEC:9-"I8T9^

m
5 0"

^•15 Sis 3 s

/^3&4I WESTBROADWAY, Ny>

MEACHAM
Ij

AMMERLESS

GUN.

TOP Snap, Vig_isi*=«' "^^j^/'-'^
'Extended Kib, Iin- ^^===^=^

'i[ii\!t
ported Walnut Pistol Glrip Stock, Patent
Fore-end, Vnll Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
tinder Pastening. Rubber Butt, Compen.5atlng Hinge
Joint, Long Breecli Frame, 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, cn^ilU $36.0?
SEND FOR CUN CATALOGUE.

E.G.MEAGHAM ARMS GO..ST.LOUIS MQ.

CHAS. I. GOODALE, Taxidermist,
For the past 30 years located at 93 Sudbury St„

will now be found at 144 Friend St., Boston, where
he will gtve the Bame personal attention to all

•Vfapk feGuBted to his c«pe 9« fomerly.

©AUGRAEii
GREATEST SPEED!

Best for Manifolding. 100,000 Daily Users.

THE MOST DURABLE.
Slngl0 Case, No. 1, - - - - S70.00
Double Case, " 3, . - - - - 85.00
New Special, «» 3, - - - - 100.00

For acconnt of speed contests and circulars, address

THE AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.
HAKTPORD, CONN.

Bnacli CBBces : 337 Broadway, New-York.
14 West 4tH Street. Cincinnati, O.
1003 Arcli Street, Pliiladelpli.ia.

ENGLISH FACTORY, COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

Tourists, Campers and Hflnters.

THE NUTEIMENT CO.'S

FLUID BEEF

Will give immediate relief fiom i.x. )fiu. ..fi.r n
day'a trampiDg or expoain-tj. Jv'etds only to be
mixed with hot water and seasoned with aalt

and pepper. Invaluable in ihe camp kitchen, a.s

the mos' delicious soupa can be prepared from it

in a raoment. Tal;e a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold bv all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Matitifao-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTRIMENT CO . Chicago, 111.

HE^'RY C. Squibes, 178 Broadway, New York, carries a
full line of our goods.

DEAFj
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DALY ATJTOIATIC EJECTOR

HAM SHOTGUN.
No. 250 "Diamond Quality," Highest Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish Walnut Stock, -with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal in finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Purdey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 12 and 16-gauge $2T5.00
No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ne Damascus Barrels 175.00

WJE ALSO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS 1250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCOTT & SONS .§27.5.00 to S400.C0

"WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CLABROrGH & BRO'S. LATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,
plain finish SIOO.OO

Same as above, Greener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Pine Engraving, the finest gun they make 13.5.00

We claim for these guns everything that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BAREEL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Duane St., - NEW YORK,

Two Targets with Smith & Wesson Revolvers.

TARGETS ACTUAL SIZE.

Ten consecutive shots at 13yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .38
Douhle Action Revolver; hy Mr.
Wilson Goodrich, Springfield, Mass.

Six consecutive shots at 15yds., off-
hand, with a Smith & Wesson .32
Target Revolver; hy Prof. John
lioris, Washington, D. 0.

Perfect Workmanship.

Perfect Adjustment.

Perfect Results.

SMITH & WESSON,
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AOENT FOR B. C. MILAMS'
Celebrated

HLcntncky Reels.

_ FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
I

OlES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS, SP01?TIN*J GOOX>S, *c. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent, on application to those

mentioning FOREST AND STBEAM. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111,

FISHEBIAN'S AUTOHATIG REEL.
When a sportsman finds anything which adds to his pleasure, with-

out increasing his labor, he wants all his hrother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."

WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and carried home to-day.

The Automatic Reel,
FiKST—It will wind up the line a hundred

times as fast as any other reel in the world.
SECOND—It will wind up the line slowly u

the angler chooses.
^ ^

Third—Ko fish can ever get slack line with it

Fourth—It will save more fish than any
other reel.

. ,. , „
FiFiH—It will prevent tip?, lines and snem

from beina; broken by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Tti9Pto>/<;<1

" UTOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely by the hand that
holds the rod.

YAWMAN <fe ERBE, Rochester, N.Y.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH ROD CO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH OOEE: A.KD CELLULOID HAUD GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is lisM, fits and will nob blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced

anglers lathe U. S. Order one through ycm- dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory

can be returned. The U. S. Net and Twine Co. are agents for New Tork City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It

takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is Avarranted to take two fish to one on any

other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York
We are also manufacturing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidney and hammered
For sale by all dealers. Send for catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. HENRY LQFTIE, Manager.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTOlSr GUK STORE."

- - SSI & S83 Broadway, New York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how ADVANTAGEOUSLY they can

purchasR Sporting Goncl«<. Our stot-k covers the foHovving lines in their /iiTZest i;artett€S: GUNS,
RIFLES, AMMUNITION, :E«isli±aa.s Ta-olx.!©, BASE BALL, TENNIS,
FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postage) and we will mail yoii

our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering abo^-e goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book.

And this is the size of the one he hooked.
But tlie blamed thing got away, because
he didn't buy his tackle from

H. H. KIFFE,
318 Fnlton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 Illustrated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J. B. GROOE Sc CO,,

FISHING TACKLE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28tli & 29fch Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND roa OATALOGIFE,

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of

ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following

noted STUD DOGS:

Cliamp. SIB BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.

Winner of 53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee $150.00

Cliamp. PLINLIMMON, JR. (6864).

This grand voung dng is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, and although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 37

first and special prizes, and sire of some trood

stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from, his breeding, and
low stud fee, should be much sought after by St.

Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard Puppies For Sale.

A Felect stock most always on hand, sired by
the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMIPra KENNELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

Best and Lightest in the Market.
OILT OR SIliVEK. „^ ^

Single Spoon' $3 a doz. Double Spoons S4 a doz.
Sample by mail 2.")c. and 35c.

F. 8. GRAVES, 58 State St., AIjBANY, N. T.

R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Germain Street, St, Jolin, N B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'V
56M Atlantic St., EnolkWOOD, ILLS.

Trout Flias at 3, 5, 7 and 11 Cents Each.

Send Ton Gents for ILLUBTRATMD CatALOGUK.

Pa>'kaj;o makes 5 gallo

—

Delicious, sparkling, and
appetizing. Sold by all

dealers. 7"KE£ a beautiful
Pictuit) Book and cards
sent to any one addressing

O. E. HIRBS & CO.,
Plailackilphi«

Fly-rishing & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HAKBINGTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material for making flies of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

second edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

pracSl therstmcrns are plain and full..
^.^^t'T^X^'fv^fean^^^

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyei requiies.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk.

THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center sections are quickly

changed from a M to 1% or 3oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 514 or 8oz. witu
the No. 8. All changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to

increase the weight as may bed esired

.

Ask your dealer for them, or send 10

cents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a
No. 8.

TOMLINSON & CO.,

51 Jolin Street,

NEW YORK.

2^6
The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Goods.
Hand Loaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III,

TtieMM St. Bernari Kemiels
Place these famous stud dogs at the service of

the public.

PRINCE REGENT,
The most successful rough-coated stud dog of

modern timps. Among his progeny are Scottish
Prince, Prince Plorcnce. Earl Roseberry,
Wuke of Armadale. I.ady Gladwin, Kingston
Kegent and King Kegent. He is the best son

of Cliampion Plinlimmon: he stands 35in. at

the shoulder; he has great bone, weighs over 200

lbs., and his color is a deep orange with correct

markings.
"The most phenomenal stud dog that has yet been

known."—JF'a7ict6}'s' Gazette (London).
"The sire of sires."—Fore^i and Streo/m.

Champion Hector,
(Smooth-coated). Winner of sixty-six first and
special prizes and numerous stud cups. He is

the sire of Oliauition Cieopatra, Duke of

Sparta, liOrd Hector and many others.

ROUGH AND SMOOTH PUPPIES FOR SALE.

New York St. Bernard Kennels,
ISSch St. and Hudson River, New York.

FOX-TEBBIEBS
IX STUD.

Champion Raby Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner - 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 25

Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS,
LANCASTER, MASS.

COUNT NOBlE"GlADSTONE~SUE.
AT STUD, - - FEB

,PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.
The only known dog of any reputation by Count

Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bltoh. H is puppies are not
excelled by any. He Is lai-ge size, healthy and a fast

dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
blt.ches, desiring to produce the perfection of the field

trial strain of EngUsh setters should address for pedi-

n-ee and particulars,
, _ . . ,, .

Woorefield Breeding and Training Kennels.
W. T. IBWIN, Kennel Manager. Chuia, Amelia Co., VA.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle andKough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.

Address A. H. Moore, 1711 Spring Garden St., Phlla., Fa.

FANIOUS PUGS AT STUD.

BONSOR, - Fee $20
Winner of over 50 prizes in England.

Champ. KASH, Fee $20
The sire of many winners.

A, E. PITTS. Columbus, Ohio.

AT STUD. FEE $50.

KING OF KENT
(A.K.C.S.B. 6364),

Sire of the phenomenal field trial winners, Rip
Rap, Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club,

Babylon, L. I.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's ChamploH

Boanfort. His success as a stud dog and his

record on the show bench for the last five years

prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of English Bloodhtonnds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastiff pups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of

champion and ereat prize winners. Photographs,
35 cts. J. WINCHBLL, Fair Haven, Termont.

fine ftld dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
S"0 Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
healthy from prize stock. Testimonial says,

"Irish pup purchased of you, now 8mos. old,

points and retrieves li ke old dog.. It is natural for

him to hunt." R. H. BURR, Middletown, Conn.

At Stud.-Bnglish greyhounds. Gem of the Season,

winner of over ',0 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke winner of over 20 firsts and special; Uexter,

corded coat poodle. Pups from the above forsale.

G»EYHO?fP AisfD PoODLB Kbnnbls, Salem, Mass.

MASTIFFS AT STUD.
Ormonde, ch. Victor Hugo ex oh. Cambrian

Princess. Winner of second, puppy class. Crystal

Palace; first and challenge cup, South Hampton,
Eng.; first Cincinnati, first Cleveland. Pups by
Ormonde from Phaedra, a prize winner in Eng-
land and America: also from Eadgyth and Elmet,

franddaughters of Beaufort and Orlando. Photos
5o. each. CHAS. E. BUNN, Peoria, lU.

Portraits ofDogs
Artotypes of best dogs of the day. Don't miss them.

Circular free. Abtottpb Pub. Co., 94 Keade street, N- x-

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
1 ter Al, fee 825. Al was bred py the Jate Mr.
AUin and trained on ruffed grouse hy his handler.

Two puppies by him for sale. Address B. L.

NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

Y«S^n«#rad^f?rI ^i^i^fJeaed in

show reports as "Tsest Yorkshire m America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos 6Ucts. A
limited number of Ms puppies for sale. F. Jlj

OOOMBB, 1 Sschuige Block, BauiKor, Me.
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EDWARD BURGESS.

SPECULATION is never idle on the subject of inter-

national i-acing and challenges for the America's

Cup; every year fresh possibilities are discussed of chal-

lenges from this man or that, of new yachts intended as

challengers, and of a thousand and one circumstances

which may affect the racing. While for four years there

has not been an occurrence connected with international

yachting which has amounted to more than a matter for

a few days' gossip, the present week has brought a change
which has startled the whole yachting world, and which
must have a most important bearing on the subject in

the immediate future.

Of all possible contingencies, favorable or otherwise,

that might affect the A merica's Cup, no one has ever sug-

gested the removal of Mr. Burgess from the ranks of its

defenders, nor has such an event seemed at airprobable.

Strong and vigorous, in the prime of life and at the

height of his fame, prosperous in his business and most
happy in his social and domestic relations, his death

was almost the only contingency which had not been sug-

gested by the busy tongues that are constantly on the

alert for a new sensation in yachting.

The challenge of Genesta in 1884 has brought into well-

deserved prominence a number of men who were up to

that time comparatively unknown outside of their imme-
diate localities, but who have since achieved interna-

tional fame as yachtsmen. Of them all, the foremost was
the designer whose fertile brain provided the yachts,

which with splendid handling and marvelous perform-

ances have astonished the world.

The whole history of yachting offers no parallel to the

brilliant and brief career which has closed eo abruptly

this week. A student and a man of leisure, taking up
the designing of yachts merely as an interesting study,

suddenly called on to meet the masterpieces of the best

professionals in a contest for the great yachting trophy of

the world, he triumphed not only once but thrice. Fol-

lowing up this success, from the same drawing board has

come a fleet of over 300 vessels within the brief period of

six years, craft of all models and sizes, racing and cruising

yachts, steam yachts, pilot boats, fishing and trading ves-

sels. Many of these have been successful iu the highest

degree, Puritan, Mayflower, Volunteer, Sachem, Titania,

Pappoose, Gossoon, Wona, Fredonia, Carrie E. Phillips,

and dozens of others whose reputations are more local.

Within this time Mr. Burgess was in active competition

with the leading designers of the world, as well as with
the famous local builders of yachts, fishermen and pilot

boats; many of them specialists in one particular line.

The genius of the man was shown by the fact that he
made a place for his name at the top or very near it, not

in one branch alone, but in every one; while in his chosen
specialty of yacht designing he made a name and record

which are likely to stand out as brilliantly beyond those

of his succesors as they now outshine all who have pre-

ceded him.

SHOOTING TOURNAMENTS AND GAME PRO-
TECTION.

nPHERE is no reason in the world why the membership
of an effective game protective organization should

not be largely made up of trap-shooters; but experience

has demonstrated again and again that the two interests

must be kept apart at a convention where it is proposed

to accomplish anything as to protection. A trap-shooting

tournament or a game protective meeting may be an
entire success if held alone; but if the two are in con-

junction the trap-shooting enthusiasm will absorb atten-

tion, and the other will be slighted. At every combined
convention in recent years shooting has been the "circus"

and protection the "side-show," and not a very great

success even as a "side-show."

In the plan proposed by Gen. Bruce for the restoration

of the New York State Association for the Protection of

Fish and Game, and in the later communication from
Mr. Horace White, president of the Association, it has

been suggested that in addition to the present member-
ship a new contingent be received of men who are more
certainly and more deeply interested in a movement to

preserve our forests and fish and game. This is highly

desirable. It is the first thing to do. But we are firmly

convinced that no permanent change can ever be made
in this respect, until the managers of the State Associa-

tion shall provide for meetings from which the trap-

shooting interest shall be wholly divorced.

The Association may be converted from its present posi-

tion to one of power and dignity and influence in pro-

tective work, only by such a system of separate conven-

tions. The trap-shooters are certain to have a successful

meeting at Syracuse next year. They will be out in

force. The entertaining club will have all it can do well

to "run the shoot." The officers will be overwhelmed
with business relating directly to the shooting tourna-

ment. The delegates will be intent on shooting. Interest

will center in the shooting. There will be no time nor

inclination for anything aside from the shooting.

To organize a convention of representative men in the

interest of concerted game protective effort is a task

which in itself will require all the labor and all the time

that those who are most interested can afford to give;

and such a meeting may well be arranged for in the com-

ing autumn. As was said last week, Syracuse is the point

to which we must look for the first move in the work, and
we sincerely trust that a call may issue from the clubs

there.

The expressive colloquialism about "paying for a dead

horse" justs fits the case when a man settles up by pay-

ing $157, fines and^costs, for catching trout out of season.

One might expend two or three times that amount with-

out very many leg j^fmate trout to show for it, and not

begrudge it nearly so much.

The annual meet of the National Eifle Association of

Great Britain is on this week and next at the Bisley

range. Cable reports say that the attendance is not so

large as usual. The Canadian contingent started in with

some fine work.

SILVER TROUT OF MONADNOCK LAKE.
"'T^WO sportsmen from Keene," N. H., recently pub-

lished an account of their wholesale capture of
Monadnock Lake trout as if it were meritorious to kill

175 of these beautiful fishes even with a fly-rod. This
silver trout, or Dublin trout—the present Monadnock Lake
was Dublin Pond a few years ago—has been found in
only a few little lakes of New Hampshire. Our salmon
and trout supplement, of April 4, 1889, will enable you to

tell its distribution and recognize its form, since the fish

is well figured in that number. When Mr. Thos. E. Hatch
was a Commissioner of New Hampshire Fisheries (in

1872) he forwarded a few specimens to Prof. Baird from
Monadnock Lake, then known as Center Pond. Twelve
years later, Mr. Walter J. Greenwood, of Dublin, sent

another lot of the "Dublin trout" to Prof, Baird, and
about the same time the fish was mentioned in Forest
AND Stream under the title "A Peculiar Fish" (Forest
AND Stream, March 37, 1884). Prof. Agassiz obtained
specimens of this Dublin trout upward of 30 years ago
and pronounced it a distinct species, but it remained for

Mr. Garman to describe the fish, which he did seven or
eight years ago, giving it the name Salmo agassizi. We
call it now Salvelinus agassizi and recognize it easily by
its entire lack of reticulated markings on the sides, as well

as by characters less perceptible to anglers. It is, perhaps,

needless to say that trout of this kind are not found in "a
lake near the Pacific coast," as announced in a recent
newspaper article.

The average length of these trout is not far from lOin.

and the weight, 4 or ooz. The flesh is salmon-color and
excellent for the table. The fishing season is in May and
June and the trout rise only too eagerly to the fly for their

own good. Judging from the descriptions, the colors must
be very beautiful, although the red spots are not so num-
erous as in the brook trout and reticulations are not present

on the sides. Spawning takes place in the shallows in

October.

The silver trout is a lover of very clear, cold lakes, fed

by springs, and should be a favorite one for introduction

into suitable waters.

SNAP SHOTS.

THE Clark's Lake Anglers' Club is an association of

fishermen resident in New York, Newark, and
other cities, who recently secured or claimed to have
secured the exclusive right of fishing in Wickham Pond,
in Warwick, N. Y., in the lovely region made famous by
Frank Forester. The pond is a mile in length and half a
mile wide. It has always been open to the public for

fishing and boating. The club secured from owners of

the larger part of the lands abutting on the water a lease

of fishing privileges; and the public was warned not to

trespass. Residents of Warwick have not been pleased

at this turn of affairs; and some of them have persisted

in fishing. Last week two young men were arrested for

trespassing on Wickham Pond; and a fund has been

raised by the villagers for their defense. Then to make
it pleasant for the club members, a warrant was sworn

out for President R. H. Moses, of this city, who was taken
before a justice and fined for fishing on Sunday. Mr.

Moses paid up, but has appealed his case. It was said

that the land owners who gave the leases to the club

claim title to the body of the lake under an original

patent granted in 1703; and like many riparian-rights

cases, the Wickham Lake litigation may prove long and
expensive.

Behold how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to

dwell together in unity, A man who resented his neigh-

bor's overlooking his own house built up a huge board

fence—of the style known as spite-fence—and completely

cut off not only his neighbor's view but his own too, and
made the whole town laugh, until a fire one night de-

stroyed the fence and the houses, and there was nothing

left to quarrel about. Yery similar is the case of two
brothers of the angle dwelling near a body of water back

of Swartswood, N. J., which bears the poetic name of

Sucker Pond. A dispute about fishing rights converted

these friends into enemies, and one of them fenced up a
lane across his land through which the other had been

accustomed to pass to the pond. Then somebody ex-

ploded a charge of dynamite in the water, and killed all

the fish. The cause of difference being removed, we see

no reason why the fishermen of Sucker Pond should not

resume those relations of unity which are declared to be

so good and so pleasant.
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ON THE NORTH SHORE.—XI.
IGontimml from Page SOO,}

A CANOE containing a woman and three children, en
route to Michiiiecoton, touched at the island while

we were feasting. Joe, who knew them, met them on the
beach and had quite a chat with the party. On his return
to us, he said the woman was one of the wives of a noted
medicine man who was cruel and wicked, and who had
mercilessly killed those who offended him. On inquiry
as to how lie killed them he said

:

"By witchcraft."
"To thin, Joe," I replied.

"You laiigh. but he kill you."
"How?"
"Why he get a berry and put it in yott, if you are fifty

miles away."
"A sort of traveling berry, is it not?" .

"lie put it in you anyhow."
"What then?"
"It kill you."
"Mere baby talk."
"He dead now."
"I feel relieved."
"His boy just like him. I saw him make little wig-

waui shake." *

On the low blulfs we noticed an humble cabin or two
that nestled in a landscape of gentle and inspiring
beauty, which, lighted up by the lake, never tires, never
becomes commonplace.

"JHeic hills and vales, tbe woodland and the plain,

Here, eai ili and water seem to strive again."

Lunch over, we sunbasked on the boat, and going two
miles reached Maimalnse proper, the fishing station of

the Raisaines brothers. Here we found Mr. Turner and
his party, who reported that they had had no fishing at

all, only catching a few fiugerllngs. I was astonished
that they had not sought other grounds, but the veteran
said his "cautious friend" had become discontented, and
was awaiting the arrival of the tug to return home. We
knew what a disappointment this was to Mr. Turner,
who was an accomplished angler from way back, and
who had fished all the choice watprs in the States.

He stated that he had set his heart on this trip, and
had been to the trouble and expense of going to New
York and purchasing for $1,000 the naphtha launch ex-

pressly for this outing. As he told his disappointments
my heart went out to the old gentleman, who I well
knew would rather catch a trout than eat. AVhen we
told him the magnificent sport we had enjoyed with the
spangled beauties since we left him, the tears stood in

bis eyes, and I have no doubt he bewailed the unfortunate
fate of being caught in company with a "tenderfoot,"
who would neither fish nor cut bait. We tarried but a
few moments here, and then left to go into camp two
miles below, We found good quarters on an elevated
plateau overlooking the lake. Ned being eager for a
trout soon had his rod ready and went along the rocks,

sending his flies into every available spot he thought con-
tained the quarry, I sat in my camp chair and had a

*L had heard so njuch talk relative to the wigwan shaking busi-
ness, during my two trips on this coast, that I determined to io-

vestigate the matter by a research in Indian lore on my return,
and subioiued is what I found concerning it in a work called
"Kitche Q-ami," by J. G. Kohl, 1880:

"The Indians havefor a lengthed period been great spiritualists,
ghost-seers, table-rappers, and, perhaps too, magneti/.ers, which
we have only recently become, or returned to. The lodge which
then .Tossakids, or prophets, or, as the Canadians term them,
'jongleurs,' erect for their incantations, is composed of stout
posts connected with basket-work and covered with biroU bark.
It is tall and narrow, and resembles a chimney. It is very firmly
built, and two men, even if exerting their utmost strength, would
be unable to move, shake or bend it. It Is so narrow that a raan
who crawls in has but scanty space to move about, in it."

Ned said he had camped bore on one of his trips some years ago,
and had magniticeTit gjjort around the islands and along the shore.
As it was close to Mamaineo and trout brnughtlS cents perpjund.
lie was satisfied it bad been pretty well fished out by Indians and
half-breeds. At one time there was a large fishery at this harbor,
but presumed it so depleted the lake in its immediate neighbor-
hood, that it iiad either to go elsewhere for its profitable harvests
or abandon the business,
"Thirty years ago," a gentleman told me who had I'ved much

among the Indians and was even related to them throtigh his
wife, "I was present at the Incantation and performance of the
Jossakid in one of these lodges. I ?aw the man creep into the
hut, which was about ten feet high, after swallowing a mysterious
potion made from a, root. He immediately began singing and
beating the drum in his basket-work chimney. The entire case
began gradually trembling and shaking and oscillating slowly
amid great noise. The moretlie necromancer sang and drummed,
the more violent the oscillations of the long case became. It bent
back and forward, up and down, like the mast of a vessel caught
in a storm and tossed on the waves. I could not understand how
these movements could he produced by a man inside, as we could
not have caused them from the exterior.
"The drums erased, and the Jossakid yelled that 'the spirits

were coming over him.' We then heard through the noise, and
cracking, and oscillation of the hut, two voices speaking inside,
one above, the other below. The lower one asked questions, which
the upper one answered.
"Both voices seemed entirely different, and I believed I could

explain them by very clever ventriloquism. Some spiritualists
among us, however, explained it through modern spiritualism, and
explained that the Indian Jossakids had speaking media, in addi-
tion to those known to us, which tapped, wrote and di'ew.
"I cannot remember the questions asked and answers given,

still much of the affair seemed to me strange, and when an oppor-
tunity offered, long alter, to ask the Jossakid about Iris behavior
on that occasion, under circumstances peculiarly favorable to the
truth, I did so. Thirty years later he had become an old man and
a Christian, and was lying on his death bed, when accident again
brought me to his side.
" 'Uncle,' I said to him, recalling that circumstance, and having

nothing else to talk about, 'uncle, dost thou remember prophesy-
ing to us in thy lodge thirty years ago, and astonishing us, not
only by thy discourse, but also by the movement of thy prophet
lodge? I was curious to know how it was done, and thou saidst
that ihoti tuidst performed it by supernatural power, through the
spii'its. Now thou art old and hast become a Christain, thou art
sick and canst not live much longer. Now is the time lo confess
all truthfully. Tell me, then, how and through what means thou
didsi; deceive us?'
" '1 know it, my Uncle,' ray sick Indian replied. 'I have become

a Christian, I am old, I am sick, I cannot live much longer, and I
can do no other than speak the truth. Believe me, I did not
deceive you at that time. I did not move the lodge. It was shaken
by tbe powder of the spirits. Nor did I speak with a double tongue.
I only repeated to you what the spirits said to me. I heard their
voices. The top of the lodge was full of them, and before me the
sky and wide lands lay expanded. I could see a great distance
around me, and I believe I coulri recognize the most distant ob-
jects.' The old dying .Jossakid said this with such an expression
of simple truth and firm conviction that it seemed to me, at least,
that he did not consider himself a deceiver, and belifved in the
efficacy of his magic arts and the reality of bis visions."
This is the entire story, and you must draw your own concln-

Bions, as I will not attempt its revelation, though I asstu-e you this
wigwam-shaking byaifl,e8a js 0. big card with the Indians on Lake
Buperior.

fine view of the ardent angler as he threaded his way
along the flinty rocks in the white splendor of the sunset.

With his snowy hair falling o'er his broad shoulders, his

whiter beard, purity itself, tossing in the breeze, and his

bronzed and rugged features lit with the earnest anima-
tion of his pastime, he presented a pleasing picture, a
facsimile as it were of the true disciple of the gentle art.

With what delightful skill he lifts his flies from the sur-

face, and then again sends them with unerring aim and
feathery lightness to the rippling waters. Hope is in

every cast, and though the reward comes not, he never
loses heart, never tires, but industriously tramps along
over the rocky surface, still ex]3ectant with every cast,

still as ardent as ever, still true to the art he so dearly
loves. I looked and looked at the persevering angler,

watching each cast with eager interest, in hopes of see-

ing some tigerish trout break the water, but the realiza-

tion came not, foi* Ned was compelled to retire from the
contest without a trophy.
'They are not here," he says, as he joined me, and so

it seemed. They had either left for their spawning
grounds in the rivers or they had fallen a victim to the
rapacity of the copper-colored natives, to the premium of

18 cents per pound-
That night we had a terrific blow, and when we awoke

in the morning discovered that the front end of the tent
had succumbed to the windy element and was fiercely

flapping on the ground. The boatmen were called and
soon had the tent once more in position.

We had concluded that morning to wait for the tug
and take passage on her for the "Soo," and thus conclude
our trip. Joe desired us to secure some ice at Maimainse
and then go into Maple Bay for another week's angle, but
as he declared for home in one of his tantrums we de-
termined that should be our destination , and for once the
surly half-breed was defeated at his own spiteftil game.
It was a bitter disappointmejit to him, as he wished the
total value of his wages to be further increased. If Joe
could only divest himself of his imperious, surly and
aggravating disposition he would be one of the best boat-
men on the lake ; but these disagreeable qualities are so
innate with him that they will never be eradicated. They
mav slumber for a while but are sure to develop on some
trifling occasion.
About 10 o'clock that morning, growing weary of wait-

ing for the tug, we concluded to break camp and go to

Mamainse and there await her, thinking it very probable
that in a severe blow she would not stop for us. Looking
around for our half-breeds, to give orders for breaking
camp, they were nowhere to be seen. We then thought
they had gone to Mamainse and so we had to content our-
seves till they put in an appearance. This absence so ex-
cited our ire that we heaped all the anathemas we could
invent ujion their heads. Ned said it would be the
pleasure of his life if he could only bring the tortures of

an inquisition upon the vagabondizing lot. 1 was equally
as vindictive, and just then would liked to have had
them over a ton of nitro-glycerine with the battery in
hand.

As we arose from our seats and started for the beach,
lo, and behold! there were the dusky twain in question,
serenely lying under a rocky blufl: not ten feet away.
They had doubtless hid themselves in the wood and then
sneaked under the bluff. They evidently ascertained our
candid opinion of them. The situation strtick me as
being so ridiculous that a smile of undue proportions
broadened o'er my face. Ned, not taking the situation in
its humorous phase, ordered them at once to get ready for
Maimainse. doe demurred, saying the sea was rather
boisterous for the trip; but as Ned and I concluded to walk
over, thus lightening the boat, they at once began prepa-
rations for their departtire.

Our roitte to Maimainse ran over hills and vales of

dark rock, slashed and notched as if by the axe of an in-

furiated giant; by great masses of splintered granite in

the most eccentric confusion, and through dense thickets
of scrub spruces and junipers, and over a large quantity
of decaying timber. Ned perspired freely as he clambered
along the adamantine rotite, and several times called a
halt; but my impetuosity carried me on, and being in the
lead several times got off the beaten track, but through
Ned's superior knowledge of wood lore recovered it soon
after. Our improvised alpine staffs were of great ser-

vice to us through this rugged route. We brought up at

a ladder some twenty feet high, and descending this were
in Maimainse; and seeing the camp of the Turner party
close by, gave an Arab yell that awaked the quiet party
that were just then having a quiet little game of poker
on a twenty-five cent limit. On going in we were given
a warm reception and invited to participate in the fascin-

ating pastime, but seeing that we could not soon become
millionau'es in such a small game, declined. Tm'ner, it

appears, had a bushel of checks on his side, and was raj)-

idly cleaning the party out of their small change.
Ned, who had been on the lookout for our boat, re-

])orted that she was rounding into the dock through a
very heavy sea, and Joe, when he joined us, said the
waves ran "damn high," an emphatic way he had of ex-
pressing himself on all important events.

At dinner time the poker game was discontinued and
not again resumed, as every one began preparations for

the departure on the tug which was momentarily looked
for. The veteran publisher once more related his tale of

woe and disappointment, declaring that when he again
selected a partner for trouting, he would assuredly ascer-

tain before starting if he were of the tenderfoot genus or
not. T must admit, however, that I was somewhat
pleased with Mr. Turner's partner, as he appeared to be
quite an affable and culttxred gentleman; but, as he ex-

Eressed it, had not only become discontented with Lake
uperior trouting, but had no confidence whatever in the

naphtha launch for such waters where sudden axid

dangerous gales are of frequent occurrence.
Mr. Turner, I will here state, on his return home, pub-

lished a very readable and instructive account in his

paper of the trip with his launch. He stated that he had
made a voyage of about fifteen hundred miles with the
little boat, returning by way of Lake Huron, Michigan
and Grand River, making the entire trip without the
slightest manipulation of the machinery, except at start

and finish. We take the following extract from the ac-

count:
"On the whole, the naphtha launch is 'a thing of

beauty' both in model and equipment, and can be im-
l^licitly relied upon, with ordinary care and slight atten-

tion, to do its work, both in speed and seaworthiness—
in which latter respect it certainly excels, by reason of

its light weight and consequent buoyancy, any other
power boat yet afloat; while its speed is fully up to the
promises of its builders, from seven to ten miles per hour,
according to size, varying from 18 to 50 tt. in length, em-
ploying motors of from two to eighteen horse power."
Since dinner a decided change of the weather had taken

place. Sombre clouds from the far west were striding
across the blue vault with a swiftness that drove the fleecy
folds from the azure field. About 2 o'clock a slight
sprinkle set in as an introductory, and then it began to
rain in earnest. We stood around under shelter and
speculated as to its continuance, and the non-appearance
of the long-looked-for steam tug Annie Clarke. In a few
minutes the rain cleared, but a misty drizzle continued
that was far from being pleasant. Some one proposed a
game of whist, under shelter of a shed on the shore end
of the pier, but as there were only three whist players
in the party, Ned, to make the game, agreed to play a
dummy hand, and so at the scientific game we went. The
first game was never finished, for it began to rain again
so hard that the roof, not being waterjjroof , leaked like a
sprinkling pot, which at once put a stop to the card
playing.
A Jesuit priest, Father Chinborn, was also here await-

ing the arrival of the steamer. He informed me that his
circuit extended from Sailor's Encampment on St. Mary's
River to Michipecoton, and that he frequently voyaged
by sailboat when the lake was open, and on dog-sledges
and snowshoes in the winter. I have heard much of the
pious courage, patience and self-devoting zeal of these
missionaries on Lake Superior. They are well educated
and learned men, many better educated indeed, than the
majority, and yet they resign not only all enjoyment and
comforts, but also all the mental inspiration and excite-

ment of polished society. They live isolated and scat-

tered in little log huts round the lake, often no better off

than the natives. Only the thought of the great Uni-
versal Church to which they belong keeps them con-
nected with society and the world.
Chateaubriand has described in a most attractive and

pathetic manner, the labors and perils which the old mis-
sionaries patiently endured in these wild cottntries, that
they might cultivate a garden of the Church. The good
father conversed with me quite a while, and in a very in-

teresting manner, telling me what crude minds he had to

deal Avith, and what simple methods he introduced to

make them fully understand his teachings. Father Chin-
born is, as to looks, of French origin, and I presume
about fifty year of age; of attentiatedfonvi and an expres-
sive face which plainly indicates the marki of hardships
he has endured in his missionary work.
Some one now^ discovered a tug tossing and rolling

some distance on the lake, and then there was manifest
interest to ascertain if it was the lonp-looked-for tug
Annie Clarke. It was nearly an hour before she could be
recognized, and then the camp was broken in a hurry and
preparations made for the departure. The rain had again
ceased, but still left a dirty little drizzle. When tlie tug
landed there was hurrying to and fro of the crew, who
busied themselves taking oft' some of the barrels of salted

fish with which she was so heavily laden. A cautious
person who was on the dock, waiting passage, stepped up
to the captain, who was just then wrestling with a bar-

rel, and remarked:
"Captain, I am glad to see you lightening the boat."

"Lighten her? I am just putting this freight forward
so I can take on those fish cans," pointing to some near
by that weighed a couple of tons each.
"Oh, is that it?"

"Yes, the Annie Clarke cleans up all freight as she
heads for port."

Mr. Turner, who was standing near by, a quiet observer
of what was passing, said

:

"That settles it, I don't go on that boat."

Neither did he, for he remained and had his tent put
up again, determined to await propitious weather and
then return in his naphtha launch—llie Eagle.

The captain, who had been approached a couple of

times relative to taking ])assengers, and had given no
positive answer, now that he had time, the freight being
all aboard, told the anxious parties that he would take
them all, including theu" boats, but that he could not pro-

vide them with meals. As he was to run into Bachewa-
naung Bay that evening and remain till morning, it

would give us an opportunity to provide our own meals.
The little tug had a cargo of two hundred barrels salted

fish, six cases of fresh fish in ice, three small boats in the
bow, three towing at the stern and about twenty passen-
gers besides the crew. She was evidently loaded to her
full capacity, and yet had to take additional freight at

Bachewanaung Bay. This was all right in fau- weather,
but in a heavy blow the situation was really one of hazard.
The seamen of the north shore are so familiar with

danger that they have a supreme contempt for it, and
never seem to realize the situation unless it is from the
bottom of an upturned boat. They are as bold and hardy
as the Norsemen of old, and as generous and hospitable as

they are daring.
The captain stated that he had started early that morn-

ing from the Lizard, but the see was so high from a pre-
vailing gale, after he had left the islands, that he was
compelled to return and await a lulling of the storm.
The final whistle from the little tug prompted us all to

get aboard, and there we spread ourselves for comfort as

best we could, some taking to the fish barrels and others

to the 6x8ft. of space that alone remained in the center
of the stern. I was fortunate in getting a seat on a
couple of stanchions that stood abotit three feet above the

deck, and that ran alongside the small cabin. Sev-
eral sat on the cabin deck with their legs dangling down,
and those who had taken to the fish barrels tried to find

comfort by sitting on the upturned heads; but the drizzle

soon made their seats quite moist, and so they stood
around wherever there was an inch or two of space.

Alex. Stabbuck.

Graphite Paint.—Ordinary paint when exposed to the westher
lasts from two to five years, but Graphitp paint, it is claimed,
withstands the elements for ten or fit teen. Well known people who
have tised Dixon's Graphite Paint, made by the .Jos. Dixon Cruci-
ble Co., of Jersey City, N. J., state that this paint is not only dur-
able but handsome, and suited for all outside metal work where
a dark paint can he used.— .^'Irii).

Sunday TRAti^i to Momknce. -The Chicago it Eastern Illinois

Railroad placed in service June 1-i a Sunday train between Chicago
and Mooience, leaving Chicago at 8:33 A. M., and returning leftva

Momence at 8:15 P. M., thus affording anglers a tine opportunity
to spend a day on the Kankakee River.—.ddr.
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THE PORCUPINE.
TEE remarks of "Lotor" about the porcupine rolling

itself into a little ball were read with interest, as

alsio the pertinent reply of ''BackwoocUmau," in your
issue of May 38. I nijst heartily indorse -'Backwoods-
man" iu his assertions, but want to add a few observa-
tions carefully made during the last tvpenty years. He
says he has seen thousands of them in the pine woods,
but does not give his address so we may understand where
these improperly-called hedgehogs are so numerous. I

live in Michigan, and though I have been a close observer,

not over twenty-five i)orcupine have come to my notice

altogether, and I have hunted and collected in both
peninsulas.
The common porcupine {EretJiozon dorsatus) is -well

known to persons livinj? iu wild and unsettled portions of

the Union east of the Mississippi River and north of 43°

north latitude. To tire east it is getting scarce, and even
in this tState is now very rarely taken south of 42

",

although formerly quite common here at Kalamazoo, 43°

20'. I am informed that it is still found in some parts of

northern Pennsylvania, and, as is well known, it is

abundant in Maine, northern New York, Vermont and
New Hampshire in the wilder portions, Avhile in Wiscon-
sin and Michigan north of 44° it is a familiar rodent.

I am not aware that the porcupine ever feeds on any
substances not vegetable, and therefore cannot indorse
"Backwoodsman's" assertions that it will devour almost
anything around camp. His observations were un-
doubtedly made during the winter months, as he embraces
old boot packs in the porcupine's menu, and as my notes
were mostly made in the spring and fall it follows that

I may not understand the predilections of this strange
creature at other times. That the animal is miscliievous
and disposed, like a colt, to investiga te ;uid mutilate, is

true, and this characteristic may account for the habits
observed arotmd camp, when it apparently attacked any-
thing available. In careful dissections made upon both
young and old specimens, I have found the stomach
to contain only vegetable matter. Leaves generally com-
pose the fare frorn Jtlay till August, and I doubt not that
the animal could hve entirely upon this diet. The bill

of fare is often varied with tender bark of young trees

and shrubs, and frequently by bark not so tender, as I

have seen them feeding on the inner bark of the white
oak (Quercus alba). In season the acorns of this oak
furnish food for the needle-backs, and in the fall I have
shot them from immense timber-land oaks fully 75ft.

from the ground. These oaks, all of 50ft. without a limb
and 30in. in diameter, would seem insurmountable to

animals apparently so clumsily formed, but the unwieldy
creatm-es scale the rough-barked trees with ease, if not
with the activity of a squirrel, at least with much greater
ease than the woodchuck (Arctomys monax). The porcu-
Ijine feeds largely on grass and clover when it can get it,

and in this respect much resembles that other destruciive
lodent, the woodchuck, which has come to almost entirely
select clover fields for his burrows, moving about as the
farmer shifts his crops from field to field.

It is when the young are with the old one that grass and
the foliage of shrubs, as well as roots, are chosen, for I

do not think the young mount into trees of any size until
quite half grown; at least I have never met with small
unes in trees nor have I learned of their being taken there.
I have never seen young so small that they were still nurs-
ing,but have thrice taken them when still in company with
their mother, though they had adopted a vegetable diet.

The young are undoubtedly brought forth in burrows,
though as to this I cannot attest. At least they quickly
hide in burrows when disturbed, as do the old ones also,
although, if alone, the old ones evidently prefer hollow
trees. One place that I know of where these strange
animals are to be found is in a huge hollow sycamore, in-

tricately connected with other and smaller trees by huge
roots, which contain a labyrinth of passages. This
sycamore is so smooth that a squirrel could hardly mount
it, yet the old porcupine has been seen at the top. It
always seemed to me that the animal must have climbed
to the top by way of the hollow.

I have once found two young in company with the old
one, and twice only one young. The litter undoubtedly
consists of at least two and probably more, for I do not
know of one species of Michigan rodents which brings
forth less than two, and generally there are three or more
in a litter.* The young run along after the mother in
her seai-ch for food, and are exact counterparts of the
parent when only 8 to lOin. long. At this length they
are provided with spines, and will throw themselves
into a defensive posture if an intruder comes suddenly
on the scene, as does a kitten when disturbed by a dog.
The porcupine is a muscular but very clumsy animal.

With great strength, both of jaw and Limb, and undoubt-
edly capable of making a good defense if it were gifted
with activity and courage, it is as great a coward as
exists, and if prevented from seeking safety in flight
offers no offensive resistance, but squats down and waits
the expected onslaught, with elevated back and erected
bristles. If not molested it will, upon the slightest chance
being given it, shuffle off to a place of security. When in
this position

,
although not in shape hke a ball, as des-

cribed by "Lotor," it rests upon its feet, which are drawn
in under the body, with its head turned down, offering
the_ best position to repel attack. Against a hunter this
position does not afford it safety, as a smart blow with a
.stick will turn it heels up, when it may be quickly des-
patched; but to a dog or other animal the defense is ijrac-
xicaUy complete, and the porcupine is as safe behind its
impregnable cheveaux de frise as if it was in its burrow
•or in the top of a tree. Woe to the dog that ignorantly
bites at that animal in an attempt to worry it. The
result is a mouthful of sharp, bearded spines or quills,
from 1 to Sin. long, which are readily detached from the
integument and as readily penetrate the lining of the
mouth and the nose of its luckless assailant. Sometimes
as many as fifty or more quills may be found sticking in
the mouth and muzzle of an uneducated dog, which,
maddened with pain after his first mouthful, has renewed
}iis_ attack, thoroughly enraged at his quiet enemy. These
quills must be drawn out, and the sooner the better for
the sufferer, as they cannot be removed by the dog and
will lead to frightful suppuration, and usually to death.

*0£ imported rodents, J have repeatedly known of instances
WQere tiie Gainea-pig produced but one at a. birth.

Wildcats and even the cougar or American lion are said
to have been found dead" with quill-lilleJ mouths, the
result of hunger-inspired .^ttacks on the porcupine. These
quills, largest and most numerous on the back and rump,
are the natural covering of certain parts of the animal
and, like the intermingled.hairs, sining from follicles in
the creature's skin. They are readily reproduced and are
undoubtedly intended for a protection of an otherwise
defenseless animal. They may lje readily disengaged
from the integument, and the removal quickly follows
the tension made on them after the point of the quill is

driven into the flesh and is held there by the barbs, small
and numerous, which press backward against the
penetrated skin or other integument. I am thus explicit,
and perhaps unnecessarily diffuse, as read by those who
have examined the arrangement, because I want to men-
tion a mooted question. There are still many who firmly
believe that porcupiiies throw their quills, and though it

is almost too simple a subject to discuss, a word may not
come amiss. There are many intelligent pcopUj' who
could not be brought near to one of these iaolfensive
animals, firmly believing that the creature has tiie power
of shooting the quills to quite a distance and with groat
accuracy. I have been told repeatedly, and by men of
undoubted veracity, that they had often seen men, fences,
dogs and trunks of trees filled with the thrown quills of
the hedgehog. They were simply tellmg what they had
often heard and had come to sincerely believe,

"Like one
Who. having unto truth, by telling of it,

Made such a sinuer o£ liis memory
To credit his own lie."

These people would be hard to convince of their error
under any circumstances, and yet I have much sympa-
thy for them, for there are numerous stories at present
going the rounds which are much more ridiculous.
The porcupine when assailed elevates its back and

makes the skm tense, so that the quills are erect and in
the best position for defense. This position is followed,
when an .attack is made on the creatm'e, by quick eleva-
tions or jerks upward and sideways of head and body,
accompanied by floppings of its armed tail, which are
made to inflict injury on the enemy, the animal in the
meantime looking about for an advantage or chance for
safety. There is no other time when a wild animal will
fight as it will when found in company with its young,
and the efforts of a female porcupine to protect her single
young one called forth my admiration. The old one kept
its front toward its offspring, which it placed beside a
log and partially covered with its foreparts, and in addi-
tion to its bristling armor it also used its teeth, savagely
biting a stick when pushed away. This old one weighed
211bs, , and its stomach contained over 14^1bs. of green
vegetable material ground up as fine as good teeth could
chew it. The small one weighed 41bs. , and its paunch
was distended with the same food.
The senses of the porcupine are evidently very dull or

else it is conscious of no danger, deeming its protection
sufficient guarantee for its safety. I have more than once
discovered them by the dropping of bark or acorns from
the limbs where they were feeding, and have then
watched their actions for some time as they continued to
feed, wholly ignoring my presence. If shot at when
feeding in_ a large tree, say 60ft. from the ground, they
are not easily brought down, and when resting on a limb
three or four inches in diameter, which protects the head
and vitals, a good many shots are required to bring it off
its perch. The quills ofter strong protection against any-
thing biit very coarse shot, and even with Bs it is not
readily dislodged, as it possesses great vitality and will
hang till the last gasp. One that was well riddled, after
falling fully 70ft., escaped me in a piece of dense under-
growth.
Having a true hunter's appetite, with addition of a

great amount of curiosity, I have been in the habit of
testing the edible qualities of many of the wild birds and
mammals not generally in demand. Among others I
tried some porcupine stew, being led to believe that it

would be palatable and gamy, as it is said to be quite
often eaten by our red brothers. Now, woodchuck, coon
and possum go well, and I have nothing particirlar to say
against some other animids not generally chosen, but as to
porcupine, excuse me. After cooking for five hotirs, and
still finding it not done, it was thrown to the dogs,
which discreet animals elevated their noses to heaven and
gave a dismal howl.
In nearly every specimen tha.t I have examined, the in-

testines as well as stomach were found to be suiiering
from the ravages of a pecuhar parasite, and, strange to
say, these entozoans of singular habit were always found
attacking the external lining of the tissues and were not
found within the alimentary canals of the otherwise ap-
parently healthy animal.
In conclusion, a word in regard to hedgehogs. This

animal is only found on the Eastern Continent and
islands. It belongs to the order Insect ivora, and has
teeth formed much after the fashion of the mole. The
porcupine, so often incorrectly called hedgehog, belongs
to the Rodentia, ov gnawers, 'and its teeth are formed
more like those of the rat, squirrel and woodchuck. It is
several times the size of the little hedgehog. The name
hedgehog, therefore, in no way applies to our American
porcupine. MoBRis GiBBS, M.D.
KaijAmazoo, Mich.

WHALE, WALRUS AND SEAL.
EARLY in July, 1889, the small schooner Nicoline,

registering about forty tons and drawing only 5ft.

of water, left San Francisco for the mouth of the Mac-
kenzie River in search of the bowhead or Polar whale.
The vessel was commanded by Capt, Louis ITerendeen,
whose brother, Edward P. Herendeen, a coi-respondent
of Forest and Stream, accompanied him as fii'st mate.
The crew comprised nine men, and additional help was
to be obtained among the Esquimaux at Point Barrow or
Herschell Island, all of whom are excellent and fearless
whalers.
Many whalemen believe that the bowhead breeds at

the mouth of the Mackenzie. Although many whales pass
into the Arctic through Bering Strait in the spring, very
few are seen to return southward in the fall dming the
stay of the whalers. Of course they all come south later.

IMackenzie saw a great many whales at the mouth of the
river bearing his name during his Arctic explorations.
Near Point Barrowwhaleshave been killedwith old irons

of the Greenland whalers imbedded in their blubber.
When stationed at Point Barrow with the Signal Service
expedition of 18S2-18S3, Capt. E. P. Herendeen traveled
far to the eastward and learned from the natives, that
whales are abundant in the locality in which tlie Nicoline
and other vessels ai'e now operating. The Nicoline was
selected because of the advantage a vessel of light draft
would liave in following small leads in the ice near shore.
She reached Herschell Island about last August, and the
steamer George W. Hume and another vessel or vessels
were there at the same time. While at Point Barrow ill-

ness forced Capt. E. P. Herendeen to abandon the voyage
to the eastward, and he returned to San Francisco. ' He
has taken steps, however, to secufe information for For-
est and Stream and collections of natural history objects,
which we hope to report upon after the return of his
brother during the coming fall.

In conversation with the Captain recently we have
obtained some additional interesting notes on the whale,
walrus and seal, which we give herewitii.

Capt. Herendeen has seen whale calves only afew days
old at Point Barrow—so small that their flukes were not
yet straigtened out and the whole calf could be taken
into a single vomiaJc, or skin boat. The very young calves
are not timid and are easily caught by the natives, who
delight in eating them, in a short time the cow^s teach
them to sink in times of danger and their captitre be-
comes difficult. The whales commence going to the east
at Point Barrow about April 15 and the young accompany
them; tliey continue running until June and are seen
occasionally as late as June 15.

Walrus breed on the ice and live along its southern edge,
coming furthest south in winter. When the whalers
catch the pups in June and July thev find them pretty
well grown and bearing little tusks. Natives informed
Capt. Herendeen that walrus, some time ago, were taken
as far north as Point Barrow in winter, and that they
have breathing holes in the ice just like seals. A herd of
1,000 walrus was driven ashore and capttured at Point
Moller yea,rs ago; from these were obtained 8,0001bs. of
ivory. A pod of 4t0 wa,s started inland and kept moving
for some time by pricking those that turned, in the nose
with a sharp iron-pointed pole. Finally, however, they
became utterly unwilling to go further fi'om the sea and
every one of the lot dug his snout deep into the moist
sand, completely protecting the only tender portion,
plowing as much as one foot deep, and it was impossible
to turn a single individual. When walrus haul out
on the land the near approach of good weather may
be confidently expected; they love to lie in close contact
like pigs and frequently one will partially overlap another.
In the winter of 1885 a number of seals were killed by

Esquimaux while traveling over the snow from the frozen
rivers to the sea. Capt. Herendeen saw the tracks of four
or five that were escaping from their imprisonment in this
way. About 30 miles inland, southeast of Cape Sraythe,
he found a seal that had been killed by a native when
going out with his dog team. The seals go into the rivers
for whitefish, trout, smelt and other fish; they fijid open
holes full of food and continue their feast until the ice
freezes up everything solid, and then they are forced to
travel overland. The Esquimaux say they never make a
mistake and <ro the wrong direction; the com-se to the sea
is laid along the nearest route. T. H. Bean.
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caiia) i . tsvo i.Tilhi.-<inH's lian- seals {Zahiphus cahttirnhtnw) ,<: and 9 ,

one rc.i-l.illeil lioi-nbill ilnccus ('/•;/?/)rnp«/((///i)/,s). two Orinoco
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•
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(-«'" .

.

.
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tna^Li I'
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cliicken snakes ((.iilvhi r iiiMdriviltatm). lour coach-wnip snakes
(B((xc((//U(/;( CDUsinircfir jUnaViiormc}, one indiEco snake (Spilotes
Cfdiemius). one common lioti-nosed snake {Heterocioii iMtyrhinxis),
one Dlsck hotr-uoicd ^iiake (if. plalurhimis atmotles), two ganer
snakes ( iSuiwnta strtahs), nnu one boa {Boa constrictor). Presented
—One Rarbai-y ape. (Macacus imim) i . twelve opossums (Didelphys
inroiniana). three raccoons tProci/on hAor). one prairie woif iCanis
UitranH)<f, one red fox {(jams vulpc^ iidvusK one soarrow hawk
[J^akn sparvcnm). one mockiLHiurd ilurftiu^ polyqlottm), two
oaired owls Usyrn nun nchiUommK six aUu.ul.oi-.4 {Ailiijntor missis-
A'ippiCD.S'isl, SIX musk turrles {AroiiiDcIirhi.-^ iiitoratux). one\ello\v
w^iip HO'ilce {Dascauifirm llariclhiorinc tcsinccmn). one Hav's king
snake {Uijliibnhi.^ uciulus -Sf/yi), one lloibrook'a water snake (Tropi-
donoiiis rhomhiicr), zwo \\ oudhouie^? war.er snakes (T. siped^n
woodlioiisri), one iiou-t] oyed r,u}x\ie {Hctrrodo}i jilntijrhiinisi). one pine
snake {Pitijuplm maarinie-itcw^). and ihi ee t;ar>er snakHS (Butrmia
sirtatis). Horn— Oiu^ Vu t;-uiia deer {Caridcnti L'tr(/t/; .

' - n i ine
tallow deer (Oerrw.v dauia), one bactnau camel (tiamrii: :)

$, one black lemur (Lof/KO- /iiaeacij). one llama (La,:; , ,

one American elk {Ccrvus canadcntiitt) 9 . and six e.n rt-r sr,a;--e:i
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\umB §dg mtd 0nti.

The full texts of the game laws of all the States, Terri-
tories and British Provinces are given in the Booh of the
Oame Lavjs.

ANOTHER OLD STORY.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Old Captain Prout, for whom Front's Neck, now a

well-knov\aa summer resort, is named, was a noted gun-
ner in the days when waterfowl were plenty in that
vicinity. "Early one spring, 1860 or thereabouts," said
an old settler to me, "he brought home from the West
Indies a gun, the like of which had never been seen by
the natives. It was a muzzleloader, about a 2-gauge,
and weighed some 301bs. Soon after its ai-rival there
came a heavy storm, and the next morning a pond a
couple of acres in extent back of the Captain's barn was
covered with ducks so thick that another one could not
possibly have been squeezed in. Here was an oppor-
tunity to try the new gun, and loading it with the regu-
lation charge, of Jib, powder and ilb. shot, he sallied
forth. At the corner of the barn he cocked the piece
and stepped out with it held in rsadiness. When within
about 40yds. all the ducks jumped as one bu-d. The
Captain aimed at the middle of the mass and fired."
Here my informant stopped as if expecting some en-

couragement, and somewhat against my will I felt con-
strained to ask, "How many did he get?"
"Wal," he replied, "he didn't get any, he undershot

but he picked up three bushels of ducks' legs."

MAINK. E. W I*
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IN MEXICO.
OUR corregpondent has been hunting in company with

Mrs. Aztec, and thus discourse of it to his brother
in "the States":
We started, J. and I, on a midnight train the night of

May 25, We got to our station at daylight, and found the
hacienda coach in waiting for us. We had a lovely ride
of nearly ten miles in the dewy morning, and w^re
cordially received by the young host. Prom then till

Saturday the place belonged to us. The weather was too
warm to save game any length of time, so we didnot exert
ourselves much in hunting. Besides the boss clerk was
absent, and Don Luis had all the business to attend to,
and so could not get out very often. On Wednesday he
and I took a turkey hunt. He had a place baited in a
cedar brake about twelve miles from the house, and we
got up early and struck out, reaching the ground about
half after seven. The turkeys were gobbling all around,
but we sat down in the blinds and waited for them. Don
Luis got an old gobbler about nine o'clock, and aswe came
back frotu our lunch where the horses were tied, at noon,
there was a fine old fellow just showing up at my place,
but he saw us too far and got away. About the middle of
the afternoon two hens made their'appearance at my corn
pile. I made up my mind to get them both, but was so
well hid that I did not have good use of myself. Don Luis
is in the habit of shooting with a rifle, and had put me in
a blind all shut in by trees. At my first movement one of
them said put and I jumped up. As they started to run
I rolled oue over with the first barrel, and just as quick as
I knew how, took a bead on the other as slie rose to fly.
But I didn't have elbow room enough and banged the
whole load into a tree j ust as she went behind it. She
flew up to Don Luis'a stand and he clipped her under the
throat with his rifle, but she managed to get into the
thicket. The woods were full of them, but the day before
the man had left so much corn that they were not hungry.
The next day we rode around in the coach, saw sights,

and in the evening had a lot of fun shooting doves near
an old barn. Friday I decided I would try for a deer, as
I thought I could get it home the next day. Don Luis
was very busy, so I got up early and struck out with one
of the men. We went about three miles from the house,
and had a fine little still-hunt on the side of a mountain.
It was pretty brushy and rocky, so a fellow had to be extra
careful. I found fresh signs of two deer up on the moun-
tainside and commenced to sneak around for I couldn't tell
which way they had gone. They either saw or heard me,
and slipped off down the hill about a hundred yards.
Pretty soon I stepped out into an open place and they
began to snort and jump over the bushes. The sun was
about half an hour nigh and they were between me and
below it. When they moved in the chaparal I could see
them, but as soon as they stopped I could not make them
out. The ground between us was perfectly open, so that
there was no chance to creep up. So I lost them.
They were not wild, and under the same circumstances
ordinarily I should have been sure to get one of them. It
was a mere accident that I did not see them sooner.
In the afternoon we went in the coach to a cane field

where Don Luis had seen them come out often to feed on
the cane. The sun was still two hours high, but when we
reached the place there were three already out and saw
us. We tried to get on them, but they were suspicious
of the coach which had stopped in view, and besides, a
plow-boy over in a neighboring field began to whistle at
them. So we had to take a hurried shot at long range,
not knowing the distance. Neither of us scored. Follow-
ing them into the bushes we found them again, but got
no shot, and Don Luis found a big buck which he could
easily have killed but thought it was a donkey. Even
a veteran hunter will get fooled sometimes.
Next day was our last and we were bound to have some

meat to bring home to save our reputation. So we went
for the turkeys again. I had found a caller, and told Don
Luis that if they gobbled around so much again I was
going to try my hand at calling one up. J. went along
and stayed in the blind with me. I had loaded her little

30-gauge with No. 2 shot, and was sure that she would
get her turkey if one came out. But Don Luis had all
the luck. Nothing showed itself at our blind, and I didnc
even hear one gobble. But at different times during the
day three old fellows came to his stand and paid the
penalty of then- rashness. He has a fine .32-40 Ballard
that is sure death to anything that comes in range.
From the woods we went to the station and found that

we had to wait all night for the train. The boss of the
ranch gave us a bed, and we got along finely. Our only
mishap was that it was eight o'clock Sunday morning
before we got home.

SIX YEARS UNDER MAINE GAME LAWS.
X.—THE ONE BEFORE THE LAST.

THE time has come to close this series of papers. Un-
foreseen circumstances have delayed their prepara-

tion, and other causes equally unforeseen have altered
their original plan, so that they are widely different from
the fijst design. It is therefore impossible to draw con-
clusions or to sum up in any orderly fashion what has
been said. But there are a few additional points to be
touched upon and some probable consequences—which
may a better ordering of affairs avert!—that need to be
set forth; and just a word maybe said of what was in-
tended but was not accomplished.
In the beginning a state of feeling was described in

which a bitter and unreasoning resentment must have
seemed predominant. It was planned to account for this,
to show how it arose and why, and what were the prin-
cipal local modifications of it with their local causes. The
plan has been carried out only in part. What was said
of the waste of game and non-transportation in open
season applied with varying force to all the counties and
has been influential in all to produce the present state of
dissatisfaction. But what has been said of deer hounding
and killing dogs pertains only to the southeastern coun-
ties of the State. Nothing has been said of Piscataquis
and its interests, nor of Aroostook and Aroostook affairs,
although the i)lan was to illustrate and explain the causes
which had operated in these to produce a feeling substan-
tially the same but differing in its degree. A change
made last March in the law permitting the destruction of
dogs, bringing new and unexpected dangers close upon
us, as it was feared, caused the abandonment of the
original design and a fuller treatment of topics relating
to deer hounding than was at first intended or deemed

desirable, while in consequence the otter aections had to
be slighted.

I have said that it was not the intention to speak of
deer hounding at such length. There were other topics
equally interesting which aid not have the peculiar dis-
aavantages of this, nw»^, that whoever would speak of
abuses connected with its suppression must consent to
be accused of favoring the practice. Novv, the practice
cannot be defended in this State. As a method deer
hounding may he the best or the worst, the most humane
or the most cruel way of gftting a (ienr— that is a matter
of opinion; as a practice, it is illegal and should be
stopped. Yet it is of supreme importance that the means
of suppression shall be such that those who wish to see
the law enforced can honestly defend the means taken
to enforce it. Who could do this of the poisoning and
dog killing of years past? The extraordinary abuses
connected with these methods of procedure have put
them into such disrepute that neither of them can ever
gain any measure of popular support. Yet this spring
the law has been changed so that the killing of dogs is
encouraged by the new license granted, even if it is not
intended, as has been feared, to make it an official fea-
ture of the campaign this fall. Nothing could be more
fatal than this. These practices may be legalized, but
such is the odium attaching that they will injure the
cause in which they are employed. The reaction against
the last attempts has been very strong. Nearly, if not
quite twice as much deer hounding was carried on last
tall on Penobscot and Union RiverWaters as ever before.
Deer were dogged more or less regularly on some thirty
ponds and lakes which I could name, and at Chemo
Lake, only about fifteen miles from Bangor, they were
run all the fall. Hounds used to run deer are openly
kept in Bangor and vicinity. Men go from Bangor and
surrounding towns to places where deer are dogged, the
papers tell where they have gone, and what they bring
back, and the deer, shot in the back of the head, are
openly exhibited. There is no secret made of it. What
is more, men who a few years ago stronglj disapproved
the practice, now favor it more or less openly. Wnoever
would stop hounding must overcome an opposition which
did not exist a few years ago, and this can be done only
by the use of fair and legal methods. Fine the men who
engage in it, but give us no more Darling cases and no
more dog killing. To repeat the proceedmgs of the few
years past would give us not only more murders, but
would be the speediest way of creating a general demand
from this section to have a law permitting hounding.

It was planned, among other things, to speak at some
length of the illegal sale of fish and game, of the number
of prosecutions brought and fines cjllected, of certain
cases tried and minor untenable interpretations of tUe
laws, of the character and efficiency of the wardens now
in the service; and facts were c jllected for this purpose,
which the change of plan already spoken of has made it
necessary to set aside.

However, that the case may not seem to go by default,
we will have a word upon some of these points.
Game and fish have been illegally sold this winter, and

not by any means in lone and sequestered spots. It has
been done in our largest cities and in the markets, so
openly that strangers have commented on it. Not to speak
of what has been done nearer home, in Augusta game
and fish both were sold contrary to law; and at the very
time that new trout laws were under discussion, togue
were openly sold in the city and were seiwed under the
name of trout on the table of the hotel where many of
the senators and representatives boai'ded. Complaint
was made but no prosecutions followed. Without dis-
cussing where these fish were taken, it was dirt-ctly con-
trary to law to sell them, and yet while the sale was per-
mitted in Augusta, in the eastern part of the State Pete
Newell, an Indian, poor undoubtedly, ignorant very
likely, was fined for selling trout.
Regarding the collection of fines and their disposition,

little can be said in little space. But the aggregate of
fines paid in to the treasm-ies is not what might be ex-
pected. In Penobscot it is too small to make any account
of. From Jan. 1 to the middle of April of this year only
$40 was paid in from nearly ninety towns and townships
which are included in this county. The sum for any
year is very small. This would not be a disadvantage if
the violations of the law were few, but they are numer-
ous and open. Some cases come up in the higher com'ts
of Penobscot, but very few appear in the lower courts of
Bangor. The clerk of the municipal court who has been
in the ofiice many years could show me papers pertain-
ing to only two cases, which he said were all that he dis-
tinctly remembered. One was the voluntary complaint
against himself of a gentleman wno killed a moose last
September; the other a case against a man for netting
fisn last October, ending in an appeal. Some cases come
before trial justices outside the city. There ai'e a few
justices in this and other counties to" whom game cases
are frequently carried, or who are carried to the cises,
whence the nickname of "pocket jut^tices" sometimes
applied to them ; and there is some particularly edifying
hiatory connected with the cases which come up before
these men. The aggregate of game cases in eastern
Maine for the past few years has been small when we ex-
cept the seizures illegally made under the transportation
fiasco and what has been done on the seashore.
Concerning wardens, we will say as little as possible.

It is not fair to speak disparagingly of a whole class with-
out bringing forward the jJroofs. Yet it is true that after
much inquiry I h.xve found many poor wardens and only
two that could by called good' ones. Good men there
may be, undoubtedly are, among the hundred and fifty
who are employed as wardens, but unless they live in the
western part of the State or upon the seaohore, they must
be scarce. The majority of the more prominent wardens
of eastern Maine are not only bad wardens but bad men.
There is full proof of their unfitness for the place, I was
intending to bring forward enough to show the kind of
men into whose hands the execution of our game laws
has fallen, but it would take too long to do the subject
justice, and we may leave it with Charley Utter's bene-
diction, "May the Lord think well of you'—audits logical
inference.

It is of more importance just now to know that some of
these men have been reappointed not once, but some-
times more than once, in spite of repeated protest. We
have been told that nobody was responsible for this. The
change of the law this year which requires the approval
of two of the Commissioners before a warden will be
given an appointment, is a great improvement. It makes

the Commissioners personally responsible for the charac-
ter of the men employed, and the improvement of the
service by the substitution of better men for some of
those now in the service may be expected. We have
been told that heretofore mi^n had been selected for their
strength and ability to shoot quiickly. The authority for
the statement was high, yet this may not be the real
ground of selection. At any rate these would be merely
imaginary advantages for an active warden. Strength
may make an arrest, but it will not t^ke a man out of the
woods, and the ability to shoot quickly is merely a nega-
tive advantage, since an officer cannot use (irparms ex-
cept as a last resort. Pl an, old-fashioned honesty is the
best qualification a warden can have, and with it a man
can go safely, when without it he would run considerable
risk. The second best recommendation to the position
shoiild be a thorough knowledge of woodcraft and the
ability to go alone through the woods instead of along
highways and frequented routes,

_
One change in the laws this year requires some atten-

tion. Henceforth wardens may make arrests without the
use of a warrant. This will be a great advantage in secur-
ing the arrest of offenders, but visitors and residents alike
will need to be on their guard against those who pretend
to be wardens and extort fines on false pretenses. In
years past this has bpen done more or less frequent y. I
know of three cases, one of them occurring this winter,
where the attempt has been made by men who were not
wardens, and 1 have been told on good authority of
another where a fine was paid only this winter to a man
who was not a warden, for fishing p'ckerel, which it is
legal to fish at any season. It is well for everv one to
carry a copy of the latest issue of the game laws^ so that
he can determine for himself just what the law is and
whether he is guilty. There are many points where by
rnistake or evil ijitention a person not perfectly sure of
his rights can be intimidated and made to pay blackmail
by those who are not ofiiGials and have no right to inter-
fere. How many who come here know that Sunday is
close time on game hut not on fish? or that until this
spring deer could be legally shipped from the State pro-
vided the legal number was not exceeded, while par-
tridges could not bt? or half a dozen other points on which
a case could be made or lost? The wise man, if detected
in an oft'ense against the laws, will, if porisible, stand
trial. He never will pay anything to settle a case, nor
pay a fine to any one without taking a receixit for it. If
in any case he should pay a fine to any one whom he does
not know personally, he will at the expiration of two
months write to the county treasurer of the cumty in
which it was paid, to find whether it has been paid to the
county, that being the limit of time which any justice or
receiver of fines can keep them without incurring heavy
fines. These are suggestions merely, but they are made
to the wise. Never pay anything to any one who may
not be an official. Never pay without taking a receipt in
full. Never fail to see whether that money was paid into
the treasury at the proper time unless there is no room
for doubt.
The next paper, which will be the final one, will take

up some of the more general evils which will follow if
something is not done to improve the present conditions
here. They are too serious to be neglected and should
receive thoughtful consideration of both residents and
visitors who are interested in the welfare of this State.
It is not the game alone that makes a trip here pleasant
—the game and fish ai-e the least part of it to many who
come here, and certainly are not greatly esteemed by the
residents. There are other interests upon which both can
unite, which now, if not actually imperilled, are at that
point where the future danger can lie most easily averted.
It is for what will be said in this final paper, however
simply and unfmpbaticaJly it may be put forth, that this
whole series, with all the labor and unenviable notoriety
it involves, was undertaken.

Fannie Pearson Hardy.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
CCHICAGO,—A recent incident will show still further

the necessity for some adequate protection of the
game birds along the Kankakee River. The incident is the
more deplorable in that the culpable party is a member of
one of our regular shooting clubs. I say, he is a member,
but "was a member" would probably be more correct, for
by this time he has probably been expelled from the club
or will be soon. The man's name is Roth, and he belonged
to the Diana Club. Lately he killed 5 young prairie
chickens, not bigger than one's fist, and put them on the
ice at the Diana Club House, where they were seen. Mr.
Henry Enters, a very worthy sportsman of the Diana
Club, and others of our sportsmen here, instituted a legal
investigation, though attorney Lnw told them no case
would hold, they being citizpns of Illinois, while the kill-
ing was done in Indiana. The matter was not allowed to
rest here, however, Messrs. Henry Ehlers and Juhn Press,
the latter president of the Diana Club, have gone duwn
to the grounds in Indiana to see if they cannot get evi-
dence good enough for a conviction even under the
absurd Indiana law. In any event, Roth will be promptly
jumped from the club, and ought to be debarred from the
company of gentlemen sportsmen. It is getting too late
in the nineteenth century to do such things as that and
still claim to be either a sportsman, a gentleman, or even
a half-decent sort of half-way citizen.
A new club organizes to night, and will next week be

named and added to the galaxy of Chicago's bright partic-
ular stars. It will consist of 30 members, membership
fee ^10, and will be devoted to trap-shootine: solely. It
will hold 12 shoots annually, and at each shoot a p ize of
$35 will be shot for, and the contest settled then and there.
Club medals, annual championships and all that will be
abolished under this innovation, whose result is awaited
with some interest. Name and mpmbers cannot be
divulged now, but the latter are from our best, and the
new club will be a good one. E. Hough.

Caribou in the Northwj'st.—New York, July 9 —
Editor Forest and Stream: In regard to caribou in the
far West, I can say that in 1887 we found caribou in con-
siderable numbers in northern Idaho, at the headwaters
of Kanusku Lake and the Kootnai Rivpr. Eight were
killed by our party.—Wakejian Holberton.

A Book About Indians.—The Fobkst and Strium will mail
treeon apphcattoQ a deseripcive circular of Mr. Grmneirs book,
"Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-tales," giving a <-able of conteW
and apeoimen lllnstratlons from the volume.—Adu

.
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Clarksville, Teim.—Our bird hunters are looking for-

ward to good shooting this fall. The birds wintered well
and tlie crop bids fair to be unusually large. The bird

law is very well observed in this locality. The restless

shooter who can't bear the idea of his gun lying idle can
turn hiss attention to the trap.—^B.

MARyLAND.— Union Bridge, Carroll County, July 6.—
The hearty whistle of the Bjb White is beard often and
in all directions. While fishing several days ago I hooked
ten "cut lips" or "stone toters" {Exoglossum maxillingua),
but not a single game fish.—Bonart.

HUNTING AND FISHING IN THE WEST.
THERE 18 DO excitement so thrilling and healthful as that born

of the chase, and when the tremor of expectation has marred
tii6 aim, and its obj ct flies over the hills exultant, it is genuine
disappointmeDt wh(ch follows. Hunting: has been reduced to a
scieucc; hni the amatt ur's first idea is to find hig ,e;anie, and, hav-
luK foniid it, to blir/e hway for general results. Until some skill
has been acquired by practice the results are avt to be extremely
general, but never from lack of opportunity.

AntL'loptts are tempting, albeit r,neir hnman-liko eyes bee with
muie eloquence from their liquid dopthsfor life. To find them, be
up early, and gun in hand, before the sun has risen; for two hours
then will give more shots than all the remainder of the day, for
it is then they are feeding, unconsciou=i of danger. On the vast
plains, where there is often no shrub, and where the level is like a
floor, It would Seem that their hiding was impossible; but there
are many ravines in which they may be sheltered secure from any
enemy. These same ravines permit the enemy to approach under
cover. Antelope meat is sweet and tender, and really creates an
appetite as it crisps over the oamp-fire, and sends its ai oma to the
omer edge of the circle of light. The flesh of the mountain slieen
is regal dtd as superior to any other trophy of the hunt, not ex-
cept! ns ttiat of elk or black-tailed deer, which, before the rare
toothsomeness of a juicy saddle, or the dripping ribs of a young and
leader mountain sneep, is found below par. The sheep inay be
chased into the wildest abyss, and to the loftiest mountain tops,
these di (Be ul ties tending only to make the pursuit more attrac-
tive, and many to follow it would give up buffalo, antelope, elk
and deer. North Park, Colo., is surrounued by sucti a formation
as makes it a tavoriie place for this game. The immense horns
and ihe bony forehead nature has given the animal often enables
it to baffle the pursuer by hurling itself from giddy heights and
alighting on the protecting frontal. Or it leaps frighi ful chasms
where no foot can follow, and if killed by an accurate bullet would
only decompose far out of reach.
The most formidable antagonist to be met with is the grizzly

hear, which inhabits the higtier ranges of the Rocky Mountains.
To meet i t requires a steady hand and a stout heart. The best nerve
and i he besi weapons are not in vincible. Never fire at a grizzly
utiless a partner is near with rifle ready poised. To come within
the embrace of its migbty paws, which with one blow can bivak
the back of an ox, is to be crushed. And yet there is nothing to
which a nimrod will point with more pride than to a grizzly's
robe, with a hole through the portion which had covered the
heart. This bear may be found in autumn among the raspberry
patches; but the finder will usually steal quietly away. Ten to
one he has not "lott a bear." The cinnamon and common black
vai'iety attain great size, but they are lambs compared with their
great cousin.
Tne Western water courses are mostprolific of black-tailed deer,

that come in little bands to drink just before sunrise or just after
sunset. They are at home in an altitude which no other variety
oanendtu'e, and graze in the highest parks near the summits.
Generally, four or five are together. The hunter is lucky who
bags more than one. It is lower down the mountain that the
whistle of the elk is heard as he plunges through the forest, with
Ms great horns laid back. It is a delightful sound to the sporTs-
man, who steals up for a shot in the gray of the dawn. He must
keep well hidden, for the eye of the elk is keen; and to the wind-
ward, for the scent is most acute. But by enough precaution a
splendid shot is obtained and some magnificent bull bounds away
in an instant, and falls with a crash—strong to the last. It is
then that the sportsman exults.

The time was, and not many years ago, that to enjoy this sport,
long excursions were necessary by horse or wagon, but now the
most perfect hunting and fishing grounds are reached by the
divisions of the Union Paciflc.

Antelope are found on all the plains adjacent to the Union Pa-
ciflc where there is any pasture. They abound in the parks of
Colorado and Wyoming, aud on the plains just east of the moun-
tains. Jack rabbits and smaller same are met with in great num-
bers in the smoother portions of the mountains and on the prairies.
Grizzly bear inhabit the more elevated peaks of the mountains,
and are especially numerous in the Uintah and Wahsatch ranges
of Utah, Wyoming and Montana. In Colorado and Idaho they
lurk about the rougher defiles, near the timber line. Black and
cinnamon bear, elk, black-tailed deer, mountain sheep and moun-
tain lions are comm m to all the higher regions of the range. In
Montana and Wyoming occasionally mountain goats and buffalo
are brought down. Ducks, geese, brant and other water lowl can
be found on the shores of all the rivers and lakes in the regions
traversed by the Union Paciflc. Nearly all the mountain brooks
and lakes abound in trout and otber varieties of fish. The Snake
Kiver and other tributaries of the Columbia are filled witb salmon.
The angler can scarcely go amiss in any nart of the region above
named. Prairie chicken, sage hen, quail, snipe and other land
birds are abundant every where. Eagles are picked off the peaks
of the Rocliies occasionally. In short, the country tributary to
the Union Paciflc everywhere presents attractions to the sports-
man. Perhaps The most famous aud favorite hunting ground of
North America to-day. is tUat portion of Wyoming lying north
and south of Rock Creek and Rawlins. In that region can be
found all varieties of game, from the mountain squirrel to tne
grizzly bear, and from the harmless beaver to the bellowing bul-
talo. Transportation thither can be engaged at Cheyenne, Lara-
mie, Rock Creek or Rawlins. Arrangements should be made for
camping out, and from two to six weeks should be spent in the
field to thoroughly enjoy the sport. The North Park of Colorado
is another lamous hunting ground where the largest game
abounds. Herds of 500 tlk are frequently seen. The Bear River
country, in Idaho, Utah aud Wyoming has been a glorious region
for disciples of the gtm and rod since the earliest days of Its dis-
covery. But, as said before, the hunter or fisherman can find
rare sport in almost any portion of the territory tributary to the
Union Paciflc.
Among the several varieties of food-fash which are found in the

streams of Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, Montana, Utau. Oregon
and WaBhiugton m^.y be mentioned speckled mountain brook
trout, silver trout, bh-.ck trout, common trout, bass, pike, pickerel,
salmon, etc., some twenty-flve or more species abounding in the
Western water-courses. Particular attention is called to the
speckled mountain brook trout, here so common, for it is con-
sidered the finest food -fish, as well as the "gamiest" of all the
finny tribe, and consequently affords more ap irt to the angler.

ITly-flshing for trout is good during the mouths of July, August,
Sep- ember aud October. Bait-flsuing Is generally good during the
early summer. The angleworm is good bail the world over.
Besides the artificial bait, which cau be procured anywhere,
nature provides an abundance of flies and worms along every
stream, which the auglor can readily hnd.
Good troui fields are loimd in Platte Cafion, South Park, Middle

Park, North Park and H;sLeB Park; in Clear Creek Canon, Green
Lake, near Georgetown, and in Boulder Can m, all in Colorado; in
Blackfoot Creek, near Soda Springs, Idaho; in Yellowstone
National Park, and in almost aU the mountain streams of
Montana, Utah, Oregon ai.d Washington, particularly in the
northern streams of Idaho, around Hmtey, Ketchum and Boise
City. Write to E. L. Lomax, G. P. & T. A.. U. P. System, Omaha,
for a copy of 1891 "Gun CluD Rules and Kevised Ixame Laws" and
" Western Resort Book." Mention this paper.—Adu.

SAVED M \KY Lives.—An example of the practical use to which
a iitfht sporting boat ma> be put was given in the terrible flood
which recently nearly overwhelmed the town of Cherokee, la.
The Associated Press despatches of June 29 contain the following
item: "Mr. Thos. M •Oulla, editor of the Times, rendered valuaole
service. In a light cauvas boat he ventured into the raging tor-
rent, and by his heroic conduct saved many lives." The boat re-
ferred to in this despatch was manufactured by CheAcme Folding
Boat Co., and weighed 45lbs.—Atiy.

Names s^h Portraits of Bebds, by Gurdon Trumbull. A
took particularly interesting to gunners, for by its use they can
iJentlfy without question all the American game birds which
they mfty &ill. Cloth, 230 pagee, price 82.80, For salebyFOBBST
Aim STB1U.M.

The Ptixii TEXTS of the game fish laws of all the States,

Territories and British Provinces are given in the -Boo7« of
tlie Game Laws.

WHERE THE TROUT RISE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I promised to write you of my trip on my return from
New BrunSAvick and Canada. I reached home last Friday
after an absence of nineteen days. There were four of
n8 in the party. We had previously written Mr. Ray-
mond, of Edmonston, N. B., to get our guides and sup-
plies ready, together with a permit for fishing, which
upon our arrival we found he had done. We went from
Edmonston some fifteen miles up theTeraisconla railway,
where they kindly stopped and Jet us off. There we found
our guides and canoes waiting, but the man who was to
drag our canoes through the woods had to build a raft to
take his horses over the Madawaska River, which delayed
us. However, we went over with the canoes, aud while
getting dinner heard a number of shots fired in the woods
near by, and a Frenchman soon came out, saying, "Mo
kill two bear; want to see him?" We went in with him
and, sure enough, he had two bears, one a very large one
and the other small.

After getting the horses over and helping to build the
drags, we started. It was rough, hard and very wet, and
we got only as far as Mud Lake that day, camped and
next morning started for our destination, Squatuck Lake.
I have been through some rougli places in my life, but
that trip beat them all. The brook from Mad Lake to the
river emptying into Squatuck was simply awful. We
had to wade over falls and rough places for miles, and the
last part of it being still water, the alders grew from each
side across the stream close down to the water, and we
could get along only by continually lifting them over our
heads and shoving the canoes through. To walk on the
shore was impossible, it was so tangled with underbrush.
After reaching the river we had better going, as the
stream is a fair-sized one, swift and full of trout. We
saw some beaver in this river and fresh moose tracks were
frequent on the banks.
We reached Squatuck Lake about night. It is 8 miles

long, and is very seldom visited. We camped there some
eight days, and if there is a place in the world where trout
are plenty, it was just there. "There were trout galore.'"

We caught lake trout from 5 to ISlbs. until we were tired
of taking them ofl' the spoon and putting them back into
the water. Then as to fly-fishing, we took them on the
shores and out in the lake as well. Trout from ilh. to
4lb. would take the fly till one was tired of fishing. After
leaving this lake we oontintxed on through several lakes
and rivers, in all of which the fishing was equally good,
and fly-fishing in the rivers cannot be excelled. Some-
times we had on two or three at once. In coming down
one of the falls my Frenchman lost his balance and pitched
head foremost into the stream, and, as his feet caught
under the cross-bar of the canoe, he turned the boat over
and away I went into the swift running stream. He began
to swear in aU the languages he knew before he struck
the water, and kept it up till we reached the shore, much
to my amusement, wet as I was. However, all things
come to an end, and we got through at last.

Although the fishing is the best I know of, I would
advise no one to make the trip we did, as "the game wiU
not pay for the powder." One can, however, have firat-

ciass fishing by going to Notre Dame on the Temisconta
railroad, cross that lake and go up the river we cacne
out say 2 to 4 miles. Mr. Raymond, of Edmonston, is a
reliable man and will fit one out with guides and canoes
for this or any other trip. I will give you our route and
distances: Madawaska River to Mud Lake, 6 miles
(awful); Mud Lake to Squatuck Lake, 12 miles (damna-
ble); Squatuck Lake, 8 miles long (good); Squatuck River
to Sugar Loaf Lake, 15 miles (fair); Sugar Loaf Lake, 4
miles, (good); Little Squatuck Lake, 6 miles (good); Dead
Water River to Two Lady Lake, 9 miles (good); Two
Lady Lake, 7 miles long, Two Lady River, i miles long,
swift water 4 miles, but excellent fiihing, to Temisconta
Lake. On Temisconta Lake, 15 miles to St. Rose station,
on the Temisconta railroad, thence 31 miles by rail to
Edmonston. From Edmonston 171 miles to Vauceboro,
Maine. Walter Aiken.
FRANKniN Falls, N. H., July 6.

SAINT MARY'S LAKES FISHING.
THE St. Mary's Lakes are situated in the Rocky

Mountains, about nine miles south of the inter-
national boundary line. The outlet, the St. Mary's River,
is the south fork of the South Saskatchewan, The lower
lake is about seven miles long, and in places two miles
wide. The upper one, fifteen miles in length, reaches
back into the very heart of the mountains. The greatest
depth in the lower lake which I have found is 76ft., the
upper one must be very deep. About a mile from the
outlet I found bottom at 183ft., and beyond that made
no soundings.

Tiiree varieties of trout are common here. The lake
trout {Salvelinus namaycush), the black-spotted trout
{Salmo purpuratus), and the Dolly Varden trout (Salve-
linus maltna), locally known as "bull" trout. The lake
trout are very plentiful in the upper lake. Trolling in
deep water one can catch them rigfit along of large size.

The largest one I ever caught weighed 351b3.

The black-spotted trout are found along the shores of
the lakes in sliallow water, but are more plentiful in the
river. At the head of the upper lake, however, at the
entrance of several small streams, they are quite com-
mon, and average about Slbs. in weight. The largest one
I ever saw was caught here by Col Chas. Baring, of Lon-
don. It weighed 5lo8, plump. The inlets at the head of
the lake tumble down the mountain sides from glaciers
near by, and are of a milky color. Tlie trout which live
in this water are silvery green, the handsomest fish I
have seen. The black-spotted trout rise to the fly from
early spring until the lakes freeze up, and my experience
is that one fly is as good as another so far as color goes.
I think a hackle the best shape, be it red, white, brown,
or any other color. In the river these trout seem to pre-
fer a rather etili deep pool. I never had much success on
the riflles.

The Dolly Varden trout here average about 41b8, in
weight; pne often gets th«m weighing eibs, The largest

one I ever saw weighed 8Jlbs. I have never known them
to take an ordinary fly, but they will seize a small spin-
ner with avidity, and, once hooked, I think them the equal
to Salvelinusfontinalis in fighting qualities. They have
great endurance and will break water repeatedly. I

found that they frequent the deep pools and eddies in.

spring and early summer. Later on they seem to prefer
swift, shallow water. They seem to be a voracious fiish,

and yet, so far as my experience goes, their stomacbs are
generally empty, I was fishing once with a gentleman
at Red Eagle Falls when he hooked a black-spotted trout
which would weigh about }[h. While he was playing it

a Dolly Varden of even smaller size chased it around and
tried to eat it.

Whitefish (Coregomis wilUamsoni) are very plenty here,
the young fry forming the principal diet of the trout.
The large lake trout, however, eat only adult whitefish:
one or more are always found in their stomachs. I be-
lieve that a 24lb. laker devours at least 300 whitefish in
a year, a total weight of 7o0lbg. The whitefish in the
lower lake average Stbs. in weight and are fatter and finer
flavored than those in the upper lake, which average
3j-lb3. This is probably caused by a greater variety of
food in the lower lake. It would seem that the glacial
water of the upper lake is too cold for the animalculse
which are their favorite food.
The lake trout spawn in November; the black-spotted

trout all the year round, and the Dolly Varden, I believe,
in November. The whitefish begin to spawn in the lower
lake about Dec. 1, but in the upper lake not until January.
The lake trout, like the pike, will take almost any moving
bait. I once caught one which had a mink, two-thirds
grown, in its stomach. Twice I have found three dead
whitefish sticking out of their mouths which were too
large for them to swallow.
Pike are common in the St. Mary's River, but one is

seldom caught in the lakes. Three only, so far as I know,
have ever been caught, ajid they were found near the
outlet of the lower lake, in a shallow, reedy place.

J. W. SCHULTZ.
PiEOAN, Montana^

CANADIAN ANGLING NOTES.
QUEBEC and Lake St. John, -within the past three or

four weeks, have been invaded by quite an army of
American anglers. From most of the salmon streams
come complaints that the fishing this season is not up to
that of former years, and some of the salmon fishermen
are now turning their attention to the gamy sea trout.

Lord Stanley of Preston, the Governor-General of Can-
ada has joined his family upon the Cascapedia, but even
this famous stream fails to afford anything like the sport
of former seasons. The long drought of the early sum-
mer and the consequent clearness of the water are largely
responsible for these unfavorable conditions. Nor is any
better sport furnished by the old favorite ti-out lakes of
Beatiport and St. Charles in the immediate vicinity of
Quebec. One has now to leave these far behind him in
order to get fishing worthy of _the name.
Up the line of the Lake St. John Railway this season's

lake fishing has been, so far, much ahead of that in the
rivers. These lakes oft'er, probably, the best fishing in
North America. Two members of the Stadacona Club,
of Quebec, took recently in a day's fishing no fewer than
125 irout—85 with the fly and the balance with minnows.
The largest fish of the lot weighed 4^1 bs., and two or
three others turned the scale at 4lb3, Messrs. E. J.

Meyers and A. W. Koehler, of New York, left Roberval
on the 5th inst. with four Indians in two canoes for a
hunting, fishing and camping expedition up the Peri-
bonca River, to last fifteen to twenty days. They have
with them one of the finest assortments of fishing rods
and tackle ever brought to Canada by so small a party,
running in value, as it does, from $500 to .$1,000. Other
camping parties have gone back from Roberval, a journey
of a day and a half up the Ouiatchouaniche River, where
in the lake whence it flows they found trout in profusion
of 4 and 51b8. in weight.
Of the ouananiohe fishing at the Grande Discharge I

can speak from experience, having just retm-ned there-
from. I shall refrain from speaking of my own exploits,

having not yet sufficiently recovered from the mortifica-
tion caused by the loss of the traditional big fish. The
largest of these finny warriors are certainly guarded by
the demon of ill luck and their mouths are exceedingly
tender. I had excellent luck, considering the very bad
weather (heavy rain and a strong east vsdnd), but my
sport was not to be compared with that of many of those
whom it was my privilege to meet on the fishing grounds.
Some of their catches were exceedingly plentiful, Mr.
J. H. Botterell, of Qtiebec, returned on Monday from his

sixth annual visit to the Discharge. He was accompanied
this year by Mr. E, H. Botterell, of Montreal, and by
Messrs. F. Fairman and .John NichoUs, of the same city,

and the party took over 100 fish. The largest fish taken
out of the Discharge last week was killed by one of the
Montrealers, and weighed o^lbs. A New York gentle-
man, who was fishing there last Saturday, hooked a good
fish, when to his dismay and that of his guide they found
that they had forgotten the landing net ashore. The fish

relieved them of their embarrassment by jumping, in
the course of his contortions, right into tlie ca.n6e of his

captors. Mr. W. Lake Marler, formerly of Quebec, now
manager of the Merchants' Bank at Ottawa, was at the
Discharge with the Rev. C. Bancroft, of Sutton, while
Mr. Botterell and party were there, and also enjoyed ex-
cellent sport. So did Messrs. R. G. Mitchell and Geo.
Newbold, of New York.
Among others who have had good success this season

so far with the ouananiohe may be mentioned Messrs. J.

L. Chamberlain, of Rochester, N. Y., and J. H. Osborne,
of Auburn, N. Y., members of the Alma Club; Mr.
Coates and p^irty, of the Springfield Club; Mr. John
Mackay and Mr. L. S. OdeU, of Quebec, and Messrs.
Flanders and Howell, of the Boston & Maine Railway.
Mr. C. R. Miller, editor of the New York Times, and Mrs.
Miller went to the Discharge on Sunday last for the third
consecutive season. Mrs. Sillier is an ardent and buccess-
ful angler and last season killed a ouananiohe weighing
nearly tilbs. Other fishermen and ladies now at the Dis-
charge are E. McCarthy, son of Senator McCarthy and
Geo. B. Greenway, of Syracuse; O. M. Lea and A. H,
Lea, of Philadelphia; Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lawrence, Ji-.,

and Miss Lawrence, of New York; Mr, and Mrs. W. J.

Kimmont and Mx". and Mrs. 0. P. Choate, of Detroit, and
W.K Geger and R. Jj. Fox, of Ononta, N. Y.

It has become quite the proper thing this eeanon tox
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the anglers at the Discharge not to recrossLake St. John,
but to shoot all the passable rapids of the Saguenay to
Chicoutinii and return to Quebec by steamer. No less

than nine canoes made this trip to Chicoutimi last week.
There is another canoe route to Chicoutimi that ought to

become exceedingly popular on account of the excellent
fishing to be had ea route. This is through Lake Keno-
ganii, which abounds in splendid trout. The trip would
occupy two days. It was by this route that Father Da
Quen, the discoTerer of Lake St. John, reached the great
inland sea that the Indians then called Pibonagami.
The principal topics of discussion between the new ar-

riTals at Roberval or Quebec and the anglers just returned
from the fishiiig grounds is naturally the nature of the
sport and the description and names of the most killing

flies. The relative merits of the Jock-Scot and silver-

doctor—both favorite flies for ouananiche—are perhaps
eagerly compared,while one angler enthusiastically dilates

upon his success with the Lord-Baltimore or the
Montreal, and another votes his favorite to be what was
originally a coachman, but the white wings of which
were entirely cut away by his guide, Johnny Morel. The
clipped "coachman" is undoubtedly a good killer, its

bronze fuzzy body shining with splendid effect tlii-ough

the brown-hackle covering. The picturesque character of

these gi-oups of anglers lounging at night about the en-

trance of the Roberval Hotel is usually heightened by the
presence of a number of Indian and half-breed guides

—

some of them parhaps perfecting an engagement for a
trip of a fortnight, or perhaps a montli, by cazioe and
portage through the country lying between Miatassini

and Lake St. John, giving information respecting the re-

lative attractions of the routes up the Ashouapmouchouan,
the Peribonca, or the Mistassini respectively, and relating

a variety of bear stories, never forgetting that of the
English gentleman who presented his guide with a
hundred dollars as soon as he had killed his first bear.

Quebec, July 10. E- T. D. CHAMBERS.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.

A FEW weeks ago my friend Harryman and my-
self slipped out of town for a day of sylvan lakeside

life under canvas, we being determined to try the old

time joys of camping out. AVe went up the Cliicago &
Northwestern R. R. to Powers' Lake, one of the most
beautiful of the lower Wisconsin lakes, perhaps the most
so for it has bluff-wooded banks, sand and pebble bottom
and a pretty beach in places. We were looking after new
water for bass fishing near Cliic.?,go and felt very well
satisfied with om- "discovery."

It was raining hard when we left Chicago in the even-
ing, and had been doing so all day, so that it looked
rather blue for a camping out trip. Before om- two hours"

run to Genoa Junction was over, however, the rain had
stopped, and before the hackman had finished the four
miles drive over to the lake the sky was showing signs of

clearing, although the gi-ound was soaking and the trees

dripj)ing. We chose not to stop at the Cedar Glen House
or at Benedict's place, but went into camp in Mr. Ballast's

woods, on ai lovely blnff just to the right of the Union
Club, As we were out on a sort of experimental trip, and
as we did camp dry that night and live well, there may
be some who would be interested in laiowing how we did
it, in the absence of hay, straw, or otiier ameliorating cir-

cumstances. In the first place, we had one of A. S. Com-
stock's "Protean" tents, the sort he haspatented, with one
pole on the side and a tlu-ee-cornered fly with which you
can double the area or the thickness of your tent at will.

We had our fly made extra large, so that it came clear

down to the ground in front of the tent, fastening to the
sides and thus practically making two tents, end to end.

The front one of these, or that under the fly, we used as

a store room, and the back one, or tent proper, 7ft. square,

we used for drawing room and boudoir. By untying one
side of the fly and throwing it back, we could break the
wind, sit mider cover and have a good reflector for our
camp-fire. The same arrangement, thanks to our im-
provement on Ml". Comstock's fly, gave us plenty of shade
and perfect ventilation in the heat of the day. We found
we could have a whole lot of fun making new tents out
of our tent and the fly, and the visitoi's who (;ame were
delighted with the elegance and convenience of our liouse.

The driver who brought us over was drunk, and when
we asked for our h)ill all we could get out of him was
that he "guessed he'd sharge four, four, four dol-dorls

now, or two dorls next mornin' when he took us back."
We accepted the latter alternative, and as he turned to

leave us a light of great pity fell upon his face. "Most
folks't comes up yer," said he, "kin 'ford to sleep in th'

hotels."
All the driver could see was that it was wet, ^and that

we had two canvas bags and a bundle of rods. We
jerked one of the bags open and took out from its very
top a light but waterpi-oof tarpaulin 7ft. square. Below
this we found a camp axe and the tent pins. We spread
the tarpaulin on the wet grass and drove a pin at each
corner of it. These were for the corners of the tent,

which were at once attaciicd. We then pulled from the
bag the jointed pole, set it up, stretched the guys a little,

and to perfect our imitation of two men going into camp
in a rain then pulled the other waterproof bag tinder the
shelter of the tent. Thus we would have had everything
under cover very quickly. We now put down the re-

maining pins and stretched the fly. Thus we had a good
roof and a good floor, but no bed.

I often read about the downy balsam bed and the pine
feathers of the East, and they figure largely in most East-
em camping stories. Plain hay is good enough for me,
and I don't feel good when I can't get it. We couldn't

get any hay, so started out in the newly laundried woods
to get some of the blooming balsam boughs you read
about. We amputated two little cedars, and that ended
the balsam racket. We concltided that basswood feath-

ers would do us. A little later we discovered that you
can make abasswood bed quicker if you're not too blame
particular about the size of the boughs. We had a good
many boughs about as thick as an axe handle, and a great
deal harder, I am sure. We carried these feathers into

the tent and draped them over the tarpaulin. Then we
open the other bag, the waterjjroof carryall, and found
right on top in it the floor cloth, just 7ft. square, of 8oz.

brown duck, with an eye and a rope at each corner.

The tent had a regtdar sod cloth running around it. This
we pulled in, and tying oui- floor fast at two corners, we
strained it hard and tight over the "bed," and tied it fast,

tlius leaving a smooth, clean and unquestionably dry

bed, a foot above the ground. Rightly made, a bed of

balsam or plain hay can thus, by the use of the two floor

cloths, be made very neat, clean and comfortable. This
was an idea which we evolved after studying Mr. J. M.
Clark's camping outfit.

We now dived again into the wonderful carry-bag and
got our blankets, one double pair, one heavy single, and
a Mexican serape, sewed together on the edges sleeping-

bag fashion. Below the blankets were the provisions and
the tackle boxes, and below that a lantern, and below
that one of Mr. Clark's compact cooking outfits, all in a
little canvas bag. H. and I had gone through a regu-
lar drill in packing our outfit, and we had it down fine.

It was not very many moments before we were all ship-

shape, under cover, dry and comfortable, and with a
ripping old fire blazing, all before the sun had set.

Presently the bacon in the frying pan began to sizzle, and
after awhile a most delicious aroma floated up from the
coffeepot. Each laid ten years from off his shoulders and
sat tip to a stipijer in which all the zest of youth seemed
come back again. And so we sat and babbled, reckless,

and wondered if we had ever really put up at a hotel
when we went a fishing. After all, the tent and the fire

help out an outing amazingly. The city man is too apt
to nurry off to a hotel, or to a boarding house kept by
some resorter who fishes through the ice all winter. It

was to avoid the latter man that H, and I took our
notion of camping. 1 should think that with a light com-
pact outfit like ours one could make these brief fishing
trips around Chicago as cheaplj' and as comfortably,
thouglt in a little more troublesome way, as if he went to
a hotel. We certainly enjoyed our night and day in camp
very much, and will try it again whenever we can.
That was about all there was to our trip. We cooked

and ate most of the time, we w^ere so hungry; but we got
some bass, as we have done on every trip we ever made
for them around liere. We only got seven bass, btit that
was enough. The day was very cold and the lake was
rotxgh. In good weather I think a bass fisher could get a
good string there. Mr. Brodie, whose cottage is a bit

ftu'ther down the road, caught twenty-eight one morn-
ing the week before we were there. The water is very
clear, and one needs to cast long and clean with bait.

The bass are both large-mouth and small-mouth, and this

is one of the few bass lakes about here where I should
think it better to cast the minnow than the frog. By
trolling or still-fishing some bass, also pickerel, wall-eyed
pike and rock bass are caught in this lake, though we
never fifih in that way. The bait-caster will here, as
always, catch the most bass. Our oarsman, Will Dixon,
said he had never seen very many "throw a bait that
way," from which it would seem that the lake is not
fished by the casters. We heard of three bass caught on
the fly one evening a week before our visit, and. good
trial might prove this a good fly-fishing lake. The bass
seem to run small, not over .31bs., but they are very
gamy. This is the coldest and clearest lake I have seen
in this country. The water is quite unstained, even with
heavy rain and wmd. We caught one small-mouthed,
red-eyed, dark-.spotted bass, the sort they call "tiger
bass" around here. This fish when taken was light
brown in color, but darkened soon to nearly black, so
that the spots were hardly visible. This fish was taken
over a light sandy bottom. It grew darker in the darker
parts of the lake, and was nearly black when we lifted

it, still kicking, from the water at the boat landing some
hours after it was caught. If it had been left on the
string right in the w^ater where it was caught would it

have changed color in this way?
We caught here the genuin5 small-mouth and the

genuine big-moutli bass, and we caught also one specimen
of the bass they catch around Fox Lake way, a solid
gi-een-colored fish, with a mouth about as large as that of
the small-mouth bass. Whether this fish is a large or a
small-mouth bass I wish some one would arise and say,
if he knows. A good many don't who have pronounced
on this topic.

About the Powers' Lake trip, then. The fare via
Northwestern is §3.75 round trip. Hack, fifty cents each,
each way. Oarsman, |2.50 a day. Hotel rates, $1.50 a
day, Boats not very good. Minnows or frogs the best
bait, then spoon. Just across the road, about 60yds., is

Benedict's Lake, smaller and muddier than Powers'
Lake, but full of bass also. A little further over in the
country is Vernon's Lake, and they told us that was the
best bass lake of these three for bass, though we did not
try it. For tliose wlio like fun with sunfish and rock bass
Pelfs Lake, two mUes fi-om Powers' Lake, is said to oft'er

incessant sport. Twin Lakes, a rather well-known ang-
ling and resorting lake, is also reached via Genoa Junc-
tion. From Powers' Lake over to Silver Lake, or to the
fishing in the Fox River, at Bundy's Bridge, it is only
about six miles. All this is a very beautiful and kindly
couittry, and although I have never gone into it before,
it seems it certainly ought to offer attractions enough for

a trij) of a day, or a week or a month. The lake region
above Chicago can not be fully visited or described in a
summer, or two summers, or in three. It is a very blessed
provision of nature, these charming bits of lake and wood
right near the big city, and the city will apj^reciate its

mercies in this wise more and more as the years roll on.

July '/".—The smoke of the glorious Fourth for the
current year has been wafted down the grooves of

time. So far as can be learned from those able to

be at their places of business, it was a great day. The
shooting clubs celebrated largely by trap events. Others
went fishing. Some went picnicking. So far as can be
learned, nobody at all was left in the city, there being a
general exodtis to the many accessible pleasure grounds
about this fortunate hamlet.
A pleasant little event was the bait-casting tournament

of the Camp Lake Club, at Camp Lake, the morning of

the Fourth. There were 15 entries, competitions both for

distance and accuracy. Mr. Ed. Stiu-gis won the contest

for distance, with an average of 147ft. Sin. His longest

cast was 148ft. Gin. His rod was a split bamboo, over 8ft.,

and his reel a quadruple Abbey & Imbrie. The contest

for accuracy was won by Frank Stoltz, 300 out of a possi-

ble 500 points, 5 casts. He used a Clark bass rod and
Abbey & Imbrie quadruple. The casting for accuracy
was at 65ft., on a canvas target, bullseye 24in., to count
100; next ring 36in., count 75; next ring 48m., count 50:

next ring 60in., count 25. There was some discussion
whether this target was better than casting at a stake and
measuring the total string, The main trouble with
bait-casting contesCs is the time spent in roeasuring^ This

makes the sport drag. The facts above are kindly given
me by Mr. J. M. Clark, who was present, and who, after
the contest, went on up to Burlington with Mr. Peck, the
judge of the casting, and Charles Porter on a floating
fishing trip down the Fox River. This trip they say was
very delightful. They got 16 small-moufch bass and some
pickerel, fishing part of two days, camping out, and end-
ing their trip at Wilmot.
Mr. C. S. Burton and a friend or two went up to Muk-

wanago for their Fourth, and it seems they had good
luck with the fly, though the bass, all big-mouths, ran
small. Charlie is very enthusiastic over fly-fishing now.
It is a form of sport all too Uttle practiced by our
Chicago anglers. The fishing in this case was done at
Eagle Lake, and not at Mukwanago Lake proper. The
successful fly was Parmachene-belle.
Down at Momence, on the Kankakee, or rather at the

club house a mile or so above Momence, a friend and my-
self found Messrs. George Marshall, Sam Young and Met-
calf on a little private celebratioit of then- own. In
company with a few friends they had been having a
little trap shoot at live buds and targets, shooting about
300 birds and several thousand targets, besides doing a
lot of boat riding with Charlie Heimbaugh in his steam
launch. Heimbaugh says there have been a few illegal

nets in the river above this place, and thinks he knows
the parties who 'put them out.

We found fishing in the Kankakee not so good as usual,
the water being high and muddy. My friend and .1

camped out about three miles below town, and had a
pleasant time, but caught only a few bass, all of which
were taken on the fly. The Donaldson proved the most
taking fly this time. We were guided by that most
kindly-hearted sportsman, Mr. Fred Daree, of Momence,
who took tis down the river and staid in camp over night
with us. He showed us where he and some friends
caught 25 bass four days earlier, but we did not strike
them so well as that.

The feeling about the fishway and protective work
seemed good at Momence, Warden Btick arrived at
Momence Monday, but we did not see him. I might con-
tinue the story of his w^ork along the Kankakee by qttot-

ing his reports to headquarters. On Jtily 1 he wrote from
Wilmington:

I went to Lookport iiud saw Capt. Leiglitoa and ho is to meet
mo at the State dara below this x^lace to-day or to-morrow and
make arrangements to pTit in the lishway there. Yesterday 1
went to Marseilles and saw the owners of the dam, the Marseilles
Water Power Company, L. Clark, Manager, iind made them a
working model. They are at work now i)ul,ting in new head .sates
and will put the fishway right in. .Fust as soon as tlie water goes
down the pai'ties will put in their ladder at this place, Wilming-
ton. I shall go to Ivankakee as soon as 1 get through with Capt.
Leighton and fix up the matter of the Momence dam and go there
and get them at work on their dams. My boat will be sent to
Momence and next week 1 shall take atrip down the river.—F. L.
Buck.

On July 2 he reported as follows from Kankakee town:

Have jnst arrived here from Wilmington. 1 met Capt. Leigli-
ton at the State dam to-day and he said he would put (he men at
work the first of next week, as snon as they get through repairing
tlte canal al Urica, and have tlie lishvva.v put in at oruie. At Wil-
mington I saw Mr. Stewart, one of iLc owuerM of i tifi smnll dam,
and he said ho liad sent word to all ot tlie others and uL-ranged to
have the work done just as soon as the waler is so tliey can. 1

will hunt up Mr. Walker, the attorney for Cass & Shelby, and get
him to siun the stipxilatiori so I can go to MomenoH and make
them pet to worli there. I have just heard that there is consider-
able seining between tiere and Aroma. I shall go there and see
what thei-e is in it and will most likely spend the balance of the
week.

And now the work of fishways in the Kankakee gets
its first and most serious setback, and that jitst where it

was least expected, at Momence. Only July 3 the warden
writes:

Mr. Wheeler, the attorney for Shelby & Cass, the owners of the
Momence dam. refuses to sign the stipulation and if when I get
to Momence tueir agent there will not get tiis signature then I
shall serve notices on them and see it tliat won't bring them to
time. 1 will look up some parties between here and Aroma that
have been seining and selling the fish here in the market every
week.

The stipulation above referred to is that agreed to by
the C. & E, I. R, R., to waive their injunction rights as
against the dam owners provided the fishway shall not
lower the backwater above the dam. It seems singular
that the dam owners' attorney refuses to agree on a point
like this, which is altogether immaterial to Ms case. The
law demands that the fishways shall go in, just the same
as a right of way can be condemned for a railway. In
nature a right of way is due to the fish. They will have
it, and the fiahways will go in the Momence dams, either

with or without delay, or with or without a legal light.

I can't see the use in a dam owner's delaying a measure
like this, when test eases and precedents show him so
plamly that he hasn't a leg to stand on before the law.
It would be far better and wiser for the attorney to agree
at once to so obviously wise a measure. That would be
sensible and comteous alike, and the sensible and com--
teous man is the one who will win in this world.
On July G Warden Buck wrote from Momence as fol-

lows:

I have sent for my boat so I can travel down tbe river and not
have to spend so much on tlie cars. I was atAroma .Sunday look-
ing after some parties who are in the liabit ot using a seine there,
1)111. they did not show up. In regard to tlie IMonienoe matter, I

Will see Mr. Woi'cestor and explain the sltnation of the R. R. Co.
iu the matter, and if they still refuse to go on with the flshways I
will serve notices on them. I think they will do the work with-
out any trouble when the matter is fully explained. All of the
dams, with the exception of the ones here and the large dam at
Wilmington, will have flshways- without any trouble. I shall
make a f rip down the river in my boat as soon as I can find out
what they intend to do here to-morrow, or as early as possible, for
I tliiuk there is a chance to get some of the men wno are using a
seine above Kankakee.—F. L. Buck.

The ways and means committee of the Kankakee As-
sociation met and appointed "hustling committees" for
the different clubs, comprised as follows: Mak-saw-ba,
Messrs. R. B. Organ, T. Brenton Leiter and W. H. Has-
kell: Cumberland, Messrs. H. D, Nicholla, C. D, Gam-
mon, Geo. T. Farmer, Capt. Sanborn; English Lake,
Messrs. Abner Price, A. M. Fuller, Chas. E. Deane and T.

C. Edwards; Water Valley, Mr, R. A. Turtle; ToUeston,
Messrs. F. A. Howe, O. H. Roche, W. R. Linn and A. G,
Swartz; Diana, Messrs. HenrvEhlers. John Press, Henry
Schaller and A. Stafford: North End Gun Club, Mr. Chas.
Burmeister; Pittsbttrgh Club (of Pittsburgh, Pa. ; grounds
near Davis, Ind.), IVIr. A. E. Kennedy; Prairie Gun Club,
Messrs. A. M. and George Hofmann; Grand Calumet
Heights, Dr. A. H. Harlan, Messrs. George Marshall and
W. L. Pierce. It would certainly seem that the above
corps of workers could raise sotne funds to protect th©
Kankakee. E. Hough.
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THE DEADLY SPEAR AND SET-LINE.
Editor Forest and Strcavii:

Bass and pike fishing hafe been very poor here on the
Susquehanna, From one to six lights can be seen nearly
every night from spearing boats manned by people who
don't care to fish in a legal way. and say they cannot
catch fish with a rod and line/ Well, I guess that is

«,hout true, for between them and another gang that
makes a business of making a network of the river with
set-lines reaching from shore to shore, it is plain enough
that before long nobody ^txII be able to catch any, and
this helped along with now and then a fyke net and
seine.

Is there some way to get at them? They claim to catch
only eels, catfish and suckers, and that they have a right
to spear them. I cannot find anywhere in the game and
fish laws of Pennslyvania, passed 1878-89, any such
privilege granted them. Of course, those fish are not
protected. They claim they don't catch or spear any
game fish, but that is not so, for I have foimd several
black bass that bad been speared—one that would have
weighed 4.rtbs,, the other nearly as much. They had
been speared and torn loose, or else had been thrown
away to keep them out of sight of the fish wardens, who
are doing all in their power to stop it. Two of them went
out and found some lines, but no owners; the lines were
baited vrith little stone catfish and angleworms, I assure
you those lines will not be set again, for the hooks were
unbaited and the lines cut in a hundred pieces, and before
this goes to press more of these deadly set lines will share
the same fate and the owners may have to settle besides.
Just think of it—line after line stretched across the river
with from 100 to 300 hooks baited with all kinds of
bass bait, and, with the spearing boats, the effect it will
have on our game fish can easily be foretold. It is not
only here, but above and below us as you ride along on
the train which follows the river for about one hundred
miles you can see most any night the lights from these
murdei'ous spearing boats. Perhaps even now some of
your old friends with their beautiful bronze back are
mutilated with the marks of the cruel spear; it may be
some old warrior that you had that fight with just below
there by that big rock last summer that you promised
yourself you wordd try next time you came down that
way. You are sure he would have weighed 51bs., and
now perhaps they have killed him as you would kill a
snake, without giving him a chance for his life. Is there
any way to stop this mode of catching fish? This river is

well adapted to bass with its rock and gravel bottom, over
which, in a good many places, the water runs very swift,
while in other places it is still and deep, so they can have
their choice. There will be plenty of fishing for all if

they were caught in a legal way. If we had some one
here like E. Hough to haul them over the coals as he did
those people in the Fox Lake region, through Fokest and
Stream, I think people would come to the conclusion that
it is time to use some means to stop it. A. V. E,
TOWAND^, Pa.

ANGLING NOTES.
THE best score for salmon so far reported was made

by Mi. Miu-dock on the York Eiver. During three
weeks in June he killed forty fish averaging 31|lbs.

Landlocked salmon are taken very well at Grand Lake
Stream, Maine, mostly by trolling. They are from 3 to
51bs. each in weight.

Mr. Henry B. Hyde has just started on a grand fishing
trip through Canada, He takes his family in a special
car over the Canadian Pacific R. R, to the Pacific coast,
stopping at the Nipegon and other famous fishing places.
He expects to be gone about two months.

Weakfish are fairly plenty, but bluefish and striped
bass are exceedingly coy and hard to please. It is inter-
esting to note in how many different ways the striped
bass are fished for. The fishermen along the Eastern
coast, at Newport, West Island, etc., use a short, stiff

rod, casting menhaden or lobster tail bait from raised
platforms into the ocean. Along the New Jersey coast
they generally cast from the beach, using white* or red
worms to attract the fish, and they consider it necessary
to have a 2 or 3oz. sinker on tlieii- line. In Barnegat Bay
a long bamboo "pole" without reel is the favorite, with a
light sinker and shedder crab bait. At Hell Gate the
bass are taken mostly by trolling at night with a hand-
line and a gang baited with sand worms. In the lower
Susquehanna River lajrge striped bass are taken by trol-
ling with a salted eel tail drawn over a No. 8 /0 sproat
hook. This makes a very tough and durable bait. So
that it seems as if every localitj' had some special way of
fishing, and from long experience the locai anglers gen-
erally know v?hat is best.

Prof. Bickmore stai'ted on the Portia last Saturday for
Newfoundland, After visiting the different fishing sta-
tions on that coast and the coast of Labrador he intends
to cross the island from Humber to Exploits River. The
Professor will undoubtedly have some fine fishing, and
will return well posted about the sea trout, salmon, etc.
and will also probably learn something about the flies of
Newfoundland.

chicken without a shudder. They had been taken from
the cold storage house and probably kept several days in
the restaurant. So while cold storage houses are im-
doubtedly a benefit in some resiDects, the sportsman re-
gards them as one of the greatest factors in the destruc-
tion of game fish. Scarlet-Ibis.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN GRAYLING.
OMAHA, Neb., July 1.—Editor Forest and Stre.am:

With a great deal of interest I notice in your issue
of July 3 an article on the Rocky Mountain grayhng.
The writer has met this gamy fellow frequently and

under varied circumstances, but'has never been able to
fully identify him, and being far distant from a railroad,
whenever an extra fine specimen worthy of sending to
such an authority as you are was caught, have been
unable lo ship one to you. I have caught this grayling
in sUeHuis in the Big Horn basin, in Wyoming, .and in
both forks of White River, in northwestern Colorado.
During the winter have seen him caught (although he
does not seem to be at all hungry then) through the ice
with a small piece of bullpout as bait. In tlie early
spring, during the first spring rise of the mountain
stream., I have had a good deal of pleasure with these fish
by casting below riflies (in the deep holes), using a very
light shot to sink the line a trifle, and with crawfish as
bait. From June, or after the streams clear after the
•ixme rise, they rise well to the fly. They have quite a
preference, at least so far as my experience goes, for the
brown-hackle, with a peacock body, and the royal-coach-
man. I have caught them weighing from 1 to 24lbs.
During early August, and when the weather" is very

warm, these fish have a habit of becoming very sluggish
and sleeping in the quiet shallow water above the riflies.

When they become thus lazy the most tempting fly in the
world cannot induce them to stir, and the writer has fre-
quently touched a big fellow with the end of his rod.
This is a habit which has given them a bad reputation
among fellow casters whom I have met, but when the
Rocky Mountain grayling is once hooked he makes a
splendid fight. His flesh, though not so fine in quality as
that of Salmo fontinalis, is very deMcate in flavor.

Big Horn.
[If our correspondent will send us a dorsal fin of the fish

we can then be sure of its species.]

Harj)er\'} Weekly lately devoted considerable space to
an flhustrated article booming the cold storage ware-
houses and mentioning the advantages of frozen fish and
game. I take it for granted that every one knows that
the keeping of game in cold storage houses is illegal, and
so it is to keep speckled trout—no matter when or where
purchased. This has been decided in the highest courts
through the eftorts of the M. Y. City Assotiatiou for the
Protection of Game. As for eating game or fish after it
has been frozen, that is a question of taste. The finer
and more delicate birds and fish are ruined for my taste.
They gradually become dry and without flavor, though
they may remain sweet. Again, though they may come
out of the freezer perfectly sweet and healthy, the minute
they thaw out they begin to spoil, so that a bird or fish
that was all right in the morning may be utterly ruined
for eating purposes before night and even unhealthy.
The best restaurants and hotels are giving up the use of
frozen fish on tlieir tables. I was served with prairie
chicken at the Hotel Brunswick last spring (for which
suit has been brought) that was simply frightful, thev
TPere go imr^tv m4 nasty. I oaiinot think of prairie

iNGLEwooD Fish and Game Corporation.—This club,
organized under the laws of New Brunswick, includes in
its membership about fifty merchants and professional
men in Boston, besides several New York and Connecti-
cut sportsmen. Its officers are: President, Andrew S.
March, Boston; Vice-President, Fred E. Whiting, Boston;
Treasurer and Assistant Secretary, Henry O. Cutter,
Boston; Secretary, Leonard B. Knight, Muequash, N. B.;
Directors: Andrew S. March, Henry P. Brigham, Leroy
S, Brown, Samuel Shaw, E. Noyes Whitcomb, Fred E.
Whiting, Henry E. Cobb, C. A. Hopkins, all of Boston;
Joshua Knight, Musquash, N. B. House committee:
Leroy S, Brown, GO Commerce st., Boston; Samuel Shaw,
IS Beacon street, Boston; Fred E, Whiting, Boston
Herald office, 355 Washington street, Boston, The direc-
tors report the securing of funds to cancel all indebted-
ness, and a new and long lease of property on the Mus-
quash River, in Sc, John and Kings counties, N. B., con-
taining 35,000 acres of land, with twenty lakes and con-
necting streams. The waters are stocked with sea
salmon, landlocked salmon and brook trout. A hatching
house with a capacity of 1,000,000 eggs, in which salmon,
brook trout and brown trout have been successfully
hatched this spring, is one of the improvements; its

troughs now contain about 25,000 brown trout. The
forests furnish deer, moose and smaller game. The prop-
erty is accessible from Boston by Boston & Maine R. R.
by two trains daily, and the steamers of the International
Steamship Co. three times 9, week.

The Lauhentain Cltjb,—The sixth annual general
meeting of the Laurentian Club was held at the Windsor,
Montreal, on Monday the 6th. The treasurer's reportshowed
that the club had had a good yea,r and that after making
various improvements to its extensive territory and
erecting new buildings it still had a balance on hand.
The club's prospects are very bright and its shares are in
such favor that it was decided to advance their price to
$300. A resolution was passed tendering the thanks of
the stockholders to all the officers, but especially to the
president, Mr. T. V, R. Brown, who, because of his inten-
tion to leave Montreal, did not wish to be re-elected. For
the past six years he has filled most satisfactorily the duties
of his position. Directors for the ensuing year were unani-
mously elected: Louis Sutherland, of Montreal; W. H.
Rintoul, of Montreal; David S. Cowles, of New York;
George H. Seeley, of New York; Joseph W. Howe, of New
York; W. Q. Riddle, of New York; Frederick Stancliffe,
of Montreal; Thomas Hiam, of Montreal; T. V. R. Brown,
of Montreal. At a meeting of directorss held afterward
the following officers were unanimously elected: Frederick
Stancliffe, of Montreal, President: Joseph W. Howe, of
New York, Vice-President; W. H. Rintoul, of Montreal,
Treasm-er: Thos. Hiam, of Montreal, Secretary. House
Committee, W. H. Rintoul, of Montreal; Louis Sutherland,
of Montreal; Joseph W. Howe, of New York.

Loch Leyen Trout in Bisby Lake.—Early in Janu-
ary, 1885, the United States received 100,000 eggs of Loch
Leven trout from Sir James G, Maitland, of Stirling,
Scotland. When these were distributed 10,000 were sent
to the Bisby Club, Herkimer county, New York, of which
Gen. R, U. Sherman was president. The trout hatched
from these eggs were reported by Gen. Sherman to be the
finest he had seen. The introduction of this new fish into
Bisby Lake was scarcely remembered, but early in June
the General was surprised in landing a 21b, trout'of a kind
unlike any of the species known in the lake, and which
he believes is certainly one of the forgotten Loch Levens,
If this prove true, the Bisby Club is to be congratulated
upon the success of its venture, and all who go a-fishing in
Bisby Lake will applaud thek enterprise, for the I^ch
Leven is a treasure._^

Halibut in Great South Bay.—Commissioner E. G.
Blackford was informed by ex-Senator Wagstaff, presi-
dent of the New York & Brooklyn Bridge, that the Hon.
Joseph J. O'Donohoe last week caught two small halibut,
one weighing 16 and the other l71bs., in Great South Bay,
close to the mussel beds. He has never known them to
be caught before in this locality. The halibut occasion-
ally migrates far south of its usual haunts; a few years
ago a 50ib. specimen was caught in the Potomac River,
at Colonial Beach, far above tide water.

Spruce Cabin, Canadensis, Pa,, was totally destroyed
by fire on the evening of June 95. For many years past
this place had been the resort of a number of New York
lovers of sport with rod and rifle, and its destruction by
fire will be learned with regret. The fii'e was discovered
through the sagacity of a fine Irish setter named Gyp,
the property of Geo. W. Blake, of the New York Sun.
Mr. Blake is an enthusiastic sportsman, and has annually
visited Spruce Cabin. At the time the fire broke out Mr.
Blake's brother, ,Iohn E. Blake, and his family were
sojourning there. On the evening named, Mr. Blake's
three children were asleep in an upper room, while Mrs.
Blake was reading in the parlor. About 9 o'clock Gyp
was heard whining and scratching up stairs. All the
men were absent save a friend of the Price Brothers, and
he, Mr. James Zabrieskie, took a stick and started up
stairs to drive the dog away, as Gyp had never been
aUowsd to ascend the stairs. Reaching the top of the
stau's Mr. Zabrieskie observed Gyp scratchmg at a door
with both paws, and seemingly greatly excited. Mr.
Zabrieskie opened the door, when a volume of smoke
and flame rushed out. Mr. Zabrieskie at once rushed to
the rescue of the children, and when they were safely
brought out Gyp left the burning building. Ten minutes
later it was a mass of flames. The Price Brothers lost
their all in the flames, but Spruce Cabin will at once be
rebuilt.—Kit Cuarke.

SO ALL THE WORLD OVER.
A charming ivomati, but not in lier first youtli, had to give

evidence in a French court. "Your age, madame?" To this
delicate question she replied that she was 30. "But," said the
magigtrate, "did you not tell me that you were 30 when you ap-
peared before me as a witness about two years ago?" "I think it

very likely," said madame, with a smile; "I am not one of those
women who say one thing to-day and another to-morrow." I was
telling this story at dinner one night, when an innocent damsel
sitting next me exclaimed, "Ah! what a glorious example of
truthfulness. How different are men. Why, my cousin Tom
caught a trout weighing lib. three years ago. Last year he said
it weighed SJ^Lbs., and this year it Ixas grown to 41hs."

"Noo, laird McGlashan, what was really the weicht o' that
awfu' big saumou you and Saunders killed last Saturday in the
Blick Dub Pool?" asked the McNab from the midst of a select
company who were enjoying the McGlashan's hospitality at a
rather late hour. "The weicht o't man? It was . Saunders,
man, Saunders," calling to his faithful henchman, "did ye weigh
the muckle saumon, Saunders?" "Deed aw weighed it, laird."

"Weel, then, tell the company a' aboot it." "Ye '11 excuse me
laird, but a canna mind thee noo to an exact pun; but aw heard
ye tell Captain McPherson after breakfast that it was twenty-five
pun, at luncheon time it was fifty pun, efter deuner, when ye sat •

ower the punch, it was sixty-five pun, and last Thing at nicht
when ye and themeenester wor ea'ing yin anither leears, it war
twa saumon eighty pun a-pieee.''—jPisMHg Gazette.

lenmh

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

St. Louis Notes.—Fishing has been fairly good during
the past two weeks, the water in the rivers, sloughs and
lakes being in fair condition. At Kid Lake the bass are
taking the fly freely. Many parties have been up the
Merrimac River, but no large catches have been reported.
In a trip of thirty miles into the country last week I
found an abundance of quail, and there will be fine shoot-
ing this faU.

—

^Aberdeen.

Rhode Island.—^A correspondent reports: "With a
friend I have been trouting four times and have caught
80 trout; the largest was a S-pounder. All together
weighed over 451bs. Game is doing finely, and it looks
as if this autumn's shooting would be good.—F. de C.

Blueeishing has been capital in Great South Bay and
numerous big catches have been reported. At Sayville,.
Islip, Fire Island and other places the returning fisher-
men have fairly staggered under their loa4s of and 81b.
fish,

Sept. 1 to 4.—Dog Show of the Youngstowu Kennel Club, at
Y'oungstown. O.
Sept. 8 to 11.—First Annual Dog Show of the Hamilton. Kennel

Clab, at Hamilton, Out.
Sept. 14 to 1«.—Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association Third

Internationa] Dog Show, at Toronto. C. A. St^ne, Sec'v and Supt
Sept. 23 to 25.—Inaugural Dog Show of the Montreal Exposition

Company, at Montreal, Canada.
Sept. 29 to Oct. 1.—Third Annual Dog Show, iu connection with

the Central Canada Fair, at Ottawa, Gat. Alfred Geddes, Supt.
im-i,

Jan. 13 to 11.—Second Annual Dog Show of the South Carolina
Kennel Association, at Columbia, S. C. F. P. Capers, Secretary
Greenville, S. O. j .

FIELD TlXIALS.
Nov. 2.-inatisurrtl Trials of the Ignited States Meld Trial Club,

at Bickuell, lud. P, T. Madison, Secretary.
Nov. hi.— Eastern PieM Trials Club's Thirteenth Annual Trials,

at High Point, N. C. Members' Stake No\% 13. W. A. Coster,
SerretyiT-
Nov. 30.-Cenlral Field Trial Club's Third Annual Trials, at

Loxiugton, N. C. C. H. Odell, Sec'y, 44 and 46 Wall street. New
York city.
Dec. 14.—Philadelphia Kennel Club's Field Trials. Charles E.

ConnoU, Secretar^%

A CUEIOITS CASE.—Loyds. Yc%.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Does a dog ever eat her own puppies when they
are three weeks old? A fine collie bitch whelped fotir pup-
pies under a hotise. They were removed on the day of their
birth to a kennel prepared for them. The bitch nursed them
very well until they were three weeks old. At that time a
rain storm occurred one night and she carried them back
under the house where they were born. She did not return
them to the same bed iu which they were littered but took
them to another place under the building, which was quite
large. The next day the puppies seemed to be whining and
crawling about, although they could not be seen. Shortly
afterward the bitch appeared with one of them in her
motith, dead, and the other three were never seen again
Did the dog eat her puppies three weeks old?—P. S. Hrjv-
TER. [At that age they would be able to crawl away from
the nest and may have died of exposure. It is very unusual
for a bitch to eat her pp.ppie.s after they hayij bg§n ojifp^,]
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UNITED STATES FIELD TRIALS DfeRBV.

EdMor Forest and Stream:
, ^ , -.^ , -

The. United States Field Ti-ial Club's Inauem-al Derby for

setters and pointers, born on or after Jan. 1, 1890, closed July

1. -with Si entries, of which there are 26 pointers, 3 Irish set-

ters and 54 English setters. The lisb id as follows:

ENGLISH SETX'EPvS.

Satoboen—Jos. H. and John A. Hunter's black andwhite
doe (Ben Hill—Daisy Hun tev). , „ ^ , , ,

DAO'S Makk—Jos. H. and -lolm A. Hunter's black, white

and tan doe (Dad Wilson- Daisy Hunter).

HonpiEE Girl—Jos. 11. and John A. Hunter's orange and
white birch (Dad Wilson—Daisy Hiinter).

FiKKSZi—H. J, Smith's l)b3.ck, wkiteandtan bitgh (Gath's

Mark—Flame GMadstone). j , ..^ ^
PmxcE Foxzo—H. J. Smith's lemon and white dog

(Gath's iVTai-k—Flame Gladstone).

EUBY GLADSTOi^e -H. .1. Smith's black, wliite and tan.

bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Diamond).
B ACE SoBLR, Jn.—J. 13. Roberts's white and brown dog

(Race Noble—Fannie t^.),
, , , , ,

Hop. CoopRi; ~P.lue Ridge Kennels' bLaek, white and tan

dou (R.oi D'Or-Miss Nellie Y.).
-, ^ , ,

KvHLi\K—Dine Ridge Kennel's black, -white and tan bitch

(Gath's Mark—Flame Gladstone).

Rkkl—Blue Ridge KenneLs' black, white and tan bitch

(Roderitro—Lufra).
, , ,

Dap's G]i:r.—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch ( Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl).

Llij.y—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—Lee GlaVlstone).
, ,^ ^ , x t. ,

HiLDE&AKD—Paul H. Gotzian's lemon beltdn bitch (Monk
of Furness—Countess Amelia).
I/ATOA^A IT.—Poston & Burdell's black, white and tan

bitch (Paul Gladstone—Lnt.ouia).
GOLOSEL—.J. A. Balmer's black, white and tan dog (Jack

W.—Stockinsz).
. , , .

Krsa Ti!iii.K— A. Corrodi & C. S. Greer's chestnut and white
dog (' oin Gladstone—Blanch Roderigo).

Drttid'.s Lilly-G. A. Day's orange and white bitch

(Ruby's Druid—Cricketer).

DiaiiD's pRii'E— G. A. Day's orange and white bitch

(Ruby's Druid—Cricketer).
, , ^ ,

COLNT Druid-(3. a. Day's orange and White aog(.Ruby'.s

Druid— Cricketer).
"WUN Lung's Sistee—S. J. McOarbney'.s liver, white and

tan bitch (Captain Bethel—Enid).
Mrss Prim—AUen Mehle's lemon and white bitch (Rod-

erigo—Queen Ella .Noble).
, . , ,

Labx FRANCES-Chas. A. Travis's bitph (M'oiafe o£ Fijrhess

—Merry Girl). , , . t.
Doc QriNN—Chas. A. Travia's dog (Monk of Furness—

MeiiyGirl).
, , .r^ -r. t

ijON-j. R. Hay.s's orange and white dog (Dom Pedro—

FRA^yK DoNCAsTKR—M. C. WilciS'S' lemon and white dog
(Gladsome-Ruby Doncaster).

, . . , , „
Tough—T. J. Widrig's black and white ticked dog (Ben

Tjjy —Nellie W.)-
Nellie Noble—G. T. Kerr's black, white and tan bitch

(Race Noble—Fannie S.).
. ^ ^ ^

Booth—B. Ridgway's black, white and tau dog (King
Noble—Queen A^ashli).

, ^. , ^ , , ^
LiGERO—Bert Crane's black, white and ticked bitch (Rod-

erigo—Maud).
, ^ ,

Cazadob—Bert Crane's black, white and tan dog (Roder-

^"FlB^-^^Bert Cr^ne^s black and white ticked dog (Roderigo
-Maud).

and tn..: \ t-: T-'^derieo-Ome S.).
, .

p,;r - Royal Phelps Carroll and J. M. Avent's
blacW t lu dog (Roderigo—OllieS.).

CHAt;, iv . l. M. Avent and Bayard Thayer's black,

white and ran dog (Roderigo ;),

CAMiLLii—J. M. Aveiit .and Bayai-d Thayer's M-aok, white
and tan bitch (Jean Val Jean—Haydee).
ILDPH0S.9E—J. K. Dager's dog (Toledo Blade—Lizzie Glad-

stone).
Maid of Alaia—A. J. Gleason's (agent) black and white

bitch (Dan Foreman—Don's Nellie).
, , .

Belle of Alaia - A- J. Gleason's (agent) black, white and
tau bitch (Dan Foreman—Don's Nellie).

QuEE^v" OP Alma—A. J. Gleason's (agent) black und white
bitch (Dan Foreman—Don's Nellie).

Gloeiana— A. J. Gleaison's (agent) black and white bitch

(Dan Foreman—Don's Nellie).

Belle BALiruis— a, j Gleason's (agent) black and white
bitch (Captain G. -Queen's Blanch).

Fltayv^'vA:—N, T. Harris's black, white and tan bitch

{(T.^th's Hope—Dimple).
Wttn Ll^^&—N. T. Harris's black, white and tan dog

(Captain Bethel—Enid).
^ ^ , , , ,

Manitoba Pet—Thos. Johnson s black, white and ticked
bitch (Dick Bondhu—Mauitoba Belle).

MouKiE—J. 1. Case, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

(King Noble—Queen Vashti).
LADT ELaiN—J. I. Case, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch

(King Noble—Queen Vashti).
BoHEMiA^f Lass—A. Bonstedt's lemon and white bitch

(Dad Wilson—Bohemian Girl).

Pembroke's Blue Don—W. J. Hutchinson's black, white
and tan dog (Pembroke's Don—Blue Cubas).
Beuce M.— a. B. Morgan's blue belton dog (Richard IV.

—Rural Neva).
MAT Giel—A. B, Morgan's liver, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—May M.).
, , , .

Maek Twain—Mrs. S. A. Elliott's black, white and tan
dog (Ben W.—Cybella Lea).

^ ^

Hope's Maek—J. M. Lasseter's black, white and tan
bitch (Gath's Hope—Lady May).
Bessie L.—A. AI. Hildebrandt's black, white and tan

bitch (Noble Dan—Tennessee).
- pointeks.

Black. Wonder-Jos. H. & John H. Hunter's black dog
(Ike—Bang Bang's Pride). ,

, , , ^. , ,
Abbess oe Kent—Frederick Joy's liver, white and ticked

bitch (King of Kent—Lonnie Bijau),
, ., ,

Dude N.—Oug & Shuttleworth's liver, white and ticked

dog (Ossian—Fancy).
Sarah—R. A. Baker's liver and white bitch (Black Joe,

Jr.—Scudder's Queen).
, , ^

Bust Ceox—Chas. A, Paetzel's liver and white bitch
(Ossian—Fancy).

. , ^ .

Shot S.—W. B. Sheldon's orange and white dog (Spring
Bok—Flush).

,

McMANUS'fS Hero—Thos. Ward McManus's black dog
(Black Joe—Dianorah).

, . , , ,
McMakus's Alone—Thos. W^ard McManus's black dog

(Black Joe—Dianorah). ,
' McManus's Countess Wand.a—Thos, Ward McManus's
black bitch (Black Joe—Dianorah).
MClManus's Wishbone-Thos. Ward McManus's black

dog (Black Joe—Dianorah).
McManu.s's Ace of Spades—Thos. Ward McManus's

black dog (Black Joe—Scudder's Queen).

My Ladt—Horace F. Wood's lemon and white bitch

(Shoh—Forest Queen).
.

Fokest lassie—Horace F. Wood's lemon and white bitch

(Shoh—Forest Queen).

Don—J. L. Adams's liver and white dog (Crup—Peach).
Fa^tnie Kiek—Dr. J. G. F. Holston's liver and white

bitch (Kirk—Croxteth Nellie).
Doc Faustek—Dr. J. G. F. Holston's lemon and white

dog (Count Fauster—Croxteth Nellie).

Lord Drake—C. G. Stoddard's liver and white dog (Luck
of the Goat— .Meteor's Trinket)
Black Chloe—St. Louis Kennel Club's black bitch

(Black Joe—Sf^udder's Queen).
Manitou— St. Louis Kennel Club's black and white dog

(Liuck of the Goat—Clarv).
PROMOTtON- Dr. JohnR. Daniels's Ifemon and white dog

(Lord Graphic—Belle),
Phanto.m—St. Mark M. Mundy's liver, white and ticked

dog (Krup—Zeka).
Hops II,—Ossian Pointer Kennels' liver, white and ticked

bitch (King of Kent—Hops).
Little One—N. R. Fishel's liver white and ticked bitch

(Nicodemus—Fannie V. Croxteth).
RoxANNA—A. J. Gleason's (agent) liver, and white bitch

(Cornerstone—Guerm).
Sensation Pearl—G. A. Day's lemon and white dog

(Bounce—Minnie Ha Ha).
Don oe Ossian—Geo. A. McLin's (agent) liver, white and

ticked dog (Ossian—Cherrystone).
IRISH setters.

KiLDAKE Carmen-Gus Leisy's red bitch (Elcho, Jr.—
Ruby Glenmore).
Eric Elcho—B. F. Kramer's red dog (Lee Grouse—Delia).
Fannie—Tom Taggart's red bitch (Dick Swiveler—

Frankie),

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB MEETING.
JSditor Forest and Stream,:
The regular qua.rterly meeti ng of the National Beagle Club

was held on July 10, 1891, at 266 Washington street, Boston,
Mass. President O. W. Brooking called the meeting to order
and made the following remarks: "At this, our regular
quarterlymeetingitbehoovesmeto saya few words in regard
to our past and present acts. As the time is limited I will

going
regard to the training of beagles. Although I have not written
anything on the suhiect as yet, I hope to say a few words in

the near future. It is a good cause and I would like to hear
from every otiieer and member of the N. B. C. on the subject.

I have only this to add as a fundamental principle: First,

never give a command unless required and then be prepared
to enforce it at aay cost. I thank all for the courtesy shown
me and the hearty support which I have received from both
officers and members."
Roll call of officers showed two absentees. Minutes of last

meeting read and approved. Special committee on a place
to hold field trials reported progress and wasinstructed to go
to Nanuet. N. Y., and ascertain the desirability of the place
for field trials and to report at executive committee meeting
as soon as possible. Special committee on incorporation
reported and desired immediate action. H. V. Jameson was
chosen clerk and W. A. Power, chairman pro tern, and were
duly sworn.
The constitution and by-laws were read and adopted. The

election of officers resulted in the re-election of the present
incumbents who were duly sw^orn.

Amendments to constitution and by-laws were read and
adopted as follows: Art. V., Sec. 3: "Seven members present
and voting shall constitute a quorum of the club."

Sec. i: Four members present and voting shall constitute
a quorum of the executive committee."
By-Law.s.—Art. V.—"The initiation fee shall be S.5, which

must accompany the application."
Art. VI. "The annual dues shall be $5, payable semi-

annually in advance."
Under new busiue.ss the field trials were taken up and it

was voted to have the following classes: Class for dogs
15in. or under, class for dogs 13in. or under, class for bitches
loin, or under, class for bitches ISin, or under and a final

class to decide absolute winner.
g More discussion followed about prizes and entrance fee, but
nothing was voted upon. It was voted to leave all matters
not provided for, in the hands of the executive committee.
Moved to adjourn. Hubite.

USE AND FANCY.
EdMor Forest mid Stream:
The letters between Messrs. Fellows and Mason are ex-

cellent in more ways than one. They are practical, in-

structive and of admirable tone. Mr. Mason's is particularly
good in being a strong representation of his side of the ques-
tion throughout. Both letters are dangerous, on the prin-

ciple that "a little knowledge is a dangerous thing," and as

few readers as well comprehend the bearings of the subject
of the discussion as Messrs. Mason and Fellows, the danger
is that raw hands, those who have only "gone in" to fancy to

thedepth of their shoe soles, willnot heed the lessons taught,
and absorb only one side of the question. For instance, we
all remember how it was when the pointer Beaufort was on
the boards; unable to cope with him as a show dog, the
owners of the vanquished ones relied on "Oh he is only
a show dog, wait until he meets in the field and you will

see where he is!" Mr. Mason did put the dog in the field and
the result is not forgotten. This was "a safety valve." Mr.
Fellows keeps his fifes too level to need a safety valve to his

boiler, but he knows full well the number of fellows who
run boilers with the water below the lower gauge cock and
the steam gauge out of sight. This class of fanciers send
their dogs to shows and expect to win on their field value;

about as sensible as multiplying a pound of sugar to a quart
of molasses. Then again, Mr. Mason's view of the case is

dangerous and has wrought great mischief, the fireman filled

his furnace to the top, chained down his safety valve and
adjourned to indulge in other occupations more congenial for

the rest of the da}^ and the boiler naturally "went up." To
drop the metaphor, crude fanciers got their otherwifse empty
heads filled up with the idea that the distinguishing feature

of a breed was the only one resulting in a lot of grand headed
cripple-i being elevated to the position of the only ensamplers
of mastiff type, or "Uncle Dick's" pet abmination, the croco-

dile spaniel, as the genuine form of the breed.

Of course if one view is to prevail entirely, to the neglect

of the other, Mr. Fellows' is that one, .simply because practical

use is, and always will be, of more importance than fancy
points, but there is no necessity whatever of any such con
elusion. It should always be borne in mind that while dogs
are only looked at in shows, and nothing but their appear-

ance should have any weight with the judge, he should
always look at them with consideration of what their use is,

and despite all considerations of "character," most valuable

as character is, the great points in a dog are those that fit

him for his proper use. Take Mr. Mason's illustration of a

prick-eared spaniel, such an animal would be utterly un-
characteristic; yet, should such a one compete with one
radically defective in some essential for his use, the latter

should be preferred. It is more in the condemnation of dogs

Mills took such grounds. Such acquaintance as I have had
with Dr. Mills strongly impresses me in favor of his sincerity

and well meaning, and I fully believe this letter was written
in this spiril], but I would point out to him the very serious
nature of his charge that statements have recently been
made in Forest and Stream that were false as to fact and
offensive in spirit. Such a charge, under the circumstances,
and with the context, can only apply to one party, and surely
Dr.Mills recognizes the wrong of bringing such a charge with-
out giving the specifications to support it? I fancy that Dr.
Mills if far adrift as to the true function of dog shows. He
dwells on Elcho having a thickened e.ar in consequence of

some injury, and apparently thinks that the judge should
have taken this into consi'deration. Now, this is utterly
wrong; the judge should concern himself with nothirg
whatever but the dog's appearance at the time he sees it. If

going beyond this and taking related matters into considera-
tion in making his awards is to be permitted, where can we
stop.s* Imagine the endless confusion that will result if the
judges stray off into all sorts of considerations as to why the
dog appears as he does. Dr. Mills's implied censures on Mr.
Huntington, the judge of greyhounds at the last New York
show are also unjust. Mr. Huntington was strongly averse
to judging on that occasion, repeatedly urging other judges
on the show, and finally consented to act at the urgent re-

quest of the club authorities and only to avoid the butcher-
ing of the classes he dreaded, and the fact of his having
recently owned some of the specimens he would be called on
to judge, is of no weight with those who know him. I ex-
pressly wish to be understood as writing this without any
ill feeling to Dr. Mills, but such statements as his are mis-
chievous and should not pass unchallenged. W. Wade.
HuLTON, Pa., July 11.

of useful qualities, while the extravagancies of unbridled

fancy, have wrought immense mischief and always will do

so until a bridle is fitted on. W. WADE.

P. S.—Since writiugthe above, I have read Dr. Mills's con-

tribution in your issue of July fl, and am very sorry that Dr.

AMERICAN KENNELS.-II.
ORIOLE KENNELS.

THE other afternoon, as the quicksilver was dawdling in
the nineties, I thought it an appropriate time for a

little sea voyage. So arming myself with a camera, it was
not long before I was comfortablv seated on the ferry boat
MiddletowD, bound across New York Bay for Bay Ridge.
Readers of Forest And Stream are aware that on Mr. John
A. Logan, Jr.'s, departure for Europe Mr. Harry E. Twyford
was given full charge of his kennel of fox-terriers, and con-
sequently they were all brought from Youngstown, O., to

Mr. Twyford's home, in Bay Ridge, by the whilom manager
Mr. Peck. Meeting Mr. Twyford a few weeks since, he said,

"When I've had time to straighten things out a bit come
down and see me." It was not long before he was ready.
Arriving at Bay Ridge, I inciuired the way, and soon found
that both manager and dogs were well known in the village.

Bay Ridge is a suburb or continuation of Brooklyn, and not
far from the station, on the line of the steam cars familiarly
known as the "dummy," Mr. Twyford's home is pleasantly
situated in a large plot of ground with excellent shade trees

all round. It was late when I arrived and friend Twyford
had almost given me up, so we adjourned immediately to

the kennels. Mr. Twyford is an Englishman, and has been
over here several years. His brother is a well-known fancier
on the other side, and he himself has always had a dog or
two, so that Mr. Logan, as events have proved, did not go
far wrong in selecting him to look after his interests. He
has the full management of the kennels. Mr. Logan is now
on the lookout for something good in the fox-terrier line,

and will no doubt when he returns, towards the end of this
month, bring a good bitch or two with him. As your readers
are aware Mr. Thayer recently purchased Pitcher ond Dono
at a long price from Mr. Logan. Opening a wire door past
Mr. Bernheimer's terriers, which are also kenneled here
(among them Raby 'Trigger), we entered the kennel yai'ds.

At the back of the house stands a medium-sized barn, ia
which are several compartments, in size about 6 by 4ft., with
partitions about 6ft. high, half wood, half wire. Although,
owing to the new kennel not being completed, it is a hard
matter to house all the dogS) yet by the exendse of prudence
and ingenuity Mr. Twyford has managed to get them all in.

I say prudence advisedly, for this is a trait that every man
who essays to keep a kennel of fox terriers should have in a
.superlative degree, especially when cramped for room. The
reason I need not state here, the erring one would very soon
find out. I could detect no' offensive smell, although the
afternoon was intensely hot, and was told that Walker's
soluble creosote was the disinfectant used.
In the first compartment I found Valens, a dog that has

won several prizes, among them first at Birmingham, Eng.,
in 1890. He has a white body, with almost whole tan head,
which rather spoils his appearance, though his head is

fairly well formed and of good punishing length. As I have
said before, it is not my province to criticise dogs in the.se

articles, that can be left until they are once more under the
fierce light of public competition. Valens was whelped .Jan.

31, 1889, and is by the noted sire Pitcner out of Flossie, by
Velasciuez out of Pickles; Pitcher by Brockenhurst Jim out
of Waffodilly, by Akeley Joe out ot Dahlia, by Poiler, run-
ning back still further to Old Foiler, Belgrave Joe, Brock-
enhurst Joe and many others noted in the records of fox-
ten-ier lore. As might be expected, he is getting and has
got some good stock. His breeder is Mr. Vicary, of Eng-
land. In the next compartment four young pups by Dusky
Trap were trying to worry their mother Verdict, she looking
as plump and fat as a mole, as if her maternal duties fully

agreed with her. The pups were lively and full of fun.
One, a white one with tan patches, looks very promising,
ears well carried and having lots of bone.
Verdict, the roTJther, is well known, having won her spurs

while in the Blemton Kennels, from whom Mr. Logan pur-
chased her. She was bred by Mr. Belmont, and is by cham-
pion Result out of Diadem, the latter, I believe, imported
171. utero, and was whelped JVlay. 1886. She is white, with a
black and tan spot on eye. As she can claim five champions
in as many generations back in her pedigree, it is at once
seen that this bitch will come honestly by any future win-
ners she may produce. She is a litter sister to Tiara, which
has done so much winning. Bred to dogs of Valens's style

she should breed something good. Verdict was sent over to
England to the Jubilee show in 1887, but failed to get into
the money, taking vhc. in the open and reserve in the novice
class.

"Now stand back, please," says friend Twyford, as he re-

leases Dominica.the pride of the kennel, from durance dou'ily

vile. Then out into the yard frisks one of the sensational
bitches of the past spring circuit. This kennel had what is

known on the turf as a "cinch" on the ladies' division in the
for-terrier classes at the different shows this spring with Dono
in the open and Dominica in both the open and puppy clas.' es;

for it must be remembered that Dominica has kept but one
birthday as yet, she having been whelped in 1890, and is by
Dominie out of Daphina. She was bred by Mr. Redmond.
She will, it is believed by many good judges, pass her
whilom kennel mate in the struggle tor honors when she is

fully let down, and this her coming litter by Volunteer is

expected to accomplish. It was intended that she should be
bred to Mr. Thayer's Russley Joker, but Blemton Volunteer
would stand no such unfairness as that, and the promised
litter will claim him as the sire; and perhaps, considering
his build and his breeding, it won't be much of a faux 'pas

after all.

Dominica came over with Dono and arrived half an hour
before judging time at the New York show and captured, in
spite of being in sea going trim, first prize in the open class

for bitches. Sbe afterward ran second to Dono, her kennel
mate, in the open classes till Cleveland, where Dono moving
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up into the challenge class, she took first in the oppn. Of
course the puppy hit^h class was at her mercy till Cbicago,
wbea she had veacherl the limit of twelve months. There is
something very intellicreut in this bitch's expression, some-
thioff ''beyond the eye"' as the S'-tyins goes, aod when she
lets down and feels her fpet, she Vill be one of the best in
the country at present. Next to receive the welcome sum-
mons and hear the familiar sound of the donr latch lifted
was old champion Bacchanal, an old friend, and one I
always thought a terrier from one end to the other, and had
he only a new set of teeth he could still give the best of them
a shnke in more senses than one. His molars or rather the
want of them have often made the nudges turn unwillingly
away to others who could show an even month. Terrier
like in appeju-ance he is fully entitled, from his illustrious
progenitors, to all his good looks, for is he not by champion
The Belgmvisn out of champion Bedlamite, by chamrjiou
Joker ont of Rosamond, by champion Brockenhurst Rally
out of Jess; champion Joker, bv champion Jester 11. out of
BeMutv; champion The Belerav'sn. bv Belgrave Joe out of
Old White Vic. He was whelped in July, ISSl. The Rev.
T. C, Fisher bred Bacchanal. In his list of winnings he can
claim firsts in England at Oxford, Brighton. Sonthdown
Fox-ten-ier Club shows in 1885, and first ;it Crystal P;iIacRin
1S8(5, and in this country firsts at New York,' Philadelphia,
and several challenge prizes. In color he is white with a
few ticks an his ears
Then csme a terrier of a different mould, Blemton Ran-

sack, head too thick hut good in bone, body, coat and front.
He is white with a black and tan marked head. He was bred

examine, and she looked in excellent shape, though showing
signs of her visit to Valens, with whom she should nick
well. This bitch was bred by Mr. Belmont, as her name
M'ould imply, and is now four years old. She is by The
Moonstone out of Medi.a, .and runs back to champions Dia-
mond Dust, Rovsterer, Diadem, Brockenhurst Rally, etc.
Her list of winnings is a fairly large one. She was second
in the Produce and Tomboy stakes of 1888, and is now in the
challenge class.

I must say that Mr. Twyford deserves great credit for the
condition he shows the whole kennel in. I saw no signs of
skin disease, and all are well muscled and fleshed up. Bis-
cuits, scraps and me.al are fed to the dogs. In front of the
stable is a large yard where another kennel with eight com-
partments is in course of construction. These will have
small runs attached tc them, thus allowing the innaates
continual fresh air. I asked Mr. Twyford liow he managed
to keep everything so quiet, for fox-terriers are proverbially
noisy customers. "Well, you see," he said, "when they came
here they were like a lot of savages and I could do nothing
with them, but they recognize me now as the autocrat of the
kennel—you see that whip—well, therehv hangs a tale, and
they've felt it." I understood. Now the dogs are as docile
as possible and mingle one with the other with the greatest
cordiality, while friend Twyford seats himself in the arm-
chair in the yard and, smoking his pipe, examines every one
of the dogs when the boy turns them oiit for exei-cise every
morning. At night they are liable to make a noise, as the
situation is rather near the main road, but a bell hangs in
the kennel connected with the boy's sleeping compartment.

THE FOX-TERRIER DOMINIGA.
Owned by Mr. John A. Logan, Jr., Youngstown, Oliio.

at the Blemton Kennels and whelped June ;-'0, 1889, aud
boasts for a father none other than the well-known ''as he
presents himself" dog. Lucifer, or Lucifer (as in Pneseuti),
as we generally dud it in the catalogues, a puzz'e to every
one till the urbane German Hopkins vouchsnffs the desired
information as to its meHuing. The peerless Rachel is his
mother, a>>d she is by champion R- suit, liut Ransack hardly
does either justice. His winrings need l ot be mentioned
here. When R^nsack turned in Richmond (>ack took his
place for inspection He was whelped March 1, 1S84, and is
white with black head and patch on neck. He is by l^vtbam
Crack out of Ljtham Flo. and a-oes back to old Moslem II.,
that came over to this country in ISSL In his salad days he
won several prizes at sm.tll shows in England and vhc. and
he, at Youngstown, O., a^d Toronto, Can. respectively. He's
a ''thifk 'un," and cannot by any stretch of courtesy be
called a show dog and he's even a bit too cloddy for utility,
so 1 really did not know what to do with him except as'k
Twyford to put him back again.
Then came a dog I have not seen since 1886 at the New-

port fox-terrier show, where I believe he won in the veteran
class for thp Rutherford brothers, who owned him so long
and then gave him to Mr. Logan. He is, of course, now in
drivelling dotage as regards bis head, blind in one eve, gray
in muzzle, with teeth all gone, still he looks a terrier, and Iam told is yet a sure stock getter, though he is just eleven
years old this month. Hp is by N,iiler out of Active, and
was bred by Messrs. L. & W. Rubherfurd. Wasp II. npxt
claimed my attention, and she was whelped in March, 1883,
is white with black and tan head. Champion Raby Tyrant,
one of the winners of bygone time, is her sire, and Wakely
Nettle her dam. Her claim to mention is that she is the
moth er of Rctby Tarquin.
At the same time Blemton Vice ran out into the yard.

Never much of a favorite of mine, as she is more suited to a
lady s lap, judging from her slight build, th=m the duties of
a terrier. She is small and lathv. but no doubt will do to
breed to such heavily built dogs as Ransack and Crack.
She was bred by Mr. Belmont, and whelped Feb. 13, 1889, is
white with a black and tan patch on eve. She is by Dusky
Trap out of Belgrave Viola, and is full of Splinter blood,
bhe has been placed at several shows. I saw a nice pup by
Ransack out of this bitch, the heaviness of the sire being
toned down by the dam.
Blemton Rapture came next; she is too lathy for good

terrier form. In color, white, with black and tan markings.
She IS hy Regent out of champion Rachel, and was whelped
Oet. 10, 1887. In pedigree she goes back to champion Spice,
who It will be remembered, was imported to this country
by Mr. Ed. Kelly, and almost before he had time to look
around, as it were, was nipped to death between the power-
ful jaws of the deerhound Heather in the summer of 1886.
Dusky Daze is a large bitch, whelped March 14, 1888, but I
cannot say much if anything iu her favor; she is too Urge
altogether and leggy in the extreme, the fault of her sire
Dusky Trap, intensified. Her dam is Daze. Claiming
Duskj' Trap's pedigree on one side, she is also full of Splinter
bloocT

Something better then answered the whistle, Warren Vice
aud Warren Sparkle, both purchased at the Rutherfurd sale
during the New York dog show in Febuary last. The
former has a nicish body but is a bit snipy in niuzzle; a nice
stamp of brood bitch though. She is white, with ears
ticked. Valens is responsible for her coming litter. Warren
Sparkle is by champion Splanger. Her strong point is body,
legs are fair, head faulty. She was bred to Pitcher but
missfd, and next time she will form the acquaintance of
Vdlens. Then two pups, by Le Logos out of Ripture, gam-
boled around for awhile, and these were followed by a t)

months old pup by Rubicon out of Marghuerite. He shows
the head faults of his sire and is a bit long cast, otherwise a
fair pup.
A prize winning puppy nest trotted out, one I gave first

to at Cleveland when a couple of months old or thereabouts,
but I cannot say that it will be a hard matter to chronicle
its futjore winnings. Blemton Brilliant was the last one to

aud when that rings theyknow enough to keep their mouths
shut. Mr, Twyford, like most Englishmen, is fond of out-
door sporty, and just now cricket occupies his .spare
moments. So after a wash we took the cars to the cricket
grounds of the Fort Hamilton Cricket CUtbandindulged in a
little practice for the match with Staten Island that was to
come off on thp morrow After an hour's plav we returned,
and Mrs. Twyford's kind hospitalitif^s and a pleasant chat
and smoke afterward, brought a very enjoyable evening to a
close. H. W. L.

GREYHOUND MGN FOR GREYHOUNDS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have been watching the rather one-sided struggle which
the National Greyhound Club is making to secure a stud
book of their own, with some little anxiety, and I must add
amusement, since I saw the paragraph in your "Dog Chat"
a week or two since. As a breeder of greyhounds, and one
who wishes to see this grand breed take the position it is
entitled to, in my mind the foremost in the rank of sporting
dogs, I think it time to protest against any such imposition
as this "addendtim" business. The main and vital point of
the whole argument is that greyhound men require some
means whereby they can be sure that the pedigrees as given
in the stud book are correct. Now, is the A. K. 0. stud
book committee willing, and have they the facilities at
hand to verify and trace up these pedigrees, and if not, why
should the greyhound men have to pav fifty cents for the
privilege of listing in the appendix? We might be willing
to pay fifty cents extra if we could be assured that the com-
mittee would verify the pedigrees, but will they do it? Will
they not rather, as at present, turn the work over to the
specialty club as is customary? Then they, the A. K. C. get
the money for what a few greyboimd "men spend many
weary hours in unravelling. There are many men inter-
ested in greyhounds who do not care a rap for other breeds,
and who would be willing to pay a dollar or more for a
separate book, but hardly care to incur that expense for the
sake of looking at the pedigrees of seventeen greyhounds,
the number in the last issue of the A. K. C. stud book.
The time will soon come aud is almost here now when the

interchange of good running blood in greyhounds between
the East and the Far West and England will become more
general than at present, therefore it is very important that
some such safeguard as the National Greyhound Club pro-
Eoses to assume should be instituted at once. We are told
y those who take little interest in the sport, that coursing

in America will never amouut to much, and especially in
the East. This is a pessimistic view I cannot agree with.' for
I feel sure from present indications coursing will become a
recognized sport here, and especially so if the plans of the
N. G. C. are carried out as intended, so that natural cours-
ing may be indulged in. If the A. K. C. is afraid of losing
the paltry income they derive from the present order of
greyhound registration, and do not wish to lose their hold
on the greyhound interest, I am sure that with a fee of one
dollar in a stud book of their own, the National Grej'hound
Club could afford to pay a percentage of twenty-five cents
on each registration to the coffers of the A. K. C. This is,
of course, only a suggestion, in ease the club decided to still
sail under the A. K. C. banner; and as a discussion is the
only means of finding out the opinions of the majority, I
simply advance it as such, and think that it should nieet
with the approbation of the A. K. C. magnates, as it secures
to them an income which, I take it, is what they are after,
with no trouble to themselves.
Under the present rules of the A. K. C. a winner of two

first prizes can be registered in the stud book. I do not
think this, in the case of greyhounds, is one to be encour-
aged. In looking for true blood lines the amateiu' breeder
in the future will see this dog in the stud book, and, natur-
ally supposing him a blue blood, will use him or his get,
when for all he knows this dog may not have had a pedi-
gree, though he be an Apollo in form, and his ancestry be
such that the infusion of this dog's blood into his kennel
mayTvork incalculable harm. It. is nob always the hand-

!
soraest dog that sires or begets the best progeny; there are

i many, very many, instances to prove the contrary. It is the
true blood that has been instrumeotal through many gener-

; ations in bringing anyone breed to perfection, either in
speed, field qualities or form; this the breeder should strive
to obtain, and this is where the National txreyhouad Club
ought to protect present and future breeders, and are vviiliug
to do so through pure love of the breed aud an ambition
that America should have the best. Will the A. K. C. stud
book committee find time to do as much? 1 think not.
Then let the greyhound men have a separate stud book^
Specialty clubs in En.gland have their own stud books, and
the Greyhound Stud Book has long been a treasured work
of record.
The greyhound men have little to gain by an affiliation with

the A. K. C, and if I can judge the feeling aright, if the A.
K. C. will not let them do as they wish in this instance, why
break loose and let us stand on our own bottom. Tf the.
greyhound men find they must pay §1.50 for a registration
that is vprifled in the A. K. C. stud book by themselves, are
they not foolish to do so when with a little "refreshing inde-
pendence" they can have a carefully compiled book of their
own for a fee of $1 or less? Kixii Cob.

T
DOG CHAT.

HE question is often asked at dog shows, when the Mex-
ican hairless are seen shivering iu their cages, of what

po.ssible use they can be. The answer is sometimes given
'None that I know of except that they can do without any
hair." The reply of Judge Mastei-son to a reporter of the
Chicago Hcrnld would indicate that they have a hidden
power little known outside their native country. This
gentlenian was asked what was his most novel experience
in Mexico. "Hunting the pumas or spotted leopards," was
the reply, and he related the following: "About a month
ago we were in the southern part of the State of Chiapas,
which borders on Central America. One day a party was
gotten up to hunt the spotted leopards. We left the" haci-
enda at sunrise with a pack of thirty dogs, not the American
hunting dog, but those little hairless Mexican animals that
you see in the streets of this city once in a while. As we
rode away I asked the guides where the guns were. They
said we needed no guns, and we rode on. After going a few
miles we reached the celebrated ruins of Palcuque. There
the dogs began to prick up their ears and dash away. After
a short run they treed one of the finest pumas I have ever
seen. It was an immense animal, and, as he swung to and
fro on a limb of a tree, his picturesque coat shining in the
sun's rays, I could only think what a study for an artist. The
dogs encircled the tree and began to bark. How they did
yell and howl! It was the queerest, weirdest sound that I
had ever heard. Standing still and looking up at the
beautiful prisoner, these trained dogs howled like demons.
Soon I saw the effect. The leopard walked out tc the end
of the li rab and gazed fixedly at the dogs below. He did not
appear frightened, but charmed. And he was. The leopard
had been hypnotized by the dogs. The spotted beast acted
like a sleep-walker, and if he had not been under a spell he
would have fallen from the dangerous position that he had
taken on the tree. When he was declared to be thoroughly
hypnotized one of our guides went up the tree and fastened
a little rope around the leopard's neck. The other end was
tied to the tree. The guide patted the dangerous animal as
he would bis pony, and the beast did not notice it in the
least. The man came down the tree, and we called off the
dogs. Then the leopard came out of the trance with a start
and attempted to jump away from the little grass rope on
his neck. He fell downward and was hanged to death. In
this manner we got six leopards that morning. It is one of
the greatest sports in Mexico, and is rapidly taking the
place of the bull fights. The animals captured this way are
valuable, too, for their skins are not pierced with bullet holes
or scarred with knives," It only remains now for owners of
our exhibition hairless to develop this hypnotic power on
the luckless judge and possibly he may see his way clear
while in the trance to send each dog out of the ring with
the coveted bine ribbon, and what a lot of heartburning
this would save.

Spaniel men seem to be in bad luck these days somehow.
Friend Mercer loses his Clumbers and Friend Oldham his
cuticle. Mr. Wilmerding called upon the latter the other
day and found him all "upset." A day or so before while
driving, his horse shied at a dead cow in the road and
pranced along the top of a stone wall for a mile (Mr. Wil-
merding says so), in i he meanwhile Mr. Oldham was acting
as a brake on the wheel, and now and for some time to come
will eat his meals from the mantelpiece.

The Kennel Gazette publishes rather late in the year, two
judges' reports of the W. K. C. show held in February last.
Mastiff men will be interested in Mr. Marshall's defense of
his judgment in those classes, and especially in regard to
Beaufort. Referring to this dog he says that he made the
award according to a rule which he supposed was the rule
of all shows, to judge the dog as he saw it in the ring, and
not from previous records, and he saw no reason in the
statement made by his owner in the ring, that Beaufort
was exhausted by service in the stud, why he should ignore
the superior condition and action of other dogs. The "dog's
condition, he says, was due, not to accident or misfortune,
but to an attempt to win a prize and secure several stud
fees at the same time, and he therefore "placed Beaufort
third because of his condition and conduct." Mr. Marshall's
explanation of the statement that he had voted against the
proposed engraving of the head of Beaufort on the seal of
the Mastiff' Club, is peculiar. He admits that the dog's
head was worthy of the honor, but not that his name should
be attached to it, because it might offend other owners who
had (logs in competition with him. We are told that Cau-

such dogs as freaks and in the same category as albinos.

By a transposition of the types, in our issue of June So,
we were made to say, "A writer in the English Field now
proposes a subscription with a view to putting in a memorial
window in the church, or brass in the graveyard of which
Mr. Lort is bui-ied." We wrote "a memorial window or
brass in the church, in the graveyard," etc.

The St. Bernard Mange Cure Co. issue a very handy little
pamphlet in extolling the virtues of their panaceas, and not
the least interesting features to sportsmen are trap-shooting
rules, a form of constitution and by-laws for clubs, and the
dates of the open season for game and fish in every State.

The schoolmaster is evidently not abroad in Southampton,
England, and the writer of the following address, an official
of the late Southampton show, can never even have heard of
"Maryland! My Maryland!" and its milk routes, for this is
how he makes "assurance doubly sure" when addressing the
owner of the Woodbrook Kennels: "P. E. Lamb, Esq
Woodbrook Kennels, Arlington, Md., Nr Baltimore, New
York."

A correspondent writes us that Mr. Charles Searle, of
Hamilton, Out., has sold the black cocker dog King Raven
(O.K.C. 1,19B). by Blaok Duke out of Topsy, to Mr. J. Ken-
nedy, also of that city. This dog is a full brother to Oban,
which made such a good record during the spring circuit.
Those who take an interest in this breed in Hamilton are
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pleased that this promising young dog will remain in that
city,

Mr, Jas. B. Blossom has long had a kindly feeling for the
handsome Gordon, and now that he has succeeded in getting
together Beaumont, Belmont and Beemont (late Heather
BeeJ, and with the aid of others in his kennel.s, he will be in
the Yery front rank in the struggle for kennel i:)rizes at
future shows.

The Hamilton Kennel Club had a roixsiug meeting .July

9, Mr. Stewart occupying tbe chair. The principal topic
discirssed was the coming bench show and the arrangements
that must be made by the committee appointed. The show
will be held in the Thistle Rink, and the building is said to
be one of the best for the purpose, being well lighted and
ventilated, with every convenience for exhibitors and the
press, in the way of separate rooms. The money to be given
in regular prizes amounts to $1,200, The jnrlges we^have
already announced, and the eiforts of the club should meet
with the support of exhibitors.

The English setter Dashing Kent, whose name has ajD-

peared in several show reports in this paper, is dead. He
Avas a full brother to Count Howard, Sir Tattou and Monk
of Furness, and was imported by Mr, Weiss, of Bethlehem,
Pa, At the time of his death ha was owned by Mr, 1. W.
Kemble, of Philadelphia.

We hear wonderful accounts of two dog puppies from
Heiwey's last litter by Scottish Prince. At three months
old one weighed 511bs. and the other over 48ibs.

Scottish Prince has recovered his health and will now
stand at stud, as may be seen by a reference to our business
columns. New York is now better oft for good St. Bernard
stud dogs than in years past, and we should certainly expect
our St. Bernard men to show up in the prize list quite as
prominently as those from the city of culture.

The Kingston people are working hard to have a good
show now that they must go it alone. We hear that ^^300

has already been collected toward the expenses. It is pro-
posed to have a regular list of about '^500. Those who are
arranging the details are Messrs. J. E. Walkem, R, E. Kent,
C. H. Corbett, G. O, Oldrive and Dr. Clark, The :)udges
selected are Mr. Geddes, of Ottawa, and Dr. Mills, ot Mon-
treal, Mr. Lacy, of New York, but what breeds they will take
is not yet decided, Very likely it will be Dr. Mills setters

and pointers, Mr. Geddes spaniels and Mr. Lacy the rest.

The Southern Eield Trials Club annoimce that their next
trials will take place on Feb. 1, 1892, commencing on Mon-
day. Two stakes are arranged for. The Derby, with prizes

of $400, $2§0 and |200. for setters or pointer.s whelped on
or after Jan. 1, 189C. Entries for the Derby close Aug. 1.

The All-Aged Stake is open to all setters and pointers that
have not yet won first at any recognized field trials in
America: -8650 is given in prizes, as follows: §300, !t;200 and
$150. It is also announced that the club expect to have a
sweepstake race for all-aged pointers, six to fill or the stake
declared off. The winner is to get 75 per cent, and the sec-

ond 25 per cent. The spotting system will prevail in future
meetings, and the judges may announce the winner in a
stake of sixteen dogs or under after the third series, and in

a stake where more than sixteen are entered after the fourth
series. The judges have the privilege of putting down again
any dog that has been previously dropped, providing the
first and second prize winners have already run as a brace.

In the first series the heats shall be forty-five minutes or

more.

A meeting of the National Greyhound Club is called for
Wednesday evening, July 15, when several important mat-
ters will be disc\rssed. *

We hear that Mr. W. C. Reick took a trip down to Balti-
more last week to see Mr. DiffenderflEer's kennel, and came
back the owner of Republican Belle, Prudence and Zenith,
These should do well for the New York St, Bernai-d
Kennels. It is not true that Mr, Reick purchased Altonetta,
as some of our contemporaries stated last week. Speak-
ing of this kennel reminds us of a funny coincidence. Fa n-

ciers' Gazette published some years since a colored plate

of Ch. Plinliramon and within three weeks he was sold to

Mr. Emmett, and history repeats itself in the case of his sou
Prince Regent, whose p'lcture was published in the same
journal and within a week or two he came to America.

Hot weather does not seem to stop the coursing enthusi-
asts on the Pacific sloije, for we see that a .sixteen-dog

stake was run off two Sundays since for a prize of |200, In
the finals Cranston's Wtiip neat Cronan's Dan O'Connell,
thereby winning the first prize of -tlOO, Dan O'Connell taking
second money, J. Hough's Dexter, third, and M, Tier-

nan's Glen Farrow, fourth, Mr. .John Grace was the judge,
and his decisions, as usual, met with entire satisfaction. We
should think this a poor time for the hares, for surely at

this time of the year they cannot do themselves justice—nor
seemingly obtain it.

A notable sale in fox-terrier ranks has just been made in

England, the noted Vesuvian returning to nis former owner,
Mr, Astley, at the same figure he was bought for by Mr!
Vicary. Vesuvian as the sire of Venio, Vesuvienne, Ver-
dad and Verdande, is a most valuable dog in any kennel,
and is said to be looking very well just now.

Good collies have always commanded proportionate prices

and Mr, Megson, of Manchester, England, the owner of

Metchley Wonder, has done his share toward booming them,
and now he has just given $335 for a bobtail callea Chal-
lenger to Mr. Packwood, and the same gentleman also

offered the la&ter $1,000 for three collie puppies of one litter.

Another Sr, Bernard is coming to America in the dog
BeauvBle, which Mr. J. Green has sold to a Mr. Warren of

New York city. This dog we are told is well bred, being by
Plinlimmon out of Dacia, who owned Bayard as her sire.

He has done some winning in England, taking third at Bris-

tol only the other day.

Mr. Patterson's Maritana II. was to arrive on one of the
steamers of the Allan State Line from Glasgow, Monday
last.

Mr. W. K. Taunton, of Maryland, owner of champion
Beaufort, has lost a valuable mastiff bitch in Empress of

Tring, at the age of 8>^yrs. She was very much inbredto
old champion Cardinal, who was her sire, grandsire and
Freat grandsire, but she had nothing to do with Crown
Prince.

This is a good example of cause and effect. A ladj' in

New Haven, to he exact, she lives at 671 Chapel street, in

the City of Elms, has a black spaniel that abstracted a
feather duster from the sitting-room and took it out into

the yard to play with. During his frolic the feathers were
all torn out. The lady took the handle away and gave the
dog a severe whipping, at the same time showing him the
featherless haudfe. About an hour afterward tne animal
walked bravely into the yard with a brand new duster like

the one he had destroyed in his mouth. He walked up to

his mistreas and meekly deoo^itied th,e new brush ftt iier

feet. By the mark on it she saw that the dog had stolen it
from a neighboring fancy-goods store. Some people may
not believe this.

Salvator Rosa, the St. Bernard, is indeed a rover. Now
we hear that Mr, Smith has sold him to Dr, George F. Tru-
man, who at one time owned Plevna. This gentleman has
changed his name to Siegfried, though why we are not told.
Siegfried has changed hands no less than four times in three
weeks.

In a mixed terrier class at Boston one of the Anglo-
American Terrier Kennels' dogs, Beaconsfield or Prince
Regent, took an extra third. No other American dogs were
shown that week.

Our occasional corresj)ondent "The Onlooker," from whose
pen several wise suggestions have fallen from time to time,
is taken to task this week by ,S^oc7c-iireej?er (Eng ) on the
sportsman-fancier cxue.stion. This is what we find in one
paragraph: "But we think he has recently allowed himself
to go astray as to the relative value of sportsmen and fanciers
in the doggy world. In .sporting breeds it is desirable that
the fancier shoirld he a bit of a sportsman, but we believe
that a good fancier, even if not able to shoot over his own
dogs or ride to his own hounds, would naturally breed for a
strain to suit the work required. He knows that that is

how the dogs will be judged at all events, and he will breed
to suit the judge. Your self-.styled sportsman generally
affects not to care what his dogs look like so long as they
work well. Then the fancier a.sks, if he can breed dogs cap-
able of performing their natural duties, is there any harm
in their being also beautiful?"

We have heard little about the dog-catchers till last Wed-
nesday, when a lady walking along Third avenue Avas
brutally assaulted and kuofkecl down by the.se ra.seals. It
seems alraost beyond com prehension that these officials, for
such they ure in a .sense, .''tiould he tolerated in a civilized
city like this, or if tolerated they should have some res-
pectability about them. A Mrs. Kiefler every morning took
her dogs out for exercise, one is a Mexican hairless and the
other some sort of terrier, both valuable dogs. Suddenly
the Mexican tugged on the chain and turning round she
saw a man with bis hands clasped roiuid this dog's neck.
In her excitement she let go of the other dog. Tbe man
struck the VN-omau in the chest, knocking her down, and
then threw the dog in his wagon. It took four dog-catchers
to secure the terrier and then the men drove off. The right
sleeve of tbe woman's dress was torn and her right forearm
was cut and bruised and covei'ed with blood. Other parts
of her bodv were also bruised. Ii is said the four men sur-
roimded Mrs Kieffer and crept up on tiptoe to do their
nefarious weu-k. Neither dog was muzzled or licensed, .still

they were on t he chain and under control. The lady's hus-

charged
assault. If these brutes would confine their attentions to
the homeless curs which roam the streets in many parts of
the city without let or hindrance they would do good, but
as it is they are a men.ace to the public and Ave trust an ex-
ample will be made of tiiis fellow.

In 1 he Albany suit of Gallup a's. American Kennel Club
members for libel in publishing the plaintiff's name in the
disciualified list in the Kennel Oazcttc, Jitdge Mayham has
just rendered an opinion overruling the defeuclants' de-
murrer.

We hear that the Gordondale Kennels of English settei's
have been removed from Readville, Mass., to the Tiz. Fisher
farm, 2}.4 miles from Attleboro post office. This is a much
better location for the purposes of the kennel.

Mr. "Amazement" Bell Avrites us a little had news and
some good. Some miscreant on July 4 poisoned his neAV
greyhound bitch White Wings, On tbe other hand he in-
forms us that Amazement whelped on June 29 a splendid
litter of all black cockers by his Ob'idiah, He has been re-
ducing his kennel and now has only about seven. His bitch
I Say is only just recoA^ering from a severe attack of dis-
temper. She whelped on July 13, four, by King of Obos,
Though she is A^ery Aveak he hopes to pull her through. He
tells us that Mr. W. B. Palmer of Woodstock has purchased
from Mr. J, P, Willey his black cocker Jersey Boy, that did
some Aviuning in the spring.

We are pleased to hear that Mr. Lamb's new bitch Clydes-
dale Nell arriA^ed in such good condition on the S. S. F?oss-
more last Saturday, and what is of more importance, heavv
in whelp to Lord Bitte. She is a large bitch, standing fully
31in. and weighing about 1651bs. She has a, beautiful head
and excellent bone and roomy body. She is by Monarch out
of Lady Floris. going back to Bayard, Rollo,'Bonivard and
other noted ones. She was whelped in 1886.

Mr. Mercer's Clumber Lady Belle, now in England, has,
Ave hear, been bred to Mr. Holmes's tlotpot on June 37. We
hope this will mark the turning point in "Clumber's" had
luck.

Dropping in on Mr. Tallman at his uptown rendezvous,
109 West Thirty-fourth street, we learned that he had sold
for Mr, Yan Zandt two Irish setters, Dennis (Darragh Pat-
Ruby Glencho), to Miss C. J. Williams of New York, and a
brother, of a later litter, to E. H, Johnson. Newark, He has
also sold his well-knoAvn field bitch Galatea to O. C, M.
Hunt, the Gordon setter man of Palmyra, N. Y,

Mr, A. W. Purbeck of Salem, Mass., is getting together an
excellent kennel of greyhounds. He writes us that Mr. Toon
has purchased two good ones for him on the other side.
They are Onatus who won first over Gem of the Gems: he
is a black and white. The other is Lily of Ganksha, who
won first in the bitch class at the same show, Stodi-Kcepcr
says in its report: "Greyhounds a good and bi.g class. In
dogs a big upstanding black and white avoq well, his splen-
did condition and wonderful muscular deA^elopmeut stood
him to the good. Tbe best bitch in the class was exhibited
bj' Mr, Pickering. She is a large, roomy, deep-chested black
and white, a little weak in pasterns and feet, otherwise a
sterling good bitch." She won oA^er tbe noted Park Lane
Beauty. With Gem of the Season and the ofttimes winner
Pious Pembroke, Mr. Purbeck will be sure to be near Avhen
the kennel prizes are given out.

Among the new kennel advertisements this week we find
that the Dutchess Kennels have placed Scottish Prince and
Aristocrat at stud; and Chas, E. Bunn calls attention to his
mastiff Ormonde, Those for sale are St, Bernards by C. A.
Houck; Scottish and fox-terriers by J, A. DItmas; cocker
spaniels by E, Cohoon; St, Bernard' puppies by G, W. Pat-
terson; choice Llewellyn setters by Llewellyn Kennels, At-
tention is also called to the advertisement of "Portraits of
Dogs of the Day."

THE DOG CAN BE DEPENDED ON.-Goshen, N, Y.,
July 6.—Editor Forest- and Strea-m: I have been off on a
little camping tri]) over in Pike county, Pa., and New Jer-
sey. I had a good time all to myself and my spaniel Hornell
Sport. He is the best companion I can get, for this reason,
Jxe- is \yilliiJg to stia,y as long as I want to and is ready tc>

!

come home when I am, and always takes it in good humor
and keeps his short tail wagging all the time. Most
fellows I have run across are afraid to sleep in the moun-
tains over night. Once I went out for a week's camping
with two chums of mine. We made camp on a nice island
down in Sussex county, N. .J., and went to sleep all night,
hut about 10 o'clock the hoot owls began their night meet-
ing. I opened my ej'es and saw both my companions resting
on their elbows, with their heads going like an old lion in a
circus shoAV cage. Pretty soon one got up on his knees, but
kept his head on the swing; in about five minutes the other
one came over to me and said: "What in thunder is that
noise, anyAvayf" "What noisei'" I said, "there are no wild
animals around here larger than a catamount or wild cat;

lay down and go to sleep." In the morning when I woke
up I was keeping bachelor's hall, for they had got up and
gone home, leaving me to fight my Avay out alone. After
that I go by myself, with only my dog, and he sticks to me
rain or shine, seeming to enjoy it as AA'ell as I do myself. I
had not much luck this trip, too many at it,—Au.STiN Vass.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Ttotes are inserted Avltbout charge; snd Maube

(tuTnlshLed free) Avill bo sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Onward. Bv &. Amory, Bourne, Mass., for Jiver and white
pointer d !-.£;, whelped April. 1801, by Wiso (Oroxteth—Annin) out
of Nelco V. (Robert Croxteth—Nellie V, Croxteth).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

BoclieJle Nacljij—Buffalo Gmeral. J. .T. Lane's (BiilTalo, N. Y.)
black and tan terrier bitch Rochell« Nadjy (VnrHefern—Meers-
brook Maiden) to A. W. Smith's champion Buffalo General (Hali-
fax General—Lady Lottie), .Jnly 6.

Maritana II.—Lord Bute-. Thos. Shillcock's (Birmingham. Eng.)
St. Bernard bit-ch Maritana II. (champion Angelo—Miscabel) to
hiB Lord Bute (champion Save—Sabrina). May 20.

Dell—Count, G. W. Patterson'.s (Lake View, Mass.) St. Bernard
bitch Dell (imported Everest—Sequa) to Ms Count (champion
Apollo—c'lampion Miranda), June 10.

Belinwnt—Be.aimnnt. J. B. Blossom's (New York) Gordon setter
bitch champion Bellmont (Dasher—Blanche IV.) to his champion
Beaumont, Jnlj^ 1.

Fly—Beaumont, Geo. Meister's (Jackson, Mich.) Gordon setter
bitch Fly to J. B. Bloppom's champion Beaumont. July B.

Duchess of Parma—Bo'sivain. E. A. Woodward's (Chicago, lib)
bull bitch Duchess of Parma (British Monarch—Tiney) to hia
Bo'pwain (Grabber-Snssn), April 30.

Charmion—African Monarch. E. A. Woodward's (Chicago, 111.)

bull hif-h Charraion (Buga Boo—Young Rocket) to his African
Monarch (Claudian—Dinah), Ma.y 3.

Paidine Burr—Breeze Gladstone. J. L. Smith's (Hackettstown,
N. J.) English settf-r bitch Pauline Burr (Paul Gladstore—Latonia)
to F. G Ta vlor's BrppzR Gladstone (Gladstone— Sne), May 29.

Dorntlvj—Breeze Gladstone. F. G. Taylor's (Philadelphia, Pa.)
English setter bitch Dorothy (BucUellew—Rodreka) to his Breeze
Gladstone ((T-ladstore-Sue), June 15.

Lady Snoiijftalie—Breeze Gladstone. G. W. Lovell's (Middleboro,
Mass.) English setter bitch Lady .Snowfiake (Prince Nolile—Cas-
sandra F.) to F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue),
June 18.

Winnie—Breeze Gleielstonc. F. E. E.ogpra's (New York) English
setter bitch Winnie (Count Noble—Queen Meg) to F. G. Taylor's
Breeze Gladstonn (Gladstone—Sne), .June «'5.

Daisy Wentwortli -Breeze Glodalonc. J. H. Austin's (New I'ork)
Englisb gptler bitch Daisy AA'cntwortli (Lnrk P —Nettie II.) to F.
G. Tavlor's Breezii Gladstone ((iladstonc—Sne), .Tune 26.

Bod's Huhy-Brecze Gladsto)ic. F. G. Taylor's (Philadelphia, Pa.)
Englisn setter bitch Rnd's Ruby (Buci>-eUew—Rodreka) to his
Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue), July 7.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

BliubcH. Blake & Herhprtson's (Detroit, Mich.) black and tati
terrier Intch Rbuhe H. (imported Prince—Nanon, .ir.), July 4, four
(two dogs), by their Sir Wallace (Mahomet—Lady).
Bnttercn.fj. Blake & Herhertson's (Detroit, Mich.) black and

tan terrier hilcb Buttercup (Victor- Qufen), June 19, two dogs),
by their impor'pd Prince (Brocmfleld Turk-Duchess III.).

Duchess of Vorma. E. A, Woodward's (Chicago, 111.) hull bitch
Duchess ot P.TMDa (BriiisU Monarch-Tiney), -June 30, three (two
doK-), by his Bo'swain ((Trabber- Susan).

'L'npsu'. E. Coiioon's ( t'rani-din, N. Y.) cocker soaniel bitch Topsy
(Black Harry—iMaud S, ID, Jnne 13, six (three dogs), by iiis Obo
C. (champion Black Pete—PhA'll-^s).

Nrllic. E. Cotioon's (Franklin, N. Y.) cocker spa.niel bitch Nellin
(Prince Obo -Fern), Jtrno 1!), .qeven (three dogs), by his Obo O,
(champion Black Pete—Phylbs).
Gypsic. E. Cobnon's (Franklin, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch Gyp-

pie (Jet—Vixen), June 81, six (four dogs), by his Obo C. (champion
Black Ppte-Phyllis).
Buttcxfly. E. Oohnon'a (Franklin, N. Y.) cocker spaniel hitch

BiitterflV (Capt. Stubbs—Princess Obo), June 23, four (three dogs),
by his Obo C. (champion Black Pete— Phyb4).
Connie- E. Cohoon's (Franklin, N. Y.) cocker spaniel hitch Con-

nie (Prince Obo—Queen Bess), June 28, six (four dogs), by his Capt.
Stubbs (Cnl. Stubbs—Maud).
Dote. E, Cohoon's (Franklin, N. Y.) cooker spaniel bitch Dnt

O, (Prince Obo—Fern), June 24, four '(two dogs), by his Capt.
Stubbs (Col, Stubbs—Maud).
Maud S. II. E, Cohoon's (Franklin, N. Y,) cocker spaniel bitch

Maud S. II. (Col. Stubbs—Daisy Dfan), June 30, four (two dogs),
by hi.s Capt. Stubbs (Col. Stubbs—Maud).
Fern. E, Cohoon's (Franklin, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch Fern

(Cant. Stubb.5-01d Nellie), June 30, four (Ihreedogs), by his Obo
O. (Champion Black Pe^e—PbyUis)
Front. D.St. . _ . Stern's (Milwaukee, Wis.) English setter hitch Front

(Drake. Jr.—Daisy), May 11, thirteen (live dogs), by F. G. Taylor's
Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue).

Gitssie Bondhu. J. L. Sneed's (Toledo, O.) English setter bitch
Gus^ie Bondbu (Gus Bondhu—Jessie Noble), May 11, eight, by F.
G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue).
Donna Jimidta. J. W. Wood'." (Poughkeepsie, N. Y^) English

setter biloh Donna Juanito, (Rockinsham—Donna), May 15, tea
(six dotrs), by F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone—Sue).
Fanny H. Osthofl's (Philadelphia, Pa.) English setter bitch

Fanny (Backet—Nancy Lee), June 3, fottrteen (eleven dogs), by F.
G. Taj'lor'j Breeze Gladstone (GladsiODe—Sue).

Ldlii Bondliu. N. B. Thomas's (PhUadelphia, Pa.) English settor
biii'h Liih' Bondhu (Gus Bondhu— Rodreka), June 5, six, by F. G.
Ta:? lor's Bi-eeze Gladstone (Gladstone-Stie).
Mum GoniliDin. D. A. Goodwin's (Newburyport, Mass.) English

seller bitch Myra Gocdwin (Bob Gates—Flo Maclin), .fune 23,
twelve, bv F. G. Taylor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone -Sue).

EodreliU. B. Mann's (Philadelphia, Pa.) English setter bitch
Rodreka (Roderigo—Gem), July 3, nine (-^eA'en dogs), byF. G. Tay-
lor's Breeze Gladstone (Gladstone-Sue).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Louise. Red cocker spaniel bitch, whelped May 18, 1891, by
Darkev out of Chine R , by Blake & Herbertson, Detroit, Mich., to
E. W. Kirk, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Eelcidjorougli. Liver cocker .spaniel dog, whelped May 8,1801, by
Parkey out of Ohloe R ) by Blake & Herbertson, Detroit, Mich.,
to C W, McCliauley, same place.
Mach. Black cocker spaniel dog, whelped May 8, 1891, by Darkey

out of Ohloe R., by Blake & Herbertson, Detroit, Mich., to Mrs.
Thos. Blain, GeneA'a. N. Y^
Be.emont. Imported black and tan txordon setter bitch,whelped

July 18, 1889, by Heather Grouse one of Heather Rose, by W. Tall-
man. New Y''oTk, lo J. B. Blossom, same place.
BeVmont Black and tan Gordon setter bitch, by Dasher out of

Blanche IV., by C. C. M. Ktmt, Palmyra, N. Y., to J. B. Blossom,
New York.
Berncird Beauty. Orange, white markings, St. Bernard bitch, by

Don out of Gretna, by J, F, Parker, Portland, Me., to G. W. Pat-
terson, Lake View, Mass.
Lydia. Orange tawny, white markings, St. Bernai'd bitch

whelped Sept. 26, 1,8S9, by Beam-hamp out of Dell, by G.W. Patter-
son. Lake View, Mass., to G W. Schonk, Burlingiop. la.

Monte Carlo. Orange, Avhite markit g,?, St Bernard dog, whelped
Jan. 31, 1891, hy Alton out of Bayadere, by G. W. Patterson, Lake
View, Mass.. to A, H. Moire, Philadelphia, Pii,

McuritanalL Rich orange, wbife markings, St. Bernard bitch,

Whelped AprU U, 1888, by chamaiou A-ugello oijt of ftliscabel, fey
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Thoa. Sbillcocli, BirmiDgham, Eng., to G. W. Patterson, Lake
View, Mnss.
Prhicc Ivo. OraiifTP, white markings, St. Bernard dog, wlielped

April 24, by Keeper ont nf Bayadere, by G. W. Pattersop,
Lake View, Mass., Mass., lo G. W. Scbenk, Burlington, la.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under

t)i1s head; we are always J|lad to give advice on the
care and management of dogs; and we shall make
this a special feature.

Owing to want of space thiR weels several commnnications
Tinder this beading are crowded out, the most important have
been answered by mail.

J. A. C, Bangor, Mo.—My fox-terrier, a year old this montb,
has a bad breatli; other than that be is as bright as one could ask
for. Some days the trouble is aot very noticeable. o(bprs quite
so. Ans. Oft'ecsiye breath in dogs arisps from several causfs. in-

digestion, worms, etc. Without some further dt=8cription of any
unusual symptoms we can hardly prescribe, iurther than to diet
the dog carefully, avoiding heavy food and sweets. Watch for
worms, and if any appear in fa.ices use one of the vermifuges ad-
vertised in our business columns.
F, R., Danville, Pa.—Will you kindly inform me whether a

greyhound bitch having pups (second littt-r) sired by a sheep dog
would interfere with (lie lliird liHer when sired hy a pedigreed
greyhonndV 1 have been (old (but (he third litter woiddbo of no
value as grcyhouads, as I be hiicb being crossed by a sheep dog
would spoil her for tlie ihir<l )ii ier even should the sire bo of pure
greybouiid lirecd. Ans. 'I'lic fnUire produce of tlie bitch will, in
all probability, be marked to some extent by collie c ha racl eristics,

perhaps one or two j'uppies only in the litter will show it, the
others appe;iring pui'e bred,

G. C. H., Sarat,oga Springs, N. Y.—I have a red Irish terrier
bitch, seven months old, from prize winning stock, and am desir-
ous of breeding her. On account of my utter ignorance in regard
to the liest stud dogs, and also the standard, it is hard for me to
proceed with inielligence on the subject. Is there no way by
which I can procure a standard similar to that of the black and
tan ? Ans. \ ott will find the standard of the Irish terrier in Vero
Shaw's "'Book of the Dog," which also contains a very fine de-
scription of the dog, its characterists and origin. We can supply
the book. For stud dogs consult our advertising columns. It
would be invidious for us to advise you in the choice.

RANGE AND GALLERY.

THE BISLEY RUNNING DEER RANGE. 1891.
London, June 27.—As I mentioned as likely to happen, in my

iBBt letter, the "Holland pri/.e" has been altered from a single-
shot competition to one for double rifles.

The double shot, that is both barrels fired each run of the
"deer," which takes about three seconds only, has always been
looked on at the English National Bifle Association meetings as
the great prize for the htmting rifle shots, as the conditions more
nearly approach those of actual deer shooting.
In the early days of Wimbledon Lord de Grey took the lead and

held the record for this style of shooting, in those days there was
no restriction as to smallness of calibre or powder charge, and
he used to use what are CHlled "Rook rifles," that is rifles of .03 or
.88ca1., shonting gallery amnmnition, the sit ting position also was
allowed, and competitors also were allowed to have the "deer"
run from whichever side they liked.
In later years the rules called for "not less than .Otcal.," no gal-

lery ammunition allowed, the competitor to stand, not sit, and
the "deer" to run "alternately from the right-hand and the left-
hand butts." Mr. Walter Winans then won it two years in suc-
cession with a .04cal. doxtble rifle by Purdey & Sors, the second
lime making the "record" one point higher than LorddeGrev.
The year after ,36cal. was the smallest caliber allowed.
Maior Williamson won it two years in succession, raising the

"record" one point more the first time and two points more the
next, using a "Holland" .36oal. rifle.

Last year Major WUliamKon nearly beat his own record (u.sing
a .36caL rifle by Purdey & Sous belonging to Mr. Walter Winans)',
hut did not quite succeed.
This year there is likely to be a very hot fight between these two

latter s'mts (Lord de Gray has tanfortunately given up rifle shoot-
ing), and they will have a hard try to put up the record one or two
notchf'S higher.
There is no use giving the actual record score, as the bttllseye

and the marking have been altered year by year, and it is only
by spring measurement that their comparaliive value can he de-
termined, hut it may be said that Major Williamson's best con-
sisted of three bullseyes and five inners for the four "double
shots," one of them being a "double bull."
This score will be hard to beat until smokeless powder

can be used for the first barrel, the great difficulty being to see
through the smoke of the first barrel to get in the second, es-
pecially on a ealm day. Mr. Walter Winans has been experi-
menting in that direction, but with no very satisfactory restilts
80 far.
The "deer" used also to he very indistinct in color, except after

a shower, when he showed up nice and dark till he dried up
again.
The management hai pmmised this year to paint the "deer" a

better color—light yellow, I believe—which ought to show up well
ou the dark background.
This ought to put on one or two points on the scores. Also the

bank in front of the "deer" has been cut down lower, which will
give a better view of the "deer."

REVOLVER SHOOTING IN ENGLAND.
London, June 29.—At the rifle meeting at Dornley, just over,

there was a revolver competition at a stationary target at aOvds.,
Sin. bullseye, counting 6 points (instead of the Bisley Sin. ring).
Five comp.^ti tors made the highest possilile score, Mr. Martin

(Oolt revolver) winning on the tie shoot with a score of 6 6 5—17.
Mr. C. F. Lowe (CoU revolver making 6 6 4—16, and taking second
prize.
At the Edinburgh rifle meeting, also just over, the target and

distance were "Bisley," except that the target was a stationary
one, three competitors, Mr. Dixon (Webley revolver), Mr. Martin
(Colt), and Mr. Ellicott (Colt), a 1 mvie 41, and in shooting off Mr.
Dixon, who is a professional Euglish revolver shot, took first
prize, Mr. Martin second, Mr, Ellicott third, and Mr. C. P. Lowe
(Colt), who had made a record of 10, came fourth, the fifth scoi*e
of 38 was made by another professional.
These competitions hardlv are an indication of what will be

done at Bisley, as Messrs, Haig. MacMerrell and Winans, who
generally get on top at Bisley, did not compete.
When the late Cbevalier Ira Paine was in England he gener-

ously; never competed against the amateur revolver shots at rifle
meetmg, but the English professionals have no such scruples, in
fact three of them are likely to do so at Bislev this year.
Tents are beginning to be put up at Bisley now, and the place is

begiiming to get into shape. The weather has been very unsettled
lately, after a spell of very dry. It is to be hoped it wiUget better
for the meeting, which begins July 18 at 9 A. M.

PISTOL SCOFES.-PittEburgh, July; 4.-To-day Mr. H. J. Me-
hard shot a new Wuifflein pistol .23cal. at SOyds. at a Standartl
American target and scored as fo]lows:3

OREEDMOOR, July 11.—The first sharpshooters' match for
National Rifle Association badges this season was held to-day at
Oreedmoor by members of the National Guard. Some verv good
scores were made, the highest being 48, by J. W. Cochrane, of Co,
D. ith Kegt. The following are the qualifying members with

G 7th, K. M Dunn, Co G, Ttn. and H. M, Field. Co. F, 23d. 43: A.
G. lindley, Jr Co. G, 2M. R. Byers, Co. G, Gfen. C F. Robhinsand H. Melville, Ou. B, 7th, and J. M. Moe, Co. G, 7th. i2. Cav-
aU-y—A. /"l. Jacobs, Troop A, 42; H Barry. Troop A, 41. Sub^ie-
quent dates for matches are as follows: July 18, marksman b'ldee
match; July ^5, sharp'ihooters' match; Aug. 1 and 5, marksman
badge match; Aug. 8, sharpshooters' match: Aug. 13, free practice;
Aug. 2i and sharpshool-ers" miff^h. jvlLmibers of National^rd compatmg in oS pU^se nii tche.s a.rt^ peQuired tt} wear

First Score.77799 10 10 79 7-82
9 99 10 978 10 8 9-889789 10 9878 6-81
8 7 10 9 9 9 10 8 30 9-89
9 30 7 9 9 10 8 8 7 9-86
8 7 9 7 6 8 9 30 9 9-83
9 9 6 9 8 8 7 8 0 6—70
6 10 7 30 10 10 30 8 9 7-87

30 9 9989 30 89 7-88
10 9 30 8 10 9 10 8 8 9-91

78 hulls. —
853

Second Score.
9 8 30 30 30 7 6 10 7 10-87
8999 30 798 30 S-88
8 9 8 30 30 9 30 8 30 9-91
8988 10 9 30 77 9—85
10 97989 10 78 10-87
9 9 30 30 10 7 8 8 10 30-93
9 9 8 30 30 10 10 30 8 8-93
9 7 7 7 10 10 8 30 30 8-86
7 8 8 30 30 10 7 10 10 10-90
9 99798 10 9 10 8-88

S5 bulls. —
885

BOSTON, July 8.—The highest score made this year at Walnut
Hill, 117, was placed to the credit of J. Francis (M. Rabbeth). tr-

day. Summary: Seal medal rest match.—J. Francis—10,12,13,
12, 12. 13, 13, 12, 12, 33-317. T. Warrpn-32, 33, 30, 33 33, 9, 30, 11, 9,

13-101. M. T. Day—11, 33, 33, 30, 9, 30, 30, 31, 9, 10-103.

REVOLVER SHOOTING.- In practicing for the revolver com-
petitions at Bisley Mr. Walter Winans has made, besides many
scores o( 41 points (which equal the "recorri" score made by him-
self in 1881)1, one liiehest possible score of 43 points and a score of
31 in the quick-tiring competition, wbirh is the best yet done.

RAPID SHOOTIN';.—Clarksvillp, Tenn., June 30.—A few days
ago Mr. Bradley, of this city, in siiootint,' a new Maltin rifle at 20
steps, he put 14 shots in Sin. circle in five seconds. Was timed
by two different watohos.—T. H. H.

THE TRAP.

Score* for puhUcation should be made out on the pri/nted hlankt
prepared by the Forest and Stream, and furnisheit gratis to club
secretaries. Correspondents who favor us with cluh scores are par-
tiavla/rlu requested to write on one side of the paper only.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

July 21.—Johnstown (N. Y.) Open Tournament. P. W. Partiss,
Secretary.

.Tuly 33-34.—Pearl River Gtm Club Tournament. First two days
hluerockF, last day live birds. J. J. Blauvelt, Pearl River, N. J.

Aug. 6-7.—Second Annual Tournament of the Island Guu Club,
of Wheeling, W. Va. R. B. Burt, Sec'y.
Aug. 11-14.—irourth Annual Tournament of the Standard Key-

stone Target Company, New London, Conn.
Aug. 13-14.—The Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association

Annual Tournament, at Lexington, Mo. G. A. Sturges, Sec'y.
Aug. 25-37.—Buffalo Tournament, assisted by the Inter-State

Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. $1,000 guaranteed.
Aug, 30-Sept. 1.—Hackettstown Gun Club. Two days at targets.

For programmes address James L.-Smith. Hackettstown N, J,
Sept. 15-17.—Knoxvilie, Tenn., Inter-State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.
Nov. 3-5.—Statmton, Va., Inter -State Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association,
Nov, 17-19.—Savannah, Ga., Inter-Slate Manufacturers' and

Dealers' Association.

THE BOSTON TOURNAMENT.
THE meetings of the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers'

Association seem to be especially favored, tor not one of their
tournaments have been interrupted by the weather.
The r-eeting at Boston last week was no exception, and althotigh

a drizzling rain fell almost continually during the afternoon of
the opening day, it was not hard enough to put a stop to the sport,
and the entire programme w as shot out.
The Wellington Club grounds, on which the tournament was

held, are without doubt the finest equipped shooting grounds in
this cottntry. The club bouse is most perfect in its appointments,
and the arrangement of the regular set of club traps somewhat
unique. The traps are set in a semi-circular ditch directly in
front of the club hotise, and instead of the ordinary timber screen,
a natural screen of earth protects the trappers. This is in the
form of a breastwork rising at a gradual incline from the shoot-
ing score to the height of 4tt, at the traps. The green sod cover-
ing gives a pleasant appearance to the eye, and makes accidents
to trappers an impossibilitv.
Another feature of the Wellington tournaments are the elegant

lunches served, and to the caterer, Jesse Dill, who is an active
member of this cluh, the members and guests owe many thanks
for his bountiful service.
The meeting past was in many ways the most sticcessful yet

given by the association, the attendance was not qttlte as large as
expected, but the results were more than satisfactory, the best
feature was the advancement of a numl)er of crack amateurs to
the expert class. Those advanced were C. E. Barrett, Dr, "Bond,"
Charles S. Sanborn and Fred Bennet ("White"), of Boston;
Walter C. Cady ("Brooks"), of New London, <~!onn,; Samitel Bow-
ker, of Natick, Mass,; and S. A, Tucker, of Meriden, Conn. The
throwing of the Ke.vstone targets during the meeting seemed to
give the best of satisfaction, and H. A. Penrose, of the associa-
tion; President Dimock, of the Wellington Gun Club, and your
correspondent endeavored to give satisfaction as referees.
The surplus average money the first day amounted to $33.58, and

was taken by the following gentlemen: Expert class, first money
$7.86 to O. R. Dickey, of Boston, with Si's per cent,; second to
Harry McMurchy, of Syracuse, N, Y., 84 per cent. In the amateur
class C. H. Sterry, of ToUand, Conn,, took first, 87.86. with a per-
centage of 93^^; second average being divided by Walter Cady
"Brooks") and Samuel Bowker.

Tuesday, July 7—First Day.
Extra No. 1, 10 single Keystones, known angles, 4 monevs. open

to all: Steury 10, Charles 10, Cowee 9, Fennimore 9, LeRoy '9, Lang-
don 9, Barrett 8, Savage 8, Amsden 8, Atwell 8, Bartlett 8. Rule 8,
Brooks 8, Teeple 8, Root 8, Dickey 8, Knowles 7, Folsom 7, Bristol 6.
Keller 5, A T 5.

Regular No. 1, 10 single Keystones, $1 entrance, §30 guaranteed.
Expert class:
McMurchy 0103133133—8 Dickey 3330311011—8
Apgar 1111010111—8 Stanton 0311001111—7
Miller 1111111010-8 W Wolstencroft, . , .0031111110-7
Amateur class:

LeRoy 1311113111—10 F Post 1101111110- 8
Root 1111111111—10 Daniels 111110 1011— 8
Dr Bond 1111111111—10 Bristol lOOllilOll— 7
Amsden 1111111111—10 Klees 0101110111— 7
Sterry 1111011111— 9 Knowles 1110101101— 7
Eager 1111111110— 9 Bell 1011111010 - 7
Penimore. lUllOlUl— 9 Bradbury 1111010110— 7
J Wolstencroft.... 11 11111011— 9 Davis 0111011110—7
Brooks llllOlim— 9 M A Keller liTOOlllllO— 6
Savage lllllllllO- 9 AT Ill 1000010- 5
Cowee 1111111101— 9 Folsom 0111001100— 5
Plummer lOUlllOll— 8 Post 1000101110— 5
S A Tucker 1111101101— 8 Beaudry 1011010100— 5
Charles OUllllOll— 8 Rule 0010110001— 4
Laugden 1111100111— 8 Thompson 0011000013— 4
r^iwker llOllUJlll— S Atwell lOOOtiOOlll— 4
Bartlett 1111001111— 8 Allen 0101000010- 3
Dan 1101111011— 8

No. 2, 15 single Keystones, $1 entrance, $30 guaranteed, expert

McMurchy. . . .111011111010111-12 Apgar 101111010011111—11
Dickey 011111110111110-13 Sfanton 100111111111100—11
M'llpr 111111111101001-13 W Wol8tenc'rt001111111303001-10

fy\ R.t'.fiTl T* Cl&SSI
Bond 331111111111111—15 Dan 011110111101111—13
Sterry 113111111111111—15 Davis 110111110101111-13
Klees 131111111111111—15 Brooks 101111011101111—12
Davenport 111111111110111—14 Charles OlllllOllllUlO -13
Eager 111110111111111—14 AVood 111111101111100-13
Savage 111101111111111—14 Saow 111111100111101-13
Root 111110111111111-14 Knowles 111001111101110-11
Amsden llllllU1011111—14 Beaudrv 101101111100111—11
Bowker 111111110111111—14 Cowee

.

" llltmilOUOlll-11
Hall lOm 11 1 1 111111-14 F Post lllUlllllOlUllO-ll
Bradbiuv 111111111101101—13 Thompson 10O10111OU1110--10
Bristol imillll031110—13 AT 110111001111010-10
Longden lUOlOllllUlll-13 Kellec 111111100011001—10
Bartlett IllOllUll 11101—13 AUen 101100111100111—10
Plummer 111011111011111-13 Post 011101111010110-10
LeRoy OUllUl 11 11011-13 Quimbv lOlllOUOlOlOlO- 9
J WoistBncr'ftlOlfOlllllimi-13 Atwell lOlllOlimilOlO-

9

Daniel=j UlllQlllOU 111-13 Rule OlOlOlllllOlllO- 9
Ponnin^ore ....miOimillOlO-13 Tucker 010111111101000- 9
Folgom ....... lUlOOOimilU^lS BeU 10U1U10000001-. 8

No. 3, 20 single Keystones, $1.50 entrance, $40 guaranteed,
expert class:
Dickey. . . .10011113011113333133-37 Perry 11000111111100331110-14
Miller" .... 31 1031 1 11 1111 1303110-16 A pgar .... Ollllll 1010100001101—13
McMurc'yl1011111011001110110-14 Wheeler. .01301310333010101300-13W Wolsten- Sta,nton. . .01010011110100001000— 8

croft. . . . 11001110110011010111—13
Amateur class:

Bond llimillllllliinil-SO Rule llOllOlOllimillllO-16
Cowee . . . .11111111111311111111-20 Allen 11111101111110100113—16
Bowker...11111111111111111111-20 Ch;irles. ..11010011111111111130—16
F Post.... 13111111111111111111-20 Beaudry. .ninilinoillllllOlO-lfi
Eager ....11111111111 '11111111—20 Folsom . ...11111111101113110100-10
Savage. . ..lllllllllUOllllllll-19 Bradbury .10111101111011110111-16
LeRoy. . . . 11110111131111111133-19 Bartlett. ..30111301111101111100-15
Roo t 31 1 11 011111111110111-18 Hall H 11 101 1011011010111-16
Loagden.. 11111111111101101311-18 Tucker. . ..10110111101111010111—15
Amsden . .3111111101111011111 1-18 Sterry. . . . 11001101111111011301-15
Brooks.. . .11101111111110111111-18 J Wolsten-
Fcn'imoreO1101111311111111]Ol-18 croft.. ..11001111101111101101-15
Daniels.. .10111111111111111101-18 Wh\tG .

.

. .11111011101101311000-14
Dovonp'rtllllll0101131111]110-17 Knowles . .31001001111011101111-14
B<=I1 imilOlOlUlllOllll-17 W Fred Q.llllllOllH 100011010 ^14
Keller lOOllllimillllllOl-17 Gore 00100001111111011111—13
Klees.. ..11031111111101101111-17 Davis 10010110110111011110—13
Dan 13111013101111101111-17 Burton . ...H1130O10O030O3O1111—13
Bristol. ...13111303011101111311-17 Atwell . . ..OOKWIOI 011100013 111—11
Plummer. 1111101011 1111111011-17 Post lOOlllOlOlOlUOOOfJlO-lO

No. 4, 10 single Keystones, SI entrance, S!30 guaranteed, expert
class:
Miller 111111 1111-30 Apgar 1100011111-7
Dickey 1111111111-10 Perry 1110100111—7
McMurchy 1110111111—9 W Wolstencroft ...0011101011-6
Stanton 1110011113— 8
Amateur class:

Klees 11in31111—10 Eddy 1 011101111-8
Sterry 1133313111—10 Eager 0011111111- 8
Root 3113313311—10 Thompson 0111111011—8
Bartlett 1111111111—10 Amsden 1111010111—8
IMcker 1113111111—10 F Host 1111110011—8
Gore 1111111111—10 Bell 1011111011-8
Le Roy lllllllllO— 9 Bowker 1010111111-8
Rule 3 133101111— 9 Allen 1101011111—8
Bond 0111111111—9 Bristol 1111013010-7
Davenport 1111111110- 9 Post 0111110110—7
White. 1111011111- 9 AtwpR 1010111110-7
Davis 1101111111-9 Snow.., OU3131001—

7

Brooks 1101111111— 9 Cowee 1100101111—7W Fred Q 1111111011- 9 J Wolstencroft 1011001110-6
Hooper lllllllllO— 9 Folsom 0011011110—6
Bradbury 1111110111— 9 I Wood 1101100011—6
Dan 1011303333— 8 Daniels 110U10000—

5

Keller 1001111111— 8 Wood 1001300110-5
Plummer 3331100111— 8 Beaudry 0000011101—4
Longden 1010111111— 8 Knowles 0001001100-3
Savage 1111110110- 8

No. .5, 20 single Keystones, $3 entrance, $50 guaranteed: expert

Dickey. . . .01111333111111131111-19 Apgar. . , . limilllOllOllOOlll—16
M'iMurchvllUOOlllOllllllllll-17 W Wolsten-
"Stanton"11110111110011111111—17 croft. . . . 3L1111O1110111010I1O-15

Miller . . . .11310001111110111110 -15
Amatetir class:

Sterry. . , . lllUl 11111111 111111-30 Amsden.,, 10110011111111111101-16
Bartlett...11111 im31111111111-20 J Wolsten-
Bowker...limillll 1111 111111—30 croft. .. .01011111110111111130—16
Wood 11111131110111111111—19 Daniels.,. 11100011111111111011—16
Klees lllllllllllllliUOll—19 Eager 11001111111110101111—16
Keller... 11111111111111111011-19 Bradbury.llOOllllOllllOllini—16
White UUllUlllllllllOU—19 Folsom. . ..11111110111100110111—16
Longden.. 11111111011111111111—19 F Post. . 10011111111110011101—15
Savage. . ..11111111110111111111-19 TbompsonOllllltlOlOIOllllllll—15
Root 11111111111101111011—18 Hooper...,03101011101011311101—14
"Dan" .... 101 nil limuiOllll—18 Atwell .... OtllXllll 1111101101111-14
"Brooks".inill01110111111111—18 G-rp O33300300311111FO11-1.5
Davenp'rt30111110111101111111-17 "Bell". . . . 11010100110111110101-13
Rule 10111010111111111111-17 Cowee. . . . 01011001010111111001-13
Plummer.11111101111111110101-17 Beaudry ..11010010111001010111-13
Bristol. . . .10101011111111111111-17 Post 10110000110100010110- 9
Davis 11111011101111101111—17

No. 6, 15 single Keystones, $1 entrance, $30 guaranteed. Expert
class:
Dickey UHlHlOmOll—13 "Stanton" 301100011113111—11W Wolstencr'tlOllllllllOllU-Is McMurchy 111011101010101—10
Miller 110011111101111—13 Apgar 110001100111110- 8
Amateurs:

Hall 111111111111111—15 AtweU 011111111101111-13
Bristol 111111111111111-15 Rule 111110111011111-13
Sanborn 111111111111111-15 Post 011111010111111-13
Brooks" 111111111111111-15 Rell 111110011111101—12

F Post 111111111111111-15 Bartlett Ill lOIOUl 11101—13
Klees 111111011111111—14 Plummer 011111011111110-13
"Davenport". .111111011111111—14 Davis 11111111110101fr-i3
Eager 111111111101111-14 Fddy 101011111111101—13
Thomson 111111111011111—14 Nichols 111011010111111—13
Bowker 101111111111111—14 Boot 111111111100101—13
Langden 111101111111111-14 Daniel 011111011111011—13
Bradbury 110111111111111—14 Sava gp Ill 1 10100111 1 11—12
Snow llllOlUlimil—14 " ^ - -

JWolstencroft 111111011111111-14
Amsden 111111011011111-13 ^ _
Tucker. 101111 111101111—13 Wood OllllllOUllUlO—11
Le Roy 111111011111011—13 Folsom 101111000111111-11

Beaudry lOOlinilllllUO-ll
Gore OOllollllllllOl-llW Fred Q 111100111110111-11

"White"
Sterr

.... 101111111011111-13 Dan 110010101110111-10
.011111111110111—13 "Purdy" 111010010111101—10

Knowles 111111111111010-13 Cowee 111100111110001-10
S'one 110011111111111—13
Burton 111111011111011-13

Keller KOlllOOOlllllO— 9
Hooper lOOlOOOll 011110— 8

No. 7, 10 single Keystones, $20 guaranteed, $1 entrance, expert

McMurchy 1111111111—10 Apgar 1111010011— 7W Wolstencroft....0111111111— 9 Dickey 0110111011— 7
Meller 1113010111— 8 Stanton 1101010111— 7

sterry '...1111111111-10 Le Roy 0111011111— 8
Root 1111111111-10 Longden 0111011111— 8
Snow 1111111111—10 Sanborn 1011111011— 8
Bristol 1111111111-10 \Ybite 1101111101— 8
Gore 1111311113—10 Nichols ....1100111111—8
Bartlett 1111111111-10 Stone 1110101111— 8
Eager 1111111111—30 F Post -.1113001111— 8
Keller, . , 1311101111- 9 BeU 1101111011— 8
Klees 1101111111— 9 Bowker lUlllOOJl— 8
Tucker lllllllllO— 9 "Snipe" lllUlllOO— 8
Beaudry 0111111111 - 9 Rule 1110101110— 7
Phimmer lllllllllO - 9 Post 1111101001— 7
Atwell 1101111111— 9 Knowles 0100111111— 7
Thompson llllUllOl— 9 Burton ilOOlOUll- 7
Daniels lllllllllO— 9 Bradbury lOlllllOlO— 7W F Quimby 1111101111— 9 Folsom 1011101101— 7
Cady "Brooks" Olllllllll— 9 Ward 0011101101— 6
Cowee Olllllllll— 9 Dan 0101010111- 6
Amsden Olllllllll— 9 Purdy IIOOKOIOI— 5
Davis 1111101111- 9 J Wolstencroft. .. .0101110010- a
Hooper 1010111111— 8 Eddy OlOOOOOUO— 3
Savage 1011110111- 8

No. 8, 20 single Keystones, SLoO entrance, $40 guaranteed, expert

McM'rchylllllllOlOllllllllOl-17 Stanton . .01111111101111011111—17W Wolst- Dickey . . .01111110111110110111-16
encroft . .111 11111030111111101—17 MiUer . . . . 01101100001110111111—13

Apgar 11111010111110111111—17
Amateur class:

Savage ...11111111111111111111-20 Bell 10111111101111111011-17
Bowker. . .11111111111111111111—20 F Post. . . .UlOO111111111110111—17
Sterry 11111111111111111111-20 Rule 11111111111110111010-17
Klees 11111111111110111111-19 LeRoy... lOlllllllOllOllllUl—17
Bristol. . . .11111111101111111111—19 Thompsonlll 11111110111010111—17
Brooks . . .11011111111111111111-19 Gore 10111111010111111111—17
Daniels. . .11111111111011111111—19 Root 10111011011111111011—16
Davenp'rtllllOlllllllllllllll—19 Folsom. . .11111111110110010111-16
Amsden. .11111111011111111111-19 Cowee . . . .lllUlllllllOlOOlllll—16
Bradbury.11111111111111110111-19 Sanborn . . 11101111101111110110—16
White . . . .11111111111111111110-19 J Wnlst-
Longden.. 11111111101110111111-18 encroft..10011111100111111111-16
Eager 11011111111110111111—18 Dan 01111111110111101011-16
Knowles.. 11111111111100111111—18 Stone 01110111111000111111—15
Keller ...11111111111101111011-18 Nichols. .1001011 llllllllOlUO—15
AtweU. ..11111111011111101011-17 Hooper.. .11010111110111001111—15
Beaudry ..11111111111010111110—17 Purdy . . . . 01010111111001111110—

U

^No. 9, 15 single Keystones, f 1 entrance, $30 guaranteed, expert

Wol8tencroft..m011111 101111-13 McMurchy. . . .110011111001011—10
MiUer UOllO 110101111—11 Dinkey 001111101011111-10
Aj>§ar, OlllOXWQQUlWU SUiatoij. - „ . , ..TOUOIQUOUU- 8
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Amateur cla.-e:

Amsrlen—
Le Roy
Brnnks....
Saubnrn

—

Reandry
S'prry
K1e> s

.imuill 111111^15
..iiiiniuimu—15
..iiimniiniui-u
..nniuomiiH-u
.111111111101111-14

. .111111111111111—15 Bell 111011101110111-13
111111111111111—15 Knowles 010111111111011—13

Rulf 110111011011111-13
RureoQ loioiion lllin-13
D^miela IIKUI 101011111—13
Pnlsnm mOlllOUllOll—la
Longdeu lIOIUIlOlllllll-12
Purdv OnOlinui0111—1

2

Savage 001101111111110—11
Hall llliOltlUOOiOl-ll
F Post 101110101111011—11
Knller .101010111110110—10
Atwell 111100011101110—10
J Wnl s t en crof I OlOUUllOl 0011 -10
'Diompson ....OOlOOlOl 1011101— 8

White il 11111 1n 01 111—14
Knot 111111111111101-14
Bris'oi nmnoiuim-u
B->wker. - 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 110111-14
Oowce, nMlllliniO!-!!
Snip--. 11] 11 11 Oil LI 011-13
Brarli-urv limil(Kjlllin-i:iW Fred Q .... 1110nillllll01-j:i
Eqger 011110111111111-18

No. 10, at 10 siDg!e Keystone.', $1 entrance, $20 guaranteed, es-
ptvt class:
iHckev 1111111111—10W WnlsteBeroft ...1111111110— fl

McMurchy lUKllOlOl- 7

Amateur class:
Eiger 1111111111-10
'^rroks llliinill-lO
S^prry lllltllUl 10
Fol'o^ -...11111 11101- 9
rinwpB 1111011111— 9
Bradbury IIIIIHIOI- 9
THompson.. 1111110111- 9
Am^den UlllllOll- 0
Klpes limiOlU- 9
R. or lllOOimi— 8

Le Roy lllUlllOO— 8

Apgar 0110101101—6
Sranton llOIOUlOil-

6

Miller.... 0100010100-3

Longden - . . .1101111101—8
Beaudry .1110111101-8
Nichols .1100111111—8
Biwker 0011111111-8
Piirdv lllOUllUO-7
Savaee 1101101110-7
J Woistencrott lllOOllull—

V

Bristol llllOOlOU-7
White 11:0111001—7
F Po&t 0111101011-7

Wednssdwj, Jvjy 8. Secona Day.

At 10 A.M.. wliPU the first event was called, tlie weather condi-
tirins icked most unfavorable aTid evpry one looked for a repeti-
tion of the weather of i he prrfceding afternoon. A strong south-
west wind was blowing au'l there was every indication of rain,
but Cipforp an hour had passed the sun shone brightly and the
balance of th*" day was a perfect one for trap work, good scores
bt ir g The result.
Tue surplus to day amounted to $110 34. Dickey was ag iin the

fortunate one in his cUs^, and he Tucked $36.78 in his wallet as a
result of breaking S6.33 per cent, of his birds fired at, E. D. Miller,
of Soringfiekl, N. J., ^.-eiting $1^.39 as hi.s share vvith a percentage
ot 85. In the amateur class, S. A Tucker, of Meriden, Conn., sot
first money with a record of 94.28 per cent.; C. B. Sanborn, of
Souat rvill", MasF., second, 93 10 per cent.

No. 1, 10 single Kevsfones. gl entrance, $20 guaranteed: psnftrts:
Dickey 1111111111—10 Wol^tencroft 1111000110- 6
Miller 101110)111- 8 Apgar IIOIIOUOOI— 5
McMurchy 1100110110- fi

Amateur class:
Keller illllllHl-lO Davenport 1011101111-8
."St. i ry 1111111111-10 ?now 1110111101-8
Rell inilim I-IO " Roc kworth" Ollllll 110-8
Bradbury llIlllllll-,0 Folsom '...1101111011-8
L". Roy 1111111111-10 Daniel
Tucker 1111111111 -10 ".VlcGinty"
S.4n 'lorn 1111111111-10 L-^ngden. . .

.

"VVlnte" UOlllllH- 9 Bristol.

...moiiiuio-7
.. . 0011111011—7

1111011010-7
OUlHOUll—

7

Ron'kir 1111011111- 9 Dd,n 0101111110-7
J Wolstencroft 1111011111— 9

'•Brooks" nillOlOll- 9

B -Tid OlinillU— 9
Root llOUlim- 9
Knowles 1111111 01— 9

Cow. e 0111011111- 8

Klees 0111110110-7
Savage 0111011110- 7

Hall 0111111011-7
Davis 0011110101—8
Hifrvey 0110111001—6
Larkia 1011110011—6

Weil limiliaO-8 Qu'mby .IILOIIOOOI-U
Bartlett lllOlllllO— 8 F Pdsr, 0001110101—5

No. 3. 15 single Ke.vstonee, $1.50 entrance,- $30 guaranteed.
Esyeri class:
Dickey 011111111111111—U W WolBt'croftOlllOllUlOtlUO-lO
Miller .111110111101110-13 Apgai' lOllUlOliOlOllO— 9
McMurchy.. . .011110101101110-11
Amateur class

Bxrtlett 111111111111111—15
tloekworth.. . .111111111111111—15
Bond lUnillllllUl 15
Tvicker 111111111110111—14
Snow lllOllllDUlLll-iS
Savage lOllllllOllllU- l:i

^antoia llOlllUll ilLOl-13
Rris'ol 111110111111011—13
Mct^^i nty 11 lOl tllOU 11 1—13
Wtaitfl OlllllUllOllll— 13

Roy
Bmoks

Hall 011101111011111—13
Kleea IIIIIOIOIOIIIIO-II
Cowee 110011 1 111 1 1001-11
Daniels, llOlllOOllllOll-U
Riwker 1010110.110,111-11
J Wol s'encrof 1001 1nil 1111001-1

1

F -^om llllOlOlOlOiOtl-lO
Wehn lilO illllllOlOO-lO
FPost OiUlOllOOOlUl 10

_ Dav^-nport ....lllllOlOOOIOM—10
.111111111101110-13 Lwgden lOlOllllllOOllO 10

...mi0111101'lll-13 Bell llL.OOlOlllillOO— 9
Quimby 1111110111011111—13 iLarvey (KlOUlUOUOOOl—

8

Larkm 110 01111111110-13 Knowles OlOOO llOOllOll— 8
S erry lOUli 11100110-13 KelW ..lllloOOOullOlOl—

8

Boot 011111010111111—13 D ivis lOOOmuOiOOOIO- 6
Bradbury 111011100111111-13 Dan 001001000000001- 3

No. 3, 20 single Keystones, g3 entrance, S50 guaranteed, expert
claf-s:

:\I c iM Teh T 1 10111110111111 1 1 1ll-18
Dickey .. .100111111011 11111111-17
Tee Kay . .10111101111111111011-17

Am ateiir class:
l.Uivis 11111111111011111111-19
Brooks . . .lllinillOllllllllll-19

W W^olst-
encroft. 01111111011011111110-16

Miller. . . .11111111101010111001-15
Apgar .... 10111001011010001011—11

Sterry .

White .

. .11111000011111111111-16
. . 10011111011111111110-16

Sanborn.. 1011 llllilllllllllU— 10 trore lOlllllOlUlOO 111111—15
Snnw .. ,UllUlllllilllUllll-i9 R'ckw'rthlllUllOllloillOOOli—16
F Post-., limilUllhdlimi—19 Covvee. . ..lllllllOUOlOllUllOl—15
Bind .lOllllllllllOlU 1 111-18
Bowdi3b..ll0lll Oiliminill-18

Bar'let.t ..11111110001111011101-15
Diuidls. . .11111010110011011111 15

Lefe<-er... nil, 001111111111111-18 B-ll 10101110011101011111—14
Ri-is!O'....1101 llllOllilllilLl—18
Bow R e r .. .111011111111 11111101—1

8

Tucker... 11111 0,1111111111111 18
L-R >y....01i0111,110111 llM-17
Koo- 11U0110I11110111111-J7
Savagr . . . .01111 llOllOillll 1111-17
J Wolst-

Kiep? loioniioiion 111100—14
Keller . . OlOlOllOlllOliniliO-14
J von L'-n-
gerke... 00011111111011001111-14

MiGinty..10110110010111111110-14
Quimby. . .01111111110101101100-14
Folsom. . . .10111U0011000101in-13

Rockworth 1111111110— 9 Langden linoilOlll—

7

Wood mOUnn- 9 Lp Roy. 1110011101-7
Gore 1111011111—9 Stone 1011100111-7
BptI lOinmn— 9 Lefpver 1101011110-7
i*avage IIUIOIIII— 9 Dsvis 1010111101—7
Snow 1101111111—9 F Post OOl'OllllO 6
Oowee 0111111111—9 Kle'-s 1011111000 -6
Sterry 1010111111- 8 J Wolstencroft 1010101010-5
Knowles 191inil01— 8 Dan 0100110010-4

No. 6, 10 single Keystones, $1.50 entrance, $20 guaranteed, ex-
pert class:
Miller 1111111111—10 McMurchy 1110101110- 7
Dickey llllOlllll— 9 Woletencrof t 1111101010— 7
Apear 1111110101— 8 Tee Kay. 1011110010- 6

Bowdish "...1111111111—10 Rockworth 1101111111—9
Sanborn 1111111111—10 Savage 1011111111— 9
White 1111111111—10 Davenport lOlllOini— 8
J von L 1111111111-10 R u-tlett 1100111111- 8
Tucker linUini—10
J Wolstencroft nmoilll— 9
Du Bray OUIllini— 9
Lefever 1101111111— 9
Sterry 1111111101- 9
L"ngden 1011111111— 9
Stone 1111101111— 9
Brown 0111111111— 9
Stone 1111111110- 9
Co-^ee 1101111111- 9
LeRoy lllllOlUl- 9
Daniels 1101111111— 9
F Post 1111111011-

euci of t . ,1111111100111011 1101—16 Stone 11101101110100111010-13
KQ"wles..lU)10Uillllin01 1111-16 Davenp'rtUOlonOOOl 101111011-13
Longden . OlllOlllOllOtlllllll-18 Harvey. . .01111111001101011100-13
Bcaaburj.OnuiniillOniOilll-16 Webb... .01011101101111001100-13
Wood llllOn 10100111 11111-16 Teeple. . . .10010010000011011000- 7

Dan OOOlOOlOOOlOlOOlOOlO- 6

No. 15 single Keystones, $1.50 entrance, $40 guaranteed, expert
class:
McMurchy. . . .111101111111101-13 Miller 101110111111101-13
Wolstencroft. .101111111011111-13 !• e Kay 11(010100111010- 8

Dickey 111101111011111-13 Apgar IIOIOUIOIIOIOOO- 7

Amateur class:
Klees miinnilllll-15 Bristol 111001111111111—13
B iwker 111111111111111-16 Tucker 111111111011011-13
Gore 1 1 1 1 1 11 11 , 10 11-1 4 B a rtlett 11111 . 010111011-13
Davis 1 11111111011111-1

4

Sione lliniOllllllll n
L°. R .y 011111111111111-14
Root 110111111111111—14
B,.na 01111111111,111-14
"Brooks" iiiionnniiii-14
Bell ....111111 11111011-14

Webb 1110111110- 8
Snow 1101111101— 8

Harvey 0111 110111— 8
N'ebola 0111011111— 8
Davis 1101111110— 8
Gore llllllOOn— 8
Wood iiniioon- 8
Bradbury 1111111100— 8
MoGinty lllOl'lOll- 8
Folscm .,1^11101110- 7
Bristol 0110111011— 7
Root 1011100111— 7
Klees 1110110010- 6

Bell 1110111111- 9 Darken IIO'OIOIIO- 6
Knowles iioniini
Bowkpr 1111111110-

Keller 1110011001— 6
Dan 1101111000— 6

No. 7, 20 single Keystones, $3.50 entrance, $75 guaranteed, expert
class:
M-ller ... 11111111111111011111-19 Angar.... 11011111100011111111-16
M'MurchyllllllinnOlllllllO-18 Dickey. .,11113101111011100111-16
Wolsten- Stanton. . .11100110111011101101—14
croft .... 11111111101101111111—18
Amateur class:

Bradbnrv.limillllll11111111-20 Bristol....ninill0in01101111-17
White. . . . 11111111111111111111—20 Lefever. ..11111111100011111111-17
Tucker. . ..11111111111111111011-19 Rockw'th.iniilllllll010in01~17
Bowker...11111111111111110111—19 DaveDp'riininniOllOOOllin-16
Sanborn .. 111111111111101 1 1111—19 Webb 1111 Oil 1110111100111—16
Post 11111111111111111011—19 Bowdish. 10011111111111101110—16
Gore 11111111111111110111-19 Nichols.. .10111111101011111101—16
Savage... .llllinniOlliOllin-18 Lnng 01101011101011111111-15
Daniels... 11110111111111011111—18 Bell 01001111111111101011—15
vSterry . . . .11111111111111101011—18 Klees niOinillOllOOlOllO—14
Root 11101101111111111111—18 Cowee .11011111010100110111—14
J von L... 11101111111111011111—18 liongden.. 000111 11110111111001 -14
Du Bray.. 10111111011111111111—18 L^roy OIOUIOIOI1 110 110111-14
Bartlett ..11111111111110111101—18 Knowles.. 01001111100111101011—13
Wood lllUllllOllOlllllOl-17 J Wolsten-
Ke'ler nimilOlOinulini—17 croft , 10111111100101000011—13
McGinty. .00111111111110111111—17 ' Pu dy 10000000100111111111-11
Brooks. . ..OllOllOimil 1111111—17 Dan nOOOlllOlUOlllOiOlO-ll

No. 8, 15 single Keystones, $2 entrance, $50 guaranteed, expert
clnss:
Wolstencroft..111111111111111-15 Miller 110111111111111-14
Stanton 1111111111111 U-li
McMurchy .. ..011111111111111-14
Amateur cla^s:

White 111111111111111-15
Tucker 111111111111111-15

J Wols teucro t lion 1011 1 inoi 1-12
Davenport . . ..llinillOOlilOl-13
Daniel 1001 1 1111111011-13
Snow llilllOtOllllOi-13
F Post OlOnillllllOll-W
Larkin 110011111110111—13
Hall oloiioiouiini—

n

Dickey 110111111101111—13
Apgar lOlllllllOOlin—12

Nichols 101011 10111111 1—13
Bartlett 111100111111110—13

Root. lOllllinUini-14 Keller 110111101011111-13
WFred Q 111011111111111-14 Cowee 110110111111110-13
Brooks 101111111111111-14 McGmty llOlllllOlllOU-13
W^olstencroft..111111011111111—14 Savage. 110111011111110—12
F Post 111011111111111-14 Rockworth. . . .010111101111111-13
Gore llllinin 11011-14 Knowles 110110111101111—12
Bradbury 110111111111111—14 Ball. 111110011110101-11
Lnngden 111111101111111-14 Steri-y 111101111100110—11
LeRoy 11111' 111110111-13 Dan.. 11 101 11 101 11010-11
Bowker 111101110111111-13 Webb 111111111011000-11
Bowdish 111001111111111-13 J vou L 110010111111110-11
Snow llOinniOlllll-13 Stone 001101011011111—10
Lpfever 1111111111 11010-13 Davenport 01 lllOlU 100 1 1 1 1—10
Daniels niOliniOlllll-13 Brown 110iaiU1111010-10
Sanborn 111111110011111-13 Purdy 111001011011111-10
Dav s 101111111101111-13 Dill IllOiOUOOOOlOl - 8
DuBrav ID 1011111 110 1 18 Edwards IIOOOOIOIOIOIIO—

7

Wood 111011110111111-13

No. 9, 15 single keystones, S3.50 entrance, $65 guaranteed. Ex-
per' class:
Wol->tencroft .111111111111110-14 Apgar 111111111010101—13
M'Murctiy ... 111110111111011-13 Stanton 011011110111111-13
Miller 111110110111110-13 Dickey lOllllOllllOOll-ll
Amateur class:

Bowker 111111111111111-15
JWolstencroftl111111inil111-15
Webb nilllll 1111111-1

5

Tucker 111111111111111—15
Klees llllllUnOllll—14
Hoot inillllOllllll—14
DuBray 1111011111111 11 -1

4

Keller muoDnnin-14

Savage 111110111111110-13
Rock.^orth....in01inillli01- 13
Lefever lOinilllOlllll-lS
F Post lllliniUlOlOl-13
Klees 011111111110111—13
Sierry Ill 11101 1111001-1

:

Davenport. . . .011110110111111-1:
Gore UOllOlllOlllll-13

McGinty 110111111111111—14 Daniels Illl0l0111101ll-12
Cowee UllllOllllllll—14 Knowles lllllUOlOlOilO—13
Sanborn 111111101111111—14 W'hite ..011101111111100-11
JvnnL 111111111110111—14 Stone 10' 11101 1 101101—11
Dan 111111111110111-14 Bell 000111110111111-11
LoDgden 111111111111101—14 Purdy 101010110111111-11
Bradbury 10111111111'111-14 Quimby 111110001111110-11
Bowdish 110111:11111111-14 Snow llOlOllllOO 1 011-10
Brooks liniOiinillll-14

No. 10. 10 single Keystones, $1 entrance, $20 guaranteed, expert
class:
Stanton 1111111111-10 Apgar 1111111101- 9
McMurchy 1111111101- 9 Wolstencroft nmilOll— "

Miller Oillllllil- 9 Dickey lUlllOOll-
Amateur class:

Bradbury 111111 1111-10 Daven port UOniOlll-8
DnBray llllllllll-lO F Post 1111111010-8
W^hite 1111111111-10 Klees miOlOlll-8
Snow 1111111111—10 Bowdish lllOlllOll-i
Sanborn..- 1111111111—10 Lefever 01101111 il

-

Sterry 1111111111-10 Longdeu lllOllDlll
Bowker 1111111111—10
J von Lengerke. . 1111111111—10
Bell 1111111111-10
Nichols 1111101111— 9

Tucker llOlllllll— 9

McGinty 1111111110— 9

8
J Wolstencroft 1111101011—8
Quimby 1100111111—1
Tee Kay 0110111111-!
Rockworth 1111101011—8
Brad street 0 1 11111 011—8
Root OllOilim-8

Webb limilOll- 9 Dill 0010111111-7
Keller 1111111110— 9 Cowee 11110111)10—7
Savage niilllOll— 9 Knowles.... mP0a0'i-7
Brooks lUllOllll- 9 Washiugton ...1100111110--
Gore 111011 1111— 9 Brown IDOOllOll

Amateur class:
Bradstreet 1111111110— 9
J von L Ollinilll— 9
Rockworth 1110111111— 9
Bradbury lOlUlllll— 9
Root 1111111101— 9

Amsden inuilOUl— 8
Du Bray 0111111011— 8
Daniels 1011010111- 7
J Wolstencroft... .1011111010— 7
Cowee 1101110 10—7

Gore 1111111101— 9 Sivage lllllOOOll— 7
Sterry 1111110111— 9 Keller OllOlOlllO— 0
Snow tlOlllllll— 9 Davenport lOliOllUO— 6
Allen 1111111100— 8 Purdy KiDOimnil- 5
Eager llllllOlOl— 8 igan lOOOOUOOOO— 1

No. 2, 15 single Keystones, $150 entrance, $20 guaranteed, expert
class;
Dickey 111111101101111—13
Si-an^on 111101111111110-13
McMurchy. . .110011111101111—13
B'-ook9 lOliniUlOOlll—13
Whpeler 111011111110101—13

Apgar 1000111110'nil—11
Bowker 111010111011011- 11
p.-i ry 1001 01 11 11innl-ll
B^nborn 001011001.110111- 9
B md 11010101 1 010110- 9

WHiite 111011101010111-11 Tucker OOOUOllOillllO— 9
Miller oioinioiiiino-n

K-ller ...nirilll111111-15 Purdy 111110110101111-13
Rockworth... 111111111111111-15 Snow 111101001111111-13
Root 111111111111111—15 Bradstreet ... 11111001 1 0110U—11
JvonL 111111110111111-14 Davenport ....011101110111011—11
Cowee 111111111110110-13 Bradbury 000111101111011—10

Amaden 101111101010011-10
Gore 111110010110101—10
Daniels 010111011000101- 8
Allen lllOlOOnilOllOO- 8
Dau .inOlOlOlOlOOOO- 7

guaranteed. Es-

Sqvage 01111nil 1011 '1—13
J Wolstencrof f 11' '10111 ' 1 1111 1 -13
Sterrv 011011111111111-13
Eager 111110111111110-13
Du'Bray 111101110111101—13

No. 3, 20 single Keystones, $3.50 entrance,
pert class:
Perry 11111110111101111111-18 Apgar . . . .11010101011111101111-15
Bowker. . . 1111111111011111 1011-1 8 Bond 101 10101 10111011 1 111—15
Dickey . . .11111111101101011111-17 White 11101111111110101100-15
Sanborn.. 1101101inilllll0110-16 Wheeler.. 11011111101111110100—15
Brooks... .0111101110IU01,111H—18 Miller 11101001 llllllOlOUl 15
MoMurcMlllOOlllOllOimOll-15 Stanton...10100101111100011100-11
Ama'pur da

J von L.. 1111101111 inn 11111 -19
Root llllUUl Uini 111 1 10-18
Eager 1111 llliini 01111 1111—18
Daven p'r tl nnniOlllOllllO 11—17
K"ller Oil ' lliniOlOlllllll - 17
Bradburv.lllllll0ll0111111011-17
Gore .... iininoooiiiiiiini-17
Sterry oiiiiinnioinnuo-17
JWolsten-
crof t. . . .111101011 iioimini-i7

Daniels. . .11111111100111100111-16

All°n 10111111101111111010—16
Bradstre'tnmmiOlOnOlOlll—16
RoGk'orthlllilOOl 111111011110—16
Amsden. .10101101101111111011—15
Savage. . . .0011 1 110 1110' 1111 1 10—15
Qaimby . . . 1110001 1 11 OllllllOil— 1

5

Nefd ham . 1110111110 1 100011001—13
Du Bray. - llOllinOlOOlHnOOll-13
Cowpe 01 OllllOllOOn 10 1100-11
Purd y . . . - loiooiiiooiaionooii- 1

0

Dan 01101000110111010001—10

I guaranteed; ex-No. 4. 10 single Keystones, $1.50 entrance,
pert cla«8:
McMurchy 1111011111-9 Sanborn lllllllirO—

8

Wh eler 1101111111-9 Brooks 1110111110-8
D'ckey .. .". 1111111110-9
AogHr 1111111011-9
White 1111111100-8
Perry 1101111011-8
Amateur class:

Gore 1111111111-10
.1 von L 1111111111 10

Miller 1101111011-8
Bond hiOlinill-8
Tucker llOOninO—

7

Bowker 0110110101-6

Bradstreet 1111010111—8
Warren 0111111110-8

Amsden limillll-lO Dan 1111010110-7
Root 1111111111-10 Snow 1100111101-7
Rockworth lllllllOll- 9 Cowee 1011011110-7
Bradbury lliollllll- 9 Dwenport 0011110111-7
Keller 10111111 11-9 Du Bray 1110110101—7
Eager 1110111111- 9

Need'iam lUlOlllOl— 8
Pnruey 1001111101-7
J Wolstencroft llOlOlOlOl-ti

Sivag-> ODlOlllll— 8 Sterry 0011111100-6
Daniels OOllllllll- 8

No. 5, 30 single Keystones, optional sweeps'ake, $1 entrance,
birds extra: Perry 2J, JM Murchy, Brooks, Rockworth. Root 19

17 each. Dau. Snow 13 each, Bradstreet 13, Purdy, Dennison 8 each.
No. 6, same conditions as No. 5: McMurchy, Stanton, Bowker 30

eac'i, Sanborn, Root, Quimby, 19 each. Rockworth, Dickey. Brad-
bury. Wheeler 18 each, J. von L., Sterry. Miller, Perry, Bradstreet,
Davenp-'M, Ronri, Eager, Snow, J. Wolstencroft 17 each, Apgar,
Brooks DuBray, *Niohol8 16 each, Amsden, Stone. Cowee 14 each.
Snow D -n 13 each. Needham, W^arren 9 each, Purdy 7.

No. 7, same conditions as preceding sweeps: L-'fevpr 30, San-
born and Root 19 each, McMurchy. S'anton. Dickey, Brooks,
Wheeler, *^terry, J. yon L . J. vVolstencroft, and Amsden 18 each,
Rockworth, .\pgar a 'd t^ui'nby 17 each. Stone. Dan, W'arren,
West. Divenpor^ Perry, C )wee, Bradstreet. Bon I and Rradtury
16 ea h, Milhr. Webster, *Bowker and Eager 15 each *Nichol9,
Du Bray and Dill 14 eacb, Morse 13, Newton and Keller 11 each,
Drunison 8. Needham and Purdy 7 each.
No. 8, same conditions as No. 7: Brooks, Perry, Bradbury 20

each. Dickey, Bond 19 each, McMurchy, S'anton, Wheeler, .'Sterry,

Bowker, Warren Rockworth 18 each, S nhorn, Apgar, J. Wolsl-
pncrofLl7 each, B-adstreet, Qu'mby, Stone 16 each, Amsden, Root,
Nichols 15 each. Miller. Eager, Dan 14 each, Keller, D-iuiels. Cowee
13 each, Mewton, Dill 13 each. Purdy 11. West 8, Needh^ra 7.

No. 9 10 singles, optional sweepstakes, 31 entrance: McMurchy,
B-adstreet, Band, Stone, Rockworth, Root and *Bowker 10 each,
Nichols, Miller, Perry, Bruoks, Wheeler and Bradbury 9 each,
Stanton Dickey, Dan, Sanborn, Apgar, J. Wolstencroft, Sterry
and W^ebster 8 eacb, K^g^r, Amsden and Cowee 7 each. Warren
and Needham 6 each, Quimby 5. Purdy 4. Keller 3.

No. 10, conditions same as No 9: Dickey. Bond, Stone, Sanborn
and *Bowker 10 each; McMurchy, Stanton, Perry, Bradbury, War-
den, Keller. Post and *Nichols 9 each; Rockworth. Brooks and
3ra,^snreet 8 each; Cowee, Wheeler, Miller, Sferry, Eager, Apgar
aTiri J. Wolstencrof t 7 each, Dan 6, Amsden 5, Purdy 3.

*Nor1n sweep.
Totals in sweeps .5, 6, 7, 8. 9 and 10, for donated purse of $100, div.

$50. $30 and $20, members of Wellington (4un Club only eligible:

McMurchy 94 Dickey 88 Eager 78
Perry -. 91 Bo'^rker 88 Nichols 77
Sanborn 91 Wheeler 87 Warren 74
Brooks 90 Apgar 84 Amsden 73
Sitinton 89 S'oue wl Cowee 71
Bond 89 Miller SO Dau. 70
Bradbury 89 Bradbury ,9 Purdy 41
Ties on 91 for second money: Perry 10, Sanborn 7.

At a meeting of the directors of the later-State Association,
held upon the grounds, the following schedule was made to com-
plete the circuir. for the year of 1891: BufFilo, N. Y., August 25, 36
and 27. Knoxville. Tenn., September 15, 16 and 17. Staunton, Va,,
November 3, 4 and 5. Savannah, Ga., November 17, 18 and 19.

VIRGINIA FIELD SPORTS ASSOCIATION.

Knowles 011111111011111-13 Loogden llOOlO lllUKil-ll
bavage 011011111111111-13 McGinty. ..... OOiOlinillllOl-11
Webb 110111111111101-13 Felsom lllllOlOlllOliO-ll

J Yon L 1110011011 Oil 11-11
Langdon 110111110101110-11
Cowee OiOluPOimim—10
Keller 1001101011OOlOl— 8

Harvey 001010111010,01- 8

WWashinglonlOllOlOOOOlOOJl- 6
Dan 001001100100100- 5

S1.50 entrance, 1 guarance. Ex-

Bradbury 111111101111011-13
Sanborn 111111101111011—13
Wocd 111101111111101-13
'Rock worth". lllinilOlilliO-13
Whi-e iiinnoiioini—13
Bowdish iiniiiionnio-13
D Le ever 101111011111111-13
Srtrry 110111111101111-13

Nn. 5, 10 single Keystones,
pert cJaS!::

D ck, V 1111111111-10 Wolstencroft IIIIOIIIIO-8
McMurchy 1101110111- s Apgar 0110111001-6
Miiier 0111011111- 8 Tee Kay OOIOIIIIIO-6
Amateur class:

WeoD 1111111111- 10 Brooks 11 1 1 1 01110-8
Bnn<i llllllim—10 Bowdish 1

' 11100111—8
Bartlett inHinil-lO Foisom 1001111111-8
White 11111-1111-10 '•McGinty" lllllOlOll-S
Root 1111111111-10 Bristol 1111110110-8
Biwker 0111111111— 9 Larkin llOlllOni—

8

J von L 1111110111- 9 Savage . .1110111101-8
Tucker 1111111101—9 Bond . niOOUlll-8
Bradtoiry. OllUimi- 9 Keller .1010111101-7

Daniels llOllllllO- 8 Piu-dy 0100111011—6
Stone 1011111101- 8 Dan ; . . .1100001101-6
Extra No. 1, 15 singles, $1.50 entrance, known angles, open to all,

four moneys: Brooks 15. Miller 15. W. Wolstencroft 15, Rockworth
14, McGinty 14, Longden 14 Savage 14, Dickey 14. Stanton 13,

Sterry 13, Bradbury 13, J. Wolstencroft 13, Apgar 13, Brown 11,

Bradstreet 10, Cawee 10, Purdy 10, Washington 6.

Thuraclay, July a—Third Day.

The shooters were again greeted with pleasant weather on this
the last day of the meeting. At an early hour the first event was
called, as it was desired to run off as much cf the regular pro-
gramme as possible, in order to shoot off a 100-bird maich, for
which $l(Xi had been donated by a member of the Wellington
Club. The management finding it impossible to get through with
the programme, decided to shoot only four of the programme
events, and split the lOtl-bird match into six different sweeps, the
aggregate scores of the eligible contestants to count, ihecondi-
tions of the contest allowing only members of the Wellington
Club to enter. The contest was watched with interest by both
spectators and contestants, and the finish between the second and
third place men was close and exciting.

No. 1,10 single Keystones, .$1 entrance, $20 guaranteed, expert
class:
McMurchy 1111111111-10 Miller.... -. 1110111111—9
Dickey 1111111111-10 Bowker 1111101111— 9
WTieeler 1111111111-10 Apgar llllOUllO- 8
Perry millllll-lO Broobs llOliOllil- 8
Stanton lllllOllll- 9 Tucker lOlUlUlO- 8
Bond miOinil— 9 White IIIOUOIOI- 7
Saabom .inilOllll—

9

THE Fourth of July was thought by the president and secretary
to be the proyer day for the annual shoot, so a call was issued,

and the Lynchburg and Staunton men appeared upon the ground.
These with a large Richmond turn out and visitors from other
parts of the Scare made up a pai ty that would do credit to any

7 i

large well advertised tournament. In one event 'he entries num-
bered 42. Much interest was taken by the teatn members, though
of the BIX teams Richmond furnished three and Staunton two.
The score made by the Richmond Gun Club would bring that
club near the front in any company. Of late years but little trap
shooting has been indulged in throughout this State, and the In-
terstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association would here find
a field worth cultivating.
Polk Miller was here, there and everywhere, keeping everything

in good running order. The large attendance and good marks-
manship displayed go to show that should the Richmond Gun
Club conclude to give a tournament, it w ill be a success.
Match at 20 singles, for teams of five men. entrance $5: Rich-

mond Gun Clntj 79, Lynchburg 72, East End 61, Staunton 60, Staun-
ton No. 2 48, West End 43. In shooting off for individual honors,
McAlpin beat Colquitt.
Sweep at 10 singles, entrance $1: Polk Miller, perhaps thinking

he was making a score on quail in the brush, made the only clean
score and walked away with first money.
Match at 10 singles, en'rauce $10 first prize a Marlin sporting

rifls. McAl pin here came forward and carried off the rifl-^.

Match at 6 pair of targets, prize a Victoria gun case. .7. Branch
put up nis gun in the new case.
Match at 20 singles for Yirginia Field Sports Associa tion emble-

matic gold watch charm, open only to members. McAlpin won
withlittlsto spare. There were many entries and many fair
scores.
Consolation match for those who had not won anything in pre-

vious TOat( hes. prize a Winchester repeating rifle. Won by anew
man, Mr. Saytlle.
The liaalmatca tor a Win-:" tester repeating rifle, opan to those

who had not won a first prize or first money in any previous evenc,
waswonbyvTajnes Branch, F. S.
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THE NICHOLS-GRAY MATCH.
f'ouNTRT CiiUB, Long IslaiKl, J\i]y \\.^Editor Forest nnd Stream:

Followine: upon a week of preparation ;u)d anticipation, the like of
whicb was never before seen iu thi-= sturdr old club, the great match
at olay pifreons, between 3Ir. Allan Nichols, president of the Country
Club and Col. Gray, late of London, Ensrland. was shot off hereto day.

••Thf lo.ser to pay $S.n00 to a charity agreed unon," these words
formed a part of the only ternis upon which Mr Nichols woul ! aKain
taee tlie fr.'aps; the condition of his eyes rendering it inadvisable for

him to use a erun much.
These conditions were finally accepted by Col. Qi'ay and Mr. Nichols

^ras fortrallT challeneed to shoot for the club cup, the loser to give

$5,000 to a c'haritv to be agreed upon by Messrs. Braith, Rhinelander
and Flagler. A more enthusiastic partj; than that w^iich filled the

club liouses to overflowing could not be imagined. As the hour for

ihe mareh. three oclock, dre>Y near, dozens of vehicles, including the
four-in-hands of Messrs. Roosevelt, Morgau and Prentiss, were
picturepqulv scattered under the clumps of giant ti-ees on the lawns,
while over in the ''grand stand." by the athletic grounds, a gay throng
of ladies and gentleKeu awniting the settlement of a long standing
account between two representative amateur crack sbot=! of England
and America. Col. Grav and Mr. Nichols appeared in good time, the
one bronzed bv constant -(^ ork in the field of sport, the other bronzed by
continuous yachting on the "high seas." The match was of the most
excitinp- character, neither contestant failing to break hia bird until the
flfrieth had been flown. Col Gray missed his lafty first bird. The
bettiiiij up to this point was in favor of Col. Gray, Mr. Nichols ad-
mitn'ne to bis friends that he had not had ijractice recently.
Such men asLeroy Pafkhurst, .Jr., Ogden Ferris, EHis Livingston

(just returned from a cruise around "the best part of the world")
"Ned" Thornton and Lord Geoi'ge CoUis (owner of the beautiful Irish

schooner yacht Arael.) however, backed the younger of the noted
wing shots, ther bad bad experiences in which the "nerve" of the
shght built! cool looking man had been an important factor, and this

party of faithful followers reaped a harvest.
At least two wagers were made of $3,000 to $2,000, these were

accepted by Doctor jSicbols and Ellis Livingston, while scores of
memorandums -were entered in the lumdred columns.
The judges were tor Col. Gray. Mr. H. St. George (London Gun

Chibi and for Mr. Nichols, Mr. Gordon Gordon (New York Gun Club.)

The referee was Lloyd Phoenix, who proved most acceptable. The
score:

A Nichols, 28yds.. llltllllllllllllinillllllllUUminillllllimi
inininiioininioiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiioiiuiii—97

F. Gray, 28yds. .. .linnuilll 11111111111111111111111111111111111111
oiiiiiiiiioi 11 uiiinn 1 looinnoumniuiiimi—95

Time of shooting two hours and tweuty minutes. After the usual
'pleasant words'" bad been spoken, Mr." Nichols hurriedly returned
to the city to participate in the annual regatta of the American Yacht
Club.
No more interesting exhibition was over witnessed on this time-

worn battle field than the match of to-day, and Mr. Nichols scored a
triumph that was the greater because of the proud position taken b}^

him iu the beginning and held until the end.
There are those among tbe friends of Mr. Allan Nichols who will

not soon forgot the example in chivalry, and none the less in modesty,
which this quiet young man has set them, and it is a common rumor
chat the club directors propose to recognize in some fitting manner
the heroi'-m displayed by Mr. Nichols in his long and desperate
strug-gle in saving the life of Wendell Braith from the waters of the
Sound on .lune 8.

It is with pleasure that we record another victory for Mr. Nichols.
Avhile we deplore the fact that so thorough a sportsman as Col. Gray
met defeat. G.

A MASSACHUSETTS MATCH.
Boston. Jtily l.—To-day the Wtxlnut Hill shooters opened a new-

match, but along the general lir es whieli havp been so succpsffnl
in the past. It is called i he Gold Com and Merchandise Match,
atin i-, suot ou stic-ceeding alterna'e Wednesdays, viz., July I'l and
23, Ai!-; L- ami :?H, Sppt. 9 "nd 23, Oct. 7 and 31, Nov. 1 and
IS, iJcf. :', JG aud -iO: open to all trap shots. Total number of com-
ii"Tii.io I

- U. Em rante fee, E5 cents each day. Score to consist of
20 StaEciiud l-^eystone taTgeis. from 5 traps. Keystone system.
C'tioice of prizes to be won on the aggregate of each competitor's
.sooies, taken in the order madp, as follows; 1st, 2d, 8d and Ith
clirlri', on 13 scores; 5'h. 6th, 7th and 8th choice, on 11 scores; 9l1i.

10th and llih choice, on 10 scores; 13th, 13th and 14t1i choice, ou 9

soorc£; l^iJi and 16th choice, on S scores: 17th and 18th choice, on 7
[;Coi es; 19Lh and 20th choice, on 6 scores; 21st and 231 choice, on 5
scoics; 2d. I and 2i: h choice, on 1 scores. A gold cTiampion medal
will tiK awarded the competitor mnking the highest aggi-egate in
the niHtch.
The medal will be delivered at the close of each day's contest

to the competitor making the highest, score of the day, who will
hold and vouch for it. and return it to the secretary at tbe range
on the day of the succeeding shoot. Xo competitor except the
finnl receiver of the champion medal 'an win more than one
priKs. Tics to be shot ofl at 10 Standard Keystone targets. Com-
petitors to have choice of prizes in the older of ranking of their
scnree; 2.5 prizes, value over .$o50.

Ail the anove competitions will take place at Walnut Hill range,
and Will ccme off at the designated time, regardless of weather.
Class shooting in all matches. Shooting to bf gin at 10:30 A. M.

Tbe Gold Coin match will be shot at 12:30 P. M. Birds 3 cents
each to non-members.

EL PASO INTERNATIONAL.
H^ilil.jr Fi/nst and Stream:
Ir.uo: til Qnd scores of second .annual .shoot of the International

Gnu f lub. of El Paso, Texas, July 4. The event of the day was
f bo<il N'- . 0, for the J. R. Smith medal and was won by Dr. Tilas.
The medal i.s a handsome one and was gotten up in honor of Mr.
J. R. Smith, deceased, who was one of our best shots and m' st
active members, and a thorough sportsman. The gun club of Los
Crnces, New Mpxico, sent a team of Ove members to shoot a match
wUh five members of the home team. Tae home te^m did some
very good shooting, as scores will show. Tne Los Cruces boys
took part in sweppstake shooting and were entertained on the
evenings of the 3d and -tth at the club house by the home club.
Everytning went off like clock work. The weather was perfect
for trap-3hooting. Peoria blackbirds, American Association
rules, three traps pulled according to indicator.

Ko. 1, 10 singles, entrance $2, 3 monevs:
Layer 1111101111- 9 Alton lOilOOlOll— 6
Bascom 1011111111— 9 Ciapp OlOlOlIlOl— 6
Friedenbloom lllllUOll— 9 Merrick OlUlOLKllO- 5
Siuthworth 0111111101—8 White UOOllOlllO—

5

Milea 1011110111— 8 Cherry 0101101001— 5
Fall Ul1111001— 8 Campo 1100001100-4
Vila-^ 0100111111— 7 Morrison 0010101010- 4
JHixson llllOOiUl— 7

No. 2, 15 singles, entrance .§4 4 moneys:
Laser 110110111111110—12 Campo 011111011011011—11
Vilas 111111111011100-13 Merrick 111001011101101-11
Friedenbloom .011110111111101—13 Southworth. . . 111000011111001— 9
White 110111011011011-12 Alton 111000010111010- 8
JHison 010110111111101-11 Bascom 010001101000111- 7
Morriion lllOlllilllOOlO-ll Clapp 000101000001001- 4

No. 3, team shoot, 20 siueles and 5 pairs:
El Paso Team. ,

Friedenbloom 11111111111111111111 10 10 11 11 11—29
Laser 11111111111111101111 10 10 11 11 11-27
V'las IlllllllUUOlOlOlll 11 10 10 11 11-25
Sontnworih llllOlOOOllllllUlll 11 10 10 01 01—23
Hixson 01101111110101001110 11 10 10 11 11—31-124

Las Cruces Team.
Bascom..- 11111001111001011100 10 00 10 10 10-17
Morrison 11010000111010111101 10 OU 10 11 10—17
Fall 10100100110011100110 00 10 10 11 11—Iti

Miles OiOOOllOOOOlUllUn 10 00 11 10 00—16
Clapp OOOOOIOUOOIOIOOUOOO 10 00 01 11 10— 9— 75

No, 4, 10 singles, entrance $4. 3 equal moneys:
Layer 1111111101 9 Bascom 0110101111- 7
Z Hixson.. .1011111111-9 Bndd 1100110111—7W Hixson Ullllllill— 9 Vilas 1011011001— 6
Full .•.UllUlllll- 9 Merrick 0100011111- 6
Sunil, worth 0111110111—8 Morrison 0010111101—8
Friedenbloom UlOlUllli— 8 Miles OOlOlOOlU— 5
Campo lllOmUO- 8 Beickhammer aOlOOOOlOO— 3

Shoot No. 5, 9 singles and 3 pairs, entrance 84, 4 monevs:
Frieder- teouthworth IIOOIDIIO 'lO 10 11—

9

blo.im....011inilll 111111-13 McGowan...001110llO 00 1110-8
L'^yer mOOlOli 11 11 11-12 Campo 001111001 01 10 10—8
Vilas lllllUU 10 10 10-13 Budd 101100101 10 10 10—8
J H sson.. .Unuilll 10 11 10—13 Merrick ... 011011110 10 00 00—7W Hixson .111111111 00 10 10—11 FeU OdllOUOO 011100—7
Morrison.. lOOOQllll 10 11 10—li) Bascom lOOOOlDiO 110110—7
Ii'viD 111011100 10 10 11—10

Shoot No. 6, 15 singles and 5 pairs, for the J. W. Smith Medal,
open to club members only:
Vilas lllllOfllimilO 11 10 11 11 11—31
J Hixson 111111001111111 10 10 1 1 11 10-20
Irviu... 111010111110111 H 11 11 10 01-20
Friedenbloom 111110111101111 11 10 00 11 19
Layer 101111111000110 11 01 10 11 11-18
Merrick 11111101 lOlOlOO 10 10 11 11 11-16
Soutbworth IIUUIIIOOIIOI 00 01 00 10 10-15W Hixson Olonilllllllll 01 00 00 10 00-15
Cherry lOlOlOll1100100 00 10 10 01 11-13
Shoot No. 7, 15 singles, entrance $5, 4 equal monevs:

Layer ..01110111] 101111-1 3 Irvin. 111011010111011-11
Fripdenbloom. 1111111 01011011-13 Fa'l ,.. 101011110011111—11
3 Hixson 011100111111111-13 Vilas 111011010101110-10
Payne OlIOlimilllOl-12 Budd IClOOlOllOllUl-lO
Bascom 011101111111100—11 Merrick 001101110011111—10
Shelton lllOlinmiOOO-11 Brown OllOlOOllllOlOl- 9W Hixson ....111011000111111-11 Morrison OlUOOOOUOlllOl— 7

Shoot No. 8, 5 pairs, entrance S3, 3 moneys:
Vilas 11 11 10 01 11-8 Irvin 10 10 10 11 00-5
Layer 10 10 11 01 11—7 JHixson 10 00 10 11 00-4
Friedenbloom... 11 11 00 11 10—7 Bascom 10 00 11 00 10 -4
Shelton 11 10 10 10 10—6 Budd 10 00 10 10 10-4
WHix'>on 10 10 10 11 10—6 Miles 11 10 00 10 00-4
Merrick 10 10 10 11 10-6
Mi«E-and-out event, entrance fl, 3 moneys: Layer 13, Frieden-

bloom 12, Bascom 9, Vilas 6, J. Hizson 6, Merrick 5. W. Hixson 3,

Cherry 1.

SOME DAYTON SHOOTING.
Datton, Ohio —Mr. Lew Lang, of this city, posted 8100 to be

shot for in a live pigpon match, under these conditions: Fifty
pigeons to each man. Association rule", open to Dayton shooters
only, to be divided: SSO for b«st score, $25 for spcond, §15 forthird,
$10 for fourth, each shoote"- to nay for his own pigeons at 30 cents
a pair, which amounted to $7 50 each man. Nineteen entries.
Joseph Davids referee, and G'apt. Asbley Brown scorer.
A closely mown lawn two miles east of the city near the road

house and Big Four Railway was selpoted as a place for the
march, and five afternoons were devoted to the sbooting and
shoot-off. St'Venteen hundred pigeons were trapped in the regu-
I'lr match and sweep'=takes and probably 800 more in practice,
making a t-^tal of 2,500 tame pigeons required, and all of them
good birds, less than 20 peepers all told.

Entrii s were Michai^l Stockert, Charles MUler, Gustav Sander,
Scott McDonald, S. S. Tronp, T. B. Hannah, F.d. Rike. Ed. Cain,
E. F. Cooper, Chas. Whealen, D. G. Porter, E. B. Weston. Andv
Mumma, W. P. Chubb, Doliih Snnder, James Achey, Geo. Maklej*.
L. K. Bun'atn, and Dr. S. J. Vincent. Scores are given 'u order
in which they shot by squads:

McDonald 01101011111001111101111101111110111110111111110111-40
T roup 11001011100(111011000110011 011001111001110000111101-28
Hannah 10100111111111(.aillll001010imi01110100111U01111-37
Rike llluOOlllOOllOlllllllOlOOlOlllllllllllOllIOOlOlOOl-34
Cain 11010111 1 1HI 0111101 0111100000 1 0011111 010111001111-34
Cooper OlllOlimiOOUUdlllll 111110100101101011101010111-36
Wheeler lOlllllllOOOOOOOfllOllllOI 1011010 i 00100111011011101-30
G Sander 11011111111111110111110111110110111011111110111110-42
Porter lOllOllOLlllllllOUOllllllOmilOllllI 111011011111-41
Weston llOinilOOOIllllOlOUOlHOOniOlOlOOlOllOllllOlllOl-32
Mumma lUlllOlUlOllllllOlllllllllOlllllOllOllllOOllllll-43
Chubb 1011111 llOllllllllllllUlOimm 11111111111111111-47
D Sander 11111110110110011111110111111011101111111111111111—43
Stockert 01111111111110011111 1011111111 1 1111 110101 ' 11010111-42
Achev. nUlllUOl 1 1 1 101 IlOllll 111 101111 00111111010110111—41
Mil'er 11111111111011111111101111111111111111101111111111—47
Makley llOlllllOnillOlllllinilOlllllllOlllllllilOillllU-tS
Runta'u . . .11000111111111101111110111111111111111111110011111 43
S^'in cent 1 1111111111 0111011110111011111 111011111111110 1 10 1 1-43

Chubb and Miller were tie for first on 47 kills; D. Sander, Mak-
ley, Buntain and Vincent, 43 kills each, tie for second; S. Sander,
Mumma and Stockert, 42 kills each, tie for third; Porter and
Achey, 41 kills each, tie for fourth.
Obubb and Miller agreed to .«hoot off at 50 live pigeons each for

the $50-stake and ^550 a side, and ChuhH won pa^ilv:
Chubb llOIlOllllllllllllllOlllinilinilllllllllOOllllll-45
Miller 11111101111111101111111111100111111111011110110110-42
Immediately upon decision of the referee that Chubb bad won

first money he was challenged by Charles Miller. S. T. Vincent
arid Shorty Bacon for a shoot f"r the cottnty championship, 50 or
100 live pigeons, $y>0 or $100 a side. He will probably accommodate
th'm all in Septem'-er.
Buntain, Makley, Vincent and Dolph Sander were tie for second,

and shot at 10 live pigeons to settle it. Buntain won:
Buntain 1111111110-9 Vincent 0101011011—6
Makley 1111111001-8 Sand-'r lOOOllOlU—

6

Third money has not been dec'ded. Porter could not attend the
shoot-off, and on demand the money was given to Achey.
Mr. Sale Good, superintendent of the Dayton Kennels, made

five splpudid traps, and a 50-sparrnw match was arrangfrd to test
tbem, 83.50 pntrance, only one prize, and that was a large steel
engraving, the death scene of a fox chase. Sparrow shooting is a
popular sport here, and the rules followed are. 26yds. rise for
singles, traps 3ft. apart, a sparrow touching the ground after
being shot at is scored dead, and the ohallppge rule obliterated,
Douf>le sparrows are from one plunge trap, 21yds rise. Scores in
this 50 sparrow ma tch were as follows:
Porter 00111101101110111100111111110101111101101110001111-36
HaDuah 0101111 10111111111 01111011 1111 lOlll 11 110011111 1111-42
Troup llllllllllllllllHlOOllOlOOllOlllOOllOllllOlllllll-40
D Sander 11010111111011111111111111110001011101111111111111-42
(> Sander 11100111101100111111011110111111111111110000111111-39
Vincpnt lillOllllllimOllllllllllllOlllOOllllimillllim-44
P. "\'incent was de lared winner.
A team match was shot, Vincent and Cooper against Dolph

Sander and Craorge Makley, at 25 sparrows to each mm:
Vincent lllOllOllllllllllllll'HO -22
Cooper 1111010111101001111010001-18-38
Sander 1111001111110010111111011-19
M.ikley lllOlOIlllllOllllOlOOilll-19-38
The tourney finished with a 7 live pigeon match, $5 entrance, 8

entries:
Weston 1111111—7 Cooper 0100111—1
MiUer 1111111 - 7 Vin cen t 1001010-3
Buntain UUllO—6 G Sander 0000111—3
Cain miOOl-5 Makley OlOtOLIl-

3

Miller beat Weston in the shoot-off for first money, Buntain
took second, Cain third.

Shoot No. 7, 9 !3ingle Peo' iaa, entrance 7d cents, two moupya:
Dad 111111111 9 Piety UlOOOlOO—

4

A'lison gOlllllll—7 Thompson lliomil—

8

Knox 011101111-7
Hall (111101101-6
Smith 111110101—7
J M Clark 111111111-9

Diherr 011111101-7
Maxwell OllOllCOl-5
DnBnst nilllllll—

8

Bif coe 011010111-6

THE FOURTH AT TOPEKA.
TOPBKA, Kansas, July S.—Editor Fored and Streavi: Inclosed

find scores of tournament given July 4 by We^t Side Gun Club, of
Topeka , American Association rules governing.

No. 1, 5 single Peorias, entrance 50 cents, 3 moneys:
Knox 01101—3 Wiggin 01010—;3

McGinley 00000-0 DeBost 01011-3
Biscoe 11110-4 Dad 11110-4
Piety 01001—3 Allison 11111-5
J C Clark 01111—4 WlUianaB 11110 -4
Black lock 8..; 10001-2
No. 3, 10 Peorias, entrance $1.50. 4 moneys:

Kuns OllllOOllO—6 J C Clark 0011111100-6
Dad 1110111010—7 Allison OmiUlOll-7
Williams OOOOlOOOll—3 De Bost UOlOlUlU—

7

Biscop 1110110111-8
No. 3, 7 Peorias, entrance 50 cents, 2 moneys:

Knox ",111011-6 De Bost 0011111-5
Dad 1111111—7 J C Clark 1100100-3
Rowles 1011000-3 J M Clark 1111111-7
Wiggin 0111011-5 Biscoe 1110111—6
Allison 0100011-3 Williams 11 10110-5
Piety 1011011-5 McFarlin 1111101-6
Thompson 1111001—5
Shoot No. 4, 5 live bircis, entrance §4.50, four moneys;

JM Clark 11031—4 Williams 22112-5
Biscoe 11212—5 Udell 21211—5
Knox 11012—4 McFarland 12101-4
Dad 11211—5 DeBost 10210—3
Allison 11011-4
Shoot No. 5, 3 singles. 3 doubles Peorias, entrance 50 cents, two

moneys:
J M Clark Ill 11 11—7 DeBost Ill 01 01—5
Kncx 101 1111-6 Dibert Ill 10 10-5
Piety ..101 00 01-3 Thompson UO 0100—3
D.ad Ill 10 10 -a Biscoe 101 D 11-8
Allison OU 00 10—3
Shoot No. 6, 9 single Peorias, unknown angles, entrance $1, two

money.s:
Knox 011011111-7 .TM Clark Ollllllll-S
Allison llOOlOOn—5 Dibert 111001011—3
Dad .- - .111111110-8

No. 8, 20 single Proriao. entrancp S3 four morels:
JMOlaik.OlllllllllOllOrollll-15 SmiMi. - lllllllUllllOOOlOll-lO

DpBo.^ t . . . .1111 1 1 UOllJlll 101 1 1 1 -1

7

Bi'coe ... 11110110111111001110-15
D'hf-rt. . . 11101101111101111111-17
J C Olai k 01111101110101001110-13

Dad 10111111:01111101111—17
Allison... .10110110101100100111-13
Ku'ix lOUOlOOlO.'lOUOOIll—11
Hall llHlilOlllOlOOlinil—15

No. 9, 9 single Peorias. entrance SL <wo moneys:
Dad 111111111-9 Dih^rt
Allison 111111011-8
Knox 001111101—8

No. 10, 5 live birds, entrancp $i
Dad 11102-4
Smith 11C20-3
Hall 00220—2
Odell 01201-3

_ , .110111111-8
DeBost 110110000-4

four moneys:
Knox 22022-4
JM Clark 02220-3
DePost 00222-3
Biscoe 20102-3

2-2
1-3
2-3
1—3

Allison 11011-4 Dibert 32301—4

No. 11, 9 single Peorias. known angles, entrauce $1, two mrneyg:
J M Clark 111111111-9 Allison..... 101110110-6
Knox 011011111-7 Dibert 011111111—8
Dad 111111111-9

No. 12, 3 live hirds, entrance .f3. 3 moneys:
Dad 1 0 1 3 (3d ell 0
Knox - 2 0 2-1 Dibert 1
Allison ..0 3 1—2 D Bist 2
Smith 0 1 2-3 Hall 2
No. 13, 9 single Peorias. cnirnoc' -51. 3 moneys:

Dad lUllllU-O J M Clark llimoOl—

7

DeBost llllllin—9 Thompson...- 101111011—7
Knox 101111111-8 Dibert 111111101-8
Allison 111111011 8 Biscoe 101011111—7
Smith 111101111-8
No. 14, 5 pairs Peorias. e' trance $51, 2 moneys:

Dibert 11 10 10 11 11— 8 Allison 10 11 10 10 U— 7
Had 11 11 11 11 11—10 DpB St U 10 01 GO 00— 4
Knox 10 10 11 11 11— 8 Biso^p 00 11 10 11 11— 7
No. 15, 9 single Peorias. entrance SL 3 moneys:

Allison 111111111-9 J M Clark 110111111-8
Knox 111111110—8 Dibert lllllllH—

9

Dad mono 0-6
The following minor svyt-ppsia kes were Indulged in: Six Peorias,

entr snce 50c., 2 monevs— No. 1, B "'wles 5. Vaughn 1, Bovd 4, Biscoe
3, Wiggml, DeBostS, Pric.p 3 No. 3. Wiggm 4. H wles 1, Dad 5,
Allison 1. No. 3, Wiggin 3, Rowles 5, Dad 5, Odell 3, Allison 5,
Biscoe 4, J. 0. Clark 4

TOWaNDA, Pa., July 10.— \ fine dav for trap-shooting was
July 4, in th's section, and those who attended the Towanda Rod
and Gun Club's third annual tournament took advantage of it.

Dr. Keyes of Walliwana, Park of Athens, Adams of Waverly, N.
J., Emery of Evergreen. F. Welles and N. Welles of Wyalnsing,
Furrell of North tirwell, and Worthing of North Rome, Parrott
of Scranton, besides Montayne, Turner, Snyder and others of the
home club were on hand to take a percentage out of the sweeps
or guaranteed purses. The shooting to 'k nlace from 5 traps,
rapid firing system, American Asso' ia'ion rtiles Moneys divided
80, 25, 20 15 and 10 per cent. Scores as foil wa:
No. 1, 10 siifigle targets 50 cents entrauce:

Adams 8 Montanye 5 TuTell 5
Turner 8 Park 9 Worthing 3
Dittrich 7 Snider 7 F Welles , 5
Frutchey 3 Parrott 5 N Welles. 1
Albert 5 F Emery 7 Newton 2
No. 2, 15 single targets, S1.50 mtrance:

Adams 13 Moniaitye 11 Parrott 9
Dittrich 11 Park.. 9 Turr^ll ....13
Frutcbey 4 Snider 10 F Welles - 8
Alucrt 6
No. 3, 4 singles am' 3 double targets, SI entrance:

Adams , 7 Montanye 8 Worthing 4

Turner 6 Park 7 F Welles 5
Diltrieli 7 Snider 5 N Welles 2
Albert 5 Turrell 7

.NTo. 4, 10 single targets, SI entrance:
Adams 7 Sniaer 5 F Welles 6
Albert 7 Turrell 7 N Welles 4
Montanye 6 Worthing.. 6 Eeye§ 7
Park 0
No. 5, *0 single targets. f2.50 entrance, $25 guaranteed;

Adams 18 Montanye 14 F Emery. 19
Dittrich 13 P'-rk 18 Turrell 17
Albert 11 Snider 13 Worthing 13
F Welles 10 N Welles 12 Keyes 13
No. 6, 10 single ta)g^ts, fl entrance;

Adams 7 Park 8 Worthing ... 3
Dittrich 9 Parrott .. 5 N Welles 6
Albert 5 Snider 7 Keyes 3
Montanve 5 Turrell ........ . 9
No. 7, 4 single and 3 double targets, SI entrance:

Adyms S Montanye 7 Worthing 7
Dittrich 4 Snider 8 Keyes 4

Park 9 F Wtlle' 7

Nn. 8, 15 single targets, 31-50 eniranc :

Adams 14 Park. 11 Snider 8
D't'Tich 8 Keves 10 Turrell 9
N Welles 13 Montanye 10 F Welles 6
Albert, 12
No. 9, 10 single targets. SI entrance

:

Adams 8 Monianye 7 N Welles .7
Dittrich 8 Snider 7 Keyes 7
Albert 6 Turrell 7 Ritteuburv .1

Paik 6

No. 10, 10 single tarsets, Bl entrancf

:

Adams 8 Park 8 M C Emery 4
Dittrich 7 fti'ider 7 F w^Hes 1
Albtrc 6 J Emery 5 N Welles 4
Montanye 8 Turrell 8 Keyes 10
No. 11, 10 single targpts, $1 entrance:

Adams ...9 Montanye 9 Park 7
Dittricb ... 9 Keyes 8

W. F Dittrich, Sec'y.

ST. LOUIS.—The annual Fom'th of July shoot of the St. Louis
Gun Club was well attended. The day was fine, and the principal
events were the shoot for the St Louis city medal and the insur-
ance medal. Tbe former was presented to the club many years
ago bv the city council for services in the railroad riot of 1877,

and the latter was presented to the club by the city insurance
agents. Jamps E. Hagerty took the city medal for the best
avt rage, and W. E. Field captured the insurance mtdal on a clean
score of 15. Following is the score of the .•hoois: No. 1, 6 live
birds:
Bailey 6 Browu 6 Scott a
Shedley 6 Hicks 6 Howe 5
Scudder 6 Dczier 6 Hayden 4
Taylor 6 Panish 6 McClure 4
Dick 6 Coles 5 Andrews ....4
Mitchell 6 Rankin 5 T Rankin 3
Hagerty 6 Field 5 Tresher 3
No. 2, 10 live birds:

Shepley 10 Tavlor .9 Field 8
Hay den 10 Cdes 9 McClure ,. 8
Dick 10 Rankin 9 Bailey 7
Scott 10 Howe 9 Parrish 7
Hagerty 10 Hicks 9 Mitchell 7
Brown 10 Dczier 9 Tresher 7
Scudder 9 Andrews 8 Rankin 6
Shoot No. 3, for insuran'^e medal, 9 singles and three pairs:

Field 15 B .iley 13 Coles 13.

Scott 14 Scudder 18 Mitchell 12
Hagerty 11 Ha^den 13 Tresher 13
Brown 14 Oick 13 Rankin 11
Dczier 14 McUlnre VS Taylor 10
Parrisii 14 H cks 13 Rankin 10
Shipley. .13 Andrews 13 Howe 10
Shoot No. 4, three prizes:

Dick 6 Scott 5 Tresher 4
Hagerty 6 Brown 5 Dozier., ...4
Scudder 5 McClure 0 Parrish 3
Taylor 5 Hicks 5 Shipley 3
Rankin 5 Bailey 4 T Rankin 3
Field 5 Coh's 4 Hayden 3
Mitchell 5 Andrews 4 Howe 2

Abehdeejt.

MASSILLON, O , July 10—A return shooting match at clay
pigeons took place here to-day between teams of 9 men from the
(Janal Dover and Massflion gun clubs. Out of a possible 235 the
Massillon men broke 158 and Dover 136.
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WATSON'S PARK.-Burnside, 111., July 7.-The OWcago Shoot-
ins Club, for club medal, at 13 live pigeons, Dlinois Slate rales:

Geo Kleinman....003111121111-10 WL Sbepard. .. .122321221020-10

A W Reeves 012111110211-10 John Watson 112030111110- 9

L M Hamline . . . .022011221131-10
Ties for medal: Kleiuman 1, Reeves .5, Hamline 1, Shepard 0.

Target mfdal, same day, at 25 blackbirds eacb: Kleinman, 18

out of 2.5, medal; Reevep, 0 out of 1.5 (withdrew); Hamline, 16 out of

26; Sbeiiard. 7 out of IB (withdrevr).
July S.—The South Chicago Gun Ohib, for club medal, 30 live

pigeons each, American Association rules:

R?eves. . . .01100010121203012232-13 Marsh .... 01011001220013111011-13
Templet'n0n0200003202(1010l)13- 9 Fogli 20010002013111121032—13

M' Her .... 10231100311101111111-16
IMiller wins medal.
Target medal, pnme day, at SO targets: A, W. Reeves 1.5, Tem-

pieT<in 24, Miller 18, Marsh 14, PokU 23.

Jnly JO.—The CtUIi Olub of Chicago, for club medal, at 10 live

pigeons each, Illinois Stale rulfs:

B Rock 0201111 123-8 R B Wadsworth. . ..3220200233— 1

W P Mussey 3121120003—7 J M Hutchinson. ...1111113303- 9

AW Adams 0200001313-5 F A Place 1221133321—JO
J E Price 3)22311203—9 N Rowe 2113120112— 9

N Ford 2101202110-7 L M Hamline 2112011310- 8

Blackbird medal, same day. al- 20 Peoria blackbirds each: B.
Rock 12, Place IS. Adams 13, Ford 4, Hamline 14, Price H, R. O.
Heikes 16.—RavetjBIGG.
GRAND CALUMET HEIGHTS.-Ohicago July 6.-0n the

Fourth a pleasant trap-shooting party gathered on the lake shore
at Grand Calumet Heights 01 nb. 43 persons in all being present.
Only 4 entered for the senior medal, the scores being as follows,
at 3,5 targets:
Loyd 111010111110010100111 —14
Britton 1 1 110 111 1 1010 1lOK 01 1 1 101-19
isbeu 011101 1011 1 n 01 1 1001000 —14

C Davis 001000011000000011000000 — 5

Brittouwon. The main live-bird event, wasas follows. 10 live
birds, fJOyds., $5:
Booth 1101111111- 9 Davis 1101013111— 8

Bissell 3311122113—10 Porter 1113111111-10
Heikes 3010121100- 6 Hodson 0111210111— 8

Lo.vd 0133200113— 7 Fisher 0113110031- 7

Britton 1202111111- 9 Fleming 0111100001— 5

Isbell 0001110111— 6

Bissell and Porter div. drst, Booth and Britton div. second.

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.. .Inly IL—There was a fine exhibition of
shooting at live sparrows on the grounds of the North End Gun
Club, at Frankford, t,o-da\'. The match, which was a friendly one,
was between Wiu. 11. Wolsteucroft, Jas. Wolstencroft and Wade
Wilson, niembors of the club, and was witnessed by several hun-
dred people attracted there by the novelty of the sport. The con-
ditions of the match wei-e to shoot at 75 live sparrows each,
35yds. rise, from a ground trap, modified Hurlinghara rules. Al-
bert W. Worrell acted as referee. At the fiftieth bird Mr.Wilson,
who was ahead, dropped otit owing to getting some powder from
the discharge of a gun in his right eye. The Wolstencroft hroth-
ers finished the match, shooting their ftill score of 75 liirds each,W H Wolstencroft 2013011221012131213210101

1102111011101221101202111
1111 121001131021213111111- 63

Jas Wolstencroft 1111020220211111220201212
001101212U11121 112231211)3

1110021021211101111013111-60

Wade Wilson 1013111211020101112112110
0121121122100111111313311
w. -43

CAZBNOVIA, N. Y„ July 11.—Match at 15 singles and 3 pair
kingbirds, 3 traps, American ABSociation rules:

Buyer lOlUOllOl 10100 01 11 10 10 10 00-15
Squiers 0110O00111J0111 10 10 10 10 10 10-15
Webber 101lllUl 101111 ^ 01 11 01 01 10 01-20
Cruttendeu UOlllllOlllUl 11 10 11 11 00 11-22
Card nilllUlOllOU 10 10 00w -15

12-BOUE.

CHICAGO, Jtily 10.—This is the score of the Cnmberlands' sec-

ond shoot for the Fealherstone medal:
Geo T Farmer.111021122012232-13 Geo Hoffman. .112.222231111213—15

C B Dicks 211110112001102-11 T Dominico. . -01S323w

HW Lovedav.l211112]312Klll—14 AFeatherst'ne002000noi32noi3- 0

WNLo'-ve..'. 0111121)101110111— 8 H Stephens. - .]n!il:;(iUl-!:J3im-ll

AMHoflman. 122,311111111212—15 J B Sanborn. ..0301.301200:31111-10

H G Purington320201231 101320—11 W L Shepard..21121211111 1111—15
Shoot off.

AMHoff)nan...." 13111-5 11102-4 00111-8

Geo Hoffman 11211-5 31031-4 31120-4

WL Shepard 21011-4

HARTFORD, Coun., July 11.—Tito following .scores were made
by the members of the Colt Hamnierles.s Gun CUib to-dav, Mr.
Fred Risley winning the gold medal with a clean score at 25 key-
stone standards from 5 traps:
Fred Risley 111111111111111! 111111111—25

Ford OllimilllOlllUlllimi—33
E J Root 1111001101111111111111111-33

Allen Willey 1111111111111111101011000—20

E Decker 0111110111111110010011111-19

Whit 11011101111101011111011 10-19

John Aleer 0001111101111110111111010-18

Wood 1011110111001011010111011-17

A D Parsons 0101110111101101000111100—15

O B Treat 1101100110100001110111010-14

M E White 0100011110001100110100101-12

C Hisby 1010110000110011001110010-13

M F Cook 0001010010110101001110001-11

AO Collins'-' 0101000001000001001010100— 7

CHANGING GAUGE.—Worcester, Mass , July 7—Editor Forest

and Stream: At a recent shoot of a gun club a gentleman ap-

peared with a gun which he had always shot as a 10-bore, but this

lime having the chambers bushed to fit a 12-gauge shell. An
objection was made that he stood at the distance for 13-bores

while shooting a 10-bore gun. His reply was, "This is not a 10-

hore. The barrels have nothing to do with it. It is the gauge of

the chambers and ammunition alone which determines the gatige

of the gun." As there appeared to be no rule to decide the dis-

pute (they were shooting under the A. S. A. rules of this year at
inanimate targets) the matter could not be decided. Now, will

you kindly answer the following questions: 1. Does the gauge of

the barrels, independent of the chamber, determine the bore of

the gun? 3. Does the gauge of the chambars, no matter how the
barrels, aside from the chambers, are bored, designate the gauge
of the gun? S. Does the ammtmition used in a gun signify the
position or distance that the shooter should take when shooting
at the trap under above rules at inn nim.ite targets? Has a case
like this come up before?—G. McLellan. [This is somewhat of a
novelty. Of course, the gauge of a gun is that of its barrels and
the chamber is expected to be adapted to it. Very few guns,
especially of American make, are true to gauge, generally easing
up in bore. We would think that bushing a 10-gauge chamber to

take a 13-gauge shell would spoil the arm and lead to wild shoot-
ing, as the wads would he very lease upon leaving the shell.]

BROOKLYN TRAP NOTES.—Jm?i/ 7.—The Acme Gun Club
regular monthly shoot at Dexter Park. L. I. Live-Oird shoot at

10 birds each. 35yd8. rise, was won by Capt. Santer with 10. Regu-
lar shoot at 30 bluerocks, best average count in the eight best

scores of the season for a number of valuable prizes: T. Short
won with 19. Waverlv Gu)a Club shoot, at Dexter Park, L. I.,

Monday, at 10 bluerocks each; H. Von Staden won the gold badge
with 9.

Jwll/S.—The Park way Gun Club shooting to-day was at 7 live

birds each, Hurlingham rules, club handicap. A special prisse of

silver presented by Col. Selover went with the club medal. It

cost E. Helgans considerable money and great skill to win both.
He had to kill 31 straight. Bramwell kept hustling him along
until he slipped upon his thirty-first bird. Sixteenmembers of the
Fountain Gun Club shot under the usual conditions, 10 birds each,
club handicap, Hurlingham rules, at Woodlawn Park to-day.

There was a great race for the Duryea Cup. Pour straight scores
were made for it. C. B. Fisher had won i t at the last shoot with a
score of 14. This year he had to kill 24 before he won it.

July 9.—The Unknown Gun Club had 16 members to shoot for

the trophy and other prizes at Dexter Park to-day. Ike Hyde was
the only one to kill 7 straight, and won.

PROPOSED NEW GUN CLUB.-New York, July 13.—A gun
club of gentlemen whose homes or business places are in New
York city or vicinity is about to be started. A first-class location
can be procured on one of the best railroads out of New York,
only twenty minutes from Liberty street. Trains every half

hour. Cost of ticket and return 16 cents. Grounds high and
sandy with good background. It is proposed to have shooting
every Sattirday at targets, and on one Saturday each month at

live birds. Facilities will he provided for practice any time dur-
ing the week. Lovers of shooting wishing to join the above club
are respectfully invited to send name and address at once to the
undersigned. It is desired to start with not less than fifty mem-
bers. Yearly cost will be moderate.—c. M. Hathaavat,m ^V^st

Qoe Jiundred and Tlxirty-flfth street, New York gity.

CLEVELAND, O.. July 9.- At the regular weekly practice shoot
of the Blue Bock Shooting Club to-day Bichner won the badge,
Barney being too late to classify.

WHEELING, W. Va., will have a tournament Aug. 6 and 7.

Experts barred. The secretary is R. B. Burt, Wheeling.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fokest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of
their clubs, and also notices in advance of meeting's and races, and
report of the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are
requested to forward to Fokest and Stream their addresses, with
logs of cruises, maps, and information concerning their local
waters, drawings or descriptions of boats and fittings, and all
items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
JULY.

11-26. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast 33. Rochester, Sailing Trophy,
Island. Irondequoit Bay.

15-39. Northern Division Meet,
Pigeon Lake.

AUGUST.
6-37. A. O. A. Meet, Lake Cham- 27, Rochester, Sailing Trophy,

plain. Irondequoit Bay.
SEPTEMBER.

5. Orange, Ann., Passaic River. 10. Rochester, Fall Regatta,
7. lanthe, Ann., Passaic River. Irondequoit Bav.

13. Knickerbocker, Ann,, N. Y.

CANOE CLUB REGATTAS.
CINCE the publication of our comments on the New York C. 0.

^ regatta three weeks since, our attention has been called to an
ai-ticle by O. B. Vaux, published a year ago in the Sail and Paddle.

We herewith reprint the article, partly on account of its practical

value, as it should he read at least once a year by every officer of

a canoe club, and partly because we appreciate such an indorse-

ment of our opinions from one who must be regarded as the fore-

most authority on all relating to regatta work. Our outspoken

jriticism has excited considerable comment, as was to be expected,

but we are glad to learn that canoeists are applying it to a far

wider sense than to the New York C. C. alone, and we look for a

decided improvement in the conduct of regattas in the futtire.

There is not one club regatta in four that is other than a discredit

to the club and to canoeing, and solely through a misunderstand-

ing of what a regatta should be, or else through mismanagement
on the part of those in charge. We suggest to all canoe clubs the

propriety of pasting tip in the club house our previous article and
the one now given by Mr. Vaux. In order to prevent any possible

misapprehension on the part of our readers, we would state the

apology published two weeks since relates simply and solely to

the paragraph describing the start of the sailing race; and in no

way to our criticism as a whole.

RACING COURSES.—The regatta committee of the Atlantic

Division deserves a great deal of credit for the way in which all

arrangements were carried out from the first, the races being

well managed, and the prizes, collected by the committee, being

.specially good. The only drawbacks to the success of the racing

were in the laying out of courses, and we mention them merely

to call attention to a most important point. In locating a course

for a paddling or sailing the two great requisites are to have the

starting and finishing lines so located as to give no unfair advan-

tage to any competitor, and so clearly marked as to be readily

seen, while there should be a stLfficient depth of water over the

course for every canoe within the A. C. A. limits. In the late

races the courses were defective in both of these points, the finish

of the paddling race was on a very oblique line, one canoe having

thus a longer course than the other; and in one sailing race,

owing to the stage of the tide, there was so little water at the

finishing line that one canoe grounded and marie a protest. We
are not sufliciently posted on the facts of this particular case to

discuss its merits, but as a rule the racers have a right to clear

water over the course, and the committee should make sure that

they shall have it. In regard to starting, and especially fl nishlng

lines, a man who is racing has little time to pick up obscure or

uncertain marks, and when he finds himself squarely abreast of

one mark he should feel secure in the assurance that he has com-

pleted the course. There are often difficulties in laying out a

cour.'^e that shall fully meet all requirements, but if it can possibly

be done, the start and finish lines should each be at right angles

to its respective leg of the course, and there should be Avater

over the whole fairway of the course for every competing boat.

Attention to these points will often relieve the committee of

much responsibility.

CENTERBOARDS IN CANOES.—A very funny counter-pro-

test was threatened in a recent race, one contestant entering a

protest against the course, as being too shallow, to meet which it

was proposed to protest his canoe on the grounds that the board

could not be raised, and thus was practically a fixed keel. No
serious results followed, but the incident sn'ves to call attention

to a weak point in the racing rules of the A. C. A. In the present

case we believe that the last protest would not hold, and the board

was fitted to raise properly, the trouble being that owing to its

lack of stiffness it was bent on the sand before starting and could

not be handled in the race. There was one canoe at the meet last

year, howeA^er, whose board was to all intents and purposes a fixed

keel, and could not be housed without removing the deck scat.

There is nothing in the rules which distinctly prohibits the use

of such a hoard; in fact, the portion of the A. C. A. rules relating

to centerboards is so far out of date that it might well be wiped

away entirely, the racing boats being allowed to carry any kind or

size of board, while the cruising classes arc limited to boards of

reasonable working dimensions, completely housable in their

trunks. .

ORDER IN CAMP.-Loud coniplaints are heard from some

who Avere present at the Atlantic Division meet over the noise

which was kept up through several nights. Canoeists, as a rule,

are not given to early hours or to quiet while in camp, and there

is always plenty of fun going on until 11 or 13 P.M. There are

some, hoAvever, who would like to sleep between midnight and

sunrise at least, and who object to being kept awake all night by

noise and riot, even though their own tent pins are not drawn nor

ropes cut. Unless a very prompt stop is put to disorder of this

kind the attendance at future meets of the Division Avill be

seriously alTccted, as the majority of canoeists do not appreciate

such fun, and Avill keep away from it.

CANOEING IN ENGLAND.-The last race of the Royal C. C.

at Hendon Lake shows the curious condition of English canoeing;

the starters included two canoe yawls, four canoes sailed single-

handed, as usual, and two canoes sailed by two men each.

Although sail is limited to 113ft,, capsizes are of alarming fre-

quency in the races at Hendon and on the Thames, and more
serious than on this side, owing to the weight of ballast some-
times carried. One canoe, Vanessa, Avhich seems to be an expert

at capsizing, lately sank entirely in deep water, and Avas only

saved by being made fast in time to a couA'enient rowboat. Owing
to the common English custom of transferring the same name
from boat to boat as new ones are bought or built bj' each owner^

it is very dilficult to say just whut craft a particular boat may ho;

but Vanessa is, we believe, the 1888 Nautilus with bilge boards

removed and replaced by one heavy centerhoard.

REPORTS OF REGATTAS.—The regatta committee of the

Atlantic Division has completed its Avork, which has been weU
done from first to last, by a very full report of all races, which we

publish this week. Though not called upon to make a report of

this kind, the committee ^ave realized the propriety Qf gycb a

flnisli to tlieir i&M>

CHEESQUAKE CREEK-We are reminded by the shoal water

at Cheesquake this year of the report made by us in 1888, when on.

the camp-site committee, and the indignation awakened among
the friends of the locality by the mere insinuation that the water

was too ehoal for racing.

ATLANTIC DIVISION MEET, CHEESQUAKE.
JUNE 27-JULr 6.

THE third division meet of the Atlantic DiAision was held at
the old camp ground at the mouth of Cheesquake Creek,

from the last Satm'day in June until the Monday following the
Fourth of July. The arrangements were better this year than
ever before, Vice-Corn. Dorland and Mr. Brokaw, of the regatta
committee, having worked specially hard . The attendance, un-
fortunately, was much smaller than expected, and made up
almost entirely of members from the Passaic River. The tents
Avere pitched in anew location, along the side of the bluff toward
the creek instead of facing the bay. In spite of the small number
present the meet was a pleasant one, the only drawbacks being
the mosquitoes and the disorder Avhich for two'or three nights pre-
vented sleep in camp. The officers elected for 1892 are: Vice-
Com., L. Vi . Seavey, Knickerbocker O. C; Rear Com,, Richard
Hobart, lanthe O. 0.: Purser, J. K. Hand, Knickerbocker O. O.
ExecutiA'e Committee: W. S. Elliott, Brooklyn C. C; J. R. Lake,
New York C, C; C. V. Schuyler, Arlington C. O. We are indebted
to the regatta committee for the report of their work, as
follows:

HEPORT OF REGATTA COMMITTEE, A. T>., A. C. A.

3ir. Irving V. norland, Vice-Commodore, A. D.. A. G. A.:
The duties of your regatta committee haA'ing ended with the end

of the meet, we beg to present to you our report of Avhat has been
accomplished of the work intrui^ted to us. It is gratifying to be
able to state that our appeal to the members for donations of
prizes met with such prompt and hearty replies that we were pro-
vided Avith the largest assortment of handsome prizes ever seen at
an A. C. A. meet.
The departure from the arrangement, or make up, of former

programmes in events 8, 9, 13 and 13 were experiments that were
attended wuth good results, and we would recommend them to the
consideration of future regatta committees. The full entry list

and result of each race follows:

Event 1, record paddling:
Tempest Geo. P. Douglass 1
Cricket L. B. Palmer 3

Falcon H, S. Farmer 3
Torment H. H. Smythe 4
Echo O. F. Coe 5
Krns, W. L. Dudley, and Sybil, E. W. Edinger, entered but did

not start. The race Avas paddled with favoring tide and wind, and
the finish was very close between first and second. First prize,

paddles presented by F. 0. Moore; second prize, pennant presented
by Miss Seavey.

Event 3, record sailing:
13 8 Time

Cricket L. B. Palmer 1 1 1 0 5)5 45

Aztec V/. W. HoAvard 4 3 3 1 00 30

Nipsic C.V.Schuyler 3 4 3 1 03 41

Tempest Geo. P. Douglass 3 3 4 1 04 43

yybif. E. W. EHinger Upset.
Valfreya W. J. Stewart Disabled.
Kisco W. B. Daily Withdrew.
Torment H. H. Smythe Withdrew.
Falcon H. S. Farmer Withdrew.
Echo. O. F. Coe Did not start.

Sailed in a strong northwest wind, 4]^ roller. Tempest crossed
first Avith a good wind but was overtaken by Cricket on the first

round; she upset soon af )er turning the home mark on the second
round and finished the race full of water. Aztec sailed A'ery fast

at times and gained on all except Cricket. Cricket was well
handled and Avon with plenty to spare. First priz°, banner pre-
sented by Geo, W. Johnson; second prize, banner presented by I.

V. Dorland.

Event 3, combined. Prize, banner presented by Henry Stanton

;

Cricket L. B. Palmer 1 1 0 48 53
Tempest C.P.Douglas 3 3 1 08 38
The race was an easy one for Cricket, as Tempest met with an

accident after passing the first mark and Avas delayed over 20

minutes.

Event 4, paddling, any canoe:
Cricket L. B. Palmer 1

Tempest G. P. Douglas 3
Meda E. W. Edinger 3
Ham G. L. Metze 4

BLm W. P. Dodge 5

Meda, Bam and Bim are open canoes, but C)'icket and Tempest
had the race well in hand from the start. First prize, paddles
presented by J. P. O'Shea: second prize, handle of combined table
set, presented by John Thornton, Jr.

EA'ent B, tandem:
Valfreya W. J. Stewart and H. S; Farmer 1

Ithanel. B. Fredericks and W. P. Dodge 3
Prizes, flags presented by E. D. Anderson and M. M. Yard,
Event 6, club fours:

fGeo. W.Baxter,!
J Joseph Stewart, ( i

IL.B. Palmer, (

^

[ B. Fredericks. J

f H- S. Farmer, "1

J W. P. Marvin, \ o
I A. S. Pennington, f
[W. J. Stewart. j

( Richard Hobart. \

, W. P. Dodge, q^I'Tieola
] H. S. Dos Braisay, f

^

[ Geo. P. Douglass. J

All three clubs represent the lanthe Ganos Club. Mignon aad
Meda are open canoes and were prop-lled with single blades.
Miueola is a decked canoe and double blades were used. Prize,
haimer purchased with surplus funds from the winter reunion.

Event 7. paddling upset:
Cricket L. B. Palmer 1
Tempest G. P. Douglas 3

Sybil E. W. Edinger 3
Prize, banner presented by Mrs. Jos. R. Bomanu.
Events, hurry sourry:

Sybil E.W. Edinger 1

Cricket L. B, Palmer 3
Tempest G. P. Douglas 3

Edinger won by very fast swimming, havang begun paddling
before 1 he others were in their canoes. First prize, banner pre-
sented by F. McLees; second prize, banner presenied by T. S. Ox-
holm.
Event 9, swimming:

E. W. Edinger - 1

W. B. Daily 2
F. L. Dunnell 3
Edinger used a very fast side stroke and won with ease. Prize,

pipe and tobacco pouch presented by D. A. Nash.

Event 10, sailing, juniors:
Tempest Geo. L. Metze... 1 28 00

Sybil..... E. W. Edinger. 2 39 00

Cricket W. P. Dodge 3 39 30

As there were no noATces in camp, tbis event was thrown open
to men who had never Avon a sailing race and the "one man one
ca,noe" rule Avas suspended. First prize, banner presented by F.

W. Kitcbelj second prige, bsmjer pres^sted W W. {J. Qmm^79^\

Mignon.,

Meda.

.
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Event 11, cruisingr trim:

Tempest Geo. P. Douglas 3 1 1 10 30
LasitLa rj-eo. L. Metze 1 3 1 17 30
Sybil B. W. Edinger 3 3 I ;S 00
Tliere being no general-pm-pDse (•anoes at the meet, the ev->nf

was tiirawn open to cauoes with cruisinir liit onboard. Tcuipeai,
won with ease, and Laaata Wijs a tjiiod socoud bat waa ruled out
foi' not litiving siifiieiont oiitiii, and Sybil got seeoud prize. First
prize, banner pi-fsanted by liobt. Peebles; second prize, banner
preaeuted by F. 0. Aloore.

Eveat 1*1, sailing upset:
Tempest .Geo. P, Donglaa 1

Oriciiet Tj. B. Palmer.,
Torment IT. TI. Smytlie.. 3
Echo (). F. Hoe .t

Bros _ W. L. Dudley
, .fi

First prize, banner presented by Mrs. W., P, Stephens; second
prize, banner presented by committee.
Fvent 13, roan overboard:

Tempest G. P. Douglas and O. L. Metze - 1
Sybil E. W. Edinger and W. L. Dudley 3
This was a good race and with a large entry should prove eseit-

ingandagood test. Prize, flag presented by Mrs. Charles Gr.
Balmanno.
Event 14, unolaesifled boats:

IJeola J. JL Sipp ...1 11 12151
Wraith. B. Fredericks ^32 1 25 01
Yea Yah; TI. F. Des Braisav Withdrawn.
Neola started well in tbe had and gained on both first and

second rounds. In the third round Wraith made faster time over
the course, but not enough to malve anv diffletence in tlie result.
There were no war cauoe.s at the meet, so this race for uiirdassiflpd
boats was called instead, Prize, flag presented by Kew York O. C.
Of the appropriatnni of lilOti voted us, we have used but Si5.81,

an Itemized account of which is given below:
Stationery and postage. «35 31
Man and s k i fE, :>J,4 days 7 50
Signal numbers, ftag cartridges . 6 50
Espressage 150
Loss of watch from starter's boat ,5 00

Respectiully .submitted,

^ . Morton V. Bboka-w, Committee,New York, .July 11.

AMERICAN AND BRITISH CANOE RULES.
WHEN we consider that the British Canoe Association has no

measurement rules nor classification, the qnestlon naturally
suggests ItSHlt a.s to what the members do when the>' are ashore
and where they liud any excitement orJier than mere'sailiug. I'he
Royal ('. (J,, liowcver, has rules of its own and, as canoe racing
plays bat little part in the meets of the B. 0. A., perhaps rules
are unnecessary: however, the members miss a lot of tun by not
having and changing thera. The new rules of the A. O. A", call
forth the following comments in the Field, which of lare has given
considerable attention to canoeing:
"A new class of canoe has been established in America, called

the general purpose canoe, the intention of which is to conserv^e
the cruising capabilities of the craft which are threatened with
extmction in the racina; classes. It would seem, however, that
the new limitations imposed in the class are hardly as perfect aswe might have expected from such a practical and able body ofmen as the A. O. A. committee. For instance, the width of the
well opening or hatchway is .set down at not less than lOin. The
object ot limiting the width of the well hatchway is to always
enable the man to sit down in the canoe, the limit, therefore
should be the smallest width necessary, or roughly speaking, 15in'
vV here aTbitrary limitations are to be placed, it should be care-
fnUy gua.rded tbat the limitation does not adversely affect craft
constructed to lit the average man. The limitations further
assume that spacd for sleepiuK on board should he maintained;
but quite a large majority of men owning and cruising in 16ft. byMm. canoes never desire or attempt to sleep in theni, but carryand use a shore tent The space below, or well, which should he
conserved in fairness in all canoes, cruisers and racers, is that
which enables the man to sit below. Taking a fair average it is
4ft. m length, of which 3ft. should be clear of centerplate case.
Thedraftof water is limited to lOin. Why? What can draught
matter, so long as the total depth of hull is liuiited?"

, .'7~, "V , "^J 't^^ -jui- liiioLitaa, ijuc special ODiec-
tions which the Field makes are, however, not very well takenThe object of limiting the size of the well was to preserve that
adaptahility which has always been the chief charm of the canoeand which has very generally disappeared under the stress ofmatch sailing. To this end a certain amount of room in the boat
IS necessary, enough to sit at ease, to move about for a change of
position if m the boat for some hours, to carry stores and clothing
within easy reach, and to take a companion at times. While ISin"may be suflicent width to allow a man to sit below, it is very lit tie
tor comfort, especially for a man of more than average beam-
while nothing could be more embarrassing than the mishap which
oeciirred to a well-known canoeist who once took a Class B girl
out in a Class A canoe, and found great difficulty in disembarking
the lady on their return. As a matter of fact, the limitation has
been caretully guarded, a measurement of a large number ofcanoes showed thatl6in. was within the limit, the average being

The well in most American cruising boats is from 5 to 6ft. lone
semi-circular at after end and pointed at the foi-e end There
Snirements are that at least 3ft. 6in. of length shall be not under
>in. wide. The only objection which we find is that a man mayevade this rule by building a rectangular well 16 x 43in
.Sleeping m the canoe has gone out of fashion here as in Ene-

land, but the rule is framed to encourage the interior arrange-ment which has been proved the best for cruising and all general
U5es, the movable bulkhead abaft t,he canoeist, for tent, clothing
etc., and a similar space on each side of the centerboard tmnk at
fill i h*o''k'''^^®''!*°J'-''^^V*¥''^^^^ ^ '^^'^ to sit; with afixed bulkhead at his back and feet, may do for certain nur-
poaes, but it does not give the accommodations for stowao-e or the
carriage of a fair passenger or fellow paddler, which should bepart of the general pui-pose canoe. The R. C. C. rules call forthe same space, 6ft. between fixed bulkheads, the minimum

'^^}^' l*><.33/n
. being 80 small that this space cannot be

li^?®*^
unless the well is made larger than the minimum limitWhy the draft was limited to lOin. we cannot say. save to shutout the imaginary "cutter-canoe," which we last fall suK-^ested'At the annual meeting we proposed, in place of the present u^e'

less limit of lem. maximum depth inside, a limit for the generalpurpose canoe of 17 to 18tn. extreme depth from the lowest pointot keel to the top of deck immediately above it, a limit thatwould conform to existing canoes and yet tend to preserve thecanoe bottom as opposed to the keel or fin. At the same time theregatta committee suggested another limit of depth, not over15m. from lowest point of keel wherever found to lowest point ofgunwale, or approximately an allowance of ain. freeboard andlOm. draft. In connection with the limitation of one class wealso proposed the removal of all limits from the racing class bu

T

the proposal was not carried. The other limit was left to the r^gatta committee, who finally made it lOin. draft. The presentlimitation ot the R. C. C, not over 16in. depth, is entirely useless

SaVffTifVe^strable ^ ^""^ ^"^'S^™'^'''"'!' making the canoe

It happened very unfortunately that the great pressure of busi-ness at the annual meeting prevented a careful and thorough dis-cussion of the changes m the racing rules, a matter that requiredat least a half day, but which was left to the regatta committee
to complete, against

_
their wishes; the general outline of t hechanges alone being indicated. The result has proved tbat thechanges m the rules are not as perfect as they should be whilethe delay m announcing them was also detrimental. The generalpurpose canoe is Hkely to make but a poor showing at the comingmeet, but we. still adhere to the idea rhat its recognition ia^f

hai-m ^n^foflow
^° matter how little good may come, no

Continuing further, the Field takes up the R. O. C. rules as follows: "The English rules are, on the other hand, far ^oo minme:
u^i^In

comP^cated with vexatious and, at the same time, uselesslimitations. The difference between the first class and the secondclass (which has adopted the misleading and not approprfatftJtleof cruising class), is simply ridiculous, ^z., that the second class

^^SnL'S^vu ''^'^^S^' ^""^^i
We have yti to learn that two

«f.S?w''^'"'i°^^®
lines and fitted in similar manner and ofsimilar rig, but one of which is clench built, are so different intheir capabilities that the clench-built boat is entitled to rank asa cruiser and the smooth-skin is not. For some cruising work-

especially duck Bhooting-a clench-built canoe is utterly Unfitted;She 13 iit all times unsightly, and is merely a relic of the barbaric

Se^oVs'm'oothl^kS^.^'^^^'^^^^^'^^^
the world over builds his ^

to 113 sq. ft., also allowing a 50ft. spfnaker. The former limita-
tion, which limited the mainsail to 75 per cent, of the total sail,
has been abolished. The sliding seat is entirely prohibited, deck
seats not being allowed to extend beyond the side of the canoe at
;uiytiiric.

1 f l=;ri tish canoeists h.ave any idea of contesting for international
sii|Ji'e.ni:ioy, or of meeting an American challenger undnr other
conditions. Than the K. C. C. rulos. tliey iruHt ronsider soon the
two important questions of uulimiterl sail area and of t lie, sliding
seat. So far we are unable to see that any harnj has <tnnie lo
American cfinoH:-; iJirnuudi unrestricted sail urc^i, and l.hnnj'h we
tirmly believe in the liiaitatiou of siil area on yaclil,--, :\>\if most
small craft, the oonditiLinfi of the IliXoll one iviun i /uini- (hi not
seem to call for it liero or in lingland. If other ne( esfivrv limita-
tions are imposed, sail can well ho left to itself.
The matter of the sliding seat is a more dilHcult oue, it iKishem

unquestionably the main factoi; in the dev elopment of r.he sealf.d
canoe and Ihe suicide cockpit; but at i lie same time sailing a
canoe with aslidiog seat is safer, far more comfortable, and dryer,
to say nothing of the excitorneut anil exhibiration which accom-
panies this exalted perch, and wc believe now that Britisn canoe-
ists will gain in every wav by adopting tbe sliding seat in the
light of American experience. With tbe present limits of the R.
C. C, 14x33in. for the well, and tbe centerboard not abaft the
eenler of length, there can he no iiossilile danger of the im
Strosities that ornamont American canoeing, and the deck •:;eat

and thwartship tiller ean be nalVly :idopte(l. Al tlir- :-;),me tin
the experience hf-rc indicates ilint a limit lA ^-n r!. ,i' -aide,
necessary, the one which nat,ur;illy .suggest:^ i : '/liu. h
the length of the sliding pari. Tiiis is a ,,, . .n j v.Ui'
limit, less by 18in. than some American board,^, :uni il niorii seems
desirable on trial, a longer slide can be allowed iu eermin raees.
Witli all that has been said against it, the sliding seat, is loo im-
portiiut a factor in canoe sailing to-day to b'i ignored by any body
of canoeists.
Since the abi-vve was in type we have received the current num-

ber of the FiMd, in which the following appears:
"Slid Ing-out deck seats have not as yet been tried on English

canoes in racing, owing to there being a rule against their exist-
ence: but it is more than mere speculation to assort that a slid-
ing-out seat could not have been used effectively in any race yet
sailed this season. In the two or three first races it was not
wanted, in the light airs one had to balance rather inboard so as
to give a list to keep sails quiet, and in the blowy matches the
cuts and shifts of wind have been so savage and rapid that a
slider would ha\-e quickly planted its crew in the hike. None the
less, it is curious tiiat no English canoeist goes the lengtli of tU-
ting and testing a sliding seat.. TUere are several races open to
anything within canoe-yawl definition; that, of course, admits
sliding-ont deck seats."

CANOE-YAWLS AND CANOE-YACHTS.
EXACT names and delhiitions are the exception rather than the

rule in canoeing and yachting, there being very few terms
which apply strictly lo any one rig or model, or to both in combina-
tion. One of the most bewildering is t he term canoe-yawl, now in
such common use, but conveying no definite idea of proportions
model or rig. Before the modern canoe was well out of its bib and
tucker days, about 187S, the general model of the Rob Roy was
developed and expanded into a much larger craft, 17ft. long and
4ft. Om. beam, but with the lug mainsail and small mizen of the
canoe, together with other feattires which, in spite of its size,
showed its relationship to the canoe rather than to anj- existing
forms of sailing boats. To this craft, whose evolution was due
mainly to the swift tides and rough waters of the river Mersey,
the name canoe-yawl was given in recognition of its origin aod
rig.

^
The wonderful growth of canoeing, and also of boat sailing

as distinguished Irom yachting in decked craft since that day, has
produced a very large fieet of small craft that ai-e neither canoes
nor yachts in the strict acceptance of each term, but which ha.ve
been generally classed as canoe-vawls.

It needs no proof that a vessel 20 to 34ft. long, with .=5 to Oft. beam
and a ton of lead under her is not a canoe, while at the siuiip time
she may be a sloop, cutter or ketch in rig; but the name canoo-
yawl has stuck to her. Among the many boats of this class are the
well-knowm Viper, Vital Spark, Water Bat, Iris, Tom Boy and
others, lines and descriptions of which have frequently ajipaaredm our pages. Between these extreme craft and ihe canoe propei
are many wide canoes, such as the Ethel, Vim, Kwoneshe, Pelican
centerboard canoes of great beam, but with movable ballast, and
capable of being beached or housed, though not bv le.ss than twomen as a rule. This class of boat has become very popular in
England within three or four years; in fact, so much so as to en-
croach on the 16x30 canoe, being more conspicuous than the latter
at the meets of the British Canoe Association.

At, the November meeting in 1889, the Royal C. C. established
the following limits for the class, wiiich have .since been generally
built to: "A canoe yawl shall not exceed the rating of 0.5; it
shall not exceed 30ft. over all in length; il shall not be less than
•^ft. in beam; it shall not be over 3ft. in depth from top of deck at
center Une to the bottom of the keel, taken any where, forward
and aft. No ballast shall be carried outside, or below the tran-
soms, except centerplates or drop keels. No counter stern or
transom stern allowed. By the Y. R. A. rule.

Length x Sail Area „ ^

.

elooo
=Ratmg,

t'oo®
sail would be for 20(t, ISOsq.-ft.; 18ft., 166; 16ft..

loc; 14ft,, 214.
Under this rule some racing machines have been built, wide

shoal, saucer-shaped craft, one of them, the Snake, being 18ft.

\oZ-h «t-.10'ii- beam, depth amidships to deck 1ft. 1id., mainsail
I6m., mizen 3,5tt. The model is most peculiar, the after body
being somewhat hke the forebody of a Barnegat sneakbox. While
the rough waters of the Humber and Mersey have developed the
keel craft, the Thames about Oxford and London is rapidly pro-rtucmg a fleet of racing machines, and at the same time of cruis-
ing canoe yawls about 16ft.x4ft.. mere big canoes. Still another
t.vpe IS .showing up in considerable force this year about South-ampton in the new>^ rating class, keel racing machines designedby the leading men, such as Watson, Fife and Payne, and of themost delicate and elaborate construction.
•

^^^'^\^ l^liB canoe yawl, as has been seen, has progressed furtherm lingland than on this side, especially from a racing standpoint
the class i&;^growing rapidly in the tlnited States, and is likely tobe deservedly popular in a few years, filling the wide space be-tween the 16X30 canoe and the smaller singlehaud cutters and
yavv^ls, such as Windward. The rating rule, or its American
equivalent, corrected length, seems peculiarly adapted for the
class at large. The boats, which may be included under the pres-
ent term cauae-yawl, may be broadly divided into two classes,
the keel crati, with a large percentage of outside ballast, and the
centerboard cratt of moderate draft and with inside ballast all
movable.
The need of some distinction between these two classes has been

apparent tor some time, and to meet it we suggest that the name
canoe-yawl be restricted to suoli boats as by their draft, model
and ballasting may be beached and housed, while the other large
class, such as Tom Boy, the small cutter Dodge and the St. Law-
rence River boat, whose lines were published on April 16, may be
classed as •'canoe-yachts," Thia f-o,.m .^hii^. r,r>«v, v,„«v,„J„ »„ ^iu_

TRANSPORTATION TO THE MEET,
WE have ree.'ivri'' the following circular relative to the tra.ns-

Pwnr ^ 1-= from alj.out New York to Lake Cham-
plam. Tlii- I

.
,

ietiich It was sent out made it impossible
for canoeirsi,-, rei-l, l.y July 11, butif there is still time to make
ari augeineut,.^, I lie propased trip by canal -boat with the canoes
sbould prove a very pleasant one for those who can spare the

To Manlier A merimn Canoe A^nneitUion:
DiiiAK Sir-VVb write to ask you if you intend to take in the

meet at W illsliorough Point. >,'. V., on Lake Champlain, com-
mencing Aiig.fi: if so, would ask > ou to join us in trying to get

n.je.M lotjelher to make it an obj,r!t-t to this compauv'to
anoesiiU on one boat without carrying other freight,
get enough caTioes togetlicr we will take them from Pier

ougli
ii1

No. 6, lidst River, to Wilisborough Point,' NVY^ 'at'$reach","wM^^
includes rigging or any other merch'indiae that can be put in the
canoe.

if there are enough canoes at any club house to warrant the
expense of towing the canal boat to and from club house, we wUl
B(3nd t he canal iioat for them and charge each canoe her propor-
tion ot cost ot towage.

If we can scom-e enough cn.noes to warrant our placing a canal
boat lo e-!i,rry t he. cii noes ot the .A inerican Canoe Asaociation, we
willpl,.icetoT-tlie iii|, thf ean/il boat 0. W. Wood Cord, of Essex,N y., commanded by (.'apt. M. ,\. Knoullon, wdio is one of Lake
ijbumpl.iiu 8 old pdoiH. Why wo mention this canal boat in par-
ticular IS, tliat U i« flic same boat and genial captain that took up
tlje(;anoes in LyST, and all our patrons at tbat time were well
pleased with the care given by Oapt. Ivaowlton.

ti wish to take III) ymn- oatioe on the above plan, we would
^Aver i o that eft'eci on or before Sat-
1

1 y tor us to know how many canoes
still more important that we should
so as to arrange our freight charters
her in readiness to receive in New

If

be pleasc'l to receive your an:-

ui-day, .July 11, as it i;--, necoHsii
we can depeiid on; ;uid if is

have. say. two weeks' notice,
for this canal boat and get
York on, say, Monday, .Juty 2'..

We also make another offer, which will be a novelty on this
special occasion, of tHkmg any canoeist of the American Canoe
Association on the canal boat 0. W. Woodford, whtcdi is a splen-
did boat, from Now ^ork to the camp on Lake Champlain, at $3
per day, whicli raoludes passage, hoard and berth, which is made
in a rough wa>', as each passenger is required to furnish hia own
blankets and pillow if required for berth.
The iierths will be built in main hold of boat along the sides;

tin; bo;u IS 93ft. long, about 18ft. wide: the sisoe of hold in the main
i.s about. V5ft. hing, 16,8ft. wide and 7.4ft. high between decks, and
perfectly dry.
The route taken on this trip is via Hudson River to Troy N Y

the boat being towed in a tow with about 30 other canal boats anci
it takes about •«) hours from New York to Albany, N. Y., thence
via Chiimplain Canal from Waterford, N. Y., to Whitehall N Y
which is towed by mules, a single boat at a time; distance Is about
60 miles and takes about 48 hours to reach Whitehall, N. Y., which
18 on La.ka Champlain, and from there the boat is towed by a pow-
erlul lake steamer in tow with, say, 20 other boats, and takes
about 12 hours lo reach -La Camp de Paddle Your Own Canoe" or
dtitdv ot the American Canoe Association at Wellsborough Point,

A trip of this kind is very romantic and a most enjoyable time
could be had, and it would be a trip that would never be forgot-
ten. Kindly lot us hear from you, fully, at an early date and
oblige, yours truly,

X. -r
,N-R-MoB&Co., G. F. A., No.9SouthStreet,New \ OKK, July 8.

THE CLUB REGATTA.

, . , , .

This term, whUe open perhaps to thesame technical objections as canoe-yawl, is at least a fitting com-
plement to it, and the two together will serve to distinguish with
sufficient exactness for all practical purposes the typical diflier-
ence between the two classes of boats. There is just now no
special call for a strict definition of either term, nor is there any
club or body directly interested in classifying and encouraging
the boats, but they are increasing in number so rapidly that their
recognition and limitation is only a matter of time; and in themeanwhile we suggest for popular use as a means of distinguish-
ing the difference which actually exists the term canoe-yacht in
addition to the established one of canoe-yawl.

THE A. C. A, YEAR BOOK.-The Year Book of the AmericanCanoe Association for 1891 is uniform in size with those of the

J?
» .uiij^o, c.^ ij_t >ij.cnuiio jcais, uuL lu uuuirion tne list odivision officers and the clubs within the division, as well as tho

boundaries, are given at the head of the list of members, making
a coinplete record of the division. The membership up to date ofprmt^mg was diNdded as follows: Atlantic 292, Central 157, Eastern
311. Northern 178, total 938. To these must be added a supplemen-
tary list of new members, making 1,011 active members. Besides
i' 09?^ %t ^ ^9^m"ary and 62 lady members, the grand total being
Vm^^-

number on the hst up to about June 1 wal
-;,(ilo, that being the uirmber of active members enrolled since the.^sociation was organized, in August. 1880. Tbe number of clubs
'^,.^%|°^°7f-,-,^t.lantio Di^dsion 37, Central 30, Eastern 28, North-ern 33, total 1U8. Nearly 100 of these are canoe clubs, the othershemg in part boat or sailing clubs. The flags of all the clubs

go and do what you please.
You know who has the fastest paddling canoe in the club house

as you have often, no doubt, been beaten by it in your cruises or
"scrub races" near home. You know very well, too, who among
your members can paddle a half mile in the shortest time, with-
out getting up a regatta to prove it. Perhaps there is another
canoe club near yours with a strong man in it. If so, a race be-
tween your man and that club's champion will make an interest-
ing event. Likewise you know who ia the bRSt sailor with the
best boat—perhaps there are two nearly equal—and a regatta sail-
ing race cannot add to your information. If you can get other
clubs' champions to race your man. interest may be in i acted into
a .sailing race.
GeneralLv speaking, then, the club regatta cannot add much to

your knowledge about the sailing and paddling merits of your
club men. How often have you had a good sailing race over your
club course? Not often, I will venture to suggest. When a dif-
ference of opinion exists as to the merits of men or boats you are
likely to arrange a little private race among yourselves and test
the thing. These club races are lots of fun for those interested,
and settle satisfactorily the relative standing of boats and men.When you go to the canoe meet you go to race in earnest with the
best men from the other clubs, and no one can predict the result.When a club can get members of several other clubs to compete
in its_ races, then, too, the events are very interesting to the
C3.n06ist3.
We are considering now a club regatta, pure and simple. What

sha.ll It be? The members want their friends to view the eventsand make a social affair of the whole thing.
How many of your friends—the ones you invite to view theraces—know why a canoe cannot sail straight to windward in

order to round a buoy? How many of them take any interest in
a sailing race other than seeing the pretty effect of a start? How
tiresome they find it when the wind fails and the canoes simply
drift about aimlessly and nothing is going on to amuse the spec-
tators—since all the canoes are in the race.
Well! We want to have a club regatta. We want to invite our

friends and entertain ihem. We want to have some fun our-
selves, and we want to get every event on the programme off at aproper time and without too long waits between them If we outon a sailing race it may ruin the whole affair—for lack of wind
too much wind or too much tide. Let us omit it then. But every
one likes to see a canoe under sail do something. All paddling
events would be stupid. An upset sailing race can be arranged
for near the club house, and can be worked off successfully in a
short time if there is any wind at all, and the chib's sailing cham-
pion is by no means sure of winning it either. The visitors are
sure to be deeply iuterested in the novel performance. This also
holds good of a maneuvering race sailing, where a paddle isthrown overboard astern at a given signal and recovered. It is
well to have the paddle thrown over twice, so that a miss the firsttime may not prevent a man's winning. Another saUing event

—^. ^. L.u^,.,jo. . .iijnoja acwiiuo aiini buo sLarb oi cue nrstanother canoe IS sent off, the skipper of which must touch any
part of the first canoe, man or rig, with a 9ft. wand, padded at the"im (and kept on deck), before No. 1 recrosses the starting lineThe upset paddling, band paddling, standing up paddling, single
blade paddling (to be done on one side of the canoe onlv without
the help of a rudder), are aU races that can follow one another
rapidly and create considerable amusement for contestants and
spectators. Canoe tricks, gymnastics, tugs of war and a tourna-ment also help out a regatta wonderfully. Other novel events
will suggest themselves to committees according to the weather,
the canoeing facilities of a club and the inventiveness of themembers. I have never seen a deck paddling race. Put a board
lengthwise over the cockpit and sit on it while paddling
Ihe clerk of the course should secure all the entries early andeach man ought to pledge himself to contest the races he enters,ine races should be so arranged that the same men do not com-

pete m two .successive events, as they need rest after a hard
struggle and need time to get the canoe ready again. The eventsm which the canoe is upset and gets water aboard should be nut
last, so no time is lost in waiting for a man to bail out before
starting in a succeeding event. There are innumerable gymnas-
tic tricks to be acquired, and many of tnem have been described
in former numbers of this paper. Don't make a fizzle of yourregatta when .success is so easy.
Now that many clubs have big war canoes, why not add a crew

drill to the programmer' Evolutions will suggest themselves tothe captain of the crew, and very little training would be neces-sary to inake an effective show. A paddling drill may also beadded attej- the suggestions printed in your last number, Mr.Editor, by the secretary of the Hartford Club. I enjov seeing acanoe sailing race above all things; but I don't like to see a regatta

Padd7e,!iMS iS90^''"^
*° ^^'^ """^ *^™"^ilties.-fi;afl and

n-^'
A. MEMBERSHIP -Central Division: P. N. JacobsomDetroit, Mjgh : Wni. C. Powers, Rochester, N. Y. J^h^nDmsipn.-. W.J. Wickham, Toronto; W. L. HeW» Ottawa.
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TORONTO C. C.

THE race of Jane 27 was sailed in a light wind, the winners
bping: Class 1, Colin Fra=er first; W. J. SoaTrow eecoi'd.

Class 2. fcl. Ford flrs' : F. Rogers second. Class 3, H. Fortier first;

J. C. Iredale second.
Tne annual spring regatta was held at Center Island on July 4,

in a gale with rain, but it was decided not to postpone it, as the
men wouid soon be t-tparated in cruising. The sailint? race was
won by Waif, D. B. Jaques. There were 6 starters in the open
padcUiDg, Johns on being first and Tilley second. In the decked
paddling, 11. C. MeL"an won. Three men entered for a novel con-
fst, eacii using two canoes, one foe: in each, with a single blade.
Mr. Stotesbury won. though tCie wind nearly spoiled the race.
Tne tandem handicap liad 8 starters: Iredale and Rogers,

Stewart and Stotesbury, Thomson ana Sanderson, Brown and
Sparrow, Bell and Musson, Hack burn and Weston, Ellis and
Woodland. The race was won by Thomson and Sanderson, with
Ellis and Woodland second.
In the fours, three crews started: Johnston, Hackburu, Stewart

and Tilley, Iredale, Ford, Ellis and Bell, R. B. Elgie, Sanderson,
Thomson and Brown. They finished in tne order named, the
winning crew being composed of two champion paddlers, John-
ston and Tilley. and two other very strong men.
E, N. Stotesbury won the paddling race in whicli the paddler

was teeated in stern to paddle stero foremost.
On July 11 the second sailing race of the series was held, with

the remaining events postponed from the regatta.

The first cla''S race resulted thus:
Waif, D. B. J«ques 1

Chum, Colin Eraser ~
Rush, W. C. Lee 3
Ell, J. W. Sparrow 4
Wwen, Roy Sweeny 5

The second class resulted thus:
Erie, Walter Smith 1
Kalula, Hf^nry Fora 3
Nemo, Fred. Iiogers • 3

The third class resulted thuf:
Edna, H. C. Fortier 1

Irma, W. A. Eraser 2
Ylta, J. O. Iredale 3

The hurry scurry and paddling upset were won by M. F. John-
ston, and the tug of war by J. E. Brown (capoain), M. P. Johnston,
H.R. Tilley and Rov Sweeny from J. C. Iredale (captain), T. D.
Ellis, H. Ford ana B. W. S. Thomson.

BROOKLYNT C. C, JULY ll.-The races of the postponed
Brooklyn O. C, regatta were fiaished on Saturday, there being a
strong JN. W. breezf. The ohly novice. Delight, Irving Ruland,
was started with tHe unlimited fleet, sailing but one round. The
starters for the two rounos were: Bonnie, C. B. Yaux; Seabright,
W. T. Wiutringham; Uuqna, R. J. WUkm; Eclipse, P. L. Dun-
nell; Az ec. W. W. Howard. Bonnie was late at the line, but
finally won after a very goud race, with Seabright second. Aztec
broke down and caps z;d and f5clipse parted mizen sheet and
withdrew. A fine race of canoe yasvls followed, being won by
Yim, John Johnson, with Kwonesue second and Margaret third.
The last eynni was a paddling race for the Rudd trophy, won by
Eclipse, F. L. Dunnell.

HUMBER YAWL CLUB.—The Humber Yawl Club, of Hull,
England, the only clab w uich devotes itself specially to the cano^'
yawl, is a very lively and vigorous organization, with a flwet of 36

boats, mostly canoe yawls, from 13 to 24ft. length and 3 to 6i.t.

beam. Tbe membership is 45. The club has two notable features-
its annual cruise, usually to Holland, The boats being sv.'ung
aboard a s'eamer at Hull and lauQched at Amsterdam or some
other Dutch port, when the cruise proper begin:; the other feature
being a yearl.t pamphlet narrating the doings of the club, and en-
livened bra humber of very cli^ver sketches by some of the mem-
bers. The copy tor IS'.ll, which we have lately received, contains
a chart of the Noriolli Broads, the lines of a canoe yawl, tbe list

of members and boats, with numerous illustrations.

A NEW OLtJB.—The London Rowing and Canoe Club of Lon-
don (limited) has just received its charter of ineorooratlon from
the Ontario Grovermment. The directors for tne first year Col.
John MficB-ih, M. J. K^nt. G. D. SutUerland, Cipt. R. Cart-
wriffht, H. S. Blackburn, J. B. Kilgour, W. S. Smith, G. H. Gilles-
pie, .Jr., and W. C. L. Uill.

MAHVAWAUK C. C—The race on July 4 on Oconomowoc
Lake, Wis., was won by Lilla, F. B. Huntington, with Blackhawk,
F. W. Dickens, second; distance 3 miles.

Model Fachts and Boats. Their design, malcing and 8a<^in^^, toith

designs and worKvng drawings. Postpaid, $s.

FIXTURES.
JULT.

16. Lake Y.R.A., R. C.Y C. Tor. 20. Rhode Island, Cup.
16. Cedar Pi., Saugatuok, Conn. 21. PallRiv.,Ladies'Day,PallRiv
17. Lake Y. R. A., Queen City, 22. Pleon, Club, Marblehead.

Toronto. 23. Lake Y.R. A..Oswego,Oswego
18. American, Steam, Milton's 23. Royal N. S., Y^'enonah, Chal-

Neck. lenge Cup. Halifax.
18. Hull, First cham., lat siOA^d 25. Great South Bay.

classes. 25. Dorctie8ter,0 pen,Dorchester
18. Hull Corinthian, Club. 25. Quincy, Second Cham
18. Savin Hdl, Moonlight Sail. 25. Corinthian, Marblehead, lat
18. Beverly, 1st Cham, Mon. Bch Cham., Marblehead.
18. Cor. Navy. N. Y. Bay Squad. 25. Hal', Cruise, Cape Cod.
18. St. Lawrence, 24 and 31ft. 25. M isquito. Cup, Boston.

Classes, Montreal. 25 Essex, Ann.. Newark Bay.
18. Royal N S.,LaQadowne Cup, 2b. Miramicbi, Cruise to Nequac

HalifHX. 27. PleoQ, Cruise, Marblehead.
18. New Bedford, Sweeps., New — Corinth an. Ma r bl e h e ad,

Bedford. Ladies' Day, Marblehead.
18. Massachusetts. Ann. Cruise. 28. Monatiquot, Pennant, Y''ey-
18-19. San f raacisot>,Fish.Oi-m8e moutn.
211. Lake Y. R. A., Rochester, 31. Carolina, Olub, Wilmington,

Rochester. N. C.

AUGUST.

1. Larchmont. Wetmore Cup. 15. Mosquito, Open, Bost<^n.
1. Indian Harbor, Open, Green- 15. New Bedford, Sweeps., New

wich. Bedford.
1. Y'esthampton.Westhampton 15. East Bay. Long Island.
1. Hull Corinthian. 2d Cham. 15. Eastern. Sweeps, Marbleli'd.
1, Indian Harbor, Ann., Green- 15. Savin HUl, Fleet Capt's Cups

wich. 19. Hull, Ladles' Day.
1. Beverly, 1st Cham,Marbleh'd 19. Savin Hill, Moonlight Sail.

1-1.5. Cor. Navy Meet, Riv rside. 19. Pleon, Olub, Jiarbiehead.
3. New York, rendezvous. Glen 19. Fall River, Open, Fall River

Cove. 20. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
8. Mosquito, Pennant, Boston. 20. Massachusetts, 2(1 Cham.
6. Rochester, Club, Charlotte. Dorchester Bay.
6. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- 20 Rhode I-land. Open,

mouth. 20 "-HTarn.nruiBi-, Maine Coast
7. New York,GoeIet Cups,New- 22. Quincy.

port. 23. Corintiiian, Marblebead, 2d
8. San Francisco, Club. Cham., Marblehead.
8. Hull, S cond Cbam., 3d, 4th, 23. Mon»tiquot, Sweeps., Wey-

5th and 6th classes. mouth.
8. Lvnn, Lynn. 23. Cor. Navy, East River Squad
8. Savin Hill, Second Cham. 22. Royal N. S., Ruth Cup. Hali-
8. Bevt-rly. 4th S weep, Mon. Bch fax.
8. Royal N'. S., Ladies' Prizes, 23-23. San Fran cisco.Fish.Cruise

Halifax. 24. Newark, Ann., Newark Bav.
8, Bay View, Club. Boston Bay. 26 Pleon, 8d Cham., Marbleh'd.

10. Quincy Third Cham. 28. Dorc,hester,Club, Dorchester
10. Miramichi, Vice Com. 's Pen. 27. Rochester, Club, Charlotte,
la. Massacbusf'tts, First Cham., 27. Massachusetts, Third Cham

Dorch ester Bay. Dorchester Bay.
12. Pleon, 2il Cham, Marbleh'd. 28. Carolma, Club, Wilmington,
13. Rochester, Olub. Charlotte. N O
13. Mona'iquot, Ladies' Day, 29. Hempstead, Long Island.

Weymouth. 29. Hull, All Classes.
13. Cedar Pt., Saugatnck, Conn, 29. Savin Hill, Cash.
15. Hull, Ladies' Race. 29. Beverly. 2d Cham, Mon. Bch.
15. Corinthian, Marbleh'd, Mid- 29. Royal N. S.. Capr, Russell's

Summer Series, "tarbleh'd Cup, Halifax,
15. Beverly, 2d Otiaj», Marbleh'd 29. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
^, Corinthian, N. y„ Sweeps, Lajcbment,

Marhlehead, ^. Mtraffllcb,!,

SEPTEMBEH.
Eastern, Fall, Marblehead. 12. New Bedford, Annual, New
Pleon, Sail-off. Marblehead. Bedfnrd.
Monatiquot, Sail-off, Wey- 12. Lvnn, Cup, Lynn.
mouth. li. Massachusetts, Open, Dor-

Hull Corinthian, Open, Chester Bay.
Beverly,5tbSweep,Marbleh'd 12. Savin Hill, Cham. Sail-o£E.
Larchmont, Fall. Larchm't. 13. Royal N. S., Handicap, Hali-
Bav Yiew, Cruise. fax.
Fall River, Cluh. Fall River. 19-20. San Francisco, Cruise.
B'-verly, Open, Mon, Beach. 19. Beverly, 8d Cham,Marbleh'd
N.Y.Y'.RA., Ann., New York 31, Miramichi, Open.
Corinthian, Mar b le he ad, 26. Beverly, 3d Cbam, Mon. Bch.
Handicap, Marblehead. 26, Savin Hill, Fleet Captains

7. Lvnn, Open. Nahant. Cups Sail-off.
7. Mosquito, Open, Boston. 26. Royal R. S., Lord Alex Rus-

11. Massachusetts, Fall, Dor- sel'a Cup, Halifax.
Chester Bay. 26. Bay Yiew. Club, Boston Bay.

13. Beverly, 6th Sweep, Mon.Bch
OCTOBEU.

7. Brooklyn, Fall, Gravesend 17. San Francisco, Closing Day.
Bay.

MR. BURGESS' WORK.
n^HAT republics are not always ungrateful hasbeen very clearly

proven in the honors of all kinds that have been showered
upon Mr. Burgess by Americans; honors such as have never
before fallen to the lot of a designer. While his efforts have
received the heartiest recognition of American yachtsmen, the

real magnitude of the work tbat he has done is still unappreci-

ated by the majority. The fa^-t tliat he has been the means of

defeating all challengers and keeping the America's Cup in New
York is indeed a very smaU matter in Itself; the great point is

tbat to liim is chiefly due the credit for forcing American yachts-

men to accept a t) pe of yacht which, however good for them, they

did not want. Puritan herself was the outcome of years of hard
fighting against the heaviest odds on the pirt of a small handful

of "cutter cranks," with whose leading principles Mr. Burgess

was at least in strong sympathy, if he was not one of them. The
faults and dacgers of the American type of yacht, together with

the advantages of the lead keel snd the cutter rig, had been

proven beyond question long before Puritan was dreamed of; and

yet Americans as a body h«^ld firmly to the old type, and would
have none of the new-fangled British inonvations.

So far as practical demonstration of the truth of its principles'

the work of the "cutter cranks" has been successful: but it had
stopped far short of a complete and popular success, in that

yachtsmen still hesitated from motives of prejudice and local

feeling from adopting features wiiich were so prominently identi-

fied with the yachts of another nation.

To such an extent did this feeling prevail even so late as 1884,

when the necessity for a Cup defender wa« apparent, that with a

full knowledge of the value of the lead keel before it, the New
York Y. C. in deciding on the type of yacht which should defend

the Cup, was true to its principles and built a steel scow, with in-

side ballast and slo- p rig. The club is a progressive body; it had

got beyond Pocahontas, but not very far, and it still held to the

old ideas of model, rig and ballasting.

Educated, lioeral and progressive, 'Mr. Burgess was quick to

perceive the opportunity, and to avail himself of it. Unhampered
by the narrow bounds of miscalled pati'iotism, and fully appreci-

ative of the fact that the truths of science have no political nor

geographical limits, he used to tbe utmost the whole range of

advantages and appliances open to the yacht designer. What-
ever the origin of her lead keel or her cutter rig, the Puritan was
distinctively American, in that slie represented thought, enter-

prise and progress; the same restless, energetic effort which has

achieved success in so many other fields.

With her success, the work of the "cutter cranks" was fully ac-

complished, the day of the wide, shoal and dangerous sloop was
ended and a new era of better and safer craft, whose design was
based on principles and not on prejudices, was begun. The suc-

cess ot Puritan at once opsned an easy way for the general adop-

tion of lead ballast and a different rig oti American yachts; an

opening that has since cei'tainly been utilized to its fullest extent.

The mere retaining of the cup by Puritan was a comparatively

small matter, it is not unlikely tbat had she not been built Pris-

cilla might have defeated Genesta. Had such been the case, how-
ever, the fleet to-day would have been composed ot a very dif-

ferent class of boats; the old ideas would have hung on, with a

new lease of life; and inside ballast and the sloop rig might even

now have been found in a large number of recently built craft.

Whatever objections may fairly be made to the extreme racing

craft of the day, there is no proof needed of the radical improve-

ment in the whole fleet of American yachts, from the largest

scr. joners on the coast down to the smallest catboat or sloop on

lakes or millponds, and the birth of this new era, the popular

recognition of a new order of things in yacht designing, dates

from the advent of Mr. Burgess as the expounder of more ad-

vanced and liberal ideas.

MATCH RACES.—Two match races have been arranged by

Fleet Captain Peabody, New York Y. C, for the schooner Mar-
guerite, R. S. Palmer. One is with Huron, cutter. Rear Com. W.
Buder Duncan, N. Y. Y. C, and the other with Iroquois, schooner,

Yice-Com. Ellis, S. O. Y. C. Both will be sailed off Newport after

the New York Y. C. cruise. The match with Huron is for g250

the loser to pay the expenses of the contest. The New York Y. 0.

rules will govern, except that there will be no time allowance;

the time limit is six hours, the yachts will start on one gun,

and there will he no restrictions, except that clubtopsails are

barred. The course will be 10 miles to windward or leeward and

return. The conditions governing match with Iroquois are the

same, except that there are no restrictions as to sails and time

limit is fixed at five hours, for a stake of 8500. It is probable that

both races will be sailed immediately. In either match if one

boat should break down within thirty minutes from the start, she

will lie given forty-eiglit hours In whicb to make repairs and come

to the line again,

OBIGIN OF GLORIANA.—A very fierce tempest has been

waging in a very small teapot as to whether the entire credit for

ordering a46-footer from the HerreshofTs should be given to Vice-

Corn. Morgan, or whether the boat which has proved such a flyer

was first ordered by Mr. Royal Phelps Carroll; the order being

countermanded and the boat finally completed for her present

owner. If almost any other yachtsman than Mr. Morgan were

concprned, there might be some ground for such a dispute, but m
view of the money he has spent and the spirit he has shown in

building new boats, the present discussion seems entirely un-

necessary. Leaving Gloriana entirely onfc of the question, Mr.

Morgan's reputation as a plucky, persevering and spirited racing

man was established before the 48ft. class was thoTight of.

classes in England to paint each boat of a distinctive color, after

the plan of racing jockeys, and the effect should bo pleasing when
a number are seen in company. In these days of decoration and
high art the yachtsman might get some valuable liints in paint-

ing his boat from a professional artist, at least something better

than dull white.

RIVERSIDE Y. C.

''PHE third annual regatta of the Riverside Y. C. was sailed on
JL Saturday, July 11, on L^ng Mind Sound, starting from off

the club house, at Cos Cob, Conn., tbe c iurse3 being: For
schooners, sloops and cutters to B'.ack Buoy, off eastern point of
Little Captsin's Island, kepping it on starboard, thence around a
mark off Matinnicock Point, keeping it on port hand, thence
around a. mark off Centre Island, thence home: seventeen milas.
For classes under 30Et. ^o Flat Necli Buoy, keeping it on port band,
thence to Cow's Buoy, off Shippan Point, keeping It on starboird
hand, to a stake boat anchored three and one-fourth nautical
miles southwest by west of that buoy and thence home; eleven
miles.
The wind was very light from the east all day; the schooners

Princess, Rpbecca and Viator being unable to reach the start in
time. Tbe full times were:

SCHOONEBS—17 MILES.
.Start. FInisQ. Elapsed. Corrected.

Nirvana 12 35 40 4 39 49 4 04 49 4 04 49
SLOOPS -4fiFT. CLASS.

Alcedo l;e 31 57 4 15 29 3 43 33 3 4L 14
Euryhia 13 37 50 4 23 11 3 55 n 3 51 58

Wayward 12 30 57 4 24 03 3 53 06 3 .53 06
SLOOPS ~40FT. CL.4SS.

Doctor 13 30 13 4 3i 16 3 52 04 3 53 04
Viking 12 31 57 4 36 00 4 04 Oi Notmeas.
Kathleen 13 33 59 4 35 29 4 01 30 Notmeas.

SLOOPS—35ft class.
Voranl 13 28 56 4 20 17 3 51 31 3 51 21
Marie 12 33 04 Not timed.

SLOOPS AND CUITERll-3UFr. CLASS.
Chippsway 13 36 23 3 08 13 3 41 50 3 41 50
Sireue 12 2y 14 3 17 20 2 48 06 2 47 4i

SLOOPS—35ft. class.
Nameless 13 33 bS 3 36 53 3 03 45 3 03 45

Needle 12 33 30 8 40 14 8 06 44 3 06 44
YAWLS-25ft. GLASS.

Merope 12 30 29 4 09 18 3 88 39 3 88 49
Ganuet 13 37 39 Not limed.

OABtN CATS—30ft. CLASS.
Dot 13 37 08 3 31 OS 3 04 00 3 01 49
Nellie 13 36 38 3 88 37 3 11 49 3 11 49
Waverly 13 27 18 4 13 00 3 45 43 Notmeas.

CABIN OATS—25ft. CLASS.
Nahma 13 37 37 3 33 .38 3 46 11 3 03 17
Mimeite 13 28 47 4 17 50 3 49 03 3 42 63
Pearl.. 13 37 44 4 17 01 3 49 17 3 49 It)

OPEN CATS—35ft. CLASS.
Tattler. . _ 13 35 Ou 3 09 10 3 34 10 3 34 10:

Vanda 13 35 00 3 30 04 3 55 04 3 50 36
Gertrude 13 35 00 4 13 15 3 38 15 3 33 05

OPEN CATS—30FX class.
Z-lica 13 34 46 3 33 53 2 58 07 2 67 07
Jewel 12 3i 38 3 33 16 3 58 48 3 58 48
Effle 1-' 83 30 3 37 10 3 03 50 3 03 38

the wiunei's are Nirvan!), Alcedo, Doctor, Yotaut, Chippeway,
Nameless, Merope, Dot. Nahma, Tattler and ZeJica.
The boats were classf-d uu'ier the corrected len^tti .tiystem lately

adopted by the Riverside Y. C, the re -nit being very satisfactory
so far as the proper grouping of the various yucbra ia ( lasses i.s

concerr.ed. The Clapbam boat Ctiippeway beat the fast open b-'Ut
Si rene very badly. The regatta was very well mantiged oy tbe
committee, Messrs. F. B. Jones, W. A. Hufliagton and C. E.
Wilson. Tne steamer J. G Emmons carried a large party of
guests over the course, the day closing with a dinner and danee.

COLORS OF YACHTS.-It seems curious that, with all shades

of color to choose from, but two, white and black, have proved at

all suitable for yachts. Blue has been tried at times, as on the

little etep-ioer Aida, and on the royal yachts of Great Britaia, but

^^t ha» pot come Into general use. It proposed iu oi^p of the eipall

LIGHT DUES FROM YACHTS.
''pHERE is more trouble ahead for vaehtsmen at the hands of
X the Commissioner or Navigation, Mr. W. W. Bates, as will
be seen, from the following circular:

Treasury Department,
|

Washington. D. C, July 9, 1891.
)'

Collector of Customs, New Vork, N. Y.:

sir— inis office IS in receipt of your letter, dated the 21 inst.,
requesting instructions whether clues are collectable under sec-
tion 4,335, R. S., as light money from vessels arriving from domes-
tie ports.
The bureau held Oct. 38, 1887 (S. 8,508), that such dues accrue,

under section 4,325, R. 8., on undocumented foreign i luilt vessels
owned by citizens of the Unitt-d States and on undocumented
domestic built vessels similarly ownpd, whetueruaed forpurooass
of trade or pleasure, on tbeir entering tbe ports of the Ltnited
states, and whe'her furnished with ceriitled bill of sale or other-
wise, and ihat they should be collected in tue same manner and
under the same regulations as tonnage dues—that is, by tne cus-
toms officers, who would give receipts.
This decision covers the case ot vessels entering any jiort of the

United States, whether from a domestic or foreign port. The
ruling is in accordance with an opinion of the Attorney General
dated Aug. 19, 1875, in which he stated that certain fin-eign un-
documented vessels when found trading between district and dif-
triei are liable to such dues under sections 4,319. 1,325 and 4,371. R.S.
It should be noticed that the act of June 19, 1886, section 7, re-

pealed section 4.371, R. S., only so far as it rcjated to vessels en-
titled to be documented as vtssels of ihe United States, the inten-
tion of Congress having been to leave it operative as regards other
vessels. BesptctfiUly yours,

W. W. Bates. Commissioner.
Section 4,225 of the Revised Statutes reads tuus:
A duty of .50 cents per ton, to be denominated light money, shall

be levied and colieciea on all vessels not of tne LTnili^d States
which may enter the ports of tbe United States. Such light
money shall be levied and collected m the same manner anil
under the same regulations as tlie tariff dues.

NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE.

THE following general orders have been issued by Fleet Captain
Stephen Peabody fur the New York Y. C. cruise:

Flagship ELEcrttA, New York Y. C„ I

harbor op New Yobk, July 9. f
GENRR.VL Orders xS'o. 2.

1, Tbe vessels ot tue squadron will rendezvous at Glen. Cove oa
Monday, Aug. 3.

3. Caiuains will report aboard the flagship on the same morning
at 11 o'clock, wnen tne iuture movements of the squadron will be
coiisi'iered. Y'achis will be in readiness to start on signal from
the flagship immediately after the meeting, if so ordered.

8. Special attention is called to the race for cup-i presented by
Capt. Ogdeu Goelet, whicb will take place at Newport on Friday,
Aug. 7, unless otierwise ordeied.

4. During the cruise the Owl and Game Cock colors will be raced
for by ihe four-oarcd gigs and douoie-scuU cutters and dlnaies
belonging to tne yachts of tbe squadron, and the holders will be
subject to challenge at any time on one day's notice.

5. Tnere will also be a race for the steam and naphtha launches
belonging to the squadron, the time, conditions and prizes for
which will be hereafter announced by the Commodore

6. The routine and rules contained m the club manual will bs
observed during the cruse, attention being called to the changes
that have been made in the manual and Club signal code during
the past winter.

7. There will be special cups given for competition, dates of
which will be announced by me Commodore.
8 Yachts when in squadroo will take their ships' time in strik-

ing bells from that of the flagship, and in no case anticipate it.

CAROLINA Y. C.-Regular regatta, July 4.—Club course,
Wriguisville, N. C, distajioe 8 miles, weather fair, wind modBX-
ate E.S.E., tide high.

first class.
Ltngtti. Start. Finish. Corrpoted.

Phantom, R. Ij. Williams. ..17.11 4 34 36 6 13 57 1 38 31

Vixen, John H. Daniels 19.03 4 36 11 6 09 39 1 33 28
Mascotie, Geo. D. Parsley ...30.00 4 38 30 6 15 31 1 89 01

SECOND CLASS.
Little Alice, F. A. Lord lo.Ob i :j3 01 6 34 00 1 51 59
Lilhan Florence, H. Bowde .16,03 1 33 40 6 19 86 1 46 56

THIEin CLASS.
Bubble, Clayton Giles, Jr 13.4)^ 4 30 00 6 25 27 1 55 27
Hermit, J. B. Metts 14.00 4 30 37 6 30 00 1 59 23
Mamie B., H. L. Fennell 14.11% 4 31 35 0 19 53 3 48 18
By special order aU boats were oat-rigged. Regatta committee:

J, U- H, Cowan, H. N. Parsley. M. S. WtUard, Judges: George
^notree, W. d Jones, p. M. WllUams.
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THE DEATH OF MR. McMULLEN.

THERE is sometliop particularly sad about the death of Mr. R. T
McMulleti, on board thelirtip sniKle-hander Perseus. Alirilpmore

than a w^ek Ufjo he fet our. in the Perseus to sail ^iu^le hanrierl to the
Land''? Eort. He had done such tuiiiK.s before—notably hi ISGT, when
he made his wcll-lmowu single-handed Ciuise in the Proeyon; hut
perhap.s the.^e feats wei e edipsed hy his achievement in 1880, when
his crew havu e: left him, he .sailed his 19 ton yawl Orion from
Cherlx.nrt; to the TmIc of Wight. In poblishins' the account of tbis trip,
under tbe titin of "How [ cametri Sail Alone in the 19 tons Yawl Orion,"
he took The opportunity to make some very origiuil reni.ark-R on the
labor C|U^stlon whi h showed him to be a very deep thinker Mr
MnMullen «a'^ anything but a foolhardy sailor; all his plans were most
carefully tiiouj?lit out, atid so carcfuhy executed that he never bad to
write the worn failure. His sail over the "Jubilee course" round the
British Isles in the urion in lys'i' (a lont? account of which was pub-
lished in the /' ield) shows what he .?ould do in the way of organiza-
tion. After this achievement iie sold the Orion to Mr. C. C. Dallas,
and, in writitis' to us on the subject, said : "I cannot conceal the in-
tense pleasure I derive from the thought that .she was not sold at the
time .'ilie was last advertised, which was two vears prior to the Jubi-
lee course. Whether T should have taken her to sea a^rain would proba
bly have depended upon as sudden a faucv as tlie last; at all events
ray determination was never by any inferior performance to lessen
the efl'ect on my own mind of that most perfectly orpanized and
successful cruise. My first cruise in 1850, whiih then seemed to me
very toruiidatiie, was round the Nore and my last id 1887 round the
British Isles; and there I am content to leave it. It is not impro-
bable, however, that 1 may build another craft of ibe Procyon class
for quiet arans. meut; but as far as I know at present, my more am-
bitious ijiidf rfakr r^s arc. at an end." This other craft was the Perseus,
and It vv.qs on board her that Mr. ilciUnllen sailed and died alone on
June !.">. 1 n.'it it was the way he would have met his death, alone
upon t i e si'O. but withoui disaster, we cannoi help believing: by what
cause hfo failed hiai wo have not yet heard, but it was Chrouph no
disaster or misadventure by tempe.st, or by his handling of the yacht,
and we feel sure bi.s end was serene and confident, ^ijr. iMcMullen was
unhke any ottier yachtsman we ever met; we have known men just
as fond of the sea as he was. but never any one who regar leo it with
such reverential interest, yachting and yacht racing in tbe ordinary
sense of the terms had no charms for him'; out he v>'as ju^-t affected by
that ''mystic spell which none but sailors knov\- or tee'i, and none bur
they can tell." He had just told the story of his last cruise in tbe
Perseus, a.nd we sent him the last proofs of ttie account on .luae 11,
-which we believe he received upon calling in at Dover, 'the cruise of
the Pe^-seus is told at length, and we hope to be able to puelish it io
the Mield as soon as the yacht racing season is over.—JYe/rf, June 30
The end of Mr. R. T, McMullen was much the same as we expected'

—peaceful, and not the result of any accident or misadventure. He
left Greenhithe cn June 10 m the high spu-iis common to bitu when
about seitmg out on a trip to sea, and all had gone well with him
as usual when he lauded at Eastbourne on the iSih, and posted a
card containing a brief extract from his log up to date. Tne next
heard of Jiira was the telegram on the 16th referred to in our last issue.
He was found on the loth sitting in tbe cockpit with his face looking
towar,i ihe sky, and the vessel saiUng herself along. The doctor
said he had been dead twenty four noiu-s, when his body was found
the cause of death being failure of the neart's action. He must|
therefore, have died in mid-Ctiannel on Sunday, tiie I4th. ae was
lauded at Beuztval .about sis miles west, of Trouville). and the Vice-
consul, Mr. A. O'Neil, at once communicated witu his family and
arranged for the funeral. Mrs. Mcftluilen and his brother Mr J
McMullen, reached Beuzeval on the 18th, and Mr. K. T. McMullen
was buried the next day m tbe cemetery at that place, after a
simple service in the Protestant church.— ifleW, June 37.

"SMALL YACHTS."
THE vigorous a.nd trenchant pen of Mr. Kunhardt, ever ready

111 the cause of yachting, whether to report a stirring race, to
repel the assaults of adversaries and write the praises of houf at,
seawortny ships, or to win fresh converts to the special form oJ
yachting, single-hand sailing, which was his chief delight, never
did better work than in the volume which, already familiar to
yachtsmen all over the world, has just appeared la inert ased bulk
and a new dress. Since tho booK first appeared in 1S85 it has
round a ready sale m all places where yachie or boats are sailed,
a.nd_ )Tb sterling merits have been generally recognized. In pre-
paring a new edition a great deal of the original matter has been
tJhanged and entirely rt-wntten to meet the increasing demands
of yachtsmen; in particula.r, the chaoters on designing, in which
Ibe ent.re series of operations is described at lengtn, all thtj calcu-
lations being given, making this part of the subject far more com-
plete than the original scope of the work seemed to call for. Since
the first edition appeared tho range of types lias become far wider,
and m conformity with this growth a number of new plates have
been added. In doing this much attention has been paid to the
very large class of shoal boats which must always flaa a general
use In American waters, and which from their moderate cost
simplicity of consiruorion and adaptibility tor such water as is
round ever.v where, both inland and on the coast, are esnecially
valuable to the amdteiir designer and builder and the Corinthian
cruiser. The hook as a wiiole is too well known to yachtsmen to
require a detailed description, but to those not familiar with it wemay say that it covers itie whole range of designing, construction,
nttmg up and handling, the information oeing of the most .-imple
and practical sort, and based in every case on examples takenfrom all types, deep and shoal, wide and narrow. Tbe new
volume cont.iins b50 pages and 87 plates, compared to 500 pagesand t.i plates m the old; and in addition is handsomely bound in
leather with cloth sides.

CAPSIZE OF A LAUNOH.-On July 12 a partv of four, Messrs.
Louis Caemmerer, G. i\L Norwood, D. R,. Uennis and Louden
White, left Ji.ast Rockaway for a run omside in a S8rt. naphtha
launch, the Ethel. Mr. Caemmerer, the owner, and his two friends
knew nothing about managing the boat, and White, a fisherman
and boatman, was taken to run the launch. On first starting out
two ladies were in the party, but as they became seasick they
were sec ashore, the launch then ran out tnrough Long Beach In-
let, though the sea was very rougb, tbe partv probably being
ignorant of the danger. When attempting to come m, at about 3
o'clock, the launch capsized in crossing the bar. After a long
swim, Wnite succeeded in reaching a large spar buoy, tue other
three being drowned. For three hours the man clung to the tmoy,
which was tossing about in a heavy sea, the sun beating down on
nim. A little after 5 o'clock he was seen by a passing boat, the
sloop Agues Dean, with a sailing party on boax'd; and after great
rilfliculiy, on account of tne heavy sea, he was taken off m the
Bloop s yawl by a young man, John Martin. WhUe was badly
bruised and so exhausted as to be nearly helpless, and it was only
through the skill and daring of Martiu that he was hauled into
the yawl and transferred to the slo.- p. He was weil cared for and
finally reached home, the sole survivor. The launch came ashore
next, morning, with a hole in the bottom and boiler and stack
missmg. Wnite has told several different stories about an ex-
plosion, but the facta all point to the conclusion that ihe disaster
was a capsize due to recjilessaess ou tne part of the owner intakmg tne boat into such water, and ignorance In handling
her,

ALBOBAK.—A single race has proved the need of radical
cnanges m the new Paine boat, both in construction and trim.She nas been out at Lawley's lor new channels, to carry three m
place of two shrouds, while the interior will be braced as strongly
as po.ssible. She leaked so badly m the race thai the water wasup to the cabin floor. The other changes are a longer bowsprit by
rftt., the cutting away of tbe forefoot, the removal or l,0O01b-^. ot
lead from the tore end of K-bcI, and the boning of a foot ot wood
xo her rudder. The onb boats in the. new fleet which were fittedwitn channels not obviously defective arc Barbara ana Nautilus.
IJoth ot Obese boais are strapped over tne trumes wuhsttel, Bar-
bara very tuorougulj . The other boats, witn tne exception ofWonana, are very deficient in tne special .strapping and bracing
lba,t IS the vital feature of light construction, there being no
straps under deck or across the frames. The worst part is i hat it
will oe impossible to remedy this defect In a satihfaciory manner
in a boat already completed. While Gloriana is far better thanTUe iiostou boats m her bottom and sidiiS, her original deck con-
.struociou was very detective in the lack of diagonal stiaps or
pracea, and after Per trial trip a complete system of uiagonai flU-mg pieces between the beams, backed by steel straps ax^m.. wasadded. All of the 46-tootbr,s, with one or two excciitiuus, navebeen enjoying a mucn needed rest for the pj.SL ten days, either
being repaired and strei.gtneued or underguiug al orations iu rig.Uionana has a uevy and larger mainsail, ana Nautilus will alsohave important chances in ner canvas.

MASSACHUSETTS Y. C.-The race ofthe Massachusetts y. C.
to-day

, for luo 46tt. claos over tne 24-milt iriauglo of the Eastern
y.O., 18 likely to have as starteis Beatrice, O wee ne, Aloorak,
Sajonara, Taeima and Barbara, Gossoon, 40-footfcr, may also
istart. A strong ejfort has been made to induce Vice-Oom. Morgau
to send Gloriana arouad the Cape for this race and tke one of the
Eastern y. C. on July aS.

EDWARD BURGESS.
T"^' v^^f*!.^*'™

generally known for some weeks that Mr. Burgess
1 ^ ?i

seriously ih with t>phoid f. ver at his Boston home,
but 01 late Ihe Mev,s had been so reassuring, at, lesst in the reports
that have appea.red in the papers, that there was no thought of a
fatal termination. Late last week, however, he experienced asenous relapse which resulted in his death on Sunday a-: 4 P M.Edward Burge.ss was the tourtli of the five sons of Boniamin F
Burgess, a. wealthy Boston merchant and ship owner, Ed wai'd
was born at Sand wich. Barnstable county. M k«s , on June 30. 1848,and like all of his brothers was tamilior witii boats from hi- early
years. In the ten years from 1870 to 1880 their yachts—and theyownid nian\—were famous abrut Bevetlv, Marbl-head and Na"-
hanta.H prize winners, alwavs being well handled: while in model
and outfit they were generally abend of their fellows. A^ a hoy
young Burgess fitted for collecre at EpesS. DixwelPs private Latin
fSi'^^Uf" Boston, entering Harvard College and graduating in
1871. With all his love for yachting and open air life, Mr. Bur-
gess was by nature a student, qniet, thoughtful and retiring- a
great deal of his lime when in college and after graduation b' iin'
devoted to natural history, in particular to entomology, in which
he was long recognized as an authority. In 1872 hewaseleeied
spcretary of tho Society of Natural History of Boston, which
of&ce he held for fifteen years, yvhen the pressure of his new pro-
fession compelled him to resign it. While on a trlii throuKh
Europe some time after leaving colleee, he became af quaintred
with Migs Catherine L. SuUivam.of Columbus, O., and they were
mfirried in 1877.
Mr. Burgfcss was never idle, he was instrxietor in entomology at

Hirvard for many years, while a great deal of his time was given
to mathem4tieal studies, but it was not until the failure of his
father, obf ut IHKO, that he went into business, forming with his
brother Sidney the firm of Burgess Brothers, yacht designers and

Elapsed. Corrected.
Did not start.

Did not flnish.
3 56 59 3 56 ,19

4 38 14 4 as 29
4 03 01 3 58 00
Did not finish.
Did not start.

Did not starl'..

i 51 .53 4 .fjf 53
Did not start.
Did not start.
4 m 23 4 32 38
4 .35 40 4 34 23
4 11 16 4 05 82

Did not finish,
3 55 .55 3 55 63

EDW.\BD BURGESS.

agents, at 13 Exchange place. Boston. His skill as a yachtsraao
Eind an .amatuer designer naturally led him to select a vocation so
closely allied with his tastes, but for a lime the work of the firm,
which was practically Mr. Burgess alone, his brother soon wiih-
drawing. was merely buying and selling yachts. His first order
for a design was in 1884, when he turned but the cutter Rondina,
a staunch little cruiser that has made her name known along the
whole Eastern coast, for Dr. W. F. Whitney. When, in the'same
year, the news came ot a challenge from the fastest cutter in
GrcEit Britain for the America's Cup. held bv the New York Y. C ,Mr. Burgess had nothing more imposing to show of his work than
this same little cutter, but he had among his friends men with
the prido of Boston and the East at heart", and with snflacient con-
fideiice in him to venture with his aid on a task that was com-
monly condemned as presumptuous and absurd. Although a part
o' the credii must he given to his associates who shared tbe risk
and cost, the leader among them being Gen. Paine, (o Mr. Burgess
was intrusted the task of desiening and superintending the new
yeninre, soon to become famous everywhere as the PuritanHow she came to New York almost unnoticed, save for the sneers
of some of the papers and the usual anonynnous "prominent
yachtsman," how she carried all before her in the trial races,
and later on defeated Genesta twice; how she was followed
next year by Mayflower and a year later by Volunteer, each
repeating the victory of Puritan, is a tale too familiar to
need telling again. After Puritan came Sachem, schooner,
Titania, cutter, Pappoose, cutter, and the long list that was
crowned when last season closed by little Gossoon. O C this year's
work It is too early to speak yet. not until the season closes can
the final result be known, butthe fl-et whose accounts are already
practically closed through the short life accorded to all modern
racing boats before they are outclassed, ha\^e made a reputation
for their creator which will live as long as yachts are sailed.
I hough his fame rests chiefly on his yachts, Mr. Burgess has done
equally good work in diflferent lines, fishermen, pilot boatc and
ot Her craft. In 1887 he was appointed bv Secretary Whitney as
one of the commis-ion to pass upon the desiens of new warships,
holding ttie office until his death. He was one of the first mem-
bers of the Ea-^tern Y. C, anl for many vears its .secretary. In
1888 he WPS appointed pc^rmanent chairman of the Board of Life-
feavmg Apph mces. That Mr. Burgess's home life was peculiarly
happy will tie readily apnarent to all who knew his kindly, gentle
and agreeable disposition. His winters were sp- nt in a handsome
hons^' built by him on Beacon street, Boston, and his summers in
a large cottage on Marol'-hRad Harbor. He leaves two children,
William Starling Burgess, about 13 years of age, and Charles
Paine Burgess, about 3 years.

TT^nFi"^,^^- C., JULY" 11.-The first championship race of the
Hull \ . C. for third, fourth, fifth and sixth classes was sailed on
.Saturday over the regular club courses in a strong south wind, tbe
times being:

THIRD CLASS CENTEBBOARDS.
-a o TT .u

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Posy, R. S. Hunt 22.08 1 46 49 1 13 01
Moondyne, W. H. Shaw 24.08 1 45 25 1 12 59

„ THIRT) CLASS KEELS.
Swordflsh, Hall & Johnson 24 07 1 42 44 1 13 27
Echo, Burwell & Isham 24.06 1 46 39 1 15 17

„ , „ TOUHTH CLASS JIB AND MALNSAIL.
Idler, F. L. Dunne 1 14 59
Eureka, E.B Rogers 20 07 Disabled.

FIFTH CLASS CEKTEHBOABDS.
Egeria, F. Ware. . . 19. u 1 15 48 0 53 41
Magpie, H. H. Otis 19.09 1 17 21 0 54 05

FIFTH CLASS KEELS.
Composite. J. Mclntyre lti.04 1 30 52 1 04 07

SIXTH CLASS center; BOARDS.
Rocket, H. M. Faxon li' . 03 1 23 58 0 56 01
Mab, Jo h n Shaw 1 5 . 09 1 25 03 0 57 36
Cricket, E. B. Lambert 16.08 1 26 19 0 59 .57
Eureka parted her bobstay. Cricket made a bad start and was

handicapped. The judges were Messrs, J. R. Chadwick. J. B. For-
syth, H. S. Woodbury, R. C. Poor. J. A. Stetson. W. A. Gary, H.
P. Smith, G W. Keats and W. E. Sherriff. The regatta commit: ,

tee included Messrs. E L. Burwell. J. J. Souther, H. W. Lamb, E.
'

F. Souther and 1. R. Burwell. A hop was given in the evening at
the club house.

PEQUOT ASSOCIATION, JULY 4.-Appropriate and patriotic '

exercises were enjoyed on the ' Glorious Fourth" by the Pequots
Beeking pleasure at their club house, Morris Cove, New Haven
Baseball, rub racing, sailing, driving, illuminations and fireworks
galore; stiU it remained for the last number of the interestingprogramnae to properly round ofl; a finished day, with beautifulmusic and partners m the animating pleasure of the evening's i

hop. Mention should be made of the excelle:ice of Steward
Rogere' caf$ service to the horde of hungry Pequots and (whisper I

raemberslilp. which appreciation of
jtbe (jlub'e efforts prompted. The Pequots are s^agliored to st^y,

Elapsed. Correetpd,

j
NEW HAVElSr Y. C.-The tenth annual regatta of the New

i Haven Y. C, was sailed on Wednesday. .July 8, in a moderateWN.W. wind. Owing to the grroug wind of the previous day a
number of piomised starters from other clulis did not arrive.
The regular club course-! were sailed: From Pardee's Bar buoy
to and around mid channel buoy, entrance to Houantonio Rivei-,
return same courae, distance 20 nautical miles. The full times
were:

CLASS 1.

„ „ Length
Concord, H. C. Rooxne. !il.60

,„ CLASS 2,
Notus, Wm. H. Rowe 41.25
llival, P. G. Sani'ord 89.25
M'inota. Vice-Cora Harris 35.10
Flora Rear-Oom. T. F. Hammer. .. .85.15
Carrie W., E. Baker. 37.70
Hazel, Geo. W. Poucher :!5 .00

CLASS 3.
NauMlus, John B. Haskins
Nea Belle, Com. Seyman 3?. 50
Jew.il.Geo E. Dudley 60

,
J-'iu-Lia, S. H. Mason, 'Jr

"

Wanda, O. R. Waterhouse ;29 .5S

Aria, C. B. Wai-ner ;il 10
Stranger, ,L N. Macauley 28.00

Dare Devil, C. C. Andell. . . . .27.60
,
Cmirapiou, F. Burritt 27.00 a tio .^o a i.o WiW inners: Derby Silver Co. challenge cup, cla-s 2, Rival; Waruer
( n;iiieiige i-up, class 3, Stranger; aopcial prize for i-est corrected
lime, classes 1, 2, rf Si ranger; class 3, first prize, SSO, Rival, ser'OQd

^•ie''''^VvT*' '/'''V^' ^l*^.? 3' fl^'sf' P''izf' $30, Stranger; second priz.\

r '
\A;anda; class 6, first prize. $20 Ctampion. Regatta commi'-

r?' ;,T^^
•

^r-
'.i'-' ^- A- EiJ"Jf'i Frana P. Tvler. Judges, E.

F. Marislield, R. B. Karren. A. W. Adams. -

Mr. t'. R. Waterhouse, ihe owner of the slonp yacht Wanda, en-
tered a protest .against the de-ision of the judges in awarding tbeWarner challenge cup to the Stranger. Sbe was entered in class
4. but ancorcing to the club rules sailed in class 3 by assuming theminimum time allowance of that class. As a matter of coursewhen sue made the best time of any of tbe boats in class 3 shewas given the first prize of $30 and no protest was made on that
grotind. Tbe ciaina ot Mr. Waterhouse is, however, that although
the Strar.ger was eligible to compete f'^r the cash prtze, she couldnot be justly admitted in competition for the Warner chaHen-^e
cup. iae quBstiou now is did or did not the Stranger gain aU nf
the rights of a boat which belonged to the class above. The
judees decided that she did. The appeal is fiom the decision of
the judges to the regatta committee, and their decision is not yet
announced.
Tbe following orders have been issued for the cruise:

ra.„„„ ^ A xt / 1^'^°^ ^"1^ ^EA Bellw, July 6, 1891.
General Orders No. 3.—The squadron of the New Haven Y. O.

will rendezvous for the annual cruise, Saturday. July 18. 1891, atIhimble I-lands. anchoring ofif Money Island. 'The plan of tho
cruLse (su v|pct to change) is as follows: Mondav. Ju'y 20 to New
Loi.doi ; luesday, July2i, Greenpor ; Wednesday, July 23, Sion-
iDgton; Thur-dav. Jul' 23, Newport; Frida.y, July 24 New Bedford;
.Saiurdtiy, July i-a, \ineyard Haven. Per order Commodore Sey-mour, MvitoN R. Dtteham, Fleet Captain.

MOSQUITO Y. C. OPEN JULY ll.-Tbe open regatta and pen-nant ra.i'eot tneMosqaito Fleet Y^ C, of Sou h Boston was very
successtully sailed on Saturday, the cour=PS being: From judges'
boat off foot or K street, ,o Buov No. 3 off Thomoson's islan-i? to
club barrel N W. of middle shaft; t^a^'k to starling point, pas-'ing
bei w-een the .itidges' boat and stakeboat, leaving every t r ii^g m
starboard, and repeat. In the open race the olassifiaktion and
prizes were as f dlows: First cla«s, all yachts measuring 31f^ and
not over 2i)tt sailng length, prizes, f 13, SS; second class, all yachis
raeasunns IStt. and not over 31ft. sa ling length, priz»s, $10, S5:
third class, all yachts measuring 15ft. and not over 18ft. sailing
length, prizes, $8, $4. The race was sailed in a strong south wind,
the times b6i^g:

FIRST CLASS.

Ustane, S. N. Small 31.27
'

White Fawn, A. E. Jones 2i 11
Wapiti, James Bertram. 24.04
Ideal. F. William^ 21.10
Strideaway, J. W. Gammon . 21.10
Montezuma, Geore F. Curry 22.01
Gilt Edge, D. C. Whittemore 23.00
Fannie, E. P. Sharp 31.06

, , . .
SECOND CLASS.

Auk, A. Martin .
, l.'* 07

M-men o, J. F. .Small ..... 2010
, Ballard Scott 19.04

Helen, R. W. Sawtell ... 19 U
Trifle, J. F. Cashin ly^oe

„ „ , TBIRD CLASH.
True Blue, H. Hutchins 1 7.10
Bess, W. C. Cherringi.on ...17.03
Flora Lee, C. D. Latia'ng. 1 6.10
Mamie, H. T. Bowers 17.08

,
. „ MOSQUITO CLASS.

.^essie, W. L. Young 12. li
Ninti, J. P. Billiard 14.11
Nadine, D. N. Palmer 14 11
Nellie, J. O'Leary ! . . .'wlu
Annie. D H. Rich. 11.08 i u.-i k4 1 U8 U+The judges were T. W. Fisher, chairman; W. W. Ransom, J. F.-
Barry. W. H. Ransom and W. O. Elliott.
OYSTER BAY Y C. ANNUAL, .JULY H.-The ninth regatta

of the Oyster Bay Y. C. was set for .July 4, bu' was postponed on
account^ot the death of Mr. Alfred Roosevelt, a member of the
club, who was killed by a train at his home, at Mamaroneek.
I he race was sailed on Saturday, the times hein«3-:

FIRST CLASS—35ft. AND OT£R.°
^, 81 rt. Finish.

Mirth 10 48 11 2 39 08
Indolent 10 -19 53 2 41 10

SECOND CLASS-30ft. AND UNDER 35FT.
Jeunnesse 10 50 00 3 52 23
Nadjy 10 50 00 2 39 4i0

, THiLtD CLASS—a.'iPT. AND UNDER.
Dodo 10 47 00 3 47 .50
i^rarion 10 50 00 N timed.
^^eteor ]0 47 07 3 38 15 4 12 01
Si nbad 10 47 37 3 4S 35 4 07 09
ihe winners were Mirth. Na--ijy and Meteor. Tne regatta rom-

mittee included Messrs. E. Townsend, Wm. Tuckerman and J. A.
Roosevelt.

ATLANTIC Y C. CRUISE.-Pleet Captain Church has issued
the following orders;

ATLANTIC Y. C. BrOOKLTN. N. Y., (

Flagship Chispa, July 8. 1891. f

General Orders No. 3.

The fleetof the Atlantic Y. O, will rendezvous for the annual
cruise at Whitestone on Saturday. July 18. 1891.
The startioer signal during the ciuise will be the firing of a gunfrom the flagship and the display of the code signal indicating

the port to which the fleet will sail, after which vessels of the
fleet may get under way for the port of destination at ih<>ir (.on-veoienee.
On Saturday afternoon, July 18, at 3 o'clock, the fleet v.iH sailg^'^^eenwich, Conn., anchoring on arrival off the Indian Harbor

.
OnMjnday. July 20, the fle-t will sail for Morris Cove, anchor-ing on arrival off the P quot Club hou'-e.

.
O1 Tuesday. July 31, th fleet will sail for New London, anehor-lag on arrival off tLe city.
On We-inesday, July 23. the fleet will sail for SheRer Islahd,anchoring on arrival in Deering's Harbor. '

By order of the Commodore. Geo. H. Church, Fleet Captain.
LARCHaiONT Y. C CRUISE.-The annual cruise of the Larchmont Y. C. began on July 11. the following yachts comp sing the

flee'
:
Leona^ Rear Com. Joseph H, Sterling; Dauntle^s, C. H. Coir-Phantom. H. S. Parmelee; Gevalia, H. W. Contes; LVrapesc s m'

Rooseveli; Princess Wilson Marshall; Cloehttte, E L. Buahei
lioga, S. L. Busted. .Jr.; N'mpariftlle; Trochiius, M. W Bronson;
Clara, C. C. Monroe; Heedless, 0. L. Burger; Harriet, Ed .1. pudatanley Greacen.
TIDAL WAVE.-On July 13, at n^on. the schooner yacht Tidal

\\ ave, Dr. A. L. Ranney. New York Y. C. ran ashore m a den«?efog on Pasque Inland. Vineyard Sound. Dr. Ranney and bisfamily were landed safely, but the yacht lies on tho beach withseveral holes m her hull and full of water. I is hoped to lighterher ciff wi^h no worse damage than the loss of her cabin fittingsand furmsnings by water. ^

nJv^«\?«?f n
STEAM LAUNCH.-The $800 gift launch of the

RY^® ^ "^"^ completed within a week's time, and
i«\v,Hchf^*j^ ^^'^f' winning the same will bepublished In this paper in the second issue from this date.
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BSO FOREST AND STREAM. [July 16, 1891«

DOTJGLASTON Y. C. ANNUAL, JULY 4.-The newly organ-
ised Douglaston Y. C. sailed its first aiiaual regatta on Saturday,
the affair being quite a success, although the Larchmont regatta
tept away some r.hat would otherwise have entered, including
the 25tt. class. The course was from Douglas Dock, in Little Neck
Bay, around Old Tom and the Gangway buoys, a 15-mile triangle.
The wind was strong from W. The flagship Ada lost her mast.
The times were:

OLASS A, CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 10 TO ^TFT.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Merope, W. S. Gilmor 2 19 45^ 2 16 27M
Dustec, F. Crab he 2 23 07}4 2 20 39
Alice, A. N. Holden 2 21 19>6 2 21 19U
Bstella, R. F. Corry 2 29 00 2 21 30
Gleam, Banquard & Mahler 2 25 48}4 2 24 42

CLASS B, CABIN CATBOATS 19 TO 31 FT.
Archer, B. T. Soiythe 2 12 40 2 18 40
Isnit, E. Ebersbacher 2 25 11 2 18
Molita, C. H. Chelborg 2 33 37 2 28 29U
Whim, W. R. Sainsbury 2 .35 14 2 31 06)^

CLASS C, OPEN CATBOATS OVJSR 23ET.
Edna, George Grieves 2 09 50 2 09 OlM
Myra, G. K. Rosenquest 2 11 23 2 09 OlM
Lily, ,1. D. Sparkman 2 18 .59J4 2 18 59}!

CLAfsS D, OPEN CATBOATS TJNDER 23^.
Sadie, B. M. WaUace 2 12 4rK' 2 07 40
Minnie, A. S. Robbins 2 13 1(; 2 13 10
May, G. A. Coony 2 21 015 2 17 43;^.
Julia, Walter Ely 2 34 47 2 30 17
The regatta committee were J. D. Sparkmau, W. B. Samsburg,

E. Epersbacher and J. R. Adler.

BAYSWATER Y. C. ANNUAL, July 4.-The Bayswater Y. C,
of Far Rockaway, sailed its annual regatta on Saturday in a fresh
S.VV. breeze, the times beins:

FIRST CLASS—CATS.
Si art. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Bonnie B 5 01 10 7 88 00 2 36 50 2 35 45
Edith B 00 30 7 41 08 2 40 3S 3 40 38

SECOND CLASS.
Mattie 5 05 30 Did not finish.
Leisure 5 06 00 7 48 45 2 43 45 2 42 15
BerthaB ...5 05 28 7 52 10 3 46 42 2 48 42

THIRD CLASS.
Meta 5 10 26 8 13 10 3 02 50 3 03 50
GeUas 5 11 20 Did not finish.

FOURTH CLASS—SHARPIES.
Lizzie H 5 15 80 7 26 45 2 11 15 2 10 15
Maggie ;..5 15 33 7 22 15 3 06 43 2 00 43
The regatta committee included Isaac P. Hubbard, Edgar H.

Mott, John M. Fuchs and Walter P. Walsh.
KILLVONlvULL Y. C, JULY4,-The second annual regatta

of the Kill You Kail Y. C. was sailed on Saturday oft Elm Park,
Stalen laland. The ti aies vverf :

j

CABIN CATS—25PT. AND tTNDEB. I

St in. Finish, Corrected.
Foam 1 07 15 2 54 55 1 47 43
Ceyx 1 04 30 3 11 15 1 59 08
Fanny Withdrew.

OPEN CATS—OVER 23eT.
Tarpon 1 03 55 3 49 10 1 45 .33

Bessie D. 1 06 50 3 14 45 2 07 07
OPEN CATS—20 TO 33FT

Playmate 1 04 20 3 01 35 1 54 45
Caisee-a-eye 1 06 20 3 01 00 1 54 14
Bonton 1 03 55 2 46 00 1 39 48
Torment 1 05 35 Witdrew.

OPEN CATS—UNDER 17PI.
Hope 1 03 56 3 36 05 1 32 09
Edna 1 05 10 3 30 00 1 24 30
Florence 1 08 00 2 38 00 1 19 50
Gallawater 1 09 30 3 46 33 1 36 33
Gracie 1 03 30 2 28 32 1 17 23
Dove 1 03 30 2 28 38 1 23 38

CABIN SLOOPS—OVER 27 PT.
Restless 1 19 30 3 07 50 1 37 13

OPEN SLOOPS—20 TO 26rT.
Just Woke Up 1 05 45 2 54 53 1 45 00
Viola D. 1 05 20 Disqualified.

OPEN SLOOPS—UNDER 20ET.
Tom Boy 1 09 35 3 14 .51 2 03 16
Maggie P 1 09 50 Withdrew.
ROY^AL CANADIAN \^ C, JULY 4.—On Saturday week the

Royal Canadian Y''. C. sailed a race for 21-footers in a gale, the
times being:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Gwendoline 2 05 12 1 59 55

Widgeon 2 12 39 2 12 01

Ednl 3.33 50 2 32 50

Caprice Did not finish.

On July 11 the postponed race of the 30ft. class was sailed, the
onlv starters being Samoa, Wona and Erma. Samoa beat Wona
by 4flmin. Eima broke her mast. A race for 35ft. class was also
sailed, the times being:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Hilda 1 47 08 1 44 10

Ariel 1 46 58 1 43 33
Kelpie 1 49 06 1 49 06
Imogene 2 19 06

AMERICAN Y^ C. NAPHTHA RACE.—On July 4 the Ameri-
can Y. C. held a race for uaphclia laundhes in two" classes, under
and over 30£t., the course being from off Milton's Point around
Execution Light, about 9 miles. There were sixteen starters, all
but one flnisfitng, though the smaller boats bed a wet time of it.
The oiHcial table is as follows, being computed by the Isherwood
formula, the relative merit being represented by the speed in
knots divided by the cube root of the waterline. Olive and Vic-
tory were not measured, so the winner in the class was not
known:

CLASS ONE. Speed Relative
Time, in Knots. Merit.

Louise, G. C. Smith 1 04 14 7 . 473 2 . 4835
Marianna, J. L. Motte 1 05 43 7.305 2.4377
Maspetb, H. Offerman 1 04 43 7.433 2.3664
Whiteeap. YV. G. Brokavv 1 07 49 7.079 2.3526
Cherry Diamond, W. J. Swan 1 13 29 6.552 2.1708
Olive, 0. S. McLoughlin 55 28 8.655
Victory, W. L. Boyle 1 06 24 7.339 ... .

Banshee, W. T, Coale. Did not finish.
CLASS TWO.

Sweetheart, H. T. Shriver 1 05 34 7.323 2.5265
Sans Souci, C. R. Smith 1 09 39 6.892 2.4059
Marguerite, R. F. Downing 1 11 30 6.713 2.3779
Concord, H. C. Roonie 1 21 53 5.863 2.3109
Kingfisher, G. C. Sackett 1 13 56 6.493 3.3000
Golden Rod. A. E. Watt 1 31 42 5.875 3.3313
Satan, J. S. Inman 1 28 55 5.533 3.1077
Sweetheart wins a silver fiagon and Sans Souci $25. The prizes

in first class are a silver model of a launch and $25. The regatta
committee included Messrs. G. W. Hall, W. S. Alloy, E. S. Connor,
J. H. Wainwi-ight and W. J. Price.

COLUMBIA Y. C—The annual regatta of the Columbia Y. O.
was sailed on June 34, the courses Deing for classes B, C and D,
around a stake boat anchored oil the Yonkers Corinthian Y. C.
house, at Y'onkers, and return. Classes F, G and H—cat and open
jib and mainsail boats—twice around a triangular coui-se from
Seventy-sixth street to 130th street, thence to the Jersey shore
and home. The wind wa« strong N. W. The times were:

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS, 36 TO 42FT.
stare. Finish. Elapsed. Correctpd.

Notns 11 14 02 2 12 03 3 58 01 2 58 01
Mistral 11 15 00 2 53 32 3 37 33 3 33 13

CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS, 30 TO 30fT.
Portia 11 10 54 3 56 45 3 45 31 3 45 51
Hazel 11 13 48 3 13 20 4 00 33 3 39 32
Agnes S 11 20 00 3 03 00 Did not finish.
Nautilus 11 16 50 2 55 00 3 38 10 3 36 10

CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS. 20 TO SOFT.
Cora 11 14 .50 3 38 40 4 21 50 4 21 .50

Brant 11 14 55 3 33 40 4 18 45 4 18 45
CLASS E-CAT-RIOGED CABIN TACIITS.

Uncas 11 24 45 3 09 35 2 44 50 2 44 50
Eleanor 11 11 00 Did not flninish.

CLASS F—JIB AND MAINSAIL, OVER 20pr.
Bonaflde 11 34 05 1 29 10 2 05 05 2 05 03
One of the 400 11 21 35 Did not finish.

CLASS G—OPEN CAT RIGGED, 19 TO 22ET.
Alice K 11 33 08 1 47 15 3 24 07 2 34 07
Mystic 11 35 06 Did not finish.
Chas. T. Wills 11 20 36 1 32 06 3 11 30 2 OS 00

CLASS H—OPEN CAT RIGGED, UNDER 19FT.
Novice 11 23 08 3 13 00 2 48 .52 2 48 52
Miriam 11 31 35 Did not finish.
The winners were as follows: Class B. Notus; class C, Nautilus;

class D, Brant; class F, Uneaa; class F, Bonafltle; class G, Charles
T. Wills; class H, Novice. The Wills prizes, presented bv ex-Com-
modore Charles 1. Wills, were won by the Bonaflde, Charles T.
Wills and Novice.
QUEEN CITY Y. C, JULY ll.-A very good race for 21ft. class

was sailed by the Queen City Y. C, of Toronto, on Saturday, the
times being:

Stnrt. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Caprice 3 55 00 4 ,50 13 1 58 43 1 ,55 62
Enid 2 55 00 4 55 07 1 57 07 1 57 07
Widgeon 2 55 00 4 56 40 1,58 40 1 58 53

LYNN Y. C, July ll.-The third race of the Lynn Y. C. for the
Expert cup was sailed on Saturday in a strong N. E. wind, the
times being:

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Irene, W. B. Gordon 22.08 1 26 45 1 05 52
iSlellie Farley, E. C. Smith 30.05 1 31 13 1 08 31
Astrea, R. M. Benner 19.02 1 35 51 1 13 03

SIREX.—This yawl has lately been chartered by Mi-. C. O.
Iselin. owner of Titania, now in England, and is fitting out at
Gosport for his use. She is an old boat, designed by Mr. St, Clare
J. Byrne, of composite build, and 76ft. l.w.l. by 18ft. beam.
A YACHT WRECKED.-Yetira, sloop, Mr. W. W. Carlile, is

reported ashore at Pairton, N. J., Delaware Bay. having been run
ashore after being disabled and partly waterlogged in heavy
weather on the Bay. Her crew are reported safe.

HORNET.—Mr. J. B. Paine has sold the 20-footer Hornet, de-
signed by him last year, and raced so sueees.sfully, to Mr. H. P.
Benson, owner of Wraith, who has sold the latter to Mr. H. L.
Higginson.

VERENA.—Mr. J. A. Beebe has sold his c.b. 40-footer Verena
to Mr. W. O. Gay, owner of Nomad, sloop.

SHIFTING BALLAST -PROFESSIONAL SAILORS. - San
Francisco, June 19 —Editor Forest and Stream: The rules of the
Corinthian Y. C, of this city, state that no boat shall shift her
ballast inside of 24 hours of the starting of a race. A protest has
been filed here that the sloop Cyretta shifted her ballast inside of
the 24 hours of the start of the race. What she shifted was her
cabin fixtures, such as blankets, stoves, pictures, cushions, etc.
The question arises, aie the fixtures that she put ashore ballast?
Another question which has caused quite a discussion in yachting
circles here is the deflnitlon of a professional man aboard a boat.
If you could decide the above questions you would confer a favor
on a number of "Frisco yaontsmen.—Y'achtsman. [The term
"ballast" as used by Eastern yacht clubs applies only to such arti-
cles as anchors, chains and the regular lead, iron or stone carried
in the bottom of the boat. It does not apply to furniture and fit-
tings, bedding, stove, etc., and these are very frequently set ashore
on the morning of a race unless special conditions for cruising
trim are imposed. The yacht has a right to be measured in sucE
trim as her owner desires, and after measurement she Is allowed
to decrease her length, but never to exceed it. The term "shift-
ing" applies most particularly to moving heavy weights to wind-
ward on each tack, and not to the addition or removal of weight
of any kind prior to starting. We know of no definitions of a
Corinthian or professional which are in any way complete, but
there can be no question that fishermen, boatmen and all who
sail boats for pay, lure or passenger fares must be classed as pro-
fessionals.]

NEW Y^ORK Y. R. A. CRUISB.-The fleet of the New York Y.
R. A. met at tue appointed rendezvous, City Island, on July 4, •

where the flagship Edith, Admiral Prime, was at anchor. Oa
Monday the fleet sailed for Norwalk Islands, the yachtsmen at-
tending a hop in the evening at the Roton Point Hotel. On Tues-
day the run was made to New Haven and on Wednesday to Say-
brook. On Thursday the run to Shelter Island was made, the
fleet disbanding there.

RICHARD POILLON.—On July 4 Mr. Richard PoiUon, of the
firm of C. & R. Puillon, died of heart failure at his residence in
Brooklyn, aged 74. The PoiUon family have carried on the busi-
ness of shipbuilding for a hundred years at the old yard, foot of
Bridge street, Brooklyn, the Irailding for the past thirty years
being mainly yachts, among which are Sappho, Fortuna, Mon-
tauk, Grayling, Coronet, Intrepid, Noma, Norseman.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
^iW" Mo Notice Taken of Anonymona Oorrespoudents.

J. S. YV., Baltimora, Md.—Write to Wm. English Co., Peterhoro,
Ont.

L. H. T., Philadelphia.—The CJoast Survey charts cover a great
part of the Delaware River; we know of no good chart of the
Susquehanna, C*mp kits can be had of Ward & Averill, 33 Wil-
liam street. New York,

S. T., Philadelphia.— 1. Will a patched give better results than
a grooved bullet? 2. Will a ,22cal. rifle shoot as well with a 34in.
barrel as with a 28 or 30? 3. In a .32-35-165 or 185 cartridge, which
weight bullet will give the best results as to penotratiou, accu-
racy, etc? 4. Which is the better cartridge for small game, the
.32-20-105 W.O.F,, or .33-35-165 or 185? Ans. 1. Yes, when' carefully
loaded. 2. Ves, excep: in excrame ranges. 3. The heavier bullet
is steadier in wind. 4. .20-105 best and most agreeable for short
distances and .35-165 for general use.

Through Vestibuled and Tourist Sltibpers between
Chicago and Tacoma, Wash., and Pohtland, Oris,—The Wis-
consin Central and Northern Pacific Lines run through Pullman
Vestibuled and Tourist Sleepers between Chicago and Tacoma,
Wash., and Portland. Oregon. The train known as the "Pacific
Express" leaves the Grand Central Passenger stal ion, at the cor-
ner of Fifth avenue and Han-ison street, at 10:45 P.M. daily. For
tickets, berths in Pullman or Colonist Sleepers, etc., apply to Geo.
K. Thompson, City Passenger and Ticket Agent, 205 Clark street,
or to F. J. Eddy, Depot Ticket Agent, Grand Central Passenger
Station, corner Fifth ave. and Harrison St., Chicago, 111.—^du.

The fame which Gaptaia Bogardus has won with the gnu
is such that anything which he naay write on the subject of
shooting is sure to be interesting to those fond of that
.species of sport. It is, therefore, little wonder that this
volume on "Field, Cover aad Trap-Shoofciag" should have
reached its third edition. In the book Captain Bogardus
avoids technical terms and relates, in a free and pleasing
style, facts gained by him during his shooting tripsin nearly
every State of the Union. Besides this, he gives such plain
instructions in loading shells in hunting game of ail kinds
that any one can understand them. Included in the volume,
also, are valuable hints as to the best method of training
dogs for the hunting field, interspersed with many pleasant
anecdotes anent the'ir surprising instinct. The book is illus-
trated by several portraits.—P/i-ilacZeljj/iia Public Ledger.

FEKGUSON'S PATENT

Reflecting Lamps,
With Silver Plated Locomotive Reflectors.

UNIVERSAL LAMP,
With AdjnstaWe AttaolimentB.

For Sportsmen and Others.
Combines Head Jack,

. Boat Jack, Fishing Lamp,
Gamp Lamp, Dash Lamp,
Belt Lantern, Hand Lan-
tern, etc.

EXCELSIOR DASH L&MP,
Superior to all others.

Send stamp for Illustrated Catalogue.

UBERT FERGUSOK, Office, 6S Fnlton St. H. T.

OUR SOUVENIR TO THE

Angler and Sportsman
Sent upon receipt of stamp.

THE J. WILKINSON CO.,
269-271 State St„ Chicago.

• 18 VE^EY ^T. NeLwYoI^

Notice to Fishermen. Cut Prices for 1891.
Here I am again as usual cutting the prices of Fishing Tackle. Low prices and good quality of goods increases

my business. It will pay you to buy your tackle in Brooklyn.
No. 1, S joint, 6 strip, Split Bamboo Trout or Black Bass Fly Rods, solid reel seat below hand, nickel mountings, silk whippings, extra tip, aU complete in wood fonn. length 9J, 10,

lOift., weightT, 8, 9oz f. ' , f. » : Price IS 72
No. 1, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted ,

" 3 38
No. 4, 3 joint, 6 strip Split Bamboo Black Bass Bait Eod, Raised Tie Guides, solid reel seat above the hand, extra tip, silk whippings, nickel mountings, complete in wood form, length

8J, 9, 9^, 10ft., weight 9, lOJ, 12, l.Soz Priee
No. 4, G, same as above but is German Silver Mounted "
No, 7, 6 strip Split Bamboo Salt Water or Lake Trolhng Rod, 3 joint, solid reel seat above the haod, double tie guides, nickel mountings, length 8ft., weight 20oz ,

"
No. 8, same as No. 7, bat is 3 jorat "
No. 380, 3 joint Ash and Lancewood Heavy Salt Water Bass Rod, hollow butt, extra tip, brass mountings, 9ft "
Brass Multiplying Reeis, Balance Handle, Screw Oil Cup, fine finish, 25yds., 8;3c.

;
40yds., 9oc.

;
60yds., $1.0.5; 80yds., $1.15; 100yds., $1.85. Hard Rubber Multiplying Reels, Balance Handle,

Sliding Chck, Nickel Plated, 40yds., $1.75; 60yds., $2.25; 80yds., $2.50; 200yds., $3.75. Braided Linen Reel Lines on Block, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, SOOtt., 41c. J. F. M. Brand Linen Reel
Lines on Block, 300ft., 9 thread, 38c, ; 12 thread, 48c. ; 15 thread, 46c. ; 18 thread, 53c. Brass Swivels, 15c. per doz. Best Quality Hooks on single gut, per doz., 10c. ; double gut, 15c. per
doz. ; treble gut, 20c. per doz. Single Gut Leadera, 1ft., per doz., 15c. ;

2ft., per doz., 80e. ; 3ft, per doz., 45c. Double Gut Leaders, 1ft., per doz., 15c.
; 2ft., per doz., 30c. ;

3ft., doz., 46o.

J. F. MABSTERS. 51, 53 ^ 55 Court St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
SffiUISe»stupfbiFmaaftiwf«dC&i^OjK«w for 1891. OFER EYENHTOS.

2 73
3 82
3 75
3 75
90c.
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DALY iUTOlATIC EJECTOE

"The Acme of Perfection."

HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN.
No. 250, "Diamond Quality," Highef^t Grade Damascus Steel Barrels, beautifully engraved locks and mounting, finest Turkish Walnut Stock, with the Deeley Patent Automatic

Shell Ejector, equal iu finish, shooting qualities and workmanship to Pm'dey's, Grant's or any other highest grade London make, 10, 13 and 16-gauge .$'275.00

No. 150, Same action as above but plain finish and f ue Damascus Barrels 175.00

WJG AL.SO CARRY A STOCK OF
W. W. GREENER'S EJECTING GUNS $250.00 to $400.00 W. & C. SCO:gr & SONS .f27,5.00 to $400.CO

WE INTRODUCE THIS YEAR J. P. CLABROrGH & BRO'S. L/ATEST INVENTION—A Fine Hammerless Shotgun with Automatic Ejectors and Damascus Barrels,

plain finish $100.00

Same as above, Gieener Crown Bolt, Fine Damascus Barrels, Fine Engraving, the finest gun they make 135.00

We claim for these guns everything that may he desired. They are well fitted, nicely engraved, the action
works to perfection and can he fully guaranteed.

THE DALY 3-BARREL IS THE ONLY COMBINED GUN IN THE MARKET.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 Broadway & 84 Duaue Si,, - NEW YORK.

Book of the

Game Laws
LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

RELATING TO GAME AND GAME FISH.

If you live in Boston, or New York,

or Philadelphia, or Baltimore, or Chi-

cago, or St. Paul, or Duluth, or any

one of a hundred cities where there

are gun and fishing tackle stores,

you need not send to us for the

BOOK OF THE GAME LAWS; your

dealer has the latest (April) issue.

Price 50 cents. Buy of vour dealer.

$3R^^A MEACHAM||AMMERLESS R. O'SHAUGHNESSY & CO.,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Salmon and Trout

FISHING TACKLE.
83 Germain Street, St. John, E B.

Orders promptly and carefully executed

ported Walnut Pistol Grip Stock, Patent^**
Fore-end, Pull Checkered, Matted Rib, Double
Under Fastening, Eubber Butt, Compensating Hinge
Joint, Long Breecli Frame. 10 and 12 gauge.

Damascus Barrels, cUU $36.QP
SEND FOR OUN CATALOGUE.

LCMEAGHAIVI ARMS GO..ST.LQUism

CHAS. 1. GOQDAIE, Taxidermist,
For the past 20 years located at 93 Sudbury St.,

will now be fouBd at 144. Friend St., Boston, where
he will give the same personal attention to all
work intrusted to his care as formerly.

*WA '> ''I TmG»EAflli»mDRIIIIC.

^^m^ =s*^ %\ ^ lokage makes 5 gallo^o.

jCSS mA Ufliuious, sparkling, and
1,^^ IW appetizing. Sold by all

'mKt -i^^ M dealers. a beautiful

^^S=-~"aKgg^ Picture Book and cards% Bonttoany one addressing
O. E. HIB.E8 & CO.,

Philadelphia

THE PREMIER CAMERA

fS THE BEST IN MARKET.
Simple of Manipulation.

Plates or Films are used.
The Shutter is always set.

PRICE $18.00.
Send for Catalogue and copy of Modern Photography.

WE MAKE ALL KINDS OF CAMERAS.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY,
3a S. Water St., KOCHESTEB, N. Y.

Athletic Outfits, Kishiiigr Tackle
Catalosrues, etc., the Clasp

velope is the Best Device.

CO JHE CLASP ENVELOPE,
\PATENTED010^19^

5 r\' 5 > CO H

DEAF^

WOODCRAFT
By "NK8SMUK.' Price Sl.OO.

Tourists, Camprs ail liters.

THE HUTEIMEITT OO.'S

FLUID BEEF

Will give immediate relief from fatigue after a
day's tramping or exposure. Needs only to be
mixed with, hot water and seasoned with salt
and pepper. Invaluable in the camp kitchen, as
the most delicious soups can be prepared from it
in a moment. Take a bottle with you on the
next trip. Sold by all dealers in sporting goods
and the leading grocers everywhere. Manufac-
tured with the most scrupulous cleanliness and
care by

THE NUTEIMENT CO., Chicago, 111.

Henet 0. Sqihres, 178 Broadway, New York, carries a
full line of our goods.

Thurmau's Shooting Blouse, for trap sheofcing and
fishing. Made of Jersey cloth with two pockets for
shells. For sale by dealers, but If your dealer does not
keep what you want, send $3 to the mill and get one by
return maU, postpaid. Colors .Black, navy blue, garnet,
dark green, seal brown and tan. Rmnbow Knitting
Mills, Germantown, Phlla., Pa.
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Agent fob B. C. JUIiAMS'
Celebrated

Kentucky Keels.

FIREARMS, FISHING TACKLE, BICT-
OXES, TENTS, LAWN TENNIS, MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS, SPORTING- GOODS, Aq. Illustrated Catalogue, with low cash prices, sent on application to those

mentioning Forest AKD Stream. JAMES H. FISK, 193 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

FISHESMAN'S AUTOMTIG REEL.
When a sportsman finds anything' which adds to his pleasure, with-

out inci'easing his labor, he wants all his brother hunters
and anglers to know of it and share with him

the newly discovered "helper."
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR

The Automatic Reel.
First—It will wind up the line a hundred

times as fast as any other reel in the world.
Second—It will wind up the line slowly it

the angler chooses.
Third—Xo fish can ever get slack line with it

Fourth—It will save more fish than any
other reel.
FiFiH—It will prevent tips, lines and snells

from beina: brolcen by large fish.

SiHTH—It enables the angler, and makes it

desirable, to use lighter tackle.
These claims have been substantiated by

the most skillful fishermen in America and
Europe.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

/^TOMATIC

This reel is manipulated
entirely Dy the hand that
holds tne rod.

YAWMAN & ERBE. Rochester, N.Y.

SYBACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.
Successors to SYRACUSE FISH BOD CO.

MANUFACTURERS OP

Fine Split Bamboo Fishing Rods,
WITH COEE AKD OELLTILOn) HAHD GEASP. (Patent applied for.)

It is light, fits and -will not blister the hands. Recommended by the most experienced
anglers in the U. S. Order one through your dealer for inspection, and if not satisfactory
can be returned. The U. S. Net and Tv^ine Co. are agents for New "York City.

The glittering gang trolling baits which we are manufacturing are the coming bait. It
takes the place of the phantom minnow, and is warranted to take two fish to one on any
other bait. For sale by all principal dealers in New York.

We are also mannf^ctiu-ing all the popular spoons, such as fluted, kidiiey and hammered.
For sale by all dealers. Send foi" catalogue.

Syracuse, N. Y. lENRY LOFTIE, Ma^THger.

FINE FISHING TACKLE.

CORNWALL & SMOCK,
"THE OLD REMINGTON SOT STORE."

SSI <fe S83 Broadway, ISTew York.
We invite Dealers and Sportsmen to call upon us and see how A-DyA-NTAGEOXISLY they can

purohas'^ Sporting Good=i. Our stock covers the following lines in their/M?/est BoricMes: GUNS,
^iW^^i.^^^J^^9^A^^^^^^SJTsLGl3Lle>, BASE BALL, TENNIS,FENCING, BOXING, CYCLING, Etc. Send 5 cents (to cover postagp) and we will mail yon
our new Illustrated Catalogue, covering above goods. Will also enclose a "Canvas Pocket Book."

KEADY FOR RUN. liKADY FOR ANYTHING. READY iJ'OR SUN.
The simplest, lightest, mo^t useful tent maile. A half dozen forms in same canvas. Compact. Cheap. Send

for full circular. -A., SS. OO XML TO OI^. 3E!-X7-a,3a.Sloa3., XXI.

Fly-FisMug & Fly-Making
FOR TROUT, BASS, SALMON, Etc.

By J. HA.RR1NOTON KEENE.
With plates of the actual material tor making jfties of forty-eight varieties. Illustrated,

sec md edition. Revised and enlarged. Price, $1.50.

This is a new edition of a work that has already proved a great success. It is first of all

practical ; the iustructions are plain and full. Numerous illustrations make every step clear.

The actual specimens of materials show precisely what the fly-tyer requii-es.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
318 Broadway, New Yortk.

THE

Are made in two sizes, and by remov-
ing the center gPftion= are quickly
changed from a % to 1% or 3oz. with
a No. 2, and from a 3 to 5}^ or 8oz. witb
the No. 8. AH changes are made
without disturbing balance of rig.

Extra center sections furnished to

increase the weightasmay be desired.

Ask your dealer for them, or send 10

cents for a No. 3, and 20 cents for a

^TOMLINSON & CO.,

51 John Street,

NEW TORK,

The Francotte Gun.
Finest Rods and Tackle.
Imported Go«jds.
Hand Iioaded Shells.
Upthegrove's Fine Hunting
and Fishing: Wear.

Any Good Article You Want.
Some Articles Not Found
Elsewhere.

Our Specialty is QUALITY.

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE,
246 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, HI,

An Old Un in a New Dress.

This is the size of the fish he caught
and. carried home to-day.

And t^•^3 is the size of the one he hooked.
J3uc the olamed thing got away, because
he didn't btiy his tackle from

318 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Send for '9 1 IllustVated Catalogue.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

J, B, CROOK & CO.,

nSHING TiCEE
1191 BROADWAY,

Bet. 28th & 29bh Sts., NEW YORK CITY.

SEND FOa CATALOGUE,

Best and Lightest 1n the Market.
GILT OR SILVER.

Single Spoon= $3 a doz. Double Sp-^ons $i a doz.
Sam Die by mail 2oc. and .35c.

F. S. GBAVES, 58 State St., ALBANY, N. T.

CHICAGO FISHING TACKLE FACT'Y
56,>4 Atlantie St., ENGLEWOOD, ILLS.

TTont Flias at 3, 1 and 11 Cents Each.
Sisnd Ten Oents for iLLtJSiBATED Catalogui.

ftt tte MU.

Tie Net YorlSf. Beriaril Keiils
Place these famous stud dogs at the service of

the public.

PRINCE REGENT,
The most successful rough-coated stud dog of
mof'ern timfS. Among his progi^ny are Scottish
Prince, Princess ITJort-nc^, Bart Krseberry,
Duke of Armadale. Lady Gladwin. Kingston
Kegeht and King Kegtnt. He is the best son
of Cliampion Pdaliinmon; he stards 35in. at
the shoulder; he has great bono, weighs over 200
lbs., and his color is a deep orange with correct
markings.
"The most phenomenal stud dog that has yet been

ynaowix."—Fanciers' Gazette (London).
'The sire of sit es."—i^oresi and Strea^n.

Champion Hector,
(Smooth-coated). Winner of sixty-six first and
special prizes and numerous stud cups. He is

the sire of JCiiamfion Cleoi>atra, Duke of
Sparta, Lord Hector and many others.

HOUGH AND SMOOTH PUPPIES FOR SALE.

New York St. Bernard Kennels,
138ch St. and Hudson River, New York.

COUNT NGeLE--GlADSTONE--SUE.
AT STUD, - - FEE S25.PAXTANG, the '86 Derby Winner.

The only known dog of any reputation by Count
Noble out of Gladstone—Sue bitch. H Is puppies are not
excelled by any. He is large size, healthy and a fast
dog with the most delicate nose. Parties having good
bitches, desiring to produce the perfectlou of the field
trial strain of English setters should address for pedi-
gree and particulars,

Moorefield Breeding and Training Kennels
W. T. lRTi\aN, Kennel Manager. Chxtla, Amelia Co., Va.
Standard Bred Trotters, Jersey Cattle and Rough-Coated

St. Bernards for sale.
Address A. H. Moobe, 1711 'Spring Garden St., Phila., Pa.

REA» THIS I READ THIS

!

MASTIFFS.
At Stud.—Ormonde; sire, Oh. Victor Hugo;

dam, Ch. Cambrian Princess. Ormonde is a piize
winner every time shown, both in England and
America, and his young stock is proving him an
exceptional sire. I have always on hand young
stock for disposal at fair iirioes. I have no blood
but the most fashionable in my kennels. Write
GHAS, E. BUNN, Peoria, 111.

pONNEMARAKENNELS.-EINE IRISH
KJ settv-cH. Atstud—liEDRIVJSRGLENCHO,
fine fiiil'i dog and first prize bench winner. Fee
§20. Puppies—A beautiful litter, strong and
nealthv from prize stock. Testimonial says,
"Irish pup purchased of you, now Smos, old.
points aud retrieves li ke old dog. It is natural for
iim to hunt." R. H. BURR, Middletown, Conn.

At S;,m:. -English greyhounds. Gem of the Season,
winner or over SO 1st and specials. Pious Pem-
broke,W n Tier of over 20 firsts and special; Dexter,
corded ood.K poodle. Pups from the above for sale.

Geeyhokd and PooDUi! Keknbds, Salem, Mass.

WYOMING KENNELS.
The LARGEST and BEST kennel of
ROUGH-COATED SAINT BERNARDS
in the world, comprising the following
noted STUD DOGS:

Champ. SIR BEDIVERE (19451).

Acknowledged by the best Judges to be the
most typical and perfect St. Bernard living.
Winner of .53 first and special prizes, all in the
best of company. Prizes include The One Hun-
dred Guinea Challenge Cup four times, the Hal-
sey Trophy twice, and the Deacon Challenge Cup
twice. Stud fee 8150.00

Champ. PLINIilMMOIJ, JR. (6864),

This grand young d^s is a son of the world-
renouned Ch. PLINLIMMON, aud although only
a little over three years old, is the winner of 27
first and special prizes, and sire of some s^ood
stock. Stud fee $50.00

LOTHARIO (18271).

This grand headed young dog is by the famous
Ch. VALENTINE out of that well known bitch
SAFFRON. He is the only son of Ch. Valentine
at stud in America, and from his breeding, and
low stud fee, should he much sought after by St.
Bernard breed ers. Stud fee $35.00

St. Bernard. Puppies For Sale.
A select stock most always on hand, sired by

the above dogs out of prize-winning bitches, at
reasonable prices.

WYOMINa EENlfELS. Melrose, Mass

JAS. E. GREEN, Manager.

ST. BERNARDS
AT STUD.

SCOTTISfPRINCE,
THE FINEST ST. BERNARD YET

PRODUCED.

FEE, - $100.

aristIorat,
WINNFR OF MORE FIRST PRIZES AND

SPECIALS DURING 1890 THAN ANY
OTHER ST. BERNARD.

FEE, - 850.

DUTCHESS KENNELS,
Poughkeepsie, Y.

DAIS'L E LOVELAND, Manager.

FOX-TEBRIESS
IN STUD.

Champion Rahy Mixer $15
Russly Joker 15
Reckoner 15
Suffolk Risk 10
Pitcher 26
Puppies for sale from these celebrated dogs out

of famous matrons.

HILLSIDE KENNELS.
LANCASTER, MASS.

FAMOUS PUGS AT STUD.

BONSOR, - Fee $20
Winner of over 50 prizes in England.

Champ. KASH, Fee $20
The sire of many winners.

A. E. PITTS, Columbus, Ohio.

AT STUD. FEE $50.

KING OP KENT
(AK.C.S.B. 6364).

Sire of the phenomenal lipid trial winners. Rip
Rsp. Zig-Zag, Tapster and Maid of Kent.
Pointer Puppies for sale.

Apply to JAS. MORTIMER,
Supt. Westminster Kennel Club.

Babylon, L. I.

Mastiffs and Bloodhounds.
IN STUD: W. K. Taunton's Champion

BoHufort. His success as a stud dog and his
record on the show bench for the last five years
prove him the greatest and best dog living. The
only kennel of Euglisli BloodUounds in Amer-
ica. Choice ones for sale at all times, or imported.
Mastifli nups from the Albion and Beaufort litters,

also out of well known and proved breeders of
champion and ereat prize winners. Photographs,
25 cts. J. WINCHELL, Fair Haven, Vermont.

TN THE STUD.-THE ETHAN ALLIN SET-
X ter Al, fee $35. Al was bred by the late Mr.
Allin and trained on ruffed grouse by his handler.
Two puppies by Wm for sale. Address F. L.
NICHOLS, 54 Taylor street, Springfield, Mass. tf

YORKSHIRE TOY TERRIER.
Champion Bradford Harry, described in

show reports as "best Yorkshire in America.
Pedigree and winnings free, photos SOots. A
limited number of Ms puppies for sale. P. H,
QOOMBS, 1 Sscbansfi Block, Bangor. Me.














